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The  two  sides  of  university  initiations  were  evident  at  U 
of  T  as  the  fall  term  began  this  year.  The  engineers, 
traditionally  given  to  pranks,  shouldered  shovels  and  axes 
to  clear  four  miles  of  road  near  Lindsay.  On  the  campus 
itself,  however,  freshies,  like  those  in  the  picture  below, 
are  still  pretending  to  be  dead  horses. 

-photos  by  NORM  FISHER  ond  JOHN  SHORE 

New  U  of  T  college  opens  today 

Students  of  the  Univer- 
sity of  Toronto's  new  Scar- 

borough College  will  have  a 
demonstration  today  of  the 
latest  tool  of  higher  edu- 

cation— short  circuit  tele- 
vision. 

Seated  in  two  large  lec- 
ture halls,  Scarborough's first  freshman  class  will  be 

officially  welcomed  by  sen- ior administrators  of  the 
college,  who  will  appear  on 
television  screen  rather  than 
in*  person. 

It  is  believed  this  is  the 
1  rsi  freshman  class  will  be 
it'evision  has  been  the  me- 
dnvn  for  extending  a  wel- 

come to  new  students  at  the 
opening  of  a  university 

year. The  opening  ceremonies 
will  be  held  in  temporary 
quarters  in  the  old  Biology 
building  on  the  St.  George 
Campus  of  the  University  of Toronto. 

Scarborough  students  will 
attend  classes  here,  and  in 
the  former  School  of  Prac- 

tical Science  building,  also 
known  as  the  little  Red 
Skulehouse. 
Completion  of  the  Scar- borough College  buildings 21  miles  east  of  downtown 

Toronto  has  been  delayed. 
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Bookstore  to  offer  discounts 

The  U  of  T  bookstore  is 
giving  discounts  this  year  on 
a  limited  range  of  textbooks 
and  on  some  popular  station- 

ery items. 
Book  Department  Manag- er Herald  Bohne  said  in  an 

interview  that  the  bookstore 
will  offer  a  discount  of  10 
per  cent  on  all  textbooks  in 
stock  priced  by  the  publish- ers at  $10  or  more. 

Discounts  on  stationery 
will  range  from  10  to  20  per 
cent  on  such  items  as  clip- 

boards, three-ring  binders, 
three-ring  refills  and  spiral 

notebooks. 
In  addition  there  will  be 

a  reduction  in  the  price  of 
all  Caedmon  records.  Mr. 
Bohne  said  that  these  re- 

cords will  now  be  cheaper 
at  the  bookstore  than  any- where else  in  Toronto. 

Mr.  Bohne  said  that  all 
students  using  the  bookstore 
will  receive  a  newsletter 
which  explains  the  new  dis- 

count policy  and  other  book- store services  such  as  charge 
accounts  and  special  orders. 

He  explained  that  the  newr 
policy  was  the  result  of  bud- 

geting changes  in  the  book- store operation. 
Students  in  medicine  and 

law  will  benefit  most  from 
the  price  reductions.  Sub- stantial savings  will  also  be 
passed  on  to  students  in  en- 

gineering, chemistrv,  phv- 
sics,  mathematics,  and  biolo- 

gy- 

New  methods  of  dealing 
with  the  annual  rush  on  the 
bookstore  will  also  be  in- stituted this  year. 

Charles  Fanning,  adminis- 
trative assistant  to  Mr.  Boh- 

(See  Bookstore,  page  14) 

II  of  T  plans  October  teach-in 
By  PAUL  CARSON 

A  faculty-student  commit- 
tee at  the  University  of  Tor- 

onto is  organizing  an  inter- 
national teach-in  to  be  held 

on  campus  the  weekend  of 
Oct.  8-10. 
U  of  T  President  Claude 

T.  Bissell  is  honorary  chair- man of  the  committee,  and 
Professor  Charles  Hank  of 
the  philosophy  departtnen I 
is  chairman. 
Other  members  of  the 

honorary      board  include 

Murray  Ross,  president  of 
York  University,  and  North- 

rop Frye,  principal  of  Vic- toria College. 
Under  the  general  theme 

of  "Revolution  and  Res- 
ponse,' the  teach-in  will  ex- plore the  relationship  of  the 

major  international  powers 
to  revolutionary  changes  in 
the  underdeveloped  coun- tries. 
A  teach-in  is  a  confronta- tion between  authorities 

who  hold  differing  views  on 
various  international  issues. 

CUS  to  seek  abolition  of  tuition  fees 

Lennoxville,  Que.  (CUP) — 
The  Canadian  Union  of  Stu- 

dents has  adopted  as  its  first 
priority  "the  abolition  of  all social  and  financial  barriers 
t  o  posl-secondary  educa- 

tion." 

"Universal  accessibility" became  the  keynote  phrase 
of  the  29lh  annual  CUS 

Congress  held  at  Bishop's University  Aug.  28-Sept.  4. 
Delegates  from  45  mem- ber institutions  adopted  the 

new  standing  resolution 
with  only  one  dissenting 
vote,  and  decided  to  seek 
the  abolition  of  tuition  fees 

as  a  first  step  toward  these 
principles. To  exert  public  pressure 
in  favor  of  these  goals,  the 
delegates  agreed  to  sponsor 
a  National  Student  Day  to 
serve  as  a  "manifestation  of 
student  opinion,"  if  possible before  the  federal  election 
The  form  of  the  action  to 

be  taken  on  this  day  will  be 
decided  by  each  local  coun- cil. The  manifestions  are  to 
be  preceded  and  followed 
by  an  education  and  publici- 

ty campaign  on  the  prob- lems of  higher  education. 
The  date  will  be  set  by  the 

During  the  past  summer 
teach-ins  in  the  United 
States  have  been  used  to 

promote  public  debate  con- cerning American  foreign 
policy  in  Viet  Nam. 
There  will  be  five  major 

sessions,  followed  by  ap- 
proximately 150  seminars  lo- cated in  various  buildings 

around  the  campus. 
One  of  the  sessions  will  be 

chaired  by  Patrick  Gordon 
Walker,  former  British  For- 

{ See  teach-in*  page  3 ) 

national  secretariat, 
The  long-term  policy  suue- 

menl,  moved  by  McGill  ami Seconded  by  the  University 
og  British  Columbia,  declar- es "the  sole  determinant  ol 
the  undertaking  of  post-se- condary education  should  be 
academic  qualification." 

A  clause  stating  "earnings 
forgone  represent  a  real 
and  serious  cost ,"  created some  controversy.  In  calling 
for  the  elimination  of  this 
barrier,  it  was  felt  that  the 
congress  implicitly  support- 

(See  Education,  page,  3) 

New  CUS  president  is  11  of  T  graduate 
Lennoxville,  Que.  (CUP ) 

Douglas  Ward  27,  was  elect- 
ed president  of  the  Cana- dian Union  of  Students  tor 

the  year  1966-67  at  the  re- cent CUS  congress  at 
Bishop's  University. 

He  defeated  Bruce  Doern. 
a  former  student  union  pre- 

sident at  the  University  ul 
Manitoba,  in  an  u;iev,eintul 
campaign. 

Mr.  Ward  will  office 
next  summer  a1  the  end  ol 
the   term  ol   current  CUs 

president  Patrick  Kenniff. 
This  year,  Mr.  Ward  is  as- 

sistant registrar  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Toronto. 

A  divinity  graduate  (Emm 
'63),  Mr.  Ward  has  been  in- 

ternational affairs  secretary ol  CUS  for  die  last  year, 
the  first  nun  to  hold  this 
position.  He  is  a  former 
president  of  the  University 
ul  Toronto  Students  Admi- nistrative Council. 

In  accepting  his  romina- ( See  Ward,  page  3  > DOUG  WARD 



HART  HOUSE  g 
Jn  this  column  will  be  onnounced  regulor  and  speciol  events 

occun'ng  in  Hort  House  during  the  academic  yeor.  All  male  stu- dents ot  the  University  of  Toronto  ore  members  of  the  House. 
Make  o  point,  therefore,  of  watching  this  column  so  thot  you  moy 
take  advantage  of  the  facilities  which  are  yours  Jo  enjoy. 
MUSIC 

Among  the  series  of  concerts  held  each  yeor  by  the  Music 
Committee  ore  the  following:  SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERTS, 
commencing  Oct  3rd  with  Jon  Rubes  (Boss)  ond  Carol  Van 
Feggelen  (Guitarist),  WEDNESDAY  FIVE  O'CLOCK  RECITALS  be- 

ginning Oct.  13th.  with  Ron  Collier  Ql  " CONCERTS. ond  NOON  HOUR 

GLEE  CLUB 
New  members  ore  required  each  yeor  for  this  outstanding 

University  Glee  Club.  Registration  will  be  in  the  Music  Room  os 
follows:  Thursday,  Sept.  23rd  A  -  6  p.m.,  Monday,  Sept.  27th 
4  -  6  p.m.  All  members  of  Hort  House  both  graduate  and  under- 
graduote  ore  welcome  and  freshmen  are  especially  invited  to  audi- tion. The  ability  to  read  music  is  on  odvontoge  but  is  not  essential. 
Rehearsals  take  place  on  Tuesday  from  7  -  9.30  p.m.  and  Thurs- 

day 5  -  6  p.m. 
RECORD  ROOMS 

One  record  room  houses  an  excellent  clossicol  library  ond  the 
other  a  collection  of  Jazz,  Folk-song  and  spoken  word  records.  A short  instructional  class  must  be  otlended  to  enforce  proper  ond 
coreful  usoge  of  the  equipment.  Wotch  "The  Vorsity"  for  an- nouncements of  times  for  instruction  or  the  notice  boards  in  the rotundo. 
STEINWAY  GRAND  PIANOS 

Any  member  of  Hart  House  who  has  ARCT  stonding  moy 
use  the  Steinway  Grand  pianos  after  receiving  a  cord  from  the 
Undergraduate  Office.  There  are  two  upright  pianos  for  use  by 
anyone  with  lower  piano  standing. 
SQUASH 

The  Squash  Racquets  Committee  of  Hort  House  controls  the 
bosement.  Periods  on  the  squash  courts  may  be  reserved  one  doy 
prior  to  ploy  by  colling  the  Holl  Porter  at  928-2452. INSTRUCTIONS   FOR   BEGINNERS;   Novices     interested  in 
Squash  instruction  should  fill  in  o  form  on  the  Freshmon  Informa- Boord  in  the  rotundo  of  Hart  House. 
LIBRARY 

The  Library  of  Hart  House,  on  the  second  floor,  houses  about 
10,000  volumes  for  the  leisure  reading  of  Hort  House  members. 
The  Library  Committee  always  appreciates  receiving  suggestions 
of  new  purchases. 
HOUSE  COMMITTEE  DANCE 

The  first  event  to  be  organized  by  the  House  Committee  will 
be  the  Hort  House  Fall  Donee  on  Saturday,  Sept.  25th  ot  9  p.m. 
Tickets  $1.00  per  person.  Available  from  the  Hall  Porter. 
DEBATES 

The  Hort  House  Debates  provide  a  forum  for  porllamentory 
debate  on  questions  of  public  policy.  All  members  ore  welcome 
to  ottend  and  to  speak  on  these  occosions.  The  first  debate  on 
October  21  will  be  on  the  topic  of  "Freedom  of  Speech  in 
Canada". 

ALI  AKBAR  KHAN 
MASTER  MUSICIAN  OF  INDIA 

and  Assisting  Artists 
EATON  AUDITORIUM  —  Fri ,  Oct.  1  ot  8:30  p.m. 

Tickets:  ':■:.::  3    -  ?  —  Students  $1.50 
Box  Office  Opens:  Sept.  21 

STUDENTS'  ADMINISTRATIVE  COUNCIL 

STUDENT  PARKING  FOR  1965-1966 REQUIREMENTS: 
Must  be  outside  a  fifteen  mile  radius  of  the 
University 

APPLICATIONS: 
Accepted  until  Friday,  Sept.  24,  1965.  Permits 
will  be  given  out  Friday,  October  1,  and  no 
further  applications  will  be  accepted.  Apply  ot S.A.C  Office. 

CINEMA  FRANCAIS 
15  SEASON 

VAUGHAN  THEATRE 350  ST.  CLAIR  ST.  W. 
FRENCH  CINE-CLUB  OF  TORONTO 

PRESENTING  10  INTERNATIONALLY REKNOWNED  FRENCH  MOVIE -PICTURES 
{no  sub-titles) 

further  Information  HU.  1-4738  —  WA.  1-3561 FIRST  FILM 

"A  CAUSE  D'UNE  FEMME" With  My l«n*  O*  Monjcot  and  J*<qu«f  ChorrUf OCTOBER  25,  1965 

Students  must  go  home  to  vote 

By  ST.  BRUNO 
More  than  2,000  Univer- 

sity of  Toronton  students 
will  have  to  go  home  to  vote 
in  the  Nov.  8  federal  elect- 
ion. Prime  Minister  Pearson 
said  last  Thursday  there  is 
not  way  out  of  the  legal  dif- ficulties which  will  prevent 
out-of-town  students  from 
voting  in  the  ridings  which 
include  their  universities. 
He  told  Canadian  Union 

of  Students  president  Pat- rick Kenniff  that  university 
students  who  will  be  away 
from  home  could  take  ad- 

vantage of  the  advance  poll 
facilities,  although  he  re- 

cognized this  wouuld  not  be 
satisfactory  for  all. 
Because  the  writs  dis- 

solving Parliament  and  cal- ling the  election  were  issued 
Sept.  8,  before  most  univer- 

sity students  were  in  resi- 
dence, they  will  not  be  on 

the  voters'  lists  in  the  uni- 

versity ridings. 
The  CUS  has  estimated 

that  20,000  students  across 
the  country  will  be  affected. 
More  precise  figures  are 
now  being  gathered  from 
universities. 
From  last  year's  enrol- ment figures  at  U  of  T  it 

has  been  estimated  that 
about  2,150  students  will  be 
unable  to  vote  in  Toronto. 
CUS  is  seeking  a  legal 

opinion  on  the  possibility  of 
bypassing  the  relevant  sec- tion of  the  Canada  Elections 
Act  and  has  said  it  would 
fight  a  court  case  if  legal 
justification  can  be  found. 

Richard  Good,  CUS  vice- 
president,  has  suggested 
that  one  loophole  might  in- 

volve recognizing  universi- 
ties as  the  permanent  re- sidences of  the  students. 

Tom  Good  (no  relation), 
president  of  the  U  of  T  New 
Democrats,  suggested  that 
if  students  declare  that  the 
university   is   their  norma! 

place  of  residence  thej should  be  included  on  the 
voters'  lists. Chief  Electoral  Officer 
Nelson  Castonguay  told  CUS 
that  the  Elections  Act  can 
only  be  changed  by  Parlia- ment— and  Parliament  has 
been  dissolved. 
And  the  Toronto  Globe 

and  Mail,  in  an  editorial  tit- 
led "Students,  Go  Home!", offers  the  following  advice: 

"One  course  of  action 
should  surely  seem  clear  to 
those  who  have  been  willing 
in  the  past  to  pilgrimage  all 
the  way  to  Mississippi  in 
support  of  the  voteless 
Negro  minority  in  the South:  whether  he  has  to 
hitch-hike,  bicycle,  bust  his 
allowance  on  plane  fare  or 
trundle  by  Conestoga  wa- 

gon, the  most  effective  way 
for  any  student  voter  to 
protest  a  parliamentary  sys- 

tem he  disagrees  with  is  to 
return  to  his  home  riding 

on  election  day." 

Ex-editor  to  write  SUPA  report 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

Last  year's  Varsity  editor, 
Harvey  Shepherd,  has  been 
hired  by  the  Student  Union for  Peace  Action  to  write  a 
report  on  their  Fall  Train- 

ing Institute, SUPA  is  being  paid  $4,000 
for  the  report  by  the  Com- 

pany of  Young  Canadians — 
Prime  Minister  Pearson's Peace  Corps  -  style  organiza- tion. 
The  payment — in  two  in- stallments, one  before  deli- 

very and  one  after — is  being 
used  to  pay  the  travel  ex- penses of  the  delegates  to 
the  Institute  which  was  held 
in  a  camp  north  of  Montreal 
two  weeks  ago. 
The  delegates,  all  SUPA volunteers  who  worked 

during  the  summer  on  var- 
ious SUPA  projects  across 

Canada,    gathered    in  the 

camp  to  evaluate  these  pro- 

jects. 

A  poverty  project  in  King- ston, a  study  project  among 
the  Doukhobors  in  the 

.  Kootenays,  a  protest  against 
nuclear  arms  at  the  Comox 
base  in  British  Columbia 
and  another  at  La  Macaza, 
Que.,  were  included. SUPA  had  applied  for  a 
travel  grant  through  the 
Centennial  commission  to 
bring .  these  delegates  to- 

gether, but  was  refused  ap- 
parently because  of  the  ra- dical character  of  the  organ- ization. 

SUPA  grew  out  of  the 
Combined  Universities 
Campaign  for  Nuclear  Dis- armament but  has  widened 
its  scope  into  more  complete 
social  action  work, 
SUPA  embarrassed  the 

federal  government  in  June 
when  it  chose  the  occasion 

of  former  U.S.  represent- ative to  the  United  Nation, 
Adlai  Stevenson's  visit  to 
this  campus  to  protest  the 
war  in  Viet  Nam. 
When  Stewart  Goodings, 

the  director  of  the  Company 
of  Young  Canadians,  heard 
of  the  Centennial  Commis- 

sion's refusal  to  grant  SUPA 
the  money,  he  decided  to 
pay  $4,000  for  the  report  on the  Institute. 
He  justified  it  by  saying 

that  SUPA  has  been  doing 
precisely  the  type  of  work 
the  company  would  attempt 
to  do  and  a  report  of  its 
activities  would  be  helpful. 
Shepherd,  who  started 

working  as  information  of- 
ficer for  the  Student  Non- 

Violent  Co-ordinating  Com- 
mittee after  he  left  the  Var- 

sity, will  be  paid  $100  to write  the  report. 

building  officially  open 
The  new  Ramsey  Wright 

Zoological  Laboratories,  op- 
ened officially  September 

18,  offer  sufficient  facilities 
for  teaching  and  research 
in  zoology  for  all  faculties on  campus. 

"The  laboratories  are  de- 
signed with  the  most  for- 

ward thinking  developments 
of  the  modern  age,"  said  Dr. W.G.  Friend,  chairman  of 
the  zoology  planning  board. 

Laboratory  talks  and  spe- 
cial instruction  will  be  given 

over  a  closed  circuit  televi- 
sion system  in  addition  to 

the  regular  demonstrators 
and  teaching  staff. 
Greenhouses  and  ligut- 

and-sound-controlled  rooms 
aid  the  concentrated  instruc- 

tion of  zoology  in  time  arid 
environment  change. 
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Ward  (continued) 
lion,  Mr.  Ward  pointed  out 
that  his  first  priority,  uni- 

versal accessibility  to  high- 
er education,  seemed  "old 

hat"  by  the  end  of  the  cong- ress, although  this  had  not 
been  so  at  its  start. 

Mr.  Ward  said:  "The  easy part  ( resolutions )  is  over. 
From  now  on,  it's  all  method 
and  program.  We  are  going 
back  to  campuses  that  may 
not  have  been  prepared  yet. 

"I  believe  in  change  at the  local  level,  in  primary 
organizations,  rather  than 
at  secondary  levels  like  this 
congress,"  he  stressed.  "We have  to  get  the  students  on 
each  campus  deliberating 
on  these  issues." 
"My  role  is  with  you  in your  work,  not  wheeling 

and  dealing  in  Ottawa,"  he 

told  the  delegates  from  45 
student  unions  across  Ca- nada. 
Mr.  Ward  also  set  forth 

his  personal  belief  that 
"education  at  all  levels  is 
a  right  which  must  be  pro- 

vided by  society,"  and  said 
this  would  only  a  a  begin- ning. 

"The  implications  of  uni- 
versal accessibility  to  educa- 

tion start  in  the  pre-school 
years  and  in  the  very  fabric 
of  our  society,"  he  said.  "I hope  we  will  become  in- 

volved in  the  ordering  of 
our  community,  in  the  gov- 

ernment of  the  university." 
He  summed  up  his  ultim- 

ate goal  for  CUS  as  the 
creation  of  "a  free  univer- 

sity and  a  relevant  univer- 

sity." 
Education  (continued) 
ed  student  salaries. 
Defending  this  section, 

Sharon  Sholzberg,  president 
of  the  McGill  students  Soci- 

ety, said  that  ultimately 
"university  doors  will  be open  to  the  student  even  if 
he  hasn't  got  a  penny  in  his 
pocket." A  delegate  from  Waterloo 
University  College,  Gary 
Smith,  said  rich  parents 
would  rather  pay  directly 
than  have  s ky-high  i n com e tax. 
Miss  Sholzberg  said  that 

one  must  consider  the  ques- 
tion of  accesibility  for  the 

student  who  is  independent 
of  his  family.  The  parent 
should  not  be  forced  to  play 
any  role  in  university  edu- 

cation other  than  the  crea- 
tion of  a  home  environment 

conducive  to  higher  learn- ing. 

Another  CUS  resolution, 
moved  by  Victoria  Universi- 

ty, stated  "after  the  aboli- tion of  tuition  fees  there  is 
still  a  discrepancy  between 
annual  student  revenue  and 
annual  student  expenditure 
on  education." It  called  for  modification 
of  existing  student  loan 
schemes  "as  an  initial  step toward  the  elimination  of 
loans"  by  making  loans  re- fundable upon  successful 
completion  of  each  academic 

year. "The  congress  also  adopted 
a  comprehensive  13-point 
educational  action  program 
including  socio-economic 
studies  on  motivational  fac- 

tors and  cybernation. 

Teach-in  (continued) 
eign  Secretary. 
President  B  i  s  s  e  1 1  has 

agreed  to  chair  one  of  the 
other  sessions. 

Topics  for  the  major  ses- sions will  be  Revolution  and 
Ideological  Conflict,  Latin 
America,  Viet  Nam,  Revolu- 

tion and  Moral  Responsibili- 
ty, and  Problems  of  Self- Determination. 

Spokesman  for  the  teach- in,  David  Watson,  told  The 
Varsity  last  night  that  he 
expects  100,000  people  to  lis- 

ten to  the  proceedings  at 
Convocation  Hall  by  means 
of  a  telephone  circuit  en- 

compassing about  20  Cana- 
dian and  up  to  150  American 

universities. 
The  teach-in  will  be  con- 

ducted in  both  English  and 
French.  A  simultaneous 
translation  system  will  be 
in  use  during  the  major sessions. 
Mr.  Watson  stated  that 

the  teach-in  will  not  be  fo- 
cused exclusively  on  Ameri- 

can foreign  policy,  but  will 
discuss  the  foreign  policies 
of  all  the  great  powers.  It 
will  concentrate  on  both 
basic  ideological  -  economic 
problems  and  various  spe- 

cific crises. 
In  addition  to  many  re- 

presentatives from  Canadian 
and  American  universities 
there  will  be  a  number  of 
international  speakers  and observers. 

The  committee  has  so  far 
arranged  for  speakers  from 
Russia,  China,  Cambodia, 
Latin  America,  and  South 
Viet  Nam.  Negotiations  for 
a  representative  from  the 
National  Liberation  Front, 
the  political  arm  of  the  Viet 
Cong,  have  been  underway 
for  several  weeks  but  no 
firm  statement  has  been  re- 

leased as  yet. 
Spokesmen  emphasize 

that  the  teach-in  will  not  be 
a  "protest"  event,  but  rather will  provide  neutral  ground 
for  an  open  international 
forum. 

Professor  Hanly  said  that 
the  purpose  of  the  teach-in 
is  "strictly  educational".  No 
particular  philosophy  or  na- 

tional policy  will  be  given 
any  undue  advantage,  he 
added. 

Total  cost  of  the  teach-in 
is  expected  to  be  $35,000 
which  will  be  raised  by 
soliciting  individuals  and 
educational  foundations. 
Professor  Hanley  added 

that  the  committee  will  seek 
incorporation  as  a  tax-de- ductible educational  institu- 

tion called  the  International 
Forum  Foundation. 

Mr.  Watson  said  that  the 
registration  drive  for  the 
teach-in  will  be  launched 
shortly,  and  that  an  over- flow crowd  is  expected. 

Additions  to  the  growing 
list  of  international  speak- ers and  observers  wilt  be 
announced  during  the  next 
two  weeks. 
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a  statement  of  policy 
With  this  issue.  The  Varsity  begins  its  ,85th  year 

of  publication. 
In  those  85  years  this  university  has  undergone 

dramatic  changes,  and  amid  all  this  change  the  student 
has  begun  to  lose  control  of  his  environment.  Quality 
often  seems  to  be  sacrificed  to  quantity  at  our  new  mul- 

tiversity, and  the  individual  becomes  a  negligible  part  of 
the  educational  process. 

The  Varsity  believes  that  students  hove  on  important 
port  to  play  in  the  life  of  the  university,  that  they  can  take 
an  active  part  in  its  development.  "Too  many  students  ore passive  receptors  of  knowledge;  too  few  realize  that  they 
ore  oerhaps  the  basic  reason  for  the  university's  existence. The  Varsity  believes  that  the  traditional  apathy  of 
U  of  T  students  must  be  overcome,  and  that  they  must 
play  a  responsible  port  in  changing  the  direction  of  this 
university.  If  students  fail  to  act  now,  they  will  have  no 
one  to  blame  but  themselves  if  the  university  becomes 
oriented  toward  impersonal  efficency  rather  than  humanity. 

Our  editorial  policy  will  endeavor  to  encourage 
responsible  student  action.  Editorials  will  be  unsigned, 
and  will  be  the  opinions  of  the  masthead  staff. 

old  problem,  new  twist 
The  discounts  on  texts  and  stationery  offered  by  the 

bookstore  this  year  may  be  limited,  but  they  ore  an  in- 
dication of  the  store's  willingness  to  pass  on  savings  to students  whenever  possible. 

Unfortunately,  the  bookstore  management's  wil- 
lingness to  cooperate  with  students  is  being  hampered  by 

the  students'  unwillingness  to  moke  concrete  suggestions Manager  Harold  Bohne  has  said  that  the  store  is  quite 
prepced  to  listen  to  any  criticism  or  improvements  put 
forward  by  the  SAC  Bookstore  Committee.  But  the  book- 

store committee  foiled  to  put  forward  any  suggestions 
this  summer  in  time  for  their  implementation  this  foil. 

The  bookstore  committee  seems  to  hove  died  this 
summer  because  chairman  Dean  McDermid  (II  Dents) 
was  out  of  town.  Perhaps  Mr  McDermid  con  be  faulted 
for  assuming  a  position  which  he  could  not  adequately discharge,  but  the  real  blame  must  be  laid  at  the  door  of 
the  student  population  as  a  whole. 

It  is  ironic  that  each  fall  students  register  loud  and 
anguished  complaints  about  the  bookstore  operations,  yet when  o  committee  is  available  to  deal  with  these  complaints no  one  can  be  found  to  serve  on  it  except  a  chairman. 

Why  wos  no  one  else  capable  of  replacing  Mr.  Mc- Dermid during  the  summer  months,  to  meet  with  Mr Bohne  and  discuss  the  policies  of  the  bookstore? Why  do  students  expect  their  complaints  to  be  listen- 
ed to  when  they  show  themselves  to  be  irresponsible  critics incapable  of  confronting  the  individuals  and  the  institu- tions of  which  they  complain? 
The  effort  is  being  made  on  many  North  American college  campuses  to  obtain  for  students  a  shore  in  the decision-making  processes  of  the  university.  At  Toronto it  seems  that  first  an  effort  must  be  mode  to  stir  the students  out  of  their  apathy  and  establish  responsible participation  in  those  areas  where  the  administrative  of- ticiols  hove  shown  o  willingness  to  cooperate 
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Machine  revolutionizes  poetry 
Take  a  peek  at  this  poetry: 
HONOR 
Crimson,  divine  Apotlinax, 
opposite  willowy  fog, 

be  slammed! 
Breath! 
Sunlit,  hot  honor,  the  con- 

sciousness would  turn  op- 
posite me  by  mist. Provided  willowy  crying 

spirit  will  have  risen, 
chess  underneath  him is  had 
round  that  elegant  black beside  Diefenbaker, distinctly. 

Hard  dwarves  are  you  past 

yours. FLAME 
You! 
Provided  she  is  this  sad 

forest  admidst  the  sharp, 
pale  cold  granite 

I  have  been  hearing  the sunlit  flame. 
The  golden  alabster  is 
While  greasy  Joan  doth  keel the  pot. 

SIGH 
The  candelabra  does  slip 
You,  you  and  you  and  you, 

and  O  Whitman Goodbye! 
Hello! 
Who  will  you  be  beyond 

thee  and  steel  and  this 
sad  heaven? 

based  on  the  principle  of  relating  mathe- 
matical constructs  to  the  various  parts  of 

English  grammar.  "Feeding"  the  machine 
requires  only  that  you  push  the  button. 

The  button  operates  a  little  electronic 
lube,  whose  light  may  stay  on  or  go  off  ac- 

cording to  a  "choice"  the  computer  makes. These  on-off  combinations  within  a  number 
system  selects  from  the  program  the  lan- 

guage concept  the  machine  will  use  (simple sentence,  complex,  assertive,  interrogative, 
etc.),  and  from  there  on,  the  progression 
of  number  variations  accumulates,  by  trans- 

lation, a  whole  range  of  vocabulary  built 
into  the  programming  data  of  the  machine 
(but  not  pre-con trolled  by  the  operator). 

Very  confusing,  to  be  sure;  all  I  know 
is  that,  while  I  watched,  that  little  light 
went  on  or  off  in  a  numerical  arrangement 
I  could  not  account  for;  and  by  correlating 
these  numbers  against  the  extremely  com- 

plex data  chart  and  series  of  lists,  came  up 
with;  "Lawrence  falls  in  fragile  Fragilion  of 
Diefenbaker."  Which,  whatever  else  it  might 
be,  is  a  sentence  —  one  that  is  likely 
meaningful  to  someone  who  knows  who 
Lawrence  is,  or  who  Diefenbaker  is,  for  that matter. 

Of  course  I  am  not  sure  that  the  whole 
thing  is  not  simply  a  very  clever  gag.  The 
suspicion  grows  when  O'Neill  tells  how  he 
came  to  build  the  machine.  "In  1961,"  says 
he,  "the  police  were  preventing  poets  from 
reciting  in  Allan  Gardens.  I  thought  the 
poets  needed  some  support;  but  since  I 
couldn't  write  poetry,  myself,  I  decided  to 
build   a   machine   which   could."   A  noble 

by  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 

Suppose,  just  for  the  sake  of  conversa- 
tion, one  were  to  analyze  the  last  poem  in 

this  eminently  powerful  series.  Take  the 
"candelabra"  as  an  image  of  life  falling 
away;  the  second  line  applies  the  message 
to  all  mankind,  and  begins  an  appeal  to 
the  spiritual  solace  of  a  great  poet.  The 
third  line  says  "goodbye"  to  life;  the  fourth, however,  contains  a  recognition  that  within 
death,  there  is  rebirth;  and  the  fifth  de- 

velops this  trend  with  a  consideration  of 
an  after-life  beyond  the  life  of  individuality, 
machine-age  sterility,  and  even  beyond  pre- 

sent, outmoded  concepts  of  "heaven." 
It  makes  some  sort  of  sense;  and  the 

irony  of  it  all  is  that  it  was  written,  not  by 
Cohen,  not  by  Ferlinghetti,  or  Ginsberg,  or 
any  of  those  boys,  but  by  MR.  APOLLINAX, 
THE  POETRY  MACHINE.  (Poetic  license 
no.  30A60,  Ontario,  1953.) 

Built  by  former  U  of  T  student  Barry 
O'Neill  (who  is  either  very  clever,  or  else 
has  a  very  good  sense  of  humor  —  probab- 

ly a  bit  of  both).  Mr.  Apollinax  is  a  little 
box,  about  24  x  8  x  6  inches,  which  is  actual- 

ly a  miniature  computer. 

Builder  O'Neill  has  formula  ted  an  extre- 
mely complicated  program  for  the  machine, 

idea  really;  a  machine  to  help  break  the 
entrenched  forces  of  establishments. 

O'Neill  chose  the  name  for  the  machine 
from  the  T.  S.  Eliot  poem,  in  which  "Mr. Apollinax  ...  is  a  charming  man,  but  what 
does  he  mean?"  And  O'Neill  does  call  the 
machine  "He",  because,  as  he  says,  he  has 
progressed  to  an  "I-Thou"  relationship  with 

After  all,  think  of  the  reverence  accorded 
to  the  language  output  of  Shakespeare's 
brain  —  which  was  really  only  an  elaborate 
machine.  (By  the  way,  literary  cognoscenti 
might  recognize,  in  one  line  of  the  above 
printed  poetry  (  the  machine's  own  peculiar reverence  for  fellow  ianguagemaker  Shakes- 

peare. Touching.) 

"Now,"  says  O'Neill,  "all  we  need  is  a 
machine  which  can  read  poetry,  and  we  will 
really  be  able  to  save  time."  A  statement 
which  supports  my  suspicions  that  the  busi- 

ness is  truly  a  gag.  But,  while  watching  that 
ruddy  little  light  flicking  on  and  off,  and 
seeing  the  words  pile  up  inexorably  on  the 
page  before  me,  dammed  if  I  could  figure 
out  what  the  punch-line  was.  Or  where.  Or how. 

letter  to  the  editor 

new  magazine 
Sir: 
You  wi  1 1  ren  de  r  a  g  rea  t 

service  to  all  East  African 
students  studying  in  your 
country  (and  indeed  anyone 
interested  in  student  maga- 

zines) by  letting  them  know 
about  the  publishing  of 
Dialogue,  the  first  East  Af- 

rican student's  magazine. 
This  magazine  aims  at  be- 

ing an  intellectual  medium 
of  communication  between 
East  African  students  for 
the  discussion  and  study,  in 

a  positive  and  constructive 
way,,  of  all  the  problems 
facing  East  Africa  in  the 
next  few  years. 

Wilfred  Kiboro, Dialogue, 

P.O.  Box  25090, 
Nairobi,  Kenya. 



out  of  my  head 
on  editorial  perspective  by  david  jacket 

Bitter  experience  has  shown  that  when  U  of  T  students 
get  together  to  consider  a  problem,  the  solution  most  often 
arrived  at  is  the  formation  of  a  committee. 

Said  committee  then  does  little  or  nothing,  quietly  fades away,  and  leaves  the  problem  about  where  it  was  before. 
The  situation  is  not  quite  that  bad.  But  no  student  poli- 

tician should  underestimate  the  dissatisfaction  which  most 
students  feel  for  their  elected  representatives. 

This  is  a  long  preamble,  the  point  of  which  is  that  last 
weekend  a  group  of  student  leaders  got  together  and  dis- 

cussed their  mutual  problems  —  and  didn't  form  a  commit- tee to  consider  the  question  in  more  detail  at  a  later  date. 
The  prospects  for  constructive  student  action  are  brighter 
this  year  as  a  result. 

This  SAC-organized  project  was  dubbed  a  Conference 
on  Student  Affairs,  a  catch-all  title  which  enabled  the  par- 

ticipants to  discuss  everything  from  student  apathy  to  fees 
to  the  weighty  question  of  what  is  a  university  supposed  to 
be. 

No  one  could  pretend  that  answers  were  found  for 
these  problems.  But  the  discussion  periods  throughout  the 
weekend  broke  down  many  of  the  barriers  between  stu- 

dents of  differing  philosophies  and  from  different  areas  of 
the  university. 

If  the  conference  did  nothing  else,  it  at  least  allowed 
these  student  leaders  to  meet  each  other,  and  perhaps  pre- 

pare the  groundwork  for  the  communication  and  co-opera- 
tion which  has  in  the  past  been  lacking. 

A  CONSTANT  SHIFTING  OF  FOCUS 
The  actual  progress  of  the  conference  was  difficult  to 

focus  on.  Proceedings  opened  Friday  evening  with  a  speech 
from  Doug  Ward,  former  SAC  president,  president-elect  of the  Canadian  Union  of  Students,  and  currently  assistant  to 
Robin  Ross,  U  of  T's  registrar  and  director  of  student 
services.  Mr.  Ward's  remarks  were  in  the  nature  of  a  pep- talk,  a  plea  to  the  student  leaders  to  challenge  the  people 
they  were  leading  and  change,  the  bland  image  which  the 
term  "student  affairs"  has  in  the  past  conveyed. The  response  to  this  appeal  was  a  mixed  one,  despite 
Mr.  Ward's  persuasive  manner  and  knowledgeable  back- 

ground. The  seminars  of  the  following  morning  lacked  di- 
rection, and  dealt  mainly  with  such  large  amorphous  prob- 

lems as  the  legitimacy  of  student  involvement  in  the  uni- 
versity community  and  such  small  specific  ones  as  the 

means  of  - enabling  the  smaller  campus  organizations  to 
prosper. 

It  was  not  until  Saturday  afternoon,  when  John  Becker 
spoke  to  the  assembled  delegates,  that  the  conference  began 
to  take  shape. 

Mr.  Becker  is  the  former  undergraduate  secretary  of 
Hart  House,  and  is  presently  registrar  of  McMaster  Univer- sity. 

His  point  of  view  was  expressed  by  means  of  such 
trenchant  phrases  as  "the  university  is  basically  an  authori- 

tarian institution"  and  that  "helpful  criticism"  is  the  most 
effective  way  students  can  deal  with  their  university  Admin- istrations. 

Mr.  Becker's  remarks  had  the  effect  of  uniting  most  of 
those  present  against  him.  SAC  vice-president  David  Hunter 
suggested  that  what  Mr.  Becker  was  desribing  was  not  a 
community  of  scholars  but  a  "corporation  of  scholars." In  the  seminars  which  followed  some  students  began 
to  realize  that  their  share  in  the  university  was  actually 
a  very  small  one,  and  that  many  administrative  officials 
were  quite  content  with  this  situation. 

TWO  CONTRASTING  PANELS 
The  following  morning  the  conference  got  down  to  the 

business  of  deciding  how  much  student  should  contribute 
to  the  operation  of  the  university.  A  panel,  representing 
student,  staff  and  administration,  opened  the  discussion 
with  a  presentation  of  three  very  different  points  of  view. 

Irving  Abella  (SGS).  offered  the  thesis  that  today's large  university  has  become  an  industry  which  fails  to  take 
its  students  seriously.  He  stated  students  must  be  allowed 
to  express  their  opinions  in  a  democratic  fashion  on  all issues  which  affect  them. 

Prof.  K.  G.  McNeill  and  Robin  Ross,  representing  the 
staff  and  the  administration  respectively,  took  a  somewhat 
different  stand.  Both  said  that  student  views  were  neces- 

sary on  non-academic  subjects.  But  Prof.  McNeill  seemed 
somewhat  surprised  by  student  demands  for  more  formal 
ways  of  expressing  these  opinions.  Mr.  Ross  left  the  ques- 

tion open,  but  did  suggest  that  student  participation  in  the 
university  administration  might  be  desirable  in  some  areas. 

At  this  point  the  conference  died.  The  Monday  panel, 
involving  Canadian  University  Press  president  Jim  Laxer, 
and  Tom  Rahilly  (IV  Trin),  was  supposed  to  deal  with  stu- dent movements.  Unfortunately,  Mr.  Laxer  and  Mr.  Rahilly, 
representing  the  opposite  views  on  the  subject,  never  got 
to  the  point,  lai-gely  because  Dr.  D.  G.  Ivey,  chairman  of  the 
panel  and  principal  of  New  College,  spent  much  of  the 
time  downgrading  the  very  idea  of  student  movements. 

The  value  of  the  conference  lay  not  in  this  kind  of  bick- ering but  in  the  fact  that  a  number  of  students  have  now 
decided  they  might  be  wise  to  get  together  and  do  some- thing besides  talk,  in  hopes  of  making  the  idea  of  student 
participation  less  of  a  novelty  to  the  administration 
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Please  Call  Ihe  Hiilel  Office  (923-7837)  immediately  for  Reservot.c 
Major  Hiilel  Lecture:  DR.  PAUL  WEISS Sterling  Professor  of  Philosophy,  Vole  University 

Sunday,  October  3,    8:30  p.m..  Park  Plaxa  Hotel 
"THE  NATURE  OF  GOD" 

cond  Lecture  by  Dr.  Weiss: 
Monday,  October  4,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 

"GOD  AND  THE  PHILOSOPHERS" A  Series  of  Two  Lectures  on 
"CONTEMPORARY  AMERICAN  LITERATURE" I.     Wednesday,  October  13,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 MR.  NATHAN  COHEN Theatre  Critic  and  Entertainment  Editor of  the  Toronto  Daily  Star 

"THE  WORLD  OF  ARTHUR  MILLER" II.  Wednesday,  October  20,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 DR.  PETER  BU1TENHUIS Associate  Professor  of  English,  Victoria  College 
"THE  WORLD  OF  SAUL  BELLOW" 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

AUDITIONS 
ROBERT  GILL  will  hold  open  Auditions 

for  the  first  Hart  House  Theatre  Production 

HEARTBREAK  HOUSE 
by  GEORGE  BERNARD  SHAW 

WEDNESDAY,  THURSDAY  AND  FRIDAY  OF  THIS  WEEK 
2:00  P.M.  TO  5:00  P.M. 

In  Theatre  Stage  Entrance 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  BOOKSTORES 

Three- Locations 

i 
Hart  House 

(all  books  in 
FRENCH,  GERMAN, 
HISPANIC  STUDIES, 
SLAVIC  STUDIES 
and  ITALIAN.) 

Front  Campus 

(all  other  books 
and  supplies.) 

3 
Scarborough College 

(books  and  supplies  for 
Scarborough  College 

Students  only.  Located 
temporarily  in  old 
Zoology  Building.) 

HOURS 

(effective  September  20) 

OPEN  MONDAY  TO  THURSDAY  8:30  a.m.  to  5:30  p.m.  and  6:30  p.m.  to 
9:00  p.m. 

FRIDAY  8:30  a.m.  to  5  30  p.m.  CLOSED  FRIDAY  EVENINGS 

SATURDAY       9.30  a.m.  to  12:30  p.m.  (September  25  and  October  2  ONLY) 

P.S.  If  you  hate  crowds,  come  in  the  evenings  ! 
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U  of  T  CHORUS 

AUDITIONS 

7:00  P.M. 
TUES.  SEPT.  21 

MOM.  SEPT.  27 

EDWARD  JOHNSON  BUILDING.  RM.078 

CONDUCTOR:  LLOYD  BRADSHAW 

OVER  PAST  FEW  YEARS  THE  CHORUS  HAS 
GROWN  TO  A  POSITION  OF  INTERNATIONAL  REPUTATION. 

IT  NEEDS  AND  WELCOMES  YOU. 
A  SAC  SPONSORED  ACTIVITY 

Come  up  and  Play  at 

EMBASSY 

BILLIARDS 

LOUNGE 
82  BLOOR  STREET  WEST  (Upstairs) 
Phone  925-3124  For  Reservations 

15  Brunswick  &  Gold  Crown 
Multicolored  Tables 
CATERING  BY  SOLWAYS 
NOON  HOUR  SPECIALS 

SPECIAL  STUDENTS  RATES 
LADIES  ALWAYS  WELCOME 

U  OF  T  SYMPHONY  ORCHESTRA 

Invites  New  Members  Welcomes  Old  Members 

FIRST  REHEARSAL 

MM.  SEPT.  27  -  7:00  P.M. 

REHEARSALS  EVERY  MONDAY  EVENING 

EDWARD  JOHNSON  BUILDING  ROOM  078 

STRING  PLAYERS  ESPECIALLY  WELCOME 

Conductor:  TIBOR  POLGAR 
A  SAC  SPONSORED  ACTIVITY 

j 

canadian  players 

$13.50  SERIES  TICKETS  Siiso 

STILL  AVAILABLE 
SIX  PLAYS  IN  REPERTORY  AT 
CENTRAL  LIBRARY  THEATRE 

20  ST.  GEORGE  ST. 
OCTOBER  7  TO  MAY  31 

MURDER  IN  THE  CATHEDRAL  •  THE  FIREBUGS  •  THE  PLAY- BOY OF  THE  WESTERN  WORLD  •  THE  IMPORTANCE  OF BEING  EARNEST  •  THE  GLASS  MENAGERIE  •  and  ONE  OTHER PLAY. 
Series  Tickets  Offer  Reductions  On  Box-Office  Prices  —  Special 
Privileges  At  The  New  "Players  Club"  With  Hostess  Barbara Hamilton. 

Phone  927-5280  And  Brochure  Order  Form 
Will  Be  Sent  To  You  Immediately 

!~5i:;:i~i:!iaiiii!:=:i° 
1 

HELP  WANTED 

We  need  ambitious,  witty,  intelligent,  hard-working,  patient, 

and  persevering  students  to  put  TORONTONENSIS,  the  all 

campus  yearbook,  on  the  road.  If  you  fill  any  or  all  of  the  above 

qualifications,  come  to  Bancroft  Hall,  third  floor  (behind  the 

Lash  Miller  Chemistry  Bldg.,  at  the  corner  of  Bancroft  and 

Huron  St.),  any  day  at  1 :00. 

This  year  the  book  is  being  distributed  free.  AH  students, 

especially  freshmen  are  welcome  to  come  and  work. 

SEE  YOU  AT  FRESHMEN  WELCOME! 
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Appoint  advisor  on  student  problems 
Dr.  Donald  J.  McCulloch, 

Assistant  Professor  in  the 
University  of  Toronto  Fa- 

culty of  Medicine,  has  been 
appointed  advisor  for  stu- 

dent problems. 
Dr.  McCulloch  is  current- 
ly director  of  the  out-patient 

clinic  at  the  Ontario  Hos- 
pital on  Queen  St. 

He  will  offer  direct  coun- 
selling to  students  who  are 

"perplexed  and  troubled," but  whose  condition  is  not 
serious  enough  to  be  termed 
mental  illness. 
He  will  also  do  research 

into  student  problems  such 
as  dropouts,  and  will  be  res- 

ponsible to  Registrar  Robin 
Ross,  who  is  also  Director 
of  Student  Services. 
University  officials  em- 

phasized that  Dr.  McCulloch 

Engineers  rejoice 

as  more 

go  to  Skuie 
The  engineers  on  campus 

are  excited  this  year  because 
there  are  eight  girls  regist- 

ered in  the  first  year. 
That  makes  12  girls  for 

the  entire  faculty — which 
year  after  year  has  a  vastly 
higher  number  of  boys  than 
girls.  Last  year  only  four  of 
the  1,525  enrolled  engineers 
were  female. 

"That's  fantastic,"  Engine- ering Society  president 
Frank  Vallo  said.  "That's 
more  than  we've  ever  had 
in  all  four  years  at  one  time. 
Maybe  it's  a  trend  of  things 
to  come." 

SAC  to  offer 

reading  course 

again  this  year 
By  RICHARD  REIVE 

The  Students  Administra- 
tive Council  will  again  offer 

a  course  in  improved  read- ing. The  series,  three  to 
four  hours  a  week  over  ten 
weeks,  costs  the  student  five 
dollars.  The  SAC  and  the 
University  Library  bear  the 
remaining  fees  for  teaching 
and  machinery. 

Enrolment  will  be  held  in 
Room  H-12  of  University 
College,  4-6  p.m.  Tuesday  to 
Friday.  Facilities  have  been 
tripled  to  accommodate  150 
students  this  year.  Last  year 
over  700  applied  for  fifty 
places.  Instructor  Ed 
Thompson  (OCE)  urges 
everyone  interested  to  act 
immediately. 

ERWIN'S BARBER  SHOP 
640  YONGE  STREET 

(cor.  Irwin  and  Yonge) 
Welcomes  old  customers 
and  new  who  want  the 
best  in  Princeton's  Ivy League  Brush  Cuts  as  well 
as  styling. 

will  not  interfere  with  the 
operation  of  existing  ser- 

vices, but  will  work  with 
them  to  improve  and  co-or- 

dinate existing  counselling facilities. 
The  university  now  main- 

tains a  health  service  which 
treats  students  who  have 
serious  emotional  problems. 
The  services  of  faculty  ad- 

visors and  chaplains  are 
also  available. 

Dr.  McCulloch's  appoint- 
ment is  described  by  uni- 

versity officials  as  part  of  a 
general  plan  to  improve  the 
mental  health  of  the  univer- 

sity as  a  whole.  It  is  also 
seen  as  part  of  recent  ef- 

forts to  improve  relations 
between  the  administration 
and  the  students. 
Spokesmen  for  the  uni- 

versity said  that  all  confi- 

dences given  Dr.  McCulloch 
by  the  students  will  be  res- 

pected regardless  of  their nature. 

They  said  that  Dr.  McCul- loch will  not  have  a  large 
organization  to  begin  with, 
but  that  the  bureau  can  be 
expected  to  expand  as  the 
need  for  this  type  of  coun- 

selling increases. 
Both  faculty  and  student 

spokesmen  have  called  for 
increased  counselling  ser- 

vices in  the  past  year. 
The  emotional  strains  on 

university  students  have 
been  the  subject  of  increas- 

ing attention. 
Wide  publicity  has  been 

given  locally  to  the  fact  that 
during  the  past  four  years 
at  least  three  students  have 
died  in  suicides  at  the  U  of 
T. 

NEW  HOPE  FOR  THE  DEAD  .  . .  SUITr  . AND  TROUSERS  IN  YOUR 
WARDROBE 

I  expertly  re-ityle  wide,  old  fashioned,  doted, pleated,  baggy  trousers  into  modern,  leaner continentals  I 
I  shorten  jackets  giving  them  that  cutaway 
front —  I  replace  "cushiony"  pads  with  natural shoulders. 
I  take  in  and  let  out  suits. 

MISTER  AL 
425  YONGE  STREET 

Just  ocross  from  Eaton's  College  St.  Store 
Enquiries  368-1  543 

FREE  I  Parking  at  OK  lot -corner  Yonge-McGill 

ARBOR  ROHM  DELAY 
rVhen  the  long  overdue  renovation  of  the  Arbor  Room  was  planned 
last  spring  there  seemed  to  be  every  prospect  that  the  work  could 
be  completed  before  the  opening  of  term.  Obviously  we  were  too optimistic  ! 
What  with  the  construction  strike  and  equipment  suppliers  failing 
to  live  up  to  their  contracts,  we  find  ourselves  in  the  position  of 
being  unable  to  op;n,  even  on  a  temporary  basis,  until  Monday, 27th  September. 
Please  be  assured  that  we  are  trying  to  complete  the  work  as 
quickly  as  possible. 

E.    A.  Wilkinson Acting  Warden Hort  House 

HART  HOUSE  TUCK  SHOP 

GYM  EQUIPMENT 
Windbreokers   -  $8.74 
Gym  Shoes  5.50 
Tennis  Oxfords  4.95 
T  Shirt  1.40 
Sweat  Shirts         3.00  &  3.25 
Swim  Trunks,  etc.,  etc. 

Milk  —  Coffee  —  Sandwiches  —  Donuts 
Drug  Sundries  —  Tobacco 

BARBER  SHOP 
Haircuts  -  $1.25 4  chairs 
Prompt  and  courteous  service 

CAMPUS 

COMFORT  in Glenayr 

SWEATERS, 
SKIRTS, 

SLIMS 

Fashion  AND  comfori! Thai's  Kitten  for  fall! 
This  perfectly  matching 
outfit  is  a  must  for  your 

Kitten  collection! 
Full-fashioned 

medium-weight  Shetland 
and  mohair  cardigan  with 

classic  neck  and  long 
sleeves,  moth-proof, 

shrink-resistant — skirt  is 
100%  pure  wool  worsted woven  of  superfine  Botany, 

fully-lined,  dry-c!canable — 
in  exciting  new  Fall -colours 

— perfectly  matches  all 
•  Botany  sweaters.  At  alt 

fine  shops  everywhere. 
532/690 

Without  thin  label  l^ffifcJSftj  it  is  not  A  genuine  KITTEN.  J 

ff 

CANADA'S  LARGEST  AND  BEST  KNOWN  RECORD  STORE 

MY  NAME  IS  BARBRA 
and  you  can  have  me 

on  a  COLUMBIA  RECORD 

maybe  you'd  rather 
•  Bob  Dylan 

•  Andy  Williams 

•  Horowitz 

(he's  classical) 

SUPER 

SPECIAL 

DISCOUNTS 
for 

ALL 

STUDENTS 

1 

Just  one  short  block 
north  of  Dundas 

OPEN  8.30  A.M.  TO  MIDNIGHT 

347  YONGE  ST. 

Even  the  Bus  Stops 

at  Sam's  Door 
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THE  ALL  -  UNIVERSITY 

HART  HOUSE  FALL  DANCE 

Saturday,  September  25 

from  9  p.m. 
TICKETS  $1.00  PER  PERSON 

AT  THE  HALL  PORTER'S  DESK 

PURCHASE  EARLY 

TO  AVOID  DISAPPOINTMENT 

International  Artists  Presents 
GREATER  ARTISTS  SERIES  1965-66 AT  MASSEY  HALL 

VLADIMIR  ASHKENAZY planNI 
SATURDAY,  OCTOBER  9 

CZECH 
PHILHARMONIC 
ORCHESTRA 

Korcl  Anecrl,  Conductor 
THURSDAY,  OCTOBER  28 

MOSCOW 
PHILHARMONIC 
ORCHESTRA 

Kirll  Kondioshin,  Conductor David  Oistrahh,  Violinist 
THURSDAY,  NOVEMBER  25 

MARILYN  HORNE 
Mcuo-Soprano 

MONDAY,  FEBRUARY  7 

BORIS  GUTNIKOV 
Violinist 

THURSDAY,  MARCH  10 
SERIES  PRICES  FOR  FIVE  CONCERTS 

$10.00,  $14.00,  518.00,  $22.00 
Make  cheques  payable  and  mail  orders  now  to:     International  Artists, 12  Shcppord  St.,  Toronto  1,     and  enclose     a  stamped  self-oddresscd envelope.    For    further    information    telephone    EM.    2-1985  between 

and  3  p.m.,  Monday  thru  Friday. 

Reception  idea  proves  success 
By  DEANNA  KAMIEL 
The  reception  service  for 

new  students  has  made  a  lot 

of  people  happy — its  spon- sor the  Students  Adminis- trative Council,  its  staff,  and 
the  almost  800  U  of  T  new- 

comers who  utilized  its 
facilities. 
"It  was  very  successful 

especially  as  a  starter,"  said 
SAC  president  Man'  Brewin. 
"We  had  a  good  cross-sec- 

tion of  grads,  overseas  stud- ents, and  Toronto  students 
—something  we  have  never 

achieved  before." Operating  Sep'  -mber  1-17, 
the  service  was  p'anned  dur- 

ing the  summer  to  introduce 
students,  mainly  out-of- lowners,  to  the  city  and  the 
U  of  T  campus. 

Because  of  its  early  start, 
the  service  did  not  conflict 
with  college  or  faculty  ini- 

tiation programs,  said  Miss 
Brewin.  "We  got  people  who 
arrived  too  early  and  didn't have  a  college  or  faculty  ser- 

vice to  look  after  them," she  said. 
Divided  into  three  sec- 

tions, the  service  offered  a 
reception  centre  on  campus, 
a  Royal  York  Hotel  based 
airport  gi'eeting  and  an  even- ing entertainment  program. Directed  voluntarily  by 
Michael  Bond  (IV  Trin),  the 
reception  centre,  with  a 
paid  three-member  staff,  as- sisted about  600  students  in 
finding  housing  accommo- 

dation by  providing  tele- 
phones and  volunteer 

helpers. 

Housed  in  the  ground 
floor  of  the  Graduate  Stud- ent Union  at  16  Bancroft, 
the  centre  had  an  average 
daily  attendance  of  35  to  40 

people. For  the  first  week  the  cen- tre handled  mostly  graduate 
students,  but  by  the  second, 
two-thirds  of  the  newcomers 
were  freshmen. 

Aside  from  help  with  ac- commodations,    the  staff 

The  night  program  was 
directed  by  Nancy  Rosen 
(IV  Nurs).  For  one  week  it 
presented  such  activities  as a  Hart  House  jazz  concert, 
a  Centre  Island  trip  and  a 
hootenanny  at  the  U.C.  re- 
fectory. 

Total  cost  of  the  service 
was  §1,200,  of  which  $1,000 
is  being  paid  by  the  Varsity Fund.  SAC  will  finance  the rest. 

—photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Almost  800  U  of  T  newcomers  used  the  facilities  of  the 
reception  service  initiated  this  year  by  SAC. 

To  improve  next  year"s 
program,  the  service's  direc- tors    called     for  earlier 

provided  "psychological  re- 
assurance." "And,"  said staffer  Steven  Scadding  (III 

UC)  "many  came  back  day 
after  day  just  to  sil  around 

and  talk." 
Volunteer  Joanne  Gamer 

(III  Vic)  in  conjunction 
with  the  International  Stud- ent Centre,  headed  a  desk 
at  the  Royal  York  Hotel  to 
meet  about  75  students  ar- 

riving from  the  airport. 

publicity. 
Insufficient  advertise- ment was  blamed  for  the 

first  week's  lack  of  fresh- men. The  student  handbook 
which  described  the  recep- 

tion service  was  not  re- 
ceived until  the  program's second  week. 

Book  Exchange 

BUY  AND  SELL  Y^UH  fIXTB@®K§ 
AT 

119  St.  George  St.  (Drill  Hall) 

Hours:  Mon.,  Thurs.,  Fri.  9:30  -  5:30 

Tues.  and  Wed.  9:30  -  5:30  and  6:30  -  9:30 
A  STUDENTS  ADMINISTRATIVE  COUNCIL  SERVICE 

MEDICAL  SOCIETY  PRESENTS 

MEDICAL  FRESHMAN  DANCE 

★  or  The  Renal  Romp  ★  or  The  Medical  Heart  Throb  *  or  The  Cerebral  Spinal  Flury 

Music  by  LARRY  &  THE  LYMPHATICS 

•  Monday  September  20,  1965  •  Varsity  Arena  -  9:00  - 12:00 
ADMISSION  ALL  STUDENTS 

V  Per  Inch 
BY  WAIST  MEASURMENT 

ENGINEERS  3*  Per  Inch 
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'66  campus  initiations 
stress  useful  activity fly  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

Most  campus  initiations 
have  cut  down  on  the  stunts 
and  high-jinks  this  year.  The 
colleges  and  faculties  have 
worked  toward  more  con- 

structive or  educational  ori- 
entation programs  to  intro- 

duce freshmen  to  the  Uni- 
versity of  Toronto. 

The  Engineers  traditional- 
ly sponsor  the  wildest  pro- 

sorts  of  funny  things,  we 
tried  to  get  them  used  to  be- 

ing at  university,"  Marg  Mac- Millan,  vice-president  of  the 
St.  Hilda's  College  Council, said. 

The  introduction  included 
the  college  dinner,  all-non 
residents  moving  into  resi- 

dence for  two  days,  meetings with  officers  of  the  various 
clubs  in  the  college,  and  an 

OHN  SHORE 
Nervous  students  line  up  to  register  during  the  hectic registration  week  at  U  of  T. 
grams.  But  this  year  engin- 

eering freshmen  sweated  all 
clay  Saturday  to  clear  four 
miles  of  road  through  the 
bush  near  Lindsay  for  the 
Ontario  lands  and  forests  de- 
partment. 
Trinity  College  students, 

girls  and  boys,  went  to  Bol- 
lon  Camp  for  crippled  chil- 

dren Friday,  cutting  trees 
and  cleaning  the  area. 

The  Trinity  men  will  start 
wearing  their  worm  ties 
when  the  real  initiation  be- 

gins today,  but  the  girls  did 
not  have  to  wear  the  tradi- 

tional halos  or  other  odd 
items.  "Instead  of  doing  all 

education  panel  of  several 
faculty  members. 
The  Trinity  men  partici- 

pated in  most  of  the  orienta- 
tion activities  with  the  girls 

but  will  still  go  through 
their  initiation.  Head  of  Col- 

lege, Gordon  Jackson,  de- scribes it  as  much  shorter 
this  year  than  usual,  and  of 
a  "constructive  nature." 

But  the  annual  cake  fight 
will  still  be  held.  In  this  ce- 

remony the  freshmen  each 
receive  a  small  piece  of  cake 
and  try  to  storm  through  one 
of  the  college's  archways, 
guarded  by  the  sophomores, 
to  reach  the  sun-dial  in  the 

centre  of  the  quadrangle. 
Adding  to  the  fun  —  and 

the  mess  —  are  the  engin- 
eers, who  now  are  making 

an  annual  event  of  trying  to 
stop  or  disrupt  the  fight. 

Included  in  the  Victoria 
College  program  —  in  addi- 
dence  for  two  days,  meetings 
with  staff,  discussions  and 
speeches  —  was  a  trip  to 
Bolton  Camp  where  the  stu- 

dents cleared  an  area  for  a 

pool. 
Freshmen  had  to  wear  the 

scarlet  and  gold  beanies 
and  freshies  sported  big 
bows.  Beanies  were  also 
worn  by  first-year  students 
from  the  Physical  and  Oc- 

cupational Therapy  faculty, 
New  College  and  University College. 

University  College,  tradi- 
tionally the  most  serious- 

minded  of  the  colleges,  bore 
I  out  their  self-proclaimed  re- 

putation with  talks  with  fa- 
culty members,  formal  dis- 

cussions and  other  activities. 
UC  also  sponsored  tours  of 
the  other  colleges  for  the first  time. 
The  UC  freshmen  had 

their  share  of  fun,  too  with 
a  day  of  games  and  pie- throwing  at  Bathurst  Manor 
Day  Camp. 

St.  Michael's  college  fresh- men went  through  a  similar 
indoctrination  with  course 
and  department  explanations 
by  professors  and  poltical 
talks  by  members  of  the  stu- 

dent government. 
They  were  warned  of  the 

dangers  of  drug  addiction 
and  alcoholism  by  Dr.  James 
Bell  of  the  medical  faculty. 
Then  SAC  president  Mary 
Brewin  explained  the  struc- 
taks  by  members  of  the  stu- 

dents Administrative  Coun- 
cil. 

"This  year  the  orientation and  initiation  of  freshmen 
was  designed  to  cut  down 
hazing  by  the  sophomores," See  "initiations"  page  10 

Pimm's  No.  1  has  a  Gin  base 

— 

REAL  BUY  —  Olympus  "G  6  Micro- scope ,  lorge  [ype,  lsr  closs  condition 
with  cose  and  accessories  all  for  S75' Hardly  used,  less  thon  half  manufac- turers cost.  Telephone  ME.  3-6426. 
WANTED  —  Ambitious  students  to  sell 
jewellery  part  time.  Commission  basis. Telephone  364-7828. 
EXPERIENCED  TYPIST  —  Neat  notes make  better  grades.  Typing  of  essays thesis  notes,  articles  ond  factums  done quickly,  accurately  and  neotly.  Reoson- oble  rotes.  Phone  421-8290 

Pimm's  No.  5  has  a  Canadian  Whisky  base 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 

UP  TO  10 TIMES 

FASTER 
Some  scientific  course 

05  taught  by  McGill,  Yale  ond Cornell  Universities 
—  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 

Every  Mon,,  Wed.,  7  p.m Saturday  1  p.m. 
or  arranged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  ! 

to  be  sure  of  a  seat 
Career  Development  Institute 

131  Bloor  St.  W.,  Toronto 
"The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

YOUNG  MEN 

Al  leading  sto.es  everywhere 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 
Reasonable  Prices 

Toronto's  Most 
Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
(just  West  of  Spadina) 

Two  things  about  Pimm's:  easy  to 
serve,  and  a  taste  you'll  enjoy. Just  pour  into  a  tall  glass  and  add 
ice  and  fill  up  with  your  favourite  light 
mix.  You  can  add  a  slice  of  cucumber, 
a  piece  of  lemon,  or  a  sprig  of  mint  to 

(both  are  absolutely  delicious!) 

make  the  traditional  Pimm's,  famous 
throughout  the  world.  But  don't  bother 
unless  you're  in  the  mood. 

A  new  generation  is  rediscovering 
Pimm's . . .  and  enjoying  every  moment of  it. 

H.  COBHV  DISTILLERY  LIMITED,  CORBYVIUE,  CAN. 

DRINK 

PIMM'S simply  because  you'll  enjoy the  taste  of  it. 

OUR  AVERAGE 

STUDENT  READS 

4.7  TIMES 

FASTER 

THAN  HIS 

STARTING  SPEED 

(with  equal  or  better 
comprehension  !) 

Mrs.  Evelyn  Wood  spent 
over  16  years  of  research 
and  testing  before  opening 
her  now  world-famous 
Reading  Dynamics  Institute 
in  1959.  There  are  now  19 
Reading  Dynamics  Insti- tutes in  the  U.S.A.  and  TWO 
IN  CANADA  (Toronto  and Ottawa). 

HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED 

Mrs.  Wood  says:  "In  1945  I  sub- mitted my  Moster's  thesis  to  Dr.  C, Lowell  Lees,  my  professor  ot  the University  of  Utoh,  etc.  He  reod 
the  80  pages  in  a  matter  of  min- utes, and  before  my  startled  eyes, 
marked  the  poper  without  missing a  detail.  His  untrained  speed:  6000 
words  per  minute,  compared  to  rhe 
average  college  graduote's  350. 
Determined  to  find  the  secret,  I 

spent  2  years  tracking  down  50 
more  people  who  could  read  rapid- 

ly ..  .  and  14  yeors  later,  after countless  hours  of  research  and 
testing,  I  tought  my  first  public 
classes  in  Washington,  D.C.  So  po- 

sitive were  the  results  that  the  story 
appeared  in  Time,  Newsweek,  Busi- ness Week,  Esquire,  The  Christian Science  Monitor  and  my  graduates 
appeared  on  The  Tonight  Show, 
Gory  Moore,  I've  Got  A  Secret. Consistently,  my  students  learned 
to  increase  their  speed  from  3  to 
10  times  .  .  .  WITH  A  GAIN  IN 
UNDERSTANDING  .' 

SINCE  1959,  OVER 

100,000  PEOPLE  HAVE 
TAKEN  MY  COURSE  ! 

Since  Foil  1963  over  500  people 
have  token  the  Evelyn  Wood  Read- 

ing Dynamics  Course  in  Toronto, 
Kingston  ond  Ottawa.  Average  im- provement has  been  over  4  times 
starting  rotes,  with  better  compre- hension than  at  their  old  slow  stort- rates. 

GUARANTEE: 
If  you  don't  at  least  triple  your reading  speed,  with  at  least  equol 
comprehension,  your  entire  tuition will  be  refunded  I 

TONIGHT 

A  free  movie  on  Reading  Dynamics 
will  be  shown.  Feel  free  to  drop  in. No  obligation. 

EVELYN  WOOD 

READING 

DYNAMICS 

INSTITUTE 

Suite  1103,  Britannica  House, 151  Bloor  St.  W. 
Toronto  5,  Ontario 

923-4681 
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For  Your  Convenience . . . 

SPADINA  COIN  WASH 
698  SPADINA  AVENUE 

HALF-WAY  BETWEEN  BLOOR  &  HARBORD  STREETS 

WASH  25/  MODERN  EQUIPMENT
 

DRY  10/  NEVER  CLO
SED 

HEADQUARTERS 
FOR 

U  OF  T  JACKETS  and  SWEATSHIRTS 

at-  special  student  prices 
FOR  QUALITY  AND  SERVICE 

SHOP  AT 

LYNN-GOLD  CLOTHES 
421  YONGE  STREET 

Opposite  Eaton's  College  Street 

More  student  involvement  needed,  registrar  says 
Robin  Ross,  registrar  and 

director  of  student  services, 
told  students  last  week 
there  was  insufficient  con- tact between  the  University 
of  Toronto  faculty  and  its 
students. 
Speaking  at  the  Confer- ence on  Student  Affairs, 

sponsored  by  the  Students Administrative  Council,  Mr. 
Ross  called  for  a  forum 
where  student  views  could 
be  brought  quickly  to  the  fa- 

culty's attention. 
"Perhaps,"  he  said,  "a  col- 

lege or  faculty  could  form 
its  own  student  affairs  com- 

mittee or  some  such  student- 

faculty  arrangement." The  registrar  welcomed 
student  participation  in  non- 
academic  areas  of  the  Uni- 

versity's administration  but 
not  in  its  academic  func- tions. 
"On  t  h  e  non-academic 

side,"  he  said,  "we  cannot 

have  an  inherent  view  with- 
out student  opinion." "But,"  he  continued,  "I  am 

not  certain  students  would 
have  a  great  deal  to  contri- bute in  putting  together  a 

course." 
Replying  to  a  student's question,  Mr.  Ross  said  stu- dents should  sit  on  adminis- 

tration committees  "if  only 
to  insure  that  they  know  im- 

mediately the  things  to  ef- 

fect them." 
UGEQ  gets  official  CUS  recognition 

Lennoxville,    Que.  (CUP) 
The  Union  Generale  des 
Etudiants  du  Quebec  is  "a legitimate  national  union 
of  students  within  the  lat- 
ter's  own  definition"  ac- 

cording to  a  resolution  pas- sed at  the  recent  congress 
of  the  Canadian  Union  of 
Students   at  Bishop's  Uni- 

versity. 

Patrick  Kenniff,  CUS  pre- 
sident, commented: 

"This  implies  a  recogni- 
tion on  the  part  of  English- 

speaking  students  of  the 
legitimate  aspirations  of 
UGEQ  and  a  significant  de- sire to  work  in  a  spirit  of 
equality  an  mutual  under- 

finmpcr  by  Houdaille  Industries 

Nickel  chrome  plating  takes  it  all  with  a  grain  of  salt 

Winter  goes  to  war  on  automobiles,  with  nickel  chrome.  It  resists  corrosion.  Keeps 
snow,  ice  and  road  salt.  But  modern  auto-  bumpers  looking  new  for  a  long  time.  And  in 
mobiles  fight  back.  Take  the  bumpers,  for  this  new,  improved  automobile  bumper  finish, 
example.  They  are  finished  with  multi-layer  nickel's  contribution  is  quality. 

THE  INTERNATIONAL  NICKEL  COMPANY  OF  CANADA,  LIMITED 
_______  *5  YONCE  STREET,  TORONTO 
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standing  with  it." He  related  the  policy  to 
the  national  scene  stating 
"the  future  of  the  country 
depends  on  the  desire  of  all 
segments  of  the  population 
to  discuss,  cooperate  and 
implement  programs  bene- 

ficial to  all." UGEQ  was  founded  last 
November  after  the  with- drawal of  the  universities  of 
Montreal,  Sherbrooke  and 
Laval  from  the  Canadian 
Union  of  Students  at  the 
1964  congress.  Students  of 
these  three  universities  to- 

gether with  those  of  the 
French  -  language  classical 
colleges,  normal  schools  and technical  institutes,  make 
up  the  55,000  members  of UGEQ. 

CUS  represents  the  stu- 
dents of  45  other  universi- ties and  institutes  of  higher 

education  throughout  Cana- da. 
The  resolution  on  UGEQ 

emphasized  the  seeking  out 
of  areas  of  co-operation  bet- ween the  two  unions.  An 
overhelming  majority  of  the 
members  p  resent  vote  J  in 
favor  of  this  recognition. 

Joe  Williams,  of  Dalhou- 
sie  University  expressed  the 
concern  of  a  few  of  the  de- ( Continued  on  page  12) 

Initiations  (continued) 
said  Georgina  Steinsky, 
Saint  Michael's  College  vice- president.  We  wanted  the 
freshmen  treated  like  people 
needing  information  about 
their  new  environment." The  Faculty  of  Dentistry 
held  no  orientation  activi- 

ties as  such,  but  the  third 
year  students  will  start  this 
week  to  initiate  the  fresh- 

men —  always  on  a  dental theme. 

The  Faculty  of  Architec- ture is  in  a  unique  position 
because  student  in  the  sec- 

ond, third  and  fourth  years 
start  the  term  at  "sketch camp"  at  Dorset,  Ont.  Since 
they  are  there  for  two  weeks, 
there  is  a  two  week  lapse  in 
orientation  activities. 

In  the  first  week  of  Octo- 
ber, the  second  year  stu- 
dents handle  the  job  of  in- 

troducing the  new-comers  to the  university. 
"Last  year  there  were  no 

initiations  and  we  can  get 
away  without  them  this 
year,"  Andrew  Clarke,  vice- 
president  of  the  Architectu- ral Society  said. 
Some  faculties,  the  smal- 

ler ones,  have  big-brother- 
systems.  Second  year  stu- dents take  charge  of  one  or 
a  group  of  freshmen  to  show tbem  around. 



SAC  reorganizes  office  structure Robert  S.  Rawlings,  busi- ness administrator  of  the Students  Administrative Council  since  1963,  has  re- signed. 
Mr.  Rawlings  left  to  take 

the  position  of  Administra- 
tive Assistant  and  Acting 

Registrar  at  U  of  T's  newest satellite  college,  Erindale. His  resignation  from  the SAC  post  became  effective June  30. 
SAC     President  Mary 

Br e win  said  that  David Tinker,  formerly  SAC  ac- countant, has  taken  over 
Mr.  Rawlings'  duties  of  of- fice management. 
Mr.  Rawlings  told  The Varsity  he  enjoyed  working with  SAC.  "If  I  had  to  relive the  past  two  years  I  would take  the  job  again,"  he  said. The  former  administrator added  that  he  felt  his  SAC 

job  had  given  him  a  valu- able insight  into  the  student 

thinking  of  today. 
SAC  has  also  increased  its 

staff  this  year.  Two  addi- tional secretaries  have  been 
added,  bringing  the  number 
of  employees  to  nine. 
The  reception  area,  used 

for  selling  tickets  and  dis- 
pensing information,  has been  moved  to  the  front  of the  building,  in  an  effort  to provide  less  distracting working  conditions  for SAC's  staff. 

COS  budgets  for  $6,000  deficit Lennoxville,   Que.  (CUP) The  Canadian  Union  of  Stu- 
dents is  operating  at  a  loss. 

Last  year,  according  to  its audited  statements,  CUS 
spent  some  $2,500  in  excess of  its  revenues. 

This  year  the  deficit  may be  over  $6,000. 
The  audited  statements 

and  this  year's  budget  were presented  at  the  CUS  con- 
gress held  at  Bishop's  Uni- 

versity Aug.  29  -  Sept.  4. During  six  days  of  pro- 
gramming and  politicking the  congress  spent  about  an 

hour  on  the  budget  brought forward  by  the  congress finance  committee. 
Three-part  budget 

It  consisted  of  three 
parts:  standing  resolutions governing  the  financial structures  of  CUS;  a  core 
program,  required  for  the actual  existence  of  the Union;  and  an  additional program  of  action. 
The  standing  finance  re- 

solutions, were  passed  with little  debate  September  2. At  that  time  the  finance 
committee  indicated  there might  be  a  deficit  of  about $11,000  and  chastised  the 
delegates,  saying  it  was  "ap- 

palled" by  what  it  consider- ed to  be  a  lack  of  financial responsability. 
The  following  evening  the proposed  CUS  budget  came before  the  congress  plenary session. 

Deficit  $10,000 
On  the  basis  of  a  per  ca- 

pita levy  of  60  cents  upon 135,000  students,  plus  other small  revenues,  the  budget anticipated  revenues  of about  $82,150. 
Of  this  total,  $81,617  would be  necessary  for  the  core 

program  of  salaries,  com- munications overhead,  and 
the  like,  leaving  about  $533 for  additional  programs, 
and  a  deficit  of  $10,107. 
Four  alternatives  were 

proposed:  an  across  the board  rise  in  the  per  capita 

Tlie  Varsity  needs  lielp. The  Varsity  needs  you. 
All  students  interested  i  n 

working  for  the  slave-driving editorial  staff  should  come  to the  basement  of  the  SAC  build- 
ing at  1:00  p.m.  today. 

levy;  voluntary  raises  in  levy 
by  individual  universities; specific  grants  for  paricular projects;  or  a  cut-back  in the  program. 
Proposed  increase  defeated 

But  a  proposed  motion  to increase  the  per  capita  levy to  75  cents  was  defeated. "The  Union,"  said  CUS Vice-President  Malcolm 
Scott,  "cannot  go  on living  beyond  its  resources." He  also  had  sharp  words for  member  universities  who 
'play  sugar-daddies"  to particular  programs. 

STUDENT  MEDICARE  COVERAGE 
UNIVERSITY  HEALTH  &  ACCIDENT  PUN 

12  MONTHS  COVERAGE 
Blanker,     Accident,  Benefit 

This  includes  all  special  services  —  Medical,  Surgical,  Anaesthelic 
Denr.  R6'"^'  Ambulo"«,  Accidental  Death  and'  DisrneX^ent, 
Dental  Reimbursement  to  Natural  Teeth. 

COMPREHENSIVE  SICKNESS  BENEFIT 
Suraicol  fees  up  to  the  maximum  amount  shown  in  the  schedule  of fees  currently  ,n  use  and  published  by  the  Ontario  Medical  Asso- "cl"dts  Matermty,  Diagnostic,  X-ray  and  Laboratory, Specialists ,  Anaesthehst,  and  Usual  Pre-  and  Post-Operative  coZ' Specific  Hospital  Benefits  for  overseas,  American,  ond  out-of- province  students. 

□  TESTED  Q  APPROVED 
A  record  to  be  proud  of: 

Fire  Years  of  Satisfactory  Service 
Enrollments  from  over  60  Universities  and  Colleges  across  Canada. 

Brochure  —  WUS  Office,  Registrar's  Office, Student  Administrative  Council  or  John  Ingle, 
700  Bay  Street,  Toronto,  Ont.    EM.  4-41 14. 

Sponsored  by  W.U.S. 
Individual  Student 

¥18.00 

Annual  Rates 
Student  and  wife  or 

Husband  and  Children 

$36.00 

Reg 

MEN 

WANTED 

WHO  LIKE  SINGING!! 

HART  HOUSE  GLEE  CLUB 
™«f*Y  S""MBI*  23  4  P.M.  TO  6  P.M. istration      Monday    September  27  4  p  m  to  6  p.m in  the  music  room  of  hart  house 

HAVE  GLEE  WILL  TRAVEL 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. Toronto  3,  Out. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  doily,  Incl.  Sat.  from  8  -  6. University  Blazers  and  Trousers 

mode  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, Coats,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

Special  for  students 
Clip  this  ad  and  take  ft  to 

THE  MEDICAL  ARTS 
BARBER  SHOP 
170  ST.  GEORGE  ST. For  discount  card  giving  you 
35c  OFF 

A  51.40  HAIRCUT 
FOR  THE  WHOLE  YEAR 
Get  cards  until  Nov.  30 

BROCK'S Billiards 

468  Spadina  Ave. 
(Just  south  of  College) 

PHONE 

924-0178 

CO-EDS    ARE  INVITED 

TO  BROCK'S  ULTRA- 
MODERN BILLIARD 

LOUNGE. 

A  HANDSOME PAIR 

TRADS  -  tailored  pin- slim  with  the  young 
man's  yen  for  action 
in  every  line. 
Featuring  fine 

worsteds  and  long- 
wearing  blends  - fashion  shades  with 
the  international  flair 
for  eye-appeal.  DON 
PARKER  TRADS  - 
popularly  priced  at 

your  favorite  man's shop;  look  for  the 

authentic  "TRADS" HANG  TAG -your 
assurance  of  value. 

Available 

at  your  favorite men's  store 

I  iiKOPio  ir 
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An  important  message  directed  to  both  Faculty  and  Student: 
CHARLIE  BROWN'S coffee  house 

this  yeot  at  158  Cumberland  Street,  one  block  North  of  Bloor  Street,  Eost of  Avenue  Road 
offers  a  quiet  (if  you  wish  it)  and  very  reasonable  lunch  retreat  away  from 
the  cacophony  of  Hort  House  ond  other  institutional  cofcterios.  Home  made made  bread  sliced  before  your  eyes,  succulent  sondwiches,  cucumber,  sugar- 

ed horn,  sharp  old  cheddor  cheese,  and  so  on.  Espresso  coffees  of  all  sorts. Lcmonode.  From  11:30  until  2:30,  chess,  checkers,  cards,  cribbage.  the 
morning  newspaper. 
In  THE  BEETHOVEN  ROOM  you  can  enjoy  o  different  clossicol  programme 
every  doy  —  symphonies,  opera,  etc.,  on  a  fine  stereo  system. 
In  THE  JUKE-O-TEQUE  ROOM  you  con  donee  if  you  like  or  you  can  simply 
enjoy  the  serenity  of  the  Village's  most  popular  'Soturdoy  night  spot'  when it  is  at  pcoce  with  the  world. 
But  hove  lunch  in  THE  GARDEN  if  you  wont  to  get  away  from  everything, 

(if  you  con  resist  the  fresh  peach  pie,  a  good  lunch  is  less  thon  50c) 

"STUDENTS" 

YOU  BELONG  IN 

...JEANS... 

come  and  get  'em 
now 

&  COWBOY  KING 
SLIM-FIT-JEANS 

you're  in  style  in 
STRETCH  DENIM 

LEE  &  LEVIS 

LEVI'S  WHITE-WHITE  JEANS  *6 
LEVI'S  SUPER  SLIM  JEANS  »6 
CORDUROY-SUM  JEANS  *8 
"KING"  SUPER  SLIM  JEANS 
FADED  BLUE,  TAN  OR  BLACK  ...  $6 
MEN'S  &  LADIES  SLIM  BLUE  DENIM  '5 

OPEN  THURS.  and  FRI.  TILL  9  O'CLOCK 

THRIFTY 

SPORT  SHOP 
yy  ONE  LOCATION  ONiy 

2^  129  CHURCH  ST. CORNER  QUEEN 
*  FREE  PARKING  FOR 
OUR  CUSTOMERS 

U  of  T  enrolment  down  this  year 
Freshman  enrolment  at 

the  University  of  Toronto  is 
about  500  lower  than  ex- 

pected this  year,  Robin 
Ross,  registrar  and  director of  student  services  told  The 
Varsity  last  night. 

Mr.  Ross  speculator!  that 
one  of  the  reasons  for  this 
is  the  fact  that  entrance 
scholarships  are  probably 
less  attractive  at  U  of  T  than 
at  many  other  Ontario  uni- versities. 

Last  year  the  University 
forecast  a  total  full-time 
student  enrolment  of  18,000 
— an  increase  of  1,000  from 
last  year. 

It  now  appears  that  the 
overall  forecast  will  be  cor- 

rect, because  second,  third, 
fourth  year  and  graduate 
enrolment  is  higher  than 
was  anticipated. 
The  university  expected 

to  enrol  3,400  first  year  stu- dents, but  now  it  seems  only 

3,100  have  registered. 
There  are  300  fewer  arts 

and  science  freshmen  than 
were  expected,  while  engine- 

ering enrolment  is  about  the same  as  last  year. 
It  now  seems  that  the 

general  expansion  of  univer- sities across  Ontario  has 
kept  pace  with  the  demand for  space,  Mr.  Ross  said. 
U  of  T's  new  satellite  col- 

lege Scarborough  College, 
which  had  expected  500  stu- 

dents will  probably  get  few- 
er than  300. 

Mr.  Ross  stressed  the  dif- ficulties involved  in  starting 
a  new  college  because  it 
takes  time  to  establish 
people's  faith  in  it. Final  enrolment  figures 
will  not  be  available  for  a 
few  days  yet,  but  23,000  full 
— and  part-time  students 
are  expected  to  register 
here  tHs  year. 
The  many  late  registra- 

tions every  year  preclude 
the  chance  of  getting  accu- 

rate figures  early. 
In  addition,  about  26  per 

cent  of  the  students  who 
receive  admission  letters  to 
the  University  of  Toronto 
and  confirm  that  they  will 
be  attending  never  show  up, 
Mr.  Scenci  of  the  Depart- 

ment of  Statistics  said. 
He  attributed  this  to  the 

high  number  of  students 
who  are  "shopping  around," 
applying  to  several  univer- sities and  then  making  up 
their  minds  which  one  to 
attend, 

"I  know  one  person,"  Mr. 
Scenci  said,  "who  wrote 
confirmations  to  three  uni- 

versities before  deciding." If  a  student  decides  not 

to  accept  a  university's  offer a  new  admission  letter  is 
mailed  to  another  student. 

CUS  congress  discusses  birth  control 
Lennoxville  (CUP):  Birth 

control  information  should 
only  be  given  to  married 
couples  who  are  "in  trouble" according  to  a  delegate  to 
the  recent  CUS  congress  at 
Bishop's  University. 

Miss  Lee  Johnstone,  a  Uni- 
versity of  Saskatchewan 

( Saskatoon  campus )  dele- 
gate, also  said  birth  control information  should  not  be 

disseminated  by  student 
councils  or  discussed  at  the 
congress  because  "there are  other  more  importan  t 

topics. The  congress  later  passed 
a  resolution  urging  an 
amendment  to  the  Criminal 
Code  of  Canada  which 
would  permit  the  distribu- tion of  birth  control  mater- ial. 
The  distribution  of  such 

material  is  illegal  at  present. 
The  motion  also  stated 

"we  must  press  for  advan- 
ces on  our  own  campuses  by 

encouraging  our  health  ser- vices   to    distribute  birth 

control  information  to  stu- 
dents who  require  it." 

CUS  recognition  (cont.) 

legates  present  stating,  "if French-Canadian  students 
do  have  different  aspira- 

tion just  as  CUS  has  re- cognized them  now,  as  being 
different,  then  English-Ca- nadians must  also  recognize 
them  as  being  different  at 
the  citizenship  level  and  ac- 

cept Lhe  duality  of  the  na- 

tion." 
ANNOUNCING 

A  TEN  PERCENT  DISCOUNT  ON 

ALL  TEXTBOOKS  OVER  $10 
PLUS 

SPECIAL  LOW  STUDENT  PRICES  ON 

•TYPEWRITERS  'BRIEFCASES  •MICROSCOPES 
PLUS 

SPECIAL  LOW  PRICES  ON  STATIONERY  SUPPLIES 
e.9. 

THREE  RING  BINDERS 
CLIPBOARDS 

EXERCISE  BOOKS 

BINDER  REFILLS 
and  many  others  !  ! 

Student  price 

(reg.  98c.)  69c 
(reg.  98c.)  69c 
(reg.  89c)  59C 
(reg.  98c.)  59c 

PLUS  Coedmon  Records  of  the  lowest  prices  in  town 

at  THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  BOOKSTORE 
Front  Campus 

P-S-  Avoid  the  crowds,  get  better  service,  come  in  the  evenings. 
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Acting  Warden  appointed E.  A.  Wilkinson,  50,  has 
been  appointed  Acting  War- 

den of  Hart  House.  He  re- 
places Joseph  McCuIley, who  retired  as  Warden June  30. 

Mr.  Wilkinson,  Assistant 
Warden  (Activities)  at  Hart House  for  the  last  20  years, was  appointed  to  hold  the position  for  one  year  but will  probably  be  appointed 

permanent  Warden. 
Except  for  a  two-year  in- 

terruption for  naval  service 
during  the  war,  Mr.  Wilkin- 

son has  been  with  Hart 
House  since  his  graduation 
from  Victoria  College  in 1938.  He  has  served  as  As 
sistant  Secretary  and  Assist- 

ant Comptroller,  as  well  as Assistant  Warden. 

Mr.  Wilkinson's  replace- ment as  Assistant  Warden 
is  Carman  Guild,  who  has 
been  General  Manager  of 
Ihe  National  Ballet  Guild 
of  Canada  for  the  last  ten 
years.  Before  that,  he  was Graduate  Secretary  in  Hart 
House  for  five  years. 

ISC  moves  to  Baldwin  House The  new  headquarters  of 
the  International  Student Centre  will  be  Baldwin 
House  on  St.  George  Street, 
now  occupied  by  the  Uni- 

versity of  Toronto  School  of Business. 
The  ISC  was  to  have  a new  building  on  Huron 

Street,  but  U  of  T  has  ex- 
propiated  the  site  for  its 
own  use  and  offered  Bald- 

win House  in  its  place.  Over 
$200,000  raised  by  Rotary International  for  the  new 
building  will  now  be  used 
for  renovation  of  Baldwin House. 

Until  the  fall  of  1966  the 
ISC  will  remain  in  the 
Friendly  Relations  with  Ov- 

erseas Students  house  at  45 
Willcocks  Street.  Professor 
Eric  Arthur  of  the  School 
of  Architecture  will  direct 
the  renovation. 

Mrs.   R.   G.   Riddel],  for- 

mer executive  director  of 
FROS,  and  the  University's Overseas  Student  Advisor, has  been  appointed  director of  the  new  centre.  The  ISC will  expand  the  work  of 
FROS  and  the  Overseas  Ad- visor. The  continuing  pro grammes  are  designed both  to  welcome  foreign students  and  to  allow  Cana- 

dians to  become  better  ac- 
quainted with  them  and their  countries. 

Baldwin  House,  at  33  St. 
George  Street,  was  designed 
by  Frederick  Cumberland, 
the  architect  of  Uni'versity College.  The  house  was  on land  once  owned  by  Robert Baldwin,  a  leading  politi 
cian  in  Upper  Canada  be 
fore  Confederation.  It  serv 
ed  as  residence  for  the Lieutenant-Governor  1913 
15  and  was  acquired  by  the University  in  1923. 

MacGuigan  to  run  Nov.  8 
In  company  with  George 

Hees,  Duff  Roblin  and 
Whipper  Billy  Watson,  Uni- 

versity of  Toronto  associate 
professor  of  law  Mark  Mac- 

Guigan will  be  a  candidate 
in  the  Nov.  8  federal  elec- 
tion. 

Dr.  MacGuigan  was  nomi- 
nated Saturday  night  by  the 

Liberal  riding  association  in 
the  dual  Prince  Edward  Is- 

land riding  of  Queens. 
He  will  be  trying  for  one 

of  the  two  seats  now  held 
by  Progressive  Conserva 
tives  Heath  MacOuarrie  and 
Angus  MacLean. 
Dr.  MacGuigan  is  a  for 

mer  Charlottetown,  PEI  re- 
sident and  son  of  a  former 

Prince  Edward  Island  cabi 
net  minister. 

Two  Hart  House  plays  chosen 
Robert  Gill,  resident  direc- 

tor of  the  Hart  House  Thea- 
tre announced  that  there 

will  be  only  two  Hart  House 
productions  in  the  1965-66 
academic  year. 
The  fall  production  will 

be  George  Bernard  Shaw's 
Heartbreak  House,  and  the 
spring  production  will  be 
The  Servant  of  Two  Masters 
by  Carlo  Goldoni,  translated 

by  E.  J.  Dent. 
In  the  past,  the  Har 

House  Theatre  has  always 
presented  four  productions 
annually.  The  number  has 
been  cut  back  to  two  this 
coming  year  as  a  result  of 
the  formation  of  the  Centre 
for  the  Study  of  Drama  in 
the  School  of  Graduate  Stud- 

ies, which  will  incorporate 
the  Hart  House  Theatre. 

HERE  &  NOW 
Today,  noon. 

Progressive  Conservative 
Club  Externa]  Affairs  Com- 

mittee meeting  at  Room 
2050,  Sydney  Smith  Hall. 
Those  who  are  interested  in 
Canadian  -  American  rela- 

tions as  well  as  committee 
members  should  attend. 
Tuesday,  5:10  pjn. 

Organizational  meeting  of 

New  College  paper  at  New 
College  Common  Room.  All 
interested  welcome. 
Tuesday  -  Friday,  4  p.m. 
Reading  program,  Room 

H12,  West  extension,  UC, 
ground  floor.  Application  by 
taking  Iowa  Reading.  Test 
for  any  of  three  classes  for 
poor,  slow,  or  average readers. 

,    .  ON  ALL  JEWELLERY  PURCHASES 

SHEFFIELD  JEWELLERS 

NGERIE 

CORSETRY 

HOSIERY 

•  SPORTSWEAR 

•  ACCESSORIES 

For  the  fastidious  gai . . . 

Perfectly  colour-matched  ^ 

GO-togethers 

In  rich,  vibrant  gem  colours. ..  RUBY,  GOLD, 
JASPER,  BLUE. .  .subtly  blended  with  Black. 

Cosy  co-ordinates  for  campus  or  office  wear.  Sweaters  are  100%  soft 
Lambswool  with  three-quarter,  raglan  sleeves.  Distinctive  scalloped 
black  edging  on  front  closing  and  neck.  Choice  of  two  styles :  (1 )  with 
casual  wing  collar,  or  (2)  with  round  neckline  and  mock  pockets  for 
waistline  attention.  Sizes  34-40.  Perfect-match  wool  flannel  skirts, 
fully  lined,  with  size  zip  and  back  kick-pleat.  Sizes  10-18. 

Sweaters  $14.98  ea. 

•  CLOVERDALE  MALL  BE  9-6171 
•  2  CARLTON  AT  YONGE  EM  2-5071 
•  62A  BLOOR  AT  BAY  WA  2-0628 
•  NORTHTOWN  SHOPPING  CENTRE  BA  2-1491 
•  YORKDALE  SHOPPING  CENTRE  783-5361 

Skirts  $14.98  ea. 

•  DON  MILLS  SHOPPING  CENTRE  447-1-712 
•  113  YONGE  AT  ADELAIDE  EM  8-6822 
•  786  YONGE  AT  BLOOR  WA  2-3121 
•  444  EGLINTON  W.  AT  CASTLEKNOCK  HU  8-5083 
•  13  ST.  CLAIR  AVE.  W.  AT  YONGE  921-9671 

Garbut  Roberts  Modern /Jazz  Indian  and 
Primitive  Dance  Classes 

924-7882 
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Today  Montreal 

Next  week  Marrakesh 

A  mining  career  opens  new  worlds 

Someone  told  him  the  Canadian  mining 
industry  couldn't  get  enough  mining  en- gineers, geologists,  mineralogists.  He 
looked  into  it  and  discovered  there  were 
five  good  jobs  for  every  graduate  in 
mining  and  mineralogy. 
Mining  engineering  was  his  choice. 

Between  university  sessions  he  saw 
mines  and  mining  methods  first  hand  - 
and  got  paid  for  it.  Later,  the  company 
he  joined  indulged  his  desire  to  travel. 
He  did  exploration  work  in  the  Canadian 

Shield  and  the  Peace,  met  a  girl  at  a 
convention  in  Helsinki  and  married  her 
in  Cape  Town. They  have  a  house  in  Van- 

couver near  the  company's  head  office, 
and  the  family  will  put  down  roots  there. 
A  mining  career  opened  a  whole  new 

way  of  life  for  him.  He's  a  man  on  the move  and  he  likes  it. 

Find  out  more  about  a  career  in  mining. 
The  opportunities  are  broad  and  reward- 

ing. Direct  your  enquiries  to  ; 

PLACER  DEVELOPMENT,  LIMITED 
Burrard  Building,  Vancouver,  B.C. 

FOOTBALL  $zso  HOCKEY! 

Student  Tickets 

COUPON  BOOKS  admitting  to  the  Student  Section  at  Varsity  Stadium  ond 
Varsity  Arena  will  be  sold  in  the  main  lobby  of  the  Sigmund  Samuel  Library 
from  10.00  a.m.  to  5.00  p.m.  on  FRIDAY,  SEPT.  24.  The  coupons  admit 
owner  to  the  student  sections  at  the  StarJtum  and  the  Arena  on  a  "first  come 
best  seat"  basis  for  each  of  the  football  and  hockey  games  listed  below. 
FOOTBALL 

Sept.  25    University  of  Manitoba 
Oct.    2  McGill 

Oct.  16    QUEEN'S  (Homecoming) 
Oct.  30  WESTERN 
Nov.  13  PLAY-OFF 
(If  gome  is  ployed  in  Toronto  this  coupon entitles  owner  to  one  ticket  ot  special  price 3f  $1.50), 

HOCKEY 
Nov. 19 McMaster 
Dec. 3 Montreal Dec. 10 Laval 
Jan. 

14 

Queen's 

Jan. 21 McGill 

Feb. 4 Guelph 

Feb. 11 Waterloo 
Feb. 18 

Western 
Feb. 

25 
McMaster 

GUEST  BOOKS:  Eoch  student  may  purchase  one  odditionol  book  which  will  admit  a  guest  to the  student  section,  not  necessarily  o  member  of  the  University.  Guest  books  are  sold  at  the some  price,  one  only  to  eoch  holder  of  an  Athletic  Membership  Cord. 
Brit.,  you.  Athletic  Metr.ber.Sip  Cord.  Ticket,  connot  be  pu.che.cd  wiHtou.  one. 
REMEMBER  !  MANITOBA  here  on  SATURDAY  ! 

Residence  costs  still  rising 
Residence  costs  for  male 

students  at  U  of  T  have  in- creased again. 
The  increases  range  from 

$50  at  UC's  Sir  Daniel  Wil- son Residence  to  $90  at  Vic- toria College. 
Residence  fees  at  Victoria 

are  now  $740,  for  both  single 
and  double  rooms.  Last  year 
single  rooms  were  §675  and 
double  rooms  $650. 

Fees  at  Sid  Dan  are  now 

$730,  compared  to  $680  last 

year. 

A  form  letter  sent  to  all 
Sir  Daniel  Wilson  residents 
asid  that  fees  were  increased 
in  an  effort  to  make  the  re- sidence self-supporting. 
Vic  residents  have  maid 

service;  those  at  UC  must 
make  their  own  beds. 

Costs  at  the  St.  Michael's College  men's  residences have  increased  to  $700,  up 
$60  over  last  year. 

Bookstore  (continued) 

ne,  said  that  an  effort  will 
be  made  to  eliminate  the 
confusion  in  the  cash:regis- 
ter  area  caused  when  stu- dents who  are  entering  the 
store  find  their  path  block- 

ed by  students  who  are  try- 
ing to  leave. The  bookstore  has  for  the 

past  two  years  been  the  tar- 
get of  much  student  criti- cism, particularly  for  not 

giving  discounts  and  for  pro- viding inefficient  service. 
Mr.  Bohne  said  that  in  tht 

past  year  he  has  correspond- ed with  the  SAC  in  an  effort 
to  learn  student  complaints 
and  hear  student  sugges- 

tions for  improving  the 
bookstore  operations. 
He  said  the  new  policies 

were  instituted  without  con- sultation between  bookstore 
officials  and  students  be- 

cause the  SAC  bookstore 
committee  was  not  available 
in  the  summer  when  policy 
was  formed. 

"It  is  difficult  to  incorpo- 
rate student  suggestions  in- 

to our  operation,"  he  said, "when  the  bookstore  com- 
mittee is  unable  to  meet 

with  us  at  a  time  when  such 
suggestions  can  be  discuss- 

ed." 

Mr.  Bohne  stated  that  he 
approached  the  new  dis- 

count policy  with  "  a  cer- tain amount  of  trepida- 

tion." 

"We  need  a  large  volume 
of  sales  in  order  to  wind  up 
in  the  black.  If  this  policy 
is  successful  it  may  be  pos- 

sible to  institute  further  dis- 
counts next  year." He  added  that  the  space 

problems  of  the  present 
bookstore  could  in  the  long 
run  only  be  solved  by  the 
provision  of  a  larger  build- 

ing. 

"A  larger  area  would  en- 
able us  to  provide  self-ser- 

vice for  text-books,"  he  said, "and  this  in  turn  would 

mean  reduced  costs." "It  would  also  mean  that 
we  would  no  longer  have  to 
inconvenience  students  by 
moving  out  all  other  books 
during  the  first  few  weeks 
of  term  while  texts  are  be- 

ing sold." 

Mr.  Bohne  said  that  he 
was  confident  some  con- 

crete improvements  would 
be  made  in  the  bookstore 
facilities  before  the  rush 
next  September. 

$1 1,500  investment 

SAC  establishes  printing  bureau 
The  Students  Administra- 

tive Council  has  established 
a  printing  bureau  to  meet 
the  needs  of  campus  organi- 
zations. 
The  bureau  has  been 

equipped  with  a  12-roller offset  press,  machines  for 
headline  and  type-setting, 
and  facilities  for  folding  and stitching. 

Initial  capital  investment 
is  expected  to  total  $11,500. 

The  bureau,  at  present  in 
the  tower  of  the  SAC  build- 

ing, will  provide  a  complete 
printing  service  for  student 
governments  and  organiza- tions, at  expected  savings  of 
25  to  50  per  cent  over  com- mercial rates. 

Orders  have  already  been 
placed  for  more  than  $7,500 
of  printing  during  the  com- 

ing year.  The  biggest  job  so 
far  contracted  is  the  pro- 

duction of  the  weeTkly  Uni- 
versity College  Gargoyle  and 

the  monthly  Gargoyle  maga- zine. 
The  new  bureau  will  also 

do  all  SAC  printing,  includ- 
ing next  year's  student handbook. 

Bruce  Lewis  (III  UC), 
who  has  been  hired  by  SAC 
as  manager  of  the  bureau, 
estimates  that  expected  bus- 

iness will  total  more  than 

$12,000  in  the  next  12-moiUh 

period. 

The  bureau  will  be  oper- ated entirely  by  student 
labor.  Mr.  Lewis  at  present 
has  a  staff  of  nine  employ- 

ees, but  expects  that  when 
the  bureau  begins  full  oper- ation the  staff  will  number 
at  least  18.  He  said  that  he- 
was  still  interested  in  hear- 

ing from  students  who  had 
some  experience  in  the 
printing  business. Salaries  of  bureau  em- 
loyees  will  range  from  $1.25 
per  hour  for  compositors 
and  artists  to  $1.75  for 

pressmen. SAC  officials  said  last 
week  that  the  initial  capital 
costs  will  be  met  by  adding 
70  per  cent  to  the  basic  cost 
of  all  jobs  done  by  the  bur- 

eau. The  saving  for  student 
groups  will  still  be  consider- able because  of  the  low  op- 

erating costs  of  the  bureau 
and  because  discounts  are 
available  to  all  student 
organizations. SAC  Finance  Commission- 

er Howard  Simmons  (II 
Law)  said  SAC  will  contin- 

ue to  get  competitive  quotes 
on  its  own  jobs  to  learn 
whether  or  not  the  printing  : bureau  service  is  actually 
less  expensive  than  commer- 

cial operations. 
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Men,  women, 

cartoonists/ 

The  sports 

department 

needs  YOU! 

Men.  Are  you  interested 
in  wine,  women  and  sports? 
Is  your  idol  Grant  land  Rice, 
or  Ringo  Starr?  Or  are  you 
just  looking  for  an  excuse 
to  skip  classes? 

If  you  have  any  or  all  of 
the  above  qualifications  the 
you  are  a  prime  candidate 
for  enshrinement  as  a  Var- 

sity sportsie. 
Women.  Are  you  dying  to 

meet  those  handsome  foot- 
ball players?  Have  you  an 

interest  in  sports?  Do  you 
want  to  see  your  name  in 
print?  Or  are  you  just  in- 

terested in  impressing  your 
boyfriend? 

Then  you  too  are  destined 
to  become  a  Varsity  sport- sie. 

Cartoonists.  The  Varsity 
sports  section  is  in  dire  need 
of  someone  who  knows  a 
football  from  a  hockey  puck 
and  can  draw  both. 

If  you  have  any  of  the 
above  qualifications  i.e.  you 
are  male,  female  or  a 
cartoonist  (sex  optional ) 
and  have  an  interest  in 
sports  the  Varsity  sports 
section  needs  you. 

Therefore,  there  will  be 
an  organizational  meeting 
today  at  1:15  p.m.  at  the 
Varsity  office  in  the  Base- 

ment of  the  SAC  building 
for  those  interested  in  writ- 

ing sports  for  the  Varsity. 
Y'all  come. 

Cuffs  or  no  Cuffs 

That    is    the  question! 

Ted  Wogner  of  Western  holds  the  fish  which  won  him 
the  Crondall  Trophy  for  the  biggest  catch  f  the  Intercol- 

legiate Game  Fish  Seminar  held  in  Wedgeport  N.S.,  Sept. 
2-4.  St.  Francis  Xavier  won  the  meet.  U  of  T  was  fifth 
out  of  11  colleges  from  Canada  the  United  States  and 
Japan. 

New  look  ruggerites  seek  players 
A  UTRFC 

SYNDICATED  SERVICE 
The  University  of  Toronto 

Rugger  B  lues  have  a  new 
look  this  year.  No,  the  club 
members  aren't  more  hand- some than  usual.  What  is 
new  is  the  fact  that  all  three 
steams  will  be  playing  in 
leagues. The  firsts  as  usual  play  in 
the  OQAA  and  the  seconds 
and  thirds  for  the  first  time 
will  play  in  the  Ontario  Rug- 

ger Union  League. 
As  a  result,  Blues  need  a 

roster  of  at  least  60  and 
strongly  urge  newcomers 
with  or  without  previous 
experience  to  turn  out  to 
practices    which   are  held 

every  day  at  5:15  on  the back  campus, 
The  club  will  play  its 

games  at  Varsity  Stadium 
Friday  Nights. 
Prospects  -for  champion 

ship  this  year  look  good 
with  10  members  of  the 
squad  returning. Blues  have  already  played 
one  exhibition  game  defeat- 

ing St.  Catharines  last  week- 
end 26-3.  Next  game  is  to- 

morrow against  the  Bar- barians on  the  back  campus 
at  6:00  p.m. 

Men  fight-  and  don't  switch.  Who  is  right?  You  are, 
if  you  know  what  to  wear  and  where  to  wear  it,  but 
if  you  are  not  sure  drop  in  to  Studio  267, 
267  Yonge  Street  and  they  will  answer  your  ques- 

tion. In  fact,  any  others  you  may  have  about  Men's 
Fashions.  What's  in  ...  or  passe.  Off  the  cuff .  . . 
They've  got  what  it  takes  in  Men's  Apparel. 

267  VONSE  STREET  TORONTO 
PHONE  366-4452 

—photo  by  BRIAN  D.  WILLER 
Blues'  Dave  Church  (29)  smashes  the  ball  out  of  Mustang's 
Art  Froese'shands  in  a  vigorous  display  of  tackling. 

Rob
ins

on 

CLOTHES  SHOP 
406  YONGE  STREET, 
TORONTO,  ONTARIO 

EMPIRE  3-7865 

STUDENTS'  DISCOUNT  SALE 
BLAZERS 

6I.16LISH  BLACKBURN     0%.  Blf  AC 
ALL  WOOL  BLAZERS.        M  g  #™  J 

REG.  $35.00  ™* 

SLACKS 
ALL  WOOL  WORSTEDS 

REG.  $17.95  13*^^ 

MADE  TO  MEASURE  ALL  WOOL 
SLACKS  1&.95 

REG.     $24.95  ■ 

ALL  WEATHER "SCOTCH-GARD"               M  f%  AC 
TREATED  1 
REG.    $24.95                    ■  V 

ZIP -IN  LINED 
ALL  WEATHER 
COATS                    J  M  ,Y  J 
REG.  $35.00 

SPORT  JACKETS ENGLISH    TWEEDS              1  Q»95 
REG.     $35.00                    |  Jf 

ENGLISH  WORSTED              REG.  $75.00 

SUITS  ™s^5
5-°° 

YES,  we  stock  the  U  of  T  Crest.  Avail- 
able to  students  at  Cost  Price.  Sewn 

on  FREE  with  blazer  purchase. 

Come  in  and  register  for  your  10% 
student  discount  card.  You  are  under 
no  obligation  to  buy.  Students  musf 
have  ATL  cards. 
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from  the 

cheap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold varsity  sports  editor 

—Cholo  by  BRIAN  D.  WILLER 
l'l  H21  mokes  one  of  rhe  key  defensive  ploys  of  the  gome 

 hotting Western's  Vernon  Lucyk  (221  mokes  one  or  r 

o  touchdown  poss  owoy  from  Blues'  J.m  Wore  
(35). 

Blues  show  pow
erful  offence 

in  20-14  loss  to  Mu
stangs 

By  P.  J.  PAPE London  — If  the  Varsity 
Blues  revealed  anything  in 
their  20-14  loss  to  the  Uni- 

versity of  Western  Ontario 
Mustangs  Saturday  in  Lon- 

don, it  was  that  they  will 
provide  a  very  exciting 
brand  of  football  for  the 
Toronto  fans  this  season. 
Head  coach  Dalt  While 

unveiled  an  offensive  back- 
field  which  may  well  be  the 
most  well-rounded  and  ex- 

plosive in  the  league. 
With  the  addition  of  rook- 

ie Nick  DiGiuseppe  and 
Queen's  letterman  Jim  Ware 
plus  the  return  of  former all-stars  Gerry  Sternberg 
and  Erkki  Pukonen  (each 
with  a  touchdown)  Blues 
have  four  men  who  can 
block  and  run  with  speed 
and  power. 
Link  this  backfield  with 

quarterbacks  Bryce  Taylor 
and  Vic  Wozniuk,  and  util- 

ize their  respective  talents 
willi  intelligent  and  planned 
play  calling  and  Blues  will 
have  an  offence  which 
should  be  well  equipped  to 
dissect  the  defence  of  any 
learn  in  the  league, 

Froese  Stors 
However,  in  spite  of  their 

many    talents   it   was  Art 

Monteith's  back Steve  Monteith,  the  most 
prolific  scorer  in  the  history 
of  the  OQAA  hockey  league 
has  returned  to  University 
of  Toronto. 

Monteith,  who  had  plan- 
ned to  go  into  accountancy 

entered  first  year  law  school 
at  U  of  T  after  graduating 
from  Commerce  and  Fi- 

nance last  year. 
Monteith  led  the  league 

in  scoring  last  year  and  was 
all-star  in  each  of  his  four 
years  with  the  Blues. 

His  younger  brother  Hen- 
ry who  had  contemplated 

joining  the  Canadian  Nation 
al  team  also  is  returning  to 
U  of  T. 

Froese,  a  Western  halfback, 
who  opened  the  scoring  with 
the  first  of  his  two  field 

goals. Halfback  Robbie  Camp- 
bell a  Western  standout, 

scored  the  game's  first 
touchdown  on  a  65  yard  re- 

turn of  Ward  Passi's  punt. 
Campbell  and  the  West- ern team  capitalized  on  the 

new  rule  which  allows 
blocking  on  punts.  As  Camp- bell raced  by,  the  Varsity 
players  appeared  amazed 
that  anyone  would  have  the 
gall  to  throw  a  block  on  a 
punt  return. 

The  second  Western  score 
revealed  a  porous  Varsity 
pass  defence  which  must  be caulked  if  the  team  is  to 

summary 
FIRST  QUARTER Western   —    Halfback    Art  Froese 

opened  the  scoring  with  a  20-yard field  goal  otter  Western  had  moved from    their    own    53-yord    line  to Vorsily's  13  in  9  ploys, 
Western  —  Holfbock  Rob  Camp- bell   look    full    odvantage    of  the 
new    college     rule    which  allows blocking  on  punt  returns  and  relum- ed Ward  Passis's  punt  65  yards  for o  touchdown.  Froese  converted. Western  10,  Vorsity  0 

SECOND  QUARTER Varsity  —  A   13  yard  touchdown poss   to   halfback  Gerry  Sternberg 
from  quarterback  Bryce  Taylor  cap- ped  on  84  yord  morch    in  which Blues  collected  7  first  downs  ii 
ploys.  Taylor  converted. Western  ■ —  Quorterback  Bob  Israel hit  end  Jim  Hogan  with  an  eight 
yord   pass  for  a  touchdown  afle Hogan  snuck  behind  Blues  second 
ory  ond  loped  into  the  clear.  Frocs' converted. Western  17,  Vorsitv  7 THIRD  QUARTER No  scoring 

FOURTH  QUARTER Western  —  Art  Froese  kicked  h second  field  goal  of  the  gome,  th,. one  a  36-yard  effort.  This  mode Froese   1he    gomes'   highest  scorer with  eight  points. Varsity  —  Dove  Church  and  J McMahon  collaborated  to  block  _ Western    punt    which    Bruce  Boyd 
recovered  on  Western's  22-yard  line. Wozniuk    threw    10   yards   to  end Mike  Eben  and  then  carried  around id  himself  on  the  next  plov  and nipped  the  ball  to  Sternberg  who got    to    the    two.    Fullback  Erkki Pukonen  plunged  over  for  the touchdown  which  Taylor  converted 

Western  20,  Versify  14 
STATISTICS 

Vorsity  Western First  Downs Yards  Rushing Yards  Passing Passes  attempied; 
completed Interceptions Fumbles/lost Penalties/yards 
lost Punts/overoge 

20 

It 29/15  21/ 
0  1  . 0/0  3/1 

10/36.6  7/32 
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win  the  Yate's  Cup. 
Jim  Hogan,  a  slow  225- 

pound  end,  lumbered  inf.") the  Varsity  secondary  and 
caught  a  Bob  Israel  pass  for a  touchdown. 

Blues  Eager 

It  was  a  simple  case  of 

over-eagerness  in  the  execu- tion of  their  blocking  and 
tackling  assignments  which caused  Blues  to  lose  the 

game. They  drew  12  penalties 
for  142  yards.  Sternberg 
alone  had  runs  totaling  134 
yards  called  back  because  of 
these  penalties.  One  of  these 
was  the  return  of  a  kickoff. It  was  a  run  of  89  yards, 

combining  blocking  and  in- 
tuitive running  in  magnifi- cent style.  However  the  play 

was  nullified  because  Blues 
left  the  restraining  line  too soon. 

Sternberg,  who  was  the 
games  rushing  leader,  com- bined with  Taylor  for  the 
team's  first  touchdown  on  a 
14  yard  pass  and  run  play. 
Pukonen  plunged  two 

yards  for  Blues'  other  score. NOTES:  Mike  Eben  now 
at  the  end  position,  is  still 
bagging  them.  He  caught  six 

passes  .  .  .  Varsity's  defen- sive line  played  a  strong 
game  even  without  the  ser- vices of  their  two  very  large 
tackles  Gary  Clipperton  and 
Ray  Reynolds  .  .  .  Lineback- ers Al  Giachino,  Glen  Mar- 
kle  and  Dave  Church  tack- 

led extremely  well,  the  lat- 
ter two  each  caused  a  fum- ble ..  .  It  was  Church  and 

Jim  McMahon  who  blocked 
the  Western  punt  which  re- 

sulted in  Pukonen's  touch- down .  .  . 
Jim  Holowachuk  will  be 

lost  for  the  remainder  of  the 
season  with  torn  ligaments 
.  .  .  Sternberg  had  yards  in 
seven  carries  and  the  little 
fellow  caught  four  passes 
for  40  yards  ...  An  oppres- 

sive 90  degree  heat  caused 
the  game  to  drag  in  its  lat- ter stages  .  .  .  Ranny  Parker 
sat  out  the  game  with  a  bad back. 

PROPAGANDA  FROM  THE  PRESS 

Toronto  football  fans  are  cynics  -  they  have  a  right  to 

be  Each  "ear  for  the  past  five  they  have  been  subjected  
to 

a  barrage'  of  propaganda  from  optimistic  reporter
s  extol- 

ling  the  virtues  of  the  Blues. 

Reoorters  however,  don't  win  football  games.  As  a  re-
 

sult ^prScted  winning  season  becomes  a  thing  of  f
ancy 

by  the  first  week  of  November. 

The  last  time  Varsity  Blues  won  the  Yates  Cup 
 emble- ,•  F  clinr  Intercollegiate  football  supremacy  was  in 

W58C A°nd  tie "as,  t^they  had  a  winning  season  was  tn 1959. 

So  when  I  say  Blues  have  the  potential  on  paper  to  win 
a  championship,  you  have  every  right  to  sneer. 

After  all  Blues  won  only  two  of  their  six  regular  sea- 
son games  last  year.  But  the  truth  of  the  matter  on  pape. m„p<;  have  the  manpower  to  pose  a  serious  threat  to 

Queen's  Golden  Gaels?two  year  hold  on  Dr.  Henry  Brydges Yates'  trophy. 

For  the  first  time  in  a  number  of  seasons  both  the 
examiners  and  the  fates  have  been  kind  to  head  coach  Dalt 
WhiTs  crew.  Only  linemen  Cam  Gray  and  Don  Holmes  are 

academically  ineligible,  while  two  of  the  best  backs  m  the 

league,  Erkki  Pukonen  and  Gerry  Sternberg  head  a  list  ol 
Blues  who  have  regained  their  academic  eligibility. 

The  fates  have  smiled  on  Blues  in  two  ways.  First, 
Blues'  injury  list  is  strangely  but  delightfully  short. 

Halfback  Riivo  lives  with  a  bruised  shoulder,  end  Jim 

Holowachuk  with  a  knee  injury  and  lineman  Jim  Rhodes 

with  a  knee  injury  are  the  only  ones  to  have  suffered  seri- ous injury. 

Mike  Raham,  a  defensive  back  from  University  of 

Guelph  has  been  a  pleasant  surprise  to  coach  White,  as  has 
offensive  halfback  Nick  DiGiuseppe.  DiGiuseppe,  who  was 

slated  to  go  to  Queen's  was  a  standout  at  Northview  Col- legiate last  year. 

Blues  backfield  therefore  of  either  veterans  Bryce  Tay- 
lor or  Vic  Wozniuk  at  Quarterback,  Ware  at  flanker,  Pukon- 

en at  fullback,  Sternberg  and  either  Glen  Markle  or  DiGiu- 
seppe at  halfback  stacks  up  as  one  of  the  best  in  the league. 

IT'S  WHAT'S  UP  FRONT 

But  the  experts  say  that  football  games  are  won  or  lost 

up  front.  If  they  are  correct,  Blues  prospects  become  even 

brighter  for  their  entire  offensive  line  has  earned  its  Var- 
sity letter  and  two,  Ranny  Parker  and  Bob  Pampe  are  OQ- 

AA all-stars.  Pampe  was  an  all-star  guard  in  1964  and  Parker 
an  all-star  linebacker  in  1962. 

Despite  their  loss  to  Western  Saturday,  on  paper  Blues 
appear  to  have  the  talent  to  break  out  of  their  5  year  slump. 
They  showed  Saturday,  an  amazingly  good  offence  for  so 
early  in  the  season.  Their  loss  can  be  chalked  up  to  the  large 
number  of  penalties  and  a  leaky  defensive  backfield  which 
should  be  strengthened  by  the  return  to  good  health  of  Mike 
Raham. 

But  like  I  said,  Toronto  football  fans  are  cynics.  They 

no  longer  believe  optomistic  reporters  who  predict  cham- 
pionships. Their  slogan  is,  "I'm  from  T.O.,  me  you  gotta 

show." 

LEFTOVERS:  Newcomer  to  the  Varsity  coaching  staff 

this  year  is  Tom  Watt.  He  is  an  assistant  football  coach  and 
will  replace  Joe  Kane  as  hockey  coach  ...  29  football  Blues 
have  earned  their  letters  —  only  30  are  allowed  to  dress  for 

each  game  .  .  .  Varsity's  track  stars  had  a  busy  summer 
Dave  Bailey  made  two  trips  to  Europe,  one  with  the  East 

York  Track  Club  and  one  as  a  member  of  Canada's  Univer- 
sity Olympiad  team  .  .  .  Abby  Hoffman  also  went  to  the 

University  Olympics  in  Budapest  and  was  scheduled  to  com- 
pete in  the  Maccabiah  Games  in  Israel  but  her  plane  arrived 

late  .  .  .  Gurston  Dacks  placed  fourth  and  sixth  in  the  5000 

and  10,000  metres  at  the  Maccabiah  Games. 
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TV  college  makes  history 
By  TONY  BOND 

A  television  program 
shown  in  a  dilapidated  lec- ture hall  made  educational 
history  at  the  University  of 
Toronto  Monday. 
Opening  ceremonies  of 

Scarborough  College  were 
screened  on  television  in  a 
darkened  lecture  room  in 
the  old  Biology  building  to 

the  sound  of  modern  jazz. 
It  was  thought  to  be  the 

first  time  in  Canada  that  a 
university  college  was  open- 

ed on  television. 
The  student  and  faculty 

audience  of  200,  including 
U  of  T  President  Claude 
Bissell,  watched  the  wel- 

coming addresses  on  four 
23-inch.  TV  sets. 

— photos  by  DOUG  DANIELS 
Students  and  faculty  pictured  above  and  far  right  are 
watching  the  opening  adresses  of  Scarborough  college  on 
closed-circuit  TV. 

The  TV  show  was  video- 
taped, and  the  stars — Scar- 

borough's principal,  dean 
and  registrar — were  able  to watch  themselves  from  the 
front  row. 
The  program  included  a 

film  of  the  yet  incomplete 
buildings — to  the  sound  of Dave  Brubeck  playing  Take Five. 

There  were  no  commer- cials. 
The  s  p  e  a  k  e  rs  adapted 

themselves  to  their  medi- 
um. All  spoke  to,  rather 

than  addressed,  their  audi- ence. 
"The  General  course  is 

central  to  Scarborough's  ex- 
istence," U  of  T  Vice-Presi- dent Dr.  D.  C.  Williams  told 

his  TV  audience.  The  initial 
building  will  house  1 ,500 
and  future  additions  will 
extend  outwards  from  the 
present  terminal  point,  he said. 
The  main  features  of 

Scarborough  are  the  langu- 
age labs,  psychology  labs 

and  the  closed-circuit  TV. 
"With  the  TV  system  ev- 

ery student  has  a  front-row 
(See  TV,  Page  8) 

Brewin  has  hope  for  disfranchised 

By  JOHN  SWAIGEN 
Andrew  Brewin,  a  Mem- 

ber of  Parliament  (NDP 
Greenwood)  yesterday  held 
out  hope  for  those  students 
disenfranchised  by  Chief 
Electoral  Officer  Nelson 
Castonguay's  interpretation of  the  Canada  Elections  Act. 

"It  is  erroneous  to  state 
as  an  absolute  or  general 

rule  that  a  student  in  resi- 
dence may  only  vote  in  his 

home  town,"  Mr.  Brewin,  a 
lawyer,  told  the  Varsity. 
The  difficulty  centres  on 

subsection  9  of  the  Canada 
Elections  Act.  It  says  that 
the  student  may  have  the 
option  of  voting  either  at 
his  place  of  ordinary  resi- dence or,  if  at  the  date  ol 

issue  of  the  election  wr.it  he 
is  duly  registered  and  in  at- tendance at  an  institution  of 
education,  he  may  vote 
there. 

It  is  the  phrase  "place  of 
ordinary  residence"  which Mr.  Brewin  feels  may  be 
the  answer  for  many  stud- ents.   Subsection   9  would 
(See  BREWIN,  Page  2) 

Dr.  Ross  says 

University  not  a  quiet  retreat 
A  university  is  not  a  place 

of  peace  and  calm  or  a 
quiet  retreat,  Dr.  Murray  G, 
Ross,  President  of  York 
University  said  Monday  in 
his  welcoming  address  to 
freshmen. 

Instead,  it  is  a  communi- 
ty of  intellectuals  and  there- 

fore a  turbulent  communi- 
ty, he  said. 

"It  is  by  definition,  a  com- munity in  which  there  is 
frequent  criticism,  dissatis- 

The  Varsity  is  a  great  place 
to  work.  Mainly  because  there 
is  lots  of  work  here  and  no  one 
to  do  it.  Students  interested  in 
working  should  drop  in  to 
basement  of  the  SAC  Build- 

ing today  and  contact  the 
friendly  news  and  city  editors, 
who  can  be  easily  recognized 
by  their  haggard  faces. 

faction  with  the  status  quo, 
sharp  confrontation  with 
opposing  views.  This  is  in- 

evitable." But  Dr.  Ross  was  critical 
of  some  recent  develop- 

ments in  campus  life  and 
the  Berkeley  riots  of  last 
year  in  particular. 
"Some  of  these  develop- 

ments were  a  natural — and 
indeed  a  welcome — develop- 

ment in  the  life  of  a  univer- 
sity," he  continued.  "But some  show  the  signs  of  im- 

maturity, of  irresponsibility, 
and  of  disregard  for  human 

values." "Frequently,  students  take 
a  position,  make  a  protest, 
develop  an  organization  and 
a  movement,  it  gains  mo- 

mentum, and  it  rejects  rea- son and  invites  force. 

"The  exploitation  ol  ten- 
sion and  conflict  to  defeat 

an  opponent  and  to  win  a 
victory  should  not  be  the 
method  on  which  the  in- 

tellectual relies." He  called  on  the  students 
to  discard  such,  methods  in 
favor  of  "rational  and  fair" 
ways  of  solving  York  Uni- 

versity's problems. Focusing  his  speech  on 
professors  in  particular.  Dr. 
Ross  said:  "The  university 
teacher  may  not  be  as  effi- 

cient, as  well-organized,  as 
precise,  or  even  as  clear  as 
your  high-school  teacher. Yet  if  you  are  wise  you  will 
learn  from  him." His  lectures,  he  said, 
"cannot  be  the  flamboyant, 
the  limited,  nor  the  some- 
(See  RETREAT,  Page  2) 

Petition  for  book  subsidy 

A  group  oi  students  asked all  those  using  the  U  of  T 
bookstore  on  Wednesday  to 
sign  a  petition  urging  that the  store  be  subsidized  by 
the  university. 
Tom  Good  (IV  Vic),  one 

of  the  organizers  of  the  pe- tition and  President  of  the 
U  of  T  New  Democrats,  said 

organized  the  petition  were Gord  Laser  (IV  Vic),  Doug 

Hav  (IV  UC)  and  Joe  Meu- leman  (III  SMC). 
The  full  text  of  the  peti- 

tion was:  "Since  books  are 
an  essential  part  of  a  uni- 

versity education,  and  there- fore should  be  available  to 
all  students  at  low  cost,  we 

Donna  Chapnik  (II  UC)  collects  names  on  the  petition 
demanding  university  subsidies  for  the  bookstore. 

the  intention  of  the  group's action  was  not  to  criticize 
the  bookstore  operations  or 

policy,  but  to  focus  atten- tion on  the  high  cost  of  text- books. 
Mr.  Good  said  the  petition 

was  signed  by  more  than 
400  persons  on  Wednesday, 
and  that  it  would  be  circu- lated again  today. 
The  other  students  who 

the  undersigned  members 
of  the  university  commun- 

ity support  the  proposal  that 
U  of  T  give  a  20  percent  sub- sidy on  all  books  purchased 
at  the  U  of  T  bookstore." 

President  Claude  Bissell  will 
deliver  his  annuo]  welcoming 
speech  to  freshmen  of  4:15 
this  afternoon  in  Convocotion 
Hall. 



Song  &  Script 
98  BLOOR  ST.  WEST 

Books,  Records, 
Greeting  Cards 
and  Stationery 

Special Student  Prices 

U.  OF  T. 
ROWING  CLUB 
Intercollegiate 
Champions 
FIRST  PRACTICE 

Thurs.  at  6  a.m. 
at  the 

ARGONAUT 
ROWING  CLUB 

1225  Lofceshore  Blvd.  W. 
No  experience  required If  unable  to  attend 

call  923-7609 after  6  p.m. 

A 

WA.  7-1800 526  YONGE  STREET 
AT  BREADALBANE 

A  TTENTION! 

THE  BLUE  AND  WHITE  SOCIET
Y 

PRESENTS 

FRESHMEN 

WELCOME 

With  The  Band  Of  RITCHIE  KNIGHT 

VARSITY  ARENA  •  FRI.  SEPT.  24,  8  P.M. 

FRESHMEN  FREE  ALL  OTHERS  50c 

ANNOUNCING 

A  TEN  PERCENT  DISCOUNT  ON 

ALL  TEXTBOOKS  OVER  $10 

PLUS 

SPECIAL  LOW  STUDENT  PRICES  ON 

•TYPEWRITERS  'BRIEFCASES  •  MICROSCOPES 

PLUS 

SPECIAL  LOW  PRICES  ON  STATIONERY  SUPPLIES 
e.g. 

THREE  RING  BINDERS 

CLIPBOARDS 

EXERCISE  BOOKS 
BINDER  REFILLS 
and  many  others  !  ! 

Student  price 

(reg.  98c.)  69c 

(reg.  98c.) 
(reg.  89c) 

(reg.  98c.) 

69c 

59c 

59c 

PLUS  Caedmon  Records  at  the  lowest  prices  in  town 

at  THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  BOOKSTORE 
Front  Compus 

P-S-  Avoid  the  crowds,  get  better  service,  come  in  the  evenings. 

Brewin  (continued) 

not  be  applicable  if  the 
student's  ordinary  residence 
were  the  university.  In  such 
a  case,  subsections  three 
and  four  would  be  relevant, 
he  said. 

The  Canada  Elections  Act 
gives  the  citizen  the  right to  be  enumerated  and  to 
vote  in  his  "place  of  ordin- 

ary residence".  According  to subsection  three,  this  is 
"that  place  which  has  al- 

ways been,  or  which  he  has 
adopted  as,  his  place  of 
habitation,  or  home,  where- to, when  away  therefrom, 

he  intends  to  return." Subsection  four  elabor- 
ates on  this:  "A  person  can 

have  only  one  place  of  ord- inary residence  and  this cannot  be  lost  unless  or 
until  another  is  gained,  al- 

though, generally,  a  person's place  of  ordinary  residence is  where  his  family  is.  If  he 
is  living  apart  from  his 
family  with  the  intent  to  re- main so  apart  from  it  in 
another  place,  the  place  of 
ordinary  residence  of  such 

person  is  this  other  place." The  university  could  be- come the  "place  of  ordinary 
residence"  for  a  student, 
then,  if  he  were  living  away 
from  home  during  his  uni- 

versity years,  particularly  if he  intended  to  get  a  job  or 
get  married  after  university rather  than  return  to  his family. 

This  might  not  apply  to 
first  year  students  coming 
to  university  from  their 
homes,  Mr.  Brewin  said.  But he  felt  that  a  second  year 
student  who  had  spent  his 
summer  away  from  his  par- ents and  was  intending 
when  the  election  writ  was 
issued  to  enter  residence 
might  legitimately  consider this  his  ordinary  residence. 

Determination  of  ordin- 
ary residence  was,  he  said, 

what  lawyers  call  a  "ques- tion of  fact."  Therefore,  or- 
dinary residence  must  be 

determined  by  the  facts  of 
each  individual  case. 
There  is  no  rigid  defini- 

tion, then,  of  "ordinary  resi- dence," although  there  are 
guidelines  set  down  in  the 
Act.  Where  you  sleep,  rath- er than  where  you  eat 
would  be   the  determining 

factor,  if  the  enumerator 
had  to  choose  between  the 
two.  Where  one's  mail  is sent  is  another  criterion, 
though  not  the  only  one. 

Mr.  Brewin  warned  that 
to  use  this  interpretation 
of  the  Act  a  student  would 
have  to  be  able  to  honestly 
assert  that  he  had  left  his 
parents'  home  without  the 
intention  of  returning,  ex- 

cept for  visits. Students  living  on  or  near 
campus  could  be  in  one  of 
several  ridings.  The  campus 

lies  in  both  St.  Paul's  and Trinity,  while  just  to  the 
north  is  Spadina. 

If  an  enumerator  comes 
to  the  university  residen- ces, Mr.  Brewin  suggested, 
he  should  be  told  the  names 
of  those  students  who  con- sider themselves  eligible  to 
vote.  If  they  were  then  not 

put  on  the  voters'  list, students  could  appeal  to 
the  revision  court. 

Some  university  staff,  for 
instance,  live  in  residences 
and  are  enumerated  in  these ridings. 

Mr.  Brewin  is  considering 
^sending  a  telegram  to  Mr. 
Castonguay  to  inform  him 
of  this  interpretation  of  the Act. 
The  Canadian  Union  of 

Students,  which  has  been 

trying  to  find  a  way  around" this  difficulty,  apparently 
had  not  thought  of  this 
angle. 

Retreat  (continued) 
times  undisicpHned  presen- tation that  may  be  expected 
to  be  attractive  on  televis- 

ion or  on  the  public  plat- 
form. "You  will  find  the  acade- 

mic staff  at  York  Univer- 
sity able  and  willing  to  give 

you  a  good  deal  of  time  in class,  in  seminars,  and  in 
group  tutorials;  but  you,  on 
your  part,  must  understand that  professors  have  other 
obligations  as  well  and  that 
neither  you  nor  I  should  im- pose' on  the  time  they  need 
for  scholarly  study  and  re- search. "Such  study  and  research 
make  for  more  effective 
teaching,"  he  added. 
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HERE  &  NOW 
Wednesday,  1  p.m.: 

New  Democrat  Executive  meeting,  Rm.  2115,  Sidney 
Smith  Hall. 
Wednesday,  1  p.m.: 

Progressive  Conservative  open  general  meeting  on  pro- 
gram and  external  affairs  reports.  Rm.  1073,  Sidney  Smith 

Hall. Wednesday,  I  p.m.: 
Liberal  Club  membership  meeting.  Freshmen  welcome. 

Rm.1071,  Sidney  Smith  Hall. 
Wednesday,  4:30  p.m.: 

First  weekly  tea  at  Graduate  Student's  Union,  16  Ban- croft. All  graduate  students  welcome. Wednesday,  7  p.m.: 
-    First  meeting  of  the  Students'  Administrative  Council, Debates  Room,  Hart  House.  Open  to  all  students. 
Wednesday,  8:30  p.m.: 

General  meeting  of  U  of  T  Friends  of  SNCC.  Film  on 
Africville  Nova  Scotia  —  current  racial  problems  in  Canada 
ind  their  relation  to  the  U.S.  situation.  Hart  House. 
Thursday,  8:30  p.m. 

Commerce  and  Nursing  a  Go-Go  with  Ambiorax  and 
the  Ba  barians;  Cody  Hall,  School  of  Nursing.  U  of  T  nurses 
and  Commerce  Club  members  admitted  free. 



Appoint  director  of  student  services 

University  of  Toronto  Re- 
gistrar Robin  Ross  has  been 

appointed  to  the  newly- 
created  post  of  Director  of 
Student  Services  by  Presi- dent Claude  Bissell. 

His  post  was  proposed 
last  year  by  a  presidential 
committe  on  student  coun- 

selling services. 
Mr.  Ross  will  be  assisted 

by  Doug  Ward,  president  of 
the  Students  Administra- 

tive Council  two  years  ago 
and  president-elect  of  the 

Canadian  Union  of  Stud- ents. 
Associated  with  Mr.  Ross 

will  be  Dr.  G.  P.  Wodehouse, 
director  of  the  -University 
Health  Service;  Dr.  D.  J. 
McColloch,  director  of  the 
advisory  bureau;  A.  R.  Kil- 
gour,  director  of  admis- 

sions; E.  M.  Davidson,  dir- 
ector of  financial  aid;  J.  M. 

Tusiewicz,  director  of  stat- istics and  records;  and  Mrs. 
Kay  Riddell,  director  of  the 
International  Student  Cen- 
tre. 

Mr.  Ross  will  continue  to 
hold  the  positions  of  regis- trar and  secretary  of  tbe Senate. 

"Mr.  Ross  is  the  officer 
to  whom  I  naturally  turn 
for  advice  about  various 
matters  of  direct  concern  to 
students,"  Dr.  Bissell  said 
in  an  official  statement, 
"but  he  has  not  displaced 
me  or  the  Provost  in  discus- 

sions with  the  Students  Ad- 
ministrative Council." 

UBC  students  protest  fees  hike 

Students  at  the  Univer- 
sity of  British  Columbia  and 

McGill  University  are  pro- 
testing   increased  tuition fees. 

The  action  at  the  two  uni- 
versities supports  discus- 

sion at  the  recent  congress 
of  the  Canadian  Union  of 
Students.  A  CUS  resolution 
demanding  free  education 
with  the  elimination  of^tui- 
tion  fees  as  the  first  step 
was  moved  by  McGill  and 
seconded  by  UBC. 

A  second  resolution  estab- 
lished a  national  student 

day  of  action  on  October 
27.  CUS  president  Patrick 
Kenniff  said  each  campus 
would  plan  its  own  contri- 

bution to  dramatize  the  de- 
mand for  elimination  of 

fees. 

Sharon  Sholzberg,  -presi- 
dent of  the  McGill  student 

union,  appealed  to  students 
to  pay  their  fees  in  two  in- 

stalments so  that  negotia- 
tions to  fight  McGill's  $100 fee  increase  can  continue.  If 

no  solution  is  found  to  the 
fee  problem  by  January, 
students  will  be  asked  to 
withhold  $100  from  the  pay- 

ment of  the  second  instal- 
ment. 

Dr.  H.  R.  Robertson,  .prin- 
cipal of  McGill  University, 

called  the  student  action 
"unpleasant  and  hazard- 

ous". He  charged  that  the tactics  advised  students  to 
deliberately  disobey  the  uni- 

versity regulations  demand- ing the  payment  of  both instalments. 
Miss  Sholzberg  said  that 

most  students  have  paid 
their  fees  in  two  instalments 

and  are  in  a  position  to  re- sist the  fee  increase. 
Pickets  have  been  sta- 

tioned at  various  points  on 
the  campus  to  acquaint 
freshmen  with  the  situa- tion. 

At  UBC,  large  numbers  of 
students  are  holding  back 
the  payment  of  their  sec- ond term  fees.  Their  action 
was  the  first  in  a  series  of 
year  by  the  council  of  the UBC  Alma  Mater  Society. 
Bob  Cruise,  vice-presi- dent of  the  society,  called 

the  protest  a  success.  "It was  the  idea  of  protest  rath- 
er than  whether  some  stud- 

ents paid  the  whole  fee  that 
was  important,"  he  said. This  week  the  council  will 
hold  a  teach-in  on  fees  with 
student,  faculty  and  com- munity speakers.  (CUP) 

CUS  may  send  representative  to  Vietnam 
Lemioxville,  Que.  (CUP) 

—  A  representative  of  the 
Canadian  Union  of  Students 
may  go  to  Viet  Nam  to 
study  the  situation  there, 
provided  funds  for  his  ex- 

penses can  be  raised  from 
sources  other  than  the  CUS 
budget. 
The  motion  proposing 

CUS  send  the  representative 
to  southeast  Asia  was  intro- 

duced at  the  annual  CUS 

congress. 
Henry  Tarvainen,  a  Uni- 

versity of  Toronto  delegate who  introduced  the  motion, 
said  its  benefits  would  be 
mainly  educational.  The  re- 

presentative would  send  re- 
ports back  to  CUS  and 

would  be  instructed  to  of- 
fer copy  to  the  student  press. 

In  connection  with  the 
program,  the  representative 
would  make  a  cross-Canada 

speaking  tour  on  his  return 
home. 

The  proposed  tour  would 
include  other  southeast  Asi- 

an countries,  among  them 
the  People's  Republic  of China. 
The  representative  would 

attempt  to  establish  rela- 
tions with  students  in  south- 

east Asia  while  on  his  tour. 
It  is  intended  that  he  stay 
no  longer  than  one  year. 

Reveal  plans  for  new  planetarium 

Plans  for  a  $2,000,000  pla- 
netarium to  be  added  to  the 

Royal  Ontario  Museum  were 
revealed  by  the  University  of 
Toronto  last  week. 

The  planetarium,  a  gift  of 
General  Motors  of  Canada 
chairman  Col.  R.  S.  Mc- 

Laughlin, will  have  a  dome 

75  feet  in  diameter.  The 
heavens  will  be  reproduced 
on  its  interior. 

Construction  is  expected 
to  begin  early  next  year  and 
is  to  be  completed  in  1967. 
The  building  will  be  directly 
south  of  the  present  muse- 

um,  forming   an  east-west 

wing  across  its  rear  court- 

yard. 
In  addition  to  the  hemis- 

pherical  auditorium,  the 
building  will  house  a  stan- dard theatre  of  the  same  ca- 

pacity and  about  13,000 
square  feet  of  galleries  for astronomical  displays. 

Predict  200,000  enrolment 

OTTAWA  (CUP) — The  number  of  uni- 
versity students  in  Canada  may  have  passed 

200,000. 

The  Canadian  Universities  Foundation 

has  predicted  that  full-time  university  enrol- ment will  increase  from  178,  238  last  year  to 
about  200,900  this  year. 

Actual  enrolment  figures  will  not  be 
known  until  some  time  in  October. 

to  describe  scotia  action 
A  tall  Negro  from  Nova  Scotia  will  tell 

U  of  T  students  tonight  about  his  plans  to 
help  poor  Nova  Scotia  Negroes  and  whites Eight  for  a  place  in  the  sun. 

Burnley  (Rocky)  Jones  will  speak  at  a 
public  meeting  which  is  also  the  first  meet- 

ing of  the  U  of  T  Friends  of  the  Student 
Nonviolent  Co-ordinating  Committee,  a  co- 
sponsor  of  the  Scotia  Nonviolent  Action 
Project  along  with  the  Student  Union  for Peace  Action. 

Tonight's  meeting  will  begin  at  8:30 
p.m.  in  the  Hart  House  Great  Hall. 

HART  HOUSE  g. 

ART 
Our  first  exhibition  will  be  pointings  in  "Perceptual  Abstrac- 

".  A  rental  service  of  prints  will  be  available  for  members  of the  House  for  the  academic  year.  V/ed.,  Oct.  13  1-5  p.m.  and 
Friday,  Oct.  15     9-12  a.m.  The  display  will  open  Oct.  12th. 
ART  CLASSES 

Mr.  Aba  Bayefsky,  the  well-known  Canadian  Artist,  gives 
instruction  to  any  interested  members  of  the  House  on  Tuesday 
ond  Thursdoy  evenings  in  the  Hart  House  Art  Gallery. 

REGISTRATION  for  the  Art  classes  will  take  place  on  Tues- 
day, Oct.  12th  at  7.30  p.m.  in  the  Art  Gallery.  Those  wishing  to 

attend  may  select  either  evening  for  their  class.  Materials  will  be be  provided.  The  fee  will  be  $8.00  for  18  classes. 
CAMERA 

The  Camera  Club  offers  dark  room  facilities,  materials  (ex- 
cluding paper),  instructions  ond  interesting  meetings.  Club  rooms 

ore  open  oil  yeor.  It  will  hove  its  Forty-fourth  Annuol  Open  Meet- ing at  8  p.m.  in  the  Music  Room  on  October  12th. 
CHESS  CLUB 

The  Chess  Club  has  focilities  on  the  second  floor  of  Hart 
House.  Regular  matches  and  tournaments  are  held  throughout  the 
year.  Masters  of  the  game  of  chess  are  frequently  invited  to  de- monstrate. Membership,  at  a  cost  of  50c  per  yeor  is  available  from 
the  Secretary  of  the  Club  Or  from  the  Undergroduote  Office. REVOLVER  CLUB 

There  is  a  well  equipped  Range  in  the  basement  of  Hart 
House  in  the  North  Wing.  Those  wishing  to  participate  in  the  Club 
should  appear  at  the  range  on  Mondoy  and  Wednesdoy  at  7.30 
p.m.  Guns  and  instruction  ore  supplied.  Members,  however,  are 
quite  welcome  to  bring  their  own  equipment.  Membership  fee  is 
$3.00.  Open  Night  is  Wed.  Sept.  29th  at  7.30  p.m. 
TABLE  TENNIS  CLUB 

Club  members  meet  every  Wednesday  evening  rn  the  Fencing Room  for  instruction  and  tournaments.  NO  CREDITS  ARE  GIVEN. 
Running  shoes  ore  required.  Memberships  are  available  from  the 
Secretary  of  the  Club,  $1 .00  for  the  year. 
AMATEUR  RADIO  CLUB  VE3VOT 

Besides  regular  Code  and  Theory  Closses  to  prepare  men  for 
their  Radio  Licence,  the  Amateur  Radio  Club  holds  many  Open 
Meetings  throughout  the  yeor  on  topics  of  interest  to  all  "hams". Their  shack  is  in  the  extreme  north-east  corner  of  the  House  and 
new  equipment  has  been  recently  installed.  Membership  fee  is  $1. 
Open  Meeting  Thurs.,  Sept.  30th  at  8  p.m.  in  the  Debates  Room. BRIDGE  CLUB 

Duplicate  bridge  is  played  every  Tuesday  evening  in  the  East 
Common  Room  of  the  House,  ond  instruction  is  supplied.  Inter- 

collegiate matches  are  arranged  throughout  the  year.  The  mem- 
bership fee  is  50c.  NOTE:  Card  ploying  is  not  allowed  in  any 

other  room  or  at  any  other  time  in  Hart  House.  Opening  meeting 
—  Tues.  Sept.  28th  at  6.45  in  the  East  Common  Room. 
HART  HOUSE  FARM 

Hart  House  owns  about  150  acres  of  lond  on  the  crest  of  the 
Niagara  Escarpment,  forty  miles  from  Toronto.  Sleeping  accom- modation, dining-room  facilities,  and  an  equipped  kitchen  are 
available.  Any  member  of  the  House  is  welcome  to  use  the  Form 
for  a  day,  overnight,  or  for  on  extended  weekend.  Since  the  Form 
is  usually  booked  by  undergraduate  organizations  for  each  week- end during  the  term,  it  is  necessary  to  make  a  reservation  ir advance  through  the  Graduate  Office. 

GLEE  CLUB 
.Members  interested  in  joing  the  Glee  Club  ore  asked  to 
come  to  the  Music  Room  of  Hart  House  on  Thursday,  Sept. 
23  between  4-6  p.m.  and  Monday,  Sept.  27  between 4-6  p.m.   

HART  HOUSE  FALL  DANCE 
Members  of  the  University  are  invited  to  ottend  the  ALL 
UNIVERSITY  FALL  DANCE  on  SATURDAY,  SEPTEMBER  26 
□  t  9  p.m.  Tickets  available  at  Hall  Porter's  Desk.  $1.00  per person.   __ 

E 

HARVARD  COLLEGE 

UNIVERSITY  of 
NORTH  CAROLINA 

UNIVERSITY  of  MONTREAL 

Apply  to  SAC  Office  September  27th  —  Oct.  1st 
All  activities  sponsored  by  S.A.C. 

25%  DISCOUNT ON  ALL  JEWELLERY  PURCHASES 
Including  oil  branded  Watches,  A-l  Quality  .Diamonds .  S.lve™°« 

ass;  »;« kwg*  ss&zsaz 

SHEFFIELD  JEWEUERS DIAMOND  MERCHANTS 
323  YONGE  ST  (5  doors  -hove  Dundosl  EM.  6-3324,  EM.  6  *122 
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only  a  first  step       Book  problem  sets  limit  on  knowledge .  »t  l   -4-     e-,,mrr,e>r     nf     □  new 
With  the  creation  this  past  summer  of  a  new 

advisory  bureau  to  deal  with  student  problems  the  U  of 
T  administration  has  taken  an  important  step  to  improve 
the  counselling  facilities  available  to  students. 

We  hope  thot  Dr.  Donald  J.  McCulloch,  at  present 
the  only  member  of  this  bureau,  will  be  given  as  much 
freedom  as  possible  to  determine  the  scope  of  his  job  and the  details  of  its  operation.  .  

^  Dr  McCulloch's  reputation,  bath  as  °",stant  Pro- 
fessor in  the  U  of  T  Faculty  of  Medicine  and  as Rector 

of  the  out-potient  clinic  at  the  Ontario  Hospital,  is  impres- 

ilV6'  But  it  would  seem  unlikely  that  he  alone  can  do 
little    more   than   coordinate   the   existing  counselling 

5erViCFor  this  reason  we  urge  the  administration  to  allow 
Dr  McCultoch,  under  that  section  of  his  new  job  which 
requires  him  to  do  research  into  student  Problems  to 
investigate  in  detail  the  existing  services  and  recommend 
ony  changes  he  sees  fit.  And  we  hope  that  any  recom- mendations made  by  Dr.  McCulloch  will  be  acted  on, 
even  if  they  conflict  with  existing  university  policy 

At  an  institution  the  size  of  U  of  T,  the  problem 
of  student  mental  health  should  be  given  first  priority  It 
should  not  be  second  to  the  expansionist  policy  of  the 

L"1IVeThey' administration's  willingness  to  deal  seriously 
with  the  problem  will  be  shown,  not  by  the  appointment 
of  Dr.  McCulloch,  but  by  the  amount  of  support  which 
they  give  him. 

new  look  in  initiations 

The  trend  toward  constructive  inflations  in  recent 
years  is  a  good  one.  No  one  would  want  to  eliminate  a  I 
the  good-natured  horseplay  with  which  sophomores  wel- 

come freshmen.  But  many  of  the  traditional  initiation 
stunts  are  a  a  waste  of  time,  and  they  help  to  perpetuate 
the  irrtoge  of  the  irresponsible  university  student. 

The  U  of  T  Engineering  Society  freshmen  this  year 
assisted  the  Department  of  Lands  and  Forests  in  clearing 
picnic  areas  near  the  town  of  Lindsay.  More  constructive 
initiations  along  these  lines  would  help  to  convince  the 
general  public  that  the  university  and  the  university 
student  can  play  an  active  and  important  role  in  the community. 

praise  for  new  service 
The  Students  Administrative  Council  is  to  be  com- 

mended for  the  establishment  and  successful  operation 
of  its  reception  service  for  new  students. 

This  SAC  project  exerted  a  welcome  humanizing 
influence,  at  a  time  when  newcomers  to  the  U  of  T  are1 traditionally  bewildered  by  strange  surroundings  and  the 
red  tape  of  the  registration  process. 

The  success  of  the  reception  service  shows  that 
students  can  provide  institute  and  direct  the  services 
which  they  need. 

Those  who  worked  to  arrange  the  programme  and 
direct  the  operation  have  provided  an  excellent  example 
for  students  who  will  serve  on  other  SAC  committees  in 
the  coming  year. 

varsity 
TORONTOIV 

By  GORD  LAXER 
The  author  of  this  com- ment article  is  a  fourth-year 

student  at  Victoria  College, 
and  a  member  of  the  V  of 
T  New  Democrats.  His  opin- ions are  his  own,  and  not 
necessarily  those  of  The Varsity. 

comment 

This  week  a  group  of  con- cerned students  have  been 
petitioning  members  of  the university  community.  They 
are  asking  that  the  Univer- sity of  Toronto  subsidize 
the  bookstore  on  all  stud- ent book  purchases. 
The  cost  of  a  university 

education  is  continually  ris- 
ing: university  fees,  resi- dence fees  and  prices  in  ca- feterias have  increased 

sharply  in  the  past  few 
years.  At   the  same  time, 
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student  incomes  have  re- 
mained relatively  station- 

ary. As  a  consequence  of 
the  growing  discrepancy  be- tween student  incomes  and 
the  cost  of  education,  stud- 

ent purchases  of  books  are curtailed. 

This  is  extremely  unfor- tunate, because  books  are 
an  integral  part  of  the 
learning  process.  Some  pro- fessors have  claimed  that 
an  education  depends  pri- 

marily on  reading  facilities 
and  that  lectures  are  sec- 

ondary. Despite  the  impor- tance which  books  play  in 
education,  millions  of  dol- lars are  annually  spent  on 
new  classrooms  while  read- 

ing facilities  and  materials 
are  neglected. 
The  U  of  T  library  pro- 

vides a  totally  inadequate 

supply  of  books.  Basic  read- ings for  many  large  courses 
are  confined  to  a  few  cop- 

ies. In  one  general  course 
class  students  were  told  to 

stick  rigidly  to  their  book- lists, so  that  another  class 
could  use  the  few  other  re- 

lated books.  This  decree  as- sumed that  the  knowledge 
the  students  needed  would be  contained  in  the  eight 
books  on  their  reading  list. 

Students  are  forced  to 

buy  many  books  which should  be  readily  available 
at  the  library.  This  defi- 

ciency may  have  its  bene- 
fits, since  a  private  collec- tion of  books  is  essential  to 

the  fostering  of  a  lifelong 
search  for  knowledge.  How- ever, the  ability  to  pay 
should  not  be  a  barrier  to 
this  end. 

comment 

Universal  free  education 
is  a  goal  all  the  politicians 
mouth,  while  costs  continue 
to  contradict  their  promis- 

es. This  trend  must  be  re- 
versed. A  subsidy  for  book- sales  is  simply  one  of  the 

many  steps  that  must  be 
taken  to  make  higher  edu- cation accessible  to  all. 

letters  to  the  editor 

disfranchised 
Sir: 

Just  what  kind  of  "demo- cracy" are  we  a  part  of? 
University  students  are  the 
ones  who  will  make  a  great 
contribution  to  society  as 
teachers,  doctors,  lawyers, 
engineers  and  leaders  of  the future.  Yet  now,  some  of 
these  same  future  dedicated 
citizens  are  unable  to  have 
any  say  in  the  next  election! Where  is  the  justice  in 
making  university  students 
pay  income  tax  on  their  sum- 

mer earnings,  but  not  allow- 

ing them  to  vote  in  the  rid- 
ing of  the  university  they  at- tend? Most  students  do  not 

reside  in  their  home  riding 
during  the  summer  months, 
as  their  jobs  take  them  to other  areas.  Therefore,  the 
argument  that  a  university 
residence  is  only  a  tempor- 

ary residence  is  often  not true. 

Since  out-of-town  stu- 
dents spend  their  earnings 

and  live  in  Toronto  for  sev- en months  of  the  year,  they 
should  be  allowed  to  declare 
Toronto  as  their  place  of  re- 

sidence and  hence  vote  here. 

The  very  impractical  sug- gestion which  appeared  in 
Monday's  Varsity  that  stu- dents somehow  get  back  to 
their  home  riding  no  matter 
what  is  ridiculous.  If  this  is 
the  only  solution,  then  the 
SAC  should  raise  funds  and 

sponsor  these  out-of-town students  so  they  can  exer- cise their  democratic  right. 
But  I  trust  that  there  will 
be  a  sufficient  cry  of  pro- 

test on  the  part  of  the  thou- sands of  Canadian  university 
students  to  end  in  success. 

Diane  Boykach  (IV  Vic) 

runaround 
Sir: 

Monday's  editorial  —  "old 
problem,  new  twist"  — shows  one  side  of  the  com- 

munications problem  be- 
tween students  and  adminis- 

trators. Here's  another  side. 
About  a  month  ago  I  wrote 

a  letter  to  Marsh  Jeanneret, 
director  of  the  Bookstore 
and  the  U  of  T  Press,  to 
find  out  some  information 
about  book  sales. 

Mr.  Jeanneret  replied:  "I 
regret  that  this  office  is  un- 

able to  provide  the  informa- 
tion which  you  request."  He went  on  to  suggest  that  I 

might  get  an  answer  by  writ- 
ing F.  R.  Stone,  Vice-Presi- dent (Administration),  or 

Robin  Ross,  Registrar  and 
Director  of  Student  Services. 
This  suggestion  looked 

very  much  like  the  bureau- cratic runaround.  The  usual 
technique  for  countering 
this  phenomenon  is  to  write to  the  same  person  again, 
which  I  did,  but  without  suc- 
cess. 

At  this  point  I  decided  to 

write  Mr.  Stone.  The  result 
of  this  letter  was  a  personal 
meeting  with  Mr.  Ross. 
At  this  meeting  we  discuss- ed the  general  problem  of 

books  on  this  campus  and 
the  possibility  of  a  direct 
subsidy  to  the  Bookstore. 

Mr.  Ross  was  very  co-oper- ative. He  said  that  he 
would  do  what  he  could, 
but  he  doubted  that  he  could 
get  the  information. 

Then,  as  I  left,  he  suggest- ed that  I  could  always  try  to 
arrange  an  appointment with  President  Bissell..  .  . 

Tom  Good  (IV  Vic) 

fraud  at  Vic? 

The  Varsity  was  founded  in  1880  and  is  published  by 
Students  Administrative  Council,  Communications,  Inc.,  for 
the  university  community  of  the  University  of  Toronto.  The 
Varsity  is  a  member  of  the  Conadian  University  Press  and 
a  special  member  of  La  Presse  Etudiante  Nationale. 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  newspaper  ore  the  respons- 
ibility of  the  editor,  and  are  not  necessarily  those  of  the 

students'  council  or  administration  of  the  university. 

Sir: 
It  is  ironical  that  the  first 

thing  a  freshman  encoun- ters at  university  should  be 
fraud.  Nevertheless,  on  re- 

gistration day  at  Vic,  a 
gi-oup  of  students  were  un- 

flinchingly telling  freshmen: 
"You  can't  register  unless 

you  have  a  bow."  (Price:  $3.) 
Naturally  enough  there  were 

few  freshmen  who  did  not 

buy  a  bow. Surely,  a  student  council doesn't  have  to  resort  to 
fraud  to  raise  money. 

Barbara  Orr  (I  Vic) 
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SAC  is  back     they  march  for  votes By  DEANNA  KAMIEL 
The  Students  Administra- 

tive Council  begins  its  1965- 
66  session  tomorrow  night 
with  an  enlarged  council 
which,  it  is  hoped,  will  mean 
increased  efficiency,  not  con- fusion. 
Lengthy  procedural  hass- 

les, such  as  took  place  last 
year,  will  have  to  be  cut  to 
a  minimum  if  the  SAC  exec- 

utive hopes  to  realize  one  of 
its  most  ambitious  plans 
this  year  —  a  student  centre. 
The  idea  of  a  centre,  first 

proposed  seven  years  ago, 
was  rehashed  and  revamped 
over  the  summer  by  a  SAC 
committee  headed  by  pre- 

sident Mary  Brewin. 
Not  only  did  the  commit- tee discuss  a  centre  concept 

—  a  building  to  house  SAC 
facilities  plus  other  student 
and  administration  services 
—  but  it  lined  up  an  archi- 

tect, John  Andrews,  to  work 
on  a  feasibility  study  which 
would  incorporate  student 
needs  and  facilities  into  a 
rough  architectural  plan. 
At  tonight's  meeting  the executive  will  ask  council 

to  establish  a  SAC  student 
centre  committee  which 
will  attempt  to  gain  support 
for  the  centre  from  the  stu- 

dent body  and  the  univer- 
sity administration,  faculty, 

and  alumni.  The  commit- 
tee will  also  try  to  deter- 

mine student  needs  for  the 
building  and  a  method  of 
financing  it. 

The  executive  is  determin- 
ed to  end  past  dalliance  on 

the  centre  and  push  for  ap- 
proval and  adoption  of  a 

design  by  the  end  of  the 
year. 
Some  members  even  fore- 

see   a    sod-turning    in  the 

spring.  We  hope  they  can 
carry  it  off. 
Some  of  the  salient 

achievements  of  SAC  over 
the  summer  have  been  es- 

tablishment of  a  printing 
bureau,  reception  service 
and  a  meeting  of  U  of  T 
student  leaders  at  the  Con- ference on  Student  Affairs. 

The  printing  bureau,  hous- 
ed in  the  tower  of  the  SAC  ' 

biulding  will  provide  com- 
plete printing  sevice  for 

student  governments  and  or- 
ganizations, with  an  expect- ed saving  of  25  to  50  per cent. 

The  reception  service, 
first  of  its  kind  at  U  of  T, 
introduced  new  students  to 
the  campus  and  city.  A  pro- 

ven success,  the  service 
helped  students  find  hous- 

ing accomodation  and  pro- vided an  initial  greeting  and 
entertainment  for  new- comers. 
The  Conference  on  Stu- 

dent Affairs,  held  last  week- 
end, enabled  student  lead- 

ers from  the  various  colleg- 
es and  faculties  to  meet  each 

other  and  hopefully  to  cre- 
ate a  spirit  of  cooperation 

and  student  participation 
across  campus. 

Teach  in  Dixie 
This  year  two  University 

of  Toronto  graduate  stud- 
ents will  teach  in  southern 

American  colleges — part  oC 
the  programme  for  Negro 
colleges  sponsored  by  the Woodrow  Wilson  National 
Fellowship  Foundation. 

Dr.  Vaclav  Mudroch  will 
teach  at  Tougaloo  College, 
Miss.,  and  John  Burns  will 
teach  at  Catawba  College  in 
Salisbury,  N.C. 

WATERLOO — About  2,000 
chanting  University  of  Wa- terloo students  marched 
through  the  downtown  area 
here  Monday  night  and  hung 
the  Canada  Elections  Act  in effigy. 

They  marched  one  mile 
from  the  campus  to  the downtown  square,  singing 
freedom     songs,  carrying 

torches,  and  banners  read- 
ing "We  Want  to  Vote"  and "Votes  for  1,600  Citizens." 

The  students  hung  a  dum- 
my carrying  a  sign  reading Canada  Elections  Act  on  a 

scaffold.  Then  taking  the 
scaffold  and  dummy  with 
them,  they  proceeded  to  the 
county  court  house  where 
they  hung  the  same  dummy 

on  a  tree. 
The  students  were  pro- 

testing the  provisions  of  the Act  which  say  that  students 
not  in  residence  when  an 
election  is  called  cannot 
vote  at  university.  About 
1,600  U  of  W  students  are 
affected  by  the  provisions. "The  hanging  in  effigy  is 

symbolic  of  our  discontent" said  David  Young,  chairman 
of  the  external  relations 
board  of  the  student  federa- tion of  U  of  W. 

money  problems 

needn't  intermpt^^^ 

your  education 

Must  hold  byelections 

to  fill  vacant  posts 
By  LESLIE  GARY 

Ten  SAC  byelections  must 
be  held  by  Oct.  7  to  fill  13 
vacant  positions.  Two  emp- 

ty executive  positions  must 
also  be  filled. 
The  SAC  constitution  re- 

quires that  new  members 
be  seated  by  the  second  SAC 
general  meeting — Oct.  7.  Re- signations and  academic 
failures  accounted  for  most 
of  the  vacancies. 

University  College  and  the 
Faculty  of  Applied  Science 
and  Engineering  are  each 
to  elect  two  representatives. 
One  rep  is  to  be  elected 
from  each  of:  Architecture, 
Emmanuel,  School  of  Grad- 

uate Studies,  Physical  and 
Occupational  Therapy,  Scar- 

borough College,  Library 
Science,  the  Ontario  College 
of  Education  and  tfie 
School  of  Social  Work. 

The  SAC  election  commit- 
tee, which  met  last  night, 

has  decided  to  leave  hand- 
ling of  the  elections  to  the 

individual  schools  and  fac- 
ulties, with  help  available, if  desired. 

SAC  has  proposed  that 
nominations  open  Sept.  23, 

and  close  Sept.  27,  with 
elections  on  Sept.  30.  Uni- 

versity College  has  indicated 
that  it  will  go  along  with  the 
proposed  dates. 
The  Engineering  Socie- 

ty's nominations  have  al- 
ready been  opened,  will 

close  Sept.  24  and  elections 
will  be  on  Sept.  30.  Archi- 

tecture and  Emmanuel's election  dates  are  uncertain 
as  large  parts  of  both  these 
faculties  will  be  out  of  town 
at  different  times  this 
month.  P  &  OT  will  close 
nominations  Sept.  27  and 
hold  their  elections  Sept. 28. 
OCE,  Social  Work,  SGS, 

Scarborough,  and  Library 
Science  were  not  represent- 

ed at  the  meeting.  Scarbor- 
ough College  and  Library Science  will  be  electing 

their  first  SAC  representa- 
tives. Increased  representation 
on  council  because  of  in- creased enrolment  will  be 
left  until  the  spring  elec- 

tions. First  year  students  in 
the  faculties  concerned  with 
by-elections  will  not  vote. 

visit  your  nearest  branch  of  The 

Toronto -Dominion  Bank  for 

information  on  CANADA  STUDENT  LOANS 

THE TORONTO-DOMINION 

Where  people  make  the  difference 

BANK 

FOOTBALL  $2  so  HOCKEY! 

Student  Tickets 

COUPON  BOOKS  admitting  to  the  Student  Section  at  Varsity  Stadium  and 

Varsity  Arena  will  be  sold  in  the  main  lobby  of  the  Sigmund  Samuel  Library 

from  10.00  a.m.  to  5.00  p.m.  on  FRIDAY,  SEPT.  24.  The  coupons  admit 

owner  to  the  student  sections  at  the  Stadium  and  the  Arena  on  a  "first  come 
best  seat"  basis  for  each  of  the  football  and  hockey  gomes  listed  below. 

FOOTBALL 

Sept.  25    University  of  Manitoba 
Oct.    2  McGill 

Oct.  16    QUEEN'S  (Homecoming) 
Oct.  30  WESTERN 
Nov.  13  PLAY-OFF 

(If  gome  is  ployed  in  Toronto  this  coupon entitles  owner  to  one  ticket  ot  special  price of  $1.50). 

HOCKEY 

Nov.  1» Dec.  3 
Dee^  10 

Jon.  14 
Jan.  21 
Feb.  4 

Feb.  11 
Feb.  18 
Feb.  25 

McMaster 

Montreal Laval 

Queen's 

McGill Guelph 

Waterloo 

Western 
McMaster 

some  price,  one  only  to  eoch  holder  of  on  Athletic  Membership  Cord
. 

Bti„9  you,  Art.le.ic  MemO-hip  CM*  T«*«N  — *  >>«  <** 

REMEMBER  !  MANITOBA  here  on  SATURD
AY  ! 



comment  by  our  c.u.p.  editor Jacques  de  montigny 

Fee  increases  and  construction
  delays  mark  university  openi

ng 
Students  of  this  campus 

can  thank  their  lucky  stars 
that  their  return  to  campus 
this  year  meant  nothing 
more  than  facing  the  usual 
first  week  running  around, 
without  even  a  fees  in- 
crease. 
Few  other  campuses 

across  the  country  have  had 
the  same  luck. 
At  Laval  in  Quebec  City, 

the  students  in  the  Faculty 
of  Psychology  faced  the 
very  real  possibility  of  be- ing on  strike  today. 

At  McGill  and  UBC  stud- ents are  bracing  themselves 
for  the  second  round  of  a 
continuing  fight  against  sub- stantial fee  increases. 

Student  governments  at 
these  universities  will  like- 

ly meet  with  strong  opposi- tion from  UBC  and  McGill 
administrations,  because  of 
student  plans  to  withhold 
from  their  second  term  fees the  amount  of  the  increase 
added  this  year. 
In  Calgary,  students  of 

the  Southern  Alberta  Insti- 
tute of  Technology  are  fight- 
ing a  government  control which  virtually  leaves  all 

student  organizations  pow- erless and  subject  to  the 
veto  of  any  undertaking. 

At  McMaster,  holdups  in 
the  construction  of  resi- 

dences will  delay  their  open- 
ing until  November.  As  a 

result,  homeless  students 
will  be  crammed  in  the  ex- 

isting facilities— three  in  a 
room,  in  libraries,  ping- 
pong  rooms  and  the  like. 
Ryerson  Polytechnic  In- stitute did  not  escape  eith- 

er. Both  their  Students'  Ad- ministrative Council  presi- 
dent and  first  vice-president 

failed  final  and  supplemen- 
tal examinations  and  had  to resign. 

Again  at ents  union a  massive  fi university 
more  than  a 
institution, 
is  mostly 
anced. 

There  are 

The  patient  plodding  printer  works  hard  these  doys  on 
the  new  SAC  printing  installation.  It  will  provide  o 
complete  printing  service  for  student  organizations  at 
expected  savings  of  between  25  and  50  per  cent. 

HILLEL 

Thursday,  September  30,   6:00  p.m.,  Hillel  House 
FRESHMAN  BUFFET  SUPPER 

Coll  the  Hillel  Office  (923-78371  immediately  for  reservotion 

Major  Hillel  Lecture:  DR.  PAUL  WEISS 
Sterling  Professor  of  Philosophy,  Yole  University 
Sunday,  October  3,  8:30  p.m.,  Park  Plaxa  Hotel 

on 
"The  Nature  of  God" SECOND  LECTURE  BY  DR.  WEISS: 

Monday,  October  A,  1 :00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 on 
"GOD  AND  THE  PHILOSOPHERS" 

MUSICIANS 

The  Blue  and  White 
Band  Has 

—  Provision  for  72  people 
—  A  new  fancy  drill  show 
—  6  gorgeous  majorettes 
—  10  ravishing  flag 

bearers 

—  Free  transportation 
plus  allowance  on  all 
away  games  (a  full weekend  in  McGill) 

—  Athletic  Credits  for men 

—  Fantastic  enthusiasm 
The  band  still  has  room  for  just 
under  20  more  people. 

Join  Thurs.  Sept.  23  in  Varsity  Stadium  between  5:30 
and  7:00  p.m.  or  phone  Roy  Patterson  nights  ofter 
9:00  p.m. 

Laval,  the  stud- has  undertaken 
ght  to  turn  their into  something chartered  Papal 
even  though  it 

publically  fin- 
some  brighter 

signs  on  the  horizon.  Pre- mier Smallwood  of  New- foundland has  announced 
plans  to  expand  government 
financing  of  higher  educa- tion by  eliminating  fees  for second  year  students  as  of next  year. 

•Besides,  almost  every  po- 
litician in  sight  is  promis- 

ing almost  every  student  in 
the  country  everything  un- 

der the  sun.  But  with  elec- 
tions in  November  a  little 

pessimism  can  probably  be understood. 
Even  more  pessimism 

can  also  be  understood 
when  one  contemplates  the 
-future  for  U  of  T  students. 
Despite  promises  of  no  fee 
increases,     residence  fees 

have  increased  sharply. 
This  increase  is  bad 

enough  in  itself  but  it  is much  more  frightening  to 
notice  the  utter  calm  with 
which  they  have  been  met 
by  students  and  the  SAC. And  the  blame  cannot  be 
put  on  the  university  ad- ministration alone. 

For  so  long  SAC  has  tried 
to  get  a  voice  in  university affairs  and  yet  it  cannot 
even  answer  a  request  for 
suggestions  about  the  book- store. Heaven  help  us  next 
year  if,  as  is  very  likely,  the 
fees  do  go  up.  SAC  will  pro- 

bably make  noises  and form  committees  and  we 
will  just  have  to  make  out 
bigger  checks  next  Sep- 
tember. 

Tough  loan  policy  plagues  st
udents 

Students  who  had  expect- 
ed to  find  easy  government- 

sponsored  loans  when  they 
got  to  the  University  of  To- 

ronto were  greatly  disap- 
pointed this  week. During  the  summer,  the 

Ontario  department  of  Uni- versity Affairs  issued  a  new 
set  of  regulations  for  the  is- 

suance of  loans  to  universi- 
ty students. 
These  regulations  involve a  strict  means  test,  which 

the  student  must  pass  be- 
fore the  loans  may  be  ap- 

proved. Last  year  there  were  re- 
ports that  some  students 

were  buying  sports  cars, 
investing  on  the  stock  mar- ket and  planning  to  take 
trips  to  Europe  on  the  mo- 

ney they  borrowed  through 
the  Canada  Student  Loans 
Plan. 

If  any  students  did  go  to 
Europe,  hoping  that  they 
would  borrow  the  money  to 
cover  their  educational  costs 
for  the  year,  they  may  still 
be  successful  in  doing  so. 

As  part  of  the  means  test a  student  must  declare  how 
much  money  he  made  dur- 

ing the  summer. 
Depending  on  how  much 

they  made,  students  are  ex- 
pected to  have  saved  be- 

Iween  $300  and  $700.  Any- 
one who  went   to  Europe 

probably  made  no  money, 
and  is  not  expected  to  have saved  anything. 
Some  of  the  other  parts 

of  the  means  test  are  the following: 

Parents  of  any  applicant 
for  a  loan  (graduate  as  well 
as  undergraduate)  will  have to  state  under  oath  that 
their  child's  application  con- tains truthful  information. 
They  may  also  swear  that without  the  loan  they  would 

have  difficulty  paying  for 
the  student's  education. 

Parents  or  guardians  are 
expected  to  contribute  to- 

wards payment  of  their  chil- dren's expenses  according  to 
a  sliding  scale  based  on 
their  taxable  income. 
They  will  be  expected  to 

spend  13  to  18  per  cent  of their  taxable  income  on 
their  children's  education. 
Last  year  the  students 

could  apply  for  the  loans 
themselves,  without  paren- tal consent  or  responsibilty. 

They  did  not  have  to  give 
a  detailed  account  of  their 
finances,  as  they  will  this 

year. 

The  student  must  declare 
his  summer  and  part-time earnings,  his  scholarships, 
his  bursaries,  and  parental 
or  other  gifts. 
The  student  must  also 

swear  under  oath  that  the 

loan  is  needed  to  continue 
his  education  and  that  his 
application  contains  the 
truth.  He  must  also  indi- cate the  bank  from  which 
he  will  take  his  loan. 
The  maximum  amount  a 

student  may  borrow  will continue  to  be  $1,000  per 
year  and  $5,000  during  his academic  career. 

The  aim  of  the  loans  will 
continue  to  be  to  assist  stu- 

dents in  meeting  their  fi- 
nancial needs  to  cover  their educational  cotss. 

F.  C.  Passi,  student  aid  of- ficer of  the  department  of 
University  Affairs,  confirm- ed in  an  interview  that  the 
new  means  test  was  intro- duced because  of  the  flood 
of  loans  without  any  admin- istrative procedures  last 

year. 

The  loans  will  continue  to 
be  guaranteed  by  the  federal 
government,  which  will  also 
pay  the  interest  on  them while  the  student  is  in 
school  and  for  six  months 
thereafter. 

If  a  parent  does  not  sup- 
port his  child  he  has  an  al- ternative form  to  sign, 

swearing  that  his  child  is 
permanently  and  completely 
financially  independent,  and 
that  he  will  not  claim  the 
child  as  a  dependent  for  in- come tax  purposes. 

UC  Lit  raises  fees  assessment 
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By  ROY  WISE 
The  University  College 

Literary  and  Athletic  So- 
ciety Council  has  raised  its 

fee  assessment  $2  per  stu- dent. 
It  was  disclosed  at  a  Lit 

Council  meeting  last  night 
the  Lit  ended  its  last  fiscal 
year  with  an  $800  deficit, 
and  that  its  $14,000  capital 
fund  was  completely  deplet- ed. Most  of  the  money  in 
the  capital  fund  was  spent 
on  refurnishing  the  Junior Common  Room. 

The  Lit  Council  borrowed 
$2,000  from  the  Students 
Administrative    Council  on 

a  short-term  basis  this  sum- 
mer to  relieve  its  financial 

situation. 
SAC  agreed  to  the  Lit  fee 

increase  on  condition  that 
10  per  cent  of  the  10-dollar 
per  student  fee  be  set  aside 
as  a  capital  fund.  On  this 
basis,  $2,170  would  be  set aside  for  the  capital  fund, 
leaving  $19,000  for  the  oper- ational budget.  Of  this, 
$2,000  must  be  repaid  to 
SAC. 
To  improve  the  financial 

situation,  the  Lit  Council 
established  a  budget  com- 

mittee, which  will  be  re- 
sponsible for  all  expenditur- 

es by  the  college's  various clubs  and  organizations.  The 
committee  will  decide  the amount  of  money,  if  any, 

which  each  group  will  re- 
ceive. This  year  the  Lit  will  not 
accept  financial  responsibi- 

lity for  budget  deficits  in- 
curred by  any  college  or- ganization. The  groups  and 

their  members  will  be  held 
personally  liable. An  amendment  to  the  pre- 

sident's report  established  a 
10-minute  question  and  ans- 

wer period  during  which non-council  members  may 

participate. 



Appoint  new  Dean  of  Men  at  DC 

E.  M 
— photo  by  BALLARD  &  J  ARRET! 
HOWARTH 

E.  Michael  HowarCh,  a  Rhodes  scholar, 
has  been  appointed  Dean  of  Men  at  Univer- 

sity College  and  Administrative  Assistant  to 
Principal  D.  V.  Lepan. 

Born  in  England, ,  Mr.  Howarth  emigrat- 
ed to  Quebec.  He  graduated  from  Queen's 

University  in  poltical  science  and  econo- mics, and  won  a  Rhodes  Scholarship.  He took  his  MA  at  Oxford. 

Mr.  Howarth  was  assistant  general  sec- 
retary for  the  Rhodes  Scholarships  in  Cana- 

da and  since  1955  has  been  secretary  treas- urer of  the  Canadian  Association  of  Rhodes Scholars. 

Married  with  one  son,  Mr.  Howarth  is 
also  a  member  of  the  Canadian  Institute 
of  International  Affairs  and  the  University 
Club  of  Toronto. 

Mr.  Howarth  succeeds  H.  I.  Macdonald 
as  Dean  of  Men  at  UC.  Mr.  Macdonald, 
who  was  also  an  Associate  Professor  in  the 
Department  of  Political  Econiomy,  this 
summer  was  apponted  Chief  Economist  of the  Province  of  Ontario. 

Western  boosts  pre-marital  sex 
LONDON,  Ont.  (Special)— 

On  its  first  day  of  publica- 
tion, The  Gazette,  student 

newspaper  at  the  University 
of  Western  Ontario,  has 
drawn  sharp  criticism  from 
the  clergy  over  an  editorial 
condoning  pre-marital  rela- tions. 
The  editorial  which  ap- 

peared Monday,  read  in 
part: 

"Frosh  should  not  be  ad- 
vised to  not  fall  in  love.  In- 
stead they  should  be  advised 

not  to  get  into  a  position 
where  they  must  get  mar- ried. 

"If  two  people  desire  to 
have  intimate  sexual  rela- 

tions then  they  should  go 
ahead  and  do  so.  They 
should  be  very  careful  and 
obtain  proper  contracep- 

tives, then  there  is  no  rea- 
son  why   they   should  re- 

strain themselves. 
"We  are  by  no  means  re- 

commending absolute  sex- ual freedom.  The  proper 
emotional  circumstances 
should  exist  first." Rev.  George  E.  Rousom, 
the  United  Church  chaplain 
on  campus,  said  it  was  an 
"irresponsible"  e  d  i  t  o  r  ial which  he  would  not  have 
expected  to  see  in  the  stud- ent paper. 

"This  sort  of  thing  goes 
on  but  it  should  not  come 
out  in  the  first  edition  for 
freshmen,"  he  said. 

Rev.  P.  E.  Crunican,  chap- 
lain for  Roman  Catholic 

students,  said  the  editor- 
ial's comment  is  more  dog- 

matic than  any  adviser  ev- er offered  to  students. 
Some  freshmen  are  going 

to  be  quite  impressed  by 
this  "word  from  Olympus," he  said. 

"What  you  have  in  this 
editorial  is  the  silly  gospel 
of  romanticism,"  said  Rev. 
George  Goth  of  Metropoli- tan United  Church,  London. 
"Young  people  must  learn 
to  control  their  desires  if 
ihey  are  going  to  get  any- 

where' in  the  world." Rev.  Jim  T.  McKibbon 
called  it  "sophomoric  trivia" and  added  it  is  so  naive  it 
is  almost  humorous. 
The  editorial  continues: 

"One  of  the  greatest  prob- 
lems the  world  must  face  in 

the  next  generation  is  that 
of  overpopulation.  It  will  be 
the  job  of  our  generation  to 
try  and  solve  this  problem. "It  is  too  bad  that  in 
twenty  years  we  will  feel that  the  place  to  educate  a 
child  on  the  intricacies  of 
sex  is  in  the  home.  It  is 
too  bad  that  we  will  be 

.  wrong." 

Articling  law  student  to  be  SAC  Speaker 
Carl  Hamilton,  36,  an  arti- 

cling law  student  with  the 
firm  of  Cameron,  Brewin, 
McCallum  &  Scott,  will  be 
nominated  tonight  as  per- 

manent speaker  of  the  Stud- 
ents Administrative  Coun- 

cil. 
Born  at  Brinston,  Ont., 

Mr.  Hamilton  graduated  in 
1960  from  the  University  of 
Saskatchewan.  He  received 
his  MA  in  economics  at 
Queens  University  in  1955 
after  a  four-year  term  as 
national    president    of  the 

CCF  youth  group. 
Before  graduating  last 

spring  from  the  U  of  T  Fa- culty of  Law  he  was  nation- 
al secretary  of  the  CCF-NDP from  1957  to  1962. 
While  at  the  University  ol 

Saskatchewan  Mr.  Hamil- ton was  debating  director 
on  the  Student  Representa- tive Council.  At  Queens  he 
was  assistant  editor  of  the 
campus  newspaper,  the 
Queen's  Journal,  and  was  a 
Hart  House  debater  while at  U  of  T. 

PC's  choose  history  instructor  as  candidate A  chanting,  clapping  con- 
vention of  700  persons  chose 

Donald  Ross  Martyn,  a  28- 
year-old  University  of  To- ronto history  instructor,  as 
Progressive  Conservative 

candidate  for  York  North 
on  Saturday. 

Mr.  Martyn  attacked  the 
"arrogant"  Liberal  minority 
in  Parliament  as  perpetra- 

tors of  corruption.  "If  they 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION FIRST  TEA 
Sept.  22  at  4:30  p.m. 
ot  G.  S.  U. 

BADMINTON 
AT  DRILL  HALL 
Starts  Sept.  29      7:30-  10:30 

BRIDGE 

Tues,  Night  8:00-  11:00 
NOVICE  AND  COMPETENT  PLAYERS 

BOTH  WELCOME 

Both  major  parties  promise  univers
ities  money 

Both  major  political  pat- ties are  including  money 
promises  in  connection  with 
universities  as  part  of  their 
campaign  lines. 
John  Diefenbaker  offered 

a  program  of  aid  to  higher 

education  in  Oakville  Satur 
day.This  included  payment 
of  a  10-dollar-a-month  fa- 

mily allowance  for  univer- 
sity students  and  deducta- bility  of  municipal  property 

taxes  from  income  liable  fur 

have  the  nerve  to  be  so  cor- 

rupt while  in  the  minority," 
asid  Mr.  Martyn,  "what 
may  we  expect  of  them  as 

a  Liberal  majority?" 

COMMERCE  &  NURSES  A  GO-GO 
AMBIORIX  AND  THE  BARBARIANS 

8:30  P.M.  THURS.  SEPT. 23,  1965 

Cody    Holl  School  of  Nursing  on  St.  George  St. 
ADMISSION  STAG  GIRLS  39c 

STAG  BOYS  98c 
COUPLES  1 19c 

U  OF  T.  NURSES  AND  COMMERCE  CLUB  MEMBERS  FREE 
SPONSORED  BY  U.  OF  T.  COMMERCE  CLUB 

federal  income  tax. 

Prime  Minister  Pearson's 
most  specific  promise  in  Ot- 

tawa today  was  "further" federal  aid  to  university 
education. 

COLES 

YONGE 

BELOW BLOOR 

REFERENCE  BOOK 

BARGAINS 

,  of  titles  in  stock  right  i 
niwiCAL  PATHOLOGY  APPLICATION  & 
WnStS  Pub.  -  Well!  2nd  Ed.  Pub.  at  8.50 JOHN   DONNE  POEMS.  Pub.  ot  1.95   
so™  Sain  problems  of  philosophy  - 
1riekMsci"n«Vantiquitt  -  M.rii.11  ciwri THE  PLANT  KINGDOM  —  Harold  C.  Bold  qjuj  PRICE  50* 

INTRODUCTION  TO  PSYCHOLOGY  3rd  Ed. 
Ernoit  R.  Hilgord.  Pub.  ol :  8.25 THE  TECHNIQUES  OF  READING Boldridgc    Pub.  at  4.50   BOSWELL'S  LIFE  OF  JOHNSON  C0LES  pRlCE  6,r 

-''GENERAL  INTRODUCTION  TOWm  "  " PHENOMENOLOGY  _  Edmund  Hajjerl. Pub.  ° »  1.50 
JOYCE  THE  MAN,  THE  WORK,  THE  REPUTATION 
FOREIGN  POLICY  ANALYSIS  —  Mb  Groo 

HUMES  ETHICAL  WRITINGS  -  Pub.  or  1.95 CHARACTER  AND  CULTURE Pub.  ot  1.50  .   -    •  ■  ■  •  ■ 
ADAPTION  —  Wallace  and  S.  R-  B. 

U  QmLLET  FLAMMARION  DICTIONNAIRE  USUEL Suillot  -  Flammorion  Paris  1940.  Pub.  at  6.95  .... THE  CELL  —  Carl  P.  Swanson '--  °*  AGAINST  THE  PEASANT  -  David  Mitran,        ̂   pR|CE  „f 

■  Judson  & 

COLES  PRICE  69* 

COLES  PRICE  69«: 
COLES  PRICE  1.49 
COLES  PRICE  1.00 
COLES  PRICE  69f 
COLES  PRICE  69f 

COLES  PRICE  69< 
COLES  PRICE  50f 

COLES  PRICE  3.99 
COLES  PRICE  iOt 

MARX EDUCATIONAL"  PSYCHOLOGY       Cronboeh  C0|_es  PRICE  M. 
HVE  APPROACHES  OF  LITERARY  CRITICISM  ^  pR|CE  ̂  

^^S^^Sf^-^^'-^  COLES  PRICE  .9, 
THl  ME SnATof'tHE  CREATIVE  ACT  -  ^  pR|CE 

^l^^^tnJ^^'^9:  COLES  PRICE  1.49 
Morris    Hodges,  Revised  cd.  Pf».  •«  '•su   
THREE' CASE  HISTORIES       Freud  COLES  PRICE  69* 
THINKING  ABOUT  THINKING  -  Meri  R.  Woltord  ̂   pR|CE  §|, 
Am'MAL5  D?VERSITY  —  Earl  D.  Hanson    COLES  PRICE  50* 
Pub.  at  1.95   STYLE  —  F.  L.  Lueas  _ .  COLES  PRICE  *9< 

CHARACTER  AND  CULTURE— Proud  COLES  PRICE  »»< 

S^rtA^K'  COLES  PR,CE  .9, 
BIOLOGY  3RD  EDITION  —  VMM  COLES  PRICE  1.98 
Pub.  ot  *.75 

VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP 
m  m  ■  ■  ■        726  YONGE  ST. 

GUI  MM       SOUTH  OF  BLOOR 

THE 
VARSITY,  Wednesday,  September  22,  1965  —
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UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  BOOKST
ORES 

Three  Locations 

i 

Hort  House 
(all  books  in 

FRENCH,  GERMAN, 
HISPANIC  STUDIES, 
SLAVIC  STUDIES 
and  ITALIAN.) 

Front  Campus 

(all  other  books 
and  supplies.) 

3 

Scarborough 
College 

(books  and  supplies  for 
Scarborough  College 

Students  only.  Located 
temporarily  in  old 
Zoology  Building.) 

HOURS 

(effective  September  20) 

OPEN  MONDAY  TO  THURSDAY  8:30  a.m.  to  5:30  p.m.  and  6:30  p.m.  to 
9:00  p.m. 

FRIDAY  8:30  a.m.  to  5:30  p.m.  CLOSED  FRIDAY  EVENINGS 

SATURDAY      9:30  a.m.  to  1 2:30  p.m.  (September  25  and  October  2  ONLY) 

P.S.  If  you  hate  crowds,  come  in  the  evenings  ! 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. Toronto  3,  Ont. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  doily,  incl.  Sat.  from  8-6. University     Blazers    and  Trousers 

made  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, Coats,     Tuxedos,     Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets    with    your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Some  scientific  course 

as  fought  by  McGill,  Yale  and Cornell  Universities —  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 
Every  Men.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 

or  arranged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW! 

to  be  sure  of  a  scat 
Career  Development  Institute 131  Broor  St.  W.  Tororvta "The  Colonnade"  5th  fleer. 

TV  (continued) 
seat,"  Dr.  Williams  said. 

Scarborough  was  unique 
in  having  all  classes  taught 
in  the  same  building,  Prin- cipal A.  F.  W.  Plumptre 
said.  , 

Mr.  Plumptre  challenged 
Scarborough  students  to 

come  to  him  with  ideas:  "I will  want  to  know  how  you 
students  think  your  college 

should  be  run,"  he  said. 
TV  is  not  a  com- promise method  of  teaefcr 

ing.  Dean  W.  E.  Beckel  said. 'We  are  convinced  that  TV 

is  the  best  that  can  be  of- 

fered in  education." Principal  Plumptre  told Scarborough  students  in 
the  TV  audience  to  'help yourselves  liberally  to  a 

liberal  education." So  far  103  general  science 
and  81  general  arts  fresh- men have  enrolled  at  Scar- 

borough, and  more  are  en- rolling every  day,  Registrar 
N.  S.  C.  Dickinson  said. The  new  Scarborough 

College  building  —  situated 
at  Morningside  and  Elles- mere — is  just  a  part  of  the 
current  $165,000,000  U  of  T 
building  program.  Due  to have  been  completed  by 
the  beginning  of  this  term, 
construction  is  running  be- 

hind schedule,  partly  be- 
cause of  a  summer  labor 

strike. Scarborough  College  is 
making  the  old  Biology 
building  its  headquarters 
until  January,  when  the 
new  building  is  expected  to 
be  completed. 

HELP  WANTED 

We  need  ambitious,  witty,  intelligent,  hard-working,  patient, 

and  persevering  students  to  put  TORONTONENSIS,  the  all 

campus  yearbook,  on  the  road.  If  you  fill  any  or  all  of  the  above 

qualifications,  come  to  Bancroft  Hall,  third  floor  (behind  the 

Lash  Miller  Chemistry  Bldg.,  at  the  corner  of  Bancroft  and 

Huron  St.),  any  day  at  1 :00. 

This  year  the  book  is  being  distributed  free.  All  students, 

especially  freshmen  are  welcome  to  come  and  work. 

SEE  YOU  AT  FRESHMEN  WELCOME! 



out  of  my  head 
on  editorial  perspective  by  dovid  jackel 

Working  for  the  U  of  T  bookstore  is  an  exciting  job. 
Engineers  fire  confetti-loaded  cannons  at  the  front  door, 
students  sneer  at  the  clerks,  and  The  Varsity  is  always 
printing  letters  sugesting  that  the  bookstore  management 
is  something  less  than  pure  of  heart. 

Bookstore  manager  Harald  Bohne  seems  ill-cast  as  the 
mastermind  of  the  annual  student-bookstore  feud.  Mr. 
Bohne  is  in  fact  a  mild-spoken  and  extremely  patient  man. 
He  has  in  the  past  explained  the  bookstore's  operations  to many  disgruntled  students  without  convincing  them  of 
anything,  but  he  agreed  to  try  again  for  The  Varsity. 

Mr.  Bohne  was  more  than  reasonable.  He  explained 
that  bookstore  policy  was  determined  in  large  part  by  the 
particular  view  which  the  University  of  Toronto  Press  has 
of  a  campus  bookstore. 

"We  feel  that  the  bookstore's  function  is  both  cultural 
and  educational,"  he  said.  "It  is  at  university  that  most people  develop  a  taste  for  reading  and  a  desire  to  start  a 
library.  If  we  don't  provide  this  service,  it  would  not  exist 
for  most  students." 

Books  are  not  necessary  evils 
This  idealistic  picture  of  the  role  of  books  in  the  univer- 
sity community  seemed  slightly  different  from  that  held  by 

most  students,  a  point  with  which  Mr.  Bohne  agreed. 
Charles  Fanning,  Mr.  Bohne's  administrative  assistant, expanded  on  the  point  made  by  his  boss. 
Mr.  Fanning  wore  the  apprehensive  expression  of 

someone  about  to  face  a  mob  of  student  book-buyers,  an 
expression  appropriate  to  his  job  as  director  of  store  oper- 
ations. 

He  said  there  was  a  definite  division  in  student  opinion 
about  books.  "Some  want  as  diverse  and  as  excellent  a 
selection  of  books  as  possible.  But  others  look  upon  books 
as  necessary  evils,  and  feel  that  all  operations  should  be 
streamlined  to  provide  simply  an  efficient  distribution  of 

texts." Neither  of  the  bookstore  officials  placed  a  value  judg- 
ment on  this  opinion  of  books  as  necessary  evils.  One  might 

wonder,  however,  what  people  who  held  this  opinion  were 
doing  at  university  in  the  first  place. 

Mr.  Bohne  returned  to  the  mechanics  of  the  store 
operation,  after  a  pause  in  which  we  all  pondered  the 
thought  of  a  university  composed  exclusively  of  textbook 
readers. 

"Students  think  we  make  a  huge  profit  on  texts,"  said 
Mr.  Bohne.  "In  fact,  we  lose  money.  The  20  per  cent  reduc- 

tion in  price  which  we  receive  from  the  publisher  fails  to 
cover  our  costs.  By  the  time  the  rush  is  over  in  October 
we  must  return  our  overstocks  in  order  to  pay  the  pub- 

lishers— our  receipts  alone  cannot  do  so." 
Mr.  Bohne  explained  that  the  bookstore  received  only 

a  20  percent  discount  from  the  publishers,  unlike  trade 
bookstores  which  receive  40  per  cent.  "Publishers  feel  that 
a  college  bookstore  is  not  in  business  to  make  a  profit,"  he said.  He  added  that  in  the  case  of  the  U  of  T  store  this  was 
true,  since  its  objective  each  year  was  to  break  even. 

Mr.  Bohne  also  felt  that  most  students  did  not  realize 
to  what  extent  publishers  set  the  prices  of  books. 

"And  publishers  can  be  faulted  on  another  ground',, 
he  said,  "they  seldom  reduce  textbook  prices,  even  when 
the  book  becomes  popular." 

Could  save  by  dropping  special  orders 
When  asked  where  the  bookstore  could  save  money, 

Mr.  Bohne  smiled  rather  grimly  and  said  that  it  could  be 
done  by  cutting  out  the  special  order  service. 

"But  we  won't  do  it,"  he  added.  "Our  special  order 
service  is  the  best  avilable,  and  we  feel  that  we  should 
maintain  it  for  the  students  and  staff." 

"We  make  up  the  loss  on  texts  through  sales  of  paper- 
backs and  trade  books,"  he  said,  "but  even  here,  because 

of  our  policy  of  stocking  as  many  as  possible,  we  carry  a 
great  many  that  that  don't  sell  rapidly." 

So  the  discussion  came  full  circle.  What  was  a  univer- 
sity bookstore  supposed  to  be,  a  contribution  to  the  univer- sity or  a  textbook  distribution  centre? 
As  I  prepared  to  leave  Mr.  Bohne  mentioned  that  next 

year  he  hoped  the  facilities  of  the  bookstore  would  be  im- 
proved, so  that  students  who  wanted  to  browse  would  not 

be  inconvenienced  during  the  fall  rush.  "We  hope  to  have 
self-service  for  all  texts,"  he  said,  "similar  to  our  present 
operation  in  the  Hart  House  Fencing  Room  for  modern 
language  texts." 

Mr.  Bohne  and  Mr".  Fanning  smiled  a  very  tentative 
smile  as  I  left,  probably  wondering  what  would  be  printed 
about  them  this  time.  Both  appeared  to  want  very  much 
to  run  a  bookstore  for  people  who  liked  books  and  wanted 
to  read  them.  Student  complaints  would  seem  to  have 
been  misdirected.  Mr.  Bohne  has  their  intersts  at  heart. 
Perhaps  now  we  could  persuade  higher  officials  to  adopt his  attitude. 

CLASSIFIED 

FREE  ROOM  AND  BOARD  —  Girl  tot 
babysitting.  Two  young  children.  Friend- ly home  (University  Graduates).  Spac- ious room,  phone  extension,  own  wosh- room.  All  privileges.  North  Toronto. 488-9139. 

FOR  SALE  —  1965  Hondo  50,  brond 
new,  $260  cosh.  Phone  447-0236. 

1961  SPRITE  FOR  SALE  —  Good  condi- tion, new  transmission,  brakes,  etc 
217  Glen  Forest  otter  7  p.m.  HU.  8- 
6411. 
FOR  SALE  —  '61  Lombretto,  good  con- 

dition. $200.  Phone  WA,  1-9913. 

For  Your  Convenience . . . 

SPADIHA  COIN  WASH 
698  SPADINA  AVENUE 

HALF-WAY  BETWEEN  BLOOR  S  HARBORO  STREETS 

WASH    25 f!       MODERN  EQUIPMENT
 

DRY  10^  NEVER  CL
OSED 

COMMUNISM: 
In  Asia?  yes 
In  Africa?    ye* 
In  Latin  America?    yes 

BUT  WHY  IN  CANADA? 
AN  OPEN  DISCUSSION  WITH 

RAE  MURPHY 
youth  secretory  of  the  Communist  Porty 

September  24,  1965  —  8:30  to  10:00  p.m. 
24  CECIL  STREET 

INTERNATIONAL  STUDENT  CENTRE 
meeting  place  for 

CANADIAN  AND  OVERSEAS  STUDENTS 
Drop  in  for  coffee,  cookies  (free  in  Sept.)  and  meet friends. 

Table  tennis,  discussions,  excursions, 

country  nights,  open-house. 
Sept  hours:  Open  all  day  8.  evening  Mon.  -  Friday 

Saturday  afternoon,  Sunday  evening. 
45  Willcocks  St.  (opposite  New  College)  928-2564 

COVENTRY  MOTOR  CARS  LIMITED 395  MT.  PLEASANT  RD. 
Your  new  central  location  for 

MGB'S.  AUSTIN  HEALEY.  JAGUAR COVENTRY  FOR  QUALITY IN 

SALES   AND  SERVICE 485-9394 

STUDENT  MEDICARE  COVERAGE 

UNIVERSITY  HEALTH  &  ACCIDENT  PLAN 

12  MONTHS  COVERAGE 

Blanket,     Accident,  Benefit 

Dentol  Reimbursement  to  Natural  Teeth. 

COMPREHENSIVE  SICKNESS  BENEFIT 

Specific  Hospital  Benefits  for  overseas,  Amencan,  and  out-ot province  students. 

□  TESTED  □  APPROVED A  record  to  be  proud  of: 
Fire  Years  of  Satisfactory  Service 

Enrollments  from  oyer  60  Universities  and  Colleges  across  Canada. 

Brochure  —  WUS  Office,  Registrar's  Office, 
Student  Administrative  Council  or  John  Ingle, 

700  Bay  Street,  Toronto,  Ont.    EM.  4-41 14. 
Sponsored  by  W.U.S. 

Annual  Rates Individual  Student 

$18.00 

Student  and  wife  or 
Husband  and  Children 

$36.00 

OUR  AVERAGE 

STUDENT  READS 

4.7  TIMES 

FASTER 

THAN  HIS 

STARTING  SPEED 

(with  equal  or  better 
comprehension  !) 

Mrs.  Evelyn  Wood  spent 
over  16  years  of  research 
and  testing  before  opening 
her  now  world-famous 
Reading  Dynamics  Institute in  1959.  There  are  now  19 
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Reading  Dynamics  Insti- tutes in  the  U.S.A.  and  TWO 
IN  CANADA  (Toronto  and Ottawa). 

HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED 

Mrs.  Wood  says:  "In  1945  1  sub- mitted my  Master's  thesis  to  Dr.  C. Lowell  Lees,  my  professor  ot  the University  of  Utah,  etc.  He  read 
the  80  pages  in  o  matter  of  min- utes, and  before  my  stortled  eyes, "  marked  the  paper  without  missing 
a  detail.  His  untrained  speed:  6000 
words  per  minute,  compored  to  the 
average  college  graduate's  350. Determined  to  find  the  secret,  t 
spent  2  years  tracking  down  50 
more  people  who  could  read  rapid- ly and  14  years  later,  after countless  hours  of  research  and 
testing,  I  taught  my  first  public classes  in  Washington,  D.C.  So  po- 

sitive were  the  results  that  the  story 
appeared  in  Time,  Newsweek,  Busi- ness Week,  Esquire,  The  Christion Science  Monitor  and  my  graduates 
appeared  on  The  Tonight  Show, 
Gary  Moore,  I've  Got  A  Secret. Consistently,  my  students  learned to  increase  their  speed  from  3  to 
10  times  .  .  .  WITH  A  GAIN  IN UNDERSTANDING  ! 

SINCE  1959,  OVER 
100,000  PEOPLE  HAVE 
TAKEN  MY  COURSE! 

Since  Fall  1963  over  500  people 
have  taken  the  Evelyn  Wood  Read- 

ing Dynamics  Course  in  Toronto, 
Kingston  ond  Ottawa.  Average  im- provement has  been  over  4  times 
starting  rates,  with  better  compre- hension than  at  their  old  slow  start- rates. 

GUARANTEE: 
If  you  don't  ot  least  triple  your 
reading  speed,  with  at  leost  equal 
comprehension,  your  entire  tuition will  be  refunded  ! 

FREE  FILM 

FOR  FREE  MOVIE  ON  READING 
DYNAMICS  WILL  BE  SHOWN  — FRI  7  P.M  FEEL  FREE  TO  DROP IN.  NO  OBLIGATION. 

EVELYN  WOOD 

READING 

DYNAMICS 

INSTITUTE 
Suite  1103,  Britonnica  House, 151  Bloor  St.  W. 

Toronto  5,  Ontario 

923-4681 



IF  YOU  HAVE  A 

WHOLE  DRAWER  FULL 

OF  SHIRTS,  WHY 

SHOULD  YOU  BUY 

THIS  ONE? 

OXFORD 
TRADITIONAL 

BUTTON 
DOWN 

FROM  14  -  17 
WHITE,  BLUE, 

YELLOW. 

Because  you  don't  wear  half  the  shirts  in  that drawer.  How  about  the  three  on  the  bottom  you 
keep  for  sentimental  reasons?  And  the  blue  one 
with  the  froyed  collar?  Part  with  the  couple  on 
the  bottom  and  add  a  couple  of  Oxford  Batiste 
shirts  like  the  one  you  see  here  or  any  other  you 
may  prefer.  Look  for  Studio  267  or  Hathaway 
label  from  $6.95. 

267  VONSE  STREET  TORONTO 
fHONE  366-4452, 

Special  for  students 
Clip  this  ad  and  rake  it  to 
THE  MEDICAL  ARTS 

BARBER  SHOP 
170  ST.  GEORGE  ST. 

For  discount  card  giving  you 
35c  OFF 

A  $1.40  HAIRCUT 
FOR  THE  WHOLE  YEAR 
Get  cords  until  Nov.  30 

with  tint  bentley 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 
Reasonable  Prices 

Toronto's  Most 
Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
(just  West  of  Spodino) 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Some  scientific  course 

os  taught  by  McGill,  Yolo  and Cornell  Universities 
—  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 

Every  Man.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 
or  arranged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  I 

to  be  sure  of  a  scat 
Career  Development  Institute 131  Blow  St.  W.,  Toronto "The  Colonnade'    5rh  floor. 

THE  AIL  -  UNIVERSITY 

T  HOUSE  FALL  DANCE 

Saturday,  September  25 

from  9  p.m. 
TICKETS  $1.00  PER  PERSON 

AT  THE  HALL  PORTER'S  DESK 

PURCHASE  EARLY 

TO  AVOID  DISAPPOINTMENT 

MEN 

WANTED 

WHO  LIKE  SINGING!! 

HART  HOUSE  GLEE  CLUB 

Registration 
THURSDAY  SEPTEMBER  23  4  PM  TO  6PM MONDAY      SEPTEMBER  27  4  tM.  TO  6  PM IN  THE  MUSIC  ROOM  OF  HART  HOUSE 

HAVE  GLEE  WILL  TRAVEL 

Bigots  abound  at  II  of  T 
A  word  to  freshmen:  you  will  find  more  bigots  per 

square  inch  on  this  campus  than  almost  anywhere  else. The  reason  is,  of  course,  that  by  encouraging  people  to 
think,  the  university  encourages  more  opinions  than  are found  outside  it. 

And,  surprisingly  enough,  you'll  find  more  of  them outside  religion  than  within. 
The  University  of  Toronto  is  a  fascinating  spectacle  of 

bigoted  atheists,  humanists,  scientists,  and  philosophers. 
You'll  enjoy  it  here,  because  there  is  always  a  student  or 
faculty  member  to  marvel  at. You  will  meet  people  here  who  claim  to  have  an  absolute 
grip  on  Truth.  These  same  people  are  often  the  ones  whose 
lives  indicate  how  lost,  confused,  and  hopeless  they  are. 

You'll  find  some  bigoted  religionists  here  too.  And 
you'll  know  almost  immediately  that  they  have  the  words but  not  the  music. 

But  you'll  also  have  the  opportunity  of  meeting  some 
of  the  best-integrated  personalities  there  are. 

These  are  often  people  who  have  found  God  to  meet 
their  needs,  straighten  out  their  lives,  and  assure  them about  the  future. 

(It's  no  wonder  theists  have  been  accused  of  creating a  God  to  fit  their  needs.  He  actually  is  the  answer — or  so 
ray  experience  indicates,) 

It  is  not  wise  for  students  to  join  more  than  a  couple 
of  campus  clubs  or  activities.  Those  who  have  usually  end up  frustrated  because:  a)  they  are  flunking  exams;  or  b) they  are  only  touching  the  surface  of  the  groups  they  belong 
to. 

I'd  like,  however,  to  offer  a  suggestion  that  one  of  the religious  clubs  may  be  right  for  you. 
Most  of  them  are  wide-open,  friendly,  and  willing  to consider  ail  the  possibilities. 
Formal  membership  is  unimportant.  Belonging  is  based 

on  participation  only. Here  are  some  of  them: 
For  Jews,  Hillel  is  located  north  of  campus  at  186  St. 

George  st.  Like  most  of  the  groups  it  is  forced  to  operate off-campus  because  U  of  T  is  already  too  crowded  and lacks  any  kind  of  student  centre. 
In  occasional  association  with  the  Zionist  organization, Hillel  offers  a  program  of  seminars  and  social  events,  as 

well  as  a  place  to  eat  lunch  and  call  "home"  near  the  campus. The  Student  Christian  Movement  has  probably  the widest  program  on  campus  and  is  located  in  Hart  House. Its  most  vibrant  associations  are  with  peace,  civil  rights, and  socialist  movements,  rather  than  the  church. 
The  Thomas  More  Society  is  a  primarily  Roman Catholic  group  which  welcomes  Protestants  to  Bible  studies, masses,  and  other  ecumenical  encounters.  Its  meetings  are rarely  advertised,  well-attended,  and  usually  at  the  east  end of  campus. 

How  the  Newman  Club,  Roman  Catholic,  will  shape 
up  this  year  is  anyone's  guess.  Last  year  it  offered  social events  and  an  interesting  series  on  liturgical  renewal.  But 
it  may  have  had  its  knuckles  rapped  for  trying  to  be  too 
ecumenical.  It's  located  at  Hoskin  and  St.  George. Canterbury,  the  Anglican  club,  has  a  centre  north-west 
of  campus  at  373  Huron  st.  It  offers  the  services  of  a  lib- 

rary, lecture  series,  and  resident  chaplain. The  Student  Lutheran  Club  is  located  in  a  beautiful 
chapel  on  Spadina,  south  of  Harbord.  An  open  house  Sept. 26  will  give  students  an  opportunity  to  meet  members and  discuss  program. 

The  Varsity  Christian  Fellowship  is  a  rather  wonderful 
group  of  people  whose  experience  of  Christ  makes  them want  to  share  Him.  They  meet  in  a  dozen  scattered  groups across  campus. 

All  tnese  belong  to  the  Sir  Robert  Falconer  Association 
The  association  is  sponsoring  a  week-long  series  beginning Nov.  15.  Keynote  speaker  will  be  the  highly-respected  Dr. Emil  Fackenheim  of  the  U  of  T  Philosophy  Department, 
on  religious  commitment  in  the  university. 

Scarborough  college  opening  ceremonies  Monday  were 
videotaped  for  closed  circuit  TV  so  that  college  heads  could join  their  own  audience. 
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PIGSKIN  PREVIEW 
QUEEN'S  GOLDEN  GAELS 

Gaels  are  still  the  team  to  beat 
By  RICK  KOLLINS 

OQAA  Publicity  Director 
TEAM   NAME:   Queen's   University  Golden  Goels COLORS:   Blue,  Red  end  Geld  (Nickname  "The 

Tricolor") HEAD  COACH:  Frank  Tindoll 
ASSISTANT  COACHES:  Al  Lenord,  Hoi  MeCorne. Bill  Miklos 
HOME  FIELD:  George  Richardson  Memoriol  Sta- dium, Kingston,  Ont. 
SEATING  CAPACITY:  11,000 
1964  SIFL  RECORD:  6  victories,  no  dereots 

1964  REVIEW 
Gaels  picked  right  up  where  they  had 

left  off  in  1963,  moving  through  their second  undefeated  season  in  succession. 
Bolstered  once  again  by  a  core  of  talented 
veterans,  they  overcame  early-season  un- 

certainties with  little  difficulty.  After close  11-9  and  13-12  victories  over  Western and  McGill  respectively,  they  handily  won their  final  four  games  and  then  demolish- 
ed McMaster  Marauders,  63-6,  in  the  first 

ever  Yates  Cup  playoff  involving  a  team outside  the  Senior  Intercollegiate  Football 
League.  McMaster  qualified  for  the  play- off by  virtue  of  its  membership  in  the Ontario-Quebec  Athletic  Association  and first-place  finish  in  the  Ontario  Intercol- legiate Conference. 

Gaels'  perennial  all-stars  qualified  for t  n  e  SIFL  "dream  team"  once  again. Tackle  John  Erickson  gained  his  fourth consecutive  all-star  nomination,  quarter- back Cal  Connor,  halfback  Jim  Young and  middle  guard-linebacker  Merv  Daub made  their  third  all-star  team  appearances and  guard  Bill  Miklas  and  end  Pete Thompson  were  selected  for  the  second time.  First-time  all-stars  were  fullback Heino  Lilies,  defensive  tackle  Frank Arment,  defensive  end  Larry  Ferguson defensive  halback  Guy  Potvin  and  line- backer John  Crouchman. 
Young  also  won  the  SIFL's  most valuable  player  award,  Lilies  was  top rusher  with  449  yards  and  a  7.6-yard average,  Connor  tossed  a  league-leadin" nine  touchdown  passes,  Ferguson  led punters  with  an  average  of  38.8  yards  per punt  and  Potvin  intercepted  four  passes, also  tops  in  the  league. 1965  PREVIEW 
Unfortunately  for  Queen's  but  for- 

tunately for  the  rest  of  the  league,  Gaels' veteran  corps  has  been  depleted.  Young, Miklas,  Erickson,  Thompson,  tackle  Andy Shaw,  flanker  Jim  Ware  and  fullback  Pele 

Broadhurst  are  gone.  Young  is  now  with Minnesota  of  the  NFL,  Miklas  an  assistant coach  with  Gaels,  Shaw  with  Ottawa Rough  Riders  of  the  CFL  and  Ware  and Broadhurst  with  Varsity  Blues.  In  fact, Gaels'  offensive  line,  believed  by  many  to have  been  the  secret  of  the  team's  success will  be  completely  new  except  for  guard Brian  Parnega. 
At  most  positions,  players  who  saw only  limited  action  in  the  past,  such  as centre  Bob  Howes  (converted  from  end) guard  Bob  Climie,  tackle  Lee  Wallace  and end  Bill  McCarthy,  will  likely  take  over. But  defensive  stars  such  as  Arment  and Ferguson  may  be  forced  to  go  both  ways The  backfield  still  has  Connor,  now  in  his seventh  season,  Lilies,  Doug  Cowan  and Bayne  Norrie  with  John  Lathma  movin from  the  defence  to  flanker. 
Gaels'  main  strength  will  definitely  be on  defence  where  the  entire  '64  unit  is intact,  except  for  tackle  Tom  Beynon,  now at  Western.  Taking  over  for  Beynon however,  is  Jim  Greenwood,  an  all-star  in 

'63  ineligible  last  season.  Stalwarts  include Daub,  Arment,  Crouchman,  Potvin,  Fer- guson, end  Glen  Robinson,  linebacker Eric  Hafeman  and  halfbacks  Steve  Sur- 
man,  Frank  Poce  and  Bob  Latham. 

Impressive  newcomers  include  half- 
backs Ron  Clark  of  Kingston  Bill  Cornish 

of  Ottawa,  Mike  Hartley  of  Toronto,  Jerry Langlois  of  Montreal  via  University  of Denver,  end  Larry  Plancke  of  Oshawa  and tackles  Theron  Craig  of  Blossom  Park  and 
Ted  Gregory  of  Ottawa..  All  are  strong candidates  for  regular  spots. 

OUTLOOK 
Opponents  can  sigh  relief  that  Gaels 

will  no  longer  display  the  awesome  attack that  powered  them  to  two  consecutive 
Yates  Cup  championships.  B  u  t  this 
doesn't  mean  Gaels  are  no  longer  a  power 
in  the  SIFL.  With  the  league's  most  ex- perienced defense  and  the  likes  of  Connor, 
Lilies,  Norrie  and  Cowan  in  the  offensive 
backfield,  Queen's  must  still  be  consider- 

ed pre-season  favorites  for  the  title.  If 
coach  Frank  Tindall  has  adequately  rep- 

laced the  graduated  offensive  linemen, 
there  is  no  reason  to  believe  Gaels  won't 
repeat  as  champions.  If  not,  they  will 
likely  have  to  battle  to  the  wire  to  retain the  silverware. 
(This  is  the  first  of  a  four-part  series.) 

A  brief  history  of  intercollegiate  athletics 
Although  officially  known 

as  the  Ontario  -  Quebec 
Athletic  Association  since 
1955,  this  conference  of  10 
universities  in  Ontario  and 
Quebec  is  more  familiarly 
referred  to  as  the  "Senior 
Intercollegiate"  conference and  has  a  history  dating 
back  to  the  last  century. 
The  first  formal  intercol- 

legiate athletic  association 
in  Canada  was  born  in  1898 
when  Toronto,  McGill  and 
Queen's  formed  the  Cana- 

dian Intercollegiate  Rugby 
Football  Union.  As  other 
sports  came  to  be  played 
on  the  college  level,  the 
Canadian  Intercollegiate 
Athletic  Union  was  formed 
in  1906  with  Ottawa,  Mc- 

Master, Trinity  College  and 
Royal  Military  College  join- 

ing the  three  football 
schools  as  members. 
Over  the  years  member- 

ship in  the  CIAU  increased 
until,  by  1954,  there  were  19 
member  -  institutions,  ex- 

tending from  Windsor  to 
Quebec  City.  Variations  in 

standards,  however,  made  a 
I9-member  conference  im- 

practical and  in  1955  the 
original  CIAU  broke  into 
two  new  conferences,  the 
OQAA  and  Ottawa-St.  Law- 

rence Intercollegiate  Athle- 
tic Association.  Current 

members  of  the  OQAA  are 
Laval,  Montreal,  McGill, 
Queen's,  Toronto,  McMas- ter, Western,  Waterloo, 
Windsor  and  Guelph. 
The  name  CIAU  actually 

lost  its  true  meaning  long 
before  the  conference  dis- 

banded in  1955.  As  new  con- 
ferences were  formed  in 

other  parts  of  Canada  after 
1910,  the  CIAU  ceased  to  be 
a  national  organization.  In 
1961,  however,  a  new,  trujy 
national  association  was 
formed.  Also  known  as  the 
CIAU,  it  acts  as  a  co-ordin- 

ating body  between  the  five 
intercollegiate  conferences 
in  the  country. 

The  nickname  "Senior  In- 
tercollegiate" as  applied  to the  OQAA  evolved  from  the 

one-time  practice  of  divid- 

ing CIAU  sports  into  senior, 
junior  and  intermediate 
classifications.  Hence,  the 
old  CIAU's  top  football 
league  was  commonly  re- 

ferred to  as  the  "Senior  In- 
tercollegiate." Since  then the  nickname  has  come  to 

denote  the  age  and  continui- 
ty of  the  conference  as  Tor- 

onto, McGill  and  Queen's, members  of  the  OQAA 
have  the  longest  history  of 
intercollegiate  athletic  asso- ciation in  Canada. 
The  Yates  Cup,  presented 

by  Dr.  Henry  Brydges 
Yates,  a  staff  member  and 
one-time  football  player  al 
McGill,  has  been  represen- 

tative of  the  Senior  Inter- 
collegiate Football  League 

championship  since  1898. 
McGill,  Queen's  and  Toron- to have  been  SIFL  members 
since  1898,  estern  since  1929. 
Ottawa  College  made  a  brief 
appearance,  winning  the 
Yates  Cup  in  1907,  and  Mc- 

Master was  in  the  league 
for  the  1953  season. 

book-Ion  protects 

YOUR  books  from* anything! 

Daily  use,  dust,  water  spillage, 
rain  ...  new  books  stay 
fresher,  old  books  revitalize 
with  book-Ion.  And  think  of 
next  year's  re-sale  value. 
Easy  to  apply,  inexpensive.  Crystal- clear  sell-adnesive  plastic  In 
40"  x  13"  rolls  do  3  to  5  books 
only  $1.00, 40"  x  914"  for smaller  fobs, only  75( 

Also  In  rolls  400"  long, 
widths  up  to  40". 

book-Ion, 
at  department,  stationery  and  bookstores. 

MEN  -  interfaculty  Tennis  Tournament  -  MEN 
The  Interfocutty  Singles  Tournament  starts  Tuesday,  Sept.  28  at 
the  Toronto  Lawn  Tennis  Club.  Enter  now  ot  Intromuiol  Office. Room  106,  Hart  House. 

MEN  -  CURLING  -  MEN 

The  lists  for  those  wishing  to  curl  this  winter  are  now 
open.  There  ore  3  leagues,  the  Intercollegiate  League, 
top  competition;  Intramural  League,  arranged  by  col- 

leges and  faculties;  ond  a  Recreational  League-  Ent- 
rance fee  of  $15.00  to  be  paid  at  time  of  signing  Sign 

up  now  in  Intercollegiate  Office,  Room  101,  for  Inter- 
collegiate ond  Recreotional  Leagues;  and  in  Intramu- 

ral Office,  Room  106,  for  that  League.  If  possible, 
sign  up  os  a  full  rink.  Leagues  will  start  October  24, 
ond  oil  competition  will  be  held  on  Sundays,  between 
5  and  7  pm. 

 "> 

INTERCOLLEGIATE 

ATHLETICS 

SOCCER —  PRACTICE  5.00  P.M.    DAILY  FRONT 
CAMPUS  —  Report  to  Coach  Ernie  Gloss. 

RUGGER —  PRACTICE    5.00  P.M.    DAILY  BACK 
CAMPUS  -  Report  to  Cooch  Dick  Geater. 

TRACK 
—  PRACTICE  5.00  P.M.  DAILY  VARSITY 

STADIUM  -  Enter  by  Gate  No.  9  Devon- shire Place. 
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CRAPS  ANYONE 
Vic  Woxiniuk  (18)  and  the  rest  of  the  Blues  seem  to  be  wondering  when  they  con  join 
the  gome.  Actually,  officials  are  looking  for  a  contact  lense  lost  by  Varsity's  Wayne Pa-sons  in  the  game  against  Western  at  London  last  Saturday.  It  was  the  second  contact 
lense  h?  had  lost  in  three  days. 

—photo  by  BRIAN  D.  WILLER 

Track  team  is  weak  and  strong 
By  GURSTON  DACKS 

This  year's  edition  of  Var- 
sity's track  and  field  team features  overwhelming 

strength  in  some  areas  and 
extreme  weakness  in  others. 

Despite  the  loss  of  Bruce 
Kidd.  the  distance  running 
squad  is  packed.  Returning 
lettermen  include  distance 
runners  Dave  Bailey,  Pete 
Thompson  and  Gurston 
packs. 

Bolstering  this  solid  nuc- 
leus of  veterans  are  fresh- 

men Pete  Buniak,  Brian 
Richards  and  Bruce  Thomp- 

son, all  of  whom  have  im- 
pressive high  school  re- cords. 

In  the  mile  and  880.  Rich 
Pyne,  Dave  Bailey  and  John 
Loaring  are  experienced  in 
intercollegiate  competition 
and  have  been  running  well 
all  summer. 
In  addition,  Doug  Mc- 

Dougall  has  returned  after 
a  year's  absence  and  if  he ean  regain  his  old  form,  will 
add  to  Varsity's  middle- distance  strength. 
Uwe  Scharge  and  Ken 

Hercules,  Varsity  sprinters, 
also  return  to  round  out  a 
strong  track  team. 

In  the  field  events,  high 
jumpers  seem  to  be  in  ample 
supply  with  the  return  of 
Pete  Carmichael  and  Larry 
Desrocher  after  a  year  of 
academic  ineligibilty  and 
the  arrival  of  freshmen  Bill 
Taylor  and  Gord  Homer 
both  capable  of  jumping  six 
feet  or  better. 
On  the  debit  side  of  the 

ledger.  Blues  are  hurting 
for  quarter  milers,  shot  and 
discus  men  and  hurdlers. 

Perennial  discus  winner 
Peter  Auksi  has  joined  the 
ranks  of  the  alumni  and  Ian 
Arnold  who  placed  first  in 
the  long  jump  and  second 
in  the  triple  jump  in  last 
year's  intercollegiate  meet has  transferred  to  Stanford. 

All  these  positions  on  the 
team  are  wide  open  but  if 
Blues  find  men  to  fill  them 
they  should  successfully  de- 

fend   the    Tait  MacKenzie 

Trophy  emblematic  ur  inter- collegiate track  supremacy 
for  the  fifth  successive  year. 
NOTES:  The  team  trains 

every  night  at  5  p.m.  at  Var- 
sity Stadium.  Anyone  inter- 

ested in  trying  out  for  the 
squad  should  come  out  at 
this  time. 
The  intercollegiate  cham- 

pionship will  be  held  at Waterloo  on  Oct.  23. 

DAVE  CHURCH ALL  GIACHINO 

NICK  DIGIUSEPPE  MIKE  RAHAM 
Halfback. 

Dalt  White  pleased 

after  seeing  flicks 

By  P.J.  PAPE Head  football  coach  Dalt 
White  is  pleased  with  his team  these  days. 

"This  year's  team  is  a  lot 
better  than  last  year's  at this  point  of  the  season, 
even  though  they  lost  their 
first  game,"  enthused  White 

.  after  viewing  films  of  Var- 
sity's 20-14  loss  to  Western 

Mustangs  in  an  exhibition 
game  in  London  Saturday. White  commented  at  last 
night's  practice  that  the  re- sult of  the  game  was  not  a 
true  indication  of  Varsity's abilities.  He  pointed  out 
Blues  lost  as  many  yards 
through  penalties  (130 
yards)  as  Mustangs  did  in their  first  exhibition  game, 
a  20-3  loss  to  University  of 
Alberta  Golden  Bears  of  the 
Western  Canada  Conference. 
White  said  he  received  a 

few  pleasant  surprises  from 
the  40  players  dressed  for 
the  Western  game.  He  singl- ed out  rookie  tackles  Dave 
Gee  and  Ylo  Korgemagi  who 
"both  played  a  very  good 

game." 

White  will  continue  ex- 
perimenting with  his  per- sonnel Saturday  when  Blues 

host  University  of  Manitoba Bisons  at  2  p.m.  at  Varsity 
Stadium.  Blues  open  the  re- 

gular season  against  McGill Redmen,  Oct.  2  at  home. 
A  newcomer  to  Blues  who 

will  likely  see  action  Satur- 
day is  Bill  Chernoff  from 

University  of  Saskatchewan. 
The  6  foot,  1  inch  225-pound tackle  was  a  western  college 
all-star  last  year  and  turned 
up  at  practice  Monday.  He is  enrolled  in  graduate 
studies  and  has  been  im- 

pressive with  his  aggressive 

play. 
NOTES:  Blues  lost  an  ex- 

ceptional prospect  when end  Jim  Holowachuk  tore 
ligaments  in  his  left  knee. 
An  all-star  with  last  sea- 

son's basketball  team,  Holo- wachuk will  be  sporting  a 
cast  for  the  next  four  to 
six  weeks  Quarter- 

back Bryce  Taylor  has  a 
mild  charlie-horse  but  should 
play  against  Manitoba  .... Dan  Gryte  (pronounced 
GREE-tee)  formerly  with 
University  College  and  St. 
Michael's  of  the  interf acuity 
league  will  get  a  further 
shot  at  fullback.  The  coach- 

ing staff  was  pleased  with 
his  play  in  London  .  .  . 
Mammoth  tackle  Ray  Rey- 

nolds and  halfback  Riivo 
lives  are  still  nursing  in- 

juries and  will  likely  miss 
Saturday's  game  .  .  . 

All  Blues'  home  games 
to  be  televised  on  CHCH 

All  University  of  Toronto 
home  football  games  will  be 
televised  this  year.  This  will 
be  the  first  time  that  ex- clusive coverage  of  Varsity 
home  games  will  be  carried on  television. 

The  coverage  will  be  car- ried by  CHCH,  channel  11, 
Hamilton  and  will  be  spon- 

sored by  the  Canadian  Arm- 
ed Forces.  Saturday's  game 

against  University  of  Mani- toba and  Western  at  Toron- 
to game  of  Oct.  30  will  be shown  at  4  p.m.  the  day  of 

the  game.  The  other  two 
home  contests,  McGill,  Oct. 
2  and  Queen's  Oct.  16  will 
be  carried  live  begining  at 
2  p.m. 

All  broadcasts  will  be  re- 
peated  via  video   tape  the 

Sunday  following  the  game at  10:30  p.m. 

Warren  Stevens,  U  of  T's director  of  athletics  was  en- 
thusiastic in  his  reaction  to 

the  announcement. 
"I  feel  this  will  be  an  op- 

portunity for  a  great  many 
people  to  witness  college 
football  as  it  is  played  to- 

day. It  is  the  finest  game 
the  colleges  have  played  in 

their  long  history." Norm  Marshall,  Sports  Di- rector of  CHCH  will  do  the 
play  by  play  of  the  games, with  Doug  Maxwell  and  Ivor 
Wynne  adding  the  colour commentary.  Maxwell  is  a 
Varsity  graduate  and  Wyn- ne is  the  dean  of  men  at  Mc- 
Master  University  after  be- 

ing director  of  athletics 
there. 

Rugger  Blues  outplayed  in  exhibition 

but  still  defeat  Toronto  Barbarians 
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Although  outplayed,  a  rus- 
ty Varsity  rugger  squad  de- feated Toronto  Barbarians 

16-6  in  an  exhibition  game 
on  the  back  campus  last 
night. Blues  spotted  Barbarians 
an  early  3-0  lead  on  a  drop 
goal,  but  by  the  end  of  the 
half  held  a  6-3  lead  on  a 
penalty  goal  by  captain John  McNeil  and  a  try  by 
veteran  Rich  Havman. 

Blues  dominated  the  sec- 
ond half  with  Bob  Murdoch 

and  John  Stubbs  each  scor- 
ing one  try.  Rod  Sanders 

converted  both. 
NOTES  FROM  THE 

SCRUM:  Blues  play  the  Bal- 
my Beach  side  15  tomorrow 

at  6  p.m.  on  the  back  cam- 
pus in  an  exhibition  game. 

Balmy  Beach  is  preparing 
for  a  tour  of  England  begin- 

ning next  week. 
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SAC  endorses  U  of  T  international  teach-in By  DEANNA  KAMIEL 
The  University  of  Toron- 

to's International  Teach-In 
replaced  the  weather  as 
number  one  heat-setter  at 
Wednesday  night's  SAC  meet- ing. 

Bill  Cass  (IV  Meds)  at- 
tacked a  motion  to  support 

the  educational  forum,  say- 

ing SAC  would  be  "tainted" for  the  rest  of  the  year  if  it 
did  not  receive  approval 
from  the  student  body  be- 

fore passing  endorsement. 
SAC  approval,  which  at 

first  seemed  only  a  formali- 
ty, was  delayed  almost  an hour  while  Cass  fought  to 

prove  the  teach-in  was  a 
"moral  issue." 

Cass  urged  council  mem- bers to  return  to  their  local 
areas  to  determine  student 
opinion  before  voting. 
Although  SAC  Vice-Presi- dent David  Hunter  said 

terming  the  teach-in  a  mo- 
ral issue  was  "nonsense"  be- cause it  was  an  educational 

endeavor,  not  a  protest, 
Cass  insisted  "this  will  be 
one  of  the  greatest  ramrods 
by  this  council  if  we  pass 
the  motion  now." Tim  Smith  (IV  Vic)  said 
"voting  for  this  is  like  vot- 

ing for  motherhood."  Hel- mut Brosz  (IV  APSC)  said 
"we  may  read  about  it  in 
history  books  like  the  Gene- 

va peace  conference."  But they  could  not  sway  Mr. Cass. 
He  said  Council  was  being 

"stabbed  in  the  back"  and 
"coerced"  when  Hunter  in- 

dicated SAC  indecision  on 
teach-in  support  "would 
hurt  most  of  all." Cass  stressed  that  it  was 
the  responsibilty  of  all  SAC 
reps  to  take  the  issue  back to  their  constituents. 

But  Al  Bowker  (SGS)  dis- 
agreed, saying,  "we  would 

—photos  by  DOUG  DANIELS 
"We're  being  stubbed  in  the  bock." — Bill  Cass  (IV  Meds) 

FRESHMAN  WELCOME 
TONIGHT  AT  8  P.M. 

not  be  fulfilling  our  roles 
to  the  students  who  came 
here  to  be  educated." "This  is  a  new  dimension 
in  university  education," Bowker  continued.  "For  the first  time  a  sizeable  group 
of  academics  has  decided  to 
come  out  of  the  ivory  tow- 

er." 

Charles  Campbell,  (III 

Vic)  called  the  teach-in  "an exciting  and  worthwhile  pro- 

ject." 

The  motion  was  passed 19-6. 

The  SAC  also  passed  a  mo- 
tion .  mandating  the  execu- 
tive "to  do  all  in  its  powei" to  acquire  the  vote  for  the 

U  of  T's  disfranchised students. 
Tony  Orav  (III  New)  re- commended a  newsletter 

for  the  students  affected 
suggesting  ways  to  acquire the  vote. 

B  u  t  Charles  Campbell 
(III  Vic)  said  more  than  a 
pamphlet  was  required. 

He  urged  SAC  to  get  legal 
assistance  for  the  students if  necessary. 

"If  there  is  no  other  way 

to  get  students  a  vote  here," he  continued,  "we  should 
try  to  get  them  home  for  it. 

says . . . 

Students  should  learn,  not  protest 
No  department  at  this 

university  will  excuse  any 
academic  failure  due  to  a 
student's  involvement  in  a 
protest  movement,  Dr. 
Claude  Bissell,  president  of 
the  University  of  Toronto, 
told  freshmen  in  his  annual 
welcome  address  Wednes- 
day. 
"You  engage  in  extracur- 

ricular activities  voluntari- 
ly," Dr.  Bissell  said,  "and no  matter  how  noble  these 

activities  may  appear  to  be, 
they  do  not  comprise  a  sub- 

stitute for  academic  per- 
formance." 

"This  is  what  you  are 
here  for,  and  this  you  must 
never  forget.  The  processes 
may  be  slow  and  painful, 
but  it  is  the  only  way  by 
which  you  can  justify  your 
presence  at  the  university." Dr.  Bissell  was  referring 
to  the  free  speech  move- ment at  the  University  of 
Southern  California  (Berke- 

ley) last  year  which  re- 
sulted in  rioting  and  a  sit- in  last  year. 

Dr.  Murray  Ross,  presi- 
dent of  York  University  al- 

so referred  to  the  incident 
in  his  welcoming  address Monday. 
The  Berkeley  faculty  ex- cused the  failures  of  the 

leaders  of  the  movement. 
The  problems  of  financ- 

ing higher  education  are more  important  than  the 
financing  of  the  school 
dance,  study  of  the  pros  and 
cons  of  foreign  policy  de- 

cisions more  important  than 
the  shortcomings  of  resi- 

dence food,  and  the  success 
of  the  St.  Lawrence  Centre 
and  the  failings  of  the  Tor- 

onto Art  Gallery  more  wor- 
thy of  consideration  than 

"ihe  latest  hirsute  quartet 
from  t  he  c  u  1 1  u  ra  1  wa  s  t  e- 

land." 
But  members  of  the  uni- 

versity community  are  also 
committed  to  three  princi- 

ples, Dr.  Bissell  said:  the 
free  expression  of  ideas  and 
opinions,  tte  abhorrence  of discrimination  on  the 
grounds  of  race,  creed  and 

color  and  the  resolving  of 
problems  by  rational means. 
"You  are  committed,  in 

short,  to  the  think-through 
rather  than  the  sit-in,"  he said.  "The  only  thing  we  do 
not  have  room  for  is  a 
smug,  bad-tempered  auth- oritarianism that  has  all  the 

answers." Dr.  Bissell  criticized  the 
see  "Bissell",  page  17 

SAC  vice-president  David 
Hunter    ponders    a  point. 
Let's  not  leave  this,  we  can't 

afford  to." 
The  SAC  decided  to  ap- 

point seven  students  to  act as  liason  with  the  Health, 
Placement  and  Housing  Ser- 

vices, the  Advisory  Bureau, 
and  the  departments  of  fin- 

ancial aid.  admissions,  re- cords and  statistics  and  food 
services. 
The  council  will  also  ap- 

point a  student  coordinator for  the  SAC  student  centre 
committee  in  order  to  have 
a  forma]  proposal  reached before  Christmas. 

Record  number  of  students 

crowd  U  of  T  bookstore 

DR.  C.  T.  BISSELL 

The  U  of  T  bookstore  this 
year  is  selling  more  books and  serving  more  people, 
manager  Harold  Bonne  said 
in  an  interview  this  week. "Monday  and  Tuesday 
were  the  biggest  days  in  the 
history  of  the  store,"  Mr. Bohne  said. 
By  Thursday  evening,  he 

stated,  the  bookstore  had 
served  more  than  27,000  stu- dents. He  added  that  sales 
had  also  increased,  by  more 
than  10  per  cent. 

Charles  Fanning,  assistant 
in  charge  of  store  operations, 
said  books  were  being  sold 
more  efficiently  than  ever 
before  because  of  new  meth- 

ods of  directing  the  store's flow  of  traffic. 

He  added  that  the  store's published  advertisements 
urging  students  to  come  in 
the  evening  when  it  was  less 
crowded  had  the  effect  of 
jamming  the  store  in  the evenings  as  well  as  during the  day. 

Mr.  Fanning  said  store 
employees  were  working  as 
long  as  14  hours  a  day  in  an 
attempt  to  serve  the  flood of  customers. 

Mr.  Bohne  said  he  hoped 
something  could  be  done 
next  year  to  improve  the 
bookstore  facilities. 

The  store,  like  most  other 
U  of  T  buildings,  lacks  air 
conditioning.  .In  the  intense 
heat  this  week  temperatures 
in  the  store  climbed  past 
the  100-degree  mark.  On 
Monday  two  students  were 
reported  to  have  fainted while  waiting  in  line. 

petition  action 
The  bookstore  petition 

now  has  more  than  1,000  sig- 
natures, one  of  the  organiz- 

ers, Tom  Good  told  The Varsity  Thursday  night. Mr.  Good  said  the  group 
planned  to  send  a  delegation 
to  U  of  T  President  Claude 
Bissell,  and  hoped  to  ar- 

range the  formation  of  a 
committee  to  '  discuss  the 
bookstore  operations. 
Mr.  Good  said  he  hoped 

the  proposed  committee would  include  representa- tives of  the  U  of  T  Board  of 
Governors,  the  bookstore,  a 

publishing  firm,  and  a  stu- dent appointed  by  SAC. 



UNIVERSITY  LUTHERAN  CHURCH 
*T0  SPADINA  AVE.  (Opp.  New  College) 

1 1  A.M.  HOLY  COMMUNION 
SUNDAY  4- 7  P.M. 

STUDENT  ClUB  OPEN  HOUSE EVERYBODY  WELCOME 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 

12  Bloeki  North  ol  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  slop  Eoit  of  Ycrtgc  on  Bloo(  cor) 
MINISTER: 

REV.  EOIN  5.  MACKAY,  M.A. 
PUBLIC  WORSHIP  —  1 1  a.m. 

Sermon  subject —  "HOLY  HILARITY" 
—  o  sermon  celebrating  the  grnce  of  God  and  the  election  of  man A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS. 

TRINITY 
UNITED  CHURCH 
427  Bloor  W.  at  Wolmer 

Rev.  J.  Robert  Watt, U  a.,  Et.D.  Minister 
11:00  A.M. 

"Baptism  of  Fire" 
7:30  P.M. 

University  Service 
"Dominant  Desire" 

Victoria  University 
Rev.  J.  Harriet  Chriitfe Principal  Covenant  College 

8:30  P.M. 
RECEPTION  OF  WELCOME JOHN  W.  LINN,  Organist 

U  of  T  CHORUS 

AUDITIONS 

MON.  SEPT.  27      7Soo  p.m. 

EDWARD  JOHNSON  BUILDING.  RM  078 
CONDUCTOR:  LLOYD  BRADSHAW 

l  0VER  PAST  FEW  YEARS  THE  CHORUS  HAS GROWN  TO  A  POSITION  OF  INTERNATIONAL  REPUTATION. 
IT  NEEDS  AND  WELCOMES  YOU. 

  A  SAC  SPONSORED  ACTIVITY 

U  OF  T  SYMPHONY  ORCHESTRA 
Invites  New  Members  Welcomes  Old  Members 

FIRST  REHEARSAL 

MON.  SEPT.  27  -  7:00  P.M. 
REHEARSALS  EVERY  MONDAY  EVENING 

EDWARD  JOHNSON  BUILDING  ROOM  078 

STRING  PLAYERS  ESPECIALLY  WELCOME 
Conductor:  TIBOR  POLGAR 

A  SAC  SPONSORED  ACTIVITY 

VARSITY  CHEERLEADERS 

TRYOUTS 
MEN  and  WOMEN 

REPORT 

MONDAY,  SEPT.  27 

AT  5:00  P.M. 

VARSITY  STADIUM,  GATE  9 

Men  ore  responsible    for  escorting 
and  calling  —  Gymnastic  ability  
Women  must  wear  shorts  or  gym uniforms.  Bring  a  lunch  ! 

Deny  N.S.  prejudice 
By  DOROTHY  YARMOUTH 

Negroes  in  Nova  Scotia  are  afraid  to  face  the  fact  that 
they  are  discriminated  against,  a  Negro  civil  rights  worker said  Wednesday  night. 

Rocky  Jones,  who  left  a  government  job  in  Toronto 
last  spring  to  work  with  Negroes  in  his  native  Nova  Scotia, 
siad  that  although  they  do  not  lack  civil  rights  they  are  seg- 

regated and  discriminated  against. 
Be  described  a  ratepayers  meeting  at  which  Negroes 

said  they  would  be  segregated  by  a  proposed  electoral  rid- 
ing redistribution,  but  balked  at  calling  the  situation  segre- 

gation when  the  time  came  to  vote  on  a  motion  of  protest. 
Mr.  Jones  expressed  disillusionment  with  the  sit-in  in 

front  of  the  U.  S.  Consulate  last  March. 
"It  wasn't  real  .  .  . ,"  he  said,  "All  those  nice  rich  white 

kids,  sitting  there  saying  'Look  what  they're  doing  in  the South'  and  then  they  returned  to  their  nice,  cozy  homes  in 
Forest  Hill.  They  don't  really  know  what  it's  like  at  all."  - 

ROCKY  JONES 

HERE  *  NOW Today,  1  p.m. 

Progressive  Conservative  executive  meeting  for  Fresh- 

Arena  CO"ege  rePresentatives  Pkase  attend.  Varsity Executive  meeting  of  the  Looks  Don't  Count  committee to  discuss  future  seminar  leaders.  UC  Quadrangle Panel  and  discussion:  "Student  Action  in  the  U  S  and 

fsTs,3-  hT':  ?3V!,d  Hu"'er  <m  New)'  Irvi"S  Abella 
(SOS)  and  Tom  Good  (IV  Vic).  Room  1087,  Sid  Smith. Today,  4:15  p.m. 

For  all  Scarborough  students.  Meeting  to  discuss  stu- dent activities  and  student  government  for  Scarborough Student  lounge,  Old  Biology  Building. Today,  8  p.m. 

Discussion:  "Some  Economic  Problems  Facine  the Emerging  Countries  of  Africa,"  sponsored  by  African  Stu- dents' Union.  Debates  Room,  Hart  House Chinese  Overseas  Student  Reception  —  refreshments 

free,  all  welcome.  Music  Room,  Hart  House.  etresnmenls Saturday,  6  p.m. 
After-football  Hootenanny  immediately  after  the  game -  all  welcome.  Folksingers  -  The  Watsons.  Sponsored  by 

House  y  ChnSt,an  Fellows*iP-  Debates  Room,  Hart Sunday,  t,  p,m 

^JTC  SeD,a'e  Cu'Ub,  Aebate-  Resolved:  "The  Canada  Stu- dent Loan  Plan  should  be  abolished."  David  Hahn  (L  - Broadview).  East  Common  Room,  Elmsley  Hall. Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 

Campus  Club,  Bloor  St.  United  Church.  "Question  for Dr.  Bissell' ,  with  U  of  T  President  Claude  Bissell.  Foxing mg.  refreshments.  Bloor  St.  United  Church,  Bloor  and 
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Freshmen  to  be  welcomed 
The  freshmen,  having  been 

initiated,  hazed  a  bit,  in- vited to  clear  underbrush, 
asked  to  wear  stupid-looking 
beanies  and  generally  run 
into  the  ground,  are  going 
to  be  welcomed. 

Tonight  at  8  p.m.  in  caver- nous Varsity  Arena,  they 
will  be  officially  accepted 

into  the  university  com- 
munity by  upperclassmen 

who  have  come  slumming. 
They  will  also  have  a 

chance  to  talk  to  all  sorts 
of  interesting  people  who 
desperately  want  them  to 
join  things  like  the  Blue  and 
White  Skating  Club,  the  U 
of  T  Chorus  and  the  Com- 

munist Club. 
And  any  of  them  v?  h  o 

still  have  any  energy  can 
dance  to  Richie  Knight  and 
the  Midnights. 

Everybody  is  invited,  and 
because  of  the  generosity  of 
the  sponsoring  Blue  and 
White  Society,  freshmen 
don't  have  to  pay  to  get  in. 

Student  radio  show  starts  Monday 
By  TONY  BOND 

A  daily  radio  program  to 
be  produced  by  University  of 
Toronto  students  goes  on 
the  air  Monday. 

The  30-minute  program  — 
broadcast  at  4:30  p.m.  Mon- 

day to  Friday  on  Ryerson's CJRT  (91.1  on  the  FM  band) 
—  will  contain  news,  com- 

ment, discussion  and  sports 
news. 

The  U  of  T  program  will 
be  followed  by  half-hour 
broadcasts  from  York  Uni- 

versity and  Ryerson  Poly- technical  Institute. 
Extra  broadcasting  time 

will  be  available  for  special 
programs. SAC  was  invited  to  pro- 

duce daily  broadcasts  by  Ra- 
dio CJRT,  since  January  Ca- 

nada's pioneer  full-time  edu- cational radio  station. 
CJRT  is  trying  to  break 

away  from  the  student  im- 
age of  its  predecessor,  Ra- 
dio Ryerson.  These  days  it 

sees  its  main  function  as 

providing  an  educational  ser- vice to  the  community. 
U  of  T  programs  will  be 

broadcast  at  27,000  watts 
and' in  stereo  from  CJRT's Ryerson  studios  until  studio 
space  is  found  on  campus. 
George  Flak,  SAC  Radio Committee  Chairman  has 

asked  for  volunteer  staff  to 
run  the  program. 

Interested  parties  should 
attend  Tuesday's  8  p.m.. 
meeting  at  Hart  House. 

Architect  and  faculty  member  to  do  BOP 
An  architect  and  U  of  T 

faculty  member  will  do  the 
BOP  for  the  Students  Ad- 

ministrative Council. 
John  Andrews,  co-ordinat- 

ing architect  for  Scarbor- 
ough College  and  assistant 

professor  of  design  for  the School  of  Architecture,  was 
appointed  by  SAC  Wednes- 

day night  to  do  a  Building 
Organization  Program  for  a 

proposed  student  centre. 
The  program  will  incor- 

porate student  needs  and 
services  into  a  rough,  archi- tectural space  plan. 
He  placed  second  in  the 

Toronto  city  hall  competi- tion and  later  worked  with 
architect  Viljo  Revell  on  the 
new  city  hall. 
Mr.  Andrew's  design  for 

the   new  Toronto  Interna- 

AMONG  THE  POLITICIANS 

No  decision 
By  RICHARD  REIVE 

The  U  of  T  New  Demo- 
crats executive  met  Wednes- 
day. President  Tom  Good 

(IV  Vic) — said  it  was  a  pity 
that  a  Varsity  reporter  was 
in  their  midst  since  they 
were  obliged  to  withhold 
news  from  him.  The  advi- 

sability of  this  pronounce- ment was  debated  and  no 
decision  was  reached. 
Membership  Chairman 

Irene  Steinberg  suggested 
that  the  club  "lift"  8,000 sheets  of  paper  from  the 
Students  Administrative 
Council  to  print  handbills. 
The  proposal  was  discussed 

and  no  decision  was  reach- ed. 
Secretary-Treasurer  Joseph 

Meulmas  reported  resources 
of  ?63.  He  said  former 
Treasurer  David  Lloyd- 
Jones  had  another  $27.  Meth- ods of  recovering  the  money 
were  debated.  No  decision 
was  reached. 
Secretary-Treasurer  Meul- 

mas queried  President  Good 
on  canvassing  for  the  elec- 

tion. Vice-President  Steiner 
replied  that  he  considered 
student  canvassing  a  detri- ment to  the  chances  of  any 
candidate.  Off-campus  co-or- 

dinating chairman  Brian 
Watson  considered  student 
canvassing  an  asset  to  any 
candidate.  Good  felt  that  all 

students  should  concentrate 
in  NDP  candidate  Stephen 
Lewis's  York  South  riding, 
since  in  his  opinion  Mr. 
Lewis  was  more  worthy  to 
sit  in  parliament  than  the 
other  Toronto  candidates. 
This  proposal  was  debated 
and  no  decision  was  reach- 
ed. 

Miss  Steinberg  suggested 
that  members  canvass  their 
home  ridings.  .Watson  felt 
that  if  any  students  came 
from  "Upper  Rubber  Boot", Saskatchewan,  they  would 
experience  some  difficulty. 
The  proposal  was  debated 
and  no  decision  was  reach- 

ed. . 

Camp  is  coming 
By  ALLAN  BRUCE 

John  Robarts,  Alvin  Ha- 
milton and  Progressive  Con- 

servative national  president 
Dalton  Camp  will  adress  the 
U  of  T  Progressive  Conser- vative Club  at  its  Caledon 
weekend  Oct.  19-21. 

President  Bob  Radford  (I 
Law)  announced  at  the 
club's   first   meeting  Wed- 

nesday that  George  Hogan 
and  Professor  Gwynne-Ti- 
mothy  of  the  University  of 
Western  Ontario  will  also 

speak. Radford  also  said  Ontario 
Education  Minister  William 
Davis  will  speak  on  campus 
Oct.  27. 
Radford  said  plans  have 

been  made  to  form  a  Metro 
Progressive  Conserv  a  t  i  v  e 
students  association  which 
would  have  members  from 

U  of  T,  Ryerson  Polvteeh- nical  Institute,  and  York University. 
The  PCs  intend  to  parti- 

cipate actively  in  tlie  new Public  Affairs  Forum  which 
replaces  the  Model  Parlia- ment this  year. 

In  the  Nov.  8  election  the 
club  will  concentrate  o  n 
campaigning  in  York  West 
riding  for  George  Hogan 
and  in  Eglinton  for  Dalton Camp. 

Members  sought 

The  University  of  Toronto 
Liberal  Club  hopes  to  inc- rease its  membership  t  o 
200  this  year.  President 
Hershel  Ezrin  (HI  UC)  said 

at  the  club's  first  meeting 
Wednesday  that  the  club 
would  p  rov  i  de  f  i  rs  t-ha  n  d 
news  to  students  and  also 
provide  a  forum  for  "in- terested and  involved 

people." 
To  help  attract  members, 
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the  club  will  distribute  but- 
tons with  the  message  "This 

is  a  Liberal  button."  Pamph- lets will  also  be  distributed 
advising  that  "You  belong 
where  the  action  is." The  40  students  in  the 
audience  were  urged  lo  par- 

ticipate actively  in  the  com- 
ing federal  election. 

HART  HOUSE  £ 
This  Weekend  ot  Hart  House  Farm  —  Trinity  College  III  JL^aff 

TOMORROW  NIGHT 
HART  HOUSE  FALL  DANCE 

P.M.  accompanied  or  solo         $1  per  person 
4  DANCE  BANDS 

(outdoor  dancing  weather  permitting) 
TICKETS  AVAILABLE  FROM  HALL  PORTER'S. DESK 

OPEN  MEETINGS  NEXT  WEEK 
BRIDGE  CLUB        Tuesday,  Sept.  38        East  Common  Room        6.4S  p.n REVOLVER  CLUB         Wcdnosdoy,  Sept.  29         Great  Hall  7.30  p.n AMATEUR  RADIO  CLUB      Thursday,  Sept.  30      Debates  Room    8.00  p.n 

Any  members  interested  in  joining  these  clubs  are  welcome  to  attend 
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tional  Airport's  control  tow- er won  the  Massey  Silver 
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University  of  British  Colum- 
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SAC  is  wise 

to  endorse  teach-in 
The  Students'  Administrative  Council  has  endorsed 

the  U  of  T  International  Teach-in.  Despite  efforts  by 
some  members  to  hove  the  question  referred  to,  the  stu- 

dents, the  motion  of  endorsement  was  possed  decisively. 

We  believe  that  the  SAC  action  will  have  two  im- 
portant consequences.  It  will  ensure  the  success  of  the 

teach-in  on  this  campus  by  showing  that  the  representa- tives of  the  students  are  behind  it.  And  it  will  associate 
the  student  population  with  the  professed  aims  of  the 
teach-in:  the  presentation  and  exchange  of  ideas  by  speak- 

ers of  opposing  beliefs. 

By  endorsing  the  teach-in  SAC  has  endorsed  the 
prin  iple  of  academic  freedom  upon  which  a  vital  univer- 

sity must  be  based. 

This  principle  needs  no  student  referendum,  and 
the  council  was  wise  to  speak  for  the  students  in  their 
approval  of  the  teach-in. 

Those  who  believe  that  SAC  should  not  become  in- 
volved in  moral  questions  have  many  valid  arguments  to 

justify  their  case.  But  the  issue  of  the  teach-in  is  not  a 
moral  one.  It  is  not,  in  fact  on  issue  at  all.  If  SAC  had 
not  approved  the  concept  of  the  teach-in  which  will  be 
presented  at  Toronto,  the  members  would  have  shown 
themselves  to  be  irresponsibly  at  odds  with  the  highest 
aims  of  the  institution  of  which  they  are  a  part. 

It  is  unfortunate  that  the  course  which  teach-ins  in 
the  United  States  have  taken  should  blind  some  SAC 
members  to  the  value  of  the  Toronto  presentation.  But 
the  overwhelming  support  of  all  sections  of  this  university 
community  —  student,  faculty  and  administration  —  is 
behind  this  effort  as  it  has  been  behind  no  other  venture 
in  recent  years. 

To  have  delayed  decision  on  this  matter  would  have 
feft  SAC  in  the  awkward  position  of  being  out  of  touch 
with  the  sentiments  of  this  university. 

The  SAC  decision  of  Wednesday  night  was  wise  in yet  another  way.  If  any  group  at  some  future  time  at- 
tempts to  turn  the  October  teach-in  into  a  protest  event, SA£  will  have  dissociated  the  student  population  of  this university  from  such  action.  SAC  is  on  record  as  supporting the  educational  nature  of  this  teach-in,  and  those  who might  wish  to  distort  this  purpose  cannot  be  identified with  the  expressed  sentiments  of  the  student  government of  this  university. 
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was  on  editor's  drcom  lost  night  i rcry  promising  new  reporters  as  well oms  of  copy  were  produced  by 
'"-J "  «k-.«..        ww.  as  a  few  oldrimers.  janls  Ropoport, Kothe.me  Harris,  Gwcn  Coves,  Gory  Segal,  Suson  Greenhough,  Joan  Weir Esther  Frey,  Arthur  Komin,  Sylviy  Jurmolietis,  Dorothy  Yarmouth,  Bob  Aaron Suson  Ao.on,  Dorothy  Yarmouth,  Tony  Bond,  St.  Bruno  worked  hard,  Rosema™ Spcl.s  Lorry  Gorbcr,  and  Noel  Botes  come  to  char.  Sportslcs  were  Rick  Py-~ Paul  Hope,  More,  McDonold,  Rod  Sanders,  Dave  Gray  and  f phone.  Duty  photog  was  Joe  Wclnstock.  Wednesday's  master?! the  help  of  some  of  these  some  people  plus  John  Uidermun,  T 

Maciircgor 

ibuck  by 

produced 
Bentlcy, 

Botes,    Roy   Wise,    Shcl   Krakol.ky,    Gursron    Docks  and  Kirk 

SAC  BY  ELECTIONS 
NOTICE  TO  CANDIDATES 

Because  of  the  number  and  the  importance  of  SAC 
byelections  to  be  held  this  fall,  the  Varsity  will  print 
candidates'  statements  up  to  the  length  of  125  words. Statements  should  be  submitted  well  in  advance  of 
the  elections,  and  may  be  edited  for  grammar  and 
spelling. 

letters  to  the  editor 

God  help  us 
Sir: 
God  help  the  person  who 

blinds  himself  with  his  un- 
controlled carnal  desires! 

God  help  him  who,  recog- 
nizing his  frailty,  tries  to 

vindicate  premarital  sex  by 
means  of  his  idolized  reas- 

oning. I  say  "God  help  him" for  his  is  a  sad  and  sorry 

end.  O,  we  are  clever!  We mould  our  numbers  into 
computers,  cast  our  fires 
into  rockets!  We!  We  intel- 

lectuals! We  who  study  dili- 
gently, happily — sometimes ferociously  without  an  end 

...  an  end.  Why  do  we 
study?  To  learn  that  the 
fruit  develops  before  the 
blossom?  .  .  .  child  before 

the  bride?  How  green  are 
the  fruits  of  our  efforts! 
This  is  neither  happiness 
nor  the  way  to  happiness. 
Happiness  comes  through 
freedom.  Freedom  is  living 
under  a  law,  a  universal  law — the  law  of  God. 

P.  M.  Jonker  Jr.  (I  UC) 
You  may  be  right  —  ed.. 

ouch,  my  wallet 
Sir: 
Once  again  the  govern- ment attacks  the  university 

student  right  where  it  hurts 
the  most  —  in  his  wallet. 
When  the  2  per  cent  holiday 
pay  is  given  to  students  in 
the  form  of  a  "vacation 
with  pay  stamp  book", problems  begin  to  develop. 
The  stamps  which,  in 

most  cases,  amount  to  |20 
or  more  cannot  be  collected 
until  June  30,  1966,  unless 
you  leave  the  country  or 
are  unemployed.  Students 
are  put  in  a  "special"  cate- gory of  the  unemployed which,  will  not  allow  them 
to  collect  their  money  when 
they  return  to  university. 

For  some  fun  phone  the 
company  you  worked  for  in 
the  summer  to  see  if  the 

money  can  be  collected 
now.  They  are  willing  to 
help  and  will  pay  you  the 
money  if  you  sign  over  the 
stamp  book  to  them.  Un- fortunately this  cannot  be 
done. 
Now  phone  the  Depart- ment of  Labor,  8  York  St. 

The  receptionist  who 
"knows  everything"  says 
nothing  can  be  done  and  at 
that  very  minute  she  is  tell- 

ing the  same  thing  to  a 
student  who  is  standing  in front  of  her. 

Next  phone  the  Province 
of  Ontario  Savings  Bank 
which  cashes  the  stamp 
books.  Talk  to  a  man  in  the 
accounting  office  who  will 
tell  you  that  "the  Dept.  of Labor  at  8  York  St.  knows 
nothing"  and  you  must  go to  74  Victoria  St.,  where  in 

another  office  of  the  Dept. 
of  Labor  an  official  will 
stamp  the  book  so  it  can  be cashed. 

In  your  "spare  time"  go down  to  this  office  where 
another  receptionist  will 
tell  you  that  the  accountant 
was  all  wrong  and  since 
you  are  a  university  stud- 

ent and  in  a  "special  cate- 
gory" you  must  wait  until June  30,  1966  before  any- 

thing can  be  done. 
Surely,  Mr.  H.  L.  Rown- tree,  some  better  arrange- ment can  be  made  so  that 

this  is  not  just  another  ex- 
ample of  government  "red- tape"  that  we  must  live 

with.  If  they  cover  you  with 
enough  red-tape  you  will 
choke  yourself  and  forget the  matter. 
Bruce  McDonald  (IV  Vic) 

double  standard Sir: 

I  was  amazed  by  a  state- 
ment in  The  Varsity  of 

Wednesday,  September  22 
in  the  article  on  the  Univer- 

sity of  Toronto  Bookshop: — 
"Publishers  feel  that  a  col- 

lege bookstore  is  not  in 
business  to  make  a  profit", 
so  they  only  give  a  20%  re- duction to  the  U  of  T  store 
while  giving  a  40%  reduc- 

tion to  normal  retail  out- 
lets. Why-  a  double  standard? The  publishers  (who  are  in 
business  to  make  a  profit) 
take  an  extra  profit  on 
every  book  sold  thus  to  a student. 

Mr.  Bohne  makes  it  clear 
that  it  is  difficult  to  balance 
the  budget  on  such  a  profit 
margin.  So  why  does  he  not 

start  badgering  the  publish- 
ers to  change  their  biased 

system  so  that  he  can  oper- ate economically? 
From  your  article  the  pre- 

sent situation  appears  ludi- crous. 
John  Orville  Winter  (SGS) 
Badgering  a  publisher  is 

at  least  as  difficult  as  trying 
to  out-fox  a  politician  —  ed. 

innis  ignored? Sir: 
Having  kept  statistics  on 

the  number  of  times  each 
college  has  been  mentioned 
in  The  Varsity's  first  issues, 
(U.C.  leads  with  18,  Erin- 
dale  has  1 )  I  think  I  should 
bring  to  the  paper's  atten- tion a  University  feature  of 
which,  it  is  apparently  una- ware: Innis  College. 
Your  nescience  is  harder 

still  to  understand  because 
of  the  great  fame  Innis  has 
attained.  While  one  often 
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we  goofed  again Sir: 

The  Varsity  report  entit- 
led "UC  Lit  Raises  Fees 

Assessment"  contains  two 
errors.  Fees  were  raised  to 
a  uniform  level  of  $10,  the 
increase  being  two  dollars 
for  all  male  full-time  stud- 

hears  unknowing  freshmen 
ask,  "Where  is  Hart 
House?",  no  one  hears 
them  ask,  "Where  is  Innis?" Where  the  uninformed  at 
New  College  must  demand, 
"Which  way  to  the  East 
Common  Room?",  this question  is  never  posed  at Innis. 

If  The  Varsity  looked  out 
of  its  window  it  couldn't help  but  notice  this  advanc- 

ing, grey  mass  of  education. Is  it  a  case  of  not  seeing 

the  college  for  the  ivy?  Are 
you  afraid  that  we  shall  sur- round you,  and  thus  you 
hope  if  you  close  your  eyes 
we'll  go  away?  Or  is  The Varsity  jealous  because  it 
cannot,  like  us,  still  claim 
to  be  an  Innisent? 
William  Makepeace  Dobson 

(I  Inn) Robert  Bossin  (I  Inn) 
We're  still  trying  to  decide 

why  you  put  an  addition  on 
your  temporary  building  — 
ed. 

ents,  and  three  for  all  female students. 
Furthermore,  and  this  is 

of  some  importance,  the  in- 
crease in  fees  was  negoti- 

ated with  the  University 
College  Council  and  the  U 
of  T  Board  of  Governors, 

not  with,  SAC  as  The  Var- 
sity's report  erroneously 

stated. D.  Cooper,  President, 
UC  Literary  and  Athletic 
Society 

Stanley  G.  Taylor Vice-President 

Joseph  Steiner,  Treasurer 



Do  you  feel  analyzed,  categorized,  defined,  confined, 

inspected,  dejected,  dissipated  and  automated? 

Then  stay  with  the  REVIEW  for  1965-6
6. 

There  is  still  time,  brother. 



DANCE 
FOR 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION IN  ASSOCIATION  WITH  THE 

NURSES  UNION 

OCTOBER  1,  1965 
AT  G.S.U. 

16  BANCROFT 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  W 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Some  scientific  course 

os  fought  by  McGill,  Yole  ortd Cornell  Universities —  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 
Every  Moo.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 

or  arranged  privotcly  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  ! to  be  sure  of  a  sear 

Career  Development  Institute 
131  Bloor  St.  W„  Toronto "The  Colonnade"  5th  tloor. 

MYSTERY  LACKS  MEAT 

ANNOUNCING 

A  TEN  PERCENT  DISCOUNT  ON 

ALL  TEXTBOOKS  OVER  $10 
PLUS 

SPECIAL  LOW  STUDENT  PRICES  ON 

•  TYPEWRITERS    'BRIEFCASES  'MICROSCOPES 
PLUS 

SPECIAL  LOW  PRICES  ON  STATIONERY  SUPPLIES 

THREE  RING  BINDERS 
CLIPBOARDS 

EXERCISE  BOOKS 
BINDER  REFILLS 
and  many  others  !  ! 

(reg.  98c.) 
(reg  98c.) 
(reg.  89c) 
(reg.  98c.) 

Student  price 

69c 

69c 

59c 
59c 

By  JOHN  LOWN  SB  ROUGH 
The  trouble  with  The 

Third  Day  is  that  you  think 
it's  going  to  take  three  days 
for  the  tiling  to  end.  With 
more  judicious  pruning,  a 
tighter  script,  and  swifter direction,  the  story  might 
have  generated  a  modicum 
of  suspense. 

In  its  briefest  form  the 
story  concerns  one  Steve 
Mallory  (George  Peppard) 
who  contracts  amnesia  after 
the  car  in  which  he  and  the 
local  B  girl  (Sally  Keller- man)  are  driving  in  careens 
through  a  highway  railing 
and  into  a  river.  The  girl 
subsequently  dies  i  n  hos- pital and  Mallory  then  goes 
about  retracing  the  events 
that  led  up  to  the  accident.' The  whole  predictable  thing 
ends  up  on  a  beach  with 
Mallory  and  his  wife  (Eli- zabeth Ashley)  fleeing  the 
girl's  vengeance-minded  hus- band. 

This  is  the  kind  of  melo- drama that  Warner  Bros, 
used  to  turn  out  during  the 
Forties;  the  sort  of  film  that 

now  keeps  turning  up  on 
the  late  T.V.  shows.  In  short, 
The  Third  Day  is  rather 
anachronistic  in  this  age  of 
super- velocity  film.  It  is  a 

mystery  but  the  meat  isn't 
there. Miss  Ashley,  fondly  re- membered from  the  comedy 
hit  of  '64,  The  Carpetbag- 

gers, still  retains  a  plethora 
of  mannerism.  In  spite  of 
this  she  projects  a  good- 
humored,  attractive  perso- nality which  makes  her  a 
constant  pleasure  to  watch. 
Roddy  McDowell  essays 
another  one  of  his  sneering 
heavy  roles  as  Miss  Ashley's cousin  and  Miss  Kellerman 
as  the  swinger  "who  meets  a 
bad  end  is  both  good  "and very  decorative. Mona  Washbourne,  Robert 
Webber  and  Arthur  O'Con- neli  (particularly  the  last 
named)  are  squandered  on 
inconclusive  parts.  Robert 
Surtees'  Panavision  lenses 
capture  some  of  the  beauti- ful greens  and  grays  of  the 
New  England  countryside 
and  Percy  Faith  wrote  the routine  musical  score. 

PLUS  Coedmon  Records  ot  the  lowest  prices  in  town 

at  THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  BOOKSTORE Front  Campus 

P-S-  Avoid  the  crowds,  get  better  service,  come  in  the  evenings. George  Peppord  appears  in  a  boy,  girl  and  bottle  interlude in  Hie  movie  The  Third  Day. 

EVER  BEEN  TO  KNOX? 

tY  corn/^H  t  Vb,tgmnmg  this  weekend<  You  will  have  the  opportunity to  come  and  meet  both  university  and  working  young  people  in  a  rea  v friendly  atmosphere  at  Knox.  Every  Saturday  andSunday  evening  we  have something  planned  for  you  whether  it  is  recreational  or  both 

lHco^TMnf  VfN'N6'  be9innmg  0t  7:00  "  m-  *e  "e  ">e"l"9  for  a  HAY  RIDE so  come  along.  Our  transportation  leaves  from  Knox  »'  a  hmi  kiuc, 

THIS  SUNDAY  EVENING,  beginning  at  8:30  p.m.,  Dr.  Fitch  will  be  opening  our  Sunday Y.P.S.  fall  program  with  a  lively  discussion.  Plan  to  come  both  evening if  you  can 
Public  Worship  Sunday  1 1  a.m.  and  7:00  p  m 
KNOX  CHURCH  FELLOWSHIP  /  HARBORD  AND  SPADINA 
DR.  WILLIAM  FITCH,  M  A    B.D    Ph  D 
Peter  Richardson,  B.  Arch.,  B  A.  /  ' 
Assistant  to  the  minister'. 

FOR  FURTHER  INFORMATION  PHONE 
Deon  Molloy  923-4 1 57.  Noncy  Legue  53 1  -3278 Barry  Mclllwaine  759-0547 

Twenties  (continued) 
was  not. 
The  Stoic  disgust  of  Har- 

dy and  the  dead-panning  of 
Laurel  fail  to  elicit  Chaplin's genuine  pathos;  nor  do 
these  comics  have  the  de- lightfully scheming  vitality 
of  the  Marx  Brothers.  They 
are  without  Chaplin's  mer- ciless satire  or  the  Marx 
Brothers'  zany  absurdity 
(which  is  bringing  them 
back  into  the  cultural 
mainstream).  It  is  only  their 
ineptitude,  comic  terror, 
frustration  and  uninten- 

tional physical  battering 
which  contribute  to  their 
humor  of  visual  overstate- 
ment. I  confess  I  occasionally 
laughed  at  the  few  hitherto unseen  slapstick  gags.  But hell,  Laurel  and  Hardy  was 
nothing  without  the  Joe 
Bonomo  and  the  Circus  Mis- 
tery  which  never  came  on 
the  screen. 

review 



a  woman  without  a  wilt 
CLASSIFIED 

By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 
It  is  rarely  easy  to  give 

a  just  estimation  of  any  of 
the  visual  arts  in  printed 
paragraphs.  Invariably  the 
particular  work  of  art  in 
question  turns  out  to  be  so 
much  better,  or  so  much 
worse,  than  one  might  have 
imagined  from  simply  read- 

ing obut  it. 

ual  to  the  musical,  are  pain- 
stakingly mounted  to  create 

a  collage  of  immense  tex- 
ture. For  instance,  in  the 

midst  of  one  of  the  married 
woman's  sessions  with  her 
lover,  a  clip  of  a  speeding 
plane  is  abruptly  inserted. 
The  director  seems  only  to 
be  making  some  oblique 
comment  about  the  quality 

progresses,  the  camera  has 
much  to  say  about  lingerie 
ads,  about  their  inescapable 
presence  in  our  society, 
about  how  easy  they  make 
it  for  people  to  forget  that 
they  are  more  than  bodies. 
Or  parts  of  bodies. 
At  the  same  time,  large 

sequences,  with  definite  be- 
ginnings  and  ends  (some 

Mocha  Meril  {the  legs)  and  Philippe  LeRoy  play  husband  and  wife  in  The  Married  Woman. 
Discussing  a  film  which 

is  the  work  of  an  artist  is 
even  more  difficult,  be- 

cause of  the  added  dimen- 
sion of  time  progression. 

And  this,  in  spades,  is  the 
problem  in  talking  about 
Godard's  The  Married  Wom- an, now  at  the  New  Yorker: 
where  to  begin?  The  film is  so  rich. 

All  elements  from  the  vis- 

of  the  love  affair. 
Yet,  much  further  on,  a 

whole  sequence  is  given  to 
show  the  return  of  the 
lady's  husband  to  Paris — by that  same  plane. 
Or  again,  at  the  end  of 

her  rendez-vous,  the  lady 
remarks  upon  her  bra^  and 
notes  that  she  must  shop  at 
a  certain  store  which  carries 
some  fine  ones.  As  the  film 

even  titled)  are  piled  up 
like  building  blocks  to  con- 

struct the  story.  It  is  this 
kind  of  structural  approach 
which,  makes  a  fascinating 
film  out  of  what  is  actually 
a  fairly  trite  theme:  the 
cool  meaningless  of  most 
people  and  most  relation- ships. 
The  married  woman  has 

(See  "Married"  Review  4) 

detachment  is  deadly 
By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 
The  Diary  of  a  Chamber- 

maid, (curently  playing  at 
the  International  Cinema), 
is  one  of  those  curious 
movies  that  one  feels  vague- 

ly ashamed  about  not  enjoy- 
ing. Often  brilliant,  occasio- 

nally baffling,  in  certain  in- 
stances terribly  exciting,  the 

film  somehow  manages  just 
to  miss  the  mark  of  a  truly 
fine  motion  picture. 

Like  a  great  many  movies 
in  the  last  few  years.  Diary 
is  not  a  "plot"  picture.  In reality,  it  is  an  extended 
character  sketch,  a  film  that 
depends  on  the  subtle  ges- 

ture, the  words  left  unspo- ken, the  elusive  mood  it 
must  create  and  sustain,  to 
register  its  impact. 
The  story  chronicles  the 

life  of  a  Parisian  girl  (Jean- 
ne Moreau)  who  accepts  the 

position  of  chambermaid  in 
the  house  of  a  wealthy  fami- 

ly in  the  "provinces" — a  fa- mily possessing  more  than 
the  usual  assortment  of 
morally  and  socially  deca- dent members.  There  is  the 
"proper"  frigid  daughter, 
her  oft-neglected  ergo  frus- 

trated   ergo  lascivious  hus- 

band, her  elderly,  dissipated 
father,  who  goes  into  ecstasy 
over  shiny  leather  boots, 
the  third  man,  Joseph,  a 
murderer  and  rapist,  etc. 
Into  this  atmosphere.  Miss 

Moreau  fits  like  the  missing 
piece  of  a  jigsaw  puzzle. 
Whether  humoring  the  old 
man,  flirting  with  the  hus- band, or  defying  the  wife, 
she  is  in  her  element.  Alth- 

ough these  grotesque  peo- 
ple may  disgust  her,  it  is 

not  the  shock  felt  by  the 
naive,  unknowing  ingenue; 
rather,  it  is  the  cynical  and 
jaded  awareness  of  a  wo- man who  has  seen  and 
adapted  herself  to  even  the 
most  twisted  aspects  of  life. 

Diary  is  a  good  title  for 
the  film,  because  what  we 
have  is  a  visual  equivalent 
to  the  personal  journal.  But 
like  any  diary,  if  the  charac- 

ters in  it  do  not  come  alive, 
the  entries  are  uninterest- ing. 
Bunuel  has  some  brilliant 

strokes  in  his  characteriza- 
tions —  the  maid  Marianne 

is  marvellously  sketched  in, 
the  expressions  on  Miss  Mo- 
reau's  face  in  the  (and  I 
hesitate  to  use  the  word) 

"Jove"  scenes  (in  whatever 
twisted  fashion  they  occur) 
are  infinitely  telling  —  but 
somehow,  we  are  continual- 

ly kept  at  a  psychological 
distance.  There  is  a  detach- 

ment to  the  drama  which 
is  almost  deadly.  We  should 
feel  outraged,  attacked  by 
the  truly  acid  irony  of  the 
ending;  instead,  the  best  we 
can  come  up  with  is  cynical 
resignation. 

The  acting  is  all  first-rate, 
the  photography  excellent, 
the  editing  sometimes  chop- 

py, but  meaningfully  so. 
One  of  John  Updike's  stories has  the  following  moral: 
""Thus  the  world,  like  a  bit- 

ter coquette,  spurns  our 
attempts  to  give  ourselves 
to  her  wholly".  Bunuel  tries to  prove  this  theory,  but 
his  calm,  masterfully  ana- 

lytical, almost  impersonal 
treatment  of  it  has  unfortu- 

nately backfired  on  him.  It 
is  not  enough  to  shatter 
the  film's  intensity,  but  it 
does  manage  to  jar  it  con- siderably. 

review 

U  of  T  WINTER  JACKET  —  Collor- less  style  T69,  I  year  old.  Perfect  con- 

447^4253ZC  «.  $16.50.  Peter  after  6 
GIRL  FOR  PART-TIME  office  work  in 
Medical  Doctor's  office  after  6  p  m  or 
weekends,  8-10  hours  per  week.  LE.'  7- 
M OTHERS  HELP  —  Responsible  girl 
3:15  -  6:15  p.m.  Mon.  -  Fri.  Core  of 
eight  yeor  old  school  girl.  St.  Clair  - Spodina  oreo.  Call  489-6016  after  6:30 
JUDO,  SELF-DEFENCE  for  U.  of  T.  oirls. Special  rotes  for  six  months.  Informa- tion call  Tonino  Judo  Club,  566  Church (Wellesley).  921-2326  offer  7  p.m. 

RIDE  AVAILABLE  on  Bothurst  below 

ofte    f"'V<>  9  leove  5'  Ston  °36-7583 
LOST;  poir  of  glosses.  Block  rims Squore  shape.  In  vicinity  of  U.C  Pleose 
phone  741-1608. 
3  ROOMED  APARTMENT  in  exchonge for  snow  shovelling  and  storm  win- dows. Graduating  student  without  cor preferred.  WA.  2-1567. 
FEMALE  STUDENT  room  and  board  in return  for  small  household  duties. HU.  3-9879. 
FOR  SALE  —  5  string  banjo,  long 
neck,  bolon.  Price  greotly  reduced.  Call Bob  485-2620. 

FACULTY  OF  ARTS  AND  SCIENCE 
The  Dean  of  the  Faculty  of  Arts  and  Science  has.- "invited  those students  who  stood  first  in  First  Class  Honours  in  the  examina- 

tions of  the  First,  Second  ond  Third  Yeors  in  May,  1965  and  the entrance  scholors  whose  matriculation  score  was  810  or  better, 
to  dine  with  him  in  the  Great  Hall  of  Hart  House  on  Tuesdoy October  5th,  1965  ot  7:15  p.m. 
If  any  of  those  students  have  not  received  their  invitations 
through  the  mail,  will  they  pleose  coll  at  the  office  of  the  Deon, 
Room  2020  in  Sidney  Smith  Hall,  to  pick  up  a  duplicote  invitation. 

For  Your  Convenience  . .  . 
SPADINA  COIN  WASH 

698  SPADINA  AVENUE 
HALF-WAY  BETWEEN  BLOOR  &  HARSORD  STREETS 

WASH    25/       MODERN  EQUIPMENT 

DRY  10/  NEVER  CLOSED 

CLUB  888 
YONGE  AND  DAVENPORT 

PRESENTS  FRI.  &  SAT.  8:30  P.M. 

J.  B.  &  THE  PLAYBOYS 
REGULAR  ADMISSION  PRICES 

$1.25  GIRLS $1.75  BOYS SAVE  50c  BY  PRESENTING  THIS  AD 

THE  ALL  -  UNIVERSITY 

HART  HOUSE  FALL  DANCE 

Saturday,  September  25 

from  9  p.m. 
TICKETS  $1.00  PER  PERSON 

AT  THE  HALL  PORTER'S  DESK 

PURCHASE  EARLY 

TO  AVOID  DISAPPOINTMENT 

TONIGHT 

WEST  INDIAN  STUDENTS'  ASSOCIATION 

ANNUAL  FALL  DANCE 

Friday  September  24th VICTORIA  AUDITORIUM  53  QUEEN  ST.  E. 
STEEL  ORCHESTRA 

BAR,  WEST  INDIAN  DISHES, 
LATIN  AMERICAN  FLOOR  SHOW 

Admission  $2.00 
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HARVARD  COLLEGE 

UNIVERSITY  of 

NORTH  CAROLINA 

UNIVERSITY  of  MONTREAL 
Apply  to  SAC  Office  September  27rh  —  Oct.  1st 

All  activities  sponsored  by  S.A.C. 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 
Reasonable  Prices 

Toronto's  Most 
Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
(just  West  of  Spodino) 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  BOOKSTORES 

Three  Locations 

i 
Hart  House 
(all  books  in 

FRENCH,  GERMAN, 
HISPANIC  STUDIES, 
SLAVIC  STUDIES 
and  ITALIAN.) 

Front  Campus 
(all  other  books 
and  supplies.) 

3 
Scarborough College 

(books  and  supplies  for 
Scarborough  College 

Students  only.  Located 
temporarily  in  old 
Zoology  Building.) 

HOURS 

(effective  September  20) 

OPEN  MONDAY  TO  THURSDAY  8:30  a.m.  to  5:30  p.m.  and  6:30  p.m.  to 9:00  p.m. 

FRIDAY  8:30  a.m.  to  5:30  p.m.  CLOSED  FRIDAY  EVENh'GS 
SATURDAY      9:30  am  to  1  2:30  p.m.  (September  25  and  October  2  O?  !LY) 

P  S  If  you  hate  crowds,  come  in  the  evenings  ! 

ATTENTION! 

THE  BLUE  AND  WHITE  SOCIETY PRESENTS 

FRESHMEN 

WELCOME 

With  The  Band  Of  RITCHIE  KNIGHT 

VARSITY  ARENA  •  FRI.  SEPT.  24,  8  P  M 
FRESHMEN  FREE  ALL  OTHERS  50c 

Plausible  ana  absorbing 
By  RAE  FLEMING 

This  film  is  paradoxical: 
as  a  whole.  The  iperess  File, 
a  sophisticated  answer  to  the 
James  Bond  series,  is  an 
exercise  in  frustration.  The 
first  spontaneous  reaction  to 
this  British-made  spy-story  is 
one  of  confusion  and  dis- 

satisfaction. And  yet,  the  in- dividual facets  of  this  movie 
lend  to  be  in  themselves 
quite  fulfilling. 
The  superb  direction  by 

Sidney  Furie  maintains  the 
suspense  throughout.  It  is achieved  without  a  loss  of 
realism,  without  resorting  to 
the  cheap  tricks  of  Bond- 
esque  sensationalism  and 
escapism. 
The  last  scene,  set  in  a 

vacant  warehouse,  is  parti- 
cularly tense  as  the  weary 

and  bewildered  hero,  Palmer, 
must  decide  who  is  the  real 
villain  —  one  of  his  bosses 
is  a  spy  —  before  shooting. 
The  confusion  of  personali- 

ties, essential  to  maintain  the 
suspense,  is  misleading  at 
times;  the  movie  should  be 
seen  twice  in  order  that  the 
intricacies  of  characteriza- 

tion developed  by  the  direc- 
tor, may  be  justly  savored. The  camera  angles  and 

editing  together  of  unrelated 
scenes  are  somewhat  over- 

done, although  a  few  of  the unusual  shots  are  useful  in 
developing  flash  suspense. 
At  one  point,  through  a  key- hole, the  camera  spies  a  gun 
and  part  of  its  possessor, 
pointing  straight  at  the  door 
through  which  Palmer  is  en- 
tering. 

The  acting,  although  not  of 
academy  award  calibre,  is 
quite  plausible  and  stands 
out  in  colors  compared  with 
the  greys  of  James  Bond characterization.  Certainly 
Harry  Palmer,  as  portrayed 
by  Michael  Caine,  is  not  the 
type  of  national  hero  that Sean  Connery  plays;  rather, 
he  is  a  real  human  being. 

™Cfh°el  C?ine'  in  ,he  '■"""«  «ile'  k«P*  °- onjn.ng.  from  the  gallery  in  the  Science  Museum. 
Married  (continued) 
no  reason  to,  but  does  not love  her  husband;  and  she has  no  more  reason  to,  but 
says  she  loves  her  lover.  In fact,  the  affair  is  only  a 
mirror  image  of  the  mar- 

riage, a  point  which  camera and  script  variations  make 
eminently  clear.  Macha 
Meril  plays  the  woman beautifully,  a  performance complemented  by  those  of 
Philippe  LeRov  as  the  hus- band, and  Bernard  Noel  as the  lover. 
Divorce  and  remarriage? 

It  hardly  matters.  All  this woman  really  knows,,  is that,  hi  the  face  of  every-day life  in  our  society,  she  is without  a  will,  the  film 
ends,  but  there  is  no  con- clusion. 
I  can't  help  comparing 

this  picture  with  Resnais' Last  Year  At  Marienbad. Both  are  concerned  with essentially  the  same  themes. 

Resnais's  film  was  widely acclaimed  for  its  brilliant 
technique,  and  deservedly. 
Godard's  seems  less  sensa- tional. But,  on  the  other 
hand,  where  Marianbad  is almost  subliminal  in  the 
way  it  presents  its  "story", The  Married  Woman  is  vi brant  with  detail,  humor, and  relevancy  to  life  as  most 
people  know  it. What  Resnais  does  for  the 
baroque  palace  Godard does  lor  the  human  body and  the  double  bed.  And,  if life  has  to  be  grim,  better in  bed  than  in  baroque  pal- aces, I  always  say.  All  of which  makes  Last  Year  At Marienbad  an  admirable 
him,  but  The  Married  Worn, 
an  a  satisfying  one. 



Impotence  film  sparkles 
By  MICHAEL  WALSH 
Pathos,  being  the  raw 

material  of  both  tragedy 
and  comedy,  has  given  Itali- an movie  makers  much  to 
capitalize  on  in  the  produc- 

tion of  some  especially  fine 
films. 

Casanova  70  (Towne  Cine- 
ma) has  a  lot  of  things  going 

for  it  besides,  the  national 
complex,  however. 

There's  that  actor  fellow 
with  the  vegetable  soup 
name.  There  are  lots  of  leg- 

gy, lovely  girls  for  him  to 
love.  Add  the  Herculean 
touch  of  Jos.  E.  Levine  and 
the  result  is  a  very  funny 
film. 
The  Italians  have  a  flair 

for  black  comedy.  Here  the 
blackest  of  all  male  fears  is 
dealt  with  with  such  flam 
boyance  and  style  that  the 
audience  is  often  as  helpless 
as  the  hero  —  with  laughter. 

"I  have  an  intimate  pro- 
blem," squirms  Marcello Mastroianni. 

"Impotent,  eh!"  deadpans the  analyst  with  clinical 
aloofness. 

"Does  it  show?"  asks  the next  subtitle. 
"It's  a  very  common  pro- 

blem these  days,"  observes the  learned  man  of  science. 
The  script,  given  opport- unities like  this,  nonetheless 

resists  the  temptation  to 
degenerate  into  a  burlesque 
house  act.  Wisely  the  dialo- 

gue has  chosen  to  sparkle 
rather  than  spark. 

The  hero,  a  NATO  liason 
officer,  finds,  to  his  horror, 

that  if  he  loves  not  in  dan- 
ger, he  loves  not  at  ail.  With 

flashback  realizations  he  dis- 
covers that  all  of  his  past 

lions  designed  to  stop,  not 
stimulate,  the  heart. 
An  agonizing  decision must  follow.  He  must  either 

take  the  pledge  or  the  plun- 
ge, celebate  or  cavalier,  and 

both  seem  too  much  like 
suicide. 
Many  so-called  sophisticat- ed farces  make  the  mistake 

or  forgetting  that  the  sub- 
ject, always,  is  people.  Cas»- 

Not  funny  without  Joe  Bonomo 
By  IAN  CARRUTHERS 
Back  in  the  late  Twenties 

and  early  Thirties,  when 
you  could  get  into  the  Satur- 

day matinee  at  the  Revue 
oh  Roncesvalles  Avenue  for 
11  cents  and  see  part  two  of 
Joe  Bonomo  and  the  Circus 
Mystery,  a  western,  and  a 
Laurel  and  Hardy  short,  yes 
then  Laurel  and  Hardy  had 
an    enthusiastic  following. 

Laurel  and  Hardy's  Laughing Twenties  now  at  the  Capitol, 
attempts  unsuccessfully  to 
revive  that  enthusiasm. 

Robert  Youngson  has  dis- mantled the  film  to  produce 
an  assortment  of  their  "best" silent  screen  moments.  He 
has  linked  the  episodes  with 
a  thin  functional  narrative 
which  vaguely  traces  their 
careers  from  1915  to  their 
first  appearance  together  in 

Marcello  Mastroianni  stars  in  Casanova  70  as  a  man  who 
discovers  to  his  horror  that  he  is  impotent  unless  he  is terrified. 

nova  70  never  loses  sight  of 
this  important  fact, 
successes  have  been  in  situa- 

Its  portrait  gallery  has 
been  filled  with  care  and 
skill.  Characters  are  dis- tinctive individuals,  adding 
to  the  film  more  by  their 
presence  than  place  in  the 

plot. 

Indeed,  its  plot  could  be 
full}'  summarized  in  a  para- graph. Yet  the  feature  length 
passes  quickly  with  hardly a.  movement  or  moment 
wasted. 

their  well-known  character- 
izations in  From  Soup  To 

Nuts  circa  1927,  to  their 
peak  of  popularity  in  1929. 
Unfortunately  the  narration 
fails  to  relate  them  to  the 
events  or  ethos  of  the 
Twenties — co-existing  incon- 

gruously with  "Rhapsody  In Blue",  the  Dempsey-Tunney 
Chicago  fight,  Freud  popu- 

larizations. The  Great  Gats- 
What  remains  is  a  bare 

collection  of  slapstick  gags 
which  aren't  suited  to  the 
"sophisticated  Sixties",  much 
less  the  "pseudo-sophisticat- 

ed Sixties".  While  the  art 
of  Charlie  Chaplin  and  the 
Marx  Brothers  was  lauded 
by  the  American  bohemian 
communities  of  the  Twen- 

ties, Laurel  and  Hardy's (See  "Twenties"  Review  2) 
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Laurel  and  Hardy  cling  to  each  other  on  a  girder  high  above 
the  street  in  a  scene  from  The  Laughing  Twenties. 
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HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

AUDITIONS 
ROBERT  GILL  will  hold  open  Auditions 

for  the  first  Hart  House  Theatre  Production 

HEARTBREAK  HOUSE 
by  GEORGE  BERNARD  SHAW 

FINAL  AUDITIONS  THIS  AFTERNOON 
2:00  P.M.  TO  5:00  P.M. 

In  Theatre  Stage  Entrance 



jeremy  adamson 

Schwitters  at  Toronto  gallery 
>ADA  A  GO  GO  AT  THE 

GALLERY 
Kurt  Schwitters  ( 1887- 

1948),  whose  work  in  retro- 
spect is  on  view  at  the  To- 
ronto Art  Gallery  until  Octo- 

ber lOih,  was  one  of  the  first 
artists  to  use  junk  as  both 
subject  and  material  of  the 
art  of  an  urban  society. 

The  end  of  the  First'World War  produced  a  vital,  vio- 
lent and  highly  volatile  move- 

ment among  many  avant 
garde  intellectuals  in  Ger- 
manv.  France  and  Swilzer- 
'and.  It  was  an  unpremedi- 

tated eruption  of  feeling  — an  i?.iti-war  manifestation, 
dcen'v  committed  to  abstract 
art 

Sociologically,  the  dada 
mi-  cmont,  as  it  was  to  be 

lages.  Schwitters  and  his 
contemporaries,  such  as 
Hans  Arp,  Marcel  Duchamp, 
Hoch  and  Hausman,  became 
urban  beachcombers  poking 
through  the  flotsam  of  waste 
baskets,  and  junk  heaps  for 
materials  to  use  in  their  art 
form. 

Concentrating  their  atten- 
tion on  negative  values  they 

discovered  beauty  in  what 
was  commonly  considered 
valueless  and  distasteful. 
For  the  first  time  in  Western 
thought  'dada'  substituted  a non-rational  metaphysic  for 
a  rationalised  hierarchy  of 
values.  Through  their  art 
and  poetry  they  wished  to 
awaken  the  world  to  the  in- 

herent collision  of  values  in 
society  —  the  dialectic  of 
creation  and  destruction  by 

cond  syllable  of  'Kommerz' 
(commerce)". The  pieces  of  refuse, 
though  elements  of  the  com- 

position, remain  as  objects- in-themselves.  They  are  not 
quietly  absorbed  into  the 
picture,  but  are  flagrant, 
venomous  shouts  of  denial 
and  freedom.  The  old  tickets, 
buttons  and  other  cast-off articles  are  also  freed  from 
the  fr  purposelessness  as 
junk  and  given  new  life  as 
integral  parts  of  the  picture. 
Along  with  his  constructivist 
works  —  wood  and  metal 
objects  nailed  and  glued  to- 

gether, and  his  collages  — assemblages  of  paper  and 
painted  materials  —  are  ex- hibited several  paintings 
which  show  his  indebtedness 
to  expressionism. 

ZMEYER&CO.  AG 

CARLSRUHE  by  Kurt  Schwitters,  1929. 
known,  was  the  response  of 
bitter  and  spiritually  injured 
intellectuals    to   a  cultural 
and  social  environment 
which  revolted  their  sensibi- 

lities. Entrenched  authority, 
pedantry,  social  and  cultural 
stupidity,  hypocrisy  and  "the utilization  of  dead  art  with 
which  to  stifle  experience" 
were  the  prime  targets  of 
this  militant  group. 

Tristan  Tzara,  in  his  "Dada 
Manifesto,  1918",  outlined 
the  basic  credo  —  that  dia- 

metrically opposed  opposites 
were  equivalent.  To  the  da- 
uaists  order  =  disorder,  af- 

firmation =  negation,  and 
ego  =  non-ego. 
Conseouently  their  art  for- 

sook the  traditional  forms 
and  became  "anti-art"  com- posed of  refuse  nailed  and 
plued  together  in  construc- 

tivist compositions  and  col- 
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which  both  art  and  life  pro- 

gress. Kurt  Schwitters,  however 
much  a  dadist,  escapes  com- 

plete identification  with  his 
historical  milieu.  His  work 
has  survived  the  passage  of 
time  through  its  aesthetic 
value.  Although  it  is  dadaist 
anti-art  it  is  art  and  can 
stand  on  its  own  worth 
alone. 

"I  could  not,"  he  said,  "see 
any  reason  why  one  should 
not  use  the  old  tickets,  drift- 

wood, cloakroom  numbers, 
wires  and  parts  of  wheels, 
buttons  and  old  lumber  out 
of  junk  rooms  and  rubbish 
heaps  as  materials  for  paint- 

ings as  well  as  the  colours 
that  were  produced  in  fac- 

tories. This  was,  so  to  speak, 
a  social  conception  and  from 
the  artistic  point  of  view  a 
private  enjoyment;  but  it 
was  above  all  a  final  conse- 

quence ...  I  called  my  new 
way  of  creation  with  any  ma- 

terial "Merz".  This  is  the  se- 

Among  the  collages  is  one 
entitled  "For  Kate"  made  of 
comic  strip  characters  of  the 
late  1940's  overlaid  in  places 
with  thin  strips  of  tissue 
paper.  It  is  in  this  particu- lar work  that  the  germ  of 
Lichtenstein's  pop  art  can  be traced.  Throughout  these 
collages  there  is  a  discreet 
sentimentality  which  is  un- 

common to  his  dada  contem- 
poraries. Old  addressed  en- 

velopes and  bits  of  corre- 
spondence between  friends 

and  himself  creep  in  to 
sound  a  personal  note. 

A  well-designed  and  print- 
ed catalogue  of  the  exhibi 

tion  is  available  with  an  ex- 
cellent introduction  by  Dr, 

Werner  Schmalenbach,  pub' 
lished  by  the  Marlborough 
Gerson  Gallery  of  New  York 
The  Art  Gallery  has  inserted 
an  errata  which  contains  the 
following  note:  "Please  note that  #84  .  .  .  has  been  repro- 

duced upside  down  on  the 
cover  of  the  catalogue". 

music  paul  ennis 

Hornepayne  revisited 
How  Shakespeare  May  Be  Construed  Inferior  to  Mozart 
and  other  Gab,  Like  the  Hornepayne  Ethos. 

"Visit  Stratford's  soft-drink  sculpture,"  the  billboard beckoned  with  all  its  enormity.  So  I  packed  my  gear  and 
headed  south  from  Hornepayne. 

It  was  an  empty  July  weekend  and  I  anticipated  few 
surprises.  Stratford,  after  all,  is  more  than  a  cenotaph  with 
style.  And  famous.  No  one  now  lives  who  dares  dispute 
her  fame.  Which  is  why  my  town  used  to  reacquaint  itsejf 
annually  with  the  Patterson  project. 

It  had  become  customary  for  the  tourist  bureau  to  en- 
courage Americans  visiting  Stratford  to  see  the  untapped, 

culturally  deprived  northland.  For  no  less  an  expatriot  than 
Jack  Kent  Cooke  might  well  have  called  Canada  the  Horne- 

payne of  the  Mississippi  valley.  We  never  had  a  successful 
revolution,  indeed. 

Cigar-chomping,  accent-toting  camera-carriers  nonethe- less descended  and  the  Northern  Ellliptical  Policy  for  the 
Harvesting  of  Existing  Wealth  flourished.  Their  stay 
generally  lasted  three  to  four  hours  before  they  made  for  the 
more  exotic  but  less  representative  towns  of  Wabigoon  and 
Ralph,  Saskatchewan, 

Why  do  I  fill  these  pages  with  the  mythology  of  Horne- 
payne? Having  reaped  much  from  her  past  by  gathering 

the  insights  of  her  present  it  is  only  with  utmost  propriety 
that  I  sing  her  praises.  She  is  rich  in  name  and  deed,  pos- 

sessing lessons  worthy  of  universal  application. 
"Well  said,  Philistine,"  that  old  scribe  and  Beethoven 

leech  Voluptuo  Daager  was  oft  heard  whimpering.  But  I 
leave  her  now  as  I  left  her  in  July,  return  ticket  in  hand. 
For  what  I  discovered  in  Stratford  shook  me  more  than 
The  Terror  itself. 

Simply:  Mozart  dryly  performed  gives  one  a  more  ecsta- 
tic high  than  Shakespeare  imaginatively  staged.  More  par- 

ticularly: The  C  "Major  Piano  Concerto  (K  503)  is  more emotionally  meaningful  after  repeated  hearing  than  Henry 
IV,  Part  One  after  numerous  readings  and  occasional  view- ings. 

Shakespeare,  admittedly,  has  written  more  important 
and  more  satisfying  plays  than  this,  while  Mozart  composed 
few  works  to  match  the  melodic  and  dramatic  scope  of  the 
twenty-fifth  concerto.  Yet  even  a  Hornepayne  hack,  of  all 
people,  might  hope  that  the  Mozart  approach  the  Shake- 

speare, hardly  believing  it  possible.  What  with  Beveridge 
Webster,  he  with  the  touch  to  match  his  name,  as  soloist. 

Imagine  my  astonishment  as  I  sat  through  the  play  in 
the  seat  I  had  procured  from  Essex  Ribald  at  the  cost  of 
three  Jay  Silverheels'  arrowheads.  ^ 

"Historically  sound,"  I  murmured  to  the  sprools  around 
me,  "but  entirely  too  pat.  Comical,  amusing,  funny  often enough.  But  detached,  bubbled  off  from  the  audience  in 
a  way  not  usually  associated  with  the  open  stage."  I  should 
have  been  more  sensitively  attuned  to  that  psychic  Ribald's motives. 

As  Mr.  Webster  had  appeared  earlier  in  Sunday's  con- 
cert as  a  lame  accompanist  to  Oscar  Shumsky's  inconsistent 

performance  of  a  Mozart  violin  sonata,  I  felt  some  appre- 
hension as  he  attempted  the  C  Major.  The  execution  did 

bear  this  out  on  technical  grounxis,  for  though  the  pianist 
did  immerse  himself  in  the  rhythmic  flow  of  the  piece  to  the 
extent  that  it  was  not  a  square  interpretation,  his  emotions 
seemed  those  of  stepped-on  New  Hampshire  househusbandT 
The  playing  was  withdrawn  at  its  most  frenetic  opportunity. 

Yet  what  came  through,  aside  from  the  brilliance  of  the 
orchestra,  was  the  indisputable  richness  of  Mozart's  melo- dies and  the  imagination  with  which  they  are  interwoven. 
Mozart  enjoys  the  rather  paradoxical  distinction  of  being 
at  once  one  of  the  most  tuneful  of  composers  and  one  of 
the  most  elementary  in  the  use  of  form.  Historically,  of 
course,  sonata  form  et  al  was  the  methodology  of  the 
eighteenth  century,  with  Mozart's  last  piano  concertos  stand- 

ing at  its  height.  Yet  by  some  inexplicable  current  of  the 
soul  which  only  some  disciple  of  aesthetics  believes  he 
comprehends,  the  music  of  Mozart  has  a  virility  to  rival  its 
charm,  and  beauty  far  exceeding  its  elegance. 

That's  what  really  astounded  me  at  Stratford  that  week-'' end,  all  too  obvious  as  it  might  appear  now.  There  was  the 
more  immediate  sensation  of  the  power  of  music  beside 
the  drama,  but  that's  a  conclusion  which  may  never  finally be  resolved. 

This  picture  shows  the  Hornepayne  Glee  Club  and  Perloo 
Society.  Indicated  by  the  arrow  is  the  famous  Voluptuo 
Daager  in  one  of  his  rare  public  appearances. 



New  season  reveals  weakness  on  opera  seen By  PETER  GODDARD 

At  the  O'Keefe  Center,  the current  season  of  the  Can- 
adian Opera  Company  —  its 

seventeeth  —  has  revealed  a 
particular  weakness  in  the 
contemporary  opera  scene. 

In  an  opera,  the  develop- 
^ment  of  the  music  is  not 
that  of  so  many  numbers 
but  of  an  entirety,  a  dram- 

atic entity.  The  most  natural 
way  of  thematic  develop- 

ment is  for  these  melodies 
to  grow  into  fixed  relation 
with  the  dramatic  elements, 
personal  and  psychological. 

Classical  -  forms  are  as 
likely  to  hamper  the  deliv- 

ery of  lyric  poetry  as  drama- tic action;  thus  expanse  of 
lyric  poetry  .  or  episode 

Ssfiould  rest  on  a  constant 
flow  of  dramatic  tension. 
When  an  opera  depends 

upon  the  complexity  of  plot 
to  develope  and  reveal  char- 

acter as  does  Rossini's  Bar- ber of  Seville,  and  these  are 
given  but  little  chance  to  de- 

ly  lively,  but  lacking  in  con- 
trasts. The  great  number  of 

recti  tatives  were  sacrified 
to  this  relentless  pace,  and 
the  dialogue  was  thus  often flavourless. 
Barbara  Strathdee  as  Ro- 

sina,  at  the  outset  having  in- 
tonation troubles,  was  in- 

secure in  her  upper  register; 
however,  her  acting  was 
vivacious,  and  at  times  coy. 

She  depicted  the  heroine 
as  a  young  girl  self  satisfied 
with  her  wit,  and  confident 
of  the  course  of  events.  Her 
voice  was  bright  and  of  am- 

ple volume,  and  when  not 
bothered  by  erratic  pitch 
problems,  she  was  able  to 
skip  through  the  coloratura 
passages,  having  absolute 
freedom  and  a  feeling  of 
spontaneity. 

It  is  interesting  to  com- 
pare Alexander  Gray's  Figa- ,  ro  with  that  of  Jan  Rubes 

of  the  summer  Stratford 
production  of  the  Marriage 
of  Figaro.  While  the  latter 
envisioned  him  as  an  enti- 

Alexander  Gray  presents  a  vital,  spirited  Figaro  in  the 
Canadian  Opera  Company's  Barber  of  Seville. 

must  be  a  constant  ebb  and 
flow  of  tension  —  all  being 
part  of  an  inexorable  build- 

up to  the  climax. 
This  pace  must  never  re- main static,  no  matter  how 

initially  brisk. 
Herein  lay  the  failure  of 

last  Saturday's  production the  Barber  of  Seville. 
Even  the  comic  interplay 
that  was  interpolated  into 
the  story  line,  though  taste- 

fully done,  only  acted  as  a 
distraction  to  the  more  im- 

portant plot  line. 
It  was  in  those  produc- 

tions that  depended  upon 
the  unravelling  of  character 
to  serve  as  the  connecting 
li*k  —  Verdi's  Rigoletto  and 
Puccini's  Turandot,  that  the 
work  had  a  greater  intens- 

ity, and  a  greater  feeling  of 
completeness. 

In  the  Rossini  work  the 
orchestra  had  a  light,  sing- 

ing sound,  with  the  accent 
or^  the  smoothness  of  line. 
The  tempi  were  appropriat- 

ely confident,  competent 
man,  Mr.  Gray's  Figaro  is less  sure  of  himself  and  less 
in  control  of  the  action. 
Nevertheless,  h  i  s  singing 
was  clean  cut  and  invested 
with  vitality  and  good  spir- 

its. His  voice  did  not  thin 
out  into  a  white,  open  sound 
or  a  pinched  nasal  one, 
when  he  sang  within  his 
high  register. 
John  Arab  was  a  hand- 

some sounding  Count  Alma- viva.  His  interpretation  was 
straight  forward,  yet  it  of- ten seemed  too  simple  (as 
was  his  characterizing  of  a 
drunken  soldier). 

In  the  role  of  Don  Basilio, 
Jan  Rubes  dominated  the 
"entire  scene  whenever  he 
enters,  by  Virtue  of  the  sheer 
size  of  his  voice,  and  his  act- 

ing, which  was  the  most 
subtle  of  any  on  the  stage. 
Although  his  voice  is  be- 

ginning to  thin  out  near  the 
top  of  his  range,  it  never 
sounded  labored. 

In  Rigoletto  everything 
fell  into  place;  one  phrase 
disolved  into  another,  one 
scene  into  the  other,  not  in- terlocking but  flowing. 

Throughout,  the  orchestra 
makes  its  own  statemen  t 
while  pointing  the  singer's, and  underlining  his  mood. 

Verdi's  music  is  rendered 
capable  of  revealing  con- 

tinuously the  mysterious 
cogitations  of  the  human 
soul  in  a  way  that  is,  and  al- 

ways will  be,  beyond  the 
scope  of  words. 

Peter  Glossop's  Rigoletto 
was  a  man  of  raging  self- 
contempt;  his  superstitious 
terror  of  the  curse,  and  his 
savage  vindictiveness  were 
balanced  by  the  image  of  a 
grovelling, -heartbroken  crip- 

ple. 

Mr.  Glossop  was  in  the 
role  every  step  of  the  way; 
there  was  no  sign  of  color 
or  dynamic  contrast  merely 
for  its  own  sake.  His  sing- 

ing was  always  full  of  pas- sion and  directness,  yet  it 
was  tasteful  and  musically 
accurate.  He  emits  grunts, 
and  cries  of  acronv,  yet  in 
the  two  long  scenes  with 
Gilda  his  tone  was  Tound, 
soft,  and  still  powerful. 

As  Gilda,  Maria  Pellegrini 
was  excellent.  She  has  an 
understanding  of  the  expres- 

sive potential  of  the  long 
Verdian  cantabile,  its  tend- 

erness and  its  sadness. 
Her  top  notes  were  relax- ed, clear,  and  trulv  beautiful 

in  tone.  She  is  a  very  sens- itive, and  often  poignant, 
actress  as  well  as  singer. 

In  this  Verdi  work  Jan 
Rubes  was  an  appropriately 
rough  sounding  willain  and 
Gianni  Savelli,  as  the  profli- 
igate  Duke  of  Mantua,  had 
a  smooth  well-rounded 
sound.  He  was  lively,  court- 

ly, and  graceful  and  had  that 
certain  oihness  that  is  need- 

ed for  this  role. 
Neither  the  work  by  Ros- 

sini or  by  Puccini  (although 
the  former  was  not  meant 
to)  reached  the  emotional 
intensity  that  enveloped  Ri- 

goletto as  he  frenziedly  tore 
open  the  sack  supposed  to 
be  containing  the  body  of 
the  Duke  and  found  instead 
the  body  of  his  dying  daugh- 

ter, Gilda. 
For  in  Rigoletto  the  solo- ists turn  in  work  that  is  not 

only  rich  in  sound  but  in dramatic  import. 
The  orchestral  sound,  from 

a  more  eclectic  group  than 
in  previous  years,  was  never 
too  heavy  and  dense  for  the 
singers.  Even  in  the  massive 
choral-orchestral-solo  sect- 

ions in  Turandot,  the  so- 
prano's high  notes  could  be heard  clearly. 

The  tempi  were  consist- 
antly  bright,  never-allowing the  soloists  to  wallow  in  an 
emotional  maelstrom  of  lyr- 

ic utterance,  and,  in  Rigolet- 
to and  Turandot,  not  too 

rigid  to  prohibit  beautiful melodic  flourishes. 
The  music  itself  became 

an  integral  part  of  the  dra- ma, not  supporting  the 
vocal  line,  but  being  super- 

imposed upon  it.  There  was 

Darlene  Hirst  as  Maddalena  and  Gianni  Savelli  as  the 
Duke  are  two  of  the  performers  in  Verdi's  Rigoletto. 

many  singers  in  the  chor- uses. Their  attacks  were 
ragged,  and  the  ensemble, 
singing  even  at  moderate 
tempi,  was  careless. Even  the  sets  seemed  to 
clutter  up  the  scenes.  Where 
a  mere  suggestion,  a  hint  at 
a  certain  shape,  or  a  symbol 
would  have  sufficed,  in  this 
production  suddenly  there 
would  be  some  huge,  mono- lithic mass  descending  onto the  stage. 

The  solo  singing  was  con- 
sistantly  good;  Helly  Sapin- sky  as  the  servant  girl,  Liu, has  a  wonderful  facility  in 
her  upper  register,  and 
achieved  very  delicate  pian- issimo shadings. 

Giuseppe  Campora  as  Ca- laf,  tended  to  go  flat  and  his 
voice  thinned  out  slightly  in 
his  top  notes.  In  his  lower 
register  his  sound  was 
warm,  and  rich  in  tone  —  a 
good  partner  for  Jeannine 
Crader  as  the  princess  Tu- 

randot. Her  voice  is  of  un- 
usual power  and  vibrance, 

which  prevented  her  from 
being  drowned  in  the  mas- sive choral  sounds.  Howell 
Glynne's  Timur,  notably  in 
his  lamentation  over  Liu, 
was  poignant,  and  his  slow shuffling  from  the  stage 
after  her  death  was  very  ef- fective. 

never  in  the  latter  two 
works  a  feeling  of  musical 
literalness  in  the  proceed- 

ings. A  'cello  solo  in  Rigolet- 
to or  the  ethereal,  translu- 

cent string  sound  in  the  first 
scene  of  Act  II  in  Turandot 
could  only  be  obtained 
through  a  more  personal  in' volvement  of  the  musicians 
in  the  music. 
Strongly  connecting  sex 

and  oriental  cruelty,  Turan- 
dot, produced  last  Friday and  Tuesday  evenings,  is 

one  of  the  most  bitter  libret- 

tos in  opera.  Strauss's  Sa- lome is  at  least  killed  for 
her  perversion,  but  the  love 
of  Turandot  and  Calaf  is 
based  on  the  acceptance  of 
the  torture  and  suicide  of 
Liu,  the  only  character  hav- 

ing any  good  characteristics. This  is  the  biggest  and 
most  complex  sound  of  Puc- cini's scores,  and  its  har- 

mony is  the  most  advanced. 
Although  the  sound  that came  from  the  choral  groups 
and  the  enlargened  pit  and 
off-stage  orchestras  was 
powerful,  there  were  many 
things  amiss  with  the  work. 

This  production  suffered from  excesses;  there  were 
too  many  superfluous  act- 

ions by  minor  characters, 
too.  many  movements  of masses  of  men. 
One  huge  group  would lumber  about  like  a  troup 

of  dissilusioned  boy  scouts. 
There  even  seemed  to  be  too 
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NEW  FOLK  SEASON  BRINGS 

THE  SAME  OLD  SINGERS 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

The  Toronto  folk  music  season  this  fall  holds  few  sur-
 

prise as  performers  who've  been  here  many  tunes  return 
agaipeter  Paul  and  Mary  are  coming  for  two  Massey  Hall 

concerts  again:  so  is  Bob  Dylan,  but  don't  be  surpnsed  
if 

^  Gord^ghtfoot,  Bob  Gibson,  Casey  Ander- 
son  Carolyn  Hester  and  the  Allen-Ward  Trio  are  some 

 of 
ne'name  booked  into  coffee-houses.  Not  that  these  arent 

good  performers  but  Toronto  should  be  seeing  new
  names 

t0°'  Onlv  two  new  acts  have  been  scheduled  so  far:  Eric 

Andean  booked  at  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve  and  the  New 
Lost  City  Ramblers  at  Eaton  Auditorium  Oct.  Za. 

We've  done  everything  we  can  to  prevent  such  a  thmg.  Ins.de  this 
Wordmaster.w.th  its  newly-designed  chromecap,  there'san  exclusive 
Telegauge  refill.  It  lets  you  see  when  you'll  need  another  refill  .long 
before  you'll  need  it!  And  its  tungsten  carbide  ball  never  skips. 
Never  clogs.  Price?  Just  $1.29  with  new  chrome  cap.  Not  bad  for  a 
ball  pen  that  you'll  never  run  dry  with!  That's  the  long-writing  Scripto Wordmaster. 
•Scripto  Telegauge  refills  are  available everywhere  at  only  59^. 
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ERWIN'S 
BARBER  SHOP 

640  YONGE  STREET (cor.  Irwin  and  Yonge) 
Welcomes  old  customers 
and  new  who  want  the 
best  in  Princeton's  Ivy 
League  Brush  Cuts  as  well as  styling. 

HELP  NEEDED 

to  produce  a  U  of  T  weekly 

RADIO  PROGRAMME 

on  CJRT  FM 

Announcers,  reporters,  technicians,  managers,  all  needed. 
Experience  not  necessary. 

Don't  miss  this  one  chance  at  stardom  . . .  leave  your  name  at 

the  SAC  office,  or  phone  923-6221  924-3808  after  seven. 

BOOK  EXCHANGE 

BUY  AND  SELL  YOUR  TEXTBOOKS 
AT 

119  St.  George  St.  (Drill  Hall) 

Hours:  Mon.  to  Fri.  9:30  -  5:30 

A  STUDENTS  ADMINISTRATIVE  COUNCIL  SERVICE 

JOHN  LEE  HOOKER 

Phil  Ochs,  a  New  York  folk-singer,  proved  without  a 
doubt  this  summer  that  performers  who've  never  played in  Toronto  should  be  brought  here  more  often.  He  was  the 
hit  of  Mariposa  and  played  a  total  of  three  weeks  at  the 
Gate  of  Cleve  drawing  large  audiences  each  week. 

Phil  will  be  back  here  on  Monday.  He'll  appear  on CTV's  Let's  Sing  Out  being  taped  at  York  University  and 
then  at  the  regular  Monday  night  hootenanny  at  the  Gate 
of  Cleve  sponsored  by  the  Folk  Guild.  The  Greenbriar  Boys 
and  Mark  Spoelstra  may  also  be  in  that  show. 

This  week  at  the  same  club,  John  Lee  Hooker  is  finish- 
ing off  a  two-week,  attendance-record  breaking  engagement. 

Although  he's  been  in  Toronto  a  number  of  times  before, 
John  has  created  an  inordinate  amount  of  excitement  in 
the  folk  rhythm  and  blues  crowd. 

His  sometimes  gritty,  mostly  smooth  blues  style  has 

influenced  many  younger  performers,  especially  the  rock  'n' rollers.  It's  not  a  crying  style  of  blues  that  he  displays  but  a 
talking  style  —  almost  an  acting  style. 

His  I'm  Mad  Again  is  a  fine  example  of  -the  atmosphere 
and  Jiama  his  songs  create;  his  song  Tupelo,  Miss.,  another. 

But  his  real  fame  and  forte  lies  in  rhythm  and  blues 
a  style  he  helped  form  as  few  others  have.  Numbers  such 
as  High  Heel  Sneakers  and  Boom,  Boom,  are  more  super- ficial than  the  deep  blues  he  attempts,  but  come  off  much better. 

If  you  listen  to  the  surging  rhythm  of  MaybelUne  which 
coupled  with  his  unforced  singing  rises  stronger  and  strong- 

er to  an  almost  symphonic  crescendo,  you'll  capture  the 
real  excitement  of  John's  talent. 

At  the  Riverboat,  a  completely  different  act  is  appear- 
ing through  this  week  —  three  people  who  call  themselves The  Three  Blind  Mice. 

They're  from  Winnipeg  where  I've  never  sampled  the folk-music  climate.  But  from  listening  to  this  group,  I  would 
say  they  must  be  two  years  behind  the  times  out  there. 

This  group  belongs  in  the  middle  of  the  hootenanny 
craze.  Thev  do  overworked  numbers,  such  as  Sanfrancisco 

Bay  Blues'in  a  group  harmony  style  that  was  big  two  years back. 

And  if  you  take  their  performance  out  of  context, 
they're  not  good  either.  Lack  of  experience  is  the  most 
glaring  defect  —  they're  unsure  of  themselves  on  stage 
both  in  singing  and  in  their  entire  stage  presence.  Even  re- 

latively routine  things  such  as  the  way  they  stand  on  stage are  amateurish.  ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
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Good  but  inconsistent  comedy 
By  MARK  LEVENE 

+  When  you  leave  the  the- 
atre, it  may  strike  you  to 

wonder  what  was  really  so 
good  to  make  you  laugh  that 
much,  and  the  question  is 
by  no  means  an  idle  one. 
The  road  company  of  Mike 
Nichol's  hit  LUV  is  of  a 
high  popular-Broadway  cali- bre, which  is  no  small  level 
of  accomplishment.  The 
fault  seems  to  lie  with  the 
script  and  direction,  neither 
of  which  decide  exactly  what 
the  play  is. 

This  comedy,  about  a  pair 
of  old  schoolmates  and  the 
wife  who  alternates  between 
them,  is  fine  entertainment, 
an  extremely  funny  produc- 

tion, but  despite  all  this  in 
its  favour,  it  passes  as  some- 

thing much  less  than  it 
could  be. 
The  audience  convulsed 

with  laughter  that  evening 
and  subsequent  audiences 
are  sure  to  do  so  as  well, 
but  unfortunately  this  upro- 
ariousness  is  bought  at  the 
expense  of  originality.  Jean 
Rosenthal's  lighting  and  the setting  by  Oliver  Smith  are 
clever  enough,  but  the  ma- 

jority of  lines  are  only  su- 
perficially modernized  stock 

dialogue.  These  center 
around  themes  like  disaf- 

fection with  life,  the  modern 
*  success  story,  and  haunted 

American  marriages. 
For  some  reason  the 

director  has  seen  fit  to  let 
the  action  rise  and  fall  bet- 

ween very  different  dram- 
atic planes.  Sometimes  both 

script  and  performance  be- 
come a  type  of  theatre 

slightly  beyond  the  realistic, 
though  not  quite  surrealist- 
ic.  These  also  happen  to  be 
the  moments  of  greatest  sat- 

iric effectiveness.  Yet,  as 
soon  as  this  level  is  reached, 
the  play  suddenly  is  a  high- 

ly realistic  and  almost  slap- 
stick kind  of  comedy.  This 

fluctuation  is  at  best  annoy- 

ing and  at  worst  evidence  of 
a  theatrical  incompetence. 
When  Harry  Berlin  and 

Milt  Manville  are  together 
in  the  opening  scenes  trying 
to  one-up  each  other  about their  miserable  childhoods, 
the  satire  is  superlative  and 
the  acting  deserving  of  every 
laugh  received.  But  when 
Milt  and  Harry's  then-wife Ellen  attempt  to  push  the 

lack  of  something  in  which 
to  believe,  he  discovers  his 
friend  pf  long  ago  in  the 
prosperous  Milt  Manville, 
and  love  with  Milt's  wife. Also  first-rate  is  the  scene 
in  which  Harry  and  Ellen 
vie  with  each  other  in  "prov- 

ing" their  fast-begotten  af- fection. 
When  alone  or  with  Milt, 

Dorothy  Loudon  as  the  wife 

Herbert  Edelman  takes  a  dim  view  of  Dorothy  Loudon,  who 
takes  a  dim  view  of  everything  in  a  scene  from  the  comedy 
hit  "Luv". 
unloved  Harry  over  the 
bridge,  it  wouldn't  have  been incongruous  to  see  Dennis 
Day  appear  with  a  stupid 
look  on  his  face. 

The  most  attractive  come- 
dy in  LUV  is  provided  by 

Herbert  Edelman  as  Harry. 
About  to  commit  suicide  for 

smacks  of  Broadway  at  its 
shrillest  and  most  unappeal- 

ing. Tom  Bosley's  Milt,  how- 
ever, is  consistently  energet- 

ic and  wholehearted. 

For  therapeutic  entertain- ment and  little  more  LUV  is 
an  excellent  choice. 

Macabre,  sadistic  and  funny 
By  MARILYN  BEKER 
The  great  thing  about  Ed- 

ward Albee  is  that  he  is  fun- 
ny. He  may  at  times  be  sad- 

istic and  even  macabre-but 
he  is  funny.  Who's  Afraid  of Virginia  Woolf  now  playing 
at  the  Poor  Alex  is  often  ma- 

cabre, sometimes  sadistic 
and  certainly  very  Albee. 
Carroll  Patricia  Brown 

portrays  Martha,  the  delud- ed shrewish  wife  who  dotes 
on  her  husband's  misery. 
The  husband,  piayed  by  Pe- 

ter Brockington,  is  the  ste- 
reotyped henpecked  man 

who  suffers  nobly  and  then 
finally  retaliates  by  becom- 

ing someone  closely  resembl- 
ing Happy  Harry  the  Tor- turing Turk. 

The  play  is  chocked  full 
of  hysterical  pregnancies, 
dirty  words,  and  anatomy 
descriptions  such  as  would 
shock  a  grade  twelve  health 
teacher.  This  is  to  the  pro- 

duction's advantage.  The 
audience,  a  capacity  crowd 

Husband  George  ignores  the  whole  thing  as  wife  Martha 
cuddles  with  Nick  in  a  scene  from  "Who's  Afraid  of  Vir- 

ginia Woolf". 

mainly  comprised  of  middle 
aged  matrons  and  balding 
men  virtually  quivered  with enthusiasm. 
The  Aries  production  of 

the  Harlequin  players  fresh 
from  a  successful  run  at 
the  Red  Barn  Theatre  is  a 
polished  and  professional one.  The  principal  players, 
Miss  Brown  and  Mr.  Brock- 

ington, although  supported 
only  adequately  by  Adonis- like Bruce  Gray  as  Nick  and 
the  slender  Sylvia  Shore  as 

Honey,  performed  brilliant- 
ly. Mr.  Brockington  expertly 
executed  the  change  from 
mild-mannered  husband  to 
vengeful  strongman  just  as 
Miss  Brown  beautifully 
transformed  into  the  tear- 

ful, vulnerable  wife.  Miss 
Shore  too,  credibly  became 
rather  alcoholic  and  win- some and  entirely  lovely  as 
the  innocent  girlchild  gone 

gay  with  drink. 
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MEN  WANTED 

WHO  LIKE  SINGING 

1  HOUSE  GLEE  CLUB 

Registration 
MONDAY  SEPTEMBER  27  -  4  P.M.  TO  6  P.M. 

IN  THE  MUSIC  ROOM  OF  HART  HOUSE 

HAVE  GLEE  WILL  TRAVEL 

MUSICIANS 

The  Blue  and  White 
Band  Has 

—  Provision  for  72  people 

—  A  new  fancy  drill  show 
—  6  gorgeous  majorettes —  10  ravishing  flag 

bearers 

Join  Sot.  Sept.  25  on  Back 
1  1:00  a.m.  or  phone  Roy 

p.m.  at  927-2804. 

■  Free  transportation 
plus  allowance  on  all 
away    games    (a  full weekend  in  McGiU) 

-  Athletic  Credits  for men 

-  Fantastic  enthusiasm 
The  bond  still  has  room  for  just under  10  more  people. 

Campus  between  10:00  and 
Patterson  nights  after  9:00 

Come  up  and  Play  at 

EMBASSY 

BILLIARDS 

LOUNGE 

82  BLOOR  STREET  WEST  (Upstoirs) 
Phone  925-3124  For  Reservations 
15  Brunswick  &  Gold  Crown 

Multicolored  Tables 

NOON  HOUR  SPECIALS 
SPECIAL  STUDENTS  RATES 

LADIES  ALWAYS  WELCOME 

STUDENTS! don't  wait  for 

POOR  MARKS weak  reading  and  study  mt03j$000! 

skills  can  be  corrected  with  IS^~^-  ' 
Modern  vocabulary  machines  and  films  help  you  to  increase  your 
reading  speed.Jmprove  your  study  ability,  comprehension,  out- 
ining  notetaking,  listening  and  spelling.  These  time-saving shortcuts  can  assist  you  to  higher  grades  make  studying  for 
examinations  easier.  Thousands  of  students  have  found 
P0WEREADING  their  key  to  examination  i>uu,t5S! 
Wi-ial  Classes  evenings  and  Saturday  A.M.  For  more  details 
aSd  Free  DTmonsSon  of  how  SHAW  P0WEREADING  can 

help  you,  write  or  phone 
SHAW  SCHOOLS  limited 

Head  Office:  55  Charles  SI  W.,  Toronto  5  •  924-5771 
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Finding  a  Publisher 
The  writing  of  a  book  is  seldom  an 

easy  matter;  it  is  not  begun  casually, 
continued  unconcernedly,  or  completed 
readily.  It  is,  rather,  begun  with  deli- beration, continued  with  anxiety,  and 
usually  completed  in  exhaustion.  Often 
the  process  of  research  and  writing  for 
a  work  of  scholarship  extends  over 
years  of  effort  during  which  the  author 
has  given  to  it  large  amounts  of  time 
and  thought  and  energy.  But  the  ex- 

citing moment  finally  arrives  when  he 
feels  he  can  think  of  submitting  the 
manuscript  to  a  publisher.  How  should 
he  go  about  this?  Is  there  a  custom  for 
submission  which  he  would  be  well  to follow? 
Research  and  the  University  Press 

In  the  case  of  fiction  or  popular  bio- 
graphy, the  author's  problem,  granted 

the  merit  and  salability  of  his  manu- 
script is  mainly  to  find  an  appropriate 

and  congenial  publisher.  This  would 
be  an  interesting  topic  to  explore,  but 
it  is  outside  the  scope  of  the  present 
article.  What  follows  does  not  apply 
either,  except  in  small  part,  to  the 
manuscript  which  has  developed  from 
discussions  with  the  publisher  that 
took  place  long  before  research  or  writ- 

ing began,  which  may,  in  fact,  have 
been  suggested  by  him,  and  to  which 
he  has  made  a  creative  editorial  con- tribution. Such  manuscripts  tend  to  be 
not  only  meritorious  but  financially viable. 

Here  we  shall  speak,  instead,  of  those 
products  of  long  research  and  solitary 
thought  that  come  quietly  to  fruition 
in  an  academic  setting,  and  that  despite 
their  scholarly  merit  and  their  useful- ness to  academic  readers,  are  probably 
going  to  require  financial  subsidy  to 
secure  publication.  Such  works  are  the natural  concern  of  university  presses, 
and  our  confidence  in  the  validity  of 
the  suggestions  that  follow  is  rein- forced by  comments  heard  whenever academic  editors  meet. 
When  To  Submit 
One  of  the  first  questions  to  be 

answered  is  about  the  appropriate  time 
for  a  submission.  Here  some  descrip- 

tion of  the  later  procedure  of  consi- deration will  be  useful.  A  manuscript 
dealing  with  subject-matter  where  spe- cialized knowledge  is  involved  can 
often  only  be  considered  properly  by 
a  university  press  with  the  aid  of  quali- fied outside  readers.  These  readers 
must  obviously  have  a  completed  manu- 

script before  them  if  they  are  to  give 
g  fair  judgment.   Moreover,  the  ma- 

jority of  these  scholarly  works  how- ever worthy  editorially,  will  probably 
need  subsidy  from  one  or  more  spon- 

soring bodies  (a  research  inf  tution, 
one  of  the  research  councils,  the  Publi- 

cations Fund  of  the  Press)  and  subsi- 
dizing funds  are  normally  intended  to 

assist  to  publication  manuscripts  al- 
ready in  being  which  otherwise  would 

not  be  adequately  published.  For  these 
reasons  a  decision  about  publication 
can  only  follow  careful  consideration 
of  a  final  manuscript  and  the  favour- able report  of  readers.  A  university 
press  then,  would  normally  expect  to 
begin'  the  process  of  serious  considera- 

tion only  after  receiving  the  final  manu- script. 

Tell  Us  What  You're  Writing 
This  does  not  mean  that  editors  do 

not  welcome  information  from  acade- mic authors  about  their  manuscripts  as 
these  are  moving  towards  completion. 
On  the  contrary,  they  are  always 
pleased  to  hear  about  work  being  done, 
and  they  frequently  initiate  correspon- dence when  they  hear  of  a  promising 
title.  This  inquiry  is  just  as  likely  to 
occur  when  the  future  manuscript  may 
require  subsidy  for  publication  as  when 
it  holds  promise  of  its  costs  being 
covered  by  sales,  although  the  latter 
prospect  is  naturally  an  encouraging 
one.  As  a  result  of  this  correspondence 
an  editor  may  well  express  to  an  author 
an  "interest  in  principle"  in  con- 

sidering his  manuscript  when  it  is 
available.  Indeed  the  editor  sometimes 
invites  the  sending  of  sample  chapters 
or  discussion  of  the  handling  of  ma- terial so  that  if  the  author  wishes  he 
may  have  guidance  in  presentation from  an  editorial  department. 
Keep  In  Touch 
An  expression  even  of  "interest  in 

principle,"  however,  will  normally  de- pend on  certain  stages  having  been 
covered  earlier  in  correspondence.  This 
correspondence  will  often  begin  with 
a  letter  from  an  author  inquiring  about 
whether  a  submission  will  be  wel- 

comed. A  university  press  editor  is  al- 
ways gratified  to  receive  a  letter  from 

an  author  who  has  obviously  fami- liarized himself  with  the  list  of  the 
house  he  is  writing  to  and  has  chosen 
to  approach  it  because  he  feels  his work  has  some  relation  to  that  list. 
The  editor  may  not  be  so  responsive 
to  letters  which  have  obviously  been 
sent  in  identical  wording  and  at  the 
same  time  to  all  other  university 
presses  in  the  Directory  of  the  Asso- ciation of  American  University  Presses. 

There  is,  of  course,  nothing  to  preveui 
an  author  from  doing  this;  but  at  best 
the  editor  is  likely  to  reply  cautiously, 
if  the  manuscript  seems  suitable  for 
further  consideration,  and  await  de- 

velopments. (We  have  to  admit  that 
an  author  really  does  damage  his  ap- 

peal to  those  publishers  to  whom  he sends  the  carbon  or  mimeographed 
copies  of  his  letter  with  individual addresses  specially  inserted.)  And  it 
would  indeed  cause  concern  if  an 
author,  on  receiving  two  expressions 
of  interest,  were  to  submit  his  manu- 

script simultaneously  to  both  pub- 
lishers. In  doing  so,  he  might  be  act- 

ing in  good  faith,  but  probably  without 
full  comprehension  of  what  is  involved. 
One  Publisher  at  a  Time 
A  publisher's  concern  in  this  situa- 

tion legitimately  arises  from  the  condi- 
tions under  which  publishers  of  scho- 
larly works  and  the  research  councils 

which  give  grants-in-aid  of  publication 
are  proceeding.  The  reports  of  quali- fied readers  involve  time  on  the  part 
of  the  expert,  as  well  as  a  fee,  and 
duplicate  or  triplicate  consideration  at 
the  same  moment  is  an  extravagance 
with  hard-pressed  resources  of  time 
and  money;  what  occurs  then  is  almost 
a  competition  among  two  or  three 
presses  for  the  privilege  of  subsidizing. 
Thus  a  university  press  will  usually 
stipulate  when  it  undertakes  considera- tion that  the  manuscript  not  be  under 
examination  elsewhere.  It  should  be 
said,  however,  that  submission  of  a 
manuscript  after  rejection  by  one  pub- lisher, even  when  the  second  publisher 
knows  this  history,  does  not  necessarily 
mean  another  disappointment.  There 

may  well  be  reasons  other  than  edi- torial ones,  relating  to  the  nature  of  the 
first  publisher's  list  and  his  previous commitments,  which  have  influenced 
his  response  and  the  second  publisher 
may  have  quite  different  considerations 
to  apply  to  the  manuscript.. What  To  Say 

It  is  of  great  assistance  to  a  publisher if  the  initial  letter  he  receives  about  a 
manuscript  in  progress  or  in  final  form 
includes  a  paragraph  or  two  of  descrip- 

tion of  the  content  of  the  work  (includ- 
ing illustrations,  if  any),  if  possible  a 

draft  table  of  contents  and  a  statement 
about  length,  some  indication  of  the contribution  the  work  might  make  in 
its  subject  area  and  the  kind  of  readers to  whom  it  is  addressed,  and  a  short 
curriculum  vitae  of  the  author  (the 
latter  not  being  necessary,  of  course,  if 
he  has  already  published  with  the  press 
to  which  he  is  writing).  With  this  in- 

formation, a  publisher  can  usually  de- termine whether  the  manuscript  being 
offered  promises  to  be  within  his  field of  interest  and  can  reply  accordingly. 
Such  a  letter  will  usually  be  requested 
as  a  follow-up  if  the  author  makes  his 
initial  approach  by  an  informal  tele- phone call,  or  as  a  preliminary  to  an 
interview,  since  it  serves  to  ensure  that 
the  publisher  will  have  before  him  an 
accurate  description  by  the  author  of 

contents. 
Not  all  initial  correspondence,  alas, 

is  so  explicit.  A  publisher  is  really  not 
able  to  reply  in  any  helpful  way  to 
letters  which  tell  him  in  a  few  lines 
the  th8  undersigned  is  expecting  to 
complete  in  six  months  or  a  year  a 
large  work  on  philosophy  or  economics or  world  history  which  he  expects  will 
sell  widely  and  for  which  he  requests 
an  immediate  decision  about  publica- 

tion. Such  letters  are  an  extreme  ex- 
ample, of  course  (although  they  are 

received  fairly  frequently),  and  need- 
less to  say  hardly  ever  lead  much farther. 

Make  a  Duplicate So  far  we  have  been  discussing 
aspects  of  an  author's  approach  to  a 
publisher  of  scholarly  works.  Let  us 
turn  now  to  the  manuscript  itself.  Here there  are  several  important  points  to 
mention.  It  should,  first  of  all,  not  be 
the  only  copy  of  the  manuscript,  for 
reasons  of  safety;  the  author  should 
always  have  a  duplicate  in  his  posses- 

sion, and  for  the  publisher's  sake,  his covering  letter  should  state  this.  If  by 
some  chance  there  is  not  a  second  type- 

script, the  author  would  be  advised  to 
have  a  microfilm  made  before  he  com- mits the  single  copy  to  the  mails.  A 
sturdy  wrapping  of  the  parcel  is  de- sirable. It  is  also  immensely  helpful  if 
the  author  of  a  specialized  work,  while 
retaining  one  copy  himself,  can  send 
two  legible  copies  to  the  publisher. This  means  that  the  usual  two  outside 
readers  can  be  at  work  simultaneously, 
with  a  consequent  saving  in  time. 
A  Good-looking  Ms 

It  is  well  to  include  with  the  text  of 
the  manuscript  a  table  of  contents  and 
a  list  of  illustrations,  and  also  a  draft 
preface  setting  forth  the  aims  and  back- ground of  the  study;  the  latter  is  often 
necessary  to  ensure  that  referees  ap- 

preciate what  the  author  is  and  is  not 
trying  to  do.  As  for  physical  appear- ance, we  would  urge  authors  strongly 
in  their  own  best  interests  to  submit 
manuscripts  well  typed  in  double  space 
on  consecutively  numbered  pages,  care- 

fully proofread,  with  appropriate  ac- cents placed  on  words  in  languages 
other  than  English,  and  any  late  addi- tions or  corrections  inserted  neatly  and 
clearly.  A  further  asset  in  a  new  manu- script is  an  indication  that  the  author has  checked  his  quotations  against  the 
originals  and  that  features  such  as  foot- notes and  bibliography  have  been  pre- 

pared according  to  accepted  usage.  For 
guidance  in  these  technical  matters  we 
recommend  consulting  Roy  M.  Wiles, 
Scholarly  Reporting  in  the  Humanities 
(University  of  Toronto  Press,  $1.00). 

A  new  manuscript  thus  heralded  and 
thus  presented  is  always  a  welcome 
guest  in  a  publishing  house.  It  enters 
the  crucial  process  of  editorial  consi- deration under  the  most  favourable 
circumstances,  a  physical  compliment 
to  the  author's  long  ordeal  of  research 
and  writing.  F.G.H. 

HELP  WANTED 

We  need  ambitious,  witty,  intelligent,  hard-working,  patient, 
and  persevering  students  to  put  TORONTONENSIS,  the  all 

campus  yearbook,  on  the  road.  If  you  fill  any  or  all  of  the  above 
qualifications,  come  to  Bancroft  Hall,  third  floor  (behind  the 
Lash  Miller  Chemistry  Bldg.,  at  the  corner  of  Bancroft  and 
Huron  St.),  any  day  at  1 :00. 

This  year  the  book  is  being  distributed  free.  All  students, 
especially  freshmen  are  welcome  to  come  and  work. 

SEE  YOU  AT  FRESHMEN  WELCOME! 



LITERARY 

MURDER 

By 

JOHN  CLUTE 

THE  BROKEN  SHORE,  AR- 
MAND  LANOUX,  CLARK 
IRWIN,  $4.95. 
Translation  is  always  mur- 

der, but  there  are  clean  mur- 
ders and  dirty  ones.  This  one 

desecrates  the  corpse,  which 
may  have  been  attractive, 
who  knows.  -The  wielder  of 
the  fatal  Translating  Pen  is 
Alan  Daventry  in  this  case, 
and  may  it  be  the  last. 
I  read  Mr.  Lanoux'  book 

to  page  66,  but  could  as  well 
have  stopped  back  at  the  be- 

ginning of  Chapter  IV  (page 
48 ) ,  which  Mr.  Daventry 
translates  in  the  following manner: 
"Abel  and  Valerie  had 

hired  a  little  drive-yourself 

car.  It  was  a  lively  little  toy 
which  bravely  attacked  the 
steep  path  which  led  to  the 
Vimy  tank  and  passed  be- 

neath the  huge  statue  of  the 
Virgin,  looking  as  though  it 
were  carved  in  lard,  then 
between  the  pines  and  the 

acacias." One  assumes  that  it  is  the 
Virgin  who  looks  carved  in 
lard,  but  Mr.  Daventry's 
grasp  of  English  prose  en- 

sures the  possibility  of  its 
being  the  road  that  looks 
carved  in  lard,  or  even  the 
car.  Also  two  "whiches"  in seven  words. 

In  fact,  "whiches"  are  a 
particular  love  of  Mr.  Da- 

ventry, to  wit:  "She  was much  too  elegant  for  this  ru- 
ral bistro,  which  proclaimed 

itself  with  a  sign  which  ima- 
gination had  furnished  for 

the  name  Pere  Magliore." 
Only  on  a  second  or  third 
reading  does  this  make  any 
sense  (and  no  number  of 
readings  can  make  it  attrac- tive or  remotely  literate ) , 
and  by  the  second  or  third 
reading  one's  suspension  of disbelief    has    been  sadly 

HOW  WE 

CREW 

By 

MICHAEL  WALSH 

SKETCHES  OF  OLD 
TORONTO;  FRANK  N. 
WALKER;  LONGMANS; 

$6.95 
Sadly  it  must  be  admitted 

that  Toronto  is  not  a  great 
city.  The  special  qualities 
that  combine  to  give  an 
urban  area  its  own  distin- 
c  tive  flavor  are  still  ferm- 

enting here.  It  is  steeping, 
however,  with  the  secure 
knowledge  that  the  ingred- 

ients are  right  and  the 
lime  is  at  hand. 
We  are  watching  it  hap- 

pen even  now.  Toronto,  as 
Eric  Arthur  said,  is  no  mean 
city,  and  we  have  all  begun 
to  realize  it.  The  skyrockets 
over  the  sexy  new  city  hall 
serve  only  to  proclaim  it  to 
(hose  whose  Canadian  cau- 

tion couldn't  quite  place that  strange,  invigorating 
feeling  in  the  air. 
The  rest  of  us  knew  it. 

"We're  here,  by  God,  and 
we're  going  to  be  great!" Frank  Walker  knew  it. 
His  book  Sketches  of  Old 

Toronto  appeared  this 
month  like  a  knowing  smile. 
Being  used  as  the  setting 
for  several  current  novels 
has  established  the  Queen 
city  as  a  place  of  intrinsic 
character,  recognized  by 
artists  as  suitable  and  be- 

coming to  their  work.  Mr. 
Walker  takes  us  back  and 
shows  us,  not  only  how  the 
landscape  came  to  be,  but 
how  it  came  to  feel  like 
Toronto. 

Mi*.  Walker  knows  and 
loves  his  subject  well.  And 
this  is  his  single  greatest 

review 

flaw.  Much  geographic 
knowledge  is  presupposed 
on  the  part  of  the  reader. 
Many  facts  are  included 
seemingly  because  the 
author  could  not  bear  to 
discard  them.  And  occasio- 

nally his  style  becomes 
lediously  academic: 
"At  that  time  (1750)  the 

fur  trade  was  the  only 
established  industry  that 
could  be  depended  upon  to 
yield  money  wherewith 
could  be  purchased  the 
tools  needed  to  wrest  even 
a  mere  subsistence  from 

the  soil." Cities  are  made  by  people, 
however,  and  he  concentrat- 

es, wisely,  on  the  lives  of 
those  intimately  connected 
with  the  Toronto  story.  Here 
again  the  tendency  has  been 
to  connect  the  facts  of  his 
research.  The  human  touches 
are,  unfortunately,  painted 
in  with  an  apprehensive  self- consciousness  that  cools  the 
narrative  into  blandness. 
Toronto  is  described  in 

three  successive  stages, 
which  Walker  t calls,  "the British  fraternity,  the  Scot- 

tish dynasty  and  the  Irish 
infiltration".  Feeling  for  the 
passing  periods  is  establish- ed through  the  rich  use  ot 
contemporary  sources,  show- 

ing us  the  city  as  its  citizens 
saw  it. 

It  is  not  without  signific- anche  that  he  chooses  to 
close  with  the  Jenny  Lind 
concert  at  the  St.  Lawrence 
Hall.  He  decribes  it  affect- 

ionately, showing  it  to  be 
an  event  noting  the  city's coming  of  age  and  relating 
it  forward  to  the  Centennial 
project  that  bears  the  same 
name.  Clearly  the  latter  will 
mark  the  attainment  of 

greatnes. Sketches  of  Old  Toronto 
both  benefits  and  suffers 
from  its  attempt  to  provide 
a  simultaneously  intimate 
and  panoramic  view.  What 

'it  may  lack  in  sparking 
prose,  however,  it  makes  up 
for  with  nuggets  of  informa- 

tion. Although  making  no 
pretense  to  be  history,  it  is 
just  that.  And  history  that 
has  long  deserved  writing. 

strained. 
Sentences  like  this  could 

have  come  from  the  United 
Nations  transcript  of  the 
translation  of  the  fourth 
hour  of  Fidel  Castro's  1960 speech  in  New  York,  by 
which  time  he,  the  transla- 

tors, and  the  vast  New  York 
audience  were  all  cross-eyed 
with  fatigue,  and  everyone's 
—  excepting  Mr.  Castro's  — suspensions  of  disbeliefs  had 
gone  pretty  flabby. 

Which  is  off  the  point 
which  is  that  translations 
which  do  not  read  with  that 
coherence  and  native  sweep 
which  imagination  has  fur- 

nished for  the  name  Litera- 
ture are  translations  which 

I  do  not  wish  to  read  more 
than  several  pages  of.  And 
I  didn't.  My  apologies  to  M. Lanoux,  who  won  the  1963 
Prix  Goncourt  with  The 
Broken  Shore,  and  who  is 
probably  lucid  as  the  French 
are  supposed  to  be.  May  we 
meet  again,  M.  Lanoux,  when 
you're  not  being  held  incom- municado. 

EVE:  Please,  sir. 
KEN:  I'm  all  ready.  Got  my  girl, 
and  my  100%  Shetland  wool, 
Byford  sweater. EVE:  Right. 

KEN:  It's  designed  by  the  British 
expert  in  styling.  Hardy  Amies. 
See  the  fully-fashioned  sleeves, 
the  subtle  colour.  I've  learned  to be  discerning  from  you,  Dad. 
EVE:  It's  so  soft.  Right? 
KEN:  I  can  always  count  on 
Byford,  and  my  Dad. 
EVE:  Oooh!  I'm  falling. 
KEN:  Sorry,  I'm  frying  to  catch the  car-keys.  «■<-•• 
ihit  rxc/usiVe.  made  in  England, 
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FOLLOW  THE  CROWDS! 

Trailways  of  Canada  Ltd. 
Anyone  who's  anyone  on  campus  is  chartering  a 
TRAILWAYS  COACH 

for  their  next  group  trip 
Whether  it's  Caledon,  Kingston, 

Detroit  or  New  York 
TRAILWAYS  will  take  you  and  your  friends. 

Call  923-2232  or  889-3642 FOR  INFORMATION 
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at  fcetter  afore. 

everywhere . 

IIFOIO  tiSISH  COHSULT«NT:  H«!UH  AMII! 

ARE  YOU  INTERESTED  IK HIKING 

CANOEING 

SKIING 
CLIMBING 
MEETING  PEOPLE 
OR  JUST  PLAIN  OUTDOOR 
ADVENTURE? 

Then  come  for  more  details  to  U.  of  T.  Outing  Club 
Booth,  Varsity  Arena,  Friday,  Sept.  24. 

P  S.  NO  EXPERIENCE  NECESSARY 



COMPULSORY 

SPORTS. 

HO. 

HO. 

If  you  can't  beat 'em,  join  emi 
That's  what  I  always  say. 
The  school  insists  on  my  being 
an  athlete.  But  somehow  or 
other,  the  big  game  always 
seemed  to  come  at  the  wrong 
time  of  the  month.  You  can 
imagine  how  awkward  and  un- 

comfortable I  felt. 

Enough  of  this  nonsense,  I  told 
myself.  I  switched  to 
Tampax.  You  know 
what?— differences  in 
days  of  the  month  just 
simply  seemed  to  vanish.  And 
talk  about  comfort— I  wasn't even  aware  I  was  wearing 
Tampax. 

If  you  have  a  compulsory  sports 
program,  it  pays  to  be  com- 

pulsive about  Tampax.  And 
have  the  last  laugh. 

HO.  HO.  HO. 

Tampax  is  available  in  your 
choice  of  3  absorbencies 
(Regular,  Super,  Junior)  wher- 

ever such  products  are  sold. 

HIGH  and 

HANDSOME 
lenayr   ,  j^. 

SWEATERS, 
SKIRTS, 

SLIMS 

High  on  our  fall 
fashion  list,  we're  sure this  handsome  ensemble 

will  find  a  place  in 

your  Kitten  collection! PULLOVER— 100% 
English  Botany  wool, with  full-fashioned 

raglan  shoulders — 1 heavy  ribbed  turtlcneck, 
long  sleeves,  moth-proof,  11 shrink -treated,  in  new 

exciting  fall  shades. 
MATCHING  SLIMS 

— 100%  pure  wool 
worsted  slims,  woven 
from  100%  superfine 

English  Botany  wool — dry-cleanable  and 
dyed-to-perfectly-match all  Kitten  Botany 

wool  sweaters. At  all  fine  shops 
everywhere. 

fazs  tom_naXlor 

Something  for  everybody 

i  Without  .hi,  lebel  [,(^£.^1  it  ia  oot  o  genuine  KITTEN.^ 

things  gO 

better,! 

iWith 

Coke 

TAMPAX  INTERNAL  MENSTRUAL  PROTECTION  IS MADE  ONLY  BY  CANADIAN  TAMPAX  CORPORATION LIMITED,  BARRIE.  ONT, 

Toronto's  jazz  spots  offer 
sounds  to  satisfy  all  tastes, 
whether  the  listener  is  one 
of  the  school  of  fans  who 
still  bewail  the  decline  of 
the  washboard,  one  of  the 

equally  annoying  and  con- siderably more  numerous 
adherents  of  the  opinion 
that  the  whole  business  is 
a  product  of  the  last  two 
decades,  or  preferably,  so- mewhere in  between. 
For  those  who  prefer  the 

modern  idiom,  the  Town 
Tavern  last  week  was  the 
place  to  be.  Drummer  Ed 
Thigpen,  while  undoubtedly 
the  weak  sister  with  the Oscar  Peterson  Trio,  was 
nevertheless  the  standout 
performer  with  his  current 
group-  „ 

The  production  generally 
was  slick  but  uninspired. 
Featured  with  Thigpen  were 
tenorist  Ron  Parks  who 
blew  conventional  lick  in  a 
canonical  manner,  and  guit- arist Sonny  Greenrldge  who 
appeared  under  sedation  for most  of  the  set. 
Currently  featured  at 

the  Town  is  singer  Mark 

Murphy,  recently  returned from  a  European  tour. 
Despite  all  the  favorable comment  concerning  him  I 
have  heard  in  the  past,  on 

the  basis  of  Monday  night's 
performance,  it  is  impos- sible to  rate  him  as  anyth- 

ing more  than  a  hip  corn- 
ball. His  formula  for  success 
appears  to  be  simple:  mix 
one  part  facial  contortion 
with  one  part  faulty  intona- tion and  two  parts  Tin  Pan 
Alley,  and  serve  generously 
coated  with  sugar  for  in- nocuous, though  none  too 
nourishing  fare. 
The  Saints  and  Sinners 

Jazzband  is  one  of  three  or 
four  groups  who,  judging 
from  the  frequency  of  their 
appearances  there,  must  by 
now  own  a  controlling  in- 

terest in  the  Colonial Tavern.  The  members,  swing 
era  veterans  reduced  by 
oscillations  in  public  tastes 

to  playing  in  a  quasitradi- tional  groove,  are,  with  the 
sole  exception  of  trombonist Vic  Dickenson,  shadows  of 
their  former  selves.  Even 
Dickenson  has  a  tendency 
to  revert  to  gutbucket  style. -  The  next  attraction  at  the 
Colonial  is  of  considerably 
more  interest.  Not  only  is 
Earl  Hines  the  most  in- 

fluential pianist  in  Jazz 
history,  but  even  now  at  the 
age  of  65,  when  he  digs  in, cannot  be  touched  by  any 
other.  Hines  this  year  was 
elected  to  the  Downbeat 
Hall  of  Fame  by  the  Inter- national Jazz  Critics  Poll. 
One  very  pleasant  supnse 

was  the  appearance  at  the 
Penny  Farthing  of  a  woman 
whom  I  sheepishly  confess 
to  have  vaguely  relegated  to 
the  shades  some  years  ago. 
Traditional  jazz  adicts  will 
no  doubt  remember^  Lil 
Hardin,  the  pianist  with  a 

group  known  as  the  Hot Five  about  four  decades  ago. 

She  later  married  the  lead- er of  the  band  and  became Mrs.  Louis  Armstrong.  As 
both  a  singer  and  pianist 
Lil  remains  a  wonderful  and 
infectious  entertainer. 

For  the  freshmen,  a  must- see,  ranking  second  only  to 
the  Victory  Theatre  is  the 
Silver  Dollar  Room  at  the 

corner  of  College  and  Spa- 

ding _  one  of  Toronto's more  interesting  and  less 
reputable  taverns.  Sharing 
the  spotlight  with  the  in-  . 
domitable,  indefatigu  able 

and  apparently  immove- able Money  Makers  are 
Cristine,  one  of  the  most 
attractive  and  least  agile 
belly  dancers  yet  to  grace 
Toronto,  and  Ann  Shepherd who  ostensibly  sings. 

In  brief,  for  those  who 
know  Toronto's  night  spots, 
the  offerings  range  from 
pleasant  to  mediocre;  the 
high  point  being  achieved 
by  Lil  Hardin  and  the  low 
by  the  Silver  Dollar  Room. 
But  of  courfe,  that  is  pre- 

cisely what  makes  the  latter institution  so  intriguing. 

Flip  the  disc— then  the  cap.  Take  time  out  for  the 
unmistakable  taste  of  ice-cold  Coca-Cola.  Lifts  your 
spirits,  boosts  your  energy . . , 

ode  mukt  which  identify  only  11 duel  si  Call  Coll  Lid. 

Some  of  you  may  remember  seeing  this  face  in  The 
Varsity  before.  It  belongs  to  David  Secter,  and  appeared 
almost  a  year  ago  when  Secter  announced  that  he  wos 
going  to  film  a  feature,  WINTER  KEPT  US  WARM. 

On  Monday  Sept.  27,  WINTER  KEPT  US  WARM 
will  open  the  COMMONWEALTH  FILM  FESTIVAL  at 
CARDIFF.  The  way  in  which  this  film  has  come  about, 
against  all  odds,  is  a  story  in  itself.  More  about 
it  when  it  premieres  in  Toronto,  likely  in  late  October. 
For  the  time  being,  good  luck  to  newly  -  incorporated Varsity  Film  Productions  Ltd.,  and  founder  David  Secter. 
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Liberalize  curfew  rules  at 
By  SYLVIA  JURMALIETIS 

Curfews  at  Whitney  Hall, 
the  University  College  wom- 

en's residence,  have  been liberalized. 
First  year  students  have 

two  1  a-m.  curfews  each 
week,  and  one  2:30  a.m.  cur- 
tew.  Second,  third  and 
fourth  year  girls  in  the  resi- 

dence have  unrestricted  cur- 
fews. Overnight  and  week- 

end leaves  must  be  ar- 
ranged by  house  dons. 

Until  this  year,  first  year girls  had  two  1  a.m.  curfews 
and  11  pjn.  curfews  the rest  of  the  week.  Second year  students  had  one  2:30 a.m.  curfew  and  two  1  a.m. curfews.  Third  and  fourth 

This  year  the  University 
College  Literary  and  Athle- 

tic Society  is  determined  to 
reverse  the  trend  set  by  last 
year's  deficit.  The  amount 
of  the  deficit  has  not  yet 
been  determined.  To  achieve 
this  over-all  goal,  Daniel 
Cooper,  president  of  the  UC 
Lit,  and  his  staff  are  plan- 

ning to  modify  their  ad- 
ministration and  program 

planning. 
A  budget  committee  has 

been  set  up  to  oversee  the 
paying  out  of  funds  to  UC 
clubs  who  last  year  finan- 

cially embarrassed  the  Lit. 
The  clubs  presented  the  Lit 
with  an  unexpected  number 
of  unpaid  bills  at  the  end 
of  the  year.  The  Lit  execu- 

tive says  it  is  confident  that 
any  losses  suffered  this  year 
will  not  come  from  this 
area. 

Its  social  and  cultural 
program  will  include  a  lec- ture  series    in  November. 

Bissell  (continued) 
new  radicalism  evident  on 
university  campuses.  "The emphasis  in  this  movement 
is  on  decision,  action,  the 
training  of  the  will,  rather 
than  the  training  of  the 
mind.  The  fighting  word  is 
"alienation"  and  the  watch- 

year  residents  had  no  re- strictions. 
Miss  Charity  Grant,  Dean 

of  Women  at  University  Col- 
lege, said  she  accepted  these recommendations  from  last 

year's  Whitney  Hall  student committee.  She  added  the 
system  will  get  a  fair  try. 
Miss  Jennifer  Croucher 

(II  UC)  said  those  students 
surviving  first  year  know 
how  to  study  and  regulate 
their  hours  and  are  not  like- 

ly to  abuse  the  privilege  of 
unrestricted  late  leaves. 

Miss  Maj-Liisa  Rosendahl 
(III  UC)  said  "the  rules  are 
really  good." Miss    Marie-Louise  Von 

Paul  Goodman,  Markus 
Barth,  Jacques  Smard  (town 
planner  for  Montreal),  and 
Arthur  Porter  will  speak  on 
the  theme  "Man  in  a  Tech- 

nological Environment".  The series,  which  will  explore 
the  effects  of  automation  on 
personal  human  relations, 
will  include  discussion  from 
the  floor  and  question  per- 
iods. 

In  addition,  an  arts  festi- 
val exhibiting  and  exploring 

pop  art  and  culture  is  plan- 
ned for  one  week  to  coincide 

closely  with  the  annual  UC 
Follies.  The  Lit  hopes  to  re- 

cruit an  artist  to  live  on 
campus  painting  and  sculpt- 

ing during  the  program. 
Other  events  during  the 
festival  include  a  dance 
planned  as  a  "happening". Everyone  coming  to  the 
dance  must  produce  some- 

thing creative  in  paint  or 
paper  on  the  walls. 

word  is  "commitment,"  he said. 
He  also  predicted  that  the 

radical  design  of  Scarbor- 
ough, College  buildings  will 

spark  more  controversy 
than  Toronto's  new  city hall. 

Whitney  Hall 
Bloedau  (III  UC)  said  that 
by  the  time  a  student 
reaches  second  year,  she 
must  realize  it's  her  life,  her 
money,  and  her  education 
and,  that  she  alone  is  re- 

sponsible for  it. 
She  said  the  one  flaw  in 

restrictions  was  the  tenden- 

cy to  feel  that  one  "should use  up  all  the  late  leaves. 
With  unrestricted  leaves,  the 
girls  would  probably  have 
fewer  late  nights,  she added. 

Marcia  Macks  and  Esther 
Strub,  bothi  first  year  stud- 

ents, felt  it  was  wTse  to 
have  restrictions  for  the 
first  year  students  because 
they  help  students  to  adjust 

to  the  freedom  of  univer- 
sity life.  The  curfew,,  they 

thought,  was  reasonable. 
Brian  Carr  (III  Vic)  com- 

mented that  the  rules  at 
Victoria  College  women's residences  are  stricter,  and 
this  means  that  date  plan- 

ning must  be  a  bit  more 

precise. Steve  Butler  (IV  Meds) 
thought  that  first  year  girls 
away  from  home  for  the 
first  time  need  restrictions 
in  order  to  moderate  their 
activities. 

Ian  Sinclair  (IV  Meds) 
thought  that  restrictions  ex- 

ist primarily  to  give  parents 
a  feeling  of  security  about their  daughters. 

Elections  Act  prevents  stud- 
ents who  were  not  regis- 
tered on  Sept.  8  from  voting 

in  the  campus  riding. 
However  the  CUS  legal 

advisor  has  challenged  this 
interpretation  in  part.  He 
said  students  may  make  a 
good  case  before  the  revis- 

ing officers  if  they  are  in 
their  second,  or  higher  con- 

secutive year  at  the  same 
university  and  have  slept  in 
the  polling  district  in  ques- tion; did  not  reside  with 
parents  in  the  past  sum- 

mer; are  going  to  continue 
living  apart  from  their  fa- mily; have  taken  their  place 
at  the  university  as  their 
habitation;  intended  to  re- 

turn to  that  habitation 
though  absent  during  the summer. 

OUR  AVERAGE 

STUDENT  READS 

4.7  TIMES 

FASTER 

THAN  HIS 

STARTING  SPEED 

(with  equal  or  better 
comprehension  !) 

Mrs.  Evelyn  Wood  spent 
over  16  years  of  research 
and  testing  before  opening 
her  now  world-famous 
Reading  Dynamics  Institute in  1959.  There  are  now  19 

Reading  Dynamics  Insti- tutes in  the  U.S.A.  and  TWO 
IN  CANADA  (Toronto  and Ottawa). 

HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED 
Mrs.  Wood  says:  "In  1945  I  sub- mitted my  Master's  thesis  to  Dr.  C. Lowell  Lees,  my  professor  at  the University  of  Utah,  etc.  He  read 
the  80  pages  in  o  matter  of  min- utes, and  before  my  startled  eyes, 
marked  the  paper  without  missing 
a  detail.  His  untrained  speed:  6000 
words  per  minute,  compared  to  the 
average  college  graduate's  350. Determined  to  find  the  secret,  I 
spent  2  years  tracking  down  50 
more  people  who  could  reod  rapid- 

ly ..  .  and  14  years  later,  after countless  hours  of  research  and 
testing,  1  taught  my  first  public 
classes  in  Washington,  D.C.  So  po- sitive were  the  results  that  the  story 
appeared  in  Time,  Newsweek,  Busi- ness Week,  Esquire,  The  Christian Science  Monitor  and  my  graduates 
appeared  on  The  Tonight  Show, 
Gary  Moore,  I've  Got  A  Secret. Consistently,  my  students  learned 
to  increase  their  speed  from  3  to 
10  times  ...  WITH  A  GAIN  IN 
UNDERSTANDING  ! 

SINCE  1959,  OVER 
100,000  PEOPLE  HAVE 
TAKEN  MY  COURSE  ! 

Since  Fall  1963  over  500  people 
have  taken  the  Evelyn  Wood  Read- ing Dynamics  Course  in  Toronto, 
Kingston  and  Ottawa.  Average  im- provement has  been  over  4  times 
starting  rates,  with  better  compre- hension than  at  their  old  slow  start- 
rates. 

GUARANTEE: 
I  f  you  don't  at  least  triple  your 
reading  speed,  with  at  least  equal comprehension,  your  entire  tuition 
will  be  refunded  ! 

FREE  FILM 
FOR  FREE  MOVIE  ON  READING 
DYNAMICS  WILL  BE  SHOWN  — FRI.  7  P.M  FEEL  FREE  TO  DROP 
IN.  NO  OBLIGATION. 

EVELYN  WOOD 

READING 

DYNAMICS 

INSTITUTE 
Suite  1T03,  Britannica  House, 

151  BloorSt.  W. 
Toronto  5,  Ontario 
923-4681 

CUS  urges  appeal  by  disfranchised 
University  students  of 

voting  age  who  are  dis- 
franchised because  their 

names  are  not  on  voting1 
lists  are  being  advised  by 
the  Canadian  Union  of  Stud- 

ents to  appeal  in  person  to 
the  judges  who'  will  revise the  lists  in  one  month. 
CUS  sent  to  its  members 

at  all  universities  a  legal 
opinion  about  their  qualifi- 

cations to  vote  in  the  com- 
ing federal  election.  This  le- 
gal opinion  is  an  attempt  to 

circumvent  a  ruling  by  act- 
ing Chief  Electoral  Officer 

Nelson  Castonguay  that 
students  who  had  not  regis- 

tered at  their  university  by 
Sept.  8,  when  the  election 
writs  were  issued  are  unable 
to  vote  in  the  university  con- 

stituencies but  must  return; 
to  their  home  ridings. 

The  CUS  legal  adviser 
states  that  students,  other 
than  freshmen,  who  do  not 
live  with  their  family  can 
say  that  their  dwelling  dur- 

ing the  university  year  is 
their  customary  place  of  re- sidence. 

Students  in  this  category 
will  probably  be  left  off  the 
preliminary  voting  lists  now 
being  compiled  by  door-to- 
door  enumerators,  who  will 
be  following  Mr.  Caston- 
guay's  ruling.  However  they are  advised  to  appeal  the 
enumerator's  decisions  to 
the  revising  officers  who 
will  hold  hearings  Oct.  21- 23. 

Mr.  Castonguay  is  report- 
ed to  have  said  that  every 

Canadian  has  the  right  to  so 
appeal,  in  person  or  in  writ- ing. 

Lit  plans  modifications 

The  ultimate  decision  on 
voters'  eligibility  in  urban 
ridings,  where  most  univer- 

sities are  situated,  rests 
with  the  area's  senior  county 
court  or  district  court  jud- 

ge, who  serves  as  ex  officio 
revising  officer. 

Substitute  revising  offi- 
cers for  each  polling  sub- 

division will  be  appointed 
by  these  judges.  But  the  de- 

cisions of  the  substitute  of- 
ficers can  be  appealed  to  the 

judge,  whose  decision  will then  be  final. 
Mr.  Castonguay  has  re- 

peatedly said  that  Section 
16,  Rule  9  of  the  Canada 

w  a  m  u  i  © 

INTRAMURAL  OFFICIALS 

For  Football,  Soccer,  Lacrosse,  Volleyball, 
Hockey  and  Basketball.  Apply  now  — 
Intramural  Office,  Hart  House.  Good  remu- neration. 

MEN MEN 

INTERCOLLEGIATE  VOLLEYBALL 

STUDENTS  INTERESTED  IN  TRYING  OUT  FOR  THE 
VARSITY  VOLLEYBALL  TEAM  SHOULD  REPORT  TO 
COACH  TAIMO  PALLANDI  ON  TUESDAY,  SEPT. 
28th  AT  5.00  P.M.  UPPER  GYM,  HART  HOUSE. 
PRACTICES  WILL  BE  HELD  ON  TUESDAYS  AND 
THURSDAYS  FROM  5.00  TO  6.30.  THE  INTERCOL- 

LEGIATE TOURNAMENT  TAKES  PLACE  AT  UNI- 
VERSITY OF  GUELPH  ON  NOV.  19  AND  20. 
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VARSITY  CHRISTIAN  FELLOWSHIP 

AFTER-FOOTBALL 

H00TEN ANY 
LIKE  TO  SING  —  THEN  JOIN  US  AFTER  THE  GAME 

5  p.m.  SATURDAY,  SEPT.  25th 

Debates  Room  -  HART  HOUSE 
FOLKSINGERS: 

THE  WATSONS 



HEADQUARTERS FOR 

U  OF  T  JACKETS  and  SWEATSHI
RTS 

ot  special  student  prices 

FOR  QUALITY  AND  SERVICE 
SHOP  AT 

LYNN-GOLD  CLOTHES 421  YONGE  STREET 
Opposite  Eaton's  College  Street  

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Some  scientific  course 

os  tought  by  McGill,  Yale  and Cornell  Universities —  The  Finest  — 
FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS Every  Moo.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 

or  orronged  privately  anytime CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  I 
to  be  sure  of  a  seat Career  Development  Institute 

131  Bloor  St.  W.  Toronto "The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

To  adopt  single  stand
ard 

FOOTBALL  $2.50  HOC
KEY! 

Student  Tickets 

COUPON  BOOKS  admitting  to  the  Student  Section  at  Varsity  Stadium  and 

Varsity  Arena  will  be  sold  in  the  main  lobby  of  the  Sigmund  So.nuel  Library 

from  10.00  a.m.  to  5.00  p.m.  today.  The  coupons  admit  owner  to  the 

student  sections  at  the  Stadium  and  the  Arena  on  a  "first  come  best  seat" 
basis  for  each  of  the  football  and  hockey  games  listed  below. 

FOOTBALL 

Sept.  25  University  of  Manitoba 
Oct.    2  McGill 

Oct.  16    QUEEN'S  (Homecoming) 
Oct.  30  WESTERN 
Nov.  13  PLAY-OFF 
(If  game  is  played entitles  owner  to  o 
of  $1.50). 

in  Toronto  this  coupon 
le  ticket  ot  special  price 

HOCKEY 
Noy. 19 McMaster 
Dec. 3 

Montreal Dec. 
10 

Laval 

Jan. 
14 

Queen's 

Jan. 21 
McGill 

Feb. 
4 Guelph 

Feb. 11 Waterloo 
Feb. 

18 
Western 

Feb. 25 McMaster 

GUEST  BOOKS:  Each  student  moy  purchase  one  additional  book  which  will  admit  o  guest  to 
the  student  section,  not  necessarily  a  member  of  the  University.  Guest  books  are  sold  at  the 
same  price,  one  only  to  each  holder  of  an  Athletic  Membership  Card. 

Bring  your  Athletic  Membership  Card.  Tickers  cannot  be  purchased  without  one. 
REMEMBER  !  MANITOBA  here  on  SATURDAY  ! 

By  ST.  BRUNO 
Common  university  en- 

trance examinations  will  be 
adopted  as  a  result  of  agree- ment reached  bteween  the 

provincial  education  minis- ters this  week  in  Freder- 
icton. The  ministers  approved  in 

principle  a  plan  for  com- mon exams  to  be  estab- lished and  administered  by 
a  university  admission  ser- 

vice representing  the  pro- 
vincial education,  depart- 

ments and  the  universities and  colleges. 
There  will  be  one  exam 

for  English-language  uni- versities and  one  for 
French  -  language  universi- ties. 
A  founding  conference  of 

the  entrance  service  will  be 
called  as  soon  as  a  draft 
constitution  has  been  pre- 

pared. 
U  of  T  Registrar  Robin 

Ross  expressed  qualified  ap- 
proval when,  it  was  reported 

earlier  that  the  ministers 

were  close  to  agreement  on 
the  matter. 

"The  mobility  of  Canadian 

families  is  increasing,"  he 
told  The  Varsity,  "and  I would  like  to  see  something 
that  makes  it  possible  for 
someone  from  British  Co- lumbia to  enter  an  Ontario 
university  with  a  minimum 

of  trouble." 
The  exams  will  be  used  in 

conjunction  with  depart- mental examinations  such 
as  Ontario's  Grade  13 
exams. 

H.  G.  Irwin,  New  Bruns- wick minister  of  education, 
said  university  entrance could  be  based  on  one  or 
more  exams  set  by  the  ser- vice for  students  in  their 
final  year  of  high  school, 
arid  on  departmental  exami- nations. 
Fending  the  establishment of  the  Canada-wide  exam,  U 

of  T  will  begin  administer- 
ing the  U.S.  College  Board exams  to  all  applicants  for 

admission  in  the  fall  ot 1966. 

Health  Service  grows 

By  BOB  AARON 
This  year  the  Health  Ser- vice staff  has  been  increased 

to  include  six  psychiatrists, 
three  full-time  and  three 
part-time.  Last  year,  there 
were  three  part-time  psy- 

chiatrists, but  only  one  full- time.  Dr.  G.  E.  Wodehouse, director  of  the  University 
Health  Service  made  the  an- nouncement Wednesday. 

Dr.  Wodehouse  also  co- 
rected  a  statement  that  ap- 

peared in  the  Student  Hand- book this  year.  He  said  that students  may  come  to  the 
Health  Service  and  speak  di- 

rectly to  a  psychiatrist.  The handbook  states  that  there 
is  "a  psychiatric  consultant to  whom  students  may  be  re- 

ferred by  either  a  staff  phy- sician or  a  member  of  the 

faculty." 
"This  is  totally  in  error," 

Dr.  Wodehouse  told  The  Var- 

both  are  absolutely  delicious! 

Two  things  about  Pimm's:  easy  to  serve,  and  a  taste  you'll  enjoy.  Just  pour  into  a  tall  glass and  add  ice  and  fill  up  with  your  favourite  light  mix.  You  can  add  a  slice  of  cucumber, 
a  piece  of  lemon,  or  a  sprig  of  mint  to  make  the  traditional  Pimm's,  famous  throughout 
the  world.  But  don't  bother  unless  you're  in  the  mood.  A  new  generation  is  rediscovering 
Pimm's  . . .  and  enjoying  every  moment  of  it. 

DRINK  PIMM'S-  simply  because  you'll  enjoy  the  taste  of  it. H.  CORBY  DISTILLERY  LIMITED,  CORBYVILLE.  CAN. 

sity  yesterday." 
Any  student  who  wishes 

to  seek  psychiatric  advice  or counsel  may  phone  the 
Health  Service  or  ask  in 
person  at  256  Huron  Street. Dr.  Wodehouse  said  that 

he  expects  the  psychiatric  de- 
partment of  the  Health  Ser- vice to  move  into  Bancroft 

Hall,  2  Bancroft  Street, 
within  two  weeks. 

The  intention  of  the  Health 
Service,  Dr.  Wodehouse 
said,  is  that  psychiatric  coun- 

selling should  be  made  easi- 
ly and  readily  accessible  to 

any  student. 

fianly  announces 

schedule  for 

teach-in 
Professor  Charles  Hanly, 

chairman  of  the  internation- 
al teach-in  planned  for  the 

weekend  of  Oct.  8-10,  has. 
announced  the  schedule  for 
the  five  major  sessions.  The 
teach-in  begins  on  Friday 
Oct.  8  at  8:30  p.m.  with  the 
session  devoted  to  Revolu- 

tion and  Ideological  Con- flict. Further  sessions  are 
scheduled  for  Saturday  Oct. 
9  at  9:30  a.m.  and  2:30  p.m. 

Sessions  on  Sunday  Oct. 
10  will  be  held  at  10:30  a.m. and  3  p.m. 

All  sessions  will  be  held 
in  Convocation  Hall. 

The  third  session  will  dis- 
cuss the  war  in  Viet  Nam. 

Former  British,  Foreign  Sec- 
retary Patrick  Gordon Walker  will  be  chairman. 

Registration  for  the i  teach-in  starts  on  Monday 
at  various  places  around 
campus. 

Prof.  Hanly  suggests  that 
students  register  early,  es- 

pecially ior  the  third  ses- 
sion, as  he  expects  "at  least 3,000  students  to  come  up 

from  the  United  States,  par- 
ticularly for  this  session." 
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PIGSKIN  PREVIEW MCGILL  REDMEN 

Good  lineup  but  Redmen  lack  depth 
By  SHEL  KRAKOFSKY 

OQAA  PUBLICITY  DEPARTMENT 
TEAM  NAME:  McGill  University  Redmen COLORS:  Red  ond  White 
HEAD  COACH:  Tom  Mooney 
ASSISTANT  COACHES:  Dave  Copp,  John  Roberts 
HOME  FIELD:  Molson  Stadium  (Maedonald  Park) SEATING   CAPACITY:  23,117 
1964  SIFL  RECORD:  2  victories,  3  defeats,  1  tie (2nd  place) 

1964  REVIEW 

At  the  midway  point  of  the  '64  season 
Redmen  were  a  strong  threat  to  unseat 
Yates  Cup  champions  Queen's  Golden 
Gaels.  McGill  got  away  to  a  strong  start, 
winning  two  of  the  three  games,  their 
only  loss  a  13-12  decision  to  Gaels.  Both 
Redmen  touchdowns  went  unconverted  in 
that  game.  But  McGill  was  very  inconsis- 

tent after  that  and  did  not  win  a  game  in 
their  last  three,  although  they  finished  in 
second  place.  Only  point  they  picEed  up 
in  the  last  half  of  the  schedule  was  by 
virtue  of  a  12-12  tie  with  Western.  Both 
Redmen  touchdowns  went  unconverted  in 
this  game  as  well. 

Despite  their  losing  record,  Redmen 
fielded  an  exciting  backfield.  With  the  re- 

turn to  action  of  halfback  Eric  Walter, 
ineligible  in  '63,  they  boasted  one  of  the 
league's  most  dangerous  runners  and pass  receivers.  And  quarterback  Glen  St. 
John  led  the  college  loop  in  passing, 
completing  67  for  1,075  yards  and  seven 
touchdowns.  Walter  was  voted  McGill's 
most  valuable  player  and  selected  to  the 
all-star  team  for  the  second  time.  His 
other  credits  included  third-place  stand- 

ing in  each  of  league  scoring,  rushing 
and  receiving  statistics  with  36  points, 
391  yards  rushing  and  20  receptions  for 
415  yards.  Also  named  to  the  all-star 
squad  were  defensive  end  Dick  Feidler 
(for  the  third  year  in  a  row)  and  Don 
Taylor.  The  versatile  Taylor  earned  nomi- 

nation at  both  offensive  end  and  defen- 
sive halfback  and  set  an  unofficial  record 

by  appearing  on  the  all-star  team  for  the 
fifth  season  in  a  row  since  he  joined  Red- men  in  1960. 

1965  PREVIEW 
Redmen  will  be  coached  by  newcom- 
er Tom  Mooney,  who  brings  with  him  a 

reputation  of  never  having  been  associat- 
ed with  a  losing  team.  As  an  end  and 

guard  under  coach  Ara  Parseghian  at 
Miami  of  Ohio,  his  teams  posted  a  37-2-1 
record.  Tom  then  coached  University  of 
Guelph  from  1956  to  1960,  winning  two 

Ontario  Intercollegiate  Conference  titles 
and  finishing  in  second  place  two  other times. 

Although  Redmen  have  20  lettermen 
back  in  the  fold,  key  players  such  as  line- 

men Nick  Florian  and  Gary  Waltho  and 
halfbacks  George  Poirier  and  Chris  Mapp 
have  been  lost  through  academic  ineligi- 

bility. Also  missing  are  tackle  Irv  Nar- 
vey,  who  retired,  and  linemen  Brian  Mar- 

shall, Jim  Burke  and  Rick  Hart  and  backs 
Ian  Bruce,  Brian  Sternthal  and  Gavin 
Wyllie,  all  of  whom  graduated. 

Among  the  lettermen  returning  are  St. 
John,  Taylor,  Feidler,  Walter,  fullback- 
defensive  end  Peter  Howlett,  American 
guard  Dick  Tucker,  tackle  Al  Jenner, 
centre  Mike  Bunting,  defensive  end  Ray 
Lawson,  guard  Murray  Orlando  and  end 
Jim  Dickie,  who  was  one  of  the  league's 
top  receivers  in  '64  with  14  receptions and  four  t.d.s.  And  returning  after  a 
year's  absence  are  reserve  quarterback Gary  Cullen  and  6-foot-7,  240-pound  tackle Brian  Rose. 

Top  newcomers  are  American  line- 
men Wayne  Snowman  and  Don  Ferraro 

and  middle  guard  Bruce  Walker  from 
Bishop's  University.  Snowman,  a  250- pound  tackle  ,is  from  Connecticut  and 
played  at  American  International  College. Ferraro,  a  200-pound  centre,  comes  from C.  W.  Post  College  in  New  York. 
Graduates  from  McGill's  Intermediate 
Indians  include  quarterback  Robin  Mc- 

Neil, guards  Joel  Kurzon  and  Bob  Fumer- 
ton  and  backs  Issie  Rabinovitch,  Rich  Sa- tin and  Roger  Thiverge. 

Redmen  will  likely  start  with  St. 
John,  Walter,  Howlett,  Satin  and  Thi- 

verge in  the  backfield  and  Taylor,  Feid- 
ler, Fumerton,  Ferraro,  Orlando,  Snow- man and  Dickie  on  the  offensive  line.  On 

defence,  Orlando,  Snowman,  Feidler  and 
Taylor  may  also  see  action  along  with 
Lawson  at  end,  Jenner  at  tackle,  Bob 
Berke  and  newcomers  Don  Grant  and Isaac  Lerner  at  linebacker  and  holdovers 
Marty  Wenger  and  Wade  Kenny  at  h.b. OUTLOOK 

Veterans  Walter,  Taylor,  Feidler  and 
Lawson  are  among  the  league's  best  and newcomers  Snowman  and  Ferraro  look 
promising.  But  McGill  may  lack  depth 
and  this  could  hamper  their  chances.  If 
they  stay  healthy,  they  could  be  a  con- 

tender. Otherwise,  third  place  may  be the  best  they  can  hope  for. 
(The  second  of  a  four-part  series  pre- 

viewing the  teams  in  the  SIFL). 

Soccer  Blues  begin  season  Saturday 
By  MARC1  McDONALD 
This  Saturday  in  an  exhi- 

bition game  against  Italia 
III  on  the  back  campus 
Varsity  soccer  Blues  com- mence their  season  with 
what  coach  Ernie  Glass 
considers  the  best  team  he's seen  in  his  three  years  of 
coaching. 
Returning  to  the  line-up are  a  nucleus  of  nine  from 

last  year's  team,  which  took the  western  conference  Tor- 
onto and  District  Associa- 

tion trophy  and  shared  the 
Senior  Intercollegiate  title 
with  McGill. 

Returning  Blues 
They  are  goalie  Andy 

Pastor  (III  PHE),  fullbacks 
Alan  Cragg  (II  APSC)  and 
Bill  Troost  (III  APSC), 
halfbacks  Dom  Dente  (IV 

PHE),  Lou  Mayhanovich 
( SGS )  and  Tom  Johnston 
(SGS),  wings  Pat  Terre- 
longe  (III  SMC)  and  Gra- ham Shiels  (III  APSC),  and 
inside  forward  Austris  Lie- 
pa  (II  APSC). The  newcomers  however, 
five  in  all,  are  far  from 
greenhorns. Inside  forwards  Ormond 
Mendes  (I  SMC)  and  Frank 
Soppelsa  (II  SMC)  tied  as 
top  scorers  on  St.  Mike's runner-up  team  in  last 
year's  interfac  race,  and fullback  Eric  Sereda  ( II 
PHE)  was  star  defender  for 
his  physedmen. 
Though  Bil  Nepotiuk  (I 

PHE)  and  Sam  Levantis  (I 
UC)  both  join  the  ranks  as 
freshmen  fullbacks,  both 
also  have  soccerful  summers 
of  experience  beneath  their boots. 
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Team  Chosen 
Choosing  the  team  Thurs- 

day night  from  a  field  of 
over  30  contenders,  the  larg- 

est trial  turn-out  ever,  coach 
Glass  said  his  choice  was 
the  most  difficult  in  his 
three  years  of  coaching  the Blues. 

"I've  never  seen  so  much 
talent  in  a  group  of  college 
kids  like  this,"  he  said.  "The ones  we  turned  down  would 
have  made  another  team." 

Opener  Saturday 
Saturday's  opener,  an  ex- 

hibition match  against  Ital- ia III  at  11  a.m.  on  the  back 
campus,  will  be  a  preview 
not  only  for  soccerites,  but 
for  the  new  Blues  as  well. 
It's  the  first  time  the  team 
has  worked  together. 

The  intercollegiate  season 
itself  opens  next  Saturday, 
Oct.  2,  when  Blues  meet 
their  co-champs  McGill  Soc- cer Redmen  here. 

s  s  s 

MONEY 

OFFICE  OVERLOAD  CO.  LTD.  REQUIRE  1 50  MEN  TO 
COUNT  INVENTORY  ON  THE  AFTERNOON  OF 
FRIDAY,  OCTOBER  1st  FROM  12  NOON.  NO  EXPER- 

IENCE NECESSARY.  $1.45  PER  HOUR. 

Register  Monday  Evening  Sept.  27/65 

4:30  -  6:30  at  151  Bloor  West,  8th  Floor 
Mr.  Mikula 

P.  A.  System  Operator  Wanted 
Student  wanted  to  assist  in  operation  of  S.A.C.  Public 
Address  System.  Preferably  1st  year.  Remuneration. 
Apply  in  writing  to: Business  Secretory,  S.A.C.  Office 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION ARCHERY 

All  those  interested  in  trying  out  for  the  Inter- 
collegiate Outdoor  Archery  Team  meet  in  the 

Archery  Range  at  the  Benson  Building  Monday 
September  27th  at  8: 1 5  A.M. TENNIS 

Tryouts  for  Intercollegiate  Tennis  will  be  held 
on  the  Trinity  Tennis  Courts,  Monday,  Septem- 

ber 27th  —  4  p.m.  until  dusk. 
PHYSICAL  EDUCATION  CLASSES  — 

All  Women  Students 
Start  Monday  September  27 

First  Sessions  for  Bowling,  Curling,  Figure  Skating,  Ice  Hockey officiating  are  in  the  Benson  Building. 

MEN  -  CURLING  -  MEN 

The  lists  for  those  wishing  to  curl  this  winter  are  now 
open.  There  are  3  leagues,  the  Intercollegiate  League, 
top  competition;  Intramural  League,  arranged  by  col- 

leges and  faculties;  and  a  Recreational  League.  Ent- 
rance fee  of  $15.00  to  be  paid  at  time  of  signing.  Sign 

up  now  in  Intercollegiote  Office,  Room  101,  for  Inter- 
collegiate and  Recreational  Leagues;  and  in  Intramu- 

ral Office,  Room  106,  for  that  League.  If  possible, 
sign  up  as  a  full  rink.  Leagues  will  start  October  24, 
and  all  competition  will  be  held  on  Sundays,  between 
5  and  7  p.m. 

INTERCOLLEGIATE 

ATHLETICS 

SOCCER  —  PRACTICE  5.00  P.M.  DAILY  FRONT 
CAMPUS  —  Report  to  Coach  Ernie  Glass. 

RUGGER  —  PRACTICE  5.00  P.M.  DAILY  BACK 
CAMPUS  -  Report  to  Coach  Dick  Geater. 

TRACK  —  PRACTICE  5.00  P.M.  DAILY  VARSITY 

STADIUM  -  Enter  by  Gate  No.  9  Devon- 
shire Place. 



wn7NWK  IN  STARTING  ROLE 

Blues  host  Mani
toba  Bisons 

to  open  home  fo
otball  season ....  «         .i.„       NOTES:   Dick   Krol  ha! 

By  P.J.  PAPE 
Varsity  Blues  kick  oft 

their  home  season  tomor- 
row at  2  p.m.  when  they  take 

the  field  to  do  battle  with 
University  of  Manitoba  Bi- sons at  Varsity  Stadium. 

Last  season  at  Winnipeg. 
Blues  lost  36-13  to  Bisons. 
Tomorrow  they  will  be  seek- 

ing the  reverse  of  that  deci- sion as  well  as  their  first 
win  of  the  season.  Blues  lost 
to  Western  20-14  last  week. 

Head  coach  Dalt  White  an- 
ticipates an  exciting  and 

high  scoring  game.  To  this end  more  offensive  plays 
have  been  added  to  the 
Blues'  play  book.  These 
should  give  Varsity's  attack more  potency  through  the 
utilization  of  the  running 
and  passing  talents  of  quar- terbacks Vic  Wozniuk  and 
Bryce  Taylor. 
Wozniuk  has  been  nomi- 

nated by  White  to  start  at 
the  quarterback  position. 
This  will  be  his  first  start- 

ing assignment  since  coming 
10  the  Toronto  team  two 
seasons  ago  from  the  Lake- shore  Bears  of  the  Ontario 
lunior  Football  Conference. 
OPPOSITION  STRONG 
Bisons  are  ranked  one  of 

the  most  powerful  teams  in 
the  nation. 
Not  only  do  they  boast  20 

returning  lettermen.  b  u  t 
Manitoba  has  two  1964  All- 
Canadians,  tackle  Ab  Clear- 

water and  flanker  Bob  Ak- 
man.  Their  lineup  is  further 
augmented  with  the  Western 
Conference's  1964  scoring 
champ,  halfback  John  David- 
son. 

White  also  points  out  that 
Bison  quarterback  Nick 
Lapping  has  a  very  capable 
arm.  Indeed,  there  is  a  pos- 

sibility of  aerial  warfare 
with  Lapping,  Wozniuk  and 
Taylor  acting  as  field 
generals. 
However  all  football  afi- 

Grid  games 

on  radio,  TV 
CJRT,  the  Ryerson  radio 

inounced  it  will 
ling  all  Varsity 

home  and 

£ 

cionados  should  forgo  the 
temptation  of  watching  the 
offensive  backfields  and  con- 

centrate on  Varsity's  defen- sive line. 
Defensive  tackles  Gary 

C  1  i  p  p  e  r  t  o  n  and  Ray 
Revnolds  will  be  back  in  ac- 

tion along  with  linebacker 
Ranny  Parker.  This  will  be Parker's  first  game  since 
sustaining  a  leg  injury  last 
season.  The  bear-like  Parker 
should  give  the  Manitoba  of- fence fits  all  afternoon. 

NOTES:  Dick  Krol  has 
turned  out  for  practice  after 
completing  his  summer  job. 
White  hopes  to  bring  him 
along  slowly  at  the  split  end 
position.  ....  Ward  Passt 
put  on  an  impressive  dis- 

play of  punting  in  last 
night's  practice.  Passi  was 
booming  the  ball  quite  con- 

sistently The  team's health  is  very  good  and  their 
esprit  de  corps  is  excellent, watch  for  Blues  to  have  a 
very  good  season. 

Blues  give  Balmy  Beach 

15-8  rugger  send-off A  UTRFC 
SYNDICATED  SERVICE 

Varsity  Rugger  Blues bade  the  Balmy  Beach  side 
farewell  with  a  15-8  victory 
in  an  exhibition  game  on 
the  back  campus  pitch 
Thursday  night. 

Balmy  Beach  leaves  Sun- 
day for  a  playing  tour  ol Scotland,  West  Germany, 

Holland  and  England.  The 
Varsity  side  played  on  a  si- 

mitar tour  over  the  Christ- mas season  last  year  in  the 
British  Isles  and  drew  rave 
notices  from  the  British 
Press  for  their  wide-open, 
crowd-pleasing  play. 
The  Balmy  Beach  squad 

was  impressed  with  Varsi- 
ty's play  Thursday  and  their publicity  director.  Balmy 

Scrum     commented,  "We 

bot 

statii 
be  br 
games away. 
The  announcement 

lows  fast  on  the  heels  ol 
CHCH-TV's  announcement 
to  televise  all  Varsity  home 
football  games. 

The  station,  found  at  91.1 
on  the  FM  band,  will  be  one 
of  only  two  Canadian  radio 
stations  to  give  live  cover- 

age to  football  games.  The 
other  is  CJRA  in  Ottawa. 

Paul  Vickers  will  do  the 
play  by  play  and  Rick  IC 
lins  OQAA  publicity  director 
will  do  the  commentary. 
Ryerson  will  also  be 

broadcasting  Varsity  hockev 
games  for  the  second  con 
secutive  year. 

from  the 

cheap  seatSj 

by  howie  fluxgold varsity  sports  editor 

found  very  stiff  competition 
with  the  Varsif  learn.  They 
certainly  benefited  from 
their  experiences  overseas. 

The  game  was  a  wide-open affair  and  the  players  on 
both  sides  were  more  in- terested with  providing  the 
spectators  with  exciting  ac- tion than  with  winning  the 

game. 
Rod  Sanders  led  the  Var- sitv  attack  with  two  penalty 

goals  and  a  try,  Rich  Hay- man  and  John  McNeil  each 
scoring  a  penalty  goal. 

For  Balmy  Beach,  Ian  Ni- col  scored  a  try  converted 
by  Al  Rowan  who  also kicked  a  penalty  goal. 

IN  THE  SCRUM:  Rookies 
Mike  Bond  and  Frank  Buck 
played  outstanding  games for  Varsity. 

MORE  THAN  AN  EXHIBITION  GAME 
Tomorrow  afternoon's  football  game  fWj^™^ 

of  Manitoba  Bisons  could  prove  to  be  one  of  the  most  im 

portant  games  Varsity  Blues  play  this  year. 
Since  it  is  merely  a  pre-season  game  and  has  no  bearing 

on  the  league  standings,  this  statement  may  seem  mor
e 

than  a  little  odd. 

While  the  team  has  the  personnel,  there  is  one  in- 

tangible commodity  that  it  lacks.  This  is  the  last  opportuni- 
ty before  the  regular  season  for  Blues  to  acquire  this  in- 
tangible.  ...  . 

It  is  difficult  to  explain  exactly  what  this  commodity  is. 
It  is  nevertheless,  quite  evident  in  all  chmap.onship  teams, no  matter  what  sport. 

Perhaps  the  best  example  of  a  team  with  this  intang.b  e 
commodity  is  the  Toronto  Maple  Leaf  hockey  club  in  its 
StaTey  Cup  winning  years.  It  was  not  uncommon,  in  those

 
years  to  hear  a  player  on  the  Leaf  team  say  that  the  team could  win  anv  game  it  had  to. 

Perhaps  this  intangible  might  be  called  confidence.  But 
not  self-confidence,  for  it  would  be  inaccurate  to  assert 

that  any  member  of  the  Blues  lacked  self-confidence. "WE'VE  GOT  TO  WIN" 

Nevertheless,  this  is  a  must  game  as  coach  White  clearly 
indicated  when  he  dictated,  "We've  got  to  win  this  one. 

The  main  reason  for  labelling  this  a  must  game  is  the 
need  to  instill  in  the  team  the  confidence  that  they  can  win 
any  game  they  have  to. 

A  team  which  has  lost  as  consistently  as  Blues  have 
over  the  past  five  years  cannot  be  expected  to  have  this  at- titude. 

Perhaps  it  is  naive  to  assume  that  one  game  will  instill 
this  attitude  but  it  will  go  a  long  way  towards  giving  the 
team  that  certain  something  it  must  have  if  it  is  to  capture 
the  Yates  Cup,  symbol  of  Senior  Intercollegiate  football supremacy. 

This  game  is  more  than  just  an  exhibition  for  another 
reason.  It  will  give  Vic  Wozniuk  a  chance  to  start  his  first 
football  game  at  quarterback  for  Varsity  Blues. 

Coach  White  has  decided  that  it  is  time  to  give  Woz- 
niuk an  opportunity  to  prove  himself  as  a  first  string  quar- terback. 

If  Wozniuk  comes  through,  White  may  find  himself 
with  an  unexpected  bonus.  He  will  be  able  to  spot  Bryce 
Taylor  in  the  defensive  backfield. 

Taylor  played  on  defense  in  his  first  two  years  on  the team  with  considerable  success. 

AWREY,  SPEYER  RETURN 

LEFTOVERS:  Bob  Awrey  and  Pete  Speyer  have  return- ed to  the  U  of  T  after  a  year  of  coaching  in  Europe  .... 
Both  were  second  team  all-stars  in  the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Hockey  League  in  the  1963-64  season  .  .  .  Two  members  of 

■  last  year's  hockey  team,  Don  Fuller  and  Bob  Hamilton  fail- ed and  therefore  are  ineligible  for  intercollegiate  play  .  .  . 
Basketballer  Vlad  Baronowicz,  a  second  team  Senior  Inter- 

collegiate Basketball  League  all-star  also  missed  his  year  . . . 
the  Save  The  Children  College  Bowl  will  be  played  Satur- 

day, November  20  at  Varsity  Stadium.  All  four  Senior  In- tercollegiate football  teams  are  playing  exhibition  games 
this  weekend  .  .  .  Besides  the  Varsity-Manitoba  game,  Mc- 
Gill  plays  St.  Mary's  at  Halifax,  Friday  night,  Queen's  hosts St.  Francis  Xavier  and  Western  plays  London  Lords  of  the 
Ontario  Rugby  Football  Union  —  both  games  on  Saturday afternoon. 

r 

— photo  by  JOE  WEINSTOCK 
Varsity's  Mike  Bond  (helmet)  goes  high  in  the  air  to 
deflect  ball  from  two  Balmy  Beach  players  in  yesterday's rugger  game  on  the  back  campus. 

BE  A  SPORTSIE 
Positions  are  still  open 

on  the  Varsity's  sports  staff. All  those  interested  in  the 
exciting  life  of  a  Varsity 
sportsie  are  asked  to  come 
to  the  Varsity  in  the  base- ment of  the  SAC  building 
for  an  organizational  meet- ing Monday  at  1:15  p.m. 
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ill  charge  for  teach-in 
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By  PAUL  CARSON 
S  t  udents  registering  for 

the  international  teach-in 
will  be  charged  a  fee  of  $2. 
This  was  announced  last 
night  by  Professor  Charles 
Hanly/j  Chairman  of  the  or- 

ganizing committee. 
The  fee  for  non-students 

will  be  five  dollars. 
Registration  for  the  inter- 

national teach-in  to  be  held 
on  Thanksgiving  weekend, 
Oct.  8-10,  begins  today. 
Booths  are  located  in  all 
arts  colleges  and  all  facul- 

ty buildings. 
Commenting  on  the  fees, 

Prof.  Hanly  said,  "Two  fac- tors influenced  our  decision 
to  set  a  nominal  fee  for  at- 

tendance at  the  teach-in  — 
seats  will  be  at  a  premium, 
and  we  want  to  assure  that 
students  who  register  will 
actually  show  up;  if  they 
have  to  pay  ahead  of  time, 
chances  are  they  will  appear 

in  person.  And,  of  course, 
we  must  raise  about  $35,000 
in  order  to  finance  the 
teach-in    weekend,"  he  said. 
Referring  to  the  over-all 

financial  condition  of  the 
teach-in,  Prof.  Hanly  said 
that  the  committee  had  been 
able  to  secure  incorporat- 

ion as  a  tax-exempt  found- ation. However,  he  added, 
there  is  still  the  problem  of 
raising  sufficient  funds.  "I 
expect  we  shall  have  to  ap- 

peal to  the  various  student 
councils  for  financial  as 
well  as  moral  support,"  he said. 

In  order  to  provide  more 
seating  capacity,  the  major 
sessions  will  be  switched 
from  Convocation  Hall  to 
Varsity  Arena. 

Prof.  Hanly  expects  to  an- 
nounce major  additions  to 

the  list  of  speakers  and  pro- 
visions for  radio  and  tele- 

vision coverage  on  Wednes- day. 

Parties  woo  student  vote 
Prime  Minister  Pearson 

and  Progressive  Conserva- 
tive leader  Diefenbaker  are 

wooing  the  student  vote. 
The  prime  minister  an- 

nounced Friday  that  he  was 
lifting  the  ceiling  on  student 
loans  and  that  he  is  looking 
for  a  way  to  let  out-of-town 

students  vote  at  their  uni- versities. 
Mr.  Diefenbaker  promis- 

ed a  $3  increase  in  federal 
government  per  capita 
grants  to  universities  — 
from  $2  to  $5.  He  added  a 
promise  to  give  Maritime 

See  "parties",  page  2 

Students  to  write  U.S.  exams 
Students  applying  to  the 

University  of  Toronto  next 
year  will  write  the  U.S.  Col- 

lege Board  Exams.  The  first 
Canadian-designed  tests  will 
be  ready  for  the  1967  term. 

Robin  Ross,  U  of  T  regis- 
trar, told  The  Varsity  that 

the  objective  tests  would 
not  replace  the  Ontario  sen- 

ior matriculation  examina- 
tions, but  would  act  as  a 

supplement  to  them.  He 
said  they  would  help  estab- 

lish a  single  Canadian  stan- 
dard for  admission  and  de- 

termine the  standing  of  non- 
Ontario  students  for  en- 

trance scholarships. 
Mr.  Ross  said  the  objec- 

tive tests  would  also  com- 
pensate  for  students  with 

lower  Grade  13  marks  than 
See  "exams",  page  2 

Social  planners  seek  volunteers 
By  DIANE  ROSENBERG 
The  Social  Planning  Coun- 

cil will  be  on  campus  this 
week  to  recruit  more  than 
1,000  volunteers  required  by 
community  organizations. 

Volunteers  are  needed  by 
settlement  houses,  boys'-v 
and  girls'  organizations,  hos- pitals and  nursery  schools. 
Teachers  are  required  for 
school  children  and  Eng- 

lish classes  for  new  Canad- ians. 

Volunters  can  work  with 
any  age  group.  The  main  re- 
qiurement  is  to  have  an  in- 

terest in  people. 
Mrs.  G.  E.  Richardson  of 

the  Social  Planning  Coun- 
cil, as  well  as  members 

from  various  agencies,  will 
be  at  the  campus  to  discuss 
the  variety  of  jobs  avail- 
able. 
They  will  be  in  a  tent 

facing  Hart  House  behind 
the  SAC  building.  Mondav 
to  Friday,  9  a.m.  —  5  p.m. 
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"The  Freshman  Welcome 
is  traditionally  an  oppor- 

tunity for  male  non-fresh- 
men to  appraise  the  incom- 

ing crop  of  first-year  girls." ( The  Student  Handbook, 1965-66). 

At  the  Freshman  Welcome 
Friday  night,  hordes  of 
male  non-freshmen  trampl- 

ed each  other  in  Varsity 
Arena,  ogling  the  incoming 
crop  of  first-year  girls  who 

See  "welcome"  page  3 
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HELP  NEEDE
D 

to  produce  a  U  of  T  weekly 

RADIO  PROGRAMME 

on  CJRT  FM 

Announcers,  reporters,  technicians,  managers,  all  needed. 
Experience  not  necessary. 

Don't  miss  this  one  chance  at  stardom  . . .  leave  your  name  at 

the  SAC  office,  or  phone  923-6221  924-3808  after  seven. 

Discuss  university  accessibility 

MEN 

WANTED 

WHO  LIKE  SINGING!! 

HART  HOUSE  GLEE  CLUB MONDAY SEPTEMBER  27 
Reaistration  Wednesday  September  29 Kegis      ion  m  the  music  roo* 

4  P.M.  TO  6  P.M. 
4  P.M.  TO  6  P.M. 

IN  THE  MUSIC  ROOM  OF  HART  HOUSE 

HAVE  CLEE  WI1L  TRAVEL 

1965  HOMECOMING 

FLOAT  PARADE 

"TORONTO,  NO  MEAN  CITY" 
entry  by  invitation  ONLY 

ENTRY  FORM  MUST  BE  SUBMITTED  TO  SAC 

OFFICE  BY  4  P.M. 

TUESDAY  OCTOBER  5 

BLUE  AND  WHITE  SOCIETY 

FOOTBALL  DANCE 
HART  HOUSE 

SATURDAY  OCTOBER  2  1965 

9:00  -  12:00  P.M. 
ADDED  ATTRACTION: 

GREAT  HALL  A-GO-GO!! 
Tickets  $2.50  per  couple 

ON  SALE  TUESDAY  SEPT.  28  1965  IN  SAC  OFFICE 

Parties  (continued) 
universities  extra  grants  to 
help  them  provide  for  large 
numbers'  of  students  from 
outside  the  Atlantic  provin- 

ces. ■ 

Mr.  Pearson  said  he  has 
asked  a  Toronto  lawyer  who 
is  an  expert  in  electoral  law, 
Cyril  Carson,  whether  the Canada  Elections  Act  can 
be  interpreted  to  allow  the students  to  vote  where  they 
are   in  residence. 
He  also  announced  that 

provinces  would  be  able 
to  draw  enough  money  from 
the  federal  government  to 
ensure  that  every  student 
who  passes  a  means  test 

A  panel  discussion  Friday 
among  three  U  of  T  student 
political  leaders,  Tom  Good 
(IV  Vic),  Gord  Laxer  (IV 
Vic)  and  David  Hunter  (III 
New),  developed  into  a  dis- cussion of  "Universal  Acces- 

sibility." 
The  panelists  agreed  that the  underlying  theme  of 

UNAC  (the  accepted  jargon 
term  for  universal  accessi- 

bility) is  the  belief  that every  student  has  the  right 
of  being  educated  to  a  de- gree determined  solely  by 
his  academic  ability  with  no 
financial  or  social  qualifi- cations. 
At  the  recent  29th  CUS 

conference   a   motion  was 

passed  adopting  the  policy 
of  UNAC.  The  CUS  motion 
intends  to  promote  "as  a first  step  the  elimination  of 

tuition  fees." 
On  the  National  Day  of 

Awareness  at  the  end  of 
October,  students  on  cam- 

puses across  Canada, 
through  student  govern- ments, will  hold  programs 
intended  to  familiarize  their 
communities  with  the  con- 

cept of  UNAC. SAC  has  started  planning 
the  role  it  will  take  here  in 
October.  It  is  trying  to  make 
some  more  general  apprais- 

als of  the  purpose  of  educa- tion, to  society  as  well  as 
to  the  student. 

will  be  able  to  get  a  feder- 
ally-guaranteed bank  loan. The  ceiling  had  been 

$40,000,000.  In  its  first  year 
of  operation,  more  than 
$26,400,000  was  loaned  to 
42,500  students  under  the 

plan. 

Mr.  Diefenbaker,  during 

his  campaign  kick-off speech  in  Halifax,  said  the 
increases  would  bring  fede- 

ral operating  grants  to  uni- 
versities up  to  about  $125,- 000,000  a  year.  During  the 

fiscal  year  1962-63,  grants 
totalled  more  than  $53,000- 
000. 

Exams  (continued) 

they  had  expected.  Further- more, the  results  would  be available  in  the  spring  or 
early  summer  and  would 
thus  eliminate  the  long  wait 
for  matriculation  results. 

They  will  consist  of  mul- 
tiple-choice answers  mark- 

ed by  computer.    The  re- 

sults, on  a  score  range  from 
200  to  800,  will  be  sent  both 
to  the  student  and  to  the 
university  of  his  choice. 
The  university  will  decide 
how  much  weight  to  give 
the  tests  in  comparison  with 
other  criteria  of  admission. 

Arbor  (continued) 

1945  to  relieve  the  conges- tion in  the  Tuck  Shop  which 
resulted  from  the  post-war boom  in  student  population. 

Prior  to  that,  the  room 
was  a  billiards  hall.  The 
need  for  a  cafeteria  was  ob- 

vious, and  Mr.  Cowan  said that  there  were  no  cries  of 
protest  when  the  pool  tables were  dismantled. 

In  1953,  extensive  renova- tions were  carried  out  in 
the  Arbor  Room.  Almost 
half  of  the  $25,000  spent  at 
that  lime  went  for  the  in- 

stallation of  an  outside  door 
which  had  to  blend  into  the 
architecture  of  Hart  House. 
When  the  Arbor  Room  re- 

opens today,  students  wiil find  a  greater  variety  of 
food  being  served  at  the 
same  level  of  prices  as  in 
previous  years. Mr.  Rhodes  said  he  hoped 
that  food  could  be  served 
20  per  cent  faster  than  last 
year.  With  an  average  of 2000  customers  a  day  using 
the  Arbor  Room,  this  repre- 

sents a  major  improvement. 

E& 

Today,  1  p.m.: 
New  Democrat  meeting  on  foreign  affairs  policy,  Rm. 

2115,  Sidney  Smith  Hall.. 
Today,  1  p.m.: 

Conservative  Club  External  Affairs  Committee  group  dis- 
cussion on  Canadian-American  relations.  S.  H.  E.  Clarkson 

of  the  U  of  T.  Political  Science  Dept.  will  speak. 
Rm.  2123,  Sidney  Smith  Hall. 
Today,  2  pan.: 

Results  of  the  SAC  speed-reading  test  posted  in  Rm.  H12, 
University  College.  A  few  more  positions  are  available. Tuesday,  1  p.m. 

Comunist  Club  Quest-in  (part  1):  An  opportunity  for  in- terested students  to  ask  communists  about  communism. Room  103,  UC. 
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Trinity  frosh  hum  across  campus 
By  RICHARD  REIVE 

Trinity  freshmen  toured 
the  campus  Thursday  night 
in  a  show  of  force,  billed  as 
the  Cross-Campus  Hum. 
Led  by  their  sophomore 

masters,  they  gathered  first 
before  the  SAC  offices.  Con- 

tenting themselves  with  a 
few  apathetic  cheers  and 
their  incomprehensible 
Greek  song,  they  proceeded 
in  a  yenteel  shambles  to  St. 
Michaels  where  they  were 
thrown  out. 

Yorkville  next,  and  a  phal- 

anx of  motorcycles  bore 
down  on  the  "salt  of  the 
earth."  Despite  their  tradi- tion and  breeding,  the  men 
of  Trinity,  betrayed  by  their 
leaders,  turned  and  fled  like 
rabbits.  . 

At  Victoria,  the  stalwarts 
fared  somewhat  better.  The 
great  unwashed  masses  of 
"Sick  Vic"  captured  one  of the  fairest  flowers  of  Saint 
Hilda's.  In  chivalrous  indig- 

nation, the  freshmen  charg- 
ed their  foes  and  regained 

possession  of  the  cruelly 
used  damsel. 

Elated  by  their  unusual 
show  of  spirit  and  vigour, 
the  warriors  bunny-hopped 
across  Bloor  Street,  and 
chanted  their  incantations 
before  "Jack  the  Bear's." Reacting  unkindly  to  their 
attentions,  h  e  dispersed 
them  with  a  cleaver. 
The  freshmen  returned  to 

the  Buttery  and  gave  them- 
selves over  to  the  ministra- 

tions of  J.P.  and  the  Play- 
boys in  fertility  rites  de- 

signed to  eiminate  all  mem- ory of  their  military 
debacle. 

Former  lecturer  seeks  Liberal  nomination 
A  former  U  of  T  lecturer 

in  poli  tical  science,  Tim 
Reid,  will  seek  the  Liberal 
nomination  in  Toronto's 
Beaches-Danforth  riding. 

Mr.  Reid,  who  headed  the 
economics  section  of  Ontar- 

io Liberal  leader  Andy 
Thompson's  research  divi- sion, has  been  an  active 
campaign  worker  for  the 

party  for  several  years. 
He  also  played  halfback 

for  the  Hamilton  Tiger  Cats. 
Mr.  Reid  is  currently 

secretary  of  graduate  stud- ies at  York  University  and 
formerly  was  assistant  to 
York's  president,  Dr.  Mur- 

ray Ross. Mr.  Reid  said  he  saw  the 
national  election  issues  as 

the  need  for  a  stable  govern- 
ment and  "the  dual  prob- lems of  automation  and  ed- 

ucation— areas  in  which  I 
have  had  considerable  ex- 

perience." 
The  riding  is  currently  re- 

presented by  New  Demo- crat Reid  Scott  who  won  the 
1963  election  with  a  200  vote 
majority. 

Exchange  applications  now  being  accepted 

Margaret  Schrand  (III 
SMC ) ,  SAC  weekends  ex- 

change chairman,  said  ap- 
plications for.  this  year's exchanges  will  be  accepted 

in  the  SAC  office  this  week. 
As  in  previous  years  there 

will  be  three  exchanges — 
with  University  of  Montreal 
(Carabin),  University  of 
North  Carolina  (Tarheel) 
and  Harvard  College,  second 
week  of  October.  Program- 

mes in  the  past  have  con- 

sisted of  seminar  groups 
discussing  mutual  and  local 
problems,  and  the  contrast 
between  both  participating 
universities.  About  ninety 
students  will  take  part  in 
the  three  weekends  planned. 

Welcome  (continued) 
lined  the  boards.  Most  of 
them  seemed  to  gather  at 
the  two  blue-lines,  keeping 
well  clear  of  the  centre  red- 
line. 
Thousands  writhed  and 

bobbed  through  the  even- 
ing's fertility  rites.  Ritchie 

Knight  and  the  Midknights 
made  lots  of  noise.  They 
drowned  out  the  groans. 
Some  of  the  groans  came 

from  the  symbolic  dancers. 
Most  of  them  came  from 
the  male  non-freshmen 
when  they  saw  the  freshies. 
SAC  President  Mary  Bre- 

win  made  a  speech.  It  was 
a  nice  speech.  Some  people 
groaned. U  of  T  President  Claude 
Bissell  sent  an  envoy  to 
make  a  speech.  He  quoted 
the  student  handbook. 
The  Lady  Godiva  Memor- ial Band  made  whoopee. 

Evervbody  cheered  after 
they  played  their  usual  re- pertoire. But  they  cheered 
loudest  after  the  LGMB 
played  the  William  Tell Overture  with  which  the 
band  won  the  Kiwanis  Mu- sic Festival  last  year. 
Squares. 
"The  Welcome  features 

information  booths  operat- 
ed by  campus  clubs  and  or- 

ganisations." (The  Sttfdent Handbook) 
"Hey  there,  hey  there,  hey 

there.  Step  right  this  way 
ladies  and  gentlemen.  Come 
right  in  you  lucky  people. 
Learn  the  truth  about  the 

  club."  (in- 
name  of  your  fa- sert  the 

vorite  organization) 

The  Freshman  Welcome  is 
organized  by  the  Blue  and White  Society. 

-  photos  by  NORM  FISHER 

HART  HOUSE  C 

In  the  Art  Gollery  —  "Perceptuol  Abstraction" Hours:  10  a.m.  to  10  p.m. 
Ladies:    2  p.m.  to   5  p.m. 

TUESDAY 
BRIDGE  CLUB  OPEN  MEETING 

6.45  p.m.  Eost  Common  Room 
Any  members  interested  in  joining  are  invited  to  attend 

25%  DISCOUNT ON  ALL  JEWELLERY  PURCHASES 
Including  all  branded  Watches,  A-l  Quality  Diamonds,  Silverwore, Lighters,  Wallets,  Pens  and  Pencils,  Radios,  Clocks,  Costume 
Jewellery,  etc.,  etc.  You  must  have  your  A.T.L.  card  when  making 
o  purchase. 

SHEFFIELD  JEWELLERS DIAMOND  MERCHANTS 
323  YONGE  ST.  (5  doors  above  Dundos)  EM.  6-3324,  EM.  6-4122 

LAST  CHANCE  TODAY!! 

STRATFORD  FESTIVAL  TRIP 
9:30  A.M.  SATURDAY,  OCTOBER  2 

BUS:  $2.50  RETURN 
Motinee:  HENRY  IV,  PART  1  $2.00 
Evenings:  JULIUS  CAESAR  $4.25 
Further  information  may  be  obtained  at 

Porter's  Lodge,  New  College,  Today. 

CDLES 

YONGE 

BELOW 
BLOOR 

REFERENCE  BOOKS 

GREATLY  REDUCED 
All  year  round  Coles  reference  book  department  is  loaded  with  bai 
gainst  Drop  in,  you  moy  find  just  the  book  you're  looking  tor  .  . here  ore  a  few  examples  of  titles  in  stock  right  now. 

GENETICS  —  Irwin  H.  Herskowltz Pub.  at  10.00   
TRAGEDIES  CHOISIES  DE  RACINE  —  Andromaquo, Britanicus  Berenice,  Iphigcnic  Phcdre  Athalie Pub.  at  1.45  
C.P.A.  PROBLEMS  AND  APPROACHES  TO  SOLUTIONS VOL.  1.  Charles  T.  Horngren  &  T.  A.  Leer  Pub.  at  7.9S BASIC  PROBLEMS  OF   PHILOSOPHY   2ND  ED.  — Bronstein,  Krikorian  Wiener.  Pub.  at  8.25 
SPEECH:  Dynamic  Communication  —  Milton  Dickens Pub.  at  5.50   
POLARITY  —  Louis  W.  Norris  —  A  Philosophy  ot Tensions  Among  Values,  Pub.  at  4.50 CONTEMPORARY  SOCIAL  PROBLEMS     —  Merton, Wisbct.  Pub.  at  7.95  
TROIS  CONTES  —  Gustave  Flaubert.  Pub.  at  .95 
STANDARD  COLLEGE  DICTIONARY  INDEXED  — Conadion  Ed.  Pub.  at  7.95   
COLLEGE  CHEMISTRY  —  A  Systematic  Aproach  — Sisler,  Vander  Werf,  Davidson.  Pub.  at  5.25 THE  DRUG  EXPERIENCE  —  First  person  Accounts  of Addicts,    Writers,   Scientists.    Pub.    ot  5.95  

COLES  PRICE  2.49  I 
COLES  PRICE    .SO  I 

COLES  PRICE  1.50 
COLES  PRICE  1.75  I 
COLES  PRICE  1.25  I 
COLES  PRICE  1.29  I 

COLES  PRICE  < 

COLES  PRICE  ' 
COLES  PRICE 

OVER  6,500  PAPERBACKS 
TO  CLEAR  AT  49c 

A  Fabulous  selection!  Science,  Philosophy, 
Classics  of  Literature,  Modem  Writing  etc., 

OVER  800  TITLES Everything  from  Atomics  to  Zoography From  Adam  Bede  fo  Walden 

PRINCIPLES  OF  ACCOUNTING,  FIFTH  ED. 
Finney  and  Miller.  Pub.  at  11.00    COLES  PRICE  1.91 CHEMICAL  THERMODYNAMICS  —  Irving  M.  Kloti Pub  at  9  75  COLES  PRICE  1.41 LE  PERE  GORIOT  —  Balzac.  Pub.  at  1.45    COLES  PRICE  -5( THE  PLANETARIAN  APOCLYPSE  —  Wm.  E.  Wooten Pub  at  4.50   COLES  PRICE  .©< A  HISTORY  OF  PHILOSOPHICAL  SYSTEMS  -  <S42  pgs. Pub    at  6.00    COLES  PRICE  3.9! CHEMISTRY  OF  NUCLEAR  POWER  —  Dawson  8.  Long 
Pub.  at  5.00   COLES  PRICE  .« RELIGIOUS  FAITH  —  Languogc  &  Knowledge  — B.  F.  Kimpcl.  Pub.  at  2.75    COLES  PRICE  M MODERN    EXECUTIVES   GUIDE  TO   EFFECTIVE  COM- MUNICATION. Charles  Chondlcr  Porkhurst. 
Pub  at  10  00    COLES  PRICE  4.9S 
THE  PSYCHOLOGY  OF  SEXUAL  EMOTION  —  1 Vernon  W.  Grant.  Pub.  at  4.75    COLES  PRICE  2.98 HANDBOOK  OF  LAYOUT  AND  DIMENSIONING  FOR 
PRODUCTION.   H.    Katz.   Pub.  at  1S.00    COLES  PRICE  . 

VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP 

>6 

J 
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what  Dr.  Bissell  forgot 

President  Claude  Bissell's  welcoming  address  to  the 
freshmen  last  Wednesday  contained  on  admirable  state- ment of  university  values. 

Members  of  the  university  are  committed  to  three 
principles  said  Mr.  Bissell:  the  free  expression  of  ideas, 
the  abhorrence  of  discrimination,  and  the  willingness  to  re- solve problems  by  rational  means. 

"The  only  thing  we  do  not  have  room  for,"  stated the  president,  "is  o  smug,  bad-tempered  authoritarianism 
that  has  all  the  answers." 

Students  listening  to  Dr.  Bissell  reiterate  so  much 
that  was  obviously  true  may  not  have  noticed  that  the  pre- 

sident neglected  to  discuss  one  particularly  pressing  pro- blem -  -  the  desire  of  students  to  participate  in  those  areas 
of  university  administration  which  offect  their  day-to-doy welfare  This  area  of  student  participation  is  one  in  which 
the  values  of  the  university  that  Dr.  Bissell  held  up  for  our 
admiration  have  been  noticobly  absent. 

It  is  this  failure  of  mony  modern  universities  to 
listen  seriously  to  their  students,  to  give  students  o  way  to 
participate  responsibly  in  university  affairs,  which  is  pro- voking much  of  the  student  radicalism  Dr.  Bissell  deplores. 

It  is  the  smug  and  sometimes  bad-tempered  authorit- arianism of  mony  university  administrators  which  produces 
an  equally  authoritarian  response  in  many  of  today's  com- mitted students. 

promises,  promises 

Students  reading  their  newspapers  this  weekend 
will  have  noticed  the  efforts  of  Canada's  two  major  politic- 

al parties  to  attract  the  student  vote. 
While  not  wishing  to  take  sides  with  one  or  onother 

of  Canada's  potential  leaders,  we  think  it  wise  to  warn  U  of T  students  about  the  danger  of  believing  election  promises 
-  -  particularly  as  they  relate  to  university  aid. 

In  Canada's  last  federal  election  the  present  prime 
minister  promised,  in  an  indirect  way,  the  establishment 
of  national  scholarships  for  university  students.  Once  in 
office  he  and  his  party  established  a  loan  program  instead, 
a  program  which  they  have  since  proceeded  to  make  more restrictive. 

Against  this  background  it  is  difficult  to  take  ser- 
iously Mr.  Pearson's  latest  pledge  of  aid  to  university  stu- dents. Perhaps  he  really  means  that  he  has  found  another 

way  to  make  things  more  difficult  for  them. 
Mr.  Diefenbaker's  promises  are  a  similar  matter. It  is  easy  to  make  promises  while  out  of  office,  but,  as  Mr. 

Pearson  showed,  something  else  to  implement  them. 
We  would  urge  students  to  question  all  candidates 

in  their  local  ridings,  and  to  determine  for  themselves  whe- 
ther these  promises  of  financial  aid  are  intended  seriously 

or  are  merely  interpreted  as  campaign  pipe-dreams. 
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Joseph  Byrne,  managing  director  of  the 
National  Beauty  Shop  Owners'  Association, has  said: 

"The  features  of  women  who  smoke 

grow  sharper  as  the  nicotine  habit  fastens on  them,  the  skin  becomes  taut  and  sallow, 
the  lips  lose  their  rosy  color,  the  corners of  the  mouth  show  wrinkles,  the  lower  hp 
shows  a  tendency  to  project  beyond  the 

upper  lip,  the  eyes  acquire  a  stare,  and  the 
lids  rise  and  fall  more  slowly." 

Dr.  Daniel  H.  Kress,  in  a  book  entitled 
The  Cigarette  as  a  Physician  Sees  It,  re- marks: 

"The  most  painstaking  scientific  research 
on  the  part  of  the  medical  profession  both 
in  the  United  States  and  abroad,  has  proved 
the  fact  that  the  infant  of  a  smoking  mother 

is  always  handicapped." 
Dr..  Charles  L.  Barber  of  Lansing,  Michi- 

gan, in  a  paper  read  before  a  convention 
of  the  American  Association  for  Medico- Research,  said: 

"A  baby  born  of  a  smoking  mother  is 
sick.  It  is  poisoned  and  may  die  within  two 
weeks  of  birth.  The  post-mortem  shows  de- 

generation of  the  liver,  heart  and  other  or- 
gans. Sixty  per  cent  of  all  babies  born  of 

mothers  who  are  habitual  smokers  die  be- 
fore they  are  two  years  old." 

It  is  an  accepted  fact  among  medical authorities  that  the  nervous  system  of  a 
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The  Sunday  evening  bluet  seemed  to  hit  the  staff  last  night,  with  the  result  that 
the  paper  was  produced  by  a  small  -  -  but  fortunately  willing  -  -  band  of  workers. 
Dorlcno  Masfro  and  Anne  Moore  typed  energetically.  Richard  Reive  and  Cathy 
Harris  came  to  rewrite.  Stan  Lew  vaguely  by  phone.  Poul  Carson  just  when 
thought  he  wasn't  coming.  And  the  beautiful  Penny  Hcwctt  In  the  darkroom The  tports  slat  was  hard  hit  by  the  holiday. 
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Are  your  features  growing  sha
rp? 

woman  is  more  highly  organized  than  that 
of  a  man,  and  is  more  easily  damaged  by 
the  use  of  any  narcotic.  Dr.  Hugh  S.  Cum- 
ming  former  surgeon-general  of  the  United 
Slate's  Public  Health  Service,  has  declared: 

"The  cigarette  habit  indulged  in  to  excess 
by  women  tends  to  cause  nervousness  and 
insomnia  ...  it  may  ruin  her  complexion 

causing  her  to  become  gradually  ashen." 
Dr.  Kress  continues:  "Cigarette  smoking 

among  women  is  in  part  responsible  for  the 
rapidly  declining  birth-rate  noticed  in  the 

past  few  years  in  all  civilized  lands." Dr.  Holfstaetter,  the  noted  Vienna  physi- 
cian, points  out  that  women  who  work  in 

tobacco  factories  seldom  have  children  and 
when  they  do  have  them  the  children  are 

unhealthy  and  usually  die  early  in  life.  "In Vienna  women  smoke  because  of  a  super- stition that  when  they  do  they  are  not  likely 
to  have  children."  He  is  convinced  that  this 
belief  has  a  scientific  basis. 

No  comment  is  necessary.  Women  form 
the  bulwark  between  the  vices  of  mankind 
and  the  future  of  the  race.  Woman  has  al- 

ways been  one  of  the  great  forces  for  good 
in  the  world.  In  her  is  to  be  found  the 
hope  of  the  future.  There  is  a  halo  around 
her  head.  But  it  is  not  a  halo  of  smoke.. 

(The  above  item  has  been  reprinted  in  its 
entirety  from  The  Varsity  of  Wednesday, December  8,  1938.) 

letters  to  the  editor 

apology 

Sir: 
Last  Friday  I  received  a 

leter  from  Registrar  Robin 
Ross  and  Vice  -  President 
(Administration)  F.  R. 
Stone  with  the  information 
I  requested  about  sales  at 
the  U  of  T  bookstore. 
From  the  facts  provided 

it  is  possible  to  make  an 
approximate  estimate  of  the 
cost  of  the  proposed  20  per 
cent  subsidy  on  books  pur- 

chased by  students.  Allow- ing for  a  proposed  50  per 
cent  increase  in  sales,  the 
subsidy  would  cost  the  uni- 

versity about  $250,000.  This 
does  not  seem  unreasonable 
in  view  of  the  university's 

budget  of  about  $35  million. I  would  like  to  thank 
these  gentlemen  for  their 
time  and  cooperation  in  ob- 

taining this  information, 
and  apologize  for  the  im- plication in  my  letter  to  the editor  last  Wednesday  that  I 
was  being  given  a  deliber- ate runaround.  This  was  not 
the  case. Tom  Good  (IV  VIC) 

cling  to  conscience 

ir: God  help  the  people  like 
.    M.   Jonker    who  don't 

seem  to  understand  that  it 
is  precisely  freedom  that allows  man  to  choose  sin. 
And  that  in  the  final  mo- 

ment of  decision,  the  pos- 
sibly 'idolized'  reasoning  of 

his  own  conscience  is  what 
a  person  must  cling  to,  not 
the  laudable  and  sometimes 
useful  exhortations  of  ot- hers. 

Anne  Moore  (I  SMC) 

a  suggestion 
Sir: 

It  is  unfortunate  that  this 
note  of  discontent  will  pro- 

bably be  submerged  in  the 
current  barrage  of  criticism 
directed  toward  the  univer- 

sity bookstore,  but  I  know 
from  first  hand  experience 
that  I  speak  for  at  least  a 
sticky  and  crowded  room- ful of  others  like  myself.. 
Twice  in  the  past  week, 

in  order  to  obtain  one  or 
two  books  which  I  required 
immediately,  I  was  given 

my  annual  opportunity'  to participate  in  the  daily 
bread-line  of  fellow  stu- 

dents having  to  do  penance 
by  buying  books  as  soon  as 
possible,  as  was  demanded 
by  their  courses. 
Amid  the  stifling  heat, 

shifting  wearily  from  one 
leg  to  another  more  than 
two  hours,  I  thought  of  at 
least  three  simple  changes 
of  policy  which  this  book- stocked,  student  -  crammed 
Turkish   bath    could  insti- 

tute in  order  to  provide  a 
slight  remedy  for  the  situa- 
tion. First,  it  would  be  little 
more  expensive  for  another 
commissionaire  to  be  post- 

ed on  duty,  to  prevail  upon 
students  to  maintain  from 
eight  to  twelve  orderly  lin- es to  the  book  counter. 

Secondly,  one  or  two  of 
the  lines  should  be  reserv- ed for  students  purchasing 
only  one,  two  or  three  books 
at  a  time,  while  the  other 
rows  may  be  left  for  those 
'■uying  in  large  quantities. 
This  would  be  time-sav- 

ing for*  small  buyers,  and 
would  persuade  students 
either  to  purchase  in  a 
more  piecemeal  fashion,  or 
:  ij  suffer  the  consequences 
of  big-time  spending.  At 
least  a  choice,  however 
crude,  would  be  offered. 
Thirdly,  those  waiting 

upOL  'he  endless  waves  of 
cUenis  with  money  to  spend 
and  patience  spent,  should 
restrict  themselves  to  serv- 

ing the  same  line  constant- 
ly, rather'  than  wandering hack  and  forth  and  some- 

tiireis  neglecting  an  entire 
regiment  for  as  long  as  half 
an  hour  1  counted  in  the 
ne:g"  ooi  hood  of  a  dozen 
people  scurrying  behind the  rear  counter.  No  more 
would  be  required  to  look 
after  the  number  or  rows 
suggested  in  my  first  pro- vision. And  this  would  still 
leave  room  for  those  buy- 

ing supplies  at  the  side- counters. 
The  student-hours  wast- ed, the  classes  missed,  the 

frustration  of  waiting  for 
one  or  two  books  only  to 
find  them  out  of  stock,  all 
such  conditions  surely  war- 

rant the  suggested  remedies. 
Some  slowness  is  a  neces- 

sary evil,  but  it  need  not  be 
slothfuly  invited.  There  is 
little  consolation  in  know- 
in"  that  they  will  be  serv- 

ed "who  only  stand  and 

wait." 

Gordon  Raymond  (IV  UC) 



cross  Canada by  jacques  de  montigny 

Student  syndicalism  moves  toward  provincial  action 
To  most  students  on  this 

campus,  student  syndical- 
ism really  doesn't  mean 

much,  if  they  have  heard 
of  it  at  all.  At  best,  it  boils 
down  to  another  element  of 
what  the  Anglo  -  Canadian 
press  likes  to  refer  _  to  as 
"tbe  quiet  revolution"  in Quebec. 

Earlier  this  month,  an- 
other step  in  the  second 

phase  of  the  organization 
of  student  syndicalism  took 
place  at  the  University  of 
Montreal.  This  second  phase 
has  attempted  to  direct 
student  movements  away 
from  chauvinistic  limi- 

tations on  campus  and  inte- 
grate student  unions  into 

the  sphere  of  provincial  so- 
cial action. 

It  has  meant  a  close  as- 
sociation between  student 

and  workers'  unions,  parti- cularly towards  deep  and 
direct  involvement  in  pro- 

vincial politics. 
The  most  recent  manifes- 

tation of  this  is  the  founda- 
tion of  the  Quebec  wing  of 

the  Assembly  of  Youth 
Movements  (CJMQ). 

Comprised  _of  twenty 
youth  organizations  repre- 

senting 150,000  of  the  pro- 
vince's young  people,  the 

body  was  formed  to  estab- lish a  common  front,  acting 
as  a  voice  of  Quebec  youth 
in  dealings  within  the  pro- 

vince and  out. 
The  charter  of  the  new 

organization  stipulates  that 
only  Quebec  youth  move- ments or  the  Quebec  wing 
of  broader  youth  bodies  may 
be  represented  in  the  CJMQ. 

It  goes  on  to  affirm  "the right  of  the  peoples  and  or 
all  countries  to  independ- 

ence and  the  right  of  na- 
tions to  self-determination," 

and  it  recognizes  "Quebec as  the  national  state  of  the 
Quebecois,  which  by  conse- 

quence must  possess  all  the 
necessary  means  for  its  full 
emancipation." Made  up  of  students, 
young  workers  and  young 
farmers,  as  well  as  political 
and  religious  youth,  the  or- 

ganization will  seek  recog- nition on  the  international 
level. The  new  body  and  its 
member  ,  organizations  are 
not  expected  to  participate 
in  any  move  to  form  a Canada-wide  council.  They 
will  likely  carry  on  separate 
relations  with  bodies  out- side Canada. 

The  aims  and  the  means 
the  organization  has  dedi- cated itself  to  are  not  yet 
realities  in  the  rest  of  Cana- 

da. Forced  integration  of  the 
organization  within  the  Ca- nadian framework  could 
ony  bring  about  B  and  B 
type  friction. Those  who  would  doubt 
the  feasibility  of  coopera- 

tion between  labor  and 
student  unions  might  con- 

sider the  example  offered 
by  the  University  of  Mon- treal this  summer. 
When  the  campus  place- 

ment service  sent  five  un- 
suspecting students  to  work 

as  scabs  in  a  plant  under 
the  excuse  that  the  strike 

was  "illegal,"  the  president of  the  student  union  at  U  of 
M  talked  to  the  students, 
explained  to  them  the  rea- 

son for  the  strike  and  con- vinced them  to  willingly 
quit  their  jobs. 
The  next  day  ,the  stud- 

ents joined  the  picket  line 
along  with  half  of  the  U  of 
M  students'  executive  and 
one  student,  even  went  as 
far  as  turning  over  his  two 
days'  pay  to  the  strike  fund. 

off  t  of  my  head 
on  editorial  perspective 

by  david  jackel 

I'm  still  trying  to  recover  from  last  Mon- 
day's opening  ceremonies  at  Scarborough College.  The  scene,  as  we  sat  watching  the 

television  screens  on  which  four  of  the  col- 
lege's top  officials  addressed  the  first  stu- 
dents accepted  by  Scarborough,  was  one  of 

unusual  sincerity  with  overtones  of  George 
Orwell's  Nineteen  Eighty-Four. As  we  all  know,  television  is  a  medium 
composed  mainly  of  lies  and  half-truths. 
Scarborough's  students,  accustomed  to  ig- 

noring the  pleas  of  TV  pitchmen,  seemed 
unconvinced  by  the  appeals  from  their  dean, 
registrar  and  principal  to  "come  to  us  with 
all  your  problems."  Despite  the  fact  that Registrar  Dickinson,  Principal  Plumptre  and 
Dean  Beckel  obviously  meant  it  they  were 
in  the  unenviable  position  of  using  a  medi- 

um in  which  sincerity  has  come  to  have  un- fortunate connotations. 
And  their  repeated  offers  of  help  for  the 

students  began  to  take  on,  after  their  third 
reiteration,  a  slightly  ominous  cast.  One 
wonders  what  would  happen  if  the  new  col- 

lege were  ever  to  be  run  by  less  scrupulous men.  . 
Perhaps  the  halls  would  resound  with: 

"You  must  come  to'  us  with  all  your  prob- 
lems. You  must  .  .  .  you  must  .  .  ."■  of  course, 

that  day  is  at  least  nineteen  years  in  the future. 
As  I  said,  the  students  seemed  somewhat 

taken  aback.  So  much  so  that  after  the  pro- 
gram Dean  Beckel  had  to  urge  them  to- wards the  free  sandwiches.  But  perhaps 

Scarborough's  students  do  not  yet  know  the difficulties  connected  with  obtaining  food 
on  this  campus. 

A  final  note  regarding  the  television  pro- 
gram itself:  whoever  chose  Take  Five  as 

the  theme  for  film  footage  of  a  college 
building  program  temporarily  halted  by  con- struction strikes  has  a  subtle  sense  of  hu- mor. 

A  LOOK  AT  THE  FUTURE 
Meanwhile,  it  is  interesting  to  speculate 

on  the  possible  future  uses  of  television  at 
this  university,  now  that  Scarborough  Col- lege has  shown  the  way. 

One  day  soon  students  may  turn  on  their 
sets  for  a  9  a.m.  English  lecture  and  see  a 
distinguished,  grey-haired  man  (Professor 
Joe  L.  Alldrool)  gazing  deep  mto  their  souls and  saying: 

"Milton  ...  the  greatest  name  in  Englsih 
poetry  Milton  has  an  internationally  recog- 

nized length,  and  a  fine  blend  of  the  Puri- tan and  Humanist  traditions.  From  the  first 

sonnet  to  the  last  page  of  Paradise  Regained 
you'll  find  that  Milton  gives  you  the  best 
poetry  that  money  can  buy.  That  Milton  .  .  . 
that's  poetry  " Or  perhaps  U  of  T  will  begin  advertising 
its  courses  on  television  in  an  effort  to  at- 

tract students.  And  we'll  see  the  following, 
half-way  through  the  Beverley  Hillbillies: 

".Why  be  half-safe?  Take  an  engineering 
course  and  be  sure.  Only  engineering  gives 
you  complete  24  hour  protection  from  arts- men. 

"So  try  engineering,  and  stay  cool  through 
those  long  hot  examinations." 

Or  perhaps  the  president  will  appear,  ad- vertising the  university  as  a  whole. 
"Come  to  the  scenic  University  of  Toron- 
to —  a  niche  of  green  bounded  on  two  sides 

by  main  highways  and  on  the  other  two  by 
streetcar  lines  .  .  .  Toronto  .  .  .  where  we 
put  the  flowers  back  only  when  the  stu- dents leave  in  the  spring  .  .  .  Toronto  .  . 
where  we  always  have  room  for  you  — 
even  if  we  have  to  expropriate  to  get  it  .  .  . 
Toronto  ...  the  home  of  the  think-through 
rather  than  the  sit-in  —  because  if  you  sit 
in  we  fail  you  .  .  .Toronto  .  .  .  where  aca- 

demic freedom  is  our  watchword  —  acade- mics are  free  but  students  do  what  we  tell 
them  .  .  .  Toronto  ...  the  finest  name  in 
big  universities,  with  the  luxuries  that  only 
a  big  university  can  supply  —  no  library 
books,  no  place  to  live,  no  professors  to 
talk  to  you  .  .  .  Toronto  ...  it  comes  in  two 
models,  the  standard  three-year  course  or 
the  special  four-year  version  .  .  .  Toronto 
where  you  pay  enough  to  get  the  very 

best .  1  ." LIMITLESS  POSSIBILITIES 

The  possibilities  are  limitless,  of  course, 
and  why  not  use  them,  say  I.  Even  beyond 
television  lie  other  modern  techniques  used 
in  the  industrial  and  military  worlds.  As  a first  step: 
R.  Blackburn, 
Chief  Librarian,  U  of  T. 
Dear  Sir: 

Although  your  new  plastic  cards  are  won 
derful,  especially  for  breaking  into  apart- 

ments, why  not  solve  the  problem  of  stu- dent identification  once  and  for  all. 
Instead  of  taking  those  passport  pictures, 

you  could  simply  tatoo  a  number  on  the foreheads  of  all  students  right  at  the  be 
ginning  of  their  university  careers  .  .  . 

Now  that's  what  I  call  thinking  things 
through,  rather  than  sitting  around  com- plaining. 

21YRS 

OLD? 

When  you  turn  21 
you're  no  longer  cow 

ered  by  your  parents' Hospital  Insurance. To  keep  insured,  you 
must  take  out  indi' vidual  membership 
within  30  days.  Get 

your  application  form at  a  bank,  a  hospital, 
or  from  the  Commis- sion. 

NEWLY 

WED? 

The  'family'  Hospital 
Insurance  premium 
must  now  be  paid  to 
cover  husband  and wife.  Notify  your 
'group'  without  de- 

lay OR,  if  you  both  pay 
premiums  direct,  notij fy  the  Commission. 

NEW 

JOB? 
To  keep  insured  follow 
the  instructions  on  the 
Hospital  Insurance Certificate  of  Payment 
'Form  104'  that  your 

present  employer  is required  to  give  you on  leaving. 

Your 

ONTARIO 

HOSPITAL 

INSURANCE 

Plan 
Ontario  Hospital 

Services  Commission 
Toronto  7,  Ontario 
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Toronto 

OUR  AVERAGE 

STUDENT  READS 

4.7  TIMES 

FASTER 
THAN  HIS 

STARTING  SPEED 

(with  equal  or  better 
comprehension  !) 

Mrs.  Evelyn  Wood  spent 
over  16  years  of  research and  testing  before  opening 
her  now  world-famous 
Reading  Dynamics  Institute in  1959.  There  are  now  19 

Reading  Dynamics  Insti- tutes in  the  U.S.A.  and  TWO IN  CANADA  (Toronto  and Ottawa). 

HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED 
Mrs.  Wood  soys:  "In  1945  I  sub- mitted my  Master's  thesis  to  Dr.  C. Lowell  Lees,  my  professor  ot  the 
University  of  Utah,  etc.  He  reod 
the  80  pages  in  a  matter  of  min- utes, and  before  my  stortled  eyes, 
marked  the  paper  without  missing o  detail  His  untrained  speed:  6000 
words  per  minute,  compared  to"  the 
average  college  graduate's  350. Determined  to  find  the  secret,  I 
spent  2  years  tracking  down  50 
more  people  who  could  reed  rapid- 

ly ..  .  and  14  years  later,  after countless  hours  of  research  ond 
testing,  I  taught  my  first  public 
classes  in  Washington,  D.C.  So  po- sitive were  the  results  thot  the  story 
appeared  in  Time,  Newsweek,  Busi- ness Week,  Esquire,  The  Christian Science  Monitor  and  my  graduates 
appeared  an  The  Tonight  Show, 
Gory  Moore,  I've  Got  A  Secret. Consistently,  my  students  learned 
to  increase  their  speed  from  3  to 
10  times  .  .  .  WITH  A  GAIN  IN UNDERSTANDING  ! 

SINCE  1959,  OVER 
100,000  PEOPLE  HAVE 
TAKEN  MY  COURSE! 

Since  Fall  1963  over  500  people 
have  token  the  Evelyn  Wood  Read- 

ing Dynamics  Course  in  Toronto, 
Kingston  and  Ottawa.  Average  im- provement has  been  over  4  times 
starting  rates,  with  better  compre- hension than  ot  their  old  slow  start- rotes. 

GUARANTEE: 
If  you  don't  at  least  triple  your 
reading  speed,  with  at  leost  equal 
comprehension,  your  entire  tuition will  be  refunded  ! 

EVELYN  WOOD 

READING 

DYNAMICS 

INSTITUTE 
Suite  1103,  Britannica  Houie, 

151  Bloor  St.  W. 
Toronto  5,  Ontario 
923-4681 
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YOUNG  MEN 

|  STYLED  FOR  THE  | YOUNG  CROWD 

At  leading  stotw  everywhere 

ERWIN'S BARBER  SHOP 
640  YON6E  STREET 

(cor,  Irwin  and  Yonge) 
Welcomes  old  customers 
and  new  who  want  the 
best  in  Princeton's  Ivy League  Brush  Cuts  as  well 
as  styling^ 

FIND 
YOUR  PLACE 

IN 

COMMUNITY 
SERVICE 

u 

363-4971 
CENTRAL 

VOLUNTEER 
BUREAU 

SOCIAL  PLANNING 
COUNCIL 

STUDENTS 
COME  TO 

THE  MARQUEE 
CENTRE  CAMPUS 

Sept. 27th -Oct.  1st 
9  a.m.  -  5  p.m. 

WA.  7-1800 
526  YONGE  STREET AT  BREADALBANE 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. Toronto  3,  Onf. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  daily,  incl.  Sat.  from  8-6. 

University  Blazers  and  Trousers 
made  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coots,  Tunedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jochets  with  your  eloth  or 
ours,  fully  guaranteed. 

DIVISION  OF 
UNIVERSITY 
EXTENSION 

REQUIRES 

QUALIFIED 
PROJECTIONISTS 

CALL 
MR.  MACFARLANE 

at 

84  Queen's  Park 
(928-2397) 

Arbor  Room  opens  —  temporarily 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 

Reosonoble  Prices 

Toronto's  Most 
Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
(just  West  of  Spadinc) 

By  BOB  AARON The  Arbor  Room  will  re- 
open this  morning,  although 

renovations  will  not  be 
completed  for  at  least  an- 

other   month.    This  an- 

ered  for  the  remodelling  are 
not  scheduled  to  arrive  un- til late  October.  Until  then, 
some  of  the  food  prepara- 

tion will  be  on  a  make-shift basis. 

vious.  Aside  from  some  new 
oak  panelling  and  tile  floor- 

ing, the  room  looks  much the  same  as  it  did  two months  ago. 
Much  of  the  work,  Mr. 

The  Arbor  Room  os  it  was  last and  drainage. 

nouncement  was  made  last 
week  by  Ron  Rhodes,  treas- urer of  Hart  House. 
Many  of  the  fixtures  ord- 

week.  Renovations  for  the  most  part  involved  electricity 

WEDNESDAY  SEPT.  29 
First  meeting  of 

CHRISTIAN  SCIENCE 
ORGANIZATION 
1:15  P.M. 

Hart  House  Chapel 
All  are  Welcome 

Special  for  students 
Clip  this  ad  and  take  if  to 
THE  MEDICAL  ARTS 

BARBER  SHOP 
170  ST.  GEORGE  ST. 

For  discount  cord  giving  you 

35c  OFF 
A  $1.40  HAIRCUT 
FOR  THE  WHOLE  YEAR 
Get  cords  until  Nov.  30 

TODAY 

Girls  Who  Are  Interested  In  Women's  Fraternities 

TORONTO  COLLEGE  PANHELLENIC 

invites  you  to  their  annual 

INFORMATION 

MEETING 

AT    350    HI  KO\  STREET 

On  Monday,  September  27  7:00  p.m. 
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As  stated  in  an  advertise- 
ment in  Monday's  Varsity, 

completion  of  the  renova- tions was  scheduled  for 
term  opening,  but  delayed 
by  construction  strikes  over 
the  summer. 
Mr.  Rhodes  said  that  of- 

ficial opening  will  be  de- 
layed until  November.  It will  be  necessary,  he  said, 

to  close  the  Arbor  Room 
for  another  week  at  the  end 
of  October  to  facilitate  in- stallation of  the  remaining 
fixtures. 

As  students  begin  to  use 
the  Arbor  Room  this  week, 
evidence  of  the  $40,000.00 
renovation  will  not  be  ob- 

Rfrodes  explained,  is  not  vis- ible. The  floor  was  torn  up 
to  permit  installation  of 
adequate  supplies  of  water 
arid  electricity,  and  drain- 

age. 
The  House  Committee 

voted  to  retain  the  Niblock 
mural,  although  the  rest  of 
the  room  was  repainted. 
The  decorations  were  car- 

ried out,  Mr.  Rhodes  said 
with  a  hint  of  satire,  "quiet- ly and  tastefully  in  the  Hart 

House  tradition." Mr.  W.  R.  Cowan,  Assist- 
ant Warden  (Administra- 
tion), reflected  that  the  Ar- bor Room  was  created  in 

See  "Arbor,"  page  "  2 

sacred  &  sexu/ar     with  Jim  gentley 

Lots  and  lots  of  bigots 
A  word  to  you  freshmen:  you  will  find  more  bigots  per 

square  inch  on  this  campus  than  almost  anywhere  else.  You. 
will  also  find  more  bigotry  per  square  inch  in  this  column 
than  anywhere  else. 

But  you'll  also  have  the  opportunity  of  meeting  some 
of  the  best-integrated  personalities  there  are.  I  will  be 
available  by  appointment  in  The  Varsity  office  on  any 
week-day  afternoon. 

Nevertheless,  in  order  to  avoid  a  repetition  of  last  year's nasty  letters  to  the  editor  about  my  column,  I  feel  it  only 
fair  to  mention  some  of  the  less  publicized  sexular  activi- ties on  campus. 

It  is  not  wise  for  students  to  join  more  than  one  or  two 
of  these  activities.  .Those  who  have,  have  enjoyed  them- selves. 

For  the  political  minded  there  are  several  organized 
groups  on  campus  which  the  student  can  join,  such  as  SU- 
PA,  the  Socialist  Club,  the  committee  on  Cuban  Affairs  and 
the  Communist  Club.  But  if  one  does  not  wish  to  meet  with 
his  local  RCMP  representative,  the  skating  and  outing  clubs are  recommended. 

Bedwetting  Anonymous  meets  twice  weekly  with  guest lectures  by  famous  nannies. 
The  Nouveau  Intellectual  Association  is  sponsoring  a 

week-long  series  beginning  Nov.  14.  Keynote  speaker  will 
be  the  highly  respected  Dr.  Emit  Mazola  of  the  Medical  Art 
Barber  Shop,  on  the  socio-economic  existential  significance of  the  beard. 

The  Camera  Club  offers  darkroom  facilities. 
Dancing  at  the  Food  Science  and  Forestry  A  Go-Go  to 

the  music  of  the  campus  Black  and  Blue  Band.  Free  copies 
of  the  standard  text,  Metamorphosis  of  a  Blintz  to  the  first ten  couples. 

And  finally,  the  U  of  T  Masochist  Society  meets  tomor- 
row at  3  a.m.  in  the  Hart  House  boiler-room.  The  Head 

Whip  will  speak  on  the  stimulating  topic,  "Is  Self-Flagella- 
tion  Out-Dated?"  Scalding  hot  coffee  will  be  served. 

Murray  Soupcoff. 



Varsity  crews  start  training 

hopes  pinned  on  I rosh  rowers 
By  DAVE  GRAY 

Remaining  veterans  of 
Varsity's  rowing  crews  have commenced  an  earnest  at- 

tempt to  retain  their  inter- 
collegiate championship  lat- er this  fall. 

To  introduce  the  sport  to (hose  unfamiliar  with  it,  all university  rowing  is  done in  four  classes;  Senior  Var- 
sity, Lightweight  Varsity, Junior  Varsity,  and  Fresh- 
men, The  latter  group,  in- cludes all  novice  oarsmen as  well  as  freshmen. 

In  addition  to  oarsmen, coxswains  are  required  to steer  the  crews.  These  men 

should  be  about  125  pounds. 
Coach  Ted  Chilcott,  a 

member  of  Canada's  1952 
Olympic  crew,  hesitates  at 
this  early  stage  to  assess 
the  team's  chances  until  he 
can  view  this  year's  fresh- man turnout. 

Returning  this  fall  will  be 
two  of  last  year's  Frosh crew,  Bruce  Budd  and  Geoff 
Wright,  who  bring  with 
them  valuable  experience 
gained  from  rowing  on 
championship  crews  from 
the  Argonaut  Rowing  Club 
which  was  victorious  at  the 
Canadian  Henley  and  also 
at  the  U.S.  Nationals. 

The    prospects    for  this 

Yates  Cup  champions, 

Queen's  record  shutout Queen's  Golden  Gaels  de- 
monstrated Saturday  after- 

noon that  they  have  every 
intention  of  holding  on  to 
the  Yates  Cup,  symbol  of 
Senior  Intercollegiate  foot- 

ball supremacy. 
Led  by  veterans  Heino  Lil- 

ies and  Cal  Conner,  along 
with  a  defence  completely 
intact  from  last  season, 
Queen's  picked  up  their  se- cond shutout-  consecutive, 
blanking  St.  Francis  Xavier 
21 — 0  in  an  exhibition  game 
at  Kingston. 

Lilies,  a  187  lb.  fullback, 
picked  up  172  yards  on  16 
carries  and  scored  two  ma- 

jors both  from  the  11  yard 
line.    A  7  yard  pass  from 

Conner  to  Don  Bayne  ac- 
counted for  the  remaining 

score.  Larry  Ferguson  boot- 
ed 9  punts  averaging  43.9 

yards,  2  of  which  went  for 
singles  of  59  and  40  yards. 

Statistically,  Gaels'  total 
offence  covered  600  yards, 
305  on  the  ground.  Conner, 
last  year's  All  Canadian 
quarterback  was  good  on 
7  of  14  passes  for  161  yards 
while  he  eluded  pursuing  X- 
men  to  pick  up  64  yards  in 
7  carries,  becoming  the 
game's  2nd  leading  ground- 
gainer. In  other  exhibition  games 
McGill  downed  St. 
Mary's  31—14  and  Western defeated  London  Lords 
25—0. 

fluxgoU  (horn  p.  8) 

half  Tom  Feasby.  Parker  stayed  with  Feasby  all  the  way 
and  just  missed  cutting  him  down  before  he  scored  . 

If  Parker  puts  on  any  more  displays  of  speed  like  that, 
track  coach  Fred  Foote  is  liable  to  draft  him  for  his  team. 

DEPTH  EVIDENT 

One  of  Blues'  strong  points  is  their  depth  and  this  was very  obvious  Saturday.  Rookie  Tom  Reed  replaced  an  in- 
jured Dave  Church  at  corner  linebacker  and  played  like  a veteran. 

Terry  (King)  Hill  who  saw  limited  action  for  Blues 
last  year  filled  in  at  defensive  end  with  a  fierce  and  some- 

times too  fierce  exuberance.  And  at  fullback  Pete  Broad- 
hurst,  in  his  first  game  for  the  Blue  and  White  rushed  for 
80  yards  in  13  carries  after  replacing  Pukonen. 

Varsity's  much  touted  offense  demonstrated  there  is 
nothing  it  can't  do.  Sternberg  ran  around  end  with  spectac- ular consitency.  Pukonen  and  Broadhurst  were  able  to  move 
the  ball  up  the  middle,  while  Taylor  and  Wozniuk  were 
both  given  ample  time  to  pick  out  their  surehanded  re- 

ceivers by  the  solid  front  wall. 
All  in  all,  it  was  a  day  when  Blues  did  just  about  every- 

thing that  could  be  asked  of  a  football  team. 
A  day  which  should  be  repeated  often  in  the  coming season. 
LEFTOVERS:  Dalt  White  was  displeased  with  the 

amount  of  clipping  by  Manitoba.  Both  Dave-Gee  and  Dave 
Church  were  injured  when  blocked  from  behind  .  .  .  Ivor 
Wynne  color  man  on  the  TV  broadcast  saw  his  second  Var- 

sity game  in  11  years.  Varsity  has  won  both  games  ...  Bi- 
sons didn't  have  a  spotter  in  the  second  half  .  .  .  The  Mc- 

Master  Invitational  track  meet  has  been  cancelled  because 
new  grasstex  track  is  not  ready  yet. 

year's  Senior  Varsity  crew, 
trying  for  an  unprecedented 
third  consecutive  victory, 
remain  uncertain  this  early in  the  season. 

This  year  hopes  for  suc- 
cess in  the  Lightweight  Var- 
sity crew  depend  on  the 

Frosh  turnout.  A  lightweight 
crew  is  one  that  averages 
155  lb.  or  less  with  no  sin- 

gle member  over  165  lb. 
Since  the  fall  racing 

schedule  will  not  be  set 
for  some  time  U.  of  T.  crews 
will  not  know  what  dates 
will  be  open  for  exhibition 
races  with  some  of  the 
more  prominent  U.S.  row- 

ing powers. 
Owing  to  climatic  and 

water  conditions  practices 
are  held  in  the  morning  be- 

ginning sharp  at  6  a.m.  and 
finish  in  plenty  of  time  for 
breakfast  and  early  classes. 
These  workouts  are  held  at 
the  Argonaut  Rowing  Club 
1225  Lakeshore  Blvd.  W., 
with  the  next  one  scheduled 
for  6  a.m.  Tuesday  morning. 

CLASSIFIED 
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Pete  Burwash 

top  seeded  in 

Interfac  tennis 

By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
•  The  men's  singles  tennis 
championship  kicks  off  a 
brand  new  interfaculty 
sports  season  next  week. 
The  site  of  the  event  is  the 
Toronto  Tennis  Club  with 
the  starting  date  tomorrow 
Tuesday,  Sept.  28. 

Pete  Burwash  who  missed 
the  tournament  last  year  is 
the  top  seeded  player,  while 
Mike  Zimmerman,  Mike  Wil- 

son, Werner  Mees,  and  Crai 
Pike  are  seeded  second, 
third,  fourth  and  fifth  re- 
spectively. 
Wilson,  a  newcomer  to 

Toronto  is  a  top  junior 
player  from  Oakville  while Zimmerman,  Mees,  and  Pike 
are  alt  members  of  last 
year's  intercollegiate  team. 
This  year's  intercollegiate 
team  will  be  picked  from 
the  winners  in  the  upcom- 

ing tournameni. 
FOOTBALL 

Victoria  College,  winner 
of  the  Mulock  Cup  for  the 
past  seven  years,  will  play 
an  exhibition  home  and 
home  series  with  the  Laur- 
entian  University  football 
squad.  Vic  travels  to  Sud- 

bury on  Oct.  16  while  the return  match  will  be  held 
at  Varsity  Stadium  Satur- 

day, Nov.  6. 
The  Scarlet  and  Gold 

have  won  the  Mulock  Cup, 
emblematic  of  interfaculty 
football  supivmacv,  an  un- 

precedented 24  times  and 
must  be  considered  the  team 

_to  beat  in  this  year's 
competition. 

OWN  ROOM,  bathroom,  board  offered 
girl  in  exchange  for  baby-sitting. North  Toronto.  Good  transportation  to 5t.  George  campus.  Parents  university graduates;  four  children  2-11. 481-1788 

BOARD  AND  LODGING  for  mole  gra- duate student  in  return  for  light  house services.  Knowledge  of  cooking  neces- sary. Telephone  923-4112. 
STAFF  MEMBER  wishes  ride,  Simcoe 
HoN,  5  o'clock  to  Bayview  and  Mill- wood Rd.  Will  poy  per  ride  or  week. Please  contact  Mrs.  Rogerson.  928-2136 
FURNISHED  ROOM   for  re 
student.  Bloor  -  Spadino 925-7389  after  5. 

ELECTRIC  BASS.  Needed  for  established 
campus  R  &  R  Group.  Enthusiasm congeniality  more  important  thon  ex- 

5*00npm    C°"  °aVe     536~3173  oftef 
TUTOR  WANTED  —  Grade  eleven, French,  Latin,  Moth,  Phone  239-9816 (after  7  p.m.) 

TRANSPORTATION  WANTED  —  From 
Broadview  and  Mortimer  to  Engineer- ing Buildings.  Arriving  9  o.m.  leaving 
5  p.m.  Dove  922-5592. 
WANTED:  female  student  to  shore 
2  bedroom  furnished  apartment  in private  home  Harbord  and  Borhurst 
Coil  532-3890  ofrer  6. 

WANTED 
CO  ORDINATOR  FOR  STUDENT  CENTRE 
Apply  in  writing  to  the  S.A.C.,  stating  experience;  Applications CLOSE  Wednesday,  September  29  at  5:00  p.m. 

THE  VARSITY  RESTAURANT 
15%  OFF  ALL  MEALS  —  GOOD  FOOD 

FREQUENTED  BY  STUDENTS  FOR  YEARS 
328  BLOOR  W.  PHONE  WA.  2-6738 

For  Your  Convenience . . . 

SPADINA  COIN  WASH 
698  SPADINA  AVENUE 

HALF-WAY  BETWEEN  BLOOR  &  HARBORD  STREETS 
WASH  25/ 

DRY  10/ 
MODERN  EQUIPMENT 

NEVER  CLOSED 

Canadian  University  Service  Overseas 

CUSO  Meeting 

TUES.,  SEPT.  28  8:00  P.M. 
MUSIC  ROOM,  HART  HOUSE 

Information  on  CUSO  programme  for  this  year.  Returned  volunteer! from  Africo,  Asia  and  West  Indies  -  with  slides. 

EVERYONE  WELCOME  " CUSO  Office      45  Willcocks  St.      928-2544  evenings 

ALI  AKBAR  KHAN 
MASTER  MUSICIAN  OF  INDIA 

and  Assisting  Artists 
EATON  AUDITORIUM  —  Fri.,  Oct.  1  at  8:30  p.m. 

Tickets:  §4  -  $3  -  $2  —  Students  SI, SO 
Box  Office  Opens:  Sept.  21 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION SWIMMING 
Meeting  for  all  representatives  on  Monday,  September  27th 
at  5  p.m.  in  the  Board  Room,  Benson  Building. ARCHERY 
Intercollegiate  Outdoor  Archery  Try-Outs  and  Practices  will 
be  held  every  morning  at  8:00  o.m.  at  Varsity  Stodium. 

WANTED 

INTRAMURAL  OFFICIALS 

For  Football,  Soccer,  Lacrosse,  Volleyball, 
Hockey  and  Basketball.  Apply  now  — 
Intramural  Office,  Hart  House.  Good  remu- 
neration. 

MEN  MEN 

INTERCOLLEGIATE  VOLLEYBALL 

STUDENTS  INTERESTED  IN  TRYING  OUT  FOR  THE 
VARSITY  VOLLEYBALL  TEAM  SHOULD  REPORT  TO 
COACH  TAIMO  PALLANDI  ON  TUESDAY,  SEPT. 
28th  AT  5.00  P.M.  UPPER  GYM,  HART  HOUSE. 
PRACTICES  WILL  BE  HELD  ON  TUESDAYS  AND 
THURSDAYS  FROM  5.00  TO  6.30.  THE  INTERCOL- 

LEGIATE TOURNAMENT  TAKES  PLACE  AT  UNI- 
VERSITY OF  GUELPH  ON  NOV.  19  AND  20. 



Varsity  stampedes  Bisons/  36
-10 

Blues  offenc
e,  def

ence 
 °~~ —

 

perform  in  high  gear 
By  P.  J.  PAPE 

Toronto  Varsity  Blues  served  notice  to  their  opponents 
that  they  are  a  team  to  be  reckoned  witli  this  season,  as 
they  trampled  over  the  highly-rated  University  of  Manitoba 
Bisons  36-10  in  an  exhibition  game  Saturday  at  Varsity  Sta- dium. 

Not  specializing  in  any  particular  type  of  offence,  the 
Blues  ran  inside  the  Bison  line,  outside  the  Bison  line,  and 
threw  short  and  long  passes  over  it  as  they  rolled  up  a  to- 

tal offence  of  534  yards. 
This  power  was  not  in 

evidence  when  the  game  be- 
gan. The  Bisons  scored  first 

with  a  21-yard  field  goal  by 
Gerry  Kovak,  while  quarter- 

back Nick  Laping  and  his 
favorite  receiver,  flanker 
Bob  Akman,  moved  the  ball 
at  will, 
However,  once  the  Blues 

settled  down  to  pay  the 
hard-nosed  football  they  are 
capable  of  the  result  was 
never  in  doubt, 
With  Blues  quarterback 

Vic  Wozniuk  running  like 
a  startled  deer  Varsity  ad- 

vanced the  ball  easily.  Woz- 
niuk capped  his  first  long 

drive  with  an  18-yard  touch- 
down pass  to  end  Mike 

Eben,  who  played  a  stand- 
out game  at  the  split  end 

position. 
Blues  scored  again  in  the 

last  two  minutes  of  the  first 
fcalf  when  defensive  half- 

back Ian  Kirkpatrick  inter- 
cepted a  Nick  Laping  pass 

and  returned  the  ball  to  the 
Bison  nine-yard  line.  Half- 

back Gerry  Sternberg  car- 
ried over  for  the  touch- 

down. 
In  the  second  half,  half- 

back Tom  Feasby  raced  73 
yards  up  the  centre  for  the 
final  Bison  touchdown. 
After  this  score  the 

second  half  was  all  Toronto. 
With  fullback  Pete  Broad- 
hurst  ripping  off  great 
lengths  of  yardage.  Blues' other  quarterback  Bryce 
Taylor  moved  the  team  well. 
He  threw  touchdown  passes 
of  eight  and  twelve  yards 
to  Sternberg  and  one  of  59 
yards  to  Mike  Eben.  Taylor 

rounded  out  the  Varsity 
scoring  with  three  converts 
and  a  single. 
NOTES:  The  Blues  show- 

ed great  improvement  in 
this  game.  Play  calling  was 
intelligent  and  coherent.  If 
not  for  1 15  yards  in  pen- 

alties the  score  would  have 
been  much  higher.  Blues 
had  three  touchdowns  called 
back  because  of  penalties. 
The  defense  was  gang 

tackling  with  reckless  aban- 
don causing  the  Manitoba 

offense  to  be  almost  ineffec- 
tual by  the  game's  end. Broadhurst  who  played  in 

only  the  second  half  carried 
the  ball  3  times  •  for  80 
yards  .  .  .  Wozniuk  carried 
3  times  for  91  yards  .  ,  .  Tom 
Reed  and  Andy  Szandtner 
were  defensive  standouts 
for  the  Blues.  The  latter 
knocked  away  five  Bison 
passes  .  .  .  Dave  Church  and 
Dave  Gee  are  through  for 
the  season.  Both  suffered 
the  same  fate  as  Jim  Holo- 
wachuk,  torn  ligaments  .  .  . 
Wally  Seccombe  received  a 
concussion  .  .  .  Tim  Strat- 
ton,  Bison  end  broke  an ankle. 

Manitoba 
First  downs  14 
Yards  rushing  164 
Yards  passing  115 
Passes  attempted/ 
completed  26/11 
Intercepted  by  1 Fumbles/ 
Fumbles  lost  3/3 
Penalties/Yards 
Penalized  7/85 
Punts/ Average 
Punts  7/34.5 

Toronto 
24 

334 
200 

25/11 

5/3 

11/115 

4/31.2 

-  -  photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Graham  Kinley  (31)  ond  Rich  Howden  (28)  move  in  on  ball  carrier  Nick  Digiuscppe  (28)  of 
Blues.  Gary  Clipper-ton  is  no.  63. 

Soccerites  have  potential 

.  -  -  photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Varsity  s  Ranny  Parker  (55)  makes  a  desperate  lunge  at  U 
of  M's.  Tom  Feasby  (24)  as  Feasby  completes  a  73  yard touch-down  run.  Teammate  Andy  Szandtner  (34)  looks  on. 
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By  MARCI  McDONALD 
Kick-off  of  the  '65  soccer 
season  turned  out  to  be  a 
losing  bunt  —  but  with  po- tential. 

Meeting  Italia  III  here 
Saturday,  Blues  lost  their 
season  opener  3 — 2.  But  the 
exhibition  game  could  hard- 

ly qualify  as  a  signpost  for soccerites. 

Italia,  playing  in  the  To- 
ronto and  District  Associa- 

tion C  Division,  is  vying  now 
for  second  standing.  It  has 
a  summer's  shape  behind it,  and  is  a  team  with  far 
more  finesse  than  any  inter- collegiate squad. 
Coach  Ernie  Glass  was 

optimistic  that  a  close 
match  with  Italia  could 
mean  intercollegiate  confe- rence success. 

Italia  coach  Fiorigi  Pag- 
liuso  had  words  of  encour- 

agement too. 
He  said  Varsity  topped  his 

team  in  speed,  and  had  the 
game  lead  for  the  first  20 minutes. 

First  goal  of  the  game 
was  scored  at  the  10-minule 
mark  by  Blues'  president Dom  Dente.  But  after  20 
minutes,  the  U  of  T  team 
slowed,  and  gave  Italia  the 
go-ahead  to  score  two  near 
the  end  of  the  first  half. 
Frank  Lacaprara  and  Lino 
Caringi  were  the  scorers. 

Italia  opened  the  second 
half  with  their  third  and 
final  goal  when  coach  Pag- 
liuso  took  the  field  and 
kicked  a  long  one  past 
Blues'  goalie  Andy  Pastor. It  was  all  Blues  needed  as 
a  boost  in  the  boots. 

Frank  Soopelsa  and  Or- 
mond  Mendes  set  up  a  vol- 

ley of  shots  on  the  Italia 
goal  which  climaxed  in 
Blues'  second  goal  by  Sop- 
pelsa  on  a  pass  from  Men- 
des. 

As  a  preview  for  Varsity, 
the  game  looked  promising 
to  coach  Glass. 

' ' O ve r-a  1 1  we  had  just  as 

good  a  team  as  Italia,"  he said,  "and  we  had  more  of 
the  play."  He  had  special commendation  for  defence- 

man  Eric  Sereda  making 
his  debut  on  the  intercol- 

legiate level. 
Blues'  second  game,  an- 

other exhibition  match,  will 
take  place  Tuesday  at  3.30 
p.m.  on  the  back  campus 
against  Ryerson. 

from  the 

cheap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold varsity  sports  editor 

BLUES  HAVE  THE  INGREDIENTS 

University  of  Toronto  Blues  whomped  h  -  -  1  out  of  Uni- 
versity of  Manitoba  Bisons  in  a  game  that  proved  Blues have  all  the  ingredients  of  a  championship  team.  In  the process  Blues  also  wrought  revenge  on  a  Bison  team  which 

had  beaten  them  36-13  last  year  in  a  pre-season  game  at 
Winnipeg. 

Previous  to  this  game  there  was  some  doubt  about  the 
strength  of  Blue's  defensive  backfield.  But  if  the  pass  de- fence performs  up  to  the  magnificent  level  it  did  Saturday, opposing  quarterbacks  are  going  to  find  their  aerial  attack grounded  when  they  meet  Blues. 

Led  by  veteran  defensive  back  Andy  Szandtner  Blues 
kep)  l  he  highly  rated  Manitoba  passing  game  under  control at  all  times  allowing  Bison  quarterback  Nick  Laping  and John  Milne  only  11  completions  in  26  attempts. 

Szandtner  seemed  to  be  all  over  the  field  as  he  was 
personally  responsible  for  breaking  up  at  least  five  pass plays  and  intercepted  another.  Mike  Gray  and  Ian  Kirkpat- rick also  picked  off  wayward  Manitoba  passes  as  Blues  air defense  functioned  as  smoothly  as  Mrs.  Murphy's  (no  rela- tion to  assistant  coach  Ron)  motor. 

For  most  of  the  first  quarter,  the  stampeding  Bisons 
gave  Blues  a  lesson  in  crisp  blocking  and  tackling.  But sparked  by  a  darting  35-yard  run  by  quarterback  Vic  Woz- 

niuk and  an  18-yard  touchdown  pass  to  Mike  Eben,  Blues turned  on  their  teachers  to  show  them  what  blocking  and tackling  really  means. 

Guard  Jim  Blakelock  and  fullback  Errki  Pukonen rattled  Bisons  with  devastating  blocks,  while  linebacker  Al 
Ciachino  kept  constant  pressure  on  the  Bisons'  passers. 

The  play  that  most  typified  Blues  new-found  determina- 
tion was  lineman  Ranny  Parker's  73  yard  chase  of  Bison (Con't.  on  page  7) 



Claims  fatuity  pressure... 

TOIKE  01KE  EDITOR  ASKED  TO  RESIGN 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
Howard  White  has  resign- 

ed as  editor  of  the  Toike 
Oike,  -the  engineering  news- 

paper on  campus,  after  being 
asked  to  do  so  by  the  Engin- 

eering Society. 
The  Society  felt  that  parts 

of  the  paper's  first  edition 
published  Sept.  21,  especial- 

ly three  football  cheers  and 
a  box  announcing:  "Special Smut  Edition  coming 
soon!!",  were  in  bad  taste. John  Morris  (II  APSC) 
was  elected  to  the  post  at  a 
meeting  of  the  Society  last 
night.  He  promised  "to  try 
and  keep  it  clean." 

White's  resignation  follow- 
ed strong  criticism  of  the 

first  issue  of  the  Toike  le- 
velled at  a  special  executive 

meeting  last  Wednesday. 
In  a  statement  released 

last  night,  Frank  Vallo,  pre- 
sident of  the  society,  stated 

the  decision  to  demand  the 
resignation  was  the  work  of 
the  society  and  represented 
no  pressure  from  the  faculty. 

"The  idea  of  'the  Dean  (R. 
R.  McLaughlin)  telling  us 
what  to  do'  was  in  all  our 
minds,"  the  statement  read. 
"As  a  result,  there  was  a 

— photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
HOWARD  WHITE 

ground  swell  of  opinion 
against  demanding  Mr. 
White's  resignation. 

"A  motion  was  put  forth 

giving  him  a  second  chance 
to  demonstrate  more  respon- 

sibility in  future  issues. 
"Mr.  White,  however, 

showed  to  the  satisfaction 
of  the  Executive  that  his 
general  attitude  was  both  in- 

flexible and  unacceptable." White  said  in  a  telephone 
interview  last  night  that  he 
is  sure  faculty  pressure  forc- ed his  resignation. 
"How  else  can  the  presi- 

dent of  the  Engineering  So- 
ciety congratulate  me  at 

noon  (on  the  paper's  first issue)  and  ask  for  my  resig- 
nation at  7  o'clock  at  night?" he  said. 

Mr.  White  explained  Frank 
Vallo  met  him  in  the  halls 
Tuesday  noon  and  said  he 
had  no  hard  criticisms  of  the 

paper. 
But  at  night,  Mr.  White 

said,  Vallo  phoned  to  ask  for 
the  resignation. 

"That's  as  good  an  exam- 
ple of  pressure  as  I've  ever seen,"  White  added. 

"Vallo  gave  the  Engineer- 

ing Society  a  choice,"  White said,  "either  I  get  fired  or 
he  resigns.  They  really  didn't 
have  a  choice." "Actually  I'm  better  off 
that  I'm  fired  or  I  would 
have  been  expelled,"  White added. 
The  football  cheers  in 

question  read: 
TORONTO 

TORONTO  ONCE 
TORONTO  TWICE 
HOLY  JUMPIN'  JESUS CHRIST 
BIM  BAM,  GOD  DAMN, RAH,  RAH, 
SUGAR 

MEDS 
REGURGITATE  —  REGUR- GITATE 
BRING  UP  ALL  THE  FOOD YOU  ATE 
VOMIT V-O-M-IT 
VOMIT!  YEA  MEDS! 
REECH! 

ARTS 
BALL  AND  CHAIN,  BALL AND  CHAIN, 

FLUSH     THE  ARTSMEN 
DOWN  THE  DRAIN, 
FLUSH  THE  TOILET, 
FLUSH  IT  WELL, 
DIRTY  ARTSMEN,  GO  TO 
HELL. 
Mr.  White  said  the  cheers 

had  come  from  the  Toike 
files  but  bad  been  used  at 
football  games  for  as  long 
as  he  can  remember. New  editor  John  Morris 
told  an  Engineering  Society 
meeting  yesterday  he  wants to  avoid  the  censorship 
problems  White  incurred. 
"This  does  not  mean  we're 

going  to  be  spineless"  he  as- sured. 
He  then  asked  the  meet- 

ing whether  he  should  write 
an  editorial  on  the  White  re- 

signation. The  meeting  voted that  he  should  not. 
Mr.  Morris  said  the  next 

issue  of  the  Toike,  which  is 
to  be  published  Oct.  14,  will 
be  a  precedent-setting  one 
and  promised  to  keep  the 
Toike  a  distinctly  Engineer- 

ing paper. 

varsity TORONTO  l^r 

SAC  has  own  radio  show 

By  ROY  WISE 
The  Students  Administra- 

tive Council  Radio  Commit- 
tee is  broadcasting  on  radio 

band,  was  previously  known 
as  Radio  Ryerson.  It  is  the 
only  educational  radio  out- let in  Toronto. 
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IIS,  USSR  sending  reps  to  teach-in By  PAUL  CARSON 
The  United  States  and  the 

USSR  are  both  sending  re- 
presentatives to  the  Inter- 

national Teach-in,  scheduled 
for  Varsity  Arena  next  week- 

end. Acceptance  of  the  invi- 
tations was  received  by  the 

Teach  -  in  committee  last 
night. 
Coming  from  Russia  will 

be  Vadim  Nekrasov,  Chief 
Foreign  Editor  of  Pravda 
and  a  senior  official  of  the 
Communist  Party. 

Representing  the  Ameri- 
can position  will  be  Zbig- niew  Brezezinski,  professor 

of  Russian  affairs  at  Colum- 
bia University,  and  author 

of  Totalitarian  Dictatorship 
and  Autocracy.  He  has  par- 

ticipated in  several  teach-ins in  the  United  States,  and  is 
authorized  to  speak  on  be- 

half of  the  U.S.  State  Depart- 
ment. 

Professor  Charles  Hanly, 
chairman  of  the  teach-in 
committee,  told_The  Varsity 
last  night  that  colleagues  in 
the  United  States  have  in- 

The  Innis  College  Student 
Society  executive  has  unani- 

mously decided  to  support 
the  International  Teach-in, 
Oct.  8-10. 
At  a  Thursday  meeting 

the  council  pledged  fifty 
dollars  towards  payment  of 
ITI's  expenses,  to  be  donated 
by  the  Student  Society. 

"It  seemed  like  too  im- 
portant an  idea  to  let  pass 

by,"  said  Innis  president John  Baily. 

formed  him  that,  in  the  light 
of  Mr.  Nekrasov's  accept- ance, Prof.  Brezezinski  migh 
be  replaced  by  "a  senior 
career  diplomat." Prof.  Hanly  said  that  Prof. 

Brezezinski,  while  being  an 
acknowledged  expert  on 
Russian  politics,  is  really 
"an  accredited  academic," and  thus  the  rumors  of  his 

replacement  prove  "that  the *State  Department  is  taking 
the  Toronto  teach-in  seri- 

ously and  is  determined  to 
make  a  forceful  presenta- 

tion of  its  position". Prof.  Hanly  also  an- 
nounced that  the  Depart- 

ment of  External  Affairs 
has  given  official  clearance 
to  Mr.  Dinh  Ba  Thi,  a  mem- 

ber of  the  Vietnamese  Na- tional Liberation  Front,  to 
attend  the  Ireach-in. 

Registration  for  the  teach- in  continues  this  week  in  all 
colleges  and  faculties.  Any- 

one wishing  further  infor- mation concerning  speakers 
or  the  location  of  the  teach- 
in  booths  can  contact  the 
teach-in  office,  Rm.  4  UC  or 

phone  928-2672. 

Free  parking  lots  for  motorbikes  open  today 
Four  parking  lots  for  stu- 

dents' motorbikes  and  scoo- 
ters are  being  opened  today 

on  campus.  And  they're FREE. 
In  the  north-west  sector  of 

the  St.  George  campus  part 
of  the  car  lot  on  Classic 
Avenue  will  be  available.  En- 

ter from  Huron  St.  along 

Classic  Ave. 
The  lot  on  Bancroft  St. 

will  serve  the  south-west  sec- 
tor. Enter  from  the  Huron 

end  of  Bancroft. 
Serving  the  east-central 

campus  is  the  lot  behind  44 
St.  George  St.  The  entrance 
is  on  Huron  on  the  one-way 
street  between  the  Phanna- 

cy  and  Superintendent's buildings. 
For  the  east  campus  area 

there  is  room  behind  the 
Medical  Building.  Enter 
from  Queen's  Park  Crescent 
West,  first  lane  south  of  the Archives  building. 
Now,  if  we  can  only  figure 

what  to  do  with  the  cars. 

— photo  by  NORM  FISHER 

Acting  Radio  Director,  George  Flak  (III  Vic  -  -  right)  ponders 
some  of  the  problems  of  the  comunications  'ndurtn  with 
the  help  of  SAC  Vice-President  David  Hunter  (III  New  -  - 
centre)  and  Bill  Conklin  (III  Vic),  as  Your  Favorite  Stu- dents' Council  goes  on  the  oir. 
station  CJRT  4:30  -  5:00  p.m. 
Monday  to  Friday.  The  U  oE 
T  program  began  Monday. CJRT,   91.1    on    the  FM 

Although  the  U  of  T  show 
is  currently  broadcast  from 
Ryerson,  its  producers  hope (See  radio  page  6) 

Douglas  discovered  here 

By  ALAN  J.  DEACON New  Democratic  Party 
leader  Tommy  Douglas  paid 
a  flying  visit  to  the  U  of  T 
campus  Monday  morning. He  was  discovered,  deep  in 
conversation  with  some  stu- 

dents, on  the  steps  of  Sid- 
ney Smith  Hall. 

Accompanied  by  Member 
of  Parliament  Reid  Scott 
(NDP  Danforth)  and  a  CBC 
filmina  crew,  Mr.  Douglas 
was  seeking  student  opin- ions on  fee  and  curriculum 

problems. Also  worried  about  the 
disfranchised  sudenls,  Mr. 

Douglas  said,  "Even  if  we were  able  to  have  election 

day  declared  an  official  holi- day, a  large  percentage  of 
these  disfranchised  stu- dents would  be  physically 
and  financially  unable  to  get 

home  to  vote." "I  would  like  to  empha- 
size that  we  want  the  opin- ions of  all  students  and  not (See  douglas  page  8) 



SINGERS  ACTORS  DANCERS 
MUSICIANS  PRODUCTION 

AUDITIONS 
WED.  SEPT.  29      —      FR.I.  OCT.  1 

4  p.M.    —   6  P.M. 
MUSIC  ROOM         NEW  COLLEGE 

for 

NEW  COLLEGE  THEATRE  GUILD  PRODUCTION 

"LITTLE  ME" 
NOV.  18  -  20  HART  HOUSE 

BLUE  AND  WHITE  SOCIETY 

FOOTBALL  DANCE 
HART  HOUSE 

SATURDAY  OCTOBER  2  1965 

9:00  -  12:00  P.M. 
ADDED  ATTRACTION: 

GREAT  HALL  A-GO-GO!! 
Tickets  $2.50  per  couple 

ON  SALE  TUESDAY  SEPT.  28  1965  IN  SAC  OFFICE 

PROFESSION -mining  engineer 
EARNINGS -among  the  nation's  top  4% -unlimited OPPORTUNITIES- 

Once  he  had  chosen  mining  as  a  career, 
doors  were  opened  to  him.  Between  Uni- 

versity sessions  jobs  were  found  for  him 
in  various  fields  of  mining.  He  learned while  he  earned. 
When  he  graduated,  a  choice  of  chal- 

lenging positions  was  waiting  for  him. 
There  were  34  graduates  in  Canada  that 
year.  The  Industry  needed  200. 
Since  then  he  has  never  looked  back. 

He  has  tried  the  adventure  of  exploration 
in  Canada's  mineral  frontiers.  He  has travelled  and  lived  on  four  continents, 

and  now  that  the  company  has  anchored him  in  head  office,  his  horizons  have become  even  broader. 
His  wife  gives  him  a  little  trouble  some- 

times ...  she  remembers  the  wonderful 
year  they  had  in  Buenos  Aires. 

Find  out  more  about  a  career  in  Mining Engineering,  Geology,  Metallurgy,  or Mineral  Research.  Your  opportunities  are 
as  great  as  Canada's  untapped  mineral resources. 

Direct  your  enquiries  to  : 

PLACER  DEVELOPMENT,  LIMITED 
Burrard  Building,  Vancouver,  B.C. 

Sociology  students  win  fight 

to  keep  course  separate 
Students  in  Sociology  427 

(Political  Sociology)  won 
an  argument  with  their  de- 

partment last  week. They  were  told  Friday 
that  their  course  would  be 
merged  with  Sociology  421 
( Sociology  of  Work )  be- cause of  difficulties  in  find- 

ing staff  to  teach  the  course 
and  because  the  faculty  of 

the  sociology  department 
was  overworked. 

A  number  of  students  met 
Friday  with  Department 
Chairman  S.  D.  Clark,  who 
told  them  the  department 
would  discuss  the  problem. 
On  Monday  students  of 

Sociology  427  were  told  in class  that  their  course  had 
been  re-instated. 

E& 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Communist  Club  Quest-in  (part  2):  An  opportunity  for 

interested  student  to  ask  communists  about  communism Room  129,  UC. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Meeting  of  the  U  of  T  New  Democrats.  Stephen  Lewis, 

MPP,  will  speak  on  "The  Role  of  the  Student  in  Society  " Room  2102,  Sidney  Smith  Hall. 
Today,  1  p.m. 

UC  Varsity  Christian  Fellowship  meeting.  Room  11,  UC. 
Today,  4  pan. 

Student  Union  for  Peace  Action  meeting.  Speakers 
will  discuss  SUPA  Projects:  Doukhobor;  Neestow;  Peace  and 
Professions;  School  for  Social  Theory;  Kingston  Communi- 

ty; and  Nova  Scotia.  Room  2117,  Sidney  Smith  Hall. 
Today,  4.30  pjn. 

Graduate  Students  Union  Tea  at  16  Bancroft  St.  Come 
and  meet  other  graduate  students. 

Today,  5  p.m. 
Meeting  of  all  Neuchatel  Junior  College  Alumni.  Junior Common  Room,  UC. 

Thursday,  I  p.m. 
Organizational  meeting  for  University  College  Progres- 
sive Conservatives.  Everyone  welcome.  Room  209,  UC. 

Thursday,  1  p.m. 
General  meeting,  U  of  T  New  Democrats  -  by-elections, 

Public  Affairs  Forum,  and  election  campaign.  Room  1087, Sidney  Smith. 
Thursday,  1  p.m. 

Quest-in  (part  3).  Opportunity  for  interested  students 
to  ask  questions  of  communists  about  communism.  Room 103,  UC. 
Thursday,  1:10  p.ui. 

Thursday  noon-hour  lunch  series.  General  Topic:  Ca- 
reers and  Ministries.  Thursday's  topic:  What's  left  of  Voca- tion. Speaker:  The  Rev.  Clarke  Raymond,  Associate  Secre- tary, Division  of  College  Work,  Anglican  Church  of  Canada Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St.  (just  south  of  Bloor.) 

Thursday,  5  p.m. 
Fencers  —  important  meeting  for  last  year's  fencers and  team  members  in  fencing  salle  of  Benson  Building. 

Thursday,  6  p.m. 
Hillel  Freshman  Dinner.  Please  phone  WA  3-7837  for  re- servations. Hillel  House,  186  St.  George  St. 

Thursday,  7  to  8  p.ra. 
Writer's  Group  —  for  all  interested  writers  on  the  U  of T  campus;  informal.  English  House,  St.  Michael's  College. Thursday,  7  pjn. 
Canadian  Union  of  Students  Committee  Meeting.  South Sitting  Room,  Hart  House. 

Thursday,  7  p.m. 
Constitution  Meeting  to  ratify  Innis  College  Constitu- 

tion. All  members  of  Innis  College  Students'  Society  should attend.  Innis  College  Common  Room. 
Thursday,  8  p.m. 

Open  meeting  —  Amateur  Radio  Club.  Debates  Room, Hart  House. 
Thursday,  8  pju. 

Richard  J.  Needham,  Columnist,  Toronto  Globe  and 
Mail,  speaks  on  "Four  Books."  All  welcome.  International Student  Centre,  45  Willocks  St. 
Thursday,  8  p.m. 

Biology  Club.  Anyone  interested  welcome.  Music  Room, Hart  House. 

Thursday,  8:30  -  11:30  p.m. 
P  &  OT  Frosh  Dance,  Cody  Hall. 
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UWO  calls  off  Nov.  8  tests 

LONDON  (CUP)  —  The 
executive  of  the  Senate  of 
the  University  of  Western 
Ontario  announced  Monday 
night  that  tests  and  essays 
due  Nov.  8,  Federal  Elec- 

tion day,  will  be  postponed 
until  Nov.  10.  Classes  will 
continue  as  usual  on  the 
day  of  the  election. 
The  concessions  were 

granted  after  campus  Libe- 
ral and  Conservative  clubs 

asked  for  an  election  day recess. 

Three  thousand  of  the 
4,500  eligible  studen  t  vot- 

ers at  Western  live  away 
from  their  home  ridngs. 
At  the  University  of 

Waterloo  students  intend  to 
follow  up  their  protest 
march  last  week  with  a 
drive  to  register  studen  t voters. 
They  hope  many  students 

will  be  able  to  register  by 
claiming  the  university  as 
their  ordinary  place  of  re- sidence. 

If  this  effort  is  unsuccess- 
ful they  plan  a  massive 

scheme  to  transport  voters 
to  their  home  ridings. 
Sixteen  hundred  Water- 

loo students  from  out  of 
town  are  eligible  voters. 
Patrick  Kennith,  presi 

dent  of  the  Canadian  Union 
of  Students,  indicated  in 
Ottawa  that  should  the  pre- 

sent CUS  drive  to  assist  in 
voter  registration  fail,  CUS 
will  come  out  for  a  student 
holiday  on  Nov.  8. 

Ask  support  for  free  tuition 
The  executive  of  tthe  Stu- 

dents Administrative  Coun- 
cil will  ask  council  to  sup- 

port the  Canadian  Union  of 
Students'  stand  for  elimina- tion of  tuition  fees. 
The  CUS  resolution,  pass- 

ed at  a  conference  last 
month,  calls  for  free  tuition 
as  the  first  step  in  obtain- 

ing universal  accessibility 
(UNAC)  —  abolition  of  all 

social  and  financial  barriers 
to  higher  education. 
CUS  also  plans  to  arouse 

student  and  public  interest 
in  UNAC  with  a  National 
Student  Day  on  Oct.  27.  CUS 
hopes  the  day,  planned  to 
precede  the  Nov.  8  federal 
election,  will  make  higher 
education  financing  an  elec- tion issue. 
CUS     has     asked  each 

university  student  govern 
ment  to  seek  support 
from  its  own  student  body. 
The  CUS  motion  will  be 

placed  before  SAC  at  the 
next  meeting  on  October  7. 

SAC  President  Mary 
Brewin  said  yesterday,  "I would  ask  all  U  of  T  stu- 

dents to  express  their  views 
....  to  their  SAC  rep: 
before  the  next  meeting." 

Need  better  world  education 

By  ROD  RITCHIE 
The  University  of  Toronto 

of  the  future  may  conduct 
its  own  educational  aid 
program,  to  underdevelop- ed countries  President 
Claude  Bissell,  said  this 
week. 
"Our  motive  will  be  to better  world  education 

rather  than  to  seek  self-ag- 
grandizement," he  explain- ed in  a  panel  discussion  ar- 

ranged by  the  Bloor  Street 
United  Church  Campus 
Club. 
Greater  emphasis  will 

probably  be  given  to  honors 
and  graduate  courses,  he 
said.  "This  is  part  of  our scheme  t  o  transform  the 
university  into  a  community 
of  scholars.  This  will  fill  the 
overwhelming  need  for  the 
expert    and    the  academic 

who  can  solve  the  political, 
economic  and  moral  conf- 

licts in  national  and  interna- 
tional relations,"  he  said. 

"A  student  ought  to  be 
admitted  to  university  o  n 
his  ability  to  succeed  not 
his  ability  to  pay,"  Dr.  Bis- sell told  his  audience  of 
about  100  young  people. 
The  present  Canadian 

Student  Loan  program  is 
inadequate,  Dr.  Bissell  said, 
considering  that  a  day  stu- 

dent pays  over  $500  each 
year  to  the  university  and 
the  resident  more  than 
$1,500. 

Restricting  admission  to 
the  intellectual  elite  is  an 
ugly  way  of  facing  the  popu- 

lation explosion,  Dr.  Bissell 
said. 
Such  drastic  measures 

may  not  have  to  be  taken 

at  U  of  T,  he  said  since 
smaller  universities  may 
drain  some  of  the  ap 
plicants. Each  of  the  19  Ontario 
universities  is  developing 
particular  emphasis  and 
each  will  attract  its  own 
kind  of  student,  he  explain- 
ed. 
Department  of  Education 

examinations  may  disap- 
pear, Dr.  Bissell  said.  "Uni- versities will  accept  candid- 

ates who  have  successfully 
passed  the  American  Col- 

lege Board  type  of  exam  as 
well  as  tests  set  by  the  in- 

dividual high  schhools." Although  College  Boards 
provide  a  common  set  of 
standards  for  applicants  Dr. 
Bissell  suggested  that  these 
tests  could  not  determine 
the  amount  of  work  cover- 

ed by  a  student. 

Campus  NDP  to  join  door-to-door  campaign 
By  ESTHER  FREY 

Within  the  next  two 
weeks,  100  U  of  T  New 
Democrats  will  join  almost 
6,000  Toronto  New  Demo- 

crats in  a  door-to-door  cam- 
paign to  acquaint  Metro 

voters  with  the  NDP  posi- 
tion in  the  forthcoming 

election. 
On  campus,  the  New  De- mocrats will  confine  their 

campaigning  to  the  October 
elections  for  the  campus 
Public  Affairs  Forum.  Tom 
Good,  president  of  the  club, 
said  he  prefers  more  serious 
discussion  to  soap-box  elec- 

tioneering, and  his  party 
has  not  planned  publicity 
gimmicks  for  the  Public 
Forum  campaign.  A  limited 
budget  has  been  imposed 
upon  the  university  political 
parties. 
Manpower  will  be  the  stu- 
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dent  New  Democrats'  great- est contribution  to  the  fed- 
eral campaign.  Good  said. 

Financial  donations  to  the 
national  party  will  be  made 
by  individuals,  not  by  the 
club. 

Last  July,  40  student  dele- 
gates to  the  NDP  national 

convention  helped  formu- 
late the  party  policy.  Mr. 

Good  said  he  feels  this  fall 
election  gives  students  a 
rare  opportunity  to  bring 
student  issues  to  the  fore 
and  to  demonstrate  their  in- 

terest in  national  and  inter- 
national affairs. 

*  — photo  by  NORM  FISHER 
Campus  Mew  Democrat  leader  Tom  Good  presides  over 
Strategy  i.ieeting. 

HART  HOUSE  C 
TODAY  J  J[ 

REVOLVER  CLUB  OPEN  MEETING 
7.30  p.m.  Sept.  29  Greot  Hall 

Any  members  interested  in  joining  are  invited  to  attend 

GLEE  CLUB  REGISTRATION 
4-6  p.m.  Sept.  29  Music  Room 

THURSDAY 

AMATEUR  RADIO  CLUB  OPEN  MEETING 
I  p.m.  Refreshments  Debates  Room 

Programme  includes  tour  of  club  facilities 

SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 
8.30  p.m.  Oct.  3  Great  Halt 

JAN  RUBES,  Canadian  Opero  Star 
CAROL  van  FEGGELEN,  Concert  Guitarist 
Tickets  Available  at  Holl  Porter's  Desk Ladies  may  be  invited  by  members. 

Come  up  and  Play  at 

EMBASSY 

BILLIARDS 

LOUNGE 
82  BLOOR  STREET  WEST  (Upstairs) 
Phone  925-3124  For  Reservations 

15  Brunswick  &  Gold  Crown 
Multicolored  Tables 

NOON  HOUR  SPECIALS 
SPECIAL  STUDENTS  RATES 

LADIES  ALWAYS  WELCOME 

If  you  run  out  of  ink  with 

the  new  Scripto  Wordmaster* 
it's  your  own  fault. 

See! 

We've  done  everything  we  can  to  prevent  such  a  thing.  Inside  this 
Wordmaster,  with  its  newly-designed  chrome  cap,  there's  an  exclusive 
Telegauge  refill.  It  lets  you  see  when  you'll  need  another  refill*,  long 
before  you'll  need  it!  And  its  tungsten  carbide  ball  never  skips. 
Never  clogs.  Price?  Just  $1.29  with  new  chrome  cap.  Not  bad  for  a 
ball  pen  that  you'll  never  run  dry  with!  That's  the  long-writing  Scripto Wordmaster. 
'Scripto  Telegauge  refills  are  available everywhere  at  only  59^. 

designed,  manufactured  and  guaranteed  by  Scripto  of  Canada  Limited 
161  Bartley  Drive,  Toronto  16,  Ontario 



teach-in  expense  for  students 
The  decision  to  levy  a  $2  registration  fee  on  oil 

students  attending  the  U  of  T  International  Teach-in  is an  unfortunote  necessity. 
In  announcing  the  decision,  teach-in  chairman  Charles 

Honly  said  the  action  was  taken  in  part  to  raise  money 
and  also  in  an  effort  to  ensure  that  students  who  register 
for  the  teach-in  will  actually  attend. 

It  is  unfortunate  that  Professor  Honly  and  the  other 
orgonizers  have  so  little  faith  in  the  commitment  of 
students  to  the  teach-in,  and  it  is  also  unfortunate  that  stu- 

dents should  be  asked  to  pay  for  yet  another  project  at  a 
time  of  year  when  most  have  just  had  the  traumatic  ex- 

perience of  paying  fees. 
We  wonder  why  the  teach-in  committee  has  failed 

to  raise  a  sufficient  proportion  of  the  needed  $35,000  in 
the  city  of  Toronto. 

It  seems  a  small  amount  of  money  to  osk  for  a  good 
cause.  Perhops  Professor  Hanly  might  like  to  make  o  public 
statement  which  would  explain  to  university  students  why 
they  now  are  being  approached  to  moke  up  the  deficit. 

a  worthwhile  project 

The  lorge  brown  tent  of  the  Social  Planning  Council 
which  appeared  behind  the  SAC  building  yesterday  morn- 

ing provides  students  with  an  excellent  opportunity  to 
escape  from  their  ivory  towers. 

The  Social  Planning  Council  needs  more  than  1,000 
volunteers  to  work  with  various  organizations  in  the  city 
of  Toronto.  In  the  balance  of  this  week  it  is  to  be  hoped 
that  students  at  this  university  will  fill  this  quota  and 
accept  an  opportunity  to  use  their  spare  time  in  a  manner 
which  will  aid  the  Toronto  community  and  reflect  favorably 
on  the  commitment  of  university  students  to  the  improve- 

ment of  society. 

note  of  thanks 

This  year's  Freshman  Welcome,  despite  its  raucous musical  accompaniment,  undoubtedly  made  all  those  first- 
year  students  who  attended  feel  that  they  were  a  port  of the  university. 

The  number  of  campus  organizations  participating, 
either  as  performers  or  as  sponsors  of  individual  informa- 

tion booths,  is  a  credit  to  the  effort  put  into  this  year's 
welcome  by  the  Blue  and  White  Society. 

Judy  Gosson  (III  Nursing)  and  Barbara  Usprech  (II Inn),  the  two  members  of  the  society  responsible  for  the Welcome,  deserve  the  thanks  of  all  those  who  attended 
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A 

petter'
s paradi

se? 

This  editorial  is  a  reprint 
from  The  Varsity  of  Friday, 
Oct.  17,  1930. 

Anyone  who  has  ever  tried to  find  a  legal  place  to  park "a  car  in  Toronto  streets  by 
day  knows  full  well  that there  is  not  a  more  hopeless 
task  extant.  Police  regula- 

tions conspire  with  the 
blue,  honking  hazes  of  the 
traffic  jams  to  render  it  im- 

possible to  park  even  a Bantam  Austin  unless  you 
have  a  spare  vest-pocket. 

But  anyone  who  has  ever tried  to  find  a  secluded  spot 
in  which  to  park  by  night 
for  the  purpose  of  tender 
whisperings  and  amorous masteries  must  know  that 
all  the  hounds  of  hell  could 
not  bay  more  hotly  on  the scent  than  the  city  police 
in  their  anxiety  to  stop  the 
furtive  embrace. 

The  sound  has  gone  out, 
however,  from  mouth  to 
mouth  of  those  who  have 
long  been  chased  from  high 
street  to  bystreet,  that  there 
is  a  haven  provided  by  the 
merciful  Venus  for  nocturn- 

al petters. "Park  on  the  University 
grounds!"  runs  the  whisper. "Nobody  will  bother  you 

there!" 

So,  night  after  night, 
parked  cars  are  to  be  ob- served distributed  about  the 
campus — quite  beyond  the 
ken  and  jurisdiction  of  the 
City  constabulary.  Special 
investigation  by  representa- tives of  The  Varsity  has 
elicited  the  fact  that  it  is 
neither  engine  trouble  nor 
desire  to  watch  the  rising 
of  the  harvest  moon  that 

prompts  the  parking.  It  is the  sex  urge. 
While  the  sex  urge  is  not 

a  thing  to  be  lewdly  rele- 
gated to  the  limbo  of  eye- brow raisers  or  prudes,  we 

cannot  resist  the  conclu- sion that  nocturnal  petting 
in  parked  and  darkened cars  is  a  thing  both  ethically 
and  aesthetically  unsound. 
It  is  not  ony  a  source  of 
stumbling  to  the  young  and 
a  source  of  regret  to  the  old, 
but  it  places  the  participa- 

tor in  the  position  of  one 
who  reduces  the  fine  art  of 
love-making  to  the  level  of street -brawls  and  dirty 

jokes. 

Yet,  parked  petting  by 
night  on  the  campus  ap- 

pears to  be  a  matter  which is  being  completely  ignored 
by  the  university  police. 
Whether  they  are  influenced 
by  an  "Oh-well-they 're-only- 
young-once"  attitude  or whether  they  are  merely  fol- 

lowing the  example  of  oth- ers higher  up  who  hoid  that 
rules  were  made  to  be  dis- 

cussed and  not  enforced, 
the  fact  remains  that  the 
university  police  are  making 
no  move  to  emulate  the  dili- 

gence of  their  confreres  of 
the  city  police  force  in  striv- ing to  check  a  practice which  has  been  widely 
stamped  as  vicious  and immoral. 

It  is  scarcely  an  inspiring 
example  to  the  outside 
world  when  the  University 
of  Toronto  campus  becomes 
the  last  stronghold  of  the 
parked  petter. 

letters  to  the  editor 

demonstration riot  vs Sir: 

I  was  distressed  to  see 
The  Varsity  making  the 
same  mistake  as  so  many 
organs  of  the  popular  press, 
when  it  referred  (Septem- 

ber 24)  to  the  "rioting" which  took  place  in  Berke- 
ley last  year. 

Rioting  is  what  took  place 
in  Watts  this  year,  and  it 
is  important  to  preserve  a 
distinction  between  it,  on 
the  one  hand,  and  mass  as- 

sembly for  the  purpose  of 
peaceful  demonstation  on 
the  other.  The  Berkeley  de- 

monstrations did  not  con- 
stitute a  riot,  in  so  far  as  it 

was  at  no  time  unsafe  for 
children,  university  admi- 

nistrators, faculty,  police- 
men or  members  of  the  ge- 
neral public  to  walk  about 

the  campus.  If  the  demon- strators, through  their  sheer 
numbers,  attempted  to  exert 
a  kind  of  force,  they  at  no 
time  resorted  to  violence. 
The  only  group,  besides 

the  police,  to  have  recourse 
to  violence  seems  in  fact  to 
have  been  the  University 
Students  for  Law  and  Or- 

der, which,  on  one  occasion 
pelted  demonstrators  with 
eggs  and  lighted  cigarettes, 
and  one  of  whose  members 
was  arrested  for  punching 
a  female  demonstrator  in the  eye. 

Janet  A.  Dawson 
Lecturer:   Department  of 

French,   formerly  a  Teach- in  Assistant,  University  of 
California,  at  Berkeley 

Sir: 

It  was  indeed  a  sad  ex- 
perience to  listen  to  Doctor 

Bissell's  opening  remarks. For  as  he  spoke  (or  rather, 
echoed)  the  fears  of  so  many 
university  presidents  about ferment  or  even  revolution 
on  campus,  I  thought  that 
the  president  of  a  large 
business   concern  was  ad- 

dressing new  personnel  on 

company  policy.  "Don't rock  the  boat"  instead  of "Let's  explore"  seemed  to 
be  the  watchword. 

I  agree  that  the  sit-in  fad 
is  despicable,  when  it  is  just 
a  fad,  but  when  "smug,  bad- tempered  authoritarianism 
that  has  all  the  answers" refuses  to  change  policies  in 
order  that  knowledge,  in- 

tellectual freedoms,  and 
equality   may    grow,  then 

ferment  and  revolution  must 
be  a  final  recourse. 
As  one  of  the  many 

"frosh",  I  have  already  be- 
come too  much  aware  of 

the  cold,  business  approach 
of  the  university  toward  a 
very  personal  and  vital  part 
of  me:  growth.  Trouble- making  is  not  my  vocation, 
but  neither  is  servile  accept- 

ance of  dictated'  maxims. 
Arthur  Leader  (I  Vic) 

what  is  freedom? 
Sir: 

Is  it  freedom  that  allows 
man  to  choose  sin?  There 
is  one  important  word  in 
this  question:  "Freedom". Freedom  is  not  something 
arising  from  our  own  selves 
but  is  relative  to  our  posi- 

tion in  creation.  We  can- 
not say  that  to  do  as  we 

please  (leaving  it  to  our 
conscience)  is  being  free. 

Fredom  is  not  coming  to 
a  red  stop-light  in  Toronto 
and  deciding  that  it  means 
to  proceed  because  we  are 
in  a  hurry.  The  only  result 
of  leaving  it  to  our  con- 

science is  chaos.  The  pre- 
requisite of  freedom  »s  a 

commonly  accepted  law. 
Let  us  then  make  a  law. 

Let  us  say  that  we  may  have 
sexual  intercourse  any  time 
we  please.  The  whole  world 
accepts  this  law  and  fol- 

lows it  accordingly.  The  re- 

sult? Misery,  jealousy,  or- 
phans, suicides  and  what 

have  you !  Something  is 
wrong  with  our  law. 
There  is  no  such  thing  as 

"freedom  of  choice"  be- 
cause in  ourselves  we  are 

ignorant  of  what  is  right 
and  wrong.  We  must  have 
a  preliminary  law  to  tell  us which  choice  we  should 
make.  Then  we  can  make 
further  laws  .  .  .  and  then 
we  can  live  in  freedom. 

P.  M.  Jonker  Jr.  (I  U  C) 



Call  Nov.  8  vote  \rutiaV  for  students 

By  CANADIAN  UNIVERSITY  PRESS 
Even  while  many  students  are  being  disfranchised,  the 

federal  election  on  November  8  is  the  most  important  one 
for  many  decades  from  a  student  point  of  view. 

In  extent  of  student  involvment,  as  well  as  in  its  con- 
sequences for  Canada's  future,  student  political  leaders  feel that  this  is  a  key  election. 

Joe  Clark,  president  of 
the  Progressive  Conservative 
Student  Federation  feels 
this  is  a  "watershed  elec- 

tion" for  young  Canadians, since  it  is  the  first  election 
since  what  he  termed  the 
development  of  "a  broader 
inclination  towards  youth 
involvement  in  public  af- 
fairs." During  the  past  few  years, 
student  involvement  in  so- 

cial and  political  affairs  has 
skyrocketted  on  most  cam- 

puses in  Canada,  yet  until 
this  election  much  of  this 
activity  has  not  been  focus- ed. 

Gary  Smith,  executive  dir- 
ector of  the  Canadian  univer- 

sity Liberals,  feels  that  poli- 
tical action  by  students  will 

have  free  reign  this  fall, 
partly  because  this  is  the 
first  fall  election  since  the 
time  of  Laurier. 

"This  is  the  first  chance 
for  university  Liberals  to 
show  their  stuff,"  he  stres- sed. 

The  escalation  of  activity 
among  students  has  empha- 

sized change  in  the  areas  of 
poverty,  civil  rights,  and 
won  d  peace,  according  to 
Hans  Brown,  federal  secre- 

tary of  young  New  Democ- rats. 
Mr.  Brown  claims  that 

model  parliament  results 
from  last  spring,  when  cam- 

pus New  Democrats  won 
unexpected  victories  at  such 

universities  as  Windsor, 
Carleton,  and  McGill,  show 
that  "politically  aware  stu- dents have  not  missed  the 
fact  that  the  New  Democra- 

tic program  is  geared 
toward  these  same  areas  of 

concern." Even  apart  fi-om  its  tim- ing, some  spokesmen  feel 
that  this  election  will  prove 
to  be  a  crucial  one  for  the 
future  of  the  nation. 
Mr.  Clark  says  that  we 

are  entering  a  period  of 
national  crisis.  "This  decade 
will  decide  whether  Canada 
continues  and  in  what  spirit 
it  continues,"  he  maintains, 
claiming  that  the  present 
government  merely  reacts 
to  emergencies  and  has 
initiated  no  new  policies. 

Suggesting  that  the  Con- servatives have  shown  their 
ability  to  "break  away  from 
the  old  patterns  set  by  the 
Liberals  for  three  decades," Mr.  Clark  says  that  Canada 
faces  .  a  choice  "between  a 
policy  of  national  leadership 
and  a  policy  o  f  national 

drift." 
But  Mr.  Brown  predicts 

another  minority  govern- 
ment, claiming  that  voters 

will  reject  both  of  the  old- 
line  parties  and  their  "nine- 

teenth century  spokesmen," 
apparently  feeling  that  NDP 
chief  T.  C.  Douglas'  birth  in 1904  qualifies  him  as  a 
twentieth  century  spokes- 
man. 

Liberal  Gar}'  Smith  denies 
that  the  high  proportion  of 
undecided  voters  will  result 
in  loss  of  votes  by  his  party, 
claiming  experience  has 
shown  that  "undecided  vot- 

ers tend  to  split  in  the  same 
proportion  as  the  decided 

voters." 
Mr.  Smith  thinks  the  most 

important  issue  in  this  elec- tion for  students  is  free 
higher  education.  He  says 
the  specifics  of  Mr.  Pear- 

son's "long-range  commit- 
ment" to  free  education  are' not  available  now  but  will 

be  disclosed  later  in  the 
campaign. 
The  student  Conservative 

president  believes  the  most 
important  issues  are  those 
affecting  young  people  gen- 

erally— the  need  for  policies 
on  urban  renewal  and  trans- 

port, for  example,  as  well 
as  in  the  field  of  education. 
All  three  major  party 

leaders  have  claimed  that 
they  will  eliminate  tuition 
fees  for  university  students. 

For  the  New  Democrats, 
Mr.  Brown  considers  na- 

tional unity  to  be  the  over- 
riding issue.  He  claims  that 

his  party's  rising  power  in Quebec  is  a  key  factor  in 
this  field,  noting  that  the 
issue  of  rural  poverty  has 
resulted  in  20  per  cent  of 
that  province's  voters  sup- 

porting the  NDP. 
This  election  might  have 

been  more  of  a  historic  ev- 
ent for  students  if  a  recom- 

mendation of  an  all-party 
committee  of  the  House  of 
Commons  to  lower  the  vot- 

ing age  to  18  had  been  ac- 
cepted by  the  government. 

Youths  in  Saskatchewan, 
Alberta,  and  British  Colum- 

bia have  voted  in  provincial 

Campus  party  leaders  seek  solution 

to  problem  of  disfranchised  students 

By  ESTHER  FREY 
The  leaders  of  two  main 

campus  political  parties 
met  last  night  to  discuss 
ways  to  get  eligible  stu- dents to  vote  in  the  federal 
election.  Bob  Radford  ( I 
Law)  president  of  the  U  of 
T  Progressive  Conserva- tives Club  and  Tom  Good 
(IV  Vic)  president  of  the 
campus  New  Democrats 
have  taken  up  the  SAC  cry 
to  have  students  enumer- 

ated. They  blame  the  Liber- 
al Party's  interpretation  of the  Canada  Elections  Act 

for  the  fact  that  over  2,000 
students  on  this  campus 
have  been  disfranchised. 

Good  was  skeptical  obout 
Prime  Minister  Pearson's declaration  last  weekend 
that  he  was  looking  for  ways 
to  permit  out-of-town  stu- dents to  vote. 

Radford  said  the  St.  Paul's returning  officer  informed 
him  that  students  must  have 
been  in  residence  before 
Sept.  8,  to  vote  in  the  Tor- 

onto ridings  and  that  no  ap- 
peals would  be  allowed  for 

re  vision. 
The  Spadiaa  returning  of- ficer told  Radford  that  he 

felt  students  who  lived  in 
residence  last  year  and  did 
not  go  home  for  the  sum- mer but  worked  in  Toronto 
could  be  considered  as  resi- 

dents of  Toronto. 
The  two  political  clubs 

are  encouraging  students  in 
residence  to  apply  for  enu- 

meration in  their  home  con- 
stituencies, or  ask  their  par- 

ents to  register  them.  Those 
whose  names  do  not  appear 
on  the  voters'  lists,  are  be- 

ing urged  to  appeal  at 
Courts  of  Revision,  Oct.  21- 23. 
„  The  NDP -PC  committee 
is  organizing  a  car  pool  for students  to  return  to  their 
home  ridings  to  vote  in  the 
advance  poll,  Oct.  30,  or  on 
election  day,  Nov.  8.  Work 
on  this  car  pool  is  to  be 
begun  immediately,  Good 
and  Radford  said.  The  vote 
committee  will  use  pamph- 

lets and  The  Varsity  to  in- 
form students  of  their  ser- 

vices. 
Students  are  urged  to  ap- 

peal for  their  vote  actively. 
Those  who  have  a  choice 
between  voting  in  Toronto 
and  voting  at  home  are 
asked  to  seek  enumeration 
in  both  places,  so  that  they 
will  be  sure  of  a  vote  on 
Nov.  8. 
Good  and  Radford  feel 

that  students  should  cir- cumvent the  law  until  such 
amendments  are  made  that 
students  can  be  sure  of 
their  franchise. 

elections  for  some  years, 
and  Quebec  18-year-olds  will 
vote  for  the  first  time  in 
their  provincial  election  ex- 

pected next  year. 
Gary  Smith  says  he  is  per- 

sonally "disappointed"  that this  reform  was  not  carried 
out,  but  claims  that  other 
more  pressing  issues  took 
priority. 

One  controversial  election 
issue  for  students  may  be 
the  Company  of  Young 
Canadians.  Gary  Smith  says 
he  has  heard  some  com- 

plaints that  CYC  has  not 
benefitted  enough  from  the 
previous  experience  of  the 
Canadian  University  Stu- dens  Overseas  (CUSO),  and 
that  it  should  not  have 
granted  S4,000  to  the  Stu- dent Union  for  Peace  Action 
(SUPA). However,  Mr.  Smith  says 
he  prefers  to  wait  and  see 
what  projects  CYC  organ- izes before  assessing  its 
value  to  students. 
Conservative  Joe  Clark 

calls  the  CYC  "one  of  the 
prime  examples  of  govern- 

ment by  gesture."  He  con- siders it  an  exceptionally 
good  idea  in  principle,  but 
suspects  it  was  copied  from 
the  American  Peace  Corps 
with  little  advance  thought 
about  its  purpose. 

But  the  people  now  organ- 
izing the  CYC  have  good 

ideas,  according  to  Mr. 
Clark.  "The  CYC  might  as 
well  not  exist  if  it  doesn't 
work  with  organizations  like 
SUPA,"  he  maintains. 

U.  of  T. 

Film  Society 

A  series  of  10  for  the  dis- 
criminating intellect  in- 

cluding Sergei  Eisenstein's Potemkin  (USSR,  1925), 

Federico  Fellini's  The White  Sheik  (Italy,  1956), 

Orson  Welles'  The  Lady from  Shanghai  (U.S.A., 
1947),  Teinosuke  Kinusa- 
ga's  The  Gate  of  Hell 
(Japan,  1954). 

Monday  evenings 

from  Oct.  18 

R.O.M.  Theatre  8  pm 

Subscription  series  $5.00 
for  University  members. 
S.A.C.  Office,  9  -  5  for 
brochures  and  membei 
ships.  Sponsored  by  the S.A.C. 

ROWING  CLUB 

Anyone  wishing  to  try  out  for  the  Intercollegiate 
Rowing  Club,  report  at  the  Argonaut  Rowing  Club, 
1225  Lakeshore  Blvd.  At  6:00  A.M.  No  experience 
required.  For  further  information  call  923-7609,  after 6:00  p.m. 
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INTERCOLLEGIATE  SQUASH  TEAM 
Trials  for  new  players  will  begin, 

MONDAY,  OCTOBER  4th,  at  4:20  p.m. 

Regular  practice  will  begin 

IMAY.  OCTM  Mil,  It  4:20  p.». 

U.  OF  T.  FLYING  CLUB 

OPENING 

GENERAL  MEETING 
-   8:00  P.M. 
HART  HOUSE 

WED.  SEPT.  29 
MUSIC  ROOM 

Guest  Speaker:  MR.  ROBERT  WONG  of  Central  Airways 
Facinoting  Discussion  &  Free  Refreshments 

EVERYONE  WELCOME! 
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HILLEL 
FRESHMAN  BUFFET  RECEPTION 

THURSDAY,    SEPTEMBER    30,    6:00    P.M.,    HILLEL  HOUSE 
186  ST.  GEORGE  STREET 

Please  coll  the  office   (923-7837)  immediately  for  reservation 
All  freshmen  ore  cordially  invited  to  ottend 

SATURDAY  NIGHT,  OCTOBER  2,  9:00  P.M.,  HILLEL  HOUSE 
MOVIE  NIGHT 

Working  Your  Way  Through  College? 

Then  join  a  growing  ond  progressive  Notional  Mer- 
chandising Company  that  offers  o  job  AND  training 

for  the  future  —  not  just  throughout  Christmas. 
Simpsons-Sears  has  hours  to  suit  your  study  schedule: 

Monday  -  Friday 
Noon  to  4:00  p.m.  or  8:00  p.m.  or  1 1 :00  p.m. 
1:00  p.m.  to  5:00  p.m.  or  9:00  p.m.  or  10:00  p.m. 
4:00  p.m.  to  8:00  p.m.  or  10:00  p.m. 
5:00  p.m.  or  6:00  p.m.  to  10:00  p.m.  to  11:00  p.m. 

Saturday 
8:00  a.m.  to  4:40  p.m. 

or  almost  any  combination  of  these  hours. 
Regular  full  time  staff  work  on  a  regular  schedule 
each  week  —  not  less  than  4  hours  in  one  day  or  20 hours  in  a  week. 

Contingents  work  a  maximum  of  1 8  hours  per  week  
but  not  less  than  4  hours  per  day.   Pay  day  is  every second  Friday  in  CASH. 
Discounts  are  given  on  purchases  from  Simpsons-Sears and  Simpsons  Limited. 

Apply  in  person  to  the  Employment  Office,  1 1th  Floor 
89  Gould  Street  between  8:00  o.m.  and  4:30  p.m. 

or 
offer  4:30  p.m.  by  phoned  appointment,  861-9111,  local  3483 

You  haven't  had  lunch  ot  Charlie 
Brown's  yet? 

GOOD  HEAVENS! 
From  11:30  'till  2:30,  Charlie  Brown's Cotfee  House  offers  o  most  delectable selection  of  cold  sandwiches,  espresi coffees  of  oil  sorts,    lemonode,  fresl 
fruit  pie  —  the  bread  is  home-made  | and  succulent.  Have  if  in  The  Garden  | in  the  shode  of  old  peach  trees, The  Beethoven  Room  to  Mozart 
cini,  ef  al.  Or  dance  AND  lunch The  Juke-o-teque  Room  if  you  want. The    Globe    alwoys  available, chess,    cribboge.  Cost?   Humph  ,  ,  .  Is 50e  too  much? 

158  Cumberland  Street,  one 
North  of  Moor, 

just  East  of  Avenue  Road. 

(WEDNESDAY  SEPT.  29 First  meeting  of 

CHRISTIAN  SCIENCE 
ORGANIZATION 
1.15  P.M. 

Hart  House  Chapel 
All  are  Welcome 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. Toronto  3,  Ont. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  doily,  tncl.  Sat.  from  8-6. 

University  Blazers  and  Tro usees 
made  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, Coats,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or 

|  ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

KARATE! 
CANADIAN 

OPEN  CHAMPIONSHIP! 
A  SPECTACULAR  EVENT 

YOU   WILL   NEVER  FORGET! 
BLACK-BELT  COMPETITORS 

FROM  AROUND  THE  WORLD! 
Demonstrations  of  brick  ond  board breaking  with  the  bare  hand  plus self-defence  demonstrations  of  KA- RATE, AIKIDO,  JU-JITSU,  Chinese Gung-Fu! 

VARSITY  ARENA 
7.00  P.M.,  SAT.  OCT.  2 
Admission  $2.00 

money  problems 

needn't  interrupt^f^f 
your  education 

visit  your  nearest  branch  of  The 

Toronto -Dominion  Bank  for 

information  on  CANADA  STUDENT  LOANS 
THE 

TORONTO-DOMINION  |? Where  people  make  the  difference 

ANK 
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— photo  by  NORM  FISHER 
Representatives  of  the  Sociol  Planning  Committee  talk  to 
a  potential  student  volunteer  in  the  tent  set  up  Monday behind  the  SAC  building. 

To  open  New  College  Thursday 
New  College,  now  in  its 

fourth  year  of  operation,  will 
be  formally  opened  Thurs- 

day at  3:30  p.m. 
The  ceremony  will  lake 

place  in  New  College  dining 
hall,  21  Classic  Ave. 

Highlight  of  the  ceremony 
will  be  the  presentation  of 
the  key  to  the  College  build- 

ing to  Dr.  Donald  Ivey,  prin- 
cipal of  the  college  since  19- 

62.  Dr.  Ivey  assumed  the  po- 

sition after  the  death  of  Pro- 
fessor Frank  Wetmore,  the 

College's  first  principal. 
Sir  William  Hayter,  war- 

den of  New  College,  Oxford, 
will  give  an  address  after 
the  official  presentation.  Sir 
William,  before  becoming 
Warden  in  1960,  had  a  long 
career  in  the  British  diplo- matic service,  including  four 
years  as  Ambassador  to  the Soviet  Union. 

Establish  supervisory  committee 
By  SUSAN  GREENHOUGH 
A  Central  Broadcasting 

Committee  was  established 
last  night  to  supervise 
SAC's  half-hour  radio  prog- 

ram on  CJRT. 
Acting  SAC  Communica- tions Commissioner  George 

Flak  said  he  was  "over- whelmed by  the  response 
to  his  call  for  volunteers  to 
produce  the  program,  which 
is  being  broadcast  4.30-5.00 
p.m.  at  91.1  on  FM. The  committee  will  be  in 
charge  of  five  major  de- partments:    special  events, 

sports,  entertainment,  news; 
and  technical  personnel. 
The  trial  committee  will  be 
dissolved  at  the  end  of  De- 

cember, 1965  and  a  new  di- 
rectorate elected.  Bob  Don- 

nelly, an  experienced  radio 
man,  was  appointed  station manager. 

Studio  facilities  will  be 
set  up  at  U  of  T  to  handle 
the  program.  The  committee 
hopes  to  broadcast  campus 
news,  sports  events,  and lectures. 

The  length  of  future  pro- 
grams may  be  expanded. 

Radio  (continued) 

to  move  into  their  on- 
campus  studio  at  91  St. 
George  in  the  near  future. 

The  programming  will  re- 
ly heavily  on  tape.  Tuesday's 

feature  was  a  prerecorded 
special  on  the  International 
Teach-in.  The  show's  imme- diate purpose  is  to  cover (See  radio  page  10) 

— Photo  by  NORM  FISHER 

A  Ryerson  technician  keeps  an  eye  on  U  of  T's  budding rad.o  perscnalit.es  from  the  control  booth. 



Facade  to  hide  "Dartmoor"  pipes  on  Zoology  building 
By  JANIS  RAPOPORT        sine.  ,w   ».„^„l  -     .  ,   ..  &J  WUIIUIIIg By  JANIS  RAPOPORT 
The  pipes  protruding  from 

the  roof  of  the  Ramsay 
Wright  Zoological  Building are  to  be  screened. 

H.C.  Milne  of  the  Superin- 
tendent's Office  justified the  covering  of  the  stacks 

since  their  "unsightly  ap pearance  was  not  apparent when  the  model  was  viewed 
initially." Mr.  Milne  said  that  a 
screen  of  expanded  metal 
will  be  erected  around  the perimeter  of  the  roof.  A 
canopy  will  be  incorporated 

to  match  the  canopy  of  the 
existing  penthouse. 

The  esthetic  nature  of  the 
pipes  protruding  from  the roof,  installed  as  vents  for 
noxious  or  unpleasant  smel- 

ling gases  from  the  labora- 
tories, has  been  subjected 

to  much  controversy. 
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Dartmoor  prison.  '  h°WeYer'  P'eye"»  ««»  bu.Mng  os  o  whole  from  resembling 

Varsity  reporter  Tony 
Bond  complained  in  an  1 sue  of  the  Varsity  last February  that  the  rows  of 
square  windows  and  the 
pipes  sticking  up  from  the roof  make  the  building 
resemble  the  Dartmoor  pri- 

son. "In  all  fairness,"  Bond wrote,  "one  should  add 
that  the  Dartmoor  archi- tects at  least  had  the  good taste  to  tuck  the  roof  pipes 

out  of  sight." Leonard  Bertin  of  the  In- 
formation Office  estimated 

the  cost  of  the  conversion 
at  some  thousands  of  dol- lars. 
Construction  should  b  e 

started  shortly  and  the 
operation  will  be  completed 
by  the  end  of  the  academic 
year,  he  said. A  model  of  the  building 
with  its  proposed  revisions 
was  on  display  recently  in 
Hart  House  b  u  t  has  been 
removed  to  the  Superinten- dent's Building. 

Must  rework  own  political  structure By  ROD  RITCHIE 
Canada  must  rework  its political  structure  at  home 

before  it  can  shape  an  in- 
dependent foreign  policy, 

said  S.  H.  E.  Clarkson,  as- 
sistant professor  of  political 

science,  at  a  Progressive Conservative  Club  seminar Monday. 
Mr.  Clarkson  said  he  en- 

visions a  bi-national  Canada 
in  which  both  English  and 
French  will  be  placed  on  an 
equal    footing,    a  Canada 

which  commands  the  res- 
pect of  the  French-speaking inhabitants. 

Mr.  Clarkson  believes  that 
since  English-speaking  Can- adians for  the  most  part 
are  responsible  for  the 
country's  internal  division, it  is  their  duty  to  strengthen French  culture  in  Canada 
as  well  as  form  the  same 
relationship  with  the 
world's  F  r  e  n  c  h-speaking countries  that  they  now 
have  with  Britain  and  the V.  S. 

Trinity  says  Playboy  embodies  sins  of  society 

"Canadian  politicians  and 
diplomats  must  not  only 
make  distinctly  Canadian 
value  judgments,  but  more 
important,  they  must  also 
convince  the  people  of  these 

policies." 
Mr.  Clarkson  said  inde- 

pendence on  the  interna- 
tional level  could  be  achiev- 

ed through  justifiable  and 
sincere  protest  against  ag- 

gressive policies  of  foreign 
countries  and  independent treaty-making. 

Freshman  worms  grappled 
with  fourth-year  giants  Tues- 

day night  over  the  resolu- 
tion, "Resolved  that  Playboy embodies  the  worst  elements 

in  American  society." Chris  McNaught  (IV  Trin) 
and  Arie  Tupker  (IV  Trin) 
defended  the  resolution.  Dur- 

ing the  course  of  the  debate, 
Hugh  Hefner  was  labelled 
communist,  Peter  Pan,  per- 

vert, and  other  unflattering 

appellations.  Freshmen  M. 
J.  Ignatieff  and  Richard 
Reive  attempted  to  dispel 
these  claims,  but  did  not 
convince  the  house  of  their 
case. 
A  spirited  response  from 

the  floor  saw  members  stat- 
ing that  Playboy  brought 

men  back  to  their  basic  hu- 
manity and  that  Playboy 

was  indeed  subverting  the 
morals  of  American  society 

Political  forum  to  replace  Model  Parliament 

by  substituting  a  magazine for  a  bed. 
Further  claims  established 

that  Playboy  was  the  savior 
of  the  fading  image  of  Ame- 

rican virility  by  relegating 
women  to  the  kitchen,  the 
foldout,  and  the  bed. 
The  House  felt  that  Play- 

boy was  indeed  the  embodi- 
ment of  society's  sin  and 

upheld  the  resolution. 

A  new  political  forum  will 
co  me  into  existence  next 
Monday  on  the  University  of 
Toronto  Campus. 
The  Forum  will  take  the 

place  of  the  now-defunct 
model  parliament,  which 
used  to  be  held  annually  un- 

til last  year  when  the  various 
'political  parties  decided  to discontinue  it. 

Chairman  of  the  forum  is 
David  Hunter,  vice  president 
of  the  Students  Administra- tive Council. 

Five  parties,  the  Liberals 
with  21  seats,  the  Progres- 

sive Conservatives  with  20, 
the  New  Democrats  with  20, 
the  Student  Union  for 
Peace  Action  with  11,  and 
the  Communists  with  2  seats 
will  be  represented. 

This  division  of  seats  was 

arrived  at  by  mutual  agree- 
ment of  the  parties  concern- 

ed and  will  remain  until  elec- 
tions can  be  held  later  in 

October,  Mr.  Hunter  told The  Varsity. 
The  debate  on  Monday 

will  be  on  Canadian  foreign 
policy  and  its  relationship  to United  States  foreign  policy. 

The  different  parties  will 
present  prepared  statements 
of  their  position,  which  will 
be  followed  by  parliamen- 

tary debates  of  the  issues 
and  concluded  by  a  vote. 

However  there  will  not  be, 
for  the  time  being,  a  Cabinet 
or  a  prime  minister  which could  be  defeated. 

According  to  Hunter,  the 
Forum  will  give  the  political 
parties  a  function  they  can 
serve  on  campus,  through 

debate,  information, education. 

and 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 

Reosonoble  Prices 

Toronto's  Most 

Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 

Oust  West  of  Spodino) 

_ 
FOR  YOUR  LISTENING  AND  DANCING  PLEASURE  AT  

CHARLIE  BROWN'S  Coffee  House  ™BW™ WED  &  THURS.  FRI.  &  SAT. 
The  Flaming  Skulls  I     The  Shades 

 '58  CUMBERLAND  ST.  AT  AVENUE  RD. 

WANTED 
CO-ORDINATOR  FOR  STUDENT  CENTRE 

CLOSE  W*li.K"5  «,he  S  *  C-  «°"'"9  experience.  Applicoti.n, 
CLOSE  Wednesday,  September  29  at  5:00  p.m. 

For  Your  Convenience . . . 
SPADINA  COIN  WASH 

698  SPADINA  AVENUE 
HALF-WAY  BETWEEN  BLOOR  &  HARBORD  STREETS 

WASH  25^  MODERN  EQUIPMENT 

DRY  10?  NEVER  CLOSED 

CANTERBURY 
THE  ANGLICAN  CHAPLAINCY  IN  THE  UNIVERSITY 
THURSDAY  NOON-HOUR  LUNCH  SERIES 
1:10  p.m.,  commencing  Thursday,  September  30rh (coffee  and  sandwich  makings  available) 

Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. 
CAREERS  AND  MINISTRIES 

Sept.  30    What's  Left  of  Vocation? The  Rev.  Clarke  Raymond,  Associate  Secretory,  Divisior of  College  Work,  Anglican  Church  of  Canada 
Oct,      7     What's  New  in  the  Correctional  Field? The  Rev.  S.  G.  West  —  Director  of  Anglican  Cor- rectional Chaplaincy 
Oct.    14    More  Than  Pills 

Dr.  S.  R.  Lang  —  General  Practitioner 
Oct.    21     Don't  Teach  Unless 

Mr.  Hail  Kitney,  Director  of  Guidance  ond  Counselling 
Services,  The  Board  of  Education  for  the  City  of  Tor- 
onto 

Oct.    28     The  Store-Front  Ministry 
The  Rev.  W.  W.  Riesberry,  Church  of  St.  George-the- Martyr. 
The  Call  and  the  Mind 
Dr.  Paul  Christie,  Superintendent,  The  Ontario  Hospital 

999  Queen  Street  West  ' Stoined  Gloss  —  Art  or  Racket? 
Mr.  A.A.  Macdonald,  Artist 
Series  suspended  for  Inter-Faith  Programme 
Sin,  Sex,  Solvation,  and  the  Doily  Press 
Mr.  Alan  Spraggat,  Religious  Editor,  Toronto  Star The  Politician 
Mr.  F.  Andrew  Brewin,  M.P. What's  In  It  For  Me? 
The   Rev.   George   Hopton,  General   Secretary,  S.C.M. 

For  further  information,  phone 
CANTERBURY  HOUSE 

Nov. 

Nov.    1  1 

Squash (continued  from  page  11) 
and  a  member  of  the  1959-60 
and  1960-61  U  of  T  squash 
champions,  has  returned  to the  team. 

To  gain  experience  in  their 
quest  for  U.S.  titles  Blues 
journey  south  of  the  border 
early  in  December  to  play 
five  U.S.-  colleges  including 
the  Military  Academy  at 
West  Point. 

Blues  are  still  looking  for 
members  to  fill  out  their 
squad  and  for  this  purpose 
are  holding  tryouts  Monday, 
Oct.  4  at  4:20  p.m.  in  the  . 
Hart  house  squash  courts.     |  THE  VARSITY,  Thursday,  September  29,  1965  —  Page  7 

Nov. 
No 
Dec. 
Dec. 

923-1513 



25%  DISCOUNT ON  ALL  JEWELLERY  PURCHASES 
Including  oil  branded  Wotches,  A-I  Quality  Diamonds,  Silverware, 
Lighters  Wallets,  Pens  and  Pencils,  Radios,  Clocks,  Costume 
Jewellery,  etc.,  etc.  You  must  hove  your  A.T.L.  card  when  making a  purchase. 

SHEFFIELD  JEWELLERS DIAMOND  MERCHANTS 
323  YONGE  ST.  (5  door*  above  Dundai)  EM.  6-3324,  EM.  6-4122 

PRIVATE  Room  ond  Board  Given  to 
young  lady  for  light  housekeeping  and baby  sitting.  Location  near  Subway. Telephone  mornings  HU.  1-8303. 
1959  VESPA  150  e.e.  in  excellent  con- dition rebuilt  engine  lost  year.  Reason- able price  $150  B.   Iversen  926-2609. 
WANTED:  3rd  Girl  to  shore  apartment 
close  to  University,  bedroom  unfurnish- ed. $37  monthly.  Coll  924-1788  after 
PARKING  space  wanted  by  the  month. Harbord  ond  St.  George  Area.  ME. 5-5103  after  6  p.m. 

•  LINGERIE 

•  CORSETRY 
•  HOSIERY 

•  SPORTSWEAR 
•  ACCESSORIES 

Swingers  for  campus  go-go  eu"*'/-4inu 
All-wool . . .  superbly  matched  fQMM^ 

Co-ordinates 
5  young, 

high-fashion  shades . . .  delph  blue 
JASPER,  CINNAMON,  CHERRY,  BRIGHT  TURQUOISE 

Shown:  Fine'English  Botany  All -Wool  Sweaters  (Machine  Washable) 
in  2  new  styles:  (1)  Pullover  with  ribbed,  semi-turtle  neckline,  zippered 
closing  at  back;  (2)  Cardigan  with  smart,  double -knit  ribbed  front: 
big-button  detail.  Casual  raglan  %  sleeve.  Sizes  36-40.  Skirt  and  Slim 
in  fine  quality  pure  wool  worsted  flannel.  Skirt  fully  lined ;  back  kick- 
pleat;  side  zip.  Slim  with  side  zip;  pocket.  Sizes  10-16. 

Pullover  $12.98 

Cardigan  $13.98 

Skirt  $15.98 
Slim  $16.98 

PURE  VIPGIN  WOOL 

•  CLOVERDALE  MALL  BE  9-6171 
•  2  CARLTON  AT  YONGE  EM  2-5071 
•  62A  BLOOR  AT  BAY  WA  2-0628 
•  NORTHTOWN  SHOPPING  CENTRE  8A  2-1491 
•  YORKDALE  SHOPPING  CENTRE  783-5361 

•  DON  MILLS  SHOPPING  CENTRE  447-1712 
•  113  YONGE  AT  ADELAIDE  EM  8-6822 
•  786  YONGE  AT  BLOOR  WA  2-3121 
•  444  EGLINTON  W.  AT  CASTLEKNOCK  HU  8-5083 
•  13  ST.  CLAIR  AVE.  W.  AT  YONGE  921-9671 

Uphold  student  loan  plan 
By  SUSAN  LAW ond  BERNADETTE  FERRY 

The  Resolution  "That  Canadian  Student  Loans  Should 
Be  Abolished"  was  defeated  53-36  in  a  St.  Michael's  College Senate  Club  debate  Sunday  evening. 

Frank  Marrocco  (II  SMC),  speaking  for  the  govern- 
ment, charged  that  the  plan  was  inadequate.  He  said  a  stu- 

dent must  go  into  debt  to  get  an  education  and  there  is  too 
little  time  to  repay  loans  before  high  interest  rates  come 
into  effect. 

Marrocco  also  charged  that  "student  need  is  not  de- 
fined in  loan  applications  and  that  all  other  student  aid  — 

bursaries  and  scholarships  —  require  a  minimum  B  aver- 
aSe'joe  James  (II  SMC)  suggested  that  all  who  qualify 
should  have  their  tuition  paid  by  the  government.  However, 
he  failed  to  outline  a  plan  that  would  suit  our  present  eco- nomic system.  . 

The  opposition,  Ruth  Martin  (I  SMC)  and  Rick  Collins 
(IV  SMC),  argued  that  free  tuition  would  not  place  the 
money  where  it  was  needed  most.  But  they  had  no  alterna- 
tive  plan  to  offer. 

Guest  speaker  David  Hahn,  the  Liberal  candidate  for 
Broadview,  said  that  abolition  of  the  plan  would  deprive 
students  who  are  currently  using  the  loans  for  a  university education. 

Comments  from  the  House,  said  speaker  Dan  Knight 
(IV  SMC)  took  the  line  of  "humor,  observations,  and  use- 

less information  in  place  of  arguments  for  a  definite  plan." 

ARBOR  ROOM  REOPENS 

— photo  by  NORM  FISHER 
The  Arbor  Room  returned  to  its  usual  smoky,  crowded  self 
Tuesday  during  its  temporary  re-opening.  But  don't  rejoice too  soon.  Toward  the  end  of  October  it  will  close  again 
temporarily'  to  permit  the  installation  of  new  equipment. 

Communist  official 

government  grants, 
By  MARILYN  BEKER A  Canadian  Communist 

Party  official  yesterday  call- 
ed for  government  grants  of 

$50  million  and  free  tuition 
for  students. 

Speaking  at  a  "quest-in" organized  to  generate  inte- 
rest in  the  Communist  Par- 

ty, Al  Stenberg  of  Edmon- 
ton, national  university  or- ganizer outlined  the  party 

program.  Stressing  "free  and universal  education,"  he  re- 
commended that  govern- 

ment grants,  now  $250  per 
student,  be  raised  to  $1,000. 
Accompanied  by  Tom 

Morris,  editor  of  Scan  Ma- 

calls  for 

free  tuition 

gazine  of  the  Young  Commu- nist League,  Mr.  Stenberg 
explained  that  basically,  "the 
party  was  for  the  establish- ment of  social  economy 
through  basic  production controlled  by  the  people 
through  the  federal  govern- 

ment." 

The  party  plans  to  deve- lop such  social  measures  as medicare  without  a  means 
test,  a  planned  economy 
and  the  development 
of  economic  independence 
from  "foreign  interests"  in Canada.  Mr.  Stenberg  stat- 

ed firmly  that  "such  a  poli- 
cy can  be  won  peacefully". 

Douglas  (continued) 

just  those  upon  whose  sup- 
port we  can  count,"  said Mr.  Scott.  "As  a  matter  of 

fact  we  have  no  idea  of  the 
political  persuasion  of  ttiie 
students  that  we  have  talk- 

ed to  today." "It  is  imperative!* SaioV Mr, 

Douglas,  "that  we,  and  by 
this  I  mean  the  NDP,  talk to  all  the  people,  young 
and  old  alike.  It  is  in  the 
interests  of  all  the  people 
to  be  directly  and  personal- 

ly concerned  with  this  and 
every  other  election." Page  8  —  THE  VARSITY,  Thursday,  September  29,  1965 



UC,  SMC  students  admit 

residence  fees  hike  necessary 

University  College:  "Increase  inevitable" 
By  RAY  RAPHAEL 

University  College  students 
displayed  a  surprisingly  mild 
reaction  to  this  year's  $50 rise  in  residence  fees. 
Sir  Daniel  Wilson  fees  were 

raised  this  year  from  $689 
to  $739.  Most  students,  al- 

though unhappy  about  hav- 
ing to  pay  the  extra  money, 

felt  that  the  increase  was 
necessary  in  order  that  the 

administration  meet  rising costs. 

Walt  Kowal  (III  UC)  term- 
ed the  increase  "inevitable." 

He  pointed  out  that  in  the 
last  few  years  the  other  re- sidences have  raised  their 
fees  to  about  $735  and  that 
it  was  only  natural  for  Sir Daniel  Wilson  to  follow.  Ken 
Munro  (II  UC)  said  that  he 
expected  the  fees  to  go  up 
last  year  and  was  not  sur- 

prised by  this  year's  rise. Not  all  students,  however, 
were  so  complacent  about 
the  fees  hike.  Joseph 
Schwarz  (III  UC)  considers 
the  rise  "a  serious  disap- 

pointment." Schwarz  said the  financial  burdens  of  uni- 
versity education  should  be 

eliminated.  He  also  noted 
that  there  was  no  improve- 

ment in  services  to  make  up 
for  the  additional  expense. 

St.  Michael's:  "We're  not  overcharged" 
By  GWEN  GROVES 

The  resident  students  at 
St.  Michael's  College  are  $50 
poorer  this  year,  but  definit- 

ely do  not  feel  that  they  are 
being  overcharged. 

Rev.  John  Kelly,  St.  Mike's president,  told  The  Varsity 
that  the  college  found  it  ne- 

cessary to  raise  residence 
fees  for  a  semi-private  room 
to  $700  per  year  from  the 
previous  $650  level. 
Rick  Giusso  (IV  SMC), 

Student  Council  president, 
said  he  did  not  expect  any 
improvements  or  increased 
benefits  from  the  extra  $50. 
"The  raise  was  simply  to 

cover  present  operating  ex- 
penses," he  said.  Pat  Con- 

way (II  SMC),  another 
Council  member,  agreed  that 
the  rise  was  inevitable. 
Mike  Thomas  (III  SMC) 

pointed  out  that  Victoria 
and  University  Colleges  were 
also  forced  to  raise  residen- ce fees. 

Nick  Terry  (II  SMC)  an 
American,  marvelled  that  the 
residences  had  been  able  to 
keep  their  fees  so  far  be- 

low those  charged  by  U.  S. 
colleges,  where  $800  is  about 
the  minimum. 
"The  government  should bear  the  increase,  not  the 

students,"  said  Bill  Hanley 
(III  SMC).  He  pointed  out 
that  the  10,000  scholarships 

which  Prime  Minister  Pear- 
son promised  in  the  last  elec- 
tion were  not  implemented. 

"A  good  start  to  overcom- 
ing the  rising  costs  to  stu- 

dents would  be  the  fulfill- 
ment by  the  government  of 

its  promises  of  aid,"  he said. 
Sister  St.  Stephen,  dean  of 

residence  of  St.  Joseph's  Col- 
lege, one  of  the  two  girls' 

residences  at  St.  Mike's,  stafi 
ed  that  the  increase,  amount- 

ing to  about  22c  per  day,  was 
regrettable  but  necessary 
"when  you  are  faced  with ever  increasing  costs  in 
food,  maintenance  and 
wages.  It  was  too  bad  that 
the  increase  could  not  have 
been  made  known  sooner," 
she  said.  "I  did  write  to  the 
girls  telling  them  of  the  new 
fees,  as  soon  as  possible  af- ter the  increase  was  made 
definite,  so  that  they  would 
have  plenty  of  time  to  make 
arrangements  to  cover  it." 
Father  O'Gorman,  men's dean  of  residence,  made  it 

understood  that  the  college 
".  .  .  is  not  a  money-grabber, 
but  actually  giving  away  edu- 
action  at  one-fourth  of  its 

total  cost." While  the  college  does  not 
even  depreciate  its  buildings, 
rising  costs  of  living  are  still 
having  their  effect.  Mainten- ance staff  members  who, 
three  years  ago  were  being 

hired  at  70c  an  hour  are  now 
subject  to  the  $1.25  mini- 

mum wage  law.  It  costs 
$5,000  to  $6,000  each  week 
to  feed  the  men  residents, 
and  an  extended  school  year 
alone  would  mean  a  rise  in 
costs.  The  school  term  this 
year  has  been  lengthened  by 
an  early  registration  and  the 
possibility  of  an  extra  exam 
week. 
Father  O'Gorman  stated that  the  administration  tries 

not  to  increase  residence 
fees  more  often  than  every 
four  years  so  that  the  same 
students  will  not  be  hit 
twice.  He  noted  that  half  of 
St.  Mike's  student  body  lives 
on  campus  and  therefore  St. 
Mike's  students  will  be  har- 

der hit  than  other  colleges. 
Father  O'Gorman  said  stu- 

dents can  live  off  campus 
more  cheaply  than  in  resi- 

dence. But  he  said  the  land- 
lord in  a  rooming  house  is 

not  paying  for  unionized  la- bor and  students  are  spend- 
ing valuable  time  on  clean- 
ing, shopping  and  cooking which  they  are  not  counting 

in  the  rent  they  are  paying. 
Russ  Westkirk  (II  SMC) 

lived  off  campus  last  year, 
but  has  returned  to  resi- 

dence. He  said,  "Living  in  a 
single  room  in  residence  is 
the  only  way  to  get  anything 

done." 

Pressman  Mike  Bfugerman 
stands  guard  over  the  equip- 

ment as  the  newly-establish- ed SAC  Printing  Bureau 
handles  its  first  major  as- 

signment. The  University 
College  Gargoyf?  newspaper 
was  printed  in  the  SAC 
building  Tuesday.  The  Print- ing Buieau  is  to  produce  a 
number  of  campus  news- 

papers, with  the  major  ex- ception of  The  Varsity. 

WA.  7-1800 
526  YONGE  STREET AT  BREADALBANE 

THE 

PAPERBACK 

kBOOKSHOPj 

CDLES 

—photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 

CLAUDE:  But  it's  the  third  time 
in  a  week  that  I've  lost  an  Indian 
wrestling  match. 
BEA:  It's  remarkable  how  that 
soft  Iambswool  sweater  can  take 
it.  Still  looks  great  for  other  kinds 
of  activities,  too. 
CLAUDE:  I  knew  it  would  stand 
up.  It's  famous  British  Byford 
quality. BEA:  Oh,  Byford!  Designer, 
Hardy  Amies! 
CLAUDE:  Who's  he? 
BEA:  He's  an  international  de- 

signer known  all  over  the  world 
for  expert  styling.  He's  from England.  The  British  really  know 
wool  and  how  to  handle  it 
CLAUDE:  What's  an  Indian 
wrestling  match  when  I  have 
you,  and  Byford,  too!  Cb.9.« 
this  exc/uf've,  mado  in  England, 

OUR  AVERAGE 

STUDENT  READS 

4.7  TIMES 

FASTER 

THAN  HIS 

STARTING  SPEED 

(with  equal  or  better 
comprehension  !) 

Mrs.  Evelyn  Wood  spent 
over  16  years  of  research and  testing  before  opening 
her  now  world-famous 
Reading  Dynamics  Institute in  1959.  There  are  now  19 

BYFORD  DESIGN  CONSULTANT:  HARDY  AMIES 

Reading    Dynamics  Insti- tutes in  the  U.S.A.  and  TWO IN  CANADA  (Toronto  and Ottawa). 

HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED 
Mrs.  Wood  soys:  "In  1945  I  sub- 

mitted my  Master's  thesis  to  Dr.  C, Lowell  Lees,  my  professor  at  the University  of  Utah,  etc.  He  read 
the  80  pages  in  a  matter  of  min- utes, and  before  my  startled  eyes, 
marked  the  paper  without  missing 
a  detail.  His  untrained  speed:  6000 
words  per  minute,  compared  to  the 
average  college  graduate's  350. Determined  to  find  the  secret,  I 
spent  2  years  tracking  down  50 
more  people  who  could  reod  rapid- 

ly ..  .  and  14  years  later,  offer countless  hours  of  research  and 
testing,  I  taught  my  first  public 
classes  in  Washington,  D.C.  So  po- sitive were  the  results  that  the  story 
appeared  in  Time,  Newsweek,  Busi- ness Week,  Esquire,  The  Christian Science  Monitor  and  my  groduotes 
oppeared  an  The  Tonight  Show, 
Gory  Moore,  I've  Got  A  Secret. Consistently,  my  students  learned to  increase  their  speed  from  3  to 
10  times  .  .  .  WITH  A  GAIN  IN UNDERSTANDING  ! 

SINCE  1959,  OVER 
100,000  PEOPLE  HAVE 
TAKEN  MY  COURSE! 

Since  Fall  1963  over  500  people 
have  taken  the  Evelyn  Wood  Read- 

ing Dynamics  Course  in  Toronto, 
Kingston  and  Ottowa.  Average  im- provement has  been  over  4  times 
starting  rates,  with  better  compre- 

hension than  at  their  old  slow  storl- rates. 
GUARANTEE: 

If  you  don't  at  least  triple  your 
reading  speed,  with  at  least  equal 
comprehension,  your  entire  -tuition will  be  refunded  ! 

FREE  FILM 
FOR  FREE  MOVIE  ON  READING 
DYNAMICS  WILL  BE  SHOWN  — FRIDAY  AFTERNOON.  FEEL  FREE 
TO  DROP  IN  AT  1:30  8.  3:30.  NO 
OBLIGATION. 

EVELYN  WOOD 

READING 
DYNAMICS 

INSTITUTE 
Suite  1103,  Britannico  House, 151  Bloor  St.  W. 

Toronto  5,  Ontario 
923-4681 
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Radio  (continued) 

campus  news  events.  This 
coverage  is  to  be  expanded 
to  other  areas. 

The  lady  Godiva  Memorial 
Band  will  record  the  open- 

ing theme  for  the  show. 

Projected  programs  in- clude live  coverage  of  the 
McGill  weekend  and  inter- 

views with  the  leaders  of 
the  national  political  parties 
on  matters  relevant  to  stu- 

dents. The  program  may  be 
extended  to  one  hour  pel- day. 

There  are  still  positions 
available  on  the  station  for 

people  interested  in  an- nouncing, programming, 
and  reporting.  Those  inter- 

ested may  leave  their  names 
in  the  SAC  office  or  pi-one 
George  Flak,  924-3808. 

A  TRADITION 

SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT
 

8.30  p.m.     October  3rd,  1965     Grea
t  Hall 

HART  HOUSE  MUSIC  COMMITTEE  PRESENTS 

JAN  RUBES,  Canadian  Opera  Star 

CAROL  VAN  FEGGELEN,  Concert  Guitarist 

in  o  programme  featuring  selections  from  Mr.  Rubes'  extensive  repertoire  of international  folk-songs  plus  solo  classical  works  for  guitar  performed  by  Mr. van  Feggelen. 
TICKETS  AVAILABLE  WITHOUT  CHARGE  FROM  HALL  PORTER LADIES  MAY  BE  INVITED  BY  MEMBERS 

OUTING  CLUB 

GENERAL  MEETING 

SEPTEMBER  29,  1965 

HART  HOUSE      8:00  P.M. 

SLIDES,  MOVIES,  COFFEE 

NEW  MEMBERS  WELCOME 

FOOTBALL  $2.50  HOCKEY! 

Student  Tickets 

COUPON  BOOKS  admitting  to  the  Student  Section  at  Varsity  Stadium  and 
Varsity  Arena  will  be  sold  in  the  main  lobby  of  the  Sigmund  Samuel  Library 
from  10.00  a.m.  to  5.00  p.m.  on  FRIDAY,  Oct.  1.  The  coupons  admit 
owner  to  the  student  sections  at  the  Stadium  and  the  Arena  on  o  "first  come 
best  seat"  basis  for  eoch  of  the  football  and  hockey  games  listed  below. 

FOOTBALL HOCKEY 
Oct.    2  McGill 

Nov. 
19 McMaster 

Oct.  16    QUEEN'S  (Homecoming) 
Dec. 3 Montreal 

Oct.  30  WESTERN 
Dec. 

10 
Laval 

Nor.  13  PLAY-OFF Jan. 

14 

Queen's 

(If  gome  is  ployed    in  Toronlo  this  coupon Jan. 21 McGill 
entitles  owner  to  one  ticket  ot  speciol  price of  $1,501. Feb. 4 Guelph 

Feb. 11 Waterloo 
Feb. 

18 

Western 
Feb. 

25 
McMaster 

GUEST  BOOKS:  Each  student  may  purchase  one  additional  book  which  will  admit  o  guest  10 the  student  section,  not  necessarily  a  member  of  the  University.  Guest  books  ore  sold  at  the 
some  price,  one  only  to  each  holder  of  an  Athletic  Membership  Card. 

Bfing  your  Athletic  Membership  Cord.  Tickets  cannot  be  purchased  without  one. 
REMEMBER  !  McGILL  here  on  SATURDAY  ! 

Blues  whip  Ryerson 

By  MARCI  McDONALD 
Varsity  Soccer  Blues,  a 

team  top-heavy  with  last 
year's  talent,  seems  to  be tied  to  tradition. 

That  is,  if  Tuesday  night's exhibition  match  against 
Ryerson   is  any  indication. 
With  a  team  that  far  out- 

classed, outplayed  and  out- 
ran the  technical  school's 

squad.  Blues  failed  to  ex- tendtthe  6—0  score  they  had 
tallied  by  half-time  —  the same  score  chalked  up  in 
last  year's  pre-conference 
opener. They  came  on  strong  in 
the  first  half,  almost  com- 

pletely dominating  play.  But 
by  the  second  half  the 
beaten  Ryersonians  had  the lead  at  least  in  spirit. 
Blues  centre  forward 

Frank  Soppelsa  opened 
scoring  at  the  two-minute 
mark  on  a  pass  from  Or- 
mond  Mendes.  Half  a  mi- nute later  Mendes  himself 
netted  a  goal. 
Freshman  Bill  NepotiuR, 

in  debut  at  right  wing,  scor- 
ed the  third. 

If  it  was  anyone's  day  it 
was  Nepotiuk's.  He  came 
back  at  the  35-minute  mark 
to  kick  Blues'  sixth  and  fi- 

nal goal  of  the  game  —  a 
save,  from  a  goalpost  boun- ce-off set  up  by  Austris 
Liepa  and  Graham  Shiels. Fourth  and  fifth  goals 
went  to  Soppelsa,  on  a  pass 
from  Mendes,  and  Shiels  on 

a  pass  from  Soppelsa,  res- 
pectively. But  at  half-time  it  might 
as  well  have  been  game 
over. The  Rversonians  shifted 

spots  to  slow  down  Blues' wingers,  and  the  slowdown 
appeared  a  virtual  halt. 
Ryerson  coach  Hector 

Massey  expressed  as  much 
surprise  at  the  second  half 
performance,  as  did  locai soccerites. 
He  said  that  once  the 

pressure  was  on,  Blues tended  to  lag,  and  take  up 
the  defensive. "Once  we  tagged  your 

wingers,"  he  said,  "you  lost 

your  edge." 

But  he  gave  wings  Shiels 
and  Nepotiuk  a  hand,  any- 

way. 

Last  year's  coach  against 
Blues,  Mr.  Massey  said  he 
thought  last  year's  team 
topped  this  year's.  But  his comments  hardly  bode  ill. 
After  exuberantly  trouncing 
Ryerson  last  year,  Soccer 
Blues  '64  went  on  to  lose  to 
McGill  in  Montreal. 

This  Saturday,  less  exu" berant,  they'll  have  a  chan- 
ce to  break  that  brief  tra- 

dition when  they  meet  Red- men  here. 
CORNER  KICKS:  Fresh- 

man goalie  George  Commisso 
(I  Scarborough)  had  an 
uneventful  premiere,  replac- 

ing regular  Andy  Pastor,  out with  a  knee  injury  .  .  . 

Student  ticket  sales  up  for 

Blues'  grid,  hockey  games 
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Sale  of  student  tickets  for 
Varsity  football  and  hockey 
games  is  far  ahead  of  last 
year's  pace,  Athletic  Associ- ation officials  said  yester- 

day. 

Mr.  J.  P.  Loosemore, 
UTAA  financial  secretary, 
disclosed  that  sales  of  the 
special  student  ticket  books 
have  passed  the  4,000  mark 
as  compared  to  just  over 
3,200  at  this  time  one  year 

ago. "We  sold  4,969  ticket 
books  throughout  last  year's entire  season,"  Loosemore 
said.  "At  this  year's  selling rate,  we  should  top  6,000 
and  could  even  reach  7,000." Renewed  interest  in  col- 

lege football  because  of  in- creased press,  radio  and 
television  coverage  and  be- 

cause Varsity  Blues'  pros- pects are  high  for  1965  is the  main  reason  cited  for 
the  increase  in  ticket  sales. 
UTAA  officials  were  ex- 

tremely pleased  with  atten- 
dance at  Saturday's  opening 

game  against  University  of Manitoba.  Although  a  pre- 
season contest,  some  7,000 

bought  tickets. Student  ticket  books  cost 
only  $2.50  each  and  tickets 
admit  the  holder  to  all  Var- 

sity home  football  and  hock- 
ey games,  13  contests  in  all. Guest  books,  one  to  a  cus- 

tomer,  may   also   be  pur- 

chased at  the  same  price. 
Tickets  may  be  purchased 

in  the  main  lobby  of  the 
Sigmund  Samuel  Library 
Friday  between  10  a.m.  and 
5  p.m.  Athletic  membership 
cards  must  be  shown. 
Next  home  game  is  the 

league  opener  between  Mc- Gill and  Varsity  this  Satur- 

day, 

Former  champion 

Barry  Brooker 

to  coach  gymnasts 
Barry  Brooker,  highly- 

rated  Canadian  gymnast  and 
one  -  time  intercollegiate 
champion,  will  serve  as 

playing  coach  with  Varsity's gym  team  this  season. Brooker,  who  has  taught 
high  school  and  travelled 
in  Europe  since  graduating 
two  years  ago,  returned  to 
U.  of  T.  this  fall  to  take- 
post  graduate  work. Varsity's  defending  gym 
titlists  have  Digby  Sale, 
Stew  Cawthray,  Scott  Grif- fiths and  individual  college 
champ  Ken  Lumb  back  this 
season. Practices  are  held  at  Hart 
House  Mondays,  Wednes- 

days and  Fridays  for  those interested. 



PIGSKIN  PREVIEW WESTERN  MUSTANGS 

Mustangs  unpredictable  as  ever 
TEAM  NAME:  University  of  Weston  Ontorio Mustangs 
COLORS:  Purple  and  White 
HEAD  COACH:  John  P.  Metros 
ASSISTANT  COACHES:  Jock  Fairs,  Gerry  Gonser, Glynn  Leyshon 
HOME  FIELD:  J.  W.  Little  Memorial  Stadium, London,  Ont. 
SEATING  CAPACITY:  10,000 
1964  SIFL  RECORD:  1  victory,  4  defeats,  1  tie (4th  place). 

1964  REVIEW 

Looking  at  Mustangs  individually,  it 
appeared  Coach  Johnny  Metras  had  a  po- 

tential winner.  But  'Stangs  never  measur- 
ed up  to  their  potential  and  were  only 

able  to  earn  one  win,  42-27  over  Toronto, 
and  a  tie,  12-12  with  McGill.  They  looked 
effective  in  their  opening  11-9  loss  to 
champion  Queen's  but  were  far  from  im- pressive in  their  other  defeats,  31-7  to 
Varsity,  29-12  to  Queen's  and  56-19  to  Mc- Gill. 

If  Mustangs  didn't  have  a  successful season  as  a  team,  at  least  several  indi- 
viduals did.  No  less  than  eight  'Stangs 

gained  all-star  nominations,  an  exception- 
ally high  number  for  a  last-place  team  in 

a  four-team  league.  On  offence,  fullback 
Gary  Cranmer,  centre  Doug  Mitchell  and 
tackle  Mike  Keenan  made  the  "dream 
team."  Defensive  all-stars  were  end  Jim 
Hogan,  tackle  Ross  Nicholson,  linebackers 
Brent  Mundy  and  George  Chris  and  half- 

back Robbie  Campbell. 
Cranmer  was  second  in  league  rushing 

with  402  yards  and  a  5.5-yd.  average,  Mit- 
chell second  in  punting  with  a  36.6-yard 

average  and  Campbell  first  in  kick-off  re- 
turns with  a  spectacular  average  of  38.8 

yards.  Halfback  Art  Froese,  perhaps  the 
Senior  Intercollegiate  Football  League's 
most  overlooked  player,  also  had  a  spark- 

ling season  from  an  individual  stand- 
point. He  was  fifth  in  scoring  with  29 

points  and  fourth  in  rushing  with  348 
yards  and  an  average  of  6.2. 

1965  PREVIEW 

Four  of  the  all-stars,  Cranmer,  Mitchell, 
Mundy  and  Keenan,  are  no  longer  with 
the  team  after  three  graduated  and  Mit- 

chell became  academically  ineligible.  Also 
missing  are  halfbacks  Ted  Miller  and 
Bill  Payne  and  guard  Bill  Ball.  But,  on 
the  other  hand.  Western  still  has  some 
20  lettermen  on  their  roster  and  has  ad- 

ded former  Queen's  players  Tom  Beynon 

and  Larry  Bunidge.  Beynon,  a  6-foot-4, 
230-pound  tackle,  was  with  Gaels  the  past 
two  years  and  Burridge,  a  fullback,  saw 
one  season  of  action  back  in  1961. 

In  addition  to  the  four  other  all-stars 
and  Froese,  returning  players  include 
guards  Rich  Schulze  and  Bob  Hammill. 
tackles  Bill  Imrie  and  Carl  Jackson,  ends Mike  Armstrong  and  Al  Smith,  defensive 
backs  Bill  Sasso,  Vern  Lucyk  and  Robin 
Wearing,  middle  guard  John  Tasker,  line- backer Jim  Turner  and  quarterback  Bob Israel. 
Newcomers  given  a  good  chance  to  see 

regular  action,  besides  Beynon  and  Bur- ridge, are  centre  Don  Brescacin,  end  Ron Bell  and  guard  Bill  Martin,  all  graduates 
of  Western's  Intermediate  Colts;  quarter- back Rich  Hawkins,  who  played  the  past two  seasons  with  London  Lords  of  the Senior  ORFU;  fullback  Dez  Windisch- 
mann,  the  Junior  ORFU's  scoring  champ last  season  with  Windsor  AKO;  and  flank- er Tom  McColl,  a  freshman  from  Lon- don's Central  high  school. Israel,  now  in  his  third  season,  and Hawkins  will  likely  share  the  q.b.  duties while  Burridge,  Froese,  Campbell  and  Mc- 

Coll form  the  rest  of  the  backfield.  Top line  candidates  are  Smith,  Imrie,  Martin, Brescacin,  Schulze,  Jackson  and  Hogan from  left  to  right  end.  On  defence 
'Stangs  have  Bell,  Nicholson,  Tasker! Beynon  and  either  Hogan  or  Armstrong on  the  line,  Chris,  Turner  and  either  Mar- tin or  Hammill  at  linebacker  and  can pick  from  among  Sasso,  Lucyk,  Wearing, Campbell  and  Windischmann  for  the backfield. 

OUTLOOK 

Coach  Metras  rates  his  team  about  the 
same  as  last  year's  squad.  This  could mean  anything  from  a  last-place  finisher 
to  a  potential  champion  since  'Stangs  dis- played both  these  qualities  in  1964.  Addi- 

tion of  Burridge  and  Beynon  eases  some- what the  loss  of  Cranmer,  Mitchell,  Mun- 
dy and  Keenan.  And  Hawkins  looks  like  a 

real  bonus.  But,  as  usual,  Mustangs  are unpredictable.  Safest  bet  is  to  say  that  if 
they  can  play  up  to  their  capabilities, 
"second  place  is  possible.  If  not,  another potentially  strong  UWO  team  will  act  as SIFL  doormats. 

(Third  of  a  series  previewing  teams  in 
the  Senior  Intercollegiate  League). 

down  Ruggerites 
A  UTRFC 

SYNDICATED  SERVICE 

Varsity's  Rugger  Blues 
suffered  a  disappointing  set- 

back last  night  as  the  Sara- 
cens, currently  tied  for  top 

spot  in  the  Senior  Toronto 
Rugger  League,  handed 
them  a  16-5  drubbing  at 
Varsity  Stadium. 
Although  play  was  even 

at  the  outset  Blues  sagged 
noticeably  in  the  middle 
stages  and  allowed  the  Sa- 

racens to  score  two  quick 
converted  tries  early  in  the 
2nd  half,  giving  tthem  6-5 
half-time  lead. 

Varsity's  try  was  scored by  Larry  Johnson  who  along 
with  freshman  Peter  Hand 
and  captain  John  McNeil 
played  standout  games. 
Hand  and  other  rookies 
John  McKay,  Mike  Bond 
and  Frank  Buck  are  looking 
very  impressive  so  far  and 
are   being   counted   on  to 

greatly  bolster  the  [earn 
this  year. 

In  spite  of  last  evening's loss  the  feeling  on  the 
team  seems  to  be  that  there 
is  'a  strong  chance  of  their 
recapturing  the  Gilbert  Tur- 

ner Trophy,  emblematic  of 
Intercollegiate  rugger  supre- macy. 

Last  year  Queen's  edged Varsity  by  1  point  to  take 
the  championship  but  this 
season  have  undergone  a 
complete  re-organization. 
Nevertheless  Queen's  is  al- ways a  top  contender  and 

will  have  to  be  seriously  ree  l 
koned  with,  perhaps  along 
with  McGill  and  Guelph,  if 
Blues'  hopes  are  to  be  real- ized. 

In  the  scrum:  .  .  .  Two  in- 
juries were  picked  up;  Paul 

Gray  suffered  a  rib  separa- 
tion and  John  McKay  a  con- 

cussion .  .  .  Blues  are  away 
for  their  next  game  this. Sa- 

turday at  McGill  -.  .  .  the 
team  missed  Rod  Sanders 
who  was  called  back  to 
England  at  his  father's death.  The  team  extends  its 
sympathies. 

Squash  champions  training 
University  of  Toronto's defending  intercollegiate 

squash  champions  begin 
practice  Monday,  October  4 
in  an  attempt  to  successfully defend  their  title. 

In  addition  to  winning  the 
Harald  Martin  Trophy,  sym- 

bol of  Intercollegiate  squash 
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team  supremacy,  Blues  also 
won  the  Ontario  team  cham- 
pionship. Returning  members  of  last 
year's  championship  team are  Leighton  McCarthy, 
Frank  Buck,  and  Mike  Gardi- 
ner. 

In  addition,  Keith  Achesou, 
a  former  Blues'  quarterback 

(See  Squash,  page  7) 

LAST  OPPORTUNITY 

HARVARD  COLLEGE 

UNIVERSITY  of 
NORTH  CAROLINA 

UNIVERSITY  of  MONTREAL 

Apply  to  SAC  Office  September  27th  —  Oct.  1st All  activities  sponsored  by  S.A.C. 

book-Ion  protects 

YOUR  books  from* anything 

Daily  use,  dust,  water  spillage, 
rain  .  .  .  new  books  stay 
fresher,  old  books  revitalize 
with  book-Ion.  And  think  of 
next  year's  re-sale  value. 
Easy  to  apply,  inexpensive.  Crystal clear  self-adhesive  plastic  in 40"  x  13"  rolls  do  3  to  5  books 
only  $1.00, 40"  x9y2"  for 
smaller  jobs, 
only  75$ 

Also  In  rolls  400"  Ions, 
widths  up  to  40". 
book-Ion 
at  department,  stationery  and  bookstores. 

Robinso
n 's 

CLOTHES  SHOP 
406    YONGE    SREET,      TORONTO,    ONT.      EMPIRE  3-7865 

STUDENT'S  DISCOUNT  SALE 
BLAZERS 

English  Blackburn  all  wool  blazers Reg.  $35.00  27.95 

SLACKS 
All  wool  worsteds  Reg.  $17.95  13.95 

SPORT  JACKETS 
English  tweeds  Reg.  $35.00  19.95 

SLACKS 
Made  to  measure  all  wool     Reg.  $24.95  18.95 

ALL  WEATHER 
"Scotch-Gard"   treated        Reg.  $24.95  18.95 

ZIP-IN-LINED 
All  weather  coots  Reg.  $35.00  27.95 

SUITS 
English  worsted  Reg.  $75.00  55*00 

Tq  U  of  T  STUDENTS 
YES,  we  stock  the  U  of  T  Crest.  Available  to  students  at  Cost 
Price.  Sewn  on  FREE  with  blazer  purchase. 
COME  in  and  register  for  your  1 0  per  cent  student  discount 
cord.  You  are  under  no  obligation  to  buy.  Students  must  have ATL  Cards, 



TAYLOR  SECOND 

Walter  highest  active 
 scorer 

By  P.J.  PAPE 
This  Saturday  afternoon 

at  Varsity  Stadium  football 
fans  will  have  the  opportu- 

nity to  see  in  action  Eric 
Walter,  one  of  the  great 
halfbacks  in  the  Senior 
Intercollegiate  Football 
League. 

Waller  will  be  here  with 
the  McGill  Redmen  when 
they  open  the  SIFL  season 
against  the  University  of Toronto  Blues. 

By  combining  brute-force 
and  finesse,  ti-e  Redman 
halfback  has  amassed  a  to- 

tal of  102  points.  This  is 
[he  highest  total  among  ac- 

tive players  and  is  within 
50  points  of  the  all-time  high 
set  by  former  Queen's  Gold- en Gael.  Ron  Stewart.  Stew- 

art is  now  with  the  Ottawa 
Rough  Riders  of  the  Cana- dian Football  League. 
Walter,  an  engineering 

student  from  Baie  D'Urfee, Quebec,  has  scored  48  points 
in  a  season  and  there  is  a 
possibility  that  he  may 
eclipse  Stewart's  record  this season.  Twice  an  all-Star, 
Walter  rushed  for  a  5.2  yard 

average,  caught  20  passes 
and  finished  third  in  league 
scoring  last  season. 

Bryce  Taylor,  Blues  quar- terback, stands  second  to 
Walter  in  total  points  amas- 

sed among  active  players, with 

BRYCE  TAYLOR 
If  Taylor  can  maintain  his 

fine  style  of  last  season 
when  he  won  the  SIFL  scor- 

ing championship  there  is little  doubt  that  he  will  far 
surpass  Stewart's  record  in the  three  seasons  of  eligi- 

bility that  remain  for  him. 
Last  season  Taylor  scored 
51  points.  This  total  set  a 
new  single  season  record for  scoring. 
Note:  The  36  points  that 

Blues  tallied  against  the  Bi- sons from  Manitoba,  was 
the  most  a  Varsity  team 
has  scored  since  the  1959 
squad  which  thrashed  Mc- 

Gill, 42-1. Blues  outdrew  Toronto 
Rifles  Saturday.  Better  than 
7,000  fans  turned  up  at  Var- 

sity Stadium,  while  only 
5,437  groped  their  way  into 
Maple  Leaf  Stadium. One  of  the  more  pleasant 
aspects  of  Blues  victory  over Manitoba  was  the  play  of 
the  defensive  secondary. 
Gord  Wbyte,  Ian  Kirkpat- rick,  Mike  Gray  and  Andy 
Szandtner  played  well 
enough  to  cause  Bison  quar- terback to  miss  better  than 
50%  of  his  passes. 
Although  Blues  lost  three 

valuable  men  in  Saturday's win  (you  might  say  it  was 
a  Pyrrhic  victory)  the  team 
has  such  depth,  that  the 
Blue  machine  may  stutter, 
but  certainly  not  stall. 

Abby  Hoffman  gives  her  impressions 

of  the  World  Student  Games 

By  ABBY  HOFFMAN 
Abby  Hoffman  is  a  second 

year  political  science  and 
economics  student  at  U  of 
T.  Miss  Hoffman  represent- 

ed Canada  at  the  Universi- 
ty Olympiad  in  Budapest 

this  summer. 
Fur  the  first  time  ever, 

the  Canadian  Union  of 
Students  undertook  this 
past  summer  to  send  a  team 
of  athletes  to  the  World 
Student  Games.  The  Games 
are  organized  by  F.I.S.U. 
(Federation  Internationale 
de  Sport  Universilaire) 
every  second  year  and  this 
year's  games  in  Budapest marked  the  sixth  time  they 
have  been  held. 
Ten  months  before  the 

Games,  CUS  started  to  or- 
ganize the  athletic  team 

personnel  and  also  attempt- 
ed to  requisition  financial 

support  from  its  own  re- 
sources and  the  govern- ment. 

This  latter  means  of  sup- 
port was  the  most  impor- 
tant, for  without  a  govern- 
ment grant  it  would  have 

been  impossible  to  under- 
take the  trip. 

As  it  was,  only  intensive 
lobbying  by  Bruce  Kidd  in- 

sured that  CUS  would  re- 
ceive the  grant,  since  the 

Fitness  Council  had  refused 
several  times  before  mak- 

ing it  just  10  days  before 
the  team  was  due  to  leave. 
Lack  of  finances  naturally 
caused  organizational  dif- 

ficulties which  resulted  in  a 
decision  to  limit  the  team 
to  11  members. 

Selections  were  not  made 

until  the  last  few  weeks,  the 
final  selection  being  Man- fred von  Nostitz  (U  of  T) 
fencing,  Al  Brereton  (U  of 
T),  Dave  Bailey  (U  of  T), 
Abbv  Hoffman  (U  of  T), 
Steve  Spencer  (UBC), 
George  Puce  (Los  Angeles 
College),  Harry  Jerome 
(Oregon),  Hylke  van  der 
Wal  (U.W.O.)',  Bill  Crothers (U  of  T),  all  track  and  field, 
with  Marvin  Chase  and  Udo 
Buechner  swimming. 
Paul  Ladouceur  from 

CUS  acted  as  chef  de  mis- 
sion, Ron  Wallingford  (Mc- 

Master)  coach,  and  Bruce 
Kidd  who  arrived  in  Buda- 

pest by  Land  Rover  on  his 
way  to  India  acted  as  "tech- 

nical advisor",  and  press 
agent. The  university  games 
have  two  purposes:  first, 
they  provide  an  opportunity 
for  athletic  competition 
among  students,  and  se- 

condly they  act  as  an  arena 
for  exchange  of  information 
on  university  sports  admi- nistration and  the  role  of 
sports  in  the  universities 
in  various  countries. 

This  latter  aim  is  carried 
out  in  the  form  of  a  'semi- 

nar'. The  Canadians,  expect- 
ing an  informal  discussion 

were  somewhat  surprised 
when  the  'seminar'  turned out  to  be  a  formal  meeting 
of  university  professors  and administrators. 
However,  many  interest- 

ing speeches  were  given, 
particularly  a  discussion  by 
the  Japanese  delegate, 
whose  investigation  of  ath- 

letes at  the  XVIII  Olympiad 
in  Tokyo  last  fall  revealed 

Soupcoff 

Satirizes 

By  Murray  Soupcoff 
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that  over  30%  of  the  com- 
petitors were  students,  and 

therefore  emphasized  the 
role  of  student  sports  in 
both  developed  and  under- 

developed countries. 
The  athletic  competitions 

were  of  a  very  high  stan- 
dard, with  many  countries 

sending  competitors  who 
had  been  members  of  their 
Olympic  teams. It  was  interesting  to  note, 
for  example,  that  Harry  Je- 

rome ran  the  same  time  — 
10.2  —  for  the  100  metres 
both  at  the  Student  Games 
and  the  Olympics,  yet  fi- nished 3rd  both  limes. 
The  other  Canadian  me- dal winners  were  George 

Puce,  3rd  in  the  discus, 
Bill  Crothers,  first  in  the 
800m.,  and  Abby  Hoffman, 
third  in  the  women's  800m. 

It  was  generally  felt  that, 
with  such  a  small  team  this 
was  an  excellent  showing. 
More  important  however, 
was  the  fact  that  for  every- one it  was  an  opportunity 
to  gain  valuable  experience 
in  international  competition 
—  something  which  is  lack- 

ing for  most  Canadian  ath- letes and  one  reason  why 
Canadians  have  done  rela- 

tively poorly  in  post-war Olympic  Gamps. 
Outside  of  the  actual  ath- 

letic competitions,  we  had 
ample  opportunity  to  tour 
the  city  of  Budapest  and 
the  surrounding  area  and  to 
see  how  'the  other  half  liv- es. 

This  was  facilitated  by  an 
excellent  public  transporta- 

tion system  to  which  we 
were  given  free  access,  and 
by  the    Hungarian  people, 

FOOTBALL  AND  THE  EMBASSY 

One  of  the  more  interesting  aspects  of  last  Saturday's 
football  game  between  Varsity  and  Manitoba  was  the  intro- 

duction of  blocking  downfield  on  punt  returns.  This  inno- 
vation promises  to  make  college  football  as  exciting  a  spec- 

tator sport  as  watching  engineering  students  devastate  the 
Embassy  Tavern. 

Nevertheless,  it  is  quite  obvious  that  this  attempt  to 
make  the  game  more  interesting  is  only  another  step  to- 

wards complete  imitation  of  professional  football.  And  con- 
tinued emulation  of  the  professional  game  could  have  seri- 

ous implications. 
For  instance,  now  that  the  Blues  have  won  one  game 

in  a  row  there  is  a  general  satisfaction  with  their  perfor- mance. But  what  if  they  should  drop^their  next  two  games? 

Will  angry  fans,  in  the  spirit  of  pro  ball,  call  for  the  re- signation of  Dalt  White?  After  all,  a  loss  is  a  loss.  And  you 
can't  very  well  fire  Claude  Bissell. 

What  about  sports  writers  like  fiery  P.  J.  Pape?  Will 
they  remain  silent,  knowing  about  the  availability  of  last 
minute  cuts  from  the,  Waterloo-Lutheran  or  the  Moose  Jaw Maulers? 

Is  this  the  beginning  of  the  import,  the  airlift,  cut-the- coach,  or  $400,000  bonus  babies. 
Is  the  day  coming  when  college  team  rosters  will  be 

limited  to  seventeen  academic  eligibles  and  twelve  ineli- 
gibles?  And  an  ineligible  who  resides  in  a  university  for 
more  than  five  years  will  then  become  an  eligible. 

Is  it  possible  that  Hamp  Pool,  Lou  Agase,  or  Nobby 
Wirkowski  might  return  to  Toronto  to  coach  the  Blues  — briefly? 

YOUNG  A  TAXI  DRIVER? 

Could  this  mean  that  Jim  Young  might  eventually  give 

up  driving  taxis  in  Minnesota  to  play  for  the  Blues  in  re- turn for  a  four  year  scholarship  in  graduate  studies  in 
Household  Science  and  a  free  pass  entitling  him  to  all  the 
U.  C.  Refectory  weinies  he  can  eat?  Or  will  Ronnie  Knox 
return  as  a  lecturer  in  modern  poetry,  with  an  added  bonus 
of  visiting  rights  to  the  University  College  reading  room without  being  frisked  by  the  guard? 

And  is  it  inconceivable  that  in  their  dissatisfaction  Var- 
city  fans  will  flock  to  Maple  Leaf  Stadium  to  watch  the 
York  University  Rifles  play  the  Carleton  Mudhens?  Or  will 
the  day  come  when  the  highlight  of  the  academic  year  will be  the  Cleveland  weekend  when  the  Blues  play  the  Browns? 

Will  the  staid,  ineffectual  T.V.  commentary  of  Norm 
Marshall  be  replaced  by  the  staid,  ineffectual  commentary 
of  Warren  Lahr?  Is  the  time  that  imminent  that  even  Var- 

sity fans  will  soon  know  that  Schmidts  is  a  dry  beer,  a  mel- 
low beer  a  light  beer  ....  Schmidts,  one  beautiful  beer 

(there  I  go  again;  I  just  can't  stop  singing  that  jingle)? 
And  that  what  of  the  ever-present  threat  of  rampant 

commercialism?  Would  it  be  so  surprising  to  see  Gerry 
Sternberg  selling  hamburgers?  Or  Bryce  Taylor  on  televi- 

sion endorsing  Dr.  Scholes  corn  plasters:  "Even  my  Meds 

profs  use  them." There  is  just  too  much  here  for  one  simple  mind  to 
contemplate.  Perhaps  fiery  P.  J.  Pape  has  the  answers. 

who,  despite  the  language 
barrier  were  glad  to  help 

us. To  make  any  def ini  tive statement  on  communism 
in  Hungary  would  be  ridi- culous in  light  of  our  short 
stay.  But  one  thing  that  im- 

pressed me  was  the  com- plete freedom  of  the  people 
in  discussing  tbe  1956  revo- lution and  the  government. 
We  used  various  combi- nations of  German,  French, 

Hungarian  and  English  to 
talk  about  these  things.  The 
cloak  and  dagger  atmos- 

phere of  communist  coun- tries, impressed  upon  us  by 
some  western  sources  does 
not  seem  to  exist  in  Hun- 

gary. 
Something  we  all  noticed 

was  the  number  and  quality 
of  athletic  training  facilities 
both  for  training  and  com- 

petition. The  Canadian team  trained  at  Vasas 
Sport  Club,  one  of  15  such 
clubs  in  Budapest  where  in- door and  outdoor  facilities 
for  every  sport  conceivable 
are  provided.  Canada  ap- 

pears an  athletic  desert  in 
comparison. At  the  annual  meeting  of 
tthe  F.I.S.U.  Congress  after 
the  Games,  Canada  was  of- 

ficially accepted  as  a  mem- 
ber and  so  we  will  be  eli- 

gible to  compete  in  the  1967 Games  to  be  held  in  Tokyo. 
It  is  to  be  hoped  that  CUS 

will  be  able  to  gain  enough 
financial  support  to  enable 
Canada  to  have  a  much  larg-* er  representation  as  the  Stu- dent Games  provide  an  ex- 

cellent opportunity  for  in- ternational exchange  and 
high  class  athletic  competi- tion. 
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Teach-in  to  be  major  confrontation 
The  International  Teach- 

in  at  U  of  T  next  weekend  is 
shaping  up  as  a  major  in- ternational confrontation. 
At  a  press  conference  in 

Trinity  College  yesterday, 
Professor  Charles  Hanly, 
chairman  of  the  teach-in 
committee,  anounced  that 
the  United  States,  USSR, 
South  Viet  Nam,  the  Natio- nal Liberation  Front  and 
Cambodia  are  sending  ma- 

jor representatives.  A  reply 
is  still  expected  from  Com- munist China. 
The  Hon.  Patrick  Gordon 

Walker,  former  British  for- 
eign secretary,  Cheddi  Jagan, . 

former  Premier  of  British 
Guiana,  Max  Freedman,  for- 

mer Washington  correspon- 
dent for  the  Manchester 

Guardian  and  Roger  Garau- 
dy,  member  of  the  political 
bureau  of  the  French  Com- 

munist Party,  are  among  the 
others  attending. 

Students  can  register  for 
the  teach-in  and  the  seminar 
sessions  which  will  follow 
it  at  all  colleges  (except 
New),  Sidney  Smith  Hall, 
the  Medical  building.  Engi- 

neering Stores,  main  library 
and  Hart  House. 

Although  thousands  are  ex- 
pected to  attend  the  teach- 
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in  in  Varsity  Arena,  the  se- 
minars will  be  limited  to 

20  students  each.  Alan  Bow- 
ker  (SGS)  told  the  press 
conference  "we  will  be  able 
to  schedule  as  many  semi- 

nars as  are  necessary  to  ac- 
commodate those  who  wish 

to  attend."  A  faculty  mem- 
ber will  be  assigned  to  each seminar  group. 

CJRTFM,  as  well  as  a  De- 
troit radio  station  and  WIB 

New  York  will  broadcast 
continual  proceedings  of  the 
entire  teach-in.  CBC-FM  will 
also  carry  many  of  the  ses 
sions  live.  The  teach-in  will 
be  video-taped  by  both  CH 
CH  Hamilton  and  the  CBC 
for  broadcast  at  a  later  date. 
Many  of  the  guest  speakers 
are  also  scheduled  to  appear 
on  the  CBC's  This  Hour  Has 
Seven  Days  on  Sunday,  Oct, 10. 

Vallo  says 

White  was  warned 

By  BOB  AARON 
Frank  Vallo,  president  of 

the  Engineering  Society,  de- nies that  he  congratulated 
Howard  White,  former  edi- tor of  the  Toike  Oike,  after 
the  appearance  of  the  pa- 

per's first  issue. 
White  resigned  as  editor 

the  day  after  the  first  issue 
was  published  following  a 
meeting  of  the  Engineering Society. 

"I  did  not  congratulate 
Howard  White  on  his  first 
issue,"  Vallo  said.  "I  warned him  before  publication  that 
some  of  his  material  was 

in  poor  taste." 
A  motion  at  the  meeting 

of  the  Engineering  Society 
was  introduced  giving  White 
a  second  chance.  According 
to  Vallo,  this  motion  was 
withdrawn  after  statements 
made  at  the  meeting  by 
White. 

White  is'  quoted  in  Wed- nesday's Varsity  as  saying 
that  faculty  pressure  forced 
his  resignation. 
Dean  R.  R.  McLaughlin 

of  the  Faculty  of  Applied 
Science  and  Engineering, 
denied  that  there  was  any 

faculty  pressure.  Dean  Mc- Laughlin admitted  he  met 
last  Wednesday  with  both 
Vallo  and  White. 

This  meeting  with  the dean  followed  the  meeting 
of  the  Engineering  Society, 

which  resulted  in  White*s resignation. The  Engineering  Society 
objected  to  parts  of  the  pa- 

per's first  edition,  especial- 
ly three  football  cheers  and 

an  announcement  of  a  com- 
ing "smut  edition."  Dean McLaughlin  said  he  had  no 

quarrel  with  the  judgment of  the  Society  in  this matter. 
Dean  McLaughlin  told  The 

Varsity  that  his  intention  in 
calling  a  meeting  with  the 
editor  and  president  of  the 
Engineering  Society  was  to discuss  the  first  edition  of 
the  Toike,  but  that  faculty 
pressure  does  not  enter  the situation. 

The  full  text  of  Dean  Mc- 
Laughlin's statement  is  on 

page  17. 
Strand  ceases  publication 

The  Victoria  College  news- 
paper, The  Strand,  will  no 

longer  appear  as  a  separate 
publication. A  meeting  of  the  Victoria 
College  Union  Tuesday  night 
decided  to  expand  Acta  Vic- toriana,  the  college  literary 
magazine,  into  a  journal 
which  would  include  com- ment as  well  as  literary  ma- terial. 

It  was  suggested  that  the 
VCU   bulletin,    a  mimeog- 

raphed sheet  announcing 
meetings  and  other  college 
events,  may  in  future  be  cal- led the  Strand. 

The  meeting  decided  that 
the  Strand  was  not  fulfilling 
its  function  as  a  college 

newspaper,  despite  its  an- nual publishing  costs  of 
over  $2,000. 
Strand  editor  Laird  Orr 

(III  Vic)  concurred  in  the decision  to  abolish  the 

paper. UGEQ  presents  demands 

photo  by  SAM  FEUER 
Trinity  frosh  and  sophs  fight  for  cake  -  -  again. 

The  Union  Generale  des 
Etudiants  de  Quebec  yester- 

day delivered  an  ultimatum 
to  Quebec  minister  of  edu- 

cation Paul  Gerin-Lajoie. 
UGEQ,  which  represents 

55,000  Quebec  students,  gave 
the  minister  seven  days  to 
reply  to  a  letter  sent  him 
July  19. In  the  letter  UGEQ  asked 
the  provincial  government to  freeze  school  fees  at  the 
present  level,  to  provide 
meeting    places    in  future 

educational  establishments 
for  student  unions  and  co- 

operatives, and  to  recognize 
the  principal  that  student 
union  fees  should  be  collect- 

ed by  publicly  supported universities  when  students 
register,  and  then  turned 
over  to  the  union. 
UGEQ  warned  it  would 

take  measures  the  minister 
would  be  "unable  to  ignore" if  Gerin-Lajoie  does  not  meet 
their  deadline. 

Two  engineers  acclaimed 

as  SAC  representatives 

Two  fourth  year  engineer- 
ing students  were  yesterday 

acclaimed  SAC  representa- 
tives. They  fill  vacancies  cre- 
ated by  resignations. 

Rick  Ross  and  Jim  Hig- 
gins  were  the  only  two  stu- dents running  in  the  by- 
election  that  was  to  take 
place  yesterday. 

Last   spring,   when  the 

campus-wide  SAC  elections 
were  held,  Ross  and  Higgins 
had  run  against  ten  other 
candidates  but  were  not 
successful. 
Of  the  four  representa- 

tives who  were  elected,  two, 
Jim  Kenzie  and  Stefan  Scha- 
der,  resigned  during  the 
summe/,  making  the  by- election  necessary. 



ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 

(2  Blocks  North  of  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  stop  Eost  of  Ycngc  on  Blooi  cor. MINISTER: 
REV.  EOIN  S.  MAC  KAY,  M.A, 
WORLD  COMMUNION  SUNDAY 

THE  SACRAMENT  OF  THE  LORD'S  SUPPER  —  1 1  A.M. 
SERMON  SUBJECT  "ONE  LORD,  ONE  CHURCH,  ONE  WORLD" —  Celebrating  the  unity  of  monkind  in  the  love  and  purpose  of  God. 

A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS. 

Recreation  Program  including 
sports,  music,  fellowship  and new  friends. 

SATURDAY  OCTOBER 
2nd  at  7  p.m. 

A  discussion  will  be  led  by  Peter  Richardson,  Arch.,  B.D. 

SUNDAY  October  3rd         ̂   ,0R*r,°nce   of  Chris,ion at  8:30  p.m.  Y.P.S.   Ponel  Discussion 
PUBLIC  WORSHIP  SUNDAY  1 1  A.M.  AND  7  P.M. 
KNOX  CHURCH  FELLOWSHIP 
HARBORD  AND  SPADINA 

MINISTER  REV.  WM.  FITCH,  M.A.,  B.D.,  Ph.D. 

TRINITY 
UNITED  CHURCH 
427  Bloor  W.  at  Wolmer 

Rev.  J.  Robert  Watt, 
B.A.,  B.D.  Minister 11  A.M. 

World-Wide  Communion 
Meditation 

"The  reality  of  Galilee" 7.30  P.M. 
"WHO  WAS  JESUS?" 8:30  P.M. 
Holy  Communion  in Trinity  Chapel 

A  worm  welcome  to  Students 
ot  all  Services. 

UNIVERSITY  LUTHERAN 
CHURCH  &  STUDENT  CENTRE 

610  Spodlna  Ave.  (Opp.  Now  College) SUNDAY 
1 1 :00  o.m.  Holy  Communion 5:30  p.m.  Supper  &  Discussion 7;  I  5  p.m.  STUDENT  CLUB  -  first  meeting WEDNESDAY 
8:00  o.m.  Holy  Communion  -  Hart  House  Chapel EVERYBODY  WELCOME 

The  Rev.  John  Lemkul  Office:  922-18B4 
Home:  4B5-581B 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 

300  Bloor  St.  West MINISTERS: 
The  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E.  M.  Howse Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 
11.00  a.m.  A  GLASS  KEY 

Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 
7.00  p.m.  LIVING  MEMORY Rev.  F.  J.  Baine 

HOLY  COMMUNION  AT  BOTH SERVICES    -    CAMPUS    CLUB  will meet  following  the  Evening  Service. All  students  welcome. 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION TEAS: 
Wednesday  at  4:30 
of  the  G.S.U. 

BADMINTON: 
Wednesday  7:30    1 0:30  P.M. 
at  the  Drill  Hall 
1 19  St.  George  St. 

BRIDGE: 
Tuesday  8  -  1 1  P  M. at  G.S.U. 

DANCES: 
Every  second  Friday 

Wolmer  Road 

Baptist  Church 
(I  block  North  and  West  of 

Spodlna  and  Bloor) 
WELCOMES  STUDENTS 
Sunday,  11  o.m.  "OUR  UNITY  IN 

CHRIST" 
7  p.m.  "ROADBLOCKS  TO "CHRISTIAN  FAITH" 
8:15  p.m.  "TALK  BACK" Young  People's  Groups  — Monday  8  p.m.  Friday  8:00  p.m. 

MINISTERS: 
REV.  R.  S.  DUNN 
REV.  W.  R.  WOOD 

SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 

8.30  pan.     October  3rd,  1965     Great  Hall 

HART  HOUSE  MUSIC  COMMITTEE  PRESENTS 

JAN  RUBES,  Canadian  Opera  Star 

CAROL  VAN  FEGGELEN,  Concert  Guitarist 

in  a  programme  featuring  selections  from  Mr.  Rubes'  extensive  repertoire  of 
international  folk-songs  plus  solo  classical  works  for  guitar  performed  by  Mr. 
van  Feggelen. 

TICKETS  AVAILABLE  WITHOUT  CHARGE  FROM  HALL  PORTER 
LADIES  MAY  BE  INVITED  BY  MEMBERS 

Drill  Hall  A  GO-GO 

Follow  BLUE  and  WHITE  BAND 
IMMEDIATELY  AFTER  GAME 

TO  119  ST.  GEORGE  ST. 

SATURDAY  OCTOBER  2nd 
ADMISSION  50c 

THE  SHADES  OF  BLUE 

WITH  THE  LATEST  ANIMAL  SOUND 
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Lose  political  rights 

By  The  Canadian  University Press 

SALISBURY,  SOUTH- ERN   RHODESIA    —  The 
government  ot  Southern 
Rhodesia  has  removed  vir- 

tually all  political  rights  for 
students  receiving  govern- 

ment grants. Students  applying  for 
such  grants  must  sign  a 
"stay  out  of  politics"  pledge. 
Any  violation  means  loss  of 
the  student's  grant. 
The  pledge  denies  stu- dents the  following  rights: 
—  membership  or  assoc- 

iation in  movements  or  or- 
ganizations with  a  political character 

—  canvassing  for  or  as- 
sisting such  organizations —  displaying  or  wearing 

articles  with  a  political  sig- nificance 
 asking  questions  from 

the  floor  of  any  political 
meeting 

—  any  activities  which 
might  lead  any  person  to 
identify  the  student  with  a 
political  organization. 

The  conditions  affect  stu- dents receiving  Rhodesian 
government  grants  whether they  are  studying  in  the 
country  or  not. 

An  opposition  MP  said  in Parliament: 

"This  has  reduced  univer- 
sity students  to  the  cate- 

gory of  government  em- ployees. Other  people  have 
every  right  to  call  Rhodesia a  fascist  state,  a  place  where 
Nazism  is  growing,  a  place 
where  things  are  happening 
which  we  fought  against  in 

the  last  war." Last  spring  the  Canadian 
Union  of  Students  gave  fi- nancial support  to  students on  trial  for  protesting 

against  the  government  of Southern  Rhodesia. 

write  US  college  exams 

Grade  Thirteen  students 
applying  to  the  University of  Toronto  next  year  will 
write  U.S.  College  Board 
exams  on  Dec.  4  and  Jan.  8. 

The  board's  head  office  in 
Princeton,  NJ.  determined 
the  date  and  will  arrange 
for  testing  centres  to  be  set 

up  in  Metro  high  schools and  various  schools  through, 
out  Ontario. 

An  equivalent  Canadian- designed  test,  to  be  created 
by  the  newly  formed  Insti- tute for  Studies  in  Educa- tion, will  not  be  ready  until 
1967. 

Not  interested  in  cultural  exchange 

QUEBEC  CITY— Quebec 
students  are  not  interested 
in  cultural  exchange  pro- 

grams with  western  univer- sities Pierre  Sarrault,  laval 
student  union  president 
said  this  week. 
He  was  speaking  in  con- 

nection with  a  western  ex- 
change planned  by  Univer- sity of  Alberta  students  to 

take  place  this  year. 
Sarrault  said  Quebec  stu- 

dents understand  the  west's culture  while  their  own  is 
not  understood  in  the  west. 

The  University  of  Alberta 
held  a  French  Canada  week 

on  campus  as  the  first  step 
in  an  exchange  program. 
The  western  week  at  Laval 
was  to  have  been  the  second stage. 

Richard  Price,  president 
of  the  Edmonton  student 
union,  said  this  week  that U  of  A  students  may  have 
been  hasty  in  trying  to  hold 
a  Western  Canada  week  on 
the  Laval  campus.  He  said 
that  most  of  the  arrange- 

ments for  last  winter's French  Canada  week  here 
were  made  with  the  Quebec 
government  while  Quebec students  played  a  very  small 

part. HERE  & 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Progressive  Conservative  election  of  officers  and  discus- sion of  Public  Affairs  Forum  resolutions.  Room  1071,  Sidney 

Smith  Hall. 
Today,  1  pan. 

Liberal  Club.  All  members  are  requested  to  attend. 
Room  1073,  Sidney  Smith. 
Today,  1  p.m. 

U  of  T  New  Democrats  panel  on  "Student  Issues  at  U 
of  T."  Speakers  are  Mary  Brewin,  SAC  President  and  Prof. Payzant,  Registrar,  Innis  College.  Room  2102,  Sidney  Smith. 
Today,  7:45  p.m. 

Progressive  Conservative  rally.  Speakers  John  G.  Diefen- 
baker,  and  John  Robarts.  Varsity  Arena. 
Saturday,  9:00  pjn. 

Movie  —  "Black  Orchid"  starring  Sophia  Loren  and 
Anthony  Quinn.  Hillel  House,  186  St.  George  St. 
Sunday,  7:15  p.m. 

Lutheran  Student  Club-first  meeting.  Hootenanny.  Film 
—  "Encounter"  Lutheran  Student  Centre,  610  Spadina  Ave- nue. 

Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 
Lecture  on  "The  Nature  of  God."  Speaker  is  Dr.  Paul 

Weiss.  B'nai  B'rith  Hillel,  Park  Plaza  Hotel  —  King  Cole Room. 



Needham  proposes  giant  beer  parlor 

By  SUSAN  LAW 
Globe  and  Mail  columnist 

Richard  Needham  proposed 
last  night  that  a  giant  beer 
parlor  should  be  erected  on 
the  U  of  T  campus  to  dis- 

pense beer  24  hours  a  day, 
seven  days  a  week. 
In  a  discussion  at  the  In- 

ternational Students  Centre, 
Mr.  Needham  said  that  all 
laws  relating  to  sex,  liquor, 
drugs,  and  gambling  should 
be  abolished.  "These  mat- 

ters," he  said,  "should  be left  to  the  individual  taste 
and  conscience."  But  he  said 
people  should  not  commit 
rape,  because  it  is 
"impolite." 
Mr.  Needham,  a  journa- 

list for  35  yeai-s,  maintain- 
ed that  freedom  of  the  in- 

dividual should  begin  at  age 
16  or  17.  Parents,  he  said, 
should  take  their  sons  and 

daughters  aside  at  this  age 
and  say  to  them:  "Well, 
you're  grown  up.  What  you are  and  do  from  now  on  is 

entirely  up  to  you." The  individual  should  be 
able  to  do  what  he  wants  to 
do,  when  he  wants  to  do  it, 
Needham  said.  He  proposed 
that  attendance  at  high 
schools  should  be  on  a  vo- 

luntary basis,  and  that  stu- dents should  acquire  their 
education  through  travel. 
Mr.  Needham  suggested 

that  no  student  should  be 
admitted  to  any  university 
unless  two  years  have  elaps- ed from  the  time  he  left 
high  school. 

Mr.  Needham  said  he  be- 
lieves students  in  this  age 

group  can  learn  from  disas- 
ters. "The  world  itself  is  a 

disaster,"  he  said.  '  'It's  a 
wonderful  place  to  live." 

— photo  by  PENNY  HEWETT 
R.  J.  NEEDHAM 

Student  governments  won't  co-operate MONTREAL    (CUP)  — 
Student  governments  of  all 
universities  and  classical 
colleges  in  Quebec,  with  the 
exception  of  Laval  Univer- 

sity, have  agreed  to  with- 
hold co-operation  from  the 

province's  government-stu- dent committee  on  bur- 
saries. 

McGill  and  Montreal  Uni- 
versities led  the  way  for 

the  break,  McGill  Students' Society  President  Sharon 
Sholzerg  this  week  said  of 
the  (Quebec)  government: 

"It's  time  to  stop  playing 
games  which  is  what  they 
have  been  doing  with  us  re- 
cently." McGill  and  Montreal 
councils  now  are  asking  for 
their  negotiations  with  the 

government  to  be  carried 
on  at  the  ministerial  level. 
Miss  Scholzberg  and  Mi- 

chel Pelletier,  president  of 
the  U.  of  M.  student  union, 
have  asked  for  a  meeting 
with  Education  Minister 
Paul  Gerin-Lajoie  in  the 
near  future. 
The  government-student committee  on  bursaries  was 

set  up  by  Mr.  Gerin-Lajoie, 
then  Minister  of  Youth,  as 
part  of  the  Quebec  Liberal 
party's  election  platform.  It 
has  included  representatives 
from  all  Quebec  universities 
and  classical  colleges. 
The  committee,  during 

its  first  two  years,  acted  as 
a  political  pressure  group. 

During  this  period  provinc- ial bursaries  rose  from  §12 
million  to  $20  million  a 

year. 
Last  year,  however,  tthe 

government  changed  the  na- ture of  the  committee  to 
a  working  body  whose  stu- dent representatives  would 
only  be  technical  advisers. 
Meetings  of  the  commit- 

tee and  its  research  docu- 
ments are  now  kept  secret. 

Miss  Sholzberg  does  not 
object  to  the  new  role  of 
the  committee.  But  she 
wants  its  documents  made 

public. "Every  year  the  govern- 
ment promises  we  will  have 

a  voice  in  that  year's  bur- 
saries, but  we  never  do," she  said. 

A  TUG  OF  THE  BRIEFS 

The  SAC  internal  affairs 
commission  decided  unani- 

mously last  night  to  set  up 
a  political  affairs  forum. 
The  move  was  prompted  by 
the  lack  of  strong  interest 
in  political  education  and 
debate  by  U  of  T  students. 
The  forum  would  increase 
the  role  of  SAC  in  Univer- 

sity affairs. 
The  forum  will  be  com- 

posed of  75  members  and 
will  have  a  co-ordinating 
committee  composed  of  the 
president  of  each  of  the 
campus  political  clubs  plus 
one  member  from  the  inter- 

nal affairs  commission  of 
SAC. 
The  forum  will  be  re- 

quired to  submit  a  budget 
to  SAC,  and  the  election 
day  and  electoral  proceed- 

ings will  be  recommended 
to  SAC  by  the  forum's  co- ordinating committee. 

There  will  be  a  campaign 
week  and  an  election.  All 
U  of  T  students  who  pay 
SAC  fees  will  be  eligible  to vote. 
Each  member  of  the  for- 

um will  be  appointed  by  his 

political  club,  and  the  num- ber of  members  per  party 
will  be  decided  by  the  per- 

centage of  votes  the  party 
in  question  receives. 

— Sylvia  Jurmalietis 

VANCOUVER  —  Univer- 
sity of  British  Columbia  stu- 

dents plan  a  march  through 
the  streets  of  downtown 
Vancouver  Oct.  27  to  pro- 

test recent  fee  increases. 
A  spokesman  says  the 

group  will  march  to  a  hotel 
where  Canada's  university 
administrators  will  be  meet- 

ing. Similar  demonstrations 
are  planned  for  other  cities 
by  the  Canadian  Union  of 
Students  which  has  declared 
Oct.  27  National  Student 
Day. 

the  McGill  campus  to  Var- 
sity Stadium. Riding  day  and  night  in 

half  -  hour  shifts,  these 
staunch  Red  and  White  sup- 

porters hope  to  complete 
their  365  mile  relay  in  time 
for  a  grand  entrance  into 
Varsity  Stadium  at  the 
start  of  the  game. 
The  bulk  of  the  McGill 

supporters  will  arrive  Fri- 
day by  train. 

Fifteen  hardy  members  of 
the  Lambda  Chi  Alpha  fra- 

ternity at  McGill  University 
won't  ride  on  The  Big  Red 
Train  coming  to  Toronto 
this  Saturday  for  the  foot- 

ball game  against  the  Blues. 
Accompanied  by  three 

cars  they  will  attempt  to 
relay  a  ten-gear  bicycle  from 

The  U  of  T,  Ryerson,  and 
York  University  Progressive 
Conservative  Clubs  will  lead 
a  student  march  to  Varsity 
Arena  tonight  to  greet  John 
Diefenbaker  as  he  opens  his 
Ontario  campaign. 

U  of  T  PC  leader  Robert 
Radford  (I  Law)  said  last 
night  that  40  students  from 
York  and  another  100  from 
Ryerson  will  converge  on 
the  arena  tonight  at  8  p.m. 
to  kick  off  Diefenbaker's rally  here. 

The  U  of  T  PC's  will  have booths  in  Sidney  Smith 
Hall,  UC,  Vic,  and  Trinity 
to  recruit  students  for  the 
demonstration. 

HART  HOUSE  £ TODAY  JLtZ 

5.15  p.m.  RECORD  ROOM  A  —  Instruction  and  Renewal 
This  weekend  ot  Hart  House  Form  -  Engineering  Society 

HART  HOUSE  SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 
8.30  p.m.  October  3rd  Great  Hall 

JAN  RUBES,  Canadian  Opera  Star 
CAROL  van  FEGGELEN,  Guitarist 

Tickets  Available  without  charge  from  Holl  Porter. 
Ladies  welcome,  if  escorted  by  members. 

Former  students  of  NEUCHATEL  JUNIOR  COLLEGE 
are  invited  to  attend  on  October  1  st,  at 9:30  A.M. 

A  SUNG  REQUIEM  AT 
ST.  THOMAS  AQUINAS  CHAPEL ST.  GEORGE  AND  HOSKIN 

A  SAID  REQUIEM  AT ST.  THOMAS  ANGLICAN  CHURCH 
HURON  STREET 

In  memory  of  LEONARD  WILDE WHO  DIED  ON  SEPTEM8ER  25 
IN  AN  AUTOMOBILE  ACCIDENT 

UKRAINIAN  STUDENTS'  CLUB 
Invites  New  Members  Welcomes  old  Members 

FIRST  MEETING 

Tues.  Oct.  5  —  7:30  p.m. 
AT  UKR.  CULTURAL  CENTRE 

83  CHRISTIE  ST.  (1  block  north  of  Bloorl 

CLUB  888 
YONGE  AND  DAVENPORT 

Presents  Fri.  &  Sat.  at  8:30  p.m. 

LITTLE  CAESAR  and  THE  CONSULS 
REGULAR  ADMISSION  PRICES 

$1.25  GIRLS        $1.75  BOYS 
SAVE  50c  BY  PRESENTING  THIS  AD 

"HART-HOUSE  — COFFEE"  BROWN  ! 
"MORNING  AFTER"  GREY  ! 

&  7  MORE  SHADES  OF 

CORDUROY 
from  (the  rain  in)  SPAIN 

FOR  TROUSERS 
TAILORED-TO-MEASURE 

only  16.95  to  students 
PLEASE  SHOW  A.T.L.  CARD 

Note:  George  Lemoy  ineligible  for  this  offer  ! 
MISTER  AL 

425  YONGE  STREET 
Just  across  from  Eaton's  College  Sr.  Store 

Enquiries  368-1543 FREE  [  Parking  at  OK  lot  -  corner  Yonge-McGill 

DANCE 

FOR 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION IN  ASSOCIATION  WITH  THE 

NURSES  UNION 

OCTOBER  1,  1965 
AT  G.S.U. 

$1.00  per  person  9 -12:30  p. i 16  BANCROFT 
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that  toike  oike  mess 
'Freedom  of  the  press"  is  one  of  the  great  sacred 
of  our  society.  It  has  been  noted  that  any  editorial 

w.ter  deserving  of  the  name  can  --  even  if  incapacitated 
by  unconsciousness  or  inebriation  -  -  be  roused  to  produce 
o  ringing  defence  of  newspaper  freedom  if  the  cry  goes up  that  this  freedom  is  in  danger. 

But  few  newspcpers  in  this  or  any  other  country  are 
in  fact  "free'  in  any  absolute  sense  of  the  word.  Freedom 
in  practice  means  the  freedom  to  publish  what  is  consider- 

ed worthwhile  by  the  interests  which  control  a  particular newspaper.  , 
The  newspaper  industry  of  Canada  is  free  only  be- cause a  sufficient  number  of  conflicting  interest  groups 

control  the  newspapers,  and  allow  the  discerning  reader  an 
opportunity  of  reading  widely  and  making  up  his  own mind  on  all  but  the  basic  questions  of  our  society. 

In  a  situation  such  as  this  it  would  be  unwise  to 
censor  or  ban  a  particular  newspaper,  since  only  through 
a  multiplicity  of  viewpoints  con  some  semblance  of  the truth  be  arrived  at. 

When  we  turn  to  campus  newspapers  the  situation 
becomes  rather  different.  A  multiplicity  of  newspaper 
viewpoints  does  exist,  particularly  on  the  larger  campuses. 
But  freedom  of  the  press  in  the  university  community  lies 
not  in  this  multiplicity  but  in  the  concept  of  the  university itself. 

University  education  is  in  essence  the  pursuit  of 
truth -- a  vague  and  indefinable  quality  which  changes 
from  generation  to  generation.  What  is  accepted  today 
was  the  radicalism  of  a  decade  ago,  whether  in  medicine 
or  literoture,  and  the  pursuit  of  such  truth  cannot  be 
served  unless  each  individual  within  the  university  com- 

munity is  allowed  to  test  his  own  ideas. 
Mistakes  may  be  mode  by  such  individuals,  but  they 

ore  honest  mistakes  if  they  are  the  result  of  personal 
conviction.  The  university,  as  nowhere  else  in  our  modern 
society,  con  and  must  permit  this  degree  of  freedom. 
The  university's  function  demands  that  freedom  rather than  censorship  be  the  bosis  of  all  policy. 

The  recent  dismissal  of  Howard  White,  editor  of  the 
Toike  Oike,  shows  that  those  involved  in  the  affair  are 
not  concerned  with  defending  the  best  interests  of  the 
university. 

Whether  Mr.  White  was  correct  in  printing  several 
well-known  football  cheers  is  not  at  issue.  What  is  at  stoke 
is  the  freedom  of  the  university  community.  The  speed 
with  which  the  Engineering  Society  forced  Mr.  White's resignation  after  his  first  paper  suggests  that  they  were 
more  concerned  with  the  image  of  the  Society  than  the 
freedom  of  the  Society's  newspaper. No  one  can  question  the  legal  right  of  the  Engineer- 

ing Society  to  dismiss  Mr,  White  or  to  call  his  editorial 
competence  into  question.  But  the  necessity  of  an  emer- 

gency meeting  can  be  questioned,  and  the  sensitivity  of 
rertoin  individuals  to  the  contents  of  the  first  Toike  Oike 
seems  to  hove  played  far  too  great  a  part  in  the  calling 
of  this  meeting. 

The  Engineering  Society  stated  that  their  dismissal 
of  Howard  White  was  not  to  be  interpreted  os  a  example 
of  press  censorship.  It  is  difficult  to  interpret  it  os  anything else. 
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The  Vorslty founded  in  1880  and  Is  published  by 
Students  Administrative  Council,  Com  muni  cot  ions,  Inc.,  tor 
the  university  community  of  the  University  of  Toronto.  The 
Varsity  is  a  member  of  the  Canadian  University  Press  and 
a  special  member  of  La  Presse  Etudiante  Notionale. 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  newspaper  ore  I  he  respons- 
ibility of  the  editor,  and  ore  not  necessarily  those  of  the 

students'  council  or  administration  of  the  university. 

comment 
by  Christian  Stuhr 

Another  absolutely  mad  night  at  The  Varsity.  There  was  plenty  of  stoff early  in  the  evening  and  plenty  of  stories  to  do  later  on.  The  editors  worked 
harder  than  ever  to  do  whot  the  reporters  should  have  done.  However,  willing helpers  were  Esther  Frcy,  Harriet  Goldstein,  (Catherine  Barcza,  Kathy  Cole Sylvia  Jurmalietis,  John  Swoigcn,  Donnl  Bohnen,  Susan  Law,  Catherine  Harris Leslie  Gory,  Allan  Bruce,  Lyn  Owen,  Paul  Corson,  Ray  Raphael,  Roy  Wise  and Achim  Krull,  who  eon  type.  The  sportsies  Included  ex-editors  Rick  Rollins  and Shel  Krokofsky,  as  well  as  Rich  Pync,  Marci  McDonald,  Bob  Turner  Paul  Pope and  Phil  Bingtey.  Duty  Photog  was  Joe  Weinstock. 
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Deeper  meaning  in  Gargoyl
e 

The  opinions  expressed  in 
this  article  are  not  neces- 

sarily those  of  The  Varsity. This  is  traditionally  the 
time  of  year  to  offer  advice 
to  returning  students.  Ac- 

cordingly, the  Gargoyle  edi- tors in  a  recent  issue  felt 
moved  to  voice  some  of their  own. 

The  subject  of  their  lec- ture, appropriately  enough, 
turned  out  to  be  tradition itself. 

It  seems  the  editors  have 
made  a  truly  alarming  dis- 

covery: some  students  are 
opposed  to  some  traditions. 
Noting  that  "a  good  part  of this  is  unquestionably 
healthy",  the  editorial  goes 
on  to  warn  that  these  dis- 

sidents may  not  always  be 
'sincere". 
"Perhaps  worse,"  the  omi- nous message  continues, 

"some  of  these  movements 
are  largely  based  on  a 
yearning  to  fight  tradition for  the  sake  of  fighting 
tradition."  A  shocking  reve- lation indeed. 

Unfortunately,    the  Gar- 

goyle editorial  has  two shortcomings.  First,  it  fails 
to  identify  specifically  those 
who  would  destroy  all  that 
is  dear  to  us.  Secondly,  it 
fails  to  advise  us  on  how 
to  combat  these  evildoers. 

Fortunately,  there  is  a 
hint:  the  guilty  party  is 
launching  "skeptical  attacks 
on  anything  in  sight." With  an  election  cam- 

paign going  on,  this  can mean  only  one  thing.  The 
Gargoyle  editorial  is  really 
referring  to  the  members  of 
the  opposition  party,  the 
Progressive  Conservatives. 
And  now  the  whole  edi- torial suddenly  makes 

sense. 
When  it  states  that  "cyni- 

cism can  be  contagious",  it 
really  attacks  the  other  op- 

position parties  represented in  Parliament  for  being  in 

opposition. When  it  states  that  "tra- dition does  not  have  to 
hamper  progress,  "it  really means  that  it's  NOT  time for  a  change. 

When  it  asserts  that  "it's the  unorthodox  that  creates 
headlines",  the  editorial  is 
making  an  oblique  reference 
to  the  fact  that  the  opposi- 

tion parties  have  been  get- 
ting more  than  their  share of  news  coverage. 

And  by  admitting  that 
"even  a  strong  tradition  de- 

velops only  through  mis- takes", Gargoyle  is  tactfully 
passing  over  such  matters as  the  Rivard  affair,  Yvon 
Dupuis  and  the  Canada- United  States  auto  pact. 
One  final  note.  Normally 

it  is  not  a  habit  of  this 
writer  to  clarify  the  editori- als of  another  newspaper. 
An  exception  is  made  in 

this  case  only  because  the 
danger  exists  that  some 
readers  might  take  the  Gar- 

goyle editorial  at  face  value. In  which  case  they  would 
only  find  a  monumental  col- 

lection of  generalities,  plati- tudes and  nonsense. 
Surely  that  is  not  what 

the  Gargoyle  editors intended. 

letters  to  the  editor 

sweet  nothings 
Sir: 

Re  your  scandalous  re- print on  campus  petting: 
we  trust  it  was  simply  ton- 

gue-in-cheek. Susan  Aaron  (I  UC) 
Miriam  Clavir  (I  UC) 

more  god  and  sex 

Sir: 
Let  it  be  agreed  that  free- 

dom is  relative  to  our  posi- 
tion in  creation:  God  creat- ed irrational  things,  which 

are  obliged  to  obey  laws, 
and  God  created  us,  who 
are  not  obliged. 
The  ultimate  law  which 

is  the  "prerequisite  of  free- dom" is  the  divine  law  of 
love.  This  law  is  or  should 
be  reflected  in  civil  law. 

We  live  in  a  free  country; 
that  is,  we  are  free  to  take 
part  in  the  making  of  laws. We  are  left  free  to  choose 
obedience  or  disobedience 
to  these  laws.  In  the  vast 
majority  of  cases,  disobed- ience means  sin  and  bears 
a  penalty;  nevertheless  we are  still  free  to  choose  sin 
and  eventually  bear  this 
penalty.  We  do  not  have  the 
right  to  sin  and  to  hurt 
others,  but  we  do  have  the 
freedom  and  power  to 
choose  it. 

Furthermore  we  are  not 
ignorant  of  what  is  right 
and  wrong  because  the  "pre- liminary law  to  tell  us  which 
choice  we  should  make"  is 
present  in  our  conscience. Thus  I  am  defending  not 
premarital  sex  but  our ability  to  distinguish  right 
and  wrong  and  our  freedom 
(but  not  a  right)  to  choose either.  This  discussion  could 

go  on  forever  Anne  Moore  (I  SMC) 
But  it  won't.  It's  stopping 

with  this  issue  —  ed. 

why  page  one? Sir: 
While  I  agree  thai  the 

cheers  in  the  Toike  were  not 
in  the  best  of  taste,  at  least 
the  editor  had  the  good 
sense  not  to  place  them  on 
the  front  page  in  bold  print. 
It  is  my  opinion  that  plac- 

ing the  cheers  on  The  Var- sity's front  page  not  only 

brought  more  attention  to 
them  (when  they  otherwise 
might  have  been  disregard- ed) but  was  also  in  very  bad 
taste  on  your  part.  I  fail  to 
see  why  they  were  placed  so 
conspicuously  unless  it  was for  the  definite  purpose  of 
drawing  unfavorable  atten- tion both  to  the  cheers  and 
to  the  editor,  Mr.  H.  White, 
of  the  Toike. Laura  C.  Larsson  (II  New) 

The  cheers  were  printed 
because  they  were  the  main 
points  of  criticism  leveled  at the  first  Toike  Oike.  The 
Varsity  is  a  newspaper,  and 
its  purpose  is  to  print  all  in- 

formation relevant  to  a  par- ticular news  story.  If  this 
news  is  considered  by  some 
readers  to  be  in  bad  taste 
this  is  a  reflection  on  those 
who  create  the  news  —  not 
on  those  who  print  it  —  ed. 

pass  him  down Sir: 
Last  Saturday,  at  the  foot- 

ball game,  I  saw  an  old  cus- 

tom being  carried  on  — 
passing  a  student  down  the stands.  I  saw  it  done  before 
at  Syracuse  University.  They 
don't   pass    students  any- 

more at  Syracuse.  One  stu- dent was  dropped  and 
broke  his  back,  never  to walk  again. 

Laird  Grantham 

The  Varsity  wishes  to  point  out  that  a  story  printed  Monday, 
Sept.  27,  which  stated  that  the  LGMB  won  the  Kiwanis  Musk 
Festival  with  the  WILLIAM  TELL  OVERTURE  was,  of  course, 
incorrect.  As  all  musk  lovers  know,  the  LGMB  won  the  festival 
with  the  LIGHT  CAVALRY  OVERTURE. 

The  Varsity  would  also  like  to  withdraw  the  statement  made 
in  the  issue  of  Wednesday,  Sept.  29,  that  the  student  loan  plan 
was  approved  at  a  St.  Michael's  College  debate  Sunday  evening. 
Our  reporters  were  in  error.  The  house  voted  fa  abolish  the  loon 
plan. 
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By  Members  of  the  Staff  of  the 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  PRESS 

HINTS  ON  POOFREADING 
The  doy  wos  spoiled  when  the  first  bound  copy  come  in from  the  Press.  It  opened  outomaticolly  ot  o  page  whence, in  a  letter  from  Garrison  to  Lord  Bryce,  leoped  to  my 
horrified  eye,  "The  incomparoble  poofreoding  of  the 
Riverside  Press." 
— Ferris  Greenslet,  Under  the  Bridge:  An  Autobiography 

(Houghton,  Mifflin) 

Reading  the  proofs  of  a  book  or  article  one has  written  is  an  irksome  task,  but  like  that 
other  tedious  occupation,  clipping  coupons,  it 
has  substantial  compensations.  The  labour  in- volved in  checking  the  proofs  cannot  even 
quench  the  special  joy  there  is  in  first  receiving them.  And  while  cold  type  has  a  disconcerting 
way  of  exposing  little  imperfections  of  style, at  the  same  time  the  marvellous  magic  of 
print  does  its  work,  and  sheds  glamour  over 
words  and  phrases  so  painfully  composed,  so 
long  ago. 

One  hears  of  authors  who  do  not  regard  the 
reading  of  proofs  as  a  sacred  privilege  but  as 
a  menial  chore,  to  be  shrugged  off  whenever 
possible  on  wives,  or  even  publishers.  Such 
temerity  is  admirable,  but  the  risk  makes  one 
shiver.  For  while  faithful  wives  and  good  pub- 

lishers are  conscientious  in  their  proofreading, 
and  are  genuinely  embarrassed  by  the  ultimate 
discovery  of  errors  they  may  miss,  no  one  can 
really  suffer  as  the  author  does  on  this  account. 
He  is  the  one  who  will  be  haunted  by  the  in- 

credible typo  which  crept  into  page  292.  He  is 
the  one  who  will  seek  to  have  his  shame  bared 
in  an  errata  slip,  and  so  do  penance  publicly 
until  the  issue  of  the  next  edition,  should  there 
be  one. 

While  the  arrival  of  proofs  is  always  a  plea- 
sure, the  joy  of  receiving  the  proofs  of  one's very  first  article,  book,  or  printed  piece,  is 

unique.  The  rapture  of  the  occasion  may  be 
marred,  however,  by  wondering  what  exactly 
the  author  is  expected  to  do  with  them.  What 
is  he  expected  to  do  with  them? 
HOW  TO  DO  IT 

Of  course,  all  the  information  on  how  to  per- 
form the  proofreading  duty  has  been  published 

in  dozens  of  easily  accessible  style  manuals, 
which  invariably  print  a  chart  of  the  customary 
symbols,  together  with  a  reproduction  of  a 
page  containing  a  ghastly  number  of  errors,  all 
most  legibly  marked  for  proof  correction.  With 
this  guidance,  it  would  seem  that  the  begin- 

ning proofreader  could  scarcely  go  wrong,  but 
there  are  a  few  pitfalls  which  even  the  most 
patient  student  of  style  manuals  may  fall  into, 
and  indeed  several  into  which  he  may  be 
trapped  by  too  faithful  adherence  to  rules.  The 
hints  which  follow  in  this  article  will,  there- 

fore, be  at  a  somewhat  low  level  of  instruction, 
but  we  hope  they  will  be  of  some  very  practical value. 
ASK  YOUR  PUBLISHER 
One  difficulty  is  derived  from  the  sad  fact 

that  the  printer  and  his  staff  may  not  them- 
selves be  versed  in  the  technique  advocated  by 

a  particular  style  manual,  even  a  manual  which 
they  may  cheerfully  agree  "will  do  just  fine." Obviously  there  is  no  use  in  making  interesting 
and  esoteric  symbols  in  the  margins  if  the 
printer  is  not  going  to  understand  them.  A 
good  ploy,  therefore,  is  to  ask  the  printer  or 
publisher  for  the  list  of  proofreading  marks 
actually  used  in  his  establishment.  If  he  cannot 
produce  it,  the  author  is  one  up.  Moreover,  he 
will  have  caused  one  more  printer  to  review 
the  quality  of  his  communications.  The  author 

can  then  bring  forward  his  own  sheet,  derived 
from  a  standard  style  manual,  and  ask  the 
printer  or  publisher  to  check  it  item  by  item to  make  sure  that  the  system  is  understood  in 
his  shop.  Ordinarily,  several  symbols  will  be 
promptly  eliminated,  and  alternatives  suggested for  others. 

PROOFREADER'S  SYMBOLS  — A  USEFUL  PLOY 
The  proofreading  author  will  also  do  well  to 

learn  to  use  the  symbols  at  once.  They  will 
save  everyone's  time,  including  his  own,  and 
besides  they  are  fun  to  use  and  give  one  the 
satisfying  feeling  of  being  a  professional.  For 
example,  even  if  one  is  a  little  hazy  about  the 
mathematics  of  the  point  system,  it  is  plea- 
santer  to  call  for  "12-pt."  type  for  the  text, 
"10-pt."  for  the  quotations,  and  "8-pt."  for  the 
footnotes,  than  to  maunder  about  "big," "small,"  and  "extra  small"  type.  Furthermore, 
the  use  of  the  proofreading  code  should  elimi- nate pratically  all  conversation  with  the  printer 
about  the  proofs,  and  this  will  cause  the  hourly 
cost  of  the  composing  room  to  dip  most  grati- 
fyingly.  No  author  is  more  dreaded  than  the time-waster  who,  uncertain  that  his  marks  will 
be  interpreted  correctly,  insists  on  explaining 
each  and  every  one  of  them  orally  and  at  length 
to  the  publisher's  editor  or  to  the  composing- room  foreman. 
CHECK  YOUR  MS 
The  style  manuals  innocently  assume  that 

the  author  is  always  given  back  his  original 
manuscript  to  check  with  his  proofs,  whereas 
in  life  this  does  not  always  occur,  especially  in 
the  case  of  advertisements  or  other  brief  pieces. 
But  if  the  copy  is  not  sent  back  with  the 
proofs,  neither  diffidence  nor  pressure  of  time 
should  prevent  the  author  from  demanding  its 
return.  Old  hands  at  proofreading  know  that 
it  is  extremely  dangerous  to  check  anything 
at  all  without  the  original  manuscript,  because 
of  the  danger  of  omissions.  That  memory  can- 

not be  trusted  to  recall  small  but  important 
details  of  a  short  piece  of  copy  is  a  fact  that 
none  of  us  really  accepts  until  taught  by  pain- 

ful experience,  as  every  publishing  executive has  learned. 

PENCILS,  PLEASE 
The  sample  pages  in  style  manuals,  and  the 

markings  made  by  professional  readers  on  the 
proofs  the  author  receives,  are  often  done  in 
ink.  This  is  a  snare.  With  good  soft  black 
pencil,  the  author  can  make  large,  confident 
marks  which  will  inspire  trust  in  the  printer 
when  he  sees  them  on  the  proof,  but  which 
can  be  erased  if  the  author  changes  his  mind  as 
he  proceeds.  However,  erasing  should  be  con- 

fined strictly  to  marks  made  in  the  margins. 
If  something  in  the  text  has  been  crossed 
through  by  mistake,  and  the  author  wishes  it  to 
be  retained,  an  attempt  at  erasure  is  likely  to 
smudge  the  slow-drying  proof-press  ink,  and 
make  the  words  undecipherable.  (A  line  of 
short  strokes  should  be  drawn  under  the  words 
to  be  restored,  and  stet,  "let  it  stand,"  written 
in  the  margin.)  Similarly,  some  authors  de- 

light in  striking  through  lines  of  type  with  a 
firmness  of  hand  that  increases  with  the 
heinousness  of  the  error.  If  type  has  been 
wholly  obliterated  by  crossing  it  through  or 
blurring  it,  the  craftsman  in  the  printing  plant 
cannot  see  what  the  author  wishes  to  be 
changed  or  removed  or  preserved.  And  re- member that  his  attention  has  first  to  be 

directed  to  finding  the  incorrect  item,  and  next 
to  reading  it  upside  down  in  metal!  In  this 
connection,  it  might  be  mentioned  that  coffee- stains  on  the  proofs  are  no  problem,  but  in  the 
case  of  inkstains,  cigarette  burns,  or  really  large 
bloodstains,  it  would  be  as  well  to  ask  for  a 
new  proof. 
BE  KIND  TO  YOUR  TYPESETTER 

A  certain  amount  of  horse-sense  is  also  re- 
quired in  following  the  standard  instructions for  marking  a  series  of  corrections  occurring 

in  the  same  line  of  text.  Half-a-dozen  carets, 
strike-outs,  etc.,  in  a  line,  each  with  its  corre- 

sponding correction  in  the  margin,  separated from  the  next  by  a  verticle  stroke,  may  look 
very  professional,  but  can  be  a  nuisance  to  the 
printer.  In  earlier  days,  when  all  type  was  hand 
set  and  consisted  of  single  characters,  correc- 

tions were  made  singly  and  as  much  of  the 
original  type  as  possible  was  preserved  when 
correcting.  But  today  it  may  be  more  efficient to  cross  out  the  entire  phrase  or  group  of 
words  and  rewrite  it  clearly  in  the  margin, 
since  Linotype  is  necessarily  corrected  by  re- setting entire  lines  and  even  in  Monotype  a 
change  consisting  of  more  than  one  or  two characters  is  likely  also  to  be  reset  by  machine. 

A  similar  method  may  be  used  if  the  correc- tion has  been  rather  complicated  and  one  is 
afraid  that  he  has  not  made  it  very  clear:  the 
entire  phrase  or  sentence  can  be  rewritten  in 
the  margin,  and  if  a  balloon  is  drawn  around 
it,  the  compositor  will  understand  that  it  is  not 
an  addition,  but  has  been  supplied  to  clarify 
the  changes  in  the  text. 
Although  too  many  caret  insertions  in  a  line 

of  type  may  cause  confusion,  this  is  venial  sin compared  with  writing  in  the  missing  letters  or 
words  on  or  above  the  lines.  The  method  of 
marking  proofs  is  in  this  respect  exactly  oppo- site to  that  of  correcting  manuscript,  a  point 
that  authors  not  infrequently  forget.  When 
authors,  apprehensive  lest  the  printer  should not  know  where  an  insertion  is  to  go,  try  to 
write  it  between  the  lines  or  between  words, 
they  not  only  make  it  almost  illegible,  but  un- detectable, since  the  printer  always  looks  in  the 
margins  for  the  key  to  the  corrections  required. 
Normally,  also,  it  is  unnecessary  to  draw  lines 
from  the  margin  to  the  spot  in  the  line  where 
the  change  is  to  be  made;  often,  although  not 
always,  this  gives  the  proof  a  busy  and  con- fused appearance.  Be  parsimonious,  too,  about 
making  those  little  "x"  marks  to  indicate  bad 
or  broken  type;  if  an  author  finds  he  is  mark- ing more  than  two  or  three  of  these  to  a  galley, 
he  should  rush  back  at  once  to  the  printer  and 
demand  another  proof.  If  the  proof  was  poorly 
pulled,  a  host  of  unnecessary  "x's"  would  be tantamount  to  crying  wolf  to  the  correcting 
compositor,  who  might  miss  an  important 
marking.  If  the  new  proof  still  shows  letters 
which  are  apparently  defective,  the  author would  be  well  advised  to  refuse  to  continue 
until  the  matter  is  cleared  up,  since  mechanical 
trouble  may  be  involved.  The  temperature,  of 
the  metal  may  have  been  incorrect  when  the 
type  was  cast  or  moulds  may  have  been  worn. 

WRITE,  DON'T  PRINT 
The  customary  and  obvious  injunction  to 

write  corrections  plainly  is  of  concern  to 
authors  who  have  doubts  about  the  readability 
of  their  handwriting,  but  sometimes,  in  a  laud- 

able effort  to  be  clear,  such  authors  will  print 
the  words  to  be  substituted,  instead  of  using  a 
running  hand,  and  print  them  in  small  capitals. 
Actually,  most  compositors  become  rather  ex- 

pert at  reading  handwriting,  and  it  is  better  to 
use  the  best  possible  running  hand.  However, 
if  one's  handwriting  is  so  hopeless  that  printing 
is  the  alternative  to  complete  illegibility,  print- 

ing it  must  be;  but  in  this  case  all  words  of 
which  the  first  letter  is  actually  to  be  capi- 

talized in  type  should  have  the  triple  lines  indi- 
cating "capital"  marked  under  the  letters  in- volved, (to  be  continued) 

(ADVERTISEMENT) 

Opera  (continued) 
Brooks,  as  Narraboth,  was 
too  immobile  to  create  a 
more  realistic  dramatic  ef- 

fect, but  his  voice  was  soft, 
dark,  and  almost  velvety  in 

tone.  By  his  singing  he 
pointed  out  well  the  under- 

lying tragedy  in  the  opera 
resulting  in  the  loss  of  Nar- 
raboth's  life. 

Although  Mavra,  Stravin- 
sky's setting  of  Pushkin's comic   romantic   tale,  was 

well  sung  and  as  equally 
well  acted,  its  comic  mo- 

ments were  overshadowed 
by  the  tragedy  of  Salome. 
However  in  the  com- 

pany's production  of  La Boheme  the  staging,  the 
lighting,  and  the  acting  were 

all  tastefully  done  with  the 
reserve  that  allowed  the 
music  to  be  highlighted. 

Jean  Bonhomme's  acting was  too  methodical;  each 
step  he  took  seemed  to  be 
carefully  measured. 
However,  his  singing,  as 

Rddolfo,  with  that  of  Doro- 
thy Coulter  (Mimi)  pro- duced some  of  the  best  duet 

work  of  the  season. 
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Slkkly  -  contrived  outcome 
By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 
II  Successo  (currently 

playing  at  the  International 
Cinema )  dashes  our  hopes 
for  something  original  yet 
again.  This  Italian-made,  Jo- 

seph E.  Levine  sponsored 
movie  centres  around  an 
ancient  premise  —  with  a 
predictable  slickly-contrived outcome. 

Vittorio  Gassman  portrays 
a  young,  healthy  handsome 
man  with  a  comfortable  liv- 

ing, an  attractive  wife  and 
some  fine  friends  —  but, 
lurking  in  the  background 
lies  the  villain  of  the  piece, 
Gassman's  vaulting  ambi- tion. He  desperately  yearns 
to  be  rich  and  important,  to 
be  a  man  people  would  res- 

pecLf'ulK  refer  to  as  "il  suc- 

cesso". To  do  this,  he  is  willing 
to  sacrifice  whatever  comes 
in  his  way.  At  the  close  of 
the  film,  the  camera  pans 
in  on  a  moody  Gassman, 
completely  alone  in  his 
beautiful  mansion,  wonder- 

ing whether  it  was  all  worth 
it.  His  wife  has  left  him, 
his  best  friend  is  contemp- 

tuous —  the  happiness  of 
his  former  "static"  life  has been  utterly  shattered. 

Admittedly,  director  Mau- ro  Morassi  has  done  an  ex- 
cellent job  in  dramatizing 

the  individual  stages  of 
Gassman's  decline.  The 
events  are  psychologically 
valid  and  theatrically  true. 
The  supporting  cast  does 

a  first-rate  Job,  especially 
Anouk  Aimee  as  the  long- 
suffering,  bewildered  wife. 
In  the  title  role,  Gassman 
gives  a  highly  controlled,  ex- 

pert performance  —  a  truly fine  actor,  with  verve  and 
style. 

But  —  and  it  is  an  im- 
portant qualifier  —  the film's  main  thesis  has  been 

so  overdone  that,  no  matter 
how  much  inventive  makeup 
is  applied,  the  wrinkles  of 
age  still  show  through. 
Shakespeare  did  the  same 
thing  hundreds  of  years  ago 
in  a  little  opus  titled 
Macbeth,  and  one  shudders 
to  think  of  the  number  of 
times  it  has  been  portrayed since. 

Vittorio  Gassman  (left)  sacrifices  everything  -  -  marriage,  job  and  lifetime  friend  Jean- 
Louis  Trintignant  -  -  in  a  blind  battle  for  success  in  Joseph  E.  Levine's  M  Successo. 

and  Sandra  Dee 

By  MICHAEL  WALSH 
For  a  breathless  moment 

it  looked  as  if  That  Funny 
Feeling,  currently  moored 
at  the  Lowe's  Uptown,  was about  to  work. 
Cute-cute  Sandra  Dee  had 

skipped  into  the  darkly  clut- 
tered shop,  her  arms  filled 

with  Boby  Darin's  custom 
tailored  suits.  There,  wait- 

ing for  her  stood  Leo  G. 
Carrol  brimming  over  with 
good-guy  confidence. 

As  the  antiseptic  Miss  Dee 
tripped  up  to  the  counter 
with  her  booty  it  became 
apparent  that  she  must  be 
an    agente  extraordinaire. 

review 

Brilliantly  she  had  managed 
to  engineer  a  series  of 
"coincidental"  meetings  with Darin. 
What  clever  poses  they 

had  both  assumed!  She,  a 
Hertz  Rent-a-Maid,  awaiting 
the  Big  Break  into  show 
biz.  He,  a  party-prone  play- 

boy, whose  only  visible 
means  of  support  consisted 
in  some  friendly  blackmail 
from  his  best  buddy.  Donald O'Connor. 
O '  Co  n  nor,  who  for  his 

own  part  must  miss  the 
comfort  of  playing  straight 
man  to  a  mule,  turns  in  a 
lemon  Lemmon,  Acting  is 
hardly  to  be  expected  on 
sets  second-handed  from 
Strange  Bedfellows. 
And  such  a  funny  lot  of 

running  jokes!  There  was 

the  dirty-minded  bartender, 
the  dirty-minded  pawnbrok- er and  a  dirty-minded  cop. 
All  of  them  spent  their  time 
thinking  nasty,  thoughts 
about  our  little  cookies  and 
cake  Sandy. 
But  in  came  Leo  G.  to 

give  us  the  hope  that  it  was all  in  the  interests  of  the 
national  security.  The  girl 
guide  "guise"  would  come off  and  perhaps  the  picture 
would  too. 
Alas,  no,  he  was  nothing 

more  than  a  dirty-minded 
pawnbroker.  The  plot  was 
hopelessly  contorted  in  the incredible  convolutions  so 
characteristic  of  Lucille 
Ball's  mind-rotting  television 
show.  Only  the  warmed- over  can  of  laughler  was missing. 

Remodelling  &  Alterations 
—  A  Specialty  — 

STUDENTS'  ELITE 
CLEANERS  &  TAILORS 

654  Spadina  Ave. 
WA.  2-4361 
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OUR  AVERAGE 

STUDENT  READS 

4.7  TIMES 

FASTER 

THAN  HIS 

STARTING  SPEED 

(with  equal  or  better 
comprehension  !) 

Mrs.  Evelyn  Wood  spent 
over  16  years  of  research and  testing  before  opening 
her  now  world-famous 
Reading  Dynamics  Institute in  1959.  There  are  now  19 

Reading  Dynamics  Insti- tutes in  the  U.S.A.  and  TWO 
IN  CANADA  (Toronto  and Ottawa). 

HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED 
Mrs.  Wood  says:  "In  1945  I  sub- mitted my  Moster's  thesis  to  Dr.  C. Lowell  Lees,  my  professor  at  the University  of  Utah,  etc.  He  read 
the  80  pages  in  a  matter  of  min- utes, and  before  my  startled  eyes, 
marked  the  paper  without  missino a  detail.  His  untrained  speed:  6000 
words  per  minute,  compared  to  the 
average  college  graduate's  350. 
Determined  to  find  the  secret,  I 

spent  2  years  tracking  down  50 
more  people  who  could  read  rapid- 

ly ..  .  and  14  years  later,  after countless  hours  of  research  and 
testing,  I  taught  my  first  public 
classes  in  Washington,  D.C.  So  po- sitive were  the  results  that  the  sforv 
appeared  in  Time,  Newsweek,  Busi- ness Week,  Esquire,  The  Christian 
Science  Monitor  ond  my  grcdual?.. 
appeared  on  The  Tonight  Show, 
Gory  Moore,  I've  Got  A  Secret. Consistently,  my  students  learned 
ro  increase  their  speed  from  3  tc 
10  times  .  .  .  WITH  A  GAIN  IN UNDERSTANDING  ! 

SINCE  1959,  OVER 
100,000  PEOPLE  HAVE 
TAKEN  MY  COURSE! 

Since  Fall  1963  over  500  people 
have  taken  the  Evelyn  Wood  Read- 

ing Dynamics  Course  in  Toronto, 
Kingston  and  Ottawa.  Average  im- provement has  been  over  4  times 
starting  rates,  with  better  compre- hension thon  at  their  old  slow  stort- Tampax  is  available  in  three  absor-  rotes. beney-sizes  (Regular,  Super  and  r  1 1  a  r  AKJTFF- 
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jeremy  adamson 
art 

Varied  and  interestin
g  selection  at  the  Ca

tteries 

This  week  has  seen  a  va- 
ried and  interesting  select- ion of  work  on  view  in  the 

galleries  near  the  Univer- sity. 
The  Laing  Gallery  is  ex- 

hibiting 12  Alexander  Cal- 
der  gouaches  which  are  till- 

ed with  the  same  child-like 
joy  and  excitement  in  co- lour and  form  that  his  mo- 

biles possess.  The  same  in 
terest  in  interacting,  spat- 

ially related  forms  is  trans- cribed onto  paper  in  clean 
vibrant  colors. 

Moving  up  to  Cumberland 
St.,  recent  paintings  by  the 
Montreal  artist.  Real  Arse- 
nault,  are  on  view  at  the 
Sobot  Gallery.  These  can- 

vases are  particularly  excit- 
ing with  delicate,  yet  pri- 

meval, energy  flickering  ac- 
ross each  one  in  will-of-the- 

wisp  forms.  Crests  of  waves 
hover  in  suspended  time 
and  swirls  of  colored smoke-forms  writhe  and 
quiver  then  disappear  off the  canvas. 
The  Isaacs  Gallery  at 

Yonge  and  Cumberland  is 
exhibiting  a  collection  of 
primitive  New  Guinea  sculp- ture until  October  6.  These 
are  functional  objects  of 
daily  use  —  hooks  to  hang 
foodstuffs  and  head  rests 
for  example  —  decorated  in 
carved  zoomorphic  motifs 
and  more  formal  geometric 
designs.  The  rich  organic 
quality  of  the  wood  is  tem- pered with  painted  earth 
colors  in  a  range  of  basic 

PETER  DEUTSCH:  Guided  tour  (1965) 

ochres  and  mud  tones. 
Also  on  view  are  works 

of  the  gallery's  artists.  Of note  among  these  are  Tony 
Urquhart's  painted  compo- sitions —  isolated  figures 
cut  out  of  old  portrait  group 
photographs  and  placed  out of  context  in  a  landscape  of 
the  artist's  imagination. 

Just  south  of  the  Issacs, 
the  Gascoigne  Gallery  is 
continuing  its  summer  show 
of  O.S.A.  members  who  are 
on  the  teaching  staffs  of 
various  summer  or  night- time art  schools.  Of  note 
among  these  are  Eiizabeth 
Limon's  misty  Haiku  series. 
The  Pascal  Gallery  at  104 

Yorkville,  which  deals  ex- 
clusively in  prints,  has  ac- 

quired from  l'Oeuvre  Gra- vee  in  Paris  a  collection  of 

signed,  limited  edition  ori- 
ginal lithographs  and  etch- 
ings entitled  "The  Great 

Print-makers  of  Europe". Artists  include  Picasso, 
Jean  Arp,  Karel  Appel,  Dali 
and  Chagall,  to  mention  a 
few  of  the  better  known 
international  artists.  The 
prices  are  very  reasonable 
(from  $60.  to  a  $550.  Cha- gall) and  it  is  an  excellent 
opportunity  for  Toronto collectors  to  acquire  works 
of  some  of  the  best  artists 
in  Europe  today. 

Across  the  street  Prince 
Monyo  is  now  charging  10 
cents  admission  to  his  gal- 

lery. This  is,  he  says,  "to distinguish  the  gallery  from 
the  sidewalk".  I  must  admit 
I  would  rather  be  given  a 
dime  just  to  walk  in  the 
place.  (It  reminds  me  of some  sort  of  horror  show.) 

Further  on,  at  138  York- ville, the  Gallery  Moos  is 
featuring  the  Czech  artist 

\ 

God  is  o  big  black  sipder  with  a  nosty  sense  of  humor PETER  DEUTSCH  (We  forgot  the  real  title.) 

Peter  Deutsch's  Hard  Edge 
compositions  from  the  Ruth 
Sherman  Gallery  in  New 
York.  Deutsch  himself  is  an 
industrial  chemist,  special- 

izing in  paint  research,  turn- ed artist.  Each  is  a  combin- ation of  discordant  rhythms 

crossing  one  another  at  nu- merous places. 
The  exacting  precision  of 

technique  with  the  clarity 
of  the  complementing  co- 

lors is  the  one  overpower- 
ing force  which  binds  each 

composition  into  an  elegant 

unity.  There  is  none  of  the retinal  fatigue  in  his  work that  there  is  in  the  Op 
school,  but  his  paintings  re- tain the  same  excitement 
and  freshness  that  they have. 

Speaking  of  Hard  Edge 
and  Op,  Hart  House  Art  Gal- lery has  a  vary  exciting 
show  entitled  "Perceptual Abstraction".  Though  not  in 
any  way  strict  Op,  there  are several  works  which  if  seen 
through  bloodshot  eyes 
could  make  one  rather  sea- 

sick. 

Government  design  centre  shows  students0  work By  JEREMY  ADAMSON 
$1,000,000  is  the  amount 

expected  to  be  spent  on 
products  for  buildings  alone 
—  furniture,  light  fixtures, 
door  handles  etc.,  across 
Canada  in  the  next  two 
or  three  years. 
The  Industrial  Designer 

is  becoming  an  important 
influence  in  our  competitive 
society.    We  have  reached 

such  a  level  of  affluence 
and  sophistication  that  our 
acquisitive  civilization  can- not fail  but  to  be  selective. 
This  consumer  selectivity, 
which  is  absolutely  vital  to 
commercial  competition,  is 
the  backbone  of  our  econo- 

mic existence. 
Industrial  design  is  de- 

fined as  "an  activity  whose ultimate  aim  is  to  determine 

the  formal  properties  of 
the  objects  produced  by 
industry."  By  'formal  pro- 

perties' is  not  meant  the external  features  but  rather 
"those  structural  and  func- 

tional relationships  which 
convert  an  object  into  a 
coherent  unity  from  the 
point  of  view  of  both  the 

producer  and  user." Expo  '67  and  the  Centen- 

A  toy  cut  from  wood  blocks,  suitable  for  a  child.   Ryerson   Potytechnical  Institute. 

nial  now  face  us,  and  the 
wheels  of  industry  are 
about  to  turn  out  hundreds 
of  thousands  of  every  con- ceivable type  of  giftware and  souvenir  sporting  maple 
leaves  and  Expo  and  Cen- 

tennial symbols  —  to  say 
nothing  of  the  products 
required  in  all  building  con- struction resulting  directly 
from  thte  onslaught  of  1967. 
Will  Canadian  designers  and 
manufacturers  be  able  to 
meet  the  challenge  of  this 
situation,  or  will  over  one 
billion  dollars  be  wasted  on 
articles  of  inferior,  obsolete 
design? 
The  Canadian  Govern- 

ment, and  especially  the 
Department  of  Industry 
and  the  National  Design 
Council,  in  an  enlightened 
and  well-timed  move,  crea- 

ted an  organization  to  give 
assistance  to  manufacturers 
looking  for  a  high  quality 
product  design,  as  well  as 
designers  looking  for  pros- pective manufacturers  of 
their  product.  A  visible  ma- 

nifestation of  this  organiza- 
tion is  the  Design  Centre 

on  Bloor  Street  in  the  Co- 
lonnade complex. 

Its  particular  aim  is  to "inform  persons  seeking 
products  for  Centennial  and 
Expo  '67  activities  of  the 
best  in  Canadian  design" and  to  "stimulate  Manufac- 

turers and  Designers  to  pro- 
vide products  of  outstand- 
ing design  to  meet  this 

known  demand." The  Centre  publishes  a 
Design  Index  —  an  illus- 

trated catalogue  of  Canad- 
ian designed  and  manufac- 

tured products  that  are available  to  retailers,  and 
holds  a  continuous  exhibit- 

ion of  articles  from  this  In- dex. An  information  service 
as  well  as  library  and  re- ference material  on  design 
is  available  to  the  public 
At  present,  there  is  an 

exhibition  of  a  representa- 
tive sampling  of  the  work 

produced  by  industrial  and interior  design  students 
from  the  Institut  des  Arts 
Appliques  in  Montreal,  Ryer- son Institute,  the  Ontario 
College  of  Art,  the  Univer- sity of  Manitoba  and  UBC 
entitled  "Students  Today  — 
Designers  Tomorrow."  It  is See  DESIGN,  Review  5 
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Great  gallery  to  close 

By  LARRY  GREENSPAN 
It  was  in  Dorothy  Ca- 

meron's deserted  Yonge Street  art  gallery  last  week 
when  the  Daily  Star  arrived. 
In  it  was  an  article  by  Ro- 

bert Fulford  entitled,  "Dear 
Dorolhy  Cameron."  Miss  Ca- meron read  it  aloud: 
"1  still  can't  believe  it's 

true.  I  keep  reading  in  the 
papers  that  you're  going  to shut  down  the  Dorothy  Ca- 

meron Gallery  this  fall,  but 
the  story  is  patently  false. 
The  idea  of  picture-selling 
going  on  in  Toronto  without 
a  gallery  run  by  Dorothy  Ca- 

meron is  .  .  .  outlandish." The  few  prints  huddled 
against  the  bare  walls  at  the 
rear  of  the  long,  dark  tun- 

nel of  a  gallery  sulked  si- 
lently under  the  skylight. 

"As  long  as  I've  been  fol- 
lowing Canadian  art  serious- 

ly, you've  been  around." 
U  of  T  GRADUATE 

Miss  Cameron  graduted 
from  English  Language  and 
Literature  at  U  of  T  in  '46. 
She  was  in  the  same  crea- 

tive writing  class  as  James 
Reaney,  Robert  Weaver,  Mel 
Breen  and  Paul  Arthur. 
Together  with  Paul  Ar- 

thur, who  now  is  editor  of 
Canadian  Art,  Miss  Camer- 

on planned  a  literary  ma- 
gazine of  arts  and  letters 

for  talented  young  Canadi- 
ands.  The  magazine  was  to 
have  been  called  "Here  and 
Now."  She  was  to  have 
been  literary  editor. 
But  financial  support 

could  not  be  found  in  Cana- 
da and  they  bad  to  turn  to 

the  United  States  and  Bri- 
tain. The  foreign  financial 

supporters  insisted  that  the 

magazine  contain  the  works 
of  well-known  writers.  Miss 
Cameron  wanted  it  to  in- 

clude works  exclusively  by 
unknown  Canadians. 

She  resigned  before  the 
magazine  began  publishing. 
MUST  BE  NATIONAL FIRST 

"We  can't  be  internatio- 
nal unless  we  are  national 

first,"  she  said  "That 
doesn't  mean  I  recognize  ar- tistic borders,  but  unless  we 
celebrate  our  own  artists 
first,  they  will  not  receive 
international  recognition. 
Canada  is  a  place  of  discov- 

ery and  revelation.  I  can- 
not bear  the  Canadian  char- 

acteristic of  belittling  what 
we  have,"  she  said. Miss  Cameron  studied 
creative  writing  at  Colum- 

bia University  for  one  year. 
After  her  first '  article  ap- 

peared in  the  recipe  sec- tion of  the  now  defunct 
Mayfair  magazine,  she  gave 
up  creative  writing  and  be- 

came a  copy  writer  for 
Sak's  in  New  York. 
But  she  "didn't  like  that 

sort  of  thing,"  and  took  a 
non-degree  course  at  Har- 

vard's New  Institute  of  Con- 
temporary Art.  She  married 

at  this  point,  and  her  inter- ests turned  to  (he  visual 
arts.  She  worked  for  the 
women's  committee  of  the 
Art  Gallery  of  Toronto. 

Five  years  later,  she  se- 
parated from  her  husband, 

and  "had  to  earn  a  living." 
"You  were  charming  and 

concerned.  Your  manner  sug- 
gested you  just  might  be 

kidding  around  in  this  busi- 
ness t  but  your  words  made 

it  plain  you  cared." 

She  worked  for  the  Gal- 
lery of  Contemporary  Art 

on  Gerrard  Street  for  one 
year,  then  for  the  Jordan 
Gallery  on  Yorkville.  Those 
were  the  years  when  Toron- to hardly  knew  that  artists existed  in  the  city. 
HERE  AND  NOW  GALLERY 

Both  galleries  folded  and 
Dorothy  Cameron  came 
back  with  her  own.  The 
Here  and  Now  Gallery  on 
Cumberland  Street.  The 
gallery  was  to  carry  fresh, 
young  Canadian  talent. "In  the  three  years  that I  ran  the  Here  and  Now 
Gallery,"  she  said,  "I  saw the  height  of  the  art  boom 
in  '59,  and  then  saw  the 
bottom  fall  out." "I  moved  to  Yonge  Street 
because  I  wanted  to  show 
sculpture,"  she  said.  "John Parkin  and  Robert  MacLeod 
collaborated  on  the  design 
of  the  building.  They  un- 

derstood the  philosophy  of 
the  gallery  and  carried  it 
out  perfectly  by  creating 
flexible  areas  and  stunning 

spaces  for  sculpture." "The  art  of  installations 
is  new  to  Canada,"  she  said. 
"The  Brooklyn  Museum  and 
the  Chicago  Art  Institute 
both  renovated  their  gal- 

leries, and  I  brought  the  art 
to  a  private  gallery  for  the 

first  time." "In  a  sense  it  is  a  little 
museum,  not  a  store.  The 
closed  front  provides  an  in- 

triguing glimpse  from  the 
outside,  and  a  sense  of  pri- 

vacy inside." "You  made  yourself  a  pro- 
fessional," said  Fulford. Since  then  there  has  been 

no   one   who   has   b rough t 

Design  centre  (cont'd) 
through  an  examination  of 
their  work  that  we  can 
come  to  some  conclusion 
about    the  future  fate  of 

Canadian  Design. 
What  we  are  faced  with 

in  this  exhibition  is  not  the 

best  of  particular  students' 

Mock-up  of  a  mining  shelter. 

work  but  rather  the  best 
solutions  to  problems  set 
by  their  design  teachers. The  work  of  many  of  the 
College  of  Art  students  is 
of  an  experimental  nature 
—  problems  of  form  and 
dimension,  movement  and 
light.  Among  these  are  se- veral excellent  examples  of 
paper  sculpture  —  in  the best  Bauhaus  traditions,  as 
well  as  free  hanging  poly- 
hedra  constructions,  light 
modulators  and  wood  sur- 

face experiments.  The  Ryer- son  and  Western  schools 
exhibit  a  greater  number  of 
pieces  of  furniture  —  among 
which  are  a  few  surprising- 

ly sophisticated  examples. 
Place  mats,  candle  holders 
and  a  beautiful  stainless 
steel  and  mahogany  chess 
set  are  also  on  view. 

In  set  problems  the  stu- 
dent is  given  the  job  of  de- 

signing, for  example,  a  tubu- lar steel  chair.  He  must 
take  into  consideration  the 
problems  of  his  materials, 
the  directional  forces  of 
stress  within  the  structure 
and  above  all  the  function 
of  a  chair  —  to  comfortably 
and  safely  support  a  seated 

figure. After  a  series  of  rough 
sketches  have  worked  out 
a  possible  solution,  a  work- 

— photos  by  DOUG  DANIELS 
Empty  pedestals  at  the  Dorothy  Cameron  Gallery. 

more  cool  professionalism  to 
the  gallery  business  than 

you."  , INTUITIVE  DARING 
"I  started  out  with  the 

idea  of  a  showcase  for  ar- 
tists," Miss  Cameron  said. "I  travelled  a  lot  and  found 

artists.  One  advantage  of 
being  a  woman  is  that  we 
have  intuitive  daring."  She exhibited  works  by  Ronald 
Bloore,  Yosef  Drenters,  Ar- mand  Vaillancourt  and 
Richard  Turner. 

"I  saw  a  birth  of  first- 
rate  print-making  and  sculp- ture in  Canada,  and  began 
to  concentrate  more  and 
more  in  these  areas."  She displayed  the  works  of 
sculptors,  whether  she  re- 

presented them  or  not.  She 
retained  paintings  by  two 
artists,  Ronald  Bloore  and 
Louis  Di  Niverville,  whom 
she  says  is  Canada's  most under-rated  artist. 
"Your  best  shows  have 

been  the  products  not  of  edu- 
cated dabbling  but  of  hard- 

headed  judgment  .  .  .  Your 
constituency  was  Canada, 

not  Toronto." COMMERCIAL  FAILURE 

"The  gallery  was  a  com- 
mercial failure,"  she  said, "because  we  should  have 

sold  even  more  than  we 
did."  In  1959,  the  gallery 
had  a  gross  safes  volume  of 
$16,000.  In  the  1964-65  sea- 

son it  totalled  $80,000.  "It is  ironic  that  the  gallery 
failed  at  a  time  when  the 
market  is  increasing,"  Miss Cameron  said. 
She  lost  money  on  her 

"project  shows"  —  Canadi- 
an Sculpture  Today  and  Ca- Canadian  Sculpture  Today 

and  Canadian  Print  making 
Today.  The  sales  volume  of 
the  print  show  alone  was 
$11,000.  but  she  lost  money 
in  printing  the  expensive  ca- 
talogue. 
"You  had  your  disasters  but 

the  successes  were  far  more 
numerous.  The  Canadian 
print  show  and  the  two-part 
sculpt  tire  show  were  tri- 

umphs, unique  even  in  the 
private  ga  ller  y  business. 
Either  of  them  would  have 
looked  fine  in  the  National 

Gallery." 

The  Canada  Council  has 
bought  500  of  Miss  Camer- on's print  show  catalogues 
for  foreign  distribution. 
The  Council  has  also  asked 
her  for  suggestions  on 
methods  of  subsidizing  gal- 

lery operations.  "It  doesn't matter  where  the  subsidy 
comes  from,"  she  said,  "as long  as  it  fills  the  gap  be- 

tween the  rising  level  of  in- terest and  the  relatively  low 

level  of  buying." She  said  there  is  no 
chance  of  her  re-opening 
her  gallery  unless  it  were financed  on  a  very  firm foundation. 

"I  believe  in  a  potential 
market,"  she  said.  "Had  I been  able  to  hang  on  for 
two  more  years,  I  would have  seen  acceptance  by 
the  public  of  the  cost  of 
monumental  sculpture.  Gen- 

erally, paintings  are  over- 
priced and  sculptpre  under- priced."  She  said  the  cost 

of  labor,  materials  and 
See  CAMERON,  Review  8 

ing  model  is  made  to  put 
theory  into  practice.  Once 
the  design  is  verified,  work- 

ing drawings  showing  con- struction details,  elevation 
and  plan  views  are  requir- 

ed as  a  final  step  toward  ac- 
tual production. 

Included  in  the  exhibition 
are  the  working  drawings 
and  model  for  a  mining  ex- 

plorations base  shelter, which  is  fascinating  in  its 
approach.  A  complicated 
and  entirely  rational  struc- 

tural system  —  reminiscent 
of  Buckminster  Fuller's  ex- 

periments in  structural  de- 
sign —  is  placed  within  a 

natural  environment  in  di- 
rect contrast  to  the  im- mediate surroundings.  It  is 

completely  functional  and 
of  an  aesthetic  value  far 
superior  to  the  mundane 
but  practical  quonset  hut. 

In  each  piece,  whether 
particularly  successful  a  so- lution or  not,  there  is  a 
freshness  of  approach  and 
spontaneity  which  foretells 
a  profitable  future  tor Canadian  Industrial  Design. 
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MANIC  -  THE  POSITIVE  SIDE  OF  SEP 

In  J958-59,  the  hydro-electric  companies  oj  Quebec  began  to  build  a  monumental  dam  at  Mani- 
'  couagan,  in  the  north  of  that  province.  It  is  impossible  to  over-estimate  the  importance  oj  this  project to  Quebec,  both  as  a  geographic  entity,  and  a  state  oj  mind. 

The  industrial  revolution  has  taken  hold  in  Quebec,  and  all  Quebecois,  rural  and  urban,  naive 
and  sophisticated,  are  justifiably  proud.  "Manic",  aslhe  project  is  affectionately  know  n,  stands  as  a  sym- bol for  the  emergence  of  the  entire  province. 

At  the  Montreal  Film  Festival  this  past  August,  one  of  the  two  French  Canadian  features  in  com- 
petition was  Arthur  Lamoille's  "La  Neige  Fondue  Sur  La  Manicouagan." 

The  essentially  Canadian  realities  of  snow,  cold,  and  the  harsh  grandeur  of  the  north  dominated 
the  film  as  thev  do  much  of  Quebec's  art  and  music.  Chansonnicr  Cities  Vigncaulfs  immensely  popular 
song,  "Mon  Pays,"  written  for  the  film,  begins:  "Mon  pays,  ce  n'est  pas  mon  pays,  e'est  l'hiver  .  .  ."  (My country,  it's  not  my  country,  it's  the  winter.) 

Whereas  in  Ontario  we  may,  perhaps,  experience  satisfaction  from  our  material  achievements,  in 
Quebec,  they  are  kindling  for  the  patriotic  and  artistic  imaginations. 

What  results  is  an  enormous  vitality,  rooted  in  the  facts  of  physical  existence  in  Quebec,  and 
giving  shape  to  all  aspects  of  life  in  that  province.  At  the  moment,  there  is  no  more  important  physi- 

cal fact  in  Quebec  than  Manicouagan.  Here  then,  is  the  story  of  a  dam. 

by  david  payne 

^  The  Cote  Nord  country  of  Quebec  is  a  rugged, 
desolate,  demanding  land  dolled  by  countless 
Jakes  and  rent  by  violent  rivers;  a  vast  plateau 
of  low  mountains  of  pre-cambrian  rock,  the  oldesl 
and  hardest  in  the  world.  Virtually  uninhabited 
except  for  pulp  cutting  teams  usually  based  in 
the  towns  along  the  north  shore  of  the  St.  Law- 

rence River,  it  is  the  scene  of  one  of  the  greatest 
construction  projects  ever  undertaken  by  man, 
yet  one  which  is  curiously  very  lillle  known  out- side of  Quebec  itself. 

Physically  this  project  can  only  be  described 
as  vast,  daring  in  conception,  boltL  and  imagina- 

tive in  execution.  It  involves  the  harnessing  of  the 

work  together  in  such  a  way  as  to  provide  almost 
lOOW  utilization  of  the  energy  potential  of  the river. 

The  key  to  Ihe  project  is  Manic  5  (dams  bear the  number  of  the  corresponding  set  of  rapids 
beginning  with  Manic  1  at  the  river's  mouth  and 2,  3,  4,  5  upstream).  This  is  of  the  multiple  arch 
construction,  the  largest  of  its  type  in  the  world 
and  one  of  the  world's  largest  dams  of  any  type, 
being  700'  high  and  nearly  one  mile  long. 

Its  importance  in  the  whole  scheme  is  not  so 
much  its  generating  capacity,  but  rather  the 
enormous  reservoir  it  will  produce,  which  will 

Drilling  a  headrace  funnel  on  Manic  5. 

Manicouagan  and  the  Aux  Outardes  rivers,  which 
flow  1  rom  the  north  into  the  Si.  Lawrence  river 
at  a  point  near  Baie  Comeau,  250  miles  down- 

stream from  Quebec.  A  series  of  dams  and  power 
houses  are  to  be  built  on  both  rivers,  which  will 

be  the  fifth  largest  in  the  world,  will  cover  800 
squaie  miles,  and,  more  significantly,  will  control 
the  run-off  of  11,000  square  miles  of  ihe  17,000 square  mile  watershed  of  the  Manicouagan.  Thus ih  value  of  tbs  dam  is  that  its  reservoir  will 

absorb  variations  in  flow  fom  spring  flood  con- ditions to  reduced  winter  flow,  and  thus  all 
downstream  plants  can  be  utilized  at  steady, 
maximum  capacity  all  year  round. 

In  addition  to  Manic  5  there  are  dam  sites  at 
the  1,  2  (now  nearly  completed)  and  three  loca- 

tions on  the  Manicouagan  and  at  two  locations 
on  the  Aux  Outardes,  including  a  large  reservoir 
contained  by  no  less  than  eight  smaller  dams, 
rather  than  one  huge  colossus  as  on  the  Mani- 

couagan. Although  this  complex  alone  will  ge- 
nerate by  1970  5.3  million  kilowatts  of  power,  or 

approximately  half  of  all  the  hydro  power  gene- rated in  the  Province  of  Ontario. 
Some  of  the  developments,  vast  in  their  own  right, 
that  had  to  be  carried  out  in  order  to  deal  with 
problems  encountered  include: 

9  Construction  of  road  and air  facilities  at  the  site  135 
miles  from  Baie  Comeau 
and  400  miles  from  Mont- 
real. 

#  A  huge  construction  camp 
for  a  summer  force  of  over 
3,000  men  working  two  10- 
hour  shifts  a  day  with  eat- 

ing, sleeping  and  recrea- tional facilities. 

#  Construction  of  two  mam- moth diversion  tunnels 
through  solid  rock  and  two 
cofferdams  to  produce  a 
perfectly  dry  site. 

9  Excavation  right  down  to 
dry  bedrock  of  a  narrow 
250'  deep  gorge  lying  be- 

low the  bed  of  the  old 
river  and  filled  with  the 
alluvial  material  accumu- lated over  the  thousands 
of  years  that  the  river  had been  flowing. 

#  A  huge  concrete  plant  mix-  ,f:~ ing  high  quality  cement  to rigid  specifications  using 
trucked  in  cement,  crushed 
rock  from  a  nearby  quarry, 
and  sand  from  a  pit  seven miles  away. 

#  A  system  of  cables  nearly 
a  mile  long  suspended  over 
the  dam  site  by  which 
huge  buckets  carrying  16 
tons  of  concrete  can  dump 
their  load  at  any  desired 
point  on  the  dam. 

The  scale  on  which  things  are  carried  on  at 
Manic  5  is  truly  staggering.  It  is  an  exciting 
place  to  be  in,  for  there  is  a  spirit  about  it,  which 
is  one  of  struggle  and  accomplishment  against  the 
forces  of  nature.  Nothing  comes  easily  in  this 
part  of  the  world.  Here  through  co-operation, 
ingenuity,  and  hard  work,  nature  in  its  rawest 
form  is  being  tamed  and  brought  to  heel  in  most 
spectacular  fashion. 

From  the  air  the  scene  is  an  incredible  one.  ^ 
The  Northern  vastness  of  forest,  mountain  and 
water  is  abruptly  slashed  by  a  huge  mud  coloured 
gash,  which  contrasts  starkly  with  the  surround- 

ing green.  It  bi-sects  neatly  the  long  twisting  line 
that  is  the  Manicouagan  valley  stretching  into  the 
distance  and  broken  irregularly  by  the  white 
splashes  of  waterfalls  and  chutes.  A  matter  of 
a  mile  above  or  below  the  damsite,  the  barren 
silence  of  the  northern  land  reigns  supreme,  the 
forests  stand  and  wait  by  the  side  of  the  river, 
and  life  goes  on  as  usual  in  the  grip  of  a  harsh,  a 
demanding  environment. 

But  within  these  two  limits  the  hand  of  man 
is  unmistakably  evident.  The  area  is  criss-crossed 
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by  roads  under  constant  use  and  doited  with  in- 
stallations, dwellings,  and  even  recreational  faci- 

lities on  the  nearby  lakes.  . 

Over  it  all  towers  Manic  5,  its  graceful  lines 
already  evident  under  the  ugly  facade  of  forms 
and  scaffolding.  Like  an  organic  thing  it  grows 
upwards,  and  outwards,  its  future  promise  at- 

tested to  by  the  deep  blue  water  slowly  rising 
behind  it.  Here,  as  in  so  many  facets  of  industry 
there  is  a  great  deal  of  ugliness  associated  with 
what  in  the  end  will  be  a  beautiful  thing;  but  it 
is  in  this  knowledge  that  the  beauty  of  the  half- 
formed  Manic  5  resides. 

Hydro-Quebec,  the  general  contractor,  has  in 
this  project  been  called  upon  to  exercise  a  con- 

siderable amount  of  ingenuity  and  imagination  in 
solving  completely  new  problems  characteristic 
of  their  project,  as  well  as  more  familiar  ones  in 
new  fashion.  The  French  Canadian  engineers  are 
justifiably  proud  of  the  fact  that  each  facet  of  the 
project  includes  an  outstanding  "first"  of  some soft.  Notable  examples  of  this  include: 

#  Because  of  the  tremendous 
distances  involved  between 
the  project  itself  and  the 
principal  centres  of  con- 

sumption, high  tension 
transmission  is  done  by 
means  of  400  miles  of 
735,000  volt  line. 

#  This  is  nearly  twice  the 
voltage  of  any  other  sys- 
stem  in  use  in  the  world 
and  necessitated  the  de- 

sign and  construction 
(mostly  by  Canadian  com- 

panies) of  completely  new 
types  of  transformers,  in- 

sulators, voltage  stabilizers, etc.. 

•  The  400  mile  line  includes 
the   world's   greatest  dis- t  tance  between  two  towers, 
close  to  two  miles,  at  the 
point  where  the  line 
crosses  the  tremendous 
Saguenay  River  canyon. 

•  The  multiple  arch  design 
of  Manic  5,  while  a  well 
known  idea,  had  to  be 
carefully  modified  to  meet 
the  demands  of  the  size  of 
this  dam.  This  design  saves 
a  great  deal  of  concrete  in 
the  downstream  wall,  com- 

pared to  a  conventional 
gravity  dam,  but  requires 

very  precise  design  and construction. 
•  The  Manic  2  dam,  350  feet 

high,  is  the  largest  in  the 
world  of  the  hollow  joint 
construction.  This  tech- 

nique, which  saves  11% 
concrete  and  permits  faster 
construction,  also  demands 
high  caliber  work. 

0  For  rapid  construction  of 
Manic  1,  a  new  technique 
was  devised  whereby  the 
downstream  section  of  the 
dam  consists  of  huge  inter- 

locking pre-cast  concrete 
blocks,  behind  an  imper- 

meable upstream  wall. 

These  days  in  Canada  the  term  "power  poli- 
tics" seems  to  have  taken  on  a  new  connotation. 

Both  in  Quebec  and  British  Columbia,  we  have 
seen  nationalization  of  hydro  electric  power  re- 

sources and  exploitation  of  these  proceeding  in 
vast  and  ambitious  fashion — as  embodied  in  such 
developments  as  the  Peace,  Columbia  and  Mani- couagan. 

Hydro-electric  power  is  probably  the  most  val- 
uable resource  a  pi  ovince  can  possess.  Like  miner- 

al wealth  it  arises  from  the  land  itself  and  hence, 
in  a  very  real  sense  it  "belongs"  to  the  people  of the  province.  However,  unlike  mineral  wealth, 
hydro  power  is,  barring  radical  climatic  changes, 
inexhaustible,  and  it  contributes  directly  to  the 

Instollation  of  a  penstock  at  Manic  5. 

growth  of  secondary  industry  rather  than  solely 
primary  or  "raw  material"  industry. 

And  so  possession  of  hydro-electric  potential 
has  come  to  reflect  the  potential  greatness  of  the 
people  while,  more  significantly,  the  transforma- 

tion of  this  power  from  a  potential  to  a  resource 
ahs  come  to  symbolize  their  future  growth  and 
prosperity.  This  is  particularly  true  of  Quebec 
where  development  of  the  "Power  Province"  is 
seen  as  the  key  to  the  future  greatness  of  French Canada. 

"La  Revolution  Tranquille"  has  been  a  pain- ful period  for  the  industrial  and  commercial 
world  of  Quebec.  This  is  largely  because  support 
has  been  withdrawn  from  long  standing  policies 
which  tended  to  keep  marginal  businesses  alive 
in  a  traditional  society,  and  hence  fostered  ineffi- 

ciencies. The  present  government  has  sought  to 
encourage  centralization  and  the  building  of  a 
secure  foundation  for  the  future,  and  conse- 

quently much  attention  has  been  focused  on 
Hydro-Quebec  and  its  projects.  Quebec  national- 

ism has  as  its  primary  aim  the  diversion  of  funds 
from  the  Federal  Government  to  the  use  of  the 
Provincial  Government  for  the  purpose  of  develop- 

ing Quebec. 

Thus  Hydro-Quebec  in  general  and  Manicoua- 
gan  in  particular  have  become  very  concrete  em- 
bobiments  of  French  Canadian  aspirations.  (It  is 
interesting  to  note  that  the  Manicouagan  project 
was  conceived  anu  begun  at  least  three  years  be- 

fore the  nationalization  of  hydro  electric  indus- 
tries in  1962.)  '"Manic"  is  well  known  to  most 

French  Canadians;  they  are  proud  of  the  fact  that 
the  project  is  entirely  organized  and  worked  by 
French  Canadian  personnel.  They  are  excited  by 
(he  realization  that  no  rural  community  in  the 
world  wouid  be  capable  of  such  a  vast  and  so- 

phisticated project. 

And  they  are  eager  to  see  what  the  future 
will  bring  as  a  result  of  it  all.  The  economic  im- 

pact on  Quebec  and  Canada  is  incalculable.  In  the 
^hci't  run,  the  sheer  size  of  the  project  requires 
a  prodigious  labour  force  working  both  on  site 
and  all  over  Canada  making  the  cement,  electrical 
and  construction  equipment  required.  In  the  long 
run,  many  industries  will  be  encouraged  to  estab- 

lish in  the  Province,  attracted  by  the  availability 
of  cheap  power  Irom  this  and  other  developments. 

Three  thousand  men  work  at  Manicouagan  5 
alone.  And  yet,  the  valley  of  the  Manicouasan, 
like  most  of  Canada,  is  lonely,  if  beautiful.  Men 
have  come  here  to  change  the  valley  and  so  they 
do,  in  the  knowledge  that  here,  in  Nietsche's 
words,  "Man's  pride,  man's  triumph  over  gravi- 

tation, man's  will  to  power,  assume  a  visible 
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CENTRAL 

Billiard 

Reasonable  Prices 

Toronto's  Most 
Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
(just  West  of  Spodina) 

ERWIN'S BARBER  SHOP 
640  YONGE  STREET 

(cor.  Irwin  ond  Yonge) 
Welcomes  old  customers 
and  new  who  want  the 
best  in  Princeton's  Ivy 
League  Brush  Cuts  as  well as  styling. 

I  AN  ARIES  PRODUCTION— It's  Controversial  ! 
It's  Compelling  .' 

Edward  Albee's  vicious  &  witty 
WHO'S  AFRAID OF 

VIRGINIA  WOOLF? 
See  it  now  thru  Oct.  9 
Tues.  -  Suns.  incl.  —  8:30 Sold  Our  -  Sat.  Oct.  2 
Poor  Alex  Theatre 

KARATE! 
CANADIAN 

OPEN  CHAMPIONSHIP! 
A  SPECTACULAR  EVENT 

YOU   WILL  NEVER  FORGET! 
BLACK-BELT  COMPETITORS 

FROM  AROUND  THE  WORLD! 
Demonstrations  of  brick  ond  board 
booking  with  the  bore  hand  plus seif-delence  demonstrations  of  KA- RATE, AIKIDO,  JU-JITSU,  Chinese Gung-Fu! 

VARSITY  ARENA 
7.00  ?M.,  SAT.  OCT.  2 
Admission  $2.00 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. Toronto  3,  Ont. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  daily,  incl.  Sat.  from  8-6. 

University  Bloicrs  and  Trousers 
mode  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coats,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

THANKSGIVING 
IN  NEW  YORK 
Oct.  8  to  Oct.  1 1 
Only  $40.00 

Includes: 
BUS  FARE  -  HOTEL 

U.N.  TOUR 
YOUNG  ADULT 
COUNCIL,  U.N.A. 
Telephone:  922-3111 

Travel  with  TRAILWAYS 

Call  923-2232  or  889-3642 
for  information  on  their 

CHARTER  COACH  SERVICE 

The  fastest,  easiest  and  most  enjoyable  way  to  trans- 
port your  campus  group  to  its  meeting  place. 

TRAILWAYS  OF  CANADA  LTD. 

CENTRAL  Y.W.C.A. 
MONDAY  NIGHT 
BALLROOM  DANCE 
FOR  MEN  AND  WOMEN 
from  beginners  to  advanced 

classes 
JOIN  IN  OUR  FUN 

Registration:  Oct.  4th. 6:30  to  8:30  p.m. 
21  McGILL  ST. 
EM.  4-1126 

Cameron  (continued) 

Specially  designed  gallery 

transportation  of  sculp- ture is  unbelievably  high. 
"For  me,"  Miss  Cameron 

said  in  her  official  closing 
announcement,  "although 

S.A.C.  PARKING  STICKERS 

NOW  AVAILABLE 
AT  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

WA.  7-1800 
526  YONGE  STREET AT  BREADALBANE 

NOW  OPEN  IN  YOUR 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 

NEW  YORK 

PIZZA  HOUSE 
620  YONGE  ST. We  specialize  in  New  York New  England  style  pizza Home  Made  Spaghetti. 

1  Free  Pizza  with  every  5  to 
take  out  or  delivery. 
FOR  FAST  SERVICE 

CALL  —  925-1736 Free  delivery  on  orders 
$3.00  or  over. 

| 
! 

W  HOROWITZ 

CANADA'S  LARGEST  AND  BEST  KNOWN  RECORD  STORE 

MOW  AVAILABLE 

FROM  CLASSICS  TO  DYLAN 

it  s  COLUMBIA 

AND  IN  BETWEEN  THERE'S  BRUBECK  — 
STREISAND  —  RAY  CONIFF  AND 

SUPER  DISCOUNTS  FOR  ALL  STUDENTS 

Just  one  short  block 
north  of  Dundas 

OPEN  8.30  A.M.  TO  MIDNIGHT 

347  YONGE  ST. 

Even  the  Bus  Stops 

at  Sam's  Door 

—photos  by  DOUG  DANIELS 
to  become  grocery  store? 

we  have  operated  at  a  loss, 
the  knowledge  that  we  have 
placed  more  than  a  quarter 
million  dollars'  worth  of 
work  by  Canadian  artists  is its  own  reward.  Because, 
for  me,  this  gallery  has  been 
a  six  year  act  of  celebra- 

tion: an  attempt  to  com- municate some  part  of  the 
achievement  and  potential 
of  this  country's  artists  .  .  . and  if  our  efort  has  made 
some  difference  in  the  pub- lic awareness,  then,  by  my 

standard,  we  have  not  fail- 

ed." 

War  (continued) 
In  his  closing  chapter,  he 

gives  a  ten  point  "battle 
plan  against  hunger"  in which  he  argues  for  the 
abolishment  of  any  such 
criteria.  He  maintains  that 
aid  to  Poland  and  Yugosla- via has  enabled  them  to 
"maintain  a  remarkable  de- 

gree of  independence  from 
the  Soviet  Union"  —  ignor- ing the  fact  that  Tito  is  one 
of  the  most  truculently  anti- American  leaders  anywhere. 

This  book,  written  in  the 
discreet  and  honeyed  lan- 

guage of  the  politician,  is 
clearly  a  blurb  for  the  Ad- ministration's foreign  and 
policies;  it  is  important 
because,  not  in  spite  of  this. 
While  lacking  any  formula- tion of  how  the  poor  nations 
will  be  weaned  from  the 
U.S.  milk,  it  contains  some 
useful  statistics  and  interest- 

ing anecdotes.  The  wider 
question  of  how  this  bur- 

geoning involvement  in  the rest  of  the  world  will  be 
handled,  is  scarcely  discus- 
sed. 
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To  plan  student  centre 

An  architect  with  style 
By  JOHN  SWAIGEN 

Tall,  blond,  ruggedly-built  John  Andrews  looks 
like  a  campus  football  hero.  He  is  actually  an 
associate  professor  of  design  in  U  of  T's  School of  Architecture  and  a  name  to  be  reckoned  with 
in  international  architecture  circles. 

He  was  the  designer  of  the  new  Toronto  In- 
ternational Airport's  control  tower,  which  won the  Massey  Silver  Medal  for  Architecture  last 

year,  and  runner-up  in  the  University  of  British 
Columbia's  student  union  building  competition. His  firm,  John  Andrews  Architects,  is  working 
on  three  projects  for  Expo  '67  —  African  Place  to house  the  exhibits  of  24  African  countries,  Com- 

monwealth Place  for  9  Commonwealth  countries, 
and  one  of  the  fair's  five  Activity  Areas  with  res- taurants, malls,  and  shopping  space. 

He  left  his  native  Australia  in  1956  to  take 
his  Master's  degree  in  Architecture  at  Harvard 
University.  When  he  placed  second  in  the  interna- 

tional competition  to  design  Toronto's  new  city hall  the  following  year,  he  decided  to  come  to 
Canada  "to  have  a  look  at  the  place." 

PLANS  STUDENT  CENTRE 
He  is  the  man  responsible  for  initiating  the 

plans  of  two  of  the  most  ambitious  projects  ever 
undertaken  by  the  University  of  Toronto  —  a 
student  centre  and  Scarborough  College.  Both 
these  projects  could  be  major  breakthroughs  in 
university  planning — the  student  centre  by  bring- 

ing the  student  back  to  the  heart  of  the  univer- 
sity, and  both  the  centre  and  the  college  by  their 

sweeping  architectural  vision,  which  many  have 
found  lacking  in  the  last  decade. 

On  a  desk  in  his  downtown  office,  Tuesday, 
Mr.  Andrews  laid  out  a  sheet  of  paper  the  size 
of  a  SAC  blotter,  marked  in  ink  with  five  columns 

Architect  Andrews  studies  a  model  of  Scarbo- 
rough College. 

and  labeled,  "Things  done  by  students."  On  it,  the 
members  of  the  Students'  Administrative  Coun- 

cil had  marked  everything  they  felt  students  do 
now,  or  would  do  if  they  were  given  the  chance. 

The  list  was  impressive — verything  from  ablu- 
tions and  buying  a  ticket  to  Europe  or  the 

O'Keefe  Centre,  to  radio,  TV  and  film  production. 
Under  five  heading  —  Social,  Personal,  Stu- 

dent Services,  Cultural,  and  Administrative  — 
SAC  listed  most  of  the  functions  of  Hart  House, 
the  International  Student  Centre,  and  present 
SAC  functions,  as  well  as  many  that  have  no 
home  on  campus  at  present. 

Social  functions  ranged  from  "meeting  —  ca- 
sually and  formally,  eating  —  formally  and  infor- 
mally, drinking  —  formally  and  informally,  sleep- 

ing, discussing"  to  "playing",  which  included items  like  pool,  ping,  pong,  and  squash. 
Under  some  of  the  other  headings  were  words 

like  financial  aid,  printing  centre,  reception  areas, 
areas  for  freshmen,  storage,  space  for  publishing 
a  newspaper,  typing,  records,  reading,  and  me- ditation. 

SAC  looked  at  the  work  of  several  architects, 

and  chose  John  Andrews.  Given  the  list  of  needs, 
Andrews  has  now  to  advise  on  the  feasibility  of 
building  a  centre  which  can  accommodate  this 
Utopian  program. 

A  STUDENT  VILLAGE 

"We  hope  to  built  a  student  village,"  Andrews 
said,  "not  a  great  expensive  monument  to  stu- 

dents." 
Since  the  SAC  has  to  submit  both  the  pro- 

gram and  the  financing  to  the  Board  of  Governors 
of  the  University  for  approval,  they  hope  to  make 
the  building  a  viable  economic  structure  by  sup- 

plying the  student  with  everything  he  needs  — all  the  services  which  he  has  to  travel  far  from 
campus  to  set  now  in  many  cases.  Renting 
space  to  retailers  is  a  method  being  considered  to 
help  to  amortize  the  cost  of  the  project.  Some  of 
the  major  department  stores  may  be  offered 
space  to  set  up  branches.  Services  like  a  bank 
and  a  post  office  might  also  find  space. 

"Whoever  gets  this  space  has  a  captive  mar- 
ket, "Andrews  told  me,  "equal  to  a  town  of  15.000. At  the  Harvard  student  union  the  clothing  shop 

has  such  a  reputation  that  people  come  from  New 
York  to  buy  its  clothes.  There  won't  be  any  prob- 

lem renting  the  space  at  a  profit." 
Andrews  has  developed  a  "critical  path"  from the  initial  briefing  to  the  opening  ceremonies 

planned  for  Sept.  of  1967.  Some  of  the  stops 
along  the  way  are  a  presentation  of  the  plan  to 
the  Board  of  Governors  by  the  end  of  October, 
its  approval  or  veto  by  the  Board  of  Governors 
by  November  24.  If  the  Board  approves  the  plan 
and  its  financing,  Andrews  will  begin  designing  it. 
The  design  will  go  to  tender  on  the  4th  of  July, 
1966.  Construction  will  begin  on  August  1  of  that 

year. 
LAYMEN  MAKE  MISTAKES 

The  possibilities  for  innovation  He  in  the  area 
of  design.  Andrews  has  taken  design  out  of  the 
hands  of  the  layman,  who  can  only  see  functions 
of  a  building  in  terms  of  previous  space  alotted  for 
the  same  function.  By  asking  for  a  space  larger 
or  smaller,  the  same  as  or  different  from,  other 
buildings  he  has  seen,  according  to  Andrews,  the 
layman  commits  the  same  mistakes  over  and 
over  again. 

The  key  to  innovation  is  the  list  of  activties 
that  the  SAC  gave  Andrews.  He  considers  it  his 
job,  not  SAC's,  to  design  the  building'which  will most  conveniently  house  them. 

Then  he  will  choose  a  site  which  will  fit  the 
building,  not  the  other  way  around. 

"The  layman  shouldn't  call  out  spaces  and 
sizes,"  Andrews  says,  "just  activities.  This  sort  of involvement  in  program  by  the  architect  gives  a 
sort  of  economy  in  maximal  use  of  spce." 

"You  can't  just  put  a  lounge  anywhere,"  he 
says.  "A  lounge  is  where  people  meet,  but  they 
will  only  gravitate  there  if  it  is  well-positioned." 

PROGRAM  MUST  COME  FIRST 
"The  program  has  to  come  first.  You  must 

establish  all  the  things  going  to  happen  within 
this  building  and  then  organize  the  areas  required 
for  these  things  to  happen.  The  site  should  not 
be  established  till  you  get  a  program.  The  site 
should  be  convenient  to  the  student.  He  shouldn't 
have  to  make  a  conscious  decision  to  go  to  it. 
He  should  pass  it  in  the  course  of  his  normal  ac- 

tivities." 
All  this  may  not  seem  revolutionary.  It  may 

even  sound  like  common  sense. 
But  the  cold,  massive  ivory  towers  of  the 

West  Campus  show  the  state  that  university 
planning  was  in  before  these  principles  were 
accepted.  "The  director  of  the  School  of  Architec- 

ture advised  coherent  planning  for  years,"  And- 
rews said,  "but  the  advice  was  ignored." 

"Previous  to  Scarborough  College  various 
architects  did  separate  buildings  without  consult- 

ing each  other.  There  was  a  general  lack  of 
awareness  by  people  responsible  for  university 
development  of  the  role  of  architects,  town  plan- 

ners, and  landscape  architects  in  the  development 
of  a  university  master  plan." Andrews  hedged  his  criticism  of  West  Campus 
Architecture,  but  throughout  he  Left  the  feeling 
that  his  natural  bluntness  was  in  conflict  with 
the  ethical  considerations  of  his  profession. 

"Scarborough  College,"  he  said,  "is  not  a  form 
I've  imposed  on  a  building.  It  is  a  result  of  ana- 

— photos  by  JOHN  SWAIGEN 
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lysing  academic  program,  site,  climate,  this  day 
and  age  —  and  using  these  as  determinants,  then 
seeing  what  the  building  wanted  to  be  like. 

The  building  is  a  result  of  itself,  not  some  ar- 
chitect's intuition." He  said  cost  could  not  account  for  the  pre- 

vious lack  of  integrated  campus  development. 
"Integrated  planning  can  only  be  cheaper,"  he 
said,  "You  are  able  to  take  into  account  many 
things.  You  never  get  in  the  position  of  tearing 
down  what  you've  built  or  moving  it,  like  the 
Forestry  Building."  ■ "For  instance  at  Scarborough  we've  built  a 
multi-disciplinary  lab,  which  enables  the  lab  to 
be  used  for  other  things  besides  its  particular 
science  —  things  like  history  and  French  lectures. 
This  way  we  get  83%  usage  of  labs;  that  is,  they 
are  used  83%  of  the  time  they  are  available  —  a~ very  basic  economy.  The  maximum  use  of  a  lab 
on  the  St.  George  St.  campus  is  50%." 

UNITY  AND  CONVENIENCE 
Referring  to  the  St.  George  St.  campus,  he 

said,  "Unity  there  is  seen  as  using  the  same  ma- terials. This  is  nonsense.  Unity  has  to  come  from 
plan  organization. 

A  master  plan,  whether  for  a  student  centre 
or  a  college  has  to  be  on  the  basis  of  conve- 

nience. You  could  build  a  stairway  across  St. 
George  but  nobody  would  ever  use  it,  unless  they 
had  to  go  to  the  same  level  when  they  got  off. 
If  you've  used  convenience  as  a  plan  the  next 
architect  has  to  use  it  in  planning  his  building. 

This  is  unity." I  asked  him  if  the  failure  of  the  West  Campus 
could  be  blamed  on  the  design  courses  at  U  of  T. 

"No,"  he  said,  "U  of  T  is  turning  out  good  ar- 
chitects. The  design  courses  are  good,  but  there 

is  too  much  bloody  traditionalism  in  some  of  the 

other  courses." In  any  of  the  professions,  he  said,  including 
architecture,  to  be  good  you  must  both  practise 
and  teach.  By  practising  you  keep  up  with  new 
developments  and  by  teaching  you  come  into  con- 

tact with  what  the  bright  young  minds  are  doing. 
DUCK  HUNTING 

As  we  drove  back  to  campus,  where  he  had  a 
meeting  with  the  President's  Advisory  Council, 
Andrews  explained  the  red  fibreglass  canoe  strap- 

ped to  the  roof  of  his  car.  "I  went  duck  hunting over  the  weekend,  and  havent  had  time  to  take 

it  down  yet." His  explanation  of  his  hobby  seemed  to  reflect 
the  resourcefulness  he  brings  to  his  architecture. 
"A  couple  of  us  get  together  with  a  topographical 
map  and  pick  out  a  lake  at  least  two  portages 

from  any  road." So  did  another  remark  he  made  as  we  parted 
Earlier  we  had  talked  about  the  backroom 

politics  involved  in  expanding  a  university. 
"Don't  you  resent  having  to  act  the  politician  in- 

stead of  the  architect?"  I  asked  him. 
"I  don't  mind,"  he  said,  disappearing  into 

Simcoe  Hall.  "My  job  is  to  build  buildings;  the 
rest  is  all  in  the  game  if  it  leads  to  that  end." 
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DELEGATES  WANTED 
FOR 

CONFERENCE  AT  LAVAL 

OCT.  20-22 

CQNGRES  DES  AFFAIRES  QUEBECOISES TOPIC: 
LA  SOCIALISATION  DE  LA  MEDECINE 

APPLICATION  FORMS  ATS.A.C.  OFFICE 
UNTIL  WEDNESDAY  OCT.  6 

DANCE  -  DANCE  -  DANCE 

-  The  College  Set  - 

22  COLLEGE  ST. 

EVERY  FRIDAY  AT  9:00 

JACKETS  AND  TIES  PLEASE 

"WE  DO  SWELL  THINGS  NICE" 

U.  of  T. 

Film  Society 

A  series  of  10  for  the  dis- 
criminating intellect  in- 

cluding Sergei  Eisenstein's Potemkin  (USSR,  1925), 
Federico  Fellini's  The White  Sheik  (Italy,  1956), 
Orson  Welles'  The  Lady 
from  Shanghai  (U.S.A., 
1 947),  Teinosuke  Kinusa- 
ga's  The  Gate  of  Hell 
(Japan,  1954). 

Monday  evenings 
from  Oct.  18 

R.O.M.  Theatre  8  pm 

Subscription  seres  $5.00 
for  University  members. 
S.A.C.  Office,  9  -  5  for 
brochures  and  member- 

ships. Sponsored  by  the S.A.C. 

10%  10% 

"V  STUDENTS  &  STAFF  J"' SHOW  YOUR  STUDENT  CARD 
AND  RECEIVE  AN  EXTRA 

10%  DISCOUNT 
ON  THE  LOWEST  PRICED 
LARGEST  SELECTION  OF 
RECORDS  IN  CANADA 

DISCOUNT  DOES  NOT  APPLY 
ON  IMPORTS,  99c  OR  1.09 RECORDS. 

Mail  and  Telephone  Orders  Promptly  Filled 

A  &  A  RECORD 
351  YONGE  ST. 

BAR 
Phone  364-6271 

Canada's  Largest  Discounter  of  Long  Ploying  Records —  OPEN  7  A.M.  TILL  MIDNIGHT  — WE  DELIVER 

10% 

music  Paul  ennis 

Beethoven,  Buxtehude  and  Codard 

1  have  seen  The  Married  Woman  and  I  am  exultant.  I 
am  in  love  with  his  Charlotte,  wide-eyed  woman  I  never see  at  once. 

Yet  among  those  fragments  do  I  not  see  the  vision  ot 
an  indifferent  age?  My  fantasies  remain  unrealized,  but  ram falls  and  lips  beckon. 

Godard  is  barker  of  life's  obscene  midway.  Pay  a  dollar 
and  pit  yourself  against  unfulfilled  femininity.  Whose  pride would  have  him  refuse?  The  come-on,  the  challenge,  the 
prize  You  are  lured  inexorably  to  La  Fin. 

All  the  while  legs  (scream)  cry  out  against  the  confines 
of  a  theatre.  And  popcorn  is  unobtainable. 

Occasionally  Beethoven's  music  accompanies  the  action. 
At  first  there  is  the  energy  that  opens  the  first  Rasoumovsky 
Quartet.  It  is  of  the  time  of  the  famous  Fifth  Symphony  and shares  its  dynamism.  , 

More  striking  and  far  more  sublime,  though,  are  the 
eight  bars  which  close  the  film  and  belong  to  the  slow movement  of  the  Quartet,  Opus  131.  .  -I*. 

Beethoven  here  is  at  his  most  godlike.  Eight  chords  m 
two-bar  phrases.  It  is  possible  to  dissect  but  notlo  alter 

In  the  quartet  this  passage  is  preceded  by  sombre 
gropings,  as  it  were,  (philosophical  metaphors  seem  some- 

how inappropriate),  followed  by  an  unexpected,  totally  in- continent break.  Then  the  chords,  luxuriant  in  their  simpli- 
city. (You  can  see  forever.) 

"  Their  entire  presentation  consumes  less  than  ninety 
seconds  before  the  groping  is  renewed.  Serene,  but  now 
confident,  for  the  pace  will  soon  quicken  until  the  move- ment ends  with  the  play  of  the  divine  and  trills  that  are  no 
spiritual.  ,    ~ ; 

Godard,  in  his  way,  has  illuminated  the  bliss  that  is 
Beethoven  and  surfaced  that  bliss  with  more  ease  than 
either  the  painstaking  analyses  of  Tovey  or  the  romantic 
visions  of  Sullivan.  Godard's  use  of  music  could  hardly  be 
more  exciting  in  its  enlightenment  of  theme  or  more  beauti- ful in  its  realization  of  application. 

This  column  is  no  more  a  treatment  of  Godard's  gran- deur in  the  film  than  it  is  a  reasoned  intrusion  into  Beet- hoven's soul.  Rather,  against  that  picture  of  a  woman  who 
loves  two  men,  and  does  not,  for  surely  she  is  incapable  of 
love,  is  placed  that  indescribable  music. 

A  paradox  of  beauty,  its  quintessence  perhaps?  One 
fact  remains:  the  hours  that  followed  the  film  were  filled 
with  the  C  Sharp  Minor  Quartet  as  it  grew  more  sensuous, 
more  tragic,  in  their  accumulation. 

All  Akbar  Khan,  India's  master  Sa.rodist,  performs  to- night at  8:30  in  Eaton  Auditorium.  He  was  first  brought  to 
the  United  States  ten  years  ago  by  Yehudi  Menuhin  and 
has  toured  extensively  in  Europe  and  Africa. 

Somewhat  larger  than  a  guitar,  the  Sarod  has  a  gourd- 
style  resonator,  a  metal  fingerboard  and  a  total  of  25  metal 
strings,  ten  of  which  are  played  with  a  plectrum,  the  re- 

mainder being  for  sympathetic  resonance. 
Of  the  ten  played,  four  strings  earn'  the  melody,  two 

serve  to  accentuate  the  percussive  rhythms  and  the  rest  are 
tuned  to  'the  dominant  notes  of  the  scale  chosen.  At 
the  same  time  the  right  hand  plucks  the  strings,  the  left 
hand  develops  a  vibrato  which  is  a  basic  element  of  the 
whole  technique  and  aesthetic  of  the  Sarodist. 

Shankar  Ghosh,  Tabla  (a  North  Indian  drum)  and 
Sheela  Mookerjee,  Tanpura  (a  long-stemmed  lute),  will  ac- 

company Khan  in  his  recital.  Admission  for  students  is  only 

$1.50. Popular  Canadian  basso  Jan  Rubes  will  appear  in  the first  Sunday  Evening  Concert  in  the  Great  Hall  of  Hart 
House.  Tickets  are  obtainable  without  charge  at  the  Hall 
Porter's  Desk.  Rubes,  currently  appearing  at  the  O'Keefe Centre  with  the  Canadian  Opera  Company  will  draw  from 
his  repertoire  of  over  a  thousand  folk-songs  during  the evening. 

Carol  von  Feggelen,  a  native  of  Amsterdam,  will  ac- 
company Mr.  Rubes  on  the  guitar.  .Mr.  von  Feggelen,  who 

has  studied  with  Segovia,  joined  the  faculty  of  the  Royal 
Conservatory  of  Music  in  1964.  In  addition  he  will  perform three  solos. 

Sunday  evening  also  marks  the  beginning  of  the  fourth 
season  of  Ten  Centuries  Concerts.  This  organization  is  de- 

dicated to  the  performance  of  rarely-heard  music  of  all 
kinds,  from  the  Middle  Ages  to  the  present.  Rush  tickets 
are  available  just  outside  the  Concert  Hall  of  the  Edward 
Johnson  building  shortly  before  8:55  when  the  program begins. 

The  varied  selection  includes  a  group  of  Indian  classical 
pieces  played  on  sitar  and  tabla.  jazz  improvisations  for 
guitar  and  piano  with  Ed  Bickert  and  Maury  Kaye,  as  well 
as  Udo  Kasemets  performing  short  contemporary  works  for 
the  piano.  These  will  include  pieces  by  New  Yorkers  Morton 
Feldman,  Christian  Wolff  and  Earle  Brown  and  another  by Mr.  Kasemets. 

Apologies  to  the  many  fans  of  Dietrich  Buxtehude.  He 
will  be  dealt  with  soon,  along  with  that  'able  water-color painter'  Sir  William  Crotch. 
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A  gentle,  dignified  performance 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
Bonnie  Dobson,  who  left 

this  town  and  this  school  a 
few  years  back  for  the 
greener  pastures  of  the  U.S., 
is  back.  She's  appearing  at the  Riverboat  through,  this weekend. 
She's  become  a  major artist  while  away;  has  sever- 
al Prestige  and  one  Mercury 

album  to  her  credit,  ap- 
peared on  network  tele- 

vision and  played  the  best folk  houses. 
Now  that  she's  decided 

to  resume  her  education 
she's  a  resident  of  Toronto 
again.  She  tried  to  gain  re- 
admittance  to  U  of  T  but 
the  paper  work  and  red  tape 
seem  to  be  too  bewildering 
for  Simcoe  Hall  and  thus 
Bonnie  applied  to  York. 
Bonnie  has  what  I  con- 

sider to  be  the  most  beauti- 
ful folk-singing  voice  Toron- 
to has  ever  produced;  and 

one  that  ranks  with  the  best 
anywhere.  It's  a  soft,  clear and  emotional  voice,  full  of 
color  and  variety. 

Her  style  of  performing  is 
gentle  and  dignified.  When 
she  sings  a  dropped  pin 
would   be    an  unbearable 

intrusion. 
She  accompanies  herself 

on  the  guitar  which  while 
not  especially  noteworthy  is 
certainly  adequate  and  com- 

pliments her  voice  well. 
At  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve 

meanwhile,  the  Allen- Ward 
Trio  appears  and  will  con- 

tinue through  next  week. 
This  has  been  an  interesting 
group  to  watch  in  develop- ment from  an  enthusiastic 
but  rather  unco-ordinated 
trio  two  years  ago,  to  a  more 
co-ordinated  but  unpolished 
group  last  year,  to  record- ing stars  now. 
When  the  trio's  Vanguard album  was  released  this 

summer  a  lot  of  people  who 
persisted  in  putting  them 
down  were  quite  surprised. 
It's  a  good  and  very  listen- able  LP. 
The  songs  are  not  trite 

and  too  commonly-done. 
The  arrangements  are  ima- 

ginative and  the  guitar 
backing  by  David  Rea  is  as 
usual  of  a  high  standard. 
Voices  intermesh  in  a 

close  harmony  to  bring  out 
well  the  beauty  of  such 
songs  as  "Oh  Babe  It  Ain't 
No  Lie,"  "Brothers  and  Sis- 

ters and  Friends"  and  "Lea- 

jazz 
torn  naylor 

Slumming  through  Toronto 

Jazz  is  frequently  an  erratic  form  of  art,  and  the  places 
featuring  the  idiom  reflect  this  characteristic.  Noteworthy 
attractions  tend  to  be  offered  in  waves  followed  by  reces- 

sions which  occasionally  reach  such  depths  as  to  force  the 
reviewer  to  explore  everything  from  the  Victory  Theatre 
to  the  Scott  Mission  in  search  of  one  blue  note. 

The  last  two  weeks  have  seen  just  such  a  recession. 
Lonnie  Johnson  is  still  in  town,  the  Saints  And  Sinners 
have  apparently  taken  root  in  the  Colonial,  Sir  Charles 
Thompson  similarly  at  Chez  Paree,  and  Massey  Hall  is  soon 
to  be  the  scene  of  another  exercise  in  supersophistication 
and  avant  garde  businessman's  bounce  which  has  been 
George  Shearing's  trademark  for  the  last  decade. Rather  than  waste  space  in  reviewing  artists  who  have 
already  been  covered  ad  nauseum  by  all  the  Toronto  papers, 
I  decide  i  to  urn  my  thoughts  to  another  form  of  entertain- 

ment— slumming. 
The  university  student  frequents,  if  anywhere,  only  the 

well  known  spots  on  Bloor,  Yonge,  or  in  the  Village.  Sel- 
dom do  his  feet  or  his  curiosity  carry  him  South  of  College 

and  West  of  Spadina.  This  area  abounds  in  fascinating 
taverns,  many  of  them  deliciously  low. 

An  excellent  starting  place  on  a  tour  of  this  nature  is 
our  old  friend,  the  Hotel  Waverly.  Replacing  Christine  at 
the  Silver  Dollar  Room  is  the  less  attractive  but  consider- 

ably more  nimble  exponent  of  the  fine  art  of  abdominal 
gyration,  Leona.  The  Silver  Dollar  Room  also  sports  a  new 
tenor  Saxophonist  who  appears  to  be  in  constant  danger  of 
giving  himself  a  hernia. 

For  those  already  aquainted  with  the  Silver  Dollar 
Room,  the  Waverly  also  features  the  Western  Room.  Coun- 

try and  Western  music  at  its  best  is  a  close  contender  for 
bottom  slot  in  the  hierarchy  of  musical  idioms:  at  its  worst, 
it  defies  description.  I  can  only  recommend  you  hear  it  for 
yourself. 

The  logical  next  step  is  the  Club  300  about  a  block  west 
of  Spadina  on  College.  The  entertainment  is  abominable  but 
the  club  has  one  unique  characteristic  which  makes  a  visit 
to  it  almost  a  prerequisite  to  a  degree  from  the  U  of  T. 
Visitors  can  indulge  in  a  diversion  called  "guess-the-sex." 
So  well  disguised  are  many  of  the  clientele  that  an  extremely 
careful  study  is  required  to  ascertain  that  these  women, 
some  of  which  are  actually  attractive,  are  really  men  adorn- 

ed with  lipstick,  nail  polish,  and  every  other  conceivable  fe- 
minine garnish. 

For  those  lacking  sufficient  sense  of  adventure  to  ex- 
periment with  the  patrons  of  the  Club  300,  I  recommend 

El  Mocambo  with  its  ostensibly  Irish  decor,  as  the  next  wat- 
ering place.  The  band  apparently  prefers  a  quasi-flamenco 

to  an  Irish  format,  the  featured  singer  is  a  Chinese  girl 
who  croons  American  pop  drivel  in  a  wishy-washy  style,  but 
the  waiters  wear  outfits  which,  depending  on  how  many 
previous  stops  you  have  made,  might  pass  as  Irish. 

ther-Winged  Bat."  They  re- 
sound with  vitality  in  "Roll Freedom  Roll"  and  project 

drama  in  the  sexy  "I  Need 

a  Friend." But  "The  Cuckoo,"  the 
arrangement  of  which  re- calls the  roots  of  traditional 
musical  styles,  stands  out. The  album  suffers  at 
times  from  the  same  type  of 
slickness  and  blandness  that 
Peter,  Paul  and  Mary  pro- 

ject. 
Unfortunately  the  per- 

formance I  saw  on  Tuesday 
did  not  match  the  record. 
It  was  dull. 

The  introductions,  the  en- 
tire stage  presence,  the 

singing  were  all  dreary, 
lacking  any  spark  of  distinc- tion. The  trio  can  do  better. 
David  Rea's  vibrant  gui- tar backing  and  his  solo  on 

"Ticklin'  the  Strings"  were 
by  far  the  best  things  about 
the  appearance. 

"Long  River"  is  smoothly 
done  but  composer  Gord 
Lightfoot  can  do  it  better, 
and  "There  You  Go"  was 
too  far  out  of  place.  Com- 

poser Johnny  Cash  does  it best. 

Down  at  the  Penny  Farth- 
ing, Lonnie  Johnson  has  re- 

BONNIE  BOBSON -photos  by  ACHIM  KRULL 

turned.  Lonnie  has  an.  inter- 
esting and  unique  guitar 

style;  he  has  influenced 
many  jazz  guitarists. And  Lonnie  can  sing  blues 
when  he  wants  to.  But  most 
of  the  time  he  presents  such 
tired  and/or  bland  pieces 
as  "Pennies  From  Heaven," and  "I  Left  My  Heart  in 
San  Francisco."  I  can't  get as  excited  as  Pat  Scott  of 
the  Globe  over  Lonnie Johnson. 
But  the  biggest  event  of 

the  week  occurred  at  the 
New  Gate  of  Cleve  Monday 
night  during  the  regular Folk  Guild  hootenanny. 

After  the  regular  succes- 
sion of  mostly  undistingu- ished locals,  Phil  Ochs  and 

then  the  Greenbriar  Boys 
did  a  guest  set. 
Phil  introduced  a  new 

song  called  "Cops  of  the World."  It's  a  brutal  thing 
cutting  American  foreign 
policy  mercilessly. 

The  Greenbriar's  did  some numbers  with  Lance  Wakely 
(accompanist  for  the  Phoe- nix Singers),  and  the  result 
was  some  of  the  best  guitar 
picking  this  town  has  seen or  will  see. 
The  Phoenix  Singers,  by 

the  way,  will  appear  at  U  of T's  Homecoming  next 
month.  Oscar  Brand  will  be 
on  the  same  bill. 

Ryerson's  homecom- 
ing will  have  Elyse  Wein- 

berg, the  Dirty  Shames  and 
possibly  Alan  McRae. 

The  University  of  Buffalo 
is  presenting  a  folk-festivalr- this  weekend  with  an  im- 

pressive line-up:  the  Green- 
briar  Buys,  Buffy  Ste.  Mar- ie, Phil  Ochs,  Eric  Andersen 
and  Rev.  Gary  Davis. 

Voluptuous  and  terrifying 
By  PETER  GODDARD 
"People  sometimes  say 

that  fiction  is  getting  too 
morbid.  As  far  as  psycho- 

logy is  concerned,  it  has 
never  been  morbid  enough. 
We  have  merely  touched  the 
surface  of  the  soul,  that  is 
all.  In  one  single  ivory  cell 
of  the  brain  there  are 
stored  away  things  more 
marvellous  and  more  ter- 

rible than  they  have 
dreamed  of  .  .  .  who  .  .  . 
have  sought  to  track  the 
soul  into  its  most  secret 
places,  and  to  make  life  its 
dearest  sins."    Oscar  Wilde 

The  opera  company's  pro- duction of  Strauss'  Salome 
was  a  voluptuous  and  ter- 

rifying experience.  I  watch- ed it  with  the  fear  of  be- 
coming in  it,  of  it  envelop- 

ing me. The  entire  work  revolved, 
was  constantly  in  emotional 
motion,  with  its  many  re- 

curring motifs  binding  it  to- 
gether like  a  monstrous ballad. 

Throughout  there  was  an 
undercurrent,  a  vast  coun- 

terpoint of  emotions  that 
not  only  drew  their  strength 
and  meaning  from  the  over- all development  but,  in 
turn,  each  added  to  the 
entire  production. For  example:  the  page 
boy's  role,  sung  by  Darlene 
Hirst,  and  his  love  for  Nar- 

raboth  became  one  of  the 
key-notes  of  the  drama. 
In  Miss  Hirst's  singing 

there  was  the  sense  of  for- 
boding  that  pointed  out  the 
dangers  of  Narraboth's  in- fatuation with  Salome. 
The  entire  performance 

was  beautifully  propor- 
tioned. Each  slight  division 

moved  into  place,  each  with 
its  own  mood  and  color  in- 

tact. There  were  three 
gradual  crescendos  to  cli- 

maxes; the  first  two,  grow- 
ing in  strength,  culminated 

in  the  last  that  came  from 
Salome's  crafty  dance  which resulted  in  the  snapping  of 
her  sanity. 

In  her  final  ecstasy  of 
perversity,  her  mind 
cracked,  and  in  a  huge  tonal 
upheaval  in  the  orchestra, 
the  music  passed  into  a 
spasm  of  dissonance.  The sound  subsided,  and  left  the 
girl  under  the  gaze  of  the 
blood-red  moon. 

Margaret  Tynes  has  a  rich 
voice;  dark  in  tone,  with  a 
remarkable  facility  to 
change  in  nuances.  From 
her  deep  chest  tones  to  the 
high,  clear  notes,  her  voice 
remained  firm.  Her  enunci- 

ation was  precise,  clear,  and 
when  the  situation  de- 

manded, clipped  and excited. 

Although  she  has  per- formed Salome  many  times. 

last  Wednesday's  production 
had  a  spontaneity,  a  shock- 

ing improvisatory  nature that  demonstrated  what 
happens  to  the  female 
mind,  prone  to  the  perver- sities of  sexual  emotion  and 
hysteria,  when  it  wanders 
from  the  ordinary  restraint 
of  social  convention. 

As  her  voice  was  power- 
ful enough  to  soar  above  the 

heavy  orchestration,  her 
dramatic  sense  allowed  her 
to  be  awash  in  the  very  seas 
of  destruction  that  she  cre- ated. She  never  overloaded 
her  lines  with  an  intensity 
that  they  did  not  need. 

Phil  Stark,  as  Herod,  with 
his  acting  complemented Miss  Tynes  well.  Although 
his  voice  thinned  out  and 
had  a  rough  edginess  to  it, 
he  had  an  appropriately 
open  snarling  tone.  His  part 
is  basically  of  the  declama- 

tory kind  with,  the  orchestra 
supplying  the  atmosphere for  the  scene. 
Jochanaan,  the  Prophet, 

remained  a  more  static 
character.  Royce  Reaves 
displayed  an  ease  in  hand- ling his  part,  and  strength 
and  evenness  throughout 
his  vocal  range.  Garnet 

(See  opera,  review  2) 
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•'amorously  recollects"  (sub- 
title) are"  his  experiences with  —  not  girls,  not  females _  but  WOMEN. 

And  because,  what  Viz- 
inczey and  Vajda  (often 

indistinguishable)  have  to 
say  is  that  a  man  becomes a  man,  not  by  learning  how 
to  screw,  but  how  to  make 
love.  Which  is  an  act  best 
learned  at  the  knee,  and 
elsewhere,  of  an  older  wo- man. 

(Any  chuckles  here  must come  from  young  prigs, 
whatever  their  ages,  who 
have  not  been  deeply  touch- 

ed by  seeing  such  beauties 
as  Jeanne  Moreau  and  Si- 
mone  Signoret;  wl-o  believe 
that,  by  40,  a  woman  is  over the  hill  rather  than  astride 
it.) 

Andras  Vajda's  puberty and  World  War  II  coincide, 
a  fact  which  helps  to  ex- plain the  puberty,  (but  not 
the  war,  of  course):  "It  was then  that  I  must  have  ac- 

quired the  sensibilties  of  a 
libertine:  when  one  sees  too 
many  corpses  one  is  likely 
to  lose  one's  inhibitions 
about  living  bodies". In  a  novel  full  of  deft 
characterizations,  this  kind 
of  thing  is  an  (infrequent) 
lapse,  a  bit  of  obvious  psy- 

chologizing. I  mean,  what 
about  all  the  pathologists 
wandering  this  city  at  loose 
ends?  To  say  nothing  of  the 
embalmers. 

But  even  this  kind  of  pas- 
sage cannot  be  dismissed. 

For  it  too  contributes  to 
what  is  one  of  the  books 
major  virtues:  the  off-hand 
way  in  which,  almost  in 
spite  of  the  simplicity  of 
his  prose,    Mr.  Vizinczey 

establishes  time  and  place 
and  atmosphere. 

Europe,  War  and  starva- tion —  the  German  prosti- 
tute and  the  Countess  pros- 

titute. Civilized  rooms  in 
gemutlich  apartment  houses 

even  in  her  abandon:  "Oh well,  one  orgasm  more  or 
less  doesn't  really  matter, 

does  it?" 
Once  again,  Mr.  Vizinczey. 

neatly  and  without  anguish 
decribes  the  lav  of  the  land. 

Stephen  V.  and  friend:  olways  the  love for  soft  things. 

and  beatiful  ancient  bath- 
houses —  Maya  and  Boby. 

Mr.  Vizinczey's  book  here has,  if  not  the  complete 
reality  of,  at  least  the  feel 
of,  substance. 

Then,  after  the  Hungarian 
Revolution  and  into  young 
manhood,  emigration  to  Ca- nada. Land  of  the  ookpik. 
Amorphousness  —  and  the arch-WASP  Mrs.  MacDonald. 
Who  is  always  the  puritan. 

But  let  me  give  you  in  a 
nut-shell  what  Stephen  Viz- 

inczey is  talking  about,  and 
how: 

The  sensation  in  Budapest 
at  the  time  was  Claude 
Autant-Lara's  film  Devil in  the  Flesh,  which  I  went 
to  see  at  least  a  dozen 
times.  It  was  about  the love  affair  of  a  young  boy 

and  a  gorgeous  older  wo- man, and  as  I  watched 

HAPPY  SEX  AMD 

STEPHEN  V. 

By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 

In  Praise  Of  Older  Women; 
Stephen  Vizinczey;  Contem- 

porary Canada  Press  (38 
Sherbourne  St.  N.);  182  pp.; 
$4.95. 

Lei  us  now  praise  Stephen 
Vizinczey  —  for  writing  "a 
happy  book  about  sex".  But voyeurs  beware;  if  you  are 
looking  for  an  under-the- 
covcr  expose  of  what  the 
older  ones  do  that  the  young 
ones  don't  know  about,  or 
are  loo  shy  to  try,  forget  it. 
Because  what  Mr.  Vizinc- 

zey's  hero   Andras  Vajda 

A  CHILLY 

CARPE  DIEM 

By  JOHN  CLUTE 

Brian  Moore;  The  Emper- 
or of  Ice-Cream;  McClelland 

and  Stewart;  $4.95. 
The  ..Emperor  ..  of  ..Ice 

Cream  is  a  chilly  way  of 
saying  Seize  the  Day,  but 
ends  on  an  upbeat,  a  very 
tidy  upbeat.  Upbeats  are 
fine,  though  when  they  are 
tidy,  as  this  one  is,  the  sen- 

se of  manipulation  can  al- 
most spoil  the  fun. 

Almost.  Brian  Moore  is  a 
highly  skilled  technician  and 
The  Emperor  of  Ice-Cream, 
his  fifth  novel,  shows  am- 

ple signs  of  experience,  and 

BLAND  ACCOUNT 

OF  WANT  WAR 
By  DAVID  GOAD 

WAR  AGAINST  WANT; 
GEORGE  McGOVERN; 
WALKER  AND  Co;  J6.25 
The  United  States  in  1963 

provided  forty  million  chil- 
dren in  all  parts  of  the 

worid  with  their  main  or 
only  meal  of  the  day  —  a 
roll  and  a  glass  of  reconti- 

he  almost  gets  away  with 
his  last  chapters.  Almost. 
The  protagonist,  Gavin 

Burke,  is  seventeen  at  the 
outbreak  of  World  War  II, 
but  living  in  Ireland,  even 
Northern  Ireland,  hardly 
seems  to  be  where  the  ac- 

tion is.  He  is  in  process  of 
failing  one  of  those  arcane 
British  exams,  his  girl  Sal- 

ly persists  in  being  a  Ca- tholic virgin  and  so  he 
masturbates  which  makes 
him  pale  and  pimply  (he 
feels),  his  father  is  pro-Hit- ler, his  brother  Owen  is  a 
go-getter  though  very  nice: 
everything  conspires  against 
Gavin  Burke,  who  reads 
poetry  but  always  says  the 
wrong  thing.  He  has  a 
Black  Angel  and  a  While 
one,  both  of  whom  talk  to 
him  constantly.  He  heeds 
the  Black. 
He  joins  the  ARP  (Air 

Raid  Precautions),  which  is 
full  of  derelicts  and  drun- 

kards, begins  to  drink  him- 

tuted  nonfat  dry  milk.  This 
represents  a  small  part  of 
the  U.S.  "Food  For  Peace" 
program,  a  program  which increases  yearly. 

The  author  of  this  book, 
a  Democratic  senator  from 
South  Dakota  and  the  first 
director  of  the  "Food  for 
Peace"  Office,  wants  to  in- 

crease this  aid  to  provide 
no  less  than  global  relief. 
He  here  sets  out  the  credos 
and  goals  of  this  gigantic 
give-away;  he  is  to  be  taken 
very  seriously,  since  the  fo- 

self,  and  seems  well  on  the 
road  to  the  sort  of  Irish 
dead-end  Mr.  Moore  has 
depicted  so  thoroughly  be- 

fore The  Lonely  Passion  of 
Judith  Hearne  that  he  ap- 

pears to  be  doing  it  in  his 
sleep  this  time,  but  more 
of  that  in  a  moment. 
The  road  to  the  Irish 

dead-end,  on  which  Burke 
is  accompanied  by  a  select 
cast  of  Irish  grotesques 
from  the  ARP,  ends  with 
the  last  few  chapters, 
amidst  sighs  of  relief  from 
most  of  the  cast  and  cer- 

tainly the  audience. 
The  last  chapters  depict 

the  first  of  the  German 
bombing  raids  on  Belfast. 
How's  World  War  II  for  a 
deus  ex  machina,  huh  baby? 
The  goons  and  the  drun- kards and  Gavin  from 
the  ARP  all  career 
about  as  though  the 
German  bombs  had  split  the 
stifled  air  and  they  were 
free,  which  in  terms  of  the 

reword,  by  that  great  pater- 
nalist Lyndon  Johnson,  mak- es it  clear  that  this  is  part 

of  the  Johnson  vision  of  a 
world  "Great  Society"  and is  therefore  part  of  the 
present  Administration's  po- 
licy. 

The  United  States  has 
been  giving  away  food  since 
1812  to  victims  of  floods, 
famines  and  disasters,  to 
Europe  during  and  after 
both  World  Wars,  and  many 
others.  Not  until  1954,  when 
the  huge  surplusses  gencrat- 

novel  is  very  effectively  the 
case.  Gavin  volunteers  for 
coffining  —  getting  uniden- 

tified corpses  into  coffins  — and  so  is  on  duty,  bravely, 
for  24  hours.  He  is  sadder but  wiser  now,  suddenly, 
because  of  the  bombs. 

Sally,  who  is  a  student nurse,  discovers  his  bravery, 
and  finally  tells  him  that 
she  does  like  him  (though 
she'll  never  go  down).  Ga- 

vin realizes  he's  outgrown his  old  flame,  sad  but  true. 
His  father  returns .  from 
Dublin  to  the  abandoned 
family  house,  finds  Gavin 
there,  they  are  reconciled 
and  somehow  Gavin  is  the 
wise  one  .  .  .  The  novel  clos- 

es resolutely  at  this  point. 
The  story  is  tried  but 

true.  World  War  II  made 
many  instant  heroes,  but 
there  is  an  unfortunate 
sleight  of  hand  in  this  no- 

vel. Not  only  does  the  bomb- 
ing make  Gavin  a  hero 

(which  any  number  of  nor- 

ed  by  the  government's  poli- 
cy of  support  prices  for  ag- riculture began,  to  be  em- 

barrasing,  was  food  aid  ex- 
tended, under  "Public  Law 

480"  to  hungry  nations  in normal  situations. 
India,  the  largest  recipient, 

exemplifies  the  difficulties 
and  inconsistencies  of  large- 
scale  largesse.  It  still  fol- lows a  rigid  caste  system 
which  discourages  the  in- novator; it  lacks  the  most 
elementary  facilities  for  dis- 

tribution, such  as  ports  and 

Micheline  Presle  actually 
coaxing  Gerard  Philipe  to make  love  with  her,  I 
decided  that  my  problem 
was  that  my  dates  were 

too  young.  We  were  labor- ing under  the  strain  of our  combined  ignorance. 
Our  English  teacher  told us  that  Romeo  and  Juliet was  about  the  power  of 
youthful  love,  triumping 
even  over  death.  When  I 
read  the  play,  I  was  con- vinced that  it  was  about 
the  power  of  youthful  ig- norance triumphing  even 
over  love  and  life.  For who  else  but  two  dumb 
kids  would  manage  to  kill 
themselves  just  at  the 
moment  when  they  were 
finally  brought  together, 
after  so  much  trouble  and intrigue? 
Definitely  recommended 

reading  for  "all  those  ded- icated students  whose  minds 
dwell  only  upon  Important 

Matters  and  rape." 
Some  random  quotes  cul- led from  a  pleasant  evening 

spent  talking  to  Mr.  Viz- inczey and  his  lovely  wife 
(Canadian): 

"(In  art  currently)  misery 
is  the  fashion,  but  I  do  not 
think  it  more  legitimate 
than  happiness.  We  are  all 
dying  anyways,  so  there  is 
really  no  hurry." "Promiscuity  in  the  20's makes  for  a  good  marriage 
later,  and  anyhow,  no  man 
should  get  married  under 

30." 

"You  can  only  insult  a 

younger  woman." 
"There  is  nothing  more 

sweating  than  trying  to 
make  a  19  year  old  girl." 

mal  folk  can  be,  given  the 
circumstances),  it  also  acts 
within  the  plot  to  change 
his  character,  just  in  time 
for  the  last  paragraph, 
which  is  why  the  tidiness, 
though  beguiling,  has  ulti- mately a  slight  odour  of 
chicanery.  The  clever  card- sharp  delivers  Gavin  to  us 
right  on  schedule,  with  rib- bons. 

But  to  continue  with  my 
metaphor,  and  to  return  to 
a  dangling  commentary  — the  novel  is  done  with  an 
overease,  a  bland  loquacity, 
as  though  it  were  done  when 
the  cardsharp  were  half- 
awake,  and  his  figures  of 
The  Emperor  of  Ice-Cream, Gavin  included,  are  seen 
from  the  comfy  distance  of 
the  postprandial  snooze, 
and  though  Mr.  Moore  is 
too  skilled  and  too  serious 
to  put  us  to  sleep  too,  the 
heat  is  off  and  we  know  it1, the  title  is  our  clue,  we  are 
a  trifle  chilled. 

roads;  sacred  cows  are  al- 
lowed to  wander  at  will, 

destroying  crops  sufficient for  millions  of  people. 
McGovein's  book  is  long 

on  the  successes  of  the 
program  and  moral  exhorta- tion to  "cast  thy  bread  upon 
the  waters,"  but  short  on 
analysis  and  criteria  to 
evaluate  would  be  recipients. 

(See  War,  review  8) 
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Engineering  analyses  itself 

By  ALLAN  BRUCE 
The  Engineering  Society 

has  produced  a  far-reaching 
analysis  of  courses  offered 
in  the  Faculty  of  Applied 
Science  and  Engineering. 
The  analysis  calls  for  bas- 
ic changes  in  the  philosophy 

behind  the  planning  of  the 
faculty  curricula.  "Concern was  expressed  that  there 
were  some  tendencies  of 
engineers  to  become  "glori- fied technicians,  or  tech- 

nique peddlers,"  the  report states. 
The  intensive  report, 

which  includes  a  survey  of 
the  problems  of  each  course 
in  addition  to  a  general 
summary,  was  undertaken 
at  the  request  of  the  Engin- 

eering Society's  executive 
committee,  "to  provide  a constructive  commentary  on 
undergraduate  education  in 
its  present  state  in  the  Fa- 

culty of  Applied  Science  and 
Engineering." The  analysis  was  first 
started  last  Christmas  but 
was  not  finished  until  April, 
loo  late  to  be  publicized  or 
implemented  this  year. 
The  fourth  year  students 

consulted  felt  that  too  much 
time  had  been  wasted  in 
lengthy  lab  reports  and  in 
drafting  courses  which  took 
up  one-fifth  of  their  time. 
They  felt  that  these  long 
courses  in  which  "the  re- turn is  not  proportional  to 
the  investment,"  should  be 
replaced  by  computer  pro- 

gramming and  more  inten- sive mathematical  courses. 
"The  mathematical  frustra- 

tion so  prevalent  in  the  final 
year  has  arisen  because  of 
the  conspicious  lack  of  es- 

sential background." There  was  general  agree- 
ment that  the  undergradu- 

ate is  given  a  very  poor 
foundation  in  the  humani- 

ties, and  several  reasons  are 
given:  first,  the  lack  of  in- terest in  the  engineers  on 
the  part  of  the  arts  pro- 

fessors; second,  the  un- 
challenging  and  unimagina- 

tive setup  of  the  courses; 
and  third,  the  lack  of 
weight  given  to  the  final 
marks  in  the  overall  aver- 
age. The  survey  laid  plans  to 
ensure  'that  improvements 
would  be  made  in  the  future 

by  calling  for  the  establish- ment of  student -faculty 
committees  which  would 
meet  periodically  to  discuss mutual  dissatisfactions  with 
the  courses,  the  teaching 
methods,  or  the  emphasis 
placed  on  certain  areas  of the  courses. 
The  report  also  delved 

into  the  social  implications 
of  our  technological  advan- 

ces. "The  computer,  now used  for  mundane  mental 
tasks,  allows  man  a  chance 
to  enjoy  more  intellectual freedom  and  to  extend  his 
more  elegant  capacities.  We 
are  yet  to  take  advantage 

of  it." 

Frank  Vallo  (IV  APSC), 
president  of  the  Engineering 
Society,  said  that  copies  of 
the  report  would  be  made 
available  to  all  members  of 
the  faculty  in  a  matter  of 
weeks.  He  felt  that  many  of 
the  recommendations  of  the 
report  would  be  imple- 

mented, probably  in  next 
year's  curricula.  He  said  the 
improvements  recommended 
in  course  analysis  four  years 
ago  were  almost  all  eventu- 

ally introduced. 

Canadian  campus  jacques  de  montigny 

Editor,  Secretary  almost  deposed  at  UofM 

The  Secretary  General  of 
the  Association  Generate 
des  Etudiants  de  L'Univer- site  de  Montreal,  and  the 
Editor  of  the  U  of  M  paper, 
Quartier  Latin,  came  close 
to  being  deposed  from  their 
respective  positions  during 
a  turbulent  meeting  of  the 
C  o  n  s  e  i  1  d'Administration  - last  week. 

The  meeting,  before  an  un- 
precedented number  of  dele- 

gates and  spectators,  lasted 
through  three  and  a  half 
hours  of  debate  to  reject 
motions  calling  for  resigna- tions. 

The  motion  calling  for 
editor  Jacques  Elliott's  re- signation criticized  the 
Quartier  Latin  generally  and 
a  particular  editorial  en 
titled  "Lesage  chez  les  An- 
glais". The  editorial  accused 
Premier  Lesage  of  undertak- 

ing his  Western  Canada  trip 

not  as  a  representative  of 
Quebec  but  rather  as  a  self- 
styled  "redempteur"  of  "the province  which  is  not  like 
the  others  and  which  the 
country  doesn't  under- 
stand". The  motion  was  rejected 
by  a  vote  of  21  to  16. 
A  second  motion  calling 

for  Secretary  General,  Mi- 
chael McAndrew's  resigna- tion was  much  amended,  but 

stopped  short  of  forcing  a 
resignation. 

The  trouble  arose  from  an 
open  letter  signed  by  Mc- 
Andrew,  which  appeared  in 
the  Quartier  Latin.  The  let- 

ter criticized  Gerard  Pelle- 
tier  and  Pierre  Elliot  Tru- 
deau  for  their  entry  into 
federal  politics. 

Addressing  Pelletier,  for- 
mer editor  of  La  Presse,  and 

Trudeau,  a  prominent  uni- 
versity professor,  both  of 

whom  recently  joined  t  h  e 
Liberal  Party,  McAndrew 
stated  "To  me  you  are  es- sentially deux  p  a  u  v  r  e  s 
tvpes  which  the  regime  has 
laid  its  hands  on  .. ." 
Supporters  of  the  t  w  o men  under  fire  raised  the 

issue  of  freedom  of  the 
press  and  specifically  a  sta- tement in  the  student  char- 

ter which  states  that  the 
student  "doit  jouir  d'une complete  liberte  de  pensee, 
d'expression  et  d'action". 
Sponsors  of  the  motion 

accused  McAndrew  of  shirk- 
ing his  responsability  as 

Secretary  General  and  of 
hurting  the  student  syndi- calist movement. 

In  its  final  form  the  reso- 
lution resulted  in  the  Coun- 

cil declaring  its  disapproval 
of  the  actions  of  the  Secre- 

tary General.  The  vote  was 26  to  19. 

Korean  government  closes  two  oldest  universities 

SEOUL,  South  Korea 
(CUP|ASPB)  —  The  South- 
Korean  government  has 
closed  the  oldest  and  best 
known  universities  in  Ko- rea in  a  bid  to  crack  down 
on  student  disturbances 
against  the  recent  treaty 
between  Japan  and  South 
Korea. 
Korea  University  and 

Yonsei  University  have  been 
closed  indefinitely  for  "dis- 

obeying an  earlier  govern- 
ment instruction  to  punish 

professors  and  students  res- 
ponsible for  the  recent  an- 

ti-government, anti-Japan 
demonstrations." 

Since  the  middle  of 
August,  massive  student  de- monstrations have  been 
held  throughout  South 
Korea  including  one  on 
Aug.  23  when  7,000  students 
went  into  the  streets  of 
Seoul  and  over  200  were  ar- rested. 

The  students  condemn  the 
treaty  as  a  humiliation  of 
South  Korea,  claiming  that 
it  links  the  country  with  a 
historic  enemy  for  cold  war 
purposes  and  increases  war 
tensions  with  North  Korea. 

In  addition  to  these  two 
private  universities, 
slate-run     Seoul  National 

University  and  several  other 
universities  have  been  shut 
down  for  a  week  to  disperse 
students.  The  two  universi- 

ties were  closed  Sept.  4. 
In  the  beginning  of  Sep- 

tember, the  national  police 
arrested  90  students  accus- 

ed of  being  organizers  of 
anti-government  demonstra- 

tions. Of  these,  80  students 
were  arrested  at  the  gate 
of  Seoul  National  Univer- 

sity's Liberal  Arts  and  Scien- ce College  on  suspicion  of 
attempting  to  hold  a  rally. 
They  were  taken  into  cus- tody when  they  attempted 
to  enter  Ihe  college. 

Statement  by  Dean  R.R.  McLaughlin 

"I  believe  in  the  greatest  practical  measure  of  student 
self-government.  There  are  no  'absolutes*  in  this  world,  so it  can  not  be  absolute,  but  it  should  be  as  great  as  possible. 
I  am  opposed  to  censorship  of  any  kind.  In  my  eleven  years 
as  dean  I  have  never  asked  for,  and  have  never  been  shown, 
any  material  that  was  to  be  published  in  that  first-class 
campus  publication,  the  Toike  Oike.  The  other  side  of  this 
coin  of  "censorship"  is  that  after  publication  I  must  be  free 
to  express  my  opinions.  In  matters  like  this  I  have  a  duty  to 
the  student  body,  to  the  faculty,  to  the  university,  to  the 
graduates,  and,  indeed,  to  the  public  as  a  whole." 

"In  order  to  express  my  opinion  of  some  parts  of  the issue  of  the  Toike  Oike  in  question,  I  asked  the  president  of 
the  Engineering  Society  and  the  editor  of  the  Toike  Oike  to 
meet  me  in  my  office. 

Before  that  meeting,  the  executive  of  the  Engineering 
Society  had  tenninated  the  editor's  appointment.  Student government  had  taken  over,  and  there  was  little  for  me  to 
say  at  that  meeting.  I  find  significant  the  statement  quoted 
in  The  Varsity,  attributed  to  the  executive  of  the  Engineer- 

ing Society,  Mr.  White,  however,  showed  to  the  satisfaction 
of  the  Executive  that  his  general  attitude  was  both  inflex- 

ible and  unacceptable. 

"This  episode  illustrates  in  bold  outlines  the  responsible 
attitude  of  the  president  and  other  officers  of  the  Engineer- 
Society.  There  was  no  "faculty  pressure'  ". 

New  College  principal  Dr.  D.  G.  Ivey  received  greetings and  best  wishes  from  U  of  T  staff  yesterday  as  the  college 
was  officially  opened.  Architect  Robert  Fairfield  presented 
him  with  a  gold-plated  key  to  the  building. 

Calls  tuition  undemocratic 

By  ESTHER  FREY 
Two  directors  of  the  Communist  Parly  of  Canada  lidd- 

ed the  questions  at  the  Party's  third  "quest-in",  held  in  Uni- versity College  yesterday. 

The  basic  issues  seemed  to  be  what  "freedom"  and  "de- 
mocracy" were.  Alfred  Stenberg  described  his  brand  of 

democracy  as  "the  type  of  democracy  that  is  here  in  Canada 
now,  and  is  evolving  into  a  higher  form  —  Communism." Norman  Freed  said,  "Socialism  in  our  concept  means  great- 

er freedom.  It  makes  the  formal  freedoms  you  have  here 
in  Canada  richer  and  fuller."  He  charged  that  the  greatest 
violation  of  freedom  was  "the  exploitation  of  man  by  man," 
and  that  capitalism  bound  men  with  the  "fetters  of  econo- 

mic position"  from  which  Communism  could  free  them. 
Making  students  pay  tuition,  they  said,  was  undemocra- tic. They  said  a  Communist  government  would  grant  $50 

million  to  higher  education,  to  provide  more  universities 
and  enable  more  students  to  go.  Mr.  Stenberg  pointed  out 
that  the  Big  Three  in  the  auto  industry  expected  to  make 
that  much  extra  profit  from  the  government's  trade  agree- 

ment with  the  U.S.  this  year.  — 
When  the  Communists  were  charged  with  persecuting 

the  Church  in  Russia,  China,  and  Hungary,  party  directors 
defended  the  action  by  accusing  the  Church  of  treason 
against  the  Red  Government.  All  persecution  was  punish- ment, they  said. 

They  predicted  that  in  the  event  of  a  Communist  take- 
over, the  strong  religious  bodies  would  unite  with  the  Com- 

munists to  produce  the  ideal  socialist  state.  They  favoured church  union. 
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GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE famous  for  finest  llolion  cuisine  -  21  varieties  of  pizzos 
ALL  THIS  WEEK 

ROB  McCONNELL  QUARTET 
NEXT  WEEK 

MOE  KOFFMAN  QUARTET 
Phone  925-0841  

and  upstairs,  across  the  moat,  to 

CASTLE  GEORGE 
o  mediaeval  castle  setting,  serving  the  finest  quoliry 

BEEF,  STEAKS,  SEAFOOD,  CURRIES ALMEDA  SPEAKS 
For  reservations  phone  925-8563 

BOTH  FULLY  LICENSED 
290  Dundas  St.  E.  —  at  Sherbourne 

AFTER-THEATRE  SNACKS 

Phyllis  Clark  soys 

Wall  guards  East  German  economy 
By  RAY  RAPHAEL 

The  Secretary  of  the  Com- 
munist Party  of  Canada 

says  the  Berlin  wall  was 
erected  to  prevent  West 
Berliners  from  sabotaging 
the  East  German  economy. 
Mrs.  Phyllis  Clark  told  an 

audience  of  about  12  at  a 
"quest-in"  in  University  Col- 

lege Wednesday  that  before the  wall  was  erected  West 
Germany  was  sending  agents 
into  East  Berlin  to  buy  up 
scarce  goods.  Before  the 
wall  was  built  this  "sabo- tage" had  reached  such  pro- 

FOOTBALL  $2.50  HOCKEY! 

Student  Tickets 

COUPON  BOOKS  admitting  to  the  Student  Section  at  Varsity  Stadium  and 

Varsity  Arena  will  be  sold  in  the  main  lobby  of  the  Sigmund  Samuel  Library 
from  10.00  a.m.  to  5.00  p.m.  TODAY.  The  coupons  admit 
owner  to  the  student  sections  of  the  Stadium  and  the  Arena  on  a  "first  come 
best  seat"  basis  for  each  of  the  football  ond  hockey  games  listed  below. 

FOOTBALL HOCKEY 
Oct.    2  McGILL Nov. 19 McMaster 

Oct.  16    QUEEN'S  (Homecoming) Dec. 3 Montreal 
Oct.  30  WESTERN Dec. 

10 
Laval 

Nov.  13  PLAY-OFF ion. 

14 

Queen's 

(If  gome  is  ployed    in  Toronto  this  coupon 
entitles  owner  to  one  ticket  ot  special  price 
of  $1.50). 

Jan. 
Feb. 
Feb. 

21 
4 

11 

McGill Guelph 

Waterloo 
Feb. 

18 
Western 

Feb. 25 McMaster 

GUEST  BOOKS:  Each  student  moy  purchase  one  odditionol  book  which  will  odmit  o  guest  to 
the  student  section,  not  necessarily  a  member  of  the  University.  Guest  books  are  sold  at  the 
same  price,  one  only  to  each  holder  of  on  Athletic  Membership  Cord, 

Bring  your  Athletic  Membership  Cord.  Tickets  cannot  be  purchased  without  one. 

REMEMBER  !  McGILL  here  TOMORROW  ! 

Pimm's  No.1  has  a  Gin  base 

JUL-. 

portions  that  the  East  Ger- man economy  was  collaps- 
ing, Mrs.  Clark  said. She  called  the  war  in 

Viet  Nam  an  indigenous  re- 
bellion of  the  South  Viet- namese against  tyrannical 

rule.  She  said  the  National 
Liberation  Front  has  the 
support  of  a  vast  majority of  the  South  Vietnamese. 
Constant  international  pres- sure would  be  needed  to 

bring  about  negotiations 
leading  to  the  withdrawal  of all  foreign  troops,  Mrs. Clark  said. 
Mrs.  Clark  added  that  in 

the  coming  federal  election 
the  Communist  Party  plans 
to  contest  at  least  one  seat 
in  Toronto.  It  will  probably 
contest  about  ten  or  eleven 
seats  across  Canada.  Asked 
if  there  is  any  seat  which 
she  felt  the  Communists 
have  a  chance  of  winning 
Mrs.  Clark  declined  to  com- 
ment. 

Varsity  ruggerites  face 

top-ranked  McGill  Redmen A  UTRFC 
Syndicated  Service 

Varsity's  rugger  Blues 
open  their  season  this  Sa- turday at  11  a.m.  agajnst  the 
top-seeded  McGill  Redmen on  the  back  campus. 

Since  McGill  is  rated  the 
team  to  beat  this  game  will 
be  a  most  important  step  in 
Blues'  quest  to  regain  the 
Turner  Trophy,  symbolic  of 
intercollegiate  rugger  domi- 

nation, which  they  relin- 
quished last  year  to  Queen's after  a  successful  5  year's defence. 

Following  Tuesday's  pre- season loss  to  Toronto  Sa- 
racens, Blues,  composed 

entirely  of  players  ex- 
perienced in  intercollegiate 

competition  with  the  excep- 
tion of  wing-forward  fresh- 
man Peter  Hand,  have  re- 

modelled their  forwards  in 
an  attempt  to  gain  more 
possession  in  the  line-outs and  the  scrum.  Against  the 
Saracens  Varsity  managed 
to  retain  the  ball  only  20 
per  cent  of  the  time. 

Bolstering  the  Blues  this 
season  from  last  year's  se- cond team  are  forwards 
John  Parry  and  Juris  Apse 
and  backs  John  O'Brien  and 
Jimmy  Johnson. In  The  Scrum:  This  year 

for  the  first  time  Blues'  se- cond and  third  teams  will 
play  in  the  Ontario  Rugger 
Union  League   The  se- cond's game  follows  the 
Blue's  11  a.m.  match  against 
McGill  as  they  kick-off 
against  Hamilton   at  12:30 on   the    back  campus  
Simultaneously  on  the  other 
field  the  thirds  face  Scot- 

tish II. 

Fed  Up  with  Rooming? 
Accommodation  available  for 
two  male  graduate  (or  senior) students  in  house  occupied  by 
graduate  students. 
Furnished  kitchen,  living  room, 
cost  sharing  for  meals  etc.  for particulars  see  Stew  Jackson 
Dept.  Geology,  Rm.  323  Mining Building  OR  call  68  Nina  St. (533-7263)  after  6:00. 

CLASSIFIED PRIVATE  ROOM,  both  and  board  in 
exchange  tor  baby,  sitting  and  light duties.  Yonge  ond  St.  Cloir.  HU.  9-831 1. 
TRANSPORTATION  OFFERED  -  To  and 
from  moin  compus,  from  the  Henry 
Form  area  —  Don  Mills  ond  401  — Oldsmobile,  reosonoble.  Monday  -  Fri- 

day, 9  -  5:30.  Call  445-0446  onytime. 
1965  SUZUKI  80,  700  mile summer,  red,  crosh  bars, 
con,  etc.  S275.  RU.  3-384 

s.  Used  one helmet,  gas 
evenings. 

'62  CORVAIR  —  Powder  blue  Monza 
4  speed,  radio,  whitewolls,  102  h.p, engine.  Just  completely  reconditioned. 25-35  m.p.g.  reliability,  plus  fun.  487- 2901  after  6. 
LOST  —  brown Tuesday,  Sept.  21. 2331. 

RIDE  WANTED  from  Finch  and  Both- urst  to  campus  doily.  Arriving  9  a.m., leaving   5   p.m.     Good    rotes.  Connie. 222-7002. 

WANTED  TUTOR  for  second  year  elec- trical engineering.  Calculus.  VM.  7- 2865  evenings. 

FOR  SALE  —  '61  sprite,  excellent  con- dition, no  rust,  new  transmission,  good tires,  and  brakes.  Two  tops,  radio extras.  Call  239-4757  after  6.00  p.m. 
1960  SUNBEAM  ALPINE.  Sports,  block 
soft  ond  hord  top,  tonneov  cover,  sole- noid overdrive  gear,  fast,  economical ond  safe.  Sacrifice.  Call  486-5909. 

VOLKSWAGEN. radio.  Mechanic 
inside  and  out heater,  privat. 354  Huron  St. 

1962  -    1500  AM-FM 
lly  perfect.  Like  new Excellent   tires.  Gos 

Don    WA.  3-0802, 

Pimm's  No.  5  has  a  Canadian  Whisky  base 
(both  are  absolutely  delicious!) 

Two  things  about  Pimm's:  easy  to 
serve,  and  a  taste  you'll  enjoy. 

Just  pour  into  a  tall  glass  and  add 
ice  and  fill  up  with  your  favourite  light 
mix.  You  can  add  a  slice  of  cucumber, 
a  piece  of  lemon,  or  a  sprig  of  mint  to 

make  the  traditional  Pimm's,  famous 
throughout  the  world.  But  don't  bother 
unless  you're  in  the  mood. 

A  new  generation  is  rediscovering 
Pimm's. . .  and  enjoying  every  moment 
of  it. 

DRINK 

PIMM'S 
simply  because  you'll  enjoy the  taste  of  it 

H,  CORBY  DISTILLERY  LIMITED,  COItbYVILLE,'  CAN. 

PRIVATE  ROOM  AND  BOARD  in  com- fortable home  off  Yonge  St.  For  female student  tor  assisting  with  a.m.  ond  p  m 
family  routine.  Mrs.  Reid.  HU.  3-3890. 
HOPEFUL  CANADA   Council  grantee 
poet  —  seeking  sympathy  —  potroni- zation     or   protegshrp.  Contoct: 
A.  Rapps,  461-8251,  local  251. 
JUDO,  SELF-DEFENCE  for  U.  of  T.  girls. Special  rates  for  six  months.  Informa- tion coll  Tanino  Judo  Club,  566  Church (Wellesley).  921-2326  after  7  p.m. 
FURNISHED  ROOM  for  rent,  female student.  Bloor  -  Spodina  area.  Phone 925-7389  after  5. 
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McGILL.  VARSITY  RENEW  DUEL 

An  exhibition  game  -  maybe 
By  MARCI  McDONALD       proved  it  to  be  even  more 
Varsity  Soccer  Blues 

kick-off  their  intercollegiate 
schedule  Saturday  when 
they  meet  McGill  here  on 
the  back  campus  at  11  a.m. 
And  the  game  could  half- 

decide  the  intercollegiate 
championship.  Or  count  for 
nothing  at  all. 

It's  all  because  of  the 
weird  and  wonderful  work- 

ings of  the  Ontario-Quebec Athletic  Association. 
Last  year  the  OQAA  split 

the  intercollegiate  soccer 
set-up  into  two  conferences: 
a  western,  comprising  U  of 
T,  Western,  McMaster  and 
the  new  University  of 
Guelph;  and  an  eastern, 
comprising  Queens,  McGill, 
and  University  of  Montreal. 

But  it  left  the  traditional 
McGill-Varsity  game  stand- 
ing. 
For  should  McGill  finish 

first  in  the  east,  and  Varsity 
in  the  west,  the  traditional 
two-game  home  -  and  -  home 
would  decide  the  over-all 
intercollegiate  champion- 

ship, as  it  did  last  year. 
But  if  not,  the  meet  is  a 

m  ere  exhibition  -  -  with 
class  plus. 

Confusin'  ain't  it? 
And    last    year's  series 

Football  Blues 

featured  on 

new  radio  show 

Three  Varsity  Blues 
will  be  featured  guests 
on  the  first  broadcast  of 
"A  Closer  Look,"  a  series 
of  programs  about  col- 

lege sports  on  CJRT-FM. 
On  today's  first  broad- cast, Blues  Gerry  Stern- 

berg, Vic  Wozniuk  and 
Jim  Ware  discuss  the 
problem:  "Does  Canadi- an professional  football 
really  care  about  Cana- 

dian college  football?" Moderators  for  the 
weekly  show,  to  be  heard 
every  Friday  at  4:30  p.m., 
are  Rick  Kollins  and  Shel 
Krakofsky  of  the  Ontario- 
Quebec  Athletic  Associa- 

tion publicity  depart- ment. 
University  of  Toronto 

will  produce  five  shows 
per  week  on  various  top- 

ics, Monday  through  Fri- 
day at  4:30  p.m.  on  CJRT- 

FM.  "A  Closer  Look"  will 
be  the  regular  sports  pro- 

gram on  the  U  of  T 
schedule,  featuring  col- 

lege sports  personalities 
discussing  various  ques- 

tions connected  with  in- 
tercollegiate athletics. 

CJRT-FM  is  the  radio 
station  of  Ryerson  Poly- 
technical  Institute  and 
is  located  at  91.1  on  the 
FM  dial. 
The  station  is  also  of- 

fering live  coverage  of  all 
Blues'  football  games, both  at  home  and  on  the road. 

Varsity  and  McGill  did 
indeed  finish  first  in  their 
respective  conferences.  But 
the  first  game  of  their 
home-and-home,  a  1-0  vic- 

tory for  the  Redmen,  was 
promptly  declared  null  and void  when  McGill  confessed 
to  an  ineligible  player. 
This  gave  the  second 

game  the  status  of  a  sud- den-death final.  But  it  end- 
ed in  a  scoreless  tie,  despite 

half  an  hour  overtime,  with 
Varsity  and  McGill  sharing 
the  handles  of  the  Black- 

wood Trophy. 
This  year  Soccer  Blues 

say  they're  out  for  that  oth- er handle. 

Before  they  make  the  fi- 
nal grab,  though,  there  is 

the  matter  of  meeting  and 
beating  their  own  conferen- 

ce foes.  Officially  they  be- 
gin next  Saturday,  Oct.  9, 

meeting  the  Mustangs  at Western. 
Meanwhile  the  western 

conference  will  open  with- out them.  This  Saturday  it 
kicks  off  with  Western  at 
McMaster. 
CORNER  KICKS:  Fresh- 

man goalie  George  Comisso 
will  again  mind  Blues'  net, while  Andy  Pastor  recuper- ates from  a  knee  injury  
Pat  Terrelonge,  out  for  the 
Ryerson  game  with  a  knee 
injury,  will  play  again  Sa- 
turday. 

INTERFACDLTY  ROUNDUP 

And  away  we  go,  jocks!! 
By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

With  interfaculty  sports 
organizational  meetings  in 
full  swing,  the  teams  to  par- 

ticipate in  football,  rugger, 
soccer  and  lacrosse  have 
been  decided. 
In  football.  University 

College  Redmen  join  Vic, 
St.  Mike's  and  Engineering in  the  first  division  of  the 
league.  U.C.  has  replaced 
PHE  which  was  dropped  to 
the  second  division. 
Vic  I  and  Engineering  I 

are  expected  to  be  the  teams 
to  beat  in  rugger  and  soccer 
respectively.  Both  were 
winners  of  their  leagues  in 
last  year's  competition. 

A  unique  situation  has  de- 
veloped in  this  year's  lacros- 

se. PHE  A,  last  year's  Dafoe Cup  winners  will  compete 
against  St.  Mike's  A  Vic  I 
and  either  Law  or  Engineer- 

ing I. The  situation  in  question 
is  which  of  the  latter  two 
will  enter  first  division. 
Law  would  like  to  move 

up  to  his  group  from  the 
third  division  provided  Don 
Arthurs,  a  senior  lacrosse 
player,  is  allowed  to  play. 
Should  Arthurs  not  be 

permitted  to  play,  Law 
would  then  move  to  group 
II  and  Engineering  would 
remain  in  the  first  division. 

Cheap  seats 
(cont.  from  p.  20) 

than  pawing  the  ground  will  produce  valuable  points  for 
Mustangs  in  the  way  of  field  goals  and  converts. 

Mustangs'  quarterbacks,  Rich  Hawkins  and  Jim  Israel 
are  capable  jockeys  well  equipped  to  bring  'Slangs  home ahead  of  the  pack.  The  fact  that  friendly  London  town  turns 
hostile  to  out-of-town  footballers  shifts  the  odds  in  favor  of 
the  team  "The  Bull"  coaches.  . 

But  'Stangs'  defence  and  especially  the  pass  defence  is 
as  slow  as  the  nags  at  Woodbine.  Mustangs  therefore,  will 
wind  up  in  the  show  position  splitting  games  with  Toronto, 
McGill  and  Queen's  for  a  3-3  record." 

VARSITY  BLUES 

Reaching  the  half-way  mark,  Egbert  began  vigorously 
polishing  his  cracked  crystal.  Then,  after  doing  nothing  but 
scratch  his  balding  pate  for  a  prolonged  period,  Eg  took 
another  sip  of  the  amber  colored  liquid  he  kept  close  by  and 
turned  to  Dalt  White's  Blues. 

Concentrating  harder  and  harder  on  the  crystal  Egbert 
broke  out  in  a  cold  sweat.  What  he  had  just  seen  was  a  pre- 

view of  Blues  awesome  offence.  "Up,  over  and  around," 
gasped  Egbert,  "I  can't  believe  it."  Moments  later  Egbert 
seemed  puzzled.  "I  wonder  about  the  defence,"  he  mumbled 
to  himself." 

"If  the  defence  holds  up,  he  went  on  "and  barring  too many  injuries,  I  see  silver  in  Blues  future.  Blues  will  tie 
Queen's  for  first  with  a  4-2  record,  losing  to  Queen's  and 
Western."  Gutless  Egbert  refused  to  predict  the  winner  of the  playoff  for  the  Yates  Cup. 

QUEEN'S  GOLDEN  GAELS 
Seeing  the  end  drawing  near  Egbert  pressed  on  with 

his  task.  "Gaels  should  sweep  through  the  league  like  a 
white  tornado.  That  is,  until  they  visit  Toronto  and  London. 
Except  for  Merv  Daub  and  Bob  Latham  out  for  the  season 
with  injuries,  Gaels  have  their  entire  -defence  returning." 

And  with  that,  Egbert  collapsed  in  a  state  of  utter  ex- haustion. 

A  SOCIALIST  VIEW: 
The  Elections  —  all  out 

for  the  NDP     Oct.  1 

The  Housing  Crisis   •  - .  Oct.  8 How  to  End 
the  Vietnam  War   Oct.  15 

Every  Friday  right,  the  LEAGUE  FOR  SOCIALIST  ACTION  pre- sents the  socialist  viewpoint  on  topics  of  interest  to  the  labor  ond anti-war  movements. 
8  P.M.    1  CUMBERLAND  (YONGE  N.  OF  BLOOR) 

WATER  POLO 
Water  Polo  practice  for  Intercollegiate  team,  will  start  on  Tuesday, 
October  5th  at  5  p.m.  Anyone  interested  in  turning  out  for  team, 
see  Mr.  Ed  Sxalcaes,  the  coach,  at  the  pool. 

INTERCOLLEGIATE  SQUASH  TEAM 
Trials  for  new  players  will  begin,  MONDAY,  OCTOBER 
4th,  at  4:20  P.M.  Regular  practice  will  begin  MON- DAY OCTOBER  18th,  AT  4:20  P.M. 

SAILING 

There  will  be  a  meeting  of  the  Sailing  Club,  for  any 
MEN  interested  in  sailing  in  regattas  this  fall,  on 

Friday,  October  1st,  at  1:00  p.m.  in  the  North  Com- 
mittee Room,  Hart  House. 

MEN  -  CURLING  -  MEN 

Lists  are  still  open  for  men  wishing  to  curl  this  season. 

Sign  up  in  Intercollegiate  Office,  Room  101,  for  Inter- 
collegiate &  Recreational  Leagues,  and  in  Intramural 

Office,  Room  107,  for  Intramural  League.  Entry  fee  of 
$15.00  to  be  paid  at  time  of  signing.  Entries  close, 
FRIDAY,  OCTOBER  8th. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION UPPERCLASSMEN 
Upperclassmen  may  now  enroll  in  the  following  classes  in  the Benson  Building. 
CONTEMPORARY  DANCE 

Monday  and  Friday  at  1 :00  and  2:00 CONTINENTAL  FOLK  DANCE 
Thursday  1:00  p.m.  —  Friday  12:00  p.m. 

SCOTTISH  COUNTRY  DANCE Monday  5:00  p.m. 
LEADERS  DANCE  MATERIAL  FOR  CHILDREN Thursday  4:00  p.m. 

CO-ED  DANCING  CLASSES 
Men  may  register  in  Room  102  Benson  Building  for  the  following classes: 

Ballroom  Dance  —  Tuesday  ond  Thursday  4  p.m. 
Square  ond  Folk  Dance  —  Monday  4  p.m. 
Classes  begin  Monday  October  4th. 

GIRLS'  ICE  HOCKEY  OFFICIATING 
Benson  Building  —  3rd  floor  Lecture  Room 
Tuesdoy  October  5     8  a.m.  -  9  a.m. 
Loter  coaching  to  follow. All  welcome. 

ROWING  CLUB 

Anyone  wishing  to  try  out  for  the  Intercollegiate 
Rowing  Club,  report  at  the  Argonaut  Rowing  Club, 
1225  Lokeshore  Blvd.  at  6:00  a.m.  No  experience  re- 

quired. For  further  information  call  923-7609,  after 6:00  p.m. 
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A  STRICTLY  "AMATEUR"  ATTITUDE 

Tribe  coach  demands  sacrifice 

no  social  life  for  a 
By  P.J.  PAPE 

When  Varsity  Blues  open 
the  college  football  season 
against  McGill  Redmen  to- morrow at  Varsity  Stadium, 
they  will  be  facing  a  team 
whose  coach  apparently 
doesn't  share  the  more  libe- 

ral altitudes  of  his  peers. 
McGilPs  new  coach  Tom 

Mooney  is  said  to  believe 
college  athletes  must  make 
personal  sacrifices.  Mooney 
is  quoted  in  the  McGill  stu- dent newspaper  as  saying 
he  expects  his  players  to 
give  up  their  social  lives 
during  the  season  and  that 
he  intends  to  enforce  such 
a  decree. 

"It'll  be  education  first, 
football  second  and  no  soc- 

ial life,"  the  McGill  Daily 
reports  Mooney  as  saying. 
"That  will  have  to  be  the 
sacrifice.  Let's  face  it  —  this is  amateur  football  and  the 
right  attitude  is  all-impor- 
tant." Such  a  training  rule  ob- 

viously opens  the  door  to 
several  questions  since  Mc- Gill, like  most  universities, 
prides  itself  on  an  active 

social  program. 
Mooney  took  over  McGill 

coaching  duties  this  year 
from  Bill  Bewley,  who  had 
led  Redmen  to  one  Yates 
Cup  in  three  seasons.  Moo- 

ney learned  his  football  at Miami  and  Ohio  University 
where  he  played  for  Ara 
Parseghian,  now  head  coach 
at  Noire  Dame. 
From  1956  to  1960  he 

coached  University  of 
Guelph,  winning  two  On- tario Intercollegiate  titles. 
At  the  same  time  he  was  a 
playing  line-coach  for  Kit- chener-Waterloo of  the 
Senior  ORFU  and  was  as- 

sociated with  three  cham- 
pionship teams. Word  out  of  Montreal  is 

that  Redmen  are  weak  and 
undermanned.  At  one  point 
during  pie-season  training 
Mooney  expressed  concern 
over  the  fact  he  had  hardly 
enough  players  to  meet  the roster  maximum  of  30  per 

game. But  Blues  head  coach 
Dal  t  Whi  le  is  paying  no 
heed  to  such  scepticism, 
relying  more   on  scouting 
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reports  which  indicate  Red- men  are  at  least  as  strong 
as  their  second-place  team 
of  '64. 

If  they  lack  depth.  Red- 
men  certainly  don't  lack 
talent  and  experience.  Let- 
termen  include  all-star  half- 

back Eric  Walter  and  quar- terback Glen  St.  John,  who 
led  the  S1FL  in  passing  last 
season. 
Fullback  Peter  Howlett 

and  ends  Don  Taylor  and 
Jim  Dickie  round  out  a  po- 

tent offensive  nucleus.  And 
tackle-defensive  end  Dick 
Feidler  has  been  the  lea- 

gue's most  feared  lineman for  three  years. 
NOTES:  McGill  has  a  1- 

pre-season  record.  They  1 
to  Ottawa  Gee  Gees,  11- 
and    defeated    St.  Mary's 31—14  Tackle  Al  lenner, 
linebacker  Bob  Berke  and 
ends  Don  Taylor  and  Jim 
Dickie  are  nursing  minor 
injuries  but  should  play. 
Redmen  Graeme  Strathdee 
and  Gary  Cullen,  both  de- fensive backs,  are  out  for 
the    season    with  leg 
juries         Bob  Panipe  and 
Bryce  Taylor  have  been  elec- 

ted Blues'  co-captains. 

from  the 

cheap  seats_ 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 

EGBERT  THE  FRIENDLY  FORTUNE  TELLER 

Everyone  likes  to  know  what  the  future  holds.  And  with the  Senior  Intercollegiate  football  season  fast  approaching 
I  have  persuaded  Egbert  the  friendly  fortune  teller  to  gaze 
into  his  cracked  crystal  to  see  what  he  could  come  up  with. 

After  tviping  off  the  cleat  marks  and  de-fogging  his  bi- focals old  Egbert  —  his  friends  call  him  Eg  —  dredged  up 
the  following  predictions. 

McGILL  REDMAN 

'"Injuns'  could  cause  heep  big  trouble,"  says  Egbert. 
They  have  a  couple  of  top  linemen  in  AI  Jenner  and  Dick 

Fiedler.  Their  backfield  features  a  capable  quarterback,  a 
Saint  by  the  name  of  John  (clear  your  glasses  Eg)  and 
veteran  halfback  Eric  Walter.  But  the  Redmen  have  too 
few  braves  in  camp. 

As  a  result,  many  warriors  will  have  to  ride  pony  two 
ways.  In  addition,  many  braves  may  turn  pale-faced  when 
confronted  with  war  talk  of  new  leader-in-chief."  So  okay 
big  chief  Egbert,  enough  preliminaries,  what's  the  verdict. "Redmen  win  one  war  against  Western  in  Montreal 
beer  stadium,  finish  last." WESTERN  MUSTANGS 

After  taking  some  liquid  refreshment  (the  same  variety 
which  may  be  found  stashed  in  an  Engineer's  tuba)  the  kind- ly old  soul  proceeded  to  rate  the  stallions  found  grazing 
on  the  banks  of  the  Thames. 

"There  is  much  talent  in  Mustangs'  corral  especially  in 
the  defensive  backfield,"  related  Egbert.  "Art  Froese  and Rob  Campbell  represent  good  power  and  speed  on  the  hoof. 
In  addition,  Froese's  use  of  his  hind  leg  for  purposes  other 

(continued  on  page  19) 
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Students  continue  to  borrow 

despite  new  loan  regulations 

By  PAT  McDERMOTT 
Despite  the  new  means 

test,  students  have  not  been 
lax  in  applying  for  govern- ment loans  this  year. 

E.  M.  Davidson,  director 
of  U.  of  T.'s  Office  of  Fi- 

nancial Aid.  reports  that  ap- 
plications for  student  loans 

are  not  down  from  last 
year,  although  he  cannot 
predict  whether  the  restric- 

tions will  have  any  effect 
on  future  borrowing.  Mr. 
Davidson  said  that  the  new 
regulations  should  have  the 
merit  of  making  parents  and 
their  children  realize  the 
implications  of  being  in 
debt. 
"The  restrictions  on  stu- 

dent borrowing  will  be  a  re- 
minder to  parents  not  to  let 

their  children  get  too  deep- 
ly in  debt,"  he  said,  "al- though the  13  -  18  per  cent 

of  yearly  income  which  pa- 
rents are  expected  to  contri- 
bute toward  their  child's university  education  is  a 

rather  demanding  criteria." Mr.  Davidson  also  stated 
that  he  considers  the  new 
regulations  helpful  in  curb- 

ing the  misuse  of  student 
loans  for  purposes  other 
than  educational. 
The  majority  of  students 

affected  by  the  new  means 
test  accepted  it  with  the 
same  fatalism  usually  re- 

served for  birth,  death  and 
exams.  Most  shared  the 
opinion  of  Winston  Morris 
(I  SGS)  who  said  the  res- 

trictions are  "too  personal, 

U  of  T  Public  Affairs  Forum  folds 

but  necessary.  The  loans 
were  no  gift  before,  and 
they're  no  gift  now." And  Bob  McLaughlin  (III 
SMC)  said:  "The  means  test should  have  been  used  last 

year  if  it  were  used  at  all." The  main  cause  of  com- 
plaint is  that  the  full amount  of  the  loan  ($1,000) 

is  seldom  received  and  that 
funds  are  strictly  allocated. 
But,  for  a  minority  of 

students  who  cannot  fit 
their  circumstances  to  the 
strict  wording  of  the  means 
test,  this  year  will  be  a  long 
and  hard  one. 

Brian  Rabinowicz  (II  UC) 
said:  "The  government 
hasn't  considered  the  case 
of  students  whose  parents 
are  unwilling  to  pay,  al- 

though they  have  the  mo- 
ney, and  also  unwilling  to 

declare  their  child  financial- 

ly independent." Students  who  wish  to  be 
financially  independent  of 
their  parents  and  still  live at  home  are  out  of  luck,  and 
many  cannot  afford  the  ex- tra expenses  of  room  and 
board  even  with  the  govern- ment loan. 
The  dissenters  have  one 

complaint  in  common. Frank  Morrocco  (II, SMC) 
expressed  it  this  way. 

'"The  means  test  is  a  hu- 
miliation. When  you  consi- 

der that  we  were  promised 
10,000  thousand-dollar  scho- 

larships, it  is  embarassing  to 
see  how  little  we  actually 
settled  for." 

By  GWEN  GROVES 
There  will  be  no  U  of  T 

Public  Affairs  Forum. 
The  Forum  was  to  have 

discussed  "Canadian  Fo- 
reign Policy  and  its  relat- 

ions to  the  U.S."  tonight  at 
7.30  p.m.  in  Hart  House. 

The  co-ordinating  commit- 

USAGE  COMING 

TO  HH  DEBATE 
Premier  Jean  Lesage  of 

Quebec  will  participate  in 
the  first  Hart  House  debate 
of  the  year  this  Wednesday 
at  8  p.m. 

The  debates  commitee  is 
making  last  minute  arrange- 

ments for  the  debate  which 
was  confirmed  only  last Saturday. 

Women  and  other  non- 
members  of  Hart  House  will 
be  allowed  into  the  gallery 
of  the  debates  room  and 
into  the  East  Common 
Room  where  the  debate 
will  be  broadcast  via  a  spe- 

cial public  address  system. 
For  the  first  time  in  at 

least  10  years  there  will  be 
no  "speakers  on  the  paper" — students  with  prepared 
speeches  who  open  the  de- bate. 

Instead,  speaker  Julian Porter  will  allow  speakers 
from  the  floor  immediately 
at  the  beginning. 
The  topic  of  the  debate will  concern  the  revolution 

in  Quebec. Hart  House  members  will 
have  to  show  their  admlt- to-lectuees  cards  at  the  door 
to  be  admitted. 

tee  had  been  meeting  since 
last  May  and  had  set  up  a 
format  for  the  forum.  On 

Thursday  night  the  resolut- 
ions committee  met  to  de- 
cide on  the  final  composite 

resolution  and  the  amend- ments to  be  offered  by  the 
political  clubs.  An  entirely 
new  structure  was  decided 
upon  at  this  meeting. 

On  Friday  night  the  Li- berals issued  a  statement 
withdrawing  from  this  first session  of  the  forum,  be 
cause  of  the  "appallingly 
vague  agenda  .  .  .  ambiguous nature  of  plans  .  .  .  lack  of 
unanimity  among  organizat- 

ional committee  members 

The  Progressive-Conserva- tive Club  withdrew  Saturday 

on  hearing  that  the  Liberals were  no  longer  in  the  first 
session. 

Garv  Teeple,  SUPA  presi- dent called  a  meeting  of 
the  political  clubs  for  10 
a.m.  yesterday.  Only  SUPA, 
the  VIDP  and  Communists 
were  represented.  They  de- cided that  it  would  be  im- 

possible to  carry  on  Monday 

night's  Forum  without  the 
presence  of  either  the  Libe- rals or  the  Tories. "The  Liberal  Club  is  very 
interested  in  participation 
in  future  sessions  of  the  Fo- rum," according  to  Cindy 
Harcourt  (IV  Vic).  Liberal club  treasurer. 

"The  U  of  T  New  Democ- 
rats are  always  interested  in 

considering  political  issues 
and  will  discuss  them  with 

the  other  clubs  at  any  time," said  Tom  Good  (IV  Vic), 

club  president. 
The  Conservatives  are 

willing  to  take  part  in  Mo- 
del Parliament  or  the  Pub- lic Affairs  Forum  as  soon  as 

the  Liberals  agree  to  par- 
ticipate as  well,  said  Bob 

Radford  (I  Law),  Conserva- tive club  president. 
The  Communists  are  will- 

ing to  work  actively  with NDP  and  SUPA  to  get  some 
means  of  discussion  on 

campus,  said  Communist 
club  president  Tim  Walsh (SGS).  It  is  hoped  that  the Conservatives  would  work 
along  with  them,  he  said. 

 photo  by  PENNY  HEWETT 
Hersh  Ezrin,  president  of  the  compus  Liberals,  flanked  by PC's  Dave  MacFadden  (right)  and  Steve  Gidden. 



ORTHODOX  STUDENTS 

Commencing  Monday,  October  4,  Orthodox 
Students  meet  every  Monday  evening  from 
7:30-9 :30  p.m.  at  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron 
St.,  for  a  program  under  the  direction  of  the 
Rev.  Peter  Goodrich  of  the  Orthodox  Church. 

Orthodox  Students  of  all  nationalities  wel- 
come. For  further  information  phone  921-6723. 

ERWIN'S 
BARBER  SHOP 

640  YONGE  STREET 
(cor.  Irwin  and  Yonge) 

Welcomes  old  customers 
and  new  who  wont  the 
best  in  Princeton's  Ivy League  Brush  Cuts  os  well as  styling. 

u.  Of  T.  CHORUS 
REQUIRES 

TENORS  &  BASSES 

Auditions  Tuesday  October  5th 
:00  P.M.  Room  078 
EDWARD  JOHNSON  BUILDING 

NEW  YORK 

PIZZA 
HOUSE 
LOCATED  AT 
620  YONGE 

FOR  FAST  DELIVERY 
CALL  925-1736 Free  delivery  on  orders 
$3.00  or  over We  specialize  in  New  York  and 

New  Englond  Style  Pizza, 
JUDD,  SELF-DEFENCE  lor  U.  of  t.  girls. 
Special  roles  tor  six  months.  Informa- n  n  coll  Tonmo  Judo  Club,  566  Church 

PRIVATE  Room  and  Board  Given  to 
young  lady  for  light  housekeeping  and boby  sitting.  Locotion  neor  subwoy. Telephone  mornings  HU,  1-B303. 

PRIVATE  ROOM  AND  BOARD  in  com- fortable home  off  Yonge  St.  For  female student  for  assisting  with  o.m.  ond  p.m. 
family  routine.  Mrs.  Refd,  HU.  3-3890. leers  to  rood 

rl  lo  share  apartment 
y,  bedroom  unlurnish- Coll  924-1 788  alter 

VATE  ROOM,  bath  and  board  in hongc  for  baby  sitting  and  light let  Yonge  ond  St.  Cloir.  HU.  9-831  1. 

233], 
FOR  SALE  —  '61  sprite,  excellent  con- dlllon,  no  rust,  new  transmission,  good I  ires,  ond  brakes.  Two  fops,  radio, c-lros.  Coll  239-4757  after  6.00  p.m. 
1960  SUNBEAM  ALPINE.  Sports,  block 
iL'fi  and  hard  top,  lonneov  cover,  sole- noid overdrive  gear,  fast,  economicol ond  safe.  Sacrifice,  Call  468-5909. 

Blind  Student  dcsn from  one  or  two  hours  per  week  on campus,  Anyone  interested  in  ossisting 
should   phone  925-2559. 
Experienced  Typist  —  Notes,  Essoys, Thesis  and  oil  work  typed  neatly  and accurately.  Speciol  student  rales  call Mrs.    Jackson  255-8764. 
TUTORS  WANTED  tor  high  school malhematics,  science.  Remuneration 
depending  on  qualifications  ond  pre- vious   experience.  489-5950. 
EXPERIENCED  Stenographer  requires typing  of  noles,  monusenpfs,  essays, etc.  West  End.  Pleose  call  Mrs.  Porter 233-1653. 

STUDENTS  interested  in  port-time  jobs (1/2-2  hours  per  day,  52-3  per  hour). Contact  David  Moffatt  ot  928-2471 
(Room  368),  7-8  p.m. 

VOLKSWAGEN  1962  -  1500  AM  -  FM radio,  mechanically  perfect,  like  new inside  and  out.  Excellent  tires.  Gas heater.  Private,  Don  WA.  3-0BO2,  354 Huron  Street. 
SPANISH  LESSONS  with  conversational 
practise  by  teacher  from  Spain.  Would olso  exchonge  for  English  with  teocher. Good    diction    preferred.    532-1 933. 
EVENING-SATURDAY  Mole  Desk  Re- 

ceptionist for  High  Pork  Y.  Dundos- Annetle  —  Typing  desirable.  Pleose contact  Executive  Secretory  in  writ- ing with  reference,  2665  Dundas  West, 

3878. 
TWO  ROOM  SUITE  (Kitchenette  and 
Bed-Sitting  room)  ovailoble  in  home of  graduate  student,  Excellent  trans- portation —  Neor  Mount  Pleasant 
and  Eglinton.  Phone  483-6072. 
CAMPUS  CO-OPERATIVE  Residence, 
395  Huron  Street,  921-2520,  hos  a few  rooms  with  board  or  single  rooms with  kitchen  available  near  U.of  T. campus. 

X 

I 
PAYING  OUT 

I 
A  STUDENTS  ADMINISTRATIVE  COUNCIL  SERVICE 

BOOK  EXCHANGE 

Ti 
DRILL  HALL  -  9:30  •  5  P.M. 

TRADE  COMMISSIONER  SERVICE  OF  CANADA 
offers  careers  in  Foreign  Service  to  well-qualified  university  graduates, 
who  have  an  appreciation  of  business,  initiative,  drive  and  talents  for 
trade  promotion  and  economic  reporting. 

These  career  opportunities  will  be  especially  attractive  to  graduates 
in  such  courses  as  Commerce,  Business,  Engineering  and  Agriculture. 
However,  graduates  of  1966  and  earlier  may  apply,  regardless  of academic  specialty. 

Applicants  for  Foreign  Service  positions  in  the  Department  ol 
Trade  and  Commerce  will  sit  for  two  examinations,  both  at  Oakwood Collegiate. 

Qualifying  examination  —  October  20  at  7:00  p.m. 
Foreign  Service  essays  —  October  21  at  7:00  p.m. 

Further  details  available  at  the  Placement  Office  on  campus. 
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POLITICALLY  SPEAKING 

Prime  Minister  Pearson 
denied  that  he  suggested 
students  seek  free  flights 
from  Air  Canada  to  reach 
their  homes  to  vote  on  Nov. 

8. 

Mr.  Pearson  said  that 
someone  else  had  raised  the 
subject  "in  idle  conversat ion"  as  he  was  leaving  a 
Liberal  meeting  at  St. 
John's,  Nfld.,  Thursday 
night. Mr.  Pearson  addressed  the 

meeting    at  Memorial  Uni- 

New  Democratic  Party 
Leader  T.  C.  Douglas  last 
week  outlined  a  policy  of 

free  education  for  universi- 
ty students. Canada  cannot  compete 

with  industrially  advanced 
countries  unless  it  has  an 

adequate  reservoir  of  train- 
ed persons,  he  said.  "We believe  that  thev  only  limi 

tation  on  how  far  a  student 
should  be  allowed  to  go  in 
pursuit  of  his  education should  be  the  brains  in  his 
head  and  not  the  money  in 

his  father's  pocketbook." He  said  the  Liberal  Party 

versity  and  then  asked  to 
meet  a  large  group  of  stu- 

dents who  had  been  listen- 
ing in  the  galleries. Tony  Carroll  of  Toronto, spokesman  for  the  group, 

said  that  Mr.  Pearson  had 
suggested  the  students: —  apply  to  have  their 
names  put  on  the  local  vot- 

ing lists —  apply  to  the  court  of revision 
—  try  to  talk  Air  Canada 
into  giving  them  free  flights to  their  home  ridings. 

in  the  last  campaign  had 
pledged  10,000  scholarships 
for  students  entering  univer- 

sity. "I  want  you  to  ask  the Prime  Minister  .  .  .  where 
those  scholarships  are.  No 
one  has  seen  them.  When 
you  listen  to  the  profusion 
of  promises  from  Liberal 
speakers,  stop  and  remem- ber how  they  kept  their  pro- 

mise of  10,000  scholarships." Mr.  Douglas  said  that  an 
NDP  Government  would 
make  money  available  to 
the  provinces  in  the  form 
of  grants  or  tax  rebates  to 
enable  them  to  remove  stu- dent fees  for  all  institutions. 

Today,  1  pjn. 
Meeting  of  UC  VCF.  Room  11.  UC. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Progressive  Conservative  Executive  Meeting.  Club  speak- 
ers will  outline  their  views.  Room  1071,  Sidney  Smith  Hall. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Meeting  of  all  Toike  Oike  staffers  and  would-be  staff- 
ers. Room  24,  Electrical  Building. 

Today,  7:30  pjn. 
SMC  election  candidates  are  open  to  questioning  from 

floor.  Carr  Auditorium,  St.  Michael's  College. 
Today,  7:30  pjn. 

Monday  Evening  Drama  Workshop.  A  Christian  drama 
workshop  co-sponsored  by  Canterbury,  the  Lutheran  Stu- 

dent Club,  and  the  SCM.  University  Lutheran  Student 
Centre.  610  Spadina  Ave.  (just  below  Harbord). 
Today,  8  p.m. 

Calvinist  Student  Club.  First  meeting  of  the  year.  Es- 
say by  Don  Zeyl.  Hart  House.  Debates  Ante-Room. 

Today,  8  p.m. 
Italian  Club  Meeting.  First  Social  of  the  year.  Open  to 

all  students.  St.  Joseph's  Residence,  90  Wellesey  St.  W. 
Today,  8:30  p.m. 

Discussion  on  Canadian-American  relations.  U  of  T  New 
Democrats.  13  Glen  Morris. 
Tuesday,  1:10  pjn. 

Question  Time  with  campus  religious  leaders.  Cheap 
lunches  provided.  Speaker:  The  Rev.  Morley  Hodder  — United  Church  Chaplain.  44  St.  George  St.  S.C.M. 
Tuesday,  6  pjn. 

Tuesday  evening  Discussion  Series  Supper.  Followed 
by  an  ecumenical  discussion  on  the  "Principles  of  Union  " Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  (just  below  Bloor). 
Tuesday,  Wednesday,  7  -  10  pjn. 

Auditions  for  actors  and  actresses  for  "Skule  Nite" Room  322,  Galbraith  Building. 
Tuesday,  7:30  p.m. 

U.K.R.  Cultural  Centre.  First  meeting.  83  Christie  St (One  block  north  of  Bloor). 
Tuesday,  7:30  pjn. 

German  Club  Meeting.  Elections  of  Executive  and 
Social  Evening.  Wymilwood  Music  Room.  Victoria  College. 
Tuesday,  8  pjn.  -  II Bridge.  G.S.U.  16  Bancroft  Avenue. 



Nurses  seek  improved  commu
nication 

By  DEANNA  KAMIEL 
A  course  change  at  tbe 

University  of  Toronto  s 
School  of  Nursing  has  spur- 

red student  nurses  to  seek 
increased  student-staff  com- munication. 

 photo  by  NORM  FISHER 
MARY  FILMAN,  third  year 
Nursing  class  president. 

The  school's  student  coun- 
cil president,  Nancy  Rosen, 

heading  a  delegation  of  sec- ond and  third  year  class 
presidents,  met  with  Nurs- 

ing Director,  Miss  H.  M. 
Carpenter  Friday  to  discuss 
the  issue. 

The  problem  of  a  lack  of 

faculty  and  student  co-oper- ation arose  during  the  sum- 
mer when,  without  advance 

notice  to  students,  courses 
in  third  and  fourth  year 
were  altered  because  of  a 
schedule  conflict  with  the 
Faculty  of  Arts  and  Science. 
Third  year  class  presi- 

dent, Mary  Filman,  said  the 
course  change  will  mean  a 
light  workload  in  third  year, 
but  a  heavy  fourth  year. 

The  schedule  conflict  with 
the  Arts  and  Science  Facul- 

ty caused  Psychology  300  to be  switched  to  fourth  year 
and  Preventive  Medicine, 
previously  a  fourth  year 
subject,  to  third  year. 
"Without  the  change," 

Miss  Filman  said,  "there would  have  been  an  equal 
distribution  of  work  in  both 

years." 

But  because  psychology 
requires  more  outside  work than  Preventive  Medicine, 
fourth  year  students  will 
have  a  more  concentrated 
course. 

The  fourth,  year  is  already 
quite  heavy  with  both  Re- 

gistered Nurses'  exams  and regular  final  exams  at  the 
year's  end. "But,"  Miss  Filman  said, 
"the  third  year  class  feels 
that  with  the  additional  arts 

subject,  psychology,  it  will 
be  even  worse  for  us." When  the  third  year  stu- dents first  discovered  the 
change  during  the  summer 
in  the  school's  calendar, 
they  met  with  associate  pro- fessor Miss  M.  J.  Wilson  to 
see  what  could  be  done. 

Miss  Wilson  explained  to 
the  students,  then  working 
at  the  Ontario  Hospital, 
that  the  course  could  not 
be  changed. 

Within  the  first  week  of 
the  school  term,  second, 
third  and  fourth  year  class 
presidents  spoke  to  their 
classes  and  obtained  unani- 

mous support  on  the  issue. 
The  students'  stand,  said 

council  president  Nancy  Ro- 
sen, was  dissatisfaction  with 

the  course  change.  "And this  they  felt  was  the  fault 
of  a  laqk  of  student-staff 
communication  and  partici- 

pation," she  said. Then  Miss  Rosen  and  the 
year  presidents  met  with Miss  Carpenter  on  Friday. "We  discussed  third 
year's  problem  and  the problem  of  there  being  no 
student-staff  participation," Miss  Rosen  said. 

"Miss  Carpenter  then  said 
we  will  have  another  meet- 

ing to  further  examine  the 

situation." 

Students  to  provide  one-third  of  cost 
Carman  Guild,  assistant 

warden  of  Hart  House  and 
financial  co-ordinator  of  the 
teach-in  committee,  told  a 
press  conference  Thursday 
that  students  would  provide 
about  one-third  of  the 
$35,000  needed  to  finance 
U.  of  T.'s  International 
Teach-in. 

Students  are  being  charg- 
ed a  two  dollar  registration 

fee. 
.  Mr.  Guild  said  the  rest 

of  the  money  would  be  pro- 
vided by  the  business  com- 

munity, through  direct  gifts 
and  foundation  grants,  and 
by  faculty  members  and 
U.  of  T.  graduates. 
He  estimated  that  faculty 

and  alumni  would  contri- 
bute between  one-third  and 

one-half  of  the  total  funds. 
Before  the  press  conferen- 

ce Mr.  Guild  told  The  Var- 

sity the  teach-in  was  half 
way  to  its  financial  objec- 

tive, and  added,  "I'm  op- timistic about  our  success 
in  raising  the  total  amount." Referring  to  criticism  of 
the  teach-in's  decision  to 
charge  students  a  registrat- ion fee,  Mr.  Guild  said  it 
was  known  by  the  commit- 

tee on  Sept.  7  that  students would  have  to  pay. 
The  announcement  of  this 

decision  was  not  made  un- 
til Sept.  27. 
"Perhaps  there  was  a  mis- 

take in  the  timing  of  out- announcement,"  he  said, 
"but  we  had  no  intention  of 

trying  to  mislead  students." Mr.  Guild  said  sufficient 
funds  for  the  teach-in  could 
not  be  raised  outside  the 
university  community  be- 

cause "it  was  not  until  Sept. 
7  that  we  felt  we  had  a  pro- 

gram which  could  be  offer- 
ed to  anyone  as  a  basis  for 

financial  support." 

Laval  psychologists  hold  strike 

The  psychology  depart- ment at  Laval  University  in 
Quebec  City  went  on  strike 
for  two  days  last  week  be- 

cause of  a  dispute  with  the 
university  administration. 

The  department,  including 
faculty  and  students,  had 
sent  a  memorandum 
to  the  rector  of  the 
university  asking  that  the  de- 

partment be  put  on  an  in- 
dependent footing  because  it 

does  not  belong  either 
among  the  sciences  or  the humanities. 
The  department  suggested 

that  perhaps  an  institute  si- 
milar to  that  university's  in- 

stitute of  history  and  insti- 
tute of  geography  could  be 

set  up  for  psychology  also. 
But  the  administration  ig- 

nored this  memorandum. 
Last  Thursday,  after  some 

encouragement  from  an  edi- 
torial in  Le  Carabui,  the  La- 

val student  newspaper,  the 
student  council,  l'Association Generale  des  Etudiantes  de 
Laval  (AGEL),  sent  a  letter 
to  the  administration. 

In  it  AGEL  expressed  its 
sympathy  with  the  striking 
department,  warning  that  it 
would  encourage  the  entire 
student  body  to  go  on  strike 

if  the  administration  refused 
to  do  anything. 

As  a  result  it  was  announc- ed over  the  weekend  that 
the  Commission  d'Enseigne- ment,  a  permanent  body  of 
administrators  and  profes- 

sors, has  been  asked  to 
study  the  problem. Pierre  Sarault,  president 
of  AGEL  said  in  a  telephone 
interview  last  night  that  he 
was  confident  a  satisfactory 
settlement  would  be  reached. 
He  said  the  strike  has 

been  suspen  ded  for  three 
weeks  to  give  the  commis- sion a  chance  to  make  its 
recommendation. 

HART  HOUSE  C 
TODAY  /  /I 

1.30  p.r 
-  RECORD  ROOM  B  —  Instruction  and  Renewal 
ARCHERY  CLUB  OPEN  MEETING 

8  p.m.  Thursday,  October  7th  —  Music  Room Any  interested  members  ore  welcome  to  attend 
Regular  shooting  every  Tuesday  ond  Thursdoy 

OCTOBER  17th  FALL  FROLIC  —  HART  HOUSE  FARM Cider  —  Dinner  —  Hoorenanny  —  Discotheque 
WATCH  FOR  ADVERTISEMENT 

HILLEL 
A  Seri 

,  of  Lectures 
"WAYS  TO  GOD" 

A  survey  of  some  of  the  historic  religions  with  parbcular  emphasis  on relevonce  of  their  message  to  the  problems  of  the  contemporory  wor I  Mon  ,  Oct.  A,  1 :00  pm.,  U.C.,  Room  214 
Dr.  PAUL  WEISS Sterling  Professor  of  Philosophy,  Yole  University on 

"GOD  AND  THE  PHILOSOPHERS" II  Monday,  Oct.  25,  1:00  pm.  U.C,  Room  214 Dr.  JACOB  TAUBES 
Professor  of  Religion,  Columbia  University 

"THE  ORIGINS  OF  CHRISTIANITY  IN  JEWISH  PERSPECTIVE" Ml  Monday,  November  1,  1:00  pm..  U.C,  Room  214 Dr.  A.  K.  WARDER Chairman,  Dept.  of  East  Asian  Studies,  U.  of  T. 
"THE  VISION  OF  BUDDHA" IV  Monday  November  1 5,  1 :00  pm.,  U.C,  Room  214 Dr.  ELIEZER  BIRNBAUM 

Associate  Professor,  Department  of  Islamic  Studies,  U.  of  T 
"  THE  WAY  OF  MUHAMMAD" V  Monday,  November  22,  1:00  pm,  U.C,  Room  214 Dr.  THEODOR  G ASTER 

Dropsie  College  and  Columbia  University 
"THE  BIBLE  AND  THE° ANCIENT  NEAR  EAST" 

COLES 

YONGE 

BELOW 
BLOOR 

BARGAINS  IN  OUR 
REFERENCE  BOOK 
DEPARTMENT 

tor  . 
jr  round  Coles  reference  book  department  is  loaded  wttn 
is'    Drop    in'    You   moy    find   the    book   you're  looking Here  ore  a  few  examples  of  titles  in  stock  right  now. 

CPA  —  PROBLEMS  &  APPROACHES  TO  SOLUTIONS 
Horngrer.  8.  Leer.  Pub.  at  7.95   ■     COLES  PRICE  1.50 
fS^UVs    TH^SUN.~Athe^,,.S,,i,haUS'   COLES  PRICE  1.00 
MODERN  RHETORIC  -  2nd  Ed.  Brooks,  Warren Pub.  or  6.95   
CONTEMPORARY    SOCIAL    PROBLEMS    —  Morton, 
Nisbet.  Pub.  ot  7.95   -   COLES  PRICE 
ANTIMICROBIAL  THERAPY  IN  MEDICAL  PRACTICE 
FlippTn    I    Eisonberg    COLES  PRICE 
EDUCATIONAL  PSYCHOLOGY  —  Cronboch Pub.  ot  7.50   
E™.™™  E  SPEECH.  ~  C'0,k"   COLES  PRICE  1.49 
THE  BOOK  OF  EARTH  —  Alfred  Noycs  . 
Pub.  or  1.50    C0LK  PKI"  •■** 
BASIC  PROBLEMS  OF  PHILOSOPHY  —  Bronslein, 
Krikorion,   Weiner.   Pub.   ot  8.25  COLES  PRICE  1.75 INTRODUCTION  TO  ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING 
Lo  Pierre.  Pub.  ot  5.25   C0LES  PRI" 
20lh  CENTURY  ECONOMIC  HISTORY  OF  EUROPE  — 
Alpert.  Pub.  ot  6.00    C0LES  'Rl«  **» COLLEGE  CHEMISTRY  -  Sister,  Vor.de,  Wert, Davidson.   Pub.  ot  5.25  — 
TREATMENT  OF   HEART  DISEASE  —  Cross,  Jezer. Pub.  ot  13.00   
GOVT.  REGULATION  OF  INDUSTRIAL  RELATIONS  — Toy  lor.   
PRINCIPLES  OF  ACCOUNTING  —  Finney,  Miller. Pub.  at  11.00 

COLES  PRICE  1.98 

COLES  PRICE  1.49 

COLES  PRICE  3.95 
COLES  PRICE  .60 
COLES  PRICE  1-5 GUIDING  LANGUAGE  LEARNING  —  Dowson, 

Zollinger.   Pub.  ot  6.95    C0LES  PRI" 
POLARITY  -  Norris.  Pub.  ot  4.50   COLES  PRICE  1.29 
PRACTICAL  RELIGION  Ryle.  Pub.  ot  4.S0  COLES  PRICE  1.49 
AN  INTELLECTUAL  PRIMER  —  Knedc.  Pub.  ot  2.S0  COLES  PRICE  .66 MODERN  CHEMISTRY  —  Baxter,  Stciner. 
Pub.  at  2.50    LAJLtS  r-KIV-C  .*t 
THE  APOLLO  ANTHOLOGY.  Pub.  ot  2.50    COLES  PRICE  .79 
TOPSOIL  &  CIVILIZATION  —  Dale,  Carter    COLES  PRICE  .66 THEATRE  DE  MOLIERE  —  2  Ho  French)  pR|C£ 

.  .  COLES  PRICE  .50 
.  .  .  COLES  PRICE  .50 
.  .  .  COLES  PRICE  2.98 

11b. 

1.45 

ich) 

PENSEES  —  Pascal  (In  Frem Pub.  ot  1.4S   
LES  FLEURS  DU  MAL  —  Baudelaire  lln Pub.  at  1.45  
SOVIET  SPACE  SCIENCE  —  Shtemfcld Pub.  ot  6.00  . 

VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP  1 

MIM       726  YONGE  ST 
U  U      ■       SOUTH  OF  BLOOR 
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rewrite,  please 
The  Students  Administrative  Council  surprised 

number  of  people,  including  some  of  its  own  members,  by 
successfully  realizing  plans  to  produce  a  daily  half-hour 
program  on  CJRT-FM. Now  that  the  series  has  been  on  the  air  for  a  week 
some  criticism  may  be  in  order.  And  the  primary  comp- laint is  that  much  of  what  is  read  on  the  program  is  not 
designed  for  radio  broadcast,  but  has  been  taken  from 
a  particular  newspaper — The  Varsity. Because  of  the  relative  newness  of  the  venture  it 
would  be  unfair  to  criticize  either  the  inexperience  of  the 
announcers  or  their  inability  to  produce  a  full  half-hour 
of  news  and  features.  This  will  be  remedied  in  time,  even 
if  only  a  few  of  those  who  volunteered  for  radio  work  last 
week  turn  out  to  have  the  necessary  talent. 

Bur  surely  it  is  not  too  much  to  ask  rhot  the  com- 
mittee's news  copy  be  rewritten  for  radio  use.  CJRT,  we are  sure,  would  be  glad  to  instruct  the  U  of  T  crew  in 

methods  of  doing  this. 

too  swiftly  falls  the  axe 

The  demise  last  week  of  the  Victoria  College  news- 
paper, The  Strand,  is  very  unfortunate. 

This  fragmented  campus  needs  a  wide  variety  of 
journalistic  expression,  and  The  Varsity  would  have 
expected  that  the  larger  colleges,  such  as  Victoria,  could 
have  kept  a  newspaper  alive. 

Perhaps  the  Victoria  College  Union  should  have 
given  the  paper  a  slightly  longer  trial  period  this  year. 
To  abolish  the  paper  after  one  issue  may  have  seemed  a 
wise  move  on  the  basis  of  past  years'  experience,  but  with 
the  new  SAC  printing  bureau  handling  the  job  of  produc- 

tion the  situation  was  rather  different. 
By  using  the  printing  bureau  The  Strand  could  have 

had  overnight  deadlines,  and  could  have  become  the 
more  topical  journal  thot  Victoria's  student  government said  it  had  failed  to  be. 

another  engineering  project 
With  the  recent  furor  over  the  Toike  Oike,  mony students  may  have  failed  to  notice  another  project  of  the Engineering  Society — this  one  of  considerably  more  value. 
The  Society's  executive  committee  last  year  commis- sioned on  analysis  of  courses  in  Applied  Science  and Engineering,  and  the  published  report  contains  some sensible  ideas  which  deserve  careful  consideration  by  the APSC  faculty  —  particularly,  recommended  improvements in  the  study  of  humanities  by  engineering  students  and the  suggestion  that  emphasis  be  shifted  from  labs  and 

ing         C°UrSeS  t0  mathe"iatics  and  computer  program- 
The  most  noteworthy  of  all  the  suggestions  urges  the establishment  of  student-faculty  committees  which  would meet  regularly  to  reassess  courses  and  methods.  Such committees  ore  no  panacea  for  all  ills,  but  they  may  help 

w^hi^0"16  Ptremio1  Problems,  the  most  pressing  of 
nlnnn„H  ,he.  wel|-kn°wj\°ttitude  of  resentment  that  poorly planned  and  presented  humanities  courses  have  produced in  engineering  students. 
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comment 

by  p.  I.  payne 

We  must  pay  for  our  privileges 

The  opinions  expressed  in 
this  article  are  not  neces- 

sarily those  of  the  Varsity. 
The  financing  of  a  uni- 

versity education  is  of  major 
concern  to  students,  parents 
and  university  staffs.  The 
abolition  of  all  barriers  (ex- 

cept ability)  to  higher  educ- 
ation is  a  principle  that  en- 
joys common  acceptance. 

The  popular  cry  is  that  the 
government  should  increase 
its  subsidy  to  the  univer- sities to  the  point  where 
tuitions  would  not  be  re- 

quired. Extreme  variants  of 
this  view  demand  student 
wages,  free  housing  and  free 
books. 

Caution  should  be  exer 
cised  when  demanding  free 
education  at  government 
expense.  Increased  financial 
involvement  of  the  govern- 

ment in  university  finances 
will  lead  to  an  increase  of 
government  involvement  in 
general  university  affairs. 
Today  the  student  is  de- manding a  larger  voice  in 

the  university.  It  is  stimul- 
ating to  know  that  the  stu- dent wishes  to  shoulder  the 

responsibilities  of  university 
government.  But  represen- tation without  taxation  is 
powerless.  The  student  will have  an  effective  voice  only 
as  long  as  he  contributes 

to  the  financial  support  of 
the  university. 
A  higher  educated  indivi- dual is  an  asset  to  himself, 

to  industry  and  to  the  Ca- nadian people.  These  three should  bear  the  burden  of 
the  original  investment.  A 
substantial  expansion  of  the 
program  of  bursaries  and student  loans  would  help 
the  student.  And  perhaps 
more  pressure  should  be 
exerted  on  industry  to  es- tablish student  financial 
programs.  Any  method  of financial  assistance  that 
didn't  carry  the  stigma  of 
possible  government  involve- ment in  our  university 
would  be  desirable. 

letters  to  the  editor 

freedom  first 
Sir: 

I  like  Mr.  Needham's  sug- 
gestion that  a  "giant  beer parlour"  be  established  on 

the  U.  of  T.  campus,  but 
I  like  it  only  in  the  context 
of  freedom  and  responsibi- lity which  he  endorses.  But 
this  freedom  and  this  res- 

ponsibility are  not  actuali- ties; I  fear  that  under  the 

present  conditions  a  giant 
beer  parlor  would  only  re- 

sult in  a  great  deal  of  "im- politeness". Let's  have  the 
freedom  and  the  responsibi- 

lity before  we  have  the  beer. J.  W.  Thorpe  (I  Trin.) 

far  from  pure 
Sir: 

I  must  take  exception  to 
your  editorial  of  Friday, 
Oct.  1,  which  objected  to 
the  dismissal  of  Howard 
White,  on  the  grounds  that 
this  action  constituted  cen- 

sorship, as  the  editor  of  the 

"Toike  Oike"  newspaper.  I 
contend  that  the  editor  of 
The  Varsity  is  mistaken  in 
insisting  that,  "Whether  Mr. White  was  correct ...  is  not 

an  issue." 

One  becomes  accustomed 
to  abuses  of  the  press  in  the 
"free-enterprise"  tabloids, 
and  campus  newspapers  are 
far    from    pure;    but  Mr. 

White's  action  is  exemplary 
of  the  extremes  to  which 
ignorance  or  contempt  of 
the  responsibility  of  the 
press  can  go. 

I  commend  the  Engineer- 
ing Society,  not  for  recog- nizing what  is  obvious,  but 

for  taking  the  proper  action. 
Jules  Kamin  (SGS) 

opposing  views Sir: 
Your  editorial  of  Oct.  1 

expresess  certain  ideas  and 
points  of  view  which  should 
not  go  unchallenged.  Below 
are  certain  opposing  views 
and  opinions  for  your  con- ideration  in  relation  to  that 
editorial. 

#  Your  writer  implies 
that  if  mistakes  are  honest- 

ly made  on  personal  convic- 
tion they  should  be  tolerat- 

ed. There  is  no  basis  what- 
ever for  requiring  society  to 

tolerate  all  the  "honest  mis- 
takes" made  by  ignorant 

people  on  the  basis  of  per- sonal conviction.  Certain 
mistakes  can  be  made  only 
once,  and  are  fatal.  It  was 
Mr.  White's  misfortune  to 
make  such  a  mistake,  and 

a  consequence  the  En- gineering Society  has  seen 
to  it  that  such  a  mistake 
will  not  be  repeated  by  him. 

•  The  writer  concedes 
the  right  of  the  Engineering 
Society  to  dismiss  Mr. 
White,  but  objects  to  the 
society  exercising  this  free- 

dom. May  I  suggest  that  the 
freedom  your  writer  guards 
so  jealously  is  not  the  sole 
property  of  campus  editors, 
but  belongs  to  all.  The  En- 

gineering Society  is  com- posed of  the  duly  elected 
representatives  of  the  engin- 

eering students.  If  the  dis- 
satisfaction of  the  stu- 

dents with  the  editor  of 
their  paper  is  expressed through  their  society  by  the 
dismissal  of  the  editor,  then 
their  individual  freedom  is 
exercised.  It  would  seem 
somewhat  ridiculous,  would 
it  not,  to  sacrifice  the  free- 

dom of  the  whole  under- 
graduate engineering  stu- dent body  to  the  licence  of 

an  unacceptable  editor  who 
is  imposed  on  them  under 
the  guise  of  "freedom  of  the 

press." 

Incidentally,  what  course 
of  action  does  The  Varsity 
think  should  have  been  fol- lowed in  this  case? 

•  An  objection  is  raised to  the  sensitivity  of  some 
people  which  is  alleged  to 
have  played  loo  great  a  part 
in  the  meeting  which  result- 

ed in  Mr.  White's  resignat- ion. May  I  suggest  that  some 
of  us  who  have  not  attain- 

ed the  level  of  sophisticat- ion that  the  writer  has 
reached  demand  our  free- 

dom to  express  our  offense 
at  the  offensive  and  repuls- 

ion at  the  repulsive  in  spite 
of  that  writer's  own  insensi- tivity  (sic).  Let  the  course 

of  action  taken  (in  this  case 
Mr.  White's  dismissal)  be  a 
measure  of  our  repulsion. 

#  Your  writer  contends 
that  the  essence  of  a  uni- 

versity education  is  the  pur- 
suit of  "truth",  which  can- 

not be  adequately  served  un- 
less each  individual  is  allow- 

ed to  test  his  ideas.  Later 
on,  it  is  suggested  that  the content  of  the  football 
cheers  is  not  at  issue.  It 
seems  to  me  that  if  the 
depth  of  a  person's  search for  truth  is  measurable  by 
these  football  cheers,  he  is 
so  backward  that  expression 
of  these  "ideas"  is  not  like- 

ly to  help  much.  In  short, 
your  writer  has  idealized  to 
the  general  case  a  specific instance  that  is  so  debased 
he  is  unable  to  support  it 
in  particular;  there  is  no 
relationship  between  "free- 

dom of  the  press"  and  the "White  affair." 

•  It  is  grossly  unfair  that The  Varsity  conscripts  high 
school  students  to  be  edi- 

torial writers,  and  it  is  my 
"personal  conviction"  that 
this  practice  should  be  dis- continued at  once. 

O.  E.  Kraulis  (IV  APSC) 
Invective  is  ho  substitute 

for  argument  —  ed. 



Organizers  confident  teach-in  will  succeed 
By  PAUL  CARSON The  U  of  T  International 

Teach-in  held  its  first  full- 
scale  press  briefing  last 
Thursday  in  the  Rhodes 
Room  of  Trinity  College. 
The  setting  was  a  digni- fied one,  and  suited  the 

business  at  hand. 
Teach-In  chairman  Char- 

les Hanly  fielded  the  ques- tions thrown  at  him  in  a 
relaxed  manner  which  re- 

flected the  growing  confi-' 
dence  of  the  teach-in's 
organizers  that  the  project 
will  be  a  success. 

Prof.  Hanly  did  not  des- 
cribe the  teachrin  as  a  pos- 

sible major  breakthrough  in 
East  -  West  understanding, 
but,  he  asserted,  "we  believe 
that  we  can  play  some  role 
in  the  lessening  of  interna- 

tional tensions." 

Charles  Hanly,  of  the  U  of  T 
is  Chairman  of  the  Teach- in. 

This  current  confidence, 
with  the  beginning  of  the 
teach-in  less  than  one  week 
away,  would  have  been  dif- 

ficult to  predict  last  sum- 
mer when  the  idea  for  a 

Toronto  teach-in  was  con- 
ceived. 
The  International  Teach- 

in  had  its  beginnings  in 
Ann  Arbor,  Michigan,  at  a 
conference  organized  by  a 
group  of  American  profes- 

sors to  assess  the  results  of 
the  Washington  teach-in, 
and  to  plan  future  meetings 
along  the  same  lines.  Prof. 
Hanly  led  the  Toronto  dele- 
gation. 

Summer  beginnings 
At  Ann  Arbor,  three  main 

steps  were  taken.  First,  to 
organize  another  teach-in 
featuring  a  direct  confron- 

tation between  Hans  J.  Mor- 
genthau  of  Chicago  and  Mc- 
George  Bundy,  President 
Johnson's  chief  aide  for  na- 

tional security.  This  took 
place  later  during  the  sum- 

mer on  CBS  television,  but 
the  hoped  -  for  intellectual 
debate  became  instead  an 
inconclusive  exchange. 
The  second  decision  was 

to  send  a  team  of  profes- 
sors under  the  direction  of 

political  scientist  Robert 
Brown  directly  to  Viet 
Nam,  and  to  finance  and 
publicize  their  reports.  The 
team  went.  They  reported. 
They  were  largely  ignored. 

Thirdly,  and  in  the  long 
run  most  important  of  all, 
was  the  decision  to  hold  an 
international  teach-in  dur- 

ing the  fall  of  1965. 
At  first,  the  location  was 

to  be  one  of  the  larger 
American  universities.  None, 
however,  could  propose  a 
format  which  was  accept- 

able to  all  concerned.  Prof. 
Hanly  was  taking  a  major 
part  in  the  criticism,  when, 
as  he  recalls,  "somebody told  me  to  make  a  sugges- 

tion or  else  stop  com- 

plaining." Professor  Hanly's  suggest- ion has  become  the  Inter- 
national Teach-in  which  be- 

gins Friday  night. 
The  teach-in  format  was 

chosen  because  it  offered 
the  best  method,  in  Prof. 
Hanly's  view,  of  studying  a particular  area  of  current 
world  problems.  A  faculty- 
SAC  study  conference  was 
considered  but  rejected  as 
not  providing  the  sense  of 
immediacy  and  urgency 
which  Prof.  Hanly  feels  is 
vital. 
Audience  participation 

sought 
"What  we  wanted  was 

audience  participation  and 
meaningful  debate  by  recog- 

nized spokesmen  from  the 
various  political  positions," 
he  explained.  "We  want speakers  directly  involved 
in  the  formulation  of  na- 

tional policy,  not  just  out- 
side experts." The  teach-in  will  also  fea- 
ture extensive  student  par- 

ticipation. In  fact,  a  student 
who  attends  without  taking 
an  active  part  will  waste  a 
valuable  opportunity. 
There  will  be  questions 

from  the  floor  during  all 
major  sessions.  These  must 
be  approved  in  advance  by 
an  "editorial  board,"  to 
prevent  both  facetious 
wrangling  and  lengthy  dis- 

sertations disguised  as  ques- 
tions. 
The  major  area  of  stu- 

dent participation  will  be 
the  seminars  which  follow 
the  third  and  fifth  sessions. 
Approximately  250  seminars 
have  been  scheduled  for 
various  rooms  and  buildings 
around  the  campus,  and  the 
size  of  each  group  will  be 
limited  to  about  20  persons. 
The  committee  organizing 
the  seminars  is  trying  to 
create  a  balance  within 
each  small  group  between 
students,  faculty,  the  gen- 

eral public  and  foreign visitors. 
Commenting  on  the  semi- 

nar organization,  Prof.  Han- 
ly said:  "The  seminars  will 

provide  the  real  vitality  of 
the  teach-in,  and  it  is 
through  them  that  the  stu- 

dents can  make  a  substan- 
tial contribution  to  the  pro- 

ject's over-all  success." Radio  and  TV  coverage 
One  reflection  of  the 

teach-in's  importance  is  the amount  of  radio  and  televi- 
sion coverage  already  con- firmed. 

Ryerson  radio  station 
CJRT-FM  (91.1)  .  has  ar- 

ranged to  provide  continual 
FM  coverage  of  the  entire 
teacbrin.  Its  signal  covers 
Ontario  from  Peterboro  to 
Niagara  Falls,  as  well  as 
northern  New  York  State. 
In  addition,  two  American 
radio  stations,  WIB  in  New 
York  and  one  in  Detroit,  are 
picking  up  the  entire  pro- ceedings. 
The  CBC  has  confirmed 

that  CBC-FM  will  be  carry- 
ing much  of  the  teach-in live. 

At  present  there  are  no 
plans  for  live  TV  coverage, 
but  the  entire  weekend  will 
be  videotaped  for  future 
showing.  Hamilton's  Chan- nel 11  will  cover  Friday  and 
Saturday,  and  CBC's  Chan- nel 6  will  film  the  Sunday 
program.  Many  of  the  guest 
speakers  will  also  appear 
Oct.  10  on  CBC-TV's  This Hour  Has  Seven  Days. 
Prof.  Hanly  said  that 

some  U.S.  television  net- 
works have  expressed  an 

interest  in  covering  portions 
of  the  teach-in. 

Objections  to  teach-in 
Two  main  objections  to 

the  teach-in  format  involve 
the  switch  from  Convoca- 

tion Hall  to  Varsity  Arena, 
and  the  use  of  the  word "teach-in"  itself. 

Prof.  Hanly  argued  that 
the  rapid  registration,  both 
on  campus  (1,200  students 
as  of  Friday  night)  and  from 
other  areas  (1,000  at  a  con 
servative  estimate)  made 
Convocation  Hall  too  smal 
even  before  the  public  sale 
was  taken  into  account.  He 
is  confident  that  all  sessions 
will  have  crowds  of  "at  least 
5,000  and  perhaps  6.000." Prof.  Hanly  also  defended 
the  use  of  the  expression 
"teach-in". 
"We  are  using  the  classic 

teach-in  format,  and  eyen 
though  this  is  definitely  not 
a  protest  movement,  it  is  an 
intellectual  exploration  of 
matters  of  vital  current  in- 

terest," he  said.  "Moreover, without  exception,  our  Amer 

U  of  T  Pres:dent  C.  T.  Bis- 
sell  is  Honorary  Chairman 
of  the  International  Teach- in. 

ican  colleagues  cannot  com- 
prehend this  as  being  any- 

thing but  a  teach-in." Security  precautions 
Although  the  teach-in  is 

intended  as  an  educational 
and  intellectual  event,  there 
may  be  some  who  will  be 
unable  to  resist  the  tempta- tion to  demonstrate  inside 
the  arena  or  to  push,  their 
own  brand  of  political 
ethics. 

Prof.  Hanly  made  it 
quite  clear  that  such  stu- dents will  not  be  tolerated. 
"Too  many  teach-ins  have 
been  ruined  by  unruly  mobs 
of  students  who  have  been 
allowed  to  get  out  of  hand," he  said.  "We  don't  intend  to 
let  it  happen  in  Toronto." Because  of  the  diplomatic 
importance  of  several 
speakers,  there  will  be  a  full 
squad  of  RCMP  security 
guards,  both  in  uniform  and 

plainclothes.  The  university 
police,  augmented  by  extra 
details  of  city  forces,  will 
keep  order  outside  the arena,  while  inside  a  special 
band  of  ushers  and  mar- 
shalls  will  assist  students 
to  their  seats  'and  escort 
any  protesting  elements from  the  arena. 
"We  expect  the  students 

to  respect  the  seriousness 
of  the  teach-in  and  act  ac- 

cordingly," said  Prof.  Han- ly, "but  we  will  be  prepared 
for  any  disturbances." 

Advance  registration  ends Tuesday.  After  that,  go  to 
the  office  (Room  4,  UC)  or 
get  tickets  at  the  door  od Friday  night. 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 

Reasonable  Prices 

Toronto's  Most 

Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
(just  West  of  Spadina) 

SKULE  NITE 

DANCERS 

Arline  wants  YOU  to  audit-ion 
for  the  SKULE  NITE  DANCERS 
{both  sexes)  on  Thursday,  Octo- 

ber 7  at  7:30  p.m.  in  the  Com- 
mon Room  on  the  3rd  floor  of 

the  Galbraith  Building.  Wear 
running  shoes.  Girls,  pleose  wear 
shorts. 

ACT  (-0RS  MESSES) 
Auditions  for  roles  in  SKULE 
NITE  will  be  held  from  7:00 
p.m.  to  10:00  p.m.  on  Tuesdoy, October  5,  and  Wednesday, 
October  6,  in  the  Common  Room 
on  the  third  floor  ot  the  Gal- braith Building. 

Be  there  (please) 

UKRAINIAN  STUDENTS'  CLUB INVITES  NEW  MEMBERS  WELCOMES  OLD  MEMBERS 
FIRST  MEETING 

Tues.  Oct.  5 
AT  UKR.  CULTURAL  CENTRE 

83  CHRISTIE  ST.  (1  block  north  of  Bloor) 

7:30  p.m. 

WAREHOUSE  CLEARANCE 

nf  World  Fammrc  MOTORCYCLES 

ot  world  Famous  MOTORBIKES 

You  MAY  SAVE 

UP 
TO 

50%  
ON 

ZUNDAPP 

****
 

THIS  IS  A 

GENUINE 
AH  Sales  Final 
Phone  364-0111 

ON  DISPLAY  AT 

421-7868 

SALE! 

Financing  Available. 
■  Ext.  53  —  366-3322 

Laird  Motors 
80  LAIRD  DRIVE 

LEASIDE 
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Special  for  students Clip  »!>■*  °d  anA  toko  '*  ,0 

THE  MEDICAL  ARTS 
BARBER  SHOP 
1 70  ST.  GEORGE  ST. BASEMENT 

For  discount  cord  giving  you 
35c  OFF 

REGULAR  PRICE 
FOR  THE  WHOLE  YEAR 
Get  cards  until  Nov.  30 923-0116 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 

706  QUEEN  ST.  W. Toronto  3,  Ont. 
EM.  6-2025 

open  doily,  ind.  Sat.  from  8  -  6. 
University  Bfoicrs  ond  Trousers 
made  to  measure  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coots,  Tunedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  eloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

YOUNG  MEN 

GRADUATES  AND  POST-GR
ADUATES IN 

ECONOMICS 

and  related  courses. 

Positions  will  be  open  in  a  number  of  departments,  in  
particular: 

AGRICULTURE  SanBRtU 
BUREAU  OF  STATISTICS  "S"E,?iES 

ESSE  =SGAT,°N  SSKX'aND  COMMERCE 

markettog.  tod^ "agreements,  tariffs,  taxation,  labour  market  studies, welfare  program  planning  and  other  current  interest. 
Starting  salaries  will  be  commensurate  with  qualifications

. 
Honors  specialization  is  preferred,  with  post-graduate  training  requir

ed 

fOT  ApXtions  wiU  be  received  in  the  program  for  Junior  Executive 
Officers  and  Foreign  Service  Officers,  for  which  the  qualifying  examin- ation is  preferred,  with  post-graduate  training  required  for  certain 

^Applications  will  be  received  in  the  program  for  Junior  Executive 
Officers  and  Foreign  Service  Officers,  for  which  the  qualifying 
examination  will  be  held  at  Oakwood  Collegiate. 

OCTOBER  20  AT  7:00  P.M. 
Further  details  available  at  the  Placement  Office,  including interview  dates. 

You  can't  beat 

the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

Statements  of  candidates 

in  the  UC  SAC  elections Lisa  Samuel  (IV  UC). 

English  Language  and  Liter- ature. 

•  Although  much  of SAC's  work  is  purely  ad- 
ministrative, this  word  fails 

■10  describe  the  Council's most  important  responsi- bilities. Morover,  it  is  these 
non  -  administrative  func- 

tions which  interest  me 
most  as  a  candidate  for 
election  to  SAC. 

•  As  UC  SAC  rep  I  would 
endeavour  to  increase  edu- cational programs  at  the 
university  about  social  and 
political  issues  off  campus. I  fee!  SAC  has  a  responsi- 

bility to  stimulate  and  in- iorm  U  of  T  students  with 

regard  to  international  af- 

Joy  Satok  (II  UC).  Socio- 

logy. 

•  At  the  last  SAC  meet- 

/ 

*  . ..  ' 

MAUD:  I'm  just  admiring  your 
new  high-neck  sweater  with  the 
Raglan  sleeves  that  are  designed 
on  angle  to  make  your  chest  look 
broader  than  it  really  is. 
DON:  It's  a  honey.  Made  by 
Byford  and  designed  by  Hardy Amies. 
MAUD:  Amies!  He's  world 
famous  for  his  styling  knowl- edge. 
DON:  I  like  the  way  it  fits. 
MAUD:  That  sweater  makes  you 
look  like  I  want  you  to  look. 
Feel  that  man-size  ribbing  and 
those  one,  two,  three,  four,  five, 
six  sexy  leather  buttons. DON:  I  am.  I  ami 
MAUD:  Anyone  who  understands 
quality  in  sweaters,  knows 
Byford.  They're  British, 
thU  •xWuiiye,  mad*  in  fnojentf. 
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fairs. 

0  I  would  also  like  to  see 
SAC  press  for  increased  go- vernment aid  to  students, 

perhaps  with  a  planned  pro- gram of  summer  employ- ment for  students.  I  also 
feel  that  SAC  should  seek 
greater  responsibility  for 
students  in  the  administra- tion of  the  university. 

0  Some  of  the  adminis- trative matters  which  would concern  me  as  UC  SAC  rep 
are  an  examination  of  the 
student  parking  problem  on 
campus  and  the  early  com- 

pletion of  the  student  cen- 
tre. It  is  with  these  goals  in mind  that  I  seek  election 
tomorrow  as  UC  SAC  rep. 

ing,  there  was  violent  de- bate concerning  SAC  en- 
dorsement of  the  Interna- tional Teach-in.  In  my 

opinion,  there  can  be  no 
question  but  that  this  pro- ject deserves  our  full  and unqualified  support.  No 
parallel  exists  between  this issue  and  external  moral 

questions,  in  which  SAC's role  must,  of  necessity,  be 
primarily  educational. 

0  Ideally,  university  edu- cation should  be  free  and 
available  to  every  qualified 
student;  however,  since  this ideal  is  not  likely  to  be 
realized  in  the  near  future, 
SAC  must  fight  to  freeze 
fees  and  resist  any  future 
attempts  to  raise  them. 

)  SAC  should  also  inves- 
tigate the  establishment  of a  year-round  book  exchange, 

as  well  as  furthering  its  ef- forts in  the  extension  of 
counselling  services  to  stu- dents. 

Alan  R.  Prien  (IV  UC). 
Modern  History.  University 
College.  Sir  Daniel  Wilson Residence.  CUS  High  School 
Visits  Chairman. 

The  following  should  be 
given  high  priority  by  SAC 

in  1965-6: •  A  Student  Centre  — 
preparations  for  which  are already  underway. 

•  Full  support  by  SAC 
for  the  CUS  stand  in  trying 
to  ensure  student  votes  in 
their  campus  residence. 
•  Better  relations  and communications  with  the 

hierarchy  on  the  part  of  stu- 
dent organizations. 

•  In  conjunction  with the  last-mentioned  point, 
attempts  to  imp  rove  stu- dent parking  and  housing 
facilities,  and  investigation 
of  the  bookstore  to  see  if 
it  can  be  enlarged  and/or 
improved  (needless  to  say 
what  the  conclusion  will be). 

•  With  the  forthcoming 
Bladen  Report  on  student 
finances,  a  determined  at- 

tempt to  eliminate  or  at 
least  decrease  tuitioa  fees. 

•  More  and  enlarged  ex- changes. 



McGILL  IMPROVES 

Shin  kickers  squeeze  out 
AUTRFC 

Syndicated  Service 
Ooooo  ...  it  was  a 

squeaker  as  Varsity's  bare- legged 15  nosed  by  McGill 
14-12  in  a  hard-played,  wide- 
open  rugger  match  on  the 
back  campus  Saturday. 
Redmen,  whom  Varsity 

clobbered  25-6  and  39-10  last 
year,  have  improved  tremen- 

dously and  lived  up  to  their 
pre-season  clippings  as  be- 

ing the  team  to  beat. 
Blues'  forwards,  enjoying 

a  slight  weight  advantage 
over  their  adversaries,  took 
control  of  the  play  and  won 
a  good  percentage  of  the 
ball-possession  for  the  backs 
in  a  game  marked  by  con- 

tinual fighting  in  the  front 
row. 

Wing  Jim  McElroy  was  a 
standout  with  2  crash  tries 
in  the  first  half,  while  Rich 
Hayman  also  shone,  setting 
up  Jimmy  Johnson  for  a 
picturesque  score  between 
the  posts.  This  latter  try, 
converted  by  captain  John 
McNeil  was  Blues'  only  suc- cessful kick  of  the  day.  Mc- 

Neil later  struggled  over  for 
the  last  try  of  the  game, 
raising  the  score  to  a  14-9 
Varsity  advantage,  after 
they  were  confronted  with 
a  9-6  half-time  deficit. 

However  Blues  lapsed  de- 
fensively in  the  last  5  min- 

utes and  allowed  a  near  fa- 
tal McGill  score.  Their  con- 

vert, which  would  have 
tied  the  game  sailed  over 
the  left  post  and  was  nul- 

lified by  the  referee  pre- 
serving a  Varsity  victory. 

Although  the  score  indi- 
cates a  close  game,  and 

close  it  was,  Blues  were  os- 
tensibly the  better  team  and 

part  at  least  of  McGill's  suc- cess was  due  to  good  for- 
tune. The  Redmen  were  good 

on  two  penalty  kicks  while 
Blues,  in  addition  to  miss- 

ing their  only  chance  at 
easy  points,  blew  three  con- 

verts to  boot  (or  not  to 
boot,  that  is  .  .  .) 
In  The  Scrum:  Blues' 

younger  brothers,  the  sec- 
onds and  thirds,  though  not 

as  successful,  appear  to 
have  put  as  much  effort 
into  the  battle.  The  seconds 
were  defeated  by  Hamilton 
22-5  and  suffered  an  injury 
when  Charles  Magwood 
strained  knee  ligaments. 

The  thirds  underwent  the 
same  fate  as  Scottish  II 
blanked  them  14-zip,  break- 

ing Paul  Stockdale's  ankle in  the  process  .  .  .  Senior 
Blues  next  game  is  Tuesday 
evening  at  7:30  in  the  Bloor 
St.  Bowl  against  the  Old 
Boys.  This  squad  is  com- 

posed largely  of  former  Var- sity football  players  of  the 
last  decade  and  participates 
in  the  Ontario  Senior  Rug- 

ger League  along  with  Blues' recent  conquerors  the  Sara- 
cens .  .  .  Last  year's  Ontario Quebec  Athletic  Association 

Champions,  Queens  downed 
Guelph  29-0  at  Kingston. 

soccer  (continued) 

Three-quarters  of  Blues' scoring  went  to  rookies  Bill 
Nepotiuk,  Frank  Soppelsa 
and  Ormond  Mendes. 
Nepotiuk  set  up  scoring 

within  five  minutes  of  game 
time  by  netting  a  long  kick 
from  right  wing  through  a 
wall  of  defenders. 

Flagging  for  a  short  time 
in  mid  first  half,  Varsity 
shot  back  into  action  before 
half  time,  sparked  by  a  goal 
from  centre  forward  Sop- 

pelsa. . Mendes  opened  second- 
half  scoring  with  a  shot 
through  the  middle  from  a 
free  kick  by  Dom  Dente. 

At  the  three-quarter  mark, 
Blues  returned  three  vete- 

rans to  their  forward  line, 
right  wing  Pat  Terrelonge, 
inside  right  Dennis  Chung 
and  left  wing  Bill  Troost  to 
set  up  a  new  onslaught  on 
McGill  goalie  Don  McFar- 
lane. 
Impetus  to  the  attack- came  from  another  quarter 

too.  A  goal  netted  by  Men- 

des was  cancelled  by  an  off- side call. 
With  five  minutes  to 

Terrelonge  came  through 
with  Blues'  fourth  and  final 
goal  on  a  cross  from  Troost. 
Pleased  enough  with  the  win 
which  sends  his  team  to  Mc- 

Gill Nov.  6  four  goals  up, 
coach  Glass  said  Blues  were 
still  not  playing  up  to  their 
potential. 
"We  can  still  play  far  bet- 

ter than  today,"  he  said. "Someday  when  these  boys 
realize  what  they  can  do, 
we'll  wallop  somebody 

14—0." 
McGill  coach  Brian  Cleary 

said  Soccer  Blues  '65  are 
the  best  team  he's  seen  from 
Varsity,  but  pleaded  three 
injured  absentees  for  this 
own  team's  poor  performan- ce. 

He  prophesied  a  not-so- 
easy  victory  on  the  6  cH, 
when  Blues  meet  a  stronger 
Montreal  team,  toughened 
by  the  gruelling  schedule  of 
16  games  in  five  weeks. 

MEN  -  CURLING  -  MEN 
Lists  are  still  open  for  men  wishing  to  curl  this  season. 
Sign  up  in  Intercollegiate  Office,  Room  101,  for  Inter- 

collegiate &  Recreational  Leagues,  and  in  Intramural 
Office,  Room  107,  for  Intramural  League.  Entry  fee  of 
$15.00  to  be  paid  at  time  of  signing.  Entries  close, FRIDAY,  OCTOBER  8th. 

WATER  POLO 

Water  Polo  practice  for  Intercollegiate  team, 
will  start  on  Tuesday,  October  5th  at  5  p.m. 
Anyone  interested  in  turning  out  for  team,  see 
Mr.  Ed.  Szakacs  the  coach,  at  the  pool. 

PHYSICAL  EDUCATION-MEN CLASS  TIME  TABLE 
FALL  TERM  —  OCTOBER  18  TO  DECEMBER  17 SPRING  TERM  —  JANUARY  10  TO  MARCH  25 

MON.    TUES.     WED.  THURS.  FRI. 
10 

to 

11 

Arts 

Ap.  Sc.  F Pharm.  A 

Arts Arts Arts 

Arts 

11 
to 
12 

Arts Arts 
Arts 

Arts Arts 

12 to 

1 

Arts 

Ap.  Sc.  A,  B ARCH 

Arts AP.  Sc.  C,  51, 

52 

Arts 
ARCH Arts Ap.  Sc.  A,B,C, Pharm.  A  &  B 

Arts 

A  p.  Sc.  F 

2 
to 
3 

Arts 

AP.  Sc.  D 

Arts 
Pharm.  B 

Arts 

Ap.  Sc.  H 
Arts 

Arts 

Ap.  Sc.  G,  51 

Forestry 

3 
to 
4 

Arts 
AP.  Sc.  E Arts Ap.  Sc.  G,H 

Arts 

Sp.  Sc.  E 

Forestry 

Arts 
Arts 

AP.  Sc.  D,  52 

I  Before  October  15  report  to  swimming  pool.  Hart  House,  and  complete I  the  test. 

Mndyd^,if8V,"^etMTerL(6,)'  Riek  R1P',ein  <">  <""*  on  unidentified  , carries  °n  V<"S"y  fullbo<*  Errki  Pukonen  (20).  Pukonen  gained  42  yards 

NOTE:  Pre-Medicol  and  Faculty  of  Music  Students  will  take  Physical Education  with  Arts  Students. 
|  Time  Table  Difficulties  —  See  M.G.  Griffiths,  Room  107,  Hort  House, I  between  1.00  and  2.00  p.m. 

REGISTRATION  FOR  PHYSICAL  EDUCATION 
Before  October  15  register  for  Physical  Education  Classes  at  the  Key Office,  Basement  Floor,  Hort  House.  Be  sure  you  get  your  Phys,  Ed. Attendance  number  when  you  enrol.  Tote  boxes  may  also  be  obtained. Hours  —  9.30  o.m.  to  5.30  p.m. 

SWIMMING  TEST 
'ort  to  swimi 

|  Hours  —  12.10  p.m.  to  6.00  p.m. 
SWIMMING  CLASSES 

Men  wishing  to  take  instructional  classes  for  credit  must  register  between Oct.  12th  and  15th.  Report  at  entrance  to  the  swimming  pool  with ycur  odrr.ir-ro-licture  cord  and  time  table.  Hours  —  12.10  p  m  to 6.00  p.m. 

RECREATIONAL  PERIODS 
o  the  main  gymnasium  at  hours  selected  from  above  time  table. 

VOLUNTEER  INSTRUCTORS 
Training  classes  ore  provided  for  men  who  wish  to  qualify  os  volunteer instructors  in  Aquatics.  Report  to  Mr.  McCatty  in  the  Fencinq  Room Tu:sdoy,  Oct.  12th  at  1.00  p.m. 

COACHING  AND  INSTRUCTIONAL  CLASSES 
JUDO,  WEIGHT  TRAINING,  SPECIAL  CLASSES  —  See  M.G.  Griffiths, 107,  Hart  House  between  1.00  and  2.00  p.m. 
GYMNASTICS:  5.00  p.m.  Mon.  Wed.  Fri.  starling  Oct.  18 
BOXING  &  WRESTLING:  500  p.m.  daily  —  starting  Oct  18 
FENCING:  5.00  p.m.  Tues.  &  Thur.  —  starting  Oct.  19 
SKIN  AND  SCUBA  DIVING;  Report  to  Mont  Richardson  Mon.  Oct.  18, 
1.00  p.m.  Fencing  Room. 
R.L.S.S.  LIFE  GUARD  CERTIFICATION  COURSE:  7.30  p.m.  —  Thun. starting  Oct.  21,  Register  at  Pool. 
R.L.S.S-  DISTINCTION  AWARD  COURSE:  1.00  p.m.  —  Man  starling 
Oct.  18,  Register  at  Pool. 
ARTIFICIAL  RESPIRATION  COURSE:  1.00  p.m.  —  Tues.  porting  Oct. 
19,  Register  at  Fencing  Room. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE  &  INTRAMURAL  SPORTS 

GET   LIST  OF  ACTIVITIES   AT  KEY  OFFICE  WHEN   YOU  ENROL, 
OR  INQUIRE  AT  INTRAMURAL  OFFICE. 

THE  VARSITY,  Monday,  October  4th,  1965  —  Page  7 



minn  sums  15  POINTS 

Blues  one  st
ep  closer  to 

 Yates 

Quarterbacks  the  diffe
rence 

as  Blues  scalp  Redmen
 

By  P.  J.  PAPE 

Quarlerbacking  provided  the  margin  f*^**^ 
cento's  Varsity  Blues,  when  they  defeated  McG.ll  R

edmen 
n»  al  Varsity  Stadium  Saturday  afternoon.  ..«.„, 
W  Redmen  rushed  a-nd  tackled  as  well  as  Vars.ty  but  he 

stoply  could  not  match  Blues'  potent  aerial  attack,  led
  by 

quarterbacks  Bryce  Taylor  and  Vie  Wozmuk. The  Toronto  duo  complet-    By  mjxing    his  plays  well 
ed  15  or  23  pass  attempts 
with  no  interceptions.  Mc- 
Gill's  quarterback  Glen  St. John  could  manage  only 
eight  completions  in  24 
attempts.  Four  of  his  pass- es were  intercepted. 
Toronto  halfback  Andy 

Szandtner  instigated  Blue's first  touchdown  march,  by 
intercepting  a  St..  John  pass. 
With  Taylor  throwing  the ball  like  a  professional,  the 
team  muved  74  yards  to  the 
McGill  two-yard  line,  where 
he  culminated  the  drive  by 
carrying  the  ball  into  the end  zone. 
The  first  of  Ian  Kirkpat- 

rick's  two  interceptions  set 
up  Blues'  second  touch- down. Tavlor  moved  the 
team  30  yards  in  six  plays 
culminating  in  a  1-yard 
quarterback  plunge  for  the TD. 
But  McGill  struck  back 

within  the  next  minute. 
With  sheer  power  and  speed 
all-star  halfback  Eric  Wal- 

ter ran  over  and  around  the 
Blues'  defenders  as  he  rac- 

ed 63  yards  for  a  touch- down. 
The  convert  was  missed 

and  the  score  at  half  time 
was  1 5 — 6. 

V-'alters'  tremendous  ef- 
fort was  matched  in  the 

lirsl  minute  of  the  second 
half  by  Toronto's  Gerry Sternberg. 
Stumbling  as  he  broke 

through  the  Redmen  line, 
Sternberg  reversed  his  field 
and  sprinted  past  the  Mc- 

Gill team  for  a  70-yard touchdown. 
The  second  half  was  cotn- 

paritively  dull,  highlighted only  bv  the  hard  running 
of  McGill  halfback,  Pete 
Howlel  and  the  poor  pass- 

ing of  quarterback  St.  John. 
Redmen  had  slowed  the 

Toronto  offence  consider- 
ably by  employing  a  six  and 

sevcit  man  blitz  not  allow- 
ing Blues  to  score  until  the 

final  two  minutes  of  play. 
Following  the  patent  in- troduced by  Argonaut  coach 

Bob  Shaw,  Blues'  head coach  Dalt  White  ordered 
punier  Ward  Passi  to  con- 

cede two  points  by  running 
back  into  the  end  zone. 
By  giving  up  these  two 

points.  Blues  retained  pos- session of  the  football  al 
their  own  25-yard  line. 
From  there  it  was  quar- 

terback, Vic  Wozniuk's  turn to  direct  the  Toronto  attack 

the  team  moved  down  to 
the  McGill  17-yard  line, 
where  he  capped  off  the 
march  with  a  touchdown 
pass  to  flanker  Jim  Ware. NOTES:  Defensive  tackle 
Jim  Chernoff  played  a 
standout  out  game  as  did 
defensive  halfbacks  Ian 
Kirkpatrick  and  Andy 
Szandtner  of  the  Blues  and 
Marty  Wenger  of  the  Red- 
men....  Mike  Eben  (six  re- 

ceptions) and  Jim  Ware 
(five  receptions)  starred  of- fensively for  the  Blues.- 
Gerry  Sternberg  lead  both 
teams  in  rushing  (again) 
with  110  yards  in  11  car- ries.... Corner  line-backer Tom  Reed  is  lost  to  Blues 
for  the  remainder  of  the 
season.  He  suffered  torn 
ligaments  in  his  knee  and 
was  operated  on  after  the 
game....  paid  attendance  was 
10,550. 

M  T 
First  Downs  13  22 
Yards  Rushing  217  176 
Yards  Passing  123  250 
Passes  Attempted 
Completed  25J8  23  15 

Intercepted  By  0  4 
FumblesjFumbles 
Lost  00       3  3 

Penalties  Yards 
Penalized  5  60   10  125 

Punts|Average 
Yards  2  27.7  9133.8 

— photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Gwry  Sternberg  (33)  at  the  start  of  his  70-yard  touchdown 
run.  Bob  Pampe  (51)  throws  a  key  block  on  Isaac  Lerner (61)  ot  McGill. 

Redmen  headed  off, 

Blues  win  opener 
By  marci  Mcdonald 
A  shut-out  victory  against 

their  toughest  competition  of 
last  year  put  Varsity  Soccer Blues  well  on  their  way  to 
the  Blackwood  trophy  and 
intercollegiate  championship Saturday. 

Whipping  McGill  Redmen 4—0  on  the  back  campus, 
Blues  surprised  themselves 
as  they  monopolized  play 
against  the  only  team  they 
couldn't  beat  last  year. 
Redmen  currently  co-hold 

the  Blackwood  trophy  with Varsity. 
It  was  more  of  a  surprise 

since  the  McGill  Daily  re- 
ported last  week  that 

the  Montrealers  were  top- 
heavy  with  veterans. 
But  the  candy-striped  ve- 

terans proved  powerless 
against  Blues'  own  nine  re- turnees and  a  sparkling 
field  of  rookies,  including 
shut-out  goalie  George 
Comisso. 

See  "soccer",  page  7 

(  — photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
  McGill's  Pete  Howlett  (30)  demonstrates  why  he  was  McGill's  top  ground  gainer Page  8  —  THE  VARSITY,    Saturday  as  he  rolls  over  Al  Giachino  (70).  Gord  Whyte  (72)  and  Ray  Reynolds  (6) Monday,  October  4th,  1965    move  in  tor  the  kill. 

Western 

upsets 

Queen's 

Special  to  the  Varsity 
KINGSTON  —  Art  Froese 

and  injuries  combined  to 
hand  Queen's  Golden  Gaels their  first  defeat  in  more 
than  two  years  Saturday  af- ternoon. 

Froese  scored  two  touch- downs and  two  converts  and 
ran  for  198  yards  to  spark 
Western  Mustangs  to  a  33-20 
victory  in  a  Senior  Intercol- legiate" football  league  game 
played  in  Kingston. 

Mustang  quarterback  Bob Israel,  Larry  Burridge, 
Froese's  running  mate  in 
Western's  double  fullback  of- 

fence, and  defensive  tackle Tom  '  Beynon  (a  former 

Gael)  scored  Western's  other touchdown.  Robin  Wearing 
kicked  a  46-yard  single. 

The  injury-riddled  Queen's defensive  unit  bore  little  re- semblance to  the  squad 
which  allowed  the  fewest 
points  scored  against  it  in 
the  league  in  the  past  three 
seasons  and  was  a  big  factor 

in  making  Queen's  undefeat- ed champions  for  the  last 
two  years. 

Gaels  played  without  their 
veteran  quarterback  Cal 
Connor,  starting  his  seventh 
season  of  intercollegiate  foot- ball. He  dressed  for  the 
game  but  remained  on  the 
sidelines,  nursing  a  shoulder 
injury  from  an  exhibition 
game  against  St.  Francis Xavier  last  week. 

Don  Bayne  back-up  quar- terback and  first  string 
flanker  took  over  at  quarter- back. 

In  addition  to  Connor,  all- 
star  middle  guard  Merv 
Daub  and  defensive  halfback 
Bob  Latham  were  on  the 
sidelines,  both  with  shoulder 
injuries  suffered  in  exhibi- 

tion games. 

Don  Smith,  an  outstand- ing rookie  linebacker,  joined 
them  late  in  the  first  quar- 

ter with  a  pinched  nerve  in 
his  neck. 

Queen's  attack  was  led  bv 
Heino  Lilies  the  SIFL  rustr 
ing  leader  last  season,  who 
ran  for  134  yards  and  two 
touchdowns.  Jamie  Johnston 
caught  an  11  -  yard  pass 
from  quarterback  Don Bayne,  which  was  tipped  by 
Western  defensive  back  Vern 
Lucyk  for  a  touchdown.  Lar- ry Plancke  kicked  two 
converts. 



Bladen  says... 

KEEP  THE 

The  long-awaited  Bladen 
Commission  report  on  the 
financing  of  education  sup- 

ports the  present  level  of 
university  tuition  fees. 
The  report,  released  to- 

day, urged  provincial  go- 
vernments to  "resist  the 

popular  pressure  for  the 
abolition  of  fees"  and  to 
"make  their  grants  to  uni- 

versities on  the  assumption 
that  fees  at  about  the  pre- 

sent level  will  continue  to 
be  charged." But  the  commission  also 
said  no  general  increase  in 
fees  should  be  made  "with- 

out assurance  of  a  simul- 
taneous increase  in  student 

aid." The  report  also  made  re- 
commendations for  increas- 

ed student  aid. 
0  Bursaries  up  to  a  max- 

imum of  $600  per  student 
per  year,  with  the  amount 
granted  to  each  individual 
determined  by  a  means 
test. 

#  Scholarships  to  a  max- imum of  $250  per  student 
per  year,  but  these  will  be 
considered  as  prestige  items 
and  not  a  major  source  of financing. 
#  'Free  education'  for 

graduate  students.  A  grant 
of  §2000  per  student  per 
year  providing  he  does  not 
have  summer  employment. 
(This  is  similar  to  a  plan 
presently  operating  in  On- tario but  not  in  the  other 
provinces). 
The  report  stated  that 

more  than  80  per  cent  of 
aid  to  education  will  have 
to  come  from  the  provincial 
and  federal  governments. 
#  The  current  federal 

grant  of  $2  per  capita  should 
be  increased  to  ?S  immedi- 

ately, and  then  increased  $1 
per  year  until  adequate. 
#  A  new  federal  grant  of 

$5  per  Capita  for  construc- tion costs. 
#  The    federal  govern- 

ment should  assume  40  per 
cent  of  all  operating  and  re- 

search costs  compared  with 
18.3  in  1963-64.  The  provin- ces should  assume  30  to  40 
per  cent  of  all  costs. The  commission  proposed 
a  method  of  formula  financ- 

ing in  which  grants  would 
be  computed  on  the  basis  of 
enrolment,  with  added 
weight  given  to  newer  in- stitutions and  those  with  a 
large  proportion  of  gradu- ate students. 
0  This  method  to  be  dir- 

ected by  an  independent 
commission  in  each  pro- 

vince, with  strong  represen- 
tation from  university  aca- demic staff. 

0  The  report  said:  "By eliminating  the  annual  line- 
by-line  scrutiny  of  the  uni- 

versity budgets  'formula financing'  would  protect  the 
universities  from  bureau- 

cratic control  and  the  go- 
vernments from  embarras- 

sing charges  of  favoritism." 
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Vic  president  blasts  uninterested 
By  DEANNA  KAMIEL 
Victoria  College  students 

were  blasted  by  their  coun- 
cil president  yesterday  for 

their  "narrowminded"  un- 
interest  in  the  U  of  T  In- 

ternational Teach-in. 
In  a  statement  entitled 

"Get  off  your  fat  ass",  Peter 
Middleton  (IV  Vic),  presi- 

dent of  the  Victoria  College 
Union,  told  students  "less 
than  five  per  cent  ~of  you have  decided  to  participate 
and  not  many  more  have 
fully  informed  yourselves  of 
what  it  is  all  about." 
Mr.  Middleton  pointed 

out  that  Vic,  one  of  the 
university's  largest  colleges, has  sold  the  lowest  number 
of  tickets  of  all  major  cam- 

pus groups. 
"Although  the  Residence students  at  Vic  have  done 

an  excellent  job  of  staffing 
3  teach-in  booths  for  two 
weeks,"  he  said,  "one  booth 
at  Trinity,  a  much  smaller 
college,  has  sold  a  far  great- 

er number  of  tickets." 
"But  what  relevance,"  he 

continued,  "could  the  con- 
frontation of  experts  and statesmen  from  around  the 

world  on  current  questions 
■  •  .  have  to  your  narrow existence?" 

Doug  Todgham,  a  teach- in  official,  announced  that 
by  last  night  2500  U  of  T 
students  alone  had  regis- 

tered for  the  teach-in. 
Mr.  Middleton  blamed 

the  "vast"  majority  of  Vic 
students  who  did  not  regis- 

ter for  "passively  promoting 
Vic's  image  of  dullness  and 

lack  of  initiative." Reminding  students  of 
the  coming  Thanksgiving 
weekend,  he  said,  "perhaps if  such  extraordinary  efforts 
to  aid  international  under- 

standing are  ignored,  the 
day  will  come  when  you 
have  nothing  to  be  thankful 

for." 

DEAN  V.  W.  BLADEN 

Lesage  here  today 

Premier  Jean  Lesage  of 
Quebec  will  be  honorary  vi- 

sitor at  tonight's  special Hart  House  debate  on  the 
topic,  "The  Quebec  Revolut- ion is  a  Threat  to  Canadian 

Unity." 

Mr.  Lesage  will  arrive  in 
Toronto  this  morning  on  his 
way  home  from  a  tour  of western  Canada. 
During  the  day  he  will 

make  several  appearances 
around  the  city  and  will  be 
interviewed  on  the  U  of  T. 
radio  program  on  CJRT-FM to  be  broadcast  tomorrow 
afternoon  at  5.30. 

The  debate  will  start  at  8 
p.m.  in  the  Debates  Room 
and  will  be  broadcast  simul- 

taneously in  the  East  Com- mon Room.  Hart  House 
members  will  have  to  show 
their  admit-to-lectures  card 
for  admission  to  the  debat- 

ing floor. 
Women    and    other  non- 

members  of  the  House  may 
be  admitted  to  the  gallery 
and  the  East  Common Room. 

This  will  not  be  Mr.  Les- 
age's  first  visit  to  the  cam- 

pus. In  1961  he  was  award- ed an  honorary  doctor  of 
laws  degree  by  the  U  of  T Board  of  Governors. 

It  is  expected  that  the 
Quebec  premier's  education 
policies  will  come  under  de- 
bate. Last  week  he  stated  that 
his  province  would  like  a  fis- 

cal rebate  instead  of  any  ex- 
tra educational  grants  the 

federal  government  might 
make  to  the  provinces  in  the future. 
He  was  commenting  on 

Prime  Minister  Pearson's 
proposal  of  further  federal assistance  to  education  if  the 
Liberal  party  were  success- ful in  the  Nov.  8  election.  .] 

Elect  new  SAC  reps; 

now  UC  has  four 

-  photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 

UC  students  voted,  but  they  didn't  exoctly  rush  to  the polls.  Only  288  ballots  were  cost. 

Joy  Satok  (II  UC)  and  Lisa Samuel  (IV  UC)  were  elected 
as  representatives  to  the  Stu- dents Administrative  Coun- 

cil in  by-elections  held  yes- terday ot  University  College. 
UC  now  has  four  represen- tatives on  Council. 
Of  the  four  candidates  in 

the  election  Miss  Satok  re- 

ceived the  most  votes  -  -  1 36. 
Lisa  Samuel,  with  123  votes, 
was  only  two  votes  ahead  of 
runner-up  Alan  Prien,  fol- 

lowed by  David  Gluskin  with 
96. 

A  total  of  288  ballots  were cast. 

Because  of  his  close  vote 
with  Miss  Samuel,  Mr.  Prien 
has  asked  for  a  recount. 



DELEGATES  WANTED 

FOR  A  CONFERENCE  AT 
Sir  George  Williams  University 

(QUEBEC) 

NOVEMBER  2-6 TOPIC: 
SOUTH  EAST  ASIA:  PROBLEMS  OF  THE 

PRESENT;  PATHS  OF  THE  FUTURE 
Applications  accepted  in  SAC  Office 

until  Tues.,  Oct.  12 

THE 
PAPERBACK 

LBOOKSHOPJ 

COLES 

THE  HART  HOUSE  FARM  COMMITTEE PRESENTS 

THE  FIRST  ANNUAL  FALL  FROLIC 
SUNDAY,  OCTOBER  17th,       1.00  P.M. 

AT  HART  HOUSE  FARM 
•  CIDER  PRESSING 

•  DINNER  (Multi-Course  Shishkebob  prepared 
by  our  Turkish  chef  MEJIT)  4-6  p.m. 

•  HOOTENANNY  ('The  Three  Blind  Mice", also  Trevor  Vining) 
•  DISCOTHEQUE 

LIMITED  NUMBER  OF  TICKETS  AVAILABLE  AT  THE  UNDERGRADUATE  OFFICE, 
HART  HOUSE.  MAKE  UP  A  PARTY  AND  RESERVE  EARLY. 

$2.25  per  person  Maps  available 
"LET  US  PRESS  YOU  INTO  SHAPE" 

BOOK  EXCHANGE 

PAYING  OUT 

TODAY 

DRILL  HALL  -  9:30  -  5  P.M. 
A  STUDENTS  ADMINISTRATIVE  COUNCIL  SERVICE 

money  problems 

needn't  interrupt 

your  education 

visit  your  nearest  branch  of  The 

Toronto -Dominion  Bank  for 

information  on  CANADA  STUDENT  LOANS 

TrtE TORONTO-DOMINION 
Where  people  make  the  difference 

BANK 
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Today,  8.30  ajn.  —  5.30  p.m. Student  Council  Elections.  Carr  Rotunda.,  St.  Michael  s College. 

Today,  1.00  p.m. 
U  of  T  New  Democrats  "Canadian  Nationalism.  Speak- 

er Prof.  Kenneth  McNaught.  Room  2102  Sid  Smith. 
Today,  1.00  p.m. 

Socialist  Club.  "Who  will  change  the  world?  First 
meeting.  Speaker  John  Riddell.  Room  1088  Sid  Smith. 
Today,  1.00  p.m. 

Trinity  College  Progressive  Conservative  Organizational Meeting.  Room  240,  Gerald  Larkin  Building. 
Today,  4.30  p.m. 

CSU  Tea.  16  Bancroft  Ave.  Speaker  Dean  Sirluck  from SGS. 

Today,  4:30  p.m. Interview  with  Al  Bowker  discussing  background  of  the 
International  Teach-in.  CJRT-FM,  91.1. 
Today,  5  p.m. 

SCM  supper  meeting.  (Pakistani  food)  Student  Panel. 44  St.  George  St. 

Today,  7  —  10  pjn. 
Audition  for  actors  &  actresses  for  Skule  Nite.  Rm  332, Galbraith  Building. 

Today,  8  p.m. 
U  of  T  Slavic  Club  shows  Gorki's  "My  Childhood",  a Soviet  film.  Hart  House  Music  Room,  all  welcome. 

Thursday,  1  pjn. 
Ad  Hoc  Committee  on  Books.  Room  2115,  Sid  Smith. 

Thursday,  1  p.m. 
UC  Progressive  Conservatives.  Open  meeting  to  discuss 

the  issues  of  the  Nov.  8  General  Election.  University,  Innis, 
and  New  Colleges  welcome.  UC  209. 
Thursday,  1  pjn. 

Liberal  Club  Executive  Meeting.  Room  1083,  Sid  Smith. 
Thursday,  1  pjn. 

Cinevic  presents  a  travalogue  of  Paris.  "La  Seine  a  ren- 
contre Paris."  Audio  Visual  Room,  New  Victoria  Library. 

Thursday,  1 —  2  p.m. 
Vic  Progressive  Conservative  Club.  Topic:  "Free  Educ- 

ation?" Copper  Room,  Wymilwood. 
Thursday,  4  p.in. 

Important  meeting  for  all  Liberals  who  have  indicated 
that  they  are  interested  in  working  in  the  Federal  Election. Room  1073.,  Sid  Smith. 
Thursday,  4:45  pjn. 

First  General  Meeting  of  the  Blue  and  White  Skating 
Club.  Plans  for  the  skating  sessions  will  be  discussed.  Room 
1083,  Sid  Smith. 
Thursday,  7  pjn. 

SAC  second  general  meeting  ■ East  Hall,  UC. open  to  all  students. 

Thursday,  7  p.m. 

Hungarian  Students'  Association  General  Meeting. New  members  welcome.  Hart  House,  South  Sitting  Room. 
Thursday,  7  p.m. 

Writers'  Group  —  an  informal  gathering  of  all  interest- ed writers  on  the  U  of  T  campus.  English  House  St.  Mi- chael's College. 

Thursday,  7:30  p. in. 
First  meeting  of  the  Mathematics  and  Physics  Society 

Speaker:  Head  of  Math  Dept.  Dr.  DeLury  "Physical  Biolo- 
gy" Refreshments!  Everybody  welcome!  Room  135,  Physics Bldg,  (MacLennan  Lab). 

Thursday,  7:30  pjn. 
Auditions  for  men  and  women  for  "Skule  Nite  Danc- 

ers". Wear  running  shoes,  and,  girls,  please  wear  shorts. Room  322,  Galbraith  Building. 
Thursday,  8  pjn. 

General  meeting  of  Archery  Club  to  display  equipment. New  members  welcome.  Refreshments.  Music  Room  Hart 
House.  ' Thursday,  8  pjn. 

Philosophy  Club.  Prof.  J.  Yolton  of  York  University  will 
speak  on  "Kant  and  Agent  Casuality."  First  meeting  of  Club All  students  and  faculty  invited.  West  Hall,  University  Col- 

lege. • Thursday,  8:15  p.m. 
Newman  Centre.  Discussion  —  "The  Irrelevancy  of  the 

Pope's  Visit." 



itical  forum  returns 

The  University  of  Toronto 
political  forum,  cancelled 
last  Friday  due  to  a  last  mi- nute withdrawal  by  the 
campus  Liberal  party,  is  to be  held  after  all. 
The  other  campus  parties 

have  decided  to  go  ahead 
without  the  Liberals.  The 
new  date  has  been  set  for 
October  25. 

In  a  joint  statement  is- 
sued last  night  by  the  Con- 

servative, NDP  and  Commu- 
nist parties,  the  Liberals  are 

lambasted  for  general  foot- 
dragging  and  finally  for 
withdrawing  from  the  fo- rum. 

"The  Liberals,  on  pulling 
out,  appeared  to  be  inten- 

tionally sabotaging  the  entire 
concept  of  a  Public  Affairs 

Forum." The  campus  parties  say  in 
their  joint  statement  that 
the  Liberals  did  not  want  to 
participate  in  the  forum  be- cause students  were  needed 
as  party  workers  for  the 
federal  Liberal  election  cam- 
paign. 

At  a  forum  planning  com- 
mittee meeting  the  Liberals, 

who  later  charged  that  the 
forum  had  an  "appallingly 
vague  agenda"  had  themselv- 

es only  prepared  the  rough- 

est of  notes,  whereas  the 
other  three  parties  had  each 
prepared  statements. The  Public  Affairs  Forum 
which  will  debate  Financing 
Higher  Education,  is  to  be 
organized  like  the  old  U  of 
T  Model  Parliament:  there 
will  be  party  speakers,  de- bates and  voting. 
Seats  allotted  to  parties 

are:  PC  20,  NDP  20,  Student 
Union  for  Peace  Action  1 1 
and  Communist  2.  The  Libe- 

rals have  21  seats  waiting  for them. 

The  campus  parties'  joint statement  appears  on  page 

Appoint  student  centre  advice  board 
An  advisory  board  includ- 

ing three  students  has  been 
appointed  to  the  newly  cre- ated International  Student 
Centre  on  campus,  Robin 
Ross,  registrar  and  director 
of  student  services  told  The 
Varsity. 
The  ocard,  which  is  to  ad- vise ihc  centre  on  general 

policy,  will  have  Prof.  G.  D. 
Scott  of  the  physics  depart- ment Eis  ;ts  chairman. 

Ashish  Sen,  a  graduate  stu- dent in  mathematics  and 
chairmen  of  the  internation- 

al students  committee  of 
the  Students  Administrative 
Council  will  be  one  of  the 
s  tuden  1 5  on  the  advisory 
board. 

Viclor  Bampoe,  chairman 
of  the  centre's  student  com- 

mit Lee  yrd  a  graduate  stu- 
dent in  microbiology,  is  the 

second  student  member  of 
the  hoard. 
The  third  student  will  be 

appointed  by  the  rest  of  the 
board  at  its  first  meeting. 

Mrs.  Kay  Riddell,  director 

of  the  centre,  told  The  Var- 
sity that  since  both  Mr.  Sen 

and  Mr.  Bampoe  are  foreign 
students  (from  India  and 
Ghana  respectively),  it  is 
likely  that  the  third  student 
will  be  a  Canadian. 

She  added  that  the  centre 
will  attempt  to  bring  to- 

gether foreign  and  Canadian 
student  opinion  and  action. 
Other  members  of  the 

board  include  Prof.  W.  J. 
McCurdy  of  the  philosophy 
department,  Prof.  C.  E.  Ra- 

the of  the  Victoria  College 
French  department,  Mr.  J, 
F.  Brooke,  assistant  to  the 
vice-president  (administrat- 

ion), Mr.  J.  P.  Evans,  assis- 
tant to  the  Registrar  and 

Miss  Catherine  Steele,  head- 
mistress of  Havergal  Col- 

lege, a  private  girls  high 
school. 
Two  more  members  of  the 

advisory  board  will  be  ap- 
pointed by  the  Rotary  Club 

of  Toronto  later  this  week. 
Rotary  has  donatea  $200.- 

000  toward  the  refurnishing 
of  Baldwin  House,  the  pro- 

posed home  of  the  centr 
Mrs.  Riddell  will  also  sit 

on  the  board,  as  will  the  pre- sident of  the  house  council. 
The  20  student  and  20  non- 
student  members  of  the 
house  council  will  be  con- 

cerned with  the  actual. runn 
ing  of  the  centre. 

Mr.  Ross  will  act  as  advi- 
sor to  the  board. 

Both  Mr.  Ross  and  Mrs. 
Riddell  said  they  expected 
renovations  to  Baldwin 
House  to  get  under  way  by 
the  end  of  this  academic 

year. 

At  present  the  School  of 
Business  occupies  Baldwin 
House,  which  is  the  first 
building  north  ot  the  Wall 
berg  building  on  the  e^st 
side  of  St.  George  St.  above 
1  oliege  Si. 
The  Internationa'  S-iidont 

Centre  is  successor  to 
Friendly  Relations  with 
Overseas  Students  (FROS) 

Communists  at  Trinity' By  PAUt  CARSON 
Two  of  the  more  out- 

spoken speakers  attending 
this  weekend's  teach-in  will 
be  lecturing  at  the  two  most 
conservative  colleges  on 
campus. 
Cheddi  Jagan,  the  ex-Pre- 

mier of  British  Guiana,  will 
be  expounding  his  views  at 

Applicants  sought 

for  Medicare  talks 
Students  interested  in 

attending  the  conference 
on  "La  Socialisation  de  la 
Medicine"  at  Lava!  Uni- 

versity Oct.  20-22  should 
apply  to  the  SAC  office  by 
5  pan.  tonight.  Delegates 
will  be  expected  to  write 
a  short  report  after  the 
conference.  The  object  of the  conference  is  to  dis- 

cuss the  many  different 
adjustments  that  must  be 
made  by  the  medical  pro- 

fession for  socialized  me- dicine. 
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Trinity  and  Roger  Garaudy, 
a  member  of  the  French 
Communist  Party,  will  speak 
at  St.  Michael's. 

Mr.  Jagan  will  spend  much 
of  the  weekend  at  Trinity, 
and  is  expected  to  partici- 

pate in  numerous  seminars 
and  other  informal  discus- sions. 

Prof.  Garaudy  will  deliver 

a  special  lecture  on  "Rela- tions between  Christians 
and  Communists"  at  8  p.m. Thursday  in  Carr  Hall.  He 
bias  agreed  to  remain  for  a 
question  period  following 
his  talk. 

Prof.  Garaudy  has  spoken 
at  many  European  confer- 

ences discussing  Marxist  - Christian  affairs. 
He  will  be  the  first  avow- 
ed Communist  to  deliver  a 

lecture  at  St.  Michael's. 

No,  Quebec  Premier  Jean  Lesage  is  not  appearing  at  the 
teach-in  but  he  is  taking  pait  in  the  Hart  House  Debate tonight. 

HART  HOUSE  ̂  

HART  HOUSE  FARM  —  Forestry  Initiation  —  Oct.  6  ond  7 
THURSDAY 

12.30  p.m.     Hart  House  Chapel  —  Holy  Communion  —  open to  all  membersof  the  University 
8  p.m.  ARCHERY  OPEN  MEETING  —  Music  Room 

OCTOBER  17th  —  FALL  FROLIC  —  HART  HOUSE  FARM 
Cider  Pressing  —  Dinner  —  Hootenanny  —  Discotheque See  Advertisement  on   Page  2  . 

CANTERBURY 
TH€  ANGLICAN  CHAPLAINCY  IN  THE  UNIVERSITY 

WEDNESDAY  EVENING 
BIBLE  STUDY  GROUP 

6:00  P.M.  commencing  Wednesday  October  7th 
Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St., 

"THE  REBIRTH  OF  IMAGES" 
Supper,  followed  by  an  informal  study-seminor  for  the  loyman Dn  The  Revelations  of  St.  John  The  Divine.  If  you  can't  moke supper,  come  to  the  seminar  which  begins  ot  7:15 
Leader  —  The  Rev.  David  Crone,  Lecturer  in  New  Testament, The  Diocesan  Training  School. 

UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE  PLAYERS'  GUILD 
OPENING  MEETING 

THURSDAY  OCTOBER  7 

WOMEN'S  UNION  THEATRE 79  ST.  GEORGE  ST. 
Members  of  all  Faculties  invited 
PROGRAMMING  —  ELECTIONS 

Bring  your  lunch  —  Coffee  will  be  served 



SAC  supports  too  much 

f  The  temporary  collapse  of  the  proposed  student  Pub- lic Affairs  Forum  provides  an  excellent  opportunity  for 
SAC  members  to  reflect  on  their  reasons  for  supporting 
and  encouraging  other  student  organizations. 

Too  often  in  the  post  SAC  has  felt  obliged  to  give  both 
moral  and  financial  assistance  to  organizations  which 
could  not  otherwise  survive.  In  the  case  of  the  Public  Af- 

fairs Forum,  SAC  members  have  been  working  since  last 
spring  in  on  effort  to  replace  the  defunct  campus  Model 
Parliament  with  another  opportunity  for  political  debate. 

It  is  high  time  SAC  stopped  trying  to  prop  up  unsuc- 
cessful organizations.  As  one  of  the  delegates  to  the  recent 

conference  on  Student  Affairs  expressed  it:  "If  a  campus organization  cannot  survive  through  the  support  of  its 
own  members,  it  should  be  left  to  die." 

The  time  and  money  of  SAC  should  be  spent  on  pro- 
grams which  the  campus  needs.  It  the  proposed  Public  Af- 

fairs program  has  the  vitality  to  survive  on  its  own  then 
SAC  would  be  well-advised  to  help  it  get  started.  But  SAC 
should  not  support  any  campus  group  which  cannot  sustain 
itself  once  initial  support  has  been  given. 

SAC's  budget  for  1965-66  is  currently  being  prepared. 
All  students  should  urge  their  SAC  representatives  to  scrut- 

inize this  budget  closely,  and  to  ensure  that  sufficient  SAC 
resources  are  available  for  such  worthwhile  projects  as  a 
Student  Centre. 

This  can  only  be  done  if  SAC  stops  playing  Santa 
Clous  to  undeserving  campus  clubs  and  organizations. 

The  recent  involvement  of  SAC  with  the  Public  Affairs 
Forum  is  one  example  of  how  SAC  con  waste  its  valuable time. 

It  is  also  an  opportune  warning  that  SAC  should  not 
waste  its  money  either. 

teach-in  response  encouraging 
Reports  that  more  than  2,500  students  had  registered 

for  the  International  Teach-in  by  Tuesday  afternoon  speak 
highly  for  the  support  which  the  project  is  receiving. 

Registration  continues  until  the  Teach-in  opens  on 
Friday  night,  and  it  is  hoped  that  by  then  sufficient  stu- 

dents will  have  registered  to  make  the  project  financially solvent. 

More  important,  the  number  of  students  registering 
shows  the  willingness  of  U  of  T  members  to  become  more informed  about  pressing  world  problems. 

At  a  university  where  information  is  often  sacrificed 
to  political  protest  of  the  left  or  right,  this  opportunity which  students  are  taking  to  become  more  informed  may mark  the  beginning  of  a  welcome  trend. 

It  may  also  mean  that  future  student  attempts  to change  the  structure  of  international  relations  will  be  pos- itive projects  rather  than  negative  protest  movements. 
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Conflict  disrupts  crucial  talks 
By  BRYAN  HADDON The  author  is  a  Rhodesian 

citizen,  and  is  a  first  year 
student  in  University  Col- 

lege. The  opinions  expressed 
are  not  necessarily  those  of The  Varsity. 

Present  talks  in  London 
between  the  British  and 
Rhodesian  Governments 
promise  to  be  the  final round  in  a  long  and  heated 
negotiations  over  Rhodesia's independence. 
Both  sides  appear  com- 

mitted to  conflicting  poli- 
cies. Basically  the  Rhodes- ians  want  a  franchise  to 

keep  Europeans  in  govern- ment at  independence  and 
presumably  thereafter. 

But  British  Prime  Minister 
Harold  Wilson  is  pledged  to 

grant  Rhodesia  indepen- 
dence only  when  a  democra- tic (and  therefore  African) 

government  is  assured. 

comment 

Should  Rhodesian  Pre- 
mier Ian  Douglas  Smith  re- 
turn from  the  talks  unsuc- 

cessful, the  white  Rhodes- ians  seem  almost  certain  to 
make  a  Unilateral  Declara- 

tion of  Independence 

(UDI). 

This  would  entrench  Euro- 
pean domination  over  Afri- cans and  the  consequences 

could  be  grim. Whites  would  feel  free  to 
suppress  Africans  to  any 
degree,  and  Africans  in  turn would  have  no  obligations 
to  abide  by  the  laws  of  an 
illegal  government,  and  the bitter  and  tragic  fighting 
that  would  result  could 
have  widespread  consequen- ces. 

These  talks  may  be  the 
last  time  when  white  Rho- desians  can  turn  from  their 
path  to  destruction,  and 
thus  the  moment  when  all 
possible  pressure  should  be exerted  upon  them  to  do  so. 

WILL  HOLD  FORUM  -  WITH  OR  WITHOUT  LIBERAL  HELP 

The  following  is  a  statement  released 
Tuesday  night  by  the  leaders  of  the  cam- pus Conservative,  New  Democrat  and Communist  clubs. 

The  Public  Affairs  Forum  from  which 
the  Liberal  Party  resigned  last  Saturday  will 
continue.  The  Progressive  Conservatives, 
New  Democrats,  and  Communists  feel  that 
the  reasons  given  for  the  Liberal  with- drawal were  inadequate. 

The  first  Liberal  charge  was  that  the 
Forum  has  no  official  status  with  SAC, 
Nonetheless,  a  SAC  committee  set  up  the 
Public  Affairs  Forum,  and  the  existing  rem- nants of  this  committee  have  approved  all 
amendments.  The  Vice-President  of  SAC 
chaired  the  negotiations  for  the  creation  of 
the  Public  Affairs  Forum  and  it  is  supported 
by  the  President  of  SAC. 

Secondly,  the  Liberals  have  said  that  the 
agenda  was  "appallingly  vague".  However, an  attempt  was  made  to  fix  the  agenda 
more  precisely,  even  though  it  existed  in 
substantial  enough  form  at  that  point  to 
convince  everyone  else  that  they  could  par- 

ticipate. At  that  meeting  the  Liberals  only 
wanted  to  talk  about  South-East  Asia. 

Thirdly,  the  Liberals  claim  that  they 
are  fundamentally  in  disagreement  with  Mr. 
Good  of  the  NDP  about  the  purpose  of  the 
Forum.  This  seems  an  artificial  point  at  best, 
and  certainly  suggests  a  need  for  more  dis- cussion, not  less. 

Fourthly,  the  Liberals  objected  to  the 
lack  of  a  resolution  or  set  of  resolutions  for 
the  debates.  For  this  they  are  responsible. 
At  the  meeting  which  was  to  produce  such 
the  PCs  had  a  25-page  brief.  The  Commu- 

nists had  one  as  well.  The  New  Democrats 
had  a  5000  word  brief.  The  Liberals  had 
some  very  rough  notes.  The  Liberals  claim- 

ed that  the  NDP  read  from  "a  party  plat- 
form". The  NDP  note  that  their  statement 

was  completely  written  by  U  of  T  students. 
No  resolution  could  be  drawn  up  as  the 

Liberals  were  totally  unprepared  to  discuss 
the  issues  of  the  day.  Therefore  it  is  entirely 
true  that  the  Forum  was  not  ready  to  pro- 

ceed on  schedule,  but  the  primary  reason was  Liberal  unpreparedness. 

If  the  Liberals  felt  pressed  for  time,  we 
can  understand  this.  They  had  many  oppor- 

tunities to  request  postponement.  In  actual 
fact,  three  days  before  the  Liberals  pulled 
out,  postponement  was  proposed;  it  was  not 
passed  because  the  Liberals  abstained  from 
casting  the  deciding  vote. 

The  Liberals,  on  pulling  out,  appeared  to 
be  intentionally  sabotaging  the  entire  con- cept of  a  Public  Affairs  Forum.  Now  they 
pretend  they  only  wanted  to  avoid  the  first 
session,  conflicting  as  it  does  with  smooth 
operation  of  the  Federal  Liberal  vote-pro- 

ducing machine,  which  is  staffed  in  some 
measure  by  these  students.  We  in  the  other 
parties  recognize  the  value  of  working  in 
such  campaigns,  but  do  not  restrict  our- 

selves to  mere  facile  machine  politics. 
If  the  Liberals  are  afraid  to  discuss  po- 
licy before  the  election,  we  must  go  ahead without  them. 

Perhaps  they  fear  that  they  will  contra- 
dict their  parent  body's  stand.  We  say  une- 

quivocally that  this  is  not  possible  —  neither 
group  has  a  stand. The  U  of  T  Progressive  Conservatives 
felt,  after  hearing  of  the  Liberal  withdrawal, 
that  no  possibility  remained  for  a  construc- 

tive discussion  under  the  aegis  of  the  Public 
Affairs  Forum.  This  view  has  been  revised; 
it  is  now  apparent  that  a  truly  constructive 
debate  can  proceed  —  with  or  without  the 
Liberals.  If  the  extent  of  the  Liberals'  prior 
preparation  is  any  indication  of  their  in- 

tended contribution,  we  of  the  other  parties 
are  quite  prepared  to  proceed  without  them. 

The  first  debate  will  take  place  on  Oc-' tober  25  and  will  be  on  the  issue  of  "Financ- 
ing Higher  Education". If  the  Liberals  wish  to  participate,  they 

are  welcome.  If  they  wish  to  continue  their 
splendid  isolation,  we  shall  still  proceed with  the  program. 

Robert  Radford  (I  Law) 
President  of  Progressive Conservative  Club 
Tom  Good  (IV  VIC) 
President  of  NDP  Club Tim  Walsh  (SGS) 
President  of  Communist  Club. 

letter  to  the  editor 

come  to  grips 

Sir: 
The  strong  social  con- sciousness of  the  students 

at  this  university  has  man- 
ifested itself  again  in  an 

"overwhelming"  response 
to  a  call  for  help  from  Uni- 

versity Settlement.  Approx- 
imately 60  volunteers  show- 

ed up  from  a  campus  of  16,- 
000  students.  In  the  past  as 
many  as  100  students  vol- 

unteered. This  year  the  pro- 

ject needs  at  least  90  to 
complete  its  work  success- 

fully. University  Settlement 
is  a  volunteer  organization, 
supported  by  the  United 
Appeal,  set  up  to  help  un- derprivileged children  by 
expanding  their  world  and 
offering  them  some  of  the 
common  delights  of  more- 
privileged  children. 

Male  volunteers  are  need- 
ed to  help  with  boys  aged 

7-12  and  girls  are  needed  to 
help   in   the   nursery.  The 

work  is  not  only  valuable 
to  the  children  but  is  an 
exciting  experience  for  the volunteers.  Here  you  can 
come  to  grips  with  the  so- 

cial problems  you  have  pre- 
viously only  read  about. 

Surely  there  are  people  on 
this  campus  willing  to  give 
2  hours  a  week  to  such  a 
worthwhile  cause.  If  you  are 
interested  please  call  St. 
Christopher's  House. 

Gary  Ross  <  II  Trin) 



campus  comment Jacques  de  montigny 

Fees  fight  planned  at  UBC 
On  the  eve  of  the  SAC 

meeting  where  the  CUS  Na- tional Student  Day  action 
will  be  considered  much 
could  be  gained,  if  only  in- 

spiration, from  what  other 
campuses  have  been  doing 
or  planning. 
Undoubtedly  the  most  ac- tive and  dynamic  campus  in 

the  financial  field  has  been 
the  University  of  British 
Columbia.  Hit  hard  by  a 
substantial  fees  increase 
this  year,  the  students  and 
the  Students'  Union  at  UBC have  refused  to  sit  and  moan 
and  have  vigorously  sup- 

ported the  fight  of  many 
Canadian  campuses  for  free 
tuition. 
What  originally  started  as 

a  simple  protest  against  in- 
creases has  quickly  ex- 

panded to  a  well-organized 
and  very  seriously  motivated 
involvement  of  the  UBC 
Students'  Union  in  the 
sphere  of  direct  action  in 
the  field  of  education. 

It  is  regrettable  that  the 
most  commonly  visible  ex- 

pression of  student  opinion 
are  the  demonstrations  to 
which  so  many  object.  It  is 
particularly  regrettable  since 
they  are  both  a  necessity 
and  an  overshadowing  of 
much  more  significant  ac- tion. 

The  UBC  students'  coun- cil decision  to  approve 
$3,802  for  a  massive  17-point 
fee  fight  program  is  such 

an  action. 
This  program  does  call 

for  mass  demonstrations,  to 
leave  no  doubt  in  politicians' minds  as  to  what  students 
think  and  want.  It  is  too 
easy  to  reject  these  actions 
on  the  ground  that  students 
are  only  out  to  get  "some- 

thing for  nothing".  The  mi- nimum amount  of  know- 
ledge about  the  workings  of 

our  governments  surely  in- dicates that  any  student 
who  gets  a  receptive  ear 
from  politicians  now  will 
have  graduated  long  before 
the  machinery  of  Parlia- ment acts. 

But  these  demonstrations 
are  only  superficial  preli- minaries of  the  program 
adopted  by  UBC  in  its  fees 
fight.  The  other  points  of 
the  program  speak  for 
themselves  and  will  only  be 
listed. 

•  a  brief  wil  be  submit- 
ted to  the  University  presi- 
dent asking  that  the  student 

council  be  represented  on 
all  fee  bargaining  commit- tees. 

•  questionnaires  will  be made  available  to  students 
so  they  can  ask  federal  poli- ticians at  public  rallies 
questions  about  education 
problems. 0  seminars  will  be  held 
af  campus  residences  to 
discuss  residents'  special views  and  problems. 
•  comprehensive  answers 

will  be  prepared  to  the 
Bladen  report  on  financing 
of  higher  education. 
#  a  delegation  of  student councillors  will  present  a 

brief  to  the  provincial  go- vernment expressing  the 
student  point  of  view. 
0  "We're  Concerned" 

buttons  will  be  made  avail- 
able to  students  to  empha- 
size the  feeling  of  concern 

rather  than  protest  over  the 
problem. 0  a  Canadian  Union  of 
Students  seminar  will  be 
held  in  January. 
0  heavy  local  and  nation- al coverage  will  be  sought. 
#  a  program  of  social  ac- tion to  keep  less  affluent students  from  having  the 

will  for  higher  education 
knocked  out  of  them  may  be set  up. 
0  coucillors  will  be  asked 

to  go  off  campus  and  talk 
to  service  clubs  and  groups 
to  publicize  the  University's 

plight. 
#  the  high  school  liaison 

program  will  be  accelerated 
so  more  students  can  be  en- 

couraged to  attend  univer- .sity. 

#  a  program  for  contin- 
uing research  into  the  situa- tion will  be  initiated. 

This  kind  of  program  can 
undoubtedly  be  improved 
and  expanded.  Let  us  hope 
the  SAC  will  decide  on 
Thursday  to  do  so,  and  to 
do  so  energetically. 

SAC  to  study  CUS  fees  resolution 

Tonight  the  Students  Ad- ministrative Council  will 
discuss  a  resolution  that 
may  mean  the  eventual  abo- lition of  tuition  fees  at  U  of 
T. 

This  resolution  asks  for 
the  adoption  of  "the  prin- 

ciples of  universal  accessi- 
bility to  post-secondary  edu- 

cation." It  was  passed  by the  National  Congress  of 
Canadian  University  Stu- 

dents, held  at  Lennoxville, 
Que.,  Aug.  28  to  Sept.  4. 
The  resolution  continues: 

"Universal  accessibility means  the  abolition  of  all 
social  and  financial  barriers 
to  post-secondary  educa- 

tion." 

CUS  further  moved  to  set 
as  its  first  priority  the 
abolition  of  these  barriers 
and  the  elimination  of  tui- tion fees. 

The  preamble  to  the  re- solution stated  that  free 
tuition  was  an  economic 
necessity  in  a  scientific  so- 

ciety, and  that  equality  of 
opportunity  was^a  democra- tic principle. 

Last  Friday  the  CUS  reso- 
lution was  presented  to  a 

committee  of  several  SAC 
members  and  college  reps, 
established  to  investigate 
the  effect  of  fee  increases 
on  potential  students. 

The  committee  also  stud- 

ied that  section  of  the  At- 
kinson Report  which  stated 

that  universities  get  only 
half  of  Canada's  potential BAs,  and  that  half  of  those 
who  do  not  attend  univer- 

sity do  not  come  because 
neither  they  nor  their  par- 

ents can  pay  for  it.  The  com- mittee agreed  that  university 
students  in  general  are  un 
aware  of  this  situation. 
National  Student  Day, 

October  27,  is  being  set 
aside  by  SAC  and  the  stu- dent governments  of  York 
and  Ryerson  to  present  the 
issue  of  universal  access! 
bility  and  its  importance  to 
students  and  to  the  public. 

Bissell,  petitioners  discuss  books 
This  is  a  statement  by 

members  of  the  Ad  Hoc 
Committee  on  Books. 

On  Tuesday  we  met  with 
President  Bissell  who  re- 

ceived the  book  petition  and 
discussed  it  with  us  at  some 
length.  Dr.  Bissell  acknow- 

ledged the  need  for  wide 
and  intelligent  reading,  and 
for  as  free  access  to  books 

'  as  possible  in  the  univer- sity community. 
He  raised  some  points, 

however,  about  the  financial 
implications  of  the  propos- al, and  asked  that  the  ad 
hoc  committee  present  him 
with  a  more  complete  state- 

ment of  its  position.  He  ex- 

plained that  the  proposal 
(for  a  twenty  percent  re- 

duction of  university  book- 
store prices)  would  require 

detailed  study  before  being 
considered  for  next  year's budget. 

The  petition  itself  will  go 
next  to  the  budget  commit- 

tee of  the  University  of  Tor- onto Press.  The  President 
also  said  he  will  ask  that 
committee  to  consider  hav- 

ing student  representatives 
sit  in  on  discussions  of  the 
proposal,^  and  that  he  will 
inform  the  Students  Ad- 

ministrative Council  of  their 
decision.  Under  the  present 
Act  governing  the  univer- 

sity, he  explained,  students cannot  be  actual  members 
of  any  committee  concerned 
with  university  finance  and 
administration.  This  is  true 
even  in  ai-eas  of  strong  stu- dent concern. 
Those  interested  in  the 

proposal  and  in  helping  to 
prepare  the  more  detailed statement  requested  by  Dr. 
Bissell  are  asked  to  meet 
on  Thursday  at  1  p.m.  in 
Room  2115,  Sidney  Smith Hall. 

Tom  Good  (IV  Vic) 
Doug  Hay  (III  UC) 
Gord  Laxer  (IV  Vic) 
Ad  Hoc  Committee 
on  Books 

THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 
PHILOSOPHY  CLUB 

presents 
Prof.  J.  W.  YOLTON, 

York  University 

ON 

"KANT  AND  AGENT  CAUSALITY" 
Thursday,  October  7 

8:00  p.m.  in  West  Hall,  University  College 
ALL  students,  graduates  and  faculty,  philosophers  and  non- 
philosophers,  ore  invited  to  join  the  Club.  This  is  the  first  of  a 
significant  series  of  lectures  which  will  oim  at  exploring  issues of  relevance  to  contemporary  thought. 

. . .ask  about 

THE  CANADA  STUDENT  LOANS  PLAN 

at  CANADA'S  FIRST  BANK 

To  be  eligible,  you  must  be  enrolled — or  in- 
tend to  enroll — in  a  university  or  other  educa- 

tional institution  above  high  school  level, 
authorized  by  your  province  of  residence. 

Under  the  Canada  Student  Loans  Plan,  you 
don't  need  any  security.  And  you  can  attend 
school  free  from  financial  worry  because  the 
Plan  enables  you  to  graduate  before  repay- 

ment begins — repayment  in  planned,  easy, 
monthly  installments. 
To  find  out  how  you  can 

borrow  up  to  $1,000  a  year  to 

pay  for  college,  see  your  near- est B  of  M  manager  today. 

njMBUOtaMiMIS 
B»m 

Bank  of  Montreal 

(ZeuuuUb  "pout 
(Names  of  branches 

and  managers  near  school) 

WORKING  WITH  CANADIANS  IN  EVERY  WALK  OF  IIFE  SINCE  1817 
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WAREHOUSE  CLEARANCE 

of  World  Famous 
MOTORCYCLES 
MOTORBIKES 

You  MAY  SAVE 

***** 

VP 
TO 

50% 
 ON ZUNDAPP 

***
* THIS  IS  A 

GENUINE SALE! 

All  Sales  Final  —  Financing  Available. 
Phone  364  0111  —  Ext.  53  —  366-2322 

ON  DISPLAY  AT 

421-7868 

Laird  Motors 
80  LAIRD  DRIVE 

LEASIDE 

SPORTS  SCHEDULES 

FOR  WEEK  OF  OCT.  11 

FOOTBALL 
Tties  Oct.  12  4.00  Eost 
Wed  13  4.00  East 
ThUl  K  4-00  Eost 

4.00  West 
Ffi.  15  4  00  East 

Vic S1.W, 
PHE Med 
Dent 

vs  Eng. vs  U.C. 
vs  New vs  Trin 
vs  Pharm 

Referecing  assignments will  be  made  at  rule 
clinic,  Wed  Oct  6  ol  1.00 

SOCCER 
Tues.  Oct.  12 12.30  North Trin.  A  vs  Sr.  Eng. Lefkos 

12.30  South Vic.  1     vs  PHE Soppelia 4.1  S  South Knox      vs  New G rosso 
Wed.  13 12.30  North Innis      vs  Emman Ouso 

4.15  North Low        vs  Grod.  Stud Grasso 
4.15  South St.  M,  B  vs  Med,  8 Bornevcld 

ThUf.  14 12.30  North New      vs  Pharm Barnoveld 
4.15  North Forestry  vs  Dent Pa  tit  io 4.15  South Arch       vs  Knox Lefkos 

Fri.  IS 4.1  i  North U.CI      vs  Mod.  A Delfino 

RUGGER 
Tucs  Oct.  12    1.15  East 

1.15  West 
Wed,         13  12.30  East 

1.15  Eosl 
Thur.         14     1.15  East 

1.15  West 
Fri,  15    1.15  West 

1,15  West 

Law  I 
Arch 
Vic.  I Med.  B Emmon 
PHE.  A      vs  St.  M. 
Scor  vs  PHE  C 

vs  St.  M. 
vs  Med,  II vs  Vic.  Ill 
vs  Trin.  A vs  Knox 

O'Bnon 
Armstrong 
Apse Apse Hennessey 
Apse Johnson 
Buchonan 

12  1.00 6.30 7.30 
13  1.00 5.00 

6.00 7.00 
M  1.00 6.30 
1  5  1 .00 

LACROSSE 
Vic.  Ml  vs  U.C.  II 
St.  M.  B  vs  Pharm 
Knox  vs  U.C.  I 
Eng.l  or  Low  vs  PHE  A Med.  B Eng.  II Vic.  I 

Eng. I  or Eng.  ill 

i  Trin 
vs  For.  B vs  St.  M.  A 
vs  Vic.  IV 
vs  Med  A 
vs  Innis 

McElroy,  Hennessey McElroy,  Murphy 
McElroy,  Murphy 
Rudge,  Riordan Miller,  Shepherd 
Miller,  Shepherd Bartlett,  Falum 
Bartlett,  Buchanan 
Borllett,  Falum 
Truesdole,  Cromie 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 

706  QUEEN  ST.  W. 
Toronto  3,  Ont. 
EM.  6-2025 

open  daily,  incl.  Sot.  from  8  -  6. 
University  Blown  and  Trousers 
mode  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coots,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

U.C.  PLAYERS'  GUILD 
requires  a 

STAGE  MANAGER 

This  is  a  salaried  position 

apply  Thurs.,  Oct.  7,  1:00  p.m. 
Women's  Union  Theatre      -      79  St.  George  St. 

Working  Your  Way  Through  College? 

Then  join  a  growing  and  progressive  National  Mer- chandising Company  that  offers  a  job  AND  training 
for  the  future  —  not  just  throughout  Christmas. 
Simpsons-Sears  has  hours  to  suit  your  study  schedule: 

Monday  -  Friday 
Noon  to  4:00  p.m.  or  8:00  p.m.  or  1 1 :00  p.m. 
1:00  p.m.  to  5:00  p.m.  or  9:00  p.m.  or  10:00  p.m. 4:00  p.m.  to  8:00  p.m.  or  10:00  p.m. 
5:00  p.m.  or  6:00  p.m.  to  1 0:00  p.m.  to  1 1 :00  p.m. Saturday 

8:00  a.m.  to  4:40  p.m. 
or  almost  any  combination  of  these  hours. 

Regular  full  time  staff  work  on  a  regular  schedule each  week  —  not  less  than  4  hours  in  one  day  or  20 
hours  in  a  week. 

Contingents  work  a  maximum  of  1  8  hours  per  week  — but  not  less  than  4  hours  per  day-    Pay  day  is  every 
second  Friday  in  CASH. 
Discounts  ore  given  on  purchoses  from  Simpsons-Sears 
and  Simpsons  Limited. 

Apply  in  person  to  the  Employment  Office,  1 1th  Floor 
89  Gould  Street  between  8:00  a.m.  and  4:30  p.m. 

after  4:30  p.m.  by  phoned  appointment,  861-91 1 1,  local  3483 

book-Ion  protects 

YOUR  books  from* anything! 
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Daily  use,  dust,  water  spillage, 
rain  .  .  .  new  books  stay 
fresher,  old  books  revitalize 
with  book-Ion.  And  think 
next  year's  re-sale  value. Easy  to  apply,  inexpensive.  Crystal 
clear  self-adhesive  plastic  in 40"  x  13"  rolls  do  3  to  5  books 
only  $1.00, 40"  x  9 14"  lor smaller  jobs, 
only  750 

Also  In  rolls  400"  long, widths  up  to  40".  ^ 

book-Ion  ~. 
at  department,  stationery  and  bookstores. 

UNIVERSITY 
DROPOUTS 

MAKE  GOOD ! 

THREE  FROM  THE 
ASYLUM 

written  &  directed  by 
BILL  CAMERON 

produced  by  Heinar  Poller 
POOR  ALEX  - OCT.  11  -  16 
CALL  924-8890 

AFRICAN 
MODERN 

JEWELRY 
382  YONGE  ST. 
A  large  selection of  wood  jewelry 

just  arrived 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 

Reasonable  Prices 

Toronto's  Most 
Modern  Billiard 

Hall 
290  College  St. 

{just  West  of  Spadino) 

U.  of  T. 

Film  Society 

A  series  of  10  for  the  dis- 
criminating intellect  in- 

cluding Sergei  Eisenstein's Potemkin  (USSR,  1925), 
Federico  Fell  tni's  The White  Sheik  (Italy,  1956), 
Orson  Welles'  The  Lady from  Shanghai  (U.S.A., 

1947),  Teinosuke  Kinusa- 
ga's  The  Gate  of  Hell 
(Japan,  1954). 

Monday  evenings 
from  Oct.  18 

R.O.M.  Theatre  8  pm 

Subscription  seres  $5.00 
for  University  members. 
S.A.C.  Office,  9  -  5  for 
brochures  and  member- 

ships. Sponsored  by  the S.A.C. 



INTEflFAC  ROUNOUP 

By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
The  intercollegiate  golf 

team  has  been  chosen  from 
the  winners  of  the  interfa- 
culty  golf  championship 
which  was  held  recently.  Al- 
by  Garbe  shot  a  165  (79-86) to  lead  all  competitors.  The 
other  members  of  the  team 
are  Bill  Cressy  168  (84-84), 
Howard  Stulberg  171  (82- 
89),  and  John  White  172  (85- 87). 
Laval  University  will  host 

this  year's  intercollegiate 
golf  championship,  to  be 
held  this  Friday  at  the  Ro- 

yal Quebec  Golf  Club,  in 
Boischatel,  Quebec.  The 
tournament  will  consist  of 
36  holes  of  medal  play  with 
awards  being  given  to  the  in- 

dividual and  team  champ- ions. 
LACROSSE 

An  emergency  meeting  of 
the  Lacrosse  Standing  Com- 

Tennis  (cont'd) 
the  more  eperienced  Bur- wash  was  better  able  to 
adapt  to  the  adverse  con- ditions. 
In  the  other  semi-final 

Zimmerman  defeated  Wil- 
son 6-8,  6-2,  and  6-2  in  a 

comparably  lacklustre  af- fair. Zimmerman  started 
slowly,  encountering  great 
difficulty  in  returning  Wil- 

son's booming  serves,  but became  much  steadier  as 
the  match  progressed. 
FOOTNOTES:  For  the 

first  time,  eastern  and  west- 
ern divisional  tennis  cham- 

pionships will  be  held  prior 
to  the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
conference  finals  at  McMas- 
ler,  Oct.  15,  16. 
Eastern  championships 

are  at  McGill  and  the  west- 
ern playdowns  at  McMaster, 

both  Thursday,  Friday  and 
Saturday.  The  final  will 
bring  together  singles,  dou- 

bles and  team  champions  of 
east  and  west,  Laval  is  de- 

fending team  titlist. 
Wilson  was  so  disgusted 

with  his  performance  in  the 
semi-finals  he  told  the  other 
players  he  intended  drop- 

ping from  the  Varsity  squad. 
He,  Burwash,  Zimmerman 
and  Pyke  had  qualified  for 
the  Intercollegiates  by  vir- 

tue of  their  semi  -  final 
finishes. 
A  play-off  between  quar- 

ter-final losers  Paul  Kent 
and  Werner  Mees  for  fifth, 
and  stand-in  position  was 
won  by  Kent  7-5,  6-1.  If  Wil- 

son remains  out,  Varsity 
will  field  only  the  regular four. 

UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE 
LITERARY 

and 
ATHLETIC  SOCIETY 
requires  a  secretary  to 
take  and  prepare  mi- 

nutes of  Council  meet- 
ings and  type  the  odd 

letter.  Salary  $100  for 
the  year.  Approximate- 

ly 15  meetings.  Prefer- 
ence will  be  given  to 

TJ.C.  students.  Apply  in 
person  at  Lit.  office  in 
the  Junior  Common Room. 

mittee  will  be  held  on  Fri- 
day at  1  p.m.  to  consider  a 

proposal  to  set  up  an  inter- faculty  lacrosse  league  in 
which  senior  Canadian  ama- 

teur players  would  be  allow- 
ed to  compete. 

If  this  recommendation 
is  accepted  an  intermediate 
league  would  also  be  set  up 
with  each  league  having  a  se- 

parate championship  at  the end  of  the  season. 
If  this  proposal  is  not  ac- 

cepted, an  alternative  recom- mendation will  be  passed 
back  to  the  Intermural 
Sports  Committee  for  consi- deration. 
As  a  result,  all  games scheduled  for  this  week  will 

be  exhibition  ones. 

SCOREBOARD 
FOOTBALL  STANDINGS 

TORONTO WESTERN 

QUEEN'S 
McGILL 

WESTERN  . TORONTO GUELPH McMASTER 

McGILL  . 
QUEEN'S    .  . MONTREAL 

P       W  L T F A PH   1         1  0 0 

29 

8 2   1        1  0 0 33 

20 

2 
  1        0  1 0 

20 

33 0   1        0  I 0 8 29 0 WEEKEND  RESULTS 
  8       at  TORONTO 

29 

  33       ot  QUEEN'S FUTURE  GAMES 
SATURDAY    —    TORONTO    ot  WESTERN, QUEEN'S      at  McGILL SOCCER  STANDINGS WESTERN  DIVISION 

  1        0        1        0  0 WEEKEND  RESULTS 
2       ot  McMASTER   FUTURE  GAMES 

—    TORONTO       at  WESTERN, McMASTER     at  GUELPH 
EASTERN  DIVISION 

P      W        L       T  F 

FUTURE  GAMES 
FRIDAY         —    QUEEN'S    at  MONTREAL SATURDAY    —    QUEEN'S    ot  McGILL EXHIBITION  GAME 

  0      at  TORONTO   

TICKETS  FOR  VARSITY 
FOOTBALL  GAME  AT WESTERN 

OCTOBER  9 

NEXT  SATURDAY.  NOW  ON  SALE ! 
ATHLETIC  OFFICE  HART  HOUSE  PRICE  $2  00 

INTERFACULTY  TRACK  MEET 
THURSDAY,  OCT.  14,  1.30  P.M.  —  STADIUM 
Entries  ore  now  being  accepted  ot  the  intramural  office, Hart  House. 

PART  TIME  AND  SUMMER  VACATION 

SALES  POSITIONS 

Johnson  &  Johnson  Limited 

If  this  describes  you  ...  we  would  like  to  meet  you 
when  we  are  at  the  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO, 
Tuesday,  October  19,  and  Wednesday,  October  20: 

1)  Are  you  interested  in  Sales  or 

Marketing? 

2)  Would  you  like  to  earn  money  dur- 
ing your  college  year  and  summer 

vacation? 

3)  Do  you  expect  to  graduate  in  1967? 

4)  Do  you  consider  yourself  persua- 
sive, a  self-starter  who  gets  things 

done? 

Our  company,  a  leader  in  its  field,  has  part  time 
sales  positions  available  in  the  Toronto  area,  lead- 

ing to  full  time  summer  assignments  in  sales  and 
possible  permanent  employment  upon  graduation. 
Excellent  compensation,  training  and  other  benefits. 
Don't  forget  to  call  or  see  Mr.  E.  J.  Halse  at  the Placement  Office  for  an  interview. 

JUDO,  SELF-DEFENCE  for  U.  of  T.  girls. Special  rotes  for  six  months.  Informa- tion call  Tanino  Judo  Club,  566  Church (Wellesley).  921-2326  after  7  p.m. 
LOST  —  brown  glasses  on  campus 
Tuesday,  Sept.  21.  Phone  Steve,  LE.  3- 2331. 

1960  SUNBEAM  ALPINE.  Sports,  black soft  and  hard  top,  tonneov  cover,  sole- noid overdrive  gear,  fast,  economical ond  sofe.  Sacrifice.  Call  468-5909.. 
TUTORS  WANTED  for  high  school mathematics,  science.  Remuneration 
depending  on  qualifications  and  pre- vious experience.  489-5851. 
CAMPUS  CO-OPERATIVE  Residence, 
395  Huron  Street,  921-2520,  has  a few  rooms  with  board  or  single  rooms with  kitchen  avoilable  near  U.of  T. compus. 

STUDENTS  interested  in  part-time  jobs (P/2-2  hours  per  day,  $2-3  per  hour). Contact  Dovid  Moffart  at  928-2471 
(Room  368),  7-8  p.m. 
MALE  STUDENT  wishes  to  shore  roorrt 
with  same  near  campus.  Call  Wa.  4- 3878. 

LOST:  American  birth  certificate,  draft registration  card  and  landed  immigrant popers.  Sigmund  Samuel  Library  Oct.  1. Bruce  Mannan  231-8550. 
WANTED:  Two  graduate  students  to supervise  graduate  students  union  on Saturday  I  to  6  p.m.  ond  6  to  1 1  p.m. minimal  duties.  $1.00  per  hour  apply 
by  letter  to:  The  Executive,  Graduote Students  Union,  16  Bancroft  Avenue. 
ROOM,  BOARD  plus  $10  per  month  for helping  with  5  children.  1964  student 3rd  in  honors  course  so  duties  not 
heavy.  Central  location.  HU.  1-0566. 
SPACIOUS  one-bedroon  apartment, 
completely  furnished,  all  conveniences, nudging  the  campus.  $100.  a  month, 
658  Spodina  (at  Harbord).  927-5109. 

SKULE  NITE 

DANCERS 

Arline  wants  YOU  to 
audition  for  the  SKULE 
NITE  DANCERS  (both 
sexes)  on  Thursday,  Oc- 

tober 7  at  7:30  pjn.  in 
the  Common  Room  on 
the  3rd  floor  of  the  Gal- 
braith  Building.  Wear 
running  shoes.  Girls, 
please  wear  shorts. 

ACT  (-0RS  and-RESSES) 
Auditions  for  rotes  in  SKULE 
NITE  will  be  held  from  7:00 
p.m.  to  10:00  p.m.  tonight  in 
the  Common  Room  on  the  third 
floor  ot  the  Golbraith  Building. 

Be  there  (please) 

PHYSICAL  EDUCATION-MEN CLASS  TIME  TABLE 
FALL  TERM  —  OCTOBER  18  TO  DECEMBER  17 
SPRING  TERM  —  JANUARY  10  TO  MARCH  25 

MON.    TUES.     WED.  THURS.  FRI. 
10 
to 
11 

Arts 
Ap.  Sc.  F Pharm.  A 

Arts 
Arts 

Arts 
Arts 

11 
to 
12 

Arts Arts 
Arts Arts Arts 

12 

to 

1 
Arts 
Ap.  Sc.  A,  B ARCH 

Arts AP.  Sc.  C,  51, 
52 

Arts ARCH Arts Ap.  Sc.  A,B,C, 
Pharm.  A  &  B 

Arts 

Ap.  Sc.  F 2  Arts 
to     AP.  Sc.  D 
3 

Arts 
Pharm.  B 

Arts  (Arts 

Ap.  Sc.  H 

Arts 

Ap.  Sc.  G,  51 

Forestry 

3 
to 
4 

Arts 
AP.  Sc.  E 

Arts 

Ap.  Sc.  G,H 

Arts 

Sp.  Sc.  E 
Forestry 

Arts 
Arts AP.  Sc.  D,  52 

NOTE:  Pre-Medicol  and  Faculty  of  Music  Students  will  take  Physical Education  with  Arts  Students. 
Time  Table  Difficulties  —  See  M.G.  Griffiths,  Room  107,  Hart  House., 
between   1:00  and  2:00  p.m. 

REGISTRATION  FOR  PHYSICAL  EDUCATION 
Before  October  15  register  for  Physical  Education  Classes  at  the  Key 
Office,  Basement  Floor,  Hart  House*.  Be  sure  you  get  your  Phys.  Ed. Attendance  number  when  you  enrol.  Tote  boxes  may  also  be  obtained. Hours  ■ —  9:30  a.m.  to  5:30  p.m. 

SWIMMING  TEST 
Before  October  15  report  to  swimming  pool.  Hart  House,  and  complete 
the  test.  Hours  —  12:10  p.m.  to  6:00  p.m. 

SWIMMING  CLASSES 
Men  wishing  to  take  instructional  dosses  for  credit  must  register  between 
Oct.  12th  ond  15th.  Report  at  entrance  to  the  swimming  pool  with  your 
admit-to-lecrure  card  ond  time  table.  Hours  —  12:10  p.m.  to  6:00  p.m. 

RECREATIONAL  PERIODS 
Report  to  the  main  gymnasium  at  hours  selected  from  above  time  table. 

VOLUNTEER  INSTRUCTORS 
Training  classes  ore  provided  for  men  who  wish  to  qualify  as  volunteer 
instructors  in  Aquatics.  Report  to  Mr.  McCatty  in  the  Fencing  Room, 
Tuesday,  October  12th  at  1:00  p.m. 

COACHING  AND  INSTRUCTIONAL  CLASSES 
JUDO,  WEIGHT  TRAINING,  SPECIAL  CLASSES  —  See  M.G,  Griffiths, Room  107,  Hart  House  between  1:00  and  2:00  p.m. 
GYMNASTICS:  5:00  p.m.  Monday,  Wednesday  Friday,  starting  Oct.  18, 
BOXING  &  WRESTLING:  5:00  p.m.  daily  —  storting  October  18. 
FENCING:  5:00  p.m.  Tuesday  and  Thursday    —   starting  October  19. 
SKIN  AND  SCUBA  DIVING;  Report  to  Mont  Richardson  Monday  October 18,   1 :00  p.m.   Fencing  Room. 
R.L.S.S.  LIFE  GUARD  CERTIFICATION  COURSE:  7:30  p.m.  —  Thursday starting  October  21,  Register  at  Pool. 
R.L.S.S.  DISTINCTION  AWARD  COURSE:  1:00  p.m.  —  Monday  start, 
ing   October   1 8,   Register  at  Pool. ARTIFICIAL  RESPIRATION  COURSE:  1:00  p.m.  —  Tuesday,  starting 
October  19,  Register  at  Fencing  Room. 

INTERCOLLEGIATE  &  INTRAMURAL  SPORTS 
GET  LIST  OF  ACTIVITIES  AT  KEY  OFFICE  WHEN  YOU  ENROL, 

OR  INQUIRE  AT  INTRAMURAL  OFFICE. 
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BLUES'  ALL-STAR 

Sternberg  loves  that  football 

By  P.  J.  PAPE 

Varsity's  all  star  halfback 
Gerry  Sternberg,  is  one  ath- 

lete who  loves  to  play  foot- ball. 
Sternberg  said  that  he 

would  be  prepared  to  sacri- fice his  social  life  for  the 
entire  football  season,  if 
that  was  one  of  the  team's training  rules. 
Although  he  feels  he  could 

withdraw  from  the  social 
circuit,  he  thinks  Tom 
Mooney's  ( the  head  coach at  McGill)  rule  —  acade- 

mics, athletics  and  no  wom- 
en —  "just  won't  work". 

It  seems  as  if  Sternberg's dedication  to  the  game  of 
football  has  paid  off  hand- 
somely. 

The  well  conditioned  ath- 
lete has  yet  to  miss  a  regu- 
lar season  game  and  puts 

the  fear  of  God  into  the  op- 
position's defences  every time  he  carries  the  ball. 

His  ability  to  pick  his  way 
through  the  other  team  gives 
him  great  pleasure,  but 
Gerry  gains  supreme  enjoy- ment from  the  game  when 
he  can  help  the  team  win. 
For  Sternberg  all  his  per- 

sona] glories  pale  when  the team  does  not  win. 
His  greatest  thrill  in  foot- ball came  two  years  ago 

when  he  scored  three  touch- 
downs in  the  last  five  min- 

utes of  a  game  against  Mc- Gill. But  Sternberg  points 
out  that  though,  they  gave 
him  personal  pleasure,  the 
achievement  was  diminished 
when  Blues  lost  the  game 25-24. 

This  year,  though,  Gerry 
expects  the  team  to  win. 

At  the  moment  the  team 
is  slowly  rounding  into 
shape,  "All  these  injuries 
are  hurting  us,  but  we  have 
great  depth,"  said  Stern- 

berg, "and  when  the  offen- sive  and   defensive  teams 

jell,  no  one  is  going  to  stop 

us!" 

A    third   year  major 
psychology,  Sternberg  plans 
on    entering    law  school 
next  year. 
He  is  undecided  as  to 

which  law  school  to  go  to. 
"I  feel  I  can  play  profes- sional football  for  some 
team,  and  if  I  can  catch  on 
with  one  I'll  try  to  attend 
school  near  by,"  says  Stern- 
berg. 

However  Gerry's  inter- ests are  not  focused  on  next 
season,  they  are  focused  on 
next  Saturday.  The  170 
pound  halfback  feels  that  if 
Blues  can  defeat  the  Mus- 

tangs of  the  University  of 
Western  Ontario  at  London, 
they  could  very  well  go  all 
the  way  to  the  Yates  Cup. 

Said  Sternberg,  "We  have a  tremendous  coaching  staff 
and  a  great  group  of  ath- 

letes. Only  injuries  are  go- 
ing to  stop  us  this  season." 

Victorious  Burwash  heads  tennis  team 

By  BOB  CLARK 
Peter  Burwash  defeated 

Mike  Zimmerman  at  the 
Toronto  Lawn  Tennis  Club 

7-5,  3-6,  6-1,  and  6-4,  to  win 
the  final  of  the  Interfaculty 
Tennis  tournament.  The 
contest    was    perhaps  the 

Grid  scoring  and  statistics 

BRYCE  TAYLOR,  Toronto AKT  FROESE,  Weslern   
HEINO  LILLES,  Queen's   BOB  ISRAEL,  Western   LARRY  BURRIDGE,  Western  . TOM  BEYNON,  Western   
JAMIE  JOHNSTON,  Queen's  ERIC  WALTER,  McGill   GERRY  STERNBERG,  Toronto  JIM  WARE,  Toroflto   
LARRY  PLANCKE,  Queen's  WARD  PASS1,  Toronto  ROBIN  WEARING,  Weslern   Safety  Tounch  —  McGill 

Arts. Yards Avg. 
TO ART  FROESE,  Western  31 198 6.4 

HEINO  LILLES,  Queen's 
22 

134 
6.1 2 GERRY  STERNBERG,  Toronto 11 110 10.0 

ERIC  WALTER,  McGill   9 
103 11.4 

1 PETER  HOWLETT,  McGill 15 93 
6.2 

0 LARRY  BURRIDGE,  Western 15 
48 

3.2 1 BOB  ISRAEL.  Western   7 43 6.1 1 ERKKI  PUKONEN,  Toronto  . 
13 

41 3.2 0 VIC  WOZNIUK,  Toronto  ,  .  . 6 25 4.2 0 
DOUG  COWAN,  Queen's  5 21 4.2 0 PASSING 

Alls. 
Comp Yds. Pet. 

Avg. 
Gain  Inlc. 

TD 

BRYCE  TAYLOR,  (TJ  ,  .  IB VtC  WOZNIUK,  (T)  .  . .  5 12 184 66.7 15.3 0 0 1 
57 

60.0 19.0 
0 1 DON  BAYNE,  (Q)        .  21 11 167 52.4 15.2 2 1 GLEN  ST.  JOHN,  (M)  .  .  24 8 118 33.3 14.8 3 0 BOB  ISRAEL,  (W)  ,  . .    ,  5 2 1 40.0 00.5 0 1 INTERCEPTIONS 

IAN  KIRKPATRICK,  Toronto  2 GEORGE  CHRIS,  Western      .  . ANPY  SZANDTNER,  Toronto ROBIN   WEARING    Weslern  1 RANNY  PARKER,  Toronto  1 RECEIVING 

MIKE  EBEN,  Toronto    6 JIM  WARE,  Toronto  . 
LARRY  PLANCKE  Queen's DOUG  COWAN,  Queen's  2 GUS  CURRY,  McGill   GERRY  STERNBERG,  Toronto 
JAMIE  JOHNSTON,  Queen's  "  2 PUNTING 
ROBIN  WEARING,  Weste GUS  CURRY,  McGill WARD   PASSI,  Toronto LARRY  FERGUSON,  Quce RICK  RIPSTEIN,  McGill 

DOUG  COWAN.  Queen's ANDY  SZANDTNER,  Toi BILL  FERGUSON  Queer WADE  KENNY,  McGill JAMIE  JOHNSTON  Que, 

KICKOFF  RETURNS 

PUNT  RETURNS 

ANDY  SZANDTNER,  Toronto DOUG  COWAN  Queen's JAMIE  JOHNSTON  Queen's DAVE  OSWALD  Weslern ISSIE  RABINOVITCH,  McGill 

Yds. Rot. Ret. TO 27 13.5 
0 44 44.0 0 4 

4.0 
0 2 2.0 0 0 0.0 0 Avg. 

Yds. Gain 

TD 

89 14.8 0 58 
11.6 

1 53 17.7 0 48 16.0 0 31 10.3 0 51 
25.5 

0 21 10.5 1 Yds. 
Avg. 

s 276 39.4 

1* 

105 35.0 0 303 
33.7 1 249 
31.1 0 77 19.3 0 Avg. 

Yds. Ret. TO 51 
17.0 

0 47 
23.5 

0 39 
19.5 

0 33 33.0 
0 33 16.5 0 Avg. 

Yds. Ret. 
TD 45 22.5 0 29 

7.3 
0 

28 
28.0 

0 19 
4.8 

0 
14 4.7 

0 
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toughest  of  the  tourney  for 
Burwash,  his  loss  in  the 
second  set  was  bis  first  in 

play. The  game  was  high- 
lighted by  the  excellent  play 

of  both  combatants,  as  Zim- 
merman pushed  Burwash 

hard.  Zimmerman  started 
well,  and  had  the  margin  in 
play  by  the  end  of  the  sec- 

ond match,  but  the  more  ex- 
perienced Burwash,  show- 

ing exceptional  reflexes, 
finished  strongly  for  the win. 
The  interfaculty  tennis 

tournament,  designed  to 
pick  Varsity's  Intercollegi- ate Racquet  Squad,  went  in- 

to the  quarter  finals  on  Fri- 
day with  seven  of  the  eight 

top  seeded  payers  qualify- 
ing, the  only  seeded  player 

to  be  ousted  was  eighth- seeded  Elmer  Hara  (SGS), 
who  was  edged  by  Barry 
Munro,  (Vic),  4-6,  6-3,  and 
7-5.  In  the  quarter  finals, 
Munro  had  the  misfortune 
to  be  matched  with  top 
seeded  Pete  Burwash  (PHE), 
and  was  defeated  6-1  and 
6-2. 

Third-seeded  Mike  Wilson, 
(Inn),  staged  a  tremendous comeback  in  the  third  game 
against  sixth-seeded  Paul 
Kent,  (Meds).  After  split- 

ting the  first  two  sets  64 
and  2-6,  Wison  trailed  5-1 
before    taking    the  match 

Other  quarter  finals  saw 
second  seeded  Mike  Zim- 

merman (New),  defeat  se- 
venth-seeded Frank  Blyth 

(Vic),  7-5,  6-2,  and  fifth seeded  Craig  Pyke,  (APSC), 
defeat  fourth-seeded  Wer- 

ner Mees,  (SGS),  6-2  3-6 
and  8-6. 
In  the  semi  -  Tinals  Bur- 

wash displayed  superiority in  forehand  and  backhand 
to  defeat  Pyke  6-4,  6-1.  Icy weather  and  gusting  winds hindered  both  players  and 
produced  a  slow  game,  but See  "tennis",  page  7 

from  the 

cheap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold varsity  sports  editor 

PHANTOM  PHARMACIST  NO.  2? 

On  a  sunny  spring  afternoon  five  years  ago  an  un- 
known high  school  runner  stepped  onto  a  collegiate  track 

in  North  York  to  run  a  440-yard  race  in  the  North  York 
regionals  of  the  Toronto  and  District  Intercollegiate  Ath- 

letic Association's  annual  track  meet. This  unknown  runner  who  stands  now  on  the  brink 
of  stardom  was  Dave  Bailey.  And  in  this,  his  first  attempt 
at  the  world  of  spikes  and  cinders  he  lost  to  someone  who 
was  to  make  a  name  for  himself  in  another  branch  of  sport.1 
That  someone  was  Jim  Holowachuk,  Varsity's  all-star  bas-l ketball  forward. 

For  Dave  Bailey  it  was  this  race  which  whetted  his  ap- 
petite for  running.  That  summer  he  began  training  with 

Fred  Foot's  East  York  Track  Club,  thus  taking  his  first  step 
towards  breaking  the  four-minute  mile. 

In  the  North  York  regionals  Bailey  had  entered  the 
three  sprint  events,  100,  220  and  440  but  Foot  quickly  mov-! 
ed  him  up  to  the  half  mile  and  mile. 

To  say  that  Bailey  responded  well  would  be  to  understate 
the  case,  for  at  the  age  of  16  and  with  only  two  weeks  of 
serious  training  behind  himf  he  ran  a  2.02  half  mile.  Two 
months  later  he  had  chopped  more  than  five  seconds  off 
this  time. 

Bailey  continued  training 
that  winter,  aiming  for  a 
berth  on  the  Canadian  Bri- 

tish Empire  games  team. 
The  training  and  determi- nation seemed  to  pay  off. 
That  summer  lie  shattered 
the  Ontario  high  school 
mile  and  half  mile  records 
and  clocked  a  4.07.5  mile  at 
the  Police  Games  at  Varsity 
Stadium. 
However,  his  third  place 

finish  in  a  time  of  4.09.4  at 
the  British  Empire  Games 
trials  was  not  good  enough 
to  earn  him  a  place  on  the 
team.  For  over  a  year  af- 

terwards Bailey's  career, went  on  the  downswing. DAVE  BAILEY 
TEN  MILE  WALKS 

But  this  was  not  through  any  lack  of  determination 
on  his  part,  rather  just  the  opposite.  Despite  severe  pains 
in  his  shins  Bailey  continued  his  daily  five  mile  training 
sessions.  When  the  pain  didn't  relent  he  was  forced  to  con- 

sult a  doctor  who  took  one  look  at  the  legs  and  demanded 
to  know  where  Bailey  danced. 

It  took  some  time  for  Bailey  to  convince  the  doctor  that 
he  was  a  runner  but  little  time  for  the  doctor  to  diagnose 
Bailey's  ailment  as  vibration  fractures  in  both  legs.  This was  the  second  serious  injury  Bailey  had  suffered,  the  other 
being  the  loss  of  his  right  eye  at  the  age  of  nine. 

Bailey  was  forced  to  give  up  running  for  a  year  but  kept himself  in  condition  by  walking  8—10  miles  regularly  and by  the  autumn  of  1963  was  again  in  training.  To  demonstrate that  his  recovery  was  complete  he  broke  the  senior  mile 
and  half  mile  records  and  anchored  the  record-breaking Northview  Heights  Collegiate  mile  relay  team  at  the  TDIAA 
track  meet  in  the  summer  of  1964.  1 

But  if  anyone  did  not  believe  that  Bailey's  recovery  was complete  they  were  made  believers  this  past  summer  when Bailey  was  consistently  within  two  or  three  seconds  of  the! 
four-minute  mile  in  meets  in  Canada  and  Europe. 

FOUR-MINUTE  MILE  THIS  SUMMER 
As  far  as  breaking  the  four-minute  mile  is  concerned 

Bailey  is  confident  that  he'll  do  it  this  summer,  a  feat  which could  quite  possibly  make  him  the  first  Canadian  ever  to 
do  so.  < 

"It's  no  longer  a  mental  barrier,"  he  related,  "It's  more 
a  mailer  of  being  physically  and  mentally  fit 'as  well  as running  in  a  good  field". Bailey,  like  Bill  Crolhers,  (the  Phantom  Pharmacist)! before  him,  is  in  pharmacy.  While  Bailey  has  not  yet  reach- ed the  heights  that  Crothers  has,  it  seems  likely  that  in  the near  future  Dave  Bailey  will  rate  the  label  Phantom  Pharma^ 
cist  No.  2.  1 LEFTOVERS:  The  Blue  and  White  society  has  released 
the  names  of  this  year's  cheer  leaders.  They'  are:  Sue  Lin Chou,  Judi  Cross,  Gloria  Culbert,  Sue  Firth,  Barb  Griffin Angie  Minacs,  Gail  Onerschulte,  John  Baty,  Pat  Groulx  Ar- 
nie  Pfieff,  Doug  Ramsay  and  Sorry  Siligman.  Unfortunately tbfi  Society  did  not  release  their  phone  numbers. 
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Bissell  says 

UNAC  yessed 

Bladen  report  not  the  last  wor
d 

U  of  T  President  Claude 
Bissell  Wednesday  called  the 
Bladen  commission  report 
on  the  financing  of  higher 
education  a  "great  and  signi- 

ficant" document.  But  he 
said  "there  is  still  room  for 
lively  discussion"  in  some areas  of  the  report. 

Speaking  at  a  Press  con- ference, Dr.  Bissell  praised 
the  report,  calling  it  the  first 
"proper  recognition  of  the 
centrality  of  higher  educat- 

ion." The  Bladen  Report  urged 
provincial    governments  to 

additional  grants." Dr.  Bissell  added  that  the 
problem  of  student  financial 
aid  included  much  more 
than  the  simple  elimination 
of  fees. 
"The  elimination  of  fees 

would  not,  in  itself,  make 
university  education  avail- 

able to  all  competent  stu- 
dents, and  I  should  be  sorry 

to  see  undue  emphasis  plac- 
ed upon  this  one  factor  in 

the  complex  of  student  ex- 
penditures," the  president 

said. 
In  response  to  a  question 

of  debt." 
The  president  said  the  em- 

phasis in  student  aid  should 
be  placed  on  "non-repayable 
bursary  awards"  available  to 
students  who  need  them  "on a  scale  that  would  cover  a 
major  part  of  the  total  cost 
of  university  education." The  Bladen  Report  sugges- 

ted a  major  role  for  student 
loans  in  providing  financial 
aid.  Dr.  Bissell  agreed  loans 
should  be  retained,  but 
"should  be  confined  as  a 
special  emergency  measure 
to  the  senior  years." 

By  DEAN  N  A  KAMI  EL 
Dean  Vincent  Bladen  may 

love  his  U  of  T  students,  but 
they  don't  love  his  report. At  a  meeting  last  night, 
the  Students  Administrative 
Council  voted  33-5  for  elimi- 

nation of  tuition  fees,  up- 
held by  the  dean  in  his  re- port on  the  financing  of 

higher  education. Earlier  yesterday  Dean 
Bladen  issued  a  statement 
defending  his  stand  on  fees 
to  U  of  T  students,  whom 

he  said,  "I  love." By  calling  for  free  tuition, 
SAC  approved  the  stand  for universal  accessibility  taken 
by  the  Canadian  Union  of 
Students  last  month  — abolition  of  all  financial  and 
social  barriers  to  higher  ed- 

free  tuition.  He  said  it  would 

weaken  the  Bladen  report's recommendations  for  in- 
creased student  aid. 

"If  students  of  this  coun- 
try jump  on  their  high  horse 

for  free  tuition,"  he  said, "their  real  need  will  be  ig- 

Complete  Bladen  coverage  on  page  17 

"resist  the  popular  pressure 
for  the  abolition  of  fees." 

Dr.  Bissell  said  he  had  "no 
attachment  to  fees  on  philo- 

sophical grounds." "I  am  unconvinced  by  the 
argument  that  they  should 
be  retained  as  a  means  of 
preserving  university  auto- 

nomy," the  president  said. Dr.  Bissell  emphasized  the 
fact  that  Dean  Bladen  might 
not  agree  with  him,  "but," 
the  president  said,  "I  would 
have  no  objection  to  the  eli- mination of  fees  if  there 
were  a  guarantee  that  that 
income  would  be  covered  by 

Dr.  Bissell  said  he  hoped  it 
would  be  possible  to  hold 
fees  at  their  present  level, 
"but  I  would  also  hope  that 
in  future  they  may  be  reduc- 

ed." 

"There  is  no  question,  I 
think,  of  abolishing  the  in- 

dividual's contribution;  how- 
ever generous  our  scheme, 

the  individual  student  will 
always  have  some  financial 
responsibility.  But  this 
should  not  be,  or  seem  to  be, 
a  formidable  barrier  that 
would  dissuade  the  lower 
income  groups,  and  it  should 
not  involve  a  crippling  load 

He  added  that  loans  and 
bursaries  should  be  accom- 

panied by  some  sort  of 
means  test,  but  that  such  a 
test  should  be  "simple  and 

painless." 
"A  rigid  formula  handi- 

caps some  students  who  de- 
serve loans,"  he  said. Dr.  Bissell  emphasized 

that  the  contribution  of  stu- 
dents to  university  costs 

"should  be  made  mostly  af- 
ter graduation  rather  than 

before,  and  on  a  "voluntary basis  rather  than  by  com- 

pulsion." 

See  "Bissell",  page  18 

Diversity  can  help  unity  -  lesage By  TONY  BOND 
Canada's  diversity  of  cul- ture can  be  the  key  to  her 

eventual  unity,  Quebec  Pre- 
mier Jean  Lesage  said  at  the 

University  of  Toronto  Wed- 
nesday night. 

Canadian  unity  should  be 
based  on  bi-linguatism,  mul- 
ti-culturism,  the  British,, 
parliamentary  system  and 
North  American  economic 
development,  he  said  at  a 
Hart  House  debate  on  the 
topic,  The  Quebec  Revolu- tion is  a  threat  to  Canadian 
Unity. 

If  unity  were  thus  achiev- 
ed "then  every  country  in the  world  should  be  jealous 

of  the  three  fundamentals 
which  only  we  Canadians 
have,"  Mr.  Lesage  said. 

In  answer  to  the  question, 
What  does  Quebec  want?, 
Mr.  Lesage  said:  "We  ask that  the  rights  extended  to 
the  English  minority  in  Que- 

bec be  extended  to  the-" French  minority  in  the  rest 
of  Canada.  We  are  not  try- 

ing to  impose  our  culture 
on  anyone." Mr.  Lesage  criticized 
those  who  wanted  Quebec 
to  make  a  list  of  demands 
to    which  English-Canada 

would  then  say,  "yes'"  "no," or  "this  we  will  discuss." 
Premier  Lesage  turned 

the  old  question  about  Que- 
bec on  his  audience:  "Okay, 

what  does  English-Canada want?  Is  it  a  unitarian 
state,  with,  one  language?" "Is  English-speaking  Ca- 

nada going  to  impose  that on  one  of  the  founding 

groups  of  Canada?" Toronto  was  the  Quebec 
Premier's  last  stop  on  his 
tour  of  western  Canada. 

Mr.  Lesage,  who  received 
a  standing  ovation  when  he 
sat  down,  said  that  while  on 
his  tour,  be  met  people  who 
were  "utterly  surprised" that  three  million  in  Quebec 
couldn't  speak  a  word  of 
English. 

Mr.  Lesage  condemned  as 
"artificial"  the  view  that 
Canada  was  made  up  of  a 
federal  government  and  ten 
e.q  u  a  1  provincial  govern- ments. 

The  Vanity  will  not  be  publish- ed next  Monday,  Thanksgiving 
Day.  A  special  issue  with  reports 
on  the  International  Teach-in will  be  published  on  Tuesday. 
We  shall  resume  regular  pub- lication on  Wednesday. 

Instead,  he  said,  one 
should  take  the  view  that 
since  1867  French-Canadians 
have  comprised  one-third 
of  the  population  of  Canada. "Canadian  Unity,"  part  of 
the  title  of  the  motion  de- 

feated 208  to  71,  "are  two of  the  most  empty  words 
I  can  think  of,"  the  Quebec 
premier  said. "You  can't  have  Canadian 
unity  without  equality  of 
opportunity,"  he  said. Mr.  Lesage  cited  as  an 
example  of  unequal  oppor- tunity the  promising  young 
French-Canadian  who  has 
to  turn  down  a  promotion 
to  Western  Canada  because 
his  children  won't  be  able 
to  receive  a  French  edu- cation. 

•"It  would  be  Utopia  to 
have  everyone  bilingual.  We 
don't  need  that  to  have  Ca- 

nadian unity.  Certainly  not," he  said. 
Mr.  Lesage  said  he  was 

richer  because  he  spoke  two 
languages  and  lived  two cultures.  ~ 

"Bilingualism  and  multi- culturalism  are  not  a  reason 
for  disunity.  .They  are  a 
reason  fpr  enrichment  and 

for  strength." 

TIM  SMITH 

ucation,  the  first  step  being 
elimination  of  tuition  fees. 
Charles  Campbell  (III 

Vic ),  favored  universal  ac- 

CHARLES  CAMPBELL 

nored  .  .  .  and  you'll  throw 
everything  away." Agreeing  with  Mr.  Cnmo- ■  bell,  George  Biro  (III  AP- 
SC)  said,  "I'm  afraid  if  we 
come  out  for  abolition  of 
fees,  we'll  set  nothing  else." But  Al  Bowker  (SGS) 
claimed  Campbell's  argu- ment for  political  realism 

was  "pure  hogwash." "It  is  not  a  question  of 
what  the  political  parties 

will  give  us,"  he  said,  "but what  we  put  ourselves  be- 

hind." 

Also  supporting  free  tui- 
tion, Tim  Smith"  (IV  Vic) said  fees  make  a  university 

cessibility  but  spoke  against     "a  degree  Factory." 

Viet  Nam  reps  American 
By  ST.  BRUNO 

Two  Americans  wil  I  pre- 
sent the  views  of  the  Viet 

Cong  and  North  Vietnamese 
at  the  U  of  T  International 
Teach-in  this  weekend. 

Outlining  the  views  of  the 
Democratic  Republic  of 
North  Viet  Nam  is  Michael 
Myerson,  a  graduate  of  the 
University  of  California  at 
Berkeley,  international  sec- 

retary of  the  W.E.B.  DuBois Clubs  in  the  United  States 
and  a  member  of  the  World 
Peace  Council. 

Last  month  he  completed 
a  two-week  tour  of  North 

Viet  Nam,  in  defiance  of 
US  state  department  regu- 

lations, and  talked  with  the North  Vietnamese  prime 
minister. 
The  views  of  National  Li- 

beration Front  will  be  pre- sented bv  William  Worthy, 
a  40-year-old  Negro  and 
former  correspondent  for 
the  Baltimore  Afro-Ameri- 

can and  a  contributor  to 
Peace  News. 

Mr.  Worthy  i>  currently 
a  freelance  journalist  work- 

ing out  of  Prague,  Czecho- slovakia. He  is  accredited  by 

Nguyen  Van  Hieu,  a  Viet 
Cong  diplomat  in  Prague. 

Again  ? 

PEARSON  PROMISES  SCHOLARSHIPS 
Prime  Minister  Pearson 

this  week  announced  a  $40,- 000,000  scholarship  program 
for  university  students.  It 
.was  a  revival  of  a  program 
he  promised  during  the  1963 
election  campaign  but  did 
not  implement. 
The  announcement  came 

Tuesday  a  s  Conservative 
leader  Diefenbaker  was  at- 

tacking the  prime  minister for  the  unfulfilled  campaign 
riromise. 

Mr.  Pears6n  said  $10,000,- 000.  will  be  made  available 
tbe  first  year  for  scholar- 

ships —  the  same  sum  men- tioned in  connection  with 

the  1963  plan. 
But  the  prime  minister 

indicated  there  would  be 
two  changes  from  the  origi- 

nal concept.-  First,  instead 
of  providing  10,000  scholar- ships of  $1,000  each,  the  go- 

vernment said -it  would  of- fer more  scholarships,  some 
of  them  for  less  than  $1,000. 
The  amount  would  depend 
on  the  need  of  the  student. 

Secondly;  money  would 
be  added  to  the  $10,000,000 
as  fast  as  population  in  the 
18-24  age  group  increases. 
Tbe  program  would  be 

set  up  in  time  for  the  1966- 67  academic  year. 



BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 

300  Bloc  SI.  West MINISTERS: 
The  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E.  M.  Howse Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 
11.00  a.m.  True  Thonksgiving and  False 

Rev.  Prof.  Robert  Dobbie (Emmanuel  College) 
7.00  p.m.  THE  CHOSEN  FEW Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 
CAMPUS  CLUB  will  meet  following the   Evening   Service.    All  students 

THE  CHURCH  OF 
THE  REDEEMER Bfoor  Street  and  Avenue  fid. Rector: 

REV.  CANON  OWEN  PRICHARD, 
B.A.,  L.Th. 

8  a.m.  Holy  Communion 11  a.m.  Choral  Communion 
Preacher;  THE  RECTOR 

7  p.m.  Evensong 
Pre  oc  her: 

REV,  H.  R.  ROKEBY-THOMAS WED.,  12.15  P.M. HOLY  COMMUNION 

r 
THE  HAPPENING 

DOWNSTAIRS 

AT 

NEW  COLLEGE 

Friday  Oct.  8  8  p.m. 
BRING  YOUR  BRUSH 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE (2  Blocks  North  of  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  stop  Eosr  of  Yongc  on  BloOr MINISTCR: 
REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  M.A. 

1 1  A.M.  —  SERMON  SUBJECT 
THANKSGIVING  IN  A  NEEDY  WORLD" A  FOCUS  ON  THE  ONLY  KIND  OF  THANKSGIVING LEGITIMATE  FOR  AN  AFFLUENT  SOCIETY A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS. 

AUDITIONS 

For  this  year's  FRENCH  DRAMA  PRODUCTION  of the  UNIVERSITY  FRENCH  CLUBS  will  be  held  today 
from  2-4  p.m.  in  Room  240  of  the  Edward  Lorkin 
Bldg.  We  need  people  to  oct  and  work  on  sets,  make- 

up, costumes,  lighting,  props,  publicity,  etc. 

LITTLE 

TRINITY 
ANGLICAN  -  EVANGELICAL Services  at  11  a.m.  to  7  p.m. 

11  A.M. MORNING  PRAYER REV.  H.  S.  D.  ROBINSON 
GUEST  SERVICE 
REV.  T.  HARPUR 

ii  i  i  i  b:  i 
SUCCOTH  SERVICES 

Sunday  evening,  October  10,  6:00  p.m.  —  Service  in  Mi  lie  I Chopel,  followed  by  o  Kiddush  in  the  Hillel  Succah. 
Monday  evening,  October  1 1,  6:00  p.m.  —  Service  in  Hillel 

Chopel,  followed  by  o  Kiddush  in  the  Hillel  Succah. 
HILLEL  CLASSES 

Beginners'  Hebrew  —  Thursday,  October  14,  7:00  p.m. 
Elementory  -  Intermediate  Hebrew  — 

Thursday,  October  14,  7:00  p.m. 
Yiddish  —  Thursday,  October  14,  7:00  p.m. 

SATURDAY,  OCTOBER  9,  9:00  P.M.,  HILLEL  HOUSE 
Social: 

"HAPPENING  AND  DANCE" 

TRINITY 
UNITED  CHURCH 

427  Bloor  W.  at  Walmer  Rd, 
Rev.  1.  Robert  Watt, 
c. a.,  B.D.  Minister 

1 1  A.M. 

"Thanksgiving  Garments" Harvest  Home  Service 
7.30  P.M. 
DR.  MORLEY  HODDER 

United  Church  Chaplain, 
University  of  Toronto 

8:30  P.M. 
Trinity  Young  Adults 
John  W.  Linn,  Organist 

You  can't  beat 
the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

SMC  reps  acclaimed 
By  BERN ADETTE  FERRY 
Half  of  the  representatives 

elected  to  the  St.  Michaels 
student  council  yesterday 
were  voted  in  by  acclama- 
tion. Sheila  Weller  was  ac- 

claimed SAC  representative, 
Kris  Olson  women's  vice- 
president  and  Peter  Krick- 

mire  men's  vice-president. 
Toni  McNamora  was  elect- 

ed first  year  women's  repre- sentative, Jim  Gardeila  first 
year  men's  representative and  Jim  Swaner  Western 

year  representative. Three  hundred  and  fifty 
of  670  eligible  voters  cast ballots. 

UC  Lit  takes  over 

of  sponsored  clubs 
The  University  College 

Literary  and  Athletic  Socie- 
ty Council  has  imposed financial  control  over  all 

Lit-sponsored  clubs  and  ac- tivities. At  a  five-hour 
meeting  last  Thursday,  the 
Lit  Council  approved  a  bud- 

ge t  and  constitutional amendments  aimed  at 
achieving  more  control  over 
the  clubs. 
The  Lit  ended  last  year 

with  a  deficit.  A  $2,000  loan 
has  been  negotiated  from 
SAC. 

finances 

and  activities 
This  year's  budget  lists revenues  of  over  $21,000  and 

expenditures  of  over  $17,000. 
All  club  expenditures 

must  be  approved  by  the 
executive  and  co-signed  by 
the  president  and  treasurer. 
In  previous  years,  each  club 
was  responsible  for  its  own 
expenditures. 

A  number  of  proposed  ex- 
penditures in  t  his  year's budget  were  held  in  abey- 

ance —  among  them  the 
Players'  Guild  and  the 
Homecoming  Weekend  al- 
lotments. 

PLAN  CROSS-CANADA  STUDENT  DAY 
By  DONNI  BOHNEN 
A  co-operative  effort  to 

eliminate  tuition  fees  is  be- 
planned  on  all  university 

campuses  across  Canada  for 
National  Student  Day,  Oct. 
27. 
The  programs  are  being 

planned  in  support  of  the 
Canadian  Union  of  Students 
proposal  for  fees  reform 
which  was  adopted  at  the 
CUS  fall  congress. 

Each  university  is  expect- d  to  support  the  campaign 
through  a  program  of  its 
own  choice.  Programs  will, 
occur  immediately  before 
the  Nov.  8  federal  election. 
The  U  of  T  CUS  commit- 

tee intends  to  advertise  Na- 
tional Student  Day  to  the 

voting  public. CUS  representatives  plan 

to  be  present  at  public  meet- 
ings to  harangue  the  can- didates. 

A  door-to-door,  city-wide 
campaign  has  been  propos- ed to  make  the  public  more 
aware  of  the  issues,  al- 

though campaigning  of  this 
kind  would  be  without  poli- 

tical affiliation. 
On  the  provincial  level,  a 

proposed  brief  would  be 
presented  to  Premier  Ro- barts  which  would  present 
student  opinion  and  de- mands for  financial  reform 
in  higher  education. 

The  U  of  T  CUS  Commit- 
tee has  not  yet  made  final 

plans  for  the  National  Stu- 
dent Day.  The  CUS  fall  con- gress resolution  establishing 

the  National  Student  Day must  first  be  approved  by 
SAC. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
New  Democrats  sponsor  Rick  Salter  from  SDS  speaking 

on  "Students  for  a  Democratic  Society:  Its  Aims  and  Ac- tivities." Room  1087,  Sid  Smith. 
Today,  1  p.m. 

Mrs.  Z.  Krongold  will  speak  on    "Swingers   I  Have Known".  Looks  Don't  Count  Committee.  UC  Cafeteria. 
Today,  4.30  p.m. 

Service  of  prayer  for  the  Teach-in  sponsored  by  the Sir  Robert  Falconer  Association  for  United  Religious  Acti- vities in  the  University  of  Toronto.  Speaker  —  Rev  M Quealey,  Chaplain,  Newman  Club.  Convocation  Hall. Today,  8  p.m. 
Freshman  Welcome  Dance  of  Polish  Students  Club  Ad mission:  Freshman  -  Free,  Members  -  25f,  Non-Members —  75c.  All  welcome.  206  Beverley  St. 

Today,  8.30  —  12..30  p.m. 
Party:  dancing  to  records,  coffee,  cookies,  etc  Admis- sion —  25c.  International  Students  Centre,  45  Wilcocks  St Saturday,  9  p.m. 
Social.  A  happening  and  a  dance  (The  Swinging  Succoth Momp)  Entertainment.  Dress:  casual.  Hillel  House  186  St 

George  St.  ■ 
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Commie  at  SMC 

By  RICHARD  REIVE 

France's  leading  Com- 
munist, Professor  Roger 

Garaudy  of  the  University 
of  Poitiers  addressed  a  ca- 

pacity crowd  in  Saint  Mi- chaels College  last  night  on 
the  current  Marxist-Christ- ian dialogue.  Prof.  Garaudy 
has  been  a  leading  partici- 

pant in  the  confrontation 
between  the  two  groups. 

Mr.  Garaudy  stressed  the 
necessity  of  dealing  first  in 

practical  terms.  He  men- 
tioned particularly  war  and 

colonialism,  as  well  as  so- 
cialism opposed  to  capital- 

ism as  a  form  of  govern- ment. 
He  stated  that  religions 

could  not  act  against  Marx- 
ism which  embraced  one- 

third  of  the  world's  popu- lation, but  that  neither 
could  Marxism  act  against 
religion.  They  needed  co- 

operation on  mutually  ac- 
ceptable goals.  He  did  not 

pretend  that  honest  partici- 
pation and  dialogue  would 

be  easy.  But  since  most  Eu- 
ropean countries  now  pro- duced joint  publications  by 

Catholic  and  Communist  in- 
tellectuals, genuine  pro- 

gress was  being  made,  he said. 
Prof.  Garaudy  was  elected 

deputy  to  the  French  As- sembly in  1946,  served  as 
vice-president  of  the  Assem- 

bly in  1951,  and  was  elected senator  in  1959. 

Free  tuition  for  Memorial  U 

ST.  JOHN'S,  Nfltl.— Pre- 
mier Joseph  Smallwood  an- 

nounced plans  Tuesday  to 
-»  give  almost  complete  free 

education  to  students  at 
Memorial  University  in  St. 
John's. Before  more  than  2,000 
Memorial  students,  Mr. 
Smallwood  said  the  New- foundland government  has 
decided  to  make  tuition  free 
for  all  students  at  the  uni- 

versity up  to  and  including 
the  fifth  year,  beginning  in 
the  fall  of  1966.  Total  cost 

•  for  this  scheme  in  1966 
would  be  more  than  $1,600,- 
000. 
He  said  plans  also  are 

nearly  final  to  pay  a  "sal- ary" to  students  at  the 
university  starting  in  1966 
to  help  finance  their  educa- tion. 
Students  whose  homes 

are  in  St.  John's  would receive  a  monthly  salary  of 
3  $50  and  students  from  out- 

side St.  John's,  but  who  are 
staying  here  while  at  Mem- 

orial will  receive  $100  a 
month.  This  would  cost 
more  than  $2,000,000  next 
year  if  all  students  were 
covered. 

He  said  another  plan,  set 
for  the  fall  of  1966,  is  to 
increase  yearly  grants  to 
education  students  to  $800. 
He  said  previous  govern- 

ment plans  had  called  for 
free  tuition  only,  and  this 
was  to  be  implemented  on 
a  graduated  scale  with  first- year  students  receiving  the 
benefits  this  year  and  se- 

cond-year students  next 
year.  However,  he  said  the 
government  had  reconsider- ed and  now  will  pay  tuition 
starting  next  fall. 

Mr.  Smallwood  said  there 
is  a  possibility  that  only 
first  year  students  will  re- ceive the  salary  next  year 
with  other  years  coming  in 
on  a  graduated  scale.  How- ever, he  said  plans  for  the 
salary  scheme  are  not  yet 
complete. 
He  said  there  would  not 

be  any  new  or  increased 
taxation  in  connection  with 
the  new  plans. 
The  Premier  reaffirmed 

that  the  government  is  in 
no  way  attempting  to  im- 

pose controls  on  the  univer- 
sity. "We  pray  that  no  clum- 

sy hands  will  ever  throttle the  academic  spirit  of  this 
university".  He  said  he would  hate  to  think  that  the 
education  of  any  Newfound' 
landers  would  be  retarded 
"By  a  lack  of  mere  money 
If  anyone  in  Newfoundland 
ever  wants  to  go  to  Univer- 

sity and  doesn't,  "Don't 
blame  me." Mr.  Smallwood  also  hint- ed that  salaries  for  faculty 
members  are  to  be  increas- ed. 

About  4,000  students  are 
expected  to  attend  Memorial next  fall,  an  increase  of  500 
from  this  year.  Mr.  Small- wood  said  he  could  foresee 
the  day  when  Memorial 
would  have  10,000  students 
with  500  faculty  members. 

Campus  leaders  knock  report 

Campus  government  lead- 
ers were  generally  critical 

of  the  Bladen  report  be- 
cause it  failed  to  recom- 
mend a  total  abolition  of 

fees. 
Peter  Middleton,  president 

of  the  Victoria  College 
Union,  said  the  abolition  of 
tuition  fees  would  be  a 
simple  and  effective  step 
towards  the  elimination  of 
financial  barriers  to  higher 
education.  He  said  he  con- 

siders the  present  bursary 
system  too  complicated  to be  effective. 
Danny  Cooper,  president 

of  the  University  College 
Literary  and  Athletic  So- ciety said  federal  per  capita 
grants  to  the  provinces 
should    be    increased  suf- 

ficiently to  make  tuition 
fees  unnecessary. 

Frank  Vallo,  president  of 
the  Engineering  Society  said 
that  Dean  Bladen's  recom- mendations would  benefit 
the  university  ra  ther  than 
the  students. 

The  report's  recommen- dations will  not  free  the 
students  from  the  financial 
problems  now  facing  them, 
he  said. 

Vallo  did  not  think  the 
raising  of  bursaries  to  $600 
would  be  sufficient  in  many 
cases  and  that  students 
would  still  have  to  obtain 
loans  to  pay  their  expenses. 
He  also  criticized  the  re- 

commendations concerning 
graduate  students.  Many 
graduates  would  work  dur- 

ing the  summer  and  would return  to  find  that  they 
could  not  get  any  money. 
David  Hunter,  vice  pre 

sident  of  the  Students  Ad 
ministrative  Council  point- ed out  what  seemed  to  him 
to  be  a  paradox  in  the  re- 

port. 

The  report  states  at  one 
point  that  all  students  who 
qualify  academically  should 
be  allowed  to  go  to  univer- 

sity. It  also  states  that  stu 
dents  whose  parents  a  r  e 
wealthy  should  hot  get  free 
tuition,  he  said. 
Mr.  Hunter  also  empha 

sized  the  inadequacy  of 
loans,  because  "if  a  student 
pays  back  his  loan,  he  can feel  that  he  has  no  more 
obligation  to  the  univer 

sity." 
Plan  150  teach-in  seminars 

By  PAUL  CARSON 
There  will  be  at  least  150 

seminars  during  the  Inter- national Teach-in  weekend. 
David  Hunter  (HI  New) 

SAC  vice-president  and  se- 
minar chairman  for  the 

Teach-in  announced  the  to- 
tal last  night. 

"Each  group  will  have 
about  15  people  and  will  be 
a  hetergeneous  mixture  of 
artsmen,  engineers,  faculty, 
high  school  students,  and 
the  general  public,"  he  said. Mr.  Hunter  added  tha  t 
all  existing  seminar  tickets 
have  been  taken;  however, 
additional  seminars  will  be 

scheduled  if  there  is  a  suit 
able  demand. 
The  addition  of  500  Tor- 

onto area  high  school  stu 
dents  has  pushed  campus 
registration  for  the  teach-in to  more  than  3,500.  Tickets 
are  still  available  at  the 
teach-in  office  in"  Rm.  4  UC 
or  at  Varsity  Arena. 

HART  HOUSE 

Thanksgiving  Day  at  Hart  House  Farm  -  Ukrainian  Students  Club 
ART  CLASS  REGISTRATION 

Tues.  Oct.  1  2th  7.30  p.m.  Art  Gallery 
Undergraduates  —  $8  for  eighteen  lessons 

CAMERA  CLUB  44TH  ANNUAL  OPEN  MEETING 
Tues.  Oct.  12th  8  p.m.  Music  Room 

GUEST  SPEAKER  —  BEV  BEST "WHY  PHOTOGRAPHY? —  AS  A  HOBBY  — 

AS  A  PROFESSION" Anyone  interested  in  joining  the  Camera  Club  is  invited  to attend. 

WEDNESDAY  FIVE  O'CLOCK  RECITAL October  13th  Music  Room 
"ED  THIGPEN  QUARTET" Ladies  Welcome.  No  Tickets  Necessary 

STEINWAY  PIANOS 
The  Music  Committee  of  Hort  House  encourages  the  use  of 
its  two  Steinway  Pianos  by  sufficiently  qualified  members, 
Steinway  Cords  will  be  issured  in  the  Undergraduate  Office 
to  any  member  who  produces  a  Royal  Conservatory  Grade 
Ten  or  equivalent  certificate. 'Those  who  have  attained  this level  of  proficiency  without  taking  formal  examinations  may audition  for  this  privilege. 

HAVE  YOU  PICKED  UP  YOUR  HART  HOUSE  BOOK  MARK 
THIS  MONTH  —  AVAILABLE  AT  HALL  PORTER'S  DESK 

Are  you  a  candidate  for 
assistance  under  the 

CANADA  STUDENT 

LOANS  ACT? 

Under  this  Act,  each  qualifying  student  may  present  a 
Certificate  of  Eligibility  to  the  bank  branch  of  his  (or 
her)  choice.  Royal  Bank,  with  over  1000  branches  across 
Canada,  offers  you  convenient  service  combined  with 
practical  counsel.  Visit  your  nearest  branch. 

THE 

MYNAH 

BIRD 

Toronto's  largest  eotfee  House 
Dancing  Wednesday,  Thursday,  Friday, 

Saturday  and  Sunday 

400  DIFFERENT  KINDS  OF  SANDWICHES 
AND  SALADS 

UPSTAIRS  IN  THE  JUNGLE  ROOM 
WHERE  YOU  SIT  ON  THE  GRASS  AND WATCH  MAN-EATING  PIRANHA  FISH 

You  can  also  talk  to  our  Mynah  Birds 
(who  talk  os  clearly  as  human  beings) 

THE  MYNAH  BIRD 
114  YORKVILLE  —  922-5404 
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teach-in  tonight 
The  historic  U  of  T  International  Teach-in  opens 

tonight. 
Despite  the  disappointing  news  that  North  Viet  Nam 

and  the  National  Liberation  Front  will  not  be  represented 
by  native  spokesmen,  the  project  still  deserves  the  support 
of  oil  students. 

It  should  provide  an  unprecedented  exchange  of  views 
between  countries  who  seldom  speak  intelligently  to  each 
other.  Those  who  attend  the  teach-in  will,  we  are  sure, 
lea.n  much — provided  they  go  to  learn. 

UC  getting  what  it  deserves 

Two  new  representatives  from  University  College 
took  their  seats  on  the  Students  Administrative  Council 
last  night. 

Miss  Joy  Satok  and  Miss  Lisa  Samuel  were  elected 
earlier  this  week  ond  the  two  new  members  now  hove  the 
satisfaction  of  knowing  that  they  represent  the  true 
majority  of  more  than  2,000  UC  electors     all  136  of them. 

The  two  young  ladies  have  also  just  published  what 
appear  to  be  full  views  on  these  subjects  in  150  word 
statements  for  The  Varsity. 

Neither  of  them  hove  felt  any  necessity  for  elaborat- 
ing on  those  statements  in  separate  pamphlets  or  election 

meetings.  (Although  Miss  Satok  did  distribute  200  mi- 
meographed copies  of  her  Varsity  statement.) 

All  UC  students  with  extra  -  sensory  perception  con 
now  be  expected  to  know  what  the  two  new  members' political  beliefs  ore,  so  that  they  con  be  held  responsible 
for  those  beliefs. 

Similorly  all  personal  friends  of  the  two  new  members 
should  be  familiar  with  their  post  experience  or  invol- 

vement in  student  government. 
The  SAC-UC  election  committee  can  be  proud  of 

itself  for  not  making  available  a  cross-examination  period 
for  the  four  candidates,  as  for  example  St.  Michael's College  had  done. 

{If  an  election  meeting  had  been  arranged,  it  was 
kept  secret  even  better  than  the  election  itself.) 

The  over  2,000  students  of  UC  can  also  be  proud  of 
themselves  for  setting  a  record  —  low  turnout  for  an 
election.  The  288  voters  represented  about  ten  percent  of the  electorate. 

It  may  be  hard  to  find  an  electorate  to  which  the 
cliche  "the  people  get  the  kind  of  representation  they deserve"  would  better  apply. 

If  Miss  Samuel  and  Miss  Satok  happen  to  turn  out 
to  be. conscientious,  hard-working,  intelligent  SAC  members, 
who  will  represent  the  consensus  of  opinion  at  the  college,' it  will  be  happy  coincidence. 

We  wish  them  well. 

varsity 
TORONTO  l^r 
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Protest  marchers  best  scholars? 

An  Ameri  ca  n  s  u  rvey  re- 
ports  that  students  who march  in  demonstrations 
and  lead  protect  groups  are 
academically  the  best  scho- lars. 

In  a  report  to  the  Ameri- 
can Psychological  Associa- tion, a  team  of  researchers 

led  by  Dr.  Ralph  Heist  cal- 
led campus  protest  leaders 

the  nucleus  of  future  schol- 
arship. The  report  was  bas- ed on  five  years  of  lest  and interviews  with  over  5,000 

students  in  eight  colleges, 
including  the  University  of 
California  at  Berkeley  and 
on  an  additional  study  of 
240  students  belonging  to 
Berkeley's  Free  Speech Movement. 

Dr.  Heist  said  suggestions 
that  the  well-publicized  Ber- 

keley protests  of  last  winter 
were  staged  by  outsiders 
"probably  arose  because 

people  couldn't  credit  stu- 
organize  such  a  well-direct- ed and  meaningful  and  suc- cessful protest.  Our  study dents   with   the   ability  to 

VIETNAM  BOOKLET 
Students  planning  to 

attend  the  International 
Teach  -  in,  particularly 
those  concerned  with  the 
Viet  Nam  session,  should 
be  interested  in  a  new 
booklet  issued  by  the 
United  States  State  De- 

partment. Entitled,  "Why  Viet 
Nam",  the  booklet  ex- 

plains the  official  US  po- 
sition regarding  the  cur- rent undeclared  war. 

Copies  may  be  obtained 
at  the  American  Consul- 

ate, 360  University  Ave- 

shows  that  they  were  very 

capable  indeed." The  research  group's 
graphs,  charts  and  statistics showed  a  picture  of  student leaders  of  movements  with 
definite  goals,  rather  than 
mere  adolescent  rebellions. 
Such  campus  leaders.  Dr. 
Heist  said,  are  much  more 
committed  to  the  process  of 
learning  than  the  majority 
of  students,  and  are  more 
independent  of  their  cul- 

tural background. 
"Far  from  being  rabble- 

rousers,  beatniks  or  outside 
agitators,"  he  said,  "student movement  leaders  tend  to 
be  in  unusally  serious  pur- 

suit of  education." In  the  Berkely  study,  for 
example,  69  per  cent  of  the arrested  students  surveyed 
were  found  to  rank  high  in 
intellectual  interest. 

letters  to  the  editor 

typical  liberal  ploy Sir: 

Some  people  were  caught 
by  surprise  when  the  Cam- pus Liberals  withdrew  from 
a  pre-election  Public  Affairs Forum.  It  threatened  to 
grapple  seriously  and  hon- estly with  the  issues  of  a 
changing  Canada,  and  a 
world  -  wide  revolutionary 

epoch. But  surely  such  Liberal 
vacillation  was  inevitable. 
Shameful  slum  conditions 
fester    and    spread  while 

smug  suburbanites  wall  in 
the  central  ghetto. 

Poverty  is  chronic,  and 
expands,  a  s  subsistence farmers  succumb  to  the 
market,  and  automation 
tears  bureaucratized  unions 
apart.  The  semi-  and  un- skilled workers  are  ruth- 

lessly cast  down. 
Americans  escalate  the 

genocide  in  Viet  Nam  as  a 
grim  reminder  of  their  gen- 

darme power  to  restive  mil- 
lions throughout  the  globe. 

Our  Liberal  government 
rightly  believes   that  only 

servile  acquiescence  in  U.S. 
policy  will  satisfy  the  domi- nant business  interests  dic- 

tating this  aggression. 
Such  profound  crises  cry 

out  for  serious,  penetrating 
debate  in  the  Public  Affairs 
Forum,  and  student  com- mitment to  action  and 
change.  Regurgitation  of their  bland  liberal  cliches 
would  have  exhausted  the 
courage  of  the  campus  Lib- erals. They  wisely  withdrew 
from  the  Forum,  but  their 
absence  will  not  be  re- 

gretted. B.  McCarthy  (SGS) 

social  consciences Sir: 

I  am  slightly  amused.  I 
have  just  read  letters  sup- 

posedly written  by  broad- minded  adults  here  at  the 
University  of  Toronto.  They 
both  applaud  the  dismissal 
of  Mr.  White,  the  Toike editor. 

One  terms  Mr.  White's  ac- tion —  a  direct  result  of  a 
mature  sense  of  humour,  I 
am  sure  —  "an  abuse  of  the 

press." 

The  other  states  with 
great  certainty,  "Certain mistakes  can  be  made  only 
once  and  are  fatal.  It  was 
Mr.  White's  misfortune  to 

make  such  a  mistake  and  as 
a  consequence,  the  Engin- 

eering Society  has  seen  to 
it  that  such  a  mistake  will 
not  be  repeated  by  him." What  do  these  two  gentle- 

men do  when  they  are  not 
sitting  around  taking  them- selves seriously?  I  suppose 
they  no  doubt  become  the 
conscience  of  society.  As  far 
as  I  am  concerned,  their 
type  of  Victorian  morality 
has  no  place  here. 
Mr.  White  printed  four 

off-color  (at  best)  entries  in 
his  last  Toike.  One  was  a 
cheer  which  contained  the 
words  "God  damn"  and  the 
other  was  a  quotation  prom- 

ising the  advent  of  a  smut 

edition. 

Try  as  I  will,  I  cannot  be- come upset  by  any  of  these lines.  Obviously  they  were 

greatly  aggravated. All  I  can  say  to  these  two 
gentlemen  is  a  pox  on  them for  their  lack  of  worldliness 
and  bravo  for  Mr.  White 
who  resigned  as  a  direct  re- 

sult of  his  society's  narrow- minded  views  on  campus morality. 

If  I  were  currently  at- tending a  junior  girls  prep 
school  I  would  commend 
the  Engineering  Society  for their  stand. 

But  you  see,  I  am  attend- 
ing a  university.  I  cannot. 

Bryce  Dyer  (II  Vic) 

don't  need  arts 

Sir: 
The  recent  study  of  En- 

gineering courses  again 
pointed  out  an  interesting 
questio  to  me.  Why  does 
everyone  in  this  institution 
feel  it  a  duty  to  carry  the 
banner  "More  Humanities 
for  Engineers"?  Do  the  en- 

gineering students  demand 
more  practical  studies  foi 
artsme?  Of  course  it's  ab- 

surd. 
It  is  an  unfortunate  neces- 

sity of  this  world  that  one 
must  earn  a  living,  and  it  is 
with  this  view  that  most 
Engineers  enter  their 
courses.  That  Engineers,  in 
general,  pay  $700  a  year  to 
be  instructed  in  a  profes- sion and  not  educated,  may 
be  regrettable  but  it  is  a 
hard,  cold  fact.  The  average 
Engineer  has  neither  time 
nor  desire  for  non-practical 
study. 

The  view  that  nothing 
which  has  a  practical  appli- 

cation is  useful  material 
for  the  human  mind  kept 
the  ancient  Greeks  from 
developing  the  steam  tur- bine past  the  toy  stage.  Who 
knows  what  fabulous  secrets 
still  lay  undiscovered  be- 

cause of  this  narrow  at- 
titude? In  this  age  when  no 

one  can  kow  everything,  let 
us  not  make  the  same  mis- take. 
Stan  Hunnisett  (III  APSC) 

help  wanted Sir: 

May  I  use  your  columns to  solicit  the  assistance  of 
your  readers?  In  brief,  I 
would  like  to  know  "What They  Wish  They  Had  Known 

Before  Coming  To  College". I  am  now  writing  a  book for  Canadian  high  school 
and  college  students.  Some 
of  the  proposed  sixteen chapters  are.  Selecting  a Canadian  College,  Selecting 
Courses,  The  Care  and  Feed- 

ing of  Professors,  Informa- 

tion Display,  Instant  Sophi- stication, The  Search  for Maturity  and  Residence Life. 
W.  J.  Reddin Associate  Professor University  of 

New  Brunswick Fredericton,  N.B. 





TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT 

B.A. 

CLASSIFIED 

EXPORT 
PLAIN 

or  FILTER  TIP 
CIGARETTES 

^EGULAR^n^ONGS^ 

U.  of  T. 

Film  Society 

A  series  of  10  for  the  dis- 
criminating intellect  in- 

cluding Sergei  Eisenstein's 
Potemkin  (USSR,  1925), 
Federico  Fellini's  The 
White  Sheik  (Italy,  1956), 
Orson  Welles'  The  Lady 
from  Shanghai  (U.S.A., 
1947),  Teinosuke  Kinusa- 
go's  The  Gate  of  Hell 
(Japan,  1954) 

Monday  evenings 
from  Oct.  18 

R.O.M.  Theatre  8  pm 

Subscription  series  $5.00 
for  University  members. 
S.A.C.  Office,  9  -  5  for 
brochures  and  member- 

ships. Sponsored  by  the S.A.C. 

JUDO,  SELF-DEFENCE  for  U.  of  T.  girls. 
Special  rates  for  six  months,  informa- tion coll  Tonino  Judo  Club,  566  Church iWellesley).  921-232*  otter  7  p.r 
I960  SUNBEAM  ALPINE.  Sports,  block 
soft  and  hard  top,  tonneav  cover,  sole- noid overdrive  gear,  tost,  economical □nd  safe.  Sacrifice.  Call  488-5909. 
TUTORS  WANTED  lor  high  school mathematics,  science.  Remuneration 
depending  on  qualifications  and  pre- vious experience.  489-585 1. 
CAMPUS  CO-OPERATIVE  Residence, 
395  Huron  Street,  921-2520,  has  a few  rooms  with  board  or  single  rooms with  kitchen  available  near  U.of  T. campus. 
SPANISH  LESSONS  with  conversational practise  by  teacher  from  Spain.  Would also  exchange  for  English  with  teacher, Good  diction  preferred.  532-1933. 
STUDENTS  interested  in  part-time  jobs (114-2  hours  per  day,  S2-3  per  hour). Contoct  David  Moffatt  at  928-2171 (Room  368),  7-8  p.m. 
BOOM,  BOARD  plus  $10  per  month  for helping  with  5  children.  1964  student 3rd  in  honors  course  so  duties  not 
heavy.  Central  location.  HU.  1-0566. 
HONDA  FOR  SALE  —  1962  model 125  c.c.  motor  has  gone  less  than 
200  miles.  Norm  Fisher,  633-2917. 
RIDE  WANTED  from  Bloor  -  Royal York  Rood  daily.  Coll  Peter  233-8024 evenings.  Also*  model  radio  control equipment  for  sole. 

PRIVATE  ROOM  ovailoble  in  Doctor' home  for  female  student  in  exchange for  bobysitting  three  evenings  weekly. 
Children  ages  3-5-8.  Eglinton  -  80th- urst.  Phcne  789-4050. 
WANTED  DRIVER  for  cor  pool,  Bath- urst,  Lawrence,  Dufterin  oreo.  Arriving compus  9  a.m.  Call  RU.  2-1040  after 6  weekdays.  Weekend  till  two  RU.  7- 7691. 
PLEASE  RETURN  the  brown  purse taken  from  SS2I08  on  Friday  la  the 
superintendent's  oHioe  (SS  1090).  I'm broke,  hungry,  under  suspect  and identiticofianless. 
ACCURATE  TYPING  done  at  home  by 
experienced  typist.  Prompt  service  Rea- sonable rales.  Phone  481-8914. 

OSCAR 
CUSTOM  TAILORING 

514  YONGE  ST. 
12  blocks  north  of  College) 

WA.  2-8747 
Modelling,  cutting 

Remove  pleats  from  ponfs 
for  the  new  slim  look 
Ready  made  clothes. 

STUDENTS  10%  OFF 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 

Reasonable  Prices 

Toronto's  Most 
Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  Si 
(just  West  of  Spadirto) 

DIVISION  OF 

UNIVERSITY  EXTENSION 

REQUIRES 
QUALIFIED PROJECTIONISTS 

CALL 
MR.  MACFARLANE 

AT 
84  QUEEN'S  PARK 

(928-2397) 

Rhodesia  in  crisis 
By  BRYAN  HADDON 

and  CHRIS  CHETSANGA 
Rhodesia  is  a  landlocked  country  of 

Southern  Africa  with  4  million  Africans 
and  230,000  Europeans  (a  ratio  of  18  to 
1).  It  is  a  land  rich  in  natural  resources, 
with  an  excellent  climate,  and  poien  tial 
for  a  great  future.  But  it  lias  reached  a 
point  of  imminent  crisis.  The  land  could 
erupt  into  chaos  and  bloodshed,  and  even 
threaten  international  peace.  How  lias  this 
prospect  arisen?  What  is  its  background? 

The  causes  are  various,  But  the  most 
basic  is  that  Rhodesian  society  like  that 
of  South  Africa,  has  been  divided  into  two 
segments  on  grounds  of  color  alone. 

On  the  one  hand  there  are  the  Euro- 
peans. Some  are  now  second  or  third  ge- neration Rhodesians,  but  the  majority  are 

immigrants  from  Europe  or  South  Africa. 
All  enjoy  a  remarkably  high  standard  of living: 

0  salaries  are  high  —  the  average  is 
over  $4,000  per  annum, 

0  land  for  European  use  is  in  abun- dance, so  houses  are  cheap,  often  with 
gardens  of  an  acre  or  two, 

0  every  family  has  at  least  one,  some- times two  or  three  African  servants. 
The  European  population  is  largely 
urban,  but  there  is  a  significant  agricul- 

tural community.  European  farming  is  a 
lucrative  profession;  the  land  is  rich  in  to- 

bacco maize,  and  cattle  give  an  average 
profit  of  £6,050  for  every  man.  Farms 
average  4,000-6,000  acres,  some  as  large  as 6,000  acres. 

On  the  other  hand  there  are  the  Af- 
ricans, the  indigenous  population,  and  they 

have  a  low  standard  of  living: 
^  most  of  the  population  i-  rural,  with holdings  of  four  to  six  acres  of  generally 

poor  land 0  in  the  rural  areas  the  living  stan- 
dard is  even  dropping,  with  the  soil  deter- 

ioration, and  the  population  rapidly  in- creasing; 

$  average  earnings  of  subsistence  area 

white  school  child,  less  than  $30  for  every 
African  child.  There  were  less  than  100 
African  pupils  in  the  last  two  grades  of 
high  school,  though  117,000  in  first  year 
schooling,  a  drop-out  ratio  of  2,340  to  one. 

One  of  the  underlying  causes  of  the 
present  situation  in  Rhodesia,  is  that 
Europeans  have  had  no  proper  contact 
with  Africans  at  all,  do  not  know  how  they 
live,  and  don't  realise  that  they  are  actual- ly human  beings. 

Through  their  ignorance  they  have 
built  up  superstitious  fears.  They  believe 
any  advancement  of  the  African  will 
threaten  their  whole  existence,  and  that 
the  only  way  to  protect  their  position  is 
through  the  subgugation  of  the  Africans. 

Instead  of  trying  to  correct  the  causes 
of  African  discontent,  the  whole  policy  of 
the  Rhodesian  Government  and  the  Euro- 

peans they  unanimously  represent  has  been 
to  stifle  the  expression  of  this  discontent. 

But  supression  of  94%  of  the  popul- 
ation in  this  way  merely  builds  up  the 

pressure  behind  the  resentment.  It  is  just 
like  trying  to  hold  down  tthe  lid  of  a  kettle 
without  turning  off  the  heat..  Sooner  or 
later  there  will  be  an  explosion,  and  the 
later  it  comes  the  greater  its  intensity. 

Here  are  just  a  few  of  the  repressive 
measures  being  implemented  right  now; 

0  banning  all  the  African  nationalist 
movements,  that  have  been  the  mouth- 

piece for  African  grieviances; 
0  restricting  the  leaders,  some  of  them 

for  periods  of  indefinite  length,  without 
ever  bringing  them  before  a  court  of  law; 

0  publications  expressing  African 
viewpoints  have  been  banned; 

9  bv  making  them  sign  a  pledge,  go- \  ernment  has  removed  from  students  re- 
ceiving grants  any  right  of  political  expres- sion. Most  African  students  rely  entirely  on 

these  government  grant  to  go  to  university; 
0  passing  laws  to  give  police  very 

sweeping  powers  against  any  dissenters whh  government  views; 
0  removing   the  right  of  Africans  to 

Unlike  white  men — born  in  the  country  or  from  overseas — who  have  elsewhere  to 
go  when  things  go  wrong,  the  African  has  nowhere  else  to  go."  —  Josiah  Chinamano, one  of  the  many  African  leaders  restricted  in  Rhodesia  without  trial. 
families  are  $144  per  annum,  roughly 

•  the  average  earnings  for  employed Africans   (less  than  one  sixth  of  the  Af- ican  population)  are  $30  a  month 
#  urban  African  conditions  are  ap- palling —  ramshackle  houses  with  some- 

times 10-12  people  in  a  three  room  dwell- 

ing. 

Those  are  the  two  groups.  They  are kepi  almost  entirely  separate,  except  for superficial  master-servant  relations  during working  hours.  This  separation  was  based on  original  social  differences,  but  now  is ngidly  and  artificially  enforced  by  law. Schools  are  either  for  Africans  Or  Euro- peans. Budget  allocations  are  $310  for  every 

strike,  except  with  establishment  permis-. 
sion. These  measures  have  left  Africans  on- 

ly two  alternatives  in  their  struggle  against 
what  they  consider  an  unjust  state  of  af- fairs. The  first  is  to  obtain  a  say  in  the government  of  the  country.  The  second  is violence. 

For  the  Europeans,  the  threat  of  Bri- tish intervention   is  the   only  factor  that mighl  disturb  their  methods.  While  still  a See  "Rhodesia",  Review  3 
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Rhodesian  Premier  Ian  Douglas-Sm'th 
RHODESIA  (continued) 
colony,  the  threat  of  one  day  having  an  Af- 

rican government  is  very  real  to  them. 
So  independence  under  the  present 

system  of  government  has  become  the 
prime  objective  of  the  European  commu- 

nity. They  have  been  threatening  to  seize 
independence  for  two  and  a  half  years, 
and  this  week  sees  them  closer  to  doing 
so  than  ever  before. 

The  present  constitution  was  intro- 
duced in  1962,  supported  by  the  whites, 

seen  as  an  interim  measure  by  the  British 
Government,  and  rejected  by  Africans. 

Essentially  it  gives  control  of  50  seats 
to  Europeans  and  15  to  Africans  in  a  house 
of  65.  To  change  the  constitution  requires 
at  present  a  two  thirds  majority,  (44  seats), 
and  the  assent  of  the  British  Government. 

So  if  this  second  condition  was  re- 
moved, as  in  a  Unilaterial  Declaration  of 

Independence  (U.D.I.),  Europeans  would 
have  a  free  hand  to  pass  whatever  legis- 

lation they  cared  to.  This  would  include 
the  removal  of  all  African  representation, 
and  putting  the  government  in  European hands  for  ever. 

To  discuss  independence,  Mr.  Ian 
Douglas  Smith,  the  Prime  Minister  of  Rho- desia, has  followed  other  members  of  his 
cabinet  to  London.  In  radio  and  televisions 
interviews  before  leaving  Rhodesia,  he  said 
this  was  in  a  "final  and  conclusive"  bid 
to  achieve  independence.  He  hoped  for 
compromise,  but  if  this  failed  and  he  came 
back  empty-handed,  then  he  would  be  in 
favor  of  declaring  independence. 

Smith  wants  independence  under  the  pre- 
sent constitution,  and  reports  on  progress 

of  the  talks  with  British  Cabinet  indicate 
Smith  has  been  keeping  to  an  uncompro- mising attitude. 

Mr.  Harold  Wilson,  the  U.K.  Prime 
Minister,  will  not  agree  to  independence  un- 

der the  constitution  as  it  stands.  He  is  re- 
ported to  have  offered  as  an  alternative  a 

crash  program  of  African  education,  and 
certain  alterations  to  the  constitution,  which would  mean: 

«  immediate  African  Control  of  a  block- ing one-third  vote  in  parliament, 
%  increasing  quickly  the  number  of 

Africans  with  qualifications  to  vote  for  the 
"European"  seats,  of  the  remaining  two- 
thirds,  resulting  in 

0  transition  to  an  African,  democrati- 
cally elected  government  in  the  "foreseeable future",  with  enough  trained  personnel  to 

run  it.  " If  a  compromise  is  not  found  this  week, 
very  likely  at  the  moment,  the  Rhodesian 
Government  seems  committed  to  a  Unila- 

teral Declaration  of  Independence,  'UDI'. 
"Virtually  every  person  in  Rhodesia  be- lieves that  a  UDI  will  be  the  final  outcome 

of  this  week's  discussions"  —  London "Times",  4|10|65. 
We  do  not  know  when  Mr.  Smith  will 

leave  London.  As  this  paper  is  being  read 
his  departure  may  be  the  matter  of  a  few 
hours  away.  On  this  short  time  Rhodesia's destiny  will  to  a  large  extent  depend.  After 
he  leaves  there  will  be  no  chance  to  turn back. 

Following  a  "UDI"  the  British  Govern ment  has  made  very  clear  its  plans: 
ft  non-recognition  of  the  illegal  Rho- desian Government, 
#  large  scale  economic  sanctions, 
ft  pressure  on  all  countries  to  follow 

suit,  especially  those  of  the  Commonwealth These  measures  are  designed  primari 
ly  as  deterrents,  but,  this  failing,  to  bring 
Rhodesia  to  its  knees  in  from  six  to  twelve 
months.  It  is  hoped  that  following  this,  i 
would  be  possible  to  impose  a  broader 
constitution.  Many  elements  of  the  British 
Left  consider  these  measures  insufficient 
and  that  the  only  effective  move  would  be 
swift  use  of  British  troops  from  bases  in 
Zambia  —  immediately  to  the  north  of Rhodesia. 

If  these  actions  are  ineffective,  horrible 
as  their  consequences  would  be,  the  other 
possibilities  are  very  frightening.  A  long 
period  of  conflict  would  arise  —  the  Af- rican population  would  inevitably  revolt 
(can  you  technically  "revolt"  against  an  il- legal government? Other  African  countries  would  support 
them,  and  South  Africa  and  Portugal  prob- 

ably help  the  whites.  A  war  would  deve 
lop  that  was  based  on  ideological,  racial, 
and  materialistic  grounds  —  causes  collec- 

tively more  bitter  and  powerful  than  those 
of  the  Congo,  Kashmir,  or  even  Viet-nam. 

On  the  one  side  —  Whites,  the  HAVES 
on  the  other  Non-whites,  the  HAVE-NOTS. 
On  the  international  scene  this  is  also  fast 
becoming  the  dividing  line.  Whites 
North  America,  Europe,  Australia  and  the 
the  Soviet  Union  are  the  HAVES.  The  Non- 
whites  of  Africa  and  Asia  in  their  billions 
are  the  HAVE-NOTS.  The  analogy  is  a  so- 

bering one.  It  is  not  inconceivable  that  the 
conflict  could  draw  other  countries  into  thte 
Rhodesian  conflict. 

In  itself  Rhodesia  is  basically  insigni- 
ficant. But  it  symbolises  crucial  internation- al divisions.  Just  as  one  small  pebble  can 

start  an  avalanche,  so  could  the  actions  of 
a  quarter  of  a  million  Europeans  set  off 
train  of  events,  the  consequences  of  which 
they  have  no  conception. 
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Dr. Cheddi  Jagan 
Former  Premier  of  British  Guiana 

will  speak  of 
The  Ordeal 

of 

British  Guiana 
The  story  of  the  mailed  fist  of British  Colonialism  in  the  velvet 
glove  of  fine  talk  of  "freedom.' Come  and  hear  the  story  of  one 
of  the  world  famous  leaders  of independence  and  democracy. 

PLAYTER  HALL 
95  DAN  FORTH  AVE. 

(near  Broadview) TUESDAY, 
OCTOBER  12th,  8  P.M. • 

Toronto  Association  for  Peace 
Box  218,  Station  Q,  Toronto  7 
ADMISSION  FREE  COLLECTION 

OUR  AVERAGE 

STUDENT  READS 

4.7  TIMES 

FASTER 
THAN  HIS 

STARTING  SPEED 

(with  equal  or  better 
comprehension  !) 

Mrs.  Evelyn  Wood  spent 
over  16  years  of  research and  testing  before  opening 
her  now  world-famous 
Reading  Dynamics  Institute in  1959.  There  are  now  19 

EVE:  Please,  sir. 
KEN:  Tm  all  ready.  Got  my  girl, 
and  my.  100%  Shetland  wool, 
Byford  sweater. EVE:  Right. 

KEN:  It's  designed  by  the  British 
expert  in  styling,  Hardy  Amies. 
See  the  fully-fashioned  sleeves, 
the  subtle  colour.  I've  learned  to be  discerning  from  you,  Dad. 
EVE:  It's  so  soft.  Right? 
KEN:  I  can  always  count  on 
Byford,  and  my  Dad. 
EVE:  Oooh!  I'm  falling. 
KEN:  Sorry,  I'm  trying  to  catch the  car-keys, 
rfifj  •Xcfurir*,  moo1*  in  England, 

Model  #M26 
at  buffmr  store* 

•/•rywfioro. 

Reading    Dynamics  Insti- tutes in  the  U.S.A.  and  TWO 
IN  CANADA  (Toronto  and Ottawa). 

HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED 
Mrs.  Wood  says:  "In  1945  I  sub- mitted my  Master's  thesis  to  Dr.  C. Lowell  Lees,  my  professor  at  the University  of  Utah,  etc.  He  read 
the  80  pages  in  a  matter  of  min- utes, and  before  my  startled  eyes, 
marked  the  paper  without  missing a  detoil.  His  untrained  speed:  6000 
words  per  minute,  compared  to  the 
average  college  graduate's  350. Determined  to  find  the  secret,  I 
spent  2  years  tracking  down  50 
more  people  who  could  read  rapid- 

ly and  14  years  later,  after countless  hours  of  research  ond 
testing,  I  taught  my  first  public 
classes  in  Washington,  D.C.  So  po- sitive were  the  results  that  the  story 
appeared  in  Time,  Newsweek,  Busi- ness Week,  Esquire,  The  Christian Science  Monitor  ond  my  graduates 
appeared  on  The  Tonight  Show, 
Gory  Moore,  I've  Got  A  Secret. Consistently,  my  students  learned ta  increase  their  speed  from  3  ta 
10  times  .  .  .  WITH  A  GAIN  IN UNDERSTANDING  ! 

SINCE  1959,  OVER 
100,000  PEOPLE  HAVE 
TAKEN  MY  COURSE  ! 

Since  Fall  1963  over  500  people 
have  taken  the  Evelyn  Wood  Read- 

ing Dynamics  Course  in  Toronto, 
Kingston  and  Ottawa.  Average  im- provement has  been  over  4  times 
starting  rates,  with  better  compre- hension than  at  their  old  slow  start- 
rates. 

GUARANTEE: 
If  you  don't  at  least  triple  your 
reading  speed,  with  ot  least  equal comprehension,  your  entire  tuition will  be  refunded  ! 

FREE  FILM 
A  FREE  MOVIE  ON  READING 
DYNAMICS  WILL  BE  SHOWN  — 
TONIGHT.  FEEL  FREE  TO  DROP 
IN   AT  7.30.   NO  OBLIGATION, 

EVELYN  WOOD 

READING 

DYNAMICS 

INSTITUTE 
Suite  1103,  Eritonnica  House, 

151  Bloor  St.  W. 
Toronto  5,  Ontario 

BYFORD  DESIGN  CONSULTANT:  HARDY  AMI U 923-4681 



Darling  Julie  now  a  star 

Capito 
hers), 

come small, 
te  in 

questit 

Lovely  Julie  Christie  becomes  model,  actress,  and  finally, 
princess,  in  John  Schlesinger's  new  sex-and-sociery  picture. 
Darling.   Coulrn't  happen  to  a  nicer  girl. 

BiHie  | 
By  SID  USPRICH 

Billie  (with  The  World  of 
Henry  Orient  at  ihe  Odeon 
Coronet,  others)  is  prim- 

arily a  film  for  those  who 
think  younger. 

In  this  opus  for  the  piv- 
Pepsi  set,  Patty  Duke  plays 
15  year-old  Billie  Carol,  star 
of  the  boys'  track  team.  Be- cause track  and  field  events 
are  "just  like  dancing  ...  if 
you  can  hear  the  beat"  and 
Billie  hears  the  'beat',  she remains  unbeatable. 
This  vaults  her  into  the 

middle  of  her  father's  (Jim 
Backus)  campaign  for  may- 

or, as  he's  running  (but  not as  well  as  his  daughter)  on 
the  platform  that  women 
shouldn't  compete  with  men. Enter  further  complications 
when  team-mate  Warren 
Berlinger  begins  chasing  Bil- 

lie off  the  field  as  well  us  on. 
Patty  Duke  gives  her  usual 

capable  performance  in  what 
is  really  a  poor  90  minute 
version  of  her  television 
show.  It  is  unfortunate  that 
this  talented  young  actress 
and  her  fine  supporting  cast 
are  given  so  little  to  work 
with  here.  A  stronger  script 
and  greater  avoidance  of 
cliches  in  both  direction  and 
story  might  have  produced 
—  instead  of  a  watered- 
down  TV  show  —  an  amus- 

ing feature  film. 

By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 
One  of  the  more  memor- 

able parts  of  John  Schles- 
inger's film  Billy  Liar  is  the 

sequence    in    which  Julie 
Christie,    the  emancipated, 
wind-tousled,  enchanting  fe- 

male, takes  a  jaunty  walk 
through  the  streets  of  Lon- 

don. With  her  starring  per- 
formance   in  Schlesinger's newest,  Darling,  f  now  at  the 

>1,    Yorkd-'le    and  ot- Miss    Christie  has 
long  way  from  that 

but  impressive  viynet- the  earlier  film.  The 
m  is,  has  Schlesinger? 

Darling  is  a  ranidly  paced, 
nicely  photographed,  beaut- ifully   edited,    and  wittily 
scripted  movie.  In  the  midst 
of  the  Montreal  Film  Fest- 

ival (French  only,  or  Freneh 
sub-titles),  it  was  received 
by  its  English  viewers  as 
gratefully  as  a  roll  of  Delsey after  a  two-week  canoe  trip. 

Darling  is  the  story  of  a 
golden  girl  who  rises 
through  the  ranks  of  BBC 
producers,  homosexual  fash- ion photographers,  ad  men, 
to  model-dom,  movie  star- 

dom, and  eventually,  prin- 
cess-dom,  with  her  opport- 

unistic marriage  to  an  Ital- ian nobleman.  It  is  a  story 
told  with  a  realist'c  touch, some  wonderfully  comic 
directorial  bits  of  business, 
and  a  welcome  absence  cf 
any  cheap  moralizing. 
And  the  whole  thing  hin- 

ges on  an  interesting  device. 
The   film   opens   with  the 

review ™ny  ?u,!Vf  ,he  youn9'  blond  o*M#e.  Billie.  Or  is  it 
ceua,"uVteBttoey  °n        "~  **"*  "*«  *  *»  "*  »*" 

(sensuous)  voice  of  Miss 
Christie,  already  a  success, 
detailing  her  career  to  an  in- terview from  one  of  the 
posh  ladies'  magazines.  What we  see  in  flashback,  is  the 
disparity  between  what  she 
knows,  what  she  tells,  and 
what  (we  think)  is  the  real truth.  A  nice,  running  jibe 
at  the  expense  of  the  public- 

ity business  whose  images 
permeate  our  society,  and 
corrupt  our  people. 

Miss  Christie,  with  "star" writ  large  over  her  lovely 
forehead,  in  her  physical 
sparkle,  in  her  gut-sy  voice, 
plays  the  part  with  great flair.  Sheer,  relaxed  joy  to 
watch.  Dirk  Bogarde,  as  se- 

cond husband  and  BBC  pro- 
ducer, plays  a  role  marked 

by  considerable  inconsisten- cies, with  dignified  restraint. 
And  Laurence  Harvey  is 
Laurence  Harvey.  Neatly,  of 
course. 
So  Mr.  Schlesinger  has 

come  up  with  quite  a  posh 
film  (as  posh  as  the  very 
ladies'  magazines  he  shows 
some  interest  in.)  But  Bil- 

ly Liar  showed  him  to  be 
filmic-3y  very  sound  —  and 
Darling  merely  shouts  this 
fact  to  the  top  of  the  mar- 

quee. 

What  is  missing  here  is 
some  deeper  concern  for 
personality,  as  demonstrat- 

ed, say,  by  The  Pumpkin 
Eater  itself  a  study  of  a  mo- dern woman.  I  realize  that 
the  film  was  intended  to  be 
openended,  morally  ambi- guous. But  so  was  Billy  Liar 
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Welcomes  old  customers 
and  new  who  want  the 
best  in  Princeton's  Ivy League  Brush  Cuts  as  well as  styling. 
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really,  and  yet  Mr.  Schle- 
singer still  elicited  a  sense of  tragedy  (or  poignancy), 

an  emotional  commitment 
both  from  himself  and  his 
audience,  which  are  simply 
not  present  in  this  new  film. 
And  that's  not  progress. 
That's  show-biz. 
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Huge  heist,  two-bit  flic By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 
Once  a  Thief  (currently 

on  view  at  the  Loews  Down- 
town), is  a  marvellous  exam- 

ple of  the  film  that  shows 
just  enough  promise  to 
make  you  sincerely  regret 
the  fact  that  it  fails  in  al- 

most   every  department. 
What's  more,  the  fail 

ure  seems  at  times  to  be  al- 
most self-inflicted  —  as  if 

director  had  gone  out  of  his 
way  to  look  for  trouble. 

The  plot  is  relatively  sim- 
ple. An  ex-con  (Alain  Delon), 

though  trying  to  go  straight, 
is  continually  being  hound- 

ed by  Van  Heflin,  a  cop  with 
a  long  memory.  Heflin  be- lieves Delon  to  be  the  man 
who  shot  him  a  few  years 
back  —  although  Delon  had 
been  found  innocent  in 
court. 
Having  lost  his  job  (be- 

cause of  Heflin's  interfer- ence), and  desperately  in 
need  of  money  for  his  wife 
(Ann-Margret)  and  daugh- ter, Delon  agrees  to  join 
brother  Jack  Palance  in  a 
million-dollar  heist. 
As  played  out  on  the 

screen,  the  story  has  a  cert- ain element  of  suspense  and 
tension,  including  a  couple 
of  really  fine  photographic 
tricks.  But  the  total  impres- sion is  marred  by  a  deadly, 
snail-slow  pace  and  an  end- 

ing which  is  so  ghastly  over- sentimentalized  that  it  has 
to  be  seen  to  be  believed. 
The  casting  of  the  movie 

is  another  mistake.  Jack 
Palance  turns  in  his  usual 
reliable  performance,  but 
Heflin  is  obviously  too  bor- 

ed to  do  any  more  than  sim- 
ply walk  through  his  scenes. 

Ann-Margaret,  in  her  first 

"emotional"  role,  is  unfor- 
tunately not  yet  ready  for 

it.  Her  voice  is  jarringly  lit- 
tle-girlish; also,  it  takes 

more  than  hysterical  crying 
and  screaming  to  make  a 
scene  truly  dramatic. 

As  the  ex-con,  Alain  Delon 
tries  hard,  but  fights  a  los- 

ing battle.  If  he  had  "liber- 
te,  egalite,  fraternite"  brand- ed on  his  forehead,  he  could- 

n't be  more  French.  Yet,  for 
some  perverse  reason,  he  is 
ludicrously  cast  as  an  Ital- 

ian. As  if  this  weren't 
enough,  M.  Delon's  difficult- ies with  the  English  lan- 

guage prove  to  be  insur- mountable. 
The  film  has  definite 

potential,  but  nothing  ever materializes.  Once  a  Thief, 
always  a  thief...  but  this  re- viewer, for  one,  is  beginning 
to  resent  getting  robbed! 

Kristine  (Ann-Margret-)  is  forcibly  removed,  half-naked, 
from  a  shady  cafe  by  husband  Eddie  (Alain  Delon), 
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Alain  Delon  and  Ann-Margrer:  an  unlikely  couple. 
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Western  art 

"Transfiguration  No.  3",  ink-painting  by  Winston  Leathers. 

By  JEREMY  ADAMSON 
Art  in  Western  Canada  has  made 

some  extraordinary  leaps  ahead  in  the 
past  decade  and  the  "ink  paintings"  ex- hibited at  the  Sobot  Gallery  (128  Cum- 

berland St.)  are  a  strong  indication  of  the 
continually  impressive  exploration  of  new 
directions  in  medium  and  technique 
found  among  many  Western  artists. 

The  contributing  artists,  Frank  Mi- 
kuska,  Bruce  Head  and  Winston  Leathers, 
use  the  same  materials  —  sumi  ink  on 
high  grade  mounted  water  color  paper 
—  but  each  approaches  his  materials  in 
a  totally  different  manner. 

The  medium  is  an  extremly  versatile 
and  flexible  one  combining  the  effect  of 
printing  processes  —  etching,  lithograph- 

ing, wood  and  lino  cutting  —  and  draw- 
ing and  painting,  and  is  capable  of  con- stant transformation  during  the  actual 

creation.  Colors  are  applied,  wiped  off 
and  reapplied  up  to  twelve  times  to  pro- 

duce an  optimum  transparency  and  tex- ture. 

Of  the  three.  Mi 

lie.  His  pamtings  hi dream-like  quality  A another  so  that  f0nT1 
the  misty  depths  ,> 

ately.  * 

His  "Pale  Moon- 
brown  tones  is  the  1 feathery  touch.  Ano,| m  green  and  turqi,oi, confrontation  of  t\m Bruce  Head,  0n  , 

distinct,  sometinles separated  by  areas  of 
void-forms  in  the  L, and  movement  stand 

lions. 
Around  the  edg£ 

paintings  in  juxlapo; tactile  forms  cushi,.n 
tral  conflict.  In  jie 
depth,  a  sense  of  voli relief  from,  as  we}l 
angularity  of,  the  ecu 

Modern  art-the  reason  why 

Ink-painting  by  Winston  Leal 
page  one  of  the  Review  is  title 
and  is  also  by  Mr.  Leathers. 

By  JEREMY  ADAMSON 
Since  1914  the  world  has  experienced 

such  deep-rooted  upheaval  on  both  the  cul- 
tural and  social  fronts  that  the  Old  World 

stability  has  been  utterly  destroyed.  No longer  can  we  see  or  think  about  what  we 
experience  around  us  in  the  old  manner 
of  the  )9th  century  —  the  cohesive  order 
and  logic  of  life,  and  the  human  relation- 

ship with  the  physical  world  which  the Renaissance  established  has  been  ripped asunder  to  the  extent  that  the  fabric  can- 
not  be  rewoven  into  the  same  pattern.  We must  accepl  this  and  come  to  grips  with the  new  world,  creating  a  new  theory  of  vis- ion in  keeping  with  this  modern  world  — the  world  of  our  own  making  and  perhaps undoing. 

Today,  life  is  fragmented  visually.  The images  that  we  receive  and  piece  together to  creale  our  impression  of  life  are  dispcr- ale,  disorganized  and  disjoined. Stand  on  the  corner  of  Avenue  Road and  Bloor  and  let  yourself  be  bombarded by  the  frantic,  fragmented  sensations.  Traf- fic surges  towards  you  and  recedes  at  vary- mg  rates  ul  speed,  shrieking  and  rattling Faces,  bodies,  colors,  and  all  manner  of  sen- sations converge  towards  and  through  each other  as  pedestrians  cross  the  intersections Squealing  llres  assault  Ihe  ears,  wind  bio™ shreds  ol  refuse  whip  across  our  field  of vision  and  a  plethora  of  separate  unconnect- ed  images  all  create  a  visual  kaleidoscope 

review 

lacking  any  order  or  cohesion. 
The  artist,  because  he  is  aware  of  per- 

ceptual images  and  sensations,  responds 
creatively  to  what  he  experiences  around 
him.  So  this  is  what  we  are  likely  to  see  in 
the  galleries  —  compositions  of  disperate, disorganized  and  disjointed  elements  —  the 
artists'  visual  translation  of  the  world. Another  fragmentation  of  life  can  be 
seen  in  the  mass  migrations  and  upheavals of  social  beings  in  North  America  today In  1959,  30,000,000  Americans  changed  their domicile.  Ten  million  of  these  moved  to  an- other state.  About  four  million  lived  in  mo- bile homes  and  another  two  million  were  in or  allached  to  the  Armed  Forces.  Not  sin- ce the  Goths  swept  across  the  Steppes  has such  a  mass  of  people  moved  across  the landscape  in  such  an  irrational  manner. 

Planned  obsolescence  of  "things"  and Ihe  general  altitude  of  temporality  in  re- gards to  values  have  shaken  our  historical- ly oriented  manner  of  conception.  No  long- 
er is  anything  of  "eternal"  or  "timeless" value  —  ralher  it's  here  todav,  replaced  to- morrow. 
We  cannot,  then,  continue  to  regard  the world  in  outmoded  ways.  We  must  belong whole  beartedly  io  the  twentieth  century and  revaluate  our  visual  esthetic  in  modern terms.  No  longer  is  our  environment  "beau- 

ur"!        way     was  t0  our  forefathers. With  such  a  fragmentation  of  the  Old Order,  can  we  afford  to  reject  the  fragmen- 
ted images  that  art  today  is  involved  with  ' Purely  art,  because  it  arises  from  the  total experience  of  life,  mirrors  the  modern  skua- uon. 

Toronto  artists 

ARE  THEY  FOOLS  OR  FRAUL 
By  IAIN  EWING 

Are  Toronto  artists  motivated  by  cupidity,  or  are they  sincere  men  flailing  about  desperately  trying  to find  solid  ground  in  the  quagmire  of  Pop,  Op  and  the multitude  of  strange  art  movements  of  the  1960's? 
Is  their  art  a  hoax  perpetrated  on  a  gullible  phony- minded  buying  public,  or  an  honest  attempt  to  find  a meaningful  style  in  the  chaos  of  modern  art?  Eilher way  we  decide,  the  outlook  is  bleak  —  as  the  show  of prints  by  twenty  Toronto  artists  currently  displayed  at the  Jerrold  Morris  International  Gallery  all  too  readily indicates. 
There  is  very  little  to  praise  in  the  work  of  this loronto  school"  of  artists.  The  onlv  member  of  the group  who  definitely  seems  to  be  a  fraud  is  Les  Levine 

Richord  Gormon's  "3  Red  and  5  Blue,,'  a  pr 

und^YlTnf  hMbfa"^  """""9  o«  the  convat 
under  the  influence  of  a  magnetic  field. 
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leaps  ahead 
<uska  is  the  roman- 

ce an  overall,  soft 
reas  bleed  into  one- 
5  emanate  out  from 
ier  than  exist  separ- 

composition  in  grey- 
jest  example  of  his 
ier  called  "Images", e,  shows  the  strange 
a'ntennaed  bugs, he  other  hand,  uses 
harsh  forms,  often 
blank  paper.  These 
jst  of  intense  color 
out  as  painful  isola- 

s  of  most  of  his 
iition  are  sensuous 
fng  the  sharp  cen- se soft  areas  is  a 
Line  which  provides 
as  heightening  the 
ral  theme. 

"White  Isolation"  is  the  best  exam- 
ple of  his  use  of  the  void-form  while 

"Coastal  Image"  uses  the  soft,  translucent 
areas  to  set  up  a  sharp  conflict  of  line and  form. 

A  completely  different  approach  is 
taken  by  Winston  Leathers  who  concen- 

trates on  swift  linear  expression..  Black 
lines  dart  across  the  paper  outlining 
forms  and  trying  themselves  in  knots. 
Here  there  is  no  attempt  to  fill  up  the 
space  with  color,  but  rather  to  use  the 
white  paper  as  a  ground,  a  clean  static 
backdrop  to  intensify  the  vital  linear  di- rections. 

Among  his  works  are  two  delightful graphic  renderings  of  machinery  parts  — "Transfiguration"  No.  3  and  No.  4. Stephen  Sobot  selected  the  three  ar- 
tists for  this  show  —  which  runs  until 

Oct.  20  —  after  an  extensive  trip  across Western  Canada  this  summer  during which  time  he  "was  impressed  with  the extraordinary  vitality  and  the  high  qual- ity and  variety  of  the  Western  painters". 
"White  Isolation",  ink-pointing  by  Bruce  Head. 

— photos  by  DOUG  DANIEL.; 

'hers.  The  ink-painting  on 
d  "Transfiguration  No.  4", 
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e^)ink  chair  frame.  Last  year  at  Hart  House, 
nted  to  the  world  what  looked  like  the  miscar- 
"om  an  attempted  cross-breeding  of  wooden id  elephants. 
year,  with  stunning  virtuosity,  and  sheer  tech- 
lliance,  he  has  produced  a  blue-print  of  a  chest 
□m  Wellesley  hospital.  The  only  reasonable 
->n  is  that  Mr.  Levine  is  either  a  con-man  pos- 

it artist  or  that  he  is  unusually  stupid,  un- 
un-imaginative,  and  shallow-minded, 

'ever.  Levine  is  not  alone.    Gordon  Rayner 
tells  us  that  his  meaningless,  ugly  smear  of 
£  is  the  Canadian  country-side  he  dearly  loves 
been  trying  to  capture  on  canvas  for  so  many 
t^is  print  is  the  culmination  of  all  his  crea- 

rt,  the  only  kind  suggestion  is  that,  since  the 
l  country-side  is  obviously  so  elusive,  he 
■ither  give  up  painting,  or  at  least  try  some- e. 
Gorman  deserves  an  amused  smile  (but  little 
his  contribution  to  the  show:  dribbles  of 
read  paint  produced  by  rolling  paint-covered 
mgs  onto  a  piece  of  paper,  and  then  moving 
>und  by  means  of  a  magnet  placed  under  the 

n}m  informs  the  hapless  viewer  that  each  of 
isSE  efforts  is  different  from  the  others.  Im- 
°ut  still,  think  of  the  more  impressive,  in- 

numental,  lack  of  talent  necessary  to  produce 
lack  of  talent  matched  only  by  Les  Levine. 
•d  Gladstone  explains  his  effort  this  way: 
mngs  are  an  attempt  at  trying  Co  understand 
*  °f  perception  of  color.  I  assume  that  color 
s  different  speeds  of  insight,  or  information 

different  intervals  of  time  in  the  space 
universe  occupies,  and  that  all  energy  is  in  a stowing  down  or  re-expandingi  and  we  would 

only  see  color  as  a  reduced  aspect  of  insight  because we  use  it  as  an  interpretive  form  to  relate  back  into the  universe  instead  of  utilizing  it  as  a  direct  type  of tangential  shape  contained  by  our  limited  understand- 
ing of  its  rate  of  speed." One  must  make  allowances  for  the  obscurity  of 

Mr.  Gladstone's  remarks.  After  all,  he  does  consider himself  one  of  the  greatest  artistic  geniuses,  if  not  the 

Gordon  Royner's  "Magnetawan  Bushland",  o  print evocative  of  the  Canadian  countryside.  (To  Rayner, anyhow.) 

greatest  since  Leonardo,  and  the  common  man  is  not 
expected  to  understand  the  esoteric  utterances  of 
geniuses. 

However,  when  one  compares  Gladstone's  remarks 
with  his  miserable  little  print,  one  cannot  help  feeling 
that  the  obscurity  of  this  statement  in  actual  fact 
masks  fuzzy  thinking  and  unintelligible,  half-baked ideas. 

A  print  by  Joyce  Weiland  deserves  special  com- ment. It  is  a  white  sheet  of  paper  covered  with  these words:  Patriotism,  Big  Cash  Savings,  Canada  si,  Yan- kee no!,  Human  Missiles,  Narrow  Death,  Pesticides, 
Orbital  Spies,  Genocide,  Pepsi,  CIA. 

Now,  possibly.  Miss  Weiland  is  satirizing  the  ar- 
tists who  produce  such  phony  nonsense,  or  the  people 

who  buy  it.  If  so,  she  should  be  condemned  without 
mercy  for  her  inability  to  indicate  that  her  product  is a  satire. 

Another  possibility  is  that  Miss  Weiland  considers 
this  work  to  have  a  serious  message  for  an  evil  world 
wallowing  in  the  mud  of  its  wickedness.  If  so,  she  de- 

serves nothing  more  than  scorn  for  the  pitifully  bla- tant (and  thus  completely  ineffective)  manner  in 
which  she  presents  her  message  to  the  world. 

To  top  it  off,  at  the  bottom  of  the  page,  she  has 
drawn  four  little  boxes,  showing  her  ship  sinking. 
Very  deep  symbolism,  no  doubt. 

But  this  motif  illustrates  another  fault  of  this  so- 
called  "Toronto  school"  of  artists:  The  endless  repetit- 

ion of  the  same  sterile  ideas.  Michael  Snow  is  particu- 
larly guilty  of  this  fault,  as  he  demonstrates  in  his 

print  for  this  show  which  uses  that  boring  cut-out 
shape  of  a  woman  for  the  umpteenth  time. 

But  all  is  not  lost.  In  this  morass  are  to  be  found 
several  attractive,  or  at  least,  interesting  works.  Four 
hockey  sticks  and  colored  numbers  by  Greg  Curnoe 
produce  an  attractive  design,  as  does  a  photograph 
surrounded  with  purple  squares,  done  by  William  Ro- nald. 

Etrog's  abstract  design  embossed  on  white  paper 
is  attractive,  and  Dennis  Burton's  print  of  a  female 
groin  —  or  is  it  a  moth?  —  is  amusing. 

Finally,  a  very  attractive  black  and  white  print  of 
a  nude  by  Robert  Markle  deserves  some  praise.  Markle 
has  this  to  say  of  his  art:  "What  I  do  is  paint  beauti- 

ful pictures.  Beatiful."  A  commendable  idea. 



Bob  Dylan  goes
  rock 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER Somebody  once  said, 
•'When  in  doubt  do  some 
record  reviews,"  so  here 
goes. .  Bob  Dylan:  Highway  61 
revisited  (Columbia  CL 
2389)  Just  out  is  Dylan's 
latest,  a  sometimes  confus- 

ing, sometimes  great  record. 
The  move  toward  rock 

'n'  roll  stylings  which  start- 
ed with  Subterranean  Home- sick Blues,  is  furthered  here 

and  culminates  in  Like  a 
Rolling    Stone.    The  same 

".  .  .  you  are  right  j  o  h  n 
cohen  —  quazimodo  was 
right — mozart  was  right. . ." 

great  Dylan  lyrics  are  here, as  well  as  his  rough  singing 
style.  Only  the  electric  back- ground has  been  added  and 
puts  a  lot  of  people  off  but 
really  shouldn't. Dylan  himself  may  have 
slipped  into  a  comfortable 
introspective  world  with  the 
social  injustices  he  used  to 
write  about  carefully  black- 

ed out,  but  he's  still  writing 
great  songs. 

The  best  number  on  the 
album  is  Desolation  Row 
which  lasts  more  than  11 
minutes.  The  instrumental 
backgrounds  are  kept  low 
here  and  I  think  the  song 
could  go  down  as  one  of  the 
most  beautiful  in  the  Dylan 
canon. 
Other  numbers  such  as 

the  title  song  and  Tomb- 
stone Blues  are  about  as  in- 

scrutable as  Dylan's  liner notes. 
Mike  Bloomfield  the  lead 

guitarist  covers  up  Dylan's own  lack  of  competence  on 
the  instrument  with  some 
fine  playing  but  playing  that 
at  times  tries  to  pawn  off 
gimmickry  for  inventiveness. 
In  general  the  rock  'n'  roll here  is  still  quite  mediocre. 

Phil  Ochs:  I  Ain't  March- 
ing Anymore  (Elektra  7287): 

was  released  during  the 
summer  and  is  still  one  of 
the  hottest  selling  items 
around. 
This  release  has  almost 

caught  Ochs  as  he  really  is 
—  bright,  sharp,  with  more 
than  a  touch  of  humor,  the 
confirmed  left-wing  radical 
mocking  his  self-styled  "lib- eral" audience. His  first  album  An  the 
News  that's  Fit  To  Sing: Elektra  269  was  dull  and 
boring.  But  not  so  this  one. 
It's  alive  with  Phil's  vibrant voice  which  sounds  as  if 
he's  singing  flat  more  often than  he  does. 
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Phil's  social  commentary 
is  crisp  and  overt,  not  cloud- ed in  obscuring  imagery.  His 
songs  bite  deeply  and  do  not 
compromise. 

His  Here's  to  the  Stale  of 
Mississippi  shows  the  force of  the  brutally  damning 
lyrics  he  writes,  while  Draft 
Dodger  Rag  or  Talking  Bir- mingham support  his  thesis 
that  you  can  get  just  as 
brutally  damning  with  a laugh. 
Trouble  is,  you  record 

Phil  once  and  before  you 
can  release  it,  the  record 
becomes  outdated.  This  al- bum misses  many  of  his 
later  songs,  some  of  which are  among  his  best. 

Phil  is  less  of  a  stand-up 
preacher  these  days  and 
more  of  a  performer  —  but 
this  is  not  to  say  he's  soften 
ed  his  musical  editorialis- 

Rather,  Phil  has  be- better  poet,  his  songs 
are  becoming  more  subtle, with  better  imagery. 
Glenn  Yarbrough:  Baby 

the  Rain  Must  Fall  (RCA 
3422):  is  a  fine  vehicle  to 
display  Glenn's  beautiful voice. 

Glenn,  who  once  used  to 
release  some  excellent  folk 
recordings,  has  shifted  to music  now  but  still of   the  styling 

mg. 
come 

and  performing  techniques 
he  learned  in  the  folk  idiom. 

Unfortunately,  like  most 
pop  music,  many  of  the 
songs  included  are  bland 
and  uninteresting  past  their 
sound. 
The  title  song  is  a  mast- 

erpiece of  exciting  musical 
arranging  but  the  rest  of 
the  album  doesn't  live  up to  it. 
The  Limeliters  Look  at 

Love  in  Depth  (RCA  3385): 
Most  people  think  the 

Limeliters  are  broken  up, 
but  not  so.  Ernie  Shelton 
has  replaced  Glenn  Yar- brough and  the  group  is 
continuing  to  record. 

This  latest  album  is  terri- 
ble. Twelve  numbers  sup- 

posed to  be  humorous  on 
the  subject  of  love  —  all kinds  from  love  of  dog  to 
love  of  self,  all  done  in  a 
Broadway  show  style.  Trou- 

ble is  they're  not  funny  and 
the  tunes  and  singing  aren't even  pretty. 

The  Brothers  in  Law:  Oh! 
Oh!  Canada  (Arc  636):  an- other humorous  album  that 
doesn't  succeed. 

Released  in  the  early  sum- 
mer, this  record  sold  amaz- 
ingly well.  It  features  satires 

on  Canadian  events  and  fol- lies with  titles  such  as  The 
Hal  Bank  Hornpipe,  The 
R.C.M.P.  and  The  Pill. 

The  humor  is  almost  al- 
ways sophomoric,  the  sing- 

ing never  rises  above  ama- teur. The  record  might  be 
alright  at  a  suburban-party. 
Bobby  Bare:  Constant 

Sorrow  (RCA  3395):  is  a  typ- 
ical big  record  company  try 

at  producing  a  folk  record. 
The  arrangements  are  ter- 

ribly overstylized  and  there 
are  many  Nashville-sound 
instruments  in  the  back- 

ground. Bobby's  singing  is 
matter-of-fact  and  so  un- 

changing that  it  becomes boring. 

Some  of  the  new  things 

coming  out  of  other  bran- ches of  folk-music  —  such 
as  the  use  of  the  mouthharp 
and  the  folk-rock  stylings  — 
are  all  employed  on  this  re- 

cord. I  can't  "help  but  think that  Bobby  Bare  just  follows 
to  capitalize  on  all  the  new trends. 

As  for  Bobby's  voice  and 
performing  style,  he  sounds as  if  he's  being  groomed  as 
RCA  Victor's  Johnny  Cash. 
The  record  has  some beautiful  guitar  playing  by 

Chel  Atkins. 
OTHER  RECORDS 

RECEIVED 
The  One  and  Only  Roger 

Miller  (Camden  903):  some 
early  recordings  in  the  same 
wacky,  goofy  Miller  style. His  talent,  though,  was  still 
in  the  early  stages  of  deve- 
lopment. 
Bobby  Hill  on  Tour  (Cam 

den  921):  undistinguished 
but  pleasant  country  music 
performances  by  a  CBC  ra- dio group. 

The  Best  of  Dan  Gibson 
(RCA  3376):  fine  performan- 

ces by  one  of  the  best  of  the 
country  singers;  dripping 
with  heart  and  conutry  sin- 

cerity but  still  OK. THIS  WEEK: 
Casey  Anderson  is  doing 

some  beautiful  sets  at  the 
Riverboat,  the  Allen-Ward Trio  continues  at  the  Gate  of 
Cleve;  Lonnie  Johnson  is  at 
the  Penny  Farthing,  Klaas 
Van  Graft  is  at  Steeles  Ta- 
vern. 

"I  don't  suppose  Glenn  Yar- brough ever  kissed  a  girl, 
sailed  a  boat,  or  sang  a  song 
he  wasn't  a  little  bit  in  love 

with." 

And  the  New  Lost  City 
Ramblers,  a  group  dedicat- 

ed to  the  revival  of  old-timey 
music,  are  coming  to  Eaton 
Auditorium  Oct.  23.  Bob 
Gibson  will  be  at  the  Gate 
of  Cleve  next  week. 

FASHION  SILHOUETTE 

in  SLIMS,  SWEATERS,  SKIRTS  by Glenayr 

You'll  jump  for  joy  when  you 
wear  this  perfectly  matching 
"slim"  outfit  by  Kitten!  The 

cardigan  is  medium-weight 
Shetland  and  mohair,  has 
full-fashioned  raglan  shoulders, 

cardigan  facing  with  roll  collar, 
in  stunning  new  Fall  colours. 
The  perfectly  matching  slims 
arc  100%  Pure  Wool  Worsted 
woven  from  superfine  English 
Botany  and  perfectly  match 
all  Kitten  Botany  sweaters. 
At  all  fine  shops  everywhere! 

538/692 

WLhoutlhi.  label 

things  gO 

better,! 

rwith 

Coke 

Hitting  the  books?  Take  time  out  for  the  unmistak- 
able taste  of  ice-cold  Coca-Cola.  Lifts  your  spirits, 

boosts  your  energy. ., 
flolh  Coet'Coli  ind  Cokt  lit  ittlitucd  hid,  mult  „hich  lentil*  only  lh«  produd  ol  Coci-Col»  Lid. 



A  pleasant  musical  evening 

By  W.  D.  GORDON 

Last  Sunday,  the  Hart 
House  Sunday  Evening  Con- 

certs presented  Jan  Rubes, 
assisted  by  guitarist  Carol 
van  Feggelen,  in  a  recital  or 
folk-songs.  It  was  the  three 
hundred  and  thirty  ninth  in 
a  series,  for  anyone  keep- 

ing track. 
If  George  Kidd  is  still 

writing  for  the  Telegram  he 
should  have  been  there;  be- 

cause it  was  a  'musical  even- 
ing' about  which  very  little should  be  said,  critically. 

Which  is  what  George  does 
best  —  and  far  more  suc- 

cinctly than  I. 
There  are  other,  better 

reasons  why  I  shouldn't  be doing  this  review: 
1)  I'm  not  an  indiscrimi- 

nant  appreciator  of  folk- 
music.  For  example,  I  often 
prefer  Britten-Pears  versions 
to  others,  doubtless  more 
authentic. 

2)  I'  have  what  amounts, almost,  to  an  active  dislike 
for  Eastern-European  and 
Slavic  folk-songs,  which,  I 
understand,  are  reflective  of 
those  peoples'  long,  rather 
tediously  unfortunate  his- 

tory. - 
3)  While  I  like  a  dramatic 

basso,  I  don't  particular! care  for  the  solo  bass  voice 
in  recital.  I  find  it  heavy  in- 

capable of  a  great  dynamic 

range,  and  so,  comparative- 
ly, lacking  expression. 

4)  I  care  less  for  what 
seems  to  be  the  typical  Slav- 

ic bass:  doleful,  portamento- 
laden,  and  often  possessing 
an  uncanny  ability  to  make 
everything  sound  like  the 
"Volga  Boat  Song". 
However,  you  can't  fault 

mamaliga  for  not  being  va- nilla custard. 
Mrs.  Rubes  is  a  very  good 

basso,  (no  one  needs  me  to 
tell  them  that).  Opera  is  his 
forte.  He  usually  does  ex- 

tremely well  with  characters 
and  plots  which  are  broadly 
drawn  —  as  in  Rossini  — 
and  slightly  less  well  with 
more  delicate  roles  —  as  in 
Mozart. 

Folk-songs  are  his  double- 
forte.  His  repertoire  is  enor- 

mous; his  stage  manner  is 
relaxed  and  infectious;  and 
his  interpretations,  as  far 
as  I  can  tel!,  are  authentic. 

It  might  be  argued  that 
Shubert  is  better  sung  as 
Shubert  than  as  folk-music. 
But  Rubes  introduced  it  as 
a  tavern  song,  and  sang  it accordingly. 

It  might  also  be  said  that 
the  'Slavic'  characteristics 
of  Rubes'  voice  gave  an 
Eastern-European  flavor  to 
everything  he  sang  —  Span- 

ish, Dutch,  Italian,  and  all 
—  and  that  the  portamento 
was  legitimately  used  only 
on  a  very  few  occasions.  But 
then  Mr.  Rubes  is  a  Cheko- 

slovakian-born  basso,  and 
there's  no  reason  why,  in  a 
program  of  folkmusic,  he 
should  make  any  special  ef- 

fort to  submerge  the  natur- 
al qualities  of  his  voice. 
Mr.  van  Feggelen's  guitar work  was  entirely  appro- 

priate to  a  'folk'  evening, which  is  to  say,  not  very 
good.  The  Scarlatti  was 
pleasant,  but  not  distinctive. 
Its  phrasing  made  no  sense, 
and  I  really  don't  under- stand why  it  was  played  at 
all. 
Nor  do  I  understand  the 

inclusion  of  a  medley  of  fla- 
menco music.  It's  a  silly 

form  of  presentation  at  best, 
and  particularly  unsuited  to 
flamenco,  which  depends 
for  its  effect  upon  repetition 
and  momentum. 

Mr,  van  Feggelen's  accom- 
paniments... 

Well,  what  can  you  say? 
We've  all  heard  the  three 
basic  chords  before. 

Like  some  others  in  the 
capacity  audience,  I  didn't expect  the  recital  to  be  so 
entirely  'folk'.  I  don't  feel that  Mr.  Rubes  challenged 
either  himself  or  bis  listen- 

ers. The  only  real  challenge 
was  to  the  critic:  to  critic- 

ize, without  becoming  pre- 
sumptuous, a  recital  which, 

unfortunately,  I  think,  was 
never  once  in  danger  of  be- 

ing presumptuous  itself. I  will  say  nothing  about 
"Old  Man  River". 

"If  I  were  stood  up  against a  wall  and  told  that  I  would 
be  shot  if  I  did  not  pick  the 
'best'  chorus,  I  would  un- 

doubtedly have  a  long  strug- 
gle with  my  conscience,  but 

I  think  that  I  would  have  to 
say  that,  for  me,  the  best 
chorus  was  that  from  Can- 

ada." 
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This  excerpt  form  the 
Washington  "Evening  Star", Sept.  28,  1965,  refers  to  the 
University  of  Toronto  Fes- 

tival Chorus  which  repre- 
sented Canada  in  the  First 

International  University 
Choral  Festival  at  New 
York's  Lincoln  Centre,  Sept. 20-26. 

The  43-member  chorus,  un- 
der the  direction  of  Wolfrer 

H.   Barnes,   sang  in  New 

York  and  Washington  with 
19  other  choruses  from  15 
countries,  and  h<*s  just 
completed  on  extensive 
concert  tour  of  five  Ame- 

rican colleges. 
Chorus  members  shown 
above  are,  left  to  right,  Art 
Sedgwick,  Pat  Young,  Robert 
Blackburn  anJ  Bob  LeRoy; 
Joanne  Clark,  Mary  Patter- 

son, Sylvia  Fairbank  and 
Jane  Clarhson. 

Vladimir  Ashkenazy,  the  noted  Soviet  pianist,  will  appear in  concert  at  Massey  Hall,  Saturday  at  8:30  p.m.  The  28 
year-old  gained  prominence  in  1956  by  winning  First  Prize in  the  Queen  Elizabeth  Competition  in  Brussels.  His  recital 
will  be  the  first  in  International  Artists'  1965-66  Greater Artists  Series.  The  program  will  include  works  by  Bach, Schumann,  Debussy,  and  Ravel. 

CONTEMPLATIVE  BEAUTY 
By  PETER  GODDARD 
Ustad  Ali  Akbar  Khan  is 

one  of  the  finest  musicians 
to  have  visited  Toronto  in 
many  years. 

One  of  India's  brilliant instrumentalists,  he  gave 
one  of  the  most  electrifying 
and  communicative  per- 

formances I  have  ever  heard 
at  Eaton  Auditorium  last Friday  night. 
Playing  the  Sarod,  an  in- strument somewhat  larger 

than  a  guitar,  having  25 
strings  and  producing  a 
somewhat  metallic  tone,  his 
small  hands  produced  a  mi- 
riad  of  sounds. 
There  are  three  elements 

in  Indian  music  —  the  drone 
or  pedal  note  which,  by  pro- 

ducing a  sustained  tonal  cen- 
ter, acts  as  a  guide  through 

the  piece,  and  adds  to  its  co- 
hesion. The  second,  the  'ra- 

ga'  is  a  melody-type  that  re- tains a  certain  mood  through- out. 

This  melody  line  will  in- elude  many  ornaments, 
slides,  echoes,  trills,  and  a 
wealth  of  other  refinements. 
Ali  Akbar  Khan  used  all 
these  resources  and  gave  his 
music  a  woven,  flexible  cha- 

racter far  more  supple  than 
the  somewhat  rigid  melodies 
of  the  Far  East,  and  the  in- 

comparably angular  melodic 
lines  of  modern  Western music. 
The  third  element  is  I  he 'tala'  oi"  rhythmic  pattern. 

As  the  raga  belongs  to  the 
voice  or  instrument,  the  tala 
is  produced  by  small  drums, 
or  by  the  hands.  Accom- 

panying the  Sarodist  was Shankar  Ghosh  who,  by  his 
complex  drum-work  through 
the  mathematical  framework 
of  the  beat,  formed  the  ana- 

tomy of  the  music's  flow. Sheela  Mookerjee  accom- 
panied both  instrumentalists 

on  the  Tamboura  —  a  long- necked  gourd  instrument, 
and  in  the  second  ha!lof_the__ 
programme  sang  a  Bengoli, and  a  Hindi  song. 
Her  voice  was  clean  and 

very  light,  and  she  gave  to her  vocal  lines  th^  same 
tranquillity  that  is  found  in 
the  arched  serenity  of  plain- 

song. 

The  entire  performance, 
building  inexorably  from  a 
quiet  start  to  a  tense  rhyth- 

mically pulsating  conclusion, 
was  affected  by  the  per- 

former's own  mood  and  the 
reactions  of  his  listeners.. His 
improvisation,  that  is,  his 
musical  imagination,  destroy- 

ed every  preconceived  idea and  then  in  this  vacuum, 
created  his  own  musical beauty. 

Khan's  playing  had  no 
great  external  contrasts,  or 
vehemence  of  ■  ̂ -c;sion. Each  work,  unlike  ours 
which  are  chic<"v  extrovert- 

ed, was  essentially  contem- 
I'celings,  of  devotion,  of  par 
thos,  or  of  love. 

ALI  AKBAR  KHAN 



STUDENT  NURSES 

OR 

MEDICAL  SECRETARIES 

We  are  developing  a  medical  stenographic  service 
which  requires  a  staff  with  medical  experience  and 
good  typing  skill. 

Full  and  parrrime  work  available 

contact  R.  J.  TURNER 

at  Office  Overload  Co.  Lrd. 
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LOCATED  AT 
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WEEKEND 

HOMECOMING  SHOW 

OSCAR  BRAND 

AND 

Phoenix  Singers 

FRIDAY  OCTOBER  15     8:30  P.M. 

Tickets  on  sale  S.A.C.  Office  now  $1.50  (tax  inci.) 

ARENA  A  GO  GO 

VARSITY  ARENA 
IMMEDIATELY  AFTER  FOOTBALL  GAME 
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HART  HOUSE  9:00  P.M. 
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Savour  ye  chervil 

Need  I  say  enough?  Udo  Kasemets'  Trigon  "a  realizat
ion 

for  a  nonet  of  three  pianists,  three  painters,  and  three  com-
 

menmtors  '  happened  in  the  Concert  Hall  of  the  Edward 
Johnson  Building  Sunday  as  Ten  Centuries  Concerts  began their  fourth  season.  .  . 

Trigon  is  complex,  but  sane.  Written  in  1963,  it  is  a 
loose  nonethless  regulated  work,  governed  by  a  set  of  se- 

quence time,  volume  and  event  charts.  At  various  per- formances its  'contours'  appear  in  a  different  shape,  yet  the 
'contents'  of  the  score  remain  unchanged  regardless  of  time 
and  space  distribution.  It  can  be  performed  by  one  soloist 
(with  six  toes),  a  trio,  a  nonet  consisting  of  three  trios, or  three  nonets  of  three  trios.  . 

"Red  China's  Problems  Can't  Be  Solved,  Claims  Swede —  headline  in  Toronto  Star,  1965 

Yes,  complex.  Catharine  Hindson  guarded  a  tape  re- corder at  one  end  of  the  long  gallery  above  the  stage.  The 
noted  academic,  William  Kilbourn,  wavered  with  drums  at 
the  gallery's  other  extreme.  Pianists  Paul  Kilbourn,  Bruce Mather  and  Udo  Kasemets  were  clustered  before  a  piano, 
tage  centre.  Painters  Dennis  Burton  and  Graham  Coughtry 
j  with  modern  dancer)  located  at  each  corner  of  the  stage; 
Gordon  Rayner,  the  third  painter,  banged  southpaw  style 
in  front  of  the  piano.  At  the  centre  of  the  gallery,  Jean-Guy 
Brault  played  flute,  clarinet,  saxophone.  All  wore  black. 

"An  aesthete,  moreover.  But  exiguous.  Thus." "I  cannot  write,"  (little  rhythms  stick);  she,  speaking 
f  non-violent  deployment.  —  autumn  fragment 

Trigon  is  essentially  a  juxtaposition  of  three  art  forms whose  common  source  is  physical  actions  (big  on  chance). 
The  listener  is  bombarded  simultaneously  on  a  multi-sensory level. 

Rayner  hammers  blocks  of  wood  to  a  stepladder;  Kil- bourn grinds  out  a  Chopin  nocturne  at  three  quarter  speed; 
Brault  bleats  Sousa,  sax  style;  Coughtry  traces  the  dancers 
erotic  movements  with  chalk  on  a  blackboard.  The  piano's strings  are  raked,  its  casing  tickled  (mallet),  keyboard lbowed.  The  laughter  dies  early  among  the  padded watchers. 

"No,  don't  protest,  we  are  bored  to  death,  there's  no denying  it.  Good.  A  diversion  comes  along  and  what  do  we 
do?  We  let  it  go  to  waste  .  .  . 

"Was  I  sleeping,  while  the  others  suffered?  Am  I  sleep- 
ing now?  To-morrow,  when  I  wake,  or  think  I  do,  what  shall 

I  say  of  to-day?  .  .  . 
"Pull  ON  your  trousers  .  .  ." —  thumbing  through  Godot 
What  does  it  all  mean,  Madame  Rosepetal?  A  partial 

answer  lies  in  three  texts  from  which  each  trio  reads  at 
random  during  the  performance. 

References  to  the  French  dynamic  cubist  Marcel  Du- 
champ  suggest  some  underlying  principle  to  order  the  super- 

ficial chaos.  (Coughtry,  then  Rayner,  speak  John  Cage,  "To 
write  music,  you  study  Duchamp."  More  a  way  of  life?). From  a  Kasemets  essay  we  discover  that  Trigon  is  music 

the  sense  of  the  Greek  'mousike,'  the  art  of  total  music, where  all  sound  and  movement  is  music  to  the  ear  and  to 
the  eye.  Which  made  the  evening  even  more  Greek  to  some. Indeed! 

Above  all,  the  work  is  absorbing,  involved,  undeniably 
'cool'  in  Marshall  McLuhan  lingo.  (McLuhan's  Understand- 

ing Media  is  the  basis  for  the  third  text.)  His  "medium  is 
the  message"  is  central,  that  the  spirit,  the  feeling,  the  'what is'  of  a  culture  is  better  understood  by  the  means  of  com- 

munication rather  than  by  the  substance  of  it. 
As  an  expression  of  our  electronic  age  where  the  me- 

dium is  instant  and  society's  senses  almost  saturated,  Trigon 
is  exciting  art.  That  it  does  involve  our  senses  in  the  pro- 

cess of  selecting,  is  some  measure  of  its  quality.  We  are  fed 
no  computerized  exactitudes. 

What  preceded  Trigon  was  far  less  exciting  though 
nearly  as  unconventional.  All  were  illustrations  of  impro- 

visation in  a  variety  of  music.  The  element  of  freedom  in 
the  classical  music  of  India  was  suggested  by  the  rather 
subdued  performance  of  P.  Randeva  and  Hem  Ray.  But  so 
compelling  when  followed  by  the  dinner  music  non-jazz  of 
Maury  Kaye  and  guitarist  Ed  Bickert. 

Members  of  the  Kasemets  group  also  performed  short 
works  by  the  young  Japanese  composer  Kazuo  Fukushima 
(for  flute  and  piano)  and  music  for  voice  and  piano  duet  by 
the  American  Barney  Childs.  The  latter  work,  a  kind  of 
pop-art  music,  treated  some  very  banal  statements  ("Is 
there  anything  you  want  downstairs?")  in  a  manner  that was  wildly  ludicrous. 

Kasemets  and  company  under  the  name  of  the  Isaacs 
Gallery  Ensemble  will  inaugurate  a  series  of  five  concerts 
of  new  music  and  its  allied  arts  on  the  last  weekend  of 
November.  Featured  will  be  music,  happenings,  films,  plays, 
etc.  by  John  Cage,  Samuel  Beckett,  Michael  Snow  and  other 
culprits.  Attendants  is  by  compulsion. 
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By  Members  of  tlie  Staff  of  the 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  PRESS 

Hints  On  Foofreading  (continued) 
An  author  whose  spirit  has  not  been  entirely 

broken  in  preliminary  tussles  with  the  house 
editor  over  his  literary  style  may  be  affronted 
by  queries  which  the  professional  proofreader 
marks  on  the  galleys,  -  often  casting  doubt  on 
usages  that  to  the  author  seem  self-evidently 
correct.  When  such  queries  are  accompanied 
by  the  failure  to  notice  egregious  typographical 
errors  adjacent  to  them  in  the  text,  they  can  be 
indeed  annoying.  But  it  is  wiser  to  refrain 
from  sharp  comment;  who  knows  but  on  the 
next  set  of  proofs  that  same  proofreader  will 
pick  up  on  the  author's  behalf  some  inexcus- 

able error  that  the  latter  has  unaccountably- 
missed?  Authors  who  feel  touchy  about  proof- 

readers' queries  may  derive  vicarious  satisfac- 
tion from  T.  E.  Lawrence's  answers  to  his  pub- lisher, as  printed  in  the  Preface  to  the  first 

edition  of  Seven  Pillars  of  Wisdom.  One  of them  follows: 

Query,  'Meleoger,  the  immoral  poet'.  I  hove  put  'immor- 
tal' poet,  but  the  author  may  meon  immoral  after  all. Author,  Immorality  I  know.  Immortality  I  cannot  judge 

As  you  please:  Meleoger  will  not  sue  us  for  libel. 

Author's  Alterations  —  A  Costly  Indulgence 
The  hints  offered  so  far  refer  particularly  to 

the  correction  of  typographical  errors,  that  is, 
to  the  errors  which  typesetters  have  made  in 
rendering  the  author's  typescript.  On  the  sub- 

ject of  Author's  Alterations,  that  is,  author's 
late  inspirations,  an  entire  article  might  be 
written,  and  then  summed  up  in  one  word, 
"don't."  Despite  all  warnings,  however,  authors invariably  find  it  necessary  to  make  some 
changes,  and  so  cause  tribulation  to  them- 

selves and  others.  But  if  the  author  must  take 
out  some  words  and  substitute  others,  let  him 
make  every  effort  to  substitute  or  add  or  sub- 

tract exactly  the  same  number  of  characters 
(counting  letters  and  punctuation  marks  as  of 
equal  value),  so  that  it  will  not  be  necessary 
to  reset  more  than  one  line,  or  two  at  most. 

It  is  to  be  noted  that  unless  a  line  of  type  has 
been  set  with  unusually  wide  spaces  between 
the  words,  one  or  two  characters  are  normally 
ail  that  may  be  added  or  substracted  without running  over. 

Very  often,  of  course,  the  author  will  find 
that  the  printer  has  omitted  a  word  or  two  of 
the  original  text  which  must  be  inserted,  even 
at  the  cost  of  disturbing  several  following 
lines.  Strictly  speaking,  this  is  the  printer's responsibility,  and  the  author  has  the  right  to 
expect  the  latter  to  work  out  the  problem  for 
himself  and  at  his  own  expense.  But  in  practice 
it  is  well  to  avoid  resetting  wherever  one  can, 
for  reset  text  is  seldom  as  attractively  spaced 
as  the  first  setting,  and  the  probability  of  addi- 

tional errors  being  made  and  overlooked  is 
remarkably  high.  If  it  is  possible  to  edit  the 
text  so  as  to  fit  in  the  word  or  words,  as  one 
would  tor  an  Author's  Alteration,  it  is  advis- 

able to  swallow  one's  indignation  and  do  so. 
Proofreading  By  The  Toronto  Method 

The  method  of  proofreading  most  frequently 
recommended  is  reading  in  pairs,  i.e.,  with  the 
assistance  of  a  copyholder.  The' author  holds the  proof,  and  the  copyholder  the  script,  with 
the  latter  reading  aloud  to  the  former.  (The 
author  should  never  read  the  proof  to  the  copy- 

holder, who  might  accept  a  typographer's  faulty interpretation  of  a  symbol  or  word  in  the 
manuscript.)  Professional  proofreaders  read 
aloud  every  character,  including  punctuation 
signs,  for  winch  they  have  a  special  abbreviated 
code.  This  is  not  so  necessary  when  an  author 
is  "holding  proof,"  since  he'  is  familiar  with 
his  text,  and  will  presumably  be  "reading  for 
sense"  in  any  event,  either  now  or  later.  Quota- 

tion marks  and  parentheses  should  generally  be 
read  aloud,  however,  as  these  are  easily  missed, 
especially  closing  ones.  And  it  goes  without 
saying  that  verbatim  quotations  from  other 
sources  should  be  read  aloud  in  painstaking detail. 

iroofreading  with  a  copyholder,  even  if  per- formed in  somewhat  less  than  the  professional manner,  is  much  more  efficient  than  reading  by comparison,  looking  back  from  manuscript  to 
type  and  type  to  manuscript.  Worth  serious consideration,  however,  is  the  newer  method of  proofreading  using  a  tape-machine,  known as  the  Toronto  Method.  By  this  system,  which was  developed  at  the  University  of  Toronto Press,  the  author  reads  his  manuscript  on  to 
the  tape,  and  then  checks  the  proof  by  listen-  ! mg  to  the  recording  as  he  follows  the  printed lines.  The  great  merits  of  this  system  are  that 
one  is  independent  of  outside  help,  can  pro- gress at  his  own  speed  (copyholders  always read  too  fast  or  too  slowly),  and  can  do  the reading  on  to  the  tape  at  any  time  —  possibly lrom  a  duplicate  copy  of  the  manuscript  while the  printer  is  setting  it  in  type. 
Perfection  —  An  Elusive  State 

Although  with  any  method  of  proofreadm- it  is  practice  that  makes  perfect,  the  perfect proofreader  has  yet  to  be  born,  and  no  author should  ever  permit  himself  to  vaunt  his  skill 
at  proofreading.  Even  a  professional  proof- reader who  is  so  good  at  his  job  that  his 
trained  eye,  glancing  through  a  book,  will  de- tect an  error  half-way  through  even  though  he is  not  attempting  to  read  the  text,  may  miss  an obvious  error  some  time  when  presumably  his attention  is  riveted  on  his  work.  The  eye  can be  treacherous;  it  has  a  tendency  to  supply what  should  be  there  but  may  not  be.  Further more,  the  same  invaluable  technique  of  reading 
which  enables  the  scholar  to  "scan"  para«rapht and  pages  may  betray  him  woefully  when  he 
sets  out  to  proofread.  A  humble  and  prayerful  -L state  of  mind  is  the  best  preparation  for  Ihe 
fask. 

Nevertheless,  despite  humility  and  care,  mis- 
takes do  occur,  and  the  chagrined  author  be- fore issuing  a  hasty  demand  for  the  insertion of  an  errata  slip,  will  do  well  to  consider whether  this  may  not  lift  the  error  out  of  all 

perspective.  Many  authors  and  publishers  to- 
day apparently  think  so,  since  although  no  one would  claim  that  typographical  errors  have become  rare,  errata  slips  are  much  less  com- 

mon now  than  formerly.  Perhaps  the  old- fashioned  errata  slip  was,  in  a  way,  a  means 
of  blaming  the  printer.  If  so,  the  modern  tern-  | dency  is  more  sporting;  the  author  stands  on his  ont]  feet. E.H. 

The  Diefenbaker  Inter- 
lude: Parties  and  Voting  in 

Canada.  Peter  Regenstreif. 
Longmans  of  Canada,  $5.50. 
With  a  federal  election 

only  weeks  away,  a  book 
about  the  voting  habits  of 
Canadians  is  bound  to 
arouse  interest.  The  re- 

sponse to  Professor  Regen- 
streif's  The  Diefenbaker 
Interlude  will  no  doubt  re- 

semble the  electorate's  re- 
sponse to  the  political  scene: 

highly  mixed. 
The  author  is  Assistant 

Professor  of  Political  Sci- 
ence and  Canadian  Studies 

at  the  University  of  Roches- 
ter. He  is  peculiarly 

qualified  to  write  about  his 
subject,  having  personally 
polled  a  cross-section  of 
Canadians  about  their  poli- 

tical preferences  during  the 
election  campaign  of  1958, 1962  and  1963. 

In  this  book  he  addresses 
himself  mainly  to  the  gen- 

eral reader,  and,  with  the 
use  of  numerous  statistics, 
both  his  own  and  those  of 
the  Canadian  Institute  of 
Public  Opinion,  attempts  to 
explain  the  significance  of 
Canadian  political  behavior 
during  the  'Diefenbaker 
Years'. His  basic  observations  are 
two:  since  1957  our  political 
life  has  been  dominated  by 

one  man:  John  Diefenbaker; 
while  at  the  same  time  it 
has  been  marked  by  an  un- 

precedented instability.  It 
is  Regenstreif's  opinion  that 
the  'Liberal  Ascendency' from  1935  to  1957  was  really  a 
facade  for  the  latent  insta- 

bility which  became  evident 
during  the  present  period. 
Much  of  tills  book  is  de- 

voted to  the  effort  to  ex- 
plain  this   instability,  and 

Regenstreif  cites,  among 
other  things,  the  general 
failure  of  the  parties  to  at- 

tach themselves  permanent- 
ly to  various  regional,  occu- 

pational, religious  or  ethnic 
groups,  the  high,  degree  of 
mobility  among  the  Cana- 

dian people,  the  'leader'  ra- 
ther than  'party'  orientation 

of  the  electorate,  and  the 
ambiguous  role  played  by 
the  'opinion  leadership'. 

Being  the  kind  of  reader 
at  whom  this  book  is  osten- 

sibly aimed,  I  can  say  that 
I  found  enough  in  this  book- to  make  the  reading  of  it 
worthwhile.  The  author 
paints  the  political  back- 

ground briefly  and  ably.  His 
treatment  of  nation-wide  as 
well  as  regional  patterns  in 
voting  behavior  is  thought- provoking. 

Equally  interesting  are  his 

By  Mike  Horn 

bei  ng  tha  t  in  s  ta  bil  i  ty  will 
conclusions,  the  main  one 
probably  remain  the  order 
of  the  political  day  for  some 
time  to  come,  since  neither 
the  mobility  of  the  popula- 

tion nor  the  'quiet'  revolu- tion in  Quebec  are  conducive 
to  the  return  of  stability. 
To  give  the  book  unre- 

served praise  is,  however, 
impossible.  I,  for  one,  was 
unable  to  shake  off  a  grow- 

ing conviction  that  the  sub- 
ject wan-ants  much  more 

analysis  than  Regenstreif 
has  given  it,  and  that  he 
sometimes  pushes  his  theor- 

izing considerably  further 
than  his  evidence  allows. 
Now  it  is  true  that  the 

author  is  modest  about  his 
work  and  its  limitations.  He 
admits  that  the  research  is 
often  inadequate,  that  his 
study  is  not  very  'scientific', 

and  that  his  generalizations 
are  hardly  to  be  raised  to 
the  status  of  well-subs tan- liated  hypotheses. 

It  may  therefore  be  carp- 
ing criticism  to  complain 

about  the  tendency  to  over- 
generalize  and  to  ascribe 
the  considerable  significance 
which  Regenstreif  does  to 
the  opinions  of  his  selected 
sample.  He  is  always  ready 
lo  interpret  the  replies  to 

his  open-end  question-,  in  n far-reaching,  even  daring 
fashion.  And  at  least  oncJ, 
we  are  asked  to  assess  the 
votes  of  some  Quelx-eois  lur M.  Caouette  in  the  light  of "a  mischievous  gleam  in 

their  eyes." 
The  truth  of  the  matter, 

however,  is  that  Regen- 
streil's  modesty  is  annoving 
because  it  is  justified.  The 
book,  one  feels,  was  written 
prematurely.  Everyone  will 
agree  that  the  subject  re- 

quires analysis,  but  Regen- streif is  just  a  touch  too 
speculative.  In  his  use  of 
statistical  material  lie  may 
be  conservative,  but  he  is 
far  too  liberal  in  em- 

ploying his  non-statistical evidence. 
The  author  is  blazing  an 

important  trail.  Perhaps  he 
is  too  early,  perhaps  he  is 
not.  But  one  must  hope  that 
he  will  follow  this  book  with 
a  more  substantial  treat- ment of  the  subject,  for 
even  the  general  reader  de- 

serves something  more  thor- 
ough-going than  Professor 

Regenstreif  has  at  this  time 
chosen  to  give  Mm. 
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By  MARILYN  BEKER 

Talking  to  William  Cam- 
eron is  like  reading  the  un- 

written "Great  Canadian 
Novel."  He  appears  to  be 

the  ideal  protagonist— an 
"angry-young-man"  who  di- vorces himself  from  an  aca- 

demic society  to  act  and think  and  write. 
But   he   is   not  entirely 

jas torn  naylor 

John  Coltrane  and  non
- jazz 

For  a  iazz  buff  to  admit  feeling  ashamed  to  be  call
ed 

such  rare  occurrence.  It  is  possib  e ̂ rsten 
to  Jackie  Davis  making  polite  sounds  ,n  th e  Plaza  R

oom 

watch  Henry  Mancini's  drivel  being  passed  off la »*f ihino  or  even  grit  one's  teeth  and  sweat  out  a  Roland 

Sow  wUhfut  the  least  feeling  of  humility.  But
  once 

m  a  long  wmle  an  event  occurs  that  shakes  his  fa
ith  to 

Molt  advocates  of  the  idiom  have  at  some  point  perus 
ed  the  selections  in  either  Sam's  or  the  A  &  A  record  shops

 
Almost  inevitably  on  a  visit  to  these  p  aces  one  sees  a  grou

p 
of  fans  huddled  around  a  record  player  dnnk.ng  m  the

 
sounds  their  latest  idol  is  making. 

Last  Friday  night  was  no  exception.  The  tans  we
re 

there  1  e  record  wis  playing;  but  the  sounds  being  emit
ted 

were  different.  They  were  an  insult  to  the  listener
s  mtel- 

^""Twas  easy  to  tag  the  identity  of  the  Parmer 
He  began  attracting  attention  about  a  decade  ago  and 

many  People  at  the  time" gently  drugged  him  off.  Since 
 then 

Ws  popularity  has  grown  by  leaps  and  bounds.  He  has 
 te- 

le a  sacred  cow  to  mi.lions  of  fans  and  is  being j unequn 

vocally  praised  bv  many  supposedly  reputable  critics,  I 
 he 

name  of  this  man  -  John  Coltrane.  initially 
God  knows,  he  must  have  some  talenL  He  initially 

achieved  acceptance  through  his  work  with  Miles  Davis. 
Since  then  he  has  recorded  with  everyone  from  Thelomus 
Monk  to  Duke  Ellington.  Possibly  what  he  is  doing  will 

be  accepted  as  the  new  thing  -  I'd  hate  to  see  it  happen^ 
I  am  firmly  convinced  if  there  is  something  iconoclastic  in 
his  music,  jazz  isn't  ready  for  it  -  nor  is  Coltrane  ready 

fOT  After  half  an  hour  of  listening  to  his  tortured  mind  at 
work,  I  tried  to  analyze  just  what  comprises  the  Coltrane 
sound  but  never  by  consistent  use  of  a  lifeless  and  hol- 

If'  you  have  ever  stood  at  one  end  of  a  long  railway tunnel  and  listened  while  a  freight  train  roars  through,  you 

will  have  some  conception  of  the  nature  of  the  man's  tone. I'm  not  a  believer  in  tonal  perfection.  Excellent  effects  are 
often  produced  by  occasionally  resorting  to  a  distorted 
sound,  but  never  by  consistent  use  of  a  lifeless  and  hol- low one. 

The  freight  train  analogy  does  not  end  here.  Even  now. 

supposedly  five  years  past  the  "sheets  of  sound"  phase  in 
his  development,  he  blows  up  to  thirty  two  notes  per  meas- ure. 
'  Fans  have  advised  me  to  set  aside  all  previous  concept 

ions  of  how  a  tenor  saxaphone  should  be  played  and  think 
of  Coltrane  in  terms  of  these  great  masses  of  notes  and  the 
overall  effect  thev  produce. 

In  the  first  place,  it  is  impossible  to  make  such  a  total 
break  with  all  past  tradition.  A  successful  new  departure 
must  incorporate  into  it  the  valid  elements  of  what  occur- red before.  Coltrane  rejects  all  of  this. 

He  rejects  any  feeling  for  melody,  he  rejects  any  at 
tempt  at  effective  intonation,  he  seems  to  be  trying  to 
reject  all  emotional  involvement  in  his  music  and  reduce 
it  to  a  simple  exercise  in  manual  dexterity. 

It  is  possible  even  for  laymen  to  form  some  idea  of 
the  chord  changes  of  a  melody  and  keep  them  in  mind 
while  listening  to  a  man  improvise.  Performers  now  take 
some  liberties  with  chord  structures  and  often  do  so  sue 
cessfully.  One  such  men  is  George  Russell;  another,  pos 
sibly  more  familiar  to  students  here  is  Andrew  Hill.  But 
Coltrane  apparently  has  not  learned  the  difference  between 
a  subtle  liberty  and  a  blatant  indifference. 

Another  objection.  In  1932,  Duke  Ellington  wrote  . 
tune,  the  title  of  which  can  be  considered  the  most  im 
mu  table  law  in  the  field  of  jazz;  "It  Don't  Mean  A  Thing 
If  It  Ain't  Got  That  Swing."  Here  I  will  encounter  extreme- ly violent  cries  of  anguish  from  Coltrane  fans  who  will 
insist  that  I  concede  that  John's  music  "moves".  To  them 
I  can  only  reply,  "So  do  my  bowels,  with  approximately  the 
same  result."  The  swing  engendered  by  this  meaningless exercise  in  permutations  and  combinations  is  even  less 
genuine  than  that  of  a  Dave  Brubeck. 

This  weekend  being  Thanksgiving,  those  of  you  who 
plan  to  attend  church  could  be  well  advised  to  add  this 
brief  epilogue  to  your  benedictions;  "Thank  God  for  Cole- 

man Hawkins".  Despite  the  fact  that  the  name  John  Col- trane has  been  appearing  at  the  top  of  popularity  polls 
for  several  years  now,  I  can't  shake  the  feeling  that  it's all  a  monumental  spoof  —  the  product  of  some  A  &  R 
man's  twisted  sense  of  humor. 

what  he  appears  to  be  for 
Mr.  Cameron,  although  in- 

deed a  man  who  has  di- vorced himself  from  one 
society,  has  hurled  himself 
into  another  more  challeng- 

ing and  exciting. 
Wiliam  Cameron  is  the 

writer,  director  and  partial 
financier  of  Three  From  The 
Asylum  opening  at  the  Poor Alex  on  October  11. 

are  now  looked  on  by  the 

university  as  extra-curricu- lar when,  in  fact,  to  some 
people  they  are  as  essential as  Zoology  201. 

Suggestions  were  made for  the  establishment  of  a 
Drama  Department  at,  the 
University  similar  to  those 
now  operating  in  some  of the  south-western  United 
States.  Cameron  and  Piller 

WILLIAM  CAMERON 

Three  From  The  Asylum 

a  group  of  three,  one-act 
pays  written  by  Mr.  Camer- on about  a  year  ago  for  the 
actors  and  actresses  who 
will  perform  them.  In  Tran- and  The  Mirror  have 
never  been  performed  be- 
ofre.  The  third,  The  Ascen- 

sion, described  by  Cameron 
as  a  "nut  play"  written  with 
third  year  philosophy  stu- 

dents in  mind,  has  been  per- formed at  U  of  T  and  in 
Port  Carling  summer  stock, 
and  was  the  winner  of  the 
University  of  Toronto  Drama 
Committee  Festival  in  Mon- treal. It  was  this  success 
that  influenced  Mr.  Camer- 

primarily  an  actor,  to continue  writing. 
Both  Heinar  Piller,  26, 

producer  of  the  production, 
and  Cameron  attended  class- 

es at  the  University  of 
Toronto.  Neither  graduated. 
Piller  dropped  out  at  the 
end  of  second  year  but  is 
thinking  of  continuing. 
Cameron  left  in  third  and 
will  not  go  back. 
The  reason  for  their  de- 

fection is  that  "there  is  no 
place  for  people  like  us  at 
U.  of  T."  As  they  pointed 
out,  it  is  impossible  to  do 
well  scholastically  and  at 
the  same  time  maintain  the 
creative  aspects  of  one's personality  to  any  degree  o! satisfaction. 

Purely  creative  activities 
such  as  acting  and  writing. 

12  review 

agree  that  this  department 
should  not  be  merely  a  glor- 

ified English  Literature 
course  in  drama  develop- 

ment but  should  function 
as  a  complete  theatrical workshop. 

However,  William  Camer- on has  set  himself  up  not 
merely  as  an  example  of what  the  dissatisfied,  aware 
student  can  do  to  show  up 
the  university  hierarchy.  In 
addition,  he  is  making  an 

attempt  to  liberate  himself from  economic  burdens.  He 
is  definitely  not  an  advocate of  the  Van  Goghian  theory 

that  a  true  artist  must  suf- fer to  create.  Rather,  he 
feels  that  a  starving  writer 

is  surprisingly  devoid  of  in- spiration and  is  certainly ineffectual. 
Cameron  also  believes 

that  money  and  self-respect 
go  hand  in  hand.  The  dirty- black  T-shirt  and  soiled 
blue-jean  bit  are  not  for 
William  Cameron  and  al- 

though he  sees  himself 
creating  "total  evenings  of 
theatre"  entirely  for  enter- 

tainment, he  also  sees  him- self as  a  successful  actor 
earning  the  glossy  sum  of 
$600  or  more  a  week. 

For  this  reason,  Mr.  Cam- 
eron hopes  that  the  produc- tion will  inspire  a  Canada 

Council  grant,  preferably  to 
the  production  company  so 
that  it  might  continue  its work. 
Should  the  venture  fail, 

and  that  is  doubtful  since advance  ticket  sales  have 
been  encouraging,  Mr.  Cam- 

eron is  not  without  alterna- 
tives. He  has  signed  a  con- tract to  act  in  New  York 

City. 

As  for  Heinar  Piller,  who 
came  from  Europe  five 

years  ago,  like  other  mem- bers of  the  cast  now  virtu- 
ally unknown  he  is  depend- 
ing on  this  production  for a  "start"  in  the  theatre  but 

will  continue  to  make  his 
living  entirely  by  acting  re- 

gardless of  the  outcome.  Mr. Piller  was  given  a  special 
award  for  his  performance 
in  The  Ascension  in  Mon- 
treal 

William  Cameron  is  22 
years  old  and  has  been  a 
university  student,  an  actor, 

a  playwright,  and  a  direc- tor. He  says  he  is  happy. 
He- certainly  is  going  places. 

HEINAR  PILLER 



Report  recommends. . . 

9  That  the  financial  problems  of 
the  universities  are  so  urgent  that 
action  to  resolve'  them  should  be taken  without  delay. 

•  That  the  present  per  capita 
grants  be  raised  to  $5  for  the  year 
1965-66,  and  be  increased  by  $1  each 
year  thereafter  until  such  time  as 
the  discussions  with  the  provinces 
referred  to  in  our  general  recom- 

mendations lead  to  an  appropriate 
revision  of  the  amount  of  these 
grants. 

•  That  they  be  distributed  accord- 
ing to  a  formula  of  weighted  enrol- 

ment, the  weights  to  be  determined 
by  each  province  for  the  universities 
within  its  boundaries. 

•  That  a  Capital  Grants  Fund  be 
established  into  which  be  paid  each 
year  $5  per  head  of  the  Canadian 
population. 

•  That  the  total  amount  avail- 
able to  the  universities  in  any  pro- 

vince be  the  same  proportion  of 
the  total  fund  as  the  population  of 
that  province  is  of  the  Canadian 
population. 

•  That  grants  from  this  fund  be 
made  to  the  universities  proportion- 

ate to  such  of  their  capital  expendi- 
tures as  are  approved  by  their  pro- vincial governments. 

•  That  the  federal  responsibility 
for  financing  research  be  recognized 
by  a  great  increase  in  the  grants  for 
research  to  the  universities,  to  their staff  members  and  to  their  research students. 

•  That  a  general  sustaining  grant 
for  research  be  paid  to  every  univer- 

sity eligible  for  the  per  capita 
grants:  that  this  grant  be  10  per cent  of  the  aggregate  salaries  of  the full-time  academic  staff. 

•  That  the  Canada  Student  Loans 
Plan  be  continued  and  increased  as 
becomes  necessary. 

•  That  the  present  income  tax  re- 

lief to  parents  of  students  attending universities  be  revised  to  provide 
more  adequate  relief  for  the  lower 
income  groups. 

O  That  the  present  limits  on  gifts 
to  universities  that  may  be  deduct- 

ed from  income  for  income  and  cor- 
poration taxes  be  revised  upward. 

%  That  the  provincial  govern- 
ments adopt  some  method  of  deter- 
mining university  operating  and  ca- 

pital grants  as  will  permit  more rational  forward  planning  by  the 
universities.  Specifically  we  recom- 

mend that  all  provinces  that  have 
not  as  yes  established  a  "grants  com- 

mission" do  so:  and  that:  in  all  such 
Commissions  there  be  strong  acade- 

mic representation. 
The  function  of  the  Commission 

would  be  to  advise  the  government 
on  the  aggregate  needs  of  the  uni- 

versities, capital  and  operating,  and 
to  divide  among  the  universities  the 
total  amount  in  fact  voted  by  the 
province. Further,  that  all  provinces  give 
serious  thought  to  the  advantage  of 
determining  the  annual  operating 
grants  by  use  of  a  published  formu- 

la relating  the  size  of  the  grant  to 
the  number  of  students  in  various 
categories  weighted  in  accordance 
with  the  different  cost  per  student 
in  such  categories  and  that  they  re- 

cognize that  the  special  needs  of  the 
emergent  universities  require  some 
special  provision  beyond  that  pres- 

cribed by  a  formula  devised  for  the 
established  universities. 
Determination  of  the  "weights"  to be  used  in  the  formula  for  different 

categories  of  students  should  be  the 
responsibility  of  the  grants  commis- 

sion as  would  the  determination  of 
the  special  additional  grants  to 
emergent  universities.  We  give  here, 
however,  a  suggested  formula  for 
these  grants:  first  and  second  year 
students  to  count  as  1;  third  and 

fourth  year  students,  as  2;  students 
in  a  fifth  or  later  year  (other  than doctoral  candidates),  3;  doctoral 
candidates  in  their  second  or  sub- 

sequent years  of  graduate  studies,  5; 
part-time  students  registered  for  an undergraduate  degree,  i;  part-time 
students  registered  for  a  post-gradu- 

ate degree,  1.  Special  considerations would  have  to  be  given  to  weights for  students  in  institutions  operating 
on  a  year-round  basis. 

#  That  for  then  next  decade,  hav- 
ing in  mind  the  magnitude  of  the 

expenditures  and  for  the  sake  of 
social  justice,  the  provincial  govern- ments resist  the  popular  pressure 
for  the  abolition  of  fees,  and  that 
they  make  their  grants  to  the  uni- versities on  the  assumption  that  fees 
at  about  the  present  level  will  con- tinue to   be  charged. 

#  That  the  provincial  govern- ments leave  the  universities  free  to establish  their  own  fee  structures; 
that  they  give  no  more  support  per student  to  the  universities  that  char- 

ge lower  fees  nor  less  to  those  that 
charge  higher  fees.  . 

#  That  there  should  be  no  gene- 
ral increase  in  fees  without  assuran- 
ce of  a  simultaneous  increase  in 

student  aid. 

#  That  they  develop  an  adequate 
system  of  undergraduate  student  aid 
for  residents  of  the  province,  and 
that  the  aid  given  be  tenable  in  any 
approved  university  in  any  province or  in  any  country. 

9  That  the  amount  that  any  stu- 
dent will  receive  be  easily  calculat- 

ed in  advance  by  the  intending  stu- 
dent, and  that  for  this  purpose  it  be 

based  on  a  simple  formula. 
#  That  the  provincial  govern- 

ments adopt  a  plan  of  generous  sup- 
port for  those  graduate  students  in 

the   universities   of   the  province 

not  supported  by  federal  and  private 

plans. 
$  That  the  universities  recognize 

the  importance  of  exploring  all  me- 
thods of  reducing  cost  which  are 

not  inimical  to  academic  quality: 
that  they  continue  to  pursue  excel- 

lence without  extravagance. 
fn  particular  we  recommend  that 

they  examine  all  possibilities  of  em- 
ploying new  technology  in  teaching, 

that  they  recognize  that  the  chang- 
ing relative  salaries  of  professors 

and  supporting  staff  call  for  redistri- bution of  some  duties  the  interest 
of  economy,  and  that  the  increasing 
size  and  complexity  of  the  univer- 

sities call  for  the  experimental  appli- 
cation of  new  management  techni- 

ques. 

#  That  there  be  appointed  in  each 
university  where  there  is  at  present 
none,  a  student  aid  officer  to  coun- 

sel students  on  how  to  finance  their 
educations  and  to  co-ordinate  aid 
available  from  several  sources,  pub- 

lic and  private,  with  a  view  to 
achieving  the  maximum  effect  with 
the  total  funds  available. 

#  That  all  universities  should 
publish  annually  their  financial statements. 

0  We  find  that  continued  and indeed  increasing  private  support  is 
"requisite  and  necessary"  for  the health  of  the  universities. 

#  That  private  donors,  while  con- tinuing to  help  with  the  program  of 
the  basic  requirements,  be  particu- 

larly concerned  to  provide  for  expe- 
rimental ventures  for  the  enrich- 

ment of  the  normal  university  pro- 

gram. 

6  That  all  university  graduates  re- cognize the  advantage  they  enjoy 
from  the  public  investment  in  their education  by  giving  regularly  to 
their  universities,  or  to  university 
funds  generally,  on  a  scale  of  at  least 
1  per  cent  of  their  incomes. 

. . .  and  they  say . . . 

The  Canadian  Union  of 
Students  Wednesday  critic- 

ized the  Bladen  Commission 
report  for  supporting  the 
present  level  of  tuition  fees. 
"Such  a  recommendation negates  the  principle  of  so- 

cial justice,"  the  CUS  state- ment said.  The  140,000-mem- 
ber  national  student  organi- 

zation last  month  called  for 
elimination  of  fees  as  a  first 
step  in  abolishing  all  finan- 

cial and  social  barriers  to 
higher  education. 
The  statement  said  the 

report,  prepared  for  the  As- 
sociation of  Universities  and 

Colleges  of  Canada,  was  a 

CUS 

Dean  Vincent  Bladen  de- 
fended his  position  on  re- 
taining tuition  fees  to  U  of 

T  students  yesterday. 
In  a  special  statement  to 

The  Varsity,  Dean  Bladen 
said,  "I  don't  care  about  be- 

ing burned  in  effigy  across 
the  country,  but  I  would 
like  Toronto  students  to 
know  a  difference  in  policy 
is  not  a  difference  of  opin- 
ion." The  140,000-member  Cana- 

dian Union  of  Students  yes- 
terday termed  the  dean- "an 

eighteenth  century  capital- 
ist" and  his  report  "a  mea- gre  attempt   to  overcome 

meagre' attempt  to  overcome financial  obstacles  facing 
students  and  an  attempt  "to preserve  the  status  quo  and, 
as  a  result,  existing  social 
injustices." CUS  vice-president  Rich- 

ard Good  said  Prof.  Vincent 
Bladen,  Dean  of  the  U  of  T 
Faculty  of  Arts  and  Science 
who  headed  the  four-man 
commission,  "is  like  an 
eighteenth  century  capital- 

ist in  his  appreciation  of  the 
problem  of  university  fees 
for  students." 

The  CUS  statment  termed 
loans,  bursaries  and  schol- 

arships outdated  substitutes 
for  the  elimination  of  fees. 

Loans,  it  said,  force  stu- 
dents into  debt  and  present 

bursary  programs,  requiring 
means  tests,  are  degrading 
to  the  individual. 
The  statement  endorsed 

the  commission's  proposal for  increased  federal  grants 
to  higher  education,  stress- 

ing that  it  is  the  federal  go- 
vernment's duty  to  ensure 

universities  and  colleges  re- 
ceive adequate  financial 

support. 

BREWIN 

BLADEN 

financial  obstacles  facing students  and  ...  to  preserve 
the  status  quo  .  ,  .  and  ex- 

isting social  injustices." "Because  I  love  my  Tor- 
onto students,"  said  the 

dean  and  "because  as  a  pro- fessor I  have  the  interests 
of  my  students  at  heart  I cannot  resist  some  reply  to 
the  statement  of  the  Cana- 

dian Union  of  Students." 
He  said  those  who  made 

the  CUS  statement  had  not 
read  the  report  or  were 
"patently  dishonest." 

Criticizing  the  abolition 
of  fees  as  a  substitute  for 
the  commission's  recom- mendations on  student  aid, 
the  dean  said  fee  elimina- 

tion would  be  "much  less 
expensive"  and  "much  less 
effective"  than  the  report's 
proposals. The  danger,  he  continued, 
was  that  s  tudents  would 
have  their  fees  eliminated, 
leaving  "really  needy  stu- 

dents" still  financially  un- 
able to  attend  university. 

"The  proposals  made  by 
the  commission,"  he  said, "involve  much  more  assist- 

ance to  the  students  who 

Mary  Brewin,  president 
of  the  Students  Administra- 

tive Council,  yesterday  cri- 
ticized the  Bladen  report 

for  not  going  far  enough  in 
its  recommendations. 
She  took  issue  with  Dean 

Bladen's  position  that  the maintenance  of  tuition  fees 
was  necessary  if  the  univer- 

sity were  to  remain  inde- 
pendent of  outside  control. "Fees  lead  to  social  and 

economic  barriers,"  Miss Brewin  said. 
She  explained  that  two 

kinds  of  people  are  for- 
gotten in  the  report.  Some children  never  even  consider 

going  to  university  because 
it  is  not  part  of  their  en- 

vironment, mostly  for  finan- 
cial reasons. 

The  other  group  is  limit- 
ed in  their  choice  of  courses 

by  their  parents  who  can 
afford  to  send  them  to  uni- 

versity but  refuse  to  pay  for 
any  course  other  than  one of  which  they  approve. 
She  also  disagreed  with the  idea  of  keeping  loans, 

bursaries  and  scholarships 
as  financial  aids  for  univer- 

sity students. 
"All  these  are  inadequate 

methods  of  financing  uni- 
versity students,"  she  said, 

"especially  since  they  in- volve means  tests  which 

must  be  eliminated." 
need  it  than  would  be  given 
by  the  simple  abolition  of 

fees." 

The  dean  explained  that 
the  commission  and  CUS 
shared  the  same  objective 
—  educational  opportunity 
unhindered  by  inability  to 
pay  —  but  disagreed  on  the methods  to  achieve  it. 
"The  students  compare 

me  to  an  eighteenth  century 
capitalist,"  he  said,  "but  1 

doubt  whether  such  a  capi- 
talist would  have  made  the 

statements  we  made  in  the 
Report  or  that  I  have  just 

made." 

"Is  it  possible,"  he  added, 
"that  the  students  are  short- 

sighted in  their  pursuit  of 
a  simple  policy  which  will not  in  fact  achieve  the  social 
objective  which  I  assume 

they  share  with  me." 
— Deanna  Kamie! 
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DON'T  WAIT! 

If  your  campus  group  is  planning  a  trip 

CHARTER  A  COACH 

TRAILWAYS  of  CANADA  LTD. 

Call  923-2232  or  889-3642 

For  information  to  enjoy  the  fun  ond  inexpensive  way to  travel  in  a  group 

WAREHOUSE  CLEARANCE 

of  World  Famous 
MOTORCYCLES 
MOTORBIKES 

You  MAY  SAVE 
UP TO 

50%  
<* ZUNDAPP 

THIS  IS  A 
GENUINE SALE! 

AU  Sales  Final  —  Financing  Available. 
Phone  364-0111  —  Ext.  53  —  366-3332 

ON  DISPLAY  AT 

421-7868 

Laird  Motors 
80  LAIRD  DRIVE 

LEASIDE 

DELEGATES  WANTED 
FOR  A  CONFERENCE  AT 

Sir  George  Williams  University (QUEBEC) 

NOVEMBER  2-6 TOPIC: 

SOUTH  EAST  ASIA:  PROBLEMS  OF  THE 
PRESENT ;  PATHS  OF  THE  FUTURE 

Applications  accepted  in  SAC  Office until  Tues.,  Oct.  12 

"ATTENTION" 
VARSITY  STUDENTS 

!20%!  DISCOUNT 
ON  ALU  MERCHANDISE,  INCLUDING  DRUGS,  COSMETICS,  HAIR 
TINTS,  BEAUTY  AIDS,  MEN'S  GROOMING  ACCESSORIES,  ETC. 

on  presentation  of  ATL  card 

DOWNTOWN  DISCOUNT  DRUGS 
227  YONGE  STREET  (at  Shuter) 
ALSO  SAVE  ON  YOUR  PRESCRIPTIONS 

ROBINSO
M'S 406  Yonge  St.  CLOTHES  SHOP  —  EM.  3-7865 

STUDENT  DISCOUNT  SALE 
BLAZERS  —  Snglish  Black  Burn  all-wool  OT.95 

Reg.  $35    ** 
SLACKS  —  All-wool  worsteds 

Reg.  $17.95   ■<* 
SPORTS  JACKETS  —  English  tweeds  10-95 

Reg.  $35    ■  * 
ALL-WEATHER  —  Scotch-Guard  treated  10.95 

Reg.  $24.95     ■  O 
ZIP-IN-LINED  —  All-weather  coats  OT-95 

Reg.  $35    dt# 
SUITS  —  English  worsted  CE.00 

Reg.  $75    J  J 

TO  STUDENTS 
Come  in  and  register  for  10%  Discount  Card 

on  presentation  of  ATL  Card. 

YES,  WE  STOCK  THE  U  of  T  CREST 
Available  to  students  ot  cost. 

Sewn  on  FREE  with  purchase  of  a  blazer. 

PIMM'S 
N°-  5  has  a 

Canadian 
Whisky  base 

both  are  absolutely  delicious! 

Two  things  about  Pimm's:  easy  to  serve,  and  a  taste  you'll  enjoy.  Just  pour  into  a  tall  glass 
and  add  ice  and  fill  up  with  your  favourite  light  mix.  You  can  add  a  slice  of  cucumber, 
a  piece  of  lemon,  or  a  sprig  of  mint  to  make  the  traditional  Pimm's,  famous  throughout 
the  world.  But  don't  bother  unless  you're  in  the  mood.  A  new  generation  is  rediscovering 
Pimm's  . . .  and  enjoying  every  moment  of  it. 

DRINK  PIMM'S  —simply  because  you'll  enjoy  the  taste  of  it. H.  CORBY  DIS1ULLK.Y  LIMITtU,  COKIiVVILlX.  CAW. 
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Liberals  will 

join  Forum Hershell  Ezrin,  president 
of  the  U  of  T  Liberal  Club, 
announced  yesterday  that 
the  club  will  participate  in 
the  U  of  T  Public  Affairs Forum  Oct.  25. 

Mr.  Ezrin  said  the  campus 
Liberals  agree  with  a  For- 

um organized  "like  the  old 
U  of  T  Model  Parliament 

with  party  speakers,  de- 
bates and  voting." The  Liberals  had  with- drawn from  the  forum. 

Martha  Brewin 

gets  nomination 
Former  University  of  To- ronto law  student  Martha 

Brewin,  23,  was  nominated 

Saturday  as  the  New  Demo- cratic candidate  in  the  fed- 
eral riding  of  York  West. 

Miss  Brewin  is  the  daugh- ter of  Andrew  Brewin,  NDP 

member  for  Greenwood  dur- 
ing the  last  session,  and  the 

sister  of  Mary  Brewin,  pre- sident of  the  University  of 

Toronto  Students  Adminis- trative Council. 
She  will  be  opposed  in  the 

Nov.  8  election  by  former 
cabinet  minister  Robert 

Winters,  the  Liberal  candi- date, and  .  George  Hogan, 
secretary  of  the  Ontario 

Progressive  Conservative  As- 

sociation.   

IkaglHapT 

A  tape  recording  of  the Hon.  Jean  Lesage  at  the 
Hart  House  debate  this week  will  be  played  on 
CJRT-FM  (91.1)  Monday  at 
8  p.m.  The  report  in  The 
Varsity  that  it  would  be 

played  Thursday  was  er- roneous. 

BISSEL  (Cont'd) "The  defect  in  a  heavy  re- 
liance on  loans  —  aside  from 

their  deterrent  effect  —  is that  when  people  pay  back  a 
loan  they  will  feel  they  have 
discharged  their  obligation. 
But  that  obligation  is  life- 

long, and  money  received 
from  graduates  is  really  ca- 

pital that  will  give  the  uni- 
versities flexibility." The  Bladen  Report  recom- 
mended that  graduates  con- tribute one  per  cent  of 

their  annual  income  to  uni- 'versity  financing. 

Dr.  Bissell  also  expressed 
his  approval  of  the  empha- 

sis the  report  placed  on  as- sistance for  graduate  work 
and  research. 
"Canada  has  been  a  'has 

not'  in  this  area,"  the  presi- 
dent said,  "not  because  we 

haven't  got  it  but  because 
we  wouldn't  give  it.  If  the Bladen  recommendations 
are  followed,  we  shall  final- ly take  our  place  among  the 

fully  developed  nations." Dr.  Bissell  said  he  was  op- 
timistic that  the  recommen- 
dations of  the  Bladen  Re- 

port would  be  implemented 
by  the  various  levels  of  Ca- nadian government,  and 
termed  it  'fortuituous'  that 
the  report  was  published 
during  the  election  cam- 

paign. 



Blues  dig  in  for  big  effort 

pesky  Guelph  Redmen 
A  UTRFC 

Syndicated  Service 

If  Varsity's  rugger  squad 
expects  to  match  last  year's performance  they  are  going 
to  have  to  shoot  down  a 
bunch  of  Indians  when  ttey 
raid  the  Redmen  at  Guelph 
Saturday.  Although  they  are 
not  usually  a  strong  club 
the  Redmen  caused  Blues 
heap  big  trouble  last  year 
as  they  held  Varsity  to  a 
3-3  deadlock  in  a  game  Var- 

sity needed  to  win  to  re- 
main in  contention. 

After  a  lethargic  8-6  vic- 
tory over  the  weakened  Old 

Boys  team  from  the  Ontario 
Rugger  Union  League  the 
Guelph  game  looms  all  the 
bigger  a  challenge. 
The  Blues  certainly  did 

not  put  their  usual  fiery  ef- 
fort into  this  contest,  play- 

ed at  Varsity  Stadium  Tues- 
day evening,  a  fact  which  is 

evidently  bothering  them 
if  last  night's  intensive  work- out in  driving  rain  is  any indication. 

Cindermen  at 

Kingston  for 

track  opener 

By  RICH  PYNE 
Fourteen  members  of  To- 

onto's  perennial  intercol- 
legiate championship  team 

journey  to  Kingston  Satur- 
day for  an  invitational  at 

Royal  Military  College. 
Heading  the  list  of  spike- 

bearers  is  miler  Dave  Bailey 
who  will  move  down  to  the 
880  to  seek  opposition  from 
teammate  John  Loaring.  A 
1-2  sweep  is  expected  from 
this  pair  and  possibly 
also  in  the  mile  where  letter- 
men  Peter  Thompson  and 
Doug  MacDougall,  back 
from  a  two  year's  absence, will  carry  the  colours. 
Gurston  Dacks,  without  a 

running  mate  in  the  three 
mile,  although  Varsity  is 
loaded  with  them,  should 
fend  off  opposition  in  his event. 
Elsewhere  however  Blues 

will  have  to  toss  coins  for 
victories,  especially  in  the 
sprints  where  Uwe  Scharge's 
absence  will  leave  them 
ostensibly  weak. 
One  bright  spot  in  the 

field  events  is  the  acquisi- 
tion of  high-jumper  Gord 

Homer  who  is  capable  of  six 
foot  jumps  and  better.  Since 
the  intercoilegiate  cham- 

pionship was  won  at  5'10" 
last  year  he  could  turn  out 
to  be  one  of  the  few  fresh- 

men victors. 
Although  the  calibre  of 

opposition  is  unce  r  t  a  i  n 
Blues  could  return  with  as 
many  as  five  firsts  and  may 
even  display  surprising 
strength  in  additional  field events. 

For  avid  rugger  fans,  Mon- 
day October  11  at  2:30  in Victoria  Square  (Woodbine 

north  of  Hwy  7),  an  inter- 
collegiate all-star  team  sel- 

ected from  Varsity,  Queens 
and  Guelph  will  play  all- 
stars  from  the  Ontario 
Rugger  Union  League.  This 
will  be  the  fourth  such 
match,  the  previous  three 
being  won  by  the  ORUL  by 
close  scores  ...  No  selec- 

tions will  be  made  till  after 
Saturday's  game  but  Varsity is  expected  to  place  six 
players  on  the  team. 

In  the  Scrum:  Rod  Sand- 
ers is  expected  back  from 

England  next  week  and  will 
re-join  the  team  .  .  .  Satur- 

day Blues  II  play  away  at 
St.  Catharines  while  the 
Thirds  face  Irish  III  at  2:30 
on  the  back  campus. 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Vic,  Lawyers  win  openers 
By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

Rugger  and  Soccer  share 
the  spotlight  as  this  year's edition  of  interfaculty  team 
sports  moves  into  high  gear. 

Vic  I  and  Law  I,  the  two 
teams  to  beat  in  rugger 
both  scored  shutout  wins  in 
their  first  outings.  Vic downed  PHE  A  on  a  drop 
goal  by  Wraw  while  Law smothered  Trinity  A  8—0.  AI 
Major  and  John  Rodgers  led 
the  way  for  the  winning lawyers. 
In  other  rugger  action 

Hu  ether  and  Symons  each 
chalked  up  a  try  as  Wycliffe 
edged  Innis  6 — 3. 

SOCCER 
Vic  I,  Trinity  A  and  Sr. 

Eng.  all  marked  up  their  in- 
itial wins.  Vic  made  the most  of  a  first  half  goal  by 

Objectives  (continued) 
College  football  teams  as 
follows:   1.   U.   of  Alberta, 
2.  U.  of  Western  Ontario, 
3.  Queens,  4.  McMaster  .  . 
McMASTER!!!  5.  Varsity 
.  .  .  Earl  "The  Pearl"  Luns- ford  former  all  star  full- 

back with  the  Calgary  Stam- 
peders  was  in  Toronto  yes- 

terday to  scout  players eligible  for  the  Canadian Football  League  draft.  He 
is  touring  all  Canadian  col- 

leges in  search  of  football talent  .  .  .  Prediction,  Blues 
to  squeak  by  'S  t  a  n  g  s, Queens  to  wallop  McGil] Montreal. 

flux  gold... 
(continued  from  poge  20) 

team  representing  Canada  would  surely  then  have  little  dif- ficulty meeting  a  ?4,000  objective. 
It  has  been  suggested  one  benefit  game  at  Varsity Arena  between  Blues  and  the  NHL  Old  Timers,  for  exam- ple, could  cover  most  of  the  cost  if  promoted  properly The  Italian  Organizing  Committee  for  the  Student  Gam- es has  already  expressed  its  interest  in  having  a  Canadian team  represented  to  the  point  where  it  has  promised  7o pay  all  expenses  for  the  Canadian  team  once  ft  Trives  n 

oe  reiect'edtrr0'  '°        tU"e  °f  S°™  »•■«»  ™ 
oe  rejected  by  Canadian  universities 
tn  Jrf-w8™^  Canadian  college  students  an  opportunity 

can  he  n^h  °  In™°nal  -'hletic  organization"^  U  of  T can  help  the  cause  by  giving  CUS,  in  return,  tthe  opportuni- 

sm rftne  cot'trT  ̂   *  *  **  ̂  

BLUES  vs.  WESTERN 

CJRT-FM  91.1 
DELAYED  BROADCAST 

SATURDAY  AT  7  P.M. 

WEDNESDAY  FIVE  O'CLOCK  RECITAL Hart  House  Music  Committee  Presents 

"ED  THIGPEN  QUARTET " 
OCTOBER  13th MUSIC  ROOM 

Ladies  Welcome  -  No  Tickets  Necessary 

Rich  Senior  to  edge  Meds  A 1—0. 

George  Griffith  and  Chris 
Loat  each  scored  once  as 
Trinity  dropped  UC  I,  2—1. 
Dan  Eyimina  counted  once 
for  the  Redmen  in  a  losing effort.  In  the  other  game scheduled,  Sr.  Eng.  shutout 
SMC  A  2—0. 

LACROSSE 
In  an  exhibition  game  Vic 

I  upset  PHE  A  7—3.  PHE were  last  year's  winners  of the  Dafoe  trophy  awarded  to 
the  top  team  in  interfacult- 
ty  lacrosse. 
NOTES:  The  Scarlet  and 

Gold  of  Victoria  College  are off  to  another  great  season 
as  they  scored  victories  in the  three  games  they  have 
played  so  far.  Each  game was  in  a  different  sport. 

WHAT  IS  THE  STUDENT 
UNIVERSITY  HEALTH  AND 

ACCIDENT  PLAN? 

A 12  MONTHS',  WORLDWIDE,  COVERAGE 
B COMPREHENSIVE  SICKNESS  COVERAGE Pays  the  doctor  from  the  very  FIRST  coll 

c BLANKET  ACCIDENT  BENEFITS This  means  there  is  NO  LIMITED  SCHEDULE 

PLtK-  nrWTit  "  P°VS  whot  ,he  doc,or  Gorges. 
PLUS.  DENTAL  expense,  occidental  death,  and  dismemberment 

D The  ONLY  PLAN  in  Canada  DESIGNED  ESPECIALLY 
for  the  STUDENT  with  THESE  FEATURF* 

  $  1 8 NOTE:  If  you  have  not  received  your  brochure  oddi 
honal  f0  be  obtained  at  the  Registrar'T'office" 
FROS  „t  0MnC''  °HiC,e'  Graduate  Studies  Of  ce 
FROS,  Int.  House,  or  the  Health  Service. 

AIL  coverage  effective  IMMEDIATELY 

RED  CROSS 

AND  ROYAL  LIFE  INSTRUCTORS 

SLo.ifL?  6  *h!*c°?'*e  ̂ ich  lends  to  Instructors 
sK !      u"  M,th  *he  R°ya'  Life  a»<*  Red  Cross 

lTT^u0c^tot  ie.no'nP9mRoom' Hort  H— 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 
DIVING 

All  .nterested  in  try-outs  for  Intercollegiate  Divina  T„„m 

atP?[00°pSm!mmin9  P°°'  Be"SOn  Buildi"3.  Thursday,  Sctoblr  M 
GYMNASTICS 

ICE  HOCKEY 

,h.eRe  WJi"Dbe  °  ?!!e"'ls  ,or  °"  lce  HockeV  Representatives  in the  Boord  Room,  Thursday  October  14  5  00  p  m  yes 
a.  a,   ,CE  HOCKEY  OFFICIATING  CLINIC S1*  "J****  0ctoh«  30  -  Anyone  interested  contact R»^,  S  hockey  representative,  MissHewetr,  Room  1 02 

OrSin"  act'  J°°n  C°nne"'  927-3'08.'  Ice  Ho  key I  J  ,       D  °'e  now  in  sessio"  ««y  Tuesday  8am 
Lecture  Room,  Benson  Building.  All  interested  please  attend FIELD  HOCKEY 
WEEK  OF  OCTOBER  11 

,,«  Y^TN.       VarailyS.        Trinity  E.      Trinity  W. 8  °°  a.m.  PHEIIA-PHEIIB    PHE  lll-UC  PHEI-VIC 100  p.m.  Nursll-Trin.    

'■9°  °-m-  "  "  "  Trin-SMC     UC-Nurs  I 1.00  p.m.   -   . 

8  00  a  m.   Nursll-PHEI     SMC-Vic.  PHEIII-PHEIIA 
1.00p.m.      .. 

Fri. 

8.00  o.m,  -  
1.00  p.m.   Nursl-PHEIIB   -  
All  teams  interested  in  scheduling  Pratice  rimes  during  the  week contact  the  WAA  Office,  Room  102,  Benson  Building  (928-3441). 
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ITALY  BECKONS  IC
E  BLUES 

Varsify  Hockey  Blues  may  have  on 
opportunity  to  represent  Canada  at  the World  Student  Winter  Games  in  Turin, 
Italy,  next  February. 

Students'  Administrative  Council  lost 
night  approved  unanimously  a  motion 
requesting  the  U  of  T  Athletic  Directorate 
to  submit  an  application  on  behalf  of 

See  Column  At  Right 

Blues  to  the  Canadian  Union  of  Stu- dents. 
CUS  announced  this  week  it  plans  to 

send  a  Canadian  college  hockey  team  to 
the  Winter  Games,  Feb.  5  through  12. 
Applications  hove  been  sent  to  university 
athletic  directors  across  Canada  and 
student  governments  hove  been  asked  to lend  support. 

The  SAC  motion,  put  forward  by 
Gurston  Docks,  SAC  representative  to  the 
Athletic  Directorate,  states:  "The  SAC 

supports  in  principle  the  Canadian  Union 
of  Students  plan  for  sending  o  Canadian 
college  ice  hockey  team  to  the  Fourth 
World  Sudent  Winter  Games  and  favors 

an  application  on  the  part  of  the  Univer- 
sity of  Toronto  Athletic  Directorate  that 

Varsity  Blues  represent  Canada  at  these 

Games." CUS  gained  membersh:p  in  the  Fe- 
deration Internationale  Du  Sport  Univer- 

sitaire  (FISU),  world  student  organiiation 
which  sponsors  the  Games,  after  sending 
an  11-member  team  to  the  recent  Stu- dent Summer  Games  in  Hungary. 

Docks  told  SAC  U  of  T  stands  an 
excellent  chance  of  receiving  CUS  no- 

mination to  represent  Canada  because 
Blues  are  regarded  as  potentially  the 
strongest  college  team  in  the  country. 

Cost  of  the  venture  would  be  met 
through  government  and  private  grants 
and  funds  raised  by  the  university  select- ed for  the  Games. 

AT  LONDON 

Blues  have  two  objectives
  - 

beat  Mustangs,  conquer  jinx 
By  P.J.  PAPE 

When  Toronto's  most  ex- 
citing football  team,  the 

Varsity  Blues,  travel  t  o 
London  Saturday,  they  will 
be  out  to  defeat  two  old 
opponents;  the  University 
ul  Western  Ontario  Mus- 

tangs and  the  J.  W.  Little 
jinx. 

Since  1929  Blues  have  de- 
feated Western  34  times, 

lost  23  and  tied  7.  However, 
since  Johnny  "The  Bull" Metras  has  been  coaching 
'Stangs,  the  series  totals  are 
a  much  closer  15-14-4. 
This  season's  Western 

squad  is  stronger  than  ever, 
having  defeated  Blues  20-14 
and  stunned  Queen's  Gold- 

en Gaels  at  Kingston,  33-20. 
Nui  only  must  Varsity 

lace  such  a  powerful  team, 
ihev  must  also  cope  with 
the  J.  W.  Little  jinx. 

The  J.  W.  Little  Memorial 
Stadium,  where  Mustangs 
play  their  home  games,  has 
proved  to  be  such  a  psycho- 

logical aid,  that  Toronto 
has  not  won  a  game  there 
since  their  6-3  victory  in 1961. 
Two  seasons  ago  Western 

bombed    Blues    by  better 

RAY  REYNOLDS 
Beef  up  front 

than  35  points  at  the  Little 
Stadium,  only  to  see  Var- 

sity defeat  them  handily 
the  following  week  at  Var- 

sity Stadium. 

First  Place  At  Stake 
With  each  team  having 

won  one  in  row,  Toronto 
and  Western  will  be  out  to 
extend  their  win  streaks 
and  take  undisputed  posses- 

sion of  first  place  in  the 
SIFL. 
The  Mustangs  must  be 

considered  as  serious  con- tenders for  the  Yates  Cup 
having  knocked  off  Queens 
in  such  fine  style  last  week- end in  a  game  highlighted  b 
the  strong  running  of  'Stang halfback  Art  Froese. 
Froese  led  a  powerful 

ground  attack,  by  carrying 
the  football  for  198  yards  in 
31  carries.  Blues'  line  coach, 
Ron  Murphy,  figures  that 
beefy  defensive  tackles,  Ray 
Reynolds  and  Jim  Cher-naff should  be  able  to  plug  up 
the  centre  of  the  line  and 
contain  the  Mustang  ground 

game. 
NOTES:  The  New  college 

football  poll  rates  Canada's (continued  on  page  19) 

Blues  play  guessing  game 

and  soccer  in  London 

By  MARCI  McDONALD 
Varsity  soccer  Blues  will 

play  a  guessing  game  Satur- day. 
Meeting  Western  Mustangs 

in  London  for  their  con- 
ference opener.  Blues  have 

as  yet  no  clue  either  to  their 
own  lineup  or  their  oppo- 

nent's strength. Last  year  Mustangs  went 
down  2 — 1  and  5 — 0  before 
Varsity,  and  finished  an  un- 

'  threatening  second  to  last. This  year  however,  though 
the  scouting  reports  aren't official,  the  team  is  renewed 
and  revamped^ 
Already  they  have  one 

conference  win  to  their  cre- 
dit —  last  Saturday's  2 — 0 blanking  of  McMaster. 

The  win  puts  them  in  the 
conference  lead,  but  how  im- 

pressive this  is  has  yet  to  be 
determined.  McMaster,  last 
year's  major  threat  to  Var- sity in  the  west,  is  reported 
to  have  a  brand  new  lineup 
too. 
Meanwhile  Blues'  own 

ranks  are  riddled  with  in- 
juries. Captain  Dom  Dente  is  suf- fering from  a  foot  injury, 
wing"  Graham  Shiels  from  a groin  injury  forward  Frank 
Soppelsa  from  a  swollen  an- 

kle, and  halfback  Lou  May- 
hanovich  and  wing  Pat  Terr- 
longe  from  swollen  knees. 

Shiels  and  Mayhanovich 
are  still  on  the  dubious  list 
as  far  as  Saturday's  lineup. 

from  the 

cheap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 

GOLDEN  OPPORTUNITY  FOR  TORONTO  EVER  DEAR 
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One  thing  Blues  can  count 
on  Saturday  is  Western's wide  open  field  —  reported- 

ly the  biggest  and  best  in  the 
intercollegiate  circuit. 

It's  especially  important 
after  a  referee's  comment last  Saturday  that  the  only 
thing  he  could  see  wrong 
with  the  Varsity  team  was 
their  too-narrow  field. 
CORNER  KICKS:  This 

week  McGill  followed  up  its 
loss  to  Blues  by  another  — 
this  time  to  University  of 
Montreal  as  a  result  of  a 
3 — 1  victory  scored  two 
weeks  ago....  The  win  has 
been  forfeited  to  U  of  M,  af- ter McGill  confessed  to  an 
ineligible  player. 
The  same  thing  happened 

to  McGill  last  year  in  their 
opener  against  Blues. 

One  motion  adopted  last  night  by  the  Students  Admi- 
nistrative Council  amid  the  usual  quagmire  of  endless  busi- 

ness may  appear  on  the  surface  to  be  insignificant  But 
SAC's  approval  in  principle  of  Canadian  Union  of  Students 
plan  to  send  a  Canadian  college  hockey  team  to  represent 
This  country  at  the  World  Student  Winter  Games  in  Italy 
next  February  may  open  the  door  to  a  new  position  for students  in  college  sports. 

It  has  long  been  suggested  the  university  student  has 
little  voice  in  the  administration  of  college  sports.  CUS 
has  met  this  indictment  and  has  taken  the  first  step  to- 

ward change.  When  CUS  sent  a  contingent  of  all  athletes 
to  the  World  Student  Summer  Games  in  Budapest  in  August 

and  subsequently  gained  membership  in  the  Federation  In- ternationale Du  Sport  Universitaire  (FISU),  it  moved  into 
the  field  of  international  competition  on  behalf  of  Canad- ian university  students. 

Now,  with  its  membership  in  the  international  college 
sports  fraternity  recognized  both  abroad  and  at  home  (Ot- tawa defrayed  half  the  cost  of  travel  for  the  Budapest  trip 
through  its  physical  fitness  grants  program),  CUS  is  plann- 

ing to  send  a  hockey  team  to  the  Fourth  Winter  Games  at Turin,  February  5th  through  12th. 

Applications  have  been  sent  to  university  athletic  direc- tors across  the  country  and  appeals  for  support  forwarded 
to  all  student  governments,  CUS'  direct. representatives  on Canadian  campuses. 

HOCKEY  BLUES  COULD  BE  THE  BEST  EVER 

The  timing  of  such  a  venture  could  not  be  more  perfect 
for  University  of  Toronto.  Here  is  a  tremendous  opportunity 
for  U  of  T  to  contribute  directly  to  international  intercol- 

legiate competition,  college  hockey  in  Canada,  and  student 
sponsorship  of  athletic  organization.  For  this  year  at  Var- sity, we  have  what  will  perhaps  be  the  finest  college  hockey team  ever  assembled  at  one  university  in  Canada. 

Experienced  college  stars  such  as  Ward  Passi,  Peter 
Speyer,  Bob  Awrey,  Grant  Moore,  Gord  Gunningham,  Mur- 

ray Stroud,  Bobby  McClelland,  Gil  Farmer  and  brothers 
Steve  and  Hank  Monteith,  to  name  just  a  few,  have  returned 
to  Blues.  And  highly-rated  newcomers  include  Paul  Laurent, 
who  counted  100  points  for  Marlboros  in  the  OHA  Junior 
"A"  league  last  season,  and  goaltender  John  Wrigley  from 
University  of  New  Brunswick.  It  is  inconceivable  that  an 
application  from  U  of  T  would  be  turned  down  by  the  CUS 
selection  committee. 

The  motion  passed  unanimously  by  SAC  was  the  first 
evidence  of  students'  interest  and  willingness  to  support such  a  venture.  Gurston  Dacks,  SAC  representative  to  the 
U  of  T  Athletic  Directorate,  has  been  mandated  to  express 
to  the  Directorate  that  the  students  of  this  campus  favor 
an  application  being  made  to  CUS  on  behalf  of  Varsity 
Blues.  It  will  then  be  left  to  the  Directorate,  a  body  of  stu- 

dents and  faculty  members,  to  decide  ultimately  whether 
an  application  is  made. 

GIVE  CUS  A  CHANCE  TO  SEND  THE  TOP  TEAM 

In  addition  to  the  obvious  advantages  to  be  gained  by 
having  a  Varsity  team  represent  Canada  in  international 
competition,  other  factors  must  be  considered.  Canadians 
will  have  a  chance  to  see  what  a  set  college  team,  as  oppos- 

ed to  a  fabricated  all-star  team,  can  do  against  top  teams 
from  Russia,  Czechoslovakia,  Sweden,  Italy  and  Hungary. 
And,  more  important,  U  of  T  students  will  be  given  an  op- 

portunity to  show  they  are  capable  of  supporting  a  venture 
organized  completely  by  students  for  students. 

According  to  CUS,  some  $4,000  will  have  to  be  raised 
locally  on  top  of  government  grants.  This  could  provide  a 
boost  to  University  spirit  as  both  athletes  and  other  stu- 

dents come  together  to  help  raise  the'  necessary  funds. 
First  reaction  of  persons  connected  with  Blues  is  that 

raising  of  funds  would  present  no  problem.  Surely  there 
are  sufficient  parties  in  this  area  interested  enough  in  ama- 

teur sport  and  the  University,  who  would  be  willing  to  sup- 
port the  cause. 
There  is  precedent.  Last  season,  Varsity  Rugger  Blues, 

'  representing  only  the  University  in  a  sport  with  little  popu- lar following  in  Canada,  were  able  to  raise  more  than  $1,000 
for  an  exhibition  tour  of  Britain.    A  local  college  hockey 

(continued  on  page  19) 
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UOFT  TEACH-IN 
The  University  of  Toronto  was  the  scene  this  Thanks- 

giving weekend  of  an  historic  confrontation  between  speak 
ers  from  around  the  globe. 

The  International  Teach-in  on  the  theme  of  "Revolut- 
ion and  Ideological  Conflict"  was  heard  by  a  total  audience of  more  than  1,000,000  people. 
Attendance  at  the  actual  sessions  in  Varsity  Arena  rang- 
ed from  2,200  to  6,500.  The  others  heard  the  proceedings 

over  a  radio  network  which  spanned  the  United  States  and 
Canada. 

The  moods  of  the  live  audience  ranged  from  apathy  to 
verbal  protest,  but  the  over-all  tenor  of  the  weekend  led 
Teach-in  chairman  Charles  Hanly  to  describe  it  in  his  con- 

cluding remarks  on  Sunday  as  a  success. 

500  hear  Myerson  speak 
About  500  people  jammed  into  UC  West  Hall  Sunday 

night  to  hear  Michael  Myerson,  25,  graduate  student  at  the 
University  of  California  at  Berkeley,  present  his  view  of  the 
North  Vietnamese  position. 

Mr.  Myerson  had  been  invited  by  the  Teach-in  Commit- 
tee to  speak  at  the  Saturday  afternoon  session  on  Viet  Nam. 

He  was  told  Saturday  morning  that  he  would  not  be  allow- 
ed to  speak. 
The  special  Sunday  meeting  was  arranged  on  short  no- 
tice by  the  Student  Union  for  Peace  Action,  the  Student 

Christian  Movement  and  a  number  of  other  campus  orga- nizations, 
"I'm  in  a  rather  embarrassing  position,  "Mr.  Myerson 

told  the  overflow  audience.  "I'm  like  a  load  of  contraband, 
dirty  books  that  have  been  banned  from  the  country.  When 
they  are  finally  published,  everyone  want  to  peruse  the  pag- 

es. But  what  the}'  find  is  not  so  interesting  and  pretty  mild." Mr.  Myerson  read  the  speech  he  had  prepared  for  the 
teach-in  session  and  followed  it  with  some  comments  on 
his  recent  trip  to  North  Viet  Nam.  He  refused  to  comment 
on  the  possible  reasons  for  his  having  been  dropped  from 
the  Teach-in  agenda. 

After  the  building  closed,  the  meeting  adjourned  to  the 
UC  quadrangle. 

INSIDE  THIS  TEACH-IN  SPECIAL: 
page  2  —  Behind  the  demonstration, 
page  3  —  Session  4:  Patrick  Gordon  Walker 

and  others. 
pages  4  &  5  —  What  they  said  about  the  teach-in. 
page  6  —  Session  3:  Vietnam  debate, 
page  7  * —  Sessions  1  and  2:  Latin  America 

and  the  debate  between  Nekrasov 
and  Brzezinski. 

Professor  D.  D.  Evans  (U  of  T),  Choi 
Committee,  speaks  in  Varsity  Arena. 

nan  of  the  Program 

SESSION  3 

Speakers  urge  protest 

Universities  diverted 

Universities  are  being  di- 
verted from  doing  what  they 

were  created  for,  George 
Grant,  professor  of  religion 
at  McMaster  University,  told 
the  International  Teach-in on  Sunday. 
He  expressed  pessimism 

about  the  possibility  of  stop- 
ping universities  from  being 

turned  into  a  training 
ground  for  men  who  will 
keep  the  technological  appa- ratus going. 

Prof.  Grant,  author  of  La- ment for  a  Nation,  said  that 

this  generation  must  face 
the  fact  that  in  the  techno- 

logical era  masses  of  people don't  count. 
He  said  he  agreed  with 

the  analysis  of  the  "New Left"  about  the  inhumanity 
of  our  multiversities  and 
other  institutions. 

"They  seem  to  think  that 
these  massive  institutions 
which  stifle  human  excellen- 
qe  can  be  overcome,"  he said,  and  I  think  this  arises 
from  a  profound  misinter- 

pretation of  modern  histo- 

ry." 

He  maintained  the  Cana- dians still  have  a  more  real 

poli t ica  1  c hoice  which  they 
should  use  "to  be  citizens  of 
a  country  that  is  a  satellite 

of  no  country." This  means,  he  explained, 
that  Canadians  "must  see  to 
it  that  the  party  that  has 
always  stood  for  integration 
with  the  United  States  does 

not  get  a  majority." Prof.  Grant  also  warned 
the  new  left  not  to  be 
over-confident  about  succed- 
ing  in  bringing  .abaut__a  so- cial revolution  in  North 
America,  just  because  they 
were  successful  in  the  south- ern civil  rights  struggle. 

Spectrum  for  pacifists 
Professor  Staughton  Lynd 

of  the  Yale  history  depart- 
ment proposed  a  "spectrum 

of  possible  action"  for  paci- fists in  the  face  of  the 
"prevailing  pattern"  of  Am- erican military  action. 
"Young  Americans  can  go 

to  North  Viet  Nam  and  re- 
build hospitals  and  schools, ' Prof.  Lynd  said. 

"They  can  defy  the  Logan 
Act  and  negotiate  directly 
with  the  National  Libera- 

tion Front. 
"We  can  create  an  alter- 

nate selective  service  sys- 
tem. Outside  every  draft  in- duction centre  have  a 

table  where  a  young  man 
can  sign  up  for  two  years  of 
service  at  constructive  work 
in  America  or  abroad,"  he said. 

Prof.  Lynd,  who  described 
himself  as  a  Quaker,  con- 

scientious objector  and  re- 
ligious pacifist,  said  this would  be  the  first  step  in 

realizing  the  great  vision  of 
that  line  from  a  play  of  the 
nineteen  thirties:  "Someday 
they'll  have  a  war  and  no- 

body will  come." 

"We  may  be  stripped  of 
our  identity  in  our  own 
country,  but  then  we  be- come citizens  of  the  world. 
And  only  he  can  become  a 
citizen  of  the  world  who  is 
willing  to  fight  for  humani- 

ty in  his  own  country.' Said  Prof.  Lynd:  "When Lumumba  was  murdered,  I 
was  not  an  African.  When 
Santo  Domingo  was  invad- 

ed, I  was  not  a  Latin  Amer- ican. When  women  and  chil- 
dren were  burned  and  tor- tured in  Viet  Nam,  I  was 

not  an  Asian.  And  when Americans  are  imprisoned, 

it  will  be  too  late." 

The  first  night  teach-in  audience  was  large, iostic. and  enthus- 

US  can't  run  world 
The  American  government 

must  not  try  to  run  the 
whole  world,  Professor  Ri- 

chard Mann  of  the  Univer- 
sity of  Michigan  said. The  American  policy  in 

Viet  Nam  is  "unjust  and  im- 
moral. I'm  teribly  concern- 

ed with  what  my  govern- 
ment is  doing,"  Prof.  Mann said. 

"I  think  the  American  Go- 
vernment is  operating  on  the 

bully  theory.  They  feel  they 
are  the  heroic  protectors  of 
innocent  Viet  Nam,  "but  I  do 
not  agree  about  who  is  the 
bully,"  he  said. Professor  Mann  sneered  at 

his  government  for  not  send- 

ing a  representative  to  the 
teach-in. Stock  excuses  given  by  the 
State  Department  were: 
"Hell,  we're  too  busy",  and 
'  What  guarantee  is  there 
that  we  won't  get  pushed 
around  at  this  teach-in 
thing?"  and  "We  never  de- 

bate foreign  policy  on  for- 
eign soil"  and  "The  program 

is  stacked  against  us",  ho 
said. Prof.  Mann  also  criticized 
the  U.S.  Government  for  not 
consulting  its  allies  over 
Viet  Nam,  for  cancelling 
teach-in  speaker  Cheddi  la- 

gan's visa,  and  for  classify- 
ing its  critics  as  either 

"kooks"  or  "Commies". 

Active  role  needed 
Lord  Fenner  Brockway,  a 

Labour  peer  and  chairman 
of  the  British  Council  for 
Peace  in  Viet  Nam,  explain- 

ed that  modern  world  events 
demand  an  activist,  not  pa- 
cificts,  role  of  the  conscien- tious objector. 

"If  you  want  someone  to 
win,"  the  National  Liberati- on Front  supporter  said, 
"you  must  help  them  to 

win." 

He  said  that  when  a  coun- try's demands  outrage  its 
citizens'  inner  convictions, 
their  loyalty  should  be  not See  "Brockway",  page  2 
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Protest  loses  out 
By  HEATHER  MITCHELL 

A  "non-revolt"  Saturday  and  a  sit-in  Sunday  kept  a  small 
group  of  disgruntled  students  dashing  from  one  corrider  or- 

ganizational meeting  to  another. Serious,  anxious  faces  reflected  determination  to  do 
something  to  protest  an  edict  forbidding  Michael  Myerson 
to  speak  on  the  North  Vietnamese  position. 

Despite  the  hurried  huddles  in  the  halls,  Saturday  s  de- 
monstration never  came.  Sunday's  sit-in  attracted  little  at- 

tention. 
Saturday's  plan  failed  because  the  demonstration  lead* ers  were  talking  when  they  should  have  been  organizing. 
They  wanted  the  Teach-in  committee  to  explain  to  the audience  before  Robert  Scalapino  spoke  Saturday  why  Mr. 

Myerson  was  taken  off  the  program.  They  wanted  an  an- 
nouncement that  Mr.  Myerson  would  speak  at  Philosopher's Walk  after  the  session. 

They  got  neither. The  Student  Union  for  Peace  Action  and  some  members 
of  the  Students  for  a  Democratic  Society  planned  to  get  Mr. 
Myerson  to  the  microphone  on  stage  just  as  Dr.  Scalapino 
started  to  speak. 

Sympathetic  students  were  peppered  in  the  south  sec- tion to  distract  police.  The  police  were  tipped  off  that  the 
demonstration  was  coming  from  the  north  end. 

Press  passes  were  worn  by  others  to  get  past  ushers 
reserving  front  row  seats  for  newsmen. 

As  soon  as  Dr.  Scalapino  began  to  speak  the  south  sec- 
tion was  to  create  a  disturbance  so  the  police  would  rush 

from  the  north  to  drag  them  out. 
The  fraudulent  newsmen  were  to  leap  over  the  press 

tables  and  push  Mr.  Myerson  on  stage. 
Hisses  and  shouts  of  "let  Myerson  speak"  greeted  Dr. 

A  small  group  of  protesters  lost  out  to  general  inertia  and their  own  inefficiency. 

Scalapino  but  there  was  no  charge  across  the  press  tables. The  Teach-in  committee  had  kept  the  leaders  talking until  there  was  no  time  left  to  organize. 
Sunday's  sit-in  was  to  get  publicity  for  the  protest.  The Teach-in  committee  already  had  agreed  to  announce  a  Myer- son meeting  Sunday  night. 
About  25  people  (SUPA  says  75)  blocked  the  speakers' path  to  the  stage.  Police  dragged  them  out  quickly. Nobody  was  injured,  but  everybody  got  dirty  "The police  handled  us  very  carefully,"  Mark  Robinson,  a  Buffalo State  University  SDS  member  said. 
The  police  would  not  admit  there  had  been  an  incident 

Brockway  (continued) 

to  their  country,  "but  the 
whole  human  family." Where  freedom  of  expres- 

sion and  criticism  exists, 
such  as  in  the  United  States 
and  Canada,  "citizens  have 

the  moral  obligation  to  pro- 
test against  "things  they think  are  wrong,"  he  said. "And  we  should  not  be 

happy,"  he  added,  "until teach-ins  become  deeds-out." 

Freedman  (continued) 

Canadian  criticism  of  Amer- ican policies. 
I  hope  the  day  never  ar- 

rives when  any  self-respect- Canadian  will  be  guilty 
of  the  self-mutilation  of anti-Americanism,"  he  said. 

Mr.  Freedman  praised  the 
Marshall  Plan  saying,  "we 
have  built  up  a  power  in 
Europe  able  to  talk  back 
to  the  U.S."  He  said  the 
plan  was  often  overlooked 

by  critics  of  American  for- eign policy. 
Mr.  Freedman  also  decried the  absence  of  Canada  from 

the  Organization  of  Ameri- can States.  Referring  to  Ca- nadian criticism  of  U.S. policy  in  Latin  America,  he said,  "It  is  easy  to  improve the  clarity  of  your  criticism 
when  you  are  not  hindered 

by  responsibility." 

Page 
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SESSION  4 

Disagree  on  US  role 
Revolution  and  the  Right  to  Self-Determination.  Patrick 

Cordon  Walker  said  the  west  had  only  a  temporary  role  to 
play  in  Asia,  but  stressed  that  China  must  be  contained. French  communist  Roger  Garaudy  described  foreign  aid  as 
a  form  of  neo-coionialism,  and  advocated  low-interest  loans rather  than  private  investment.  Professor  Ali  Mazrui  of  Af- 

rica decried  interference  within  the  affairs  of  one  continent 
by  another,  and  said  the  problem  of  South  Africa  might  have 
to  be  settled  by  violence.  Political  analyst  Max  Freedman 
cautioned  against  extreme  Canadian  criticism  of  U.S.  foreign 
policy.  The  chairman  was  U  of  T  President  Claude  Bissell.  .. 

Defends  role  in  Asia 
Patrick  Gordon  Walker, 

former  foreign  secretary  in 
the  present  British  Labor 
government,  told  the  Sun- 

day morning  session  that 
the  Western  posture  in  Asia 
can  be  defended. 
"But  we  must  recognize 

this  posture  as  a  temporary 
one,"  he  said.  "We  must 
find  substitutes  for  our- 

selves to  provide  a  natural 
Asian  balance  against  China, 
and  then  fit  this  balance 
into    a   world   balance  in 

order  to world 
preserve 

peace." 

Mr.  Gordon  Walker  said 
the  Soviet  Union  and  the 
West  were  on  the  same  side 
in  Asian  affairs. 
"We  both  want  to  check 

China,"  he  said,  "and  to  do this  effectively  we  must 
maintain  and  extend  the 
presente  detente  with  the 
Soviet  Union." As  a  result,  he  said,  Rus- 

sia and  the  West  can  cor-" rectly  claim  to  be  preserv- 
ing world  peace.  "The  Chin- ese are  on  the  side  of  re- 

volution," he  said,  "but  we 
are  on  the  side  of  delf-de- 
termination.  Chinese  power 
makes  self  •  determination 
almost  impossible  for  its 

neighbors." But,  Mr.  Walker  contin- 
ued, "if  we  wish  to  be  on the  side  of  revolutionary 

change  we  must  let  China 
into  the  United  Nations." 

He  said  the  UN  was  mean-, 
ingless  without  the  world's largest  nation,  and  stressed 
the  role  which  world  opin- 

ion could  have  on  Chinese 
policy  if  that  country  were 
a  member. 

Mr.  Walker  held  out  no 
feasy  solutions  to  the  prob- 

-  -  photos  by  NORM  FISHER 
P.  G.  WALKER 

lems  created  by  the  at- 
tempts of  the  emerging  na- 

tions to  achieve  self-deter- mination. 
"There  is  no  absolute 

right  to  revolution  or  to 
self-determination,"  he  said. 
He  pointed  out  that  these 

events  took  place  in  a 
world  context,  and  that  they 
could  affect  directly  the  re- lations between  the  great 

powers. "A  mixture  of  outside 
force  in  revolutions  cannot 
be  condemned  absolutely," he  said. 
"We  must  try  to  be  guid- 

ed in  judging  intervention 
by  considering  various  ques- tions in  each  case:  is  the 
revolution  directed  against 
tyranny;  has  another  coun- try already  intervened;  has 
the  country  asked  for  help 
and  what  kind  of  govern- ment made  the  request;  is 
the  issue  of  world  peace  in- 

volved." Gifts  increase  dependency 
Roger  Garaudy,  former 

vice-president  of  the  French 
National  Assembly  and 
member  of  the  French  Com- 

munist Party,  said  that  U.S. 
foreign  aid  was  a  form  of 
"neo-colonialism." 
Reading  from  an  English 

translation,  he  said  U.S.  gifts 
and  private  investment  in 
under-developed  countries 
only  increased  the  recipi- 

ent's dependency  on  the  U.S. Mr.  Garaudy,  director  of 
the  Centre  of  Marxist  Stu- 

dies and  Research  in  Paris, 
said  the  United  States  plac- 

es far  too  great  an  emphas- 
is on  military  aid  to  under- 

developed countries. 
Mr.  Garaudy  repeated 

charges  made  earlier  by 
Cheddi  Jagan  that  U.  S.  for- 

eign aid  was  falling  into  the 
hands  of  "parasitical  ele- 

ments." "For  every  one  dollar  in- vested in  Latin  America,  the 
U.S.  monopolies  bring  back 
three,"  he  said. 
American  Aid  has  brought 

bankruptcy  to  South  Viet 
Nam,  Garaudy  said.  "Instead of  contributing  to  greater 
industry  it  has  caused  half 
the  population  to  be  engag- 

ed in  unproductive  work." Many     Latin  American 

countries  are  economically 
and  politically  dependent  on 
the  U.S.  because  they  are 
one-crop  countries,  he  said 
What  the  under-developed 

countries  ned  most  are  low- 
interest  loans  —  repayable 
in  national  products,  not 
foreign  currency — and  uni- versal education,  he  said. 
Cuba  was  an  example 

where  illiteracy  had  been 
practically  wiped  out  in  the 
one  year  folowing  the  revo- lution. 
And  because  of  low-inter- est loans  from  Rusia,  he 

said,  North  Viet  Nam's  eco- nomy had  expanded  20  per 
cent  while  South  Viet  Nam's was  stagnating. 

Calls  for  isolation 
South  Africa  should  be 

isolated  diplomatically  and 
economically,  Professor  Ali 
Mazrui  of  Kenya  told  the 
Teach-in. 

Professor  Mazrui  said  that 
even  this  kind  of  pressure 
may  not  be  sufficient  to 
make  South  Africa  change 
its  racial  policies.  He  sug- 

gested that  violence  may 
then  be  the  only  alternati- 

However,  he  warned  that 
the  initiative  for  any  milita- 

ry interference  should  come within  the  continent  itself. 
Only  i  f  such  interference 
failed,  should  an  extra-ter- ritorial appeal  be  made,  and 
then  to  the  United  Nations 
and  not  any  major  power. 
He  explained  that  the 

principle  of  continental  ju- 
risdiction should  be  estab- 

lished in  the  world.  The  Or- 
ganization of  African  Unity 

should  deal  with  African 
problems. 
He  explained  military  in- 

tervention by  another  coun- 
try of  the  same  continent 

and  race  would  be  less  con- 
spicuous than  intervention 

by  a  country  from  outside the  continent. 
According  to  this  prin- 

ciple, Professor  Mazrui  said, 
Cuban  intervention  in  Santo 

Domingo  would  be  less  "ex- ternal" than  North  Ameri- 
can interference. 

Policy  too  short-range 
"American  foreign  policy in  Asia  is  too  short-range  in 

its  objectives,"  the  Satur- 
day morning  audience  was 

told  by  Max  Freedman. 
The  Washington  journal- 

ist said  America  was  "too 
interested  in  reading  the  re- 

sults of  its  policy  in  mili- 
tary timetables  rather  than 

social  and  economic  im- 
provements. In  his  brief  rhetorical 
speech,  Mr.  Freedman  also 
coutioned   against  extreme 

See  "freedman",  page  2 
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Teach-in  only  a  beginning 
Precedent  is  a  word  often  used  lightly  in  our  society. 
Each  breakthrough  in  deoderont  research  is  hoiled 

with  a  flood  of  superlatives;  each  bestseller  is  described 
in  prose  so  extravagant  that  language  becomes  meaning- 

less; each  new  product  of  the  automobile  industry  becomes 
the  apotheosis  of  the  motorcar. 

Amid  this  welter  of  mispresenfotion  on  actual  pre- 
cedent often  posses  unnoticed. 

Such  should  not  be  the  case  with  the  International 
Teach-in. 

The  precedent  was  the  occurrence.  And  although  mony 
faults  can  legitimately  be  ascribed  to  the  Teach-in,  that 
it  actually  took  place  at  all  and  accomplished  as  much  as 
it  did  is  sufficient  reason  for  declaring  it  a  success. 

The  program  was  planned  as  an  educational  one.  Any 
person  in  attendance  who  did  not  gain  from  the  speeches 
of  men  like  Patrick  Gordon  Walker,  George  Grant,  Sfaugh- ton  Lynd  ond  Richard  Mann  some  ideas  for  action  in  our 
confused  society  was  simply  not  listening. 

Anyone  who  did  not  learn  from  the  remarks  of  Alt 
Mazrui  or  Cheddi  Jagan  or  Phuong  Margain  something 
of  what  the  newer  nations  of  the  world  feel  was  not  listen- 
ing. 

Anyone  who  does  not  understand  the  rationale  behind 
American  foreign  policy  after  hearing  Adolphe  Berle  or 
Robert  Scolopino  was  not  listening. 

Anyone  who  did  not  gain  some  insight  into  the  cur- 
rent relationship  between  Russia  and  the  United  States 

from  the  remarks  of  Messrs.  Nekraskov  and  Brzezinski  was 
not  listening. 

There  may  have  been  those  in  attendance  who  had 
all  this  information  without  benefit  of  the  teach-in.  But  such 
people  are  a  minority  on  this  campus. 

There  may  have  been  those  present  who  wanted  to 
turn  this  teoch-in  into  a  protest.  But  such  people  ore  pre- mature. 

Protest  is  not  possible  without  information,  and  un- til this  teach-in  took  place,  such  information  was  unavail- able in  such  a  dramatic  form. 
The  question  which  now  faces  all  those  who  attended 

the  crowded  events  of  the  past  weekend  is  the  question  of acting  meaningfully  upon  the  information  they  have  re- ceived. 
Several  courses  of  action  ore  open.  They  may  unite  with existing  groups  whose  aim  is  to  moke  Canadians  aware by  protest  of  the  injustices  and  iniquities  in  our  country and  the  world. 

 .  Th7L  m?V  foke  Professor  Grant's  point  of  view  and analyse  the  fact  that  protests  seem  to  be  producing  very few  meaningful  results  on  these  questions 
which  W,d  Jrhk'e  Qre,°f  C°,urse  cther  ̂ motives.  The  point which  must  be  made  ,s  that  the  teach-in  can  only  be  a  be- ginning,  no  matter  what  eoch  individual  gained  from  it 
achieved  09Ue  Thich  the  sPeQk<=rs  of  the  teach-in acnieved  ,n  varying  degrees  among  themselves  ond  with  the audience  must  be  continued  and  expanded  between  he individuals  w.ho  attended  that  teach-in 

wish  tedehfQeneHnth  ̂ 7  °Ur  dUty  by  'iStenin9  Those  *h° 
"eveml  voi  d     ,he.stQtus  1U°  ™*t  now  realize  they  have 
end  i  °PPuS'ng  P?'ntS  0f  View  aaQi™  "hich  to  de fend  ,t.  Those  who  opt  for  change  must  realize  now  that change  is  not  a  matter  of  slogans  only  but  a  matter  of communication  with  those  they  oppose 
and  th„  ,e°Ch"in  Qchieved  much;  those  who  organized  it and  the  university  as  a  whole  should  justly  take  prfde  in 

hnrH  \l  !  UP  Where  ,he  ,eQch-in  'eft  off  will  continue  to 

Signed"  ̂ coTnte0'  ̂   ̂ ™T£ 

varsity 
TORONTO i^F 

the  univo  ■  council,  Communications,  Inc.,  lot 
Vorsltv  I,     m     ™""7  01  ,h!!  University  „,  To.onto.  Tho 
o  specie!  LZ*^     ,  ,     „°  Conodi°"  University  Pre*  on„ speciol  member  ot  U  Prcsso  Etudionle  Nalionole. 
Ibllltv  I'f'tr  .T,'"""1  ?  'hiS  """WW"  ore  the  respons- 
Adepts-  counc?    '  ™ "'"""'"v  <"<■»  of  th. ucnts:  council  or  admlnistrotion  of  the  university. 
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AH  the  mikes  worked 

By  PAUL  CARSON 

Mechanically  the  Teach-In  was 
perfect.  Chairmen  were  efficient 
and  suave.  Ushers  were  cordial  but 
firm.  All  the  microphones  worked. 

Intellectually,  the  Teach-in  had 
faults.  Michael  Myerson,  invited  to 
explain  the  North  Vietnamese  posit- 

ion, was  forbidden  to  speak.  Panel- 
ists wandered  in  their  speeches. 

Vague,  almost  rhetorical  questions 
from  the  audience  used  up  time  for 
panel  discussion. 

More  than  5,000  people  attended 
the  three-day  session.  They  came 
from   all   over   Canada,   and  from 

"No-one  is  too  young  to  be 

indoctrinated." 

many  of  the  northern  slates.  Two 
flew  in  from  Cambridge  University, 
England. 

"I  am  quite  pleased  with  the  ef- forts of  the  Toronto  committee  in 
organization  and  presentation  of  the 
Teach-In,"  Professor  A.  Harbury  said. 
He  came  from  the  University  of  Mi- 

chigan, Ann  Arbor,  to  attend. 

"However,  because  so  many  speak- 
ers are  sticking  to  their  respective 

governments'  positions,  the  hoped- for  dialogue  had  degenerated  into 
first  a  monologue  and  then  an  ideo- 

logue," he  said. 
Student  demonstrations  protesting 

Myerson 's  removal  from  the  Satur- 
day afternoon  agenda  were  con- demned, or  not  understood. 

"The  demonstration,  if  you  can 
call  it  that,  was  hard  to  understand 
and  seemed  to  be  purposeless,"  Eli- zabeth Turek  (I  SMC)  said. 

Professor  Charles  Hanly,  chairman 
of  the  Teach-in  Committee,  said: 
"We  will  not  bow  to  any  threats  of 
demonstrations  or  interruptions. 
The  overwhelming  applause  on  Sa- 

turday showed  conclusively  that  the 
audience  will  not  tolerate  any  fur- 

ther demonstrations." 
His  comment  came  after  sit-in  de- 

monstrators were  dragged  out  of 
Varsity  Arena  Sunday  afternoon. 

"The  demonstrators  succeded  only 
in  focusing  more  support  in  favour 
of  Professor  Scalapino."  Peter  An- derson (IV  History)  said. 

A  high  school  teacher  in  the  aud- 
ience said  that  because  her  section 

of  the  audience  didn't  understand 
the  background  of  the  Myerson  af- 

fair, they  thought  the  protesting  stu- dents were  a  bunch  of  rude  hecklers. 

Four  staffers  of  Viet  Report  came 
from  New  York  City  for  the  Teach- 
in.  Viet  Report  describes  itself  as  an 
emergency  news  bulletin  on  south- 

east Asian  affairs,  and  hopes  each  is- sue will  be  its  last. 

Stanley  Millet,  on  Viet  Report's advisory  board,  called  Nguyen  Phu 
Due's  speech  on  Saigon's  position boring.  He  was  surprised  at  the  line 
taken  by  Phuong  Margain,  cabinet 
minister  of  neutralist  Cambodia. 

"It  is  the  strongest  official  criti- que of  American  policy  yet  made  by 
a  representative  of  his  country." 
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-  -  photo  by  NORM  FISHER 
I  he  teach-in  wos  well  attended  by  the  Metropolitan  Toronto police  force.  They  were  inscrutable. 

absence  of  Michael  Myerson  was ejected  from  the  arena. 

Nevertheless,  most  of  the  politi- 
cal polemic  found  its  way  into  the 

hands  of  the  audience  —  thence  to 
the  garbage  pail. 

On  Sunday  afternoon,  the  Teach- 
in  Committee  distributed  a  ques- 

tionnaire among  certain  sections  of 
the  audience. 

It  asked  for  general  observations 
on  the  format  and  organization  of 
the  teach-in,  and  attempted  to  elicit 
the  students'  views  on  several  spe- cific proposals  dealing  with  south- east Asia. 

lecled  at  the  arena  on  Saturday  will 
put  us  slightly  over  the  top." 

Very  few  of  those  who  attended 
were  able  to  formulate  a  concise  de- 

finition of  the  effect  of  the  teach-in. 

A  typical  comment  was  made  by 
Helen  Chomolok  (II  Vic):  "It  creat- 

ed an  awareness  of  the  problems, 
and  exposed  us  to  the  many  differ- 

ing views  about  them." 
Many  paraphrased  a  section  from 

Staughton  Lynd's  speech  of  Sunday afternoon,  and  said  that  the  teach- 
in  had  proven  that  student  partici- 

pation in  active  pressure  groups 
could  have  a  valuable  effect  on  go- vernmental policy. 

-  -  pholo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
John  Lejdermon  (left)  is  removed  from  the  mike  in 
Varsity  Arena  offer  attempting  to  deliver  an  im- promptu speech  on  Viet  Nam. 

Officials  said  that  the  results 
would  be  implemented  in  the  plann- 

ing of  similar  teach-ins  in  the  fu- ture. 
For  those  who  are  interested  in 

such  mundane  matters,  the  teach-in 
should  be  a  financial  success. 

Carman  Guild,  chairman  of  the 
budget  committee,  told  The  Var- 

sity: "I  am  confident  that  the  out- 
standing pledges  plus  the  $3,000  col- 

The  most  intriguing  comment  was 
made  by  Professor  Hanly  himself 
about  ten  days  before  the  teach-in 
opened. 

"The  results  will  be  mainly  long 
term,"  he  said.  But  in  any  case,  it 
is  ironic  that  the  most  progressive 
and  imaginative  intellectual  activity 
of  the  year  is  taking  place  at  the 
most  staid  and  conservative  univer- 

sity in  Canada-;" 

ATTENTION  PLAYWRIGHTS 
U.T.D.C.  OF  S.A.C. 

THIRD  ANNUAL 

PL  AY  WRITING  COMPETITION 
FOR  ALL  STUDENTS 

SUBMISSION  TO  S.A.C.  OFFICE 
DEADLINE  FRIDAY  OCTOBER  15 

FOR  INFORMATION  PHONE 
SHELAGH  HEWITT  922-8552 

THE  STUDY  COMMUNITIES  OF  THE  SCM 
The  moin  life  of  the  SCM  is  to  be  found  in  its  bosic  groups  the study  communities.  Smoll  numbers  of  students  meet  for  supper and  discussion  weekly.  Membership  is  open  to  onyone.  Topics  for study  ond  discussion  will  be  decided  by  the  group.  Ample  resourc- es, in  study  helps  ond  experienced  people,  will  be  ovoiloble  to  the groups.  Guidelines  for  the  communities  will  be: 
DIVERSITY  _  We  believe  thot  people  of  different  points  of  view  ond trom  different  foculties  should  meet  each  other. 
SENSITIVITY  —  We  hope  thot  effort  will  be  mode  to  meet  the  reol  n«eds of  mdividual  members  and  to  hear  the  contribution  of 
HONESTY       —  Difficulties  will  not  bo  skirled.  We  expect  the  oroups to  struggle  to  resolve  their  tensions. 
FREEDOM        —  The  group  con  go  where action  projects. wants,  to  go 

study 

If  you  ore  interested  in  being  o  member  of  one  of  these  groups pleose  apply  soon  to  the  SCM  Office,  Hort  House.  (923-9727) 
The  groups  will  be  forming  this  week;  don't  delay. 
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Rudolf   Mognus.    Pub.   at   3.50    COLES  PRICE  1  00 ANIMAL  DIVERSITY  —  E.  D.  Hanson.  Pub.  ot  1.95  .  .  COLES  PRICE  .50 THE  PLANT  KINGDOM  —  H.  C.  Bald:  Pub.  ot  1.95  COLES  PRICE  50 THE  LIFE  OF  THE  GREEN  PLANT 
*.  W,   Golston.   Pub.  at  1.95    COLES  PRICE  .50 I 

VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP  I visit  our 

COLES 
726  YONGE  ST. 
SOUTH  OF  BLOOR 



JOIN  D  OF  T  FLYING  CLUB  NOW 
Learn  to  Fly  at  Reduced  Rotes 

INTRODUCTORY  LESSON  $3.50 

CENTRAL  AIRWAYS 
Downtown  Island  Airport EM.  3  -2424 

NOW  OMN  IN  YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD 
NEW  YORK 
PIZZA  HOUSE 

620  YONGE  ST. 
We  specialize  in  New  York New  England  style  piwi Home  Mode  Spaghetti. 
1  FREE  PIZZA  WITH 

EVERY  5  TO  TAKE  OUT FOR  FAST  SERVICE CALL  —  925-1736 FREE  DELIVERY 

DELEGATES  WANTED 

For  Conference  On  World  Affairs 
AT  McGIU  UNIVERSITY 

Wednesday,  November  10  to  Saturday,  November  13 TOPIC: 
The  New  Dimension  Of  War  And  Peace: 

Afro-Asian  Theatre 

Applications  accepted  in  SAC  Office 
until  5  p.m.  Monday,  October  18. 

! D YAWAMOS ! 
(Volunteers  only 
S'fl  vous  plait) 

A  Spunky  Supersonic 
Age  7  requests  tender counselling  in: •  ENG. 

•  MATHS. 
•  SCIENCE •  MUSIC 
•  FT. •  FINE  ARTS Gratefully 

WA..  4-3976  offer  9  p.m. 

HOMECOMING 

WEEKEND 

HOMECOMING  SHOW 

OSCAR  BRAND 

AND 

Phoenix  Singers 

FRIDAY  OCTOBER  15     8:30  P.M. 

Tickets  on  sale  S.A.C.  Office  now  $1.50  (tax  inci.) 

ARENA  A  GO  GO 

VARSITY  ARENA 
IMMEDIATELY  AFTER  FOOTBALL  GAME 

ADMISSION  SO? 

BLUE  &  WHITE 

HOMECOMING 

FOOTBALL  DANCE 

HART  HOUSE  9:00  P.M. 

SATURDAY  OCTODER  16 

TICKETS  ON  SALE  S.A.C.  OFFICE  NOW 

Price  $2.50  per  couple 

SESSION  3 

VIETNAM  FIGHT  GOES  VERBAL 

despite  jeers  from  his  audience.  Phuong  Mar  gam  of  Cam- 
bodia slid  the  American  presence  denied  Vietnamese  free- 

dom  Nguyen  Phu  Due  of  South  Vietnam  said  the  revohmon 
was  not  indigenous.  The  position  of  the  NLF  was  present- ed  by  William  Worthy.  . 

Prof.  Scalapino  made  his 
speech  seemingly  unper- turbed by  a  handful  of 
hecklers  who  were  protest- 

ing the  cancellation  of 
Michael  Myerson's  partici- 

pation in  the  session.  Myer- 
son,  a  former  graduate  stu- dent at  Berkeley,  was  to 

explain  the  North  Vietna- mese viewpoint  in  the  war. 
Prof.  Scalapino  main- 

tained the  U.S.  must  demon- 
strate to  China  that  "we  are 

not  paper  tigers  and  that 
we  do  not  intend  to  sur- 

render." 

Cheers  and  jeers 
Professor  Robert  Scalapi- 

no was  alternately  cheered 
and  jeered  as  he  defended 
the  United  States'  policy  in 
South  Viet  Nam  at  the  Sa- 

turday afternoon  session  of 
the  International  Teach-in. 
A  professor  of  political science  at  the  University  of 

California  at  Berkeley,  he 
told  the  audience  that  with- 

drawal of  U.S.  forces  from 
Viet  Nam  would  lead  to 
war,  not  peace,  because  it 
would  vindicate  the  Chin- 

War  not  indigenous 
North  Viet  Nam  must 

make  the  first  move  in 
stopping  the  war  in  Viet 
Nam,  the  South  Vietnamese 
Government  representative 

said. Nguyen  Phu  Due,  a  for- mer South  Vietnamese  dele- 
gate at  the  UN,  said  that  the 

war  was  not  an  indigenous 
revolution  but  is  being  dir- 

ected by  North  Viet  Nam and  China. 
The  term  National  Liber- 

ation Front  is  "a  facade  of 
popular  representation  for 
the  Viet-Cong  terrorists" created  by  the  Communist 
North,  he  said. 

Western  intervention 
Explaining  the  views  of 

the  National  Liberation 
Front,  American  Negro 
journalist  William  Worthy 
claimed  intervention  in  Viet 
Nam  has  come  mainly  from 

the  West. 
He  explained  both  North Viet  Nam  and  the  NLF  did 

not  understand  the  Western 
news  media  nor  how  to  get 
their  views  across  to  West- ern audiences. 

"They  opened  the  door" 
Phuong  Margain,  Chief Undersecretary  of  State  for 

Cambodia,  criticized  the  Bao 
Dai  and  Diem  regimes,  as 
well  as  their  successors  in 
Saigon,  for  "opening  the 
doors  to  the  Americans." Mr.  Margain  said  that  the 

presence  of  massive  Ameri- can military  and  economic 
assistance  in  South  Viet 
Nam  denied  the  people  the 
real  freedom  necessary  for 
meaningful  social  progress. 
Mr.  Margain  suggested 

that  the  solution  for  the 
situation  in  Viet  Nam  might 
lie  in  the  neutrality  of  all Asia. 

HOME  MADE  SOUPS 
AND  SUPERB  BREAD 

are  now  part  of  the  Winter  Fare 

CHARLIE  ̂BROWN'S 
COFFEE  HOUSE 

Thick,  rich.  Minestrone  every  day  - Black  Bean,  Curry  Mint,  and  others, one  each  day  to  help  you  survive 
the  rigours  of  the  afternoon.  The 
breod  though  is  the  'piece  de  resis- tance' -  home-made,  sliced  before your  eyes! THIS  soup  and  THIS  bread,  espres- so coffees  of  all  sorts,  succulent fresh  fruit  pies,  good  heavens! Cost  -  Horumph,  less  than  50c  il 
you're  careful! Lunch  in  the  Beethoven  Room  if  you really  wont  to  get  away  from  it  all. On  Cumberland  St.  near  Avenue  Rd, 

(one  North  of  Bioor) 

SKULE  N1TE 
ACTORS  & 

ACTRESSES 
For  those  interested  in  Skule 
Nite  acting,  there  will  be  further 
auditions  at  7:00  p.m.  on  Tues. 
day,  October  12  in  the  Com- mon Room  on  the  third  floor  of 
the  Galbraith  Building.  If  you 
couldn't  make  it  lost  week, 
make  it  this  week,  (Please?). 

Students  Special  Discount  cards  availabfe  at 

THE  VARSITY  RESTAURANT 
Frequented  by  students  for  years 

328    BLOOR   ST.   W.  WA.   2  -  6738 

VICTORIA  COLLEGE  CHAPEL  CHOIR 

will  perform BACH  CANTATA  NO.  190 
WITH  ORCHESTRA  IN  JANUARY We  need  you  to  sing  —  practices  every  Tuesday 7:00  —  8:30  P.M. 

VICTORIA  COLLEGE  CHAPEL 
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SESSION! 

Both  claim  right  of  intervention 
Revolution  and  Ideological  Conflict.  V.  N.  Nekrasov  of 

the  USSR  said  the  Soviet  Union  opposes  the  export  of  re- 
volution to  developing  countries,  but  supports  popular,  in- 

digenous revolutions.  Professor  Zbigniew  Brzezinski,  rep- 
resenting the  U.S.  point  of  view,  said  the  United  States  has 

a  right  to  intervene  in  revolutions  fomented  from  abroad. 
The  chairman  was  the  Reverend  D.  D.  Evans,  associate  pro- 

fessor of  philosophy  at  the  University  of  Toronto. 

Will  give  support 

Pravda's  chief  foreign  edi- tor, V.  N.  Nekrasov,  told 
the  opening  International 
Teach-in  session  that  the 
Soviet  Union  opposes  the 
export  of  revolution  and 
counter-revolution. 

But,  he  said,  "the  Soviet Union  will  render  support 
to  national  liberation  fronts 

wherever  they  exist." 
Speaking  for  the  Soviet 

Union  Friday  night,  Mr.  Ne- 
krasov said  it  is  the  "sover- 

eign right"  of  a  country's masses  to  change  their social  order. 
Stressing  that  Marxism  is 

a  way  of  thinking,  not  a 
set  of  rulesj  he  said  the 
Soviet  Union  feels  chances 
of  peaceful  change  to  social- 

ism are  increasing  all  the time. 
"In  the  last  decade  we 

saw  many  countries  which 
achieved  social  change 
peacefully,"  he  said.  "We would  like  to  see  more  of 

these." 
Nekasov  pointed  out  that 

the  USSR  bases  its  foreign 
policy  on  the  right  of  every 
nation  to  free,  independent 
development. 

U.S.  participation  in  the 
Viet  Nam  war,  he  con- 

tinued, can  only  be  des- 
cribed as  aggression. 

"Whatever  reasons  are 
given  by  the  U.S.,"  he  said, "it  is  an  interference  into the  internal  affairs  of  an- 

other nation." 

Maintain  Western  unity 
Professor  Zbigniew  Brze- 

zinski, director  of  research 
at  the  Institute  of  Commun- 

ist Affairs  at  Columbia 
University,  strongly  empha- 

sized the  U.S.  right  to  in- 
tervention in  foreign- 

fomented  revolutions.  But  he 
called  "ridiculous,  stupid 
and  out  of  date"  the  Ameri- 

can policy  which  called  for 
military  intervention  in  the 
Dominican  Republic. 
He  defined  American  for- 

eign policy  as  seeking  to 
maintain  Western  unity  and 
further  European  interde- 

pendence, to  encourage  co- 
operation between  develop- 

ing countries,  and  to  ensure 
that  revolutions  in  under- 

developed countries  were 
constructive  and  not  the 
type  of  take-overs  China 
supports. 
He  cited  Pakistan,  Thai- 

land and  Venezuela  as  ex- 
amples of  rapid  industrial 

development  achieved  with- 
out revolution. 

The  Soviet  Union,  he 
pointed  out,  has  also  felt 
the  need  for  change  in  its 
foreign  policy.  From  its 
prior  position  of  support- 

ing communist  revolutions, 
it  has  held  back  support  in 
the  Congo,  the  Dominican 
Republic  and  has  even  been 
accused  by  China  of  sup- 

porting imperialism. 
The  United  States  some- 

times aids  military  dictator- 
ships, he  conceded,  but  so 

does  the  Soviet  Union  in cases  like  Egypt. 

SESSION  2 

US  policy  attacked,  defended 
Latin  America:  Revolution  and  Intervention.  Former 

premier  of  British  Guiana  Cheddi  Jagan  attacked  American 
foreign  policy  in  Latin  America.  He  called  it  a  "tranquilliz- 

er" to  prevent  total  collapse  and  said  no  effective  change could  come  without  change  within  the  U.S.  Adolph  Berle  a former  state  department  consultant,  said  Mr.  Jagan  had  neg- lected to  mention  the  communist  role  in  Latin  American  un- rest. Andres  Lockward,  of  the  Dominican  Social  Christian Party,  agreed  with  lagan  that  the  Alliance  for  Progress  was a  failure.  Session  chairman  was  W.  A.  Irwin  a  former  Cana- dian  diplomat  and  the  publisher  of  the  Victoria  Daily  Times. 
In  a  strong  attack  on  Ame- 

rican foreign  policy  he  cited 
the  "myth"  of  Communist 
take-over  as  an  excuse  for  in- 

tervention to  prop  up  cor- 
rupt but  cooperative  dicta- 

tors in  Latin  America. 
"You  cannot  export  a  re- 

volution" he  added  "until 
the  people  are  willing  to 
fight.  Economic  progress  is 
impossible  without  the  will 
and  the  cooperation  of  the 

Calls  for  US  changes 
"Changes  in  the  political structure  of  the  United  Stat- 
es themselves  are  necessary to  the  success  of  the  Allian- 
ce for  Progress",  Cheddi  Ja- gan told  the  second  session 

Saturday  morning. 
The  former  premier  of  Bri- 

tish Guiana  called  American 
foreign  aid  to  Latin  Ameri- 

ca a  "tranquilizer"  which 
avoids  total  collapse  of  the 
national  economies  "domina- 

ted by  and  for  foreign  coun- 
tries". 

Dr.  Jagan  will  speak  at  Alum- 
ni Hail  in  Victoria  College  at  1 p.m.  today. 

people". 

Mr.  Jagan  accused  financ- ial interests  in  the  United 
States  of  sabotaging  social 
and  economic  progress  in 
Latin  America  to  maintain 
unbalanced  and  primitive 
economies  because  of  the 
dependence  of  the  U.S.  on  La- tin America  as  both  a  mar- 

ket and  a  source  of  cheap raw  resources. 
"Prerequisite  to  peace  and 

progress  in  Latin  America," he  stated,  "are  the  end  to 
U.S.  military  and  political  in- 

tervention and  political  re- forms in  the  U.S. 
He  also  called  for  the  OAS 

to  physically  leave  Washing- 
ton and  "go  back  to  Latin 

America." Mr.  Jagan  said  the  U.S.  po- 
licy is  still  governed  by  the 

Truman  principle  that  the 
"American  system  could  sur- vive in  America  if  and  only 
if  it  is  the  system  of  the 
whole  world". 

Says  move  necessary 
The  Dominican  Republic 

was  invaded  to  prevent  a 
Communist  take-over,  the 
representative  of  the  U.S. 
State  Department  said. 
Adolph  Berle,  Dean  Rusk's 

former  consultant  on  Latin 

America,  said  the  U.S.  Go- 
vernment had  evidence,  of  "a 

well-developed  plan  of  attack 
in  the  Caribbean." Mr.  Berle  was  jeered  when 
he  said  the  U.S.  had  landed 
"to  protect  that  country's right  to  choose  its  own  go- 
vernment." "You  gain  very  little  by 

replacing  one  military  dicta- 
tor with  another  military 

dictator  with  left  leanings." 
Mr.  Berle  said:  "Mr.  Jagan should  remember  that  three 

years  ago  today  30,000  Rus- sian troops  were  setting  up 
missile  bases  for  the  domi- 

nation of  the  Western  hemi- 

sphere." Alliance  a  failure, 
"The  Alliance  for  Progress is  a  complete  failure  in  La- 

tin America,"  Andres  Lock- ward  said. 
It  was  built  to  show  a  new 

"face,"  he  added,  but  has 
mainly  produced  large  in- flows of  military  aid  to  help maintain  the  status  quo. 
Mr.  Lockward,  Vice-Secre- 

tary General  of  the  Social 
Christian  Party  of  the  Do- 

minican Republic,  also  said 
the  recent  American  military 
intervention  in  Santo  Do- 

mingo was  an  attempt  to 
reinstate  a  31-year  old  dicta- 

torship against  a  popular  go- vernment. 

CLASSIFIED 

WANTED:  Lantern  operators  paid  SI  50 
E£r  hou^„C?ntoc:*  DeP*-  of  P'ne  Art, Phone:  928-3289. 
FOR  SALE:  1964  MGB  complete  with rodio,  excellent  condition,  51750.00 full  price.  Call  Roger  Gibson,  WA.  3- 7072  or  244-6702. 
FOR  SALE:  1965  Hondo  150c.c  Red windscreen.  927-1998. 
GIRLS  STUDENTS  GIRLS Port  time  for  our  sales  order  deport- ment. Hours  to  suit.  Outstanding  re- muneration paid.  259-7621  Miss  McGar- 

vey. 

STUDENTS       STUDENTS  STUDENTS Part  time  to  handle  exclusive  Canad- ian mens  toiletries.  Highest  remunera- tions paid.  Only  those  willing  fo  work need  apply.  259-7621,  Mr.  Milton. 
62  ENSIGN  Green,  4  door  leather  up- holstery, like  new,  15,000  miles  econ omical  cor  for  student,  heater,  good 
buy,  private.  481-2836. WANTED:  Girl  to  shore  oportment  close 

922-7097S'  °Wn  t0°m'  rCnt  reosona°le. 
JUDO,  SELF-DEFENCE  for  U  of  T  oirls Special  rates  for  six  months.  Informa- 
M?/nnCO  '  Tan,no  Jud0  Club.  5<56  Church (Wellesley).  921-2326  offer  7  p.m WANTED  for  high  school mathematics,  science.  Remuneration depending  on  qualifications  and  pre- vious experience.  489-5851. 
SPANISH  LESSONS  with  conversational practise  by  teacher  from  Spoin.  Would also  exchange  for  English  with  teacher Good  diction  preferred.  532-1933 

HIGH  WAGES 
SAC  Printing  Bureau 

PRESSMAN 
required.  Must  be  experienced with  offset  equipment.. 

ARTIST 
wonted  for  posteup.  Must  be experienced. TYPISTS 

needed  to  operate  VariTyper. 
Experience  with  VariTyper  or 
printing  desired.  Should  type  50 
words  per  minute. 
Apply  to  SAC  Printing  Bureau  of SAC  office  in  person. 

U.  of  T. 

Film  Society 

A  series  of  10  for  the  dis- 
criminating intellect  in- 

cluding Sergei  Eisenstein's Potemkin  (USSR,  1925), 
Federico  Fellini's  The White  Sheik  (Italy,  1956), 
Orson  Welles'  The  Lady from  Shanghai  (U.S.A., 
1947),  Teinosuke  Kinusa- 
ga's  The  Gate  of  Hell 
(Japan,  1954). 

Monday  evenings 

from  Oct.  18 

R.O.M.  Theatre  8  pm 

Subscription  series  $5.00 
for  University  members. 
S.A.C.  Office,  9  -  S  for 
brochures  and  member- 

ships. Sponsored  by  the S.A.C. 

you  are  invited  to  join  us 

and  participate  in  a  taping 

session  of  Canada's 
swingingest  TV 

taping 

dates: 

OCT.I4*J?  28*? 
NOV.11&25& 

at  6-30p.m. 

tickets  for  couples  can 
be  obtained  by  calling 

362-2811  loc.378 
AN  EXCELLENT  WAY  FOR  FRATERNITIES  AND  SORORI- 

TIES TO  PLAN  AN  ENTERTAINING  EVENING  OF  DANCING 
TRANSPORTATION  CAN  BE  PROVIDED 

FOR  GROUPS  OF  OVER  30 

PROGRAM  TAPED  AT  THE  f~*^ AGINCOURT  STUDIOS  OF  CHANNEL^? 
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srFRHRFRfi  SCORES  FOUR  TP'S 

'Stongs  hand  Vars
ity  first  lass 

Mustangs  teach  less
on 

in  football  fundamentals
 

By  P.  J.  PAPE 
London  -  It  Toronto's  Varsity  Blues  learned  anything 

from  their  thrilling  36-35  loss  to  the  Western  Musings ;> 
was  that  the  forward  pass  may  be  exciting,  but  ,t  is  football 
fundamentals  like  blocking,  tackling  and  k.ckmg  which  w.n 
games. 

Blues  scored  four  touch- downs through  the  air, 
three  to  halfback  Gerry 
Sternberg  from  quarterback 
Bryce  Taylor  and  one  from 
quarterback  Vic  Wozniuk  to 
split  end  Mike  Eben.  Stern- berg returned  a  punt  74 
yards  for  Blues'  other  touch- down. 
However,  aside  from  this 

run  and  the  four  touch- 
down passes,  Blues'  offence did  little  else.  As  a  result 

the  Mustangs  had  the  ball 
most  of  the  afternoon. 

Johnny  Metras'  men  play- 
ed possession  football,  run- 

ning 75  plays  to  Blues'  47. 
They  displayed  a  varied  at- tack, moving  the  ball  well 
on  the  ground  and  going  to 
the  air  only  when  the  situa- tion called  for  a  pass.  Their 
defence  was  very  tight,  re- 

fusing to  allow  Blues  much 
running  room. 
Once  Varsity  realized 

their  backs  were  being 
snowed  under  by  a  power- 

ful Western  line  and  their 
offence  was  moving  no- 

where rather  quickly,  they 
shifted  into  the  spread  or 
shot-gun  formation. 
However  it  was  late  in 

the  second  quarter  and 
Western's  two  very  large and  powerful  halfbacks  Art 
Froese  and  Larry  Burridgc 
had  scored  a  touchdown 
each  to  put  'Slangs  14  points ahead. 
The  implementation  of 

the  spread  did  bear  fruit, 
though,  when  Taylor  and 
Sternberg  conmbined  on  a 
20  yard  pass  and  run  play 
for  a  score. 

But  Western  .matched 
this  when  their  quarterback 
Bob  Israel  threw  a  touch- down strike  to  flanker  Tom 
McColl. 

In  the  second  hall  Blues 
put  themselves  back  in  the 
game  when  Taylor  threw two  more  touchdown  pass- es of  15  and  57  yards  to 
Sternberg.  But  'Stangs  re- tained the  lead  22-21  when a  Froese  field  goal  attempt 
was  wide  and  tallied  a  single 

point, Toronto  and  Western  ex- 
changed further  touctv 

downs  when  George  Chris 
the  Purple's  standout  cor- nerback,  returned  a  Bryce 
Taylor  pass  for  a  score, 
and  Gerry  Sternberg  car- ried a  Western  punt  74 
yards  into  the  end  zone. With  the  Blues  trailing  by 
only  one  point  and  victory 
within  reach,  Western  prov- ed in  one  play  why  they 
were  the  better  team. 
The  ball  was  resting  on 

the  Toronto  20  yard  line 
with  six  minutes  showing 
on  the  clock.  It  was  third 
down  with  Blues  needing 
two  yards  for  the  first  and 
continued  possession  of  the 
football. 

However,  to  make  it  short 
and  sweet  Blues  tried  for 
the  short  yardage  and 
failed. 

Western  put  the  game  out 
of  reach  when  Art  Froese 
scored  his  second  touch- 
down. 
Toronto  made  the  score 

closer  when  quarterback 
Vic  Wozniuk  threw  a  seven 
yard  pass  to  Mike  Eben  who 
ran  77  yards  for  the  TD. 

Ei^aaflsem,^saMSK .  ..  .       .  .    ~   photo  by  DAVE  HENRY 

Al  Giachino  (70),  Ian  Kirkpatrick  (38)  and  Ron  Wokelin  (60)  are  about  to  cream  Mus- tang's halfback  Bill  Hendershot  (20). 

SOCCERITES  ROLLING 

Solid  effort  tames  Mustangs 

Top  rugger  tally  in  decade 
A  UTRFC 

Syndicated  Service 
Rugger  Blues  displayed 

the  full  potential  of  their 
powerful  running  attack  in 
their  crushing  54-0  victory 
over  the  University  of 
Guelph  Redmen  in  Guelph. 
Saturday's  outcome  sur- 

prise,'! many  of  the  Varsity players  themselves  for 
Guelph  learns  have  twice 
won  the  Ontario  Rugger 
Union  Championship  and 
last  year  stopped  the  Blues' championship  bid  with  a 3-3  tie. 

.  Prop  forward  Paul  Gray 
sparked  the  Blues  with  four 
tries  and  reliable  sources 
have  suggested  this  is  a  per- 

sonal record.  Other  prolific 

scorers  included  captain 
John  McNeil  and  centre 
Jimmy  Johnson  with  two 
tries  each. 
Two  weeks  ago  the  Blues, 

encountering  still  opposi- 
tion from  McGill,  managed 

a  win.  However  their  first 
big  test  of  the  season  will 
occur  this  Friday  nighl 
when  Varsity  faces  Queen's, also  unbeaten  in  their  first 
two  games. 
In  the  scrum:  A  \vi\ 

weak  Collegiale  all-Star 
team  lost  its  exhibition 
game  with  the  Ontario  Rug- 

ger Union  team  al  Victoria 
Square  .  .  .  Queens  edged 
McGill  6-3  Saturday  lo  ac- 

company Blues  into  first 

place. 
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By  MARCI  McDONALD 
Soccer  Blues  headed  off 

for  the  western  conference 
championship  in  London 
Saturday  by  blanking  West- ern Mustangs  5-0. The  conference  opener 
put  Blues  in  first  place  and showed  the  Varsity  squad 
at  its  peak  performance  so 
far  this  season. 

As  the  Western  coach  put 
it,  "You've  got  a  cohesive 
unit  in  that  team." While  top  teamwork  kept 
Blues  in  control  of  play 
through  both  halves,  the 
game  had  a  star  in  Frank 
Soppelsa,  who  scored  three of  the  five  goals. 

Spearheading  the  Varsity 
attack.  Soppelsa  set  up  scor- 

ing at  the  seven-minute mark  with  a  long  drive 
through  a  wall  of  purple  and 
white.  His  second  goal  came 
again  in  the  first  half  on  a 
pass  from  Ormond  Mendes, 
touched  off  by  Austris  Liepa. 
Mendes  and  Liepa  again 

combined  on  the  third  goal, 
a  sharp  angle  boot  by  Men- des from  the  wing. 

Joining  the  forward  Une 
at  second  half,  Pat  Terre- 
longe  scored  with  a  high 
ball  passed  from  Soppelsa 
for  Blues'  fourth  goal. 
Soppelsa  himself  finish- 

ed off  scoring  with  a  tre- mendous drive  into  the  lop 
left  corner  of  the  net,  just 
skinning  inside  the  goat 

post. 
Putting  forward  a  far  bel- 

ter team  than  last  year's,  Mu- .  stangs  seemed  powerless  to 
stop  Blues'  push,  or  put  the ball  back  in  their  own  cud 
of  the  field. 

Their  chief  weapon  was 
towering  centre  half  Nor- man Gledhill,  whose  elbows 
last  year  broke  a  rib  of 
Blues'  centre  half  Jim  Lef- 
kos,  and  this  year  sent  in- 

side right  Liepa  flat  and windless  twice. 
Their  other  weapon  was  a 

referee  who  called  back  two 
additional  Blues'  goals, which  would  have  brought 
the  score  to  7-0,  and  who 
himself  apologized  to  Var- sity for  erring  on  one  of  the 
calls. 

His  apology  however,  fail- 

ed to  make  good  a  clean 
penalty  kick  scored  by  half- back Tom  Johnston.  The 
kick  was  called  back  on  a 
charge  that  forward  Tere 
longe  moved. But  instead  of  having  it 
retaken,  he  handed  the  ball 
over  to  Western  for  a  goal kick. 

The  other  call-back  was  a 
first-half  goal  by  inside  for- ward Dennis  Chung,  who 
caught  the  goalie  off-guard when  he  jumped  from  a 
scramble  to  save  the  ball  for Blues. 

Everything  back  to  normal 

as  Gaels  shut  out  Redmen 

Special  to  the  Varsity 
Montreal  —  Every  th  i  ng 

is  back  to  normal  as  far  as 
Queen's  Golden  Gaels  are 
concerned.  Gaels  registered 
their  third  shutout  in  four 
gumes  this  year  (including 
pre-season  games)  in  defeat- 

ing McGill  Redmen  8—0  in the  slop  at  Molson  Stadium 
Saturday  afternoon. 
The  victory  left  Queen's with  a  1 — 1  league  record 

tying  them  with  Toronto  for second  place.  McGill  is  in the  basement  having  yet  to 
win  a  game  in  two  starts. 

Gaels  were  bolstered  by 
Di  all-sta 

quar- 

terback Cal  Connor,  out  last 
game  with  a  shoulder  injury 
and  defensive 

 
stars  Merv 

Daub  and  Bob  Latham  who 
had  been  sidelined 

 
with 

shoulder  injuries. 
Queen's    touchdown

  
was 

scored  early  in  the  third 
quarter  when  fullback  Hei- no  Lilies  took  a  pitchout 
from  Connor  and  skirted 
around  left  end.  Fullback 
Bev  Clark  converted. 

Gaels'  other  point  was 
scored  in  the  fourth  quar- 

ter when  Don  Taylor  was 
rouged  on  Larry  Ferguson's 28-yard-  punt. 

Fullback  Lilies  was  again 
the  game's  offensive  star 
gaining  140  of  Queen's  175 
yards  rushing.  McGill  rush- ed for  the  meagre  sum  of  44 

yards. 

McGill  completed  six  of 
nine  passes  in  a  game  play- 

ed in  driving  rain  while Gaels  had  two  completions 
in  five  attempts. 
Redmen  were  penalized  10 

times  for  121  yards  compar- 
ed to  Gaels'  six  penalties 

for  75  yards. 
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Myerson  dropped  as  'unaccr
edited' Professor  Charles  Hanly, 

chairman  of  the  Interna- tional Teach-in  Committee, 
said  Michael  Myerson  was 
dropped  from  the  Teach-in 
program  because  he  was 
not  an  accredited  represen- 

tative of  the  Hanoi  govern- ment. 
Prof.  Hanly  told  a  press 

conference  after  the  Satur- 
day afternoon  session  on 

"Viet  Nam:  Revolution  and 
Intervention/'  that  Mr.  My- 

erson, a  graduate  student  at 
the  University  of  California 
at  Berkeley,  was  invited  as 
a  "tertiary  speaker." 

Prof.  Hanly  said  that  un- 
til last  Thursday  the  Teach- 

in  Committee  believed  Han- 
oi would  be  sending  an 

official  government  repre- sentative to  speak.  He  said 
Mr.  Myerson,  who  recently 
returned  from  a  trip  to 
North  Viet  Nam,  had  been 
invited  as  a  "backup"' speaker. 

Prof.  Hanly  stressed  that 
Robert  Scalapino,  chairman 
of  the  University  of  Califor- 

nia's department  of  political science,  should  not  be 
blamed  for  the  decision  to 
drop  Myerson.  "The  decis- ion falls  squarely  with  the 
committee,"  he  said. 

Prof.  Scalapino  presented 
the  American  point  of  view 
at  the  Viet  Nam  session 
Saturday  afternoon. 

Prof.  Hanly  refused  to  say 
whether  Prof.  Scalapino 
had  applied  pressure  to  the 
committee. 

But  Chandler  Davis,  ma- 
thematics professor  and  a 

member  of  the  committee, 
said  afterwards  that  the 
committee  decided  to  drop 

Mr.  Myerson  because  Prof. 
Scalapino  said  he  would 
not  appear  together  with 
Mr.  Myerson. 
"The  commit  tee  had  tl~  e 

alternative  of  putting  on 
Myerson  o  r  Scalapino," Prof.  Davis  said. 
Mr.  Myerson,  who  called 

a  press  conference  of  his 
own  immediately  after  Prof. 
Hanly  made  his  statement 
to  the  press,  said  he  was 
told  by  three  committee 
members  early  Saturday 
morning  that  he  was  being 
dropped  from  the  program 
because  "Scalapino  h  a  d 
them  over  a  barrel." 

3pT  P 
MICHAEL  MYERSON 

He  said  he  heard  at  a 
cocktail  party  the  previous 
night  that  he  was  to  be 
dropped  because  his  cred- entials were  not  proper,  he 
doesn't  represent  North  Viet 
Nam  and  because  his  "loy- alty to  the  United  States 
had  been  questioned," 

Mr.  Myerson  added  thai 
he  was  invited  as  a  full- 
fledged  speaker,  not  as  a 
backup  speaker. 

In  a  statement  Monday 
night,  the  Teach-in  Commit- 

tee said  it  neglected  to  ad- vise Prof.  Scalapino  of 
North  Viet  Nam's  decision 
not  to  send  an  official  re- 

presentative, and  of  the  in- clusion of  Mr.  Myerson  as 
a  replacement. 
The  statement  said  Prof. 

Scalapino  "informed  the committee  that  whale  he 
had  no  objection  to  Mr. 
Myerson's  right  to  be  given a  hearing,  he  did  not  wish 
to  debate  with  Mr.  Myerson, 
who  is  not  an  accredited  re- 

presentative of  the  Demo- 
cratic Republic  of  North Viet  Nam. 

"Since  no  alternative 
speaker  was  immediately available  to  defend  the 
American  position,"  the 
statement  continued,  "and 
since  the  Teach-in  Commit- 

tee wished  to  present  a 
politically  balanced  session 
on  Viet  Nam,  the  committee 
decided  with  regret  to  ask 
Mr.  Myerson  to  withdraw 
from  "the  session." 

Prof.  Hanly  was  asked 
Saturday  why  William  Wor- 

thy, an  American  journalist, 
was  allowed  to  speak  dur- 

ing the  Viet  Nam  session on  behalf  of  the  National 
Liberation  Front. 

Prof.  Hanly  said  Mr.  Wor- 
thy was  supposed  to  have 

read  documents  at  the  ses- 
sion prepared  by  the  NLF 

delegation  in  Prague,  Czech- 
oslovakia. He  said  Mr.  Wor- 

thy arrived  late  and  without 
documentation.  Prof.  Han- 

ly said  the  committee 
thought  it  best  to  allow  him 
to  speak  "in  the  interests  of 
"providing  perspective." 

Metro  police  thronged  teach-in 

-  -  photo  by    JOHN  SHORE 
Strong  and  silent-,  two  Metro  police  inspectors  and  the  head 
of  the  U  of  T  police  keep  a  watchful  eye  on  the  teach-in. 

The  International  Teach- in  was  well  attended  by  the 
Metropolitan  Toronto  Police force. 

At  the  first  session  Fri- 
day night,'  11  Metro  Police constables,  one  sergeant  and 

two  inspectors  were  count- 
ed. The  sergeant,  P.  S.  82, 

said  there  were  12  constables 
and  two  sergeants  —  the 
number  hired  by  the  Teach- 
in  Committee. 
A  number  of  constables 

were  seen  entering  and  leav- 
ing the  Varsity  Blues  dres- 
sing room  at  the  southwest 

corner  of  Varsity  Arena  — 
police  headquarters  for  the weekend  . 
The  chief  of  the  U  of  T 

Blue  and  White  to  hold 

beauty  contest? 

We  nominate  her. 

The  University  of  Toronto  may  have  a  beauty  contest this  year. 

Jim  Kenzie  (IV  APSC),  Blue  and  White  Society  Chair- 
man, told  The  Varsity  his  organization  was  attempting  to 

run  a  "Miss  Varsity"  contest  during  Winter  Carnival  Week- end in  February. 

'We  had  originally  thought  of  doing  it  for  Homecom- 
ing Weekend,"  he  said,  "buL  that's  out  of  the  question  now." 
Mr.  Kenzie  s>a;d  the  main  obstacle  to  the  plan  is  a  SAC 

statute  of  October  1960  which  prohibits  such  contests. 

He  said  his  organization  is  currently  investigating  pos- sible reasons  for  rescinding  the  statute. 

Engineers  uphold  fees 
The  Engineering  Society 

is  opposed  to  the  abolition of  tuition  fees,  according  to 
a  resolution  passed  at  the 
Society's  regular  meeting last  night. 
The  Society  declared  it 

supports  the  idea  that  there 
should  be  no  social  and  eco- 

nomic barriers  to  universi- 
ty education. "By  this  we  mean  that  a 

student  should  be  admitted 
on  the  basis  of  ability  only", the  resolution  stated. 

The  Students  Administra- 
tive Council's  motion  regar- 
ding Student  Day,  Oct.  27, 

implies  the  abolition  of  fees. 
The  engineering  resoluti- 

on calls  for  the  fees  to  re- 
main the  same,  provided 

they  are  "supplemented  by 
an  adequate  student  aid 

program." 

The  engineers  also  stated 
that  they  will  not  support 

any  SAC  action  for  the  Stu- dent Day  as  long  as  the 
statement  concerning  free 
tuition  is  included  therein 
and  as  long  as  it  involves a  formal  demonstration 
against  the  government. 

The  Innis  College  Student 
Society  Executive  approved 
the  Universal  Accessibility 
resolution  with  little  debate 
and  only  one  dissenting  vote last  night. 

CONFERENCE  STARTS  TODAY 
A  three-day  conference  of 

the  Centre  for  Industrial 
Relations  starts  today  at  the 
University  of  Toronto. 
Attending  the  conference 

are  representatives  of  busi- 
ness, labor,  government  and universities. 

Subjects  to  be  discussed 
include    collective  bargain- 

ing, labor  relations  law, 
wage  adjustments  to  auto- mation, and  the  challenge  of 

poverty. David  A.  Morse.  Director- 
General  of  the  International 
Office,  Geneva,  will  speak 
at  the  first  session,  8  p.m.. 
Convocation  Hall. 

police  force  said  he  and  four 
constables  had  been  assign- 

ed to  the  Teach-in  for  the weekend. 

After  the  vigorous  heckl- 
ing Saturday,  the  num- ber of  Metro  police  jumped 

dramatically  .There  were  24 
in  the  corridors  and  on  the 
floor  of  the  arena. 
This  doesn't  include  the 

policemen  in  the  dressing 
room  and  in  the  paddy  wa- 

gon parked  at  the  north  end of  the  arena. 
P.  S.  82  insisted  there  were 

the  same  number  as  the  pre- 

vious night  —  12  constables and  two  sergeants. 
A  second  sergeant,  P.S.  33. 

admitted  there  may  have 
been  some  reinforcements 
present  for  the  Saturday 
session  "for  traffic  control 

outside." 

Parked  beside  the  paddy 
wagon  all  day  Saturday  was 
a  28-passenger  Metro  Po- 

lice bus. The  bus  was  back  on  Sun 

day,  but  not  the  paddy  wa- gon. There  were  24  cops  in 
the  arena.  P.S.  82  said  there 

were  ."12  and  two." 



Whatever  became  of: 

Cleo  Patra, 
CLASS  OF  '49? 

Voted  by  her  year  "The  Girl  We'd  Most 
Like  To  Barge  Down  The  Nile  With", Miss  Patra  majored  in  Herpetology  and 
was  a  leading  light  in  our  Drama  Group. 
On  graduation,  Cleo  first  did  a  brother- 
sister  act  with  her  younger  brother  Ptole- 

my. For  Ptolemy  the  bell  ptolled  shortly 
thereafter.  She  then  played  the  Capitol 
with  Julius  Caesar  in  The  Pharoah  Queen- 
but  that  production  did  not  survive  bad 
notices  and  the  Ides  of  March.  She  next 
undertook  a  spectacular  with  Marc 
Antony  and  a  cast  of  thousands  of  other 
fellahs,  but  the  rigours  of  the  big  battle 
scene  at  Actium  was  too  much  for  Antony. 
Cleo  then,  turning  to  her  first  love  — 
Herpetology  —  discovered  the  asp  — and  vice  versa. 

To  pyramid  your  spare  money  into  a 
substantial  fund  for  future  opportunities, 
you  cant  do  better  than  make  regular 
deposits  in  a  B  of  M  Savings  Account, 

Bank  of  Montreal 

THE  BANK  THAT  VALUES  STUDENTS'  ACCOUNTS 

Today  Montreal 

Next  week  Marrakesh. 

A  mining  career  opens  new  worlds 
Someone  told  him  the  Canadian  mining 

industry  couldn't  get  enough  mining  en- gineers, geologists,  mineralogists.  He looked  into  it  and  discovered  there  were five  good  jobs  for  every  graduate  in mining  and  mineralogy. 
Mining  engineering  was  his  choice. Between  university  sessions  he  saw mines  and  mining  methods  first  hand  - 

and  got  paid  for  it.  Later,  the  company he  joined  indulged  his  desire  to  travel. He  did  exploration  work  in  the  Canadian 

Shield  and  the  Peace,  met  a  girl  at  a convention  in  Helsinki  and  married  her 
in  Cape  Town. They  have  a  house  in  Van- 

couver near  the  company's  head  office, and  the  family  will  put  down  roots  there! 
A  mining  career  opened  a  whole  new 

way  of  life  for  him.  He's  a  man  on  the move  and  he  likes  it. 

Find  out  more  about  a  career  in  mining. The  opportunities  are  broad  and  reward- ing. Direct  your  enquiries  to  : 

PLACER  DEVELOPMENT,  LIMITED 
Burrard  Building,  Vancouver,  B.C. 
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Radiomen  need  more  space 

SAC  Communications 
Commissioner  George  Flak 
(III  Vic)  told  a  meeting  of 
the  commission  last  week 
that  additional  space  would 
have  to  be  made  available 
for  the  new  radio  com- mittee. 

He  suggested  that  the 
SAC  premises  at  91  St. 
George  St.  be  made  avail- able ahead  of  schedule  for 
use  as  a  recording  studio. "Now  we  have  to  record 
at  CJRT",  he  said,  "where at  times  the  technicians  we 

need  are  not  available." SAC  President  Mary 
Brewin  said  she  did  not  ex- 

pect the  St.  George  St, 
building  to  be  renovated  be- fore next  month. 

Mr.  Flak  told  The  Varsity 
last  night  that  there  was 
"a  distinct  possibility"  the radio  committee  would  fold 
if  space  was  not  found  for it. 
"We  have  the  people  and 

the  enthusiasm,"  he  said, "but  the  space  problems 

are  too  much." 

SAC  appointments  announced 

The  following  were  elect- 
ed or  appointed  at  last 

Thursday's  SAC  meeting: 
Communications  commis- 

sioner— George  Flak  (III 
Vic).  External  Affairs  com- missioner— Sandra  Newman 
(IV  Nur).  Chairman,  uni- 

versity committee — A  lan Bowker  (SGS). 
Communications  commis- 

sion— Jim  Higgins  (IV  AP- SC ) ,    Mike    McGuigan    ( I 

Scar),  Joy  Satok  (II  UC) 
Rick  Ross  (IV  APSC).  In- 

ternal affairs  commission — Sharon  Price  (III  P&HE), 
Sheila  Weller  (III  SMC), 
Diana  Rudd  (OCE). 

External  affairs  commis- sion—Lisa Samuel  (IV  UC). 
Judicial  committee — Thom- 

as Wray  (SGS),  John  Evans 
(IV  Dent).  Women's  Athle- tic Association — Fran  Hayes 
(III  Fd.  Sc.). 

Students  Special  Discount  cards  available  at 

THE  VARSITY  RESTAURANT 
Frequented  by  students  for  years 

328    BLOOR   ST.   W.  WA.   2  -  6738 

AFTER  THE  TEACH  IN.  WHAT 

MASS  MEETING 
•  To  see  NLF  film 
•  To  discuss  plans  for  united  action 
•  Participants  from  SDS 

Major  Campus  organizations 
•  Chaired  by  David  Hemblen,  Toronto  Internat VDC  former  SNCC  leader 
Wed.  Oct.  13  4  p.m.  Room  135  •  Physics  Building 

Sponsoring  organization  U  of  T  Socialist  Club 

OPEN  24  HOURS 

COLONNADE 
RESTAURANT 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST  924-8884 

THE  STUDY  COMMUNITIES  OF  THE  SCM 
The  moin  life  of  the  SCM  is  to  be  found  in  its  basic  groups,  the study  communities  Smo  I  numbers  of  students  meet  for  supper and  discussion  weekly.  Membership  is  open  to  anyone.  Topics  for study  and  discussion  will  be  deeded  by  the  group.  Ample  resourc- es, ,n  study  helps  and  experienced  people,  will  be  available  to  the groups.  Guidelines  for  the  communities  will  be: 
DIVERSITY      _  We  believe  that  people  of  different  oolnts  of  vi.w  ™i trom  different  faculties  ,hou|d  each  other 
SENSITIVITY  —  We  hope  that  effort  will  be  m„,je  ,„  (h.  „„. ^individual  members  ona  ZVi,  VS£m$£& 

-ffBSS  *!» 
HONESTY 
FREEDOM 

If  yoo  ore  interested 
please  appiy  soon  ,„  the  SCM  Ofta." VortTouVwL!™727> The  groups  will  be  forming  this  week;  don't  delay. 



"Live  for  the  moment"  -  Needham 
By  AUSTIN  MARSHALL 
"Look  Jane  look." 
"Look  and  see." 
"See  the  bomb." 
"Bang!" 
"Goodbye  Jane." 
"Goodbye  Dick." 

R.  J.  NEEDHAM  ... 
That  was  Richard  Need- 

ham  addressing  Devonshire 
House  residents  last  Mon- 

day night.  He  was  accompa- 
nied by  his  secretary.  "1 

refuse  to  dine  or  speak  be- 
for  any  gathering  without 
the  company  of  women,"  he said. 

Mr.  Needham,  a  Globe 
and  Mail  columnist,  said  one 
of  the  things  he  has  learned 
in  his  14  years  in  Toronto 
is  "  never  to  end  a  sentence 
with  a  proposition  when 
talking  to  a  woman,  becau- 

se a  proposition  might  end 
in  a  sentence." Mr.  Needham  said,  he  has 
earned  over  $200,000.  "Bet- 

ween me,  the  federal  govern- 
ment and  women  I  have  ma- 

naged to  blow  it  all." Mr.  Needham  strongly  ad- 
vocated living  for  the  mo- 

ment. He  said  that  if  people 
want  to  live  "then  you should  live  now,  and  if  you 
have  money,  blow  it  now. 
Life  should  be  interesting, 
exacting  and  amusing  — 
nothing  more." He  suggested  that  Cana- 

da should  do  in  North  Ame- 
rica what  Brazil  has  done 

in  South  America  —  at- 
tempt to  build  a  strong  na- 

tion by  allowing  unrestrict- 
ed immigration  from  all 

over  the  world.  His  feeling 
on  integration  was  that  "it 
might  be  fun  to  try  it  in  To- 

ronto." 
Mr.  Needham  said  we 

should  send  the  Peace  Corps 
to  help  other  countries  only 

if  they  send  similar  groups 
to  help  us,  otherwise  "it  is a  revolting  gesture  of  superi- 

ority on  our  part." He  said  it  requires  a 
great   deal   of  sacrifice  to 

.  .  .  would  approve 

build  a  nation,  but  "you 
won't  hear  either  of  the  ma- 

jor parties  use  lhat  word  in 
the  coming  election." In  regard  to  male  behav- iour around  girls,  he  said, 
"you  all  have  the  ability  to 
get  half  the  girls  in  Toronto 
pregnant.  If  you  have,  con- 

gratulations." 

Question  motive  for  Pope's  visit By  ESTHER  FREY 
and  ROD  RITCHIE 

Pope  Paul  was  accused  at 
the  Newman  Club  Thursday 
night  of  going  to  New  York 
to  escape  troubles  in  the 
Ecumenical  Council.  Cy  Ab- 

bas, an  Osgoode  Hall  stu- 
dent, said  "he  got  down from  the  cross,  walked 

around  a  bit,  said  a  few 
things  that  have  been  said 
before,  and  got  back  up," 
Bob  Fugere  (SGS)  de- 

fended the  Pope  by  saying 
that  he  had  come  on  U 
Thant's  invitation   to  cele- 

brate the  United  Nations' twentieth  anniversary  with 
a  message  of  peace  and  co- 

operation of  the  Church 
with  secular  authority.  "In 
coming  as  a  friend  he.  be- 

came more  a  man  and  less 
a  figurehead,"  he  said. 

Bill  Tooley  (SGS)  con- 
tended, "The  Pope  seemed 

to  say,  'Let's  get  peace  so that  I  can  go  about  my 
spiritual  business.'  He  did not  assert  any  of  his 

power." 
"But  what  kind  of  tem- 

poral power  can  he  wield 
in  political  issues?"  asked 
Joseph  de  Pazza.  "He  can- 

not send  troops  to  Viet 
Nam.  He  is  a  guiding  spirit. 
He  can  provide  a  philosophy 
to  be  put  into  action,  and 
send  donations  to  underde- 

veloped countries,"  he  said. Rev.  Quealey,  Newman 
Club  advisor,  answered 
that  anti-Catholics  accused 
Catholics  of  being  inferior 
citizens  because  of  their 
allegiance  to  a  foreign  pow- 

er, the  Pope.  Father  Quealey 
said  the  Pope  himself  im- 

plied that  the  bishops  were 
under  his  power  only,  as  if 
disembodied  from  their 
countries.  "This  could  have 
ruined  his  image,"  he  said. 

Halifax  students  to  get  co-op 
University  students  in 

Halifax  should  have  their 
first  co-operative  residence 
next  year. 

Peter  Green,  a  Dalhousie 
law  student,  is  hoping  to 
complete  the  first  phase  of 
the  co-op,  residences  for 
married  students  by  the 
1966  fall  session. 
The  second  phase,  to  be 

started  within  five  years, 
will  accommodate  single students. 

The  co-op  is  to  be  student 
owned.  It  will  be  run  by  a 
board  of  directors  composed 
of  students,  perhaps  a  fac- 

ulty member,  and  others 
subject  to  the  approval  of the  owners. 
The  first  co-op  will  be  a 

newly-constructed  high-rise 
apartment  building,  with 
nurseries,  and  study  halls, 
or  a  small  study  in  each apartment. 

Although   plans   are  not 

yet  final,  the  building  will 
probably  consist  of  one- 
a  n  d  two-bedroom  apart- 

ments, a  laundromat  and  a 
small  store,  zoning  laws 
permitting. 

Until  it  is  established, 
rents  will  be  only  slightly 
below  those  of  commercial 
apartment  buildings.  Cost 
of  extra  features  in  the 
apartments  is  to  be  offset 
by  lower  advertising  costs 
since  the  co-op  will  have 
access  to  the  Student  Hous- 

ing Service,  volunter  assist- ance of  interested  students 
and  a  built-in  clientele. 
Green  said  summer  stu- 

dents and  visiting  faculty 
should  enable  the  co-op  to 
operate  on  a  year-round 
basis. 

The  co-op's  second  phase, 
accommodation  for  single 
students,  will  grow  on  a 
house  to  house  basis. 
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TARHEEL 
Here  are  students  chosen  far  this 
year's  exchange  with  the  University 
of  North  Carolina: 

Judy  Ash  (I  Meds),  Pame- la Brook  (II  Trin),  Annette 
Clough  (SGS),  Gayle  Cooper 
(III  Vic),  Karen  Frost  (III 
Vic),  Susan  Graham  (Nurs- 

ing), Rosemary  Lawson (SGS),  Penny  Leahey  (SGS), 
Marion  McManus  (III  Trin), 
Sharon  Meen  (IV  Vic), 
Edtih  Rice  (IV  Nursing  Sci), 
Beverley  Robertson  (III 
Vic),  Carol  Smart  (III 
New),  Jane  Watson  (II 
Trin),  Elizabeth  Whelpdale 
(II  Trin),  Perry  Arnot  (III 
Vic),  Chris  Deane  (IV  UC), 
Jan  Duinker  (III  UC),  John 
Ebbs  (III  For),  Chuck  Ho- 

mer (III  Vic),  Malcom 
Knight  (III  Trin),  Frank 
Newbould  (II  Law),  Paul 
Pape  (III  UC),  Don  Paterson 
(II  Vic),  Michel  Perrault 
(SGS),  Pat  Saul  (IV  UC), 
Bill  Scevior  (IV  APSC), 
John  Stubbs  (IV  Train), 
Chris  Varty  (III  Meds). 

HART  HOUSE  g TODAY 

FIVE  O'CLOCK  RECITAL in  the  Music  Room 
"ED  THIGPEN  QUARTET" 

Ladies  Welcome.       No  Tickets  Necessary 

THURSDAY 
12.30  p.m.     Chapel  —  Holy  Communion  —  open  to  all members  of  the  University. 
7  30  p.m.     SQUASH  INSTRUCTION  —  Freshman  Introduction Lecture  and  slides  by  Ralph  Rimmer.  In  the Debates  Room. 

PRINT  RENTALS 
Rentals  will  take  place  TODAY  between  I  and  5  p.m.  and  on 
Friday  between  9  and  12  noon  in  the  Art  Gallery. 

SUNDAY,  OCTOBER  17th       1  P.M FIRST  ANNUAL  FALL  FROLIC 
at  Hart  House  Farm 

Take  Part  In:     Cider  Pressing 
Have  Dinner:    Multi-course  Shishkebob  -  4-6  p.m. Join  In:  A  Hootenanny 
Followed  By:  Discotheque 

TICKETS  GOING  FAST  —  Available  in  Undergraduate Office,  Hart  House.      $2.25  per  person. 

NEW  COLLEGE 
FEATURE  FILM  PROGRAMME 

IN  COLOR 

AUNTIE  MAME' 
Starring  ROSALIND  RUSSELL 

and  FORREST  TUCKER 

SATURDAY,  OCTOBER  23 
8:30  P.M.         ADMISSION  50c 

SCM  OPEN 

CABINET  MEETING 

WEDNESDAY,  OCT.  13,  8  P.M. 

EAST  COMMON  ROOM,  HART  HOUSE 

GENE 

YOUNG 

CONTROVERSIAL  MINISTER 

CREATOR  OF  JAZZ  LITURGIES 

"RELIGION, 

THE  SLUMS, 

AND  
JAZZ" 

WHAT  IS  THE  SCM? 

THIS  IS  A  GOOD  PLACE  TO 

BEGIN  FINDING  OUT 



Unanswered  questions 

In  general  terms  the  recent  U  of  T  International Teach-in  can  be  described  as  a  success. 
Unfortunately,  there  are  some  aspects  of  it  which 

can  only  be  termed  questionable. 
The  nature  of  events  surrounding  the  Saturday  ses 

sion  on  Viet  Nam  has  not  been  fully  explained.  Supporters 
of  the  teach- in  committee  and  of  Michael  Myerson,  the 
speaker  who  was  dropped  from  the  program,  have  leveled 
charges  and  countercharges  at  each  other.  And  the  totol 
effect  has  been  to  put  the  committee  in  the  position  of 
having  denied  one  individual  the  right  of  free  speech. 

The  issue  is  not  a  simple  one,  largely  because  much 
relevant  information  still  is  not  available. 

We  would  urge  the  teach-in  committee  to  clarify  the 
situation  by  supplying  answers  to  some  or  all  of  the  follow 
ing  questions. 

Did  or  did  not  Professor  Scalapino  refuse  to  appear 
with  Mr.  Myerson?  There  seems  to  be  a  disagreement  with- 

in the  committee  on  this  point. 
What  role  was  Mr.  Myerson  invited  to  fill  at  the  teach- 

in?  The  committee  says  a  "back-up''  role.  Mr.  Myerson 
claims  it  was  as  a  full-fledged  speaker.  Surely  this  matter 
can  be  exploined  by  the  committee. 

At  what  point  did  the  teach-in  committee  learn  Will- 
iam Worthy  had  no  documents  from  the  NLF?  If  it  was  be- 
fore he  reached  the  stage,  why  was  he  allowed  to  appear 

and  Myerson  refused  permission. 
Is  it  possible  that  in  an  effort  to  maintain  what  they 

term  a  "perspective",  that  the  committee  made  an  error in  judgment? 
Or  ore  there  other  factors? 
This  university  deserves  an  explanation. 
The  support,  both  financial  and  moral,  given  the 

teach-in  by  this  university  community  gives  that  commun- 
ity a  right  to  receive  a  full  explanation  of  all  these  ques- tions. 

If  the  committee  does  not  provide  such  information, then  this  important  event  will  leave  a  bad  taste  in  the 
mouths  of  many  people  who  would  otherwise  wish  it  well. 

don't  kill  U  of  T  radio 
Reports  that  SAC's  radio  committee  may  have  to  be discontinued  for  lack  of  operating  space  should  not  be taken  lightly  by  the  council: 
Although  U  of  T's  radio  programming  is  still  in  its formative  stage,  and  although  much  remains  to  be  done it  would  be  an  unfortunate  mistake  if  SAC  let  this  new venture  go  down  the  drain  through  a  lack  of  willingness to  provide  adequate  facilities. 
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letters  to  the  editor 

we  were  betrayed 

Sir: 
The  students  of  this  Uni- 

versity have  been  betrayed. 
The  committee  of  the  in- 

ternational teach-in  asked  us 
for  our  moral  and  financial 
support  for  a  challenging, 
and  indeed,  in  the  terms  in 
which  it  was  presented  to 
us,  a  very  deserving  adven- ture in  democracy. 

This  we  gave  to  them  in 
good  faith. Instead,  however,  of  a 
debate  forum  where  oppos- 

ing views  on  the  "interna- tional problem  of  revolution 
and  intervention"  could  be 
presented,  examined,  laud- ed and  attacked,  we  were 

handed  a  series  of  sessions 
(with  the  possible  exception 
of  Friday  evening's  discus- sion) w  here  dogmatic 
speech,  after  narrow  view- point, confused,  frustrated and  alienated  an  expectant audience. 
"Facts"  were  juxtaposed 

in  successive  speeches  which 
flatly  contradicted  each other.  If  they  fitted  into  our 
pre  formed  conceptions  of the  situation,  we  applauded; 
if  they  didn't  we  (to  our shame)  hissed  and  booed. This  atmosphere  created  by 
the  lack  of  foresight  of  the 
planners  of  this  conference 
could  hardly  be  expected  to 
provoke  the  intelligent  re- consideration and  discus- 

sion,  the   opportunity  for 

which  was  promised  to  us. 
The  "nobler"  Toronto 

teach-in  has  only  followed 
weakly  the  example  of  its 
American  predecessors— it was  all  too  easy  for  Messrs. 
Lynd  and  Mann  at  the  Sun- day afternoon  session  to 
complete  the  metamorpho- 

sis from  teach-in  to  protest. 
Sympathetic  as  we  may  be 

to  the  one-sided  views  ex- 
pressed, we  must  not  let this  blind  us  to  the  fact  tbat 

the  teach-in  at  Toronto  has 
failed  in  its  purpose  of  fair, 
thoughtful  ferreting  out  of 
controversial  issues. 

Let  us  hope  that  the  Tor- 
onto teach-in  is  repeated — in  aim  and  ideal,  at  least,  if 

not  in  actuality. 
John  Wright  (II  Vic) 

exercise  in  futility 
Sir: 

Having  just  returned from  the  final  session  of 
the  International  Teach-in,  s 
I  find  myself  left  with  the^ sad  thought  that  a  magnifi- 

cent opportunity  has  been 
wasted.  The  Teach-in  was 
advertised  as  a  forum  for 
the   discussion   of  current 

world  problems  by  persons 
representing  opposing 
views.  This  would  have  been 
intellectually  beneficial  to 
all  involved. 
Unfortunately  much  of 

the  Teach-in  took  the  form 
of  a  protest  rather  than  a 
presentation  of  differing 
opinions.  It  evolved  into  a 
somewhat  one-sided  exer- cise not  of  minds  but  of voices. 

This  leads  a  person  to 
question  whether  or  not  an institution  with  the  stature 
of  the  University  of  Toronto 
should  have  sponsored  such 
a  partisan  effort. The  time  and  effort  of  its 
planners  together  with  a 
large  sum  of  money  seem 
to  have  been  shamefully 
wasted  on  an  exercise  in 
futility. 

Mary  Kennedy  (SMC) 

obliged  to  protest 
Sir: 

I  am  a  citizen  of  the  Uni- 
ted States  and  am  unasham- 

ed to  say  so.  However,  even 
though  I  am  a  citizen  in  a 
'highly  integrated"  society 
which  I  am  helping  to  func- 

tion as  a  "more  powerful tool  in  the  hands  of  the  so- 
ciety's leaders,"  I  feel  moral- 

ly obliged,  as  a  result  of 
the  fifth  session  of  the  In- 

ternational Teach-in,  to 
protest.  I  protest  against  the 
fifth  session  of  the  Inter- 

national Teach-In.  I  do  so because: 
#  It  was  conducted  (save, 

o  some  degree,  for  the  re- 
marks of  Professor  George 

Grant)  on  the  premise  that 
the  four  previous  sessions 
had  been  a  trial,  not  a  de- 

bate, and  that  the  United 
States  had  been  found  guil- 

ty, beyond  a  reasonable doubt,  of  imperialism  and 
of  morally  culpable  inter- vention in  Vietnam. 

It  seemed  to  have  pre- 
sumed as  proven  that  neith- 

er the  North  Vietnamese 
nor  the  Chinese  have  had 
any  blameworthy  associat- 

ion with  the  tragic  situat- ion in  South  Vietnam.  The 
session  became  a  condemna- 

tion of  United  States  poli- 
cy —  a  subject  not  propos- 
ed as  the  topic  for  this  ses- sion. 

•  There  was  no  member 
of  the  panel  chosen  by  the 
panel  chosen  by  the  commit- tee for  this  session  to  rep- 

resent the  position  of  the 
United  States  in  terms  of 
that  country's  moral  respon- sibility lo  come  to  the  aid 
of  or  defend  a  people's  right to   self-determination.  The 
composition    of  the  panel 
for    (his    session    did  not 
bear  out  the  statement  made 
in  Teach-in  Bulletin  No.  1: 
No   ideology,    policy,  or 
philosophy  will   be  plac- 

ed in  an  especially  advan- 
tageous  or  disadvantage- 

ous position.  The  aim  of 
the  Teach-in  is  to  estab- 

lish   a  confrontation  on 
equal  terms  between  the 
policies  and  views  which 
are  shaping  the  world  to- 

day. 

And  also  the  statement  in Teach-in  Bulletin: 
The   Teach-in....   will  not 
be    biased    toward  any 
point   of  view,  but  will 

seek  to  place  these  views 
equally  in  opposition  to each  other. 
•  The  remarks  of  Profes- sor Richard  Mann  were  in 

direct    opposition    to  the 
avowed    purpose     of  the 
Teach-in   as   published  in Teach-in  Bulletin  No.  1: 

The  purpose  of  the  Teach- in   at   the   University  of 
Toronto  is  strictly  educa- 

tional. The  word  'Teach-In' 
may    suggest  otherwise because  the  past  teach-ins 
have  been  used  for  pro- 

test purposes....     It  will 
not  be  a  protest  event.... 

Professor   Mann's  remarks 
indicated    quite  definitely 
that  he  viewed  the  Teach-in 
as  a  protest  vehicle. 

I  do  not  believe  the  fifth 
session  of  the  International 
Teach-In  was  conducted  ac- 

cording to  the  principles  of 
the  Teach-in  as  set  down  in 
advance  information  pub- lished concerning  it, 

I  protest  against  this  and 
am  sorry  that  an  otherwise 
helpful  and  informative  fo- 

rum should  be  undermined 
by  such  a  final  sesion. 

Robert  J.  Madden,  C.S.B. 
English  Department, 

St.  Michael's  College. 

critics  uninformed 
Sir, 

I  wish  to  protest  the  un- informed criticism  aimed  at 
those  who  found  it  neces- 

sary lo  express  their  opini- ons vocally  concerning  the exclusion  of  Michael  Myer- 
son from  the  Saturday  after- 

noon session  of  the  Teach- 
In. Staff  members  of  the 
Teach-in  Committee  inform- 

ed us  privately  during  the 
afternoon  that  the  reason 
for  Mr.  Myerson's  exclusi- on was  the  refusal  of  Prof. 

Scalapino  to  talk  from  the 
same  platform  as  Mr.  Myer- son. 

It  was  unfortunate  that 
the  committee  decided  to 
bow  to  Prof.  Scalapino's prejudices,  but  it  was  more 
unfortunate  that  they  refus- 

ed to  explain  their  decision 
lo  the  audience.  On  two  oc- 

casions we  attempted  to 
pass  a  note  to  the  chairman 
requesting  that  such  an  ex- planation be  given,  but  each 
lime  the  note  was  rejected 
by  the  censors. 
Denied  any  official  form 

of  protest,  ami  harassed  by 

the  police  as  we  met  in  the 
corridors,  many  of  us  felt forced  to  use  the  only 
means  at  our  disposal  .... 
The  apparent  liberal heckling  of  Prof.  Scalapino 

was,  in  fact,  an  attempt  to realize  the  proclaimed  ideal 
of  the  Teach-in:  "no  ide- ology, policy  or  philosophy 
will  be  placed  in  an  espec5* 
ally  advantageous  or  disad- 

vantageous position."  The 
policy  of  the  U.S.  was  heard, 
that  of  North  Vietnam  was 
silenced. D.  Hemblen  (SGS) 

J.  Hemblen  (SGS) 



campus  comment 

with 

Jacques  de  montigny 

Growing  co-operation 
Often  the  result  of  a  long  series  of  imperceptible  chan- 
ges breaks  out  with  a  bang,  giving  the  impression  of  a spontaneous  revolution. 
Such  a  case  is  the  increasingly  close  co-operation  bet- 

ween students  and  faculty  in  Canadian  universities. 
The  recent  statement  by  the  vice-president  of  the  facul- 

ty association  at  the  University  of  British  Columbia  support- 
ing students  in  their  fight  against  tuition  fees  is  an  impres- sive example. 
The  fact  that  this  statement  was  made  before  a  fee 

fight  ia'ly  rather  than  at  some  forgotten  press  conference is  even  more  significant.  It  clearly  indicates  that  the  facul- 
ty has  begun  to  join  ranks  with  students  and  abandon  its 

past  practice  of  rhetorical  theorizing. 
Similarly,  riming  the  recent  strike  of  the  psychology students  at  Laval,  the  faculty  actively  participated  in  a  pro- gram of  study  days  to  offset  the  effect  of  missed  classes. 
It  has  not  always  been  a  one-way  co-operation,  as  de 

monstrated  last  year  when  Harward  students  actively  sup ported  the  faculty  in  their  fight  against  the  "publish  or 
perish"  policy  of  the  administration. In  the  traditionally  taboo  field  of  political  involvement 
this  co-operation  has  often  been  even  closer.  Faculties  have regularly  defended  student  rights  to  active  political  parti- cipation and  professors  launching  political  careers  have  in most  cases  been  vigorously  supported  by  students. 

This  may  seem  self-evident  today  but  it  is  a  very  few years  ago  indeed  that  professors  were  hounded,  branded  or blacklisted  for  the  smallest  utterance  which  could  be  inter preted  as  politically  orienied. 
That  this  phenomena  coincides  with  increased  student 

political  involvement  and  growing  confrontations  between 
students  and  university  administrations  may  well  help  to counteract  the  prevailing  feeling  among  many  on  campuses that  they  are  only  IBM  cards. 

Tint  it  will  inevitable  contribute  much  to  the  intellec tual  and  academic  life  of  campuses  is  also  evident. 
The  U  of  T  International  Teach-in  is  an  example  of  this 

sacred  &  secular 

SCOPES  AND  THE  "MONKEY  TRIAL" John  Thomas  Scopes,  who  40  years  ago  fought  a  Ten 
nessee  state  law  prohibiting  the  teaching  of  evolution  in 
schools,  was  in  town  recently  to  do  a  television  show.  At 
terwards  I  had  the  opportunity  of  speaking  with  him. 

Now  65  and  retired  from  business,  he  reminisced 
about  his  famous  "Monkey  Trial". 

He  had  become  convinced  while  a  young  teacher  "and 
wet  behind  the  ears"  in  Dayton,  Tenn.,  that  Darwin's  theo rie<  were  correct.  So  he  taught  them. 

However,  a  state  law  passed  just  a  few  months  prev 
iously  said  nothing  could  be  taught  about  the  origin  of 
man  which  contradicted  the  book  of  Genesis. 

Genesis  said  God  "formed  man  from  the  dust  of  the 
ground."  Darwin  said  man  evolved  from  the  monkey. Scopes  was  charged  with  breaking  the  law.  With  the 
aid  of  ten  lawyers  he  entered  a  five-year  crusade  against  a law  he  considered  an  intrusion  upon  academic  and  relig ious  freedom. 

'I  still  think  that  the  school  is  no  place  to  teach  any dO'gma,"  he  told  me.  "If  a  student  has  everything  put  to him  in  a  logical,  orderly  manner,  and  if  he  is  capable  ol 
thinking,  he  will  come  out  all  right  and  think  right." 

After  taking  the  case  to  higher  courts,  Scopes  was freed  on  a  technicality. 
"Legally  we  won,"  he  drawls,  "but  actually  we  lost.  ' To  this  day,  he  I  old  me,  Tennessee  has  the  law  on  her 

bojks,  and  so  do  Arkansas,  Mississippi  and  Florida. 
Scopes  is  not  the  anti-Christ  people  once  painted  him. 

"I  think  I'm  a  damn  sight  better  Christian  than  many people  who  claim  to  be  Christians,"  he  argues,  "though  I 
don'l  belong  to  any  religious  organization. Scopes  cautioned  university  students  against  resign- 

ing their  rational'  faculty  to  unfounded  beliefs 
'Remember."  he  said,  "that  the  one  thing  that  keeps us  a  cut  above  the  animals  is  that  we  have  the  ability  to think  for  ourselves  and  express  our  opinions.  If  we  stul- 

tify that  development  in  any  way,  we  are  building  our  own 
graveyard." 
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TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, French,  German,  English 

MIMEOGRAPHING 
ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 922-7624 

MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

ATTENTION 

FRESHMEN 
DOING  A  TERM PAPER? 

NEED 
INFORMATION? 

Shortcuts  to  finding  the  right 
material  will  be  discussed  in 
one-hour  lectures  by  the  Re- ference Department  of  the University  Library. 
Sign  up  opposite  the  main Catalogue  Information  Desk 
for  o  convenient  time. 

ACTING 

LESSONS 
STUDIO  OF 

Shirley  Jordan 
592  Markham  St., 
537  -  1  192 

Student  Classes  Friday 5-7  P.M. 

THE 
PAPERBACK 

.BOOKSHOPi 

onge  below  Bloo 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 

Reasonable  Prices 

Toronto's  Most 

Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
ijusr  West  of  Spodino) 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC 
ASSOCIATION 

GYMNASTICS 
Meeting  for  all  those  interested  in  forming  a Gymnastics  Club  Thursday  October  14,  5  00  nm Lower  Gymnasium  Benson  Building ICE  HOCKEY 
There  will  be  a  meeting  for  all  Ice  Hockey  Repre- sentatives in  the  Board  Room  Thursday  October 14,  1965,  5  p.m. 
ICE  HOCKEY  OFFICIATING  CLINIC McMaster  University,  October  30.  Anyone  interested contact  your  own  hockey  representative,  Miss Hewett,  Room  102,  Benson  Building,  or  Joan  Con- ner! 927-3108.  Ice  Hockey  Officiating  Classes  are now  in  session  every  Tuesday  8  a.m.  Lecture  Room 

5?™?^ullding-  AU  toterested  please  attend.  ' 
CURLING 
Meeting  of  W.A.A.  Curling  Reps  to  be  held  Wed- nesday October  13  at  5:00  p.m.  in  the  Board  Room Benson  Building. 
It  is  very  important  that  all  reps  attend INTERFACULTY  GOLFERS 
There  will  be  a  meeting  for  all  participants  in the  Interfaculty  Golf  Tournament  on  Wednesday October  13  at  5  o'clock  in  the  Lecture  Room  - Benson  Building. 
The  tournament  will  be  played  in  the  back  nine at  Don  Valley  Golf  Club  on  October  19.  A  bus  will 

afternoon  Bens0n  BuildinS  a*  3-00  p.m.  in  the 
If  any  participants  wish  to  play  a  practice  round, the  green  fees  will  be  paid  by  the  WJVJV.  on  pre^ saltation  of  the  receipt  and  the  score  card  at  the W.A.A.  Office,  Room  102,  Benson  Building All  competitors  must  attend  the  Wednesday  Meet ing  or  contact  Miss  Hewett,  Room  102  (928-3441) before  Friday  October  15  at  4 :00  p.m SPEED  SWIMMING 
All  those  interested  in  trying-out  for  the  Intercol- legiate Swimming  Team  are  to  report  to  the summing  pool  Benson  Building  Mondays  and Wednesdays  at  5:00  p.m. 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

FILM  SOCIETY 
Screenings  are  held  at  the  Museum  Theatre  on Mondays  at  8:00  p.m. 

October  18  _  THE    AMERICAN    WEST-  TWO PERVERSE  VIEWS 
John  Huston's  The  Red  Badge  of  Courage  (USA  1951) George  Cuker's  Heller  in  Pink  Tights  (USA,  'i960) 

October  25  —  SHEER  PRIMITIVENESS  — PAGNOL'S  VERSION 
Maurice  Pognol's  The  Baker's  Wife  (France,  1938) 

November  15  —  THE  POPULIST  PHILOSOPHY Sergei  Eisensrein's  Potemkin  (USSR,  1925) 
November  22  —  THE  FILM  OF  FANTASY 

Richard  Bollentine's  Mr.  Pearson  (Canada  1964) I?)  A  surprise  (USA,  1938) 

January  10  —  THE  MALE  ANIMAL 
Federico  Fellini's  The  White  Shiek  (Holy,  1956) John  Huston's  Key  Largo  (USA,  1948) 
also  Francois  Truf faut's  The  Trouble  Makers  (France,  1957) 

January  24  —  THE  OUTSKIRTS  OF  SOCIETY 
Robert  Gardner's  Dead  Birds  (USA,  1964) 
Robert  Bresson's  The  Diory  of  a  Country  Priest  (France,  1  957) 

January  31  —  THE  ART  OF  COLOUR  FILM 
Jeon  Renoir's  The  Golden  Coach  (France-Italy,  1952) Teinosuke  Kinugasa's  The  Gate  of  Hell  (Japan,  1  954) 

February  14  —  MAGNIFICENT  WELLES 
Orsen  Welles'  The  Lody  from  Shanghai  (USA,  1947) 

February  28  —  THE  REIGN  OF  MAYHEM 
Mae  West  in  She  Done  Him  Wrong  (USA,  1933) 
The  Morx  Brothers  in  Duck  Soup  (USA,  1933) 

(programme  subject  to  change) 

MEMBERSHIP  —  .$5.00  per  university  member 
Memberships  may  be  purchased  at  the  S.A.C. 

office,  9  to  5,  Monday  to  Friday. 



INSTALLATION  OF  THE  CHANCELLOR
 

MONDAY,  OCTOBER  18,  1965 

Dr.  Omond  M.  Solandt  will  be  installed  as 

Chancellor  or  the  University  of  Toronto  next 

Monday  evening  at  8  o'clock  in  Convocation 
Hall.  Students  and  Staff  are  invited  to  attend. 

After  his  Installation,  the  Chancellor  will 
confer  Honorary  Degrees  of  Doctor  of  Laws  on 

Mr.  Robert  Bryce,  Dr.  Louis-Paul  Dugal,  Dr. 
Marcel  Faribault,  and  Colonel  R.S.  McLaughlin. 

Tickets  of  admission  will  be  available  in 

Room  106,  Simcoe  Hall,  at  the  Students' Administrative  Council,  or  by  telephoning 928-2180, 

(ADVERTISEMENT) 

JOIN  U  OF  T  FLYING  CLUB  NOW 
Learn  to  Fly  at  Reduced  Rates 

INTRODUCTORY  LESSON  $3.50 

CENTRAL  AIRWAYS 
Downtown  Island  Airport EM.  3  -2424 

VICTORIA  COLLEGE 
CHAPEL 

Vesper  Services 
EVERY  WEDNESDAY 

AT  5.15  P.M. 
Chaplain:  Prof.  K.  J.  Joblin 
Organist  and  Choirmaster: Louise  Grasett 
All  are  welcome 

Hart  House  Squash  Racquets  Committee 

presents 

FRESHMAN  INSTRUCTION 

Mr.  Ralph  Rimmer,  Varsity  Coach,  will  deliver  a  lecture, 
illustrated  by  a  series  of  slides  on  the  basics  of  squash. 

7:30  p.m.  THURSDAY,  OCTOBER  14  Debates  Room 

You  can't  beat 
the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

COLONNADE  CAMERA  CENTRE 

CUSTOM  PHOTO  FINISHING 
COMPLETE  LINE  OF 

PHOTOGRAPHIC  SUPPLIES 

In  The  Colonnade 
131  Bloor  Street  West 

Student  rate 
937-3400 

OPENING  PI  AY! 

THE  U.  C.  PLAYERS'  GUILD 
presents 

"THE  ZOO  STORY" by  EDWARD  ALBEE 

TODAY,  THUSS.,  FRI. 
OCT.  13,  14,  15 

Time:  1 :00  p.m.  Place :  The  U.C.  Quadrangle 
FREE  —  BRING  YOUR  LUNCH 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION 

GENERAL  MEETING 

AGENDA:  Budget  for  1965/66 
Programme  lor  1965/66 
Election  of  President  and  Vice-Pres. 

WEDNESDAY  at  5  p.m.  (today) 
WEEKLY  TEA  AS  USUAL  4.30  p.m. 
REMEMBER:  Badminton  at  the  Drill-Hail  tonight at  7.30  p.m. 

DANCE,  Friday. 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

PHILOSOPHY  CLUB 

presents 

Prof.  MARVIN  FARBER 
State  University  of  New  York  at  Buffalo 

"Standpoint  Questions 

in  Philosophy" Thursday,  October  14,  5:00  P.M. 
West  Hall,  University  College 

ALL  INVITED 

HOMECOMING  WEEKEND  TICKETS  AT  S.A.C.  OFFICE 



Today,  1  pjn. 
Senator  Allisier  Grosart  on  the  election  issues  at  a 

general  meeting  of  the  Progressive  Conservative  Club.  Room 
1073,  S:d  Smim 

Liberal  Club  meeting.  The  Bladen  Report  on  Financing 
Highe:  Education.  Critics  especially  welcome.  Room  11186 Sid  Smith. 

New  Democrats,  "The  Responsibilities  of  Government 
In  Financing  Higher  Education."    Speaker:   Fred  Young MLA.  Room  2102.  Sid  Smith. 
Today,  4  p.m. 

A  lecture  and  demonstration  of  "Portrait  Sculpting"  by Ursula  Hanes.  Music  Room  in  Wymilwood,  Victoria  College. After  the  Uach-in,  wh»t?  Mass  meeting,  NLF  film.  Dis- cussion of  plans  for  united  student  action.    Speakers  from SDS,  SUPA,  and  other  campus  organizations.    Room  135, Physics  BIdg. 
Today,  5  p.m. 

First  mee'ing  of  the  first  University  of  Toronto  "Film 
Production"  Club.  Anyone  interested  in  any  aspect  of  film- making is  urged  to  attend.  North  Sitting  Room,  Hart  House. The  Humanist  and  Unitarian  Society.  Speaker:  Mr. 
George  Tauchman,  Ryerson  art  instructor,  on  "Is  Art  Chang- ing Religious  Symbolism?"  Supper  discussion  after.  All welcome  Room  106,  UC. 

GSU  general  meeting  and  weekly  tea  at  16  Bancroft Ave. 
Today,  6  p.m. 

Bible  Study  Group.  "The  Rebirth  of  Images."  Supper followed  by  an  informal  study  —  seminar  for  the  layman 
on  "The  ReveV.ion  of  St.  John  the  Divine".  Canterbury House,  373  Huron  St.  (just  below  Bloor) Today,  8  p.m. 

First  in  a  series  of  four  public  lectures  on  "Changing patterns  of  higher  education  in  Canada,"  presented  by The  S'Jiool  of  Graduate  Studies,  Department  of  Education- al Theoiy  and  the  Ontario  College  of  Education.  Dr  H  J Somers.  executive  director.  Association  of  Atlantic  Univer 
sities  on  "The  Maritimes."  Room  2118,  Sidney  Smith  Hall. Writers'  Group  Seminar  presents  John  Robert  Colom- bo, Editor,  Tamarack  Review,  Poet,  discussing  "Little Magazmes:  Their  Value  and  Purpose."  All  students  and  fa culty  invited.  Elmsley  East  Common  Room,  SMC.  - 

SCM  Open  Cabinet  Meeting.  Topic:  "Religion,  Slums, and  jazz."  Eveiyone  welcome.  Speaker:  The  Rev.  Gene Young.  East  Common  Room,  Hart  House. Thursday,  1  p.m. 
Progressive  Conservatives  will  discuss  the  question  of national  unity.  All  welcome  from  University  Innis  and New  Co.leges.  Room  209,  University  College. New  Demorrais  discussion  on  Education  Policy.  Room 2115,  Sid  Smi*h 
Meeting  of  local  club  presidents  and  council  members re  relationship  of  campus  clubs  to  the  SAC.  Debates  Ante Room. 

„„MeCting  of  the  entertainment  committee  of  the  SAC CJRT  Radio  Program.  Meeting- open  for  anyone  interested in  wo.kmg  in  any  capacity  on  the  Committee.  Bickersteth 'Room,  Hart  House. 
_  Thursday  noon-hour  Lunch  Series.  Careers  and  Minis- 

4^fS;,        S'  R  Lang'  Gs,1eral  Practitioner.    "More  than Pills.   Canterbury  House,  373  Huron. Thursday,  4.10  p  m. 
Prof.  J.  W.  Moffat  on  "Higher  Symmetries  in  Elemen- 
tary Particle  Physics."  Tea.  3:55  -  4:10  p.m.  Room  135  Mc- Lennan Laboratory. 

Thursday,  5.15  p.m. 
Vesper  Service  in  Victoria  College  Chapel.  All  welcome. Thursday,  7  p.m. 
General  Meeting  of  the  CUS  committee.   South  Sitting Room,  Hart  House. 
Writers'  Gioup  —  workshop  for  all  interested  young writers  cn  campus.  Faculty  participation  encouraged  Eng- lish House,  St  Michael's  College. Thursday,  8.30  p.m. 
Newman  C entie.  Discussion  —  "Teach-In:   Opiate  for the  Eute?"  89  St.  George  St. 

CLASSIFIED 

WATER  POLO 
Varsity  Water  Polo  Blues 

have  begun  practising  for the  defence  of  the  Hers- 
chorn  Cup,  symbol  of  inter- 

collegiate water  polo  supre- 
macy, which  they  won  last 

year  in  a  hard  fought  two- 
game  total  point  series  with McGill  Redmen. 
NOTES:  Varsity's  cham- 

pionship swim  team  begins 
practising  tonight  in  Hart House  at  4:30  p.m. 

1959  6 Deluxe, 
39,000 CVL.  VAUXHALl  —  Velox radio,  heater,  new  botlerv niles.    $375.  923-2978. 
WANTED  —  Girl  to  shore  one  bed- room apartment  on  Isabella  St  with another  girl.    Call  Dione.  BE  9-0593 
TAPE  RECORDER  -  1964.  Telefunken 
monaural.  extras.   $150.     Don  Smith' 
EXPERIENCED  typist  desires  notes,  es- 

says and  thesis  to  type  ot  home.  Prompt service.  Phone  533-6960  after  6:00  p  m Student  rotes. 

TUTORS  WANTED  for  high  school mathematics,  science.  Remuneration 
depending  on  qualifications  and  pre- vious experience.  489-5851. 

THE  VILLAGE 
REVUE 
with 

•DON  CULLEN 
AND BARRIE  BALDARO 

Colonnade  Theatre  - Tickers  of  S.A.C.  Office 
—  Student  Prices  — 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. Toronto  3,  Ont. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  doily,  incl.  Sot.  from  8  -  6. 

University     Blazers    and  Trousers 
md*  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Salts, 

Coats,     Tuxedos,     Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets    with    yaur  doth  or 

■  Fully  guaranteed. 
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Model  #M2B 
of  better  stores 

•verywhinr. 

tVFORO  DESIGN  CONSULTANT:  HARDY  AMIES 

CLAUDE:  But  it's  the  third  time 
in  a  week  that  I've  lost  an  Indian wrestling  match. 
BEA:  It's  remarkable  how  that 
soft  lambswool  sweater  can  take 
it.  Still  looks  great  for  other  kinds of  activities,  too. 
CLAUDE:  I  knew  it  would  stand 
up.  It's  famous  British  Byford 
quality. 
BEA:  Oh,  Byford!  Designer, 
Hardy  Amies! 
CLAUDE:  Who's  he? 
BEA:  He's  an  international  de- 

signer known  all  over  the  world 
for  expert  styling.  He's  from England.  The  British  really  know 
Wool  and  how  to  handle  it 
CLAUDE:  What's  an  Indian 
wrestling  match  when  I  have 
you,  and  Byford,  too!  08.MB 

this  exe/uti've. 
i  England, 

PART  TIME  AND  SUMMER  VACATION 

SALES  POSITIONS 

Johnson  &  Johnson  Limited 

If  this  describes  you  .  .  .  we  would  like  to  meet  you when  we  are  at  the  UNIVERSITY  OP  TORONTO Tuesday,  October  19,  and  Wednesday,  October  20: 
1)  Are  you  interested  in  Sales  or Marketing? 

2)  Would  you  like  to  earn  money  dur- 
ing your  college  year  and  summer vacation? 

3)  Do  you  expect  to  graduate  in  1967? 

4)  Do  you  consider  yourself  persua- 
sive, a  self-starter  who  gets  things done? 

Our  company,  a  leader  in  its  field,  has  part  time sales  positions  available  in  the  Toronto  area  lead- ing to  full  time  summer  assignments  in  sales  and possible  permanent  employment  upon  graduation Excellent  compensation,  training  and  other  benefits Don  t  forget  to  call  or  see  Mr.  E.  J.  Halse  at  the Placement  Office  for  an  interview. 

SPORTS  SCHEDULES 

WEEK  OF  OCT.  18 
FOOTBALL 

Tues.  Oct.  19    4  00  Eost  Dent -.00  West  Phorm 
.00  West  U  C, 00  West  Eng. 
.00  West  Med. 

20 

21 

22 

Chapnick,  Corefoote,  Snow Rumble,  Simpson,  Todd 
McKee,  Wright,  Moncorz Corson,  Williamson,  Thurston Drton,  Galloway,  Biro 

SOCCER 
Mon.  Oct.  I 

Wed. 

18  12.30  North  PHE  > 12.30  South  Eng.  Ill  v 4.15  North  Sr.  Eng.  v 4.15  South  Innis  v 
19  12.30  North  U.C.  II  v 4.15  South  Grod.  Stud  v 
20  12.30  North  St.M  B  v 4.15  North  Dent  v 4.15  South  Knox  v 
21  12.30  North  St.M  A  v 12.30  South  UC  II  v 4.15  North  Wye  v 

4.15  South  U  C    I  v 
22  12.30  North  Phorm  v 12.30  South  Vic   1  v 

U.C.  1 Mayhanovich Vic.  II Med.  A Lefkos Delfino Jr.  Eng. 
Patino 

Vic.  1 
Cajanek Trin.  B Patino Emmon Barneveld 

Innis Trin.  A 
Mayhanovich 

Eng.  Ill 
Cajanek 

Forestry 
Dente 

Grod.  Stud Lefkos 
Arch. Dente Law 

Lefkos 

RUGGER 
12.30  East 1.15  Eost 1,15  West 
4.30  West 

U.C. 
PHE.  B 
Med.  II Low  II 

19  12.30  West  PHE,  C 1.15  East  Law  I 1.15  West  Vic.  Ill 
20  1.15  Eost  Wye 
21  12.30  West  New  II 1.15  East  Trin.  A 1.15  West  Vic.  II 22  12.30  East  Eng.  II 1.15  East  St.M. 1.15  West  Vic.  IV 

Innis Buchonon New  1 Hennessey -  Eng.  1 McNeil Vic.  II 

O'Brian 

Emman Armstrong Vic.  I Johnson 
Eng.  II Led son 
Trin,  B Buchanan 
Arch 

Armstrong 

PHE.  A McNeil 

Med.  B 
Apse 

O'Brian 

Vic.  1 
Johnson 

5cor. 

O'Brian 

LACROSSE 

Mon,  Oct.  18  1.00 U.C.  II vs    St.M.  B Bartlett,  Murphy 5.00 Eng.  || 
vs  Trin. Rudge,  McElroy 

Tues.      *  19  1.00 

Vic.  1 vs     Eng.  1 
McElroy,  Arthurs 4.00 

Scar. 

vs  Pre-Med IHennessey,  Cromie 
6.30 vs    PHE.  A Hennessey,  Fa  turn 
7.30 

vs    For.  A Fotum,  Hennessey 
Wed,          20  100 

PH£™B 

vs    U.C.  1 Riordan,  McElroy 
5.00 

Pre.  Med  II vs    Vic.  Ill Miller,  Fotum 6.00 Vic.  ii vs  Dent Miller,  Bartlett 7.00 
Med.  A 

Arthurs,  Bartlett Thur.          21  1.00 Eng.  1 vs    PHE.  A Riordon,  Shepherd 6.30 Eng.  II 
Rudge,  Truesdole 

7.30 Trin. 

vs    For  B Rudge,  Truesdole Fri.            22  1.00 5t.M.  A 
vs    Vic.  1 Arthurs,  Bortlett 

VOLLEYBALL 
Mon.  Oct.  18  1.00 Vic.  1 vs  St.M. Rox bo rough 
Tues,          19  6.30 

Gula 

7.30 
Med. vs  U.C. 

Gula 8.30 New vs  Phorm 
Wed.          20  1.00 

Trin.  B vs    Vic.  II 
McNivcn 

6.30 

Wye 

vs    Innis  II 
Eodie 

7.30 Eng.  Ill vs  Dent Thur.          21  1.00 Innis  1 
vs    Eng.  1 Rox  bo  rough 4.00 

Emman vs    For.  B Spolsky 
A. 30 

Law 

vs     For.  A Eodie 
Frl.            22  1.00 .Trin.  A vs  Med Bond 



WHITE  DISPLEASED  f 

Kellam  ready  f
or  Queen  s 

By  P.  J.  PAPE 
Chalk  Line  Chit  Chat  — 

Injured  Jim  Kellam,  whose 
presence  was  sorely  missed 
by  the  offensive  team  in  last 
Saturday's  game,  will  be 
ready  for  the  homecoming 
contest  against  Queen's Golden  Gaels  .  .  . 
Head  coach  Dall  White 

was  displeased  with  the  per- formance of  his  offensive 
line.  He  is  driving  them 
hard  this  week  and  expects 
to  sec  some  improvement  in 
Saturday's  game  .  .  • 
Western's  downfield 

blocking  on  kickoff  and 
punl  returns  was  so  effec- tive and  vicioils,  that  Blues 
were  ordered  to  kick  short 
and  out  of  bounds  in  order 
lo  prevent  long  run  backs 
For  the  first  time  this 

season  Blues  have  survived 
a  game  intact.  Up  to  tfce 
Western  game  four  players were  lost  lo  the  team  for 

t  h  e  remainder  ol  t  It  e schedule  .  .  ■ 
For  the  first  lime  in  quite 

a  long  time,  all  converl  at- tempts were  successful 
Bryce  Taylor  of  Blues  and 
Art  Froese  ol  'Slangs  con- 

verted each  ol  their  team's five  touchdowns  .  .  ■ 
Jeffery  Picks  the  Toronto 

Stars  —  Defensively  —  Al 
Giachino  and  Glen  Markle 
excelled  for  Varsity.  The  185 
pound  Giachino  is  the 
team's  middle  line  backer. 

AL  GIACHINO 

Taylor  ties  record 
Varsitv  quarterback 

Bryce  Taylor  in  his  fourth season  with  Blues  has 
lied  former  Varsity  half- 

back Tim  Reid's  record for  points  scored  in  a 
career  while  playing  for Varsity. 

Taylor's  four  converts Saturday  in  London  gave 
him  104  points  in  S1FL 
play  the  same  total  a- massed  by  Reid  between 
1956  and  1958. 
Taylor  is  currently  tied 

for  seventh  place  in  all- time  SIFL  scoring  and 
with  two  more  seasons 
to  play  before  graduat- ing from  medical  school 
stands  an  excellent 
chance  of  surpassing  Ron 
Stewart's  record  of  152 

points. Only  active  player  with 
more  points  is  Eric  Wal- ter ol  McGill,  who  has 108. 

Last  season  he  was  with 
Phys.  Ed.  in  the  Interfacultj 
League  and  made  the  jump 
to  the  big  club  with  little difficulty. 

Markle  at  203  pounds  was 
with  Blues  last  season  at 
the  same  cornerback  posi- tion. Both  were  deadly 
Saturday  in  one  on  one  situ- ations. Markle  especially, 

easily  dispersed  the  West- ern interference  on  sweeps 
lo  his  side  and  stopped 
'Slangs  from  working  his 
side  of  the  line  .  .  ■ 

Offensively,  the  choices 
are  obvious.  Halfback  Ger- 

ry Sternberg  and  split  end 
Mike  Eben  starred  for  Tor- onto. With  Sternberg  using 
speed  and  Eben  feints,  both 
showed  great  talent  in  the 
open  field.  Sternberg  caught 
five  passes  for  120  yards 
and  four  touchdowns  while 
Eben  grabbed  seven  passes 
for  126  yards  and  one  touclv 
down. 

kara  re 

By  BOB  CHMIELA 

GLEN  MARKLE 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

,  „.  me  world  "Karate"  brings  to  mind 

J^T£&"  ^clinea  individuals  who  gte- 
U  Uv  nend  their  time  breaking  bricks  and  board

s.  This 

however^  a  popular  misconception  whteh  v
olumes  of 

»gliciZed  version  of  the 
Japanese  characters  standing  for  "empty  hand

  In 
common  with  forms  o£  unarmed  combat  <«°"t 

 the 
wind  it  makes  use  of  the  feet,  hands,  and  other  

parts 
ol  [he  human  body  as  natural  weapons  for  defence

  and 
"""Urn  Japanese  Karate  is  comparatively  recent 

ha,ia.  been  introduced  from  Okinawa  m  1921  by  Gichin 

Funaloshi.  These  Okinawan  techniques,  themselves  
the 

product  of  centuries  of  local  development  and  study  of 
various  Chinese  systems,  were  in  turn  refined  and  syste- mfced  to  create  a  competitive  sport.  ■  • 

This  is  rot  a  novel  idea,  for  the  sport  of  Judo  is  but 

a  restricted 'form  of  the  deadly  art  of  Jiu-jitsu,  and  mo- 
dem  boxing  is  the  off-spring  of  the  gladiatorial  combat 

Karate  accomplishes  this  end  by  pulling  all  blows 

before  contact  is  made.  Through  training,  the  proper 
muscular  control  and  reflexes  are  developed  to  make 

^"■{tas^ training  consists  of  calisthenics  designed  to 

strengthened  muscles,  build  endurance,  and  increase 
flexibility  Basic  techioues,  such  as  blocking,  punching 
and  Kicking  are  practiced  along  with  a  predetermined 
series  of  movements  known  as  kates  ,  which  place 
the  student  in  an  imaginary  battle  with  several  oppo 
neits  much  m  the  manner  of  shadow-boxing. 

These  eventually  le«d  to  free-style  sparring  and  open 
competition  m  which  points  are  awarded  for  blows 

which  the  j-.tdges  feel  would  have  been  "killing"  if  they had  landed.  . 

Brick  and  board  breaking  are  not  a  pan  of  train 
inn  but  are  usually  performed  at  exhibitions  as  a  demon- 
sti-'iron  of  o  iwer,  and  for  their  audience  appeal.  Callous- 

es aie  not '- -quired  even  for  this.  It  is  form  and  tech man  -  which  make  the  differenece. 
The  Un-versity  of  Toronto  Karate  Club  has  grown 

to  the  point  where  it  is  now  considering  competition  with 
other  clubs  and  planning  to  lay  the  groundwork'  for inte -  -ollegiat"  competition. 

j  he  Club  practices  regularly  in  Hart  House  and  m 
vitps  anyone  Interested  in  this  fascinating  sport  to  come 
out. 

Victoria  begins  quest  for  Mulock  Cup  mac  retains  Ruttan  Cup, 

Blues  eight  strokes  back 

By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
The  in terf acul ty  f oo  t  ba  1 1 

season  got  off  to  a  fast  and 
furious  start  as  Vic,  winner 
of  seven  successive  Mulock 
Cups,  crushed  Engineering 
13-1.  Danny  Baird  led  the 
Vic  attack  with  two  touch- 

downs both  on  short  runs 
from  inside  the  ten  yard 
line.  Meen  kicked  the  con- 

vert following  the  first  score 
while  the  stubborn  Skule 
defence  blocked  the  attempt 
after   the  second. 

Rich  Arends  opened  the 
scoring  in  the  game  as  he 
boomed  a  long  punt  that 
went  for  the  single  point. 
However,  that  was  all  the 
poinls  the  engineers  could 
manage  against  a  tough  Vic 
defence. 
The  game  was  riddled 

with  penalties  as  the  red 
flag  seemed  to  fall  after  al- 

most every  other  play. 
LACROSSE 

In  the  season  opener, 
PHE  A.  winners  of  the  Da- 
foe  Trophy  emblematic  of 
interfac  lacrosse  supremacy 
last  year,  edged  a  much  im- 

proved Vic  I  squad  6-4.  Bar- 
ry Bartlett  paced  the  win 

with  a  sparkling  three-goal 

performance  while  Chii 
Rudge  with  two  and  Mike 
Wright  with  one  accounted for  the  rest  of  the  scoring. 
Dave  Grist  and  Bub  Hamil- 

ton each  potted  two  goals 
for  the  losing  scarlet  and 

gold. 
SOCCER 

Sr.  Engineering,  last  year's champions,  Vic  I,  and  PHE 
all  chalked  up  victories  in 
Group  I  play. 
Helmut  Brosz  led  the  en- 

gineers to  a  3-1  win  over 
Trinity  A  as  he  scored  twice. 

Oli  Cajanek  added  a  single 
tally  while  Chris  Loat  re- plied for  Trinity. 

Vic  I  scored  a  decisive  4- 
0  victory  over  PHE  as  Jim 
Quirk  counted  three  times 
and  Ted  Bryan  fired  a  sing- leton. 

RUGGER 
In  this  seven-a-sids  sport 

for  men  (not  boys),  St.  Mi- 
kes whipped  Law  14-0,  PHE 

B  dropped  Eng.  I  5-0,  U.C. 
1  edged  Trinity  B  5-3,  and 2nd  year  Meds  drubbed 
New  College  I  16—0. 

Directorate  tables  motion 

to  send  Italy  application 

University  of  McMaster 
successfully  defended  the 
Ruttan  Cup  emblematic  of 
intercollegiate  golf  supre- 

macy over  the  weekend  re- gistering a  narrow  one 
stroke  victory  over  Univer- 

sity of  Montreal. Pierre  Archambault  won 
the  MeCall  Cup  as  low  scor- er over  the  36  holes  with 
a  (75-69),  144  a  record  for 
36  holes  at  the  host  Royal 
Quebec  Golf  Course  in  Bois- 

chatel,  Quebec. 

Bob  Bradley  of  Queen's and  Bob  Jarvis  of  McMas- 
ter, last  year's  defending 

champion,  tied  with  identi- cal scores  of  (74-74)  148. Alby  Garbe  of  Toronto 
was  fourth  with  (78-71)  149 and  the  U  of  T  team  of 
Garbe,  Howard  Stulberg, 
Bill  Cressy  and  John  White 
were  third  with  a  632  total 
eight  strokes  behind  Mc- Master. 

Where's  Wilson  gone? 
University  o  I  Toronto 

AlhletiG  Directorate  decided 
last  night  to  table  a  motion 
that  U  of  T  apply  lo  Cana- dian Union  of  Students  to 
send  Varsity  hockey  Blues 
to  Italy  in  February  for  the Fourth  Win!  e  r  Student 
Olympic  Games.  The  motion 
will  come  up  again  at  the 
next  meeting,  October  26. 

Last  week  Students'  Ad- ministrative Council  unani- 
mously endorsed  a  motion 
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requeuing  the  Athletic  Dir- 
ectorate to  submit  an  appli- 

cation on  behalf  of  Blues  Lo CUS. 
CUS  announced  last  week 

its  plans  to  send  a  Canadian 
college  hockey  learn  lo  the 
Games,  Feb.  5  through  12. 
Applications  have  been 

sent  to  university  athletic 
directors  across  Canada  and 
student  governments  have 
been  asked  to  lend  support. 
This  will  be  the  first  time 
Canada  has  participated  in 
the  Student  Winter  Games. 

A  UTRFC 
Syndicated  Service 

In  the  Scrum:  Two  years 

ago.  Varsity's  rugger  team lost  its  three  year  captain 
and  twice  league  scoring 

champion,  Paul  Wilson.  Wil- son, an  all-round  athlete, 
was  such  a  potent  scorer 
that  his  mates  dubbed  him 
the  "Golden  Toe". 

After  he  graduated,  the 
"Golden  Toe"  deparled  fot 
England  with  the  intention 
of  returning  to  Varsity  this 

year.  However,  lo  the  aston- ishment of  the  rest  of  the 
team  Wilson  did  not  mate- rialize. 

Indeed,  he  completely  dis- 
appeared! Where  are  you, 

Paul???...  Meanwhile,  back 
on  the  field,  Blues  are  hav- 

ing their  troubles  fitting 
a  fullback  into  their  well- 
balanced  attack.  Experimen- tation has,  at  some  lime  or 
other,  placed  Haydn  Rich- 

ardson, John  O'Brien,  Frank Buck,  and  Jimmy  Johnson 
at  the  position. 
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A  typical  homecoming  float.    (See  page  22  for  route  map.) 

It's  Homecoming  time  again The  Homecoming  Parade  will  assemble 
at  8.30  a.m.  tomorrow  morning,  and  signs  of 
movement  should  be  detected  around  10 
a.m. 

The  theme  of  this  year's  parade  is  "To- 
ronto, No  Mean  City,"  taken  from  a  book  of the  same  name  which  extols  the  virtues  of 

our  glorious  metropolis. 

The  winning  floats  will  take  part  in  the 
half-time  show  during  the  football  game 
Saturday  afternoon 

The  weekend  will  conclude  Saturday 
evening  with  entertainment  and  dancing. 
Starting  time  for  the  evening  Homecoming 
Show  is  8.30  p.m. 

Industrial  Centre  officially  opens 
By  ROD  RITCHIE 

The  director-general  of  the 
United  Nations  International 
Labor  Office  officially 
opened  the  University  of  To- ronto Centre  for  Industrial 
Relations  Wednesday. 

David  A.  Morse,  who  was 
introduced  in  Convocation 
Hall  by  Hon.  Allan  Mac- 
Eachen,  federal  minister  of 
labor,  said  the  new  centre 
may  provide  many  of  the answers  to  those  involved 
in  the  world's  industrial  pro- blems. 
The  Centre  was  describ- 

ed by  President  Claude  Bis- sell  as  a  centre  for  research 
in  industrial  theory.  It  re- 

ceives '.'moral  and  material" 
support  from  the  federal 
government,  he  said.  "And it  will  provide  some  sum 
mer  jobs  for  students." Mr.  Morse  believes  that 
the  analysis  provided  "in the  calm  reflective  atmos- 

phere" of  the  U  of  T  centre 
may  well  shape  the  "indust- 

rial response  to  the  chal- 
lenge of  technology".  The 

bargaining  table  is  inade- 
quate according  to  Mr.  Mor 

se  because  it  is  "a  heated 
crucible." He  said  that  the  task  of 
the  western  countries  will 
be  to  adapt  technological 
progress  to  society,  to  de- 

velop new  social  institutions 
for  industry,  land  to  educate 
their  members  so  that  they 
will  be  able  to  participate 
responsibly  to  the  new  so- 
ciety." 

Much  of  the  pressure  aris- 
es from  problems  in  East- 

West  relations,  the  under- 
developed nations,  and  au- tomation, he  said. 

To  solve  the  automation 
problem  Mr.  Morse  forsees 
an  "increasing  tendency  for 
governments  to  intervene  in 
order  to  restore  the  balance 
in  collective  bargaining. 
He  believes  that  to  pre- 

vent excessive  state  control 
"labor  and  management 
will  have  to  prove,  to  the 
government  that  they  can 
produce  beter  and  more  ge- 

nerally acceptable  results 
than  could  be  obtained  by 
central  administrative  inter- 

vention." And  to  produce  these  re- sults the  face  of  union  and 
management  will  have  to  be 
overhauled,  he  said. 
"The  action  of  militant 

union  officials  and  negotia- 
tors appears  to  be  protect 

the  worker's  job  at  all  costs 
and  this  is  in  some  cases 
dangerous:  a  single  limited 
strike  can  seriously  affect 
the  economy."  He  believes that  instead  the  unions  must 
become  more  nationally- 
minded.  "The  community 
will  expect  them  to  take 
more  initiative  themselves 
and  to  be  more  active  and 
constructive  in  their  criti- 

cism or  support  of  the  go- 
vernment," he  said. 

Technological  change  is 
eroding  the  union's  basis of  membership  —  the  blue collar  worker.  The  unions 

will  have  to  bring  professio- 
nals into  the  fold  to  estab- 
lish and  operate  training 

programs  for  displaced  wor- kers, and  also  to  consult 
jointly  in  the  installation 
and  operation  of  the  new 
technology,  he  said. 

On  the  other  side  manage- 
ment must  provide  efficient 

production  and  good  -ela- tions  in  the  plant  and  in 
the  community,  he  said.  In 
the  past,  he  stated,  if  a  ma- 

nager could  not  produce  ef- 
ficiently, he  himself  suffer- 

ed the  consequence.  "Now however  the  community  has 
to  suffer  the  consequences 
in  the  form  of  increased 
prices,  inflationary  spirals 
and  adverse  balance  of  pay- 

ments." 

WHO  WOIV? 

Nobody  knows  yet 
By  GWEN  GROVES 

The  question  of  who  won 
the  recent  UC  SAC  election 
is  still  in  dispute. 

Marga  re  t  Shrand  (III 
SMC)  a  member  of  the  SAC 
elections  committee,  explain- 

ed to  council  Wednesday 
that  there  was  still  some 
confusion  whether  Lisa  Sa- 

muels (IV  UC)  or  Alan  Prien 
(IV  UC)  should  have  been 
seated. 
The  elections  were  held 

last    Tuesday      The  ballot 
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counting  conflicted  with 
Yom  Kippur,  the  high  Jew- 

ish holy  day,  so  that  neither 
of  the  two  returning  offic- 

ers could  be  present.  Alan 

Bowker  (SGS)  officiated. 
To  be  valid,  the  ballots had  to  be  both  initialled  by 

a  poll  clerk  and  marked  with 
an  X. 
Seven  ballots  which  did 

not  meet  these  requirements 
—  five  uninitialled  and  two 
marked,  with  symbols  other 
than  an  X,  were  accepted. 
This  tally  gave  Miss  Sa- 

muel 123  votes  to  Mr.  Prien's 121.  Prien  called  for  a  re- count. 
Joseph  Steiner  (II  UC) 

told  the  council  he  felt  that 
"either  you  keep  both  rules 
or  neither."  In  each  of  these 
cases,  Miss  Samuel  wins." According  to  Steiner, 
Stanley  Taylor  (IV  UC),  the 
other  returning  officer, 
holds  that  all  the  initialled 
ballots  be  counted,  regard- 

less of  the  symbols  used  to 
mark  them. 

The  problem  was  brought 
before  the  UC  Lit  at  their 
Tuesday  meeting  They  were unable  to  come  to  a  decision 
and  decided  to  return  it  to 
SAC. 
The  SAC  elections  com- mittee studied  the  matter 

and  proposed  that  both  rul- es be  followed,  invalidating 
the  questioned  ballots,  said 
Miss  Schrand. 
Prien  asked  the  council "Who  do  I  make  my  appeal 

to?" 

The  SAC  meeting  was  ad- 
journed before  a  vote  could be  taken.  The  issue__will 

come  before  it  again  at  the next  meeting. 

Surplus  increased 
Some  SAC-sponsored  or- 

ganizations will  receive  less 
money  than  was  recom- 

mended in  SAC's  proposed 
budget  this  year. SAC  decided  Wednesday 
night  to  increase  its  budget 
surplus  from  $12,472  to  $15,- 
000,  to  help  finance  the  pro- 

posed student  centre  out  of current  income. 
Finance  Commissioner 

Howard  Simmons  (II  Law) 
suggested  the  increase. 

"If  next  year's  council  is 
faced  with  financing  the 
student  centre  out  of  cur- 

rent income,"  he  said,  "a cut  would  bave  to  be  made 

in    club  budgets." 

PEARSON  GETS  OUT  VOTE 
KINGSTON  —  Voting-age  university  students  who  don't  plan  to  go home  again  con  probably  vote  in  their  university  centres  in  the Nov.  8  federal  election,  the  Canodian  revenue  minister  said  last 
night. In  an  interview  broadcast  over  radio  station  CKWS  here.  Rev- enue Minister  E.J.  Benson  said  this  was  the  crux  of  a  telegram 
he  had  just  received  from  Prime  Minister  Pearson.  The  statement from  the  prime  minister  was  based  on  a  legal  opinion  by  Toronto lawyer  C.F.H.  Carson. 

Mr.  Benson  used  students  of  Queen's  University  in  his  home riding  here  as  an  example. 
He  said  that,  according  to  Mr.  Pearson's  long  statement. Queen's  students  who  do  not  intend  to  return  to  their  former  place 

of  residence  —  that  is,  their  parents'  home  town  —  on  graduation could  choose  Kingston  as  their  place  of  residence  and  vote  there. 
Meanwhile,  Mr.  Pearson  has  written  to  the  heads  of  all  Can- 

adian universities  and  colleges  asking  them  to  allow  students  to be  absent  from  classes  without  penalty  in  order  to  vote. 
The  prime  minister's  office  announced  fast  night  that  Mr. Pearson  had  requested  universities  to  allow  students  this  privilege 

either  on  election  day,  or  on  the  dates  of  advance  polls,  Oct/  30 and  Nov.  1. 

Among  other  things, 
Council: 
#  Rescinded  the  SAC 

statute  which  prohibits 
beauty  contests,  and  en- abled the  Blue  and  While 
Society  to  go  ahead  with  its 
plans  to  choose  a  Winter 
Carnival  Queen.  Such  a  con- test would  take  into  account 
the  entrants'  "personality, 
poise  and  appearance,  not 
just  her  um,  um  um  .  .  ." said  Blue  and  White  Chair- man Jim  Kenzie  (IV  APSC). 
#  Supported  in  principle a  winter  car  rally,  on  the 

suggestion  of  Helmut  Brosz (IV  APSC). 
#  Postponed  discussion 

on  the  proposed  Political Affairs  Forum. 

#  Approved  co-operation in  the  National  Student  Day 
of  the  Canadian  Union  of 
Students,  Oct.  27. 
#  Transferred  the  SAC 

Printing  Bureau  from  the 
control  of  the  Communica- tions Commission  to  the 
Finance  Commission. 
#  Approved  in  principle the  existence  of  the  Radio 

Committee,  and  referred  to 
the  Finance  Commission  the 
question  of  facilities  and finances  for  this  committee. 
#  Donated  $1,500  to  the 

International  Teach-In. 

#  Approved  an  honorar- ium of  $350  for  Roy  Patter- son, director  of  the  Blue 
and  White  Band. 
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The  Rev.  John  Lcmhul  Office:  922-1884 Homo:  485-5818 

CLASSIFIED 

ROOMS,  Bathurst-Sf.  Clorr  partly  fur- nished, T.T.C,  at  door,  2  single  $8.  1 large  bedsitting  J 12.  Shore  furnished 
kitchen.  Lf=.  7-1470. 
1 957  FORD,  good  running  condition 
must  sell  S175.  447-8152. 
FOR  SALE:  64  VW,  custom,  24,000 
miles,  radio  $950.  251-5498  -  11:30 
—  12  p.m.  

WANTEO:    Two    female  students 
shore    oportment    with    two    graduate  I students    at    Bloor    and    Avenue  Rd. Available  November  1st.  Unfurnished 
Rent  reasonable,  222-4781  or  927-6246  I offer  6. 
MALE  STUDENT  wanted  to  share  room, board   included,  $20.   weekly  ask   for  I 
Doug  924-2066. 
LOST:  1  small  chrome  Zippo  lighter  with  I RCYC  Crest,  between  Hart  House  and Varsity  Stadium  in  past  week.  Reward 921-6386. 
1959  6  CYL.  VAUXALL  Velox  deluxe  I rodio  heater,  new  battery,  39,000  Miles,  I 
S325.  923-2978. 
TUTORS  WANTED  tor  high  school  I mathematics,  science.  Remuneration  ] depending  on  qualifications  and  pre-  I vious  experience.  489-5851. 
62  ENSIGN  Green,  4  door  leather holstery,  like  new,  15,000  miles,  econ-  I omical  cor  for  student,  heater,  good  I 
buy,  private.  481-2836. 

Visiting  prof  impressed 
"Students  seem  keener 

here  than  in  England,"  said Prof.  Norman  Garmonsway, 
a  specialist  in  Medieval  stu- dies, and  a  visiting  profes- sor in  the  department  of 
English  at  UC  this  year. 
This  is  Prof.  Garmons- 

way's  third  visit  to  North America.  He  teacfc.es  at  the 
University  of  London,  His 
other  two  visits  were  to  the 
universities  of  North  Caro- lina and  California. 

Prof.  Garmonsway  is  most 
impressed  with  student  par- 

ticipation here.  He  said,  "it 
is  a  great  advantage  for  stu- dents to  have  their  playing 
fields  and  residences  on 
campus,  and  not  miles  away 

in  some  distant  suburb  as 
is  the  case  at  the  University 
of  London. 
"Furthermor  e,"  h  e 

said,  "the  students  in 
England  tend  to  go  off  to 
their  hostels  after  lectures 
instead  of  staying  in  the 
college  to  attend  club  meet- ings and  discussions.  The 
colleges  themselves  are 
widely  separted  and  inter- college  club  meetings  are 

hard  to  arrange." Prof.  Garmonsway  recent- 
ly published  a  Penguin  En- 

glish Dictionary.  It  has  at- tracted the  attention  of  the 
press  because  of  its  inclu- 

sion of  some  four-letter 
words. 

Saturday  Oct.  16  -  RECREATION  PROGRAM,  including  two  films 
"TAJ  MAHAL"  and  "TIGER  HUNT". Discussion  led  by  PETER  RICHARDSON. 

Sunday  Oct.   17  -  "CHRISTIAN  TRUTH  AND  HINDU  PIETY CONTRASTED" MR.  MACLEOD,  M.A.,  B.D. 
Toronto  Bible  College 

KNOX  FELLOWSHIP  CENTRE 
HARBORD  ST.  &  SPADINA  AVE. 
PUBLIC  WORSHIP  _  1  I  a.m.  and  7  p.m. 

Minister:  DR.  WILLIAM  FITCH,  M.A.,  B.D.  Ph.D. 

Walmer  Road 

Baptist  Church 
(1  block  North  and  West  of 

Spadino  and  Bloor.! 
WELCOMES  STUDENTS 
Sunday,  11  a.m.  "The  Odds  Against 

the  Individual" 7  p.m.  "Who  Is  Christf" 
1:15  p.m.  'TALK  BACK" 

Young  People's  Groups  — Monday  B  p.m.  Friday  B  p.m. 
MINISTERS: 

REV.  R.  S.  DUNN 
REV.  W.  R.  WOOD 

TJhTJ^  yJ^  iook  PLAYBOYS.  All  suede^Sybeig^reV. Faded  blue.  All  styles  available  in  "His"—  $9.95,  "Hers"--  $7 95 ($1  higher  west  of  Winnipeg) 

You're  right  when  you  wear  playboys Foot-watchers  see  more  PLAYBOYS  than  anythina Reason?  The  Village  Look  is  big  now.  And  PLAYBOYS 
Dashing!  Light!  Casual!  Select  suede  uppers  look  bettor longer.  Plantation  crepe  soles.  Steel  shanks 

Ask  for  your  PLAYBOYS  at  your  shoe  store  today. 

PLAYBOYS BV HEWETSON 
*  Dlviii°"  »'  Shoo  Corporation  ol  Canada  Umliad 
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Today,  1  p.m. 
Opening  meeting  of  the  Folklore  Club.  All  folksingers, 

folk  dancers  and  folk  musicians  welcome.  UC,  room  224. 
Today,  1  p.m. 

U  of  T  Committee  for  National  Student  Day,  Oct.  27.  All 
students  invited.  Sid  Smith,  room  2102. 

I  Today,  1  pju. Mrs.  Z.  Krongold  will  host  birthday  party  for  "Two 
thousand  year  old  man".  Under  auspices  of  the  LDC  execu- tive. UC  Cafeteria. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Meeting  for  those  interested  in  working  on  the  Film  So- ciety. SAC  office. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Meeting  of  Progressive  Conservative  Policy  Committee on  Higher  Education.  All  interested  Club  members  urged  to attend.  Sid  Smith,  room  2116. 

Today,  4  —  6  p.m. 
Victoria  College  Dramatic  Society  is  holding  open  audit- ions for  three  one-act  plays.  Copper  Room,  upstairs,  Wymil- wood. 

Today,  9  p.m. 
Dance  in  association  with  the  Nurses  Union.  GSU  16 Bancroft  Ave. 

Saturday,  1.30  pjn. 
Student  Union  for  Peace  Action  and  Voters  for  Peace 

sponsoring  a  Toronto  demonstration  for  International  Viet- 
nam Day  of  Protest.  Group  will  march  to  consulate  to  join Congress  of  Unrepresented  Peoples  in  Exile  (American  stu- dents). Speaker:—  Rev.  Gene  Young  and  Tony  Hyde  — bUPA.  Front  steps,  Ontario  Parliament  Bldgs. Saturday,  5  p.m. 

VCF  '■After-football  Supper".  Food  and  singing  immed- iately after  football  game.  All  welcome.  655  Spadina  Ave Jackie  s, 

Saturday,  8.30  p.m. 
Hillel  concert  featuring  Malka  and  Joso.  Refreshments served  afterwards  at  Hillel  House,  186.  St.  George  St.  Park Plaza  Hotel,  King  Cole  Room. 

Sunday,  all  day 
Outing  Club  party  at  the  Cabin  site  at  Collingwood.  All 

rH°um5e0242.'ntereSted'  Ph°ne  R°n  Erdmam-  torTight  only, 
Sunday,  10  a.m. 

H.H  C*m.era,Club  Annual  Hike  _  all  club  members  wiv- es and  girlfriends  welcome.  Caledon  Hills  Farm. 
Sunday,  7.30  p.m. 

Polish  Students  Club  general  meeting.  Entertainment and  refreshments  after  the  meeting.  206  Becerley  St 
Sunday,  8  p.m. 

teres"°d01nnTeyUCdSirSt,6reTral  """"W  °f  ««  th°*= 

refreshments  and  film  I  CntUral  dubs'  Free  admission, ™  Zm  DameI  WilSOn  R«.dence  Com^ Sunday,  9  p.m. Sunday  Evening  Concert.  Nelson  Dempster Paul  Helmer  -  P.ano.  Wymilwood  Music  Room 

Cello, 



Plan  peace  march  on  US  Consulate 

By  RICHARD  REIVE 
A  group  of  left-wing  and 

peace-group  people  staged 
what  they  called  a  "mass- rally"  in  the  Physics  Build- 

ing yesterday  to  discuss 
ways  of  ending  the  war  in 
Viet  Nam. 
About  80  people  attended, 

20  of  whom  identified  them- 
selves as  supporters  of  the 

American  position. 
Two  groups  of  students 

and  others  will  hold  similar 
"mass  rallies"  tomorrow 
afternoon.  One  rally  involves 

the  Student  Union  for  Peace 
Action  and  others,  the  other 
the  International  Viet 
Nam  Day  Committee. 
Those  attending  both  ral- lies will  march  to  the  United 

States  consulate,  where  they 
will  join  members  of  Stu- 

dents for  a  Demacratic  So- 
ciety, a  United  States  group, 

to  present  a  formal  protest. 
Members  of  SDS  have 

crossed  into  Canada,  alleg- 
ing that  they  are  not  repre- sented in  the  United  States. 

They  have  formed  the  The 
Assembly  of  Unrepresented 

People  in  Exile  to  further their  views. 
The  leaders  of  the  rally, 

which  was  sponsored  by  the 
U  of  T  Socialist  Club,  call- 

ed for  unity  in  support  ot 
the  National  Liberation 
Front. 
Squabbling  and  shouting 

broke  out  several  times  dur- 
ing the  meeting. 

One  speaker,  an  SDS 
member  from  Buffalo,  stat- 

ed that  the  Americans 
would  win  by  turning  Viet 
Nam  into  a  desert. 

Miller's  world  one  of  shadows  -  Cohen 

By  ROY  WISE 
Nathan  Cohen,  entertain- 

ment columnist  for  the  Tor- 
onto Daily  Star,  Wednesday 

called  the  world  of  Arthur 
Miller  "high-minded,  simple- minded  and  full  of  wishful 
thinking." Speaking  at  a  Hillel  lec- 

ture Wednesday  in  Univer- 
sity College,  Mr.  Cohen  said 

Miller's  Death  of  a  Sales- 
man arrives  at  no  positive 

statement  of  principle. 
"The  play  is  not  a  tragedy 

in  the  real  sense,"  Mr  Co- hen said.  There  is  nowhere 
a  man  of  real  character  and 
strength  "who  takes  on  for- 

ces he  cannot  defeat." 
Miller  tries  to  deal  un- 

compromisingly with  the  is- sues of  our  times.  The  lack 
of  candor  in  his  plays  Mr. 
Cohen  said,  is  very  disturb- 

ing. This  is  not  a  deliberate falsification  but  rather  an 
inability  on  Miller's  part  to be  as  ruthless  and  objective 
as  he  should  be. 
Death  of  a  Salesman  has 

enjoyed  commercial  suc- 
cess, Mr.  Cohen  stated,  be- 
cause it  says  something  that 

people  want  to  hear — the price  of  failure  is  too  high. 
It  contains  the  realization 
that  the  success  of  the  few 

is  forged  on  the  failure  of 
the  many.  The  audience 
feels  empathy  with  Willy 
Loman,  the  salesman.  It  is 
an  expression  of  self-pity, Mr.  Cohen  said. 

Miller's  literary  fame  rests on  the  fact  that  he  tries  to 
make  his  plays  more  than 
just  entertainment,  he  said. 
They  are  concerned  with  a 
"universal  theme." 
Arthur  Miller's  world,  Mr. 

Cohen  said,  is  the  world  of 
a  man  who  views  himself  as 
an  American  everyman.  It 
is,  however,  a  world  of 
shadows  which  diminish  the 
closer  you  look  at  them. 

Our  bureaucracy  makes  adjustment  easier 

By  DOROTHY  YARMOUTH 

Today's  universities  are 
so  bureaucratic  that  stu- 

dents require  little  further 
training  in  adapting  to  the 
complexities  of  an  industri- 

al organization,  Professor 
Wilbert  E.  Moore  told  the 
third  session  of  the  founding 
Industrial  Relations  Confer- 

ence yesterday. 
Prof.  Moore,  a  sociologist 

with  Russell  Sage  Founda- 
tion and  Princeton  Univer- 
sity, spoke  on  "The  Individ- ual in  an  Organizational 

Society". Prof.  Moore  focused  his 

remarks  on  the  protections 
an  individual  has  against 
the  power  and  authority  of 
the  large  industrial  organi- zation of  which  he  is  a 
member. 
According  to  Professor 

Moore,  these  protections, 
which  include  the  choice  of 
changing  employers,  mem- bership in  a  professional 
organization  or  labor  union, 
and  in  some  cases,  an  inde- 

pendent judiciary  board,  are 
not  enough. 
Professor  Oswald  Hall 

pointed  out  that  certain  de- 
vices which  protect  the  in- 

dividual in  the  general  so- 

ciety do  not  operate  within 
a  corporation. Professor  Hall,  of  the  U 
of  T  sociology  department, 
gave  as  an  example  the  fact 
that  members  of  a  corpor- 

ation cannot  "call  their  go- 
vernors to  task",  as  citizens 

of  society  can  if  they  wish. 
R.  S.  Ritchie,  a  director 

of  Imperial  Oil  Limited, 
summed  up  the  general  con- sensus of  the  speakers 
when  he  observed,  "We must  continually  study  our 
large  organizations  and  be 
prepared  to  change  them, 
as  society  is  always  clang- 

ing." 
Discover  new  treatment  for  detached  retina 

Two  University  of  Toron- 
to opthalmologists  and  a 

U.S.  engineer  have  develop- 
ed a  method  of  treating  de- 

tachments of  the  retina  of 
the  eye. 

Dr.  D.  H.  Dickinson,  re- 
search associate,  Dr.  Mich- 

ael Shea,  associate  in  op- 
tbalmology  and  Ralph 
Crump,  vice-president  in 
engineering  of  Frigitronics, 
Inc.  of  Bridgeport,  Conn., 
call  their  device  a  cryosty- 
let,  or  very  low  temperature 
probe.  It  consists  of  a  series 
of  transistors  attached  to  a 
tip  and  cooled  by  freon  gas. 

In  a  report  to  the  Cana- 

dian Electronics  Conference 
last  Monday  they  said  100 
patients  have  been  treated 
with  outstanding  success. 
The  process  allows  healing 
of  retinal  detachments  with- 

in five  or  six  days,  com- 
pared with  thiree  weeks 

necessary  for  photocoagula- 
tion— another  retinal  treat- ment. 

In  operations  for  the  ex- traction of  cataracts  it  was 
found  that  the  cataract  stuck 
to  the  probe  the  way  a  wet 
tongue  sticks  to  a  cold  piece 
of  metal.  This  basic  princi- 

ple was  incorporated  in  the 
cryosurgical  probe. 

A  New  York  group,  work- 
ing on  the  same  principle, 

found  that  retinal  tears 
could  be  repaired  by  a  pro- cess of  cryosurgery  using 
liquid  nitrogen  as  a  coolant. 
The  present  cryosurgical 

probe  is  less  expensive  and 
less  complicated.  With  only 
local  anesthetic,  eye  tissue 
can  be  formed  into  a  ball 
of  ice  which,  when  melted, 
allows  the  lesion  to  heal. 
Research  is  being  contin- 

ued to  find  a  device  for  more 
difficult  .  and  complicated 
eye  surgery. 

HART  HOUSE  % 

TODAY  -*i  /J, 5.15  p.m.  RECORD  ROOM  A   —   Instruction  and  Renewal 
STEINWAY  PIANOS 

The  Music  Committee  of  Hart  House  encourages  the  use  of 
its  two  Steinway  Pionos  by  sufficiently  qualified  members. 
Steinway  cards  will  be  issued  in  the  Undergraduate  Office 
to  any  member  who  produces  a  Royol  Conservatory  Grade 
Ten  or  equivalent  certificate.  Those  who  hove  attained  this 
level  of  proficiancy  without  taking  formal  examinations may  audition  for  this  privilege. 

PRINT  RENTALS 
Last  chance  to  rent  prints  this  year 

9  a.m.  to  12  noon  —  In  the  Art  Gallery Prints  $2  each 

FIRST  ANNUAL  FALL  FROLIC 
SUNDAY,  OCTOBER  17rh        1  P.M. 

at  Hart  House  Form 
Cider  Pressing  —  Multi-course  Shishkebab Hootenanny  —  Discotheque 
TICKETS  GOING  FAST  —  AVAILABLE  AT UNDERGRADUATE  OFFICE 

$2.25   PER  PERSON 
TABLE  TENNIS  CLUB  OPEN  MEETING 

Registration:  6.30  p.m.   —   Wednesday,  October  20th Fencing  Room 
PLAY  COMMENCES  AT  7  P.M. 
Running  Shoes  Must  Be  Worn 

"ATTENTION" 
VARSITY  STUDENTS 

!20%!  DISCOUNT 
ON  ALL  MERCHANDISE,  INCLUDING  DRUGS,  COSMETICS,  HAIR 
TINTS,  BEAUTY  AIDS,  MEN'S  GROOMING  ACCESSORIES,  ETC, 

on  presentation  of  ATL  card 

DOWNTOWN  DISCOUNT  DRUGS 
227  YONGE  STREET  (at  Shuter) 
ALSO  SAVE  ON  YOUR  PRESCRIPTIONS 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

FILM  SOCIETY 

Screenings  are  held  at  the  Museum  Theatre  on 
Mondays  at  8:00  p.m. 

October  18  —  THE   AMERICAN    WEST:  TWO PERVERSE  VIEWS 
John  Huston's  The  Red  Badge  of  Courage  (USA,  1951) 
George  Cuker's  Heller  in  Pink  Tights  (USA,  1960) 

October  25  —  SHEER   PRIMITIVENESS  — 
PAGNOL'S  VERSION 

Maurice  Pognoi's  The  Baker's  Wife  (France,  1938) 

November  15  —  THE  POPULIST  PHILOSOPHY 
Sergei  Eisenstein's  Patemkin  (USSR,  1925) 

November  22  —  THE  FILM  OF  FANTASY 
Richard  Ballentine's  Mr.  Pearson  (Conada,  1 964) (?)  A  surprise  (USA,  1938) 

January  10  —  THE  MALE  ANIMAL 
Federico  Fellini's  The  White  Shiek  (Italy,  1956) 
John  Huston's  Key  Largo  (USA,  1948) 
also  Francois  Truffaut's  The  Trouble  Makers  (France,  1 957) 

January  24  —  THE  OUTSKIRTS  OF  SOCIETY 
Robert  Gardner's  Dead  Birds  (USA,  1 964) 
Robert  Bresson's  The  Diary  of  a  Country  Priest  (France,  1957) 

January  31  —  THE  ART  OF  COLOUR  FILM 
Jean  Renoir's  The  Golden  Coach  (France-Italy,  1 952) 
Teinosuke  Kinugasa's  The  Gate  of  Hell  (Japan,  1 954) 

February  14  —  MAGNIFICENT  WELLES 
Orsen  Welles'  The  Lady  from  Shanghai  (USA,  1947) 

February  28  —  THE  REIGN  OF  MAYHEM 
Mae  West  in  She  Done  Him  Wrong  (USA,  1933) The  Marx  Brothers  in  Duck  Soup  (USA,  1933) 

(programme  subject  to  change) 
MEMBERSHIP  —  $5.0&  per  university  member 
Memberships  may  be  purchased  at  the  SA.C. 

office,  9  to  5,  Monday  to  Friday. 
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SAC  bogs  down  again 
 _ 

— 

letters  to  the  editor 

The  lost  regular  meeting  of  the  Students  Adminis- 
trative Council  was  held  Oct.  7.  At  its  conclusion,  with  the  i 

greater  part  of  a  lengthy  agenda  still  awaiting  discus-  I  VOTSIty    Ifl  6IT0T sion,  the  council  decided  to  adjourn.  Before  doing  so 
they  passed  a  motion  to  hold  "an  extraordinary  meeting 
to  consider  the  regular  business  of  council." 

This  motion  reveals  clearly  the  problem  facing  SAC  i 
—  council  has  too  much  to  do  and  too  little  time which  to  do  it. 

It  does  not  seem  that  extraordinary  meetings  can 
provide  o  permanent  solution  to  this  problem,  although 
the  one  held  Oct.  13  did  accomplish  o  great  deal. 

Possibly  SAC  might  make  better  use  of  its  com-  I 
mirtees,  to  prepare  detailed  background  information  on 
all  subjects  which  will  be  later  discussed  by  the  whole  I council. 

But  even  this  does  not  seem  a  viable  method  of  ope- 
ration.  No  matter  how  thorough  the  preparation  of  a  I commission  or  committee,  members  of  SAC  certainly  have 

a  right  to  re-examine  each  issue  if  they  feel  such  action is  necessary. 
Unfortunately,  SAC  has  become  so  large  that  when most  members  speak  on  an  issue  the  meeting  has  little time  left  for  ony  other  business. 
We  would  suggest  that  SAC  admit  this  is  a  con-  I 

tinumg  problem  within  its  own  operation,  and  begin  I investigating  ways  of  overcoming  the  problem. 
If  no  action  is  taken,  future  councils  either  will  be reduced  to  a  stote  of  complete  paralysis,  or  put  in  the impossible  position  of  having  to  hold  meetings  every night.  a  ' 

Sir: 
I  should  like  to  correct  an 

error  of  fact  that  appeared 
in  column  3,  page  1  of  your 
issue  of  Wed.  Oct.  13. 

At  the  Teach-in  this  past 
weekend,  I  did  not  speak 
"on  behalf  of  the  National 
Liberation  Front."  In  intro- ducing me  at  the  Saturday 
afternoon  session,  the  chair- 

man, Patrick  Gordon  Walk- 
er, stated  that  I  was  speak- 
ing only  for  myself.  A  mo- ment later,  I  opened  my  re- 

marks by  reiterating  this 
point  as  clearly  and  as  pre- 

cisely as  I  knew  how.  This 
may  be  easily  checked  on the  tapes. 

Five    days    before  the 

Teach-in,  Professor  Chand- ler Davis  telephoned  me  in 
Prague  to  ask  if  I  would, 
in  effect,  serve  as  a  "carrier 
pigeon"  and  carry  to  Tor on  to  whatever  last-m  i  n  u te 
statement  or  documents  the 
Liberation  Front  might  wish 
to  transmit  to  the  Teach-In, 
in  the  event  that  no  delega- tion of  their  own  would  be coming. 

In  he  normal  course  of 
journalistic  activity  I  have 
met  officials  of  the  Front  a 
number  of  times.  The  rela- 

tionship has  been  and  is 
purely  professional,  and  in 
no  sense  have  I  ever  "repre- 

sented them." As  an  unswerving  defend- 
er of  free  speech  and  unin- 

hibited discussion  —  espe- 

cially on  the  life-and-death issue  of  Viet  Nam  —  I would  have  readily  agreed, 
if  asked,  to  bring  to  the 
Teach-In  statements  or  doc- 

uments from  any  of  the 
other  invited  participants. William  Worthy 
The  Varsity  regrets  that 

it's  story  of  October  13  did not  make  clear  the  facts  as 
stated  by  Mr.  Worthy.  The statement  in  the  paper  was 
an  indirect  quotation  of  a 
question  asked  during  a 
press  conference  Saturday. 
It  was  not  a  statement  made 
by  Mr.  Worthy  or  the  teach- in  committee,  neither  of 
whom  ever  described  Mr. 
Worthy  as  a  representative 
of  the  National  Liberation Front. 

who  runs  elections? 
Sir: 

In  regard  to  a  re-count 
asked  for  after  last  week's by-election  for  UC  SAC  reps, 
it  now  seems  "probable"  (to 

quote  a  member  of  the  UC 
Literary  and  Athletic  Socie- 

ty) that  there  will  be  an- other election  (this  Friday 
it  is  rumored)  to  settle  the 
Issue.  Why?  Because  no  one 
seems  to  know  who  has  the 
authority  to  settle  election 

disputes  when  it  is  run  by 
a  college.  Who,  after  all, 
does  run  SAC  elections? 
Who  is  the  chief  returning 
officer?  After  a  week  of  in- 

quiries, I've  still  been  unable to  find  out. 
Alan  R.  Prien  (IVUC) 

homecoming  happens  again      puzzling  inci
llent 

Homecoming  Weekend  is  here  ogoin. Whot  is  Homecoming  Weekend? 
Is  it  the  wind  whistling  through  on  autumn-colored opple  orchard? 
Is  it  on  old  man  dozing  in  the  sun? 
Is  it  the  laughter  of  children  heard  on  a  quiet  after- noon? 

thingsUnf0rfUnCtely'  Homecomin9  Weekend  is  none  of  these 

ball  games,  and  pretty  girls,  and  donees  and  folk-music 
Fortunately  however,  it  is  bands,  and  floats,  and  foot- 

oncerr"'         ""^  9iHS'  °nd  d°nCeS  °nd  '°"<-music 
r„  An.d t,everyb°dy  goes  to  Homecoming  Weekend  be- 

Wh  tV  octw.  ""I?  hHe  Weeken,d'5  Sp°nS0'  <the  B1- 
vvnite  iociefy)  will  be  very  unhappy. 

will  tLHe  e,ntert0l'"men*  events  of  Homecoming  Weekend 

Isn't  U  of  T's  diversity  wonderful? 

Varsity 
TORONTO  l^r 

Sir: 
The  incident  which  result- 

ed from  the  apparent  con- 
flict between  Michael  Myer- 

son  and  Prof.  Robert  Sca- 
alpino  at  the  International 
Teach-in  puzzles  me  great- 

ly. If  we  set  aside  for  a  mo- ment the  obvious  argument 
that  Mr.  Myerson,  once  he 
was  invited,  should  have 
been  allowed  to  speak,  we 
arrive  at  the  more  central 
issue  of  accreditation.  The 
Teach-in  Committee  main- 

tains, despite  the  invitation, 
that  Myerson  was  rejected 
because  he  was  not  an  ac- 

credited representative  of 
the  government  of  North 
Viet  Nam.  Prof.  Chandler 
Davis  (of  the  Committee) 
and  others  maintain  that  the 
underlying  reason  was  the 
violent  objection  that  Prof. 
Scalapino  made  when  con- 

fronted with  the  possibility 
of  an  unofficial  representa- tive. 

Fine.  For  impartiality  to 
be  maintained,  the  Commit- 

tee should  have  felt  obliged 
to  cut  all  unaccredited 
speakers.  This  includes  Mr. 
Myerson  and  William 
Worthy,  who  purported  to 
represent  the  National  Li- 

beration Front.  It  also  in- 
cludes Prof.  Scalapino  and 

every  other  American  repre- sentative, including  Prof. 
Brzezinsky.  These  men  do 
not  represent  the  govern- ment of  the  United  States. 
The  U.S.  government,  in  its 
inestimable  arrogance,  chose 
not  to  participate  officially 
in  anything  it  cannot  domi- 

nate, (very  much  the  same attitude  that  the  Chinese 
took  toward  the  Teach-In). 
Instead,  the  U.S.  has  a  se- 

ries of  handy  unofficial  re- presentatives. These  men 
are  government-inspected, 
stamped  Grade-A,  tame  aca- 

demics who  are  let  out  of 
the  cage  to  sell  the  govern- ment position,  but  if  they 
get  into  trouble,  they  can 
be  repudiated  easily. 

Scalapino  is  no  more  and 
no  less  accredited  than  My- 

erson. Perhaps  he  believes 
in  democracy  by  osmosis, 
assuming  that  because  more 
Americans  support  his  po- 

sition than  Myerson's  that 
he  is  automatically  accre- 

dited. Perhaps  the  compari- 
son should  have  been  bet- 

ween the  fraction  of  Ameri- 
cans supporting  Scalapino, 

and  the  fraction  of  North-. 
Vietnamese  suporting  Myer- 

son. In  any  event,  both 
should  have  been  treated 
alike.  In  the  session  in  which 
Scalapino  participated,  only 
the  South  Vietnamese  and 
the  Cambodian  came  close 
to  being  accredited.  I  should 
like  to  know  the  real  rea- 

son for  the  Committee's  de- cision. 
John  Scott  Cowan  (SGS) 
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who  is  torn  naylor? 
Sir: 

Who  is  this  Tom  Naylor? 
Is  he  Patrick  Scott,  "  Phil MacKellar  and  Frank  Ken- 

nedy rolled  into  one?  Cer- 
tainly he  seems  more  than 

willing  to  follow  the  party 
line  of  arch-conservatism 
and  non-thinking  that  has 
long  been  the  mark  of  jazz criticism  in  this  city. 
Whether  Tom  Naylor  likes 

or  understands  John  Col- 
trane  is  really  neither  here 
nor  there  —  what  is  disturb- 

ing is  having  to  read  the 
absolute  drivel  that  he  has 
come  up  with  to  substanti- 

ate his  dislike  of  this  music. 
From  his  comments  it  is 
obvious  that  he  has,  in  fact, 
never  really  listened  to  Col- 
trane's  music.  He  says  "He rejects  any  feeling  for  melo- 

dy" —  well,  Mr.  Naylor,  take 
a  listen  to  "Alabama"  on  the Impulse  album  Live  at  Bird- 
land  01  the  final  selection, 

Psalm,  from  A  Love  Su- 
preme (Impulse  A-77). 

He  further  states  "Fans have  advised  me  to  set  aside 
all  previous  conceptions  of how  a  tenor  saxaphone  (sic) 
should  sound."  The  utter 
nonsense  of  such  a  belief 
is  plainly  heard  in  Coltrane's music.  He  does  have  deep 
roots  with  what  has  hap- 

pened in  jazz  before.  Lis- ten, for  instance,  to  Blues 
to  Becket  (Atlantic  1382)  or 
any  number  of  his  ballad interpretations. 

If  Mr.  Naylor  can't  hear or  feel  the  emotional  involve- 
ment inherent  in  John  Col- 

trane's music,  then  he  can't hear  the  self-same  emotion- al involvement  of  Coleman Hawkins  either.  They  are 
one  and  the  same  —  both 
have  a  deeply-rooted,  pas- 

sionate, whole-hearted  com- 
mitment to  jazz  music.  And 

I  wonder  what  he  means 
when  he  says  "Coltrane  re- 

jects any  attempt  at  effec- 
tive intonation."  I  suppose 

he    means    that  Coltrane 

doesn't  sound  like  Stan 
Getz  or  Coleman  Hawkins. 
Thank  goodness  he  doesn't. 
If  he  did,  Coltrane's  music would  have  no  significance 
as  a  creative  force. 

It  is  patently  clear  that 
Mr.  Naylor  doesn't  know what  he's  talking  about  and has  no  business  writing  a 
column  on  jazz.  He'd  be better  off  to  return  to  the bistros  of  Spadina  Avenue 
where  he  should  be  able  to 
find  entertainment  in  ac- cord with  his  intellect. 

John  Norris, Editor  CODA 
1  thank  Mr.  Norris  for  his flattering  comparisons.  Phil MacKellar  is  a  man  whose 

taste  and  discrimination  I have  long  admired,  Frank Kennedy  is  a  very  compe- tent writer,  and  Patrick 
Scott  I  consider  one  of  Ca- 

nada's outstanding  journa- lists. To  be  thought  of  in 
the  same  context  as  these 
men  is  probably  the  finest complement  I've  ever  been paid.  —  naylor. 
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Sixteen  pages:  over-set  inset  and  everybody  upset.  But,  SHAZAAM! with  a  little  Magic  Realism,  a  little  Magic  Marker,  a  little  Magic Mason,  the  nut  gets  cracked.  Ion  Rodger  wields  a  mean  pencil, but  gets  a  record  cover  sloshed  in  return.  Welcome  to  Eva  Major- Marothy,  who  undoubtedly  has  one  of  the  loveliest  names  going. Hail  Ennis  who  brings  it  all  bock  to  the  Varsity.  George  Flok 
come  in  to  bitch  this  week,  which  was  nice.  And  that's  the  story. Morning  Glory.  Trente. 
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KEN  DANBY:  Early  Morning  (1965) 

art  jeremy  adamson 

Return  to  realism 

suspends  action 

Cxuberant  show, 

deKergammeaux 

Ken  Danby  ( Gallery 
Moos,  138  Yorkville)  force- 

fully grasps  his  subject 
maiter  from  the  clutches  of 
time,  suspending  all  action 
in  a  crystal  clear  vacuum 
Our  attention  is  focussed, 
even  riveted  on  the  accumu- 

lative detail  which  is  the 
essence  of  Magic  Realism. 

The  terrifying  stillness  be- 
hind each  of  his  paintings 

forces  us  to  examine  them 
with  the  same  special  care 
that  went  into  their  crea- 

tion. We  are  drawn  into  the 
canvas,  made  to  see  each 
minute  detail  and  feel  the 
emotional  impact  that 
comes  from  the  understate- 

ment— the  strict  representa- 
tionalism  of  his  style. 

Like  the  Magic  Realism 
of  Andrew  Wyeth  and  Alex 
Colville,  this  "tiraelessness" 
accentuates  the  reality  of 
the  subject.  It  is  lifted  out 
of  all  distraction  and  placed 
under  the  artist's  microsco- 

pic eye. 

Danby's  world  is  that  of the  farmer  —  the  natural 
man.  Wheat  fields,  scare- 

crows, barns  and  deserted 
homesteads,  all  are  pain- 

fully isolated.  Lumber 
bleaches  and  warps,  forcing 
the  nails  out,  the  brick  on 
the  farmhouse  cracks  and 
decays.      All      these  de- 

tails are  important  because 
they  are  the  subject. 

The  old  farmer  in  "Har- 
vest Time"  stands  silently clutching  his  staff  as  te 

looks  over  his  wheat  fields 
for  the  last  time.  Wrinkles 
slash  the  back  of  his  neck 
and  the  veins  on  his  bands 
stand  out  like  whipcords. 

"Deserted  Corner"  shows 
us  five  empty  and  battered 
quart  baskets  stacked  in  the 
corner  of  a  bare  shed.  We 
might  question  the  value  of 
these  as  subject  matter  but 
sunlight,  streaming  through 
an  unseen  window  falls 
across  them  suddenly  lift- 

ing them  out  of  the  ordinary, 
bringing  them  into  acute  fo- 

cus and  i  mparting  them 
with  a  greater  sense  of  real- ty. 

In  each  of  his  canvases 
Danby  creates  his  mood 
through  his  precise  tech- 

nique. Because  he  has  to 
see  every  detail,  he  looks 
beyond  and  through  his 
subject.  There  is  something 
more  than  just  the  physical 
subject.  This  "something more"  the  artist  does  not 
shove  down  our  throats.  He 
merely  presents  it  and  lets 
the  viewer  come  to  his  own 
conclusions  and  these  will 
be  precisely  the  same  as 
Danby's, 

Tubulor  painting  II  by 
Duncan  deKergammeaux. 

By  E.  MAJOR-MA  ROTH  Y 

A  youthful  and  exuberant exhibition.  This  short  phrase 
sums  up  the  show  of  acrylic 
paintings  by  Duncan  deKer- gammeaux, an  Ottawa  artist, 
at  the  Isaacs  Gallery. 

A  controlled  explosion  of 
clear  colors,  of  shiny  and 
matte  surfaces,  of  sharply- 
cut  verticals  enclosing  an 
almost  biological  shape 
which  attracts  the  eye  with 
totemic  fascination,  DeKer- 

gammeaux has  the  ability  to 
combine  hard-edge  realism 
with  a  soft,  organic,  me- 

taphysical form  that  is  prop- hetic of  a  daring  new  style 
in  Canada. 

He  includes  op  art  —  not 
the  harsh  op  of  Claude  Tous- ignant,  but  the  gentle  lyrical 
op  of  Marcel  Barbeau  and 
Jacques  Hurtubise.  His  co- 

lour gradations  are  a  delight 
to  the  eye.  His  calligraphy 
varies  from  a  robustness,  as 
in  Untitled  26/65,  where  the 
elaborate  centre  of  joyous 
colours  take  on  an  unparal- 

leled motion,  to  Untitled 
18/65,  where  the  strokes  are 
mystical  and  soft  as  in  a 
Chinese  scroll. 

His  compositions  are  at 
times  almost  classical  in 
their  u  n  sy  m  m  e  t  r  ic  al  ba- 

lance, and  so  simple  as  to 
make  us  think  them  easy  to 
execute.  But  his  restricted 

colors  and  simple  shapes  are 
combined  with  fastidious 
care  to  create  the  dynamic whole. 

In  Untitled  25/65  there  is 
a  marvellous  interplay  of 
long,  smooth  verticals,  and 
short,  many-coloured,  stac- 

cato horizontals.  These  com- 
pletely non-figurative  com- binations produce  a  mystery 

which  laws  and  logic  shall 
never  unravel.  Only  the 
emotions  will  —  and  they 
are  exhilarated. 

His  tubular  paintings  are 
completely  new  in  art.  But then  what  is  modern  art  if 
not  a  feverish  search  for 
new  expression  —  a  search which  is  one  of  the  themes of  art  itself. 

These  tubes  are  a  fascinat- 
ing and  frustrating  merry- 

go-round  —  a  marriage  of 
the  canvas  and  of  sculpture, 
Baroque  in  outlook  —  since 
there  is  no  single  view-point 
from  which  one  can  absorb 
all  its  aspects. 

The  work  of  art  is  the  mir- 
ror of  the  artist.  Here  is 

reflected  a  sensitive  and 
creative  mind  happily  gilted 
for  conveying  the  harmony 
and  well-being  of  his  own 
world  to  the  rest  of  us. 

2  review 
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Rate  plods  along 

Natalie  Wood  interposes  herself  between  gay  blade  (Keenan  Wynn)  and  rusty  blode  in  a 
scene  from  Warner  Bros.'  THE  GREAT  RACE. 

A  stereotyped  war 

By  SHELAGH  HEWITT 
The  Great  Race,  now  play- 

ing at  the  Hollywood,  bills 
itself  as  "the  greatest  come- 

dy ever."  This  may  well  be 
the  funniest  line  in  an  even- 

ing of  tired  Hollywood  ac- 
tors reciting  tired  H0II3'- wood  cliches  in  tired  Hol- 

lywood settings. 
Jack  Lemmon  and  Tony 

Curtis,  who  have  previous- 
ly proved  themselves  an  ex- cellent comedy  team,  seem 

to  have  lost  all  the  inspirati- on that,  was  present  in  their 
films  of  several  years  ago. 
It  is  disappointing  to  find 
them  almost  totally  encased 
i  n  expensive  mediocrity 
which  can  only  make  one 

yawn. 

The  story  itself  is  simple. 
Trying  to  prove  that  Web- ber's Cars  are  the  best  in 
the  world,  Leslie  Special, 
played  by  Tony  Curtis,  un- dertakes to  race  a  car  from 
New  York  to  .Paris.  The 
chief  competitor  is  one  Pro- fessor Fate,  played  by  Jack 
Lemmon.  Between  these  two. 
and  providing  an  object  on 
whom  Curtis  can  dazzle  his 
pearly-whites,  we  have  Nata- lie Wood  as  a  dauntless 
though  conquerable  (by 
guess-whom?)  suffragette 

By  URJO  KAREDA 
A  motley  group  of  World 

War  li  rrench  soldiers  are 
thrown  together  with  their 
proud  and  hostile  captive, 
a  German  officer  who  in- 

vokes the  Geneva  conven- 
tions. All  five  of  them  un- 

dertake a  trek  across  the 
North  African  desert  to  res- 

pective safety  and  captivity. 
Such  is  the  basic  premise  of 
Denys  de  la  Patelliere's  Taxi 
for  Tobruk,  currently  at  the 
Loews  Uptown. 
To  the  seasoned  movie- 

goer, such  a  basis  strikes  a 
familiar  tone  as  the  intro- 

duction to  a  film  which  rit- 
ually  delineates  the  inter- 

actions among  the  charact- 
ers, and  the  gradual  disin- 

tegration of  the  normal  ally- 
enemy  classifications. 
This  familiarity  of  con- 

struction nullifies  the  effect 
of  the  conscientious  injec- 

tions  of  humor,  suspense 

and  philosophizing;  nor  is 
interest  particularly  arous- 

ed by  the  technical  short- 
comings (unconvincing  dub- 

bing and  arbitrary  editing) 
of  the  English  version. 

In  esence,  this  stereotyp- ed war  adventure  lias  been 
explored,  with  considerably 
more  insight  and  imagina- 

tion, in  the  1930's,  in  films 
such  as  John  Ford's  The 
Lost  Patrol.  De  la  Patellie- 

re's new  version  lacks  the 
intimacy  of  characteriza- 

tion, the  directorial  assur- 
ance and  the  visual  variety 

of  the  earlier  movies. 
This  blandness  is  cora: 

pounded  by  the  performan 
ces,  which  offer  minimal 
variations  on  the  stock  char- 

acters of  war  melodrama. 
Thus,  Hardy  Kriiger  offers 
his  standard  interpretation 
of  a  German  officer  (aloof, 
yes,  but  so  much  more  cle- ver than  anybody  else,  and 

really  decent  at  heart). 
Lino  Ventura  strikes  a 

direct  echo  to  the  past  with 
an  uncanny  resemblance  to 
Victor  McLaglen,  which  ser- 

ves him  conveniently  in  a 
McLaglen  role  (tough  ex- 
boxer  with  natural  sensitiv- ity and  compassion).  Only 
Charles  Aznavour  is  able  to 
bring  his  characLer  to  multi- dimensional life,  and  this  is 
due  more  to  the  strength 
and  appeal  of  his  own  per- sonality, than  to  any  depth 
in  a  monochromatic  role. 
The  film's  uneasy  blend 

of  war-is-fun  joviality  and 
war-is-hell  realism  is  climax- 

ed in  an  abrupt  ending, 
which  is  intended  to  convey 
the  grim  ironies  of  war,  but 
which  was  obviously  the 
easiest  solution  to  a  situa- 

tion whic  h  possessed  po- 
tential dramatic  conflicts, 

unrealized  and  underdeve- 
loped by  an  unadventurous director. 

Cheer  up,  fellows.  It  could  be  worse!  Maybe  not  in  Denys  de  la  Patelliere's  grim  war  story, 
TAXI  FOR  TOBRUK,  currently  playing  at  the  Loews  Uptown. 

reporter. The  movie  drags  us  from 
New  York  through  the  Wes- tern deserts  (and  endlessly 
on)  to  Alaska  and  Russia. 
It  there  pauses  tor  a  mo- ment in  an  obscure  Lastern 
European  country.  Lemmon 
takes  on  the  new  role  ot  the 
Crown  Prince  of  Carpathia 
and  Tor  a  few  surprising  mi- 

nutes, the  whole  tone  ot  the 
movie  picks  up.  The  dissipa- 

ted but  pathetically  plea- 
sant Crown  Prince  is  a  char- 

acter well  suited  to  the  Lem- mon style  of  comedy. 
The  rest  of  the  cast  seems 

to  catch  at  least  some  of  his 
enthusiasm  and  throughout 
the  entire  episode,  they  sud- 

denly come  to  life.  However, 
when  once  again  Lemmon 
appears  as  the  mad  profes- sor, the  cardboard  figures 
take  up  their  position  and 
drag  themselves  statically 
on  to  Paris  and  the  end  oC 
the  film. 

As  they  sit  under  the  Eif- fel Tower,  Natalie  Wood 
turns  to  Curtis  and  says "You've  lost!"  Dazzling  both 

eyes  and  teeth,  he  oh-so 
romantically  replies,  "Only 
the  race!"  How  sad,  Mr.  Cur- 

tis, that  you  and  your  film 
have  also  lost  the  ability  to 
make  an  audience  lauah. 

A  square  circle 
By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 
About  half-way  through 

Circle  of  Love  (or  La  Ronde, 
if  the  purists  insist),  Roger 
Vadim's  latest  movie  cur- 

rently at  the  Coronet,  one 
of  the  characters  comes  out 
wi  th  the  profound  state- 
ment:  "Life  is  a  serious  af- 

"dessert"  can't  help  but  pall 
after  a  while. 
Vadim's  attitude  toward "love"  (or  more  properly, 

''sex"),  is  like  that  of  a  chain 
smoker's  —  he  lights  up  one 
affair  from  the  butt  of  the 
preceding  one.  Really  a 
series  of  vignettes,  the  film 

Marie  Dubois  plays  a  winsome  and  easily-won  prost.rure 
in  Roger  Vadim's  sexual  fantasy  LA  RONDE. 
fair,  and  pleasure  is  only 

the  dessert". Since  the  character  hap- 
pens to  be  in  bed  at  the 

time,  smothered  by  the 
embraces  of  a  semi-nude 
Jane  Fonda,  the  comment 
loses  just  a  little  bit  of  its 
force.  Unfc  rtunately  for  Va- 
dim,  however,  an  entire  film 
fare  made  up    wholly  of 

begins  with  a  prostitute  and soldier,  then  focusses  on  the 
same  soldier  and  a  house- 

maid, then  the  house-maid 
and  her  shy  master,  then 

See  "Circle*",  Review  4 
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DELEGATES  WANTED 
For  Conference  On  World  Affairs 

AT  McGILL  UNIVERSITY 
Wednesday,  Noyember  10  to  Saturday,  November  13 

TOPIC: 
The  New  Dimension  Of  War  And  Peace: 

Afro-Asian  Theatre 
Applications  accepted  in  SAC  Office 
until  5  p.m.  Monday,  October  18. 

YOUNG  MEN 

At  leading  stores  everywhere 

NEW  COLLEGE 
FEATURE  FILM  PROGRAMME 

IN  COLOR 

"AUNTIE  MAME" Starring  ROSALIND  RUSSELL 
and  FORREST  TUCKER 

SATURDAY,  OCTOBER  23 
8:30  P.M.         ADMISSION  50c 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 

706  QUEEN  ST.  W. Toronto  3,  Ont. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  doily,  incl.  Sot.  from  8-6. 

University     Blazers    and  Trousers 
mode  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coats,     Tuxedos,     Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets    with    your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

Be  a  subscriber  to  the 

CREST  THEATRE 

SAVE  on  this  SERIES 

8  GREAT  PLAYS 

n       FOR  AS  LITTLE  AS  $8.00 On  special  matinees  at  6.00  p.m.  —  Thurs.  &  Sat. 
You'll  enjoy 

THE  PRIVATE  EAR  AND  THE  PUBLIC  EYE 
TINY  ALICE  

MR.  SCROOGE 
HAY  FEVER  THE  PHYSICISTS 

AND  3  MORE  EXCITING  PLAYS 
Subscribers  get  1st  choice  of  seats 

OPENING  OCT.  20th 
See  evening  series  prices  below 

CREST  SUBSCRIBERS'  ORDER  FORM 
Lnri«n«x,hne.?ue  or  money  order  payable  to  CREST  THEATRE FOUNDATION  In  the  amount  of  $  

2.  Mr.,  Mrs.,  Miss  (please  print)  
Address  City....!!"!"!!!! 
Telephone  -  Day  Evening!""!!"!"!]""""""" 

3' TurATnr11  £°Zti?$-   ""  addressed    envelope   to  CREST 

TORONTO  7  '  555  M0UNT  PEASANT  RD. TELEPHONE  INFORMATION:  487-4676 
4.  Please  circle  the  day  and  price  of  your  choice  below,  and indicate  ifyou  wish  to  attend  1st  week  □  2nd  week  □ Oiu  VV66K  |_J 

Eve. Pert. MON. TUES. WED. THUR. FRI. 
Sp.tio 
Moti 

THE 
PRICE 

$12 
15 

21 

12 
15 
21 

12 

15 21 
12 
15 
21 

12 

15 
21 

6p 

THUR. 

$8 $8 
iic'lrS^!,ed  l""*0"™1"*  is  unavailable,  may  we  substitute)  YesD  NoQ USE  NOW  -  this  will  be  the  ONLY  newspaper  order  farm 

overly  complex 

Marriage  Fails 
By  RICKY  SALSBERG 

In  Marriage  on  the  Rocks, 
now  at  the  Imperial,  Frank 
Sinatra  is  proving  to  his 
son  what  a  good  father  he is.  "I'll  take  you  to  the 
movies,"  he  promises.  Not to  this  one,  I  hope. 
Which  isn't  to  say  there 

aren't  some  funny  lines  in 
Marriage  on  the  Rocks. There  are.  Occasionally. 
Such  as  the  explanation  of 
the  arrival  of  the  boozy 
grandma  blowing  her  bag- 

pipes. "That's  Granny  com- 
ing from  the  rye,"  Dean Martin  says. 

Bringing  us  to  the  film's most  solid  asset.  Hermione 
Baddeley  is  quite  hysterical 
as  the  mother-in-law  who 
for  19  years  has  refused  to 
recognize  that  her  daugh- ter's Las  Vegas  marriage  is 
not  equal  to  living  in  sin. 

Dean  Martin  is  the  same 
old  charmer  lazily  oozing 
"I'll  see  you  at  my  place  at 
midnight"  to  hordes  of 
amazingly  naive  beauties 
over  the  phone.  And  Frank 
Sinatra  continues  to  inhabit 
his  annoying  situation-com- edy watered-down  dream world  of  opulent  inanity 
and  girls  who  never  really 
get  dressed  but  never  really 
get  undressed  either. 
The  plot  involves  unbe- 

lievably extended  complica- 
tions of  Deborah  Kerr's attempts  to  revitalize  Sina- tra's share  of  their  marriage, 

and  she  is  aided  by  a  series 
of  divorces  and  remarriages 
and  the  much-beloved  pres- ence of  Dino  the  joy-boy 
bachelor.  It  may  not  be 
technically  a  triangle,  but  it 
sure  seems  eternal. 

Crawford  disappointing 

in  TV-type  thriller 
By  RICHARD  ARCHER Over-the-hill  actresses 

have  lately  acquired  the  ha- 
bit of  enlisting  in  chillers 

before  picking  up  their  so- cial security  checks.  Joan 
Crawford  is  no  exception  in 
her  latest  movie,  I  Saw 
What  You  Did  And  I  Know 
Who  You  Are,  now  playing 
at  several  Odeon  theaters 
in  town.  The  result  is  disap- 
pointing. Crawford  plays  a  widow 
ho  has  more  than  friendly 

•  elations  with  a  psychotic 
neighbour  (John  Ireland). 
Ti  eland  bumps  off  his  wife 
with  a  carving  knife  in  a 
cry  unfrightening  scene  in 
a  shower,  (shades  of  Psy- 
cho). 

Crawford  discovers  this, 
ies  to  blackmail  him  into 

marrying  her,  but  instead 
gets  done  in  with  the  same knife.  Meanwhile  two  kids 
playing  on  the  phone  acci- 

dentally raise  Ireland's  sus- picions and  the  movie  from 
there  plods  on  to  an  incre- 

dibly bad  T.V.-like  finale. 

Miss  Crawford,  who  has 
proven  her  talents  in  this 
type  of  movie,  is  only  me- diocre; she  is  given  little 
screen  time  for  a  leading 
lady  but  this  may  have  been 
a  blessing.  Unless  she  im- 

proves, her  talents  might  be 
more  profitably  used  at  her 
Pepsi-Cola  board  meetings. 
The  lead  is  thus  tossed 

over  to  Ireland,  who  has 
only  one  anthracite-like  ex- pression in  all  the  movies  I 
have  seen  him  in,  this  one 
included.  He  is  by  no  means 
a  very  convincing  psychotic. 
The  two  girls  (A"di  Gar- 

rett, Sandi  Lane)  put  in  sat- 
isfactory performances  but 

by  this  point  they  cannot save  the  film. 
William  Castle,  the  direc- tor, who  has  a  number  of 

good  frightening  shows  to his  credit,  has  put  only  an 
ordinary  amount  of  effort 
into  this  lethargic  produc- 

tion. The  attempts  at  hu- 
mor only  damage  what  are 

potentially  the  ingredients 
of  an  honest  shocker. 

Circle  (continued) 
the  master  and  —  well,  by 
now  you  get  the  idea. 

At  the  end,  the  wheel  has 
come  full  circle  —  we've vicariously  lived  through  a dozen  afairs,  winding  up 
with  the  prostitute  again. 
As  long  as  Vadim  con- centrates on  the  humorous 

aspects  of  these  affairs,  he's in  firm  control.  There  are 
some  truly  brilliant  direc- 

torial touches  —  the  open- 
ing Rodin-like  credits,  the 

parallelisms  of  sentiment  in 
the  diverse  episodes,  Jane 
Fonda's  subtle  machinations 
lo  get  her  lover  to  respond. 

But  after  a  while,  the 
sameness  of  the  situations 
becomes  oh-so-repetitive.  A 
certain  sadness  seems  to 
pervade  the  scene  —  the 
image  we  are  left  with  is 

that  of  a  horribly  grotesque 'hasbeen"  of  a  hag,  blissful 
ly  remembering  how  she 
danced  "the  wheel  of  love". Writer  Jean  Anouilh  has 
produced  a  generally  clever 
script.  Too  bad  they  didn't allow  the  characters  to 
speak  it  —  the  film  has 
been  atrociously  dubbed. 
For  this  same  reason,  it  is 
difficult  to  judge  the  acting. 
Miss  Fonda,  though  (who 
dubbed  her  own  part),  is 
deft  and  amusing. 

Circle  of  Love  is  a  diz- 
zying movie,  but  like  most circles,  seems  to  wind  up 

exactly  where  it  started 
from. 
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MUSIC  AROUND  TOWN 

Definitive  debut 

By  LIONEL  POOLLE 
Milton  Barnes,  the  youth- ful conductor  and  music 

director  of  the  Toronto  Re- 
pertory Ensemble,  is  best 

remembered  on  campus  as 
the  conductor  of  the  U  of  T 
Symphony  from  1961  to 1963.  In  that  capacity  he 
did  much  to  develop  the 
cultural  potential  of  this University 
He  has  now  set  out  to 

help  develop  the  cultural 
potential  of  this  city. 
The  Toronto  Repertory 

Ensemble  began  last  year 
as  a  rehearsal  workshop  for 
some  of  Toronto's  top  pro- fessional musicians.  Within 
the  year,  it  had  performed five  concerts  and  several 
CBC  broadcasts. 
Sunday  evening,  October 

24,  will  see  it  embark  on 
its  first  public  subscription 
series.  In  that  concert,  and 

MILTON  BARNES 

Animated  Ashkenazy 

By  HUEY  PHILISTINE 
Vladimir  Ashkenazy  at  28, 

is  surely  one  of  today's  most exciting  pianists.  Seldom 
has  Toronto  seen  dynamic 
animation  to  match  that  of 
his  Massey  Hall  recital  Sa- 

turday night. 
Ashkenazy  has  neither 

the  violent  power  of  a  Ho- 
rowitz, nor  the  highly  con- 
trolled and  miniscule  range 

in  sound  of  a  Richter.  His 
is  not  the  extreme  physical 
animation  of  a  Rudolf  Ser- 
kin,  which  an  unsuspecting 
audience  might  in  alarm 
mistake  for  haphazard 
spasms. 
He  is  small  in  stature,  no 

taller  than  Rubinstein.  Inde- 
ed, he  seems  heir  to  Rubin- stein in  that  other  sense  of 

stature. 
Ashkenazy  is  a  wielder  of 

super  passion.  He  does  not 
simply  play,  once  loud,  then soft,  sometimes  skilfully 
broaching  the  two  extremes, 
He  makes  such  contrasts 
vivid.  He  illuminates  the 
unexpected.  His  pauses  emu- late the  delayed  squelch. 
Nowhere  was  this  aspect 

of  his  playing  more  evident 
that  in  the  Etudes  Sympho- 
niques  of  Robert  Schumann. 
Schumann  believed  that  no 
piano  music  held  so  much 
that  is  excellent  as  did  the 
etude.  But  he  decried  the 
'intellectual  monotony"  that 
made  those  of  his  predeces- 

review 

sors  in  this  form  unsatisfac- tory. 
No  one  dare  accuse 

Schumann  of  such  montony 
in  this  work.  It  stands  as 
one  of  his  masterpieces,  ly- 

rical, bombastic,  demanding, schizoid  as  it  is. 
These  were  the  qualities 

Ashkenazy  conveyed.  In  the 
creation  of  drama  and  the 
almost  superhuman  sustain- 

ing of_  tension,  he  was  su- perb. He  would  add  lyricism 
to  match  his  power  in  the 
Ravel  and  Debussy  which 
followed  the  intermission. 
Who  could  show  more 

skill  in  Ravel's  Gaspard  de 
la  Nuit  or  Debussy's  l'lsle Joyeuse  than  did  Ashkenazy? 
Or  more  bravura? 
The  Ravel,  particularly,  is 

technically  most  difficult, 
and  blatantly  programmatic 
music.  Ashkenazy's  perfor- mance was  dazzling  in  its 
use  of  technique,  brilliant 
in  its  use  of  contrasts. 
One  would  have  preferred 

a  less  masculine  and  more 
relaxed  lyricism  in  Ravel's Pavanne  pour  une  Infante 
Defunte,  but  Mr.  Ashkenazy's 
playing  brought  out  enough 
of  the  piece's  sad  grace  that the  audience  was  moved 
nonetheless. 
Only  in  the  Bach  Partita 

No.  2  did  the  pianist's  louder attacks  seem  wooden.  His 
playing  sang  in  the  runs  of the  slower  movements  and 
the  detached  bass  line.  The 
quicker  sections  saw  him  in 
the  scrambled  light  too 
often  shed  by  the  opening 
work  of  a  program. 

in  the  three  to  follow,  the 
group  will  draw  on  a  varied 
program  of  hand-picked music  from  Bach  to  Stra- 

vinsky. Performances  will 
be  held  in  the  Concert  Hall 
of  the  Edward  Johnson Building. 

Outstanding  Canadian  so- 
loists like  Mary  Simmons 

will  be  featured.  Four  works 
by  contemporary  composers will  be  premiered. 
The  range  in  the  choice 

and  make-up  of  the  music 
is  due  to  the  qualities  im- 

plicit in  the  idea  of  a  reper- tory ensemble.  Because  such 
a  group  consists  of  any- where from  seven  to  twenty 
players  (including  strings, winds,  and  even  a  piano),  a 
vast,  rich,  but  infrequently 
played  repertoire  is  open  to 

it. 

It  is  in  this  respect  that 
it  seeks  to  fill  some  of  the 

gaps  in  Toronto's  capricious 

diet  of  chamber  music. 
The  Toronto  Repertory 

Ensemble  constitutes  a  re- 
volutionary concept  in  music 

groups.  It  is  the  first  of  its 

type  in  Canada. Mr.  Barnes  acquired  the 
idea  of  the  group  while 

studying  at  the  Vienna  Aca- demy of  Music.  He  is  backed 
by  a  committee  of  enthusias- tic young  adults,  many  of 
them  University  of  Toronto alumni. 

Mr.  Barne's  experience  as conductor  of  the  University 
Symphony  taught  him  that students  are  among  the 
most  ardent  of  music  ap- 
predators.  He  would  like  to 
see  these  people  fill  the  still- remaining  seats  for  his series. 

For  his  part,  Milton  Bar- nes' goal  is  "to  make  out- 
standing music  with  out- 
standing performers". 

music 

paul  ennis 

He  brings  it  all  baik  home 
It  was  Columbus  Day  night  and  there 

was  Seiji  Ozawa  bringing  it  all  back  home. 
And  why  not?  None  less  than  Felix  Apraha- 
mian  of  the  London  Times  himself  had  writ- 

ten ten  days  earlier  of  the  "results  (which) 
give  one  cause  to  envy  Toronto." Or  one  might  envy  some  in  the  capacity 
audience  who  turned  out  Tuesday  in  for- 

mal welcome.  The  Toronto  Star  observed 
with  immaculate  perception:  "shaggy  sweat- ers rubbed  shoulders  with  dinner  jacket  and 

elegant  gowns." "Prince  Philip  and  Selassie's  daughter, 
Prince  Tenagne  Worq,  were  in  a  car  follow- ing the  Queen,  and  the  dust  from  the 
Queen's  vehicle  billowed  up  in  their  faces." —  Toronto  Daily  Star,  1964. 

Ozawa  is  a  master  builder  of  orchestral 
color.  Moussorgsky's  Pictures  at  an  Exhibi- 

tion (Ravel)  seemed  written  to  show  off 
that  talent.  From  the  percussive  rhythms  in 
Bydlo  to  the  vivid  animation  of  Limoges, 
local  atmosohere  streamed  forth.  In  the 
Ballet  of  Chicks  in  their  Shells,  the  wood- 

wind playing  was  extraordinarily  precise, 
uncannilv  susgestive.  (Was  that  the  conduc- tor  doing  a  foul  version  of  the  twist?). 

Ozawa  sets  a  superbly  balanced  sound 
from  his  orchestra.  In  Limoges  he  also  got 
an  unrestrained  yet  non-bombastic  sound, 
as  if  each  section  were  playing  at  its  ulti- 

mate level  with  no  suggestion  of  the  inter- 
loper. One  was  struck  by  the  sombre  clarity of  the  basses  in  the  Promenade,  the  glisten 

of  the  woodwinds  (no  ebonite)  in  the  slow 
passages  of  the  Great  Gate  at  Kiev,  and  the excellent  control  of  the  brass  throughout. 

One  felt  him  holding  the  volume  back  in 
that  final  movement,  as  if  to  succeed  in 
some  supreme  putsch.  The  last  bars  of  the 
piece  were  indeed  the  loudest,  least  elephan- 

tine, in  recent  memory.  Full  and  complete. 
"The  Saboteur  —  Code  Name:  Morituri 

with  Marlon  Brando  and  Yul  Brynner" —  Marquee  de  Btoor 

Georges  Bizet  wrote  his  Symphony  in  C 
in  the  first  month  of  his  seventeenth  year. 
Because  it  bore  a  striking  resemblance  to 
Gounod's  D  Major  Symphony  and  because, 
as  Bizet  later  confessed  to  his  mentor,  "You were  the  beginning  of  my  life  as  an  artist. . . 
I  can  now  admit  that  I  was  afraid  of  being 
absorbed,"  it  is  problematic  that  Bizet  dis- missed it  as  an  exercise  too  derivative  for 
public  performance. It  remained  undiscovered  until  1933,  tin- 

played  until  1935,  eighty  years  after  its  com- position. In  its  prefiguration  of  Carmen  it 
is,  as  interminable  analysts  of  small-town 
town  summer  stock  gurgle,  "light  and 

frothy." 

Ozawa  interpreted  it  on  classical  Ones. 
The  surge  of  passion  succumbed  to  the  ro- mance of  exuberance.  Oboe  solos  abound, 
and  Tuesday  they  sang  out  with  uncommon, 
flowing  ease.  As  in  everything  the  TS  per- formed during  the  evening,  the  strings  were 
superb,  with  the  sliding  inexorability  of  a 
rising  scale  passage  in  the  finale  putting  the evidence  over  all  the  more  convincingly. 

"Leaves,  leaves  (Sorry,  we're  COM- 
PLETELY out)  leaves  (of  olives)  they're  all 

1  ever  see  and  yet  (I  wonder  about — ) 
what  I  would  know?  if  it  wasn't  for  (pits.) 

the  leaves." 
—  E.  R.  Satz,  "Hellebore 

and  the  Subjunctive" If  changes  are  there  to  be  noticed,  then 
the  string  section  should  be  magically  mark- ed. It  was  evident  from  the  beginnings  of 
Handel's  Royal  Fireworks  Music  that  there 
is  more  depth  and  unity  in  Ozawa's  strings than  in  those  of  Susskind.  Any  famous  base- 

ball coach  knows  that  a  hot  ground  ball 
must  be  dug  out  of  the  fielder's  glove  with 
surety  and  speed.  There  is  no  reason  to  ex- 

pect less  of  a  string  section  playing  under Ozawa. 
There  were  occasional  textural  uncer- 

tainties in  the  winds,  but  the  overall  effect 
of  this  concert-opener  was  stirring.  Cha- 
conne.  by  Toronto's  Harry  Freedman,  pre- 

viewed Ozawa  as  the  master  sound  techni- cian he  would  become  in  the  Moussorgsky 
which  followed. 

"Just  what  IS  your  game,  Chicken 

Chow  Meinheer?" "Culture .'  The  magic  of  electronics 
spreads  the  Verbutn  Sapienti  to  the  slaver- 

ing masses." 

—  Pogo,  1965. 
The  frenzy  of  the  audience  might  be 

more  critically  dissected  by  experts  such  as 
Arnold  Edinborough.  It  is  sufficient  to  note 
the  standing  ovation  which  greeted  Ozawa's 
entrance  and  a  like  gesture  at  the  concert's close.  Incontrovertible  cries  of  ecstatic  ful- fillment followed  close  upon  the  final  bars of  the  Moussorgsky. 

The  maestro  responded  with  a  mario- 
netted  rendition  of  Johann  Strauss's  Pizzi- cato Polka.  Out  and  out  camp.  Thus  did 
Seiji  Ozawa  brave  the  tumult,  wreathes  of 
laurel  notwithstanding. 



ANNOUNCING 
MARRIAGE  COUNSELLING  CLINIC 170  BLOOR  ST.  W. 
Director  &   Consultant   ETHEL   OSTRY   B.A.  M.S.W. Counselling  re: 
Family,  Pre-morrioge  ond/or  personal  problems 

Appointment:    Telephone  921-0051 

ROBERT  V.  CALLAHAN,  B.A.,  LL.B. 
BARRISTER,  SOLICITOR NOTARY  PUBLIC 

MEDICAL  ARTS  BUILDING NORTH  BLOCK 174  ST.  GEORGE  STREET TORONTO  5,  ONTARIO 

NOW  OPEN  IN  YOUR 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 

NEW  YORK 
PIZZA  HOUSE 

620  YONGE  ST. 
Wc  specialize  in  New  York New  England  style  pizza Home  Made  Spaghetti. 
1  FREE  PIZZA  WITH EVERY  5  TO  TAKE  OUT FOR  FAST  SERVICE 
CALL  —  925-1736 FREE  DELIVERY 

RHO  ALPHA  KAPPA  FRATERNITY Presents 

THE  RYERSON  FOLK  SHOW Starring 

The  Dirty  Shames  -  Elyse  Weinberg  -  Alan  MacRae 
FRIDAY  OCTOBER  22  —  8:30  P.M. 

RYERSON  THEATRE 
VICTORIA  &  GERHARD 

TICKETS  $1.50,  $1.75 
Avoiloble  A  &  A  Record  Bar  or  Theatre  Box  Office 

CASA  LOMA 
PRESENTS FIRST 

"CASA  GO-GO" 
DAVE  MICKIE 

M.  C. 
•  TWO  BANDS 
•  FLOOR  SHOW 

SAT.  OCT.  30 
STUDENT  RATES 

HOMECOMING 

WEEKEND 

HOMECOMING  SHOW 

OSCAR  BRAND 

AND 

Phoenix  Singers 

FRIDAY  OCTOBER  15     8:30  P.M. 

Tickets  on  sale  S.A.C.  Office  now  $1.50  (tax  m.) 

ARENA  A  GO  GO 

VARSITY  ARENA 
IMMEDIATELY  AFTER  FOOTBALL  GAME 

ADMISSION  50? 

BLUE  &  WHITE 

HOMECOMING 

FOOTBALL  DANCE 

HART  HOUSE  9:00  P.M. 

SATURDAY  OCTOBER  16 
TICKETS  ON  SALE  S.A.C.  OFFICE  NOW 

Price  $2.50  per  couple 
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torn  naylor 

Faith  restored 

Last  week's  column  was  devoted  to  discussing  one  of 
those  rare  events  that  shake  a  jazz  addict's  faith.  This  week I'll  take  just  the  opposite  tack  and  examine  one  of  those 
equally  rare  performances  which  not  only  restore  one's  con- viction but  actually  enhance  them. 

The  term  genius  is  one  to  be  applied  sparingly.  Few 
men  have  it;  many  who  do,  lose  it.  Benny  Goodman  and 
Louis  Armstrong  lost  that  vital  spark  about  twenty  five 
years  age.  Some  men  however  retain  their  brilliance  and, 
though  firmly  rooted  in  Mainstream  styles,  must  be  consid- 

ered an  integral  part  of  today's  scene. Coleman  Hawkins  is  one  such  man.  Hawkins,  who  must 
be  given  credit  for  being  the  first  man  to  turn  the  saxophone 
into  an  instrument  to  be  seriously  considered,  rose  to  pro- 

minence in  the  twenties.  He  is  still  very  active,  working  and 
recording  with  the  most  avant  garde  of  performers,. 

Duke  Ellington  and  cohorts  Johnny  Hodges  and  Harry 
Carney  are  also  figures  rooted  in  the  twenties.  Ellington  is 
still  jazzdom's  greatest  emissary,  a  perpetual  wellspring  of new  ideas. 

There  is  possibly  only  one  other  man  who  can  be  ser- 
iously considered  in  the  same  context  as  Hawkins  or  Elling- ton. 

Earl  Hines'  emergence  was  accompanied  by  one  of  those 
rare  phenomena  that  can  rightfully  be  termed  a  revolution. 
It  was  under  Hines'  gifted  hands  that  the  piano  began 
to  change  its  position  from  a  rhythm  instrument  used  to 
produce  primarily  vertical  lines  to  a  solo  instrument  cap- 

able of  long  horizontal  ones  —  what  was  later  to  be  dubbed 
the  trumpet-style  piano. 

Now,  some  four  decades  later,  his  influence  still  re- 
mains profound.  Every  man  touching  his  fingers  to  a  key- 
board is  implicitly  acknowledging  his  enormous  debt  to 

Hines.  Nor  has  his  playing  shown  any  sign  of  decline.  His 
touch  remains  elegant  and  singing,  his  technique  prodig- 

ious, his  stage  presence  captivating.  Never  before  have  I 
heard  any  performer  so  enthrall  the  normally  robust  pat- 

rons of  the  Colonial  Tavern.  They  stopped  talking  com- 
pletely and  simply  listened  when  Hines  played  an  ecstati- 

cally beautiful  rendition  of  Sweet  Lorraine  —  dedicated, 
as  all  Sweet  Lorraines  should  be,  to  the  late  Nat  Cole. 

..Sharing  the  spotlight  with  Hines  is  tenorist  Budd 
Johnson.  Johnson  is  an  amazing  man.  His  earliest  work  as 
a  prominent  jazzman  was  done  in  the  context  of  a  Hines 
big  band  When  the  "bop"  revolution  turned  jazzdom  up- 

side down,  Johnson  didn't  fight  it  —  he  joined  it  and  be- came one  of  its  leading  figures.  After  about  a  decade  of 
relative  obscurity  Johnson  returned  to  prominence  with 
his  own  groups,  with  Basie,  Gil  Evans,  and  finally  with 
"Farha"  again. 

He  proved  himself  to  be  the  master  of  any  mood  or 
tempo,  functioning  equally  well  with  ballads  or  rocking 
renditions  of  a  couple  of  old  Basie  "warhorses. 

The  Hines  —  Johnsor.  package  is  at  the  Colonial  for 
another  week.  Don't  miss  it  If  you're  under  age  there  is 
always  a  dining  section. 

Around  the  corner  from  the  Colonial,  another  giant 
of  the  idiom  is  closing  out  a  two  week  stay. 

The  name  Illinois  Jacquet,  now  at  the  Town  Tavern, 
brings  mixed  reactions.  Some  people  remember  him  best 
for  his  tour  of  duty  with  the  Basie  band  in  the  forties,  but 
most  people  remember  him  as  the  granddaddy  of  the  rock 'n  roll  saxophone. 

Even  those  who  don't  approve  of  the  peculiar  new  di- 
rection Jacquet  added  to  saxophone  stylings  can't  deny that  his  impact  was  enormous.  True  giants  of  the  tenor 

saxophone  are  few  and  far  between  —  Hawkins,  Lester Young,  Bud  Freeman,  Ben  Webster,  and  Stan  Getz  —  but 
Jacquet  must  be  numbered  among  them. 

The  eroticism  whicn  was  Jacquet's  biggest  contribut- ion lo  the  music  is  still  very  much  in  evidence.  But  the  fare was  v;ry  tasteful.  Jacquet  is  a  splendid  balladeer  as  well 
as  one  of  jazz's  most  driving  and  forceful  soloists. A.so  wortl.y  of  note  was  the  bassist  with  the  group, 
Major  HoIIey,  who  is,  as  far  as  I  know,  the  only  bassist active  today  who  utilizes  the  old  Slam  Stewart  gimmick  of bowin,;  his  ba;s  and  humming  in  octave  unison. 

Foriunately  Holley  had  the  sense  to  keep  it  to  a  mini- mum. The  effect  is  interesting  for  brief  periods  of  time but  even  at  th;  nands  of  a  master  like  Stewart,  with  whom Holley  is  harllj  in  a  class,  it  can  get  damnably  dull  and 
irritating. 

I  recommend  you  dr-ra  in  to  hear  Jacquet  if  you're  in the  a.'ea  but  ksep  in  mind  be  is  currently  Toronto's  second attraction.  H,n;s  is  a  must  for  jazz  fans  of  all  tastes,  mu- sic lovers  gent  oily,  and  those  who  appreciate  genius  in 
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RECORDS  AND  REVIEWS 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
Casey  Anderson  at  the  Ki- 

verboat  puts  on  a  pleasant, 
often  hilarious  show.  He  has 
a  strong  voice  that  can  be 
expressive  and  show  some 
sensitivity.  He  plays  an  am- 

plified guitar  but  such  a 
beautiful  sound  comes  out 
of  it  that  no  one  should 
mind. 
But  hearing  him  when 

the  crowd  is  large,  I  always 
get  the  feeling  that  he's  com- promising his  act  for  them. 

HAMM1E  NIXON 

He  does  songs  they  like  to 
hear  and  he  tells  jokes  they 
like  to  hear  although  they 
sometimes  get  so  risque  I'm 
surprised  he  hasn't  received many  complaints. 

At  the  end  of  an  evening, 
though,  when  the  crowd  is 
thinning  Casey  shows  what 
he  can  do.  He  reaches  into 
the  back  of  his  repertoire 
and  pulls  out  songs  he  does- 

n't usually  perform. 
Casey  has  so  much  fun 

up  there  on  the  stage  that 
he  sometimes  does  hour-long 
sets  if  he's  not  stopped.  He 
likes  to  perform  and  his  joy 
is  infectious. 
Bob  Gibson  opens  at  the 

New  Gate  of  Cleve  tonight, 
but  tonight  also  brings  the 
Homecoming  Show  with  Os- 

car Brand  and  the  Phoenix 
Singers. 

Anita  Sheer  returns  to  the 
Riverboat  next  week  and 
the  New  Lost  City  Ramblers 
will  play  Eaton  Auditorium Oct.  23. 
And  a  travelling  New  York 

Folk  Festival  is  supposed  to 
be  coming  to  Toronto  in 
November.  More  on  that 
later. 

RECORD  REVIEWS 
Ingrid  Fistell:  The  Klan  / 

Daddy  Has  Gone  Away  (Arc 
1098);  Young  musicians 
around  town  tell  me  that 
records  recorded  in  panada 
are  almost,  immediately  dis- 

regarded by  radio  stations 
such  as  CHUM. 

This  record  has  been  dis- 
regarded too.  A  side.  The 

Klan,  is  a  dramatic  song 
about  hooded  Klansmen  rid- 

ing out  of  the  shadows, 
burning  crosses  and  com- 
miting  atrocities.  Side  B  is 
a  simple  song  about  the 
bewilderment  a  child  feels 
when  her  father  goes  off  to 
war  and  never  returns. 

It's  a  good  record.  Ingrid 
Fistell  has  a  fine  voice  al- 

though such  a  trained  voice 
is  rarely  heard,  and  perhaps 
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doesn't  comfortably  fit,  such 
folk-music. 
Mandolin  Blues:  Yank  Ra- 

chel! (Delmark-606):  This  al- 
bum released  earlier  this 

year  has  not  become  widely 
known  but  definitely  does 
not  deserve  to  be  pushed 
back  into  obscurity. 
With  the  revival  of  inter- 

est in  folk-blues  that  follow- 
ed the  folk-music  boom  two 

years  ago,  has  come  a  my- riad of  blues  recordings 
among  Which  individuality 
is  scarce.  This  record  is  the 
first  to  feature  the  mandolin 
as  the  lead  blues  instru- ment. 

It  swings  as  well  as  any 
jug-band  record  ever  releas- ed, has  just  as  interesting  a 
sound  and  a  great  deal  bet- ter musicianship. 
Yank  vocalizes  with  a 

style  exactly  like  the  race 
records  of  the  30's.  Hammie 
Nixon  adds  an  expressive 
harmonica,  John  Estes  a 
guitar,  and  Mike  Bloomfield, 

Maple  on  the  Hill  (Camden 
898):  this  album  may  as  well 
have  been  released  in  the 
Vintage  series;  it's  good enough  to  be  included. 
Various  old-time  country 

artists  such  as  Uncle  Dave 
Macon,  J.  E.  Mainer's  Moun- taineers and  Carlisle  Brot- 

hers sing  some  of  their  or- 
iginal material  which  also dates  back  to  1933. 

Macon's  artless,  back- 
porch-flavored  songs  are  the 
most  interesting. 
Country  Music  Shindig: 

The  Three  Suns  (RCA  3354): 
This  record  unfortunately  is 
an  example  of  how  much 
of  today's  country  music  is treated.  Bland  performances 
of  modern  C  &  W  songs  is 
what  you'll  find  here. 

These  instrumental  arran- 
gements are  sometimes  in- 

teresting, mostly  ultra-slick 
and  emerge  out  of  the  speak- 

ers sounding  all  alike.  And 
getting  such  widely  diffe- rent material  as  Salty  Dog 
Rag,  Blue  Suede  Shoes  and Love  Me  Tender  sounding 
the  same  is  quite  a  feat. 
The  Merrymen  in  the  land 

of  the  Sea  and  Sun  (RCA 
PCS  1017):  This  album  is  an 
example  of  how  quartets, 
trios,  quintets  and  what 
have  you  can  take  the  meat 
out   of   Calypso   music  as 

SLEEPY  JOHN  ESTES 

the  only  white  man  in  the 
group,  another  guitar. 

Mike  here  plays  less  har- 
shly and  with  less  gimmi- 
ckry than  he  does  on  re- 
cords by  Bob  Dylan,  John 

Hammond  and  Paul  Butter- 
field. 
The  whole  album  is  de 

void  of  that  sterile  studio 
sound  we  so  often  hear.  The 
sessions  are  informal  and 
spontaneous.  The  highlight 
is  called  Move  Your  Hand 
in  which  Big  Joe  Williams 
does  the  singing. 

Bluebird  Blues  (RCA  Vint- 
age 518):  another  valuable 

blues  recording.  This  one 
features  16  reissues  from 
the  old  Bluebird  label  and 
features  some  classic  per- 

formances unavailable  else- 
where. 
Tommy  McClennan  sings 

Bluebird  Blues  in  a  gritty 
but  very  melodic  style:  Ar- 

thur 'Big  Boy'  C  r  u  d  u  p whines  his  way  through 
Black  Pony  Blues  and  Death 
Valley  Blues  both  prime 
examples  of  blues  poetry. 
A  youthful  Lonnie  John- son shows  what  a  good 

bluesman  he  can  be.  Blind 
Willie  McTell  and  Kate  Mc- 
Tell,  Tampa  Red,  Sonny  Boy 
Williamson,  Sleepy  John 
Estes  and  Poor  Joe  Williams 
are  the  other  artists. 

Poor  Joe  Williams  sings 
Wild  Cow  Blues  with  the 
weirdest  background  I  have 
heard:  a  guitar,  a  washboard 
and  a  one-string  fiddle. 

The  remastering  of  these 
cuts  which  date  from  Feb. 
1932  to  Feb.  1941  is  excel- lent. 

YANK  R  AC  HELL 

they  did  out  of  folk-music two  years  ago. 
Emile  Straker,  the  leader 

of  this  group,  once  belonged 
to  a  group  called  the  Calyp- so Bandits  who  released  an 
album  on  a  now  defunct 
label  (Palace  686).  The 
former  group  was  rougher, 
not  as  slick  but  somehow 
more  pleasing. 
The  Merrymen  —  there 

are  four  of  them  —  have  a 
pleasant  sound,  show  a 
spark  of  the  Caribbean  joie- de-vivre,  and  add  adequate 
instrumental  accompani- ments. 

But  everything  on  the  al- 
bum is  smooth  and  polished 

and  pretty.  Although  it's  re- 
corded right  in  Barbados  I'll bet  the  company  scouts 

found  the  group  in  some  re- 
sort playing  for  the  middle- class  tourists  and  not  for  the 

natives. GUM.n  MATING 
Adam  M:tchell.  president 

of  the  Toronto  Folk  Music 
Guild,  communicates  that 
his  group  is  having  a  free open-hou^e  Mon.  Oct.  18,  in 
the  InterCUv  Centre  bene- ath St.  PbiiVs  (121)  Avenue 
Rd.  United  Church. 
The  evenincr  will  feature 

a  discu*:*''1"  *nd  demonstra- 
tion of  folk-rock. 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 
30c  A  GAME 
16  NEW  TABLES 

Toronto's  Most- 
Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
(just  West  of  Spadina) 

R.  J.  BESSEY 

JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 

AND 
GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-S731 

Be  A  Hit  At  School 

WITH  THE 
ELEGANT  LOOK 

FROM 

MADAME 

POMPADOUR 

LADIES  SHOE 

SALON 

UPPER  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  ST.  W. 
924-1513 

10% 

Student  Discount 

ATTENTION 

FRESHMEN 
DOING  A  TERM 

PAPER? 
NEED 

INFORMATION? 
Shortcuts  to  finding  the  right 
material  will  be  discussed  in 
one-hour  lectures  by  the  Re- ference Department  of  the University  Library. 

Sign  up  opposite  the  moin Catalogue  Information  Desk for  a  convenient  time. 

Ml 

YOU 
OVERLOOKED 

SOMETHING? 

When  you've  gone  to  all  that 
trouble  to  be  Miss  "well 

turned  out,"  doesn't  it  seem a  bit  silly  to  cling  to  bulky, 
noticeable  sanitary  pads? 
Tampax  internal  sanitary 

protection  is  out  of  sight,  out 
of  mind — never  interferes — makes  anyone  (including  you) 
conscious  of  its  presence.  Try 
it.  You'll  be  delighted.  It  is 

available  in  3  absorbency-sizca 
(Regular,  Super,  Junior) wherever  such  products 

are  sold. 

TAMPAX  INTERNAL  SANITARY  PROTECTION  IS MAOE  ONLV  BY  CANADIAN  TAMPAX  CORPORA- TION LIMITED.  8ARRIE,  ONT. 

I'l.-.'  seat!  me  in  plain  wrapper  a  trial  pack* 
age  of  Tampax.  [  enclose  10^  to  cover  ctwt or  mailing.  Siie  is  checked  below. 
{    )  REGULAR        (    i  SUPER        (    )  JUNIOI 

Name.  
Address.... 

Cry.... 



OF  STRIPPERS... 
By  TOM  NAYLOR 

The  name  "Victory  Theat- 
re" has  become  almost  a 

household  word  through- ou  t  much  of  Canada,  Yet 
despite  this  notoriety,  few 
institutions  can  compare 
with  it  in  the  number  of 
erroneous  opinions  held 
about  it.  Mentioning  its 
name  brings  reactions  that 
range  from  adolescent  snick- 

ers to  outbursts  of  pious 
wrath.  The  painful  fact  of 
the  matter  is  that  many 
people's  opinions  are  formu- lated on  the  basis  of  second 
hand  information.  There  is 
no  substitute  for  a  visit 
there  yourself. 
Burlesque  proper  is  an 

offshoot  of  vaudeville.  Many 
sLudents  will  be  able  to  re- 

call the  Saturday  night 
stage  shows  motion  picture 
theatres  used  to  leature.  The 
usual  format  consisted  of  a 
mixture  of  comedy  magici- 

ans and  tape  dancers. 
Burlesque  of  the  type  the 

Victory  features  is,  to  say 
the  least  of  a  somewhat  dif- 

ferent nature.  Comedy  and 
sleight  ol  hand  are  still  oc- 

casionally seen  but  the  dan- 
cers have  become  the  big  a', traction.  And  the  dancers 

no  lunger  have  steel  cleats 
on  iheir  shoes.  As  a  matter 
iil  fact  they  have  no  shoes. 
As  a  matter  of  fact  .  .  . 
The  Victory  is  the  only 

establishment  if  its  type  left 
in  Canada,  but  still  faces 
stiff  competition.  Nightclubs 
featuring  belly  dancers, 
movies  sporting  scantily 
clad  females,  even  t  h  e 
growth  in  popularity  of  bi- 

kini bathing  suits,  divert 
public  interest  from  burles- 

que houses.  But  somehow 
all  these  attractions  fall 
short. 
The  laws  governing  burl- 

esque in  Canada  are  extreme- 
ly vague.  The  popular  ques- 

tion of  how  far  down  a  girl 
can  strip  cannot  be  answer- 

ed by  reference  lo  the  sta- 
tute book. 

"The  only  way  to  find  out 
whether,  for  instance,  a  girl 
could  parade  with  her  bo- 

som completely  bare",  the proprietor,  Mr.  Landers  in- 
formed me,  'is  to  try  it,  be hauled  into  court,  and  see 

what  the  judge  says." On  one  question,  the  laws 
are  definitive.  No  liquor  can 
be  served  at  the  Victory. 
This  is,  I  think,  an  asset.  It 
lessens  the  possibility  of  ex- 

cessive rowdyism  from  the 
patrons  and  gives  the  esta- 

blishment grounds  for  claim- 
ing to  be  a  more  innocuous 

form  of  entertainment  than 
some  of  its  competitors. 

It  is  possibly  on  just  that 
point  —  the  nature  of  the 
clientele  —  that  the  greatest 
number  of  popular  miscon- 

ceptions exist. 
Both  the  manager  and  the 

strippers  informed  me  that 
Toronto  audiences  are  ex- 

tremely well-behaved.  Cer- 
tainly there  are  outbursts 

of  whistling  and  shouting but  never  to  excess.  There 
are  no  young  men  with  sa- 

livating jaws  and  bulging 
eyeballs  panting  at  each flick  of  a  buttock.  There  are 
no  old  men  masturbating  in 
the  corners.  Much  of  the 
clientele  is  student  ("Especi- 

ally engineers,"  Landers 
told  me  "They  love  it."). On  the  weekends  fifty  per- 

cent or  more  of  the  audien- 
ce is  female. 

The  show  changes  comple- 
tely once  a  week.  Talent  is 

brought  in  from  all  over 
the  world  but  the  bulk  of 
it  from  the  United  States. 
The  movies  loo  change  eve- 

ry week,  and  the  caliber  is 
generally  very  good. 
Once  the  movie  ends, 

mournful  sounds  from  the 
band  announce  the  floor 
show  is  about  to  begin.  Ge- 

nerally five  diferent  women 
are  featured.  Each  performs 
for  about  ten  minutes  with 
a  slight  change  of  routine 
from  her  predecessor.  1 1 
takes  about  three  numbers 
for  a  performer  to  get  peel- 

ed down  for  her  grand  fin- 
ale when  she  performs  her 

gyrations  clad  only  in  an  ex- 
tremely   skimpy    pair  of 

calling  herself  Raven  Wild, 
told  me  she  had  been  an 
"exotic"  dancer  for  eleven 
years,  since  she  was  fifteen. She  started  dancing  for  stag 
parties,  entered  amateur 
nites  in  San  Francisco  burl- 

esque houses,  and,  after 
winning  top  spot  twice,  land- 

ed a  contract. 
Other  girls  may  start  as 

waitresses  in  nightclubs  and 
be  invited  by  the  manage- 

ment to  try  their  hand  'at dancing.  Others  may  have  a 
friend  who  made  success  of 
erotic  dancing  and  decided 
to  try  it  for  themselves. 
Many,  such  as  the  star  of 
last  week's  show,  Amber 
Haze,  may  start  off  in  other 
forms  of  dancing  and  be 
tempted  by  high  salaries  and 
the  prospect  of  steady  em- 

ployment to  enter  the  exo- tic field. 
The  salaries  paid  are  ex- cellent. Landers  informed 

me  that  he  never  pays  a 
girl,  even  a  complete  novice, 
less  than  S166  per  week. 
Curiously  enough,  there 

seems  to  be  no  problem 
with     overamorous  males 

s  a  48-inch  bust  undemocratic? 
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briefs  and  two  strategically 
placed  tassels. 

In  the  show  I  witnessed 
the  caliber  of  the  dancing 
was  excellent.  Each  girl's routine  was  polished  and 
each  sported  a  beautiful  fi- 

gure with  the  possible  excep- 
tion of  the  star  of  the  show. 

Amber  Haze,  whose  48"  bust 
measurement  seems  hard'y democratic. 

A  major  factor  contribut- 
ing to  the  success  of  the 

show  was  the  finesse  with 
which  technical  details  were 
handled.  The  lighting  set 
each  girl  off  splendidly  and 
was  changed  often  enough 
to  prevent  tedium.  The  use 
of  five  different  performers, 
each  limited  to  about  ten 
minutes  helps  keep  the  show 
moving  quickly,  and  retains 
the  audience's  attention. 
The  strippers  are  as  intrig- 

uing off-stage  as  on.  One  big 
question  mark  in  the  pub- 

lic's mind  is  how  they  get involved  in  burlesque. 
There  appear  to  be  a  va- 

riety of  reasons.  One  girl 

who  decide  after  the  show 
that  looking  is  not  enough. 
Raven  Wild  told  me  that 
for  a  couple  of  years  she 
carried  a  gun,  later  switch- 

ing to  a  small  tear  gas  pi- 
stol but  never  had  any  oc- 

casion when  either  proved 
necessary.  Amber  Haze  too 
has  never  been  plagued 
with  this  problem. 
Their  attitudes  towards 

their  profession  are  extre- 
mely varied.  To  some.  Ra- 

ven Wild  for  example,  exo- 
tic dancing  is  an  art.  To  the 

more  candid  Amber  Haze, 
it's  simply  a  business. 
How  does  the  public  re- 

act to  all  this?  Of  course 
misconceptions  abound  but 
strangely  the  criticisms  di 
reeled  against  the  Victory 
seem  lo  be  done  primarily 
in  private.  Landers  main- 

tains that  in  his  three  years 
in  the  business,  he  has  never 
heard  an  adverse  comment 
by  the  press,  radio,  clergy, 
or  the  public  at  large.  If there  are  puritanical  groups 
out   to  bury  him  and  the 

LIBBY  JONES,  B  A:  coming  bock  soon. 

Victory,  they  are  being  cu- 
riously secretive  about  the 

whole  business.  If  the  Vic- 
lory  ever  folows  the  Lux  and the  Casino  and  closes  its 

doors,  bad  publicity  won't be  the  cause. 
The  competition  is  keen 

but  I  think  not  insuperable. 
The  Victory  retains  enough 
of  the  old  vaudeville  at- 

mosphere to  give  its  shows 
a  unique  air.  It  is  an  insti- tution worth  preserving  and 
is  as  much  an  integral  part 
of  Toronto  as  the  Art  Gal- 

lery or  the  Royal  Ontario Museum. 
The  fact  that  the  enter- 

tainment featured  in  the  Vic- 
tory is  oriented  toward  the 

more  elemental  instincts  of 
man  is  the  chief  source  of 
criticism  utilized  by  self  ap 
pointed  moral  style-setters 
who  abound  in  every  Cana- 

dian community,  including 
the   University  of  Toronto. 

(I  ask  them  if  at  the  same 
time  they  would  like  groc- 

ery stores  to  remove  all  dis- 
plays from  their  windows 

because  of  the  equally  fund- 
amental nature  of  the  de- sires they  invoke.) 

Certainly  males  go  to  the 
Victory  seeking  sexual  ex- citement —  no  one  will  deny 
this.  When  a  man  sees  an  at 
tractive  and  well  proporti- 

oned young  lady  shaking  her breasts  or  buttock  in  his 
direction,  there  is  only  one 
thing  on  his  mind.  (But 
this  is  not  grounds  for  cri- ticism.) If  you  do  not  feel 
basically  the  same  emotion 
at  least  half  a  dozen  times 
a  day  during  class  changes, 
I  strongly  advise  you  to  see a  doctor. 
The  young  lady  whose  pic- 

ture appears  on  the  front 
page  of  the  Review  is  Car- mella,  "The  Sophia  Loren  of 

Burlesk". 

...AND  PC 
By  HENRY  TARVAINEN 

Numerous  attempts  have  been  made  by 
journalists,  sociologists,  psychologists  and 
the  ilk,  to  understand  the  social  phenomenon of  Yorkvtle.  Most  can  only  agree  that  the 
Village  is  as  much  a  part  of  the  lives  of some  individuals  as  they  are  of  it.  AH  of 
whvb  says  very  little  except  that  it  exists.  So? 

Enter  then,  into  the  realms  of  Yorkville 
on  a  Saturday  night.  Walk  down  the  streets of  raucous  discotheques,  mynah  birds,  dis- 

gustingly quaint  boutiques,  flower  sellers, pretty  girls,  potheads  (many  many),  and 01  her  wondrous  things  to  amaze  and  delight your  sensibilities. 
Watch  the  girls,  buy  the  flowers,  drink 

THESE 

ihe  coffee,  sneer  at  tt 
you  ever  knew,  hear dance  and  hear  the  po 

Walk  up  an  innocu 51  Avenue  Road,  (TJ 
and  ]o!  find  a  quiet 
into  a  coffee  house  < 
frantic  and  hungry  so 
for  a  moment,  forgo 
a  small  attentive  aud 
poets  —  at  The  Poets. 

This  small  establish1 Pete  Hill,  a  poet  him* 
ioccl  poets  an  audier 
■  eading  of  poetry  aloi for  the  publication  of 

Although  the  atmos informal  in  pleasant  c 
ir  is  impossible  to  " 
rai)ure  of  such  an  eD 
m  time.  One  inane* Bohemian  Embassy 

same  poets  have  read '! 
laudable  years  of  eS 

has  a  tradition,  his'01 
ov»n,  creative  art 

poelry  and  local  VoeV part  of  that  history' 

We  are  dealing,  W* living  room,  some*8' 
1  heir  own  poetry  —  ' 
fhel  entails).  One  nMY 
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a»  l-fc  f°rt-  Li  B°hemion  Embassy's  First  Tuesday 
IZflt  «,9ht'-  D.0n?,d  Black-  <="«irman;  Graham  Porker 
Catr£o,°rLeCr,n0,09y  ">  °»»~*»  — 

By  DON  CROWE 
The  Bohemian  Embassy has  initiated  a  continuing 

series  of  "teach-ins",  to  ap- pear on  the  first  Tuesday  of every  month.  Billed  as 
"First  Tuesday:  an  evening of  dialogue,  opinion  and  dis- 

sent", this  forum  promises to  feature  issues  which  are 
too  controversial  and  deli- 

cate for  anyone  else  to  han- dle. 
The  first  discussion  in 

this  programme  dealt  with 
the,  relations  between  the  ci- 

tizen and  the  police.  Mr. 
Graham  Parker,  professor 
of  criminology  at  Osgoode 
Hall,  took  the  side  of  the 
police,  as  the  local  police 
force  was  either  unable  or 
unwilling  to  send  a  repre- 

sentative. Mr.  Robert  Car- 
ter, barrister,  argued  in  de- 

fence of  the  citizen's  civil liberties. 
The  police,  Mr.  Parker 

felt,  are  hamstrung  in  their attempts  to  protect  the  in 
terests  of  society.  Search 
and  seizure,  wire  tapping and  use  of  illegally  obtained 

evidence  are  all  justified  be- 
cause of  the  high  percentage 

of  convictions  following such  procedures. 
The  police,  he  said,  have 

no  personal  interest  .  in 
pressing  for  convictions,  but 
he  admitted  that  the  atti- 

tude towards  clearing  up 
crimes  as  speedily  and  easi- 

ly as  possible  probably 
seeps  down  from  the  top  in 
the  form  of  subtle  pressure. 
Mr.  Carter  felt  that  by 

justifying  these  procedures 
with  a  good  record  of  con- 

victions, the  police  are  alien- 
ating themselves  -  from  the 

public.  He  said  that  many 
policemen  feel  that  a  trial  is 
a  means  to  punish  someone 
who  has  committed  a  crime; 
in  many  cases  they  are  "out 
to  get"  the  accused.  Police- 

men are  only  human  —  they 
get  disgusted  at  seeing  some- 

one who  they  are  sure  is 
guilty  beat  the  law  time  af- 

ter time.  Their  testimony  in 
such  cases  tends  to  be 
slightly  less  than  impartial. 
Mr.  Carter  also  charged 

that  many  police  feel  it  is 

easier  to  force  a  confession 
than  to  go  out  and  gather 
evidence.  Only  those  who 
are  not  professional  crimi- 

nals suffer  from  this  "effi- 
cient interrogation";  the 

pros  know  enough  to  shut 
up.  All  these  aspects  of  po- 

lice methods  violate  the  ci 
tizen's  private  liberties. 
An  ex-police  officer  in  the 

audience  Mr.  Frank  Ed- 
wards admitted  that  while 

many  officers  may  be  ex- 
pedient in  court  cases,  most 

policemen  are  .  completely 
impartial. 

"Potfcemen,"  he  said,  "are 
getting  better  educated  in 
the  law;  the  strong-arm  ele- 

ments are  disappearing."  He also  stressed  that  the  job  of 
the  police  is  getting  harder 
and  harder  to  do  properly; 
while  protecting  the  indivi- 

dual, the  courts  often  let 
criminals  escape  without 
even  a  reprimand. 
Mr.  Donald  Black,  philo- 

sophy major  in  the  U  of  T School  of  Graduate  Studies, 
is  chairman  of  First  Tues 
day  at  the  Embassy.  In  an 
attempt  to  make  it  a  hotbed 
of  public  controversy  he  will 
present  such  topics  as  the 
ethics  of  the  news  media; 
the  usefulness  of  student  ac- 

tivists; minority  civil  right; 
and  the  rationale  of  our  nar- 

cotic, divorce  and  birth  con 
trol  laws. 

The  Tuesday  evening  Lite- 
rary Night  is  another  of  the 

Embassy's  intellectual  en- 
terprises. These  meetings 

are  actually  writer's  work- shops —  poetry  or  plays, 
from  mediocre  and  talented 
writers  alike,  are  read,  dis- 

cussed and  criticized.  Some 
of  these  people  are  quite 
proficient;  their  work  has 
ings   are   completely  infor- 

mal. 
been  taped  for  use  on CHUM-FM. 
A  40-week  series  of  cham- ber music  programs  is 

scheduled  for  Sunday  even- 
ings between  9.30  and  11.30. 

These  casual  "readings",  un- der the  general  direction  of 
Don  DiNovo  will  concen- 

trate on  the  Baroque,  and 
will  include  such  composers 
as  Corelli,  Telemann,  Sta- 
mitz,  and  Bach. 
A  Monday  night  chess 

club  is  available  to  anyone 
taking  advantage  of  the  free admission.  Like  everything 
else  at  the  Embassy,  meet- 

ings are  completely  informal 

coll  and  the  McPeake  fami- 
ly. 

A  series  on  experimental films  will  soon  take  over  the 
Thursday  night  slot.  In  the 
interim,  jazz  and  folk-sing- 

ing alternate. Friday  and  Saturday 

nights  at  the  Bohem'aa  Em- bassy are  devoted  to  ade- 
quate folk-singing  followed by  late-hours  jazz.  Although 

few  big  names  ever  make'it to  the  Embassy,  this  enter- tainment still  manages  to 
pay  the  rent  and  finance other  more  intellectual 

pursuits. 
The  Bohemian  Embassy, 

7  St.  Nicholas  St.,  is  recom- 

The  First  Tuesday  audience sion  as  a  lullaby. 

Wednesdays  are  taken 

over  by  "The  Peddlar's Pack"  —  traditional  singing 
from  the  British  Isles.  Re- 

sident singers  Bill  Price  and 
Roger  Renwick  do  most  of 
their  material  without  ac- 

companiment and  draw 
much  of  it  from  Ewan  Ma- 

seems  to  consider  the  discus- 

mended  to  anyone  wishing 
to  sample  the  coffee-hoube 
circuit  while  avoiding  the 
cop-infested  go-go  scene  on 
Yorkville.  An  evening  here  is 
a  little  more  relaxing  than 
being  pushed  through  a crowd  of  polheads  and Bealle-worshippers. 

ETS,  TOO cops,  meet  everyone ie  music,  dance  the s-  Poets? 
is  flight  of  stairs  at Hamburger  Joint) 
'ing  room  converted sorts.  The  frenetic, 
lds  °f  Yorkville  are, 
'n  as  you  sit  with Ke  listening  to  the 

PS  operated  by  one 
■  is  designed  to  give 
■>  to  encourage  the and  to  raise  funds 
^1  work. 
'ere  is  relaxed  and trast  to  the  outside, rate  the  success  or 
jPnse  at  this  point 'y  thinks  of  the many  of  these 
^r'y).  After  several 
:n«,  the  Embassy and  legend  of  its e  advancement  of las  been  a  notable 

thing'  for  this  type  of  activity  to  take  place regardless  of  the  context  —  that  art  and  its 
communication  is  desirable  anywhere.  So  be It;  nor  does  The  Poets  particularly  wish  to escape  the  environment  of  the  Village. 

Pete  Hid  hopes  in  fact,  that  the  poets  will 
see  themselves  as  a  meaningful  part  of  the 

r'  with  a  converted Who  wish  to  read *°rkvi]le  (and  all iy  'hat  it  is  a  'good 

ARE 

Yorkville  scene,  and  that  the  Village 
respond  in  a  like  manner. 

But  at  this  stage  in  The  Poets  history  —  if 
it  is  to  have  a  history  —  one  cannot  seriously evaluate  the  success  of  the  venture,  as  it 
will  depend  upon  the"  nature  and  quality  of rhe  art  presented  and  the  way  in  which  it is  presented, 

will 

Some  ooservations  are  in  order,  however, 
on  the  basis  cf  one  evenings  visit. 
The  vocal  reading  of  poetry  has  a  long 

tradition  of  excellence,  and  in  another  age 
was  considered  an  art  in  itself,  much  as 
act'ng  and  singing  are  to-day.  There  is  in fact,  considerable  debate  to-day  as  to  whether 
or  not  most  poetry  is  meant  to  be  read  aloud, 
before  the  fullest  communication  between 
the  poet  and  his  audience  is  realized. 

Such,  some  would  argue,  is  the  basis  for 
the  many  and  varied  stylistic  techniques 
employed  in  poetry  —  assonance,  consonance, 
s'literation,  rime  etc.  On  this  basis,  the  qua- 

lity of  a  reader's  voice,  his  diction  and  his 
general  ability  to  reveal  the  intent  of  the 
poem,  all  play  an  important  part  in  this communication.  At  times,  a  reader  other 
than  the  poet  himself  is  far  better  qualified 
to  perform  this  function,  allowing  for  the 
posibilities  of  misinterpretation. 

I  was  somewhat  disappointed,  therefore, 
in  find  that  the  general  quality  of  the  read- 

ings was  lacking  in  vitality  and  in  clarity; 
all  the  more  disapointing,  as  some  encourag- 

ing work  was  presented  by  Dave  Donnel  and Pete  Hill. 

This  importance  of  the  reading  quality, 
however,  was  not  shared  by  the  poets  I  spoke 
w>h  With  the  exception  of  Pete  Hill,  they 
D  eferred  fo  read  their  poetry  in  flat  mono- 

tonous tones,  so  that  the  voice  would  not 
shade  or  obscure  the  meaning  of  the  words 
and  their  context.  Most  didn't  consider  the 
.'juality  of  the  reader  to  be  terribly  important to   he  communication  of  Ihe  poem,  nor  did 

POETS -photos  by  JOHN  SHORE 

they  share  the  view  that  most  poetry  is 
n-eant  to  be  —  or  should  be  —  read  aloud. 

If  art  is  to  be  taken  seriously,  however,  it 
n.us!  be  presented  in  a  like  manner;  one  can communicate  vocally  or  through  the  printed 
page.  .If  poetry  is  to  be  read,  then  it  must 
be  read  senously,  with  every  effort  made  lo 
communicate  the  full  value  of  the  poem  to the  audience. 

These  facts  of  course  should  not  hinder 
you  from  visiting  The  Poets  if  you  are  at  all 
interested  m  poetry.  Regular,  week-end  read- 

ings interspersed  with  with  folk-singing  reveal 
much  that  is  promising.  The  poets  are  many 
and  serious,  and  the  people  are  friendly. 
Especially  recommended  are  the  Sunday evening  workshops. 

review 
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FABULOUS  PALINDROMES 

By  JOHN  CLUTE 
LANGUAGE  ON  VACATION, 
Dmitri  A.  Borgmann, 
Saunders  of  Toronto,  ?8.75. 
The  common  denomina- 

tors of  our  century  include 
walking  into  a  department 
store  and  not  knowing  what 
to  pound  out  on  the  display 

typewriters. 
All  your  Shakespeare  has 

fled  you  except  "To  be  or not  to  be,"  and  that  appears 
twice  already,  misspelled,  on 
the  sample  sheet  stuck  into the  Olivetti.  You  do  not  type 
"Now  is  the  time  for  all  good 
men  to  come  to  the  aid  of 
their  party"  because  you're a  Liberal.  You  may  end  up 
with  "The  quick  brown 
fox  jumped  over  a  lazy  dog." excusing  yourself  on  the 
grounds  that  you  wanted  to 
test  the  Olivetti's  z,  but  you will  leave  unsatisfied. 

Language  on  Vacation,  and 
a  little  memorizing,  will  raise 
you  above  the  common  de- 

nominator. "The  quick 
brown  fox"  sentence  is  a  pan- 
grammatic,  that  is,  it  con- 

tains every  letter  in  the  al- 
phabet, and  Mr.  Borgmann 

covers  pangrammatics  in 
Chapter  5. 

"The  quick  brown  fox"  is rather  poor,  he  feels,  talcing 
as  it  does  33  letters  to  get  in 
the  entire  alphabet,  and  he 
has  composed  several  26 letter  sentences  to  do  the 
trick.  Imagine,  if  you  will 
then,  typing  on  that  depart- ment store  Olivetti  one  or 
more  of  the  following  elite 
(or  pica)  pangrammatics: 
MILK-VAT    FEZ  BUGS 
QOPH-CRWD  JYNX; 
FJORD-BUCK  ZAGS 
WHELM  QVINT  PYX; 
JUNKY  QOPH-FLAGS VEXT  CRWD  ZIMB. 

All  three  sentences  are  ex- 
plicable, as  Mr.  Borgmann's 

paraphrase  of  "Milk-vat  fez 
bugs  qoph-crwd  jynx"  shows: A  Turkish  felt  cap,  discover- 

ed floating  in  a  vat  of  milk, 
bewilders  a  wryneck  (a  bird 
related  to  the  woodpecker) 
that  happens  to  be  nesting  in 
an  ancient  Celtic  stringed  in- strument decorated  with  the 
19th  letter  of  the  Hebrew 

alphabet." And  so  it  is  pleasing,  is  it 
not,  to  raise  yourself  above 
the  common  denominator,  to 
carry  about  with  you  the  sort 
of  eccentric  mental  junk  Mr. 
Borgmann  so  obviously  de- 

lights in  creating.  It  might 
not  be  so  pleasing  to  pay 
$8.75  for  the  book,  but  that 
is  no  fault  of  the  author. 
Except  for  his  interminable 
Scoutmaster  cheeriness, 
which  he  never  lets  up  on, 
Mr.  Borgmann  has  written 
almost  precisely  the  book  his 
subject  needs. 

His  subject  is  words — not 
words  as  spoken  or  Lingered 
over,  qua  words — but  words 
as  devices  of  manipulation; 
his  subject  is  palindromes 
and  pangrammatics  and 
transpositions  and  word  re- 

versals, the  whole  gamut  of mind-twisting    fripperies  I 

had  previously  thought  were 
constrained  to  the  British 
Isles,  along  with  Edith  Sit- well  and  the  long-standing 
debate  over  marriage  to  de- 

ceased wife's  sister. 
But  I  was  wrong  there.  Mr. 

Borgmann  is  an  Actuarial Assistant  with  a  Chicago 
firm  of  consulting  actuaries, 
the  book  jacket  tells  us,  and "has  contributed  articles  and 
puzzles  to  The  Enigma, 
monthly  magazine  of  the  Na- 

tional Puzzlers'  League,"  and to  other  like  publications. 

His  subject,  words,  he handles  with  saving  grace 
and  swiftness  —  always  ex- 

cepting the  cheery  asides, 
the  exclamation  points  when 
the  ice  is  thin,  the  curiously 
defensive  joviality  of  the  fad- dist displaying  his  wares  (or 
the  Scoutmaster  explaining 
a  new  game  to  his  delin- 

quents, "Our  new  fun  game is  called  Boys  Will  Be  Boys! 
and  it's  going  to  be  swell!"). 
The  several  chapters  of 

Language  on  Vacation  con- sist of  brief  explanations  of 
technical  terms,  extended 
quizzes  of  the  reader's  abili- ty to  construct  the  word- 
forms  in  question,  and  nu- 

merous examples.  The  ex- planations are  necessary.  The 
quizzes  are  for  the  brave. 

As  masses  of  unsolved 
wordgames  are  not  the  jui- ciest of  fare  for  the  general 
reader,  it  is  the  examples, 
and  especially  the  extreme 
examples,  that  provide  most 
of  the  enjoyment.  Examples 
of  pangrammatics  we've  al- ready seen,  extreme  ones;  a 
little  less  tongue-twisting  is 
the  following  (albeit  in  28 letters): 

WALTZ,  NYMPH,  FOR 
QUICK  JIGS  VEX  BUD. 

"A  word  that  uses  no  letter 
of  the  alphabet  more  than 
once  is  ...  a  'nonpattern' word,"  we  are  told  in  an- 

other chapter,  and  are  given 
various  examples  culminat- 

ing in  this  coined  effort: 

PUBVEXINGFJ  ORD- SCHMALTZY, 
which,  an  adjective,  is  de- 

scriptive of  emotions  felt  in 
pubs  caused  by  undue  senti- mentality about  fjords. 

Palindromes  are  the  most 
fruitful.  They  are  words  or 
sentences  that  read  the  same 
way  backwards  and  for- wards, to  wit: 

RETARTRATER, 
STENT  NETS, 
MAY    A   MOODY  BABY DOOM  A  YAM? 
EUSTON  SAW  I  WAS  NOT SUE. 
A  MAN,  A  PLAN,  A  CANAL —  PANAMA! 
and  ultimately 
DO  GOOD?  I.  NO!  EVIL ANON  I  DELIVER:  I 
MAIM  NINE  MORE- 
HERO-MEN  IN  SAGI- 

NAW: SANITARY  SWORD 
A-TUCK,  CAROL,  I  —  LO> RACK,  CUT  A  DROWSY RAT  IN  ASWAN;  I  GAS 
NINE  MORE  HERO-MEN 

IN  MIAMI;  REVILED,  I 
(NONA)  LIVE  ON,  I  DO, 
0  GOD! 

and  that's  about  it,  consider- 
ably more  advanced  than  the 

old  faithful  "Able  was  I  ere 
I  saw  Elba,"  which  Mr.  Borg- man  transmutes  to: 

ADELBERTA  WAS  I  ERE 

1  SAW  A  TREBLED  "A". 
It  is,  in  fact,  to  the  pages 

on  palindromes  that  the 
general  reader  returns,  as  I 
do  now  in  concluding  with 
a  quote.  Geometrical  forms and  numerical  logology,  sub- 

jects which  take  up  two  long 
chapters,  were  bastard  ma- thematics to  me  and  I  was 
quickly  lost.  In  palindromes, 
however,  the  mathematico- 
logology  is  enlivened  by  li- terary requirements,  and does  some  enlivening  in  turn, 
as  this  final  clinching  ex- 

ample, a  poem  by  Hercules B.  McPherrin,  demonstartes: 
Miss  Mera  McGIurk,  o  fthe 

S.P.A.C., 

Aspired  to  go  Nancy  Ann Miller  one  better 

By  copping  a  sheik; 
She  vamped  one  in  Cairo, the  yery  first  day, 
And  fixed  the  details  of  their 

conjugal  fetter 
In  less  than  a  week. 

Ere  leaving  by  camel  for 
Upper  Bulaq, 

Where  they  would  be  wedded (n'importe    where  the place  is), 
First,  Ali  must  buy 

A  Ford-load  of  tinware,  gew- 
gaws, bric-a-brac; Their  steed  could  tote  these 

to  the  distant  oasis. Not  batting  an  eye. 

The  tinware  transferred  to 
the  animal's  sides, 

The  happy  pair  seated  atop the  ensemble 
Their  journey  began. 

But  the  cargo,  alist  from those  cameline  strides, 
Excited  the  beast,  scared  the 

maid  on  its  eomble, 
And  angered  the  man. 

Through  dark,  olid  streets, 
amidst  hoots  of  the  crowd 

Assembled  pell-mell  to  see 
what  was  the  matter. 

The  'desert  ship'  reeled; 
Swart    Ali    his  zigzagging 
mount  cursed  aloud, 

The  thwacks  of  his  cudgel 
rang  out  o'er  the  clatter. 
And  Miss  McGIurk 

squealed Then  Meta,  forgetting  the forthcoming  banns, 
Her  tender  heart  torn  by  the 

tylopod's  trammel. Blazed  forth  as  she 

jigged: 

"DEGENERATE  MOSLEM! 
A  CAR  OF  PANS 

ON    SIDEWAYS,  YAWED, 
IS  NO  SNAP  FOR  A  CA 

MEL!" 

SO  META  RENEGED. 
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Spaniard  humor  wears  thin R>.    n  A  \/l  rv    .  *  —  By  DAVID  JACKEL 
A  SPANIARD  IN  thp 

WORKS,  by  John  Unnorl Clarke,  Irwin;  96  pp.;  $2.50. 
Beatle-member  Lennon's second  literary  effort  will probably  sell  as  widely  as 

?IS  £rStk  the  much  Praised In  His  Own  Write. 
But  discerning  readers will  probably  find  them- 

selves putting  down  Span- iard and  wondering  when tennon  will  stop  being  cute and  start  using  his  obvious 

talents  seriously. 
Perhaps  it  is  all  a  put-on. 

Like  his  singing  compat- 
riots, Lennon  may  have  dis- 

covered another  way  to 
make  people  pay  a  lot  for 
very  little  (96  pages  for 
$2.50),  and  is  laughing  at them  for  their  patronage. 
The  humor  of  the  short 

sketches  and  poems  which 
comprise  Spaniard  wears 
very  thin  very  quickly.  A 
sample  should  suffice: 
"Shamrock  Womlbs  had 

innocuous,  pleasant 
By  IAN  RODGER 

KING  LEAR,  A  TRAGIC READING  OF    LIFE,  By JOHN  M.  LOTHIAN, 
CLARK  IRWIN  CANADIAN PAPERBACK,  J1.50 
Whether  or  not  you  agree 

with  Professor  Lothian's claim  that  King  Lear  is  "the most  marvellous  and  moving piece  of  dramatic  literature 
in  the  whole  world",  you should  nevertheless  be  at- 

tracted by  this  easily- digested  paperback.  Contain- ing five  general  lecture- 
chapters  in  the  A.C.  Bradley tradition,  it  is  a  pleasant if  innocuous  introduction  to Lear. 

Mr.  Lothian  studies  main- 
ly the  characters  and  the 

"meaning"  of  the  play,  but although  he  hints  at  the 
power  of  this  "dramatic 
poem",  he  regrettably  ignor- es its  poetic  values.  Three of  the  lectures  discuss  struc- 

ture, dramatic  significances, and  complexities  of  the 
plot. 

The  other  two  chapters are  more  intensive,  dealing specifically  with  the  Fool 
and  Edgar,  and  it  is  not 
surprising  that  Mr.  Lothian's most  perceptive  comments 
emerge  here.  I  was  enligh- tened particularly  by  his suggestion  that  the  Fool  is 
not  only  a  necessary  com- panion to  Lear,  but  also  a representative  of  simple 
truth  in  the  face  of  "ulti- 

mate issues". 
I  was  less  amused  by  his insistence  upon  Lear  being the  centre  of  interest  in  the 

play.  Apparently  some  cri- tics have  felt  that  Lear becomes  passive  and  merely a  spectator  to  the  grotesque parade  around  him  after Act  I.  Mr.  Lothian  devotes unnecessarily  long  space  to refuting  this  theory. 
In  the  end,  one  must remark  that  this  is  a  paper- back reprint  of  a  1949 publication,  proving  perhaps that  in  scholarship  as  else- where we  are  somewhat slow. 

receeded  a  telephart  whilst 
we  sat  at  our  lunch  eating. 
He  made  no  remark  but  the matter  ran  down  his  head, 
for  he  stud  in  front  of  the' fire  with  a  thoughtfowl face,  smirking  his  pile,  and casting  an  occasional  gland 
at  the  massage.  Quite  Syd- ney without  warping  he  turd 
upod  me  with  a  miscarriage 
twinkle  in  his  isle." 
Funny?  Of  course.  Yet  the 

unexpected  word  substitu- tions with  their  suggestive ramifications  have  the  cu- 
mulative effect  of  creating for  the  reader  a  picture  of Lennon  as  a  precocious  but obnoxious  juvenile,  who 

doesn't  know  when  to  stop 

and  can't  be  bothered  to 
mature. 

Critics  who  see  in  the mop-haired  singer-writer  a combination  of  Lewis  Car- roll and  James  Joyce  may 
be  right.  But  the  compari- sons actually  suggest  Len- 

non's unrealized  potential 
rather  than  his  accomplish- ments to  date. 
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Dictionary  demons  t rah 

Russell's  development By  DON  CROWE 
Bertrand  Russell:  A  Dic- 

tionary of  Mind,  Matter  and 
Morals;  ed.  Lester  Denonnr Citadel  Press;  $2.50. 

It  is  a  reflection  on  Bert- 
rand Russell's  greatness that  his  philosophy  can  be successfully  dissected.  While 

his  Dictionary  of  Mind, Matter  and  Morals  is  not  a 
compact  summation  of  his 
life's  work,  it  does  serve  as an  extensive  sampling  of 
his  thought  in  the  many 
fields  in  which  he  is  con- 

sidered authoritative:  poli- 
tics, ethics,  metaphysics, 

religion,  psychology,  history and  science. 

Containing  "more  than 
1,000  definitions  and  opin- 

ions selected  from  over  100 
of  Bertrand  Russell's  books 
and  papers",  the  Dictionary 
covers  practically  every 
subject  dealt  with  in  Rus- 

sell's works;  everything from  Arabian  philosophy  to 

review 

sexual  morality,  from  the causes  of  war  to  the 
"Oedipus  Complex". 
A  vast  scope  of  subject matter  coupled  with  a  50- 

year  span  of  writing  allows 
us  to  see  Russell's  changing opinions  in  philosophy;  for instance,  we  are  given  six definitions  of  truth  covering 
a  period  of  28  years.  A  co- 

herent summary  of  his  phi- 
losophy is  next  to  impos- 

sible with  this  book  —  only 
a  minute  examination  of  the many  conlributing  ideas can  be  accomplished. 
This  volume  is  intended 

as  an  introduction  to  Rus- 
sell and  to  the  style  of  writ- ing which  won  for  him  the 1950  Nobel  Prize  for  litera- ture. Although  the  formal 

prevents  the  consistency  ne- cessary to  appreciate  his 
use  of  argument  and  logic, there  are  many  examples  of 
his  clear  and  accurate  style. His  definition  of  a  nation  as 
"•  .  .  a  sentiment  and  an instinct  —  a  sentiment  of 
See  "Russell"   review  12 
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oh,  well  

Carnival  a  letdown 

By  AAROL  TOPLITSKI 
Don't  Stop  the  Carnival; Herman  Wouk;  Doubleday; 

395  pp.;  $5.95. 
Norman  Paperman  is  the 

hero  of  Herman  Wouk's new  novel  Don't  Stop  the Carnival.  A  successful  and 
well-known  publicity  agent, 
be  becomes  disgusted  with 
his  Manhattan  life  and 
chucks  it  all  to  buy  a  betel 
in  the  Caribbean. 
Beset  by  power  failures 

water  shortages,  political 
corruption,  bureaucracy, 
ants,  and  earthquakes  he 
seems  destined  for  failure 
and  bankruptcy.  As  if  this 
were  not  enough,  the  hotel 
is  terrorized  by  its  sex-fiend 
bartender.  Church  Wagner, 
who,  at  the  tender  age  of 
twenty,  has  managed  these 

carnal  conquests:  Knocking 
up  the  43  year  old  spinster 
principal  of  the  high  school 
and  giving  gonorrhea  to  the 
daughters  of  the  seven  fin- est families  on  the  island. 
Other  equally  believable 

characters  in  this  novel  are 
Iris  Tramm,  a  former  act- ress .  .  .  now  a  lush.  She  has 
been  the  mistress  of  the 
colored  governor  of  the  is- land for  the  past  two  years. 
She  becomes  Paperman's only  friend  and  counsel. 
There  is  also  Hippolyte 

Tousignant,  a  half  -  mad 
handyman  who,  when  he 
gets  headaches,  has  the 
rather  nasty  habit  of  slash- 

ing people's  throats  with  his machete. 
These  are  the  characters 

in  Don't  Stop  the  Carnival. 

Herman  Wouk  has  thrown 
together  any  number  of West  Indian  stories  and 
legends,  invented  a  half- dozen  mostly  unbelievable characters,  has  put  a  cover 
on  the  manuscript,  and  has 
called  it  a  novel. 
Although  it  is  entertain- 

ing, and  sometimes  down- 
right hilarious,  it  often  be- comes monotonous  in  parts. 

For  example,  Wouk  intro- 
duces a  character,  fully  des- 

cribes him,  and  then  con- tinues the  story.  This  would 
not  be  bad  if  occasionally 
the  pattern  were  broken  .  .  . 
but  it  isn't  and  so  the  style 
is  redundant. 

In  addition,  every  chapter 
tends  to  become  a  repetition 
of  the  previous  one:  (1)  Pa- 

perman awakens  (2)  learns 
what  new  calamity  has  beset 
his  hotel  (3)  fails  to  solve 
the  problem  himselv  (4)  cha- racter is  introduced  who can  solve  it. 

The  calamities  get  to  be 

so  incredible  that  one  won- ders how  Mr.  Wouk  will 
outdo  himself  next. 

The  book  itself  would  not 
be  considered  bad  at  all  if 
it  were  a  first  effort.  How- ever, for  an  author  who  has 
written  such  excellent  works 
as  This  is  My  God  and  The 
Caine  Mutiny  (a  masterpiece 
of  characterization)  this  no- 

vel seems  picayune  beside 
them. 

Russell  (continued) 

similarity,  and  an  instinct  of belonging  to  the  same  group 
or  herd",  is  typical  of  Rus- 

sell at  his  best;  the  Dic- 
tionary remains  fairly  read- able and  entertaining. 

The  real  strength  of  this 
handbook,  however,  lies  in 
its  use  as  an  index  to  Rus- sell's works.  Each  of  the  en- 

tries is  referred  to  the  book 
and    page    number  from 

which  it  was  extracted.  If the  reader  feels  that  any  of 
the  definitions  are  insuf- ficient, he  may  turn  to  the 
original  text  for  a  study  of 
Russell's  ideas  in  greater 
depth.  This  is  a  necessary 
alternative,  since  many  of 
the  opinions  seem  ambigu- ous when  taken  out  of  con- text. 

Although  it  is  more  valu- able for  reference  than  for 
any  entertainment  it  may 
provide,  the  Dictionary still  contains  the  spirit  of 
more  than  50  years  of  Ber- trand  Russell's  writing.  This 
alone  would  justify  its  pub- 
lication. 

PAPERBACKS  (continued) 

(From  review  14) 
ics  of  Piano  Technique;  Otto 
Ortmann;  $2.60.  A  compre- 

hensive and  scientific  an- 
alysis of  piano  technique. 

The  Penguin  English  Dic- tionary; G.  N.  Garmonsway; 
Penguin;  $2.95.  The  diction- ary which  has  been  causing 
a  stir  in  England  has  now 
arrived  in  Canada.  Contains 
more  than  45,000  main  en- 

tries, from  the  most  col- 
loquial words  to  the  most formal. 

The  Ragged  Trousered  Phil- anthropists; Robert  Tres- sell;  Panther;  $1.75.  Pirst 
published  in  1914,  it  was  the first  novel  to  reveal  the  true 
reality  of  the  subjection  and destitution  of  working  class 
life  of  the  Edwardian  age. 
The  Search  for  Meaning  hi 
Modern  Art;  Algred  Neu- 
meyer;  foreward  by  Herbert 
Read;  Spectrum;  $2.25.  A 
challenging  interpretation  of modern  art. 
The  Secular  City;  Harvey 
Cox;  MacmlUan  N.Y.;  $1.65. 
A  celebration  of  the  new 
freedom  and  scope  brought 
to  man  by  secularization 
and  urbanization. 
Sunday's  Fun  Day,  Charlie 
Brown;  Charles  M.  Schulz; 
$1.25.  A  new  Peanuts  book. 
Son  of  a  Smaller  Hero;  Mor- 
dechai  Rlchler;  Paperback 
Library;  75c.  A  reprint  of  an 
early  Richler  novel. Towards  Socialism;  edited 
for  the  New  Left  Review  by 
Perry  Anderson  and  Robin Blackburn;  $  2.50.  Essays 
which,  explore  some  of  the 
crucial  questions  facing  Brit- ish socialism  today. 
Tradition  and  Dream;  Wal- ter Allen;  Penguin;  $1.35.  A 
critical  survey  of  British 
and  American  fiction  from 
the  1920's  to  the  present 

day. 

The  Well-Tempered  Critic; 
Northrop  Frye;  $2.15.  Frye 
fans  will  want  this  for  their collection. 

What  Manner  of  Man;  a  bio- 
graphy of  Martin  Luther King,  Jr.;  Lerone  Bennett, Jr.;  Pocket  Book  Special; 

$1.10.  An  abridged  version 
of  the  1964  original  for  mass circulation. 
Zen:  Poems,  Prayers,  Ser- 

mons, Anecdotes,  Inter- 
views; edited  and  translat- 

ed by  Lucien  Stryk  &  Taka- shl  Ikimoto;  Anchor;  $1.10. 
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Waiher  Spin  Pry  cr  by  Hqovm 

Nickel  stainless  steel  won't  come  out  in  the  wash 

It  wont  corrode,  stain,  break  or  chip.  Nothing  you  stays  smooth  and  sanitary.  That's  why  it  is  used  for 
put  into  a  washing  machine  can  harm  nickel  stain-  the  tubs  and  drums  of  quality  washing  machines, 
less  steel.  Not  even  whirling  buckles  or  zippers.  It    And  in  all  of  them,  nickel's  contribution  is  quality, 

THE  INTERNATIONAL  NICKEL  COMPANY  OF  CANADA,  LIMITED K  YONGE  STREET,  TORONTO 
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HOMECOMING  65 Bv  PEARL  PCtinn  ... By  PEARL  PERLOO 
Under  ordinary  circum- 

stances it  would  hardly  be necessary  to  explain  to  you what  Homecoming  js  or 
where  Homecoming  i's  to take  place  or  even  who  or what  is  coming  home,  but these  not  being  ordinary  cir- cumstances, i.  e.  somebody having  twisted  somebody's arm  around  here  with  the 
crass  purpose  of  obtaining 

ity  Arena,  the  Homecoming Show  will  take  place.  Every 
event  this  weekend  having 
been  labelled  "Homecoming" to  the  detriment  of  real 
understanding,  perhaps  I 
had  better  elaborate  more fully  here. 
In  actual  fact,  this  show, 

has  in  recent  years,  taken 
the  form  of  a  folk-music  con- cert featuring  top  acts  in  the business,  having  featured The  Travellers,  Oscar  Brand 

and  Oscar  Brand 

publicity  and  the  order  hav- 
ing come  down  through  the 

ranks  to  make  such  an  ex- 
planation, here  goes. Homecoming,  which  is  to 

take  place  this  weekend,  is 
a  time  of  almost  unbearable 
fun  and  hilarity,  or  that,  at 
least  is  what  press  releases 
have  been  suggesting.  And 
being  so  chock  full  of  ge- 

neral pleasure  and  happy occurrences  it  would  be  to 
the  betterment  of  all  to  at- 

tend all,  if  possible,  or  any, 
at  least,  of  its  segments  (or 
so  the  releases  seem  to  sug- 
gest). 
Now  let  us  examine  the 

full  meanings  and  hidden 
implications  of  these  sug- 

gestions, alongside  a  view 
and  review  of  what  is  actu- 

ally to  take  place  during 
these  fun-packed  weekend hours. 

First  on  Friday  night  in 
that  monument  to  sound 
acoustical  construction,  Var- 

and  Joe  &  Eddie  last  year. This  year  Oscar  returns  to 
the  show  (some  organizer somewhere  probably  having decided  that  Oscar  could 
survive  such  added  exposu- 

re), and  brings  along  the Phoenix  Singers 
These  singers,  I  might  ex- 

plain, have  fine  voices  and 
much  talent  and  two  fine 
accompanists  and  many 
songs.  They  were  once  mem- 

bers of  Harry  Belafonte's 
personally  assembled  troupe 
of  background  men  called, 
predictably,  the  Belafonte 
Singers,  except  of  course,  for 
one  of  them  —  there 
are  three  —  because  he  re- 

placed sometime  ago  one  of 
the  original  members.  But 
to  discuss  that  would  lead 
to  untold  complications here. 

Let  it  be  sufficient  to  say, 
that  the  Singers  have  play- 

ed successful  engagements 
in  Toronto  at  the  Colonial 

Tavern,  the  New  Gate  of 
Cleve  and  a  myriad  of  uni- 

versities and  colleges  in  this area. 

To  all  those  worrying about  the  Canadian  content 
of  the  extravaganza,  be  as- sured that  Oscar  was  actu- 

ally born  in  Canada,  that heart  of  Canadiana,  Winni- 
peg to  be  exact.  He  accomp- lished this  feat  sometime  in -1920  which  by  any  kind  of math  makes  him  45  years old,  except  in  person  where 

he  looks  35  and  in  his  pub- licity stills  in  which  he  looks 65. 

Oscar  runs  a  weekly  radio show  in  New  York  City,  has published  several  books  is 
host  of  CTV's  Let's  Sing  Out and  knows  more  songs  than 
Burl  Ives,  Woody  Guthrie 
and  Trini  Lopez  combined— 
a  good  many  of  them  being bawdy.  As  well,  Oscar  is  a 
pleasing  entertainer  achiev- 

ing such  status  by  letting  run unfettered  his  sly  sense  of humor  and  his  wit. 
Which  brings  us  to  Satur- 

day morning's  Homecoming Parade,  —  a  presentation 
unequalled  by  few  others 
around  this  campus.  The  ac- 

tual parade,  once  it  starts, 
will  be  the  culmination  of 
the  hopes  and  dreams  of 
hundreds  of  bright-eyed  co- 

eds and  equally  bright-eyed 
campus,  men  who  will  have 
forsaken  sleep  throughout 
the  night  in  order  to  build 

It  has  cheerleaders 

is  to  be  designed  along  the theme  of  "Toronto,  No  Mean City".  And  I  need  only  quote briefly  from  the  press  re- lease in  this  connection  to 
show  you  that  if  you  actu- ally miss  the  parade,  you 
will  without  doubt  be  mis- 

sing perhaps  the  most  inten- 
se few  hours  of  fun  imagin- able. 

Says  the  release:  ".  .  .  the Homecoming  Float  Parade 
has  become  an  integral  part 
of  the  excitement  and  enthu- 

siasm of  this  important  oc- 
casion (sic)."  "This  color- ful event  will  mark  ...  the 

beginning  of  an  exciting 

day." 

The  parade  will  form  at 
8:30  in  the  morning  and 
start  its  travel  at  10:00.  An 
alumni  trophy  is  to  be  awar- 

ded and  according  to  some- 
one's interesting  but  entirely 

outrageous  prediction.  Uni- 
versity College  will  win  it. 

opening  address  to  students. It  is  worthwhile  speculating if  times  are,  in  fact,  chang- 
ing because  Mr.  Bissell's  re- marks have  actually  aroused some  interest  and  discussion this  year. 

It  might  also  be  worth, 
pointing  out  that  the  foot- ball blues  are  not  actually 
coming  home  this  weekend, having  been  here  for  at  least 
six    days,    having  arrived 
from   Western   after  meet- 

ing the  Mustangs  on  the 
green  and  white  grid  last Saturday    and  having  pre- 

sumably been  attending  clas- 
ses and  fulfilling  the  other social    obligations  imposed 

by  a  university  since  then. But  Mr.  Pape  and,  in  fact, 
the  entire  sports  department 
and  the  Homecoming  orga- nizers seem  to  have  nicely 
suppressed  these  facts  and 
should     perhaps  consider 
changing   the   title   of  the weekend  if  it  does  turn  out 

. .  ond  the  Phoenix  Singers 

their  floats  even  to  the  ex- 
tent of  missing  Oscar  in  the 

Homecoming  Show. 
The  objects  of  all  this  de- 

dication are  the  three  prizes 
awarded  to  the  three  best 
floats  in  the  parade  which 

F1F 

J! 

•  .  and  floats. 

In  the  afternoon,  of  course, 
occurs     the     event  that 
makes  this  whole  weekend 
possible    and/or  necessary 
—  the  Homecoming  football 
game  with  Queen's.  Here  we 
can    answer    the  question 
raised  earlier,  namely  who 
is  coming  home?  The  answer 
being    the    football  Blues who    astoundingly  enough 
have  a  record  of  one  win, 
one  loss  so  far  this  year  and, 
according  to  fiery  P.  J.  Pape, 
and  his  equally  fiery  head- line-writing   cohorts,  are 
well  on  the  way  this  year 
to  winning  the  Yates  Cup. 
The  implications  of  all 

this  can  probably  be  more knowledgeably  expressed  by 
the  fiery  Mr.  Pape  but  brief- 

ly involve  a  renewed  inter- est in  the  football  Blues 
among  students  on  this  cam- 

pus this  year.  In  recent 
years  the  Blues  have  aroused 
hardly  more  enthusiasm 
than  a  three-hour  Chemistry 
lab,  a  novel  by  John  T.  Gals- 

worthy   or  C.  T.  Bissell's 

to  be  a  misnomer. 
At  the  game,  at  any  rate, 

there  are  many  opportuni- 
ties for  delicate  little  Vic 

freshies  to  cuddle  up  to  dis- 
sipated, hard-living  engin- 

eers, or  they  might  even watch  the  game. 
That  night  according  to 

the  schedule  of  activities, 
a  miraculously  wonderful dance  will  take  place  in 
Hart  House,  with  bands  in 
every  room. 

Private  and  fraternity  par- 
ties and  general  merrymak- 
ing will  occur  on  Friday 

night  and,  presumably  af- ter the  dance,  and  will  finish 
off  a  weekend  which  must 
surely  be  a  monument  to  its 
planners,  the  Blue  and White.  This  curious  title,  by 
the  way,  is  applied  to  the 
actual  social  and  fun-hav- 

ing wing  of  the  Students Administrative  Council. 
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DON'T  WAIT! 
If  your  campus  group  is  planning  a  trip 

CHARTER  A  COACH 

TRAILWAYS  of  CANADA  1TD. 

Call  923-2232  or  889-3642 
For  information  to  enjoy  the  fun  and  inexpensive  woy 

to  travel  in  a  group 

Remodelling  &  Alterations 
—  A  Specialty  — 

STUDENTS'  ELITE CLEANERS  &  TAILORS 

654  Spadina  Ave. 
WA.  2-4361 

10%  DISCOUNT 
ON  PRESENTATION 
of  NFCUS  cards 

You  can't  beat 

the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

Pimm's  No.1  has  a  Gin  base 

..A3 HARV:  It's  quite  a  thrill  to  have fewer  cavities. 
JOY:  The  way  you  look  in  that 
Byford  sweater  is  more  thrilling to  me. 
HARV:  I  rather  like  the  wide  rib- 

bing in  this  soft  wool. 
JOY:  You  know,  when  a  top 
British  designer  like  Hardy 
Amies  interprets  a  sweater,  his 
knowledge  of  cut  and  styling 
show  in  details  like  the  fully- 
fashioned  sleeves  that  emphasize 
your  manly  chest. HARV:  What  do  you  think  of  the 
green  briar  colour? 
JOY:  Oh,  doll,  it  makes  a  perfect 
contrast  with  your  gorgeous 
teeth! 
ihtt  exciWvs,  mot/o  in  England, 

SYFOSO  DESIGN  CONSULTANT:  HARDY  AMIES 

Pimm's  No.  5  has  a  Canadian  Whisky  base 
(both  are  absolutely  delicious!) 

Two  things  about  Pimm's:  easy  (o 
serve,  and  a  taste  you'll  enjoy. 

Just  pour  into  a  tall  glass  and  add 
ice  and  fill  up  with  your  favourite  light mix.  You  can  add  a  slice  of  cucumber, 
a  piece  of  lemon,  or  a  sprig  of  mint  to 

make  the  traditional  Pimm's,  famous 
throughout  the  world.  But  don't  bother 
unless  you're  in  the  mood. 

A  new  generation  is  rediscovering 
Pimm's. . .  and  enjoying  every  moment of  it, 

DRINK 

PIMM'S simply  because  you'll  enjoy the  taste  of  it. 

H  CORBY  D1STIl.l.r.HY  i.iMrrtD,  cojujyvjxle,  can. 

WHAT'S  NEW 

IN  PAPERBACK Compiled  by 

Beverley  Peterson 
Abundance  for  What?  and 
Other  Essays;  David  Ries- man;  Anchor;  $2.95.  The 
author  of  the  Lonely  Crowd 
comments  on  abundance 
for  what  and  for  whom,  the 
American  national  charac- ter and  on  the  sociology  of 
the  interview. 
The  Berkeley  Student  Re- 

volt: Facts  and  Interpreta- 
tions; Anchor;  $2.25.  One  of 

three  recent  paperbacks  a- bout  Berkeley  edited  by 
two  political  science  pro- 

fessors themselves  in  dis- 
agreement over  the  mean- ing of  the  revolt,  (edited  by 

Seymour  Martin  Lipset  & Sheldon  S.  Wolin). 
Class  and  Class  Conflict  in 
Industrial  Society,  Raf  Dah- rendorf,  Stanford,  $3.25. 
No  sociologist  concerned 
with  ongoing  social  theory 
can  afford  to  ignore  this 
book. Collected  Poems;  Irving 
Layton;  McClelland  &  Ste- 

wart; $3.95.  Selections  from volumes  published  since 
his  first  collection  A  Red 
Carpet  for  the  Sun,  plus  a 
few  earier  poems. 
The  Filmviewer's  Hand- book; E.  G.  McAnany;  S.  J. 
&  Robert  Williams;  S.  J., 
Dues  Book;  $1.10.  History 
of  motion  pictures,  vocabu- 

lary of  film  techniques,  im- 
portant films  of  29  interna- tional directors. 

Flesh;  Brigid  Brophy;  Cor- 
gi; 85c  A  novel  of  indolent 

passion  by  the  author  of New  Statesman  and  Mozart fame. 

The  Italians;  Lulgi  Barzini; 
95c.  A  full-length  portrait  of 
their  manners  and  morals. 
A  best-seller  now  out  in  pa- 

perback. J.S.  Bach,  Albert  Schweit- 
zer; Bruce  Humphries;  2  vo- 

lumes, $5.95.  This  classic  is 
complete  and  unabridged 
with  all  the  original  illustra- tions and  music  examples. 
A  Life  of  Azikiwe;  K.A.B. 
Jones  -  Quartey;  Penguin; 
$1.25.  A  life  of  the  President 
of  Nigeria  and  one  of  the 
outstanding  personalities  in Africa  today. 
Marxism  and  Communism: 
essential  readings;  edited  by 
Robert  V.  Daniels;  Random 
House;  $2.15.  Presents  in 
compact  format  some  of  the 
important  statements  of  the- 

ory and  policy  which  have 
shaped  the  Communist  mo- vement from  its  beginnings 
to  the  present  day. 
The  Nature  of  Psychothe- 

rapy; Karl  Jaspers;  Phoenix; 
$1.50.  Excepts  from  his  clas- sic General  Psychopathology 
which  describe  in  non-tech- 

nical language  what  psycho- 
therapy means,  its  goals, 

and  necessary  attitudes  of 
doctor  and  patient. 
The  New  Sociology;  edited 
by  I.  L.  Horowitz;  Galaxy; 
$2.75.  Essays  in  social  scien- 

ce and  social  theory  in  ho- nour of  C.  Wright  Mills. 
The  Physiological  Median 
See  "paperback",  review  12 
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Musk  Hall  a  must By  ALAN  KONOO 

formances  are  excellent  a  t  "lumaVal  Per" ble  like  tha.  „f  r  ;  few  are  incredi- Die,  like  that  of  Guenadi  Popov  one  of  the leading  equilibrists  and  strongmen  of  RUs 

.  une*Pectedly,  much  of  the  music .sethmc,  and  all  of  it  is  beautif^e think  tambourines  are  only  minor  percus 

sion  instruments,  you  haven't  heard  them played  by  Alio  Allaev.  And  I  doubt  if  you've seen  anything  like  the  bandoras  (a  cross between  a  harp  and  a  lute)  played  by  a  fe- male trio  from  the  Ukraine. 
Ordinarily,  the  lighting  at  the  O'Keefe is  brilliant,  but  this  time  it  excels.  One  pro- 

duction number,  "Rain  in  Moscow"  by  the Radouguettes,  seems  about  to  burst  into flames  on  stage,  and  a  juggling  act  uses  ul- traviolet lights  to  give  an  eye-dazzling  effect. The  high  spot  of  the  evening,  believe  it  or not,  is  a  puppet  show  by  Efim  Levinson  and Ongor,  Pohkarpov.  disciples  of  the  famed Obratov  school.  The  puppets  are  so  life-like the  animation  so  polished,  and  the  three skits  so  perfectly  directed,  that  a  human  co- mic actor  could  glean  a  few  tips As  well  as  lightening  the  heart,  the  Mos- cow Music-Hail  enlightens  the  mind,  and makes  rt  hard  to  understand  how  two 
peoples,  having  so  much  in  common  to laugh  and  dance  and  sing  about,  could stand  on  opposite  sides  of  a  fence.  May  we see  more  of  the  same  from  Russia,  with kV0f.  th!  Ro,do,,9"e«c$  (Russion  Rockettes?) of  their  spectaculor  production  numbers. 

Rapport  develops  too  late 
By  JIM  ST.  LAWRENCE 

For  its  first  lunch  hour play  of  the  season,  the  UC 
Players'  Guild  chose  an  ex- tremely difficult  one-act  play and  an  even  more  difficult stage.  The  Zoo  Story  by  Ed- ward Albee,  a  play  about  a not-so-chance  meeting  in Central  Park  between  a death-bent  introvert  and  a typically  successful  busin- 

essman, is  a  fairly  well- known  and  oft-played  one- act  production. 

Jack  Messinger,  the  direc- 
tor, has  done  a  remarkable 

job  of  overcoming  the  prob- 
lems presented  both  by  the play  and  those  he  made  for 

himself  by  selecting  the  UC 
Quad  for  his  production. 

Good  projection  on  the 
part  of  the  actors  and  main- 

ly well-centered  action  over- 
came most  of  the  noise 

problem,  however. 

Both  actors  were  more 
than  adequate;  however, 
the  play  moved  fitfully  at 
first  until  the  "tickling scene",  when  the  sudden violent  action  and  physical contact  between  the  actors 
caused  an  obvious  rapport. It  was  maintained  until  the 
conclusion  of  the  play.  Had 
this  rapport  developed  earl- 

ier, the  impact  of  the  final 
moments  of  the  production 
would  have  been  stronger. 

Ralph  McPherson,  who 
Played  the  role  of  Jerry,  by 
far  the  largest  and  most  de- 

manding part,  gave  an  ex- 
cellent and  convincing  por- 
trayal of  the  articulate 

Brooklyn  neurotic.  Howard 
Cronis'  deceptively  simple role  as  Peter  was  handled 
with  equal  dexterity.  Both 
actors  were  aided  by  skill- ful direction. 

Intense  young  Jerry  (Ralph  McPherson  ,left)  accosts  patient listener  Peter  (Howard  Cronis),  whose  acquaintance  he makes  in  a  park.  Scenes  are  from  the  UC  Player's  Guild' production  of  Edward  Albee's  THE  ZOO  STORY  pre- sented in  the  UC  quadrangle  Wed.,  Thurs.,  and  today  at 
1:10  p.m.  ' 

By  BOB  AARON The  opening  of  Porgy  and 
Bess  this  week  must  remove 
any  doubts  that  Gershwin's music  is  still  brilliant,  rele- 

vant, and  unquestionably entertaining  in  the  context 
of  contemporary  music.  The production  now  at  the  Royal Alexandra  celebrated  the 
thirtieth  anniversary,  on  op- 

ening night,  of  the  opera's premiere  in  October  1935. Starring  as  Porgy  is  An- drew Frierson.  His  joy  in 
being  penniless  is  expressed with  candor  and  feeling  in 
"I've  Got  Plenty  of  Nuttin'." The  two  duets  sung  by 
Porgy  and  Bess  (Joyce  Bry- ant), "Bess,  You  Is  My Woman  Now"  and  "I  Loves You  Porgy",  are  warmly tender  expressions  of  a  love 
that  is  perhaps  not  meant 
to  be. Avon  Long  portrays  the 
sinister  dope  pcddlar  Spor- tm'  Life  as  a  likeable  and believable  villain.  His  fluor- escent costumes  added  a 
touch  of  humor  to  the  pro- duction. 
Much  of  the  popularity  of 

the  opera  is  due   to  the 

wealth  of  Gershwin's  songs, 
many  of  which  have  achiev- ed considerable  popularity 
in  their  own  right.  But  it  is the  folk  element,  rather than  the  outpouring  of  these unforgettable  songs  and  du- 

ets that  is  the  strength,  of the  opera.  Gershwin  stole from  no  external  source, 
but  he  transforms  Negro musical  idioms  into  a  pow- erful and  moving  form  of art.  Porgy  and  Bess  is  folk music,  but  in  operatic  form. 
The  popularity  and  rele- vance of  this  opera  today  is 

due  mainly  to  the  compos- er's musical  genius.  In  his earlier  works,  Gershwin  was 
a  slave  of  jazz.  It  dominated 
his  thoughts  and  feelings.  In 
Porgy  and  Bess,  Gershwin had  mastered  the  medium, 
using  it  with  economy  to serve  his  artistic  purposes. 
Some  minor  flaws  in  the 

production  are  the  fault  of 
the  orchestra.  The  score 
calls  for  a  banjo,  and  string 
pizzicato  is  an  unsatisfac- 

tory replacement. But  the  entire  production 
is,  on  the  whole,  superb  and 
highly  entertaining. 

AN  OFF-BEAT  LUNCH  HOUR 

AT  THE  COLONNADE 
By  ALAN  KONDO 

Tf  you're  interested  in  hav- 
ing an  off-beat  lunch  hour, 

and  helping  out  little  thea- 
tre, you  might  take  a  short 

walk  up  to  the  Colonnade 
Theatre,  where  the  Vest- Pocket  Repertory  Company 
is  presenting  short,  one  act 

plays. 
This  is  a  very  young  com- 

pany, organized  only  last 
July,  and  very  loosely  held 
together,  since  occasional 
key  actors  unexpectedly 
take  off  to  television  com- 

mercials. Unfortunately,  this 
immaturity  and  looseness shows. 
The  production  that  I 

saw  was  Red  Carnations  by 
Glenn  Hughes,  a  play  whose 
asinine  dialogue  is  only  re- 

deemed by  a  surprise  end- 

ing 

Unfairly,  the  play  ampli- 
fies some  of  the  amateur 

performances,  leaving  un- 
scathed only  the  characteri- 

zation of  the  tolerant  ton- gue-in-cheek father,  played 
adequately  by  Paul  James. But  better  things  are  in 
store.  Various  plays  have 
been  selected  by  such  not- ables as  George  Bernard 
Shaw,  Noel  Coward,  A.  Sut- 
ro,  and  many  other  well 
known  authors  from  Cana- 

da and  the  international 
scene.  The  cast  will  hope- 

fully demonstrate  its  true 
capabilities  in  these  more 
polished  plays  (among  them The  Marriage  Proposal,  and 
The  Boor,  by  Chekhov) 
which  will  appear  in  the 
near  future. 



A  lesson  in  theatre 
By  JIM  BRADFORD 

"The  Playboy  of  the  West- 
ern World"  is  reputed  to 

be  losing  impact  in  North 
America,  as  the  ear  accus- 

tomed to  a  diet  of  stereo- 
phonic drumbeats  becomes 

dulled  to  the  gentler  rhy- 
thms of  poetic  speech.  Ca- 

nadian Players'  production at  the  Library  Theatre 
clearly  disproves  this,  as 
well  as  cutting  away  much 
of  the  critical  encumbrance 
of  "stage  Irish,"  which  has too  often  obscured  Synge 
the  playwright. 
The  director,  Shelah  Rich- 

ards, has  insisted  that  the 
words,  not  the  accent,  cre- 

ate the  images;  the  result 
is  living,  involving  delight — and  a  lesson  in  theatre. 
The  play  describes  first 

the  impact  of  Christy  Ma 
hon,  a  fugitive  from  the  law, 
on  the  attitudes  of  County 
Mayo  villagers.  To  a  people 
who  revere  a  law-breaker, 
the  admission  that  he  has 
killed  his  father  makes  him 
a  hero,  and  particularly  so 
to  the  fiery  Pegeen  Mike, 
doomed  to  a  bumpkin  mar- 

riage with  the  archrslob 
Shawn  Keogh.  Christy 
grows  in  confidence  as  the 

girls  celebrate  his  victory 
in  the  sports,  and  his  story 
grows  taller  with  every  tell- 

ing. When  his  'dead'  father arrives,  the  myth  is  explod- 
ed, but  a  new  Christy 

emerges,  able  to  turn  his 
boasts  into  deeds. 

Imagery  and  myth,  set  in 
rhythmic  prose,  fit  strange- ly at  first  into  dialogue 
which  must  be  quickly  ac- 

cepted as  the  natural  langu- 
age of  the  speakers.  To  help us  atune  to  this  a  prologue 

is  provided;  the  patient notes  of  the  flute  slow  the 
pulse  of  the  panting  late 
arriver,  and  Pegeen  contin- ues the  waiting  strain  as 
she  labours  over  the  order 
for  her  trousseau.  Now  the 
audience  must  start  to  lis- 

ten at  the  invited  pace; 
thereafter,  an  intelligent  but 
entirely  full-blooded  cast 
varies  that  pace  with  sensi- 
vity  and  thrilling  cohesion. 

The  poetry  is  an  essential facet  of  the  characters,  and 
little  of  it  is  lost;  but  Syn- 

ge has  no  time  to  waste 
with  Instant  Emerald  cli 
ches,  and  it  is  the  exaltation 
of  the  language,  not  the  ac- 

cent, which  Shelah  Richards 
has  used  to  make  the  play 
so  urgent. 

As  the  Playboy,  Douglas 
Rain  is  superb;  he  catches 
the  lightness  of  Synge's language,  without  obscuring 
it  by  a  heavy  accent,  and thus  can  show  the  rising 
tide  of  power  in  Christy. 
Martha  Henry's  vital  and 
graceful  authority  never 
slips  into  mere  virtuosity, 
and  her  fire  in  the  third  act 
is  the  reward  of  hard  work 
and  restraint  in  the  first 
two. 

Barbara  Bryne's  Widow 
Ouinn  is  less  sure-footed when  she  is  railing  but 
warms  as  the  character  be- 

comes more  sympathetic; 
shortness  of  breath  spoils 
the  edge  of  her  harsher 
speeches.  Alf  Gallager  has 
gigantic  moments  in  the  last 
act,  and  Mervyn  Blake  is 
impeccably  craggy.  As 
Shawn  Keogh,  Lawrence 
Beattie  overplays  the  clod- dishness  at  times,  but  the 
laboured  timing  fits  the 
character  well. 
Playboy  is  replaced  by 

Murder    in    the  Cathedral 
next  week,  but  returns  in 
repertory  with  the  Eliot 
play  the  following  three 
weeks,  Monday  through  Sun- 
day. 

Martha  Henry  as  Pegeen  Mike  berates  Christy  Mahon,  played  by  Douglas  Rain. 

Not-so-dramati€  monologues 
By  IAN  RODGER 

William  Cameron,  by  his 
own  admission,  is  an  actor 
first  and  playwright  only  by 
chance.  His  successful  debut 
as  a  writer  with  The  Ascen- 

sion at  last  year's  U'i'DC festival  has  provoked  him 
to  experiment  with  that 
play  and  the  dramatic  mo- 

nologue form,  and  the  result 
is  a  trilogy  Three  From  The 
Asylum  now  at  the  Poor Alex. 

•In  Transit,  finds  "a  pro- 
fessional needer"  exploring 

herself  in  monologue  before 
a  mute  bedroom  companion. 
The  Mirror  touches  the  rac- 

ial question  as  the  hero  has 
hallucinations  ot  himself  be- 

coming a  Negro.  .His  one- time white  girl  functions  as 
a  catalyst  tor  his  emotional 
tirades,  but  is  otherwise  in- 

active. And  The  Ascension 
presents  the  highly  develop- 

ed paranoic  accusing  first 
society,  then  the  audience, 
a  fly,  and  God  for  his  mis- fortunes. 

Having  felt  it  unfair  that 
a  monologue  won  a  one-act 
play  competition,  I  looked 
forward  to  seeing  some  dia- 

logue in. Mr.  Cameron's  two 
new  'pieces'.  Of  course  I 
was  -denied  the  privilege, 
which  perhaps  suggests  trat 
Mr.  Cameron  thinks,  along 

Ben  ami  Sylvia  Lennick  in  Cindy:  "Nu,  eat  a  little! 

Cindy:  a  pumpkin 

By  SYD  USPRICH 
It  must  have  been  after  midnight  when  the  curtain  went 

up  because  Cindy,  the  current  vehicle  at  the  Hydro  Theatre, 
turns  out  to  be  a  real  pumpkin.  Bright  and  glossy  on  the 
surface,  but  quite  hollow  on  the  inside. 

This  musical  comedy  from  off-Broadway  takes  the  old 
Cinderella  theme  and  reshapes  it  in  a  modern  Jewish  Man- 

hattan setting.  Cindy  works  in  her  father's  delicatessen, while  her  two  step-sisters  live  idly,  working  only  to  snag 
husbands  for  themselves.  Their  big  chance  finally  comes 
at  the  grand  ball  given  by  the  rich  Rosenfelds. 

Through  the  delivery  boy's  efforts,  Cindy,  incognito,  ma- 
nages to  attend.  Once  there,  she  wins  a  shoe  contest  and  the 

heart  of  young  Chuck  Rosenfeld.  But  in  an  abrupt  switch 
from  the  happily-ever-after  archetype,  Chuck  gets  chucked! 
(That,  in  a  pumpkin  shell,  is  all  there  is  to  it.) 

The  script  suffers  badly  from  a  "kosher  complex"  —  the notion  that  if  something  is  Jewish,  it's  got  to  be  funny. 
Mention  "gefilte  fish"  and  " bar-mi tzvah",  throw  in  "hot 
pastrami"  and  a  few  "mazeltovs"  plus  some  stock  Yiddish 
characters  and,  the  authors  seem  to  think,  as  sure  as  mom- 

ma makes  chicken  soup,  the  result  will  convulse  the  audien- 
ce. 

As  for  the  musical  portion  of  the  show,  there  is  noth- 
ing outstanding  about  any  of  its  16  tunes.  Most  are  quite 

pleasant  but  all  are  easily  forgettable.  The  lyrics  are  fairly 
pedestrian  though  they  do  on  occasion,  notably  in  the  step- 

sisters' comic  songs,  achieve  some  spurts  of  cleverness. 
As  Cindy,  attractive  Diane  Nyland,  despite  a  weak  sing- 
ing voice  (a  common  cast  failing),  gives  a  bright  bouncy  per- 

formance. Sylvia  Lennick  flatly  caricatures  the  typical  Jew- 
ish mother  and  Nancy  Kerr  does  the  same  with  the  nou- veau-riche  Mrs.  Rosenfeld. 
As  the  man-hunting  step-sisters,  Natalya  Butko  and 

Jenny  Teear  charmingly  stop  the  show  with  their  fine 
"Think  Mink"  number.  Miss  Teear  especially  was  always 
a  delight  as  a  young  Nancy  Walker  type  mugging  her  way 
through  the  show. 

Jack  Merigold's  direction  keeps  the  pace  moving  at  a 
fairly  rapid  clip,  but  fails  to  overcome  the  deficiencies  of 
the  play  itself.  Cindy  is  scheduled  to  run  until  November  7. 

with  modern  novelists,  that 
drama  now  focussee  unique- 

ly on  the  interior  personality. 
Alas,  the  phonograph  record 
can  provide  the  drama  of 
the  spoken  word,  the  stage 
provides  the  space  to  do more. 

Attached  to  this  avoid- 
ance of  the  theatrically  dra- 

matic is  an  inability  to 
achieve  verisimilitude  in  the 
construction  of  his  monolo- 

gues. Given  that  the  man in  In  Transit  is  mute,  and 
given,  as  we  are  in  the  first 
few  lines,  that  the  gini  has 
been  enticed  into  his  bed- 

room, we  must  ask  our- 
'  selves  how  he  has  done  it? 

And  again,  in  The  Mirror, 

if  the  man's  color  mutation 
is  purely  hallucination,  why 
does  his  girl  see  it  too?  Or, if  he  is  not  hallucinated, 
how  does  he  miraculously 
turn  to  white  at  the  end  . . . 
Are  we  hallucinated? 

The  monologue  then  is 
not  so  simple.  A  tendency 
to  shapelessness  appears  in 
all  three  pieces,  although 
The  Mirror  has  as  a  shell 
the  emergence  of  the  Negro 
and  his  final  disappearance. 

The  Ascension  is  the 
weakest  in  this  respect  in 
that  the  monologue  could 
comfortably  stop  after  each 
object  of  the  man's  para- noia. Each  suceeding  ex- 

ample serves  only  to  accen- 
tuate the  diagnosis  of  the 

man's  illness  rather  than  to 

heighten  any  dramatic  im- 

pact. 

In  brief,  Joni  Clavir  is  ad- equate as  the  mixed  up  girl 
In  Transit,  and  Duane  How- 

ard is  not  unlike  a  mad  Mac- 
beth in  has  panic  as  he 

changes  from  Caucasoid  to 
Negroid.  Heinar  Piller  has 
refined  his  paranoic  im- 

mensely since  his  perfor- mance in  The  Ascension  at Hart  House. 
The  subject  of  the  mental- 

ly disturbed  is  a  natural 
for  the  monologist  but  Mr. 
Cameron  might  find  some 
examples  of  it  in  a  truly 
dramatic  context. 
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lay  your  body on  the  line 

SUPA  demands  total  involvement By  LYN  OWEN 
"Lay  your  body  on  the line,"  was  a  recurring  theme at  the  first  general  meet 

ing  of  the  Student  Union  for Peace  Action  (SUPA)  at  Sid- ney Smith  Hall. 
The  phrase  comes  origin- 

ally from  the  civil  rights movement  in  the  southern United  States,  but  the  idea of  involvement  in  an  issue 
is  implicit  in  all  SUPA's  pro- jects. 
Gary  Teeple,  Toronto  SU- 

PA president,  described  his 
organization  to  an  audien- 

ce of  old  and  would-be  SUPA 
members  as  a  "new  student activist  movement,  concern- 

ed with  social  issues  to  the 
end  of  getting  people  involv- 

ed and  changing  society." As  for  structure,  he  said, 
SUPA  is  really  a  chain  of 
projects  loosely  bound  to- 

gether under  a  single  name. 
Teeple  said  that  this  year 

a  decision  would  have  to  be 
made  on  whether  SUPA 
should  remain  just  a  clear- 

ing house  for  projects  or  be- 
come a  definite  organization 

on  campus.  "As  for  our  aims 
and  ideas,"  Teeple  said, 
"these  can  be  read  best  from 
our  projects." 
Jim  Kinsell  reported  on 

SUPA's  Halifax  project  and the  progress  of  Rocky  Jones, 
co-ordinator  of  the  attempt 
to  resolve  the  problem  of 
Negro  discrimination  there. 
He  explained  that  the  worst 
conditions  were  located  in 
Africville,  Halifax's  answer 
to  Harlem,  New  York.  "  But 
Africville  is  shut  up  tight," 
he  sai.d  "If  you  don't  live there  or  have  relations  there, 
you  don't  get  in,  even  if 
you're  a  Negro,  and  it's  dan- gerous for  whites  to  be 
there  long." 
He  said  the  solution  lay 

in  a  downtown  near-slum 
area  where  black  and  white 
people  live  when  they  want 
to  make  it .  in  a  profession 
and  leave  the  community  of 
their  birth.  "There  are  com- munication lines  between 
this  area  and  Africville  and 
the  small  Negro  communi- 

ties which  dot  the  country- 
side around  Halifax,"  Kinsell 

said,  "and  it's  someplace where  we  can  settle  in,  then 
spread  out  to  the  other  com- 
munities." 

Satisfactory  traffic  regu- lations were  instituted  and 
a  playground  provided  for the  children.  Some  improve- 

ment was  made  in  the  hous- 
ing situation.  News  cover- 

bars  and  the  rougher  dis- 
tricts where  we  were  to  be 

working,"  she  said,  "and 
pointed  out  people.  'Find 
the  guys  that  look  the  tough- 

est,' he  said,  'and  talk  to 
them  first'. 
"University  students  are valuable  in  dealing  with people  of  a  minority  group, 

or  poor  people.  These  people have  a  stereotyped  image  of the  university  student  as someone  with  all  the  breaks 
on  his  side.  When  a  student 
is  working  with  them,  it seems  as  if  he  is  rejecting the  society  where  such 
people  don't  belong.  The  stu- dent seems  to  be  admitting 
the  society  isn't  perfect  — there's  no  place  for  me either,  he  seems  to  be  say- 

ing." 
Miss  Burrows  described 

the  School  for  Social  Theo- 
ry, a  SUPA  project  begun this  summer.  The  school  had 

12  full-time  members  study- ing different  social  theories 
and  the  basic  premises  of 
their  exponents.  SUPA  plans 
to  continue  the  school  in  an 
expanded  form  during  this academic  year. 

The  school  is  a  learning 
project  where  the  student 
can  follow  a  course  he  can't 
get  in  university  without  vir- 

social  workers  met  once  a 
week  to  discuss  new  ways 
of  dealing  with  social  work 
problems. 
This  project  plans  to 

start  discussing  and  working 
with  social  workers  in  To- ronto. 

Miss  Hannum  described  a 
similar  senvnar  series  with university  students  on  the relevance  of  the  university to  society. 

"Students  are  too  acade- 
mic," she  said.  "They're  not really  trying  to  change  the 

problems  they're  studying. 
"The  idea  was  to  see  the university  in  connection with  all  society,  and  our own  reasons  for  attending. 
The  project  had  a  profes- sor speak  on  higher  educa 

tion.  "He  really  became  in- volved in  the  course.  He  be- 
gan to  rethink  his  whole idea  of  what  students  and 

professors   were  there  for. 
SUPA's  most  widespread 

project  was  the  problem  of Indian  affairs  in  Saskatche- wan. University  students and  workers  from  Toronto and  Saskatchewan  were  sta- 
tioned on  reserves  in  Indian 

and  Metis  communities  and 
in  larger  cities  like  Regina. 
The  main  theme  of  the 

project  was  Indian  self-  de- 
termination, keeping  in  view 

the  racial  discrimination 
and  economic  depression  of 
the  people. 

ROCKY  JONES 

sacred  <S  sexular 

age  and  local  organization in  the  community  prepared 
ground  for  further  action. 
The  project  will  continue through  the  winter. 
The  Quebec  project  at  La Macaza  and  neighbourina towns  was  a  bilateral  effort to  discover  means  to  impro 

ve  economic  conditions  and 
to  protest  the  military  weap- ons located  there. 
The  three  towns  involved 

depend  on  the  seasonal  tou- rist trade  and  on  the  base, which  may  be  moved  at  any 
time.  Otherwise,  the  regio- 

nal economy  is  extremely 
unstable.  Farms  are  desert- 

ed because  of  the  poor  soil. 
A  mass  demonstration  is 

planned  for  the  fall  as  part 
of  the  disarmament  protest. 
Meetings  are  also  being 

organized  to  discuss  Toron- 
to Alderman  June  Marks' slum  housing  project. 

with  jim  gentley 

tual  banishment  to  an  ex- 
tension course.  The  outline 

of  the  subject  program,  as 
yet  not  completely  defined, 
is  generally  oriented  in  the 
social,  historical  and  politi- cal fields. 

The  main  idea  in  Halifax, 
as  in  most  of  SUPA's  simi- 

lar projects,  is  community 
organizing.  Diane  Burrows, 
a  recent  U  of  T  graduate, 
explained:  SUPA  wants  to 
give  people  in  the  communi- 

ty a  voice  in  determining 
decisions  made  on  their  be- 

half. Leadership  potential 
among  the  people  has  to  be 
developed  so  that  student 
leaders  don't  leave  the  com- 

munity at  sea  when  they  re- 
turn to  school." 

Miss  Burrows  described 
an  experience  with  a  tug- 

boat captain  in  Mississippi 
who  caught  on  right  away. 
"He  took  us  around  to  the 

The  SUPA  school  plans 
to  set  up  seminars  on  such 
subjects  as  international  af- 

fairs and  co-operativism. 
The  subject  matter  will  not 
exclude  study  in  other  re- 

levant fields  not  directly 
related  to  the  seminar 
theme. 

Miss  Burrows  explained 
that  the  school  is  meant  to 
attract  students  dissatis- 

fied with  the  content  and 
teaching  of  some  of  their 
university  courses, 

Nancy  Hannum  spoke  on 
Peace  and  the  Professions,  a 
project  related  to  the  School 
for  Social  Theory.  During 
the  summer,  students  and 

The  summer  was  spent 
mainly  in  getting  acquaint- 

ed with  the  Indians  and  Me- 
tis, their  way  of  life  and 

their  attitude  to  the  work 
of  the  Indian  Affairs  depart- 

ment and  the  reserve  system. 
The  project  will  continue next  year. 

Another  group  composed 
mainly  of  Toronto  students 
researched  different  aspects 
of  Doukhobor  life  in  British 
Columbia.  Individual  pro- 

grams included  study  of  the 
Doukhobors'  political  po- 

sition in  society,  community 
aspects  and  religion  of  the 
Doukhobor  culture,  and  the 
alienation  of  Doukhobor 

youth. SUPA  participants  .  and 
Doukhobors  staged  several 
peace  demonstrations  dur- 

ing the  summer.  Plans  are 
being  made  Ho  build  a  non- 

violent institute,  a  communi- 
ty building  next  summer. 

The  Kingston  project  was 
aimed  at  fighting  poverty 
through  community  organiz- 

ing around  common  issues 
like  traffic  danger  to  child- 

ren and  bad  housing  condi- tions. 

Students  from  Toronto 
and  Queen's  took  part  on 
either  a  full-  or  part-time basis. 

Petitions  and  involvement 
with  local  politicians  and 
landlords  resulted  in  wide 
publicity. 

Admonishing  the  ignorant 
Well  fellow  students,  here  is  the  second  of  my  know- ledgeable in  columns  on  all  things  sacred  and  sexular  Of course  most  space  will  be  devoted  to  the  sacred  because  it is  our  moral  duty  to  let  the  minority  groups  on  campus  be heard.  Anyway,  objectivity  is  the  first  word  in  journalism 

sinfuT6  th3t  Writing  about  the  sexular  would  be In  the  beginning,  by  apologies  to  the  disappointed young  lady  who  attended  the  first  UTMS  (U  of  T  Masochist Society)  meeting  last  week.  I'm  sorry,  but  the  University  of ioronto  does  not  have  a  Mating  Society.  But  we  were  all impressed  with  your  leopard  skin. 
Secondly,  I  would  like  to  use  this  space  to  admonish  the ignorant  spectator  in  the  West  section  of  Varsity  Arena  who last  Sunday  stomped  on  my  "Michael  Myerson  Is  a  Commie- placard.  Let  it  also  be  noted  that  I  did  not  approve  of  the actions  of  the  frenzied  mob  of  unrulies  in  the  East  Wing  of the  arena  who  pursued  me  and  ripped  off  my  "William  Wor- 
thy Isn't  Worthy"  T-shirt.  And  further,  I  would  appreciate the  return  of  my  diamond  "Norman  Vincent  Peale  For  Pre- sident" stickpin. 

Speaking  of  teach-ins,  disrespectful  R.E.  Bel  (Massey College)  has  written  me  asking  why,  as  a  starter,  the  faculty 
didn't  simply  try  to  teach-in  the  classroom.  Such  imper- tinence deserves  no  comment. 

A  publication  on  campus  which  I  highly  recommend  is 
the  UC  Gargle.  For  a  test  of  self-discipline,  nothing  can  beat 
reading  this  widely  unread  magazine.  And  it's  boring  too! 

Highlight  of  last  issue  for  me  was  a  list  of  21  future 
guest  speakers  at  the  philosophy  club.  Never  have  I  seen  a full  page  so  adeptly  wasted. 

Nevertheless,  one  can't  fail  to  mention  a  stimulating  ar- ticle (there  were  dirty  words  in  it)  in  the  same  issue  on  ex- 
beat  poet,  Ferghettme.  Who  can  forget  the  wild  lyrical  aban- don and  stylistic  sophistication  of  his  bop  portrayal  of  the 
napalm  bombing  of  a  Vietnamese  bawdy-house.  Or  the  futi- 

lity of  man's  search  for  profit: i  sought  security in  the  womb 

of  my  mother in  fear 

of  the  impending  doom  forecast  by 
the  thunderclouds  of  marching 

Windfalls. 

There  is  evidently  no  truth  to  the  rumor  which  I  started 
that  Saul  Alinsky  will  be  brought  to  Toronto  to  organize  the 
occupants  of  the  Borden  Building,  as  a  first  step  in  Prime 
Minister  Pearson's  war  on  poverty.  Nevertheless  the  Borden Building  will  be  continued  to  be  used  by  the  Sociology  De- 

partment for  field  work  in  the  study  of  slum  areas. 
—  MURRAY  SOUPCOFF. 
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Dents  frosh  wash  cars  for  Sick  Kids    SHARE  returns   .  _     _;_t_«-    J^....ni-m>TT-i     inlurciJrtinni;      Till3        ̂ ^^^  ^m^m 
Wednesday's  initiation  of  the  Dentistry 

and  Dental  Hygiene  frosh  left  the  Hospital for  Sick  Children  almost  $600  richer. 
Cathy  Coates,  president  of  second  year, 

Bob  Edwards,  (Dentistry  president),  Al 
Freedman,  and  Ted  Grosberg  led  their  char- 

ges to  eight  downtown  intersections.  The freshmen  then  started  washing  car  windows. 
One  motorist  paid  not  to  haye  them  wash- ed In  all  $587.67  was  collected. 

The  name  of  the  driver  who  donated  67 
cents  was  not  available. 

-  -  photo  by    ACHIM  KRULL 

Dentistry  students  show  Sick  Children's  Hospital  patient  Dale  Carter  the  money  their  car- wash  earned. 

BRIEFLY... 
These  are  the  names  of 

those  selected  for  the  SAC 
Harvard  weekend  exchange. 

Eve  Aldis  (III  Trin),  Dian- 
ne  Callon  (III  SMC),  Jose- 

phine Casey  (III  SMC)  Judy 
Ireton  (III  Mus),  Norma 
Miller  (IV  UC),  Elaine  Mit- 

chell (IV  UC),  Jill  Newman 
(III  UC),  Betsy  Peterson 
(IV  Trin),  Barbara  Pelman 
(SGS),    Caryl    Smily  (III 

Vic),  Irene  Steinberg  (III 
Vic),  Elayne  Van  Snellen- berg  (SGS),  Helene  Vozbule 
(IV  SMC),  Elizabeth  Wal- 

lace (IV  Vic),  Steve  Bez- ruchka  (IV  Vic),  Frank 
Buck  (IV  Trin),  Patrick  Col- 
gan  (III  New),  Jim  Farley 
(III  Law),  Warren  Milliard 
(II  Dents),  William  Holt  (IV 
Vic),  Norman  Hillmer  (IV 
SMC),  Alan  Morgan  (IV 
Trin),  Vera  Morrow  (III 
New),  Philip  Moyer  (SGS), 
John  Parsons  (III  Trin), 
Alan  Prien  (IV  UC),  Jeffrey 

Rose  (II  UC),  Harvey  Schip- 
per  (II  APSC),  Dennis  Tibe- riis  Jr.  (IV  APSC). 

Nominations  for  the  Gra- 
duate School  SAC  by-elect- 

ion open  today  and  close Oct.  19. 
One  SAC  representative 

will  be  elected. 
The  election,  conducted 

by  the  U  of  T  election  com- mittee, will  be  held  Friday, 
Oct.  22. Nomination  forms  are 
available  in  the  SAC  office. 

By  Diane-Bridget  Haynes 
Starting  Monday,  U  of  T 

students  will  be  asked  to 
start  contributing  $15,000  to the  Share  campaign. 
Share  is  a  fund-raising 

campaign  by  the  University of  Toronto  for  the  World 
University  Service,  a  world- wide student  organization 
with  headquarters  in  Gene- 

va, Switzerland. Funds  from  students  in 
the  universities  of  more  than 
50  countries  where  WUS  is 
working  have  gone  to  sup- 

port the  building  of  student 
libraries,  hostels,  cafeterias 

and  scholarship  funds  in 
countries  from  Bechuana- land  to  Algeria. 
Hans  Daal,  WUS  General 

Secretary  feels  that  the  WUS 
"programme  is  the  best 
channel  through  which  any- 

one anywhere  in  the  world 
can  express  concern  and  sup- port for  university  people  in 

need." 

U  of  T  has  in  the  past 
contributed  25  per  cent  of 
all  Canadian  university 
contributions. 

The  U  of  T  Share  goal  has 
been  raised  from  $10,000  in 
1964  to  $15,000  this  year. 

Can't  define  philosophy 
Dr.  Martin  Farber,  pro- 

fessor of  philosophy  at  the 
State  University  of  New York  at  Buffalo,  said  in  UC 
West  Hall  yesterday  that  it 
is  imposible  to  distinguish between  philosophy  and 
science. 
v  The  lecture,  "Standpoint 

questions    in  philosophy," 

..'as  sponsored  by  the  U  of  T 
Philosophy  Club.  About  70 
people  attended. Dr.  Farber  said  philoso- 

phy cannot  be  defined  be- cause its  subject  matter  is 
constantly  changing  "to take  into  account  the  prob- lems and  different  points 

of  view." 
SCARBOROUGH  TO  HAVE  OWN  SAC 

By  PAT  McDERMOTT 
Scarborough  College  will 

have  its  own  student  organi- 
zation within  five  weeks,  ac- 

cording to  Bob  Rabbior,  act- 
ing chairman  for  the  Col- 

lege's one  hundred  and  eigh- 
ty freshman  students. 
A  constitutional  commit- tee now  is  in  the  process  of 

studying  the  constitutions  of 
other  University  of  Toronto 
colleges  as  possible  models. 
The  final  draft  of  the  con- 

stitution is  expected  to  be 
ready  within  four  weeks  and 

will  incorporate  the  original 
ideas  of  Scarborough  stu- dents. Elections  will  be  held 
the  following  week. 
SAC  president  Mary  Bre- win  addressed  the  student 

body  on  the  basic  principles 
of  student  government,  two 
weks  ago.  Later,  a  general assembly  elected  acting 
chairman  Bob  Rabbior  and 
an  acting  Blue  and  White 
representative.  Students went  to  the  polls  again  last 
Friday,  this  time  to  choose white  and  maroon  as  colors 
for  Scarborough  College. 
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INSTALLATION  OF  THE  CHANCELLOR 
NOTICE  OF  THE  CLOSING  OF  THE  GREAT  HALL  OF  HART  HOUSE 

In  order  to  serve  a  special  luncheon  in  connection  with  the  Installation  of  the  Chancellor,  Dr.  Omond  M  Solandt,  the  Great  Hall  will  be closed  to  the  members  of  the  House  for  luncheon  on  Monday,  October  18th.  Dinner  will  be  served  as  usual  from  4.45  p.m.  to  6.30  p.m. ino   90  XUC   WADCITV     C_:J_..     /-v-.._l  ir      i  n ,  r-  '  "   —  Page  22  —  THE  VARSITY,  Friday,  October  15,  1965 



WARING  STANDOUT 

By  ED  KERWIN 
John  Loaring  led  the  En- 

gineering team  to  a  run- 
away  sweep  of  the  honors 
in  the  Interfaculty  track 
Championships  yesterday  af- ternoon at  Varsity  Stadium. 
The  Skule  squad  captured 

the  Rowell  Memorial  Tro- 
phy, emblematic  of  the  inter- 

faculty track  championship, on  the  basis  of  six  first  place finishes  and  an  accumulation 
of  47  points.  Physical  Edu- 

cation claimed  second  place 
with  20  and  UC  and  Archi- 

tecture shared  third  with  19. 
Loaring   was   the  indivi- 

ies  cleaned  by  Skulemen dual  star  with  as  he  broke tthe  existing  mark  for  the 
880  yards  (1:55.4)  by  2.2  se- conds and  was  the  anchor 
man  on  the  Engineering mile  relay  which  also  set  a record.  In  addition  he  pick- ed up  a  second  in  the  440 and  a  third  in  the  sprint  re- lay to  win  the  Cody  Trophy as  top  pointsman. There  can  be  no  question about  the  upset  of  the  meet which  saw  Peter  Thompson (Eng.)  edge  highly  regarded Peter  Buniak  (Phar.)  in  a 
thrilling  three  miles.  Thomp- son, who  has  recently  lost 

a  road  race  to  Buniak  by  se- veral minutes,  turned  in  a personal  best  time  of  14:24.5 which  easily  would  have  won 
last  year's  Intercollagiate Championship. 

Dave  Baily  (Phar.)  set  a mark  of  4:17.5  in  the  mile, bettering  the  previous  re- 
cord by  .7  seconds,  as  he  rac- ed home  in  front  of  Doug McDougall  (4:19.0). 

The  top  performers  from this  meet  form  the  intercol- legiate track  team  which  will 
compete  in  the  OQAA  cham- 

pionships at  Waterloo  on  Oc- tober 23. 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO Installation  of 

Dr.  Omond  M.  Solandt 
as  Chancellor  of  the  University 

Marce,  Foriboult  ond  c,^,  f.^^  DU90|,  Dr. MONDAY,  OCTOBER  18,  at  8  p.m. 
CONVOCATION  HALL 

Students  ond  Staff  members  ore  invited Tickes  ore i  available  in  Room  106,  Simcoe  Holl and  at  the  Students'  Administrate Council 

ill,  Varsity  meet  in  tennis  final rob   r  I  A  BIS By  BOB  CLARK 
Toronto's  tennis  team rides  into  the  OQAA  finals 

against  McGill  this  Friday and  Saturday  at  McMaster 
after  Pete  Burwash  and 
company  emerged  success- 

ful from  the  Western  divi- 
sional playdowns. 

The  team,  singles,  and. 
doubles  champions  from 
both  the  eastern  and  west- 

ern divisions  are  eligible  for 
the  competition.  As  a  result, 
Toronto,  compiling  a  record 
of  twenty-two  wins  and  two 
losses,  and  McGill  with  a 
record  of  thirteen  victories 
will  meet  for  team  honors 
while  Burwash  faces  Pierre 
Brunet  of  Montreal  for  the 
conference  singles  crown and  Burwash  and  Mike  Zim- 

merman take  on  Jean  Tru- 
delle  and  Andre  Cote  of 
Laval  in  doubles  play. 
In  Western  zone  play. 

Blues'  strongest  opposition was  expected  to  come  from 
Western,  but  after  Blues' 
defeated  them  3-1  on  the 
opening  day,  the  tournament 
was  virtually  decided. 
Perhaps  the  biggest  up- 

set of  the  championships 
was  Pete  Burwash's  sur- 

prise win  over  the  top- 
seeded,  and  extremely  higrv ly-touted  Brian  Flood  of Western. 

Trailing  5-2  in  the  first 
set,  Varsity's  Burwash staged  a  tremendous  come- 

back to  steal  the  set  8-6.  He followed  up  with  a  7-5  win to  sweep  the  match  two straight. 
Burwash,  t  o  p  singles 

player  on  the  Blues'  squad, ended  up  with  a  perfect  4-0 record,  as  did  Varsity's  se- cond seed  Mike  Zimmer- man, and  fourth  seed  Craio 

If  you  run  out  of  ink  with 

the  new  Scripto  Wordmaster; 
it's  your  own  fault. 

Pyke.  Blues'  third  seed Paul  Kent,  compiled  a  re- cord of  three  wins  and  one loss. 
In  the  doubles  play,  the 

top  team  of  Burwash  and Kent  had  a  4-0  record,  while the  second  team  of  Zim- merman and  Pyke  ended 
with  3-1. 

MTERfAC  flOUNDUP 

UC  surprises  St.  Mikes 

Harrier  at 

Wayne  State 
Varsity  Blues  harrier 

team  resumes  an  old  rivalry this  weekend  as  it  travels to  Detroit  for  a  dual  meet with  Wayne  State  Univer- sity. 
The  record  to  date  stands 

at  nine  wins  for  Wayne  in fourteen  meets,  but  this year  Varsity  must  be  fav- 
oured to  repeat  last  year's victory.  Returning  members or  that  team  are  Dave  Bail- 

ey, Gurston  Dacks,  Rich 
Pyne  and  Peter  Thompson. Reinforcements  include 
Doug  MacDougall,  Dave r°ng  and  Ron  Fields. 
As  an  added  test.  Varsity 

*™  face  University  of  De- troit over  the  four  mile 
River  Rouge  course. 

By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
Defence  was  the  name  of 

the  game  as  U.C.  Redmen and  St.  Mikes  clashed  in their  season  openers.  John Robb  was  the  hero  for  Red- 
men  as  his  second  quarter missed  field  goal  went  for 
a  single  point.  This  was  the 
only  score  of  the  game  as the  Irish  came  out  on  the 
short  end  of  a  1-0  final  sco- re. 
The  win  for  U.C.  must 

certainly  be  considered  as 
an  upset  as  St.  Mike's  were finalists  against  Vic  in  last 
years  Mulock  Cup  game. 
Add  to  this  the  fact  that  U.C. 
was  a  second  division  team 
last  year  and  the  upset  may 
prove  to  be  one  of  the  big- 

gest of  the  season. 
LACROSSE 

Law,  U.C.  I  and  Pharmacy 
all  picked  up  narow  victo- 

ries in  the  newly  formed 
interfaculty  league. 
The  lawyers,  bolstered  by 

the  addition  of  last  year's 
scoring  champion  Don  Art- 

hurs, edged  St.  Mike's  A  6- 
5,Arthurs  potted  four  goals 
while    Bob    Ferguson  was 

tops  for  the  losers  with three. 
In  group  II,  Aubrey  Sugar 

and  Tony  Stones  each  scor- 
ed once  as  U.C.  squeaked 

by  Meds  2-1  while  Pharma- 
cy dropped  Dents  3-1  in  a group  III  contest. In  intermediate  play,  Vic 

II  crushed  Forestry  A  7-0, 
SMC  B  shutout  Pre-Meds  II 
5-0,  and  Eng.  II  downed  Fo- 

restry B  4-1. SOCCER 

In  a  division  I  game,  Dan Boeckle  scored  twice  to 
pace  Law  to  a  3-0  victory 
over  Grad  Studies.  Frank 
Felkai  added  a  singleton  for the  winners. 
In  other  action  Irinis  and 

Emmanuel  fought  to  a  1-1 
tie  while  SMC  B  slammed 
Meds  B  6-0. 
RUGGER 

Vic  I  scored  a  convincing 
9-3  win  over  the  Trinity  A seven.  Tries  by  Klowak  and Beamish  and  a  drop  goal  by 
Rimmington  accounted  for 
all  of  Vic's  scoring  while Smith  scored  the  lone  try for  the  losers. 

See! 

Word    T  6ve'>"hmE  to  prevent  such  a  thing.  Inside  this Wordmaster,  w,th  its  newlydesigned  ohromeoap,  therein  excfj|»e 
I.  n8aUge  '* 16,5  y°"  See  When  *°ui"  another  refill-  long before  you'll  need  lt<  And  its  tungsten  carbide  ball  neve  skins Never  clogs.  Price?  just  $!.29  with  new  chrome  cap  No,  bad  to  . 

•Scripto  Telegauge  refills  are  available everywhere  at  only  59,!. 

Crewmen  test  opponents 
This  Saturday  an  envigor- 

ated  quadruplet  of  Varsity 
eights  will  sponsor  a  regat- 

ta at  the  Argonaut  Rowing Club  west  of  the  CNE. 
Ranged  against  them  are crews  from  Brock,  Western, McMaster  and  perhaps  an American  university. 

Last  weekend  U  of  T  oars- 
men pulled  their  way 

through  to  an  over-all  vic- 

designed,  manufactured  and  guaranteed  by  Serif  to  c(  Canada  Limited 161  Bartley  Drive,  Toronto  16,  Ontario 

tory  ahead  of  Western  and 
McMaster  in  a  meet  at  the 
Leander  Boat  Club  in Hamilton. 
Although  Varsity  was  sec- 

ond in  the  lightweight  divi- 
sion and  only  fourth  in  the 

senior  varsity,  an  identical 
Toronto  crew  came  home 
first  in  both  the  junior  var- 

sity and  freshman  classes. 

WOMEN'S 

ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 
BASKETBALL 

SWIMMING 

H?' Zr,„°J  °"r^!M  ',TeSento"Ves  Board  Room.  Benson  Build- ing, Monday  October  18th  concerning  Interfaculty  Swim  Meet FIELD  HOCKEY 
WEEK  OF  OCTOBER  18 

Varw'fy  N.      Vanity  S.       Trinity  E.       Trinity  W.  Nurs -SMC  PHEIIA-UC  
Mon. 8.00  a.m. 1.00  p.m 
W«l. 
8.00  a  m 
1.00  p.m. 
Thurt. 
8.00  cm 

-  -  Phelll-PhellB  Vic-Trin 

TRIN-PHE  I 

DEFAULT  TIME:  Mornings  8:10  o.m. Noons       1:15  p  m. 
Home  Team  supplies  oranges  ot  half  time. Coll  the  office  to  reserve  practice  time. 
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(IN  HOMECOMING  WEEKEND 

White  expects  Gaels  to  pass 
By  P.  J.  PAPE 

-  University  of  Toronto 
alumni  will  be  coming  home 
in  droves  Saturday  after- 

noon, to  see  Varsity  Blues 
plav  the  Golden  Gaels  of 
Queen's  in  what  may  well 
be  one  of  the  most  exciting 
games  of  this  season. 
Both  Frank  Tindall,  the 

head  coach  at  Queen's  and 

Queen's  out Al  Leonard,  Athletic 
Director  at  Queen's  Uni- versity announced  last 
night  that  defending 
Yates  Cup  champions 
Queen's  Golden  Gaels 
will  not  compete  in  the 
Save  The  Children  Col- 

lege Bowl  to  be  held  al 
Varsity  Stadium  Novem- ber 20. 
Leonard  said  Queen's Senate  had  decided  not 

to  allow  the  team  to  par- 
ticipate in  the  Bowl  game 

because  "the  students have  to  settle  down  at  the 
end  of  the  season"  for the  Christmas  exams. 

"We'll  ask  the  Senate 
to  reconsider  if  we  hap- 

pen to  get  chosen,"  said Leonard. 
Gaels  are  currently  tied 

for  second  place  with. 
Blues  in  SIFL,  both  hav- 

ing identical  1-1  records. 

Dalt  White,  the  chief  men- tor of  Blues  have  excellent 
passing  quarterbacks  and will  in  all  probability  order 
them  to  throw  the  ball. 

In  reply  to  the  question 
of  what  "type  game  he  ex- pects Saturday,  White  said: 
"Queen's  beat  us  with  the 
pass  last  year  and  with  Cal Connor  at  quarterback,  I 
expect  them  to  throw 

again." 

Toronto  fans  can  be  sure 
that  Blues  will  pass  the  ball 
more  than  they  run  with  it. 
Varsitv  quarterbacks,  Bryce 
Taylor  and  Vic  Wozniuk 
have  completed  better  than 
60%  of  their  passes.  And  in 
end  Mike  Eben,  halfback 
Gerry  Sternberg  and  flank- er Jim  Ware,  Toronto  has 
the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Football  League's  top  three 
pass  catchers. Cal  Connor  has  only 
thrown  the  ball  five  times 
this  season  and  completed 
two  of  those  passes.  This 
should  be  the  game  in  which 
he  will  make  up  for  lost 
ground. And  speaking  of  ground. 
Queen's  has  the  SIFL's 
groundgainer  in  Heino  Lil- lies.  This  bruising  back  has 
carried  the  ball  48  times  for 
yardage  totalling  271  yards. Quick  division  shows  this 
to  be  a  5.6  average. 
Any  way  you  slice  it  Sa- 

turday's home  coming  will 

CAL  CONNOR 
Expected  to  throw 

be  exciting  and  entertaining 
football. 
OVERTIME  ORATIONS 

— Contrary  to  what  was  re- 
ported Wednesday,  Jim  Kel- lam  is  not  expected  to  dress 

Saturday  .  .  .  Blues'  Ian Kirkpatrick  is  tied  with 
Western's  George  Chris  for 
the  league  lead  in  intercep- tions. Both  have  caught 
two  .  .  .  Blues'  Andy  Szand- 
tner  leads  in  two  depart- ments. In  kickoff  returns  he 
is  maintaining  a  20  yard 
average.  In  punt  returns 
Andy  is  averaging  13.5  yards 
per  carry  .  .  .  Sophomore 
Rick  Ripstein  has  apparent- 

ly taken  over  from  veteran 
Glen  St.  John  as  McGill's 
starting  quarterback.  Rip- stein went  the  distance  in 
Redmen's  8-0  loss  to  Queen's last  weekend. 

Blues  away  for  homecoming 
By  marci  Mcdonald 
Homecoming  for  U  of  T 

means  going-away  for  Var- 
sity Soccer  Blues.  Saturday 

they  travel  to  Guelph  for  the 
second  game  of  their  wes- tern conference  series. 

Blues  are  set  to  meet  Red- 
men  with  confidence  —  the 
kind  of  confidence  that  com- 

es from  three  shut-out  victo- 
ries so  far  this  season,  nine 

goals  to  their  credit,  a  syl- 
logistic sort  of  assurance 

that  they  can  win,  and  the 
knowledge  that  Guelph  has 
lodged  in  last  place  for  the 
past  two  years. 
The  syllogism  is  something 

like;  Varsity  last  Saturday 
walloped  Western  5 — 0,  Wes- 

tern the  week  before  blank- 
ed McMaster  2 — 0,  and  Mc- 

Master  last  Saturday  took 
Guelph  2—1.  With  that  kind 
of  logic,  Blues  feel  their  con- 

fidence is  justified. 
But  coach  Ernie  Glass 

isn't  so  sure. 
"Overconfidence,"  he  said, 

"is  the  only  thing  we'll  have 
to  worry  about." 
"Two  years  ago  Blues  took 

McMaster  8—1  and  5 — 1,"  he 
said.  "But  last  year  with  a better  team,  we  only  manag- 

ed a  2—0  and  3 — 0  score." 
Moreover,  in  last  year's  se- cond meet  with  Guelph, 

Blues  already  were  confident 
league-leaders  —  so  confi- 

dent that  by  half-time  the 
game  was  still  no  score. 

It's  already  been  demon- 
strated by  this  year's  team 

that  when  the  pressure 
stops,  so  does  the  press. 
Playing  an  exhibition  match 
against  Ryerson  earlier  this 
season  they  couldn't  up  the 6 — 0  score  they  had  built 
up  by  half-time  —  despite the  fact  they  had  the  far 
superior    squad  throughout 

both  halves. 
Another  drawback  will  be 

Guelph's  small  field. 
"A  small  field,"  explained 

poach  Glass,  "always  gives 
the  poorer  team  the  advant- 

age A  good  team  doesn't have  room  to  work  out  its 

plays." Rugger  squad  meets  Gaels 

in  clash  for  top  spot 
A  UTRFC 

Syndicated  Service 
Varsity's  rugger  club  faces 

defending  champion  Queen's Golden  Gaels  in  its  first  real 
test  of  the  season  Friday  at 
8:00  p.m.  at  Varsity  Sta- dium. 

Both  teams  axe  as  yet  un- 
defeated  and  consequently 
first  place  will  be  the  prize 
for  victory.  As  a  basis  for 
comparison,  Varsity  and 
Queen's  each  have  a  narrow 
victory  against  McGill  and 
each  a  shutout  recorded 
against  Guelph.  However, 
Varsity's  54-0  conquest  ot 
the  Redmen  suggests  a  more 
potent  offensive  game  than 
the  29-0  score  posted  by 

Queen's. Since  the  game  is  being 
played  at  Varsity  it  may  be 
pertinent  to  note  also  that 
the  two  clubs  split  their 
home  and  away  series  last 
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Between  games  and  prac- 
tices the  travel-conscious 

Blues  are  turning  over  in 
their  pocketbooks  an  excur- 

sion to  the  west  coast — ■ 
perhaps  to  take  place  in  a 
couple  of  years.  Their  tour 
last  year  of  Britain  undoub- 

tedly has  had  a  stimulating 
effect. 

In  the  Scrum:  Blues  II 
defeated  York  University 
last  night  13-5  at  York.  Bill 
Nellems,  John  Mackay  and 
Gerry  Kluwak  went  over 
for  Varsity's  tries.  The backs  played  a  very  strong 
game  but  the  scrum  did  not 
look  nearly  as  impressive. 
.  .  .  Frank  Stark  played  a 
very  strong  game  winning 
a  considerable  number  of 
line-ouLs  .  .  .  Incidentally  for 
any  of  those  men  who  play 
in  the  interfac  7,  a  side 
league  for  men  and  who  wish 
to  progress  further  in  the 
sport,  positions  are  still  up 
for  grabs  on  Blues  II  and III. 

from  the 

cheap  sea/fc 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 

NO  ATHLETIC  SCHOLARSHIPS  PLEASE 

The  question  of  university  scholarships  based  on  ath- letic prowess  has  once  more  come  into  the  limelight  with 
the  announcement  by  Simon  Fraser  University  of  the 
awarding  of  30  athletic  scholarships.  It  has  been  known 
for  over  a  year  now  that  the  newly  founded  SFU  (located 
in  British  Columbia)  intended  to  award  these  scholarships 
so  their  announcement  comes  as  no  surprise. 

The  university  plans  to  hand  out  scholarships  in  foot- 
ball basketball  and  swimming  with  the  intention  of  com- 

peting against  colleges  in  the  United  States 

Eventually  SFU  plans  to  apply  for  admission  to  the  Big 
Ten,  one  of'  the  foremost  college  conferences  in  the  States. It  is  from  this  conference,  which  includes  such  schools 
as  Ohio  State,  Wisconsin  and  Michigan  that  one  of  the  Rose 
Bowl  participants  is  chosen. 

In  deciding  to  give  scholarships,  SFU  has  obviously concluded  that  athletics  at  the  university  hold  the  same 
position  of  importance  as  academics.  It  is  certainly  ad- mirable for  SFU  to  pay  for  the  education  of  a  good  ath- 

lete whose  marks  come  up  to  the  school's  standard,  an education  that  he  might  not  have  otherwise  been  able  to 
obtain.  But  the  system  of  scholarships  based  mainly  on 
athletic  ability  is  one  which  is  open  to  much  abuse. 

In  blunt  terms,  an  athlete  who  has  been  given  a  scho- 
larship based  on  his  athletic  skills  is  being  payed  to  play. 

Chances  are  that  if,  for  example,  a  basketball  or  football 
player  decides  he'd  rather  not  play,  a  good  portion  of  the 
scholarship  may  be  withdrawn.  What  happens  to  such  a 
person,  who  may  be  largely  dependent  on  the  scholarship 
for  his  tuition?  •  N 

.  If  we  go  one  step  further,  we  can  state  that  an  ath- 
lete who  is  being  payed  to  play  is  also  being  payed  to 

win.  This  creates  problems  for  coaches  and  players  alike. 
The  game  becomes  more  than  a  Saturday  afternoon  of 
fun.  The  play  is  no  longer  the  thing. 

Scholarships  tend  to  place  undue  importance  on  sports 
and  while  a  school  may  start  out  with  the  idea  of  keeping 
athletics  and  academics  on  an  equal  basis,  there  is  always 
the  possibility  that  a  school  will  go  overboard  in  its  quest 
for  athletes. 

The  case  at  University  of  Alabama  as  recently  repor- 
ted in  Sports  Illustrated  is  a  good  example  of  this.  Alaba- 
ma built  a  "$1  million  dormitory  to  house  the  football,  bas- 

ketball and  baseball  teams.  Swimmers  and  tennis  players 
may  be  admitted  "if  they're  winners." 

Football  coach  Paul  "Bear"  Bryant  has  ordered  a 
fountain  built  in  front  of  the  dorm  and  a  swimming  pool 
is  to  be  added  later.  Sports  Illustrated  compares  the 
building  to  the  Fontainbleau. 

LET'S  NOT  BE  A  FOOTBALL  SCHOOL 

There  is  no  doubt  that  universities  are  places  of  high- 
er learning,  yet  many  schools  in  the  U.S.  are  known  more 

for  their  football  than  their  academic  prowess.  There  is 
no  one  at  U  of  T,  I  hope,  who  wants  the  university  to  be 
known  as  a  "football  school"  first  and  a  school  with  good academic  standards  second. 

But  the  problem  really  boils  down  to  the  question: 
should  an  athlete  be  given  preference  over  a  student  when 
admission  to  university  is  being  considered?  Should  some- 

one who  can  shoot  a  puck  harder  or  sink  more  foul  shots 
be  given  preference  over  someone  who  can't? 

The  situation  in  Canada  today  is  one  of  limited  space 
for  students  as  well  as  limited  funds  in  the  form  of  aca- 

demic scholarships.  There  is  no  justfiication  for  giving 
money  to  athletes  to  come  to  a  university  when  funds  are 
limited  and  universites  remain  places  of  higher  learning, 
not  factories  for  professional  sports. 



lowest  score  ever 

By  P.  J.  PAPE 
-    The  largest  crowd  to  see 
a    Varsity"   game  in  years, 18,570,  came  home  to  Var- 

■  sity  Stadium,  Saturday  aft- ernoon. 
They  came  to  See  a  game 

which  was  billed  as  an  of- 
fensive battle  beween  two 

great  quarterbacks.  What 
.they  did.  see,  however,  was 
a  defensive    football  game 

■  which  saw  Varsity  Blues  de- 
feat Queen's  Golden  Geals by  the  lowest  score  in  the 

67-year  history  of  the  SIFL, 
1-0.  It  was  the  first  time 
Blues    have    beaten  Gaels 

'  since  1959. 
Both  quarterbacks,  Gaels' 

perennial  all-star,  Cal  Con- 
nor and  the  heir  apparent 

to  his  all-star  rating  Bryce 
Taylor,  blew  hot  and  cold, 
doing  little  more  to  distin- 

guish themselves  than  thro- 
wing three-  interceptions each. 

The  game  was  a  contest 
of  defences.  Varsity's  was 
better  and  that's  why  Blues 
won.  Blues'  front  wall  of Laird  Elliot,  Jim  McMahon, 
Ray  Reynolds,  Gary  Clipper- 
ton  and  Ron  Wakelin  limit- 

ed Queen's  running  game  to a  total  of  75  yeards.  Middle- 
linebacker  Al  Giachino  con- 

tinued to  play  great  ball, 
helping  with  almost  50% 
of  the  tackles.  These  six 
plugged  the  middle,  while 
corner  backers  Ranny  Par- ker and  Rivo  lives  shut  off the  end  sweeps. 
With  his  ground  game  re- 

stricted, Connor  was  forced 
to  go  to  the  air  33  times. 
It  must  be  noted  however, 

See  "football  page  8 

Peaceful  protest 
More  than  400  persons 

paraded  peacefully  in  front 
of  the  American  consulate 
on  University  Avenue  Sat- 

urday afternoon,  protesting 
the  American  presence  in Viet  Nam. 
They  later  assembled  on 

the  boulevard  before  the 
consulate,  and  read  declara- 

tions which  condemned  Am- 
erican intervention  and  cal- 

led for  the  withdrawal  of 
all  American  troops. 
A  group  from  Students 

for  a  Democratic  Society  in Buffalo  presented  a  state- 
ment of  their  views  to  the 

consul-general,  W.  Park Armstrong. 
The  students  from  SDS, 

numbering  about  150,  con- 
vened what  they  called  an 

"assembly  of  unrepresented people  in  exile"  in  front  of the  consulate  earlier  in  the afternoon. 
They  said  those  who  op- pose the  war  are  not  being considered  in  the  U.S.,  and 

termed  their  action  a  "sym- 

TO  INSTALL 

NEW  CHANCELLOR 
Dr.  Omond  M.  Solandt W'U  be  installed  as  the twenty-third  chancellor  of the  University  of  Toronto today  in  Convocation  Hall at  8  p.m. 
Mr.  Solandt  is  vice-presi- 

dent, research  and  develop- 
ment, of  de  Havilland  Air- 

craft of  Canada  Limited  and 
Hawker  Siddeley  Canada  Li- 

mited. He  earned  his  MD  at 
U  of  T,  was  a  research  phy- 

siologist, then  turned  to  mi- 
litary research  in  World 

War  II.  He  was  the  first 
chairman  of  the  Defence 
Research  Board,  and  later 
vice-president,  research  and 
development  of  Canadian 
National  Railways. 

bolic  exile"  necessary  to make  their  protest  heard. 
The  SDS  members  were 

joined  by  about  150  people convened  by  the  Toronto 
International  Viet  Nam  Day Committee.  This  group  mar- 

ched to  the  consulate  after making  declarations  in  Na- 
than Phillips  Square  oppos- 

ing American  policy. 
They  were  joined  at  the consulate  by  more  than  100 members  of  the  Student 

Union  for  Peace  Action  and the  Voters  for  Peace.  This 
group  had  assembled  in 
Queen's  Park  at  the  Legis- lature Building. 
A  number  of  anti-pickets 

appeared  with  signs  support- 
ing the  American  policy  but 

no  incidents  occurred. 
About  50  policemen  at- 

tended the  demonstration, 
and  kept  the  two  groups  se- 
parate. Among  the  signs  carried 
by  the  demonstrators  were 
ones  reading  "95,000  Dead 
So  Far  in  Viet  Nam"  and 
"Pearson  and  Diet  support 
the  Vietnamese  genocide." 
Most  of  the  SUPA  signs  read 
simply  "Stop  the  War 
Against  Viet  Nam." Films  of  the  demonstrati- 

on were  shot  by  an  uniden- 
tified man  from  the  roof  of 

the  consulate  building. 
The  anti-pickets  carried 

signs  reading  "Better  Dead 
than  Red." After  the  demonstration 
the  picketers  returned  to 
Queen's  Park,  where  three of  the  SDS  members  burn- 

ed what  they  claimed  were 
their  draft  cards.  Destruc- 

tion of  these  cards  has  re- cently been  made  a  federal 
offence  in  the  U.S.  punish- 

able up  to  10  years  in  pri- son and  up  to  $10,000  fine. 
One  SDS  member  said the  cards  burned  may  have been  classification  cards rather  than  draft  cards. 

WIN  1-0? 
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To  the  reoders  ond  odmirers  < 
The  Fountain  head,  Atlas  Shrugged and    For    the    New  Intellectual 

NATHANIEL 
BRANDEN 

WILL  GIVE  THE  OPENING 
NIGHT'S  LECTURE  IN  THE SERIES  ON 
OBJECTIVISM 

the  philosophy  of 

AYN 

RAND 
and  its  application to  psychology 

Fri.,  Oct.  22  —  7:30  p.m. 
LORD  SIMCOE  HOTEL 

Single  Admission  S3. 50 Students  $2.75 
Brochure  —  Enquiry Nathaniel  Brandon  Institute,  tnc. 176  Old  Yongc  St.,  Toronto BA.  T-0286 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 
30c  A  GAME 
16  NEW  TABLES 

Toronto's  Most 
Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
(just  West  of  Spadino) 

ATTENTION 

FRESHMEN 
DOING  A  TERM PAPER? 

NEED 
INFORMATION? 

Shortcuts  to  finding  the  right 
material  will  be  discussed  in 
one-hour  lectures  by  the  Re- ference Department  of  the University  Library, 
Sign  up  opposite  the  main Catalogue  Information  Desk 
for  a  convenient  time. 

A  LARGE  3  ROOMED  apartment  o oble  in  Porkdole.  Equipped.  Main  floor of   house.    Quiet,    very   clean,  adult $90.00.  Please  coll  BE.  3-2476. 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISER 

LOST:  ]  small  chrome  Zippo  lighter  wi'h RCYC  Crest,  between  Hart  House  ond Varsity  Stodium  in  post  week.  Reward. 921-6386. 
FOR  SALE:  64  VW,  custom,  24.000 
miles,  radio  $950.  251-5498  -   1  1:30 —  12  p.m. 
TUTORS  WANTED  for  high  school mathematics,  science.  Remuneration 
depending  on  qualifications  ond  pic- vious  experience.  489-5851. 

ROOM  FOR  RENT  at  Keele  St.  subway, 
Alhombra  Apartment  House.  Good  for couple  or  two  girls  or  men.  Overlooks 
High  Pork.  535-7406. 
LOST:  Silver  ovol  shoped  locket.  Hur- on -  Hoskin  oreo.  Thursday  Oct.  14. Coll  Jeon  925-6076. 
TELEFUNKEN  4  track  stereo  tope  re- corders ot  a  lorge  discount.  For  infor- mation call  WA.  2-6916.  Ask  for  Jim. 

DVNAMOSI  (Volunteers  only  s'il  vous plait).  A  spunky  supersonic  age  7  re- quests tender  counselling  in  Eng., 
Moths.,  Science,  Music,  P.T.,  Fine  Arts. Grotcfully.  WA.  4-3976.  After  9  p.m. 
FOR  SALE:  U  of  T  womon's  blozer.  Size 10.  Perfect  condition.  Very  reasonable. Phone  HU.  5-3966. 

LARGE  3rd  floor  furnished  bed-sitting 
room,  both  ond  kitchen  shored  wi " womon  and  child.  Good  location.  Colli near  Yonge- Davenport.  $l2/wk.  Phone 921-4445  after  work. 
WANTED:  2  bedroom  aportment.  Du- plex or  house.  Unfurnished.  Phone  921- 8221. 
SUBJECTS  wonted  for  perceptual  re- search project.  $1.00  per  hour.  Age limit  20  -  29,  right  honded,  vision 
ond  hearing  should  be  good.  Coll  365- 5198  or  365-5162.  . 
PORTABLE  Phillips  tope  recorder.  Re- cord lectures,  tope  albums.  461-8272 local  379  offer  6. 
FOR  SALE;  1965  Hondo  55  cc.  Red, helmet  included,  1400  miles.  HU.  5- 
4017. 

A.G.  DUNN,  tutor  of  interest  ond  bond values,  calculus  and  statistics.  RU.  3- 2257,  evenings. 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE'S  SEVENTY-FIFTH  ALL- UNIVERSITY  PRODUCTION 
George  Bernard  Shaw's 

HEARTBREAK 
HOUSE directed  by 
ROBERT  GILL 

Fri.  Oct.  29th 
to  Sot.  Nov.  6th  ot  8:30 

Box  Office  now  open  10:00  a.m.  to  6:00  p.m. -  WA.  3-5244 

You  can't  beat 

the  taste  oS 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

Today,  all  day: 
Application  being  received  for  Buffalo  SOM  weekend 

camp  on  the  creative  arts,  Oct.  22-23.  SCM  office,  Hart House. 

Today,  1  pjn. General  nice  ing,  U  of  T  New  Democrats.  Room  1087. 
Sid  Smith. 
Today,  1  p.m. 

Wh.pper  Biily  Watson,  PC  candidate  in  York  East, will  address  an  open  meeting  of  the  PC  club.  Room  1073, 
Sid  Smith. 
Today,  1  pjn. VCF  meeiing,  Room  11,  UC. 
Today,  3:30  pjn 

Po  vder  puff  football  game.   Homemade  fudge  sale. 
Student  rafffe.  St   Mike's  practice  field,  behind  Clover 
[Hill.  Collection  will  be  taken  for  SHARE. Todav,  5  p.m. 

Meeting  of  a'l  Student  Services  reps  from  all  colleges 
and  faculties.  Delates  Room,  Hart  House. 
Today  7:30  p.m. 

Monday  evening  drama  workship,  University  Luthe- ran Student  Centre,  610  Spadina  below  Harbord. 
Today,  8  pan. 

All  those  interested  in  Algonquin  Park  hiking  trip  Oct. 
23-24  p-ione  Alan  Vyse  tonight  or  Tuesday  after  8  p.m. 
Today,  8  p.m. 

University  Film  Society  presents  Red  Badge  of  Cour- 
age and  Hel'er  in  Pink  Tights,    Royal  Ontario  Museum 

Theatre. 
Tuesday,  1  pjn 

Meeiing  of  local  club  presidents  and  council  members 
re  relationship  of  campus  clubs  to  SAC.  Debates  Ante- 
Room. 
Tuesday,  1  pjn. 

Folk  concer.'  for  SHARE.  Junior  Common  Room,  UC. 
Tuesday,  1:10  p.m. 

Slides  on  L'Epoque  romane:    Romanesque  architec- 
ture, the  Crusades,  etc.  Room  104,  UC. 

Tuesday,  1:10  pjn. 
SCM  lunch  meeting:  Questions  about  religion.  44  St. 

George  St.  See  "hear  and  no^  page  6 

CANTERBURY 
THE  ANGLICAN  CHAPLAINCY  IN  THE  UNIVERSITY 

MONDAY  EVENING  DRAMA  WORKSHOP 
7:30  p.m.,  commencing  Monday,  October  4th Sessions  ore  held  at  The  University  Lutheran  Student  Centre, 

610  Spadino  Ave.  (just  below  Horbord) 
A  Christion  drama  workshop  co-sponsored  by  Canterbury,  the Lutheran  Student  Club,  and  the  S.C.M.,  consisting  of  varied  ploy 

readings  with  on  emphasis  on  modern  works  ond  oriented  towards 
possible  production. Student  leoder  —  Fletcher  Stewart,  Trinity  College 

Staff  odviser  —  Prof.  W.  L.  Smith,  Trinity  College 

VICTORIA  COLLEGE  CHAPEL  CHOIR 
will  perform 

BACH  CANTATA  NO.  190 
WITH  ORCHESTRA  IN  JANUARY 

We  need  you  to  sing  —  practices  every  Tuesday 7-00  —   8:30  P.M. 
VICTORIA  COLLEGE  CHAPEL 

IMPORT 

your 
own 

GUITAR SPAIN 

direct from 

Retail  value  $168  cut  to  $98 
ng  our  connections  with  o  manufacturer  of  high  quolity  guitars  i See   one  of  these   beautiful    instruments  owned    by  o  satisfie 

Spoi 
client    in  Toronto. 

Contact  DIETER  LOERZER,  Box   128,  Weinberg,  Ontario evenings  phone  296-1126 

SPANISH  CLUB  MEETING 
FOLK  SONGS,  SKIT,  FILMS  ON 

SPAIN,  REFRESHMENTS  (TORTILLA) WYMILWOOD  MUSIC  ROOM VICTORIA  COLLEGE 
TUESDAY,  OCTOBER  19,  8  P.M. 

NEW  COLLEGE 
FEATURE  FILM  PROGRAMME IN  COLOR 

II 
"AUNTIE  MAME 

Starring  ROSALIND  RUSSELL 
and  FORREST  TUCKER 

SATURDAY.  OCTOBER  23 »:30  P.M.         ADMISSION  SOe 

Pcge  2  —  THE  VARSITY,  Mondoy  October  18,  1965 



Atlantic  universities  must  develop n.>    ECTUCD    CDEV  ~ By  ESTHER  FREY 
Expenditures  for  higher 

education  in  the  Maritimes 
may  have  to  be  tripled  to 
reach  the  standard  set  by ranking  Canadian  universi- 

ties. Dr.  H.  J.  Somers,  exe- 
cutive director  of  the  Asso- 

ciation of  Atlantic  Univer- 
sities, said  Wednesday  night 

in  Convocation  Hall, 

Dr.  Somers  said  the  At- 
lantic provinces  do  not  need new  universities  but  the development  of  existing ones. 

Dr.  Somers,  who  is  also president  of  St.  Francis  Xa- vier  University,  was  speaking at  the  first  of  a  series  of four  public  lectures  on 
'The  changing  Patterns  of 

Higher  Education  in  Cana- 
da." These  lectures  are  be- 

ing sponsored  by  the  Depart- ment of  Educational  Theo- 
ry, School  of  Graduate  Stu- 

dies, and  the  Ontario  Col- 
lege of  Education. 

Dr.  Somers  said  Vincent 
Bladen,  dean  of  the  U  of  T 
Faculty  of  Arts  and  Science 
See  "Maritimes",  page  6 

BRIEFLY... 

POSITIONS  OPEN 
Brian  Switzman  (II  Inn), 

SAC  debating  union  chair- 
man, told  The  Varsity  last 

night  that  positions  are  still 
open  for  the  UTDU  debating team. 
Switzman  said  applicat- 

ions should  be  submitted  to 
the  SAC  office  by  Thurs. 
Oct.  21.  He  said  all  appli- cants should  prepare  a  five 
minute  speech,  either  pro 
or  con,  on,  "Resolved  that Student  Demonstration  In- 

creases as  the  Ability  to  Un- 

derstand Increases  " 
U  OF  T  FILM  SOCIETY STARTS  TODAY 

NEED  HELP 

More  than  300  students have  already  volunteered  to work  with  the  Social  Plann- 
ing Council,  but  officials  say more  are  needed.  Men  are especially  wanted,  to  work with  young  children  and teenagers.  Those  interested u>  donating  their  time should  volunteer  at  2  Ban- croft St.  between  9  and  5 

pjn.  today. 
U  OF  T  FILM  SOCIETY STARTS  TODAY. 

GRID  ELECTION 
Nominations  for  the  Gra- 

duate School  SAC  byelection close  Tuesday. 
One  SAC  representative 

will  be  chosen  at  the  elec- tion, to  be  held  Friday,  Oct 
22. 

Nomination     forms  are 
available  at  the  SAC  office 
U  OF  T  FILM  SOCIETY STARTS  TODAY 

Above  is  Architecture.'*  •    •      •.      ,  —photos  by  alan  bellack 
hSeme  •«  ̂ STi^'^^ISS.^  »°™<™><>9  por.de  Saturday.  The 
»f  Toronto.  We  find  „„wever  tZ  'when  t  T \  "V-*  dep'Cted  °  """ort 
underwear,  most  peop,e  J5j  IS^JTSllLj^^^  AT 

SHARE  starts  off  toward  $15,000  goal By  D.-B.  HAYNES 
The  annual  Share  cam- 

paign, organized  by  World University  Service  (WUS) 
to  aid  students  in  foreign 
lands,  gets  under  way  today with  a  campaign  to  contact 
personally  every  student 
and  staff  member  at  U  of  T. 
Campaign  organizers  hope 

this  personal  touch  will 
bring  in  the  major  share  of 
the  $15,000  goal,  $5,000  more 
than  last  year's  objective. 
The  money  raised  will  be 

sent  to  overseas  students 
who  are  in  financial  need. 
None  of  the  funds  raised  is 
kept  in  Canada.  The  money 
is  dispersed  by  WUS  with- 

out concern  for  race,  reli- 
gion, color  or  political  view. A  scaffold  erected  near 

the  soldiers'  tower,  display- 
ing one  hand  reaching  out 

to  a  group  of  hands  will 
mark  tiie  progress  of  the fund. 

Special  events  for  Mon- 
day and  Tuesdav  to  promote 

the  drive  include  a  powder- 
puff  football  game  todav  by 
St.  Michael's  girls  on  the back  campus  at  3:30.  A  bake 
sale  and  the  auctioning  of 
a  boy  and  girl  will  take 
place  after  the  game. 

Various  women's  frater- nities will  be  selling  apples, 
brownies  and  fudge  Mon- 

day, Wednesday  and  Friday 
12-2  p.m.  at  8  locations  on 
campus. 

The  men's  fraternities  are 

doing  their  part  by  night canvassing  of  extension  stu- dents. On  Thursday  they 
plan  a  "Mile  of  Dimes"  pro- motion on  campus. 
A  folk-singing  concert  will 

be  held  Tuesday  at  1:00  p.m. in  the  UC  Junior  Common Room.  Tuesday  night  at 7:30  the  Sir  Daniel  Wilson residents  are  to  be  treated 
to  shoe  shines  by  UC  girls 
for  a  fee,  of  course.  AH funds  will  go  to  Share. 

THE  PRESIDENT  SPEAKS  FOR.  SHARE 
Sir: 
The  university  communi- 
ty is,  In  essence,  au  interna- 

tional community,  and  mem- 
bership In  it  carries  with 

it  an  obligation  to  know 
and  understand  the  prob- 

lems of  others.  With  under- 
standing must  go  action. 

The  World  University  Ser- 
vice is  an  organization  that 

successfully  embodies  the 
union  of  these  two  princip- 

les. Its  annual  fund  raising 
campaign  is  taking  place 
Oct.  18-22.  I  heartily  endor- 

se the  campaign  and  express 
the  hope  that  there  will  be 
a  generous  response 
throughout  the  whole  uni- 

versity community. 
Claude  Bissoll 

HART  HOUSE  €L 

TODAY  -I  Si 1    TCI  D  „   . 
RECORD  ROOM  B  -  Instruction  &  Renewal 

In  the  Art  Gallery 
"VARLEY  PORTRAITS" 

October  1 9th  to  November  6th HOURS:  12  noon  to  6  p.m 

LADIES:    2  p.m.  ,0  5  p.m.' 

tu    k'    ■   f         STEINWAY  PIANOS ^tvTs'.'  .Commi"ee  °f  ""'<  House  encourages  the  use  of its  two  Steinway  Pianos  by  sufficiently  qualified  members Stemwoy  cards  will  be  issued  in  the  Undergraduate  Office  £ any  member  who  produces  a  Royal  Conservoto ry  Grade Ten or  equivalent  certificate.  Those  who  have  attained  this  leve" 

TABLE  TENNIS  OPEN  MEETING Registration:  6.30  p.m.        Wednesday,  October  20th Fencing  Room 
PLAY  COMMENCES  AT  7  P.M 
 Running  Shoes  Must  Be  Worn 

NOTE: 
2U,  °S  °dve;"!ed  on  ,he  t»°l"™rk  for  Octobe 
4  1st  has  been  cancelled. 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

WARDROBE 
Students  interested  in  working  on Costumes,  Props,  etc.  for 

HEARTBREAK  HOUSE 

please  call  WA  3-7193  or  drop  in  at  Theatre  Office. 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

FILM  SOCIETY 

Screenings  are  held  ot  the  Museum  Theatre  on Mondays  at  8:00  p.m. 

October  18  —  THE    AMERICAN    WEST-  TWO PERVERSE  VIEWS 
John  Huston  s  The  Red  Badge  of  Courage  (USA  1951 George  Cuker  s  Heller  in  Pink  Tights  (USA,  19601 

October  25  —  SHEER   PRIMITIVENESS  — PAGNOL'S  VERSION 
Maurice  Pagnol's  The  Baiter's  Wife  (France,  19381 

November  15  —  THE  POPULIST  PHILOSOPHY Sergei  Eisenstein's  Poremkin  (USSR,  1925) 
November  22  —  THE  FILM  OF  FANTASY 

Richard  Bollentme's  Mr.  Pearson  (Conado  19641 (?)  A  surprise  (USA,  1938) 

January  10  —  THE  MALE  ANIMAL 
Federico  Fellini's  The  While  Shiek  (Italy  1956) John  Huston's  Key  Largo  (USA,  1948) also  Francois  Truffaut's  The  Trouble  Makers  (France.  I  957) 

January  24  —  THE  OUTSKIRTS  OF  SOCIETY Robert  Gardner's  Dead  Birds  (USA,  1 964) 
Robert  Bresson's  The  Diary  of  a  Country  Priest  (France,  I  957) 

January  31  —  THE  ART  OF  COLOUR  FILM Jean  Renoir's  The  Golden  Coach  (France-ltoly  1 952) Temosuke  Kinugasa's  The  Gate  of  Hell  (Japan,  1954) 
February  14  —  MAGNIFICENT  WELLES 

Orsen  Welles'  The  Lady  from  Shanghai  (USA,  1947) 
February  28  —  THE  REIGN  OF  MAYHEM Moe  West  in  She  Done  Him  Wrong  (USA,  1933) The  Marx  Brothers  in  Duck  Soup  (USA,  1933) 

(programme  subject  to  change) 

MEMBERSHIP  —  $5.00  per  university  member Memberships  may  be  purchased  at  the  S.A.C 
office,  9  to  5,  Monday  to  Friday. 
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a  dramatic  indication 
The  demonstration  Saturday  in  front  of  the  American 

consulate  on  University  Avenue  was  a  dramatic  indication 
of  the  conviction  with  which  the  450  who  attended  oppose 
American  intervention  in  Viet  Nam. 

After  the  demonstration,  o  number  of  the  American 
students  in  the  crowd  began  to  discuss  the  idea  of  burning 
their  draft  cards  —  an  offence  punishable  by  5  to  10 
years  in  prison. 

Some  of  these  students  did  in  fact  burn  their  cards, 
although  one  bystander  suggested  that  the  cards  burned 
were  in  fact  classification  rather  than  draft  cards. 

Be  that  as  it  may,  the  question  which  must  be  asked 
is  why  those  who  burned  their  cards  asked  The  Varsity  not 
to  use  their  names. 

If  their  conviction  is  such  that  they  feel  bound  to 
defy  the  laws  of  their  country,  why  must  they  do  so  anony- 

mously? Is  it  possible  the  forces  of  reaction  are  so  strong 
in  the  United  States  that  persons  who  publicly  protest 
must  do-;o  unidentified? 

A  member  of  Students  for  a  Democratic  Society 
*jid  those  who  burned  their  cords  whould  suffer  reprisals 
from  the  American  government.  If  this  is  the  case,  why 
did  those  persons  attract  public  attention  to  themselves 
by  burning  their  cards  in  Queen's  Park? 

a  credit  to  U  of  T 

Those  dental  freshmen  who  washed  cars  and  donated 
the  proceeds  to  the  Hospital  for  Sick  Children  have 
brought  great  credit  on  the  university.  The  denial  society is  to  be  commended  for  planning  this  kind  of  initiation, and  for  showing  that  such  activities  can  benefit  the  com- 

munity, not  just  attract  attention  to  a  group  of  irrespon- sible university  students. 
The  $600  the  society  raised  may  not  seem  like  much but  it  is  undoubtedly  welcome  to  the  hospital,  and  it  sets an  example  for  the  rest  of  the  campus  to  follow. 

down  with  higher  things 
Now  that  the  Blue  and  White  Society  is  officially planning  to  select  a  Winter  Carnival  Queen  we  have some  advice  to  offer  society  chairman  Jim  Kenzie. 
At  Wednesday's  SAC  meeting  Mr.  Kenzie  said  the contest  winner  would  be  chosen  on  the  basis  of  personality poise  and  talent,  not  simply  on  the  basis  of  her  physical endowment.  ' 
An  audible  hiss  ran  through  the  room  at  this  point Mr.  Kenzie  should  take  this  reaction  os  o  strona 
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quiet   night  with  the 
}L  ™?  I'Ts  th0  sports  rfepo'fment.  But  then came  ̂ ZTrjuArx^i  te**3?8S i  a  humane  society  truck  lotcr  in 9    honors   and   a    buncho  [literates 'K  Marc.  MocOonold,  who  hadn't '—  know    may  never  have, e   Noumcli  and  Gurston ove  been  on  the  phone 

Harris  and  P, 
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letters  to  the  editor 

more  to  be  done Sir: 

The  Teach-In,  as  I  and 
others  insisted  beforehand 
was  educational  in  a  broad 
sense.  We  now  can  admit, 
I  hope,  that  it  was  also  a 
protest  —  in  a  broad  sense 
—  not  just  against  Ameri- 

can policy,  but  against  in- 
activity in  the  face  of  dan- 

ger and  evil.  Is  the  Teach- in,  as  educational  forum 
and  protest,  now  finished? 
Personally,  I  trust  that 

we'll  all  continue  to  learn. 
That's  what  we're  here  for. 
But  if  the  last  session  on 
moral  and  responsibility  was 
as  I  think  it  was,  the  cli- 

max of  the  programme,  then 
there's  more  to  be  done. 
Professor  Richard  Mann 

brought  attention  to  what 
many  of  us  were  annoyed 
about  when  he  swept  his 
arm  around  and  asked: 
"Why  is  there  no  represen- 

tative of  the  American 
State  Department  here?" 
A  good  question,  but  there's another.  Why  was  there  no 
representative  of  the  Cana- dian government  there? Both  Professor  Mann  and 
Professor  Staughton  Lynd 
suggested  that,  in  the  U.S., 
action  towards  a  more  hu- mane and  rational  foreign 
policy  is  no  longer  possible 
through  ordinary  political 
means.  I'm  tempted  to  agree 
with  them,  only  substituting 
Canada  for  the  U.S.  But  Pro- 

fessor George  Grant  dis- 
agrees, arguing  that  here 

we  still  have  room  for  mean- 
ingful action.  Let's  give  his 

argument  a  trial. 
There's  time  to  demand 

of  individual  candidates  in 
the  present  election  that 
they  state  a  position  —  any 
position  —  on  foreign  af- fairs. There  may  still  be 
time  to  get  the  political  par- 

ties to  introduce  some  mean- ing into  the  campaign  by 
debating     that  forgotten 

question:  What  about  the world  outside  our  borders? 
A  important  move,  how- ever, would  be  to  try  to 

confront  the  new  govern- 
ment, whatever  its  composi- 
tion and  complexion,  with 

questions  about  foreign  po- 
licy. Should  a  Teach-in  be 

held,  perhaps  at  McGill, 
that  would  be  national  in 
its  direction,  though  inter- 

national in  scope?  In  a  one- 
day  session,  would  govern- ment spokesmen,  politicians 
and  civil  servants,  be  wil- 

ling to  face  a  barrage  of 
questions,  in  an  attempt  to 
defend  and  perhaps  define a  policy? 

This  would  not  be  a  simp- 
le protest  because,  as  a  cy- 

nic might  say,  there's  not much  to  protest  against. 
And  it  certainly  would  be 
educational  because,  as  any- 

one might  say,  we've  got  a lot  to  learn. 
John  ML  Robson 
Dept.  of  English Victoria  College 

yours  11  sincerely" Sir: 

My  "sincerest"  congratu- lations to  all  those  who  ar- 
ranged the  greatest  one-sid- 

ed debate  and  the  most  co- 

mical one-sided  Varsity  re- 
port on  the  Teach-in  I  have ever  seen. 

My  "sincerest"  congratu- lations to  all  the  hypocri- 
tes who  had  the  audacity 

to  call  this  an  unbiased  and 
academic  adventure. 

I  had  better  offer  my  con- 
gratulations quickly  becau- ' se  after  this  farce  I'm  sure those  responsible  will  never 

get  another  opportunity  — and  indeed  I  hope  they 

don't. 

F.  C.  Clarkson  (III  APSC) 

 k  

shared  indignation 
Sir: 
I  share  wholeheartedly 

your  indignation  at  the  po- 
litical apathy  in  SAC  elec- 
tions where  students  vote 

according  to  posters  and 
personalities  or,  even  worse, 
do  not  vote  at  all. 
However,  I  feel  I  must 

point  out  that  your  editori- 

al in  the  Varsity  (Fri.  Oct. 
8)  ignored  the  wide  scope 
of  this  serious  problem. 
Surely  UC's  10  per  cent 
vote,  like  APSC's  acclama- tion of  two  representatives, 
is  only  the  recent  manifes- tation of  a  discouraging 
situation. 
The  responsibility  for  in- 

creasing political  awareness 
on  campus  belongs  as  much 

to  the  election  committee 
and  candidates  as  it  does 
to  the  electorate. 
Also,  your  editorial  was 

in  error  about  some  facts: 
though  UC  had  no  election 
meeting,  I  for  one  did  make 
short  speeches  to  several 
classes,  distributing  five 
hundred  copies  of  my  elec- 

tion platform. Lisa  Samuel  (IV  UC) 

it  lacks  lustre Sir: 

As  students  of  University 
College,  we  are  tired  of  be- 

ing told  by  the  Lit  that  we 
are  uninterested  and  apath- 
etic. 

There    would  have  been 

tremendous  support  of  the 
UC  Float  had  there  been  ad- 

equate publicity.  The  Lit did  not  show  any  support 
for  the  float.  The  Lit  is  re 
sponsible  to  the  student  bo- 

dy and  thus  far,  it  is  the 
only  organization  which  has 
shown  no  spirit. 

If  there  were  communi- cation between  the  Lit  and 
the  students,  we  would  have 
a  float  today.  The  Lit  is  in 
disgrace,  not  the  College. H.  Rosenberg  (UC  II) 

F.  Rothbaum  (UC  II) 
R.  Korenwaser  (UC  II) 

H.  Goldstein  (UC  II) 

why  no  drama  dept? Sir: 

Marilyn  Beker's  article  in 
the  Varsity  Review  (Fri.  Oct. 
8)  on  William  Cameron  rais- 

ed a  problem  which  will  be 
seriously  considered  by  the. 
administration.  Evidently, 
suggestions  for  a  department 
of  drama  have  been  made, 
but  obviously  without  any effects. 
This  is  unfoi  lunate  and 

unjustified.  Why  do  we  have 
an  Honor  Music  Course, 
Honor  Fine  Art  and  no  Ho- 

nor Drama  Course?  Is  not 
drama  as  much  a  part  of  the 
creative  arts  as  music  or 
painting?  Does  it  not  requi- 

re as  much  training  as  any 
other  art? 

Reproduction  of  life  on 
stage  is  for  the  actor  both 
a  challenge  and  a  responsi- 

bility toward  the  people 
who  come  to  see  it.  An  ac- 

tor is  the  one  who  makes 
the  play  tangible,  alive,  va- 

lid, and  exciting.  He  must 
be  an  artist  and  a  master. 

Slanislavski  believed  that 
life  artistically  recreated  on 
stage  becomes  superior  en- 

tertainment, and  that  su- 
perior entertainment  is  edu- cational. Therefore  an  actor 

spreads  culture  and  his  pro- fession has  dignity. 
It  is  quite  apparent  that 

such  a  course  would  be  ent- husiastically   accepted,  by 

the  previous  response  of  stu- dents not  only  to  Hart 
House  productions  but  also the  various  faculty  groups. 
There  is  no  limit  for  the 
achievements  of  such  a  de- 
partment. 
I  have  participated  in 

such  a  course  in  Ohio  for 
the  past  two  summers,  and after  only  three  sessions  a small  mid-west  College  was 
able  to  gain  national  recog- nition as  a  repertory  group. 
Can  you  imagine  what  a 
school  of  this  size  could  ac- complish? 

The  University  of  Toronto is  an  excellent  institution but  there  is  a  place  for  pro- gress —  why  fight  it? Robert  Dolan  (SMC  I) 



campus  comment jacques  de  montigny 

UBC  leads  in  Student  Day  action The  University  of  British Columbia  Students  Union 
continues  to  lead  the  way for  the  upcoming  National 
Students'  Day  Oct.  27. Already  more  than  1,500 UBC  students  have  signed  a petition  calling  for  a  univer- 

sity-wide referendum  on  the withholding  of  second  term fees.  Another  100  students have  volunteered  for  a  com- 
mittee preparing  the  UBC action  Oct.  27| 

Under  the  banner  of  the 
Education  Action  Program 
(EAP),  they  plan  to  orga- nize a  mammoth  march  on the  Vancouver  court  house 
as  a  first  step  in  bringing the  issue  of  universal  acces- 

sibility to  post-secondary education  (UNAC)  before 
the  public.  A  similar  rally  re- 

cently saw  over  4,000  stu- dents turn  out. 
After  nailing  a  manifesto 

of  universal  accessibility  to the  door  of  the  courthouse, 
the  students  will  march  to 
the  Bayshore  Inn,  where 
university  administrators 
will  be  attending  the  Assoc- 

iation of  Universities  and 
Colleges  convention. 

In  Ottawa,  students  at  Ot- 
tawa and  Carleton  Universi- 

ties, St.  Patricks  College  and 
the  Eastern  Ontario  Insti- 

tute of  Technology  are  pre- 
paring a  joint  march 

through  the  city  to  end  on Parliament  Hill. 
At  a  recent  meeting  of  the 

Association  of  Atlantic  Uni- 
versities, the  Nova  Scotia  de- 

legation said  it  was  organiz- 
ing a  mass  demonstration  on 

the  provincial  capital  to  pre- 
sent a  brief  to  the  govern- ment. 

In  New  Brunswick  a  col- 
lective brief  from  all  insti- 
tutions in  the  province  will 

be  drawn  up  and  presented 
in  Fredericton.  There  will  al- 

so be  a  mass  rally  at  the 
University  of  New  Bruns- wick. 

Similar  action  is  planned 
in  the  west. 
The  political  science  club 

of  the  University  of  Alberta 
is  sponsoring  a  teach-in  in 
downtown  Edmonton  on 
the  cost  of  higher  education. 

The  University  of  Victoria 
will  hold  an  off-campus  ral 
ly  to  which  government,  ci 
vie,  and  university  leaders will  be  invited. 
Elsewhere  across  the 

country  student  councils 
have  been  debating  resolu 
tions  declaring  support  for universal  accessibility  and 
free  tuition.  Support  for  the 
former  has  been  almost  una- 

nimous while  free  tuition 
has  met  with  scattered  but 
sometimes  fierce  resistance. 

The  University  of  Western 
Ontario  student  government 
recently  amended  its  resolu- 

tion of  support  for  UNAC  by 
rejecting  references  to  free tuition. 

The  usual  amount  of  apa 
thy  has  also  paralysed  some 
campuses  such  as  Ryerson 
and  the  University  of  Sas 
katchewan  at  Regina. 
Here  at  Toronto  both 

UNAC  and  free  tuition  were 
accepted,  though  not  with 
out  resistance  —  the  Engi 
neers  refused  to  participate. 
Definite  plans  have  yet  to  be announced. 

Plan  joint  Student  Day  action 
By  LESLIE  GARY 

On  Oct.  27,  National  Stu- 
dent Day,  students  from  U 

of  T,  York  and  Ryerson 
may  march  on  Queen's 
Park.  Or,  they  may  rally  in Varsity  Arena.  Or,  they  may 
even  take  the  suggestion  of 
one  SAC  representative  and 
riot. 
Wednesday  night,  the  stu- 

dent councils  of  the  three 
institutions  of  higher  edu- 

cation in  Toronto  met  at 
Ryerson  to  discuss  joint  ac- 

tion on  National  Student 
Day,  the  day  set  for  Cana- 

dian students  to  proclaim 
their  desires  for  universal 
accessibility  (UNAC). 
SAC  President  Mary 

Brewin  said  National  Stu- 
dent Day  would  be  an  im- 

mediate reaction  to  the 
Bladen  report.  Financing 
of  higher  education  would 
probably  be  an  election  is- 

sue; she  said,  and  by  acting 
on  National  Student  Day, 
the  student  would  be  made 
to  feel  that  he  is  playing  a definite  role. 
However,  a  difference  of 

opinion   arose   among  the 

three  delegations.  Part  of 
the  motion  of  universal  ac- 

cessibility passed  by  CUS 
and  backed  by  SAC  is  the 
abolition  of  tuition  fees  as 
the  first  step  in  eliminating 
all  social  and  financial  bar- 

riers to  higher  education. 
The  Ryerson  Student  Coun- 

cil also  passed  the  complete motion.  York  did  not. 
Allen  Young,  president  of 

York's  G  I  e  n  d  o  n  College council,  told  the  meeting that  his  council  did  pass  a 
similar  resolution,  but  in- 

troduced several  intermedi- 
ary  steps  before  abolition  of 
tuition  fees.  These  included 
increased  government  aid 
to  universities  as  suggested 
in  the  Bladen  Report,  in- 

creased bursaries,  scholar- 
ships replacing  loans,  and 

the  gradual  reduction  of  fees 
leading  to  their  final  elimi- 

nation. Mr.  Young  empha- 
sized that  York  was  against 

the  abolition  of  fees  as  the 
first  step. 

It  was  an  informal,  non- 
decision  making  meeting. 
Everyone  just  stood  up  and 
suggested. .  Suggestions    included  a 

march  on  the  Parliament 
Buildings,  a  follow-up  rally 
which  would  be  addressed 
by  political  speakers,  and  a 
questionnaire  for  candidates 
in  the  federal  election  re 
garding  their  positions  or 
the  financing  of  higher  edu cation. 
Other  suggestions  includ- 

ed using  established  tele, 
vision  and  radio  program- 

mes to  acquaint  the  public with  UNAC,  and  an  open- 
line  phone  campaign  Oct.  27 to  answer  any  questions 
about  the  principle.  Also 
proposed  was  a  rally  of  high school  students,  who  will 
eventually  benefit  the  most 
from  the  proposed  action. 
A  symposium  in  which students  would  discuss  their 

wishes  with  the  press  was 
suggested.  Setting  up  infor- 

mation booths  throughout 
the  community  was  also 
proposed.  Many  of  the  stu- 

dent representatives 
thought  that  the  students 
should  concentrate  on  edu- 

cating the  public  who  would 
have  to  accept  higher  taxes 
if  tuition  fees  were  elimin- ated. 

scientific  introduction  centre Presents 

DR.  ALBERT  ELLIS 
internationally  known  American  psychologist, sociologist  and  marriage  counsellor in  a  public  lecture 

TsunIoNayEoc,tGLNI  pLRS?,N'S  GU,DE  T0  MATE  HUNTING SUNDAY,  OCT.  24,  3  P.M.,  AUDITORIUM,  175  ST.  CLAIR  AVE.  W. 
TICKETS  $1.75 

Ticket  Soles: 
tre,  60  Ave., Phone  924-9631  -  Scientific  Introduction  Cen- 

Rd,  Central  Y.M.C.A.,  40  College,  (Front  desk) 

TORONTONENSIS 

PHOTO  CONTEST 

Entry  forms  and  rules  at  the  S.A.C.  0ffi< 

CASH  PRIZE 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 
INSTALLATION  OF 

DR.  OMOND  M.  SOLANDT 
os  Chancellor  of  the  University 

After  his  Installation  the  Chancellor  will  confer  Honorary  Degrees of  Doclor  of  Lows  on  Mr.  Robert  Bryce,  Dr.  Louis-Paul  Dugal Dr.  Marcel  Faribault  and  Colonel  R.  Samuel  McLaughlin. 
TONIGHT  AT  8  P.M. 
CONVOCATION  HALL 

All  staff  members  and  students  are  invited 
Tickets  ore  available  in  Room  106,  Simcoe  Hall 
ond  at  the  Students'  Administrative  Council. 
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Pub,  at  5.75    COLES  PRICE  1  09 PHYSICAL  METALLURGY  FOR  ENGINEERS 
D.  S.  Clark,  W.  R.  Verne,.  Pub.  at  6.50    COLES  PRICE  2  49 CHAPTERS  IN  WESTERN  CIVILIZATION  —  Second  Ed. Vol.  One.  Vol.  T„o.  Pub.  ot  4.00  eo   COLES  PRICE  1.98  each APPLIED  MECHANICS  STATICS  -  G.  W.  H.u.ne, D.  E.  Hudson.  Pub.  at  5.00  .   COLES  PRICE  1  98 ELEMENTS  OF  STRENGTH  OF  MATERIALS  —  3rd  Ed S.  Timoshonko,  G,  A.  MocCullough.  Pub.  ot  5.00  .  COLES  PRICE  1  98 ENGINEERING  DESCRIPTIVE  GEOMETRY.  C.  E  Rowe, J.  D.  McForlond.  Pub.  at  4.25    COLES  PRICE  1  98 PERSONALITY  CHANGE  AND  DEVELOPMENT M.  Horrower.  Pub.  ot  10.50    COLES  PRICE  198 THE  URBAN  PATTERN  —  A.  B.  Gall, on 

  COLES  PRICE  2.49 Pub.  ot  12.00 
A  HISTORY  OF  THE  UNITED  STATES 11  4  50    COLES  PRICE  1.49 Vol.  I.  Pub. 
A  HISTORY  OF  THE  UNITED  STATES  —  A.  C  Binlng P.  Shn.cr  Klein.  Pub.  ot  4.75    COLES  PRICE  1.49 RELIGIOUS  FAITH,  LANGUAGE  AND  KNOWLEDGE.  A  PHILO- SOPHICAL PREFACE  TO  THEOLOGY.  Pub.  ot  2  75  COLES  PRICE  <6 THE  PSYCHOLOGY  OF  SEXUAL  EMOTION  _  V  W  Grant 
P"b  "*  *  "   COLES  PRICE  2  49 
aJjNustmeHnt3,'E'pEk_  IH'tn"-  C°"0"'  (THE  »™AMK3  OF  NTRODUCTION  TO  ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING Lo  Pierre.  Pub.  ot  5.25      COLES  PRICE  2  98 CLINICAL  PATHOLOGY  —  Wells.  Pub.  ot  8.50    COLES  PRICE  1  98 EDUCATIONAL  PSYCHOLOGY   

nboch.  Pub.  ot  7.50   COLES  PRICE  1.49 

I      VISIT  OUI OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP 

fflf  P5       726  YONGE  ST. 
b  Ufa  fill  |     SOUTH  OF  BLOOR 
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MAPLE    SHOES  SERVICE SHOE  SHINE  &  REPAIR 
NO  JOB  DIFFICULT  GOOD  PRICES 

Coll  Joe 
921-3602 THE  COLONNADE 1 3  I  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 

ROBINSON'
S 406  Yonge  St.  CLOTHES  SHOP  —  EM.  3-7865 

STITDENT  DISCOUNT  SALE 
BLAZERS  —  Snglish  Black  Burn  oil-wool 

Reg.  $35    »W 
SLACKS  —  All-wool  worsteds  19.95 

Reg.  $17.95   ■<* 
SPORTS  JACKETS  —  English  tweeds  1Q.9S 

Reg.  $35    IT 
ALL-WEATHER  —  Scotch-Guard  treated  f  Q.95 

Reg.  $24.95    I© 
ZIP-IN-LINED  —  All-weather  coats  4%«j  95 

Reg.  $35    */ 
SUITS  —  English  worsted  C  C  00 

Reg.  $75    3D 
MADE  TO  MEASURER  SLAX  1©  95 

Reg.  $24.95    1© 
TO  STUDENTS  WITH  AT.L  CARD 
Come  in  ond  register  for  10%  Discount  Card 

U  of  T  CREST  AT  COST  PRICE 

U  of  T  CREST  Sewn  on  FREE  with  purchase  of  a  blazer 

U  of  T 

FLYING  CLUB 
HART  HOUSE  MAP  ROOM 

WED.,  OCT.  20  —  8:00  P.M. 
Guest  Speaker—  MIKE  HAND 
PARACHUTING 

ALL   WELCOME  REFRESHMENTS 

THE  TWO  CANADAS 
Towards  a  new  Confederation 

Special  Autumn  issue  of  THE  MARXIST  QUARTERLY Features  include: 
FOR  A  NEW  PACT  OF  CONFEDERATION  by  Nelson  Clarke 

WHAT  IS  EQUALITY  OF  THE  TWO  NATIONS? 
by  Jacques- Yvon  Morin CANADIAN  COMMUNISTS  AND  FRENCH  CANADA 

ECONOMIC  PROBLEMS  OF  CONFEDERATION  by  Alfred  Dubuc 
QUESTIONS  IN  DISPUTE  by  Stonley  Ryerson 

REPORT  ON  BILINGUALISM  AND  BICULTURALISM 
by  M.  J.  Sago 

PROPOSALS  FOR  A  NEW  CONSTITUTION 
by  Parti  Socioliste  du  Quebec,  Communist  Party  of  Canada 

Single  Copies:  50  cents Order  from  your  local  bookstore  or  subscribe  at  $2  for  one  year  from 
THE  MARXIST  QUARTERLY 

44  Stafford  St.,  Toronto  3,  Ont, 

The  sound  of  one  hand  clapping 

Without  a  plan  for  a  career  your  university  work 
might  be  likened  to  the  Zen  image  of  one  hand 
clapping.  What  will  provide  the  other  hand?  Think  about 
being  a  Chartered  Accountant.  That's  a  two-handed 
job.  It  takes  dedication;  clear  thinking;  a  wish  to  be 
helpful  to  others  and  useful  to  society.  It  takes  an 
outgoing  personality;  you  work  with  people  rather  than 
things.  It  takes  originality.  It  takes  leadership. 
Those  are  some  of  the  things  it  takes.  What  does  it  give? 
Advanced  education;  income;  stability;  satisfaction. 
(Which  doesn't  leave  very  much  out  of  the  ideal  career.) 
As  a  Chartered  Accountant  you  will  be  at  the  centre 
of  Canada's  growing  economy.  You  get  on  the 

management  team  of  your  company  much  more  quickly. 
Or  run  your  own  practice.  Or  teach.  Or  serve 
in  government. 
There  isn't  room  here  to  tell  you  all  about  the 
challenge  of  Chartered  Accountancy  as  a  career,  so  the 
Institute  of  Chartered  Accountants  of  Ontario  has 
arranged  for  (a)  a  speaker  to  discuss  C.A.  careers 
generally  and  (b)  recruiters  from  C.A.  firms  to  talk 
things  over  with  you  personally. 
Mr.  John  Hill,  F.C.A.,  will  speak  at  4:30  p.m., 
November  1  St.,  in  the  Sydney  Smith  Building.  Recruiters 
will  be  at  the  University  from  November  8th  to  26th. 
For  times  and  places,  consult  the  Placement  Office. 

For  further  information  write  or  call: 
THE  INSTITUTE  OF  CHARTERED  ACCOUNTANTS  OF  ONTARIO 

69  Bloor  St.  6  ,  Toronto  5  927-1841 

Maritimes  (continued) 
and  chairman  of  the  recent 
royal  commission  on  the 
financing  of  higher  educa- 

tion, appreciated  the  speci- al problems  of  the  Maritime universities,  but  could  not 
recommend  special  grants 
for  them. 

In  tracing  the  history  of 
higher  education  in  the  Ma- ritimes, Dr.  Somers  pointed 
out  that  finances  have  al- 

ways been  a  problem  of  the 
small  arid  scattered  Mari- 

time universities.  A  fund- 
raising  attempt  by  the  co- 

lonial lottery  was  unsuccess- ful. Early  government  grants to  schools  were  raised  by 
a  tax  on  "spirituous  liqu- 

ors." 

Dr.  Somers  was  optimist- ic about  the  future  of  the 
Atlantic  colleges.  He  outlin- 

ed the  program  of  co-opera- tion which  has  been  the  re- 
sult of  a  1920  recommen- 

dation of  the  Carnegie  Foun- 
dation. 

This  co-operation  has  re- 
sulted in  significant  develop- ments on  the  graduate  and 

doctorate  levels,  he  said. 
Highly  qualified  faculty 
members  of  the  smaller  col- 

leges are  becoming  associ- ates of  the  graduate  schools 
at  Dalhousie  and  Universi- tv  of  Mew  Brunswick. 
'  CTRT-FM  is  taping  the  se- 

ries of  lectures  for  broad- cast in  late  November. 

HERE  &  NOW  (continued) 
Tuesday,  5:15  p.m. 

Meeting  of  local  council presiden  ts    re    matters  of 
mutual      concern.  Music 
Room,  New  College. 
Tuesday,  5:30  p.m. 

Meeting  to  arrange  semi- nars on  new  approaches  to 
morality,  theology,  and  the 
Bible.  Supper  provided.  Mu- 

sic Room,  Wymilwood,  Vic- toria College. 
Tuesday,  6  pan. 
Tuesday  evening  discus- 

sion series.  Supper,  discus- 
sion on  the  principles  of  un- ion. Canterbury  House,  373 

Huron  (below  Bloor), 
Tuesday,  7:30  p.m. 

Annual  election  meeting  of 
Pakistan  Students'  Associa- tion,  International  Student Centre,  45  Wilcocks  St. 
Tuesday,  8  pjn. 
Spanish  folk  singing, 

skits,  films  on  Spain.  Tor- tillas and  donuts.  Music 
Room,  Wymilwood,  Victor- ia College. 

TRAVEL 
TRANSLATIONS 
NOTARY  PUBLIC 

contact 

TRADE  WINDS 
TRAVEL 

187  College  Street 
Toronto  2B. 

Telephone  924-1431 

opposite the  WALLBERG  BUILDING 

INSTALLATION  OF  THE  CHANCELLOR 

In  order  to  serve 
NOTICE  OF  THE  CLOSING  OF  THE  GREAT  HALL  OF  HART  HOUSE 

speciol  luncheon  in  connection  with  the  Installation  of  the  Chancellor,  Dr.  Omond  M.  Solandt 
closed  to  the  members  of  the  House  for  lun-che-on^  «  dcSTTwK  Dinned Ked"^^  ZTT^J't  6.30  p.^ 



sports  Briefs  I  Varsity  takes  tennis  title 
Blues  hit  the  top 
A  UTRFC  Syndicated  Service 

After  a  weekend  clash 
with  the  only  other  unde- 

feated team  in  the  OQAA 
rugger  league  Varsity's  fif- teen emerged  as  the  sole 
possessor  of  first  plage. 

Pacing  the  Blues'  attack 
in  their  12-3  victory  over 
last  year's  champion  Queen's Golden  Gaels  were  Jimmy 
Johnson,  Al  Major,  and  Lar- 

ry Johnson  with  a  try  each 
and  Rod  Sanders  with  a 
field  goal.  Rich  Hayman  at 
fly  half  kept  Queen's  contin- ually on  the  defensive  with 
his  brilliant  running  and 
play-making. 
Vic  victorious 
SUDBURY  —  Victoria 

College,  Interfac  football 
champions  for  the  last  seven 
years,  shut  out  Laurentian 
University  28-0  in  an  exhibi- 

tion played  in  Sudbury 
Saturday  afternoon. 

Steve  Serrif  led  Vic  scor- 
ers with,  two  TD's,  Dan Baird  and  Jim  Rhodes 

counted  the  others.  Garry 
Kushnir  kicked  three  con- 

verts and  a  single  to  round 
the  Vic  scoring. 

Rowers  press  on 
University  o  f  Toronto 

rowing  Blues  swept  all  four 
events ,  in  a  regatta  at  the 
Argonaut  Rowing  Club  Sa- 

turday morning. 
Varsity's  freshman  crew took  two  events,  the  others 

being  won  by  the  light- 
weight and  senior  varsity crews. 

McMaster,  Western,  Brock 
University  and  Canesius 
College  of  Buffalo  provided 
the  opposition. 

Harriers  hang  on 
Varsity's  harrier  team,  led 

by  diminutive  Peter  Thomp- 
son, lowered  Wayne  State's record  in  this  annual  event 

to  nine  victories  against 
Toronto's  six. 
Thompson  came  up  with 

an  exceptional  effort  as  he 
set  a  new  course  record  of 
20:38.  Three  of  the  four  pre- 

vious marks  were  estab- 
lished by  Olympians  John 

Gutnecht,  Tom  O'Hara,  and Bruce  Kidd. 
In  team  points  Varsity 

outscored  Wayne  and  the 
University  of  Detroit  18-42- 82  in  the  five  man  team 
competition. 
U  of  T's  Doug  McDougall ran  an  extremely  strong 

race  finishing  second  (20:- 
48).  Behind  a  third  place 
American  came  Blues'  mem- bers Dave  Bailey  (21:03), 
Rich  Pyne  (21:18),  and  Gur- 
ston  Dacks  (21:38). 

By  BOB  CLARK 
Varsity  Blues  Tennis 

squad  dominated  the  inter- 
collegiate Tennis  Champion- 

ships the  past  weekend  in 
McMaster  by  trouncing  the 
Eastern  Champions,  McGill 
Redmen,  five  matches  to 
one. 
Blues'  top-seeded  Pete 

Burwash  again  led  the  Var- 
sity victory  parade,  scoring 

a'  win  over  McGill's  top- seeded  John  Tibbets,  3-6, 
6-2,  and  6-1.  Starting  slowly, 
and  troubled  early  in  the 
match,  by  erratic  play.  Bur- 
wash  dropped  the  opening 
match.  However,  after  he 
was  able  to  settle  himself, 
the  less  experienced  Tibbets 
was  unable  to  break through. 

Blues'  second  seed,  Mike 
Zimmerman,  provided  the 
second  of  Varsity's  one-two punch  as  he  defeated  a 
slightly  favoured  Tom  Gavin 
6-3  and  7-5. 
The  victory  provided  extra 
satisfaction    for  Zimmer- 

man, as  the  McGill  second 
seed  had  defeated  him  10-8 
and  &4  in  last  year's  com- 
petition. Rounding  out  the  singles 
matches.  Varsity's  third seed,  Paul  Kent  defeated 
McGill's  third  seeded  Hein- 
rich,  9-7  and  6-1,  and  Varsi- 

ty's fourth  seeded  Craig 
P  y  k  e  defeated  Redmen's Dick  Kavey,  6-2  and  6-3. 
In  the  doubles  competi- 

tion, Blues'  top  pair  of  Bur- wash  and  Kent  downed  Mc- 
Gill's top  team  of  Tibbets 

and  Heinrich  in  an  abbre- 
viated match.  Down  4-0  in 

the  first  match,  the  McGill 
duo  conceded  the  contest. 
McGill's  only  victory  came 
in  the  other  doubles,  as  Ga- 

vin and  Kavey  defeated 
Blues'  Zimmerman  and 
Pyke  5-7,  6-2,  and  7-5. In  the  singles  play,  not 
included  in  the  team  effort, 
Varsity's  Burwash  defeated 
the  eastern  champion,  Pier- 

re Brunet  of  the  University 
of  Montreal,  6-3  and  6-3,  and 
in  doubles  action,  the  West- 

cheap  seay  seats.., ■  (from  p.  8) 
in  bounds  the  p.mt  returner  has  little  room  to  manoeuvre. 

However,  Pass;  loses  yardage  on  his  punting  average. 
But,  by  exact  execution  of  coach  White's  instructions,  Passi 
scored  what  may  turn  out  to  be  the  most  important  point Blues  hnve  scored  this  season. 
LEFTOVERS:  Last  time  Blues  beat  Queen's  was  in  1959 

when  they  won  7—6  and  7—0....  That  was  the  last  5'ear  Blues 
had  a  winning  season.... 

Un*il  Saturday,  the  lowest  scoring  game  was  a  3 — 0 
Queen's  victory  over  Toronto  in  1927....  The  game  was  play- ed under  three  feet  of  water. 

Bryce  Taylor  will  compete  with  a  number  of  profession- 
als today  at  noon  at  the  new  City  Hall  in  a  pass  throwing 

contest  for  the  United  Appeal  ...  Among  those  competing  are 
Joe  Zuger,  Pete  Llske,  and  Dick  Shatto. 

The  School  of  Graduate  Studies 
Department  of  Educational  Theory 
and  The  Ontario  College  of  Education 

present  a  series  of  public  lectures  in 
CHANGING  PATTERNS  OF  HIGHER 

EDUCATION  IN  CANADA 
SECOND  LECTURE 

October  20  —  THE  WEST 
DR.  JOHN  B.  MACDONALD 

President  —  University  of  British  Columbia 
P.M.,  Room  2118,  Sidney  Smith  Hall,  University  of  Toronto. 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 

"THEATRE  PARTY" Don't  go  alone,  come  with  us  ! 
FRIDAY  OCTOBER  22nd 

*  *  7:00  p.m.  Cider  at  the  G.S.U. 
*  *  8:30  p.m.  The  Moonlighters; 

"See  How  They  Run" at  The  Poor  Alex 
AFTER  THE  SHOW 

DANCING,  COFFEE  AT  THE  G.S.U. 
0 1  Crt  Tickets  ot  the  G.S.U.  Office nly    $Z.JU       12:00  -  1:00  p.m.    or  ot  Wednesdoy  teo. 

KINGSTON ! 

VARSITY  AT  QUEEN'S Game  Tickets  On  Sole  Now 
At  Athletic  Office,  HART  HOUSE 

Prices  $2.50  ■  SI. 59 

ern  Champions,  Varsity's Burwash  and  Kent  were  un- 
defeated by  Laval's  Eastern 

individual  doubles'  winners, Trudel  and  Cote. 

NOW  OPEN  IN  YOUR 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 

NEW  YORK 
PIZZA  HOUSE 620  YONGE  ST. 

We  specialize  in  New  York New  England  style  pizza Home  Made  Spaghetti. 
1  FREE  PIZZA  WITH EVERY  5  TO  TAKE  OUT 

FOR  FAST  SERVICE 
CALL  —  925-1736 FREE  DELIVERY 

PAfiNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. Toronto  3,  Ont. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  doily,  jncl.  Sot.  from  8-6. 

University     Blozers    and  Trousers 
mode  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coats,     Tuxedoj,     Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets    with    your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

EXPORT PLAIN 

or  FILTER  TIP 
CIGARETTES 

REGULAR  rind  KINGS 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 
GOLF 
Interfaculty  Golf  Tournament  Tuesday,  October  19th,  Don  Valley .jOlf  Club.  Bus  will  leave  Benson  Building  no  later  than  3:10  p.m. 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION announces  a  new  service 

for  Graduate  Students starting 

TUESDAY 

SNACK 

BAR 

coffee,  sandwiches,  soup,  etc., 

12:00  p.m.  —  2:00  p.m. 

OPEN  lunch-hours, 

Also  commencing  Tuesday,  a  new  series  of 
LUNCH-HOUR  LECTURES 

12:00  p.m., 

PROFESSOR  MARVIN  SCOTT 
from  the  Dept.  of  Sociology,  and 

formerly  of  the  U.  of  California  -  Berkeley, 
WILL  DISCUSS 

THE  BERKELEY  RIOTS 

at  the  Graduate  Students'  Union 
16  BANCROFT  AVENUE 
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LARGEST  CROWD  IN  11  YEARS 

Varsity  defence  
stops  Connor 

(From  page  1) 
chat  his  injured  left  should- er was  still  bothering  him. 
Even  so.  it  was  mainly  be- 

cause of  Blues'  defensive 
backfield  that  Connor  com- 

pleted only  eleven  passes 
for  116  yards. 

Gord  Whyte,  Mike  Gray, 
Andy  Szandtner  and  Ian 
Kirkpatrick  must  definitely 
be  rated  as  the  best  back- 
field  in  th;  S1PL.  At  the 
start  of  t;iis  season  these 
four  wer:  regarded  as  the 
team's  major  weakness,  but 
in  Saturday's  game,  they 
prove.!  to  be  Blues'  major strength.  They  played  with 
the  poise  of  professionals. 

Gray,  Szandtner  and  Kirk- 
patrick had  an  interception 

each  and  it  is  Kirkpatrick 
who  must  be  nominated 
as  the  star  of  the  game. 
With  Blues  leading  1-0  on 

Ward  Passi's  34  yard  sing- 
le. Queen's  began  to  move the  ball  late  in  the  third 

quarter. 
Their  drive  was  typical  of 

the  offensive  thrusts  dur- 
ing the  game.  It  came  on 

35  yards  of  penalties  against the  Blues. 
With  the  ball  on  Varsity's 

20,  Connor  stepped  back  in 
the  pocket  to  pass.  Much 
to  .his  chagrin  it  was  Kirk- 

patrick who  leaped  high  in- to the  air  to  catch  the  ball 
and  throttle  Gaels'  drive. Queen's  had  one  other 
chance  to  score  midway 
through  the  fourth  quarter. With  third  down  and  three 
yards  needed  for  the  first 
at  Blues'  14  yard  line  head 
coach,  Frank  Tindall  order- ed Gaels  to  try  for  the  first 
down  rather  than  a  field 
goal  or  a  game  tying  single. Gaels  tried  an  end  sweep 
for  the  three  yards,  but  were 
held  for  no  gain  when  Gord 
Whyte  combined  with  Kirk- patrick to  make  the  tackle. Blues  took  possession  of 
the  ball  and  Queen's  threa- tened to  score  no  more. 
Kudos  must  also  go  to 

Jim  McMahon  for  a  great 
individual  effort.  In  the  sec- 

ond quarter  Gaels  attempt- 
ed a  field  goal  from  Blues' 27  yard  line.  McMahon  pene- trated the  centre  of  their 

line  and  deflected  the  ball 
with  his  head,  causing  it  to 
fall  short. 
VERBIAGE  FROM  THE 

SCRIMMAGE    —  Queen's 

— photo  by   JOHN  SHORE 

Gaels'  Boyne  Norrie  (25)  finds  yardage  hard,  to  come  by  especially  when  carrying  Blues' Ron  Wokelin  (60),  Ranny  Parker  (55),  Jim  McMahon  (53)  and  At  Giacnino  (7U). 
ground  attack  was  rendered ineffectual  partly  through 
the  loss  of  halfback  Heino 
Lilies.  Lilies  was  carried 
from  the  field  with  undeter- 

mined knee  injuries  and 
may  miss  the  ' last  3  games. 

STANGS  EXTEND  STREAK 

Trounce  Redmen  28-13 

from  the 

dteap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 

MONTREAL  —  University 
of  Western  Ontario  Mus- 

tangs kept  their  winning 
streak  intact  Saturday  after- 

noon whipping  McGill  Red- 
men  28-13  in  a  Senior  Inter- 

collegiate Football  League 
game  in  Montreal. 
Mustangs  remained  in 

first  place  in  SIFL  as  a  re- 
sult of  their  victory  with  a 

perfect  3 — 0  record. 
Varsity  Blues  are  second 

with  a  2 — J  record. 
Redmen  outplayed  Mus- 

tangs picking  up  19  first 
downs  six  more  than 
Western  and  counted  360 
yards  in  total  offence  com- 

pared to  'Stangs  222. McGill  however,  could  not 
cash  in  on  their  scoring  op- 

portunities. They  were  in- 
side Mustangs'  20-yard  line four  times  but  each  time 

were  forced  to  give  up  the 
ball  or  lost  it  on  downs. 
Western  opened  the  scor- 

ing in  the  first  quarter  when 
end  Tom  McColl  caught 
quarterback  Bob  Israel's  se- ven-yard pass. McGill  bounced  back  in 
the  second  quarter  when 
quarterback  Rick  Ripstein 
tossed  a  screen  pass  to  full- back Pete  Howlell  who  ran 
44  yards  for  the  major. 
Western  scored  two  more 

touchdowns  before  Redmen 
could  get  on  the  scoreboard 
— one  on  a  75-yard  punt  re- 

turn by  Dave  Oswald  and 
Rob  Campbell. 
Oswald  caught  the  ball  on 

his  35  yard  line,  ran  16  yards 
then  flipped  the  ball  to  Cam- 

pbell who  went  the  rest  of 
the  way  for  the  TD. 

Rich  Hawkins  ran  3  yards 

for  Mustangs'  third  touch- 
down and  threw  a  57-yard 

touchdown  pass  to  end  Den- nis Walker  for  their  final 
score. 

McGill  quarterback  Glen 
St.  John  fired  a  40-yard  TD 
strike  to  Jim  Dickie  to  com- 

plete the  scoring  for  Red- men. 

Lacklustre  4-0  victory 

against  Guelph  Redmen 
By  marci  Mcdonald 

Varsity  Soccer  Blues  play- 
ed confidence  against  soccer 

Saturday  in  Guelph  and 
chalked  up  their  most  lack- 

lustre victory  so  far  this 
season. 

Despite  a  4 — 0  win  over 
last  place  University  of 
Guelph  Redmen.  Blues  look- 

ed not  at  all  like  the  defend- 
ing western  conference 

champions  they  are. 
By  the  first  15  minules 

they  were  still  not  in  control 
of  the  ball.  Sloppy  passing 
and  lack  "I  follow-up  made 
Varsity  look  like  a  bored 
bunch  of  school  kids.  Defen- 

ders Alan  Cragg,  Eric  Sereda 
and  Tom  Johnston  were  the 
only  visibly  vital  part  ol  the team. 

By  half-time  the  game  was still  scoreless. 
The  second  half,  however, 

sparked  a  bit  of  the  old-time 
spirit.  Lou  Mavhamn  ich  in 
at  centre  half,  "and  Pat  Ter- relonge  and  Bill  Troost  on 
the  forward  line  led  the  at- tack. 

At  the  20-minute  mark  of 
the  second-half  —  after 
more  than  an  hour  of  play 

—  Terrelonge  broke  the 
spell  with  a  long  dribble  in 
to  the  penalty  area  to  kick 
in  Blues'  first  goal. 
Five  minutes  later  Or- 

mond  Mendes  slammed  in 
the  second  on  a  pass  from fullback  Cragg. 
By  this  time  Blues  were 

dominating  play.  Troost,  at 
left  wing  for  a  change,  came 
through  for  the  third  goal  — a  cross  shot  on  a  pass  from 
Frank  Soppelsa. 
Soppelsa  himself  wound 

up  scoring  with  a  one-man effort  carried  up  a  clear 
field  from  near  the  halfway 
mark  and  shot  high  into  the 
left  corner  of  the  net. 
Toronto's  poor  first-half showing  surprised  Redmen, 

who  had  been  primed  to  co- ver and  check  for  one  of  the 
best  defensive  showings  by 
an  intercollegiate  team  this 
season.  They  admitted 
they'd  expected  more  of  a slam. 

But  disappoint ing  or  not, 
the  win  puts  Blues  in  first 
place  with  two  wins,  no  los- ses. 

Wednesday  they  meet  Mc 
Master  Marauders  in  Hamil- 

A  SLAPSHOT  FROM  THE  BLUELINE 
Whtn  Wari  Passi  booted  a  39-yard  punt  into  the  end  in 

the  last  minute  of  the  first  half  Saturday  afternoon,  few 
if  any  of  the  1S.000  plus  sunning  themselves  in  tradition- 
laden  B'oor  Street  Bowl  thought  this  single  point  would 
be  the  margin  of  victory. 

The  kick  was  strategically  placed,  5  yards  deep  in  the 
end  zone  and  noi  more  than  2  or  3  yards  from  the  sidelines. 
But  who  could  have  forecast  that  Blues'  vaunted  offence, whicti  has  aveiagcd  32  points  per  league  game  this  year, 
•vouid  bs  held  lo  one  meager  point? 

And  anyone  suggesting  before  the  game  that  Blues'  un- derrated defence  would  keep  Cal  Connor,  Heino  Lilies  and 
Company  off  the  scoreboard  would  have  been  asked  to  take 
a  breaihahzer. 

However,  'n  a  game  played  under  perfect  homecoming conditio. ns  —  c;o!  sunny  weather,  booze,  broads  and  bands 
—  fchs  1 — 0  verdict  posted  on  the  scoreboard  when  time  ran 
out  seemed  more  like  the  score  of  hockey  game. 

WhjCh  brings  us  back  to  Ward  Passi.  For  Passi,  scoring 
singles  is  not  unusual:  For  the  past  three  years  he  has  been 
shoofing  singles'  lor  Varsity  hockey  Blues.  Saturday  he merely  moved  west  about  75  yards  to  the  Stadium,  used 
the  big  toe  of  his  right  rather  than  his  hockey  stick  and 
scored  'he  winner. 

_As  Passi  hjn<elf  quipped  after  the  game,  "I  won  it  with 
a  slapstiot  from  the  Bluj  line." A1  first  gluixe  it  seems  ironic  that  Passi  should  turn 
out  *o  be  the  hero  of  the  match.  He  joined  Blues  mid-way 
throu.'h  last  season  in  a  game  against  Western  Mustangs 
after  b<,:np  sough-  out  bv  coach  Dalt  White. 

The  Friday  before  the  game  Passi  had  told  friends  he 
was  ̂ ".iiig  to  the  game  as  *■  spectator.  But  when  White  dis- 
cov.'  cd  his  punting  cupboard  was  bare  Passi  was  pressed into  ac  ion. 

His  career  as  a  punte-  in  SIFL  until  Saturday  had  been 
somewhat  inausp.cious.  In  five  games  last  year  he  averaged 
32.2  ;,ards  Der  runt.  This  season  his  averase  has  improved 
sligh.*     to  32.9  yards. 

Wiiile  figures  don't  lie  they  aren't  alwavs  an  accurate 
gauge  o  a  player's  ability.  Such  is  the  case  with  Ward  Pass!. 

PASS!  FOLLOWS  INSTRUCTIONS 
Western  Muslongs'  fieet  halfback  and  punt  returner 

Roblrc  Campbell  has  stung  Blues  on  a  number  of  occas- 
ions this  year  •  tinning  back  punts.  This  is  due  not  only  to 

Campbell's  spe^-cl  but  to  the  rule  written  into  the  books  this 
yea*-  which  allows  blocking  on  punt  returns.  - 

To  prevent  the  ~.ong  return  coach  White  has  ordered  Pas- si to  apple  the  ball  for  the  sidelines.  By  doing  this,  the  ball 
either  goes  out  of  bounds  £.nd  thus  no  runback,  or  if  it  stays 

(Continued  on  page  7) 
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Moot  Court  basement  floods  out 

—photo  bv  JOHN  SHORE 

The  basement  of  Hie  Law  Faculty's  Moot  Court  building  was  swamped  oMnday when  a  water  main  burst  under  full  pressure. 
The  Fire  Department  was  called  to  pump  out  the  water  after  the  watchman 

spotted  the  burst  2  a.m.  Monday. 
Assistant  Superintendent  A.  Russell  said  there  was  no  damage  and  that  ventilation 

engines  inundated  by  the  flood  would  be  back  to  normal  as  soon  as  they  were  dried our. 
The  building,,  adjoining  the  law  library/  was  built  one  year  ago. 

McGill  to  seek  UGEQ  membership 
MONTREAL  (CUP)— The 

Students  Union  of  McGill 
University  will  seek  mem- 

bership in  the  Union  Gener- ate d  e  s  Etudiants  d  u 
Quebec. 
The  decision  was  carried 

by  an  overwhelming  major- 
ity at  last  week's  students union  council  meeting. 

McGill's  application  to join  UGEQ,  to  be  submitted 

at  the  annual  UGEQ  con- 
gress, Oct.  26,  will  be  wel- 
comed, according  to  sources 

inside  the  organization. 
Continuing  membership 

for  McGill  in  the  Canadian 
Union  of  Students  is  prob- 

lematical. UGEQ's  constitu- 
tion does  not  allow  mem- 
bers to  belong  to  any  other 

body,  unless  special  permis- 

sion is  granted  by  the  Gen- eral Assembly. 
Council  members  showed 

concern  over  this  point  and 
negotiations  will  be  under- 

taken in  an  attempt  to  se- 
cure dual  membership  for McGill. 

Whatever  the  conditions 
of  acceptance,  the  Students 
Society  will  have  to  ratify 

See  McGill",  page  9 

CO-OP  TO  ORGANIZE,  ADMINISTER  NEW  RESIDENCE 
By  PAUL  CARSON 

The  Campus  Co-operative 
Residences  Incorporated 
(CCRI)  has  agreed  to  orga- 

nize and  administer  a  pro- 
posed new  student  residen- ce. 

The  residence  would  be 
located  on  the  south  side  of 
Bloor  between  Huron  and 
St.  George  streets. 

The  estimated  cost  is  4.4 
million  dollars,  and  the  re- 

sidence would  provide  ac- commodation for  about  1,000 
students. 
Motions  to  approve  the 

operation  .  agreement  were 
passed  at  the  annual  co-op, 
meeting  last  night  in  Hart House. 
Financing  for  the  build- 

ing will  be,  arranged  by  the 
Co-operative    College  Resi- 

dence Inc.,  a  holding  com- 
pany headed  by  Howard 

Adelman,  a  former  executi- ve director  of  the  CCRI. 
When  the  building  is  com- 

pleted, most  members  ot 
the  Campus  Co-op  will  be- 

come members  of  the  Co- 
op College. Present  plans  call  for  a 

§50,000  equity  requirement 
by  the  Campus  Co-op  in  re- turn for  supervision  of  the 
architectural  plans. 
Construction  wil  be  done 

by  Reuben  Corporation. 
Mr.  Adelman  told  the  Var- 

sity that  long  term  Central 
Mortgage  and  Housing  Corp. 
financing  has  been  guaran 
teed  for  the  building,  since 
it  will  be  a  student  owned 
co-operative. 

He  added  that  a  campaign 

wil  be  launched  shortly  to 
sell  $100,000  of  Campus  Co- 

op debentures. The  money  will  be  used 
to  purchase  about  30  old 
houses  for  married  students 
with  children. 

"This  is  necessary  because 
only  couples  without  child- ren will  be  allowed  in  the 
new  building",  Adelman said. 

Co-op  members  also  ag- 
reed to  allow  the  Co-operati- 

ve College  to  oversee  the 
entire  operation  of  the  buil- ding for  ten  years,  after which  full  ownership  would 

go  to  CCRI. Construction  for  the  buil- 
ding, to  be  known  as  Roch- dale College,  is  scheduled 

to  begin  in  the  spring  of 1966. 

no  funds 

U  of  T  radio  dying 
SAC's  radio  committee  is 

on  the  verge  of  folding. 
SAC  Communications 

Commissioner  and  acting 
radio  director,  George  Flak 
(III  Vic),  told  The  Varsity 
Monday  night  that  the  SAC Executive  Commission  had 
turned  down  his  request  fpr 

GEORGE  FLAK 

funds  to  purchase  radio 
equipment. Mr.  Flak,  in  a  statement 
released  yesterday,  said  that 
programs  could  not  be  pro- duced without  this  equip- 
ment. 

The  committee  is  current- 
ly producing  a  daily  half- hour  program  broadcast  on 

CIRT-FM. 

"The  radio  committee  has 
produced  over  three  weeks 
of  programs  without  a  bud- 

get," said  Mr.  Flak,  "and  it 
is  impossible  to  carry  on," "We  have  no  typewriters 
or  tape-recorders,  and  our staff  have  had  to  use  taxis 
to  transport  equipment  to CJRT,  and  have  had  to  pay 
these  costs  out  of  their  own 
pockets,"  he  said. "I  can  see  no  way  of  fin- 

ancing the  $8,000  of  capital 
equipment  we  need  except 
through  SAC,  and  since 
council  seems  unwilling  to 
do  this  I  can  see  no  way  of 
continuing  the  radio  com- mittee," Mr.  Flak  said. 
SAC  President  Mary 

Brewin  told  The  Varsity 
yesterday  that  the  radio 
commit  lee  "should  recog- 

nize SAC's  responsibility  to 
ensure  that  council  money 

is  well  spent." 
She  said  the  committee 

had  not  made  a  formal  pre- 
sentation to  council  of  its 

plans  and  needs,  and  added 
that  she  had  told  Mr.  Flak 
to  make  such  a  presentation 
at  tonight's  SAC  meeting. 

Miss  Brewin  said  the  com- 
mittee should  consider  the 

possibility  o  f  producing 
fewer  programs  if  it  could 
not  obtain  all  the  money  it 
asked  for. 

We  must  help  have-nots By  JULIE  BROWN 
Canada's  major  responsi- 

bility in  the  world  is  to  help 
eliminate  poverty  in  the 
have-not  nations,  said  Dr. 
Omond  M.  Solandt  after  his 
installation  Monday  as  the 
twenty-third  Chancellor  of 
the  University  of  Toronto. 

Dr.  Solandt,  who  is  vice- 
president  for  research  and 
development  of  de  Havilland Aircraft  of  Canada,  Ltd.,  said 
Canada  must  also  help  the 
have-not  countries  adjust 
socially  and  economically  to 
automation  and  affluence. 

Dr.  Solandt  was  optimis- 
tic about  Canada's  ability  to 

cope  with  internal  prob- lems and  with  the  problem 
of  poverty.  He  said  the  bal- ance of  power  has  shifted from  East  and  West  to  the 
"have"  nations  and  the 
"have-not"  nations.  Until 

the  poverty  of  the  "have- not"  nations  is  wiped  out, 
he  said,  world  peace  is  in- 

secure. It  is  Canada's  job 
to  help  eliminate  this  pover- 

ty, and  the  university's  job to  train  the  leaders  for  this. 
Dr.  Solandt,  who  earned 

his  MD  at  U  of  T,  said  that 
the  major  problem  today 
confronting  the  university 
is  thet  tremendous  growth 
in  demand  for  higher  edu- 

cation and  the  necessary  ex- 
pansion to  accommodate 

this '  increasing  demand. "Governments  at  all  levels 
are  making  a  real  effort  to 
expand  their  support  to 
keep  pace  with  the  growing 
need,"  he  said,  as  the  recent Bladen  report  suggests. 
He  also  said  that  the  role 

of  the  student  in  the  univer. 
sity  has  changed  a  great 
deal  since  his  student  days. 
Today's  student  is  much 
more  aware  and  involved 
in  the  community  beyond 
the  limits  of  the  campus,  he 
said,  and  is  also  demanding 
a  greater  role  in  the  admini- stration of  university  af- fairs. 

This  seems  to  be  indica- 
tive of  Canada's  growing 

influence  in  the  world  be- 
yond her  own  borders,  he 

added. 

DR.  O.  M.  SOLANDT 
After  his  address,  Dr.  So- 

landt performed  his  first 
task  as  Chancellor  by  con- 

ferring honorary  Doctor  of 
Laws  degrees  on  Robert 
Bryce,  the  assistant  minis- ter  of  finance,  Louis-Paul 
Dugal,  assistant  director  of the  Scientific  Secretariat  of 
the  Privy  Council,  Marcel 
Faribault, 'professor  of  poli- 

tical science-  at  the  Univer- 
sity of  Montreal,  and  Colon- el R.  S.  McLaughlin,  chair- man of  General  Motors,  who 

is  donating  a  planetarium 
to  U  of  T. 



HART  HOUSE  THEATRE'S  SEVENTY™ll^RSI
TY  PRODUCTION 

George  Bernard  Shaw  $ 

HEAHTBHEAK 
HOUSE directed  by 
ROBERT  GILL 

Fri.  Oct.  29th 
to  Sot.  Nor.  6th  ot  8:30 

Box  Office  now  open  10:00  o.m.  to  6:00  p.m.  -  WA.  j-5244_ 

UNITED  NATIONS  CLUB 

MR.  L.E.S.  de  Villiers  from the  South  African  Embassy 
speaking  on: 

SOUTH  AFRICA  AND 
THE  U.N. 
WED  OCT.  20 

MR.  CHRIS  CHETSANGA 
MR.  BRYAN  HADDON from  Rhodesia  speaking  on 

THE  COMING  EXPLOSION IN  RHODESIA 
THUR  OCT.  21 

RM  110  RAMSAY  WRIGHT  BUILDING 
8:00  P.M.       50c  EACH  NIGHT 

QUESTION   PERIOD  AFTER   KEYNOTE  ADDRESSES 

SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 

8  30  p.m.  OCTOBER  24th  GREAT  HALL 
Hort  House  Music  Committee  Presents 

PAUL  BR0DIE 
CONCERT  SAXOPHONIST 

Mr.  Brodie  is  noted  OS  the  leading  exponent  of  the  saxophone  as  a  clossicol 
instrument.  As  well  as  classical  selections,  his  programme  will  include  a  lec- 

ture-demonstration on  the  history  and  evolution  of  the  saxophone. 
TICKETS  AVAILABLE  WITHOUT    CHARGE  FROM  HALL  PORTER 

LADIES  MAY  BE  INVITED  BY  MEMBERS 

Don't  wait  for  the  breaks 
Go  after  them  —  That's  how  success  begins! 

At  Hawker  Siddeley  Canada  Ltd.,  success  begins  with  a  5  year 
training  program  of  challenging  work  assignments  designed  to 
develop  specialist  and  management  skills.  Your  success  may  well 
begin  in  an  interview  with  the  representative  of  this  all  Canadian 
company  employing  over  20,000  people. 

Challenging  positions  are  available  in  their  steel,  steel  fabrication, 
gas  turbine  and  transportation  industries  as  well  as  in  their  engineer- 

ing laboratories.  These  positions  are  open  to  graduates  and  post- 
graduates in  all  branches  of  ENGINEERING,  BUSINESS,  HONOUR 

MATHEMATICS,  and  PHYSICS.  How  about  you? 

When  you  join  Hawker  Siddeley  Canada  Ltd.  you  will  start  on  a 
satisfying  and  rewarding  career.  It  could  take  you,  if  you  wish,  to 
locations  in  Halifax,  Montreal,  Toronto,  Vancouver  and  other  urban 
centres  across  Canada.  You  can  be  sure  the  opportunities  will  be 
there  for  the  taking. 

On  November  1  &  2  the  Company  representative  will  be  on  campus. 
Ask  your  Student  Placement  Director  to  arrange  an  interview  for 

you. 

Hawker  Siddeley  Canada  ltd, 
7  King  Street  East,  Toronto 

Creative Ms".  Oct.  22-23.  SCM  office,  Hort  House 
'!  ofT'New  Democrats,  brief  general  meeting  on  Public  Affairs  Forum 

create  followed I  by  meetings 'of  Platform  Committee  and  Camporon  Committee. 
^^^olTi'la^rno's™!!!  be  auctioned  at  Trinity  Buttery  for  SHARE. 

Inn  Wobn  M  P    for  St.  Paul's  «ill  speak  at  on  open  meeting  of  the  Lrberal 
„„  Edlcotton  and  |-m:0:ation.  Sidney  Smith,  Roo-  1084- B.T.    Richardson,  fore 

candidate  in  Spodlna,  wil. 
^^ffittSRT-«l  -W  *»•  UC  strangle. Ploying  olso  Thursdoy  and  Friday. 
TOdmU$>tvt   romone   (slides)   a   free   film   shewing,   by  the   Department  of 

Forum:  Topic — "Whot's 
French    Room   104  UC  west  of  the  main  lobby. 

Inaugural  meeting  of  the  Students'  Anthroposophic Man".  Lash-Miller  Building  (SW  corner  of  St.  George  &  ythw«,  „ Today,  4:0Ot  Qf  SNCC  Genero|  Meeting_pou|  Saltzman  will  speak  on 
his  experiences  in  the  south.  UC  Room  119. T0d"^«pi5  Service  and  address  by  Professor  Joblin.  Victoria  College  Chapel. 
TO<!OBibte005rudy  Group— "The  Rebirth  of  Images".  Supper  followed  by  an 
lntorma  snTdy-sem^arl^lS)  on  The  Revelation  of  St.  John  the  Div.ne  David Crane,  Lecturer  in  New  Testament  from  Diocesan  Training  School  will  speak, Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. 
^'Thira^nTral  meeting  of  the  Students'  Administrative  Council.  Open  lo  all jtudents.  Debates  Room  Hart  House. 
T°^Thei:<United  Nations  Club  presents  Mr  L.  E  S.  Do  Villjers  InformatJon 
Attache,  South  African  Embassy,  speoking  on  "South  Africa  and  the  U.N.  — .  50f admission. Today,  8:00^  Mee(ing    Mjke  Hand  speakjng  0n  parachuting.  Hart 
House  Map  Room. 
^"o^ting^c'ub' hike  on  Highland  Hiking  trail  in  Algonquin  Pork.  Oct.  23-24. Phone  trip  leader  Alon  Vyse  921-6546. 
TOd°-C hanging  Potterns  in  Higher  Education  in  Canado"  Dr.  John  B.  Mac- 
Donald  President,  University  of  British  Columbia  —  "The  West  ,  the  second  in a  series  of  four  public  lectures  presented  by  The  School  of  Groduate  Studies, Department  of  Educational  Theory  ond  The  Ontario  College  of  Education,  Sidney Smith  Hall  —  Room  2118. 

& 

met  special  assistant  to' John  Diefenbaker  ond  P.C. will  address  an  open  meeting  of  th*  Progressive  Con- 

n-hour lecture  series  of  M    t  P. Thursday,  1:00 "Sound  Diffroction".  James  Kasmer.  No 
society.  UC  —  Room.  106.  Everyone  welcome. 
™U^Carbers°  and    Ministries    The    Sore-front    Ministry".    The    Rev.    W.  W. 

iesberry,  Church  of  St.  George  the  Martyr.  Thursdoy  Noon-hour  Lunch  Series. Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. 
^"^joKlin^Public''    with    Marcel    Marceou    and    "Van    Gogh"    presented  by nevic.  Audio  Visuol  Room,  N.V.C.  Everyone  welcome. 
Thursday,  ̂ -^fess]ve  Conservative  Club.  P.  Bishop  from  Dept.  of  Political 
Economy  discusses  "Canada's  Role  in  the  UN."  Copper  Room,  Wymilwood.  St Michael's  students  welcome. 
Thursday,  1:00  ' Progressive  Conservative  open  discussion  meeting  to  organize  college participation  in  the  Nov.  3  Public  Affairs  Forum  election.  UC  209.  New,  Innis ,nd  UC  students  welcome. 

Thursday,  4:00  ,     .      ,  „  '         „     J  „ Recording  of  "The  New  Facism:  Rule  by  Consensus'  Ayn  Rand.  Open meeting  of  Ad  Hoc  Committee  for  the  Study  of  Objectivism.  UC  129. 

Thursday,  4:00 "Free  Tuiton  vs.  Bladen  Report"  Alan  Rimmer  (NDP),  Ward  Markle  (PC;, Ion  Wahn  (Lib-MPJ  Emmanuel  College  Lecture  Hall. 
Thursday,  6:30 

Try-outs   for    UTDU    Debating  Team.  Topic:    "Student    Demonstration  Inc- reases as  the  Ability  to  Understand  Increases".  North  ond  South  sitting  rooms of  Hart  House. Thursday,  7:15 
Writer's  Group.    English    House,    St  Michael's.   Students   and  faculty  from all  faculties  welcome. 

Thursday,  8:00 
United  Notions  Club,  "Coming  Explosion  in  Rhodesia".  C.  Chetsanga  and 8.  Haddon,  both  from  Rhodesia.  Question  period,  50?  admission.  Ramsey  Writjiit "  ilding  Room  110. 

Thursday,  8:00 Prof.  Eorle  Birney  reading  his  poetry.  Old   Biology  Building  (Scarborough 
College)  —  Room  101. Thursday,  0:00 Biology  Club  meeting.  Upstairs  in  Wymilwood  (Vic). 
Thursday,  8:00 

The  Metamorphosis  of  Philosophy".  Prof.  Morris  Lazerowitz  of  Smith College,  Northampton  Mass.  Philosophy  Club.  UC,  West  Hall.  Everyone  welcome Thursday,  8:00 
Government  Aid  to  Private  Schools".  Rabbi  David   Monson.   Hillel  House, St  George  St. Thursday,  8:30 
SHARE  Sadie  Hawkins  and  Stag  dance  —  live  animal  band.  Alumni  Hall 

(Vic). 

SHARE  RESULTS  SO  FAR 
SHARE  PROGRESS 

Emmanuel    $  11.00 
Extension    100.64 
Faculty  members   93.44 
Food  Science   52.97 
Graduate  School  of  Business   13.00 
Innis    57.26 
Library  School   6.00 
Music      17.50 
New  College    52.86 
Nursing    26.00 
SMC    91.04 
Sororities    108.36 
Scarbora    .    20.68 
Trinity   21.50 
UC   240.91 
Victoria    86.90 
Unknown   71.49 

$1071.55 It's  a  long  way  to  $15,000. 
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Whipper  Watson  wants  athletic  scholarships 

By  BERNADETTE  FERRY 
Whipper  Billy  Watson, 

two-time  bolder  of  the 
"World  Professional  Wrestl- 

ing Championship/'  propos- ed in  Sidney  Smith  Hall 
Monday  that  Canada  provide 
a  wide  program  of  athletic 
scholarships. 
Mr.  Watson,  the  Progres- sive Conservative  candidate 

iii  the  Toronto  riding  of 
York  East,  was  addressing  a 
meeting  of  the  U  of  T  Prog- ressive Conservative  club. 

Mr.  Watson  said  that  a 
nation-wide  physical  fitness 
program  should  be  introduc- 

ed, to  raise  the  standards  of 
physical  fitness  and  produce 
more  capable  athletes.  He 
said  such  a  program  should 
provide  training  houses  with 
the  hesi  possible  personnel. 
Mr.  Watson  charged  that 

approximately  half  of  all 
young  Canadians  are  not 
physically  fit. 

Mr.  Watson  also  said  that 
all  persons  prepared  and 
willing  to  go  to  university 
should  be  ab!e  to  do  so  and. 
it  is  up  to  the  government  to 
find  i  he  means  to  build  ade- 

quate facilities.  The  govern 

ment  should  also  find  the 
means  to  finance  students. 
The  cost  of  an  education  is 
paid  back  four  or  five  times 
over,  he  said,  in  higher  in- 

come taxes  and  through  hid- den taxes. 

— photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
WHIPPER  BILLY  WATSON 

Campus  New  Democrat  vice-president  quits 

The  vice  president  of  the 
University  of  Toronto  New 
Democratic  Party  has  resign- ed. 

Joey  Steiner,  (II  UC),  sub- 
milted  his  resignation  on 
Monday  in  a  letter  sent  to 
club  president  Tom  Good 
(IV  Vic). 
Mr.  Steiner  cited  dissatis- 

faction with  club  policy  as 
his  primary  reason  for  re- 

signing, Mr.  Good  totd  The 
Varsity.  Sterner  was  particu- 

larly displeased  about  ths 
club's  dogmatic  position  on Canadian  nationalism. 

His  letter  also  stated  ac- 
cording to  Mr.  Good  that 

campus  political  parties  are 
proving  themselves  irrele- 

vant as  they  are  speaking  on- 
ly to  one  or  two  per  cent  of 

the  students  who  are  interes 

ted  in  public  affairs. 
If  politicians  on  campm 

want  to  be  relevant  again 
they  will  have  to  wark 
through  studen  t  govern- 

ments, Mr.  Steiner  wrote. 
Mr.  Steiner,  who  is  trea- 

surer of  the  University  Col- 
lege Literary  and  Athletic 

Society,  refused  to  comment 
when  contacted  by  The  Var- sity. 

New  Maritimes  game:  let's  pester  Lester 

FRED ERICTON— The  pre- 
mier told  the  president  and 

the  president  cancelled  the bus. 
The  Premier  is  a  Liberal. 

The  President  is  head  of  the 
provincial  University  in  New 
Brunswick.  The  bus  was  go- 

ing to  take  UNB  students  to 
heckle  Prime  Minister  Pear- 

son at  the  airport. 
Premier  Louis  Robichaud, 

who  called  Mr.  Pearson  a 
national  hero,  wasn't  pleas- ed. He  said  he  told  president 
Colin  B.  MacKay  to  stop  the 
demonstration. 
Then  he  changed  his mind. 
"I  didn't  tell  him  what  to 

do,"  Mr.  Robichaud  said.  "I told  him  what  the  students 
had  in  mind.  I  told  him  I 
disapproved.  It  was  up  to 
him  what  steps  he  took." About  50  students  met 
Mr.  Pearson's  plane  anyway. They  carried  signs  saying: 
"Hey  Louie,  Where's  Our 
Bus?  —  That's  Dirty  Poli- 

tics,"; "Pickpocket  Pearson  . 
Go  Home";  and  "Weakness 
Produces  Corruption." 

They  were  the  Pester  Les- 
ter Club,    they  said.  The 

UNB  Liberal  Club  said  they 
were  Progressive  Conserva- tive Club  members  and 
Christian  Atheist  members. 

Mr.  Pearson  went  to  Fred- 
ricton  for  the  annual  New 
Brunswick  Liberal  Federat- 

ion meeting.  He  went  to 
their  luncheon  from  the  air- 

port. Only  25  hecklers  fol- lowed him. 
He  offered  to  talk  to  the 

students'  spokesman  over 
coffee.  The  spokesman.  Hart 

North,  23,  ol  Toronto  w**v 
ed  a  sign  about  Libera!  scan- dals. 

Mr.  Pearson  got  angry  and 
refused  to  talk  about  scan- 

dals. He  left  the  arena  but 
returned  to  address  the 
meeting  in  the  afternoon. 

Less  than  15  hecklers  were 
there.  They  booed  Premier 
Robinchaud's  19-page  intro- duction of  Mr.  Pearson. 
And  they  left,  unnoticed, 

long  before  the  end  of  the 
Prime  Minister's  speech. 

APPLY  NOW  FOR  DRAMA  WORKSHOPS: 

FORMS  AVAILABLE  AT  SAC  OFFICE 

Applications  now  are  available  in  the  SAC  office  for 
a  series  of  drama  workshops  being  run  by  the  U  of  T Drama  Committee. 

These  ft-ee  workshops  start  early  in  November  with 
a  course  in  make-up  application.  SAC  then  intends  to 
form  a  "make-up  central"  which  will  provide  competent 
make-up  men  for  all  campus  productions. 

Persons  interested  in  the  course  may  be  asked  to 
woric  on  two  productions  during  the  year. 

Other  courses  will  include  lighting,  set-designing, 
costuming,  voice  control,  movement,  and  mime  on  both novice  and  advanced  levels. 

HART  HOUSE  C 
TODAY  JLaZ 

TABLE  TENNIS  CLUB  OPEN  MEETING 
Fencing  Room  Wednesday,  October  20tli REGISTRATION:  6.30  p.m. 

PLAY  COMMENCES  AT  7  p.m. 
RUNNING  SHOES  MUST  BE  WORN 

I  30  pm    HART  HOUSE  CHAPEL  _  Holy  Communion  open  to oil  members  of  the  University. 
15  p.m.  POETRY  READING— In  the  Art  Gallery.  Clifford  Leech reading  Christabel,  Part  I,  by  Coleridge.  Peter  Buiten- huis  reading  Modern  Poetry.  Ladies  welcome. 

NOON  HOUR  DEBATES 
A  progromme  of  noon  hour  debates  intended  os  a  training ground  for  novice  deboters  will  commence  this  week.  The 
first  phase  will  be  a  series  of  closed  impromptu  debates 
followed  by  helpful  criticism  from  senior  debaters.  In  No- 

vember, open  parliamentary  style  debates  will  start  and  be 
held  on  alternate  weeks  with  the  impromptu  debates.  Those 
interested  are  asked  to  leave  their  names  on  the  sheet  to  be 
found  in  the  Hart  House  Rotunda. 

8.30  p.m. 
SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT October  24 

Great  Holl 
PAUL  BRODIE,  Concert  Saxophonist 

Tickets  available  without  charge  from  Holl  Porter 
Ladies  Welcome,  If  Escorted  By  Members 

OUTING  CLUB  TRIPS 
Algonquin  Park Oct.  23-24  HIGHLAND    HIKING    TRAIL  ir 

Leader  Alan  Vyse  —  921-6546 
Oct.  30-31  CALEDON  WEEKEND  at  Hart  House  Form 

Leader  Trevor  Vining  —  266-1461 
Nov.  7        ROCKWOOD  OUTING  near  Guelph 

Leader  Vol  Dodds  —  233-7645 
NON    MEMBERS  WELCOME 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

WARDROBE 

Students  interested  in  working  on 
Costumes,  Props,  etc.  for 

HEARTBREAK  HOUSE 

please  call  WA  3-7193  or  drop  in  at  Theatre  Office. 

ROBINSON'S 
406  Yonae  St.  CLOTHES  SHOP  —  EM.  3-7865 
student  discount  *aij; 

BLAZERS  —  English  Black  Burn  all-wool  9S 

Reg.  $35    £/' SLACKS  —  All-wool  worsteds  f  <•  ac 
Reg.  $17.95   I«J 

SPORTS  JACKETS  —  English  tweeds  f  O  OS 
Reg.  $35    IV 

ALL-WEATHER  —  Scotch-Guard  treated  |Q,5 
Reg.  $24.95    lO 

ZIP-IN-LINED  —  All-weother  coats  *%-m  05 
Reg.  $35    At 

SUITS  —  English  worsted  C  C  DO 

Reg.  $75    3  J' MADE  TO  MEASURE  SLAX  fOos 

Reg.  $24.95    10' TO  STUDENTS  WITH  ATL  CARD 
Come  in  and  register  for  10?ti  Discount  Cord 

U  of  T  CREST  AT  COST  PRICE 

U  of  T  CREST  Sewn  on  f  REE  with  purchase  of  a  blaxer 
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save  the  radio 

It  will  be  extremely  unfortunate  if  SAC  kills  off  its  I own  radio  committee.  tn„;„ut\  rnuncil 
The  prospects  of  this  happening  at  tonight  s  councM 

meeting  are  very  good,  and  this  new  project  deseryes 
 a 

betteOn°y  last  Wednesday  SAC  passed  o  motion  endorsing 
the  work  which  the  radio  committee  had  done  up  to (thot 
time  On  Monday  the  SAC  Executive  Commission  refused 
to  grant  the  committee  sufficient  funds  to  allow  ,t  to 
continuejhatwork.^  ̂   ̂   ̂   rf  ̂   .„  thiJ 

"^Admittedly,  financing  the  proposed  student  centre 
will  require  certain  restrictions  in  SAC's  budget  for  the 
coming  year.  Yet  the  radio  committee  does  not  seem  to 
y-  the  place  to  start  saving  money.  The  enthusiasm  of  the 
committee  members  and  the  improving  quality  of  .their 
proqroms  should  not  be  cast  aside  after  three  weeks. 

It  is  to  be  hoped  that  council  can  find  some  way  of 
allowing  the  radio  committee  to  carry  on 

And  if  it  becomes  necessary  to  cut  back  on  proposed 
programming  for  this  year  in  order  to  continue,  then  radio 
committee  members  should  not  simply  throw  in  the  towel 
but  should  salvage  what  they  can  of  their  project. 

It  is  too  important  to  be  dropped  altogether. 

let's  get  moving 
Now  that  SAC  has  supported  both  the  abolition  of 

tuition  fees,  and  the  idea  of  a  National  Student  Day  on 
Oct.  27  to  dramatize  this  aim,  the  time  has  come  for  SAC 
to  announce  what  its  plans  for  that  occasion  will  be. 

It  is  one  thing  to  give  approval  to  a  project,  and 
something  quite  different  to  carry  it  out.  The  University 
of  British  Columbia,  among  others,  has  some  time  ago 
mapped  out  the  details  of  a  National  Student  Day  program. 

SAC  should  not  expect  to  arouse  much  enthusiasm 
among  students  on  this  campus  unless  council  comes 
forward  with  some  concrete  proposals. 

Notional  Student  Day  is  only  a  week  away,  and  it  is 
almost  too  late  to  organize  an  effective  demonstration. 

We  would  hope  that  at  tonight's  SAC  meeting  council puts  forward  an  effective  plan  of  action. 

Need  new  men's  athletic  bui
lding 

Where  is  the  new  men's athletic  building?  For  years 
now,  both  students  and  staff 
have  been  hearing  rumors 

about  the  new  men's  athle- tic building.  Not  too  long 
ago,  an  area  for  this  build- ing had  been  designated, 

plans  prepared,  expectati- ons created  —  and  what  has 
happened? 

Evidently  the  administra- tion thinks  that  a  new  floor 
surface  for  the  undersized 
Hart  House  basketball 
courts  and  a  new  coat  of 
paint  for  the  locker  room 
floors  are  adequate  substi- 

tutes for  a  new  athletic 
building.  Furthermore,  and 
perhaps  even  more  surpris- 

ing, the  administration seems  to  place  a  higher  pri- 
ority on  athletic  facilities for  female  students  than  for 

males. 
In  fact,  the  most  recent 

addition  to  men's  athletic facilities  at  this  university 
occurred  in  1926  when  Var- 

sity's one  and  only  artificial rink  was  constructed.  At  that 
time,  the  male  student  po- 

pulation was  about  2,500. 
Today  the  male  student  po- 

pulation is  12,800.  Evident- 
ly, the  administration  thinks that    this    increase  in  the 

SHARE!! 
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male  student  population  of 
more  than  500  per  cent  over 
the  last  40  years  does  not 
necessiate  additional  play- 

ing facilities.  Does  the  twen- tieth century  community 
of  academic  administrators 

no  longer  accept  Plato's notion  that  physical  fitness 
is  an  essential  element  in 
the  well-developed  individu- 
al? We  are  aware  of  the  im- mense difficulties  involved 
in  expanding  the  number  of outdoor  playing  fields  in 
this  crowded  area  of  the 
city.  We  also  appreciate  the 

comment 

By  F.  BUCK and  L.  MeCARTHY 

fact  that  certain  financial 
grants  to  the  University 
must  be  utilized  for  acade- 

mic purposes  only.  Nor  are 
we  oblivious  to  the  needs 
for  more  and  better  acade- 

mic facilities. 
On  the  other  hand,  we 

feel  that  it  is  unfortunate, 
for  example,  that  2,500 
squash  players  must  vie  for 
time  on  one  of  the  universi- 

ty's three  undersized  squash 
courts.  We  also  wonder 
what  kind  of  athletic  pro- 

gramme including  basket- ball, -volleyball,  lacrosse, 

and  gymnastics  can  be  con- ducted on  the  Boors  of  two 
basketball  courts. 

Furthermore,  how  unfor- tunate it  is  that  only  500 

spectators  can  watch  Se- 
nior Intercollegiate  basket- ball games  at  Varsity  (and 

most  of  them  standing  at 
that).  In  short,  we  think  that 
Hart  House  is  no  longer  ad- 

equately equipped  to  meet 
present  demands  for  indoor athletic  facilities. 
In  conclusion,  we  hope 

that  the  administration  will 

come  to  grips  with  this  se- 
rious problem  in  a  realistic 

fashion.  A  realistic  solution 
•would  not  allow  this  pro- 

ject to  be  shelved  again  as 
it  has  in  the  past  in  lieu  of 

higher  priority  matters.  To 
us,  the  only  realistic  solu- 

tion is  the  immediate  con- 
struction of  a  new  men's athletic  building. 

F.  Buck 
.  L.  McCarthy,  Trins  IV 

The  annual  Share  campaign  is  with  us  once  more, 
and  it  should  take  no  undue  amount  of  pleading  by  The 
Varsity  or  anyone  else  to  encourage  students  to  contribute. 

The  projects  financed  by  the  Share  proceeds  ore 
worthwhile  attempts  to  assist  students  in  less  wealthy 
countries,  and  they  deserve  our  support. 

In  the  past  students  have  responded  generously  to 
this  appeal.  We  hope  that  the  current  goal  of  $15,000  wi I ' also  be  realized. 

varsity 

thanks  for  teach-in  help Sir: 

I  would  like  to  publicly  express  my  per- 
sonal gratitude  to  all  the  students,  faculty 

and  administrators  of  the  university  who 
gave  so  generously  of  your  time  and  energy 
to  organize  the  network,  publicize,  arrange 
hospitality,  provide  facilities,  sell  tickets and  numerous  other  things  which  together 
not  only  made  the  International  Teach-in 
possible  but  ensured  that  it  would  be  the success  it  was. 

As  chairman  of  the  Teach-in  Committee 
it  has  been  my  pleasure  to  receive  literally 
hundreds  of  phone  calls,  letters  and  per- 

sonal messages  of  congratulations.  In  many 
cases  expressions  of  gratitude  for  the  stimu- 

lating experiences  the  teach-in  provided  took the  form  of  donations.  I  cannot  pass  the 
money  on  to  you.  But  I  do  pass  on  to  all 
of  you  who  worked  for  the  teach-in  the  gra- titude and  praise  that  you  so  richly  deserve. 

Professor  Charles  Hanly 

Chairman 

cancellation  appalling Sir: 

I  am  appalled  to  hear  that  the  univer- 
sity radio  program  has  been  cancelled.  Al- though it  is  now  going  through  a  period  of 

difficult  growth  the  possibilities  for  the  fu- ture are  almost  unlimited  especially  if 
things  such  as  the  Teach-in  are  to  continue. 

Coming  from  Kingston  I  know  from  ex- 
perience how  much  good  a  university  radio 

station  can  do.    CFRC,   the  station  which 

Queen's  University  students  operates  offers 
forums  for  discussion  as  well  as  quieter 
types  of  music  befitting  the  early  hours  of 
the  morning.  It  is  somewhat  incomprehen- sible that  a  university  the  size  of  Varsity 
does  not  have  such  facilities  to  provide  these 
outlets  for  student  activity  and  participat- 
ion. 

Kenneth  Y.  Mark  (I  UC) 

The  Varsity  has  received  20  similar  let- 

lerts  ■ 

■  Ed. 

is  needham  for  real Sir: 

Is  Needham  for  real?  And  what  of  the 
Devonshire  residents  who  wasted  their  time 
listening  to  him  expound  his  sickness?  In  a 
world  of  revolution  and  desperate  need  Mr. 
Needham  gives  us  his  pathetic  philosophy  — scorn  all  idealism,  use  people  as  things,  and 
live  to  indulge  oneself.  Integration  "might  be 
fun  to  try  in  Toronto."  Tell  that  to  those who  are  suffering  for  integration  in  the South. 

Sending  the  Peace  Corps  to  other  coun- 

tries without  reciprocation  is  "a  revolting 
gesture  of  superiority  on  our  part."  But what  would  withholding  our  help  be? 

Insist  on  the  presence  of  women  to  feed 
one's  own  vanity,  but  don't  respect  them  as 
persons  for  they  are  only  objects  to  be  im- 

pregnated. Finally,  lavish  all  creature  plea- sure on  King  Ego  —  then  criticize  the  major 
parties  for   not  speaking  of  sacrifice. 

What  irony  that  one  attempting  to  speak 
to  university  students  should  seem  so  igno- rant of  what  life  is  all  about! 

Eric  J.  Schiller  (SGS) 

The  Vorsity  was  founded  in  1880  and  is  published  by  I 
Students  Administrative  Council,  Communications,  Inc. 
the  university  community  of  the  University  of  Toronto. 
Vorsity  is  a  member  of  the  Canadian  University  Press 
a  special  member  of  La  Presse  Etudiante  Notionale. 

Opinions  expressed  In  this  newspaper  ore  the  respons- 
ibility of  the  editor,  ond  ore  not  necessarily  those  of  the  | 

students'  'council  or  administration  of  the  university 

A  crowded,  hectic  night  with  18  letters  at  lost  count  on  the  Radio  committee Heather  Mitchell  tried  to  name  an  unidentified  body  and  63  phone  colls  from the  harassed  assistant  in  his  first  day  an  the  job  produced  Bernadctte  Ferry, Julie  Brown,  Jill  Elson,  Susan  Grcanhounh,  Ray  Wiio,  Marilyn  Beker,  Linde Hale,  Diana  Hoynn,  Martene  Solomcoe,  Cathy  Harris,  Paul  Carson,  Gloria 
Wandrcss  and  Volky's  dream.  Paul  Pope,  Paul  Henry,  Rick  Pyne,  Marilyn Lamson,  Marci  MacDonald  and  Phil  Binglcy  wrote  (ports  and  Kirk  MacGrcgoi pieced. 
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the  "protest"  toy Sir: 
There  seems  to  be  a  new  fun  toy  around 

—  it's  called  "protest."  Now  that  the  effec- 
tiveness and  validity  of  certain  forms  of  pro- test have  been  established,  the  use  of  protest 

is  in  danger  of  being  abused  by  certain 
young  people  who  seem  to  be  getting  carried 
away  with  their  new-found  power. The  efforts  of  the  earnest  and  serious 
people  who  organized  the  meeting  to  dis- 

cuss: "After  the  Teach-in,  what?"  last  Wed- nesday were  undermined  by  a  few  people 
who  thought  their  right  to  protest  and  to 

speak  freely  meant  to  protest  a  minor  point 
of  order  with  a  threatened  walk-out  (sic) 
and  to  use  their  free  speech  to  prevent  an- 

other speaker  whose  ideas  conflicted  with 
theirs  from  making  his  speech  freely. 

As  I  left,  the  meeting  for  peace  was  on 
the  point  of  turning  into  a  verbal  free-for- 
all. 

One  cannot  be  blamed  for  being  some- 
what cynical  about  the  possibility  of  world 

peace  if  some  of  the  most  enthusiastic  sup- 
porters of  the  peace  movement  can  be  mov- ed to  such  belligerence  over  mere  trivialities. 

Annette  Clough  (SGS) 



Mind  group  wants  members 

campus  comment 

Jacques  de  montigny 

By  GLORIA  WAN  DRESS 
Brains  who  belong  wear 

yellow  map  pins  in  their 
lapels. 
They  make  up  panels  of 

superior  intelligence  used 
for  social  and  psychological 
research. 

They're  members  of  Men- sa,  an  organization  with 
branches  in  52  countries. 

Brains  mean  I.Q.s  of  133. 
Belonging  means  $7.50  a 
year. 

At  U  of  T  eight  students 
and  two  professors  are 
brains  who  belong.  None 
are  on  the  staff  of  The  Var- 
sity. 

Mensa  wants  more  mem- 
bers, Victor  Serebriakoff, 

international  secretary  of  the 
group  said.  He  is  on  a  three 

week  publici  ty  tour  of 
North  America. 

Uncommitted  and  impar- 
tial as  an  organization,  Men- 

sa provides  a  forum  where 
bright  people  are  intellectu- 

ally comfortable.  "It's  like a  tall  man  who  has  always 
had  to  stoop,"  Mr.  Serebria- 

koff said.  "He  goes  among tall  men  and  he  can  stand 
up  straight.  It's  a  relief  for 

him." 
Members  include  two  con- 

victs, a  man  who  recently 
stepped  off  the  tallest  build- 

ing in  London,  a  folk-rock 
singer,  and  Theodore  Bikel. 
There  are  two  and  a  half 
men  for  each  female  mem- 

ber, Serebriakoff  said. 
Ever3'body  who  wants  to 

join  is  sent  a  short  I.Q.  test 
which  he  takes  at  home.  If 
he  does  well,  Mensa  asks 
him  to  take  another  test, 

this  time  under  a  psycholo- 
gist's supervision. 

Only  two  per  cent  of  the 
population  will  score  133 
on  a  Stanford-Binet  test, 
Serebriakoff  said.  "Of  the 
35,000  who  applied  in  the 
United  States  in  the  last  18 
months,  only  5,000  passed," he  said. 
Mr.  Serebriakoff  wants 

Mensa  to  become  a  strong 
organization  in  underdeve- 

loped countries.  "There  is a  mass  of  talent  which  is 
greatly  needed  to  help  the 
country  develop,"  he  ex- 
plained. 

By  bringing  these  talented 
people  together  Mensa thinks  development  will 
come  more  quickly. 

Mensa's  Toronto  secretary 
is  Henry  Yee,  124  Pembroke Street. 

We'll  rally  and  march By  GLORIA  WAN  DRESS 
A  rally,  a  march,  a  rally, 

a  rally  and  National  Student 
Day  will  be  over  in  Toronto. 

Universal  accessibilitiy 
to  higher  education  (UNAC) 
is  the  theme.  U  of  T,  Ryer- 
son  and  York  organized  the 
Oct.  27  program  together. 
York  doesn't  think  higher education  should  be  free.  U 

of  T  and  Ryerson  do,  but 
they've  agreed  not  to  em- phasize their  position. 
The  flagpole  outside  the 

SAC  building  will  be  the  lo- 
cation of  the  first  rally  at 

1:15  p,m,  next  Wednesday. 
Students  from  the  three 
schools  and  other  Ontario 
universities  will  march  from 
the  flagpole  to  Queen's  Park. The  provincial  government 
knows  they  are  coming,  and 
it  probably  knows  they  will 
present  a  statement  on  uni- 

versal accessibility. 
Later  that  afternoon,  smal- 

ler groups,  including  out-of- 

town  students,  will  discuss 
the  "social  and  economic 
barriers  to  higher  education 
and  how  to  overcome  them", SAC  President  Mary  Brewin 
said  last  night. 
She  outlined  the  day's 

planned  activities  at  a  meet- 
ing of  college  and  faculty 

student  presidents  yester- day. 
Primed  students  will  ask 

prepared  questions  of  Wed- 
nesday night's  mass  rally speakers.  The  students  want 

to  get  specific  detailed  ans- 
wers from  three  federal  el- 

ection candidates  who  will 
address  the  group  in  Con- vocation Hall. 
The  candidates  will  repre- 

sent three  different  parties. 
Their  names  have  not  been 
announced. 
Invitations  to  the  even- 

ing's mass  rally  have  been 
sent  to  high  schools  and  to 
parent- teacher  association 
groups. 

Who  are  these  men? 

Shadowy  picture  taken  by  a 
shadowy  Varsity  photogra- 

pher shows  two  unidentified 
men  on  the  roof  of  the  Ame- 

rican consulate  on  Univer- 
sity Avenue.  One  of  them 

has  a  movie  camera.  He  is 
filming  Sunday's  demonstra- tion. Where  will  the  movies 
be  shown?  And  to  whom? 
Sinister,  isn't  it? 

A  courageous  decision 
It  is  rare  that  a  students'  council  in  a  Canadian  univer- 
sity, at  least  in  an  English-speaking  university,  acts  decisive- 

ly and  courageously  against  tradition  and  towards  risky  un- knowns. 
The  University  of  McGill  Students  Union  decision  to  ap- 
ply for  membership  in  the  unilingual,  strictly  provincial, 

and  highly  controversial  Union  Generate  des  Etudiants  du 
Quebec  (UGEQ)  is  such  a  rare  occasion. 

Although  there  is  very  little  direct  risk  of  the  applicat- 
ion being  rejected  by  UGEQ's  general  assembly  later  this month,  there  is  still  the  very  difficult  problem  to  resolve 

of  McGill's  continued  membership  in  the  Canadian  Union of  Students  (CUS). 
The  General  Assembly  could  accept  McGill's  dual  mem- 

bership in  UGEQ  and  CUS.  as  this  is  provided  for  in  the charter. 

It  is  much  more  significant  that  McGill's  Student  Coun- 
cil has  accepted  the  risk  of  having  to  face  the  difficult choice  between  UGEQ  and  CUS. 
Undeniably  McGill  has  been  feeling  a  growing  isolation 

from  the  rest  of  the  Quebec  student  world,  where  in  the 
end  all  decisions  in  matters  of  Quebec  education  are  made. 

It  is  also  a  positive  sign  of  the  growing  awareness 
among  English-speakinij  Quebcckers  of  their  identity  as Quecbeckers. 

It  is  no  secret  that  UGEQ's  very  active  involvement  in 
provincial  politics,  its  aggressive  attitude  in  dealings  with 
the  Lesage  government,  its  nonchalant  disregard  for  federal 
politics,  and  its  bitter,  sometimes  violent,  attack  on  what  it 
considers  social  or  economic  injustice  are  distasteful,  or  at least  disturbing  to  many. 

It  is  also  well  known  that  even  though  UGEQ  has  shied 
away  from  direct  statements  in  regard  to  separatism  it  is 
at  least  sympathetic  to  the  idea. 

McGill,  in  the  long  and  careful  consideration  it  has 
given  the  question  since  UGEQ's  founding  convention  a  year ago,  has  not  been  unaware  of  these  problems.  That  it  has 
chosen  to  follow  "the  difficult  path"  is  all  to  its  credit. And  a  difficult  path  it  will  be.  There  are  bound  to  be 
strong  objections,  directly  and  indirectly,  to  joining  UGEQ 
when  the  final  conditions  of  membership  are  known  and 
council  reconvenes  to  ratify  the  last  steps. 

But  it  will  be  a  profitable  path  if  it  succeeds.  It  will  be 
a  profitable  path  for  both  McGill  and  UGEQ  and  eventual!) 
it  will  also  profit  all  Canadian  universities  and  students. 

For  McGill  it  will  mean  the  support  of  UGEQ  in  it 
dealings  with  the  provincial  government.  For  UGEQ  it  will 
mean  10,000  more  voices  to  speak  with  and  for.  UGEQ's 
voice  will  also  represent  a  much  more  complete  cross-sec 
tion  of  the  province. 

For  the  rest  of  the  country  it  will,  quoting  the  McGill 
Daily,  "assist  in  the  long  and  painful  process  of  allowing 
Canada's  two  nations  to  work  together  on  mutual  prob- 

lems". 

Man  struck  on  St.  George 

APPLY  NOW  FOR  CUSO  SERVICE 

By  JILL  EISEN 

Applications  for  positions 
with  Canadian  University 
Service  Overseas  are  now  be- 

ing accepted  for  next  Sep- 
tember, Roy  Fisher,  secre- 

tary of  the  Toronto  CUSO 
Committee  announced  yes- terday. 
Any  graduating  student 

willing  to  devote  two  years 
to  serving  and  learning  in 
an  underdeveloped  country 
is  eligible,  Mr.  Fischer  said. 

A  recent  CUSO  meeting  in 
Ottawa  decided  to  expand 
the  overseas  program,  per- 

mitting U  of  T  to  send  80 
volunteers  next  year,  com- 

pared with  28  who  left  last month. 
The  Peace-Corps-like  pro- 

gram, which  was  begun  in 
1961,  now  has  326  members 
working  in  various  teaching 
and  administrative  capaci- 

ties in  Asia,  Africa,  South 
America,  and  the  West  In- dies. 

Accepted  applicants  will 
undergo  an  intensive  five- week  orientation  and  train- 

ing program  before  leaving Canada. 
Information  booths  will 

be  set  up  in  the  entrances 
of  the  main  campus  build- 

ings next  week. 
There  will  also  be  an  open 

meeting  next  Wednesday  in 
the  music  room  of  Hart 
House,  when  returned  vo- 
lunteers  will  show  films,  dis- 

cuss the  program  and  ans- wer questions. 
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During  the  lunch-hour  rush  on  Monday,  Leonard  King,  48,  of  Sussex  Sr.  was  hit  by 
a  cor  at  St.  George  and  Willcocks  Sts.  and  taken  to  hospital  with  an  injured  shoulder. 



Conference  on  Industrial  
Relations 

Collective  bargaining:  a  bulwark 
By  DON  GARNER 

Collective  bargaining  was 
called  a  "bulwark  of  free- 
enterprise"  by  Professor  F. Harbinson  o  f  Princeton 
University. 

By  draining  labor's  frus- trations and  humanizing  the 
callous  price  system,  it 
maintains  "the  freedom, 
worth  and  dignity  of  the 
working  class,"  Mr.  Harbin- 

son told  Thursday's  session 
of  the  founding  conference 
of  the  U  of  T  Centre  for  In- 

dustrial Relations. 
W.  Dodge  of  the  Canadian 

Labor  Congress  said  that 
collective  bargaining  has 
raised  consumer  income, 
and  in  turn  our  economy. 

Professor  A.  Weber  of  the 
University  of  Chicago  said 
that  automation  has  been 
instrumental  in  bringing  at- 

tention to  labor  relation 
problems,  as  well  as  remov- 

ing the  lower  rungs  of  la- bor's ladder.  Prof.  Weber 
minimized  automation's  dan- 

ger by  reference  to  severan- 

KINGSTON  ! 

VARSITY  AT  QUEEN'S SATURDAY,  OCT.  23 
GAME  TICKETS  ON  SALE  NOW 

ot  ATHLETIC  OFFICE,  HART  HOUSE 
PRICES  $2.50  —  $1.50   

FREE  ILLUSTRATED  PUM  LECTURE 

AN  AMPHORA  IN  TORONTO 
Dr.  Dietrich  von  Bothmer,  Curator  of  Greek  &  Roman  Art, 

Metropolitan  Museum  ot  Art,  Now  York 
Thursday,  October  21  ot  8.30  p.m. 

IN  THE  MUSEUM  THEATRE 
ROYAL  ONTARIO  MUSEUM 

BLOOR  ST.  and  AVENUE  RD. 

Let  the 
HAVING  A  PARTY? 

'PAYTONS"  Set  the  Pace  ! T.V.,  Nitc-Spot,  Village  and  Frat  Party EXPERIENCE 
RATES:  T.  McDermoH  OX.  1-0375 

University  of  Toronto  -  University  Extension in   co-operation   with  the   Notional  Ballet  of  Canada 
offers  a  series  of  lectures  on 

THE  BALLET 
Thursdoy,  October  21  THE  MAKING  OF  A  DANCER,  with  Betty 

Oliphont 
Monday,  October  25  THE  Dl  AG  HI  LEY  BALLET  AND  ITS  INF- FLUENCES,  with  Ralph  Hickiin 
Thursdoy,  October  28  CHOREOGRAPHIC  EXPERIMENTS,  with Grant  Strate 

All  lectures  at  8.20  p.m.,  Edward  Johnson  Building (Entronce  from  Royal  Ontario  Museum  Parking  Lot) 
For  opplicotion  forms  telephone  928-2393  or  928-2394  or  moil 
request  to  University  Extension,  84  Queen's  Pork,  Toronto  5. 

Series  $5,00 Single   Lecture    51 .50 University  ond  School  Students  $1.00  per  lecture 

U.C.  PLAYERS  GUILD 
Presents 

WIT  AND  SCIENCE 

WED.  THURS.  FRI. 

OCT.  20,  21,  22 

TIME:  1  P.M. 
PLACE:  U.C.  QUADRANGLE 
FREE  —  BRING  YOUR  LUNCH 

ce  pay  schemes. H.  J.  Clawson  of  the  Steel 
Co.  of  Canada  called  for 
governmental  intervention in  collective  bargaining,  as 
long  as  no  compulsory  set- tlement laws  were  employ- ed. 
Weber  opposed  this  pro- 

posal, saying  that  the  govern- ment would  not  provide 
neutral  arbitration.  The 
body  calling  for  this  media- 

tion would  do  so  only  if  cer- 
tain of  government  support, 

he  said. 

New  technology  alters  power  balance 

in  North  American  economy 

By  STAN  LEW 
Technological  change  has 

altered  the  balance  of  power 
between  labor  and  manage- ment in  the  North  American 
economy,  said  H.  W.  Arthurs 
of  Osgoode  Hall. 
Speaking  Thursday  on "Challenges  and  Responses 

in  the  Law  of  Labor  Relat- 
ions," Mr.  Arthurs  said  this 

shift  means  a  greater  role 
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Need  new  view  of  poverty 

By  PAT  McDERMOTT 
The  Hon.  Maurice  Sauve, 

minister  of  forestry,  out- 
lined at  the  conference's  fin- 

al session  the  problems  con- 
fronting Canada's  poor  and called  for  a  re-adjustment 

of  attitudes  toward  poverty. 
Mr.  Sauve  told  the  session 

that  a  Forestry  Department 
survey  this  year  found  the 
monthly  per  capita  income 
of  the  rural  poor  to  be  $28. 
"The  assumption  underly- 

ing the  minimum  wage,"  he said,  "is  that  about  $50  is a  necessary  monthly  per 

capita  income." The  Forestry  Department 
survey  was  the  first  of  its 
kind  undertaken  by  the  Ca- 

nadian government. 
"This  picture  of  rural  po- 

verty, and  the  broad  statis- tics on  poverty,  seem  to 
indicate  that  the  Gross  Na- tional Product  is  far  from 
being  the  barometer  of  na- 

tional well-being,"  he  said. 
"If,  in  our  humane  and  re- 

latively well-ordered  socie- 
ty, such  conditions  can  ex- ist, I  take  it  as  an  ominous indication  that  we  have 

lagged  dangerously  in  our 
ability  to  evaluate  and  as- sess the  implications  of  the 

technological  powers  now 

in  our  possession." The  main  problem,  ac 
cording  to  Mr.  Sauve,  is  a 
lack  of  communication  and 
co-operation  between  the 
poor  and  government. -agen- cies. 

A  plan  which  may  bridge 
this  gap  is  the  'community 
development'  process  now in  use  in  other  countries,  he 
said.  It  unites  the  efforts  of 
the  people  themselves  with 
those  of  the  government 
agencies  for  the  improve- 

ment of  the  whole  commun- 
ity. The  Forestry  Depart- ment now  is  implementing 

the  community  development 
plan  under  the  Agricultural 
Rehabilitation  and  Develop- 

ment Act. 
T.  J.  Cosgrove,  director  of the  U.S.  Office  of  Economic 

Opportunity,  spoke  on measures  currently  being 
taken  in  the  "war  on  pover- 

ty" proclaimed  by  Lyndon 
Johnson.  "We  have  found," 
he  said,  "that  poverty  is  bad 
morality  and  worse  econo- mics." He  outlined  the  new 
measures,  passed  under  the U.S.  Economic  Opportunity 
Act,  which,  are  intended  to break  the  cycle  of  poverty 
in  the  United  States — pro- 

for  labor  leaders  in  the  for- 
mulation of  economic  legisla- 

tion and  policy  planning.  Mr. 
Arthurs,  suggested  that  "we import  from  Scandinavia  the sensible  concept  of  labor  and 
management  co-operation  in 

law-making." Civil  servants  and  social 
scientists  should  also  help  in 
economic  policy  formulation, 
said  Mr.  Arthurs. 

Labor  laws  must  "meet the  challenge  of  flexibility 
and  informality,"  he  said  but our  clumsy,  techniques  of 

law  reform  produce  a  "cul- ture lag  between  necessity 
and  legislation,"  making  ra- 

pid implementation  of  neces- sary changes  impossible. 
Mr.  Arthurs  warned 

against  injunction  laws which  affect  relations  bet- ween unions  or  between  a 
union  and  other  organizat- 

ions. They  are  governmental 
infringements  upon  a  "basic 
civil  liberty,"  he  said. 
The  courts  have  become 

more  conscious  of  union 
power,  and  now  sympathize with  the  refusal  of  union 
members  to  cross  the  picket 
line,  Mr.  Arthurs  said. 
But,  as  in  the  Toronto 

newspaper  strike,  automat- ion is  slowly  stripping  the 
unions  of  their  influence,  he 
said.  "The  computer  easily 
crosses  a  picket  line." 

ject  "Head-start",  the  Job 
Corps  and  the  Community Action  Program,  among 
others. 

The  chairman  of  the  ses- 
sion was  Dr.  John  Deutsch, 

professor  of  economics  at 
the  University  of  Western 
Ontario  and  chairman  of  the 
Economic  Council  of  Ca- nada. 

Presidents  talk  problems 

By  MARLENE  SOLOMCOE 
The  presidents  of  most 

faculty  and  college  student 
governments  met  together 
for  the  first  time  yesterday 
to  discuss  mutual  problems. 

The  informal  meeting  was 
called  by  SAC  President 
Mary  Brewin.  She  said 
there  is  no  place  in  SAC 
for  the  colleges,  faculties 
and  schools  to  express  their views. 

The  presidents  are  ex- 
pected to  meet  lour  times annually. 

Peter  Middleton  (IV  Vic), 
president  of  the  Victoria 
College  Union  Council,  said 
the  purpose  of  the  discus- 

sion was  to  "exchange  opin- ions  and   to   discuss  how 

things  are  in  the  different 

faculties." Miss  Brewin  outlined 
SAC's  plans  for  National Student  Day,  Oct.  27.  She 
stressed  that  the  emphasis 
of  the  activities  would  be 
on  universal  accessibility  to 
higher  education  (UNAC), 
and  not  on  free  tuition. 

Middleton  said  the  meet- 
ing should  discuss  the  role 

of  the  student  in  the  uni- 
versity administration  rath- er than  university  drives 

and  marches.  He  said  many 
students  feel  they  should  be 
represented  on  the  Presi- 

dent's Council  and  the  U  of T  Senate. 

Frank  Vallo  (IV  APSC), 
president  of  the  Engineer- 

ing Society,  said  that  since 
student  representation  "will be  a  long  time  coming  .  .  . 
the  idea  is  to  get  everyone 
fired  up  about  one  issue." He  said  the  most  suitable 
issue  is  the  proposed  stu- dent centre. 

The  centre  would  be  a 
central  meeting  place  for 
all  students,  Vallo  said. 
Don  Roughley  (IV  Arch), 

president  of  Archi  tectural 
Society,  said  that  as  the  ad- ministration organizes  the 
formal  side  of  the  univer- 

sity, the  local  councils 
should  promote  the  inform- al. He  said  that  a  meeting 
place  leads  to  discussion, 
and  discussion  leads  to  par- 

ticipation and  representa- tion. 



A  large  crowd  at  a  Share  hootenanny  in  the  UC  Junior  Coomon  Room  yesterday donated  $30.46  to  the  Share  campaign. 
The  show,  organized  by  Mike  Redding  (III  UC)  and  Mitch  Spiegel  (IV  UC),  featured The  Original  Old  Upper  Canada  Ragtime  Mama  Jug  Band,  the  Freddy  Harris  and  Arlene Lerman  duo.  Shelly  Posen,  and  the  Blacklist  Boys. 
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MARY  BREWIN 

SPEAKS 
Sir: 
We  are  now  in  the 

midst  of  SHARE  week 
and  I  would  like  to  take 
this  opportunity  to  ex- 

press my  full  support  for the  campaign. 
SAC  feels  strongly  that 

the  World  University  Ser- 
vice plays  a  vital  role  in 

helping  to  educate  and care  for  less  fortunate 
students  in  all  parts  of 
the  world. 
The  SHARE  money 

provides  a  dignified  way 
for  these  students  to 
help  themselves.  The  mo- 

ney collected  goes  direct- ly to  the  participating 
countries  where  it  is  used 
to  start  self-help  pro- 

jects. 
The  SAC  believes  that 

the  University  of  Toronto 
students  are  part  of  a 
world  -  wide  community 
dedicated  to  learning  and 
have  an  obligation  in  this 
respect. 

In  past  years,  we  have led  the  other  Canadian 
universities  in  contribu- 

tions and  I  hope  that  this 
tradition  will  be  main- 

tained. This  is  the  only 
major  financial  campaign 
conducted  on  the  campus 
and  sponsored  by  the 
SAC.  I  heartily  endorse 
it. 

Sincerely, 

Mary  A.  Brewin, 
President,  SAC. 
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Sharing  can  be  fun 

By  DIANE-BRIDGET  HAYNES 
The  SHARE  campaign  which  began  on  campus  Monday 

is  proving  that  both  campaigning  for  and  giving  money  can be  fun. 
If  you  are  in  the  mood  for  a  play,  the  UC  players  Guild 

will  present  Wit  and  Science  in  the  quadrangle  at  1.00  p.m. 
today,  tomorrow  and  Friday.  Admission  is  free  but  a  collect- ion will  be  taken  for  Share. 

Perhaps  your  mood  runs  more  toward  the  hot  competit- 
ion of  bidding  for  one  of  U  of  T's  beautiful  co-eds.  Three auctions  will  be  held  on  campus. 
Today  at  1.00  p.m.  in  the  Trinity  Buttery  students  will 

be  auctioning  everything  from  pianos  and  diving  helmets  to 

girls. 

Vic's  auction  will  be  held  tomorrow,  from  12  noon  to  2 
p.m.  in  Wymilwood. 

The  traditional  Engineers'  auction  will  take  place  Fri- day in  room  T102  of  the  Engineering  Building.  The  school  of 
nursing  will  sell  fudge  at  the  auction. 

For  those  young  ladies  who  have  had  their  eye  on  a 
"particular"  guy,  Victoria  College  is  having  a  Sadie  Hawkins dance  in  Alumni  Hall.  Admission  is  $1.00  per  couple.  . 

Share  tries  not  to  forget  anyone.  Those  people  who  get 
a  special  thrill  from  covering  the  campus  with  yards  of 
sticky  paper  will  be  out  en  masse  tomorrow.  The  men's  fra- ternities are  planning  a  "Mile  of  Dimes"  campaign  for  that day.  The  will  be  looking  for  students  who  enjoy  covering 
strips  of  sticky  paper  with  dimes. 

The  students  of  St.  Michaels  College  were  treated  to  a 
football  game  Monday  between  two  teams  of  St.  Mikes  girls. 
The  male  spectators  found  the  resulting  chaos  especially amusing. 

Two  St.  .Mikes  beauties  were  raffled  and  an  interesting 
species  of  fudge  was  sold.  The  girls  are  trying  to  organize  a 
game  with  Victoria  girls.  All  proceeds  go  to  Share.  , 

For  a  small  contribution  to  Share,  UC  students  were 
treated  to  some  fine  folk  music  in  the  JCR  yesterday. 
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what  do  they 

think  this  is... 

SPRING?? 

INTERVIEWS  TODAY 
for 

PART  TIME  AND  SUMMER  VACATION 

SALES  POSITIONS 

Johnson  &  Johnson  Limited 

If  this  describes  you  ...  we  would  like  to  meet  you 
at  Bancroft  Hall  up  to  5  p.m. 

Wednesday,  October  20 : 

Are  you  interested  in  Sales  or 
Marketing? 

Would  you  like  to  earn  money  dur- 
ing your  college  year  and  summer 

vacation? 

Do  you  expect  to  graduate  in  1967? 

Do  you  consider  yourself  persua- 
sive, a  self-starter  who  gets  things done? 

Our  company,  a  leader  in  its  field,  has  part  time sales  positions  available  in  the  Toronto  area  lead- ing to  full  time  summer  assignments  in  sales  and possible  permanent  employment  upon  graduation 
Excellent  compensation,  training  and  other  benefits' INTERVIEWS  WITH  MR  MACNEILY 

ROOM  5,  BANCROFT  HALL, 
2  BANCROFT  STREET 

— photos  by  NORM  FISHER 

No,  it  isn't  really  spring,  but  it  might  as  well  have  been  for  these  members  of  the university  community.  The  young  lady  to  the  left  is  reading — but  somehow  we  doubt 
that  it's  philosophy  or  political  science.  Her  friend  (top)  has  given  up  even  the  pre 
pretense  of  study,  and  we  bet  the  couple  below  aren't  discussing  Viet  Nam  or  Aristotle. 

U  of  T  coed  fights  Congress 
By  HEATHER  MITCHELL 
Five  American  Congress- 

men will  be  unseated  if  a 
U  of  T  student  has  her  way. 
She  is  Ruth  Taube,  18, 

and  she  spent  two  weeks  in 
Washington  last  June  on  a 
Student  Nonviolent  Coordi- 

nating Committee  (SNCC) 
training  program.  About 
200  students  were  trained 
for  summer  civil  rights 
work  in  the  southern  states. 

Miss  Taube  said  the  five 
congressmen,  all  from  Mis- 

sissippi, were  not  legally  el- 
ected. Because  eligible  Neg- 

ro voters  were  not  allowed 
register  and  vote,  the 

congressmen  do  not  repre- 
sent the  people,  she  said. 

To  help  SNCC  '  challenge 
the  Mississippi  election  Miss 
Taube  lobbied  for  two  days 
and  demonstrated  in  front 

scientific  introduction  centre Presents 

DR.  ALBERT  ELLIS 
internationally  known  American  psychologist sociologist  and  marriage  counsellor in  a  public  lecture 

sundNaTE^1G^NT  PERSON'S  GUIDE  TO  MATE  HUNTING «JNDA^J>CT^4,  3  P.M.,  AUDITORIUM,  175  ST.  CLAIR  AVE.  W 
TICKETS  $1.75 Tick,,  Sole,:  Phone  924-9631  -  Scientific  Introduction  Con- 1 tre,  60  Ave.  Rd.,  Central  Y.M.C.A.C  40  College,  (From  desk) 

of  the  attorney-general's  of- fice protesting  high  bail  set 
for  the  Mississippians  who 
sat  in  at  the  office  of  the 
House  of  Representatives clerk. 

To  get  a  majority  vote  in 
the  House  to  unseat  the 
Mississippi  congressmen,  S- 
NCC  wanted  to  present  evi- 

dence of  the  improper  elec- tion. 
"The  clerk  was  to  print 

the  evidence:  600  deposit- 
ions, sworn  testimony  from 

Negroes  that  they  had  not 
been  allowed  to  vote."  Miss 
Taube  said.  "He  refused  to 
prim  them  and  released  a statement  saving  he  was  too 

busy." 

Many  Mississippians  came 
to  Washington  to  protest  at 
the  clerk's  ofice,  Miss  Tau- 

be said.  "They  were  arrest- ed and  bail  was  set  at  $500 
to  $600  per  person." A  SNCC  demonstration 
at  the  attornev-general's  of- F!ce  had  no  effect.  Eventual- 
lv  the  arrested  sit-in  partici- 
nnnls  were  tried  and  releas- e'1    Miss  Taube  said. 
The  clerk  did  print  the 

evidence,  but  nast  the  dead- line, she  said. 
"Mississippi  congressmen 

said  they  thought  (the  chal- 
lenge) was  ridiculous."  Miss Taube  said.  "They  said  they 

were  legally  elected." Although  the  challenge was  not  brought  to  a  vote 

in  the  House  this  summer. 
SNCC  has  not  forgotten  it, 
she  said.  "The  Democratic 
Party  study  group  has  form- ed a  pressure  group  to  urge 
action,"  Miss  Taube  explain- 

ed. 

"The  Johnson  administra- 
tion is  trying  to  halt  it,  es- 

pecially now,  with  Viet 
Nam,"  she  said.  "They  don't want  to  be  embarrassed  by 

it." 

During  her  two  week 
training  program  Miss  Tau- 
vigil  asking  the  U.S.  Justice 
be  took  part  in  an  all-night 
Department  for  more  protec- tion for  SNCC  civil  rights 
workers  in  the  south. 
"At  the  vigil  we  learned 

protective  positions  if  we 
were  beaten.  Crouching 
down  and  rolling  up  into  a 
ball  is  the  safest  position," Miss  Taube  said. 
The  Negro  attitude  to 

whites  —  "they  hate  the 
whites,  even  the  civil  rights 
workers,"  she  said  —  what 
to  expect  and  how  to  behave 
in  the  south  were  explained 
to  the  group  bv  full-time SNCC  workers. 
Miss  Taube  did  not  go 

south  with  SNCC.  She  stud- 
ied at  the  Banff  School  of Fine  Arts  for  six  weeks; traveled  to  California;  then 

went  to  Ann  Arbor  to  work 
on  the  University  of  Michi- 

gan Teach-in. She  is  a  second  year  stu- 
dent in  Modern  History 
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New  heart  knowledge  gained  by  II  of  T  researchers New  information  concern- 
ing the  behavior  of  the  hu- 

man heart  at  the  time  of 
death  has  been  obtained  by 
a  team  of  University  of  To- 

ronto researchers. 
Specially  sensitive  tech- 

niques and  monitoring  the 
hearts  of  many  patients  on 
a  24-hour  basis  have  brought 
to  light  a  form  of  transient 
arrhythmia  (irregular  beat) 
that  is  of  such  short  durat- 

ion  it  would  normally  be 

missed  by  non-continuous 
monitoring  using  standard techniques. 
The  researchers  have 

shown  that  this  particular 
form  of  arrhythmia  is  most 
often  seen  in  the  electrocar- 

diograms of  patients  whose 
heart  attacks  subsequently 
prove  fatal. 

Dr.  R.  L.  MacMillan  and 
Dr.  K.  W.  G.  Brown,  in  a 
paper  read  to  the  American 
Heart  Association  in  Miami 

Friday,  stated  that  where 
hospital  facilities  were  avail 
able  for  24-hour  monitoring, 
the  irregularity  could  serve 
as  a  useful  warning  signal. 
If  treatment  is  delayed  until 
heart  arrest  takes  place  few 
patients  can  be  resuscitated, 
they  said. 

Needle  electrodes,  inserted 
in  the  region  of  the  deltoid 
muscle  or  shoulder,  were 
found  to  be  superior  to  sur- 

face pad  electrodes  in  trans- 
mitting the  patient's  electo- cardiogram  to  the  monitor. 

Drs.  Brown  and  MacMillan 
based  their  report  on  a  spec- 

ial coronary  unit  established 
in  the  Toronto  Genera!  Hos- 

pital in  1962.  It  was  the  first 
in  the  world  devoted  exclu- 

sively to  the  treatment  of  pa- 
tients with  acute  coronary 

attack. 

BRIEFLY  NOTED... 

REJECT  RESIDENCE 

LONDON,  Ont.  (CUP)  — 
The  properties  committee 
at  the  University  of  Western 
Ontario  has  advised  the 
Board  of  Governors  to  reject 
a  proposed  $13,000,000  re- 

sidence capable  of  housing 3,000  students. 
The  Board  of  Governors 

met  yesterday  to  consider 
the  proposed  residence  com- 

plex and  the  properties  com- 
mittee's recommendation. 

The  present  capacity  of 
Western's  four  residences  is about  930. 
A  452-bed  women's  resi- 

dence costing  $3,900,000  will 
be  opened  next  year,  a  300- 
bed  $2,500,000  men's  residen- 

ce in  1968,  and  a  residence 
for  200  graduate  men  and 
women  in  1969. 

President  G.  E.  Hall  indi- 
cated last  week  residence 

fees  may  rise  by  at  least 
$100  next  year. 

FREE  RIDES 

Free  rides  are  available 
at  the  SAC  office  for  stu- 

dents wishing  to  go  home 
to  vote  in  the  coming  federal 
election. 
Advance  poling  dates  for 

students  are  Oct.  31  and 
Nov.  1. 

Students  not  wishing  to 
go  home  may  vote  in  Spadi- 
na  or  St.  Paul's  ridings.  Last date  for  enumeration  in 
these  ridings  is  Oct.  23. 

SECOND  PLAY 
The  second  in  the  series  of 

UC  Players'  Guild  lunch-hour plays.  Wit  and  Science,  by 
John  Redford,  is  being  per- 

formed at  noon  today,  to- 
morrow and  Friday  on  the 

UC  quadrangle. 
Reiner  Sauer  (SGS)  di- 

rects the  sixteenth  century 
morality  paly.  Admission  is free. 

Victor  Hori,  a  former  pre- 
sident of  York  University's student  council  has  been  ac- 

claimed the  new  representa- 
tive to  the  Students  Admi- 

nistrative Council  from  the 
School  of  Graduate  Studies. 
When  nominations  closed 
yesterday,  Mr.  Hori  was  the 
only  nominee.  This  Friday's election  has  been  cancelled. 

CANDIDATES 
U  of  T  students  will  have 

an  opportunity  to  question 
three  federal  election  candi- 

dates at  a  meeting  in  Em- 

manuel College  tomorrow. 
The  three  are  candidates 

in  the  riding  of  St.  Paul's,  in which  half  of  the  U  of  T 
campus  is  located.  They  will 
discuss  "Free  Tuition  versus 
the  Bladen  Report." The  candidates  are:  Ian 
Wahn  (Lib),  a  Toronto  law- 
year  and  MP  for  St.  Paul's since  1962;  Ward  Markle 
(PC),  hotelier  and  director 
of  Catholic  Children's  Aid, and  Alan  Rimmer  (NDP), 
geologist  and  Toronto  high school  teacher. 
A  question  period  will  fol- 

low the  panel  discussion. 

DEBATERS  WANTED 

The  SAC  U  of  T  Debating 
Union  is  looking  for  deba- 

ters. Applications  will  be  ac- 
cepted at  the  SAC  office  un- 

til tomorrow.  Applicants 
should  submit  a  five-minute 
speech,  either  pro  or  con, 
on  "Resolved  that  Student 
Demonstration  Increases  as 
the  Ability  to  Understand 

Increases." 

AT  RYERSON 

The  Canadian  University 
Drama  Festival  will  be  held 
at  Ryerson  Polytechnic  In- stitute for  the  first  time, 
Feb.  10-12. 

Hoppy  firemen  in  hipboots 
handles  hoses.  Because  the 
Moot  Court  was  flooded  on 
Monday.  As  we  said  on  page 
1.  Rumors  that  this  unfor- 

tunate occurrence  was  de- 
liberately planned  to  obtain 

publicity  for  the  Share  cam- 
paign are  groundless  and 

will  not  hold  water. 

The  winning  productions 
from  12  regional  university 
one-act  play  festivals  will 
participate  in  the  Ryerson 
festival.  The  CUDF  was  held 
at  the  University  of  Montreal last  year. 

PARTIES  RAIDED 

Two  U  of  T  Homecoming 
parties  were  raided  by  po- 

lice last  weekend  and  char- 
ges laid  against  50  students. Plainclothes  officers  Fri- 
day night  raided  a  student 

party  at  93  Prince  Arthur 
and  charged  10  with  under- 

age drinking. And  Saturday  night,  about 
40  people  at  Psi  Upsilon 
house,  221  St.  George,  were 
charged  after  a  police  raid. 
Eleven  were  reported  charg- 

ed with  under-age  drinking 
and  three  summonsed  for 
selling  liquor  and  keeping 
it  for  sale. 
Psi  Upsilon  fraternity 

members  refused  to  com- 
ment on  the  raid  or  con- firm the  number  of  students 

charged. 

McGill  (continued) 

them  following  the  con- 

gress. 

In  an  editorial  strongly 
supporting  the  move,  the 
McGill  Daily  called  it  "a 
huge  step  toward  effective 
student  action  in  Quebec" 
adding  that  "for  far  too  long we  have  isolated  ourselves 
from  the  mainstream  of  stu- 

dent action  in  Quebec  and 
we  have  suffered  accord- 

ingly." 
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CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 

FOR  SALE:  1965  Honda  55  cc.  Red, helmet  included,  1400  miles.  HU.  5- 
4017. 

SUBJECTS  wonted  for  perceptual  re- 
search project.  $1.00  per  hour.  Age 

limit  20  -  29,  right  handed,  vision and  hearing  should  be  good.  Call  365- 5198  or  365-5162. 
A  LARGE  3  ROOMED  apartment  avail- able in  Parkdale.  Equipped.  Main  floor 
of  house.  Quiet,  very  cleon,  adults. 590.00.  Pleose  call  BE.  3-2476. 
LARGE  3rd  floor  furnished  bed-sitting room,  bath  and  kitchen  shared  with woman  ond  child.  Good  location,  Collier near  Yonge-Davenport.  S12/wk.  Phone 921-4445  after  work. 
ROOM  FOR  RENT  at  Keele  St.  subway, 
Alhombra  Apartment  House.  Good  for couple  or  two  girls  or  men.  Overlooks 
High  Park.  535-7406. 

T:  Silver  oval  shaped  locket.  Hur- -  Hoskin  area.  Thursday  Oct.  14. 
Coll  Jean  925-6076. 
LOST:  Gold  Caravelle  mon's  watch  at 124  St.  George  St.  on  Friday  after- ).  BE.   3-0410  evenings. 

■  EATON  AUDITORIUM  01 
Mon.,  Oct.  25,  8:30  p.m.  I 

BERKSHIRE 
String  Quartet 

with 

BERNARD  TEMOIN 
(Principal  Clarinet  TSO) Program:  Mozart  Clarinet 

Quintet,  Prokofiev  Quartet  No.  2 
Dvorak,  American  Quartet Tickets:  $3.50,  52. 50,$!. 50 

■    BOX  OFFICE  NOW  OPEN J 

NEW 
THE  PENGUIN 

ENGLISH 

DICTIONARY EDITED 

G.  N.  GARMONSWAY Available  at  your 
bookstores  now 

TYPING 

Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 
French,  German,  English 

MIMEOGRAPHING 
ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 

Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  M. 922-7624 

MARY  DALE  STOTT 
B.A. 

UNIVERSITY 
OF  TORONTO 

LIBRARY 

HOURS  OF  SERVICE 
General  Librory  Service 
Monday  .  Friday        9  a  m,  -  10  p.m. Saturday  9  a.m.  -  5  p.m. 
After-Hours  Reading  Rooms 
Monday  -  Friday      10  p.m.  -  1 1  p.m. 
Sunday  1  p.m.  -  5  p.m. 
After-Hours  Stack  Access 

(for  those  with  stock  privileges) 
Monday  -  Fridoj      10  p.m.  -  1 1  p,m. 
Rare  Books  &  Special  Collections 
Monday  -  Saturday    9  a.m.  -  5  p.m. 

1961  LAHFJRETTA  150  cc.  fully  re- built S150,  94  Kendal  Ave. 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 

30c  A  GAME 
16  NEW  TABLES 

Toronto's  Most 

Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
(Just  West  of  Spodino) 



International  Student  Centre  and  U.N.  Club 
PRENSENT 

INTERNATIONAL  DINNER 
TRINITY  BUTTERY,  FRIDAY,  OCT.  22 

6:30-  12:30  —  $1.00 

FOOD  FROM:  ASIA,  WEST  INDIES,  EUROPE,  NORTH  AMERICA 
U.N.  BIRTHDAY  CAKE  —  20  YEARS 

DANCING 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 

706  QUEEN  ST.  W. Toronto  3,  Ont. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  daily,  inch  Sot,  from  8-6. 

University  Blaiers  onrJ  Trousers 
made  fo  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coats,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  of 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

U  of  T 

FLYING  CLUB 
HART  HOUSE  MAP  ROOM 

WED.,  OCT.  20  —  8:00  P.M. 
Guest  Speaker  —  MIKE  HAND 

PARACHUTING 
ALL  WELCOME REFRESHMENTS 

MASSEY  HALL 
HELSINKI  UNIVERSITY  CHORUS 

of  Finland 
Conductor:    OR.    ENSTI  POHJOLA Jean  Sibelius'  100th  Annivcrsory  Tour 
ONLY  CANADIAN  CONCERT SUNDAY,  OCTOBER   31st,  1965,  AT  3  P.M. 

5c0ls  53.00,  2.50  &  1.50  now  available  by  mail  from  Consulate  of Finland,  626  Davenport  Road,  and  ot  Box  Office  three  days  prior  to concert. 

11ILLEL 
Wednesday,  October  20,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 

DR.  PETER  BUITENHUI5 
Associate  Professor  of  English,  Victoria  College on 
"THE  WORLD  OF  SAUL  BELLOW" 

HILLEL  CLASSES 
Beginneis'  Hebrew  —  Thursdoy,  October  21,  7:00  p.m  .  Intermediate Hebrew  —  Thursday,  October  21,  7:00  p.m.;  Yiddish  Closs  —  Thursdoy, October  21.  B:00  p.m. 

HILLEL  MAJOR  LECTURE 
DR.  JACOB  TAUBES 

Professor  of  Religion,  Columbia  University 
Sundoy  evening,  October  24,  8:30  p.m..  Park  Plow 
Monday,  October  25,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Boom  214 

Second  lecture  by  Dr.  Toubcs 
First  Session  —  BASIC  JUDAISM 

Tuesdoy,  October  26,  7:45  p.m. —  Rabbi  Kamerlinf 

Victoria  College  Education  Committee  presents: 
the  three  candidates  for  St.  Paul's  riding 

IAN  WAHN  —  Lib 
WARD  MARKLE  —  P  C 
ALAN  RIMMER  —  N.D.P, 

in  a  panel  discussion  on 

FREE  UNIVERSITY  EDUCATION  FOR  ALL? vs. 
THE  BLADEN  REPORT 

Emmanuel  College  Lecture  Hull  Thurs.,  Oct.  21,  4  p.* 
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NEW  COLLEGE 
FEATURE  FILM  PROGRAMME 

IN  COLOR 

AUNTIE  MAME 
Starring  ROSALIND  RUSSELL 

and  FORREST  TUCKER 
SATURDAY,  OCTOBER  23 

8:30  P.M.         ADMISSION  50c 

I  CAN
ADA'

 

NORTH  MdEW
CW 

required  reading 

Chances  are  you  won't  find  this  AIR  CANADA  schedule  among  the  intellectual  nourishment  avail- able in  your  university  or  college  library.  Yet,  in  not  too  many  years,  it  could  be  an  important bread  and  butter  item  on  your  everyday  reading  list.  And  for  this  very  good  reason:  AIR  CANADA 
can  take  you  quickly,  comfortably  and  conveniently  to  35  Canadian  cities,  7  major  U.S.  cities 
and  to  Britain  (with  B0AC),  Ireland,  France,  Germany,  Austria,  Switzerland,  Bermuda,  Nassau' and  the  Caribbean,  on  matters  of  business,  pleasure  and  profit. 

AIR  CANADA 

CARABIN 

EXCHANGERS 

SELECTED 
These  are  the  names  of 

those  selected  for  the  SAC 

Carabin  weekend  exchan- ge- Barbara  Casson  (I  Law), 
Joan  Dixon  (III  Meds),  Cin- 

dy Harcourt  (IV  Vic),  Judy 
Rodgers  (IV  Trin),  Sue 
Firth  (IV  Vic),  Barbara 
Thompson  (IV  Vic),  Helen 
Dublin  (IV  UC),  Ellen  Ros- 
set  (IV  UC),  Risa  Weisbrod 
(IV  UC),  Sara  Bezaire  (SG S)  Carol  Cushing  (IV  UC), 
Donna  Pavloff  (III  UC),  Ma- rie-Luise  von  Bloedau  (III 

UC),  Sharon  Winesanker 
(IV  UC).  Christine  Stewart (III  UC),  John  Colemen  (I 
Law),  Dave  Burman  (II Dents),  Ed  Bridges  (SGS)- 
Michael  Jackson  (SGS),  Bill 
Tompson  (IV  UC),  Iain  Ew- 

ing  (IV  Vic),  Dave  Payne - (IV  Vic),  Ross  MacDonald (III  Trin).  Rae  B.  Fleming 
(IV  UC),  Graham  Frasei (II  UC).  Dave  Martin  (IV UC),  Ian  Martin  (IV  UC)„ 
Michael  Schwartz  (III 
Meds),  Rob  Swindon  (III 
Trin),  John  Whiteside  (II Law). 

— photo  by  DOUG  DANIELS 
An  old  slogan  gets  a  new 
twist  from  anti-picket  pick- 

ets at  the  demonstration 
outside  the  U.S.  Consulate 
last  weekend.  Although  po- 

lice expected  trouble  might 
come  during  the  demonstra- 

tion, it  was  completely  un- eventful. Police  problems 
arose,  however,  at  the  Var- sity-Queens football  game, 
and  later  at  Yorkville,  where 
students  mobbed  policemen 
arresting  a  drunken  youth. 
Two  students  were  carted 
off  the  football  field  in 
handcuffs  following  a  melee 
at  the  goalposts,  and  seven 
youths  were  later  removed from  Yorkville  i  n  police vans. 
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B-BALLERS  PRACTISE 

Only  six  Blues  returning 
By  RICH  PYNE 

Varsity's  basketball  coach John  McManus  as  made  the 
decision  to  slash  the  mob 
he's  had  milling  around Hart  House  to  20. 
McManus  is  presently  la- 

menting the  fact  that  only 
six  of  his  netmenders  have 
returned  from  last  year's team  which  finished  tied 
for  second  spot,  giving  him 
his  best  finish  since  1961. 

In  view  of  Varsity's  com- 
plete depletion  of  veteran 

guards  and  almost  complet- 

Women  win 

tournaments 
By  MARILYN  LAMSON 
and  ANNA  KUBAR 
McMaster  University  was 

the  scene  of  the  Women's Intercollegiate  Outdoor 
Archery  Tournament.  Teams 
from  Queens,  McGill,  West- 

ern, Guelph,  Toronto,  and 
McMaster  took  part  in  the 
Double  Columbia  Round 
matches  on  Saturday. 

The  Toronto  team  of  Gail 
Rogerson,  PHE  IV,  Juli  Ya- 
masaki,  PHE  IV,  Judy  Ev- 

ans, PHE  III  and  Malle  Nur- 
ming,  PHE  III,  compiled  a 
winning  score  of  3975 
points,  while  the  University of  Western  Ontario  totalled 
3587  points  to  take  second 
place.  McGill  with  3302 
points  placed  third,  and 
Queens,  McMaster,  and 
Guelph  finished  fourth,  fifth 
and  sixth,  respectively. 

This  marks  the  fifth  year 
in  a  row  Lhat  Toronto  has 
taken  the  Outdoor  Archery 
title.  Top  scorer  for  the  Var- 

sity squad  was  (Mrs.)  Gail 
Rogerson,  who  shot  a  560 
point  Single  Columbia 
Round,  only  four  points 
short  of  the  564  point  record 
set  by  teammate  Juli  Yama- saki  in  1964.  Mrs.  Rogerson, 
in  piling  up  her  total  win- 

ning score  of  1077  points 
shot  three  perfect  ends  at 
thirty  yards. 

Varsity  women,  not  to  be 
outdone  by  the  brawn-push- 

ing sex  played  an  enthusias- tic Intercollegiate  Tennis 
Tournament  at  McGill  on 
the  weekend.  Instead  of  the 
regular  round  robin,  elimi- nation tournament  was  used 
due  to  very  poor  weather 
conditions.  Prosets  were 
held  indoors. 
Brenda  Nunns,  top-rank- 

ing Canadian  women's  dou- bles player,  defended  her 
singles  crown  with  excellent 
hard  hitting  tennis  and 
soundly  defeated  her  op- 

ponents -  Sue  Snyder  of  Mc- 
Gill ( 8-2 )  and  Joan  Arm- 

strong of  Queens  (6-2,  6-0) in  the  finals.  Brenda  (III 
Trinity)  may  be  classed  as 
the  individual  champion  of 
the  tournament. 
In  second  singles  and 

doubles  events,  also  being 
defended  by  U  of  T  the 
women  were  not  as  fortu- 

nate with  McGill  taking 
both  events. 

ely  intact  front  line,  the 
majority  of  newcomers  who are  able  to  bounce  the  ball 
with,  reasonable  precision 
should  have  a  fair  chapce  at 
sticking. 
The  turnout  of  freshmen 

thus  far  has  yielded  a  num- 
ber of  big  fellows,  particu- 

larly one  John  Hadden  who 
creases  his  brusbcut  in  6'8" doorways. 
The  best  of  last  year's inter-faculty  guards  will  be 

vying  for  the  four  open  posi- tions. 
The  loss  of  Dave 

West,  intercollegiate  scor- 
ing champ  for  the  past  two 

years,  all-star  Vlad  Barano- 
wicz  and  second-stringers 
Nick  Kantor  and  John  Cal- 

lahan (now  in  the  Peace 
Corps)  leaves  Blues  extrem- ly  vulnerable.  Nevertheless, 
the  return  of  forwards  No- 

lan Kane,  Doug  Lockhart, 
Ron  Kimel,  Bill  Woloshyn, 
Tom  Ouchterlony,  Arvo  Nei- 
dre  (from  a  year's  absence) and  all-star  Jim  Holowa- 
chuk,  who  is  now  recovering 
from  a  knee  injury  incurred 
with  the  Blues'  football team,  all  with  an  additional 
year  of  experience  and  all 
accurate  shooters,  may  be 
sufficient  to  take  up  the slack. 

In  fact  if  the  new  guards 
whoever  they  turn  out  to  be 
adjust  quickly  Blues  may 
even  maintain  last  year's 
position. 

Grid  scoring  and  statistics 

Art  Froese,  W. Gerry  Sternberg,  T. 
Brycc  Toylor,  T.   .  . Heino  Lilies,  Q.  .  - 
Larry  Burridge,  W. Tom  McColl,  W.  . Eric  Walter,  M.  .  . Peter  Howlert,  M.  . Jim  Dickie,  M.- Jamie Johnston,  Q. Jim  Ware,  T  Mike  Eben,  T  Bob  Israel,  W  Tom  Beynon,  W.  .  . George  Chris,  W.  .  . Rob  Campbell,  W. Rich  Hawkins,  W.  . Dennis  Walker,  W. 

TD  FG  C  5  Pts. 4  0  11  1  36 5  0  0  0  30 2  0  •  0  20 3  0  0  0  18 

(Further  statistics  in  Fridoy's  Varsity) 
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UNIVERSITY  HEALTH  SERVICE 

FREE  CHEST  X-RAYS 
Protect  Yourself  Protect  Others 

STAFF  AND  STUDENT  VOLUNTEERS 
University  Staff  Members  and  students  in  the  non-compulsory groups  ore  invited  to  ottend  the  Annual  Survey  being  held  in  the C.O.T.C.  Drill  Hall  rear  of  119  St.  George  Street  (east  side  just 
south  of  Bloor)  during  any  of  the  following  times: 
THURSDAY  OCTOBER  21st  —  between  9:00  a  m 
and  12:00  noon  or  between  1:00  p.m.  ond  5:00  p.m. 
TUESDAY  OCTOBER  26th  —  between  9:00  a.m. 

and  12:00  noon 
THURSDAY  OCTOBER  28th  —  between  9:00  a.m. '  and  12:00  noon 
This  Survey  is  conducted  by  the  University  Health  Service  in  co-operation with  the  National  Sanitarium  Assocltion. 

NOW  MV  makes  your 

own  copies  of  anything 

. . .  automatically  on 

the  self-service 

D0CUSTAT 
PHOTOCOPYING 
CAMERA 

In  just  15  seeonds  DOCUSTAT*,  delivers  o  sharp,  clear,  photocopy  of anything  that  con  be  placed  flat  on  its  big  10  by  14  inch,  LIFE  size 
glass  top  Printed  or  typewritten  matter,  handwriting,  colored  pencils,  01 inks,  artwork,  even  opposing  pages  of  on  open  book  are  all  faithfully reproduced.  «. 
It  b  utterly  simple  to  use  and  completely  private.  Only  you  know  the contents  of  Hie  material  being  copied  because  there  is  no  negative  f« remain  in  the  machine  or  be  discarded.  YOUR  ORIGINAL  IS  NEVER ALTERED  OR  DAMAGED  BECAUSE  IT  DOES  NOT  PASS  THROUGH  THE 
MACHINE.  In  most  coses  a  DOCUSTAT  copy  is  accepted  as  a  true  sw- situte  for  an  original  document.  Just  insert  10c  and  let  DOCUSTAT  do fhe  work.  *  Registered  trade  mork. 

AVAILABLE  FOR  STUDENT  USE  NOW  AT 
THE  FOLLOWING  LOCATIONS: 

ONLY  10/  PER  COPY 
1.  VICTORIA  COLLEGE  Library 
2.  ST.  MICHAELS  COLLEGE  Library 
3.  TRINITY  COLLEGE  Library 

LIBRARY  IDENTIFICATION  CARDS 
The  deadline  for  Library  Card  photographs  and  up-dating  of  last  years 

FRIDAY,  OCTOBER  29th 
All  students  must  have  had  their  photograph  taken  or  their  old  Library 
Card  up-dated  by  the  above  date.  Beginning  Monday,  November  1  st, A.T.L.  cards  will  not  be  accepted  unless  accompanied  by  o  photographer's 
receipt. 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  LIBRARY 

University  of  Toronto  Philosophy  Club 

presents Prof.  Morris  Lazerowitz 
Smith  College,  Northampton,  Mass. 

author  of  The  Structure  of  Metaphysics 

"THE  METAMORPHOSIS 

OF  PHILOSOPHY" 

THURSDAY,  OCTOBER  21,  8:00  P.M. 
West  Hall,  University  College 

ALL  WELCOME 

ATHLETIC  WING— HART  HOUSE 
SUNDAY  OPENING  — OCTOBER  24 

Commencing  next  Sunday,  October  24,  the  Athletic 
Wing,  Hart  House,  will  be  open  on  Sundays  between 
the  following  hours: 
Gymnasia   10:00  a.m.  to  4:30  p.m. 
Swimming  Pool    12:00  noon  to  4:30  p.m 

SPORTS  SCHEDULES 

WEEK  OF  OCT.  25 

FOOTBALL 
Man.  Oct.  25 
Tues  26 
Wed  27 
Thur  28 

SOCCER 
Mon.  Oct  25 

4.00  W  V,c 4.00  E  New 4.00  W  PHE 4.00  E  Eng 
4.00  W  Med 

vs  St.M, 
✓s  Pharrn 
vs  Trin 
vs  U.C. 
vs  Dent 

McKee,  Socks,  Sharp 
Simpson,  Carefoote,  Shaver 
Chopnick,  Carson,  Ross Or  ton,  Moncarz,  Snow 
Smith,  Rumble,  Thurston 

RUGGER 

12.30  N  PHE 
vs  Sr.  Eng 

Mayhanovich 12.30  S  U.C.  11 vs  Vic.  II 4.15  N  Low vs  U.C.  1 
Borncveld 

4.1  5  S  Forestry vs  Emmon 
G  rosso 

12.30  N  Jr.  Eng. «  Trin.  B Lelkos 
12.30  S  Arch vs  New 
4.15  N  Med.  A vs  5t.  M.  A 

Cojonck 4.15  S  Knox 
^s  Dent 

12.30  N  St.  M.  B 
/s  Eng.  Ill 

4.15  N  Emmon 

vs  Wye 

Barncveld 
12.30  N  Sr.  Eng. 

vs  Grod.  Slud 

Lelkos 12.30  S  Jr.  Eng-.  . 

vs  Vic.  II 

Soppelso 4.15  N  Trin.  A 
vs  Med.  A Oente 

4.15  S  Innis 

vs  Arch 
Dclfino 

12,30  N  St.  M.  A 
vs  PHE Dente 4  15  N  Trin.  B vs  Med.  B Patino 

12.30  W  Arch  * 
vs  Eng.  II Corrington 1.15  E  PHE.  A. vs  Law 

McNeil 
1.15  W  Wye vs  Med.  B 

Armstrong 

1.15  E  Eng.  1 vs  New  t 

Hennessey 

V15  W  Scar vs  New  II Johnson 
1.15  E  St.  M.  A vs  Trin.  A 

Ledson 
(.15  W  PHE.  B vs  Med.  II  Yr Corrington 
1.15  E  Arch vs  Emmon 

O'Brian 

1.15  W  PHE.  A vs  Vic.  1 
Apse 

12.30  E  New  II vs  PHE.  C 

Armstrong 

1.15  E  Trin.  B vs  Innis Johnson 4  30  E  Vic.  II 
vs  Wye 

McNeil 

LACROSSE 
Mon.  Oct  25 4.00  Innis 5.00  Eng.  II 

1 .00  Eng.  1 
6.30  Vic.  I 7.30  U.C.  I 
1.00  Vie.  Ill 
5.00  U.C.  II 6.00  Med.  A 7.00  Dent 
1.00  Pre-Med  I 6.30  Pharm 
1 .00  Scar 

VOLLEYBALL 
Mon.  Oct.  25 
Wed  27 

1.00  Eng.  II 
1,00  Vic.  tl 
1.00  New 4.00  Innis  II 
6.30  Pharm 7.30  Trin.  B 8.30  Wye 
1.00  Eng.  II 4.00  U.C. 

Pre.  Med  1 Rudge,  Hennessey Trin Rudgo,  Hennessey St.  M.  A Bortlett,  Shepherd 
McElroy,  Ferguson MeElroy,  Ferguson 

St.M.  B 
Miller,  Fatum Pre-Med  II Shepherd,  Murphy 

vs 

PHE.  B Shepherd,  Murphy 
For.  A Arthurs,  Fatum vie.  iv Bart  left,  Truesdole vs Vic.  II 

Arthurs,  Truesdole 
Trin 

Miller,  Comrie 

U.C. 

Eddie 
VS 

Eng.  Ill 

Bond 
For.  A vs 
Emmon Webber 

vs 

Dent 
Gula 

For.  B 
Gula Med 
Roxbarougli VS Trin,  A Webber 



Pampe's  blocking 

springs  Sternberg 

By  P.J.  PAPE 
Much  attention  has  been 

given  to  the  running  accomp- 
lishments of  Varsity's  great 

halfback  Gerry  Sternberg, 
who  has  been  nothing  less 
than  superb  in  ripping  off 
great  lengths  of  yardage  on 
end  sweeps.  However  a 
break  away  runner  is  only 
as  good  as  his  blockers. 
They  move  the  defence 

allowing  the  ball  carrier  to 
turn  the  corner.  Blues  have 
been  getting  strong  sweep 
blocking  thas  season  from 
their  all  star  guard,  Bob 
Pampe. 
In  this  third  year  with 

the  Varsity  squad  Bob  has 
been  elected  a  team  captain 
for  the  second  time.  Last 
year  he  shared  the  honour with  Bill  Watters  and  this 
season  it  is  quarterback 
Bryce  Taylor  who  is  Varsi- 

ty's other  captain. 
At  215  pounds,  Pampe  has 

the  speed  to  break  quickly 
from  the  line  and  move  out 
ahead  of  the  runner  to  lead 
the  interference  and  the 
strength  to  handle  two  or 
more  blockers  with  facility. 
When  you  see  Sternberg 

turn  the  corner  on  an  end 
run  watch  for  Pampe  to  be 
a  few  yards  ahead  prepar- 

ing to  throw  a  block  which 
usually  sets  Gerry  off  for 
one  of  his  patented  runs. 
A  few  leftovers  from  Var- 

sity's victory  over  Queens Saturday. 

Gael  fans  set  a  new  inter- 
collegate  record  when  they 
demolished  the  northern 
goal  posts  of  Varsity  Sta- dium only  23  seconds  after 
the  final  whistle.  This  ec- 

lipses the  old  mark,  which 
was  also  held  by  Queen's, by  better  than  two  seconds. 
Word  out  of  the  Engineer's camp  has  it  that  the  follow- ers of  Lady  Godiva  are  plan- 

ning an  assault  on  this  mark 
next  week  at  Queen's. 
Perhaps  the  most  scinti- 

lating  play  of  Saturday's game  occurred  as  the  play- ers were  trooping  towards 
their  respective  dressing rooms. 
One  of  Toronto's  finest 

was  performing  heroic  feats 
of  strength  and  endurance 
in  a  goal  line  defence  of  the 
southern  goal  posts,  when 
the  Queen's  students  went into  a  27  man  blitz. 
A  rather  inebriated  Gael 

student  charged  through 
and  grabbed  the  constable's chapeau. 
Hat  in  hand  the  youth  ran 

a  "zee"  in  pattern  out  to  the 
25  yard  line,  where  the  of- ficer, who  was  shrewdly 
"zeeing"  out,  met  him  with 
a  flying  tackle. 
The  student  tried  to  spin 

off,  but  he  couldn't  elude the  tenacious  grasp  of  the tackier. 
Subdued  and  a  bit  more 

sober  the  lad  was  shackled 
and  led  from  the  field. 

Blues  journey  to  Mac 

for  tell-tale  match 
By  MA  RC  I  McDONALD 
Today  will  tell  the  tale  for 

Varsity  Soccer  Blues. 
After  meeting  and  defeat- 

ing every  team  but  one  in 
their  intercollegiate  schedu- 

le, they  travel  to  Hamilton 
this  afternoon  to  face  Mc- 
Master  Marauders,  the  only 
remaining  threat  to  their 
western  conference  suprem- acy. 

Varsity  curently  holds  the 
league  lead  with  two  wins, 
no  losses  and  no  goals  scor- 

ed against. 
M  c  M  a  s  t  e  r  meanwhile 

stands  in  third  place  with 
one  win  over  last-place 
Guelph,  and  two  losses  to 
second  place  Western.  In 
three  games  five  goals  have 
been  scored  against  them. 

As  much  as  a  Varsity  vic- 
tory seems  assured.  Blues 

will  have  three  marks  against them. 

Lou  Mayhanovich,  a  Var- 
sity veteran  of  some  six 

years,  and  key  man  at  cen- 
trefield  defence,  will  be  mis- 

sing from  the  line-up  due  to 
previous  academic  commit- ments. 

Captain  Dom  Dente  will 
play,  but  is  still  somewhat 
hampered  by  back  injury 
suffered  in  practice. 
And  the  entire  team  has 

the  memory  of  last  Satur- 
day's disappointing  display of  over-confidence  from 

which  they  barely  eked  a 
victory  out  of  Guelph. 

The  latter  though,  may  not 
prove  such  a  liability  in  the 
long  run. 
Combined  with  the  me- 

mory of  last-years  hard-hit- ting Marauders,  the  only 
team  to  pose  a  serious  threat 
to  Blues'  western  conferen- 

ce championship,  it  may 
spark  the  top-rated  Toroh- 
tonians  to  fulfill  the  poten- 

tial coach  Ernie  Glass  keeps 
promising.  At  any  rate,  he 
says,  his  squad  can't  help but  improve  their  Saturday showing.  . 

SCOREBOARD  IN 

FRIDAY'S  VARSITY 

-photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
A  RECORD 

Toronto  Irish  defeat 

Varsity  rugger  Blues 
A  UTRFC 

Syndicated  Service 
The  top-rated  Toronto  Ir- ish team  whipped  Varsity 

rugger  Blues  20-0  last  night in  an  exhibition  game  at 
Varsity  Stadium. 

Blues  were  outplayed  and 
outscored  despite  a  running 
attack  which  coach  Dick 
Gaetor  rates  as  the  best  he 
ever  coached  at  U  of  T. 
The  Irish  team  is  com- 

posed almost  entirely  of  re- 
cent imigrants  from  the  Bri- tish Isles  and  were  Ontario 

champions  in  1962  and  1963. Blues  Intermediates  play 
their    third  intercollegiate 

match  of  the  season  against 
McMaster  Wednesday  after- noon at  Hamilton. 
Both  the  Intermediates 

and  Mac  are  undefeated  with 
wins  over  York  and  Queen's. In  the  Scrum:  There  is 
considerable  indication  that 
Blues  and  Queen's  will  have 
two  teams  in  different  inter- 

collegiate leagues  next  sea- 
son. The  OQAA  will  con- tinue to  function  with  teams 

from  Toronto,  Queen's,  Mc- Gill,  Guelph  and  Toronto while  the  new  league  would 
include  Toronto,  Western, 
York,  McMaster,  Michigan 

and  Queen's. 

Three  teams 

in  fight 

for  boxla  title 

By  PHIL  B1RGLEY 
With  the  schedule  barely 

underway,  the  race  for 
group  I  boxla  title  seems to  have  narrowed  to  a  fight 
between  PHE  A,  Law  and 
Vic.  I.  Although  Engineer- 

ing I  and  St.  Mike's  A,  the other  two  teams  in  the  first 
division  are  not  to  be  dis- 

regarded at  this  early  date, 
they  must  both  make  major 
improvements  if  they  are  to 
stay  with  the  rest  of  the 

pack. 

The  result  of  the  game 
between  Vic  and  Engineer- 

ing is  an  example  of  the  ex- isting situation.  The  Scarlet 
and  Gold  drubbed  Engin- 

eers 10-1.  Dave  Grisby  paced 
the  winners  with  a  five 

goal  performance  while Frank  Blyth,  Ivan  Rempel, 
Tom  Trusdale,  Ray  Murphy 

and  Ian  Hennessey  each  ad- 
ded singletons. 

SOCCER 

Undefeated  Sr.  Engineer- 
ing shutout  Meds  A  2-0  in 

a  division  I  game.  Rothwell 
and  Deabrev  acconted  for 

all  the  scoring  as  the  Skule- men  chalked  up  their  third 
consecutive  win. 

In  the  other  group  I  game 
PHE  and  U.C.  I  fought  to a  1-1  tie. 

FOOTBALL 
Defence  continues  to  be 

the  key  to  victory  as  the 
season  moves  into  its  sec- 

ond week.  In  group  II  play 
PHE  needed  only  a  safety 
touch  and  a  single  point  to 
down  New  3-0  while  a  con- 

verted touchdown  was 
enough  for  Dents  as  they 
edged  Pharmacy  7-3. 

-photo  by  JOE  WEINSTOCK 
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Communications  Commissioner  George  Flak  (centre)  argues  violently  in  the  stormy 
Radio  committee  debate. 

II  of  T  to  stay  on  the  air  after  all 
By  DEAN N A  KAMIEL 

on  the  air  again- We'r almost. 
The  SAC  radio  committee 

agreed  to  resume  broad- 
casting Wednesday  when 

SAC  voted  to  grant  it  $2,500 
to  $4,000  following  a  budget 
check  by  the  SAC  Finance 

Commission. 
The  committee  will  re- 

sume its  half-hour  program 
on  CJRT  in  roughly  two 
weeks  after  necessary 
equipment  is  purchased. The  committee  went  off 
the  air  Tuesday  when  ^ts 
demands  for  capital  equip- 

ment worth  $8,000  to  set  up 

-photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
BRIAN  SWITZMAN 

a  permanent  recording  stu- 
dio were  not  met  by  coun- cil. 

At  that  time  a  meeting  of 
the  Finance,  Executive,  and 
Communications  Commis- 

sions with  the  radio  com- 
mittee broke  up  when  radio 

members  insisted  on  $8,000 or  nothing. 
But  the  Finance  Commis- 

sion did  not  want  to  hand 
over  money  without  thor- 

oughly checking  the  com- mittee's budget. 
Finance  Commissioner 

Howard  Simmons  (II  Law) 
told  council  he  felt  the  com- 

mittee should  begin  with  a 
smaller  program  costing 
$3  -  4,000  and  then  broaden 
with  more  experience. 
Communications  commis- 

sioner and  acting  radio  di- rector George  Flak  (III  Vic) 
agreed  with  Simmons'  pro- 

posal. 
Al  Bowker  (SGS)  said  the 

program,  with  a  listening 
audience  of  15,000  "is  most useful  to  this  campus  in 
interpreting  what  is  going 
on  here  to  the  public  at 

large." 

Brian  Switzman  said  SAC 
should  ratify  the  commit- 

tee's grant  only  after  it  is 
approved  by  the  finance commission,  not  before. 

SAC  reveals  plan 
By  DEAN N A  KAMIEL 

The  Students  Administrative  Council  revealed  a  four- 
point  plan  Wednesday  night  for  National  Student  Day, 
Oct.  27. 

Universities  across  the  country  will  campaign  for  uni- 
versal accessibility  —  abolition  of  all  financial  and  social 

barriers  to  higher  education. 
Outlined  by  Internal  Affairs  Commissioner  and  National 

Student  Day  committee  chairman  Tim  Smith  (IV  Vic),  the 
program  involves  questioning  high  school  students  and  poli- 

ticians, advertising,  and  a  march  to  Queen's  Park. 
At  1  p.m.  U  of  T  marchers  will  assemble  behind  the  SAC 

building  with  delegations  from  Ryerson,  York  and  other 
Ontario  universities  before  the  trek  to  Queen's  Park. 

Tom  Forgrave,  president  of  Ontario  Region  of  the  Cana- 
dian Union  of  Students  (ORCUS)  will  briefly  address  Pre- 
mier Robarts,  who,  along  with  other  party  leaders  may  ad- dress the  students. 

National  Student  Day  will  end  with  an  8  p.m.  rally  at 
Convocation  Hall,  where  marchers  will  be  addressed  hy students,  faculty  members  and  politicians  from  the  three 
provincial  parties.  To  date  David  Lewis  has  accepted. Committee  members  have  been  working  for  a  month on  the  student  day  project. 

In  charge  of  recruiting  high  school  students,  Tom  Faulk- 
ner (III  Vic)  has  sent  out  questionnaires  to  high  schools 

asking  about  students'  university  plans  and  possible  finan- cial problems. 
"Political  pressure"  is  Tom  Good's  (IV  Vic)  speciality. He  has  sent  questionnaires  to  Toronto's  political  candidates inquiring  about  their  views  on  financing  higher  education. 
To  nail  them  down  further,  students  will  attend  various 

riding  meetings  to  question  them  directly. 
CUS  committee  chairman  Tony  Orav  (II  New)  is  super- 

vising the  Oct.  27  march. 

Student  editor  fired 

REGINA  (CUP)  —  John 
Conway,  editor  of  The  Ca- 

rillon, the  student  news- paper at  the  University  of Saskatchewan  was  fired  by 
the  student  council  last week. 

The  paper's  entire  staff, 
except  the  sports  depart- 

ment, resigned  to  protest 
the  dismissal.  A  student 
council  member,  Simon  De 
Jong,  who  was  president  of 
last  year's  council,  also  re- signed over  the  issue  when 
his  motion  to  have  Mr. 
Conway  reinstated  failed. 
Graham  Kelly,  council 

president,  said  in  a  tele- 
phone interview  that  Con- way was  fired  because  he failed  to  provide  adequate 

coverage  of  campus  news 
and  mismanaged  the  finan- ces of  the  paper. 

Mr.  Conway  charges  these are  not  the  real  reasons  he 
was  fired.  At  the  council 
-meeting  he  suggested  that 
administration  pressure  be- 

cause of  the  "intractability 
of  The  Carillon's  editorial 

policy"  and  "red-baiting  and 
witch-hunting"  on  campus 
were  at  work  in  the  coun- cil's action. 

He  added  that  in  his  opini- on the  council  was  acting 
in  disagreement  with  the 
paper's  editorial  policy  on 
Viet  Nam.  "I  am  personally 
and  editorially  against  the 
American  war  effort  and  in- 

volvement in  Viet  Nam  and 
I  am  willing  to  argue  this  on 
intellectual,  moral  and  em- 

pirical grounds,"  he  said. At  the  council  meeting 
Mr.  Kelly  said  "the  Carillon has  become  the  organ  of  a 

particular  group  on  cam- 
pus trying  to  use  a  $6,500 student  investment  to  furth- 

er their  own  aims." Mr.  Conway  considered this  a  reference  to  the  fact 
that  he  holds  a  position  on 
the  national  council  of  the 
Student  Union  for  Peace 
Action. Former  CUS  chairman 
Bob  Good  commented  at 
the  meeting:  "I  think  we  are See  "Editor",  page  21 

Girls  get  their  SHARE 

By  BOB  AARON and  DIANE  HAYNES 
Students  of  Victoria  Col- 

lege yesterday  raised  $469.25 for  SHARE  at  their  annual 
auction  of  "girls,  football 
heroes,  and  other  goodies." Highest  bid  was  $38.00  for 
Penny  Jackson,  an  attractive brunette  in  third  year  psy- 

chology. She  was  purchased 
by  the  residents  of  Middle House  at  Vic. 

Swelling  the  ranks  of  Vic 
students  at  the  auction 
were  a  group  of  engineers 
who  sustained  the  spirited 

bidding.  Auctioneer  Tim 
Smith  (IV  Vic)  implored 
the  Vic  artsmen  to  bid 
higher  to  keep  their  girls 

"pure." 
Highest  bid  for  a  male was  for  Brian  Caldwell  (II 

Vic)  who  went  for  $34.00. 
Last  night,  the  Victoria  Col- lege Union  sponsored  a Sadie  Hawkins  dance  for 

SHARE  and  today  is  "Laun- 
dry for  SHARE"  day  at  Vic- toria College.  Hordes  of 

eager  co-eds  will  spend  the 

day  doing  laundry  for  cam- See  "SHARE",  page  21 



EVANGELICAL  STUDENTS Meet  other  Christion  Students  ond  friends at  STONE  CHURCH 45  DAVENPORT  RD. 
EACH  SUNDAY  AT  10  :45  A.M. 

STUDIES  IN  DANIEL'S  PROPHECY  especially  (or  students 
Uomirrg  Worship  11:00  ..rrr.  Ev.n..»  Service  7.00  K.n 

Sat.,  Oct.  23— RECREATION  PROGRAM  at  7  p.m. Discussion  led  by  Don  Freemon  (Ph.D.  student  in  Philosophy) 

Son.,  Oct.  30— "REPORT  FROM  FRANCE"  at  8.30 by  Bloke  Wolker,  former  Y.P.S.  President 
KNOX  FELLOWSHIP  CENTRE 

HARBORD  ST.  AND  SPADINA  AVE. 

PUBLIC  WORSHIP  —  11  aJii.  and  7  p.m. 
Minister  DR.  WILLIAM  FITCH,  M.A.,  B.D..  Ph.D. 
For  lurther  informotion,  coll  BEAN  MALLOY/923J1 57 

UTILE 

TRINITY 
ANGLICAN  -  EVANGELICAL Services  of  11  a.m.  to  7  p*. 
Minister:  REV.  H.S.D.  ROBINSON 

Associate:  REV.  T.  HARPUR 11  A.M. 
MORNING  PRAYER REV.  H.  S.  D.  ROBINSON 
GUEST  SERVICE REV.  T.  HARPUR 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 

(2  Blocks  North  of  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  stop  Eost  of  Yonge  on  Bloor  cor) 
MINISTER: 

REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  M.A. 
11  A.M.  PUBLIC  WORSHIP 

Sermon  Subject  "The  Church  of  the  God  who  is  olive"   A  tocus  on  how  the  church  should  operate  in  today's  kind  cf  world. 8  P.M  A  meeting  tor  young  adults  in  the  Church  Lounge.  Fred  Coloren M  A  B-D.  Studies  Secretory  tor  the  Student  Christion  Movement  of  Co- 
nodo'  will  'speak  ond  lead  the  discussion.  Coffee  ol  Ihe  close. A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS. 

TRINITY 
UNITED  CHURCH 

427  Bloor  W.  at  Wojlmer  Rd, 
Re*.  J.  Robert  Waft, 
B.A.,  CD.,  Minister 1 1  A.M. 

"FRUSTRATED 

INVALIDS" 
The  Sacrament  of  Baptism 

7.30  P.M. "MISTS  OF 

THE  FUTURE" 8:30  P.M. 
Trinity  Young  Adults 

HILLEL 
MAJOR  LECTURE  SERIES 

Sunday,  October  24.  8:30  p.m..  Park  Ploxa 
DR.  JACOB  TAUBES 

Professor  of  Religion,  Columbia  University on 
"RELIGION  AND  THE 

FUTURE  OF  PSYCHOANALYSIS 
SECOND  LECTURE  BY  DR.  TAUBES 

Monday,  October  25,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 on 
"ORIGINS  OF  CHRISTIANITY 
IN  JEWISH  PERSPECTIVE" Tuesday,  October  26,  7:45  p.m, 

"BASIC  JUDAISM" 
All  Hebrew  Closses,  Yiddish  Closs,  Folk  Dancing  — 
Sunday,  October  24,  7:00  p.m.  Hillel  House. 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 
300  BLOOR  ST.  WEST 
Ministers: 
The  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E.  M.  Howse Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 
1 1.00  a.m. 

"CHOOSE  LIFE" Rev.  Dr.  N.  Bruce  McLeod 
Hamilton,  Ontario 

7.00  P-m. 
DRAMATIC 
DIALOGUES 
DOROTHY  SPENCER 

ond  WILLIAM  GRANGER 
8.30  p.m. 

CAMPUS  CLUB 
(OPEN  MEETING) 

Rev.  W.  C.  (Poddy)  SELLARS 
Hoppy  Valley,  Labrador 

scientific  introduction  centre 
Presents 

DR.  ALBERT  ELLIS 
internationally  known  American  psychologist, 

sociologist  ond  marriage  counsellor 
in  a  public  lecture 

THE  INTELLIGENT  PERSON'S  GUIDE  TO  MATE  HUNTING SUNDAY,  OCT.  24,  3  P.M.,  AUDITORIUM,  175  ST.  CLAIR  AVE.  W. 

TICKETS  $1.75 
Ticket  Soles:  Phone  924-9631  -  Scientific  Introduction  Cen- 

tre, 60  Ave.  Rd.,  Central  Y.M.C.A,(  40  College,  (Front  desk) 

SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 
8.30  p.m.  OCTOBER  24th  GREAT  HALL 

Hart  House  Music  Committee  Presents 

PAUL  BR0D1E 
CONCERT  SAXOPHONIST 

Mr.  Brodie  is  noted  os  the  leading  exponent  of  the  saxophone  as  o  classical 
instrument.  As  well  as  classical  selections,  his  programme  will  include  a  lec- 

ture-demonstration on  the  history  and  evolution  of  the  saxophone. 
TICKETS  AVAILABLE  WITHOUT    CHARGE  FROM  HALL  PORTER 

LADIES  MAY  BE  INVITED  BY  MEMBERS 

Today,  all  day 

Information  about  a  new  magazine  "Socialisme 65".  SCM  Office,  Hart  House. 
Today,  1  p.m. 

Libera]  Club  meeting  for  all  members  interested 
in  participating  in  the  Public  Affairs  Forum.  Room 1086,  Sidney  Smith. 
Today,  1  p.m. 

Final  meeting  of  Progressive  Conservative  Policy 
Committee  on  the  financing  of  higher  education  All 
members  interested  in  speaking  in  the  Public  Affairs 
Forum  urged  to  attend.  Room  2116,  Sid  Smith. 
Today,  1  pjn. 

U  of  T  New  Democrats.  Speaker  is  Donald  Mac- 
Donald,  Ontario  NDP  Leader.  Room  2102,  Sid  Smith. 
Today,  4.00  pjn. 

Planning  meeting  for  Vietnam  actions  regarding 
Pearson's  rally  Oct.  27.  JCR— UC. 
Today,  6.30-12.30  pjn. 

Supper-Dance  International  Party.  Everyone  wel- come. We  operate  at  Loss  to  serve  you.  Price  $1.00. 
Buttery  Hall,  Devonshire  Place,  Opposite  Massey  Col- lege. 

Today,  8  pjn. 
First  General  meeting  of  the  Chinese  Overseas 

Student  Association.  Refreshments  follow.  Women's Union,  79  St.  George  St. 
Today  8.00  p.m. 

Animal  Dance  Presented  by  The  Forester's  Club. The  Band  is  The  Spasstiks.  Drill  Hall,  119  St.  George. 

Today,  8.00  p.m. 
Panel  discussion,  under  the  African  Students'  Un- 
ion (U  of  T).  Topics:  "Reflections  of  African  Culture 

on  its  Education";  "The  Fate  of  the  Tshombe  Regime 
in  the  Congo".  Speakers  are  Mr.  Same  Bortei-Doke  and Mr.  Walter  Ofonogoro.  Debates  Room,  Hart  House. 
Today,  10.00  pjn. 

Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox  reopens.  Campus  Cof- fee House  at  44  St.  George  St.  Folksinging,  poetry, 
chess,  conversation. 
Sunday,  830  pjn. 

Lecture  on  "Religion  and  the  Future  of  Psycho- 
analysis". Speaker  is  Dr.  Jacob  Taubes.  Park  Plaza 

Hotel,  King  Cole  Room. 

They  can't  march VANCOUVER    (CUP)  — The  student  council  at  the 
University  of  British  Colum- bia has  turned  down  a  pro- 

posal of  its  "education  ac- tion committee"  for  a  mass march  of  UBC  students  on 
the  meeting  of  the  Associa- 

tion of  Universities  and  Col- 
leges of  Canada  in  Vancou- 

ver Oct.  27,  National  Stu- dent Day. 

In  its  place,  student  coun- 
cil president  Byron  Hender 

said  a  rally  will  be  held  on 
the  campus  on  that  date. 
He  said  there  would  also 
be  a  token  procession  of 
representatives  from  all  fa- 

p0ge  2  —  THE  VARSITY,  Friday,  October  22,  1965 

Wdlmer  Road 

Baptist  Church (1  block  North  and  West  of Spodino  and  Bloor) 
WELCOMES  STUDENTS 
Simdoy,  76th  Anniversary 
11  o.m.  "The  Elements  of  F«ith" 7  p.m.  "Christian  Thought, 

Yesterday,  Today,  and  Tomorrow" Dr.  I.  R_  c.  PerVIn 
»:15  p.m.  'Talk  Bock"  > — V  cung  people 

Young  People's  Groups  — Mondoy  8  p.m,  fridoy  8  p.m. 
MINISTERS: 

REV.  R.  S.  DUNN 
REV.  W.  R.  WOOD 

culties  and  universities  in 
British  Columbia  plus  high 
school  presidents. 
Bob  Cruise,  co-chairman 

of  the  education  action  com- 
mittee, predicted  that  the 

council's  move  would  result 
in  action  from  other 
sources. "Student  council  will  soon 
be  by-passed  by  other  orga- nizations on  campus,  and 
this  does  not  just  mean  the 
weirdie-beardies,"  he  said. 
He  predicted  students 

would  march  anyway  be- 
cause o  f  disillusionment 

with  "the  bureaucratic  stu- 
dent government"  that  "can- not act  in  a  positive  direc- 

tion." 

Council  members  appear- 
ed to  be  against  the  march, 

because  they  felt  there  was 
too  great  an  opportunity, 
for  adverse  press  coverage. 

But  an  editorial  in  the 
campus  newspaper,  The 
Ubyssey,  called  the  commit- 

tee's original  proposal  "just 
a  simple,  namby-pamby,  re- 

strained, orderly  demonstra- 
tion," and  accused  the  coun- 

cil of  "trying  to  get  as  far 
away  as  they  could  from 
being  forced  to  take  some 

stand." 



Appeal  court  open  for  student  voters 

U  of  T  students  wanting 
to  vote  in  a  Toronto  consti- 

tuency should  make  their 
bids  at  courts  of  revision 
today  or  tomorrow. 

This  advice  comes  from  a 
pamphlet  published  by  the 
U  of  T  branch  of  the  Cana- 

dian Union  of  Students. 
CUS  has  been  trying  to  as- 

sure the  vote  for  all  eligible 
university  students. 
Students  whose  names  are 

not  on  a  Toronto  prelimi- 
nary voting  list  can  appeal 

at  courts  of  revision,  held 
yesterday,  today  and  tomor- row. 

"While  you  can  do  this  by 
submitting  an  affidavit,  it 
would  be  better  to  appear  in 
person  and  give  all  the  facts 
in  what  will  be  a  contenti- 

ous issue,"  the  pamphlet says. 
A  student  wanting  to 

know  where  his  court  of  re- 
vision is  should  phone  the 

returning  officer  for  his  con- 
situency,  the  pamphlet  says. 
Many  students  live  in  Spa- 
dina  or  St.  Paul's  riding,  for 
which  the  respective  phone 

DRAMA  WORKSHOPS 
Applications  for  the  dra- 

ma workshops  to  be  con- 
ducted next  week  are  still 

being  received  in  the  SAC 
office.  These  workshops 
will  be  under  the  direction 
of  Powys  Thomas,  the  well- 
known  Canadian  actor. 

THE  BLEEDERS 

ARE  COMING 

By  DOROTHY  YARMOUTH 

The  University  of  Toron- 
to's semi-annual  Blood  Cam- 

paign gets  under  way  Mon- 
day, and  continues  for  two 

weeks,  to  Oct.  29. 
Miss  Ann  James,  a  Red 

Cross  official,  said  that  this 
year  there  will  be  two  days 
of  continuous  clinics  in  the 
UC  Junior  Common  Room 
and  in  the  Lorretto  College 
Lounge.  "This  is  a  departure 
from  previous  years,"  Miss James  said. 

This  will  enable  students 
to  donate  blood  during 
lunch  hours,  eliminating 
waiting  and  congestion. 
Blood  donor  clinics  will 

be  operating  at  various  oth- 
er locations  around  campus. 

The  schedule  of  clinics 
for  next  week  is: 
Mon.,  Tues.,  9-11  a.m., 

12:30-4  p.m.,  Margaret Addison  Hall. 
Wed.,  9  a.m.  -  4  p.ra..  Ju- 

nior Common  Room, UC. 
Thurs.,  10  a.m.  -  5  p.m., 

Lorretto  College  Loun- 

ge. Fri.,  9-11  a.m.,  12:30  -  4 
p.m.,  Trinity  Buttery. 

Fri.,  10  a.m.  -  2  p.m.,  3:30- 
4:30  pjn.,  Dentistry 
Building. 

numbers  are  924-3756  and 
923-2473. 

There  are  several  revision 
courts  in  each  riding. 

Students  are  allowed  to 
vote  either  at  their  place  of 
ordinary  residence  or  in  the 
polling  division  where  they 
live  at  university  —  if  they 
lived  there  the  day  the  elec- 

tion writ  was  issued. 
But,  says  the  pamphlet, 

few  U  of  T  students  were 
attending  Sept.  8,  when  the 
writ  was  issued.  "It  would 
seem  that  we  will  have  to  re- 

turn to  our  place  of  ordina- 
ry residence  to  vote." But  special  provisions  ap- 

plying to  clergymen  and 
teachers  may  provide  an  op- 

portunity for  a  few  students 
to  vote,  and  others  may  be 
able  to  establish  their  uni- 

versity residence  as  their 
place  of  ordinary  residence. 

The  pamphlet  lists  several 
circumstances  which,  where 
they  exist,  might  help  stu- 

dents strengthen  their  case. 
"The  important  points  to 

establish  are  that  you  have 
ADOPTED  the  university  as 
your  place  of  ordinary  re- sidence and  that  you  were 
TEMPORARILY  ABSENT 
when  the  election  writ  was 

issued  Sept.  8." The  pamphlet  is  available 
at  the  Students  Administra- 

tive Council  Building. 

VARSITY  ERROR 
A  report  in  The  Varsity 

of  Oct.  20  quoted  Howard 
A  d  e  1  m  a  n  of  Campus 
Co  -  operative  Residences 
Incorporated  as  savin; 
that  a  long-term  Cen- 

tral Mortgage  and  Housing 
financing  had  been  arrang- 

ed for  Rochdale  College, 
Such  financing  still  has  not 
been  approved  by  CMHC, 
report  that  a  campaign  to 
sell  $100,000  of  Campus  Co- 

op debentures  will  be 
launched  is  premature.  This 
proposal  is  still  being  dis- cussed. 

—photo  by  JOE  WEINSTOCK 
U  of  T  engineers  attempt  to  drum  up  support  for  tomor- 

row's car  rally. 

SHARE  RESULTS 
SHARE  PROGRESS 

Architecture    $  35.00 
Emmanuel   35.00 
Extension    139.71 
Faculty  members   580.19 
Food  Science   75.72 
Graduate  School  of  Business    47.00 
Innis    221.84 
Knox   ...]   42.45 
Law    53.56 
Library  School    23.75 
Music   47.50 
New   124.84 
Nursing    217.55 
Pharmacy    19.00 
St.  Mike's    217.22 
Scarboro    32.93 
Social  Work    53.25 
Sororities   260.33 
Trinity   *B=   326.86 
UC    568.73 
Vic    697.65 
Wycliffe    31.36 
TOTAL  J3.939.12 

HART  HOUSE  £ 

TODAY  -»  /[ 
5.15  p.m.     RECORD  ROOM  B  .  Instruction  and  Renewal 
This  Weekend  at  Hart  House  Farm  —  Victoria  College  6T9 

SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 
8.30  p.m.  October  24  Great  Hall 

PAUL  BRODIE,  Saxophonist 
TICKETS  AVAILABLE  WITHOUT  CHARGE  FROM  HALL 
PORTER.  LADIES  WELCOME,  IF  ESCORTED  BY  MEMBERS 

CAMERA  CLUB 
Tuesday,  October  26  7.30  p.m. 

BILL  DOWKES  will  give  on  instructional  session  in  Block 
and  White  processing  in  the  Club  Rooms. 

STEINWAY  PIANOS 
The  Music  Committee  of  Hart  House  encourages  the  use  of  its 
two  Steinway  Pianos  by  sufficiently  qualified  members.  Steinway 
cards  will  be  issued  in  the  Undergraduate  Office  to  any  member 
who  produces  a  Royal  Conservatory  Grade  Ten  or  equivalent  certi- 

ficate. Those  who  have  attained  this  level  of  proficiency  without 
taking  formal  examinations  may  audition  for  this  privilege. 

IN  THE  ART  GALLERY 
"Portraits  by  F.  H.  Varley" DAILY:  12  noon  to  6  p.m. 

The  Pow  of  the 
Piccadillys 

at  Harridge's 
Strong  with  the  freshness,  the  newness  of  fall . . . 
our  collection  of  Piccadillys  in  wool.  Shown 
here  are  two  from  a  whole  group  of  new  stylings. 
Left:  Smock  front,  navy,  camel,  green,  red.  $15. 
Right:  Lace  collar,  navy,  green.  $15.  Sizes  5  to  15. 
Come  see  these  and  all  the  great  campus  looks 

now  at  Harridge's. 
FREE  RAINBONNET  with  any  purchase 
at  Harridge's  sports  department,  ground level.  Simply  bring  in  this  copy  of  our 
advertisement. 

At  The  Colonnade  -  131  Bloor  W.  -  Open  doily  9.30  to  6,  Thurs.  Until  9 
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send  the  Blues 

The  Athletic  Directorate  of  this  university  will  meet 
shortly  and  decide  whether  to  apply  to  send  the  Varsity 
Hockey  Blues  to  the  World  Student  Winter  Games  in Turin,  Italy,  next  February. 

The  Canadian  Union  of  Students  plans  to  send  a 
college  hockey  team  to  represent  Canada  at  these  games. 
Applications  hove  been  sent  to  university  athletic  direc- torates across  the  country. 

A  successful  application  by  this  university  would 
allow  all  Varsity  students  to  become  involved,  for  the 
first  time,  in  the  administration  of  college  athletics. 

According  to  CUS,  some  $4,000  will  have  to  be 
raised,  in  addition  to  government  grants,  to  send  a  team. 
The  effort  to  raise  these  funds  would  see  both  athletes 
and  other  students  working  together,  taking  a  responsible 
part  in  the  organization  of  this  worthwhile  project. Blues  have  the  best  hockey  team  in  many  years,  and 
their  application  to  CUS  would  undoubtedly  receive  serious consideration. 

The  Athletic  Directorate  would  be  well-advised  to 
consider  this  proposal  carefully;  an  application  on  behalf 
of  the  Blues  could  do  much  to  suport  responsible  student 
involvement  in  college  athletics. 

long-range  returns 
The  new  student  residence  planned  by  the  Campus 

Co-op  is  more  than  just  another  of  that  group's  admirable projects. 
It  may  be  the  first  step  in  a  student-planned  effort  to 

solve  the  residence  problems  which  beset  this  whole 
university  —  problems  which,  despite  attempts  by  the 
administration  to  solve  them,  are  becoming  worse  each 
year. The  present  Co-op  is  an  example  of  the  woy  students 
can  work  to  solve  their  own  problems.  If  Rochdale  College 
is  a  success  also,  there  seems  no  reason  why  the  university 
should  not  encourage  the  Co-op  to  increase  its  efforts  to 
provide  student  residences.  In  this  way  there  may  be  found 
a  solution  to  one  of  the  problems  with  which  the  ad- 

ministration, hampered  by  a  multitude  of  building  projects, 
cannot  keep  pace. 

radio  saved,  fortunately 
It  was  indeed  gratifying  to  witness  the  compromise 

solution  arrived  at  by  SAC  at  its  meeting  Wednesday  night 
— a  solution  which  allows  the  radio  committee  to  continue 
functioning. 

The  meeting  began  with  an  atmosphere  of  threats 
and  counterthrears  from  both  the  SAC  Executive  and 
members  of  the  radio  committee,  but  this  was  overcome 
by  the  better  instinct  of  all  parties  involved. 

In  the  words  of  a  council  member,  "the  radio  com- 
mittee provides  an  unparalleled  opportunity  to  improve 

the  image  of  U  of  T  students  in  the  eyes  of  the  general 
public."  Fortunately,  such  an  opportunity  will  not  now be  wasted. 

varsity 
TORONTO 
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Dovid  Jacket 
Donno  Moson Arthur  Zeldin 
Larry  Greenspan Andrew  Szende 
Tony  Bond Volkmor  Richter Ocanna  Kamiel Howie  Fluxgold Rich  Pyne 
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i  the  news  deportment  meant  thot  all  the  topy  was  turned  m ». 30.  Those  helping  the  master  effort  included  Oione  Rosenberg,  Esther  Frcy 
lie  Bitlw    h«°    /°r      ?°/1c"b  Ma?">-  Allon  Leslie  Gary,  Pat  Shale, Rod  Ritch.c,  Hornet  Goldstein,  Bornedotte  Ferry  and  sportsics  Paul  Pope,  Ross Dov.es    Shel  Krokotsky    Morel  Mocdonald,  who  was  again  doubtful,  Paul  Henry, ond    Peter   McCreoth.  Joe   Wcinstoek  worked  the 

''nli.TSt.S'"  fai\h,ul  St-  B«"">-  A"*  Gloria  Wand.ess  is  on  over-night BULLETIN:  at  last  report,  the  lower  mosthood   staff  was  still  intact. fact  . .  .  we're  kind  of  worried Latest  report  on  top  masthead  uncertain 
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U  of  T  New  Democrats  go  wrong 

By  JOEY  STEINER 
The  author  of  this  article 

is  a  second-year  student  at 
University  College,  and  is 
treasurer  of  the  UC  Literary 
and  Athletic  Society.  Until 
last  Saturday  he  was  also 
vice-president  of  the  U  of  T 
New  Democrats.  In  the  ar- 

ticle which  follows  he  gives 
his  reasons  for  resigning  that 
post,  in  "the  spirit  of  honest 
criticism  and  not  bitter  in- 

vective." The  opinions  he 
expresses  are  not  necessari- 

ly those  of  The  Varsity. 

comment 

I  think  that  the  U  of  T 
New  Democrats,  to  para- 

phrase Voltaire,  is  neither 
new,  democratic,  nor  a  par- 

ty. Let  me  explain  these 
one  at  a  time. 
I  have  had  the  feeling 

since  the  beginning  of  this 
year  that  the  club  has  had 
nothing  new  to  offer.  It  has 
been  promulgating  policies 
based  on  fixed  doctrinaire 
principles  which  are  not 
really  open  to  discussion. 

For  example,  I  think  it  is not  unfair  to  say  that  at 
least  the  leadership  of  the 
club  is  unquestioningly,  and 
even  religiously,  pro-natio- 

nalism (especially  pro-Que- 
bec autonomy)  and  anti- American  both  on  the  home 

front  and  in  foreign  affairs. 
I  oppose  many  of  these 

policies,  but,  far  more  im- portant, oppose  the  blind 
acceptance  of  the  princip- les on  which  they  are  based. 
Let  me  illustrate  with  an 

example.    A  left-wing  radi- 
cal party  should  not  begin 

ith  the  assumption  that 
the  preservation  of  Canada  is 

ultimate  good,  proceed 

to  castigation  of  Ihe  Unit- ed States  and  its  financial interests,  and  then  cap  the 
discussion  with  proposals 
for  economic  nationalism. 
A  truly  progressive  party should  begin  from  only  one 

principle:  that  the  function of  society  is  to  allow  every 
individual  to  develop  him- self fully.  Then  it  should 
proceed  to  a  discussion  of 
the  means  necessary  to  form such  a  society,  and  it  may 
well  discover,  that  the  pre 
servation  of  Canada  is  one 
of  those  means. 

The  point  I  am  trying  to 
make  is  simply  that  the  D 
of  T  New  Democrats  never undertake  such  a  discussion 
from  fundamentals,  but  be- 

gin from  pre-digested,  left- wing  folklore.  I  might  add 
that  another  result  of  this 
process  is  the  widespread 
feeling  among  politically 
unsophisticated  people  that 
the  North  American  left- 
wing  groups  think  Western democracy  is  all  wrong  and 
Communism  has  all  the 
answers. 
On  the  question  of  de- mocracy in  the  U  of  T  New Democrats,  I  need  only 

point  to  last  Saturday's Viet  Nam  demonstration.  I 
don't  recall  any  general 
meeting  for  discussion,  let 
alone  approval,  of  official 
campus  New  Democrat  par- 

ticipation. Perhaps  the  deci- sion was  taken  at  last  Tours 
day's  executive  meeting, four  or  five  hours  after 
signs  had  gone  up  announc- 

ing the  U  of  T  New  Demo- crats as  a  sponsoring  orga- 
nization. The  fundamental 

principle  of  the  NDP  is  that 
policy  decisions  are  not  tak- en by  the  party  leaders  or 
even  by  the  executive,  but 
by  the  membership.  While 

this  may  be  difficult  at  the 
federal  level,  there  is  no  ex- 

cuse for  such  "executive  ac- tion" in  the  campus  club. 
My  third  and  final  point 

is  that  the  U  of  T  New  De- mocrats have  lost  sight  of 
their  role  as  part  of  a  po- 

litical party.  A  political  par- 
ty must  educate  and  prose- lytize if  it  is  to  succeed;  U 

of  T  New  Democrats  have 
shown  very  little  interest  in 
that  direction.  No  concerted 
effort  has  been  put  into  the current  election  campaign; 

speakers  and  seminars  on campus  are  not  advertised, with  the  result  that  we  are 

preaching  to  the  converted —  and  a  very  small  number 
of  them  at  that. 
In  fact,  as  I  see  it,  the  U 

of  T  New  Democrats  have 

put  most  of  their  efforts  in- 
to staying  in  what  they  mis- 

takenly consider  the  "main- 
comment 

stream"  of  progressive 
thought  on  campus.  The  re- sult has  been,  and  will  be, 

a  very  comfortable  associa- tion with  the  various  luna- tic -  fringe  Trotskyite  and "socialist"  clubs  and  groups, 
and  total  alienation  from  the 
other  99  per  cent  of  the  stu- dents at  this  campus.  Per- 

haps New  Democrats  are 
comfortable  in  this  compa- 

ny of  know-it-alls  in  a  black- and-white  world;  I  hope 

not. This,  I  think,  is  the  crux 
of  the  matter:  the  New  De- mocrats have  gone  the  way 
of  all  the  campus  political 
clubs  and  have  managed  to 
make  themselves  irrelevant 

See  "Steiner",  page  22 

ironic  installation Sir: 

In  reference  to  the  Chan- 
cellor's installation,  I 

thought  it  ironic  that  the new  Chancellor  should  one 
minute  talk  about  aiding 
have-nots,  and  the  next  pre- 

sent law  degrees  to  conser- vatives and  capitalists. 

It  is  a  shame  that  a  uni- 
versity should  support  two 

opposing  views — the  desire for  knowledge  and  human 
betterment  (the  real  pur- 

pose of  a  university),  and  at 
the  same  time  honor  those 
who  contradict  it.  Symboli- 

cally, one  sees  the  thinking 
men  of  society  bow  to  the 
moneymakers  and  the  mili- tary . 

Yet  it  typifies  our  predi- cament: conservatism  stif- 
les intellectuality. 

It  may  clear  some  men's consciences  to  have  plane- tariums  named  after  them, 
but  when  one  earns  several 
hundred  times  the  average 
university  fee  per  year,  the 
situation  is  hardly  moral. 

Geoff  Mains  (I  New) 

Teach-In  failure Sir: 

The  Teach-in  was  a  fail- 
ure. There  was  talk  of  Rus- 
sia defending  the  right  to 

self-determination,  but  why 
do  Russian  citizens  have  no 
rights?  There  was  talk  of 
China  in  the  U.N.,  but  why 
do  Chinese  citizens  have  no 
rights?  There  was  talk  of 
protest  against  the  United 
States,  but  by  what  right? 
The  right  of  the  world  to 
peace?  Peace — no  matter what  individual  rights  will 
be  denied  in  revolutions  to 
establish  dictatorships  of 
"the  people"? 

There  was  no  talk  of  ap- 
plying the  right  of  "the  self- determination  of  nations" 

only  to  those  societies  seek- 
ing to  establish  freedom. 

There  was  no  talk  of  deny- 

ing this  right  to  dictator- 
ships. There  was  no  talk 

about  the  difference.  There 
was  no  talk  emphasizing 
that  just  because  Russia and  the  United  States  have 
been  given  equal  opportuni- 

ty to  speak  here,  they  do 
not  have  equal  "rights  to 
speak  about  "rights."  Rus- sia has  one-party  rule,  exe- cutions with  a  mock  trial 
for  political  offenses,  no  pri- 

vate property,  and  censor- ship. Russia  has  no  right  to 
speak  about  defending 
rights. 

The  Teach-in  was  sincere- 
ly designed  to  open  eyes  to 

differing  attitudes,  but  to 
take  place  at  all  it  had  to 
close  eyes  to  this  difference 
beween  the  U.S.  and  Russia. 
The  Teach-in  was  sincere- 
ly designed  to  consider  "na- tional rights,"  but  to  do  this at  all  it  had  to  forget  about 

"individual  rights."  It  had 
to  ignore  the  fact  that  a nation,  like  any  other  group, 
can  have  no  rights  other 
than  the  rights  of  its  indi- vidual citizens,  and  that  just 
as  there  is  no  individual 
right  to  violate  the  rights  of 
others,  so  there  is  no  such 
thing  as  "the  right  to  make 
a  dictatorship" — not  in  Cu- ba, Asia,  Latin  America,  nor 
anywhere  in  the  world. 

Before  anymore  Teach-ins 
we  need  think-ins  to  dis- cover what  should  be  the 
starting  point  of  any  poli- 

tical discussion — individual 
rights.  "The  term  'individual 
rights'  is  a  redundancy: there  is  no  other  kind  of 
rights  and  no  one  else  to 
possess  them."  (The  quota- tion is  from  the  philosophy 
of  Ayn  Rand). 

Norbert  Sebris  (V  Arch) 
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review 

So  where  were  all  the  columnists?  No  religious  holidays  this  week by  gum.  Besides,  what  columnists  are  religious  anyhow?  And speaking  of  obsences,  would  one  W.D.  Gordon,  if  he  reads  this mess,  please  contact  office  and  leave  number.  A  very  good  week for  those  who  watched  The  High  Priestess  of  Camp  for  the  third and  fourth  times.  Unfortunately  for  us,  there's  more  between  us and  42nd  Street  than  three  blocks,  1  tell  ya.  Clute  came  and  sat which  was  nice.  Walsh  —  de-sabbaticalized.  And  R  B  if  you  are reading,  do  you  like  these  too? 

Mere  I  am,  gagging  it  up  tike  crazy  for  my  recent  television  show.  Oh,  yeah,  my  name  is  Barbra, 
and  I  like  mink.  (More  of  me  on  Review  8  and  9). 



POSITION  STILL  OPEN 

IN  ORCHESTRA 

for  NEW  COLLEGE  Production 

of 

LITTLE  ME 
Bring  instruments  if  possible 

Flutes  Drums 
Clarinets  Trombones 

Bassoons  Xylophones  (will  rent) 
Trumpets  Saxophones 

Report  to 
NEW  COLLEGE  PORTER'S  LODGE 

Mon.,  Tues.,  7:30  p.m. 

/     \        HIGH  and 

|  J  HANDSOME 

SWEATERS, 
SKIRTS, 
SLIMS 

High  on  our  fall 
fashion  list,  w«'re  sure this  lifuidftome  ensemble 

will  find  a  place  in 
your  Kitten  collection! 
PVLW  VBR — 100% 
English  Botany  wool, 

with  full -fashioned 
raglao  shoulders — y  ribbed  turtle-neck, 

long  sleeves,  moth-proof, 
shrink -treated,  in  new 

exciting  fall  shades. 
MATCHING  SLIMS 

—100%  pure  wool 
worsted  slims,  woven 
from  100%  superfine 

English  Botany  wool — 
dry-cleanable  and 

dyed -to-perfect  ly  -match 
j!     \  all  Kitten  Botany wool  sweaters. 

At  all  fine  shops 
627/692      'V*'^  ̂   everywhere. 

bcl  S^^sH.  ̂ 1  !t  ta  nM  '  *enuine  KITTEN. 

NOW  OPEN  IN  YOUR 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 

NEW  YORK 
PIZZA  HOUSE 620  YONGE  ST. 

Wc  specialize  in  New  York New  England  rtyle  pizza Home  Made  Spaghetti. 
1  FREE  PIZZA  WITH 

EVERY  5  TO  TAKE  OUT 
FOR  FAST  SERVICE 

CALL  —  925-1736 FREE  DELIVERY 

YOUNG  MEN 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 

706  QUEEN  ST.  W. 
Toronto  3,  Onf . 
EM.  6-2025 

open  doily,  incl.  Sat.  from  8-6. University  Blazers  and  Trousers 
made  to  measure.  Atso  Men's  Suits, Coats,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

DANCING 
EVERY  SATURDAY 

at 
CASA  LOMA 

Currently  Playing 
ART  HALLMAN 
AND  ORCHESTRA 

ANNOUNCING 
CASA-GOGO 

SATURDAY  OCTOBER  30 
DAVE  MICKIE  presents 
BOB  MINNS 

AND  ORCHESTRA 
Ploying  in  the  Gfeot  Hail 

THE  SILHOUETTES 
and  DIANNE  BROOKS 

Ploying  in  the  Dungeonette 
1  ADMISSION 

TO  WHOLE  CASTLE 
STUDENT  RATE 

AMPLE  FREE  PARKING 

Toronto  Repertory  Ensemble 
Musical  Director:  Milton  Barnes 

I 

Edward  Johnson  Concert  Hall 
8:30  p.m. 

unique  musical  experience 

Musical  works  for  chamber  ensemble, 
seldom  performed  in  public. 

Subscription  lu  4  Sunday  concerts:  $7.00 
Single  ticket:  $2.00 
Available  by  phone  (924-2734)  or  at  the  door. I 

SUNDAY,  OCTOBER  24 

Serenade  No.  12  for  Winds/Mozarr 
Octet  Op.  30 

for  Winds  and  St  rings /Flicker 
Five  Skelehes/roH  de  Leeiiw 

Serenade  for  Winds  and  Strings 

Op.  44/Dvorak 

TWO  POEMS 

MAN  SMART  WHEN  WOMAN  SMARTER 

women  are  no  longer 
carnal  celestial  birds 
fragile  with  breakwlngs 

and  pokebeaks 
responding  with  hostility from  the  cage 

where  men  once  dreamt  them 

and  speaking  of  men 
who  are  no  longer  elegant  angels 

endowed  with  muscles 
but  let  themselves  be  worked  upon 

(daily-after-dinner  jellyfish) 
blending  into  extirpation 

who  don't  even  care 
that  somewhere  outside  valkyries 

are  riding  lightningcreatures 
and  thunderclouds 

looking  for  (ah!)  heroes 
If  all  the  world  is  lost like  that 
then  I  must  be  mad 
or  else  show  of  some  passion 

has  become  my  masterpiece. 

THE  STAR-SPANGLED  BULL 
a  vision  hit  me 
when  I  was  only  six  beside  a  river 

at  night  and  the  light 
of  the  city  on  the  other  side 
danced  and  disappeared  like  black  poems 

on  the  winter  water 
and  we  were  one  huge  crowd 

hushed  and  still 
waiting  for  the  fire  works  to  start 

and  I  knew  that  there  we  all  were: 
the  meek 

ready  to  inherit  the  earth. 

By  Hermann  Rebel. 

Partially  in  response  to  the  fact  that  Jargon,  the  V 
of  T  literary  journal,  is  not  being  published  this  year, 
and  also,  simply  because  it  likes  the  idea,  The  Varsity 
Review  will  endeavour  to  publish  poetry  semi-regular- 
ly.  Contributions  are  welcome,  should  be  typed  on 
individual  pages  and  submitted  in  an  envelope  to  the Review  Office. 

Choir  (continued) 

are  fused  into  a  single  im- 

pression. This  evening's  perform- ance revealed  many  of  the 
nuances  that  the  work  con- 

tains and  Lois  Marshall's 
singing  captured  the  sober 
and  pure  lyricism  of  Pou- lenc's  beautiful  melodic 
lines. 
Although  in  the  initial 

phrases  the  chorus  rushed 
too  eagerly  ahead,  the 
strong  unison  passages  and 
the  dramatic  sudden  chang- 

es in  dynamics  made  up  for 

it. 

The  chorus  functioned  as 
a  huge  string  section  in 
Stravinsky's  Symphony  of 
Psalms  and  produced  the 
long  breathless  line  that 
captured  much  of  the  ethos 
of  Gregorian  Chant. 
The  objectivity  and  im- 

personality of  the  Latin 
language  as  a  medium  for 

musical  setting  and  the  de 
liberate  avoidance  of  sen- sual instrumental  parts  gave 
the  work  a  sombem£$s 
which  only  the  rich  choral 
sounds  counterbalanced. 
From  the  austere  mezzo- 
piano  opening,  based  upon the  dark  tone  color  of  the 
'cellos  and  the  basses,  to 
the  gentle,  mesmerizing  end- 

ing, the  work  was  performed confidently,  with  an  appar- 
ent insight  into  the  meaning of  the  text. 

Miss  Marshall's  voice floated  over  the  string 
chords  and  the  murmuring 
of  many  voices,  quietly,  in 
the  far  background.  This 
vocal  play  of  colors  in  a framework  of  a  rich  and  full 
choral  sonority,  was  a  most 
successful  and  rewarding 

performance. 
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Boheme:  a  breakthrough 
By  MEL  ISCOVE 

Anyone  looking  for  tra- 
vesties of  artistic  values, 

technical  failures,  dramatic 
fiascos  and  musical  abomi- 

nations in  the  film  version 
of  Puccini's  La  Boheme 
Wednesday  night  was  cer- 

tainly bound  to  be  very  dis- 
appointed. The  film,  playing 

a  two-day  engagement  at 
the  Nortown  and  Imperial, 
proved  to  be  an  enjoyable 
and  highly  moving  rendition 
of  the  great  opera,  and  a 

perience  for  all  members  of the  audience.  No  film  actor 
can  convey  an  overabund- 

ance of  passion  as  convinc- 
ingly as  a  tenor  pouring  out 

his  heart  in  a  passionate 
aria. 

The  pacing  was  quick  and 
energetic  in  the  first  and 
second  acts;  the  acting  on 
the  whole  superb  (especially 
Musetta  in  her  big  flirting 
scene  and  the  four  Bohem- 

ians in  their  first  act  fri- volity). 

again  produced  a  vital  read- 
ing of  the  score,  with  atten- tion to  details,  tempi,  and 

balance.  The  trumpets  in 
Act  II  and  the  finale  were 
truly  brilliant. 

Mirella  Freni,  as  Mimi 
had  great  control,  a  lovely 
quality  to  her  voice,  and  an 
excellently  employed  dyna- 

mic range — all  very  evident 
in  tbe  "Addio,  senza  ran- 

cor." 

Gianni  Raimondi  as  Ro- 
dolfo  was  a  convincing  lover 

Adriona  Maitino  as  Musetta  kicks  up  her  heels  in  the  film  version  of  Puccini's  LA  BOHEME 
genuine  breakthrough  in  the 
refinement  of  the  mass-me- 

dia entertainment. 
The  producer,  Franco  Zef. 

firellis,  was  fortunate  in 
having  for  his  material  an 
opera  such  as  La  Boheme, 
in  which  the  music  high- 

lights and  underlines  fully 
the  emotional  impact  of 
every  moment. 
Add  to  this  the  additional 

advantage  of  close-up  shots 
of  facial  expressions  and 
gestures — and  the  result  is 
a  tremendous  emotional  ex- 

In  contrast  to  the  open- 
ing, the  last  two  acts  moved 

more  slowly,  allowing  the 
tragic  elements  (in  the  un- 

timely death  of  the  con- 
sumptive heroine)  to  as- sume central  importance 

and  gradually  shatter  the 
illusion  of  carefree  irrespon- 

sibility. The  last  scene,  mu- 
sically and  dramatically, 

was  a  splendid  denouement. 
The  sound  fidelity  was 

quite  remarkable,  although 
not  entirely  true  to  life.  Von 
Karajan  as  conductor  has 

whose  voice  was  lyrical  and 
blended  well  with  Miss  Fre- 
ni's.  And  of  course  Adriana 
Martino  as  Musetta  com- bined a  secure  voice  with  a 
definite  dramatic  flair  for 
her  part. 
The  only  complaints 

might  be  about  the  pain- 
fully ragged  synchronization of  sound  track  with  film  in 

the  first  act,  and  about  the 
top  two  thirds  of  Rodolfo's head  in  the  beginning  of  the 
quartet  (they  were  outside 
the  picture! ). 

High  school passion,  schmerz 

By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 

With  unerring  taste  and 
accuracy,  the  sub-titlers  of 
Torment  have  managed  to 
ignore  massive  chunks  of 
what  looked  to  be  the  most 
interesting  exchanges 
throughout  this  entire  Swed- 

ish film.  In  the  process,  they 
turned  what  was  a  mildly 
ridiculous  story  into  a  regu- 

lar schmaltzy  hash  (with 
cinematic  and  scriptual  over- 

tones of  M,  mind  you!) 
Torment  should  have  been 

at  least  an  interesting  cu- 
riosity —  since  the  screen 

play  is  one  of  Ingmar  Berg- 
man's earliest.  But  forget  it, 
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baby.  If  there  was  any  sub- 
tlety at  all  it  must  have  been 

included  in  phrases  I  vague- 
ly remember  as  sounding 

something  like:  Y  a  m  m  a 
YOOLvoo  YOLLish  yimmy 
YONson  HOtel.  Swedish  is 
not  my  forte.  (Nor  was  it 
Mai  Zetterling's,  I'm  afraid. As  female  lead,  she  was  bad 
news,  by  yimminy.) 

As  a  matter  of  fact,  since 
the  picture  has  likely  closed 
at  the  time  that  this  is  be- 

ing read,  I'm  not  even  going to  tell  you  what  it  was  all 
about.  Just  a  Ti'tle  matter  of 
evil  and  passion  in  a  micro- 
cosmic  hell  of  a  high  school, 
a  question  of  sadism  (men- 

tal —  so  don't  slaver)  and adolescent  horniness  and 
schmerz.  Cathartic  chimes 
and  a  brightening  day  as  the 
film  closes  on  a  hill  over- 

looking the  city.  All  pro- bably a  bit  autobiographic, 
too.  Especially  the  schmerz. 
Ingmar  didn't  have  such a  great  beginning,  this  is  one 

thing  for  sure.  But  contrary 
to  all  the  ads,  this  was  not 
his  flic.  He  only  wrote  the script. 
Which  was  a  pretty  good 

thing,  because  director  Alf 
Sjoberg  (would  you  believe 
it)  manages  some  interest- ing stuff  visually,  as  does  his 
chief  photographer.  Stuff 
very  reminiscent  of  the austere  tones  and  shadows 
of  Bergman's  later,  greater 
films  for  the  same  Svensk- filmindustri,  to  be  precise. 
Ah  ha!  AN  INFLUENCE. 
And  so  my  academic  mind 
grubs  a  little  triumph  out  of what  was  otherwise  a  very dull  evening. 

University  Health  Service 
ATTENTION 

ARTS  AND  SCIENCE  STUDENTS 
IN  THEIR  GRADUATING  YEAR 

Final  year  students  m  the  Faculty  of  Arts  &  Science  ore  reminded 
that  they  are  required  to  hove  a  chest  x-ray.  They  are  urged  to attend  the  Annual  Chest  X-ray  Survey  currently  being  held  at  the C.O.T.C.  Drill  Hall  rear  of  119  St.  George  Street  (east  side  just 
south  of  Bloor)  at  any  of  the  following  times: 
Thursday,  Oct.  21— between  9:00  a.m.  and  12  noon 

or  between  1:00  and  5:00  p.m. 
Tuesday,  Oct.  26— between  9 :00  a.m.  and  12  noon 
Thursday,  Oct.  28— between  9 :00  a.m.  and  12  noon 

TIME  TO 

RE-"TRAD" Ifyourthreads  are  getting  thin,  it's  time 
to  Re-Trad.  Trads  are  the  slim,  trim, 

high-style  men's  slacks  with  a  young 
man's  look  Of  action.  Don  ParkerTRADS 

-  popularly  priced  and  available  at  your 

favorite  man's  shop. 
TRADS  are  available  in  stretch  materials  for  a 
full  measure  of  superb  comfort. 



CLASSIFIED  ADVERTISING
 

ROOM  FOR  RENT  at  Keele  St. jsubwoy, Alhambfo  Apartment  House.  Goad  tor VaSSE  or  two  air's  or  men.  Overlook! High  Pork.  535-7<06. 
61    VOLKSWAGEN  CUSTOM, seat  belts.  One  owner.  Excellent dition.  WA.  1-0241  evenings. 

radio 

THE  VILLAGE 

REVUE 
with 

•  DON  CULUEN 
AND 

•  BARRIE  BALDARO 

Colonnade  Theatre  - Tickets  ot  S.A.C.  Office 
—  Student  Prices  — 

DYNAMOS !  (Montessori  method  only 
s'il  vous  ploir)  A  spunky  supersonic 
oge  7  requests  tender  counselling  in Eng.,  Moths.,  Science,  Music,  P.T.,  Une Arts!  Grotefully.  WA.  4-3976. 
LARGE  3rd  floor  furnished  bed-sitting Tooru,  bath  ond  kitchen  shored  ̂  
woman  and  child.  Good  location,  Collier neor  Yonge-Oavenport.  $12/wk.  Phone 921-4445  ofter  work.  

A  LARGE  3  ROOMED  oportment  avail- able in  Porkdole.  Equipped.  Mam  floor of  house.  Quiet,  very  clean  oduits. 590.00.  Pleose  call  BE.  3-2476. 
SUBJECTS  wonted  for  perceptual  re- search project.  51.00  per  hour  Age limit  20  -  29,  right  handed,  vision 
and  heoring  should  be  good.  Coll  36l>- 5198  or  365-5162,  

LOST:  Gold  Coravelle  man's  watch  ot 124  St.  George  St.  on  Friday  ofter- noon.  BE.   3-0410  evenings.  

A  career  in  bad
  taste 

WANTED:  2  bedroom  apartment.  Du- 
plex or  house.  Unfurnished.  Phone  921- 8221. 

THE  GUITAR  SOCIETY  OF  TORONTO Presents 
NARCISO  YEPES 

Spanish  Guitarist 
EDWARD  JOHNSON  CONCERT  HALL 

FRIDAY  OCTOBER  29 Tickets  $3.50,  $2.50 
ADVANCE  BOOKINGS 

KENNETH  C,  YOUNG,  75  Felbrlgs  Ave. Toronto  12 

By  MICHAEL  WALSH 

The  opportunism  of  do- ing something  differently 
often  pays  big  dividends. 
The  first  "Mondo"  mongrel was  a  catch-all  of  snears, 
leers  and  slobbering  sensa- tionalism. Although  it  was 
the  product  of  a  scrap  heap, 
Mondo  Cane  was  scored 
with  surprising  artistry.  And 

the  cry  for  "More"  was  in- terpreted to  mean  more Mondos  . 
Deliberate  bad  taste,  as  a 

diversion,  was  all  right  — 
once.  But  some  Italian  mo- vie makers  have  decided  to make  a  career  out  of  it. 
Malamondo,  now  languish- 

ing at  the  Downtown,  is  the 

"ATTENTION" 
VARSITY  STUDENTS 

!20%!  DISCOUNT 

ON  ALL  MERCHANDISE,  INCLUDING  DRUGS,  COSMETICS,  HAIR 
TINTS,  BEAUTY  AIDS,  MEN'S  GROOMING  ACCESSORIES,  ETC. 

on  presentotion  of  ATU  card 

DOWNTOWN  DISCOUNT  DRUGS 
227  YONGE  STREET  (of  Shuter) 
ALSO  SAVE  ON  YOUR  PRESCRIPTIONS 

II 

NEW  COLLEGE 
FEATURE  FILM  PROGRAMME IN  COLOR 

"AUNTIE  MAME 
Starring  ROSALIND  RUSSELL 

and  FORREST  TUCKER 

SATURDAY,  OCTOBER  23 
8:30  P.M.         ADMISSION  50c 

TONIGHT 

RHO  ALPHA  KAPPA  FRATERNITY 
Presents 

THE  RYERS0N  FOLK  SHOW Starring 
The  Ditty  Shame*  -  Elyse  Weinberg  -  Alan  MacRae 

FRIDAY  OCTOBER  22  —  8:30  P.M. 
RYERSON  THEATRE 

VICTORIA  &  GERHARD 
TICKETS  $1.50,  $1.75 Available  A  &  A  Record  Bar  or  Theatre  Box  Office 

GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE famous  for  finest  Italian  cuisine  -  21  varieties  of  pizzas 
WEEK  OF  OCT.  25 

IH0E  HOFFMAN 
Phone  925-0841 

ond  upstairs,  across  the  moat,  to 
CASTLE  GEORGE 

]  mediaeval  costle  setting,  serving  the  finest  quality 
BEEF,  STEAKS,  SEAFOOD,  CURRIES 
COMMENCING  OCT.  25 

VAL  PRINGLE 
PRODIGY  OF  HARRY  BELAFONTE 
For  reservations  phone  925-8563 

BOTH  FULLY  LICENSED 
290  Dundas  St.  E.  —  at  Shetboutne 

AFTER-THEATRE  SNACKS 

latest  conscript  to  this  mer- 
cenary arm.  It  has  succeed- ed in  a  way  its  predecessors 

never  did,  eliminating  al- 
most any  traces  of  interest value  while  retaining  a  full 

measure  of  tastelessness. 

The  by  now  familiar  con- cept has  been  to  splice  to- 
gether a  number  of  vignet- 

tes, perhaps  loosely  illustra- tive of  a  common  theme. 
Much  of  the  fascination  of 
the  earlier  items  exploiting 
this  style  was  bound  up 

with  the  apparent  authenti- city of  their  materials. Malamondo,  purporting 

to  document  "today's  youth" leaves  no  such  impression. 
Of  its  twenty-four  scenes, 
not  one  is  anything  but  con- 

trived, posed  or  otherwise 
set  up  for  the  benefit  of  the 
omnipresent  camera.  Nor 
does  any  one  seem  to  make 
all  the  effort  worthwhile. It  comes  as  news  to  no 
one  that  this  generation  is 

lost,  degenerate,  kicks-cra- zy, sex-mad,  morbid  and 
slightly  queer.  We  all  know about  exam-time  depression, 

wild  parties,  chicken  chal- lenges, backseats,  sickoes and  fairies. 
The  photography,  taken for  itself,  is  imaginative  and 

skilful.  By  the  same  token 
the  musical  score  is  far  su- 

perior to  anything  that  ap- pears on  the  screen.  The 
wastage  of  talent  is  shame- ful. Malamondo  is  a  coo. 

Campus  writers'  group By  HAL  MAYER 
Obscurity  apparently  has 

little  effect  upon  enthu- 
siasm. Should  anyone  be  in- 
clined to  disagree,  I  would 

merely  refer  to  the  Writers' Group  as  a  case  in  point. 

relatively  unheard-of phenomenon,  the  group  has 
been  a  St.  Mike's  tradition, 
but  this  year  —  and  this  is 
perhaps  indicative  of  a  new 
interest  on  campus  —  re- 

presentatives from  Vic,  U.C., 
New  College,  and  Trinity 

have  participated.  The  'mem- bers' range  from  innocent 

ticized  by  fellow  writers. 
Unquote. Here  in  Canada  things  are 
much  more  difficult  for 
writers.  The  U.S.  has  at  least 
50  foundations  which  can 
offer  financial  support  to  a 

promising  writer.  Canada 
has  only  one:  the  Canada 
Council.  However,  while  op- 

portunities in  the  big  wide world  are  scarce,  at  least 
the  campus  should  provide 
some  outlets  for  ambitious 
writers. 
The  Writers'  Group  has 

always  had  a  close  associa- tion with  SMC's  GRYPHON, 

—photo  by  PENNY  HEWETT JOHN  ROBERT  COLOMBO 

first-year  types  to  hardened 
S.G.S.  veterans  and  (will 
wonders  never  cease)  Engl- 

ish majors  seem  to  be 
the  exception  rather  than the  rule. 

Enthusiasm  still  needs  an 
attraction,  however,  and 
with  the  Writers'  Group  it 
seems  to  be  the  prospect  of 

congenial  literary  evening 
spiced  with  inquisitorial 
overtones.  Whatever  the  rea- 

son, a  surprising  number  of 
people  have  made  their  way 
10  St.  Mike's  English  House to  hear  and  be  heard,  to 
criticize  and  advise. 

Proceedings  are  complete- ly informal,  a  fact  which 
could  be  explained  at  least 

part  by  the  haphazard nature  of  the  group  itself. 
There  is  no  executive  of  any 
description  (John  Lamenzo, 
11  SMC,  acts  as  a  sort  of 
chairman),  no  dues  to  pay, 
no  obligation  to  attend  — 
nothing.  Except  the  wish  to 
"give  young  writers  a  chan- 

ce to  have  their  work  cri- 

and  with  the  present  cross- campus  interest,  perhaps the  TRINITY  REVIEW, 
GARGOYLE,  and  VICTOR- 
IANA  will  also  provide  pu- 

blication possibilities. 
Moreover,  the  TORONTO- NENSIS  should  offer  fertile 

ground  with  its  proposed  40 
page  literary  allotment. 
Thus,  unless  a  writer's  creat- ive ability  withers  and  dies 
and  he  becomes  "Time's eunuch,  never  to  beget,"  the road  to  literary  recognition 
seems  to  be  partially  open. 

Ironically,  in  the  midst  of 
some  readings,  the  Writers' Group  was  informed  of  the 
decision  to  drop  the  creative 
writing  course  from  the 
fourth  year  English  options. 
Whether  this  is  symbolic  of 
the  difficulties  of  becoming 
a  writer  or  more  of  a  gener- 

al apathy  on  the  part  of  the 
faculty  or  students  is  hard 
to  say. 

Most  of  those  present  con- sidered the  dropping  of  the 
course  a  loss  but  others  voic- 

ed some  scepticism  about 
its  value.  A  Trinity  writer 
felt  that  the  course  was  "a 
waste  of  time",  that  if  a student  had  some  work  to 
submit  it  could  be  done  on 
his  own  time  without  attend- 

ing classes.  Another  stated 
that  Toronto  really  had  "no one  qualified  to  teach  the 
course  anyway."  Although 
reactions  varied,  the  mem- 

bers of  the  Group  were  un- 
animous in  extending  a  wel- 

come to  any  faculty  mem- bers caring  to  drop  in  on  a 
session. 

At  present,  the  Group  has 
a  seminar  program  under- 

way featuring  two  well- known  Canadian  poets,  both 
recently  returned  from  Lon- don's Art  Festival. 

At  a  well-attended  session 
last  Wednesday  Oct.  13,  John 
Robert  Colombo  (editor  of 
the  TAMARACK  REVIEW) 

spoke  on  the  subject  of  "lit- tle magazines".  Unfortunate- 
ly, I  only  caught  the  end  of his  talk,  but  judging  from 

those  few  minutes  the  even- 

ing must  have  been  interest- ing indeed. Asked  about  the  future  of 
Canadian  writers,  Mr.  Co- 

lombo stated  that  "as  an 
American  voice  with  a  Can- adian accent,  we  stand  a 
chance  of  being  heard  in  the 
world,"  and  added  "those who  don't  interest  New 
York  had  better  leave  the 

country." 

Mr.  Colombo,  of  course, 
had  some  insights  on  the 
problem  which  he  did  not 
hesitate  to  express.  "I  think that  the  country  has  been 
sold  by  the  Liberal  admin- 

istration. Where  the  econo- 
my goes,  the  culture  usually 

follows." 
Earl  Birney,  the  "Dean  ot 

Canadian  poets",  will  talk about  contemporary  trends 
in  English  language  poetry 
on  Nov.  4th  and  should  pro- 

ve to  be  just  as  interesting. 
With  its  spirit  and  pro- 

gram, the  Writers'  Group could  become  a  vital  creat- ive force  on  this  campus. 
Whether  it  will  live  up  to  its 
promise  remains  as  yet  to  be seen. 
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Skeletons  at  Holland  Landing 
By  ALAN  J.  DEACON 

At  the  little  village  of 
Holland  Landing,  just  north 
of  Newmarket,  one  Mr. 
Graham,  a  long-time  resi- dent decided  to  build  a  new 
house.  He  called  in  a  bull- 

dozer to  excavate  the  cel- 
lar. The  machine  scooped 

out  several  skeletons,  so  at 
the  suggestion  of  the  coro- 

ner at  Newmarket,  Mr.  Gra- 
ham brought  the  bones  to 

about  this  site",  he  said,  "is that  it  will  provide  us  with 
one  of  the  very  few  series 
of  Northern  Algonquin  ske- letal material  to  be  found 
in  our  museums  or  Univer- 

sities." 
Dr.  J.  N.  Emerson,  super- 

visor of  Archeological  stud- ies at  U.  of  T.  immediately 
left  with  a  small  crew  to 
examine  the  site.  A  quick 
survey  revealed  the  the  In- dians had  been  buried  in 

THEY'RE  .  .  . 

Toronto  for  identification. 
Dr.  L.  Oschinsky  U.  of  T.'s 

renowned  Physical  Anthro- 
pologist, had  no  hesitation 

in  identifying  the  skulls  as 
being  Indian,  but  he  sugges- ted that  it  would  be  some 
time  before  a  more  com- 

plete study  of  all  the  mater- ial could  be  undertaken. 
"The  thing  that  is  unique 

coffins,  and  that  a  type  of 
pottery  known  to  archaeo- 

logists as  "Point  Peninsula" was  also  present. 
There  was  no  record  of 

the  area  as  a  burying  ground 
to  be  found  in  County  re- 

cords, so  Dr.  Emerson  was 
able  to  proceed  with  the  ex- cavation of  the  site. 

"This  site,"  he  said,  "has 

presented  some  rather  large 
ethno-historic  problems  for 
us.  We  know  that  it  was 
used  from  as  early  as  1826 
to  as  late  as  1846,  but  as 
to  how  long  prior  to  1826 
and  how  long  after  1846,  if 
at  all,  the  burial  area  was 
in  use  we  have  no  clear  idea. 
It  has  been  possible  to  date 
the  site  as  accurately  as  we 
have  through  the  material 
recovered,  notably  coins  in 
an  excellent  state  of  preser- vation from  .the  reigns  of 
George  IV,  William  IV,  and 
Victoria  dating  from  1823 
to  1846.  Also  a  Wesleyan 
missionary,  Peter  Jones  was 
in  the  area  in  1826  and  left 
comments  in  his  diary  about 

the  burial  ground." An  additional  fact  that 
aided  Dr.  Emerson  in  the 
dating  process  was  the  dis- covery that  some  of  the coffins  were  held  together 
by  screw-nails,  which  were 
invented  in  the  1840's.  The finding  of  buttons,  clothing, 
shoes,  a  clay  pipe,  a  jack- knife  and  a  uniform  brush 
only  reinforce  the  dates  al- 

ready derived. Dr.  Emerson  also  stated 
that  he  was  impressed  by 
the  way  that  in  which  stu- den  ts  from  the  University 
have  taken  over  and  carried 
out  work  on  the  site  effi- 

ciently and  with  a  minimum 
of  supervision  necessary. 
Students  of  the  department 
of  anthropology  and  preme- dical  school  are  among 
those  who  have  been  repre- 
sented. One  of  the  students,  Mr. 
Allan  Tyyska,  III  Anthropo- 

logy advised  the  Varsity 
that  the  site  posed,  for  him 
some  interesting  problems 
in  archaeological  field  tech- 

niques and  site  interpreta- 
tion. "The  major  problem" 

he  said  "'was  to  explain  the 
presence  of  the  'Point  Pe- ninsula' pottery  in  what  ap- 

peared to  be  close  associat- 
ion with  the  burials.  It  wa's 

not  until  we  actually  exca- 
vated a  burial  that  the  so- 

lution became  clear.  The 
pottery  that  was  discovered down  at  the  coffin  level, 
some  six  feet  below  ground, 
had  been  thrown  into  the 
hole  when  they  were  filling 
it  in  after  a  funeral.  As  the 
pottery  is  of  a  type  thought 
to  be  about  3,000  years  old 
and  the  burials  are  not 
more  than  perhaps  200  years 
in  age,  we  were  pleased  to have  been  able  to  solve  the 

problem  satisfactorily." The  skeletons  range  from 
those  of  very  young,  per- 

ed  evidence  of  having  suf- 
fered from  an  arthritic  con- dition. Until  an  intensive 

study  has  been  done  by  Dr. 
Oschinsky,  it  is  not  possible 
to  say  whether  these  people 
died  from  causes  other  than 
natural. 
Atlhough  it  is  believed 

that  there  is  a  'Point  Penin- sula' village  site  in  the  area, 
it  has  not  been  definitely 
located.  Both  worked  flint 
and  pottery  have  been  found, 
but  the  village  itself will  have  to  wait  until 
some  later  date  when  the 
time,  people,  and  funds  are available  to  embark  upon 
the  work     Now  the  main 

DIGGING  . 

haps  even  new-born  child- ren to  those  of  elderly  peo- 
ple who  had  lost  most  of 

their  teeth,  and  some  show- 

job  is  to  clear  the  area  of skeletal  material  in  order 
that  Mr.  Graham  can  con1 
plete  his  house. 
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THEY  LUGGED  THE 
 GUTS. 

By  PETER  GODDARD 
A  conductor's  choice  of 

tempi  should  reflect  two emotional  drives;  the  one, 
his  response  to  the  work  be- 

ing performed— this  being 
heightened  by  a  quicker 
pulse,  and  the  other  being 
an  attempt  to  preserve  the continuity  while  preventing 
any  undue  strain  upon  the themes  and  the  phrases 
which  comprise  them. 
David  Blum's  conducting 

of  the  Esterhazy  Orchestra 
last  Thursday  was  of  such 
an  inactive  nature  that  al- 

though he  perhaps  drew 
many  of  the  subtleties  of 
the  works  from  the  ensem- 

ble, the  over-all  effect  was 
neglected. 

If  it  is  the  conductor's position  to  paint  in  motion 
the  music,  this  conductor's 
curiously  myopic  conduct- 

ing confused  Mozart  and Bach  with,  Victor  Vasarely 
and  Jackson  Pollock. 

It  seemed  that  in  the  or- chestra there  were  too  many 
soloists,  for  each  player 
used  his  own  vibrato,  his 
own  bowing  and  his  own 
sense  of  dynamics.  In  the 
Bach  Concerto  for  three 
violins  in  D  Major  each 
soloist  seemed  hesitant  to 
play  and  apparently  longed 

to  be  hidden  by  their  col- 
leagues immuring  microton- al  scrapings. 

And  although  their  tim- bres were  contrasting,  so 
were  their  tempi,  and  each 

solo  section  had  a  Brahms- ian  rhapsudic  quality. 
In  this  work,  the  'cellists, 

caught  up  in  their  partner's ecstacy,  would  suddenly 
burst  out  with  a  rich  tone- but  this  usually  only  m  pia- 

no passages,  and  Mr.  Blum would  have  to  cajole  them 
to  a  demure  mezzo-forte  in 
passages  marked  twice  as 
loud. 
The  quality  of  Baroque music  emphasizes  the  top 

and  bottom  line;  to  mark 
out  the  lowness  of  the  bass 
the  'cellos  played  flat,  and 
the  violins,  aware  of  this 
dramatic  effect  on  the  part 
of  the  'celli,  tried  to  rectify 
it  by  playing  consistently 
sharp. 

Thus  the  contrapuntal 
lines  of  the  music  were 
painfully  delineated,  each 
part  pushed  ahead  heedless of  the  others,  and  instead 
of  a  drive  to  cadence  pro- 

pulsion, it  was  a  race- However  all  was  not  a 
loss;  Haydn's  Adagio  from Scherzando  No.  6  was  char- 

acterized by  some  delicacy 

of  playing.  Often  sentimen- tal and  tender,  and  usually 
gracious,  it  was  a  serene  and 
well  played  overture  to  an 

evening  that  wasn't. 
The  Vivaldi  Don  Quixote 

Suite  which  should  consist 
of  many  contrasting  tempi 
and  moods,  brisk  and  stur- dy movements  pointing  out 
the  more  sober  and  roman- 

tic ones,  had  a  bland  same- ness about  it.  The  whole 
suite  was  vivacious  but  it 
lacked  strength,  and  a  sense 
of  technical  sureness,  and elasticity. 

Much  of  the  same  dead- ness  in  sound  and  concept 
was  infused  into  the  Mozart 
Adagio  and  Fugue. 

To  make  this  thick  tex- tured work  come  off  it 
would  have  to  be  played 

"trippingly  on  the  tongue" as  Hamlet  said,  but  instead 
the  Esterhazys  were  con- 

tent to  "lug  the  guts  into 

the  neighbour  room." The  Divertimento  in  D 
major  of  Mozart  was  more 
satisfying  and  there  was often  the  lyrical  soaring  of 
lightness  and  delicacy  in  the 
playing  of  the  Allegro  and the  Presto.  But  the  gloomy 
performance  of  the  Andante nullified  much  of  this  good work. 

New  trimmer  Mendelssohn 

By  PETER  GODDARD The  Wednesday  night 
concert  at  Massey  Hall  ini- 

tiated the  sixty-ninth  season 
of  the  Toronto  Mendelssohn 
Choir.  The  vicissitudes  of 
the  past  seem  to  be  over and  the  new  trimmer  choir 
must  now  face  a  new  set 
of  challenges — that  of  its 

own  previous  achievements. This  concert,  conducted 
by  Elmer  Iseler,  was  in 
many  ways  excellent,  but  it was  not  the  summer  of  their craftsmanship. 

It  was  not  the  works 
themselves — each  one  in  its 
own  way  was  a  major  com- 

position  performed  well — 

World- renowned  violinist  Yehudi  Menuhin  performs  to- 
morrow night  in  Massey  Hall  in  a  program  of  works  by 

Mozart,  Beethoven,  Debussy  and  Franck.  Accompanying 
him  will  be  the  established  young  pianist  Fou  Ts'ong.  (Me- 
nuhin's  son-in-law).  Thursday,  International  Artists  will present  the  Czech  Philharmonic  under  the  direction  of 
Karel  Ancerl.  in  their  first  Toronto  appearance  they  will perform  works  by  Dvorak,  Prokofiev,  Smetana,  and  Walter Piston 

but  the  context  into  which 
they  were  placed,  that  ne- 

gated some  of  the  over-all effect. 

Vaughn  Williams'  Sere- nade to  Music  at  an  early 
stage  revealed  what  this choir  with  the  TSO  could 
do.  From  the  quiet  opening 
of  ethereal  chords  that 
seemed  to  float  in  the  air 
like  thin  fog,  to  the  power- ful vindictive  unisons  in  the 
voices  and  the  final  climac- 

tic drive,  the  chorus  and  the 
orchestra  were  closely  knit 
and  in  tune. 

Although  the  soloists  had 
some  intonation  difficulties 
at  the  opening,  these  later 
disappeared.  The  solo  violin 
with,  its  warm,  reserved 
tone  blended  in  well  with 
the  rest  of  the  ensemble. 
A  Godfrey  Ridout  work, 

The  Dance,  received  the 
most  enthusiastic  perform- 

ance of  any  work  of  the 
evening.  Although  there 
were  some  passages  where 
the  brasses  never  got  to- 

gether, this  rhythmically 
hybrid  composition  was taken  without  rushing,  and- 
the  entries  of  the  voices  in 
the  fugal-like  passages  re- mained clear. 
In  the  Poulenc  Gloria  it 

was  a  joyful  spirituality 
that  pervaded  throughout. 

This  composer  was  less 
inspired  by  models  in  the world  of  music  than  those 
in  the  worlds  of  poetry  and 
painting.  Thus  his  music 
has  the  quality  that  sur- realistic poetry  retains;  no 
two  images  are  merely  con- nected but  they  overlap  and 
See  "Choir",  Review  2 
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use  of  wood 

By  ROGER  J.  MESLEY 
The  David  Mirvish  Gal- 

lery's opening  show  of  the season  is  an  impressive  ex- 
hibit of  the  monumental 

wood  construction  of  Louise 
Nevelson. 

Miss  Nevelson  was  born 
in  Russia  in  1900  and  stu- 

died painting  with  Hans 
Hoffman  in  Germany,  but 
it  was  as  a  sculptress  that 
she  achieved  international 
renown.  Now  residing  in 
the  United  States,  her  status 
is  so  firmly  established  that 
New  Continent  in  her  Tor- 

onto show  is  priced  at 
$25,000. 

The  pieces  at  the  Mirvish 
Gallery  provide  an  excellent 
documentary  of  her  formal 
evolution  over  the  last  de- 

cade. (It  is  regrettable  that 
the  works  are  not  dated. ) 
In  her  earlier  constructions 
she  organizes  a  fascinating 
collection  of  found-objects 
into  magical  walls,  in  which 
the     constituent  elements 

are  transformed  into  coher- 
ent ensembles. 

Driftwood,  axe  -  handles, 
table-legs,  chair-rungs,  toi- 

let-seats, rifle-butts,  rolling- 
pins,  gingerbread  architec- tural mouldings,  etc.  lose 
their  literal  allusions  and 
become  a  personal  alphabet 
of  forms. 
When  painted  white, 

black,  or  gold  and  nailed  in 
crates  so  that  they  are  in- 

completely revealed,  these 
collections  of  the  debris  of 
civilization  create  a  mood 
of  furtive  silence  and  seren- 

ity. Underlying  the.  silent 
grandeur  of  Miss  Nevelson's works,  however,  is  a  sug- 

gestion of  fetishistic  terror. 
Her  earlier  pieces,  such 

as  Dawn,  New  Continent, 
and  Untitled  Gold  Wall,  are 
busier  and  more  ornate  than 
her  most  recent  work.  Ex- 

amples of  the  latter,  such 
as  Self-Portrait  and  Silent 
Music  I,  have  a  more  Class- 

ical organization  to  them. 

The  exuberant  ogival 
curves  and  organic  free- forms  are  supplanted  by 
geometrical  forms.  Rectan- 

gles and  lathe-turned  cylin- ders are  now  the  most 
characteristic  shapes  in  her 
work.  Her  use  of  mirror 
panels  and  of  clear  sheets 
of  glass  in  these  later  works 
seems  to  be  a  logical  step 
in  her  evolving  mysticism. 

In  the  back  office  of  the 
gallery  are  two  delightful 
little  black  constructions, 
Cryptic  II  and  Cryptic  III. 
These  are  free  -  standing 
sculptures  that  open  up  like 
tiny  rococo  coffins  to  reveal 
a  further  ritualistic  assem- 

blage inside. 
Two  of  Miss  Nevelson's utterances  which  appear  in 

the  Gimpel-Hanover  Gallery 
catalogue  of  her  1964  show 
there  merit  quoting  here, 
for  they  serve  as  an  epi- 
grammatical  summation  of 
the  enigmatic  mood  that  is 
so  pronounced  in  her  work: 

This  is  only  a  partial  view  of  Louise  Nevelson's  monumental wood-construction  sculpture,  NEW  CONTINENT.  The  price 
is  similarly  monumental:  $25,000.  The  Nevelson  show  is 
currently  on  view  at  the  David  Mirvish  Gallery,  Markham Street. 

"My  total  conscious  search 
in  life  has  been  for  a  new 
seeing t  a  new  image,  a  new 
insight.  This  search  not  only 
includes  the  object,  but  the 
in-between  place.  The  dawns 
and  the  dusks.  The  objec- tive   wo  rid,    the  heavenly 

spheres,  the  places  between land  .and  sea....  Whatever 
creation  man  invents,  the 
image  can  be  found  in  na- ture. We  cannot  see  anything 
that  we  are  not  already 
aware  of.  The  inner,  the  out- 

er equal  one." art 

jeremy  adamson 

FINAL  SHOW  A  DELIGHT 

—  photos  by  ALAN  DEACON 
The  sculptures  above  and  below  are  FEMALE  FIGURE,  and 
MALE  FIGURE,  respectively,  both  by  John  Fillion,  and  cur- 

rently on  view  at  the  Dorothy  Cameron  Gallery.  The  sculp- 
ture at  right  is  titled  THE  GIRL  FROM  YORKVILLE  STREET, 

by  Dora  de  Pedery-Hunt,  also  in  the  Cameron  show  (alas 
the  last  to  be  held  in  that  gallery.) 

The  water  colorist,  Mar- 
jorie  Piggott,  is  currently 
showing  at  the  Roberts  Gal- 

lery (641  Yonge).  Born  in 
Japan  of  British  nationality, 
she  spent  twelve  years  at  the 
"ancient  Nanga  School  of 
Japan"  receiving,  beside  the 
school  diploma,  a  teachers 
diploma  and  her  own  "seal" —  the  right  to  carry  on  in 
the  ancient  tradition  of  the 
Nanga  painters. 
Miss  Pigott  deals  entire- 
ly in  floral  subjects  in  this 

show  and  the  quality  of  the 
Japanese  school  has  surviv- 

ed the  Canadian  transplant- 
ing. 

Each  has  an  aerial,  non- 
substantial  quality.  Rhyth- 

mical sweeps  of  color  wash 

surge  diagonally  upward  be- hind the  bursting  colors  of 
the  flowers  and  their  lineal 
pattern  of  stems  and  stalks. In  Bursting  Beauty,  a  stac- 

cato explosion  of  lilac  color 
—  reminiscent  of  a  fire- 

works star  burst  —  hovers 
over  partially  executed  leaf forms  emerging  from  the 
wash  background.  The 
Oriental-Occidental  combin- 

ation is  successfully  achiev- ed. 

Continuing  at  the  Issacs 
Gallery  (832  Yonge)  is  the 
Duncan  deKergammeaux  ex- hibition of  recent  paintings. 
The  first  thing  that  strikes 
you  is  the  color  —  a  deep 
red,  purple,  blue  range.  The 
hard  edge  staticness  is  bro- ken by  lyrical,  painterly 
movements  playing  over  se- veral hard  edge  strips. 
Toward  the  back  of  the 

Gallery  the  wild  men  artists 
of  the  gallery  stage  a  show of  their  own  inviting,  it 

seems,  a  primitive  New  Gui- nea totemic  figure  left  over 
from  the  previous  show  — who  seems  surprisingly  in 

place. Amon2  the  "guests". 
Snow's  "Walking  Woman" 
can  be  seen  making  her  so- 

litary way,  hung  up,  across the  wall  towards  what  very 

well  may  be  destiny  (for 
lack  of  a  better  word.) 

Along  the  back  wall,  three 
of  John  Chambers'  photo- graphic Victorian  ladies  in 
a  pastel  shaded  beach  en- vironment peer  quizzically 
out  at  the  world  beyond 
their  Art  Nouveau-esque  gilt 
frame.  Opposite  them  Joyce 
Wieland's  "Hear!  Break" shows  the  sorrowful  scene 

of  a  heart  breaking  in  a  four 
unit  time  sequence. 
Also  included  among  this 

particular  gathering  is  an  oil 
on  paper  composition  by 
Graham  Coughtry  entitled 
Figure  Series  III.  The  most 
notable  thing  about  this 
piece  is  that  the  other  fi- 

gure (or  rather  partner)  has 
disappeared  along  with  the sensuous  tactile  colors  that 
characterized  his  Two 
Figure  Series  and  an  over- all grev.  lonely  depression 
has  set  in. At  the  very  back  of  the Gallery  recent  drawings  by 
John  Meredith  are  on  view. 
His  graphic  abstractions have  come  a  long  way. 
Four  doors  up.  Dorothy 

Cameron's  last  show  is  a 

delight  to  see.  The  total  vi- 

sual experience  is  jewel  — like.  The  range  of  grey,  me- 
tallic colors  with  sparkles  of 

brilliant  reds  and  multi-co- lored tapestry  hangings;  the 
textural  differences  between 
sculptural  works  and  the 
walls  all  add  up  to  a  won- derful visual  tableau. 

Dora  de  Pedery-Hunl's small  scale  sculpture  is  ex- hibited at  the  front  of  the 
gallery  including  medals, busts  and  figure  groups. 

Their  size  ranges  from  14" to  6",  but  they  are  executed 
in  such  a  manner  —  with a  "fine-ness"  —  that  they 
could  be  conceived  on  a  mo- 

numental scale  without  al- 
tering a  detail.  In  the  words 

of  Alan  Jarvis,  "Size  has 
nothing  to  do  with  the  sculp- 

tural quality  of  a  three  di- 
mensional work.  Scale  has." Dominating  the  centre  and 

back  of  the  gallery  are  two monumental  wall  panels  by 
the  sculptor  Richard  Turner 
that  are  all  very  nice,  but.... 
Two  torsos  by  John  Fillion, one  male  and  one  female  are 
of  heroic  proportions  in  the 
feeling  of  the  later  Michel- angelo. 
Gladstone  comes  through 

with  one  of  his  stock  forms buried  in  the  centre  of  a 
clear  lucite  cube.  Very  effec- 

tive. Also  included  are  prints 
by  such  as  Richard  Lacroix, Roland  Giguere  and  Gordon 
Smith  —  all  young  and  ta- 

lented and  on  the  point  of succeeding. 

Tapestry  hangings  by  Mi- cheline  Beauchemin,  Joyce 
Lehto  and  Grace  Svarre  add 
to  the  general  excitement. Abstraction  is  successful  in 
this  medium  —  it  combines 
both  sculpture  and  painting 
in  its  plasticity  and  color. The  Cameron  show  must 
be  seen.  Not  simply  because 
its  the  last,  but  because  it 
is  very  worthwhile. 

review 



So  I  soid  to  this  guy  Holston,  I  soid,  make  me  a  hot  I  should  look  just  like  one  of 

the  goils  who  go  riding  in  Central  Park.  Only,  better.  This'll  wow  the  gong  at Nathan's,  they  wouldn't  recognize  me.  

HER  NAME  / 

Maria  Callas  ain't  got  nurtin'  on  me,  boy.  Between  you  and  me  —  a 
vibrato  like  nobody's  business.  And  would  you  get  a  load  of  this  get-up? 
A  mink  jump  suit,  yet.  So  who  wonts  Aristotle  what's-his-face?  Ships  I need,  like  o  hole  in  the  head. 

By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 

The  Varsity  relents,  and  reviews  for 
the  first  time  (Ta  Ta  Ta  Turn)  a  TELE- 

VISION SHOW.  The  Barbra  Streisand 
Show.  Because  Miss  Streisand,  ("La Streisand"?)  than  whom  there  is  no 

greater  star  at  this  moment,  is  not  only 
an  immense  talent,  but  a  sociological 
phenomenon.  A  regular  phenomenon, that  girl. 
Youth  is  what  Streisand  stands  for 

_  not  the  pre-packaged  googly,  and 

nose-puckered  smile  (Sandra  Dee  — 
yich')  but  the  twenty-three  year  old 
woman's  completely  adult  talent  and 

maturity  and  responsibility  and  deter- mination. The  John  Kennedy  success story  of  showjbiz.  . 
And  Miss  Streisand's  songs  smg  the 

rather  sophisticated  philosophy  of  the 
New  Young  (a  substantial  group  on  this 
continent,  including  many  over-30's): 
freedom  from  old  forms  and  conven- 

tions ("Gotta  move,  gotta  get  out...."); and  the  right  to  self-determination ("Don't  rain  on  my  parade....);  the  new 
feminism  ("I  want  much  more  than 
keeping  house,  much  more,  MUCH MORE...."),  which  is  also  what  the  new 
masculism  wants  in  a  woman  these 

days;  the  new  kookism  ("Who's  afraid of  the  big,  bad  wolf,  TRA  LA!)  which 
also  happens  to  be  a  lovely  expression 
of  light-hearted  optimism  in  the  face  of 
the  facts  of  our  life;  and,  finally,  a 

newly  reiterated  wisdom.  That's  what the  man  said,  WISDOM. 
It's  a  matter  of  acceptance  and  resolu- 

tion tempered  with  a  knowledge  of  Big 
Threats,  and  race  and  space,  and  the 
turbulence  of  current  history.  It's  a  mat- ter of  the  glimmering  heart  facing  an 
uncertain  future  with  a  painful  con- 
ciousness  of  the  past,  and  it's  no  mean 
feat. 

This  kind  of  bittersweet  recognition, 
the  sense  that  despair  will  always  be 
there  so  try  not  to  care  while  being 
aware  and  making  life  work  is  what 
is  implicit  in  Miss  Streisand's  slow  and driving  rendition  of  "Happy  Days  Are 
Here  Again."  That  song  and  its  new 
style  helped  make  the  lady  famous. 
And  justly  so.  Because  not  only  was  it 
different,  it  was  dead  right.  Wise. 

Miss  Streisand  sings  for  a  people  who 
may  be  in  the  Pepsi  Generation,  but  not 
quite  of  it;  whose  fun  may  be  tinged 
with  a  shade  of  desperation,  but,  on 
the  other  hand,  whose  earnestness  is 

tinged  with  a  shade  of  1 
have  to  be  told  to  "come they  already  are  alive,  a 
grave  problems,  would as  much  that  way  as  po: 

And  —  will  wonders 
Streisand  is  making  an 
tion  of  would-be  Prince 
a  bit  nervous.  Definite! 
Positively  radiating  jusc 
breasts,  and  hips,  and 
a  huge  bed  with  time 
cream  cheese  and  lox  an 
And  that  nose  —  yet 

the  sun.  Marvellous!  Or 
For  two  cents  plain.  Her 
Bellow.  Philip  Roth.  Ba Jackie  Kennedy.  (You  d 
was  Jewish)  A  regular 
the  so-called  Jewish  Rem 
as  many  people  think, Americans  are  trying  tc 
about  the  shapelessness  a 
of  contemporary  ttfe.  A 
personal  and  clan  values, 
humor.  An  age-old  sense 
beautifully  transmuted  v More  and  more  peop 
with  Streisand.  The  peo 
of  Doris  Day  you  shoul 
dark  alley  (without  | 
Shore  is  similarly  unmi 
Lena  Home's  life  has  b< 
too  out,  unfortunately,  i 
context;  and  Judy  Gar 
made  to  star  Joan  Crawf 

But  Streisand'  is  the 
the  Brooklyn  democrat 
accent  which  carries  in 
dom  and  good  humor  w 
which  expresses  a  health 
more  than  any  other  N 
accent,  passion  and  gut; 

Anyone  who  believes sand  is  "just  a  bit  to had  better  examine  tl 
which  give  rise  to  sue 
Positively  un-American worse  —  Puritan  in  outl 
sand  should  one  day 

play  Chaucer's  wonderft To  an  audience  of  Junio In  the  Yiddish  Theatre, 
come  and  get  it  day! 
On  top  of  it  all,  or, 

of  it  all,  the  lady  is  the 
of  Intentional  Camp  - 
my  money,  the  best  kii cause  it  is  conscious  e itself  to  mock  itself,  a 
on  her  own  show  J 
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I  ask  for  a  feather  boo,  and  he  gives  me  the  whole  damn 
The  noive.  Itfs  YOU,  he  says — couldn't  you  vomit?  Itchy?  ' know  the  half  of  it.  Fingernails  I  don't  have  anymore  from  s» Whot  d'ya  mean,  take  it  off?  I  LOVE  IT. 



f  BARBRA 

un;  who  don't alive"  because 
nd  in  spite  of 
ike  to  remain 
sible. 
lever  cease  — 
earlier  genera- 
is  Graces  just 
a  non-WASP. 
fous  lips,  and 
lolling  around 
out  only  for 

1  a  cigarette, 
still  a  place  in 
ly  in  America. 
)ert  Gold.  Saul 
-ry  Goldwater. 
dn't  know  she 
ethnic  picnic, 
issance,  which, 
suggests  that 
do  something 

nd  rootlessness 
f?  injection  of 
A  shot  of  black 
of  realities,  a 

sion  of  horror, 
e  can  identify 
jle  who  dream 
in't  meet  in  a 
;auze);  Dinah 
rcifully  sweet; 
en  too  special, 
i  the  American 
and's  life  was )rd. 
apotheosis  of 
the  folksy 

spressible  free- 
lerever  it  goes, 
/  vulgarity,  and, 
orth  American 

:hat  Miss  Strei- 
d  delicatessen" e  sentiments 
h  a  statement. 

But  what's 
d ok.  Miss  Strei- 
be  allowed  to 
1  Wife  of  Bath, 
r  League  ladies. 
)h  what  a  great 

rather,  because 
High  Priestess 

■  which  is,  for 
d  of  camp.  Be- 
tiough  to  allow 
;  Streisand  did 

cockatoo, 
fou  don't 
ratching. 

Camp  takes  trivial  things,  old  things, 
off-beat  things,  and  invests  them  with 
the  kind  of  significance  which  only  a 
combination  of  nostalgia  and  humor 
can  give.  There  are  Miss  Streisand's well-known  thrift-shop  items,  feather 
boas,  shoejbuckles,  garbo-esque  hats, 
etc.  She  set  a  trend  with  them,  too. 

And  then  there's  the  other  side  of  the 
camp  coin:  taking  important  things,  like 
those  holies  of  holies,  white  mink  and 
Bergdorf's,  (see  picture  of  knickers)  and 
making  them  trivial,  funny,  a  throw- 
away  gag.  Very  funny,  money.  And  tell 

"They  call  me  second-hand  Rose,  with second-hand  clothes,  from  Second 
Aven-oo  .  . .  There's  more  between  me and  Fifth  Aven-oo  than  three  blocks, 
I  tell  yaaa.  .  ." 

me,  really,  what  is  there  in  this  world  of 
ours  to  take  absolutely  seriously? 

But  after  all  is  said  and  done,  leave 
us  not  forget  something  mentioned  at  the 
beginning  of  this  mishigass:  Streisand's immense  talent.  It  means  TASTE,  pure 
and  simple  (which  includes  the  taste  to 
pick  the  right  songs  and  the  right  ar- ranger —  Peter  Matz,  who  did  both  the 
first  album  and  the  TV  show.)  It  means 
the  kind  of  imagination  and  precision 
which  can  do  a  "take-off"  on  the  mind 
of  a  child  and  make  it  a  gem  of  absur- 

dity and  poignancy.  It  means  a  voice of  incredible  tone,  range,  strength,  and 
flexibility.  It  means  a  manner  of  delive- 

ry which  is  never  coy  or  phony,  but  al- 
ways poised,  and  sexy,  and*  dramatic. Like  the  man  said.  Miss  Streisand  is  a 

natural  —  with  a  lot  of  class. 

Tell  me,  I  look  a  little  like  Garbo?  Oi  Armand,  mine  cheri.  Ah-choo.  So 
what  if  it's  mink.  Mink-shmink,  you  could  die  from  this  heat.  This  is 
Bergman's?  Berg-DORF's?  They're  not  Jewish?  You  mean  I  can't  buy wholesale?  Fancy-shmancy.  A  regular  baroque  palace,  just  like  from LAST  YEAR  IN  MARIENBAD. 



LIBRARY  IDENTIFICATION  CARDS 
The  deadline  for  Library  Cord  photographs  ond  up-doting  of  lost  ycors 

FRIDAY.  OCTOBER  29th 
All  students  must  hove  hod  their  photogroph  token  or  their  old  Librory iord  unvoted  by  the  obove  dote.  Beginning  Monday,  November  I  st, VT.L.  cords  will  not  be  accepted  unless  occomponied  by  a  photographer  s 
rece.pt.  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  LIBRARY  

Angry  or  Repressed?  Unwonted  and  Unloved? 
Feeling  all  shat  upon?  Lost  and  alienated? 

...SATISFY  THAT  URGE! 
With  pro  instruction:  folk,  R  &  B  or  Flamenco  guitar; 
drums,  banjo,  piano  and  piano  accordion. 

CONTEMPORARY  STUDIOS 
846  Yonge  St.  (near  Yorkville)  922-1387 

Better  when  she  sings 

CANADIAN  2nd  ANNUAL 

JAZZ 
FESTIVAL 

Casa  Loma,  7:00  p.m.,  Fri.,  Nov.  5,  1965 

7  BANDS 
moe  koffmnn  quortct rob  mcconnell  big  bond rob  mcconnell  sextet 
don  thampson  quintet paul  hoffert  quintet jimmy  scotf s  band jim  mcharg  metro  stompers 

to  r will  be 

panel  discussion Patrick  scott  (globe) phil  mackcllor  (ckfh) frank  kenncrJy  (star) gord  dclamont,  guest moderator dove  coplan 

Dave  Caplan  and  Phil  Mackellar 
TICKETS:  A  &  A  Record  Bar,  351  Yonge  Street 

Book  Cellor,  1  1  84  Boy  Street 

VAL  SCOTT 

Mike  Pearson,  the  great 
disenfronchiser,  has  let 
York  Centre  remain  the  se- 

cond largest  Federal  riding 
in  Canada,  with  an  esti- 

mated population  ot  280,- 
000.  The  NEW  DEMO- CRATIC PARTY  of  YORK 
CENTRE,  lacking  in  finan- cial contributions  from  the 
big  corporations  and  the other  establishment  fat 
cats,  must  rely  for  its 
strength  on  people  -  like YOU  ! 
Want  to  help  combat 

the  cavalier  charlatanism  of  the  Pearsonboker  parties? 
Then  work  for,  and  help  elect,  VAL  SCOTT  —  des- 

cribed by  the  Globe  &  Mail  as  "Canada's  most  colour- 
ful candidate". 

Call  YORK  CENTRE  Campaign  Headquarters  NOW 
to  offer  your  services. 

REMEMBER  —  only  the  NEW  DEMOCRATS  have 
pledged  to  fight  in  Parliament  for  free  University 

education. 

NEW  DEMOCRATIC  PARTY  —  YORK  CENTRE  — 
824  Wilson  Ave.  —  633-4404 

DIVISION  or 

UNIVERSITY  EXTENSION 

REQUIRES  PART-TIME  STUDENT 
PROJECTIONISTS 

FOR  EVENING  SHOWINGS 

CALL 

MR.  MACFARLANE AT 

84  QUEEN'S  PARK 

928-2397 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
It  seems  that  everybody's sick  this  week.  Bob  Gibson 

wasn't  able  to  play  all  week 
but  is  expected  to  appear 

during  the  weekend.  He's  at the  New  Gate  of  Cleve. 
At  the  Riverboat,  Anita 

Sheer,  was  in  the 
process  of  getting  over  a 
cold  when  I  saw  her  Wednes- 

day. As  a  result  she  was 
resting  her  throat  and  filling 
about  half  her  sets  with 
guitar  solos. She  is  a  very  competent 
flamenco  guitarist,  with 
good  technique  and  an  ob- vious loving  respect  for  the 
music.  But  too  much  of  this 
and  her  sets  start  creeping 
along  the  road  to  dullness. Her  singing,  though,  can be  dramatic  and  interesting, 
full  of  vitality  and  flair.  The 
last  vestiges  of  her  cold 
prevented  her  from  reaching 
her  potential  when  I  saw 
her,  though,  but  like  Gibson she  expects  to  in  good  form 
by  tonight. Gibson,  by  the  way,  is 
being  accompanied  by  Lance 
Wakely,  one  of  the  accom- 

panists for  the  Phoenix  Sin- gers. That  makes  for  some 
pretty  good  instrumental work  but  in  his  singing  Gib- 

son better  show  more  in- 
terest in  what  he's  doing. 

Brand  sang  in  his  usual 
relaxed  style.  He  is  a  very 
good  entertainer,  knows 
how  to  handle  an  audience 
and  how  to  present  himself best  on  stage. 

COMING: 

Ryerson  is  having  its  Ho- mecoming show  tonight 
with  locals  Elyse  Weinberg, 
the  Dirtv  Shames  and  Alan 
MacRae.  Gord  Lightfoot 
plays  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve next  week  and  Malka  and 
Joso  are  appearing  at  Coco Pizza  on  Avenue  Rd. 
And  Saturday  night  at 

Eaton  auditorium,  the  New 
Lost  City  Ramblers  will 
perform  their  old-timey  mu- sic. The  group  lead  by  Mike 
Seeger,  is  dedicated  to  the revival  of  country  music  in 

the  style  it  was  heard  dur- ing the  20s  and  30s.  The Little  Sandy  Review  calls 
them  the  best  folk-group  in 
the  world. RECORDS: 

Barry  McGuire:  Eve  of 
Destruction  (Dunhill  Re- 

cords, in  Canada,  RCA  D- 
50003). 

On  the  heels  of  the  mam- moth hit  of  the  same  name, 
McGuire's  album,  just  re- 

leased, contains  more  of  the 
same.  My  complaint  about 
the  single  is  that  McGuire's 

HARRY  BELAFONTE 
HOMECOMING: 

A  crowd  of  less  than  2,000 
prevented  the  Blue  and 
White  from  breaking  even 
on  the  folk  concert  last  Fri- 

day night,  but  the  show,  at 
least,  was  a  pretty  good  ef- fort. 
Oscar  Brand,  with  his 

knowledge,  wit  and  respect 
for  the  audience,  captured 
their  admiration.  The  Phoe- 

nix Singers  did  it  with  their 
singing  —  a  strong,  gospel 
flavored,  tight-harmony  song 
that  impressed  with  its 

power. All  three  of  the  singers  — 
Ned  Wright,  John  Anthony 
and  Arthur  Williams  —  have fine  trained  voices.  But 
unlike  most  trained  voices 
doing  folk-music,  they  can 
keep  a  traditional  air  about 
it,  their  diction  is  not  full 
of  that  atmosphere-robbing studied  perfection. 

singing  goes  overboard  mak- ing him  come  across  as  a 
really  fanatical  ban-the-born- ber.  And  the  song  has  so 
many  bad  lines  that  they 
offset  the  valid  statements 
it's  trying  to  make. 
On  the  album,  McGuire 

continues  as  a  dissenter,  a 
guy  who  won't  put  up  with 
anybody's  arbitrary  decis- ions. How  he  made  the 
switch  from  the  empty  Hol- 

lywood mentality  of  the  New Christy  Minstrels,  and,  in 
fact,  if  he  actually  did  make 
the  switch,  is  not  really clear. 
At  any  rate  here  he  sings words  befitting  a  young 

rebel  in  a  style  that  isn't individualistic  at  all.  He's  a 
carbon  copy  of  Bob  Dylan 
and  not  much  more.  He 
seems  to  strain  to  force  his 
voice  out  to  get  a  harsh, 
raspy  effect.  The  few  songs 

he  sings  naturally  show  that he's  actually  got  a  very 
ordinary,  non-descript  voice. 
The  Dylan  duplication  is created  mostly  by  the  songs 

themselves,  seven  of  which 
were  written  by  19-year-old P.  F.  Sloan.  More  about  him 
when  Sloan's  own  album 
becomes  available. 
McGuire  even  performs 

two  of  Dylan's  songs,  though, 
including  a  notably  awful version  of  Baby  Blue.  A 
number  called  Mr.  Man  on 
the  Street  —  Act  One  is  a 
clear  imitation  of  the  ab- 

stract Dylanesque  dream 
song  with  its  long  improba- 

ble narrative. Also  worth  noting  is  Sloop 
John  B,  which  seems  out 
of  place  in  a  collection  of such  modern  songs,  but  is 
the  undisputable  low-point 

of  the  album.  McGuire's 
treatment  of  Sylvia  Fricker's You  Were  on  My  Mind  again shows  his  tendency  to  copy; 
it's  more  than  influenced 

by  the  hit-parade  version recorded  by  We  Five. 
The  background  for  all  the 

cuts  includes,  electric  guit- 
ars, bass,  drums  and  other 

percussion. 
In  general,  the  album  fol- lows all  the  trends  that  the 

kids  seem  to  like  —  and  buy 
—  these  days  including:  the 

Dylan  style,  the  Rolling  Sto- nes sound  and  the  social commentary  lyrics. 

An  Evening  with  Bela- fonte/Makeba  (RCA  3420): 
an  enjoyable  album  teaming 
up  two  fine  talents  on  some African  protest  songs.  They 

sing  of  freedom,  of  apart- heid, of  black  nationalism 
and  of  the  depressed  try- 

ing to  console  themselves. The  tunes,  especially  one 
called  The  Train,  have  the 

charming  beauty  of  tradi- tional folk-music  and  re- main in  your  head  long  after 
the  record  plaver  is  shut off. 

Various  tribal  languages 
and  dialects  are  used  here 
but  the  recording  is  made 
palatable,  to  presumably  the middle-class  buyer,  by  the 

use  of  a  very  middle-of-the- road,  watered-down  sound 
complete  with  full  Ameri- 

can recording  studio  instru- mentation. 

Last  week  1  mentioned 
that  a  record  called  The 
Klan  b/w  Daddy  has  Gone 
Away  (Arc  1098)  by  U  of  T 
grad  Ingrid  Festell  is  be- 

ing disregarded  by  radio  sta- tions and  suggested  that  it 
may  be  because  it  was  re- corded in  Canada. 

But  side  B  has  been  play- 
ed several  times.  The  Klan, 

though,  a  dramatic  denun- ciation of  its  methods,  is, 
as  one  disc-jockey  put  it: 
"political". That's  strange  in  this  town 
where  all  sorts  of  controver- sial stuff  is  being  played 

these  days.  And  anyway,  it's pretty  safe  to  knock  the 
Klan  these  days  what  with 
the  HUAC  investigation, 
LBJ's  statements  and  all. 
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Vital  campus  morality 

MEDIOCRE  AND  LIFELESS 
Kastner  goes  to  Playroom 

By  IAN  LANCASHIRE 
Wit  and  Science,  second 

in  a  lunch-hour  series  of 
plays  put  on  by  the  UC  Play- 

er's Guild  in  the  UC  quad, 
holds  its  own  with  the  thea- 

tre of  the  absurd.  John  Red- 
ford's  sixteenth-century  co- 

mic morality,  though  writ- 
ten four  centuries  before  Al- 

bee's  Zoo  Story,  proved  equ- 
ally enjoyable. 

The  unique  vitality  and 
variety  of  a  fine  sort  of  thea- 

tre —  unpaid,  on  its  own, 
snafued  at  times  by  the  din 
of  construction  workers  — 
are  shown  so  far  in  the 
Guild  productions.  Commer- 

cial theatre,  notice,  sticks 
well  within  its  gasmask  of 
Shaw  and  Shakespeare.  The 
student  stage  has  the  excite- 

ment of  freedom. 
How  many  people,  with- 

out seeing  these  two  plays 
side  by  side,  would  have  be- 

lieved that  the  playwrights 
of  the  absurd  are  the  medie- 

val moralists  made  over? 
Both,  by  means  of  very  odd 

By  CONRAD  SORDINO 
It  is  an  unfortunate  occur- 

rence when  entertainers  ab- 
use a  well-deserved  and 

hard-earned  reputation  by 
giving  a  mediocre  and  life- 

less performance.  Such,  per- 
haps, was  the  case  last  Satur- 
day evening  at  the  Hillel- 

sponsored  concert  of  folk- 
singers  Malka  and  Joso  at 
the  Park  Plaza. 
The  concert  was,  to  be 

fair,  entertaining,  but  seem- 
ed to  lack  that  certain  spark- 
le and  sense  of  spontaneity 

which  Malka  and  Joso  have 
been  known  for  in  the  past. 
The  concert  appeared  to  be 
timed  for  one  hour,  for  the 
performance  lasted  exactly 
that  long.  Good  entertainers 
rarely  watch  the  clock  so 
closely.  An  encore  after  any 
sort  of  performance  is  us- 

ually given  as  a  favor  to  the 
audience;  but  the  folk  duo 
were  not  anxious  to  give 
one,  and  the  weak  applause 
indicated  the  audience  want- 

ed to  leave  as  soon  as  pos- 
sible. 

Malka  and  Joso  are  always 
at  their  best  singing  in  for- 

eign languages,  particularly Hebrew  or  Yiddish  folk 
songs.  Saturday's  concert was  no  exception. 
They  were  in  peak  form 
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effects,  do  the  same  thing: 
moralize. 

Of  course  dangers  lies  out- side the  theatrical  cliche. 
Nobody  knows  how  much 
of  a  barrier  a  slightly  un- 

familiar language  will  be, 
or  how  an  audience  today 
will  react  to  drama  of  ab- 

stractions where,  for  ex- 
ample, a  student  named  Wit, 

after  a  few  disastrous  de- 
feats to  a  giant  bore  called 

Tediousness  and  a  seducti- 
ve whore  called  Idleness, 

comes  to  his  senses  and  mar- 
ries a  certain  Lady  Science, 

daughter  of  Reason  and  Ex- 
perience. Perhaps  director  Reiner 
Sauer  had  moments  when 
he  wondered  whether  the 
student  audience  would 
miss  the  allegory  complete- 

ly. For  the  play  was  aimed 
right  at  this  audience.  A  more 
apt  campus  play  has  never 
been  written.  All  good  stu- dents, after  all,  are  more  or 
less  married  to  their  sub- 

jects. But  the  entire  cast  did  a 

harmonically  with  Dodi  Li 
(I  am  my  beloved's)  from 
the  Song  of  Songs,  alternat- 

ing melody  and  harmony 
with  grace  and  ease.  The 
beautiful  lyricism  and  flow- 

ing melodic  line  of  Erev  Shel 
Shoshanim  ( Night  of  the 
Roses)  was  well  brought  out. 

In  an  up-tempo  vein,  Vayi- 
ven  Uziahu  ( King  Uziah 
built  towers)  and  especially 
the  Chasidic  Nigun  were 
put  across  enthusiastically, 
and  similarly  received.  The 
rest  of  the  program  consist- 

ed of  folk  songs  from  Co- 
lombia, Brazil,  and  Yugo- 

slavia ( Joso's  birthplace ) among  others.  They  even 
borrowed  an  English-lan- 

guage song,  the  Kretchma, 
from  Theodore  Bikel's  reper- toire. 
The  big  audience-partici- pation finale  was  a  dud.  The 

song  was  Abakaila,  a  West 
Indian  folk  song.  The  title 
refers  to  the  space  under 
stilt-supported  West  Indian 
houses,  where  various  act- 

ivities are  carried  on,  usual- 
ly in  private. 
Appearing  on  the  same 

program  with  Malka  and 
Joso  was  Hart  Pomerantz,  a 
U  of  T  law  graduate.  Mr.  Po- 

merantz did  a  half-hour  mo- 
nologue which  kept  the  au- 

dience in  stitches.  It  was  a 
parody  of  some  sacred  reli- 

gious institutions  and  con- 
sistently crossed  the  border 

of  good  taste. 

fine  job.  And  the  audience 
proved  alert.  Thanks  are  due to  both. 
The  comedy  worked  splen- 

didly. Mark  Czarnecki,  who 
played  Wit,  made  a  very  able 
straight-man.  At  times  he 
looked  somewhat  bewilder- 

ed, maybe  because  he  had so  little  to  do.  Others  were 
busy  most  of  the  play  work- 

ing on  him.  Honest  Recre- ation (Mary  Anne  Carswell) 
and  Idleness  (Janet  Amos) 
fought  a  magnificent  battle 
over  his  body.  Reason  (Gene 
Gratz)  constantly  lectured 
him  (and  very  well  too). 
Stanley  Taylor,  who  made 
a  delightfully  booming  Te- diousness, clobbered  him. 
Shame  (Reiner  Sauer) 
whipped  him.  And  Paula 
Neuss  (Lady  Science)  mar- ried him,  a  rather  happy 
ending.  All  the  comic  types 
made  the  most  of  their 
parts.  Skip  Shand,  who 
played  Ignorance,  deserves 
special  mention.  His  con- tortions were  amazing. 

The  costumes  were  excel- 
lent. As  much  as  the  actors, 

they  made  the  abstractions 
live.  The  music  was  in  very 
good  taste,  but  rather  hard 
to  hear  at  moments  (com- 

ing from  behind  a  tree). 
Why  hide  the  musicians? 
I  hope  this  lunch-hour theatre  becomes  an  institu- 

tion. These  plays  not  only 
excite  a  university  atmos- 

phere, they  also  help  to  cre- ate its  identity. 
Due  to  Thursday's  rain, 

there  will  be  a  performance 
on  Monday. 

By  MARILYN  BEKER 

Peter  Kastner's  world  is 
quivering  with  opportunity 
and  New  York  City  is  where 
it  shakes  the  most. 

Kastner,  who  appears  to 
be  a  rather  non-descript, 
poetic-like  guy,  has  just 
landed  a  part  in  The  Play- 

room, a  new  play  scheduled 
to  open  in  New  York  in December. 
For  someone  who  comes 

on  strong — like  a  tornado 
with  an  accent,  he  also,  sur- 

prisingly, has  a  charming 
gremlin  quality  that  man- 

ages to  sweep  countless  peo- 
ple off  their  feet.  Kermit 

Bloomgarden,  producer  of 
Playroom  realized  this  and 
signed  him  for  the  part  of 
Christopher  Porter  without 
hearing  anyone  else  read. 

Porter  is  one  of  five  pre- 
cocious teenagers  who  kid- 

nap a  young  and  shapely 
girl  and,  Kastner  implies, involve  themselves  more 
than  they  expect  to. 
Written  by  Mary  Drayton, 

the  play  is  directed  by  Joe 
Anthony,  who  directed  The 
Rainmaker  on  Broadway. 
Other  than  Marge  Cham- 

pion who  plays  the  female adult  lead,  the  cast  is  com 
posed  entirely  of  young unknowns.  Kastner  .is  the 

only  Canadian. Because  he  knocked  up  a 
girl  in  the  National  Film Board  feature  Nobody 
Waved  Goodbye,  he  was 
discovered  by  William  Mor- 

ris, the  largest  theatrical 
agency  in  the  world.  The film  was  originally  intended 
to  be  a  documentary  on  ju- 

venile delinquency  but 
snowballed  into  a  full- 
length  movie,  which  was 
widely  acclaimed  in  New York. 

This  movie  was  not  his 
first  success.  Previously,  he 
performed  for  three  years 
in  the  glossy,  kiddie-type show  Time  of  Your  Life  in 
which  he  co-starred  with 
Michele  (Razzle  Dazzle) 
Finney. 

Kastner,  22,  has  been  pro- fessional for  about  ten  years 
and  he  loves  it.  Unfortun- 

ately his  yen  for  the  theatre has  conflicted  sharply  with 
his  academic  obligations. 
He  has  just  withdrawn  from 
third  year  Modern  Langu- ages at  U  of  T  but  plans  to enroll  in  university  in  New York.  Even  if  the  play  is 

a  hit? 

— phoro  by  JOHN  SHORE 
PETER  KASTNER 



FOR  SALE 
LARGE  HOUSE 

ON  MADISON  AVE. 
CLOSE  TO  BLOOR 

•  4  BATHROOMS 
•  4  KITCHENS 

LOTS  OF  PARKING 
SUITABLE  FOR 

FRATERNITY  OR  SORORITY 
WA.  2-7976 AFTER  6 

HNLY  THE 

WEATHER  CAN 

STOP  YOU  FROM 

SWIMMING  IF 

YOUUSETAMPAX 

Many  girls  in  many  places 
swim  all  the  year  round. 
(Lucky  girls!)  But  moat  of 
you  have  put  your  bathing 
suits  away.  Let's  see, how  many  months  of 
swimming  did  you  have 
last  summer?  Three?  And  did 
you  skip  swimming  for 
twelve  full  days  because  of 
monthly  problems?  That 
wasn't  very  sensible,  was  it? 
Start  practicing  now  for  a 
full  summer  of  swimming 
next  summer.  Start  using 
Tampax  internal  menstrual 
protection.  Wear  it  when  you 
bathe,  and  you'll  find  out how  completely  it  protects 
you  when  you  swim.  You'll feel  cleauer,  fresher,  neater, 
nicer.  Why  wait  for  summer 
to  make  the  Tampax 
decision?  You  can  make  it 
this  very  month. 
Tampax  is  available  in  three 
absorbeucy-sizeB  (Regular, 
Super.  Junior)  wherever 
such  products  are  sold. 

INTERNAL  SANITARY  PROTECTION  IS NLY  BY  CAN  AO' AN  TAMPAX  CORPORA- TION LIMITED,  QARRIE,  ONT. 

£njoyabk  but  sl
ight 

By  MARK  LEVENE 
The  Crest  Theater  last  night 

opened  its  season  with  The  Private Ear  and  The  Public  Eye  by  English 

playwright,  Peter  Shaffer.  Neither 
is  an  example  of  brilliantly  inven- tive drama,  but  a  really  homespun 
wholesomeness  about  them  (des- 

pite one  unhappy  ending)  plus 
Heath  Lamberts'  performances, 
provided  a  highly  enjoyable  if 
glossy  evening.  The  ony  big  disap- pointment was  Frances  Hyland. 
Miss  Hyland  seemed  to  attempt 
to  coast  through  both  plays,  but 
succeeded  only  in  pointing  up  Mr. 
Lamberts'  excellence. 
The  Private  Ear  concerns  a 

glorified  clerk  with  a  passion  for 
classical  music.  He  asks  a  girl  he met  at  a  concert  home  for  dinner, 
but  needs  the  help  of  his  girl- 
knowledgeable  friend  to  get  the 
evening  going.  Add  an  a  element ol  idealism  in  Bob,  the  clerk,  and 
the  fact  that  the  girl  actually  pre- 

fers "The  Rolling  Stones",  and  the plot  should  be  very  clear. 
If  the  performances  had  been 

geared  to  wring  every  possible 
ounce  of  sympathy  out  of  the 
audience  for  Bob,  certainly  it 
would  have  been  unbearably 
maudlin.  Mr.  Lamberts,  however, 
managed  to  give  the  role  the  degree 
of  dignity  necessary  to  prevent this. 
The  opening  scene  between  Bob 

and  his  go-getter  friend  Ted  was 
almost  painfully  stiff  and  shrill. 
But  as  the  play  progressed  it  was 
evident  that  if  nuances  of  character 
were  conveyed,  only  Heath  Lam- berts would  do  it.  Granted  the  role 
of  the  idealist  is  naturally  fuller 
than  those  of  the  insensitive;  still, 
the  playwright  did  provide  ele- 

ments in  the  portraits  of  Ted  and 
the  girl  which  were  not  strictly 
stereotyped.  Neither  Ken  James 
nor  Miss  Hyland  tried  very  hard 

to  realize  these. 
In  his  awkwardness,  his  love  of 

beauty  and  his  final  disillusion,  Mr. 
Lamberts'  portrait  of  Bob  is  fre- 

quently quite  moving  and  consi- stently interesting.  For  the  power 
he  managed  to  get  out  of  the  un- 

distinguished text,  he  should  be 
especially  commended. 
Mood,  dialogue  and  general  mo- vement were  considerably  heigh- tened in  The  Public  Eye  in  which  a 

very  odd  private  detective  becomes the  object  of  the  affections  of  the 
acountant's  wife  on  whom  he  was 
hired  to  spy.  Again,  the  reflections 
on  life  the  play  dramatized  were 
basically  sugar-coated  affirmations 
of  personality.  But  even  more  so 
than  The  Private  Ear  the  produc- 

tion managed  a  distinctive  charm 
which  made  the  theme  palatable. 
Equipped  with  trenchcoar  and 

macaroons,  the  philosophic  detec- 
tive was  played  by  Heath  Lamberts 

with  considerable  gusto.  Mr.  Lam- berts made  him  an  updated  and 

upbeat  Puck. Miss  Hyland  had  a  much  more substantial  role  this  time,  in  the 
sense  that  the  character  is  not 
basically  a  type-figure.  But  this 
also  meant  greater  opportunities 
for  her  talents.  Neither  in  The 
Private  Ear  nor  in  this  were  her 
performances  failures,  but  especial- 

ly in  The  Public  Eye  she  was  little 
more  than  extremely  professional. 
Her  Belinda,  the  wife  of  grey  flan- nels but  with  affections  for  coffee 
houses,  was  highly  spirited,  but 
this  spirit  came  across  as  rather slick. 
Thoroughly  satisfactory  in  his 

part  was  Norman  Welsh  as  her 
sc'hoolmasterish  husband.  The  only times  he  seemed  to  weaken  were 
in  some  of  his  dialogues  with  the 
detective,  when  Mr.  Lamberts'  ex- uberance appeared  to  overwhelm him  slightly. 

Hsarh  Lamberts  as  Bob  in  The  Private  Ear. 

The  sets  for  The  Private  Ear  and 
The  Public  Eye  are  striking  and 
appropriate,  direction  by  Austral- ian Kevin  Palmer  only  sporadically 
imaginative,  but  never  overdone  or 
misplaced. 

Revue  remains  irreverent 
By  SID  USPR1CH 

From  the  half-gloom  of 
the  Bohemian  Embassy,  The 
Village  Revue  has  moved 
into  the  posh  Colonnade 
Theatre  where  despite  its 
veneer  of  respectability,  it 
continues  to  be  as  witty  and 
irreverent  as  ever. 
As  its  entire  cast,  this  re- 

vue is  blessed  with  two 
performers  of  great  style 
and  panache  in  Barry  Bal 
daro  and  Don  Cullen.  Long 

familiar  to  Toronto  audien- 
ces, these  gentlemen  show 

a  strong  flair,  and  obvious, 
ly  take  great  delight  in  do- 

ing this  type  of  heavily  Bri- tish-oriented satiric  materi- 
al. 
Sometimes  reminiscent  of 

the  younger  Peter  Sellers, 
especially  as  a  police  lectu- 

rer on  obscene  art  {"if  in 
doubt,  book  'era").,  Mr.  Bal- daro  transforms  his  round, 
puckish  face  into  such  di- 

verse characterizations  as  a 
representative  of  the  Bri- tish Homosexual  Party,  a 
professionally  buoyant  gag 
salesman,  and  a  lonely  little 
man  grasping  at  a  chance for  a  party. 

Equally  adept  is  the  gaunt, 
funereal  Mr.  Cullen,  his 
deepset  red-rimmed  eyes 
flashing  with  glee  as  he  va- 

riously portrays  a  Wester- nized Russian  spy,  a  pop- 
art   reverend  sermonizina 

Barrie  Baldero  and  Don  Cullen. 

on  a  Campbell's  soup  tin. or  a  seeker  after  a  Charles Atlas  type  body. 

Together,  in  some  other 
particularly  well-done  num- 

bers, they  combine  effect- 
ively in  a  sparkling  conver- sational tennis  match,  an 

arch  hymn  "God  is  an  Ame- rican", 'with  some  of 
the  show's  best  lines,  a  de- molition of  hate  literature, 
The  skits  sometimes  suf- 

fer from  weak  endings,  but 
for  the  most  part  the  mate- 

rial is  clever  and  imagina- tive. 
The  23  sketches  and  songs 

garnered  mainly  from  past 
revues,  have  their  general 
humor  nicely  leavened  with 
a  few  touching  bitter-sweet 

pieces. 

A  talented  young  guitarist 
James  Cameron,  provides  a 
quiet  but  just  right  accom- 

paniment to  the  songs  and 
one  of  the  skits,  as  well  as 
treating  us  to  a  pleasant  in- termission concert. 

L<  rne  Lipowitz,  director 
of  last  year's  U.C.  Follies, makes  his  professional  de- but here  and  has  staged  an 
entertaining  evening.  The 
Village  Revue  is  scheduled to  run  until  November  6, 
and  student  tickets  are 
available  at  the  S.A.C.  oF- f  ice. 
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Audience,  actors  at  a  loss 
By  DOUG  ARRELL 

The  opening  of  Jean-Paul 
Sartre's  The  Condemned  of Altona  this  week  at  the 
Coach  House  seemed  a  pecu- 

liarly Canadian  event.  The 
play  is  long,  obscure,  de- 

manding, the  latest  and  most 
controversial  work  of  the 
most  controversial  of  mod- 

ern writers. 
When  it  was  first  played 

in  Paris  in  1959  the  critics 
were  bitterly  divided  as  to 
its  merits,  but  it  was  such 
a  popular  success  that  it  has 
been  revived  there  again 
this  year.  It  deals  with  what 
is  perhaps  the  most  burning 
question  of  the  century,  the 
problem  of  deciding  who 
was  responsible  for  the  atro- 

cities of  World  War  II,  us- 
ing characters  obsessed  with 

torture,  incest,  madness, 
death. 
Where  else  but  in  Toronto 

could  such  a  play  be  receiv- 
ed with  the  same  polite  ap- 

plause and  pleasant  bore- dom normally  associated 
with  Sunday-School  page- 
ants? 

To  be  fair  to  the  audience, 
it  must  be  admitted  that 
the  actors  themselves  gener- 

ally failed  to  come  to  terms 
with  the  play  as  well.  Mi- 

chael Tregenza  is  a  very 
fluent,  plausible  actor.  But 
he  utterly  fails  to  suggest 
the  fanaticism  and  madness 
of  Franz,  the  Nazi  officer 
who  locks  himself  in  his 
room  for  thirteen  years  after 
the  war,  shouting  wild  spee- ches in  defense  of  his  age 
to  the  crabs  who  he  imag- 

ines will  take  over  the  world 
in  the  thirtieth  century.  Mr. 
Tregenza  makes  him  a  per- 

fectly sane  and  likeable 
young  man  with  a  taste  for 
rather  extravagant  rhetoric. 
Diane  Buchan  similarly 

sentimentalizes  the  role  of 
Johanna,  the  wife  of  his 
younger  brother,  who  finds 
herself  sharing  his  madness. 

As  his  sister  Leni,  Rita 
Roy  is  stronger,  if  rather unsubtle  —  she  at  least 
comes  close  at  times  to  sug- 

gesting the  nightmarish  in- 
tensity of  Sartre's  charact- erizations. 

Only  Adam  Ludwig  as  the 
father,  however,  really  suc- 

ceeds in  creating  a  charact- 
er in  Sartrian  terms.  Al- 

though handicapped  with  a 
bothersome  accent,  he  never- 

theless achieves  a  detailed, 

frightening  portrait  of 
ruthless  German  industrial- 

ist who  always  succeeds  in 
getting  what  he,  wants,  even in  the  face  of  imminent 
death.  In  Mr.  Ludwig's  act- 

ing there  was  a  certain  sin- 
cerity which  the  others  lack- ed, a  genuine  concern  for 

the  problems  raised  by  the 
play,  which  gave  us  a  glimp- se of  the  theatrical  event  that 
might  have  taken  place  had some  of  the  same  concern 
been  present  in  the  other actors  and  the  audience. 
Mr.  Ludwig's  direction  and design  of  the  play  seemed somewhat  less  satisfying. 

The  use  of  mime  and  styliz- 
ed movement  was  .inconsis- 

tent, and  together  with  the 
non-realistic  setting,  served 
only  to  put  an  even  greater distance  between  the  play 
and  the  audience.  It  was  al- 

so too  bad  that  Franz's  last 
speech,  played  on  a  tape- recorder  on  the  empty  stage, 
should  have  been  largely 
cut,  since  it  seems  to  me 
that  much  of  the  meaning 
of  the  play  is  made  clear  in 

it. 
The  Condemned  of  Altona 

continues  at  the  Coach 
House  until  October  30. 

★  ★  ★  ★  ★ 

In  which  busy,  busy  Mark  Czarnecki  sees: 

Inspiration  unmatched  and... 
George  Luscombe  and  his 

Toronto  Workshop  Produc- 
tions constitute  one  of  -Tor- 
onto's more  original  theatre 

groups.  It  is  unfortunate 
that  in  the  case  of  The 
Mechanic  their  inspiration 
has  not  been  matched  with 
material  adequate  to  use  it 
fully. 

Director  Luscombe  and 
dramaturge  Jack  Winter 
have  taken  the  basic  ingre- 

dients of  New  Comedy,  i.e., 
servant  helping  daughter  to 
marry  suitor  unfavored  by 
parents,  as  a  framework  for 
a  musical-comedy-social  par- 

ody conncotion  which  defies definition. 
There  are  pure  comedy 

bits  with  little  or  no  rela- 
tion to  the  plot,  most  nota- 
bly the  transmutation  of 

eight  people  plus  sound  de- vices into  a  car  pummelled 
out  of  running  order  by  a 
mechanic  -  cum  -  conductor. 
This  sequence  underlines  a 
possible  "message"  of  the 
play;  people  may  be  treated as  machines,  but  eventually 
they  will  react  like  people. 
Technically  the  play  is 

ingenious.  A  skillfully  com- 
posed and  well  -  adapted sound  track  accompanied 

by  interminably  frugging 
girls,  familiar  ingredients 
of  everyday  life  and  com- 

mentary upon  them  and 
dazzling  stroboscopic  light- 

ing effects,  give  The  Mech- anic an  awesome  vitality. 
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The  actors  themselves  be- 
come finely  honed  technical 

effects  in  that  the  charac- 
ters are  s tereoty pes :  there 

is  no  attempt  at  individual- ization, and  this  is  evidently 
the  dramaturge's  intention. 

But  is  all  this  amusing  or 
entertaining?  Only  occasion- 

ally. By  stripping  comedy 
to  its  bare  essentials,  the 
director  is  forced  to  rely  on 
basic  farce  for  his  humor. 
A  man  attempting  to  lift 

a  chair  can  be  funny  when 
skilfully  done,  as  it  is  here, 

but  the  mind  boggles  when 
presented  with  a  succession of  similar  incidents.  The 
skeletal  plot  outline  invites 
set  comedy  pieces,  but  with 
the  exception  of  the  human- ized automobile  and  a  spoof 
on  Motherhood,  Mr.  Winter 
has  failed  to  supply  suffi- cient humorous  comment 
on  our  existence  to  prevent 
boredom  from  creeping  in. 
An  interesting  if  not  en- 

trancing evening,  unless 
you  are  a  confirmed  frug 
fan. 

Slapstick  comedy 

See  How  They  Run,  playing  at  the  poor  Alex,  had  a  suc- cessful London  stand.  I  cannot  fathom  who  comprised  the 
audience  nor  can  I  understand  why  even  a  top  director  and 
a  competent  cast  would  inflict  this  play  on  anyone.  It  is 
low,  low,  slapstick  comedy  depending  on  an  infinity  of 
double  takes  and  entendres  for  its  humor,  generally  of  the 
deceased  vaudeville  genre.  The  plot  is  jejune  and  convoluted 
beyond  description,  and  funny  only  insofar  as  amongst  so 
many  misguided  missiles,  one  or  two  are  bound  to  strike home. 

The  play  is  presented  by  The  Moonlighters,  a  group  ot 
professional,  semi-professional,  and  amateur  players  formed 
in  1963.  It  is  difficult  to  evaluate  the  competence  of  the  cast 
given  such  a  play.  However,  Starr  Dueffert  as  a  Cockney 
maid  and  John  King  as  a  harried  English  country  parson, 
give  the  most  consistent  and  entertaining  performances  of 
the  evening.  All  present  were  guilty  of  overacting,  and 
purely, technical  nuances  such  as  varying  intonation  and 
volume  levels  were  ignored.  This  was  more  the  fault  of  the 
director,  Larry  Reynolds,  who  has  elected  to  adhere  fully 
to  the  spirit  of  the  play,  rather  than  attempting  a  more 
subtle  interpretation,  which,  admittedly,  would  be  a  prob- lem. 

The  Moonlighters  have  scheduled  The  Irregular  Verb  To 
Love  and  Nude  With  A  Violin  for  February  and  April,  both 
eminently  worthy  of  presentation.  With  better  plays,  hard 
work,  and  a  more  enlightened  approach,  they  might  well 
take  a  place  as  one  of  Toronto's  established  theatre  groups. 

RELIGION  vs  LOVE 
By  MIKE  HORN 

The  Jealous  God;  John 
Braine;  Ryerson  Press;  287 

pp.;  $4.50. 
Some  books  are  so  excit- 

ing that  one  feels  compelled 
to  read  them  from  start  to 
finish  at  one  go.  John 
Braine's  latest  novel.  The 
Jealous  God,  is  one  of  those 
books. 

The  hero  is  Vincent  Dun- 
garvan,  a  thirty  year  old 
Irish  Roman  Catholic 

schoolteacher  in  England's north  country.  A  bachelor, 
be  half-thinks  that  he  may 
have  a  vocation  for  the 
priesthood.  His  mother wants  him  to  become  a 
priest;  his  brothers  and 
grandmother  want  him  to marry  a  nice  Catholic  girl 
and  settle  down. 
When  Vincent  finally  falls 

desperately  in  love  the  girl 
is  Protestant,  but  that  is 
only  a  minor  obstacle.  He 
eventually  discovers  that 
she  is  also  divorved,  with 
her  husband  still  alive.  His 
love  for  Laura  Heycliff  and 
his  desire  to  live  his  own 
life  are  now  deadlocked with  the  commands  of  his 
religion  and  the  ties  of  filial 

love. Complications  continue  to 
crowd  in  as  Vincent  be- 

comes ever  more  aware  that 
his  own  life  and  problems 
are  inextricably  tied  up 
with  those  of  the  human  be- 

ings around  him.  A  man  who 
has  for  years  kept  his  dis- tance from  other  people 
gradually  learns  what  pas- sion and  involvement  are. 

In  the  end  he  "gets"  the girl  he  loves,  but  it  is  only, 
as  he  finds  to  his  horror, 
because  he  has  helped  to 
drive  her  first  husband  to 
suicide. 
The  plot-line  is  taut,  per- 

haps, towards  the  end,  too much  so  as  the  references 
to  the  past  become  overly 
cryptic.  The  setting  is  well- 
drawn,  but  it  is  the  charac- terization which,  lifts  this 
novel  above  the  common- 

place.  The   subsidiary  fig- 

ures are  convincing,  and 
especially  the  women  in 
Vincent's  life  are  carefully 
and  lovingly  developed:  his 
mother,  grandmother,  sis- ter-in-law and,  above  all,  his mistress. 
It  is  Vincent  himself, however,  who  really  grips 

our  attention.  Braine  has 
succeeded  in  arousing  our 
interest  in,  and  sympathy 
for  a  man  who  is  not  actu- 

ally very  sympathetic. Vincent  has  all  the  selfish- 
ness of  those  who  like  to 

think  of  themselves  as  self- 
sufficient.  He  is  religious, 
but  he  admits  that  his  faith 
is  intellectual  rather  than 
emotional.  The  exercise  of 
power  over  other  people  he 
finds  exhilarating,  and  with 
some  justice  he  is  accused 
of  despising  almost  all  his fellow  men. 

Yet  he  is  not  emotionally 
rock-hard.  His  faith  and  his 
family  matter  very  much  to 
him;  this  becomes  plain  as 
he  comes  increasingly  un- 

der pressure.  At  the  same 
time  these  accepted  values 
are  forced  to  undergo  modi- 

fication as  his  affair  with 
Laura  becomes  more  in- 
tense. 
Vincent  learns  to  cope 

with  emotions  which  he  has 
never  really  admitted  were 
his;  he  becomes  more  aware 
of  his  own  humanity  as  he 
becomes  more  aware  of  the 
humanity  of  others.  He  be- comes, though  it  may  be considered  trite  to  say  so,  a 
better  man. 
In  depicting  this  man Braine  skilfully  gives  us  an 

insight  into  the  complexity 
of  human  nature  while  re- 

asserting the  faith  that,  in- 
adequate and  evil  as  human 

beings  may  in  many  ways 
be,  they  are  capable  of  feel- ing shame  and  they  are  not 
necessarily  going  from  bad to  worse.  Braine  does  not 
in  any  way  preach  a  doc- trine, but  his  apparent  faith 
in  the  basic  dignity  of  man 
is  not  the  least  part  of  this 
book's  value. 
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Can't  save  Christianity 
By  RICHARD  ARCHER 

LET  GOD  GO  FREE;  Ernest 
Harrison;  General  Publish- ing; 78pp. 
BRIEF  TO  THE  BISHOPS, 
Canadian  Catholic  Laymen 
Speak  Their  Minds;  (ed.) 
Paul  T.  Harris;  Longmans 
of  Canada;  242  pp. 
Since  the  publishing  of 

Honest  to  God  two  years 
ago,  the  public  has  been  fed a  considerable  amount  of 
new  theological  writing,  e.g. 
For  Christ's  Sake  (a  reply 
to  Honest  to  God),  Sound- 

ings, The  Comfortable  Pew, 
Objections  to  Christian  Be- 

lief, Objections  to  Roman 
Catholicism,  The  Secular  Ci- 

ty, et  cetera.  Some  of  it  has 
been  both  profound  and  pro- 

gressive while  the  rest  has 
been  either  obscure,  trivial, 
or  amounted  to  shallow  po- 
lemics. 

The  arrival  of  this  literat- ure has  been  sparked  by  a 
number  of  reasons  but  most 
of  them  emanating  from  the 
pathetic  inability  of  the 
church  to  cope  with  the 
growth  of  a  secular  society 
that  accepts  little,  if  any,  of 
the  religious  premises  of 
the  previous  ages. 
This  truism  has  only 

started  to  reach  the  theolog- ical hierarchies  of  both  the 
Protestant  and  Roman  Ca- 

tholic churches.  The  neces- 
sity of  a  radically  new  ap- 

proach or  what  Pope  John 
called  a  spirit  of  'aggiorna- 

mento'  a  thorough  modern- ization of  Christianity,  is 
now  being  realized,  but  tra- 

gically only  by  a  few. Rev.  Ernest  Harrison  wrote 
the  preface  to  The  Comfort- able Pew  and  largely  push- 

ed Berton's  caustic  work 
through  the  Anglican  bu- reaucracy. In  his  own  book, 
Let  God  Go  Free,  he  tries  to 
show  that  God  cannot  and 
should  not  be  confined  to 
any  particular  institution, 
creed,  nation,  or  law. 

By  this  he  means  that  re- ligion is  not  the  exclusive 
domain  of  men  with  B.D.'s after  their  name  but  extends 
to  not  only  the  laity  but  to 
those  who  do  not  even  con- sider themselves  religious. 
In  order  to  be  revitalized 
and  renewed  the  church 
must  then  listen  to  the  se- 

cular age  as  well.  In  such  a 
short  work  this  theme  is  put 
lucidly  across  and  a  spirit  of 
adventure  is  conveyed  to  the reader. 

But  this  is  as  far  as  it 
goes;  neither  morality  nor 
church  wealth,  both  crucial, 
is  mentioned.  About  all  one 
can  say  at  the  end  of  this 
book  is  "About  all  one  can 
say  at  the  end  of  his  book 
is,  Vay,  God!",  which  I  some- how do  not  think  is  qunte enough. 

The  book  by  Catholic  lay- men. Brief  to  the  Bishops, 
contains  34  short  essays  on 

topics    ranging   from  ecu- 

menism and  "the  Pill"  to 
church  music  and  architect- ure. 

The  book  is  consequently 
more  practical,  and  is  not 
merely  an  appeal  but  a  lis- 

tening to  the  laity.  Some  es- 
says are  repetitious  and  fri- volous, but  a  number  which 

make  the  book  worth  buy- 
ing are  quite  deep  and  right to  the  point. 

John  Green  finds  at  the 
root  of  the  "siege"  mentality and  the  faltering  hypocrisy 

of  many  Catholics,  the  fail- ure of  the  parish  itself  to 
provide  the  proper  training 
in  order  to  live  in  a  secular 
world.  His  essays  and  those 
of  Peterkin  and  Lynch  art- well  worthwhile  reading. 
Catholic  education  also  co- mes under  close  scrutiny. 
However,  again  many  top- 

ics that  are  central  are 
avoided  or  treated  tradition- 

ally. Racial  discrimination is  never  treated  thoroughly 
and  anti-Semitism  which  is 
still  at  the  core  of  much 
church  doctrine  is  given  no 
mention.  Nobody  dares  to 
draw  into  question  the  mer- 

its of  the  present  Pope's 
over  cautious  attitude  to- wards reform. 
The  antique  views  of  sex 

perpetuated  by  celibate  cler- icals are  still  accepted.  This 
outlook  on  life  is  neatly 
summarized  by  St.  August- ine's inter  faeces  et  urinam 
nascimur. 

Pot-pourri 
By  DAVID  GOAD 

Indian  Excursion;  Isabel 
Wilson;  Longmans  Canada Ltd. 

Mrs.  Wilson  is  the  wife 
of  the  well-known  geophysi- 
cist  and  University  of  To- 

ronto professor.  Accompa- 
nying her  husband  on  a  tour 

of  research  centres  in  India, 
she  saw  facets  of  that  count- 

ry seldom  displayed  to  the 
tourist.  This  rather  impres- sionistic travel  book  is  the 
record  of  her  experiences. 
It  is  a  veritable  pot-pourri: there  are  conversations  with 
eminent  scientists,  taxi-dri- 

vers, sikhs  and  intellectu- 
als, scenic  views  of  mud- 

hut  villages,  and  cultural 
pilgrimages-  to  ancient  tem- 

ples. 
Regrettably,  Mrs.  Wilson 

fails  to  distinguish  the  ob- 
servation that  is  trivial 

from  the  one  that  provides 
a  delightful  vignette.  The 
generally  dragging  pace  of 
these  worked-up  diary  not- 

es gives  the  story  all  the 
sparkle  of  an  uncut  home movie. 

She  is  unable  to  refrain 
from  reciting  each  day's menu.  This  is  all  the  more 
regrettable  since  Mrs.  Wil- son has  obvious  enthusiasm, 
an  observant  eye,  and  a  liy- 
l-1  \  m i n  it  vv  Ltb  a  flair  for 
description.  She  often  cap- tures in  a  few  words  the 
precise  flavour  of  every -day 
life  in  India;  the  customs, 
mores    and    taboos  of  its 

many  races. 
Did  you  know',  for  exam- ple, that  India  suffers  from 

Prohibition?  To  get  a  bottle 
of  liquor  it  is  necessary  to 
obtain  a  chit  from  a  physi- 

cian stating  that  one  is  a confirmed  alcoholic. 
She  is  less  acute  in  inter- 

pretation and  social  com- 
ment, probably  out  of  an over-anxious  deference  to 

her  hosts.  At  one  point  she 

praises  the  people's  "cou- rage and  realism",  but  ends the  book  by  summing  up 

their  lethargic  fatalism: 
From  far  below  us  ten  mil- lion continuous  prayers  were 

rising,  imploring  the  gods  to 
preserve  India  from  the  di- saster written  in  her  stars. 

I  could  only  say  'Amen'. One  can  recommend  this 
book  for  those  who  like 
eavesdropping  on  over-the- back-fence  monologues. 
With  considerable  shorten- 

ing and  better  editing  it could  have  been  a  refreshing 
picture  of  contemporary India. 

interesting  Canadiana 

By  SUE  STUTZ The  Fraser;  Bruce  Hutch- 
ison; Clarke-Irwin;  368  pp.; 

$1.90. Bruce  Hutchison  in  The 
Fraser,  has  managed  to  take 
a  particular  boring  subject 
—  Canadian  history  —  and 
turn  it  into  a  rather  inter- 

esting account  of  the  Fraser 
river. The  story  of  the  Fraser  is 
handled  in  such  a  way  that 
writers  of  history  books 
should  stand  up  (if  they  can 
extricate  themselves  from 
the  dust  and  cobwebs)  and 
take  notice.  The  people  in 
The  Fraser  are  real  —  not 
the  cardboard  cutouts  about 
which  one  usually  reads. 
Hutchison  follows  the 

story  of  the  Fraser  from  the 
time  before  its  discovery 
through  the  period  when  it 
claimed  the  lives  of  many 
who  venlured  along  its  tor- 

tuous path.  He  winds  up 
with  a  rather  good  account 
of  the  Fraser's  future.  The 

author  not  only  gives  the 
often  boring  but  necessary 
details;  he  also  adds  per- 

sonality to  the  history  which 
makes  the  book  almost 
enjoyable. I  must,  however,  in  spite 
of,  or  rather  because  of,  the 
subject  matter  congratulate 
Mr.  Hutchison  on  having 
turned  out  a  commendable 
effort.  He  has  not  created 
the  usual  watered-down  his- 

tory book. 
The  Fraser  really  flows. 

(Pardon  my  pun).  Just  that 
touch  of  scandal,  booze,  and 
sex  is  present  which,  radi- ates its  own  sordid  charm 
and  adds  color  to  the  story. 
The  Fraser  is  a  definite 

asset  to  the  field  of  journal- 
ism and  Bruce  Hutchison 

deserves  credit  for  writing 
a  history  book,  less  boring than  the  average. 

review 
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SELECTING  A  TITLE 
Does  the  choice  of  title  affect  significantly 

the  reception  accorded  an  academic  book? 
This  is,  of  course,  impossible  to  answer:  when 
a  work  has  been  distributed  under  one  title, 
no  scientific  comparison  with  possible  sales 
under  another  title  can  be  made.  Undoubtedly 
it  is  easy  to  exaggerate  the  importance  of  the 
name  with  which  a  book  has  been  christened. 
Any  evaluation  of  its  effect  involves  hindsight 
—  if  the  book  sells  well,  the  title  was  probably 
a  good  one.  If  it  sells  below  expectations, 
there  is  often  a  temptation  to  blame  the  title. 

But  it  would  be  a  mistake  not  to  admit 
that  naming  a  book  calls  for  considerable 
creative  judgment.  A  succinct,  euphonious, 
graphic  title  holds  out  hope  to  the  prospective 
raider  that  ihe  book  will  be  succinct,  euphon- 

ious, and  graphic.  A  touch  of  humour  indicates 
that  there  may  be  touches  of  humour  in  the 
text.  The  considerations  are  so  obviously  com- 
monsense  ones  that  the  subject  would  be 
scarcely  worth  discussing,  were  it  not  that 
a  considerable  number  of  manuscripts  —  and 
printed  book'-  —  turn  up  with  titles  that  seem 
to  the  publisher  more  of  a  hindrance  than  a help. 
THE  IDEAL  TITLE 
The  ideal  title,  besides  being  short  and 

memorable,  is  precisely  descriptive  of  the 
book,  and  normally  requires  no  sub-title  for 
clarification  or  amplification.  But  perhaps  not 
more  than  one  of  a  dozen  books  receives  an 
ideal  label.  Most  are  compromises.  "What's 
it  about?"  is  the  frequent  query  when  a  new book  is  announced,  despite  all  of  the  efforts 
that  have  been  made  to  devise  an  adequate 
title. 
Ambiguity  is  a  recurrent  problem.  An  im- 

portant manuscript  was  called  initially  "Ca- 
nadian Securities  Regulation".  This  apparently 

simple,  descriptive  title  concealed  the  possi- 
bility of  at  least  two  major  ambiguities.  (Reg- 

ulation of  Canadian  securities  anywhere?  Reg- 
ulation in  Canada  of  securities  issued  any- 

where?) One  ambiguity  at  least  was  resolved 
by  the  change  to  Securities  Regulation  in  Cana- 

da. On  the  other  hand,  let  us  admit  that  the 
title  of  the  famous  volume  of  Karsh  portraits, 
Portraits  of  Greatness,  has  an  ambiguity  which 
is  carefully  intentional,  although  the  reader 
may  wish  to  reflect  on  what  this  ambiguity  is. 
A  MEMORABLE  TITLE 

A  long  titJe  on  a  scholarly  work  may  sound 

painfully  pedantic.  Think,  too,  of  all  the  com- 
plexities of  cataloguing  and  book-ordering 

procedure.  For  example,  every  time  a  single 
copy  of  the  book  is  sold,  informal  abbreviation 
of  the  long  title  occurs;  sometimes  several  ab- 

breviations take  place  at  various  stages  of  the 
transaction.  Absurdity,  confusion,  and  error 
may  result.  For  this  reason,  the  author  of 
"Growth  and  Seasonal  Absorption  of  Nitrogen, 
Phosphorus  and  Potassium  by  Picea  glauca 
(Moench)  Vots  Seedlings"  (a  precisely  descrip- tive title)  was  asked  to  preface  it  with  a  short 
general  title,  White  Spruce  Seedlings,  because 
of  the  impracticability  of  making  a  sensible 
abbreviation.  The  new  general  title  will  not 
only  save  wear  and  tear  in  the  invoicing  de- 

partment, but  will  be  appreciated  by  the  Pro- 
motion Department  during  the  planning  of 

prospectuses  and  advertising.  The  benefit  will 
also  be  felt  by  Books  in  Print,  the  book-trade 
aanua!  which  indexes  by  title,  author,  and 
by  subjects,  every  book  in  print  issued  by 
United  States  publishers  (and  by  University 
of  Toronto  Press,  alone  among  "foreign" 
presses);  by  Scholarly  Books  in  America,  the 
quarterly  o.bliography  of  University  Press 
publications  issued  to  200,000  academics,  which 
also  includes  all  U.T.P.  titles;  and  by  almost 
everyone  who  will  have  occasion  to  refer  to 
thj  book. 
Choosing  a  title  requires  the  same  kind  of 

ambivalence  as  making  an  index.  In  each 
case  it  is  impossible  to  perform  the  task  unless 
one  has  studied  the  work  thoroughly,  and  then, 
to  be  successful,  it  is  necessary  to  put  oneself 
in  the  mentai  situation  of  someone  who  doesn't know  the  work  The  title  may  seem  splendidly 
appropriate  'o  anyone  who  has  read  the  book, but  will  it  inform  or  attract  the  reader  who 
Si°s  it  for  the  first  time  in  a  bookshop,  on  a 
shelf,  or  in  a  book-list  of  catalogue? 
AM  ATTRACTIVE  TITLE 
The  descriptive  title  which  conveys  an 

in* tact  meaning  is  undoubtedly  preferable, 
b-i:  ii  it  is  impossible  to  provide  a  descriptive 
tir'c  in  brief  compass,  the  allusive  or  provo- cative title  is  the  next  best  solution.  This 
requ'res  taste  and  judgment.  It  is  fatally  easy 
to  choose  a  title  that  is  meretricious,  or 
precious,  or  even  "'just  plain  corny."  It  should be  effective  and  memorable;  otherwise  even 
a  dull  descriptive  label  would  be  better.  Titles 
based  on  brief  quotations  are  often  effective 
and  appropriate,  particularly  when  the  quota- tion is  recognizable  without  being  banal. 

Northrop  Frye's  Fearful  Symmetry  is  an  ex- 
cellent title,  and  so  is  W.  0.  Raymond's  The Infinite  Moment.  Usually  when  the  title  is 

allusive,  or  a  quotation,  the  subtitle  has  to 
do  the  work.  Sometimes,  the  result  has  an 
air  of  throwing  off  the  disguise,  e.g.,  Incentive: 
How  the  Conditions  of  Reinforcement  Affect 
the  Performance  of  Rats. 

There  is  no  copyright  on  titles,  and  the  chief 
protection  an  author  has  against  a  title  being 
borrowed  by  another  author  is  the  good  judg- 

ment of  publishers.  Similarity  of  titles  is  not 
an  important  consideration  in  naming  text- 
bocks,  which  are  invariably  known  in  any 
event  by  the  author's  -name  —  "Dewey's  Prin- 

ciples," "Smith's  Accounting,"  "'Jones's  trigo- 
nometry," and  so  forth.  In  books  of  general 

interest,  especially  if  published  in  the  same 
seasor,  similarity  of  titles  is  undesirable.  On 
a  number  of  occasions  University  of  Toronto 
Press  titles  have  been  altered  while  a  book 
was  in  process  because  the  name  chosen  was 
pre-empted  in  the  same  year.  Sometimes,  if  a 
rather  banal  title  was  involved,  the  pre-empt- 

ing was  a  relief  to  the  editor,  who  was  prepar- 
ing for  a  diplomatic  remonstrance. 

CHANGING  TITLES 
At  what  point  are  books  formally  christen- ed? About  half  of  the  books  published  by 

University  or  Toronto  Press  are  issued  under 
the  titles  they  bore  when  the  manuscripts  were 
originally  submitted  by  the  author.  The  rest 
are  most  often  named  by  collaboration  bet- 

ween author  and  editor,  when  the  latter  has 
progressed  far  enough  in  editing  to  get  the 
fjel  of  the  book.  The  method  of  writing  down 
one  possibility  after  another,  with  all  the 
variations  that  occur,  and  of  gradually 
eliminating  The  impossibles,  is  still  a  common 
as  well  as  obvious  technique.  The  actual  title, 
of  course,  sometimes  descends  like  lightning 
during  this  process.  Finding  a  good  title  is 
no:  s:mple.  Because  of  the  strongly  repetitive 
tendency  in  titling  scholarly  books,  e.g.,  "The 
Rise  of  . . .",  "A  Study  of  . . .",  "Essays  in  . . .", 
"Theory  of  . . .",  "The  Development  of  . . .",  a 
powerful  effort  to  be  a  little  different  must 
frequently  be  made.  Nor  are  we  happy  as  a 
rule  about  Essays  in  Honour  of  Anyone, 
although  we  have  yielded  —  more  than  once. 
MISLEADING  TITLES 
What  of  the  learned  book  which  conceals 

its  erudition  under  a  semi-popular  title?  This 
is  perhaps  not  a  very  serious  crime.  It  brings 
its  own  punishment  to  the  publisher  in  a 
prompt  return  by  the  bookseller,  or  in  the  fail- 

ure of  the  scholarly  reader  (to  whom  the  book 
is  actually  directed)  to  recognize  it.  But  all 
scholarly  authors  and  publishers  of  scholarly 
books  fondly  believe  that  a  much  larger  public 
would  exist  for  their  type  of  book,  if  the  public 
could  only  be  induced  to  open  the  volumes 
and  ytart  reading.  And  if  any  encouragement 
can  be  given  this  respectable  habit  by  a  lively 
title,  the  end  —  within  sensible  limits  —  may 
justify  the  means.  E.  H. (ADVERTISEMENT) 

rsrrnfr 

i  tin — i 
thought  aodui* 
Why  St«L-  ttiehilod'  Pryke: 
Fabian  Socteiy;  Ttfe.  An  ex- 

opia.  amtaQc5r,n  of  the  issues  be- 
The  Sexual  Revolution:  j^hjVjjfiyU^government's  pro- Scininal  Studies  into  Twen  i  ■   ;"i    iIk   public  ovwi- 

tieth  Century  American  Sf^  rship  of  Hie  steel  industry, ual  Behavior;  Vol.  2;  :yriin  Dieppe:  the  Shame  and 
Krich  ed.;  Delia  ,[1C  Glory;  Terence  Robert- 

3  •  ...     •.   .  1  !  .;)■ -    Children  of  the  Kibbutz. 
Melf  ord  E .  Spi  ro;  Schock- 
en;  $3.45.  An  account  of  the 
way  in  which  the  first  gen- 

eration of  Israelis  were 
raised  to  take  their  place  in society. 

Writers  in  Revolt;  Terry 
Southern,  Richard  Seaver  & 
Alexander  Trocchi  eds.;  Ber- 

kley; 95c.  An  anthology  of 
the  most  controversial  writ- 

ing in  the  world  today. 
The  English  Revolution, 1688-1689;  G.  M.  Trevelyan; 

Galaxy;  $1.65.  Botb  an  intro- duction for  readers  with  no 
special  knowledge  of  it  and 
an  analysis  for  advanced 
students. Pre-Confederation;  P.  B. 
Waite  ed.;  Prentice-Hall; 
$3.20.  The  second  volume 
of  the  new  Canadian  histor- 

ical documents  series. 

review 

NEW  PAPERBACKS 

By  BEVERLY  PETERSON 
The  Visions  of  Simone 

Machard;  Brecht,  Bertolt  & 
Lion  Feuchtwanger;  Black 
Cat;  J1.65.  A  play  written 
during  Brecht's  Hollywood exile  in  1942. 

The  Inclusive  Flame;  Stu- 
dies in  Modern  American 

Poetry;  Glauco  Cambon; 
Midland;  $2.15.  Provocative 
study  of  American  poetry 
written  by  an  Italian 
scholar. 
The  Shy  Photographer; 

Jock  Carroll;  Bantam;  750. 
"Candy  with  a  camera". Community  and  Privacy; 
Serge  Chermayeff  &  Chris- 

topher Alexander;  Anchor; 
$1.65.  Two  architects  pro- 

pose a  new  kind  of  urban 
order,  a  new  architecture 
of  humanism. 
A  Guide  to  African  His- 

tory; Basil  Davidson;  Zen- 
ith; $1.65.  A  general  survey 

of  the  African  past  from 
earliest  times  to  the  present. 
A  Dictionary  of  Colorful 

French  Slanguage  and  Col- 
loquialisms; Etienne  &  Si- 

mone Deak;  Dutton;  $1.60. 
Words  not  found  in  any 
standard  French  dictionary 
nor  learned  in  school. 
The  Language  of  Shake- 

speare's Plays;  Ifor  B.  Ev- ans; University  Paperback; 
$2.10.  A  fluent  and  scholar- 

ly study — a  reprint  of  origi- nal 1952  edition. 
Escape  from  Freedom; 

Erich  Fromm;  Avon;  $1.25. 
This  classic  work  appears 
for  the  first  time  in  paper- 

back with  a  new  preface  by 
the  author. 
Oda-Oak  Oracle;  Tsegays 

Gabre-Medhin;  Oxford;  95c. 

A  play  written  by  the  Act- ing Director  of  the  Haile 
Sellassie  I  Theatre  in  Ethi- 

Vietnam — an  -  v  c- witness 
account;  Suzanne  Labin; 
Crestwood     Bhpoks;  $1-50. 
Right  wing.^pro-Amet  ican. 
The  Wooden  Horse;  Dar- 

yl  Hine;  Mc'Clclland  &  Stew- art; $2.33.  A  new  haunting 
collect  iun  'iron i  a  Canadian 

Progressive -Russel    B.  Nye; 

'/■forchbook;  $1.95. 
Sit&l  study  of  its 
and  -development 

Suction  to  Politics; 
M.  Pickles;  Univer- 

sal f  Paperback;  $2.10.  Basic l£t  roductiun    lo  stimulate 

son;  Pan;  $1.25.  Examina- tion of  whether  the  slaugh- 
ter or  capture  of  3,000  Cana- dians was  necessary  or 

whether  it  was  all  a  colos- 
sal blunder. 

Two  Plays;  Jean-Paul  Sar- tre; Penguin;  85$.  Contains 
"The  Respectable  Prosti- 

tute" and  "Lucifer  and  the 

Lord." 

The  Oxford  Book  of  Ca- 
nadian Verse,  A.  J.  M.  Smith 

ed.  Oxford;  $2.75.  Reprint 
of  the  first  anthology  to  pre- 

sent both  English  and 
French  Canadian  verse  side 
by  side  in  one  chronological 
sequence. 



FROM  A  CAMP  STANCE 
By  JOHN  CLUTE 

Modesty  Blaise,  Peter  O'- Donnell; Souvenir  Press; 
$3.95. 
Some  need  large  doses 

and  are  in  mental  wards. 
Some  fake  an  absence  of 
need  and  are  millionaires 
or  in  mental  wards.  Most  of 
us  admit  to  occasional  frail- 

ty, and  seek  out  vicarious 
escapes  from  our  grim  mec- 

cano of  days,  usually  by  go- 
ing to  a  movie  or  reading  a 

book — as  likely  as  not  both 
written  and  read  from  a 
camp  stance — a  book,  for 
instance,  like  Modesty 
Blaise,  by  Peter  O'Donnell. For  what  is  camp,  to  the 
otherwise  healthy-minded, 
but  a  method  of  eking  out 
surcease. 
Modesty  Blaise  derives 

not  only  from  the  Bond 
novels  but  from  the  Hardy 
Boys,  and  therein  lies  its 
charm.  Miss  Modesty  is  in 
her  late  twenties,  stunning- 

ly attractive,  and  at  the  be- 
ginning of  the  book  is  living in  retirement  on  the  income 

from  her  previous  criminal 
activities.  Mostly  she — and 
her  sidekick,  Willie  Garvin, 
along  with  her  organization, 
The  Network — had  stolen 
gold  and  diamonds,  the  sort 
of  stuff  Robin  Hood  would 
have  loved  to  get  his  hands 
on.  She  abjured  trafficking 
in  vice  or  drugs — and  heav- 

en help  the  employee  who 
tried  to  circumvent  her  ex- 

press orders  on  that 
subject! 
As  the  novel  begins,  Intel- 

ligence Chief  Tarrant  comes 
reluctantly  to  the  decision 
that  only  Modesty  Blaise 
can  help  him  prevent  the 
hijacking  of  Sheik  Abu-Ta- 
hir's  ten  million  pounds  of 

diamonds,  and  probably  on 
the  high  seas,  too.  Tarrant must  act  now  and  does. 
He  beguiles  Modesty  into 

helping  him  and  off  we  go. 
Modesty  suspects  that  Gab- riel —  world's  mightiest  cri- minal —  is  the  mastermind 
back  of  the  probable  heist 
right  on  the  high  seas. 

The  rest  is  history,  a  per- 
fectly delightful  exercise  in 

deja  vu:  everyone  you  could 
think  of  is  there:  James 
Bond  and  the  Hardy  Boys; 
Dr.  No,  his  successors  and 
confreres;  the  tribe  from 
U.N.C.L.E.;  Masquerade  and 
other  films  of  that  ilk  (the 
movie  version  of  Modesty 
Blaise  will  star  James  Mason 
and  Monica  Vitti);  and  even, 
at  the  end,  a  whiff  of  The 
Worm  Ouroboros. 
No  one  who  writes  in  the 

style  of  Franklin  W.  Dixon the  author  of  the  Hardy 
boys  series  could  wear  his 
heart  on  his  sleeve,  which 
brings  us  back  to  camp,  and 
the  charm  of  the  book.  Ian 
Fleming  lacked  humour,  and 
that  is  why  the  cinematic 
James  Bond  left  him  so  sadly 
in  the  lurch,  as  though  he 
couldn't  forgive  his  trans- 

formed and  intensified  crea- 
tion that  quantum  leap  into 

another  medium. 
His  last  books  were  languid, 

fudgy  sulks.  They  exude  the 
feeling  that  Sean  Connery 
was  a  piece  of  trickery,  and 
that  trickery,  somehow  or 
other,  wasn't  kosher.  The 
twilight  Bond  is  a  sin-rid- den incompetent.  He  is  so 
because  Ian  Fleming  evi- denced no  sense  of  camp, 
no  charm,  no  ability  to  sur- 
vise  the  existential  tintin- 

nabulation of  shifting  media. 
The  shifting  of  media  in- 

volves artifice  and  a  con- 
sciousness of  essential  in- 
gredients Fleming  never 

seemed  to  possess.  The 
shifting  of  media,  in  the 
same  way  that  clothes  make 
the  man  and  to  the  same  ex- 

tent, is  a  question  of  effec- tive presentation. 
And  presentation  is  thor- oughly amoral:  appearance 

and  reality  are  a  juggler's act.  To  the  humorless  there 
can  be  no  presentation  with- out the  consciousness  of  sin, 
and  the  charm  of  Modesty 
Blaise  will  seem  based  on 
an  insidious  chicanery. 

For  Miss  Modesty  is  cer- 
tainly presented.  Originally 

she  was  the  heroine  of  a 
comic  strip  presumably  still in  existence.  In  book  form 
she  wears  literary  trappings 
only  the  most  McLuhanite sense  of  simultaneity  can 
make  gainly.  In  movie  form 
she  will  be    Monica  Vitti. 

One  of  the  primary  intima- 
tions of  camp  is,  however, that  whoredom  is  a  gas, 

that  one  of  the  highways  to 
literary  coolth  is  to  whore 
it  in  spate  but  to  know 
what  you  are  doing. 
Peter  O'Donnell  knows 

•  what  he  is  dong  with  Mo- 
desty Blaise.  He  is  as  cynical 

and  proficient  as  his  pre- sumed reader  (or  viewer). 
Our  pleasure  with  the  book 
lies  partly  in  our  knowledge 
that  he  knows  that  we  know 
that  he  knows,  and  that  he 
does  it  amusingly;  it  also 
lies  in  the  skill  with  which 
he  has  smoothed  the  road 
to  our  vicarious  outs.  Start- 

ing with  the  basic  James Bond  formula,  he  has  in  two 
specific  areas  tidied  it  up. 

One:  it  is  the  heroine  who 
gets  tortured,  but  mildly, 

Monsarrat... 
By  PAUL  MacRAE 

The  Pillow  Fight,  Nicho- 
las Monsarrat,  Cassel,  348 

pp.  $5.40. It  is  too  often  easier  to 
knock  a  book  than  praise 
it,  and  in  the  case  of  Pillow 
Fight,  much,  much  easier. 
What  begins  as  a  serious 
look  at  the  racial  situation 
in  $oulh  Africa  degenerates 
into— the  -kkrtii— -of -ir*  and 

calibre  of  Nicholas  Monsar- 
rat. The  novel  becomes  a 

kind  of  hash  of  love,  lust, 
booze  and  bed,  stirred  well, 
with  just  the  right  touch  ot 
race  and  idealism  to  give 
the  reader  the  impression 
that  he  reads  more  than  a 
sex  opera,  which  the  book 
really  is. 
The  first  ingredient  is 

Jonathan  Steele,  an  aspiring 
young  writer,  who  is  in 
South  Africa  to  write  a  no- 

vel about  rich,  indolent 
whites,  and  down-lroddem 
Negroes.  There  he  meets 
Kate  Marais,  rich,  rather  in- 

dolent, twenty-six  years  old, 
and  sharing  none  of  his  ur- 

gency about  the  black  man  of 
South  Africa.  She  lives  on- 

ly for  the  wealth  and  power 

which  being  a  woman  in  a 
world  of  men  can  bring 
her;  he  lives  for  his  dedi- cation to  the  causes  in 
which  he  believes.  They 
make  a  most  unnatural 
couple,  and  of  course  they marry. 

Steele's  book  is  an  im- 
mense literary  and  popular 

success,  and  they  move  to 
New  York,  where  a  strange 
transformation  takes  place 
—  Kate  contracts  the  zeal 
ivluch  her  husband  display- l  discovers 

one ets  *idfi  ■fethe wealthy, 
ion,    how  i 
and    how  it 
forms  the  crux  of  the  bi 
But  unfortunately; 

low  Fight  is  mostly  feathers 
with  little  of  real  substance 
to  hold  them  together. 

review 

and  Indians 
By  LAUREL  SABISTON 
Indian  Literature;  Louis 

Renou;  translation  P.  Evans; McLeod;  $2.25. 
Russian  Literature;  Mar- 

celle  Ehrhard;  translation 
P.  Mlnto;  McLeod;  $2.25. 
One  hundred  and  forty 

pages  print  on  the  vast  topic 
of  a  national  literature  in- 

sures that  the  treatment 
given  cannot  be  but  super- ficial. 

Indian    Literature  must 

treat  four  different  major 
linguistic  divisions  as  well 
as  hundreds  of  minor  dia- 

lectic divisions.  Moreover, 
the  term  literature  has  been 
extended  to  encompass  scien- 

tific treatises,  law,  and  poli- tical discourse. 
Thus,  no  more  than  pass- 

ing mention  can  be  afforded 
even  the  great  epic  poetry; 
wri  ters  are  similarly  scan- 

tily passed  over.  Instead, 
grammar  is  dwelt  upon. 

Russian  Literature  avoids 
these  pitfalls,  in  that  the 
scope  of  time  covered  is 
smaller;  one  language  is 
dealt  with;  literature  is  li- 

mited to  poetry,  novels,  and 

space  can  thus  be 
historical  back- 

 western  influ- ences on  "'BlCTary  develop- 
ment in  Ru^SiaJ  Major  no- 

velists are  'u'.^cussed  bio- 
graphically,  arte?*  their  im- 

portant works1,'  *rc  sum- marized, f.  N 
Even  the  totalVOttood  of both  books  is  onei 

because  she  has  to  continue. 
The  reader's  frisson,  then, 
is  not  rendered  overly  fur- 

tive by  the  death  or  multila- 
tion  of  the  bound  or  whip- 

ped victim.  This  is  econom- 
ical. Modesty  can  get  tortur- ed again  and  again,  from 

book  to  book  (this  is  the 
first  of  a  planned  series), 
adding  a  sort  of  cumulative- ness  to  the  frisson,  without 
introducing  Fleming's  con- centration-camp satiation. 
She  can  also  get  raped. 

She  is  very  efficient  about 
that.  She  goes  unconscious —  at  will  —  and  never  re- members a  thing. 
Two:  the  never-never  qual- 

ity of  the  story  is  enriched 
by  the  escape  of  the  villain. 
Gabriel,  who  is  well-develop- ed and  fun  (between  fits  of 
cold-bloodedness  he  watches 
Tom  and  Jerry  cartoons), 
will  return,  probably  in  the 

next  volume,  and  we  won't have  to  worry,  along  with 
Mr.  Fleming,  about  the 
creation  of  another  suitably 
outre"  foil.  As  in  Paradise Lost,  we  get  our  cake  of 
illicit  identification  and  eat 
it  too:  neither  does  Satan die. 

If  Modesty  Blaise  is  more 
like  the  comic  books  than 
Milton,  there  is  still  on 
O'Donnell's  part  a  deliberate 
use  of  a  particularly  haunt- 

ing literary  form:  the  heroic 
cycle,  in  which  Good  and 

synopsis,  a  mi led 
-..  the  prose  style.  XYansla 
lion  is  straightforvqR^.  un- 

cluttered by  technical  i  emi\ 
but  permeated  with  du  U  ad- 

jectives—"powerful",  Oflg 
nificent",  "remarkable",  .urn 
The  books  themselves^:** 

none  of  these:  a  libraries 
annotation  would  have  Sttfd 
as  interesting,  and  IraBK informative. 

Evil  clash  eternally,  like 
cymbals  whose  reverbera- tions constitute  a  frisson  of 

their  own.  E.  R.  Eddison's The  Worm  Ouroboros  is  a 
cunning  example. 
In  that  book,  after  the 

evil  king  or  king  of  evil  has 
been  killed,  the  heroes 
return  to  their  hall  and  sit 
for  several  days  feeling  very 
stuffy  indeed,  although  they insist  they  are  happy  happy 

happy  because  evil  has  pe- rished it  sure  has.  Queen 
Sophonisba  comes  to  the 
castle  for  dinner,  and  sees 
the  situation.  She  tells  the 
heroes  that,  because  he  wore 
the  Worm  Ouroboros,  which 
returns  on  itself,  the  villain, 
King  Gorice,  is  again  alive 
and  ploting  vast  evils  in Witchland. 
"No  sound  was  there  in 

that  high  presence  chamber 
in  Galing  till  in  a  minute's space  the  serving  man  re- 

turned with  startled  counte- 
nance, and,  bowing  before 

Lord  Juss,  said,  'Lord,  it  is 
an  Ambassador  from  Witch- 
land  and  his  train.  He  cra- 

veth  present  audience.' " Would  we  had  the  same. 
And  that  is  the  final  po- 

tency of  Peter  O'Donnell's book:  that  we  are  allowed  to 
combine  nostalgia  for  the 
world  of  heroes  and  mocke- 

ry or  our  frail  but  necessary 

op  ting-out. 

Revealing  flashback 
By  TERRY  EASTO 

Quebec  In  Revolt:  The 
Guibord  Affair;  Herman 
Buller;  The  Centennial 
Press;  352  pages;  $4.80. 

The  biggest  surprise  upon 

reading  Herman  Buller's Revolt  in  Quebec  is  that  it 
concerns  neither  separat- 

ists, narcotic  peddlars  nor arsonists.  Yet  the  author 
has  taken  a  controversial  is- sue in  the  Quebec  of  the 
nineteenth  century  and  at- 

tempts to  relate  it  to  the 
problems  that  now  confroat both  Quebec  and  Canada  as 
a  whole. 

The  Guibord  Affair  which 
constituted  a  major  scandal 
in  Quebec  concerns  the  at- 

tempt of  a  group  of  intel- lectual French-Canadians  to 
found  a  literary  society, 
L'  Institut  Canadien,  which 
due  to  its'  adherence  to  the 
Voltarian  tradition  of  free- 

dom of  thought  and  con- science was  fiercely  opposed 
by  the  Roman  Catholic 
clergy.  The  society,  formed 
in  1844,  especially  antagon- ized the  clergy  who  at  this 
time  were  attempting  to  re- 

assert their  power  upon  the 
state  and  contrary  to  the 
Gallican  traditions  of 
France  make  .  .  .  "Montreal 
the  Rome  of  America."  Gui- bord himself  who  had  been 
one  of  the  founders  .of  the 
Institute  was  excommuni- 

cated and  the  church,  prohi- 
bited his  burial  in  conse- 
crated ground  for  six  years while  his  friends  fought  a 

legal  battle  with  the  church. Buller  has  chosen  to 
frame  his  account  of  the Guibord  Affair  within  the 
context  of  an  historical 
novel  and  his  most  impres- 

sive writing  appears  when 
his  characters  expound  up- 

on  the   classic  arguments 

regarding  the  role  of  the church  in  the  affairs  of 
state  and  in  the  lives  of 
men.  The  author  is  far  less 
convincing  when  he  at- 

tempts to  portray  the  emo- tions of  his  characters.  The 
love  stories  which  run 
through  the  book  provide 
less  excitement  than  the  dis- sertations on  rationalist 
philosophy. 
Mr.  Buller,  an  English 

Canadian  who  was  brought 
up  in  Montreal  has  told,  a 
story  of  French  Canada  in 
revolt  against  their  own 
kind,  for  a  change.  The 
clergy,  in  repressing  the  In- stitute and  the  affiliated  re- 

forming 'Rouge'  political 
party  emphasized  the  isola- tion of  Quebec  from  the  in- tellectual and  cultural  life 
of  the  rest  of  English  Cana- 

da. The  results  were  for- 
seen  by  the  hero  of  the 
novel,  Guibord,  who  .saw 
'.  .  .  We  French  Canadians are  the  .  indifferent.  If  we 
the  French  can  never  be 
equal  to  ourselves  how  can 
we  be  equal  to  the  English.' Quebec  In  Revolt  is  a  well 
written  historical  novel 
that  should  be  read  with interest  especially  by  those 
seeking  to  understand  the 
present  revolt  in  Quebec. 
The  author  can  be  forgiven 
for  his  weakness  in  the  de- 

velopment of  some  of  his 
characters  since  his  book  is 
essentially  one  of  ideas  ra- 

ther than  men.  The  story 

of  Joseph  Guibord  whose  * last  resting  place  had  to  be re-inforced  with  concrete  to 
ensure  its  permanence 
makes  just  as  interesting  if 
not  more  beneficial  reading 
than  that  of  the  gangland 
slayings  in  Quebec  at  the 
present  and  that  should 
certainly  account  for  some- 
thing. 



THE  U  OF  T  FESTIVAL  CHORUS 

U  of  T  Chorus  touts  States 

One  thing  this  campus 
does  not  lack  is  an  abun- 

dance of  good  singing 
groups. 

One  of  these,  the  Univer- 
sity of  Toronto  Festival 

Chorus,  has  just  completed 
a  highly  successful  tour  to 
New  York,  Washington  and 
universities  in  North  Caro- 

lina, Virginia,  Ohio  and 
Michigan. 
The  U  of  T  Festival  Chorus 

was  organized  to  particip- 
ate in  the  First  Internation- 

al University  Choral  Festival 

One-third  of  a  SAC  rep  is 
unconstitutional. 
A  constitutional  amend- 

ment failed  at  Wednesday 
night's  SAC  meeting  because one  third  of  a  SAC  member 
didn't  turn  up. The  amendment,  requiring 
a  two  thirds  majority,  that 
is  29  1/3,  received  29  votes. 
Acting  speaker  Jordan  Sul- livan ruled  it  defeated. 

By  RICHARD  REIVE 
Ian  Wahn,  Liberal  candi- 

date in  St.  Paul's,  Wednes- 
day expressed  dissatisfac- 
tion with  the  Canadian  go- 

vernment's present  discri- 
minatory policies  aganst  un- 

skilled non  -  white  immi- 
grants. 
Speaking  at  a  U  of  T 

Liberal  club  meeting  in  Sid- 
ney Smith  Hall,  Mr.  Wahn 

said  that  although  there  is 
no  discrimination  against 
any  skilled  immigrant,  un- skilled immigrants  from 
Europe  stand  a  far  better 
chance  of  entering  the  coun- 

try than  those  from  Asian 
and  African  countries.  In 
addition,  immigrants  from 
Europe  can  bring  in  more 
near  relatives  than  those 
from  Asia  and  Africa,  he 
said. 
Mr.  Wahn,  a  former  Rhodes 

scholar  and  chairman  of  the 
Liberal  caucus  on  citizenship 
and  immigration,  pointed 
out  the  Liberal  record  on 
immigration.  He  stated  that 
five  times  the  number  of 
Chinese    immigrants  have 

in  New  York,  In  mid-Sep- 
tember, the  group  of  44 

young  men  and  women  left 
for  New  York  City  to  rep- 

resent Canada  in  a  week- 
long  series  of  concerts  at 
the  Lincoln  Centre  for  the 
Performing  Arts,  followed 
by  a  concert  tour  of  Ameri- can colleges. 
Twenty  university  chor- uses from  15  countries 

around  the  world  took  part. 
In  each  of  the  first  five 

concerts  before  capacity 
audiences   in  Philharmonic 

It  then  took  45  minutes 
for  council  to  figure  out  its 
correct  number  of  members 
and  to  decide  on  do  you  or 
don't  you  round  off  the  frac- 

tion of  one-third. 

You  don't. "I  t 's  unconstitutional," 
said  one  SAC  rep. 

The  majority  agreed  and 
defeated  a  motion  to  over- 

come to  Canada  in  the  last 
year  than  in  any  year  of 
the  Conservative  regime. 
Mr.  Wahn,  when  ques- 

tioned on  the  Bladen  report, 
stated  that  he  favored  sup- 

port of  its  recommendations 

Hall,  choirs  from  four  dif- 
ferent countries  presented 

a  half  hour  of  music  repre- 
sentative of  their  cultures 

and  repertoires.  The  final 
concert  consisted  of  one 
short  piece  from  each  choir 
followed  by  all  the  choruses 
on  stage  together  —  a  mas- sed choir  of  over  850  voices. 
The  eight  days  in  New 

York  were  punctuated  by 
concerts  at  Rock  e  f  e  1 1  e  r 
Centre,  the  World's  Fair, the  United  Nation  and  local 
high   schools.   The  chorus 

rule  the  speaker. 
The  amendment  recom- 

mended that  representation 
be  determined  by  the  enrol- 

ment figures  available  in 
the  spring,  excepting  new 
colleges,  OCE,  School  of 
Social  Work  and  School  of 
Library  Science.  Their  en- 

rolments would  be  based  on 
the  latest  fall  enrolment. 

until  a  workable  system 
could  be  found.  He  remark- 

ed that  the  arguments  used 
against  abolition  of  tuition 
fees  were  the  same  as  those 
used  50  years  ago  against 
free  high  school  education. 

was  constantly  kept  busy 
with  activities  organized  by 
Lincoln  Centre,  including  a 
choral  workshop  with  Ro- bert Shaw. 
Twenty  ,busloads  of  cho- risters moved  en  masse  to 

Washington  and  the  final 
concert  was  repeated  in  the 
National  Cathedral  before 
an  enthusiastic  capacity  au- dience. 

Irving  Lowens,  music critic  of  the  Washington 
Star,  wrote  of  the  concert: 
"If  I  were  stood  up  against 
a  wall  and  told  that  I  would 
be  shot  if  I  did  not  pick 
the  "best"  chorus,  I  would 
undoubtedly  have  a  long 
struggle    with    my  cons- 

share  (continued) 

paign  contributions. Today,  the  Engineers  are 
running  their  own  SHARE 
auction.  Last  year  at  this 
event,  the  average  price  for 
a  date  was  $85  and  engin- eers are  warned  to  come 
prepared.  The  hammer starts  falling  at  1:00  p.m. 
today  in  Rm.  102  of  the Mechanical  Building. 
The  campaign  was  sup- 

posed to  end  today  but  has 

editor  (continued) 

all  agreed  that  the  council and  the  students  are  not  in 
favor  of  the  policy  of  The 

Carillon." 
.  Asked  if  Mr.  Conway's 
Viet  Nam  Policy  had  any- 

thing to  do  with  his  dismis- 
sal, Mr.  Kelly  said,  "The priority  of  The  Carillon should  be  what  students  do 

on  this  campus.  The  trouble was  that  the  information  on 
Viet  Nam  was  coming  from 
sources  outside  the  campus, 
mostly  American.  If  he  had 
given  the  same  amount  of 
coverage  to  the  Saskatche- wan Roughriders,  he  would 
have  been  fired,"  he  said. 

Mr.  Kelly  said  that  he 
agreed  with  Mr.  Conway  on Viet  Nam. 

Mr.  Kelly  said  that  if  Mr. 
Conway  had  continued  as 
editor  the  paper  would have  ceased  publication  by 
mid-November  for  financial 
reasons.  He  said  one  of  the 
reasons  for  this  was  an 
"open  letter  to  advertisers" 
published  Oct.  15  in  The  Ca- rillon. 
The  letter  said  the  paper 

would  not  print  tobacco  ads 
because  of  the  cancer  dan- 

would  have  to  say  that,  for 
cience,  but  I  think  that  I 
me,  the  best  chorus  was 
that  from  Canada.  I  would 
insist,  however,  that  they 
were  only  the  best  among 

peers." 

The  Festival  Chorus  mem- 
bers are  now  merging  back 

into  the  ranks  of  the  U  of 
T  Chorus  and  the  Hart 
House  Glee  Club  from 
which  they  were  originally 
chosen.  Walter  Barnes,  who 
conducted  the  Festival  Cho- rus on  the  American  tour, 
will  be  conducting  the  Hart 
House  Glee  Club  again  this 
year,  and  Lloyd  Bradshaw  is 
taking  over  the  U  of  T Chorus. 

been  extended  till  Monday 
to  allow  the  men's  frats  to 
have  their  "Mile  of  Dimes" campaign. 

This  extra  day  gives  ihose 
students  who  have  not  con- 

tributed an  opportunity  to 
give  their  dollar  for  Share. Both  the  Vic  and  Trinity 
auctions  were  successes.  At 
Victoria  over  §500  passed 
over  the  auction  block  while 
Trinity  students  gave  $390. 

ger  involved  in  smoking  and because  these  advertisments 
do  not  carry  a  health  warn- ing- 

The  letter  also  refused  li- 
quor ads  because  of  a  health hazard  and  turned  down  ads 

concerning  the  military  be- cause "We  do  not  believe 
that  the  profession  of  mass 
murder  should  be  encourag- 

ed on  the  pages  of  our  news- 

paper." 

The  statement  continued: 
"The  Carillon  will  refuse  to 

print  any  advertisement that  is  considered  by  the  edi- tor to  be  psychologically 
designed  to  mislead,  misin- form, or  manipulate  the 

reader." 

The  letter  was  published 
two  days  after  the  council sent  a  letter  to  Mr.  Conway 

warning  him  that  "the  prin- ciple function  of  the  student 
newspaper  is  to  be  an  or- 

gan of  student  opinion  and 

information." Mr.  Conway  said  he  in- tends to  organize  a  mass 
meeting  and  call  for  a  vote of  non-confidence  in  the 
Students'  Council. 

Wanted:  Vz  of  a  SAC  representative 

Wahn  opposes  discrimination 
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George  Bernard  Shaw's 
HEARTBREAK 

HOUSE directed  by 
ROBERT  GILL 

Fri.  Oct.  29th 
to  Sat.  Nov.  6th  at  8:30 

now  open  10:00  a.m.  to  6:00  p.m.  -  WA.  3-5244 

You  can't  beat 

the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 
30c  A  GAME 
16  NEW  TABLES 

Toronto's  Most 

Modern  Billiard 
Hall 

290  College  St. 
(just  West  of  Spadina) 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT 

B.A. 

R.  J.  BESSEY 

JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 

AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-S731 

PIMM' 

NQ  5  has  a 
Canadian Whisky 

both  are  absolutely  delicious! 

Two  things  about  Pimm  s:  easy  to  serve,  and  a  taste  you'll  enjoy.  Just  pour  into  a  tall  glass and  add  ice  and  fill  up  with  your  favourite  light  mix.  You  can  add  a  slice  of  cucumber a  piece  of  lemon,  or  a  sprig  of  mint  to  make  the  traditional  Pimm's,  famous  throughout 
the  world.  But  don  t  bother  unless  you're  in  the  mood.  A  new  generation  is  rediscovering Kimm  s ...  and  enjoying  every  moment  of  it.  6 

DRINK  PIMM  S— simply  because  you'll  enjoy  the  taste  ol  it. 
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New  Alberta 

grading  system 
EDMONTON     (CUP)  — The  time-honored  percentage 

grading  system  will  be  re- placed next  year  at  the  Uni- versity of  Alberta  by  a  new. 
simplified  system. 

The  major  feature  of  the 
new  system  is  that  grades 
will  be  recorded  on  a  nine- 
point  scale  and  that  consi- derable emphasis  will  be 
placed  upon  verbal  descrip- tion of  the  grades  as  they 
are  being  assigned. Reasons  given  for  the 
adoption  of  the  new  system 
are: #  it  removes  the  unrealistic 
impression  of  exactness  in- herent in  the  percentage  sys- 

tem, 

9  the  use  of  verbal  grade makes  the  assigned  grade 
more  meaningful  and  cer- tainly less  misleading  than  is 
the  case  for  marks  assigned 
under  the  current  system, 
0  the  new  system  should 
help  standardize  the  grades 
awarded  in  different  discip- 

lines, 

O  the  nine-point  system  pre- 
sents a  considerable  simpli- fication over  the  present 

system. 
The  new  grading  system 

was  adopted  on  the  recom- 
mendation of  a  faculty  com- 

mittee by  the  general  faculty 
council  which  has  full  pow- ers in  this  matter. 

It  is  now  being  studied 
by  the  individual  faculties 
for  application  next  year. 

steiner  (continued) 
to  the  student  body.  The  day 
of  the  political  parties  at 
the  university  is  over.  If  po- 

litics are  ever  to  be  made 
relevant  to  the  students 
again,  and  this  is  a  necessity 
if  people  are  to  be  anything 
but  automatons,  it  will  have 
to  be  through  the  channels 
of  student  government.  We 
can  only  hope  that  it  is  pos- sible to  reactivate  student 
interest  in  the  university 
community,  and  that  this 
activity  will  be  carried  into 
the  adult  community. 

I  believe  that  all  progres- 
sively-minded students  now 

should  devote  their  ener- 
gies to  the  realization  of 

this  hope,  rather  than  to 
the  useless  competition  for 
the  minds  of  the  one  or  two 
per  cent  of  students  who 
presently  give  a  damn  about the  university  community 
and  the  community  at  large. 

An  inter-faith  service  of 
worship  and  prayer  for  all 
the  hungry  people  of  the 
world  will  be  held  at  3  p.m., 
Sunday  in  Nathan  Phillips 
Square.  The  service  is  be- 

ing held  to  commemorate 
the  twentieth  anniversary 
of  the  founding,  in  Quebec 
City,  of  the  United  Nations' Food  and  Agricultural  Or- 
ganization. The  event  also  coincides 
with  the  United  Nations' Young  World  Mobilization. 
Monday,  the  United  Nations 
flag  will  be  raised  at  a  spe- 

cial ceremony  at  12:15  p.m. 
in  Nathan  Phillips  Square. 

In  case  of  bad  weather, 
the  first  event  will  be  held 
In  the  Salvation  Army  Cita- 

del on  Albert  Street. 



SCORELESS  STREAK  ENDED 

Varsity  seeks  revenge 

By  marci  Mcdonald 
Varsity  soccer  Blues  have 

two  goals  to  avenge  this 
Saturday  when  they  meet 
McMaster  Marauders  here 
on  the  back  campus  at  11 
a.m. 
It  will  be  the  second 

meeting  of  the  two  teams 
this  week. 
Wednesday,  Blues  played 

in  Hamilton,  defeating  the 
maroon  squad  5-2,  and  let- 

ting in  the  first  two  goals 
scored  against  them  this 
year. 

Although  the  win  clinches 
the  league  lead  for  Varsity, 
it  presented  them  with  the 
toughest  competition  so  far 
this  season.  Marauders 
showed  a  fast  and  furious 
offence  and  one  of  the 
strongest  defences  around — 
a  good  sequel  to  last  years 
year's  team. 

They  dominated  play  un- 
til midway  in  the  first  half 

when  they  scored  the  first 
goal  on  a  head-in  by  Dave 
Wright  from  a  corner  kick 
by  Andy  Koster. 

Less  than  a  minute  later 
Blues  revived  when  left 
wing  Graham  Shiels  slam- med in  a  cross  shot  from 
Tom  Johnston. 

Within  the  next  five  mi- 
nutes Toronto  had  its  se- 

cond goal,  a  long  drive  by 
forward  Frank  Soppelsa 
from  Ormond  Mendes. 
Mac's  second  goal  came at  the  end  of  the  first  half, 

this  time  on  a  penalty  kick 
by  Pat  Cuddy,  headed  in  by 
John  Mercer  and  dropped 
back  through  the  hands  of 
Varsity  goalie  George  Co- fhisso. 

At  half  time  the  game  was 
tied  up  2-2. It  looked  like  the  dead- 

lock would  continue  until 
well  into  the  second  half 
when  Soppelsa  again  came 

through  with  a  terrific 
drive  on  a  pass  from  Aus- 
tris  Liepa  to  put  Blues 
ahead  by  one. 
Varsity's  last  two  goals 

came  in  much  the  same  way 
as  did  the  Marauders'  first two  —  both  from  corner 
kicks. 
Soppelsa  scored  the  fourth 

from  Bill  Troost,  and  Troost 
headed  in  the  fifth  from 
captain  Dom  Dente. 
Marauders  promise  even 

more  of  a  threat  for  Satur- 
day when  three  of  their  bet- 
ter players  return  to  the 

ranks  from  their  injured 
list. 
But  Blues  have  the  ad- 

vantage of  their  own  field 
—  and  those  two  goals  to avenge. 

What's  more  even  a  win 
for  Marauders  could  not  up- 

set the  standings.  They  now 
hold  third  place  with  one 
win  three  losses  and  ten 
goals  scored  against  them. 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Vic  still  team  to  beat  for  Mulock  Cup 
By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

Vic  Scarlet  and  Gold  show- 
ed they  are  still  the  big  team 

to  beat  in  interfac  competit- 
ion. In  a  game  which  may 

well  be  a  preview  of  the  Mu- 
lock Cup  final,  they  pounded 

out  a  15-3  decision  over  the 
stubborn  UC  Redmen. 
In  the  first  quarter,  UC 

looked  like  they  were  going 
to  run  Vic  right  off  the  field 
as  they  took  a  3-0  lead  on 
a  long  punt  single  by  Den- 

nis Pigott  for  a  single  and  a 
safety  touch.  However,  that 
was  all  they  could  manage 
as  the  Vic  defence  toughen- 

ed   and   came  back   on  a 

booming  kick  for  a  rouge  by 
Gary  Kushner  and  an  inter- 

cepted pass  by  Don  Brere- ton  who  ran  it  back  for  a 
touchdown. 

That  was  all. the  scoring 
until  late  in  the  final  quar- 

ter when  Dave  Webb  crash- 
ed over  from  the  one  yard 

line  to  put  the  game  on  ice for  Vic. 
The  win  for  the  Vicmen 

leaves  them  all  alone  in  first 
place  with  two  victories  fol- 

lowed by  UC  with  a  win  and 
a  loss  and  St.  Mike's  and  En- 

gineering, both  winless  in 
one  start. 

LACROSSE 

Barry  Bartlett,  Chris  Rud- 

ge,  and  Rick  Dale  each  scor- ed three  times  to  lead  PHE 
A  to  a  11-2  win  over  En- 

gineering I  in  group  I  inter- 
fac action.  Gary.  Deering  ad- 

ded a  pair  for  the  winners 
while  Clements  and  Lang- 
lands  replied  for  the  engi- neers. 

In  group  II  play,  Cowie 
scored  four  times  to  pace 
Knox  over  Meds  A  9J)  while 
PHE  B  edged  UC  I  4-2  as Alexander  scored  two. 

SOCCER 

Dents  whipped  Emmanuel 
4-0,  Trinity  B  edged  St. 
Mike's  B  1-0  and  Knox 
and  Innis  fought  to  a  1-1 draw. 

Poloists  meet  RMC  at  Hart  House 
By  PETER  McCREATH 

Varsity  Water  Polo  Blues 
have  their  first  test  of  the 
season  in  an  exhibition 
game  with  the  Royal  Mili- 

tary College  in  the  Hart 
House  bath  tub,  tomorrow 
at  2  p.m. 
Once  again  this  year, 

Blues  are  coached  by  former 
Hungarian  Olympic  and 
Varsity  Blues  star,  Eddie 
Szakacs,  who  last  year  in 
his  maiden  year  at  Blues' helm  guided  them  to  the 
intercollegiate  champion- ship. 

It  is  anticipated  that  there 
will  be  little  change  from 
last  year's  team  with  only 
one  defenceman  Roger  Wil- 

son gone.  Don  Wheeler, 
Graeme  Barber,  Peter  Ri- 

chardson, John  Russell, 
Hartley      Garfield,  Alan 

Pyle,  and  Captain  Bill  Pi- 
gott should  again  form  the 

nucleus  of  the  team. 
Newcomer  Bruce  Warbot- 

ton  from  University  of  Vic- toria and  former  Blue  Frank 
Felkai  are  7naking  strong 
bids  to  crack  the  line-up. 

NOTES:  Swim  team  prac- 
tises are  well  underway  un- 

der the  auspices  of  coach 
Juri  Daniels  .  .  .  several 
rookies  have  turned  out  to 
attempt  to  crack  the  peren- 

nial intercollegiate  cham- 
pionship squad. 

Row,  row  your  boat  on  Lake  Fanshawe 

By  RICH  PYNE 
Varsity  rowers  will  again 

face  McMaster,  Western, 
Brock  and  Canesius  in  a  re- 

gatta at  Lake  Fanshawe  out 
side  London  this  Saturday. 
As  yet  Toronto  crews  are  un- defeated in  three  meets 
against  these  schools. 

Varsity  fields  three  crews 
in  the  four  races  with  the 
Freshman  eight  also  rowing 
junior  varsity.  To  date  this 
crew  has  not  dropped  a  sin- 

gle race. The  senior  boat,  after  a 
few  initial  setbacks,  is  in  a 
recovery  period  and  a  win 
is  also  expected  from  them. 

In  the  surf:  It  is  interest- 
ing to  note  that  the  gentle- man who  rises  every  dawn 

to  coach  this  eager  group  is 
Ted  Chilcott,  a  former  Argo 
footballer  and  member  of ' the  Argonaut  eights  which 
won  the  1952  Olympic  cham- 

pionship in  Helsinki. 

DON'T  WAIT! 
If  your  campus  group  is  planning  a  trip 

CHARTER  A  COACH 

TRAILWAYS  of  CANADA  LTD. 

Call  923-2232  or  889-3642 
For  information  to  enjoy  the  fun  and  inexpensive  way to  travel  in  a  group 

ATHLETIC  WING  — HART  HOUSE 
SUNDAY  OPENING  — OCTOBER  24 

Commencing  next  Sunday,  October  24,  the  Athletic 
Wing,  Hart  House,  will  be  open  on  Sundays  between 
the  following  hours: 
Gymnasia    10:00  a.m.  to  4:30  p.m. 
Swimming  Pool    12:00  noon  to  4:30  p.m. 

WHAT  IS  THE  STUDENT 
UNIVERSITY  HEALTH  AND 

ACCIDENT  PLAN? 

A 
12  MONTHS',  WORLDWIDE,  COVERAGE 

B 
COMPREHENSIVE  SICKNESS  COVERAGE 

Pays  the  doctor  from  the  very  FIRST  coll. 
c 

BLANKET  ACCIDENT  BENEFITS 
This  means  there  is  NO  LIMITED  SCHEDULE 

It  pays  what  the  doctor  charges. 
PLUS:  DENTAL  expense,  accidental  death,  and  dismemberment. 

D 
The  ONLY  PLAN  in  Canada  DESIGNED  ESPECIALLY 

for  the  STUDENT  with  THESE  FEATURES 
MARRIED,  SINGLE,  CANADIAN,  AMERICAN  or  OVERSEAS 

SPECIFIC  HOSPITAL  BENEFIT  FOR  OUT  OF  PROVINCE  STUDENTS 
E 

THE  COST  IS  JUST  A  FRACTION  OF  ORDINARY 
PLANS  MARRIED  and  ALL  DEPENDENTS   $36 
SINGLE   $18 
NOTE:  If  you  have  not  received  your  brochure,  addi- 

tional forms  may  be  obtained  at  the  Registrar's  office, Student  Council  Office,  Graduate  Studies  Office] 
FROS,  Int.  House,  or  the  Health  Service. 

ALL  coverage  effective  IMMEDIATELY 

WOMEN'S
 

ATHLETIC
  
ASSOCIAT

ION 

ARCHERY  —  meeting  for  Archery  reps  of  all  col- 
leges Thursday,  October  28,  at  5:15  p.m. 

in  Lecture  Room,  Benson  Building. 
BASKETBALL  —  Intercollegiate  practices  begin 

Monday,  October  25.  Report  to  the  Sports 
Gym  at  5  p.m. 

VOLLEYBALL  —  Intercollegiate  practices  begin 
Monday,  October  25.  Report  to  the  Upper 
Gym  at  5  p.m. 

INTERFACULTY  SWIM  MEET 
Dates :  Nov.  1st  —  Speed 

Nov.  2nd  —  Synchronized  and  Diving 
Nov.  3rd  —  Finals  Speed 

SIGN  UP  AT  YOUR  COLLEGE  OR  CONTACT  YOUR  COLLEGE  REP. 
FIELD  HOCKEY 

WEEK  OF  OCTOBER  25th 
Vorsity  N.     Varsity  S.       Trinity  E.        Trinity  W. 

Tuesday  UC  -  PHEIIB  SMC  -  PHEI  Vic  -  Nursing 8:00  a.m. 

Wednesday  Full  Field        Varsity  League  I 
8:00  a  m.      If  necessary  to  break  ties within  each  league. 

Thursday      Full  Field  Varsity 
8:00  a  m.     Finals  -  Winners  of  League  I 

vs  League  II 

Full  Field  Trinity 
League  II 
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BLUES  IN  KINGSTON 

Surprise  awaiting 
 Gaels 

By  P.J.  PAPE 
Queen's  Golden  Gaels  are 

going  to  be  in  for  a  sui  nrise Saturday  in  Kingston  if 
they  expect  Varsity  Blues' offence  to  be  as  docile  as 
it  was  last  Saturday. 

Blues'  head  coach,  Dalt 
Wbjte  was  "disappointed" that  his  team  could  prxluce 
only  one  point  before  such 
a  large  and  enthusiastic 
crowd  as  was  on  hand  last 
week. 

"We're  going  to  ope  '  up 
Saturday,"  said  White.  "You can't  win  a  game  by  run- 

ning for  three  or  four  yards 
a  carry." Quarterback  Bryce  Tayl- 

or should  be  up  to  Ills  all- 

RON  WAKELIN 
Pro  prospect 

star  form  and  all  things  be- 
ing equal.  Varsity's  offence should  produce  a  spate  of 

points. White  also  expressed  sur- 
prise upon  viewing  the  game 

films.  "They're  just  not  as 
good  as  they  were  last  year, 
we  should  be  a  better  team 

than  Queen's." Blues  now  know  that 
Queen's  is  no  longer  the 
juggernaut  of  old.  And  with this  knowledge  should  come 
enough  confidence  to  see 
them  handily  defeat  the 
Golden  Gaels. 
DISA  AND  DATA  —  Jim 

Kellam,  Blues'  fine  pulling 
guard  has  not  been  given 
a  medical  O.K.  by  the  team 
physician,  and  will  not  play 
Saturday.  This  combined 
with  the  loss  of  guard  Jim 
Blakelock  will  slow  up 
Blues'  offensive  line.  Var- 

sity's coaching  staff  was 
pleased  with  Blakelock's play  to  date,  but  were forced  to  move  Jim  McMa- 
hon  into  his  spot  when  he 
was  injured  last  Saturday. 
Blakelock  suffered  the  same 
fate  as  befell  four  other 
Toronto  first  string  ball 
players,  torn  knee  liga- ments .  .  .  Norm  Kimber  of 
the  Edmonton  Eskimos  was 
at  last  night's  practice.  He 

JIM  KELLAM 
Pro  prospect 

was  in  Toronto  to  look 
over  draft  choices.  "Al- though Gerry  Sternberg  is 
a  free  agent,  we  will  place 
him  on  our  negotiation  list 
and  try  to  make  a  deal," said  Kimber.  "We'll  probab- 

ly use  him  at  a  defensive 
halfback  position,"  he  con- tinued, "Sternberg  has  fast 
feet"  .  .  .  Kimber  also 
thought  that  Jim  Kellam and  Ron  Wakelin  of  the 
Blues  were  excellent  pos- 

sibilities for  the  draft.  How. 
ever,  that  won't  be  this season  as  both  are  in  second 
year  .  .  .  Queen's  great  half- back Heino  Lilies  is  side- 

lined indefinitely  with  liga- 
ment problems  in  his  knee. 

Blues  defend  track  title 

By  RICH  PYNE 
A  strong  U  of  T  track 

team,  built  around  a  nucleus 
of  distance  runners,  at- 

tempts to  capture  their 
fifth  successive  Tail  McKen- 
zie  Trophy,  symbol  of  in- 

tercollegiate track  suprem- 
acy, Saturday  in  Waterloo. 

Blues  appear  to  be  even 
stronger  tban  last  year  in 
distances  from  880  yards  up- 

wards. John  Loaring  and 
Dave  Bailey  are  almost 
shoo-ins  in  the  half  and  the 
mile,  while  Peter  Thompson 
or  his  running  mate  Peter 
Buniak  could  take  the  three 
mile  from  Waterloo's  higbr 
ly-rated  Andy  Boychuk. 

Bailey's  competition  will 
come  primarily  from  Var- 

sity's Doug  McDougall  with 
Western's  John  Crysdale 
and  Waterloo's  Bob  Finlay both  capable  of  turning  in 
upsets. 
Although  Blues'  strength appears  to  lie  on  the  track, 

the  only  returning  individ- 
ual champions  are  Uwe 

Scharge  and  sholputter  Jor- ma  Salovaara. 
Scharge,  last  year's  220- yard  champion  and  new- comer Joel  Grice  will  have 

their  hands  full  with  Mc- 
Master's  Tony  Powell  and 
Western's  defending  100 yard  champion  Dave  Austen. 
If  Mac's  Frank  Baines 
shows  up,  the  sprints  must 
be  dismissed  as  a  complete 
toss-up. 
Witt,  the  loss  of  last 

year's  winning  hurdler  Dave Cook,  Blues  look  weak  in 
both  hurdle  events  as  well 
as  in  the  440,  the  only  event 
last  year  in  which  Varsity 

did  not  score  a  point. 
On  the  infield  Toronto 

sufFers  further  from  losses. 
Long  jump  champion  Ian Arnold  is  now  at  Stanford 
and  high  jumper  Keith  Flex- man  is  not  making  the  trip. 

In  the  Shower:  Nearly  all 
of  Varsity's  trackmen  have some  form  of  championship 
to  their  past  credit.  Bailey 
heads  the  list  with  numer- 

ous Hgh  school  and  Cana- dian Junior  championships 
to  his  credit,  and  last  year 
placed  second  to  Ergus 
Leps  in  the  Nationals.  Loar- 

ing, whose  father  was  a silver  medalist  in  the  1963 

Olympics  and  still  has  his name  in  the  intercollegiate 
record  book  for  the  one  mile 
relay,  has  won  numerous 
high  school  events  in  the 
Windsor  area  and  has  im- 

proved immensely  over  the summer  .  .  .  Scharge,  the 
old  man  of  the  team  in  his 
sixth  season,  has  many  in- 

tercollegiate individual  and 
relay  honours  stowed  away 
in  his  duffel  bag  .  .  .  Fresh- 

man Peter  Buniak,  last 
year's  TDIAA  two  mile 
champ  and  runner-up  in  the Ontario  Championships  has 
the  fastest  three  mile  time 
(14:06)  in  Saturday's  field. 

Rugger  Blues  head  east 

for  rematch  with  Queen's 

from  the 

cheap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 

SIFL:  WHERE  THE  UNEXPECTED  IS  COMMONPLACE 

Varsity  football  Blues  begin  the  second  half  of  the  Sen- 
ior Intercollegiate  football  league  schedule  Saturday  after- 

noon in  a  game  which,  if  things  go  according  to  form,  should 

not  produce  the  unexpected  -  mainly  because  the  unexpect- ed has  become  commonplace  this  year. 

At  the  season's  start  Blues'  coaches  had  their  collective 

fingers  crossed  hoping  that  the  defensive  squad  would  come 
through. 

Coach  Dalt  White  best  summed  up  the  offence  when  he 
said  "It  gives  you  a  good  feeling  to  know  your  team  can 

go  all  the  way  any  time  it  has  the  ball."  So  what  happens? 
Blues  score  one  point  against  Queen's. 

Despite  the  fact  that  it  has  averaged  slightly  more  than 
three  converted  touchdowns  in  each  game,  Blues'  offence has  never  really  looked  sharp.  A  major  disappointment  so 
far  has  been  their  inability  to  move  the  ball  on  the  ground. 

Their  only  overland  threat  so  far  has  been  Gerry  Stern- 
berg whose  speed  has  made  the  end  run  a  constant  threat. 

But  even  here  there  is  a  problem.  Blues'  speedy  guard  Jim Kellam  has  been  sidelined  for  the  past  few  games  with  a 
bruised  knee  and  as  a  result  Sternberg  has  been  unable  to 
pick  up  the  key  block  needed  to  spring  him  loose. 

On  the  other  hand.  Blues'  defence  has  played  unexpec- 
tedly well  all  season.  Blues  are  second  to  Queen's  in  points scored  against  and  could  easily  be  the  least  scored  upon 

team  in  SIFL  if  the  offence  hadn't  donated  22  points  to Western  in  Blues'  only  loss  to  date. 

Even  more  surprising  is  the  fact  that  Blues'  reputedly 
porous  pass  defence  leads  the  league  in  interceptions.  The back  four  of  Szandtner,  Gray,  Kirkpatnck,  and  Whyte  aided 
somewhat  by  paddlehanded  receivers  have  kept  opposing 
quarterbacks  under  50%  completions  in  their  three  games to  date. 

Teams  have  been  able  to  run  against  Blues  at  times  and 
pass  against  them  at  times,  but  only  Western  has  been  able to  control  the  ball  against  Blues  and  even  then  the  defence 
wasn't  entirely  to  blame. 

THE  HIGH  AND  THE  LOW 

What  else  has  happened  that  no  one  had  a  right  to 
expect?  Blues'  losing  the  second  highest  scoring  game  in 
SIFL  history  (36-35  to  Western)  then  coming  back  the  next 
week  to  win  the  lowest  scoring  game  in  the  history  of  tthe 
league. 

Or  Blues'  losing  five  men  for  the  season  with  torn  knees 
ligaments  and  coming  up  with  more  than  adequate  replace- ments for  each  of  the  five. 

Tom  Mooney,  coach  of  McGill  Redmen  surprised  every- 
one including  his  football  team  when  he  banned  all  social 

activity  for  his  players  during  the  football  season.  The 
anti-social  Redmen  however,  have  yet  to  win  a  game. 

Coach  Mooney  keeps  saying  his  team  beats  itself.  Never- theless, league  officials  have  ruled,  and  rightly  so,  that  it  is 
their  opponents  that  Redmen  must  defeat,  so  the  win  co- lumn remains  conspicuously  void. 

A  UTRFC 
Syndicated  Service 

Varsity's  rugger  team swings  east  this  weekend  in 
a  rematch  with  second  place 
Queen's.  It  appears  that  the 
major  difference  between 
the  two  clubs  is  Blues'  great- er depth  and  experience. This  is  the  second  season 
that  the  backs  have  played 
together  as  a  unit  and  as  a 
result  they  have  a  larger 
number  of  plays  than  most 
college  clubs. 
As  a  result  of  an  injury 

to  Bob  Turner,  Mike  Bond 
will  play  in  his  first  senior 
game  at  wing  forward. 
The  Intermediate  team 

showing  their  best  form  of 
the  season  won  a  hard-fought 

8 — 0  victory  over  McMaster Wednesday.  Mac  is  generally 
regarded  as  the  top  inter- collegiate team  outside  the 
OQAA  Senior  League  and  the 
Intermediate  win  was  their 
biggest  of  the  season. Wing  John  Rogers  led  the 
Varsity  scoring  with  two 
tries  and  centre  George 
Wraw  added  a  convert. 

Varsity's  forwards  played 
their  best  game  of  the  year 
stopping  McMaster  twice when  they  were  in  scoring 
position  and  winning  the  ma- 

jority of  the  loose  scrums. 
Gerry  Kluwak  who  nor- 

mally plays  centre  filled  in 
at  scrum  half  for  the  McMas- 

ter game  and  turned  in  one 
of  his  best  performances  of 
the  season. 

The  league  therefore,  has  been  full  of  surprises.  So  if 
someone  pulls  a  Pete  Karpuk,  runs  the  wrong  way  with  the 
ball,  or  the  game  tomorrow  afternoon  in  Kingston  is  played 
in  a  blinding  snow  storm  or  under  three  feet  of  water  the 
unusual  will  have  happened,  but  not  the  unexpected. 

LEFTOVERS:  Last  Saturday's  game  took  the  least  time of  any  inthe  last  five  years  reports  scorer  Paul  Carson.... 
Grant  Moore  and  Don  Fuller  are  playing  for  Oakville  Oaks 
of  the  Senior  OHA  league....  Moore  will  quit  Oaks  when 
Blues  start  their  schedule  but  Fuller  is  academically  ineli- 

gible.... Jim  Miles,  a  defenceman  with  Gitelph  Redmen  last 
year  is  attending  U  of  T  and  will  probably  play  with  for 
Blues....  Tomorrow's  game  will  be  broadcast  live  by  CJRT 
9J.I  on  the  FM  band  starting  at  2  p.m  John  Vickers  does 
the  play  by  play  and  Rick  Kolltns  the  color....  University  of 
Alberta  at  Edmonton  has  expressed  an  interest  in  sending 
a  team  to  the  Student  Winter  Olympics  this  coming  Februa- 

ry at  Turin  Italy. 
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NORM  FISHER 

occasion  and  did  the  frug. 

Calls  B  of  G  "Bay  St.  satellite" By  JILL  EISEN 
Donald  Macdonald,  lead- 
er of  the  Ontario  New  Dem- 

ocratic Party,  Friday  accus- 
ed the  University  of  Toron- to Board  of  Governors  of 

U  of  T  coeds  displayed  yorying  reactions  to  being  set  up  as  merchandise  at  the  annual  Skule  auction  Friday.  The  young  ladv  centre  »  ov 
thus  rrsinThSeTpnriceWto  $72er  °"  qUief'y  P'e°Sed  *  G"'  B"'  the  slrf  °"  the  "9h*  «se  to  the 

By  DIANE  HAYNES 

Lusty  shouts  of  "we  want  the  girls"  and  sharp  wolf-calls 
filled  the  air  as  the  engineers  held  their  annual  Slave  Auct- 

ion Friday  afternoon. 
The  $1,000.04  raised  from  the  sale  of  12  slaves  went  to 

the  Share  campaign  which  continues  until  tonight. 
Auctioneer  Les  Siegel  (III  APSC)  several  times  had  to 

remind  his  fellow  engineers  that  no  paper  planes,  lunch  bags 
or  other  debris  were  to  be  thrown  at  the  girls. 

He  also  had  to  save  one  artsman  in  the  crowd  irom  be- 
ing thrown  out  of  the  halls  of  the  Mechanical  building  by 

the  Brute  Force  Committee  (BFC). 
About  600  skulemen  sardined  themselves  into  a  hall 

which  seats  500. 
This  reporter  being  the  first  girl  to  arrive  was  greeted 

by  a  much-appreciated  engineers'  welcome.  On  several  oc- 
casions I  was  invited  by  the  BFC  to  get  a  first-hand  story  by 

joining  the  girls  on  the  auction  block. 
The  Lady  Godiva  Memorial  band  serenaded  the  girls 

onto  the  platform  and  some  of  the  girls  responded  with  the 
frug,  the  monkey  and  other  unnamed  gyrations. 

Bidding  was  started  at  $38  because,  as  Siegel  put  it,  the 
highest  price  paid  for  a  girl  at  Thursday's  Vicioria  College auction  was  $38. 

No  group  of  engineers  worth  their  tee-squares  should 
buy  a  girl  for  less  than  that  amount,  the  auctioneer  said. 

Prices  ranged  from  $55  to  $128  paid  for  Maryan  Gib- 
son by  a  financial  group  of  first-year  engineering  science 

and  third-year  civil  engineering  students. 
Usually  members  of  class  pull  names  out  of  a  hat  to 

see  who  gets  the  honor  of  a  date  with  the  purchased  slave. 

SHARE  EXPECTS  TO  REACH  GOAL 
The  U  of  T  Share  campaign  collected  $8,210  65  when 

tallies  were  made  Friday  night,  Barbara  Purkis  (IV  Trin)  a 
member  cf  the  Share  committee  announced  Sunday  night. 

The  appeal  continues  today  with  the  mile  of  dimes  cam- 
paign. Fraternity  brothers  will  spread  a  mile  of  tape  along 

weil-travelled  parts  of  the  campus  and  students  are  request- 
ed to  affix  their  loose  change  to  the  tape. 
Miss  Purkis  feels  that  the  $15,000  goal  will  be  reached. 

She  expects  about  $1,500  to  be  raised  by  the  tape  campaign. 
She  explained  that  last  year  the  Share  organizers  at  the 

end  of  the  campaign  had  announced  that  they  reached  their 
$12,000  goal  but  did  not  actually  reach  it  until  sometime  in November. 

"Many  faculty  canvases  are  not  complete  yet,"  she  said. 
"And  staff  contributions  tend  to  come  in  for  two  or  three 
months  after  the  end  of  the  campaign." 

—photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
DONALD  MACDONALD 

being  a  "satellite  of  Bay 

Street." 
Speaking  at  a  U  of  T  New 

Democrats  meeting  in  Sid- 
ney Smith  Hall,  Mr.  Mac- 

Donald  said  he  hopes  for  a 
constructive  student  rebel- 

lion which  would  lead  to  a 
working  democracy  and  a 
university  independent  of outside  control. 

"The  real  election  issue," 
he  said,  "is  not  majority  go- vernment, but  rather  good 

government." 
The  NDP  is  in  favour  of 

lowering  the  voting  age  to 
eighteen,  Mr.  MacDonald said.  He  said  that  in  an  age 
when  youths  are  receiving 
better  educations  and  are 
becoming  more  aware  of 
current  events  than  in  the 
past,  "it  is  a  tragedy  that 
they  are  denied  the  vote." 
He  said  the  average  per- 

son of  18  is  just  as  respon- 
sible as  one  of  60  when  it 

comes  to  voting,  and  is  more 
able  to  make  an  objective 
decision  since  he  is  not  yet 
committed  to  a  party. 
Mr.  MacDonald  charged 

the  Bladen  Report  with  be- 
ing "essentially  a  Tory  doc- ument." It  does  not  break 

any  new  ground,  he  said, 
but  just  builds  on  the  "old 
inadequate"  system. 
He  said  that  today's stress  on  higher  education 

warrants  the  extension  of 
free  tuition  from  the  prim- 

ary and  secondary  schools 
to  the  universities.  The  ques- 

tion, declared  Mr.  MacDon- 
ald, should  not  be  whether 

the  government  can  afford 
to  extend  free  education  to 
the  universities,  but  "whe- 

ther it  can  afford  not  to." 
He  said  that  within  co- 

operative federalism  lies  a 
new  basis  for  working  out 
problems  with  French  Ca- nada. Under  it,  Quebec 

would  be  able  to  "opt  out" of  national  policies  it  does 
not  approve  of  and  integrate 
its  own  policies  with  those 
of  the  rest  of  Canada. 

"If  you  are  going  to  have 
effective  government,"  he 
said,  "you  must  have  co- 

operative federalism." 

NO  COMPULSORY 

CLASSES  NOV.  8 
There  will  be  no  com- 

pulsory classes  at  U  of  T  on Nov.  8,  election  day. 

The  decision  to  allow  stu- 
dents the  day  to  go  home  to 

vote  if  they  wish  was  made 
Friday  by  the  Caput,  the university  disciplinary  body 

comprised  'of  all  the  heads of  all  the  colleges  and  facul- ties. 

The  question  was  brought 
up  by  SAC  President  Mary Brewin,  who  is  a  sitting- member  of  the  Caput. 



HART  HOUSE  TUCK  SHOP 
OPEN  TO  AIX  MEMBERS 

8  A.M.  TO  4  P.M.  DAILY 
SPECIAL  STUDENT  PRICES 

A  COMPLETE  RANGE  OF  GYM  SUPPLIES 
SLACKS   —   SHIRTS   —  WINDBREAKERS 

SANDWICHES   —   COFFEE   —  DOUGHNUTS 

GIGANTIC  PEP  RALLY DRILL  HALL 
8:30  P.M.  FRI.  OCT.  29 

with  Animal  Band 
See  Western  Player  burned  in  effigy 

SEE  VARSITY  CHEERLEADERS 

DRILL  HALL  A  CO  GO 

Featuring  SHADES  OF  BLUE 
Immediately  after  Football  Game 

Admission  50c 

GREAT  HALL  A  GO  GO 

BLUE  &  WHITE  presents 

HART  HOUSE  FOOTBALL  DANCE 

Featuring  ANIMAL  BAND 
8:30  p.m.  —  SATURDAY  OCT.  30 

Admission  $2.50  (tax  included) 
Tickets  on  Sale  at  SAC  Office 

You  can't  beat 
the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

Fear  free  tuition  scheme  may 

jeopardize  academic  freedom 
By  PAT  SHALES 

The  Canadian  Union  of 

Students  proposal  for  Uni- versal Accessibility  to  uni- 
versity was  discussed 

Thursday  at  an  open  meet- 
ing of  the  Innis  College  Stu- dent Society. 

John  Bayley  (II  Inn), 
chairman  of  the  meeting, 
said  that  care  must  be  tak- en with  the  proposed  free 
tuition  scheme  not  to  jeo- 

pardize academic  freedom. He  stressed  that  university 

may  become  a  "degree granting  body"  offering  only courses  that  would  be  bene- 
ficial to  society.  The  govern- ment would  not  be  willing 

to  finance  the  "interested student"  who  is  shopping 
around  for  the  right  course. 

he  said. Brian  Switzman  (II  Inn), 
said  there  are  safeguards 
against  this  situation,  in  the U  of  T  Senate,  SAC  and  the 
education  of  the  com- 
munity. 

Mr.  Switzman  said  that 
the  quality  of  a  university is  determined  academically 
and  not  financially.  He 
maintained  that  students 
now  stay  in  school  to  Grade 13  because  tuition  and  books 
are  paid  and  that  free  uni- 

versity tuition  would  en- courage students  to  stay  in 
the  educational  system. 
The  majority  of  students 

at  the  meeting  seemed  to  be 
in  favor  of  universal  acces- sibility but  not  everyone 
agreed  with  the  free  tuition 

proposal. 

& 

Today,  all  day 

Mile  of  Dimes  - 
-  Share  Campaign.  Entire  campus. 
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Today,  1  p.m. 
Liberal  Club  meeting  on  the  Public  Affairs  Forum.  Sid Smith,  Rm.  1086. 

Nominations  for  the  following  positions  in  "Yavneh": president,  secretary-treasurer,  editor,  co-publicity  chairman, Gabbi.  Sid  Smith,  Rm.  622. 

Meeting  for  all  organizations  and  individuals  interested 
in  assisting  with  the  National  Students  Day.  Sid  Smith,  Rm. 1087. 

Outing  Club  Halloween  special  this  weekend.  Hart 
House  Farm.  Phone  trip  leader  Trevor  Vining,  266-1461.  Non- members  welcome. 

Today,  4  pjn. 
Organizational  meeting  of  student  chapter  of  the  Assoc- 

iation for  Commuting  Machinery.  Film:  Graphic  Data  Pro- 
cessing. McLennan  Laboratory,  Rm.  101. 

Today,  7:30  pjn. 
Public  Affairs  Forum,  Hart  House  Debates  Room,  7:30 

p.m. 

Monday  Evening  Drama  Workshop  sponsored  by  Can- 
terbury, Lutheran  Student  Club,  and  SCM.  Lutheran  Student 

Centre,  610  Spadina. 

Today,  8  p.m. 
U  of  T  Film  Society  —  "The  Baker's  Wife."  ROM Theatre. 

Calvinist  Student  Club.  Hart  House,  Debates  Ante Room. 

Tuesday,  12  noon 
"The  Effect  of  the  U.S.  on  the  Canadian  Economy." Prof.  W.  Easterbrook.  Graduate  Student  Union,  16  Bancroft. 
Teach-in  with  Libby  Jones,  BA,  stripteaser.  Economic 

Exploitation  of  Overdeveloped  Areas.  UC  West  Hall. 

Tuesday,  12-6  p.m. 
Portraits  by  F.  H.  Varley.  Hart  House  Art  Gallery. 

Tuesday  1  p.m. 
PC  executive  meeting  for  those  interested  in  commit- 
tee work.  Sidney  Smith,  Rm.  2120. 

Tuesday,  4  p.m. 
U  of  T  Friends  of  SNCC  plenary  meeting.  2  Bancroft. 

Tuesday,  6  p.m. 
Supper  followed  by  an  ecumenical  discussion  on  the 

principles  of  union.  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron. 
Tuesday,  7:30  p.m. 

Camera  Club.  Black  and  White  Processing.  W.  J.  Dowk- es.  Camera  Club  Rooms.  Hart  House. 
Tuesday,  8  pm. 

First  meeting  of  the  Psychology  Club.  Membership  avail- 
able at  the  door.  Hart  House  Music  Room Bridge.  G.S.U.,  16  Bancroft  Ave. 



Siiiitw  Hall  complains. 

New  loan  rules  unfair  to  marrieds 

wife  and  kids  not  educational 
By  PAUL  CARSON 

Officials  at  Simcoe  Hall 
have  complained  to  the  On- 

tario government  that  new 
restrictions  on  student  loans 
are  unfair  to  married  gra- duate students. 
The  Canada  Student  Loan 

Plan  provides  interest  free 
loans  of  up  to  $1,000  per  year 
for  five  years  but  may  in- 

clude only  "educational 
costs  plus  board  for  one  per- 
son". E.  M.  Davidson,  U  of  T 
director  of  financial  aid,  told 
The  Varsity  last  night  that 
married  students  may  claim 
only  direct  educational  costs 
as  expenses  when  applying for  the  loans. 
"The  governments  involv- 

ed do  not  recognize  support 
of  wives  and  children  as  a 
direct  cost  of  education",  he said. 
"Married  graduate  stu- 

dents holding  fellowships  or 
bursaries  totalling  $1,500  or 

more  are  not  eligible  for 
loans  under  the  existing  re- 

gulations", Mr.  Davidson said. 
The  university  has  propos- 
ed that  the  students  concern- 
ed be  allowed  to  include 

such  fellowships  and  bursa- 
ries as  part  of  their  family income. 

Mr.  Davidson  commented: 
"We  are  concerned  that 
married  graduate  students 
cannot  obtain  loans  because 
the  regulations  treat  them 
as  if  they  were  single." He  pointed  out  that  most 
couples  involved  in  the  cur- 

rent problem  have  small children. 
"If  there  were  no  children, 

the  wives  would  probably  be 
working;  thus  no  loans 
would  be  needed,"  he  said. Mr.  Davidson  felt  that 
eventually  the  governments 
would  change  the  regulat- 

ions under  dispute. 
"However,  we  would  like 

to  see  an  immediate  solu- 

tion, perhaps  by  this  Christ- 
mas, since  there  is  always  a 

flood  of  requests  for  addi- 
tional funds  in  January,"  he added. 

Registrar  Robin  Ross  con- 
firmed that  the  problem  re- 
quired an  immediate  solut- ion. 

''There  is  no  reason  why 
negotiations  for  a  more  flex- 

ible plan  should  not  com- 
mence right  away.  This  is  a 

problem  of  great  importan- 
ce and  the  federal  govern- ment does  not  have  to  wait 

until  after  the  election  to 
make  a  decision,"  he  said last  night. 
Previously,  university  of- 

ficials decided  which  stu- 
dents were  eligible  for  loans. 

iHowever,  following  seve- 
ral reported  abuses,  the  pro- 

vincial government  decided 
to  assume  the  power  itself. 
The  Department  of!  Uni- 

versity Affairs  has  not  yet 
commented  on  the  problem. 

Osgoode  to  become  part  of  York  U. 

enrolment  rise  to  1,000  predicted The  Osgoode  Hall  Law 
School  will  become  a  pro- 

fessional faculty  of  York 
University  July  1,  1968. 

Official  announcement  of 
the  merger,  which  has  been 
mooted  for  some  six 
months,  has  been  made  by 
Dr.  Murray  Ross,  York  pre- 

sident, and  John  Arnup, 
treasurer  of  the  Law  So- 

ciety of  Upper  Canada. 
The  law  school  now  is 

run  by  the  Society. 
The  school  is  to  move  to 

York's    new    campus  at 

Keele  Street  and  Steeles 
Avenue  and  will  be  known 
as  the  Osgoode  Hall  Law 
School  of  York  University. 

Mr.  Arnup  said  space  limi- 
tations at  Osgoode  had  kept 

enrolment  down  to  around 
500.  Dr.  Ross  forecast  that 
the  new  law  school  will  have 
1,000  students  by  1970. 
Under  an  agreement 

reached  between  York  and 
the  Society,  York  will  offer 
all  members  of  the  Osgoode 
faculty  equivalent  positions 
on  the  York  faculty  and  re- 

presentation on  the  univer- 
sity senate. 

The  university  will  pro- 
vide a  $6,000,000  law  school and  library. 

The  present  quarters  of 
Osgoode  will  be  used  for 
the  Society's  bar  admission course. 
A  number  of  Osgoode  fa- 

culty are  reported  to  have 
opposed  the  merger,  partly 
on  the  grounds  that  it  would 
move  the  law  school  away 
from  the  vicinity  of  the 
courts  and  into  a  university. 

Campus  parties  to  debate  fee  finance 

at  affairs  forum  opening  session 
All  three  campus  political 

parties  are  agreed  on  one 
principle  in  tonight's  Pub- lic Affairs  Forum  debate  on 
financing  higher  education 
—  tuition  fees  should  be 
abolished. 
The  differences  in  their 

positions  will  revolve  around 
the  form  of  financing  which 
should  replace  student  fees 
and  the  form  of  government 
aid  to  students  for  living 
costs  which  cannot  be 
abolished. 
The  Communist  Club  has 

proposed  that  students  be 
paid.  The  Liberal  club  says 
a  bursary  system  should  be 
established.  The  Liberals 
have  also  suggested  the  Ca- 

nada Student  Loan  Plan  be 
eliminated. 
The  U  of  T  New  Demo- 

crats have  advocated  imme- 
diate abolition  of  fees.  The 

Conservative  proposal  calls 
for  complete  abolition  by 1970. 
At  present,  each  of  the 

Clubs  has  24  members  in 
the  Forum  except  the  Com- 

munists, who  have  three.  A 
more   democratic  distribu- 

tion will  be  made,  Tom 
Good,  NDP  Club  president 
said,  when  the  campus  elec- 

tions are  held  in  the  next few  weeks. 
The  Forum  begins  at  7:30 

p.m.  in  the  Hart  House  De bates  Room. 

WILL  PICKET  PEARSON  AT  YORKDALE 
A  group  of  TJ  of  T  students  calling  themselves  the Control  Commission  on  Pearson  (CCOP)  are  to  picket and  heckle  at  the  Prime  Minister's  Oct.  37  rally  at  York- dale  Plaza. 

„.  Plan  to  distribute  leaflets  urging  the  Prime Minister  to  pledge  no  further  Canadian  support  for  the American  war  effort  in  Viet  Nam. 
.  ,  ?.C01f^  Plans  to  Picket  outside  the  rally  and  organize heckling  during  the  speeches. 

Both  Mr.  Pearson  and  Paul  Martin,  Minister  of external  Affairs,  recently  stated  that  the  government nas  refused  to  send  Canadian  troops  to  Viet  Nam. 
The  CCOP  will  meet  on  Tuesday  in  the  UC  JCK  to plan  future  action. 

HART  HOUSE  €L TODAY  X*Z 

1 .30  p.m.  RECORD  ROOM  A  _  l„s,„,c,i0„  „nd  Renewol 

"POLITICAL  FORUM" 
presented  by  the  Debates  Committee 

In  Hart  House  Theatre 
1.10  p.m.  Mondoy,  October  25th 

Guest  Speaker:  DALTON  CAMP 
The  Speaker  will  give  a  short  address  and  then participate  in  a  question  and  answer  period. Lodies  Welcome 

NOON  HOUR  DEBATES 

A  programme  of  noon  hour  debates  intended  as  a  trainina ground  for  novice  debaters  will  commence  this  week  The 

nw  Z^l",'' 7*  Veries?f  dosed  impromptu  debates  fo|! 
lowed  by  helpful  criticism  from  senior  debaters  In  Novem- ber, open  parliamentary  style  debates  will  start  and  be  held on  alternate  weeks  with  the  impromptu  debates  Those  in- 
round  m  the  Hart  House  Rotunda. 

HOUSE  COMMITTEE  NOON  HOUR  PROGRAMME 1.10  p. 
Thursday,  October  28th 

In  Hart  House  Theatre 
Robert  Gill,  Director  of  Hart  House  Theatre,  wiH  discuss  the forthcoming  theatre  production  "HEARTBREAK  HOUSE"  by George  Bernard  Show. Ladies  Welcome 

ORGAN  RECITAL 
DR.  CHARLES  PEAKER 
University  of  Toronto  Organist 
Assisted  by  Frank  Morphy,  Oboe 

TODAY 
CONVOCATION  HALL,  AT  5:05  P.M. 

PUBLIC  AFFAIRS  FORUM 
Any  political  club  on  the  U  of  T  campus  which  has a  comprehensive  and  responsible  political  plat- form and  is  willing  to  participate  in  the  election and  the  sessions  of  the  P.A.F.  is  asked  to  apply for  an  application  form  at  the  S.A.C.  office TOPICS   OF  SESSIONS: 

1)  Financing   of   Higher  Education 
2)  Canadian  Foreign  Policy 
3)  Co-operative  Federalism 
4)  Birth  Control,  Divorce  &  Abortion 

All  applications  are  to  be  returned  to  the  S.A.C 
office  by  Wed.  Oct.  27.  An  interview  will  be  arrang- ed for  each  group  which  applies  for  participation, 

sponsored  by  the  S.A.C.  -  U.T.D.U. 

STUDENT  VOTERS 

If  you  have  not  been  enumerated  in  Toronto  but 
are  able  to  vote  in  your  home  town  riding 

REGISTER  AT  THE  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

The  S.A.C.  will  attempt  to  arrange  transportation 
through  car  pools  to  enable  students  to  vote  in 
their  home  town  either  during  the  adyanced  polls 
or  during  election  day  Nov.  8,  1965.  People  with 
cars,  willing  to  travel  are  required. 

A  Project  of  the  S.A.C  —  C. U.S. 
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few  prospects  for  change 

A  letter  published  in  last  Friday's  Varsity  raised  an issue  which  deserves  wider  attention. 
The  writer  of  this  letter  suggested  that  it  was  ironic 

to  hear  the  new  chancellor  speak  in  his  Convocation  ad- 
dress of  aiding  the  world's  have-nots,  and  then  see  him 

present  honorary  degrees  to  persons  whom  the  writer 
described  as  "conservatives  and  capitalists." While  this  description  is  an  oversimplification  of  the 
recent  Convocation  proceedings,  the  writer  correctly  sees 
a  certain  contradiction  in  the  attitudes  held  by  U  of  T. 

But  the  problem  is  not  peculiar  to  this  university,  and 
it  is  one  which  few  people  are  willing  to  recognize,  let 
alone  solve.  It  is  the  problem  which  George  Grant  touched 
on  in  his  remarks  at  the  recent  Teach-in — our  universities 
are  becoming  "massive  institutions  which  stifle  human 
excellence." They  are  being  diverted  from  doing  what  they  were 
created  for,  and  are  becoming  a  training  ground  for  the 
men  who  will  run  our  technologically-oriented  society. 

Professor  Grant  expressed  considerable  pessimism 
about  changing  both  the  universities  and  society, 
primarily  because  he  felt  those  who  desire  change  refuse 
to  recognize  the  complexities  of  our  increasingly  imper- 

sonal way  of  life. 
It  is  hard  to  quarrel  with  this  analysis.  At  the  univer- 
sity level,  particularly  among  students,  those  who  wish 

to  bring  about  a  more  human  orientation  of  higher  learn- 
ing seem  themselves  caught  up  in  the  system.  They  either 

bargain  for  a  place  within  the  existing  power  structure 
(most  student  governments  take  this  line)  or  withdraw 
completely  and  dream  of  eroding  the  university  from 
wiThout  (many  student  radicals  have  this  dream). 

Neither  group  realizes  that  the  university  of  today 
is  so  completely  the  servant  of  society's  attitudes  it  cannot be  improved  without  a  fundamental  change  within  society itself. 

Unfortunately,  the  radical  dream  of  making  democ- 
racy again  meaningful  does  not  provide  a  solution.  Not 

only  do  the  masses  of  people  count  for  little  in  our  society, 
but  they  ore  quite  convinced  at  the  present  time  that  their 
interests  are  being  best  served  by  a  utilitarian  system  of education. 

It  is  the  basic  attitudes  of  our  society  which  must  be 
changed  before  the  universities  can  become  more  than 
a  complex  of  "the  most  heterogeneous  ideas  .  ,  .  yoked  by 
violence  together." 

This  change,  too,  seems  a  remote  possibility,  as  long 
as  the  graduates  of  the  universities  are  themselves  quite 
content  with  the  system  which  produced  them. 

Professor  Grant  suggested  that  the  only  possible 
hope  for  change  lay  in  the  investigation  and  analysis  of 
the  new  technological  society,  in  order  to  understand  the 
faults  within  it.  But  this  analysis  could  have  widespread 
beneficial  effects  only  if  it  took  place  at  the  universities, and  these  institutions  are  unlikely  to  undertake  such  an 
analysis  so  long  as  they  are  dependent  on  society  for  their financial  survival. 

The  problem  is  an  increasingly  vicious  circle,  which 
itself  causes  both  the  increasing  apathy  on  the  part  of most  students  and  the  increasingly  hysterical  frustration on  the  part  of  those  who  desire  change. 

There  are  no  simple  solutions,  if,  in  fact,  there  are solutions  at  all.  Perhaps  a  start  could  be  mode  if  student governments  stopped  indulging  in  trivia  and  began  to demand  basic  change.  But  perhaps  this  is  to  expect  a  more responsible  attitude  than  most  students  possess. 
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Students  should  march  on  Wednesday 

By  TIM  SMITH 
The  author  of  this  article 

is  a  fourth-year  student  at 
Victoria  College,  and  is  In- 

ternal Affairs  Commissioner 
of  the  Students  Administra- tive Council.  The  opinions 
he  expresses  are  not  neces- sarily those  of  The  Varsity. 

comment 

On  Wednesday,  Oct.  27, 
students  from  St.  John's, Newfoundland,  to  Victoria, 
B.C.,  will  be  advocating  uni- versal accessibility  —  the 
abolition  of  all  social  and 
financial  barriers  to  higher 
education.  Each  one  of  us 
must  decide  whether  these 
views  are  justified  and 
whether  we  should  act  on 
them. 

It  is  obvious  upon  study- 
ing the  statistics  that  the 

student's  university  costs 
have  gone  up  considerably in  the  last  15  years,  just  as 
the  costs  of  the  university 
itself  have  risen.  However, 
the  question  we  should  ask 
ourselves  is  this:  "Have  the residence  costs,  tuition  fees 
and  textbook  prices  risen  in 
the  same  ratio  as  the  stu- 

dent's ability  to  pay?" 
Figures  from  the  Domin- ion Bureau  of  Statistics  are 

very  revealing,  for  they 
clearly  indicate  that  the 
cost  of  going  to  university 
has  risen  twice  as  quickly 
as  the  average  student's summer  earnings.  Again, 
this  would  be  under- standable if  bursaries  had 
kept  pace  with  the  spiraling 
costs.  But  the  bursaries 
have  remained  the  same  per 
capita  throughout  the  last 
15  years,  and  have  not  even 

kept  pace  with  the  rising standard  of  living. 
As  a  result,  the  university 

has  increasingly  become  an 
institution  where  financial 
backing  from  parents  is  an 
essential  for  enrolment.  For 
instance,  60  per  cent  of  the 
students  at  Queen's  come from  families  with  incomes 
of  over  $10,000  a  year. 

TIM  SMITH 

It  is  true  that  the  lack 
of  an  academic  environment 
in  low  income  families  in- hibits children  from  ever 
reaching  university.  But  the 
Atkinson  study  on  the  fin- 

ancing of  education  also showed  there  are  many 
Grade  13  graduates  in  busi- ness who  would  have  gone 
on  to  higher  education  if the  financial  resources  had 
been  available. 
Tim  Reid  of  York  Univer- 

sity points  out  in  his  lec- tures for  the  Ontario  De- 
partment of  Education  that 

only  30  per  cent  of  the  stu- dents in  arts  courses  come 
from  homes  with  incomes 
of  less  than  $5,000,  an  in- 

come group  which  makes 
up  65  per  cent  of  our  so- ciety (DBS).  He  goes  on  to 
point  out  that  the  social 

barriers  to  higher  education 
are  so  strong  that  five-sixths of  all  high  school  drop-outs 
come  from  families  with  in- 

comes below  $5,000.  In  con- clusion, Mr.  Reid  states  that 
equality  of  educational  op- 

portunity is  a  myth  in  Cana- da today. 
University  education  is 

becoming  more  and  more  a 
key  to  the  future  in  an  auto- 

mated society,  and  our  pro- 
vincial governments,  realiz- 

ing this,  have  become  much more  concerned  with  the 
methods  they  will  use  to 
guarantee  equal  opportunity 
to  .all  students  capable  of 
higher  education.  Surely  we students  should  be  even 
more  concerned  with  an 
issue  that  affects  us  and 
our  colleagues  in  high, 
school  so  directly. 
On  Wednesday  at  1  p.m. 

U  of  T  students  and  repre- 
sentatives of  universities 

across  Ontario  will  be  gath- 
ering at  the  flagpole  in  front of  Hart  House,  to  march  to 

the  Parliament  buildings 
and  ask  for  increased  go- vernment concern  for  the 
abolition  of  all  social  and 
financial  barriers  to  higher education. 

comment 

This  is  not  a  demonstra- 
tion or  a  protest,  but  is  in 

the  same  spirit  as  the  March for  Canada  two  years  ago. 
It  is  simply  an  effective 
method  of  showing  the  go- 

vernment students  are  deep- 
ly concerned  that  many  high 

school  students  will  drop 
out  before  university  be- 

cause of  the  prohibitive 
see  "student  day",  page  5 

letters  to  the  editor 

facts  not  yet  heard 

Sir: Much  publicity  has  been  given  the  Myer- son  affair.  Students  have  heckled  both  the 
chairman  of  the  Teach-in  and  a  University 
of  California  professor  who,  at  very  least  in 
principle,  should  have  been  heard.  Speakers from  Yale  and  Ann  Arbor  referred  to  the 
incident  with  dismay.  The  Student  Union  for 
Peace  Action  distributed  a  rather  subversive 
brochure  before  the  third  session  which 
charged  Professor  Scalapino  with  censor- 

ship. Indeed,  Myerson  himself  issued  a  state- ment to  the  Globe  and  Mail  which  would 
rouse  the  most  apathetic  among  us  to  pro- test. 

How  ironic  then,  that  the  only  side 
which  has  not  been  heard  is  the  one  with 
the  facts.  It  seems  almost  irreverent,  with- in the  framework  of  a  program  presented 
with  facts  and  knowledgeable  opinion,  to 
elevate  an  issue  based  on  just  about  every- 

thing except  a  direct  statement  from  the Teach-in  committee. 

Murray  Pome  ranee 
(II  Premeds) 

pseudo-intellectual  boors 

Sir:  ' 

I  was  appalled  at  one  incident  at  the 
first  session  of  the  recent  Teach-in,  at  which 
the  chairman,  our  own  inept  Dr.  D.  Evans, 
was  evidently  swayed  into  demanding  that  a 
questioner  be  silenced  by  the  ill-mannered 
action  of  the  mob  (errr  —  audience)  the 
content  and  not  the  length  of  the  question, 
and,  possibly,  even  by  the  questioner's  in- 

appropriate attire. 
It  was  disgusting  to  see  fellow  students 

openly  and  guiltlessly  displaying  their  pre- 
judice in  not  just  opposing,  but  loudly,  rude- 

ly, and  boorishly  jeering  the  questioner. 
How  can  these  pseudo-intellectuals  at- 

tend a  purely  educational,  politically-stimul- 
ating and  view-broadening  meeting  and  then 

object  so  blatantly  and  hypocritically  to 
someone's  view?  Did  we  not  attend  in  order 

to  hear  others'  views?  Did  we  not  know some  would  conflict  with  ours?  Are  we  not 
mature  enough  to  listen,  acknowledge,  di- 

gest, and  then  object  with  the  decorum  be- 
fitting university  students  attending  an  in- 

ternationally-televised symposium  on  world affairs? 

I  am  concerned-not  merely  with  the  ad- 
verse publicity  our  Teach-in  will  receive  be- 
cause of  a  weak  chairman  and  a  prejudiced 

inconsiderate,  student  body,  but  mainly 
about  the  state  of  the  university  student  ref- lected by  that  shameful  outburst. 

Are  we  students  or  pupils?  Are  we  here 
to  learn  or  memorize?  I  am  afraid  that  un- 

til we  can  mature  to  the  stage  of  at  least 
listening  to  others'  opinions,  Richard  Need- ham's  statement  made  in  his  last  talk  on campus  will  remain  valid.  He  said  university students  are  either  intensely  despised  or 
dearly  loved;  but  no  where  else  except  in North  America  are  they  ignored. 

Raymond  Aaron  (IV  UC) 



1)  of  T  has  room  for  student  activists 
By  GARY  TEEPLE 

The  author  of  this  article 
is  a  third-year  student  at 
University  College,  and  un- 

til two  weeks  ago  was  Pre- 
sident of  the  Toronto  branch 

of  the  Student  Union  for 
Peace  Action.  The  opinions 
he  expresses  are  not  neces- 

sarily those  of  The  Varsity. 
President  Claude  Bissell's 

opening  address  to  the  uni- 
versity community  has 

raised  several  doubts  in  my 
mind  as  to  the  consistency 
of  thought  and  feeling  this 
man  has  towards  the  stu- 

dent body. 

comment 

Like  most  students  here 
at  U  of  T,  I  have  avoided 
the  annual  "welcome"  at Convocation  Hall  for  I  have 
felt  it  to  be  only  a  few 
hours  of  hypocritical  plati- 

tudes about  our  "flourisrv 
ing",  "liberating"  and  "intel- 

lectual" "community."  But really,  Dr.  Bissell,  in  what 
sense  do  you  mean  "flour- 

ishing" and  "liberating." Even  now,  in  my  third 
year,  I  have  found  little  in 
this  University  that  I  could 
call  "intellectual,"  let  alone community-like. 
The  inconsistency,  how- 

ever, was  discovered  when 
I  saw  the  news  report  of 
our  president's  opening speech;  and  so  I  took  the 
trouble  to  get  and  read  the 
speech  in  its  entirety,  and 
compare  it  to  an  article  by 
Claude  Bissell  in  the  Globe 
and  Mail  last  winter  entitled 
"Youth's  Brutal  Voice  Must 
Be  Heard". As  a  member  of  the  Stu- 

dent Union  for  Peace  Action 
and  a  participant  in  the  Sel- 
ma,  Viet  Nam  and  Adlai 
Stevenson  demonstrations, 
I  found  in  our  President's 
speech  a  note  of  antagonism 
toward  student  "activists." The  main  theme  of  his  ad- 

dress is  introduced  in  a 
short  paragraph  where  he 
discusses  "the  new  radical- 

ism on  the  campus."  He  goes 
on  to  say  that  "extra-curri- 

cular activities,"  such  as showing  a  concern  over  the 
civil  rights  battles  and 
Viet  Nam  "do  not  comprise a  substitute  for  academic 
performance." But  only  two  paragraphs 
later  he  says  that  as  mem- 

bers of  the  "university  com- 
munity" we  are  "committed to  an  abhorrence  of  discrim- 

ination on  grounds  of  race, 
color,  religion  and  class."  I suppose  what  he  means  is 
that  we  should  have  "con- 

cern" or  a  "cause,"  but  for 
gosh  sakes  don't  tell  any- 

body through  our  "extra- 
curricular activities"  which 

are  not  really  part  of  our 
academic  training. 
The  president  says  that 

"the  emphasis  in  this  move- ment is  on  decision,  action, 
the  training  of  the  will,  ra- 

ther than  the  training  of  the 
mind."  One  might  ask:  how can  a  decision  be  made  as 
serious  as  that  of  commit- 

ting the  action  of  civil  dis- 
obediance  without  careful 
intellectual  consideration  of 
the  issues  at  stake?  I  find 
it  amusing  that  our  presi- 

dent thinks  the  student  ac- 
tivist can  decide,  act  and 

train  his  will  without  de- 
veloping and  training  his mind. 

President  Bissell  goes  on 
to  disclose  his  worry  that 
"the  ferment  in  the  univer- 

sities has  inspired  new 
theories  of  their  function." 
The  only  sense  in  which 

these  theories  are  new  is 
the  fact  that  never  before 
have  so  many  students  ask- 

GARY  TEEPLE 

ed  "what  is  the  university 
for?"  The  University  as  "an 
instrument  for  change"  — 
an  open-ended  change  for 
not  everyone  has  elaborate 
visions  —  is  hardly  new. 
Alfred  North  Whitehead  and 
even  Cardinal  Newman  talk 
about  this  function. 
I  would  seriously  chal- 

lenge, however,  Newman's 
statement  that  "learning  is 
a  good  in  and  for  itself"  as Dr.  Bissell  quoted  it.  Know- 

ledge, presumably  the  out- 
come of  learning,  is  useless 

for  a  hermit.  Learning  is 
only  good  insofar  as  it  in- crases  and  enhances  human 
relations  and  society,  and  it 
cannot  be  isolated  from 
them. 
Above,  I  mentioned  our 

president's  concern  over  the 
"new  theories"  of  the  uni- 

versity's function.  Dr.  Bis- sell, however,  did  not  stop 
after  telling  us  of  his  con- 

cern, but  went  on  to  des- 
cribe how  "evangelical  so- 

ciologists" are  promoting 
this  "new  radical"  idea  of 
social  change  wh  ich  eman- 

ates from  the  university. 
I  found  his  phrase  "evan- 

gelical sociologists"  rather in  conflict  with  his  earlier 
description  of  the  new  rad 
cals  in  that  Globe  and  Mail 
article.  It  said:  "The  kind 
of  youth  I  have  been  talk 
ing  about  is,  of  course,  un- 

usually articulate  and  intel- 
lectually resourceful.  He  bi longs  to  a  minority  group, 

but  to  a  powerful  minority 
group  —  he  will  be  both 
tbe  delight  and  despair  of 
the  university  teachers  and 
administrators." You  say,  Dr.  Bissell,  that 
the  university  has  no  "room 
for  a  smug,  bad-tempered authoritarian  that  has  all 
the  answers,"  obviously  re- 
ferring  to  the  "new  radical- 

ism." And  yet  last  winter 
you  wrote  in  that  same 
Globe  article:  "Tbe  new 
mood  is  a  serious  and  laud- 

able one.  It  is  a  far  cry  from 
delinquency  and  bohemian- 
ism  and  it  promises  a  brae 
ing  climate  for  the  future. 

It  was  before  the  Selm; 
and   Stevenson  demonstra- 

tions   that    our  president 
wrote  the  article:  "Youth' Brutal     Voice     Must  Be 
Heard,"  and  it  was  after 
summer  of  student  activism 
in  the  United  States  and 
Canada  that  his  opening  ad- 

dress came  this  year.  B< 
fore  he  did  not  have  to  con 
tend    with    that  nebulou 
thing  "student  radicalism but  now  he  does. 

The    Stevenson  demon 
stration  last  summer  stated 
clearly  that  the  student  had 
no  say  about  who  was 
be  honored  at  his  universi- 

ty. SUPA  found  it  difficult 
to  understand  Mr.  Steven- 

son's place  in  the  academic 
traditions    o  f  scholarship 
and  humanism,  but  there 
absolutely  no  way  in  which 
students  can  either  vote  for 
or  veto  those  "honorable1 men  who  are  honored  a 
our  university.  The  impli 
cations  of  this  issue  are  ob 
viously  broader. 

comment 

But,  Dr.  Bissell,  I  need 
not  tell  you  what  the  new 
radicalism  is  thinking,  for 
you  have  expressed  it  very 
well  yourself  in  the  Globe: 
"Youth  will  no  longer  be 

satisfied  with  special  favors 
and  special  treatment,,  even 
with,  enlightened  paternal- 

ism. It  will  insist  upon  en- 
tering our  councils,  and 

helping  to  shape  the  society in  which  we  live.  It  will 
often  be  wrong-headed,  oc- casionally cruel.  But  it  will 
speak  with  moral  energy and  brutal  frankness,  and 
it  must  and  should  be 

heard." student  day  (continued) 
costs  and  social  barriers. 
Because  of  the  solidarity 

of  students  across  Canada 
on  this  issue,  the  govern- 

ment has  already  given  spe- cial consideration  to  the 
cause.  On  Wednesday  at  the 
Legislature  Buildings,  Mr. 
Robarts  will  reply  to  our 

questions. This  is  a  unique  oppor- 
tunity for  students  to  voice 

a  vital  concern,  a  concern 
that  Canada  will  only  de- 

velop as  a  country  if  she 
uses  her  full  human  poten- 

tial and  does  not  leave  in- 
telligence untapped  because 

students  were  discouraged 
from  attending  university 
by  high  costs. Your  presence  in  the 
march  assures  the  govern- 

ment that  citizens  are  con- 
cerned and  interested. 

There  isn't  a  more  worthy 
way  to  spend  a  lunch  hour. 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 

MALE  STUDENT  wanted  to  share  room board  included.  $20  weekly.  Ask  for Doug.  924-2066. 
ATTRACTIVE  home  and  board  for 
young  lady  student.  St.  Clair  and  Yongo Nov.  i.  Phone  924-5159 
A,  G.  DONN.  Tutor  of  Interest  and 
5?,nd,  *°'u,es-  Calcutas  and  statistics. 
RU.  3-2257  evenings. 
PERSONAL:  Bill  Cressy.  Pleose  return 
my  pants,  mother's  wonderinq  K  M P.S  Include  51.50  for  this  £d.  Mo,£ need  it. 

WANTED 
30  U.  of  T. 
STUDENTS 

TO  MEET 

RUSSIAN  STUDENTS 
FOR  LUNCH 

NOV.  11 
Russian  or  French  Helpful 
Applications  at  SAC  Office 

NEW 

THE  PENGUIN 

ENGLISH 

DICTIONARY EDITED 

G.  N.  GARMONSWAY Available  at  your 
bookstores  now 

SIMMON'S 
FLOWERS 

CORSAGES 
FOR  SPECIAL 

DATES 

350  YONGE  —  EM  4-9280 
opposite  Sam  the  Record  Man 

LAST 

CHANCE 
FOR 

(I.  of  T. 
FILM 

SOCIETY 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

AVAILABLE 

at  SAC  office 

and  at  the  door 

Tonight: 

THE 

BAKER'S 

WIFE 

S-VB  EATON  AUDITORIUM  (MM 
Mon.,  Oct.  25,  8:30  p.m.  | 

BERKSHIRE 

I
 Strin

g  Qua
rtet 

BERNA
RD  

TEMOI
N 

(Princip
al  

Clarine
t  

TSO) 
Program

;  
Mojort 

 
Clarinet

 
Juintet,

  
Prokofi

ev  
Quartet

  
No.  2,  I 

Dvorak,
  

America
n  

Quartet
 

Tickets:
  

53.50, 
 
52.30,

51.50 
 
I 

|    BOX  OFFICE
  
NOW  OPEN 
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1941  VOLKSWAGON  Deluxe,  good  con- dition. 5750  full  price.  Phone  364-9897 after  6  p.m. 
ENGINEERS!! 

Good  clean  fun  (sex  as 
well)  Skule  Nite  6T6 
needs  nail  pounders, 
wood  cutters,  painters, 
anyone,  to  help  with  set construction  and  stage crew. 

PLEASE  LEAVE  NAME  AT 
ENGINEERING  STORES 

21YRS 

OLD? 
When  you  turn  21 
you're  no  longer  cov 

ered  by  your  parents' Hospital  Insurance. To  keep  Insured,  you 
must  take  out  indl* vidual  membership 
within  30  days.  Get 

your  application  form at  a  bank,  a  hospital, 
or  from  the  Commis- sion. 

NEWLY 

WED? 
The  'family'  Hospital 
Insurance  premium 
must  now  be  paid  to 
cover  husband  and wife.  Notify  your 
'group'  without  de- 

lay OR,  if  you  both  pay 
premiums  direct,  noti- 

fy the  Commission. 

NEW 

JOB? 
To  keep  insured  fol  low 
the  instructions  on  the 
Hospital  Insurance 
Certificate  of  Payment 'Form  104'  that  your 
present  employer  is required  to  give  you on  leaving. 

Your 

ONTARIO 

HOSPITAL 

INSURANCE 
Plan 

Ontario  Hospital 
Services  Commission 

Toronto  7,  Ontario 
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LIBRARY  IDENTIFICATION  CARDS 
The  duodlinc  for  Library  Cord  photogrcphi  and  up-dating  af  lost  year* :ards  is: 

FRIDAY,  OCTOBER  29th 
All  students  must  hove  hod  their  photograph  token  or  their  old  Library Card  up-doted  by  the  above  dote.  Beginning  Monday,  November  1st, A.T.L.  cards  will  not  be  occepted  unless  accompanied  by  a  photographers 
receipt.  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  LIBRARY  

HAVING  A  PARTY? 

Let  the  "PAYTONS"  Set  the  Pace  ! T.V.,  Ntrc-Spot,  Village  end  Frot  Party EXPERIENCE 
RATES:  T.  McDcrmaM  OX.  1-0375 

HIGH  FASHION  HAIR  STYLIST 

CAMPUS  SPECIAL 

20%  DISCOUNT 
for  oil  students  with  proof  of  A.T.L.  card 
MONDAY  TO  THURSDAY  ONLY 

r  
■ 

111 

415  BLOOR  ST.  W.  (at  Spodino) 
for  appointment  PHONE:  922-2823 OPEN  THURSDAY  AND  FRIDAY  NIGHTS 

COLES 

MORI...  REFERENCE 

BOOK  BARGAINS 

YONGE 

BELOW 
BLOOR 

AM  year  round  Coles  reference  book  department  is  loaded  with 
bargains!    Drop   in!    You  may    find  the  book  you're   looking  I tor  ...  Here  are  a  few  examples  of  titles  in  stock  right  now.  ' 

GENETICS  —  Irwin  Hcrskowlts Pub.   at    10.00   COLES  PRICE  2.49  I BASIC  PROBLEMS  OF  PHILOSOPHY Krikorian   Wiener   Pub.   at  7.95    .      .....   COLES  PRICE  1.751 CHEMICAL  THERMODYNAMICS Pub.  at  9.75    COLES  PRICE  1.49  ■ CONTEMPORARY  SOCIAL  PROBLEMS 
Morton,  Wisset  Pub.  at  7.95     COLES  PRICE  1.98  1 HANDBOOK    OF    LAYOUT    AND  DIMENSIONING FOR  PRODUCTION  —  H.  Karx  Pub.  at  15.00  COLES  PRICE  2.98  I LE  QUILLET  FLAMMARION  DICTIONNAIRE  USUEL Quillet  Flammarion    Paris    I960   Pub.  at  6.95    COLES  PRICE  3.99  I |  THE  TECHNIQUES  OF  READING  —  Judson  &  Baldridgc Pub.    at    4.50    COLES  PRICE  1.00 SATELLITE  OF  THE  SUN  ■ 

I  Athcrston-Spilhausc  Pub.  at  3.75    COLES  PRICE  1.00  I MODERN  RHETORIC  2ND  ED. 
Brock   Warren  Pub.  at  *.95    ......    COLES  PRICE  1.9B ANTIMICROBIAL  THERAPY  IN  MEDICAL  PRACTICE Flippin  &  Eiscnbcrg   COLES  PRICE  .88 

OVER  6500  BRAND  NEW  COLLIER  PAPERBACKS 
TO  CLEAR  AT  .49 

A  Fabulous  selection!  Science,  Philosophy,  Classics  of  Literatui Modern  Writing,  Theatre  Crilicism,  Civil  War  Classics,  etc. 
OVER  800  TITLES 

Everything  from  Atomics  to  Zoology From  Adam  Bcde  to  Walden  .  .  .  Freud  to  Tillyard. 

THE  BOOK  OF  EARTH  —  Alfred  Noycs Pub.    at    2.50   COLES  PRICE COLLEGE  ENGLISH  THE  FIRST  YEAR 
Wise,  Conglcton,  Morris,  Hodges  Revised  cd. Pub.    ot    7.50   COLES  PRICE SOCIOLOGY    THE   SCIENCE  OF  SOCIETY I  J.  Rumney  &  J.  Major  Pub.  at  3.00    COLES  PRICE TYPES  OF  PHILOSOPHY 
I Hocking  Pub.  ot  5.50    COLES  PRICE CPA  PROBLEMS  &  APPROACHES  TO  SOLUTIONS Horngrccn  &  Leer  Pub.  ot  7.95  COLES  PRICE INTRODUCTION  TO  ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING La  Pierre  Pub.  at  5.25    .  COLES  PRICE TREATMENT  OF    HEART  DISEASE 

Crosi  Jour   Pub.   ot    13.00      COLES  PRICE 
I GUIDING  LANGUAGE  LEARNING  —  Dawson,  Zollinger Pub.    at   6.95                            .  .  .   COLES  PRICE SPEECH  DYNAMIC  COMMUNICATION 

Pub.    at    5.00   COLES  PRICE SEXUAL  BEHAVIOR   PSYCHO-LEGAL  ASPECTS Caprio,    Bronnoi    Pub.    at    6.00   COLES  PRICE OVER  6S00  BRAND  NEW  COLLIER  PAPERBACKS 

VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP 

IEEE 

1.69 
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UBC  president  says. 

Student  protest  tending  to  violence
 

By  ROD  RITCHIE 
The  president  of  the  Uni- versity of  British  Columbia 

said  in  Sidney  Smith  Hall 
last  week  that  he  senses  "a 
growing  tendency  to  irres- ponsibility, lawlessness  .  .  . 
and  meaninglessness,"  in student  protest  movements. 

Giving  the  second  in  a  ser- 
ies of  lectures  on  "The 

Changing  Patterns  in  High- er Education,"  Dr.  John  B. 
Macdonald  said  many  stu- 

dent crusades  are  orderly 
and  purposeful.  But  he  cited 
the  July  4  holiday  riots  in 
U.S.  universities  and  a  stu- dent strike  at  the  University 
of  Montreal  last  year  as  ex- 

amples of  "rebellions  with- 
out a  cause." The  lecture  series  is  spon- 

sored by  the  School  of  Gra- 
duate Studies,  the  Depart- ment of  Educational  Theory 

and  the  Ontario  College  of 
Education. 
University  students,  he 

said,  are  filled  with  a  great 
will  to  believe,  to  test  their 
beliefs  and  to  rebel  against 

the  status  quo. 
Education  is  also  a  target, 

he  said.  "They  rebel  against 
university  standards  —  the examinations,  the  grades, 
the  texts,  the  credits,  the 
elusiveness  of  scholars  and 
the  big  business  of  educat- 

ion." 

According  to  Dr.  Macdo- 
nald, forces  in  the  universi- ties are  lashing  Out  against 

what  they  believe  to  be  the 
establishment.  "The  faculty 
blames  the  administration 
and  the  board;  the  adminis- tration blames  the  faculty 
and  the  board;  the  students 
blame  the  faculty  and  the 
administration;  and  the  go- 

vernment blames  the  univer- 

sity." 

The  university  and  the  stu- dent are  both  responsible 
for  this  situation  he  said. 
"We  are  failing  to  get  ac- 

ross the  message  that  the 
university  exists  for  the  stu- dents and  their  reservoir  of 
untested  talent.  Some  of  us 
are  living  in  the  past.  On  the 
other  hand,  the  students  faii 

to  understand  that 
they  are  a  privileged  class attending  their  colleges  at 
the  public  expense.  They 
must  want  to  learn  the  ser- vice of  man  and  the  value 

of  order  against  anarchy." Dr.  Macdonald  said  UBC  is 
"perhaps  the  first  university 
in  Canada  not  only  to  toler- 

ate but  also  to  welcome  stu- 

dent criticism." 
He  noted  that  within  the 

fast  three  years  UBC  has  in- stalled a  trimester  system, 
reduced  the  failure  rate  to  15 
per  cent  and  almost  tripled 
support  for  university  prog- rams. 

Education  in  British  Co- llumbia  is  expanding  at  a 

!  phenomenal  rate,  Dr.  Mac- donald said.  Before  1962  the 
province  had  only  one  uni- versity —  the  University  of 
British  Columbia  —  with  its 
satellite,  Victoria.  Now  there 
are  three  universities:  UBC, 
Victoria  and  Simon  Fraser; 
one  private  university  — Notre  Dame;  one  institute  of 
lechnology  and  regional  two- 
year  colleges. 

Briefly.., 

Computer  library 
WATERLOO  —  Robert  K. 

Blackburn,  chief  Librarian 
of  the  University  of  Toronto, 
suggested  Saturday  that 
itbin  five  years  all  univer- 
ty  libraries  may  be  con- nected to  a  master  compu- ter. 
He  said  he  thinks  that 

such  an  arrangement  would 
provide  "an  up-to-date  inter- national analytical  biblio- 

graphy" which  might  prove 
to  be  a  suitable  method  "for 
bringing  more  effective  bibliJ ographic  control  to  the  rising 
flood  of  publications"  which are  coming  to  the  libraries. 
"The  computer  will  not  re- 

place the  book  but  will,  we 
hope,  extend  its  power  as  an 
instrument  of  knowledge," he  added. 

Mr.  Blackburn  was  speak- 
ing during  ceremonies  open- 

ng  a  $2,500,000  arts  library 
at  the  University  of  Water- 

loo. He  was  awarded  an  ho- 
norary doctor  of  laws  for 

his  work  in  university  libra- ries. 

726  YONGE  ST. 
SOUTH  OF  BLOOR 

Should  use  force 
Britain  should  meet  with 

force  any  unilateral  declara- tion of  independence  by 
Southern  Rhodesia,  an  Eng- 

lishman said  on  campus Thursday. 

Bryan  Haddon,  who  lived 
in  Southern  Rhodesa  for 
some  years,  said  in  the  long 
run  economic  sanctions 
would  hurt  Southern  Rhode- 

sia more  than  force. 
He  and  Chris  Chetsanga, 

a  Rhodesian,  spoke  at  a 
meeting  of  the  campus  Unit- ed Nations  Club.  Both  are 
U  of  T  students.  Eight  peop- 

le attended. 
Mr.  Haddon  said  a  unila- 

teral declaration  of  indepen- 

dence by  Southern  Rhode- sia's white-run  government 
would  cause  embitterment ■and  racial  hostility. 

Unless  Britain  acted 
quickly.  preferably  with 
force,  "we  could  have  a  di- 

sastrous situation.' Mos  t  Rhodesian  whites 
support  Prime  Minister  Ian Smith,  he  said.  They  were 
eager  to  maintain  their  high standard  of  living  and 
"afraid  of  what  will  hap- 

pen." 

Mr.  Chetsanga  said  other 
countries  of  the  world 
would  be  involved  in  action 
if  Rhodesia  declares  inde- 

pendence. Talks  between  Prime  Mi- 
nister Smith  and  British 

Prime  Minister  Harold  Wil- 
son broke  down  recently. 

Smtih  has  been  threatening 
a  unilateral  declaration  of 
independence. 

Lisa  to  stay 

Lisa  Samuels  (IV  UC) 
will  remain  as  UC's  fifth SAC  rep,  Council  decided  at 
its  meeting  last  Wednes- 
day. 

Dispute  over  her  position 
arose  two  weeks  ago  when 
Alan  Prien  (IV  UC)  who 
lost  to  Miss  Samuels  by  two 
votes,  called  for  a  recount. 
UC  returning  officers  then 

discovered  seven  question- 
able ballots  —  five  unini- tialled  and  two  incorrectly^ 

marked  —  which  had  been 
originally  counted. Miss  Samuels  would  have 
won  whether  or  not  the  se- 

ven were  counted.  But  if 
only  the  uninitialled  ballots 
were  discounted,  as  return- 

ing officer  Stanley  Taylor 
recommended,  Prien  would have  won. 

The  UC  Liierary  and  Ath- 
letic Society  Council  could 

not  reach  a  decision,  so  the 

matter  was  brought  to  SAC. Council  voted  to  support 
the  SAC  elections  commit- 

tee's report  on  the  matter. 
It  recommended  all  quest- 

ionable ballots  be  discount- 
ed, therefore  maintaining 

Miss  Samuel's  eligibility. 

[Mill  opts  out 
MONTREAL  (CUP)  — 

The  McGill  student  council 
will  not  take  part  in  Natio- 

nal Student  Day  Oct.  27. 
The  council  took  the  de- 

cision to  opt  out  of  the  Ca- nadian Union  of  Students 
program  after  student  gov- ernments at  Laval  and  the 
University  of  Montreal  decli- 

ned to  join  them  in  a  teach- in  on  education. In  an  interview  Tuesday, 
Ken  Cabatoff,  McGill  extern- 

al vice-president/  said  his council  did  not  consider 
action  for  free  education  in 
Quebec  advisable  without 
the  support  of  at  least  one French-speakng  university. 

McGill  is  currently  seek- 
ing membership  in  the  Uni- on Generale  des  Etudiants 

du  Quebec.  Cabatoff  said 
that  if  McGill  is  admitted  to 
the  union,  it  will  push  for a  Quebec  student  day. 

Radio  resumed 

U  of  T's  program  on  CJRT- FM  (91.1),  the  Ryerson  sta- 
tion, is  to  resume  at  5:30  p. 

m.  today  after  a  week's time  out  for  financial  deal- 
ings. 

Today's  program  is  a  spe- cial events  feature  on  Rev. 
Gene  Young,  who  initiated the  jazz  liturgy. 

The  program  goes  back on  the  air  with  a  $2,50p  to 
$4,000  grant  from  SAC,  vot- ed last  Wednesday  after  a 
stormy  debate. 
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FOR  SALE:  Libby  Jones,  BA 

By  GLORIA  WANDRESS 

Libby  Jones  takes  off  her 
clothes,  button-  by  button. 
In  public.  For  a  fee. 

Tuesday  she'll  be  at  U  of T.  In  UC  West  Hall,  at  noon. 

She's  going  to  be  sold. 
No  kidding. 
Wallace  House,  a  UC 

men's  residence,  is  turning itself  into  auctioneer  for 
Miss  Jones.  And  Miss  Jones 
is  turning  herself  into  a 
speaker  for  Wallace  House. 

"Economic  Exploitation 
of  Overdeveloped  Areas" will  be  the  theme,  Allan 
Kamin,  a  Wallace  House 
spokesman,  said. 
After  her  speech  Miss 

Jones  will  be  auctioned. 
Cash  and  carry,  so  to  speak. 
No  reserve  bidding,  and 
students  can  bid  in  blocs. 

The  money  will  go  to 
Share.  The  highest  bidder 
will  go  to  dinner  with  Miss 
Jones  Wednesday  and  will 
see  her  perform  at  the  Vic- 

tory as  her  guest. 

"He  will  meet  her  back- 
stage, in  the  flesh,"  Mr. Kamin  told  The  Varsity.  He 

underscored  "in  the  flesh." 
After  her  second  act  Miss 

Jones'  friend  Don  Cullen, 
Share's  friend  and  his  bloc will  escort  Miss  Jones  to  the 
Bohemian  Embassy.  They 
will  all  get  in  free,  Kamin said. 

Miss    Jones    spoke  two 

years  ago  at  U  of  T.  "Since you  have  your  BA  and  are 
stripping,"  she  was  asked, "what  would  you  be  doing 

if  you  had  your  Ph.D.?"~ Miss  J  b  n  e  s  did  not 
answer. 

This  is  a  revealing  view  of  Miss  Libby  Jones.  Miss  Jones 
will  reveal  her  views  in  West  Hall  at  noon  on  Tuesday. 

Psychologist  tells  way  to  seduction 

By  TONY  BOND 
The  way  to  seduce  a  girl 

is  to  pretend  to  be  interest- ed in  the  weather  and  show 
her  you're  not  only  interest- ed in  going  to  bed  with  her, 
a  n  internationally-known 
American  psychologist  told 
an  eager,  mixed  audence  in 
a  packed  church  hall  yester- day. 

Dr.  Albert  Ellis,  marriage 
counsellor,  sociologist,  auth- 

or of  several  best-sellers  on 
sex,  said  women  who  want 
to  get  a  man  without  going 
to  bed  with  him  would  do 
better  to  drop  the  idea. 
Many  men  fall  in  love  aft- 
er going  to  bed  with  a  wo- man. But  for  the  girl  who 

does  not  want  to,  Dr.  Ellis 
advocated  "petting  up  to 
and  including  orgasm."  , 
Men  and  women  must  be 

more  assertive  in  looking 
for  a  partner.  Dr.  Ellis  told 
an  audience  of  500  at  the 
First  Unitarian  Church  on 
St.  Clair  W. 

Dr.  Ellis  criticized  Play- 
boy Clubs  for  exploiting  sex. 

"They  are  very  silly,"  he 
said.  "All  you  are  allowed 
to  do  is  watch  rather  than 
doing.  It  is  the  height  of  ab- 
surdity." 
Asked  if  men  lose  their 

respect  for  a  promiscuous 
woman,  Dr.  Ellis  replied  to 
laughter:  "She  becomes 
much  more  popular." 

He  denounced  as  a  "myth" the  widely  held  notion  in 
our  society  that  the  sexes are  alike. 

"The  man  is  driven  by  his 
sacred  genitals  to  take  a 
girl  straight  to  bed.  And  he 
wants  to  get  there  very  ra- 

pidly." The  girl  goes  out 
with  the  man  with  the  il- 

lusion that  he  wants  to  talk 
to  her. 

The  way  to  overcome  shy- 
ness is  not  to  be  concerned 

about  the  possibility  of  be- 
ing rejected,  he  said. 

Dr.  Ellis  said  he  cured 
shyness  in  one  of  his  male 
patients  by  having  him  pick 
up  five  girls  on  the  street. 

Single  girls  should  wear 
"I'm  available"  buttons  just 
as  Hawaiian  girls  wear  roses 
in  their  hair. 
"A  lot  of  human  beings 

would  be  better  off  if  they 
weren't  married  or  if  they 
had  non-marital  sexual  in- 

tercourse," he  said. 
Asked  about  the  future 

of  marriage  in  North  Ameri- 
ca, Dr.  Ellis  "replied  that extra-marital  relations  will 

become  more  frequent  and 
be  accepted. 

Girls  are  not  assertive  be- 
fore they  get  married  be- 

cause they  think  it  is  unfe- minine,  he  said. 
The  widespread  interest 

in  Elizabeth  Taylor  and  Ri- 

chard Burton  was  prompted 
by  "  voyeuristic"  motives 
and  because  we're  so  inhi- bited in  our  own  lives,  Dr. Ellis  said. 

He  criticized  the  values  set 
by  the  law  in  New  York, 
where  if  you  hit  a  girl  over 
the  head  with  a  baseball  bat 
the  penalty  is  30  days,  but 
"statutory  rape"  carries  a 10-year  penalty. 
Mate  hunters  must  seek 

out  members  of  the  opposite 
sex  selectively,  be  assertive, 
have  guts  and  "go  out  and 

really  look." People  are  not  disheartened 
if  they  get  turned  down  for 
a  job,  but  when  it  comes 
to  approaching  a  member 
of  the  opposite  sex  "they dare  not  stick  their  necks 

out." 

"If  we  were  all  sane  we 
would  give  data  on  our- selves and  what  we  enjoy  in 
the  other  sex."  This  would eliminate  needless  running 
around  and  would  increase 
the  chances  of  meeting  the 

right  person. 
Dr.  Ellis  blamed  Holly- 

wood for  portraying  love 
snd  marriage  too  romantical- 

ly. "The  harsh  realities  of 
marriage  are  that  they  don't all  live  happily  ever  after. 
It  is  very  hard  to  continue 
loving  someone  of  the  oppo- 

site sex." 

GET  A  PROF.  TO  OTTAWA! 

COME  AND  HELP 

ONCE  OR  TWICE  A  WEEK 

TIM  REID 

Liberal  Candidate  (Danforrh) 

1220  KINGSTON  ROAD 

OX  4-3456  FOR  RIDES 

Students  Special  Discount  cards  available  at 

THE  VARSITY  RESTAURANT 
Frequented  by  students  for  years 

328    BLOOR   ST.   W.  WA.   2  -  6738 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION 
Lunch  Hour  Lecture  Series 

TUESDAY  12.10  p.m. 

Prof.  W.  EASTERBROOK 
Chairman;  Dept.  of  Economics will  speak  on, 

"THE  EFFECT  OF  THE  U.S. 

ON  THE  CANADIAN  ECONOMY" G.S.U.  16  Bancroft  Ave. 

NEW  COLLEGE  presents 

SLACKS  AND  SWEATER  DANCE 
With  THE  COUNTS 

FRIDAY,  OCTOBER  29  9-12  PJM 
NEW  COLLEGE  DINING  HALL 

GIRLS  FREE 
Residents  50c  College  Members  75c  Others  $1.00 

CUSO  MEETING 

The  Role  of  the  Volunteei 

WED.  OCT.  27 

HART  HOUSE  MUSIC  ROOM 
8:00  P.M. 

U.  T.  D.  C. 

DRAMA  WORKSHOPS 

Practical  Experience  in  the  Theatre  Arts 

First  Term  Drama  Coaches 

INCLUDE 

Robert  Gill 
Powys  Thomas 

APPLICATIONS  IN  SAC  OFFICE 

This  is  a  free  service  of  your  SAC 
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UNIVERSITY  HEALTH  SERVICE 

HEALTH  EXAMINATIONS 
THE  FOLLOWING  STUDENTS  ARE  REQUIRED  TO  HAVE  A 
MEDICAL  EXAMINATION  AT  THE  HEALTH  SERVICE: 

1.  ALL  UNDERGRADUATE  STUDENTS  IN  THEIR  FIRST  YEAR  OF 
ATTENDANCE  AT  THIS  UNIVERSITY. 

2.  ALL  STUDENTS  GRADUATE  OR  UNDERGRADUATE  WHOSE 
DOMICILE  IS  NOT  IN  CANADA 

3.  ALL  STUDENTS  PARTICIPATING  IN  UNIVERSITY  ATHLETICS 
DURING  THE  1965-66  ACADEMIC  YEAR. 

PLEASE  ARRANGE  FOR  AN  APPOINTMENT  IMMEDIATELY  BY 
COMING  IN  TO  THE  HEALTH  SERVICE,  256  HURON  STREET 
(Corner  of  Russell)  OR  BY  TELEPHONING: 

MEN:  928-2459  —  WOMEN:  928-2456 
(First-year  women  must  moke  their  appointments  in  person  at  the 

Women's  Health  Service  Office) 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 
30c  A  GAME 
16  NEW  TABLES 

Toronto's  Most 
Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
(just  West  of  Spodina) 

NOW  OPEN  IN  YOUR 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 

NEW  YORK 
PIZZA  HOUSE 620  YONGE  ST. 

We  specialize  in  New  York New  England  stylo  pizza Home  Made  Spaghetti. 
1  FREE  PIZZA  WITH EVERY  5  TO  TAKE  OUT 

FOR  FAST  SERVICE 
CALL  — 925-1736 FREE  DELIVERY 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE'S  SEVENTY-FIFTH  ALL -UNIVERSITY  PRODUCTION 
George  Bernard  Shaw's 

nEAIITBHEAK 
HOUSE 

directed  by 
ROBERT  GILL 

Fri.  Oct.  29th 
to  Sat.  Nov.  6th  at  8:30 

now  open  10:00  a.m.  to  6:00  p.m. WA.  3-5244 

HART  HOUSE  BARBER  SHOP 
OPEN  TO  ALL  MEMBERS 

8  A.M.  TO  5.45  P.M.  -  MONDAY  TO  FRIDAY 

FOUR  BARBERS       HAIRCUTS  $1.25 
PROMPT  AND  CAREFUL  ATTENTION 

COURTEOUS  SERVICE 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. 

Toronto  3.  Ont. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  doily,  incl.  Sot.  from  8-6. University  Blazers  and  Trousers 

made  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coats,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

The  sound  of  one  hand  clapping 

Without  a  plan  for  a  career  your  university  work 
might  be  likened  to  the  Zen  image  of  one  hand 
clapping.  What  will  provide  the  other  hand?  Think  about 
being  a  Chartered  Accountant.  That's  a  two-handed 
job.  It  takes  dedication;  clear  thinking;  a  wish  to  be 
helpful  to  others  and  useful  to  society.  It  takes  an 
outgoing  personality:  you  work  with  people  rather  than 
things.  It  takes  originality.  It  takes  leadership. 
Those  are  some  of  the  things  it  takes.  What  does  it  give? 
Advanced  education;  income;  stability;  satisfaction. 
(Which  doesn't  leave  very  much  out  of  the  ideal  career.) As  a  Chartered  Accountant  you  will  be  at  the  centra 
of  Canada's  growing  economy.  You  get  on  the 

management  team  of  your  company  much  more  quickly. 
Or  run  your  own  practice.  Or  teach.  Or  serve 
in  government. 
There  isn't  room  here  to  tell  you  all  about  the 
challenge  of  Chartered  Accountancy  as  a  career,  so  the 
Institute  of  Chartered  Accountants  of  Ontario  has 
arranged  for  (a)  a  speaker  to  discuss  CA,  careers 
generally  and  (b)  recruiters  from  CA  firms  to  talk 
things  over  with  you  personally. 
Mr.  John  Hill,  F.CA,  will  speak  at  4:30  p.m. 
November  1  St.,  in  the  Sydney  Smith  Building.  Recruiters 
will  be  at  the  University  from  November  8th  to  26th. 
For  times  and  places,  consult  the  Placement  Office. 

For  further  information  write  or  call: 
THE  INSTITUTE  OF  CHARTERED  ACCOUNTANTS  OF  ONTARIO 

69  Bloor  St  E,  Toronto  S  927-1 841 

ILL 

NDP  govt,  would 

abolish  fees 
'  Elimination  of  tuition  fees 
would  be  one  of  the  first 
acts  of  an  NDP  government, 
T.  C.  Douglas  told  students 
at  the  University  of  British Columbia  Friday. 
More  than  1,000  students 

packed  700-seat  Brock  Hall to  hear  Douglas  promise 
each  province  a  $500-per  stu- dent grant  to  finance  free 
education  for  Canada's  170,- 000  university  students. 
This  would  cost  the  feder- 
al government  $85  million, he  estimated,  doubling  by 

1970. Although  society  pays  for 
80  per  cent  of  tuition  fees 
today,  he  said,  thousands  of 
students,  especially  in  rural 
and  depressed  areas,  cannot 
afford  higher  education. 

SAC  to  present 

brief  to  Robarts 

The  following  is  a  sum- mary of  a  statement  prepar- 
ed by  the  Students  Admini- strative Council  to  present 

to  the  Ontario  government 

during  a  march  on  Queen's Park  Wednesday,  National Student  Day: 

Our  purpose  in  this  pre- sentation on  National  Stu- 
dent Day  is  to  join  with  stu- dents across  Canada  to 

make  known  our  views  on 
the  financing  of  higher  edu- 
caton.  We  believe  that  aca- 

demic qualifications  should 
be  the  only  criteria  for  ad- mittance to  an  institution 
of  higher  learning.  But  to- 

day, there  are  serious  social and  economic  barriers  which 
limit  higher  educaton  in  lar- 

ge measure  to  a  segment  of 
our  society.  We  believe  that 
education  is  the  preroga- 

tive of  the  provinces;  we  be- live  that  it  should  be  the 
priority  of  the  government 
of  this  province  and  of  its  - citizens. 

COUNCIL  RESPONSIBLE 

D.  G.  Ivey,  principal  of 
New  College,  said  at  a  New 
College  Student  Council 
meeting  Thursday  night  that 
the  council  should  assume 
the  responsibility  for  wil- ful damage  committed  by 
unidentified  persons  in  the 
College. 

The  council  should  decide 
on  the  punishment  when  da- 

mage occurs  and  punish  the students  responsible,  he 
said. 

THE  VILLAGE 
REVUE 
with 

•  DON  CULLEN 

AND BARRIE  BALDARO 

Colonnade  Theatre  - Tickets  at  S.A.C.  Office 
—  Student  Prices  — - 
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sac  comment deanna  kamiel 

Madison  Avenue  and  SAC 

Is  Madison  Avenue  coming  to  SAC? 
At  the  general  meeting  last  Wednesday, 

the  Students  Administrative  Council  decid- 
ed to  give  it  a  try. 
As  part  of  its  student  centre  program, 

council  will  lay  out  a  maximum  $625  for  a 
market  research  analysis  to  investigate  the 
possibilities  for  commercial  facilities  on 
campus. 

If  the  survey  proves  optimistic,  SAC 
may  provide  space  for  rent  to  stores  in 
the  proposed  student  centre  complex. 

With  so  many  students  living  on  or  near 
campus  the  survey  may  discover  a  profit- 

able market  for  commercial  outfits,  such  as 
banks,  dry  cleaners  and  hairdressers. 

And  rent  from  such  stores  would  help finance  the  centre. 

As  SAC  President  Mary  Brewin  pointed 
out,  it  will  be  almost  impossible  for  students 
to  find  even  a  tube  of  toothpaste  near  cam- 

pus after  the  university  completes  its  ex- 
propriation program. 

SAC  administrator  and  accountant  Dave 
Tinker  will  conduct  the  survey. 

The  Council  will  present  its  student  cen- 
tre request  in  a  detailed  brief  to  the  Presi- 

dent's Council  Nov.  8. 
As  another  Madison  adman  touch,  some 

executive  members  are  thinking  of  hiring  a 
public  relations  man  to  acquaint  the  student 
body  with  SAC's  plans  for  an  'all-round'  stu- dent centre  and  to  stir  up  support  for  it. 

During  seven  years  of  campaigning,  SAC 
has  asked  the  administration  solely  for  an 
administrative  centre. 

But  this  brief  shows  a  switch  to  a  broad- 

er type  of  building,  which  would  include 
such  social  and  recreational  facilities  as 
lounges,  overnight  accomodations,  informal 
dance  rooms  and,  if  possible,  a  bar. 

—photo  by  DOUG  DANIELS 
SAC  president,  Mary  Brewin,  appears 
delighted  at  the  prospect  of  a  new  "Ma- dison Avenue"  slant  to  the  student  centre 
program Architect  John  Andrews,  of  Scarborough 
College  fame,  has  mapped  out  a  space  plan 
accomodating  these  various  facilities. 

For  seven  fruitless  years  SAC  has  been 
politely  asking  the  administration  for  a  stu- 

dent centre.  Maybe  the  Madison  Avenue  ap- 
proach is  the  answer. 

campus  comment Jacques  de  montigny 

Launch  attack  on  Quebec  justice 

A  massive  assault  on  the  administration 
of  justice  in  Quebec  is  being  launched  by 
combined  student  and  non-student  groups  in 
the  province. 

Sparked  by  the  recent  indictment  of 
Roch  Denis,  managing  editor  of  the  Univer- 

sity of  Montreal  newspaper  Le  Quartier  La- 
tin, for  contempt  of  court,  l'Union  General des  Etudiants  de  Quebec  (UGEQ)  and  the 

student  unions  of  Montreal  and  Laval  uni- 
versities are  preparing  demonstrations,  le- 

gal and  financial  aid  for  his  defence. 
The  accusation  stems  from  a  series  of 

articles  Denis  wrote  this  summer  in  L'lnde- 
pendence,  the  newspaper  published  by  the 
separatist  Rassemblement  pour  l'lndepen- dence  Nationale,  attacking  a  decision  ren- 

dered by  Justice  Philippe  Lamarre  of  the 
Quebec  Superior  Court  in  which  the  court 
favored  tthe  Steinberg  supermarket  chain  in 
a  labor  quarrel  against  independent  grocers 
in  Quebec. 

Controversy  is  being  fanned  by  the  me- 
mory of  an  earlier  conviction  of  author  Jac- 
ques Hebert  for  a  biting  attack  on  the 

Quebec  judiciary  in  the  famous  Wilbur  Cof- fin case. 
As  was  the  case  for  the  strong  support 

given  to  Mr.  Hebert,  the  support  given  to 
Denis  is  based  on  the  administration  of  jus- 

tice rather  than  the  accused's  guilt  or  inno- cence. 
When  presented  with  an  indictment  for 

contempt  of  court,  the  accused  has  little  if 
any  recourse  —  he  can  present  no  defence, 
he  is  denied  the  right  of  offering  the  testi- 

mony of  witnesses  and  can  only  try  to  ex- 
plain to  the  judge  why  he  should  not  be 

found  guilty. 

Freedom  of  speech  is  also  a  principle 
considered  endangered  by  the  judiciary,  as 
Denis'  articles  all  appeared  after  the  court's decision  had  been  rendered  and  cannot 
therefore  be  considered  an  intervention  in 
the  processes  of  justice. 

The  whole  incident  is  widely  associated 
with  Quebec  Attorney-general  Claude  Wag- 

ner, who  has  been  highly  unpopular  wiih 
students  and  student  leaders  in  Quebec  — 
as  far  back  as  the  famous  events  of  the 
Queen's  visit  to  Quebec  City  last  year. 

Already  demonstrations  have  been  held 
to  coincide  with  Denis'  first  appearan:e  in court  on  the  accusation. 

To  those  who  have  often  wondered  what 
student  syndicalism  in  Quebec  means  this 
can  serve  as  a  valuable  example. 

Students  and  student  unions  have  not 
hesitated  to  come  to  the  support  of  a  stu- 

dent accused  and  endangered  by  what  they 
consider  an  unjust  administration  of  justice. 

But  it  is  not  a  simple  question  of  pro- 
tecting one's  own.  No  one  has  claimed  or 

even  commented  on  Mr.  Denis'  innocence. 
They  see  here  a  fault  in  the  society  they 

profess  to  feel  responsible  for  and  they  seek 
to  remedy  the  situation. 

Significantly  they  have  found  growing 
public  support  in  their  fight  and  it  can  cer- tainly not  be  considered  or  passed  off  as 
just  another  recrimination  by  students. 

It  matters  that  their  fight  be  successful. 
It  matters  much  more  that  they  are  not  shy- 

ing away  from  the  frightening  prospect  of 
seeking  a  remedy  not  for  the  policies  of  a 
public-opinion  conscious  government  but  'or the  established  practices  of  a  stratified bureaucracy. 

DELEGATES  WANTED 
FOR  CONFERENCE  AT 

UNIVERSITY  OF  WESTERN  ONTARIO 

NOVEMBER  25-28 
TOPIC: 

RACIAL  AND  ETHNIC  DISCRIMINATION 
APPLICATIONS  AVAILABLE  IN  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

UNTIL  MON.  NOV.  1.  5  P.M. 

"STUDENTS" 

YOU  BELONG  IN 

...JEANS. 

COME  AND  GET  'EM NOW 

■  ■ 

&  COWBOY  KING 
SLIM-FIT-JEANS 

you're  in  style  in •  CORDUROY  SLIM  -  JEANS  ....  8.95  t 
•  NEW  BURGUNDY  DENIM JEANS  -  SLIM  FIT    6.95 
•  T.TTE  &  LEVI'S  SUPER  SLIM  JEANS  6.95 
•  LEVI'S  WHITE  -  WHITE  JEANS    6.95 
•  TEEN  -  MAN  TERRITORY SLIM  -  DRESS  SLACKS    9.71 
•  KING  SUPER  SLIM  JEANS 

FADED  BLUE,  BLACK  or  TAN  6.50 
•  STUDENT  SPECIAL  .  .  .  MADRAS  & 

CORDUROY  BELTS  Now  Only  1.99 

OPEN  THURS.  and  FRI.  TILL  9  O'CLOCK 

THRIFTY 

SPORT  SHOP 
jfc.  ONE  LOCATION  ONlr 

129  CHURCH  ST. 
CORNER  QUEEN 

*  FREE  PARKING  FOR OUR  CUSTOMERS  . 
WHILE  SHOPPING 
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HART  HOUSE  DEBATES  COMMITTEE 
PRESENTS 

POLITICAL  FORUM 
A  series  of  noon  hour  meetings  to  be  held  in  HART  HOUSE  THEATRE  on 

MONDAY,  OCTOBER  25th   —   D ALTON  CAMP 
WEDNESDAY,  OCTOBER  27th   —   Sen.  DAVID  CROLL 

TUESDAY,  NOVEMBER  2nd  —  DAVID  LEWIS 

1.10  P.M. LADIES  WELCOME 

Each  Speaker  Will  Give  a  Short  Address  and  Then  Participate  in  a 
Question  and  Answer  Period 

HART  HOUSE  NOON  HOUR  PROGRAMME 

presented  by  the  House  Committee 

MR.  ROBERT  GILL,  Director  of  Hart  House  Theatre 
will  discuss 

HEARTBREAK  HOUSE 

by  George  Bernard  Shaw 

Theatre  Production  Opening  October  29th 
THURSDAY,  OCTOBER  28th     1:10  p.m.      HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

LADIES  WELCOME 

HART  HOUSE  ORCHESTRA 

BOYD  NEEL,  COHDUCTOR 
1.  NOVEMBER  21,  1965  —  Gala  opening  with  enlarged  string  orchestro.  Metamorphosen.  .  . 

R.  Strauss;  Introduction  and  Allegro  .  .  .  Elgar;  Fantasia  on  a  theme  of  Thomas  Tallis  .  . . Vaughon  Williams. 
2.  DECEMBER  12,  1965  —  Spectacular  Baroque  concert  with  U  of  T  Chorus,  oboes,  trumpets, typani,  organ.  Conducted  by  Lloyd  Bradshaw.  Magnificat  in  D  .  .  ,  J  S.  Bach-  others 
3.  JANUARY  23,  1966  —  Soloist  Margaret  Rowan  in  Dies  Natalis  .  .  .  Finzi.  Also'suite  for Strings  .  .  .  Thomas  Arne;  Divertimento  for  Strings  .  .  .  Keith  Bissell  (!!);  Divertimento  for Strings  .  .  .  Bortok 
4.  FEBRUARY  20,  1966  —  Bassoon  Soloist  Nicholas  Krlburn  plays  Divertimento  for  Bassoon ond  Strings  .  .  .  Weinzweig;  Concerto  for  Bassoon  .  .  .  Gordon  Jacob.  Also  Hondel's  Concerto Grosso  No.  1  I  ond  Toccoto  .  .  .  Frescoboldi;  Symphonie  Spirituelle  Homerik 

SERIES  TICKETS  NOW  ON  SALE 
THIRTEENTH  SEASON  -  FOUR  CONCERTS 

STUDENTS:  $4,  OTHERS  $9  Available  at  MacMillan  Theatre  Box  Office m  the  Edward  Johnson  Building,  or  in  Main  Foyer  of  Hart  House  from 1  p.m.  to  Z  p.m.  any  day  this  week. 

McGILL 

SAT.  NOV.  6,  1965 

McGILL  WEEKEND WATCH  NEXT  ISSUE  OF  THE  VARSITY FOB  DETAILS  OF  TRAIN  TIMES 

SHARE  RESULTS  SO  FAR 
ARCHITECTURE    $  93.31 
DENTISTRY    136.00 
EMMANUEL    80.28 
ENGINEERING    1,000.04 
EXTENSION    221.38 
FACULTY  AND  STAFF   1,239.31 
FOOD  SCIENCE    108.49 
FORESTRY    50.00 
GRADUATE  SCHOOL  OF  BUSINESS   53.00 
INNIS    243.96 
KNOX    51.45 
LAW     165.13 
LIBRARY  SCHOOL   32.35 
MEDICINE    88.78 
MISCELLANEOUS   89.58 
MUSIC    72.98 
NEW    193.59 
NURSING      279.19 
OCE   153.36 
PHARMACY    271.22 
P  &  HE   111.96 
P  &  OT   195.21 
SCARBOROUGH    142.80 
SCHOOL  OF  SOCIAL  WORK   83.25 
SORORITIES    355.00 
ST.  MICHAEL'S   488.02 TRINITY   537.28 
UC   741.35 
VICTORIA   896.41 
WYCLIFFE    31.36 
TOTAL    $8,210.65 

— photo  by  NORM  FISHER 
SHARE  workers  count  all  that  lovely  money  down  in  the dirty  old  Varsity  office.  Dont  you  wish  YOU  were  a  SHARE worker?  (Yes,  Virainia,  those  ARE  10— and  20 — dollar 
bills). 



ALL  ALONE  IN  FIRST 

Blues  eke  out  muddy  win 
By  marci  Mcdonald 
University  of  Toronto  soc- 

cer Blues  remain  unchal- 
lenged at  the  top  of  the western  conference  as  a  re- 

sult of  their  tense  3-2  victo- 
ry over  McMaster  Marau- 

ders on  the  front  campus Saturday. 
The  victory  leaves  their 

record  at  four  wins  in  four 
games  with  17  goals  for  and 
only  four  against. 
The  game  was  fought  un- 

der the  worst  conditions 
yet  this  season.  The  narrow 
front  campus  field,  poor  in 
itself,  was  made  even  poor- 

er by  48  hours  of  rain  which 
left  it  soft  and  sloppy  for 
Saturday.  Centre  field  and 
the  goal  areas  became  vir- 

tual wallowing  pits. 
On  top  of  that  Blues 

found  themselves  a  man 
short  when  halfback  Lou 
Mayhanovich  came  down 
with  the  flu,  while  Mac 
turned  up  three  men  stron- 

ger than  Wednesday. 
The  differenence  showed 

in  the  return  of  their  last 
year's  goalie,  Ian  Keaveny, to  the  slot.  The  lean  and 
lanky  Britisher,  who  substi- 

tuted as  a  weak  centre  half 
Wednesday,  was  nothing 
short  of  brilliant  minding 
the  Marauder  net.  He  tal- 

lied at  20  saves,  as  Blues 
outshot  McMaster  23  to  6. 
Varsity  set  up  scoring 

early  in  the  game  when 
right  wing  Bill  Nepotiuk 
netted  a  pass  from  left  wing 
Graham  Shiels. 
Nepotiuk  continued  to 

come  on  strong  until  mid- 
way in  the  first  half  when 

be  was  injured  in  a  collision 
with  goalie  Keaveny,  while 
making  a  long  shot  which 

RMC  swamped 

By  PETER  McCREATH 
Varsity  Water  Polo  Blues 

overpowered  an  inexperi- 
enced Royal  Military  Col- 

lege team  26  to  1  Saturday 
afternoon  at  Hart  House. 
The  exhibition  game  was  the 
first  of  the  season  for  both 
teams. 

Blues  spread  the  spotlight 
with  goals  well  scattered 
among  the  team  members, 
led  by  Don  Wheeler  with 
four.  Dick  Beauchesne's 
fourth  quarter  shot  on  a 
breakaway  spoiled  goalie 
Hartley  Garfield's  long  cher- ished dream  for  a  shut-out. 
Garfield  was  not  tested  too 
frequently,  but  looked  good when  he  was. 

Blues  could  have  expected 
a  victory  in  this  contest,  but 
the  overwhelming  results 
have  to  be  encouraging.  The 
loss  of  only  one  man  from 
last  year's  team  combined with,  the  arrival  of  at  least 
four  or  five  new  men  who 
could  easily  fit  into  the 
team,  means  even  the  veter- 

ans are  having  to  hustle  to 
stay  in  the  starting  ten.  Ele- 

ven of  Blues'  goals  were scored  by  men  who  were  not 
on  last  year's  team. 

curved  to  skim  just  outside 
the  goalpost. 

Despite  a  tough  and  mud- 
dy fight.  Blues  set  up  a  vol- ley of  shots  in  first  half, 

but  couldn't  score  another breakthrough. 
Then  just  after  half-time 

Marauders'  Adi  Ojo  tied  up 
the  game  from  a  scramble 
play. Blues  came  back  for  an- 

other on  a  high  shot  into 
the  corner  by  inside  left 

Ormond  Mendes  on  a  pass 
from  Shiels.  But  Mac  even- 

ed up  the  score  again  with 
a  short  drive  from  Chris Harrison, 
Once  more  Blues  bar- 

raged  the  Mac  goalie,  but 
this  time  the  game  looked 
like  a  sure  tie. 
With  five  minutes  to  go, 

Frank  Soppelsa  scored  from 
a  scramble  in  the  penalty 
area  to  clinch  the  game  for Varsity. 

First  losses  for  Ruggerites, 

shut  out  by  Queen's A  UTRFC 

Syndicated  Service 
Blues  Rugger  Club  had  its 

most  disappointing  week- end of  the  season,  losing 
both  the  Senior  and  Inter- 

mediate games  by  identi- 
cal 3-0  scores  to  Queen's. 

For  both  teams  it  was  the 
first  intercollegiate  loss  of 
the  season,  giving  them  re- cords of  three  wins  and  one 
loss. 
Two  days  of  continual 

rain  turned  the  field  at 
Kingston  into  a  mudbowl 
and  made  ball  handling  and 
passing  extremely  difficult. 
The  conditions  proved  to  be 
a  considerable  disadvantage 
to  the  Blues  who  usually  re- 

ly on  their  speed  and  play- 
making  in  the  backline. 

Queen's  lone  try  came  on  a 
run  by  Ferguson  following 
a  long  kick  deep  into  the 
Varsity  end.  Although  the 
Blues  dominated  play  at  se- 

veral points  in  the  game 
and  came  within  a  few 
yards  of  the  goal  line,  they 
were  stopped  by  the  strong 
Queen's  defense. 
The  Intermediate  game 

was  much  the  same  story 
with  the  mud  and  a  strong 
Queen's  defense  grinding 
the  offense  to  a  halt.  Never- 

theless, the  team  played 
well  under  the  conditions 
and  prevented  any  actual 
scoring  plays  by  Queen's The  turning  point  came 
when  the  referee  gave 
Queens  a  penalty  try  ofter 
obstruction  during  a 
Queen's  breakaway. 
IN  THE  SCRUM:  ...  The 
Blues  will  pass  up  an  ex- 

hibition game  with  the  To- 
ronto Nomads  Tuesday. 

.  .  .  Left  wing  Jim  McEl- 
roy  suffered  torn  ankle  li- 

gaments in  Saturday's game  but  hopes  to  be  back 
for  the  game  at  McGill 
in  two  weeks  .  .  .  Blues' next  game  is  at  home 
against  Guelph  Friday  night 
at  8  p.m. 

Rowers  lose 

By  UNCLE  CHARLIE 
Varsity  rowers  lost  their 

first  regatta  of  the  year 
Saturday  on  a  wind-swept 
Lake  Fanshawe  outside  Lon- 

don when  a  powerful  crew 
from  Wayne  State  Univer- 

sity put  in  their  initial  ap- 
pearance of  the  current 

season. 
Although  Varsity  and 

Wayne  each  took  two  events 
Wayne  won  the  junior  and 
senior  varsity  races  which 
are  more  heavily  weighted 
in  point  scoring. 

Toronto's  freshman  and 
lightweight  crews,  usually 
manned  by  the  same  men, 
remained  undefeated  win- 

ning by  substantial  margins. 
In  the  junior  varsity  race 

Toronto  tired  and  allowed 
Wayne  State  to  ease  by  to 
win  by  a  length,  whilst  the senior  crew  managed  only 
a  third  behind  Wayne  and 
Canesius  College  from  Buf- 

falo. McMaster  had  the  mis- 
fortune of  breaking  an  oar 

in  the  latter  event. 

Behind  Hie  Paddles:  Blues' next  regatta  is  in  Hamilton next  weekend. 

INTRAMURAL  HOCKEY  OFFICIALS  WANTED 
Applications  will  be  accepted  until  Oct.  29  at 
Intramural  office.  CLINICS  HAVE  BEEN  SCHE- 

DULED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Tues.  Nov.  2  7:30  -  9:30  p.m.  Music  Room,  Hart 

House.  Slides  will  be  shown  on  O.H.A.  officiating 
Fri.  Nov.  5  1:00  p.m.  U.T.A.A.  Committee  Room, 

and  floor  Hart  House  -  WRITTEN  TEST. 
Tues.  Nov.  9th  8:00  -  10:00  p.m.  and  Wed.  Nov. 

10  8:00  •  10:00  p.m.  Ice  sessions  will  be  held 
at  Varsity  Arena.  Candidates  will  be  divided  in two  groups. 

O.H.A.  RULE  BOOKS  &  INTRAMURAL  REGULA- 
TIONS AVAILABLE  AT  INTRAMURAL  OFFICE. 

INTERCOLLEGIATE  HOCKEY 
There  will  be  3  practice  sessions  for  new  candidates  ONLY  who wish  to  try  out  for  the  Blues  Hockey  Team,  on  Fridoy  Oct  29th Mondoy  Nov.  1st  ond  Wednesdoy,  Nov.  3rd,  all  at  12  30  hi 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 
BALLROOM  DANCE  —  Wednesday  12:00 

Learn  to  dance  with  confidence  —  Enquire  Benson Building  Office  230. 

NATURAL  HISTORY  ANYONE? 
Consider  the  advantages  of  the  special  Student  Membership  offered 
by  the  TORONTO  FIELD  NATURALISTS'  CLUB  .  . .  only  $1.50  for 1 965-66  . . . 
A  chance  to  meet  people  with  similar  interests  ...  to  hear  outstand- 

ing speakers  ...  see  the  best  in  nature  photography  ,  .  .  learn  more about  the  world  of  nature  .  .  .  join  special  study  groups  .  .  .  enjoy 
weekend  outings,  near  and  far,  year-round  .  .  .  last  but  not  least, 
understand  the  need  for  the  conservation  of  our  natural  heritage 
and  play  your  port  in  ensuring  that  conservation  for  future  genera- tions.. 

Monthly  indoor  meetings  8.15  p.m.,  first  Monday  in  the  month 
ot  the  ROYAL  ONTARIO  MUSEUM  THEATRE,  October  to  May 
inclusive.  Visitors  very  welcome  .  .  .  come  early  and  meet  people. 
Find  out  more  about  the  club  at  the  meetings,  or  contact  the  Sec- 

retary, 49  Craighurst  Ave.,  Toronto  12,  481-0260  ...  or  Chair- 
man of  Membership  Committee,  481-2651  evenings. 

UNIVERSITY  HEAITH  SERVICE 

FREE  CHEST  X-RAYS 
Protect  Yourself  Protect  Other; 

STAFF  AND  STUDENT  VOLUNTEERS 
University  Staff  Members  ond  students  in  the  non-compulsory 
groups  are  invited  to  attend  the  Annual  Survey  being  held  in  the 
C.O.T.C.  Drill  Hall  rear  of  119  St.  George  Street  (east  side  just 
south  of  Bloor)  during  any  of  the  following  times: 
TUESDAY  OCTOBER  26th  —  between  9:00  a.m. 

ond  12:00  noon 
THURSDAY  OCTOBER  28th  —  between  9:00  a.m. 

ond  12:00  noon 

University  Health  Service 
ATTENTION 

ARTS  AND  SCIENCE  STUDENTS 
IN  THEIR  GRADUATING  YEAR 

Final  year  students  in  the  Faculty  of  Arts  &  Science  are  reminded 
that  they  are-  required  to  have  a  chest  x-ray.  They  are  urged  to 
ottend  the  Annual  Chest  X-ray  Survey  currently  being  held  ot  the 
C.O.T.C.  Drill  Hall  rear  of  119  St.  George  Street  (east  side  just 
south  of  Bloor)  at  any  of  the  following  times: 

Tuesday,  Oct.  26 — between  9:00  am.  and  12  noon 
Thursday,  Oct.  28 — between  9:00  ajn.  and  12  noon 

ROBINSON'S 
406  Yonge  Sr.  CLOTHES  SHOP  —  EM.  3-7865 
STUDENT  DISCOUNT  SALE 

BLAZERS  —  English  Blackburn  all-wool  OK 

Reg.  $35    At' SLACKS  —  All-wool  worsteds  f  9  OS 
Reg.  $17.95   I  4? 

SPORTS  JACKETS  —  English  tweeds  fl  A  95 
Reg.  $35    IV 

ALL-WEATHER  —  Scotch-Guard  treated  in,. 
Reg.  $24.95    I© 

ZIP-IN-LINED  —  All-weather  coats  4%mt 
Reg.  $35    A I 

SUITS  —  English  worsted  C  C  OO 
Reg.  $75   MADE  TO  MEASURE  SLAX  AO  9S 
Reg.  $24.95    IO 

TO  STUDENTS  WITH  ATL  CARD 
Come  in  and  register  for  1 0?5  Discount  Card 

U  of  T  CREST  AT  COST  PRICE 

U  of  T  CREST  Sewn  on  FREE  with  purchase  of  o  btacer 
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WESTERN  STILL  UNDEFEATED 

Queen's  overwhelm  Blues  31-0 
Tindall  makes  adjustments, 

* 

— photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Gael  s  Glen  Robinson  (73)  was  one  of  many  reasons  why  Gerry  Sternberg  (33)  found  the 
going  rough  all  afternoon.  Jim  McMahon  appears  about  to  clip  Robinson. 

SWEEP  DISTANCES 

Blues  retain  track  laurels 
By  RICH  PYNH 

V  of  T  distance  men  made 
the  difference  as  Varsity 
captured  their  fifth  succes- 

sive Tail  McKenzie  Trophy, 
emblematic  of  OQAA  track 
supremacy,  in  Waterloo  Sa- turday. 
Toronto's  margin  of  vic- tory was  14  points,  com- 

pared with  last  year's  22Va point  cushion. 
The  only  two  runners 

who  could  have  dinted  Var- 
sity's solid  sweep  of  the  880, mile  and  three  mile,  Water- 
loo's Bob  Finlay  and  Andy Boychuk,  withdrew  from 

the  meet. 
John  Loaring  ran  an  out- 

standing 880  yards  to  out- 
class 440  yard  winner  Cho- 

doriwsky  from  Windsor. 
In  the  mile,  veterans 

Dave  Bailey  and  Doug  Mc- 
Dougall  gave  Varsity  their 
only  one-two  placing  of  the meet. 
Freshman  Peter  Buniak 

led  home  all  competitors  in 
the  three  mile,  clipping  six 
seconds  off  last  year's  win- 

ning time.  Another  Varsity 
newcomer,  Brian  Richards, 
finished  third,  but  Peter 
Thompson  fell  off  badly from  his  recent  rorm. 

The  Blues'  one  mile  relay 
team  composed  of  Reg  Ead- 
ie  (also  a  close  second  in 
the  440  yard  hurdles),  John 
Huelher,  Dave  Bailey  and 
John  Loaring,  upset  a  strong Western  quartet. 
The  440  team  won  their 

heat  but  placed  second  be- 
hind McMaster.  Although 

no  records  were  broken,  the 
two  winning  relays  came closest. 
Had  Varsity  eclipsed  the 

mile  record  the  name  of 
John  Loaring  would  remain 
in  the  book  by  virtue  of  his 
father's  participation  on the  Western  team  of  1936. 

Varsity's  other  first  was 
recorded  by  hard-working 
high  jumper  Peter  Carmi- 
chael  who  edged  last  year's first  and  third  place  fin- ishers. 
The  Hec  Phillips  trophy, 

awarded  to  the  meet's  out- 
standing athlete,  was  a  toss- 

up  between  double  winners 
Frank  Barnes  (Mac)  and 
Jorma  Salmakivi  (Queen's). Baines,  who  took  both 
sprint  events,  also  anchor- 

ed McMasler's  winning  relay team  which  missed  the  re- 
cord by  .2  seconds.  Salma- 

kivi in  addition  to  his  two 
victories  in  the  long  jump 
and  the  triple  jump  placed 

fourth  in  the  high  jump. 
Salmakivi  was  awarded  the 
trophy  on  the  basis  that  his 
two  winning  performances 
were  the  best  of  his  life. 

OFF  TRACK:  Western 
picked  up  three  firsts  in 
field  events  and  captured 
both  hurdle  races  to  tie  Var- 

sity for  most  individual  hon- 
ors .  .  .  Last  year's  Hec Phillips  winner  was  also 

from  Queen's  —  Dave  Ellis winner  of  the  440  and  880 
yard  events  .  .  .  This  year 
there  were  three  one-two 
sweeps:  Toronto  (mile),  Mc- 

Master (220),  and  Western 
(120  hurdles).  There  were 
none  last  year. 

'Stangs  win  fourth  straight 
blank  McGill  Redmen  20-0 
Special  to  the  Varsity 
LONDON  —  University  of 

Western  Ontario  Mustangs 
registered  their  fourth  con- 

secutive victory  here  Satur- 
day afternoon  blanking  Mc- Gill Redmen  20-0. 

The  win  loft  Mustangs 
on  lop  of  the  Senior  Inter- 

collegiate football  league 
with  a  perfect  4-0  record 
and  guarantees  them  at 
least  a  tie  for  first  place. 

It  was  the  second  time 
this  year  that  Redmen  had been  shutout. 
The  game,  played  on  a 

muddy  field,  was  a  dull  af- 
fair which  saw  'Stangs  grind 

it  out  on  the  ground  most of  the  way. 
Art  Froese  was  again  the 

big  man  for  Western.  He 
was  the  game's  leading 
ground  gainer  with  94  yards 
in  17  carries.  His  five  points 

on  a  field  goal  and  two  con- 
verts give  him  41  points, 

tops  in  the  league. 
Mustangs  scored  on  the 

first  play  from  scrimmage 
when  halfback  Rob  Camp- 

bell burst  up  the  middle 
for  a  50-yard  touchdown 
run. 
Larry  Burridge  scored 'Stangs  other  td  from  the 

1-yard  line  and  punter  Ro- 
bin Wearing  booted  three 

singles  to  complete  their scoring. 

For  McGill,  Pete  Howlett 
was  the  leading  rusher  gain- 

ing 64  yards  in  17  carries. 
Regular  quarterback  Glen 
St.  John  watched  from  the 
bench  as  Rich  Ripslein  went 
all  the  way  at  the  quarter- back post. 

The  loss  was  Redmen's fourth  in  four  games  and 
officially  eliminates  from 
the  race  for  the  Yates  Cup. 

Gaels  show  superiority 

By  P.  J.  PAPE You  could  say  Varsity  Blues  lost  31-0  to  Queen's  Golden Gaels  at  Kingston,  Saturday  because  the  field  was  muddy 
and  slippery.  You  could  say  Varsity  was  not  up  for  the 
game.  You  could  say  that  they  beat  themselves  by  making 
so  many  errors. 
You  could  say  that,  but 

you  don't.  What  you  do  say 
is  that  Varsity  Blues  were 
annihilated  by  Queen's  Gol- den Gaels  because  they  were 
superior  in  all  categories. The  closest  Blues  were  to 
scoring  came  in  their  firsr 
series  of  plays.  They  mov- 

ed the  ball  to  .  the  Queen's 25-yard  line.  A  field  goal  was 
attempted,  but  it  was  well 
short.  From  that  point  on 
the  game  was  no  longer  a 
contest. 
Why,  were  Blues  bombed? 

When  Queen's  head  coach Frank  Tindall  was  asked 

this,  he  replied  "We  watch- ed the  films  of  last  Satur- 
day's game  and  on  the  basis of  what  we  saw,  we  made  a 

few  adjustments." Defensively,  they  adjust- 
ed thusly.  Gaels  rushed  four 

men  when  Blues  passed. 
Their  pass  defenders  went 
into  an  umbrella  formation. 
They  double-teamed  Gerry 
Sternberg  and  Mike  Eben, 
while  the  other  Varsity  re- ceivers were  covered  man 
to  man. 

Blues  completed  10  to  25 
passes  for  119  yards.  And 
only  one  of  these  receptions 
moved  the  ball  inside  the 
Queen's  40  yard  line. As  for  Blues  defence,  it 
was  a  sad,  sad  day.  The 
Toronto  line  played  the 
game  in  a  standing  position, 
and  you  just  don't  play defensive  line  standing  up. 
Queen's  blockers  wiped  them 
out  play  after  play. 
With  this  type  of  block- 

ing up  front,  Gaels'  half- backs had  quite  an  after- 
noon. 

Bayne  Norrie  carried  13 
times  for  117  yards,  includ- 

ing a  50  yard  touchdown 
run.  Doug  Cowan  ran  for 
scrimmage  16  times  for  104 
yards  and  a  ten-yard  touch- down run.  Jamie  Johnston 
gained  150  yards  in  19  tries 
and  didn't  score. 

Queen's  ran  up  408  yards 
on  the  ground,  while  Var- 

sity's total  yardage  was  76. 
Queen's  also  scored  when 

quarterback  Cal  Connor 
threw  a  51  yard  touchdown 
pass  to  end  Larry  Ferguson. 
Their  fourth  touchdown  ma- terialized when  guard  John 
Gordon  fell  on  a  fumbled 
punt  in  Toronto's  end  zone. Ferguson  kicked  two  sing- les and  Vic  Wozniuk  was 
rouged  for  two  more  points 
to  round  out  the  scoring. 
PIGSKIN  PICKINGS  — 

There  were  a  few  bright 
spots  Saturday.  Gerry  Stern- 

berg, Mike  Eben,  and  Bob 
Pampe  played  well  offensiv- ely.Ranny  Parker  and  Jim 
McMahon  (who  blocked  a 
field  goal  and  went  both 
ways)  were  defensive  stars. 
Blues'  Glen  Markle  waF  eject- 

ed from  the  game  for  un- sportsmanlike conduct  .  .  . 
Blues'  only  casualty  was 
Mike  Gray,  who  was  carried 
from  the  field  with  a  con- 

cussion .  .  .  Tackle  Jim  Kel- 
lam  set  out  the  game  with 
a  bruised  knee. 

First  Downs Yards  Rushing Yords  Passing 
Posses  attempted/ completed Intercepted  By 
Fumbles/Fumbles  lost Penoltics/Yards 

penalized Punts/Avoroge  Yards 

T Q 12 25 76 408 

119 

79 25/10 

9/5 1 0 3/2 3/0 

7/100 

5/55 
9/31.2 

7/42 

R|,1B.i    .     ,     ,  — pholo  by  JOHN  SHORE Blues  Andy  Szandtner  (34)  makes  a  futile  lunge  at  Larry 
r,(78  Jrf  QuLen'S-  Fer?USOn  is  on  way  ̂  •j^-yard  touchdown  after  receiving  a  pass  from  Col  Con- 
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universal  accessibility 

STUDENTS  MARCH  TO  QUEEN'S  PARK  TODAY By  ANDREW  S2ENDE 
i  At  1  p.m.  today  thousands 

of  students  from  the  Univer- 
sity of  Toronto,  York  Uni- 

versity and  Ryerson  Poly- technic Institute  are  to 
march  on  Queen's  Park. The  march  is  not  intend- 

ed to  be  a  protest.  The  mar- 
chers will  simply  express 

a  conviction  that  the  pri- 
vilege they  now  enjoy 

should  be  extended  to  oth- 
ers. 

They  intend  to  let  the  gov- 
ernment and  the  country 

know  they  believe  that  every, 
student  who  has  the  ability 
should  be  allowed  to  go  to 
an  institute  of  higher  learn- ing. 

They  are  not  going  to  de- mand that  tuition  fees  be 
abolished,  even  though 
many  of  them  believe  that 
such  action  would  be  a  good 
start  on  the  way  to  "uni- 

versal accessibility." In  order  to  have  a  united 
march,  to  include  represen- 

tatives from  all  Ontario  uni- 

versities, they  will  go  on  re- 
cord as  being  in  favour  of 

the  abolition  of  social  and 
economic  barriers  to  high- er education. 
The  march  on  Qeen's Park  will  coincide  with  si- 

milar demonstrations  in 
cities  from  Victoria,  B.C., 
to  St.  John's  Nfld.,  to  mark National  Students  Day. 

This  day  is  not  intended, 
as  the  final  solution  to  the 
problem  —  too  many  high 

school  students  who  have 
the  brains  never  make  it  to university. 

This  day  should  focus  at- tention on  the  problem  and 
mark  the  beginning  of  a 
concerted  campaign  by  the 
Canadian  Union  of  Students 
to  open  the  door  to  higher 
education  to  all  who  acade- 

mically qualify. 
At  the  Ontario  Legislatu- 

re, Tom  Forgrave,  president 
of    the    Ontario  Region  of 

CUS  will  present  a  brief  of 
principles  to  Premier  John 
Robarts  of  Ontario. 
It  is  expected  that  Mr. Robarts  will  then  reply  to 

the  students,  followed  by 
brief  statements  by  Liberal 
Candidate  Tim  Reid  and 
Ontario  NDP  leader  Donald 
MacDonald  . 
David  Archer,  president 

of  the  Ontario  Federation  of 
Labor  —  representing  half 
a  million  union  members  — 

SCHEDULE  OF  EVENTS 
MORNING;  Arrival  of  representatives  from  institutes  of  higher  learning  across  Canada 12:00  Meeting  of  Student  Marshalls  at  Hart  House 
12:30  Arrival  of  Students  of  York  and  Ryerson  at  U  of  T 
1:00  Students  from  Toronto  and  other  Ontario  Universities  and  representatives  from  interested  groups meet  at  the:  flagpole  in  front  of  Hart  House 
1:10  Instruction  for  March  will  be  given 

*1:15  MARCH  TO  PARLIAMENT  BUILDINGS 
1 :20  Pray-in  at  Wycliffe  College  Chapel 

*1:30  PRESENTATION  OF  BRIEF  by  Mr.  Tom  Forgrave,  President  of  the  Ontario  Region  of  the  Canadian Union  of  Students 
*1:40  REPLY  FOR  THE  GOVERNMENT  by  Mr.  Robarts,  Mr.  Reid,  and  Mr.  MacDonald 1:55  Return  to  campus 
2:00  ORGANIZATIONAL  MEETING  of  all  represented  universities,  community  organizations,  and  interest- ed students.  West  Hall,  U.C. 
8:00  RALLY  AT  Debates  Room,  Hart  House.  University  students,  high  school  students  and  general  public invited. 

and  U  of  T  History  Profes- sor Kenneth  McNaught  will 
be  among  the  marchers. 
"I  think  it's  a  very  im- 

portant issue  and  think  the 
students'  position  on  it  is 
perfectly  correct,"  he  told The  Varsity  last  night. 

Both  have  agreed  to  speak 
briefly  after  the  march. 
A  meeting  to  outline  the views  of  the  Canadian  Union 

of  Students  (CUS)  stand  on 
the  financing  of  university 
education  will  be  held  to- 

night at  8  p.m.  in  the  De- bates Room  of  Hart  House. 
The  speaker  will  be  Doug 
Ward,  CUS  president-elect. 
The  general  public  and 

high  school  students  have also  been  invited. 
A  rally  at  Convocation Hall  had  been  originally 

planned,  but  was  cancelled 
because  prominent  politici- ans from  the  Liberal  and 
Conservative  parties  could 
not  come  to  debate  with 
NDP  candidate  David  Lewis. 
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Early  blood  results  disappointing 
By  DOROTHY  YARMOUTH 

The  results  of  the  first 
two  days  of  the  campus 
Blood  Campaign  are  ex- 

tremely disappointing,  Ann 
James,  a  Red  Cross  official, 
told  The  Varsity  yesterday. 
The  blood  clinics  held 

Monday  and  Tuesday  at  Vic- 
toria College's  Margaret  Ad- dison Hall  yielded  only  356 

pints  of  blood.  About  450 
pints  were  expected. 
Students  who  have  not 

yet  donated  blood  will  have 
plenty  of  opportunity  to  do 
so  at  the  various  other  clin- 

ics around  campus  in  the 
next  one  and  a  half  weeks. 
Today  the  blood  clinic  is 

located  in  the  Junior  Com- 
mon  Room   of  University 

College.  The  clinic  will  op- 
erate continuously  from  9 

a.m.  to  4  p.m.,  the  first  con- 
tinuous clinic  in  the  history 

of  the  campus  campaign. 
Tomorrow's  clinic  will 

take  place  in  the  Loretto 
College  Lounge  of  St.  Mich- 

ael's College,  running  con- tinuously from  10  a.m  to 
5  p.m. 

"I  feel  certain  the  JCR 
clinic  will  have  a  good  turn- 

out," Miss  James  said,  "And 
St.  Mike's  always  does  a 
tremendous  job." Fran  Hayes,  chairman  of 
the  campus  blood  drive, 
pointed  out  that  blood  col- 

lected at  the  clinics  to-clay and  tomorrow  will  be  used 
immediately  for  heart  oper- 

ations at  the  Toronto  Gen- 

eral Hospital.  Each  open- 
heart  operation  requires  at 
least  25  pints  of  blood. 

Friday,  two  clinics  will run  simultaneously:  Trinity 
College  Buttery,  9-11  a.m. 
and  12:30-4:30  p.m.;  and  the 
Dentistry  Building,  10-2  and 3:30-4:30  p.m. 

The  objective  for  the  two 
week  blood  campaign  i; 
3,680  pints,  Miss  Hayes  said 
Two  trophies  will  be  given 

to  the  college  or  faculty 
with  the  greatest  contribu- 

tions, one  for  those  with 
quota  of  100  pints  or  less 
and  one  for  those  with 

quota  over  100. For  college  and  faculty 
quotas,  and  the  breakdown 
of  blood  donated  so  far, 
see  page  nine. 

Missing  prof's  boat  washed  ashore TOBERMORY,  Ont.— The 
boat  belonging  to  four  un- 

derwater photographers,  in- 
cluding a  University  of 

Toronto  professor,  was 
washed  ashore  at  Dead 
Man's  Point,  15  miles  south of  here  yesterday. 

A  search  plane  spotted  the 
craft  and  notified  police 
search  crews  on  the  ground. 
No  sign  of  the  missing  men 
was  reported. 

Police  said  there  is  little 

hope  the  men  who  were 
first  reported  missing  Satur- 

day night,  will  be  found alive. 
The  four  are:  Prof.  Eric 

Deane,  of  the  geology  de- 
partment, Thomas  C.  Nich- 

olson, a  draftsman,  Ario 
Gatti,  an  artist  and  Peter 
Macfarlane,  a  CFTO-TV  exe- cutive producer. 

The  men  were  scuba  div- 
ing in  an  underwater  valley 

near  this  Lake  Huron  com- 

munity, about  100  miles 
northwest  of  Toronto,  to 
substantiate  Prof.  Deane's theory  that  during  the  ice 
age  the  Great  Lakes  drained 
northward. 
A  five-gallon  gas  tank 

floated  ashore  near  the 
boat.  The  boat's  motor  was 
found  intact  with  the  key 
in  the  ignition. 

Police  were  to  continue 
their  search  today. 

LIBBY  JONES  bides  her  time  while  prices  rise  yesterday in  West  Hall. 

A  U  of  T  student  will  take 
a  stripper  whom  he  bought 
at  a  U  of  T  slave  auction 
out  on  the  town  and  after- 

wards help  her  dress  for 
her  act  in  her  dressing room. 

Keith  Large  (I  New)  will 
pick  up  Miss  Libby  Jones after  the  4:30  p.m.  show  at 
the  Victory  today,  take  her 
for  a  tour  of  the  campus, 
then  on  to  a  restaurant  for dinner. 
After  dinner  it's  back  to the  Victory  in  time  for  the 

7:30  p.m.  show  where  Mr. 
Large  will  help  Miss  Jones 
into  her  sequins  and  G- 

String. 

Libby  Jones,  the  only 
stripper  in  the  business  with a  BA  (U  of  Washington) 
was  auctioned  off  for  5107 —  $31  less  than  the  top  price 

paid  at  the  Engineers'  Share auction  Friday  —  at  a  so- 
called  teach-in  at  UC  yester- 

day. The  proceeds  went  to Share. 

The  110  New  College  stu- See  "Stripper",  page  6 



Whatever  "became  of: G.  Fawkes, Voted  the  student  likely  to  rise  highest  in 
his  class,  Guy  will  be  remembered  for  his 
major  thesis  "The  Raising  and  Lowering 
of  Buildings  by  a  Revolutionary  Method". Cognizance  was  taken  of  this  project  by 
Parliament.  Always  keenly  interested  in 
problems  of  rapid  movement  of  mass, 
Mr.  Fawkes  became  attached  to  an  early 
space  programme  which  failed  due  to non-ignition  of  the  propellant.  Results  of 
some  of  his  earlier  experimental  space 
work  are  clouded  due  to  excessive  blast- 

off. However— who  knows?— due  to  good 
old  Guy,  this  college  might  well  have 
been  the  first  to  put  a  man  on  the  moon. 
Conclusive  evidence  must  await  more 
sophisticated  lunar  exploration. 

Whether  you  are  aiming  for  the  moon 
or  some  less  ambitious  objective,  your 
chances  of  success  wiU  be  enhanced  by 

a  Savings  Account  at  "MY  BANK". 

Bank  of  Montreal 

THE  BANK  THAT  VALUES  STUDENTS'  ACCOUNTS 

PROFESSION - 

EARNINGS- 
OPPORTUNITIES 

mining  engineer 

among  the  nation's  top  4% unlimited 

Once  he  had  chosen  mining  as  a  career, 
doors  were  opened  to  him.  Between  Uni- 

versity sessions  jobs  were  found  for  him 
In  various  fields  of  mining.  He  learned 
while  he  earned. 
When  he  graduated,  a  choice  of  chal- 

lenging positions  was  waiting  for  him. 
There  were  34  graduates  in  Canada  that 
year.  The  industry  needed  200. 

Since  then  he  has  never  looked  back. 
He  has  tried  the  adventure  of  exploration 
in  Canada's  mineral  frontiers.  He  has 
travelled  and  lived  on  four  continents, 

and  now  that  the  company  has  anchored 
him  in  head  office,  his  horizons  have 
become  even  broader. 

His  wife  gives  him  a  little  trouble  some- 
times . . .  she  remembers  the  wonderful 

year  they  had  in  Buenos  Aires. 
Find  out  more  about  a  career  in  Mining 

Engineering,  Geology,  Metallurgy,  or 
Mineral  Research.  Your  opportunities  are 
as  great  as  Canada's  untapped  mineral resources. 

Direct  your  enquiries  to : 

PLACER  DEVELOPMENT,  LIMITED 
Burrard  Building,  Vancouver,  B.C. 
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SAC  STRIKES  AGAIN 
The  following  item  is  reprinted  in.  its  entirety  from  the  SAC handbill  on  Universal  Accessibility.  ^    .  .  ̂  

"However,  sociologists  ore  quick  to  pornt  out  that  the  problem 
is  not  merely  o  financial  one.  The  fact  that  o  child  from  a  family 
with  on  income  of  under  $4000  hos  holf  the  chance  of  reaching 
university  as  the  child  whose  fat  father  earns ($7000  can  also  be explained  by  sociol  and  environmental  barriers  .  „ 

Surely  the  handbill  should  hove  read  "fat  capitalist  father 

—  ed. 

Today.  9  a.m.  —  4  p.m. 
Blood  donor  clinic.  University  College  JCR. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
New  Democrats  executive  meeting,  Sidney  Smith  2115 
Service  supporting  universal  accessibility  before  National  5tudent Day  March.  Wycliffe  College  Chapel. 
Sen    David  Croll  (Lib),  Hort  House  Theatre. 
Students'  Anthroposophic  Forum:   Evolution  of  the  individuality, Lash-Miller  Building,  123. 
Yavneh  general  meeting,  Sidney  Smith,  bJ.1. 
Flagpole  meeting  for  National  Student  Day  marchers,  flagpole, SAC  building. 

Today.  2:30  —  4,  7  —  9  p.m. 
Reception  for  oil  Vic  college  parents,  Wymilwood. 

Today.  4:30  p.m. 
Weekly  tea,  Graduate  Students  Union,  16  Bancroft  St. 

Today,  5  p.m. Lit  Council  Meeting,  UC  JCR.  .  ^  u 

World  University  Service  general  committee  meeting,  Mart  Mouse Debotes  Room. 
Today,  6  p.m. 

Radio  committee  meeting,  south  sitting  room,  Hart  House. 
Bible  study  group.   Supper  ond   study  seminar  on   revelation  of St.  John  the  Divine,  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. 

Today,  7:15  p.m. 
Political  economy  club  banquet,  Great  Hall,  Hart  House. 

Today,  7.30  p.m. 
German  Club,  general  meeting,  Trinity  Buttery. 

Today,  8  p.m. 
National  Student  Doy  rally:  debate  on  universal  accessibility. 

Douglas  Ward,  national  presiaent-elect,  CUS.  Hart  House  Debates  Room. 
CUSO  meeting:  The  role  of  the  volenteer.  Film:  You  don't  back down,  Hort  House  Music  Room. 

Today,  8.30  p.m. 
Italian  Club  film,  "Roma  Citta  Aperta"  with  English  sub-titles, Carr  Hall,  50  St.  Joseph  St. 

Thursday,  10  a.m.  —  5  p.m. 
Blood  Donor  Clinic  Loretto  College  Lounge. 

Thursday,  1  p.m. 
SCM  seminar,  Trinity  Academic  Building,  210.  - 

Thursday,  1  p.m. 
Lecture:  The  Holachic  question  of  life  after  death,  Rabbi  W. 

Wurt2berger,  Sidney  Smith,  622. 
PC  meeting:  Quebec  votes  ond  Public  Affairs  Forum  election 

campaign  plans,  UC  209. 
Canterbury  noon-hour  lunch  series:  "Don't  teach  unless  .  .  ."  Can- terbury House,  373  Huron. Thursday,  4  p.m. 
The  legitimate  theatre,  panel:  Frances  Hyland,  Heath  Lamberts, 

Ken  James.  Victoria  Alumni  Hall. 
Thursday,  5.15  p.m. 

VCF  dinner,  UC  refectory,  before  going  to  6  p.m.  lecture:  A 
contemporary  approach  to  scripture.  Sheraton  Hall,  Wycliffe  College. 
Thursday,  7  p.m. 

CUS  committee  meeting,  south  sitting  room.  Hart  House. 
Writers'  group  —  oil  welcome.  English  House,  St  Michael's  College, 

Thursday,  7.30  p.m. 
Ukrainian  Students'  Club  open  meeting,  topic:  cultural  exchonges with  the  Ukraine,  Hort  House,  eost  common  room. International  Forum  meeting.  All  welcome.  Topic:  International 

aspects  of  the  Canadian  general  election.  International  Student  Centre, 45  Willcocks  St. 
Thursday,  8  p.m. 

Slavic  Circle  meeting.  Singing,  Dancing  ond  Refreshments.  St. 
Hilda's  College,  Cartwright  Hall. 

Hillel  Seminar;  Housing  problems  in  Metro,  Alderman  June  Marks. Hillel  House,  186  St.  George  St. 
Friday.  1  p.m. 

Nominations  close  for  elective  positions  in  Yavneh.  Sidney  Smith, 622. 
Political  Forum:  Dalton  Camp  (PC),  David  Lewis  (NDP),  Tim  Reid (Lib).  Moot  Court  room.  Low  school. 
Camera  Club,  annual  color  show.  Members  must  submit  slides  to 

the  Holl  Porter  before  Fridoy.  Judging  Friday  at  i  p.m.  Camera  club rooms,  Hart  House. 
Weekend,  Saturday  &  Sunday. 

Hallowe'en  special  for  the  Outing  Club.  Non-members  welcome. Coll  Trevor  Vining,  266-1416  today.  Hart  House  Farm. 



UBC  to  march  anyway 
By 

JACQUES  de  MONT1GNY 
The  students  of  the  Uni- 

versity of  British  Columbia 
will  override  the  decision  of 
their  student  council  and 
march  today,  National  Stu- 

dent Day. 
Since  the  formation  of 

the  Education  Action  Pro- 
gram last  month,  UBC 

campus  has  been  preparing 
a  wide-ranging  program  for 
National  Student  Day  when 
students  across  the  country 
will  demonstrate  their  sup- 

port for  universal  accessi- 

bility to  higher  education 
and  in  particular  for  free tuition. 

Plans  originally  called  for 
a  mass  march  to  the  Van- 

couver court  house  and  the 
Bayshore  Inn  where  univer- 

sity administrators  are 
meeting  in  their  annual 
convention. 
But  last  week  the  Stu- 

dents' Council  at  UBC  voted 
against  a  mass  march. 
Without  students  union 

support  the  EAP  committee 
was  left  high  and  dry  and 
the  projected  march  seem- ed doomed. 

But  students  across  cam- 
pus have  resented  the  stu- 

dent council's  apparent  at- tempt to  prevent  them  from 
expressing  their  support  for 
what  is  considered  by  many 
as  the  most  pressing  prob- 

lem facing  students  today. 
An  ad  hoc  committee  to 

organize  the  march  has 
sprung  up  and  members have  so  far  financed  costs 
out  of  their  own  pockets. 
In  a  double  editorial 

dated  Oct.  25  the  Ubyssey 
presented  a  bitter  satire  of 
their  student  council  lost  in 
he  sound  of  their  "deep  and 
heavy  breathing,"  and  de- clared full  support  for  tfye 
revived  march  and  the  ad 
hoc  committee. 

0£  Forum  moves  to  abolish  fees 
By  TONY  BOND 

The  U  of  T  Public  Affairs 
Forum  passed  a  Conserva- 

tive Club  motion  Monday  to 
abolish  university  fees  with- 

in five  years  and  provide 
free  tuition  for  married  and 
graduate  students. 

The  New  Democrats'  mot- 
ion to  provide  free  tuition 

was  defeated.  The  NDP  re- 
presentatives said  it  was  ri- diculous that  the  second 

wealthiest  country  in  the 
world  couldn't  afford  to  pay 

for  free  tuition. 
The  Bladen  Report  has  al- 

ready recommended  an  im- 
mediate federal  government 

increase  of  $250,000,000  for 
university  aid  and  free  tuit- 

ion would  only  add  another 
$65,000,000,  the  NDP  Club  ar- 

gued. The  Communist  Club  pro- 
posed free  tuition,  and  in 

addition  $1,000  a  year  to  be 
paid  to  university  students 
for  their  role  as  "intellectual 

workers." 

The  federal  government 
could  pay  for  this  by  intro- 

ducing a  capital  gains  tax,  a 
corporation  tax,  increasing 
income  tax  and  reducing  de- 

fence spending,  the  Club  re- presentatives said. 
The  Liberal  Club  policy 

on  fees  included  proposals 
to  scrap  the  Canada  Student 
Loan  Plan,  the  introduction 
of  blank-cheque  scholar- 

ships, and  bursaries  award- 
ed to  the  needy,  not  the bright. 

American  investment  OK,  says  prof 

American  investments  in 
Canada  have  not  harmed 
our  autonomy,  Prof.  W.  T, 
Easterbrook,  Chairman  of 
the  Department  of  Political 
Economy,  said  at  the  Gra- 

duate Students  Union  Tues- day. 
The  "sore  spots"  created by  U.S.  investment,  such  as 

the  refusal  of  American  af- 
filiated companies  to  trade 

with  Communist  China, 
have  been  overemphasized, 
he  said. 
Prof  Easterbrook  contend- ed that  U.S.  investments 

have  stepped  up  the  Cana- 
dian economy  and  helped  it 

to  develop. 
U.S.-owned  industries  are 

the  only  ones  in  Canada 
aggressively  seeking  an  ex- 

port trade,  he  said.  They 
now  contribute  about  one 

half  of  all  such  trade. 
American  investments  also 

do  not  represent  a  signifi- 
cant drain  of  Canadian  mo- 
ney, he  said.  Although  26 

per  cent  of  Canadian  in- dustry has  U.S.  money  in  it, 
less  than  2  per  cent  of  Ca- 

nada's Gross  National  Pro- 
duct leaves  the  country. 

Prof.  Easterbrook  said 
more  than  half  the  large 
U.S.  -  affiliated  companies 
have  Canadian  presidents 
and  about  60  per  cent  of 
their  executives  are  Canadi- 
ans. The  threat  to  Canadian 
autonomy  is  slight,  he  said. 
"There  is  no  indication  that 
they  (U.S.  companies)  act 
as  agents  of  a  foreign  po- 

wer," 

He  said  a  simple  take-over of  a  Canadian  company  by 

a  foreign  interest  does  re- 
present a  problem  because 

it  drains  off  Canadian  mo- 
ney without  corresponding 

development  of  Canadian  in- dustry. 

But  such  take-overs  have 
decreased  in  number,  he 
said,  as  the  Canadian  eco- 

nomy "has  developed  and 
gained  a  momentum  of  its 

own." 

Prof.  Easterbrook  said 
this  is  especially  true  as  se- 

parate parts  of  Canada 
start  a  program  of  active 
regional  promotion  and  de- 
velopment. 
But  he  said  a  provincial 

bank,  such  as  the  one  Bri- 
tish Columbia  has  propos- 

ed, is  not  a  good  idea,  be- cause fiscal  and  monetary 
policies  should  be  national 
in  scope. 

Radio  committee  strikes  again 

By  DEANNA  KAMIEL 
The  U  of  T  radio  com- 

mittee strikes  again. 
Yesterday  radio  members 

struck  $2,000  off  their  capi- 
tal budget  for  purchasing 

equipment. 
Two  weeks  ago  they  told 

the  SAC  finance  commission 
they  needed  $8,000  worth,  of 
equipment  or  could  not 
continue  broadcasting. 
Last  week  they  struck 

$4,000  from  the  budget,  say- 
ing they  could  manage  pain- 

fully with  $3-4,000. 
Last  night  they  announced 

$2,246   would  do   the  job. 

The  finance  commission, 
happy  to  finally  settle  the 
issue,  granted  them  the 
money. 
Why  the  cut? 
Ryerson's  radio  station, CJRT,  on  which  U  of  T  has 

its  free  daily  half-hour  time 
slot,  said  they  would  lead 
the  radio  committee  almost 
all  the  equipment  needed 
to  set  up  their  own  record- 

ing studio  on  campus. 
CJRT  assistant  general 

manager  Ron  McKee  told 
radio  and  Finance  Commis- 

sion members  at  a  Monday 
meeting,  "We  will  set  up 

our  own  studio  here  (on 
campus)  which  you  can 

use." 

Ryerson,  which  needs  a U  of  T  studio,  will  supply 
most  of  the  equipment.  U  of 
T  radio  will  have  a  tele- 

phone hook-up  with  CJRT's transmitter  and  will  no 
longer  have  to  trek  down 
to  Ryerson  to  prepare  pro- 

grams. 
The  radio  committee  now 

has  to  purchase  only  $2,246 
of  equipment,  including  two 
tape  recorders,  micro- 

phones, and  chicken  wire 
(See  "Radio''  page  8) 

HART  HOUSE  €L TODAY  y 
"POLITICAL  FORUM" 

presented  by  the  Debates  Committee In  Hart  House  Theatre 
1-10  p.m.  Wednesday,  October  27th 

Guest  Speaker:  DAVID  CROLL 
The  Speaker  will  give  a  short  address  and  then  participate in  o  question  and  answer  period. Ladies  Welcome 

THURSDAY 
12.30  p.m.    Hart  House  Chapel  —  Holy  Communion  —  open  to all  members  of  the  University. 
1.15  p.m.     POETRY  READING  —  CD.C.  Priestley  reading  his own  poetry.  R.  M.  Ogilvie  reading  Auguston  Lyric Poetry.  In  the  Art  Gallery.  Ladies  Welcome NOON  HOUR  PROGRAMME 

presented  by  the  House  Committee Thursday,  October  28th  1.10  p.m. 
In  Hart  House  Theatre Robert  Gill,  Director  of  Hart  House  Theatre,  will  discuss  the 

forthcoming  theatre  production  "HEARTBREAK  HOUSE"  by George  Bernard  Shaw.  Ladies  Welcome HART  HOUSE  DEBATE 
Thursday,  October  28th  8  p.m. 

In  the  Debates  Room 
"THIS  HOUSE  WOULD  WELCOME  THE  RETURN  OF 
A  LIBERAL  GOVERNMENT  ON  NOVEMBER  8th" Honorary  Visitors: 

Tim  Reid  Don  Stevenson 
Liberal  (Danforth  NDP  (York-Humber) 

ASSOCIATION  INTERNATIONALE 

DES  ETUDIANTS  EN  SCIENCES 

ECONOMIES  ET  COMMERCIALS 

—  Students  in  commerce,  economics,  business  or  with 
an  economics  background,  work  a  summer  abroad  in 
Europe,  Africa  or  South  America. 

—  a  chance  to  learn,  earn  and  travel  in  the  same summer. 
—  Come  to  a  General  Information  Meeting  on 

THURSDAY,  OCTOBER  28 

MUSIC  ROOM  —  HART  HOUSE  7:30  p.m. 

VCF  LECTURE  SERIES 

(1)  CONTEMPORARY  APPROACH  TO  SCRIPTURE 

Dr.  R.K.  HARRISON,  WYCLIFFE  COLLEGE 

Port  1.  Thursday  Oct.  28  at  6:00  p.m. 
Part  2.  Thursday  Nov.  4  at  6:00  p.m. 

SHERATON  HALL 

WYCLIFFE  COLLEGE 
Meet  at  5:15  p.m. 

in  UC  Refectory  for  supper  together 

1966  ARTS  GRADUATES 

MALE  AND  FEMALE 
(Any  Field) 

If  you  like  research  and  hove  the  ability  to  think  for  yourself, If  you  hove  on  enquiring  mind,  a  disciplined  curiosity. 
If  you  hove  on  optitude  for  critical  investigation  and  evaluotion. 
If  you  can  penetrate  deep  into  a  problem  ond  still  maintain  o breadth  of  vision, 

If  you  hove  enthusiasm  ond  drive  ond  can  "stick  with  it". If  your  academic  standings  ore  reolly  good. 
If  you  are  o  Canodion  citizen  and  a  coreer  in  Ottawa  is  for  you 

—  then, 

Contact  the  Placement  Office  now  for  on  application  form  and 
Arrange  for  an  interview  with  o  representative  of  the 

COMMUNICATIONS  BRANCH 
NATIONAL  RESEARCH  COUNCIL Ottawa 
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march,  march,  march 

Today  university  students  across  Canada  will  march 
in  support  of  the  principle  of  universal  accessibility  -—  the 
right  of  all  those  with  the  necessary  academic  qualifica- 

tions to  receive  higher  education,  regardless  of  their  fin- ancial or  social  backgrounds. 

This  principle  is  an  indisputable  one,  unless  we  admit 
that  equality  of  opportunity  does  not  have  a  place  in  our society. 

The  march  which  supports  this  principle  is  not  a 
protest,  but  an  expression  of  student  concern  for  future 
accessibility  to  higher  education.  The  marchers  will  be 
met  by  Premier  Robarts,  ond  by  representatives  of  the 
Liberal  and  New  Democratic  Parties.  These  people  re- 

cognize the  serious  attitude  with  which  this  march  is  being 
planned. 

The  march  is  not  a  march  for  free  tuition,  but  a 
march  in  support  of  an  idea.  There  seems  no  reason  why 
this  campus,  apathetic  ond  conservative  as  it  is,  should 
not  support  this  project  by  taking  part  in  it. 

More  important  still,  by  taking  part  in  this  march students  will  be  demonstrating  their  willingness  to  consider 
the  future  of  other  students.  They  will  reject  the  selfish 
attitude,  too  prevalent  among  university  graduates,  that 
because  they  have  succeeded  in  obtaining  on  education 
they  need  not  worry  about  the  availability  of  education for  those  who  will  follow  them. 

If  the  march  today  is  a  success,  if  Toronto  and  other 
campuses  demonstrate  the  concern  of  students  for  their 
university  environment,  it  will  be  a  first  step  toward  in- 

creased student  responsibility  for  the  control  of  this  en- 
vironment. 

This  march  will  not  be  the  final  answer  to  student 
problems.  It  will  not  be  the  final  answer  to  the  problem 
of  universal  accessibility.  But,  if  it  is  a  success,  it  will  at 
least  be  a  beginning, 

The  reaction  of  Toronto  students  to  this  march  will 
determine  in  large  measure  the  future  impact  which 
students  will  have  on  university  affairs. 

If  students  march  today  they  will  demonstrate  their 
willingness  to  become  involved  in  the  future  of  the  univer- 

sity. If  they  do  not  march  they  will  have  lost  their  future 
right  to  criticize. 

bleed,  bleed,  bleed 

After  your  blood  pressure  has  been  raised  by  march- 
ing, you  might  drop  in  to  one  of  the  many  clinics  around 

the  campus  which  the  blood  drive  is  operating  this  year, 
Reports  are  that  the  doughnuts  are  very  good  this 

year, 
And  so  are  the  nurses. 
So  bleed,  already. 
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By  TONY  BOND 
The  author  of  this  article 

is  a  second-year  student  at 
University  College,  and  is  al- so the  assistant  city  editor 
of  The  Varsity. 

comment 

I  trust  the  campus  poli- 
tical clubs  don't  for  one moment  believe  anyone  took 

Monday  night's  Public  Af- fairs Forum  seriously. 
Because  if  they  did,  heav- 
en help  the  future  of  Cana- dian politics. 

Federal  politics  are  right 
now  the  subject  of  public 
ridicule,  as  no  one  will  deny. 

But  that  is  no  reason  for 
university  students  to  ape 
(ape's  the  word)  the  antics 
and  utterances  of  Ottawa's most  notable  figures  of  fun. 
Compared  with,  what 

went  on  at  Monday  night's 
political  forum,  the  much- criticized  U  of  T  Model 
Parliament  positively  crack- led with  maturity  and  good debate. 

Students  Administrate 
founded 18 and  Is  published 

i  Council,  Communi 
ty  of  the  University  of  Toroi 

Varsity  Is  o  member  of  the  Conodian  University  Press  and a  speciol  member  of  La  Presse  Etudiantc  Notionale 
Opinions  expressed  in  this  newspaper  arc  the  respons- 

ibility of  the  editor,  and  are  not  necessarily  those  of  the 
students'  council  or  administration  of  the  uni 
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Heaven  help  our  politicians 
The  standard  of  the 

speeches — if  some  could  be 
credited  as  such — was  atro- cious and  an  insult  to  the 
good  name  of  the  Hart House  Debates  Room. 
Much  of  what  passed  for 

debate  could  be  compared 
to  a  bunch  of  sniggering  lit- 

tle boys  squirting  verbal 
water  pistols  at  each  other. 
An  Engineer  would  have found  it  too  childish. 

Club  members  —  and  I 
point  the  principal  finger  of 
blame  at  Liberal  Club  pre- sident Hersh  Ezrin  (II  UC) 
—  bickered  throughout  the 
three-hour  session  over  tri- 

vial points  of  parliamentary 
procedure,  heckled  badly, 
and  carried  on  loud  conver- 

sations among  themselves. 
"Patronizing"  is  too  mild 

a  word  to  describe  Conser- 
vative and  Liberal  speakers' attitude  to  Communist  Club 

members  who,  with  the 
NDP,  were  the  only  well- 
behaved  group  at  the  forum. 
Maybe  what  was  lacking 

was  an  audience  to  ensure 
that  the  University  of  Tor- 

onto's political  representa- 

tives behaved  themselves. 
A  lot  of  people  will  say 

that  Monday's  forum  was 
just  what  everyone  feared would  happen. 

"It  was  only  a  game",  or 
"They  don't  have  any  re- 

sponsibility", or  "What  they do  say  will  have  no  bearing on  what  will  eventually 

come  to  pass",  or  "They 
play  at  politics  in  Ottawa, so  what  are  you  complain- 

ing about?" 

The  question  is:  is  a  bad 
political  forum  preferable 
to  no  political  forum? 

comment 

The  sad  fact  is  that  even 
in  the  middle  of  a  federal 
election  campaign  hardly 
anyone  gives  a  damn  about 

politics. 
Certainly  people  with  any 

kind  of  talent  and  ability 
don't.  The  result  is  that 
politics  is  left  in  the  hands 
of  the  petty  and  mediocre, 
as  Monday's  proceedings 
only  too  clearly  show. 

letters  to  the  editor 

crusade  against  Ibj? 
Sir: 

I  see  no  good  in  war.  But  I  found  the 
recent  demonstration  against  the  war  in  Viet 
Nam 'rather  disturbing.  In  a  series  of  often 
redundant  speeches,  the  spokesmen  of  the 
gathering  declared  their  peace  with  North Viet  Nam  and  with  the  National  Liberation 
Front;  they  simultaneously  declared  a  sort 
of  Holy  War  against  Lyndon  Johnson  and 
the  whole  government  of  the  United  States 
and  South  Viet  Nam. 

I  doubt  that  war  will  settle  anything. 
Bullets  constitute  a  final  solution  to  the 
problem  of  communication:  they  eliminate 
disagreement,  and  along  with  it  any  possi- 

bility of  reconciliation.  But  the  war  of  words 
is  nearly  as  destructive:  in  the  current  con- 

flict, the  words  "Communist,"  "Beatnik," 
colonial,"  and  Hitler-type  war"  are  suffi- cient to  cancel  further  discussion.  (Most 
debaters  recognize  the  technical  fact  that 

people  on  both  sides  are  being  killed.) 
I  am  opposed  to  the  disastrous  war which  we  (the  United  States  and  her  allies) 

are  waging  in  Asia;  I  am  equally  opposed 
to  an  equally  disastrous  war  which  seems  to 
be  brewing  in  our  own  cities  and  universi- ties. The  radical  groups  for  and  against  the 
war  are  becoming  more  and  more  extreme 
in  their  opposition. 

There  are  two  distinct  sets  of  "facts" on  the  war,  accompanied  by  two  opposing 
lists  of  taunts  and  accusations.  On  the  anti- 

war side  at  least,  the  prevalence  of  a  nega- 
tive, extremist,  anti-American  attitude  has caused  many  moderates  to  turn  away  from 

the  various  peace  and  freedom  movements. 
Our  community  faces  a  crisis.  The  acti- vists on  both  sides  must  learn  to  be  more 

constructive,  more  tolerant,  and  less  belli- 
gerent; it  is  to  be  hoped  that  the  more  mode- rate elements  will  consent  to  discuss  the 

problems  at  hand. Derek  Day  (IV  New) 

kid  games  in  dreamland Sir: 

It's  damn  well  about  time  that  a  large 
faction  of  U  of  T  came  out  of  their  airy- 
fairy  dreamland  of  kiddie  parades  and  ideal- 

istic sign-waving  and  accepted  their  respon- 
sibility as  citizens  of  this  country. 

I've  been  reading  about  the  Protest March  for  Free  Fees  and  the  Protest  March 
to  End  the  War  in  Vict  Nam  and  The  Protest 
March  for  this  and  for  that  'till  now  I'm thinking  about  investing  my  student  loan  in 
a  shoe  and  sandal  company.  The  protesters 
are  only  wasting  their  time  and  antagonizing 
the  public  with  their  infantile  games. 

If  these  people  must  march,  if  they  sim- 
ply cannot  sit  down  and  study,  why  the  hell 

don't  they  canvass  for  the  Heart  Fund  or the  Cancer  Society?  They  could  be  sure  that 
they  would  be  helping  to  prevent  the  "need- 

less deaths"  of  "innocent  people"  far  more effectively. 

Maybe  I'm  just  an  engineer,  and  as  these 
beatniks  claim,  "politically  naive,"  but  I think  that  when  engineering  students  refuse 
to  participate  in  nonsensical  activities  like 
the  protest  marches  and  instead  put  their 
efforts  into  giving  more  blood  than  anyone, 
else  on  campus,  or  donating  more  to  the 
Share  campaign  than  everyone  else,  then 
we're  doing  our  duty  to  our  country  and  our 
part  to  benefit  mankind  to  a  far  better  deg- 

ree than  the  malcontented  marchers. 
J.  M.  Kerr  (IV  APSC)  President,  Graduating 

Class  of  6T6,   Engineering  Society 

student  execs,  at  fault 
Sir: 

In  The  Varsity  (Wed.  Oct.  13)  there  ap- 
peared a  short  paragraph  stating  that  the 

executive  of  the  Innis  College  Student  socie- 
ty approved  "with  little  debate"  universal accessibility.  Those  three  significant  words 

reveal  a  fault  of  which,  I  think,  many  stu- 
dent executives  are  guilty. 

The  duty  of  student  executive  bodies  is 
to  concern  themselves  with  the  vital  issues 
before  the  student  today.  They  should  direct 
themselves  to,  among  others,  such  signifi- 

cant matters  as  universal  accessibility  and 
the  role  which  the  student  should  play  in 

university  government  and  administration. 
Sadly,  many  student  councils  are  doing  lit- tle more  than  playing  house  .... 

When  I  discovered  that  The  Varsity  re- 
port was  accurate,  I  have  to  admit  I  was  dis- 

gusted. How  could  a  student  executive, 
which  claims  to  represent  400  students  from 
most  of  the  faculties  on  campus,  make  a 
decision  on  universal  accessibility  after  a 
discussion  which,  it  turns  out,  lasted  10 minutes? 

The  answer  is  simple  and  highly  perti- 
nent. Most  of  the  students  on  the  ICCS  Exe- 

cutive have  since  admitted  they  knew  noth- 
ing about  the  Bladen  Report  nor  indeed 

knew  what  they  were  voting  for. 
Bill  Barclay  (I  Innis) 



Everybody's  apathetic Students  on  campus  ore  just  as  apathetic  about  the Nov  8  election  as  the  rest  of  Canada  is,  according  to  the presidents  of  the  U  of  T  political  clubs. 
"I  think  everybody's  apathetic  and  I  think  the  stu- 

l6"  m  a™'n*at  group,"  Tom  Good,  (IV  Vic)  president  of the  U  of  T  New  Democrats,  told  The  Varsity  yesterday. 
He  suggested  that  the  party  leaders  hove  been  unable to  define  the  important  issues  during  this  campaign.  He soid  the  leaders  have  been  wasting  too  much  time  discus- sing scandals. 
Robert  Radford  (I  Low)  president  of  the  Progressive Conservative  Club,  agreed  that  there  has  not  been  much interest  shown  yet  by  students. 
But  he  added  that  interest  seems  to  be  increasing  os the  leaders  talk  less  of  scandals  and  more  of  "real  policies especially  education  policies." 
"I  think  there  will  be  a  strong  reaction  to  Pearson's scholarship  plans  when  they  come  up  again,"  he  said. 
Hershell  Ezrin  {II  UC)  president  of  the  Liberal  Club, said  there  is  a  great  deal  of  interest  in  the  election  among political-club  members. 
But,  he  said,  the  interest  does  not  seem  to  have stretched  to  other  students. 

"If  they  showed  as  much  zeal  and  enthusiasm  as  they show  for  other  causes  it  would  be  better,  I  think,  for  Can- 
ada. Unfortunately,  many  people  on  campus  just  don't 

care,  period." 

Now,  here  we  have  two  likely  looking  students  of  this 
university.  Are  they  interested  in  the  election?  Do  scandal 
allegations,  medicare,  U.S.  ownership  of  Canadian  in- 

dustries, wheat  sales  to  China,  education  policies  or  even 
the  government's  policies  toward  the  sale  of  water  to  the United  States  seem  to  be  occupying  their  minds  when 
caught  in  this  candid  shot  by  our  concerned  but  sneaky 
photographer  Joe  Weinstock? 

Mr.  Ezrin  added  that  only  specific  issues,  such  as 
university  financing  or  the  right  to  vote,  can  excite  the 
students  politically. 

Mr.  Good  said  not  even  the  right  to  vote  issue  has 
aroused  students.  "I  think  the  interest  is  more  in  the leadership  of  CUS  (Canadian  Union  of  Students)  than 
anywhere  else." 

All  three  report  little  response  to  their  "ride  to  the 
ridings"  service,  in  which  the  three  clubs  are  working together  to  notify  interested  students  of  persons  driving  to 
their  home  ridings  and  willing  to  take  passengers. 

Both  Mr.  Good  and  Mr.  Radford  mentioned  that  the 
lack  of  political  articles  submitted  to  The  Varsity  so  far 
this  year  also  shows  a  lack  of  interest. 

The  club  members,  though,  are  actively  working  in 
the  election.  Mr.  Radford  reported  the  PC  club  has  enough 
students  to  work  in  five  ridings.  Most  of  them  are  working in  Eglinton,  he  said. 

Mr.  Ezrin  and  Mr.  Good  also  said  their  members  seem 
to  be  busy  working  during  the  campaign.  Mr.  Good  said 
there  are  quite  a  few  university  students  who  are  not  club 
members  working  to  get  their  candidates  elected. 

But  even  if  a  few  hundred  people  work  actively,  on 
a  campus  with  16,000  students,  "that's  pretty  poor,"  Mr. Ezrin  said. 

"Many  people  are  just  alienated  from  the  political system,"  Mr.  Good  commented.  "They  think  they've  got 
no  power." 

Ellis  says 

Make  abortions  available 
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By  TONY  BOND 
Abortion  should  be  available  to  any  wo- 

man who  wants  one.  Dr.  Albert  Ellis,  an 
authority  on  sex,  said  in  an  interview. 

"Any  truly  civilized  country  should  al- low anyone  to  get  an  abortion  for  any 
reason,"  he  said. 

Dr.  Ellis,  who  delivered  a  lecture  in  To- 
ronto Sunday  on  "The  Intelligent  Person's 

Guide  to  Mate  Hunting,"  condemned  North 
American  marriages  and  divorce  laws.  "The 
present  system  is  very  idiotic,"  he  said. Marriage  should  be  made  more  difficult 
and  divorce  freer,  instead  of  the  other  way around,  he  said. 

Asked  why  he  believed  in  pre-marital  in- 
tercourse. Dr.  Ellis  replied:  "No  good reasons  have  been  given  for  not  having  it." There  have  been  a  lot  of  silly  reasons, 

such  as  religion,  he  said.  Pre-marital  inter- 
course is  desirable  if  we  don't  want  to  be- come homosexual,  and  it  is  ridiculous  to  ex- 

pect people  who  never  marry  or  who  marry late  to  be  abstinent,  Dr.  Ellis  said. 
SEX  AN  ADVENTURE 

"Sex  relations  are  a  normal  part  of learning,  an  adventure,  of  finding  out  about 

oneself." 
Pre-marital  sex  is  a  form  of  risk-taking. 

"In  my  opinion  you  are  never  mentally- healthy  if  you  don't  take  a  risk." We  must  educate  our  children  about  sex 
because  "adolescents  are  going  to  have  sex whether  we  like  it  or  not." 

He  said  sex  education  should  start  at 
age  six.  The  pleasures  as  well  as  the  dangers should  be  taught. 

There  are  more  confirmed  homosexuals 
than  ever  today  —  because  "in  our  silly  so- ciety it's  easier  for  a  male  to  find  a  homo- sexual partner  than  a  heterosexual  one." 

..FEWER  ACTIVE  LESBIANS 
But  there  are  "fewer  by  far  active  lesb- 

ians" than  homosexuals  because  on  the 
whole  women  don't  possess  a  man's  "im- 

perious sex  drive."  The  average  woman  can live  without  sex  or  masturbating,  and  when 

she  does  have  sex  she  doesn't  need  it  as regularly,  Dr.  Ellis  said. Many  lesbians  are  prostitutes  because 
they're  indifferent  to  men,  "but  the  most successful  prostitutes  really  like  men,"  he said. 

Dr.  Ellis  defined  immorality  as  needless- 
ly harming  another.  Examples  of  sexual  im- morality are  rape  and  intercourse  under false  pretences,  he  said. 
WOMEN  PREFER  CHARACTER 

The  best  way  for  a  man  to  attract  an 
intelligent  woman  is  by  being  himself  and 
"not  giving  a  god  damn  what  others  think 

of  him." 

A  woman  doesn't  go  for  looks  and  sexi- ness as  much  strength  of  character.  She 
prefers  a  man  who  thinks  for  himself  and 
who  doesn't  cowtow  to  higher  authorities. 

"To  the  average  weak  male  —  the  ninny 
who  is  rampant  —  what  he  looks  for  in  a 
woman  is  someone  feminine,  gracious,  ac- 

cepting, approving,  showing  him  she's  on his  side,  never  criticizing  the  poor  boy." 
But  to  attract  an  above-average,  intelli- 

gent, mature  male  she  must  be  a  person  in 
her  own  right,  with  unconventional  views, 
sexual  freedom  and  with  "a  vital,  absorbing 
interest  in  her  own  life." DON'T  TEEL  YOUR  SPOUSE 

If  you  are  unfaithful  in  marriage  you should  not  tell  your  partner.  Dr.  Ellis  said. 
By  selfishly  clearing  vour  own  conscience 
you  cause  the  other  untold  hurt.  "It's  a  rare 
person  that  can  take  it,"  he  said. 

The  worst  aspect  of  infidelity  is  that  it 
breaks  the  marriage  trust,  he  said. The  wife  who  resents  having  to  support 
her  student  husband  is  immature,  Dr.  Ellis 
said.  It  is  important  that  a  man  be  headed 
towards  a  career  when  he  gets  married. 

As  a  marriage  counsellor  Dr.  Ellis  finds 
that  a  woman  complains  that  her  husband 
is  unkind,  neglects  her,  is  a  boor,  impolite 
and  only  interested  in  her  sexually. 

The  husband  will  complain  his  wife  is 
inconsiderate,  a  nag,  too  demanding  and  not 
interested  in  sex. 

CHEERLEADING  IS  FUN!  Or  something.  Don't  you  wish  you  were friend  of  a  cheerleader.  Or  a  .Varsity  photographer.  Or  Dr.  Albert 
by  opportunistic  JOHN  SHORE 
a  cheerleader.  Or  the 

Ellis,  maybe.' 



THE 

PAPERBACK 

k  BOOKSHOP^ 

COLES 

SHAR  PRODUCTIONS 

presents 
Joe  &  Eddie 

CRESCENDO 
RECORDING  ARTISTS 

IN  CONCERT 
Friday,  October  29,  1965 

MASSEY  HALL 
Tickets    $4.00,    $3.25,    $2.50  — ovoiloblo  ot 

Massey  noli 

TRAVEL 
TRANSLATIONS 
NOTARY  PUBLIC 

contact 

TRADE  WINDS 
TRAVEL 

187  College  Street 
Toronto  2B. 

Telephone  924-1431 
opposite the  WALLBERG  BUILDING 

GIGANTIC  PEP  RALLY DRILL  HALL 
8:30  P.M.  FRI.  OCT.  29 

with  Animal  Band 
See  Western  Player  burned  in  effigy 

SEE  VARSITY  CHEERLEADERS 

DRILL  HALL  A  GO  GO 

Featuring  SHADES  OF  BLUE 
Immediately  after  Football  Game 

Admission  50c 

GO 
GREAT  HALL  A  GO 

BLUE  &  WHITE  presents 

HART  HOUSE  FOOTBALL  DANCE 

Featuring  ANIMAL  BAND 
8:30  p.m.  —  SATURDAY  OCT.  30 

Admission  $2.50 
Tickets  on  Sale  at  SAC  Office 

Don't  wait  for  the  breaks 

Go  after  them  —  That's  how  success  begins! 

At  Hawker  Siddeley  Canada  Ltd.,  success  begins  with  a  5  year 
training  program  of  challenging  work  assignments  designed  to 
develop  specialist  and  management  skills.  Your  success  may  well 
begin  in  an  interview  with  the  representative  of  this  all  Canadian 
company  employing  over  20,000  people. 

Challenging  positions  are  available  in  their  steel,  steel  fabrication, 
gas  turbine  ond  transportation  industries  as  well  as  in  their  engineer- 

ing laboratories.  These  positions  are  open  to  graduates  and  post- 
graduates in  all  branches  of  ENGINEERING,  BUSINESS,  HONOUR 

MATHEMATICS,  and  PHYSICS.  How  obout  you? 

When  you  join  Hawker  Siddeley  Canada  Ltd.  you  will  start  on  a 
satisfying  and  rewarding  career.  It  could  take  you,  if  you  wish,  to 
locations  in  Halifax,  Montreal,  Toronto,  Vancouver  and  other  urban 
centres  across  Canada.  You  can  be  sure  the  opportunities  will  be there  for  the  taking. 

On  November  1  &  2  the  Company  representative  will  be  on  campus. 
Ask  your  Student  Placement  Director  to  arrange  an  interview  for 
you. 

Hawker  Siddeley  Canada  ltd. 
7  King  Street  Fast,  Toronto 

This  is  a  picture  of  U  of  T  bleeders.  They  are  eating  free 
(FREE)  doughnuts  and  drinking  free  coffee  because  they 
gave  blood.  They  also  get  cut  little  red  and  white  bottles 
to  wear.  Don't  you  wish  YOU  were  a  bleeder? 

Birney  reads  Birney 
By  JANIS  RAPOPORT 
Earle  Birney  gave  his  first 

official  lecture  Thursday  as 
writer  in  residence  of  Scar- borough College. 

Dr.  Birney,  who  was  pro- 
fessor of  creative  writing  at 

the  University  of  British  Co- 
lumbia   until    his  Scarbo- 

lections  from  his  latest 
book,  Near  False  Creek 
Mouth,  the  material  of 
which  he  gathered  while  on 
a  Canada  Council  Grant  in 
Latin  America  and  the  West Indies  a  few  years  ago. 
The  Mammoth  Corridors, 

one    of    the  unpublished 

EARLE  BIRNEY 

rough  appointment,  read 
from  his  works,  both  pub- 

lished and  unpublished.  Dr. 
Birney  has  published  six 
books  of  poetry  and  two  no vels. 
Dr.  Birney  began  with  a 

poem  he  wrote  about  York- ville  —  in  1940.  In  his  intro- duction he  described  the 
area  at  that  time  as  "an 
Anglo-Saxon  slum."  The poem,  a  satire,  is  written  in 
Anglo-Saxon  metre  and abounds  in  alliterations  and kennings. 

Dr.  Birney  also  read  se- 

poems,  was  commissioned for  a  recent  Commonwealth 
Arts  Festival  in  London. 

Dr.  Birney's  second  lec- ture will  be  Nov.  Sth.  At 
that  time  the  topic  will  be 
Writers  and  Universities  — 
Friends  or  Enemies? 

PRAY-IN  AT  WYCUFFE 
A  service  in  Wycliffe  Col- 

lege chapel  will  be  held  at 
1  p.m,  today.  It  is  to  support National  Student  Day  and 
will  end  just  before  the  SAC 
flagpole  meeting. 

Stripper  (continued) 
dents  who  pooled  resources at  the  UC  flesh  market  held 
a  draw  to  decide  on  the date. 
New  College  Dean  of  Stu- dents D.  D.  Stager  brought 

his  wife  of  three  weeks  to 
draw  the  name  of  the  lucky 
escort. 

She  dipped  in  her  hand— and  pulled  out  the  name  of 
Dean  Stager.  New  students 
had  prepared  a  basket  con- 

taining 110  identical  slips 
with  Dean  Stager's  name  on 
them. After  the  10:30  p.m.  show 

Miss  Jones,  her  date  and  the 
110  New  College  students 
repair  to  the  Bohemian Embassy. 

Miss  Jones  urged  the  co- 
eds in  her  audience  of  500 

at  yesterday's  "teach-in"  to 
interpret  their  future  BA's as  "bare  anatomy"  as  she 
had  done,  to  take  to  the 
boards  and  make  up  to  $250 
a  week. But  she  advised  potential 
strippers  to  "do  it  now  while men  and  materials  are  avail- 

able", because  with,  stan- dards of  morality  slipping 
so  rapidly,  men  will  be  able 
"to  get  all  this  at  home." 
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sacred  «£  sexular       with  Jim  gentley 

Violence  pup  plans  demonstration 
Members  of  the  SUVA,  the 

Student  Union  for  Violent 
Action,  will  hold  their  first 
demonstration  at  the  Em- 

bassy today.  The  aim  of  the 
organization,  stated  chair- 

man Mario  Marcowitz  (Mas- 
sey  College)  in  an  exclusive 
interview  with  this  reporter, 
is  to  organize  local  violence 

on  and  off  campus  to  allow 
students  more  obvious  and 
manifest  outlets  of  their  re- 

pressed aggressions  and  fru- 
strations previously  expres- 

sed in  such  sublimated  and 
sissy  activities  as  marching 
on  Queen's  Park  and  clip- 

ping Richard  Needham  co- lumns. 

SHARE  hits  $11,000 

By  DIANE  HAYNES 
Contributions  to  the  Share 

campaign  so  far  total  $11,- 037.86.  This  is  $1,000  less 
than  last  year's  total  and 
$4,000  short  of  this  year's $15,000  goal. 

Share  organizers  are  still 
confident  they  can  reach 
this  goal  since  all  contribu- 

tions will  not  be  complete 
until  sometime  in  Novem- 
ber. 

According  to  last  year's figures  $10,437.92  was  col- 
lected at  the  end  of  Octo- 

ber. Another  $2,000  was 
collected  by  mid-November, 
bringing     the    total  to 

$12,000. 
The  campaign  provided 

many  faculties  and  colleges 
with  the  opportunity  of 
finding  enjoyable  ways  of 
getting  money  from  stu- dents. 
The  engineers'  slave  auc- tion collected  over  $1,000. 
Both  the  audience  and  the 

entertainers  at  the  UC  Play- 
ers Guild's,  Wit  and  Science 

and  the  UC  Hootenanny 
found  that  working  for 
SHARE  could  be  fun. 

The  men's  fraternities  fin- 
ished off  the  campaign 

Monday  with  a  "Mile  of 
Dimes"  campaign  which  col- lected $1,000. 

—photo  by  KIRK  MocGREGOR 
A  U  of  T  student  contributes  another  dime  to  the  trots' 
mile  of  sticky  tope,  for  Shore.  The  campaign  has  not  yet 
reached  its  objective,  but  donations  are  still  expected  from 
the  faculty. 

Unhappy  workers  work  better 

By  SYLVIA  JURMAL1ETIS 
An  unhappy  worker  is  a 

better  worker,  a  University 
of  London  psychology  pro- 

fessor said  Friday  night. 
But  someone  who  doesn't work  at  all  can  develop 

major  psychological  prob- lems, Dr.  Marie  Jahoda  told 
a  Nurses'  Alumni  Associa- 

tion meeting  in  Cody  Hall. 
"Work,"  she  explained, 

quoting  Freud,  "is  man's 
strongest  tie  to  reality." 
Although  some  dissatisfac- tion with  a  job  can  mean 

better  performance,  it  won't if  a  worker  doesn't  like other  employees. 
"It  must  be  horrid  to  live 

a  life  where  you  feel  that 
every  man  around  you  is 
your  enemy,"  Dr.  Jahoda said. 

Before  deciding  on  a  car- 
eer a  person  should  find 

out  if  it's  the  one  for  his 
personality,  she  said.  "Di- rectional guidance  to  learn 
whether  the,  realities  of  the 
career  are  pleasant  or  un- 

pleasant is  important,"  Dr. Jahoda  said. 

Mr.  Marcowitz  insisted 
that  current  student  protest 
movements  have  failed  to 
show  sufficient  irresponsi- 

bility, .  lawlessness,  and 
meaninglessness  in  their  ac- 

tivities. As  a  first  step  in 
remedying  this  situation,  he 
said,  SUVA  will  recommend 
as  a  permanent  feature  of 
the  school  year  an  annual 
riot.  As  part  of  this  activi- 

ty, students  will  be  permit- ted to  demonstrate,  scrawl 
dirty  words  and  throw  beer 
bottles  in  the  name  of  the 
cause  of  their  choice. 

In  addition,  a  fund-rais- 
ing drive  could  be  held  to 

send  students  to  Jakarta  and 
Berkeley  to  learn  the  latest 
streetfighting  techniques. 

A  second  step,  Mr.  Marco- 
witz continued,  would  be 

the  propagation  of  the  orga- 
nization's theme,  "Let's  put 

the  Violence  Back  Into  Pro- 
test." In  this  direction,  the 

organization  is  planning  the 

sale  of  "Violent"  Valentine's 
Day  Cards.  These  cards  will 
feature  colorful  scenes  de- 

picting last  week's  demoli- tion of  the  goal  posts  in  Var- 
sity Stadium. 

Another  aim  of  the  move- 
ment, he  added,  is  to  extent 

ihe  sphere  of  student  vio- lence byond  the  American 
Embassy.  As  a  result,  the 
committee  intends  to  extend 
support  to  all  phases  of  pro- test. For  example,  plans  are 
under  way  for  a  torchlight 
parade  down  University 
Avenue  in  support  of  better 
housing  facilities  for  Austra- 

lian Aborigines.  Members 
will  also  be  sent  to  aid  the 
Wheeling  West  Virgina  Wo- 

men's League's  fight  for 
more  comprehensive  milk 
delivery.  And  a  delegation 
will  be  sent  to  the  Domini- 

can Republic  to  participate 
in  any  possible  stone  throw- ing or  shooting. 
However,  SUVA  believes 

that  opportunities  in  Greece 
have  been  grossly  exaggerat- 

ed and  hence  no  representa- tives will  be  sent  there  at 
this  time. 

To  popularize  the  move- ment at  home,  the  commit- 
tee intends  in  the  near  fut- 
ure to  hold  a  Youth  Semi- 

nar   on    Violence    at  rush 

hour  in  the  Eglington  sub- 
way station.  And  for  elemen- 
tary and  secondary  school- 

ers, an  essay  contest  on  the 
subject,  "What  The  Black 
Muslims  Mean  To  Me." First  prize  will  be  movies  of 
members  of  the  Berkeley 
Free  Speech  Movement  be- 

ing removed  from  the  hood 
of  the  university  president's new  Buick.  Soundtrack  will 
be  included  for  secondary 
school  winners  only. 

Finally,  to  dramatize  their 
campaign,  members  intend 
to  burn  their  ATL  and  libra- 

ry identification  cards.  In 
addition,  the  entire  contents 
of  a  $1.50  take-out  order  of 
fried  rice  will  be  razed  in 
protest  against  the  policies of  Communist  China  in  Viet 
Nam. 

Murray  Soupcoff 
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THE  VILLAGE 

REVUE with 
•  DON  CULLEN 

AND 
•  BARRIE  BALDARO 

-  Colonnade  Theatre  - 
Tickets  at  S.A.C.  Office 
—  Student  Prices  — 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 

Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 
922-7624 

MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

NEW 

THE  PENGUIN 

ENGLISH 
DICTIONARY 

EDITED 
G.  N.  GARMONSWAY 

Available  at  your 
bookstores  now 

Special  for  students Clip  this  od  and  take  it  to 
THE  MEDICAL  ARTS 

BARBER  SHOP 
170  ST.  GEORGE  ST. 

BASEMENT For  discount  card  giving  you 

35c  OFF REGULAR  PRICE 
FOR  THE  WHOLE  YEAR 
Get  cards  until  Nov.  30 

923-0116 

HART  HOUSE  NOON  HOUR  PROGRAMME 

presented  by  the  House  Committee 

MR.  ROBERT  GILL,  Director  of  Hart  House  Theatre 
will  discuss 

HEARTBREAK  HOUSE 

by  George  Bernard  Shaw 

Theatre  Production  Opening  October  29th 

THURSDAY,  OCTOBER  28th     1 :10  p.m.      HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 
LADIES  WELCOME 

YOU'D  LOOK  STUPID  IN  MINK 
AT  A  CONCERT  BY  THE 

HART  HOUSE  ORCHESTRA 

You  wouldn't  look  so  hot  in  jeans  either.  This  is  primarily  a  student  series, 

and  for  $1.00  per  concert  who  has  the  right  to  show  off?  So  don't  arrive in  a  Limousine.  A  Volkswagen  would  be  better,  or  even  a  Honda!  And  by 
the  way,  the  music  should  be  pretty  good. 

FOUR  CONCERTS  STUDENTS  $4.00  OTHERS  $9.00 

Tickets  on  sale  in  MacMillan  Theatre,  box  office,  Edward  Johnson  Building, 
or  in  Main  Foyer  of  Hart  House  between  1:00  p.m.  and  2:00  p.m.  any  day this  week. 

Concert  Dates:  Nov.  21,  Dec.  12,  Jon.  23,  Feb.  20 



LIBRARY  IDENTIFICATION  CARDS 
The  deadline  for  Libioiy  Cord  photograph*  and  up-doting  of  lost  ycon cards  U: 

FRIDAY,  OCTOBER  29th All  students  must  hove  hod  their  photogroph  taken  or  their  old  Library Cord  up-doled  by  the  above  date.  Beginning  Monday,  November  1st, 
A.T.L.  cards  will  not  be  accepted  unless  accompanied  by  a  photographer's 0Ce'Pt'  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  LIBRARY 

A,  G.  DONN,  tutor  of  finite  differ- ences, life  contingindes  and  account- ing. RU.  3-2257  evenings. 
CUSO  VOLUNTEERS  NEEDED.  Graduat- ing students  interested  in  spending  two 
years  serving  and  leoming  in  an  over- seas country,  contact  CUSO  Office,  47 Willcocks  St.  (923-2544)  evenings. 
61  VOLKSWAGEN  CUSTOM,  radio  and 
seot  belts.  One  owner.  Excellent  con- dition. WA.  1-0241  evenings. 

SHARE  fails  objective 

These  are  the  final 
results  of  the  Share 
campaign: 

THE  BUSINESS  END  OF 

THE  TELEPHONE  BUSINESS 

NEEDS  MANAGERS 

GRADUATES  IN:  HONOURS  ARTS  &  SCIENCE,  GENERAL  ARTS  &  SCIENCE, 

COMMERCE  &  FINANCE,  BUSINESS  ADMINISTRATION 

Bell's  telecommunications  services  are  be- coming ever  more  varied  and  advanced.  It 
follows,  we  continually  need  keen,  capable 
people  who  can  develop  into  the  intelligent 
managers  of  all  our  business  functions. 

TALK  TO  THE  BELL'S EMPLOYMENT  REPS 
WHEN  THEY  VISIT 
YOUR  CAMPUS  ON 

NOVEMBER  9,  10,  11 

They'll  be  back  again  at  a  later  date  to interview  engineers. 
Meanwhile,  you  can  obtain  informative 
Career  Booklets  from  your  Placement  Office. Get  one  soon. 

^^^^^^ 
Bell  Canada 

Architecture  ....  $100.31 
Dents    136.00 
Emmanuel   91.78 
Engineering  ....  1,000.04 Extension  221.38 
Faculty   1,958.81 
Food  Sciences  ....  108.49 
Forestry  50.00 Fraternities  ....  1,513.43 
Grad  School  of 
Business    53.00 
Innis   243.59 
Knox   56.95 
Low   165.13 
Library  school  32.35 
Meds  88.78 
Miscellaneous  90.58 
Music  85.98 
New  College  193.59 
Nursing    288.79 OCE  153.36 
Pharmacy  271.22 
Phys.  Ed  125.96 
P  &  OT   204.28 
St.  Mike's   645.82 
Scarborough  157.05 
Social  work    83.25 
Sororities   366.72 
Trinity   606.48 
UC    922.38 
Vic    958.91 
Wycliffe    63.08 
TOTAL  $11,037.86 

Radio  strikes  (cont.) 

and  egg  cartons  ( for  pro- 
per acoustics).  Negotiations for  a  room  for  a  studio 

have  not  yet  been  settled. 
Finance  members  were 

mildly  shocked  when  they 
discovered  the  committee's capital  budget  would  be 
substantially  lower  than  the 
$2,5004,000  allotment  grant- 

ed by  SAC  at  last  week's 
meeting. 

George  Flak  (III  Vic) 
communications  commis. 
sioner  and  acting  radio 
director,  said  he  had  asked 
for  the  higher  sum  because 
he  did  not  know  then  how 
much  equipment  CJRT  was willing  to  loan. 

After  the  last  meeting  he 

said  he  was  "extremely" satisfied. 
"This  way  will  enable  the 

raido  committee  to  work 
with  a  satisfactory  amount 
of  equipment,"  he  said, "and  realize  its  potential 
without  involving  the  SAC 
in  a  large  capital  expense." 
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NATIONAL  STUDENT  DAY 
SUPPORT  THE  ABOLITION  OF  SOCIAL 

AND  FINANCIAL  BARRIERS  TO  HIGHER  EDUCATION 
PROGRAM:      12  NOON  Marshalls  meet  in  Hart  House 

1  P.M.  Students  from  Toronto  and  other  Ontario  Universities  meet  ot  the  flagpole  in  front  of  Hort  House 1:10  Purpose  of  the  march  given  ond  march  to  the  Parliament  Buildings 
'  20  Pray-In  at  Wycliffe  College 
30  Presentation  of  Brief  by  Mr.  Tom  Forgrove,  President  of  the  Ontario  Region      the  Canadian  Union  of  Students 40  Reply  for  the  Government  by  Mr.  Robarts,  Mr.  Reid  and  Mr.  MacDonald 

2:00  ̂ ^T^'Zlc"  ,rePrT,ed  UniVeui,ieS         in,ereS,6d  S,Uden,S'  ̂   °f  0C,ivities  from  —  Ontario, uiscuss.on  —  West  Hall.  Greetings  from  sympathetic  organizations,  churches  unions  etc 8  P.M.  Rally  CANCELLED. 

YOUR  PARTICIPATION  INDICATES  YOUR  CONCERN. 
MARCH  ON  NATION  A I  STUDENT  DAY 



Camp  says  BNA  Act  no  obstacle 

The  federal  government 
is  not  hampered  by  the 
British  North  America  Act 
in  dealing  with  higher  edu- 

cation, Dalton  Camp,  Pro- 
gressive Conservative  candi- 

date in  Eglinton  riding,  told 
an  audience  of  about  30  stu- 

dents in  Hart  House  Thea- 
tre Monday. 

His  appearance  was  spon- 
sored by  the  Hart  House 

Debates  Committee.  Liberal 
Senator  David  Croll  will 
speak  today  and  David  Lew- 

is will  speak  for  the  NDP 
next  Tuesday. 
The  federal  government 

has  powers  over  education 
"by  precedent  and  in  fact," 
Mr.  Camp  said.  "Don't  ac- 

cept the  reason  that  the  go- 
vernment is  paralyzed  in 

the  most  urgent  crisis  of  our 
time." Mr.  Camp  was  referring 
to  Finance  Minister  Walter 
Gordon's  statements  at  the time  of  the  introduction  of 
the  student  loan  plan.  Mr. 
Gordon  said  the  BNA  act 
prevents  the  government 
from  giving  direct  student 
scholarships  and  forced  him 
to  put  the  loan  plan  under 
the  Banking  Act. 
The  Bladen  Commission 

Report  said  the  number  of 
university  teachers  must  be 

increased  to  32,000  during 
the  next  10  years  from  the 
present  14,000.  "How  are  we to  achieve  this  if  we  leave 
the  provinces  up  to  their 
own  resources?" The  precedents  for  feder- 

al aid  to  education  exist, 
Mr.  Camp  said.  "Regardless of  the  Constitution,  every 
province  in  Canada  is  bene- 

fitting today  from  federal 

aid." 

When  increased  per  capi- 
to  grants  and  grants  for  con- 

struction programs  are  of- 
fered, "no  province  will 

turn  them  down,"  he  said. 
"Even  Quebec." 

Mr.  Camp  cited  the  ex- 
ample of  the  technical  and 

vocational  training  program 
started  by  the  Progressive 
Conservatives  in  1961.  Que- 

bec participated  and  con- tinued to  do  so  even  after 
the  province  started  opting 
out  of  other  federal  schemes, 
he  said. 
"The  national  need  is 

there,"  he  said,  "and  the  na- 
tional need  can  be  met." 

Mr.  Camp  explained  that 
education  is  one  of  the  top 
issues  in  this  election  be- 

cause only  with  a  large  in- 
crease in  educational  facili- 

ties can  the  government  cre- 
ate "a  unique  and  special 

society"  that  is  independ- ent of  the  United  States. 
"We  feel  that  we're  pretty 

well  off  in  Canada,"  he  said. 
"But  our  per  capita  income 
is  so  low  that  only  five  U.S. 
states  are  lower.  That's  for Ontario;  if  we  consider  all 
of  Canada,  only  Mississippi 

is  lower." 
"The  problem  is  the  go- vernment has  not  admitted 

the  importance  of  educaion," Mr.  Camp  contended. 
He  said  his  suggested  po- 

licy "recognizes  the  need  for more  funds  for  education 
and  doesn't  at  all  violate 
the  constitution." 

BLOOD  RESULTS 

POLITICAL  ECONOMY  CLUB  TO  EAT 
The  first  meeting  of  the 

U  of  T  Political  Economy 
Club  —  a  banquet  —  is  to be  held  at  the  Hart  House 
Great  Hall  tonight. 

Professor  W.  Hodgetts  of 
the  Department  of  Political 
Economy  will  speak  on  "Ro- 

yal Commissions  and  their 
impact  on  the  Social  Scien- 

ces." 

The  club  was  founded  by 
fourth  year  Political  Science 
and  Economics  students  and 
aims  to  provide  speakers, 
forums  and  discussions. 

College  or  Foe ulry  Quota To  Dote APSC 450 

3 Meds 
300 2 SMC 400 

3 
UC 

500 1 Vic 500 
298 Trin 250 

0 Dents 200 
1 New 

150 2 Arch 
40 0 Emm 
30 6 

Fd  Sc 50 6 
For 

50 0 SGS 
100 2 Inn 
75 

0 Knox 
20 

1 Law 
50 

1 Mus 
50 

26 

Nur 
100 

1 Pharm 100 
0 

P&HE 75 0 
P&OT 

100 
0 Wye 

20 0 
Scar 50 0 
Soc  Wk 

20 

0 
Stoff 

3 
TOTAL: 3.680  382 

— pholo  by  KIRK  MacGREGOR 
"...  and  when  you  finish  bleeding  we  will  FEED  you."  A  Red  Cross  assistant  wotches 
oyer  o  U  of  T  coed  who  is  resting  from  a  hard  day  on  campus.  They  gire  you  food 
and  a  nice  worm  cot  to  lie  on  for  only  one  P'nr  of  blood. 

NEW  COLLEGE  presents 

SUCKS  AND  SWEATER  DANCE 
With  THE  COUNTS 

FRIDAY,  OCTOBER  29  9-12  p.M 
NEW  COLLEGE  DINING  HALL 

GIRLS  FREE 
Residents  50c  College  Members  75c  Others  $1.00 

I  KHAM.VX    STUDENTS  CLUB 
OPEN  MEETING 

THURSDAY  OCT.  28  7:30  P.M. 
HART  HOUSE  EAST  COMMON  ROOM 

Speaker:  PROF.  G.  LUCKY  J DEPT.  OF  SLAVIC  STUDIES  U.  OF  T. 
TOPIC:  Cultural  Exchange  with  Ukraine 

ALL  WELCOME  REFRESHMENTS 

U.of  T.  LIBERAL  CLUB 

presents 
The  Hon.  WALTER  GORDON 

MINISTER  OF  FINANCE 

FRIDAY,  OCT.  29 

1  —2 ROOM  21 17 
SIDNEY  SMITH  HALL 

PUBLIC  AFFAIRS  FORUM 
Any  political  club  on  the  UofT  campus  which  has 
a  comprehensive  and  responsible  political  plat- 

form and  is  willing  to  participate  in  the  election 
and  the  sessions  ot  the  P.A.F.  is  asked  to  apply 
for  an  application  form  at  the  S.A.C.  office. 
TOPICS  OF  SESSIONS: 

1)  Financing   of  Higher  Education 
2)  Canadian  Foreign  Policy 
3)  Co-operative  Federalism 
4)  Birth  Control,  Divorce  &  Abortion 

All  applications  are  to  be  returned  to  the  S.A.C. 
office  by  Wed.  Oct.  27.  An  interview  will  be  arrang- ed for  each  group  which  applies  for  participation. 

sponsored  by  the  S.A.C.  -  U.T.D.TJ. 

UNIVERSITY  HEALTH  SERVICE 

HEALTH  EXAMINATIONS 
THE  FOLLOWING  STUDENTS  ARE  REQUIRED  TO  HAVE  A 
MEDICAL  EXAMINATION  AT  THE  HEALTH  SERVICE: 

1.  ALL  UNDERGRADUATE  STUDENTS  IN  THEIR  FIRST  YEAR  OF 
ATTENDANCE  AT  THIS  UNIVERSITY. 

2.  ALL  STUDENTS  GRADUATE  OR  UNDERGRADUATE  WHOSE 
DOMICILE  IS  NOT  IN  CANADA 

3.  ALL  STUDENTS  PARTICIPATING  IN  UNIVERSITY  ATHLETICS 
DURING  THE  1965-66  ACADEMIC  YEAR. 

PLEASE  ARRANGE  FOR  AN  APPOINTMENT  IMMEDIATELY  BY 
COMING  IN  TO  THE  HEALTH  SERVICE.  256  HURON  STREET 
(Corner  of  Russell)  OR  BY  TELEPHONING: 

MEN:  928-2459  —  WOMEN:  928-2456 
(First-year  women  must  moke  their  appointments  in  person  at  the 

Women's  Health  Service  Office) 

U.  C.  PLAYERS  GUILD 
Presents 

THE  MAN  OF  DESTINY 

By  G.  B.  SHAW 
OCT.  27,  28,  29 

PLACE:  WOMEN'S  UNION  THEATRE 
79  ST.  GEORGE  ST. 
TIME:  1:05  P.M. 

FREE  —  BRING  YOUR  LUNCH 
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PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. 

Toronto  3,  Ont. 
EM.  6-2025 

open  daily,  Incl.  Sot.  from  8-6. 
University  Blozers  and  Trousers 
made  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coats,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION FENCING 
Beginner's  Fencing  Club  Wednesdays  at  5  p.m. Advanced  Fencing  Club  Thursdays  at  S  p.m. 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 
30c  A  GAME 
16  NEW  TABLES 

Toronto's  Most 
Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
(just  West  of  Spodino) 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE'S  SEVENTY-FIFTH 

ALL-UNIVERSITY  PROUUCTION 

GEORGE  BERNARD  SHAW'S 

HEARTBREAK 

HOUSE 

directed  by  ROBERT  GILL 

Fri.  Oct.  29th  to  Sat.  Nov.  6th  at  8:30 

Box  Office  now  open  10:00  a.m.  to  6:00  p.m.  -  WA.  3-5244 

South  African  condemns 

for  "interference" 
By  JULIE  BROWN 

"It  is  we.  South  Africa,  who  are  going  to  be  in  the  lab when  it  blows  up,  and  not  the  unknowing  outsiders  who  say 
South  Africa  must  integrate,"  said  L.  E.  S.  de  Villiers,  in- formation officer  of  the  South  African  Embassy  in  Ottawa. 

Mr.  de  Villiers,  speaking  at  a  U  of  T  United  Nations 
Club  meeting  recently,  defended  the  South  African  policy 
of  apartheid  and  condemned  the  UN  and  the  African  states 
for  "their  interference  in  South  African  domestic  affairs." 

Mr.  de  Villiers  said  the  UN  charter  has  no  authority 
to  interfere  in  a  nation's  domestic  affairs,  and  that  the  "so- 
called  South  African  racial  problem"  is  definitely  beyond  the 
scope  of  the  world  body.  However,  he  said  there  have  been 
regular  discussions  of  South  African  domestic  affairs  in  the 
UN  and  charges  made  against  them.  He  said  the  charges 
range  from  the  "subhuman  conditions  of  the  South  African 
Negro"  to  South  Africa's  posing  a  threat  to  world  peace. 
This  charge,  by  the  African  states,  led  to  an  arms  embargo 
against  South  Africa,  he  said. 

"In  South  Africa,"  he  said,  "several  black  nations  are 
progressing  towards  independence  in  their  own  rightful  ter- 

ritories. The  ultimate  aim  of  apartheid  or  separate  develop- 
ment being  to  ensure  the  peaceful  co-existence  of  diverse 

black  nations  and  a  white  nation  in  the  present  day  South 

Africa". 
He  said  that  the  South  African  Negro  has  a  much  high- 

er standard  of  living  than  the  Negroes  of  the  neighbouring 
African  states.  However  the  UN  refused  to  accept  reports 
proving  this,  he  said,  and  disproving  charges  that  South 
Africa  was  exterminating  Negroes  in  Southwest  Africa. 

During  the  question  period  which  followed  the  speech 
one  member  of  the  group  walked  out  when  told  to  ask  a 
question  rather  than  make  a  statement. 

When  asked  about  arbitrary  imprisonment  for  oppo- 
nents of  apartheid,  Mr  de  Villiers  said  that  this  "regret- 
table" temporary  measure  against  an  "organized  movement 

of  Communist  influence"  wai  no  longer  in  operation. 
He  said  young  white  South  Africans  were  "very  much 

aware  of  the  practicalities  of  apartheid"  and  that  this  policy was  safe  with  the  young  generation. 
Mr.  de  Villiers  also  said  that  a  union  of  African  nations 

in  the  near  future  was  highly  improbable  as  there  were  yet 
far  too  many  squabbles  between  the  African  states. 

The  Wednesday  lecture  was  the  first  of  two  sessions  on 
current  African  affairs  sponsored  by  the  U  of  T  UN  club. 

VARSITY 
AT 

McGILL 
SATURDAY 

NOV.  6,  1965 
S.  A.  C. 

EXCURSION  TRAINS 
TO 

MONTREAL 

RETURN 

FARE 

ONLY 

$15.00 

To:  MONTREAL  (E.S.T.) 

1.  LEAVE  TORONTO  FRI.  NOV.  5   3.30  p.m. 
ARRIVE  CENTRAL  STATION     9:30  p.m. (dining  facilities) 

2.  LEAVE  TORONTO  FRI.  NOV.  5   4.50  p.m. 
ARRIVE  CENTRAL  STATION   10.50  p.m! (dining  facilities) 

3.  LEAVE  TORONTO  FRI.  NOV.  5   11.59  p.m. ARRIVE  CENTRAL  STATION    8.10  a.m. (no  dining  facilities) 

Tickets  now  on  sale 

3  m»       °°" ""™ '"  wl,"h ** Un*"""* wi"  •""*  •■»  -■">»»>•"<•* »■* 

Return:  TORONTO  (E.S.T.) 

1.  LEAVE  MONTREAL  SUN.  NOV.  7   1.30  pm 
ARRIVE  TORONTO   7-30  pn)' (dining  facilities) 

2.  LEAVE  MONTREAL  SUN.  NOV.  7  ...  4  50  p  m ARRIVE.  TORONTO   loisOpim! (dining  facilities) 
3.  LEAVE  MONTREAL  SUN.  NOV  7  1155  pm ARRIVE  TORONTO  [[[[[[]  8M  am (no  dining  facilities) 

or  the  S.A.C.  Office 

U1  ,°,„roTo7=b,.)S'  """*""  in  "■*"»»»■  «**■  ""1  b.  on  sol.  up  ,o  Novemta,  4  only 
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INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Who'll  challenge  Vic  now? 
By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

Offence  finally  grabbed 
the  spotlight  from  defence 
in  the  first  division  of  the 
interfaculty  league  as  Vic 
broke  out  to  crush  the  fight- 

ing Irish  of  St.  Mike's  34-7. 
Danny  Baird,  current  scor- 

ing leader  in  the  league, Mike  Murray,  Dave  Webb 
and  John  Perkins  each  scor- 

ed a  touchdown  for  the  win- 
ners while  Gary  Kushner  was 

good  on  four  of  five  con- 
verts. For  the  Irish,  Dan Gryte  counted  the  lone  ma- 

jor and  Brian  Cranley  added the  convert. 
The  win  for  Vic  leaves 

l  hem  right  where  they  have been  all  year  —  all  alone  in first  place;  they  have  defeat- 
ed each  of  the  other  three teams  in  the  league  once. In  a  battle  for  the  lead  in 

the  second  division,  unde- 
feated PHE    handed  prev- 

iously unbeaten  Trinity  their 
first  loss  with  a  22-7  vic- tory. 

John  Hanna,  Lyell  Shav- 
er, and  Gary  Deering  scored 

majors  for  the  winners  while 
Erik  Serada  booted  two 
converts. 
A  touchdown  by  Charles 

Minett  was  all  the  losers 
could  manage. 

In  another  group  II  game, 
a  touchdown  by  Don  Heys 
was  the  big  play  as  Phar- 

macy whipped  winless  New 
College  10-0.  Smedley  Wall- 
musser  kicked  two  single 
points  and  the  defence  pro- 

vided a  safety  touch  to 
round  out  the  scoring. 

LACROSSE 
St.  Mike's  chalked  up  their first  win  of  the  year  in  group 

one  of  the  interfac  league. 
The  victory  came  over  En- 

gineering I  who  failed  to 
show  up  for  the  game. 

Engineering    II  showed 

their  hapless  big  brothers 
that  effort  and  spirit  often 
make  up  "for  ability  as  they edged  Trinity  4-3  in  a  group 
II  game. 
Bob  Loudon  paced  the 

winners  with  a  two  goal 
performance  while  Art  At 
kinson  and  Peter  Miller  ad 
ded  one  each.  Nick  Todwell 
and  Alex  Hall  were  the  best 
for  Trinity  with  a  pair  and 
a  singleton  respectively. 

SOCCER 
Defending  champions  Sr. 

Engineering  and  Law  each 
picked  up  victories  in  group I  action. 

Bernie  Deabreu  and  Eric 
Rothwell  provided  the  scor- 

ing as  the  engineers  dumped 
PHE  2-0  while  John  Fer- 
nandes  and  Swev  Dohnberg 
scored  once  each  as  the  law- 

yers edged  UC  I  2-1.  Ken Hercules  counted  the  lone 
tally  for  the  Redmen. 

Scorers  heroes  -  backs  get  them  there By    MARCI  McDONALD 
It's  what's  up  front  that counts  . 
And  in  soccer,  like  any 

other  sport,  it's  the  for- ward line  that  makes  the 
scoresheet  —  and  the  head- lines. 

In  the  ranks  of  the  Var- 
sity Soccer  Blues  the  name 

to  hit  the  scoresheet 
most  often  this  season  is 
that  of  rookie  centre  for- 

ward Frank  Soppelsa,  a  se- 
cond year  St.  Mike's  langua- 

ge major. 
Soppelsa's  scoring  record now  stands  at  nine  goals  in 

five  league  games,  plus 
three  in  two  exhibition 
matches.  That  makes  a  total 
of  12  out  of  Blues'  29  goals to  date.  Not  bad  for  a  roo- 

kie! ; 
Behind  him  on  the  score- 

sheet  is  his  cohort  from  last 
year's  St  Mike's  squad,  Or- mond  Mendes,  with  four 
goals  in  five  league  games. 
Too  often,  however,  the 

quiet  men  from  behind  who 
clear  the  goal  area,  and  do 
the  rough  and  tumble  task 
of  tackling  get  nary  a  men- 

tion at  all. 
Varsity's  quietest  —  and most  reliable  —  twosome are  fullback  Alan  Cragg,  and 

Eric  Sereda,  centre  half. 
Together  they  can  take 

the  credit  for  only  four 
shot  scored  on  Blues'  net so  far. 

Paol  Wilson  heard  from 

FOOTBALL  STANDINGS 
P  W  L    T    f    A  Pts. Western   4    4    0    01)7  68  8 

Queen's    4    2    2    0    59  34  4 Toronto    4    2    2    0    65  75  4 McGill    4    0    4    0    21  85  0 
Weekend  Results 

Toronto    0    at  Queen's  31 McGill    0    at  Western  20 Future  Games Saturday Western  at  Toronto 
McGill  at  Queen's SOCCER  STANDINGS 
Western  Division P  W   L    T    F    A  Pts. Toronto    4    4    0    0    17    4  8 Western    4    3    1     0    10  7  6 McMoster  ...  5    1     4    0      8  14  2 Guelph    3    0    3    0      111  0 

Lost  Week's  Results Toronto         5  at  MeMaster  2 McMoster      2  ot  Toronto -Guelph  0  at  Western  5 Future  Games Saturday 
Western  ot  Toronto Guelph  at  McMoster Eastern  Division p  W    L    T    F    A  Pts. 

Queen's    3    20    1     11     5  5 Montreal    ..4    2    2    0      6  10  4 McGill    3    0    2    1      35  1 
Last  Week's  Result McGill   1  at  Montreal  3 Future  Games Saturday 
McGill  ot  Queen's RUGGER  STANDINGS p   W   L    T    FA  Pts. Toronto   4    3    1    0    80  18  6 Queen's  .  4  3  1  0  41  15  6 McGill  2    0    2    0    15  20  0 Guelph   2    0    2    0      0  83  0 Weekend  Result Toronto  O  ot  Queen's  3 Future  Games Saturday 
McGill  ot  Queen's Guelph  at  Toronto 

By  PAUL  WILSON 
The  Varsity  has  a  larger 

circulation  than  you  may 
think!  From  the  Varsity  of 
13th  October  I  read  a  small 
heading  entitled  "Where's 
Wilson  gone?"  I  thought  I must  reply  and  explain. 
During  last  year  my  in- 

tention was  indeed  to  re- 
turn to  Toronto  to  take  the 

OCE  course  and  join  the  Ca- 
nadian teaching  profession 

and  eventually  take  out  Ca- 
nadian citizenship.  I  realize 

there  are  people  who  believe 
that  I  will  never  lose  my 
English  identity.  However, 
believe  it  or  not,  I  have  been 
taken  for  a  Canadian  on 
three  occasions  over  here 
during  the  last  twelve 
months. 

In  June  my  present  empl- 
oyers, Harveys  of  Bristol,  the 

sherry  and  wine  shippers, 
gave  me  a  more  interesting 
position  with  better  pros- 

pects. I  am  working  now  on 
the  export  side  of  Harveys' 

amount  of  travelling  abroad. 
August,  as  you  can  ima- 

gine, was  a  month  of  deci- 
sion. Finally  I  decided  to 

give  England  a  further  year 
after  which  the  position 
should  become  clearer. 
This  was  one  of  the  few 

decisions  in  my  life  that  has 
not  been  guided  by  rugger 
fields.  However,  I  am  still 
playing  in  spite  of  my  age- 

ing years  for  Swanage  R.F. 
C.  We  are  not  a  bad  side  and 
only  lost  four  out  of  thirty- 
seven  games  last  season. 

I  really  miss  Canada  and 
all  its  citizens.  However  I 
feel  sure  I  will  be  back  in 
the  not  too  distant  future. 

Perhaps  if  I  have  a  parti- 
cularly bad  day  with  Har- 

veys it  could  be  in  the  very 
near  future! 
Meanwhile  send  my  kind- 

est regards  to  all,  particu- 
larly the  UTRFC  —  "Score lots  of  touchdowns,  have  a 

few  beers  and  sing  a  few 
business    and    do    a    fair  songs  —  in  that  order." 

INTRAMURAL  HOCKEY  OFFICIALS  WANTED 
Applications  will  be  accepted  until  Oct.  29  at 
Intramural  office.  CLINICS  HAVE  BEEN  SCHE- DULED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Tues.  Nov.  2  7:30  -  9:30  p.m.  Music  Room,  Hart 

House.  Slides  will  be  shown  on  O.H.A.  officiating 
Fri.  Nov.  5  1:00  p.m.  TJ.T.A.A.  Committee  Room, 

2nd  floor  Hart  House  ■  WRITTEN  TEST.  
Tues.  Nov.  9th  8:00  •  10:00  p.m.  and  Wed.  Nov. 

10  8:00  -  10:00  p.m.  Ice  sessions  will  be  held 
at  Varsity  Arena.  Candidates  will  be  divided  in two  groups. 

O.H.A.  RULE  BOOKS  &  INTRAMURAL  REGULA- 
TIONS AVAILABLE  AT  INTRAMURAL  OFFICE. 

INTERCOLLEGIATE  HOCKEY 
There  will  be  3  practice  sessions  for  new  candidates  ONLY  wn» «.h  try  out  «„,  ,„„  Blues  Hockey  Teom,  on  F*,T'2M Monday,  Nov.  1„  ond  Wednesday,  N.».  3,d,  all  'a,  12.30,, 

ROBINSON'S 
406  Yon9e  St.  CLOTHES  SHOP  —  EM.  3-7865 
STUDENT  DISCOUNT  SALE 

BLAZERS  —  English  Blackburn  all-wool     «•.-*  -« Keg.  $35    ■»■# 
SLACKS  —  All-wool  worsteds  m  «m 

Reg.  $17.95  ..  .  13"95 
SP0RTVef^TS-En9,iSh^dV   '   '  19-95 ALL"WERAelH$E2R475SCOtCh.-GUQrd 1«.95 ZIP-IN-LINED  _  All-weather  coats 

Reg.  $35    2/-95 
SUITS  —  English  worsted  — ,  _ 

Reg.  $75    55"00 MADE  TO  MEASURE  SLAX 

Reg.  $24.95    |g-9S TO  STUDENTS  WITH  ATL  CARD Come  in  and  register  for  10%  Discount  Card 
U  of  T  CREST  AT  COST  PRICE 

 U     T  CRBT  &=wn  on  FREE  with  purchase  of  a  blazer 

SPORTS  SCHEDULES 

WEEK  OF  NOV.  1 

FOOTBALL  _  NOTE  EARLIER  STARTING  TIME Mon.  Nov.  1 Wed.  3 
Thur.  4 

SOCCER 

3.00  W  Dent 3.00  W  Eng. 
3.00  E  U.C. 3.00  W  Trin. 
3.00  W  Pharm 

St.M. New 
Med 

Sacks,  Coddling,  Scher 
Smith,  McKee,  Moncarz Williamson,  Curron,  Thurston Rumble,  McNIvcn,  Todd 
Orton,  Simpson,  Carefoote 

4.00 12.30 
4.00 4.00 12.30 

RUGGER 

1.15 
1.15 

1.15 
1.15 
1.15 

St.M.  B  vs U.C.  II  vs Grad.  Studvs Knox  vs 
Low  vs 
U,C.  I  vs Dent  vs PHE.  A  vs 
Wye  vs Sr.  Eng.  vs 
Med.  B  vs 
Eng.  IN  vs St  J*.  A  vs 
Inn  is  vs 

PHE.  B  v 

PHE.  A  v 
Med.llYr  v Trin,  A,  v 
Med.  B  v Trin.  B  v. 
Vic.  II  v: 

Jr.  Eng. 
Eng.  Ill St.M.  A 
Forestry 
Sr.  Eng. Vic.  I 

Knox 

Vic  I U.C.  II 
Trin.  6 
Law 
Dent 

Patino 
Lefkos 
Moybanovich Soppelsa 
Cojanek Borneveld Duso 

Moyhanovich Soppelsa 
Dente Lefkos 

LACROSSE 

1.00 
4.00 

1.00 
6.30 

7.30 

1.00 6.30 

7.30 1.00 
6.30 7.30 

U.C.  II  vs Pre-Med  I  vs Pre-Med  llvs 
Vic.  I  vs Low  vs Scar  vs 
Med.  A  vs 

Vic.  IV  vs 

Vic.  Ill For.  B 
St.M.  B 
PHE.  A St.M.  A 
Innis U.C.  I Dent 
Eng.  II 
For.  A 

Hennessey 
McNeil Johnson 

O'Brion 

Apse 
Apse Carrington Armstrong 

Arthurs,  McElroy 
Ferguson,  Truesdale Miller,  Murphy 
Arthurs,  Fotum 
Arthurs,  Fotum Miller,  Murphy 
Ferguson,  McElroy Ferguson,  McElroy 
Bortlett,  Truesdofe Rudge,  Bortlett Budge,  Bartleh? 

VOLLEYBALL 

Nov.  1  1.00 
2  1.00 6.30 
3  1.00 

Vic.  I Emmon Dent Med 
U.C. Innis  II 
Vic.  II 
Pharm St.M.  A 

Ena.  Ml 
For.  B 
For,  A 
Trin.  A 
New 
Tr.n,  B 
Wye 
Eng.  II Eng.  I 

Webber 
Bond 
Eadie 

Gula 

Webber 
Eadie Spolsky Spolsky 
Spolsky Rox  bo  rough 

BASKETBALL  —  RECT'L  LEAGUE 
Tues  Nov.  2       7.30  North  House  vs  J  tonneret  Shaver 8,30  East  House    vs  loudon  Shaver Thur.         4       7.00  U.C.  Binders  vs  (Hazels  Mcllwain 

6.00  S65  Physics    vs  l:iJU  Mcllwain 
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DEFENSIVE  CAPTAIN 

Parker  plays  for  the 

By  J.J.  PAPE 
Ranny  Parker,  2J5  lbs., 

5'  11",  defensive  captain, 
holler  guy,  all-star  lineback- 

er, fourth  year  architect  stu- 
dent, the  life  of  the  party — 

he  could  easily  be  called 
college  spirit  personified. 

But  just  as  these  is  more 
to  life  than  the  veneer  we 
see,  so  it  is  with  Ramry  Par- ker. 
He  is  a  strong  minded  in- dividual, who  has  a  firm  set 

of  values. 
He  knows  why  he  is  do- 

ing what  he  is  doing. 
"I  play  football  because  I 

love  the  thrill  of  sport,"  Par- 
ker said.  "There's  a  tremen- dous satisfaction  when  you 

know  that  you  and  the  team 
have  done  a  job  well.  But 
football  brings  publicity  and 
as  an  architect,  that  can't 
hurt  my  career." 

This  summer  Parker  tried 
out  with  Toronto  Rifles  and 
made  the  team.  This  was  no 
mean  feat  when  it  is  con- 

sidered that  almost  all  of 
those  trying  out  for  posi- tions were  Americans. 

Parker  quit  the  team  be- fore the  season  began  even 
though  he  could  have  play- ed since  Rifles  practise  in 
the  evenings,  and  this  would 
not  have  conflicted  with  his 
classes. 

"Football  interfered  with 
my  summer  job  as  a  design- 

er," he  said,  "so  I  quit. 
When  you're  an  architect 
you  have  to  devote  your- 

self entirely  to  the  profes- 

sion." This  season  Blues'  head 
coach  Dalt  While  is  play- 

ing Ranny  at  corner  line- backer for  the  first  time 
since  Parker's  rookie  sea- son. Parker  candidly  admits 
that  he  would  rather  play 
middle  linebacker,  but  is 
content  at  the  outside  posi- 

tion because  that  is  where 
he  can  help  Blues  the  most. 
As  for  Saturday's  game 

against  Western,  Parker 
says  Varsity  will  definitely 
win.  "When  we're  at  home," 
he  said,  "we  play  solid  ball. 
We  just  can't  seem  to  get 

going  on  the  road." 

CHALK  LINE  CHIT  CHAT 
After  the  week  of  Oct.  18  a 
poll  of  sports  writers  rated 
the  teams  as  follows:  I.  Al- 

berta, 2.  Western,  3.  Toron- 
to, 4.  Ottawa  U„  5.  Carleton, 

6.'u.B.C,  7.  Queen's  .  .  . 
McGill  was  not  included  in 
the  top  ten  .  .  . 
Western's  halfback-kicker Art  Froese  leads  the  SIFL  in 

scoring  with  41  points. 
Blues'  Gerry  Steinberg  is  se- 

cond with  30  points,  follow- 
ed by  teammate  Bryce  Tay- lor who  has  20. 

Approval  "in  princ
iple" 

for  Italy  application 

University  of  Toronto's Athletic  Directorate  last 
night  approved  in  prin- 

ciple the  proposal  to  ap- 
ply to  Canadian  Union  of Students  to  send  Varsity 

hockey  Blues  t  o  the 
Fourth  Winter  Olympiade 
in  Turin,  Italy,  February 
5  through  12. 
However,  the  Director- 

ate decided  not  to  send 
the  application  until  there 
is  some  guarantee  that 
the  S5,000-$6,000  needed 
for  the  trip  will  be  avail- 

able if  CUS  replies  favor- 
ably to  the  application. 

This  amount  represents 
approximately  half  the total  needed.  CUS  has 
undertaken  to  provide 
the  other  half. 
Deadline  for  submit, 

ting  applications  is  No- 

vember 15,  after  which CUS  will  choose  a  college 
team  to  represent Canada. 

To  date,  only  University 
of  Alberta  has  expressed 
an  interest  in  the  Olym- 

piade. 
The  Olympiade  is  spon- 

sored by  the  Federation Internationale  Du  Sport, 
a  world  student '  organi- zation. 
CUS  gained  member- ship in  the  organization 

after  sending  an  11-mem ber  team  to  the  recent 
Student  Summer  Olym- 

piade in  Budapest,  Hun- 

gary. Along  with  the  Direc- 
torate, the  Students  Ad- ministrative Council  has 

also  given  its  approval  to 
the  proposed  venture. 

Monteith  has  mono 

PARKER 

Varsity  hockey  Blues  all- 
star  right  winger  Steve  Mon- teith has  been  sidelined 
with  mononucleosis. 

Monteith,  a  first  year  law 
student  has  gone  home  to 
Stratford  tor  the  week  to 
recuperate.  He  expects  to 
be  back  in  school  next  week, 
but  it  is  not  known  when  he 
will  be  able  to  begin  prac- 

ticing with  Blues,  who  start 
workouts  tomorrow  night. 
From  his  home  Monteith 

reported  he  was  feeling 
much  better  and  hoped  to 
be  fully  recovered  in  a  coup- le of  weeks.  However,  the 
nature  of  the  sickness 
makes  it  impossible  to  pre- dict when  he  will  be  in  top shape. 
Blues  will  sorely  miss 

Monteith,  captain  of  last 
year's  team  and  all  star  in 
each  of  his  four  years  in  the 
league. 

Grid  scoring  and  statistics 

Froese,  W.  . Sternberg,  T. Taylor,  T.  , Lilies,  Q.  . Burridge,  Yt Johnslor*,  Q. 

Taylor,  T St.  John, Ripstein, 

Eben,  T.    .  . Woiter,  M. Sternberg  T. Wore,  T. Taylor,  M.  . 

SCORING  RUSHING TD  FG    C    S  Pti.  Attt.  Yards  Avg.  TD  4    I     13    1    41      Froese,  W   67      385      5.7  3   5    0      0    0    30      Lilies,  Q   54      306      5.7  3   2    0      8    0    20      Sternberg,  T.  , .  ,  31      22B      7.4  1   3    0      0    0    18      Howlett,  M   49      207      4.2  0 3    0      0    0    18      Burridge,  W   52      190      3.7  3   2    0      0    0    12      Norrle,  Q   26      174      6.7  I Cowan,   Q   27      173      6.4  0 
PASSING Avg. 

Att.  Com.  Yds.  Pet.     Gain  Int.  TD     82    42    557    51.2    13.3    4  3 
  48    20    304    41.7    15.2    3  l-   44    21    297    47.7    14.1     1  1   42    18    187    42.9    10.4    3  3   20      8    187    40.0    23.4    1  2 

RECEIVING  PUNTING No.  Yotds  Gain  TD  No.  Yards    Avg.  S   22    355    16.1    1      Wearing,  W   33    1,314    39.9  4   11     146    13.3    0     Ferguson,  Q   32    1,171     36.6  3   10    208    20.8    3      Pour,   T   37    1,207    32.6  2   8      96     12.0     1       Ripstein,  M.  26       771     29.7  0 . ....    8      89    11.1  0 

Sternberg,  T. 
Campbell,  W   5 Siandtner,  T.    ...  11 Cowon,   Q   II 
Pilgrim,  M   12 

PUNT  RETURNS 
Avg. 

No.   Yards  Ret.  TD 22B  17.5 
146  29.2 122  11.1 

KICKOFF  RETURNS 
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Ret. 

No.  Yards  Avg.  TD Siondtner,  T. 5  97 19.4 0 Campbell,  W.  . 2  59 29.5 0 Ferguson,  Q.   .  . 4  59 14.8 0 Oswald,  W, 4  •  58 
14.5 

0 
Cowan,  Q 

3  51 17.0 0 Rabinovitch,  M. 3  40 13.3 0 
INTERCEPTIONS Yds. 

Avg. 
He  Ret. Ret. TD Kirkpotrick,  T. 

...  i  27 
9.0 0 Chris,  W.  .... ...  2  59 

29.5 
1 

.     2  20 

10.0 
0 Siondtner,  T.  , ...  2  19 9.5 0 Potvin,  Q  

...  .  2  14 

7.0 

0 Taylor,  M  ,     2  10 5.0 a 

from  the 

iheap  sen/5 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 

CZECHS  CHECK  CANADIAN  CANADIAN  HOCKEY 

In  a  constant  attempt  to  raise  the  calibre  of  hockey, 

European  countries  have  constantly  analyzed  the  Canad- 
ian game  by  watching  films  of  National  Hockey  League 

games,  reading  books  and  attending  clinics. 
In  keeping  with  this  tradition,  Lou  Bukitch  has  been 

ttending  the  hockey  clinics  given  by  the  Canadian  Ama- 
teur Hockey  Association,  at  the  CAHA's  invitation.  Bu- 

kitch, a  visitor  to  the  University  of  Toronto  campus  yes- 
terday, was  and  still  is  one  of  the  better  Czech  hockey 

players. He  was  a  member  of  the  Czechoslovakian  National 
A"  team  for  five  years  (1958-1963),  a  team  which  won  a 

silver  medal  at  the  1961  World  Hockey  tournament  in 
Switzerland.  The  championship  was  won  by  Trail  Smoke 
Eaters,  the  last  time  a  Canadian  team  won  the  title. 

Bukitch,  at  30  years  of  age,  now  is  playing  for  Sparta- 
Prague,  a  first  division  team  in  the  Czech  hockey  organiz- 
tion  and  for  the  Czech  National  "B"  team. 

Besides  playing  hockey,  Bukitch  is  a  professor  of 
Physical  Education  at  Charles  University  in  Prague.  In 
this  capacity  he  was  on  campus  to  examine  athletic  faci- lities and  the  School  of  Physical  Health  and  Education 
as  well  look  at  some  instructional  hockey  films. 

Bukitch's  stay  in  North  America  (three  months)  was not  all  work  and  no  play.  He  competed  in  six  games  with 
Oklahoma  of  the  Central  Professional  Hockey  League,  a 
farm  club  of  Boston  Bruins.  In  two  of  those  six  games 
Oklahoma  tied  and  defeated  their  National  League 

parents. Bukitch  said  Oklahoma  was  not  on  a  par  with  the 
Czech  National  team.  He  was  hesitant,  however,  to  say 
whether  the  Czechs  could  beat  a  team  in  the  NHL,  but 
was  quite  confident  the  Russians  would  defeat  both  Bos- 

ton and  New  York. 

Bukitch  also  played  against  Springfield  of  the  Ameri- 
can Hockey  League.  "All  three  leagues  skate  about  the 

same"  he  analyzed  in  almost  perfect  English,  "But  in  the 
National  League  they  think  much  quicker."  Not  surprising- 

ly, Bukitch  rated  Gordie  Howe  as  "still  the  best." 
Bukitch  was  not  offered  a  professional  contract  be- 

cause of  his  age,  but  said  if  one  of  his  countrymen  were 
offered  one  the  Czech  government  would  probably  allow 
him  to  accept. 

WORLD  PRO  HOCKEY  TOURNAMENT  IN  5-7  YEARS" 
With  the  rapid  increase  in  the  quality  of  hockey  play- 
ed overseas,  there  has  been  much  speculation  about  a 

world  hockey  tournament  involving  the  best  hockey  teams 
of  all  countries.  Bukitch  thought  favorably  of  the  idea, 
I  think  it  will  come  about  in  five  to  seven  years  and 

will  be  very  good  for  hockey,"  he  said. 
In  Czechoslovakia,  a  country  which  would  play  a 

prominent  role  in  any  such  tournament,  children  begin 
playing  organized  hockey  when  they  are  eight  years  old. 
There  are  four  age  groups,  8-12,  12-14,  14-16  and  16-18. 
After  that  there  are  a  number  of  leagues  based  on  the 
calibre  of  play  topped  by  a  first  division  league  from which  most  of  the  National  team  is  chosen. 

First  division  teams,  such  as  the  one  Bukitch  plays 
for,  sponsor  teams  in  the  junior  division,  in  much  the 
same  fashion  the  that  National  League  teams  sponsor 
pro  and  amateur  teams. 

From  these  teams  the  National  and  Junior  teams  are 
chosen.  In  addition,  the  team  to  compete  in  the  Fourth 
Student  Winter  Olympiade  in  Turin,  Italy  will  be  chosen from  these  teams. 

Bukitch  anticipated  some  difficulties  with  the  team 
which  has  not  yet  been  selected.  "Several  students  eli- 

gible for  the  team,  who  have  also  played  on  the  National 
team,  are  competing  for  teams  in  the  top  division  of  the 
junior  and  senior  leagues,"  he  explained,  "These  teams 
have  their  playoffs  at  about  the  same  time  as  the  student 
games  so  they  may  not  want  to  let  their  players  go." 



—photos  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
The  small  crowd  of  600  marchers  straggles  its  lonely  way 
to  Queen's  Park  at  noon  Wednesday  (above).  A  smaller group  (above  right)  pickets  the  marchers  in  support  of 
the  STATUS  QUO.  Somewhere  in  this  picture  is  a  Varsity 
staffer.  Can  you  identify  him? 

Six  protest  free  tuition 
By  DEANNA  KAMIEL 
While  600  came  to  march 

for  universal  accessibility 
Wednesday,  a  lone  six  came 
with  placards  to  protest 
free  tuition. 

But,  as  marchers  had  been 
told  at  the  outset,  the 
march  was  not  for  free 
tuition. 
The  six,  York  University 

freshmen  at  the  new  York 
Founders'  College,  claimed 

Representatives  of  the  NDP 
try  to  defy  parade  rules 
and  infiltrate  Wednesday's march. 

they  represented  other  York 
students  who  were  against 
free  tuition. 
When  told  the  march  did 

not  advocate  free  tuition, 
one  member  of  the  delega- 

tion said,  "Oh,  uh,  well,  we 
just  found  that  out." Spokesman  for  the  group. 
Fred  Holmes,  said  he  was 
protesting  the  march  be- 

cause "we  students  should 
not  be  made  to  accept  per 
se  whether  we  are  for  or 
against  particular  ques- 

tions." 
Huh? 
After  representatives  ol 

the  three  provincial  parties 
spoke,  another  delegation 
member,  who  asked  that  his 
name  be  withheld,  said  he 
opposed  the  march  because it  had  been  turned  into  a 
"political"  discussion  by 
NDP  leader  Donald  Mac- 
Donald. 
And  politics,  he  added, 

"have  nothing  to  do  with 

education." Two  hundred  other  York 
students  marched  for  uni 
versal  accessibility. 
And  one  York  student  said 

he  came  for  the  tour  of  the 
parliament  buildings  .  .  . 
and  universal  accessibility. 
Three  U  of  T  students 

carried  signs,  saying  "The NDP  is  the  only  party  con- 
cerned with   free  tuition." 
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LOW  TURNOUT  MARS  MAR! 
Fewer  than  600  students  marched  for 

universal  accesibility  on  Wednesday. 
Only  250  were  from  U  of  T.  The  rest 

were  from  York  University  and  from  Ryer- 
son  Polytechnical  Institute. 

Waterloo  and  Western  universities  sent 
token  contingents. 

The  weather  was  fine,  but  organizers  of 
the  march  said  the  turnout  was  far  below 
what  had  been  expected. 

The  march  had  been  billed  as  an  expres- 
sion of  support  for  the  principle  of  universal 

accessibility.  It  had  not  been  planned  as 
a  demonstration  for  free  tuition,  but  stu- 

dents watching  the  prepartions  refused  to 
join  the  march  on  the  ground  that  it  was  for 
"lower  fees." 

The  march  had  been  scheduled  to  start 
at  1  p.m.  but  was  delayed  20  minutes  while efforts  were  made  to  increase  the  U  of  T 
contingent.  Only  100  students  from  U  of  T 
had  assembled  by  1.15.  As  the  march  moved 
off  more  joined  in. 

Before  the  march  began  Associate  Pro- fessor Kenneth  McNaught  (History)  told  the 
students  he  was  in  favor  of  their  action,  and 
said  "any  faculty  member  should  give  full 
support"  to  the  principle  of  universal  acces- sibility. 

At  Queen's  Park,  Tom  Forgrave,  presi- 
dent of  the  Ontario  region  of  the  Canadian 

Union  of  Students,  read  a  statement  of  prin- 
ciple on  the  steps  of  the  legislative  building. 

He  said  the  most  serious  barriers  to  univer- 
sal accessibility  were  financial. 
Representatives  of  the  three  provincial 

political  parties  followed  Mr.  Forgrave  and 

delivered  statements  of  their  own. 
Conservative  education  minister  William 

Davis  said  the  march  was  a  healthy  indicat- 
ion of  student  concern  for  educational  prob- 

lems. But,  he  added,  "no  qualified  student was  refused  admission  to  an  Ontario  insti- 
tution of  higher  learning  in  September  of 

1965." 

Donald  MacDonald,  provincial  New  De- mocratic Party  leader,  told  the  students  they 
had  not  come  to  hear  platitudes.  He  said  the 
NDP  was  committed  to  free  tuition  "which, if  I  have  understood  your  statements,  is 
what  you  are  asking  for." Mr.  MacDonald  asked  the  crowd  how 
many  students  did  not  apply  to  Ontario  uni- versities in  1965  because  they  did  not  have enough  money. 

Tim  Reid,  an  associate  professor  at  York 
University  and  a  Liberal  candidate  in  the  rid- 

ing of  Danforth,  told  the  crowd  he  was  in 
favor  of  universal  accessibility. 

Mr.  Forgrave  and  SAC  President  Mary 
Brewin  met  with  Premier  Robarts  later  in 
the  afternoon  after  the  marchers  had  dis- 

persed. They  presented  him  with  the  student statement  supporting  universal  accessibility. 
Miss  Brewin  said  after  the  meeting  she 

was  "extremely  disappointed." 
"The  premier  seemed  to  feel  that  uni- 

versity education  was  a  privilege,"  she  said, "and  that  some  soi  l  of  incentive  for  stlldeijtS 
would  continue  to  be  needed." An  evening  meeting  planned  for  Hart House  was  later  cancelled.  The  meeting  was 
to  discuss  the  issues  which  National  Student 
Dav  was  to  have  focused  on. 

Burn  newspapers 
MONTREAL  —  Almost  every  copy  of 

Thursday's  University  of  Montreal 
student  newspaper,  Le  Quartier  La- 

tin, was  burned  yesterday  in  a  giant  bonfire 
in  front  of  the  U  of  M  student  centre. 

A  group  of  students  met  deliveries  of  the edition  at  distribution  boxes  across  campus, 
and  seized  the  paper  before  more  than  a 
handful  were  picked  up  by  readers. 

The  students  who  burned  the  papers 
said  they  were  protesting  the  "unrepresen- tative" policy  of  the  newspaper.  They threatened  to  burn  future  editions  unless  the 
student  council  fires  the  staff  or  curbs  their 
policy. 

Band  plays  on 
Don  Monro  (SGS),  director  of  the  Lady 

Codiva  Memorial  Band,  almost  resigned 
yesterday. 

Mr.  Munro  submitted  his  resignation  to 
the  Engineering  Society,  the  sponsors  of  the 
band,  in  protest  over  the  society's  refusal 
to  pay  the  band's  transportation  expenses  on the  McGill  weekend. 

He  withdrew  the  resignation  later  in  the 
evening  when  the  band  and  the  society  ag- 

reed on  a  method  of  rebating  the  band  mem- bers' expenses. 



EVANGELICAL  STUDENTS Meet  other  Christion  Students  ond  friends 
at  STONE  CHURCH 

45  DAVENPORT  RD. 
EACH  SUNDAY  AT  9  A.M. 

STUDIES  IN  DANIEL'S  PROPHECY  espedolly  for  students 
Vtorninr,  Wership  11:00  o.m.  Senr.ce  7:00 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 

IT  Blocks  North  of  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  stop  East  ol  Ytwtgc  on  Blr 
MINISTER: 

REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  M.A. 
11  A.M.  PUBLIC  WORSHIP 

Sermon  Subject 
"A  CONTINUING  REFORMATION" A  locus  on  the  Church  in  its  constont  need 

for  re-formation  by  the  word  of  God. 
A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS. 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essoys,  Notes,  Cherts, French,  Germon,  English 

MIMEOGRAPHING 
ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12 — 21  Avenue  Rd. 

922  7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

UNIVERSITY  LUTHERAN 
CHURCH  &  STUDENT  CENTRE 

410  Spodino  Ave.  (Opp.  New  College) SUNDAY 
I  1 :00  a.m.  Holy  Communion 
5:30  p.m.  Supper  &  Discussion 7:15  p.m.  STUDENT  CLUB WEDNESDAY 
8:00  am,  Holy  Communion  -  Horl  House  Chopel 

EVERYBODY  WELCOME 
Office.  922-18M Home:  485-SBl* 

The   Rev.  John  Lemkul 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 

300  BLOOR  ST.  WEST 
MINISTERS: 

The  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E.  M.  Hows* Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 11.00  cm.  NO  ESCAPE 
Rev.  Piat.  Robert  Davidson St.  Andrew's  University Scotland 7  00  pm  "WHAT  ABOUT 
SECULAR  CHRISTIANITY?" DIALOGUE  SERMON Rev.  H.  C.  Brcithoupt Rev  D.  A  Gillies 

LITTLE 

TRINITY 
ANGLICAN  -  EVANGELICAL Services  at  11  a.m.  to  7  p.m. Minister:  REY.  H.S.D.  ROBINSON Associate:  REV.  T.  HARPUR 

11  A.M. 
MORNING  PRAYER REV.  H.  S.  D.  ROBINSON 
GUEST  SERVICE REV.  T.  HARPUR 

ST.  THOMAS' 
Hurcn  St.,  just  south  of  Bloor Rector;  Rev.  E.  S.  Bull Eucharists:  7,  8  and  9:15  o.m. 
°  "SUNG  EUCHARIST 

7  p.m.: 
First  Evensong  ot  All  So  inn 
Procession,  Solemn  Te  Deum and  Devotions. MONDAY:  ALL  SAINTS {uchorisls  7,10  a.m.;  6:15  p.m. TUESDAY:  ALL  SOULS 

Requiem  7,  10  o.m.;  6:15  p.m. Doily  Euchorist  -  7  o,m. (except  Wed.  10  om;  Sot  9:30  on Walter  MacNutt,  Organist. 

COME 
SEE 
HEAR 

"The  Holy  Land  To-day" An  lllustroted  Presentotion  by 
The  Rev.  3.  Robert  Waft, B.A.,  B.D., 

TRINITY 
UNITED  CHURCH 

427  Bloor  St.  W.  ot  Wolmcr  M. 
7:30  p.m..  October  31st Coloured  slides  of  Egypt,  Syrio, 

Jordan,  Israel,  ond  Greece,  Includes pictures  ot  Gethesemane,  Bethlehem, the  Gorden  Tomb,  Ruins  of  Ancient 
Empires,  ond  of  Cornel  Coravons. All  Students  Welcome 

Here  are  the  Village  Look  PLAYBOYS.  AH  suede.  Putty  beige.  Grey, 
Faded  blue.  All  styles  available  in  "His" — $9.95.  "Hers"- — $7.95. ($1  higher  west  of  Winnipeg) 

You're  right  when  you  wear  playboys 
Foot-watchers  see  more  PLAYBOYS  than  anything. 
Reason?  The  Village  Look  is  big  now.  And  PLAYBOYS 
have  itl 

Dashing!  Light!  Casual!  Select  suede  uppers  look  better 
longer.  Plantation  crepe  soles.  Steel  shanks. 

Ask  for  your  PLAYBOYS  at  your  shoe  store  today. 

PLAYBOYS  B  HEWETSON A  Division  ol  Shoo  Corporation  of  Canada  Limited 

GRIFFIN  TO  SPEAK 

John  Howard  Griffin,  outhor  of  BLACK  LIKE  ME, 
will  speak  ot  the  weekend  conference  on  Racial  ond  Ethnic Discrimination  at  University  of  Western  Ontorio  Nov.  25. 

Other  speakers  ore  John  Lewis,  chairman  of  SNCC, 
nd  Human  Rights  Commission  worker  Alon  Borovoy. 

Deadline  for  applications  is  Monday,  Not.  1  at  the 
SAC  office. 

& 

Today,  all  day 

Registrations  received  for  Fall  Camp,  Nov.  5  -  7,  "Crisis in  Latin  America".  Speaker  —  John  Harbron.  SCM  Office, Hart  House. 

Today,  9  a.m.  -  11  asn.,  12:30  -  4  p.m. 
Blood  Donor  Clinic  for  Trinity,  St.  Hilda's,  Law,  Wyclif- fe,  Social  Work,  Everyone  invited.  Buttery,  Trinity  College. 

Today,  10  ajon.  -  2  p.m-.  3:30  -  4:30  p.m. 
Blood  Donor  Clinic,  Everyone  invited.  Dentistry  audi- 

torium, 67  College  St. 

Today,  10  a.m.  -  5  p.m. 
Meeting  of  all  interested  in  working  for  Treasure  Van. 

Posters  and  further  information  will  be  distributed.  Smok- 
ng  Room,  Sigmund  Samuel  Library. 
Today,  12  noon  -  6  p.m. Portraits  by  F.H.  Variey,  Hart  House  Art  Gallery. 
Today,  1  p.m. 

Liberal  Club.  Walter  Gordon  speaks  on  "Foreign  Con- 
trol of  Canadian  Industry."  Rrn.  2117,  Sid  Smith. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
U  of  T  New  Democrats  genera]  meeting  to  discuss  Pub- tic  Affairs  Forum  election  platform.  Rm.  1087,  Sid  Smith. 

Today,  1:10  p.m. 
Geological  films,  "Oil  from  the  earth"  and  "Natural Selection".  Mining  Bldg.  Rm.  128. 

Today,  1:10  p.m. 
Judging  of  slides  in  Annual  Color  Contest.  Everyone 

welcome.  Camera  Club  rooms,  Hart  House. 
Today,  4  p.m. 

All  those  interested  in  karate  come  to  the  Fencing  room 
of  Hart  House  today  between  4  p.m.  and  7  p.m. 
Today,  9  p.m. 

Hallowe'en  Dance  at  the  Graduate  Student  Union,  16 
Bancroft  Ave. 
Today,  9:30  p.m. 

Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox:  Campus  Coffee  House:  folk- 
inging,  poetry,  chess,  conversation.  44  St.  George  St. 

Saturday,  9:30  a.m.  -  5.30  p.m. 
Ukrainia  Historical  Conference.  Session  1:  Michael 

Hrushevsky  —  "The  Man  and  the  Myth  of  Slavic  Historio- 
_  aphy,"  (9:45  a.m.)  Session  2:  "Problems  of  Soviet  and 
Ukrainian  Historiography,"  (1:30  p.m.)  Session  3:  "Aspects 
of  Ukrainian-Canadian  History,"  (3  p.m.).  Speakers:  Prof.  T. Mackiw,  U  of  Akron,  Dr.  V;  J.  Kaye,  U  of  Ottawa.  Hart House  Debates  Room. 

Saturday,  10  a.m. 
CUSO  meeting.  Bill  McWhinney,  executive  secretary  of 

CUSO  for  Canada  will  speak;  informal  discussion.  Rhodes 
Room,  Trinity  College. 
Saturday,  10  a.m. 

Meeting  of  former  students  of  Neuchatel  Junior  College. 
Seeley  Hall,  Trinity  College. 

Saturday,  10  a.m. 
Toike  Oike  make-up[makeout  session.  Bring  your  copy! 

Rm.  24,  Electrical  Bldg. 

Saturday,  2  -  5  p.m. 
Portraits  by  F.  H.  Variey,  Hart  House  Art  GalJery. 

Saturday,  5  p.m. 
VCF  football  supper  and  hootenanny  after  the  Western- 

U  of  T  game.  Supper  and  singing  by  Tom  Faulkner.  Every- one welcome.  655  Spadina  Ave. 
Sunday,  2-5  p.m. 

Portraits  by  F.  H.  Variey,  Hart  House  Art  Gallery. 
Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 

Hillel  lecture  —  "Jewish  Music  —  Dead  or  Alive?"  Mem- 
bers only.  Speaker:  Ben  Steinberg,  music  director.  Holy Blossom  Temple.  186  St.  George  St. 
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UC  to  let  failures  run 
By  DONNI  BOHNEN 

The  UC  Literary  and  Athle- 
tic Society  Wednesday  ap- 

proved an  amendment  to 
its  constitution  which  al- 

lows failing  students  to  run 
for  any  executive  position 
for-  which  they  are  other- wise qualified. 
The  amendment,  which 

had  been  carried  by  a  two- 
thirds  majority  at  a  previ- 

ous meeing,  was  up  for  the 
second  vote  which  is  neces- 

sary for  its  adoption. 
P.  F.  Dembowski,  associa- 
te professor  of  French  and 

chairman  of  student-staff 
relations,  said  he  thought 
the  amendment  was  ill-ad- 

vised and  that  it  would  pro- 
bably be  vetoed  by  the  Col- 

lege Council. 
Prof.  Demibowski,  who 

stressed  that  he  was  speak- 
ing for  himself  and  not  for 

the  Council,  said  the  stu- dent in  an  institiution  must 
commit  himself  to  main- 

taining in  his  own  studies 

the  academic  standards  of 
the  institution. 

Ex  tra-curricular  activities 
must  come  second,  he  said. 
If  the  student  should  fail, 
the  university  has  the  right 
to  exclude  him  from  cer- tain activities ,  such  as 
sports,  which  it  sponsors 
and  supports. 

Prof.  Dembowski  said  his 
position  as  chairman  of  stu- dent-staff relations  is  easy 
"because  there  are  none." Professor  Dembowski 
differentiated  between  cam- 

pus clubs  as  selfcontaining 
groups  in  which  the  mem- bers participate  as  citizens 
and  student  governments, 
in  which  the  members  par- 

ticipate as  students. 
Bruce  Lewis,  a  former 

member  of  the  Lit  who  was 
disqualified  last  year  for 
having  failed,  urged  that 
the  Lit  consider  carefully 
the  implications  of  the  am- endment. He  said  that  the 
student  who  is  back  on  pro- 

bation after  having  failed 

i11  given  a  second  chance 
by  the  grace  of  the  admini- stration and  should  not  be 
eligible  to  hold  a  responsi- ble executive  position. 

Gail  Dexter,  literary  direc- 
tor, stressed  the  significance 

of  the  amendment  in  esta- 
blishing the  Lit  independen- 

ce of  the  College  Council . 
It  would  in  fact,  she  said, 
be  an  important  step  in  de- 

fining the  student's  respon- sible position  in  the  univer- 
sity community. 

Prof.  Dembowski  agreed 
that  the  student  should  be 
ready  to  fight  for  his  rights. 
But  he  asserted  that  the 
issue  of  eligibility  of  failing 
students  was  the  wrong  is- sue on  which  to  base  it.  The 
Council,  he  said,  is  especi- 

ally sensitive  about  failure 
of  students  —  it  feels  a  re- 

sponsibility for  the  failing 
s'udent  as  well  as  for  the 
student  government  over 
which  its  jurisdiction  ex- tends. 

Free  tuition  may  not  solve  problem 
By  PAT  McDERMOTT 
"The  only  limit  on  educa- 

tion should  be  set  by  a  stu- 
dent's brains,  not  his  wal- 

let," said  Liberal  senator 
David  Croll,  speaking  to  a 
small  audience  in  Hart 
House  Theatre  last  Wednes- 

day. The  time  is  coming 
when  education  must  be 
considered  from  the  point 
of  Canada's  need  and  good, he  said. 
Senator  Croll  reviewed 

the  Liberal  record  of  accom- 
plishment and  called  for 

"a  majority  for  stability." The  Liberals,  he  said,  never 
intended  to  stay  with  mi- 

nority government,  and  re- 
cent polls  indicated  a  Lib- 
eral majority  in  the  next 

election. 
The  senator  said  "a  con- 

sensus government  is  no 
government  at  all"  and  the Liberals  were  justified  in 
seeking  the  power  to  cope 
with  immediate  problems. 
As  for  the  Conservatives,  "a 
party  not  united  within  it- self cannot  unite  the  coun- 

try", he  stated. 
The  Senator's-  appearance 

was  sponsored  by  the  Hart 
House  Debates  Committee. 

Dalton  Camp  spoke  last  Lewis  is  to  speak  next  week 
week  for  the  Progressive  for  the  New  Democratic 
Conservatives     and     David  Party. 

BRAINS  SHOULD  BE  ONLY  CRITERION 
VANCOUVER  —  Free  university  tuition  may  not  be  the 

correct  solution  to  the  education  problem,  Dr.  J.  C.  Corry, 
president  of  the  Association  of  Universities  and  Colleges  of 
Canada,  and  Dr.  G.  C.  Andrew,  executive  director,  said  here Monday. 

Both  men  are  in  Vancouver  for  the  week-long  annual 
meeting  of  the  association. 

Dr.  Corry,  principal  of  Queen's  University,  said  that  just because  one  opposes  free  tuition  does  not  mean  he  also 
opposes  the  need  for  educational  opportunity. 

"It's  just  a  question  of  what  you  can  do  in  relation  to 
total  resources  available,"  he  said  at  a  press  conference. Both  men  agreed  that  lack  of  funds  should  not  prevent 
one  from  receiving  a  university  education. 

Dr.  Andrew  stressed,  however,  that  "abolishing  fees 
means  free  education  for  those  who  don't  need  it  as  well  as 
for  those  who  do." Dr.  Corry  and  Dr.  Andrews  advocated  instead,  a  scholar- 

ship-bursary student-aid  plan. 
This  would  ensure  needy  students  of  receiving  all  the 

aid  they  required,  Dr.  Andrew  said. 
He  said  also  that  the  plan  would  continue  to  give  uni- 

versities control  over  part  of  their  revenues.  This  would 
permit  them  to  maintain  some  degree  of  independence. 

Dr.  Andrew  said  that  student  demonstrations  regarding 
fees  were  good  and  that  students  should  be  encouraged  to 
take  part  in  current  affairs. 

"It  is  better  to  see  them  fighing  tooth  and  nail  over 
something  than  just  sitting  on  their  hands,"  Dr.  Corry 
agreed. 

Dr.  Andrew  added,  however,  that  "the  agitation  reaches 
a  point  where  it  defeats  itself." 

photo  by  NORM  FISHER 
On  Wednesday  600  students  marched  for  universal  accessibility  to  higher  education. 
The  group  in  the  above  picture  found  their  own  kind  of  accessibility,  which  probably 
has  a  more  universal  appeal. 

HART  HOUSE TODAY  JL^Ct 

1.10  p.m.     COLOUR  SHOW  —  Camera  Club  Rooms  —  Prizes 
5.15  p.m.     RECORD  ROOM  B  —  Instruction  and  Renewal 

This  Weekend  at  Hart  House  Farm  —  U  of  T  Outing  Club 

FIRST  YEAR  WOMEN  OF  THE  UNIVERSITY 
The  Warden  and  the  Board  of  Stewards  invite  you  to  visit 
Hart  House  on  Sunday  afternoon,  31st  October  between  the 
hours  of  2  and  4.30  p.m.  Arrangements  have  been  made  for 
guide's  to  show  you  through  the  House.  Tea  will  be  served in  the  Great  Hall  from  3  to  4.30  p.m. 

U.  of  T.  LIBERAL  CLUB 

presents The  Hon  WALTER  GORDON 
MINISTER  OF  FINANCE 

FRIDAY,  OCT.  29 

1  —2 ROOM  21 17 
SIDNEY  SMITH  HALL 

PAT  RICCIO  &  HIS  ORCHESTRA 

THE  PHARMACY 

FALL  DANCE 
FIESTA  ROOM,  PRINCE  GEORGE  HOTEL 

FRIDAY,  NOVEMBER  12,  9  - 1  A.M. 
TICKETS:  S4.00  per  couple 

SUMMER  JOBS 
WITH  THE 

DEFENCE  RESEARCH  BOARD 
•  AERONAUTICAL  ENGINEERING 
•  BIOCHEMISTRY 
•  CHEMISTRY 
•  ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING 
•  ENGINEERING  PHYSICS 
•  INDUSTRIAL  ENGINEERING 
•  MATHEMATICS 
•  MATHS  and  PHYSICS 
•  MECHANICAL  ENGINEERING 
•  METALLURGY 
•  MICROBIOLOGY 
•  PHYSICS 
•  PHYSIOLOGY 

ACADEMIC  STANDING  —  Graduate  student,  or 
third  or  fourth  year  students  with  first  class 
or  high  second  class  honours. 

CITIZENSHIP  —  Must  be  Canadian  citizens  or 
British  subjects. 

RESEARCH  ESTABLISHMENTS at 

Halifax,  N.S.  -  Valcartier,  Que.  -  Ottawa,  Ont. 
Toronto,  Ont.    -   Ralston,  Alta.   -   Victoria,  B.C. 

Please  obtain  applications  IMMEDIATELY    from  the  University 
Placement  Service  581  Spodinn  Ave.  and  mail  to: 

Chief  of  Personnel 
Defence  Research  Board 
Department  of  National  Defence 
Ottawa  4,  Ontario 

Applications  must  be  received  in  Ottowe  ne  later  thon  Nev.  22. 
Interviews  an  campus  will  be  orrenged  lor  Dec.  6th  and  7th,  1965. 
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I'm  all  right,  Jack 
Notional  Student  Day  was  a  complete  fiasco  on  this 

campus. 
Only  250  U  of  T  students  marched  for  the  principle of  universal  accessibility.  Almost  as  many  came  from 

York  University,  a  much  smaller  institution. 
Where  was  everyone? 
Are  students  on  this  campus  so  selfish  that  they 

cannot  for  one  hour  demonstrate  their  concern  for  the 
future  of  higher  education  in  Canada. 

On  the  basis  of  Wednesday's  turnout,  it  seems  obv- ious that  they  cannot. 
The  reputation  which  Toronto  students  have  for  being 

complacent  and  apathetic  was  more  than  justified  by 
their  poor  showing. 

The  reputation  which  Toronto  students  have  for  being 
disorganized  was  also  justified  by  Wednesday's  events. The  poor  turnout  was  as  much  the  fault  of  those  who 
organized  the  march  as  of  the  students  of  this  university 

Details  of  the  plans  for  National  Student  Day  were 
not  released  until  one  week  before  the  day  itself.  This  left 
the  organizers  with  o  handicap  which  proved  insurmount- 

able. The  inertia  of  the  students  on  this  campus  is  so 
great  that  at  least  a  month  should  have  been  allotted  to 
the  task  of  persuading  them  to  march. 

But  one  cannot  ignore  the  fact  that  at  the  University 
of  British  Columbia  more  than  3,500  students  marched 
on  Wednesday,  in  a  demonstration  organized  in  less  time 
and  with  less  vigorous  student  council  approval. 

The  combination  of  student  apathy  and  student  inef- 
ficiency at  Toronto  made  our  contribution  to  National 

Student  Day  an  almost  complete  failure. 
Only  250  U  of  T  students  turned  out  to  hear  Educa- 
tion Minister  William  Davis  and  New  Democratic  leader 

Donald  MacDonald  deliver  their  usual  platitudes.  Only 
Tim  Reid  recognized  the  purpose  of  the  march. 

It  was  not  a  demonstration  for  free  tuition,  (as  Mr. 
MacDonald  semed  to  think)  or  an  occasion  for  bland 
reiteration  of  the  essential  Tightness  of  things  (which  seem- 

ed to  be  Mr.  Davis'  position). 
Only  Mr.  Reid  recognized  that  the  pitifully  small 

crowd  in  front  of  the  legislative  buildings  was  marching 
in  support  of  a  principle  not  yet  accepted  by  our  society. 

Only  Mr.  Reid,  among  the  politicians  said  he  would  work 
for  this  principle  without  turning  his  remarks  into  a  camp- 

aign speech. 
Mr.  Reid  is  a  minority  among  Ontario  politicians. 

The  rest  will  never  change  their  stand  so  long  as  they  are faced  only  by  the  obvious  minority  of  students  who  stood before  them  on  Wednesday. 
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— photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
THIS  IS  THE  BANNER  TORONTO  STUDENTS  WERE  TO 

MARCH  BEHIND.  WHERE  WAS  EVERYBODY? 

3500  march  at  UBC 

Thirty-five  hundred  Uni- 
versity of  British  Columbia 

students  marched  for  uni- 
versal accessibility  Wednes- 

day —  National  Student Day. 

Students  from  16  Cana- 
dian campuses  marched  to 

bring  the  demand  for  uni- ?rsal  accessibility  to  high- 
er education  before  the  pro- 

vincial governments  and  the Canadian  public. 
One  thousand  students 

from  Nova  Scotia's  eight 
provincial  institutions  mar- 

ched on  the  provincial  le- 
gislature in  Halifax.  They 

marched  through  the  rain 
and  were  met  by  represen- 

tatives of  the  political  par- 
ties. 
The  UBC  students,  also 

marching  through  rain,  trek- 
ked    through  Vancouver 

streets  to  the  Bayshore  Inn 
where  the  Association  of  Uni- 

versities and  Colleges  of  Ca- 
nada were  holding  their  an- nual convention.  They  were 

met  by  AUCC  President  J. 
A.  Corry,  and  UBC  Presi- dent John  MacDonald. 

In  Ottawa,  about  800  mar- 
chers from  four  of  the  city's universities  and  colleges 

marched  on  Parliament  Hill, 
where  they  were  met  by  the 
president  of  the  Canadian 
Union  of  Students  and  re- 

presentatives of  the  four  po- litical parties.  CUS  initiated National  Student  Day. 
At  the  University  of  Vic- 

toria, 700  students  marched 
to  a  theatre  where  a  forum 
on  free  education  was  held. 
Representatives  of  the  four 
political  parties  addressed the  group. 

Less  than  600  students 
from  York  University,  Ryer- 
son  Polytechnic  Institute 
and  the  University  of  Toron- to turned  out  for  a  march 
on  Queen's  Park.  They  were 
met  by  Education  Minister William  Davis,  Ontario  NDP 
leader  Donald  MacDonald 
and  Liberal  candidate  Tim Reid. 

About  100  students  march- 
ed in  London,  Ont. 

Quebec  universities  virtu- 
ally opted  out  of  National 

Student  Day.  McGill  Univer- 
sity, one  of  the  prime  mov- ers of  the  education  pro- 

gram at  the  recent  CUS  Con- 
gress in  Lennoxville,  Que., withdrew  from  the  program 

when  the  Quebec  French- 
speaking  universities  decid- ed not  to  participate. 

Must  pay  fees  says  AUCC  pres 
VANCOUVER    (CUP)  — 

University  students  must 
continue  to  pay  fees,  the 
President  of  the  Association 
of  Universities  and  Colleges 
of  Canada  said  Wednesday. 
Speaking  at  the  AUCC convention  in  Vancouver, 

Dr.  J.  A.  Corry  said:  "If  our resources  were  limitless  and 
governments  boundlessly  ge- 

nerous, the  considerations for  free  tuition  would  be 
different. 

"But  we  have  no  evidence 
that  either  of  these  condi- tions can  be  met  in  the  near future. 

"If  we  are  to  have  enough 
government  support  to  keep 
the  university  a  worthwhile 
place  to  go,  those  who  can bear  a  share  of  the  cost  of 
their  education,  must  con- 

tinue to  do  so,"  said  Dr. 
Corry,  principal  of  Queen's University. 

Corry  continued:  "Stu- dent aid  needs  careful  at- tention and  more  money, 
but  the  current  campaign 
for  free  tuition  and  'univer- 

sal accessibility'  tends  to obscure  t  h  e  fundamental 
issues. 

"It  will  not  do  for  go- 
vernments to  provide  free 

tuition  until  the  universities 

have  what  they  need  to  be- come and  remain  first  class 

institutions." Corry  said  university  ad- ministrators have  to  worry 
about  maintaining  and  im- 

proving the  quality  of  in- struction given  at  their  in- 
stitutions. He  said  at  pre- 

sent the  former  is  the  first 

priority. Dr.  John  Macdonald,  Pre- 
sident of  the  University  of 

British  Columbia,  comment- 
ed: "If  you  ask  me  to  give 

you  a  guarantee  that  fees will  not  go  up,  in  effect  you 
are  asking  me  to  assign  a 
higher  priority  to  keeping 
fees  steady  than  to  improv- 

ing and  maintaining  the 

quality  of  education." Corry  also  warned  that 
increased  support  from  go- 

vernments might  result  in 
increased  intervention  in 
university  affairs. 
"We  are  in  a  period  of 

social  change  which  will 
alter  the  relationship  be- tween the  university  and  the 
community  in  many  ways," 
he  said. He  said  the  public  has 
been  perplexed,  suspicious 
and  sometimes  mistrustful 
of  universities. 

"This  tension  between 
community  and  university 
becomes  a  matter  of  some 
importance  when  universi- ties depend  on  public  sup- 

port. 

"What  the  governments 
will  do  in  the  long  run  de- 

pends on  what  the  general 
public  will  support. 

"If  the  taxpayer  is  willing 
to  concede  big  expenditure 
on  universities  he  may  well 
say  the  government  should stop  some  of  the  nonsense 
he  thinks  goes  on  there," said  Corry. 

With  this  increased  de- 
pendence on  government 

grants,  the  university  will 
be  subjected  to  governmen- tal influence  and  social 
pressure  never  before  ex- perienced, he  said. "It  is  hard,  however,  to 
find  a  basis  for  objecting  to 
all  outside  influence  and 

pressure." 

"The  way  to  have  a  vital 
role  in  a  society  is  to  be 
immersed  in  it,  subject  to 
its  pressures,  and  sensitive 
to  its  deply  felt  needs."  Cor- ry said  it  should  be  possible for  universities  to  refuse  to 
teach  subjects  that  do  not 
excite  the  imagination  -  or 
stretch  the  mind. 



BLOND  VENUS  -  MARLENE  DIETRICH 

(and  more  of  her  ilk  on  Review  6  and  7) 



LIBRARY  IDENTIFICATION  CARDS 

The  deodline  for  Library  Card  photographs  and  up-doting  of  lost 
year's  cards  is: 

FRIDAY,  OCTOBER  29th 
All  students  must  hove  hod  their  photograph  token  or  their  old 
Library  Card  up-doted  by  the  above  dote.  Beginning  Monday, 
November  1st,  A.T.L,  cords  will  not  be  accepted  unless  accom- 

panied by  a  photographer's  receipt. UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  LIBRARY 

TONIGHT 
NEW  COLLEGE  PRESENTS 

SLACKS  AND  SWEATER  DANCE 
WITH  THE  COUNTS 

9  - 12  P.M. 
New  College  Dining  Hall 

GIRLS  FREE 
Residents  50c    College  Members  75c    Others  $1.00 

MASSEY  HALL 
SUN.  NOV.  14  —  8  P.M. 
MON.  NOV.  15  -  8.30  P.M. 

TICKETS:  $4,  $3,  $2 
(Sun.  at  $4  —  Sold  Out) 
NOW  ON  SALE  AT 

Sam  The  Record  Man 
347  Yonge  Street 

Mail  Orders  at  Mossey  Holl 

It  All  Adds  Up 

to  the  Total  You 

...at  Harridge 's 

The  Bernard  Altmann  separates  collection  of  Horridge's  simply  surges  with  fashioi Here  o  wonderful  co-ordinated  look  .  .  ,  Altmonn  cardigan  $15,  and  skirt  $20,  i Brick  Red  and  Highland  Blue.  Bonnie  Doone  textured  tweed  hose  in  wool  or 
stretch  nylon,  above  the  knee,  $5,  colour  malched.  The  correct  shoe:  naturally 
winner  from  our  Town  Shoes  Solon,  this  gillie  tie  flatty  in  black  or  tan  calf,  froi Domani  of  Holy,  $15. 

At  The  Colonnade  —  13)  Bloor  W.  —  Dai 

Phone  927-2030  ' 

Earle  Birney: 

New  resident  poet 

By  JANIS  RAPPOPORT 
Born  in  Calgary,  Earle 

Birney  graduated  from  the 
University  of  British  Colum- bia with  first  class  Honors 
in  English  Language  and 
Literature  in  1926,  subse- 

quently taking  his  MA.  and Ph.D.  at  the  University  of 
Toronto.  He  has  taught  at 
the  Universities  of  Califor- 

nia, Toronto  and  I^endon 
(where  he  was  a  Royal  So- ciety Research  Fellow).  He  is 
a  former  editor  of  Canadian Forum  and  Canadian  Poetry 
Magazine  and  was  for  a  year 
(J945-J946)  supervisor  of  fo* 
reign  language  broadcasts 
for  the  CBC.  Since  1946  he has  been  a  Professor  of  Eng- 

lish at  the  University  of  Bri- 
tish Columbia.  For  his  sab- 

batical year  (1965-1966),  he  is 
writer  in  residence  at  Scar- 

borough College,  University 
of  Toronto. His  experience  as  both  an 
officer  and  in  the  ranks  dur- ing the  second  World  War 
furnished  him  material  for his  novel  Turvey  (1949), 
which  won  the  Stephen  Lea- 
cock  Medal  for  Humor  that 
year.  His  reputation  as  a 
poet  was  established  by 
David  and  Other  Poems 
(1942)  and  Now  Is  The  Time 
(1945),  both  of  which  receiv- 

ed the  Governor  General's Award  for  Poetry.  Other books  include  Straits  of 
Anian,  Down  The  Long  Table 
(a  novel),  Ice  Cod  Bell  or 
Stone  and  Near  False  Creek 
Mouth  (1964). 

Forty-nine  St.  George 
St.,  one  of  the  older  build- 

ings on  the  U  of  T  campus, 
is  unique  in  that  it  houses 
the  office  of  the  universi- 

ty's first  writer  in  residen- ce,  Earle  Birney. 
Since  no  college  at  U  of 

T  has  ever  known  such  a 
faculty  position.  Dr.  Bir- 

ney as  resident  writer  has 
no  defined  role.  He  plans  to 
give  a  series  of  monthly 
lectures,  beginning  with 
readings     from  his 

own  poetry.  Subsequently  he 
will  deal  with  such  contro- 

versial topics  as  The  Writer 
and  The  Canadian  Universi- 

ty. He  plans  to  devote  one evening  to  a  discussion  of 
the  life  and  works  of  Canad- ian author  Malcolm  Lowry, 
whose  latest  manuscripts  he 
helped  to  compile. 

Dr.  Birney  will  hold  no  of- ficial classes  but  will  be 
available  for  tutorial  assis- tance for  those  students 
(graduate  or  undergraduate) 
whom  he  feels  are  talented 
in  the  art  of  writing. 
He  feels  that  Canada  is 

not  serving  her  writers.  Ac- ross the  country  there  is  a 
general  academic  failure  to teach  creative  writing  and 
there  is  not  a  sufficient  em- 

phasis on  the  study  of  Ca- nadian Literature.  He  noted 
with  regret  that  the  only 
creative  writing  course  prev- 

iously offered  to  undergra- duates at  U  of  T  will  not  be 
given  in  the  1965-1966  season. According  to  Dr.  Birney, 
creative  writing  is  a  subject 
worthy  of  the  dignity  of  a 
university  course.  He  stres- ses the  fact  that  a  professor 
of  creative  writing  should  be 
able  to  realize  that  he  can 
only  teach  his  craft  and  not force  students  into  the 

grooves  into  which  he  him- self has  slipped.  The  profes- sor must  be  tolerant  and 
humble  towards  his  stu- 

dents with  the  realization 
that  any  or  all  the  members 
of  his  class  may  be  poten- 

tially better  writers  than himself. 

Having  recently  returned from  the  Commonwealth 
Poetry  Conference,  Dr.  Bir- 

ney seems  inspired  by  the  in- 
triguing poetic  forms  presen- ted there,  Visual  poetry, 

read  to  a  background  of  elec 
tronic  music.  Poetry  created 
as  a  complement  to  paint- ings and  sculpture.  Dr. 
Birney  will  devote  one  of 
his  lectures  to  these  fascin- 

ating new  media. 

Jazz  (cont'd) net  a  place  in  modern  jazz, 
Buddy  DeFranco  is  in  fine 
shape.  Save  for  an  occasion, 
al  tendency  to  become  rath- er shrill  in  the  upper  regis- 

ter DeFranco  is  a  masterful 
Musician.  One  doesn't  have to  listen  long  to  tell  why 
DeFranco  after  two  decades 
remains  the  leading  expon- 

ent of  the  modern  clarinet. 
As  a  bass  clarinetist  he 

has  considerably  less  suc- cess. While  his  lines  are 
good,  he  fails  to  utilize  com- pletely that  round,  full, 
woody  sound  that  the  in- strument is  capable  of. 

Another  event  of  consid- 
erable interest  is  the  Cana- 

dian Jazz  Festival  coming 
to  Casa  Loma  on  November 
5.  Among  the  scheduled  per- formers are  Moe  Koffman, 
(which  is  too  bad),  Rob 
McConnell,  Don  Thompson, 
Paul  Hofleri.  Jimmy  Scott 
(whoever  Ihe  hell  he  is)  and 

Cupcake  McHarg.  The  doors 
open  at  7:00  and  the  music 
goes  on  till  1:00. In  addition  to  the  music, 
something  of  paramount 
importance  for  those  who take  a  serious  interest  in 
jazz  and  for  those  who  want 
a  good  laugh,  will  be  a 
panel  discussion  featuring Patrick  Scott,  John  Norris, 
and  Phil  McKellar.  The  heat 
likely  to  result  from  putting 
this  totally  incompatible 
trio  on  a  panel  together 
(each  one  seems  to  abso- lutely abhor  the  other  two) 
will  probably  exceed  that 
generated  by  the  scheduled Dixieland  band  battle. 

In  brief,  the  fare  current- ly offered  is  generally  good; 
that  in  the  offing  has  some 
intriguing  prospects. 

review 



music 
paid  ennis 

Fou,  T.R.C.  and  rapport 
Implicit  in  the  successful 

performance  of  chamber 
music  are  the  related  qualit- 

ies of  empathy  and  ensem- 
ble. Empathy  not  only  with 

the  music  itself,  but  empat- 
hy with  the  other  perfor- mers as  well. 

Too  often  have  recitals 
been  spoiled  by  a  domineer- 

ing solist  refusing  to  give 
ground  to  an  accompanist. 
Too  often  have  accompanists 
been  unable  to  accept  res- 

ponsibilities demanded  by 
the  composer. 

Such  criticism  is  inapplic- 
able to  the  Yehudi  Menuhin 

—  Fou  Ts'ong  Massey  Hall recital  of  Saturday  evening. 
For  any  disparagement 

one  might  have  felt  towards 
certain  interpretative  ele- 

ments in  their  performance, 
there  is  no  denying  their 
uncanny  sense  of  rapport. 
Neither  is  there  any  doubt 
that  in  Fou,  Menuhin  has 
found  a  truly  outstanding 
pianist  to  accompany  him. 

In  performing  chamber- music,  the  solist  character 
of  the  musician  must  be 
secondary  to  the  ensemble 
effect  of  the  whole.  Indeed, 
in  most  Sonatas  for  Violin 
and  Piano,  the  two  instru- 

ments must  be  almost  equal 
partners. 

There  is  much  beauty  in  a 
good  deal  of  piano  writing 
that  is  sometimes  oversha- 

dowed by  a  too  aggressive 
violinist.  Menuhin  was  aware 
of  this  throughout  the  con- 

cert and  for  his  part,  Fou 
was  not  about  to  shirk  his 
own  responsibilities. 

It  made  for  a  very  special 
sharing  partnership.  Coupled 
with  an  overall  musicianship 
of  the  highest  order  in  the 
Debussy  and  Frank  Sonatas, 
it  made  the  post-intermis- 

sion phase  of  the  recital 
highly  rewarding  (and  two encores). 
Strangely  enough,  the 

evening  began  in  a  romantic 
vein.  Strange,  because  the 
opening  work  was  the  Mo- zart Sonata  in  G,  K.  379,  a 
piece  not  usually  interpret- ed romantically. 

By  no  means  is  Mozart's music  mere  bourgeois  froth. 
On  the  other  hand,  the 
distortion  of  the  rhythm 
through  a  generous  use  of 
rubato  must  surely  be  over- 
compensation. 

Beethoven's  Sonata  No.  10 
in  G,  Op.  96  followed  with- 

out spark,  despite  its  beau- 
ty. The  two  players  were 

successful  in  the  slow  mo- 
vement, a  typical  Beethoven 

Adagio.  Sudden  contrasts 
were  effective  in  bringing 
out  its  tragic,  never  maudlin, 
character. 
Watching  Menuhin  can  be 

deceptive,  for  there  are  no 
excesses  in  his  body  move- 

ments. While  much  of  what 
he  plays  suffers  little  such 
restraint,  there  was  more  in- 

spiration for  the  ear  alone  in 
Saturday's  recital. 

Aside  from  being  the  viol- 
inist's son-in-law,  Fou  Ts'ong 

is  a  pianist  of  great  sensitiv- 
ity. He  brings  a  special 

delicacy  to  the  soft,  dolce 
sections,  akin  to  gossamer, 
but  with  substance. 

There  was  more  a  feeling 
of  letting  go  in  the  Debussy 
G  Minor  Sonata  and  teh  first 
two  movements  of  the 
Franck  A  Major.  The  re- 

mainder of  the  Franck  was 
somewhat  more  restrained, 
yet  satisfying. 

Indeed,  this  work  is  at 
once  a  most  elemental  and 
truly  romantic  gem  of  late 
19th  century  composition. 

In  larger  groups,  rapport 
is  somewhat  more  nebulous, 
less  easy  to  pin  down.  More 
difficult  to  acquire  over- 

night. The  opening  concert 
of  the  Toronto  Repertory 
Ensemble  Sunday  night 
pointed  this  up. 

It  takes  time  for  an  en- 
semble to  piay  like  one,  to 

become  a  polished  perform- 
ing group. 

There  was  that  which  was 
satisfying  and  musical  and 
unified  in  this  opening  con- 

cert. Many  tutti  sections  in 
the  Mozart  Serenade  No.  12 

See  "Music"„  review  10 

jazz 
torn  naylor 

Dixieland  dreams  and  Mainstream  nightmares 

A  Dixielander's  dream 
is  frequently  a  Mainstream- 
er's  nightmare.  The  sorry excuses  for  traditional  jazz 
bands  so  popular  today  are 
generally  characterized  by 
saccharine  clarinets,  clank- 

ing banjos,  slap-happy  bass- 
ists, .  and  punch  drunk 

drummers.  Such,  a  group, 
one  that  epitomizes  all  the 
worst  aspects  of  that  odd 
hybrid  which  has  come  to 
be  known  as  Dixieland,  is 
currently  destroying  patrons' weekends  at  the  Penny 
Farthing. 

J  i  m  McHarg's  Mjetro 
Stompers  (even  the  name 
is  enough  to  scare  you  off) 
utilizes  most  of  these  gim- 

micks that  have  caused  seri- 
ous fans  to  completely  ig- 
nore the  traditional  idiom  ol 

late.  McHarg  makes  a  habit 
of  pulling  his  bass  strings 
so  hard  they  slap  back 
against  the  bridge;  the  ban- 
joist,  seemingly  not  content to  make  the  ensembles 
drag,  takes  long  and  mean- ingless solos;  the  drummer is  there  but  no  more. 
The  sole  redeeming  feat- 

ure was  the  clarinetist 
whose  vitality  threatened  at 
all  times  to  make  something 
of  this  sordid  mess.  He 
never  quite  succeeded. 

If  you're  planning  a  visit 
to  the  Penny  Farthing  avoid 
the  weekends.  During  the 
week,  Lonnie  Johnson,  still 
a  giant  of  the  guitar  and 

one  of  the  very  great  blues 
shouters  despite  the  doses 
of  Tin  Pan  Alley  that  have 
been  creeping  into  his  re- 

pertoire of  late,  is  the  star 
attraction. 

In  direct  contrast  to  Cup- 
cake McHarg  and  his  Luke- warm Celery  Shoots  is  a 

group  at  the  Colonial  Tav- ern this  week  which  while 
billing  itself  as  a  Dixieland 
band  is  infinitely  better  than 
most  and  has  a  repertoire 
that  goes  much  further. 
Trumpeter-leader  Max  Ka. 

minsky  is  little  more  than 
a  low  blood  pressure  Bix 
Beiderbecke  but  some  of  the 
sidemen.  Whom  Kaminsky 
lacked  the  manners  to  in- troduce were  outstanding. 

In  particular,  the  clarinet- ist, who  also  played  tenor 
and  soprano  saxophones 
(and  unlike  some  contem- 

porary "stars"  had  the taste  to  play  them  one  at 
a  time),  stole  the  show  with 
some  exquisite  blues. The  drummer,  too,  shone. 
Although  there  was  no  real 
physical  similarity,  both  in 
terms  of  style — the  exuber- ance, the  lusty  swing,  the 
intriguing  rythmic  patterns, 
and  in  personal  manner- 

isms— the  wad  of  gum,  the 
grin,  it  could  have  been  a 
young  vGene  Krupa  on  the stage. 

The  net  attraction  at  the 
Colonial  is  ideal  for  those 
of  you  who  wish  to  make 
partial  redemption  for  miss- 

ing Earl  Hines.  Teddy  Wil- 

son may  not  be  quite  in 
the  same  class  as  Hines  but 
he  comes  close. 

If  Wilson  isn't  enough  to 
tempt  you,  another  giant will  be  featured  with  him. 
To  me,  blues  shouting 

and  Jimmy  Rushing  will  al- 
ways be  synonymous.  The 

incredible  Mr.  Five  By  Five 
still  has  a  magnificent  pair 
of  lungs.  If  you  like  the 
blues  without  the  garnish 
most  modern  singers  are 
adding,  the  blues  at  their 
earthy  best,  Jimmy  Rush- ing, is  the  man  to  hear. 
And,  if  you're  still  not satisfied,  backing  up  Rush- 

ing and  Wilson  will  be  a 
rather  curious  array  of  side-, 
men  whose  interpolation 
will  prove,  if  nothing  else, interesting. 

Pat  Riccio  is  one  of  Ca- 
nada's top  altoists  when  he gets  away  from  playing 

dance  sets  ( like  the  U.C. 
Red  and  White  this  Fall). 
But  how  be  will  make  out 
in  this  context  is  anybody's 

guess. Yet  another  surprise.  The 
drummer  will  be  Ed  Thig- 
pen,  until  recently  with  the 
Oscar  Peterson  trio. 
Around  the  corner  at  the Town  Tavern  this  week, 

the  man  who  gave  the  clari- 
See  "Jazz",  review  2 
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BRITISH 

SCIENTISTS 

Senior  scientists  from  Imperial  Chemical  Industries 
Limited,  England,  will  be  visting  the  Campus  on 

Wednesday /Thursday,  3rd  /4th  November 
They  wish  to  meet  graduates  in  any  scientific  disci- 

pline from  Britain  or  the  British  Commonwealth 
who  would  like  to  discuss  careers  with  I.C.I,  in  the 
United  Kingdom.  Recent  arrivals,  as  well  as  those 
who  are  considering  the  possibility  of  returning  to 
Britain,  are  invited  to  get  in  touch  with  them through: : 

Mr.  I.  K.  Bradford 
Placement  Service 
581  SpadJna  Avenue 

— ~3p' 
PIMM'S 

has  a Gin  base 

both  I  are 

absolutely  deliciousl 

Two  things  about  Pimm's:  easy  to  serve, 
and  a  taste  you'll  enjoy.  Just  pour  into  a 
tall  glass  and  add  ice  and  fill  up  with  your 
favourite  light  mix.  You  can  add  a  slice  of 
cucumber,  a  piece  of  lemon,  or  a  sprig  of 

mint  to  make  the  traditional  Pimm's,  fa- 

mous throughout  the  world.  But  don't bother  unless  you're  in  the  mood.  A  new 
generation  is  rediscovering  Pimm's... and 
enjoying  every  moment  of  it. 

DRINK  PIMM'S 
simply  because  you'll  enjoy  the  taste  of  it 

H.  CORBY  DISTIUXRY  UllltED,  CORBYVILL£,'  CAN. 



PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. 

Toronto  3,  Ont. 
EM.  6-2025 

open  doily,  incl.  Sot,  from  8-6. 
University  Blozori  ond  Trousers 
mode  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coots,  Tuicdos,  Dinner  Joekcts, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

WA.  7-1800 526  YONGE  STREET AT  BREADALBANE 

THE  ARBOR  ROOM  IS  BEING  CLOSED  AT  1.30  P.M.  FRIDAY,
 

OCTOBER  29th  FOR  COMPLETION  OF  RENOVATIONS. 

WATCH  HART  HOUSE  BULLETIN  FOR  DATE  OF  RE-OPEN-
 

ING. FOOD  SERVICE  WILL  CONTINUE  IN  THE  DEBATES 

ROOM,  LOWER  GALLERY,  TUCK  SHOP  AND  THE  GREAT 
HALL. 

duMaurier 

tips  the  flavour 

in  your  favour 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE'S  SEVENTY-FIFTH 

ALL- UNIVERSITY  PROUUCTION 

GEORGE  BERNARD  SHAW'S 

HEARTBREAK 

HOUSE 

directed  by  ROBERT  GILL 

Opening  Tonight  And  All  Next  Week  At  8:30 

Box  Office  now  open  10:00  a.m.  to  6:00  p.m.  -  WA.  3-5244 

Skillful  portraits 
By  IAIN  EWING 

At  last  a  show  that  can  not  only  be  praised,  but  also  enjoy- ed' What  is  it?  Where  is  it?  It  is  right  here  on  campus,  you 
ea»er  art  lovers  and  hungry  culture  vultures.  The  show  is 
Portraits  by  F.  H.  Varley,  now  on  display  in  the  Hart  House 
Art  Gallery  This  show  is  interesting  if  only  because  the 
Group  of  Seven  are  famous  for  their  jack  pines  and  Georg- 

ian Bay  Storms,  but  not  for  portraits. 
However  these  portraits  by  Varley  reveal  that  at  least 

one  of  the  Group  of  Seven  was  a  portraitist  of  considerable skill 
The  works  are  of  four  kinds:  charcoal  or  chalk  sketches 

of  women;  small  rough  oil  portrait  sketches;  carefully  work- 
ed intimate  portraits;  and  large  official  portraits.  Personal- 
ly, I  find  the  official  portraits  the  least  satisfying  of  the 

l0''  xhey  look  as  if  they  were  commissioned  for  board 
rooms  and  Varley,  in  deference  to  these  dull  defenders  of 
the  status  quo,  seems  to  have  dulled  his  qualities  as  a  por- traitist to  make  these  paintings  fit  into  an  airless  official 
atmosphere.  For  example,  in  the  portrait  of  Dr.  K.  G.  Mac- kenzie, the  pose  is  affected,  the  colors  dull,  the  character  of 
the  sitter  without  clarity  or  interest. 

The  oil  sketches  and  charcoal  drawings  show  qualities 

of  design  and  draftsmanship  that  make  them  much  more  in- teresting than  the  official  work.  The  best  oil  sketch,  Manya 
shows  the  head  of  a  woman  in  profile.  She  has  her  head 
flung  back  and  her  exotic  features  are  outlined  with  strong, vivid  colors. 

Although  the  drawings  are  uneven  in  quality,  two  are 
excellent.  One,  entitled  Woman  in  Profile,  is  elegantly  posed 
and  beautifully  drawn.  The  sense  of  character  is  not  too 
clearly  developed,  but  the  drawing  has  a  sensual  quality  that is  attractive. 

Even  more  attractive  is  the  charcoal  sketch,  Head  and 
Shoulders  of  a  Woman.  Here,  the  sensual  quality  of  the 
line  is  beautifully  controlled  by  the  overall  design  of  the 
drawing.  The  contrast  between  the  straight  lines  of  the  back- 

ground and  the  curves  of  the  woman's  body  heightens  the sensual  beauty  of  the  picture. 
However,  the  finest  works  in  the  show  are  the  smaller 

— photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
A  sketch  portrait  from  the  exhibition  of  work  by  F.H. 
VARLEY,  currently  on  view  in  the  Hart  House  Art  Gallery. 

finished  oil  portraits.  These  works  all  share  a  solid  abstract 
design,  beautiful  handling  of  colors  and  textures,  and  a  clear revelation  of  personality. 

For  example,  the  portrait  of  Dr.  T.  combines  clear,  care- 
ful work  on  the  face  with  a  vividly  colored  abstract  back- 

ground that  produces  an  interesting  contrast.  The  portrait 
of  John,  a  little  boy,  is  charming,  especially  in  the  play  of 
light  on  his  hair,  (although  the  effect  of  light  on  his  face  is 
rather  overdone.)  The  lovely  pose  accentuated  by  the  ver- 

tical drapery  of  her  clothes  gives  the  portrait  of  Mrs.  E  a 
striking  visual  effect. 

The  two  finest  works  in  the  show  belong  to  this  group 
ol  intimate  portraits.  The  portrait  of  Mrs.  Barker  Fairlcy, 
from  the  Art  Gallery  of  Toronto,  is  noteworthy  for  several 
reasons.  The  pose  is  natural,  without  the  self-conscious  af- 

fectation of  the  larger  official  work.  The  relationship  bet- 
ween the  subject  and  the  background  is  much  clearer.  The 

use  of  color,  especially  the  greens,  blues  and  purples  of  the 
dress,  is  far  superior  to  the  dull  palette  of  the  official  work. 

The  skill  with  which  Varley  handles  and  controls  the 
texture  of  the  paint  is  extremely  satisfying.  Finally,  and 
most  important  of  all,  this  painting  is  not  merely  a  photo- 

graph, but  a  portrait.  The  eyes  of  the  viewer  are  focussed 
on  the  eyes  of  the  woman,  and  we  get  a  clear  insight  into her  personality. 



art 
j 'ere my  adamson 

Strong,  expressive  figures 
It's  hard  to  get  back  to the  Toronto  art  scene  after 

four  days  in  New  York.  Tor- 
onto may  be  no  mean  city 

but  you  begin  to  wonder. 
All  the  same  we  take  a  deep 
breath  and  face  it. 

Joe  Rosenthal  is  back  at 
the  Sobot  Gallery  but  he's a  different  man.  A  sadness, 
a  weltschmerz  hangs  over 
every  canvas.  Such  titles  as 
Escape,  Broken  World, 
Survivors  and  Lovers  Apart 

some  frontally  seated  fig- 
ures who  bury  their  faces 

in  their  arms,  not  one  ot 
the  single  figures  face  us. 
Instead  they  turn  their 
backs  to  the  viewer. 

I  have  never  really  liked 
Rosenthal's  work  but  this 
show  certainly  does  not  put 
me  off.  His  use  of  the  nude  is 
admirable  but  the  use  of  pa- 

lette knife  areas  in  their  un- 
connected manner  does  not 

enhance  the  works  in  which 

One  of  the  FIGURES  series, 
at  the  Sobot  Gallery 
sum  up  the  general  content 
of  the  work  shown. 

Basically,  Rosenthal  is  a 
figure  painter  and  a  good 
one,  anatomically  expres- 

sive and  strong.  Each  fig- 
ure is  sculptural  in  feeling 

and  naked  as  the  day  he 
was  born. 

There  is  a  theme  of  isola- 
tion in  each  canvas.  Figures 

are  usually  alone,  set 
against  a  harsh,  dark  back- 

ground of  cool  olive  colours 
and  blacks — either  in  flat 
tones  and/or  palette  knife 
areas  of  tactile  roughness 
heightening  the  nudity  of 
the  figures. 
No  conversation  takes 

place  among  the  figures, even  in  his  Survivors  series 
and  again  in  the  Lovers  ser- ies. Each  is  intent  on  his 
own  particular  grief.  The 
naked  lovers  do  not  look 
at  each  other— their  eyes 
never  meet — there  is  a  gulf 
separating  each  psychically, 
though  physically  they  are 
in  close  proximity. 

His  single  figures  in  their 
lonely  settings  slump  for- 

ward, bending  their  heads 
in  tragic  desolation.  Any 
joie  de  vivre  has  certainly 
fled  the  scene.  Except  for 

by  Joe  Rosenthal,  currently 

they  are  employed.  There  is 
one  canvas  that  is  worth  all 
the  rest  —  Survivor's  III. 
The  powerful  composition 
is  more  in  keeping  with  the 
emotional  content.  Its 
strength  is  lacking  in  the 
o  tliers. 

shows — Danby,  Deutsch  and 
Cattel.  Notable  canvases  in- 

clude the  Dutch  Cobra 
group  member  Karel  Ap- 
pel's  Crying  Nude  in  the  de- Kooning  abstract  expres- 

sionism feeling  with  the  em- 
phasis on  expressionism,  and 

Ray  Cattel's  Nautilus  En- counter. 
In  this  canvas  Cattel  has 

made  remarkable  use  of  his 
thin,  flashing  red  line — a laser  beam  of  hot,  sharp, 
penetrating  incisiveness  cut- 

ting through  a  dark  form  in an  underwater  world  of 
translucent  olive  brown. 

The  Jerrold  Morris  Gallery 
is  offering  one  of  the  last 
chances  1  'm  sure  to  buy 
Group  of  Seven  paintings. 
Beside  some  big  name,  me- 

diocre work,  they  are  show- 
ing some  18th  and  19th 

century  Canadian  "masters" — Suzor-Cote,  Daniel  Fowl- 
er, Horatio  Walker  and 

Morrice — which  one  usual- 
ly expects  to  see  in  a  mus- eum setting  rather  than  a commercial  gallery. 
In  Morris'  back  room 

there  is  an  exhibit  of  Amer- 
ican prin  [makers — Rausch- enburg,  Jim  Dine  and  Lee 

Bontecou  among  others.  In 
these  we  can  see  the  pro- 

gress ot  contemporary  Pop 
artists  and  their  similarity 
to  the  recent  Toronto  20 
Portfolio — rather,  the  simi- 

larity of  the  Toronto  prints 
to  their  American  counter- 

parts. 

—photos  by  ACHIM  KRULL 
Another  one  of  the  FIGURE  series,  by  Joe  Rosenthal 
The  Gallery  Moos  is  be- tween shows  this  week  and 

is  exhibiting  works  by  the 
gallery's  artists.  Some  of these  we  have  seen  in  the 
"Perceptual  Abstraction" show  at  Hart  House,  others 
are  left  overs  from  previous 

It  may  be  rather  a  sweep- 
ing generalization  but  what 

happens  among  New  York 
painters  will  eventually  find 
its  way  up  to  Toronto  and 
appear  in  our  local  artists' work  in  some  form  or  an- 
other. 

HIGHLY  PERSONAL  NARRATIVE  POEM 

By  LAUREL  SAB1STON 
The  Wood  of  the  Nightin- 

gale; Child;  Ryerson;  $4.95. 
This  is  a  long  narrative 

poem,  a  "round  of  personal 
passion"  brought  to  light  by 
the  violence  at  the  front line  in  World  War  I. 

The  action,  reflective  and 
physical,  centres  around 
three  main  characters,  the 
narrator,  his  older  brother, 
and  his  best  friend.  Stand- 

ing to  one  side,  Child  des- 
cribes, analyses,  cross-ex- amines in  these  men  and 

himself  the  effects  of  war: 

hints  of  tragedy,  of  love, 
and  things  suppressed  at 
home^come  hitting  out  with the  immediacy  of  war,  to 
become  mind-haunting  is- sues. Bared  passions  grow. 

Thus,  the  poem  is  highly 
emotional  and  highly  per- 

sonal, too  personal  almost 
to  be  read  without  embar- 

rassment For  the  author. 
This  intense  "I"  though  is the  strongest  narrative  qual- 

ity; it  saves  the  piece  from 
becoming  too  analytical,  loo 
plodding,  too  repetitive descriptively. 

For  indeed   these  faults 

are  visible.  A  constant  iam- 
bic pentameter  steals  im- mediacy from  the  physical action  of  war.  On  the  other 

hand,  this  meter  fits  the 
poet's  reflective  purpose 
so  well  that  he  overworks 
it.  Descriptive  images,  too, 
are  somewhat  overworked. 
What  the  poem  lacks  in 

polished  construction  it makes  up  for  in  probing sincerity. 
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At  your  next  party,  dance  01  banquet, 

go  formal 

the 

Syd  Silver 

way 

...RENTING  THE  FORMAL 

WEAR  YOU  NEED  FOR 

ANY  OCCASION 

Syd  Silver  is  Canada's  leading  name  in  formal  wear  rental  with a  complete  line  of  formal  and  semi-formol wear  for  men  and  women. 
We  have  a  complete  line  of 

•  TUXEDOS 0  WHITE  JACKETS %  MORNING  SUITS *  DIRECTORS  SUITS 

•  TAILS 
#  BOYS  OUTFITS 

#  BUSINESS  SUITS 
«  BLAZERS 0  COCKTAIL  DRESSES 
ft)  EVENING  GOWNS #  WEDDING  DRESSES #  BRIDESMAIDS  DRESSES 
#  ACCESSORIES 

SPECIAL  20%  DISCOUNT  to 
all  students  and  faculty  members 

Syd  Silver  Formats  Limited 500  Yonge  (above  College)  83  Bloor  W.  (West  of  Bay) 
Phone  923-4611 

FASHION  SILHOUETTE 
in  SLIMS,  SWEATERS.  SKIRTS  bj 

Glenayr    ̂   ̂   j  [1 

You'll  jump  for  joy  when  you 
wear  this  perfectly  matching 
"slim"  outfit  by  Kitten!  The 

cardigan  is  medium-weight Shetland  and  mohair,  has 
full-fashioned  raglan  shoulders, 

cardigan  facing  with  roll  collar, 
in  stunning  new  Fall  colours. 
The  perfectly  matching  slims 
are  100%  Pure  Wool  Worsted 
woven  from  superfine  English 
Botany  and  perfectly  match 
all  Kitten  Botany  sweaters. 
At  all  fine  shops  everywhere! 

538/492 



LOUISE  BROOKS 

TAYLOR 
THE  LOVE 

POLA  NEGRI 

MARILYN  MONROE 

The  Love  Goddesses  is  a  de- 
lightful documentary  now  show- 

ing at  the  New  York  Theatre. It  has  been  lovingly  produced 
by  Canadian-born  Graeme  Fer- 

guson and  partner  Saul  J.  Tu- rell,  who  spent  over  four  years 
culling  their  material  and  shap- 

ing it  into,  what  they  term,  "a 
history  of  sex  in  the  movies". Starting  at  the  turn  of  the 
century  and  the  Victorian  ideal 
of  womanhood,  the  movie traces  the  various  stages  in  the 
image  of  the  Love  Goddess  as 
she  reflects  the  ever-changing 
mores  of  the  times.  A  witty, 
amusing  film,  it  is  a  "must"  for all  film  buffs. 

Every  so  often,  another  one 
comes  along.  Sometimes  with  a 
great  deal  of  fanfare,  some- times virtually  unheralded.  She 
may  be  beautiful.  She  may  have 
some  special  charm.  She  may 
even  be  able  to  act.  Whatever 
she  has,  she's  got  that  inde- scribable "IT"  —  that  quality 
that  makes  her  an  outstanding 
member  of  a  select  and  pheno- 

menal cult  —  the  Love  Goddess. 
It  is  impossible  to  describe 

her,  for  she  defies  description. 
Her  image  depends  very  much 
on  the  mood  of  the  sculptors, 
on  the  tempo  of  the  age.  At  the 
turn  of  the  century,  she  was 
the  faithful,  naive,  innocent  (all 
right,  stunned)  ingenue,  radiat- ing sweetness  and  light. Lillian  Gish  portrayed  her 
perfectly  in  films  like  True 
Heart  Susie,  over-exposure  to 
which  often  proved  fatal  for 
diabetics.  She  never  smoked; 
she  never  drank;  she  never 
swore;  an  immaculate  concep- tion. And  considering  her  views 
on  sex,  apparently  that  was  the 
only  way  she  ever  gave  birth! 

Then  along  came  the  "vamp". She  smoked;  she  drank;  she 
was  rarely  immaculate.  She 
was  Theda  Bara  and  Pola  Negri. 
She  smouldered  her  way  across 
the  screen  and  kindled  fires  in men's  hearts. 

As  the  twenties  roared  along, 
she  became  more  and  more 
exotic  and  daring.  Sometimes 
she  was  sultry  and  torrid,  like 
Hedy  Lamarr  in  Ecstasy.  She 
carried  on  an  open,  passionate 
love  affair  with  her  audience. 

Sometimes,  like  Greta  Garbo 
she  was  remote  and  out-o reach.  Her  body  beckoned,  bu 
her  lips  said  no.  She  ̂ /as hard  nut  to  crack,  but  ever 
man  wanted  a  try,  just  for  th 
shell  of  it. 

She  exuded  sex,  like  Dietric and  Harlow.  And  sometimes,  i 

By  Met 

she  possessed  the  brilliant  t; 
lent  of  a  Mae  West  in  I'm  N 
Angel,  she  subtly  made  fun  c 

it. 

The  coming  of  the  Depre 
sion,  however,  caused  a  drast: re-assessment  of  values  and  X\ 
Love  Goddess  reflected  tt 
change.  She  was  now  a  norms well-shaped,  well-rounded^  gii 
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GODDESSES 

BETTE  DAVIS 

a  heroine  with  whom  you  flirted 
and  finally  married.  Betty 
Grable  .  .  .  Carole  Lombard  .  .  . 

*  Deanna  Durbin.  But  this  age  of innocence  was  doomed  to  be 
crushed. 
A  second  World-War  did  the 

trick  —  and  ushered  in  a  fren- 
zied,   slightly    desperate,  no- 

r  Zeifman 

holds-barred  Goddess.  She  was 
enigmatic,  complex,  struggling 
against  her  inhibitions  —  like 
the  times. 
And  still  she  keeps  coming. 
The  Love  Goddess  —  wor- 

shipped, adored,  idolized  by 
millions.  Yet  somehow,  there's 
a  pervading  atmosphere  of  sad- 

ness, of  bitter  irony.  Clara  Bow 

IARLOW 

—  her  death  released  her  from 
years  of  alcoholism  and  mental 
decline.  Garbo  —  the  greatest 
beauty  of  them  all  —  now  a 
virtual  recluse  from  the  glitter- 

ing society  that  she  once  ruled. 
The  tragedy  of  Harlow,  the 

voluptuous  Platinum  Blonde, 
who  drank  and  loved  away 
everything  she  ever  had. 
i  The  desperate,  life-long  search 

for  happiness  and  "true  love". Lana  Turner  has  married  six 
times,  and  lived  to  see  her  teen- 

age daughter  Cheryl  stab  her 
lover  to  death.  Rita  Hayworth 
has  gambled  five  times  —  and 
consistently  lost.  Her  children 
resemble  a  small-scale  United Nations. 
Happiness  somehow  eludes 

them.  It  is  true,  Sophia  Loren 
fights  hard  and  has  the  courage 
of  her  convictions.  (Literally, 
that  is  —  she's  been  indicted a  number  of  times  for  bigamy). 
But  she  still  is  technically  liv- 

ing in  sin.  Liz  Taylor's  life  has been  a  continuous  and  unbe- 
lievable series  of  tragedies  Bar- 

dot  pouts  and  beckons  and 
waits  patiently  for  the  next  sui- cide attempt. 
And  finally  Marilyn.  Child- 

woman.  Illegitimate,  three  dead 
marriages,  two  miscarriages  — and  suddenly,  quickly,  by  her 
own  hand,  an  end  to  pain. 

In  his  play  The  Goddess, 
Paddy  Chayefsky  has  his  sex- siren  confide  to  her  ex-husband: 

J  got  a  handsome  house  with 
gardens  as  far  as  your  eye  can 
see,  filled  with  red  flowers  of 
paradise  and  tulips.  And  I  can 
hardly  get  out  of  a  taxicab  in 
New  York  but  there's  hundreds 
of  people  crowding  around  the 
door,  screaming  how  much 
they  love  me.  I've  known  men, hundreds  of  men  —  just  blank 
faces  —  /  can't  remember  them 
at  all  I  don't  believe  there's 
anything  in  this  world  I  haven't tried  once.  Al  the  things  that 
are  supposed  to  be  fun  really 
ain't  no  fun,  and  all  the  things 
that  are  supposed  to  be  im- 

portant really  ain't  nothing  at 
all.  For  the  life  of  me,  I  can't think  of  any  reason  to  get  up 
tomorrow  morning.  I  can't think  of  anything  I  want  or 
look  forward  to.  It's  all  a  fraud, isn't  it,  John? 

Well,  John? 

RITA  HAYWORTH 

BRIGITTE  BARDOT 

review 



DON'T  WAIT! 
If  your  campus  group  is  planning  a  trip 

CHARTER  A  COACH 

TRAILWAYS  off  CANADA  LTD. 

Call  923-2232  or  889-3642 
For  information  to  enjoy  the  fun  and  inexpensive  woy 

to  travel  in  a  group 

PART  TIME 

SAIES  REPRESENTATIVES 

WANTED  BY 

PHONO  LINGUAL  INSTITUTE  LTD. 
6477  PERODEAU  ST. 

MONTREAL  5 

English  to  French  Course  on  Records 
MUST  BE  BILINGUAL,  HAVE  CAB 
LEADS  SUPPLIED  BY  COMPANY 

Write,  giving  name,  address  and  phone  number 
for  appointment  in  Toronto 

CANADIAN  2nd  ANNUAL 

JAZZ 
FESTIVAL 

Casa  Loma,  7:00  p.m.,  Fri.,  Nov.  5(  1965 

7  BANDS 

mat  koffmon  quartet rob  mtconncll  big  band rob  mecortncU  sextet 
don  thompion  quintet paul  hoffert  quintet jimmy  tcotf  t  bond jim  mehorg  metro  itompCrj to  m.c,  will  be 

pond  d illusion Patrick  seott  (globe) phil  mockcllor  (ehlb) fronk  kenncdy  (itar) 
gord  delomont,  gocit moderator dove  cap  Ian 

Dave  Caplan  and  Phil  Mackeflar 
TICKETS:  A  &  A  Record  Bar,  351  Yonge  Street 

Book  Cellar,  1  184  Boy  Street 

MIMACOMBO  ROLLER  RINK 

2487  Lukeshore  Blvd.  West,  Toronto  14,  Ont. 

CL.  5-6608  -  CL.  5-6608 
Presents  in  person  the  fabulous 

JAMES  BROWN 

and  his  18  piece  orchestra  plus: 

James  Crawford 
Baby  Lloyd 
Jewel 

Boby  Byrd 
TV  Mama  (Elsa  May) 
Vickey  Anderson 

Famous  Flames 

TWO  DAYS  ONLY 

Mon„  Nov.  8,  1965 
Tues.,  Nov.  9,  1965 

8-12  p.m. 
Advance  Tickets  $5.00 

The  Greatest  show 
Sensational  Top  Acts 
A  night  to  remember 
First  time  in  Canada 
Free  Parking  at  rear 

TickeK;  A  &  A  Book  Store,  351  Yonje  St.  -  Dhc  Shop,  Ccdorbroc Shopping  Plaza  .  Harmony  Music  Centre,  1580  Queen  St.  W.  . 
Koluo  Mu.it,  167  Dontorth  -  Kuluo  Mu.ic,  2386  Eglttlton  Avo.  E . Jubilee  Pavilion,  Oshowo. 

Discipline  in  the  desert 

By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN The  Hill,  currently  at  the 
Towne  Cinema,  is  a  war 
story  with  a  difference.  In- stead of  the  usual  cruelty 
and  inhumanity  shown  by  a 
soldier  to  the  enemy,  the 
film  deals  with  this  in- 

humanity as  it  pervades  the 
ranks  of  one  army  itself. 
The  army  in  question  is the  British  one,  and  for  the 

glory  of  K!ng  ana  Country, 
they've  established  a  "dis- cipline" camp  in  which  er- 

ring British  soldiers  ("the 
dregs  of  the  army")  are  re- taught  how  to  be  good  little 
boys  and  valiant  warriors. the  method  employed  is 
a  cross  somewhere  between 
Chinese  water-torture  and 
Marquis  de  Sade-approved 

"disciplinary"  tactics.  The 
latter  includes  a  steep,  san- 

dy hill,  which  prisoners  are forced  to  climb  and  reclimb 
in  the  blazing  heat.  Sort  of 
Sisyphus  with  a  sunburn. 

If  productivity  increases when  employees  are  happy, 
this  must  be  the  working- 
est  camp  around.  The  guards 
in  this  place  love  their  jobs 
—  perhaps  just  a  little  4too 
much.  Thus,  we  have  power- 
mad,  sadistic  soldiers  bait- 

ing and  beating  their  fel- lows. 
Here  is  the  crux  of  the 

movie.  At  what  point  does  a 
"discipline"  camp  begin  to 
lose  its  effect  and  degenerate 
into  a  brutal,  inhumanly 
cruel  "hate"  camp?  When 
does  a  "by  the  book"  attitude 

Sean  Connery  climbs  the  hill  again  under  the  watchful  eyes 
off  a  guard. 

turn  immoral  and  potential- 

ly dangerous? As  Sgt.  Major  Roberts, 
sent  to  the  camp  for  disobey- 

ing an  order  and  striking  a 
superior,  Sean  Connery  at- 

tempts to  test  the  above theses.  Divorced  from  his 
James  Bond  trappings,  Con- 

nery turns  in  a  tightly-con- trolled and  believable  per- formance. He  is  admirably 
backed  by  Harry  Andrews and  Ian  Hendry  as  two 
power-mad  bigshots  and  a 
beautifully  comic,  yet  in- 

tense performance  by  Ossie 
Davis. 

Director  Sidney  Lumet  has 
done  a  good  job  in  suggest 
ing  the  frenzied  futility  of 
the  camp.  But  there  are 
several  disturbing  elements in  the  film.  The  sound  is 
choppy,  the  accents  at  times indeciferable  —  so  much  so 
that  whole  sentences,  im- 

portant ones,  are  often  lost in  a  gushing  torren  t  of words. 

The  characters  are  gener- 
ally well-delineated  but,  in some  cases,  come  awfully 

close  to  over-simplified  cari- cature. Having  a  man  pace 
about  the  screen  ranting 
"I'm  in  charge  here"  over 
and  over  again  is  not  ex- actly the  subtlest  way  to 
suggest  megalomania.  Also, 
although  the  movie's  point is  well  taken,  it  could  have 
been  encased  in  a  more 
dramatically  effective  pre- 
mise. 

Still,  The  Hill  is  a  basical- 
ly fine  movie,  which  attacks 

a  significant  theme  with 
honesty  and  skill. 

Situation  incompetent  and  unbelievable 
By  MARILYN  BEKER 
If  you  wept  when  Grade 

D  World  War  II  pictures 
disappeared,  you  can  throw 
a  party  to  celebrate  their 
return.  Situation  Hopeless 
But  Not  Serious  is  a  mod- 

ernized war  story  now 
playing  at  the  Imperial. Unlike  those  ancient  epics 
this  one  has  less  guts  and 
glory  and  a  lot  more  ab- sence  of  purpose, 

Alec  Guiness,  the  Grand 
Old  Man,  is  the  hero  in  a 
part  which  should  undoubt- 

edly have  gone  to  Ed  Wynn. 
Guiness  portrays  Wilhelm 
Frick  a  sweet  little  friend- 

less Nazi  with  an  overt  Oedi- 
pus complex  and  a  cellar- 

full  of  medieval  antiques. 

Reminiscent  of  the  Col- 
lector Frick  imprisons  two 

flyboys  who  drop  into  his cellar  and  plays  friendly 
Messiah  with  them,  they 
think. 
Mike  Connors  portrays 

the  dark  fierce-eyed  horny 
garage  mechanic  with  a  yen 
for  freedom.  Robert  Red- 
ford  is  his  rich,  intellectual, 
latent-pansy  cellmate. 

It  is  a  pity  that  the  dir- ector, Gottfried  Relnhart 
could  not  make  use  of  the 
faint  flicker  of  possibilities 
offered  by  the  meager 
script.  At  the  onset,  we  feel 
that  perhaps  Frick  will  be- come a  sensitive  study  in 
human  loneliness  so  pro- 

found that  its  victims  will 

go  to  any  lengths  to  obtain relief.  This  is  ruined.  Vague 
attempts  to  contrast  intel- lectual resilience  with  dull 
manual  approach  to  situa- tions fails  abysmally. 
Obviously,  the  film  is 

comical  only  in  its  absurd- 
ity, ingenious  not  at  all. Credible  it  is  certainly  not. 

The  contrived  ending  with 
the  omniscient  narrator 
smiling  down  upon  a  re- united threesome  in  a  high 
society  setting  is  ludicrous. What  then  of  the  acting? 
Mr.  Guiness  is  a  perfect  tim- 

id little  man.  He  plays  his 
part  staunchly,  all  the  while bombarded  by  sad  dialogue, 
implausable  situations  and 
inept  co-stars. 

Robert  Redfo.d  (right)  and  Michael  Connors  leave  their  ".helter"  for  a  breath  of  air. 



Lightfoot  has  lots  to  learn 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

Gord  Lightfoot  has  been 
on  the  verge  of  becoming 
a  big  star  for  months  now. 
He's  being  managed  by  the 
big  Grossman  Agency  in New  York.  He  records  for 
Warner  Brothers  and  he's 
appeared  at  the  Newport 
Folk  Festival.  But  he's  still 
waiting  for  a  big  record. 

In  Toronto  he  is  a  big 
star.  He  can  pull  large 
crowds  to  wherever  he's 
playing,  which  this  week  and 
next  is  the  New  Gate  of 
Cleve. 
Gord  writes  some  fine 

songs  with  that  relaxed 
style  of  melody  and  easy 
lyricism  needed  in  folk- music.  The  easy  flowing  song 
Long  River  is  perhaps  his 
best  composition  to  date 
although  other  people  vote 
strongly  for  Early  Morning 
Rain  or  That's  What  You 
Get  For  Loving  Me. 
As  a  performer,  though, 

Gord  has  a  lot  to  learn.  He 
does  not  make  a  strong  rap- 

port with  his  audience  even 
though  he  puts  a  relaxed 
and  personable  air  across. 

He  sings  in  a  country  and 
western  style,  the  modern 
sophisticated  and  urban 
type,  and  would  be,  I  think, 
a  great  C  &  W  singer  if  he'd apply  himself  to  that 
medium.  As  a  folk-singer, 
I'm  afraid,  he'll  have  a  very 
tough  time  becoming  recog- 

nized as  anything  more  than 
an  ordinary  singer  who  can 
write  some  great  songs. 

It's  too  bad  too  because 
I  don't  think  there  is  anyone 
who  can  perform  his  songs 
as  well  as  he  can.  He  is  also 
a  quite  good  flat-pick  guitar- ist although  that  style  is  not 
suitable  for  all  his  songs. 
Sometimes  the  guitar  work 
flounders  around  in  a  wave 
of  unorganized  and  undiscip- lined tones.  At  the  same 
time  though,  Gord  is  slowly 
introducing  a  picking  style 
accompaniment  to  some  of 
these  songs.  That  should help. 

ANITA  SHEER 

Miss  Sheer  is  back  in  good 
form  after  recovering  from 
her  cold.  At  the  Riverboat 
where  she's  appearing through  this  week,  the 
crowds  fully  appreciate  her 
flamenco  guitar  work  and 
her  singing. 
With  her  the  problem  of 

stage  presence  is  different 
than  with  Gord  Lightfoot. 
She  can  communicate  but 
for  some  reason  prefers  to 
present  a  more  formal  air. 
The  long  (to  the  ankles) 
dress  she  wears  on  stage  is 
symbol  of  this  formality. 
In  her  singing  Anita 

achieves  a  variety  evident 
among  few  other  female 
folk-singers.  She  can  sing 
softly  one  minute  and  then 
switch  to  a  strong  piercing 
projection  that  resounds 
through  the  room. 

review 

Her  songs  usually  start  off 
easily  and  then  progress 
forward  in  gratuated  stages 
of  excited  singing  and  fre- netic guitar  playing  up  to 
a  strong  climax  in  which 
Anita  throws  back  her  head 
back  and  her  eyes  upward 
as  if  suddenly  freed  from 
the  tension  of  the  perfor- mance. 

NEW  LOST  CITY 
RAMBLERS 

It  was  a  small  crowd  that 
saw  the  New  Lost  City  Ram- blers at  Eaton  Auditorium 
last  Saturday  night.  But 
these  were  the  dedicated 
people.  The  ones  that  knew what  this  music  was  all 
about  and  could  appreciate it. 

As  a  result  the  concert 
was  an  artistic  success.  The 
The  Ramblers  put  on  a  fine 
show  marching  easily 
through  a  program  of  moun- 

tain ballads,  old-timey  coun- 
try music,  a  little  bit  of 

bluegrass  and  smatterings  of 
other  styles. 

The  atmosphere  was  infor- 
mal, as  it  should  be  with 

that  type  of  music.  The  play- 

ing was  a  happy  recreation 
of  old-string  band  music, 
with  liberal  sprinklings  of 
that  simple  and  slightly 
wacky  country  humor  — both  verbal  and  musical. 
Mike  Seeger,  John  Cohen 

and  Tracey  Shwartz  com- 
prise the  group.  Mike  tended to  be  the  knowledgeable 

commentator  between  songs, 
while  Tracey  often  assumed 
the  role  of  the  humorist. 
I  particularly  enjoyed 

some  of  the  Rambler's  Car- ter Family  numbers  such  as 
Gold  Watch  and  Chain  and 
also  that  euphemistic  bit  of 
erotica  called  Little  Ball  of Yarn. 

COMING: 
Joe  and  Eddie,  whose 

newest  record  is  reviewed 
below,  are  appearing  in  Mas- 
sey  Hall  tonight.  Jim  and 
Jean,  sometimes  spoken  of 
in  the  same  breath  at  Ian 
and  Sylvia,  will  be  at  the Riverboat  next  week.  Mike 
Sherman,  a  mediocre  singer 
but  a  good  comedian,  is  at the  Mousehole  and  Malka 
and  Joso  are  at  Sammi's  on Avenue  Rd. 

RECORD  REVIEWS 
By  Donna  Mason 

Joe  and  Eddie:  Walkin' Down  the  Line  (Crescendo, 
GNP  2014).  An  amazingly 
derivative  record.  Joe  and 
Eddie  are  so  good  at  imitat- 

ing the  styles  of  other  sing- 
ers that  you  wonder  what 

their  own  style  would  be 
like.  Their  rendition  of  You 
Were  on  My  Mind  is,  not 
too  surprisingly,  strongly 
reminiscent  of  the  recent 
We  Five  version.  They  do 
All  I  Really  Want  to  Do 
just  like  Sonny  and  Cher, 
and  their  version  of  This 
Little  Bird  is  exactly  like 
Marianne  Faithfull's  hit  of last  spring. 

The  litle  song,  Walkin" Down  the  Line  is  another 
Dylan  piece,  and  it,  with 
three  new  songs  by  Jackie 
DeShannon,  are  the  only 
songs  that  don't  sound  as if  someone  else  was  singing 
them.  One"  of  these,  With You  in  Mind,  is  a  haunting, 
bluesy  piece,  much  the  best 
thing  on  the  record. 
As  usual,  Joe  and  Eddie 

give  a  polished  performance, 
although  at  times  the  rock 
'n  roll  type  background  is 
just  too  overpowering.  It's a   good   record,   once  you 

get  used  to  the  feeling  that 
it  was  cut  by  half  a  dozen different  groups. 

Peter,  Paul  and  Mary:  See 
What  Tomorrow  Brings, 
(Warner  Bros.  W1615).  It's refreshing  to  find  a  group 

whose  singing  style  doesn't change.  This  new  album  is 
good  PP&M  except  for  a  side 
called  On  a  Desert  Island 
(with  you  in  my  dreams), 
which  sounds  like  a  very  bad 
Rudy  Vallee  record.  With  the 
proper  staging,  it's  probably hilarious  in  a  concert,  but 
when  you  can't  see  the  per- 

formers, it  just  doesn't  come across.  It  is  completely  out 
of  context  with  the  other 
songs,  and  it  is  hard  to  un- derstand just  why  it  was 
included. 

But  this  is  one  bad  spot 
on  an  otherwise  good  record. 
Mary's  version  of  The  Last 
Thing  on  my  Mind  is  one  of 
the  best  I've  heard,  and  the trio  does  a  beautiful  job  on 
Ewan  MacColl's  The  First 
Time.  They  even  manage  to 
give  a  new  twist  to  Hang- man. The  album  includes  a 
nicely  balanced  combination of  ballads  and  more  uptempo 
numbers,  notably  Betty  and 
Dupree,  an  old  blues  song 
which  contributed  the  title. 

G 
GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE famous  for  finest  Italian  cuisine  -  2 1  varieties  of  pizzas 

E WEEK  OF  NOV.  1 

0 
NORM  AMADIO 

Phone  925-0841 

R 
and  upstairs,  across  the  moot,  to 

CASTLE  GEORGE 

G 
a  mediaeval  castle  setting,  serving  the  finest  quality 

BEEF,  STEAKS,  SEAFOOD,  CURRIES 
VAL  PRINGLE 

E PRODIGY  OF  HARRY  BELAFONTE 
For  reservations  phone  925-8563 # 

BOTH  FULLY  LICENSED 
S 

290  Dundas  St,  E,  —  at  Sherbourne 
AFTER-THEATRE  SNACKS 

THE  GUITAR  SOCIETY  OF  TORONTO Presents 
NARISO  YEPES 

Spanish  Guitarist 
EDWARD  JOHNSON  CONCERT  HALL 

TONIGHT 
TICKETS  $3.50,  $2.50 

ULLA'S  coming 
TO 

YOUR  RESCUE 

CANTERBURY 

The  Anglican  Chaplaincy  In  The  University 
Chaplain  — The  Rev.  C.  A.  Russell,  B.A.,  S.T.B. 

INQUIRERS'  CLASSES SATURDAY,  OCTOBER  30th,  10:00  a.m.,  373  HURON  ST. 
A  series  of  informal  classes  providing  on  opportunity  to  explore  an  Anglican interpretation  of  the  Christian  Faith,  At  the  conclusion  of  the  series,  those who  wish  to  be  confirmed  may  make  arrangements  with  the  Chaplain,  For further  information,  phone: 

STUDENT  ZIONIST  ORGANIZATION 
OF  THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

Invites  you  to  a 
Reception  for  the  Israeli  Consul  in  Toronto 

MR.  GABRIELLE  LOURIE 
Saturday,  October  30,  1965  8.30  p.m. 

Noshery  Penthouse  488  Eglinton  Avenue  West 

DEPARTMENT  OF  GEOLOGY  FILMS 
Films  of  geological  and  general  scientific  interest 
are  shown  in  Room  128  of  the  MINING  BUILD- 

ING at  lunch  hour  on  Fridays.  (Bring  your  lunch with  you.) 

1:10  p.m.  Friday,  Oct.  29th 
"Oil  from  the  Earth"   -   "Natural  Selection" 

1:10  p.m.  Friday,  Nov.  5th 
"Structure  of  the  Earth"  -  "Minerals  and  Rocks" 
1:10  p.m.  Friday,  Nov.  12th 

"Crystals   -   "Ocean  Currents" 

The  only  Discotheque  in  Toronto  where  you  can  find 
the  atmosphere  of  Saint  Germain  des  Pres  de  Paris. 

Dance  Weekdays  till  1  A.M. 
Friday  and  Saturday  till  3  A.M. 

CLOSED  MONDAY 
109  Bloor  W.  near  the  Colonnade  924-0250 

"ATTENTION" 
VARSITY  STUDENTS 

!20%!  DISCOUNT 
ON  ALL  MERCHANDISE,  INCLUDING  DRUGS,  COSMETICS,  HAIR 
TINTS,  BEAUTY  AIDS,  MEN'S  GROOMING  ACCESSORIES,  ETC. 

on  presentation  of  ATL  card 

DOWNTOWN  DISCOUNT  DRUGS 
227  YONGE  STREET  (at  Shurer) 
ALSO  SAVE  ON  YOUR  PRESCRIPTIONS 



FIRST  YEAR  WOMEN 

OF  THE  UNIVERSITY 

The  Warden  and  the  Board  of  Stewards  invite  you  to 
visit  Hart  House  on  Sunday  afternoon,  31st  October 
between  the  hours  of  2  and  4.30  p.m.  Arrangements 
have  been  made  for  guides  to  show  you  through  the 
House.  Tea  will  be  served  in  the  Great  Hall  from  3  to 
4,30  p.m. 

NOW  THRU  NOV.  6 
FRANCES  HYLAND  in  Peter  Staffer's 

THE  PRIVATE  EAR  AND  THE  PUBLIC  EYE 
2nd  &  3rd  week  subscriptions  still  ovoiloblc  till  October  31 

8  GREAT  PLAYS  FOR  AS  LITTLE  AS  $8 
CALL  487-4676  NOW  ! 

HURRY  —  The  best  seots  ore  going  fast ! 
Special  student  (Rush)  Tickets  available  for  SI  .50  at  S.A.C.  Office 

Graduate  Students'  Union 
in  association  with  Nurses'  Union 

HALLOWEEN  DANCE 

FRIDAY  OCT.  29th 

$1.00  PER  PERSON 

PUNCH  PARTY  AT  9.00  p.m. 
G.S.U.  16  BANCROFT  AVE. 

THE  WOOD  OF  THE 

NIGHTINGALE  By  Philip  Child 
A  narrative  and  reflective  poem  in  which  a  young  soldier  and 
his  comrades  act  out  their  human  drama  against  the  horror 
and  agony  of  World  War  I.  The  lonely  men  reflect  ultimately 
on  whai  they  have  stood  for  as  individual  human  beings, 
now  that  they  "walk  the  soldier's  mile."  By  the  author  of "THE  VICTORIAN  HOUSE  and  Other  Poems."  Now  available 
at  your  Bookseller's,  $4.95. 

RYERSON 

The  sound  of  one  hand  clapping 

Without  a  plan  for  a  career  your  university  work 
might  be  likened  to  the  Zen  image  of  one  hand 
clapping.  What  will  provide  the  other  hand?  Think  about 
being  a  Chartered  Accountant.  That's  a  two-handed 
job.  It  takes  dedication;  clear  thinking;  a  wish  to  be 
helpful  to  others  and  useful  to  society.  It  takes  an 
outgoing  personality:  you  work  with  people  rather  than 
things.  It  takes  originality.  It  takes  leadership. 
Those  are  some  of  the  things  it  takes.  What  does  it  give? 
Advanced  education;  income;  stability;  satisfaction. 
(Which  doesn't  leave  very  much  out  of  the  ideal  career.) As  a  Chartered  Accountant  you  will  be  at  the  centre 
of  Canada's  growing  economy.  You  get  on  the 

management  team  of  your  company  much  more  quickly. 
Or  run  your  own  practice.  Or  teach.  Or  serve 
in  government. 
There  isn't  room  here  to  tell  you  ali  about  the 
challenge  of  Chartered  Accountancy  as  a  career,  so  the 
Institute  of  Chartered  Accountants  of  Ontario  has 
arranged  for  (a)  a  speaker  to  discuss  C.A.  careers 
generally  and  (b)  recruiters  from  C.A.  firms  to  talk 
things  over  with  you  personally. 
Mr.  John  Hill,  F.C.A.,  will  speak  at  4:30  p.m., 
November  1  st.,  in  the  Sydney  Smith  Building.  Recruiters 
will  be  at  the  University  from  November  8th  to  26th. 
For  times  and  places,  consult  the  Placement  Office. 

For  further  information  mite  or  call: 
THE  INSTITUTE  OF  CHARTERED  ACCOUNTANTS  OF  ONTARIO 

69  Bloor  St  E.,  Toronto  5  927-1841 

An  undisputed 
virtuoso 

Gy  BOB  AARON 
If  anyone  is  an  undisput- ed virtuoso  with  a  musical 

instrument,  it  is  Paul  Bro- die.  His  saxophone  concert 
at  Hart  House  last  Sunday 
was  an  almost  flawless  dis- 

play of  technical  mastery and  musical  skill,  but, 
through  no  fault  of  Mr. 
Brodie,  the  enchantment  of 
the  saxophone  seemed  too 
dull  after  the  first  half 
hour. 

One  of  the  highlights  of 
the  evening  was  the  Con- 

certo by  Alexander  Glazu- 
nov.  None  but  a  master  art- is  t  such  as  Brodie  could 
negotiate  the  demanding 
contrapuntal  passages  and 
trills  of  this  piece.  Under the  circumstances,  the  spon- 

taneous applause  after  one 
particularly  difficult  pas- 

sage may  be  forgiven. Mr.  Brodie's  choice  of  his 
program  is  to  be  corn- men  d  e  d,  particularly  i  n 
view  of  has  use  of  contemp- 

orary compositions,  a  much 
neglected  area  today.  Out- standing in  this  field  was  a work  entitled  Elegy  by 
Bruce  Mather,  a  graduate 
of  the  U  of  T's  Faculty  of Music  and  now  on  the  staff 
there. 

The  fault  of  the  concert, 
however,  lay  in  the  fact 
that  an  hour  of  solo  saxo- 

phone is  probably  too 
much  to  ask  an  audience  to 
sit  through.  The  instrument 
is  a  curious  hybrid  of  brass 
and  woodwind,  and  its 
sound  is  intermediate  be- 

tween the  timbres  of  these 
two  sections  of  the  orch- 

estra, with  much  less  versa- 
tility or  dynamic  possibil- 

ity. It  as  fluid,  and  blends 
well,  but  just  does  not sound  convincing  playing 
transcriptions  of  baroque 
or  classical  compositions. 

Music  (cont'd) for  Winds,  K.  388,  the  fourth 
movement  of  the  Octet  for Winds  and  Strings  by  the 
Canadian  Peter  Racine  Fri- 
cker,  the  middle  movements 
of  Five  Sketches  by  the  con- 

temporary Dutch  composer Tom  de  Leeuw  and  the 
vibrant,  brilliant  march  sec- 

tions in  Dvorak's  Serenade for  Winds. 
But  imitative  dialogue  bet- ween instruments  is  less 

easy  to  master.  And  there still  remain  many  chords 
that  are  imprecise  and  many 
phrases  that  die  too  soon. The  Toronto  Repertory 
Ensemble  nevertheless,  has 
accomplished  much  in  too 
short  a  time.  Certainly  the 
programs  are  diverse  and  in- clude wide  combinations  of 
instruments.  A  nice  balance 
is  struck  between  the  fa- miliar and  the  un  (even  the 
Dvorak  Serenade  can  be 
enjoyable  once  or  twice). 
One  can  only  hope  the 

group's  rapport  grows  with each  concert.  Somehow, 
somewhere  Toronto  may 
then  be  forced  to  admit  the 
existence  of  octets,  septets, 
quintessas  and  their  like. 

10  review 



BKKS^PREsS 

By  Members  of  theStaffofthe 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  PRESS 

TYPOGRAPHY  AND  COMMUNICATION 
The  purpose  of  each  piece  of  printing  is  com- munication, and  to  this  end  all  of  the  various 
typographical  skills  are  subservient.  Typogra- 

phical design  is  simply  a  vehicle  for  words, 
and  it  can  emphasize  or  subdue,  shout  or  whis- 

per, the  meaning  of  what  it  carries.  Its  power 
may  vary.  A  particular  design  concept  may  be 
effective  one  year,  and  ineffective  in  the  suc- 

ceeding year;  as  each  new  approach  via  design 
to  our  changing  society  appears,  art  directors 
and  designers  are  quick  to  follow  the  leader, 
and  soon  the  redundance  of  similar  patterns  in 
print  outmodes  the  idea.  Since  communication 
through  design  is  so  changing,  the  designer 
must  also  remain  fluid  and  original. 

ORIGINAL  BUT  ATTRACTIVE 
There  is  no  reason  why  a  poster  should 

look  like  every  other  poster.  On  the  contrary, 
it  may  be  that  the  less  it  resembles  a  conven- 

tional poster,  the  greater  the  number  of  people 
who  will  be  induced  to  read  it.  Needless  to  say, 
however,  it  should  be  attractive  as  well  as  ori- 
ginaj.  People  may  stop  to  look  at  advertising 
matter  and  read  it  just  because  it  is  attractive- 

ly produced.  This  result  is  the  contribution  of 
the  typographer  or  artist  who  designed  the 
work,  since  copy  cannot  speak  for  itself  until 
attention  is  attracted  to  it  by  some  element 
or  elements  in  the  design.  A  typographer,  there- 

fore, seeks  to  render  his  design  in  a  form  both 
attractive  and  original,  so  that  he  may  achieve 
maximum  communication. 

YOU  NEED  GOOD  COPY  FIRST 
The  success  of  good  design  depends  upon 

good  copy,  which  can  be  responded  to.  Its  aim 
and  audience  must  be  assessed,  and  the  feel- 

ings it  has  evoked  must  be  analyzed.  From  his 
experience  in  dealing  with  intricate  subtleties 
in  type,  a  typographer  can  match  the  mood  of 
the  copy  in  type,  sometimes  in  the  manner  of 
a  jazz  musician  improvising  upon  his  instru- ment. 

To  the  typographer  there  is  a  definite  and 
inevitable  relation  between  form  and  content. 
Because  this  is  highly  personal  to  him,  no  two 
typographical  designs  are  the  same.  The  relat- ion of  form  to  form  and  of  form  to  content 
has  been  studied  by  Klee,  Mondrian,  the  Da- 
daists,  and  the  Gestalt  psychologists,  but  so  far 
we  know  little  more  about  the  creative  process 
than  we  did  before  they  undertook  their  re- 

searches. But  the  typographer  is  ever  aware 
that  content  may  take  on  "significant  form" (or,  sometimes,  alas,  fail  to  take  it  on)  at  his 
pencil's  end. 

ANATOMY  OF  DESIGN 
The  anatomy  or  study  of  the  structure  of  a 

typographical  design  may  well  look  like  the 
doodles  of  an  executive  on  a  telephone  pad,  but 
from  these  rough  sketches,  relations  to  space 
and  content  of  a  given  area  develop  into  pat- 

terns, which  the  designer  then  renders  in  ac- 
tual size  letterforms  on  the  layout  pad,  fixing 

exact  length  of  line  and  position  to  facilitate 
interpretation  by  the  compositor. 

The  typographical  designer  is  to  be  distin- 
guished from  the  graphic  designer  chiefly  in 

one  respect.  Both  may  design  ephemera  —  pos- 
ters, notices,  letterheads,  and  so  forth  —  but 

the  typographer  uses  primarily  letterforms  and 
type  ornaments,  and  his  work  correspondingly 
tends  to  reflect  a  literary  quality,  whereas  the 
work  of  the  graphic  designer  tends  to  empha- 

size pictorial  elements.  The  most  intex'esting 
feature  of  the  typographer's  work  will  be  the arrangement  of  the  letterforms;  in  the  graphic 
designer's  layout,  the  picture  or  drawing  is  the foremost  element. 
A  PLACE  FOR  GOOD  CRAFTSMANSHIP 

In    the    typographical    design,    too,  the 

"craft"  element  is  almost  as  important  as  the 
layout.  The  hand-compositor  who  carries  out 
the  design  makes  an  essential  contribution.  The 
fitting  of  the  characters  in  a  displayed  line 
may  involve  very  delicate  adjustments,  includ- 

ing, for  example,  the  hand-cutting  of  some  of 
the  type.  Close  spacing  of  the  lines  of  text, 
done  by  a  skilful  compositor,  will  hold  each 
line  together  as  a  legible  unit,  both  increasing 
the  legibility  and  giving  depth  of  colour  to  the 
block  of  type.  And,  needless  to  say,  the  skill 
of  the  pressman  in  giving  sharpness  and  even 
colour  through  many  impressions  is  equally 
necessary.  With  good  craftsmanship  in  compo- 

sition and  press-work,  a  very  simple  conven- 
tional design  may  be  acceptable;  without  it, 

an  original  design  may  "fall  apart." 
A  BOOK  IS  A  BOOK  IS  A  BOOK 

Since  his  work  is  with  words  and  with  let- 
terforms, book  design  provides  a  particularly 

interesting  challenge  to  a  typographer.  Here  his 
fancy  must  range  within  quite  clearly  defined 
limits.  Despite  the  novelties  of  such  designers 
as  Merle  Armitage,  despite  the  tall,  narrow, 
thin  books,  and  the  short,  wide,  thick  books, 
a  book  is  a  book  is  a  book.  Since  about  the 
fourth  century  of  the  Christian  era,  books  have 
looked  like  books.  They  have  had  leaves  follow- 

ing leaves,  with  the  sequence  of  recto,  verso, 
recto,  verso.  The  leaves  have  been  bound  on 
the  left-hand  side,  and  the  pages  flipped  from 
the  right.  The  margins  of  the  type-pages  are  not 
as  generous  as  they  used  to  be,  but  despite  oc- 

casional attempts  to  drop  all  the  type  to  the 
bottom  of  the  page,  and  variations  in  the  trar 
ditional  proportion  of  the  margins,  the  margins 
themselves  remain.  When  all  the  libraries  of 
the  world  have  become  so  crowded  that  books 
are  preserved  only  on  film,  then  the  book  as 
we  know  it  may  cease  to  be,  just  as  the  scrolls 
of  the  ancients  were  replaced  by  the  folded 
book.  But  in  the  meantime  there  is  a  good  case 
for  following  the  traditional  format  in  its  main 
essentials.  Since  the  purpose  of  the  book  is 
communication,  it  follows  that  the  communi- 

cation will  be  more  direct  if  it  is  in  an  accus- 
tomed form.  The  typographer  seeks  to  heighten 

that  communication,  not  to  interrupt  it.  How- 
ever, he  can  do  a  great  deal  to  enhance  the 

appeal  of  the  book  as  a  "package,"  and  to deepen  the  communication. 
RULES  CAN  BE  BROKEN 

The  traditional  order  of  the  contents  — 
half-title,  title-page,  copyright,  preface,  con- 

tents, half-title,  text,  appendices,  index  —  is  a convenient  framework  within  which  to  work, 
and  still  permits  many  variations  by  the  typo- 

grapher. That  each  of  these  items  of  contents 
should  begin  on  a  right-hand  page  is  also  a 
sensible  and  practical  rule.  But  such  rules  are 
not  the  laws  of  the  Medes  and  the  Persians. 
Granted  that  a  designer  who  did  not  know 
the  rules  would  produce  a  hodge-podge  dis- 

turbing to  the  reader,  a  designer  who  knows 
the  rules,  and  consciously  breaks  some  of  them, 
can  achieve  freshness  and  vary  his  impact.  He 
can  convey  an  additional  message,  such  as  that 
the  book  is  unconventional,  humorous,  roman- 

tic, poetic  —  although  a  typographer  tries  gene- 
rally to  be  more  subtle  than  this  in  relating 

form  to  content.  However,  if  a  scholar  engaged 
on  research  were  to  find  every  book  he  looked 
into  differently  arranged  in  order  of  material, 
he  would  not  be  grateful  to  the  designers  for 
such  vagaries.  (Such  variations  we  do,  of 
course,  encounter  in  older  books,  some  of 
which,  for  example,  were  first  issued  serially, 
with  the  result  that  the  Contents  pages  were 
printed  at  the  end.) 

BOOK  JACKETS  AND  FASHION 
The  book  jacket  is  the  most  striking  fea- 

ture of  book  design,  and  the  university  press 

designer  is  aware  that  his  jackets  will  stand  on 
the  shelves  and  in  display  windows  alongside 
the  products  of  commercial  publishers.  They 
must,  therefore,  be  able  to  command  attention. 
However,  the  university  press  book  will,  gene- 

rally, have  a  longer  life  than  the  commercial 
book;  hence  the  typographer  must  design 
jackets  which  reflect  fashion  but  are  not  com- 

pletely of  it.  The  same  principle  applies  to  the 
format  generally,  which,  needless  to  say,  should 
relate  to  the  jacket  and  the  jacket  to  it. 

While  the  design  of  commercial  printing 
and  of  scholarly  books  may  seem  worlds  apart, 
the  typographer  for  the  University  of  Toronto 
Press  must  maintain  his  footing  in  both  worlds. 
The  University  Press  is  publisher  to  the  Uni- 

versity of  books,  and  printer  of  its  ephemera. 
The  typographer  must  endeavour  to  see  that 
all  printing  which  might  or  might  not  bear 
the  imprint  of  the  University  meets  a  high 
standard,  and  that  the  Press's  own  publications and  ephemera  have  a  personality  all  their  own. 

PRINTER  TO  THE  UNIVERSITY 
The  desire  to  set  a  certain  typographical 

standard  for  all  work  emanating  from  the  Uni- 
versity Press  is  not  always  easy  to  reconcile 

with  the  desire  to  please  all  members  of  staff 
and  departments  who  send  work  to  the  Press. 
The  typographer  himself  does  not  think  that 
every  design  he  creates  is  as  successful  as 
every  other  one,  no  matter  how  hard  he  has 
tried.  It  is  inevitable  that  some  of  his  ideas  will 
not  appeal  to  those  for  whom  they  are  planned. 
The  only  solution  is  to  try  again.  In  this  pro- 

cess, a  customer  can  be  of  most  help  if  he 
will  make  clear  at  the  outset  which  elements, 
or  which  words,  of  his  text  he  wishes  to  em- 

phasize most  strongly,  for  emphasis  is  decided- 
ly the  customer's  affair.  The  over-all  impres- sion which  he  wishes  to  create  is  also  his  affair 

—  whether  it  is  to  be  sober  and  dignified, 
graceful  and  gay,  unconventional,  or  even  bizar- 

re. But  a  customer  is  of  least  help  to  the  de- 
signer when  he  suggests  such  alterations  as  the 

position  of  lines  on  the  page,  the  spacing  be- 
tween them,  and  so  on,  since  these  details  can 

seldom  be  changed  without  damaging  the  de- 
sign. It  is  better  to  start  over  with  a  fresh  de- 

sign entirely. 
NOT  SO  CONSERVATIVE 

Contrary  to  an  impression  one  often  finds, 
it  is  not  really  difficult  to  "sell"  unconventional 
typographic  design,  even  in  a  conservative  Uni- 

versity community.  The  average  person,  al- 
though he  may  profess  not  to  admire  "modern" art,  probably  does  not  realize  how  his  eye  has 

actually  become  accustomed  to  it  through  ad- 
vertising, interior  decoration,  and  architecture. 

He  instinctively  though  unconsciously  recog- 
nizes the  "freshness"  of  modern  design.  A  more 

valid  reason  why  it  may  at  times  be  difficult 
to  "sell"  a  new  design  for,  say,  the  cover  of 
a  journal  or  a  university  calendar,  is  chiefly 
the  appeal  of  familiarity  —  like  the  natural human  affection  for  an  old  hat.  Needless  to 
say(  of  course,  the  individual  or  committee 
which  is  hard  to  "sell"  for  this  reason  is  not 
usually  thinking  of  the  design  in  the  same  way 
that  the  typographer  does  —  that  is,  as  a  piece 
of  printing  which  must  first  secure  the  atten- tion of  the  reader,  and  then  communicate  a 
particular  message  strongly  to  him.  In  some 
cases,  doubtless,  it  is  better  to  adhere  to  the 
time-honoured  design,  but  it  is  better  only 
when  the  chooser  is  thinking  first  of  the  im- 

pact oh  the  audience,  not  of  his  personal  pre- ference. 

THE  TYPOGRAPHER  AS  IMAGE-MAKER 
Because  of  his  varied  responsibilities,  a 

typographer  for  a  university  press  is  thus  pro- bably midway  between  an  expert  in  quality 
control  and  a  corporate  image-maker.  Fortun- 

ately, he  does  not  work  alone.  His  work  can 
only  be  successfully  accomplished  if  he  is  able 
to  work  in  harmony  with  the  editor,  the  com- 

positor, the  pressman,  and  the  binder.  As  Earle 
Birney  said  in  Canadian  Art,  four  years  ago: 
"What  we  need  most  of  all  on  this  continent 
is  that  voluntary,  even  spontaneous,  working- 
together  of  independent  artists  .  .  .  the  joint- work  of  author  and  artist  .  .  .  inspired  by  the 
same  feeling,  approaching  the  same  subject 
matter  from  opposite  directions." H.  K. 

(Advertisement) 



Intense,  enjoyable  Blot 
By  SKIP  SHAND 

The  Canadian  Players'  pro- 
duction of  T.  S.  Eliot's Murder    in    the  Cathedral, 

currently  at  the  Central  Li- 
brary, is  fast-moving,  in- 

tense, enjoyable  theatre.  Dir- ector Marigold  Charlesworth 
and  her  cast  have  success- 

fully avoided  most  cf  the  pit- 
falls which  await  the  un- 
wary in  this  play,  and,  as  a 

result,  have  proven  a  point 
hotly  debated  in  recent 
years,  namely,  that  Eliot's play  Is  good  theatre. 
Probably  the  most  com- 

mon problem  in  producing 
this  play  is  that  the  Chorus 
can  so  easily  overshadow 
Beckct,  thus  confusing  the 
focus  of  the  action.  Two  fac- 

tors contribute  to  the  avoid- 
ance of  this  problem  in  the 

current  production.  In  the 
first  place,  Powys  Thomas's performance  as  Becket  is 
magnificent.  Mr.  Thomas 
plays  the  part  with  powerful 
sensitivity,  focusing  our  at- 

tention firmly  on  Becket's iiartyrdom,  leaving  no  room 
for  distraction  by  anything extraneous. 
In  the  second  place,  the 

Chorus  appears  to  have  been 
restrained  by  the  director. 
There  is  not  the  pretty  pol- 

ish, the  highly  musical  qual- 
ity which  we  too  often  find in  Murder  choruses.  Instead, 

the  women  of  Canterbury 
are  earthly,  rough,  and,  on 
occasion,  rather  ragged  on 
their  entries,  this  last  prob- 

ably the  result  of  being  un- der-rehearsed for  what  is  one 
of  the  most  difficult  parts  in 
modern  theatre. 

The  supporting  cast  is  ge- 
nerally strong  and  well-bal- 

anced, and  once  again  the  re- straint of  their  performances 
enables  Becket  to  stand 
firmly  at  the  centre  of  the 
action.  Among  the  support- 

ing actors,  only  Roland 
Hewgil]  really  needs  special 
mention.  His  Fourth  Knight 
/Fourth  Tempter  is  played 
with  fine  aloofness  and  arro- 

gance, portraying  very  effect- ively the  complexities  of  this 
character,  and  thus  revealing 
clearly  the  complexities  of 
Becket,  whose  position  he  re- 

present much  more  closely 
than  do  the  first  three 
Knight/Tempters. 
This  is  a  well-mounted 

production.  The  set,  simple 
and  symmetrical,  lends  itself 
to  very  effective  blocking, 
and  leaves  the  centre  of  the 
cyclorama  bare  for  some 
striking  lighting  effects,  es- 

pecially during  the  Tempters' scene  and  during  Becket's Christmas  sermon.  The  co- stumes are  fine,  especially 
those  of  the  Chorus,  which 
stress  the  bleakness  and  ugli- ness of  the  situation  in Canterbury. 

The  singleness  of  the  ac- tion is  emphasized  by  the 
fact  that  Marigold  Charles- worth  has  chosen  to  play  the 
production  straight  through 
without  a  break.  The  move- 

ment is  swift,  the  transitions 
smooth  —  with  the  excep- tion of  the  music  which 
pounces  rather  abruptly  on 
Becket's  last  line  at  the 
close  of  Act  I,  leading  too 
quickly,  I  think,  into  the  ser- 

mon. The  tension  builds  rap- 
idly to  the  climax  in  Beck- 
et's death,  the  shattering  an- ti-climax as  the  Knights  just- 
ify their  actions,  and  the  fi- nal affirmation  of  the 

strength  and  endurance  of 
the  church. 
And  for  the  confirmed 

Eliotees,  the  Canadian  Play- 
ers follow  the  production 

with  an  informal  reading 
from  Eliot's  poetry,  by 
Powys  Thomas,  Peter  Haw- 

kins, Dan  MacDonald,  Bar- 
bara Byrne  and  Elva  Mai 

Hoover. 

Baggy  pants  ami  bouncing  broads 

By  MURRAY  REISS 
If  you  want  to  get  fresh 

(well,  almost  fresh)  insults 
from  a  source  other  than 
Albee,  and  don't  mind  if 
they  sound  like,  "I  wouldn't hurt  a  fly.  No,  not  unless  it 
was  open.",  then  This  Was Burlesque,  currently  at  the 
Royal  Alex,  is  the  place  for 
you.  It  helps  if  your  taste 
for  social  commentary  runs 
along  the  lines  of,  "Give  me a  bum  any  time,  she  knows 
v  .  1 1  it's  all  about.  Those 

i  society  women  all  look 
like  they're  smelling  some- thing bad,  and  their  boy. 
friends  look  like  what 
they're  smelling." Cf  the  two  acls,  the  first 
is  by  lar  the  more  entertain* 
uig,  moving  along  jauntily, str 

id 
dei  bi th iltern  a 
Culies",  who  wear  very  lit- tle and  run  around  the  stage 
a  lot,  pretending  to  dance, 
with  never  a  dull  moment, 
except  perhaps  for  Ann  Cor- 
jo's  introductions  of  the different  acts,  each  deliver- 

ed in  a  different  gown,  but 
always  in  the  same  voice 
and  expression:  a  cross  be- 

tween a  bored  carnival 
barker  and  a  nasal  house- 
wile  Jj-om  the  Bronx. 
But  this  hardly  matters 

when  one  is  presented,  all 
in  the  same  act,  with  the 
strip  acts  of  both  Shivers 
Regall  and  Marilyn  Marsh- 

all, for  no  two  strip  acts 
could  be  more  different.  To 
begin  with,  Miss  Marshall 
is,  undoubtedly,  a  girl, 
while  Shivers  Regall,  just  as 
undoubtedly,  is  not.  This 
does  give  'her'  strip  act  an 
advantage  over  others' 
though,  for  'she'  doesn't 
stop    at    taking   off  'her' 

clothes,  but  merrily  goes  on 
to  seductively  strip  away 
her  breasts  as  well,  and  con- verts ihem  into  a  makeshift 
hat,  and  leave  the  stage  like 
Santa  Claus,  lights  a'lwink- ling  at  the  crotch. 

But  still,  Marilyn  Marsh- 
all, the  "Feature  attraction", is  the  highlight  of  the  show 

— no  small  feat  considering 
the  comic  abilities  of  Steve 
Mills,  Harry  Conley,  and 
Dick  Bernie,  any  of  whom 
could  tell  you  why  Italian 
women  sleep  in  the  nude: 
"To  keep  their  Tony  home 
permanent"  —  because  Mar- ilyn Marshall  is  one  of  the 
very  last  of  the  dying  breed 
of  truly  great  tassel 
twirlers. 
What  this  means  is  that 

after  an  indifferent  strip 
tease  Miss  Marshall  is  left 
wearing  little  more  than 
two  long  tassels  in  front, 
and  two  shorter  tassels  be- 

hind, which  she  then  pro- 
ceeds, two  at  a  time  or 

singly,  to  twirl.  True  to  the 
long  and  noble  tradition  of 

the  tassel  twirlers  of  the 
past,  Miss  Marshall  can  also twirl  her  tassels  clockwise, 
counterclockwise,  and  — 
wonder  of  wonders  —  one 
clockwise  and  the  other,  at 
the  very  same  time,  counter. 
No  matter  that  all  the  time 
the  expression  on  her  face 
is  the  same  as  it  must  be 
during  the  hours  she  has 
spent,  in  front  of  her  mir- 

ror, practicing  her  art;  this 
only  adds  to  the  enjoyment 
by  heightening  the  absurd- ity. 

An  Act  III  drag  is  dis- 
pelled before  the  end  of  the 

evening  by  burlesque's  abil- ity to  make  fun  of  itself,  and 
so  we  have  Roberta  Lean, 
a  short,  almost  dumpy, 
blonde  Cutie,  vainly 
striving  to  twirl  her  tas- 

sels, and  finally  managing 
the  feat,  triumphantly,  with 
the  aid  of  her  hands.  And 
anyways,  as  Ann  Corio  is  in- 

sistent to  remind  everyone, 
as  the  final  curtain  is  com- 

ing down,  "It's  all  in  fun. 

folks." 

Powys  Thomas  as  Becket. 

Destiny  well  done 

Ann  Corio  and  mustachioed  burleycue  buddy  in  THIS  WAS BURLESQUE. 

By  HOWARD  CRONIS 
With  the  presentation  this 

week  of  Shaw's  The  Man  of 
Destiny,  the  UC  Player's Guild  continues  to  offer  a 
consistently  high  level  of 
noon  -  hour  entertainment. 

The  play  is  one  of  Shaw's belter  one-acts  and  its 
treatment  in  this  particular 
instance  could  best  be  desc- 

ribed as  affectionately  ir- reverent. 
On  the  program  direction- al credits  are  given  to  Mark 

Czarnecki  and  G.  B.  Shaw 
and  a  voice  from  backstage 
reads  out  several  of  the 

juicier  parts  of  Shaw's  en- tertaining stage  directions. This  latter  device  would 
have  been  more  appropria- 

tely Shavian  if  had  been 
less  tentative. 
The  man  of  destiny  is 

Napoleon  Bonaparte,  who 
finds  himself  between  bat- 

tles waiting  for  some  im- 
portant despatches  in  an Italian  inn.  The  lieutenant 

responsible  for  getting  these 
despatches  _to  him,  however, 
is  a  blockhead..  He  has  al- 

lowed a  woman  trying  to 
further  the.  position  of  her 
husband  to  get  the  despat- 

ches away  from  him  while 
thinly  disguised  as  her  own brother. 
The  main  action  of  the 

play  centres  on  the  resulting confrontation  of  the  Soldier 
and  the  Woman.  Both  want 
the  despatches,  he  for  coolly 
strategic  reasons,  she  for 
warmly  personal  ones.  Mas- culine practicality  and  pride 
are  pitted  against  feminine wiles  and  charm,  and  each, 
in  a  way,  is  a  match  for  the 
other.  No  one  wins  this  bat- 

tle of  the  sexes  but  t  h  e 
playwright.  And  the  thesp- ians:  Shaw  states  in  one  of 
his  essays  that  he  considers 
The  Man  of  Destiny  to  be 
little  more  than  a  showpiece 
for  himself  and  the  two 
main  performers. 
As  the  expediently  self- centred  general,  David  Bolt 

gives  a  remarkably  control- 
led and  pre-meditated  per- formance, the  overall  effect 

of  which,  is  probably  very 

much  what  Shaw  intended, 
but  his  characterization  is 
hampered  somewhat  by  the 
director's  decision  t  o  cut 
large  passages  of  Shavian 

polemic. Bolt's  Napoleon  is  alter- 
nately cold-blooded  and  ira- 
scible, admirable  and  pa- 

thetic, wise  and  silly,  dignifi- ed and  ludicrous.  In  short, 
he  is  a  man.  Bolt's  timing  is 
frequently  impeccable  and he  falls  short  only  when  he 
uses  his  understated  deadp- an delivery  too  slickly. 
As  the  Woman,  Anna 

Lawrence  starts  slowly  but 
gains  confidence  and  grace 
as  the  play  progresses. 
When  Shaw  gives  her  the 
openings  she  takes  full  ad- vantage of  her  opportunit- ies. She  is  perhaps  a  little 
too  coy  and  teasing  at  the 
beginning,  a  little  too  relax- ed near  the  end,  but  when 
she  is  good  in  the  thick  of 
the  play  she  is  very  good 
indeed. 
David  Pape  is  approp- 

riately arrogant  and  simp- leminded  as  the  Lieutenant, 
but  Mark  Czarnecki  does 
very  little  justice  to  the 
comic  part  of  the  energetic- 

ally obsequious  Italian  in- nkeeper. 
Christopher  Golding,  a  s 

the  voice,  was  distinct,  but 
low.  In  fact  the  whole  pro- duction could  have  been 
more  overtly  theatrical,  in 
order  to  fill  up  that  tiny 
Women's  Union  Theatre 
with  more  energy  and 
panache.  Only  Pape  was 
projecting  enough  animal 
gusto  on  Wednesday  and Miss  Lawrence  especially 
was  distressingly  .  inaudible 
on  occasion. 
The  director  uses  the 

small  stage  well  and  makes 
the  best  of  an  obviously 
hasty  set.  The  show  is  gen- 

erally well-paced,  and  Czar- necki seems  to  get  almost  as 
much  out  of  his  cast  as  they 
are  capable  of  giving.  Last 
performance  is  today  at 1:15. 
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Red  Cross  still  needs  more  blood 

Ann  James,  the  Industrial 
Organizer  of  Blood  Donor 
Service  for  the  Red  Cross, 
praised  the  enthusiastic 
turn-out  of  blood  donors 
at  the  clinics  over  the  past 
two  days. 
However,  the  full  support 

of  all  students  who  have  not 
as  yet  donated  blood  is  re- 

quired if  the  campus  cam- 
paign is  to  reach  its  objec- 

tive, she  said. 
Fresh  blood  is  especially 

required  today  in  order  to 
meet  emergencies  which  oc- cur over  the  weekend,  Miss 
James  added. 
'  Blood  clinics  will  be  op- 

erating today  in  the  Trinity 
College  Buttery,  9-11  a.m. 
and  12:30-4:30  p.m.,  and  in 
the  Dentistry  Building  audi- torium, 10  a.m.  to  2  p.m. 

professor  says 

TOO  MANY  ROYAL  COMMISSIONS 
Permanent  research  insti- 

tutions should  replace  some 
of  our  royal  commissions, 
Professor  J.  E.  Hodgetts  of 
the  political  economy  de- 

partment said  Wednesday 
night. 

Speaking  to  the  founding 
meeting  of  the  political  eco- 

nomy club,  Prof.  Hodgetts 
said  that  royal  commissions 
have  become  too  costly  and 
uneconomical  in  the  last 
few  years. 
The  last  six  royal  com- 

missions, he  said,  have  cost 
the  government  about  ?8,- 
000,000 — enough  to  serve  as 
endowments  to  four  or  five 
permanent  research  insti- 

tutes to  investigate  subjects 
in  the  social  scientific 
fields. 
He  estimated  that  the 

current  royal  commission 
on  bilingualism  and  bicuL 
turalism  would  cost  close 
to  $5,000,000. 

He  suggested  that  it  takes 
six  months  and  thousands 
of  dollars  to  get  a  royal 
commission  investigation 
started.  The  permanent  in- 

stitutions would  eliminate 
this  time  gap,  he  said. 

PAF  to  hold 

campus  elections 

next  Wednesday 
The  steering  committee 

if  the  Public  Affairs  Forum 
decided  yesterday  to  hold 
campus  elections  next  Wed- 

nesday for  this  year's  Fo- rum. The  75  seats  of  the 
Forum  will  be  allotted  to 
the  four  campus  political 
parties  on  the  basis  of  the 
vote. 
Bob  Radford  (I  Law),  presi- 

dent of  the  Progressive  Con- 
servative club  and  a  mem- 

ber of  the  steering  commit- 
tee said  "the  Forum  aids  in 

eliminating  the  provincial- 
ism of  the  parties  by  forc- 

irg  members  to  think  about 
their  ideas  while  under  at- 

tack." 
The  U  of  T  New  Demo- 

crats, the  Progressive  Con- 
servative, Liberal  and  Com- 

munist Clubs  will  partici- 

pate. 

and  3:30-  4:30  p.m. 
Next  Monday  and  Tues- 

day the  clinic  will  be  locat- 
ed in  the  Galbraith  Build- 

ing, 11  a.m.  to  2  p.m.  and -*:30-5p.m. 

In  addition,  students  can 
donate  blood  at  the  Red 
Cross  clinic,  67  College  St., 
which  will  be  open  today 
10  a.m.  to  2  p.m.  and  Mon- 

day and  Tuesday  12-3:30  p. 
m.  and  5:30-8:30  p.m. 

Fran  Hayes,  chairman 
of  the  campus  campaign, 
pointed  out  that  students 
could  eliminate  congestion 
and  waiting  at  the  clinics 
if  they  attend  early  in  the day. 

Students  should  also  be 
aware  of  the  fact  that  they 
can  receive  credit  for  their 
own  faculty  or  college  at 
any  clinic  at  any  time,  in- 

cluding the  College  St  cli- nic. 

To  date,  1,123  pints  of 
blood  have  been  donated. 
The  college  and  faculty 
breakdown  is  as  follows: 
APSC   ......17 
Arch   1 
Dents    3 
Emm   6 
Fd  Sc  14 
Inn   12 
Knox   1 
Law    4 
Meds  IS 
Mus   2» 
New   30 
Nur   28 
Pharm    2 
P&HE    4 
P*:OT    4 
SOS   14 
SMC   391 
Trln    4 
TTC    2U 
Vic   323 
WvC    3 
Misc   19 

Arbor  Room  closes  today  for  further  renovation 
By  BOB  AARON The  Arbor  Room  will 

close  temporarily  today  at 
1:30  p.m.  to  enable  comple- 

tion of  renovations  begun 
last  summer,  Mr.  Ron  Rho- 

des, Hart  House  Treasurer, 
said.  If  installation  proceeds 
as  planned,  he  said,  the  Ar- 

bor Room  well  re-open  next 
Thursday  morning. 
The  tuck  shop  in  Hart 

House  will  be  open  this  ev- 
ening and  all  day  Saturday. 

Next  week,  temporary  noon- hour  food  services  will  be 
available  in  the  debates 
room,  the  tuck  shop,  and, 
if  necessary,  the  lower  gal- 

lery. Extra  staff  will  be  on 
hand  to  facilitate  operations 
at  these  locations. 

The  Arbor  Room  was  clos- 
ed this  summer  to  enable 

$40,000.00  in  renovations  to 
be  carried  out.  These  in- 

volved water,  electricity  and 
drainage  facilities. 
The  fixtures  to  be  instal- 

led at  the  front  counter  lo- 
cation have  been  delayed 

two  month  by  summer  con- struction strikes  and  lack 
of  skilled  labor.  Since  the 
beginning  of  the  fall  term, 
the  Arbor  Room  staff  have 
been  operating  on  a  make- shift basis. 
Mr.  Rhodes  said  that 

when  the  new  fixtures  are 
In  place,  he  hoped  food 
could  be  served  20  per  cent 
faster.  Normally,  the  Arbor 
Room  serves  2,000  custom- ers daily. 
A  new  micro-wave  oven 

will  enable  the  Arbor  Room 
to  sell  hamburgers  for  the 
first  time.  The  pre-browned 
hamburger  and  roll  are  in- serted into  the  oven  and 
come  out  piping  hot  in  se- 

veral seconds.  Grilled  sand- 
wiches will  possibly  also  be 

available. 
With  the  installation  of 

a  new  soft  ice  cream  ma- 
chine, milk  shakes  will  take 

only  about  one-quarter  of 
the  time  previously  requir- 

ed to  prepare.  Regular  ice 
cream  will  still  be  avail- 
able. 

It  is  expected  that  a  free- 
standing water  dispenser 

will  be  installed  next  sum- mer. 

CLASSIFIED 

PROFESSOR'S  BODY  FOUND TOBERMORY  —  The  bodies  of  Professor  Eric  Deane 
and  three  other  men  who  had  been  missing  since  last 
Saturday  were  found  floating  on  Lake  Huron  Wednesday. 

Prof.  Deane,  61,  of  the  geology  department  had  been 
working  with  an  underwater  photography  crew  near  Dead 
Man's  Point,  seven  miles  from  here. 

NOW  OPEN  IN  YOUR 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 

NEW  YORK 
PIZZA  HOUSE 

620  YONGE  ST. 
We  specialize  in  New  York New  England  style  pizza Home  Made  Spaghetti. 
1  FREE  PIZZA  WITH 

EVERY  5  TO  TAKE  OUT 
FOR  FAST  SERVICE 

CALL  —  925-1736 FREE  DELIVERY 

THE  VILLAGE 

REVUE 
with 

•  DON  CULLEN 

AND •  BARRIE  BALDARC 

-  Colonnade  Theatre  - Tickets  at  S.A.C.  Office 
—  Student  Prices  — 

LOST  Tuesday  ofier  hist.  301  lecture room  1071,  Sid  Smith,  Representative Poetry  Vol.  Ml  blue  cover.  Return  to Mark  Connelly,  921-3529. 
EXPERIENCED  TYPIST:  Will  prepare 
notes,  term  papers,  theses  etc.  All  work done  to  specifications.  Satisfaction 

927r0903Cd'    Ph°ne   Moraoret  Hording GRADUATE  STUDENT  hos  unfurnished apartment  to  share.  About  545  00 Dove.  923-9305. 
TYPING  done  at  home  for  students. Accurate  work  and  prompt  service. 
Eglinton  and  Avenue  Rd.  oreo  Reas- onable rates.  Phone  487-1634. 
WINTER  SACRIFICE  1965  Hondo  55cc windscreen  carrier  plus  more.  $230 
It  hos  been  babied  oil  summer.  Call 
Joe  ME.  5-0780. 
FORMAL  —  White  and  gold,  s Never  worn,  sell  ot  half  cost. 6303.  Evenings  only. 

BICYCLE  WANTED  —  Man's  used, good  condition,  gears  optional.  Will give  it  a  good  home  ond  poy  any reasonable  sum.  Call  Terry,  921-0696. 
'«!  ALPINE,  white,  2  tops,  wire wheels.  AM-FM  radio.  Coll  RU.  2-4713. 
FOR  SALE:  1959  Vauxholl  Velox  De- luxe, 6  cylinder,  radio,  heater,  39,000 miles,  new  tires,  battery,  muffler,  5300 or  best  offer.  923-2978. 

NEW 

THE  PENGUIN 

ENGLISH 

DICTIONARY 
EDITED 

G.  N.  GARMO  N  SWAY Available  at  your 
bookstores  now 

The  last  Words 

of  Riel 
A  free  verse  rendering  of 

Louis  Riel's  final  address  to 
the  court,  written  for  the 
80th  anniversary  of  Riel's execution  in  Regino,  as 
adapted  by  John  Robert  Co- lombo, managing  editor  of 
Tamarack  Review  and  ap- 

pearing in  the  Autumn  issue of  The  Marxist  Quarterly. 
Single  Copy  SOc,  available at  44  Stafford  St.,  Toronto  3. 

SHAR  PRODUCTIONS 

presents Joe  &  Eddie 
CRESCENDO RECORDING  ARTISTS 

IN  CONCERT 

Friday,  October  29,1965 
MASSEY  HALL 

Tickets    54.00,   SJ.25,    S2.S0  — available  at 
Massey  Hall 

CENTRAL 

Billiard 
30c  A  GAME 
16  NEW  TABLES 

Toronto's  Most 
Modern  Billiard 

Hall 

290  College  St. 
(just  West  of  Spadina) 

R.  J.  BESSEY 
JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 
AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

EXPORT PLAIN 
or  FILTER  TIP 
CIGARETTES 

I  REGULAR  and  KINGS 

ROBERT  V.  CALLAHAN,  B.A.,  LL.B. 
BARRISTER,  SOLICITOR 

NOTARY  PUBLIC 
MEDICAL  ARTS  BUILDING 
NORTH  BLOCK 174  ST.   GEORGE  STREET TORONTO  5,  ONTARIO 

ONLY  3  MINUTES  FROM  SIDNEY  SMITH  HALL 

CENTRAL  DRIVING  SCHOOL 
ONTARIO  SAFETY  LEAGUE  GRADUATED  INSTRUCTORS 
AUTOMATIC  —  STANDARD  —  COMPACT  —  VW  CARS 
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DELEGATES  WANTED 
FOR  CONFERENCE  AT 

UNIVERSITY  OF  WESTERN  ONTARIO 
NOVEMBER  25-28 

TOPIC 

RACIAL  AND  ETHNIC  DISCRIMINATION 
APPLICATIONS  AVAILABLE  IN  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

UNTIL  MON.  NOV.  1,    5  P.M. 

Remodelling  &  Alterations 
. —  A  Specialty  — 

STUDENTS'  ELITE CLEANERS  &  TAILORS 
654  Spadina  Ave. 

WA.  2-4361 
10%  DISCOUNT 
ON  PRESENTATION 
of  NFCUS  cards 

GIGANTIC  PEP  RALLY 
DRILL  HALL 

8:30  P.M. 
CIRLS  25c 

FRI.  OCT.  29 
BOYS  75c 

with  Animal  Band 

See  Western  Player  burned  in  effigy 
SEE  VARSITY  CHEERLEADERS 

DRILL  HALL  A  GO  GO 

Featuring  SHADES  OF  BLUE 
Immediately  after  Football  Game 

Admission  50c 
Follow  Blue  and  White  Band 

BLUE  &  WHITE  presents 

HART  HOUSE  FOOTBALL  DANCE 

Featuring  4  Dance  Bands  plus  one  Animal  Band 
9  p.m.  — SATURDAY  OCT.  30 

Admission  $2.50 
Tickets  on  Sale  at  SAC  Office 

You  can't  beat 
the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

IN  YATES  CUP  RACE 

Win  necessary 
NOTES   —   Jim  Kellam 

may  play  Saturday.  He  has been  running  this  week,  but 
his  knee  is  still  stiff  .  .  . 
Blues  defensive  halfback 
Mike  Gray  is  through  for 
the  season.  He  suffered  a 
concussion  last  Saturday 
and  the  doctors  have  ad- vised him  not  to  play  again 
this  year  ...  He  joins  Jim Holowachuk,  Dave  Gee,  Dave 
Church,  Jim  Blakelock,  and 
Tom  Reed  on  the  side  lines. 
Another  example  of  the  un- 

expected happening  in  col- 
lege football  -  came  last 

weekend  when  McGill  In- 
dians (McGill's  Junior  team) 

defeatedUniversity  of  Mon- 
treal 20-19  .  .  .  Earlier  this 

year  U  of  M  had  trounced 

Indians  71-7  .  .  .  Among 
SIFL  graduates  in  the  Cana- dian Football  League  are 
two  quarterback  -  centre combinations  —  Don  Getty 
and  Bill  Mitchell  at  Edmon- 

ton, Jo  tin  Metras  Jr.  and 
Frank  Cosentino  at  Hamil- 

ton .  .  .  All  are  Western  al- umni .  .  .  Bryce  Taylor  has 
yet  to  break  the  all-time career  scoring  record  at  U 
of  T  which  he  tied  in  the 
second  half  of  the  season. 
Both  he  and  former  Blues' halfback  Tim  Reid  (1956- 
1958)  have  104  points.  .  .  . 
The  Blue  and  White  So- 

ciety is  holding- a  pep  rally 
at  the  Drill  Hall  at  8:30 
tonight. 

First  year  volleyballers 

drop  second  exhibition 
By  BOB  CLARK 

University  of  Toronto  Vol- leyball Blues  dropped  thir 
second  straight  exhibition 
contest  Wednesday  night 
at  Toronto  Ukrainian  Club 
three  sets  to  none.  They  had 
previously  been  beaten  by 
Central  YMCA. 
The  contest  was  much 

closer  than  the  sweep 
would  indicate  as  all  three 
sets  were  lost  by  the  iden- 

tical score  of  2-1.  "Lack  of 
experience  was  the  main 
reason  for  the  loss",  explain- 

ed Varsity's  coach,  Taimo 
Pallandi.  It  was  only  Var- 

sity's second  game,  and  the Ukrainian  team,  third  rated 
in  Ontario,  has  been  play- 

ing together  for  two  years. 
Tony  Onno,  Rudy  Neu- feld,  and  Walter  Rosocha showed  outstanding  play., 

Jim  Forsythe,  Damon  Card, 
Brian  Harris,  and  substitute 
Bill  Seto  made  up  the  rest 
of  the  squad. 

Coach  Pallandi  has  had  a 
particularly  tough  problem 
in  choosing  the  team  this 
year  as  he  has  received  a 
bumper  crop  of  excellent 
talent.  Six  players  compete 

in  a  game,  and  a  team  is only  allowed  to  carry  nine, 
yet  Pallandi  has  only  mana- 

ged to  cut  the  team  to  four- teen thus  far. Footnotes:  This  is  the 
first  year  of  intercollegiate 
competition  in  volleyball 
for  the  Ontario  -  Quebec Athletic  Association. 
Pallandi  rates  Blues  as  the 
power  of  the  league,  with 
strongest  competition  ex- 

pected to  come  from  the University  of  Guelph.  Other 
teams  in  the  league  are  Mc- Master  and  Waterloo. 

Rowers  at  Hamilton 
For  the  second  time  this 

season  Varsity  rowers  will 
travel  to  the  Leanders  Boat 
Club  in  Hamilton  to  pull 
against  McMaster,  Western, and  Canisius. 
Thus  far  Toronto  has 

dropped  only  one  regatta — that  to  Wayne  State  last 
weekend.  This  will  be  Blues' last  outing  before  the  OQAA 
championships  which  are 
held  in  two  weeks  at  Lon- 

don. Varsity  are  defending champs. 

Harriers  visit  Buffalo 

for  competition  at  Canisius 
By  GURSTON  DACKS 
U  of  T  fields  both  a  fresh- 

man and  a  varsity  team  in 
the  annual  Canisius  College 
cross-country  meet  to  be 
held  this  Saturday  at  Dela- ware Park,  Buffalo.  The 
meet  will  be  the  last  test 
for  Blues  before  the  OQAA 
harrier  championships  next 
week  at  the  new  York  Uni- 

versity campus.  Coach  Fred Foot  is  anticipating  strong 
performances  as  some  cut- ting must  still  be  done. 
Among  those  competing  in 

the  varsity  run  are  Pete 
Thompson,  who  two  weeks 
ago  broke  the  Wayne  State harrier  course  record,  Doug 

McDougall,  who  placed  se- cond in  that  race,  and  Rich 
Pyne,  who  finished  a  strong 
second  last  week  in  the  On- 

tario cross-country  senior championships. 
In  the  freshman  race 

Brian  Richards  and  Bruce 
Thompson  should  be  among 
the  first  to  cross  the  finish line. 

In  the  Bush:  If  Blues  win 
the  OQAA  title  on  Nov.  6 
-—  and  their  chances  are 
good  —  they  will  advance  to the  Canadian  Intercollegiate 
Championships  a  week  later 
in  Guelph  ...  Blues  will  get 
the  jump  on  the  opposition 
by  inspecting  the  York course  Sunday  morning. 
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HOME  ADVANTAGE 

Blues  'Stangs  in  title  tilt By  MARCI  McDONALD 
The  western  conference 

intercollegiate  soccer  cham- 
pionship will  be  decided  Sa- 

turday when  first  -  place 
Blues  play  off  second  -  place Western  here  at  11:30  a.m. 

'Stangs  have  a  3-1  record so  far,  with  two  wins  over 
McMaster,  2-0  and  3-2,  and 
last  Saturday's  5-0  victory over  Guelph. 
Their  only  loss  is  a  5-0 

blanking  by  Blues  three 
weeks  ago  in  London. 
Following  the  defeat, 

'Stang  coach  Julius  Payne, 
a  professor  at  Western's  law school,  told  the  London 
Free  Press  "Toronto  has  the 
best    college    soccer  team 

I've  ever  seen  outside  of 

England," But  he  also  acknowledged 
a  fact  that  has  long  had 
Blues  worried  about  Satur- day. 

"We'll  give  them  a  better 
game  on  their  own  ground," 
Payne  said.  "They  have  a shorter  pitch  (field)  in  Tor- 

onto, and  a  good  team  like 
Varsity  likes  to  have  lots 
of  room  to  work." Western's  roomy  field  was one  of  the  reasons  Blues 
showed  off  to  such  advan- 

tage three  weks  ago,  but 
here  on  the  narrow  back 
campus,  and  narrower  front 
campus,  they  frequently 
look — and  are— hampered. 

On  the  other  hand,  West- 
ern's sort  of  crashing  style 

of  soccer,  with  little  or  no 
emphasis  on  plays,  is  suited 
to  such  a  small  field. 
However,  coach  Ernie 

Glass  is  optimistic  that 
Blues'  form  and  formulae will  win  out. 
"Everybody  knows  we're 

a  top  soccer  team,"  he  said, "and  last  Saturday  against 
Mac  we  proved  we  had 
fighting  spirit  as  well.  We 
can  meet  the  Mustangs  on 
their  own  terms  and  better 

them." 

Blues  go  into  the  game 
as  defending  western  cham- 

pions and  current  league 
leaders  with  a  5-0  record. 

Guelph  Redmen  could  cost 

championship  again 
A  UTRFC 

Syndicate  Service 
University  of  Guelph  Red- 

men  visit  rugger  Blues  in  a 
re-match  this  afternoon  at 
Varsity  Stadium.  The  Varsity 
squad  will  be  looking  for 
.heir  fourth  victor}'  in  five 
starts  after  last  Saturday's 
3-0  dumping  by  Queen's.  In the  last  meeting  between 
these  two  clubs  in  Guelph 
Blues  won  a  record  break- 

ing 54-0  victory. 
Guelph  have  shown  over 

the  years  that  they  are  not 
to  be  counted  out.  In  the  se- 

cond game  with  Varsity  last 
year,  they  held  Blues  to  a  tie 
and  cost  them  the  intercolle- 

giate title.  Blues  will  again 
be  fielding  the  veteran  line- 

up which  has  won  them  so 
much  success  both  here  and 
on  their  tour  of  the  British 
Isles. 
Leading  the  team  will  be 

captain  John  McNiel,  a  se- 
ven year  veteran  of  intercol- 

legiate rugeer.  John  learn- ed his  fundamentals  in 
South  Africa  before  going 
to  Queen's  to  complete  his education.  There  he  founded 
the  Queen's  RFC,  which 
has  grown  to  be  Toronto's toughest  rival.  When  John 
moved  on  to  the  U  of  T  Law 
school,  Varsity  acquired  one 
oc  its  best  players  in  recent 
years.  Off  the  field,  he  has 
helped  in  the  administration 
and  development  of  the  pre- 

sent extensive  interfaculty 
ruEser  schedule. 
For  years.  Rugger  Blues 

have  been  one  of  the  most 
successful  teams  fielded  by 
University  of  Toronto.  Since 
its  conception  in  the  early 
ypars  of  the  century  the 
Varsity  squad  has  won 
countless  provincial  and  in- 

tercollegiate championships, 
the  most  recent  in  1963. 
Thip  year  is  no  exception 
md  Blues  have  a  team 
which  seems  sure  to  go  all 
the  way  to  the  OQAA  cham- 
pionship." At  the  turn  of  the  century, 
Rugger  rivalled  football  as 

;he  number  one  spectator 
•port  on  the  campus.  The 
forward  pass  and  padding 
were  unknown  and  the  line 
was  still  called  the  scrum. 

However,  while  Football  has 
evolved  into  its  present 
form,  rugger  is  essentially 
ihe  same  as  the  original same. 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Law  Lords  show  muscle 

By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

Law  Lords,  last  year's  di- vision two  champions, 
moved  into  undisputed  pos- 

session of  second  place  in 
group  I  lacrosse  with  an 
impressive  11-5  decision over  Vic  I.  PHE  leads  the 
league  wi th  fou r  wins  in four  starts. 
After  spotting  Vic  an 

early  lead,  the  lawyers  came 
storming  back  with  Don 
Arthurs  scoring  five  goals 
to  lead  the  way.  Other 
marksmen  for  the  winners 
were  Lary  Grierson  with 
two  goals  and  Gord  Ness, 
Geoff  Holland,  Dave  Fuller 
and  John  Gilfillan  with  one 
apiece.  Dave  Grist  was  the 
best  of  the  losers  as  he  fired 
a  pair  while  Bob  Hamilton, Tom  Truesdale  and  Frank 
Blyth  each  notched  a  single- 
ton. 

In  a  group  II  contest, 
PHE  took  over  second  place 
behind  undefeated  Knox 
College  as  they  blasted 
Meds  A  6-0. Stan  Fisher  paced  the  win 
with  a  hat  trick  while  Gil 
Farmer,  Garry  Angus  and 
Dan  Hibbert  each  added  a 
single  tally. Bob  Wanless  and  John 
Ambrose  with  three  and 
two  goals  respectively,  led 
Forestry  A  to  a  6-1  win  over Dents  in  the  lone  group  III 
game  played.  Bart  Cormack 
notched  a  singleton  to  com- 

plete the  scoring  for  the 
woodsmen  while  Ian  Mc- 
Quistan  fired  the  lone  score 
for  the  losers. 

SOCCER 
In    the    only    division  I 

game  scheduled,  Tony  Pro- visionato  fired  three  goals 
to  pace  St.  Mike's  to  a  7-0 trouncing  of  Meds  A.  Pat 
Conroy  scored  twice  while 
Cor  Boadonali  and  Angelo 
Pelfino  added  singletons  to 
round  out  the  scoring  for 
the  Irish. 

In  other  action,  Don  Eas- tabrooks  scored  the  only 
goal  of  the  game  as  Knox 
College  squeaked  out  a  1-0 decision  over  Dentistry  and 
Trinity  B  dropped  Jr.  En- 

gineering as  Pete  Hender- 
son and  Chris  Henn  pro- 

vided the  scoring  power. 
Sadik  Dobra  counted  the 
lone  tally  for  the  losers. 

FOOTBALL  STANDINGS 
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P    W    L     T  F A 
Pts. 

Western 
.     .  4    4    0    0  117 68 8 

Queen 's 

.     .  4    2    2    0  59 34 4    2    2    0  65 75 4 McGill 
4    0    4    0  21 8C 0 

Weekend  Results Toronto 
  . .    0     at  Qucc 31 McGill 0     at  Western 20 Future  Games So  turday 

Western  at  Toronto 
McGill  ot  Queen's SOCCER  STANDINGS Western  Division P   W    L    T  F A Pts. Toronto 
...  4    4     0     0  17 4 a Western 

.  .  4     3     1     0  10 7 6 McMof-tv r  ...  5     1     4     0  8 14 
Guelph 

..3    0    3    0  t 

1  1 

0 
Last  Week's  Results Toronto 5  at  McMaster McMoste r      2  at  Toronto Guelph 

0  at  Western 5 
Future  Games 

Western  at  Tcronlo 
Guelph  ot  McMaster RUGGER  STANDINGS P    W    L    T  F A 

Pis. 

Toronto 4    3     1     0  BO 

18 Queen's 

  4     3     1     0  41 

15 

McGill   2    0    2    0  15 20 0 Guelph 
2    0    2    0  0 83 

0. 

Future  Games 
Friday 

Guelph  at  Toronto Saturday 

McGill  ot  Quesn's 

CAPUT  NOTICE 

At  o  recent  meeting  of  the  Caput,  it  was  decided  thai  oil compulsory  tests,  essay  and  laboratories  should  be  cancelled  on November  8th,  Federal  election  day. 
This  measure  has  been  adopted  ot  the  request  of  the  Students' Administrative  Council  in  order  that  students  who  wish  to  do  so 

may  return  home  to  vote  without  fear  of  academic  penalty. 
Classes  are  not  cancelled  ond  students  who  ore  able  to  attend their  usuol  dosses  are  expected  to  so  do. R.  ROSS, 

Secretory    of    the  Caput. 

UllA'S  COMING 
TO 

YOUR  RESCUE 

WOMEN 
BEAUTY  CLINIC 

but  often   elusive   ideal  of  beauty  is  now That  much  coveted, in  focus. 

Come  to  the  three  successive  sessions  planned  with  experts  who 
will  present  an  objective  ond  analytical  approach  to  individual 
needs.  The  subjects  to  be  dealt  with  consist  of: 

NOV.    2  —  SKIN  CARE  AND  MAKEUP 
NOV.    9  — FASHION,  POISE  AND  DIET 
NOV.  16  —  HAIR  STYLING 

There  will  be  no  charge.  Sessions  will  be  held  at  1:00  p.m.  at  the Benson  Building,  3rd  Floor  and  are  open  to  girls  of  every  college, free  of  charge. 

WOMEN'S 
ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 

CURLING  —  instructional  —  now  open  to  upperclossmen  Fridoys 
2:00  p.m.  until  4:00  p.m.  Register  at  the  Terrace  Club (70  Mutual  Street). 

JNTERFACULTY  SWIM  MEET  -  Dotes  -  Nov.   1st  -  Speed 
Nov.  2nd  -  Synchronized  &  Diving Nov.  3rd  -  Finals  Speed 

Sign  up  ot  your  College  or  contact  your  College  Rep- 
LIFE  SAVING  —  A  Bronze  Medallion  demonstration  will  be  held 

ot  the  Benson  Building  for  all  interested  women  students  on Thursday,  November  4  at  5  p.m. 
ICE  HOCKEY  —  Meeting  of  all  Ice  Hockey  Representatives  ond 

Managers,    Benson    Building,   Board   Room,   Thursday  Nov- ember 4  at  5  p.m. 

SCOTTISH  COUNTRY  DANCING  —  Mondays  5.00  p.m.  Benson 
Building,  Additional  members  are  invited  to  this  doss  for 
set  country  dances.  Wear  street  clothes  ond  soft  shoes. 

ROBINSON'S
 

406  Yonge  St.  CLOTHES  SHOP  —  EM.  3-7865 
STUDENT  DISCOUNT  SALE 

BLAZERS  —  English  Blackburn  all-wool  95 
Reg.  $35   ml 

SLACKS  —  All-wool  worsteds  1  "J  95 
Reg.  $17.95   I  J 

SPORTS  JACKETS  —  English  tweeds  fA  05 
Reg.  $35   WW 

ALL-WEATHER  —  Scotch-Guard  treated  1  Q  95 
Reg.  $24.95    IO 

ZIP-IN-LINED  —  All-weather  coats  95 

Reg.  $35    Z/' SUITS  —  English  worsted  C  C  OO 

Reg.  $75    J '3' MADE  TO  MEASURE  SLAX  10  95 

Reg.  $24.95    IO' TO  STUDENTS  WITH  ATL  CARD 
Come  in  and  register  for  1096  Discount  Cord 

U  of  T  CREST  AT  COST  PRICE 

U  of  T  CREST  Sewn  on  FREE  with  purchase  of  o  bloier 



THIS  IS  THE  BIG  ONE 

Blues'  Mike  Eben 

White,  Blues 

are  confident 
By  UNCLE  CHARLIE 

Varsity  Blues  and  head  coach  Dalt  White 
are  confident  they  can  defeat  Western  Mus- 

tangs tomorrow  afternoon  at  Varsity  Stad- 
ium to  force  a  playoff  in  the  Senior  Inter- 

collegiate Football  League. 
"Western  hasn't  lost  a  game  yet  and 

they're  ripe  for  a  defeat,"  said  White  at 
last  night's  practice.  "And  we're  the  team 
that  can  do  it,"  he  smiled. 

While  the  possibilities  are  numerous  for 
the  way  the  league  can  finish.  White  is  con- 

cerned with  only  ore  factor  this  week.  He 
must  remedy  the  scoring  punch  of  his  of- fensive team. 

After  scoring  64  points  in  their  first  two 
games,  Blues  have  managed  only  one  point 
in  their  last  two  outings.  They  edged  Queen's 
1 — 0  and  then  were  overwhelmed  by  Queen's in  Kingston  last  week,  31 — 0. 

While  is  confident  Blues  can  bounce back. 
"Don't  forget,  we  lost  to  Western  52—15 two  years  ago  in  London  and  came  back 

the  next  week  to  beat  them  in  Toronto 
12—8,"  recalled  White. 

Western  survived  a  four  touchdown  per- 
formance by  Varsity  halfback  Gerry  Stern- 

berg in  the  first  meeting  of  the  two  teams 
this  year  as  Mustangs  won  36—35. 

"We  gave  them  22  points  in  that  game on  fumbles  and  interceptions,"  eulogized 
White.  "We  can  beat  them  and  if  we  do, we'll  go  all  the  way." Considering  the  importance  of  the  game, Varsity  officials  are  anticipating  another large  crowd.  Last  home  game  attracted 18,750,  largest  Varsity  Stadium  crowd  in  U 
years. 

See  "Votes  Cup"  Page  18 
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The  Playoff  Picture 
Varsity  Blues  and  Queen's  Golden  Gaels  are  tied  for 

second  place  going  into  this  weekend's  action  with  2-2  re- cords. Western  Mustangs  are  leading  the  league,  having 
won  their  four  games  to  date.  Blues  can  force  a  playoff  by 
either  lying  Weslern  for  first  place  or  defeating  'Stangs Saturday  and  then  going  on  to  finish  in  second. 

Under  league  rules,  a  playoff  results  when  the  second 
place  team  has  defeated  the  first  place  squad  at  least once  or  lied  it  twice. 

Blues  can  also  tie  Gaels  for  second  place  if  both  split 
thetr  remaining  two  games  If  one  team  has  beaten 
/Mustangs  that  team  will  entei  the  playoff.  If  both  Blues 
and  Gaels  defeat  Western,  hut  lose  to  McGill  then  Gaels 
would  enter  the  playoff  since  they  have  scored  more  points 
in  their  games  with  Blues. 

There  is  a  possibility  of  an  unprecedented  three-way tie  for  first  place. 
This  would  come  about  if  Gaels  and  Blues  win  their 

two  remaining  games  with  Western  and  McGill.  The  Lea- 
gue has  made  no  decision  on  the  playoff  arrangements if  this  happens. 

from  the 

cheap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 

It's  not  the  size  of  the  dog  in  the  fight 
But  the  size  of  the  fight  in  the  dog 
That  saying  may  be  corney,  hackneyed  and  as  old  as  the 

hills,  neverthless  it's  true.  And  in  no  game  is  it  more  applic- 
able than  the  game  of  football.  For  football  is  an  emotional 

game,  a  game  in  which  a  team  that  is  better  prepared  men- tally often  beats  a  team  which  is  physically  superior. 
No  better  example  of  this  can  be  found  than  Regina 

Roughriders  of  the  Canadian  Football  League.  For  the  past 
few  years  Roughriders  have  been  whipping  teams  which 
have  had  more  talent,  on  guts  and  good  football. 

This  is  something  Varsity  Blues  have  not  been  doing 
this  season.  There  is  no  doubt  that  Blues  have  the  talent 
—  Sternberg,  Eben,  Pampe  and  Parker  are  strong  candidates 
for  election  to  the  all-star  team.  However,  Blues  as  a  team 
have  not  had  the  "fight  in  the  dog"  that  champions  are  made of. 

Last  Saturday's  game  against  Queen's  was  the  best example  of  this  lack  of  fight.  After  dropping  behind  by  two 
touchdowns  Blues  seemed  to  give  up  all  hope  of  making  a comeback. 

True  the  playing  condit- 
ions were  bad,  but  with  Bry- 

ce  Taylor,  Gerry  Sternberg, 
and  Mike  Eben  on  the  same 
field  almost  anything  can 
and  has  happened. 

In  view  of  the  fact  that 
a  victory  in  this  game  would 
have  eliminated  defending 
champion  Queen's  Golden Gaels  from  the  scramble  for 
the  Yates  Cup  and  greatly 
enhanced  Blues'  chance  for winning  the  silverware,  last 
week's  performance  was more  than  a  little  surprising. 

But  tomorrow  is  another 
day  and  another  game  —  or rather  not  just  another  game. 
For  the  game  against  Wes- 

tern Mustangs  is  the  game. 
Blues  must  defeat  Western 
to  force  a  playoff  for  the 

Cup.  A  loss  means  the  season  ends  a  week  early. 
Coach  John  Metras'  teams  are  known  for  their  dull  but effective  power  running  and  in  Art  Froese  and  Larry  Bur- 

-ridge  'Slangs  have  two  of  the  best  power  backs  in  the league. 
To  stop  this  powerful  attack  Blues  will  need  a  100% 

improvement  in  their  defensive  line  over  last  week's  perfor- mance. 
But  even  more  important  Blues  will  have  to  score  points —  something  they  have  not  been  able  to  do  in  two  games 

with  Queen's. What  it  all  boils  down  to  however  is  the  "fight  in  the 
dog. '  If  Blues  have  that  "fight"  tomorrow  afternoon  they'll upset  the  veteran  Mustang  squad.  If  not.  Mustangs  will  ex- tend their  winning  streak  to  five. 

YATES  CUP 

"Must"  series 

for  Gaels 
By  UNCLE  CHARLIE 

While  Varsity  Blues  embark  on  the  be- 
ginning of  a  do-or-die  two  game  series  for  a 

playoff  berth  at  Varsity  Stadium  tomorrow 
afternoon,  Queen's  Golden  Gaels  begin  a  si- milar programme  against  McGill  Redmen  in 
Kingston  tomorrow. Western  is  already  guaranteed  at  least 
a  first  place  tie  and  if  Blues  and  Queen's win  [heir  next  two  games  there  would  be 
an  unprecedented  three-way  tie  for  first 
place.  Blues  play  at  McGill  next  week  and 
Queen's  is  at  Western. McGill  has  been  the  weak  sister  in  the 
league  this  year,  going  winless  in  all  their 
games  this  far.  However  they  have  looked 
impressive  in  their  last  two  games  against 
Western  and  could  turn  the  league  upside 
down  with  wins  in  either  of  their  last  two 

games. 
Rich  Ripstein  has  taken  over  Redmen's first-string  pivot  duties  and  is  second  only  to 

Varsity's  Bryce  Taylor  in  passing  with  a 47.7%  completion  average.  Taylor  sports  a 
51.2%  average. 

Former  first  string  quarterback  Glen  St. 
John  played  in  the  defensive  backfield  for  a 
short  time  last  game  until  he  was  injured. 

It  is  possible  that  he  will  be  lost  to  Red- 
men  for  the  rest  of  the  season  with  a  torn knee  cartilage. 

Linemen  Isaac  Lerner  and  flanker  Brian 
Pilgrim  both  have  knee  injuries  and  may  not 

play. 
Queen's  is  also  hurting  with  all-star  full- back Heino  Lilies  sidelined  with  strained 

knee  ligaments. 

'Stangs  Art  Froese 

y »  I. 



UGEQ  accepts  f 

McGill  bid  ( 

By  JACQUES  de  M0NT1GNY  1 

Mustangs'  Larry  Burridge  (34)  is  about  to  get  a  taste  of  Blues'  stout  defence.  Both  Gord  Whyte  (72)  and  A( Giachino  (70)  have  him  in  their  sights  while  Mike  Raham  (23)  watches  from  beneath. 

BLUES  BOMB  WESTERN 

QUEBEC  CITY  —  L'Union  Gene- rale  des  Etudiants  de  Quebec,  the 
voice  of  Quebec  students,  now  will 
represent  20,000  members  following 
the  admission  Thursday  of  McGill 
and  Sir  George  Williams  Universi- 

ties, Marianapolis  College  and  the 
Union  of  Quebec  Students  at  the 
University  of  Ottawa. 
Al  a  marathon  session  of  the 

UGEQ  General  Assembly  Thursday, 
an  overwhelming  majority  voted  to 
accept  McGill  University  at  2.30  a.m. 
Friday  morning.  A  long  standing  ova- 

tion greeted  the  seating  of  the  31- 
member  McGill  delegation. 
Almost  five  hours  of  debate  were 

required  to  hammer  out  the  condi- 
tions of  McGill's  admission.  The  final 

resolution  is  still  being  given  wide- 
ly divergent  interpretations. 
Basically,  the  assembly  rejected 

the  dual  membership  of  McGill  in 
both  UGEQ  and  CUS.  It  recognized 
that  McGill  is  legally  bound  to  CUS 
until  the  annual  CUS  convention  in 
the  fall  and  considered  McGill's  re- 

quest for  admission  in  UGEQ  as  a 
de  facto  withdrawal  from  CUS. 

Sharon  Sholzberg,  president  of  the 
McGill  Student  Union,  maintains 
that  the  resolution  does  not  specifi- 

cally say  that  McGill  must  withdraw 
from  CUS,  and  therefore  has  until 
the  next  CUS  congress  to  opt  for CUS  or  UGEQ. 

Miss  Sholzberg  told  the  UGEQ 
General  Assembly  that  McGill  wishes 
to  join  UGEQ  because  "of  its  desire 
to  participate  effectively  in  the  soc- 

ial and  economic  reconstruction  of 
Quebec"  and  "its  interest  in  matters 
of  education  which  are  solely  of  pro- 

vincial jurisdiction." 
There  are  clear  indications  that 

the  student  council's  decision  to  join UGEQ  will  meet  substantial  resis- 
tance on  campus,  but  Miss  Sholzberg 

and  members  of  her  delegation  in- 
sist that  this  opposition  represents 

the  opinion  of  a  small  minority. 
Although  there  was  never  any  like- 

lihood of  the  assembly  rejecting  Mc- 
Gill's application,  the  resistance  on the  McGill  campus  is  not  the  only 

dissent.  Miss  Sholzberg  was  notified 
Saturday  that  a  delegation  of  stu- 

dents from  Moncton,  N.B.,  who  last 
year  were  refused  membership  in 
UGEQ  on  the  grounds  that  UGEQ  is 
the  association  of  students  within 
the  territorial  limits  of  Quebec,  will 
hold  demonstrations  this  week  at 
McGill  against  UGEQ,  and  McGill's membership  in  it. 

Following  McGill's  acceptance,  ac- ceptance of  Sir  George  Williams  Uni- 
versity and  Marianapolis  College  was routine. 

At  the  founding  convention  last 
year,  the  University  of  Ottawa  was 
refused  membership  because  it  is  in 
Ottawa.  The  1,500  Quebec  students 
at  the  University  of  Ottawa  this  year 
founded  an  association  of  Quebec 
Students  at  the  university,  withdrew 
their  members  from  CUS,  and  were 
welcomed  as  members  of  UGEQ. 
The  General  Assembly  made  it 

clear  that  the  admission  of  English- 
language  universities  in  UGEQ  does 
not  affect  its  uni-lingual  character. 

However,  it  is  understood  that  de- 
legates are  free  to  use  English  as  a 

working  language. 

By  P.J.  PAPE 
Varsity  Blues  became  a  great 

football  team   Saturday  afternoon. 
On  one  or  two  occasions  this 

season  a  glimmer  of  promise  eman- 
ated from  their  efforts,  on  other 

occasions  Blues  simply  looked  in- 
competent —  but  not  Saturday! 

After  watching  Varsity  subjugate 
the  University  of  Western  Ontario 
Mustangs  48 — 15,  ending  their 
winning  streak  at  four,  little  doubt 
was  left  in  the  minds  of  those  pre- 

sent, that  Blues  must  be  consider- 
ed the  odds-on  favorite  to  win  the Yates  Cup. 

To  the  delight  of  their  suppor- 
ters, Blues  revealed,  a  multi-prong- 

ed offence  that  everyone  had  heard 
about,  but  very  few  had  seen. 
With  quarterback  Bryce  Taylor 

By  STEVEN  TROSTER 
Finance  Minister  Walter  Gordon 

said  Friday  free  tuition  for  univer- 
sity students  would  come  —  but  "it won't  be  overnight."  He  spoke  at  an 

open  meeting  of  the  U  of  T  Liberal Club. 
The  Liberal  scholarship  proposal 

will  be  ready  for  the  1966  academic 
year,  Mr.  Gordon  said.  "This  is  not 
merely  a  promise,"  he  said,  "it  is 
an  undertaking." The  Liberals  have  promised  an- 

nual $1,000  scholarships  for  10,000 
deserving  students. 
A  Liberal  government  will  con- 

sider splitting  the  $10  million  half 
and  half  between  scholarships  and 
bursaries,  Gordon  said.  The  change 
had  been  suggested  by  university  ad- ministrations. 

More  than  250  people  crowded  in- to a  lecture  room  in  Sidney  Smith 
Hall  to  hear  the  Finance  Minister. 
They  hissed  and  booed  when  he  men- 

tioned the  government's  student  aid 
program. 

Gordon's  topic  was  foreign  con- trol of  Canadian  industry. 

shrewdly  calling  the  plays  and 
blockers  Don  Gibson,  Jim  Mac- 
Mahon,  Bob  Pampe  and  Jim  Kel- lam  blocking  their  men  Blues 
wreaked  havoc  on  the  Mustang  de- 
fence. 
With  Varsity  halfback  Gerry 

Sternberg  running   to  the  outside 

"Personally,  I  think  too  much  of 
Canada  is  controlled  by  outsiders," he  said. 
"We  will  need  more  and  more 

capital  from  the  U.S.  in  years  to 
come,"  Gordon  said.  He  said  that 
he'd  rather  it  were  invested  in  com- 

— photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
WALTER  GORDON 

and  fullback  Erkki  Pukonen  slam- 
ming into  the  middle,  Western 

couldn't  set  their  defences.  To  make 
matters  worse  for  'S  tangs ,  Taylor 
began  throwing  screen  passes  to Pukonen  and  Nick  Digiuseppe  to 
curtail  Western's  blitz. see  "football"  pabe  12 

sometime 

pany  bonds.  ,. 
A  Canadian  development  corpora- 

tion would  fill  a  gap  in  the  coun- 
try's financial  structure,  Gordon 

said.  Only  Canadians  and  Canadian 
companies  would  be  allowed  to  buy 
shares  in  such  a  corporation.  None 
of  them  could  hold  more  than  three 
per  cent  each  of  the  shares,  he  ex- 

plained. 
"The  short-term  outlook  for  the 

Canadian  economy  looks  good,  and 
the  long  run  looks  wonderful,"  Gor- don said.  He  urged  students  to  buy 
shares  in  the  proposed  Canadian  De- velopment Corporation  after  they 

graduate. "It  would  be  stretching  a  rather 
long  bull,"  the  Finance  Minister  said, 
to  suggest  that  government  legisla- tion restricting  the  sale  of  Canadian 
newspapers  to  foreign  investors  also restricted  freedom  of  the  press. 

Criticizing  NDP  candidate  David 
Lewis  (York  South)  because  "he wants  to  control  everything  from 
Ottawa,"  Gordon  urged  his  audien- 

ce to  eliminate  "splinter  parties"  on Nov.  8. 

Walter  Gordon  says 

Free  tuition  will  come  - 



BRITISH 

SCIENTISTS 

Senior  scientists  from  Imperial  Chemical  Industries 
Limited,  England,  will  be  visting  the  Campus  on 

Wednesday  /Thursday,  3rd /4th  November 

They  wish  to  meet  graduates  in  any  scientific  disci- pline from  Britain  or  the  British  Commonwealth who  would  like  to  discuss  careers  with  LCX  in  the 
United  Kingdom.  Recent  arrivals,  as  well  as  those 
who  are  considering  the  possibility  of  returning  to 
Britain,  are  invited  to  get  in  touch  with  them 
through: : 

Mr.  J.  K.  Bradford 
Placement  Service 
581  Spadina  Avenue 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. 

To/onto  3,  Ont. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  doily,  ihcl.  Sot.  from  8-6. 

University  Blazers  and  Trousers 
made  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, Coats,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jaehcts, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or 
ours.  -Fully  guaranteed. 

ELECTRIC  GUITARS  -  WAILING  SAXOPHONES  -  ELECTRIC  PIANOS 
WILL  NOT  BE  USED  IN  THE  FOUR  CONCERTS  BY  THE 

HART  HOUSE  ORCHESTRA 

However,  this  series  will  include  oboes,  trumpets,  tympany,  harpsichord, 
organ,  mixed  chorus,  soprano  soloist  ond  bassoon  soloist  in  addition  to  the 
usuol  thirteen  top  notch  professional  strings. 

And  Bach's  Magnificat  In  D  really  swings 
GREAT  HALL  OF  HART  HOUSE  SUNDAY  NIGHTS  8.30  p.m. 

NOV.  21      DEC.  12      JAN.  23      FEB.  20 

TICKETS:  STODENTS  -  $4 OTHERS  -  $9 
On  sale  at  the  box  office  of  the  MacMillan  Theatre  in  the  Edward  Johnson 
Building  or  in  the  main  foyer  of  Hart  House  any  doy  this  week.  Drop  by 
ond  have  a  look  at  the  programme. 

You  can't  beat 
the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

U  of  T  RADIO  SCHEDULE 
The  lollowing  is  the  programming  i 

CJRT-FM  9).))  for  the  week  of  Nov.  1 U  of  T  Radio  (5:30  ■ 
—  Nov.  5. 

5-30  pm   NEWS 
5*5  p-.i.  "TPa 

NTERVIEW:    Robert    Gill    speaks  on 
Heortbreok  House. ON   CAMPUS:    Summary   of  upcoming 
campus  events. 

5:38  p.n 5:41  p.n 
5:«  P.n 

.  NEWS COMMENT:    Editoriol  comment 
topic  of  immediate  interest, SPORTS 
BOOK  REVIEW .ACADEMICALLY  SPEAKING: Informal  chat  with  Prof. Marcus  Long. 
.ON  CAMPUS 

WEDNESDAY NEWS 
REVIEW:   Discussion  with  Peter  Monn 
of  the  Boyview  Playhouse. ON  CAMPUS 

5:30  p.n 

5:35  p.rr 5:38  p.rr 
5:45  p.n 

NEWS .COMMENT STUDENT  GOVERNMENT  REPORT .12    BY  2:    A    feminine  view  of  the 
University  ond  the  world. .ON  CAMPUS 

5:30  p.n 
5:50  p.n ..LAST  WEEK,  REST  IN  PEACE: A  satirical  look  at  the  week's  events. SPORTS:    Interview;    preview    of  next week's  action. 

Today,  ail  day: 
Those  interested  in  an  outing  club  trip  to  Rockwood 

(near  Guelph)  Sunday,  Nov.  7,  phone  trip  leader  Val  Dodds, 
233-7645,  before  Wednesday. 

Today  and  Tuesday,  12  -  6  p.m. Portraits  by  F.  H.  Varley,  Hart  House  art  gallery.  Ladies, 2-5  p.m. 

Today,  1  p.m. VCF  Bible  Study  meeting.  Room  11,  U.C. 
Hillel  lecture,  The  Vision  of  Buddha.  Rm.  214,  U.C. 

Today  and  Tuesday,  1:10  p.m. 
The  Man  of  Destiny  continues  at  the  Women's  Union Theatre. 

Today,  4  p.m. 
SUPA  meeting  for  those  interested  in  Remembrance 

Dav  Vigil.  Hart  House. 
Today,  5  p.m. Deadline  for  applications  for  delegates  to  the  Con- ference on  Racial  and  Ethnic  Discrimination,  University  of 
Western  Ontario,  Nov.  25-27.  Forms  received  at  SAC  of- fice. 

Today,  8  p.m. 
Drama  workshop.  373  Huron  St.,  Canterbury  House. 

Tuesday,  1  pan. 
Free  demonstration  and  advice  on  skin  care  and  make- 
up for  all  U  of  T  girls.  3rd  floor,  Benson  Building. 
Hillel  seminar:  The  History  and  Development  of  the 

Reform  Movement.  Sidney  Smith  Hall,  Rm.  1022. 
PC  executive  meeting,  Rm.  2120,  Sidney  Smith  Hall. 

Tuesday,  1:10  p.m. 
SCM  lunch  meeting:  Questions  about  religion.  IVCF 

Secretary.  Miss  Marion  Jackson,  will  attend.  44  St.  George 
St. 

Film  on  life  of  Honore  de  Balzac,  with  nineteenth 
century  engravings.  Rm.  104,  UC. 
Tuesday,  5  p.m. 

Meeting  of  Entertainment  Committee  for  U  of  T  Radio. 
All  welcome.  South  Sitting  Room,  Hart  House. UC  Lit  meeting,  JCR,  UC. 

Tuesday,  5:15  p.m. 
VCF  meeting  for  engineers.  North  Sitting  Room,  Hart 

House. 
Tuesday,  6  p.m. 

Supper,  discussion  on  the  principles  of  union.  Can- 
terbury House,  373  Huron  St. 

Tuesday,  8  p.m. 
George  Lamming  talks  on  West  Indian  literature  as 

a  post-war  phenomenon.  Upper  Library,  Massey  College. 
Prof.  J.  M.  E.  Moravcsik,  University  of  Michigan,  will 

speak  to  the  philosophy  club  on  Aristotle's  Categories. Admission  50c,  membership  $2.  West  Hall,  UC. 
Tuesday,  8:15  p.m. 

Lecture  on  Christianity  and  Sex.  Newman  Centre,  89 St.  George  St. 
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Student  activist  new  UGEQ  head 

By  JACQUES 
de  MONTIGNY 

QUEBEC  CITY  —  A  five- 
minute  standing  ovation 
Sunday  afternoon  greeted 
the  news  that  Robert  Nel- 

son had  been  elected  presi- 
dent of  the  L'Union  Gener- ate des  Etudiants  de  Quebec. 

Nelson  is  a  fifth-year  en- 
gineering student  at  the 

University  of  Montreal  and 
last  summer  was  general  co- ordinator of  Action  Sociale 
Etudiants,  a  widely -ac- 

claimed and  highly  success- 
ful provincial  peace  corps. 

He  is  generally  considered 
a  pragmatic  organizer,  little 
concerned  with  nationalism, 
and  has  repeatedly  stated 
that  priority  should  be  giv- en to  action  at  the  local 
level  and  in  the  student 
world. 

He  is  a  strong  believer  in 
the  necessity  and  potential- 

ity of  student  action  for  the 
correction  of  "social  justice 
in  Quebec  society." He  is  also  a  leader  of  the 
supporters  of  student  syn- dicalism and  will  seek  to 
create  a  strong  sense  of  uni- 

ty among  Quebec  students, 
including  the  English  langu- 

age universities. 
UGEQ  will  probably  lose 

its  image  as  an  apparently 
strong  supporter  of  separat- 

ism. Nelson  told  a  post- election press  conference, 
but  it  will  retain  its  image 
as  a  dedicated  fighter  for  a 
better  Quebec  society. 

Priority  should  be  given 
to  the  formation  of  a  team 
of  trained  students  and  an 
"animator  -  organizer,"  he said.  They  would  reach  all 
students  and  allow  a  better 
definition  of  their  prob- lems. He  said  the  team,  in 
turn,  would  serve  as  a  basis 
for  the  participation  in  and 
the  demands  of  student  syn- dicalism in  Quebec. 

It  should  not  be  deduced, 
however,  that  UGEQ  will 
cease  to  promote  and  pres- sure for  the  correction  of 
social  injustice  in  the  pro- vince. It  is  essential,  he 
stressed,  that  the  students 
and  UGEQ  work  and  be 
heard  in  public  affairs. 

In  this  work.  Nelson  will 
be  supported  by  an  execu- 

tive which  is  composed  al- 
most completely  of  mem- 

bers who  ran  on  his  plat- 
form. Only  Jacues  Gobeil  of 

Laval  University  was  de- 
feated by  Daniel  Latouche 

of  the  University  of  Mon- 
treal for  the  post  of  vice- 

president  for  international 
affairs/  Mr.  Latouche  was 
chairman  last  year  of  UG- 
EQ's  committee  on  interna- tional affairs. 
The  election  of  Miss  Mi- 

chele  Beauchamp  over  Rich- 
ard Guay,  former  UGEQ 

external  affairs  vice-presi- 
dent, was  generally  consid- ered an  upset.  It  was  one result  of  the  vast  amount  of 

politicking  which  went  on behind  the  scenes  in  the 
last  two  days. 
The  overwhelming  ap- 

plause which  greeted  Nel- son's acceptance  speech, 
however,  clearly  indicated 
that  he  will  enjoy  strong 
support  from  members  in his  work,  and  that  in  this 
crucial  year  for  UGEQ,  it 
faces  the  prospect  of  a  very 
profitable  year  for  both  it- self and  the  students  of 
Quebec. 

June  Marks  speaks  to  Hillel  seminar 

BY  SUSAN  LAW  " 
Toronto  Alderman  June 

Marks  told  a  Hillel  seminar 
last  week  that  women  liv- 

ing in  a  house  next  to  cer- tain Sherbourne  St.  hotel 
cannot  use  their  garden  be- cause the  men  in  the  hotel 
make  a  habit  of  exhibiting 
themselves  in  front  of  the 
windows. 

Mrs.  Marks,  who  wrote  a 
controversial  report  this 
summer  on  Toronto's  slum conditions,  said  every  type 
of  vice  exists  in  the  hotel, 
and  it  is  raided  by  police  al- 

most every  week. 
According  to  Mrs.  Marks, 

the  police  in  downtown  To- 
ronto are  no  help  in  a  situa- 

tion like  this.  If  you  are  de- 
sperate enough  to  go  to 

them  for  assistance  they  me- 
rely advise  you  to  move 

away  from  the  area,  she said. 
She  claimed  that  much  of 

the  deterioration  in  certain 
residential  areas  is  caused 
by  blockbusting  tactics  em- 

ployed by  materialistically- minded  individuals.  One  of 
these     operators    buys  a 

home,  rents  it  to  transient 
rowdies  and  thus  forces  all 
the  decent  people  in  the  area 
to  move  away  out  of  sheer 
disgust.  A  cartage  firm  on Sherbourne  has  made  a 
block  of  that  street  unfit  for 
human  habitation,  she  said. 

Appeals  to  City  Hall  have been  in  vain  and  homes  in 
the  area  have  degenerated 
appallingly,  she  said. 
When  asked  about  her  op- 

inions on  birth  control  for 
welfare  recipients  Mrs. 
Marks  stated  that  while  she 
approves  of  birth  control she  believes  that  it  should 
not  be  forced  on  people  who 
cannot  afford  to  support  a 
large  number  of  children. 
The  joy  of  having  a  family 
should  not  be  restricted  to 
only  those  who  have  the  fi- nancial means,  Mrs.  Marks 
said. 

She  stated  that  large  hous- 
ing developments  are  the 

best  solution  for  families 
with  extremely  low  incomes 
at  the  moment,  but  main- 

tained that  private  homes 
are  more  desirable  as  fami- 

ly dwellings. 

Student  under  21  to  vote 

Donald  McAlpine  (HI 
SMC)  will  vote  in  the  Nov. 
8  federal  election  even 
though  his  21st  birthday  is not  until  Nov.  9. 
McAlpine  will  have  his 

precedent-making  vote  be- 
cause he  complained  to  a 

Daily  Star  reporter  about 
his  unlucky  situation. 

The  reporter  boned  up  on 
English  common  law  and 
discovered  that  a  person  is 
deemed  to  be  21  on  the  day 
before  his  actual  birthday. 
The  chief  electoral  office 

in  Ottawa  has  verified  that 

McAlpine  is  indeed  eligible 
to  vote.  A  spokesman  added 
that  the  next  Parliament 
would  be  asked  to  clarify 
the  law. 
Although  his  name  is  not 

on  the  voting  list,  McAlpine 
will  be  allowed  to  vote  since 
he  lives  in  MarysviUe,  a  ru- ral riding. 
He  is  required  only  to 

produce  a  qualified  voter  to 
vouch  for  him  on  election day. 

McAlpine  said  he  intends 
to  vote  Liberal. 

—photo  by  NORM  FISHER 
JUNE  MARKS 

If  the  Ontario  Housing 
Corporation  were  to  buy 
homes  in  downtown  Toron- 

to which  slum  landlords 
want  to  sell,  people  who 
would  like  to  live  in  private 
homes  would  be  able  to  do 
so.  She  also  suggested  that 
the  ceiling  on  the  National 
Housing  Act  should  be  low- ered so  that  people  who  are 

paying  "atrocious"  rents could  buy  their  own  homes. 

COMMUNIST  SPEAKS 
William  Kashtan,  Canadian leader  of  the  Communist  Party, 

will  speak  in  the  Hort  House Theatre  at  1  p.m.  today.  The 
candidate  in  the  Davenport  rid- ing in  the  Nov.  8  federal  elec- tion is  the  latest  of  a  series  of 
speakers  under  the  auspices  of 
the  Hart  House  Debates  Com- 

mittee. David  Lewis,  New  De- mocratic Party  candidate  in 
York  Centre,  will  speak  at  1 
p.m.  Tuesday. 

HART  HOUSE  f* TODAY  JLaZ 
"POLITICAL  FORUM" 

presented  by  the  Debates  Committee in  Hart  House  Theatre 
1.10  p.m.        Mondoy,        November  1st 

Guest  Speaker:  WILLIAM  KASHTAN  (Communist-Davenport) 
The  speoker  will  give  o  short  address  ond  then  answer 

questions  from  the  audience. LADIES  WELCOME 
1.30  p.m.  RECORD  ROOM  A  —  Instruction  and  Renewal 

TUESDAY 

"POLITICAL  FORUM" 
presented  by  the  Debates  Committee in  Hart  House  Theatre 

1.10  p.m.        Tuesday,   November  2nd 
Guest  Speaker  —  DAVID  LEWIS The  speaker  will  give  a  short  address  and  then  participate 

in  a  question  and  answer  period LADIES  WELCOME 

In  the  Art  Gallery 
"PORTRAITS  BY  F.  H.  VARLEY" 1 2  noon  to  6  p.m. 

Ladies:  2  to  5 _l 
NOON  HOUR  CONCERT 

presented  by  the  Music  Committee 
FOLKSINGERS  —  "SUSAN  AND  BOB" Wednesday,  November  3rd         t.15  p.rr East  Common  Room Members  Only 

COLES 

YONGE 

BELOW 
BLOOR 

BIG  SAVINGS  ON 

PAPERBACKS 
./e  don't  have  everything,  but  the  9,000  titles  we  do  hovs 
cover  a  pretty  wide  field  from  fanciful  fiction  to  terrible,  tech- 

nical .  .  .  Many  at  big,  big  savings  too  I  Drop  into  our  Paper- 
bock  Department  todoy  or  even  to-morrow  ! 

FIVE  APPROACHES  OF  LITERARY  CRITICISM  —  Wilbur  Scott. Pub.    at  1.95   GENERAL  ECONOMIC  HISTORY  —  Max  Weber Pub.  at  1.50   
THREE  CASE  HISTORIES  —  Freud Pub.  at  1 .50  
SEAN  O'CASEY  —  THE  MAN  AND  HIS  WORK David  Krausc.  Pub.  at  1.50  
GREEK  SCIENCE  IN  ANTIQUITY  —  Marshall  Clagctt. Pub    at  1.50  COLES  PRICE MODERN  SCIENCE  AND  ITS  PHILOSOPHY  —  Phllipp  Frank. Pub    at  1.50   COLES  PRICE ORIGINS  OF  MODERN  CULTURE.  Preserved  Smith.  Vol.  1 Pub.    at  1.95   THE  ENLIGHTENMENT  VOL.  II.  Preserved  Smit Pub.  at  1.50   
VEDENTA  FOR  MODERN  MAN. 
Edited  Christopher  Ishcrwood.  Pub.  at  1.50 
SHAKESPEAR'S  HISTORY  PLAYS  —  Tillyord. Pub.  at  1.50   DIMENSIONS  OF  THE  MIND  —  Hook Pub.  at  1-50   
THE  FALL  OF  THE  SPANISH  AMERICAN  EMPIRE De  Madoriago.  Pub.  at  1  .SO    COLES  PRICE THE  END  OF  IDEOLOGY  —  0.  Bell Pub.  at  1.50   
SCOPE  OF  ARCHITECTURE  —  Gropius Pub.   at  95e   
THE  MIND  OF  PRIMITIVE  MAN  —  F.  Boos. Pub.   at  95e     
EARLY  PSYCHOANALYTIC  WRITINGS  —  Freud. Pub.  at  T.50   
THE  ORIGINS  OF  MODERN  SCIENCE  — H    Butterfield.  Pub.  at  1.50   A  HUNDRED  YEARS  OF  ENGLISH  LITERATURE.  —  Vines. Pub.  at  1.50    -    . .   ■  ' THE  SEXUAL  ENLIGHTENMENT  OF  CHILOREN  —  Freud. Pub.  at  1.50   COLES  PRICE MERE  CHRISTIANITY  —  C.  S.  Lewis. Pub.  ot  1.50    COLES  PRICE FLEURS  DU  MAL  —  In  French.  Boudclafrc  „„,,«, 
Pub    at  1.45    COLES  PRICE PENSEES  —  In  French.  Pascal.  Pub.  at  1.45   COLES  PRICE THEATRE  DE  MOLIERE  —  In  French.  VOL.  I. Pub.  at  1.45   
THEATRE  DE  MOLIERE  —  In  French.  VOL.  II. Pub.  at  1.45  TROIS  CONTES  —  Gustavo  Flaubert.  In  French. Pub.  at  95c   
TRAGEDIES  CHOISIES  DE  RACINE  —  In  French Pub.  ot  1.45   
LE  PERE  GORIOT  —  In  French.  Baliac. Pub.  ot  1.45   •■■  THE  PILGRIMAGE  OF  WESTERN  MAN  —  Stringrellow 
Barr  Europe  1,500  —  1961.  Pub.  st  1.95  

COLES  PRICE COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICe 
COLES  PRICE 

COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 

.  COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 

t, 

COLES  PRICE 

,  COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 

VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP 

m  m  •  m  m       726  YONGE  ST. 
y  V  M  U  M       SOUTH  OF  BLOOR 
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I'm  tall  right,  Jack  (II) Besides  failing  in  its  immediate  objectives,  National 
Student  Day  olso  indicated  clearly  that  students  (on  this 
campus  at  least)  are  unlikely  to  achieve  any  important  or 
worthwhile  changes  in  the  university's  structure. 

National  Student  Day  failed  because  very  few  stu> 
dents  on  this  campus  wanted  it  to  succeed — because  to 
them  o  march  is  not  an  acceptable  (that  is,  conventiona' 
means  of  objectifying  a  point  of  view. 

Students  ot  Toronto  are  so  caught  up  in  the  system 
that  they  connot,  in  any  significant  numbers,  bring 
themselves  to  act  in  a  manner  of  which  the  system  does 
not  approve.  They  are  therefore  left  with  only  the  op- 

portunity to  deal  with  the  minutiae  of  student  services,  to 
ensure  fhot  these  services  run  efficiently  (or,  in  the  way 
that  the  administration  would  run  them  if  the  administra 
tion  had  the  finances  and  the  facilities). 

But  students  and  their  governments  can  never  con- 
sider the  possibility  of  acting  to  change  the  university  — 

to  implement,  or  even  consider  seriously,  a  student  point 
of  view  which  might  differ  fundamentally  from  that  of 
the  administration.  Students  are  the  jealous  guardians  of 
their  own  restricted  area  of  university  bureaucracy,  but 
the  principles  which  govern  their  administration  of  this 
area  are  basically  the  same  as  those  which  govern  univer- 

sity administration  as  whole. 
Is  efficiency  to  be  the  ultimate  and  only  goal  of 

student  government? 
Nothing  Toronto's  student  government  has  done  this year  would  indicate  otherwise.  The  few  members  who  have 

o  conception  of  government  which  extends  beyond  proce- 
dural wrangling  and  administrative  detail  ore  having  no 

noticeable  effect  on  this  year's  SAC.  Instead,  council  is 
becoming  more  and  more  involved  in  creating  for  itself 
a  bigger  ond  better  bureaucracy  to  administer. 

In  this  atmosphere,  it  is  not  surprising  that  National 
Student  Day  failed.  Nor  will  it  be  surprising  if  nothing 
more  is  done  this  year  to  promote  a  distinctively  student 
attitude  toward  university  education  and  university  ad- 

ministration. The  idea  that  such  an  effort  might  even  be considered,  let  olone  considered  worthwhile,  is  not  one 
held  by  many  students  or  by  many  of  their  representatives. 

SAC,  and  most  students,  are  so  concerned  with  im- 
mediate details  that  they  can  take  no  thought  for  the future.  They  have  avoided  serious  thinking  by  retreating to  the  relative  sofety  of  administration— where  thought need  be  neither  searching  nor  profound. SAC  does  not  realize  that  administrative  work  can 

be  carried  out  by  individuals  hired  for  that  purpose,  ond thot  council  members  should  concern  themselves  with  the formulation  of  a  policy  which  is  not  simply  o  bigger  and better  vers10n  of  administrative  ideas  current  in  the  lote 1950s 
If  SAC  does  not  realize  this,  no  proposed  student centre,  however  stimulating,  will  be  able  to  overcome lorontos  appalling  student  apathy.  If  the  solution  to  the problem  is  eft  to  the  completion  of  a  student  centre  the problem  will  never  be  solved. 
Perhaps  council  might  this  year  consider  where  it  is going,  ̂ uch  consideration  surely  can  be  combined  with plans  to  build  o  student  centre, 
And,  if  council  decides  that  its  present  course  is  wisp ond  necessary,  we  will  have  witnessed  the  extinction  of any  hope  for  meaningful  student  participation  in  th-s university's  affairs. 
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letters  to  the  editor 

determination  best  criterion 
Sir: 

I  did  not  march  on  National  Student 
Day  because  I  feel  that  proven  academic 
ability  should  not  be  the  only  criterion  for 
entrance  to  a  university. 

Educators  are  becoming  aware  of  the 
fact  that  the  mere  ability  to  write  an  "A" 
examination  doesn't  necessarily  mean  that 
the  student  is  of  "A"  calibre. 

An  exam  grade  cannot  portray  the 
student's  dogged  determination  to  achieve, nor  can  it  reveal  his  natural  or  cultivated creativity. 

It  is  my  belief  that  a  person  with  a 
"C"  average  in  grade  13  who  worked  hard 
on  a  construction  gang  or  in  a  laundry  for 

the  money  to  pay  fees  is  far  more  deserving 
of  a  university  education  than  an  "A"  stu- dent who  comes  because  he  has  nothing 
better  to  do. 

Keep  the  fees  so  that  we  have  the  pride 
of  truly  "earning"  our  seat  in  the  university. Make  student  aid  programs  more  available 
to  those  who  are  willing  to  work  for  their 
privileged  position,  rather  than  to  those  who 
have  a  gift  merely  for  academic  pursuits.  It 
seems  you  would  substitute  academic  re- strictions for  financial  ones:  one  excludes 
the  deserving  as  much  as  the  other. 

A  university  education,  like  anything  of 
value,  can't  be  given;  it  must  be  earned  by individual  effort,  with  as  much  or  as  little 
aid  as  his  individual  case  demands.  I  rely 
on  bursaries  to  aid  my  education  and  I'm an  NDP  sympathiser. C.  I.  Bell  (III  Vic). 

comments  caricature  NDP 
Sir: 

Mr.  Steiner's  comments  (The  Varsity, 
Oct.  22)  on  the  campus  NDP  are  a  carica- ture and  deserve  replies. 

There  has  often  been  penetrating  critic- 
ism of  some  of  the  policies  and  leaders  (in- cluding Mr.  Steiner)  of  the  NDP,  by  ordinary 

members  like  myself.  But  honest  debate  and 
open  confrontation  of  theories  and  inter- 

pretations are  viewed  as  healthy  and  essen- 
tial by  most  members. 
Thus  it  is  not  true  that  serious  examin- 

ation   of   exploitation    and    alienation  is 

bureaucratically  suppressed  in  the  campus 
NDP.  Rather,  such  questing  is  encouraged, 
as  are  members  who  attempt  to  develop 
their  critical  faculties,  and  powers  of  social 
analysis.  Nor  do  NDPers  timidly  huddle 
apart  from  the  majority  of  students.  We  do 
attempt  to  proselytize  and  to  emphasize  that 
critical  but  determined  student  involvement 
is  essential  to  meaningful  social  advance. 

If  Mr.  Steiner  quails  before  the  task  of 
exposing  degradation  and  manipulation  in 
iheir  most  serious  manifestations,  he  should 
admit  this  candidly.  Carping  criticism  of  the 
campus  NDP  is  a  miserable  substitute. 

Bob  McCarthy  (SGS) 

Ellis:  a  sexual  idolater 
Sir: 

The  pic  Lure  one  forms  of  Dr.  Albeit 
Ellis  is  that  of  a  man  who  has  sold  his  soul 
to  sex.  Freud  at  his  worst  was  not  half  as 
xtreme  in  his  views  as  Ellis  at  his  best. 

What  Dr.  Ellis  has  essentially  done  is  to 
take  one  finite  aspect  of  man's  being  (the 
sexual  impulse)  and  assign  to  it  a  position ol  ultimate  importance. 

Anyone  who  has  even  a  spark  of  spiri- 
tual discernment  will  recognize  this  as  idola- 
try, and  an  insult  to  God  who  is  the  Creator 

of  all  —  including  sex.  Dr.  Ellis  is  nothing 
more  than  a  heathen  priest  of  the  pagan cult  of  orgasm. 

If  his  theories  were  to  be  adopted  by 
even  a  minority  of  the  population  it  would 
mean  the  end  of  everything  decent  and  noble 
for  which  man  has  been  striving  since  he 
emerged  from  the  cave.  To  adopt  his  advice 
would  be  to  return  to  the  animal  stage.  It 
would  be  a  complete  triumph  of  the  primi- 

tive id.  It  would  be  to  deny  the  Creator  and 
worship  the  creation. 

To  be  convinced  that  this  is  so,  one 
need  merely  look  at  the  broken  lives  —  the 
shallow  empty  husks  —  of  those  who  have 
lived  out  their  pitiful  wasted  days  according 
to  the  views  Ellis  presents.  Dr.  Ellis  —  may 
your  conscience  feel  the  weighty  burden  of 
these  pitiful  wretches.  It  is  partially  men 
like  you  who  have  made  them  what  they  are. Albert  Farthing  (Knox). 

why  concern  only  for  distant? 
Sir: 

No  one  will  deny  the  need  for  charity 
in  this  day  and  age.  It  is  thus  highly  com- mendable that  students  here  see  fit  to  con- 

tribute to  the  needs  of  foreign  students  and 
the  less  fortunate  overseas  as  witnessed  by 
ihe  success  of  this  year's  Share  campaign. However,  it  seems  somewhat  anomal- 

ous I  hat  there  is  no  drive  on  campus  to  raise 
funds  for  the  less  fortunate  right  here  in 

Canada.  Why  does  there  not  exist  a  cam- 
paign to  raise  charity  for  the  Indians  and 

Eskimos?  Why  doesn't  the  United  Appeal receive  solid  support  on  campus,  why  this 
concern  for  those  in  such  far-away  places? 

I  lind  that  most  students  do  not  have 
the  faintest  idea  of  where  their  donation  is 
bound;  it  is  only  by  means  of  the  fun-filled 
auction  "sales"  and  other  such  events  that 
the  coffers  are  filled.  Surely  the  same  means 
could  be  employed  to  raise  charity  for  those here  in  Canada  who  require  it. 

Howard  Goklkind  (I  Law). 

reform  academics  first 
Sir: 

Your  editorial,  "Few  Prospects  for 
Change"  (The  Varsity,  Oct.  25)  has  merit  in 
its  basic  thesis,  the  loo-stable  relationship 
between  the  problems  of  the  university  and 
llit  problems  of  its  environment. 

But  you  have  not  been  specific  enough. 
There  are  indeed  problems  —  and  the  pub- 

lic's attitude  toward  a  higher  education  in neral,  and  a  specific  degree  in  particular 
one  of  them  —  which  cannot  be  solved 

except  through  re-evaluation  of  society,  as 
you  suggest.  But  as  for  trouble  with  the  'sys- tem, the  virus  may  sleep  within,  as  well  as 
without,  the  community.  In  The  New  Re- 

public (Oct.  23)  Christopher  Jencks,  in  his 
article  "A  New  Breed  of  BAs"  writes,  "The basic  pattern  of  undergraduate  instruction 

has  not  changed  at  most  universities  since 
the  turn  of  the  century....  (the  desuetude  of 
l he  curriculum)  derives,  I  think,  less  from 
the  growth  of  bureaucracy....  than  from  the 
extraordinary  difficulty  of  getting  permis- 

sion from  one's  colleagues  to  try  anything 
new  and  exciting." 

Now  first  of  all,  I  am  not  implying  critic- 
ism at  our  own  faculty,  because  I  really  do 

not  know  what  goes  on  among  them;  but 
maybe  they  ought  to  read  Jencks'  article  and 
see  if  they  fit.  Secondly,  I  do  not  suggest 
[hat  our  particular  problems  at  this  univer- 

sity can  be  solved  by  what  Mr.  Jencks  calls 
"new  and  exciting."  But  if  this  is  indeed  an academic  community,  then  it  would  seem 
that  we  must  start  reform  with  academics, 
not  administration.  Student  numbers  will 
wait;  minds  cannot. 

Murray  Pomerancc  (II  Premeds). 



not  yet  official 

Unborn  CYC  already  under  fire 

researcher  quits,  joins  SUP  A 

By  Conodion  University  Press 
Though  not  yet  officially 

in  existence,  the  Company 
of  Young  Canadians  is  al- 

ready coming  under  fire 
from  some  sections  of  Ca- 

nada's youth  community. 
The  reason  for  scepticism 

in  some  places  is  that  the 
Company,  not  yet  born,  has 
acted  in  many  ways  as 
though  it  is  already  living 
and  breathing.  The  most 
noteworthy  case  of  decision- making before  the  fact  was 
the  contract  in  August  with 
the  Student  Union  for  Peace 
Action. 

Stewart  Goodings,  now 
acting  secretary  of  the  Com- 

pany, explains  that  the 
agreement  to  bring  together 
SUPA  summer  project 
workers  from  across  the 
country  for  a  week-long 
meeting  was  authorized  by 
the  office  of  the  Privy  Coun- 

cil. One  can  imagine  that 
there  were  raised  eyebrows 
in  the  council  chamber 
when  the  Company  came  in 
to  recommend  the  signing 
of  a  contract  which  the 
Centennial  Commission  had 
turned  down  a  few  weeks 
before. 

But  the  Company's  bow to  the  left  with  its  SUPA 
contract  has  not  silenced 
fears  from  that  quarter.  Joan 
Newman,  a  research  assist- 

ant for  the  Company  and 
a  graduate  of  Carleton  Uni- versity, has  left  the  CYC  to 
work  full  time  on  a  SUPA 
project. 
She  explains:  "I  don't think  the  Company  can  be 

an  effective  instrument  for 
social  change." 
Miss  Newman  believes 

that  the  Company  can  only 
be  effective  if  its  board  is 
formed  from  the  volunteers 
who  must  implement  policy, 
and  she  feels  that  the  go- vernment is  afraid  to  allow 
this. 
Whether  or  not  volunteer 

control  will  be  a  feature  of 
the  Company  once  its 
structure  is  made  final  will 
not  be  known  until  the  or- 

ganizing committee's  report is  tabled  in  the  House  of 
Commons  at  the  next  ses- 

sion early  in  1966. 
At  a  recent  meeting  in 

Toronto  representatives 
from  a  variety  of  youth  or- 

ganizations sent  a  telegram 
to  the  organizing  committee 
in  Ottawa  expressing  their 
demand  for  volunteer  con- 

trol. They  asked  that  steps 
be  taken  to  guarantee  "an atmosphere  of  flexibility  and 
experimentation." 
The  telegram  read:  "The best  way  to  do  this  in  our 

opinion  is  to  ensure  that  ef- fective control  of  the  organ- 
ization is  placed  in  the  hands 

of  the  young  Canadians 
themselves.  The  CYC  volun- 

teers themselves  must  be 
the  formulators  of  the  com- 

pany's basic  policies,  and the  responsibility  for  the 
operation  of  the  Company, 
for  the  work  of  the  staff, 
and  for  any  decision  making 
bodies  that  may  be  appoint- 

ed must  be  vested  in  them." 
The  group,  including  re- 

presentatives of  Kairos  (Un- 
ited Church  young  adults), 

the  Student  Christian  Move- 
ment, the  YMCA,  SUPA  and 

the  Young  Christian  Work- ers fears  that  it  is  not  re- 
ceiving a  full  hearing  from the  CYC. 

The  telegram  explains 
that  the  representatives 
were  invited  by  the  organiz- 

ing committee  to  attend  a 
meeting  on  Oct.  12.  "We were  disappointed  that  only 
three  members  of  the  organ- 

izing committee  were  in  at- 
tendance," it  said. 

The  telegram  was  drafted 
to  bring  the  ideas  of  the 
meeting  before  the  rest  of 
the  committee. 
The  Toronto  gathering 

felt  that  volunteer  control 
of  the  Company  would  do 
much  "to  eliminate  the  pre- 

sent apathy  towards  and 
alienation  from  the  political 
process  among  the  young 
people  in  our  democratic 

society." Such  control,  it  was 
hoped,  would  bring  the 
Company  independence 
"where  the  opposition  of 
powerful  interests  could  be 
a  crippling  influence." 
The  recent  national  con- 

ference of  World  University 
Service  of  Canada  held  at 
St.  John's  passed  a  resolu- 

tion demanding  that  "the 
governing  body  of  the  CYC be  established  so  that  the 
participants  in  the  projects 
actually  being  financed  by 
the  CYC  be  responsible  for 
electing  a  majority  of  the 
directors  of  that  body." 
The  Canadian  Union  of 

Students  favored  such  a 
policy  at  its  Lennoxville 
congress  a  L  the  end  of 
August. 

Volunteer  control  is  not 
the  only  bugbear  facing  the 
CYC.  Relations  with  Quebec, 
always  a  touchy  subject  for 
Canadian  Youth  organiza- tions, have  been  dominated 
by  the  existence  of  the  Tra- 
vailleurs  Etudiants  du  Que- 

bec, a  homegrown  Company 
which  is  supported  by  the 
provincial  government. 

The  Union  General*  des 
Etudiants  du  Quebec  and 
several  of  the  province's student  councils  have  pass- 

ed resolutions  telling  the 
Company  to  stay  out  of 
Quebec.  WUS  and  CUS 
have  supported  the  view that  TEQ  be  considered  the 
company  for  Quebec  youth. 

Jock  Turcot,  president  of 
the  student  council  at  the 
University  of  Ottawa  and  a 
secretariat  member  of  the 
CYC  for  the  summer,  thinks 
the  company  has  handled 
Quebec  relations  too  late  to 
be  effective.  He  believes  the 
final  relationship  with  TEQ 
will   be   thrashed   out  be- 

tween the  federal  govern- 
ment and  Quebec. 

Stewart  Goodings  of  the 
CYC  says  the  views  of  the 
youth  organizations  will  be 
considered  by  those  draw- 

ing up  the  report.  How  far they  may  be  accepted  he would  not  venture  to  guess. 

Miss  Newman  is  not  con- 
fident that  pressure  from 

youth,  however  great,  will 
make  the  company  a  force 
for  social  change.  She  ex- 

plained why  she  will  work 
full  time  for  SUPA's  Kings- 

ton Community  project:  "I want  to  live  what  I  believe. 
I  think  the  only  way  to  pre- 

vent  the   dictation   of  ex- 

perts in  society  is  to  make 
people  involved  in  the  de- 

cisions that  affect  them.".  - 
Her  specific  recommend- ations to  the  Company  are 

that  the  country's  youth  or- 
ganizations elect  the  CYC's board  of  directors.  Then  the 

government  would  accept  or 
reject  them  and  the  youth 
organizations  would  nomi- nate afresh  to  fill  any  spaces 
left.  This  way  the  maximum 
of  government-youth,  co-op- eration could  be  achieved, 
she  said. 

Miss  Newman  charges  that 
the  Company  has  somehow 
put  the  idea  across  that  it already  exists. 
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Oldest  Bible  scrap  in 

Dead  Sea  Scrolls  at 

A  special  exhibition  of the  Dead  Sea  Scrolls  opened 
Tuesday  at  the  Royal  Onta- rio Museum.  Portions  of  14 
of  the  famous  manuscripts 
w\Il  be  displayed  until  Nov. 
15  when  they  will  go  direct- 

ly to  the  British  Museum  in London. 
Along  with  them  are 

shown  a  number  of  objects 
which  may  have  been 
used  by  the  men  who 
wrote  the  scrolls.  The  ob- 

jects —  including  an  inkwell 
from  the  wri  ting  room  — were  excavated  at  the  ruins 
of  the  Essene  monastery  at 
Qumran. 
The  exhibits  include  a 

fragment  of  the  oldest  Bib- 
lical manuscript  in  exist- 

ence. It  contains  verses  8-27 
of  the  40th  chapter  of  Ex- 

odus, and  was  written  in 
the  middle  of  the  third 
century  BC. 
Another  exhibit  is  the 

Elizabeth  Hay  B  e  c  h  t  e  1 
Psalms  Scroll,  one  of  the 
best  preserved  scrolls  to  be 
found.  When  unrolled,  it 
measured  about  13  feet, 
although  it  was  originally 
much  longer.  It  contains  38 
psalms  in  Hebrew,  together 
with  seven  apocryphal 
psalms,  three  of  which  had 
not  previously  been  known. 
This  exhibition  is 

under  the  patronage  of  the 
Hashemite  Kingdom  of  Jor- dan. Its  current  tour  is  the 
first  time  any  of  the  Dead 
Sea  Scrolls  have  been  disp- 

layed in  Canada.  Before 
coming  to  Toronto,  they 
were  exhibited  at  the  Na- 

tional Museum  in  Ottawa. 
The  scrolls  have  filled  an 

enormous    gap    in  know- 

ledge about  Judaism  and  the 
religious  life  of  Palestine  in 
the  years  around  the  birth 
of  Christ.  To  Biblical  schol- 

ars, they  are  striking  proof 
of  the  accuracy  with  which the  Bible  text  has  been 
transmitted  over  20  cent- 
turies. 
The  scrolls  in  the 

exhibition    range    in  date 

from  250  BC  to  68  AD. 
when  Roman  soldiers  dest- 

royed the  Essene  commun- 
ity. 

Biblical  scrolls  inclu  d  c 
fragments  of  two  Exodus 
scrolls,  portions  of  Leviticus 
(written  in  Greek),  Deuter- 

onomy (including  the  Ten Commandments),  Samuel 
and  the  Psalms. 

This  scroll  jar,  2000  years  old,  was  discovered  in  the  ruins 
of  the  Jewish  community  which  produced  the  dead  sea 
Scrolls.  It  is  on  display  with  portions  of  14  of  the  ma- nuscripts ot  the  Royal  Ontario  Museam. 
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Vic  men  question  residence  fees 
By  RICHARD  REIVE 

Male  residents  of  Victo- 
ria College  have  formed  a 

committee  to  investigate  the 
sudden  rise  in  residence 
fees.  The  fees  increased  $65 
for  a  single  room  and  $90 
for  a  double. 
The  increase  was  decided 

by  the  administration  in  the summer  without  consulting 
the  students.  Peter  Young 
(IV  Vic),  head  of  the  com- mittee, felt  that  the  increase 
needed  Investigation  because 
table  service  had  been  drop- 

ped in  the  evening.  He  said 
that  the  increase  would 
be  explained  in  detail  by  re- 

lease of  the  figures  of  last 
year's  budget  and  the  pro- 

posed budget  for  this  year. 
Young  also  said  a  quest- nnaire     was  circulated. 

Some  of  the  quesiions 
asked  if  the  students  would 
wait  on  themselves  at  table, 
or  if  they  would  settle  fol- lower quality  in  food.  The students  were  divided  on 
the  question  of  table  service 

being  restored,  and  showed little  response  to  the  request 
that  they  wait  on  them- selves in  the  dining  hall,  he 
said. 
The  committee  made  se- veral   recommendations  to 

the  administration  concern- 
ing dress  at  dinner,  but  un- 

til budget  figures  are  releas- ed at  the  end  of  October,  no 
action  will  be  forthcoming. 
Young  said. 

NEW  COLLEGE  DRAMA  GUILD 

Ecstatically  presents 

LITTLE 

ME 

a  Musical  Comedy  by  Neil  Simon 
Based  on  the  novel  by  Patrick  Dennis 
HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

NOVEMBER  18-20 

THURS.  $1.50 
FRI.  $1.50 
SAT.  $2.00 

Tickets  available  at 
U.C.  Refectory 
Sid  Smith  Hall 

New  College 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION 
Lunch  Hour  Lecture  Series 

TUESDAY  12.10  p.m. 
MR.  GUS  OKI 

Assistant  Director 
Alcoholism  Addiction  Research  Foundation 

will  speok  on, 

THE  PHENOMENON  OF 

SKID  ROW  DRUNK" G.S.U.  16  Bancroft  Are. 

THE 

II I  L  L  E  L 
Mondoy,  November  1,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C,  Room  214 DR.  A.  K.  WARDER 
Choirmon,  Dept.  of  East  Asian  Studies,  U.  of  T. on 

"THE  VISION  OF  BUDDHA" SEMINARS 
THE  REFORM  MOVEMENT 

w-  c-  PLAUT,  Holy  Blossom  Temple 

currentIviiS     D[,e""""'"*  •« 
•*■» Thundoy,  November  4,  8:00  p.m.  Hlllel  Hou» MR.  Q.  LOURIE,  Israeli  Coniul 

"ISRAEL  AT  THf'  CROSSROADS" Tuesday,  November  2,  7:45  i 
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BRIEFLY... 

WRITER  HERE 

George  Lamming,  perhaps 
the  best  known  writer  the 
West  Indies  has  produced, 
will  speak  on  campus  to- morrow night. 
He  will  lecture  on  recent 

West  Indian  literature  at  8 
p.m.  in  the  upper  library 
of  Massey  College. 

He  has  published  five  ma- 
jor novels  since  1952,  includ- ,ng  In  the  Castle  of  My  Skin, 

Season  of  Adventure  and 
his  study  of  the  migration 
of  West  Indian  writers  to 
London,  The  Pleasures  of Exile. 

Mr.  Lamming  believes 
that  the  discovery  of  the  no- 

vel by  the  West  Indians about  25  years  ago  plus  the 
popularity  of  self-exile  am- ong West  Indian  writers, of  which  he  himself  is  an 
example,  constitute  a  major 
theme  in  Caribbean  history. 

In  recognition  of  his  work, 
Mr.  Lamming  received  a 
Guggenheim  Fellowship  in 1954  and  a  Canada  Council 
rellowship  in  1961-2. 

PLAN  FESTIVAL 

Plans  for  an  international 
drama  festival  were  approv- 

ed in  principle  by  the  SAC 

Internal  Affairs  Commission 
Thursday.  A  budget  is  being 
reviewed  by  the  Finance Commission. 
Ashish  Sen,  head  of  the 

International  Students  Com- mittee, said  that  the  plays 
will  be  held  the  week  of 
Jan.  24  if  approved  by  SAC. 
"The  plays  will  be  chosen 
from  different  parts  of  the 
world,  and  although  they 
will  be  in  English  transla- tion, they  will  attempt  to 
preserve  the  local  aroma", he  said. 
Sen  added  that  anyone 

who  wishes  to  help  is  more 
than  welcome  and  can  con- 

tact him  at  925-0934. 

BOOKSTORE  IDEAS 

The  SAC  bookstore  com- 
mittee decided  at  an  Inter- nal Affairs  Commission 

meeting  Thursday  to  discuss 
several  ideas  for  better  ser- vice with  Mr.  Harald  Bohne, 
manager  of  the  book  depart- ment, in  the  near  future. 
They  suggested  that  during 
the  fall  rush  a  lent  might 
be  set  up  which  would  con- lain  textbooks.  This  would 
alleviate  the  necessity  to  re- 

move other  books  from  the 
shelves  and  cut  overhead 
costs. 
Another  suggestion  was 

that    sudents    could  write 

BLOOD  RESULTS  SO  FAR 
Today  &  Tomorrow  a  blood  clinic  will  be  held  in  the 

Galbroifh  Building  from  11  a.m.  to  2  p.m.  and  from  3:30 
p.m.  to  5  p.m.  On  Nov.  3,  4  &  5  there  will  be  blood 
clinics  in  the  Smok'ng  Room  of  the  Sigmund  Samuel Library  and  the  Duncan  Room  of  the  Medical  Building. Blood  results  as  of  Oct.  29: 
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their  orders  on  cards  which 
would  be  left  at  the  book- 

store overnight  to  be  filled 
by  student  staff.  The  ord- ers would  be  ready  the  next 
morning  to  be  picked  up. 

SUPA  VIGIL 
STJPA  has  announced 

plans  for  a  vigil  from  late 
Nov.  10  to  noon  on  Remem- brance Day. 

The  night  will  be  spent 
in  discussions  on  the  failure 
of  peace  movements  to 
change  the  conditions  which lead  to  war.  There  will  also 
be  periods  of  silent  contem- 

plation. A  spokesman  said  the  vigil 
is  expected  to  last  for  fifteen hours. 

SEEK  DELEGATES 
Texas  A  &  M  University 

will  sponsor  a  Student  Con- 
ference Dec.  9-12  on  Pan American  Trends. 

Speakers  will  include  La- Lin  American  experts  plus 
a  former  State  Department 
official  on  In  ter-American Affairs. 

Anyone  interested  in  be- ing a  delegate  should  apply 
to  the  SAC  office  before  Fri- 
day. 

STUDENT  VILLAGE 

LONDON,  Ont.  —  The 
University  of  Western  On- tario Student  Council  set 
up  a  housing  committee Wednesday  to  consider  the 
feasibility  of  backing  a 
planner's  proposal  to  build 
an  $11,750,000  student  com- 

plex. 

The  property  committee 
of  the  university's  board  of governors  rejected  the  plan; 
and  Tuesday  the  governors 
upheld  this  decision. 

This  prompted  the  USC to  consider  the  plan,  which 
would  provide  accommoda- 

tion for  3,120  students  when 
completed. 

The  student  village  would 
be  built  by  Co-operative  Col- 

lege Residences  Incorporat- ed. The  USC  would  pay  a 
$5,000  membership  fee  to 
the  CCR  which  would  set  up 
a  local  co-operative.  This 
local  co-op  would  then  be- 

come the  client  of  the  plan- ner and  the  architect. 

TRY-OUTS 

There  will  be  a  further 
try-out  for  the  debating team  this  Thursday.  Only 
four  people  have  been  ac- 

cepted so  far.  Successful  ap- 
plicants will  join  members 

of  last  year's  team  in  de- bates around  the  country. 



Foreign  students  predict  Liberal  win 

By  ROD  RITCHIE 
A  forum  of  foreign  stu- 

dents at  the  International 
Student  Centre  decided 
Thursday  that  Canadians  will 
vote  Liberal  on  Nov.  8. 

They  also  decided  that  Ca- 
nada is  a  pawn  of  the  United 

States,  has  no  political 
leadership  and  has  no  sym- 

pathy for  skilled  immigrants. 
"The  party 'with  the  best 

foreign  policy  should  win," 
said  Turkish-born  Ozay  Ma- 
honet  (SGS).  "I  think  that 
external  affairs  are  coming 
to  the  fore  as  an  election  is- 

sue in  Canada  as  it  already 
is  inEuropean  countries.  The 
Conservatives  are  best  at- 

tuned to  domestic  policy  but 
with  Pearson  at  the  helm  Ca- 

nada will  rise  to  a  newer  in 
ternational  level,"  he  said. 

"In  the  past  Canada  has 
played  too  cautiously  on'  ths foreign  scene,"  Mahonet 
said.  "She  had  no  big  inte- 

rests at  stake,  no  Commu- 
nist threat  to  her  existence. 

With  her  English  back- 
ground she  prefers  long  ne- 

gotiations to  immediate 
views  and  actions." Is  Canada  a  puppet  of  the 
United  States?  u'Yes,"  said Immo  Weinrich  of  West 
Germany.  "Abroad  Canadian 
politics  is  looked  upon  as  a 
sub-department  of  Washing- 

ton." 

"Canada  must  use  the  U.S. 
as  they  are  using  Canada," said  John  Ip  (SGS)  of  Hong 
Kong.  "Canada  cannot  pos- 

sibly approach  the  industrial 
level  of  the  U.S.  becausjL^of 
its  capital,  labor  and  busi- 

ness heritage.  But  she  must 
look  to  her  own  interests 
first,"  he  said. 
"Canada  is  dependent  be- cause Canadians  refuse  to 

invest  Canadian,"  said  Dah- lia Andutrionis  (Dents  II). 
"No,"  answered  Mahonet, 

"Canada  does  act  indepen- 
dently at  times  as  you  can 

see  from  its  wheat  sales  to 
the  Communist  countries. 
Although  the  Americans  be- 

lieve that  these  sales  support 
Red  tyranny  they  ought  to 
lealize  that  exports  account 
for  20  per  cent  of  the  Cana- 

dian national  income  against 
their  four  per  cent,"  he  said. "But  we  should  be  wary 
of  what  we  export  to  the 
Communists,"  cautioned  Mr. 
Weinrich.  "Some  time  ago fertilizers  were  sold  to  the 
Russians  and  they  converted 
them  into  chemical  wea- 

pons." 

Canada  is  not  going  ra- 
cist in  her  immigration  poli- 

cies, said  Mr.  Weinrich,  "but she  does  make  it  difficult 
for  foreign  specialists  and 
technicians  t  o  establish 
themselves  here.  Perhaps 
it's  not  prejudice,  but  it's 
stupidity,"  he  said. 

Reid  wants  UNAC  for  tiny  tots 

By  JOHN  SWAIGEN 
Tim  Reid,  Liberal  candi- 

date in  the  federal  riding  of 
Danforth,  has  come  out  for 
universal  accessibility  to 
nursery  schools. 
Mr.  Reid,  a  member  of 

York  University's  economics department,  told  an  audien- 
ce of  15  at  Ryerson  Poly- 

technic Institute  last  week 
that  "there  is  a  tremendous 
gap  between  the  education 
level  reached  by  the  children 
of  the  poor  and  those  of  the 

rich." "Thirty  per  cent  of  the labour  force  consists  of  un- 
skilled labourers,  but  less 

than  15  per  cent  of  the  stu- 
dents in  the  later  grades  of 

high  school  are  the  children 
of  manual  laborers,"  Mr. Reid  said. 

The  meeting  had  been  ad- 
vertised in  the  Ryersonian 

as  a  "rally"  for  "all  Liberals 
and  undecided  voters,"  but 
all  that  showed  up  were  the 
organizers,  a  few  members 
of  the  Liberal  club,  a  couple 
of  reporters  and  two  mem- 

bers of  the  Ryerson  NDP club. 

"Few  children  whose  pa- rents earn  less  than  $5,000 
a  year  are  in  arts  and  scien- 

ce courses.  Such  a  child  is 
behind    the  eightball  start- 

ing from  kindergarten.  He starts  with  perceptual  gap 
because  of  his  restricted  en- 

vironment; he  is  not  used  to 
holding  extended  conversa- 

tions and  he  is  put  inio  com- 
petition with  the  child  from 

a  higher  income  family  who 
does  not  have  these  handi- 

caps. After  three  or  four 
years  he  is  far  behind  in 
reading  ability.  So  he  goes 
into  a  technical  or  trade 
course  where  reading  is  not 
stressed."  Reid  said. 
He  criticized  the  Robarts 

Plan  as  "class  legislation" and  Ontario  Education  Mi- 
nister William  Davis'  Com- 

munity Colleges  as  a  "'suc- cessful attempt  to  prevent 
qualified  applicants  from 
entering  university."  He  said the  plan  encourages  the 
"vicious  circle  whereby  the children  of  the  poor  are 
screened  into  terminal 

courses." Reiterating  his  National 
Student  Day  speech  at 
Queen's  Park,  Mr.  Reid  said 
that  fees  could  not  be  com- 

pletely abolished  immediate- 
ly because  there  are  "social 

and  economic  priorities." Universal  accessibility 
should  begin,  he  said,  not  at 
university,  but  at  the  nurse- 

ry school  age.  "The  federal government  must  continue 

its  role  in  education,  especi- 
ally in  research,  to  find  out 

why  the  children  of  the  poor 
are  alienated  from  educa- 

tion." 

"K  this  isn't  done  on  a 
large  scale  we  will  not  be 
able  to  maintain  our  level 
of  prosperity.  Children  of 
the  poor  will  go  into  trade 
schools,  get  industrial  jobs, 
and  when  they  are  knocked 
out  by  automation  they  will not  have  the  basic  education 
for  retraining  courses." "All  children  should  have 
access  to  nursery  schools," 
he  said.  "They  get  the  child away  from  his  restricted  en 
vironment  without  alienat- 

ing him  from  his  parents." One  questioner  pointed 
out  that  nursery  school  tea- chers were  in  short  supply 
because  they  needed  higher 
qualifications  than  public school  teachers. 
"Why  did  Robert  Cliche 

quit  the  Liberals  to  join  the 
NDP?"  one  of  the  NDP  Club members  asked. 
"Won't  you  be  surprised 

when  Douglas  Fisher  joins 
the  Liberals  in  five  weeks,' Reid  shot  back. 
Mr.  Reid  later  told  The 

Varsity,  "that's  just  a  nasty 
rumor  I'm  spreading.  I know  Doug  Fisher  well.  He 
doesn't  belong  in  the  NDP." 

Campus  NDP  calls  for  US  withdrawal  from  Viet  Nam 

By  RALPH  SURETTE 
The  immediate  withdraw- 
al of  American  troops  from 

Viet  Nam  and  the  granting 
of  "associate  state"  status 
to  Quebec  headed  the  list 
of  resolutions  passed  at  a 
U  of  T  New  Democrats  meet- 

ing Friday. 
The  policy  statement,  pre- 

pared for  campaign  purpos- 
es in  the  Public  Affairs  Fo- 

i'um  and  the  coming  stu- 
dent election,  called  for  an 

immediate  pullout  of  foreign 
troops  from  Viet  Nam,  re- 

placing American  military 
aggression  with  peaceful  ne- gotiations. 

It  was  also  declared  that 
Canada  is  a  fully  bicultural 
and  bilingual  nation,  and 
that  Quebec  ought  to  be  re- 

cognized as  a  separate  "as- 
sociate state"  with  a  right to  self  determination. 

Other  resolutions  called for; 

♦public  ownership  of  Ca- 
nadian industry  "as  a  means 

of  repatriating  the  econo- 

my'" 

♦government  initiative  in 
ail  economic  overhaul,  in- 

cluding the  formation  of  an 
economic  planning  board 
and  a  manpower  cont  rol 
commission 
©the  dissemination  of  birth 
control  information  and  con- 

traceptives, since  personal 
morals  are  the  individual's icsponsibility. 
The  last  two  resolutions 

were  passed  in  the  last  two 
minutes  of  the  meeing. 

— photos  by  NORM  FISHER 
ENGINEERING  FACULTY  OPEN  HOUSE  Friday  nioht 

llola  \rre'°»\«*P<°Y*-  Abce  is  a  simulation  o 
plasma  blackout,  the  radio  interference  astronauts  e»- 

rXe,T/„e  r  re  en'',ry  '"I"  ?"  otm«P"<=«=.  The  friction 
between  the  capsule  and  the  atmosphere  creates  enough 
ref  ects  radio  waves.  Below  is  o  demonstration  of  electrcal pulses  traveling  an  a  transmission  line. 

IT  A 

ULLA'S  coming 

TO 

YOUR  RESCUE 

UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 

THURSDAY  AFTERNOON  LECTURES 

NOV.     4  The  Cult  of  Personality  in  the  Ancient  World R.  M.  Ogilvie,  Department  of  Classics 
Nov.   18  De  I'inconstonce  en  prononciatlon  franchise: les  tares,  les  coquetteries  et  les  obligations P.  R.  Leon,  Department  of  French 
Nov.  25  "This  Manuscript  was  wrote  by  Mr.  Locke" R-  i.  Butjer,  Department  of  Ethics 
Dec.  2  Modern  British  Literature  and  Philosophy:  a  Protest S,  P.  Rosenbaum,  Department  of  English 
Dee.  9  Plain    or    Coloured:    The    Englishing    of    Persian  Poetry G.  M.  Wickens,  Department  of  Islamic  Studies 

West  Hall,  University  College 
at  4.30  p.m. 

NEW  COLLEGE  DRAMA  GUILD 

presents 

REQUIEM  FOR  A  HEAVYWEIGHT STARRING 
ANTHONY  QUINN  MICKEY  ROONEY JACKIE  GLEASON 

FRI.  NOV.  5  8:30  P.M. 
New  College  Dining  Hall    -  50c 
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HART  HOUSE  THEATRE'S  SEVENTY
-FIFTH 

ALL -UNIVERSITY  PRODUCTION 

GEORGE  BERNARD  SHAW'S 

HEARTBREAK 

HOUSE 

directed  by  ROBERT  GILL 

Tonight  And  All  This  Week  At  8:30 

Box  Office  now  open  10:00  a.m.  to  6:00  p.m.  -  WA.  3-5244 

Candidates  urge  federal  aid 
By  GLORIA  WAN  DRESS 
The  federal  treasury 

should  shell  out  more  money 
for  education,  a  Liberal, 
a  Progressive  Conservative 
and  an  NDPer  agreed  Fri- 
day. 

Three  federal  election 
candidates— Tim  Reid  (Lib. 
Danforth),  David  Lewis 
(NDP  York  South)  and  Dal- 
ton  Camp  (PC  Eglinton)— formed  a  political  forum 
panel  in  the  Moot  Court room  at  the  Law  school. 
Each  was  given  10  min- utes to  discuss  the  future 

role  of  the  federal  govern- ment in  education  and  in 
limiting  foreign  investment in  Canadian  industry. 
Federal  money  should 

provide  free  tuition  Mr. Lewis  said.  Mr.  Camp  said 
only  graduate  education 
should  be  free  because  "the student  should  make  some 
contribution  to  his  own  edu- 

cation." 

Mr.  Reid  said  the  govern- 
ment   should   finance  re- 

THE  BUSINESS  END  OF 

THE  TELEPHONE  BUSINESS 

NEEDS  MANAGERS 

GRADUATES  IN:  HONOURS  ARTS  &  SCIENCE,  GENERAL  ARTS  &  SCIENCE, 

COMMERCE  &  FINANCE,  BUSINESS  ADMINISTRATION 

Bell's  telecommunications  services  are  be- coming ever  more  varied  and  advanced.  It 
follows,  we  continually  need  keen,  capable 
people  who  can  develop  Into  the  intelligent 
managers  of  all  our  business  functions. 

TALK  TO  THE  BELL'S EMPLOYMENT  REPS 
WHEN  THEY  VISIT 
YOUR  CAMPUS  ON 

NOVEMBER  9,  10,  11 

They'll  be  back  again  at  a  later  date  to interview  engineers. 
Meanwhile,  you  can  obtain  informative 
Career  Booklets  from  your  Placement  Office. Get  one  soon. 

Ljpj  Bell  Canada 

search  to  find  out  why  some 
children  are  alienated  from 
the  school  system. 
"Universal  accessibility 

should  begin  before  grade 
one,  not  after  Grade  13,"  he 
explained. In  -  between  institutions 
are  needed  for  Grade  13  stu- dents with  the  ability  but 
not  the  desire  to  go  to  uni- versity, Lewis  said. 
"We  must  reform  stupid 

tax  laws  to  get  more  money 
for  education,"  Camp  said. The  system  now  allows  only 
a  10  per-cent-of-income  gift 
to  universities  without  pay- 

ing tax,  he  explained. "We  can't  be  sure  of  an 
independent  nation  if  the economy  is  at  the  mercy  of 

people  outside  the  country's legal  structure  because  they 
are  outside  the  country's borders,"  Camp  said. 
He  suggested  forming  a 

government  corporation  to 
help  Canadian  industry  to develop  and  to  buy  out 
foreign  interests, 

Reid  said  such  a  corpor- 
ation should  take  over  only 

when  necessary.  "It  should 
develope  large-scale  new  in- dustries, and  buy  some  in- terest in  others.  Balance, 
not  elimination,  is  the  im- 

portant thing,"  he  said. 
"Incentives  to  get  people's 

money  out  of  their  mattres- ses and  invested  in  the  fut- 
ure of  the  country  are  nec- 

essary," Camp  said. 
Canada  may  have  trouble 

getting  enough  foreign  mon- 
ey, he  said.  "The  mixture  of investments  must  be  im- 

proved so  it's  not  all  Ameri- can but  includes  other  coun- 
tries as  well,"  he  said. 
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Prof  attacks 

By  RICHARD  REIVE 
Professor  G.  Luckyj  of  the 

U  of  T  Department  of  Sla- 
vic Studies,  Thursday  at- tacked the  isolationism  and 

conservatism  of  Ukrainians 
living  in  Canada. 

Speaking  at  a  Ukrainian Students  Club  meeting, 
Prof.  Luckyj  criticized  the reluctance  of  the  Ukrainians 
in  Canada  to  adapt  to  their 
new  surroundings  without 
losing  their  identity.  He  cit- 

ed the  monument  to  Schev- 
chenko,  the  Ukrainian  na- tional poet,  as  an  example 
of  the  Ukrainian  effort  to 
preserve  intact  their  way  of life  without  change. 

Prof.  Luckyj  also  criticiz- ed the  opposition  to  cultural 
exchanges  between  the  Uk- raine and  Canada  as  an  un- 

reasonable fear  of  contami- 
nation by  Communism. 

He  urged  greater  initiative and.  individuality  from 

young  Ukrainians  in  the  ef- fort to  maintain  their  cul- 
ture and  language  as  a  vib- rant force,  not  merely  as  a 

sentimental  relic  of  the 

past. 



GBS  tries  to  be  profound 

up  from  the  depths 
By  murray  soupcoff 

Things  got  a  little  mixed  up  this  week. 
First  we  had  the  fallout,  from  Miss  Libby 
Jones'  dress.  Then  we  had  the  bomb,  Nation- al Student  Day. 

Nevertheless,  it  was  the  strongest  sti- mulant that  most  students  have  had  since 
they  downed  their  last  two  bennies  last  Ap- ril. 

Miss  Libby  Jones,  BA,  was  keynote 
speaker  Tuesday  at  one  of  the  most  success- 

ful lectures  in  the  university's  history.  Five hundred  eager  minds  filled  UC  West  Hall 
with  high  hopes  of  transforming  U  of  T's  se- cond teach-in  into  a  reach-in. 

Miss  Jones  spoke  on  the  subject  of  eco- 
nomic exploitation  of  overdeveloped  areas. 

It  was  rumored  at  the  time  that  Cupcakes 
Cassidy  rejected  an  offer  to  appear  on  the 
same  program  because  she  felt  Miss  Jones 
was  not  a  fully  accredited  speaker  on  the 
topic. 

It  was  not  known  whether  she  support- 
ed the  left  or  the  right. 
Miss  Jones  began  by  describing  her  mis- 

givings in  delivering  such  a  lecture,  and 
lamented  that  she  found  herself  "in  a  very 
awkward  position." IH-mannered  hecklers  continually  inter- 

rupted her  dissertation. 

"Communist  front!"  cried  one  disconten- 
ted Conservative. 
"Take  it  off!  Take  it  off!"  screamed  499 

disconted  Liberals. 
Miss  Jones  maintained  her  composure. 
After  the  lecture,  Miss  Jones  was  auc- 

tioned for  ?107.  And  that  point  the  malcon- 
tents filed  out  of  the  lecher  hall,  and  headed for  class. 

Dr.  Albert  Ellis  was  also  in  Toronto  this 
week  to  lecture  on  mate-hunting  and  other 
autumn  and  winter  sports. 

Dr.  Ellis  recommended  that  mate  hun- 
ters seek  out  members  of  the  opposite  sex. 
He  noted  that  a  girl  goes  out  with  a  man 

under  the  illusion  that  he  wants  to  talk  to 
her.  And  if  he  does,  she  had  better  not  go 
out  with  him. 

Dr.  Ellis  said  he  cured  shyness  in  one 
ol7  his  male  patients  by  having  him  pick  up 
five  girls  on  the  street.  He  didn't  mention what  happened  when  the  patient  dropped them. 

The  turnout  for  the  National  Student 
Day  march  was  not  as  large  as  expected. 
Perhaps  because  of  the  impact  of  the  lecture 
by  Dr.  Ellis  earlier  in  the  week,  students 
were  occupied  elsewhere. 

By  IAN  LANCASHIRE 

George  Bernard  Shaw's Heartbreak  House,  playing 
at  Hart  House  Theatre  until 
Saturday,  might  be  describ- 

ed as  a  dubiously  serious  co- 
medy. In  history,  and  in  ac- tual audience  appeal,  it 

stands  between  the  witty  so- 
cial froth  of  Oscar  Wilde 

and  Noel  Coward. 

Director  Robert  Gill's  ma- 
jor problem  was  that  the play  tried  to  be  profound. The  house  of  heartbreak  is 

a  symbol  for  England  in 
1917.  The  people  who  visit 
it  discover  (under  the  my- 

stical influence  of  the  own- 
er's two  daughters)  that 

they  are  frauds.  Each  one's social  disguise,  or  peculiar 
brand  of  romanticism,  falls 
through,  and  there  remains heartbroken  disillusionment. 
When  war  comes,  and  the 

house  is  threatened  with  de- 
struction, some,  like  Boss 

Mangan,  one  of  the  so-called captains  of  industry,  panic, 
and  flee  for  shelter  to  a 
dynamite  shelter,  where both  he  and  an  escaped 
burglar  are  blown  up  by  a 
bomb.  The  rest  stay  un- 
frightened  in  England.  Cap- tain Shotover  (Shaw),  one 
of  the  tenants,  just  married 
to  one  of  the  lovely,  wisdom- 
seeking  daughters  of  the 
Middle  Class,  escapes  dang- 

er together  with  the  rest  of 
the  house  when  "England" is  not  bombed.  Thus  the 
happy  ending. 

I  can't  take  all  this  serious- 
ly. Shaw's  characters  are types,    voiceboxes    for  the 

master  himself,  and  their 
emotions  are  ridiculous. Heartbreak  House  is  Shaw 
amusing  himself  in  an  emp- 

ty room,  The  symbolism collapses  under  the  comedy. 
Shaw  should  have  known  he 
wasn't  Ibsen. 
Though  the  illusion  of 

drama  fails,  the  play  posses- 
ses excellent  wit,  and  tine 

light  entertainment.  As  one 
of  the  actors  said,  "We're all  charming  people." And  indeed  most  of  them 
are.  Jack  Mesinger  presents 
a  masterful  Captain  Shot- 
over,  and  his  wit  is  delight- ful. Mrs.  Hushabye,  played 

mysteriously  by  Angela  Fus- 
co,  and  Mazzini  Dunn,  act- 

ed by  Charles  Dennis,  are 
created  with  tasle  and  con- 

trol. Beth  Anne  Cole,  as  El- 
lie  Dunn,  manages  a  develop- 

ing part  very  well.  Carole Bacon,  as  Lady  Uttcrword. 
perhaps  spreads  the  jam  loo thickly  on  her  typed  role. 
The  other  frauds  are  dif- ficult parts  to  play.  Kevin 

Rose,  as  Hector  Hushabye, 
is  rather  bland,  and  some 
of  his  amorous  protests 
sound  like  symptons  of  in- 

digestion. Ross  Gibson,  as 
Boss  Mangan,  and  Iain  Sw- 

ing, as  Randall  U t  terword , must  play  whining  children, but  the  result  feels  a  little 
like  the  ordeal  ot  two  aViors 
Here,  as  before,  I'm  not sure  I  would  fault  the  pro- duction, which  was  lively 
and  entertaining. 

G.  B.  S.  was  probabk  i*> blame. 

Drama  workshops  open 

The  new  SAC  drama  work- 
shop began  last  week  with  a session  devoted  to  talk, 

questions,  and  what  was 
unusingly  lilted  "relaxat- 

ion exercises". In  charge  of  the  first 
meeting  was  Powys  Tho- 

mas, an  instructor  with  the 
National  Theatre  School 
and  actor  at  the  Stratford 
Festival. 
Mr.  Thomas  is  also  a 

member  of  the  touring  Ca- nadian Players. 

He  told  the  12  partici- 
pants that  the  best  type  of 

actor  "aims  at  a  fresh  re- 

creation  of  hU 

performance. 
"Only  by  starting  e»ci  \ 

night  at  rock  botlom  and 
leaching  down  for  truth  as 
discovered  during  the  re- 

hearsal sequence  can  an  ac- 
tor hope  to  achieve  his  best 

possible  portrayal,"  Thumas said. 
SAC  has  confirmed  thai 

Mr.  Thomas  will  give  five 
•nore  sessions  in  the  coining 
weeks. 

Robert  Gill,  Diieelo'  of ihe  Hart  House  Theatre, 
will  commence  a  si  mi  la  i 
program  Nov.  9. 

—photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
POWYS  THOMAS  makes  a  point  ot  the  SAC  drama workshop. 
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INSIDE  THE 

U.S.A.  TODAY 
Leading  Americon  Communists 
deal  with  the  social,  economic, 
civil  rights,  political  and  milit- ary issues  confronting  the  U.S. 
today.  Available  in  a  special issue  of 

World  Marxist  Review 
(October  1965) 

from  your  local  bookshop  or  44 
Stafford    St.    Toronto    3.  Ont. 

ATTENTION 

FRESHMEN 
DOING  A  TERM 

PAPER? 
NEED INFORMATION? 

Shortcuts  to  finding  the  right material  will  be  discussed  in 
one-hour  lectures  by  the  Re- ference Department  of  the University  Library. 
Sign  up  opposite  the  main Catalogue  Information  Desk for  a  convenient  time. 

ROYAL  CONSERVATORY  OF  MUSIC 

NOON  HOUR  CONCERTS  by  the  faculty 
WEDNESDAYS  12:30-1  Admission  Free 

NOV.    3  —  Angela  Florou,  pianist 
NOV.  10  —  A  Program  of  Electronic  Music 

Arranged  by  Dr.  Samuel  Dolin 
NOV.  17  — Robert  Aitken,  flute 
NOV.  24  —  Faculty  of  Music  Trio:  Clara  Schrani, 

violin;  Jadwiga  Michalska,  flute; 
Janet  Thorn,  piano 

DEC.      1  —  Catherine  Palmer,  organist 
DEC.     8  —  Warren  Mould,  pianist 
SCHOOL  OF  MUSIC  CONCERT  HALL 273  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 

THE  SCHOOL  OF  GRADUATE  STUDIES 
DEPARTMENT  OF  EDUCATIONAL  THEORY 

AND  THE  ONTARIO  COLLEGE  OF  EDUCATION 
present  o  series  of  public  lectures  on 

CHANGING  PATTERNS  OF  HIGHER 
EDUCATION   IN  CANADA 

THIRD  LECTURE 
NOVEMBER  3:  QUEBEC 
M.  JEAN-MARIE  MARTIN President 

Conseil  d'Educotion  Superieur 
8  P.M.,  Room  2118,  Sidney  Smith  Holl 

  University  of  Toronto 

VARSITY 
AT 

McGILL 
SATURDAY 

NOV.  6,  1965 
s 

EXCURSION  TRAINS TO 

MONTREAL 

To:  MONTREAL  (E.S.T.) 

1.  LEAVE  TORONTO  FRI.  NOV.  5   3.30  p.m. 
ARRIVE  CENTRAL  STATION     9:30  p.m. (dining  facilities) 

2.  LEAVE  TORONTO  FRI.  NOV.  5   4.50  p.m. 
ARRIVE  CENTRAL  STATION   10.50  p.m. (dining  facilities) 

3.  LEAVE  TORONTO  FRI.  NOV.  5   11.59p.m ARRIVE  CENTRAL  STATION   .  .  .  .  ,    8  10  a  m (no  dining  facilities) 

Tickets  now  on  sale 

fiffirf  ™sr .jsjtK1'  °""    *" ""  """•"'» «"»  r  ~.p,m,ibiiit,  .in, 

to  otlicols  even  In  tho  cose  of  o  r"o"emr,?0en*V  OretNCf  end  vou  ore  required  to  report 

Return:  TORONTO  (E.S.T.) 

1.  LEAVE  MONTREAL  SUN.  NOV.  7   1.30  pm ARRIVE  TORONTO  .  [  [    7.30  p  m (dining  facilities) 

2.  LEAVE  MONTREAL  SUN.  NOV.  7  .  4  50  p  m 
ARRIVE.  TORONTO   ioj.0  p'.m! (dining  facilities) 

3.  LEAVE  MONTREAL  SUN.  NOV.  7  .  11  55  pm 
ARRIVE  TORONTO  \"  8.00  a.m. (no  dining  facilities) 

at  the  S.A.C.  Office 
The  Students'  Admin  istfOtivr"  Council  will  ha  ̂ t-.»  i  t 
res.™  the  „gh,  ,„  ,cm„ve ^^Z^^'f^  Zm'tSX "°™ 
ffi„»K«r  ,°,Ul"!d  ""'~C"°"'  <*™  ™«K*1t?  officio',,  on  the  troins  ond  In 
W  .°lffWo"w.r         "°  """^      0dV°nce'  *«'  >»  ">  "*>  "P  to  November  4  only 
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Blues  Western  Champs, 

trample  Mustangs  for  title 
By  MARCI  McDONALD 
Varsity  Soccer  Blues  re- 

tained the  Toronto  and  Dis- 
trict Soccer  Association  tro- 
phy, symbolic  of  the  West- ern division  championship, 

Saturday  when  they  downed 
University  of  Western  On- 

tario Mustangs  7-1  here  on 
the  back  campus. 

For  a  play-off,  the  score 
was  as  much  of  a  surprise 
as  the  game  itself. 
"We  expected  a  much 

harder  fight,"  said  Blues coach  Ernie  Glass.  And  he 
pointed  to  the  first  half  as 
fulfilling  his  expectations. 
After  a  hard-fought  20 

minutes,  Varsity  opened 
scoring  with  a  penalty  kick 
by  Tom  Johnston.  But 
'Stangs  bounced  back  with 
a  shot  on  Blues'  regular goalie  Andy  Pastor,  in  the 
slot  for  his  first  game  of 
the  season.  The  shot  deflect- 

ed off  fullback  Bill  Troost's shoulder  to  tie  up  the  game 
1-1. 

Another  hard-fought  20 
minutes  brought  another 
penalty  kick  by  Tom  John- 

ston to  the  Blues'  net. But  the  game  was  still 

anybody's. Then  shortly  after  half- 
time  top  scorer  Frank  Sop- pelsa  drove  a  shot  high  into 
the  net  to  put  the  Blues  two 
goals  ahead. That  and  their  second  in- 

jury of  the  game  killed  Mus- 
tangs. Blues  dominated  play 

til!  the  final  whistle. 
From  a  multi-shot  scram- 

ble in  the  penalty  area, 
Austris  Liepa  booted  in  his 
first  of  the  season  —  and 
Blues'  fourth. 
Pat  Terrelonge,  starting 

in  the  second  half,  got  the 
fifth,  a  cross  from  winger Graham  Shiels. 

Soppelsa  came  back  for the  sixth,  another  high 
drive,  to  bring  his  scoring 
record  to  11  in  six  league 

games. 
Terrelonge  wound  up  the 

game  at  seven  on  a  head-in from  Dom  Dente. 
Coach  Glass  pointed  out 

that  superior  conditioning 
made  the  difference  in  the 
second  half. 
"While  Blues  were  just 

beginning  to  fight,"  he  said, "Mustangs  were  limping, 
tired  and  injured.  All  three 
of  their  injuries  were  a  mat 
ter  of  poor  conditioning." Blues  finish  off  their 
western  conference  schedule 
here  Tuesday  against  last- 
place  Guelph,  then  travel  to 
Montreal  Saturday  for  the 
second  of  a  home-and-home series  with  McGill. 

Corner  Kicks:  Queen's  and 
McGill  tied  2-2. 

Rugger  club  buries  Guelph  Redmen 

must  conquer  McGill  to  gain  tie  for  top 
A  UTRFC 

Syndicated  Service 
Rugger  Blues  came 

through  again  on  Friday 
night  with  a  22-3  victory 
over  the  University  of 
Guelph  Redmen.  The  Guelph 
squad  looked  unusually 
strong  during  the  first 
twenty  minutes  of  play,  win- 

ning the  majority  of  scrums. 
Then  Blues'  high  scoring veteran  Ian  Sinclair  broke 

the  spell  by  running  through 
Redmen  for  two  tries.  Inter- 

mediate Keith  Boughton 
made  the  most  of  this  pro- 

motion to  the  Varsity  by 
adding  two  more. 
Other  scorers  were  Ri- 

chard Hayman  and  Paul 
Gray  with  a  try  each. 
For  the  high  flying  Blues  it 

was  their  fourth  victory 
in  five  intercollegiate  starts. 
The  next  game,  the  last  of 
the  regular  season  will  be 
at  Montreal  on  Saturday 
against  McGill. 

Blues  must  win  this  game 

Harriers  win 

Canisius  meet 
Varsity  harriers  came 

home  with  their  share  of 
the  silverware  this  weekend 
from  Canisius  College  in 
Buffalo.  Competing  with  a 
minimum  of  five  runners 
n  each  event,  freshmen  and 
varsity,  U  of  T  distance  men 
.split  the  laurels  almost 
down  the  center  with  Buf- falo State. 

In  the  senior  event  Blues 
didn't  have  a  close  rival  as 
'.hey  took  their  contest  by 
some  forty  points  over  Buf- falo and  Robert  Wesleyan 
College. 
The  team  was  led  by 

s  t  rong  performances  from 
Dave  Bailey  and  Doug  Mc- 
Dougall,  who  came  from 
wav  back  to  take  second  and 

in  order  to  ensure  a  tie  in 
the  regular  schedule  with 

Queen's. Gaels  have  an  identical 
4-1  record  after  their  1 1-0 
win  over  McGill  on  Satur- 

day and  are  favored  to  beat 

Guelph  in  their  last  game. 
In  the  Scrum:  Terry  Pic- 

ton,  Blues'  scrum  half  fin- ished the  game  despite  the 
fact  he  broke  his  collar 
bone  with  twenty  minutes 
to  play  . . . 

— photo  by  GEORGE  TUCK 
Jimmy  Johnson  lugs  the  ball  towards  Guelph  Redmen 
tackier. 
third  places  respectively, 
and  kept  in  the  running  by 
a  very  ill  Gurston  Dacks 
who,  since  Varsity  had  only 
the  minimum  of  contes- 

tants, had  to  finish  high  up 
!o  keep  Blues  in  the  runn- ing. 

The  other _t wo  members, 
Rich  Pyne  and  Peter  Thomp- 

son, came  up  with  rather 
sub  standard  performances. 
Pyne  was  ninth  and  Thomp- 

son 16th,  one  position  ahead 
of  Dacks  over  the  flat  4.5 

mile  course. 
In  the  freshman  race  over 

the  2.5  mile  junior  course 
U  of  T  fresh  found  the  going 
somewhat  tougher  as  Buffa- lo State  nosed  them  out  of 
first  place  by  ten  points. Brian  Richards  held  good 
position  ail  the  way  round 
only  to  find  himself  oui- kicked  at  the  end.  Bruce 
Thompson  (5th),  Dave  Tong 
(6th)  and  Richard  Grace 
(I3th)  also  gave  Varsity  a 
good  representation. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETICS 
SKIING  —  All  those  interested  in  tryouts  for  the  In- 

tercollegiate Ski  Team  report  to  the  Corrective 
Gym,  Benson  Building  in  whites  for  compulsory 
pre-season  conditioning  Tuesday  evening,  No- vember 2nd,  at  6  p.m. 

BASKETBALL— Interfaculty  Schedule: — Week  Nov.  1 
Note:  Be  sure  you  have  your  medicals  on  file  in 
W.A.A.  Office  before  your  first  game. 

PHE  A-Tfin  A. 
Pot  St  A-Nuf I J Fd.Sc.-lnnis 
PHE  V-PHE  VI 

SMC  B-Trin  B  ■ Pot  Fr.-Mcds 
SMCA-Dcnt Vie  A-PHE  B 

Nun.  B-New  PHEI-PHEII UC-PHE  C  PHEIII-PHEIV 
POT  Sr.B-Phorn  PHEI-PHEIV 

CURLING  —  W.A.A.  Curling  Reps  —  There  will  be 
an  extremely  important  meeting  on  Monday, 
Nov.  1st,  at  1:00  p.m.  in  the  Board  Room,  Ben- 

son Building.  It  is  essential  that  everyone  attend! 

TREASURE  VAN 

WOMEN'S  UNION  THEATRE 
IS  COMING 

NOV  8  -  12 
EVERYONE  WHO  IS  INTERESTED 

IN  SELLING,  PLEASE  CONTACT  THEIR 
WUS  REPRESENTATIVES 

DEBATERS 

JOIN  THE 

U.  T.  D.  U. 

POSITIONS  ARE  STILL  OPEN  FOR  DEBATERS  ON 
THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  DEBATING  UNION. 
ALL  THOSE  INTERESTED  PLEASE  APPLY  AT  THE 
S.A.C.  OFFICE. 

ST.  CHRISTOPHER  HOUSE 
NEEDS  MORE 

MALE  LEADERS 

FOR  TEEN  AND  BOYS'  GROUPS 
Call  D.  Maben  —  EM  4-8456 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

PHILOSOPHY  CLUB 

presents 
Prof.  J.M.E.  MOROVCSIK 

University  of  Michigan 

"Aristotle's  Categories: 

a  Reconsideration" West  Hall,  University  College 
ALL  INVITED 

ULLA'S  coming 

TO 

YOUR  RESCUE 
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ONE  STREAK  ENDED ...ANOTHER  EXTENDED 

Blues  stay  in  Yates  Cup  race 

Sternberg,  Froese  tie 

for  scoring  leadership 

— phoio  bv  JOHN  SHORE 
Nick  Digiuseppe  (28)  signals  fullback  Erkki  Pukonen's  (20)  first  touchdown  of  the  year. 
Mustangs'  Dave  Oswald  (25)  is  unable  to  contain  Pukonen  whose  running  was  one  of 
the  highlights  of  Blues'  victory. 

QUEEN'S,  BLUES  TIED 

Queen's  defeats  Redmen By  DAVE  SOLES 
Special  to  the  Varsity 

KINGSTON  —  "We  play- ed football  for  58  minutes 
but  Queen's  went  for  60." 
Although  McGill  Redmen 

coach  Tom  Mooney's  state- ment may  not  be  exactly 
accurate  it  did  sum  up  most 
observers'  opinions  of  Mc- 

Gill's 16-6  loss  here  Satur- day. 
Ii  was  McGill's  fifth 

straight  setback.  The  win 
boosted  Queen's  into  a  sec- ond place  tie  with  Varsity 
Blues  in  S1FL  with  identical 
3-2  records  and  sets  up  a crucial  match  for  defend- 

ing champion  Queen's against  Western  in  London 
next  Saturday. 

McGill  took  a  6-0  lead  on 
*i  3-yard  plunge  by  quarter- 

back Rick  Ripstein  at  the 
5:43  mark  of  the  second 
quarter.  Ripstem's  major climaxed  an  80  yard  march 
in  eight  plays  to  mark  the first   lime  McGill  has  had 

Rowers  on  top 
Varsity  oarsmen  were 

again  victorious  as  they  up- set McMaster  Brock  and 
Waterloo  in  a  regatta  held 
at  the  Leanders  Boat  Club 
this  weekend.  Toronto  finish- 

ed first  in  the  varsity,  junior, 
and  freshman  races  but 
dropped  the  leightweight 
contest  to  Waterloo  by  about 
six  inches  .  All  the  races 
were  very  close. 
McMaster  Waterloo  and 

Brock  finished  in  that  order 
behind  U  of  T. 

Next  week  Toronto  rows 
in  the  OQAA  championships at  London. 

the  lead  in  a  game  this  sea- son. 
The  game  became  a  de- fensive battle  until  the 

fourth  quarter  when  the 
battered,  undermanned  Mc- 

Gill team  began  to  crack. 
Larry  Ferguson  put  Gaels on  the  scoreboard  with  a 
56-yard  single  at  the  three- minute  of  the  final  period. 
This  was  followed  two 

minutes  later  by  an  81  yard 
pass  and  run  play  from  Cal Conner  to  flanker  Don 
Bayne  for  a  touchdown. 
Larry  Plancke's  convert and  a  conceded  safety  touch 

by  McGill  gave  Queen's  a 10-6  lead  with  5:30  left  to 
play.  Ferguson  then  made  a 
key  interception  on  McGill's 43  yard  line  and  ran  it  back 
to  the  18. 
Two  plays  later  Conner 

threw  a  16  yard  touchdown 
pass  to  halfback  Doug  Cow- an for  the  final  scoring  play 
with  31  seconds  left  to  play, 
Redmen  fullback  P  e  t'e Hewlett  was  the  offensive 

jlar  of  the  game  picking  up 
102  yards  on  22  carries 
through  the  middle  of 
Queen's  lough  defensive line. 
One  oddity  of  the  game 

was  the  fact  that  2  touch- 

ible  receivers  downfickl. 
Penalties  played  a  major 

factor  in  the  game  with 
Queen's  penalized  11  times 
for  1 14  yards — McGill  bad 
80  yards  marched  off 
against  them  for  six  of- fences. 

McGill's  major  problem seemed  to  be  the  fact  that 
with  only  26  players  in  uni- form and  three  of  those  with 
injuries  they  didn't  have enough  bench  strength. 

Such  players  as  Don  Tay- 
lor, Dick  Fiedler,  Issie  Ra- binovitch,  Rick  Satin  and 

Howlett  went  both  ways 
and  began  to  tire  as  the 
game  wore  on. 

(Continued  from  page  1) 
As  a  result  'Stangs  just 

could  not  cope  with  Blues' offence  which  ran  up  30 
first  downs  as  opposed  to 
Western's  12. As  for  the  scoring,  Gerry 
Sternberg  moved  into  a  tie 
with  'Stangs  Art  Froese  for 
leadership  in  SIFL  total 
goal  points.  Both  have  48 
points.  Sternberg  tallied 
touc  h  do  wn  s  on  a  1 2-yard 
run  after  taking  a  flip  out 
from  Taylor,  a  22  yard  sta- tue of  liberty  sweep,  and  a 
(9  yard  pass  from  quarter- back Vic  Wozniuk. 

Bryce  Taylor  moved  into third  place  in  the  scoring 
race  when  he  too  tallied  18 
points  on  two  field  goals, six  converts  and  one  five 
yard  touchdown  run. Pukonen  and  Digiuseppe 
each  scored  a  touchdown. 
Digiuseppe's  was  his  first as  a  Blue  and  came  on  a  ten 
yard  pass  from  Wozniuk. There's  an  old  football 
adage  that  the  best  offence 
is  a  good  defence.  If  this  is true  Blues  have  two  great 
offensive  units. 

Their  defence  was  superb. 
Line  coach  Ron  Murphy's eloquent  comment  on  the 
performance  of  the  defence was  an  ear  lobe  to  ear  lobe 
smile. Only  once  in  the  game 
did  Western  advance  the 
ball  from  their  end  of  the 
field  to  Varsity's.  That  was in  the  first  quarter  when 
they  moved  to  ttu  Toronto 
35  yard  line. Western's  scores  came 
when  a  Varsity  punt  was 
blocked  and  recovered  on 
Blues'  10  yard  line.  From 

there  quarterback  Rich Hawkins  carried  the  ball 
into  the  end  zone  for  West- ern's f  Lr  s  t  touchdown. 
'Stangs'  second  touchdown 
came  when  Blues  fumbled 
on  their  own  25  yard  line. 
Western  advanced  to  Tor- 

onto's 2  yard  line  where  Art Froese  ran  over  for  the 
score.  Froese  also  converted 
their  first  score. 'Stangs'  other  two  points 

came  when  Varsity's  punt- er, Ward  Passi  conceded  a 
safety  with  six  minutes  to 
play.  A  wise  manoeuvre, Blues  retained  possession  of the  football  at  their  own  35 

yard  line. Head  coach  Dalt  While 
re-vamped  his  defensive 
alignment.  He  started  a  four 
man  line,  with  rookie  Mike 
Bulger  at  one  end  and  beefy 
Ray  Reynolds  at  the  other. Jim  Chernoff  and  Ylo  Kor- 
gemagi  shored  up  the  mid- dle of  the  line.  Glen  Markle 
was  moved  back  to  corner 
line  backer  from  his  offen- sive position  while  Rivo 
lives  played  the  other  cor- ner. 
Al  Giachino  and  Ranny 

Parker  were  the  line- 
backers. 

Blues'  defensive  backfield 
were  up  to  their  old  tricks. 
They  stymied  Western  re- ceivers throughout  the  game, 
as  Andy  Szandtner  came  up 
with  one  interception. 

W T First  Downs  .  . 12 

-36;  -* 

Yards  Rushing  . 125 276 Yards  Passing  .  .... 

67 

200 Posses  Attempted/ 
16/7 

24/12 
Intercepted    by    .  . .  . 0 Fumbles/fumbles  lost 

3/0 

4/2 Penalties/Yards 
penalized  

7/62 
9/100 

downs 
called 

Mil Fer 
froi hi 

ck 

plays 

were 
allies 

lii 
i  Ik the  run brought  back  to  the  Redmen 

29  due  to  clipping  call. 
Howlett  fumbled  the  ball 

on  McGill's  22  to  set  up  a touchdown  pass  play  to 
Ferguson  which  was  nulli- 

fied as  Queen's  had  inelig- 
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Nick  Digiuseppe  (28)  carries  the  mail  into  the  awaiting 
George  Chris  (32)  for  Mustangs  dives  after  Digiuseppe.  J 
Kovac  (26)  are  interested  spectators. 

— photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
arms  of  Vern  Lucyk  (22). 
im  Ware  (32)  and  Mike  Bu- 
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Says  majority  issue  false 
David  Lewis,  New  Demo- cratic candidate  in  York 

South  riding,  denied  yester- 
day that  majority  govern- ment was  an  election  issue. 

Speaking  in  the  Hart 
House  Political  Forum,  Mr. 
Lewis  called  it  a  "phoney - 
and  immoral  issue"  which 
represents  "a  naked  grab 
for  power,  unlimited  and  un- 
checked." Mr.  Lewis  challenged  any- 

one to  show  him  one  piece 
of  legislation  the  Liberal 
government  could  not  pre- sent to  the  last  Parliament 
because  they  did  not  have 
a  majority. 
The  Prime  Minister  is 

blackmailing  the  Canadian 
people  into  voting  Liberal  to 
avoid  another  election,  Mr. 
Lewis  said. 

He  said  the  main  problem 
facing  Canada  today  is  that 
no  party  has  enunciated  a 
"united  national  purpose." Inequalities  in  income,  in 

educational  opportunities 
and  other  areas  are  what 
concern  the  NDP,  he  said. 

"These   basic  inequalities 

—photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
DAVID  LEWIS 

will  not  be  overcome  until 
government  takes  the  posi- 

tion that  they  have  a  duty 

to  plan  the  economy  even 
if  doing  so  requires  stand- 

ing up  to  vested  interests 
no  matter  how  powerful." In  response  to  a  question later,  Mr.  Lewis  said  such 
control  of  the  economy  does 
not  imply  nationalization  of 
private  industry. 

Turning  to  education,  Mr, 
Lewis  said  Canada  faces  a 
crisis  in  education  as  she 
does  not  have  the  facili- 

ties, equipment  or  teaching 
personnel  to  meet  the  re- quirements of  the  scienti fic  age. 
He  called  for  a  curbing 

of  "wastful  and  unneces- 
sary expenditures"  in  defen- ce and  other  areas  to  bring 

about  an  increase  of  capi- 
tal grants  to  universities and  an  elimination  of 

tuition  fees. 
"We    must    begin  t 

campaign  tomorrow," said,  "not  next  week, 
See  "Lewis",  page  3 

UC  Gargoyle  editor  resigns 
By  RALPH  SURETTE 
Bob  Parkins,  editor  of 

the  Gargoyle,  the  Universi- 
ty College  newspaper,  re- signed last  night. 

Parkins  told  the  UC  Lite- 
rary and  Athletic  Society 

executive  yesterday  that 
outside  pressures  —  not  the 
least  of  which  were  acade- 

mic —  prompted  his  resig- nation. 
"It's  just  not  going  to 

work,"    stated  Parkins  sor- 

rowfully, referring  to  the 
overtaxing  responsibility 
which  his  post  demanded. 
The  Lit  executive  stated 

that  it  had  no  immediate 
successor  to  Parkins  in mind. 
The  rather  excessive  cost 

of  publishing  the  Gargoyle 
($520  to  $600  per  issue)  was 
also  dealt  with,  although 
the  Lit  said  it  had  no  in- 

tention of  abandoning  a 
project  which  thus  far  it has  considered  successful. 

The  executive  also  came 
out  unanimous  in  favor  of 
allocating  §750  of  its  capital 
budget  to  the  January  Arts 
Festival  on  "pop  art."  This amount  is  expected  to  cover 
about  one  third  of  the  over- 

all cost  of  the  festival. 
A  UC  Freshman  Council 

— ■  an  independent  sub' 
committee  of  the  Lit  to  be 
administered  by  freshmen  — 
was  formed  to  deal  specifi- 

cally with  freshman  prob- lems at  UC. 

Hopes  for  minority 
William  Kashtan,  nation- 
al leader  of  the  Communist 

Party  of  Canada,  said  Mon- 
day in  Hart  House  he  hopes 

another  minority  govern- ment will  be  elected  on Nov.  8. 
This  will  allow  a  large 

number  of  progressive  can- didates from  the  smaller 
parties  to  be  elected,  Mr. Kashtan  said.  That  is  why 
the  Communist  Party  is  run- 

ning candidates  even  when 
they  have  little  chance  of 
success,  he  added. 

Mr.  Kashtan  was  the  third 
speaker  in  the  Hart  House 
debates  committee  Public Forum  series. 
Communists  see  this  as 

part  of  the  revolutionary 
changes  of  the  20th  century 
and  hope  that  these  changes 
will  eventually  lead  to  so- cialism, he  said. 

He  also  called  for  a  na- 
tional purpose  for  Canada, 

one  which  would  oppose 
the  policy  of  integration 
with  the  United  States. 
.  Mr.  Kashtan  said  public 
control  of  natural  resources 
is  required  to  ensure  their 
development  for  the  best  in- terests of  all  Canadians.  As 
an  example  he  named  the 
issue  of  the  sale  of  Canadian 
water  to  the  U.S. 
"We  don't  think  there  is 

any  surplus  of  water  in  Ca- 
nada," he  said. 

WE  VOTE  TODAY 
The  U  of  T  goes  to  the 

polls  today  to  elect  mem- bers of  the  campus  political 
clubs  to  the  Public  Affairs 
Forum  on  Canadian-Ameri- can relations  Monday,  Nov. 
29. 

Polling  booths  situated  in 
Sidney  Smith,  UC  Refectory, 
Trinity,  Vic,  St.  Mikes,  and 
Walberg  Building,  open  at 
9  a.m.  and  close  at  4.30  p.m. 

Results  will  be  announced 
—  as  they  come  in  —  by  SAC 
Vice  President  David  Hun- ter in  the  UC  Refectory. 

Political  Club  leaders' statements  of  policy  appear 
on  pages  S  and  6. 

The  United  Stales  allowed 
big  industry  to  pollute  their 
water  and  now  want  to  buy 
ours,  but  we  need  it  for  de- velopment in  Canada,  Mr. Kashtan  said. 

Sales  of  water  "will  help development  in  the  U.S.  at 
our  expense,"  he  said. 

— photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
WILLIAM  KASHTAN 

Referring  to  Quebec,  Mr. 
Kashtan  accused  the  major 
parties  of  evading  the  real problem  when  they  speak 
of  national  unity. 

Not  only  co-operative  fed- 
eralism and  economic  devel- 
opment are  needed  he  said. Canada  has  to  realize  that, 

"we  have  two  nations  in 

this  country." He  also  called  for  a  fed- 
eral -  provincial  authority  to 

regulate  automation  to  en- sure a  democratic  control 
over  it. 

Mr.  Kashtan  also  support- 
ed the  idea  of  free  univer- sity education  and  an  inde- 

pendent foreign  polio  for 
Canada. 
When  both  Prime  Minis- 

ter Pearson  and  Opposition 
leader  Diefenbaker  support- ed U.S.  actions  in  Viet  Nam, 
they  opened  the  door  to "escalation  of  the  war  and 
to  Canadian  involvement  in 
it,"  Mr.  Kashtan  asserted. 
When  a  heckler  said  the 

Viet  Nam  war  is  not  an  is- 
sue in  this  election.  Mr. 

Kashtan  told  the  audience 
of  mostly  male  students  they 
should  consider  it  an  issue 
because  they  are  the  ones 
in  danger  of  being  sent 
there. 

"I  LIVE  ONLY  TO  MAKE  YOU  BEAUTIFUL 

WW 

By  LESLIE  GARY 
"I  have  lived,  I  live  and I  shall  continue  to  live  in  or- 

der to  pursue  my  research 
which  is  directed  towards 
one  goal  alone,  a  unique 
ideal:  BEAUTY  .  .  .  YOUR 
BEAUTY.  .  .  I  have  solemnly 
dedicated  my  life  to  restor- 

ing each  and  every  one  of 
you  to  the  full  bloom  of 
your  beauty,  to  make  you 
ever  more  beautiful  and  to 
preserving  your  eternal 
charm,"  says  Dr.  V.  A. Oneskiw. 

Miss  Beverley  McGarvey, 
in  a  lecture  on  skin  care  and 
make-up  at  the  Women's Athletic  Building  yesterday, 
represented  Dr.  Oneskiw 
and  nis  beauty  seal  products 
"which  have  been  adopted 
by  many  stars  of  the  stage, 
screen,  and  radio." 

As  the  first  in  a  three 
lecture  series  organized  by 
Wendy  Wright  (III  New) 
because  she  "thought  there 
was  a  need  for  such  a  thing," the  lecture  was  designed  to 
give  U  of  T  girls  some  hints 
in  skin  care,  at  least  through 
the  use  of  beauty  seal  pro- ducts. 

This  company  is  All-Ca- 
nadian with  its  base  in  Mon- 

treal and  it  creates  more 
than  260  pi'oducts  to,  as 
Miss  McGarvey  put  it,  "fill the  needs  and  tastes  of  wo- 

men in  various  climatic 
areas  across  Canada." In  a  demonstration,  four 
produc  ts  —  Beauty  Milk, 
Beauty  Water,  Bio-Tonic, and  Invisible  Mask  —  were 
applied  to  one  brave  girl's face.  And  we  were  told 
about  Camphor  Milk,  Herbi- 
sol,  and  another  cream  all 

of  which  can  be  rotated  so 
that  the  same  things  are  not 
being  applied  to  the  face every  day. 

Remember  girls.  If  you 
massage  your  face  in  an  up- ward motion,  against  the 
force  of  gravity,  you  won't have  sagging  jowls  when 
you  get  older.  If  you  happen 
to  be  worried  about  wrin- 

kles they  have  a  product 
that  will  "iron  them  out  and 
make  thern  less  noticeable." 
The  above  products  are 

only  to  cleanse  the  face. 
Next  comes  the  make-up: 
base,  rouge,  "don't  be  scar- ed to  put  a  little  bit  of 
rouge  on....  it  will  add  that 
little  extra  sparkle  to  your 
eyes,"  eyeshadow,  powder, 
eye-liner,  mascara,  eye-brow 
pencil  and  lipstick.  The make-up  comes  in  pear  and 

plain.  "Oh,  what  a  tangled 

web  .  .  ." Next      week's  lecture, 

"Fashion,  Poise  and  Diet," will  be  presented  by  the 
New  You  Club. 

— photo  by  NORM  (they  squoolod  for  him  or  the  Benson  Building)  FISHER 
These  bottles  and  jars  and  all  sorts  of  other  good  things 
will  make  you  beautiful — it  says  here. 



CLASSIFIED 
FOR  SALE:  BSR  lope  recorder,  single speed,  2  track  New  Astatic  mike.  Call John.    RU   2-8725   oftcr  6:30  P.M. 
PRINTS  —  old  mosters,  moderns, nudes  special  discount  to  students Pointings  &  Prints  648  Yonge  St. 
Toronto  5,  922-5870.  
STUDENT  WANTED:  Mole  or  female:  to entertain  o  5  yeaf  old  boy  one  or two  mornings  a  week  9-12.  Tuesday, Wednesday  or  Fridoy  morning  HU  J- 991-4  [Control).  
ROOM  FOR  RENT  at  new  Keele  St. subway,  Alhombra  oportmcnt  house, good  tor  couple,  or  two  girls  or  men. Overlooks  High  Pork.  535-7406. 
LOST:  Mon's  black  rim  prescription 
glasses  Mondoy.  A/co  St.  George  east to  Hon  House,  College  north  to  Hos- kin.  277-1342. 

TYPING 
Theses.  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

Ficneh,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

FREE  ILLUSTRATED  PUBLIC  LECTURE 
PRESERVING  THE  PAST 

by  ROBERT  M  ORGAN, Curator  of  Conservation, 
Royol  Ontario  Museum 

Thursday,  November  4  at  8.30  p.m. in  the  Museum  Theatre 

ROYAL  ONTARIO  MUSEUM 
BLOOR  ST.  &  AVENUE  RD. 

Help  assure  o  winning  vote  for 

REID  SCOTT  MP 
DANFORTH  —  NEW  DEMOCRAT 

A  few  hours  of  your  time  at  the  polls  on  election  afternoon, 
Mondoy  Nov.  8,  could  help  return  a  leading  MP  lo  Ottowo  and strengthen  the  NDP  in  Parliament. 
It's  interesting.  It's  important.  Your  help  is  valuable  ond  will  be opprecioted.  Why  not  get  involved. 
Contact  Reid  Scott  Committee  Rooms,  3180  Donforth  Ave., 694-3415. 

DELEGATES  WANTED 
FOR 

Student  Conference  On  National  Affairs 
TEXAS  A  &  M  UNIVERSITY 

"PAN  AMERICAN  TRENDS" 
DEC.  9-12 

APPLICATIONS  IN  SAC  OFFICE 
UNTIL  FRIDAY,  NOV.  5  -  5:00  P.M. 

UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 
THURSDAY  AFTERNOON  LECTURES 
"The  Culr  of  Personality  in  the  Ancient  World" 

R.  M.  OGILVIE 
Deportment  of  Classics 

Thursday,  Nov.  4  ot  4.30  p.m. 
West  Hall,  University  College 

HERE 

& 

TodJoy,  all  day 
Applications  being  received  for  SCM Fall  Comp  to  be  held  Nov.  5  —  7  ol Hort  House  Form,  Apply  SCM  office, Hort  House. 

Today,  a.m.,  12:30-4  p.m. Blood  Donor  Clinic.  Sigmund  Samuel 
Library,  "Smoking  Room". Today,  12:30  —  1  P-m. Noon  Hour  Concert,  Angelo  Florou, 
pianist.  Admission  free.  Royal  Conser- vatory   of    Music    Concert    Hall,  273 Bloor  St.  W. 
Today,  12-2  p.m. Treasure  Van  sole  of  wine-skins  for the  McGill  Weekend.  SAC  Office,  Gol- braith  Building. 
Todoy,  1  p.m. 

Conodion-Conodien  Committee  Meet- ing. JCR,  Howard  Ferguson  Holl,  73  St. George  St. 
Film,  "Generotors  of  Hope".  A  return- ed volunteer  will  speak  briefly  on  the role  of  CUSO.  Room  1035,  Wollberg Building. 
Issues  in  the  Eleclions.  Why  radicals 

must  support  Ihe  NDP — Socialist  Clgb. Rm.  1071,  Sid.  Smith. Yovneh  —  elections  for  executive. 
Room  622,  Sid  5mith. First  meeting  of  the  UC  Debating Club.  All  interested  please  come.  Rm, 214,  UC. The  Folk  Music  Club  of  Victoria 
College  presents  o  noon-hour  concert 

of  folk  musieTTrie  Musk  Room,  Wymil- 
wood,  Victoria  College.  .... 

Graduate  Christion  Fellowship  begins discussion  of  the  Christion  presence  in 
the  university.  Students  and  staff  wel- come. Room  221,  UC. Today,  3  p.m.  .._ 
Tn-M  Society  Meeting.  JCR,  UC. Today,  3:10  p.m. "The  Maximum  Simplification  of  the 

Equations    of    Atmospheric  Motion. Rm    135,  McLennon  Laboratory. Today,  5  p.m.  _    .  , 
The  Humanist  ond  Unitorion  Society invites  you    to   hear    Mr.    Alvin  Gunn <peok    on    "Why    I    tight    for  Prison Reform."  Room  106,  UC. 

Today,  5:15  p.m. Dr  DV  Wade  of  Knox  College 
begins  a  series  on  "Faith's  Dramatic Encounters"  ot  Victoria  College  Vespers. Today,  *  p.m. 

Bible  Study  Group.  Supper  ot  6,  fol- lowed by  discussion  of  7:15.  Canter- bury House,  373  Huron. Today,  7  p.m. 
Instruction  in  colour  slide  proces- sing. Camera  Club  room.  Hart  House. Todoy,  7:30  p.m. 
The    Estonian    University  Students Association    onnuol    election  meeting. Sokalo  House,  28  Eorl  St. Today,  8  p.m. 
Graduate  Philosophy  Students  Discus- sion Group.  Topic:  What  ore  Closses? Speaker:  H.  A.  Robinson.  Music  Room, Basement,  New  College. 
Regular  meeting  of  Victoria  College Folk  Music  Club.  Victorio  College, Room  19.  . 

SCM  open  Cabinet  meeting.  Speaker: 
Prof.  Michael  Creal,  York  Univ.  Sub- ject: The  New  Theology.  Music  Room, Hart  House.  tl.  , 

Ttiird  in  o  series  of  four  public  lec- tures on  "Changing  Patterns  of  Higher 
Educotion  in  Canada".  Speoker:  M. Jeon-Marie  Martin,  President,  Conseil d'Educotion  Superieur.  Topic:  Quebec. Rm.  2118,  Sid  Smith. 
Todoy,  8:30  p.m. Italion  Cine  Club  presents  II  Grido 
by  Michelangelo  Antonioni.  Carr  Holl, 100  St.  Joseph  St. 
Thursday,  9-11    o.m.,  12:30-4  p.m. Blood  Donor  Clinic.  Sigmund  Samuel Library,  Smoking  Room. Thursday,  10:10  o.m. 

"Spectral  Forms  of  Primitive  Meteor- ological Equations".  Room  102,  Mining 
Building. 
Thursday,  1  p.m.   

Yovneh  Elections.  Room  622,  Sidney Smith. 

"A  Young  People's  Ecumenical  Work 
Camp  on  on  Indian  Reserve"  — problems  ot  on  Indian  reserve,  discus- 

sed by  lost  yeor's  members  of  "Oper- ation Beover".  Music  Room,  Wymil- 
wood,  Victorio  Coll. CINEVIC    presents    o    film    on  the Life   of   Bolzoc.    Audio   Visuol  Room, New  Vic  Library. 
Thursday,  1:10  p.m. 

Lunch  Series  —  Careers  and  Min- istries.   "The    Call     and     ihe    Mind  . 
Canterbury  House,  373  Huron. Thursday,  4  p.m. 

Heoth  Lamberts  in  "A  Demonstration of  Madness."  Music  Room,  Wymilwood, Vic, 
Thursday,  5  p.m. 

Internotionol  Forum,  open  discussion. 45  Willcocks  St. 
Thursdoy,  7  p.m. 
SCM  study  group  on  overseas  stu- dents.   Film:    "The    unofficial  Ambas- sador"   discussion.    Covenont  College, Chorles  St.  W. 

Thursdoy,  8  p.m. 
Hillel  Seminor.  "tsroel  ot  the  Cross- roads". Speaker:  Mr.  G.  Loune,  Israeli Consul.  186  St.  George. 
Writers'  Group  Seminar  presents  Eorle Birtiey  —  "Modern  Trends  in  English 

Language  Poetry."  All  students  ond faculty  invited.  Elmsley  Eost  Common Room.  St.  Michael's  College. 
Open    discussion  — 

Irresponsible  Deterrent." Centre.  89  St.  George  St 
Pocifi 

N  e 

An 

Communists  (cont.  from  page  6) 
is  not  to  tell  individuals  how 
to  run  their  private  lives, 
but  rather  to  assist  them  in 
doing  what  they  think  best 
in  the  safest  and  healthiest 
way.  Therefore  the  govern- ment should  repeal  all  laws 

against  the  distribution  of birth  control  information 
and  the  sale  of  birth  con- trol devices  and  abortion should  be  available  in  the 
hospitals  to  any  woman  re- 

questing one. 

BOOKSTORE  IN  A  TENT? 
Tim  Smith  (IV  Vic),  SAC 

Internal  Affairs  Commis- sioner told  The  Varsity  last 
night  that  Harald  Bonne, 
manager  of  the  U  of  T  book 
department,  has  promised to  look  into  some  of  the 
suggestions  proposed  by students. 
One  of  the  ideas  that  he 

was  "very  ecited  about," Smith  said,  was  to  use  a 
tent  for  self-service  during 
the  fall  rush. 

Smith  and  Dean  McDer- mid  (II  Dents),  head  of  the 
bookstore  and  library  com- 

mittee, met  with  Mr.  Bonne 
and  his  assistant  Charles 
Fanning  yesterday  to  dis- cuss methods  of  improving 
service  in  the  store. 

A  WOMAN  CAN'T  RESIST  A  MAN 
who  has  a  pair  of  season's  tickets  for  the 

HART  HOUSE  ORCHESTRA 

If  your  girlfriend  thinks  you  are  a  boor,  show  her  otherwise  by  purchasing a  pair  of  subscriptions  to  our  four  cultured  concerts. 
Then  read  up  beforehand  on  the  material  to  be  performed  and  dazzle  her 
with  your  superior  musical  knowledge.  More  conquests  per  cubic  person  are 
made  os  a  result  of  the  Hart  House  Orchestra  Concerts  than  any  other  pro- fessional string  orchestra. 

TICKETS:   Students:  $4  Others:  $9 
On  sale  ot  the  box  office  of  the  MacMillan  Theatre  in  the  Edward  Johnson 
Building  or  in  the  main  foyer  of  Hart  House  any  day  this  week  from  1-2  p.m. 
Drop  by  and  have  a  look  at  the  programme. 

NOV.  21     DEC.  12     JAN.  23     FEB.  20 

IMPORTANT  NOTICE 

it  SAC  EXCURSION  TRAINS  TO  MONTREAL 

RETURN FARE 

ONLY 

$15.00 

1.  The  train  leaving  Toronto  at  3:30  p.m.  (E.S.T.)  is  cancelled. 
Tickets  for  this  train  will  be  honoured  on  the  4:50  p.m.  (E.S.T.)  train. 

2.  Passengers  on  the  4:50  p.m.  and  11:59  p.m.  trains  may  return  on  Sunday,  November  7,  from  Central  Station, 

Montreal,  on  any  of  the  following  trains:  1:30  p.m.,  4:50  p.m.,  11:55  p.m.  (E  ST.). 
TRAIN  TICKETS  ON  SALE  AT  SAC  OFFICE  UNTIL  5  P.M.  THURSDAY 
GAME  TICKETS  AVAILABLE  AT  THE  ATHLETIC  OFFICE,  HART  HOUSE 
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You  can't  vote  here 
By  JULIE  BROWN 

U  of  T  students  are  not  be- 
ing allowed  to  vote  in  the 

university  ridings  despite 
Prime  Minister  Pearson's  an- 

nouncement that  they  may 
do  so  under  certain  condi- 
tions. 
Mr.  Pearson's  announce- ment was  based  on  Toronto 

lawyer  C.  F.  H.  Carson's opinion  that  students  can 
get  on  the  voters  lists  if 
they  can  show  that  they 
"have  adopted  the  place 
where  they  attend  university 
as  their  place  of  ordinary 
residence." 

But  the  returning  officers 
•for  St.  Paul's  and  Spadina 

ridings,  in  which  U  of  T  is 
located,  said  the  office  of 
Chief  Electoral  Officer  Nel- 

son Castonguay  in  Ottawa 
has  refused  to  put  students 
on  the  lists  unless  they  were 
actually  sleeping  and  eating 
in  their  university  residences 
by  Sept.  8  —  the  day  the election  writ  was  issued. 

Mrs.  B.  Murphy,  electoral 
officer  in  St.  Paul's  riding, which  contains  the  area 
west  of  St.  George  St.,  said 
only  16  students  appealed  to 
the  St.  Paul's  court  of  re- vision. She  said  she  could 
not  remember  how  many  ot 
these  made  it  on  to  the  vot- 

ing lists. J.  F.  Stevenson,  returning 

officer  for  Spadina,  said 
very  few  students  had  come 
to  his  court  of  revision  and 
also  could  not  remember 
how  many  were  successful. 
Mr.  Stevenson  said  stu- 

dents had  tried  to  appeal  on 
the  grounds  that  they  had 
belongings  stored  in  their  re- sidence by  Sept.  8  but  these 
claims  were  not  accepted. 

Students  will  have  to  re- 
turn to  their  home  ridings 

in  order  to  vote,  but  not 
many  seem  to  be  very  inte- rested. 
The  three  political  clubs 

and  the  U  of  T  CUS  com- 
mittee are  offering  a  "ride 

to  the  ridings"  service  but the  response  has  been  light. 

SAC  plans  own  Remembrance  vigil 
By  LESLIE  GARY 

SAC  will  likely  have  its 
own  peace  vigil  on  Remem- 

brance Day,  Nov.  11. 
The  possibility  that  SAC 

might  endorse  or  co-sponsor the  Student  Union  for 
Peace  Action  vigil  was  quick- 

ly squelched  at  a  meeting  of 
the  SAC  Executive  Commis- 

sion last  night. 
Henry  Tarvainen,  who 

spoke  for  SUPA  at  the  meet- 
ing, said  that  the  "SUPA  vi- gil will  be  determined  by  the 

people  who  come  to  it  along 
certain  vaguely  defined  the- mes.... the  themes  of  last 

year's  vigil." George  Flak  (III  Vic) 
Communications  Commis- 

sioner said,  "I  don't  see  how we  can  tell  the  students  to 
endorse  it  if  we  don't  know 
what  it's  going  to  be." Tom  Faulkner  (III  Vic) 
said  "the  image  of  SUPA  is so  bad  that  by  endorsing  it, 
we  would  send  the  whole 
idea  of  SAC  and  peace  right 

down  the  drain."  He  explain- ed that  there  were  groups  of 
people  on  campus  who 
would  be  put  off  by  the  tra- ditional image  of  SUPA. 
The  consensus  was  that 

the  students  would  want  a 
rededication  service  of  some 
sort,  and  the  Executive  will 
recommend  to  SAC  that 
they  sponsor  one. 

The  U  of  T  Alumi  Assoc- iation is  also  planning  its 
usual  commemoration  ser- vice. 

Where  have  all  the  bleeders  gone? 
By  DOROTHY  YARMOUTH 

One  thousand  598  blood 
donors,  where  are  you? 

Do  you  have  one  free  hour 
in  the  next  three  days?  It 
takes  only  five  minutes 
while  resting  on  a  cot  under 
the  watchful  eye  of  pretty 
Red  Cross  workers.  And 
you  get  good  coffee  and 
cookies  —  free  of  charge. 
One  pint  of  your  blood 

can  help  restore  life  to  a 
child  undergoing  a  heart 
operation,  to  a  hemopheliac 
bleeding  to  death  from  a  cut 
finger,  or  to  a  woman  re- 

quiring a  transfusion  after  a 
traffic  accident. 
Your  own  body  makes  up 

this  small  amount  of  blood 
within  24  hours. 

The  next  time  this  week 
you  find  yourself  heading 
for  that  coffee  break  in  the 
snack  bar,  or  for  that  short 

Lewis  (continued) 

next  year,  or  we'll  never 
meet  the  problem." 
On  old-age  pensions  Mr. 

Lewis  said:  "We  have  al- 
ways been  niggardly  in  the 

things  we  have  given  those 
who  need  it." 

It  is  only  in  the  last  year 
or  two  that  Prime  Minister 
Pearson  has  recognized  that 
we  have  poverty  in  this 
country  and  that,  with  "cha- 

racteristic originality"  was after  President  Johnson  had 
started  his  war  on  poverty, 
he  said. 
He  criticized  the  Liberal 

government  for  raising  MPs' 

nap  in  the  college  lounge, 
turn  instead  in  the  direction 
of  the  Red  Cross  blood  cli- 

nic, and  get  both  —  plus the  satisfaction  of  giving  the 
gift  of  life. 

BLOOD  RESULTS 
Today,  tomorrow  and  Friday,  blood  clinics  will  be 

held  in  the  Smoking  Room  ot  Sigmund  Samuel  Library, 
9-11  a.m.  and  12:30-4  p.m.  in  the  Medical  Building,  11 
a.m.  to  2  p.m.  and  3:30-5  p.m.,  and  at  67  College  Street, 
10  a.m.  to  2  p.m. 

To  date,  2,082  pints  of  blood  have  been  contributed. 
The  faculty  and  college  breakdown  is  as  follows: 
Faculty  or  College                                  To  date  Quota 
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salaries  but  being  slow  in 
recognizing  the  needs  of  the 

poor. Mr.  Lewis  said  he  is  indig 
nant  when  he  sees  the 
'  pockets  of  poverty"  on  the smaller  streets  of  Toronto. 
"I  see  living  conditions that  would  make  me  want 

to  get  on  top  of  a  house  and 

just  break  it." His  remarks  were  answer- ed with  a  loud  ovation  from 
the  audience  of  about  80 
persons  —  the  largest  aud- ience in  the  four-speaker 
series  sponsored  by  the  Hart 
House  debates  committee. 

HART  HOUSE  ̂  

NOON  HOUR  CONCERT 
1.15  p.m.  East  Common  Roorr 

"SUSAN  AND  BOB",  FOLKSINGERS Members  Only- 

Open  to  oli 
THURSDAY 

12.30  p.m.     CHAPEL  —  Holy  Communion members  of  the  University. 

1.30  p.m.    POETRY  READING  —  In  the  Art  Gallery. C.D.C.  Priestley  reading  his  own  poetry.  R.  M.  Ogil- 
vie  reading  Augustan  Lyric  poetry.  Ladies  welcome. 

MIMACOMBO  ROLLER  RINK 

2487  Lakeshore  Blvd.  West,  Toronto  14,  Out. 

CL.  5-6608  -  CL.  5-6608 
Presents  in  person  the  fabulous 

JAMES  BROWN 

and  his  18  piece  orchestra  plus: 

James  Crawford 
Baby  Lloyd 
Jewel 

Boby  Byrd 
TV  Mama  (Elsa  May) 

Vickey  Anderson 

Famous  Flames 

TWO  DAYS  ONLY 

Mon.,  Nov.  8,  1965 
Tues.,  Nov.  9,  1965 8  - 12  p.m. 

Advance  Tickets  $5.00 

The  Greatest  show 
Sensational  Top  Acts 
A  night  to  remember 
First  time  in  Canada 
Free  Parking  at  rear 

Tickets:  A  &  A  Book  Store,  351  Yonge  St.  -  Disc  Shop,  Ccdarbroc 
Shopping  Plaza  -  Harmony  Music  Centre,  1S80  Queen  St.  W.  - 
Kolua  Music,  167  Danforth  -  Kaluo  Music,  2388  Egtinton  Ave.  E- 

Jubilce  Pavilion,  Oshawa. 

ULLA'S  coming 

TO 

YOUR  RESCUE 

U.  C.  PLAYERS  GUILD 

SELECTIONS: 

CONGREVE,  COWPER, 

DYLAN  THOMAS 

NOV.  3,  4,  5 

PLACE:  WOMEN'S  UNION  THEATRE 79  ST.  GEORGE  ST. 
TIME:  1:05  P.M. 

FREE  —  BRING  YOUR  LUNCH 
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I'm  all  right,  Jack  (III) 
The  Varsity  has  been  receiving  for  the  last  week  a 

spate  of  vituperative  letters.  The  writers  of  these  missives 
deny  that  the  poor  attendance  at  Wednesday's  march  was an  indication  of  student  apathy.  Instead,  they  argue,  the 
poor  turn-out  indicated  the  unwillingness  of  students  to 
be  led  like  cattle  by  a  small  group  of  militant  protestors. 

Leaving  aside  the  obvious  points  that  the  march 
was  not  a  protest,  nor  is  SAC  a  small  group  of  militant 
protestors,  the  letter-writers  deserve  attention  because 
they  have' ignored  one  crucial  question — a  question  which might  have  occured  to  them  if  they  had  taken  part  in  the National  Student  Day  proceedings. 

At  Queen's  Park  the  marchers  were  met  by,  among 
others,  education  minister  William  Davis.  Mr.  Davis  spoke 
after  Tom  Forgrove  (president  of  the  Ontario  Region  of 
CUS)  delivered  a  brief  outlining  the  principles  of  universal 
accessibility. 

Davis  throughout  the  course  of  his  remarks  referred 
to  Mr.  Forgrave  as  'Tom,'  a  manner  of  address  which  may have  been  intended  to  convey  a  sense  of  friendliness  and 
receptivity. 

It  moy  have  been  intended  that  way,  but  the  effect 
was  rather  different. 

The  impression  most  of  those  who  attended  must 
hove  received  was  one  of  patronising  superiority  on  Mr. 
Davis'  part. 

Neither  Tom  Forgrave  nor  any  of  the  students  taking 
part  in  the  march  were  children.  But  society  views  univer- 

sity students  as  immature  (witness  the  latest  student  loan 
regulations)  and  Mr.  Davis  was  unconsciously  adopting 
this  point  of  view. 

Unfortunately,  society's  view  has  much  to  justify  it. Most  students  ore  passive  receptors  of  knowledge  ond 
uncritical  users  of  the  university  facilities  which  society 
has  provided  for  them.  Those  who  refuse  to  participate 
in  any  meaningful  student  action,  those  who  accept  the 
status  quo,  those  who  consciously  choose  not  to  become 
involved — these  students  are  indeed  children. 

Some  magical  process  must  take  place  when  they 
complete  their  university  careers,  in  which  they  are  invest- 

ed with  oil  the  decision-making  responsibility  of  adulthood. 
In  the  meantime,  so  long  os  they  condemn  any 

student  activity  which  might  indicate  that  the  student  is 
also  a  responsible  citizen,  the  apathetic  majority  at  this 
university  are  perpetuating  on  image  of  the  student  which 
should  have  been  discarded  long  ago. 

If  the  majority  of  students  were  to  offer  concrete 
alternatives  to  what  they  term  the  activities  of  a  small 
minority,  then  they  would  be  taking  at  least  a  tentative 
step  toward  responsibility.  But,  as  long  as  the  only  way  to 
be  a  good  student  is  to  do  nothing,  Mr.  Davis  and  the 
other  leaders  of  the  province  and  the  country  will  have 
every  right  to  treat  all  university  students  as  children. 

varsity 
TORONTO  |^ 
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n  defense  of  the  forum 

'''I  disagree  with  the  statements  of  Tony 
Bond,  ('Heaven  help  our  politicians',  Oct.  27) on  the  Public  Affairs  Forum. 

The  Public  Affairs  Forum  was  a  serious 

attempt  to  explore  issues  and  to  train  mem- 
bers by  giving  them  a  chance  to  articulate their  views  and  to  eliminate  blind  spots  and 

prejudices  by  exposure  to  other  points  of view.  . 

Quality  of  debate  was  high,  considering 
most  of  the  speakers  were  not  old  party 
hacks  but  freshman  or  others  new  to  the 
political  clubs. If  debate  on  the  part  of  the  Conservative 
Club  could  be  called  pedantic,  it  was  a  re- 

sult of  extensive  previous  preparation  of  the 

topics  and  speeches.  Other  clubs,  particular- 

we're  not  cattle 

Regarding  the  editorial  in  The  Varsity 
on  Friday,  Oct.  29|65,  may  I  suggest  that  the 
majority  of  students  are  not  going  to  be  led 
like  a  herd  of  cattle  to  Queen's  Park  or  else- 

Tho  Vorslly  was  founded  In  1880  and  is  published  by 
Students  Administrative  Council,  for  the  university  com. 
munity  of  tho  University  of  Toronto.  The  Vorslty  is 
member  of  the  Conodlon  University  Press  ond  a  spec member  of  La  Pfosse  Eludianto  Nationale. 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  newspaper  ore  the  rcspons 
Ibltlly  of  the  editor,  ond  ore  not  necessarily  those  of  the 
students'  council  or  administration  of  tho  university. 

Our  dishy  typists  ate  developing  stamina  slowly  but  surely:  tonito  Esther  Frr Christine  Grabowskl  almost  mode  it  by  themselves,  but  when  they  didn't  Deem did  their  thundering  down  the  homo  stretch  for  them,  Aftot  Leslie  Gory,  Ralph Surctto,   Richard   Archer,  Cathy   Herrls,   Julie   Brown,   Paul  Corson,   Morel  " Donald,  Kirk  MacGrcger  and  Howie  F  and  his  mlnlcns  had  gone  homo,  < around  thundering  down  the  home  stretch  for  two  hours,  49  minutes. 
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ly  the  NDP,  worked  as  hard  to  prepare  an 
informed  commentary. Some  discussion  of  the  rules  was  to  be 
expected  as  the  Public  Affairs  Forum  was 
of  completely  new  design  in  an  attempt  to 
avoid  the  faults  of  the  old  Model  Parlia- ment. ; 

I  agree  that  behaviour  of  some  members 
left  much  to  be  desired,  as  they  acted  as  if 
they  were  in  the  old  Model  Parliament.  Our 
club,  the  Conservatives,  escaped  much  of 
this '  largely  because  many  were  new  and 
were  trying  their  best  to  make  the  new  Pub- lic Affairs  Forum  succeed, 

The  speaker,  David  Hunter,  vice  presi- dent of  SAC,  was  particularly  able  in  keeping 
the  Forum  under  control  and  he  deserves 
much  of  the  credit  for  making  the  debate 

Robert  Radford  (I  Law). 

where  whenever  some  group  decides  to  "de- monstrate" or  "march".  The  students  of  this 
university  are  not  complacent,  apathetic,  or 
uninformed.  Each  had  his  own  reasons, 
either  direct  or  indirect,  for  not  participat 

ing 

David  W.  Douey   (V  Pharm). 

our  excuse  fraudulent 
iir: 

The  excuse  you  offer  in  the  editorial 
I'm  All  Right,  Jack"  of  October  29th,  that the  failure  of  the  National  Student  Day 
march  to  Queen's  Park  was  due  to  inefficient 
organization  and  hasty  planning  is  almost  as 
credible  as  that  criticizing  us  for  being  apa- 

thetic and  complacent.  The  facts  are  that  the 
march  was  given  ample  publicity  in  articles 
and  editorials  in  your  own  publication  —  but 
perhaps  this  indicates  the  degree  of  esteem which  students  at  the  University  regard  The Varsity. 

As  well,  the  SAC  in  its  efforts  to  encour- 
age the  demonstration,  supported  it  with  all 

ts  irrational  fervor  —  giving  an  indication 

of  what  the  majority  of  us  think  of  the  blan 
ket  policies  of  this  institution. I  would  think  that  after  only  250  people 
turned  out  from  this  huge  university  that  the 
militant  general  core  of  "protestors"  on  this campus  would  take  the  hint  that  we  regard the  mass  march,  or  the  halt  leading  the 
blind,  as  nothing  more  than  a  childish  and 
stupid  affair,  capable  of  accomplishing  noth- 

ing. 

It  is  unfortunate  that  the  already  ques- 
tionable prestige  of  the  SAC  and  The  Varsity, because  of  the  wholehearted  support  they 

gave  to  a  project  that  failed  so  miserably, has  suffered  so  much,  under  leadership 
which  insists  on  demanding  from  the  entire 
student  body,  without  objection,  support  for 
a  venture  it  so  obviously  disapproved  of. Walter  B.  M.  Tedman   (III  Vic). 

unconcern  for  opinions Sir: 

Opinions  expressed  both  on  the  editorial 
and  front  pages  of  Friday's  Varsity  show blithe  unconcern  for  the  opinions  of  a  sig- 

nificant proportion  of  the  students. 
The  "poor  turnout"  for  Wednesday's demonstration  shows  not  apathy,  but  dislike 

for  ill-conceived  student  actions  like  this,  as 

well  as  widespread  disapproval  of  the  SAC's and  The  Varsity's  campaign  for  "universal 
accessibility". No  one  would  quarrel  with  the  principle 
of  "universal  accessibility,"  but  the  fact  is 
that  with  the  bursaries  and  loans  now  avail- 

able to  any  able  student,  the  least  enterpris- 
ing would  certainly  not  be  denied  access  to university. 

R.  Train  (I  Law-. 

good  for  them  (?) 

Let  me  commend  those  students  who  are 
interested  enough  in  their  country  that  they 
attended  the  Liberal  rally  Wednesday  night. 
I'm  sure  the  Prime  Minister  and  the  audien- 

ce in  general  were  deeply  impressed  by  their 
unrestrained  enthusiasm,  especially  on  the 
part  of  those  who  put  on  that  brilliant  prog- ram of  heckling. 

What  a  bunch  of  asinine  simpletons! 
Is  it  any  wonder  that  our  national  leaders 
waste  so  much  of  the  country's  precious time  when  they  are  met  with  such  silliness 
every  time  they  appear  before  the  voting  pub- 

lic? Let's  get  with  it,  group:  the  country  has 
a  lot  of  urgent  business  which  needs  atten- tion and  we  need  265  good  men  to  do  the  job, 
not  merely  a  pack  of  party  hats  and  banner wavers.  Jack  Dougan  (II  Arch.) 

sanctimonious  treatment Sir: 

During  the  recent  controversies  on 
campus  about  Civil  Rights  and  the  current 
one  about  Viet  Nam,  I  have  found  myself  in 
the  embarrassing  position  of  being  in  prin- 

ciple in  agreement,  (totally  in  the  first  case, 
partially  in  the  second)  with  the  ideals  be- hind the  demonstrations;  while  emotionally 
I  was  thoroughly  repulsed. 

I  think  I  have  found  a  clue  to  this  ap- 
parent paradox.  The  trouble  lies  not  with  the 

opinions  expressed,  but  the  sanctimonious 
sell-righteousness  with  which  they  are  dis- 

played, a  piety  to  rival  that  ever  raised  in 
the  name  of  religion.  There  is  no  room  for 
compromise,  deviation,  or  heresy.  Unless  you 
swallow  in  its  entirety  one  particular  version 
of  the  "truth"  you  are  regarded  as  that  three- headed  child-eater  called  an  imperialist  ag- 

gressor. The  presence  of  such  an  intolerant  emo- 
tional atmosphere  (deliberately  over-painted 

here),  whether  real  or  facade,  indicates  the 
transition  from  a  movement  of  personal  con 

viction  to  a  "cause".  The  ideals  are  still  there 
on  the  surface,  but  they  are  secondary  to  the 
emotional  involvement.  Any  old  cause  will 
do;  besides,  it's  fun  to  march.  Various  expla- nations of  this  phenomenon  exist,  such  as 
'the  efforts  of  a  frustrated  generation  to  jus- 

tify itself,  but  all  of  them  qualify  the  move- 
ment as  some  sort  of  psychological  or  socia- 

logical  (and  in  some  cases  psychiatric)  phe- nomenon. 
Emotion  can  be  a  strong  weapon  in  the 

hands  of  personal  conviction,  but  with  such 
a  monotonous  lack  of  individuality,  how  can 
one  interpret  the  movement  as  idealism. 

It  is  my  opinion  that  such  a  movement, 
when  it  passes  from  the  stage  of  intellectual conviction  and  becomes  an  instrument  for 
the  emotional  needs  of  its  members,  not  only 
loses  its  long  term  power  but  also  is  not  en- tirely sincere.  It  is  also  my  opinion  that  any 
man  who  would  like  to  think  of  himself  as  a 
leader  or  an  intellectual,  either  idealist  or 
pragmatist,  conservative  or  liberal,  would 
not  like  to  be  classified  as  a  sociological  phe- nomenon. 

Don  Hetherington   (IH  APSC). 



OUR  POLITICIANS  SAY... 
To  provide  the  campus  with  some  idea  of  the  platforms 

adopted  by  the  parties  running  for  seats  in  the  new  Public 
Affairs  Forum,  The  Varsity  asked  each  group  to  submit  a 
brief  statement  of  their  position  on  the  following  issues: 
Canadian-American  relations,  university  financing  and  go- 

vernment, Canadian  foreign  policy,  bilingualism  and  bicul- 
turalism,  birth  control  and  abortion. 

liberals 
Canodion-Amercan 

Relations 
While  we  support  main- 

taining friendly  relations 
with  our  closest  friend  and 
ally,  this  does  not  mean 
that  we  should  not  be  able 
to  criticize  them  construc- 

tively. We  recommend  more 
joint  cabinet  sessions  as  one 
method  of  airing  policy  dif- 

ferences. We  believe  that 
our  water  rights  should  be 
used  as  a  tool  to  secure 
greater  concessions  from 
the  U.S.  with  regard  to  tar- 

iffs. We  hope  that  Canadians 
will  take  a  greater  part  in 
developing  Canada  through 
instruments  like  the  Cana- 

dian Development  Corpora- 
tions. We  encourage  Ameri- can investment  in  Canada 

in  the  form  of  repayable 
securities.  We  give  high  pri- 

ority to  releasing  American 
subsidiaries  in  Canada  from 
"the  trading  with  the  enemy 

act." University  Financing 
and  Government 

The  U  of  T  Liberals  real- 
ize that  the  costs  of  financ- 
ing education  far  outstrip 

the  ability  of  most  provinces 
to  pay.  We,  therefore,  be- 

lieve that  the  federal  go- 
vernment should  grant  more 

money  immediately  in  capi- 
tal expenditures  and  should 

make  more  money  available 
for  the  financing  of  gradu- 

ate schools  and  for  re- 
search, so  that  we  will  be 

able  to  build  up  a  strong 
intellectual  community  in 
Canada,  in  which  develop- 

ment may  freely  occur. 
Foreign  Policy 

The  U  of  T  Liberal  Club 
commends  the  present  Ca- 

nadian federal  government 
for  its  offers  of  mediation 
in  many  world  disputes.  We 
support  direct  Canadian  ac- 

tion through  the  United 
Nations,  and  we  believe  that 
Canada,  as  a  middle  power, 
should  build  an  integrated 
force  which  would  be  avail- 

able for  UN  peacekeeping 
operations  all  over  the 
world.  We  urge  that  Canada 
greatly  increase  its  foreign 
aid  commitment,  especially 
to  the  underdeveloped  na- tions of  Asia  and  South 
America. 
We  support  the  wide  ex- pansion of  Canadian  trade 

with  the  Communist  bloc, 
not  only  in  food  staples  but 
also  heavy  industrial  mach- inery. We  urge  that  a  close 
look  be  taken  at  our  com- 

mitments to  NATO. 
Biculturalism  and 

Bilingualism 
Our  French-Canadian  her- 

itage should  be  given  the 
respect  and  attention  it  de- serves. Confederation  meant 
the  rejection  of  the  Ameri- can melting-pot  concgpt  of 
national  unity. 

Bilingualism  and  bicultur- 
alism  protect   the  French 

language  and  culture.  French 
Canadians  have  the  right  to 
become  directors  of  their 
economic  and  cultural  des- 

tiny in  their  own  changed 
society.  We  agree  with 
French  Canadians  that  this 
is  the  only  way  they  can 
make  their  rightful  contri- 

bution to  the  true  develop- 
ment of  Canadian  Confed- 

eration, a  right  which  flows 
from  the  equal  partnership 
of  Confederation. 
This  goal  is  attainable 

only  if  French  Canadians 
will  ensure,  through  educa- 

tion, that  there  will  be 
enough  qualified  French  Ca- 

nadians to  exploit  the  op- 
portunities and  fulfill  the 

responsibilities  that  devel- 
op, and  only  if  English  Ca- 

nadians in  the  managerial 
levels  in  industry  and  in  the 
federal  public  services  will 
let  French  Canadians  take 
their  rightful  place.  On  the 
federal  scene,  the  U  of  T 
Liberals  recommend  a  bi- 

lingual school  of  public  ad- ministration operated  by 
the  federal  government  in 
Ottawa.  We  feel  TV  should 
be  used  more  as  a  means  of 
spreading  the  French  lang- 

uage and  culture. 
Birth  Control 

The  U  of  T  Liberals  be- lieve that  the  Criminal  Code 
should  be  amended  so  as  to 
allow  the  sale  of  contracep- tives. We  believe  the  federal 
department  of  health  and 
welfare  should  set  up  family 
planning  centres  across  Ca- nada for  the  benefit  of  those 
people  who  wish  to  know. Abortion 
We  feel  that  abortion 

should  be  allowed  in  the 
following  cases:  when  there 
is  statutory  rape,  when  the 
mental  and  physical  health 
of  the  mother  is  in  danger 
or  when  the  embryo  is  de- formed. 

conservatives 
Canadian-American 

Relations 
The  Conservative  Club  be- 

lieves in  the  development 
of  a  unique  Canadian  iden- 

tity to  counteract  the  Liberal 
continentalist  policy.  Limit- 

ing American  Investment  in 
Canada  would  just  lead  to 
a  decline  in  our  economy. 
A  better  policy  is  the  en- 

couragement of  American 
investment  while  counterba- 

lancing it  with  a  deliberate 
attraction  of  European  ca- 

pital. Canadians  should  be 
encouraged  to  take  their  mo- 

ney out  of  banks  and  invest 
in  equity.  There  is  no  rea- 

son to  slavishly  follow  Ame- rican foreign  policy  or  to 
deliberately  bow  to  Ameri- 

can pressure  as  in  the  Co- lumbia River  Treaty. 
University  Financing 

-There  is  no  constitutional 
barrier  to  federal  govern- 

ment aid  to  higher  educa- tion. Aid  can  take  the  form 
of    increasing    per  capita 

grants  from  J2  to  $5;  grants 
to  the  National  Research 
Board,  Canada  Council  and 
Medical  Research  Board  to 
research  at  the  university 
level.  Agreeing  with  the  prin- 

ciple of  universal  accessibi- 
lity, the  Conservative  Club 

proposes  the  gradual  reduc- tion of  tuition  fees  and  im- 
mediate free  university  tui- 

tion for  students  from  fa- 
milies below  the  mean  na- 
tional income,  graduate  stu- dents and  married  students. 

In  addition,  we  realize 
that  not  enough  study  has 
been  given  to  the  reasons 
for  drop-outs  before  the  uni- 

versity level  and  that  aid 
must  be  given  to  diminish 
continuing  obstacles  which 
prevent  all  but  the  most  well 
off  to  continue  the  full 
course  from  kindergarten  to university. 

Foreign  Policy 
Canadian  foreign  policy 

must  be  based  upon  main- 
taining the  national  politi- 

cal integrity  of  the  Cana- dian nation.  The  priorities 
of  such  a  policy  would  be 
to  stop  external  aggressions 
from  the  Communist  bloc, 
the  cultural  pull  of  the  Un- ited States  and  to  positively 
use  the  policy  to  unify  Ca- nada internally. 
By  entering  into  further trade  and  cultural  relations 

with  the  Commonwealth 
and  with  the  French  Com- 

munity we  hope  to  provide 
a  counterbalance  to  the 
strong  pull  of  the  U.S.  and 
provide  a  policy  on  which 
both  English  and  French 

agree. By  avoiding  the  OAS  we 
hope  to  avoid  areas  of  di- rect confrontation  with  the 
U.S. 
Our  main  role  in  the 

world  would  be  fulfilled  by 
increasing  our  foreign  aid 
and  contributions  of  our 
special  skills  to  avoid  eco- 

nomical and  political  sub- 
version of  underdeveloped 

countries.  Many  of  our  pre- 
sent contributions  to  NATO 

and  NORAD  are  militarily 
useless  and  our  defence  bud- 

get may  be  better  spent  else- where. 
Bilingualism  and Biculturalism 

We  propose  to  alleviate 
many  of  our  internal  prob- 

lems by  a  more  equitable distribution  of  federal  and 
provincial  powers  through 
a  constitutional  conference 
to  revise  and  repatriate  the BNA  Act. 
Many  grievances  have  been 
caused  by  the  poor  econo- mic conditions  of  Quebec. 
An  increased  ARDA  policy 
and  one  for  urban  and  re- 

gional development  would raise  the  economic  status  of 
Quebec. Individuals,  too,  must 
have  their  problems  solved. 
We  must  not  rest  until  both 
English  and  French  may 
speak  to  the  government  in their  own  language  and  be 
answered. 

In  the  end,  the  only  thing 
which  will  re-direct  French 
thinking  from  Quebec  City 
to  Ottawa  as  the  capital  is 
a  strong  central  government. 

Birth  Control 
and  Abortion 

The  campus  Conservative Club  has  not  yet  taken  a  po- sition. 

new  democrats 
Canadian-American 

Relations 

The  U  of  T  New  Demo- 
crats are  concerned  about 

the  continued  drift  of  our 
country,  fostered  by  the  Li- 

berals in  Ottawa  and  the 
Conservatives  at  Queen's Park,  into  what  George 
Grant  calls  the  all-encom- 

passing American  Empire. 
If  Canada  is  to  develop  into 
a  truly  binational  state,  if 
it  is  to  have  an  independent 
foreign  policy,  if  it  is  to  be 

free  to  undertake  significant 
social  and  economic  im- 

provements, then  it  must 
strongly  resist  the  inevitable 
integrationist  pressures 
from  the  south. 

If  Canada  is  to  survive  at 
all,  it  must  become  econo- mically independent;  it  must 
break  away  from  American 
corporatism  which  is  the 
centre  of  power  of  the  Am- erican Empire.  To  repatriate 
our  economy,  Canada  must 
use  every  means  possible  in- 

cluding public  ownership  of 
foreign  companies. 

See  "NDP"',  page  6 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 

706  QUEEN  ST.  W. Toronto  3,  Ont. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  daily,  incl.  Sot.  from  3  -  6. 

University  Blazers  and  Trousers 
mode  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coats,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

THE 

PAPERBACK 

tBOOKSHOPJ 

CDLES 

EXPORT PLAIN 
or  FILTER  TIP 
CIGARETTES 

REGULAR  and  KINGS 

XEROX  COPIER 
SPECIAL  LOW  STUDENT  RATE 
COLONNADE  CAMERA  CENTRE 

AT   THE   COLONNADE  13!    BLOOR    STREET  WEST 

ISO  RAPID 
35  mm  CAMERAS 

•  Snap-In  RAPID  film 
•  No  threading,  no  rewinding 
•  Built-in  flash  gun 
•  16  sharp  pictures  every  time 

AGFACHROME  IS  HERE! 
SIZES:  IZO,  127,  35  mm 

(20  exp.  A  36  exp.)  and  RAPID 
Colonnade  Camera 

Centre AT    THE  COLONNADE 
131   BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
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NDP  (continued) 
Education 

The  New  Democratic  Par- 
ty is  the  only  party  which 

stands  unequivocably  for 
the  immediate  elimination 
of  tuition  fees.  The  U  of  T 
club  sees  this  as  the  first 
step  in  removing  the  finan- cial and  social  barriers  to 
university,  and  would  fur- 

ther recommend  that  stu- 
dents receive  a  modest  liv- 

ing allowance  such  as  Prem- ier Smallwood  has  intro- 
duced in  Newfoundland  (Ca- 
nada's poorest  province). 

By  their  inaction  the  Li- 
beral and  Conservative  go- 

vernments have  brought  on 

the  current  crisis  in  higher 
education.  Huge  expendi- 

tures by  both  levels  of  go- vernment are  needed  now. 
The  question  of  how  the 

money  is  spent  in  the  uni- 
versity is  equally  important. 

The  U  of  T  New  Democrats 
believe  that  students  should 
be  involved  in  the  financial 
decisions  of  the  university, 
that  they  should  have  repre- 

sentation on  student  ser- vices committees,  budget 
committees,  and  the  Board 
of  Governors. 

Foreign  Policy 

At  the  present  time,  Cana 
dian  foreign  policy  is  U.S. 
foreign  policy  beginning with    the   Viet    Nam  war. 

TREASURE  VAN 
WOMEN'S  UNION  THEATRE 

IS  COMING 

NOV  8  -  12 
EVERYONE  WHO  IS  INTERESTED 

IN  SELLING,  PLEASE  CONTACT  THEIR 
WUS  REPRESENTATIVES 

York  University 
2275  Boyview  Ave.,  Toronto  12,  Ont, 

CENTRAL  ADVERTISING 

Inquiries  for  club  ads  in 
York  Student  Publications 

478-6136 

SUMMER  JOBS 
WITH  THE 

DEFENCE  RESEARCH  BOARD 
•  AERONAUTICAL  ENGINEERING 
•  BIOCHEMISTRY 
•  CHEMISTRY 
•  ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING 
•  ENGINEERING  PHYSICS 
•  INDUSTRIAL  ENGINEERING 
•  MATHEMATICS 
•  MATHS  and  PHYSICS 
•  MECHANICAL  ENGINEERING 
•  METALLURGY 
•  MICROBIOLOGY 
•  PHYSICS 
•  PHYSIOLOGY 

ACADEMIC  STANDING  —  Graduate  student,  or 
third  or  fourth  year  students  with  first  class 
or  high  second  class  honours. 

CITIZENSHIP  —  Must  be  Canadian  citizens  or 
British  subjects. 
RESEARCH  ESTABLISHMENTS 

at 
Valcartier,  Que.  -  Ottawa,  Ont. 
Ralston,  Alta.   -   Victoria,  B.C. 

Halifax,  N.S. 
Toronto,  Ont. 

Plcose  obtain  applications  IMMEDIATELY    from  the  University 
Placement  Service  581  Spodina  Ave.  and  moil  to: 

Chief  of  Personnel 
Defence  Research  Board 
Department  of  National  Defence 
Ottawa  4,  Ontario 

Applications  must  be  received  in  Ottawa  no  later  than  Nov.  22. 
Interviews  on  campus  will  be  arranged  for  Dec,  6th  and  7th,  1965. 

Canada  should  use  her  posi- 
tion on  the  International 

Control  Commission  and  the 
United  Nations  to  help 
bring  about  an  immediate 
cessation  of  the  war,  nego- 

tiations between  all  parties 
including  the  National  Li- beration Front  to  establish 
an  independent  Viet  Nam, 
free  from  foreign  troops. 

Bilinguoltsm  and 
Biculruralism 

The  U  of  T  New  Demo- 
crats recognize  that  the  bas- 

ic principle  of  Canada's  ex- istence Is  the  equal  partner- 
ship of  its  two  founding 

nations.  Quebec,  as  the 
spokesman  for  the  French- Canadian  nation,  must  have 
the  right  to  determine  her 
owu  future. We  recommend  that  a 
constitutional  conference  be 
held  to  redraft  the  constitu- 

tion so  that  it  guarantees 
the  governments  of  both French  and  English  Canada 
strong  legislative  powers. We  further  recommend 
thai  Canada  become  a  truly 
binational  stale  with  a  real 
equality  between  the  French 
and  English  languages,  par- 

ticularly in  education,  legal 
procedure  and  the  civil service. 

Birth  Control 
Since  personal  moral  de- cisions should  be  the  pre- 

rogative of  the  individual 
and  not  legislated  by  go- 

vernments, we  believe  that 
all  legislation  discriminating 
against  the  use  of  birth control  should  be  repealed. 

communists 
Canadian- American 

Relations 

Sixty  per  cent  of  Cana- da's industry  is  American- 
owned,  and  the  proportion 
is  continually  increasing, 
thanks  to  sell-outs  of  our 
resources  like  the  Columbia 
River  plan  and  the  auto 
deal,  with  the  result  that 
Canada  is  gradually  becom- 

ing a  supplier  of  raw  mate- rials and  the  best  jobs,  and 
With  them  the  most  quali- 

fied professional  workers 
are  being  exported  south- ward. The  only  remedy  is 
for  the  government  to  re- 

SPORTS  SCHEDULES 

WEEK  OF  NOV.  8 

Mon.  Nov 8 3.00  W Med Sacks,  Sharp,  Shaver Tues 
9 3.00  W StM. Williamson,  Carson,  Thurston 3.00  E 

PHE 
Curran,  Ross,  Galloway 

Thur. 
1 1 3.00  W Denl Carson,  McNiven,  Rumble 3.00  E 

Vic 

U.C. Carefoote,  Gray,  Todd 
SOCCER 
Mon  Nov 

8 12.30  N St.M.  A Cajanek 4.00  N Med.  A PHE. Moyhanovich 9 12.30  N 
Trin.  B Vic.  n 

4.00  N U.C.  1 

vs 

Grad 
Potrno 

4.00  S 
Dent. 

Innis Cajonek Wed. 10 12.30  N 
St.M.  B 

U.C.  II 

Duso 

4.00  N 

Grad 

Soppelso 4.00  N Knox Pharm Deltino 

Thur 
12.30  N 

Vic.  1 St.M.  A Oente 
4.00  N 

Wye Forestry 
Eri 2 12.30  N Emmon 

Pharm 
Lefkos 

4.00  N Wed.  A 
4.00  S 

Med.  B Potino 
RUGGER Mon  Nov 8 115  E /le.  I) Med.  8 

Armstrong 
1.15  W Eng.  1 Med.  II  Yr Johnson 

Tugs 
9 1.15  E rrln.  A PHE.  A Ledson 1.15  W 

St.M. Law 
Hennessey 

Wed 

10 

1  15  E Vic.  II V! Corringto" 1.15  W U.C. 

Wye 

Apse Thur. 11 1  15  E New  II 
Em  man 

1.15  W Med.  B Trin.  B 
Apse Fri. 12 

115  E 
Low 

O'Brion 

1.15  W 

V

i

c

.

 

 

1^ PHE.  B Corrington HOCKEY 
Wed  Nov 

10 

12.30  PHE.  A U.C.  1 
1 .30  Innis  1 

Thur 

1 1 

12.30  Vic St.M.  A 4.00  Tr, 

e'A
 

vs  Med.  A 

Fri.  - 

12 

12.30  Jr. PHE.  B 1  30  Arch 

1 1 

8  1.00  St.M  B 4.00  Trin 9  1.00  St.M.  A 6.30  Knox 7.30  For.  A 
0  1 .00  Scar 4.00  V.c.  Ill 6.30  Eng  I 

7.30  Denl 9.30  Vk.  IV 1.00  U.C  I 1.00  Vic.  I 

;  U.C.  II  McElroy,  Murphy i  Vic.  IV  Ferguson,  Hennessey ;  PHE,  A  Brown,  Arlhurs ->  Med.  A  Shepherd,  Rudge i  Pharm  Shepherd,  Rudge ■  Eng.  II  McElroy,  Arthurs \  Pre-Med  II       Murphy,  Com rie ;  Low  Bortlelt,  Fatum :  Vic.  II  Bortlett,  Fotum ;  For.  B  Arlhurs,  Truesdole i  PHE.  8  Hennessey,  Ferguson •  Eng.  I  Shepherd,  Brown 
VOLLEYBALL 
Mon.  Nov   8  1.00  Eng.  HI Tucs  9   1 .00  New 6.30  Pharm 7.30  Dent 8.30  Wye 
Wed  10  1.00  For.  A 4.00  Innis  I 6.30  Low Thur         M    1.03  Vic.  I 6.30  Law 
SQUASH Tues    No\    9  6.20  Low  A 

7.00  Trin.  B Wed.         10  1.00  Sr.  SPS 7.00  Low  B Thur  11    1.00  New  I 
6.20  New  II 7.00  Med.  C 7  40  Law  C. Fri.  12  1.00  Trin.  C 

iKtlUALL  —  RECT'L  LEAGUfc 

vs  Innis  II vs  Trin.  B 
vs  U.C. vs  St.M. vs  Trin.  A vs  Eng.  I 
vs  Eng,  II 

vs  Med.  A vs  Eng.  II vs  Trin.  A 
'  vs  Dent 

Guio 
Webber 
Spolsky Spolsky 
Webber Roxborough 

■■  Forestry 

i  Med.  8 
;  Eng.  Ill 
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10  7.30  South  House  vs  North  House  Mugtord 8.30  Hutton  House  vs  Wolloce  House  Mugtord 1 1  7.30  Wallace  House  vs  East  House  Klrkpairick 8  30  Loudon  House  vs  Hutton  Houic  Kirkpatrick 

verse  the  present  trend,  and 
take  over  our  resources  and 
industries,  buying  them  back 
as  quickly  as  it  can  afford 
to,  and  using  them  to  deve- 

lop Canada's  economy. University  Financing 
and  Government 

The  government  (provin- 
cial and  federal)  should  as- sume full  responsibility  for 

financing  higher  education, 
so  that  students  should  not 
have  to  pay  tuition  fees. Facilities  for  research  and 
iecture-rooms  must  be  in- 

creased rapidly  to  meet  the 
student  boom  expected  in 
the  near  future.  Students 
should  be  paid  $1,000  sala- 

ry (not  subject  to  a  means 
test),  as  intellectual  work- 

ers in  an  academic  commu- nity. This  can  be  paid  for 
by  increased  corporation taxes  and  a  capital  gains 
tax,  by  reducing  the  defence 
budget.  The  government 
will  be  refunded  by  the  tax- 

es paid  out  of  the  greater 
earnings  of  the  university 

graduates. Foreign  Policy 

Canada  should  drop  out 
of  NATO  and  NORAD,  and 
give  back  the  nuclear  weap- ons and  keep  out  of  the 
OAS.  Canada  should  recog- 

nize Communist  China  and 
vote  for  her  inclusion  in  the 
UN.  Our  troops  must  not  be 
used  in  Viet  Nam;  instead 
as  a  member  of  the  Inter- 

national Control  Commis- 
sion, we  should  stop  apolo- 

gizing for  American  inter- vention and  should  work  for 
an  immediate  cessation  of 
bombing  of  North  Viet  Nam, 
and  the  fighting  in  South 
Viet  Nam;  negotiations  of 
all  interested  parties  includ- 

ing the  National  Liberation Front  and  return  to  the  1954 
Geneva  Agreement  including 
free  elections.  Canada 
should  disregard  American 
pressure  not  to  criticize  her 
foreign  policy  and  should trade  wherever  it  benefits 
our  economy  to  do  so,  in 
spite  of  American  prejudi- ces. 

Bilingualism  and 
Biculturalism 

These  are  good  suggest- 
ions for  our  cultural  devel- 

opment but  will  not  solve the  crisis  of  Confederation. 
Canada  is  a  binational  state 
and  each  nation  must  have 
the  right  to  self-determina- tion up  to  and  including  se- cession. For  French  Cana7 
da  to  remain  in  a  volunta- 

ry union  with  English  Ca- nada, French  Canada  must 
be  allowed  cultural  and  eco- 

nomic equality  within  Con- 
federation. The  French- Canadian  national  minority 

in  English  Canada  must  be 
guaranteed  the  same  rights 
of  language  and  culture  that 
the  English-Canadian  natio- nal has  in  French  Canada. 
All  these  provisions  should 
form  part  of  a  new  consti- 

tution to  be  drafted  by  con- 
stitutional convention  con- 

sisting of  equal  representa- tion from  French  and  Eng- lish Canada. 
Birth  Control  and 

Abortion 
The  function  of  the  StaLe (continued  on  page  2) 



INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Engineers  upset  Vic,  1-0 
By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

Engineering  upset  Victoria 
College  1-0  yesterday  to  take 
its  second  straight  win,  and 
undisputed  possession  of 
second  place. 
Defence  once  again  stole 

the  spotlight  as  both  offen- 
ses came  up  with  rather 

shabby  performances. 
The  score  could  have  been 

greater  for  Engineering,  as, 
after  a  bad  snap  on  a  third 
down  situation,  they  took 
over  with  first  down  and 
goal  to  go  on  the  Vic  1- 
yard  line  early  in  the  second 
quarter,  but  the  stout  Vic 
line  held  three  successive 
drives.  Winning  point 
came  in  the  second  half  off 
the  toe  of  Steve  Overguard. 
Friday,  Engineering  de- 

feated UC  13-0  on  touch- 
downs by  Gary  Natho  and 

Don  Andrews.  Overguard  ad- 
ded one  convert. 

In    the    second  division, 

PHE  remained  all  alone  in 
first  place  as  they  won  a 
1-0  squeaker  over  Dentistry. John  Hanna    scored  the 
only  point  in  the  hard  hit- 

ting game,  kicking  a  single. LACROSSE 
U.C.  II  and  Trinity  both 

picked  up  shutout  victories 
in  the  newly  formed  inter- mediate league. 
Hans  Tammemagi  and 

Steve  Seon  paced  the  U.C. 
win  with  five  and  three 
goals  respectively  as  Red- 
men  crushed  Vic  III  9-0. 

Dave  Sinclair  scored  twice 
as  Trinity  dropped  Scarboro 
College  5-0. SOCCER 

Sr.  Engineering,  with  their 
seventh  straight,  and  St. 
Mike's  A  both  picked  up wins  in  first  division  action. 

Bern  Deabrev,  Garth  Roth- 
well  and  Steve  Summers 
supplied  the  scoring  as  the 
undefeated  engineers  streng- 

thened their  hold  on  f 
place  with  a  3-1  win  over 
Law.  Sven  Dohnberg  scored 
the  lone  goal  for  the  losers, 

Les  Nemes  fired  two  goals 
to   lead   the   fighting  Irish 
of  St.  Mike's  to  a  2-0  shut- out win  over  Grad  Studies 

RUGGER 
Trinity  A  and  PHE  B  both 

scored  convincing  wins  in 
the  rough  and  tough  seven- a-side  sport. 
John  Stubbs,  Bill  Barn 

veld  and  Bob  Logie  chalked 
up  tries  as  Trinity  dumped 
Law,  13-0.  Mike  Bond  kick- 

ed two  converts  to  round 
out  the  scoring  for  the  win- ners. 
PHE,  with  Gary  Deerinj 

and  Doug  Ramsey  leading 
the  way,  thumped  Engineer- 

ing I  16-0.  Deering  scored 
two  tries  while  Ramsey  ad- 

ded a  try  and  two  converts. 
Larry  Angus  also  counted  a 
try  for  the  winners. 

Hockey  Blues  take  to  ice 
By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
Varsity  hockey  Blues  have 

taken  to  the  ice  in  search 
of  the  elusive  Queen's  Cup emblematic  of  Senior  Inter- 

collegiate hockey  suprema- 
cy. Last  year  Blues  lost  only 

one  regular  season  game  (to 
University  of  Montreal)  but 
were  upset  by  fourth  place 
Queen's  Golden  Gaels  in  the 
playoffs. If  anything,  Blues  are 
stronger  than  the  team 
which  finished  on  top  of 
the  SIHL  last  season  losing 
only  three  members  of  last 
year's  squad. 
Bob  Hamilton,  Wayne  An- toniazzi  and  Don  Fuller  are 

all  academic  casualties,  but 
the  return  of  Bob  Awrey  a 
second  all-star  two  years 
ago  should  fill  the  gap  left 
by  defenceman  Hamilton's departure. 

It  is  still  too  early  to  ac- 

curately assess  the  new- 
comers although  John  Wrig. 

ley,  a  goaltender  from  Uni- 
versity of  New  Brunswick 

has  shown  well.  Wrigley 
played  one  season  in  the 

Metropolitan  Junior  "A1 league  in  Montreal  with 
Verdun  Maple  Leafs  and 
Notre  Dame  de  Grace,  then 
went  to  New  Brunswick  for 
two  years. 

Hollywood  sensationalism 

no  help  to  wrestling  squad 
By  BOB  CLARK 

And  '"Goodie-Goodie-Gol- 
dilocks" annihilates  "Nasty- 

boy"  Bart  with  a  terrific 
body  slam  to  win  the  match 
two  falls  to  one  in  a  stu- 

pendous comeback. 
One  of  the  major  things 

that  has  hurt  the  image  of 
wrestling,  and  dropped  at- 

tendance in  the  Varsity  in- 

Grid  scoring  and  statistics 

Froese,  Westerr Sternberg,  T.  . Taylor.  T. Lilies,  Q  Burridge,  W.  . McColl,  W.  . .  . Campbell,  W, Johnston,  Q.  . Hawkins,  W.  . Ferguson,  Q. 

Taylor,  T.  . Repstein,  M. St.  John,  M. Connor,  Q.  . Wozniuk,  T. 
Israel,  W.  .  . Hawkins,  W 

SCORING 
TD  FG 

10      0  4 

Ebcn,  T.   Sternberg,  T, 
Walter,  M.  . . Taylor,  M.  .  - Campbell,  W. Howiett,  M.  . Cowan,  Q.  .  . Ware,  T.  . Dickie,  M.  .  - Boyne,   Q.    .  - 

16.2 18.8 
15.0 

RUSHING Pis. 
Arts 

Yards Avg. TD 48 

74 

409 
5.5 4 48 Sternberg,  T. 42 341 8,1 3 38 Howiett,  M.  . 

71 

309 4.4 0 
18 

tilles,  Q  

54 

306 5.7 3 

18 
Cowan,  Q.  ..... 41 239 5.8 0 12 Burridge,  W.  . 61 235 3.9 3 12 Johnston,  Q.  .  . . 31 226 7.5 1 12 Norrie,  Q. 36 214 5.9 1 12 Waller,  M.  .  . 32 173 

5.4 
10 Pukonen,  T.  .  . 33 

148 

-1.5 

1 
PASSING 

Att.    Com.  Yds. Pit. Gafn 
Int. 

TD 
100      49  690 

49.0 
14.2 4 3 60      27  453 

45.0 
16.8 2 1 48      20  304 41.7 15.2 3 55      22  291 40.0 13.2 4 3 26      13  254 50.0 
19.5 1 4 49      21  220 42.8 10.5 3 3 
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1 1 
Oswald,  W. 9 97 10.8 0 Campbell,  W 2 76 38.0 0 TD Co  won,  0  

62 
15.5 

0 1 Ferguson,  Q. 59 14.8 0 4 Walter.  M  

'.  3 

52 17.3 0 0 0 PUNT RETURNS 

PUNTING No.  Yards 
Ferguson,  Q.    ...  44  1,657 Wearing,  W   42  1,570 Passl,  T  *2  1,331 Ripstein,  M  35  1.124 

KICKOFF  RETURN5 Ay<j. 
Ret.  TD 19.0  0 

Sternberg, T.  . 19 
254 13.4 

I Campbell,  W 6 146 24.3 1 Szand  trier. 
T.  . 

12 

'36 

11.3 0 Walter,  M. 
.  17 

80 

4.7 

0 Cowon,  Q, 
.  11 

77 

7.0 0 
INTERCEPTIONS Yds. Avg. 

No Rc(. 
Ret. 

TD Sxandtncr, 

T. 

3 28 9.3 0 Kirkpatrick 
T.  . 

.  .  3 27 9.0 0 Chris,  W 
2 59 29.5 1 Gray,  T 
2 20 

10.0 
0 Potvin,  Q. 

2 14 7.0 0 Taylor,  M. ..  2 
10 5.0 

0 

tercollegiate  wrestling 
squad,  is  the  Hollywood  sen- sationalism now  displayed 
in  professional  wrestling. 
Roger  Doner,  who,  along 

with  Larry  Angus  and  John 
Holt,  make  up  the  present 
coaching  slaff,  points  to  this, 
and  the  belief  of  newcomers 
that  they  will  be  facing  eith- 
er  fantastic  giants,  or  ex- 

tremely well-experienced  op- 
ponents, as  having  led  to  a 

reluctance  to  join  the  grap- 

plers. 
Doner  was  quick  to  point 

out  that  none  of  these  popu 
lar  misconceptions  exists  in 
intercollegiate  wrestling. 
Prospective  candidates 
wrestle  in  their  own  weight 

group,  ranging  from  123-lb. class,  through  several  inter- 
vening classes  to  the  191-lb. category  and  heavyweight. 

Returning  Intercollegiate 
champions  include  Larry  An- 

gus ( 157-lb.),  Clive  Good 
(137-lb.),  and  Roger  Doner 
(167-lb.). 
Anyone  interested  in  this 

challenging  intercollegiate 
sport  is  encouraged  to  at- tend the  practices,  in  Hart 
House,  on  any  week-day 
at  5  p.m. 
Most  desperately  needed 

are  those  under  150  pounds, 
over  170  pounds. 
FOOTNOTES:  Last  year 

the  Intercollegiate  Wrestl- 
ing Championship  was  won 

by  Western  Mustangs,  who 
should  be  the  team  to  beat 
this  year.  Varsity  finished 
third. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION TENNIS  —  All  those  interested  in  ploying  ond  being  instructed  In tennis  7  —  9  on  Wednesdoy  nights  pleose  come  to  tirst meeting  Wednesday  Nov.  3rd. 
LIFE  SAVING  —  A  bronze  medollion  demonstrotion  will  be  held ot  the  Benson  Building  for  all  interested  women  students on  Ihursdoy,  Nov.  4  at  5  p.m. 

University  of  Toronto  Philosophy  club 

presents Prof.  Richard  Taylor 
University  of  Rochester 

on 

"MECHANISM  AND  PURPOSE" Thursday,  November  4  at  8:30  P.M. 
Debates  Room,  Hart  House 
ALL  WELCOME.  ADMISSION  SO* 
OR  BY  MEMBERSHIP  CARD  $2.00 

CANADIAN  2nd  ANNUAL 

JAZZ 
FESTIVAL 

Casa  Loma,  7:00  p.m.,  Fri.,  Nov.  5,  1965 mac  koffman  quartet 

7  BANDS 

mac  koffmon  quartet rob  mccormell  big  band 
rob  mcconncll  sextet' don  thompson  quintet paul  hoffert  quintet Ihnmy  scotfs  bond 

jim  mchatg  metro  stompers 
to  r 

vi tl  t 

Patrick  scott  (globe) 
Phil  mackcilor  (ckfh) frank  kennedy  (star) 
gord  dclomont,  guest moderator 
davc  coplan 

Dave  Caplan  and  Phil  Mackellar 
TICKETS:  A  &  A  Record  Bar,  351  Yonge  Street 

Book  Cellar,  1  1  84  Boy  Street 

ULLA  'S  coming 
TO 

YOUR  RESCUE 

AS  NEARLY  PERFECT 
AS  POSSIBLE 

Shirt  Special 
2  for  39/ 

MENS: 
SUITS    7.35 
TROUSERS  60 
LADIES: 
DRESSES    1.25up 
SUITS  1.35 
SKIRTS  60 

DIPLOMAT 
DRY  CLEANING 

SERVICES 
322  Bloor  Strc«t  at  Spodino 

FABULOUS 

7:00  P-m- 

$4.00  S^J^ 

A  New  Pact 
of  Confederation? 

How  does  the  matter  of  a 
new  Constitution  for  Can- 

ada stand  today?  Read  the 
views  of  the  Communist 
Party  and  the  Parti  Socia- 
liste  du  Quebec  in  the  cur- rent issue  of  The  Marxist 
Quarterly  on  sale  at  your 
local  bookshop  or  44  Staf- 

ford St.,  Toronto  3. 

Plus  The CZECHOSLOVAKIA** Stat*  Folk  Panes  Troupe! 
[a  on*  hour  (how  In  it  till  !j 

BOX  OFFICE 
NOW  OPEN 

If  ordering  by  mall,  add 35c  per  ticket  for handling. 
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i  by  NORM  FISHER 

Por  Terrelonge  nets  one  of  his  three  gools  in  Glues'  7-3  victory  over  Guelph.  Terrel
onge 

is  Blues'  second  highest  scorer. 

BUSMAN'S  HOLIDAY 

Champion  Blues  undefea
ted 

By  MARCI  McDONALD 
It  was  a  busman's  holi- 

day for  Soccer  Blues  Tues- day. 
But  the  western  division 

champions  wound  up  their 
conference  winning  streak 
with  one  more:  a  7-3  trounc- 

ing of  last  place  University 
of  Guelph. 
The  game  also  gave  for- ward Pal  Terrelonge  second 

place  in  the  Blues'  scoring race  with  three  goals  to- 
day, and  a  total  of  eight  in 

seven  league  games. 
After  Saturday's  cham- 

pionship game,  it  was  visi- bly hard  for  Varsity  to  work 
up  enthusiasm  against 
Guelph.  The  patched-shirt 
Redmen  haven't  won  a  game this  season,  and  clinch  the 
league  low  for  the  second 
year  in  a  row.  Blues  troun- ced them  three  weeks  ago 
4-0. 
The  first  half  started 

slow,  as  Guelph,  looking  bel- ter than  three  weeks  ago, 
put  on  the  press  while  Blues 
merely  toyed  to  slop  them. 
Frank  Soppelsa  opened 

scoring  at  10  minutes  with 
a  penalty  kick,  then  sunk 
a  low  drive  from  20  yards 
for  a  second. 
Meanwhile  Guclph's  John Obinum  netted  their  first, 

and  John  Jansen,  another 
forward,  tied  up  the  game 
with  a  penalty  kick. 

It  looked  like  Blues  were 
giving  away  the  game  'till forward  Terrelonge,  starting 
for  the  first  time  this  sea- 

son because  of  a  knee  in- 
jury, knocked  in  a  rebound 

from  Ormond  Mendes  to 
put  Blues  ahead  by  one  at half  time. 

By  second  half  they  were 
back  to  normal. 
At  the  two-minute  mark 

winger  Bill  Nepotiuk  sent 
a  cross  into  the  corner  tor 
a  fourth.  And  captain  Dom 
Dente  chipped  the  fifth 
over  the  head  of  Guelph's 
goalie. 

Guelph  came  back  for  a 
third  when  Obinum  scored 
a  save  from  a  scramble.  But 
Terrelonge  wound  up  the 
game  for  Blues  with  two 
spectacular  break  -  away 
shots,  one  on  top  of  the 
other. 
While  Terrelonge  takes 

second  spot  among  scorers, 
Soppelsa's  two  goals  give 
him  a  lucky  13  for  the  sev- en league  games,  16  for  the 
season's  total. 
Today's  game  leaves  Var- sity undefeated  in  the  west 

Taylor,  Sternberg  run 

option  play  to  perfection 
By  P.J.  PAPE One  of  the  highlights  of 

Varsity  Blues'  offence  last 
game  was  the  way  quarter- back Bryce  Taylor  executed 
the  quarterback  option. 
The  probability  of  success 

of  this  play  lies  wholly  in 
the  ability  of  the  quarter- 

back to  convince  the  oppo- 
sition's defences  that  he  is 

going  to  keep  the  ball  and run  with  it. 
Taylor  runs  this  play  to 

perfection  with  the  help  of 
halfback  Gerry  Sternberg. 

Taylor  takes  the  ball  from 
centre  and  sweeps  wide  of 
the  end  of  his  line.  Stern- 

berg, who  trails  Taylor,  tries 
to  stay  in  position  to  catch 
a  flip  pass  from  him. 

The  crucial  point  in  the 
play  comes  when  Taylor turns  the  corner  of  the  line 
and  begins  to  head  up  field. 
Tucking  the  ball  under  his 
arm,  he  tries  to  draw  as 
many  tacklers  towards  him- self as  possible. 

And  just  when  it  appears 
that  he  is  to  be  smothered 
by  the  opposition  he  coolly 
flips  a  two-handed  pass 
over  their  heads  to  Stern- 

from  the 

cheap  seats_ 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 

with  six  wins  out  of  six, 
31  goals  for,  eight  against, 
and  12  clear  points.  West- 

ern will  wind  up  runner-up 
but  standings  won't  be  fin- alized till  Saturday  when 
they  finish  off  with  Redmen at  Guelph. 

In  the  east,  Queen's  has taken  the  league  with  two 
wins  over  second-place  Uni 
versity  of  Montreal  and  two 
2-2  ties  with  McGill. 
Varsity  plays  off  with 

Queen's  here  Nov.  13. 

berg. 

One  of  the  defensive  high- 
lights has  been  the  work  of 

Blues'  Jim  McMahon. 
McMahon  has  perfected 

the  art  of  bursting  through 
the  opposition's  line  on  third down  punts.  In  two  seasons 
with  Varsity  McMahon  fail- ed to  get  a  piece  of  punt  in 
only  one  game. 

Saturday   he    paved  the 
way   for   Glen   Markle  to 
walk  through  and  block 
punt  which  led  to  a  Varsity touchdown. 
On  this  play  McMahon 

does  one  of  two  things 
If  the  opposition's  centre  is weak,  Jim  tries  to  catch 

him  in  the  chest  with  a  fore, 
arm  smash.  His  strength 
such  that  the  centre  usually 
winds  up  on  his  back  and 
McMahon  is  able  to  run 
over  him,  or  at  least  permit someone  else  to. 

If  the  centre  is  too  strong 
to  be  moved  in  this  way, 
Jim  clubs  him  with  his  for 
arm  on  the  side  of  the  neck 
This  usually  allows  him  to 
slip  through  the  centre  and 
the  guard  and  get  through 
to  the  kicker. 

FOG   LIFTS  FROM  PLAYOFF  PICTURE 

A  coin  can  be  put  to  many  uses.  A  coin  or  two  will 
buy  an  Arbor  Room  hot  dog  and  a  few  thousand  more  might 
get  you  a  book  at  the  U  of  T  book  store,  if  you  re  lucky. 

But  the  Senior  Intercollegiate  Football  League  has  decid-' ed  to  use  the  simple  coin  for  another  purpose.  An d  m  the 
1  nrocess  the  Ontario  Quebec  Athletic  Association,  which  has 
long  taken  pride  in  the  wide  variety  of  sports  it  offers  for 
ntercollegiate  competition  has  come  up  with  an  event  which 
may  be  unique  in  the  history  of  intercollegiate  athletics. 

The  sport  is  the  intercollegiate  heads  or  tails  champion- 
ships and  will  probably  be  formed  into  the  Senior  Inter- 

collegiate Heads  or  Tails  League.  SIHTL  for  short. 
It  was  necessary  to  form  this  league  because  of  the 

complications  which  could  arise  if  Toronto  defeats  McGill 
and  Queen's  downs  Western  this  weekend.  In  this  case  there 
I  would  be  a  three-way  tie  for  first,  a  situation  not  covered in  the  OQAA  Constitution 

Last  time  such  a  tie  occurred  was  in  1954  when  the  same 
three  teams  were  knotted  atop  the  standings.  Western  de- feated Queen's,  20-18,  in  the  semi-final  at  Varsity  Stadium 
and  Toronto  then  edged  Western,  9-8,  in  London  to  win 
the  championship.  The  two  playoff  games  were  contested 

I  on  consecutive  Saturdays,  but  a  similar  arrangement  is  im- 
possible this  season  because  the  Canadian  College  Bowl  is 

scheduled  for  Nov.  20  at  Varsity  Stadium. 
The  semi-final  will  be  played  Wednesday  night,  Nov.  10 

and  final  the  following  Saturday  afternoon,  Nov.  13. 

Apparently,  coaches  Metras  of  Western  and  Tindall  of Queen's  decided  not  to  run  the  risk  of  playing  in  each 
others'  stadiums  and  Varsity  coach  White  was  more  than 
agreeable  to  having  both  games  played  on  his  home  field. 

In  addition.  Varsity  Stadium  is  the  only  Stadium  of  the 
three  universities  involved  which  has  lights  suitable  for 
night  games. 

However,  there  still  remained  the  problem  of  determin- 
ing which  team  would  get  a  bye  into  the  final  game,  an obvious  advantage. 

SIHTL  FORMED 

It  was  at  this  point  that  the  SIHTL  was  formed  with 
the  first  game  scheduled  yesterday  at  10:30  a.m  in  the  of- fice of  Athletic  Director  Warren  Stevens.  The  schedule  was 
drawn  up  with  the  usual  competence  by  league  officials  al- 

lowing participants  enough  time  to  prepare  for  the  pressure 
packed  match. 

For,  to  the  victors  would  go  the  Fort  Knox  trophy  sym- 
bolic of  intercollegiate  heads  or  tails  supremacy  and  the 

ight  to  enter  the  Yates  Cup  final  without  playing  the  mid- week game. 
The  participants  were  Dean  Sisam  representing  U  of  T 

Doug  McNichol,  Western  and  Jim  Hughes,  Queen's.  Both Hughes  and  McNichol  are  former  football  players  with  their 
respective  schools  while  Sisam  is  the  Dean  of  the  Forestry 
Faculty  at  U  of  T  and  President  of  the  OQAA. 

Standing  in  a  circle,  each  was  poised  for  action  and  at 
the  sound  of  the  starter's  whistle  the  air  was  filled  with 

pennies. When  all  the  results  were  in  and  tabulated  Hughes  of 
Queen's  was  declared  winner  and  had  his  name  and  the name  of  his  school  duly  engraved  on  the  trophy. 

As  a  result,  Western  and  Blues  will  meet  in  the  first 
round  of  the  playoffs  next  Wednesday  night  at  Varsity  Stad- 

ium IF  Queen's  and  Blues  win  this  weekend. 
If  Queen's  and  Blues  tie  for  second,  Gaels  will  play  Wes- tern for  the  Yates  Cup  since  they  have  scored  more  points 

in  their  two  games  with  Varsity.  Blues  would  play  Western 
for  the  Cup  if  Gaels  were  to  lose  Saturday,  in  London. 

A  rematch  of  the  SIHTL  was  tentatively  scheduled  for 
some  time  in  the  not  too  distant  future  in  case  of  a  tie 
for  first  place  in  the  rugger  league.  At  present,  Queen's and  Toronto  are  tied  in  first  with  4-1  records. 

Each  team  has  defeated  the  other  once  and  has  one 
game  remaining . 

All  that  is  needed  now  to  give  added  stature  to  the  new- ly formed  Heads  or  Tails  league  is  for  Mayor  Givens  to 
proclaim  this  Toronto  Flip-a  Coin  week. 

LEFTOVERS:  There  is  also  a  chance  of  a  soccer  play 
off....  It  is  possible  for  Queen's  soccer,  rugger  and  football teams  to  be  involved  in  playoffs  with  Varsity  teams  at 
Toronto,  all  on  Nov.  13. 
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SAC  FIGHTS  OVER  PEACE 
By  DEANNA  KAMIEL 

Peace  brought  war  to  the  Students 
Administrative  Council  at  its  meet- 

ing Wednesday  night. 
In  one  of  the  hottest  debates  this 

year,  SAC  defeated  an  amended  mo- 
tion to  co-sponsor  the  Remembran- 

ce Day  peace  vigil  of  the  Student 
Union  for  Peace  Action  (SUPA). 

Instead,  Council  will  hold  its  own 
peace  vigil  behind  the  SAC  building, 
as  it  did  last  year. 

SAC's  vigil  now  brings  the  num- 
ber of  planned  Remembrance  Day 

— photos  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
HENRY  TARVAINEN 

services  to  three.  The  Alumni  Assoc- 
iation will  hold  its  annual  11  a.m. 

service  at  Soldier's  Tower. 
Representing  SUPA,    Henry  Tar- 

vainen  invited  SAC  to  co-operate  in 
setting  up  SUPA's  vigil  which  will run  from  midnight  Nov.  10  to  noon 
Nov.  11.  The  vigil  will  include  dis- 

cussions on  the  means  of  attaining 
peace  and  silent  contemplation. 

Pointing  out  that  SAC's  vigil  "is 
rea.Uy  the  same  thing  SUPA's  going 
to  have,"  Mr.  Tarvainen  said  with- 

out Council  support  "SUPA's  vigil 
won't  fall  on  its  face,  but  SAC's  will 
look  redundant." SAC  President  Mary  Brewin  said 
it  would  be  "ridiculous"  not  to  co- 

operate with  SUPA  because  "it  will 
look  as  if  two  student  groups  can't 
even  agree  on  peace." But  "agreement  on  the  end  doesn't 
mean  agreement  on  the  method," said  Vladimir  Hatschinski  (IV Meds). 
Opposing  the  amendment,  he 

claimed  association  with  SUPA 
would  signify  SAC's  support  of  the 
movement's  disarmament  stand. 
Worrying  about  Council's  image, 

George  Biro  (III  APSC)  said,  "We would  be  committing  the  campus 
to  the  viewpoint  of  a  small  group," and  Bill  Cass  (IV  Meds)  asked, 
"How  could  it  not  possibly  reflect back  on  us  if  our  name  is  up  there 
in  three-foot  high  letters?" Tom  Faulkner  (III  Vic)  claimed 
SAC  would  lose  participants  because 
of  some  students'  misunderstood 
conception  of  SUPA  as  "a  group  of 
bearded  peaceniks." 

Exasperated  at  what  he  called  "a 
childish  debate,"  Victor  Hori  (SGS) 
said,  "It's  time  SAC  stopped  worry- ing about  its  image  and  does  what  it 

thinks." 
AI  Bowker  (SGS)  said  the  SUPA 

vigil  would  be  more  meaningful 
than  SAC's  because  students  would 
discuss  how  peace  can  be  achieved, 

PROF.  G.B.  PAYZANT 

instead  of  "standing  for  15  minutes 
saying  'we're  all  for  peace'  and  then 
run  back  to  class." Brian  Switzman  (II  Innis)  said 
"We  are  offering  students  the  op 
portunity  to  compare  viewpoints 
and  create  thought.  There  is  nothing 

wrong  in  this." Speaking  on  the  original  motion 
to  hold  a  SAC  vigil,  Innis  College  Re- 

gistrar G.  B.  Payzant  said,  "I'm  em- barrassed by  the  Colonel  Blimpism 
of  our  (alumni  association's)  perfor- mance on  Nov.  11. 

SUPA  ON  SAC? 

Has  the  Student  Union  for  Peace 
Action  infiltrated  the  Students 
Administrative  Council? 

Bill  Cass  (IV  Meds)  prefaced  his 
remarks  in  the  peace  vigil  debate 
Wednesday  night  by  saying,  "Now 
we  know  who  are  the  SUPA  mem- 

bers on  SAC." Ernie  Lightman  (III  UC)  chal- 
lenged Mr.  Cass  to  name  the  SUPA 

members  on  SAC,  but  Mr.  Cass 
declined. 

Laval  prof  explains  new  Quebec  system 
By  PAUL  CARSON 

Automatic  promotions,  uniform  university  en- 
trance standards,  and  guaranteed  acceptance  of  all 

qualified  students  by  the  universities  will  be  the  ma- 
jor features  of  the  new  educational  system  in  Quebec. 
The  changes  were  explained  Wednesday  by  Jean 

Marie  Martin,  Professor  of  Social  Sciences  at  Laval 
and  President  of  the  Conseil  d'Education  Superieur, an  independent  body  formed  to  advise  and  criticize 
the  newly  formed  Ministry  of  Education  in  Quebec. 

Prof.  Jean  Marie  Martin,  Laval  University. 

He  was  speaking  on  "The  Impact  of  'la  revolu- 
tion tranquille'  on  Quebec  Education,"  in  the  series on  changes  in  higher  education  sponsored  by  the  U  of 

T  Department  of  Educational  Theory  and  OCE.  The 
series  concludes  next  Wednesday  with  a  lecture  by 
President  Bissell  on  the  changes  in  Ontario  high 
schools  and  universities. 

Prof.  Martin  disclosed  that  in  the  revised  educa- 
tional system,  there  will  be  automatic  promotion 

from  kindergarten  to  Grade  6.  Students  below  aver- 
age at  that  point  will  take  remedial  courses  until 

they  are  prepared  to  proceed  further. 
From  Grades  7  to  11,  students  will  be  allowed  to 

take  up  to  three  years'  work  at  once  in  subjects  of special  proficiency.  They  will  also  be  able  to  take 
courses  in  lower  grades  in  poorer  subjects. 

"Promotion  will  in  effect  be  by  subject,"  he  said. Prof.  Martin  disclosed  that  in  future,  completion 
of  Grades  12  and  13  in  specially  created  "Institutes" of  about  2,500  students  will  be  the  only  acceptable 
entrance  to  a  Quebec  university. 

"Curricula  standards  at  the  Institutes  will  be 
absolutely  uniform,  and  all  successful  graduates  will 
be  able  to  enter  a  university,"  Martin  said. There  will  be  three  additional  years  of  university 
work  leading  to  an  honors  BA. 

He  explained  that  in  effect  university  will  last 
five  years,  but  due  to  the  special  nature  of  the  Insti- 

tutes, "the  first  two  years  will  be  completely  tuition 
free."  See  "Martin"  page  21. 

Liberals  win: 

1,516  vote 
The  Liberal  Club  won  the  campus 

election  for  the  Public  Affairs  Fo- 
rum Wednesday  polling  557  of  the 1,516  votes  cast. 

The  U  of  T  New  Democrats  polled 
489,  the  Progressive  Conservative 
Club  361  and  the  Communists  46. 
The  votes  cast  represent  only 

about  10  per  cent  of  the  eligible votes. 
At  Ryerson  Polytechnic  Institute,, where  the  Liberals  also  won,  about 

50  per  cent  of  the  campus  voted. 
The  results  there  were  Liberal  758 

votes  for  21  seats,  NDP  529  votes  for 
15  seats,  PC  343  votes  for  nine  seals 
and  the  Inter-University  Canadian Democrats  (IUCD)  151  votes  and five  seats. 

— photo  by  NORM  FISHER 
Tom  Good:  President,  U  of  T  New Democrats. 

The  IUCD  says  it  is  unsatisfied 
with  the  old-line  parties  and  has  re- 

solved to  make  a  joke  of  politics. 
It  stands  for  free  love,  abortions and  birth  control. 
The  party  has  been  dubbed  the "Abortion  Party." 

At  U  of  T,  the  Liberals  will  have 
28  seats,  NDP  25,  PC  19,  and  Com- munists 2. 

Liberal  leader  Hershell  Ezrin  (II 
UC)  told  The  Varsity  that  the  re- sult indicates  a  strong  move  away 
from  the  Progressive  Conservatives. 

This  will  also  occur  on  the  fedel 
scene  Monday,  he  said. 

"The  campus  is  oriented  to  some- 
thing around  middle  left,"  instead  of far  right,  Ezrin  said. 

He  was  unhappy  about  the  low 
turnout  of  voters.  In  1963,  the  last 
year  U  of  T's  model  parliament  was held,  3,017  votes  were  cast. 

The  Liberals  won  that  year  for  the 
fourth  time  in  a  row. 

At  Waterloo  University,  which  also 
voted  yesterday,  a  44  per  cent  turn- out elected  22  Conservatives,  21  New 
Democrats,  20  Liberals  and  13  mem- 

bers of  the  "Undecided  Party." Robert  Radford  (I  Law),  PC  Club 
president,  said  the  U  of  T  results were  not  indicative  of  what  would 
happen  in  the  federal  election  Mon- day. He  predicted  a  Conservative majority. 
Tom  Good,  NDP  president,  said 

the  U  of  T  results  show  a  strong 
swing  away  from  the  PCs  but  said 
they  do  not  indicate  what  will  hap- 

pen Monday. Tim  Walsh  (SGS),  president  of 
the  Communist  Club,  predicted  the 
Communist  Party  would  not  win  any 
federal  seats. 

His  club  drew  five  votes  in  St.  Mi- 
chaels College,  consistently  a  very 

conservative  riding, 
The  PCs  carried  both  Engineering and  Trinity. 
Mark  Sydney  (I  Music),  a  member 

of  the  Communist  Club,    said  he 
thinks  about  one  third  of  the  Club's 46  votes  were  crackpot  votes,  cast 
by  students  who  voted  Communist 

just  for  a  lark." 
Some  68  of  the  ballots  cast  this 

year  were  spoiled,  most  of  them 
hen  students  marked  their  choice 

with  a  check-mark  instead  of  an  x. 



TYPING 
Theses,  Essoys,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apr.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT 

B.A. 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 

300  BLOOR  ST.  WEST 
MINISTERS: 

The  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E,  M.  Howm Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 
1100   a.m.  "REPORT   ON  THE 

ORIENT" DR.  E.  M.  HOWSE 
7.00  p.m.  BRAHMS'  "REQUIEM" by  the  Choir  of  the  Church CAMPUS  CLUB  will  meet  to!  lev,  i  no 

the  Evening  Service.  "The  Anotomy of  Joiz"  with  the  Alt  Coward  trio. All  students  welcome. 

EVANGELICAL  STUDENTS Meet  other  Christian  Students  ond  friends at  STONE  CHURCH 45  DAVENPORT  RD. 
EACH  SUNDAY  AT  9.45  A.M. 

STUDIES  IN  DANIEL'S  PROPHECY  especially  (or  students 
Month,,  W.nhlp  11:00  =.m.   E..r,lr,9  ™° 

TRINITY 
UNITED  CHURCH 
427  Blc-or  St.  W.  at  Wutmer 
REV.  J.  ROBERT  WATT, 

B.A.,  B.D.,  Minister 1 1  a.m. 

"THE  FOUR  HORSEMEN 

RIDING" 

7:30  p.m. 
"WHICH  WORLD  IS  REAL?" 
8:30  p.m. 

Trinity  Young  Adults 
Students  Welcome  ol  All Services 
John  W.  Linn,  Organist 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 

|2  Blocks  North  ol  floor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  .top  Eo.t  ol  Yon8o  on  Bloor  c«r) MINISTER: 
REV  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  M  A. 
11  A.M.  PUBLIC  WORSHIP 

Sermon  Subject 
"REMEMBRANCE" 

A  sermon  regotd.no,  the  only  proper  woy  to  honour  the  socriltces ol  the  post. 
A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS.   

UNIVERSITY  LUTHERAN 
CHURCH  &  STUDENT  CENTRE 

SUNDAY 11:00 9:45 
610  Spadina  Ave.  (Opp.  New  College) 

m  Holy  Communion n  Bible  Class  and  Discussion STUDENT  CLUB  —  Squorc  Donee WEDNESDAY  , 
8:00  a.m.  Holy  Communion  •  Hort  House  Chopel 

EVERYBODY  WELCOME 

Walmer  Road 

Baptist  Church (1  block  North  and  West  of 
Spadina  and  Bloor) WELCOMES  STUDENTS 

Sundoy,  1  t  ofn.  The  Lord's Supper  ond  Rememberance Service 
7  p.m.  "Perplexities  obout 

Prayer" 

8:15  p.m.  "Tolk  Bock"  — Young  People 
Young  People's  Groups Monday  8  p.m.  Friday  8  p.m. 

Ministers: 
DR.  R.  S.  DUNN REV.  W.  R.  WOOD 

ONLY  3  MINUTES  FROM  SIDNEY  SMITH  HALL 

CENTRAL  DRIVING  SCHOOL 
ONTARIO  SAFETY  LEAGUE  GRADUATED  INSTRUCTORS AUTOMATIC  —  STANDARD  —  COMPACT  —  YW  CARS 

Varsity  Branch  Pick  up  Seme 67  Horbord  (ot  Spodrna) 923-7201 

LITTLE 

TRINITY 
ANGLICAN  -  EVANGELICAL Services  at  It  a.m.  to  7  p.m. 
Minister:  REV.  H.S.D.  ROBINSON Associate:  REV.  T.  HARPUR 

11  A.M. 
MORNING  PRAYER 

REV.  H.  S.  D.  ROBINSON 
GUEST  SERVICE 
REV.  T.  HARPUR 

Here  are  the  Village  Look  PLAYBOYS.  All  suede.  Putty  beige.  Grey. 
Faded  blue.  All  styles  available  in  "His" — $9.95.  "Hers" — $7.95. 
($1  higher  west  of  Winnipeg) 

You're  right  when  you  wear  playboys 
Foot-watchers  see  more  PLAYBOYS  than  anything. 
Reason?  The  Village  Look  is  big  now.  And  PLAYBOYS 
havie  it! 

Dashing!  Light!  Casual!  Select  suede  uppers  look  better 
longer.  Plantation  crepe  soles.  Steel  shanks. 

Ask  for  your  PLAYBOYS  at  your  shoe  store  today. 

PLAYBOYS  BY  H  EWETSON 

The  National  Employment 
Service  (NES),  has  taken 
over  the  direction  of  career 
and  placement  services  at 
McMaster  University. 
When  the  former  director 

of  the  service  resigned,  NES 
applied  for  the  job.  NES will  lake  over  the  employ- 

ment side  of  the  organiza- tion for  an  indefinite  pro- 
bationary period. 

Over  30  campuses  in  Ca- 
nada, all  connected  by  a  tel- 

ex system,  use  the  service. 

A  Division  ol  Shoe  Corporation  of  Canada  Limited 

National  Employment  Service 

takes  over  at  McMaster 

It  is  NES  policy  to  enter 
universities  by  invitation 
only,  but  it  was  quick  to take  up  the  opportunity  of 
getting  into  McMaster.  . 
NES  officials  don't  know whether  their  service  will 

be  an  improvement  over  the former  ones  offered,  but  if 
it  isn't,  changes  will  be made. 
York  University,  with  no 

founded  placement  service, 
hired  NES.  —  (CUP) 

& 

Today,  9-11  a.m.,  12:30-4  p.m. Blood  Donor  Clinic,  Sigmund  Samuel  library,  Smoking n. 

Today,  11  a.m.  -  2  p.m.,  3:30-  5  p.ru. 
Blood  Donor  Clinic,  Duncan  Room,  Medical  building. 

TOCl  March'frorn  "Looks  Don't  Count  Committee"  on  Walter 
Thornton  Modelling  School. 

Re:  pop  —  meeting  for  UC  students  with  flair  for  ad- 
vertising and  public  relations.  Lit  office  —  JCR. Yavneh  —  Announcement  of  election  results.  Rm.  622, 

Sid  Smith. 
Today,  1:10  p.m. 

Geological  films:  "Structure  of  the  Earth  and  Mine- 
als  and  Rocks,"  Mining  Bldg.,  Room  128. 
Today,  1:15  p.m. 

Talk  by  Ken  Finch  and  Gary  Cooke  on  their  current 
show  in  Alumni  Hall.  Victoria  College,  Alumni  Hall. 
Today,  1:30  pjn. 

First  meeting  of  UC  Music  Committee  —  all  welcome. Lit  office  —  JCR. 
Today,  2  p.m. 

First  meeting  of  the  UC  Art  Committee  —  all  welcome, Lit  office  —  JCR. 
Today,  4  p.m. 

Planning  meeting  for  SUPA  Remembrance  Day  Vigil  — 
film:  "Language  of  Faces"  Music  Room,  Hart  House. 
Today,  5  p.m. 

Deadline  for  applications  for  delegates  to  Texas  A  &  M 
conference  on  "Pan  American  Trends".  Dec.  9-12.  SAC  of- fice. 
Today,  8:30  p.m. 

Hootenanny  and  discotheque.  Dress:  casual.  Refreshments 25c.  International  Student  Centre,  45  Willcocks  St. 
Today,  8:30  p.m. 

New  College  Drama  Guild  presents:  "Requiem  for  a 
Heavyweight"  starring  Anthony  Quinn,  Jackie  Gleason, Mickey  Rooney.  Price:  50(S.  New  College  Dining  Hall. 
Saturday,  10  a.m. 

Inquirers'  Class  —  an  opportunity  to  explore  an  Angli- can interpretation  of  the  faith.  Canterbury  House,  373 Huron  St. 

Saturday,  8:30  p.m. 
Dance  open  to  everyone,  band  is  "The  Creeps",  dress  is casual,  admission  is  75t£.  Alumni  Hall,  Victoria  College. 

Sunday,  all  day 
An  Outing  Club  trip  to  Rockwood  near  Guelph.  Will 

have  caving,  climbing,  hiking.  Phone  Val  Dodds,  tonight 
only  at  BE-3-7645. Sunday,  2  p.m. 

Talk  on  the  Appalachian  Poverty  Project.  Music  Room, Hart  House. 
Sunday,  7:30  p.m. 

Lutheran  Student  Club  —  Square  Dance.  Admission 
Single  —  ft;  couple  —  $1.50.  Lutheran  Student  Centre, 610  Spadina  Ave. 
Sunday,  8  p.m. 

Shake-up  and  Dance.  Newman  Centre,  89  St.  George  St. 
Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 

Hillel  Symposium  —  "The  Student  Revolt  at  Berkeley". Members  only.  Hillel  House,  186  St.  George  St. 
Sunday,  9  p.m. 

Guido  Basso  Quintet,  Music  Room,  Wymilwood,  Vic- toria College. 
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SAC  to  certify  student  organizations 
By  LESLIE  GARY 

Wednesday  night  SAC  ad- 
ded a  new  dimension  to  its 

function  by  approving  a  by- 
law to  certify  student  orga- nizations. 

In  future  student  groups 
can  apply  to  SAC  for  certifi- 

cation, provided  they  fulfil 
certain  standards.  The  clubs 
will  receive  several  benefits 
through  this  new  relation- 
ship. 
The  bylaw,  prepared  by 

Bruce  Lewis  (III  UC)  was 
passed  by  council  easily.  De- 

bate dealt  mainly  with  one 
clause  which  forbids  a  cer- 

tified student  organization 
from  restricting  its  mem- 

bership. SAC  decided  any 
student  who  pays  council 
fees  must  be  allowed  mem- 

bership in  any  group. 
Charles  Campbell  (III  Vic) 

proposed  an  amendment  of 
this  clause  which  would  al- 

low restriction  of  member- 
ship if  necessary  to  fill  the 

function  of  the  club  on  cam- 
pus. He  argued  that  certain 

groups  such  as  the  Varsity 
Christian  Fellowship  and 
the  Polish  Club  have  good 
reason  to  restrict  their 
membership  and  yet  deser- 

ve the  benefits  offered  by 
SAC. 

Ernie  Lightman  (III  UC) 
said  that  "everybody  who pays  the  council  fee  should 
have  an  equal  right  to  join 
any  group  that  attracts 
their  interest  if  it  is  spons- 

ored by  SAC." Brian  Switzman  (II  Inn) 
added  that  when  "we  spend money  we  must  keep  in 
mind  that  we  are  represent- 

ing the  whole  student  body 

and  must  act  accordingly." The  amendment  was  de- feated. 
The  main  benefits  to  the 

groups  which  will  be  cer- 
tified include  SAC  admini- 

the  council  did  not  even  rea- 
lize when  they  accepted  it. 

"It  is  bound  to  lead  to  an 
extension  of  extra-curricular 
activities,  such  groups  will 
be  organized  in  a  more  de- 

— photo  by  ACHIM  KRULL 
Bruce  Lewis,  bylaw  originator. 

stralive  help,  use  of  office 
equipment  and  special  rates 
for  printing  and  advertise- 

ments in  SAC  publications. 
They  will  also  be  eligible 

to  apply  for  monetary  aid 
from  SAC. 

Bruce  Lewis,  who  drafted 
the  bylaw,  said  after  the 
meeting,  "It  will  have  the 
effect  of  freeing  the  stu- 

dents from  a  great  deal  of 
administrative  work  that 
they're  now  saddled  with and  Will  leave  them  to  free 
to  engage  in  the  creative  as- 

pects of  campus  extra-cur- ricular activities. 
Lewis  thought  the  bylaw 

would  have  far-reaching  ef- 
fects,   some    perhaps  that 

mocratic  fashion,  and,  most 
important  in  the  long  run, 
there  will  be  a  tremendous 
expansion  in  SAC's  func- tions," he  said. "One  of  the  things  wrong 
with  SAC  is  that  all  the 
members  are  so  busy  run- 

ning their  own  little  sphe- res of  influence  that  they 
don't  have  time  to  be  legis- 

lators." 

Lewis  said  he  can  see  the 
day  coming  when  SAC  func- tions will  be  controlled  by 
semi-autonomous  clubs  and 
when  SAC  representatives 
will  have  time  to  deliberate 
on  legislation  and -on  the 
broad  problems  of  the  stu- dent body. 

Plan  grad,  staff  exchange  with  Russia 
Discussions  are  now  tak- 

ing place  with  the  USSR 
Ministry  of  Higher  Educa- 

tion for  an  exchange  of  grad- 
uate students  and  junior 

staff  members  for  the  aca- 
demic year  1966-67. 

The  program,  now  in  its 
third  year,  allows  Canadian 
students  to  study  at  any 
faculty  of  the  University  of 
Moscow  and  in  some  cases 
at  other  Soviet  institutions. 

Candidates  must  be  Cana- 
dian citizens,  not  more  than 

35  years  of  age.  Applicants 
must  normally  have  a  spe- 

cial scholarly  interest  in 
Russia  or  the  USSR,  and  a 
competence  in  Russian  ade- 

quate to  carry  on  studies 
in  the  Soviet  Union. 
Financial  assistance  is 

available  to  cover  the  full 
cost  of  the  year,  as  well  as 
travel  to  and  from  Moscow. 
Candidates  in  a  position  to 
do  so  will  be  expected  to 
contribute  to  the  cost.  Uni- 

the  USSR  Will  be  available 
both  to  students  and  their 
spouses,  but  expenses  will 
not  be  paid  for  spouses. 
The  period  of  study  will 

normally  be  nine  months, 
beginning  in  September. 

Qualified  persons  who 
are  interested  in  spending 
a  year  in  the  Soviet  Union should  write  to  Professor  H. 
Gordon  Skilling,  Director, 
Centre  for  Russian  and  East 
European  Studies,  Room 

Sidney  Smith  H 

The  wandering  University  of  Toronto  Radio  Committee  has  found  a  new  home — but  it's only  temporary.  Until  the  end  of  the  month  the  committee  will  dwell  in  the  depths  of 
University  College.  The  Committee  does  have  some  new  equipment  though.  Ray  Car- novale  (II  APSC)  twirls  the  dials  as  another  program  wends  its  way  toward  the  airwaves. 

HART  HOUSE 

5.15  p.m.    RECORD  ROOM  A  -  Instruction  end  Renewal This  Weekend  ot  Hart  House  Form  —  S.C.M. 

NOON  HOUR  DEBATE 
1.10  p.m.         Tues.  Nov.  9th         Musk  Room TOPIC: 

"THIS  HOUSE  DISAPPROVES  OF  ITSELF" 

Help  assure  a  winning  vote  for 

REID  SCOTT  mp 
DAN  FORTH  —  NEW  DEMOCRAT 

M  '"a  hK°,"rS  Sf  ""T  time  ,he  P°lls  on  election  afternoon, Monday  Nov.  6 1  could  help  return  a  leading  MP  to  Ottawa  and strengthen  the  NDP  in  Parliament. 
It's  interesting.  It's  important.  Your  help  is  valuable  and  will  be appreciated.  Why  not  get  involved. 
Contact  Reid  Scott  Committee  Rooms,  3180  Danforth  Ave 

694-3415.  '' 

"ATTENTION" 
VARSITY  STUDENTS 

!20%!  DISCOUNT 
ON  ALL  MERCHANDISE,  INCLUDING  DRUGS,  COSMETICS,  HAIR 
TINTS,  BEAUTY  AIDS,  MEN'S  GROOMING  ACCESSORIES,  ETC. 

on  presentation  of  ATL  card 

DOWNTOWN  DISCOUNT  DRUGS 
227  YONGE  STREET  (at  Shurer) 
ALSO  SAVE  ON  YOUR  PRESCRIPTIONS 

SUMMER  JOBS 
WITH  THE 

DEFENCE  RESEARCH  BOARD 
•  AERONAUTICAL  ENGINEERING 
•  BIOCHEMISTRY 
•  CHEMISTRY 
•  ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING 
•  ENGINEERING  PHYSICS 
•  INDUSTRIAL  ENGINEERING 
•  MATHEMATICS 
•  MATHS  and  PHYSICS 
•  MECHANICAL  ENGINEERING 
•  METALLURGY 
•  MICROBIOLOGY 
•  PHYSICS 
•  PHYSIOLOGY 

ACADEMIC  STANDING  —  Graduate  student,  or 
third  or  fourth  'year  students  with  first  class 
or  high  second  class  honours. 

CITIZENSHIP  —  Must  be  Canadian  citizens  or 
British  subjects. 
RESEARCH  ESTABLISHMENTS 

Halifax,  N.S. 
Toronto,  Ont. 

Valcartier,  Que. 
Ralston,  Alta. 

Ottawa,  Ont. 
Victoria,  B.C. 

Please  obtain  applications  IMMEDIATELY    from  the  University 
Placement  Service  581  Spodina  Ave.  and  mail  to: 

Chief  of  Personnel 
Defence  Research  Board 
Department  of  National  Defence 
Ottawa  4,  Ontario 

Applications  must  be  received  in  Ottawa  no  later  than  Nov.  22. 
Interviews  on  campus  will  be  arranged  for  Dec.  6th  and  7th,  1965. 
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political  confusion 

Wednesday's  low  turnout  of  voters  for  the  Public 
Affairs  Forum  elections  is  only  in  part  the  result  of  poor 
advance  publicity.  The  failure  of  students  to  vote  in  these 
elections  may  indicate  dissatisfaction  and  boredom  with politics  in  general. 

If  this  is  the  case,  the  prospects  for  Monday  s  national election  are  not  very  bright. 
It  appears  os  if  the  uncommitted  (or  uninterested) 

voter  hos  decided  to  stay  home,  in  the  belief  that  this  is indeed  the  election  that  nobody  wants. 
But  perhaps  students,  particularly  the  traditionally 

blase  and  apathetic  ones  at  Toronto,  are  not  a  good indication  of  the  national  scene.  Perhops  voters  WILL 
troop  to  the  polls,  to  elect  a  government  which  might  at lost  do  something  worthwhile. 

Somehow  we  doubt  it. 
Mainly  because  there  don't  seem  to  be  any  political 

parties  which  are  likely  to  accomplish  anything  if  elected. 
This  is  not  to  say  that  Canadian  citizens  should  not 

vote  on  Nov.  8.  But  perhops  in  this  election,  as  in  no 
other  of  recent  years,  voters  might  consider  very  carefully 
the  implications  of  their  actions. 

They  might  even  take  the  unprecedented  step  of 
ignoring  party  lines  and  voting  for  individuals  who  have 
talent — regardless  of  their  political  affiliotions. 

This  would  not  produce  a  mojority  government  (that 
great  Canadian  cure-all),  but  the  real  issues  in  this  elec- 

tion will  not  be  settled  by  a  majority  for  any  party  now in  existence. 
Those  individuals  who  have  not  decided  to  stay  home 

on  Nov.  8  have  no  easy  choice  before  them.  The  alternat- 
ives are  not  attractive,  but  a  spoiled  or  wasted  ballot  is, 

in  effect,  o  vote  for  the  status  quo. 
A  vote  for  an  individual  of  merit  is  not  much  of  a 

choice,  either,  but  it  is  the  only  other  one  possible. 
Of  course,  how  many  individuals  can  escape  from  the 

control  of  their  parties  long  enough  to  institute  any  worth- while ideas? 
Frustrating,  isn't  it? 

confusion  compounded 

Wednesday's  SAC  meeting  was  unfortunate,  not  only 
because  of  the  ill-feeling  aroused  by  the  Remembrance 
Doy  issue,  but  because  of  the  conduct  of  the  meeting 
itself. 

Speaker  Carl  Hamilton  seems  to  have  been  misled, 
perhops  by  the  SAC  executive,  as  to  the  proper  method  of 
conducting  meetings.  Rules  of  procedure  and  formality 
(particularly  the  constant  use  of  first  names)  are  bent  and 
broken  at  every  meeting.  This  may  promote  a  feeling  of 
intimacy  and  good-fellowship,  but  it  hardly  befits  the 
dignity  of  o  body  such  as  SAC. 

SAC  past-president  Jordan  Sullivan  chaired  a  meeting 
two  weeks  ogo  in  the  absence  of  Mr.  Hamilton.  He  was 
formal,  foir  and  efficient.  He  also  startled  mony  council 
members  who  had  become  used  to  quite  another  kind  of 
speaker. 

Mr.  Sullivan's  methods  may  not  be  as  popular  as  the 
affable  Mr.  Hamilton's,  but  like  it  or  not  they  are  the correct  ones,  and  SAC  should  revert  to  them  immediately 
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we  are  despicable  frauds 
Sir: 

Besides  failing  in  its  immediate  objec- 
tives your  editorial  (Varsity  Nov.  1)  also 

indicated  clearly  that  The  Varsity  and  its 
staff  is  unliiely  to  achieve  any  important  or 
worthwhile  functions  on  this  campus. 

For  a  paper  that  abhors  the  political 
apathy  of  students  regarding  campus  elect- ions, a  paper  that  denounces  our  refusal  to 
herd  together  for  some  hastily-conceived 
and  hazy  cause,  and  a  paper  that  criticizes 
the  lack  of  distinction  or  distinctive  acts 
by  Varsity  scholars  your  paper  is  indeed  in 
no  position  to  criticize  when  it  takes  a  look at  its  own  house. 

What  ways  (multitudinous  as  they  must 
be)  have  you  used  to  arouse  political  inte- rest, controversy,  or  concern  in  what  may 
be  a  crucial  election  for  all  Canadians?  Un- 

doubtedly, on  Nov.  10,  we  will  again  receive 
a  pedantic  editorial  on  how  wrong  we  were, 
but  what  did  you  do?  How  did  you  present 

steiner  comments  off  base Sir: 

I  was  amused  to  read  Mr.  Steiner  s  com- 
ment (Varsity  Oct.  22).  He  stated  our  policy 

as  "pre-digested  left  wing  folk-lore"  decided 
upon  in  an  arbitrary  manner  with  little  dis- cussion; I  have  been  in  the  club  for  three 
years  and  know  that  the  policy  is  determin- 

ed through  open  discussion  where  Mr.  Stein- er has  always  had  an  opportunity  to  pre- 

The  Varsity  was  founded  In  1880  and  is  published  by 
Students  Administrative  Council,  for  the  university  com- 

munity of  the  University  of  Toronto.  The  Varsity  h 
member  of  the  Conadian  University  Press  and  a  sped' member  of  La  Ptessc  Etudionte  Nolionole. 

Opinions  expressed  In  this  newspaper  arc  the  respons- 
ibility of  the  editor,  and  ore  not  necessarily  those  of  the 

students'  council  or  administration  of  the  university. 
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issues?  In  what  way  did  you  show  a  con- 
structive means  of  attacking  "Toronto's  ap- 

palling student  apathy?" What  gives  you  the  right  to  judge  the 
validity  of  student  motives?  What  delegated 
authority  of  divinity  allows  you  to  assume 
that  a  herded,  regimented  march  is  the  only 
conclusion,  the  only  means  of  expressing 
opinions?  Perhaps  there  are  others  who 
hold  other  values  to  be  true;  you  most  cer- 

tainly have  not  earned  the  right  to  be  the 
keeper  of  our  conscience. Finally,  what  distinction  enables  you  to 
criticize  the  operation  of  another  organizat- ion? In  what  ways  has  The  Varsity  shown 
itself  to  be  a  constructive  critic,  an  honest 
voice,  or  more  than  a  mere,  weak  reflection 

of  the  great  and  worthwhile  "Varsities"  of the  past? Give  us  leadership,  not  platitudes;  give 
us  news,  not  verbiage;  and  give  this  campus 
a  meaningful,  conscious  paper,  not  a  blurb! 

Arthur  Leader   (1  U.C.) 

sent  his  point  of  view. 
Secondly  how  does  Mr.  Steiner  recon 

cile  his  accusation  of  our  associations  with 
the  lunatic  fringe  and  our  associations  with 
the  Progressive  Conservatives  to  co-sponsor 
speakers  or  our  participation  in  the  Public 
Affairs  Forum?  Does  he  class  the  Liberals 
and  Conservatives  as  lunatics  or  did  he  over- 

do his  point? 
Dorothy  Mcintosh  (III  Vic) 

why  we  should  not  march 

I'd  like  to  give  a  couple  of  reasons  why 
one  should  refuse  to  take  part  in  a  student 
march  for  "Universal  Accessibility  to  High- 

er Education." I  quote  from  an  advertisement  distri- 
buted by  SAC  entitled  UNAC:  "They  (the students)  have  an  obligation  to  society  in 

return  for  benefits  received  ...  the  student 
must  realize  his  responsibility  to  ask  society 
to  subsidize  education  even  more  than  it 

does  already." Canadian  universities  face  the  prospect 
of  a  sharp  drop  in  standards  caused  by  over- crowding and  a  critical  shortage  of  funds 
for  expansion.  (The  total  endowment  of  the 
University  of  Toronto  is  much  smaller  than 
that  of  many  New  England  prep  schools). 
This  university  is  overcrowded  even  now. 
Increasing  the  number  of  applicants  will 
compel  the  university  to  do  what  individual 
departments  have  frequently  done:  restrict 
enrolment  by  raising  entrance  requirements 
as  high  as  necessary.  The  alternative  would be  deterioration.  Has  SAC  anything  to  say 
about  assuring  the  quality  of  education  to 

be  given  to  the  hordes  it  seems  to  see  press- 
ing for  admittance  on  the  gates  at  Simcoe Hall?  A  better  excuse  for  a  march  would  be 

a  campaign  for  more  government  support 
for  the  existing  structure. 

It  could  be  argued  that  there  are  large 
numbers  of  students  here  who  would  be  bet- ter off  elsewhere,  and,  far  from  increasing 
enrolment,  the  real  task  is  a  purgative  one. 
It  is  not  clear  that  a  widely-based  univer- 

sity of  the  American  kind  benefits  either  the 
individual  or  the  nation  more  than  the  se- 

lective British  system.  Why  object  to  the 
conservatism  or  imperialism  of  the  United 
Stales  and  then  try  to  approximate  the  uni- 

versity structure  which  produced  it?  The 
students  at  Berkeley  revolted  against  the 
kind  of  university  SAC  proposes. 

If  SAC  is  not  aware  that  a  university 
can  have  many  different  purposes,  it  must 
know,  at  least,  that  it  is  contravening  the  re- commendations of  the  experts  who  have 
studied  the  problem.  And  that  is  why  any 
student  march  for  "Universal  Accessibility" will  be  not  only  misdirected,  but  also  futile 
and  damaging  to  the  reputation  of  the  Uni- 

versity of  Toronto. L.  R.  MaeDonald  (IV  Trin) 

let's  raise  the  voting  age Sir: 
Donald  MaeDonald  is  reported  (Var- 
sity Oct.  25)  as  saying  that  in  an  age  of  bet- 

ter education  "it  is  a  tragedy  that  (those  bet- 
ween 18  and  21)  are  denied  the  vote."  This 

surely  is  piffle.  Far  from  lowering  the  vot- 
ing age  to  18,  it  should  be  raised  to  25.  I 

give  three  reasons  for  this  view. 
First,  education  is  not  necessarily  "bet- ter" nowadays.  George  Grant  may  well  be 

right  when  he  says  that  universities  are  be- 
coming "massive  institutions  which  stifle  hu- 

man excellence."  Mr.  MacDonald's  premise that  we  live  in  an  age  of  better  education 
may  thus  be  called  into  question. 

Secondly,  many  social  workers  and  jur- 

ists are  recommending  special  courts  for 
those  between  18  and  25.  Evidently  this  age 
bracket  is  neither  juvenile  nor  quite  adult. 

Thirdly,  insurance  rates  on  drivers  un- 
der 25  are  sky-rocketing  every  year.  For  the 

practical  purposes  of  driving  a  car,  those  un- der 25  are  a  greater  insurance  risk  than 
those  25  and  over.  Obviously  this  is  an  in- 

dication, in  practical  terms,  of  what  the  18- 
24  age  bracket  is  like. 

Therefore,  in  view  of  massive  debase- ment of  university  education,  of  growing 
demands  for  special  courts  for  those  bet- ween 18  and  25,  and  of  increasing  insurance 
rates  for  those  under  25,  it  is  high  time  we 
started  considering  seriously  that  the  voting 
age  should  be  raised  to  25. G.A.D.  Scott  ( Emmanuel ) 

the  'uncouth  boors'  are  clean Sir: 

Engineers  are  loud-mouthed,  immature, 
uncouth  boors  —  according  to  artsmeo. 

However,  on  a  recent  visit  to  the  U.C. 
Refectory  I  had  occasion  to  use  the  wash- 

room. During  my  short  stay  I  was  enter- 
tained by  the  witty  sayings  and  pornogra- 

phic drawings  on  the  walls. Immediately  afterward  I  checked  the 

Galbraith  Building  to  see  if  the  Engineers 
had  been  keeping  up  with  their  more  ma- 

ture brothers.  All  five  washrooms  were  spot- 
less. 

How  boring! 
The  Galbraith  has  been  in  use  two  years 

longer  than  the  Refectory;  but  of  course 
artsmen  have  to  use  their  washroom  more 
often.  Therefore  to  you  I  say,  clean  your 
own  stalls  before  you  call  us  dirty. 

Norm  Fisher  (IV  APSC) 
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Dovrd  Pope  brought  us  in  his  firs!  thing-y  for  the  year  which was  nice.  But  Clara  brought  fudgiclos  for  the  gong  which  was much  nicer.  The/  are  so  COOL,  darling.  Enni,  and  Mason  o  go  go 
like  a  rolling  stone.  And  Heather  was.  praised  be  and  God  damn'  ' Heather.  But  next  week  is  the  really  big  one,  8  come  11  and all.  Novembrance.  5o,  Pox,  and  trente. 

NOVEMBER  8 NOVEMBER  11 

TO  OUR  WAR  BEAD:  may  you  be  the  last 

TO  OUR  NEW  PRIME  MINISTER:  may  you  be  worth  remembering 
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Pleasant  potboiler 

Keith  Charles  as  Kodaly  in  She  Loves  Me. 

By  DAVID  PAPE 

NEVER  BEFORE  - 

IMPORTED  ENGLISH 

b  TERYLENE  &  45%  ALL  WOOL  WORSTED 
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2  TROUSER  SUITS 

REG. 

79.95 

62 
Here  ore  suits  for  young  men-on-the-go  .  ,  .  suits  that  sta; 
crisp  ond  fresh  from  morn  to  night.  No  more  wrinkles, 
trousers  keep  their  crease  .  .  .  and  just  think  of  how  much 
you'll  save  on  pressing!  Smart,  3-button  styles  with  natural 
shoulders.  Choose  from  pic  and  pics,  diagonals,  herringbones, 
iridescents  in  all  the  new  wanted  shades. 

-  3  PC.  VESTED  SUITS 

The  same  WRINKLE-FREE  Imported  English 
fabrics  os  above,  expressly  loilored  and  styled 
with  the  University  Man  in  mind.  Never  before 
hove  we  offered  suits  of  this  quoiity  at  so 
low,  low  o  price.  Coot,  Vest,  Trousers. 
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INSTANT  CREDIT  FOR  UNIVERSITY  STUDENTS 

NO  CO-SIGNER  REQUIRED  —  NO  DOWN  PAYMENT 
NO  SERVICE  CHARGE  ON  30  DAY  ACCOUNTS 

YOUR  2  NEAREST  COWARD  STORES 
460  Yongc  St.  Just  Noith  of  College  804  Yongc  St.  Just  North  of  Bloor 

The  much  heralded  opening 
of  Peter  Mann's  Playhouse 
on  Tuesday  with  She  Loves 
Me,  proved  to  be  what  he 
had  promised,  a  pleasant 
presentation  of  a  musical 
potboiler  that  will  charm  if 
it  does  not  challenge  its  au- dience. 

The  theatre  itself  is  a  lux- 
urious addition  to  Toronto's dramatic  facilities.  There  are 

nearly  500  seats,  all  comfort- able, and  near  enough  to  the 
stage  to  hear  and  see  easily. 
The  wide  stage  (perhaps  too 
wide  for  this  show,  causing 
many  long,  long  exits)  is 
equipped  to  handle  revol- ving sets,  falling  snow,  and 
free  moving  drama.  The 
building  is  ready  for  any 
productions  Mr.  Mann chooses  to  present,  and  these 
will  be  shows  that  already 
have  a  proven  record  of  suc- cess. 

The  policy  should  succeed 
if  the  quality  of  entertain- ment remains  as  high  as  the 
production  level.  There  is  a need  in  Toronto  for  just such  a  stationed  company 
which  will  provide  rfjjular 
light  entertainment,  profes- sional in  calibre.  The  play- 

house answers  this  need  and 
should  be  accepted  as  such. 
If  you  want  an  entertaining 
trifle,  you'll  get  it.  Perhaps Mr.  Mann  might  even  sneak 
a  real  bomb  into  his  reper- toire once  he  has  a  regular 
audience. 

Judged  according  to  these standards,  She  Loves  Me,  is 
successful  light  theatre.  The 
production  runs  smoothly 
and  clearly.  Out  of  the  con- fusion of  mistaken  identi- ties, order  is  restored  in  Ma. 
raczek's  parfumerie.  Boss 
Maraczek  (Ed  Simay)  rein- states the  clerk  he  had 
wrongly  suspected  (Bill Cole),  of  hanky  panky 
who  in  turn  marries 
his  "dark  lady"  of  the  lovely 
hearts  (Rhoda  Kurtis);  the 
lecherous  clerk  is  undone 
and  his  ex,  (Barb  Hamilton) 
sets  off  in  bespectacled  pur- 

suit of  an  unseen  optome- See  "Playhouse",  review  10 
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at  SAC  drama  workshop 

Thomas  takes  over 
By  JANIS  RAPPOPORT 

Powys  Thomas,  currently 
with  the  Canadian  Players 
Guild  at  the  Central  Lib- 

rary Theatre,  came  to  Cana- 
da from  England  ten  years 

ago.  Since  that  time  he  has 
acted  in  New  York,  Strat- 

ford, and  Toronto.  He  is  the 
founder  of  Canada's  Nation- al Theatre  School  and  was 
the  director  of  its  English 
speaking    section    for  the 

sities"  such  as  the  ability to  relax,  voice  and  body  con- 
trol. These  therefore,  are 

the  fundamentals  in  which 
he  plans  to  give  instruction. 
Later  on  the  group  will  do readings. 

As  to  incorporating  a 
drama  course  into  the  uni- 

versity curriculum,  Mr.  Tho- 
mas is  opposed.  Universities 

with  full  time  drama  de- 
partments give  credits  and 

— photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
Powys  Thomas  makes  a  point  at  the  Drama  Workshop. 

first  five  years  of  its  exis- tence. 

Although  Powys  Thomas 
believes  that  any  dramatic 
training  which  is  not  full 
time  is  a  compromise,  he 
has  enthusiastically  under- 

taken the  direction  of  SAC's first  drama  workshop. 
He  regrets  that  on  cam- 

pus, actors  are  often  forced 
to  perform  merely  for  pre- sentation to  an  audience, 
without   "the   basic  neces- 

degrees.  The  result:  people 
with  degrees  in  drama  qual- ified to  instruct  others  as 
they  have  been.  Teachers  to 
teach  teachers,  ad  infini- tum. 

In  Canada,  the  University 
of  Alberta  at  Edmonton 
and  the  University  of  Brit- ish Columbia  have  drama 
departments.  At  U.B.C.,  Mr. 
Thomas  commented,  there 
is  marked  rivalry  between 
the  student  group  and  the 

professional  company,  with 
whom  they  are  neither  for- 

mally affiliated  nor  even  un. 
officially  associated. 
He  describes  the  present 

state  of  the  theatre  in  Tor- 
onto as  "healthy".  There  are 

two  local  professional  com- panies. The  Crest  Theatre Foundation  and  the  Cana 
dian  Players  whose  produc- 

tions he  feels  are  of  high 
standard.  But  Toronto  needs 
a  community  theatre  such 
as  the  one  proposed  for  the 
St.  Lawrence  Centre.  He  re- 

gretfully remarked:  "It's  a sad  comment  on  the  citi- 
zens of  the  community  that 

tbey  can't  seem  to  find enough  money  to  finance 
such  a  project." Mr.  Thomas  can  view  the 
theatre  situation  in  Toronto 
objectively,  having  been  a 
director  since  1960  in  Mon- 

treal with  The  National 
Theatre  School. 

Those  words  are  magic  to 
him.  A  dream  sublimated 
to  reality.  There,  potential actors  and  actresses  are 
able  to  receive  three  years 
of  intensive  instruction  in 
their  craft  without  the  pres- sure of  having  to  produce. 
This  facet  of  experience  he 
believes  to  be  essential  to 
an  acting  career. 
An  acting  career  —  Mr. 

Thomas  condemns  its  gla- 
mour, the  business  pressur- 

es, publicity,  the  photo- graphs in  the  newspapers 
(as  the  Varsity  photograph- 

er's camera  gives  an  audible 
click)  as  surface  deceptions. 
The  reality  is  hell.  An  actor 
is  an  outsider:  the  commun- 

ity comprises  his  audience with  whom  he  shares  his 
creation  but  yet  he  remains 
apart.  An  actor  has  to  accept 
impossible  conditions  for 
living,  materially  and  other 
wise.  But  if  an  actor  should 
put  up  a  wall  to  defend  him- self from  such  eperience,  he 
will  die  within  those  walls. 

Powys  Thomas'  words  to 
the  wise:  "Don't,  unless 
you're  doomed.  But  if  you're 
doomed,  it's  marvelous." 

What  happened  to  Mary? 

By  IAN  RODGER 
Mary,  Mary,  what  happened 

to  you?  The  transition  from 
Broadway  to  the  Poor  Alex 
was  too  much,  and  the  To- 

ronto Repertory  Theatre 
couldn't  help! 

This  neat  little  E.  71st  St. 
comedy  involves  publisher 
Bob  McKellaway  using  a 
Hollywood  casanova-come- writer  Dirk  Winston  to 
free  him  of  a  budding 
Jewish  -  Mom  type 
fiancee  and  win  back  his 
girl-next-door  first  wife,.. Mary. 
But  the  acting  was  total- 

ly inadequate  for  sophistcat- 
ed  comedy.  Viy  Lang  as  Ma- 

ry interpreted  her  role  as 
the  girl-next-door  from  Re- 
gina  rather  than  from  New 
York.  So  when  she  claims 
to  have  just  come  from  Eli- 

zabeth Arden's,  the  effect  is ludicrous. 
Similarly,  Honey  Novick, 

as  the  calory-mad  fiancee, used  an  accent  unworthy 
even  of  Bathurst  St.  James 
Morton  as  the  husband  rath- 

er than  highlight  his  hyper- 
tension, gazed  helplessly  at 

the  passing  parade,  and  Gi- 
no    Marrocco    played  the 

great  lover  like  a  thug. 
Filially,  while  we  grant 

the  sense  of  "Poor"  Alex,  we 
don't  appreciate  a  Huron  St. 
garret  as  a  representation 
of  a  Manhattan  luxury  ap- 

artment. A  more  imagina- 
tive designer,  realizing  his 

limitations,  might  have 
come  up  with  simple,  but 
rich  impressionistic  sets. 
The  show  is  to  run  for 

two  weeks  but  is  not  recom- 
mended! 

review 

UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 

THE  ALEXANDER  LECTURES 

THE  RACE  OF  TIME 
Three  Lectures  on  Renaissance  Historiography 

PROFESSOR  HERSCHEL  BAKER Harvard  University 

Wednesday,  Nov.  10  The  Truth  af  History Thursday,  Nov.  11  The  Use  of  History 
Friday,  Nov.  12  The  Form  of  History 

Hart  House  Theatre,  at  4.30  p.m. 

CN CN 

Undergraduate  Recruitment 
581  SPADINA  AVE. 

NOV.  19 

CIVILS  1,  2  OR  3 
ELECTRICALS  3 -MECHANICAL  DEPT 

INDUSTRIALS  3 

SIGN  UP  TODAY  FOR  INTERVIEW  WITH  A 
PROGRESSIVE  RAILWAY. 

CN  -  Canadian  National, 
Employment  Services, 153  Front  St.  W., 
365-3377 

CAMPUS 

COMFORT  in 
Glenavr 

SWEATERS, 
SKIRTS, 

SLIMS 
Fashion  AND  comfort! 
Thai's  Kitten  for  fall! 

ThU  pcrfccll)  matching 
outfit  is  a  must  for  your 

Kitten  collection! 
Full-fashioned 

medium-weight  Shetland 
and  mohair  cardigan  with classic  neck  ami  long 

sleeves,  moth-proof, 
shrink -resistant — skirt  is 
100%  pure  wool  worsted •raven  of  superfine  Botany, 

fully-lined.  dry-<-Ic:niuhle in  exciting  new  Fall  colours 
— perfectly  matches  all 
Botany  sweaters.  At  all 
fine  shops  everywhere. 

532/690 



HONDA  SPORT 
PARTS  •  SALES  •  SERVICE  •  ACCESSORIES 

OPEN  NIGHTLY  UNTIL  9  P.M. 
1247   Bay  Street  («t  YorkvlJJo)  927' 

SCARBOROUGH  COLLEGE  DANCE 
(Old  Biology  Building  Next  Door  Medical  Building) 

SAT.  NOV.  6  (TOMORROW) 
8:30  P.M. 

Featuring  THE  ROULETTES 
(straight  from  the  Myna  Bird) 

STAG  $1.00 DRAG  $1.50 

10%  OFF  TO  STUDENTS 
EXCLUSIVE  TAILORING 

THESE  GARMENTS  ARE  ALL 
PERSONALLY  FITTED  AND  HANDMADE 

URBAS  TAILORING 
695  BAY  ST.  —  TEL.:  366-1446 

ClOSED  WEEKENDS 
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Miles  Davis, 
E.S.P.  (Columbia). 

Miles  has  always  had  a 
voice  of  his  own,  a  personal 
tone,  phrasing,  and  puckisb- ness  that  mark  his  music. 
Each  progressive  change  in 
his  idiom  has  been  an  in- 

genious development  of  his 
old  style,  a  logical  extension 
of  his  musical  conception. 
Yet  the  change  indicated  by 
this  recording  seems  great- er than  previous  ones,  for 
the  hallmarks  of  Davis'  mus- 

ic are  gone  —  the  character- istic ballads,  like  'Stella  by 
Starlight',  and  his  repertoire of  originals. 

As  well.  Miles  has  ceased 
to  dominate  the  group,  as  he 
did  even  in  his  strongest 
quintet  with  John  Coltrane 
and  Red  Garland.  Here,  Mi- 

les has  used  compositions 
by  three  of  his  ?idemen,  and allowed    them    to  depart 

You  can't  beat 

the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

from  his  usual  bag  in  their 
solos;  he  has  also  -written several  tunes  in  a  new  vein 
himself. 

His  current  sidemen,  Her- bie  Hancock  (piano),  Ron 
Carter  (bass),  Tony  Williams 
(drums),  and  the  newly  ad- 

ded Wayne  Shorter  on  ten- 
or, were  all  well-known members  of  the  avant  garde 

movement  before  they  join- 
ed the  group,  quite  unlike 

the  unknowns  who  formed 
Miles'  first  quintet,  includ- 

ing Coltrane  and  Paul  Cham- bers. The  new  musicians 
play  with  more  structural and  harmonic  freedom  than 
Miles  is  used  to,  but  with 
just  as  much  direction  and assurance. 
This  flirtation  between 

Davis  and  the  new  music 
was  hinted  at  on  his  last 
release,  My  Funny  Valent- ine. Here  he  played  his  old 
tunes,  but  with  a  startling 
degree  of  abstraction,  dram- atically fragmenting  and 
rearranging  the  melodies. 
His  phrase  is  strong  enough 
to  stand  on  its  own,  not  just 

as  a  variation,  but  as  a  state- 
ment. E.S.P.  takes  another  look 
at  freedom,  through  unusual 
structures  that  allow  more 
melodic  invention  than  us- 

ual, without  sacrificing  for- 
mal construction.  The  com- 

positions themselves  are 
fresh,  personal,  and  unpre- 

tentious, setting  a  particul- ar mood  for  the  solos. 
Shorter's  playing  here  is 

quite  a  surprise,  showing 
the  influence  of  Archie 
Shepp  and  Miles  himself,  as well  as  Coltrane.  He  is  a 

stronger  player  than  Cole- man (Funny  Valentine),  and 

his  work  balances  Miles' better  than  that  of  any  side- man  since  Coltrane. 
Hancock,  Carter  and  Wil- 

liams all  play  well,  especial- 
ly during  the  piano  solos; Miles  has  not  yet  chosen  to 

play  as  freely  as  they  do,  but is  rather  seeking  his  own 
solution  to  the  technical 
problems  of  freedom. E.S.P.  is  not  as  artistically 
successful  as  My  Funny  Va- 

lentine, but,  as  conservative 
'new  thing'  music,  it  ex- 

plores sensitively  new  areas 
of  musical  expression  and 
meaning.  — Doug  Pringle 

ADMIRABLE  REISSUES 
THE  BE-BOP  ERA  —  RCA  Victor  LPV- 519;  Allen's  Alley  (Coleman  Hawkins); 
Mutton  Leg  (Illinois  Jacquet};  Boppin' the  Blues  (Lucky  Thompson);  Epistrophy, 52nd  Street  Theme,  Ocp-Bob  Sh-Bdm, 
Royal  Roost  (Kenny  Clarke);  Ho  (Charlie Ventura);  Overtime,  Victory  Boll  (Me- tronome All  Stars);  Rat  Race  (Count Basie;  Ovr  I  Oo op-Pop -A- Do,  Stay  On It,  Cool  Breeze,  Jump  Did-Lc  Ba  (Dizzy Gillespie). 

This  latest  edition  to  Vic- tor's admirable  series  of  jazz 
reissues  has  a  somewhat  mis- 

leading title.  Only  the  Gil- lespie and  Kenny  Clarke 
tracks  are  by  'bop'  groups. 
The  rest  of  the  items  repre- sent a  mixed  bag  of  late 
swing  ( Hawkins  and  Jac- quet )  and  early  cool  ( the 
Metronome  numbers). 

But  titles  notwithstanding 
(they  had  to  call  it  some- 

thing) the  album  does  pro- 
vide an  excellent  cross-sec- tion of  the  musical  scene 

between  1946  and  1950  (the 
selections  are  in  roughly 
chronological  order) .  The 
impression  for  the  listener 
is  one  of  healthy  confusion. 
The  idea  of  a  clearly-define- 
able  evolution  of  jazz  re- 

ceives no  support  from  the 
samples  presented  here  of 
music  from  the  'bebop'  era. J.  J.  Johnson's  fine  bop trombone  work  on  Mutton 
Leg  is  perhaps  the  only  in- dication that  the  number 
was  recorded  in  the  early 
forties  rather  than  the  late 
1930s.  And  it's  hard  to  find 
anything  boppish  about  the 

Basie  number,  or  about  the. 
Hawkins  track  either.  But 
this  only  proves  that  bop 
did  not  sweep  aside  all  other 
forms  of  jazz  in  the  1940s, 
and  RCA  Victor  has  per- 

formed a  service  by  remind- 
ing us  of  the  fact. 

Lucky  Thompson's  work on  Bopin',  two  too  brief Charlie  Parker  solos  on  the 
Metronome  tracks,  all  of 
Gillespie's  solos  (and  good 
humor)  on  his  big  band numbers,  the  trumpet  work 
of  Fats  Navarro  and  the  pia- 

no of  Bud  Powell  with  the 
Clarke  group  —  these  are the  items  that  will  please 
the  bop  fans  and  the  histor- 

ians, and  they  should  be  in- vestigated by  all  younger 
jazz  fans  who  haven't  heard anything  before  1955. 
One  complaint  about  an 

otherwise  valuable  contribu- tion from  Victor:  why  no 
listing  of  soloists  on  the  Me- tronome tracks?  Anyone  not 
completely  familiar  with  the work  of  Gillespie,  Navarro 
or  Miles  Davis  will  be  ex- 

tremely confused  when  the 
three  trumpeters  start  their chase  choruses  on  Overtime. — David  Jackel 
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COLLEGE  BOB  REVUE 

A  DROP  OF  WHIMSEY 

•  AN  ORIGINAL  MUSICAL  COMEDY  - 

•  HART  HOUSE  THEATRE  NOV.  9-13 

•  TICKETS  $1.50  AT  WYMILWOOD 



jazz  torn  naylor 

TALENTED  NIMMONS 

Generally  on  looking  oyer  the  state  of  jazz  in  Canada 
one  can  scarcely  avoid  a  slight  feeling  of  despair.  Occa- 

sionally great  stars  emerge  but  few  choose,  as  Oscar  Peter- 
son has,  to  do  much  of  their  work  in  Canada.  Most  follow 

the  lead  of  a  Maynard  Ferguson  and  fly  south  to  avoid  the 
cold  reception  usually  afforded  them  by  Canadian  audiences. 

However,  a  few  outstanding  men  do  choose  to  remain 
in  Canada,  and  one  such  is  Phil  Nimmons. 

Nimmons'  talent  has  several  outlets.  He  is  at  once  a teacher,  clarinetist,  composer,  arranger,  and  bandleader. 
A  few  years  ago,  some  of  Canada's  outstanding  musi- cians, moved  by  the  realization  that  burgeoning  talent  in 

this  country  had  no  opportunity  to  study  their  chosen 
idiom  under  top  men,  and  that  as  a  consequence  many  a talented  youngster  either  forsook  his  music  completely  or emigrated  to  the  United  States,  founded  the  School  of  Con- 

temporary Music.  These  men  were  Oscar  Peterson,  Ray Brown,  Ed  Thigpen,  and  Phil  Nimmons. 
That  the  school  folded  is,  I  think,  a  tragedy.  The  rea sons  for  its  lack  of  success  were  several  and  for  the  most 

part  would  lead  me  to  the  opinion  that  Canada's  rising 
musicians,  being  too  apathetic  to  participate  didn't  really deserve  this  opportunity. 

The  school  was  basically  designed  for  Canadians,  Ameri- 
cans having  several  fine  schools  of  this  nature.  Neverthe- 
less, over  two  thirds  of  the  enrolment  came  from  outside Canada. 

The  School  ran  into  other  problems.  The  staff  members 
began  to  feel  the  pinch  resulting  from  being  at  once  teachers and  practicing  musicians. 

But  Phil  Nimmons  has  expressed  his  interest  in  trying 
again,  and  possibly  Canadian  youth  will  this  time  realize 
just  what  advantages  such  an  institution  could  hold  out  for them. 

The  other  facets  of  the  Nimmons  musical  personality 
are  probably  best  considered  in  relation  to  his  latest  (his fifth)  record  release. 

Strictly  Nimmons  P.C.\P.C.S.  1047,  an  R.C.A.  Victor 
Canadian  release  is  devoted  solely  to  Nimmons'  composi- 

tion and  arrangements.  Four  numbers  display  the  remark- 
able cohesiveness  and  verve  of  his  usual  unit,  a  tentet 

(Nimmons  'N  Nine)  while  the  other  four  add  six  brass  to the  basic  unit. 
Phil  Nimmons  the  clarinetist  is  a  man  with  roots  in  the 

era  when  clarinets  flourished.  But  his  stylings  remain  fresh 
and  vital  and  fit  well  into  a  contemporary  setting.  He  is  a 
superb  technician  and  an  imaginative  soloist. 

A  few  other  sidemen  deserve  special  mention. 
One  such  is  Butch  Watanabe,  a  forceful  modern  trom- 

bone stylist  with  a  fine  feeling  for  the  blues.  Another  is  the 
trumpeter  Erich  Traugott  who  has  an  enormous  load  to 
carry.  But  more  than  anyone  else  there  is  Ed  Bickert. 

Concerning  Bickert,  Nimmons  had  only  one  word  — 
"genius".  When  asked  how  he  felt  Bickert  would  stack  up against  some  of  the  giants  of  the  guitar  in  the  United  States, 
he  replied,  "How  would  they  stack  up  against  Bickert?" Bickert,  while  hardly  at  his  best  on  this  recording,  still dominates  some  of  the  cuts. 

Nimmons'  use  of  an  accordion  in  his  arrangements  is intriguing.  Vic  Centro  must  take  the  part  of  several  brass, 
and  the  recording  testifies  to  his  ability  to  do  it.  On  the 
record  he  also  takes  two  solos  —  one  is  excellent,  the  other, 
unfortunately,  while  still  good,  somehow  conveys  an  im- 

pression of  hip  Lawrence  Welk. 
This  record  is  a  real  treat.  Everything  on  it  is  tasteful 

and  swinging,  it  gives  lots  of  solo  space  and  produces  a  big sound. 
It  also  illustrates  some  fundamental  tenets  of  Phil's faith:  first,  that  communication  is  the  most  important 

thing;  second  that  jazz  should  at  all  times  have  a  happy 
under-tone;  and  third,  that  a  musician  should  never  ignore 
his  heritage. 

The  band's  sound  varies.  At  one  time  it  will  be  Elling- ton tinged;  at  another  it  will  strut  like  a  minature  Herman 
Herd;  and  at  yet  another  it  gives  a  strong  nod  to  Basic.  But 
all  its  work  bears  indelibly  the  trademark  of  a  remarkable 
musical  personality  —  the  multi-faceted  Phil  Nimmons. 

MUSIC  (continued) 
violet  Corduroy.  Negresses,  unspectacular  variation  on  the 
Supremes  theme.  They  sang  and  danced  and  danced.  One 
of  their  songs  was  entitled  All  or  Nothing,  which  sums  it 
up  nicely. 

Five  middle-aged  Negro  rhythm-makers,  the  Vibrations, 
filled  in  time  before  intermission.  Introduced  as  the  origi- 

nators of  the  Watusi,  Peanut  Butter  and  Sloopy,  they  came 
on  like  a  ten-year  Ed  Sullivan  rebound.  Splits  and  body 
flips  and  cool  stiff  legged  stoopings. 

Stones'  fans  lay  prostrate  and  moaning.  Only  a  lucky handful  made  it  to  oblivion.  Stricken  and  weeping,  they 
were  helped  out  by  St.  John's  Ambulance  workers.  Others were  watered  by  hysterical  nurses.  Downright. 
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NATIONAL  RESEARCH  COUNCIL 

SUMMER  EMPLOYMENT 
1966 

APPLICATION  AND  INFORMATION  BOOKLETS  ARE 
NOW  AVAILABLE  IN  THE  PLACEMENT  OFFICE 
AND  IN  DEPARTMENTS. 
PLEASE  SUBMIT  YOUR  APPLICATION  BY  15  NO- 

VEMBER 1965  IN  ORDER  TO  ENSURE  FULLEST  CON- 
SIDERATION 

to 

EMPLOYMENT  OFFICER, 
NATIONAL  RESEARCH  COUNCIL, 
OTTAWA  7,  ONTARIO 



FOLKLORE  CLUB 
PRESENTS 

RANDY  TORNO 
of  the  Original  Old  Upper-Canada  Ragtime  Mama  Jug  Band 

ALL  WELCOME 
Friday,  Nov.  5     1:00  p.m.     at  2118  Sidney  Smith 

FOR  UNIVERSITY  JACKETS 
And  RAGLAN  STYLE  SWEATSHIRTS 

(all  colours)  AND  ALL  FACULTIES 
BUY  THE  ORIGINAL  BY 

CANADIAN  SPORTSWEAR 
371  YONGE  ST. 
EM.  4-1513 

SALE 

of  books,  periodicals,  and 

paperbacks 
BEGINS 

MONDAY,  NOVEMBER  8,  1965 

REDUCTIONS  FROM  50%  TO  75% 
NEW  BOOKS  ADDED 

DAILY  TO  THE  SALE  TABLES 

University  of  Toronto 
Bookstore 

NEW  COLLEGE  DRAMA  GUILD 
presents 

A 
STARRING 

ANTHONY  QUINN  MICKEY  ROONEY JACKIE  GLEASON 
FRI.  NOV.  5  9  P.M. 

New  College  Dining  Hall    -  50c 

BLAND  AND  BORING  SBC m    »•■>■  in  u/IIITC  The   heroine,    filthv   rich     makers   of   this  film  go  to 
By  PHILIP  WULTS 

What  happens  in  a  movie "that  dares  to  probe  a  wo- 
man's intimate  desire"? Judging  from  A  Rage  to  Live 

nothing  happens.  That  is 
why  this  movie  fails.  A  Rage 

The  heroine,  filthy  rich 
teenager  Grace  Caldwell, 
played  nicely  by  Suzanne Pleshette,  is  fixed  in  a  snare 
of  her  own  making  but  one 
for  which  she  is  not  respon- 

sible. She  can  say  "no!"  to 

Suzanne  Pleshette  portrays  yet  another  desperation-driven O'Hara  heroine  in  A  Rage  to  Live.  Ho,  hum. 

a  boy  only  until  he  touches 
her.  After  that,  it's  off  to 

to  Live,  based  on  "John O'Hara's  towering  bestseller 
of  a  woman  consumed  by 
the  need  for  love",  is  a  bland 
addition  to  the  North  Amer- 

ican sex  saga  tradition. 

bed  or  to  the  back  seat  of 
someone's  Thunderbird  for the  children. 

The  lengths  to  which  the 

makers  of  this  film  go 
isolate  Grace  (alone)  in  a 
room  with  a  boy  (so  that  he 
can  make  a  "touch")  is  a 
source  of  great  humour. Furthermore,  every  time  a 
"touch"  is  made,  the  orches- 

tra of  Nelson  Riddle  plays 
the  same  undulating  motif. 
By  the  third  time,  the  topic 

is  no  longer  "utterly  frank", 
no  longer  "touchy".  The third  time  is  far  from  the 

last!  ■ 
After  Grace  has  given  her 

mother  a  heart  attack,  she 
marries  a  handsome  farmer, 

played  by  Bradford  Dill- man.  The  happy  pair  sett- 
les down  on  her  farm.  There, 

she  leads  a  life  of  luxury 
and  purity  for  a  couple  of 
years.  But  one  day  it  rains and  Grace  has  to  go  to  town 
and  the  engineer's  truck 
(the  engineer,  Ben  Gazzara, was  remodelling  the  barn) 
breaks  down;  he  needs  a  lift and  after  he  touches  her, 
they  establish  a  new  warm relationship.  So  goes  this 
particular  saga,  and  the  act- 

ing is  not  much  better.  It's at  Loew's  Downtown. 

Cashing  in  on  Tushingham 

Miss  Tushingham  and  friend  think  things    over  in  a  scene  from  A  Place  to  Go. 
By  SYD  USPR1CH 

Unheralded    and  unsung 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE'S  SEVENTY-FIFTH 

ALL -UNIVERSITY  PRODUCTION 

GEORGE  BERNARD  SHAW'S 

HEARTBREAK 

HOUSE 

directed  by  ROBERT  GILL 

Tonight  And  Tomorrow  At  8:30 

Box  Office  now  open  10:00  a.m.  to  6:00  p.m.  -  WA.  3-5244 

A  Place  to  Go  quietly  slunk 
into  the  Nortown  last  week. 
Let  us  hope  it  leaves  just  as 

quietly. Not  that  it's  such  a  ter- 
rible film  —  it's  only  a  harm- 
less, completely  undistin- 

guished B  picture  —  but  it 
pretends  to  be  so  much more. 
Obviously  dredged  up 

from  the  recesses  of  some 
London  storage  room,  it  is 
an  early  Rita  Tushingham 
film  whose  only  reason  for 
release  here  n&w  is  an  at- 

tempt to  take  advantage  of 
her  current  popularity.  Des- 

pite the  rather  prominent 
display  of  her  name  in  the 
advertisements,  devotees  of 
this  fine  young  actress should  be  warned  that  she 
plays  (though  winningly  as 
always)  a  small  part  in  this flick. 

The  film  concentrates  rat- 
her on  Mike  Same  as  the 

son  of  a  lower  class  family 
in  London's  east  end,  and 
his  attempts,  chiefly  through 
a  robbery,  to  break  away 
from  his  environment  and 
achieve  something  better  in 
life.  As  an  example  of  the 
general  level  to  which  this 
film  "probes",  there's  a  se- 

quence  in  which  our  hero 

buys  a  canary  and  then  im- mediately proceeds  to  free 
it  from  its  cage  ( Get  it? 
Symbolism!  Symbolism! ) 

Hitching  on  to  the  coat- tails  of  the  trend  in  recent 
years  to  working-class  real- ism in  the  British  cinema, 
the  film  shallowly  inspects  a 
theme  ,  that's  been  capably 
explored  in  such  classics  as Saturday  Night  and  Sunday 
Morning,  This  Sporting  Life 
and  others.  Shooting  on  lo- 

cation, interjecting  the  obli- 
gatory pub  sequences  and  a 

fey  dollops  of  British  work- 
ingman's  humor  is  not 
enough,  even  with  some 
capable  familiar  feces  in 
supporting  roles  a$id  ade- quate direction,  to  /make  a serious  film  in  the  class  of 
those  named  above. 

It  is  unfortunate  that  a 
picture  that  wajp  probably 
originally  mada  as  a  simple 
low-budget  second  feature 
is  being  promqSjfe  with  such 
elaborate  prejaHsions.  Suf- fice it  to  sayBsat  for  fans 
of  Miss  Tushingham,  British 
cinema  addicHgor  simple 
movie  buffs,  A* Place  to  Go 

isn't. 
review 



Did  anything  happen? 
By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 
Bunny    Lake    Is  Missing 

(at  the  Imperial  and  others) 
is  a  suspense  thriller  which goes  beyond  the  usual  puzz- 

ling "Who  done  it?"  to  pose 

Sir  Laurence  Olivier  and  Carol  Lynley  discuss  the  existence  (or  non-existence)  of  Bunny 
Lake.  (If  she  doesn't  exist,  she  can't  have  been  kidnapped.  Or  can  she?) 

Starts  well,  but  crumbles 
By  J.  LOWNSBROUGH 

"No  one  may  enter  the theatre  when  Fabi  enters 
her  bath".  So  read  the  ad- vertisements for  Return 
From  The  Ashes,  currently 
at  the  Carlton.  Obviously 
the  boys  at  Madison  Avenue 
must  have  wracked  their 
brains  for  days  on  the  right 
gimmick  to  sell  this  dog  to 
the  public. 
The  story?  It  starts  out 

promisingly  enough  when 
we  are  introduced  to  Dr.  Mi- 
chele  Pilgrim  (Ingrid  Tim- 

lin), returning  to  Paris  just 
after  that  city  has  been 
freed  from  Nazi  domination. 
From  a  flash-back  we  learn 
that  she  was  taken  off  by 
the  Germans  almost  the  mo- 

ment after  she  had  married 
chess-playing  rake  Stanis- 

laus Pilgrim  (Maximilian 
Schell).  Dissolve  to  the  pre- 

sent: Dr.  Pilgrim  has  been 
given  up  for  dead  by  every- 

one including  Stan  who, 
when  we  first  see  him,  is 
frolicking  with  her  step- 

daughter Fabi  (Samantha 
Eggar). 
When  a  case  of  mistaken 

identity  develops  involving 
the  doctor,  her  husband  and 
her  step-daughter,  things  be- 

gin to  look  interesting.  How- 
ever, the  story  crumbles 

long  before  it  reaches  its 
conclusion,   partly  because 

the  plot  can  never  decide  in 
which  direction  it  is  head- 

ing and  partly  because  the 
three  central  figures  are  so 
unbelievable  in  their  actions. 
The  director,  J.  Lee  Thomp- 

son, who  has  already  suc- 
cessfully demonstrated  his 

talents  in  Guns  of  Navarone, 
Tiger  Bay,  and  that  repellent 
but  well  made  little  shocker 
Cape  Fear,  can  barely  eke  a 

minimum  of  suspense  out 
of  this  creaky  vehicle.  And 
the  actors,  as  I  have  intim- 

ated, have  an  up-hill  battle 
with  the  sketchily  penned 
characters  they  are  requir- 

ed to  portray.  It  is  a  credit 
to  them,  especially  Miss  Thu- 
lin,  who  has  the  most  dif- 

ficult assignment,  that  they 
make  as  much  of  the  char- 

acters as  they  do. 

the  potentially  mystifying 
question  "Was  (here,  in  fact, 

anything  done?" Carol  Lynley  arrives  in 
England  to  join  brother 
Keir  Dullea,  in  charge  of  the 
London  office  of  a  national 
American  magazine.  The  fact 
that  she's  unmarried  in  no 
way  hinders  Miss  Lynley 
from  taking  her  small 
daughter  Bunny  along  with 
her.  The  child  is  duly  depos- 

ited by  her  mother  in  a  pro- 
gressive-type nursery,  but when  she  comes  to  collect 

her  offspring,  there  are  some 
rather  unusual  withdrawal 
pains:  Bunny  is  missing! 

Not  only  is  she  missing, 
but  police  detective  Lauren- 

ce Olivier  discovers  in  rapid 
succession  that  no  one  at  the 
school  has  ever  seen  the 
child  and  that  all  her  belong- 

ings have  mysteriously  dis- 
appeared from  the  house brother  Dullea  had  newly 

rented.  Before  they  can  dis- 
cover the  child's  abducters, the  police  must  solve  an 

even  more  basic  problem: 
does  Bunny  Lake  exist? 

As  the  distraught  (or  may- 
be not)  mother  (or  maybe 

not),  Miss  Lynley  is  perfect- ly adequate.  Keir  Dullea,  on 
the  other  hand,  satisfies  him- 

self with  a  merely  caricatur- 
ed performance.  He  is  allow- 
ed to  tip  his  hand  much  too 

early  in  the  film,  thereby 
lessening  the  surprise  we 
are  meant  to  feel  at  the  out- 

come. 
Sir  Laurence  brings  charm 

and  humor  to  the  rather 
stereotyped  role  of  the  de- tective, but  what  a  waste  of 
genius  and  talent. 

In  two  cameo-like  roles, 
Noel  Coward  and  Martita 
Hunt  give  delightful  per- 

formances, though  it  is  pat- 
ently obvious  that  neither 

has  anything  whatsoever  to do  with  the  mystery.  Utterly 
irrelevant  —  but  charming. 

Director  Otto  Premingcr 
has  some  fine  touches,  espe- 

cially the  clever  and  dram- 
atic opening  titles.  But  a 

good  mystery  must  be  both plausible  and  suspenscful. 
Bunny  Lake  is  really  neit- 

her. Because  of  the  loes'elv sketched  secondary. charact- 
ers and  give-away  acting,  the 

suspense  iS  minimized  —  the denouement  becomes  almost 
anti-climactic. 

As  for  plausibility  —  well, 
imagine  some  of  these  loo- nies trying  to  get  through 
just  the  ordinary  problems 
of  day-to-day  living,  like 
breathing  and  tving  their 
shoelaces  —  let  alone  hold- 

ing down  responsible  jobs 
—  and  you  have  some  idea of  what  I  mean. 

As  a  harmless  and  gener- 
ally well  handled  little  dra- ma, the  movie  is  fine.  But, 

when  it  claims  to  be  a  super- 
lative mystery,  Bunny  Lake 

Is  Missing  misses  the  mark 

by  a  mile. 

review Ingrid  Thulin  gets  a  rough  time  from  daughter  Fabi  and 
husband  Maximilian  Schell  in  Return  from  the  Ashes 

SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 

GUIDO  BASSO  QUINTET 

Wymilwood  Music  Room,     9:00  p.m. 
November  7 

The  Musicians  for  this  occasion  are  provided  by  a 
grant  from  the  Recording  Industries  Trust  Funds  ob- 

tained with  the  co-operation  of  the  Toronto  Musicians' Association,  Local  149,  American  Federation  of Musicians. 
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art jeremy  adamson 

Chambers  utilh 

One  of  the  more  striking  aspects  of 
John  Chambers'  recent  paintings  at  the 
Isaacs  Gallery  is  the  anatomical  frag- 

mentation of  his  figures.  In  his  "Olga 
Visiting"  series,  for  example,  Olga's hand  holding  her  lea-cup  is  detached 
from  the  arm  while  Mary's  head  hangs above  and  to  the  right.  In  others,  half 
torsos  hover  over  meticulous  land- 

scapes and  heads  grin  craftily  in  su- 
spension. Figures  and  environments are  at  odds. 

Chambers  regards  himself  as  in  the 
post-cubist  tradition — cubism  without 
abstraction.  In  his  paintings  he  uses 
the  objects  of  his  conscious  to  explore 
exterior  environments.  He  peoples  the 
landscape  with  out-of-context  figures which  more  often  than  not  exist  in  a 
different  spatial  dimension  setting  up 
a  wierd  dialectic  with  their  surround- 
ings. 

In  "All  things  must  fall",  a  woman 

es  intriguing 

sitting  at  the  corner  of  a  table,  coffee 
cup  in  hand,  gazes  over  her  shoulder 
from  the  foreground  at  the  autumn 
forest  below  her  and  at  the  Mary 
Poppins-sans-umbrella  figures  whole 
and  fragmented  that  find  themselves 
hanging  unrelatedly  in  thin  air. In  these  strange  compositions  we 
feel  we  have  stumbled  across  some 
acutely  personal  projections  of  the  con- sciousness into  a  time  distortion  a  Ja 
Last  Year  at  Marienbad. 
What  Chambers  is  creating  is  an  "en- 

riched visual  perception"  —  enriched 
with  perceptual  associations,  the  peri- 

pheral things  that  are  outside  the  at- tention-focus of  the  central  subject. 
Art  is  experience.  Experience  is  ac- 

cumulative. Therefore,  in  Chambers' 
logic,  his  paintings  are  "experiences" constructed  of  isolated  but  related  par- 

ticles —  hands  holding  tearcups,  deco- 
rative mouldings  of  interiors  and  frag- 

fragmentation 

men  ted  figures — sensory  combinations of  remembered  things. 
There  is  no  concentration  on  central 

"objects"  but  rather  on  the  entire  ex- 
perience of  the  painting  itself. 

His  colors  are  lyrical  pastels  which 
make  it  rather  difficult  to  make  out 
exactly  what  the  contents  of  the  paint- 

ing really  are. 
The  figures  have  a  frozen  "still-life presence"  about  them.  Their  posed, 

contrived  feeling  stems  from  their  pho- 
tographic sources. The  underpainting  creates  an  arbi- 

trary play  of  textural  shadow  under- neath the  soft  pastel  areas  creating 
another  dimension  of  a  more  physical 
reality. 

Each  environment  and  figure  is  beau- 
tifully executed  and  were  they  (a)  re- 

lated and  (b)  done  in  "natural"  colors 
the  words  "Magic  Realism"  would 
spring  to  mind. 

JOHN  CHAMBERS:  Olga  Visiting  Graham  (1964) 

flr/ecf/c,  amateurish  and  false 
By  JEREMY  ADAMSON 

There  has  been,  still  is  and  will  continue  to  be 
an  exhibition  of  the  work  of  two  College  of  Art 
graduates  —  Garry  Cooke  and  Kenneth  Finch  —  in 
Alumni  Hall,  Victoria  College.  I  have  been  avoiding the  show  for  several  reasons. 

It  is  eclectic,  amateurish  and  false.  The  manner 
of  presentation  is  slick  and  insincere.  Cooke's  co- 

lors are  badly  chosen,  mixed  poorly  and  applied sloppily.  There  is  no  technical  facilitv  or  even  at- 
tempt at  it  on  his  part.  Hard  edge  efforts  are 

sloppy  and  collage  effects  tasteless. 
Finch's  colors  are  cleaner  and  applied  more carefully,  but  he  avoids  slapping  the  paint  around like  his  compatriot  and  relies  heavily  on  Pontiac hub  caps,  basket  bottoms  and  pieces  of  chrome  to help  him  fill  the  canvasses. 
These  are  the  boys  on  the  periphery  of  con- 

temporary art  who  have  jumped  aboard  the  gravy 

train  that  rushes  shriekingly  toward  that  most 
mythical  of  Xanadus  —  Progressville,  expecting that  the  inviolate  nature  of  the  destination  will 
somehow  be  transferred  to  their  work.  It  won't. The  train  tears  up  its  tracks  behind  it  and  what 
are  you  left  with?  No  tracks. 

Undisguised  eclecticism  and  uncountable  cliches 
leap  off  the  walls  and  hurl  themselves  enthusiasti- 

cally at  the  spectator.  But  enthusiasm  is  not  enough 
— it  won't  keep  them  from  falling  on  their  faces. 

Painter's  problems  —  conceptual  and  technical, and  an  attempt  to  arrive  at  personally  valid,  artistic 
conclusions  are  necessary  before  any  sincerity  can 
be  projected.  You  can  always  see  through  non-valid 
art  —  art  which  has  not  systematically  evolved 
through  a  series  of  premises.  If  art  forms,  and 
particularly  paintings,  cannot  stand  on  their  own  as 
works  of  art  per  se  then  they  merely  become  bricks 
in  a  modern  Tower  of  Babel. review 



JOHN  CHAMBERS:  Sruart  Mixing  Red  and  Greens  (1964) 
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An  exciting  experiment 

By  IAIN  EWING 
Last  Saturday  night  I  paid  a  visit  to  the 

Bohemian  Embassy  to  see  a  programme  of 
Rick  Gorman's  experimental  films.  After  see- ing some  of  his  artistic  efforts  I  was  rather 
sceptical  of  the  outcome,  but  as  it  turned  out 
these  "films"  were  interesting,  exciting  and frequently  quite  beautiful. 

Images  from  three  movie  cameras  and 
four  slide  projectors  were  projected  onto  the 
stage  filled  with  vertical  sheets  of  cardboard 
placed  at  various  distances  from  the  audi- 

ence. The  result  was  a  fragmentation  of  all 
images. 

The  first  film  was  basically  two  films — 
one  in  color  of  people  drinking  and  yawning, 
the  other  a  negative  of  cars  driving  by  in  a 
street  environment.  The  slides  were  either 
abstract  patterns  or  advertisements  ("What Every  Young  Girl  Should  Know  Before  She 
Gets  Married".  Gorman  did  not  attempt  to answer  the  question — thank  God). 

With  all  images  projected  on  the  varying 
screen  planes  and  reinforced  by  two  sound 
tracks  the  result  was  almost  as  if  one  were 
watching  a  street  scene  from  five  or  six  dif- 

ferent vantage  points  simultaneously. 
It  was  a  tremendously  exciting  effect,  but 

after  a  while,  I  felt  I  was  being  bombarded 
with  random  images,  not  knowing  where  to 
look.  Gorman  admitted  that  the  juxtaposition 
of  these  images  was  random  and  accidental rather  than  calculated. 

The  most  interesting  productions  were 
the  last  two.  They  couldn't  validly  be  called films,  as  a  dancer,  Miss  Susan  MacPherson 
became  the  "screen"  with  the  images  playing 

over  her  leotards  or  across  a  sheet  of  card- 
board that  she  used  in  her  dance  form. 

The  use  of  the  dancer  provided  a  focus 
for  the  audience's  attention  and  the  correla- 

tion of  her  movements  with  music  gave  the 
production  an  audio-visual  unity  that  was 
lacking  in  the  previous  "films".  The  result was  not  cinema  but  rather  ballet. 

The  variety  of  super-imposed  images  pro- 
vided an  ever  changing  stage  set — a  valid  con- 

cept to  my  mind.  If  Gorman  continues  to 
work  in  this  direction  he  may  create  an  ex- 

citing new  kind  of  modern  idiom:  the  move- 
ments of  modern  dance,  the  sound  of  elec- tronic music  and  the  visual  effect  of  the  film 

as  a  stage  set. 
The  final  effort  of  the  night  is  worth  de- 

scribing —  although  words  cannot  do  it  jus- tice. The  two  sound  tracks  and  all  the  movie 
and  slide  projectors  plus  the  dancer  came 
into  play.  The  effect  was  a  visual  Gotter- 
damerung  with  the  dancer  gradually  destroy- 

ing the  set  to  the  sound  of  electronic  music, 
while  cowboys  from  a  silent  movie  fought, 
rode  furiously,  a  women  stripped  (on  film) 
and  red  spots  and  amorphous  shapes  mingled 
together.  A  veritable  phantasmagoria. 

Gorman  takes  his  "films"  quite  seriously, and  I  think  he  has  a  right  to.  I  do  not  agree 
with  him  that  they  are  films,  but  they  cer- 

tainly are  exciting  and  often  very  beautiful. 
Without  the  dancer-ballet  visual  unity,  they 
quickly  become  boring,  because  the  specta- tor is  bombarded  with  too  many  images  and 
not  knowing  where  lo  look,  gives  up  after 
a  while.  However,  as  ballet  they  are  most 
effective  and  I  hope  that  Gorman  continues to  WOI  k  on  this  idea. 



THE  CALENDAR 

-  SOLO 

That  night  which  you  remember 
With  a  blush  of  secret  thrill 
Is  past  by  fortnight  counted. 

Expectation,  anxiety-filled  waiting  still. 

Each  hour-long  second 
A  year  of  sweat 
Inside  the  confines 
Of  one  day. 

And  each  day  passing 
Gains  importance. 

Loverless  and  left 
Still  waiting 
On  unfulfilling  nature's 
Hoped-for  promise  of  redemption. 

Late  in  coming 
Anguish 
Shame 
Then  blessed  reprieve 

And  sheets  to  change. 
No  more  anxiety 
Until  the  next  time. 

/wo 

poems 

Teetering  on  the  brink,  of  eternity,  of  the  cliff,  the  Indian 
gazes  at  the  far,  far  distant  horizon. 

Gazing  past  the  yellow- pa  in  ted  level  plain  beneath  him, 
area  resting  like  a  calm,  smooth,  pure  yellow  sea  ahead 
of,  and  below  him. 

Not  looking  past  his  foot  to  the  shattering  depths  below 

Gazing  past  the  mile-deep  to  the  median  of  blue  and 
yellow  miles-ahead. 

A  chill  of  nerves  and  waves  of  soul  and  greatness  filling 
him,  he  inches  forward,  eyes  ever  gazing  straight  and level. 

Sun  and  man  and  earth  and  sky  and  nothing  and  down 
to  the  bottom, 

with  a  cry  and  a  thud,  not  heard 
nor  remembered 
and  him  swallowed  in  the  uncaring  expanse 
of  yellow. 

John  Montpetit 

—Anonymous 10  review 

THE  BUSINESS  END  OF 

THE  TELEPHONE  BUSINESS 

NEEDS  MANAGERS 

GRADUATES  IN:  HONOURS  ARTS  &  SCIENCE,  GENERAL  ARTS  &  SCIENCE, 

COMMERCE  &  FINANCE,  BUSINESS  ADMINISTRATION 

Bell's  telecommunications  services  are  be- coming ever  more  varied  and  advanced.  It 
follows,  we  continually  need  keen,  capable 
people  who  can  develop  into  the  intelligent managers  of  all  our  business  functions. 

TALK  TO  THE  BELL'S 
EMPLOYMENT  REPS 
WHEN  THEY  VISIT 
YOUR  CAMPUS  ON 
NOVEMBER  9,  10,  11 

They'll  be  back  again  at  a  later  date  to interview  engineers. 
Meanwhile,  you  can  obtain  informative 
Career  Booklets  from  your  Placement  Office. Get  one  soon. 

Bell  Canada 

Playhouse  (continued) 
trist  named  Paul. 
Although  the  production 

was  enjoyable,  the  cast  lack- ed a  certain  communication 
between  one  another.  As  a 

result,  the  performance's pacing  seemed  to  drag,  espe- 
cially at  the  beginning.  It 

thus  jumped  -from  periods 
of  listless  routine,  to  mo- 

ments of  energy  with  such 
numbers  as  "Ilona"  or "Twelve  Days  to  Xmas". If  the  characterization 
seemed  thin,  the  script  had 
much  to  do  with  it.  Ed  Si- 
may,  as  Maraczek  has  some 
lovely  moments  when  left alone  to  act  on  the  stage; 
but  for  the  most'  part,  his role  demands  an  entrance 
and  speedy  exit  to  allow  for another  song. 
Barbara  Hamilton  as  the 

frustrated  cashier  displays 
her  own  special  sarcasm, 
double  takes,  and  does  some 
exceptional  numbers  (des- 

pite her  voice)  such  as  "I dont  know  his  name."  How- ever, she  would  need  more 
energy  indeed  to  deserve  the 
top  billing  she  is  accorded as  drawing  card.  Bill  Cole, 
the  quiet,  diligent  clerk 
(alias  "dear  friend"),  pro- vided the  voice  his  role  de- 

manded, but  he  reacted  very 
flatly  at  times. 
Rhoda  Kurtis,  as  Amalia, 

had  a  winning  gusto;  but 
this  vigor  might  well  have 
been  refined  to  express 
many  more  shades  of  emo- tion than  she  found. 
The  only  character  who 

seemed  to  have  the  neces- 
sary amount  of  energy  and 

concentration  was  Keith 
Charles,  the  slick  two-timing 
clerk.  The  stage  came  alive 
when  he  sang  and  danced. 
It  was  this  kind  of  excite- ment the  show  needed 
throughout. 
The  production  could  have 

improved;  lime  will  help. 
Meanwhile,  it  does  provide 
enjoyable  and  unique  enter- tainment. 
Recommended:  Students: 

$4.50  seats  for  $1.50,  all  days 
except  Fri.  and  Sat.  evenings. 



comment by  heather  dean 

VOTE  LABOUR  FOR  BICCER  GENITALS 

WW 

By  HEATHER  DEAN 
Droves  of  Canadian  col- 

lege students  are  being  disen- 
franchised in  this  election; 

denied  their  right  to  partici 
pate  in  the  decision-making 
process;  unable  to  decide 
their  future  and  Canada's. Students  arise  against  the 
heedless  system  that  robs 
you  of  your  birth-right  and 
gives  you  only  a  mess  of  in- 

terest-free pottage.  Join  a 
car  pool!  Take  a  taxi  to  Hali- 

fax! But  VOTE  for  the  lesser 
evil  of  your  choice. 

Ho  hum. 
The  Free  Enterprise  Elec- 

toral System  is  too  far  gone 
to  be  worth  the  bother.  It 
is  disintegrating  even  fast- 

er than  the  Free  Enterprise 
Productive  system,  and  nev- 

er did  work  as  well.  (You'll notice  that  no  politician 
ever  dared  tinker  with  any 
"Double  your  taxes  back" 
guarantee.) 

The  Classical  Model 
According  to  the  classical 

model,  our  political  system 
is  supposed  to  work  some- 

thing like  this.  A  number  of 
political  entrepreneurs  cre- 

ate products  which  they 
place  on  the  open  market 
in  free  competition  with 
each  other.  The  voter  shops 
around  gaining  a  full  under- standing of  the  merits  and 
demerits  of  each  product, 
and  selects  the  one  most 
suited  to  his  needs. 

If  none  are  well-suited  to 
his  needs,  the  all-important 
check  on  product  quality 
goes  into  effect.  All  those 
who  didn't  vote,  or  voted  for what  they  considered  to  be 
merely  the  lesser  evil,  con- 

stitute a  potential  market 
for  an  inventive  entrepren- 

eur with  a  bigger  and  better 
product.  The  old  companies 
go  bankrupt — survival  of the  fittest. 
What  Madison  Avenue 

does  to  this  tidy  model  will 
get  extended  treatment  in  a 
moment.  But  besides  this 
major  perversion  there  are 
other  inherent  weaknesses 
common  to  both  Free  En- 

terprise systems.  For  in- 
stance, not  one  of  the  girls 

reading  this  is  wearing  poly- 
propylene stockings,  even 

though  they  are  as  sheex  as 
nylon,  cost  little  more,  and 
average  six  months  without 
a  run. 

The  full  story  of  why  they 
are  not  on  the  market  may 
never  be  told:  only  Ian 
Fleming  could  do  it  justice. 
Because  it  is  the  nature  of 
competitions  in  some  fields, 
say  textiles,  that  someone 
wins  the  competition  .  .  . 
say  Dupont. 
That  is,  monopolies  de- 

velop. And  monopolies  have 
various  intriguing  tech- 

niques available  to  them  for 
keeping  new,  competitive 
products  off  the  market 
forbloodyever:  control  of 
advertising  media,  indent- 
ureship  of  inventors,  mur- 

der, purchase  of  patents, 
tariff  lobbies,  other  bribery. 
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control  of  primary  resources 
or  transport,  gerrymander- 

ing, etc. 
If  someone  should  suc- 

ceed, after  a  twenty  year 
struggle  in  getting  a  super- 

ior new  product  on  the 
market  (like  Wilkinson's blades)  there  are  still  weap- 

ons left  in  the  monopolies' armory.  They  can  use  their 
capital  reserves  and  other 
advantages  to  co-opt  the  new 
product,  take  over  the  mar- 

ket, squeeze  out  the  initiat- 
ing firm,  and  then  raise 

prices  enough  to  restore 
their  original  profit  mar- gins. The  Liberal  Party  of 
Canada  is  justly  famous  for 
its  success  in  using  this  tac- 

tic against  the  CCF/NDP. 
In  other  words,  once  mo- 

nopolies arise,  people  don't switch  to  better  products. 
The  theoretical  check  on 
product  quality  exists  only 
in  theory.  In  practice,  peo- 
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pie  develop  brand  loyalty 
—  "This  family  has  been 
Tory  ,  for  eleven  genera- 

tions!" Or  they  identify 
size  and  expensiveness  with 
quality  rather  than  ineffi- ciency. 
This  happens  because 

people  recognize  their  own 
incompetence  to  judge  com- parative quality.  It  takes  a 
certain  expertise  to  predict 
the  wearing  qualities  of 
competing  new  synthetics  or 
the  domestic  effects  of  dif- 

ferent investment  priori- 
ties. "Political  Man"  bears no  more  resemblance  to 

homo  sapiens  than  "Econo- mic Man"  does.  And  there 
was  no  need  of  centures  of 
experimentation  to  establish 
this;  it's  obvious  from  the 
model  alone.  We've  been  had from  the  start. 
99  and  44/100%  Pure 
Until  the  publishing  of  dep- th researching  techniques 

and  conclusions,  admirers 
of  the  systems  were  able  to 
cling  to  their  touching  be- lief in  consumer  and  voter 
rationality.  One  could  con- sider "99  and  44/100  per 
cent  pure"  as  an  informative message  about  product  qua- 

lity. (I  wonder  if  the  Lib- erals have  considered  using 

it?)' 

But  it  is  increasingly  hard 
to  ignore  the  fact  that  ad- vertising creates  irrational 
needs  and  offers  irrational 
solutions  to  innate  needs. 
How  many  people  could  ar- rive spontaneously  at  the 
conclusion  that  they  wanted 
a  tiger  in  their  fuel  tanks, 
let   alone   conclude   that  a 

particular  brand  of  chemi- cal would  fulfill  this  exotic 
desire? 

The  alarm  over  this  phe- nomenon probably  became 
general  because  of  The  Mak- 

ing of  the  President:  1960. Where  does  the  model  stand 
if  Kennedy  got  into  office 
because  of  Nixon's  beard,  or 
because  people  were  still 
hyped  on  Davy  Crockett  and 
the  "Frontier  Mystique"? The  Voter  was  buying  an 
image  without  questioning 
how  or  whether  it  related 
to  the  product. 
Labour  Party  and  Mad  Ave. 

The  dilemma  this  created 
for  old-fashioned  firms  that 
were  still  trying  to  sell  a 
product  was  well-illustrated 
by  an  Establishment  skit 
that  played  Toronto  a  coup- 

le of  years  ago.  In  it,  two 
young-married  members  of 
the  "intellectual  salariat" 
are  trying  to  convert  the 
Labour  Party  leader  to  Mad 
Ave.  campaign  methods.  The 
leader  is  an  earnest  combi- nation of  native  wit  and 
salt-of-the-earth  directness; 
he  is-  quite  bewildered  by 
their  illustrations  of  Freud- 
inspired  techniques. 
But  finally  the  light 

dawns.  "Aha!  Of  course,  of 
course,  the  candy  with  the 
HOLE!  How  could  I  have 
missed  it?  So  you  mean  we 
have  to  say  to  them  "Vote 
Labour  for  Larger  Genitals". This  is  funny  as  hell  be- cause it  draws  energy  from 
the  grief  of  all  the  bill-board 
promises  betrayed — the  pro- mises of  grace,  beauty,  love 
and  power.  Laughing  is  the 
essence  of  alienation,  and 
expression  of  a  sense  of 
despair. 
SUPA  people  sometimes blush  to  use  this  word 

"alienation"  but  it  is  a  good 
word  and  a  timeless  word 
for  how  people  feel  when 
they  have  no  power.  It  des- cribes the  pagan  bewildered 
by  nature  and  urban  man 
bewildered  by  social  and 
historical  forces.  In  the 
head-line  wars  gather  and 
break  like  storm  clouds. 
The  gods  are  pissing  on  us. 
The  reds  are  plotting.  Civili- 

zation has  come  full  circle: 
once  more  man  feels  alone 
and  afraid  before  a  myster- 

ious destiny.  Voting  is  a  ri- 
tual like  the  rain-dance  by 

which  people  seek  an  end to  alienation  by  pretending 
to  control  the  events  that 
affect  their  lives. 

NDP  and  Power 

The  NDP  has  been  con- 
fronted with  the  situation 

satirized  in  the  Establish- 
ment review  and  been  di- 
vided by  it.  A  recent  NDP 

campaign  directive  claims 
that  the  most  effective  poli- 

tical argument  has  a  maxi- 
mum length  of  three  sec- 
onds. The  swing  to  the  Li- 

berals in  the  final  week  of 
the  last  election  has  had  a 
traumatic  effect.  Their  "Ma- 

jority Government"  slogan stirred  an  elemental  inse- 
curity and  identified  its  re- solution with  voting  Liberal. 

From  this,  some  "social- 

ists" argue  that  if  people 
are  not  going  to  buy  plat- 

forms any  more,  they  will 
have  to  build  them  bigger 
and  better  images.  The  pur- 

ists argue  for  educating  the 
public  to  the  kind  of  sophi- sticated consumption  of 
political  products  that  the 
model  posits  for  them. 
Thus,  the  NDP,  the  only 
party  that  pretends  to  ad- dress itself  to  the  question 
of  power,  fails  even  to  de- fine the  question. 

The  problem  is  not  huck- 
sterism,  or  "mass  media". It's  not  that  better  products 
are  not  being  produced,  or 
not  selling  well.  None  of  the 
imperfections  that  mar  the 
smooth  functioning  of  the 
system  is  the  problem.  Be- cause even  with  a  veritable 
supermarket  of  political 
programs  to  choose  from, the  consumer  would  not  be 
king.  That  is  not  what  pow- 

er means.  The  question  is 
whether  a  structure  design- 

ed to  sell  political  ideas  to 
passive  political  consumers 
can  possibly  be  used  to  give 
people  real  power. Those  of  you  who  did  not 
stop  reading  when  I  got 
serious  (and  those  who 
realized  that  I  was  serious 
all  along)  are  probably  ask- ing what  the  hell  I  suggest 
as  an  alternative.  And  of 
course  I  don't  suggest  any- 

thing as  an  alternative  be- 
cause not  suggesting  an  al- 

ternative is  what  this  arti- 
cle is  all  about.  This  is  not 

a  build-up  for  the  presenta- 
tion of  my  own  new,  king- size  political  program.  Top- 

down  decisions  are  the 
problem,  not  the  solution. 
Personal  Responsibility 
Alt  I  am  suggesting  is  a 

new  mood  of  personal  re- 
sponsibility toward  deci- sion-making. You  were 

taught  very  early  how  you 
were  supposed  to  respond 
to  our  technological  civili- 

zation: DON'T  TOUCH  IT! Don't  twiddle  the  dials!  and 
especially  don't  look  in  back. There's  a  Man  who  comes 
to  fix  it.  Mind  you,  he  never 
seems  to  fix  it  very  well  or 
very  long,  but  don't  touch  it yourself  or  you'll  really  bug- 

ger it  up." 

You  have  to  unlearn  that 
lesson  because  there  are  no 
experts  on  the  running  of 
your  life.  The  Man  isn't coming.  The  Man  who  is  go- 

ing to  do  all  the  right  things 
for  all  the  right  reasons  is 
never  going  to  be  there,  not 
on  his  white  horse  and  not 
on  your  ballot.  Before  we 
have  power  we  are  going  to 
have  to  build  structures  that 
make  people  creators,  not consumers,  of  the  decisions 
that  are  vital  to  them. 
And  the  first  step  is  to 

refuse  to  participate  in  the 
ritual  alienation  of  power 
by  which,  we  symbolize  our 
helplessness  towards  the 
uses  and  abuses  of  authori- 

ty. Don't  vote. 
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Why  I  will  not  vote  Li
beral 

Many  students  on  this 
campus  will  vote  Liberal  on 
November  8.  Some  will  do 
so  because  tbey  are  commit- 

ted to  the  policies,  princip- 
les, and  leadership  of  the 

Libera]  Party;  most  will  do 
so  because  it  is  a  "safe" thing  to  do. 
The  lack  of  issues  in  the 

campaign,  the  extreme  ap- athy of  the  voters,  and  the 
general  lack  of  confidence in  the  Parliamentary  system 
can  only  benefit  the  Liberal 
Partv.  Realizing  this.  Liber- 

al campaign  strategists have  deliberately  avoided 
discussion  of  isssues.  Their 
strategy  has  been  to  keep 
Pearson  in  Ottawa  to  the 
end  while  his  cohorts  blast 
Diefenbaker. 

Yet  they  have  had  the  au- 
dacity to  come  before  the 

country  and  ask  for  a  ma- 
jority in  order  to  implement 

policies  they  refuse  to  dis- 
cuss. They  expect  us  to  ac- 
cept them  as  the  natural 

rulers  of  the  country. 
Diefenbaker  and  Douglas 
Many  people  will  reject Diefenbaker  Conservatism 

and  Douglas  Socialism  be- 
cause their  platforms  and 

dreams  are  clearly  and  un- 
ashamedly presented  to  the 

public-  They  will  then  vote 
Liberal  because  that  party 
seems  to  be  a  good  middle- 
of-the-road  compromise.  The 
lack  of  issues  in  this  camp- 

aign is  tailored  to  order  for 
those  Liberal  politicians 
who  wish  to  maintain  and 
enhance  this  image. 

As  a  student  of  Canadian 
politics  and  history,  I  know 
thai  the  Liberal  Party  does 
stand  for  something  very 
definite,  though  it  is  not 
explicil  in  its  program.  And 
as  a  person  with  relatively 
developed  political  ideals.  I 
rinnot  afrree  with  what  the 
Liberal  Partv  stands  for.  1 
am  writing  this  article  both 
to  present  my  own  values 
and  to  try  to  make  the  is- sues as  I  see  them  clear  to 
the  undecided  voters  on 
campus. 
Canadian  unity? 
In  my  mind,  the  central 

issue  of  this  election  camp- 
aign, hidden  though  it  has 

been  by  clouds  of  obfusca- tion  and  rhetoric,  is  the  ex- 
istence of  Canada  as  a  sov- 

ereign state.  This  is  not  pu- 
rely the  issue  of  "Canadian 

Unity"  though  it  encompas- 
ses it.  It  is  the  wider  ques- 

tion of  whether  the  hund- 
red-vear-old  Canadian  ex- 

periment in  nationhood  will survive. 
What  is  Canada?  Is  it  a 

political  accident,  a  leftover 
of  a  dead  imperial  past?  Or 
is  it  a  potentially  viable  po- 

litical entity?  There  is  no 
doubt  in  my  mind  that  the 
latter  is  true. 
Canada  has  represented 

over  the  years  a  number  of 
concepts  which  were  in  di- 

rect opposition  to  the  ram- 
pant liberalism  of  the  Ame- 
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rican  republic.  It  has  been 
a  society  based  on  the  con- 

cept of  the  mosaic  (a  mul- titude of  cultures)  rather 
than  the  melting  pot  (the 
integration  of  all  cultures into  a  homogeneous whole). 

It  has  represented  con- 
servatism (a  concept  of  hu- 

man values  and  of  an  ord- 
ered, organic  society)  rath- er than  liberalism  (a  con- 
cept based  on  the  univer- sality of  human  greed,  and 

the  idea  of  progress  and  pri- 
vate enterprise  to  which  all 

systems  of  government  and 
social  values  are  subservi- 

ent). It  has  been  Canada's conservative  tradition  which 
has  made  a  socialist  party 
possible  in  this  country. 
There  is  no  doubt  that 

the  Fathers  of  Confedera- 
tion understood  this.  Con- federation for  them  was  a 

deliberate  attempt  to  found 
on  the  northern  half  of  the 
North  American  continent 
a  new  nation,  with  all  that 
implied.  The  leaders  of  Ca- 

nada, particularly  Macdon- 
ald,  recognized  that  Cana- da's nationhood  would  have 
to  be  maintained  by  men 
who  understood  both  the 
purpose  and  value  of  this 
creation  and  would  be  wil- 

ling to  make  superhuman  ef- forts to  preserve  it. 
Attempts  to  preserve  Ca- nadian nationality  and  the 

Canadian  character  have 
taken  two  forms.  The  first 
has  been  conscious  policies 
of  development  to  ensure 
that  as  new  frontiers  open- 

ed, their  character  would 
be  Canadian.  Canadian  go- 

vernments before  King  were 
willing  to  adopt  apparently 
socialist  policies  to  ensure 
that  important  facets  of  Ca- nadian life  would  not  fall 
into  the  hands  of  foreign 
or  irresponsible  local  inter- 

ests. The  CPR,  Ontario  Hyd- 
ro, the  CBC,  and  the  CNR 

are  all  aspects  of  this. 
Britain  vs  U.S. 

The  second  form  has  been 
the  maintenance  of  a  ba- 

lance between  the  pulls  ex- 
erted on  Canada  from  Bri- 

tain and  the  U.S.  Thus  the 
Canadian  people  rejected 
both  Imperial  Federation 
and  unrestricted  reciproci- 

ty- This  balance  became  up- 
set after  World  War  I  be- 

cause of  the  decline  of  Great 
Britain  and  the  lessening 
of  the  pull  from  that  quar- 

ter and  the  advent  of  Mack- 
enzie King.  King  followed 

the  traditional  policies  of  Li- 
beral nationalism  in  Cana- 

da, attacking  the  British 
connection  by  demanding 
more  rights  for  Canada  and 
by  adopting  closer  relations with  the  U.S.  He  did  not 
understand  or  chose  to  ig- 

nore the  fact  that  these  po- 
licies must  result  in  Cana- 

da's becoming  a  colony  of the  U.S. 
While  he  continued  to 

flog  the  dead  horse  of  Im- 
perial tics,  he  negotiated 

agreements  like  the  Ogdens- 
berg  agreement,  the  Alaska 

highway  and  the  radar  de- 
fence system  which  drasti- 

cally lessened  Canada's  po- litical independence  vis  a 
vis  the  U.S. 

In  the  late  forties,  the  po- 
licies of  C.  D.  Howe  comp- 
leted the  ruin  of  Canadian 

political  independence.  Ame- rican corporate  enterprise 
was  invited  into  Canada 
with  virtually  no  strings  at- 

tached, and  the  result  has 
been  the  establishment  in 
Canada  of  a  business  and 
civil  service  elite  whose  in- terests are  continental,  not 
national,  in  nature. 
Howe  dreamed  of  a  pros- 

perous Canada,  rich  with 
the  wealth  that  only  the  con- 

tinental corporations  could 

provide,  and  irrelevant  con- siderations such  as  the 
rights  of  Parliament  or  Ca- nadian nationalism  were  not 
to  be  allowed  to  stand  in 
the  way.  As  E.  P.  Taylor  has 
said:  "Nationalism?  How 
old-fashioned  can  you  get?" Tame  Acquiescence 

As  the  Liberal  Party  en- 
gineered these  changes,  they 

came  to  be  the  voice  of  this 
new  elite.  Gradually  any  at- 

tempts at  national  indepen- dence were  undermined  by 
the  objections  of  this  elite. 
Pearson  could  protest 
against  the  dying  imperial- ism of  Britain  and  France 
at  Suez,  but  he  could  not 
object  to  the  hardening  of the  structure  of  NATO  or 
its  increasing  role  as  the 
handmaiden  of  American 
policy  in  Europe. 
When  this  elite  demand- 

ed that  Canada  be  a  "good 
ally"  and  accept  nuclear 
weapons,  Pearson  tamely  ac- 

quiesced. Pearson  was  op- enly welcomed  into  power 

by  the  Canadian  and  Ame- rican business  establish- ment, the  civil  service,  and 
the  governments  of  the  U.S. and  U.K. 
There  are  those  who  say 

that  the  party  of  Pearson and  Gordon  is  not  that  of 
King  and  Howe.  But  not- 

withstanding Gordon's  bud- 
get, which  was  dropped  like 

a  hot  potato  after  the  first 
outcries  from  continental 
corporatism,  the  men  who controlled  the  party  before 
1957,  Pearson,  Martin,  Pick- 
ersgill,  Conolly,  Winters, 
reinforced  by  a  few  tech- nocrats like  Mitchell  Sharp, 
control  it  now. 
Trudeau,  Pelletier  and 

Marchand  aside,  the  Old 
Guard  still  holds  sway  in 
Quebec,  and  their  control could  not  be  broken  by  the 
full  weight  of  the  Ottawa 
Party  and  by  the  smell  of scandal. 
Men  like  Winters  are 

drifting  back  from  their 
cushy  jobs  in  continental 
corporations  to  Cabinet 
posts  (if  they  win).  The 
business  interests  who  look- ed to  the  Liberals  to  create 
a  climate  favourable  to  for- 

eign investment  and  the 
elites  who  found  their  po- 

litical voice  in  the  party  con- 
tinue to  do  so. 

Perhaps  this  is  inevitable —  it  could  even  be  good. 
But  before  we  ring  the  chan- 

ges on  the  Canadian  nation we  should  perhaps  think 
back  to  the  gargantuan  ef- 

forts of  the  Fathers  of  Con- federation to  build  this 
land.  Are  their  dreams  so 
irrelevant  today?  Is  the  hi- 

story of  Canada  so  unim- 
portant that  it  can  be  sac- rificed to  economic  prospe- 

rity? I  do  not  think  so.  But most  important,  I  think,  is that  we  must  discuss  this 
issue  before  it  is  too  late, 
and  make  a  clear  decision. 
If  Canada  is  to  be  absorbed 
into  the  American  empire, 
we  should  at  least  have  the 
opportunity  to  vote  on  it. More  of  the  same 

There  is  little  the  Liberal 
Party  can  offer  us  but  more 
of  the  same  —  more  inte- 

gration in  the  structure  of 
continental  capitalism  with 
a  few  social  welfare  measur- 

es to  soften  the  blow.  You 
may  believe  in  this  —  you 
may  think  that  continental- 
ism  is  good,  and  that  Cana- da as  a  separate  nation  has 
no  validity  in  the  modern 
world.  If  you  do,  vote  Lib- eral. But  if  you  believe,  as 
I  do,  that  there  is  a  value 
in  the  continuance  of  Ca- nada as  a  nation,  that  in  the 
Canadian  tradition  is  found 
those  qualities  and 
values  needed  to  mitigate 
the  grosser  materialistic  as- 

pects of  American  liberal- ism and  that  it  is  valuable 
to  North  America  and  to 
the  world  to  have  a  politi- 

cally independent  nation  on the  northern  half  of  this 
continent,  do  not  be  fooled 

by  the  apparent  middle-of- the-road  character  of  the Liberal  Party. 

It  is  not  the  party  of  com- 
promise, of  good  sense  and 

efficient  government  —  it 
has  and  always  had  a  pro- 

gram which  is  implicit  in its  actions  since  the  war. 
It  thrives  on  a  lack  of  is- 

sues, because  the  interests 
of  the  classes  it  represents 
thrive  on  a  policy  of  drift. 
I  reject  this  program,  so  I 
am  not  voting  liberal. 

A  MIME-  YEAR  ETHNIC  MIGHT 

By  LIONEL  POOLLE 
One  look  at  the  Czech  Phil- 

harmonic program  and  the 
last  nine  years  synthethize 
into  one  ethnic  night.  No 
one  could  expect  the  orches- 

tra to  be  aware  that  Toron- to under  Susskind  had  been 
one  of  the  last  vestiges  of 
Czech  music.  Nor  could 
one  expect  them  to  realize 
that  one  of  the  lasting  im- 

pressions Seiji  Ozawa  made 
in  the  spring  was  his  incis- ive reading  of  the  excerpts 
from  Prokofiev's  Romeo  and Juliet  Ballet  Suites. 
But  the  Czech  Philharmon- 
ic is  an  established,  much- 

praised  orchestra  whose 
first  public  concert  was  con- 

ducted by  Antonin  Dvorak 
in  1896.  And  while  they  did 
play  Smetana  and  Dvorak, one  could  be  thankful  that 
Janacek,  Suk  and  Martinu 
weren't  also  included.  Not 
to  mention  Fibich,  Vycpalek or  Haba. 
Under  Karel  Ancerl,  the 

orchestra  is  a  marvellously 
cohesive  and  virtuosic  group, 
whose  string  section  in  part- icular must  be  among  the 

finest  in  the  world. 
With  the  Czech  Philarmon- 

ic  performing,  it  is  impos- 
sible to  conceive  of  Smeta- 

na's  Overture  to  The  Barter- ed Bride  as  anything  but  a 
delightful  outpouring  of  sim- 

ple tunes.  From  the  good- humored  beginnings  in  the 
strings  to  the  merry  brillian- 

ce of  the  overture's  close, 
the  performance  was  re- markably clear,  ingeniously 
brilliant. 

Despite  being  given  a  text- urally  lush  performance, 
Dvorak's  Symphony  No.  6 
{old  No.  1)  in  D,  Op.  60  ap- 

pears to  be  an  overworked unsubstantial  exercise  in 
fragmented  harmony.  Too 
much  of  too  little;  folksy Bohemian. 

The  noted  American  aca- demic Walter  Piston  must 
have  been  included  to  satis- 

fy audiences  on  this  first ever  North  American  tour. 
Musically  his  Toccata  is  lit- 

tle more  than  contrapuntal 
herdings  of  sound.  Suitably, 
the  performance  was  tech- 

nically dazzling. 
Prokof  iev's  Romeo  and  Ju- 

liet excerpts  are  themselves 

ethnic  writings  of  the  Czar- ist  order.  The  orchestra  was 
quick  to  capture  the  omin- ous and  tense  character  of 
the  opening  movement.  The 
Montagues  and  Capuiets  Go 
To  Kiev. 
Nonetheless,  it  is  an  excit- 

ing and  sourly  beautiful composition,  having  many 
opportunities  for  the  wood- wind and  brass  sections  of 
the  orchestra  to  excel.  Excel 
they  did.  But  the  most  strik- 

ing aspect  of  the  whole  even- ing was  the  extreme  sensit- ivity and  skill  of  the  strings 
in  the  closing  bars  of  the 
Romeo  and  Juliet  move- ment. 

There,  in  the  context  of 
wiry  dissonant  chords,  the 
strings  achieved  legato  pian- 

issimo phrasing  few  orche- stras could  match. 
One  might  not  have  found Ancerl's  Death  of  Tybalt  as 

blatantly  explosive  as  Oza- wa's,  but  the  former  is  more 
in  the  style  of  a  Koussevitz- 
ky,  the  latter  more  like  a 
Karajan.  And  Ancerl's  inter- pretation was  completely  in 
character  with  all  that  came before. 
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DRUID  NIGHT  OF  VIGIL 

It's  not  as  though  I'd  be  likely  to  give  ground.  How does  it  feel  to  be  a  stone?  Mr.  Zimmerman  who  isn't  one 
but  can  still  get  me  rhetorically:  how  does  it  feel  to  be  on 
your  own  with  no  direction  or  home,  a  complete  unknown 
—  like  a  rolling  stone,  And  a  song  is  something  that  walks 
by  itself.  Some  people  think  he  is  a  naked  person  who  does 
not  drink  milk.  Others  know  his  coming  to  be  impossible. 
So  lots  of  girls  and  boys  wear  put-on  hats,  his  curly.  (In 
England  puberty  is  legal  at  14.). 

It  was  Toronto  and  Sunday.  Inside  Maple  Leaf  Gardens 
were  10,000  madly  sadly  screamers  in  Bob  Dylan  caps  and 
training  bras.  Ingrown  spontaneity.  For  28  convulsive  min- 

utes, five  English  hippies  blew  hot  into  Conn  Smythe's  ice machine  as  70  mph  winds  howled  outside. 
The  Rolling  Stones  didn't  have  to  work  very  hard  for 

their  triumph.  Spaced  loosely  around  the  stage  in  typical 
don't-give-a-damn  dress,  they  slouched  through  nine  of  their hit  songs.  Only  bare  pauses  in  between  for  the  mob  to  howl 
its  approval. 

There  is  no  ceremony  about  the  Stones.  They  run  on 
stage  with  their  guitars,  wave  once  to  their  adorers  and 
begin. 

Where  to  begin?  Nanker  Phelge  you  say.  Fog-bound  in 
London  spreading  kerosene  on  the  lyrics  of  the  world.  Why 
not  Andrew  Loog  Oldham  manager  of  wordesign?  To  de- 

scribe the  group  in  poesy  does  his  mind  think  further  than 
lsd  and  dollars  and  starched  people  in  stiff,  high  collars Brian  Jones  too? 

The  intermission  lasted  15  minutes  and  should  have 
been  an  emotional  letdown.  The  fans  didn't  find  it  so.  From 
the  moment  the  curtains  parted  to  admit  the  Stones,  they 
screamed  anyway  and  everyway,  not  letting  up  until  the 
group  left  the  stage. 

In  the  meantime  everyone  over  16  had  aged  five  years 
»       The  Stone  Age  began  precisely  at  9:35.  It  was  a  trium- 

phant return  to  oblivion  on  massive  waves  of  sound,  a 
roaring  darkness  illuminated  by  a  chaos  of  flashbulbs. 

Only  lead  singer  Mick  Jagger  was  actually  moving.  He 
spread  his  legs,  shivered  his  knees,  pointed  at  the  audience 
and  hopped  awkwardly  in  the  air.  He  had  showed  all  his 
moves  after  the  first  two  minutes.  Everything  he  did  seemed 
clumsy  and  unco-ordinated,  yet  the  noise  grew  more  and 
more  deafening  with  every  gesture. 

Meanwhile,  pimply  Keith  Richard,  all  in  black,  Brian 
Jones,  in  scarlet  cords,  Bill  Wyman,  all  hung  up,  and  drum- 

mer Charlie  Watts?  —  the  teenage  Dr.  Strangelove  —  went 
through  the  motions  in  other  parts  of  the  stage. 

Crisis  came  early  and  sudden.  A  small  brunette  in  a  red 
and  black  plaid  jacket  eluded  police  to  streak  across  the 
stage  and  throw  her  arms  around  Mick  Jagger. 

Jagger  was  singing  I'm  All  Right  and  did  nothing  to  stop her.  A  burly  constable  wrestled  the  girl  offstage.  Other 
stage-storming  tactics  proved  less  successful  as  the  Stones 
came  on  with  Mercy,  and  big  hits  like  Get  Off  Of 
My  Cloud  and  Satisfaction.  (Bette  Davis  who  now  admits 
she  gets  none  from  those  Hush  Hush  Baby  films  is  on 
record  in  calling  Darling  the  best  movie  she's  seen  in  25 
years). 

Jagger  seductively  removed  his  jacket  in  This  Could  Be 
The  Last  Time,  dangled  it  at  the  front  row  and  tossed  it 
Watts  ward. 

The  Mick's  only  other  hip  move  was  to  sit  with  his  legs over  the  apron  of  the  stage  so  he  could  get  a  better  view  of 
the  girls  masturbating  behind  the  stony-faced  cordon  of 
lawmen  surrounding  the  scaffold.  And  by  this  time  ap 
parently  clothed  only  in  a  tambourine,  shaking  at  an  officer 
who  suggested  he  get  back  where  be  belonged.  This  brought 
the  boys  and  Satisfaction  to  a  close  and  the  show  was  over. 

No  matter  how  spontaneous  their  performance  seemed, 
everything  preceding  their  appearance  had  the  mood  of  a 
ritual.  At  8:12  a  VIP  policeman  warned  the  crowd  to  enjoy 
themselves  like  'ladies  and  gentlemen'  (loud  groan).  Then emcee  Bob  McAdorey  (very  dapper  and  mothered)  intro- 

duced Little  Caesar  and  the  Consuls. 
The  Gardens  went  dark.  The  show  was  opening  almost 

fifteen  minutes  late.  Dressed  like  centurions  with  bare 
knees  and  breast  plates,  the  Consuls  felt  obviously  alienated 
from  the  audience  while  pirating  such  Mersey  hits  as  You 
Really  Got  a  Hold  on  Me  and  Do  You  Love  Me.  Insecure, 
but  they  were  loud.  Which  was  all  that  really  mattered. 

John  and  Lee,  in  wine  red  suits,  and  the  supporting 
Checkmates,  in  snakey  green,  alone  of  the  preliminary  acts, 
succeded  in  whipping  the  crowd  into  a  frenzy.  Themselves, 
too.  Finally  John  had  to  be  dragged  offstage,  moaning 
'please,  please.'  on  his  knees  into  the  microphone.  It  was  a 
repeat  of  his  performance  at  the  new  city  hall  ceremonies  in 
September. 

The  Ramrods  at  8:40.  You  noticed  the  silhouetted  forms 
of  policemen  in  the  exits  beneath  red  lights. 

At  8:47,  Patti  Bell  and  her  three  Blue  Bells  in  ultra- 
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Stones  roll  in,  roll  out 
By  DONNA  MASON 
It  was  Halloween,  and 

Maple  Leaf  Gardens  seemed 
to  have  become  the  tempor- 

ary home  of  a  wild  new 
witch-cult.  Thousands  of 
writhing  teenagers  scream- ed and  sobbed  and  tried  to 
get  through  police  cordons to  the  stage. 
And  Mick  Jagger,  lead 

singer  of  the  Rolling  Stones, 
stood  in  the  spotlight  and 
made  love  to  his  micro- 

phone. The   Rolling   Stones  are 
Mick  Jagger,  Keith  Richard, 
Bill  Wyman,  Charlie  Watts 
and  Brian  Jones,  five  young 
men  loathed  by  parents  and 
adored  by  fans  to  a  greater 

though  all  the  groups  and 
songs  today  place  an  em- phasis on  sex  that  delights 
teenagers  and  horrifies  most 
adults,  this  appeal  is  gen- 

erally below  the  surface. 
Sex  is  hinted  at,  suggested. 

But  the  Stones  have  a  dif- 
ferent approach.  The  music 

they  play  springs  from  the American  blues  tradition, 
and  both  themes  and  rhy- 

thms are  more  frankly  sex- 
ual than  those  of  main- 

stream popular  music.  They 
make  a  direct  erotic  appeal. 

Their  fans  tend  to  be  both 
older  and  more  aware  than 
fans  of,  say,  the  Beatles. 
Beatles  fans  refer  to  their 

idols  as  "adorable",  "dream- 

they  were. The  Rolling  Stones  have 
a  casual  approach,  to  say 
the  least.  They  waved  per 
functorily  to  the  audiencet 
then  started  in  on  their  first 
song.  It's  All  Right. Mick  is  the  kind  of  singer 
who  can't  stand  stilt.  He 
dances  with  himself  and 
with  the  mike,  wanders  all 
over  the  place,  and  at  one 
point  he  sat  down  and  dang- led his  legs  over  the  stage. 
(He  was  pushed  back  up 
by  an  annoyed  policeman.) 

At  one  point,  re  removed 
his  jacket,  waved  it  at  the audience,  and  tossed  it backstage. 

Every    time    he  moved, 

degree  than  any  of  their 
rivals. 
Rigid  nonconformists, 

even  on  stage  they  dress  as 
they  please.  There  is  no  at- 

tempt to  dress  as  a  group — 
certainly  no  attempt  to  emu- late the  mohair-suited  sua- 

vity of  many  other  pop 
groups.  Their  dress  is  neat, 
if  various,  and  if  one  of 
them  wants  to  wear  red 
pants  or  a  tiger-striped 
sweater,  he  does,  and  no- 

body pays  any  attention. 
They  insist  on  their  right 
to  remain  individuals,  and 
refuse  to  give  lip-service  to 
traditions  which  seem  out- 

moded or  pointless. 
As  a  group  they  fall  out- side of  the  two  main  trends 

in  popular  music  today,  be- 
ing neither  Beatle-  nor  Dy- 

lan-types. They  lack  the  pol- 
ish and  poise  of  the  Beatles. 

Their  performance  is  any- 
thing but  slick.  But  their music  has  an  earthy  drive 

and  insistency  unmatched 
by  anything  in  the  popular field. 

Their  style  and  songs 
make  explicit  the  factor  un- 

derlying popular  music.  Al- 

Chorlie,  Keith,  Brian,  Mick,  Bill 

y",  but  Stones  fans  use  a different  terminology.  They 
admit  that  the  Stones  ap- 

peal to  them  "because  they'- 

re sexy". 
The  effects  of  all  this 

were  immediately  apparent 
during  their  appearance  at the  Gardens  last  Sunday. 
From  the  time  the  show 

began,  it  was  obvious  that 
everyone  had  come  to  see 
the  Stones  and  they  weren't really  very  interested  in 
anything  else. 

Little  Caesar  and  the  Con. 
suls,  who  opened  the  show, 
received  loud  attention,  but 
no  real  enthusiasm.  Jon  and 
Lee  and  the  Checkmates 
stirred  things  up  a  bit,  es- 

pecially when  Jon  was  re- 
moved from  the  stage,  sob- 

bing "Please,  please,"  into the  mike.  The  others,  espe- 
cially Patti  Bell  and  her 

Blue  Bells  —  a  third-rate imitation  of  the  Supremes 
—  performed  in  an  atmos- 

phere of  general  boredom. Then  intermission.  The 
police  guard  in  front  of  the stage  was  doubled.  The 
lights  went  down  —  and 
everybody  screamed.  There 

girls  swayed  and  moaned. One  of  them  even  managed 
to  elude  police  and  make  it 
onto  the  stage.  She  was 
carried  away,  hysterical, 

sobbing  "I  touched  him." They  finished  up  with. Satisfaction,  their  own  song 
and  a  recent  smash  hit.  The 
Gardens  swayed  with  the  re- petitive, insistent  rhytthm. And  then  it  was  over.  The 
Stones  ran  offstage  and 
were  in  a  car  heading  for 
the  airport  almost  before 
the  house  lights  came  on. 
All  over  the  auditorium  you 
could  hear  girls  crying.  The 
Saint  John's  ambulance  peo- 

ple had  a  busy  time. 
The  less  hysterical  fan 

element  waited  outside,  re- 
fusing to  believe  that  the Stones  had  really  gone. 

Some  of  them  hung  around 
in  the  cold  for  hours,  in 
spite  of  policemen  who  told them  "They're  on  the  plane 
for  New  York.  You  might 

as  well  go  home." It  was  a  wild  night. 

review 
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Some  companies 

bachelor  graduates 

are  a  dime  a  dozen. 

don  t.  Because  we  are involved  in  almost  every  phase  of  economic  life  in 
Canada,  we're  looking  for  men  with  a  broad  outlook. 
Consequently,  we  don't  restrict  ourselves  by  any  means 
to  graduates  with  specialized  backgrounds. 

Banking  has  become  both  a  highly  competitive 
and  fast-changing  business.  The  Royal  Bank's  decen- 

tralized operations  provide  many  active  management 
positions  to  men  of  diverse  inclinations  and  talents. 

We'll  be  on  campus  soon.  Meanwhile,  why  not 
have  a  word  with  your  placement  officer  today? 

ROYAL  BANK 

They  Imk  the  verve 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

Jim  and  Jean  are  sometimes  spoken  of  in 
the  same  breath  as  Ian  and  Sylvia.  But  in 
my  opinion  they're  not  nearly  as  good.  They can  be  seen  this  week  at  The  Riverboat. 

They  have  very  nice  voices,  can  harmo- nize prettily  and  sing  beautiful  songs.  Their 
instrumental  accompaniment  is  there  with- 

out intruding  and  never  asks  for  special 
praise.  Jim  is  a  competent  guitar  and  banjo 
player  and  Jean  works  the  autoharp  occa- sionally. 

But  to  suggest  they  are  comparable  to 
Ian  and  Sylvia  is  way  off  base.  Jim  and 
Jean  sometimes  sound  similar.  (Jim's  voice 
often  sounds  exactly  like  Ian's.)  And  the  duo 
tries  as  wide  a  range  of  music,  often  in  ar- 

rangements and  a  style  strongly  reminiscent of  Ian  and  Sylvia. 
But  I  &  S  generate  an  uncommon  excite- ment both  in  the  drive  and  verve  of  their 

up-tempo  numbers  and  the  drama  of  their 
expertly  entwining  harmony.  This  Jim  and Jean  cannot  match. 

JIM  DONAHUE 
Meanwhile  up  at  the  Penny  Farthing,  a 

young  man  named  Jim  Donahue  is  entertain- 
ing the  customers.  He's  from  Winnipeg,  is 

just  starting  out  and  has  a  considerable amount  of  talent. 
Most  singers  coming  from  out  of  the 

west  are  years  behind  the  trends.  You  know, 
they'll  do  This  Land  is  Your  Land  and  Sin- ner Man  and  similar  things. 

But  Donahue,  for  a  westerner,  is  amaz- 
ingly up  to  date.  His  repertoire  contains some  recent  topical  songs  as  well  quite  a 

few  that  have  not  been  worked  to  death 
even  though  they  are  older.  And  yet  there 
are  still  some  old  remnants  of  the  Hoote- 
nanny  era  and  a  very  outdated  satire  on 

Dylan. 
COMING: 

Next  week  at  the  Gate  of  Cleve  sees  the 
return  of  John  Lee  Hooker.  Gord  Lightfoot 
is  still  there  this  week.  A  group  called 
Three's  A  Crowd  makes  a  Toronto  debut  at 
the  Riverboat  soon.  And  a  group  called  The 
Original  Old  Upper-Canada  Ragtime  Mama 
Jug-Band  is  to  appear  at  The  Poets  (above 
the  Hamburger  Joint  on  Avenue  Rd.)  Wed- nesday. 

And  the  best  of  the  rhythm  and  blues 
shouters,  James  Brown  is  coming  to  the 
Mimacombo  Roller  Rink  this  Monday  and Tuesday. 

GREAT  R&B  SINGER  HERE  NEXT  WEEK 

JAMES  BROWN 

Pimm's  No.1  has  a  Gin  base 

Pimm's  No.  5  has  a  Canadian  Whisky  base 
(both  are  absolutely  delicious!) 

Two  things  about  Pimm's:  easy  to 
serve,  and  a  taste  you'll  enjoy. Just  pour  into  a  tall  glass  and  add 
ice  and  fill  up  with  your  favourite  light 
mix.  You  can  add  a  slice  of  cucumber, 
a  piece  of  lemon,  or  a  sprig  of  mint  to 

DRINK 

PIMM'S 

make  the  traditional  Pimm's,  famous 
throughout  the  world.  But  don't  bother 
unless  you're  in  the  mood. 

A  new  generation  is  rediscovering 
Pimm's. .  .and  enjoying  every  moment of  it 

II.  COBBY  DISTILLERY  LIMITED.  COUI3YV1LLE,  CAN. 

simply  because  you'll  enjoy the  taste  of  it. 

By  HEATHER  SIM 

One  of  North  America's best  rhythm  and  blues  sin- 
gers, James  Brown  (Mr.  Dy- 

namite) is  making  his  first 
appearance  in  Canada  Mon- day and  Tuesday. 
Brown  was  "discovered" in  1956  and  has  since  then 

released  close  to  a  dozen 
albums.  In  1963  every  re- 

cord he  released  made  the 
charts.  His  album  "The James  Brown  Show  Live  at 
the  Apollo"  sold  66,000  co- 

pies in  11  days. 
But  his  following  has  al- 

ways been  predominantly 
Negro.  Negros  have  been 
buying  his  records  as  fast 
as  they  were  released.  Har- lem's Apollo  is  packed  eve- 

ry time  he's  there. His  is  a  Negro  music 
with  strong  gospel  influen- ces especially  in  the  way  he 
uses  his  18-piece  orchestra 
almost  as  a  chorus.  The 
roots  of  blues  and  jazz  are 
there  too. 
And  the  cool  detachment 

of  Mick  Tagger  is  in  sharp 
contrast  to  Brown's  involve- ment in  his  music.  He  has 
been  called  the  Hardest 
Working  Man  in  Show  Bu- siness because  he  really "works  out"  during  a  song, 

making  use  of  the  move- ment skills  he  learned  as 
a  boxer.  He  is  said  to  lose 
as  much  as  seven  pounds 
during  a  performance. 

It  is  only  recently  with the  emergence  of  a  strong 
white  interest  in  Negro  mu- 

sic that  Brown  has  receiv- ed a  larger  exposure,  on coast-to-coast  TV  and  on  the 
hit-parade  other  than  the 
Negro  stations. 

But  can  this  type  of  mu- sic make  it  in  Toronto?  The 
bulk  of  Toronto's  popula- tion is  never  exposed  to 
rhythm  and  blues  meatier 
than  the  currently  being  po- 

pularized by  British  rock 
and  roll  groups.  If  he  does, 
perhaps  we'll  be  seeing  peo- ple like  Otis  Redding  and 
Ike  and  Tina  Turner  before 
long.  Toronto's  music  scene could  use  the  lift. 



An  intellectual  fighter 

By  DAVID  GOAD 
Nathaniel  Branden  is  the 

foremost  exponent  of  Objec- 
tivism, the  philosophy  of 

Ayn  Rand.  In  1958  he  closed 
his  practice  of  psychother- 

apy, and  set  up  the  Nathan- 
iel Branden  Institute,  which 

gives  lecture  courses  and 
publishes  essays  and  speech- 

es on  Objectivism  and  its 
application  to  the  social 
sciences.  I  spoke  with  him 
before  he  opened  the  Tor- 

onto series  last  Friday. 
Mr.  Branden  has  the  build 

and  appearance  of  a  prize- 
fighter; an  intellectual  prize- 
fighter, ready  to  take  on  all 

comers;  he  is  intransigent 
in  his  ideas.  This  impression 
was  confirmed  in  my  dis- 

cussion with  him,  in  which 
he  castigated  modern  philo- 

sophy, its  practioners,  and 
the  world  they  are  creating. 
Goad:  As  a  psychothera- 

pist, what  sort  of  success 
have  you  had  in  treating 
neuroses  using  Objectivist 
principles 

Branden:  I  am  no  longer 
practising  psychotherapy. 
However,  an  associate,  Dr. 
Blumenthal  in  New  York 
City,  is  achieving  great  suc- cess. We  have  received 
many  requests  from  psycho- 

logists, psychiatrists  and 
graduate  students  for  furth- 

er information  and  for 
workshops. 
Goad:  How  does  Objecti- 

vist psychotherapy  differ 
from  the  other  schools  of 
therapy  such  as  psycho- 
analysis? 

Branden:  It  is  much  more 
educational  in  nature;  it 
makes  a  much  greater  ap- 

peal to  the  reasoning  pow- 
ers; it  teaches  the  patient 

how  to  use  his  mind  and 
correct  the  false  premises 
which  led  to  the  neuroses 
in  the  first  place. 
Goad:  A  critic  of  Ayn 

Rand  has  said  "she  urges her  followers  to  stifle  the 
generous  impulse". Branden:  That  criticism 
is  not  true;  the  heroes  of 
her  novels  are  extravagantly 

CANADA 

By  JOHN  CLUTE 
Canada:  The  Uneasy  Neigh- 

bor, Gerald  Clark,  McClel- 
land &  Stewart;  $7.50 

One  would  not  expect  Ray- mond Aron  to  write  a  book 
explaining  France  to  the 
Americans,  and  his  doing  so 
would  be  a  matter  for  com 
ment.  He  would  more  likely 
write  a  book  explaining 
France  to  the  French,  with 
any  listening-in  Americans 
welcome,  more  or  less.  One's expectations  are  not  abused, 
however,  when  one  finds 
Gerald  Clark,  associate  edit- or of  the  Montreal  Star, 
aiming  his  analysis  of  Cana- da at  the  American  market. 
The  title  is  the  giveaway: 

Canada:  The  Uneasy  Neigh- 
bor. Canada  is  not  our  neigh- 
bor; Canada  is  "the  uneasy 

neighbor"  to  the  New  York market  (and  the  Varsity 
spelling  rules  hide  the  fact 
that,  even  in  the  Canadian 
edition,  "neighbor"  is  spel- led in  the  American  fashion). 
But  McClelland  &  Stewart, 
who  are  listed — in  a  type- 

face lighter  than  anything 

generous  to  those  in  whom 
they  see  some  significant 
value;  but  not  to  people  like James  Taggart. 
Goad:  Another  criticism: 

"Her  own  writing  seems  to- 
tally free  of  any  realization 

of  the  terrifying  complexity 
of  the  human  soul  and  the 
world  in  which  it  exists. 
(Both  quotations  are  from 
Bruce  Cook,  Catholic  World, 
May  1965.) 
Branden:  I  agree  with, 

him  in  a  certain  sense — but 
he  should  not  generalize  his 
own  neuroses  to  the  world 
at  large.  What  complexity? 
I'll  bet  he  did  not  define  it. 

Goad:  He  didn't. Goad:  Have  you  received 
any  damaging,  intellectual 
criticism  worthy  of  serious 
thought? 
Branden:  We  have  never 

received  any  criticism  worth 
a  minute's  thought.  All  Ayn 
Rand's  opponents  have 
found  it  necessary  to  dis- 

tort her  ideas  to  attack 
them;  the  blatant  falsehood 
of  this  shows  they  have  no 
valid  arguments — thus  pay- 

ing her  an  indirect  compli- 
ment. I  would  welcome  any 

criticism  by  an  intelligent 
opponent — if  such  could exist. 
Goad:  What  do  you  think 

of  President  Johnson's  "very successful  domestic  pro- 

gram"? 
Branden:  It  is  a  continua- 

tion of  a  policy  of  a  country 
that  is  looting  some  of  its 
citizens  for  the  unearned 
benefit  of  some  other  citi- 

zens; it  represents  several 
steps  on  the  road  to  Statism 
and  abrogation  of  individ- 

ual freedom.  It  is  undesir- 
able, immoral  and  harmful 

in  the  extreme,  and  I  am 
unalterably  opposed  to  it. 
Goad:  Can  this  Statist 

trend  be  reversed? 
Branden:  It  can — by  re- 

cognizing that  Statism  is  the 

else  in  the  book  —  as  "the 
Canadian  publishers",  have 
performed  a  service  in  re- 

leasing Clark's  analysis  to the  Canadian  market. 
Mr.  Clark  is  astute  and 

informed,  and  in  the  prepar- 
ation of  this  book  spent  six 

months  travelling  across  Ca- nada and  interviewing  an 
impressive  list  of  notables: 
it  is  a  mark  of  our  country's cultural  amplitude  that  al- 

most every  Canadian  one 
could  think  of,  with  the  pos- 

sible exception  of  Allan 
Lamport,  has  been  mention- ed and/or  commented  on. 
It  is  possible  to  be  com- 

pendious about  Canada. 
Two  parallel  themes  do- minate in  the  interviews  and 

passages  of  descriptive  ana- 
lysis: Quebec's  complex  re- lations with  English-speak- 

ing Canada;  and  Canada's complex  relations  with  the 
United  States.  It  is  by  now 
habitual  to  mention  these 
two  areas  of  troublement  in 
any  discussion  of  Canada; 
but  Mr.  Clark  extends  this 
invocation  by  insisting  on 
the    parallelism  involved. 

consequence  of  certain  phil- 
osophical doctrines — namely irrationalism,  altruism  and 

collectivism.  It  must  be 
countered  by  a  philosophy 
of  reason,  self-interest  and 
capitalism.  The  battle  to- 

day is  primarily  philosophi- cal and  only  secondarily 
political.  It  is  philosophy 
that  has  brought  man  to 
this  state;  it  is  philosophy 
that  can  bring  him  out. 
Goad:  What  is  the  chief 

evil  of  a  mixed  economy? 
Branden:  A  mixed  econ- 

omy is  a  mixture  of  freedom 
and  controls.  It  is  the  con- trols that  are  evil. 

Goad:  How  do  you  stand 
in  regard  to  William  Buck- 

ley and  his  Conservative 
publication,  the  National  Re- 
view? 

Branden:  We  are  opposed 
to  Buckley's  "package  deal" of  Christianity  and  Capital- 

ism— which  implies  that  no 
rational  defence  of  Capital- 

ism is  possible.  While  Na- 
tional Review  is  professed- 

ly a  political  publication  it 
is  actually  not  secular;  it 
follows  the  Catholic  line 
and  this  is  not  stated  expli- 

citly. Hence  it  constitutes 
misrepresentation. 
Goad:  Do  you  think  the 

government  has  any  place 
in  education? 
Branden:  None  whatever, 

for  reasons  which  I  stated 
in  the  Objectivist  News- letter. Education  in  the  U.S. 
is  in  an  inexcusably  lousy 
state;  there  are  no  stand ards  left. 
Goad:  Should  a  scientist 

work  for  the  government? 
Branden:  I  am  not  neces- 

sarily opposed  to  it  because the  field  has  largely  been 
taken  over  by  the  govern- 

ment, making  it  almost  im- 
possible for  many  scientists 

to  work  outside  govern- 
ment. A  scientist  should 

consider  several  factors  — 

qualifying  it  mainly  by  the 
recognition  that  Canadians 
as  a  whole  are  less  aware 
of  the  humiliations  and  cul- 

tural dangers  of  being  mem- bers of  a  satellite  nation 
than  are  the  Quebeckers. 
And  the  fact — which  Mr. 

Clark  brings  out — that  Ame- rican economic,  cultural  and 
political  imperialism  is  ei- ther unconscious  or  kindly 
does  not  assist  in  the  crea- 

tion of  a  state  of  emergency 
in  the  minds  of  Canadians 
— to  state  it  kindly, 
Quebeckers  have  been  bles- 

sed with  the  conviction  that 
English  imperialism  has 
been  both  conscious  and 
without  a  shred  of  kindness, 
and  are  thereby  in  a  creative 
buzz.  They  are  conscious  of 
their  position,  and  of  what 
they  are  not;  and  in  this 
they  are  considerably  more 
acute  than  many  English- 
speaking  Canadians,  who seem  mainly  to  be  conscious 
that  they  are  not  French- 
speaking  Canadians.  Too 
many  of  them — of  us — are unconscious  Americans. 

It  is  no  good  to  be  an  un- 

does he  have  intellectual 
freedom?  —  does  he  have  to 
advocate  a  particular  line 
taken  by  the  government  — 

•etc. 

Goad:  What  Objectivist 
publications  are  planned  for the  future? 
Branden:  A  non-fiction 

paperback  on  political  sub- 
jects will  appear  next  year. 

By  BEVERLEY  PETERSON 
Basic  Writings  of  Trotsky', 
edited  by  Irving  Howe;  Viru 
tage;  $2.45: 

Selections  from  Trotsky's work  before  and  after  the 
revolution;  subject  matter 
is  not  limited  to  political 
writings  alone. 
Billiards  at  Half-Past  Nine; 
H enrich  Boll;  Signet;  75c: 
An  internationally  acclaim- 

ed novel  by  one  of  modern 
Germany's  major  writers. Canada  in  World  Affairs 
1953-1955;  Donald  C.  Mast- 

ers; Oxford;  $1.95  Canada  in 
World  Affairs  1955  to  June 
1957;  James  Eayrs;  Oxford; 

$1.95. The  first  two  reprints  in 
the  biennial  series  issued 
under  the  auspices  of  the 
Canadian  Institute  of  Inter- 

national Affairs. 
Caribbean  Crisis:  Subversion 
Fails  in  the  Dominican  Re- 

public; Jay  Mallin,  Double- 
day;  $1.25. 

A  pro-American  "eye-  wit- ness" account. 
Instead  of  Violence;  edited 
by  Arthur  &  Lila  Weinberg; 
Beacon,  $3.55. 

A  selection  of  writings  by 
great  advocates  of  peace 
and  non-violence  through history. 

An  Invitation  to  Phenomen- 
ology; edited  by  James  M. 

Edie;  Quadrangle;  $2.75. 
A  stimulating  survey  of 

the  bread  spectrum  of  phen- 
omenological  research  i  n America  today. 

James  Joyce;  Richard  El- Imann;  Oxford;  $4.35. 
Regarded  as  the  definitive scholarly  biography  of 

Joyce. The  New  Asia;  edited  by 
G.  S.  Metraux  &  Francois 
Crouzet;  Mentor,  95c. 

Readings  describe  how  the 

conscious  American.  None 
of  the  best  Americans  are. 
The  best  Americans  are  cap- 

able of  an  extraordinary  in- 
tensity that  few  will  admit 

is  patriotic.  The  United  Sta- tes— within  the  last  decades 
— has  entered  a  new  phase 
of  world  history  like  a  mael- 

strom, and,  like  a  mael- strom, will  carry  us  with  it, 
unless  we,  English-speaking 
Canadians,  decide  that,  al- 

though at  sea,  we  will  prefer to  float. 
We  will  remain  eddied  and 

bounced  about  heedlessly— 
as  Mr.  Clark  makes  clear— and  even  the  best  Americans will  be  too  busy  to  play 
Uncle  Sam  and  pat  us  on  the 
heads,  nice  little  Canaaian, 
you  little  bicultural  rascal 
you,  your  side  of  N;agara Falls  is  much  superior. 
What  Mr.  Clark  has  done 

in     Canada:    The  Uneasy 

Ayn  Rand  has  found  she 
misses  fiction  and  has  tem- 

porarily suspended  her  work 
on  a  treatise  of  epistemo- 
logy  and  is  working  on  an- other novel.  My  wife  is 
working  on  the  outline  of 
a  novel,  and  I  am  working 
on  a  major  book  on  the foundations  of  psychology. 
Edith  Efron  is  well  into  a 
large  novel. Goad:  Advocates  of  Objec- 

tivism have  something  to 
look  forward  to. 

Asian  world  has  responded 
to  accelerated  moderniza- 

tion brought  about  by  West- 
ern contact  over  the  past 

two  centuries. 
Nothing  Personal;  photo- 

graphs by  Richard  Avedon &  text  by  James  Baldwin; 
Dell;  $1.65. 
Two  former  high  school 

classmates  join  in  a  cry  of 
anger  and  frustration 
against  an  America  of  "un- 

speakable loneliness". The  Picasso  Museum  Master, 
pieces  Engagement  Calendar 1966;  Random  House;  $1.50 

Contains  a  Picasso  repro- 
duction for  each  month.  The 

prints  reveal  a  cross-section 
of  the  artist's  efforts  from 
his  early  days  up  to  and  inc- luding his  latest  output. 
The  Rector  of  Justin;  Louis 
Auchincloss;    Signet;  75c. 

On  the  best-seller  lists  for 
eight  months,  now  in  paper- back. 
The  Spirit  of  Mediaeval  Phi- losophy ;  Etienne  Gilson ; Scribners;  $4.05 
Originally  published  i  n 1936,  this  classic  is  made 
more  accessible  in  paper- 
back  form. 
News;  Vera  Garlick;  Long- 

man's of  London;  $1.30. 
Traces  briefly  the  history 

of  the  press,  how  news  is 
gathered,  written  and  pre- 

pared for  publication,  titst 
ruction  is  given  for  the 
preparation  of  a  newspaper 
as  a  student  project. 
Solitudes  Crowded  with 
Loneliness;  Bob  Kaufmann; 
New  Directions,  $1.95. 
Jazz  and  social  protest 

poems  by  a  "discovery"  of Lawrence  Ferlinghelli. 
Somerset  Maugham  —  a Guide;  Laurence  Brander; 
Oliver  &  Boyd;  $3.25. 
The  first  comprehensive 

See  "Paperback",  page  21 

Neighbor  is  to  attempt  the 
explanation  of  the  little  bi- cultural rascal.  He  mentions 
all  his  grievances,  petty  and 
major.  He  mentions  the  split 
in  his  personality.  He  men- 

tions the  fight*  to  stay  afloat in  the  maelstrom.  Hey  you 
Best  Americans,  he  seems 

to  say,  the  little  rascal's  in 
a  leaky  boat.  Please  don't 

splash. 
And  to  Canadians  Mr. 

Clark  has  the  equally  ob- 
vious message,  derived  from 

his  copious  interviews  and his  six  months  of  travel  and 
his  years  of  Canadian  resi- dence; and  he  delivers  the 
message  in  decorous  tones as  befits  his  nationality, 
though  the  message  is  ab- 

rupt: Awake.  Arise.  Bail. 
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—  the  uneasy  neighbor 
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CANADA  -  Scandal 

By  DAVID  BARRETT 
The  Shape  Of  Scandal:  A 

Study  of  Government  in 
Crisis.  Richard  J.  Gwyn. 
(Clark,  Irwin  &  Co.,  1965) 
244  pp.  $5.00. 

This  book,  published  with 
the  election  audience  in 
mind,  is  primarily  a  narrat- ive of  the  assorted  scandals 
which  plagued  the  Liberal 
government  last  winter. 
From  the  title  one  might 
first  expect  a  polemic  direct- 

ed against  Pearson,  but  the 
opposite  is  the  case. 

Richard  Gwyn,  Time's  Ot- t  a  w  a  correspondent,  is 
strongly  sympathetic  to 
Pearson  even  though  he  is 
critical  of  the  distressing 
lack  of  judgment  shown  by 
his  government  and  particu- 

larly by  Guy  Favreau. 
Where  this  book  is  strong- 

est (aside  from  its  lucid  ex- 
position of  the  disclosure  of 

the  scandals  and  their  in- 
vestigation) is  in  its  sket- 

ches of  the  chief  personali- 
ties involved  and  especially 

in  its  balanced  treatment  of 
Quebec.  Gwyn  has  an  excel- 

lent chapter  on  Pearson, 
whom  he  sees  as  a  much 
more  able  politician  than 
popular    mythology  would 

have  him  be. 
The  other  characters 

emerge  well:  Guy  Favreau, 
a  truly  tragic  figure  in  Ca- 

nadian politics;  Maurice  La- 
montagne,  a  real-life  exam- ple of  the  stereotype  of  the 
able  intellect  out  of  his 
depth  in  public  affairs;  Yvon 
Dupuis,  totally  devoid  ot 
real  ability  but  able  to  ex- ert an  inluence  in  Quebec 
politics — all  are  briefly  but 
ably  portrayed  in  a  manner 
which  rises  above  the  gos- 

sipy chit-chat  which  so  fre- 
quently plagues  writing  on current  figures  (witness 

Douglas  Fisher). 
The  second  strength  of 

this  book  lies  in  its  general 
attitude  towards  Quebec  and 
in  its  two  specific  chapters 
on  relations  between  the  Ot- 

tawa and  Quebec  Liberals. 
Much  of  Gwyn's  sympathy for  Pearson  stems  from  his 
belief  that  Pearson  was  the 
only  Canadian  politician  wil- 

ling to  rework  Confedera- tion into  a  looser  scheme 
and  thus  keep  the  new  Que- 

bec a  part  of  Canada. 
He  does  not  credit  Pear- 

son with  any  acute  degree  of 
foresight  in  recognizing  the 
emergence  of  the  chaged 
Quebec;  indeed,  he  details 
the  episode  in   I960  when 

the  Quebec  caucus,  guided 
by  the  old  guard  under  Che- vrier,  refused  to  adopt  any 
new  ideas  regarding  the 
province,  and  how  the  "new wave"  candidates  failed  to 
secure  nomination  in  1962. 
Real  C  a  o  u  e  1 1  e  soon 

brought  the  Liberals  to  their 
senses  and  it  was  obvious 
to  the  politically  astute,  that 
the  whole  Quebec  wing  of 
the  party  would  have  to  be 
overhauled.  However,  bring- 

ing about  actual  reforms  in 
an  entrenched  elite  is  al- 

ways difficult  and  Gwyn  as- 
signs much  of  the  respon- 

sibility for  this  to  Pearson. A  minor  criticism  of  this 
book  concerns  its  style. 
While  it  reads  quite  easily, 
it  could  have  been  beter; 
Gwyn's  writing  is  often  clut- 

tered up  by  irrelevant  obser- vations which  have  made 
Time  magazine  famous  but 
which  are  somewhat  out  of 
place  in  a  serious  work  (on 
Lionel  Chevrier:  "he  was 
flawlessly  bilingual,  impec- 

cably groomed,  a  man  of  cul- ture who  was  fond  of  play- 

ing the  harp.") But  he  often  comes  up 
with  a  good  turn  of  phrase 
as  when  he  describes  the 
"Byzantine  intrigue"  of  a Quebec  caucus  seeking  a 
new  leader  or  the  B.  and  B. 
Commission  setting  off  in 
"dogged  pursuit  of  the  ob- 

vious". 

CANADA  -  Quebec Quebec:  The  Not  So  Quiet 
Revolution;  Thomas  Sloan; 
Ryerson;  §3.50;  121  pages. 

By  CHARLES  DRAIMIN 
In  the  past  few  years  a 

great  number  of  books  writ- ten on  the  topic  of  politics 
and  Quebec  have  been  pub- 

lished. Most  have  been  im- 
pressionistic and  tentative; 

Mr.  Sloan's  effort  is  no  ex- 
ception. The  thumbnail  biography 
on  the  flyleaf  identifies  the 
writer  as  a  journalist,  first 
with  the  Globe  and  Mail  and 
now  with  the  Montreal  Star. 
The  book  shows  it;  it  is  a 
workmanlike  product  of  a 
newspaperman,  easy  to  read, 
not  especially  deep  in  its 
analysis,  but  on  the  other 
hand,  obviously  the  work  of 
a  man  well  acquainted  with 
the  people  and  political events  in  Quebec  in  the  last 
few  years. 
The  few  historical  refer- 

ences are  not  enough  to  al- 
low the  book  to  be  classified 

as  anything  but  popular.  All this  is  not  to  say  that  there 
is  no  value  in  this  sort  of 
treatment;  I  feel  that  this 
book  is  an  excellent  intro- duction to  the  subject  of 
current  political  and  social 

CANADA  -  federalism 

By  STEPHEN  ZACKS 

The  Future  of  Canadian  Fe- 
deralism, edited  by  Paul-A. 

Crepeau  and  C.  B.  Macpher- 
son;  University  of  Toronto 
Press;  188  pages;  $5.95 

In  this  volume  dealing 
with  the  many  problems  of 
Canadian  Federalism,  the 
economists,  political  scien- 

tists and  lawyers  express 
their  views.  The  contents 
which  resulted  from  a  joint 
meeting  of  the  Association 
of  Canadian  Law  Teachers 
and  the  Canadian  Political 
Science  Association  are  wel- 

come additions  to  the  litera- 
ture, which  up  to  this  point 

has  originated  largely  from 

sociologists,  journalists  and 
politicians. 

The  book  devotes  one  sec- 
tion to  each  of  the  four  ses- 

sions of  the  meeting.  Each 
session  consisted  of  two  pa- 

pers, one  presented  by  a 
French-Canadian  and  the 
other  by  an  English-Canadi- 

an, and  were  followed  by 
prepared  commentaries. 
As  well,  former  Dean 

Frank  Scott's  address  to 
the  closing  banquet  has 
been  included  by  the  edi- 

tors Paul-A.  Crepeau  and  C. 
B.  Macpherson. 

The  brief  remarks  on  re- 
patriation of  the  Constitu- 

tion, the  nature  of  federal- 
ism in  other  states  and  bi- 

lingualism  in  the  Canadian 

Civil  Service  not  only  pro- 
vide food  for  thought,  but 

also  introduce  some  aspects 
on  topics  discussed  in  the formal  papers. 

Section  1  examines  sever- 
al concepts  of  federalism. 

Professor  Mallory's  five  no- tions of  federalism  and  his 
historical  discussion  of 
each  shows  that  Canada  has 
adapted  to  changing  social 
and  political  demands  in  the 
past  and  suggests  that  cer- tain constitutional  reforms 
are  a  prerequisite  for  sur- vival. 

Section  2  looks  at  some 
economic  problems  peculi- 

ar to  our  federal  system. 
Both  Professor  Hood  and 
Parizeau  recognize  the  need 
for  co-operation  in  the  eco- 

nomic sphere. 
In  the  concluding  two  sec- 

tions   the  lawyers  express 

their  views  in  language  in- 
telligible to  laymen,  al- though two  of  these  papers 

are  written  in  French.  The 
discussions  centre  around 
past  attitudes  to  the  B.N.A. 
Act  and  the  all-important 
issue  of  revising  the  Cana- dian Constitution. 

I  found  these  papers  and 
discussions  most  informati- ve and  stimulating  and 
would  strongly  suggest  that 
anyone  interested  in  gain- 

ing a  better  understanding of  some  of  the  more  techni- 
cal problems  facing  Cana- da in  the  sixties  consult 

these  studies.  The  fact  that 
there  was  no  general  con- 

sensus among  these  scho- 
lars suggests  that  the  road 

ahead  is  not  an  easy  one. 
But  the  prevailing  atmos- phere of  understanding  and 

co-operation  indicates  that 
there  is  hope  for  the  future. 

CANADA  -  Sevigny 
By  STEPHEN  ZACKS 

This  Game  of  Politics; 
Pierre  Sevigny;  McLelland 
and  Stewart;  $7.50. 
In  recounting  the  history 

of  the  Diefenbaker  years, 
Pierre  Sevigny  brings  to  the 
reader  the  views  of  mm  Cana- 

dian and  an  insight  which 
could  only  have  been  attain- 

ed by  a  member  of  Diefen- 
baker's  inner  sanctum  —  the 
Cabinet.  He  tells  his  own  po- 

litical story  as  well  as  des- 
cribing the  events  of  Diefen- 

baker's  rise  and  fall.  Sevigny realistically  observes  that  it 
was  the  chief  himself,  rather 
than  the  Conservative  Party 

*16  review 

that  was  responsible  for  the 
smashing  upsets  of  1957  and 
1958,  and  the  swift  decline 
in  the  early  sixties. 
Sevigny's  perception  shows 

to  great  advantage  in  his  ex- 
citing descriptions  of  the 

chief's  campaign,  and  his thumbnail  sketches  of  many 
former  colleagues  —  particu- 

larly Mr.  Diefenbaker.  His 
accounts  of  the  latter  explain 
the  difficulties  encountered 
by  the  Tory  M.P.'s  in  work- ing with  the  ex-Prime  Minis- 

ter. He  tries  to  show  Diefen- 
baker as  he  saw  him  —  both 

in  good  light  and  bad  —  as 
the  rabble  rouser,  and  prai- 

rie radical  who  restored  the 
Conservative  Party  to  respec- 

tability and  power;  and  as 
the  procrastinating,  hot-tem- 

pered, and  often  autocratic 

leader  who  would  demand 
the  views  of  all  Ministers  on 
all  issues  and  then  select  a 
policy,  which  he  had  decided 
upon  beforehand  —  when- 

ever decisions  were,  in  fact, 
made! 

The  Quebec  Minister  tells 
of  his  own  electoral  battles 
and  his  rise  to  the  Cabinet. 
Because  of  his  position  as  an 
insider  he  is  able  to  clarify 
some  aspects  of  the  Coyne 
Affair,  the  Cabinet  insurrec- 

tion of  1963  and  other 
events.  He  explains  the  feel- 

ings of  many  Quebecois 
about  the  seconding  issue  at 
the  1956  leadership  convent- 
tion.  He  elaborates  how  this 
and  Diefenbaker's  mi'  judL!;- menl  in  the  allocation  of  Ca- 

binet posts  to  the  Quebec 
Conservatives  led  to  the 
eventual  decline  ot  the  party 
in  Quebec. 

The  major  disadvantage  in 
this  study  is  due  to  the  pro- 

tocol set  down  for  contem- 
porary histories.  The  necessi- 

ty for  secrecy  leads  to  the  re- 
porting of  many  events  and 

quotations  as  hearsay,  with- out further  substantiation  or 
documentation.  Thus  the  va- 

lidity of  much  of  the  infor- mation will  have  to  await  the 
passing  years,  and  the  avail 
ability  of  private  papers  for verification. 

Although  the  author  is  not 
without  his  bias,  I  believe 
that  he  succeeds  in  present 
ing  the  views  of  a  French  Ca 
nadian  Minister  on  the 
Diefenbaker  years.  His  con- 

tribution to  the  literature  ot 
Canadian  politics  will  neces- 

sarily be  well  received,  not 
only  because  it  fills  a  gap 
therein,  but  primarily  be- 

cause of  its  clear  and  vivid 
style  and  its  wealth  of  infor- 
mation. 

change  in  French  Canada. 
Understanding  of  the  social 
determinates  of  political  be- havior is  at  a  premium  now, 
especially  among  those  who 
can  see  separatist  senti- ments and  dimensions  of 
modernization  in  French  Ca- 

nada as  being  more  than  the 
excesses  of  a  bomb-throwing few. 

The  tone  of  political  argu- 
ment in  the  past  few  years 

betrays  the  vast  ignorance 
of  the  Canadian  Public.  The 
platitudes  and  rationaliza- tions corrunon  today  even 
among  educated  people  are 
appaling. 
What  is  desirable  in  Na- tionalist sentiment?  What  is 

worthy  of  intelligent  peop- 
le's support?  What  sort  of 

aberration  is  Separatism? 
What  about  the  Montene- 

grin minority  in  the  prai- ries? What  does  this  mean 
to  Confederation?  What  does 
Confederation  mean? 

Sloan  by  no  means  comes 
close  to  answering  satisfact- 

orily any  of  these  questions. He  does  however  raise  them 
all,  some  only  tangentially 
in  the  course  of  the  book. 
He  does  communicate  the 
ideology  of  the  French  Ca- nadian as  explicated  by  the 
intellectual  and  political 
elite  in  a  sympathetic  man- 

ner worthy  of  the  serious- ness of  the  issue. 
Threatening  radical  ideolo- 

gy can  turn  us  to  consid- ered introspection.  —  What was  Confederation?  The 
contract  signed  in  1867  was 
more  than  the  articles  of 
independence;  it  was  also  an 
ex  post  facto  marriage  be- tween the  rag-tag  collection 
of  retired  fur  traders,  re- 

actionaries from  the  Ameri- can War  of  Independence, 
Scottish  clansmen,  and  re- mittance men  on  the  one 
hand,  and  the  descendents 
of  the  sixty-five  odd  thous- and peasants  and  trappers 
whose  only  tie  with  Europe 
apart  from  the  Church  was 
the  memory  of  pre-revolu- tionary  France. 

These  were  definitely  not 

just  transplanted  French- men. For  example:  the  aut- 
hor repeatedly  describes  the 

Quebec  political  leaders  as 
pragmatic  and  empirical; 
does  this  symbolize  the  An- 

glo-American inroads  into 
the  Gallic  culture  in  North 
America?  Certainly  whatever 
other  characteristics  of  the continental  French  that  the 
Quebecois  have  retained, 
political  instability  is  not one  of  them. 

In  any  event  Confedera- tion in  Canada,  just  as  that 
of  the  USA  three  quarters  of 
a  century  previously,  was 
meant  to  be  'something 
else';  it  has  not  really  been 
until  now  that  we  have  been 
called  to  question  it  as  the 
experiment  it  undoubtedly 
was. 

The  current  question  of 
Quebec,  like  the  grain  of 
sand  in  an  oyster,  is  one  way 
of  starting  discussion  on  the 
meaning  of  political  organ- ization, for  controversy  will 
breed  research  and  inspect- ion and  democracy  will  be 
the  better  for  it. 



The  Prince:  a  pagan  philosophy By  PAUL  CARSON 
"Machiavelli  created  the possibility  of  a  pluralistic 

society,  and  then  attacked 
the  numerous  social  and 
political  compromises  which 
inevitably  resulted." This  assessment  of  the 
political  and  philosophical 
impact  of  Niccolo  Machia- 

velli was  delivered  Tuesday 
by  Sir  Isaiah  Berlin,  a  noted 
British  philosopher  and  po- litical scientist. 

His  lecture  was  sponsored 
by  the  Dept.  of  Political 
Economy. 

Prof.  Berlin  argued  that 
Machiavelli  destroyed  the 
popular  metaphysical  no- 

tion that  ultimate  religious 
and  political  answers  were 
perfectly  compatible. 
"He  asserted  that  Christ- 

ianity tends  to  make  people 
otherworldly  in  outlook  and 
thus  susceptible  to  corrupt 
rulers.  Thus,  the  practice  of 
traditional  Christian  virtue 
was  a  hindrance  to  a  ruler 
interested  in  achieving  the 
construction  of  the  perfect 
state,"  Berlin  eplained. 
He  added  that  Machiavelli 

had  in  fact  introduced  a 
pagan  view  of  life  to  a 
strongly  Christian  society. 

"Machiavelli  argued  that the  pursuits  of  Heaven  and 
Glory  are  incompatible  be- 

cause there  are  no  super 
criteria  upon  which  to  base 
a  common  solution,"  Prof. Berlin  said. 
He  commented  that  this 

thesis    "was    a  shattering 

blow  to  the  entire  Western 
tradition"  and  is  perhaps the  reason  why  there  have 
been  so  many  different 
theories  about  what  Machi- 

avelli "really  meant  to  say." Prof.  Berlin  explained  that 
Machiavelli  said  things 
which  many  people  were  re- 

luctant to  face;  thus  they 
formed  theories  to  prove 
that  he  really  meant  some- 

thing else. 
He  noted  that,  despite  its 

apparent  excesses  of  langu- 
age and  amoral  outlook,  "it took  The  Prince  about  50 

years  to  make  the  Index." 

Paperback  (continued) 

study  of  Maugham's  work that  has  yet  been  published. 
The  Arab  Cold  War  1958- 
1964:  a  study  of  ideology  in 
politics;  Malcolm  Kerr;  Ox- ford; $2.10. 
The  author  seeks  to  ex- 

plain events  of  these  years 
in  the  light  of  the  confron- 

tation of  divergent  political 
and  ideological  forces  oper- 

ating in  the  Arab  world. 

Man  in  the  Modern  Theatre; 
edited  by  Nathan  A.  Scott John  Knox;  $1.10. 
Brief  studies  of  Eliot 

O'Neill,  Brecht  and  Beckett. 
Memoirs  of  an  Infantry  Of- 

ficer; Siegfied  Sassoon;  Fa- 
ber,  $1.75. His  second  novel  about 
George  Sherston  which 
lates  his  revulsion  of  feeling 
about  the  first  world  War. 

Pravda  comments  on  UNAC 
The  cries  for  universal  ac- 

cessibility have  reached  the 
ears  of  the  Kremlin. 
In  a  recent  article  in 

Pravda,  the  official  Com- 
munist party  newspaper,  a 

Soviet  journalist  stationed 
in  Ottawa  reported  that  Ca- 

nadian students  are  rebel- 
ling against  a  system  which 

allows  only  the  children  of 
the  rich  to  attend  university. 

He  added  that  "young  Ca- 
nadians are  fighting  to  low- 

er financial  barriers  which 

prevent  them  from  being 

educated." Pravda  also  claimed  that 
the  demonstrations  on  Na- tional Student  Day  prove 
that  the  once  "'silent  gener? 
tion"  of  students  is  reacting 
en  masse  against  US  aggres- sion in  Viet  Nam. 
Commenting  on  the  elect- 

ion, Pravda  said,  "the  bour- geois parties  are  trying  to 
capitalize  on  the  student  un- rest but  the  voters  know 
well  the  real  price  of  thes. 
lavish  election  promises." 

Martin  (continued) 
The  Lesage  government 

has  already  promised  an  ad- 
ditional $18  million  in  loan 

and  bursary  aid  to  the  uni- versities. 
Prof.  Martin  noted  two 

special  features  of  the  new 
system  that  have  sparked 
serious  controversy. 

Despite  opposition  from 
some  church  leaders,  the 
traditional  classic  courses 
will  be  completely  abol- ished. 

Despite  the  provisions  in 
the  BNA  Act  for  the  teach- 

ing of  religion,  its  place  in 
the  new  system  will  be  subt- 
ley  yet  drastically  altered. 

"In  the  primary  grades, religion  will  be  taught  but 
there  will  be  no  exams;  in 
secondary  grades  the  exam 
will  not  affect  the  student's 
chances  for  promotion,"  he said. 
The  Quebec  legislature 

has  already  approved  the 
provisions  applying  to  the 
primary  grades,  and  appro- val of  the  secondary  school 
policies  is  expected  to  come 
at  the  next  session. 

As  a  result  of  these  chan- 
ges, Prof.  Martin  said  there 

will  be  more  qualified  teach- ers, a  broader  range  of 
courses,  specialized  univer- 

sity degrees,  and  an  extend- 
ed program  of  adult  edu- cation. 

He  added  that  the  num- 
ber of  students  in  French 

speaking  universities  will 
rise  sharply  from  the  pre- sent 11,000  to  46,000  by  1971 
and  to  76,000  by  1981. 

The  number  of  English 
students  is  expected  to  rise 
from  the  present  11,000  to 
only  18,000  in  1981. 

"This  is  because  the  Eng- 
lish university  enrolment 

has  already  reached  the 
saturation  point  so  the  only 
increase  can  come  from  na- 

tural population  increases," Martin  said. 

PROF.  MARTIN 

Quebec  is  also  planning  to 
create  two  new  types  of 
university  to  meet  the  add- 

ed demand  for  room. 
Limited  Charter  Universi- 

ties will  offer  only  under- 
graduate courses  and  the 

BA  degree.  Centres  of  Uni- 
versity Studies  will  offer 

only  the  first  two  years  of 
the  BA  course.  They  will  be 
located  in  "secondary  urb- an areas"  such,  as  Three Rivers  and  Chicoutimi;  one 
or  two  are  expected  to  be 
ready  for  operation  by  next 

year. Prof.  Martin  was  pleased 
with  the  new  policies  for 
the  universities,  especially 
the  revision  of  the  Laval 
Charter  to  provide  for  more 
democratic  methods  of  ap- 

pointment and  administra- 

tion. 
"There  will  be  no  Board 

of  Governors  and  Laval 
students  will  elect  two  full- 
time  student  members  to 
the  Council,"  he  said. The  trimester  system  is 
"unavoidable"  and  a  single 
accreditation  and  examina- 

tion board  will  result  in 
greater  unity  among  the 
province's  universities,  Mar- tin added. 

"The  present  changes  will 
give  due  recognition  to  the 
right  to  full  education  in- cluding proper  supplies, 
schools,  and  teachers,"  he said. 

Education  in  Quebec  will 
no  longer  be  restricted  to a  small  privileged  group 
Prof.  Martin  asserted. 
He  suggested  that  the  ra- 

pid measures  to  abolish economic  and  educational 
poverty  and  achieve  neces- sary social  reforms  are  no 
longer  evolutionary  "but  ra- 

ther truly  revolutionary." Prof.  Martin  said  that  the 
strongest  forces  for  change 
are  not  the  most  vocal  su- 

per-nationalist groups  but 
the  intellectual  community 
"as  a  new  mentality  and  so- 

cial conscience  was  formed 

through  their  efforts." Prof.  Martin  said  that  the 
guiding  philosophy  is  for 
total  equality  of  opportun- 

ity in  education. "We  are  providing  each 
student  with  the  best  type 
of  education  suited  to  his 
needs  and  abilities,"  Prof. Martin  concluded. 

His  entire  speech  will  be re-broadcast  at  8  p.m.  Nov. 
22  by  CJRT-FM. 

ANCIENT  CURSE  DECREES  THAT  AU  WHO  GAZE 
UPON  THIS   SACRED     INC  AN   GODHEAD  SHAtL 
DIE  AM    AGONIZING   DEATH  . 
....  too  Bad  if  you  look  e d f f 

TREASURE  VAN  IS  COMING  NOV.  8 

BLEED -OR  ELSE 
By  DOROTHY  YARMOUTH 

There's  still  time  to  give! 
With  one  day  remaining  in  the  campus  blood  campaign, 

982  more  pints  of  blood  are  required  to  meet  the  3,680- 
pint  objective. Today,  clinics  will  be  operating  in  the  Smoking  Room 
of  Sigmund  Samuel  Library,  9-11  a.ro.  and  12:30-4  pjn.;  in 
the  Duncan  Room  of  the  Medical  Building,  11  ajn-2  p.m. 
and  3:30-5  pjn.,  and  at  the  Red  Cross  Building,  67  College 
Street,  10  a.m.-2  pjn. 

The  range  of  hours  which  the  various  clinics  are  open 
will  make  it  possible  for  students  to  donate  blood  at  any time  during  the  day. 

Ann  James,  a  Red  Cross  official,  said  there  is  a  chance 
the  objective  will  be  reached  if  students  will  "just  get  to 
the  clinics  and  bleed." To  date,  2,698  pints  of  blood  have  been  contributed, 
with  the  college  and  faculty  breakdown  as  follows: 
College  or  faculty  To  dote  Quota 
Arch    16  40 
APSC    413  450 
Dents    162  200 
Emm   7  30 
Fd  Sci   26  50 
For    28  SO 
SGS   78  100 
Inn    48  75 
Knox    11  20 
Law    42  50 
Meds    74  300 
Mas    30  50 
New    109  150 
Nurs   59  100 
Phorm    50  100 
P  &  HE   46  75 
P  &  OT   48  100 
SMC    421  400 
Scar    43  50 
Soc  Wk   2  20 
Trin    221  250 
UC    296  500 
Vie    385  500 
Wye    17  20 
Mite    40 
Staff   21  — 
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A  weird  combination 

By  JULIE  BROWN 
Currently  on  display  in 

the  Royal  Ontario  Museum 
is  a  startling  combination 
of  exhibitions:  the  Dead 
Sea  Scrolls,  and  sixty  Time 
magazine  cover  portraits. 
Two  of  the  19  artists  re- 

presented in  the  exhibition 
of  original  portraits  com- 

missioned for  Time's  covers 
were  present  for  the  press 
preview  Monday  night  — 
Henry  Koerner  and  Toron- 

to's Duncan  Macpherson. 
Over  the  clatter  of  work- 

men preparing  the  exhibi- tion for  the  public,  and  the 
cables  of  TV  cameras,  Mr. 
Koerner  and  Mr.  Macpher- 

son discussed  their  ap- 
proach lo  portraiture.  "How 

can  you  possibly  work  with- out a  model?"  Mr.  Koerner asked  Mr.  Macpherson. 
"How  can  you  get  these  fin- 

gers," a t  wh ich  poin t  he grabbed  the  nearest  hand, 
( i  h  i  s  reporter's )  "and  the way  that  thumb  curls 
around  the  pen,  without  a 
model?" Mr.  Macpherson  replied, 
"I  guess  I'm  just  an  insen- 

sitive slob.  I  make  it  up." 
He  explained  that  his  cari- 

catures come  from  an  as- 
sumption of  the  subject's character,  and  the  face  is 

based  on  this  assumption. 
The  exhibition.  which 

Time  says  is  designed  to 
demonstrate  the  role  of  art 
in  journalism,  "to  portray the  subject  in  the  setting  of 
the  news,"  covers  a  wide 
range  of  styles,  techniques 
and  subjects.  These  include 
the  completely  realistic  por- traits of  such  famous  faces 
as  Winston  Churchill,  Mar- 

tin Luther  King,  James  Bald- win, Mao  Tse  Tung,  to  the 
more  impressionistic  por- traits of  Harold  Wilson, 
Charles  DeGaulIe  and  Ru- dolf Nureyev. 

Mr.  Macpherson  consider- ed the  simple  charcoal 
sketch  of  the  late  Pope  John 
the  most  moving  in  the 
whole  collection,  due  more 
to  the  "greatness  of  the  sub- 

ject," rather  than  to  the 
techniques  of  the  artist. 
Also  included  in  the  col- 

lection is  the  original  paint- 
ing of  perhaps  the  most  con- troversial Time  cover  ever: 

Pietro  Annigoni's  unusual interpretation  of  John  F. 
Kennedy,  which  elicited 
over  2,000  letters. 

WHEET  This  is  a  cheerleader.  As  if  you  couldn't  tell.  The boy  next  to  her  is  also  cheerleading,  but  he  is  not  nearly 
p5***~  interesting.  At  least,  not  as  far  as  fearless  Varsity 

phorog  NORM  FISHER  is  concerned. 

Markle  says  no  to  free  tuition 

Ward  Markle,  PC  candi- 
date in  St.  Pauls,  said  Mon- 
day night  he  opposes  free 

university  tuition  subsidized 
by  the  federal  government. 

He  prefers  a  bursary  sys- 
tem financed  by  both  fede- 
ral and  provincial  govern- 

ments because  "a  student 
should  carry  some  of  the 
responsibiHiv  for  his  own 
education." Mr.  Markle  added  lhat 
free  higher  education  was 
inevitable  but  "will  take  five 

and  perhaps  ten  years  to 
work  out." His  Liberal  opponent,  Ian 
Wahn,  promised  additional 
financial  aid  for  university 
scholarships. 
He  explained  that  the  ori 

ginal    Liberal    promise  of 
10,000  scholarships  of  $1,000 
was  made  on  the  assumplii 
of  a  four-year  term  in  offit 
"When  we  are  return 

to  office  the  program  w 
be  fully  implemented,"  Mr Wuhn  said. 
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campus  comment Jacques  de  montigny 

UGEQ  CONFERENCE  PROMISES  REAL  PROGRESS 
It  is  traditional  among  student  move- 

ments to  talk  of  "grass-roots"  participation 
and  education. 

The  first  annual  congress  of  the  Union 
Generale  des  Etudiants  du  Quebec,  the  in- 

complete congress  as  many  will  no  doubt 
call  it,  may  well  have  proved  that  this  long- tanding  cliche  can  become  a  reality. 

Much  ink  will  flow  and  many  harsh 
words  will  most  certainly  attack  the  con- 

gress for  failing  to  consider  in  the  general 
assembly  the  commission  reports  and  re- 

solutions on  education  and  international  af- fairs. 
That  many  of  these  resolutions,  on  free 

education  and  pre-salary,  democratisation 
of  education,  and  support  of  American 
draft-dodgers  in  the  fight  against  the  war 
in  Vietnam,  to  name  but  a  few,  are  highly 
controversial,  very  progressive,  and  clearly 
left-wing  will  also  allow  for  arguments  of 
growing  conservatism  and  implicit  denunc- iation of  these  policies  is  an  equally  inevit- 

able interpretation  of  the  general  assembly 
inaction  on  these  resolutions. 

These  opinions  will  testify  more  how- ever to  oversimplification,  ignorance  and 
wishful  thinking  on  the  part  of  observers 
than  to  the  mood  and  feelings  of  delegates 
at  the  congress. 

I  much  prefer  to  see  in  the  apparent 
failures  of  UGEQ's  first  congress  an  impor- 

tant sign  of  true,  if  cautious,  integration  of 
Quebec  students  in  student  syndicalism. 

What  could  be  seen  as  a  serious  set- 
back for  the  leaders  of  UGEQ  and  their  po- 
licies must  rather  be  considered  as  a  first 

battle  won  by  "basic  unit"  leaders  of  in- dividual student  unions. 
Student  leaders  in  Quebec,  and  the 

first  leaders  of  UGEQ  have  been  no  ex- 
ception, are  traditionally  much  more  pro- gressive and  left  than  their  members.  This 

has  often  led  to  the  adoption  in  various 

congresses  of  resolutions  and  policies  which members  do  not  understand  nor  support.  It 
also  leaves  student  union  executives  on  an 
ethereal  plane  detached  from  the  members 
and  the  inevitable  victim  is  the  union  it- self. 

Such  was  generally  the  case  at  the 
UGEQ  founding  convention  last  year.  Many 
members  voted  on  and  accepted  many  re- 

solutions on  the  sole  recommendation  of 
the  executive  and  often  did  not  grasp  their 
meaning  or  their  implications. 

Mr.  Jacques  Desjardins,  last  year's UGEQ  president  has  evidently  been  highly 
successful,  in  his  recent  province-wide  trip 
to  student  unions,  in  awakening  these  un- ions if  not  to  the  complexities  of  the  UGEQ 
philosophy  at  least  to  its  importance. Members  came  this  year  to  the  congress 
less  awed  by  their  executive,  more  conscious 
that  the  principles  being  considered  have 
deep  practical  implications.  They  came  with 
opinions,  and  the  will  to  express  and  even 
defend  them. 

They  did  not  reject  the  policies  the  exe- cutive had  given  months  of  consideration  to, 
they  simple  refused  to  have  them  rammed down  their  individual  throats. 

I  do  not  believe  however  that  such  ac- 
tion was  motivated  by  any  inherent  conser- 

vativism  but  rather  by  a  realisation  that  the 
issues  being  considered  are  too  important 
to  accept  without  understanding  them.  It  is 
no  secret  that  many  of  these  policies  are  not 
well  understood  by  the  students  of  Quebec. 
But  it  is  a  monumental  step  that  they  have 
realised  that  they  must  be  understood;  that 
they  are  too  important  to  be  left  to  a  select 
group  of  leaders. It  is  very  important  that  the  leaders  of UGEQ  realize  this  attitude  among  their 
members.  Robert  Nelson,  newly  elected  pre- 

sident of  UGEQ,  has  given  indications  that 
he  does.  If  so,  UGEQ  is  assured  a  long,  stab- le and  successful  life. 

Expert  admits  skid  row  seems  hopeless 

By  TONY  BOND 
There  doesn't  seem  to  be  much  hope 

of  curing  the  skid-row  problem,  an  expert on  alcoholism  said  at  U  of  T  Tuesday. 
"For  someone  like  me  to  admit  we  don't 

know  what  we're  doing,  that's  dynamite.  I 
hope  there's  no  one  here  from  the  press," Gus  Oki,  assistant  director  of  sociological 
studies  at  the  Alcoholic  and  Drug  Addiction 
Foundation  said  at  a  Graduate  Students Union  meeting. 

"Skid-row  is  something  we're  going  to 
have  to  live  with,"  he  said. 

Housing  redevelopment  never  gets  to 
the  root  of  the  skid-row  problem  because 
it  doesn't  change  a  skid-row  inhabitant's 
way  of  life,  he  said.  "That's  why  the  acti- vities of  such  people  as  Alderman  June 
Marks  are  pretty  limited  and  naive." For  the  moment  the  best  way  to  help 
the  man  in  skid  row  is  to  make  life  phy- 

sically more  bearable  and  help  him  retain 
as  much  dignity  as  possible,  he  suggested. 

Canadian  skid-rows  lack  the  "cubicle 
hotels"  —  hotels  with  box-like  rooms  — ■ 
and  "bona  fide  skid-row"  taverns  that  exist 
in  the  U.S. 

Mr.  Oki  criticized  the  Ontario  liquor 
laws  as  being  "backward"  because  they  for- ce "winos"  to  drink  in  illegal  places. 

"Most  U.S.  liquor  laws  allow  bottles 
of  cheap  wine  lo  be  served  in  taverns,"  he said. 

Characteristics  of  a  full-scale  skid-row 
district  include  flop  houses,  cheap  rooming- 
houses  and  cheap  eating  places.  There  are 
restaurants  in  Toronto  even  now  where  you 
can  get  a  full-course  meal  for  35  cents,  he said. 

Important  skid-row  institutions  are  the 
second-hand  store  and  the  tavern  where 
stolen  goods  are  unloaded. 

"In  one  tavern  I  was  once  offered  a 

full  set  of  Encyclopaedia  Britannica,"  Mr. Oki  said. 
,  Winos  drink  shaving  lotion,  rubbing  al- cohol and  meths,  but  wine,  followed  by  beer, 

are  the  most  common  drinks  on  skid-row, he  said. 
Mr.  Oki  described  the  bounds  of  To- ronto's skid  row  as  Don  River,  Bloor, 

Church,  and  the  lake  front.  Other  pockets 
of  skid  row  exist  where  there  are  wine stores. 

People  living  within  that  area  who  are 
not  skid-row  types  are  "square-johns." Alderman  June  Marks  herself  lives  on 
Pembroke  Street,  possibly  the  most  densely 
skid-row  in  Toronto,  he  said. 

"Mission-stiffs"  —  those  who  rely 
mainly  on  charity  —  and  not  alcoholic  dere- licts, are  found  in  the  largest  numbers  on 
skid-row. 

"Our  recent  studies  have  shown  that 
probably  no  more  than  one  in  four  has  an 
alcoholic  problem,"  Mr.  Oki  said. 

More  people  on  skid  row  came  original- ly from  the  British  Isles  than  from  any where  else. 
And  elderly  and  disabled  men,  who  ac- 

count for  a  large  percentage  of  skid  row's inhabitants,  like  the  anonymity  and  the 
cheap  cost  of  living. 

Olher  skid  row  groups  include  crimi- nals, prostitutes,  drug  addicts,  young  people 
looking  for  kicks  and  "weekenders." Most  men  on  skid  row  never  had  ade- 

quate role-models,  are  unable  to  establish meaningful  relationships  and  tend  to  be 
emotionally  unstable  or  flat,  he  said. 

Women  are  usually  prevented  from 
reaching  rock-bottom  on  skid-row  because 
the  welfare  system  is  more  permissive  to 
women,  because  the  skid-row  male  has  noth- 

ing to  do  with  them,  and  because  they  mix 
with  a  higher-class  male. 

The  expression  "skid-row"  is  a  vulgari- zation of  "skid-roll",  a  part  of  pioneer  Seat- 
tle's waterfront  where  logs  were  handled. 



SOFT  TOUCH 

No  pressure  for  McGill 
By  marci  Mcdonald 
McGill  weekend  means  a 

holiday  for  Varsity  soccer 
Blues. 
The  western  conference 

champions  will,  for  the  first 
time  in  Ontario-Quebec  Ath- 

letic Association  history,  be 
playing  an  exhibition  match 
against  Redmen  in  the  fin- 

al game  of  the  traditional 
home  and  home  series  Sa- 
turday. 

Last  year  the  game  decid- 
ed the  intercollegiate  cham- 

pionship, and  a  scoreless 
tie  split  the  Blackwood  tro- 

phy between  the  two  teams. 
But  this  year  co-champion 

Redmen  aren't  even  in  the race. 
They  finished  third  and 

last  in  the  eastern  conferen- 
ce playoffs,  losing  one,  for- 

feiting to  University  of 
Montreal  and  tying  two  with 
Queen's  Golden  Gaels,  who took  the  league. 

Varsity  will  play  off  with 
Queen's  here  a  week  from Saturday. 

This  weekend's  game,  will not  be  a  meatless  matter. 
There's  an  old  bone  of 

contention  between  Varsity 
and  McGill,  which  makes  a 
win  in  Montreal  a  matter 
of  pride  with  Blues. 

Last  year  they  lost  their 

season  opener  there  1-0, then  went  on  to  take  th 
western  conference.  But  the 
loss  was  cancelled  when  Mc 
Gill  declared  an  ineligible 
player. This  year  the  opener  here 
was  a  firm  4-0  victory  for 
Blues,  but  since  then  the 
face  of  McGill  has  altered 
some.  Three  of  their  alleged 
better  players  out  on  inju- 

ries a  month  ago  will  start Saturday. 

Also,  the  team  as  a  whole 
has  just  completed  a  gruel 
ling  schedule  of  15  games 
in  five  weeks  —  leaving 
them  either  finely  tuned,  or exhausted. 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

St.  Mike's  recover,  trounce  Redmen 
By  BOB  CLARK 

St.  Mike's  Double  Blues 
defeated  U.C.  Redmen,  18-0, 
yesterday  in  first  division 
play,  in  a  game  only  vaguely 
resembling  football. 
Both  defences  played  cre- 

dibly well,  but  both  offen- 
ces showed  a  general  re'uct- ance  to  hold  the  ball.  St. 

Mike's  had  by  far  the  greater ^number  of  opportunities 
handed  them,  as  the  U.C. 
offence  lost  the  ball  in  every 
conceivable  and  inconceiv- 

able way. 
St.  Mike's  majors  were scored  by  Williams  and  Go- 

rizan,  and  Granley  counted 
a  field  goal  and  a  convert. 
The  other  two  points  came 
when  St.  Mike's  Spyx  re- fused to  pounce  on  a  loose 
ball  which  U.C.  had  managed 
to  fumble  into  their  end 
zone  (from  20  yards  out,  but 
allowed  the  U.C.  quarter- 

back to  recover  before  nail- 
ing him  for  a  safety  touch. 

LACROSSE 

PHE  A  took  a  stranglehold 
on  first  place  in  the  first 
division  of  the  in  terf acuity 
lacrosse  league  as  they  won 
their  fifth  consecutive  game, 
a  10-9  squeaker  over  Vic  I. 

Barry  Bartlett  fired  four 
goals  to  lead  the  winners 
while  Chris  Rudge  and  Gary 
Deering  scored  two  apiece. 
Wally  Stelmach  and  Paul 
White  added  a  goal  each  to 
complete  the  scoring. 

Dave  Grist  and  Tom  Trues- 
dale  were  tops  for  Vic  with 
four  and  three  goals  respect- 

ively while  Frank  Blyth  and 
Pete  Ernals  added  single- tons. 

In  another  group  I  game, 
Russ  Ferguson  scored  eight 
goals  to  pace  St.  Mike's  A to  a  14-9  win  over  Law. 
Other   scorers   for  St. 

Mike's  were  Bruce  Ferguson with  four  goals  and  Jack 
Riordar  with  two.  Don  Ar- 

thurs again  led  the  lawyers 
attack  as  he  chalked  up  five 
goals  in  a  losing  effort. 

In  the  only  group  II 
game  played,  U.C.  I  and Meds  A  battled  to  a  3—! 
draw.  The  tie  for  the  doctors 
gave  them  their  first  point of  the  season. 

Novice  initiation  week  as 

B- Bailers  play  YMHA By  RICH  PYNE 
Varsity  basketball  coach, 

John  McManus,  gives  his 
novice  members  their  first 
crack  under  game  condi- 

tions Saturday  night  at  the 
YMHA  Bloor  and  Spadina. 
He  has  decided  to  dress 

exclusively  those  players 
who  were  not  on  last  year's squad  and  to  allow  a  couple 
of  the  old-timers  to  play 
coach — .probably  Nolan  Ka- 

ne and  Bill  Woloshyn — in 
his  absence  since  his  posi- 

tion on  the  Varsity  football 
coaching  staff  necessitates 
his  presence  in  London  for 

scouting  duties. 
Of  the  12  dressing  only 

Art  Bennett,  Arvo  Neidre  and 
John  Rogers  have  had  any 
intercollegiate  experience 

It  is  interesting  to  note 
that  of  the  remaining  ten 
five  —  Tom  Sherman,  Ro 
gers,  Alby  Garbe,  Phil  Lepe des,  and  Peter  Peskun 
were  members  of  last  sea- 

son's University  College  In 
ter-faculty  League  Champ- 

ions. The  remaining  players 
undergoing  inspection  are 
Chuck  Homer,  Doug  Beckett, 
John  Hadden,  Andy  Klimas 
John  Smith  and  Do-ig  Ri 
chard-son. 

Varsity  favored  in  attempt 

at  harrier  championship 

Scoreboard 

Western 
Toronto McGill  . 

FOOTBALL  STANDINGS P    W     I    T     F  A 4    1     0  132  1 16 
5    3    2    0  113  90 5    0    5    0    27  101 Weekend  Results 

McGill  6    at  Queen's Western  1 5    ot  Toronto Remaining  Games 
Saturday — Queen's  at  Western Toronto  at  McGill 

Favored  Blues  harriers 
tempt  this  weekend  to  de- throne defending  champion 
McMaster  over  a  very  rough 
York  University  cross  count- 

ry course. 
Although  Varsity  is  with- out its  first  two  counters  of 

last  year — Bruce  Kidd  and 
Jim  Ellerton — they  have  ma- 

naged to  replenish  the  loss 
with  a  strong  influx  of  new- comers led  by  intercollegiate 
three  mile  champion  Peter 
Buniak.  The  other  freshman 
certainly  is  Brian  Richards. 
Coach  Fred  Foot  is  still  un- 

decided as  to  whether  he 
will  run  rookie  Dave  Tong  01 
an  ailing  Gurston  Dacks. 
The  remaining  four  mem- 

bers comprising  the  seven 
man  team  are  lettermen 
Dave  Bailey,  Doug  McDou- 
gaU,  Rich  Pyne  and  Peter Thompson. 

Individually,   i  t   could  be 

quite  a  race.  Any  one  of  fi 
Varsity  runners  have  the 
potential  to  come  up  with  a 
winning  effort  while  Mi 
Master's  Jim  Smith,  Water- 

loo's Andy  Boychuk  and  Bob 
Finlay,  and  Queen's  Roger Pratt  are  all  capable  of  vic- 
tory. 

Volleyblues  lose 
By  BOB  CLARK 

Varsity's  Volleyball  Blues 
dropped  a  close  exhibition 
match  to  Balmy  Beach  yes- 

terday, three  games  to  two. 
Strong  performances  were 

turned  in  by  Blues'  Rufly Neufeld  and  Jim  Forsythe. 
"I  was  very  pleased  with 

the  team's  showing,"  com- 
mented Varsity's  coach  Tai- mo  Pallandi.  "We  were  in 

better  phy  s  ica  I  con  di  t  i  on 
than  the  Beachers,  but  still 
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WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION INTERCOLLEGIATE  BADMINTON  TEAM  TRYOUTS AND  PRACTICES 

Hr  IhM  u'l*  l,?*e1rcolle9iote  Badminton  Team  proc- 
t,ce  shell  be  held  November  9th,  Tuesday,  from  4  p  m 

Bndm  nt  AVhose  "lho  are  ''"^rested  in  one  of  the 
Badmmfon  Teams  please  come  to  the  1st  practice. 
PLACE:  THE  UPPER  GYM,  BENSON 
ICE  HOCKEY  PRACTICE  SCHEDULE  — Week  of  November  8th  -  Varsity  Arena 
Won.  Nov.  8  —  8-9  ..„,,  —  P.O.T. Mon.  Nov.  8  —  4-5  p.m  —  P.HjE.I Thurs.  Nov.  1 1  _  1 :30-2:30  p.m  —  Vic  I Fri.  Nov.  12  —  8-9  o.m.  —  Phormoc, 
BASKETBALL  SCHEDULE  _  Week  of  November  8th South  North 

o  PHE-POTS  Sr.  A  UC-Phormc., 

7  Vic  A-Nur.  A.    PHEV-PHEII  FHEI1I-PHEI        P„,  ,.'  T°ri'  . 8  PHEB-Trin,  A.  PHEVr-PHEIV  PHEC-Pot  Sr.  D  Fooj  u  ,vit  c 5  UC-S(.  Mikes  A  Phorm.-PHEC   
6lo„iS  N„.  Nurs.A-PHEB  PhEll-PHEl  v       Dtnt, -'.«  5,".', PH EC-Dents  PHEA-VicA  PHEIII-PHEV  Ffl.Se  -Nurs  B B  PHEI-PHEVI        POT  Sr.A-T.rr,.AS..MIk»,  B-MedsVir.  B-P-t  F, Intercollegiate  Ice  Hockey  Practice Tues.  Nov.  9 

come  to  ottend -  All  those  interested  ore 

DON'T  WAIT! 
If  your  campus  group  is  planning  a  trip 

CHARTER  A  COACH 

TRAILWAYS  of  CANADA  LTD. 

Call  923-2232  or  889-3642 
For  information  to  enjoy  the  fun  and  inexpensive  way to  travel  in  a  group 

things  gO 

better,i 

.with 

Coke 

Worldly  studies  a  drag?Take  time  out  for  the  unmis- 
takable taste  of  ice-cold  Coca-Cola.  Lifts  your  spirits, boosts  your  energy... 

i  it  .■■!<;(  J  !<).'<  irttki  HhlEh  ItftftlUr  or  1/  th*  pttfutt  •(  Cati-Cell  Lid. 



McGILL  UNDERMANNED 

Win  ensures  pla
yoff  berth 

By  P.J.  PAPE 

Varsity  Blues  travel  to 
Montreal  today  to  play  Mc- 
Gill  Redmen  in  what  must 

be  considered  a  "must" game. 
For  the  sake  of  the  team's 

confidence,  a  win  is  impe- rative If  Blues  lose  they 
may  back  into  the  playoff 
game.  However  if  they  win, 
Blues  gain  a  playoff  berth 
strictly  on  their  own  me- rits. Their  confidence  will 
be  high  and  they  will  be  in 

WAYNE  PARSONS 
Doubtful  stortor 

a  favorable  position  to win  the  Yates  Cup. 

Going  by  performance 
charts  and  statistics  Blues 
should  be  favorites  to  de- feat McGill  Saturday. 
Word  from  the  Redman 

camp  is  that  McGill  is  bad- 
ly undermaned,  with  their 

bench  strength  rated  as  ne- 
gligible. Many  of  their  play- ers will  have  to  see  double duty. 

Stars  such  as  quarterback 
Rick  Ripstein  and  fullback 
Pete  Howlett  have  been 

playing  on  offence  and  de- fence as  have  several  other 
Redmen.  This  caused  Mc- Gill to  wilt  in  the  latter 
stages  of  the  game  as  they 
did  iast  week  against 

Queen's. Varsity  on  the  other  hand 
has  two  full  platoons.  In  a3- 
dition,  the  amount  of  run- 

ning Blues  do  around  end 
and  on  pass  plays  should 

prove  too  much  for  Red- men's  two-way  players  to 
handle. 
Jim  Kellam,  a  tackle  Blues 

need  on  their  front  line,  has 
been  running  well  at  practi- 

JIM  KELLAM 
Back  to  form 

ce  this  week.  His  injured 
knee,  which  caused  him  to 
miss  three  games  this  sea- 

son, seems  to  be  sound.  As- sistant  trainer  Murray 
Stroud  reports  that  Blues 
seem  to  be  in  good  health, 
only  end  Wayne  Parsons  is 
a  doubtful  starter.  Parsons 
has  been  hampered  with  a 
hyper-extended  neck. 

P.  J.  PICKS  'EM:  Varsity 
mauls  McGill  28-9  .  .  . 
Queen's  conquers  Western 32-24. 

Gaels  Hopes  -
  win  or  die ..  _   „     i,    John  Metrt 

By  DAVE  SOLES 
Special  to  The  Varsity 

In  this  weekend's  suicide 
slretch  to  Yates  Cup  play- 

off positions,  an  offence 
that  has  outscored  all  oth- 

er S1FL  teams  and  the  lea- 
gue's best  defensive  team 

will  hold  the  key  to  post- season activity. 
First  place  Western  Must- 

angs try  to  regain  their  win- 
ning ways  when  they  meet 

defending  champion 
Queen's  Golden  Gaels  iu London  tomorrow. 
Frank  Tindall's  Gaels 

need  a  win  to  assure  them- selves of  a  playoff  position. 
As  has  happened  all  sea- son the  defensive  unit  will 

have  to  hold  up  under  the 
opposition's  running  attack, for  a  favorable  outcome  . 

Queen's  has  only  allowed 
40  points  to  date,  most  of which  were  giveri  up  ifl 
Western's  33-20  win  over 
Queen's  in  the  first  game of  the  season. 
The  vaunted  Queen's  de- fensive team  has  all-stars 

Larry  Ferguson.  Frank  Ar- mcnt.  Guy  Polvin  and  Merv 
Daub  along  with  stalwarts 
John  Crouchman  and  Bob 
Latham  to  close  the  holes 
created  for  Mustangs'  power backs. 

It  should  be  mentioned 
that  Latham  and  Daub  mis- sed the  league  opener  with 
shoulder  injuries  and  since 
their  return  Gaels  have  al- 

lowed 7  points. 
Queen's  offensive  game 

will  be  boosted  by  the  re- 
turn of  all-star  fullback  Hei- no  Lilies  who  has  been  out 

with    stretched    knee  liga- 

ments for  the  past  two 
weeks. 
Western  depends  for  its 

strength  on  the  inside  run- 
ning of  league  leading  scor- er and  rusher,  halfback  Art 

Froese  and  fullback  Larry 

Burridge.  Western's  two quarterbacks.  Bob  Israel 
and  Rich  Hawkins  both 
have  a  penchant  to  run 
when  they  spot  openings. 
While  Queen's  has  the 

best  defensive  record  in  the 

league,  John  Metras'  char- ges have  allowed  more 
points  than  any  team. 
Two  weeks  ago  Western 

finally  introduced  a  wide 
pitch  play  into  their  offence. However  the  one  player 
that  can  run  it  successfully, 
Rob  Campbell  was  hamp- ered last  week  by  injuries. 
Should  he  be  healthy  again 
one  can  expect  to  see  Camp- bell run  to  the  outside  more 
than  normal. 

Rugger  squad  faced 
 with 

probable  playoff 

from  the 

cheap  seat* 

by  howie  fluxgold varsity  sports  editor 

A  UTRFC 
Syndicated  Service 

Blues  are  presented  with 
a  do  or  die  predicament 
Saturday  in  McGill  by  virtue of  their  current  first  place 
tie  wilh  the  Queen's.  Their situation  is  particularly  pre- carious since  McGill  is  a 
much  tougher  team  than 
Queen's  weekend  opponents Guelph. 

In  the  event  that  both 
Queen's  and  Blues  win,  a 
coin  will  be  flipped  and  the 
winner  will  have  the  pri- 

vilege of  home  field  for  the 
final. 

Coach  Dick  Geater  is  again 
expected  to  put  emphasis  on 
Blue's  running  game,  kick- 

ing only  on  defence  or  as  a last  resort. 
Blues  are  at  present  bles- sed with  some  of  the  faslest 

backs  in  the  club's  history. 
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Centre  Rodney  Saunders  is 
the  university  440  yard hurdle  champion,  while  wing 
Ian  Sinclair  and  standoff 
Richard  Hayman  are  noted for  their  illusive  moves  and 
change  of  pace. 
The  main  problem  cur- 

rently facing  coach  Geater 
is  to  chose  a  replacement for  star  scrum  half  Terry 
Picton  who  injured  his 
shoulder  in  last  Friday's 
game  with  Guelph.  This  po- 

sition, roughly  correspond- 
ing to  the  quarlerback  in football,  will  probably  be 

filled  by  either  intermediate 
Haydn  Richardson  or  capt- ain John  McNeil. 

In  the  Scrum:  The  OQAA 
champion  will  enter  the tai  ling  Cup  Playoffs  for  the 
Ontario  Championship 
against  the  winning  inter- mediate team  and  three 
squads  from  the  Ontario 
Rugger  Union  League. 

NINE  POSSIBILITIES  IN  SIFL 

The  regular  schedule  of  the  Senior  Intercollegiate  Foot- ball League  comes  to  an  exciting  close  this  weekend  with  all 
four  teams  having  something  at  stake  For  Toronto  Western

 
°  nueen's  the  weekend's  action  will  solve  the  Yates  Cup 

Playoff  muddle.  McGill  with  an  0-5  record  will  be  trying  to avoid  a  winless  season. 

Blues  therefore,  will  have  no  easy  task  in  defeating  the 
understaffed  Redmen  whose  fiery  coach  Tom  Mooney  has  a 

great  aversion  to  losing  one  game,  let  alone  five. 

With  three  teams  still  in  contention  for  the  league 
championship  there  are  nine  ways  the  standings  could  wind 
up.  Only  three  of  these  eliminate  Blues  from  playoff. 

•  If  Queen's  and  Blues  lose  this  weekend  they  tie  for 
second  place  with  3-3  records.  League  rules  state  the  second 
place  team  must  have  beaten  the  first  once  or  tied  it  twice. Since  Blues  have  defeated  Western  and  Gaels  haven  t,  Blues enter  the  playoff. 

•  If  Gaels  and  Blues  tie  their  remaining  games  both 
finish  with  identical  3-2-1  records,  but  again  only  Blues  en- ter the  playoff. 

•A  three-way  tie  for  first  occurs  if  Gaels  and  Blues 
win  their  games.  In  this  case  there  would  be  two  play- 

off games  Wednesday  night  and  Saturday  afternoon  at  Var- sity Stadium. 
Queen's  has  already  won  the  coin  toss  and  drawn  a 

bye  into  the  final. 

•A  loss  for  Blues  and  a  victory  for  Queen's  leaves  Wes- tern and  Queen's  tied  for  first  and  eliminates  Blues  from 
the  playoffs.  Another  flip  of  the  coin  decides  where  this 
playoff  game  takes  place. 

•A  Queen's  loss  and  Toronto  win  means  Blues  are  all 
alone  in  second  with  the  right  to  challenge  Western  for  the 
Cup.  However,  Western  has  the  right  to  chose  where  the game  is  to  be  played. 

•If  Gaels  win  and  Blues  tie,  Blues  are  out  of  the  play- 
offs since  Queen's  would  tie  Western  for  first  place. 

•The  only  way  a  playoff  could  be  avoided  is  if  Queen's tie  and  Blues  lose.  Queen's  would  then  have  sole  posses- 
sion of  second  place,  but  hasn't  defeated  Western  once  or tied  twice. 

•If  Queen's  loses  and  Blues  tie  Toronto  and  Western 

play  off. 
•And  finally  if  Blues  win  and  Queen's  tie,  Blues  and Western  play  off. 

If  you've  gotten  this  far  things  are  probably  as  clear 
as  the  smog  in  Los  Angeles.  All  Blues  have  to  do  how- 

ever, is  come  up  with  a  repeat  of  last  week's  performance and  a  playoff  position  is  assured. 

LEFTOVERS:  1300  Varsity  fans  will  take  SAC  excur- 
sion trains  to  Montreal....  Gerry  Sternberg  and  Mustangs' 

Art  Froese  are  tied  with  48  points  each  atop  the  SIFL  scor- 
ing race....  Bryce  Taylor  is  third  with  38  points....  Predic- tion: Three-way  tie  for  first. 

Rowers  in  championship 

Varsity  oarsmen  journey 
to  the  St.  Catharines  Row- 

ing Club  this  weekend  to 
row  in  the  OQAA  Champion- 

ships for  the  T.  R.  Loudon 
Trophy. 

Thus  far  the  U  of  T  crew 
has  lost  only  one  regatta, 
that  to  Wayne  State,  and  is 
undefeated  against  OQAA 
schools.  This  fact  however 
does  not  imply  an  easy  To- 

ronto win  for  their  mar- gin of  victory  both  in  the 
over-all  standings  and  in 
the  individual  races,  has 
been  dimishing  in  each  suc- cessive meeting. 
One  crew  however  that 

must  be  considered  almost 
a  sure  victor  is  the  fresh- 

man eight  who  have  won  all 
their  races  by  substantial 
distances.  Nevertheless  this 
fact  does  not  give  Varsity 
much  of  an  advantage  in 
the  standings  since  the freshman  event  is  only 
weighted  on  a  15-40  basis 
against  senior  varsity. 

This  year  all  four  classes 
—  senior  varsity,  junior  var- 

sity, lightweight  and  fresh- man —  will  be  vying  for 
OQAA  championship  recog- 

nition. In  the  past  only  se- 
nior and  lightweight  had counted. 



McGill  weekend . 

Wilder  than  ever 

Those  long  train  rides  to  McGill  sure  can  wear  you  out  (More  McGill  pix  on  page  6). 

University  of  Toronto  stu- 
dents invaded  Montreal 

again  this  weekend  on  their 
annual  McGill  Weekend, 
drinking,  wenching,  yelling all  the  way. 

Drinking  and  making  out 
under  benches  kept  the 
train  to  Montreal  alive  as 
everyone  was  singing, 
throwing  old  shoes  around 
and  pulling  the  emergency- 
stop  cord. Tony  Orav,  one  of  the SAC  marshalls  on  the  train, 
started  getting  worried 
about  the  frequent  train 
stoppings.  He  told  the  stu- dents to  report  anyone  they 
saw  pulling  the  cord. 

It  was  being  pulled  less 
frequently  after  a  railroad 
employee  warned  the  stu- dents that  a  non-stop  train 
following  would  smash  into 
the  SAC  train  if  it  kept  be- 

ing delayed. 
As  it  was,  the  train  arriv- 
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CYC  member  quits:  blames  government 
By  GLORIA  WANDRESS 
Michel  Forand  left  the 

Company  of  Young  Cana- dians last  week  because 
Canada  supports  U.S.  policy 
in  Viet  Nam. 
The  former  Canadian 

Union  of  Students  national 
secretary  resigned  after  six 
months  with  the  organizing 
committee. 
"By  granting  its  support 

to  the  U.S.  government's 
policy  in  Viet  Nam,"  Forand wrote  to  Prime  Minister 
Pearson,  "your  government is  undermining  the  whole 
moral  foundation  of  the 
Company  of  Young  Cana- 
dians." Forand  said  he  joined  the 
committee  because  he  be- 

lieved it  wanted  to  create 

an  agency  that  would  con- tribute in  establishing  the 
foundations  of  a  world  com- 

munity— "justice,  freedom 
and  peace," "In  agreeing  with  the 
American  government's  po- licy in  Viet  Nam,  you  have 
shown  me  that  this  belief 
was  not  justified,"  Forand said  in  his  letter  of  resigna- 
tion. 

"The  possibility  of  attain- 
ing the  objective  (of  the  or- 

ganizing committee)  is  des- 
troyed by  war,  any  war,"  he wrote.  "The  war  going  on 

in  Viet  Nam  is  all  the  more 
reprehensible  because  it  is 
waged  by  those  who  pro- claim loudly  their  belief  in 
democracy  as  a  basis  for 
world  peace,"  he  said. 

The  chairman  of  the  or- 
ganizing committee,  Dr.  J.F. 

Leddy,  said  in  Windsor  that 
although,  he  didn't  see  the connection  between  Viet 
Nam  and  the  Company,  he 
thought  that  Forand  was entitled  to  act  according  to 
his  conscience. 

Dr.  Leddy,  who  is  also 
president  of  the  University 
of  Windsor,  will  submit  a 
report  on  the  Company  of 
Young  Canadians  to  the 
Prime  Minister  at  the  begin- 

ning of  December. 
The  Company  was  propos- 

ed in  the  Speech  from  the 
Throne  April  8.  The  compa- 

ny is  to  recruit  volunteers 
and  coordinate  youth  ser- vice in  Canada  and  foreign 
countries. 

COMMITTEE  PLANS  EVALUATION  OF  ARTS  COURSES 

By  LESLIE  GARY 
The  groundwork  now  is 

being  laid  for  the  first course  evaluations  in  the 
Faculty  of  Arts  and  Science. 
Architecture  and  Engin- 

eering students  have  both 
carried  out  such  programs, 
but  the  evaluations  now  be- 

ing planned  by  the  educa- tion committee  of  the  Stu- 
dents Administrative  Coun- cil are  the  first  of  their 

kind. 
Alan  Gill  (IV  Trin),  head 

of  the  committee,  explain- 
ed that  they  would  either 

prepare  the  critiques  them- selves   or    would  .provide 

help  for  any  departments 
that  wish  to  do  their  own. 
"But  this  is  a  monumen- 

tal task  for  which  only  the 
foundations  will  be  laid  this 
year,"  he  said. Gill  said  one  of  the  major 
problems  is  preparing  a 
questionnaire  wide  enough 
in  scope  and  yet  easy  enough 
to  answer  that  students  will 
complete  it.  The  committee 
is  being  aided  by  a  Canadian 
Union  of  Students  brochure 
on  course  evaluations. 

Gill  said  another  problem 
is  that  in  some  of  the  cour- 

ses which  really  need  eva- luations, no  one  is  willing  to 
do  them.  He  said  that  in  the 

r  departments  where 
is  a  tighter  relation- 

ship between  staff  and  stu- dents, the  students  are 
alraid  to  do  anything  that 
might  antagonize  someone who  controls  the  marks. 
The  committee  now  is 
;ing  to  various  members the  faculty  and  Gill  says 
i  have  been  both  enthusi- 
:  and  helpful.  He  hopes 

to  have  a  questionnaire  pre- 
pared by  the  beginning  of 

March.  It  will  probably  con- 
cern first  year  honor  cour- ses. 

Anyone  who  is  interested 
in  this  project  can  contact 
Alan  Gill  at  929-2534. 
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ed  about  an  hour  and  a 
half  late.  Each  time  it  stop- 

ped, about  10  minutes  were wasted. 

Everyone  was  an  Engineer  1 on  the  train,  even  Medsmen. 
"Don't  tell  my  mother  I'm 
drunk,  Marilyn,"  one  fellow shouted. 

At  the  Mount  Royal  hotel there  was  another  two  hour, 
delay  as  the  students  regist- ered. The  lone  French  clerk 
had  to  type  each  card  in 
duplicate.  He  had  no  car- bon paper. 

Saturday  morning  a  march 
of  about  500  hung-over  U  of 
T  types  proceeded  from  the Queen  Elizabeth  hotel  to 
McGill  Stadium. 

At  the  stadium,  the  LGMB 
played,  girls  f rugged  and can-canned/  the  screaming 
U  of  T  crowd  drowned  out 
the  few  McGill  supporters 
and  toilet  paper  rolls  and 

see  "mcgill",  page  7 

SAC's  Brewin  gets  bitten SAC  President  Mary 
Brewin  won't  be  able  to wear  shoes  today. 

That's  because  she  need- 
ed two  stitches  in  her  left 

heel  Saturday  morning  after 
she  was  bitten  by  a  small 

MARY  BREWIN 

brown  cocker  spaniel.  , 
The  incident  occurred  as 

Miss  Brewin  was  canvassing 
in  York  West  on  behalf  ot 
her  sister  Martha,  who  is 

running  for  the  New  Demo- cratic Party  in  the  riding. 
As  Mary  opproached  a house  she  was  to  call  on, 

she  noticed  the  small  brown 
animal  tied  to  the  building's veranda  with  a  rope. "I'd  seen  dogs  before  and 
didn't  pay  much  attention and  walked  up  anyway. 

Then  the  dog  didn't  look  so friendly,"  she  said. Miss  Brewin  decided  to 
retreat  but  was  attacked 
by  the  animal  before  she 
could. The  dog's  owner  said  it was  too  bad  he  had  already 
decided  to  vote  NDP  before 
Miss  Brewin's  visit. He  also  said  it  was  the 
first  time  the  dog  had  ever 
drawn  blood. 

Name  new  ROM  director 

Dr.  W.  E.  Swinlon,  direc- tor of  the  Royal  Ontario 
Museum,  will  retire  from 
his  post  June  30,  U  of  T  pre- 

sident Claude  Bissell  an- nounced Friday. 

Dr.  Swinton  will  be  suc- 
ceeded by  Peler  Swann  who 

is  currently  curator  of  east- ern art  at  the  Ashmolean 
Museum  of  Oxford  Univer- 
sity. 

Mr.  Swann  is  an  official 
adviser  on  eastern  art  to  the 
French  government,  has  been editor  of  Oriental  Art  for 
ten  years  and  has  written 
several  books  and  articles 
on  east  Asian  art. 
Dr.  Swinton  will  remain 

at  U  of  T  as  a  professor  in 
the  history  of  science. 
He  will  be  65  next  year, 

the  mandatory  retirement 
age  for  administrators,  but not  for  professors. 

Dr.  Swinton  has  been  ROM 
director  since  July,  1963. 

PETER  SWANN 



<  I  VSVII  ll<» 
PRINTS    —     old     matters,  modern, nudes,  special  discount  to  students Pointings  &  Prints  648  Yonso  St. Toronto  5,  922-5870. 
FORMAL  —  White  ond  gold  size  13. Nevei  worn,  sell  ot  holf  cost.  ME.  3- 6303   Evenings  only. 
CLASSICS  300  Notes  lost  ot  Trinity College  or  St.  Mkhools  College.  Coll Jomes  Borlcnd  928-3468. 
LEAD  GUITARIST  wonts  work  with 
bond  Three  yeors'  experience.  Non union  group  preferred.  Call  4B1  -9802 evenings  John. 
BALLSI  One  ot  o  series  of  balls  to  be given  by  the  Mcdsmen  ond  POTs.  Girls' Annual  Fall  Boll.  Biggest  ever.  With Buddy  Williamson  and  his  orchestra, 
(They're  also  bringing  musical  instru- ments) Nov.  12,  9-1:00.  Harl  House, S2.00   prr  couple. 

29  Years  Experience 
in  all  Styles 

PHILIP'S  THEATRE 
BARBER  SHOP 

364  College  Street 
(opposite  Bellevue  Ave) 

Between  Bothurst  ond  Spodino 
Closed  Mondays 

Special   Price   Students  Haircut 
$  J. 00 

RIDE  WANTED  Broadview  8,  Mortimer 
preferably  lo  engineering  building  9-5 p.m.    doily    if    possible   —  463-0488. 
SUBJECTS  wanted  for  paid  perceptual research  p<o|ect.  Age  limit  20-29.  right bonded,  vision  and  tearing  should  be 
Call  365-5198  or  365-5162. 
STUDENT  girl  wonted  during  Christmas vacation  to  live  in.  Light  house  work, one  child,  liberal  time  off.  Coll  HU  9- 0395  between  6-8  p.m.  before  Tues. 

FAST,  error  free  typing  done  by  ex- perienced stenographer.  May  I  holp you  by  typing  your  cssoy  or  thesis  ot incomparable  rotes,  233-1653. 
•56  VOLKSWAGON  for  sale.  Blue,  sun- roof; rodio;  body  excellent;  mechani- eolly  A-l;  (375.00.  Coll  767-3363 cvgs.  Ask  for  Paul. 

AS   NEARLY  PERFECT 
AS  POSSIBLE 

Shirt  Special 

2  for  39/ 
MENS: 
SUITS    1.35 
TROUSERS  60 
LADIES: 
DRESSES    1.25up 
SUITS  1.35 
SKIRTS  60 

DIPLOMAT 
DRY  CLEANING 

SERVICES 
322  Bloor  Street  ot  Spodina 

VICTORIA  COLLEGE  DRAMA  CLUB 
PRESENTS 

THE  MAIDS BY   JEAN  GENET 

Monday  Nov.  8  Tuesday  Nov.  9  and 
Wednesday  Nov.  10,  1.10  p.m. 

Wymilwood,  Music  Room. 

ORGAN  RECITAL 

DR.  CHARLES  PEAKER 
University  of  Toronto  Organist 

Assisted  by  Suzanne  Shulman,  Flute 
TODAY 

CONVOCATION  HALL,  AT  5.05  P.M. 

FRUSTRATED? 

You  say  your  flag  design  was 
rejected? 

Your  plans  for  city  hall,  too? 

There  is  still  time,  brother! 

Design  a  symbol  for  the  University  of 
Toronto  WINTER  CARNIVAL 

.  and  win  lasting  renown,  the  admiration 
of  your  girl  (or  boy)  friend,  and 

FREE  TICKETS  to  all  Winter  Carnival  Events. 

We  need  a  symbol  that  is 

—  Representative  of  U.  of  T. 
—  Wintry 
—  Simple  in  design 
—  Adaptable  (for  posters,  ads, banners,  etc.) 

Send  entries  to:  Blue  and  White  Symbol Contest,  c|o  S.A.C.  office,  before  Mon.  Nov  22 Include  name,  college  or  faculty,  address and  phone  number. 
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COME  TO 

TREASURE 

VAN  .... 

or  ELSE 

Treasure  Van  opens  in  the  Women's  Union Theatre  at  10  a.m.  today 

CONFERENCE  PLAN  DIES 
REGINA  (CUP;  —  The  Conference  on 

Confederation  and  Canadian  Goals  is  dead. 
The  CUS  conference,  which  was  to  be 

held  next  February  at  the  University  of 
Saskatchewan,  fell  through  when  the  spon- 

soring U  of  S  Students  Union  was  unable 
to  finance  the  $38,000  event. 

The  Conference  would  have  brought  to- 
gether students  from  all  Canadian  univer- 

sities to  hear  speakers  such  as  Rene  Leves- 
que,  Governor-General  Vanier,  Frank  Scott and  Professor  Marcel  Faribault. 

In  what  proved  to  be  his  final  report 
to  the  U  of  S  Students  Council,  conferen- 

ce chairman  Norman  Riddell  explained  that 
a  515,000  gap  remained  to  be  filled  in  the 
financing  of  the  conference  and  the  Stu- 

dents Council  faced  a  possible  $7,000  deficit. 
The  Council  decided  they  did  not  have 

the  money  —  and  that  it  would  be  bet- ter to  write  off  the  $2,000  already  invested 
in  the  conference  rather  than  face  the  need 
to  curtail  other  council  programs  tlvs  year or  next. 

Texas  conference  to  study 
Far  East,  not  Latin  America 

SAC  erroneously  announced  last  week 
that  the  topic  of  Texas  A  &  M's  December conference  is  on  Latin  America.  The  cor- 

rect topic  is  "The  Far  East:  Focus  on 

Southeast  Asia." The  problem  will  be  examined  from  va- 
ious  points  of  view,  and  the  organizers 
hope  to  "study  the  impact  of  Southeast Asian  problems  and  attempt  to  grasp  their 
complexity  rather  than  offer  solutions."  De- legates will  hear  such  speakers  as  Mr. Charles  T.  Vetter,  of  the  U.S.  Information 
Agency,  and  Dr.  F.  N.  Trager,  NYU  Professor of  International  Affairs. 
The  deadline  for  applications  for  this 

conference  has  been  extended  to  Thursday, November  li,  5:00p.m. 

U  of  T  RADIO  I0DAY 
II  of  1  Radio  —  91.1  FM 
Monday,  5:30 

Jazz  and  Religion:  an  interview  with Gene  Young. 
Preview:  Shelley  Posen  and  the  Bob Review. 

Tuesday,  5:30 
Playboy  from  the  feminine  point  of view. 

Voting  at  18:  Professor  William  John- son on  Academically  Speaking. 
Promotional  material,  student  announce- 

ments and  complimentary  letters  for  tl 
of  T  Radio  should  be  left  in  Room  5,  U.C. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
U  of  T  Friends  of  SNCC  general  meet- 
ing. 44  St.  George. 
Hillel  lecture  —  "Reflections  on  the  In- 

ternational Teach-in."  Dr.  Charles  Hanly, department  of  philosophy.  UC  rm.  214. 
Vic  Drama  Club  presents  The  Maids, 

by  Jean  Gehel  Admission  free.  Music  Room, 
Wymilwood,  Vic. 
Today,  5  p nt. 

Meeting  of  Student  Services  Represen- 
tatives. Anyone  interested  in  helping  Stu- 

dent Service  Commission  welcome.  Bicker- 
steth  Room,  Hart  House. 
Today.  7:30  p.m. 

Christian    Drama    Workshop  presents 
playreadiug  —  "Christ  in  the  Concrete  City." Lutheran  Student  Centre,  610  Spadina. 
Today,  S  p.m. First  meeting  of  UC  Humanities  Com- 
mittee.  JCR  of  Sir  Daniel  Wilson  Residence. 

Bridge  evening.  Graduate  Students  Un- 
ion. 16  Bancroft  Ave.  G.S.U.    will  remain 

open  all  evening  tor  graduate  students  wish- 
ing to  follow  election  results. 

Tucsda3       8.m.  ■  10  p.m. Paintings  by  Jim  Tiley.  Harl  House  Art 
Ca'lety.  LnJbs  welcome  2-5  p.m. 

Tuesday,  1  p.m. 
Free  demonstration  and  advice  on  fash- 
ion poise,  and  diet.  3rd.  floor,  Benson  Build- 

ing. 

Meeting  of  executive  of  Progressive  Con- servative Club.  Rm.  2120,  Sid  Smith. 
French  Film  Club.  Films  about  French 

guitarist  Django  Reinhart    and  artist  Fer- 
nand  Leger.  Rm.  104  UC. Tuesday,  4  p.m. 

SUPA  Remembrance  Day  vigil  plannin" 
meeting,  SUPA  offices  658  Spadina. 
Tuesday,  5:15  p.m. 

VCF  supper  in  UC  refectory,  followed 
by  discussion:  How  do  scientific  concepts  fit into  the  supernatural  realm? 
Tuesday  6  p.m. 

Supper  followed  by  "ecumenical"  dis- cussion at  7:15  on  "The  Principles  of  Union 
between  the  Anglican  and  United  Churches." Canterbury  house,  373  Huron. Tuesday,  7:30  p.m. 

Discussion  of  new  mental  hospital  vo- 
lunteer program  followed  by  film  and  tour of  hospital.  Toronto  Psychiatric  Hospital 999  Queen  St.  W. Tuesday,  9  p.m. 

Latvian  Student's  Club  general  meet- ing. 491  College  St. 



Poor  Southern  whites  and  Negroes  must  unite 

By  RALPH  SURETTE 
Poverty  stricken  whites 

and  Negroes  in  the  Southern 
United  States  must  organize 
into  integrated  groups  in 
order  to  solve  their  econo- 

mic ills,  a  U  of  T  Student 
Union  for  Peace  Action 
group  was  told  yesterday. 
Carl  Braden,  supervisor 

of  the  Southern  Mountain 
Project  (SMP),  told  the 
group  that  the  key  issue  in 
the  South,  now  that  civil 
and  voting  rights  have  been 
won,  is  the  formation  of 
jobs  to  alleviate  the  pover- 

ty prevalent  over  six  south- ern states. 
The  Southern  Mountain 

organization  proposes  to  or- 
ganize the  poor  whites  of 

the  Appalachian  Mountain 

region  and  the  poor  Negroes 
of  the  "Black  Belt"  area  in- to a  unionized  structure 
wielding  enough  political 
power  to  gain  economic  and social  equality. 

Mr.  Braden,  a  native  of 
Louisville,  Ky.,  went  to  pri- son in  1954  for  selling  a 
house  to  a  Negro  and  again 
in  1961  for  refusing  to  ans- 

wer questions  of  the  House 
Un-American  Activities  Com- mittee. 

He  said  the  ruling  land- 
lords, industrialists  and  poli- 

ticians "by  deliberate  poli- 
cy", kept  the  races  weak  and divided  in  order  to  main- 
tain power. 

The  Southern  Mountain 
Project,  formed  under  the 
guidance    of  the  Southern 

Conference  Educational 
Fund  (SCEF),  is  the  expres- 

sion of  the  general  contenan- ce  which  the  civil  rights 
movement  has  assumed 
since  the  passage  of  the  Ci- 

vil Rights  Act  of  1964  and 
the  Voting  Rights  Act  of 
1965,  Mr.  Braden  said. 

Mr.  Braden  was  accompa- nied on  his  northern  tour 
by  Carol  Stevens,  coordina- 

tor of  the  Appalachian  Eco- nomic and  Political  Action 
Conference  (AEPAC)  which 
sponsors  the  Mountain  Pro- 

ject. 
AEPAC  is  an  integrationist 

group  which  consists  of both  southern  whites  and 
Negroes.  It  has  been  active 
in  the  civil  rights  movement 
as  well  as  in  the  poverty 

project. 

Campaign  misses  quota:  still  time  to  bleed 

By  DOROTHY  YARMOUTH 
At  the  close  of  the  two- 

week  campus  blood  camp- 
aign the  total  contribution 

stands  at  3,182  pints  of 
blood.  The  objective  was  3, 
680  pints. 
However,  Ann  James,  a 

Red  Cross  official  told  The 
Varsity,  the  Red  Cross  is 
still  hoping  for  more  contri- 

butions this  week  at  its  cli- 
nic at  67  College  St.,  before 

it  closes  its  record  on  the 
campus  campaign. 
Students  who  have  not 

yet  contributed  may  do  so  at this  clinic. 
Last  year's  fall  campaign 

brought  in  3,483  pints  of 
blood  in  only  nine  days  as 
compared  to  this  year's  10- day  campaign. 
However,  last  year's  figu- re includes  donations  from 

OCE,  while  this  year  OCE 
is  having  its  own  official 
campaign  later  this  month. 
A  few  OCE  students  contri- 

buted to  the  U  of  T  camp- 
aign. 

It  is  expected  that  the 
OCE  contributions,  when  ad- 

ded to  the  campus  campaign, 
will  bring  the  total  close  to 
last  year's  figure. 

"Actually,"  Miss  James 
said,  "they've  done  quite 
well." 

She  especially  praised  the 
efforts  of  St.  Michaels  Col- 

lege and  Scarborough  Col- 

lege, the  only  two  colleges 
which  exceeded  their  objec- 
tives. 

BLOOD  RESULTS 

The  final  faculty  and  college  breakdown  is  as  follows: 
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SUPA  plans  14-hour  Remembrance  vigil 

By  GLORIA  WANDRESS 
A  silent  Remembrance 

Day  vigil  will  be  kept  at 
Soldiers'  Tower  for  14  hours. 

It  begins  at  10  p.m.  Wed- 
nesday, Nov.  10.  A  rededica- tion  service  will  end  it 

Thursday  at  noon. 
Seminars  during  the  night 

and  morning  will  be  held  in 
several  buildings  on  campus, 
Henry  Tarvainen,  chairman 
of    the    Student  Union  of 

Peace  Action,  said. 
"The  vigil  and  the  semi- 

nars will  be  on  a  shift  sys- 
tem," he  said.  "Nobody  will be  asked  to  stand  for  14 

hours  unless  he  wants  to." 
The  vigil's  themes  are: 

"But  they're  still  dying,"  and 
"If  not  us,  who?  If  not  now, 

when?" "The  themes  are  as  broad 
as  possible  so  individuals 
with  as  many  viewpoints  as 

possible  can  participate, he  said. 

The  vigil  may  be  moved 
from  Soldier's  Tower the  back  campus  if  it  grows 
too  large,  Tarvainen  said. 
A  SUPA  meeting  Tuesday 

will  decide  the  final  pro- 

gram. Coffee  and  sandwiches  will 
be  served  to  vigil  partici- 

pants during  the  night  and morning. 

HART  HOUSE  £. 

TODAY 

1.30   p.m.        RECORO   ROOM   B   —    Instruction   and  Renewal 

NOON  HOUR  DEBATE 
1.10  p.m.  Music  Room 

TOPIC: 
"THIS  HOUSE  DISAPPROVES  OF  ITSELF" 

WEDNESDAY  FIVE  O'CLOCK  RECITAL 
November  10th  Music  Room 

GARNET  BROOKS,  Tenor 
Ladies  Welcome  No  Tickets  Necessary 

HILLEL 
Monday,  November  8,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 

DR.  CHARLES  HANLY 
Dept.  Of  Philosophy,    U.  of  T. 

"Reflections  on  the  International  Teach-in" 

CURRENT  EVENTS  SEMINAR 
Thursday,  November  11,  8:00  p.m.,  Hiltcl  House Mr.  James  Service 

Reeve,  North  York  Township 

"CRISES  IN  MUNICIPAL  GOVERNMENT" 
Forthcoming 

DR.  THEODORE  G ASTER 
Dropsie  College,  and  Columbia  Universily Two  Mojor  Hillel  Lectures: 

SUNDAY,  NOVEMBER  21 MONDAY,  NOVEMBER  22 

HIGH  FASHION  HAIR  STYLIST 

CAMPUS  SPECIAL 

20%  DISCOUNT for  all  students  with  proof  of  A.T.L.  card 
MONDAY  TO  THURSDAY  ONLY 

LlU 

415  BLOOR  ST.  W.  (at  Spadina) 

for  appointment  PHONE:  922-2823 OPEN  THURSDAY  AND  FRIDAY  NIGHTS 

SALE 

of  books,  periodicals,  and 

paperbacks BEGINS 
MONDAY,  NOVEMBER  8,  1965 

• 

REDUCTIONS  FROM  50%  TO  75% 

NEW  BOOKS  ADDED 
DAILY  TO  THE  SALE  TABLES 

University  of  Toronto 
Bookstore 
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a  way  to  protest 

For  most  psople  who  will  vote  todoy,  this  1965  election 
presents  no  problems.  Long  before  this  morning  they  will hove  mode  up  their  minds.  They  have  chosen  either  to vote  for  a  bigger  and  better  status  quo  (otherwise  known as  the  Liberals),  or  a  bigger  and  better  status  quo  which won  t  be  arrived  at  too  hastily  (the  Conservatives)  or something  very  similar  which  should  be  instituted  as  soon as  possible  (the  New  Democrats). 

None  of  our  political  parties  are  advocating  funda mental  social  changes,  and  most  of  the  Canadian  electo- rate would  certainly  not  want  any  such  change  For  most peoplo  the  question  is  "how  fast  should  we  go?"  not where  are  we  going?" 
For  those  of  you  on  campus  who  fall  into  this  group we  have  no  advice.  The  porties  you  support  offer  no  very exciting  prospects  for  the  future,  and  in  this  they  are  attun ed  to  our  country  and  our  generation. 
You  hove  every  right  to  choose  a  particular  party  and vote  for  it.  Our  only  hope  is  thot  you  will  have  given  the matter  some  thought. 
There  are  another  group  of  people  on  this  campc who  are  faced  with  a  very  different  kind  of  problem  — whether  to  vote  at  oil.  For  these  people,  much  as  most  of  us may  find  ,t  difficult  to  understand,  the  parties  fielding candidates  m  this  election  have  no  appeal.  The  olterna fives  they  offer  ore  unreal  and  unexciting. 
Yet  even  if  we  odmit  the  justice  of  these  orguments con  we  admit  also  that  not  voting  will  be  a  dramatic  and effective  way  of  protesting  the  inadequacies  of  our  current political  situation. 
It  would  seem  likely,  instead,  that  those  who  register a  protest  by  not  voting  will  be  indistinguishable  from  those who  stay  owoy  through  apathy  rather  than  conviction. 

f„„l  It  fHere  Qre  °  nUmber  of  Pe°P,e  in  ,his  country  who feel  they  mus  register  a  protest,  let  them  do  it  in  a  man net  which  will  be  noticeable,  which  will  force  the  main stream  of  society  to  recognize  that  dissatisfaction  exists. 
A  spoiled  ballot  is  a  better  indication  of  disgust  than he  simple  refusal  to  vote.  If  the  number  of  spoiled  ballots n  the  university  ridings  rises  considerably  this  election 

^IdenTs  £,3&&3*»  %  ° Those  of  you  who  do  not  live  in  the  universitv  ridinns 
canstWbv°T0TO,f  W'  '-be  SWO"OWed  ̂   -        mass  o'f  ballots cost  by  Toronto  citizens,  might  send  letters  to  the  cand 
yotwior  nd,n9S  ̂ """^  your  reasons  for  Vol  Nng 

letters  to  the  editor 

Varsity  'pink' 

Sir; 

People  say  The  Varsity  as  a  newspaper 
belongs  lo  the  students  and  that  students 
are  encouraged  to  publish  their  opinions  in 
it.  You  have  stopped  me  just  as  I  was  about 
to  try  out  the  above-mentioned  saying. 
Admil  it,  you  did  not  like  my  English, 

which  is  doubtless  inferior  to  yours.  You 
know,  I  was  not  fortunate  enough  to  be 
born  here;  I  came  here  at  the  age  of  fifteen 
without  knowing  one  word  of  the  language. 

Or,  admit  it,  you  did  not  agree  with  the 
contents  of  my  letter. 
But  heavens,  you  are  not  supposed  to 

like  or  dislike  a  letter;  you  are  supposed 
lo  publish  it  10  prove  at  last  that  the  Var- 

sity is  a  truly  objective,  impartial  paper  not 
controlled  by  a  minority  (here  I  do  not 
mean  the  staff)  of  whose  obscure  goals  the 
student  body  is  yet  completely  ignorant! 

During  my  last  two  years  on  this  campus 
I  have  noticed  that  some  of  The  Varsity's staff  tend  to  support  or  at  least  propagate 
or  publicize  leftist  views.  By  what  right? According  to  my  best  knowledge  most  of 

the  students  are  opposed  lo  those  views; few  are  neutral  or  supporters. 
Now,  I  am  really  sorry  that  I  was  so 

optimistic  as  to  believe  that  a  "pink"  paper would  publish  my  strongly  anti-communist 
(not  rightist!)  letter. 
Or  ajn  I  mistaken?  Is  the  Varsity  com- 

pletely free  of  a  leftist  minority  influence? 
Then  why  publish  such  views  in  such  a  dis- 

gustingly great  amount?  Why  not  publish letters  which  resemble  my  letter  at  least  in 

opinion? You  do  not  receive  any?  Nonsense  I  can- 
not believe  that  out  of  thousands  of  stu- 

dents I  am  the  only  one  who  is  trying  to 
lell  the  students  about  the  inevitable  dan- 

gers of  world-Communism.  Surely  members 
of  the  ethnic  community  send  you  similar 
letters!  Surely  such  letters  are  more  impor- 

tant in  the  long  run  than  let  us  say,  the  ar- 
ticle "Ellis  says  make  abortions  available." So,  p!ease  let  the  ethnic  groups  of  this 

flreat  University  represent  themselves  from 
time  to  i;me  in  The  Varsity. 

Certainly  Communism  is  going  to  march 
in  and  take  over  in  Canada  sooner  or  later, 
so  they  have  nothing  to  lose! 

Andrew  Nicholas  Emyes    (II  APSC) 

speaking  out  on  sex 
Sir 

varsity 
TORONTO l^F 

convinced!  Convinced  by  Dr.  Albert 
Ellis,  "internationally-known  American  psy- chologist" that  it's  about  lime  for  someone 'c  speak  out. 
Afler  weeks  of  wading  through  others' views  on  sex  and  love  (in  that  order),  / 

must,  as  a  salve  to  my  conscience. 
Conscience?  That  brings  me  to  my  first 

point.  I'm  an  odd  sort  of  fellow  (odd,  not 
queer),  and  have  a  weird  idea  that'  I'm something  olher  titan  animal.  Part  of  this 
"something'  is  conscience.  Rationalize  as 
I  might,  calling  conscience  "outmoded"  or 
"hypersensitivity  to  the  tradition  of  an  ar- 

chaic society;"  1  am  nevertheless  unable  lo deny  it. 
Further,  as  something  other  than  animal, I  must  bslievs  in  higher  faculties.  Sex  is  not 

beastly,  the  need  for  sexual  gratification is  not  non  existent,  but  sex,  merely  for  sex- ual gratification,  deprives  love  of  its  es- sence 

Love  is  characteristically  selfless.  To 
cause  another  person  anxiety  is  not  self- lessness. 

About  now  you're  thinking,  "Balderdash. This  whole  silly  bit  about  anxijty  is  just the  result  of  our  stodgy  society  with  its 
unaccepting  Victorian  attitudes." You're  right.  The  trouble  is  that  stating  a fact  does  not  change  it. 
Along  with  physiological  needs  are  the 

psychological.  These  can  not  be  perma- nently met  by  intercourse  with  any  or  every partner  one  has.  To  the  contrary,  I  believe 
that  "free  love"  will  result  only  in  mounting 
psychological  anxiety  and  unrest.  Further- 

more, these  needs  may  never  be  fully  sa- 
tisfied in  an  otherwise  successful  partner- 

ship simply  because  of  such  previous  ex- 
periences. I  am  not  proposing  to  start  a  "Puritan Club'  on  campus,  nor  i even  a  society  in which  members  parade  "I'm  pure"  buttons, but  I  do  hope  these  comments  will  stir  a lew  to  rationality. 

Fraser  Bleasdale  (I  Vic) 

SAC  should  help 

News  Editor City  Editor Assistant  City  Editor Contributing  Editor SAC  Editor Sports  Editor 
Associate  Sports  Editor Conadlon  University  Pre- Photography  Editor Advertising  Sales 
Advertising  Assistant Printer Editorial  Office Sports  Office Mail  Subscriptions 

Oovld  Jockel Donna  Mason Arthur  Zeldin Lorry  Greenspan Andrew  Szcnda Tony  Bond Volkmor  Richter Deanno  Komiel Howie  Fluxgotd Rich  Pyne 
Jocquos  de  Montlgny John  Shore 
J   Vincent  Kelly Jennifer  Davles  923-8171 Doiionr,  Press  Limited 
55  A  Year 

Sir: 
I  wouid  like  to  commend  The  Varsity on  the  inclusion  of  an  excellent  article 

by  F.  Buck  and  L.  McCarthy  concerning  the 
urgent  reed  for  a  new  men's  athletic  build- ng.  The  picture  of  volleyballs  and  track runners  fighting  for  the  same  few  inches, 
and  2500  squash  players  climbing  over  an- other for  one  of  ihe  three  small  courts,  is only  loo  ;rue.  The  urgency  of  the  matter cannot  be  overemphasized. 
The  two  writers  constructively  recom mended  action  by  the  administration. However,  i,  would  seem  that  the  students make  their  needs  known  to  the  ad 

ministration  in  order  to  affect  the  admini- 
stration's list  of  priorities.  Thus  I  suggest that  SAC  should  take  upon  itself  the  duty 

of  representing  the  interests  of  the  students 
in  a  practical  way,  by  appointing  a  com- mittee lo  act  as  a  pressure  group  to  assist 
in  pushing  plans  forward  for  a  new  athletic building. 

This  is  a  good  opportunity  for  SAC  to 
constructively  act  as  an  intermediary  bet- ween the  students  and  the  administration. 
SAC  should  not  in  any  way  assume  respon- sibility for  the  building  of  the  new  athletic 
complex,  but  it  can  operate  effectively  to communicate  the  concern  of  the  students f-vcr  this  matter. 

Christopher  Hebb  (III  Law; 

ze.        » V" iss com- 
numbe,  o|  ,ho  Conodlon  Unl.crsn,  P,M1  „„H 

Ib.lliv  ST""1      ""'  ™*'P°P«  ore  th,  ,„„m. 
stvd.nl,-  e„u„eil  „,  odm|nl!l,n,ton    ,    h     '      J  °' 

Smell  ctowd  down  hero  last  night  as  mo*..  .1 
"OS,  to  tpcok  euphemistically el',  so  It  Jill  Elscn,  flob  Aaron Dorothy  Yarmouth  is  still 

nilkshoke 
Jr  people  were  Just  coming  bock 1  rrsher  and  Shore,  Deanno 'aires,  the  photoo,  dldn'l ither  annoyed.  Rolph  Su.v., »i  o  surprise  tor  the  radio 

bleed  sto  ' vrero:  Morci  McDonald  (by  phoncT'Gu».nn "o""^  1"  blc,,<,  *'°'iet.  In  sports cough,  he  said,  and  P.J    (iht  nUii  *J .         *  '""  '  bit  ol  that 
and  Bob  Clark  and  e,c,,b,d,   mS.n  *  °""">-  °"d  KtSk.hk, 
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let  experts  do  research Sir: 

As  a  project  director  of  a  marketing  re- search firm  in  Toronto  I  was  interested  to note  that  SAC  is  considering  the  possibility ol  having  a  sludent  or  sludenls  conduct  an opinion  survey  with  regard  to  the  addition and  commercial  facilities  to Ihe  SAC  building. 
Because  most  students  lack  ih. :al  knowledge  nee 

proper  questionnaire  design,  sampling  pro- ceourt?,  interviewing  technique,  tabulation procedure  and  analysis  of  results,  the  con- clusions drawn  from  a  survey  conducted 
by  sludenls  could  easily  be  erroneous. 

I  would  suggest  that  the  SAC  invesligale 

thes  two  alternatives: 
•  the  commissioning  of  a  psychologist on  the  staff  or  of  a  graduate  student 

in  spychology  to  conduct  the  study •  Ihe  commissioning  of  a  marketing  re- search firm  to  conduct  the  study The  second  alternative  has  one  advantage in  that  a  marketing  research  firm  has  a large  staff  of  trained  and  expenenced  "spe- ciahsls"  who  do  nothing  but  public  opinion 
surveys. 

SAC  would  be  well  advised  to  seek  pro- lessional  advice  on  this  matter.  The  results ol  a  survey  conducted  by  inexperienced  in- uividuals  can  be  very  misleading:  and  mis- 
ruling results  are  more  dangerous  than 

no  results  at  all. 

Patrick  S.  Nugent 
III  General  (Extension) 



"Better  student  leaders  needed"  -b-v  wa,d 

comment By  ALAN  BOWKER 

Those  cards  are  phony 

the  concern  about  barriers 
to  higher  education.  "The mere  abolition  of  tuition  fees 
is  not  a  final  step,  but  only 
a  concrete  proposal  until  a better  solution  can  be 
found,"  he  said. 

A  trial-and-error  system  is 
necessary,  he  said,  and  many 
mistakes  might  be  made  by 
CUS.  "Our  stands  can  not 
yet  be  final,  only  tentative." Ward  does  have  some  sug- 

gestions about  how  CUS  can 
fulfil  its  aims.  The  organi- zation can  coordinate  the 
English-speaking  universi- ties on  national  issues  such 
as  universal  accessibility, 
and  should  serve  as  a  dis- 

seminator of  the  latest  dis- 
coveries and  trends  in  in- ternational education. 

This  approach  would  have 
important  results.  By  con- 

centrating   on  the  national 

issues,  and  not  interfering 
in  the  purely  local  affairs  of 
universities,  CUS  could  pre- 

vent universities  in  areas 
like  the  maritimes  from  be- 

coming parochial  and  rest- ricted in  their  outlook  — 
a  problem  which  has  plagu- ed CUS  in  the  past. 
Ward  also  had  some  com- ments on  [he  creation  of 

the  Union  Generate  des  Et- udiants  de  Quebec  ( UGEQ), 
a  move  which  aroused  some 
alarm  among  the  English- 
speaking  universities,''  last 

year. 

"UGEQ  does  not  weaken 
CUS,"  he  said,  "since  both 
organizations  reflect  the 
interests  of  national  groups 
within  Canada."  He  mention- 

ed Belgium  and  South  Af- rica as  countries  with  two 
separate  national  student 
organizations. 

By  RICHARD  REIVE 
Douglas  Ward,  president- elect of  the  Canadian  Union 

of  Students,  believes  that 
student  governments  need 
better  people. 
Ward,  who  is  well-known 

on  the  U  of  T  campus  as 
a  past-president  of  the  Stu- dents Administrative  Coun- 

cil, was  looking  back  over 
the  experience  he  had  gain- 

ed in  student  government. 
"In  the  past,"  he  said, 

"student  government  often attracted    mediocre  people 

Treasure  Van... 

who  considered  they  were 
acting  under  some  kind  of 
Divine  Right  to  force  their 
own  personal  views  on  an 
unwilling  student  body." Ward  feels  that  student 
government  must  be  empiri- 

cal, and  that  more  flexibili- 
ty is  needed  from  the  pro- ponents of  any  point  of 

view. 
He  has  a  unique  position from  which  to  view  student 

government  this  year.  Be- fore assuming  office  next 
spring  Ward  is  serving  as 
assistant  to  U  of  T  Registrar 

and  Director  of  Student 
Services  Robin  Ross. 

This  does  not  prevent  him 
from  being  critical  of  the 
universities  themselves. 

He  sees  a  conflict  between 
the  original  purpose  of  uni- versities —  the  pursuit  of 
knowledge  for  its  own  sake 
—  and  their  prime  function 
today  —  the  preparation  of 
trained  graduates  to  fill  the needs  of  society. 
"The  universities  must 

take  a  realistic  position  in 
attempting  to  reconcile 
these  two  points  of  view," he  said. 
Ward  himself  advocates 

a  "radical"  solution  —  that 
is,  one  which  deals  with  the 
"root  problems"  rather  than immediate  difficulties.  He 
cited  as  an  example  the  ne- 

cessity for  accommodating 
the  current  influx  of  stu- 

dents in  every  phase  of  uni- 
versity life,  rather  than 

simply  finding  for  them 
enough  cafeteria  and  resi- dence space. 

Referring  to  CUS  and  its 
future  development,  Ward 
feels  that  the  organization 
will  serve  a  useful  purpose 
only  if  the  member  univer- sities are  interested  and  in- 

volved in  its  work. 
"The  main  task  of  CUS," 

he  said,  "will  be  to  hammer 
out  a  practical  program  for 
the  resolutions  it  has  pas- 

sed." 

Taking  as  an  example  the 
recent  National  Student  Day 
action.  Ward  said  the  reso- 

lution on  universal  accessi- 
bility was  insufficient  by  it- 

self, but  that  it  did  reflect 

 opens  today 

The  author  of  this  article 
is  a  student  in  the  School  of 
Graduate  Studies,  and  is  a 
SAC  member.  The  opinions 
expressed  are  not  necessari- ly those  of  The  Varsity. 

Last  week  I  received 
three  cards  in  the  mail 
from  three  of  the  candidat- 

es in  Spadina  riding.  All 
three  were  printed  repre- 

sentations of  a  ballot  with 
the  candidate's  name  pro- 

minently printed,  as  well  as other  information  such  as 
the  poll  address  and  the 
committee  room  phone 
number. 

AL  BOWKER 

The  NDP  candidate's card  carried  this  informat- ion and  nothing  more.  The PC's  card  said  at  the  top: 
"Please  bring  this  card  with 
you  to  the  polling  booth 
for  identification  purposes". The  Liberal's  card  said  in 
bold  letters:  "IMPORTANT —  bring  this  card  to  the 

poll   for  identification". I  quickly  understood  that there  could  be  no  possible 
identification  function  fill- 

ed by  these  cards,  since 
they  were  unofficial  and there  was  no  proof  that  the 
holder  of  the  card  was  the 
person  whose  name  was  on 
it.  But  the  gimmick  was 
good  enough  to  work.  The 
Liberal  candidate's  state- 

ment, especially,  was  de- signed to  convince  the  less than     well-informed  voter 

that  he  must  bring  this  card 
to  the  poll. 
The  purpose  of  this,  of course,  is  to  make  sure 

that  the  candidate's  name is  the  lasL  thin3  the  voter 
sees  before  h^  marks  his 
ballot.  It  is  a  devious  way 
of  getting  around  the  rul- ing that  no  campaigning  is 
allowed  on  election  day. 
The  parties'  headquarters 
agreed  that  this  was  so. 

I  phoned  the  Spadina  re- turning officer  to  complain 
about  this  practice  as  a 
method  of  tampering  with 
the  voters,  and  while  his 
secretary  agreed  that  the 
practice  was  dubious,  she 
gave  no  ind;cation  that  any- thing would  bo  done  about 

it. 
She  said  all  the  riding's candidates  used  the  gim- 

mick. (The  NDP  candidate 
did  not,  and  the  New  Ca- 

pitalist Party  di:i  not  send 
any  literature  at  all). 

In  past  elections  I  have 
seen  embarrassed  DRO's quickly  destroy  such  cards which  had  been  plunked down  on  their  desk  by 
equal Iv  embarrassed  voters 
who  thought  they  were  of- ficial. Apparently,  however, 
the  returning  officers  have 
not  officially  complained, 
or  if  they  have,  their  com- plaints have  not  been heard. 
We  are  constantly  hear- 

ing cries  for  reform  of  the 
electoral  system  to  elimin- 

ate the  advantages  of  hav- 
ing large  slush  funds.  We should  also  be  taking  steps 

to  eliminate  the  electoral 
practice  of  intimidating  vot- ers with  legal-sounding 
commands  on  partisan  lite- 

rature; and  any  candidate 
which  indulges  in  this  prac- tice should  be  severely 
punished  for  tampering 
with  the  voter's  basic  de- mocratic right  of  making 
up  his  own  mind. 

DOUG  WARD 

Come  and  get  your  wife -leader 
"Treasure  Van,"  the  annual  display  and sale  of  international  handicrafts  opens  this 

morning.  This  year  the  sale  is  being  held 
at  Women's  Union  Theatre,  79  St.  George St.,  and  will  be  open  from  10  am  to  10  pm 
daily  until  Friday. 
New  records  have  been  established  for 

volume  of  goods  sold  on  most  campuses 
that  have  so  far  been  host  to  Treasure  Van 
sales  this  season.  This  is  attributed  to  a 
much  greater  selection  of  stock  and  to  im- 

proved methods  of  packaging. 
News  items  featured  for  the  first  time 

this  years  include  "worry  beads"  from  En- gland (reputed  to  be  a  sure  cure  for  all 
neuroses);  traditional  Bogorodsk  toys  from 
the  USSR;  aboriginal  idols  from  Taiwan; 
paua  shell  jewellery  from  New  Zealand; 
camel-skin  lamps  from  Pakistan  and  bull- 

fighters' equipment  from  Spain. 
There  are  still  plenty  of  the  most  popu- 

lar old  favorites,  such  as  swords  and  wine- 
skins from  Spain;  carved  elephants  and 

horn  birds  from  India;  koala  bears  from 
Australia;  "wife-leaders"  from  Barbados; trolls  from  Sweden;  alpaca  slippers  from 
Peru,  and  some  2,000  other  items,  including 
a  wide  selection  of  jewellery  from  Mexico, 
Thailand,  India,  Spain,  and  Britain. 

With  prices  ranging  from  five  cents  up- 
ward, "Treasure  Van"  is  an  excellent  oppor- 

tunity to  shop  for  the  coming  holiday  sea- 
son. The  profits  of  the  sale  are  used  to  fur- 
ther the  work  of  World  University  Service 

of  Canada.  WUS  sends  Canadian  students 
abroad  to  assist  in  underdeveloped  coun- 

tries, provides  scholarships  for  students  in 
these  countries,  and  establishes  "self-help" 
projects  in  university  communities  through- out the  world. 

This  year's  bazaar  includes  a  number  of 
new  features.  Today  at  1  p.m.  the  Lady  Go- diva  Memorial  Band  will  meet  with  SAC 
President  Mary  Brewin  for  the  official  stu- 

dent opening  of  "Treasure  Van." 
Tomorrow  Hollywood  celebrity  Bob  Gum- 

ming:;, ?'ong  with  other  invited  guests,  will officially  open  Treasure  Van  to  the  general 

public. CBC  "Across  Canada"  will  film  Tuesday's opening  tea,  to  be  televised  Thursday  at  6,30 

p.m. 
During  (he  week  folksingers  from  across 

campus  will  entertain  guests  in  the  Treasure 
Van  lounge.  The  Original  Old  Upper  Canada 
Ragtime  Mama  Jug  Band  is  expected  to 
present  a  special  performance  at  Thursday's lunch  hour. 
One  example  of  the  work  of  WUS  is 

SACKED — the  South  African  Committee  for 
Higher  Education.  In  1959  the  South  African 
government  passed  the  Extension  of  the 
University  Education  Act,  which  affectively 
barred  new  non-white  entrants  from  the 
University  of  Witwatersrand. 
South  African  students  countered  by  set- 

ting up  SACHED,  an  organization  devoted 
to  maintaining  some  free  and  independent 
higher  education  within  the  country.  WUS 
is  the  international  channel  for  funds  to 
SACHED,  and  has  contributed  $49,000. 
An  estimated  $35,000  will  be  needed  to 

continue  SACHED  for  the  next  two  years. 
WUS  has  also  set  up  a  system  of  scholar- 

ship under  the  South  Africa  Study  Freedom 
Fund  to  enable  non-white  students  to  pur- 

sue their  studies  outside  South  Africa.  This 
project  requires  $23,000  for  the  next  two 

years. 
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"I  don't  care  if  you  ARE  a  Varsity  staffer.  This  is  our  lost 
bottle  and  you  can't  have  any." 

"There 

"Me  and  my  fag  and  my  bottle  .  . 

iese  are  cheerleaders.  Need  we  say  more? 
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"Haven't  I  met  you  somewhere  before?  At  the  U.S.  Consulate last  winter  maybe?" 

"Of  course  we're  playing  cards.  We  ran  out  of  liquor  and  we have  to  do  SOMETHING." 

McGILL  (continued) 
other  debris  streamed  from 
the  stands. 
A  poorly-played  game  re- sulted in  a  17-14  loss  for  the 

Blues  but  most  of  the  fans 
didn't  seem  to  care.  They 
were  there  to  raise  hell,  not 
lo  watch  a  football-game. 

At  half-time  the  LGMB,  to- 
gether with  McGill  engin- 

eers, formed  a  female  sex- 
symbol  on  the  field  and carried  out  what  they  called 
the  "deflowering  ceremony." 

Later,  600  persons  charg- 
ed the  goal  posts,  but  the 

poles  wouldn't  break.  They were  made  of  steel. 
The  crossbar  cracked  un- der violent  punishment  and 

the  weight  of  eight  men  on 
top.  One  fellow  had  his  blue 

jeans  torn  off. The  crowd  then  rushed  to 
the  other  end  of  the  field 
and  caused  similar  havoc 
with  the  crossbar  there 
while  the  security  guards did  nothing. 

U  of  T  students  then  fol- lowed the  LGMB  back  to  the 

hotel,  through  '  Montreal's main  streets,  holding  up 
rush-hour  traffic,  tearing 
out  "arretez"  signs. 

On  McGill's  fraternity  row, 
several  houses  featured  go- 
go  dancers  in  their  windows and  one  man  threw  water 
bombs  on  the  crowd. 
During  the  night,  the  ho- 

tel was  sprinkled  with  par- 

ties —  private  and  not-so- private.  The  drinks  were 
consumed,  idiot  phone  calls 
made  to  other  rooms,  peop- 

le singing,  shouting,  danc- 
ing etc. 

And  they  were  doing  da- 
mage. 
Next  day  on  a  consider- 

ably more  sedate  train  com- ing home  students  had  red exit  signs,  telephone  parts 
and  other  material  from  the 
hotel. 
Some  people  were  still 

running  up  and  down  the 
aisles  but  most  were  too  ex- 

hausted to  do  more  than 
sit  quietly  and  drink.  And there  was  even  less  of  that. 
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Interested  in  a  career  in  Business? 

A  y  f 

Here's  why  you  may  belong 

in  Marketing  Management: 

Of  all  the  jobs  available  in  Business,  none  offers  as  wide 
a  range  of  responsibility  as  Marketing  Management. 
For  this  reason,  only  the  best  men  achieve  success  in  it. 
For  this  reason,  the  rewards  of  that  success  are 
substantial. 

A  manufactured  product  moves  from  the  factory  to  the 
home,  and  the  man  who  makes  it  happen  isThe  Marketer. 
His  is  the  challenge  to  translate  an  idea  into  a  profit. 
His  is  the  challenge  to  organize  the  talents  and  knowledge 
of  a  score  of  professional  specialists,  to  make  certain 
the  products  he  markets  are  well  produced  and  imag- 

inatively packaged,  intelligently  priced  and  efficiently 

distributed,  attractively  displayed  and  persuasively 
advertised. 

Given  the  right  intellectual  equipment.most  of  the  knowl- 
edge that  the  Marketer  needs  can  be  taught:  the  applica- 
tion of  Sales  Analysis,  Market  Research,  Financial 

Controls.  But  it  is  the  intangibles— the  drive,  the  business 
imagination,  the  leadership  skills,  the  uncommon  sense 
—that  separate  the  Managers  from  the  Managed. 
If  you  feel  that  you  have  the  potential  to  accept  this 
unique  management  challenge,  you  may  belong  in 
Marketing. 

Interested  in  a  career  in  Marketing  Management? 

Here's  why  you 

should  talk  Brand  Management 

with  Lever  Brothers: 

The  Lever  Brothers  Brand  Manager  is  Marketing  Man- 
agement in  its  most  definitive  form.  Skill  and  judgment 

such  as  his  have  helped  make  Unilever  Limited  the  sixth 
largest  corporation  in  the  world. 

He  deals  every  day  in  the  most  dynamic,  highly  compet- 
itive sales  environment  in  the  country:  the  marketing 

of  low-priced,  high-turnover  packaged  goods.  Laundry 
products,  household  cleaners,  floor  waxes.  Toilet  soaps, dentifrices,  cosmetics.  Food. 

He  interprets  product  and  market  research,  studies 
competitive  brand  developments,  reacts  with  decision 
to  overnight  changes  in  the  marketing  climate.  He  draws 
on  the  expertise  of  a  dozen  corporate  departments,  in- 

volving such  specialists  as  chemists,  engineers,  package 
designers,  television  producers,  sales  managers.  He  co- 

ordinates the  creative  output  of  four  of  Canada's  leading advertising  agencies.  And  withal,  he  maintains  realistic 
profit  objectives  for  the  two  or  three  brands  for  which 
he  has  responsibility. 

He  matches  his  skills  and  judgment  in  adroit  and  sophis- 
ticated competition  for  the  hardest-won  consumer  dollar 

there  is,  performing  the  most  demanding,  most  reward- 
ing business  job  there  is. 

Could  you  make  it  in  that  company?  Then  please  arrange 
with  the  University  Placement  Service  for  an  interview with  Lever  Brothers. 

Friday,  November  12th 
University  Placement  Service,  581  Spadina  Avenue 

*  LEVER  BROTHERS  LIIVIITED X   TORONTO,  ONTARIO  _ 
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about  the  election 

Only  22  answer  SAC  questionnaire 
Only  22  Toronto  candidates  in  the  fede- ral  election  replied  to  a  questionnaire  on 

SACerS'ty  fmancing  sent  them  last  week  by 
The  questionnaires  were  mailed  to  can- didates fielded  by  the  three  major  parties in  18  Metro  ridings. 
Some  72  per  cent  of  the  New  Democra 

tic  Party's  candidates  replied,  one  in  three of  the  Liberals  and  one  in  six  of  the  PCs. °f  those  who  answered,  all  but  four NDP  candidates  said  they  had  read  the Bladen  report  on  financing  of  higher  edu- cation. Four  said  they  had  read  only  news- paper summaries. 
All  said  they  agreed  with  sortie  of  the report's  recommendations  but  not  all NDPers  unanimously  backed  the  par- ty s  platform  calling  for  free  tuition;  most of  them  said  it  should  be  implemented  im- mediately. 
Most  of  the  Liberals  wanted  gradually- implemented  free  tuition.  Of  the  three  PCs 

who  answered,  only  one  opposed  free  tuit- 

,„  \'k  eXC,ept  for  one  New  Democrat  and two  Liberals,  wanted  a  federal  ministry  of university  affairs. 
One  PC  and  three  Liberals  said  fees should  remain  the  same.  One  PC  said  they should  be  increased  if  universities  need more  money,  but  all  the  Liberals  opposed 

this  idea.  ^ All  the  New  Democrats  and  most  of  the Liberals  and  Progressive  Conservatives  sup- ported the  suggestion  that  "the  government should  provide  salaries  and  other  financial aid  to  students  to  help  pay  their  livins penses  while  they  attend  university." But  only  four  of  the  New  Democrats said  this  should  be  implemented  immediate- 
The  article  below  shows  how  the  uni- 

versity-ridings candidates  stand  on  univer- sity financing. 

They're  forced  to  think  of  fees By  ESTHER  FREY 
Candidates  in  the  St.  Paul's  and  Spadi- na  ridings  have  been  forced  to  consider  the question  of  free  university  tuition.  Each  of the  ridings  contains  about  half  of  the  uni- versity area. 
In  St.  Paul's,  incumbent  Ian  Wahn,  Li- beral, supports  free  tuition  but  admits  this 

is  not  one  of  the  planks  in  his  party's  plat- form. He  said  he  would  work  to  get  the  idea accepted  into  Liberal  party  policy. Alan  Rimmer,  New  Democrat,  fully  sup- 
ported his  party's  position:  free  tuition  im- mediately. He  and  Mr.  Wahn  agreed  that  gra- duates would  eventually  pay  back  in  income tax  more  than  their  tuition  would  cost  the government. 

Ward  Markle,  Progressive  Conservative, said  free  tuition  is  inevitable  but  suggested increased  use  of  the  bursary  system  at  pre- sent. 
He  supported  the  PC  planks  calling  for per  capita  grants  of  $5  and  increased  re- 

search and  building  grants. 

In  Spadina  riding,  Robert  Beardsley New  Democrat,  was  the  only  one  who  came out  in  favor  of  free  tuition. 
Burt  Richardson,  Progressive  Conserva- tive, opposed  the  very  idea  of  student  loans but  said  the  idea  of  paying  students  a  sala- ry should  be  investigated.  He  disagreed  with Ward  Markle  that  free  tuition  is  inevitable. Perry  Ryan,  Liberal,  was  unavailable  for comment.  His  campaign  manager  said  Mr Ryan  has  been  quarantined  with  ptomaine poisoning. 
The  manager  said  Mr.  Ryan  is  fully  in accord  with  Prime  Minister  Pearson's  edu- cation policies  and  is  confident  Mr.  Pear- son's judgment  can  be  trusted. He  would  not  say  if  Mr.  Ryan  is  for  or against  free  tuition. 
Ferris  Kendall-Leicester,  the  New  Capi- talist Party  candidate,  refused  to  comment on  tuition  fees. 
He  said  his  party's  primary  concerns  are 

to  get  rid  of  the  "history  teacher  at  the  top" (Pearson)  and  protect  the  taxpayer  from the  money-grabbing  banks. 

Israeli  problem:  how  to  integrate  immigrants By  RALPH  SURETTE 
The  problem  of  integra- 

ting immigrants  from  as 
many  as-  70  different  coun- 

tries "is  the  most  crucial 
question  facing  Israel  to- 

day," Gabriel  Lourie,  the Israeli  Consul  in  Toronto, 
told  a  Hillel  seminar  group 
Thursday  night. 
According  to  Mr.  Lourie, 

the  formation  of  the  Jewish 
state  18  years  ago,  "the  law 
by  which  the  wandering 
Jew  found  a  home,"  has 
precipitated  numerous  com- 

plications, the  most  signifi- 
cant of  which  is  providing 

equal  educational  and  eco- 
nomic opportunities  to  peo- 

ples of  diverse  national  and 
cultural  backgrounds. 
The  affluent  immigrants 

from  the  U.S.,  Britain  and 
Canada  present  a  sharp contrast  with  the  Yemeni 
newcomers  of  "16th  centu- 

ry mentality"  and  the  home- less wanderers  from  Nazi 
concentration  camps,  he said. 
The  Consul  also  cited  the 

presence  of  hostile  neigh- 
bors "whose  final  project 

is  to  destroy  Israel,"  as  an 

issue  of  critical  importance 
He  said  it  is  a  great  burden 
on  his  country's  resources. "We  cannot  compete  with 

of our  enemies  in  terms  _ 
numbers.  We  need  a  higher 
standard  of  living  and  edu 
cation,"  he  said. 

BRIEFLY... 

Jailed  student  to  speak 
A  Western  student  jailed  twice  last  summer  in  Arkan- sas will  speak  at  U  of  T  Thursday  or  Friday. She  is  Pat  Gladman,  23,  who  is  on  a  fund  raising  tour for  the  Student  Non-violent  Coordinating  Committee  with two  other  field  workers. 
The  three  have  been  working  to  get  Negro  voters  re- gistered in  Forest  City,  about  60  miles  from  Little  Rock Miss  Gladman  left  the  town  because  she  was  harrassed  by local  authorities.  She  wants  to  go  back  south,  but  not  to Forest  City. 
SNCC  will  announce  where  and  when  the  three  workers e  to  speak  later  this  week. 

Says  Share  won't  make  it 
The  1965  Share  campaign  now  has  raised  more  than 

512,000  but  will  probably  not  reach  its  $15,000  objective, campaign  chairman  John  Stubbs  announced  yesterday. 
"We  hope  to  be  able  to  forward  shortly  after  the  New Year  a  cheque  for  over  $13,000  to  the  International  Secre- 

tariat of  the  World  University  Service  in  Geneva,"  Stubbs said. 

The  money  will  be  used  to  aid  university  students  in  un- derdeveloped countries. 

SE?  A-JM^  ̂ -  M.BMM.„h.e0^dPews: 
week.  9  ,he  b0nner  t0        playoff  game  this 
Memorial  loses  lots  of  leaders By  JACQUES ae  MONTIGNY The  ranks  of  student 
leaders  at  Memorial  Univer- 

sity in  St.  John's,  Nfld.,  have been  decimated.The  univer- 
sity administration  has  en- forced a  rule  forbidding  stu. 

dents  on  academic  proba- tion to  hold  executive  posi- tions in  any  student  organ- izations. 
The  rule  had  not  been  en- forced for  two  years  and  its return  was  announced  while the  student  body  was  at  the 

polls  for  a  student  council by-election.  The  winning candidate  fell  victim  to  the 
rule  even  before  his  victory 
had  been  proclaimed. The  Memorial  athletic committee  has  lost  its 
chairman,  and  The  Muse, the  student  newspaper,  has 

lost  its  editor-in-chief. The  Students  Council  was concerned  about  the  way 
the  enforcement  was  an- nounced. It  had  received 
no  prior  publicitv.  they said,  and  they  complained that  few  of  the  victims  were aware  of  the  existence  of such  a  regulation. 

8  A.M 7  P.M SAME  DAY SERVICE 

BIANCHI  BROS. 
AUTO  BODY 

For   small   jobs — leave   car  in morning,  pick  up  at  night 
205  COLLEGE  ST. (College  and  St.  George  St.) 

WA-2-3537 

"The  Village  Inn" A  Quiet  Intimate  Place IN  THE  OLD  VILLAGE 
Fine  Food  Until  2  a.m. 

5 

-t 

The  most  entertaining  "new"  movie  in  Totonlo' (Clyde  Gilmour  in  the  Tely) 
MAE  WEST,  ELIZABETH  TAYLOR. MARLENE  DIETRICH,  GRETA  GAR80  IN 

TIHE  LOYE 
GODDESSES 

r'Trr'-'iipi 

Totonlo'  OE^-_V 

SYL0R,  1°  ■ 

RB0  IN  >i 

.  f.M 

SECOND  WEEK  ©ffiS 

I PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. Toronto  3,  Ont. 

EM.  6-2025 
open  doily,  incl.  Sot.  from  8  -  6. University  Blazers  and  Trousers 

mode  to  measure.  Alio  Men's  Suits, 
Coats,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 

|  Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or 
.  Fully  guaranteed. 

November  17,  18,  19,  20 

Ryerson  Theatre 
41  GERRARD  ST. 

RIOT 
RYERSON  ANNUAL 
MUSICAL  REVUE 
Box  office  opens  Nov.  10 

NATURALISM  AND  SUPERNATURALISM 1st  of  a  scries  of  3  lectures 
Speaker:  WILBER  SUTHERLAND GENERAL  SECRETARY  OF  I 

OF  CANADA 
TUES.  NOV.  9 

Meet  at  U.C.  Refectory  at  6:00 
P.M. 

Students  Special  Discount  cards  available  at 

THE  VARSITY  RESTAURANT 
Frequented  by  sludents  for  years 

328    BLOOR    ST.    W.  WA.    2  .  6738 
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ROYAL  CONSERVATORY  OF  MUSIC 

NOON  HOUR  CONCERTS  by  the  facuuy 
WEDNESDAYS  12:30-1  Admission  Free 
NOV.  10  —  A  Program  of  Electronic  Music 

Arranged  by  Dr.  Samuel  Dolin 
NOV.  17  —  Robert  Aitken,  flute 
NOV.  24  —  Faculty  of  Music  Trio:  Clara  Schranz, 

violin;  Jadwigo  Michalska,  flute; 
Janet  Thorn,  piano 

DEC.      1  —  Catherine  Palmer,  organist 
DEC.     8  —  Warren  Mould,  pianist 
SCHOOL  OF  MUSIC CONCERT  HALL 

273  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 

THE  SCHOOL  OF  GRADUATE  STUDIES DEPARTMENT  OF  EDUCATIONAL  THEORY 
AND  THE  ONTARIO  COLLEGE  OF  EDUCATION 

present  o  series  of  public  lectures  on 
CHANGING  PATTERNS 
OF  HIGHER  EDUCATION 
IN  CANADA 

Fourth  Lecture 
NOVEMBER  10  ONTARIO 

DR.  CLAUDE  8ISSELL  President  University  of  Toronto 
8  P.M.,  Room  21  18,  Sidney  Smith  Holl 

University  of  Toronto 

McDOUGALL  HOME  FIRST 

Harriers  score  landslide 

University  oF  Toronto  har- riers came  through  Saturday 
with  the  most  decisive  vic- 

tory in  two  decades  as  they 
come  within  one  point  of 
a  perfect  score.  In  harrier 
competition  scoring  is  done 
by  totaling  the  finishing  po- 

sitions of  each  team's  run- ners, the  lowest  scoring 
team  being  declared  the 
winner.  Consequently  with 
a  five  man  team  15  points 
constitutes  a  perfect  score. 
As  the  race  developed 

over  the  rough,  muddy  4.8 
mile  York  University  course 
the  only  athlete  who  broke 
the  string  of  blue  vests  in 
the  front  of  the  field  was 
Waterloo's  Andy  Boychuk 
who  spoiled  Varsity's  bid  at 

You  can't  beat 
the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's.,,  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

a  shutout  by  edging  Blues' fifth  counter,  Rich  Pyne,  by 
two  seconds. 

Doug  McDougall,  climax- ing a  string  of  successful and  consistent  races,  was 
by  far  the  class  of  the  field as  he  romped  ahead  half  way 
through  the  race  to  whip 
team-mate  Peter  Thompson 
by  24  seconds.  Thompson 
running  well  in  second  place 
for  the  majority  of  the  race staved  off  a  late  drive  by 

Peter  Buniak  to  salvage  his 

position. 
Dave  Bailey  moved  up 

steadily  during  the  race  to 
nail  down  a  solid  second. 

So  complete  was  Toronto's victory  that  freshman  Brian 
Richards,  though  he  beat 
every  runner  from  every  oth- er university,  but  one  in 
finishing  seventh,  failed  to 
make  Toronto's  counters. 
McMaster's  three  year  do- ( Continued  on  page  12) 

As  expected  soccer  team 

has  easy  time  at  McGill 

By  MARCI  Me  DONALD 

Despite  a  three  man  hole 
in  their  ranks  and  the  worst 
playing  conditions  yet  this 
season,  Soccer  Blues  walk- 

ed over  McGill  Redmen  4-1 
to  maintain  their  undefeat- ed streak. 
The  game  itself  counted 

only  as  an  exhibition  match 
in  the  Blackwood  Cup  con- 

test. That  will  be  decided 
here  next  Saturday  against 
Queen's  who  have  tied  Mc- 

Gill twice  2-2. 
Saturday  absentees  were 

-Captain  Dom  Dente,  right 
half,  out  with  strained  knee 
ligaments,  inside  forward Dennis  Chung  and  wing,  Pat Terrelonge. 

Redmen  looked  stronger 

Saturday  than  they  did  five 
weeks  ago,  but  Varsity  took 
over  play  at  the  very  first, 
and  kept  it  controlled  until 
just  after  their  first  goal  — 
a  neat  combination  play  bet- 

ween Ormond  Mendes  and 
Frank  Soppelsa,  who  scored. Then  Blues  died. 

It  didn't  take  long  for  Red- men  to  take  the  hint.They 
scored  on  a  long  high  drive 
by  Garth  Elliott,  which  kept 
them  running  till  half  time. In  the  second  half,  right 

wing  Bill  Nepotiuk  retriev- ed a  cross  from  Graham 
Shields  and  put  Blues  ahead 
by  one.  Then  Soppelsa  head- ed in  his  second  from  Bill Troost.  And  inside  right 

Austris  Liepa  netted  Blues' fourth  just  before  the  final whistle. 

Poloists  drop  lengthy  game  in  Hamilton 

By  PETER  McCREATH 
Varsity  Water  Polo  Blues 

lost  a  six-quarter  marathon to  the  Hamilton  Water  Polo 
Club,  23-18  in  Hamilton, 
Sunday  afternoon.  Since  the 
game  was  an  exhibition,  and 
Blues  had  to  travel  the  dist- 

ance anyway,  it  was  mutu- ally decided  to  play  for  the 
full  time  that  the  pool  was 
available. 
The  Hamilton  Club,  which 

won  the  Canadian  Champ- 
ionship last  summer  at  Ed- monton, were  led  by  noted swimmer  Robert  Thompson, 

who  hit  for  11  goals. 
Blues  were  led  by  newcom- er Bruce  Warburton,  with  7 

goals,  John  Russell  with  3, 
Steve  Gerring  and  Paul  Mer- 
onen,  with  2  each.  Blues' goalie,  Hartley  Garfield  was 
called  upon  to  make  sever- al good  stops. 

Rowers  lose  title 
U  of  T  rowers  were  dethron- 

ed as  intercollegiate  rowing 
champions  Saturday  in  St. 
Catharines  as  the  McMaster 
crew  up  for  the  effort  came 
through  with  two  victories in  the  four  classes. 
McMaster,  winner  of  the 

lightweight  and  junior  var- sity races  outscored  Varsity 
66-57. 

VICTORIA  COLLEGE  BOB  REVUE 

A  DROP  OF  WHIMSEY 

•  AN  ORIGINAL  MUSICAL  COMEDY  - 

•  HART   HOUSE  THEATRE  NOV.  9-13 

•  TICKETS  $1.50  AT  WYMILWOOD 
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A  UTRFC 
Syndicated  Service 

MONTREAL  _  There 
will  be  no  playoff  this  year. There  will  be  no  Trophy  ei- ther. 
For  the  second  successive year.  Rugger  Blues  must watch  Queen's  take  all  the glory.  Queen's  win  coupled with  the  Blues  6-0  loss against  MacGill  here  Satur- day makes  them  a  second 

place  team.  Not  that  they deserved  to  be  runnerup for  they  played  better  in this  game  than  the  McGill squad. 
The  backs  were  faster the  forwards  dominated the  set  pieces  and  the  de- fence was  more  solid,  but 

they  could  not  outplay  the referee.  He  was  a  honey. Rules  were  brought  back that  had  not  been  seen  since the  Crimean  War.  Both  Mc- 
Gill scores  came  from  de- 

cisions against  Blues'  un- gentlemanly  conduct  in  the lineouts. 
Playing  to  the  rules,  the 

forwards  lined  up  quite  le- 
gally but  somwhat  con- 

fusingly to  the  Redmen. 
Believing  the  Blues  to  be 

up  to  something  dishonest, 
but  not  really  knowing,  he 
awarded  two  penalty  kicks to  McGill. 
On  the  other  hand,  Blues 

scored      three  excellent 

touchdowns  only  to  have them  called  back. 
Larry  Johnson  went  over twice  on  five  yard  scrums. Our  friendly  ref,  however 

called   them  back  because 

he  wasn't  sure.  We  weren't sure  why  he  missed  his  pa- rent's wedding  that  after- noon. He  wasn't  invited  to the  Rugger  club  bash,  after the  game. 

Blues'  novices  downed 

by  smaller  YMHA  squad By  RICH  PYNE 
Blues'  novice  hoopsters got  their  first  taste  of  com- 

petition Saturday  night 
when  a  much  smaller  bin 
much  more  experienced YMHA  team  downed  them 
84-75  at  the  Bloor  St.  "Y". 
In  the  first  half  Toronto 

held  six  point  advantages 
several  times  followed  by 
concerted  "Y"  drives  to  tie the  score. 

In  the  second  half  play 
progressed  at  a  faster  clip 
and  both  teams  improved 
their  shooting  markedly. 
Blues  led  by  much  smaller 
differences  in  score  and  in 
the  last  four  minutes  the 
"Y"  pulled  ahead.  With  two minutes  to  go  they  had  built 
up  a  seven  point  lead  and remained  out  of  reach  for 
the  rest  of  the  game. 

The  only  player  from  last 
year's  team  whom  coach McManus  decided  to  dress 
was  Doug  Lockhart  whose 
experience  showed  in 
ability  to  take  charge  and lead  the  team  through 
few  rather  disorganized moments. 
McManus'  problem  this season  is  centered  around a  lack  of  guards  but  back court  men  John  Rogers  and Andy  Klimas,  aided  by Lockhart,  did  an  adequate 

job  of  bringing  the  ball down  the  floor. 
Up  front  the  pick  ol  the Blues  were  Peter  Peskun 

and  Arvo  Neidre  who  play- 
ed an  aggressive  game throughout. 

In  preparation  for  next 
week's  encounter  with  An- 

dy's A.  C.  McManus  has  de- cided to  cut  the  team  to  12. 

VARSITY  vs  WESTERN 

FOLLOW  THE  BLUES  TO  LONDON! 

O.Q.A.A.  FOOTBALL  PLAYOFF 

SATURDAY,  NOVEMBER  13 
AT 

LITTLE  MEMORIAL  STADIUM 

best  of  the  l~^^^vS&:^"0t'd  ^ 
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Come  to  the  next  advice  and  demonstration 

XI  sessions. Benson  Building,  1  p.m.  -  3rd  floor. 

 All  welcome. 

Free. 

U  OF  T 
FLYING  CLUB 

MEETING  WED.  NOV.  10,  8.00  P.M. 

Blues  out  twice  in  a  row 

I 

I 

I 

II 

COLES 

BIG  SAVINGS  ON 
REFERENCE 

BOOKS 

sas  a-^T^w.firss  tat. He,e  ore  .  fe„  e„,mp|e,  of  „„„  ,„  „„,," 

fEt  T  P?°,BLE"5  f  APPROACHES  TO  SOLUTIONS Hornoreri    e    leer   Puis    <■•>  Tot  " 
pCr™?VP!;A""  PROBLEMS  -  „e„„„,  H^eP 
EDUCATIONAL  PSYCHOLOGY  —  Cro.bmK  "  " '  C0LESPI!ICE 
Pub.  ot  7. SO  ,0'n ZH'JYS'"  ECON0M,C  HISTORY  OF  EUROPE 

.  COLES  PRICE  2.49 
-  COLES  PRICE  .29 

Pub.  ot  6.00 
MODERN  CHEMISTRY  —  Baxter,  St 
COLLEGE   ENGLISH  —  The  First  Y«,  
Pub,   at  7,50 
ANIMAL  DIVERSITY           Earl  D.  Hanson 
TECHNIQUES   OF  READING Pub.  at  4.S0  ....... 
A  BIBLIOGRAPHY  OF  INTERNAL  MEDICI* (-0  MM  UN  (CABLE  DISEASES  A  i .  Bl« mfe  d rub.  at  11.00 
ECONOMICS  —  B.W.  Knight L.G.  Hincs  Pub.  at  5.S0 

?EtSCSJf.TIVE  COLLEGE  PHYSICS 
A.E.  White  Pub  at  5  75 

nTrf^  ££JAiLU',Gy  FOR  ENGINEERS 
O.S.  Clark  W.R.  Vorncy  Pub    at  6  50 ELEMENTS  OF  STRENGTH  OF  MATERIALS  3rd  Ed 5.  Timoshcnko,  G.A.  MotCullough  Pub    ot  5  00 PERSONALITY  CHANGE  AND  DEVELOPMENT M.  Narrower  Pub.  at  10.50 
MENTAL    HYGIENE  —  Third   Ed  Carroll 
SI^NAM,C$  OF  ADJUSTMENT)  Pub.  ot  7  00 

Lrprevur0tT5o2EsLECTRicALENGiNEER,NG  , tFsssrjrjg  Pub*  aT  rS0CH-    bf-  si™, P«OB*B'UTYoTHEORY  -  Mkbc,  Ucve  2nd  Ed. COLLEGE  OMNIBUS Pub.  at  4.95 
RECENT  ADVANCES    IN  SURGERY Pub.    at  13.00 
SOCIOLOGY  THE  SCIENCE  OF  SOCIETY  -  J.  Rumncy  ' &  A.J.  Mater.  Pub.  at  3  00  m.  «  r,„.^- 
CLINICAL  CHEMISTRY  -  J.  S.  Annimc  2nd  Ed  S  RICE 
Pub    at  8  00 

THE  CELL  _  CP.  S.o»„„  «»*  ' 
Pub    et  1  9S 

THE  AGE  OF   REVOLUTION    1789-1848  C°LES  PR,CE 
E.J.  Hobsbawn  pub.  at  7,50  cm  c<:  voire 
CRIME  AND  INSANITY  C0LES  PRICE Pub.    at  6.00    .  .  C[.  __ 

Pub  MTnn°f  NUCLEAR  pOWER  -  Daw.cn  *  Long  C°"S  PR'CE 
'  W     COLES  PRICE 

I 

COLES  PRICE  1  00 
COLES  PRICE  1.98 
COLES  PRICE  -99 
COLES  PRICE  1.69 

.  COLES  PRICE  2,49 COLES  PRICE  1.98 
COLES  PRICE  1.98 
COLESPRICE  1.25 
COLES  PRICE  2.98 

COLES  PRICE  .99 
COLES  PRICE  .99 
COLES  PRICE  2.9B 

I 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION 
Lunch  Hour  Lecture  Series 

WEDNESDAY  1.10  p.m. 

PROFESSOR  PAUL  FOX will  speak  on, 

THE  FEDERAL  ELECTION  RESULTS 
G.S.U.  76  Bancroft  Ave. 



WFSTFBH  WHIPS  QUEEN'S  AND. 

Blues  bumble  way  to  pl
ayoff 

Blues  donate  first  victory 

to  lowly  McGill  Redmen 
(Staff)  —  Varsity  Blues 

bumbled  their  way  into  a 
Yates  Cup  playoff  Saturday 
afternoon  in  Montreal. 
Blues  displayed  none  of 

the  sharpness  they  did  a 
week  earlier  when  they 
trounced  Western  Mustangs. 
As  a  result,  they  donated  a 
17-14  victory  to  the  pre- 

viously winless  McGill Redmen. 
The  loss  enables  Blues  to 

back  into  a  playoff  with 
Western  for  the  Yates  Cup. 
Mustangs  defeated  Queen's 
26-12  leaving  Queen's  and Toronto  tied  for  second 
place.  Since  Blues  have  de- 

feated first  place  Western 
and  Queen's  have  not,  Blues have  the  right  to  challenge 
for  the  Cup. 
Western  has  the  choice  of 

Tields  so  the  game  will  be 
played  in  London. 
Fumbles,  penalties  and 

an  over  all  ineptness  con- 
tributed to  Blues'  loss. As  usual,  Blues  started 

the  game  as  though  they 
were  going  to  run  the  oppo- 

sition out  of  the  park.  Nick 
DiGiuseppe  ran  the  ball  63 
yards  on  the  second  play 
from  scrimmage  to  McGill's 
five-yard  line,  but  Blues were  unable  to  score  in 
three  plays. 
In  the  second  quarter 

Blues  failed  to  score  from 
McGill's  one-yard  line  as 
Redmen  stopped  quarter- back Vic  Wozniuk. 
Coach  White,  realizing 

that  Brvce  Taylor  was  not 
having  one  of  his  better 
days  had  replaced  him  in 
the  second  quarter  with 
Wozniuk.  However,  he  too 
couldn't  move  the  team. Blues  fumbled  lour  times 
and  two  of  these  led  to  Mc- 

Gill touchdowns.  Gerry 
Sternberg   fumbled  a  punt 

at  mid-field  which  led  lo 
McGill's  first  TD,  a  23  yard 
pass  from  quarterback  Rich 
Ripstein  to  end  Jim  Dickie. With  two  minutes  left  in 
the  half,  Wozniuk  fumbled 
and  defensive  half  Bob  Ber- 
ke,  kicked  the  ball,  soccer 
style,  45  yards  over  Varsi- 

ty's goal  line  where  McGill lineman  Dick  Fiedler  poun- 
ced on  the  it  for  Redmen's second  major. 

Redmen,  who  had  10 
players  in  their  last  inter- 

collegiate game  didn't  per- 
form like  a  team  that  hadn't won  a  game  all  year. 

Nevertheless,  Blues  al- 
most pulled  off  the  theft 

of  the  century  in  the  final 
minute.  At  litis  point  the 
score  was  17-8  Blues'  scor- 

ing coming  on  a  third  quar- ter major  by  Bryce  Taylor 
who  played  the  whole  se- cond half  and  a  safety  tuch. 
Blues  recovered  a  Rick 

Ripstein  fumble  at  their 
own  52-yard  line.  Passes from  Wozniuk  who  had 
had  gone  in  for  one  play 
for  Sternberg,  to  Mike  Eben 
for  24  yards  and  from  Bry- 

ce Taylor  to  Sternberg  for 
34  yards  gave  Blues  a  TD 
and  narrowed  McGill's  mar. 
gin  to  17-14. Taylor's  convert  attempt was  good  but  nullified  by 
a  holding  penalty  against Blues. 

One  play  afler  Blues'  en- suing kickoff,  Eric  Walter 
of  Redmen,  in  attempting 
to  run  out  the  clock,  scram- 

bled back  to  Redmen's  20- 
yard  line  and  lost  the  ball 
on  ,i  fumble.  Willi  five  se- 

conds remaining,  Taylor 
tried  a  field  goal  from  the 
28  but  the  boot  went  short 
and  wide  as  the  gun  sound- ed. 

— photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Varsity  Blues  saw  too  much  of  McGill  fullback  Pete  Hewlett  (30)  shown  here  grinding it  out  up  the  middle. 

QUEEN'S  ELIMINATED 

Mustangs  fly  now  it  pays 

— photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
McGill's  player  gets  his  hand  in  the  way  of  one  of  the  few 
passes  thrown  to  Blues'  Mike  Eben.  Eben  was  well  covered di\  afternoon  and  managed  only  two  receptions. 
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By  DAVE  SOLES 
Special  to  The  Varsity 
London  —  For  the  first 

time  since  1959  Queen's  Gol- den Gaels  have  been  elimi- nated from  competition  for 
the  Yates  Cup.  emblematic 
of  Senior  Intercollegiate 
football  supremacy. 

Western  Mustangs  took  to 
the  airways  here  Saturday 
to  knock  Frank  Tindall's 
charges  out  of  the  compli- cated playoff  situation  with a  26-12  decision. 
Quarterback  Bob  Israel 

led  Mustangs  to  a  19-0 half  time  lead  by  mixing 
pass  play  and  running  calls 
almost  to  perfection.  Art 
Froese  won  the  leacue  scor- 

ing title  by  amassing  13 
points  on  a  touchdown,  a 
42  yard  field  goal,  three converts   and   a  single. 

This  splurge  gave  Froese 
61  points,  scv^n  more  than 
Blues'  Gerry  Sternberg  who 
was  held  to  one  major  at 
McGill. 
Western's  three  touch- 

downs were  all  scored  from 
the  one-yard  line  by  Rob 
Campbell",  Larry  Bumdgc and  Froese. 

For  Queen's,  who  only 
picked  up  four  first  downs 
to  Western's  15  in  the  first 
half,  third-quarter  touch- downs were  scored  by  Glen 
Penwarden  on  a  seven-yard 
pass  from  Cal  Connor  and 
a  four-yard  dive  by  full- back Heino  Lilies. 

Gaels  were  unable  to 
mount  a  concerted  rush  as 
Western's  defensive  wall  re- 

fused to  crack  with  a  few 
second  half  exceptions.  Cal 
Connor,  playing  his  last 
game  of  a  brilliant  seven- 
year  career,  was  under  con- stant pressure  every  time he  went  back  to  pass. 
With  the  score  19-12  at 

the  mid-way  point  of  the 
final  period.  Gaels  had  the 

BOB  ISRAEL 
Passing  star 

ball  at  mid-field  on  the 
start  of  a  drive  which 
might  have  tied  the"  game. Connor  dropped  back  to 
pass,  however  under  a  so- lid rush,  he  threw  the  ball 
away  in  desperation.  Wes- tern's Jim  Hogan  intercept- 

ed the  pass  to  set  up  Froese's score  five  plays  later  to 
virtually  put  the  game  out 
of  reach. 

Following  the  game  Wes- 

tern's John  Metras  said  the 
win  was  due  to  a  concerted 
effort  by  both  the  offensive and  defensive  units. 

Tindall,  for  his  part,  ad- 
mitted that  he  didn't  be- lieve Western  could  mount 

a  passing  attack  which would  consistently  move 
the  ball.  Israel  and  Rich 
Hawkins  threw  26  passes, 
completing  12  for  a  total of  164  yards.  On  the  other 
hand  Connor  passed  28 
times,  completing  8  for  122 
yards.  Queen's  picked  off 
one  Israel  pass  while  Wes- tern made  two  interceptions. 

Q  W 

First  Downs  12  20 
Yards  rushing  78  112 
Yards  Passing  122  164 Passes  Att.|Comp.  28|8  26|12 
Intercepted  by  12 
Fumbles  0  0 
PenaltieslYds.  pen  5|72  8|105 
Punts|Av.  Yds.  11|36.0  llj38.3 

Harriers  (continued) 
mination  of  the  Little  Cup 
(and  they're  not  kidding 
when  they  say  little),  repre- 

sentative of  the  OQAA  cross- country championship,  was 
brought  to  more  than  an  ab- rupt end. Tcom  standings:  Torcnto  16;  Queen's 84;  Western  100;  Guelph  K)7;  Mc- 107;  Waterloo  123;  McGill  175; indsoi 196. 
Individual  standings:  McDougall  (T) 
26:38,  Thompson  (T)  27:02,  Bunlak  (T) 27:04,  Bailey  (T)  27:18,  Boychuk  (Wot) 
27:27,  Pync  (Tj  27:29,  Riehards  (T)  27; 44,  Gray  IG)  27:5d,  Smilh  (Mac)  28;I9, McCorw  (Q)  28:31,  Pratt  (Q)  28:50, 
Boyd  (West)  29: 1  1 ,  Ross  Kidd  (Mac) 29:14,  Bert  Kldd  (McGill)  29:16,  Finlay 
tWot)  29:18. 
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—  photos  by  ACHIM  (girl-wotcher)  KRULL. 
These  two  shoppers  seem  bewildered  by  the  orroy  of  oddities  ot  Treasure  Van  this  year We  wonder  how  many  people  will  get  camel  saddles  for  Christmas  this  year. 

Plan  three  separate  Remembrances 
Remembrance  Day  will 

be  observed  at  U  of  T  to- 
morrow by  three  separate 

campus  organizations. 
The  Student  Union  for 

Peace  Action  starts  a  14-hour 
peace  vigil  10  p.m.  today  at 
the  Soldiers'  Tower. 
Detachments  of  the  three 

armed  services,  under  the 
auspices  of  the  U  of  T 
Alumni  Association,  will  pa- 

rade at  Soldiers'  Tower  at 10.30  a.m.  tomorrow. 
And  a  SAC-sponsored 

peace  vigil  is  to  be  held  at 
the  flagpole  behind  the  SAC 

building  at  1.15  p.m.  tomor- 
row. There  will  be  no  11 

a.m.  classes  Thursday. 
The  military  ceremony  in- 

cludes a  march-past,  mount- 
ing guard  and  wreath-lay- 
ing. A  two-minute  silence 

will  be  observed  at  11  a.m. 
— the  hour  of  cease  fire Nov.  11,  1918. 

Fifteen  minutes'  silence 
is  being  kept  at  the  SAC  ce- remony. 
Much  of  SUPA's  marathon 

vigil  is  to  be  taken  up  by 
seminars  held  in  the  UC  Re- 

fectory. "This  is  not  an  en- 

durance contest,"  a  SUPA 
spokesman  said  yesterday. 
"The  Seminars  are  as  im 
portant  as  the  vigil." SUPA  themes  are:  "But 
they're  still  dying,"  and  "If not  us,  who?  If  not  now, 

when?" 

Reverend  Alan  Fowler, 
SAC  vice-president  Dave 
Hunter  and  CUS  president 
Doug  Ward  have  been  ask- 

ed to  speak  when  the  SUPA 
vigil  ends  at  noon. 
Coffee  and  sandwiches 

will  be  served  at  the  SUPA 
vigil. 

SMC  to  investigate  The  Mike 
By  BERNADETTE  FERRY 
The  St.  Michaels  College 

Student  Council  last  night 
voted  to  set  up  a  committee 
to  investigate  student  com- 

plaints about  the  college 
newspaper,  The  Mike. 
About  280  St.  Michaels 

students  signed  a  petition 
requesting  the  Student 
Council  to  investigate  wheth- 

er The  Mike  is  fulfilling  its role. 
Mike  editor  Jon  Caulficld 

(II  SMC)  said  after  the  meet- 
ing he  refuses  to  recognize 

the  council's  authority  to  tell 
him  how  to  run  the  paper. 
The  students  who  signed 

the  petition  said  they  feel 
that  the  paper  has  developed 
into  a  literary  journal  rather 
than  a  newspaper  and  that 
the  activities  of  the  campus 
are  not  getting  adequate  cov- 

erage in  the  paper.  The  emph- 
asis is  being  to  highly  placed 

on  "opinion"  rather  than "fact",  they  said. 
They  recommended  that 

the  council  form  a  committee 
to  "decide  whether  or  not  it 
is  fulfilling  its  duties."  If  the 

VARSITY  BLACKED  OUT 

Last  night's  widespread power  failure  affected 
even  The  Varsity.  Our 
originally  planned  12-page 
paper  was  reduced  to 
eight  pages— with  the  re- 

sulting confusion  of  too 
many  ads  and  not  enough 
space.  Thanks  to  our  all- 
suffering  staff  and  ever- 
enduring  printers.  Can- delabras  should  become 
standard  equipment. 

Constitution-  continues  to  be 
ignored,  they  said  a  changi 
of  staff  would  be  in  order. 

Caulfield  called  the  recom 
mendation  a  good  idea,  but 
he  said  the  methods  of  bring- 

ing it  about  were  "shallow 
and  boorish".  "What  The 
Mike  is,"  he  said,  "has  never 
really  been  defined." 

He  requested  complete  au- 
tonomy for  the  paper  until 

the  beginning  of  next  term. 
"If  at  that  time  the  students 
are  still  dissatisfied,"  he  said, 
"then  a  petition  is  in  order." The  petitioners,  however, 
stood  their  ground  and  the 
motion  was  passed. 
When  questioned  about 

the  lack  of  coverage  of  cam- 
pus activities,  Caulfield  said 

some  were  "simply  a  case  of 
forgetting.  I  overlooked  it 

completely." 

Treasure  Van  opens 
Treasure  Van  was  official- 
ly opened  yesterday  after- noon at  a  tea  in  the  UC  Wo- men's Union. 

Bob  Cummings,  television 
and  movie  celebrity,  now  ap- 

pearing at  the  Royal  Alexand- ra in  Wayward  Stork,  shared 
the  ribbon  cutting  ceremony 
with  Mrs.  Egmont  Frankel, 
President  of  the  Women's Auxiliary  of  the  Canadian 
Cancer  Institute  in  Toronto. 
Treasure  Van,  sponsored 

by  the  World  University  Ser- vice of  Canada,  gives  both 
students  and  public  the 
chance  to  buy  handicrafts 
from  such  foreign  countries 
as  India,  Japan  and  New Zealand. 
Mike  Redding  (III  UC), 

Treasure  Van  publicity  chair- 
man, pointed  out  that 

although  the  sale  is  manag- 
ed by  U  of  T  students,  three- 

quarters  of  the  merchandise 
is  usually  sold  to  the  gener- 

al public. He  stressed  that  students 
interested  in  buying  articles 
should  get  to  the  sale  in  the 
opening  days  before  the  bar- gains are  bought  up  by  the 
general  public. After  opening  addresses 
Mrs.  Cummings  cut  the  rib- 

bon with  a  dull  sword.  Tea 
was  served  by  hostesses 
dressed  in  the  costumes  of 
their  native  lands. 
Shoppers  at  the  sale  will 

be  treated  to  folk-singers all  week.  Tomorrow  at  noon, 
the  Original  Old  Upper  Ca- 

nada Mama  Jug  Band  will be  entertaining. 

A  program  on  the  CBC's channel  6  Thursday  at  6:30 
p.m.  will  televise  films  of  the sale. 

'All  right  I've  got  it.  What  do  I  do  now?"  Bob 
was  the  special  guest  at  Treasure  Van  opening yesterday. 

Cummings 
ceremonies 



PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. 

Toronto  3,  Ont. 
EM.  6-2025 

Open  doily,  (net.  Sat.  from  8-6. 
University  Blazcn  and  Trousers 
made  to  measure.  Also  Mcn'l  Sufis, 
Coats,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jacket*  with  your  cloth  or 

.  Fully  auarantccd. 

TYPING 
Theses.  Essoys,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Ant.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT 

B.A. 

November  17,  18,  19,  20 

Ryerson  Theatre 41  GERRARD  ST. 

RIOT 
RYERSON  ANNUAL 
MUSICAL  REVUE 
Box  office  NOW  OPEN 
Reservations:  368-2856. 

Miss 

Winter  Carnival 

Contest 

Sponsored  by  BLUE  &  WHITE  SOCIETY 
Nominate  a  girl  who  you  feel  hos  the  neccesory 

qualifications. 

That  is  : 

★  Poise 

★  Personality 

★  Appearance 
To  be  eligible  a  girl  must  be  nominated  by  one  person 
and  hove  six  signees  for  the  nomination. 
Pick  up  your  applications  in  the  S.A.C.  office. 
A  representative  of  B  &  W  Society  will  call  you  to 
arrange  the  interview. 

FANTASTIC  PRIZES 
The  winner  will  represent  the  U  of  T  at  Waterloo 
Lutheran's  Miss  Canadian  Universities'  Snow  Queen contest.  All  expenses  paid. 

N£W  COLLEGE  FILM  SERIES  Coming, features;  The  L-Shaped  Room  Sot.  Nov. 1 3.  Raisin  In  the  Sun  Fri  Nov 26.  New  College  —  8.30  p.m.  50c admission. 
BORBORYGMI.  New  Dance.  Do  it  at 
the  Annual  Fori  Ball  {biggest  ever  un- veiled) NO  BAR,  NO  DRINKING,  NO BOOZE.  Show  music  REFINED  GROUP IN  ATTENDANCE  -  CHAPERONE, Bring  your  Mother.  Music  by  Buddy Williamson  and  his  Oreh.  (playing  Crvpt music,  that's  Fox  trot.) 
FEMALE  HELP  WANTED:  to  exchange 
early  morning  and  dinner  time  assist- ance with  two  children,  for  room  with both,  ond  board,  in  Moore  Pork  HU 9-0205. 

SUBJECTS  wonted  for  paid  perceptuol 
research  project.  Age  limit  20-29,  right handed,  vision  and  hearing  should  be 
good. Carll  365-5198  or  365-5162. 
STUDENT  girl  wonted  during  Christmos vocotion  to  live  in.  Light  house  work one  child,  liberal  time  off.  Colt  HU  9- 0395  between  6-8  p.m.  before  Tues Nov.  16. 

PRINTS    —  el nudes,  special  discount  to  students Pointings  &  Prints  648  Yonge  St. Toronto  5,  922-5870. 

WHY  DID  THE  CHICAGO  TRIBUNE  CALL  BELLE  POITRINE 

"THE  BEST  SINGING  ACQUITTED  KILLER  IN  TOWN"? 

Little  Me 

HART  HOUSE 
NOV.  18,  19,  20 

S1.50-S1.50-  $2.00 

Has   The  Answer 

TICKETS  AVAILABLE  AT: 
NEW  COLLEGE 

SID  SMITH  —  U.C.  REF. 

WEDNESDAY  FIVE  O'CLOCK  RECITAL 
Wednesday,  November  10th  -  Hart  House  Music  Room 

Hart  House  Music  Committee  Presents 

GARNET  BROOKS,  Tenor 
Mr.  Brooks  a  noted  star  with  the  Canadian  Opera  Company,  has  appeared as  guest  soloist  wtth  the  leading  symphony  orchestras.  His  credits  include 
i  1  *5P  P,  '  M?'°la  F<"""'<>H<™  Opera  Work  Shop  to  study  under Hart  Adler  plus  extensive  concert  and  oratorio  appearances 
NO  TICKETS  NECESSARY  udiq  WELCOME 

E& 

today,    12:10  p.m. 
Lunch-hour  Lecture  Scries:  '  The  Federal  Election  Results".  Graduate  Student's Union.  Speaker:  Prof.  Poul  Fox. 
Meeting  of  the  entertainment  committee  of  U  of  T  Rodjo.  All  interested students  welcome.   Rm.  231,  UC. Graduate  Chrlstion  Fellowship  discusses  "The  Church  ond  The  Rise  of  Univer- sities". All  welcome.  Rm.  231,  UC. French  Film  Club,  Films  on  the  French  guitarist  Djongo  Reinhort  ond  the French  artist  Fernand  Leger.  Rm.  104  UC. Liberal  Club,  Public  Attoirs  Forum  meeting.  Rm.  1085,  Sidney  Smith 

Today,  1:15  p.m. Ralph  Elsoesser,  concert  pianist,  performing  12  preludes  and  fugues  from  the Well-Tempered  Clavier.  Hart  House  Music  Room. 
Today,  4  p.m. Socialist  Club  presents  Ross  Dowson,  editor  of  "Workers'  Vanguard",  speak- ing on  "What  is  Trotskyism?".  Rm.  1086,  Sidney  Smith. 
Today,  4:30  p.m. 

Graduate  sfudcntV  weekly  tea.  16  Boncroft  Ave.  Badminton  at  Drill  Holl at  7:30. 
Today  5  p.m. 

Discussion  of  "A  Nobel  Peace  Prize  Winner"  by  the  Executive  Director  of  the Notional  UNICEF  Committee.  Rfrri  on  UNICEF  will  be  shown.  Rm.  2118,  Sidney Smith. 
Today,  6  pjn. 

Supper  followed  by  informal  Bible  study  < 
ferbvry  House,  373  Huron. 
Today,  7:15  p.m. 

"The  rebirth  of  images".  Con- 

Today,  8  p.m. 
Regular  meeting  of  Vic  Folk  Club.  Everyone  welcome!  Men's  Common  Room Alumni  Hall,  Vic. 
Last  in  o  series  of  four  public  lectures  on  "Changing  Patterns  of  Higher Education  in  Canada".  Dr.  Claude  Bissell  speaks  on  "Ontario".  Rm.  2118,  Sidney 
U  of  T  Flying  Club  meeting.  Hart  House. Thursday,  1  p.m. 
U  of  T  New  De  macro  is  executive  meeting.  Rm.  21 15,  Sid  Smith. 

Thursday,  1:10  pum. 
Lunch  series:  Artist  A_  A.  Mocdonold  speaks  on  "Stained-glass;  Art  or Rocket?"  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron. 

Thursday,  4:10  p.m. 
Physics  seminarr  Dr.  E.  R.  Roe  specks  on  "Nuclear  Physics  with  the  Harwell Electron  Linoc".  Tea:  3:45-5:10  pjn.  Rm.  135,  McLennan  Laboratory. 

Thursday,  3  p.m. 
Deadline  for  applicants  to  Texas  A&M  Conference  on  "The  For  Eost1  Focus Southeost  Asia".  SAC  Office. International  Forum.  Topic:  Indonesia.  45  Willcocks  St. 

Thursday,  7  p.m. 
CUS  Committee  meeting.  South  Sitting  Room,  Hart  House. 

Thursday,  7:1S  p.m. 
Physics  seminar:  Dr.  Y.  Nogami  speaks  on  "Charge  Independence  and Charge  Symmetry  of  Nuclear  Forces".  Rm.  135,  McLennon  Lab. Writers*  Group.  Everyone  welcome,  faculty  ond  students.  English  House SMC.  Thursday,  7:30  p.m. eder.  Dept.  of  Astronomy,  speoks  at  Math  &  Physics  Society meeting-  Refreshments.  Everybody  welcome.  Rm.  161,  Lash  Miller. Political  Economy  Club  meeting.  Post-etection  analysis  ond  panel  discus- ion.  Music  Room,  WymilWood,  Vic. Association  of  Mcnnonite  University  Students  meeting,  Mennon  House, 79  Palmerston  Blvd. 

Thursday,  8  p.m. 
Hillel  Seminar:  James  Service,  Reeve  of  North  York  on  "Crisis  in  Munici- pal Government".  Hillel  House,  186  St.  George  St. i  "The  Secular  City".  Newman  Centre,  89  St.  George  St. 

U  OF  T  RADIO 
U  of  T  Radio  —  91.1  FM Wednesday  at  5  JO  p.m. 

Bob  Dylan:  a  Profile  by  Alan  Rubin ihursday  at  5:30 "12x2"  with  two  beautiful  young  ladles Publicity  releases,  announcements  and  letters  should  be  left  it Room  5,  UC. 

CHEVRON  STANDARD  LIMITED 
Calgary,  Alberta 

offering  careers  in 

Petroleum  Exploration 
will  conduct  campus  interviews  on 

November  16  and  17 

..  "for  
' 

Post  Graduates  -  Graduates  -  Undergraduates. 
in Honours  Geological  Science Summer  employment  only. 

Applied  Geology 
Summer  employment  only. Physics  ond  Geology 
Summer  employment  in  geology  ond  geophysics. 

Engineering  Science  (Geophysics) 
Summer  employment  in  geophysics. 

ARRANGEMENTS  FOR  PERSONAL  INTERVIEWS MAY  BE  MADE  THROUGH 
THE  UNIVERSITY'S  PLACEMENT  OFFICE 581  Spodino  Avenue  (Corner  Willcocks) 
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Ontario  Hospital  gets  student  help By  JILL  E1SEN 
A  mental  hospital  student 

volunteer  program  got  un- 
der way  at  U  of  T  last  night. 

The  first  meeting  of  U  of 
T  student  volunteers  was 
held  last  night  at  the  On- 

tario Hospital  on  Queen  St. 
Carole  Bacon  (II  New), initiator  of  the  program, said  there  is  a  great  need for  student  volunteers  be- 

cause there  is  not  a  large enough  qualified  staff  de- 
voting sufficient  time  to mental  patients. 

Miss  Bacon  participated 
in  a  similar  student  mental 
health  volunteer  program  at Harvard  University  last summer. 
In  the  hospital  environ- 

ment, where  simple  person- 
al contact  is  at  a  minimum, 

the  volunteer  is  valuable, 
she  explained,  for  he  brings 
"some  segment  of  reality and  humanism  to  the  un- 

real hospital  world." Volunteers  will  be  con- 
ducting  "remotivation 
groups"  said  Miss  Bacon. 
These  are  formally  organ- 

ized social  groups  centring 
around  a  specific  interest 
such  as  cooking  or  music. 
They  are  designed  to  make 
participants  aware  that  they 
are  members  of  a  group, 
and  thus  force  them  to  re- 

late to  each  other. 
By  such  a  process,  pa- 

tients become  reoriented  to 
the  outside  world  and  are 
brought  in  closer  touch 
with  reality,  she  said. 

The  volunteer,  she  added, 

"brings  a  spontaneity  and 
naivity  to  the  patient  which 
cannot  be  duplicated  by  the 

professional." A  meeting  of  staff  and 
volunteers  will  follow  each 
work  session  to  clarify  and 
re-evaluate  the  volunteer's role.  Thus,  the  student  will 
be  learning  as  well  as  con- 

tributing, she  said. 
Students  need  have  no 

qualifications  to  participate 
in  the  program.  Miss  Bacon 
stated,  and  added  that  no 
one  will  be  thrown  into  a 
situation  which  he  cannot handle. 

She  also  said  the  program 
"offers  a  unique  opportunity 
to  do  something  construc- 

tive" to  improve  hospi  tal conditions.  As  a  noted  psy- 
chiatrist once  said,  "stu- dents are  the  guilt  and  cons- 

cience in  a  mental  hospital", and  through  their  harass- 
ment improvements  can  be 

made. 
Another  Harvard  summer 

school  student  has  already 
introduced  the  plan  at  Mc- 
Gill  University,  and  it  now 
is  being  conducted  success- 

fully in  six  Montreal  hospi- tals. 

BRIEFLY... 

y  coffee  today 
Coffee  for  a  nickel  and 

coffee-and-doughnut  for  a 
dime  are  being  served  in  the 
Arbor  Room  today  1:15  p.m. to  5  pan. 
The  Arbor  Room,  closed 

for  a  week  while  new  serv- 
ing equipment  was  being 

installed,  will  be  officially 
opened  by  the  Engineers' Lady  Godiva  Memorial  Band 
at  1:15  p.m.  today. 
Special  features  of  the 

new  equipment  include  a 
seven-second  milk-shake 
machine  and  a  micro-wave 
machine  which  can  cook 
hamburgers  and  hotdogs  in five  seconds. 
Ron  Rhodes,  Hart  House 

treasurer,  asked  students  to 

be  patient  as  Arbor  Room 
staff  will  be  unfamiliar  with 
the  new  equipment  for  a few  days. 

Russians  here 

The  Russians  are  comin° lo  U  of  T. 
Twenty-eight  Russian  stu- dents are  paying  a  flying 

visit  to  the  campus  today. The  Russians,  ranging  in 
age  from  24  to  38,  fly  up 
from  Philadelphia  to  have 
dinner  with  30  U  of  T  stu- 

dents in  Hart  House  6  p.m. 
They  are  touring  North 

America  as  part  of  the  Ex- 
periment for  International Living. 

Tomorrow  they  will  visit 
York  University. 

Shell  will  be  on  campus  to  interview 
graduating  engineering  and  science  students  for 
regular  employment  in  the  following  departments 

EXPLORATION 

PRODUCING 

REFINING 

MARKETING 

INFORMATION  SYSTEMS 

• 

JANUARY  20,  21 

For  details  see  the  placement  file  in  your  department  library 
SHELL  CANADA  LIMITED 
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HART  HOUSE  £ 

115  p.r 
NOON  HOUR  CONCERT RALPH  ELSAESSER,  ?ianiu 

Members  Only Music  Room 

Ladies  Welcome 

FIV€  O'CLOCK  RECITAL 
In  The  Music  Room GARNET  BROOKS,  Tenor 

John  Coveart,  Accompanist 
I No  Tickets  Necessary  I 

12.30  p.m.     CHAPEL  _  Holy  Communion  Open  to  all  members of  the  University 
1.30  p.m.    POETRY  READING  - -  Earle  Birney  reoding  his  own 

Poetry.  In  the  Art  Gallery. Ladies  Welcome. 

CAMERA  CLUB 
8  x  10  BLACK  AND  WHITE  COMPETITION 

■  1 0  p.m.  Wed.,  Nov.  1 7  Comero  Club  Rooms Maximum  Entry:  4  prints 

SIR  ROBERT  FALCONER  ASSOCIATION 
THE  BICKERSTETH  LECTURE 

RELIGIOUS  COMMITMENT IN  THE 

ACADEMIC  COMMUNITY 
BY PROF.  EMIL  FACKENHEIM 

DEPT.  OF  PHILOSOPHY 
8:00  P.M.    -    NOV.  15 

HART  HOUSE  DEBATES  ROOM 
WOMEN  WELCOME 

PEACE  VIGIL 

NOVEMBER  11th, 

THURSDAY,  1.-15  P.M 
Flag-pole,  S.A.C.  Office 

A  dedication  to  the  task 

of  building  an  enduring  peace 

1:15 

Reading  of  statement  of  purpose 

by  S  A  C  President 

Silent  Vigil 

Closing. 

WE   ntGE   YOU   TO  ATTEND. 



participation  in  peace 

Tomorrow  is  Remembrance  Day. 
Tomorrow  we  will  remember  those  who  fought  an 

diel  for  what  they  believed  in. 
Tomorrow  some  of  us  will  also  attempt  to  rededicate 

ourselves  to  another  cause  —  the  creation  of  that  endu 
ing  peace  which  no  war  yet  fought  has  produced. 

It  is  indeed  ironic  that  those  on  this  campus  who  pro 
fess  to  support  the  cause  of  peace  cannot  agree  on  a  means 
of  objectifying  their  ideals.  The  separate  vigils  to  be  held 
by  the  Student  Union  for  Peace  Action  and  the  Students  Ad 
minisfrative  Council  make  a  mockery  of  any  hopes  for  're dedication.' 

It  is  not  the  duplication  alone  which  is  tragic,  but  the 
failure  of  SAC  to  approve  any  viable  means  of  making  the concept  of  rededication  a  real  one  for  U  of  T  students. 

Peace  is  not  brought  by  prayer,  any  more  than  it  is 
brought  by  war.  Although  Council  has  recognized  the  latter 
proposition,  they  have  yet  to  come  to  terms  with  the  first. 

The  proposed  SAC  service  of  rededication  appears  to  be 
nothing  more  than  a  variation  of  the  conventional  Remem- 

brance Day  service;  it  is  an  opportunity  for  people  to  show their  silent  support  for  a  cause  which  can  only  triumph through  concrete  action. 

The  proposed  SUPA  vigil  is  another  matter.  The  plan ners  of  this  program  hope  to  involve  those  who  attend  — not  simply  in  silent  contemplation,  but  in  active  debate and  discussion.  This  latter  course  would  seem  much  more 
Irkely  to  bring  about  results.  Only  when  peace  is  a  subject for  serious  discussion,  rather  than  pious  wishes,  will  it  have any  hope  of  being  realized. 

The  SUPA  vigil  may  fail  in  its  objectives.  It  may  be- come nothing  more  than  an  opportunity  for  those  who  de- sire peace,  and  wish  to  work  for  it,  to  indulge  in  an  orgy of  self-congratulation  at  being  on  the  right  side.  The  pro- posed debates  may  degenerate  into  irrational  criticism  of American  foreign  policy- 
Nevertheless,  the  SUPA  vigil  is  the  only  one  which otters  students  an  opportunity  to  rededicate  themselves  to peace  in  a  meaningful  manner.  We  would  hope  that  stu- dents, whether  they  agree  with  the  aims  of  the  vigil  or not,  will  attend  and  participate  in  the  discussion. 

th»  SArhey,  d°i,  LHe  uUPA  Vi9il  wi"  be  °  success.  °nd the  SAC  vigil  will  be  shown  revealed  as  the  inadequate  ond wishy-washy  compromise  it  is. 

»hn,  SMM,h°S  tded  *°  produce  an  °H-purpose  vigil,  one that  will  keep  as  many  people  as  possible  happy. 
1  'I  hard  ',°  unders,a"d  how  this  type  of  service  will 

rate  ?.h°ke(  pe0Ple  ou<  °<  *>f'  Pr«ent  prejudices  and  dedi cate  them  to  an  active  search  for  peace 

varsity 
TORONTO  |^ 

Edllor 
MonoQlng  Edllor Review  Editor News  Editor City  Editor Auisfont  City  Editor Contributing  Editor SAC  Editor Sports  Edllor Associate  Sports  Editor Canadian  University  Pross Photography  Editor Advartlsing  Sales Advertising  Assistant Printer Editorial  Office Sports  Office Moil  Subscrlplions 

Oovid  Jacks! Donna  Mason Arthur  Zeldin Lorry  Greenspan Andrew  Siendc Tony  Bond Volkmar  Rlchter Ocarina  Kamiol Howie  Fluxgold Rich  Pyne 
Jacques  do  Montigny John  Shore J.  Vincent  Kelly Jennifer  Dovtes  923-B 171 Daisons  Press  Limited 
55  A  Year 

Thi  Vorsll,  «o,  founded  l„  |8B0  ond  !■  published  bv Student,  Admi™„,o,l,o  Council,  ,„  ,„,  J*  com! n.unil,  of  the  University  of  Toronto.  The  Vorsih,  |,  „ "  01  ,h°  C°™d'°"  Uni,e„ity  P,„,  o„d  a  specie member  of  Lo  Press,  Eludlonte  Notlonole Opinion,  expressed  |„  this  ne.spope,  0,0  the  respons- ibility of  the  edllor,  and  or.  not  necessarily  those  of  the students'  council  or  odmlnlsfiotion  of  the  university 

e.d  .I,  ,h.  „.nS\sc°\  L.°.-'  iSTj'ws'id.sa?"'  K"k 
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—  photo  by  JERRY  FRIEDMAN 

What's  new,  pussycat? 

Says  teach-in  a  political  failure 
By  PAT  McDERMOTT 
The  International  Teach- 

in  was  a  success  from  the 
educational  point  of  view, 
but  as  a  contribution  to- 

ward political  understand- 
ing it  can  be  considered  a 

failure.  Dr.  Charles  Hanly, 
chairman  of  the  Teach-in, 
said  Monday,  at  University College. 

In  a  speech  sponsored  by 
Hillel,  Prof.  Hanly  said,  "It 
was  hoped  that...  by  ana- 

lyzing the  policies  under- 
lying conflict,  by  bringing 

participants  together  in  an 
objective  format...  we  might 
make  one  step  toward  se- 

rious formal  negotiations 
sometime  in  the  future." Dr.  Hanley  offered  the  ex- 

planation that  the  Teach-in had  failed  to  obtain  this 
objective  because  the  parti- 

cipant were  not  representa- tive. Despite  valiant  efforts 
by  the  committee,  no  re- presentative was  sent  from 
Red  China  or  from  the  De- 

mocratic Republic  of  North 
Viet  Nam,  and  ideally  some 

politician  committed  to 
American  foreign  policies 
would  have  represented  the United  States. 
However,  Dr.  Hanley  be- 

lieved that  some  measure  of 
success  had  been  achieved 
in  the  first  session  on  Re- volution and  the  Right  to 
Self-Determination.  "Here there  was  a  chance  of  real 
exchange,"  he  said.  "Per- haps in  another  two  to  five 
years  we  need  another  ex- 

periment in  this  direction." The  Teach-in  has  been 
criticized  from  two  points 
of  view,  according  to  Dr. 
Hanley.  The  "lunatic  right" objects  on  the  grounds  that 
despite  its  avowed  purposes 
the  conference  was  an  "anti- 
American  diatribe". Dr.  Hanley  said  that  here 
the  critics  fall  into  the  "fal- 

lacy of  accent,"  by  selecting from  all  sessions  those  parts 
most  stridently  anti-Ameri- 

can and  ascribing  this  cha- 
racter to  the  entire  confe- 

rence. 
The    "lunatic    left"  con- 

tends that  the  Teach-in  was 
simply  an  intellectual  exer- cise not  committed  to  ac- 

tion. "However,"  he  said, "the  Teach-in  has  widened 
political  interests  and  had 
a  creative  carryover  into 
thinking  on  international 

affairs." 

ACULTY  APPROVES  OF  BERKELEY  REVOLT 
By  MICHAEL  WAYNE 
Faculty  members  at  the 

University  of  California  at 
Berkeley  have  approved  of 
last  year's  student  "revolt" by  an  eight-to-one  majority, 
according  to  I.  D.  Currie  of 
the  U  of  T  Sociology  Depart- ment. 
Mr.  Currie,  who  was  a 

student  at  Berkeley  last 
year,  spoke  at  Hillel  House Sunday  night. 

He  said  that  in  California 
the  state  laws  free  the  uni- 

versity of  all  '  political  and 
secretarial'  responsibilities. The  board  of  regents  at 
Berkeley  have  used  this  to 
prohibit  the  expression  of 
any  "moral,  political  or  re- 

ligious" points  of  view  on campus. 
He  said  that  this  was 

done  to  protect  Berkeley's budget  in  the  conservative 
tate  legislature. 
As  a  result,  he  said,  the 

tudenis  are  forbidden  to  so- 
icit  funds  on  campus  for 
any  civic  or  political  activi- 

ties and  to  hear  "contro- 
ersial  speakers  and  topics." The  regents  judge  what  is controversial. 
At  times  the  regents  have 

nfheted  "double  punish- ment" on  a  student  who  has 
faced  expulsion  from 
school  after  he  has  been  con- 

victed of  a  civil  offence  in 
court. 

Mr.  Currie  said  that  the 
problem  is  clearly  constitu- 

tional. The  university  has  no 
right  to  limit  the  students' freedom  of  civil  rights. 

CHARLES  HANLY 
The  wide  impact  of  the 

Teach-in  is  evident  in  the 
large  amount  of  correspon- dence, much  of  it  from 
foreign  countries,  that  is 
still  coming  in,  he  said. 
Channel  11,  CHCH,  will 

televise  the  conference  in 
full  during  a  five-week  se- 

ries, from  2-4  p.m.  on  Sun- 
days beginning  Nov.  28,  and 

videotapes  will  be  made 
available  to  other  television 
stations. 

VARSITY  vs  WESTERN 
FOLLOW  THE  BLUES  TO  LONDON! 

O.Q.A.A.  FOOTBALL  PLAYOFF 
SATURDAY,  NOVEMBER  13 

GAME  TIME  1  PM. 

AT  » 

LITTLE  MEMORIAL  STADIUM 

toss's?  tiieH  2  sp"ial  ""to"  f-50  on  sole  at A.hle,,,  OH,,.,  He  House,  -Mil  12.00  noon  on  Friday,  Noy.m- 

be  ,  .7,1 ,    !!"  P°™.nM,"»  ,icke'5  "''»  »«l       «°'ed  in  the 
"est  of  the  two  sections  allotted  to  Varsity  students. 

U  OF  T 
FLYING  CLUB 

MEETING  WED.  NOV.  10,  8.00  P.M. 

"The  Village  Inn" Far  from  the  maddening  crowd POETRY  THURSDAYS 
No  Corer  Fine  Food  'Til  2  a.m. 1 



  uvlniNG  CONCERT 

Sunday,  November  14th  8.30  P.  M.  Great  Hall 
Hart  House  Music  Committee  Presents 

SOPRANO 

ROBERT  JEFFREY,  ™« 
T, 

PIANIST 

The  Hart  House  Music  Committee  is  extremely  fortunate  to  be  able  to  present  these  three 
Canadian  artists  on  the  same  programme.  Miss  Sukis,  a  noted  opera  star,  has  just  returned 
from  an  extremely  successful  season  at  Stratford.  Mr.  Jeffrey,  known  locally  as  a  radio  and 
television  star,  recently  toured  Europe  in  the  role  of  "Tony"  in  West  Side  Story.  Mr.  Robert, a  recipient  of  the  Jeunesses  Musicales  Award,  has  since  gained  an  international  reputotion as  an  accomplished  pianist. 

Tickets  Available  Without  Charge  From  Hall  Porter. 
Ladies  May  Be  Invited  By  Members 

UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 

THE  ALEXANDER  LECTURES 

THE  RACE  OF  TIME 
Three  Lectures  on  Renaissance  Historiography 

PROFESSOR  HERSCHEL  BAKER Harvard  University 

Wednesday,  Nor.  10  The  Truth  of  History Thursday,  Nov.  1 1  The  Use  of  History 
Friday,  Nov.  12  The  Form  of  History 

Hart  House  Theatre,  at  4.30  p.m. 

At  your  next  party,  dance  or  banquet. 

go  formal 

the 

Syd  Silver 

way 

/ 
...RENTING  THE  FORMAL 

WEAR  TOU  NEED  FOR 

ANT  OCCASION 

Syd  Silver  is  Canada's  leading  name  in  formal  wear  rental  *irh a  complete  line  of  formal  and  semi-formal wear  for  rr 

We  have  a  complete  line  of 

•  TUXEDOS •  WHITE  JACKETS •  MORNING  SUITS ®  DIRECTORS  SUITS 

•  TAILS 
•  BOYS  OUTFITS 

#  BUSINESS  SUITS 
0  BLA2ERS 
#  COCKTAIL  DRESSES 
#  EVENING  GOWNS «  WEDDING  DRESSES #  BRIDESMAIDS  DRESSES 
#  ACCESSORIES 

SPECIAL  20%  DISCOUNT  to 
all  students  and  faculty  members 

Syd  Silver  Formah  Limited 
500  Yonge  (obove  College)  83  Bloor  W.  (West  of  Boy) Phone  923-46 U 

PLEASE  NOTE 

TEXAS  A.  &  M.  Conference  Topic: 

"FOCUS  ON  SOUTH-EAST  ASIA" 
Deadline  For  Applications:  Thurs.  5  p  m.(  S.A.C.  office 

VICTORIA  COLLEGE  BOB  REVUE 

A  DROP  OF  WHIMSEY 

•  AN  ORIGINAL  MUSICAL  COMEDY  - 

•  HART  HOUSE  THEATRE  NOV.  9-13 

•  TICKETS  $1.50  AT  HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 
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Here's 
in  Ma 

Of  all  the  jobs  available  in  Business,  none  o 
a  range  of  responsibility  as  Marketing  Ma 

For  this  reason,  only  the  best  men  achieve  i 
For  this  reason,  the  rewards  of  that  s 
substantial. 

A  manufactured  product  moves  from  the  f 
home,  and  the  man  who  makes  it  happen  isT 
His  is  the  challenge  to  translate  an  idea 
His  is  the  challenge  to  organize  the  talents  ar 
of  a  score  of  professional  specialists,  to  r 
the  products  he  markets  are  well  produce 

r 
Interested  in  a  a 

should  t; 

with  Lever  Brothers: 

The  Lever  Brothers  Brand  Manager  is  Marketing  Man- 
agement in  its  most  definitive  form.  Skill  and  judgment 

such  as  his  have  helped  make  the  Lever  Brothers  parent 
company,  Unilever  Limited,  the  sixth  largest  corporation 
in  the  world. 

He  deals  every  day  in  the  most  dynamic,  highly  compet- 
itive sales  environment  in  the  country:  The  marketing 

of  low-priced,  high-turnover  packaged  goods.  Laundry 
products,  household  cleaners,  floor  waxes.  Toilet  soaps, 
dentifrices,  cosmetics.  Food. 

He  interprets  product  and  market  research,  studies 
competitive  brand  developments,  reacts  with  decision 
to  overnight  changes  in  the  marketing  climate.  He  draws 
on  the  expertise  of  a  dozen  corporate  departments,  in- 

volving such  specialists  as  chemists,  engineers,  package 
designers,  television  producers,  sales  managers.  He  co- 

ordinates the  creative  output  of  four  of  Canada's  leading 
advertising  agencies.  And  withal,  he  maintains  realistic 
profit  objectives  for  the  two  or  three  brands  for  which 
he  has  responsibility. 

He  matches  his  skills  and  judgment  in  adroit  and  sophis- 
ticated competition  for  the  hardest-won  consumer  dollar 

there  is,  performing  the  most  demanding,  most  reward- 
ing business  job  there  is.  ( 

Could  you  make  it  in  that  company?  Then  arrange  with 
the  University  Placement  Service  for  an  interview  with 
Lever  Brothers. 

Friday,  November  12th 
University  Placement  Service,  581  Spadina  Avenue 

r 
LEVER  BROTHERS  LIMITED 

TORONTO,  ONTARIO 

1 

J 
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Whatever  became  of: 

Lucy  Borgia, 
CLASS  OF  '02? 

Ft  is  a  tribute  to  our  Home  Ec.  course 
that  the  name  of  this  little  girl  is  celebrated 
wherever  food  is  eaten  and  wine  is  drunk. 
Lucy,  early  in  her  course,  gave  unmis- 

takable evidence  that  food  to  her  was  not 
merely  a  means  to  an  end  but  an  end 
in  itself.  Herself  a  sparing  eater,  she 
encouraged  guests  to  enjoy  each  meal  as 
if  it  were  their  last.  With  a  few  simple 
ingredients,  Miss  Borgia  could  produce 
a  banquet  to  end  all  banquets.  Her 
Omelette  a  la  Fine  Toadstools  is  still 
talked  about  in  hushed  voices.  The  few 
contemporaries  who  survived  her,  often 
recalled  this  gentle  lady  diligently  tending 
her  little  kitchen  garden  of  Deadly  Night- 

shade, Foxglove  and  Hemlock.  You  don't 
find  cooking  like  Lucy's  in  the  college cafeteria  these  days. 

The  safest  recipe  for  keeping  your  finan- 
ces healthy  is  found  in  a  B  of  M  Personal 

Chequing  Account.  Open  yours  today. 

Bank  of  Montreal "Pout  'SatUi 

THE  BANK  THAT  VALUES  STUDENTS'  ACCOUNTS 

PROFESSION— mining  engineer 
EARNINGS -among-  the  nation's  top  4% 

OPPORTUNITIES  -  unlimited 

Once  he  had  chosen  mining  as  a  career, 
doors  were  opened  to  him.  Between  Uni- 

versity sessions  jobs  were  found  for  him 
in  various  fields  of  mining.  He  teamed while  he  earned. 
When  he  graduated,  a  choice  of  chal- 

lenging positions  was  waiting  for  him. 
There  were  34  graduates  in  Canada  that 
year.  The  industry  needed  200. 

Since  then  he  has  never  looked  back. 
He  has  tried  the  adventure  of  exploration 
in  Canada's  mineral  frontiers.  He  has 
travelled  and  lived  on  four  continents, 

and  now  that  the  company  has  anchored 
him  in  head  office,  his  horizons  have 
become  even  broader. 

His  wife  gives  him  a  little  trouble  some- 
times .  .  .  she  remembers  the  wonderful 

year  they  had  in  Buenos  Aires. 
Find  out  more  about  a  career  in  Mining 

Engineering,  Geology,  Metallurgy,  or 
Mineral  Research.  Your  opportunities  are 
as  great  as  Canada's  untapped  mineral resources. 

Direct  your  enquiries  to : 

PLACER  DEVELOPMENT,  LIMITED 
Burrard  Building,  Vancouver,  B.C. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 
TENNIS 

Come  For  fun — instruction  and  practice,  every  Wednesday night  7  . 9  p.m.  in  the  Upper  Gym. 
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SPORTS  SCHEDULES 

WEEK  OF  NOV.  15 
FOOTBALL  (Balance  of  League  Schedule) 
Man.,  Nov.  15       3.00  West.  St.^M.  vs.  Vic   McKee,_Wrighf,  Sha Thur.  18      3!00  Stod St.  M. 

Orton,  Corefdote,  Sharp Coddling 

Socks' Go  No 
SOCCER  (Balance  of  League  Schedule) 
Mon.,  Nov.  IS      '2-30NU-CI  vs    Sr.  Eng  Duso 4.00  N  Wye  vs    Innis  Borneveld 
-r  S    Emrn°ri         vs     Knox  Del. mo Tues.  16     12.30  N  Eng.  Ml        vs    Jr.  Eng.  Scope  I  so 12.30  S  Vic.  II  vs    St.M.B  Lefkos 4,00  N  Law  vs    Trin.  A  Soppolso 4.00  S    Den*  vs     Arch  Cojonek 

H°  "  i^TERFACULTY  "ALL  STARS"  vs  VARSITY  TEAfv Vic. II  Barneveld 
U.C.  II  Grasso 
Wye  Lefkos Med,  A  Denle U.C.  I  Dente 
Grod.  StudMoyhanovich Vic.  I  Cajanek Phorm  Duso 
Wye  Lefkos Eng.  Ill  Oelfmo 

4.00  N  Wed.  B 4.00  S  Trin.  B. 4.00  N  Phorm 4.00  S  Grad.  Stud. 12.30  N  St.M.  A. 12.30  S  PHE 12.30  N  Trin.  A 12.30  S  For 4.00  N  Arch 
4.00  S  Med.B 

RUGGER  (Balance  of  League  Schedule) Mon.,  Nov.  15 Tues. 12.30  WTrin.  A 
1.15  W  Emmon 12.30  WPHE.  C T.15  W  Vic.  t 4.30  W  New  I 12.30  W  Eng.  II 1.15  W  Med,  II  Yr. 4.30  WWyc 

12.30  W  St.  M. 1.15  W  Innis 4.30  W  Law 12.30  W  U.C. 

PHE.  A 

New  It 

In  M'l 

Emman 
PHE.  B 
Trio.  B Trin.  A 
Med.  B PHE.  A Vic.  II 

McNeil Johnson Armstrong 
Armstrong 

O'Brlon 

Corrington 

Apse Johnson Corrington 
McNeil 

O'Brion 

IMPORTANT  NOTICE  TO  FOOTBALL  AND  RUGGER 
TEAMS:  For  the  purpose  of  seeding,  etc.,  the  east  field, 
back  campus,  will  not  be  available  after  Nov.  13,  and 
Hie  west  field  after  Nov.  20.  Please  note  that  two 
football  games  will  be  played  at  the  Stadium.  For  the 
above  reasons  no  change  may  be  made  in  the  football 
and  rugger  schedules. 

LACROSSE  (Balance  of  League  Schedule) 

6.30 
7.30 1.00 

4.00 

6.30 7.30 
8.30 

VOLLEYBALL 
Mon.,  Nov,  15  M 

SQUASH Tues.,  Nov.  16 

St.  M.  A vs    VTc  1 Arthurs  Bartlett 
PHE.  A 

vs    Eng. 1 Brown,  McElroy 
Rudgc,  Cormie PHE.  B vs    Med.  A Shepherd,  Fa  turn Vic.  II 

vs  Phorm Shepherd,  Forum Pre-Med  1 
vs    For.  B 

McElroy,  Murphy 
St.  M.  B vs    Vic  III Shepherd,  Fotum PHE.  A 

Hennessey.  Ferguson vs    U.C  1 Hennessey,  Ferguson For.  A vs  Dent Borttett,  Arthurs Pre-Med  It vs    U.C.  II McElroy,  Arthurs Vic.  IV vs    For.  B Truesdofe,  Cormie Eng.  1 vs    St.  M.  A Bartlett,  Rudge 
vs    Vic.  1 Bo  rt  left,  Rudge Pre-Med  1 vs     Eng.  II Murphy,  Truesdolc 

For.  B McElroy,  Murphy 
Vic.  IV 

vs  Innis Rudge,  Truesdok 

Innis  II vs    Vic.  II 
Bond 

For.  B vs    Trin.  B Eng.  II 
Bond 

St.  M. 
Roxbo  rough 

U.C. vs  Phorm 
Eodie 

Med 

Eadie 

For.  A 
Eng.  Ill 

vs    Wye'  * 

Eng.  I 
vs    Innis  1 R  ox  borough 

5.00  New  I 
7.00  Trin.  A 7.40  Eng.  II 
1.00  New  II 6.20  Forestry 
7.00  Knox 

Sr.  SPS 
Vic Med.  B Trin.  B Law  B 
Med.  A Med.  C 

Eng.  Ill Trin.  C 
RECREATIONAL  BASKETBALL 
Tues.,  Nov.  16 

HOCKEY 

5.00  U.C.  Binders  vs  SGS  Phys  Shaver 6.00  Fijis  vs  Otozefs  Shover 6  30  North  House  vs  Wallace  Mcltwain 7.30  South  vs  Loudon  Mcllwain 8.30  Huffon  vs  Jeonrwret  Mcllwoin 
-  Managers  team  registration  lists  must  be 

submitted  to  Intramural  office  prior  to  first 
scheduled  game  of  your  team. 

Man.,  Nov. 

IS 

12.30 For.  A vs    U.C.  II Butler,  Porker 1.30 
Vic.  Ill 

vs    U.C  III Butler,  Porker 
7.30 Phorm.  A vs    St.  M  B Legge,  Honno 9.00 Dent.  A vs    Vic.  11 Legge,  Hanno 

16 

1  00 U.C  IV vs    Eng.  IV Sforr,  Stroud 4.00 
vs    St.  M.  D Starr,  Stroud 

7.30 

Sr.  Eng. 
Hemphill,  Hicks 

9,00 
vs  Wye 

Hemphill,  Hicks Wed. 

17 

12.30 Vic.  VII vs     Eng.  VII Fuller,  Greene 1.30 Eng. IX 
vs  Phorm C  Fuller,  Greene 

4.00 

Med.  C vs    New  III Corson,  Morrison 
5.00 

For.  B 

vs    Law  II Carson,  Morrison 6.30 Dent,  B vs  Med.B Rutherford,  Cameron 
7.30 Phorm.  B vs    Eng. V Rutherford,  Cameron Thur. 
9.00 

Vic.  II vs    Trin.  A Rutherford,  Cameron 

18 

12.30 Eng.  XI vs    Eng.  XII Pom,  Chandler 
4.00 

Vic.  X vs    St.  M.  F Rumble,  Richardson 

Fri. 

6.30 Law  1 vs    St  M.  A Rumble,  Porn 9 
12.30 PHE.  1 

vs    Vie.  1 Butler.  Parker 1.30 
Sr.  Eng. 

vs    U.C  1 Butler,  Parker 
5.30 Mod.  A vs    Dent.  A 

Thurston,  Porker 



FROESE  LEADS  SCORERS 

Playoff  participants  are  statistical  lead
ers 

P.  J.  PAPE 
With  the  1965  SIFL  league 

schedule  now  history  and 
Western  Mustangs  and  Var- 

sity Blues  ready  to  play  off 
for  the  Yates  Cup,  it  is  in- 

teresting and  revealing  to 
see  which  players  excelled 
this  season. 
These  figures  show  that 

tl-e  two  teams  that  are  in 
the  playoffs  have  placed  the 
most  players  in  the  upper 
regions  of  the  statistics. 
Western's  powerful  half- 

back and  place  kicker  Art 
Froese  captured  the  league 
scoring  title  with  61  points. 
Blues'  Gerry  Sternberg  and 
Bryce  Taylor  follow  with  54 
and  44  points  respectively. 
Sternberg  and  Taylor  are  the 
only  Varsity  players  among 
the  lop  fifteen  scorers: 
'Slangs  have  placed  eight men  in  the  top  fifteen. 
As  well  as  heading  the 

scoring  parade,  Froese  lead 
all  rushers,  with  a  5.4  aver- 

age from  83  carries. 

McGill's  great  fullback, 
Pete  Howlet,  who  played  all 
star  football  for  the  Red- 
men  on  both  offence  and  de- fence finished  second  with 
a  4.6  average  on  89  attempts. 

1^1 

ART  FROESE 
Queen's  Heino  Lilies  was was  next  with  a  5.6  average 

in  68  carries.  Fourth  place 
went  to  Sternberg  with  an 
8.1  average  on  47  attempts. 
In  pass  catching,  Blues' Mike  Eben  was  and  still  is 

in  a  class  by  himself.  Eben 
caught  27  tosses  while  Stern- berg snared  16  as  did  Eric Walter  of  McGill. 

In  punt  returns,  Stern- berg led  the  way  followed 
by  Western's  Rob  Campbell 
and  Varsity's  Andy  Szandt- ner  in  that  order. 

Blues'  quarterback  Bryce 
Taylor  leads  all  passers  with 
56  completions  for  824 
yards.  Taylor  is  ahead  of  Mc- Gill's Rich  Ripstein  (36  com- 

pletions for  529  yards), 
Queens'  Cal  Connor  (30  for 
413),  and  Western's  Bob  Is- rael (33  for  377). 
Notes  —  Blues  middle 

linebacker.  Al  Giachino  will 
not  play  in  the  champion- 

ship game.  Giachino  was sidelined  in  McGill  with 
torn  knee  ligaments  and  his absence  will  create  a  gap  in 
Blues'  defence  that  will  be 
hard  to  fill  .  .  .  Defensive 
lineman  Ylo  Korgemagi  is 
a  doubtful  starter  for  Satur- 

day's game. 

Edmonton  gets  Bowl  bid 
The  selection  committee 

for  the  Canadian  Save  the 
Children  College  Bowl  has 
chosen  University  of  Alberta 
at  Edmonton  as  the  West- 

ern entrant  for  the  Bowl 
game.  The  game  is  to  be 
played  Saturday  Nov.  20  at 
Varsity  Stadium. 
Edmonton  was  involved  in 

a  three-way  tie  with  Univer- 
sity of  Saskatchewan  and 

University  of  Manitoba.  All 
three  teams  had  4-2  records 
defeating  each  other  at 
home  and  losing  on  the 
road. 

University  of  Alberta  at 
Calgary,  the  other  team  in 
the  league,  was  winless. 
The  choice  was  based 

mainly    on    the    for  and 

against  record  of  the  three 
teams  since  there  is  no  play- 
off. 
On  total  points  scored  for 

and  against,  Edmonton  led 
the  league  with  a  high  of 
96  and  a  low  of  68. 
In  addition,  Edmonton 

had  outscored  both  Mani- 
toba and  Saskatchewan  in 

the  games  played  with  those 
teams. 
A  candidate  from  the  Ma- 

ritime league,    now  known 

as  the  Bluenose  Conferen- 
ce, St.  Francis  Xavier  was 

ruled  out  due  in  part  to  a 
21-0  loss  to  Queen's  in  a 
pre-season  game  and  to  the over  all  weakness  of  the 
league,  reported  Bowl  ge- 

neral manager  Bill  Rodda. 
Edmonton's  opponent  will be  chosen  from  the  winner 

of  the  Yates  Cup  playoff 
between  University  of  To- 

ronto and  Western,  Satur- day in  London. 

Laurent  chooses  books  so 

Marlies'  loss  Blues'  gain 

FINAL  STANDINGS 
Football P    W    L    T    F    A  Pis. Western  6  5  I  0  I5B  128  10 Toronto  6    3    3    0  127  107  6 

Queen's  6  3  3  0  87  66  6 McGill  6    1    5    0    44  115  2 
Weekend  Remits 

Queen's  12  at  Western  26 Toronto  14  at  McGill  17 
Yale  ■  Cup  Ploy  of  I Soturdoy  —  Toronto  ol  Western 
Wo  item  Division P    W    L    T     F  A  Pte. Toronto        6    *    0    0    31  8  12 Western       6    3    3    0    12  19  6 McMaster     6    2    4    0    11  16  4 Guolph        6    1    5    0    11  22  2 

Latt  Week's  Results Guclph              3  al  Toronto  7 Western            1  al  Guolph  5 
Eastern  Division P    W    L    T    F    A  Prs. 

Queen's         4    2    0    2    13      7  6 Montreal       4    2    2    0      6    10  4 McGill  4    0    2    2      5     7  2 Blackwood  Trophy  Finol 
Saturday  —  Queen**  at  Tcconto Exhibition Toronto   4  at  McGill    1 Rugger 

P    W    L    T     F     A  Pis. 
Queen's  6  5  1  0  64  15  10 Toronto  6  4  2  0  102  27  B McGill  4  1  3  0  21  31  2 Guelph        4    0    4    0     3  117  0 

Weekend  Results 
Queen's  12  ot  Guulph  0 Toronto  0  at  McGill  I 
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By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
One  team's  loss  is  anoth- 

er's gain  and  when  cenlre  . Paul  Laurent  decided  to 
leave  Toronto  Marlboros  of 
the  OHA  Jr.  A  circuit,  Var- 

sity hockey  Blues  gained one  of  the  better  amateur 
hockey  players  in  the  count- 
ry. Laurent  was  one  of  Mar- 
lies  top  scorers  last  year  in 
his  first  complete  season 
with  the  team.  He  collected 
100  points  tops  on  the  team, 
two  points  ahead  of  Brill Selby. 

An  Ontario  scholar  com- 
ing out  of  Grade  13  Laurent decided  that  playing  for 

Marlies  would  take  too  much 
time. 

For  the  two  weeks  Blues 
have  been  practising,  Lau- rent has  centered  a  line  for 
Hank  Monteith  and  Gord 
Cunningham.  While  it  has 
only  been  together  for  a 
short  time  this  line  gives 
every  indication  it  will  be 
the  best  in  Senior  Intercol- 

legiate hockey. 
And  it  may  well  have  to 

be.  Blues  are  not  the  power- house which  they  appeared 

Final  Grid  Scoring  and  Statistics 

SCORING 
TD  FG  C  SI Froese,   W    6  2  17  2  < Sternberg,    T  9  00  0 Toylor,  T    *  2  14  0  « Lilies. '  Q  .  4  0  p  0 Burridge    W    4  0  0  0. Campbell,  W    3  0  0  0] 

McColl,  W    2  0  0  0 Hawkins,  W   2  0  0  0  i 
Johnston,  Q   2  0  0  01 Dickie,  M   2  0  0  0 L.  Ferguson,  Q   1  0  0  4 Ripstein,  M    1  0  0  1 Wolkcr,  W    1  0  0  1 Israel,  W    1  0  0  0 Bcynon,  W    1  0  0  0 Chris,  W 

Eben,  T   DiGluseppc,  T  . 
Pukonen,  T  .  . . 
plancke,  Q Norrie,  Q 

Gordon,  Q    .  . . Cowan,  Q     .  .  . Bayne,  Q  Penwarden,  Q  , Wolter,  M 
Feidler,  M  .  .  . Howlett,  M  .  .  ■ 
Pilgrim,  M  .  .  . Wearing,  W  .  . 

1  0  0  0  6 10  0  0  6 
10    0    0  6 

0    0    0  2 
0    0  10 Lovecchio,  M    .  . 

Wozniuk,  T   0 
B.  Clork,  Q  0    u     ■     v  . 
Safety  Touches  —  Queen's  (2),  McGill, Toronto,  Western. Alt. 

Taylor,  T   
Ripstein,   M    72 Connor,  Q    83 Israel,   W    '1 St.  John,  M.  .  -   48 Wozniuk,   T    30 
Bayne,   Q    21 Hawkins,  W    28 Deschamps,  W    * 

RUSHING 
A«.  Yds.  Avg,  1 

Froese,  W    83  445  5.4 Howlett,  M    89  412  4.6 
Lilies,  Q    68  382  5.6 Sternberg,  T    47  379  8.1 
Burridge,  W    74  271  ' 

Cowan,  ~ 

Yds 824 529 413 

29 

Avg 

50.0 1 

5.0  0 Johnston,  Q 
43  241 .35  236 
40  225 42  216 
3B  175 

Norr Wolter,  Ml... Pukonen, T  . Campbell,  W DiGluseppc,  T 
Israel,   W    "  i  "« 
Hawkins,  W    15  105 Taylor,   Tor   21  79 
Ripstein,  McG    37  78 RECEIVING 

No.  Yds. Eben,  T   27  452 Sternberg,  T   16  280 Walter,    M    16  190 Campbell,   W    12  130 Dickie,  M    10  183 Walker,  W    10  180 Taylor,  M    10  138 Ware,  T    10  132 

15  124  8.3 
Avg. 

Gain  1 16.7 
17.5 

Szandtner,  T                3  28      9.5  0 Chris,  

W
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2  59    29.5  1 

Oswald,'  

W
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2  43     21.5  0 

Gray,  

T
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2  20     10.0  0 

Potvin    Q   2  14      7.0  0 Taylor,  M   
PUNTING 

No.  Yards L.  Ferguson,  Q             49  1,842 Wearing,  W                42  1,570 Possi,  

T
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

50  1,625 

Ripstein,  M                 44  1,430 Walker,  W                  12  465 PUNT  RETURNS 

wlett,  M 
Bayne,  Q   Froese,  W   
DiGiuscppe,  T  .  . L.  Ferguson,  Q  .  . McColl,  W   

155 
9  141 

No.  Yds Sternberg,  T    23  272 Campbell,  W    11  227 Szandtner,  T    16  155 
Langlois,  Q   12  79 Brooks,  Q    5  78 Waller,  M    20  77 Cowon,  Q    11  77 Pilgrim,  M    12  61 Sotin,   M    8  53 Oswald,  W   14  51 Johnston,  Q    11  49 KICKOFF  RETURNS 

No.  Yds. 
.  5  177 .  7  130 

Sotin M 
Burridge,  W  . 

Kirkpatriek,  T 

Campbell,  W  .  . . Szandtner,  T 
Oswald,  W 
Cowon,  Q  .... B.  Ferguson,  Q 
Walter,  M   Sternberg,  T 
Rabinovitch,  M 
Norrie,    Q  .... Pukonen,  T 
Parker,  T   

Avg.  S 37.6  4 37.4  4 32.5  2 32.5  1 
38.8  1 
Avg. 

Ret.  TD 11.8  1 20.6  1 

Avg. 

Rot.  TO 35.4  0 
18.6  0 

4    62    17.0  0 

19.5 19.5 

17.5 

to  be  on  paper.  Steve  Mont- 
eith, the  most  prolific  scor- 

er in  the  history  of  the  lea- 
gue is  sidelined  with  mono- 

nucleosis and  won't  return until  after  Christmas. 
Grant  Moore  has  yet  to 

put  in  an  appearance  at 
Blues'  practice.  Peter  Spey- 
er,  an  all-star  defenceman 
two  years  ago  has  decided 
to  retire  from  Intercollegi- 

ate competition  to  concen- trate on  his  law  studies.  This 
is  a  bad  break  for  Blues  who 
were  counting  on  Speyer  to 
bolster  a  weak  blueline 
corps. 

While  Blues'  defence  may 
prove  weak  their  goaltend- ing  should  be  improved. 
Last  year's  goalie  Bill  Ste- 

wart has  a  season's  inter- 
collegiate competition  un- der his  belt  and  is  being 

pushed  hard  for  his  job  by 
newcomer  John  Wrigky 
from  University  of  New 
Brunswick. 
LEFTOVERS:  Blues  play 

their  first  game  Friday  night 
at  Varsity  Arena,  an  exhibi- 

tion game  against  York  Steel 
of  the  Toronto  Hockey  Lea- 

gue's senior  division. 

A  LETTER 

Band  stays  home 
Dear  Sir: 

It  has  come  to  our  at- tention that  the  Blue  and White  Band  is  not  going 
to  London  Saturday  for 
the  Yates  Cup  playoff. 
Band  leader  Roy  Pat- 

terson gave  several  rea- 
sons for  the  Band's  ab- 

sence. Six  members  have  fra- 
ternity initiations  which 

they  can't  miss. Others  have  previous 
social  engagements. Mr.  Patterson  feels  he 
can't  get  along  without his  band  manager  who 
can't  make  the  trip  be- cause of  exams. 
As  everyone  knows, 

last  time  Blues  won  the 

Yates  Cup  was  in  1958. It  seems  to  us,  then, 
that  this  is  a  rather  im- 

portant event,  worthy  of full  U  of  T  support  and 
at  the  very  least  of  the 
Blue  and  White  Band's 
support. The  band  is  part  of  an 
attempt  to  engender  spi- 

rit during  the  football Season. 
We  feel  the  band  is 

shirking  its  duty  in  not 
appearing  at  this,  the most  important  game. 

Perhaps  the  Lady  Go- diva  Band  is  the  answer 
to  Toronto's  band  prob- lem. 

Annesley  Hall Victoria  College 

SPS  holds  second  spot 

slides  by  St.  Mike's  1-0 By  UNCLE  CHARLIE 
Engineers  consolidated their  hold  on  second  place 

in  the  first  division  yester- 
day with  a  close  1-0  victory over  St.  Mikes. 

The  muddy  field  forced 
both  teams  to  concentrate 
on  short  runs  and  placed 
great  emphasis  on  kicking ability. 

SPS  scored  its  lone  point 

in  the  second  quarter  on  a 
wide  field  goal  attempt.  The 
ball  rolled  into  the  end  zone 
and  the  Irish  defender  step- 

ped out  of  bounds  while  try- ing to  field  the  ball. 
Aided  by  a  pass  inter- ference call,  SMC  moved 

downfield.  late  in  the  game 
but  a  poor  punt  rolled  out of  bounds  on  the  SPS  15 

yard  line. 
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U  of  T  remembrances  vary 

The  dejected-looking  young 
lady  (above)  is  a  member  of 
the  SUPA  all-night  Remem- 

brance Day  vigil.  The  U  of  T 
Alumni  service  (top  right) 
was  o  little  more  conven- 

tional. For  more  vigil  pix, 
see  page  5. 

"They  are  still  dying." 
Two  signs  with  this  slogan 

set  the  theme  for  an  all- 
night  Remembrance  Day  vi- 

gil sponsored  overnight  Wed- 
nesday and  Thursday  morn- 

ing by  the  Student  Union  for Peace  Action,  U  of  T  branch. 
The  vigil  was  one  of  three 

campus  ceremonies  yester- 
day marking  Remembrance Day. 

The  others: 
•  The  traditional  Remem- 

brance Day  service  sponsor- 
ed by  the  U  of  T  Alumni  As- sociation and  including  the 

university  military  training 
units  and  the  chief  acade- 

mic figures  in  the  university; 
•  A  service  of  rededica- tion  to  peace,  sponsored  at 

1:15  p.m.  by  the  Students Administrative  Council  and 
attended  by  some  55  people. 

It  was  the  second  year,  a 
SAC  vigil  has  been  held,  and 
the  first  for  the  SUPA  vi- 

A  SUPA  statement  of  pur- 
pose for  the  vigil  said: 

"We  have,  it  would  seem, 
learned  little  from  the 
deaths  we  commemorate  on 
Remembrance  Day  .  .  . 
"We  must  confront  our 

failure,  as  peaceful  men,  to 
put  an  end  to  war,  or  even 
to  come  to  grips  effectively 
with  the  problems  of  war. 

We  must  confront  the  war  in 

Viet  Nam." 
The  SUPA  vigil  began 

about  10:30  p.m.  Wednesday, 
with  some  60  people  stand- 

ing silently  racing  a  wall 
near  Soldier's  Tower  where names  of  First  World  War 
dead  from  the  university 
are  engraved. 
During  the  night  shifts  of 

vigillers,  including  U  of  T 
students,  high  school  stud- 

ents, working  people  and 
others,  maintained  continu- ous watch  at  the  tower. 

Between  shifts,  they  par- 
ticipated in  seminars  held 

in  the  University  College  Re- 
fectory and,  later,  in  a  UC classroom. 

SUPA  member,  Henry 
Tarvainen  estimated  that  a 
total  of  200  people  took  part 
in  the  vigil  and  seminars. 

Organizers  of  the  vigil  felt 
it  achieved  considerable  suc- cess in  attracting  people  not 
previously  involved  in  peace 
work  and  peace  demonstra- tions. 

But,  in  the  seminars  there 
were  few  if  any  vigorous  de- fenders of  the  United  States 
policies  in  Viet  Nam,  one  of 
the  many  topics  discussed. Much  of  the  discussion 
was  about  how  the  peace 
movement  can  work  more 
effectively  to  end  that  war. 

Many    left-wingers,  rang- 

ing from  Trotskyists  to  fair- 
ly orthodox  New  Democrats, believe  in  working  through 

the  party,  while  a  number  ol 
SUPA  people  believe  that  a 
political  party,  by  its  very 
nature,  can  not  effectively 
confront  such  an  issue. 
SUPA  vigil  members  mov- 
ed away  from  the  Soldiers' Tower  to  a  nearby  lawn 

while  the  alumni  service 
went  on  at  the  tower,  then 
returned  to  the  cenotaph. 
The  vigil  ended  with 

speeches  by  Douglas  Ward, 
president-elect  of  the  Cana- dian Union  of  Students,  and 
Rev.  Al  Fowlie,  a  Toronto Unitarian  minister. 

Mr.  Ward  criticized  the 
symbolic  practice  of  raising 
flags  from  half-staff  to  full- staff  after  Remembrance 
Day  services 
He  said  they  should  re- main at  half-staff  to  signify 

continuing  war  deaths  and 
man's  failure  to  end  war. 
Mr.  Ward,  _  who  currently 
works  for  the  U  of  T  admini- 

stration, .Rad  some  indirect 
criticism  of  U  of  T  Presi- 

dent Claude  T.  Bissell's freshman  welcome  speech 
this  fall,  although  he  did 
not  specifically  mention  Dr. Bissell  or  the  speech. 

In  an  apparent  reference 
to  the  speech,  he  said  peace 
movements  have  been  criti- 

cized for  involving  the  will 
rather  than  the  intellect. 
The  seminars  associated 

with  the  vigil,  he  said,  were 
the  only  parts  or  any  Rem- embrance Day  observance  at 
U  of  T  which  involved  the inte 

ec  i . 

He  had  also  some  gentle 
criticism  of  the  east  Euro- 

pean immigrant  groups  who See  "Vigil,"  page  5 

Says  universities  to  grow 
By  RALPH  SURETTE 
The  multiversity  and  the 

nature  of  the  university 
community  will  be  the  ma- 

jor problems  plaguing  ad- ministrators in  the  immed- 
iate future,  U  of  T  president 

Claude  Bissell  said  Wednes- 
day night. In  an  address  on  the 

changing  patterns  of  higher education  sponsored  by  the 
U  of  T  School  of  Graduate 
Studies  and  the  Ontario  Col- 

lege of  Education,  Dr.  Bis- sell said,  "the  provincial  pat- 
tern will  be  to  increase 

greatly  the  size  of  all  uni- versities and  to  give  Ontario 
in  the  next  10  years  a  num- 

ber of  multiversities." He  said  the  problems  of 
the  multiversity  concern 
"the  creating  of  a  new  con- 

cept of  a  community  under 
conditions  which  are  comp- 

letely different  from  what 

they  used  to  be." These  new  conditions  in- 
clude the  increasing  student 

population,  the  emphasis  on 
research  and  student  instruc- 

tors, and  "the  rejection 
by  staff  members  of  the concept  of  the  professor  as 
an  employee,  and  the  reas- sertion  of  his  right  to  par- 

ticipate fully  and  vigorous- 
ly in  the  decisions  made  in 

the  academic  community." He  said  the  "new  student mood"  places  the  emphasis 
on  action  and  moral  values. This  can  have  a  salutary  and 
corrective  influence  on  the 
campus,  he  said,  insofar  as 
they  accentuate  inadequa- cies in  the  collegiate  struc- 

ture and  problems  concern- 

ing financial  aid. But  he  warned  against  31 

possible  "romantic  anarch- ism in  which  the  university 
as  an  institution  disap* 

pears." 

Dr.  Bissell  said  adequate 
student  aid  for  full  accessi- 

bility is  necessary. 
He  added,  however,  that "if  the  universities  could  be 
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C.  T.  BISSELL 
assured  of  compensating  in- 

come either  from  govern- 
ments or  from  private  sourc- es, there  would  be  no  sound 

argument  against  the  aboli- 

tion of  fees." 
Dr.  Bissell  called  the  in- 

creased emphasis  on  gradu* 
ate  work  the  most  signifi- 

cant of  the  changing  acade- 
mic patterns. 

"The  augmentation  of  gra- 
duate enrolment  without 

loss  of  quality  is  the  big 
problem  of  the  graduate schools,"  he  said. See  "Bissell,"  page  19 



Wolmer  Road 

Baptist  Church 
(1  block  North  and  West  of 

Spadina  and  Bloor) 
WELCOMES  STUDENTS 
Sunday,  1 1  a.m. 

"Healing  Love" 
7  p.m. 
"Confusions  about  Conversion" 8:15  p.m. 
"Tolk  Back"  —  Young  People 

Young  People's  Groups: Monday  8  p.m.  -  Friday  8  p.m. MINISTERS: 
DR.  R.  S.  DUNN 

REV.  W.  R.  WOOD 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essoys,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apr.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 922-7624 

MARY  DALE  STOTT 
B.A. 

TRINITY 
UNITED  CHURCH 
427  Bloor  Sf.  W.  ar  Wolmer 
REV.  J.  ROBERT  WATT, 

B.A.,  B.D.,  Minister 
II  a.m. 

"IN  GRATEFUL 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT" 

7:30  p.m. 
'Tjt.lTH  CAN  BE  REAL" 

8:30  p.m. 
Trinity  Young  Adults 

Students  Welcome  at  All Services 
John  W.  Linn,  Organist 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. 

Toronto  3,  Onr. 
EM.  6-2025 

open  daily,  inel.  Sot.  Irom  8  -  6. 
University  Blazers  and  Trousers 
modo  to  measure.  Aha  Men**  Suits, 
Coots,  Tuxedos.  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

1  . 

UNIVERSITY 
LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 

i 

• 610 
Spadina  Ave. 

(Opp,  New  College) ii 

:  H oly  Communion 7:15  p Student  Club 
"Dead  Seo  Scrolls"  — Professor  R.  K.  Harrison 

EVANGELICAL  STUDENTS Meet  other  Christian  Students  ond  friends 
at  STONE  CHURCH 45  DAVENPORT  RD 

EACH  SUNDAY  AT  9.45  A.M. 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 
I J  Block,  North  ot  Bloor  -  2nd  T.T.C.  stop  Eo.t  of  Ycnj.  on  Bl.o,  .or) MINISTER: 

REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  M.A. 
11  A.M.  PUBLIC  WORSHIP 

Sermon  Subject- 
"CLUTTERING  ECCLESIASTICISM" Being  o  coll  to  ovoid  cluttering  up  the  Ecdesiosticol  londscope. A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS. 

LITTLE 

TRINITY 
\  ANGLICAN  -  EVANGELICAL I       Services  at  11  o.m.  to  7  p  m !    Minister:  REV.  H.S.D.  ROBINSON Atsociote:  REV.  T.  HARPUR 11  A.M. 

MORNING  PRAYER H.  W.  SUTHERLAND 
GUEST  SERVICE REV.  T.  HARPUR 

Friday,   November  19th,  «S,30  p.m Shareholders  Dinner 425  KING  ST.  E. 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 

300  BLOOR  ST.  WEST MINISTERS: 
The  Right  Rev.  Or.  E.  M.  Howsc Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillici 

11.00a.m.    MYSTERY:  SACRED AND  SECULAR 
REV  PROF.  C,  O.  JAY Emmonucl  College 

r  00  p.m.    GREAT  HYMNS  OF THE  REFORMATION A  Service  in  Song  far  Choir ond  Congregation CAMPUS  CLUB  following  the Evening  Service 
ALL  STUDENTS  WELCOME 

Supernafuralists  meet  in  blackout 
By  ESTHER  FREY 

The  darkened  University 
College  JCR  was  the  site 
during  the  Tuesday  night 
blackout  of  a  lecture  on 
science  and  supernaturalism. 

Wilbur  Sutherland,  gene- 
ral secretary  of  the  Inter- Varsity  Christian  Fellowship 

of  Canada,  said  science  can 
never  claim  to  be  the  only 
method  of  explaining  the universe. 

Mr.  Sutherland,  who  grad- 
uated in  physics  from  the 

University  of  British  Colum- 
bia, said  Christianity  de- 

pends on  supernaturalism. 
The  supernatural  must  be 
involved  if  prayers  are  heard and  answered,  he  said. 
Mr.  Sutherland  accused 

Protestants  of  confusing 
Christianity  with  science  to 
such  a  great  extent  that 
nothing  remains  of  their Christianity. 

It  is  immature  to  present 
a  God  to  explain  what  scien- 

ce cannot  explain  —  "a  God 

of  the  gaps."  This  God  is too  small,  he  said. 
Mr.  Sutherland  said  scien- 

tists conduct  experiments  in 
only  a  very  small  range  of 
human  experience.  Much  of 
what  science  cannot  explain, 
is  explained  by  religion,  he 
said. Mr.  Sutherland  said  that 
unless  we  assume  the  presen- 

ce of  the  supernatural,  the 
Christian  beliefs  in  Christ's death  and  resurrection,  evil 
and  prayer  are  worthless and  meaningless. 

HERE 

& 

SUNDAY  EVENING  COI 

Sunday,  November  14th  8.30  P.  M 
Hart  House  Music  Committee  Pn 

mm  ROBERT  J 
put 

The  Hart  Houic  Music  Committee  i.  ejlremcly  fortunate  to  bo  ol Canadian  or.,.*  an  the  same  programme.  Mis,'  Sun^  a  „.*d  .p from  on  e«,emel,  successful  ,c„,„„  „,  Stratford.  Mr  Jeff^e,  !>„„ telc„.,on  «ar  recently  to„,.„  Europe  in  the  role  of  "Ton,"  'r,  W .  r.c.pren,  of  ,he  Jeunes.es  Mu.icales  Award,  ho,  .inc7s.i„","0 ot  on  accomplished  pianist. 

Tickets  Available  Without  Charge  From 
 lanjes  May  Be  Invited  By  Membei 

Today.  10  a.m.  —  10  p.m. Hart  House  Art  Gallery.  Paintings  by  Jim  Tiley.  Ladies 2-5  p.m. 

Today,  1.10  p.m. 
Department  of  Geology  Films.  "Crystals,  An  Introduc- 

tion" —  produced  by  Bell  Telephone.  "Origin  of  Land 
Plants,  Liverworts  and  Mosses."  Room  128  Mining  Building. Today,  4.30  p.m. 

Front  Campus.  All  Star  Soccer  practice.  All  players  who 
were  nominated  must  show  up.  Teams  picked  today. 
Today,  7.00  p.m. 

Hart  House,  South  Sitting  Room.  Hungarian  Students' Organization  General  Meeting. 
Today,  7.30  pjn. 

Polish  Students  Club  Bowling  Party.  Members  free. 
Non-members  35?.  Dance  afterwards.  St.  Casey's  Parish Hall,  156  Roncesvalles  Ave. 
Today,  8  p.m. 

Debates  Room,  Hart  House.  Talk  and  Discussion  on Die  Rhodesian  Problem.  Mr.  Edward  Chukukere  will  rive the  talk.  All  invited. 
Today,  8.30  p.m. 

Graduate  Students  Union.  Dance. 
Today,  9.30  p.m. 

44  St.  George  St.  Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox  —  campus coffee  house— folksinging,  poetry.  Admission  free  (come and  read  your  work). 
Saturday,  10  a.m. 

Inquirer's  Classes:  an  opportunity  to  explore  an  An- glican interpretation  of  the  Christian  Faith.  Canterbury House  373  Huron. 
Saturday,  10  ajn.  —  10  p.m. 

Hart  House  Art  Gallery.  Paintings  by  Jim  Tiley  Ladies 
2-5  p.m. 

Saturday,  8  p.m. 
Hillel  social  —  curling.  Meet  at  Hillel  House.  186  St George  St.  Members  only. Saturday,  8  p.m. 
Russian  Revolution  Todav.  Where  is  the  October  Revo- 
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SAC  budget  passes  quietly 
By  DEAN N A  KAMIEL 
Why  was  SAC  Finance 

Commissioner  Howard  Sim- 
mons smiling  Wednesday 

night? 
Because  his  proposed  1965- 66  SAC  budget  was  passed 

with  relatively  little  noise 
from  Council  members. 
The  budget  this  year 

amounts  to  $397,487  —  an 
increase  of  $42,000  over  last 
year's  budget.  The  surplus this  year  is  calculated  at 
$5,000.  Last  year's  surplus was  budgeted  at  $15,000  but 
ended  up  at  $24,000. 

Largest  items  are  charter- 
ed flights  to  Europe  —  $101, 750,  estimated  to  make  a 

$3,000  profit,  and  The  Var- 
sity —  $57,272,  budgeted  for 

a  $12,000  loss. 
That  little  debate  that  did 

arise  over  the  budget  came 
mainly  from  the  Blue  and 
White  Society  Chairman 
Jim  Kenzie  (IV  APSC)  and 
Helmut  Brosz  (IV  APSC). 

Kenzie  claimed  that  since 
U  of  T  students  were  more 
interested  in  SAC's  social  ac- 

tivities than  in  its  admini- 
strative activities,  the  Blue 

and  White  band  be  subsidi- 
zed by  SAC  to  allow  the  So- 

ciety to  sponsor  more  inter- 
esting but  less  profitable 

ventures  such  as  a  jazz  con- 
cert. His  amendment  was  de- 

feated by  a  tie  vote  16  to  16. 
Brosz  also  went  down  in 

defeat.  He  wanted  SAC's conference  allocations  slash- 
ed by  15  per  cent. 
He  urged  SAC  to  pull 

away  from  outside  events 
"like  conferences  and  semi- 

nars which  benefit  few  peop- 
le. I'd  like  to  hear  any 

member  explain  to  15,000 
students  how  $8,000  is  be- 

ing spent  on  conferences when  there  are  not  enough 
food  services/'  he  said. 

Coming  to  his  aid,  Kenzie 
said:  "He's  at  least  consider- 

ing what  the  students  want, 
an  attitude  not  too  promi- 

nent." But  the  motion  was 
defeated. 
New  items  in  this  year's budget  include  the  $846  op- 

erating cost  of  the  radio 
committee,  and  $2,160  for 
new  drama  committee  pro- 

grams. 
The  drama  committee  has 

instituted  a  series  of  drama 
workshops,  production  of  a 
three-act  play,  and  an  even- 

ing of  one-act  "theatre  of 
the  absurd"  productions. 
These  items  replace  the  All- 
Varsity  Revue,  which  lost 
$1,660  in  1965. 

Student  centre  gets  runarond 
SAC's  detailed  brief  on  the 

proposed  student  centre  has 
been  turned  back  by  Presi- 

dent Bissell's  Advisory  Com- mittee for  further  review. 
The  plans  include  provi- 

sion for  university  services 
such  as  health  and  housing. 
SAC     Vic-President  David 

Hunter  said  part  of  the 
$5,000,000  cost  might  be  off- 

set by  provincial  and  uni- 
versity grants  if  the  univer- sity services  are  included. 

But  the  Advisory  Commit- tee felt  these  services  may 
cause  further  complications 
and  delay  construction  of the  centre. 

Printers  have  busiest  day  yet 
The  SAC  printing  bureau 

Wednesday  had  the  busiest 
day  yet  in  its  four-month 
existence,  producing  six  dif- 

ferent campus  publications. 
The  UC  Gargoyle,  the  In- 

nis  College  Herald,  St.  Hil- 

T-VAN  ENDS  TODAY 
By  DIANE  HAYNES 
Treasure  Van's  week-long 

sale  in  the  Women's  Union Theatre  ends  today. 
Mike  Redding  (III  UC), 

publicity  chairman  for  the 
sale,  said  that  with  a  good 
turn-out  today  Treasure 
Van  will  reach  its  $15,000 
goal.  This  is  an  all  time  high 
for  U  of  T.  Last  year  profits 
reached  $11,000. 
A  new  shipment  of  goods 

will  be  put  on  display  today 
in  order  to  give  last  day 
buyers  a  worth-while  selec- tion of  articles. 
Anyone  going  to  a  wed- 

ding this  week-end  will  be interested  to  know  that  a 
shipment  of  fertility  dolls 
has  just  arrived  from  Tai- wan. 

On  Monday  Treasure  Van 
moves  to  McGill. 

da's  College  Paradise  Lost, 
the  Law  School's  Advocate and  the  School  of  Nursing 
Pulse  came  to  a  total  of  58 

pages. Almost  38,000  pages  went 
through  the  six  press  runs. 
About  15  students  work- 

ed on  the  production  staff. 
Printing  bureau  director 

Bruce  Lewis  (III  UC)  said 
the  printing  operation  has 
been  an  immediate  success. 
The  bureau  is  supplying 

typesetting,  layout,  print- 
ing,   folding    and  stapling 

services  ■fo  student  organiza- 
tions at  reduced  prices  and 

at  a  faster  speed  than 
commercial  printers  can 

provide. Lewis  said  the  $11,000  ca- 
pital equipment  expendi- ture should  be  recovered  in 

10  years. 
Wednesday  night  SAC  ap 

proved  an  expenditure  of 
$995  for  a  chain  delivery 
and  receiving  stocker  which 
will  permit  faster  speeds  on 
the  press  and  more  efficient collating. 

Plan  conference  on  urban  renewal 

By  GWEN  GROVES 
A  SAC-sponsored  Elliot 

Lake  conference  this  Christ- 
mas will  discuss  urban  re- 

newal. 
Marg  Schrand  (III  SMC), 

weekends  committee  chair- 
man, told  the  SAC  External 

Affairs  Commission  last 
night  that  plans  are  still 
being  made  for  the  confe- rence. 

She  said  faculty  members 
and  professional  town  plan- 

ners are  being  asked  to  par- 

ticipate. "This  is  a  different  type 
of  service  provided  for  both 
students  and  faculty,"  Miss 
Schrand  said.  "It  is  geared 
to  appeal  mainly  to  those  in 
Social  Work,  Civil  Engineer, 
ing,  Architecture,  Town Planning,  Food  Science, 
Law  and  Graduate  School, 
though  all  those  interested 
are  most  welcome." Those  interested  in  help' 
ing  to  plan  the  conference 
should  phone  Miss  Schrand, 924-2121. 

1GMB  may  replace  Blue  and  White 
Whether  or  not  the  Blue 

and  White  band  appears  at 
Western  this  weekend  re- 

mains to  be  seen,  but  at  last 
report  the  band  was  to  stay 
home. 
Band  leader  Roy  Patter- 

son explained  that  other 
activities,  social  engage- 

ments, graduate  records 
and  fraternity  initiations 
have  caused  some  of  his 
best  members  to  stay  home. 
Without  these,  the  band 
can't  operate  properly,  he said. 
SAC  voted  Wednesday 

night  to  send  the  Engineer- 

ing Society's  Lady  Godiva Memorial  Band  to  represent 
U  of  T  at  Western. 

A  furor  arose  when  it  was 
learned  that  the  Blue  and 
White  Band  could  not  go  to 
Western  where  the  Western 
Mustangs  and  the  Football 
Blues  will  play  for  the  lea- 

gue title. Last  might, Don  Monro 
(SGS),  leader  of  the  LGMB, 
invited  any  members  of  the 
Blue  and  White  Band  "who feel  qualified  to  appear 
with  the  LGMB"  to  call  him 
Friday  evening  (922-6291). 
"They  need  not  fear  re- 
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prisals  from  their  leader 
he  added. 

Patterson  said  later  he 
feels  no  Blue  and  White 
member  will  play  with  the 
LGMB.  He  added  that  he 
would  not  want  any  of  the 
majorettes  marching  with 
the  LGMB  because  it  would 
be  "rather  farcical  to  have 
the  girls  carrying  flags  in 
those  pretty  uniforms  with 

that  band." A  lot  of  time  has  been 
spent  building  up  the  image 
of  the  B  &  W  band  and  this 
would  be  ruined  if  they 
marched  with  the  LGMB 
he  said. 

HART  HOUSE  £»- 

TODAY  «*  ** 
5. 1  5  p.m.     RECORD  ROOM  A  —  Instruction  and  Renewal 

This  Weekend  at  Hart  House  Form  —  Victoria  College  6T8 

SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 
8.30  p.m.  Nov.  14  Great  Holl LILIAN  SUKIS,  Soprano 

ROBERT  JEFFREY,  Tenor 
CORNELIS  RODERT,  Pianist 

Tickets  available  without  charge  from  Hall  Porter 
Ladies  welcome,  if  escorted  by  members 

CAMERA  CLUB  I 8x10  BLACK  AND  WHITE  COMPETITION 
Nov.   17  1.10  p.m.  Comoro  Club  Rooms 

MAXIMUM  ENTRY  —  4  PRINTS 

SIR  ROBERT  FALCONER  ASSOCIATION 
THE  BICKERSTETH  LECTURE 

RELIGIOUS  COMMITMENT 
IN  THE 

ACADEMIC  COMMUNITY BY 

PROF.  EMIL  FACKENHEIM 
DEPT.  OF  PHILOSOPHY 

8:00  P.M.    -    NOV.  15 
HART  HOUSE  DEBATES  ROOM 

WOMEN  WELCOME 

University  of  Toronto  Faculty  of  Law 
Third  Annual  Conference  on  Law  and  World  Affairs 
the 

corporation 

in Canada  today 

november  18,  19 
•  Panel  Topics: 

•  Panel  Members! 

•  Applications: 

The  Impact  af  the  Corporation  on  Canadic 

Society 

Investor  Protection  in  Ontario 
Government  Participation  in  Business 

Activity 

Foreign  Control  of  Canadian  Business 

include  Hon.  Mr.  Justice  Bora  Loskin; 
Oakah  L,  Jones;  H.  Ian  MacDonald;  Pro- fessor J.  E,  Hodgetts;  Prof.  J.  V.  Poapst  and 
other  distinguished  members  of  govern- 

ment, business  and  legal  circles. 

Send  a  $5  cheque  or  money  order  and  your 
name,  address,  course  to  Delegates  Chair- 

man, Faculty  of  Law,  78  Queen's  Pork Cres.,  Toronto  5.  Limited  space  for  Dele- 
gates is  150. 

•  Banquet  included  in  cost. 

HILLEL 

SUNDAY,  NOVEMBER  14,  8:30  P.M.,  HILLEL  HOUSE 

Student  Debate  "Judaism  Is  No  Longer  o  Force  for  Social  Progress" 
AFF.:  DANNY  COOPER,  JOEY  STEINER 
MEG  .  STAN  EMERSON,  JULES  KRONIS 
MODERATOR:  JOHN  ZEILER 

NOON-HOUR:  Monday,  November  IS,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 
DR.  ELEAZER  BIRNBAUM 

Associate  Professor,  Dept.  of  Islomic  Studies,  U.  of  T. 

on 

"THE  WAY  OF  MUHAMMAD" 
Current  Event,  Seminar—Thar,.,  Nov.  18,  8:00  p.m.,  HUM  House 

PROF.  R.  C.  PRATT,  Dept.  of  Political  Economy 

on 

"WHITE  SUPREMACY  IN  RHODESIA" 
HILLEL  SOCIAL  —  Saturday.  Nov.  13,  8:30  p.m.,  Hillel  House 



the  old  runaround 
In  the  confusion  of  a  typical  SAC  meeting  a  num- 

ber of  important  items  are  often  quickly  passed  over,  and 
members  caught  up  in  the  details  of  a  long  agenda  do 
not  realize  th$  implications  of  some  reports. 

The  remarks  made  by  SAC  president  Mary  Brewin 
last  night  are  a  case  in  point. 

Miss  Brewin  was  reporting,  on  the  progress  of 
plans  for  the  proposed  student  centre,  ond  she  told  coun 
cil  members  of  the  submission  made  Monday  to  the  Presr 
dent's  Advisory  Council  of  the  university. To  translate  her  report  roughly,  Miss  Brewin  told 
the  council  that  they  were  once  more  getting  the  old  run 
around  from  the  administration.  No  council  members  react- 

ed strongly  to  this  suggestion,  probably  because  it  has  hap- 
pened so  often  in  the  past  over  this  same  student  centre issue. 

Nevertheless,  council  will  soon  have  to  recognize  that 
being  polite  with  the  administration  will  never  proai.ce 
anything  remotely  resembling  the  proposed  building. 

If  students  on  this  campus  want  a  student  centre 
they  are  going  to  hove  to  convince  the  administration  they 
are  serious.  One  way  to  start  would  be  to  stop  agreeing  to 
prepare  yet  another  and  more  detailed  report  on  their  pro- 

ject everytime  the  administration  asks  for  one. 
The  administration  is  quite  obviously  not  strongly  in 

favor  of  the  student  centre.  Their  actions  over  the  past 
few  years  have  made  this  clear. 

SAC  must  in  its  turn  make  it  clear  also  that  the 
issue  cannot  be  postponed  indefinitely. 

poorly  planned  playoff 

After  several  years  in  the  wilderness,  our  beloved 
Varsity  Blues  have  finally  staggered  into  the  Yotes  Cup 
playoffs. 

It's  hard  to  believe,  but  having  stoggered  this  far there  is  no  reason  why  the  Blues  cannot  pull  themselves 
together  and  play  tomorrow  in  London  as  well  os  they played  in  their  home  games. 

With  the  Lady  Godiva  Memorial  Band  to  assist  them, 
there  should  be  little  doubt  as  to  the  outcome,  and  any 
complaints  about  Blues'  inconsistency  will  be'  silenced by  a  victory. 

The  only  unfortunate  aspects  of  this  playoff  are  the absence  of  the  Blue  ond  White  Bond,  and  the  lack  of transportation  arrangements  for  students  who  wish  to attend  the  gome. 
While  the  Bond  may  have  valid  reasons  for  not 

attending  (although  it's  hard  to  see  why  playoff  plans could  not  have  been  made  earlier  in  the  fall),  the  failure to  provide  transportation  is  hard  to  excuse. 
Somebody  obviously  counted  out  the  Blues  before  the season  ever  began. 

varsity TORONTO  Jr 
Editor Monogine,  Editor Review  Editor News  Editor 
City  Editor Aiiistont  Clly  Editor Contributing,  Editor SAC  Editor Sports  Editor Associoto  Sports  Editor Conadion  University  Press Photography  Editor Advertising  Soles Advertising  Asslstont Printer Editorial  Office Sports  Office Moll  Subscriptions 
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fetters  to  the  editor 

SHARE  reaches  $12,000 
Sir: 

It  is  with  considerable  pleasure  I  an- nounce that  the  1965  SHARE  Campaign  of 
the  World  University  Service  has  now  rais- 

ed over  $12,000  through  the  generous  dona- tions of  faculty  and  students.  Although  it 
does  not  seem  possible  that  our  announced 
objective  of  $15,000  will  be  attained,  we 
hope  to  be  able  to  forward  shortly  after  the 
New  Year,  a  cheque  for  over  $13,000  to  the 
International  Secretariat  of  WUS  in  Geneva. 

I  should  like  to  take  this  opportunity  on 

behalf  of  the  SHARE  Committee  to  person- 
ally thank  each  and  every  student  and  fa- culty member  who  was  involved  in  any 

phase  of  our  project.  A  special  word  of 
thanks  is  due  also  to  the  permanent  staff  of 
the  SAC,  and  to  the  staff  of  The  Varsity, 
which  was  most  generous  and  co-operative 
with  time  and  space. 

On  behalf  of  those  who  are  receiving 
our  aid  and  unable  to  speak  for  themselves 
a  further  thank-you  is  extended. 

John  Stubbs,  (IV  Trin) 
Chairman,  Share  Campaign 

down  with  lazy  letter-writers 
Sir: 

As  a  student  of  UC  I  am  tired  of  being 
told  by  apathetic  students  that  our  college 
has  no  spirit. 

As  one  of  the  few  college  governments 
to  boycott  the  childish  float  parade  on 
Homecoming  (whatever  that  is)  Weekend, 
our  UC  Lit  is  to  be  congratulated.  It  spon- sors worthwhile  activities  like  the  Current 

lecture  series  —  let  other  colleges  waste 
their  time  and  money  on  floats. 

Tf,  however,  those  few  students  in  UC 
who  want  things  like  floats  were  to  come 
forward  and  offer  to  organize  them,  the  col- 

lege government  would  undoubtedly  provide 
them  with  the  opportunity. 

It  is  not  the  college  that  is  in  disgrace, 
nor  the  Lit,  but  rather  the  lazy  letter-writers of  the  Refectory. 

Bruce  Lewis  (III  UC) 

likes  language  as  language Sir: 

I  am  moved  to  speak  up  on  behalf  of  an 
ill-treated  minority.  This  unfortunate  group 
consists  of  those  students  (I  have  reason  to 
believe  that  I  am  not  the  only  one)  whose 
primary  interest  is  language  as  language and  not  literature. 

Before  I  state  my  case,  let  me  say  that 
I  am  quite  aware  that  the  writing  of  litera- ture is  one  of  the  noblest  pursuits  of  man.  I 
also  recognize  fully  that  literature  is  a  sub- 

ject worthy  of  study,  and  I  would  never want  students  who  do  love  literature  to  be 
deprived  of  studying  it.  On  the  contrary,  the 
imposition  of  their  own  preferences  on 
others  is  the  habit  of  the  literature-lovers  on 
the  staff  of  this  university. 

This  having  been  said,  I  would  now  like 
to  point  out  that  I,  along  with,  for  example, 
students  of  psychology,  anthropology  or  his- 

tory, would  prefer  to  devote  my  university 
years  to  the  study  of  something  other  than 
literature.  In  my  case,  it  is  the 
study   of   language.    I    thoroughly  enjoy 

learning  languages,  whether  living  or 
dead,  and  I  also  enjoy  studying  the  histori- 

cal development  of  any  language  and  the 
relations  between  different  languages.  Such 
study  is  severely  restricted  in  the  course 
known  as  Modern  Languages  and  Literature. 
Second  year  is  simply  intolerable.  In  each 
of  honor  French,  German  and  Spanish,  the 
main  work  is  in  literature.  As  there  is  no- 

where to  go  but  up  from  second  year,  the 
situation  is  somewhat  better  in  third  and 
fourth  years,  but  there  are  still  compulsory 
literature  courses.  I,  for  one,  would  much 
rather  study  Chinese  than  Nineteenth  Cen- 

tury Spanish  literature,  and  I  see  no  reason 
why  I  should  not  be  allowed  to  do  so,  while 
still  studying  Spanish  as  a  language. 

I  appeal  to  two  groups.  First,  I  would 
very  much  like  a  literature  professor  to  ex- 

plain to  me  why  he  wants  to  force  me  to 
study  what  interests  him,  when  I  would  ra- 

ther study  linguistics.  Secondly,  I  would 
greatly  appreciate  it  if  any  other  students 
who  share  my  views  would  similarly  make them  known. 

Roger  Beare  (II  UC) 

Branden  better  than  leftists 
Sir: 

Finally  I  found  an  article  worth  reading 
in  your  paper.  I  am  referring  to  the  inter- view of  Nathaniel  Branden  by  David  Good. 
Your  paper  prints  articles  advocating  Mar- xist doctrine  so  often  that  it  is  rare  to  find 
an  article  from  the  other  side.  I  am  greatly 
disappointed  that  articles  advocating  the 
usual  pro-leftist  muck  rate  a  full  page  and  a 
picture,  and  the  interview  with  Branden 

rated  neither.  Surely  the  interview  was  lon- 

ger! 

If  so  —  does  this  represent  censorship 
on  the  part  of  The  Varsity?  How  about  more 
articles  from  "the  other  side?"  There  are 
many  pro-capitalists,  pro-Ayn  Rand  students 
on  this  campus  and  they  would  like  to  see 
their  views  get  some  representation:  other- 

wise The  Varsity  will  remain  a  simple  brain- 
washing propoganda  sheet. 

W.  Stawinski  (SGS) 

letter  from 
Sir: 

I  note  that  your  jazz  columnist,  Tom 
Naylor,  has  incurred  the  ire  of  John  Nor- 
s,  the  editor  of  Coda,  the  Canadian  Jazz 

Magazine.  This  puts  him  in  an  enviable 
position,  and  I  speak  from  the  knowledge 
of  having  been  there  myself.    The  surest 

n  that  a  Canadian  jazz  columnist  is  doing 
job  is  this  sort  of  reaction  from  pen  of Mr.  Norris. 
The  thing  one  must  keep  foremost  in 

mind  when  assessing  anything  that  Mr.  Nor- 
ris writes  or  says  about  jazz  (or  jazz  colum- 

nists) is  that  he  earns  his  living  by  selling 
both  jazz  records  (on  behalf  of  Sam  the  Re- 

cord Man)  and  his  magazine. 
He  cannot,  therefore,  afford  to  have  any 

opinions  of  his  own  —  or  certainly  not  to 
express  them;  he  must  regard,  or  appear  to 
regard,  al!  jazz  recordings  and  all  jazz  musi- 

cians as  possessing  equal  merit.  Obviously, 
this  is  a  ridiculous  premise,  but  anyone  who 
disputes  it  is,  in  Mr.  Norris'  books,  (includ- 

ing Coda),  guilty  of  heresy. 
So  a  salute  to  Mr.  Naylor  —  not  only 

for  displaying  the  sort  of  honesty  that  dis- turbs the  Norris  neuters,  but  because,  from what  I  have  seen  of  his  column,  the  opinions he  is  not  afraid  to  express  in  public  are unusually  sound  to  start  with. 
I  do  not  share  his  high  regard  for  Phil 

MacKellar,  the  poor  man's  Symphony  Sid, 
or  for  Frank  Kennedy,  the  rich  man's  Dave 
Caplan,  and  I  think  he  is  on  weak  ground when  he  chooses  a  has-been  like  Coleman 
Hawkins  as  his  antidote  to  a  never-will-be 
like  John  Coltrane,  but  such  nitpicking  aside 
I  feel  he  already  might  be  the  second-best jazz  columnist  in  Toronto. 

Patrick  Scott, 
City  Editor,  Globe  and  Mail 

He'll  never  be  the  best.  He's  not  modest enough  —  ed. 
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U  of  T  students  found  many  ways  of  celebrating  Remembrance 
day.  Some  200  attended,  at  various  times,  the  all-night  SUPA  vigil 
(top  right),  although  an  unidentified  engineer  (above)  strongly  dis- 

approved. Students  at  Wymilwood  and  the  UC  Refectory  marked 
the  day  by  playing  bridge  and  eating,  much  as  usual.  And  two 
members  of  the  SUPA  group  broke  the  tedium  of  a  14-hour  vigil  by 
roughing  each  other  up  in  the  UC  Refectory. 

Vigil  (continued) 
contribute  greatly  to  vigo- 

rous anti-Communism  in 
North  America. 

Their  experiences,  he  said, 
make  their  attitude  towards 
Communism  extremely  un- 
derstandable. 

But  people  involved  in  the 1956  Hungarian  uprising,  for 
instance,  tend  to  look  upon 
the  facts  of  life  in  Hungary 
in  1956  as  "eternal  truths" 
rather  than  "1956  truths", 

he  said1. The  Alumni  Association 
service  included  many  of  the 

traditional  elements  of  a 
Remembrance  Day  service, 
including  a  military  unit,  the 
singing  of  hymns,  the  plac- 

ing of  wreaths  and  two  min- utes' silence. 

U  of  T  Chancellor  Omond 
Solandt,  President  Bissell, 
Provost  Moffat  St.  A.  Wood- side  and  others  participated 
in  full  academic  regalia. 
Several  hudred  students  and 
staff  attended. 
The  SAC  vigil  included 

brief  statements  and  15  min- utes' silence. 
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subjects  wonted  for  paid  perceptual research  project.  Age  limit  20-29,  right handed,  vision  ond  heating  should  be good.  Coll  365-5)93  or  365-5162. 
FEMALE  HELP  WANTED:  to  exchonge eorly  morning  ond  dinner  time  assis- tance with  two  children,  for  room  with both  ond  board,  in  Moor  Pork  HU 9-0205. 
NEW  COLLEGE  FILM  SERIES.  Coming features:  The  L-Shopcd  Room,  Sot.,  Nov 13.  Raisin  In  the  Sun,  Fri  ,  Nov.  26 New  College — 8:30  p.m.  50c  admission. 
1958  FORD  CONSUL — Excellent  condi- tion, 32,000  miles,  good  tires,  new  bat- tery, scot  belts.  Reasonable.  636-2662. 
FALL  BALL  descends  on  Great  Hall. Annuol  Foil  Dance  with  Buddy  Williams ond  his  Gubernaculum,  Friday,  Nov.  12, Great  Holl,  Horl  House.  52.00  per couple,  9  -  1:00. 
PRIVATE  LESSONS  in  advanced  French conversation  ot  low  rote  given  by French  lody,  ex-tooeher  in  Paris.  Phone Mrs.  Raux  532-5983. 

FOR  SALE:  Formol  gown.  Imported,  full length,  turquoise.  Size  11-12.  Reason- able. Phone  769-0720  evenings  or weekends. 

5  p.n 
ROOM  AND  BOARD.  Mole  3  mools, one  holt  block  north  ot  Bloor  near Bathufst.  Highly  recommended  by  pre- senl  graduate  boarder.  After  Nov.  19. Phono  Mrs.  Williams,  531-3251. 
WANTED:  Attoble,  conscientious  student (temale)  to  share  2-bedroom  oportmenl. Huron  ond  College  St.  Very  reasonable rent.  Phone  Sandy  921-7722  or  8 A.  1- 4847 
REWARD:  S25  for  information  to  re- 

covery of  a  "Crestono"  double  French hom  lost  In  lobby  of  Sheraton  Mount Royal  in  Montreal,  November  6.  Call HU.  3-2319  alter  six. 

EXPORT 
PLAIN 

or  FILTER  TIP 
CIGARETTES 

REGULAR  and  KINGS 

JU&D0JUHCTI011
 

WA.  7-1800 
526  YONGE  STREET 
AT  BREADALBANE 

STUDENTS 
SPECIAL 

We  will  allow  lOSo  discount 
upon  presenrotion  of  this  adver- tisement. 

620  YONGE  ST. 
925-1736 

We  specialize  In  New  York  end 
New  England  style  pizzo  ond home-mode  spaghetti. 

CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES 
Graduates  in  Arts  and  Science,  Pharmacy, 

Commerce,  Business  Administration 
Physical  Education 

THE  UPJOHN  COMPANY  OF  CANADA 
A  rapidly  expanding  ethical  pharmaceutical 

manufacturer  offers: 

—A  challenging,  stimulating  career  in  technical sales. 

—Excellent  opportunity  for  advancement. 
— A  position  that  rewards  individual  achievement. 
—A  well-established  company  in  a  stable  industry. 
—Excellent  retirement  and  fringe  benefits. 
—Expenses  —  automobile  furnished. 
— Excellent  salaried  position. 

Our  representative  will  visit  your  campus  on 
WEDNESDAY,  NOVEMBER  24,  1965 

For  interview  appointments,  apply '  to 
STUDENT  PLACEMENT  OFFICE 

SOCIALIST  CLUB 

Russian 

Revolution Today 

Speaker: 
JOHN  RIDDEU 

editor  of  Young  Socialist  Forun 
Sat.,  Nov.  13,  8  p.m 

Y.S.F.  House,  32  Cecil  St. 
Spadina-College  (928-0028) 

10%  OFF 
TO  STUDENTS 
EXCLUSIVE  TAILORING 
These  garments  are  oil 
personally  fitted  ond handmade 

URBAS  TAILORING 
695  BAY  STREET 

366-1446 
CLOSED  WEEKENDS 

R.  J.  BESSEY 
JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 
AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

Lift  Halifax  teach-in  ban 
HALIFAX  (CUP)  —  Teach- 

ins  have  returned  to  the  Uni- 
versity of  Kings  College  in 

Halifax. 
Dr.  H.  D.  Smith,  president 

of  the  university,  has  lifted 
the  ban  on  teach-ins  he  had 
imposed  two  weeks  ago 
when  some  students  booed 
the  president  of  Dalhousie 
University,  Dr.  Henry  Hicks, 
at  a  teach-in  on  student  fees 
at  Kings  College. 
In  a  statement  issued 

shortly  after  the  ban.  Dr. 
Smith  said,  "The  reason  for 
the  temporary  suspension  of 
teach-ins  at  Kings  was 
prompted  by  the  fact  that  I 
gave  the  use  of  our  gymna- sium for  a  gathering  which 
the  printed  program  stated 
"will  not  be  focused  exclus- 

ively on  American  foreign 
policy;  rather  it  will  discuss great  power  foreign  policy 
from  a  variety  of  viewpoints 

I  did  not  find  this  to  be 
the  case. 

I  did  not  want  the  gene- 
ral public  to  feel  that  the 

University  of  Kings  College 
was  giving  official  sanction 
to  a  partisan  demonstration, 
as  this  teach-in  at  times  ap- 

peared to  be,"  he  said. 
Dr.  Smith's  decision  pro- 

voked much  widespread  cri- ticism. 
The  Halifax  Chronicle- Herald  stated  in  an  editorial, 
We  hope  that  Dr.  Smith will  decide  on  reflection  that 
the  value  of  teach-ins  out- weighs the  opportunity  they 
afford  for  noisy  demonstra- 

tions and  the  often-hot-head- 
ed expressions  of  anti-Ame- 

rican sentiments  .  .  ." 
InCBC  television's  nightly 

Viewpoint,  Professor  Mur- ray Beck  of  Kings  College 
called  Dr.  Smith's  reason  for 
banning  teach-ins  "some- what inane.  A  small  num- 

ber of  students  had  dared 
to  hiss  and  boo  another  uni- 

WANTED 
Directors,  stage  managers,  cast  for  projected  U  of  T International  Drama  Festival  presenting  plays  from around  the  world. 

Leave  name,  phone,  interest  at  International  Stilts' Centre  (928-2564,  923-7693),  45  Willcocks  St. 

GRADUATING  THIS  YEAR? 
CONSIDER 

C.  U.  S.  0. 
928-2544 47  WILLCOCKS  ST. 

versity  president  who  had 

opposed  free  tuition." Even  Dr,  Hicks,  who  had 
been  victim  of  the  booes, 

disagreed  with  Dr.  Smith's 
policy  on  CBC  Radio's  Trans- Canada  Matinee. 

Last  week  John  Cleveland, 
president  of  the  Kings  Col- lege Student  Union  said 
Kings  Student  Council  pas- sed a  resolution  condemning 
Smith's  ban  and  suggesting 
that  a  teach-in  be  held  in  the 
near  future  to  discuss  aca- demic freedom. 
He  said  Presidents  Smith 

and  Hicks  would  be  invited, 
as  well  as  Student  Council 
Presidents  Cleveland  and 
Robbie  Shaw  of  Dalhousie, 
Prof.  Beck,  and  others  inter- ested. 

Cancel  Texas 

conference 

By  GWEN  GROVES 
U  of  T  will  not  send  any 

delegates  to  the  Texas  A  & M  Conference  on  Southeast Asia. 

Sandra  Newman  (IV 
Nuts),  SAC  External  Affairs 
Commissioner,  said  the  Com- mission decided  last  night 
"to  withdraw  from  the  con- 

ference because  it  is  the 
third  one  this  year  on  the 

topic." 

Lisa  Samuels  (IV  UC),  the 
commission  member  in  char- 

ge of  conferences,  said,  "It's unfortunate  that  we  have  to 
withdraw  from  the  Texas 
conference,  as  it  is  prob- 

ably the  best  of  the  three 

on  the  subject." The  other  two  conferences 
were  held  at  McGill  and 
George  Williams. "Since  we  received  only 
six  applications  for  this  con- ference, it  is  obvious  that 
the  campus  has  been  satu- 

rated by  this  .topic,"  Miss Samuels  said. 

New  SAC  flight 
The  Students  Adminis- 

trative Council  is  consi- 
dering the  feasibility  of 

sponsoring  a  one-month 
chartered  flight  to  Lon- 

don, England,  this  sum- 
mer. It  would  be  in  ad- 

dition to  the  three  regu- 
larly scheduled  three- month  summer  chartered 

flights.  It  would  leave 
June  4  and  return  July  1. Those  interested  should 
phone  Miss  Reuben  at 
the  SAC  office  923-2626 
by  5  p.m.  Wednesday. This  will  not  be  consi- dered a  formal  applica- tion for  passage. 

Tuesday  November  2Z^SaluraayHo^em^er~27 

SKULE  NITE  6T6 
Tirvm    —   TICKETS 
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EDITOR LAYOUT EDITORIAL  ASSISTANT 
ART MUSIC 
THEATRE FOLKMUSIC FILMS JAZZ 

Arthur  ZeWm Donna  Mason Ian  Rodger 
Jeremy  Adamson Paul  Ennis Mark  Levene Volkmar  Richter Hersh  Zeifman Tom  Nay  I  or FRIDAY,  NOVEMBER  11,  1965 

review 

Ah,  the  ironies  of  life:  the  smaller  the  paper,  the  bigger  the problems.  Chaos,  for  a  change,  and  most  of  the  stalwarts  a little  tired,  cold-ridden,  and  hyper-vigilated  to  boot.  Hail  Bar- ker, who  returned,  ruler  in  hand,  for  a  guest  appearance.  But a  really  big  Hail!  to  the  combined  Hydo  corporations  of  Ontario, Quebec,  Michigon,  and  New  York  for  what  has  got  to  be  the greatest  show  of  the  year.  Encore!  Trente. 

JAZZ  AND  MODELS  AND  FASHION  AND  DANCE  AND  PAINTI
NC 

AT  THE  CANADIAN  JAZZ  FESTIVAL  (See  Review  9) 



Graduate  Students'  Union 
in  association  with  Nurses'  Union 

DANCE 

FRIDAY  NOVEMBER  12th 

$1.00  PER  PERSON 

PUNCH  PARTY  AT  9.00  p.m. 
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A  very  shady  stork 
By  JON  STANLEY 

For  three  more  weeks  the 
Royal  Alex  will  lie  under  the 
shadow  of  a  certain  Way- ward Stork,  a  comedy  by 
Harry  Tugend,  which  stars 
Robert  Cummings.  From 
here  it  should  fly  south  to 
Broadway.  If  it  gets  off  the 
ground  it  will  be  a  sad  omen 
for  Broadway  comedy. 

It  all  deals  with  the  mad 
situation  that  results  from 
artificial  insemination  a  la 
Russian  Roulette.  Baby,  ba- 

by, who's  got  the  baby! Bob  Cummings  is  a  gay 
young,  bright,  red-headed 
genetics  professor,  but  he  is 
sadly  sterile.  His  loving  and 
beautiful  young  bright  wife 
wants  a  baby.  But  the  jolly, 
bumbling  doctor  artificially 
inseminates  Cummings'  wid- owed sister-in-law,  you  see. 

Thus  the  professor  has  to 
get  her  married  to  the  do- nor. And  the  donor  is  a 
large,  handsome  yet  shy 

young  intern.  But  there's  an- other big,  handsome  man 
implicated  .  .  . 
We  find  out  all  this  by  the 

middle  of  the  second  scene. 
It's  a  childish  treatment 

of  a  subject  much  better  left 
to  the  adults.  It  would  per- 

fectly suit  a  normal  B-type TV  situation  comedy.  There 
is  however  no  canned  laugh- 

ter available  this  time.  Ex- 
cept continually  on  stage 

from  the  actor's  exaggerated 
response  to  other  actor's  sty- lized mime. 
The  gags  are  simply  gags, 

so  that  all  the  humor  has 
to  come  from  the  silly  situ- 

ation, neurotically  overwor- ked. After  all,  can  a  play 
about  artificial  insemination 

really  be  funny?  Certainly 
the  continuous,  monotonous 
use  of  the  medical  porcelain- 
scrub-room  language  didn't 

help. 

Now  bedroom  farce  is  sup- 
posed to  be  Cummings'  best genre.  But  the  playwright  ob- 

viously failed  him  and  the 
rest  of  the  cast.  He  gave 
them  gag  lines  so  pathetical- ly silly  and  trite  that  each member  of  the  cast  had  to 
physically  underscore  his line,  to  try  to  keep  the  farce 
alive.  There  was  much  head- clutching,  nervous  pacing, 
Jack-in-the-box  movements 
in  and  out  of  rooms,  wide, 
wide  opening  of  eyes  for 
surprise  and  banging  of 
brows  for  confusion. 

All  that  this  abortive  ef- 
fort needs  to  achieve  dis- 
aster rating  is  a  score  of  rot- ten, catchy  songs. 

Bob  Cummings  and  Arlene  Golonka  get  all  perturbed  in  The  Wayward  Stork. 

TOO  BAD  THEY  CAN'T  SINC By  ALAN  KONDO 
Isn't  it  sad  in  a  musical 

comedy,  when  almost  no- 
body can  sing?  Perhaps  it 

makes  for  comedy,  but  Tom 
Plaunl,  who  composed  the 
score  for  the  Vic  Bob  Re- 

vue's Drop  of  Whimscy,  pro- 
bably made  the  orchestra 

pit  damp  with  tears.  There 
were  so  many  memorable 
songs,  demolished  by  per- 

formances you  wish  you could  forget. 
The  culprit  is  Glenn  Mc- 

Why  were  the  first  9  months  of  World  War  1  difficult  for Belle  Poitrine  and  America? 
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Cauley,  the  director;  the 
crime  is  dastardly  acts  of 
miscasting;  the  droves  of  in- nocent victims  could  fill  a 
theatre.  Basically,  the  faux 
pas  in  casting  was  that  of 
placing  stress  on  acting, 
rather  than  sinking  and  dan- 

cing. But  with  rigor  mortis 
setting  in  on  the  plot,  and 
with  a  comparatively  puls- 

ing score  to  fall  back  on, 
McCauley  should  have known  better. 

Carolyn  Hughes,  who  play- 
ed Robin  Calvert,  threaten- ed to  take  over  the  play  in 

the  first  quarter  with  her 
character  acting,  but  then 
came  the  fatal  fumble  at 
the  park.  When  she  sang, 
she  screamed,  and  she screamed  flat. 

Hugh  Smiley  did  an  ade- 
quate portrayal  of  a  card- board Martindale  (which 

was  not  his  fault  —  Lauren- 
ce Olivier  wouldn't  have been  able  to  do  anything 

with  it  either),  and  although 
his  singing  voice  was  plea- sant, it  obviously  required 
training  and  control. Between  the  two  of  them, 
Smiley  and  Hughes  grated their  way  through  the theme  song,  actually  a  very 

smooth,  catchy  tune,  and 
then  continued  into  a  vaude- 

ville, soft-shoe  routine  that 
called  for  a  big  hook. 

The  only  good  voice  exist- 
ing in  the  central  cast  be- longed to  a  minor  character, 

Tim  Rutledge,  who  sang 
only  one  song,  "A  Young Man".  Fortunately,  that  song 
is  the  best  one  in  the  music- 

al, with  a  lilting  tune  and 
haunting  lyrics;  and  adding a  voice  that  takes  you  by 
surprise,  this  is  one  of  the 

gems. 

Other  bright  lights  in  a 
gloomy  setting  were  the 
very  professional  perform- ances of  Bonni  Jean  Shef- 

field (another  Carol  Bur- 
nett), John  Goddard,  who miraculously  brought  peals 

of  laughter  from  old  jokes, 
and  Kathie  Laird,  a  dumb 
blonde  who  brought  bounce 
to  the  show. 

As  for  the  plot,  it  is  re- ported to  have  been  written 
by  a  first  year  pure  mathe- matics   student,  Philip 

See  "Bob",  Review  3 
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Alice  is  empty 

By  MURRAY  REISS 

Inside  the  "real"  castle, in  which  is  set  the  action  of 
.Tiny  Alice,  currently  at  the 
Crest,  there  is  a  miniature 
model,  exact  in  every  de- 

tail, and,  perhaps,  inside  it 
another  model,  with  yet 
another  within;  unfortun- 

ately, inside  Tiny  Alice  it- self, and  inside  its  five 
characters,  there  is  nothing. 
A  fire  burning  in  the  chapel 
of  the  miniature  castle  is  a 
sign  of  a  fire  in  the  chapel 
of  the  real  castle;  but  very 
very  rarely  is  anything  the 

sign  of  a  spark  of  life  in  the 
Crest's  production. 
The  fault  is  at  least  as 

much  Edward  Albee's  as  it 
is  that  of  director  Murray 
Davis  and  his  cast,  although 
each  party,  while  in  perfect 
agreement  on  the  main 
flaws,  manage  to  contribute 
little  failings  of  their  own. 
What  Albee  does  well  he 
does  very  well,  but  it  is  what 
he  has  done  before,  and  to 
better  effect  in  Who's  Afraid 
of  Virginia  Woolf:  verbal 
cruelty,  sadism,  and  brut- 
ality. 
And  here  the  actors  are 

Bob  (continued) 
Seetes,  and  looked  like  it! 
The  plot  moved  like  a  snail 
in  first  gear  fifteen  minutes 
before  any  action  developed. 

Very    roughly,    the  tale 
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not  up  to  their  author.  This 
is  evident  from  the  begin- 

ning of  the  play,  in  the  first 
scene,  between  the  Cardinal, 
played  much  too  felinely  by 
Peter  Mews,  and  Miss  Alice's lawyer,  Joseph  Shaw,  whose 
smug  urbanity  directly  be- 

lies the  Cardinal's  grudging 
compliment,  "You're  good. 
Gutter,  but  good." 

It  is  this  very  toughness 
of  the  gutter  which  should 
underlie  this  scene,  and  all 
the  other  scenes  in  the  play 
that  are  so  similar  in  con- 

ception to  it,  but  which  is 
utterly  missing.  So  too,  Jay 

Shannon's  butler  (who  is 
named  Butler),  by  turn 
jovial  or  hard,  but  never 
showing  a  mingling  of  the 
two,  serves  to  dissipate  the 
force  of  the  scenes  between 
himself,  the  lawyer  and Julian. 

And  where  Albee  is  bad, 
the  cast  can  be  expected  to 
rise  but  little  above  him, 
and,  indeed,  fail  to  do  that. 

This  is  in  the  "meaning" 
of  the  play,  the  reasons  un- 

derneath Miss  Alice's  giving the  Cardinal  two  billion  dol- 
lars for  the  church,  in.  re- 
turn for  lay-brother  Julian, 

was  this:  Winterfell  College, 
on  the  verge  of  bankruptcy, 
and  waiting  for  the  slow 
wheels  of  government  to 
send  them  a  subsidy,  ac- 

cepted cash  from  a  movie 
company  who  wanted  to  use 
the  college  location,  un- aware that  the  movie  was  a 

whom  she  first  teases,  then 
weds,  and  finally  leaves, 
dying,  as  a  martyr  and 
sacrifice  to  Alice,  whose  re- 

presentative she  is,  and  who dwells  in  the  miniature castle. 

Since  the  characters,  as 
Albee  has  conceived  them, 
have  no  life  of  their  own  as 
people,  and  are  too  un- anchored  to  anything  out- side themselves  to  be  ef- 

fective as  symbols,  or  fi- 
gures in  a  fantasy,  there  is little  the  actors  can  do  with 

them,  and  that  little  is  all 
they  do. 

Colin  Fox  as  Julian,  the 
lay-brother  easily  intimidat- 

ed by  the  lawyer  and  flust- ered by  the  butler,  when 
finally  left  alone  is  without 
convincing  expression,  eith- er in  his  voice  or  his 
features. 
Anna  Cameron,  too,  fails 

to  bring  any  unity  or  convic- 
tion to  a  character  which 

Albee  also  has  failed  to  en- 
dow with  these  requisites, 

her  most  frequent  mode  of 
delivering  her  lines  being 
one  of  self-indulgence. 

Murray   Davis'  direction 

sex  and  violence  spectacul- 
ar. When  the  truth  was  sud- 

denly revealed,  the  College 
shuddered  under  the  fear  of 
losing  the  subsidy. 
However,  by  devious  and chaotic  means,  the  producer 

was  blackmailed  into  halt- 
ing distribution  of  the  mo- 

succeeds  only  in  its  group- 
ings of  the  actors,  but  does 

nothing  to  clarify  a  meaning 
which,  one  feels,  neither  he 
nor  his  actors  have  been 
able  to  discover,  or,  if  so, 
to  believe.  All  too  often, 
lines  which  are  meant  to 
convey  some  sense  of  the 
meanings  the  characters  as- 

sign to  the  miniature,  and 
to  Alice,  are  simply  thrown 
away,  which  might,  perhaps 
be  just  as  well,  since  they 
do  not  cohere  with  one  an- 

other, do  not  come  together 
to  form  any  meaningful 
structure.  From  the  end  of 

the  first  scene  to  the  final 
curtain  the  production  is 
slow,  very  slow,  and  sparks 
of  life  are  fitful  and  few. 

In  the  first  act,  after  strip- 
ping off  her  disguise  as  an old  woman,  Miss  Alice  tells 

Julian  not  to  be  annoyed, 
"it's  only  a  game."  To  which 
Julian  responds:  "Yes, 
doubtless,  but  why?"  Miss Alice's  only  answer  to  this 
rather  reasonable  question 
is,  "Oh,  indulge  us,  please." 
Neither  Albee's  play  nor  the 
Crest's  production  of  it,  are 
worth  that  indulgence. 

vie. 
And  so  we  have  a  happy 

Hollywood  ending  (yechl), 
and  learn  what  we  knew  all 
along,  that  all  the  previous sound  and  fury  signified 
nothing,  A  Drop  in  the 
Bucket.  It's  at  Hart  House until  Saturday. 
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Colin  Fox  stares  into  the  miniature  castle,  but  sees  very  little. 



Workshop  grows  up 
By  MARK  CZARNECKI 
George  Luscombe  is  a 

short,  spare  man,  and  a 
chain  smoker  of  unbelieva- 

ble capacities.  He  delights 
in  puncturing  clouds  ot smoke  with  an  acerbic  wit. 
Jack  Winter  chooses  to  feed 
on  a  pipe.  Short  and  stocky 
he  is  more  voluble  than  Lus- 

combe, and  elaborates  his 
theories  with  Shavian  phra- 

ses. Both  easily  match  the 
amazing  vitality  of  their  ac- 

tors, and  are  more  than  wil- 
ling to  elucidate  their  ideas. 

Their  natal  theory  is  total 
theatre.  Recalling  the  heigh- 
day  of  Elizabethan  reper- 

tory, when  Marlowe  and 
Shakespeare  wrote  plays 
with  and  for  certain  actors, 
and  more  recently,  Chekhov 
writing  for  the  Moscow  Art 
Theatre,  they  see  Toronto 
Workshop  Productions  as  a 
theatre  of  possibility,  ideal- 

ly existing  only  in  the  mo- 
ment of  its  creation,  and  in- 

volving communally  an  au- 
dience willing  to  respond 

and  participate  with  all  its 

company. 
He  looks  for  adaptability, 

not  necessarilly  full  comp- 
liance! he  wants  individuals, 

actors  who,  given  an  idea, 
can  create  their  own  inter- 

pretations from  within 
themselves.  Training  inclu- 

des physical  and  psycholo- 
gical exercise,  as  well  as 

specialized  theatrical  in- struction. 
Each  performance  is  pre- 

ceded by  set  relaxation  rou- tines, and  occasionally  by  a 
"  fool  ing"-con  trolled  joking aimed  at  preparing  the 
mental  attitudes  of  each  ac- 
tor. 
The  play  itself  attempts 

to  communicate  as  complete 
an  experience  as  possible. 
Motion  and  sound  should 
be  part  of  an  overall  dra- matic mosaic.  The  stress  is 
on  energy  and  complete- ness; if  the  audience  has 
participated  fully,  they 
should  leave  the  theatre  as 
exhausted  as  the  actors. 
How  does  a  Workshop 

play  evolve^  Winter  estim- 

Iy  trained  and  educated  to 
appreciate  it.  This  is  ob- 

viously impractical,  and  po- 

ses a  major  problem:  how much  can  be  expected  of  an 
audience? 

On  one  hand,  Winter  cri- ticizes the  average  audience 
for  applying  preconceived 
concepts  of  what  theatre 
should  be,  and  being  there- 

solved  Sunday  night,  when 
the  production  was  staged 
in  the  Edward  Johnson 
Building  under  the  auspices 
of  the  Ten  Centuries  Con- 

cert Series.  The  Workshop's theatre  is  too  cramped  to 
allow  an  audience  total  ap- 

Ploywright  Jack  Winter  (left), 
a  Workshop  production. 

and  director  George  Luscombe  work  together  to  create 

The  cast  of  Workshop  Productions  in  the  midst  of  a  scene  from  their  latest  play,  THE MECHANIC.  This  particular  performance  occurred  in  the  Edward  Johnson  concert  hall, under  the  auspices  of  the  Ten  Centuries  Concerts,  with  a  specially  written  score  for  the play  performed  by  a  live  band. 
faculties. 

Under  director  Luscombe, 
Workshop  was  originally  an 
amateur  group  performing 
old  plays  until  Hey,  Rube, 
their  first  original  play,  pro- 

duced in  1960,  which  at- 
tracted dramaturge  Winter's attention.  The  emphasis 

then  shifted  to  re-adapta- 
tion of  old  plays  and  the 

creation  of  new  ones.  In 
1963,  the  company  turned 
professional,  Major  produc- 

tions since  then  have  been 
Before  Compiegne,  Death  of 
Woyczek,  and  The  Mechanic, 
now  playing  at  47  Fraser Ave. 

After  seeing  The  Mechanic 
and  talking  to  Luscombe 
and  Winter,  1  have  the  im- 

pression of  a  closely-knit, 
well-integrated  and  above 
all,  hard-working  company. In  1963,  Luscombe  audition- 

ed 90  actors,  selected  20  for 
a  2-monlh  trailing  period 
without  salary,  and  finally 
incorporated  seven  into  the 

eview 

ates  that  the  final  Death  of 
Woyczek  was  40-50%  Buch- 
ner.  Along  the  way,  dialogue 
was  rewritten,  different 
themes  emphasized,  and 
characters  transposed. 
Three  female  characters 
were  collapsed  into  one 
(partially  because  of  an  in- 

opportune pregnancy,  but 
mainly  for  valid  dramatic 
purposes.). 
The  Mechanic  proceded 

from  the  idea  that  our  pre- 
vailing technological  out- 

look tends  to  treat  humans 
as  machines  and  machines 
as  humans.  Months  of  im- 

provisation, adding  dialo- 
gue, conceiving  light  and 

sound  effects  passed  with- 
out reference  to  a  set  script. 

Characterizations  were  lite- 
rally produced  on  stage.  In 

such  a  development  narra- 
tive line  becomes  unimpor- 
tant. Winter  feels  this  is  the 

novel's  domain,  and  has  the characters  mime  the  com- 
plete action  before  the  play starts. 

An  attempt  at  communal 
theatre  would  ideally  presup- 

pose an  audience  sufficient- 

fore  unprepared  to  fully  ac- 
cept theatre  which  in  their 

opinion  is  a  much  richer 
and  original  experience. 
However,  they  do  recognize 
a  more  fundamental  prob- 

lem of  our  age,  the  break- down of  communication  on 
all  levels.  With  very  few  uni- 

versally accepted  universal 
concepts  remaining,  such 
as,  in  Shakespeare's  day, the  great  chain  of  being, 
the  modern  stage  has  been 
reduced  to  communication 
on  the  basic  levels  of  social 
and  psychological  realism. Pinter's  plays  provide  a 
good  example. 
Although  the  Workshop's 

techniques  and  aims'  are theoretically  laudable,  they 
run  the  risk  of  estranging 
audiences  because  the  com- 

mon terms  of  communica- 
tion which  such  an  outlook 

presupposes  are  rapidly  di- 
sappearing. 
Two  problems  in  The  Me- 

chanic   were  successfully 

preciation  of  the  play's  vi- sual aspects.  The  larger 
theatre  brought  out  the  pro- 

duction's natural  coheren- 
ce, simply  because  it  pro- vided a  more  complete  and 

objective  vantage  point. 
Secondly,  Ron  Collier  was 

commissioned  by  Ten  Cen- 
turies to  compose  an  origi- 

nal jazz  score,  in  place  of 
the  previously  taped  sound 
track.  His  score  adapts  it- self well  to  the  script,  but 
is  limited  by  its  occasional 
nature.  Harmonies  are  sim- 

ple, in  contrast  to  several 
complex  rhythms,  generally 
of  a  lively  Dixieland  genre. Drums  and  trumpet  have 
lions'  shares,  in  keeping 
with  the  tempo  of  the  pro- 
duction. 
The  evening  was  an  un- 

qualified success,  and 
should  provide  a  strong  pu- 

blicity boost  for  an  eminent- 
ly qualified  and  dedicated theatre  group. 

Second-generation  freedom Albert  Ayler— spiritual  uni- 
ty (ESP  1002) 

Ayler  (tenor),  Gary  Peacock 
(bass),       Sonny  Murray (drums). 
Bells  (ESP  1010) 
Ayler    (tenor),   Don  Ayler 
(trumpet),    Charles  Tyler 
(alto),  Lewis  Worrell  (bass). 
Sonny  Murray  (drums). 

Ayler  is  a  second  genera- 
tion "free"  musician  (the 

first  generation  were  Ornet- te  Coleman,  Eric  Dolphy, 
and  Cecil  Taylor)  who,  like 
Andrew  Hill,  no  longer 
needs  lo  justify  the  new  mu- 

sic (Coleman  did  that),  but 
may  concentrate  on  expand- 

ing the  music  these  pioneers established. 

Ayler's  music  is  starlling 
in  almost  every  respect.  His 
sound  is  as  big  as  Sonny 
Rollins',  and  his  tone  is  as 
harsh  and  crude  as  one 
could  imagine  from  a  tenor, 
calling  to  mind  the  worst  as 
Well  as  some  of  the  best 

traditional  styles.  He  has  an 
unlimited  upper  range,  and 
frequently  uses  multinote 
effects,  his  time  and  techni- 

que are  exceptional. The  soles  are  based  on 
strongly  melodic  themes, 
with  no  structural  form  or 
chord  progression,  but  with 
constant  reference  to  the 
original  theme.  'Ghosts'  on the  trio  record  sounds  like 
Carolina  mountain  music  or 
an  English  tavern  song,  but 
played  without  strict  rhy- thmic or  harmonic  support, 
it  takes  on  an  abstract  feel- 

ing. Some  of  the  vigor  of  the 
original  tune  is  captured  in Ayler's  robust,  exaggerated treatment. 

There  is  no  strict  rhythm set  for  the  solos;  Murray 
keeps  a  dense,  constantly changing  rhythmic  pattern 
going  on  the  cymbal,  while 
Ayler  plays  lines  that  have the  same  general  tempo,  but 
no    direct   dependence  on 

meter.  Peacock,  until  recent- 
ly a  bass  player  in  the  tradi- tion of  Scott  La  Faro  (Bill 

Evans  trio),  reveals  himself 
to  be  a  forceful,  rhythmical- 

ly provocative  musician. Despite  the  lack  of  any 
frame  of  reference,  these 
men  play  together  with  a positive  direction  and  inten- 

sity. There  is  a  great  deal  of intuition  involved  in  this 
music,  and  the  number  of 
passages  where  these  play- 

ers are  in  sympathy  is  re- markable. 
Bells  reveals  Ayler  in  a different  context,  at  his Town  Hall  concert  with  two 

other  horns.  Ayler,  if  any- 
thing, sounds  better  here, 

and  his  playing  is  assertive 
and  amazing  in  its  dyna- mics. Both  of  the  other hornmen  have  been  strongly influenced  by  Ayler;  Don 
Ayler  has  adapted  the  gen- eral style  magnificently  to 
See  "ReeordsTi  Review  S 



music 
paul  ennis 

DON'T  YA  SEE,  SEIJI? 
Colonel  Sanders  really  does  live  in 

Cooksville.  And  he  may  be  right.  "Mah  sec- 
ret's in  mah  recipe,  and  the  fact  that  Ah 

don't  throw  mah  chickens  into  the  deep  fry 
oil  along  with  the  fish,  the  chips  and  the 
shrimps."  Don't  ya  see,  Seiji.  Rivier,  Bartok and  Brahms  at  the  TS  this  week.  Suddenly 
a  crack  in  the  Great  Gate  of  Kiev. 

The  night  the  power  blew  and  so  did 
Kleenex  and  whoosh!  endless  matches.  Tur- 

bulence —  water  bombs  —  and  half-empty 
late-starting  Massey  Hall.  Baroque  music  in 
a  day;  the  dry  impermanent  harpsichord; flutes. 

The  Baroque.  In  Marienbad.  The  inge- 
nuity of  opting  out  in  the  game  of  pseudo- 

hip.  Who  are  the  dead?  With  Hornepayne 
invincible,  indifferent: 

"Ontario  Hydro  officials  said  alt  the 
province  east  of  Hornepayne  —  except  for 
pockets  east  of  Peterborough  and  north  of 
Minden  —  was  affected," 

—  The  Globe  and  Mail,  10\I1\65. 

Grid  story  of  the  week: 
"Hydro  was  delivering  power  south through  the  PASNY  connections  when  the 

lights  went  out." 
—  Toronto  Star,  10\U\65. 

Why  do  proof-readers  strike-break?  To 
begin  long  nights  in  one  indelicate  fort- night. Days  of  miles  and  full  moons  in  the 
black  of  the  giant  dwarf's  palm.  "In  the 
White  Giant's  Thigh"  where  "the  daughters 
of  darkness  flame  like  Fawkes  fires  still." Where  to  pursue  slapped  phrases.  There 
is  a  way  (must  not  fatalistic  be),  it  cannot 
fail,  but  the  roles  reverse  and  no  one  lurks 
round  the  sticking  post. 

Steal  from  sleep.  The  cycle  quickens, 
one  cannot  give  in  too  soon.  Berenson!  do 
you  mean  the  helmetted  Hab  or  the  horned 

one  or  two.  Fighting  onward,  newspaper- 
man Lucien  Rivard  loses  his  deposit.  Tup- 

pence. Ahead  of  the  time  whose  shackles 
know  no  strap. 

Wax,  meanwhile,  tears  (2)  away  the 
light  of  transistorized  essence.  Our  aborted 
grid.  Paranoids  think  only  of  the  national 
security  while  the  rich  play  horse  in  a  hay- 
domed  emporium. 

Soft-core  inhumanity:  Did  the  firemen 
who  extinguished  Roger  Laporte  violate  his 
constitutional  rights? 

Hard-core  optimism:  Why  did  CHCH- 
TV,  Hamilton,  switch  to  emergency  power 
and  continue  telecasting  when  their  entire 
viewing  area  was  blacked  out? 

Still  that  moon,  for  powerless,  who 
could  be  unaware.  All  full  and  struck-by.  As 
it  more  than  lights  nights  curtains  ago.  "No- 

body's waiting"  Walter  Benton  who  walked 
"alone"  and  "slowly"  and  "no  hurry",  wrote of  one  differently  powerless  night: 

"The  white  full  moon  like  a  great  beau- 
tiful whore solicits  over  the  city,  eggs  the  lovers 

on  — 
the  haves  .  .  .  walking  in  twos  to  their 

beds  and  to  their  mating." 
What  Tuesday  lovers  were  seduced  by 

Ozawa's  TS? 
"No,  honey,  when  we  get  together  Ah 

tike  to  serve  them  something  a  little  diffe- 
rent for  a  treat,  maybe  some  lobster  new- 

burg  or  prime  ribs  of  beef.  Ah  eat  chicken 
every  day  mahself  though.  That's  how  I  got 
those  chicken  feathers  on  mah  chin." 

—  Colonel  Sanders,  quoted  in 
Maclean's,  15\11\65. 

Don't  ya  see. 
(To  be  continued  as  boots  of  brown 

leather  —  discipline  may  thread  next  week when  time  is  longer.) 

-turves  and  sounds 

By  CHARLES  DRA1MIN 

An  introduction  to  "elec- 
tronic non-music"  was  pre- sented Wednesday  in  the 

Concert  Hall  of  the  Royal 
Conservatory.  In  a  program 
arranged  by  Dr.  Samuel  Do- lin, three  works  scored  for 
tape  recorder  were  premier- ed. Dr.  Dolin  also  outlined 
the  history  and  theory  of 
electronic  music.  Signific- 

antly, his  words  were  ac- companied by  a  chorus  of 
automobile  horns,  random 
human  voices  and  assorted 
noisemakers  from  the  high 
school  football  game  in  Var- 

sity Stadium. 
The  first  presentation  was 

a  set  of  three  Etudes  by 
Lowell  Cross,  realized  in  the 
spring  of  1965.  Though  these 
were  examples  of  'pure' electronic  music  I  found 
that  I  couldn't  purge  my 
mind  of  all  sorts  of  concrete 
images  —  water,  wind,  and 
birds  among  others.  It  takes 
a  while  before  one  gains  the 
necessary  familiarity  with  a 
new  medium  to  be  able  to 
consider  it  apart  from  un- related and  distractive  ob- 
jects. The  second  piece  solved 
this  problem  by  the  inten- 

review 

tional  use  of  words  in  con- 
junction with  a  score  syn- thesized from  a  cacophony 

of,  if  you  will,  everyday 
sounds.  I  felt  that  this  me- 

lodrama was  marred  by  the 
overly  ambitious  theme  of 
the  apocalyptic  text,  which 
was  also  written  by  the 
composer,  John  Mills-Co- ckell. 

"We're  waiting  for  an  elec- 
tronic Bach"  declared  Dr. 

Dolin  as  he  proceeded  to 
have  his  contribution  play- 

ed. The  instrumentation  of 
his  'Montage"  was  simpler 
than  the  preceding  two 
works,  consisting  merely  of 
'white  noise'  and  pure  pul- 

ses (sine  waves). 
Certain  parallels  could  be 

drawn  between  this  and  the 
music  of  Old  Bach.  The  sim- 

ple components  were  arrang- ed to  produce  an  extremely 
satisfactory  sound,  mathe- 

matical, perhaps,  but  none 
the  less  engaging  because  of it. 

Records  (continued) 

trumpet,  and  shows  formi- dable technique;  and  Tyler 
has  an  original  melodic 
sense  which  makes  him  a 
good  foil  Cor  Ayler. 
The  music  here  is  more 

outgoing  than  on  the  trio 
recording,  and  there  is  less 
interplay  between  born  and 
rhythm  section.  The  first 
section  of  the  performance 
is  a  furious  collective  im- 

provisation, resembling  Or- 
nette  Coleman's  on  Free 
Jazz  (Atlantic),  but  with 
much  more  subtle  blending 
and  resultant  form. 

There  is  an  ensemble  sec- tion before  each  solo,  and 
the  feeling  of  continuity  is 
never  lost.  This  is  followed 
by  a  slow  section  in  which drums  and  bass  stand  out 

and  Ayler  takes  a  beautiful 
ly  conceived  solo. The  third  section  is  made 
up  of  a  bizarre  collection  ol 
nostalgia-invoking  melodies 
military  and  folk  tunes, 
played  in  three  parts  and 
interspersed  with  solos 
the  whole  performance 
curiously  moving. 

Ayler  conceives  of  his  mu 
sic  as  "mind-music";  he 
trying  to  eliminate  the  con scious  artifice  in  the  music 
and  make  the  music  a  pure, 
unrestrained  expression.  His 
innovations  are  importan 
for  they  make  clear  that  the 
jazz  idiom  is  more  flexibl and  less  formally  confined 
than  anyone  to  this  poin 
had  guessed. — Douglas  Pringle 

STUDENT  ORGANIZATIONS 
APPLY  TO  S.A.C.  FOR  CERTIFICATION  BY 
SUBMITTING  CONSTITUTION. 

—  lower  Varsity  rates 

—  lower  Printing  Bureau  rates 
and  other  benefits 

We  bend  an  ear  to  undergraduate  money 
problems  of  all  kinds,  from  setting  up  a  savings 
account,  to  budgeting,  to  discussing  your  financial 
future.  Any  time  we  can  be  of  help  .  . . 

ROYAL  BANK 

FASHION  SILHOUETTE 
in  SLIMS,  SWEATERS,  SKIRTS  by 

G,eno''r  ✓   

You'll  jump  for  joy  wheu  you 
wear  this  perfectly  matching 
"slim"  outfit  by  Kitten!  The 

cardigan  is  medium-weight 
Shetland  and  mohair,  has 
full-fashioned  raglan  shoulders, 

cardigan  facing  with  roll  collar, 
in  stunning  new  Fall  colours. 
The  perfectly  matching  slims 
are  100%  Pure  Wool  Worsted 
woven  from  superfine  English 
Botany  and  perfectly  match 
all  Kitten  Botany  sweaters. 
At  all  fine  shops  everywhere! 

538/692 



The  plates  people  built 
By  JEREMY  ADAMSON 
Contemporary  urban  com- munities are  structural 

wastelands  designed  not  for 
human  habitation  but  rath- 

er the  perpetuation  of  our 
"progressive"  mode  of  exist- ence in  all  its  clinical  func- 
tionability. 
The  antithesis  of  our  en- 

vironmental   situation  can 

be  seen  in  the  exhibition  or- 
ganized by  the  Museum  of Modern  Art  in  New  York 

currently  at  the  School  of 
Architecture  entitled  "Archi- 

tecture without  Architects". It  consists  of  expensively 
mounted  photographs  and 
accompanying  text  concern- 

ed with  "communal"  archi- 
tecture —  architecture  "not 

produced  by  specialists  but 

by  the  spontaneous  and  con- tinuing activity  of  a  whole 
people  with  a  common  heri- 

tage acting  under  a  commu- 
nity of  experience." The  content  of  the  photo- 

graphs —  many  rather  pictu- 
resque —  is  staggering,  al- 

most like  a  Ripley's  Believe it  or  not.  We  are  led  —  if vou  can  find  the  secret  to 
the    labyrinthine   maze  — 

A  castle,  o  real  live  castle  by  gum. 

through  towns,  villages  and 
settlements  built  by  primi- 

tive, unsophisticated  socie- ties throughout  the  world. 
We  see  whole  communities 

existing  underground  with 
stairways  cut  down  into  the 
earth,  houses  split  into  mul- 

tiple levels  clambering  over cliff  tops,  contemporary 
cave  dwellings  and  fortified 
buildings  carved  out  of  so- lid rock. 
No  community  planning 

council  has  overseen  the  de- 
sign of  the  community  but 

rather  the  "community  of 
experience"  built  up  over 
generations. Form,  as  Louis  Sullivan 
puts  it,  follows  function  and 
the  function  of  each  habita- tion and  community  shown 
is  strictly  a  human  one  aris- 

ing from  the  nature  of  man 
and  the  particular  social  and 
physical  circumstances  he finds  himself  in. 
Every  building  is  of  hu- man scale,  dictated  by  hu- 

man needs  and  consequent- 
ly a  valid  organic  outgrowth. 

This  organic  quality  of  the architecture  is  particularly 
apparent.  There  is  a  sculptu- ral feeling  to  every  form  and 
space  created  by  the  form. 

In  the  words  of  the  exhi- 
bition's organizer,  the  peop- 

le built  "according  to  their 
inner  light  and  untutored 
imagination."  It  is  well worth  a  visit. 

Iconic  formations  housing  o  relig Anatolian  Valley  in  Gore 



art 
jeremy  adamson 

POET  TURNED  PAINTER 
As  a  student  in  Montreal,  artist  Jean McEwen  wrote  poetry.  Dissatisfied  with it  as  his  particular  medium  of  expression he  turned  more  successfully  to  painting However  in  his  recent  work  —  exhibited in  Toronto  at  the  Gallery  Moos  —  he casts  an  affectionate  look  back  to  his  first love. 
"Homage  aux  Poetes",  the  name  of the  exhibition,  is  self  explanatory.  Each canvas  is  dedicated  to  a  line  from  Baude- laire, Rimbaud,  Valery  or  Verlaine.  Num- 
ber 6,  for  example,  is  entitled  "Un  soir  de rose  et  de  bleu  mystique,  nous  echan- 

gerons  un  eclair  unique." MeEwen's  previous  series  of  paint- ings —  Drapeaux  fnconnus  —  have  been absorbed  into  collections  across  Canada. Toronto  International  Airport  has  one near  the  elevator  to  the  bar-restaurant floor. 
In  his  new  work  he  follows  the  same 

structural  theme  found  in  the  "Drapeaux" series.  A  strong  central  panel  separates 

two  flanking  panels  of  similar  color,  but the  conscious  build-up  of  layers  of  color heavily  glazed  with  an  inter-unit  blending has  gone.  A  more  Hard  Edge  approach is  taken.  The  panels  stand  separately delimited  by  dark  linear  borders.  / In  this  basic  geometric  structure  the overriding  balance  does  not  result  in  sta- ticness  for  two  reasons.  First  his  choice ot  color  is  dynamic.  Orange  panels,  in one  flank  a  deep  purple  central  unit, while  in  another  olive  yellows  set  off  a rich,  royal  blue. 
Secondly  the  side  panel  colors  are  ex- ecuted with  a  magnificent  feathery  touch —  resembling  wind  blown  clouds  Be- cause the  central  panels  are  in  almost solid  color,  the  lyrical  quality  of  the flanking  panels  balances  the  rigid,  tecto- nic composition. 
McEwen  stands  as  one  of  Canada's major  contemporary  artists  and  as  an example  of  the  French  Canadian  artistic 

vitality. 



The  most  entertaining  "new"  mow'e  in  Toronto' (Glyde  Gilmour  in  the  Tely) 
MAE  WEST,  ELIZABETH  TAYLOR, 
MARLENE  DIETRICH,  GRETA  GARBO  IN 

TIHE  LCYIE 
GODDESSES 

NEW  COLLEGE  FEATURE  FILM  SERIES 

SATURDAY,  NOVEMBER  13 
"THE  L 

/TVrnrril.l  slotting  LESLIE  CARON 
ond  TOM  BELL 

AND  COMING  FRIDAY,  NOVEMBER  26 
"RAISIN  IN  THE  SUN"  with  SIDNEY  POITIER 

College  Dining  Hall  -   8:30  p.m.   -  Admission  50c 

FOR  UNIVERSITY  JACKETS 
And  RAGLAN  STYLE  SWEATSHIRTS 

(all  colours)  AND  ALL  FACULTIES 
BUY  THE  ORIGINAL  BY 

CANADIAN  SPORTSWEAR 
371  YONGE  ST. 
EM.  4-1513 

HUDSON'S  BAY  COMPANY 
and 

HENRY  MORGAN  &  CO.  LIMITED 

will  hove  o  representative  on  campus  to 
discuss  management  career  opportunities 
in  retail  merchandising  on 

FRIDAY,  NOVEMBER  19th 

Male  graduates  in  Arts  and  Commerce 
are  preferred. 

Please  see  your  Student  Placement  Office 
to  make  an  appointment  for  an  interview, 

"ATTENTION" 
VARSITY  STUDENTS 

!20%!  DISCOUNT 
ON  ALL  MERCHANDISE.  INCLUDING  DRUGS.  COSMETICS.  HAIR 
TINTS,  BEAUTY  AIDS,  MEN'S  GROOMING  ACCESSORIES,  ETC. 

on  presentation  of  ATL  card 

DOWNTOWN  DISCOUNT  DRUGS 
227  YONGE  STREET  (or  Shuts.) 
ALSO  SAVE  ON  YOUR  PRESCRIPTIONS 

DON'T  WAIT! 
If  your  campus  group  is  planning  a  trip 

<  II  Alt  1 1  It  A  COACn 

■RAILWAYS  of  CANADA  LTD. 

Call  923-2232  or  889-3642 
For  information  to  enjoy  the  fun  and  inexpensive  woy to  travel  In  a  group 

A  good,  grey  ghoul By  MICHAEL  WALSH 
Joey  is  the  precocious  sort 

of  ten  year  old  who  breaks with  tradition  early.  He  has 
decided  that  a  boy's  best friend  is  not  his  nanny.  In 
fact  tlie  good,  grey  ghoul  is 
out  to  kill  him- 
With  The  Nanny  (Imper- 

ial and  others)  the  infam- ous Hammer  Productions 
strike  again.  Firmly  establ- ished as  the  Rolls  Royce  of 
the  horror  tradition  they 
have  turned  out  yet  another 
first-rate  little  thriller,  ideal- 

ly suited  to  a  double  feature showing. 

Nanny,  herself,  is  created by  Bette  Davis,  who  glides 
about  with  the  Britannic 
dignity  of  a  wave-ruling dreadnought.  Joey  ( Billy 
Dix)  regards  her  imperial 
intentions  with  all  the  sus- 

picion of  an  emerging  na- tion. And  Mom  and  Dad 
simply  don't  understand. But  then  his  genitors  do 
have  their  own  troubles. 
Dashing  daddy  has  just  been Bonded  off  to  Beirut  on  Her 
Majesty's  Service.  Mother hasn't  been  quite  the  same 
since  Joey's  baby  sister drowned  in  the  bath.  She 
has  taken  to  nursing  high- 

balls. Responsibility  devol- ves to  Nanny. 
Joey  wants  nothing  to  do with  the  sinister  sitter.  As 

he  explains  to  the  fourteen- 
age  bunny  from  the  balcony above  (Pam  Franklin)  he  has 
already  taken  the  rap  for 
his  sibling's  death,  a  two 
year  trip  to  the  junior  psy- cho ward.  And,  says  he,  it 
was  the  nanny  what  done 
her  in. 

The  odds  don't  favour  the kid's  story-  While  Nanny  is 
about  the  kitchen  baking 
cookies  Joey  is  on  the  fire 
escape,  trying  to  crown  the milkman  with  a  flowerpot. 
Added  to  the  doctor's  dark 
report  is  the  tradesman's 
stunning  retort,  "that  kid's a  'omicidal  nut!" The  Nanny  belongs  to  the no-nonsense  tradition  of  the 
British  cinema.  Tightly  film- ed and  acted,  it  reaches  no further  than  it  can  grasp, 

gripping  firmly  and  confi- dently. Although  sustaining 
a  steadily  mounting  tension 
throughout,  Nanny  fails  to 
provide  a  satisfactory  end- 

ing. The  movie's  moral would  seem  to  be  that 
though  Britain  might  suffer 
a  crazy  Collector,  a  nasty 
Nanny  never. 

Joey's  mother  (right)  is  unimpressed  by  his  claim  that-  lovable  old  Nanny  (Bette  Davis!) is  out  to  get  him. 

Soap  opera  on  the  seas 
By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 
Ship  of  Fools  (currently 

at  the  Odeon  Hyland)  is 
soap  opera  on  the  high  seas 
—  an  emergent  detergent 
which  manages  to  wash 
away  most  of  the  interest 
and  poignancy  of  Katherine 
Anne  Porter's  best  seller. 

Director  Stanley  Kramer 
has  assembled  a  potpourri 
of  stars  and  semi-stars  and 
thrown  them  together  on  a 
liner  heading  for  Germany 
in  1933.  Like  the  High  and 
the  Mighty  and  Vicki 
Baum's  Grand  Hotel,  we 
are  meant  to  study  these 
individuals,  alone  and  inter- 

acting, and  become  caught 
up  with  the  dramatic  inten- 

sity of  their  stories. 
There  are  on  board  the 

usual  assortment  of  "just 
plain  folks"  with  which  to identify.  The  lovers  who, 
wondering  whether  all  they 
have  going  for  them  is  sex, 
spend  agonizing  moments discussing  it  (usually  in 
bed ) ;    the   aging  coquette; 

the  violent  anti-Semite;  his 
foil,  the  anti-violent  Semite; 
the  ex-ball  player  who  has 
struck  out  in  life;  the  3*10" dwarf  who  thinks  he's  a  mi- nor philosopher;  etc.  etc. 
Just  like  the  people  next 
door. 
The  main  problem  with 

the  film  is  that  the  charac- 
ters are  either  not  suffi- 

ciently developed  (the  lov- ers, for  example)  or  else, 
delineated  in  a  most  super- 

ficial, card-board-type  man- 
ner (the  ball  player).  This 

in  turn  leads  to  stereotyped, 
over  exaggerated  acting  of 
the  worst  kind  (Jose  Ferrer 
as  the  anti-Semite,  Lee  Mar- vin as  the  ball  player)  or  to 
acting  which  is  just  plain 
inept  (Elizabeth  Ashley  and 
George  Segal  as  the  lovers). 
The  one  exception  is  the relationship  that  develops 

between  the  ship's  doctor 
(Oscar  Werner)  and  a  de- 

posed contessa  (Simone  Si- 
gnoret).  Mr.  Werner,  an  ac- 

tor of  unusual  depth  and 

sensisitivity,  gives  a  brilliant 
portrayal.  Almost  as  good  is 
Miss  Signoret,  who  is  with- 

out a  doubt  one  of  the  grea- test actresses  on  the  screen 
today.  Both  deserve  Oscar nominations. 

Vivien  Leigh  has  her  mo- ments as  the  coquette,  but 
Michael  Dunn  has  been 
grossly  mis-directed  as  the 
philospher-dwarf.  For  the 
benefit  of  those  who  are  un- 

able to  read  the  title,  Dunn 
kindly  pauses  throughout 
the  film  to  inform  us  that 
we  are  viewing  a  ship  of 
fools.  This  builds  up  to  one 
of  the  most  obnoxious  end- 

ings this  reviewer  has  ever 
seen: 
Dunn  (to  audience):  And 

what  do  you  have  in  com- mon with  all  these  people? 
(Sly,  faintly  superior  smile) 
Nothing! 

If  only  he  realized  the truth  of  his  words. 
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Jazz  at  the  Castle 
By  TOM  NAYLOR 

Producing  an  extravagan- 
za like  the  Canadian  Jazz 

Festival  held  last  Friday  at 
Casa  Loma  must  be  an  incre- 

dibly trying  task.  The  deg- 
ree of  planning  and  co-ordi- 

nation necessary  to  stage 
eight  bands,  a  demonstra- 

tion of  on-the-spot  art,  a  dis- 
play of  off-beat  fashions,  and 

a  panel  discussion  with  Ca- 
nada's top  names  in  musical criticism  would  probably 

have  driven  a  less  dedicated 
man  than  producer  Ron  Ar- nold to  distraction.  For  that 
reason,  if  anyone  can  be 
considered  an  unsung  hero 
of  this  affair,  it  is  Arnold. 

The  panel  discussion  kick- ed the  evening  off.  On  the 
panel  were  Gordon  Dela- 
monte  (one  of  Canada's most  brilliant  musical 
minds),  Patrick  Scott  (Glo- 

be and  Mail  —  probably the  most  loathed  critic  on 
the  continent),  Frank  Ken- 

nedy (Star),  Phil  McKel- 
lar  (C.K.F.H.),  and  John 
Norris  (Coda).  In  addition 
a  surprise  guest,  Jimmy 
Guiffre,  one  of  the  very 
finest  of  modern  clarinet- 

ists who  had  been  appear- 
ing at  the  Town,  dropped 

in  with  blood  in  his  eye. 
As  one  might  expect 

from  surveying  the  mem- 
bers of  the  panel,  the  big 

thing  in  everyone's  mind 
was  "'get  Scott".  As  to  who actually  won,  it  was  close 
but  I'd  put  my  money  on Scott.  Despite  heavy  odds 
against  him,  he  fought 
splendidly. 

The  high  point  in  the  dis- 
cussion came  when  Guiffre, 

understandably  upset  at 
Scott,  who  in  his  last  col- 

umn without  even  bother- 
ing to  go  listen  to  Guiffre, 

had  said  Guiffre  was  not 
a  jazz  musician,  asked 
Scott  the  question  "What 
is  jazz,  Mr.  Scott".  To  this the  never  flustered  Scott 
replied,  "I  think  Mr.  Guif- fre asks  that  question  in 
all  honesty." Though  the  whole  affair 
was  little  more  than  a  pro- 

tracted attempt  to  villify 
Scott,  the  ultimate  in  bad 
taste  came  when  Moe  Koff- 

man, one  of  Canada's  most 
popular  of  jazz  musicians 
(God  knows  why),  present- 

ed Scott  with  a  plate  of 
Spaghetti  and  Meatballs 
from  George's  where  Koff- man  is  frequently  served 
along  with.  them. 
I  sincerely  hope  that 

Scott  found  George's  meat balls  considerably  more 
palatable  than  I  find  the 
music  that  usually  accom- 

panies them. As  far  as  the  music  it- 
self was  concerned,  among 

the  standout  performers 
was  Ed  Bickert  who  play- 

ed guitar  with  Moe  Koff- 

Eliro  danced  while  Pollock 
painted. 
man.  How  a  master  like 
Bickert  ended  up  in  the 
same  group  as  Koffman  is 
beyond  my  comprehension. 
Koffman,  the  poor  man's Roland  Kirk,  spent  much 
of  the  night  trying  to  con- 

vert the  concert  into  a  cir- 
cus sideshow. 

When  Koffman  perform- 
ed solely  on  alto  or  tenor, 

he  proved  he  could  be  a 
first  rate  performer.  Why 
then,  in  light  of  all  the  re- 

marks made  at  the  panel 
discussion  at  which  Koff- 

man was  present,  concern- 
ing the  use  of  gimmicks  in 

jazz,  doesn't  he  use  his  in- struments    in  the  manner 

for  which  they  are  designed —  one  at  a  time? 
The  other  highlights  of 

the  evening  were  singer  Sa- 
lome Day,  vibist  Ron  Peck, 

and  the  Rob  McConnel  big 
band  featuring  Guido  Bas- 

so, easily  Canada's  best trumpeter. 
Salome  sang  several  num- 

bers with  the  Don  Thomp- 
son quintet  (Fresh  from 

the  Town  Tavern's  Snug  A 
Go  Go  Room).  Thompson's playing  was  little  more  than 
adequate  but  Salome  has 
a  wonderful  voice,  and  a 
high  degree  of  infectious- ness. 
Ron  Peck  is  always  a 

treat  to  hear.  He  came  off 
especially  well  when  con- 

trasted with  the  other  vibra- 
phonist  present,  Paul  Hof- fert.  Thoug  Hoffert  may  be 
technically  superior,  his 
playing  sounded  sterile 
compared  with  the  ebul- lient Ron  Peck. 

Hoffert's  group  utilized 
a  curious  instrumentation 
—  vibraphone,  guitar,  bass 
clarinet,  drums,  and  two 
double  basses.  The  sound 
produced  was  interesting 
but  the  group  never  seem- ed to  catch  fire. 
Bob  McConnel's  band 

was  comprised  chiefly  of 
top  C.B.C.  staff  musicians. 
The  arrangements  were 
good;  the  solos  superb,  The 
chief  soloists  were  McCon- 

nel himself,  Ed  Bickert,  and 
Guido  Basso  who  snares 
top  honors  for  the  night 
with  Patrick  Scott.  (I  hope 
Mr.  Basso  doesn't  misinter- 

pret me.) 
For  traditional  jazz  fans 

there  was  nothing.  For 
Dixieland  fans  there  was 
Jimmy  Scott  and  Jim  Mc 
Harg.  (If  I  left  readers  with 
the  impression  in  one  of  my 
recent  columns  that  Mc 
Harg's  outfit  was  the  worst dixieland  band  in  town,  I 
apologize.  There  is  at  least 
one  worse.  A  dixieland  band 
battle  was  scheduled,  but  I mercifully  missed  it.) 
One  interesting  sidelight 

was  some  painting  by  Jack 
Pollock.  Ron  Peck's  quartet 
provided  the  musical  inspi- 

ration   for    dancer  Elita's 

The  Festival  also  featured  a  display  of  fashions  a  go-go. 
gyrations,  who,  in  turn,  in- 

spired Pollock's  painting. 
Frankly,  I  couldn't  see much  relationship  between the  results  of  the  strokes  of 

Pollock's  brush  and  the dancing,  but  it  was  fun  to 
watch.  The  beautiful  Elita 
herself  would  have  made  the 
evening  worthwhile. 

And    worthwhile   it  cer- 

tainly was.  A  salute  then  to 
producer  Ron  Arnold  for  an ambitious,  very  valuable, 
and  highly  successful  under- taking. The  music  was  of 
variable  calibre,  the  merits 
of  some  of  the  other  attrac- 

tions dubious,  but  the  even- 
ing had  never  a  dull  moment. Let's  hope  Arnold  can  keep 

it  up  as  an  annual  event. 

jass 

torn  nay/or 

HONORS  TO  THE  COLONIAL 

The  Rob  McConnel!  bond, 

Tired  feet.  Empty  wallet. 
Hangover.  And  another 
chapter  after  hours  jaunt draws  to  a  close. 
Once  again  top  honors  go 

to  the  Colonial  Tavern.  The 
Jimmy  Rushing — Teddy  Wil- son ensemble  is  a  delight  for 
any  pair  of  ears. It  is  natural  to  try  and 
compare  the  Teddy  Wilson 
quartet  with  that  of  Earl 
Hines  which  closed  about 
two  weeks  ago.  Judged  in 
these  terms  Wilson  falls short. 

Firstly,  being  simply  a 
pick-up  group,  the  quartet lacked  the  cohesiveness  of 
the  Hines  organization. 
While  Wilson's  piano  is  chro- nologically more  advanced 
than  Hines'  it  is  still  un- 

questionably mainstream, 
and  as  a  result  didn't  al- 

ways jell  with  Pat  Riccio's bop  alto  stylings.  By  and 
large  drummer  Ed  Thigpen 
fitted  well,  but  on  a  couple 
of  occasions  seemed  to  be 
making  an  overly  concious 
effort  to  sound  mainstream. 
But  once  Jimmy  Rushing 

came  on  stage,  the  group 
clicked.  Rushing  is  a  jazz 
singer  without  equal.  A  po- werful voice,  a  compelling 
message,  an  indomitable 
swing,  —  Mr.  Five  by  Five 
has  them  all.  Rushing  alone 
justifies  a  visit  to  the  Colo- nial. When  some  of  the  fin- 

est Wilson  piano  in  a  long 
while  is  added,  the  result  is 
pretty  well  unbeatable. Walk  two  hundred  yards, 
round  the  corner,  and  jazz 
piano  ages  about  two  decad- 

|  es. 

If  anyone  doesn't  believe that  "I  Wish  I  was  In  Dixie" could  become  bop  blues, 
pianist  Brian  Browne  is  at 
the  Town  Tavern  this  week 
to  prove  it  to  you.  Nor  is 
thai  the  only  curious  numb- 

er in  Browne's  repertoire. The  set  I  heard  included "I've  Grown  Accustomed  To 
her  Face",  "Waltzing  Mat- 

ilda" in  4/4  time  and  "Sum- mertime" in  beguine  tempo. 
Browne  is  a  relatively  un- 

known modern  performer 
with  a  two  fisted  approach 
that  deserves  to  be  heard. ***** 
Erskine  Hawkins  is  a  sig- 

nificant improvement  over 
the  usual  offerings  of  the 
plush  Plaza  Room,  the 
haunts  of  a  super-polite Jackie  Davis  or  the  pretty 
tinklings  of  a  Peter  Apple- 

yard. 

Hawkins  was  never  known 
as  a  great  trumpeter;  his 
primary  source  of  fame  was 
a  highly  popular  band  he 
led  in  the  early  forties.  But 
his  trumpet  stylings  are  ge- 

nerally good  in  a  restrained 
Roy  Eldrige  sort  of  way. 
However,  the  place  for  his 
rubber  plunger  is  in  his 
sink,  not  over  the  bell  of 
his  horn. 
Two  other  fine  trumpet- 

ers opened  this  week.  Guido Basso's  work  Friday  night 
with  the  Bob  McConnell  big 
band  at  Casa  Loma  was  a 

knock-out.  Though  I  haven't heard  his  quintet  yet,  it  is 
safe  to  postulate  that  the 
group  will  be  well  worth 
hearing. 

Concerning  the  other 
trumpeter,  Ruby  Braff,  it  is impossible  to  make  any  a 

priori  judgements.  Braff 's recorded  work  has  been  sub- 
ject to  qualitative  ups  and 

downs.  But  the  man  is  cap- 
able of  a  great  deal  and  it 

is  possible  the  pat  rons  of the  Club  76  are  in  for  treat. 

review. 



Best  show:  James  Brown 

JOHN  LEE  HOOKER 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
The  best  show  in  town 

this  week  was  the  total  per- 
formance given  by  James 

Brown,  the  best  of  the 
rhythm  and  blues  shouters. 
■Brown  appeared  two  nights 
at  the  Mimacombo  Roller 
Rink  in  west  Toronto. 
He  shouted  and  cried 

and  danced  and  screamed 
his  way  through  one  of  the 
most  exciting  shows  I  have 
ever  seen. 
Brown  has  an  immense 

talent  for  getting  into  a 
song.  He  climbs  right  into 
and  wallows  in  the  notes  of 
emotion  and  projects  them 
out  to  reach  the  entire  au- 
dience. 

At  the  sa\ne  time  he's  a hard  worker  because  part 
of  this  projection  of  feeling 
is  what  he  does  with  Hs 
body  while  he's  performing. He  dances  frenetically 
like  a  sparring  boxer  during 
a  swinger.  He'll  wrap  him- self  around  the  microphone 
as  he  sobs  Please  Please  and 
then  punctuates  the  anguish 
by  collapsing  to  the  floor. 

The  rhythm  of  a  song  will 
be  constantly  thrown  at  you 
by  the  great  James  Brown 
band,  a  I8-piece  affair.  For 
vocal  and  athletic  acompa- 
niment  Brown  has  The  Fa- 

mous Flames. 
The  fantastic  finale  to  the 

show  reminded  me  very 
much  of  a  Negro  gospel 
camp  meeting  in  which  dan- 
cers  and  the  Flames  and  the 
band  all  played  the  crowd 

but 

comprehensive 
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feeling  their  hallelujahs  and 
answering  back  the  gospel 
shouted  out  by  Brown. 

John  Lee  Hooker 
Another  good  rhythm  and 

blues  man,  John  Lee  Hook- 
er, is  in  town  for  this  week and  next  at  the  New  Gate 

of  Cleve. 
John  is  still  the  man  with 

"the  big  beat"  and  "the  big 
soul".  He  never  gets  that 

JAMES  BROWN 
involved  with  most  of  his 
songs  preferring  to  keep  the emotion  subtle  and  confined 
to  the  potential  stages. 

His  rocking  rhythm  and 
blues  have  a  strong  beat 
that  sometimes,  during  a 
very  good  performance,  will 
generate  an  electric  excite- ment as  it  rises  to  a  crescen- do. 

John  is  not  an  exception- 
ally good  guitarist,  though. 

By  CHARLES  DRA1MIN Games  People  Play,  The 
Psychology  of  Human  Rela- 

tionship; Eric  Berne,  MJ).; 
Grove  Press;  New  York; 
$5.00. 

By  removing  the  'neurotic sunglasses'  that  too  many  of us  wear  this  book  will  leave 
many  of  its  readers  in  a 
state  of  constructive  self- 
consciousness.  In  Games 
People  Play  Dr.  Berne  pre- sents a  comprehensive,  if 
colloquial  theory  of  human 
behavior  with  obvious  prac- 

tical therapeutic  applica- 
tions. Though  aimed  at  the 

professional,  the  book  is 
written  in  such  a  concise, 
polished  and  witty  style  that 
it  can  easily  be  appreciated 
by  any  intelligent  layman. The  thesis  of  the  book  is 
that  human  behavior  in  so- 

ciety may  for  psychiatric 
purposes  be  divided  into- 
four  categories:  rituals,  pas- 

times, games,  and  intimacy. 
Rituals  (and  their  profes- 

sional complement,  pro- 
cedures) are  well  defined 

social  transactions  carried 
on  with  little  thought  by 
people  as  preliminaries  to 
more  complex  and  signifi- 

cant activities.  Greetings  are 
ritual;  a  cursory  medical 
examination  is  a  procedure. 
Pastimes  are  activities  pri- 

marily aimed  at  overcoming 
boredom.  Most  social  inter- 

course of  more  than  a  few 
minutes  duration  is  of  this nature. 
The  bulk  of  the  book  is 

taken  up  with  discussions 
of  games;  ".  .  .  ongoing  ser- ies of  complementary  ulter- 

ior transactions  progressing 

The  same  nans  occur  fre- 
quently throughout  his  re- pertoire. His  left  hand 

doesn't  know  the  fret-board of  the  instrument  that  well. 
Thus,  John  has  to  rely  on  a 
strong  simple  beat  and,  at 
times,  gimmickry. 

Jim  and  Jean 
Jim  and  Jean  are  improv- 

ing their  act  so  much  they 
can  hardly  be  recognized 
when  compared  with  their first  visit  to  Toronto  at  the 
beginning  of  this  year. 
They're  finishing  up  this week  at  the  Riverboat. 

Jim's  voice  has  become 
more  flexible  and  more  in 
command  of  the  harmony. 
These  arrangements  do 
wonders  with  some  of  the 
more  beautiful  songs  they 

do,  such  as  Phil  Ochs' "Changes." 
Phil  Ochs'  protest  mater- 

ial, though,  they  don't  do well.  They  take  out  all  the 
brutal,  rough  quali  ty  of 
these  songs. Coming: 

I  wonder  how  Toronto 
fans  are  going  to  react  to 
Dylan's  concert  in  Massey 
Hall  this  Sunday  and  Mon- 

day. Tickets  sold  so  fast 
that  we  can  pretty  well 
guess  that  the  Dylan  wor- shippers will  be  there  again, 
plus  the  new  teenage  au- dience, which  worships  not 
so  much  the  Dylan  material 
as  the  man  himself. 
How  the  old  Dylan  fans 

will  accept  his  new  style 
complete   with   Levon  and 

to  well  defined,  predictable 
outcome."  Games  take  place 
over  long  periods  of  time, 
are  usually  played  uncon- sciously and  are  by  no 
means  'fun'  in  the  conven- tial  sense  of  the  word.  A 
number  of  examples  (com- 

prising most  of  the  common 
forms  of  games  as  yet  re- corded) are  fully  described 
for  the  reader.  "INDIG- ENCE: —  'I'll  look  for  em- 

ployment providing  1  don't 
have  to  find  any.' " While  for  the  purpose  of 
making  the  examples  con- crete the  author  uses  rather 
stereotyped  situations,  most 
readers  will  have  little  dif- 

ficulty in  recognizing  simi- 
lar cases  in  their  own  exper- 

ience. Universities  are  full 
of  players. 
The  one  criticism  of  the 

book  that  I  do  have  is  the 
discussion  of  the  fourth  ca- 

tegory of  behavior  —  inti- 
macy. Intimacy  from  a  so- 

cial psychiatric  point  of 
view  is  the  goal  of  human activity  but  he  gives  only 
a  few  short  pages  to  discuss- 

ing it.  Too  much  has  been 
written  on  this  general  top- 

ic to  justify  such  a  short 
and  unsubstantial  conclu- 

sion to  an  otherwise  excel- lent book. 
Apart  from  this  one  crit- 

icism, however,  I  feel  that 
the  understanding  of  human 
relationships  gained  in  the 
reading  of  this  book  might 
at  least  lead  some  beyond 
neurosis,  beyond  the  morass 
of  the  superficial  to  that 
point  where  meaningful 
problems  come  under  dis- 
cussion. 

the  Hawks  is  the  problem. 
At  Newport  he  was  booed 
by  the  real  fans  and  loved 
by  the  drunks.  At  Dylan's big  Forest  Hills  concert  in New  York  in  August,  the 
audience  first  sat  quietly. 
They  added  their  polite  ap- 

plause. 
Then  they  started  booing. 

Then  Dylan  sang  Like  a  Rol- 
ling Stone.  Here  was  some- 

thing they  had  heard  before and  they  therefore  cheered. 
They  later  booed  again. 
What  is  it?  Immaturity?  In- decision? 

A  group  called  Three's Crowd  is  coming  to  the  Ri- 
verboat Next  week.  The  Vil- 

Joan  Baez:  Farewell  Ange- lina (Vanguard  9200). 
This  album  is  not  as 

good  as  her  earlier  work, 
but  there's  still  no  one  else in  folk  music  with  a  voice 
as  good  in  its  clarity,  color 
and  dramatic  possibilities. 

She's  at  her  best  on  tra- 
ditional ballads,  both  Ame- 

rican and  European,  but  has 
added  only  a  few  of  these  on 
this  record.  Instead  she  per- forms the  work  of  the  young 
folk  poets  of  today,  and 
mostly  of  Bob  Dylan. 
She  somewhat  waters 

down  the  harsh  Dylan  lyrics 
and  images  in  four  numbers 
including  Hard  Rain  and  Ba- 

by Blue.  All  in  all  she  makes 
his  songs  sound  way  too 
pretty.  But  then  this  has  al- ways been  a  fault  of  hers 
and  not  just  with  topical 
songs  either. 
The  milder-toned  Colors 

by  England's  Donovan  comes off  better. 
On  five  numbers  she  has 

added  an  electric  guitar  ac- companiment which  may 
seem  out  of  place  but  actu- ally fits  quite  nicely.  The 
guitar  is  in  the  hands  of 
Bruce  Langhorne.  The  play- 

ing is  subtle  and  comple- 
mentary exactly  as  in  Dy- 

lan's recording  of  Tambou- rine Man.  (The  Dylan  album 
doesn't  say,  but  it  was  prob- 

ably Langhorne  that  handl- 
ed the  guitar  there  too.) 

Joan  tries  and  succeeds 
to  an  amazing  degree  on  two 
foreign     language  songs: 

lage  Revue  is  playing  the 
Penny  Farthing.  Alan  McRae 
is  at  the  Mousehole. Eric  Andersen  will  appear 
at  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve 
in  three  weeks.  The  club 
stays  closed  after  Hooker 
finishes  his  two-week  en- 

gagement. The  Metro  Health 
Department  says  the  club 
has  to  build  bigger  wash- 
rooms. Incidentally,  the  Gate  has 
started  a  student-night  poli- 

cy. Students  with  member- 
ships can  enter  for  only  99 cents  on  Tuesdays.  (Barring 

really  special  engagements). 
Memberships  cost  half  a dollar. 

Pauvre  Ruteboeuf  (French) 
and  Sagt  Mir  Wo  Die  Blum- en  Sind  (German  version 
of  Where  Have  All  the  Flow- 

ers Gone).  She  almost  suc- 
ceeds in  getting  the  pronun- ciation right. 

Speaking  of  German,  RCA has  re-released  an  album 
called  The  Original  Trapp 
Family  Choir  (Camden  904). 
This  is  European  folk-mu- 

sic, mostly  German  and  Aus- trian, with  a  strong  classical influence. 

It's  all  quite  sweet  and 
syrupy  with  an  overdose  of sentimentality  and  sincerity, 
but  still  interesting  to  hear. 

These  cuts  date  from  1938- 
9.  The  Trapp  Family  hasn't been  onstage  since  1955. 

Also  re-issued  is  a  record 
called  Here  and  There  with the  Raftsmen  (Camden  919), 

but  in  this  case  I  can't  un- derstand why.  For  one  thing, 
this  album  was  first  releas- ed about  three  years  ago  and 
therefore  doesn't  have  the historical  importance  that 
the  Trapp  album  has.  Neith- er does  it  have  the  artistry. 
The  Raftsmen,  three  men 

from  Montreal,  have  a  reper- toire that  reaches  into  many 
different  languages.  To  en- hance them,  the  three  play 
an  amazingly  large  variety 
of  instruments. 

But  still,  they  have  bland 
arrangements  of  their  voices, 
and  have  that  aura  of  the 
commercial  group  more  in- terested in  harmony  than  in 
the  song  itself. 

—  V.R. 

RECORD  REVIEWS 
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By  Members  of  the  Staff  of  the 
UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  PRESS 

THE  BOOK  JACKET 

It  is  the  special  function  of  a  book  jacket 
to  be  noticed.  Not  an  integral  part  of  the  book, its  usefulness  is  normally  over  when  the  latter reaches  the  hands  of  its  owner.  But  for  hard- 
backed  editions  of  trade  books  (that  is,  "book- 

sellers' books")  it  appears  to  be  indispensable, at  least  at  this  moment  in  the  history  of  book- making.  A  book  jacket  catches  the  eye  of  a browser  in  a  bookstore,  who  makes  a  quick mental  review  of  his  Christmas  gift  obligations. If  his  first  impression  of  the  book  is  that  it 
might  meet  one  of  these  obligations,  he  stops to  examine  the  volume.  His  perusal  of  the  book usually -includes  scrutiny  of  every  part  of  the jacket— front,  back,  spine,  and  flaps.  He  may riffle  through  the  contents,  and  if  he  is  even moderately  interested  he  will  read  the  jacket copy.  Wisely,  he  will  not  accept  what  he  reads without  reservation,  but  his  reservations  will 
be  modified  by  his  appraisal  of  the  biographi- cal sketch  of  the  author,  the  subtle  impact  of the  jacket  design,  and  the  responsibility  he ascribes  to  the  publisher  over  whose  imprint the  book  appears.  These  and  other  factors- 
including  reviews,  previous  books  by  the  same author,  and  the  recommendations  of  his  friends 
—will  affect  his  decision  to  purchase  the  book or  to  replace  it  on  the  shelf.  But  whichever 
choice  he  makes,  the  jacket  will  have  served its  chief  purpose  once  the  decision  has  been made. 

HISTORY  OF  THE  JACKET 

The  jacket,  which  has  such  a  brief  period 
of  usefulness,  is  also  a  comparative  newcomer 
in  the  history  of  bookmaking.  It  possesses 
none  of  the  hoary  traditions  which  invest  al- 

most every  other  component  of  the  modern book.  True,  there  was  a  time  when  books  were 
marketed  only  in  temporary  paper  'or  board covers,  so  that  patrons  of  literature  could  have 
their  purchases  bound  in  fine  calf,  tooled, 
gilded,  and  marbled  by  hand;  book  jackets' were  not  required  then,  just  as  they  are  not 
offered  on  many  so-called  "Continental"  edi- tions to-day. 

During  the  nineteenth  century,  book  pro- duction was  overtaken  by  the  Industrial  Revo- 
lution, which  together  with  the  spread  of literacy  stimulated  large  popular  editions  at 

the  same  time  that  it  encouraged  the  adoption of  sturdy  but  inexpensive  original  bindings.  It then  became  desirable  to  protect  the  cloth  case from  damage,  at  least  until  the  sale  was  com- 
plete. In  order  that  the  plain  dust  wrapper (which  was  usually  as  drab  as  dust  in  ap- pearance) should  not  serve  as  an  actual  sales 

barrier,  "windows"  were  commonly  cut  out  of its  spine  to  permit  the  title  and  the  name  of 
the  author  to  be  seen  on  the  biding  beneath. Sometimes  jackets  were  made  of  glassine,  a brittle  and  slippery  translucent  material through  which  the  stamping  on  the  case  was reasonably  visible. 

A  "DUST"  JACKET 

nature  of  the  jacket  itself.  Early  specimens  of book  jackets  are  rare,  both  because  of  their perishability  and  because,  at  least  until  very recently,  few  book  collectors  attached  any value  to  them  except  the  practical  one  of  serv- 
ing as  a  protection  for  what  was  wrapped within.  Jackets  have,  however,  been  found intact  on  individual  items  issued  in  1828,  1829, and  1833,  and  miscellaneous  samples  exist  on 

imprints  of  the  1860's  and  1870's.  These  jackets were  as  a  rule  underrated,  although  in  addi- tion to  title,  author,  and  publisher,  some  of them  carried  a  line  or  two  of  description,  al- most in  the  form  of  an  expanded  sub-title Advertisements  of  other  publications  issued over  the  same  imprint  were  also  common  a practice  that  seems  to  be  falling  slowly  into disuse  today.  Decorated  and  illustrated  wrap- pers began  to  appear  in  the  United  States  by the  middle  of  the  nineteenth  century,  but  the illustrated  jacket  on  a  copy  of  Kipling's  Just So  Stories  published  in  1902  seems  to  be  the earliest  example  produced  in  Britain. 

THE  JACKET  AS  ADVERTISING 

The  book  jacket  has  flowered  in  the  twen- tieth century  alongside  if  not  because  of  the vast  expansion  of  advertising  that  has  marked recent  decades.  Of  course,  a  book  jacket  is advertising,  first  and  last.  But  like  all  respect- able advertising,  it  is  intended  to  inform  as well  as  to  attract.  And  ideally,  the  imparting of  information  by  the  jacket  should  not  be confined  to  the  copy  on  the  flaps,  and  least  of 
all  to  the  title.  The  whole  design,  including the  choice  and  arrangement  of  the  lettering, the  colours  used,  and  the  nature  of  the  art- 

work, should  convey  to  the  observer  the  es- 
sence of  the  book.  True,  when  a  symbolic 

design  is  being  planned,  careful  steering  is  re- quired between  the  Scylla  of  banality  and  the Charybdis  of  obscurity.  Thus  the  spirit  of  a book  may  be  conveyed  subtly  by  the  jacket design,  but  the  latter  can  easily  be  subtle  to 
the  point  of  being  ineffectual.  If  the  jacket  is 
meaningless  to  a  person  who  might  be  a  pros- 

pective purchaser  for  the  book,  it  fails  com- 
pletely. It  is,  needless  to  say,  very  difficult  for 

the  jacket  designer  or  production  editor  to 
consider  fairly  the  effectiveness  of  an  abstract 
design;  once  his  eye  has  learned  to  trace  the 
symbolic  pattern,  he  ceases  to  be  a  reliable 
judge  of  its  impact  on  a  fresh  observer. 

be  a  he,  and  a  foolish  vain  lie  at  that,  to  make a  scholarly  book  look  like  a  novel.  But  the  de- cision is  not  usually  so  clear  cut.  The  pub- lisher of  academic  books  often  has  to  do  some heart-searching  when  his  designer  presents  an attractive  sketch  that  may  not  be  quite  appro- priate. Reluctantly,  the  publisher  rejects  the design,  knowing  its  futility:  even  if  it  lured  an inappropriate  customer  to  pick  up  the  volume he  would  soon  lay  it  down  again,  and  there would  be  a  strong  chance  that  the  type  of reader  who  would  value  the  book  might  be  put off  entirely. 

This  is  not  to  say  that  the  scholarly  book, and  its  jacket,  should  not  be  produced  in  a style  that  will  attract  the  widest  possible  circle of  potential  readers.  In  spite  of  their  profes- sional enthusiasm,  publishers  quite  consistent- ly underrate  the  ability  of  the  reading  public, 
just  as  authors,  filled  with  enthusiasm  for their  subjects,  almost  invariably  overrate  it.  A great  many  academic  books  can  be  read  at several  levels  of  appreciation,  and  an  attrac- tively written  historical  or  political  work,  for example,  if  it  is  not  made  to  look  dull,  will  be read  with  interest  by  people  who  blissfully ignore  all  its  editorial  apparatus.  A  jacket which  can  be  felt,  in  retrospect,  to  have  struck 
exactly  the  right  note  with  the  whole  range ot  its  possible  readership  is,  therefore,  a  pub- lishing achievement. 

AESTHETIC  AND/OR  EFFECTIVE? 

It  was  because  the  dust  jacket  not  only  pro- tected the  book  but  effectively  concealed  it from  the  view  of  prospective  customers  that the  title,  together  with  the  names  of  author and  publisher,  soon  came  to  be  printed  on  its front  and  spine.  Decoration  followed  naturally, 
although  precise  historical  dating  for  each  de-' velopment  is  difficult  in  view  of  the  ephemeral 

There  is  room,  of  course,  for  greater  subtle- 
ty of  treatment  on  certain  types  of  books  than 

others.  For  popular  fiction,  visual  communi 
cation  should  ordinarily  be  possible  at  top 
speed;  the  same  degree  of  instantarieity  is  not needed  for  books  which  the  customer  is  bound 
to  pass  over  in  any  case  unless  they  touch  a 
field  in  which  he  is  already  interested.  How- 

ever, the  publisher  will  wish  to  make  sure  that 
either  the  title  or  the  illustration  always  makes 
clear  at  once  what  the  book  is  about,  even  if 
the  full  ingenuity  of  the  design  is  only  appre- 

ciated on  closer  study.  (The  futility  of  a  jacket 
which  cannot  properly  be  appreciated  until  the 
entire  book  has  been  read  is  obvious.) 

JACKET  AND  CONTENT 

It  is  much  easier  to  make  a  jacket  attrac- 
tive than  to  make  it  tell  the  whole  truth  about 

a  book.  This  is  not  a  matter  of  merely  exercis- 
ing restraint  in  the  jacket  description:  it  in- 

volves the  subject-matter  and  spirit  of  the 
whole  design.  Anyone  will  agree  that  it  would 

Not  every  jacket,  even  if  attractive  and 
honest,  is  a  work  of  art.  For  this  deficiency, the  sales  department  is  often  held  responsible, and  not  without  some  justice.  Certain  sales managers  (not  at  the  University  of  Toronto 
Press)  are  as  single-minded  about  the  colour 
of  book  jackets  as  Henry  Ford  was  about  that 
of  the  Model  T — only  in  their  case  they  do  not 
care  what  colour  it  is  so  long  as  it  is  red.  An- 

other preference  of  sales  departments  is  for 
jackets  printed  on  shiny  stock  and  varnished; 
this  is  frustrating  to  the  book  designer  who 
often  prefers  papers  of  interesting  weave  and 
rough  finish,  pleasant  to  the  touch.  But  rough finishes  gather  dust  and  finger  marks,  and  are 
outshone  in  displays.   In  vain,  too,  does  the 
jacket  designer  bring  forth  layouts  utilizing 
generously  white  space,  with  the  name  of  the 
book  and  the  name  of  the  author  reduced  to 
miniscule  type.  Theoretically,  the  ingenuity  of 
such  a  design  will  intrigue  the  customer  to  the 
point  of  inducing  him  to  examine  the  book. 
But  the  salesman  knows  that  in  a  crowded 
bookstore,  the  jacket  will  probably  be  placed 
by  the  hand  of  Fate  eight  to  ten  feet  away 
from  the  normal  viewer,  with  possibly  only  the 
top   one-third    (consisting  of  white  space) 
visible.  As  Sir  Max  Beerbohm  wrote  in  The 
Observer  in  1949,  "To  stand  by  any  book-stall 
or  to  enter  any  bookshop  is  to  witness  a  terri- 

fic scene  of  internecine  warfare  between  the 
innumerable  latest  volumes,  almost  all  of  them 
violently  vying  with  one  another  for  one's  at- tion,    fiercely  striving  to  outdo  the  rest  in 
crudity  of  design  and  of  colour."  Sir  Max  did not  give  sufficient  credit  to  the  effectiveness  of 
good  design  and  clear  colour,  which  can  make 
one  jacket  conspicuous  even  in  the  display- 
window  melee.  But  there  is  enough  truth  in 
his  comment  to  justify  the  preference  of  sales 
managers  for  sending  out  their  lambs  in  wolves' rather  than  sheep's  clothing. 

E.H. 
(ADVERTISEMENT) 



Adult  Rhymes  0 
By  MARILYN  BEKER NLRSEY  RHYMES  TO  BE 

READ  ALOUD  BY  YOUNG 
PARENTS  WITH  OLD 
CHILDREN;  GEORGE 
BAIN;  CLARKE  IRWIN 
53.50  about  52  pages  count- 

ing blanks,  pics  and  ocelots. Take  off  your  shoes  and 
run  barefoot  and  laughing 
Ihi  ough  zoology.  George 
Bain  (an  associate  editor  of 
the  Globe  &  Mail)  has  writ- 

ten a  zoological  primer  for 
parents  who  would  like  to 
pretend  that  they  know 
more  than  their  precocious 
eight  year  olds. 

Perish  the  thought  that 
you  would  ever  let  an  eight 
year  old  read  this  volume. It  should  be  guarded  in  a 
Pandora's  box  for  it  con- 

tains answers  to  those  in- timate, mature  questions 
every  parent  dreads. 
"What  is  a  pood?"  "How 

high  is  a  sloth's  rump? What  does  a  Bezoar  ball 
do?"  your  infant  will  ask 
and  you  will  be  able  to  an- swer him  with  unnerving 
aplomlb.  He  will  never  be 
the  wiser  that  you  have  lift- 

ed it  all  from  this  enchant- 

Sir  James  Bond  indeed 
The  Man  With  The  Golden 

Gun;  Ian  Fleming;  Jonathan 
Cape  (London  1965);  $4.25. When  we  last  left  James 
Bond  in  You  Only  Live 
Twice,  his  obituary  had  jusl 
appeared  in  The  Times.  He 
was  somewhere  in  Japan 
and  suffering  from  a  bad 
case  of  amnesia. 

Now,  in  the  final  007  book 
to  appear  on  the  Bondwag- on,  The  Man  With  The  Gol 
den  Gun,  James  Bond  sud- 

denly turns  up  at  Secret 
Service  headquarters  in 
London,  alive  and  kicking. 

Kicking  too  much,  in  fact, 
After  attempting  to  kill  his 
chief,  M.,  he  is  sent  for 
shock  therapy  to  undo  the 
Russian  brainwashing  to 
which  he  had  been  treated. 

So  begins  another  episode 
in  the  life  of  the  British  spy 
who  always  wins. 

Hopefully,  nobody  takes 
the  elaborate  mythology  of 
double  -  o  -  seven  seriously. 
Fleming's  adventure  stories are  almost  devoid  of  humor, 
but  are  certainly  tongue-in- cheek. 

It  is  difficult,  when  read- 
ing a  Bond  novel,  to  disas- sociate   oneself    from  the 

Sean  Connery  image  of  the 
hero.  It  can  also  be  disap- 

pointing to  note  the  absence 
of  'Bondisms,'  a  Holywood 
addition  to  the  Fleming stories. 

A  typical  Bondism  is  the scene  in  the  movie  Dr.  No 
where  three  thugs,  chasing 
Bond  in  a  hearse,  plunge 
over  a  cliff  to  a  fiery  death. 
A  bystander  asks  how  it 
happened,  and  Bond  replies, 
"I  think  they  were  on  their 
way  to  a  funeral." In  The  Man  With  The 
Golden  Gun,  Bond  is  as- 

signed to  eradicate  "Pistols" Scaramanga,  an  agent  of  the 
Russian  K.G.B.,  or  Secret 
Service.  On  this,  perhaps 
his  most  dangerous  assign- 

ment, James  Bond  nearly 
gets  himself  killed,  but  ren- ders an  invaluable  service 
'lo  Queen  and  country.' At  the  successful  ( what 
else^)  completion  of  the 
mission,  Bond  is  offered  a 
knighthood  by  the  Queen, 
but  humbly  refuses.  Sir 
James  Bond  indeed! 
One  wonders  throughout 

the  story  if  something  has 
happened  to  the  masculinity 
of  double-o-seven.  What  has 

ing  book. 
Nursery  Thyines  is  a  col- lection of  mature,  Ogden- 

Nash-like  verses  about  ani- 
mals arranged  alphabetical- 

ly, accompanied  by  draw- ings and  prose. Unfortunately,  the  verses 
are  not  as  clever  as  the 
prose,  although  they  are 
amusing  and  contribute  con- 

siderably to  the  parent-lay- man's understanding  of  the 
creature  discussed. 

The  prose  passages,  on  the otherhand,  are  sparkling, 
glib  and  semi-hip. 

"The  Beaver  is  Canada's National  Animal.  It  was 
chosen  because  it  keeps 
busy  and  because  it  remains 
true  to  one  mate,  traits 
which  also  characterize  Can- 

adians." 

"The  Beaver  isn't  as  smart 
as  it  is  sometimes  made  out 
to  be.  When  the  Beaver 
chews  through  a  tree,  the 
tree  sometimes  falls  on  the 
Beaver,  mashing  it  into  the 
ground.  Not  much  is  said 

about  this  in  Canada." "Beavers  breed  in  mid- 
winter when  life  isn't  just 

one  damn  tree  after  an- other." . 

According  to  Mr  Bain, "no  parent  need  any  longer 

(to  naked  into  the  nursery" ff  he  has  read  and  mastered the  bare  facts. 

happened  to  the  endless procession  o  f  compliant 
girls  Bond  continually  ush- ered into  bed  in  previous 
adventures? 

It  is  not  until  almost  the 
last  page  of  the  novel  that 
there  is  a  hint  of  Bond's  first 
conquest.  It  is  his  old  pla- tonic  friend  and  secretary, 
now  his  private  comforter, 
Mary  Goodnight. 

Fleming  writes:  "... love  from  Mary  Goodnight, 
or  from  any  other  woman, 
was  not  enough  for  him.  It 
would  be  like  taking  'a  room 
with  a  view.'  For  James Bond,  the  same  view  would 

always  pall." 

"...  a  novel  in  bad  taste... ' 

NEW  PAPERBACKS 
By  BEVERLY  PETERSON 
Christian  Existentialism; 

Nicolai  Berdyaev;  Harper; 
$2.25.  A  selection  of  his 
writings,  some  of  which  ap- 

pear for  the  first  time  in 
English. 

Crisis  in  the  Congo:  A 
U.N.  Force  in  Action;  Ernest 
W.  Lefever;  Brookings  In- 

stitution; $4.50.  Destroys 
some  of  the  myths  which 
have  obscured  the  facts  ot 
the  Congo  crisis. 
The  Gold  Diggers  and 

Other  Stories;  Robert  Cree- 
ley;  Scribners;  $2.10.  New 
paper  edition  of  short  stor- 

ies by  contemporary  Ameri- 
can poet,  novelist  and  critic. 

Free  Society  and  Moral 
Crisis;  Robert  Cooley  Ang- 

ela Ann  Arbor;  $2.45.  A  so- 
ciologist deals  with  the  prob- lems of  social  and  moral 

integration. The  Future  of  Canadian 
Federalism;  edited  by  P.  A. 
Crepeau  &  C.  B.  Macpher- 
son;  University  of  Toronto; 
$1.95.  Papers  by  French  and 
English  Canadians  on  four 
aspects — concepts  of  feder- 

alism, problems  of  Canadian 
economic  policy,  legal  and 
political    attitudes    to  the 

constitution,  and  instituion- 
al  problems  of  a  revision  of 
the  BNA  Act. 
Government  of  Educa- 

tion; E.  O.  Lester  Smith; 
Penguin;  85c.  Provides  both 
a  critical  study  of  the  "pow- ers" which  have  a  hand  in 
English  education  today  and 
a  forecast  of  their  future 
evolution. 

Guide  to  the  British  Eco- 
nomy; Peter  Donaldon;  Pen- 

guin, 95c.  Designed  for  the 
general  reader  lo  grasp 
what  economics  is  about 
and  what  makes  the  econo- 

my tick. 
Hungry  Hill;  Daphne  du 

Maurier;  Penguin;  $1.25.  A 
panoramic  novel  in  the  tra- dition of  Rebecca. 
An  Introduction  to  Witt- 

genstein's Tractalus;  G.  E. M.  Anscornbe;  Harper;  $1.25. 
A  book  which  no  serious 
student  of  the  Tractatus 
should  do  without. 
The  Life  of  Lenin;  Louis 

Fischer;  Harper;  $2.95.  An 
outstanding  biography  of 
one  of  the  giants  of  the 
twentieth  century. 

The  Mind  and  Face  of  Bol- 
shevism; Rene  Fueloep-Mil- 

ler;  Harper;  $2.95.  An  exam- 

ination of  the  cultural  life 
in  the  Soviet  Union,  first 
published  in  1926. 

The  Miseducation  of  Am- erican Teachers;  James  D. 
Koener;  Penguin;  $1.65. 
O.C.E.  students  may  find 
some  of  his  criticisms  ap- 

plicable to  the  Canadian 
teacher  training  situation. 
Nasser's  Egypt;  Peter 

Mansfield;  Penguin;  95c. 
The  latest  entry  in  the  Pen- 

guin African  Library  —  re- 
counts the  stages  of  Egypt's entry  into  the  twentieth century. 

Plato  Dictionary;  edited  by 
Morris  Stockhammer;  Lit- 
tlefield;  $2.45.  Written  in 
non-technical  language,  it 
contains  all  of  the  views 
and  definitions  of  Plato 
scattered  throughout  his 
dialogues,  gathered  under  a 
comprehensive  series  of  uni- fied headings. 

Portrait  of  a  Decade:  the 
Second  American  Revolu- 

tion; Anthony  Lewis;  Ban- tam; 95c.  Good  historical 
account  of  the  civil  rights 
movement  in  the  years  fol- 

lowing the  1954  Supreme Court  decision  on  school 
segregation. 

By  JOHN  CLUTE 
CORK  STREET,  NEXT  TO 
THE  HATTERS,  Pam^a 
Hansford  Johnson;  Mac- Millan;  $4.25. 
It  is  a  novel,  and  its  sub- 

title  is,  "a  novel  in  bad 
taste,"  and  there  were  times I  was  wishing  I  could  agree 
with  that  evaluation,  or  at 
least  its  surface  meaning. 
For  Cork  Street,  Next  to  the 
Hatters  is  so  bloody  impec- cable it  risks  anonymity:  too 
little  of  it  rubs  off.  But  hint 
ing  at  an  unrealized  plunge 
from  the  impeccable  isn't all  this  subtitle  is  meant  to 
tell  us. 

Cork  Street  is  a  "novel  in bad  taste"  in  the  same  way 
a  book  about  Donne  and  his breed  would  be  a  study  in 
metaphysical  poetry.  The 
bad  taste  Miss  Johnson  con- cerns herself  with  falls  into 
two  areas:  the  fatuous  bad 
manners  of  her  main  female 
characters.  Dorothy  Merlin, 
who  by  her  gauche  and  ag- 

gressively inane  manoeuvr- ings  is  the  mainspring  of  the 
action;  and  the  anti-Taste 
play,  A  Potted  Shrimp,  writ- ten by  the  dominant  male character,  Tom  Hariot,  in  an 

effort  to  demonstrate  the 
necessity,  in  the  end,  of 
some  minimal  form  of  cen- sorship. 
There  are  a  good  dozen 

minor  characters,  almost  all of  whom  come  from  earlier 
books,  for  Cork  Street  is  the 
latest  in  a  series,  the  best- 
known  previous  volume  of 
which,  is  probably  The  Un- speakable Skipton. 

Dor  othy  Merlin  —  who seems  to  be  getting  her 
comeuppance  in  this  install- ment for  atrocities  she  has 
committed  in  previous  — contrives  to  get  the  play 
produced,  but  she  is  treated 
very  badly  by  everyone. Tom  Hariot  is  dismayed  and 
leaves  for  America.  That  is 
the  essential  plot  and  out- come. One  need  not  expand. 
The  joke  is  in  the  telling. 
Miss  Johnson's  feelings about  the  outermost  bourne 
beyond  which  taste  is  a 
goner  may  be  a  trifle  stodgy —  after  all,  it  turns  out  to 
be  a  property  goose,  and  as 
long  as  it's  a  property  goose 
who  cares?  —  but  her  Cork 
Street  is  an  evening's  smile, 
an  aperitif.  It  is  to  be  re- membered with  a  quiet 

glow. 
0and  rebel  verses 

By  DAVID  JACKEL 
RHYMES  OF  REBELLION, 
edited  by  John  S.  M  o  ir. 
Ryerson  Press,  81  pp.,  $3.95. 

The  Upper  Canadian  rebel- 
lion (or  revolution,  depend- 
ing on  your  political  per- 

suasion )  had  'poetic'  side- effects  which  Prof.  Moir  (of 
Scarborough  College)  began 
collecting  several  years  ago 
for  his  own  amusement. 
This  collection  is  his  'humble 
and  respectful'  offering  of the  best  and  the  worst  of 
these  contemporary  verses. 

Very  little  in  the  book  has 
literary  merit,  but  Ontario- ans  might  be  interested  to 
learn  they  had  a  past  when 
political  unrest  could  result 
in  creativity  rather  than 
apathy — even  if  the  creativ- 

ity is  of  this  order: 
There  lived  in  famed  Tor- onto town A  man  not  very  big, 
A   belted   knight   was  he 

likewise — Knight  of  the  old  bay  wig. 
Mackenzie  was  this  hero 
called, 

From  Scotia's  land  he  came, 
To  sow  and  reap — if  e'er  he 

could — 
The  seeds  of  future  fame. 

From  the  other  side  of  the 
conflict  is  the  following 
rebel  call  to  arms,  issued  by 
Mackenzie  while  in  his 
American  exile: 
Arise — Canadians,  arise,  and 
battle  for  the  right; 
Fair  liberty's  the  glorious 
prize,  awake  then  to  the 

fight. 
Oh,  why  do  ye  thus  mean- ly kneel,  nor  dare  your  coun- try save; 
Arise! — gird  on  th'aveng- ing  steel,  and  tyrant  minions 

brave. 
One  might  be  tempted  to 
ascribe  the  rebels'  failure  to 
the  poor  quality  of  their 
verse,  but  the  loyalist  writers 
were  no  better. 

Cold  blew  the  blast,  and 
hard  froze  the  night 
Of  the  threaten'd  attack,  we all  may  remember; 
But  the  Sons  of  Old  England 
stood  firm  on  their  might, 
For  bent  was  each  breast  to 
make  no  surrender. 

Moir's  collection  also  does 
belated  justice  to  an  in- 

cident, neglected  by  histor- ians, which  aroused  the 
creative  powers  of  Canadian versifiers  as  did  few  others. 
The  steamboat  Caroline  was 
used  to  convey  provisions  to the  rebels  on  Navy  Island; 
in  1838  it  was  set  on  fire  by 
loyal  troops.  Moir  carefully 
points  out  that  the  ship  did not  fall  flaming  over  Niagara 
Falls  despite  the  influence 
of  poetic  efforts  such  as  the 
following  rebel  piece,  which 
is  picturesque,  albeit  inac- curate. 
She  nears  the  rapids!  mercy, 
God! 
Her   mast's    on    fire!  her deck's  in  flames! 
The  lurid  light  athwart  the 
flood, 
Flashed  far  and  wide;  the 
ledge  she  gains. 
Yet  onward,  onward  still she's  forced, 
One  moment  quivering  on the  verge; 

Then  in  the  horrid  gulph she's  tossed, 

And  buried  deep  beneath  the surge. 
The  collection  contains 

other  equally  valuable  items, 
and  Moir's  work  is  a  valua- 

ble insight  into  the  thought- 
processes  and  emotions  of 
early  Canadians.  The  editor's own  subtle  and  witty  com- ments on  the  poems  and 
their  background  provide  an 
appropriate  setting  for  these uncut  gems. 
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RADIO  VOICE  JUST  A  GASP The  V  of  T  radio  commit- 
tee began  operations  last 

week.  Varsity  reporter  Bob 
Aaron  was  assigned  to  re- 

view the  committee's  prog- ramming, but  it  seems  that 
the  committee,  always  the 
centre  of  controversy,  is  still 
having  problems. 

By  BOB  AARON 
The  University  of  Toron- 

to's radio  voice  is  gasping for  breath. 
Heard  every  week-day  at 

5:30  p.m.  on  CJRT-FM,  the 
U  of  T  portion  of  "College 
Circuit"  is  technically  ap- palling, poorly  produced 
and  co-ordinated,  and  worse than  amateur. 

It  was  my  misfortune  to 
audit  last  week's  2i  hours 
of  U  of  T  radio  program- 

ming. I've  had  more  enjoy, able  times  writing  exams. 
Typical  of  the  inanity  of 

the  programming  was  this 
classic  remark,  actually broadcast  at  the  end  of  last 
Monday's  program:  "Where would  this  country  be  with- 

out this  great  land  of  ours?" 
Monday's  program  was  un- 

fortunate in  other  ways. 
During  the  newscast,  which 
opens  every  program,  there 
was  a  cacophony  of  slam- 

ming doors,  shuffling  feet, 
and  turning  pages. 

Technical  difficulties  cut 
10  minutes  off  air  time  on 
Monday's  show  when  some- 

thing happened  to  the  tape recorder  playing  back  a 
very  poorly  recorded  inter- 

view with  Robert  Gill,  di- rector of  the  Hart  House 
theatre.  Every  taped  inter- view throughout  the  week 
was  poorly  recorded,  but not  all  the  equipment  has arrived  to  date. 
On  Tuesday,  the  news 

was  read  a  la  Huntley-Brink- 
ley,  by  Don  Brady  and  Ka- ren Zeldin.  Alan  Gold,  com- 

menting editorially  on  the news,  seemed  as  if  he  was 
in  the  room  adjoining  his microphone. 

Perhaps  it  is  unavoidable, 
but  all  U  of  T — CJRT  news 
broadcasts  throughout  the 
week  sound  like  The  Varsity 
being  read  aloud. 

Betty  Trott  is  the  sports- 
caster  for  the  program,  and 
her  Tuesday  and  Friday  re- 

ports were  lengthy,  yet  well 
done.  But  it  seems  odd  hear- 

ing a  female  do  a  sports 
broadcast,  however  com- 

petently written. 
Another  poorly-taped  in- 

terview was  broadcast  on 
Tuesday,  with  Professor 
Marcus  Long,  of  the  philo- 

sophy department.  Having 

had  his  own  radio  program several  years  ago  on  CHUM, Professor  Long  can  be  even more  colorful  on  the  air than  in  the  classroom.  But 
the  interview  was  complete- 

ly ruined  by  the  technical 
quality  and  editing. 

Wednesday's  program  was 
much  improved.  It  concen- trated on  a  taped  interview with  Peter  Mann  and  some 
of  the  cast  at  the  Bayview Playhouse.  Although  the volume  varied,  the  interview was  handled  very  capably. 
The  tone  was  chatty  and  in- 

formal, making  this  pro- gram the  highlight  of  the week's  broadcasting. 
The  Thursday  edition  of 

U  of  T  "College  Circuit" was  brightened  by  some  ge- nius who  inserted  a  short, 
recorded  jazz  interlude  be- 

tween two  sections  of  the 
program.  It  was  a  refresh- 

ing and  welcome  break.  The portion  of  the  program  en- titled 12  by  2  was  supposed 
to  be  a  feminine  view  of the  university  campus  and 
the  world.  I  was  made  pain- fully aware  that  not  all  of fully  aware  that  not  all  of 
the  U  of  T  radio  equipment is  available  yet  by  the  al- 

most total  incomprehensibi- lity of  12  by  2.  Perhaps  this was  due,  in  part,  to  the 
echoing  caverns  of  Univer- sity College  where  it  was recorded. 

Friday's  satirical  look  at the  events  of  the  week  was called  Last  Week,  Rest  in Peace.  The  product  of  Alan Gold  and  Joel  Cohen,  it  was 
an  unqualified  flop.  As  a 
parody  of  the  federal  elec tion,  its  humor  was  stale and  hardly  at  the  high school  level. 
The  funniest  line  of  the 

20  minute  satire  (and  there were  very  few  funny  lines) 
was:  "Vote  for  the  organiz- ed political  party  of  your 

choice,  or  even  vote  Conser- 

vative." 

In  view  of  the  fiasco  of last  week's  programming, 
and  keeping  in  mind  the  ou- trageous indignation  expres. 
sed  by  the  vocal  minority 
of  the  radio  committee's supporters  when  SAC  tern porarily  cancelled  the  radio budget,  one  may  wonder  if the  voice  of  U  of  T  radio should  be  supported. 

In  all  fairness,  it  must  be 
pointed  out  that  the  radio' committee  has  been  work- 

ing under  poor  conditions and  without  proper  equip- ment. But  how  big  is  the 
campus  listening  audience? CJRT-FM  may  have  a  listen- 

ing audience  of  15.000,  but I  doubt  that  more  than  a handful  of  U  of  T  students have  ever  heard  the  clarion 
call  of  Radio  Free  Toronto. With  more  talent,  time 
and  experience,  the  radio committee  of  the  U  of  T 
may,  repeat  may,  justify  its existence. 

WUS  to  send  44  Canadians  to  Turkey Forty-four  travel  grants 
are  beiijg  made  available  to 
Canadian  students  to  attend 
the  17th  World  University 
Service  International  semi- 

nar in  Turkey  during  July and  August. 
Last  year,  three  U  of  T 

students  were  chosen  to  at- 
tend the  16th  seminar  in 

Chile. 
Sharon  Meen  (IV  UC), 

who  attended  the  Chile  se- 
minar, said,  "If  I  could 

change  my  name,  I'd  apply for  the  seminar  in  Turkey 
this  summer.  It  far  surpas- 

sed all  my  prior  expecta- 

tions." 
Eight  jet-hours  from  To- 

ronto, the  Canadian  delega- 
tion was  confronted  with 

a  completely  different  cul- ture. Chilean  student  social 
life  presented  no  problem — 
a  night  out  on  the  town  in 
Santiago  starts  at  II  p.m. 
and  lingers  until  4  a.m. 
There  were  problems  such 
as  climate  adaption  (it  was 
winter    in    Chile  with  no 

central  heating),  poverty  and 
means  of  transportation(  a 1935  car  is  in  style). 

It  is  often  said  that  you learn  more  about  your 
country  when  away  from  it. 
There  was  a  meaningful  in- 

terchange between  th  e 
French-Canadian  and  Eng- 

lish-Canadian students  —  all 
of  them  were  forced  to  re- 

flect on  their  position  as 
students  in  Canada,  as  they 
observed  the  political  inter- 

est of  Latin  American  stu- dents. 
The  WUS  seminar  in  Tur- 

key this  summer  will  be  a 
unique  opportunity  to  ex- perience contemporary  life 
at  the  bridge  between  civili- zations. 

In  the  past  16  years  WUS 
seminars  have  attracted  ma- 

ture, well-qualified  people 
who  through  this  experience 
are  better  fulfilling  their  ro- 

les in  the  professional  and 
commercial  communities. 
Candidates  must  posess 

maturity  to  cope  with  prob- 

lems as  they  present  them- 
selves. A  good  academic 

standing  and  leadership  abi- 
lity are  prime  requisites  to 

appreciate  the  seminar  ex- 

perience. The  seminar  will  be  held 
from  the  end  of  June  to 
mid  August.  Following  an 
orientation  period  in  Cana- 

da, participants  will  fly  to 
a  point  in  Europe  and  then travel  by  rail  to  Istanbul. 
The  intensive  program 

will  provide  opportunities 
to  pursue  a  variety  of  inter- ests through  field  trips, 
group  and  individual  study 

projects. 
Following  the  five-week 

seminar  there  will  be  an  op- 
portunity to  travel  to  Euro- pean centres  of  interest. 

The  cost  ranges  up  to 
$250  for  each  scholar  with 
a  balance  of  $1,500  provided 
by  World  University  Service. Further  information  and 
application  forms  are  avail- 

able in  the  SAC  office.  Appli- 
cation deadline  is  Nov.  20. 

—  photos  by  NORM  (bfc)  FISHER. 
The  Arbor  Room  reopened  (again)  Wednesday  to  a  loud jazz  accompaniment  courtesy  of  the  Lady  Godiva  Memor- ial Band  (seen  below).  They  were,  for  once,  invited  guests. Also  invited  was  SAC  president  Mary  Brewin,  (who  of- ficially opened  the  new  room)  seen  above  with  printing bureau  chief  Bruce  Lewis.  Miss  Brewin  entered  the  A.I bor  Room  before  2  p.m.,  thus  defying  a  treasured  Hart 
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Teaching  engineers  aren't  fairly  treated and  math  to  university  un- 
dergrads  is  judged  unfit  to teach  high  school,  and  he 
resents  having  to  take  extra 
courses  which  will  usually 
not  affect  his  teaching  abili- 

ty at  this  level,  the  article 
stated. 
The  article  said  that  the 

survey  clearly  revealed  an 
inconsistency  in  number  and 
subject  matter  of  the  cours- 

es assessed  by  OCE  in  aca- 
demic subjects.  Each  appli- 

cant is  apparently  judged  in- 
dividually, so  that  no  uni- 

formity is  achieved. 

Engineers  who  teach  in 
Ontario's  high  schools  are 
not  being  treated  fairly,  ac- 

cording to  a  survey  conduct- 
ed by  the  Association  of  Pro- fessional Engineers  of  Onta- rio. 

The  results  of  this  survey 
have  been  published  in  an 
article  in  the  current  issue 
of  The  Professional  Engin- 
eer. 

L.  C.  Sentance,  association 
director,  "writes,  "the  treat- ment of  engineers  either  ent- 

ering or  already  in  the  pro- fession does  not  seem  to 
have  been  either  fair  or  uni- 

form." 

The  article  says  that 
although  engineers  have 
much  to  offer  the  teaching 
profession,  they  find  they 
must  submit  to  useless  and 
wasteful  procedures  and  re- training programs. 

'The  discontinuance  of  the 
Applied  Science  Certificate 
n  1962,  and  the  'evaluation' process    to    determine  the 

engineer-teacher's  readiness for  the  Type.  A  certificate, 
leaves  much  to  be  desired, 
according  to  the  survey," 
says  the  article. 

The  purpose  of  the  evalu- ation seems  to  be  to  deter- 
mine the  extra  subjects,  all 

Arts  courses,  necessary  to 
reach  equivalence  with  a 
four-year  Arts  graduate,  he 
said.  Apparently  OCE  feels 
that  engineers  need  theoreti- cal rather  than  applied 
knowledge  to  teach. 
The  engineer-teacher  who is  permitted  to  teach  science 

Bissell  (continued) 
The  president  also  said 

universities  are  closely  asso- 
ciated with  the  role  of  go- 

vernment, "whether  they 
like  it  or  not." He  said  governments  are 
becoming  research  organi- zations seeking  key  research 

personnel  to  provide  autho- ritative information. ""What  this  means  is  that 

governments  and  universi- ties must  be  partners  in  the 
making  of  major  decisions 
with  respect  to  the  develop- 

ment of  higher  education." 
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both  are  absolutely  delicious! 

Two  things  about  Pimm's:  easy  to  serve,  and  a  taste  you'll  enjoy.  Just  pour  into  a  tall  glass and  add  ice  and  fill  up  with  your  favourite  light  mix.  You  can  add  a  slice  of  cucumber, 

a  piece  of  lemon,  or  a  sprig  of  mint  to  make  the  traditional  Pimm's,  famous  throughout 
the  world.  But  don't  bother  unless  you're  in  the  mood.  A  new  generation  is  rediscovering 
Pimm's  . . .  and  enjoying  every  moment  of  it. 

DRINK  PIMM'S -i/mp/y  because  you'll  enjoy  the  taste  of  it. CORBY  DISTILLERY  LIMITED,  CORBYVILLE,  CAN.' 

Solmlino  door  by  Canodion  Pittsburgh  fnduslrios  Limited 

Nickel  stainless  steel  closes  the  door  on  corrosion 

Manufacturers  keep  finding  new  uses  for  nickel 

stainless  steel.  Here's  one  of  them.  Quality  doors 
for  office  buildings  and  storesiThey  are  strong; 
have  a  lustrous  beauty  that  will  last  for  years; 

they  are  highly  resistant  to  corrosion,  and  main- 
tenance costs  are  very  low.  Today,  nickel  stainless 

steel  is  used  for  so  many  different  products.  And 

in  all  of  them,  nickel's  contribution  is  quality. 

THE  INTERNATIONAL  NICKEL  COMPANY  OF  CANADA,  LIMITED 
05  YONCE  STREET,  TORONTO 

CUP  NOTES 

Alberta  students 

try  for  B  of  G 
EDMONTON  (CUP) — The 

University  of  Alberta  stu- dents council  wants  student 
representation  on  the  uni- 

versity's Board  of  Gover- nors. 
In  a  9  to  6  vote  Oct.  25, 

the  council  accepted  in 
principle  a  brief  to  the  pro- 

vincial government  advocat- ing that  25  per  cent  of  the 
Board  be  composed  of  stu- 

dent representatives. 
The  Alberta  government 

now  is  drafting  changes  in 
the  University  Act.  Accord- 

ing to  the  campus  news- paper, The  Gateway,  it  is rumored  that  the  faculty 
will  probably  receive  repre- sentation on  the  new  Board 
of  Governors. 

Barry  Kirkham,  chairman 
of  the  council's  committee on  university  government, 
said,  "We  don't  expect  to run  the  show,  but  we  do 
expect  our  ideas  to  be  heard before  vital  decisions  are 

taken." 

He  added  that  student 
participation  in  Board  de- cisions would  limit  the  ne- 

cessity for  protest  marches. 

Queen's  votes  to 

keep  initiations 
KINGSTON  (CUP)  —  An 

estimated  650  Queen's  Uni- 
versity students  jammed  in- to a  380-seat  auditorium 

Monday  to  vote  for  the  reten- tion of  hazing. 
The  students  were  to  de- 

bate a  resolution  calling  for 
abolition  of  initiations.  The 
vote  was  taken  after  an  hour 
and  a  half  of  impassioned debating. 

The  outcome  was  never  in 
question.  The  chairman  had 
difficulty  bringing  the  meet- ing to  order  because  a  large 
crowd  of  engineers  kept 

chanting,  "Vote!  Vote!" John  McClatchy  said  that initiations  create  a  feeling 
of  fellowship  that  could  not 
otherwise  be  achieved.  He 
suggested  that  the  abolition of  initiations  would  make 
Queen's  another  Toronto. 

Western  to  get 

big  new  library? 
LONDON,  Ont.  (CUP)  — 

A  new  $5,000,000  library  for 
the  University  of  Western 
Ontario  is  under  considera- 

tion by  the  board  of  gover- 
nors. The  library  would  have  a 1,000,000  volume  capacity  by 
1975.  The  present  library  has 
a  total  of  341,723  books. 
Study  spaces  would  be 

provided  for  1,300  undergra- 
duates, 500  graduate  stu- 

dents and  200  faculty  mem- bers. 
The  board  has  decided  not 

to  take  any  decision  until 
the  faculty  has  seen  the  re- 

port and  informed  them  of their  views. 
Page  20  —  THE  VARSITY, 
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The  blackout  Tuesday  made 
life  difficult  for  everybody 
including  the  ever-vigilant 
staff  of  The  Varsity.  Above 
Larry  Greenspan,  fearless 
news  editor,  doubles  as 
candle-holder  and  telephone 
artist.  (Ever  try  to  dia 
the  dark?)  Left,  CUP  editor, 
Jacques  de  Montigny  perus- 

es the  exchange  papers  with 
the  help  of  candle,  bottle 
ond  friend.  Pictures  taken 
(darkly)  by  dauntless  Dieter Dawes. 

Why  blast  the  Blue  &  White  Band? 
By  ROY  PATTERSON Director, 
Blue  and  White  Band 

#  In  three  years  as  Director 
of  the  Blue  &  White  Band, 
I  have  seen  only  a  few  com- 

ments in  The  Varsity 
praising  or  criticising  the 
band.  The  latest  (Wednes- 

day, November  10)  is  un- 
doubtedly the  longest  ever 

written  although  not  the 
nastiest.  The  nastiest,  writ- 
en  by  Shel  Krakofsky,  had 
constructive  criticism  in 
mind;  the  intent  of  the 
latest  leads  me  to  reply. 
•  The  band  show  was  writ- 

ten during  the  summer  for 
10  flags,  6  majorettes,  7 
drums,  2  conductors,  and 
48  other  musicians  (to  be 
called  playing  members). 
For  greatest  effect  these  48 
should  have  been  24  trump- 

ets, 12  trombones,  4  bases, 
6  baritones  and  2  bell  lyres. 
Thirty-six  people  tried  out 
for  the  48  positions.  They 
included  3  clarinets,  2 
french  horns,  4  saxaphones 
and  2  flutes.  Three  of  the 
trumpet  players  who  tried 
out  have  a  great  deal  of 
trouble  marching  and  play- 

ing together  and  on  these 
grounds  should  have  been 
rejected,  but  all  were  wel- 
comed. 

These  14  people  are  not 
heard  in  the  stands;  the 
load  of  making  the  songs 
heard  rests  on  the  remain- 

ing 22.  We  are  not  as  loud 
as  Western  because  our 
sound  comes  from  less  than 
half  as  many  people. 
A  combination  of  Gra- 

duate Record  Exams,  family 
weddings  and  fraternity  ini- 

tiations have  held  eight  of 
the  previous  22  to  declare 
themselves  unable  to  attend 
the  Western  Game.  For  this 
they  are  liable  to  a  ten  dol- 

lar fine  and  loss  of  athletic 
credits.  None  were  deter- 

red by  these  penalties 
which  have  always  been  en- forced for  absence. 

If  we  had  a  complete  set 
of  48  playing  members,  the 
loss  of  eight  no  matter  who 
they  were  would  not  have 
resulted  in  band  absence. 
•  Band  spirit  and  morale 
has  been  very  high  this  year. 
The  members  knew  that  I 
couldn't  force  them  because 
I  couldn't  replace  them,  but rather  than  using  this  fact 
to  give  me  a  hard  time  they 
worked  all  the  harder  (know- 

ing our  problems)  to  make 
up  for  missing  support. 

Miss  Annesley  Hall  (I,  II, 
III,  IV  Vic)  insinuates  that 
the  whole  band  is  "shirking 
its  duty".  In  fact,  everyone 

in  the  band  wants  to  go  to 
Western— eight  people  find 
it  impossible.  They  want  to 
go  because  they  support  the 
Blues,  not  because  of  the 
social  pressure  created  by 
the  letter  in  The  Varsity. 
They  feel  no  obligation  to 
play  an  extra  game  for  the 100-200    Toronto  students 
who  go  to  Western  or  for 
their     mother  University 
who  provides  them  with 
budget  of  §5,000  from  20,000 
students  and  expects  a  band 
as  good  as  the  Mustangs 
who  are  supported  by  6,000 
students  to  the  tune  of  $10,- 
000.  They  want  to  go  be- 

cause they  are  spirited,  en- 
thusiastic and  want  to  see 

the  game.  I  did  not  feel  I 
could  justify  the  expenses 
for  what  I  felt  sure  would 
be  an  inferior  show  so  I 
cancelled  the  Western  trip. 
•  The  band  has  been  prai- 

sed this  year  by  more  sour- 
ces than  I  can  list  here,  so 

I  feel  I  must  restore  their 
image  in  this  reply  to  its 
correct    level.    They  have 
more  morale,  perserveranee, 
and  positive  attitude  in  ge- 

neral than  most  groups  on 
campus.    I    would    like,  in 
closing,   to  thank   ihem  in 
print  for  a  successful  year 
— that  depended  for  its  suc- cess on  them. 

Dining  Out -the  new  Arbor  Room 

A  tragic  situation 
By  SAMMY  SNIDE 

The  Arbor  Room's  new milkshake  machine  may 
lake  less  time,  but  I  for  one 
do  not  like  the  product. 
Where  are  the  thick  milk, 

shakes  of  yesterday?  Soft 
ice  cream  may  be  all  right 
for  speed,  but  it  produces 
a  watery  milkshake. 

It  is  tragic  that  the  milk- 

shake leadership  on  this 
campus  is  being  taken  over 
by  the  Refectory. 
Coming  in  future  columns: 

the  Arbor  Room  hotdogs 
(are  they  really  Shopsv's?) and  the  Arbor  Room  soup 
(what  flavor  it  is  really?) 
Also   scheduled:    a   visit - 

with  (gasp,  choke!)  the  Re' fectory's   potato  salad 

(yikes). 

"STUDENTS" 

YOU  BELONG  IN 

•••JEANS. ••  ̂ §§# 

COMt  AND  GET  'CM NOW! 

&  COWBOY  KING 
SLIM-FIT-JEANS 

you're  in  style  in 
•  CORDUROY  SLIM  •  JEANS 
•  NEW  BURGUNDY  DENIM 

JEANS  -  SLIM  FIT    6.95 
•  LEE  &  LEVI'S  SUPER  SLIM  JEANS 
•  LEVI'S  WHITE  -  WHITE  JEANS   
•  TEEN  -  MAN  TERRITORY 

SLIM  -  DRESS  SLACKS   
KING  SUPER  SLIM  JEANS 
FADED  BLUE,  BLACK  or  TAN  

•  STUDENT  SPECIAL  .  .  .  MADRAS  & 
CORDUROY  BELTS  Now  Only  

9.11 
6.50 

1.99 

OPEN  THURS.  and  FRI.  Tltt  9  O'CtOCK 

THRIFTY 

SPORT  SHOP 
ONE  LOCATION  ONLY 

A»S  129  CHURCH  ST. CORNER  QUEEN 
*  FREE  PARKING  FOR 
OUR  CUSTOMERS  . 

WHILE  SHOPPING 
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McDonald,  Currie  &  Co. 

Chartered  Accountants 

Representatives  from  our  Firm  will  be  on  campus  on 
the  following  dates  to  interview  students  for  positions 
available  in  offices  of  our  Firm  throughout  Canada: 

26  November,  1965 
Arts,  Commerce,  Law  and  Engineering 

These  positions  are  available  for  the  graduates  in 
Commerce  and  Finance,  Arts,  Science,  Engineering and  Low. 
Further  information  and  arrangements  for  interviews 
are  available  through  the  Placement  Office. 

ONLY  3  MINUTES  FROM  SIDNEY  SMITH  HALL 

CENTRAL  DRIVING  SCHOOL 
ONTARIO  SAFETY  LEAGUE  GRADUATED  INSTRUCTORS 
AUTOMATIC  — STANDARD  — COMPACT  — VW  CARS 

OPEN  24  HOURS 

COLONNADE 
RESTAURANT 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST  931-8884 

HONDA  SPORT 
PARTS  •  SALES  •  SERVICE  •  ACCESSORIES 

OPEN  NIGHTLY  UNTIL  9  P.M. 
1247  Boy  Street  (ot  YorkvlJlo)  927- 

Mermaids  finish  meet 

PHE  swims  to  first  place 

By  MARILYN  LAMSON 
In  the  Women's  Interfaculty 
Swim  Meet  held  at  the  Ben- 

son Building,  the  School  of 
Physical  and  Health  Educa- tion came  out  team  champ- ions. PHE  amassed  a  total 
of  87  points,  to  boot  out  se- 

cond place  Victoria  with  25 
points.  New  College  finish- ed third  with  seven  points. 
During  the  three  days  of 

competition,  women  took 
part  in  Speed  Swimming, 
Strokes  and  Figures  (Syn- chronized) and  Diving. 

In  the  speed  events,  And- rea Smith  PHE  III  set  a 
new  interfaculty  record  in 
the  25  yard  Breaststroke, 
winning  in  a  time  of  19.1  se- conds. Miss  Smith  also  set 
a  record  in  the  rescue  race, 
posting  a  time  of  47.3  se- conds, chopping  almost  eight 
seconds  off  the  old  record. 
Betty  Beilstein,  PHE  II  took 
first  place  in  the  25  yard 
Butterfly  with  a  time  of  16.4 
seconds.  In  the  50  yard  Free- 

style, Gail  Wilson,  PHE  II, 
squeezed  past  a  fast  field to  finish  with  a  time  of  32.6 
seconds.  The  PHE  A  relay 
team  of  C.  Hoult,  A.  Smith, 
J.  Mullin,  P.  Knott  won  the 
100  yard  Medley  in  a  time of  1:12.8  seconds.  In  the  50 
yard  Backstroke,  Candy 
Hoult  PHE  II  finished  first 
with  a  time  of  37.8  seconds 
while    Vinetta  Stromberg, 

New  I,  took  the  50  yard 
Breaststroke  in  44.9  seconds. 
The  final  speed  event,  the 

100  yard  Freestyle  Relay  was 
handily  won  by  the  PHE 
team  of  R.  Morgan,  L.  Fur- 
ness,  M.  Lamson,  and  B. 
Beiistein  in  a  time  of  1:01.1 seconds. 
The  synchronized  events 

were  taken  by  Dale  Johnson, 
Phmy.  II,  who  placed  first in  both  Strokes  and  Figures, 
with  scores  of  61.0  and  49.5 
points  respectively.  Leslie 
Knight  PHE  III,  finished  se- cond in  the  Figures  with 
Sandra  Miike  PHE  III  in 
third  place.  In  the  Strokes, 
Carolyn  Ramsay  PHE  III 
took  second  place,  while  Jan 
Oldfield  Vic  I  finished  third. 

The  Diving  was  comprised 
of  two  parts:  three  dives  for 

You  can't  beat 
the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 
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interfaculty  competition, 
and  five  dives  for  the  Coch- rane Cup. 
At  the  interfaculty  level, 

Lynn  Burton  Vic  I  took  first 
place  with  75.5  points.  She was  followed  by  Kathy 
Wood  Vic  I  and  Margo  Re- mus PHE  II. 

In  the  Cochrane  Cup  com- 
petition, Joanne  Bryers, 

Trin.  II  last  year's  Intercol- legiate Diving  Champion, 
grabbed  first  place,  piling 
up  128.40  points,  while  Lynn 
Burton  and  Kathy  Wood  fin- ished with  119,85  and  101.40 
points  respectively. The  Individual  Champion 
of  the  Meet  was  Andrea 
Smith  who  tallied  17  points 
in  three  events.  She  was  fol- 

lowed by  Betty  Beilstein and  Regina  Morgan. 

Vic  comes  back  with  win, 

ground  game  trounces  UC 
By  BOB  CLARK 

Victoria  College  Scarlet  & 
Gold  returned  to  its  win- 

ning ways,  Thursday,  troun- cing the  injury-riddled  U.C. Redmen  20-8  in  first  division 

play. After  a  slow  start,  Vic  be- 
gan to  methodically  pound 

the  Redmen  into  the  ground. 
Dave  Webb,  Danny  Bird  and 
Ivan  Remple  scored  majors 
for  the  winners.  John  Mc- 
Arthur,  replacing  the  injur- 

ed Gary  Kushner,  kicked two  converts.  Gerry  Stein 
got  U.C.'s  only  major  on  a well    executed    pass  play, 

while  their  other  two  points 
came  when  Frank  Laurie 
caught  Vic's  Jim  Rhodes  at a  coffee  break  behind  the 

goal  line. U.C.  tried  to  move  the  ball 
through  the  air  with  only  mi- nor success,  as  their  running 
game  could  not  penetrate 
the  tough  Vic  wall. Vic  was  content  to  make 
its  major  thrusts  along  the 
ground  and  concentrate  on ball  control. 
NOTES:  Vic  clinched  a 

berth  in  the  Mulock  Cup 
with  this  win  .  .  .  The  final 
is  Nov.  25  at  Varsity  Stadi- um. 

Rock  hurling  -  togetherness 

No  broads  allowed 

By  LAWRIE  GULSTON 
After  only  three  weeks  of 

curling  at  the  Terrace,  very 
few  rinks  remain  unbeaten 
in  each  of  the  U  of  T  club's three  leagues.  In  the  sixteen team  Intramural  grouping, 
only  the  Dentistry  crew 
sports  a  3 — 0  record  and 
Wycliffe  is  the  only  rink 
with  three  straight  losses. 

Last  Sunday's  scores  show how  close  the  teams  are. 
Trinity  took  Law  8—7,  UC 
won  over  Vic  I  7 — 6,  Fo- 

restry B  defeated  Eng.  I 
8 — 7,  and  Eng.  Ill  squeaked 
in  over  Vic  III  11—10  by 
taking  a  big  five  in  the 
eighth  end. Another  close  game  was 
Pharmacy's  victory  over New  College  6 — 4.  Dents  ran 
their  win  streak  to  three  by 
talcing  tail-end  Wycliffe, 
10 — 3.  In  the  other  action, 
Vic  II  victimized  Innis 
10—6,  and  Eng.  II  trounced 
Forestry  A  by  a  13—9  count. 
Mixed  curling  is  all  at 

York  University  this  year. 
Both  the  league  from  the 
Glendon  campus  at  Bayview 
and  Lawrence,  and  the  one 
from  the  Keele  and  Steeles 

location  are  stricly  mixed 

leagues. The  Glendon  league  has 
curled  at  the  Parkway  club 
in  Don  Mills  for  two  years, 
but  switched  to  the  Leaside 
rink  this  fall.  The  Downs- 
view  group  may  be  found 
at  the  Beaver  curling  club. 

Western 
Toronto 

Queen's 

McGill 

FINAL  STANDINGS Football 
P    W    L    T    F    A  I 6    5    1     0  1  SB  128 6    3    3    0  127  107 
6    3    3    0    87  66 6    1     5    0    44  115 Weekend  Results 12  at  Western 
14  at  McGill Yates  Cup  Playoff —  Toronto  at  Western 

P    W    L  T Toronto Western  6  3    3    0    12  IS McMaster  6  2    4    0    11     1 1 
Guelph  6  15    0  112; 

La  It  Week's  Results Guelph  3  at  Toronto Western  I  at  Guelph 
Eastern  Division 
P    W    L    T    F  * Queen's         4    2    0    2  13 Montreal         4     2    2    0      6  1 McGill  4    0    2    2  5 Blackwood  Trophy  Final 

Saturday  —  Queen's  at  Toronto Exhibition 
Toronto    4  at  McGill 



Blues  in  Varsity  Stadium 

for  Blackwood  playoff By  MARCI  McDONALD 
East  meets  west  in  the 

big  name  game  of  the  soc- 
cer season  this  Saturday  at 

1  p.m.  in  Varsity  Stadium. 
Varsity  Soccer  Blues, 

western  winners  and  de- 
fending  champs,  play  off  in 
sudden  death  against 
Queens  Golden  Gaels  for 
the  Blackwood  Trophy, 
symbol  of  senior  intercol- 

legiate supremacy. 
Blues  go  into  the  game  as favorites,  with  one  of  the 

most  impressive  records  in 
league  history.  They  are  un- 

defeated in  eight  games, have  39  goals  for,  only  nine against  and  claim  the 
league's  top  scorer,  Frank 

Soppelsa  and  his  15  goals. 
Also,  all  three  of  their  in- 

juries for  the  McGill  game last  Saturday  are  back  in the  ranks:  Dennis  Chung, 
Dom  Dente  and  second-high- est scorer  Pat  Terrelonge. 

Queens,  however,  is  still 
a  question  mark  team.  Blues have  never  seen  them  play, but  neither  reports  nor their  record  suggest  a  very formidable  threat. 
They  won  the  three-team eastern  conference  after 

two  victories  over  Universi- 
ty of  Montreal  and  two  ties 

with  McGill,  whom  Blues 
have  trounced  twice.  They 
have  13  goals  for  and  seven 
against. McGill  Redmen  last  week- 

end forecast  that  Blues should  have  an  easy  time against  Gaels.  Centre  half Neil  George  said  McGill  was 
as  good,  if  not  better  than, the  Kingston  team,  and  ad- mitted neither  were  on  par with  Blues. 
One  thing  Varsity  can count  on  is  the  playin= field.  Varsity  Stadium 

just  the  wide,  open  show- case Blues  need  to  display 
their  speed,  top  condition- 

ing, and  control  in  free- moving  play. 
As  coach  Ernie  Glass  puts 

it.  "A  large  field  always gives  the  better  team  the 
advantage." Admission  to  Saturday': 
game  is  free. 

HARRIERS  TO  GUELPH 

Clash  with  Canada's  best U  of  T  harriers  who  cap- 
tured the  Little  Cup  and  the 

OQAA  cross-country  Cham- 
pionship last  weekend  at 

York  University  travel  to Guelph  Saturday  for  the 
Canadian  Championships. 

This  meet  culminates  an 
undefeated  season  for  Fred 
Foot's  'best  ever'  harrier quintet.  Although  Blues 
show  tremendous  depth, over-confidence  is  the  last 
thing  called  for.  A  year  ago McMaster,  after  upsetting  a highly  rated  Varsity  team, 
went  to  the  meet  with  exact- 

ly the  same  attitude.  Not 
only  did  they  lose  the  team 
title  but  a  New  Brunswick 
runner,  Chis  Williamson, 
took  the  individual  honors 

mmm  match  " 

away  from  Mac's  OQAA champ  Dave  Knox. 
University  of  Manitoba 

repeated  as  winners  in  the 
western  conference  and  will 
return  to  defend  their  title. 
Besides  Toronto  Royal  Mi- 

litary College  and  the  Uni- 
versity of  New  Brunswick 

have  earned  the  right  to 
participate. 
Manitoba  should  prove  to 

be  Varsity's  strongest  op- ponents with  New  Bruns- 
wick having  an  outside 

chance.  R.M.C.  has  been  de- 
feated by  Queen's  this  year and  therefore  cannot  be considered  a  serious  threat. 

Over  the  Hills:  Last  week 
at  York,  Peter  Buniak,  ran 
a  tremendous  race  as  he  fi- 

nished the  very  rough  cour- 
se after  losing  both  his shoes  in  the  first  mile  and a  half...  Teammate  Rich 

Pyne  was  much  more  for- tunate as  he  was  forced  to discard  one  of  his  over  the last  mile,  run  mostly  over 
grass...  Buniak  and  Dave 
Bailey  travel  to  Saskatoon 
in  early  December  for indoor  meet  —  Buniak  to 
compete  in  the  two  mile 
and  Bailey  in  the  one...  Cur- 

rent OQAA  harrier  champ- 
ion Doug  McDougall,  run- ner-up Peter  Thompson, 

Rich  Pyne  and  freshmen Brian  Richards  and  Dave 
Tong  will  join  them  in  Var- 

sity's attempt  at  their first  national  title  Satur- 
day... 

Blues  open  season  against  York  Steel C.     LJi-iW/ir     i- 1  nuo.i  _ By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
Freshman  Varsity  hockey coach  Tom  Watt  gets  his first  look  at  his  team 

in  actual  competition  to- 
night at  Varsity  Arena  when 

Blues  take  on  York  Steel. 
Steelers  won  the  senior 

division  of  the  Toronto 
Hockey  League  last  year 
when  Watt  played  defence 
for  them.  To  date  they  are 
undefeated  in  league  com- petition. 

Blues  will  present  a  some, 
what  emaciated  lineup  for 

tonight's  encounter.  Ward Passi  is  still  with  the  foot- 
ball Blues,  Steve  Monteith 

is  sick  and  Murray  Stroud has  been  with  team  for 
only  a  short  time  after  com- 

pleting his  duties  with  the football  team. 
Last  season's  regular  goal- tender  Bill  Stewart  and 

newcomer  John  Wrigley  will 
each  play  half  the  game. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC 

ASSOCIATION 

ICE  HOCKEY  -  Interfoculty  Ice  Hockey  Practices  ond borne  —  Week  Nov.  15. 

Mon.,  Nov.  15  8-      9  a.m. 
Mon.,  Nov.  15  4-      5  p.m. 
Thurs.,  Nov.  18  1 :30  -  2:30  p.m. 
Fri.,  Nov.  19  8-      9  a.m. 

PHE  II 

Vic  I St.  Hildas 
Pharm  -S.M.C. 

Intercolleg.ote  Ice  Hockey  Practices  every  Tuesday 7:45-9  a.m..  Varsity  Arena,  plus  Coaching  Session every  Thursday,  6  p.m.  Lecture  Room,  Benson  Bldg Ice  Hockey  Reps  and  Managers:  Pick  up  revised  sche- dule (two  new  changes)  from  Room  102,  Benson  Bldg. 
BASKETBALL  _  Week  of  November  15th. 

Upper  Lower 

Thurs.  5 

South 
PHE  IV-PHE  M 

North PHE  B-PHEA 
Vic  B-St.  M.  B  Meds  Trin.  B  PHE  V-PHE  I Vic  A-Pot  Si .  A  Trin.  A-Nurs  APHEI-PHEII PHEIV-PHEV  PHEC-Sr.M.A 

Innis-Nurs.  E Sr.M.  A-Pharm 
PHE  VI-PHE  (II 

7°T,rnTvF°1SC     I**-"- M'B    Wo™-*"*.     Pot  Sr  A-PHE  B 

PHE  ̂  PHE  1 1 1  l  .  o*'^-  NlJfS'  A-PHE  A  Tri"-  A-V<=  * 
8    PHE  ll-PHE  III    Meds-PotFr.       Donts.-U.C.        PHE  l-PHE  VI 

CHEVRON  STANDARD  LIMITED Calgary,  Alberta 
offering  careers  in 

Petroleum  Exploration will  conduct  campus  interviews  on 
November  16  and  17 for 

Post  Graduates  -  Graduates  -  Undergraduates* 

in 

Honours  Geological  Science Summer  employment  only. 
Applied  Geology 

Summer  employment  only. 
Physics  and  Geology 

Summer  employment  in  geology  and  geophysics. 
Engineering  Science  (Geophysics) Summer  employment  in  geophysics. 

ARRANGEMENTS  FOR  PERSONAL  INTERVIEWS MAY  BE  MADE  THROUGH 
THE  UNIVERSITY'S  PLACEMENT  OFFICE 581  Spadina  Avenue  (Corner  Willcocks) 

Blues  begin  serious  ball 

WARD  PASSI 
Football  First 

By  RICH  PYNE 
Varsity's  basketball  team 

had  been  cut  to  fourteen 
players  as  coach  'Cac'  Mc Manus  decided  it  was  high 
time  the  squad  got  down 
to  some  serious  playing.  In 
accordance  with  this  deci- 

sion he  has  lined  up  a  rough 
pre  season  schedule  before 
his  charges  take  off  to  Mc- 

Master for  their  first  league 
game  December  11. 
Last  Saturday  at  the 

Bloor  Street  YMHA  an  ex- 
perienced 'Y'  team  downed 

Blues'  first-timers  84-75. This  Saturday  at  8:30  at  the 
same  place  the  old-timers, 
along  with  those  who  stuck, 
take  on  much  tougher  op- 

position when  they  face  An- 
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dy's  A.C.  who  feature  among 
others  former  Blues'  all-star and  Senior  Intercollegiate 
scoring  champion,  Dave West. 

Backing  up  returning 
Blues  Nolan  Kane,  Tom 
Ouchterlony,  Arvo  Neidre, 
Doug  Lockhart,  Bill  Wolo- 
shyn,  and  Ron  Kimel  are 
newcomers  John  Rogers, 
Phil  Lepedes,  Alby  Garbe, 
John  Hadden,  Doug  Beck- 

ett, Bob  Smith,  Chuch  Ho- 
mer and  Andy  Klimas. 

Unfortunately.  Blues'  all star  forward  Jim  Holowa- 
chuk  is  not  expected  to  be 
back  with  the  team  until 
after  Christmas.  He  is  still 
recovering  from  torn  knee 
ligaments  suffered  while 
playing  with  Ihe  football 
team. 

cowards] 
THE  STORE  FOR  MEN 

We  Have  ALL 

U  of  T  CRESTS 
— ond  We'll   Sew   Them   an   Your  Blazer  Free  ! University   of   Toronto    10.95 
U  of  T  Engineering    J  ]  95 
U  of  T  /Medical    ]2  95 U  of  T  Forestry    JQ  95 U  of  T  Pharmacy   |2  95 
U  of  T  Dentistry   12  95 

U  of  T  School   9 '95 U  of  T  University  College    10.95 U  of  T  Victoria  College    13.95 
U  of  T  Trinity  College   15.95 

See  Our  Complete  Collection  of Flannel  Blazers  &  Flannel  Slacks 
INSTANT  CREDIT  FOR  UNIVERSITY  STUDENTS No  Co-Signers  —  No  Down  Payment 

No  Service  Charge  on  30  Day  Accounts 

YOUR    2   NEAREST  COWARD  STORES 460   Vongo,  Jurt  North  of  Ccllego 804  Yong«,  Just  North  of  Btoor 
Open  Thursday  and  Friday  (o  9  P.M. 



GOOD  L  UCK
 

Rags  to  riches  Mustangs 

reverse  league  standing 

BLUES 

has  been  Western's  question mark.  Bob  Wearing,  Vern 
Lucyk,  Dave  Oswald  and .  either  Bill  Sasso  or  Mike 
Bukovac  have  proved  vul- 

nerable to  the  pass,  allow- 
ing 10  touchdowns  through 

the  air. 
This  could  be  a  key  fac- 

tor since  Blues'  Bryce  Tay- 
lor was  the  league's  top  pas- ser this  season.  But  Metras 

is  no  schoolboy.  He's  aware 
of  his  team's  weaknesses 
and  it's  certain  he'll  be ready  for  anything  Blues 
throw  at  him. 

By  DAVE  SOLES 
Special  To  The  Varsity 
At  the  start  of  the  current 

season  most  observers  had 
Western  Mustangs  pegged 
for  the  lower  depths  of  the 
Senior  Intercollegiate  Foot- 

ball League  standings. 
But  'Slangs  surprised 

observers  by  finishing  first 
with  a  5 — 1  record  and  earn- 

ing home  grounds  for  to- 
morrow's Yates  Cup  final 

against  Varsity  Blues. 
Exactly  what  tamed  a  se- cond-division team  into  a 

potential  champion?  Most 
of  the  personnel  is  the  same 
as  that  which  only  managed 
a  1 — 4 — 1  record  last  sea- 
son. 

It  seems  key  players  such 
as  Bob  Israel,  Art  Froese, 
Ross  Nicholson,  Bill  Imrie, 
Mike  Armstrong  and  Al 
Smith  came  of  age  at  the 
right  time. Both  Israel  and  reserve 
quarterback  Rich  Hawkins 
are  fine  runners  and  signal 
callers  and  have  shown  they 
can  also  pass  effectively 
when  given  protection. 
Rookie  end  Dennis  Walker 
and  halfback  Rob  Campbell 
provide  the  quarterback 
with  speedy  and  able  receiv- ers. 

Halfback  Froese  and  full- 
back Burridge  give  'Slangs 

the  SIFL's  top  one-two  run- ning punch.  Froese,  also  a 
place  kicker,  won  the  scor- 

ing title  with  61  points.  He is  used  for  both  outside  and 
inside  running  while  Bur- 

ridge handles  most  short- 
yardage  situations. 

In  Johnny  Metras'  system the  flanker  tends  to  give 
most  of  his  efforts  towards 
blocking.  But  rookie  Tom 
McColl  is  another  potential- 

ly dangerous  receiver. 
A  tough  front  wall  featu- 

res centre  Don  Brescacin, 
guards  Rich  Schulze  and 
John  Thompson  and  tackles 
Bill  lmrie  and  Carl  Jackson. 
Smith,  Armstrong  and 
Walker  share  the  end  posi- tions. 
Western  allowed  most 

points  of  any  SIFL  team, 
128  (83  against  Blues  in  two 
games).  But  experience  is 
evident  on  the  defence.  End 
Jim  Hogan,  tackles  Ross  Ni. 
cholson  and  Tom  Beynon, 
and  linebackers  Jim  Turner 
and  George  Chris  are  among 
the  league's  best. The   defensive  backfield 
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TO  THE  VICTOR 

Velut  Arbor  Aevo,  GO,  GO,  GO!! 

Responsible  newspaper  reporting,  even  in  the  field  of  sports,  I should  never  lend  itself  to  bias  or  prejudice.  Emotion  should  \ 
never  enter  into  our  work. 

But  who  has  ever  heard  of  a  university  student  that  can  "hide  [ 
his  emotions.  Like  most  University  of  Toronto  students,  we're  burst- ing at  the  seams  in  anticipation  of  tomorrow's  Yates  Cup  final  at Western. 

As  newspaper  men,  we're  cold  and  impersonal.  But  as  Var- 
sity students,  we're  proud  of  a  group  of  our  fellow  students  who have  shown  courage  and  determination  and  provided  us  with  many 

hours  of  exciting  entertainment  this  fall. 
We  hope  our  readers  will  excuse  this  break  from  the  rules 

of  newspaper  ethics  as  we  wish  the  Blues  all  the  best  of  luck  for tomorrow. 
We  know  Blues  are  capable  of  the  effort  needed  to  bring 

the  University  and  Dalt  White,  a  dedicated  and  proud  coach,  their first  Yates  Cup  since  1958. 
Go  to  it  fellows.  We're  behind  you.  , 

It's  now  a  brand  new  season, 

one  victory  spells  Yates  Cup 
By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD VARSITY  SPORTS  EDITOR 
Varsity  Blues  open  a  new 

season  tomorrow.  They  have 
just  completed  a  six-game 
schedule  and  tied  for  se- 

cond place  in  the  Senior 
Intercollegiate  Football 
League  with  a  3-3  record. 
They  played  some  great 

games  and  some  bad  ones, 
prompting  followers  to  be- lieve that  when  they  were 
good,  they  were  great  and 
when  they  were  bad,  well- 
But  tomorrow  the  a 

start  of  a  new  season,  the 
Yates  Cup  season.  It  lasts 

approximately  twq-and-balf 
hours,  during  which  a  deci- sion will  be  made  on  where 
the  Cup  will  reside  for  the 
next  year. 

Blues  got  a  break  from 
the  league  rule  book,  it's  up to  them  to  take  advantage 
of  it.  The  fact  that  Blues 
haven't  won  away  from  Var- sity Stadium  since  1962  and 
have  not  won  in  London 
since  1961  is  of  little  conse- 

quence now. Blues  have  come  too  far 
and  are  too  close  to  lose 
this  game.  It  has  been  seven 
years  since  they've  had such  a  golden  opportunity 

BLUES,  'STANGS  IN  STATISTICS 
Following  is  o  comparison  of  Varsity's  and  Wes- 

tern's records  for  the  6-game  SIFL  schedule: OFFENCE  DEFENCE Western Toronto  vs Western vs  Toronto First  Downs 
Total 108 108 108 106 
By  Rushing 

7»- 

56 46 

70 

By  Poising 24 44 52 29 
By  Penalty 9 8 

•  10 

7 
Rushing 

Attempts 251 187 192 241 
Net  Yords 1,008 854 647 

1,191 Average  Gain 4.0 4.6 

3.4 4.9 
Touchdowns 

14 

8 7 10 
Passing 

Attempted 103 149 164 108 Completed 48 71 77 50 Percentage 466 
47.7 46.9 46.3 

Total  Yards 539 1,1  16 1,118 
538 Average  Gain 

1 1.2 

15.7 15.4 10.8 Had  Intercepted 6 6 6 11 Touchdowns 4 8 10 3 Totols Ploys 
354 336 

356 
349 Net  Yords 1,547 1,970 1,835 

1,729 Average  Gain 4.4 
5.9 

5.2 

4.9 

BRYCE  TAYLOR 
Blues'  strong  right  arm 

and  it  has  taken  close  to 
three  months  of  bard  work 
to  get  where  they  are. 
Mustangs  aren't  invincible Blues  proved  that  when 

they  clobbed  them  48-15 a  few  weeks  back. 

In  that  game.  Blues'  po- tentially explosive  offence 
became  a  reality.  The  pas- 

sing and  play-calling  of 
Bryce  Taylor  was  as  near 
letter-perfect  as  could  be expected. 

Taylor  got  ample  support 
from  the  rest  of  the  team 
Erkki  Pukonen  regained  the 
form  that  made  him  one  of 
the  best  fullbacks  in  the 
league  three  seasons  ago. The  blocking  on  Gerry 
Sternberg's  end  runs  by  all- star  Bob  Pampe  was  crisp 
and  efficient  and  Sternberg 
look  full  advantage  of  it. 
The  pass  catching  of  end 

Mike  Eben  was  as  specta- 

cular and  reliable  as  it  has 
been  all  season. If  Blues  come  up  with  a 
similar  performance  to- morrow afternoon  in  West- 

ern's Little  Stadium,  a  se- 
ven-year Yates  Cup  famine at  U  of  T  will  end  abruptly. 

LEFTOVERS:  Game  time 
tomorrow  has  been  moved 
up  to  1  p.m.  If  the  game  is 
tied  at  the  end  of  regula- tion time  there  will  be  a 
15-minute  overtime  period. 
If  the  game  is  still  tied  at 
the  end  of  the  overtime, 
Blues  and  Mustangs  will 
be  declared  co-holders  of 
the  Yates  Cup...  Al  Giachi- no  and  Ylo  Korgemagi  have 
knee  injuries  and  won't dress...  End  Wayne  Parsons 
has  a  bruised  knee  and  is 
on  the  doubtful  list...  Half- 

back Larry  DeRocher  will dress  for  the  first  time  this season. 

Western  trip 

ARE  YOU  GOING 
TO  LONDON? 

ARE  YOU  DRIVING? 

If  you  have  extra  room, 
please  leave  your  name, 
phone  number  and  num- ber you  can  take  in  the SAC  office. 

DO  YOU  NEED  A  RIDE? 
Come  into  the  SAC  of- 

fice to  get  the  name  of 
one  of  the  generous  peo- 

ple above  who  can  give 

you  a  ride. 



YATES  CUP 

COMES  BACK 

Western  burns  Sternberg, 

Sternberg  burns  'Stangs By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
'    Varsity  Sports  Editor 

LONDON  —  Western  followers  hanged  and  burned  Gerry 
Sternberg  in  effigy  here  Friday  night',  but  Sternberg  burned Western  Mustangs  Saturday  afternoon  at  Little  Stadium. 

Sternberg  scored  the  winning  major  as  Varsity  Blues 
put  on  a  spine-  tingling  comeback  to  capture  the  Yates 
Cup  and  the  Senior  Intercollegiate  football  championship. 

Their  21-16  victory  brought  the  Cup  back  to  U  of  T 
after  a  seven  year  absence  and  earned  Blues  a  berth  in 
the  Canadian  Save  the  Children  College  Bowl  Saturday 
at  Varsity  Stadium. 

It  was  the  first  time  Blues  have  won  in  London  during 
the  regular  season  since  1961,  their  first  win  on  the  road 
since  1962. 

But  the  manner  in  which  Blues  won  the  game  made 
the  long  wait  worthwhile  and  proved  Blues  were  truly  a 
team  of  championship  calibre. 

Blues  spotted  Mustangs  a 
14-0  lead  in  the  first  quart- 

er on  touchdowns  by  Rob 
Campbell  and  Larry  Bur- 
ridge.  Campbell's  score came  on  a  52-yard  punt  re- turn and  was  the  first  time 
Mustangs  had  their  hands 
on  the  ball.  Burridge  went 
73  yards  off  tackle  for  his 
score. 
Under  these  circumstan- 

ces, a  lesser  team  might 
have  folded.  But,  the  defen- 

ce, which  was  the  key  fac- 
tor in  the  victory,  dug  in 

and  halted  'Stangs'  power- 
ful ground  attack  for  the  re- 

mainder of  the  game. 
They  kept  making  impor- 

tant plays  at  decisive  points 
in  the  game  cutting  short 
Mustangs'  drives.  In  the  se- 

cond quarter  Andy  Szand- 
tner  intercepted  a  Bob  Is- 

rael pass  on  Varsity's  30 yard  line.  Szandtner  also 
intercepted  a  desperation 
pass  on  the  second  last  play 
of  the  game. 

In  the  third  quarter,  Mus- 
tangs were  rolling  toward 

what  seemed  a  certain  score 
when  Gary  Clipperton  fell 
on  Larry  Burridge's  fumble 
at  Blues'  30  yard  line. With  the  defence  holding, 
it  was  only  a  matter  of  time 
before  Varsity  got  on  the 
scoreboard.  Mustangs  had 
shifted  their  defence  and 
successfully  stopped  Stern- 

berg's wide  sweeps.  But  no one  in  the  league  has  been 
able  to  contain  Mike  Eben. 
Eben,  playing  his  best 

game  of  a  spectacular  sea- 
son, put  Blues  on  the  score- board late  in  the  second 

quarter  on  a  40-yard  pass 
and  run  play  in  which  he 

tightroped  down  the  side- 
line eluding  several  tack- lers. 

Both  teams  could  do  little 
in  the  third  quarter. 

After  Dennis  Walker  bo- 
oted a  50-yard  single  early 

in  the  fourth  quarter  to  give 
Western  a  15-7  lead,  Blues 
struck. 
Bryce  Taylor  moved  the team  down  field  on  a  series 

of  passing  and  running 
plays  then  threw  a  seven- 
yard  pass  to  Eben  for  the 
major.  Eben  made  a  dazz- ling catch  and  just  managed 
to  fall  into  the  end  zone. 

The  stage  now  was  set  for 
Sternberg's  Yates  Cup  win- ning touchdown.  This 
wasn't  one  of  his  better 
games,  due  in  part  to  the 
defence  which  Western 
coach  John  Metras  had  de- 
signed. He  gained  only  five  yards 
in  five  carries.  In  addition, 
he  dropped  a  pass  with  no 
one  between  him  and  the 
goal  line  on  the  last  play  of 
the  first  half. 

Sternberg,  however,  has 
made  a  habit  of  hurting 
Mustangs  this  season  and 
two  minutes  after  Eben's touchdown  he  did  it  again. 
Taking  a  short  swing  pass 
from  Taylor  he  raced  down 
the  sidelines  much  in  the 
same  fashion  as  Eben  had 
done  earlier  to  climax  the 
come-from-behind  victory. 
LEFTOVERS:  Erkki  Pu- 

konen  bad  his  best  game  of 
the  season  rushing  for  70 
yards  in  10  carries...  Univer- 

sity of  Alberta  at  Edmon- 
ton are  Blues'  opponents  in the  College  Bowl. 

— -phoro  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Gerry  Sternberg  (33)  was  kept  under  control  for  almost  all  the  game.  Vern  Lucyk  (22)  is 
about  to  tackle  him  after  short  yardage. 
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—photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Erkki  Pukonen  (70)  shows  the  form  that  made  him  Blues'  leading  ground  gainer  in  the 
Yates  Cup  playoff.  He  eludes  the  grasp  of  Mustangs'  Mike  Armstrong  (71)  only  to  meet up  with  George  Chris  (32),  Jim  Hogan  (70)  and  Ron  Bell  (73). 



McDonald,  Currie  &  Co. 

Chartered  Accountants 

Representatives  from  our  Firm  will  be  on  campus  on 
the  following  dates  to  interview  students  for  positions 
available  in  offices  of  our  Firm  throughout  Canada: 

26  November,  1965 
Arts,  Commerce,  Law  and  Engineering 

These  positions  ore  available  for  the  graduates  in 
Commerce  ond  Finance,  Arts,  Science,  Engineering 
and  Law. 
Further  information  and  arrangements  for  interviews 
are  available  through  the  Placement  Office. 

8  A.M. 
7  P.M. 

SAME  DAY 
SERVICE 

Bl  AN  CHI  BROS. 
AUTO  BODY 

For   '-moll  jobs — leave   cor  in morning,  pick  up  at  night 
205  COLLEGE  ST. 

(College  ond  St.  George  St.) 
WA-2-3537 

SIMMON'S FLOWERS 

CORSAGES 
FOR  SPECIAL 

DATES 
350  YONGE  —  EM  4-9280 
opposite  Sam  the  Record  Man 

MARIOS 
SPAGHETTI 

HOUSE 
and  PIZZERIA 
662  YONGE  ST. 

2  blocks  south  of  Bloor  St. 
FREE  DELIVERY 
923  -  3222 
921  -6446 

WRITERS  GROUP 

SEMINAR ON 

JOURNALISM 
November  18,  8  p.m. 
Elmsley  East  Common 

Room 
St.  Michael's  College 

AFTER 
SHAVE 
4  oz. S3.75 

Discerning  men  find  luxurious 
pleasure  In  the  subtle  mascu- line scent  of  Jade  East., .worlds 
apart  from  the  ordinary. 

You  can't  beat 
the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 
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A  treat  for  all  book(?)  lovers 

University  of  Toronto 
book  lovers  should  be  en- 

chanted by  this  year's  Hust- ler's Handbook  ( Student 
Directory)  just  published 
by  the  University  of  Toron- 

to press. At  the  price  of  only  50 
cents  it's  the  best  bargain 
you'll  find  in  the  U  of  T 
bookstore. 
The  198-page  publication 

contains  22,647  student 
names  Ih.is  year — complete with  vital  information  such 
as  course,  college,  sex  and 
phone  number. Some  18,320  of  the  stu- 

dents are  full-time,  4,023  are 
extension  and  304  are  divi- 

nity. It  is  uncalculated  how 
many  of  these  are  female. Ivan  Aalto  (I  Vic)  holds 
the  honor  of  first  place  id 
the  book  this  year,  having 
taken  the  spot  from  Marjat- 
ta  Aaltonen,  who  was  in 
OCE  last  year. 

Still  holding  on  strongly 
to  second  place,  though,  is Hendrikus  Aarden  ( SGS). 
Third  is  Raymond  Aaron 
(IV  UC)  and  fifth  is  Bob Aaron  (II  UC),  a  Varsity 
reporter. At  the  other  end  Paul  Zyla 
(III  UC)  is  still  in  last  place 
and    Adi    Zwolinski  (III 

SMC)  in  second  last. Newcomer,  Harry  Zweig 
(I  Soc  Wk)  has  grabbed 
third  from  last  place. 

There  are  183  Smiths  in 
the  book,  124  Browns,  (128 
if  you  also  count  the 
Brownes)  and  68  Andersons. 

There  are  also  66  Joneses, 
31  Johnsons,  41  Johnstons, 
and  4  Johnstones. 

Last  year  there  were  62 
Joneses. The  183  Smiths  this  year 
represent  an  increase  of  21 
over  last  year.  At  this  rate 
the  entire  university  will  be 
composed  of  Smiths  and Joneses  in  less  than  1 ,000 

years. 

Constantine  Haralabopou- 
los  ( SGS)  has  the  longest 
surname  (14  letters).  He 
narrowly  beat  out  Kotha- palli  Venkataramiah  (SGS) 
who  had  only  13  letters. 

And  on  page  12,  President 
Bissell's  daughter  Deirdre 
(I  UC)  an  English  Language 
and  Literature  student, 
makes  her  debut. 
This  year's  book  is  47 

pages  smaller  than  last 
year's.  The  saving  results from  the  use  of  a  smaller 
type  size,  which  makes  the book  rather  difficult  to  read 
without  eyestrain. 

& 
Today,  1  p.m. 

Meeting  of  U  C  —  VCF.  Bible  Study  U  C  Rm.  11 
U  of  T  Friends  of  SNCC  general  meeting.  44  St.  George 

St. 
CVS  Conference  Committee.  All  interested  please  at- 

tend. Innis  College  Board  Room. 
First  general  meeting,  U  of  T  Engineering  Society.  Mr. 

Paul  Saltzman  will  speak  on  his  experiences  in  the  South. Mechanical  Building,  Rm.  102. 
U  of  T  New  Democrats  general  meeting,  to  discuss 

Public  Affairs  Forum.  Rm.  1087  Sid  Smith. 
Today,  6  p.m. 

SCM  supper.  Seminar  on  the  creative  arts.  John  Alex- 
ander, playwright  and  professor  of  Christian  art,  will 

speak.  44  St.  George  St. 
Today,  8  p.m. 

Calvinist  Student  Club.  Debates  Anteroom,  Hart  House. 
Today,  all  day 

Hart  House  Theatre  Box  office.  Tickets  on  sale  for Skule  Nite  6T6. 
Today,  8:15  p.m. 

Open  Meeting  of  the  Fellowship  of  Saint  Alban  &  Saint 
Sergius.  Illustrated  talk  on  "Orthodox  Shrines  in  the  Mid- dle East."  383  Huron  St. 
Today,  8:30  p.m. 

Mr.  Z.  Butler  will  deliver  the  third  address  in  the 
1965-66  Robert  A.  Todd  Memorial  lecture  series,  "Man, 
Woman,  and  Truth."  Mr.  Butler  will  speak  on  "The 
Zoroastrian  Approach  to  the  Problem  of  Premarital  Sex." New  Imperial  Room.  Royal  York. 
Tuesday,  1  p.m. 

Student  Symposium  on  Reform  Judaism.  Sid  Smith 1022. 
Tuesday,  1:10  p.m. 

Lecture  on  "Religious  Questions  In  Modern  Literature." Prof.  Peter  Hughes,  Victoria  College.  Hart  House  Music Room. 

Tuesday,  5:50  p.m. 
VCF  lecture:  "What  does  it  mean  to  be  alive?"  JCR. Supper  in  Refectory. 

Tuesday,  6:45  p.m. 

Meeting  of  the  UC  Social-Cultural  Committee's  Drama 
Workshop.  Women's  Union  Common  Room. 

V  OF  T  RADIO 
U    ol    T  Rodfo,   Room    5,   UC  —  91.1  FM Mondoy,     5:30  pm. 

Ton,  Uhrer,  American  Humorist 
luoWoy,    5:30  pm. 

Ploybo,   f,om  »he  (e^inin,.  point  ct  y|ew VM.rt9  ,i  18:  Profewof  William  Johnson  on  Academically  Speak- 



Ryersonian  comes  under  CUP  fire 

By  LARRY  GREENSPAN 
Varsity  News  Editor 

The  Ryersonian,  the  daily 
newspaper  produced  at 
Ryerson  Polytechnical  Insti- tute, has  come  under  fire 
from  a  special  investigation 
commission  of  the  Canadian 
University  Press. 

The  investigation  was  un- 
dertaken by  CUP  when  it 

was  learned  that  The  Ryer- 
sonian was  to  become  part 

of  Ryerson's  academic  jour- nalism course  and  that  a 
professional  managing  edi- tor would  be  hired. 

Canadian  University  Press 
is  the  national  association 
of  university  student  news- 
papers. 
The  commission's  inter- 

im report,  presented  at  the 
CUP  Ontario  Region  confe- 

rence in  Kingston  Saturday, 
said  students  at  Ryerson  no 
longer  control  the  news- 
paper. 

"The  Ryersonian  has  pas- 
sed out  of  any  legal  effec- 
tive control  by  the  stu- 

dents," the  report  stated. 
"As  now  constituted  its  edi- 

torial policy  is  in  direct 
control  by  the  Board  of 
Governors  of  the  Ryerson 
Polytechnical  Institute  both 
through  their  financial  in- 

volvement with  printing  ex- 
penses, editorial  operating 

expenses,  and  through  the 
existence  of  a  faculty  mem- 

ber with  the  express  powers 
of  censorship." Don  Soutter,  former  news 
editor  of  the  Kingston 
Whig-Standard,  was  hired 
this  fall  by  Ryerson  as  ma- 

naging editor  of  the  Ryer- sonian. 
The  commission's  interim 

report  said,  "The  ultimate decision  as  to  what  stories 
to  play  and  how  to  play 
them  rests  with  Mr.  Sout- 

ter... Mr.  Soutter  also  can, 
if  he  wishes,  decide  editor- 

ial policy  of  the  paper." Part  of  the  CUP  constitu- 
tion states,  "In  no  case  shall 

a  representative  of  the  insti- 

tution or  of  the  council 
(other  than  the  editors)... 
have  the  implied  or  expres- 

sed power  of  censorship,  or 
the  power  to  set  editorial 
or  advertising  policies." Mr.  Soutter  and  Ryerson- 

ian editor  John  Dowell  Sa- 
turday denied  that  Soutter 

influences  editorials.  "The masthead  would  resign  if 
he  did,"  Dowell  said. 

Investigating  commission 
chairman  Peter  Calamai, 
president  of  the  CUP  Onta- rio Region  and  editor  of  the 
McMaster  Silhouette,  said 
editorial  policies  also  extend 
to  determining  the  impor- 

tance of  news  stories  and 
what  sort  of  play  to  give 
them. 
The  Ontario  Region  con- ference recommended  in  its 

plenary  session  yesterday 
that  the  CUP  National  Con- 

ference amend  its  constitu- 
tion to  accommodate  post- 

secondary  school  education- al institution  newspapers 
which  are  part  of  academic 
journalism  courses  offered 

at  the  institutions. 
The  investigating  commis- sion will  make  its  final  re- 

port and  recommendations 
to  the  CUP  National  Confe- 

rence in  Calgary  next  month, 
independent  of  the  Ontario 
Region  recommendations. 

The  commission's  interim report  recommended  that 
The  Ryersonian  "be  barred immediately  from  any  tro- 

phy competitions  because of  the  presence  of  paid  non- student  help  on  the  paper 
which  would  give  The  Ryer- 

sonian an  unfair  advantage 
over  competing  papers." The  regional  conference 
instructed  Calamai  to  in- 

vestigate what  control  or 
interference  is  exerted  by 
faculties  or  administrations 
over  newspapers  at  other 
Canadian  universities. 
The  Ryersonian  editor 

was  instructed  to  prepare  a 
written  report  explaining 
why  The  Ryersonian  should 
remain  a  member  in  good 
standing  of  the  Canadian 
University  Press. 

— photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
THE  LAST  CHEER  (LEADER) 

Soviet  rulers  are  complacent  bureaucrats 

By  RALPH  SURETTE 
The  Soviet  Union  is  gov- 

erned by  a  bunch  of  com- 
placent bureaucrats  whose 

motto  is  "ally  with  LBJ," John  Riddell  told  a  Young 
Socialist  group  Saturday. 
Mr.  Riddell,  a  former  U 

of  T  student,  is  editor  of 
the  Young  Socialist  Forum, 
a  radical  socialist  magazine. 
He  told  the  group  Mos- 

cow's right-wing  policy  of 
peaceful  co-existence  with 
the  United  States  is  a  be- 

trayal of  Leninist  principles. 
The  Soviet  Union's  plusK living  conservative  elite  is 

interested  only  in  maintain- 
ing the  status  quo  and  is 

reluctant  to  introduce  social 
reforms  which  would  bene- 

fit the  workers,  he  said. 
The  Stalinist  element 

which  persists  in  the  USSR 
today  i  s  gravely  hindering the  Bolshevik  revolution. 
He  said  a  new  political  up- heaval is  needed. 

However,    he    said    he  ment  by  Soviets  (worker's 
hoped       de-Stalinization  council),  "the  most  derno- would  lead  ultimately  to  the  cratic    institutions    in  the 
re-establishment  of  govern-  world." 

'DAILY'  EDITOR  SUPPORTED 
MONTREAL  (CUP)  —  An  open  meeting  of  the  McGill 

University  Student  Union  has  turned  clown  a  resolution 
calling  for  the  resignation  of  the  McGill  Daily  editor-in- chief. 

Over  500  McGill  students  turned  out  to  vote  down  the 
recommendation  by  a  three-to-one  majority. 

The  open  meeting  was  requested  by  a  student  petition. 
The  petition  accused  editor-in-chief  Patrick  McFadden  of 
a  "consistent  use  of  the  Daily  for  his  extreme  political 
purposes"  and  lack  of  goverage  for  "traditional  student 
activities."  The  petition  also  said  "the  Daily  no  longer 
represents  the  vast  majority  of  the  members  of  the  Stu- 

dents' Society." The  meeting,  in  effect,  supported  a  Students  Council 
decision  two  weeks  ago  to  accept  a  Daily  statement  of 
policy. 

A  vote  against  McFadden  would  have  constituted  a 
motion  of  non-confidence  in  Council,  which  might  then 
have  resigned. 

The  350  students  who  voted  against  the  motion  did 
so  despite  a  Daily  editorial  advising  its  supporters  not  to attend  the  meeting. 
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HART  HOUSE  C 
TODAY  JLiiU 

1.30  p.m.       RECORD  ROOM  B  —  Instruction  ond  Renewal 

Wed.,  Nov.  17 Camera  Club  Rooms 

HART  HOUSE  DEBATE 
Thursday,  November  18th Debates  Room Question  for  Debote: "THIS  HOUSE  FAVOURS  THE  RETENTION  OF 

STUDENT  TUITION  FEES" Honorary  Visitors: 
Prof.  J.  S.  Dupre  and  Prof.  C.  B.  Moephcrson Deportment  of  Politicol  Economy,  U  of  T 

8  P.M. TONIGHT 
SIR  ROBERT  FALCONER  ASSOCIATION 

THE  BICKERSTETH  LECTURE 

RELIGIOUS  COMMITMENT 
IN  THE 

ACADEMIC  COMMUNITY 
BY 

PROF.  EMIL  FACKENHEIM 
DEPT.  OF  PHILOSOPHY 

HART  HOUSE  DEBATES  ROOM 
WOMEN  WELCOME 

FOLLOW  UP  LECTURES 

TUESDAY -FRIDAY 
Hart  House  Music  Room 

16  RELIGIOUS  QUESTIONS  IN  MODERN  LITERATURE 
Prof.  Peter  Hughes,  Dept.  of  English,  Victoria  College 

17  RELIGIOUS  COMMITMENT  AND  SOCIOLOGY 
Prof.  W.  E.  Mann,  Dept.  of  Sociology,  York  University 

.  17       RELIGION  AND  SCIENCE 
Prof.  J.C.  Polanyi,  Dept.  of  Chemistry,  U  of  T 

19      TEILHARD  DE  CHARDIN:  PRIEST  AND  SCHOLAR 
Rev.  Prof.  L.J.  Elmer,  St.  Michael's  College 

Women  Welcome 
Fri. 

CHEVRON  STANDARD  LIMITED 
Calgary,  Alberta 

offering  careers  in 

Petroleum  Exploration 
will  conduct  campus  interviews  on 

November  16  and  17 
for 

Post  Graduates  -  Graduates  -  Undergraduates; 

Honours  Geological  Science Summer  employment  only. 
Applied  Geology 

Summer  employment  only. 
Physics  and  Geology 

Summer  employment  in  geology  and  geophysics. 
Engineering  Science  (Geophysics) Summer  employment  in  geophysics. 
ARRANGEMENTS  FOR  PERSONAL  INTERVIEWS 

MAY  BE  MADE  THROUGH 
THE  UNIVERSITY'S  PLACEMENT  OFFICE 
581  Spadina  Avenue  (Corner  Willcocks] 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION Lunch  Hour  Lecture  Series 

TUESDAY,  12.10  P.M. 

DR.  D.  A.  CANNELL 
Medico)  Director,  Ontario  Cancer  Treatment  and Research  Foundation will  speak  on, 

"SMOKING  AND  CANCER" G.S.U.  16  Bancroft  Ave. 



'  the  new  student  mood 
In  his  Wednesday  evening  address  on  the  changing 

pattenrs  of  higher  education,  Dr.  Claude  Bissell,  president 
of  the  University  of  Toronto,  had  some  important  com- 

ments to  make  about  the  "new  student  mood"  on  North American  campuses. 
The  president  carefully  placed  this  new  mood  in  the 

whole  context  of  university  development,  and  then  discuss- ed what  he  felt  to  be  the  salutary  and  damaging  influences of  it.  . 
Dr.  Bissell  said  it  was  good  to  have  students  reminding 

the  universities  of  finonciol  and  residential  problems,  and 
that  the  assumption  of  these  students  that  they  have  reach- 

ed adulthood  was  an  obsolute  condition  for  a  genuine  dia- 
logue between  students  and  administrators. 
He  went  on  to  discuss  the  emphasis  of  the  new  stu- 
dent mood  on  moral  values  in  the  determination  of  univer- 

sity goals.  Here,  he  said,  the  mood  could  be  salutary,  but 
could  also  be  damaging.  In  its  extreme  form  it  "amounts  to a  kind  of  romantic  anarchism,  in  which  the  university  as  an 
institution  disappears."  Dr.  Bissell  suggested  that  this  alter- 

native could  turn  universities  into  "a  group  of  loosely  or- 
ganized societies  unrealted  to  any  intellectual  discipline, 

inducing  in  their  members  a  sense  of  pleasing  warmth  and 
moral  rectitude." 

The  president's  criticisms  have  their  merit,  but  he fails  to  recognize  that  this  desire  to  change  the  universities 
results  in  large  measure  from  the  universities'  failure  to recognize  the  beneficial  aspects  of  the  new  student  mood. 

It  is  all  very  well  to  say  that  it  is  good  to  have  stu- 
dents remind  us  of  problems,  but  what  is  the  good  of  this  re- 

minder if  university  administrators  refuse  to  take  it  serious- 
ly —  t0  accept  the  fact  that  students  are  adults  (something 

Dr.  Bissell  himself  says  is  necessary  for  a  dialogue)  with 
something  of  value  to  contribute  to  the  university. 

The  president  himself  inadvertently  puts  his  finger  on 
the  problem  when  he  said  in  his  speech  that  at  a  recent  con- 

ference he  "invited  a  group  of  student  leaders  to  come  and 
folk  to  the  delegates  obout  their  ideas  of  student  aid." Many  students  ore  tired  of  waiting  for  on  invitation  to 
talk  to  university  administrators.  In  many  cases  the  invita- r+o-rs  have  never  been  issued. 

Is  it  surprising  then  thot  a  group  of  adults  should 
think  of  radically  changing  the  university's  structure  in order  to  make  themselves  heard? 

The  present  university  structure  will  pay  attention  to 
students,  however  adult  they  are,  only  when  it  is  convenient 
and  only  on  issues  of  its  own  choosing. 

Is  it  surprising  that  some  adult  university  students 
would  prefer  the  disappearance  of  the  university  as  an  in- stitution? 

The  more  rigidly  universities  continue  their  traditional 
neqlect  of  student  opinion,  the  more  we  are  likely  to  witness 
the  development  of  on  increasingly  radical  student  mood. 

congratulations  Blues 
Congratulations  to  the  Varsity  Blues,  who  brought  the 

Yates  Cup  bock  to  this  university  for  the  first  time  since 1958.  _ 
It's  been  a  long  wait,  but  Blues  mode  it  oil  worthwhile on  Saturday.  After  an  erratic  season,  the  team  finally  won 

its  first  out-of-town  game  —  but  this  was  the  one  that 
mattered,  and  it  is  the  ability  to  win  the  decisive  games which  marks  a  championship  team. 

varsity 
TORONTOI^ 
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Sir: 
Certain  comments  in  student  election 

notices  bring  to  mind  a  thought  about  vot- 
ing in  general.  It  is  commonplace  to  bear 

and  read  words  to  the  effect:  "Vote  for 
whomever  you  wish,  but  vote."  Perhaps  the first  man  who  said  this,  whenever  that  was, 
had  the  best  of  intentions,  but  today  many 
politicians  imply  that  the  citizen  who  does not  vote  is  neglecting  his  duty. 

But  is  the  use  of  a  right  an  end  in  it- 
self? If  none  of  the  candidates  in  an  elec- tion stands  —  to  the  degree  desirable  to 

the  voter  —  for  the  line  of  action  which 
that  voter  thinks  best,  then  the  citizen  who 
does  not  vote  fulfilling  his  duty  by  the  very 
act  of  not  voting.  This  is  especially  so  if 
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letters  to  the  editor 

better  not  to  vote? 
he  does  not  know  what  the  person  named 
on  the  ballot  intends  to  do  if  elected;  in 
fact,  the  candidates  in  many  elections  do 
not  seem  to  have  any  particular  stand  at 
ail- 

Moreover,  the  voter  who  is  dissatisfied 
with  the  present  elected  representatives  is 
not  fulfilling  his  duty  by  voting  for  the 
person  or  party  directly  opposed  to  those 
in  office,  if  he  no  more  agrees  with  their stand  than  with  the  other.  Change  is  not self-justifying. 

Neither  does  a  large  turn-out  at  an 
election  have  any  significance  if  voters 
merely  vote  for  the  purpose  of  voting.  There 
is,  then,  something  in  this  thought:  that 
many  people  obstain  from  "exercising  their right,"  not  because  they  are  "apathetic,"  but because  they  do  not  think  it  worthwhile. Brian  Mossop  (I  New) 

more  than  265  men  needed 

I  take  immediate  offence  to  Mr. 
Dougan's  letter  (Wed.,  Nov.  3).  It  was  so 
silly  that  I  find  it  difficult  to  decide  which 
part  was  most  offensive. 

Mr.  Dougan  doesn't  seem  to  appreciate the  need  in  our  political  structure  for 
various  pressure  groups.  He  deals  with  the 
Pester  Lester  Society  in  a  horribly  sarcastic 
manner  and  even  infers  that  some  of  its 
members  do  not  have  honorable  intentions. 

Perhaps  the  whole  point  of  his  com- mentary is  made  when  he  fearlessly  asserts 
"The  country  has  a  lot  of  urgent  business which  needs  attention  and  we  need  265  good 
men  to  do  the  job."  I  would  seriously  sug- 

gest to  Mr,  Dougan  that  this  country  needs 
a  great  deal  more  than  265  good  men  to  do 

the  job,  and  some  of  them  were  no  doubt 
impressing  Mr.  Pearson  at  Yorkdale. 

I  should  like  to  set  Mr.  Dougan's  mind at  rest  on  a  further  point.  He  comments 
"Is  it  any  wonder  that  our  national  leaders 
waste  so  much  of  the  country's  precious time  when  they  are  met  with  such  silliness 
everytime  they  appear  before  the  voting 
public?"  If  Mr.  Dougan  had  only  attended 
he  would  have  known  that  our  leaders  don't waste  time  over  such  silliness  as  this.  We 
were  all  told  the  PM  couldn't  attend  our demonstration.  The  PM  was  out  to  lunch. 

In  conclusion,  to  Mr.  Dougan  and  others 
of  the  same  apathetic  ilk,  may  I  suggest 
that  you  go  out  and  purchase  the  party  hat 
of  your  choice  and  take  up  a  banner  and march  —  anywhere.  It  is  my  contention 
that  this  is  what  Canada  desperately  needs. 

Bryce  Dyer  (11  Vic) 

childish  to  spoil  ballots 

The  editorial  staff  (or  whichever  kin- 
dergarten anarchist  it  was  who  wrote  last 

Monday's  editorial)  ought  to  be  lined  up against  the  nearest  wall  (preferably  that  of 
the  SAC  building)  and  shot  in  the  democ- ratic tradition.  Spoiling  ballots  went  out 
with  paper  planes  and  bubble  gum.  It's  a 

child's  prank  and  certainly  one  of  the  last 
suggestions  one  would  expect  from  a  res- ponsible voice  of  the  university  student. 

I  would  consider  your  suggestion  ap- 
propriate if  we  lived  in  a  country  where each  ballot  contained  the  name  of  only 

one  candidate  but  I  think  you  gentlemen 
have  got  your  geography  mixed  up.  If  you 
boys  are  still  awaiting  the  Revolution,  enjoy 

yourselves. Hugh  Finsten  (III  UC) 

how  about  an  essay -series? Sir: 
The  University  of  Toronto  has  become 

an  institution  of  learning  known  throughout 
the  world.  This  position  has  been  achieved 
in  great  measure  by  the  contributions  to 
knowledge  of  the  faculty  of  this  university. 

We  would  therefore  suggest  that  these  men 
and  women  deserve  a  place  in  The  Varsity. 
A  series  of  essays  on  them  would  be  a  wel- come addition  to  The  Varsity  and  one  which 
would  produce  a  more  favorable  balance  of articles  in  our  university  paper. 

John  Durkin  (IV  SMC) 
Dianne  Boykack  (IV  Vic) 

we're  bored  and  apathetic 
Sir: 

It  seems  that  many  students  at  this 
university  are  bored,  apathetic,  and  unwill- 

ing to  take  pari  in  the  affairs  of  their 
campus. 

The  Public  Affairs  Forum  election  was 
a  good  example  of  this,  but  at  least  it  stir- red 10  per  cent  of  the  eligible  voters.  At 
the  Nov.  4  Commerce  Club  meeting  in  Hart 
House,  only  25  of  the  500  students  in  Com- merce, or  about  5  per  cent,  turned  out  to 
hear  a  well-prepared,  informative,  and  very 
relevant  presentation  on  electronic  data 
processing  by  IBM. 

With  the  sudden  focus  on  the  impor- 
tance of  electronic  data  processing  (EDP) 

in  every  major  industry  —  from  banking, 

finance,  and  insurance  to  manufacturing, 
transportation,  and  defense  —  it  is  most surprising  that  the  very  students  studying 
with  a  view  to  entering  these  industries  do 
not  have  enough  interest  in  their  field  to 
spend  two  hours  learning  about  the  limitless 
possibilities  of  computers.  The  only  explan- ation I  can  give  is  apathy. 

The  films  and  the  talks  at  the  Nov.  4 
meeting  were  excellent  introductions  to  the 
concept  of  EDP  and  the  computer  industry. 
But  our  meagre  turnout  suggests  that  a 
great  number  of  students  failed  to  benefit from  this.  It  is  these  same  students  who, 
in  two  or  three  years,  will  be  looking  for 
a  job  in  such  a  field.  On  behalf  of  the  25 
of  us  who  are  interested  in  EDP,  I  can 
only  say  thank  you  to  IBM,  and  apologize for  our  bored  and  disinterested  classmates. 

Heather  Fox  (III  UC) 

where's  our  community  spirit? Sir: 

SHAME! 
On  whom?  I  am  not  quite  sure,  but 

nevertheless,  shame  —  for  the  absence  of 
a  United  Appeal  campaign  on  this  campus. 
We  all  regard  the  United  Appeal  as  a  lovely 
institution,  but  doesn't  the  lack  of  finanical support  for  it  bother  anyone  hereabouts? 

Certainly  it  is  commendable  to  give  to 
Share  and  to  shop  at  Treasure  Van  —  that 

is,  to  send  money  to  students  on  the  other 
side  of  the  world  —  but  what  about  human 
problems  in  our  own  city?  Is  our  com- 

munity spirit  limited  to  a  feeble  blood 
campaign?  (Surely  not  all  of  U  of  T's  13,000 non-blood-donors  are  anaemic?) 

I  strongly  urge  all  students  with  any 
social  conscience  to  send  in  UA  donations 
(take  the  initiative  to  find  out  the  right 
address)  or  to  arrange  for  pick-up  of  their contributions  (366-4241). 

Greg  Bryce  (IUC) 

did  Aaron  buy  Edsels? 

Sir: 

After  reading  Mr.  Aaron's  article  in Friday's  Varsity,  we  are  sure  he  bought  an Edsel  in  1958.  U  OF  T  RADIO 



. . .  and  it  really  was. 

•  •.and  Blues  brought  it  an  black  home... 

Photos  by  John  Shore  and  Norm  Fisher 



How  to  buiM  your  own  (mixed)  co-op 
By  JOHN  SWAIGEN 
The  latest  thing  in  living 

is  mixed  co-ops. 
Not  campus  co-ops — the 

people  who  live  in  these 
new  co-ops  find  the  campus 
variety  entirely  too  institu- tionalized: separate  houses 
for  men  and  women,  assem- 

bly line  cafeteria-style  meals — but  something  like  them. 
All  you  need  to  start  one 

is  a  house,  and  there  are 
plenty  of  absentee  slum- lords and  trust  companies 
around  the  university  wil- 

ling to  rent  them  at  about $150  a  month,  cockroaches 
and  all.  In  addition  to  the 

bugs,  which  can  be  got  rid 
of  (guaranteed  for  one  year) 
by  fumigating,  you  might 
find  the  wiring  a  little  pri- 

mitive (many  of  the  houses 
around  here  were  built 
around  1900  BA — before  ap- 

pliances) and  the  plumbing 
backed  up  to  the  bedrooms, 
but  hell,  it's  home  now. 

ADVENTURES  IN  THE  » WAB  « 

By  DOROTHY  YARMOUTH 

While  relaxing  in  the  Women's  Athletic Building  lounge,  one  day  last  week,  I  was 
interrupted  by  the  whirlwind  entrance  of 
a  physical  education  instructress. 

Indignantly  declaring  "this  lounge  is 
not  for  lounging,"  she  breezed  through  the room,  prodding  sleeping  or  reclining  girls 
into  an  upright  position. 

When  she  left,  the  abruptly  aroused 
offenders  were  more  than  a  little  indignant. 
Women  students  have  always  used  the  WAB 
lounge  to  rest  or  catch  up  on  sleep,  and 
there  was  no  sign  in  evidence  contradicting 
the  rule  of  habit.  Furthermore,  the  lounge 
was  half-empty. 

I  decided  to  investigate  this  situation 
as  a  Varsity  reporter,  and  presented  myself 
at  the  office  of  Miss  D.N.  Jackson,  director 
of  physical  education  for  women.  I  asked 
why  women  were  no  longer  allowed  to 
recline  on  the  couches  of  the  WAB  lounge 
— making  no  mention  of  the  manner  in which  I  had  discovered  this  situation. 

Miss  Jackson  explained  several  stu- 
dents had  complained  to  the  staff  that  there 

was  no  place  for  them  to  sit  because  some 
girls  occupied  three  places  by  stretching 
themselves  out.  She  said  the  staff  had  taken 
it  upon  themselves  to  periodically  enter  the 
lounge  and  "request"  reclining  students  to remain  upright  so  that  others  could  sit down. 

I  remarked  that  this  situation  seemed 
reasonable  enough,  but,  since  this  was  the 
only  lounge  on  campus  accessible  to  all 
women,  I  asked  Miss  Jackson  what  girls 
who  wished  to  lie  down  were  to  do  now. 

Miss  Jackson  then  asked  me  what  I 
thought  should,  be  the  solution.  Before  I 
had  a  chance  to  say  that,  as  a  Varsity  re- 

porter I  had  come  to  investigate  rather 
than  to  offer  a  solution,  she  suddenly  sug- 

gested we  see  what  the  women  using  the 
lounge  at  that  moment  thought  of  the  prob- lem. 

She  immediately  left  her  office  for  the 
lounge.  I  had  no  choice  but  to  follow. 

Miss  Jackson  called  for  the  attention  of 
the  girls  sitting  or  studying  in  the  lounge 
and  addressed  them  for  about  IS  minutes. 
She  explained  several  delegations  of  stu- 

dents had  come  to  her  requesting  that 
women  using  the  lounge  not  be  permitted 
to  stretch  out  on  the  couches,  so  there 
would  be  more  room  for  others.  Then,  she 
said,  this  "delegation  of  one"  (meaning  me) came  to  her  "complaining"  about  this  rul- ing. 

She  went  on  to  say  that  the  women  of 
the  university  were  lucky  to  have  this  build- 

ing, that  five  years  ago  it  was  not  in  ex- 
istence and  women  had  no  facilities  at  all, that  when  she  was  a  student  she  used  to 

pass  around  milk  bottles  at  football  games 
in  order  to  raise  money  for  the  building and  that  it  was  a  shame  someone  should 
now  come  "crabbing"  about  the  facilities available. 

She  emphasized  that  the  lounge  had 
originally  been  planned  for  women  students 
who  wished  to  read  on  this  part  of  the campus. 

Miss  Jackson  then  asked  the  girls whether  they  thought  it  was  fair  to  request students  not  to  recline  on  the  couches,  but in  making  the  request  she  clearly  adressed herself  to  me. 

I  answered  that  it  had  not  been  my 
intention  to  complain  about  the  situation, 
not  to  offer  a  solution,  but  simply  to  in- 

vestigate the  situation  for  The  Varsity. 
I  added  that,  apart  from  my  personal 

opinion  as  to  whether  this  situation  was 
fair,  I  thought  perhaps  there  should  at 
least  be  a  sign  in  the  lounge  announcing 
the  new  rule,  so  students  would  not  be 
embarassed  by  being  asked  to  sit  upright. 

Miss  Jackson  remarked  that  this  idea 
seemed  reasonable  enough. 

We  then  returned  to  her  office,  where, 
it  seemed  to  me,  she  said  everything  she 
could  to  divert  me  from  writing  an  article. 

She  spoke  for  15  minutes  about  the 
activities  which  take  place  in  the  WAB, 
said  The  Varsity  never  covers  any  of  these 
things,  and  suggested  that  here  was  worth- while material  for  an  article.  She  asked  if 
I  was  interested  in  the  "residence  situa- 

tion," and  offered  to  put  me  in  touch  with the  Dean  of  Women  at  University  College. 
She  kept  emphasizing  how  glad  she  was 

I  had  come  to  see  her  as  an  "interested 
student,"  and  continually  attempted  to  move the  discussion  to  a  personal  level  despite 
my  repeated  assertions  that  I  had  come 
solelly  as  a  Varsity  reporter. 

My  attempts  to  get  a  definite  statement 
about  the  lounging  regulation  were  met  by 
such  comments  as:  "There's  no  sense  in 
writing  about  a  rule  which  doesn't  exist;" 
"This  ma 1 1 er  wi  1 1  be  brought  up  at  the 
Athletic  Directorate  meeting;"  "Perhaps  we 
will  just  leave  things  as  they  are  and  allow 
the  couches  to  be  used  by  the  students  on 
a  first-come  first-served  basis,"  "This  is  an 
instructional  building;"  "The  lounge  is  really supposed  to  be  for  students  between  clas- 

ses." 

Although  Miss  Jackson  stated  several 
times  she  was  very  glad  to  hear  student 
opinions  on  such  problems,  when  I  asked 
her  how  interested  students  could  offer  sug- 

gestions for  a  solution  she  said  she  didn't 
have  time  to  concern  herself  with  "such  a 
trivia]  matter"  in  view  of  all  the  other important  activities  with  which  the  WAB 
is  concerned. 

I  could  not  understand  why  Miss  Jack- 
son was  so  anxious  that  I  not  write  an 

article  on  the  Jounge  situation,  especially 
when  I  had  made  it  clear  I  had  no  inten- 

tion of  criticizing  any  policy  of  the  WAB  but merely  wanted  to  ascertain  exactly  what the  policies  are. 
The  lack  of  any  clear-cut  policy,  to  my mind,  simply  emphasizes  the  fact  that  here is  a  very  real  problem  of  genuine  concern to  every  female  student. 
The  men  of  this  university  enjoy  the exclusive  use  of  Hart  House  and  all  its facilities,  whether  for  sleeping,  studying  or any  other  activity.  Women,  however,  have for  their  exclusive  use  only  this  one  lounge in  the  Benson  Building.  If  this  lounge  is  to be  used  only  for  reading  or  studying  there is  no  other  place  on  campus  where  women of  all  colleges  and  faculties  can  rest  during 

the  day.  6 If,  however,  reclining  is  allowed  in  the lounge,  then  it  is  certainly  true  that  12  or more  students  are  denied  a  comfortable 
place  to  sit  and  read.  If  nothing  else,  this situation  points  to  the  definite  and  im- mediate need  for  expanded  facilities  for women  students,  whether  in  the  form  of joint  use  of  Hart  House  or  in  the  creation of  a  Students  Union  building. 
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Find  9  or  10  people  to 

share  the  place  and  you've got  room  and  board  at  $50 a  month — as  cheap  as  you 
can  get  it  in  Toronto  short 
of  a  flop  house. 

Finding  people  is  just  a 
matter  of  word  of  mouth. 
There  are  plenty  of  old 
SCM  work  camp  alumni and  SNCC  and  SUPA  types 
who  wouldn't  live  any  other 

way. 

Everyone  shares  in  the 
work — washing  dishes  and 
floors,  making  lunches  for 
the  group,  shopping  and cooking. 

The  food  is  fine — if  you 
like  hamburger  and  noodles 
done  50  different  ways.  You 
buy  everything  on  sale  and 
only  in  season  and  you'll make  it  on  your  $50,  with 
the  telephone,  a  newspaper 
subscription  and  the  odd 
cheap  bottle  of  wine  thrown in. 

The  first  time  I  was  sent 
out  to  do  the  shopping  for 

a  co-op  I  was  told,  "any kind  of  meat  is  fine,  as  long 
as  it's  less  than  50  cents  a 
pound."  Those  of  you  with, 
any  experience  will  know that  means  hamburger. 
Even  the  boys  learn  to  take 
their  cooking  fag  after  a while.  So  far  I  can  cook_ 

spaghetti,  but  I'll  learn,  I 

guess. 

In  addition  to  the  co-op 
mascot-types  (you  get  the 
strangest  people  living  in  or 
off  of  a  co-op),  there  are the  visitors  who  drop  in 
constantly  with  their  one 
suitcase  or  their  guitar.  They 
come  in  for  the  Teach-in,  a 
conference,  or  just  on 
their  way  around  the  world, 

and  generally  they're  inte- 
resting and  intelligent.  You  J 

never  know  whom  you're 
going  to  come  home  to  in  a 

co-op. 

We  always  keep  an  extra 
plate  of  hamburger  and 
noodles  on  the  stove. 

1 1 

All  right  Dudley,  we  wont  you  to  get  out  there  and  stop this  subversive  named  Abello.  Anbody  who  uses  words  like those  revolting  students  at  U  of  T.  And  you  can  strot  with  i take  to  the  barricades"  has  got  be  suspect. 



Corky  comes  to  Colonnade 

George  Hayward  as  Luka,  the  Pilgrim. 

By  MARK  LEVENE 
The  author  of  this  article 

is  enrolled  in  the  School  of 
Graduate  Studies,  and  is  The 
Varsity's  drama  editor. 

It  is  not  the  regular  prac- 
tice of  The  Varsity  to  give 

advance  notices  to  any  piece 
of  entertainment.  But  there 
will,  of  course,  be  excep- 

tions, and  I  think  the  pro- 
duction of  Maxim  Gorky's Out  of  the  Depths  by  the 

new  Canadian  Theatre  is 
one  of  them.  The  play  opens 
Wednesday  at  the  Colon- 

nade Theatre,  and  whatever 
the  quality  of  production, attendance  is  bound  to  be 
worthwhile  for  anyone 
keenly  interested  in  modern drama. 
For  one  thing,  the  chan- ces of  seeing  a  Gorky  play 

on  the  North  American 
stage  seem  even  less  than 
the  chances  of  talking  with 
someone  who  has  read  him. 
If  one's  preference  is  Ame- rican theatre  rather  than 
Slavic,  the  play  is  still 
bound  to  be  interesting  be- cause of  the  influence  it  had 
on  Eugene  O'Neill's  The Iceman  Cometh. 
These  plays  examine  the 

predilection  of  lovwer-class 

people  for  the  "life-lie" — for  illusions  which  allow 
them  to  escape  the  wret- 

chedness of  their  social  and 
emotional  conditions. 
O'Neill's  characters  are  bar- 

flies and  Gorky's  flop-house tenants.  Into  each  of  these 
groups  comes  a  single  cha- racter whose  impact  on 
their  illusions  constitutes 
the  play's  dramatic  power. Into  the  Russian  lower 
lepths  comes  a  kind  of  pil- 

grim, or  staretz,  who  brings with  him  a  romantic  sense 
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of  hope  for  their  possible 
regeneration  as  well  as  wir 
derstanding  and  compas- sion for  the  meaning  of 
their  illusions. 
Gorky's  play  was  first 

performed  in  1902  at  the 
Moscow  Art  Theatre.  Al- 

though it  was  quite  popular 
with  audiences  throughout 
Europe,  this  will  likely  be 
the  first  time  theatre-goers in  this  area  will  have  heard 
of  it. The  local  production  is the  work  of  a  theatre  group 

formed  in  1963,  with  Rein 
Andre  as  artistic  director. 
The  company's  purpose  is 
to  provide  an  opportunity for  actors  from  abroad  to 
"perform  with  native  Cana- dians in  the  language  of 
Shakespeare,  Milton  and 

Shaw." 

It  is  important  ..that 
people  who  are  genuinely interested  in  the  quality  of 
Toronto  drama  take  note  of 
what  seems  to  be  a  serious 
artistic  concern.  And  when 
the  tendency  in  Toronto 
seems  to  be  a  consistent 
watering  down  of  good  dra- 

ma (as  in  The  Canadian 
Players'  Playboy),  or  in  the blandness  of  the  fare  at  the 
Royal  Alex  (not  to  mention 
the  painful  O'Keefe  pro- gram), we  should  take  even 
greater  notice. It  is  a  distressing  state 
of  affairs  when  a  new  the- 

atre opens  with  excellent 
resources  and  produces  the 
type  of  entertainment which  dissolves  in  the  first 
post-theatre  coffee  or  mar- tini. 

Good  luck  to  Rein  Andre's 
group  in  their  effort  to  pro- duce something  different. 

U  of  T  needs  a  Berkeley -type  uprising 

By  IRVING  ABELLA 

The  author  of  this  article  is  enrol- 
led in  the  School  of  Graduate  Studies. 

Part  of  what  follows  was  presented 
last  September  as  a  paper  to  the 
Conference  on  Student  Affairs.  The 
opinions  expressed  are  not  necessarily 
those  of  The  Varsity. 

It  seems  to  me  that  the  recent 
abortive  march  for  universal  acces- 

sibility, and  the  pathetically  dismal 
turnout  for  the  political  forum  elec- 

tions, indicate  above  all  else  one  thing 
— that  the  University  of  Toronto  is  in 
dire  need  of  a  student  uprising  a.  la 
Berkeley  . . . 
^  Ours  is  a  street-car  university.  Ap- 

proximately three-quarters  of  our  stu- 
dent body  were  born  and  educated  in 

the  Toronto  area.  To  them  university 
life  is  not,  as  it  should  be,  a  unique 
experience.  To  them,  the  sole  distin- 

guishing quality  between  high  school 
and  university  is  that  they  no  longer 
go  home  for  lunch. 

Consequently,  Toronto  students 
are  almost  uniformly  apathetic,  with 
little  spirit  or  interest  in  university affairs. 

In  no  small  way  this  affects  their 
academic  life  as  well.  How  can  one 
rise  to  the  challenge  of  the  university 
experience  if  that  experience  differs  so 
little  from  that  of  the  high  school? 

I  am  convinced  that  there  is  only 
one  solution  to  this  problem.  What  is 
required  is  an  event,  or  a  series  of 
events,  which  will  give  meaning  to 
their  life  at  the  university,  which  will 
differentiate  that  life  from  that  of  the 
high  school.  Such  an  event  could  take 
the  form  of  a  constructive  student 
uprising. 

To  those  of  you  who  know  anyth- 
ing about  Berkeley,  the  boon  of  the 

Free  Speech  revolt  to  the  student  body 
is  readily  apparent.  There  was  a  feeling 
of  involvement,  not  only  for  the  lead- 

ers of  the  uprising,  but  for  the  ma- jority of  students  as  well.  There  was 
an  excitement,  a  feverishness  if  you 
\vui,  in  being  a  student. 

In  one  short  blow,  apathy,  nonin- 
volvement,  inertia,  became  things  of 
the  past.  Usually  sparsely  attended 
meetings  of  such  disparate  groups  as 
the  Socialists,  the  Young  Conservatives 
and  the  Parchesi  Guild,  were  inundat- 

ed by  hosts  of  new  converts.  In  one 
quick  stroke,  the  uprising  had  given 
new  meaning  to  the  word  "student". 

To  me,  the  Berkeley  uprising  was 
a  tremendously  encouraging  develop- 

ment. Our  society  badly  needs  such 
young  people  —  devoted,  passionate, educated  —  who  will  not  be  content 
with  the  given,  who  will  protest 
strongly  against  the  outrages,  deceits 
and  vulgarities  of  our  society. 

It  is  time  we  faced  reality  here  at 
prissy  old  Toronto.  With  the  voluntary 
abdication  by  the  labor  movement,  the 
campus  has  become  the  remaining 
social  centre  in  present  day  society  for 
the  voicing  of  protest,  for  denouncing 
the  ills,  the  vagaries  and  the  wrongs 
of  the  affluent  materialist  North  Ame- rican society. 
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But,  as  is  our  wont,  we  in  Canada 
are  bringing  up  the  rear  in  this  new 
and  exciting  American  student  move- ment. 

Of  course,  Toronto  is  no  Berkeley 
and  our  administration  is  infinitely 
more  efficient  than  Berkeley's.  Indeed, colorless  and  grey  flannel  though  it 
may  be,  our  administration  has  per- 

haps gone  out  of  its  way  to  allow  a 
totally  open,  a  completely  permissive 
campus  life.  For  this  they  should  be 
praised.  So  effective  have  they  been 
that  at  first  glance  it  seems  that  the 
student  at  Toronto  has  little  to  protest 
against. 

Convinced  as  I  am  that  a  short 
quick  clean  uprising  would  be  of  the 
greatest  benefit  to  the  entire  univer- 

sity, I  am  tempted  to  urge  the  ad- 

ministration to  commit  some  arbitrary 
dictatorial  act,  against  which  the  stu- 

dent body  could  rise  as  one  man  in 

protest. Perhaps  banning  SUPA,  dismissing 
the  editor  of  The  Varsity,  or,  knowing 
the  Toronto  student  body  as  I  do,  per- 

haps disbanding  the  Lady  G  o  d  i  v  a 
Memorial  Band  or  even  cancelling  the 
McGill  weekend  would  do  the  trick. 

Student  outrage  at  such  an  action would  benefit  the  entire  university 
community.  There  would  be  a  quicken- 

ing of  student  activity;  the  university 
would  now  mean  something  n  e  w, 
something  different,  something  unique 
to  the  universally  apathetic  student. 
He  would  undoubtedly  find  himself, 
perhaps  against  his  own  will  and  better 
judgment,  carried  up  in  the  flow  of 
activity,  as  were  so  many  of  the 
uninvolved  students  at  Berkeley.  Stu- dent life  would  become  meaningful, 
'sui  generis'  a  highly  valued  experience, 
which  could  not  but  add  to  the  stu- 

dent's academic  life  as  well. 
From  all  this,  the  administration 

could  surely  benefit.  An  active,  restless 
student  body,  requires  a  dynamic  ad- ministration. To  keep  pace  with  the 
students,  the  administration  would 
necessarily  undergo  a  beneficial  re- vivification The  entire  university  com- 
munity  could  only  gain  from  such  an uprising. 

Yet,  on  second  thought,  must  we 
wait  for  the  administration  to  give  us 
cause  to  take  to  the  barricades?  Are 
there  no  wrongs  on  campus  at  the  pre- sent time  that  demand  remedy?  Is 
there  no  issue  which  can  rouse  the 
phlegmatic  student  body  to  action?  At least  one  comes  to  mind  at  once. 

To  the  community  at  large  the 
university  remains  on  the  whole  a 
stronghold  of  democratic  freedom;  but 
its  inner  life  as  an  institution  is  any- 

thing but  democratic. 
All  control  is  vested  in  an  en- 

trenched administration  and  an  acade- 
mic senate  only  too  conscious  of  its 

traditional  privileges.  We  students  are 
supposed  to  remain  in  and  be  content 
with  a  state  of  almost  complete  de- 

pendence. We  pay  our  money  or  re- ceive our  fellowships,  and  then  we 
must  submit  to  whatever  disciplines and  routines  the  university  proposes. 
This  is  not,  I  think,  a  healthy  situation. Since  more  and  more  young  people 
are  spending  larger  and  larger  portions 
of  their  lives  in  the  university,  a  se- 

rious effort  to  reconsider  tht  relation- 
ship between  the  university  and  the 

student  should  be  undertaken  at  once. 
How  can  the  university  justifty  its 

refusal  to  consider  student  opinion  on 
such  matters  that  solely  concern  us — 
such  matters  as  teaching  procedures, 
course  requirements,  academic  stan- dards and  curricula?  Certainly  our 
ideas  should  be  of  some  value. 

comment 

Surely,  without  challenging  the 
authority  of  the  faculty  or  creating  a 
state  of  anarchy,  it  should  be  possible 
to  consult  systematically  with  students 
concerning  a  wide  range  of  educational 
policies.  What  I  think  we  students 
should  demand,  and  demand  vigorous- 

ly, is  not  that  academic  decisions  be turned  over  to  student  mobs,  but  that 
we  be  allowed,  through  democratic 
channels,  to  express  our  views  about 
matters  of  the  greatest  concern  and relevance  to  us. 

Often  we  are  wrong  in  our  opinions 
about  academic  life  and  educational 
policy,  but  then  so  are  the  administra- tion and  the  faculty.  Besides,  even  a 
fresh  supply  of  mistakes  might  be  in- 

vigorating. The  administration  and  the 
faculty  ought  to  appreciate  the  value of  constructive,  and  perhaps  of  even 
not-so-constructive  restlessness,  for 
while  it  may  make  their  lives  less 
comfortable,  it  would  surely  make them  more  interesting. 
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CLASSIFIED 

Coke  pulls  out  of  Expo  pavillion LOST:  Light  brown  suileose  and  dark brown  suit  ot  Central  Station,  Montreal. Anyone  remember  seeing  item  pleose contact  Georoe  Huovinen,  366-3781 davs.  766-4291  evenings. 
LOST:  I  poir  of  glosses  in  a  ton  cose, brown  Frames.  New  College  or  Univer- sity College.  Call  ME.  5-6062. 
LOST:  Hockey  eguipmcnl  in  brown  dun- nage bog,  from  varsity  Areno,  Room 152,  Friday,  November  5th.  Plcose  coll HU.  5-4027  olter  5  p.m. 
XAVIER  HOUSE!  Repent!  Return  cur tiddly  winks  —  all  Six  sets  by  midnight Sunday,  November  2 1st,  or  else  we shall  wok  exceedingly  wrathful. McLean  House 
ROOM  AND  BOARD.  Mole,  3  meols, one  half  block  north  of  Bloor  ncor BalhufSt  Highly  recommended  by  pre- sent graduore  boorder.  After  Nov.  19. Phone  Mrs,  Willloms,  531-3251. 
WANTED:  Ai  loblo,  conscientious  student 
(female)  to  shore  2-bcdroom  oporlmenl Huron  and  College  St.  Very  reosonoble 
rent  Phone  Sondy  921-7722  or  BA.  1- 4847 

LOST:  An  Accutron  on  the  4:50  McGill student  special  train  Fridoy.  Nov,  5.  If 
found  please  telephone  233-5669. 
FOR  SALE:  Formal  gown,  imported,  full 
length,  turquoise.  Size  11-12.  Reason- able. Phone  769-0720  evenings  or weekends. 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. 

Toronto  3,  On! 
EM.  6-2025 

open  daily,  mcl,  Sot.  from  8-6. 
University  Blozcrs  and  Trousers 
made  lo  mccsuro.  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coots,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets, 
Sporf  Jackets  with  your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

MONTREAL  (CUP)  —  The 
Coca-Cola  company  has  pul- led out  of  its  $600,000  deal 
with  Expo  '67  to  cover  most of  the  cost  of  the  proposed 
youth  pavillion. A  company  spokesman 
said  that  the  plans  drawn 
up  by  the  Youth  Advisory Committee  for  the  pavillion 
were  "just  incompatible with  the  needs  of  our  com- 

pany." 

The  pavillion  was  to  re- 
present a  cross-section  of 

the  world's  youth  at  work 
and  at  play;  Coca-Cola's plans  tended  to  favor  the 
latter. 

It  was  rumored  that  a  dis- 
pute between  Coke  and  Ex- 

po '67  about  monopoly  rights 
on  drinks  sold  in  the  pavill- 

ion was  also  a  factor  in  the 
company's  decision  to  with- draw funds. 

All  officials  of  Coke  Inter- 
national refused  comment 

when  asked  about  the  deci- 
sion. Expo  information  officer Bruce  Kroll  said  that  the 
pavillion  could  be  salvaged 
with  help  from  other  com- 

pany's such  as  Steinberg's. 

Tbe  Canadian  Memorial 
Chiropractic  College  has 
scraped  expansion  plans,  its funds  exhausted  after  a  six 
and  a  half  year  legal  battle 
with  Metro  over  the  amount 
of  compensation  due  for 
land  expropriated  for  the Bloor  Street  subway. 
Metro  expropriated  a 

strip  82  feet  wide  through 
the  centre  of  the  college's 
property  on  tbe  north  side of  Bloor  Street  between 
Bedford  Road  and  St.  Geor- 

ge St.  in  April,  1959. Since  then  the  college  has 
lost  substantial  amounts  of 
money  in  cancelled  pledges, 
legal  fees  and  maintenance 
of  buildings  damaged  by 
subway  construction.  In  ad- 

dition, Metro  also  expro- 
priated a  house  and  lot  on 

the  east  side  of  the  college 
property  which  was  to  be 

Expo  itself  can  only  pay  a 
third  of  the  cost  of  the  pa- 
villion. The  Canadian  Union  of 
Students,  a  member  of  the 
advisory  committee,  hopes 
that  funds  will  be  forth- 

coming, but  may  withdraw 
its  support  if  it  is  not  sa- tisfied with  plans  for  the 
pavillion,  according  to  CUS 
President  Patrick  Kenniff. 

used  for  necessary  college 
expansion. 
With  the  present  enrol- ment of  202,  the  college  is 

overcrowded.  But  at  least 
250  students  are  needed  if 
the  college  is  to  break  even. 
The  college  was  awarded 

$770,000  for  the  expropriat- ed land  last  February,  but 
Metro  appealed.  Metro  had 
offered  $70,000  for  the  land 

plus  damage  to  the  college's buildings.  Judge  F.G.J.  Mc- 
Donagh  said  that  Metro  of- ficials were  using  the  vacant 
adjoining  house,  which  bad been  vacant  for  five  years, 
as  a  lever  to  obtain  settle- 

ment of  the  college's  claim. 

U  of  T  butterfly 
ends  up 

in  Hollywood 

A  wayfaring  Toronto  but- 
terfly has  reached  Holly- wood, California,  according 

to  a  clipping  in  the  Holly- wood Citizen-News. 
No,  it  did  not  co-star  with 

Liz  Taylor  in  a  Roman  spec- tacle. It  died  tragically  just 
the  same,  though,  right  on 
the  front  porch  of  a  certain 
Mr.  Ray  Eustrom. 
The  insect  has  brown, 

four-inch-long  wings,  origin- 
ates from  the  U  of  T  Zoo- 
logy Department  and  pro- bably ran  away  because 

someone  made  bam  wear  an identification  tag  (no. 
36-606)  which  he  dragged 
across  the  continent. Shame  on  tbe  Zoology 

dept.! 

Apply  now for  Canadian 

Affairs  conference 

Applications  are  being  ac- 
cepted in  the  SAC  office  for 

delegates  to  the  Student 
Conference  on  Canadian 
Affairs  at  St.  Paul's  College (University  of  Manitoba). Speakers  including  Guy 
Favreau,  Davie  Fulton  are 
slated  to  speak  on  "The  Re- patriation of  the  Canadian 
Constitution".  The  Confe- rence will  take  place  in 
Winnipeg,  January  28-30, 
1966. 

Deadline  for  applications: 
Wednesday,  November  17,  5 

p.m. 

Students   Special  Discount  cards  available  at 

THE  VARSITY  RESTAURANT 
Frequented  by  sludents  for  years. 

328    BLOOR    ST.    W.  WA.    2  -  6738 

Will  rhe  Buschbaum  brothers  find  a  director  for  their  great  biblical  ep'c 
"MOSES  TAKES  A  WIFE"  starring  Belle  Poitrine? 

FIND  OUT  IN 

LITTLE  ME 

hadt  unncc  TICKETS  AVAILABLE  AT 

„Z  ,J    „  L  HART  HOUSE -923-5244 NOV.  18,  19,  20  NEW  COLLEGE 
r/%         r«  SID  SMITH $1.50   $1.50   $2.00  u.c.  ref. 

required  reading 

Chances  are  you  won't  find  this  AIR  CANADA  schedule  among  the  intellectual  nourishment  avail- able in  your  university  or  college  library.  Yet,  in  not  too  many  years,  it  could  be  an  important 
bread  and  butter  item  on  your  everyday  reading  list.  And  for  this  very  good  reason:  AIR  CANADA 
can  take  you  quickly,  comfortably  and  conveniently  to  35  Canadian  cities,  7  major  U.S.  cities, 
and  to  Britain  (with  BOAC),  Ireland,  France,  Germany,  Austria,  Switzerland,  Bermuda,  Nassau! and  the  Caribbean,  on  matters  of  business,  pleasure  and  profit. 

AIR  CANADA  ® 
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Renaissance  historians  liked  truth 
By  PAUL  CARSON 

Renaissance  historians 
maintained  and  strengthen- 

ed the  traditional  distinc- 
tion between  history  and 

literature,  according  to 
Prof.  Herschel  Baker  of  Har- 

vard University. 
Prof.  Baker  was  this 

year's  Alexander  Lecturer and  delivered  three  lectures 
on  various  aspects  of  Re- 

naissance historiography. 
The  series  is  sponsored 

annually  by  University  Col- lege. 
Prof.  Baker  said  there 

was  much  opposition  to  the 
popular  practice  of  writing 
historical  poetry  by  embel- 

lishing fact  with  artful  fic- tion. 
"Poets  did  not  see  them- 

selves as  bound  by  strict 
rules  of  fact  while  histor- 

ians had  a  deep  concern  for 
useful  authenticated  truth," he  added. 
As  an  example  of  this 

trend  Prof.  Baker  cited 
John  Milton,  who  often  in- 

cluded mythological  fables 

in  his  poetry  but  used  a 
simple  concrete  style  in  his historical  writing. 

The  reaction  among  scho- 
larly historians  against  the 

fanciful  amusing  style  of 
contemporary  Renaissance 
poetry  finally  reached  the 
point  where  historians 
boasted  of  "the  bleakness 
of  my  prose." Prof.  Baker  described  the 
strong  anti-clericalism  felt 
by  many  prominent  English renaissance  historians. 
Francis  Bacon  attacked 

the  sloppiness  and  unrelia- 
bility of  earlier  clerical 

chroniclers,  yet  he  usually included  their  work  in  his 
essays. 

Prof.  Baker  added  that 
Bacon's  own  scholarship 
was  defective.  "In  has  fam- ous Life  of  Henry  VII  he 
has.  the  wrong  date  for 
Henry's  death,"  Baker  said. 
Influenced  by  his  deep 

commitment  to  reformed 
religion,  Milton  blasted  "the unskilful  handling  of  poli- 

tics and  religion  by  vile 

monks." 

Commenting  on  the  lec 
tures  Prof.  D.V.  LePan 
Principal  of  University  Col 
lege,  said  that  Prof.  Baker 
had  provided  a  useful  guide 
and  explanation  to  the 
wealth  of  historical  mater- 

ial in  English  renaissance literature. 
Following  the  lectures 

Prof.  Baker  told  The  Varsity 
that  he  believed  the  dicho- 

tomy between  literature  and 
pure  history  has  continued 
unbroken  until  the  present. "With  some  exceptions, 
such  as  Churchill,  it  is 
perhaps  even  stronger  to- 

day," he  said. Prof.  Baker  called  the 
large-scale  publication  of 
supposedly  "inside"  ac- counts of  the  late  President 
Kennedy  "scandalous". "It's  getting  to  the  point 
where  the  person  who  just 
s  h  i  n  e  d  Jack  Kennedy's shoes  is  writing  a  book 
about  it,"  he  said. 

The  U  of  T  Press  will  pub- 
lish the  complete  lecture 

series  in  the  near  future. 

Reeve  blasts  'possessive'  ratepayers 
By  LYN  OWEN 

"Obsessive  possessive- 
ness"  by  ratepayers  leads 
to  "weakness  of  backbone" 
in  municipal  politicians, 
North  York  Reeve  James 
Service  said  Thursday. 
Addressing  a  Hillel  semi- 

nar group  on  Crisis  in  Mu- 
nicipal Politics,  Mr.  Service 

said  the  spinelessness  and 
personal  ambition  of  coun- 

cillors is  the  biggest  hind- 
rance to  efficient  local  gov- ernment. 

A  representative  sacrifi- 
ces his  opinions,  judgment 

and  conscience  when  con- 
fronted by  ratepayers,  he 

said,  when  it  is  his  duty 
only  to  sacrifice  his  inter- 

ests and  pleasures.  "The ratepayer  becomes  more 
demanding  and  the  council- 

lor more  malleable." Mr.  Service  said  too  many 
councillors  virtually  "beg- 

ged for  votes"  when  looking for  re-election. 
"The  ratepayer's  attitude 

of  owning  his  representative 
creates  pressures  which  are 
unjustifiable  with  reference 
to  the  actual  duty  which  the 

representative  undertakes 
when  he  enters  office". "It's  the  same  in  city 
council.  The  purpose  of 
being  on  the  Board  of  Con- 

trol is  to  spit  in  the  mayor's eye.  Their  ambition  dic- 
tates that  they  want  to  sit where  he  sits. 

Mr.  Service  said  that  the 
solution  in  the  municipal 
field  would  be  an  executive 
committee  appointed  by  the 
council  from  its  own  mem- bership. 
Toronto  newspapers  di- 

rectly promote  ratepayer 
apathy  toward  municipal 
elections,  Mr.  Service  char- 

ged. "More  than  one-half the  Toronto  population 
lives  in  the  suburbs,  yet  not 
one  of  the  daily  papers  car- 

ries anywhere  near  ade- 
quate coverage  of  munici- 

pal affairs." He  said  the  tendency  in 
society  toward  more  leisure 
time  makes  people  lose  con- 
atct  with  what  is  going  on 
in  their  area.  "Fifty  per  cent 
of  the  home-owners  don't 
know  and  don't  care  what's 
going  on  in  their  township. 

In  a  municipal  election, 
only  about  thirty-three  per 
cent  of  the  voters  trun  out." Service  emphasized  that 
press,  radio  and  television 
services  were  an  important 
means  of  informing  and  in- 

teresting people  in  politics. 
"More  people  vote  federal 
and  provincial  because  the 
news  services  report  the 
ideas  and  concepts  involved, 
which  are  the  more  exciting 

side  of  politics." The  radio  and  television 
equipment  in  the  new  City Hall  council  chambers  will 
coerce  good  administration, 
he  said.  Speakers  will  be 
unaware  whether  or  not 
they  are  on  the  air.  He  said 
there  should  be  less  bicker- 

ing as  a  result,  and  mem- bers will  be  sure  to  record 
their  position  on  an  issue. 
He  criticized  the  four-city 

plan  of  the  Goldenburg  re- 
port as  the  result  of  a 

"Montreal  mentality".  He 
explained  that  Montreal  is 
a  centralized  city  where 
anyone  can  reach  the  heart 
of  the  downtown  area  in  less 
than  a  half  hour. 

aut  o/  my  head 
an  editorial  perspective 

by  david  jacket 

Something  strange  is  going  on  at  Sim- 
coe  Hall  these  days — not  the  usual  kind  of 
thing  (the  runaround,  the  side-step  or 
things  like  that)  —  no,  this  is  much  more 
serious. 

The  latest  bundle  of  missives  to  be 
posted  from  the  registrar's  office  were  all 
signed  "Robert  Ross"! Now,  as  we  all  know,  the  registrar  (un- 

til quite  recently  at  least)  was  named 
"Robin  Ross". This  sudden  change  of  name  is  ex- 

tremely alarming. 
Perhaps  Mr.  Ross  has  been  overthrown 

by  a  coup  d'etat,  and  lies  bound  and  gagged in  his  office  while  a  junta  of  disgruntled 
secretaries  issues  graduation  invitations  in 
his  name. 

Of  course,  none  of  them  would  seem  to 
have  been  on  a  first-name  basis  with  Mr. 

Ross  prior  to  the  revolt  against  him. 
There  is  yet  another  possible  explana- tion for  this  confusion. 
Perhaps  Simcoe  Hall  has  obtained  one 

of  those  devices  which  are  designed  to  save 
the  time  of  busy  VIPs  by  reproducing  their 
signatures,  once  a  sample  has  been  fed.  into the  machine. 

If  this  is  the  case,  our  beloved  adminis- 
tration, in  a  desire  to  save  money,  seems 

to  have  purchased  a  low-priced  model  which 
doesn't  work  too  well. 

Any  day  now  we  expect  to  see  the 
names  of  "Clark  Bissell",  "Muffet  Wood- 
side",  "Dean  Blatent"  and  "Ernest  Surly" 
appearing  at  the  bottom  of  official  letters. 

To  avoid  embarrassment,  these  worthy 
men  had  best  call  a  repairman.  And  then 
perhaps  Mr.  Ross  will  get  his  right  name back  again. 

AUTHENTIC  EXISTENCE 
SECOND  OF  A  SERIES  OF  THREE  LECTURES 

Speaker:  WILBER  SUTHERLAND GENERAL  SECRETARY  OF  I.V.C.F.  OF  CANADA 
TUES.,  NOV.  16 

MEET  AT  U.C.  REFECTORY  AT  6:00  P.M. 

MANfTOU  -  WABING  CAMP  OF  FINE  ARTS 1966  STAFF 

Openings  in  oil  deportments  for  mature  skilled ond  experienced  instructors  and  supervisory  staff. 
MUSIC      THEATRE       DANCE       FINE  ARTS Pointing         Pott,,,,,         Scupture         Graphic,  Photography TENNIS  RIDING  GOLF 
SAILING  WATER-SKIING  SWIMMING  CANOEING 
For  further  information  coll  Mr.  B.  Wise-,  Director,  RU  3-6168 days  or  write  821  Eglinton  Aye.  W„  Toronto  10. 

WANTED 
Directors,  stage  managers,  cost  for  projected  U  of  T International  Drama  Festival  presenting  plays  from around  the  world. 

Leore  name,  phone,  interest  at  International  Stdrs' Centre  (928-2564,  923-7693),  45  Willcocks  St. 

COLES 

BIG  REDUCTIONS 

IN  REFERENCE 

BOOKS 

YONGE 
BELOW 
BLOOR 

All  year  round  Coles  reference  book  department  Is  loaded  with 
bargains!  Drop  in!  You  may  rind  the  book  you're  looking tor  .  .  .  Here  are  a  few  examples  of  titles  in  stock  right  now, 

DISORDERS  OF  THE  BLOOD 
L.E.H.  Whitby  &  C.J.C.  Brtttort  Eighth  Ed.  Pub. «t  10.00     COLES  PRICE  1.98 CLINICAL  ENDOCRINOLOGY  2ND  ED. 
L.  Martin  -  M.  Hynes  Pub.  ot  5.50    .  COLES  PPICE  1  98 PRINCIPLES  OF  NUCLEAR  REACTOR  ENGINEERING 5.  Glosstono  Pub.  ot  7.95  COLES  PRICE  1.98 FIRST  PRINCIPLES  OF  CHEMISTRY 
M.D.  Taylor  Pub.  ot  7.50  COLES  PRICE  1.98 BIOLOGY    2ND  ED. 
A,M.  Winchester  Pub.  at  7.25  COLES  PRICE  1.98 MODERN  GOVERNMENTS  —  H.  link 
Pub.  ot  6.95      COLES  PRICE  1.99 GENETICS  —  Irwin  H.  Hcrskowiti 
Pub.  ot  10.00   CLOSE  PRICE  2.49 CLINICAL  PATHOLOGY  —  Wells Pub  at.  8.50  COLES  PRICE  1.98 ELEMENTS  OF  STRENGTH  OF  MATERIALS  3RD  ED. S.  TIMOSHENKO,  G.A.  MoeWilough  Pub.  at  5.00  .  COLES  PRICE  1.98 EDUCATIONAL  PSYCHOLOGY  —  Cronbach Pub  at  7.50    COLES  PRICE  1.49 ADAPTION-Wallis  and  S.R.B. 
Pub.  ot  1.95    COLES  PRICE  .50 PRINCIPLES  OF  ACCOUNTING  —  Introductory Finnoy  &  Miller  Pub.  at  11,00  COLES  PRICE  1.98 APPLIED  MECHANICS  STATICS 
D.E.   Hudson   Pub  ot  5.00  COLES  PRICE  1.98 ENGINEERING  DESCRIPTIVE  GEOMETRY C.E.  Rowe.  J.D.  McFarlond  Pub  ot  4.25  COLES  PRICE  1.98 PHYSICAL  MECHANICS Lindsay  Pub.  at  5.00     COLES  PRICE  1.98 THE  URBAN  PATTERN  A.B.  Gallion 5.  Eisner  Pub  at  12.00    COLES  PRICE  2.49 PRACTICAL  RELIGION  —  Rylo Pub.  at  4.50    COLES  PRICE  1.49 TOPSOIL  &  CIVILIZATION 
Dole  6.  Carter   COLES  PRICE  .66 RELIGIOUS  FAITH  LANGUAGE  &  KNOWLEDGE 
A.F.  Kimpd  Pub.  ot  2.75   COLES  PRICE  ,66 HANDBOOK  OF  LAYOUT  AND  DIMENSIONING  FOR  PRODUCTION H.  Kan  Pub  at  15.00    COLES  PRICE  2.98 HOBBES  SELECTIONS 
Pub.  at  1.50   .  .     COLES  PRICE  .49 THREE  RENAISSANCE  CLASSICS,  THE  PRINCE,  UTOPIA, THE  COURTIER  Pub.  at  I.S0    COLES  PRICE  .49 PIERRE  ET  JEAN  —  In  French Pub.  ot  1.50   COLES  PRICE  .49 BOS  WELLS  LIFE  OF  JOHNSON 
Pub.  at  1.50    COLES  PRICE  .49 JOHN  RUSKIN  SELECTIONS  AND  ESSAYS Pub.  at  1.50    COLES  PRICE  .49 

VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP 
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CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES 
Graduates  in  Arts  and  Science,  Pharmacy, 

Commerce,  Business  Administration 
Physical  Education 

THE  UPJOHN  COMPANY  OF  CANADA 
A  rapidly  expanding  ethical  pharmaceutical 

manufacturer  offers: 

— A  challenging,  stimulating  career  in  technical sales. 

— Excellent  opportunity  for  advancement. 
— A  position  that  rewards  individual  achievement. 
— A  well-established  company  in  a  stable  industry. 
— Excellent  retirement  and  fringe  benefits. 
—Expenses  —  automobile  furnished. 
— Excellent  salaried  position. 

Our  representative  will  visit  your  campus  on 
WEDNESDAY,  NOVEMBER  24,  1965 

For  interview  appointments,  apply  to 
STUDENT  PLACEMENT  OFFICE 

campus  news 

Sherbrooke  has  wild  week 
SHERBROOKE,  QUE. 

(CUP)  —  A  newspaper 
strike,  accusations  of  Board of  Governor  interference, 
petitions  and  two  resigna- 
lions — one  accepted,  one  re- 

jected— have  highlighted  a hectic  week  of  campus  poli- 
ticking at  the  University  of Sherbrooke. 

The  debate  centred 
around  the  Campus 
Estrien's  editor  Hercule 
Gaboury,  whose  resignation 
was  accepted  by  the  stu- dent council  with,  a  mere 
three  votes,  while  13  of  the 
16  members  of  the  council 
abstained. 

Mr.  Gaboury  had  sought 
the  council 's  approval  to 
publish  in  Montreal  at  the 
Presses  of  the  Quartier-La- 
tin,  an  additional  3,000  co- 

pies of  the  student  paper 
which  featured  support  for 

University  College  Literary  and  Athletic  Society 

Presents  the  first  of  the  "Current"  1966  lectures 

on  the  theme  of  Man  in  the  Automated  Age: 

PAUL  GOODMAN, 

author  of  GROWING  UP  ABSURD  and 

PEOPLE  OR  PERSONNEL  will  speak  on 

"FREEDOM  AND  AUTHORITY  IN  THE  AUTOMATED  AGE" 

Tomorrow,  TUESDAY,  NOVEMBER  16th,  CONVOCATION  HALL  at  5:00  P.M. 

All  students  and  faculty  welcome 

University  College  students  are  invited  to  apply  for  the  seminar  with  Mr. 
Goodman  which  will  take  place  on  Wed.,  Nov.  17th.  Apply  in  the  J.C.R. or  the  Rotunda. 

and  statements  from  em- 
ployees of  La  Tribune,  the 

Eastern  Townships'  strike- bound leading  newspaper. 
The  additional  3,000  co- 

pies would  have  been  dis- tributed city-wide  in  Sher- 
brooke to  explain  the  stri- 

kers' position  against  em- 
ployer Paul  Desruisaux, 

member  of  the  university's board  of  Governors,  a  form- er dean  of  commerce  who 
has  a  monopoly  on  commu- 

nications in  the  area  (Sher- 
brooke's  only  TV  station 
and  two  radio  stations,  plus 
La  Tribune). 

Mr.  Gaboury 's  resolution was  defeated  in  council  last 
week  and  has  resignation 
was  submitted  immediately. 

Students  council  presi- 
dent Albert  Dupuis  then 

came  under  heavy  fire  for 
failing  to  support  the  stri- 

kers. A  large  group  of  stu- dents at  the  meeting  which 
also  rejected  a  motion  ex- 

pressing support  for  the 
strikers  demanded  the  pre- 

sident's resignation  because 
they  claimed  he  had  no  syn- 

dicalist policy  and  did  not 
represent  the  students. 

The  requested  resignation 
was  submitted.  However  a 
petition  with  1,000  signatu- 

res urged  Mr.  Dupuis  to  re- 
consider. 
At  its  next  meeting,  the 

student  council  voted  14-0, with  2  abstentions  to  refuse 
Mr.  Dupuis's  resignation. 

Planned  SGW  rebellion 

proves  unnecessary 
MONTREAL  (CUP)  —  A 

forecast  student  union  exe- 
cutive overthrow  at  Sir 

George  Williams  University 
ailed  to  materialize  when  an 
open  meeting  approved, 
with,  the  required  two-thirds 
majority,  the  executive's  re- cent decision  to  join  l'Union General  des  Etudiants  du 
Quebec  (UGEQ). 
More  than  500  students 

showed  up  for  a  meeting 
which  constantly  threatened 
to  bog  down  in  procedural 
matters.  In  the  final  vote 
348  students  (68  per  cent) 
supported  the  motion,  121 
opposed  the  motion  and  42 abstained. 
Serious  discussion  of 

UGEQ  was  sprinkled  with 
shouted  interuptions — "You 
are  English  separatists," 
"That's  political,"  "Sit 
down,"  "Say  it  in  French." Many  of  the  questioners 

expressed  fears  that  Sir 
George  would  get  inade- 

quate representation  in 
UGEQ.  Students'  union  pre- sident Ronald  Moores  said 
that  Sir  George  had  two 
seats  on  UGEQ's  co-ordinat- 

ing committee. The  two-thirds  majority 
requirement  made  the  form 
of  the  motion  important. 
Twice  as  many  votes  were 
required  to  support  the council  directly  as  simply 
to  defeat  a  non-confidence motion. 

President  Moores  said  he 
was  "greatly  encouraged 
that  the  motion  passed  po- 

sitively approved  our  UGEQ 

position." 

Any  resolution  passed  by 
a  Sir  George  open  meeting 
is  binding  on  the  student council  and  defeat  of  the 
motion  would,  it  was  widely 
felt,  force  the  council's  re- 
signation. 

'let's  keep  it  dean,  guys" Student  marshals  will 
start  patrolling  the  New  Co- 
lege  building  next  week. 
A  Student  Council  sub- 

committee headed  by  Bill 
Ede  (IV  APSC)  will  recom- 

mend at  the  next  Council 
meeting  on  Tuesday  that 
s  t  uden  t  marshals  be  ap- 

pointed. The  marshals'  main  job will  be  to  make  sure  the 
building  is  kept  clean  and 

free  from  damage.  They  will 
also  prohibit  card  playing 
in  the  lunch  room  between 
12  noon  and  2  p.m. 
The  committee's  recom- mendations were  apparent- 
ly prompted  by  indications from  Dean  D.A.  Stager  that 

Commissionaires  would  be 
hired  to  keep  the  college 
clean  unless  the  students 
did  something  themselves. 

Tuesday  November  23  -  Saturday  November  27 
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Blues'  Ausrris  Liepo,  who  notched  two  goals  In  VarsitV.  6  1  »,Vt->™  "**n"  w*yne  miokiff 
B.ackwood  Trophy,  is  shown  „,.*„„  h^'JSS^  £L22£3  d^der'"  ** 
UNDEFEATED  SEASON. 

Blues  capture  Blackwood 
By  MARCI  Mc  DONALD 
The  Blackwood  Trophy — 

all  of  it — came  home  to  Var- 
sity soccer  Blues  after  a 

6-1  sudden  death  defeat  of 
Queen's  Golden  Gaels. 

Last  year  Blues  claimed 
only  half  the  trophy  when 
a  30  minute  overtime  failed 
to  break  a  scoreless  tie 
with  McGill  in  the  sudden 
death  final. 
Playing  in  Varsity  Sta- 

dium, Blues  showed  the 
championship  style  which 
rocketed  them  through  an 
undefeated  eight-game 
streak  to  full-fledged  inter- 

collegiate supremacy. 
They  dominated  play  the 

full  90  minutes  and  kept 
the  ball  controlled  in  open 
play  patterns,  which  made 
the  game  one  of  the  fastest 
of  the  season. 

Austris  Liepa,  a  low-man 
on  the  scoring  totem  pole 
this  year,  outdid  himself 
Saturday,  knocking  in  the 
first  two  of  Blues'  half- 
dozen  goals. 

The  first  came  at  the  five- 

leat  York  Steel 
By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
Varsity  hockey  Blues  got 

off  to  an  auspicious  start 
Friday  night  at  Varsity  Sta- 

dium dumping  York  Steel 
of  the  Toronto  Hockey 
League's  Senior  '  division 12-3. 

Blues  were  ahead  for  all 
but  18  seconds  of  the  game. 
At  the  18  second  mark  of 
the  first  period  Paul  Lau- 

rent scored  his  first  goal 
for  Varsity  on  his  first  shot 
as  a  Blue.  Laurent  counted 
two  more  goals  in  the  third 
period  to  gain  the  hat  trick. 
Bobby  McClelland  also 

got  the  hat  trick  scoring  all 
three  goals  within  a  four 
and  a  half  minute  span  in 
the  second  period. 
Keith  Noble  with  two, 

Bryan  Tompson,  Henry 
Monteith,  Murray  Stroud 
and  Gord  Cunningham 
rounded  out  Blues'  scoring. Bill  Stewart  and  John 
Wrigley  split  the  goaltend- 
ing  chores  with  Stewart 
looking  especially  sharp  as 
he  blanked  Steelers  for  his 
period  and  a  half. 
Gord  Comport  scored 

twice  for  Steelers  and  Car- 
men Swallow  once.  All  three 

goals  came  in  the  third  per- 
iod after  Blues  had  built  up a  9-0  lead. 

minute  mark,  when  he 
headed  in  a  high  one  from 
a  pass  by  Bill  Troost,  the second  1 0  minutes  later 
with  a  long  ground  drive from  30  yards  out. 
Ormond  Mendes  headed 

in  Blues'  third  on  a  cross from  Graham  Shiels  just 
before  the  halfway  mark. 
Frank  Soppelsa  added 

one  more  to  his  goal  record 
in  the  second  half  to  end 

the  season  with  16. 
After  his  score,  Queen's took  the  ball  briefly  for 

about  10  minutes  and  count- 
ed their  only  goal  on  a  shot 

by  Clement  Nwakwesi. 
Ormond  Mendes  (his  sec 

ond)  and  Pat  Terrelonge 
scored  Blues'  last  two  goals. Corner  Kicks:  Blues  meet 
the  interfaculty  all-stars  at 
12  noon  Wednesday  on  Ihe back  campus. 

Harriers  score  shutout 

for  Canadian  Championship 
Toronto  harriers  brought 

home  the  national  cross- 
country championship  to 

Varsity  this  weekend  as 
they  completely  outclassed 
the  three  opposing  teams 
New  Brunswick,  Manitoba, 
and  Royal  Military  College. 
Missing  a  perfect  score  a 
week  before  in  the  00 AA 
Championships,  they  rem- 

edied the  situation  by  cap- 
turing the  first  five  positions 

at  Saturday's  Canadian  Inter- collegiate Athletic  Union 
meet  staged  at  Guelph. 
As  the  race  progressed 

Varsity's  Peter  Buniak  and 
Rich  Pyne  emerged  well  out 
in  front  of  the  field  follow- 

ed by  a  small  group  of  Man- itoba athletes.  Behind  them 
were  ranged  at  equal  inter- 

vals Blues'  Doug  Macdoug- 
all,  Dave  Bailey  and  Brian Richards. 

After  4.5  miles,  with  a 
mile  to  go  Buniak  left  Pyne 
marking  time  on  a  hill  and 
picked  up  an  80  yard  lead 

which  he  maintained  for  the victory. 

Meanwhile  Bailey  moved 

up  steadily  past  the  Mam'to ba  runners  and  teammate 
Macdougall  to  sew  up  third 
position.  Macdougall  hung 
on  for  fourth  and  freshman 
Brian  Richards,  coming  up 
with  another  impressive  per 
formance  in  his  first  year  of 
intercollegiate  competition 
edged  out  Manitoba's  first counter,  R.  Brown,  by  eight 
seconds  to  give  Varsity  its 
perfect  score. Peter  Thompson,  who 
often  among  TJ  of  T's  first few  finishers,  was  well  back 
in  eleventh  spot  while  Blues' other  contestant,  freshman 
Dave  Tong,  came  in  22nd. Individual  Placing*:  Buniak  (T)  29:41.9; 
Pyne  (T)  29:57;  Bailey  (T)  30:10;  Mat- dougall  (T)  30:29;  Richards  (T)  30:57; Brown  (M)  31:05;  Cholk  (M)  31:47; Meinster  (N.B.)  31:54;  Brown  (RMC) 31:58;  Bums  (M)  32.00;  Thompson  (T) 32:03;  Ernst  [N.B.)  32:06;  Hunter  (M; 32:07,  Covers  (M)  32:08;  Lennox  (Ml 32:10. 
Team  Standings:  Toronto  15;  Monitobc 50;  New  Brunswick  71;  Royol  Militory College  97. 

Andy's  A.C.  downs  Blues  79-74 By  RICH  PYNE 
Varsity's  basketball  team 

dropped  a  close  79-74  de- 
cision to  Andy's  A.C.  Satur- day night  at  the  Bloor  St. YMHA.  Energetic  play  by 

the  Blues  was  no  match  for 
Andy's  greater  experience 
at  guard  in  the  persons  of 
Warren  Dalton,  Ches  Culpa, 
and  former  Blues  Dave  West 
and  Mike  Muir. 

Andy's  led  41-36  at  half- 
time,  but  Blues  fought  back 
and  went  ahead  56-53  at  10:- 
46  of  the  second  half  <m  a 

basket  by  John  Hadden  and 
a  free-throw  by  Arvo  Neid- re.  That  was  as  far  as  Blues 
got.  Andy's  promptly  popp- ed in  13  points  in  a  row  for 
a  10  point  advantage  and 
never  looked  back. 
Dave  West  was  injured 

with  five  minutes  to  play  in 
the  first  half  and  was  un- 

able to  continue,  but  his  in- 
jury was  not  serious. Scoring:  Andy's  A.C:  Fleming  1 9, 

Muir  13;  Rigby  14;  Cuipo  7;  Dollon  7- Bouchey  7;  West  6;  Wolchuk  3;  Goidy 
Blues:  Kane  17.  Hadden  17;  Woloshyn 9;  Bennett  9;  Neidre  fi;  Loekhorr  6; Garb  4;  Klimos  2;  Kimel  2;  Rogers. 
Smith. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 

BADM'  d^^o'^oTp  r  °P6n  Wee-tie, UKE  T<Jhf°A?  DANCE  -  A  n6W  F°,k  9roup  will  meet  in 
l^^r^0  °f  £■  Beni°n  Bui,d'"S  -Fridoys  from 
"2.00  to  1.00  p.m.  F.rst  session  Fridoy,  November  12th. 

FORD 

MOTOR  COMPANY 

OF  CANADA,  LIMITED 

invites 

YOU 

to  meet  its 

representatives 
on  campus 

NOVEMBER  22  and  23, 
1965 

Graduating  Seniors  in 

ARTS  AND  COMMERCE 

Learn  what  FORD  can 

offer  YOU 

Arrangements  for  interviews  can  be  made  ana'  further 
information  obtained  at  the  University  Placement  Ser- vice, 581  Spadina  Ave. 

VICTORIA  COLLEGE 

presents 
SCARLET  AND  GOLD 

IN 

MASQUERADE 

MARDI 

GRAS 

FRI.,  NOV.  19,  1965 

HART  HOUSE       -      $2.50  per  couple 

Tickets  on  sale:  Wymilwood,  12  -  2  p.m. 

COSTUME  RENTALS: 
Mon.  •  Fri.:  12  -  2  p.m. 

Productions  office 
2nd  floor  of  Vic.  Athletic  Building 
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THIS  WEEK  THE  YATES  CUP... .NEXT  WEEK  THE  COLLEGE  BOWL 

Eben  stars  in  Yates  Cup  victory 

Taylor  throws  strikes 

as  defence  holds  'Stangs By  P.  J.  PAPE 
LONDON  —  In  one  of  the  most  exciting  intercollegiate 

football  games  of  the  last  few  seasons,  Toronto's  Varsity Blues  came  back  from  a  14  point  deficit  to  defeat  Western 
Mustangs  21-16  and  capture  the  Yates  Cup.  The  win 

allows  Blues  to  enter  the  College  Bowl. 
Varsity  quarterback  Bryce  Taylor  threw  three  touch- down passes  —  two  to  end  Mike  Eben  and  one  to  halfback 

Gerry  Sternberg.  These  were  enough  to  turn  back  a  Mus- 
tang team  which  started  as  if  they  were  going  to  bury 

Varsity  under  the  Little  Stadium  sod. 
On  the  third  play  from 

scrimmage  Western's  Rob Campbell   returned  a  Tor- 
onto punt  52  yards  up  the middle  for  a  touchdown. 

Western  tallied  again  mid- 
way through  the  first  quar- 

ter when  fullback  Larry  Bur- 
ridge  broke  off  left  tackle 
and  ran  73  yards  for  a  touch- down. 

It  was  at  this  point  that 
Blues  realized  that  they 
were  participating  in  a 
championship  game  and  be- 

gan to  play  accordingly. 
Their  defence  was  superb. 

Led  by  end  Mike  Bulger, 
linebackers  Glen  Markle  and 
Ranny  Parker  and  back  Ian 
Kirkpatrick,  Varsity  stopped 
Western's  vaunted  running 
attack  and  Look  some  pres- sure off  their  own  offence. 

Each  time  Eben  ran  a  pass 
pattern  Mustangs  thought- 

fully provided  a  two-man 
escort.  And  in  spite  of  the 
elbows  and  hips  they  aimed 
in  his  direction  Eben  made 
seven  receptions. 

In  the  last  few  minutes  of 
the  first  half,  with  the  ball 
on  Western's  45  yard  line, Taylor  threw  to  Eben  who 
out-jumped  his  two  purple 
friends  and  danced  his  way 
down  the  sideline  to  a  touch- 
down. 

In  the  fourth  quarter 
Blues'  offence  exploded. With  fullback  Erkki  Pu- 
konen  running  well  enough 
to  force  Western  to  ease 
their  pass  rush,  Taylor  be- 

gan to  hit  his  receivers. 
Receptions    by  halfback 

Nick  DiGiuseppe  and  Eben 
moved  the  ball  to  the  23- 
yard  line, A  Taylor-to-Sternberg  pass 
advanced  the  ball  to  the 
eight.  And  then  Eben  slid 
behind  his  coverage,  assum- 

ed the  prone  position  in  mid 
air,  and  caught  a  touchdown 
pass  as  he  was  diving  into the  end  zone. 

With  six  minutes  showing 
on  the  clock  Blues  won  the 
game.  The  ball  was  on  Var- 

sity' 45  yard  line  when  Tay- lor rolled  out  of  the  pocket 
and  hit  Sternberg  with  what 
appeared  to  be  a  harmless 
sideline  pass. 

Not  so.  Sternberg  open- 
ing the  throttle  on  his  blaz- 
ing speed,  ran  past  four 

Mustangs.  Then  with  one 
final  move  he  shifted  by  the 
outstretched  arms  of  West- 

ern's last  defender  and  into 
the  open  on  the  way  to  a 
65-yard  touchdown. 
But  Mustangs  were  not 

dead  yet.  Coach  Johnny  Met- ras  reached  into  his  bag  of 
goodies  and  brought  out  a 
pass  play  off  a  halback sweep. 

But  Mike  Bulger  was  not 
as  obliging  as  Western 
would  have  liked.  He  leaped 
in  the  air  to  intercept  Haw- 

kins' throw,  smothering 
'Stangs'  last  hope  of  winning the  game  and  the  Yates Cup. 

T  W Firtt  downs  12  12 Yards  rushing  98  211 Yards   passing  227  29 Passes  artcmp/tomp.    24/12  13/3 Intercepted  by  3  1 Fumbles /tumbles  tost  0/0  3/2 Penalties/yds.  pen.  3/30  3/29 Punts/ovcroge  yd*.       13/31     1 0/43./ 

-photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Blues'  defence  was  a  key  factor  in  their  victory  Saturday.  Here,  Mustangs'  Art  Froese 
(36)  gets  a  sample  of  that  defence  as  Mike  Bulger  (54),  Bill  Chernoff  (61)  and  Pete  Broad- 
hurst  (26)  puli  him  down. 

Pre -game  confidence  turns 

to  post-game  gloom 
By  DAVE  SOLES 

Special  to  The  Varsity 
LONDON  —  A  group  of 

dejected  athletes  sat  in  the 
Western  dressing  room  fol- 

lowing their  21-16  loss  to 
Varsity  Blues  in  the  Yales 
Cup  final  here  Saturday. 

Previous  to  the  game 
John  Metras  and  his  char- 

ges were  fairly,  but  not 
overly,  confident  ihey  could 
bring  the  cherished  silver- ware back  to  London  for  at 
least  a  one  year  stay. 

Following   the  game  Me- 

Cooch  Ron  Murphy  takes  a  long  swing  of  the  victory  juice 
Blues'  won  their  first  Yates  Cup  in  seven  years. 
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—photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
in  the  dressing   room  after 

tras  made  no  excuses  for 
his  team  blowing  a  14-0 
first  quarter  lead.  "They 
beat  us,  and  that's  all  there 
was  to  it,"  said  the  Mustang mentor. 
Asked  if  he  felt  any  re- sentment towards  Toronto 

for  winning  the  trophy  after 
Mustangs  ended  the  season 
in  first  place  with  a  5-1 
record  Metras  said  "You've got  to  take  the  bitter  with 

Lhe  sweet." When  asked  whether  he 
might  move  for  an  amend- 

ment to  the  playoff  regula- 
tions Metras  said  although 

he  felt  some  changes  might 
be  made  he  definitely  did 
not  want  the  playoff  to  be 
wiped  out.  "It  helps  build up  interest  in  the  latter  part 
of  the  season  when  first 
place  looks  virtually  as- 

sured, as  it  did  this  year," he  went  on. 
Western  had  no  doubt  To- 

ronto won  the  game  as  re- 
flected by  the  somber  at- mosphere in  the  dressing room. 

"We  blew  it,"  one  player 
said.  "We  just  can't  seem to  keep  a  full  head  of  steam 
going  into  the  second  half.' The  players  did  not  make excuses  for  the  loss,  but 
seemed  to  individually  take 
the  blame  for  not  coming 
up  with  the  key  plays  at  the 

right  times. For  at  least  five  players 
it  will  be  their  last  appear- 

ance   in    the    Purple  and 

White  and  the  expected  vic- 
tory would  have  provided 

the  climax  to  their  intercol- 
legiate careers. From  the  offensive  unit 

only  guard  John  Thompson and  tackle  Carl  Jackson 
leave  their  studies  this  year. 

Linebackers  Jim  Turner 
and  George  Chris  have  seen 
their  last  days  as  Mustangs 
as  has  end  Jim  Hogan.  Sev- eral other  players,  such  as 
defensive  tackle  Ross  Ni- cholson and  offensive  tackle 
Bill  Imrie  are  scheduled  for 
graduation  this  spring.  Both 
have  indicated  a  desire  to 
return  to  Western  and  per- sue  their  studies  in  Law. 
End  Al  Smith  will  register 
at  Western's  Education  Fa- 
culty. 

Asked  about  prospects 

playing  for  Western's  Inter- mediate Colt  team,  Metras 
said  he  felt  that  he  would 
be  able  to  fill  any  vacancies 
that  will  arise  to  give  him  a 
championship  team  next 
season. 
Last  year"s  SIFL  all-star centre  Doug  Mitchell  sat 

out  this  season  due  to  aca- 
demic ineligibility  and  is 

expected  back. While  Blues  went  back  to Toronto  for  a  victory  party, 
most  of  Western's  players went  their  separate  ways  to 
analyse  the  reasons  for  the 
decision. 

There  is  no  joy  in  Stang- 
town.  The  mighty  Metras- men  were  struck  out. 
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Quartier  Latin  staff  quits 
MONTREAL  (CUP)  —  A 

student  council  non-confid- 
ence vote  has  precipitated 

the  resignation  of  the  entire 
staff  of  the  Quartier  Latin, 
the  University  of  Montreal 
student  newspaper. 

Editor  Jacques  Elliot  and 
his  staff  now  have  produced 
the  first  issue  of  Campus 
Libre  an  independent  pub- lication with  the  same  tone 
as  Quartier  Latin. 
The  paper  called  itself 

"t  h  e  largest  socialist  bi- 
weekly in  the  world."  The council   motion,  introduced 

by  the  representatives  from 
the  U  of  M  engineering 
faculty,  attacked  the  paper's 
radical  ideology,  its  treat- 

ment of  Quebec  political 
figures,  its  Viet  Nam  policy 
and  its  coverage  of  campus 
news  stories. 

Council  passed  the  motion 
30  to  10  at  the  end  of  a 
three-hour  debate. 

Quartier  Latin  has  ceased 
publication  until  a  new  staff 
is  found.  The  council  vote 
was  the  climax  of  a  mount- 

ing campaign  both  on  and 

off  campus  to  have  the  pub 
lication  changed. 
On  Oct.  28  several  thous 

and  engineers  burned  half 
the  copies  of  the  paper  in 
protest  against  what  they 
called  the  "morbid  negativ- 

ism and  intransigent  anar- 
chism" of  the  publication. Chief  Justice  Frederick 

Dor  ion  of  Quebec  had  also 
called  on  students  to  clean 
up  the  paper. 
The  fall  fo  Mr.  Elliot's staff  is  considered  a  major 

defeat  for  U  of  M's  extreme nationalists. 

Computer  victims  may  revolt 
By  RALPH  SURETTE 

Victims  of  computerized 
management  in  both,  indu- 

stry and  society  become 
despondent  and  alienated, 
and  may  ultimately  revolt, 
Paul  Goodman  said  yester- 

day in  Convocation  Hall. 
Mr.  Goodman,  a  fellow  of 

the  Institute  of  Policy  Stu- 
dies in  Washington  and 

author  of  "People  or  Per- 
sonnel" and  "Growing  up 

Absurd,"  citeJ  the  Berkeley uprisings  as  typical  of  the 
protest  against  standardiza- tion. 
Mr.  Goodman  was  the 

first  speaker  in  the  UC  Li- 

terary and  Athletic  Society's Current  lecture  series.  He 
spoke  on  Freedom  and  Au- 

thority in  an  Automated 
Age. 

"People  are  supposed  to 
be  docile  but  are  not,"  he said.  They  will  not  conform 
to  a  system  of  "rational, 
top-clown,  logistic  manage- 

ment." 
An  automated,  efficiency- 

oriented  society  can  lead 
only  to  waste  in  human  ori- 

ginality and  talent  and  con- 
sequently to  frustration  and 

bitterness,  he  said. 
He  emphasized  that  ma- 

nagement of  huge  corpora- tions and   institutions  are 

out  of  touch  with  the  needs 
of  the  variegated  lower  le- 

vels. "There  -s  too  much 
stress  on  system,"  he  said 
"Computers  in  the  hands 

of  top-down  managers  can 
be  very  dangerous,  What 
can't  be  programmed  is  let out.  The  whole  structure  of 
reality  is  conceived  as  what 
is  computable. 
"We  have  to  distinguish between  what  can  be  com 

puled  and  that  wh'ch  has to  do  with  personality;  in 
dividual  differences,  educa- 

tion, psychology,  insight, 
politics  and  inventiveness," Mr.  Goodman  said. 

Name  new  Arts  and  Science  dean 

DR.  A.  D.  ALLEN 

Professor  V.  W.  Bladen  is  to  resign  as 
dean  of  the  Faculty  of  Arts  and  Science  at 
the  end  of  this  academic  year. 

Dr.  A.  D.  Allen,  professor  of  chemistry 
and  associate  dean  of  the  faculty,  has  been named  to  succeed  Dr.  Bladen. 

Professor  Bladen,  who  has  reached 
mandatory  retirement  age  for  an  adminis- 

trator, will  continue  to  teach  in  the  Depart- ment of  Political  Economy. 
Prof.  Allen,  who  has  been  Associate 

Dean  of  Arts  and  Science  since  1964,  joined 
the  Department  of  Chemistry  in  1959  after 
two  years  as  research  chemist  with  Inter- 

national Nickel  Company.  His  specialty  is 
inorganic  chemistry. 

During  the  Second  World  War  Prof. 
Allen  served  in  the  Royal  Air  Force  and  be- 

came officer  in  charge  of  navigational  train- 
ing. Coastal  Command. 
He  received  his  B.  Sc.  and  Ph.D.  from 

University  College,  London. 
Dr.  Allen,  author  of  22  scientific  pub- 

lications, won  a  $  100,000  Petroleum  Research 
Fund  grand  for  the  investigation  of  organo- transilions  metal  systems. 

Scantily  attired  girl  (above)  has  something  to  do  with  the 
fact  that  the  man  (below)  has  apparently  been  shot  in  the 
Refectory,  Actually,  the  whole  incident  was  a  cleverly- 
planned  publicity  stunt  by  the  New  College  Players,  who.se 
production  of  LITTLE  ME  opens  tomorrow  night  at  Hart Mouse. 



THE 
PAPERBACK 

.BOOKSHOPJ 

COLES 

SOMETHING  DIFFERENT! 

Pay  Now    Travel  later {Special  vocation  plan) 
MAKE  SURE  OF  YOUR 

TRIP  FOR  1966 
Contact 

Trade  Winds  Travel 
187  College  Street Toronto  26 

Telephone  924-1431 
opposite THE  WALLBERG  BUILDING 

LOST:  Light  brown  suilcose  and  dork brown  suit  ot  Centrol  Station,  Montroo! Anyone  remember  seeing  item  P'«»e ccntoct  George  Huovinen,  366-3781 doys,  766-429!  evenings.   
ROOM  AND  BOARD.  Mole,  3  meols, 
one  holt  block  north  of  Btoor  neor eothurst  Highly  recommended  by  pre- sent groduolc  boarder.  After  Nov.  19. 
Phone  Mrs  Williams,  S3I-3251. 
LOST:  An  Accutron  on  the  4:50  McG.M student  specie!  tram  Fr.doy,  Nov  5.  II 
found  please  telephone  233-5669.  

Bruce  Corder  &  Associates  presef 
AT  MASSEY  HALL  SUN.   NOV.  21  AT  8:30 

"From  Africa  —  a  compelling  pulsating  voice" 

MIRIAM 

MAKEBA 
"The  most  revolutionary  /iew  tolent"  —  Belafonte BOX  OFFICE  NOW  OPEN 

Tickets  —  12.00,  $3.00,  $4.00 

New  Canadian  Theatre 
"THE  10WER 

DEPTHS" 

By  MAXIM  GORKY 
NOV.  17-28 COLONNADE  THEATRE 131   Bloor  St.  W. 

Evening  performonces  ot  8:30  p  m. Si.ndoy;.,  motinees  onlv  ot  4:00  p.m. Tickets    S2  00  Siudenls:  5100 
Tel.:    HU    5-7823  or Colonnade  Theolre  Bom  Office 

UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 

THURSDAY  AFTERNOON  LECTURES 
"De   I'inconstance  en  prononciotion  franchise: 

!es  tores,  les  coquelteries  et  (es  obligolions" 
P.  R.  LEON 

DEPARTMENT  OF  FRENCH 
Thursday,  Nov.  18  at  4.30  p.m. 

West  Hull,  University  College 

MARIOS 
SPAGHETTI 

HOUSE 
and  PIZZERIA 
662  YONGE  ST. 2  blocks  south  of  Bloor  St. 
FREE  DELIVERY 
923  -  3222 
921  -6446 

McDonald,  Currie  &  Co. 

Chartered  Accountants 

Representatives  from  our  Firm  will  be  on  campus  on 
the  following  dates  to  interview  students  for  positions 
available  in  offices  of  our  Firm  throughout  Canada: 

26  November,  1965 
Arts,  Commerce,  Law  and  Engineering 

These  positions  ore  available  for  the  groduates  in 
Commerce  and  Finonce,  Arts,  Science,  Engineering 
and  Law. 
Further  information  and  arrangements  for  interviews 
are  available  through  the  Plocement  Office. 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, French,  German,  English 

MIMEOGRAPHING 
ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 922-7624 

MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W. 

Toronto  3,  Ont. 
EM.  6-2025 

open  doily,  incl.  Sot.  from  fi  -  6. 
University     Btazcrs     and  Trousers 
mode  to  measure.  Also  Men's  Suits, 
Coats,     Tmedos,     Dinner  Jackets, 
Sport  Jackets    with     your  cloth  or 
ours.  Fully  guaranteed. 

HART  HOUSE  ORCHESTRA 

GALA  OPENING  CONCERT 
Programme:  Enlarged  string  orchestra  to  play 
Metamorphosen  Richard  Strauss 
Introduction  and  Allegro,  Op.  47  Elgar 
Fantasia  on  a  theme  by  T homos  Talis      ....     Vaughan  Williams 

Conductor  Boyd  Neel  will  introduce  ond  describe  eoch  composition 

SUNDAY,  NOVEMBER  21    8.30  p.m.  GREAT  HALL  OF  HART  HOUSE 
Admission  at  the  door:  Students:  $1.25,  Others:  $2.50 

Subscriptions  for  the  Full  Series  of  Four  Concerts 
Nov.  21    ■    Dec.  12    ■    Jon.  23    -   Feb.  20 

will  also  be  available  at  $4  for  students  ond  $9  far  ethers 

CAN  BELLE  POITRINE  FIND  WEALTH,  CULTURE  AND  SOCIAL  POSITION 
AS  THE  STAR  OF  "MOBY  DICK"? 

BE  INFORMED  IN 

LITTLE  ME 

HART  HOUSE 

NOV.  18,  19,  20 

$1.50   $1.50  $2.00 

TICKETS  AVAILABLE  AT 
NEW  COLLEGE 

AND 
HART  HOUSE 

UTDU  debaters  chosen 

The  following  have  successfully  passed  the  University 
or  Toronto  Debating  Union  trials  and  have  been  selected 
as  additional  members  of  the  UTDU  team: 

R.  Landau  (II  UC),  J.  Watson  (Trin),  D.  Webster  (I 
Law),  D.  Allan  (I  Trin),  D.  Peterson  (II  Law),  P.  Epstein 

Law),  H.  Goldkind  (I  Law),  R.  Rieve  (I. Trin),  A.  Mc- 
Addam  (SGS),  J.  Warman  (IV  UC),  M.  McMillan  (IV 
Trin),  R.  Guisso  (IV  SMC),  D.  McTavish  (II  Law),  H. 
Simmonds  (II  Law.) 

Wednesday,  12;30  p.m. 
Joon-hour  concert.  Robert  Aitken,  flute.  Admission  free.  Concert  Holl,  Royol 

Conservolory  of  Music,  273  Bloor  W. 
Wednesday,  1  p.m. 

UC  Debating  Club  meeting.  Rm.  214,  UC. 
R  S  Bloir,  Dept.  of  Political  Economy,  speaks  at  open  meeting  of  the  Progres- Ccnservotive  Club  on  the  recent  election.  Rm.  1073,  Sidney  Smith. CUSO  me.mg.  Speaker:  John  Baigent,  Associate  Secretory.  Rm.  1071,  Sidney Smith. 
Yavneh  noon-hour  lecture  series.  "The  Oral  Law — Humon  Development  or ?"  Rm,   1084,  Sidney  Smith. 
Liberal  Club  meeting  for  OULF  Convention.  Rm.  1086,  Sidney  Smith. 
Prof.  W.  E.  Monn,  Dept  of  Sociology,  York  University,  on  Religious  Commit- ment ond  Sociology.   Hort  Bouse  Music  Room.   Women  welcome. 

Wednesday,  3  p.m. 
Meeting  of  the  Tri-M  Society.  Junior  Common  Room,  UC. 

Wednesday,  4  p.m. 
Meeting  of  Liberal  Club  Foreign  Policy  Committee  for  Public  Affairs  Forum, 
2129,  Sidney  Smith. 

Wednesday,  5  p.m. 
deadline  tor  opplicolions  for  delegates  to  conference  on  "Repatriation  of Conodian  Constitution"  ot  St.  Paul's  College,  Winnipeg.  SAC  Office. The  Humanist  ond  Unilorion  Society  meeting.  Rev.  Arnold  Thow,  a  Selmg 

participant,  on  non-violent  resistance.  Rm.  106,  UC. 
Wednesday,  5:30  p.m. 

U  of  T  Rodio,  91.1  FM.  Whofs  On  In  Town:  review  of  ploys  ond  movies  ond 
Speok  Up  ond  Speok  Out:  residence  life. 
Wednesday,  6  p.m. 

iillel  Diners'  Club.  Call  WA  3-7837  for  resevotions  by  5  p.m.  Mondoy. 
House,  186  St.  George. 

Wednesday,  8  p.m. 
Representatives  from  CUSO,  CYC,  and  CIASP  will  discuss  opportunities  for ;nt  service  in  North  America  and  abroad.  East  Elmsley,  SMC. 

Thursday,  1  p.m. 
'otrieia  Giadmon,  SNCC  worker  in  Arkansas,  i 

bout  her  experiences  in  the  South  last  summer. 
CUSO  open  meeting.  Film;  "The  Observer."  Speaker: Volunleering  Around  the  World."  Hart  House  Debates  Room. Miss  May  Harmon,  of  the  University  Settlement,  speaks  to  the  Elizobeth  Fry 

Society  on  the  work  of  the  University  Settlement  House.  Christ  Church,  Deer 
Pork,  IS70  Yonge  St.  (ot  St.  Clair). 

Organizational  meeting  of  Vic  Folk  Club  ond  reheorsol  for  forthcoming  con- 
cert. Presence  of  oil  members  requested.  Men's  Common  Room,  Alumni  Hall,  Vic 

Thursday,  1:10  p.m. 
French  Club  presents  film  festival  winner,  "Crin New  Vic  Librory. 
Progressive   Conservative   Club   meeting.  Elect 

Coledon  weekend.   Rm.  14,  Vic. 
UC  Progressive  Conservatives  discuss  Canadian Everyone  welcome.    Rm.  209,  UC. 
Yavneh — class  in  "Pirkei  Avos-Ethics  of  the  Fathers' ot  Jewish  ethics.  Rm.  622,  Sidney  Smith. 
Pot.  J.  C.  Polonyi,  Dept.  of  Chemistry,  U  of  T,  lech 

Science".  Horl  House  Music  Boom.  Women  welcome. 
Thursday,  4  p.m. 

First  meeting  of  Student  Committee  on  Cuban  Affairs.  All  those  interested 
joining  should  come.  Rm.  592,  Sidney  Smith. 

Dr.  M.  K.  Craddock,  Dept.  of  Physics,  UBC,  lectures  on  "Sources  of  Polarized Ions".  Tea:  3:55-4:10  p.m.  Rm.  135,  McLennon  Lab. 
Thursdoy.  4:30  p.m. 

Estonion  University  Students'  Associotio 

speak  at  44  St.  George  St. 
John    Baigent  on 

Blanc".  Audio-visual  Room; 
on  autopsy  ond  plans  for 
foreign  policy  in  Viet  Nam. 

The  modern  practicing "Religion  and 

meeting.  171  College  St. 
Thursday,  S  p.m. 

interna t tonol  Forum.  Topic:  The  question  of  minority  rights.  45  Willcocks. 
Discussion  on  "Is  Christianity  the  only  answer  to  man's  quest  for  truth?" Rm.  203.  Gerald  Lorkin  Bldfl. 

Thursday,  5:30  p.m. 
U  of  T  Rodio,  91.1  FM.  12x2;  Cathy  McNab  and  Jane  Wingate  folk  on campus  topics. 
U  of  T  Rodio,  Special  Affoirs  Department.  All  interested  ore  welcome.  Rm. 204,  Gerald  Lorkin  Bldg. 

Thursday,  7  p.m. 
Dr.  Selwyn  Ryon,  York  University,  lectures  to  West  Indian  Students'  Assoc.  on "Contemporary  Politics  in  Trinidad  ond  Tobago".    Women's  Union  8.dg,  83  St. 

Thursday,  9  p.m. 
Hillel  Seminar:  Prof.  R.  C.  Pratt  on  "Crisis  In  Rhodesia".  Hitlel  House,  186 St.  George.  AH  studenls  welcome. 
Hart  Bouse  Debate.  Resolvid:  That  this  House  favours  the  retention  of 

student  lees  Honoroy  visitors:  C  B.  Mocphorson  ond  J.  S.  Dupre.  Dean  Bladen will  speok  from  floor. 
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SAYS  SOUTHERN  WHITES  IGNORANT 
By  LESLIE  GARY 

'The  southern  whites 
know  bugger-all  about  Mis- 

sissippi," Paul  Saltzman,  a former  U  of  T  engineering 
student,  told  an  Engineering 
Society    meeting  Monday. 
"They  really  believe  the Negroes  are  happy,  and  kept 

asking  us  why  we  came 
down  here  to  bother  their 
niggers,"  he  said. Last  summer  Saltzman 
was  among  hundreds  of  de- monstrators arrested  i  n 
Jackson,  Mississippi,  while 
attempting  to  see  the  fe- 

deral attorney.  "It's  really quite  an  experience  to  be  in 
jail.  You  should  all  try  it 
some  time,"  he  said. 

Part  of  the  state  fair- 
ground had  been  fenced  in 

to  accomodate  the  huge 
number  arrested.  Game  and 
fish  wardens  patrolled  the 
grounds  with  guns,  "not  for 
the  fish."  But  Saltzman  said that  his  treatment  was  not 
too  bad.  He  was  arrested 
June  15,  he  said,  and  by  this 
time  the  cops  had  eased  up 
because  of  several  bad  in- 

cidents of  brutality. 
"One  woman  was  kicked 

in  the  stomach  and  laid  on 
the  ground  for  a  couple  of 
hours  before  a  doctor  was 
called.  She  had  a  miscar- 

riage." When  asked  if  he had  been  afraid,  Saltzman 
replied  that  h  e  couldn't 
really  feel  fear  because  he 
didn't  know  what  to  expect. 

"The  whole  thing  was  just 
unbelievable,"  he  said, 
Saltzman  spent  two  days 

in  the  state  fairgrounds  and 
six  more  days  in  the  city 
jail.  "There  were  33  of  us  in a  cell  built  for  16.  You 
couldn't  walk  more  than  20 
feet  in  one  direction." The  5th  Circuit  Court  of 
Appeals  handed  down  an 
emergency  injunction 
against  the  police  to  prevent 
them  from  arresting  any 
more  peaceful  demons  tra- 
tors.  Later  the  cases  against 

Saltzman  and  the  others 
were  thrown  out  of  court. 
"But  there  has  to  be  a  fight 
like  this  in  every  little  town 
Eor  every  tiny  concession. 
The  only  reason  we  won  was 
because  they  had  to  contend 
with  such  masses  of  us,"  he said. 

Saltzman  said  he  had  al- 
ways thought  of  the  South 

as  a  genteel  aristocratic 
society,  one  of  "magnolia trees  and  mint  jutip.  But 
this  is  part  of  the  big  hoax 
about  the  South,"  he  said. 

PAUL  SALTZMAN -photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 

Creative  literature  needs  religion 
By  LINDA  HALE 

If  literature  is  to  be 
creative,  it  cannot  avoid  re- 

ligious questions,  according 
to  Professor  Peter  Hughes 
of  Victoria  College. 

Prof.  Hughes  told  the 
first  session  of  a  Sir  Robert 
Falconer  Association  lecture 
series  in  Hart  House  yester- 

day that  he  defines  religion 
as  "the  acting  out  of  the links  beLween  man  and 
God."  Religion  is  based  on 
analogy,  he  said,  and  its 
literary  equivalent  is  meta- 

phor. Oniy  in  a  religious  frame- 
work can  the  widest  impli- 

cations of  man's  nature  be 

realized.  Prof.  Hughes  said. 
"The  best  modern  writers, 

such  as  Yeats,  Shaw  and  D. 
H.  Lawrence,  create  their 
own  religion,"  he  said, Others,  like  T.  S.  Eliot, 
subscribe  to  the  Anglo 
Catholic  tradition  which  of- 

fers the  greatest  range  of 
symbolism. 

Uo/T  researchers  find anti  cancer  weapon 

A  new  cancer-fighting 
weapon; — a  pump  that  con- 

tinuously feeds  into  the  pa- 
tient's bloodstream  a  che- 

mical that  discourages  the 
growth  of  cancer  cells — has 
been  developed  on  this 
campus. 
Known  as  the  Conjector 

(meaning  continuous  inject- 
or) the  pump  was  invented 

by  Campbell  Cowan,  a  re- 
search associate  at  the 

Banting  and  Best  Depart- 
ment of  Medical  Research. 

The  present  invention  is 
a  refinement  of  an  idea  de- 

veloped by  a  Boston  medi- cal team. 
The  original  pump  was 

too  complicated,  cost  about 
$500  and  had  to  be  refilled 
periodically  by  experienced 
personnel. 

Bu  t  the  Toron  to  inven- 
tion, which  will  likely  cost 
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less  than  $100,  operates  for 
24-hour  periods  and  can  be 
refilled  each  day  by  the  pa- tient himselF. 
Development  of  the  pump 

was  announced  yesterday  to 
the  Toronto  Academy  of 
Medicine  by  Dr.  Leo  J.  Ma- 
honey,  assistant  professor 
of  surgery  in  the  Faculty of  Medicine. 

Doctors  at  St.  Michael's Hospital  have  been  testing 
the  pump  with  what  Dr. 
Mahoney  said  were  "very 
encouraging  results". He  said  no  case  has  been 
cured  of  cancer  with  the 
pump,  but  in  several  cases 
the  disease  has  been  con- 

trolled and  pain  has  been altieviated. 

Calls  Black  Muslims  dangerous 
By  ROY  WISE 

Traditional  Moslems  consider  the  North  American 
Black  Muslim  movement  dangerous  and  outside  the  pale 
of  Islam,  Professor  Eleazar  Birnbaum  of  the  Department 
of  Islamic  Studies  told  a  Hillel  seminar  Monday. 

Islam  stresses  racial  equality,  he  said. 
Western  secular  ideas  are  today's  greatest  threat  to Islam,  Prof.  Birnbaum  said.  Nationalism,  scientific  deter- 

minism, and  economic  materialism  have  made  great  inroads 
in  Moslem  countries,  causing  much  soul-searching  among religious  Moslems. 

They  attribute  the  West's  material  success  and  the 
East's  backwardness  partly  to  the  contamination  of  Islam during  medieval  times. 

HART  HOUSE  €L 
TODAY  J  /I 

CAMERA  CLUB  ROOMS 
8x10  BLACK  AND  WHITE  COMPETITION  | 

I   1  10  pm.     Moximum  Entry  —  4  prints 12.30  p.r 
1.1 5  or 

THURSDAY 
CHAPEL  —  Holy  Communion  —  Open  to  oil members  of  the  University POETRY  READING  —  Art  Gallery. 
Dennis  Lee,  Donno  Lee  reading  Poems  of  Love  and Invective.   Robert  Greene  reading  poems  by  Lawrence Ferlmghetti.  Ladies  Welcome 

HART  HOUSE  DEBATE 
8  P  m  Thurs.,  Nov  1  8 Debates  Room 

Question  for  Debate: 
"THIS  HOUSE  FAVOURS  THE  RETENTION  OF STUDENT  TUITION  FEES" Honorary  Visitors: 
Pro  J.  S  Dupre  and  Prof  C  B  Macpherson Deportment  of  Political  Economy,  U  of  T 

For  The  Ayes:  For  The  Noes 
M.  S.  D.  Horn,  SGS  T  H.  Smith,  IV  VIC D.  Knight,  IV  SMC  R.  C.  Weihs,  II  VIC 

HART  HOUSE  DEBATE: 

This  House  favours 

"THE  RETENTION  OF 

STUDENT  
FEES" C.  B.  MACPHERSON 

Professor,  Political  Economy,  University  of  Toronto 

J.  S.  DUPRE 
Associate  Professor,  Political  Economy, 

University  of  Toronto 

THURSDAY  NOVEMBER  18th  8  P.M. 

DEBATES  ROOM 

NOVEMBER  17,  18,  19,  20 

RYERSON  THEATRE 
41  GERHARD  ST. 

8:30  P.M. 

R.  1. 0.  T. 

RYERSON'S  ANNUAL  MUSICAL  REVUE 
PRICES:  $1.50  $2.00 

BOX  OFFICE  OPEN  11  A.M.  -  9  P.M. 
RESERVATIONS:  CALL  368-2856 

C.U.S.O.  MEETINGS 

TODAY 
1:00  p.m.:  Room  1071,  Sidney  Smith  Hall 

John  Baigent  will  speak 
8:00  p.m.:  Hart  House  Debates  Room 

Film:  'The  Observer" 
John  Boigent,  CUSO  Associate  Secretary 
will  speak:  "Volunteering  Around  the 

World" 



price  is  not  right 

Saturday's  Save  the  Children  Fund  College  Bowl  is  o praisworthy  venture. 
Not  only  will  it  enoble  our  Vorsity  Blues  to  participate 

in  a  game  with  the  western  football  champions,  but  it  will 
raise  money  for  a  worthwhile  cause. 

At  least,  we  hope  it  will  raise  money. 
Organizers  of  the  game  expect  the  majority  of  the 

audience  to  be  supplied  by  this  university  —  an  expecta 
tion  which  moy  not  be  realized.  U  of  T  students  have  sup- 

ported the  Blues  all  year,  but  not  at  the  ticket  prices  which 
ore  in  effect  for  the  College  Bowl. 

For  $2.50  a  student  may  purchase  season  tickets  to 
all  home  hockey  and  football  gomes  Seating  for  football 
games  at  Varsity  Stadium  is  on  o  first-come,  first-served 
basis  during  the  season.  This  means  that  a  student  poys 
about  20  cents  for  each  football  game,  ond  if  he  has  the 
patience  to  stand  in  line  he  can  sit  at  centerfield 

This  Saturday  students  will  be  able  to  sit  in  the  end 
zone  for  $2.  A  seat  at  centerfield  will  cost  $4. 

At  these  prices  it  does  not  seem  likely  that  Toronto 
students  will  jam  Vorsity  Stadium  for  the  College  Bowl,  ond 
this  is  unfortunate  in  view  of  the  charity  involved- 

lf  the  playoff  with  Western  had  been  held  in  Toronto 
last  Saturday,  students  would  have  been  charged  about 
$1.50  for  good  seats.  We  think  this  is  a  fair  price,  ond  one 
that  should  have  been  considered  by  the  College  Bow!  or- 
ganizers. 

With  ticket  prices  as  high  as  they  are,  one  can  only 
hope  that  the  fact  the  Blues  ore  playing  will  be  enough  to 
attract  Toronto  students  to  the  game,  If  it  is  not  enough 
the  College  Bowl  may  raise  little  money  for  charity. 

a  break  with  tradition 

Last  Friday  on  irate  gourmet  attached  to  the  Vorsity 
staff  wrote  on  irate  column  about  the  watery  milkshakes then  being  served  at  the  new  Arbor  Room. 

In  an  unprecedented  letter,  received  by  The  Vorsity 
yesterday,  the  company  whose  machine  makes  the  milk- 

shakes wrote  ond  informed  our  correspondent  that  the  sit- 
uation would  be  rectified  immediately. 

Some  people  now  believe  that  the  milkshakes  are  too 
thick,  but  this  is  not  the  point.  The  really  remarkable  fact is  that  one  of  the  companies  responsible  for  food  services on  campus  actually  responded  to  a  student  complaint. 

Usually  criticism  of  campus  food  is  casually  dismiss- ed by  the  companies  at  which  it  is  directed. 
Toe  comP°ny  responsible  for  the  milkshakes  in  the Arbor  Room,  whatever  the  quality  of  its  product  may  be has  certainly  broken  with  tradition  in  this  matter. 
Perhaps  they  might  even  start  a  trend. 
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letters  to  the  editor 

musical  reactionism  in 

Sir: The  Hart  House  Music  Committee  plans  to 
install  three  turntables  wilh  earphones  in 
Record  Room  B  in  Hart  House.  This  will 
destroy  the  present  system  of  using  full  size 
speakers.  The  alleged  reason  for  this  action 
is  the  overcrowding  of  Record  Room  B.  That 
Record  Room  contains  three  different  collec- 

tions: spoken  word,  jazz,  and  folk  music.  The 
increase  in  use  is  mainly  due  to  the  increas- 

ing popularity  of  folk  music. In  the  meantime  Record  Room  A  contains 
only  [he  classical  collection  and  no  earphones 
are  being  added  to  it. 

If  one  room  has  three  collections  and  is 
overloaded,  while  the  other  has  one  and  isn't overloaded,  would  it  not  be  more  logical  to 

rearrange  the  collections  rather  than  to 
cause  great  inconvenience  to  all  those  listen- 

ing to  the  kind  of  records  housed  in  Record 
Room  B.  The  spoken  word  records  for  in- 

stance, would  go  very  well  in  Record  Room  A. 
The  reason  why  some  rearrangement  is  not 

being  made  is  because  the  Hart  House 
music  committee — like  the  rest  of  the  music 
establishment  on  this  campus — is  made  up 
of  stuffy  people  who  do  not  accept  the 
more  modern  forms  of  music  as  legitimate. 
(Another  good  example  is  the  U  of  T 
Chorus.  What  is  it  after  all,  other  than  a 
glorified — or  unglorified — Anglican  choir?) 

All  this  is,  of  course,  to  be  expected 
from  Hart  House.  It's  about  time  we  got a  student  centre  controlled  by  the  students 
and  answerable  to  them. 

Bruce  Lewis  (III  VC) 

no  administrative  runaround 
Sir: 

The  proposed  Student   Centre   is  not 
lling  the  runaround  from  the  University administration. 

President  Bissell's  Advisory  council  has 
merely  asked  that  SAC  reconsider  the  inclu- sion of  student  services  (i.e.  Housing,  Place 
ment,  Advisory  Bureau,  Health  Service)  in 
the  light  of  potential  complications  arising 
from  its  inclusion. 

The  SAC  Student  Centre  Committee  was 

duly  encouraged  by  the  President's  council to  proceed  with  the  planning.  Due  concern of  the  administration  for  the  immediate 
development  of  plans  was  quite  evident  in 
discussions  with  the  President's  council.  Any 
interpretation  of  "runaround"  must  be  re- garded as  friendly  advice  so  that  the 
centre's  plans  may  be  proceeded  with  as soon  as  possible. 

The  students  of  the  University  need 
have  no  fear;  the  administration  is  in  favor 
of  a  Student  Centre. 

Stephen  G.  McLaughlin  (III  SMC) 

stop  neglecting  linguistics 
Sir: Nov. 

Mr.  Beare's  comment  (The  Varsity, 12)  on  linguistics  are  quite  right. 
Universities  in  the  United  States  have  al- 

ready introduced  courses  in  linguistics  on 
the  undergraduate  level.  The  failure  to  do  so 
at  U  of  T  demonstrates  a  sad  narrow-minded- 

ness on  the  part  of  the  staff  of  this  univer- 
sity. As  Mr.  Beare  pointed  out,  we  are  not 

interested  in  substituting  the  study  of  lingui- 
stics for  that  of  literature.  Instead,  a  course, 

n  linguistics  should  be  offered  as  an  alterna- 

tive for,  or  in  conjunction  with,  a  course  in literature. 
The  unfortunate  fact  is  that  scholars  in  the 

field  of  English  linguistics  are  lacking  be- 
cause anybody  interested  in  that  field  must 

first  fight  his  way  through  four  or  five  years 
of  literature  before  even  beginning  a  study 
of  linguistics.  I  myself  would  rather  study 
English  linguistics  but  will  be  forced  to  drop 
English  and  continue  on  with  French  and 
Spanish  in  which  courses  the  study  of  lingui- stics is  at  least  begun. 
A  university  such  as  this  one  certainly 

should  not  neglect  such  an  obvious  gap  in 
its  range  of  intellectual  pursuits. Paul  Socken  (II  UC) 

why  no  Peking  SUPA? 
Sir: 

Is  there  a  SUPA  in  '  Peking?  No? "SUPA's"  only  exist  in  the  West,  you  say? 
My  goodness!  Seems  to  me  that  a  regime 
that  does  not  tolerate  a  group  that  ad- 

vocates peace  doesn't  really  -want  peace. 
Why  doesn't  SUPA  send  people  to  start 

a  Peking  branch?  Because  they'd  get  shot, you  say?  But  still  SUPA  would  like  to  see 

our  side  disarm,  or  at  least  pull  out  of 
Vietnam,  crying,  "peace  to  all  men!"  I  can see  Mao  now,  tears  coursing  down  his 
cheeks  as  he  shakes  LBJ's  hand  and  mumb- 

les, "What  a  human  gesture!" 
That's  why  I  don't  support  SUPA. 

They've  got  nice  ideals,  however — even though  they're  unattainable  through  inert, 
yielding  pacifism.  Big  bullies  always  like 
to  see  people  who  don't  fight  back. Don  Windross  ( I  New ) 

college  bowl  planning  errors 
Sir: 

Good  luck  to  the  Canadian  Save  the 
Children  Fund  on  their  first  annual  College Bowl  football  game.  We  think  that  such  an event  is  long  overdue  on  the  Canadian 
sporting  calendar. 

We  feel,  however,  that  the  organizers have  made  several  errors  in  the  planning of  this  event: 
•  This  will  not  be  the  Rose  Bowl.  It 

will  be  an  intercollegiate  football  game  and as  such  its  success  will  depend  almost ntirely  on  student  support. •  Students  are  asked  to  pay  $4  for 
seals  in  the  regular  student  section. 

•  There  will  be  no  student  section  for I  his  game. 

•  Excellent  television  coverage  will  be 
provided. The  outcome  of  these  facts  will  be  poor attendance,  loss  of  college  atmosphere  and probable  financial  failure.  This  will  decrease 
the  chances  of  the  College  Bowl  becoming a  successful  annual  event. 

The  promotors  were  very  fortunate  last weekend  when  the.  Varsity  Blues,  rather 
than  an  out-of-town  team,  qualified  for  the 
bowl.  This  provided  the  possibility  of  a 
complete  sellout  next  Saturday.  The  pro- motors  have  eliminated  this  possibility  by 
high  prices  and  lack  of  a  student  section, 
and  have  jeopardized  the  success  of  this venture. 

R.  A.  Green  (II  Meds) 
R.  A.  Drake  (II  Meds) 

atuous  and  juvenile  cutup 

Bob  Aaron's  cutup  of  U  of  T  Radio 
The  Varsity,  Nov.  12)  was  fatuous,  juvenile, 
nd  extremely  unfair.  The  only  justification 

he  had  for  his  negative  views  was  technical malfunctioning  (which  he  must  know  will 
soon  be  corrected).  U  of  T  Radio  is  cons- 

tantly increasing  in  quality  and  relevance, and  merits  better  reviews  and  reviewers, 
Alan  Rubin  (I  UC) 



By  JOHN  BELFON 
The  author  of  this  article 

is  a  fourth-year  sociology 
student  at  this  university. 
The  opinions  expressed  are 
not  necessarily  those  of  The Varsity. 
An  article  by  George  S. 

Schuyler,  an  American  Neg- 
ro author,  (Toronto  Tele- 

gram, Aug.  25 )  presented 
the  view  that  Negro  Ameri- 

cans should  be  conservati- 
ve rather  than  radicals  in 

American,  politics.  Schuyler 
contends  they  have  been  led 
astray  by  power-seeking  ci- 

vil rights  leaders,  and  that 
most  Negroes  deplore  the 
bad  reputation  they  have 
been  given  by 'the  excesses of  the  agitators  and  crimin- al elements  of  their  race. 
Leaders  of  the  Negro  re- 

volution have  incited  young 
Negroes  to  mass  action  in- side and  outside  the  ghettos, 
says  Schuyler.  He  feels  that 
the  amelioration  of  grievan- 

ces against  the  white  power 
structure  and  de  facto  segre- 

gation will  never  lessen  rac- ial conflict  nor  be  improved 
by  Negro  insurrection. Intellectual  liberals  appa- 

rently put  forth  only  one 
view  of  the  civil  rights  move- 

ment The  proper  authorities 
should  jail  disturbers  of  the 
peace  and  enforce  respon 

sibility  on  Negro  Americans. 
Schuyler  has  been  greatly 

misinformed  concerning  the 
so-called  "Negro  Revolution 
in  America."  His  attitude  is 
very  much  akin  to  that  of 
the  "back-bourgeoisie"  stud- 

ied by  the  noted  Negro  so- 
ciologist, the  late  Dr.  Frank- lin Frazier. 

Mr.  Schuyler  is  expressing 
the  thoughts  of  middle  class 
America,  regardless  of  race. 
It  is  a  conservative  attitude 
that  gives  a  name  to  lower 
class  social  problems  yet 
fails  to  understand  or  pro 
vide  solutions  to  these  prob lems. 

The  middle  class  feels  that 
their  own  position  of  pre- 

stige, power,  and  material 
wealth  will  be  lost  if  there 
is  no  "lower  class"  to  act 
as  the  last  rung  on  the  lad- der of  social  worth. 
Anti-white  disturbances 

are  not  merely  the  result  of 
civil  rights  groups  vying  for 
power.  Rather,  they  are  the 
consequences  of  decades  of 
conditioning  under  a  social 
system  which  has  both  phy- 

sically and  psychologically 
thwarted  the  American  Neg- 

ro's desires  and  (in  most  in- 
stances )  law-abiding  at- 
tempts to  achieve  equal  so- 

cial status  with  other  Ameri- cans. 
"Mass  action"  by  Negroes 

inside  and  outside  the  urban 
ghettos  has  been  initiated^ 
not  only  by  the  "criminal element".  This  summer's rioting  in  Los  Angeles  proves 
that  men,  women,  children, 
at  other  times  law-abiding 
citizens,  take  a  hand  in  filch- 
ching  and  destroying  proper- 

ty. This  strongly  implies 
that  discontent  has  permeat- 

ed almost  every  level  of 
"Negro  society". 

It  is  a  mistake  to  believe 
that  "insurrection"  will  ne- 

ver improve  the  social  con- 
ditions inherent  in  the  Ame- 
rican "caste  system."  Bu- sinessmen, resort  owners, 

and  shop-keepers  cannot  su- 
stain for  very  long  the  fin- ancial losses  resulting  from 

burning  and  pillaging. 
The  Michigan  Insurance 

Department  said  that  can- cellation and  nonrenewal  ot 
policies,  mostly  from  Det- roit, were  running  six  month 
ahead  of  last  year's  pace. There  have  been  consider- 
ableable  cancellations  on 
property  and  lire  insurance 
policies  in  New  York,  St. 
Louis,  Philadelphia.  New 
Jersey,  and  Atlanta.  Banker's Fire  and  Marine  made  a 
broad  withdrawal  of  their 
branches  throughout  the South. 

See  "Schuyler,''  page  6 

ment  in  Canada,  rather 
than  having  been  streng- 

thened by  the  recent  elec- 
tion, has  been  decisively 

defeated.  The  Liberal  re- 
form wing  has  been  decimat- 

ed, and  the  NDP,  in  spite  of 
astounding  gains  in  popular 
support,  is  still  nowhere near  power. 

As  I  predicted,  the 
Liberals  in  a  minority  have 
Found  that  their  real  affinity 
lies  not  with  the  NDP.  but 
with  Social  Credit.  Man 
ningscare  and  the  Columbia 
River  Treaty  fit  much  more 
nicely  with  the  Liberals' conception  of  a  National 
Policy  than  do  Medicare,  the 
Canada  Development  Cor- 

poration, an  Economic 
Council,  or  a  Consumers' Bureau. 

If  Bud  Olson  gets  the  post 
of  Agriculture  Minister  the 
alliance  will  be  complete, 
and  the  Tones,  NDP  and 
Creditistes  will  be  out  in  the 
cold. Then  the  Tories  will  get 

a  new  leader,  likely  George 
Hees,  and  politics  will  re- vert to  its  old  picture  of 
two  parties  (who  resemble 
each  other  in  every  particul- 

ar) striving  for  power. 
As  the  popularity  of  Hees and  Winters  increases, 

people  will  turn  their  backs 
on  the  NDP  as  a  "bad 
image".  All  the  attempts  at reform  which  have  divided 
the  country  and  created 
political  chaos  over  the  last 
seven  years  will  be  "gone, and  all  will  be  wolf  again  in 
this  best  of  all  possible worlds. 
Hees  and  Winters  will 

strive  with  one  another  to 
surrender  Canada's  economy 
to  foreign  interests,  to  pla- cate our  ally  to  the  south, 
and  to  avoid  rocking  anv 
boats.  Canada  will  continue 
on  the  path  she  embarked 
in  1935. No,  I  cannot  weep  for 
Walter  Gordon,  but  I  can 
weep  for  my  country. 

Liberals  a  go-go 
The  author  of  this  article 

is  enrolled  in  the  School  of 
Graduate  Studies,  and  is  a 
member  of  the  Students  Ad- 

ministrative Council  The 
opinions  expressed  are  not 
necessarily  those  of  The  Var- sity. 

By  ALAN  BOWKER 

Everything  is  "Go,  Gordo" in  the  Liberal  Cabinet  these 
days,  since  Walter  Gordon 
resigned  his  finance  port- 

folio because  he  gave  Lester 
Pearson  bad  advice  in  his 
capacity  as  national  camp- 

aign chairman. 
I  for  one,  shed  no  tears 

for  Walter  Gordon.  He  was 
an  incompetent  politician 
who  constantly  confused*  the 
interests  of  his  party  with 
the  duties  of  government. 
His  action  in  resigning  from 
the  government  of  Canada 
because  he  gave  bad  advice 
to  his  party  is  indicative  of 
this  mentality. 

This  man,  who  told  U  of 
T  students  complaining 
about  the  student  loan  plan 
not  to  look  a  gift  horse  in 
the  mouth,  has  just  been 
kicked  by  the  rear  end  of 
one. 

But  though  I  shed  no  tears 
for  the  personal  demise  of 
Mr.  Gordon,  I  must  confess 
to  a  feeling  of  grave  fore- 

boding about  the  future. 
With  Gordon  gone,  the 
Sharp-Winters  duo  will  con- 

trol the  policies  of  the  Li- 
beral Party.  Because  the  Li- 
beral Party  is  not  democra- 

tic, and  because  its  policies 
must  flow  from  the  top 
down,    the    installation  of 

these  two  men  and  their 
followers  in  key  positions 
could  revolutionize  party 
policy. 
Gordon  was  openly  criti- 

cized by  Bay  Sreet.  Many 
financial  magnates  stated 
that  with  Gordon  gone,  tha 
country  could  return  to  the 
sound  financial  policies  of 
the  pre-1957  era.  Mitchell 
Sharp  and  Robert  Winters 
are  exactly  the  men  to  im- 

plement this  change.  Gord- 
on's policies  of  "economic 

nationalism",  so  roundly  de- nounced by  the  clarions  of 
continental  capitalism,  are 
on  the  way  out. 
Not  that  anyone  could  just- 

ly acuse  Walter  Gordon  of 
more  than  a  confused  kind 
of  nationalism.  He  did  earn- 

estly desire  to  limit  the  Ame- 
rican ownership  of  our  in- 

dustries. But  his  Canada  De- 
velopment Corporation, 

which  was  to  buy  back  our 
industry,  has  so  far  done 
nothing  but  suggest  that  its 
first  acquisition  should  be 
Polymer  Corporation  — 
which  the  Canadian  people 
already  own. 
Gordon  was  a  true  anoma- 
ly in  the  present  age  —  a political  nationalist  and  an 

economic  liberal.  He  hoped 
he  could  regain  Canada's  as- 

cendancy over  her  own  do- 
mestic and  foreign  policy  by 

non-socialistic  means.  By  its 
very  nature  the  attempt  was 
doomed  to  fail,  since  an  eco- 

nomically liberal  financial 
policy  was  subject  to  all  the 
vicissitudes  of  the  "free" market. 

Gordon's   relatively  inept 

and  modest  measures  were 
in  tolerable  to  those  who 
hoped  that  Canada  would 
continue  as  an  open  field  for 
speculation  by  foreign  ca- 

pital. Consequently,  for  the 
last  two  years  there  has 
been  an  insistant  demand  in 
the  Liberal  party  for  his resignation. 
Thus  my  trepidation.  Now 

that  Sharp  and  Winters 
(men  whose  admiration  for 
the  policies  of  C.  D.  Howe  is 
well-known)  are  in  control, 
what  will  happen  to  the 
much-vaunted  reform  wing 
of  the  Liberal  party? 
Men  like  Tim  Reid  have 

told  me  that  what  attracted 
them  to  the  Liberals  was 
people  like  Gordon  and Pearson.  With  Gordon  out 
and  Pearson  on  shakey 
ground,  will  they  stay?  I 
think  they  will. 

After  all,  these  men,  who 
advertise  themselves  as 
formers,  saw  as  their  first 
duty  the  eradication  of  the 
NDP.  Thus  Reid  ran  in  Dan 
forth  against  Reid  Scott  and 
Martin  O'Connell  ran 
Greenwood  against  Andrew 
Brewin.  Both  came  perilous- 

ly close  to  losing  their  de- 

posits. The  "Three  Musketeers 
in  Quebec  are  nowhere  near 
ascendancy  in  their  party, 
which  is  still  clearly  con- 

trolled by  the  Quebec  old 

guard. 
These  men  will  stay,  and 

will  be  gradually  swallowed 
up  in  the  aura  of  success 
and  power  which  the  Libe- rals have  built  about  them- 

selves.  The   reform  move- 
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SAVE  The  Children  College  Bowl 

BOWL  QUEEN 

DANCE 

FOR  SELECTION  OF  1965  BOWL  QUEEN 

FRIDAY  NOV.  19  9  P.M. 

Concert  Hal!  —  Royal  York  Hotel 
Music  —  ELLIS  McLINTOCK 

Dress  Informal  $2  per  person 

The  Humanist  and  Unitarian  Society 

presents REV.  ARNOLD  THAW 
participant  at 

SELMA 
reports  with  picture  display 
UC  106,  5  P.M  TODAY 
All  are  welcome 

II.  T.  D.  C. 
NOON  HOUR  SERIES 

ST.  MICHAELS  COLLEGE  THEATRE  GUILD 

Samuel  Beckett's "END  GAME" Wednesday,  Thursday,  Friday 
U.C.  WOMEN'S  UNION  THEATRE 7  8  ST.  GEORGE  ST.  1:15  P.M.  ADMISSION  FREE BRING  YOUR  LUNCH 

COEDS! 
INTERESTING  OPENINGS  FOR  1966  GRADUATES 
Representatives  from  The  Excelsior  Life  Insurance 
Company  will  be  on  the  Campus  on  the  mornings  of November  24th  ond  25th  to  interview  the  1966  class 
for  two  interesting  positions. 

Those  applying  should  hove  o  mathematical  ap- 
titude and  be  in  a  General  Arts  Course  with  a  mathe- matics major. 
To  arrange  for  on  interview,  you  should  contact  the Placement  Office,  581  Spading  Avenue 
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BASKETBALL  OFFICIALS  WANTED 
Rule  Clinics  will  be  starting  early  December.  Get  your 
applications  in  now.  Intramural  office.  Room  106,  Hart House. 

THE  UKRAINIAN  STUDENTS'  CLUB INVITES  YOU  TO 

The  Annual  Fall  Dance 
which  is  to  toke  place  on 

FRIDAY,  NOV.  19,  1965 
AT  8  O'CLOCK  —  IN  THE MAYFAIR  INN 
1184  THE  QUEENSWAY ADMISSION  $1.50 

CUSO  -  International  Students  Centre 

PARTY 

FRIDAY,  NOV.  19,  AT  8:30  p.m. 
ALL  FRIENDS  OF  CUSO  AND  I  S  C,  (FROS)  ARE 
INVITED  TO  ATTEND  A  DANCE-PARTY  AT  THE 

TRINITY  BUTTERY 

WRITERS'  GROUP  SEMINAR presents  THE  EDITORS  on 
CONTEMPORARY  JOURNALISM: 

HONESTY  and/or  SENSATIONALISM 
ART  COLE  —  Telegram 
CLARK  DAVEY  —  Globe  and  Mail 
BOB  NIELSEN  —  Star 

Time:    8:00  p.m. 
Place:  Elmsley  East  Common  Room 

St.  Michael's  College 
Date:  Nov.  1 8,  1 965,  Thursday 

ALL  STUDENTS  AND  FACULTY  INVITED 

Judaism  still  a  force  for  progress 

NEVER  BORROW  NEEDLESSLY... 

MONEY  AVAILABLE (IF  YOU  ARE  WILLING  TO  WORK) 
•  PART-TIME  (Men  and  Women) 

•  HOURS  PRE-ARRANGED 
•  BENEFITS    (Bock  issues  of  The  Vorsity  ovoiloble) 

CONTACT 
CARL  OLSON     Pressroom  Foreman 

DAISONS  PRESS  -  14  Bentworth  Ave.  -  RU.  9-1171 

By  DOROTHY  YARMOUTH 
Judaism  as  an  organized 

institutional  community  is 
still  a  force  for  social  pro- 

gress, a  Hillel  debate  de- cided at  Hillel  House  Sun- 
day. The  resolution,  Ju- daism is  No  Longer  a  Force 

for  Social  Progress  was  de- feated. 
The  speakers  for  the  af- firmative, Danny  Cooper 

(IV  UC)  and  Joey  Steiner 
(II  UC)  asserted  that  what 
is  known  as  the  Judeo-Chri- 
stian  morality  is  an  integral 
part  of  our  culture,  and  no 
longer  deperds  on  the  exist- 

ence of  Xudaism  as  an  insti- tution. 
They  maintained  that  the 

"ghetto  mentality"  of  a 
great  part  of  the  Jewish 
community — the  "we-take- care-of-our-own"  attitude  so 
prevalent  amongst  the  older 
Jewish  generation — is  not even  concerned  with  the 
well-being  of  the  communi- 

ty at  large  much  less  with 
promoting  it. 

The  speakers  for  the  ne- gative, Jules  Kronis  (I  Law) and  Stan  Emerson  (I  Law), 
denied  that  Jews  are  unin- terested in  the  community 
at  large. 
Emerson  declared  that 

many  Jewish  organizations 
are  "applying  Jewish  teach- ings to  contemporary  prob- 

lems" by  committing  them- selves to  various  forms  of 
social  action.  For  example, 

the  B'nai  Brith  organization in  the  United  States  is  an 
active  me.;iber  of  UNESCO, 
he  said. 
The  speakers  for  the  ne- gative stated  that  all  Jsws 

axe  so  pervaded  with  the 
"spirit  of  Judaism"  that 
they  "think  and  act  as  Jews 
all  the  time,"  even  if  they maintain  no  overt  Jewish 

commit  men's. 

SAC  to  seek  PAC  membership 
The  Students  Administra- tive Council  will  ark  for 

membership  on  the  Presi- 
dent's Advisory  Council. 

Newly  formed  this  year 
to  aid  President  Claude  B;s- 
sell,  the  council  :ncUides  re 
presentatives  of  the  Board 
of  Gove  mors ,  fa  ju  I  ty  and 
administration. 
SAC  Vice-president  David 

Hunter  (III  New)  said  stu- 
dent   membership    on  the 

council  would  help  to  avoid 
"unnecessary  confiict"  cau- 

sed by  students'  misunder- standing or  lack  cf  know- 
ledge of  the  administra- tion's decisions. 

And,  he  continued,  "the administration  itself  could 
gain  a  better  understanding 

of  students." 
"The  community  of  scho- 

lars," he  added,  "is  certain- 
ly lacking  in  one  aspect — 

the  student." 
BRIEFLY... 

new  sac  flight 
The  Students  Administra- 

tive Council  is  consiaering 
the  feasibility  of  sponsoring 
a  one-month  chartered 
flight  to  London,  England, 
this  summer.  It  would  be  in 
addition  to  the  three  regu- 

larly scheduled  three-month summer  chartered  flights. 
It  would  leave  June  4  and 
return  July  1.  Those  inter- 

ested should  phone  Miss 
Reuben  at  the  SAC  office, 
923-2626,  by  5  p. in  today. 
This  will  not  be  considered 
a  formal  application  for  pas- sage. 

held  in  Turkey  July  and 
August. Forty-four  travel  grants 
of  $1,500  each  will  be 
awarded  to  successful  ap- 

plicants. Three  U  of  T  students 
were  chosen  to  attend  last 
year's  WUS  conference  in Chile. 
Applicants  should  bring 

transcripts,  photographs 
and  essays  to  the  SAC  of- fice by  2  p.m.  Saturday. 

debate  visitors 
Professors  C.  B.  Macpher- son  and  J.  S.  Dupre  of  the 

U  of  T  Political  Economy 

Department  will  be  honor- 

ary visitors  at  tomorrow's Hart  House  debate  on  the 
topic,  "This  House  Favors the  Retention  of  Tuition 

Fees." 

Dean  V.  W.  Bladen, 
author  of  the  recent  report 
on  the  financing  of  higher 
education,  is  expected  to  at- 
tend. Tim  Smith  (IV  ViC).  SAC 
Internal  Affairs  Commis- 

sioner and  organize,-  of  the U  of  T  marcn  for  universal 
accessibility,  will  be  speak- 

ing against  the  re^oi  Uion. Speaking  in  favor  will  be 
Dan  Knight  (IV  SMC),  pre- 

sident of  the  Senate  Club. 

apply  now This  Saturday  is  the  dead- 
line for  applications  to  the 

World  University  Service 
International  seminar  to  be 

EARLE  BIRNEY 

WRITER-IN-RESIDENCE 

SCARBOROUGH  COLLEGE 

THURSDAY,  NOVEMBER  18,  8:00  -  9:00  P.M. 

WRITERS  AND  UWIVERSITIES :  FRIENDS  OR  ENEMIES? 

In  this  public  oddress,  of  speciol  interest  to  staff  and  students,  Professor Birney  examines  the  attitudes  of  Canadian  universities  towards  the  writer. 
Place:  Lecture  theatre  101, 

Scarborough  College  on  the  St.  George  Campus, 
Old  Biology  Building,  Toddle  Creek  Road 

Schuyler  (continued) 
Since  these  very  economic 

interests  have  such  a  strong 
influence  on  the  political  po- 

licies at  every  level  of  go- vernment, they  naturally 
have  a  vested  interest  in 
maintaining  law  and  order. 
But  force  alone  will  not  al 
leviate  the  discontent  of  the 
nation's  millions.  In  fact, 
force  merely  stifles  the  out 
breaks  until  the  next  "long 

hot  summer." The  Negro  has  just  cause 
to  cry  foul.  In  the  thirties black  Americans  were  lynch 
ed  and  emasculated  on  the 
slightesL  provocation.  Today 
they  are  psychologically  gar- 

rotted by  an  informal  so- 
cial system  which  repeats 

"Prove  yourself  ...  be  re- 
sponsible," yet  denies  them 

the  legitimate  avenues  to- wards such  responsibility. 
We  do  not  make  phony 

prayers  to  expiate  our  white brothers  (brothers  in  both 
the  cultural  and  biological 
sense).  Prayer  may  very  well 
be  a  means  of  suppressing 
the  desire  for  massive  reta- liation. At  the  same  time 
most  of  us  sincerely  desire 
to  live  in  peaceful  co-exist 
ence  with  other  Americans. 
We  do  not  want  vengence— we  demand  satisfaction  foi 
a  debt  long  overdue.  We shall  not  go  the  way  of  our 

brother,  the  American  Indi 
an,  and  become  the  "vanish 

ing  American." The  "Negro  problem"  has been  stated  most  objectively 
by  some  of  our  ablest  socio- 

logists. But  most  of  our  re- 
sponsible citizens  feel  smug- 

ly satisfied  that  they  have 
contributed  enough  to  the 

resolution  of  Americans  "ir- repressible conflict",  a  solu- tion which  will  benefit  all Americans. 

It  is  the  "social  structure" of  the  U.S.  that  needs  re- 
vamping. Not  by  open  revo- 

lution, but  by -direct  parti- 
cipation in  long-range  plan- 

ning between  responsible 
Negro  and  white  leaders. 

Believe  me,  there  are  not 
enough  jails  to  enclose  our 
masses.  We  are  nothing  but 
men  and  we  demand  the 
right  to  be  respected  as  men. 
But  most  of  all  we  are 

Americans  —  sick  of  trying 
to  prove  it,  and  sick  of  hear 
ing  the  phrase  "one  of  your 

race". 

I  am  neither  a  "fuzzy- headed  liberal",  a  member of  the  disillusioned  white 
middle  class  in  search  of  a 
purpose  in  life,  a  beatnik, 
or  communist  sympathizer. 

I  have  experienced  all  that I  have  written. 
I  am  an  American  Negro. 
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SOCCER  STARS  POTENT 

Champs  to  face  tough  test By  marc i  Mcdonald 
Intercollegiate  champ, ions.  Varsity  Blues,  may well  meet  their  toughest competition  of  the  season 

today  at  noon  on  the  front campus. 
They  play  against  the 

cream  of  the  inter-faculty 
crop  in  the  third  annual  all- 
star  game. 
For  the  past  two  years Blues  have  whipped  their 

home-grown  competition, but  this  year  all-star  coach 
Jim  Lefkos,  last  year's  top- scorer  for  Blues,  says  his 
team  has  a  "better  than  ever 
chance"! 

"Blues  are  a  short-passing team,"  explained  Lefkos,  a second-year  Physedman, 
"but  they  don't  do  so  well on  a  muddy  field.  And  it 
looks  like  there'll  be  a  mud- 

dy field  to-morrow." 
The  all-stars  have  had 

three  practices,  and  to  Lef- 

kos look  like  a  team  with 
top  potential. 

Nor  can  his  confidence  be 
thoroughly  ungrounded  for 
seven  of  the  16  all-stars  hail 
from  the  league-leading  Sr. 
Engineering  who  finished 
with  an  8-0  record. 
They  include:  Helmut 

Brosz,  all-star  captain  and 
center  forward,  who,  playin.tr 
that  position  for  Sr.  Eng" tied  for  top  scorer  with  Ber- 
nie  De  Abreu.  who  will  play inside  left;  Oli  Cajanek, 
right  wing;  Steve  Leventis, 
left  fullback;  Janis  Sima- 
novskis,  center  half;  Garth 
RoLhwell,  forward;  and  Dag Furst,  goalie. 
The  Engineers  claimed  a 

solid  half  of  the  all-star 
team  until  Monday  when 
their  best  player — and  in 
Lefkos'  opinion,  the  all-stars' key  man— halfback  Bill 
Cole  was  injured  in  a  re- 
gular  squad  game  against 

U.C.  Lefkos  said  the  loss  of 
Cole  is  a  serious  blow  to the  all-stars. 
The  remaining  plavers are:  Frank  Cappuccilti, 

SMC  goalie,  who  played  for the  all-stars  last  year;  Tonv 
Rivers,  a  center  half  for  Tri. 
ity,  who  will  start  at  righ fullback  against  Blues;  Eli 
sha  Mboni'  Gaba,  left  half for  Wycliffe;  John  Turner, center  half  for  Dents  who 
will  play  right  half;  Pat  Con- 
roy,  left  wing  and  top  scor 
er  for  St.  Mikes;  Chris  Ka- racostas,  SGS,  who  played 
inside  right  for  McMas'ter last  year  against  Blues;  Bob McClue,  fullback  for  ths 
druggists;  Chris  Loat,  a  Tri 
nity  forward;  and  Ed  Duf 
field,  a  starring  halfbac 
from  the  PHE  team. 

Vic,  U.C.  and  Law  aren' 
represented  on  the  all-stars 
because,  said  Lefkos,  "no 
body  showed  up". 

INTCRFAC  ROUNDUP 

Engineers  clinch  first  place  in  snccer 
By  PHIL  B1NGLEY 

With  the  interfaculty  soc- 
cer schedule  moving  into 

its  final  week,  Sr.  Engineer- 
ing has  clinched  first  place 

in  group  I.  The  engineers 
have  posted  a  record  of 
eight  wins  against  no  losses, 
their  latest  victory  a  3-1  de- 

cision over  U.C.I. 
Bernie  De  Abreu  paced  the 

attack  for  the  winners  while 
Oli  Cajanek  aded  a  sin- 

gleton. Al  Mark  counted  the 
lone  score  for  Redmen, 
Law  Lords,  who  presently 

hold  down  second  place, 
ended  their  regular  season 
play  with  a  5-0  drubbing  of 
Meds  A.  Pete  Boekle  and 
Gord  Ness  provided  the 
scoring  punch  for  the  law- 

yers with  three  and  two 
goals  respectively. 

The  struggle  for  the  other 
two  playoff  spots  is  being 
f  ough  t  among  Tri  n  i  ty  A , 
with  ten  points,  Vic  I,  with 
seven,  and  St.  Mike's  with 
four.  Trinity  and  St.  Mike's 
each  have  two  games  left 
to  play  while  Vic  has  one. 

In  the  second  division,  St. 
Mike's  B  and  Trinity  B  have clinched  playoff  positions, 
with  eight  and  five  points 
respectively,  while  Eng.  Ill, 
Jr.  Engineering  and  Vic  II 
are  fighting  for  the  other 
two  chances  to  enter  the finals. 
This  afternoon,  a  team 

made  up  of  the  interfaculty 
all-stars,  will  play  the  inter- 

collegiate champion  Toron- to Blues. 
FOOTBALL 

Victoria  College  scarlet 
and  gold  have  clinched  al 
least  a  tie  for  first  place  in 

group  I  of  the  interfaculty 
league  as  they  dumped  St. 
Mike's  14-6. 
Pete  Fairgrieve  was  the 

big  man  for  Vicmen  as  he 
scored  two  touchdowns. 
Gary  Kushner  made  good 
both  convert  attempts  to 
round  out  the  scoring  for the  winners. 
Bob  Cunningham  counted 

the  lone  major  for  the  losing 
Irish  who  will  not  particip- 

ate in  the  Mulock  Cup  play- 
offs, for  the  first  time  in 

the  past  several  years. 
Meanwhile,  Engineering 

kept  their  hopes  for  a  tie 
for  first  place  alive  as  they 
shut  out  the  luckless  U.C. 
Redmen  12-0. 

Rich  Arends  on  a  sweep 
around  the  end  and  Glen 
Katsayama  on  a  long  pass 
counted  the  touchdowns  for 
the  engineers  who  won 
their  fourth  game  against one  defeat. 
Vic  and  Engineering  will 

now  move  into  the  Mulock 
Cup  playoffs  regardless  of 
the  outcome  of  the  engi- 

neers' final  game  against  St. 
Mike's. LACROSSE 

Vic  I  came  up  with  two 
wins  in  as  many  tries  in  the 
only  games  played  in  the first  division. 
In  the  first  of  these 

games,  Dave  Grist  with,  four 
goals  and  lorn  Truesdale 
with  three  led  the  Vicmen 
to  a  9-8  win  over  St.  Mike's 
A.  The  Ferguson  brothers, 
Russ  and  Bruce,  accounted 
for  all  the  Jrish's  scoring with  five  and  three  goals respectively. 

Engineering  I  were  Vic's other  victims  ai  ihey  drop- 
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ped  a  14-2  decision.  Pete Enneis  a^d  George  McGeo 
wan  paced  the  scarlet  anc. 
gold  attack  with  four  and 
three  goals  respectively 
while  Glen  Burgess  was 
tops  for  the  losers  with two. 
As  a  result  of  the  recen 

competition,  undefeated 
PHE  A  remains  all  alone  in 
first  place  with  she  wins  fol 
lowed  by  Law,  with  four 
wins  and  two  losses  and 
Vic  and  St.  Mike's  with identical  three  and  four 
records. 

HOCKEY 
The  fastest  game  in  the 

world  got  off  to  a  flying 
start  this  past  week  as  the 
interfaculty  league  stars 
and  bumblers  alike  took  to the  ice. 

Jr.  Engineering,  Scarboro, 
Forestry  A,  and  Dentistry  A 
got  off  to  a  fast  start  each 
wirining  their  first  game  or 
the  season. 
Bill  Carsfield  and  Hal 

Spencer  provided  the  sco- ring as  the  engineers  edged 
PHE  B  2-1.  Chris  Rudge 
counted  the  lone  score  for 
the  losers. 
Scarboro  scored  a  con- 

vincing 8-2  win  over  Archi- 
tecture in  their  first  game 

ever  in  interfaculty  hockey 
competition  as  Bill  Hilliard 
and  Ken  Morrison  scored 
two  goals  apiece  to  lead  the way. 

Paul  Swindle  and  John 
Alton  scored  two  goals  each 
as  Forestry  drubbed  U.C.  II 
7-2  while  Marv  Glazier  and 
Jim  Miles  were  both  good 
for  a  pair  as  Dentistry 
downed  Vic  II,  6-1. 

RUGBY  RESULTS 
Utica  Clubs  1  Eng  IV  0 

.OWLINr°MEN'S  ATHLET|C  ASSOCIATION 

Attention  All  Bowlers  I  I  ! 

p. l?z.11Lr°C°ment  for  Eve'v°ne  -  A" c°"e*s W,dn«£y,  November  17*  «  7.00  p.m.,  Midtown  B„w,ing  A„ey 

SP0R1S  SCHEDULES 

WEEK  OF  NOV.  22 HOCKEY 
Nov  22 12  30 

Eng. IH vs    St.  M.  C 
1  30 

Vic,  V vs    Inrtis  11 

6.30 

u.c.v 
vs    New  II 

7.30 

Eng.  VI vs    Vic.  VI 
9.00 Dent.  C «  Trtn.C 

23 

1.00 
Vic.  iv vs  Emmon 

4  00 Trin.  B vs    PHE.  c 
6  30 

Eng.  XIII 
vs    Eng  XIV 

7.30 

9.00 
New  1 vs    For.  A 

24 
12.30 

Eng.  VIII 
vs    Vic  VIII 1.30 

Eng.  XV 
vs    Eng.  XVI 4.00 Vic.  IX vs    St.  M.  E 

6.30 U.C.  11 7,30 Wye. vs  Arch 

9.00 
PHE  1 vs    Law.  1 

25 

1230 
St.  M.  B 

vs    Jr.  Eng 
4.00 

Med.  B vs    Trin.  B 6.30 Trin.  A vs    Dent.  A 

26 12.30 Eng,  XVII 
vs    Eng.  XIV 1.30 Newt 
vs    LLC.  II 

Parker,  Greene Dainty,  Greene 
Honno,  Porn 
Hanno,  Pom Hanno,  Parn Stroud,  Wilson 
Rumble,  Thurston Rutherford,  Hicki Rutherford,  Hicks 
Rutherford,  H.cks 
Speyer,  Prole 
Speyer,  Ransom Harris,  Appleton 
Hemphill,  Richordsol Hemphill,  Richardson 
Hemphill,  Richardson Wilson,  Carson 
Carr 

i,  Butler Chandler,  Morr 
Chandler,  Morr 

INTERFACULTY  NIGHT  AT  ARENA 
26        5  00  Vfc,  vs  U.CI  Le„0e.B„„e, «  30  St.M.A  vs  s,  E„0  Leooe,  Butler 7  30  Med.  A  »,  Vic  II  Folic,,  P„ty 9  00  PHEB  vs  Phorm.A  Fuller,  Percy 

V0LLEYBALL  (Balance  of  League  Schedule) Webber Roxborough 

Gula 
Eadie 
Roxborough 

Webber Bond 
Spolsky 

.  22 
1.00 

23 

1. 00 New vs  Med. 5.00 

Law 
vs  U.C. 6.00 

For.  A 
vs    Eng.  | 

7  00 
Trin.  A vs  Pharm 8.00 
Dent. 

vs  Wye 24 

1.00 
St.  M. vs    Eng.  1 4.00 Wye. vs    Trin.  E 

25 
4.00 For.  8 vs    Vic.  II 
5.00 Imisl 

vs    Vic.  1 6.00 Dent. 
vs    Innis  1 

SQUASH Nov.  23 
6.20 

Law  A 

vs 

Med.  A 
7.00 

Med.  B 
vs Eng.  II 

7.40 
Law  C 

Forestry 

Wed. 24 
1  00 Trin.C 

New  II 
4  20 Trin.  B 7  00 

New  1 
Dent 7.40 

Eng.  Ill 

Knox 
Thur. 

25 

1.00 

Trin.  B 

Eng.  || 

6.20 
Law  B vs 

Vic 

7.00 
Med.C 

vs 
St.  M. 

BASKETBALL  — INTERFACULTY  LEAGUE 
Wed.,  Nov  24        1 .00 4.30  Sr.  Eng. 

7,30  PHE.  I 
8.30  Dent.  A 

U.C  I  Mockford,  Neidre 5t  M  A  Epstein,  Gartlcy 
Low  A  Epstein,  Gartley Pharm  A  Ingle.  Shepherd 

BASKETBALL  — RECT'L  LEAGUE 
Wed.,  Nov.  24         6.30  U.C.  Binders  vs  F.jis  Mugford 7  30  SGS  Physics  vs  Otazels  Mugford 
Thur.           25        7.00  South  House  vs  East  House Kirkpat rick 8.00  Wolloce  H.  vs  Jeonrteret  Kirkpotriek 

MANITOU  -  WABING  CAMP  OF  FINE  ARTS 
1966  STAFF 

Openings  in  all  deportments  for  mohjre,  skilled 
ond  experienced  instructors  and  supervisory  stoff. 
MUSIC      THEATRE       DANCE       FINE  ARTS 
Pointing         Pottery         Scuprure         Graphics  Photography 
TENNIS  RIDING  GOLF 

SAILING  WATER-SKIING  SWIMMING  CANOEING 
For  further  information  cell  Mr.  B.  Wise,  Director,  RU  3-6168 days  or  write  821  Egiinton  Ave.  W.,  Toronto  10. 

THE  NU-YU  CLUBS 
"JOIN  THE  MOVEMENT  TO  SELF-IMPROVEMENT" Cordially  invites  you  to  attend 

CHARM  ON  THE  INSTALLMENT  PLAN 
OPEN  HOUSE 

10  SUSSEX  STREET  —  SECOND  FLOOR  FRONT 
535-1532 

on  November  17  to  November  24  inclusive 10:00  a.m.  to  9:00  p.m. 
Walking,    P^a»t*.    Diet,    Exertwe,    Moke-Op    (Seemly    Seol    Product!  — ^no<l'fln    Cosmetit,    of    Prestige),     Hoirtfyling.    Fashion    C«-or  (..notion, 



Propaganda  trickles  in 

from  foothills  of  Rockies 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
Information  is  starting 

to  trickle  in  from  the  foot- hills of  the  Rockies  on  that 
unknown  quantity,  Univer- 

sity of  Alberta  at  Edmon- ton Golden  Bears. 
Whether  intentional  or 

not,  Edmonton  has  kept 
their  team  behind  a  wall  of 
useless  propaganda. 
Gino  Fracas,  Golden 

Bears'  coach,  is  the  best known  of  all  Bears,  mainly 
because  he  played  for  West- 

ern Mustangs,  1951-54.  He 
is  sixth  in  all-time  SIFL 
scoring  with  114  poinls  and 
finished  first  in  league 
scoring  in  three  of  his  four 
years  at  Western. 

He  also  played  a  number 
of  years  with  Edmonton Eskimos. 

Bears  this  year  lied  for 
first  place  witbi  Saskatche- 

wan and  Manitoba  with  a 
4-2  record. 

After  dropping  two  of 
their  first  thres  games. 
Bears  came  back  to  .•■weep 
three  in  a  row,  the  last  a 

26-0  rout  of  their  principle 
opponents.  University  of 
Saskatchewan  H-iskies. 
Bears  use  the  [win  full- 

backs system  with  Irwin 
Strifler  and  Jim  Hale  car 
rying  the  load. 

Strifler,  a  six  foot  215- 
pound  fullback,  spent  two 
years  at  Oklahoma  State 
before  going  to  Edmonton. 
Reports  from  Alberta  are 
vague  as  to  whether  Strifler 
played  football  while  at Oklahoma  Stale. 

However,  Strifler  did  plaj 
for  Alberta  where  he  was 
the  team's  rushing  leader 

ALBERTA  STATISTICS 
Gomes  Won   4 

2 140 
Points  Allowed   75 118 

First  Downs  Rushing 66 
First  Downs  Passing 41 
First  Downs  by  Penalty 

1 1 
Total  Rushing  Plays 237 
Yards  Rushing  . 1282 
Yards  Passing 820 
Posses  Attempted       ,  . 

130 

Passes  Completed 73 
Touchdown  Passes 8 

carrying  81  limes  for  471 
yards  and  a  5.8  yard  aver- 

age. 
Hale  carried  58  times  for 

328  yards,  and  a  5.7  yard 
average. 
Bears'  attack  is  run  by 

quarterbacks  Willie  Algajer 
and  Tonv  Rankel. 

Algajer  had  a  52  per  cent 
completion  average  with 
five  interceptions. 
Rankel  completed  50  per- cent of  his  passes  arid  also 

had  five  ir.terc:uLeu.  This 
is  Rankel's  first  year  with 
the  team,  having  quarter- backed  Edmonton  Huskies 
to  three  Canadian  jilUiOi 
championships  in  the  last 
three  years. 
LEFTOVERS:  John  Violi- 

ni  a  defensive  halfback,  in- 
tercepted five  passes  this 

season  to  tie  a  Western  In- 
tercollegiate Conference  re- cord. Four  of  them  came  in 

one  game  to  set  a  single 
game  mark...  Edmonton holds  the  record  for  the 
longest  name  in  Canadian 
college  football — University of  Alberta  at  Ed.nonton 
Golden  Bears. 

IN  YATES  CUP  PLAYOFF 

White's  strategy  pays  off By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
One  of  the  key  factors  in 

Saturday's  Yates  Cup  vic- 
tory was  coach  Dalt  White's decision  lo  change  his  pass 

defence. 
Mustangs  do  not  present 

much  of  a  long  ball  threat 
but  use  the  shor'  pass  ef- 

fectively to  keep  their  dri- 
ves going.  White  adjusted 

his  defence  to  cut  off  the 
short  passes  and  Western 
completed  only  three  of  13 
pass  attempts. 
Western  stayed  away 

from  the  pass  most  of  the 
game  and  when  they  did 
pass  it  was  mainly  in  des- 

peration in  the  dying  mi- 
nutes of  the  game. 

They  got  nowhere  as  An- 
dy Szandtner  and  Mike  Bul- 
ger came  up  with  intercep- tions. 

. . .  Jim  Ware  gave  coach 
While  nightmares  the  even- 

ing before  the  game  when 
he  told  him  he  had  heard 
Mustangs  were  going  to 
change  their  defensive, 
alignment.  The  rumor  prov- ed false. 

...Blues  came  out  of  the 
game  without  any  serious 
injuries,  something  which 
hasn't  happened  too  often this  season. 
They  have  lost  ten  play- 

ers  over  the  season,  mostly 
with  torn  ligamenls. 

...Saturday's  game  was the  first  in  which  Blues  did 
not  fumble.  'Slangs  fumb- led three  times,  two  of  these 
coming  in  key  situations. 

...  A  mistake  was  the 
spark  that  led  to  Blues'  sec- 

ond touchdown  and  pos- 
sibly the  game.  Taylor 

threw  lo  Nick  DiGmseppe 
for  a  23-yard  gain  when 
Blues  had  only  11  men  on 
the  field.  A  lew  plays  later 
Mike  Eben  caught  his  sec- 

ond touchdown  pass. 
.  .  .  Mustangs'  Dennis Walker  put  on  an  impres- 

sive display  of  punting,  ave- 
raging 43.7  yards.  His  long- 

est boot  was  68  yards. 
Walker  took  over  kicking 

duties  when  regular  punter 
Robin  Wearing  was  injured 
during  Mustangs'  48-15  loss to  Blues. 

. . .  Winner  of  the  Save 
the  Children  Co  1  lege  Bowl 
receives  the  Vani?r  Cup. 

DALT  WHITE 

. . .  The  Teddy  Morris 
Trophy  will  be  awarded  to 
the  player  deemed,  by  as 
yet  unnamed  persons,  as most  valuable  to  his  team. 

. ...  mmsmmmm 
BRUCE  SWITZER 

This  5'7"  190  pound  guard  won  all-star  honors  in  his  first two  seasons  with  Alberta, 

Varsity  plays  McMaster 

in  exhibition  hockey 

Varsity  Hockey  Blues  get 
their  first  taste  of  intercol- 

legiate competition  tonight 
when  they  play  McMaster Marlins  in  an  exhibition 
game  at  Dundas. 

Blues  will  again  be  with- out Ward  Passi  and  Steve 
Monteith  but  proved  in 
their  12-3  trouncing  of  York Steel  last  Friday  night  they 
still  have  enough  fire  po- 
wer. Coach  Tom  Watt  was 

pleased  with  Blues'  hustle and  plans  to  send  the  same lineup  into  action  against 
Marlins  in  the  Dundas  barn. 

Bill  Stewart  and  John 
Wrigely  will  again  split  the 
goaltending  duties. 
Wrigely,  a  left-handed netminder  from  University 

of  New  Brunswick  will 
start  this  game.  Stewart started  the  last. 

Blues'  forward  units  con- 
sist of  Henry  Monteith,  Paul 

Laurent  and  Gord  Cunning- 
ham, Bryan  Tompson,  Bob- 

Mike  Eben  (75)  races  down  the  sideline  on  the  way  to  his  first  touchdown  Saturday  o Her- 
ri o  on  in  London.  Mike  Bukovac  (26)  and  Dave  Oswald  (25)  both  missed  the  elusive  Eben. 

by  McClelland  and  Pete Burwash  and  Keith  Noble, 
Murray  Stroud  and  Pat  Mo- nahan. 

Varsity  still  has  six  de- fencemen  in  camp  and 
coach  Watt  plans  to  use  all 
of  them.  Defence  pairs  are 
Bob  Awrey  and  Brian  Jones, 
Mike  Shea  and  Doug  St. 
John  and  Gil  Farmer  and Jim  Wilson. 

St.  John  is  the  only  one 
without  intercollegiate  ex- 

perience. He  played  for  Vic- 
toria College  in  the  interfac 

league  last  year. McMaster  Marlins  were  a 
major  disappointment  in 
the  league  last  year  finish- 

ing sixth  with  a  5-8-3  record. They  have  lost  Bobby  Apps, 
Jim  Randle,  Bill  Kennedy 
and  goaltender  Harvey 
Wells. Returnees  include  defen- 
ceman  Jim  McKendry  (first team  all-star),  winger  Gary 

Spoar  ( second  team  all- star)  go  altender  Jack 
Young,  John  Savage  and John  DeDiana. 

Spoar,  Savage  and  DeDia- na played  for  Hamilton Red  Wings  of  the  OHA  Jr. 
A  series  while  McKendry 
played  for  Neil  McNeil  of the  now  defunct  Metro  Jr. 
A  league. 

Marlin's  defence  is  weak 
and  goaltending  erratic  so their  chances  of  improving 
on  their  sixth  place  stand- 

ing of  last  season  are  slim. LEFTOVERS:  Bob  Awrey 
has  been  appointed  captain, 
assistant  captains  are  Ward 
Passi  and  Gil  Farmer...  Jack 
Young,  is  the  brother  of 
Jim  Young  former  all-star 
back  with  Queen's  and  pre- 

sently employed  by  Minne- sota Vikings...  The  Senior 
Intercollegiate  hockey  sche- dule opens  Friday  night 
with,  McGill  at  Western... 
Blues  first  league  game  is 
Nov.  26  against  Laval  in 
Quebec  City. 
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Hart  House  votes  down  fees 

By  RAY  RAPHAEL 

Tuition  fees  not  only 
should  be  retained,  they 
should  be  raised,  according 
to  Professor  J.  S.  Dupre  of 
the  U  of  T  Political  Econo- 

my Department. 
But  the  members  at  the 

Hart  House  debate  last 
night  disagreed,  defeating 
the  motion,  This  House 
Favors  the  Retention  of  Stu- 

dent Tuition  Fees,  36-30. 
Professor  C.  B.  Macpber- 

son,  also  of  the  Political 
Economy  Department,  said 
fees  should  be  abolished 
and  a  stipend  paid  to  every 
student.  He  said  the  stipend 
would  pay  not  only  for 
books  and  living  costs,  but 
would  also  cover  the  earn- 

ings foregone. 
Both  professors  were  ho- 

norary visitors  at  last 
night's  debate. 

Professor  Dupre  lauded 
tuition  fees  as  the  only  safe- 

guard for  university  autono- 
my. He  said  they  are  neces- sary to  ensure  a  diversity 

in  higher  education. 
Fees  should  be  increased 

rather  than  abolished  to  de- 
crease the  universities'  pre- sent heavy  reliance  -on  gov- ernment funds,  he  said. 

Many  of  the  students  who 
attend  university  cari  be 
considered  more  as  a  con- 

sumption on  behalf  of  their 
parents  rather  than  an  in- vestment on  behalf  of  so- 

ciety. These  students  who 
represent  a  consumption 
should  pay  fees  to  help  fi- nance those  students  who 
represent  an  investment. 
Prof.  Dupre  said. 
"What  benefit  will  socie- 
ty receive  from  its  invest- 

ment in  a  lady  who  receives 

free  university  education 
and  then  goes  on  to  marry 
a  truck  driver?"  he  asked. 

Prof.  Macpherson  said  he 
considered  the  abolition  of 
tuition  fees  irrelevant  to  the 
achievement  or  universal  ac- 

cessibility to  higher  educa- tion. 

The  stipend  in  lieu  of 
earnings  foregone  is  neces- 

sary to  help  students  from low  income  families  who 
are  raised  in  an  environ- 

ment which  ■discourages them  from  postponing  any 
possible  present  earnings. 
Macpherson  advocated  a 
surtax  on  graduates  as  an 
equitable  method  for  socie- 

ty to  recover  its  investment. 
He  added,  jokingly,  that 

university  professors  who 
receive  lower  incomes  be- 

cause of  their  university education  should  receive  a 
negative  surtax. 

CYC  to  co-operate  with  CUSO 
By  STAN  LEW 

The  Company  of  Young 
Canadians  will  be  engaged 
in  "constructive  shit-dis- 

turbing," according  to  CYC Director  Stewart  Goodings. 
Speaking  in  St.  Michaels 

College  Wednesday,  Mr. 
Goodings  said  the  young 
organization  should  co-oper- 

ate with  existing  organiza- 
tions, particularly  Canadian 

University  Service  Over- 
seas (CUSO). 

Volunteers    will  usually 

work  for  two-year  periods, 
although  some  will  be  ac- 

cepted for  one  year  or  for 
summer  work,  he  said. 
Community  projects  si- 

milar to  the  SUPA  Kingston 
plan  will  be  initiated  in 
areas  of  poverty  across  Can- ada. He  said  an  effort  will 
be  made  to  encourage  peo- 

ple to  define  and  solve  their 
own  problems,  an  approach 
used  successfully  in  the  U.S. 
by  Students  for  a  Demo- 

cratic Society  (SDS). 

CYC  also  intends  to  deal 
with  the  problem  of  un- reached youth,  and  will  use 
some  of  the  methods  adopt- 

ed by  the  University  Settle- ment. 
It  was  suggested  to  Mr. 

Goodings  that,  as  CYC  is 
authorized  by  the  federal 
government,  it  might  tend 
to  steer  away  from  issues 
which  would  upset  the  sta- 

tus quo.  Goodings  admitted that  this  was  a  problem, 
but  offered  no  way  in  which 
it  could  be  worked  out. 

J.  M.  HAM 

New  APSC  dean  named 
President  Claude  Bissell  announced 

yesterday  that  Dr.  J.  M.  Ham  will  succeed 
Dr.  R.  R.  McLaughlin  as  Dean  of  the  Faculty 
of  Applied  Science  and  Engineering.  Dean 
McLaughlin  will  retire  July  1. 

University  regulations  require  with- 
drawal from  administrative  duties  at  age 

65.  Dr.  McLaughlin  will  continue  on  the 
staff  as  a  senior  adviser  to  President  Bissell 
on  long-range  planning. 

Dr.  Ham  has  been  chairman  of  the 
Electrical  Engineering  Department  since 
1954.  He  took  his  B.Sc.  at  U  of  T  in  1943, 
and  his  MA  and  Ph.D.  at  the  Massachussetts 
Institute  of  Technology.  He  was  an  assistant 
professor  at  MIT,  where  he  designed  and 
developed  a  combined  analog-digital  com- 

puter. Dr.  McLaughlin  acquired  all  his  academic 
degrees  at  U  of  T.  He  was  engaged  in 
research  at  the  Lister  Institute  of  Preventive 
Medicine,  and  has  been  on  the  U  of  T  staff 
since  1931. 

He  was  appointed  dean  in  1954. 

— photo  by  KIRK  MocuKtuurc 
Skule  Nite  is  coming  again.  As  usual,  if  will  have  fun, 
music,  frivolity  and  girls.  A  great  many  girls,  in  fact.  This, 
in  case  you  had  any  doubts,  is  one  of  them. 

SAC  TRIES  AGAIN 
By  DEANNA  KAMIEL 
The  SAC  student  centre 

committee  will  present  an- 
other brief  to  the  Presi- 

dent's Advisory  Council 
within  about  10  days. 

Undeterred  by  the  luke- 
warm reception  given  its 

first  brief  at  a  meeting  with 
the  Advisory  Council  two 
weeks  ago,  the  committee has  instructed  its  architect, 
John  Andrews,  to  prepare 
another  space  plan. 
Considering  suggestions 

from  the  Advisory  Council 
and  student  college  presi- 

dents, Mr.  Andrews'  firm now  will  design  a  more  de- 
tailed building  plan  to  ac- 

comodate the  student  and 
university  services  outlined 
in  the  last  brief. 

SAC  President  Mary  Brew- 
in  said  the  Advisory  Coun- 

cil's response  to  that  brief 
— a  preliminary  report  on 
the  type  of  activities  to  be 

included — was  "exactly 

what  you  could  expect." And,  she  added,  proposals 
for  athletic  facilities  (the 
first  to  be  set  up  by  stu- 

dents) and  a  theatre,  sur- 
prisingly, received  no  nega- tive reactions. 

After  a  meeting  with  the 
U  of  T  planning  council, 
which  makes  recommenda- 

tions to  the  university.  Miss 
Brewin  said  she  was  "fairly 
optimistic"  a  site  will  be 
granted  by  early  January. 
But  Engineering  Dean R.R.  McLaughlin,  a  council 

member,  was  less  definite 
about  the  date. 

Estimating  a  date,  he 
said,  was  "just  Uke  crystal- 
ball  gazing."  "But,"  he  ad- ded, "I'd  certainly  think 

there  is  hope." The  SAC  committee  and 
the  planning  council  have 
already  held  the  first  of 
several  meetings  to  plan  the 
student  centre. 
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LITTLE 

TRINITY 
ANGLICAN  -  EVANGELICAL Services  ot  11  a.m.  to  7  p.m. Minister:  REV    H.S.D.  ROBINSON Associate:  REV.  T.  MAR  PUR 11  Ki (IMG 

.  SUTH 7  P.M 
GUEST  SERVICE REV.  T.  HARPUR 

9  p.m.  Opening  Night  of 3d. col  House  Concerts 425  KING  ST.  E. 

BLOOD  STREET 

UNITED  CHURCH 
300  Bitot  Sr.  West 

MINISTERS: 
The  Right  Rev. 
Dr.  E.  M.  Howie 

Rev. 
Donald  A.  Gillies 

11.00  a.m. 
Dr.  E.  M.  Hfiwse 

7.00  p.m. 

The  Negro  Spiritual 
Mr.  Bill  White 

CAMPUS  CLUB   following  Ihe 
Evening  Service  Mt.  Bill  White 

ill  leod  in  the  singing. 

R.  J.  BESSEY 
JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 
AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

TRINITY 
UNITED  CHURCH 
427  Bloc  St.  W.  ot  Wolmer 
REV.  J.  ROBERT  WATT, 

B.A.,  B.D.,  Minister 11  o.m. 
"WHEN  THE  WINE 

RUNS  OUT  .  .  ." 7:30  p.m. 

"Imprisoned  Splendour" 8  30  p.m. 
Ttinity  Young  Adults 

John  W.  Linn,  Organist 
Students  Welcome  ot  All Services 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

Walmer  Road 

Baptist  Church (1  block  North  and  West  of Spadino  and  Bloor) 
WELCOMES  STUDENTS 

doy,  11  a.m.  "The  Mission  ot 
the  Chutch" 7  p.m.  'The  Cod  of  God" 615  p  m.  "Talk  Back"  -  Young People 

Young  Peoples*  Goups  — Mondoy  8  p.m.       Ftidoy  8  p.m 
MINISTERS: 

DR.  R.  S.  DUNN REV.  W.  R.  WOOD 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
m  ..    -~    '?*  "T'  P""*>«  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  HIV[ ""«"  1  •«•«  —  2nd  T.T.C.  step  East  ot  Yonoe  on  Bloe,  cot) MINISTER: 

REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  M.A. 
11  A.M.  PULPIT  GUEST- 

REV.  JOHN  ALEXANDER  M.A.,  B.D. VICE  MASTER  OF  ORMOND  COLLEGE THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  MELBOURNE 
A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS. 

WA.  7-1800 
526  YONGE  STREET 
AT  BREADALBANE 

tZ^'l""  I'!!396,  L°°k  PLAYB0YS-  AH  suede^tybe/g^ej Faded  blue.  All  styles  available  in  -His"—  S9.95.  "Hers"—  S7  95 ($1  higher  west  of  Winnipeg) 

You're  right  when  you  wear  playboys 
R«^7TKert^e  T6  PLAYBOYS  than  anything. Reason?  The  Village  Look  is  big  now.  And  PLAYBOYS ▼laVe  it! 

Dashing!  Light!  Casual!  Select  suede  uppers  look  better longer.  Plantation  crepe  soles.  Steel  shanks 
Ask  for  your  PLAYBOYS  at  your  shoe  store  today. 

PLAYBOYS H  E  WET  SON 
ol  Shoo  Corporation  ol  CawU  Limited 

Plan  conference  on  the  community 
A  Conference  on  Community  Organizing  will  be  held 

Dec.  3  -  5  at  Camp  NorvaJ. 
The  weekend  conference  is  being  sponsored  by  the 

SCM  and  returned  members  of  various  volunteer  groups who  have  worked  with  the  poor  in  urban  and  rural  areas 
across  Canada,  Mexico,  India  and  Africa. 

The  organizers  of  the  conference  feel  that  it  will  provide 
for  "the  sharing  of  views,  experiences  and  problems  in  our particular  areas"  by  setting  up  communication  among  the rapidly  increasing  membership  of  these  groups. 

The  participants  in  the  conference  will  spend  most  of 
their  time  in  small  groups  discussing  the  experiences  they, had  on  their  own  project  sites,  relating  to  such  major 
topics  as  poverty,  techniques  in  becoming  part  of  the  com- 

munity, the  ways  of  developing  local  leadership  and  the problems  of  working  within  existing  structures. 
Applications  for  those  interested  in  taking  part  in  the conference  are  now  available  at  the  SCM  office,  Hart  House. 

Every- 
Today,  1  p.m. 

Vic  Folk  Club  noon  hour  folk  music  concert, 
body  welcome.  Music  Room,  Wymilwood. 

Dept.  of  Geology  films.  Bring  your  lunch.  Room  128, Mining  Bldg. 

II  of  T  Radio  Entertainment  Committee.  All  interested students  welcome.  Rm.  11,  UC  basement. 
Important  general  meeting  of  UC  Folklore  Club.  Future activities  will  be  planned.  Membership  still  open.  All  wel- come. Sid  Smith,  Rm.  2118. 
Meeting  for  all  those  participating  in  the  Progressive 

Conservative  Club's  Caledon  weekend  to  make  transporta- tion arrangements.  Rm.  1073,  Sid  Smith. 
Lecture:  Teilhard  de  Chardin,  Priest  and  Scholar.  Spon- sored by  Sir  Robert  Falconer  Assoc.  Women  welcome. Speaker:  Rev.  Prof.  L.  J,  Elmer,  St  Michael's  College.  Hart House,  Music  Room. 

Today,  2:30  pjn. 
Harvard  College— University  of  Toronto  exchange  week- 

end.  Topic:  Canada's  Foreign  Policy  in  the  Light  of  Her Relationship  with  the  United  States.  Speaker:  Prof  J  H Dales.  Music  Room,  Hart  House, 
Today,  5:30  pjri. 

Last  Week  Rest  in  Peace:  Satire  on  this  week's  news with  Alan  Gold  and  Joel  Kohm.  Sports  wrap-up  U  of  T 

Radio,  91.1  F.M.  "  "' Today,  8:30  p.m. 
CUSO— International  Students  Centre  partv  Trinitv 
Butlery.  J  J Today,  9  p.m. 

Informal  dance— cider  and  coffee.  Admission:  50c  GSU 16  Bancroft  Ave. 
Today,  9:30  p.m. 

Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox— Campus  coffee  house— folk- singing.  poetry,  chess;  folksingers,  guitarists  poets  especially welcome.  Admission  free.  44  St.  George  St. Saturday,  10  a.m. 

I    .  «A  ™¥fi°B  new  S2™^  called  "Make-up"  for  all  Toike |  staffers.  R.  24  Electrical  Bldg. 
An  opportunity  to  explore  an  Anglican  interpretation ot  the  Christian  tailh.  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. Saturday.  8:00  p.m. 
China  Nighl.  Trinity  Buttery. 

Saturday,  8:30  p.m. 
Student  Zionist  Organization  discussion— A  Go-Go  fol- lowing. 188MarIeeSt. 

Saturday,  9:30  p.m. 

"The  Language  of  Jazz— an  Exploration";  informal  jazz 

S™^1^  Erkl  He*™™-refre5hmems 
following  first  half  of  concert.  Newman  Centre. Sunday,  all  day 

Trttii4"  'h?e  l'nter<*te<J  ™  an  Opting  Club  hike  on  the  Bruce 
out  ('■     "V'  Ph°ne  Gerry  Schonxen  tonight 
oni\.  Non-members  welcome,  OX  1-5554. Sunday,  2  p.m. 

members0^  v""1"  ReV  WiIliam  Morris  ̂  
UniTed  Chu    H   n''OS   Gr°UP'     R^eshmen ts.  Centennial 

cnited  Church,  Doveroourt  and  Bloor. Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 

Dr  TWi  le"ur=-"Jud»«m  in  a  New  Idiom".  Speaker- 
Ur.  Theodor  H.  Caster.  Park  Plaza  Hotel. 
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Still  hope  for  Rhodesian  peace 
By  RALPH  SURETTE 
There  is  still  the  possibi- 

lity of  a  conciliation  be- 
tween South  Rhodesia's 

whites  and  blacks.  Profes- 
sor R.C.  Pratt  told  a  Hillel 

seminar  last  night. 
Prof.  Pratt  has  just  re- 

turned to  Canada  after  four 
years  of  political  research 
in  Africa,  where  he  contri- 

buted to  the  formation  of 
Tanzania's  new  University of  Dar  Es  Salaam.  He  will 
resume  his  post  as  profes- 

sor of  African  politics  in 
the  U  of  T  Political  Econo- 

my Department. He  said  Prime  Minister 
Wilson  is  trying  to  get  emi- 

nent white  Rhodesians  or- 
ganized around  the  govern- 

or, Humphrey  Gibbs,  with 
whom  he  may  negotiate  as 
the  legal  government.  The 
Gibbs  government  would 
accept  a  policy  of  racial 
equity. 
"What  Smith  has  done 

has  jeopardized  the  long- term  future  of  Rhodesian 
whites,"  he  said,  and  added 
his  hope  that  the  moderate 
"jeopardized"  element  in 
that  country  might  yet  pre- 

dominate over  the  rightist 
power  group. 
"The  whole  system  of 

South  Rhodesian  life  is  ba- 
sed on  discriminatory  legis- 

lation," Prof.  Pratt  stated. He  said  this  is  the  root  of 

the  present  crisis. 
He  cited  land  apportion- 

ment, job  reservation,  se- 
gregated education,  and 

electoral  laws  which  are  "in 
contradiction  to  the  langua- 

ge of  partnership,"  as  areas containing  laws  which  dis- 
criminate against  Africans. 

He  noted  the  present  cri- sis has  arisen  in  Rhodesia 
rather  than  in  any  other 
African  nation  because  in 

Rhodesia  "the  centre  of  gra- 
vity in  the  European  com- munity is  made  of  artisans 

and  white  collar  workers 
who  stand  most  to  lose  by 

negro  supremacy." Every  attempt  at  reform 
has  been  followed  by  a  vio- lent reaction  from  this 
right-wing  group.  Even  Ian 
Smith's  position  is  being 
threatened  by  more  extrem- 

ist elements,  he  said. 

— photo  by  FEARLESS  NORM  FISHER 
Cement  pours  down  a  chute  as  they  cleverly  build  an  ad- 

dition to  the  Galbraith  building  from  inside  the  quadrangle. 

Panel  discusses  Canadian  economy 
By  GLORIA  WAN  DRESS 
Lay  down  the  rules,  set 

up  the  positions,  define  the 
objectives  and  you've  got the  most  efficient  way  to 
do  anything,  Professor  Da- 

niel Rossides  said  yester- day. 
He  explained  the  effect 

of  the  corporation  on  Cana- 
dian society  in  the  panel 

discussion  opening  the  Con- ference on  Law  and  World 
affairs  at  the  U  of  T  Law 
School. 

Professor  Rossides,  a  so- 
ciologist from  York  Univer- 

sity, traced  economic  chan- 
ges in  Canada  from  the 

small  family  concern  to  the 
bureaucratic  enterprise. 

Tickets  still  left 
The  Hart  House  Orche- 

stra opens  its  subscription 
series  Sunday  night  in  the 
Great  Hall,  but  so  far  only 
one-quarter  of  the  tickets have  been  sold. 
The  chamber  orchestra, 

conducted  by  Boyd  Neel , 
dean  of  the  Royal  Conser- 

vatory of  Music,  is  compo- 
sed of  professional  musi- 

cians. The  orchestra  repre- 
sented Canada  at  the  Brus- sels world  fair  in  1958. 

Each  concert  in  the  sub- 
scription series  takes  the 

form  of  a  lecture-recital. 
Series  ticketfrolders  may 
also  attend  rehearsals. 

Sunday's  concert  will  in- 
clude works  by  Strauss,  El- 

gar  and  Williams. 
The  cost  of  the  four-con- 

cert series  is  $4.  Single  con- cert tickets  cost  $1.25. 

"A  business  enterprise 
that  is  bureaucratic  will  al- 

ways outproduce  a  patri- 
monial concern,"  he  said. 

O.L.  Jones,  president  of 
Consumer's  Gas  Company, 
said,  "the  large  corporation 
is  necessary  to  meet  the  in- creased demands  by  the 
economy  for  tax  money  and 
cheaper  consumer  goods. 
The  corporation  should  be 
responsible  to  its  share- holders first  because  they 
have  invested  money,"  he said. 

The  third  member  of  the 
panel,  Toronto  lawyer  J.A. Mullin,  said  that  what  was 
good  for  the  shareholders 
was  not  always  good  for  the 
corporation,  which  might 
want  to  develop  instead  of 
increasing  dividends. 
Law  professor  M.L.  Fried- 

land  was  chairman  of  the 
second  session  last  night. 

Discussing  investor  protec- tion in  Ontario,  the  panel 
disagreed  about  how  much 
a  company  should  tell  the 

public. 
H.I.  MacDonald,  chief 

economist  of  Ontario  said 
that  the  public  should  get 
as  much  information  on 
corporations,  as  they  get  on 
government  behavior. "We  need  the  maximum 
of  information  and  the  mi- nimum of  rumor  in  the 
stock  market,"  he  said, 
using  Windfall  Mines  as  an example. 
Toronto  lawyer  H.P. 

Crawford  said  that  disclos- 
ing everything  should  be  ba- lanced against  developing 

the  interests  of  the  com- 
pany. The  panel  suggested  a  com- 

pany should  be  able  to  sue its  directors  if  they  make 
a  killing  using  inside  in- formation. 

PAINTING  STOLEN  FROM  UC 

By  BOB  AARON 
Dean  E.M.  Howarth  of  University  College  announced 

yesterday  that  a  painting  by  Barker  Fairley  has  been  re- moved from  the  hallway  leading  into  the  east  entrance  of 
the  UC  refectory. 

The  painting,  depicting  the  UC  cloisters,  is  one  of  a 
set  of  six  presented  to  the  college  by  Principal  Robin  Harris 
of  Innis  College.  It  is  worth  approximately  $100. 

University  police  have  been  notified  about  the  missing 
painting.  It  measures  approximately  11  by  13  inches. Dean  Howarth  said  that  Metro  Toronto  Police  have 
not  been  notified,  but  may  be  if  the  painting  is  not  recover- ed. 

David  Hardisty  (I  UC),  assistant  college  archivist,  said 
the  painting  probably  was  removed  during  the  power  black- out last  week, 

Dr.  Fairly  is  Professor  Emeritus  of  the  UC  German Department. 

HART  HOTTWdC 

TODAY                                  -1  fl 1.15  p.m.    EAST  COMMON  ROOM  —  Folk  Singing  Showcase "The  Three  Blind  Mice" 
■j.  i  o  p.m.     KtwKU  KUUM  A  —  Instruction  &  Renewal 

HART  HOUSE  ORCHESTRA 
FIRST  CONCERT             SUNDAY,  NOVEMBER  21 

8.30  p.m.          Great  Holl conducted  by 
BOYD  NEEL 

Introduction  &  Allegro,  Op.  47    Elgor 
Fantasia  on  a  Theme  by  Thomas  Talis  .  .  Vaughan  Williams 
Admission  at  the  Door  -  Students:  Si. 25        Others:  $2.50 Subscriptions  for  all  concerts  still  available  at 

$4.00  for  students  and  $9  for  others 

NOON  HOUR  DEBATE 
TUESDAY,  NOVEMBER  23          1.15  p.m.  | Music  Room 

Topic:  "A  Woman  is  only  a  Woman  but  o  good  1 

cigar  is  a  Smoke" 
WEDNESDAY,  NOVEMBER  24 

1,15     Noon  Hour  Concert  —  East  Common  Room Frederic  Chapman,  Pianist 
5.00  O'Clock  Recital  —  Music  Room Mori  Elizabeth  Morgan,  Pianist 

HERMAN  GEIGER-TOREL 
Director  of  the  Canadian  Opera  Company 

Discusses 

PROS  AND  CONS  OF  OPERA  IN  CANADA 
with  GORDON  KUSHNER 
Director  YM-YWHA  Music  School 

On  Monday,  November  29, 1965  —  8  p.m. 
at  Bloor  YM-YWHA,  750  Spadina  Avenue 

Admission  Free  —  Phone  924-6211 
for  reserved  seats 

SPECIAL  BUFFET  DINNER 

FOR  MEMBERS  OF  HART  HOUSE 

TONIGHT  -  5-6:30  -  $1.00 
GREAT  HALL 

MANITOU  -  WABING  CAMP  OF  FINE  ARTS 
1966  STAFF 

Openings  in  all  deportments  for  mature,  skilled 
and  experienced   instructors  and  supervisory  staff. 
MUSIC       THEATRE        DANCE        FINE  ARTS 
Painting  Pottery  Scupture  Graphics  Photography 

TENNIS  RIDING  GOLF 
SAILING  WATER-SKIING  SWIMMING  CANOEING 
For  further  information  call  Mr.  B.  Wise,  Director,  RU.  3-6168 
days  or  write  821  Eglinton  Ave.  W.,  Toronto  10. 

HART  HOUSE  ORCHESTRA 

OPENING  CONCERT 
CONDUCTOR 

BOYD  NEEL 
SUNDAY,  NOVEMBER  21     8.30  P.M. 

GREAT  HALL  OF  HART  HOUSE 
Admission  ot  the  door:  Students:  SI -25,     Others:  $2.50 

Subscriptions  lor  the  Full  Series  ot  Four  Concerts 
Nov.  21  -  Dec.  12  -  Jon.  23  ■  Feb.  20 

will  also  be  available  at  S4  for  students  and  $9  far  others 
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the  College  Bowl  mess 
The  current  brouhaha  over  Saturday's  Save  the  Chil- 
dren Fund  College  Bowl  has  given  the  public  o  wrong  im- pression of  university  students'  generostiy. 
Contrary  to  reports  in  other  Toronto  newspapers,  stu- 

dents at  U  of  T  are  not  boycotting  the  College  Bowl'  Nor ore  they  opposed  to  contributing  money  to  charity. 
The  problem  is  simply  that  the  ticket  prices  ore  too 

high  for  most  students.  Whether  the  money  is  going  to the  Save  the  Children  Fund  is  not  the  question. 
The  fact  that  this  problem  exists  at  ofl  is  a  direct 

result  of  the  poor  planning  behind  the  College  Bowl  If  the organizers  had  consulted  with  U  of  T  officials,  or  with  the U  of  T  student  government,  this  disagreement  over  ticket prices  would  never  have  occurred. 
Why  the  planners  did  not  consult  with  the  University of  Toronto  Athletic  Association  is  a  question  which  should be  onswered.  The  UTAA  has  capably  run  football  at loronro  for  some  years  now.  Why  did  (he  College  Bowl planners  not  ask  for  their  advice?  Surely  this  would  seem an  obvious  course  of  action  when  it  was  decided  to  hold  the proposed  gome  in  Toronto. 
Why  did  the  plonners  of  the  College  Bowl  decide  that students  should  be  the  ones  to  support  this  venture,  and then  set  t,cket  prices  at  a  level  which  discourages  student attendance?  Brief  consultation  with  the  UTAA  or  with  the Students  Administrative  Council  would  have  prevented  this mistake. 

'  Finally,  why  did  the  Canadian  Intercollegiate  Athletic Union  g,ve  the  Save  the  Children  Fund  a  blank  cheque  in 
the  CIAU  had  offered  a  few  suggestions  at  the  beginning many  of  the  present  difficulties  could  hove  been  avoided 

This  first  College  Bowl  should  have  been  planned  so as  to  ensure  its  success.  If  i,  is  successful  it  will  not  only ra.se  money  for  charity  but  will  give  intercollegiate  athletics in  Canada  some  much-needed  publicity. 
We  hope  for  both  these  reasons  that  the  game  on So  urdoy  w,l  be  a  se,l-out,  despite  the  mistakes  in  pianning which  have  been  made  by  the  organizers. 

misticBnh"  I' rf  "I""'  Und6r  ,he  ci™™»°"ces,  to  be  opti- mist,  obou  the  chances  of  success  for  the  College  Bowl 
^could  Ke  th  ̂   ,hQ'  "  ,hiS  Vear'S  9°™  is  ™*  °"  «™ rl^nl  •  „  °:9an'zers  ne*'  y*°'  will  benefit  from  their mistakes  and  make  the  event  an  unqualified  success 

letters  to  the  editor 

letter  was  erroneous 

Patrick  S.  Nugent's  recent  letter  (The  Var- 
sity, Nov.  8)  concerning  the  possibility  of students  conducting  an  opinion  survey  with regard  to  the  addition  of  recreational  and 

commercial  facilities  to  the  SAC  building  is erroneous  on  two  counts. 

First,  the  proposed  recreational  and  com- mercial facilities  are  not  to  be  an  addition 
to  the  SAC  building  but  rather  to  be  part  of a  new  Student  Centre. 
Secondly,  SAC  did  not  consider  having  a non-professional  conduct  an  opinion  survey. SAC  has  in  fact  employed  Mr.  D.  Pinker, 

a  planner,  to  do  a  market  analysis  for  the Student  Centre. 
Stephen  G.  McLaughlin  (III  SMC) 

thanks  from  the  B&W  band 

As  members  of  the  Blue  and  White  Band, we  think  that  appreciation  is  due  to  several 
parties,  after  this  week-end's  game,  namely: 
•  Roy  Patterson,  for  his  efforts  in  fielding the  Blue  and  White  Band,  despite  several 

major  obstacles. 
•  two  particular  fraternities,  for  allowing band  members  to  attend  the  game,  de- spite initiation  ceremonies. 
•  band  members  who  attended  the  game, despite  pressing  academic  obligations. 
•  The  Varsity's  photographer  (coinciden- tally  an  Engineer)  for  being  kind  enough 

to  photograph  the  LGMB  and  the  two 

Skule  cheerleaders,  while  excluding  the Blue  and  White  Band  and  the  Varsity cheerleaders. 

•  The  Varsity  for  neither  photographing nor  recognizing  the  Blue  and  White  Band, who  upheld  their  part  of  the  bargain  by responding  magnificently  to  criticism 
published  in  The  Varsity  last  week. 

This  is  the  finest  Blue  and  White  Band  in 
the  history  of  the  university.  What  a  splen- 

did way  to  reward  Roy  Patterson's  labors  to create  a  competitive  band  which  will  make 
U  of  T  students  proud.  This  will  certainly encourage  potential  excellent  band  members to  come  out  for  the  Blue  and  White  next 

year. 

Peter  Neville  (II  Vic) 
Mark  Wicken  (II  Vic) 

Bowl  plan  is  wrong 

varsity 
TORONTO  l^r 

Messrs.  Rodda,  Gorman,  et  al,  the  orga- 
nizers of  Saturday's  Save  the  Children  Col- lege Bowl  football  game,  apparently  don't realize  how  fortunate  they  were  to  have  one of  the  competing  teams  playing  in  its  own home  stadium. 

In  all  likelihood  they  will  get  a  larger crowd  than  they  would  have  if,  say,  the game  had  been  played  between  Edmonton 
and  Queen's. They  attempt  to  justify  the  high  admis- sion prices  for  Toronto  students  by  telling us  that  there  are  many  students  coming  to the  game  from  out  of  town  who  have  not objected  to  the  prices.  However,  these  are fans  who  would  come  to  see  a  good  display of  football  regardless  of  the  teams  involved. The  majority  of  University  of  Toronto students  who  wish  to  attend  the  College Bowl  game  this  Saturday  are  after  far  more than  a  good  display  of  football.  They  see this  game  as  the  fitting  climax  to  the  suc- cessful season  enjoyed  by  their  football team.  And  they  want  to  continue  to  play the,,-  part  (as  shown  by  the  outstanding attendance  record  this  year)  by  providing 
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David  Jockel Donna  Mason Arthur  Z:  Mm Lorry  Greenspan Andrew  Szende Tony  Bond Volkmar  Richter Dcanna  Kamiel Howie  Fluxgold Rich  Pyne 
Jacques  de  Montigny John  Shore 
J.  Vincent  Kelly CoroJ  Cooper  923-8171 Doisoru  pIcsi  Limited 
WiSSlh SS  A  Vcor 

an  enthusiastic  cheering  section  which  will 
display  the  vigorous  antics  which  make  col- lege football  one  of  the  most  colorful  spec- tator sports  in  the  nation.  But  the  price ranges  established  for  this  game  will  not only  limit  attendance  by  U  of  T  students  but will  also  prohibit  the  existence  of  a  con- centrated Toronto  cheering  section. 
Officials  of  this  project  have  said  that  they hope  to  make  this  event  an  annual  affair which  will  attract  an  intense  national  in- terest. But  wherever  the  game  is  played  next 

year,  the  odds  are  highly  against  their  again having  a  home  team  crowd  from  which  to draw  the  bulk  of  their  attendance.  What  a vast  amount  of  future  publicity  they  would have  derived  by  being  able  to  announce  that 
"Varsity  Stadium  was  filled  to  overflowing!" No  one  would  question  the  praiseworthi- ness  of  the  Canadian  Save  the  Children Fund.  In  fact,  from  a  financial  standpoint the  game  will  probably  be  declared  a  limited success  because  of  the  support  of  the  loyal Toronto  fans  who  can  afford  the  admission prices.  But  in  the  long  run  the  organizers of  the  project  will  have  done  untold  damage to  the  image  of  the  game  by  attempting  to reap  all  their  rewards  in  one  afternoon. Don  Cairns  (III  Vic) 

Sawn    C™mh„„9K    ,o.rol„   fa,«d"„,r!'  °C'  * . M.  •alffunenl. 
'  hurroyl 

•  bang  out  of  the  debo 
Julie  Brown  wot  her  usual  -Jt^-i'- -  .  ~".Y -'"  •"•""J  jemea  ■ 
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|  All-Stars  wrongly  chosen Sir: 

It  is  necessary  to  use  Varsity  pages  to register  my  complaint  though  I  know  it's addressed  to  the  wrong  person. 
Today  the  Inter-Fac  Soccer  All-Stars  play the  Blues  and  I  write  concerning  the  method of  selecting  the  All-Star  players.  The  pre- ponderance of  the  team  is  from  one  Inter- Fac  squad-almost  half  to  be  exact!  While there  is  no  question  of  the  ability  of  these players  (the  writer  has  seen  them  in  action several  l.mes!)  there  is  of  the  manner  in which  representatives  are  selected  to  nlav on  the  Stars. 

The  coach  says  "nobody  showed  up"  from three  schools.  How  is  it,  then,  that  some players  made  the  team  that  failed  to  show for  practices? 
I  suggest  that  in  the  future  other  Inter- Fac  teams  will  not  send  candidates  if  this  is true.  My  opinion  is  that  some  system  of even  distribution  of  choice  ought  to  be adhered  to.  Is  the  U  of  T  Athletic  Associa- tion letter  sent  to  Soccer  Committee  mem- bers and  managers  to  be  disregarded  as  a basis  ol  determining  the  representatives  of 

t  ,w  \0r  15  the  ultimate  requirement 
only  that  the  team  have  a  "better  than  ever chance    of  defeating  the  Blues?  The  maxi- 
?£mc'SUI1!>er  ot  nomin«s  was  to  have  been 1HREE  players  by  each  team.  How  come this  deal,  Mr.  Coach? 
Players  of  justifiable  ability  were  over- looked with  our  own  representative  (we could  have  sent  several  others  worthy  of  a chance)  getting  a  very  peremptory  "look" This,  of  course,  rankles,  but  more  important is  the  need  to  adhere  to  the  format  laid  out by  the  Athletic  Association. 
Apparently  there  are  additional  specifica- lions  which  must  necessarily  be  written  into the  basis  of  forming  the  Stars  such  as  (a) stipulation  made  that  only  players  may  be chosen  who  attend  tryouts,  and  (b)  more practice  hours  available  to  insure  the  coach having  a  good  look  over  all  candidates  An earlier  date  for  submission  of  nominees' names  would  probably  assist  the  implement- ing of  both  the  above  suggestions. 
H  there  is  any  honor  attached  to  being 

tar^h  H°  P'!y^n  thU  ̂ me  h  !s  somewha? meThoH  cheaPene<*  «y  the  questionable 
method  used  ,n   determining  this  year's 

Cal  Maclnnis  (Knox  I) 
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(More  about  the  CROUP  OF  SEVEN  on  Review  2) 



The  seven  innovators 

THE  SOLEMN  LAND 

Great  modern  artists  al- 
ways make  an  attempt  at 

re-shaping  what  we  too  read- 
ily accept  as  reality.  How 

many  Canadians  were  aware, 
how  many  appreciated  the 
beauty  and  grandeur  of  the Canadian  landscape  until 
J.  E.  H.  MacDonald  and  the 
Group  of  Seven  opened  our 

eyes? These     painters  tried 
to  communicate  to  us  their 
feelings  by  the  portrayal  of 
the  very  essentials  like  the 
sunlight,  the  forest,  the  sky. 
They  rebelled  against  Europ- 

ean concepts  of  painting,  be- cause these  were  alien  and 
of  no  immediate  consequen- 

ce to  Canadians.  They  show 
us  now,  that  art  can  triumph 
without  a  tradition,  without 
a  link  to  a  past.  Through 
their   eyes   Canadians  can 
come  to  realize  the  inherent 
richness    and    splendor  of 
their  land. 
The  art  of  J.  E.  H.  Mac- Donald  triumphs  through 

pure  patriotism  and  through 
the  intense  love  he  had  for 
the  land  he  painted.  His  art 
is  native,  his  colors  rich, 
his  canvases  sometimes  be- 

By  Eva  Major-Marothy 
come  a  tapestry  woven  out 
of  the  tangled  complexities 
of  the  forest.  His  composi- tions are  direct,  his  shapes 
simple,  he  is  a  nature  poet who  declares  the  beauty  of the  visible  world. 
He  is  a  poet-painter  and  in The  Solemn  Land  he  achiev- 
ed the  great  epic  of  the  lone- ly north.  Here  the  sullen skies  overhang  the  colossal 

crags  on  the  Montreal  river, lightened  only  by  a  gleam  of 
sun  on  the  farther  shore,  and 
man  is  insignificant  in  com- 

parison to  the  power  of  na- 
ture. In  Autumn  in  Algoma 

the  colors  of  the  season 
create  a  joyous  carnival while  The  Lake,  October 
Evening  becomes  a  soft  lyri- cal poem  of  exquisite  peace. 
He  painted  mostly  land- scapes but  he  went  beyond 

the  obvious  realistic  repre- sentation of  his  subject.  He 
expressed  his  views  in  a  lec- 

ture in  1929: 
"We  perceive  with  the  soul, we  express  with  the  body, and  soul  would  impress  its own  idealism  on  its  percep- tion. Realistic  pictures  then 

are  no  more  art  titan  stock 
See  "Seven"  review  3 

ELIZABETH  TAYLOR  By  ANDY  WARHOL 

By  DAVID  RALSTON 
There  is  a  particularly 

strong  notion  among  collec- 
tors and  students  of  art, that  the  true  value  of  art lies  in  its  ability  to  stand the  test  of  time.  This  is  not 

a  valid  criterion  for  evaluat- 
ing the  significance  of  art of  this  or  any  other  period. There  is  much  good  art 

being  produced  which  will be  meaningless  in  ten  or twenty  years.  What  then  is the  criterion  for  good  art? 
The  solution  which  I  pro- 

pose is  simple.  Significant art  is  that  which  conveys  a message  which  enriches  the beholder  in  some  way.  This rule  applies  to  all  of  the  arts of  course,  but  in  this  article 
I  will  discuss  only  the  plastic or  visual  arts.  Naturally, anything  we  see  is  in  some 
large  or  small  way  enriching. The  degree  of  enrichment however,  distinguishes  good art  from  mediocre  art. 
A  painter  or  sculptor  who has  come  to  know  himself 

completely  and  honestly  will be  most  likely  to  contribute the  best  art  to  society.  Since a  Canadian  or  American artist  is  a  living  part  of  our environment,  his  work  if  a true  reflection  of  himself,  is 

#/  pass  the  time-test? also  going  to  be  in  some 
way  a  true  reflection  of some  phase  of  contemporary life.  When  we  look  at  the result  of  this  individual through  his  work,  we  too 
can  come  closer  to  realizing our  respective  positions  in our  environment.  In  this  way we  are  enriched  since  we 
have  a  deeper  understanding of  ourselves. 

It  is  in  the  nature  of  the characteristic  which  an 
artist  chooses  to  express himself  (and  consequently 
his  environment)  which  de- termines the  lasting  ability 
of  the  resulting  work.  If  the characteristic  chosen  is  one 
which  is  basic  to  man's  na- ture, then  the  art  will  have 
value  and  meaning  over  se- veral centuries  perhaps  (or 
at  least  until  man's  basic  na- ture changes).  However,  if 
the  trait  is  one  which  is 
meaningful  only  over  a  short 
period  of  time  (a  cultural fad)  the  art  will  soon  lose 
its  importance  (though  not necessarily  its  commercial 
value). 

An  artist  like  Joyce  Wie- land  has  observed,  studied 
and  selected  a  factor  in 
North  American  life  which 
is  of  significance  only  over 

a  few  decades.  She  has  iso- 
lated the  American  fascin- 
ation with  tragedy.  In  her 

sinking  ships  and  crashing 
planes  we  can  see  that  this 
grotesque,  almost  romantic 
interest  in  spectacular  tra- 

gedy is  at  the  base  of  much 
of  North  American  life.  Per- 

haps it  is  a  basis  for  cur- 
rent political  and  social  ap- athy which  is  so  evident  in North  America.  Events  must 

be  magnificent  to  receive  at- tention. Certainly,  Miss  Wei- land  is  not  a  Pop  artist,  but her  work  will  probably  be meaningful  for  about  the same  period  of  time  as  that 
of  Andy  Warhol,  the  leader of  the  Pop  movement. 
Warhol  has  recognized the  artificiality  or  hero  wor- ship in  American  life  and has  accepted  it  as  part  of himself.  This  shows  through in  his  work.  Even  though the  work  of  these  artists 

may  have  lost  artistic  signi- ficance in  ten  or  twenty years,  they  can  be  judged  to- day on  their  very  important contemporary  contribution. Their  future  values  as  artis- tic records  of  society  in  the 
sixties  or  as  influence  on  fu- ture artists  are  secondary compared  with  their  value 

as  enriching,  understanding visual  messages  of  today.  A reference  to  the  past  would 
be  helpful  here.  We  must admit  that  a  Renaissance 
portrait  has  less  significance today  that  it  did  in  1550 when  the  elevation  of  the  in- dividual was  a  fresh  and  con- 

temporary way  of  thinking. Their  historic  position  in  the development  of  painting  has 
given  such  portraits  impor- tance in  our  eyes.  However, 
the  essential  enriching  va- lues of  the  work  have  evapo- rated. 

At  the  other  end  of  the scale  is  an  artist  like  Ken- neth Nolan.  In  his  paintings 
we  see  a  repeated  use  of  co- lor and  stable  form  in  a 
way  which  suggests  the  un- derlying order  which  man strives  for  in  North  Ameri- can life.  We  can  also  see  the freshness  and  vigor  of  the 'American  ideal".  The  ten- sion of  battling  ideologies 
may  be  seen  in  his  magnifi- cent balance  of  opposing  vi- sual forces.  These  factors 
and  insights  are  not  so  im- portant in  our  day  to  day relations  with  other  people, 
but  in  our  decade  to  decade meetings    with    ideas  and See  "lime,"  review  3 



Seven  (continued) 

reports  or  rail-road  time- 
tables are  poetry."  He  used 

the  inherent  powers  of  art  to 
give  us  not  only  images  but 
a  whole  vision  of  the  world 
he  loved. 

Painting  only  landscapes 
perhaps  is  too  eclectic  a 
field  because  it  leaves  out 
the  record  of  Life  emphasiz- 

ing only  the  raw  materials 
that  a  land  has  to  offer.  But 
this  had  never  before  been 

done  in  Canada  and  with  it 
MacDonald  and  the  Group  of 
Seven  gave  a  personal  idiom 
to  the  country  they  por- 

trayed. They  were  first  to 
see  the  beauty  of  its  wilder- 

ness, they  were  the  first  to 
see  how  this  beauty  sets 
Canada  apart  from  all  other 
lands.  A  country  needs  a 
personal  idiom  before  it  can 
begin  to  speak  the  internatio- 

nal tongue,  and  it  is  only 
since  the  Group  of  Seven 

that  Canada  has  become 
aware  of  her  own  art  and 
has  attempted  to  measure  it 
on  a  higher  scale. 
The  vast  opportunities 

of  the  land  have  been  realiz- 
ed, the  next  step  is  to  rein- tegrate the  people,  their  life, 

and  their  land  on  a  higher 
level.  MacDonald  and  the 
Group  of  Seven  laid  down 
the  first  stone  to  a  new  art, 
the  artists  to  come  must 
build  the  rest. 

AUTUMN  IN  ALGOMA 

Time  (continued) 
changes,  they  come  to  have 
great  meaning.  Jack  Bush  is a  Canadian  artist  who  is 
working  in  much  the  same 
way  (though  less  rigidly). 
These  artists  may  have  a  cen- 

tury or  more  of  artistic  va- 
lue to  give,  but  their  im- 

portance to  you  is  their  mes- 
sage today.  We  are  not  de- 

nying their  future  value  to evaluate  the  work  of  Nolan 
and  Bush  today. 
We  look  at  painting 

through  eyes  which  see 
things  in  the  contemporary 
environment  and  therefore 
art  must  respond  to  that 
environment  to  convey  signi- 

ficant meaning  to  the  so- 

ciety. Although  we  can  ad- mire the  contribution  of  the 
past,  we  must  recognize 
good  art  today  while  it  still 
has  something  to  give.  Time 
can  eliminate  so  much  of 
the  impact  of  art  that  it  is 
untrue  to  say  that  good  art 
is  only  that  which  lasts  over time. 

-photos  by  ACHIM  KRULL 
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HIGH  and 

HANDSOME 

SWEATERS, SKIRTS, 

SLIMS 

High  on  our  fall 
fashion  list,  we're  sure his  handsome  ensemble 

will  find  a  place  in 
your  Kitten  collection! 
PULLOVER — 100% 
English  Botany  wool, 

with  full-fashioned 

raglan  shoulders — heavy  ribbed  turtle-neck, 
long  sleeves,  moth-proof, shrink  •treated,  in  new 

exciting  fall  shades. 
MATCHING  SLIMS —100%  pure  wool 
worsted  slims,  woven 
from  100%  superfine 

English  Botany  wool — dry-cleanable  and 
dyed-to-perfectly -match all  Kitten  Botany 

wool  sweaters. At  all  fine  shops 

everywhere. 

.Without  ihia  label  j^^g^J^J  it  U  not  a  geauioe  KITTEN. 

things  gO 

better.i 

wwitn 

Coke 

Once  more  unto  the  fridge,  dear  friends.  Take  time 
out  for  the  unmistakable  taste  of  ice-cold  Coca-Cola. 
Lifts  your  spirits,  boosts  your  energy. . . 

Both  Coco  Cola  ,nd  Colt  l,t  „!'««,•■ ''H.  mi'H  *h*h  loooM,  0«l»  «•  proourt  ol  Coci  Colo  Iht 



HONDA  SPORT 
PARTS  •  SALES  •  SERVICE  •  ACCESSORIES 

OPEN  NIGHTLY  UNTIL  y  P.M. 
tM7  Boy  Street  (at  Yorkvllle)  927. 

riot 
I     ■  IWI 

CLASSIFIED   Spanish  200 

COEDS! 
INTERESTING  OPENINGS  FOR  1966  GRADUATES 
Representatives  from  The  Excelsior  Life  Insurance 
Company  will  be  on  the  Campus  on  the  mornings  of November  24th  and  25th  to  interview  the  1966  class for  two  interesting  positions. 

Those  opplying  should  hove  a  mathematical  ap- titude and  be  in  a  General  Arts  Course  with  o  mathe- matics major. 
To  arrange  for  an  interview,  you  should  contact  the 

 Placement  Office,  581  Spadino  Avenue 

FOR  UNIVERSITY  JACKETS 
And  RAGLAN  STYLE  SWEATSHIRTS 
(all  colours)  AND  ALL  FACULTIES 

BUY  THE  ORIGINAL  BY 

CANADIAN  SPORTSWEAR 
371  YONGE  ST. 
EM.  4-1513 

URGENTLY  required 
texts.  Coll  927-3047. 
EXPERIENCED  TYPJST:  Will  prepare 
term  papers,  theses  etc.  All  work done  to  specifications.  Satisfaction guaranteed.  Phone  Margaret  Hardina BA.  927-0903. 
LOST:  Black  Samsomte  Brief  Cose  in business  school,  just  outside  library. Return  of  notes  most  important.  Coll HU.  3-9048  after  6. 
2  GIRLS  wont  ride  to  New  York  dur- ing Christmas  holidays.  Will  shore  ex- penses. Phone  Sue  RU.  1-4359. 
LARGE  clean  room  In  quiet  house, privote  bath,  porking,  suit  two  stu- dents,  55  Admiral  Road. 
LOST:  Light  brown  suitcase  ond  dork brown  suit  at  Central  Station,  Montreal. Anyone  remember  seeing  item  pleose contact  George  Huovinen,  366-3781 days,  766-4291  evenings. 
LOST:  An  Accutron  on  the  4:50  McGill student  special  train  Fridoy,  Nov.  5.  If 
found  pleose  telephone  233-5669. 

ISRAEL  KNOX 
Author  and  Associate  Professor  of  Philosophy at  New  York  University 

will  speak  on 

SHOLOM  ALEICHEM  - 

HIS  MESSAGE  TO  OUR  GENERATION 
AT  THE  BLOOR  YM  &  YWHA 

750  Spadino  Avenue 
SUNDAY,  NOVEMBER  28,  2:30  P.M. For  free  admission  tickets  phone  924-621 1 

Rivoli 
DISCOTHEQUE 

Continental  Atmosphere 
DANCE  TILL  3  A.M. 
OPEN  WED.  TO 

SUNDAY 
109  Bloor  St.  ■  924-0250 

STUDENTS 
SPECIAL 

We  will  allow  10%  discount  I 
upon  presentation  of  this  adver- tisement. 

620  YONGE  ST. 925-1736 
We  specialize  In  New  York  and  J New  England  style  pizza  and  J home-made  spaghetti. 

You  can't  beat 
the  taste  of 

Player's 

Doesn't  make  it By  ALAN  KONDO 
Bertoldo  once  told  Michelangelo  that  no  amount  of 

tangy  sauce  is  going  to  transform  a  mediocre  steak  into  an excellent  one,  and  he  might  well  have  made  the  comment last  night,  after  seeing  Riot  '66,  Ryerson's  annual  revue. All  the  rare  and  seasoned  ingredients  that  go  to  make up  a  savory  sauce  were  there.  The  lighting  was  dramatic; the  costumes  and  sets  were  imaginative.  The  Don  Firth Tno  attempted  to  do  the  job  of  a  full-scale  orchestra,  and did  it  exceedingly  well. 
The  director,  Walter  Burgess,  made  all  attempts  to  give 

pace  to  a  show  that  didn't  have  it  intrinsically.  And  the  cast was  talented  enough  to  salvage  some  lively  scenes  from material  they  found  largely  uninspiring  and  unchallenging A  quick  glance  at  the  program  tells  why  this  steak  was so  tough.  The  entire  revue,  from  the  lyrics  to  the  songs 
was  a  single-handed  effort!  And  that  is  too  much  of  a  drain' for  even  George  Anthony. 

One  of  the  cardinal  rules  in  producing  a  revue  is  the necessity  of  having  several  contributors,  so  that  each  one donates  his  best  efforts.  Unlike  plays  and  short  stories which  Anthony  is  accustomed  to  writing,  a  revue  cannot allow  audience  interest  to  lapse  at  any  point,  since  the  suc- cess of  each  skit  depends  on  the  contagious  effect  of  the skit  preceding  it. 
The  mark  of  a  superior  revue  is  the  cumulative  impact of  the  skits,  to  the  point  where  the  audience  is  rolling  in the  aisles.  It  requires  genuine,  comic  genius  for  a  single man  to  accomplish  this  feat,  and  there  are  very  few  geniuses 

left  today.  ° A  common  complaint  was  the  serious  lack  of  intellectual jest  in  a  revue  that  follows  the  lines  of  Spring  Thaw  In- deed, many  of  the  skits,  like  "The  Girl  from  Influenza"  were just  staged  cartoons,  and  just  as  unpalatable Paradoxically,  the  number  that  left  the  deepest  impres- 
sion was  I  Was  Dancing",  the  only  dramatic  segment  a wistful,  moving  protest.  But  most  of  the  humor  when'  it came,  was  good:  Isn't  it  funny  that  Ringo  and  Maureen  got their  baby  only  seven  months  after  the  wedding'  Well 

that's  rhythm  for  you.  »>■■■< Riot  is  playing  at  the  Ryerson  Theatre  until  Saturday 

seeing      producer  makes  some  changes,  it  might  be  worth 

From  one  hell  to  another 
By  LESLIE  MANG 

,  SlmU.t!  B4ckett's  P]ay.  Endgame,  being  produced  until today  by  the  Theatre  Guild  of  St.  Michael's  ColWe  in  asso 

CCZTb  EPS  ,OS,Sed  "  StrMg  to  tbf  a»dto£ 
that  began  with  the  play  and  continued  after  the  play  itself 
was  finished.  v  y Endgame  does  begin  with  the  word  "finished"  and  as one  of  i  s  characters  remarks,  "the  end  is  in  the  beginning" One  feels  the  play  depicts  a  modern  translation  of  a  bibheai hell  where  the  characters  are  burning  one  another  up  with the  cruel  words  they  utter.  Unknowingly  man  begins  in  hell 
and  knowingly  he  ends  in  hell.  g Actors  popped  out  of  ashcans  to  utter  relevant  anec- 

ca.  ey%SivethmePbPPed  ̂   "S  WWIe  the 
cally  active  member  wandered  about  the  room  with  his 

hreateninl00,  T  ?  ̂°  Wind°WS  int0  another  reaUt^ makfno  \,g  tI  eaVe', l0nlmg  to  S<=t  out,  yet  never  quite 
™ders8core  theT  ft*  °th"  g°°d  Staging  dCTic«  helped 
underscore  the  ambiguous  meaning  of  Endgame. 

t>.Ji    k    tdlreCt,on  by  Chris  Evans  and  the  excellent  por- 

Tciov  PaytrFckW0'rr  ̂ "f^ssy  <Hamm>'  Robert  D5an succeeded  ̂   °(Co.nnor, <NaS?>.  and  Joan  Graham  (Nell) 
succeeded  in  capturing  all  the  tantalizing  ambivalence  and 

dynamic  intensity  of  Beckett's  work  moivaience  and 

Player's...  the  best  tasting  cigarettes. 

Little  Me  (continued) 
in  rapid  farcical  succession 
on  her  way  to  the  top. 

As  the  younger  Belle,  Lau- ra  Stevenson  tends  to  sing- song somewhat  and  whine 
a  bit  too  often,  but  she  does succeed  in  projecting  the 
naive  quality  the  part  calls for.  Her  singing  voice  often breaks,  especially  on  some 
of  the  high  notes  but  she is  not  alone  in  singing 

weakly.  "  6 
Of  the  minor  characters in  the  first  act,  there  were some  particular  standouts- Alan  Brudner  and  Howie Rosen  as  the  vaudevillian 

Buchsbaum  Brothers  (plea- 
se somebody,  get  them  bet- ter-fitting suits)  and  other roles,  Dana  Long,  and  Ralph MacPherson,  who,  despite 

miniscule  parts,  effectively steals  every  scene  he  is  in. The  production  as  a whole  could  benefit  greatly 
from  a  strong  injection  of color,  and  verve.  The  light- 

ing is  generally  flat  and dull,  bare  white  muslin sheets  with  the  seam  show- 
ing are  used  for  the  scrim, and  the  backdrop  is  usually a  blank  gray. 

As  staged  by  John  Kast- ner  and  Alan  Gordon,  the show  on  the  whole  provides 
good,  sometimes  not  so clean,  fun. 



AN  ACTOR'S  PLAY By  MARK  CZARNECKI 
Maxim  Gorki  was  the  most 

widely  printed  and  financi- 
ally successful  of  all  Rus- 
sian writers.  His  pre-revolu- 

tionary  expressions  of  faith 
in  humanity  provided  a  stri- 

king contrast  to  the  misery 
of  Czarist  Russia.  The  Lower 
Depths,  currently  playing  at 
the  Colonnade  Theatre,  was 
written  in  1902,  and  ensured 
his  reputation  as  an  influen- 

tial social  critic  and  drama- 
tist. 

The  setting  is  a  filthy  flop- 
house inhabited  by  human 

failures,  tyrannized  by  a 
grasping  landlord  and  his  un- f  ai  thf  ut  wife.  The  petty 
squabbles,    petty  intrigues. 

logues  achieve  full  realization 
only  when  effectual  charac- terizations are  presented  by 
the  individual  actors. 

Gorki  has  distilled  the  es- 
sence of  the  nineteenth-cen- 
tury Russian  temperament 

—  the  overriding  Slavic  me- lancholy punctuated  by 
reversals  of  mood,  the  vio- 

lence and  the  introspection, 
the  excessive  sentimentality, 
the  callousness  with  regard 
to  human  life,  and,  above  all, 
the  infinite  capacity  to  see 
a  spark  of  goodness,  no  mat- 

ter how  small,  in  the  waste- land of  Mother  Russia. 
The  Lower  Depths  is,  then, 

an  actor's  play,  and  the  Co- 
lonnade is  an  actor's  theatre. There  can  be  no  deceptions 

LUKA,  THE  PILGRIM 
romantic  and  otherwise,  are 
momentarily  interrupted  by 
the  sudden  appearance  of 
a  pilgrim,  equally  poor,  but endowed  with  an  enduring 
belief  in  man's  goodness. 

He  leaves;  there  is  a  mur- 
der; the  lovers  are  separat- 
ed; life  renews  its  fatal 

rhythm;  but  part  of  the  pil- 
grim's grace  has  been  com- municated to  these  wretch- 

es, and  they  in  turn  raise  his 
torch  of  hope. 

Gorki's  writing  is  themati- 
cally  unsubtle,  nor  does  he 
have  Chekhov's  feeling  for 
delicate  nuance  and  judici- 

ous phrasing.  The  power 
and  depth  of  his  blunt  dia- 

here,  no  room  for  careless 
movement  or  inflection,  and 
it  is  to  the  cast's  credit, 
that  of  the  17  characters,  vir- 

tually every  one  is  fully- 
rounded,  moving,  and  inten- 

sely believable. Credit  is  due  not  only  to 
Gorki's  masterly  portraiture, 
but  to  the  scrupulous  care 
with  which  each  character 
has  been  conceived  and  ex- 

plicated above  and  beyond 
the  script. 
A  partial  explanation  can be  found  in  the  biographical 

notes.  Twelve  of  the  sevent- 
een performers  received 

thorough  theatrical  training 
in  Europe,  an  education  too 

seldom  acquired  on  this  con 
tinent.  It  is  heartening  tc 
discover  a  semi-professional 
theatre  group  which  has  ful- ly mastered  basic  acting 
techniques,  and  En  most  cas- 

es, passed  well  beyond  the rudimentary. 
A  melange  of  individual 

styles  emerges:  for  example, 
Albert  Olbryski  as  the  blus- 

tering, impotent  landlord, 
has  molded  from  negligib" material  a  complete  human 
being  through  a  comprehen- sive technique  familiar  to 
North  American  audiences 
only  via  recent  Russian  films 
such  as  The  Idiot  and  The 
Overcoat.  The  sole  criticism 
here,  and  this  applies  to  se- veral other  characterizations 
as  well,  is  that  the  character 
projection  was  intended  for 
a  much  larger  theatre,  and 
the  closer  proximity  of  the 
audience  in  the  Colonnade 
has  not  been  taken  into  ac- count. 

Along  with  Mr.  Olbryski, 
Kurt  Freund  as  an  adaptab- 

le, cheerful  capmaker,  Kurt 
Jacobs  as  Satin,  the  most 
hardened  outcast  of  the  lot, 
who  becomes  the  pilgrim's most  vociferous  disciple, 
and  Hans  Seifert  as  a  dip- 
somanic  actor  give  the  best 
male  performances.  Valve Andre  as  the  whore  with  a 

'  more  than  tarnished  heart 
of  gold  stands  out  among 
the  women. 
With  the  play's  heavy  em- 

phasis on  character,  it  is  in- evitable that  there  should 
be  momentary  lapses  in  por- 

trayal. There  were,  however, 
several  weak  performances, 
including  George  Hayward 
as  Luka,  the  pilgrim  in  par- ticular. Unfortunately,  they 
showed  to  worse  advantage 
when  compared  with  the overall  competence  of  the 
cast. 
Admittedly,  it  is  dificult 

to  portray  goodness  incar- nate on  the  stage,  and  this 
is  undoubtedly  Gorki's  weak- est depiction.  Mr.  Hayward, 
nonetheless,  was  overly  tent- 

ative in  his  approach  and 
lacked  both  the  conviction 
and  the  subtlety  necessary 
to  bring  out  the  strength  of 
his  faith  and  character. 
Rein  Andre's  direction  is 

well-paced,  allowing  the  ac- tors full  freedom  to  develop 
their  roles,  and  his  use  of 
music  and  sound  effects  per- 

fectly captures  the  tene- brous mood.  The  Lower 
Depths  is  one  of  this  year's better  productions. 

Tarnished  but  still  bright 

By  SYO  USPRICH 
Neil  Simon,  a  tunny,  fun- 

ny man  who  has  written 
Barefoot  in  The  Park  and 
The  Odd  Couple,  has  packed 
Little  Me,  New  College's show  at  Hart  House,  with 
some  of  the  best  gags,  takes, 
and  non  sequitors  since 
vaudeville  was  in  its  hey- day. 

Cy  Coleman  and  Carolyn 
Leigh  have  added  a  clever, 
tuneful  musical  score,  to 
this  bright  bonanza  and  the 
result  is  a  vehicle  that  asks 
onlv  to  entertain. 

Given  such  material,  even 
a  student  production  can 
tardly  fail  to  amuse,  but 
there  are  times  when  the 
presentation  by  New  Col- 

lege comes  perilously  close. However,  the  show  manages 
to  overcome  most  of  its 
weaknesses  and  be  quite 
enjoyable.  With  first  night over,  it  should  acquire  a 
little  more  sharpness. 

A  great  deal  of  its  present 
success  is  owed  to  the  co- 

mic abilities  of  Alan  Price 
in  the  multi-role  originally 
created  for  Sid  Caesar.  He 

plays  most  of  the  many loves  of  Belle  Poitrine,  the 
not-so  "Little  Me"  of  the 
title. The  older  Belle,  ably  play- 

ed by  Joy  Tepperman,  is  a 
girl  from  the  other  side  of the  tracks  who  tells  her 
success  story  in  the  form  of 
flashbacks  to  a  writer.  The 
basic  plot  line  follows  her 
as  she  gets  boy,  loses  boy 
See  "Little  Me,"  review  4 
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The  Cincinnati  Kid  (Steve  McQueen)  stops  an  over-anxious  poker  player  (Jack  Weston)  from  grabbing  the  loot 

Cincinnati:  good  but  not  great By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 
The  Cincinnati  Kid,  now 

showing  at  the  Loew's  Up- town, is  like  a  saccharine 
tablet  —  in  itself,  it's  not 
bad,  but  when  compared 
with  sugar,  forget  it! 
"Sugar",  in  this  case,  is represented  by  The  Hustler, a  great  little  movie  and  one 

Which  Cincinnati  obviously patterns  itself  after.  Listen 
to  a  quick  summary  of  the 
plot,  and  you'll  see  what  I mean.  The  Cincinnati  Kid 
(Steve  McQueen)  is  one  hell- 

uva   card    player  ("5-card 

stud  —  that's  my  game"). Not  only  does  McQueen 
think  he's  good,  he  thinks 
he's  the  greatest.  Good enough  to  beat  The  Man 
(Edward  G.  Robinson),  cur- 

rent top  dog  as  far  as  poker 
players  go?  That  is  the  ques- tion. 
A  card  game  is  arranged 

between  the  two  by  Cincin- 
nati's buddy,  Karl  Maiden, and  the  rest  of  the  movie 

tries  to  find  an  answer.  Al- 
ong the  way  there  are  some 

fine  performances  by  Mai- 
den and  Robinson,  by  Jack 

Wesson  and  Cab  Calloway 
in  secondary  roles,  and  by 
Joan  Blondell,  as  the  lively 
and  sarcastic  dealer,  Lady- fingers.  r 
Ann-Margret  does  her  usu- 
al abominable  job  as  Mai- 

den's wife  Melba,  but  expec- ting her  to  be  able  to  act  as 
well  as  loll  about  the  screen 
half-nude  is  perhaps  asking 
for  too  much.  One  consola- 

tion: she  certainly  is  a  great loller. 

Tuesday  Weld,  as  Mc- 
Queen's girlfriend  Christian, 

is  sensitive  and  believable 

—  an  effective  performance. 
And  McQueen  himself  is  one 
of  the  most  exciting  charac- 

ters to  hit  the  movies  in 
years  —  a  strong  actor,  with know-how,  charm  and  a 
magnetic  appeal. 
Ex-Torontonian  Norm  Je- 

wison  has  directed  the  film 
with  great  energy  and  style, 
using  the  camera  effectively 
to  bring  excitement  to  the 
rather  static  playing  area  of 
the  card  table.  The  suspense 
thus  builds  gradually  to  a 
climax,  although  anyone  who 
doesn't  understand  how  to 

play  poker  may  feel  a  little out  of  it. 
However,  because  of  its 

basic  plot  and  situation,  the 
movie  cries  out  for  a  com- 

parison with  The  Hustler. 
In  my  opinion,  Cincinnati suffers.  It  has  neither  the 
depth  of  characterization  of 
the  Paul  Newman  -  Piper 
Laurie  movie,  nor  the  level 
of  acting  and  writing,  nor 
the  intensity  of  symbolic meaning. 

Although  not  in  the  "great" class.  The  Cincinnati  Kid  is nonetheless  a  good  movie, 
well-paced  and  entertaining. 

A  real  eye-closer 
By  MARILYN  BEKER 
An  eyeclosing,  tearjerking gut  getter  is  at  the  Carlton. 

King  Rat  is  not  a  parody  of the  Sinatra  myth.  Rather,  it 
is  a  tightly  written  shocker, 
about  a  Japanese  Prison Camp  in  1945. 
George  Segal  plays  King 

Rat,  the  perfect  Ayn  Rand 
hero,  slippery,  well-fed  shy- ster who  can  afford  man- 

icures, lighters  and  eggs while  the  rest  of  the  in- 
mates starve.  James  Fox,  is 

his  blond,  slimhipped  buddy 
with  intellectual  prowess 
and  gentle  sensitivity  to 
compensate  for  the  King's hardhearted  Machiavellian- 

ism. Both  parts  are  played adroitly. 
John  Mills  is  a  smooth, 

fatherly  captain.  Only  Tom 
Courtenay's  performance  is disappointing.  Usually  an 
actor  of  unparalleled  versat- 

ility, he  is  hampered  by  the 
script,  which  has  provided 

review 

him  with  a  flat,  one  sided character. 
The  film  is  not  enjoyable 

or  entertaining  but  it  is  su- 
perb and  thought-provoking. Il  is  a  subtle  psychological, sociological  and  philosophic- al study. 

Man  is  the  product  of  his 
own  degradation  in  an  un- 

feeling universe  but  the  uni- 
verse is  not  hated  for  its 

neutrality,  nor  is  the  neu- 
trality so  terribly  obvious. 

Only  man's  vulnerability  to the  iniquities  suffered  be- 
cause of  this  neutrality  is disgusting  and  apparent. 

Each  man  in  the  prison camp  becomes  an  intense 
and  dramatic  study  of  intel- 

ligent, well-trained',  thinking man.  He  is  not  wholly  ani- malistic and  not  entirely cerebral  but  is  a  colloidal 
dispersion  with  animalism 
suspended  in  rationality. 

Script-Writer  Brian  Forbes 
directed  the  film  with  im- 

peccable skill.  Each  charact- 
er was  revealed  effectively, each  scene  was  exact,  pre- cise and  co-ordinated.  And ihe  film  was  smooth  and electric  in  its  pace. 

Slow  start,  good  finish 
By  RICHARD  ARCHER 
The  Bedford  Incident,  now 

playing  at  several  Odeon 
theatres  in  town,  is  a  gene- 

rally well  put  together  naval 
version  of  Fail  Safe.  A  Unit- 

ed States  destroyer,  the  U. S.S.  Bedford,  commanded  by 
a  fanatic  Captain  Finlander (Richard  Widmark)  finds  a 
Russian  nuclear  submarine 
off  the  Greenland  coast.  The 
sub  returns  to  international 
waters  but  the  over-zealous Widmark  still  pursues  her 
and  through  a  mistake  in 
orders  engages  her.  The  re- 

sulting spirited  and  unex- 
pected finale  makes  up  for a  slow  beginning. 

Widmark  again  plays  Ri- 
chard Widmark,  a  part  he 

has  perfected  through  count- 
less westerns  and  war  dra- 
mas. This  "love-none,  trust- 

few"  character  is  still  effec- 
tive when  well  cast  and  not 

over-acted.  (This  unfortuna- 

tely happens  occasionally  in the  film.) 
Sidney  Poitier,  a  snappy 

nosey  journalist  attached  to the  voyage,  puts  in  a  good performance  as  he  bumps 
into  the  neurotic  personali- 

ty of  the  captain  and  dis- covers only  too  late  the  dan- 
gerous situation. 

Finally,  Eric  Portman 
Plays  a  benign  ex-U-boat commander  ("of  Admiral 
Doenitz's  navy,  not  Hit- ler's") along  for  the  ride 
who  also  cannot  prevent  the ensuing  calamity. 
The  movie  falls  short  of being  another  Caine  Muti- ny as  the  ads  would  have us  think.  Widmark  is  not  a Humphrey  Bogart.  There 

was  only  one  "Bogey".  The theme,  as  I  said,  borrows from  Fail  Safe  and  in  the process  loses  some  if  its originality.  Apart  from  these 
slight  drawbacks  and  a  leth- argic first  half  it  remains above-average  entertainment The  Warlord  (Charlton  Hesh 

good  old  Druid  custom.  The 



TERROR  IN  SICILY By  GERALD  LAPKIN 
Mafioso  (Nortown  Theat- 

ne)  is  a  picture  which  shows 
the  excellence  that  the  Itali- 

an film  industry  can  achie- 
ve. The  uncluttered  plot  con- 

cerning an  ex-Sicilian  (Al- berto Sordi)  who  returns 
home  only  to  be  caught  up 
injhe  grip  of  the  Mafia  is 
superbly  executed. 

"I  am  not  going  to  Mau- 
Mau  country  but  home", 
says  Sordi,  but  how  wrong 
he  is.  Blood  rites,  blind  loy- alty and  murder  are  not  re- 

stricted to  Kenya,  and  Sordi 
is  thrust  into  the  midst  of 
this  Sicilian  terror. 

This  gripping  drama  is  a one-man  show  for  Sordi,  bet- ter known  for  his  comic roles.  He  is  able  to  inject elements  of  pathos  and  hu- mor into  the  veins  of  the plot  so  as  to  add  depth  and reality  to  his  portrayal. 
For  example,  after  agree- 

ing to  perform  some"  un- known task  for  the  "Honor- able Friends"  (sic),  he  is shipped  with  typical  Mafia efficiency  to  New  York  in a  crate.  When  it  is  opejied, he  does  a  hilarious  walk  to the  washroom  —  but  this piece  of  business  does  not disrupt  the  rising  tensions for  one  second. 

The  technical  aspects  of the  film  keep  up  pace  with the  acting.  The  photography captures  the  rugged  featur- es of  Sicily  and  ,  reflects them  in  the  faces  of  the  sup- porting players,  who  are  ad- mirable cast.  The  whole 
package  is  bound  together 
by  good  editing  which guaranteed  to  hold  your  in- terest from  the  start. 
The  pattern  of  success 

the  film  is  a  simple  one:  ba- sic plot,  superior  acting,  and technical  efficiency.  Sordi 
at  his  best  cannot  be  surpas- 

sed, and  in  Mafioso,  Sordi  is at  his  best. 

Another  historical  flop /  TONY   RFIP  „:  j      .  . By  TONY  REIF 

Bringing  a  past  age  to  life 
on  the  screen  isn't  the  eas- 

iest thing  in  the  world,  but 
some  movies  have  done  it. 
The  War  Lord  (Loew's)  isn't one  of  them. 
The  trouble  with  most  pe- 

riod films  —  at  least  those 
from  Hollywood  —  is  that 
they  fall  back  on  a  number 
of  Jazy  conventions  which 
simply  are  no  longer  accept- able. 
Even  the  period  film  — 

if  it's  to  be  taken  seriously —  must  be  meticulously 
true  to  the  surface  appearan- 

ce of  things,  and  avoid 
artificiality  at  all  costs. 
Evidently  it's  not  in  the best  interest  of  realism  to 

have  familiar  faces  like 
Charlton  Heston  cropping 
up  in  11th  century  Norman- 

dy, speaking  pure  American- 
ese.  (Godard  had  the  right 
idea  when  he  spoke  of  shoot- 

ing a  film  set  in  Imperial 
Rome  in  Latin  with  French 
sub-titles!).  I  would  not 
quibble  if  The  War  Lord  had 

aimed  simply  at  the  level 
of  spectacular  hokum  like, say.  El  Cid  —  which  even 
so  presents  a  more  convinc- 

ing view  of  medieval  Europe. Unfortunately,  because  it is  continually  trying  to  be spectacle.  The  War  Lord  al- 
so fails  as  drama.  Briefly, the  plot  involves  a  proud but  impoverished  knight (Heston)  who,  after  twenty 

year's  service,  is  granted  a tract  of  his  lord's  territory in  return  for  defending  it 
against  the  ravages  of  North- ern invaders. 

But  into  conflict  with  this 
driving  motive  of  his  life- 
land,  home,  the  re-establish- 

ment of  his  rightful  herita- 
ge —  comes  an  even  strong- er one,  his  fatal  love  for  a 

village  girl  (Rosemary  For- 
syth), already  betrothed  to 

another  villager. 
There  are  some  interesting 

possibilities  here  for  the  ex- 
ploration of  character,  class 

attitudes,  and  conflicting  re- 
ligions (the  villagers  are 

still  pagan,  in  spite  of  the 

efforts  of  Maurice  Evan's  in- effectual, prissy  old  priest) 
but  most  of  them  are  sacri- 

ficed to  the  standard  specta- cular approach,  in  which  ev- 
erything is  developed  in heightened,  melodramatic 

terms  of  intense  passions, 
noble  suffering,  diabolic  vil- 

lainy, etc.,  with  much  gri- 
macing, shouted  pseudo-ar- 

chaic dialogue  and  lushly  in- 
appropriate music. 

Something  a  little  more 
subtle  and  truthful  might 
have  been  expected  from  di- 

rector Franklin  Schaffner  
who  was  responsible  for 
some  good  television  drama 
a  few  years  back. 
On  the  credit  side,  the 

last  battle  is  quite  fun  in 
an  adventure-film  sort  of 
way,  and  one  or  two  of  the 
characters  do  stand  out  — 
in  particular  Heston's  cal- lous and  envious  younger brother,  acidly  played  by 
Guy  Stockwell.  All  in  all  the 
film  isn't  bad  entertainment 
—  it's  just  that  it  could  have 
been  so  much  better. 

os) and  his  little  village  flower  talk  things  over  before  he  deflowers  her  according  to  a 1  white  flowers  she  wears  are  a  sign  of  virginity. 

Underground  a.  <!.«.  BoW.,.:„.. 
Who  are  the  censors? 

By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 

Cinerl  Canadia"  °f  fame'  the  Bohemian  Embassy's 
£Z?  I  aVam'gUarde'  "Perimenta,,  and  "und  r 

bave  forced  them  ZSg^ZZZZZR really  been  expected  to  do  better' 

rrr  M«m  syss  sis 
themselves  into  (everybody  knew  what  those  films  were  about and  what  the  police  could  do,,  and  then  backing  off  in  a  mat ner  unbefitting,  at  the  very  least,  their  own  images  of 

Bue TneaScan',Vn  "*  —establishment ri,„  m  n  u  P  being  S0mew^t  sympathetic.  In  this 
city  M,ss  Dorothy  Cameron  is  Establishment,  with  a  good many  financial  and  social  contacts;  yet  look  at  the  mess  she's 

Z7tl  hi™8  '65'"  T  B°hemian  iS  ™»  *>  " ■ 
And  i    hey  were,  who  needs  another  obscenity  trial  anyhow' 

more  h^Lm°ment'  1  C3n,t  'hiDk  °f  an>'tWnS  mOT<=  f« more  bathed  in  a  miasma  of  evasion  and  unreality.  If  for^ mstauc  the  Bohemians  were  to  become  involved  fn  such  a 

nor  m'8ht,SOliCit  £hC  teSti™»y  °f  a"  '^rested  and  Im- 

S IsZ tZZ™  ACademk  Wh°  alS°  P°ssesses  c™- 
This  man,  the  spitting  image  of  aristocratic  culture,  mighl 

mmsTnd  he"!'?  T ?  *?•  Si"Ce  he  is  inte"sted  *. 
hlms,  and  he  is  cultured,  therefore,  they  must  be  cultured,  too (He  might  relate  the  homosexual  angle  to  the  speculation  that Shakespeare's  Dark  Lady  of  the  Sonnets  was  really  a  man  ! A  professor  of  Philosophy  might  be  called  upon  to  ex- 

plain Sartre's  introduction  to  the  Grove  edition  of  Genet's Our  Lady  of  the  Flowers.  Patiently  he  would  draw  connections with  the  film-it's  all  Genet,  isn't  it?-and  the  court  might  be induced  to  think  of  the  film  as  one  of  the  cornerstones  of Sartrean  existential  philosophy. 
Then,  for  good  measure,  some  literary  muk-a-muk  would say  that  Flaming  Creatures  really  wasn't  what  it  seemed  at  all that  it  was  symbolic  of  lives  lived  in  the  garment  centre  of New  York,  that  New  York  was  an  island  symbolic  of  the  entire 

world,  and  that  Carlyle,  too,  used  a  "clothes  philosophy"  in Sartor  Resartus. 
That  would  do  it.  The  court,  being  in  a  liberal  frame  of 

mind,  would  acquit  the  Bohemians.  And  justice  would  be  seen to  be  done.  Not  actually  done,  mind  you;  because  at  no  tim.- were  the  real  issues  approached. 
Which,  of  course,  are  the  inter-related  questions  of  state 

censorship,  and  the  adult's  right  (shall  we  say  obligation?)  to confront  the  human  psychology  in  ALL  its  ramifications,  includ- ing sexual,  both  in  life  and  art.  (And  does  the  life,  and  the  an 
have  to  be  "great"  in  order  to  be  worth  confronting?  And  how do  you  tell  without  confronting  it?) 

No,  before  we  fidget  through  the  spectacle  of  another  such 
obscene  trial,  let  us  first  have  more  practical  information about  what  we  are  dealing  with: 

Who  are  the  morality  police  anyhow?  How  many  of  them 
have  more  than  a  Grade  10  education  (the  necessary  minimum 
for  the  regular  force)?  What  are  the  criteria  by  which  they  are selected  from  the  regular  force? 

Do  all  courts,  society  as  a  whole,  the  police  commission, 
seriously  believe  that  all  adults,  even  if  they  are  pre-disposed, are  radically  affected  by  images?  If  so,  how  does  the  Ontario 
Board  of  Censors,  and  the  morality  squad  itself,  escape  de- pravity? Have  they  escaped? 

Is  it  possible  that  censor  boards  and  morality  squads 
attract  the  very  people  for  whom  censorship  legislation  is 
argued?  Might  it  not  be  a  good  idea  to  royally  commission  a 
team  of  psychologists  to  interview  them?  How  many  police- men are  secretly  in  love  with  their  boots  and  belts? 

Hell,  why  bother  with  a  trial?  I  have  a  sneaking  suspicion that  full  and  honest  answers  to  some  of  these  questions  would make  for  a  very  interesting  movie. 

review 



music 
paul  ennis 

Love  with  your  clothes  on 
Again  this  week  some  of 

us  heard  the  Toronto  Sym- 
phony conducted  by  Seiji 

Ozawa.  Some  of  us  gasped 
at  the  close  of  Tchaikovsky 
Fourth  Symphony  while 
more  of  the  some  cheered 
soloist  Ciaudio  Arrau  when 
he  completed  performing 
Beethoven's  Fourth  Piano 
Concerto.  Few  of  us  paid 
much  attention  to  John  Tur- 

ner's Opening  Night  even though  he  is  at  present 
Music  Producer  at  CBC, 
\  ancouver. 
This  week  the  power 

blackout  makes  dead  copy 
yel  the  Toronto  Symphony 
plays  on  with  the  first  in  its 
Series  B.  Series  B  differs 
from  Series  A  in  that  it  is 
only  a  one  night  affair,  con- 

sisting generally  of  well- known  classical  staples. 
Tickets  are  more  difficult 
to  procure. 
Turner's  Opening  Night 

would  edge  Rivier's  Third Symphony  of  last  week  on 
a  spl  i  t  decision.  And  only 
because  it  is  less  gimmicky, 
slurpy,  insincere,  despite  the 
excellence  of  the  string 
section. 

Last  week  (for  those  who 
care)  we  had  the  snarly  but 
sc  rummy  Bartok  Second 
Piano  Concerto  with  color- 

less Jerome  Lowenthal.  It 
was  a  performance  which 
leaiized  the  hallucinatory 
quality  inherent  in  the  mus- 

ic even  to  the  sounding  of 
'.he  death  wish  of  the  horn 
in  the  finale.  It  was  the 
most  effective  performance 
of  the  last  ten  days. 

Arrau's  Beethoven  was  in- 
consistent in  mood,  being 

at  times  lyrical,  at  times 
brazen.  That  is  not  to  say  11 
was  played  badly  for  this 
was  hardly  the  case.  It  was 
emotionally  unabsorbing, 
highly  delicate  in  the  pian- issimo sections,  frenetic  in 
the  forte  runs. 
Add  to  this  the  ingloriou 

orchestral  accompaniment 
and  the  results  are  even 
more  saltifying.  Not  only 
Jid  the  orchestra  too  often 
enter  too  late  after  the  pia- 

no, there  were  times,  part 
icularly  in  the  first  solo  or- chestral statement  of  the 
first  movement,  where  the 
TS  failed  to  differentiate 
between  loud  and  soft. 

Whereas  Ozawa's  Brahms' Fourth  Symphony  had  been 
patchy  in  design,  incoherent 
in  sweep,  his  Tchaikovsky 
Fourth  was  of  one  bent.  It 
made  one  look  forward  to 
the  all-Stravinsky  concert 
with  all  the  more  relish. 

There  must  be  a  limit  to 
the  amount  of  de-romantic- 

izing that  can  be  done  with 
Tchaikovsky  and  still  escape 
the  schmalz.  Ozawa.  it  would 
seem,  has  gone  too  far.  Only 
in  the  Scherzo  did  his  dry, 
non-rubalo  approach  really 
fit.  His  choice  of  tempo  for 
•  he  second  movement  was 
shghtly  too  fast  for  an  an- 
dantino,  and  certainly  its 
s'.yle  was  not  canzone. 

Seiji  Ozawa  has  done 
much  with  the  Toronto  Sym- 

phony; he  may  well  be  Tor- 
onto's man  of  the  sixties. 

But  my  friend  Diomedes 
says  his  Tchaikovsky  that 
Tuesday  was  like  making 
love  with  your  clothes  on. 
I  await  the  return  of  e. 
Cratchit  Muley. 

at  HH 

SAVE  The  Children  College  Bowl 

BOWL  QUEEN 

DANCE 

FOR  SELECTION  OF  1965  BOWL  QUEEN 

FRIDAY  NOV.  19  9  P.M. 
Concert  Hall  —  Royal  York  Hotel 

Music  —  ELLIS  McLINTOCK 
Dres,  Informal  $2  per  person Tickets  on  Sale:  Royal  York  Hotel,  S.A.C.  Office 

By  PETER  GODDARD 
Hart  House  seems  to  be  the  center  of 

much  of  Toronto's  finest  music.  Last  Sun- 
day evening's  concert  featuring  youthful artists  in  relaxed  performances  exemplified 

this. 
Cornelis  Rodert  played  a  reserved  C  minor 

Partita,  and  accompanied  Lilian  Sukis,  so- 
prano, and  Robert  Jeffrey,  tenor.  The  most 

displeasing  factor  of  the  evening  was  the 
hall  itself;  a  very  'live'  room,  it  made  a 
simple  two-part  fugue  in  the  Bach  seem  to have  five  voices. 

In  his  performance,  Mr.  Rodert  let  the 
music  and  not  the  interpretation  predomi- 

nate; each  line  received  a  different  touch, 
slightly  stacatlo  for  notes  of  longer  duration 
and  legato  for  the  others.  The  playing  was 
well  in  keeping  with  Bach's  music  where  the lines  are  varied  in  climactic  points,  rhythmic 
propulsion  and  in  the  placing  of  accents; 
where  the  notes  must  be  more  than  correct 
but  must  be  appropriate. 
There  is  a  tendency  to  play  Baroque  music 
;  the  musicologists  and  composers  con- 

ceive it  to  be — that  of  playing  polyphony  and 
fugues  in  particular,  not  as  being  con- 

structed of  so  many  solo  lines  intertwining, 
but  as  a  tonal  network,  as  a  musical  texture not  form. 

Although  the  pianist's  performance  im- plied this  train  of  thought  it  glossed  over 
some  hidden  beauties  such  as  in  the  Sara- 
bande  where  the  generally  two-part  texture 
often  implies  a  third  voice  and  where  subtle 
gradations  and  variations  in  dynamics  would 
have  added  to  the  work's  introspective nature. 

Lilian  Sukis'  singing  of  five  songs  of  Pou- enc  and  four  by  Nin  was  expressive  in  that 
t  was  well  phrased,  well  rounded,  strong 
and  always  beautiful.  Her  coloring  of  cer- 

tain notes  brought  out  the  salient  dramatic 
points  in  the  texts  and  the  Poulenc  was  as 
"t  ought  to  be — clear,  cleancut,  subtle,  yet with  an  urban  wittiness. 
Even  with  the  changing  tonal  shades  in 

the  works  of  the  Cuban  Nin,  the  constant 
shifting  of  major  and  minor  tonalities,  her 
intonation  remained  secure  and  her  sense 
of  phrasing  excellent. 
The  light  tenor  of  Robert  Jeffrey  seemed 

more  suited  to  the  folksongs  arranged  by 

Aaron  Copland  and  Walter  MacNutt  than  to 
Beethoven's  An  Die  Feme  Geliebte.  He 
achieved  a  wistful  echo  effect  in  the  Boat- 

man's Dance  and  displayed  great  control  of 
his  voice  notably  in  long,  delicate  breathless 
pianissimo  passages. 

The  next  Sunday  Evening  -Concert  will  be 
given  by  the  St.  James'  Cathedral  Choir directed  by  Norman  Hurrle. 

***** 
It  is  not  unusual  that  the  students  of  the 

U  of  T  should  be  suffering  from  something 
but  in  the  case  of  musical  series  to  attend, 
there  just  seems  to  be  too  many  of  them. 
And  no  longer  do  people  merely  have  to 
choose  whether  or  not  to  go,  but  which  one to  attend. 

For  the  Hart  House  Orchestra  this  is  the 
situation.  As  Ken  Cork,  one  of  the  directors 
explained,  "In  Doctor  Boyd  Neel  we  have 
one  of  the  world's  outstanding  musicians — yet  this  seems  to  be  known  only  in  England 
and  on  the  Continent." 

Of  last  year's  tickets  sold,  only  half  went to  the  students — the  rest  going  off  campus. 
The  trend  in  music  is  evolving  to  work  for 

smaller  groups  and  the  purpose  of  the  series 
of  four  concerts  is  to  explore  this  process. 
And  in  an  attempt  to  attract  students  the 
tickets  are  also  good  for  rehearsals. 
The  first  concert  will  be  this  Sunady. 
Another  series  that  appears  most  promis- 

ing is  that  to  be  given  by  the  University  of 
Toronto  Chorus.  Irving  Lowens,  the  music 
critic  of  the  Washington  star,  upon  hearing 
their  "exquisitely  sensitive  singing"  at  the First  International  Choral  Festival,  claimed 
that  "the  best  chorus  was  that  from  Canada." 

This  season  the  Chorus  will  compete  in  the 
Kiwanis  music  festival,  will  sing  at  the  Inter- 
Varsity  Choral  Festival  in  Guelph,  and  tour 
to  the  University  of  Montreal,  Queen's,  and Laval  before  giving  a  final  concert  in  the 
Great  Hall  in  March. 

Tonight  starting  at  nine  they  will  tape  a 
concert  with  the  Toronto  Symphony  to  be 
shown  over  the  Christmas  Holidays  on 
C.F.T.O.  T.V.  And  later  on  in  the  month 
(with  the  number  of  practice  hours  permit- 

ting )  the  Chorus  will  perform  Vivaldi's Gloria  with  the  U.  of  T.  Symphony  and  on 
December  12  with  the  Hart  House  Orchestra 
Bach's  Magnificat  in  D  and  the  Fantasia  of Carols  of  Ralph  Vaughn  Williams. 

Polished  and  professional 
By  MEL  ISCOVE 

For  lovers  of  choral  mu- 
sic, last  Saturday  evening's concert  by  the  Festival  Sin- 
gers under  Elmer  Iseler,  was 

a  real  treat.  The  concert, which  marked  the  opening 
of  their  season,  was  given  in 
the  MacMillan  Theatre  of 
the  Edward  Johnson  Build- 
ing. 

This  is  an  exceptional 
group  of  singers,  thoroughly 
polished  and  highly  profes- 

sional, both  in  approach  and 
execution.  Their  excellence 
was  evident  throughout  their 
program,  ranging  from  Mon- teverdi   to  Kodaly,  and  in- 

COLLEGE  BOWL 

VARSITY  BLUES  vs  EDMONTON  GOLDEN  BEARS VARSITY  STADIUM 

SATURDAY,  NOVEMBER  20,  1965 AT  1  P.M. 
Tickets  on  sale  at  Varsity  Stadium  _  10  a.m.  to  6  p.m. ALL  PRICES:  $5,  $4,  $3,  $2. 

All  proceeds  will  be  denoted  to  The  Conadion  Sove  The  Children  Fund 

eluding  a  capalla  and  accom- 
panied works. 

Their  most  notable  accom- 
plishment is  their  intonati 

on;  in  the  a  capella  "Jesus and  the  Traders"  by  Kodaly, 
every  entry  was  precise, with  harmonies  exact.  This, 
plus  a  smooth  blending  ol the  voices,  led  to  a  marvel 
lous  ensemble  effect:  the 
39  singers  sang  as  one. 
The  music  itself,  after  a 

somewhat  noncommital  ope- 
ning, proved  to  be  quite  ex- 

citing harmonically.  The 
drama  of  the  text  was  fully 
realized  in  the  musical  set- 

ting, and  by  careful  dynamic shading  the  group  brought 
great  energy  to  the  work. 
A  strong  feeling  for  the atmosphere  and  mood  of  a 

remote  period  resulted  in  a successful  rendition  of  the 
Banchieri  madrigal,  "Fest- ino".  This,  a  series  of  short 
a  capella  pieces,  with  harp- sichord episodes,  was  very 
entertaining  and  sung  with 
much  vigour.  But  perhaps some  fuller  program  notes, 
commenting    on    the  text. 

would  have  made  it  easier 
to  bridge  the  400-year  gap. 

The  major  work  was  Moz- art's F  Major  Mass.  This  was 
given  very  compelling  and 
highly  poetic  interpretation, with  great  sureness  in  the 
chorus  parts,  and  much 
beauty  in  the  solos,  particu- 

larly those  of  soprano  Ma- 
ry Morrison  and  alto  Pat- ricia Rideout. 

Their  duet  singing  in  the 
Benedictus  was  exquisite, 
and  the  only  complaint 
would  be  that  the  organ  con- 
tinuo  was  too  loud  for  the 
more  subdued  moments  of 
this  piece.  Also,  why  did 
every  organ  chord  begin 
with  a  nasty  "ptung?"  Was Miss  Pack  using  her  harp- sichord touch  on  the  wrong instrument? 

It  is  unfortunate  that  the 
continuo  tended  to  mar  the 
otherwise  excellent  effect  of 
this  choral  program. 

review 



A  TASTE  OF  SABICAS Tii  imxici  i.<i...  .  .. By  LIONEL  POOLLE 
Toronto  got  its  first  taste 

of  Sabicas  eight  days  ago  in Eaton  Auditorium.  After two  hours  and  three  encores this  world-renowned  master of  flamenco  guitarists  left the  near-capacity  audience thirsting  for  more. 
Born  Augustin  Castellon, !he  son  of  gypsies  from Pampelon,  Sabicas  is  indeed a  natural  artist.  He  is  entire- 
ly self-taught,  a  unique  pro- duct of  inborn  talent  and 

the  gypsy  environment. 
His  popularization  of  fla- 

menco music  ranks  with 
that  of  Segovia  in  classical. Sabicas  is  a  performer  of great  humility.  He  sits  in  a Ulatr  at  stage  centre,  right shoulder  leaning  into  his guitar,  left  leg  bent  and  rest- ing on  a  small  stool. 
Seldom  does  he  look  at 

his  audience  while  he  plays. There  are  no  excess  move- 
ments in  Sabicas'  playing. His  performance  is  no  vul- 

garization of  simple  beauty. His  technical  skills  are  truly fantastic;  his  sense  of  mus- 
ical proportion  is  fine  and delicate. 

The  essence  of  Sabicas' 
artistry  lies  in  his  remark- 

able use  of  rhythm. 

He  uses  the  guitar  for basic  wooden  percussive  ef- •  ects;  adding  strings,  he imitates  a  snare  drum  He crosses  rhythms  and  alter- nates melody  from  hand  to hand. 
His  left  hand  moves  ef- fortlessly from  tensile  steel vibratos  to  seductive  sweet trills.  He  spans  the  range from  the  hauling  and  un- 

speakably  sublime   to  the 

rapid-fire  and  fervidly  exub- erant. 
The  music  he  played  was 

his  own,  a  grand  tour  of  the Spanish  peninsula  and  be- yond, to  Cuba  and  Peru. The  Toronto  audience neanng  him  for  that  first time  became  mesmerized caught  up  in  the  hypnotic rhythms  and  gentle  nuances that  mark  the  genius  of Sabicas. 

SABICAS 

Different  sides  of  Dolphy Errc  Dolphy  Out  tc  Lunch  (Blue  Note      am  «  * I'^Pi^  °1t  "  Lu"ch  <BI"'  Note 4163)  Dolphy  (bass  clarinet,  olto  flu- te), Richard  Davis  (bass),  Tony  Willi- ams (drums),  Freddie  Hubbard  (trum- pet), Robert  Hutcherson  (vibes) Last  Date  (Limelight  82013)  Dolphy  M Mengelberg  (piano),  J.  Schols  (boss) H.  Bennmk  (drums);  (Recorded  in  Hol- 

Jazz  has  lost  more  than 
one  great  talent  in  the  past: 
guitarist  Charlie  Christian, 
bassist  Jimmy  Blanton,  and 
trumpeter  Clifford  Brown 
were  all  influential  musici- 

ans and  innovators  in  their 
short  lives,  for  whom  death 
came  before  their  talents 
had  fully  matured.  Eric  Dol- 

phy, who  died  last  year,  was 
a  musician  of  such  a  statu- 

re, whose  influence  will  be 
felt  a  long  time. 

Dolphy's  great  talent  was melodic;  like  few  of  his  con- 
temporaries, he  fully  under- 

stood the  emotional  quali- 
ties of  chromaticism,  and 

constructed  solos  of  great 
harmonic  complexity  which 
retained  all  the  grace  and 
easy  logic  of  traditional  jazz music. 
Dolphy's  adventures  in this  direction  were  concern- 

ed with  seeking  out  new 
sounds,  and  the  psycholo- 

gical continuity  of  the  mu- 
sic seems  to  deny  the  tech- 

nical side  of  its  construc- tion. 

Dolphy's  deepest  allegiance was  with  the  music  of  Charlie 
Parker,  the  greatest  of  the 
bop  musicians.  Parker  too 
was  an  exceptional  harmonic 
player,  whose  melodies  over- 

came the  complexity  of  their 
chordal  basis.  Yet  Dolphy 
found  in  Parker  far  more 
than  did  most  of  his  imita- 

tors: within  his  tight,  rhyth- 
mic phrases  were  notes 

which  went  against  the  har- 
mony, which  gave  the  music 

great  subtlety. 
Dolphy  expanded  these  el- 

ements of  Parker's  style  in- to a  deliberate,  aggressive manner  which  made  the  most 
of  these  harmonies,  rather than  disguising  them  in  a mellow  overall  style  as  Par- ker had  done. 
In  his  preoccupation  with 

pure  sound,  Dolphy  made 
other  important  innovations; 
he  adopted  a  strident  but 
pure  tone,  used  a  wide  range 
of  tonal  colors,  and  made 
striking  use  of  vocal  cries 
to  intensify  the  emotional 
impact  of  the  music.  His 
music  always  revealed  a 
sense  of  humor  and  an  acti- 

ve imagination. 
These  two  recordings  re 

veal  opposite  sides  of  Dol 
phy's  music.  Last  Date  shows the  point  to  which  his  har 
monic  style  had  developed 
He  plays  here  with  a  loose- 
nes  and  inventiveness  which 
inspire  the  European  musi 
cians  with  him;  the  compo- 

sitions are  complex,  yet  his 
playing  is  lucid  and  logical 
in  its  development  of  the themes. 
Out  to  Lunch  was  made 

with  the  best  New  York  av- 
ant  garde  musicians,  and  is 
a  total  success.  Here  Dolphy 
plays  freely,  without  chord 
structure,  in  collective  im- 

provisation; he  works  well 
with  these  musicians,  and 
his  compositions  reveal  a  real 
feeling  for  their  music.  Dol- 

phy would  certainly  have  de- 
veloped in  this  direction  had 

he  lived. 
In  the  five  years  that  he 

was  widely  known,  from  his 
brilliant  records  with  Char- 

les Mingus  on  Candid,  the records  with  Coltrane,  and 
his  own  New  Jazz,  to  these 
last  two  releases,  Eric  Dol- 

phy revealed  himself  as  a 
born  -musician,  who  had  a 

strong  personal  style  and  the flexibility  of  approach  which 
allowed  him  to  adapt  him- self to  different  contexts without  losing  that  individu- 
ality. 

That  he  should  develop  re- lated but  different  styles  on  I three  instruments  (notably  I the  difficult  bass  clarinet, which  he  rescued  from  pas- toral dullness)  is  a  tribute 
to  his  precocious  musical  in- telligence, which  could  not be  restricted  to  one  voice, and  was  never  content  to 
play  music  that  was  not  sin- cere and  original. 

Douglas  Pringle 

Second  Special 
Events  concert 
draws  capacity 
As  at  the  first  Special Events  Concert,  the  second 

in  the  series  drew  a  capaci- 
ty crowd  to  the  Concert 

Hall  of  the  Edward  Johnson 
Building,  last  Thursday evening. 

Violinist  Lorand  Fenyves 
performed  works  by  Brahms, 
Bartok  and  Beethoven,  the 
first  and  last  accompanied 
by  pianist  Pierre  Souvarain. All  three  were  well  received 
by  the  audience,  most  not- 

ably Bartok's  Sonata. The  Beethoven  too,  was 
well  performed  though  I 
found  the  climaxes  a  little 
ragged. It  was  announced  that  the 
Anton  Kuerti  concert,  origi- 

nally scheduled  for  Decem- 
ber 2nd  has  been  postponed 

to  March  31. 
— C.  K.  Dramin 
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THREE  WEEKS  ' NOVEMBER  22 -DECEMBER  II 

MAR  VI  PR  ESN  ILL 

in 

An  exciting  new  production  of 
Kodgers  and  Hammerstein's 

CAROUSEL 
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$1  "  $2-50 
S1.40  «0» 
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McDonald,  Currie  &  Co. 
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If  you  run  out  of  ink  with 

the  new  Scripto  Wordmaster; 
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See! 
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Bruce  Confer  &  Associates  present 
AT  MASSEY  HALL  SUN.  NOV.  21  AT  8:30 

"From  Africa  —  o  compelling  pulsating  voice" 

MIRIAM 

AKEBA 
"The  most  revolutionary  new  tolent"  —  Belofonte BOX  OFFICE  NOW  OPEN 

Tickets  —  $2.00,  $3.00,  $4.00 

MARIOS 
SPAGHETTI 

HOUSE 
and  PIZZERIA 
662  YONGE  ST. 

2  blocks  south  of  Bloor  St. 
FREE  DELIVERY 
923  -  3222 
921-6446 

—NOW  THRU  NOV.  27^ 
tmmJswJfcifcSS  -..the  most 

controversial  play  of  the  season.' ■Hnr  lb  in.  SftuiSiy  Ftniaw 

SPECIAL  STUDENT  TICKETS  $1.75 
AVAILABLE  AT  S  A  C.  OFFICE 

November  17,  18,  19,  20 

Ryerson  Theatre 41  GERRARD  ST. 

RIOT 
RYERSON  ANNUAL 
MUSICAL  REVUE 
Box  office  NOW  OPEN 
Reservations:  368-2856. 

DID  NOBLE  EGGLESTONE  REALLY  NAME  HIS  PLANE 
"THE  FLYING  RIFF-RAFF"  AFTER  BELLE  POITRINE? 

GET  THE  ANSWER  IN 

LITTLE  ME 

HART  HOUSE 

TONIGHT  $1.50 
SAT.  $2.00 

TICKETS  AT 

HART  HOUSE 

University  College  Literary  and  Athletic  Society 

presents 

the  second  lecture  in  the  "Current"  1966  series: 

DR.  ARTHUR  PORTER 

Professor  of  Industrial  Engineering, 

University  of  Toronto 

will  speak  on 

"REFLECTIONS  ON  THE  CHANGING  NATURE  OF  WORK" 

TUESDAY,  NOVEMBER  23rd,  CONVOCATION  HALL,  5:00  P.M. 

ALL  STUDENTS  AND  FACULTY  WELCOME 

University  College  students  are  invited  to  apply  for  the  seminar  with 
Prof.  Porter  which  will  take  place  on  Wednesday,  Nov.  24th.  Apply  in 
the  J.C.R.  or  the  Lit.  Office. 

pzazz 

torn  naylor 

The  Flugelhcrn  Man 
The  Impact  of  Scham  Belchman,  now  appearing  at  the 

Cat's  Meow,  since  his  arrival  on  the  scene  some  three  weeks 
ago  has  been  enormous.  He  has  single-handedly  turned modern  music  upside  down,  and  is  breaking  countless  new 
paths  for  individual  expression.  In  what  direction  do  these 
new  paths  lead?  An  irrelevant  question.  But,  if  one  were 
forced  to  answer  it  —  all  directions,  and  all  at  once.  For 
the  essence  of  Scham's  music  is  that  the  individual  should be  able  to  come  to  his  true  self  free  from  all  those  silly 
structural  and  modal  limitations  that  have  hamstrung  music 
since  5000  BC. 

Scham  further  feels  that  a  man's  instruments  should as  much  as  possible  be  an  extension  of  himself.  (Scham 
sleeps  with  his  to  assure  the  fullest  intimacy  with  them.) 
If  a  man's  talent  has  many  facets,  then  it  follows  he  should 
have  many  extensions.  And  if  all  those  facets  seek  to  express 
themselves  at  once,  it  is  necessary  that  this  artistic  orgasm 
be  allowed  full  freedom  of  expression.  Obviously  to  accom- 

plish this  it  is  necessary  to  utilize  all  one's  extensions  at once. How  does  Scham  manage  this?  The  answer  is  simple. 
Place  plastic  alto  saxophone  in  right  side  of  mouth, 

place  flugelhorn  in  left,  hold  flute  to  nostrils,  hang  music 
boxes,  bells,  chimes,  and  anything  else  available  around 
neck  so  that  a  tensing  or  relaxing  of  muscles  activates  same; 
bass  drum  manipulated  with  right  foot,  organ  played  with 
left.  And,  as  a  grand  finale  shove  a  manzello  up  your  ass 
and  produce  the  ultimate  in  avant  garde  music — individual 
expression  at  its  finest. 

Scham  refused  to  confide  to  me  his  greatest  secret  — 
how  he  beats  his  tom-toms  with  those  enormous  genitals 
he  got  from  voting  Labour. 

Unfortunately  I  couldn't  stay  too  long  in  Purr-gatory.  As 
I  rose  to  depart  I  heard  fans  whispering  through  the  thicken- 

ing air,  "Scham's  really  expressing  himself  tonight". For  fans  who  like  to  hear  jazz  wrapped  up  solidly  with 
its  finest  traditions,  I  recommend  a  visit  to  the  Rock  of 
Ages  where  Mellow  Lips  Johnson  and  his  Milk  Shakers  are 
holding  fast  to  all  those  things  Dixieland  fans  treasure. 

Mellow  Lips  is  not,  as  his  name  might  imply  to  the  un- 
hip,  a  trumpet  player.  He  got  his  nickname  from  his  inno- 

vation of  stroking  his  washboard  with  his  teeth  and  hum- 
ming at  the  same  time.  His  stylings  show  very  definitively 

the  influence  of  Red  MacKenzie.  However,  his  habit  of  tak- 
ing random  swipes  at  everything  in  his  general  direction 

with  his  feet  (he  cannot  use  his  hands  since  he's  standing on  his  head)  shows  that  he  has  kept  an  ear  open  to  Art 
Blakey  as  well. Lips  is  the  chief  soloist  but  other  men  in  the  group 
are  deserving  of  mention.. 

It's  too  bad  Fingers  McFarland  doesn't  have  any  and hence  must  keep  his  banjo  tuned  to  nothing  but  a  C  major 
chord  with  electricians  tape.  The  effects  he  produces  by 
his  eight  to  the  bar  strumming  on  both  solos  and  ensembles 
are  intriguing  but  make  one  wish  for  a  little  more  harmonic 
freedom.  Possibly  someone  should  take  Fingers  to  hear 
Scham  Belchman. 

Bouncing  Billy  Butterchurn  has  developed  a  radical 
new  departure  on  his  instruments.  His  technique  consists 
in  playing  tuba  with  one  side  of  his  mouth  and  baritone 
horn  with  the  other  in  octave-unison.  He  is  an  effective 
rhythm  voice  laying  down  a  steady  four  to  the  bar  beat 
which,  when  coupled  with  Finger's  eight  to  the  bar  and 
Mellow  Lips'  sixteen  to  the  bar,  produce  a  fascinating 
rhythmic  pattern.  It  is  unfortunate  though,  that  the  group's repertoire  was  limited  to  John  Lewis  compositions. 

So  it  would  appear  fans  have  available  to  them  both  the 
very  best  of  avant  garde  sounds  and  the  very  finest  of  tradi- 

tional. If  you  happen  to  drop  in  and  hear  either,  I'd  appre- 
ciate you  informing  me  of  your  opinions.  You'll  find  me  at the  Club  76  listening  to  Ruby  Braff  play  simple,  uncluttered, unpretentious,  and  timeless  music  .  .  . 

Mountaineers  (continued) 

the  physical  and  mental conflicts  confronting  the 
climbers.  But  he  cannot  for- 

get that  he  is  also  a  news- 
paperman and  hence  lapses 

into  tracts  of  sensational- 
ism, especially  concerning adventures  in  which  he 

played  a  part. 
The  episodes  on  Mount 

Slesse  concerning  the  air- line disaster  do  not  belong 
in  this  book,  since  no  doubt, 
they  have  already  had  plen- 

ty of  exposure  to  the  general public  and  have  little  to  do 
with  climbing.  But  the  ac- 

counts of  the  other  climbs 
are  probably  available  here 
for  the  non-climber  for  the 
first  time.  That  some  of 
these   occurred   almost  50 

years  ago  reflects  our  gen- eral apathy  to  our  heritage. 
Sherman  has  thoughtfully 

interspersed  the  book  with 
brief  explanations  of  the 
terms  and  techniques  used 
in  the  sport.  Spectacular 
pictures  and  well  drawn 
maps  enable  the  reader  to 
follow  progress  on  the 
slopes. 
Perhaps  more  authors, 

whether  they  can  climb  or 
not  will  turn  to  depict  more 
of  the  activity  on  Canadian 
mountains  which  certainly 
equal  in  difficulty,  those 
anywhere. 
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folkmnsic volkmar  richter 

Dylan:  swinger  or  sell-out? 
Now  that  Toronto's  Hate Bob  Dylan  Week  is  some- 

what blown  over,  let's  really review  his  Massey  Hall  con- 
certs at  the  beginning  of  the week  instead  of  merely throwing  invectives  at  his new  style. 

I  think  most  of  Dylan's fans  are  still  so  bewildered 
by  the  new  folk-rock  style that  they  immediate  become reactionary  and  shun  it  as 
a  sell-out.  After  all,  Dylan  is 
now  playing  an  electric  gui- 

tar and  being  backed  by  a 
rock  'n'  roll  group  and  that smacks  much  too  much  o{ 
hit  parades,  and  tin  pan  al- ley and  CHUM  et  al. 
As  a  result,  the  old  fans 

turn  away  from  Dylan  simp- ly because  the  people  they 
don't  like,  the  teenie-bop- pers,  the  screamies,  like  him now. 
But  the  old  fans  idolized 

Dylan  just  as  much.  They grabbed  on  to  him  because 

the  influence  of  groups  such as  the  Beatles  and  the  Rol- ling Stones  that  caused  this realization. 
Dylan  always  was  a  pot- entially great  blues  singer- someone  once  mentioned  that he  could  be  the  greatest white  bluesman  in  the  world. He  sings  with  a  passion,  a conviction,  and  an  emotio- 
nal dnve  that  few  perform- ers can  match.  His  rough and  at  times  whining  voice can  be  very  effective  with blues.  That's  what  Dylan  has realized. 

It  is  in  that  area  of  mu- sic that  he  can  be  the  most creative  today.  Sure  he  re- minded the  old  fans  of  the Woody  Guthrie-like  singer deploring  aspects  of  the world  around  him  and  sing- ing about  them.  He  revived the  styles  and  atmosphere of  the  roots  of  American folk  music  and  adapted  them 
to  a  contemporary  context. But  it  was  evident  in  his 

plagued  with  band  troubles. The  organ  was  at  times  too loud,  at  times  too  quiet,  the drummer  sometimes  upstag- 
ed him.  In  general  his  per- formance has  not  yet  been fully  integrated  with  the 

band  which  is'  supposed  to be  merely  there  to  accompa- 
ny him. But  Levon  and  the  Hawks 

are  not  a  third-rate  Yonge Street  band,  as  one  of  the downtown  papers  said. 
They're  probably  the  best rhythm  and  blues  band  ever 
to  come  out  of  Toronto.  Dy- lan chose  them  because 
they're  the  best  he  has  heard. Some  hard  practising  with them  should  clear  up  many of  the  problems. 

The  ubiquitous  Mr.  Dylan  strikes  again. 

Bobby,  baby,  it's  about  that  hair! 

he  was  saying  things  they 
felt,  and  then  they  wouldn't 
let  loose.  As  a  result  Dylan 
now  is  freeing  himself.  If  he 
wants  to  change  styles  that's his  business. 
At  the  same  time,  Dylan 

is  furthering  a  tendency  he 
started  some  time  ago,  that 
of  withdrawing  from  the 
world,  becoming  more  intro- 

spective, and  less  concerned 
with  the  injustices  he  used 
to  write  about.  He  is  com- 

municating with  the  audien- 
ce much  less.  The  young  ra- 

dicals cannot  identify  with 
him  anymore. 

But  at  the  same  time.  Dy- lan has  come  to  realize  that 
the  most  exciting  and  inven- 

tive things  being  done  in 
popular  music  right  now  are 
in  rhythm  and  blues.  It  was 

concerts  that  his  early  work 
is  now  a  drag  for  him  to 
perform.  The  first  half,  en- 

tirely performed  with  only 
his  acoustic  guitar  and  his 
mouth  -  harp  accompani- 
ment,  was  mechanical,  al- 

most as  if  it  were  a  record 
that  was  turned  on,  did  its 
little  bit,  and  then  walked off. 
He  started  off  badly  with 

She  Belongs  To  Me,  a  sloppy 
performance  probably  be- 

cause he  wasn't  warmed  up. But  the  same  must  be  said 
about  Ballad  to  Ramona  and 
Gates  of  Eden.  It  wasn't  un- til his  fourth  song,  Baby 
Blue,  that  he  started  to  come 
alive,  and  Desolation  Row, 
sung  later,  was  a  brilliant performance. 

In  the  second  half  he  was 

Tombstone  Blues,  the  first 
song  in  the  second  half,  was 
—  as  the  critics  have  charg- ed about  his  whole  new  act 
—  just  a  lot  of  noise.  The 
band  covered  up  Dylan  and 
sounded  as  if  they  were  play- 

ing in  a  huge  warehouse  at 
that.  But  all  these  faults  gra- 

dually corrected  themselves 
as  the  concert  progressed. 
When  he  sang  Like  Tom 

Thumb's  Blues,  Dylan  was in  his  best  form.  Here  he 
displayed  the  way  he  can 
get  into  a  song.  He  was  live- 

lier, moving  around,  jump- 
ing with  the  rhythm  a  little. 

His  singing  and  the  intense 
involvement  he  displayed 
caused  a  few  chills  at  this 

point. And  ironically  enough  this 
point  is  also  where  the  jeers 
came  "Elvis"  shouted  one 
ridiculous  fellow.  "Why 
don't  you  shut  up  and  mind 
your  own  business?"  answer- ed back  a  female  fan.  A  few 
boos  were  drowned  out  by 
cheers.  But  all  this  reaction 
was  infinitesimal  despite 
the  way  the  daily  papers 
played  it  up.  The  audience, 
unlike  last  year's  which  had come  to  worship  without 
questioning,  was  skeptical 
and  ready  to  disapprove 
An  entirely  reworked  ver 

sion  of  It  Ain't  Me  Babe,  so reworked  that  the  tune  was 
different  in  places,  was  one 
of  the  high  points  of  the  se- 

cond half.  It  showed  per- 
fectly the  new  Dylan  whose 

creative  faculties  are  still 
very  much  in  evidence,  just 
setting  out  in  different  di- rections. 

The  arrangement  of  Ballad 
of  a  Thin  Man,  with  Dylan 
himself  at  the  piano,  was 
great.  He  finished  off  with 
his  two  hit  records.  Positive- 

ly Fourth  Street  and  Like  a 
Rolling  Stone. 

So,  the  concerts  (he  did 
the  same  songs  in  the  same 
order  in  both)  were  incon- 

sistent rather  than  bad  as 
the  dailies  have  written.  Dy- 

lan just  entered  a  new  idiom 
and  hasn't  really  found  his 
place  yet. 

If  we  compare  his  Sub- terranean Homesick  Blues 
and  Like  a  Rolling  Stone  we 
can  see  a  tremendous  devel 
opment  already. 

He's  always  been  incon 

sistent.  To  reach  fame  with 
a  few  great  songs,  he  wrote hundreds  of  bad  ones.  And he's  no  different  now. 

If  we  listen  to  two  songs on  his  latest  album.  From  a Buick  6  and  It  Takes  a  Lot 
to  Laugh,  It  Takes  a  Train To  Cry,  we  can  hear  the  new Dylan  in  his  best  form.  If 
only  he'll  work  toward  and achieve  that  quality  through- out his  whole  act. 

AROUND  TOWN: 

Dylan's  appearances  were important  but  now  as  for 

whats  coming  up  and  now 
happening  elsewhere:  John Lee  Hooker  is  finishing  the week  at  the  New  Gate  of Cleve;  Eric  Andersen  wili 
Play  there  after  a  two  week 
closing  period;  Three's  A Crowd,  a  new  discovery,  are at  the  Riverboat,  with  Sonny and  Brownie  coming  there 
soon;  Miriam  Makeba  ap- pears at  Massey  Hall  Nov. 21,  Peter,  Paul  and  Mary  at 
the  same  place  Nov.  28  and 29;  Val  Pringle  is  appearing 
at  George's  Spaghetti  House; and,  Mike  Seeger  is  at  the Bohemian  Embassy. 

A  VISIT  FROM  RUSSIA 
By  JANIS  RAPPOPORT 
'Da"  and  "Nyet!"  are  per- 

haps the  most  familiar  Rus- sian exclamations  to  one 
who  is  a  native  speaker  of 
English.  Similar  syllables 
from  at  least  five  different 
languages  managed  to  filter 
through  attempts  at  conver- sation when  some  thirty  U 
of  T  students  entertained  a 
visiting  Russian  group  last 
week. 
The  fact  that  they  didn't look  particularly  Russian 

(whatever  that  may  be) 
caused  some  problems  at 
first.  Friendly  U  of  T — ers 
anxiously  approached  likely 
suspects  with  a  standard 
query:  "Do  you  speak  Engl- ish?" More  than  often,  the 
reply:  "Only  all  my  life!" Eventually,  most  formed 
speaking  aquaintances  with 
those  with  whom  commun- 

ication was  sufficiently  dif- ficult. 
The  Soviet  group  was 

composed  of  people  from 
many  occupations:  univers- 

ity students,  engineers,  jour- nalists, historians,  teachers. 
Their  three  week  tour  of  the 
United  States  and  Canada 
was  arranged  by  the  Exper- 

iment In  International  Liv- 
ing, an  American  organiza- tion which  is  engaged  in 

international  educational 

exchange." Their  meeting  and  dinner 
with  the  U  of  T  students 
was  sponsored  and  paid  for 
by  the  Ontario  government. In  her  welcoming  address, 
SAC  president  Mary  Brewin 
began  to  explain  the  college system  and  commented  on 

various  other  features  of 
university  life. 
A  spokesman  from  the Soviet  group  reciprocated 

by  quoting  statistics  asso- ciated with  Russia's  largest universities.  They  would  be 
sure  to  compare  U  of  T 
with  the  other  Canadian universities  they  expected  to 
see  on  the  remainder  of 
their  tour.  He  smiled  as  he 
expressed  the  hope  that 
their  opinion  would  not  dif- 

fer from  the  favorable  (if 
somewhat  prejudiced)  out- 

look of  their  hosts. 
We  were  perhaps  too  eag- 
er to  hear  first  hand  about 

life  in  the  Soviet  Union: 
their  remarks  were  limited 
to  statistics  on  progress. 
They  even  passed  out  pam- phlets. Siberia  anyone? 
Having  been  in  the  States 

for  the  past  two  weeks, 
they  were  most  willing  to 
offer  comments  on  the  cities 
visited  there.  Generally,  they 
seemed  to  sense  a  tight  con- striction in  such  sky  scraner 
cities  as  New  York.  They 
regretted  that  the  Americ- ans did  not  seem  to  be  as 
friendly  as  they  had  ex- 

pected. The  obsessive  con- cern with  money  surprised 
them  as  well. 

After  dinner,  some  went off  to  tour  the  campus  by 
night.  Others  wanted  to  see 
more  of  the  city  itself. 

It's  unfortunate  that  their 
schedule  allowed  them  only 
one  dav  in  Toronto,  six  in all  of  Canada. 
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Stilted,  dusty  travelogue 
By  JOHN  CLUTE 

The  Mandelbaum  Gate; 
Muriel  Spark;  MacMillan; 
$4.95. 
The  first  third  of  The 

Mandelbaum  Gate  reminds 
one  of  Rose  MaCaulay's  The Towers  of  Trebizond.  The 
historical  and  biblical  place- names  of  Asia  Minor  tumble 
over  each  other  with  an  or- 

nate tapestry-effect.  But 
there  is  a  dusty  smell.  And 
if  one  forgets  the  place- names,  if  one  brushes  the 
taysestry  aside,  there  one  is 
in  the  nave  of  an  Anglican 
cathedral. 
Pose  McCaulay  was  High 

Anglican.  Muriel  Spark  is  a 
Catholic   convert.  Because 

of  their  sex,  religious  alti- tude and  nationality  they 
both  to  varying  extents  crea- ted Asia  Minors  and  Jeru- 
salems  of  a  notable  fusti- 
ness;  their  creations  are  si- 

mulacra, present-day  pic- 
ture-shows, of  supramun- dane  Christian  Locations. 

The  effect  is  twofold  for 
me:  the  simulacrum  has  a 
silly,  stilted,  condescended- 
to  appearance,  as  though 
the  novelist's  main  expe- 

rience with  present-day  Tur- 
key or  Israel  had  been 

through  travelogues;  and 
the  Christian  Location- 
apprehended  by  the  prota- gonists with  an  offensively 
ingroup  nostalgia — is  so 
thoroughly   unmoving  and 

NEW  PAPERBACKS 
By  BEVERLY  PETERSON 

A  Treasury  of  the  Great 
Operas;  Arthur  Holde;  Ban- 
tain;  95e.  Stories  of  36  oper- 

as with  100  photographs 
from  all  over  the  world. 
Tutankhamen;  Chrlstiane 

Desroches-Noblecourt;  Dou 
blcday;  $3.25.  Relates  the 
amazing  discovery  of  the 
tomb  of  the  young  king  Tu- tankhamen— a  landmark  in 
the  history  of  Egyptology. 
32  colour  plates,  132  mono- chrome illustrations. 

To  Live  as  Men:  An  Ana- 
tomy of  Peace;  Centre  for 

the  Study  of  Democratic  In- stitutions; 80?.  Papers  by 
Paul  Tillich,  Linus  Pauling, 
(Juuison-Sackey,  etc.  given 
at  an  international  convoca- 

tion which  examined  the 
practical  implications  o  f 
John  XXIII's  Pacem  in  Ter- ris. 
Vietnam — Inside  Story  of 

the  Guerilla  War;  Wilfred  G. 
Burchett;  New  World;  $2.35- 

An  eye-witness  report  by 
Australian  journalist  who 
lived  and  travelled  with  the 
Vietcong  for  8  monhs. 
SNCC  —  The  New  Abolition- 

ists; Howard  Zinn;  Beacon; 
$2.20. 

Published  in  hardcover  a 
year  ago,  this  new  paper 
edition  has  an  added  chap- 

ter at  the  end  to  cover  re- 
cent developments. 

Vietnam;  edited  by  Robin 
Murray;  Methuen;  $1.10. 

No.  1  in  the  Read-In  Se- 
ries. Here  is  an  "at-home 

teach-in"  giving  facts  and views  from  all  sides  of  the 
issue. 
Witchcraft  —  European  and 
African;  Geoffrey  Parrinder; 
Faber;  $1.95. 

A  critical  yet  sympathetic 
survey  of  witchcraft  trials 
of  Europe  and  America  plus 
a  consideration  of  present- 
day  African  beliefs. 
The  Arab  Cold  War  1958- 
1964:  a  study  of  ideology  in 
politics;  Malcolm  Kerr;  Ox- ford; $2.10. 
The  author  seeks  to  ex- 

plain events  of  these  years 
in  the  light  of  the  confron- 

tation of  divergent  political 
and  ideological  forces  oper- 

ating in  the  Arab  world. 
Man  in  the  Modern  Theatre; 
edited  by  Nathan  A.  Scott; 
John  Knox;  $1.10. 

Brief  studies  of  Eliot, 
O'Neil,  Brecht  and  Beckett. 

Mow  at  vs.  historians 
By  ROBERT  BOTHWELL 

Westviklng;  by  Farley 
Mowat;  McClelland  &  Stew 
art;  $10.00. 
Up  to  now,  Mr.  Mowat 

has  been  best  known  for  his 
two  books  on  the  vanishing 
Eskimos  of  Kcewatin,  to  the 
intense  disgust  of  the  vari- 

ous established  orders  in 
the  Arctic.  Mowat  is  still 
fascinated  by  the  Arctic,  but 
now  chooses  to  combat  his- 

torians rather  than  bureau- 
crats. 
Westviklng  concerns  the 

Norse  discovery  and  settle- ment of  Greenland  and 
Newfoundland,  which  Mow- 

at claims  to  be  the  long- 
disputed  site  of  Leif  the 
Lucky's  Vinland.  This  pro- position will  alarm  nobody 
except  the  Italian-American 
Historical  Society,  whose 
members    are    advised  to 
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keep  their  faith  in  Columbus 
pure  by  ignoring  this  latest statement  of  the  Norse heresy. 
Mowat  has  drawn  on  an 

exhaustive  knowledge  of  the 
geography  of  Newfoundland and  Labrador  to  buttress 
his  reconstruction  of  the 
foundation  of  Greenland 
and  Vinland  in  the  tenth 
century,  and  the  resulting 
narrative  is  superficially 
plausible.  Mowat  manages 
to  arrange  the  sagas  to  con- 

form with  his  theories,  and 
collates  these  with  informa- 

tion on  meteorology  and  the 
latest  archeological  discov- eries. The  chief  defect  is  a 
lack  of  tangible  evidence  to 
support  the  details  of  Mow- 
at's  hypothesis.  While  re- cent discoveries  in  New- 
foundland  substantiate 
some  of  Mowat's  claims, most  are  largely  speculative. 
As  with  all  of  Mowat's 

books,  Westviklng  is  vigor- 
ous in  style  and  imaginative 

in  its  use  of  language.  What 

unrealized  as  to  make  one- 
self in  turn  nostalgic— for Quo  Vadis.  It  is  difficult 

not  to  believe  in  Peter  Usti- nov's Nero.  It  is  simpler  to 
avoid  double  vision. 
Rose  MaCaulay  didn't avoid  double  vision,  but  she 

didn't  know  what  to  do 
with  it.  She  was  a  fine 
writer  but  a  lousy  novelist. 
The  novel  is  the  home  of 
the  double  vision,  for  the 
implicit  or  explicit  com- mentary in  depth  on  the 
rending  of  the  veil  of  ap- 

pearance and  reality;  and Muriel  Spark  is  primarily 
a  novelist. 

And  because  she  is  a  thor- 
ough novelist  one  is  almost 

convinced  that  the  tapestry- 
effect  in  The  Mandelbaum 
Gate  is  deliberate;  part  of 
the  commentary;  a  com- ment on  the  main  character, 
Barbara  Vaughan,  a  half- Jew  from  England  turned 
Catholic,  making  a  pilgrim- 
mage  to  Jerusalem,  itself 
half-Jewish,  half-Christian, 
half-Arab    ( the  qualitative 

state  transcends  arithme- 
tic), and  the  scene  of  the 

complex  plot. Barbara  Vaughan  is  a  fine 
novel-character  in  that  her 
search  for  personal  identity 
expicitly  parallels  her  search for  the  reality  of  Jerusalem 
itself.  Insofar  as  it  is  per- 

ceived that  way,  Jerusalem 
circa  Eichmann  is  a  simu- 

lacrum of  Jerusalem  circa 
the  Passion,  and  the  lusti- ness of  that  perception,  and 
its  essential  lack  of  merit 
(after  all,  what  Eichmann 
was  and  represented  was 
new  under  the  sun),  are 
both  represented  and  mock- ed by  the  structure  of  Miss 
Spark's  plot One  trusts  the  mockery  is 
deliberate.  Barbara  Vaughan 
wishes  to  pass  the  Mandel- baum Gate  from  Israeli  Je- 

rusalem to  Jordanian  Jeru- 
salem, and  does  so,  be- 
coming involved  in  intrigues of  her  own  making,  (her 

apparently  lesbian  girl- friend from  England  trots 
over  to  prevent  Barbara's marriage  to  her  lover,  now 
in  Rome  to  annul  his  pre- 

vious marriage,  et  cetera) 
and  of  the  situation  (she 

gets  caught  up  in  a  spy  ring, 
travels  about  as  an  Arab 
servant  to  disguise  her  half- Jewishness,  et  cetera).  The 
simulacrum  has  a  life  of  its 
own. The  conclusion  does  not 
abandon  the  double  vision, 
however  Miss  Vaughan  re- 

mains in  flux.  The  essence 
of  the  Christian  Location, 
for  Miss  Spark,  is  more  or 
less  acrobatic:  the  old  tigtv 
trope-walking  in  the  ambi- 

guous zone  between  the eternal  verities  and  their 
variable  locales.  It  is  Miss 
Spark's  obligation  to  admit 
implicitly  to  the  above  onto- 
logical  format:  the  locale as  the  expression  of  the 
truth.  One's  personal  re- versal of  that  ontology  is 
no  reason  for  disaparage- 
ment  of  The  Mandelbaum Gate. 

This  is  a  major  novel, 
and  much  will  be  written 
about  it.  Muriel  Spark's previous  high  point,  Me- 

mento Mori,  was  a  clear  in- dication of  heights  to  be 
reached,  but  many  clear  in- 

dications point  to  cul-de- sacs.  Here  we  are  on  the thruway. 

Staaafo  narrative 
By  DAVID  GOAD 

The  Berlin  Wall:  Pierre 
Galante  with  Jack  Miller; 
Ryerson  Press;  $5.15. 

East  Berlin  is  a  little  is- 
land of  tyranny  in  a  sea  of 

despotism.  The  wall  that 
rings  it  is  the  Brute's  tri- bute to  himself,  an  eloquent 
symbol  of  his  impotence, 
his  inability  to  obtain  men's voluntary  agreement.  It  is a  monument  to  the  theory 
and  practice  of  Commun- ism. 
The  Berlin  Wall  is  a  bril- 

liant documentary  account 
of  that  monument:  of  the 
family  tragedies,  deaths  and 
heroism  of  the  people  it  di- 

vides. The ,  author,  Pierre 
Galante,  is  a  journalist  with Paris  Match. 
The  wall  came  into  exis- 

tence on  August  13th,  1961. Allied  Intelligence  reports 
had  given  scant  warning. 
The  day  before  45,000  East 
Germans  "spontaneously  vo- 

lunteered" for  the  People's 
Army,  and  convoys  of  ar- mored cars  and  Russian 
tanks  began  moving  up  to 
the    border.    At  midnight 

East  Berliners  on  the  U- bahn  to  West  Berlin  were 
stopped  and  forced  to  turn 
back;  the  People's  Police  or Vopos  supervised  at  gun 
point  the  con  struct  ion  j)f  the 
first  flimsy  wall  of  con- crete posts  and  rusting 
barbed  wire. 
Disbelieving  Berliners 

took  stock.  Yesterday,  tra- vel between  Russian  and 
other  sectors  had  been  rela- 

tively easy;  thousands  cros- sed the  border  each  day  to 
work,  leaving  families  and businesses.  Today  they  were 
cut  off. 

Galante  gives  a  rather  too 
brief  sketch  of  the  Berlin 
situation  since  1945.  The 
majority  of  his  book  is  de- voted to  individual  histo- ries of  attempted  escape; 
the  author  imparts  the  bit- 

terly personal  nature  of  the frustration  and  hatred  of 
Berliners  which  was  engen- 

dered by  the  erection  of 
the  wall;  the  attacks  on  the 
People's  Police,  the  defec- tion of  the  border  guards, 
and  spontaneous  street  riot iing. 

What  were  the  Allies  do- 

ing while  the  wall  was  be- 
ing built?  They  politely  con- 

fined themselves  to  "sharp 
exchanges"  with,  the  Rus- 

sians, and  mouthed  politi- 
cal inanities.  Here  is  Chan- cellor Adenauer,  somewhat 

dessicated  at  85: 
"In  conjunction  with  the 

Allies  we  shall  take  all  ne- 
cessary measures.  The  Fed eral  Government  calls  on 

all  Germans  to  have  confi- 
dence in  these  measures". 

"Necessary  measures" meant  doing  nothing  to  dis- turb the  violated  status  quo. 
No  attempt  was  made  to 
remove  the  barriers.  How 
Comrade  Khrushchev  must 
have  laughed  to  hear  Mayor 
Brandt  meet  his  acts  of  ter- 

rorism with,  pleas  to  the 
West  Berliners  for  "moder- 

ation". 

This  is  not  a  political book.  Galante  tells  a  story, 
directly,  often  in  verbless 
ungrammatical  sentences with  the  staccato  rhythm 
of  machine  guns. 

It  is  a  well-written  tale 
of  misery,  sudden  death 
and  courage,  of  The  Wall 
that  Comrade  Khrushchev 
called  "a  great  Socialist 

achievement". is  unusual  is  the  odd  ar- 
rangement of  a  pile  of  undi- 

gested research  in  sixteen 
appendices  making  up  the 
last  half  of  the  book.  Mow- at claims  that  the  insertion 
of  this  essential  information 
in  the  body  of  the  text 
would  have  broken  the  con- 
tinuity  of  his  narrative;  its 
effect  is  to  saddle  the  read- 

er with  the  thankless  task 
of  reading  some  sense  into 
the  jumble  of  "descriptive" 
and  analytical  "essays"  that Mowat  presents  him  with. 
Defects  of  presentation 

and  lack  of  evidence  not- 
withstanding, Mowat's  book is  a  vast  improvement  over 

the  woolly  theories  that 
have  hitherto  prevailed 
among  Canadian  historians, 
from  which  Mowat's  lack  of 
pedantic  savoire  faire  may 
may  have  saved  him. 

MOUNTAINEERS 

By  S.  A.  BEZRUCHKA 
Cloud  Walkers;  Paddy 

Sherman;  Mac  mil  lan  of  Ca- 
nada; $4.95. 

Paddy  Sherman,  a  moun- taineer and  a  newspaper  re- 
porter has  tried  to  give  an 

account  of  mountaineering 
on  Canadian  peaks  by  des- 

cribing adventures  on  four 
of  Canada's  toughest  moun- tains. The  book  is  intended 
to  interest  the  general  pub- lic and  to  indicate  some  of 
the  rich  history  of  our mountains. 
The  question  as  to  why 

men  climb  mountains  will 
occur  to  the  non-climbing 
reader.  Sherman  quotes 
Wilfred  Noyce,  a  famous 
British  Climber  as  saying 
"the  urge  to  climb  remains 

a  flaw  in  the  otherwise  rea- 
sonable personality."  But one  can  only  begin  to  under- 

stand by  following  the  ad- ventures of  those  who 
climb,  and  Sherman  has 
avoided  the  pitfalls  of  many 
authors  who  attempt  to 
dwell  philosophically  on 
climber's  motives,  almost 
always  unsuccessfully.  The 
accounts  speak  for  them- selves. 

Details  on  dramatic  first 
ascents  of  Logan,  Wadding- ton  and  Robson  relive  the 
climbs  for  the  arm-chair mountaineer.  Since  these 

occurred  without  Sherman's presence,  he  is  guided  in their  documentation  by  the 
journals  on  the  sport.  These 
accounts  genuinely  reflect 
See  'mountaineers/  review  3 



SMC  and  The  Mike By  LYN  OWEN 

S.u^rc^,a«n,s  ?e  st  Mich  CoUege crmc.sm  of  its  newspaper  The  mL         something  about iae  council  last  week  set  ,,„ 
functions  of  the  newspaper   tL^^^  l°  StUd>  the 
by  a  petition  signed  by  30o' St  Mi^?   7  73S  touched  °« that  action  be  taken  65  students  demanding 

sPonshco^ehaLbd1onrTgSi0er  -ws  and ,  The  Student  Council  f  TuuL  ̂   ,  counciJ  s  constitution. 
Mike's  policies.  It  oZ^!  S"1'  f°r  The 

£  S  ofoff  ■       ̂   ̂ndseto  ddo°with  the^  ̂  

The  students  presenting  ,h  ?-U"Cl1  ""tings. 
Jonathan  CauIfieldTl   SMC?)  h'  ̂ fT  Say  the  edit°r, tutional  instructions            '  virtually  ignored  consti- Caulfield  says  he  hasn't 

"^^^'S^  "ted  the  petition, 
herent  to  the  reader  and  of  fe!lin^meDt  arMes 
and  student  council  adequatefy  H?  sneTff  i?ews'  Sp0rts excessive  coverage  of  events  Mkp  tK  ̂ -  criticized 
asked  for  more  specific  coverage  of  SMr  J*"**1-  Agu^a 

Caufield  said  that  any  Sfure  tr,  ̂ -m-PUS  act™««. events  was  the  result  of  some  'M  Publicize  and  cover 
ing  in  the  news  a  d  s»  „  t„  df>rSMization"  still  exist- 
criticism  came  at  a  ttoe  v!henP  t  He  Said  that  the 

"Before  I  even  heard  nf  H       "a?  Ieast  needed- 
planned  to  add  p^licrrv  and  ̂  poSiti™"  he  said,  "I  had 
The  paper  has  a  He"?  and  Now  <°  the  Paper- to  the  publicity  officers  of  the  °-Um?  and  i{  is  UP 
information  in?  he  said  organization  to  get  thehr Caulfield  said  "The  Mike  ;„  -  1; 
and  opinion.  We  have  done  a  hen  •  T"?  JOUrnal  of  fact 
Mike  of  publishing  omnion  anri  ,  J°b  "j3"  an?  pre™"s 
student  council  vve  have  cover  J  ment  We  have  c°vered 
are  going  to  have  to  do  a  W  n™'s.and  *P°rts,  but  we 
By  the  end  of  the  year  nl  M  I  '"Kl"  that  dePartment. 
in  all  areas  that  ̂ Ze^Lf^^  *~  ̂  
and  ̂hf^ty  'win'farof^"8  ™  '  »  prod"«. teas  at  lletto^And  I  don't  thi^k  I've"  ^ the  paper  so  far  that  hasn't  ?  Si"d  anythinS  ™ here."  nt  concerned  someone  around 

heard'about  &  %Z  "c  «  Many  had  — and  sports  coveVag but'  aH  ILZ  IF**  ̂   lack  of  news the  quality  of  the  comment  irt  ?  "  Pe"ioners  >  praised 
general  comment aboTtte  pancrw^  .l^5-  The  °ne 
too  seriously  "It  has  such  IT-      r  that  "  took  itself 

going  to  handle  news  the  way  we  decided  h,f  6  arc 

Si  "we  «£ia.osi*  7™)  E3£M£ 
mitt'ee  o?  STs'ffi  C°erCi°n  ̂   ̂  

LiHIe  Me  came  to  Wymilwood  yesterday  as  three  young 
Krull  was  suitably  impressed,  but  managed  to  get  the picture  anyway.  s 

COWARDS 
THE  STORE  FOR  MEN 

LAST  CALL! 

ONLY  TWO  MORE  DAYS  TO 
SAVE  MONEY  DURING  OUR 

PRE-CHRISTMAS  SALE 

WRINKLE-FREE 

2-TROUSER  SUITS 

REG. 
79.95 $ 

62 

Imported English 
55%Terylene and  45% 

All  Woo! 
Worsted 

in  Fall  and Winter  Weight 

in"«n  ̂   "8y  tresh  ̂   m°™  «<»  night 
in  all  the  very  newest  patterns  &  shades. 

3-PC  VESTED  SUITS.......  *62 

2-PANT  SUITS 
Broken  sixe  and  colour  range i Sava  up  to  $30. $ 49 

NOTE  THESE  SUPER  VALUES 

3-PC  TWEED  VESTED  SUITS C«.hmere-.oft  finhh  tw..d  h.rrtagboi,.,  fa  |.adlnf 

TWEED  &  CORDUROY  SPORT  COATS 
All  wool  (mad.  or  taobrM  corduroy  fa  wanted  .had... 
BROKEN  LINES  of  SPORT  COATS 

qu.o4!',^"0U,  **  much  W"her  »riced  *»»•  limited 
PERMA-CREASE  FLANNEL  SLACKS 
All  wool  Melang.  dann.L  Continental  or  Plaattd. 
CORDUROY  SUBURBAN  COATS 
Pile  Hning-outstanding  value. 
TOPCOAT  CLEARANCE 
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$48 $25 
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LONG  SLEEVE  DRESS  SHIRTS  now  2  " „2 5  " 
LONG  SLEEVE  SPORT  SHIRTS  «ow  2;»0r2f.,  5  " 

UNIVERSITY  STUDENTS,  EVEN  THOUGH  UNDER  21,  MAY  OPEN 
CHARGE  ACCOUNTS  WITHOUT  CO-SIGNER  AND  WITH  NO  DOWN PAYMENT. 

Your  2  Nearest  Coward  Stores 
460  Yonge,  Just  N.  of  College;  804  Yonge,  Just  N.  of  Bloo, 

C  ash  mere-V  Wool,  Tweeds  All- Weather     Coatt,     and  Others. 



70%  OFF 
TO  STUDENTS 
EXCLUSIVE  TAILORING 
These  garments  ore  alt 
personally  fitted  and handmade 

URBAS  TAILORING 
695  BAY  STREET 

366.1446 
CLOSED  WEEKENDS 

College  Bowl  to  help  children  in  27  countries 
By  MARCI  Mc DONALD 
When  Blues  kick  off  in 

Varsity  Stadium  tomorrow, 
they  will  reach  27  countries around  the  world. 
And  if  that  isn't  the  year's best  yardage,  Peter  Gorman 

will  stop  adopting  children 

Persons  interested  in  helping  with  the  C.U.S. 
Conference  in  the  Financing  of  Higher  Education: 

THERE  WILL  BE  AN  ORGANIZATIONAL  MEETING 
MON.  NOV.  22,   1:00  P.M. 
INNIS  COLLEGE  BOARD  ROOM 

EVERYONE  WELCOME 

ONLY  3  MINUTES  FROM  SIDNEY  SMITH  HALL 

CENTRAL  DRIVING  SCHOOL 
ONTARIO  SAFETY  LEAGUE  GRADUATEO  INSTRUCTORS 
AUTOMATIC  —  STANDARD  —  COMPACT  —  VW  CARS 

923-7201  Ae^'°; 

CUSO  International  Students  Centre  PARTY 

TONIGHT 

8:30  P.M. 
TRINITY  BUTTERY 

25%  DISCOUNT ON  ALL  JEWELLERY  PURCHASES 
Including  oil  branded  Wotches,  A-l  Quality  Diomonds,  Silverware, 
Lighters,  Wallets,  Pens  and  Pencils,  Radios,  Clocks,  Costume 
Jewellery,  etc.,  etc.  You  must  hove  your  A.T.L,  card  when  making 
a  purchase. 

SHEFFIELD  JEWELLERS 
DIAMOND  MERCHANTS 

323  YONGE  ST.  (5  doors  above  Dundos)  EM.  6-3324,  EM.  6-4122 

and  start  giving  his  custom- ers Christmas  presents 

again. For  Peter  Gorman  is  the 
mind  behind  Saturday's first  —  and  what  he  hopes 
to  be,  annual  —  Save  the Children  College  Bowl,  when 
Yates  winners  Varsity  Blues, 
will  play-off  with  University of  Alberta  Golden  Bears  for 
east-west  supremacy  and  the Vanier  Cup. 

It  all  began  two  years  ago 
when  Mr.  Gorman,  a  New- 

market wholesale  tobaccon- 
ist, stopped  giving  his  cust- omers Christmas  presents 

and  started  adopting  child- 
ren in  his  customers'  names 

through  a  fund  called  Save the  Children. 
It  will  end  with  a  week- end spectacular,  featuring 

pretty  girls,  a  grand  ball,  a 40-unit  parade  with  floats, 
bands  and  majorettes,  col- 

lege kids  flown  to  Toron- to from  as  far  west  as  Ed- monton and  as  far  east  as 
Antigonish. 

In  between  came  Mr.  Gor- man and  his  conviction  that 
if  he  could  sponsor  a  happy, 
healthy  year  for  a  child  in an  underprivileged  country 
for  only  $60,  the  young  peop- le of  Canada  could  reach 
hundreds  of  such  children  in 
each  of  the  27  countries 
where  Save  the  Children  op- 
erates. 

Last  January  he  got  the 
go-ahead  from  the  Canadian 
Intercollegiate  Athletic  Uni- 

on for  a  college  bowl  to  en- able them  to  do  just  that. He  hopes. 
Mr.  Gorman  estimates  that 

a  sell-out  gate  would  gross 
}70,000  —  80  per  cent  of 
which  would  be  clear  pro- 
fit. 

The  other  20  per  cent 
would  pay  the  expenses  of 
the  stadium,  approximately 
$5,000,  the  cost  of  import- 

ing the  Golden  Bears  from Edmonton,  approximately 
$8,000,  and  administration fees,  including  publicity. 
Of  the  80  per  cent  on  the 

credit  side,  two-thirds  would be  distributed  through 
Save  the  Children  to  its  27 
member  countries. 
The  remaining  one-third 

has  a  special  Canadian  mis- sion, also  through  the  ausp- 
ices of  the  fund.  It  has  al- 

ready been  pledged  to  a  re- creation centre  for  Indian 
and  Eskimo  children  in 
Moosonee. 
However,  it's  getting  the 

80  per  cent  clear  that  pres- ents the  problem, 

While  expenses  remain 
static,  profit  will  vary  with 
the  gate.  And  so  far  the  gate hasn't  been  turning. 

As  of  last  night  only  about 
6,000  of  the  stadium's  27,000 seats  were  sold. 
Mr.  Gorman  said  he  has 

received  assurance  from  the 
Toronto  press  that  this  is 
a  late-buying, city,  and  is  con- fident his  biggest  sales  will come  today. 
Meanwhile,  other  oracles 

have  had  other  opinions. 
U  of  T  athletic  director 

Warren  Stevens  criticized 
the  Bowl  committee  earlier 
this  week  for  setting  prices 

as  high  as  $4  —  out  of  stu- dent reach.  He  warned  that 
the  students  might  boycott. 
Mr.  Gorman  replied  that 

there  is  a  choice  of  $2,  §3, 
and  $4  seats. 

"But  next  year,"  he  said, 
"next  year  we'll  have  a  stu- dent committee  to  help  plan 

this  thing." 

SAC  reprints  exams 
The  Students  Administrative  Council  has  reprinted  last 

year's  examinations  and  will  distribute  them  to  all  the  cam- pus libraries  as  soon  as  they  are  assembled. 
The  bookstore  discontinued  this  service  last  year. 
SAC  considered  printing  exams  and  selling  them  to  the 

students,  but  on  investigation  found  that  the  cost  would 
be  too  great.  The  reprints  will  be  assembled  by  hand. 

HOW  TO  MAKE  A  CRITICAL  CAREER  DECISION 

"CHEMCELL  MANAGEMENT  PRACTICES  REFLECT  THE  PRINCIPLE  THAT  EMPLOYEES  SHOULD  BE 
GIVEN  THE  NECESSARY  FREEDOM  OF  ACTION  TO  DEVELOP  THEIR  GREATEST  POTENTIAL' ROBINSON  OPD,  PRESIDENT 

From  which 
disciplines  are  graduates  hired? 

ENGINEERING,  Chemical 
Mechanical,  Electrical,  Industrial  and  Textile 

SCIENCE,  Chemistry,  Physics, Mathematics* 
COMMERCE,  Accounting,  General  •  MBA 

and  Post-Graduates  in  Science. 

What  jobs  do  they  do? 
Research,  Product  Development*  Production,  Process 
Engineering  Design  •  Accounting,  Data  Processing, Operations  Research,  Planning,  Marketing  (Domestic 
and  Foreign)  Technical  Sales  -  Industrial  and  Per- sonnel Relations*  All  are  specific  jobs  that 

need  doing*  More  details  are  available  at 
your  placement  office. 

WHY  CHOOSE 
A  CHEMCELL 
CAREER? 

What  are  some  facts  about  Chemcell? 
Last  year  net  sales  $96.7  million,  up  21  percent 

—  net  profits  $10.6  million,  up  24  percent;  in  last 
7  years  sales  doubled,  profits  tripled  •  Is  the  third 

largest  company  in  Canada's  rapidly  expanding  and  chi 
lenging  chemical  industry  *  Now  has  over  7,000  employees, 

up  from  5,900  in  1964  ■  Has  announced  a  planned  capital  expan 
sion  program  of  $16  million  for  1965  •  Has  pioneered  the 
production  of  certain  chemicals  in  Canada  •  Has  maintained 
k  the  development  of  international  markets  •  Has  salaries, benefit  plans,  and  personnel  policies  designed  to 

attract  and  retain  the  best  people  available. 

What  does  Chemcell  make? 
Based  on  two  natural  resources,  wood  and  petroleum 
•  Integrated  plants  produce  a  wide  variety  of  organic 

and  inorganic  chemicals  *  Man-made  fibres 
•  Finished  fabrics  and  carpets. 

Where  might  I  be  working? 
Coaticook,  Drummondville, 

Montmagny,  Montreal,  St.  Jean,  Sorel, 
Valleyfield,  Toronto,  Winnipeg,  Edmonton, 

Two  Hills  and  Vancouver.  Chemcell 
(Europe),  London,  England. 

Chemlc.li  •  Synthetic  Flbree  •  F*brlc*  ■  Carpet* 

OPERATING  DIVISIONS 
CANADIAN  CHEMICAL  COMPANY 
CANADIAN  CELANESE  COMPANY 

COMMERCE 
DATE  OF  INTERVIEWS 

DECEMBER  7,  1965 
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imiinrm,  KOUNDUP 

Skule  looms  as  challenger By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
Engineering  proved  they 

belong  in  the  Mulock  Cup 
football  finals  this  year  as 
they  won  their  final  game 
of  the  regular  season,  a  13-0 
decision  over  St.  Mike's. 
The  win  leaves  the  engine- 

ers with  a  record  of  five 
wins  and  a  loss  identical  to 
the  record  posted  by  Vic. 

Vic  towever,  by  virtue  of 
a  better  scoring  record, 
have  taken  first  place  for 
playoff  purposes  and  will 
meet  Trinity  in  the  first 
game  of  the  semi-finals 
Monday  at  noon. 
Meanwhile  Engineering 

will  play  group  II  cham- 
pions PHE  and  the  winners 

of  these  two  sudden  death 
games  playoff  for  the  Mu- 

lock Cup. 
Rich  Arends  was  the  main 

spark  in  the  engineers'  win 
over  St.  Mike's  as  he  scored a  touchdown  and  a  convert 
while  Dan  Kit  counted  the 
other  major.  The  shutout 
was  the  fourth  one  in  six 
games  for  the  tough  Skule defence. 

SOCCER 
St.  Mike's  B,  the  only team  assured  of  a  playoff 

berth  in  group  II,  was  one 
of  three  teams  to  pick  up 
wins  in  interfaculty  play. 
Jr.  Engineering  and  Vic  II 
were  the  other  successful 
teams. 
Gil  Passo,  with  three 

goals  and  Aldo  Morson  and 
Ken  Amoroso  with  one 
apiece,  supplied  the  scoring 
as  the  Irish  dumped  Vic  II, 
5-1.  Bill  Alexander  notched 
the  lone  tally  for  Vic. 

In  the  Vic  win,  Dave  Ca- 
meron scored  twice  and 

Alexander  added  a  singleton 
as  the  Scarlet  and  Gold 
shutout  Meds  B,  3-0. 

Jr.  Engineering  kept  their 
slim  playoff  hopes  alive 
with  a  6-2  shellacking  of 

Eng.  III.  Vadym  Korsh  and 
Bill  Schiavone  paced  the 
winners  with  two  goals  each 
while  Duncan  MacKenzie 
also  fired  a  pair  in  a  losing effort. 

LACROSSE 
PHE  A  completed  thdr 

second  consecutive  unde- 
feated season  in  interfacul- 

ty group  I  competition  as 
they  scored  impressive  vic- 

tories over  Law  and  Engine- ering I. 
Gary  Deering  was  the  big 

gun  for  the  Hart  House  men 
in  the  first  game  as  he  fired 
four  goals  in  a  13-8  win  over 
law.  Other  marksmen  for 
the  winners  included  Chris 
Rudge  and  John  Dale  with 
two  goals  each  while  Cord 
Ness  was  tops  for  the  law- 
yers  with,  the  hat-trick. 
Rudge,  with  five  goals, 

and  Dering  and  Dale  with 
four  each,  again  led  the  way 
in  the  second  win  as  PHE 
slammed  engineers,  15-1. 
This  victory  marked  the 
twentieth  game  (over  the 

last  two  seasons  includina 
playoffs)  in  which  the  op- position has  failed  to  beat 
or  tie  the  present  Dafoe 
Cup  champions. HOCKEY 
With  the  season  barely 

under  way,  the  interfaculty 
hockey  league  headed  to- wards its  most  successful 
year  ever.  The  largest  num- 

ber of  teams  in  interfacul- 
ty history  will  compete 

this  year's  schedule. 
Sr.  Engineering,  Jenning's Cup  finalists  last  year,  pick- 
ed up  right  where  they  left 

off  as  they  scored  an  excit- 
ing 1-0  win  over  Law. 

Bill  Lennard  and  Rick 
Lint  were  the  stars  for 
Skule.  Lennard  scored  the 
game's  only  goal  and  Lint held  the  fort  against  the 
fast-skating  lawyers. 

RUBBY  RESULTS 
Knox  2,  Wycliffe  1, 

Pharm  3,  SMC  B  0;  Law  II 
8,  For  B  1;  Med  C  9,  New 
III  0;  Eng  IX  9,  Pharm  C  2 
Music  3,  SMC  D  3. 

Champs  vanquish  opposition 
By  MARCI  McDONALD 
All-stars  maintained  a 

three-year  tradition  when 
they  fell  to  Varsity  Soccer 
Blues  4-0  on  the  back  cam- 

pus. The  game  was  played 
in  near-freezing  tempera- tures. 

Despite  a  team  touted  as 
the  finest  yet  to  meet  Blues 
and  a  veritable  mudbowl — 
forecast  as  an  asset  to  the 
all-stars — they  were  no 
match  for  the  speed  and 
control  of  the  intercollegia- te champs. 

Varsity  held  the  ball  from 
the  opening  whistle  and  al- 

lowed play  in  their  own  end 
only  three  times. 

Austris  Liepa  scored  the 

first  goal  within  five  mi- nutes from  a  corner  kick 
by  winger  Bill  Nepotiuk 
Nepotiuk  scored  the  sec- 

ond on  a  low  drive  from  a 
corner  angle. 
The  third  came  after  half 

time  when  Dennis  Chung 
a  slight  nimble-footed  in 
side  right  who  has  been 
out  much  of  the  season 
with  injuries,  accomplished 
the  near-impossible.  He 
dribbled  past  two  towering 
defencemen,  then  met  the 
goalie  halfway  in  the  pen; 
ty  area,  faked  to  dribble  i and  scored. 
Forward  Pat  Terrelonge 

netted  Blues'  final  on  a  re- 
bound from  the  goal. 

poioists  defend  Blues  rounding  into  shape 

title  at  McGill 
By  PETER  McCREATH 
Varsity  Water  Polo  Blues 

begin  defense  of  the  Her- 
ichorn  Cup,  emblematic  of 
OQAA  Water  Polo  suprem- 

acy, when  they  travel  to 
McGill  this  weekend.  The 
game  will  be  the  first  of  a 
two  game  home  and  home 
lotal-point  series. 
The  team  making  the  trip 

this  year  will  be  substantial- 
ly the  same  as  went  last 

year.  The  only  newcomers 
are  forwards  Bruce  Warbur- 
ton  from  University  of  Vic- 

toria, Frank  Felkai  back 
after  a  two  year  retirement, 
and  Steve  Gerring,  who  play- 

ed last  year,  but  did  not 
make  the  McGill  trip. 

Blues  have  experienced  a 
good  exhibition  season  fac- 

ing Toronto  Water  Polo 
Club  and  the  Hamilton  club 
two  or  three  times  each. 
After  such  hardened  ve- 

terans as  these,  Blues 
should  be  able  to  turn  ihe 
tide  on  McGill. 

By  RICH  PYNE 
Toronto  Basketball  Blues 

play  their  third  exhibition 
i;ame  against  Toronto  senior 
competition  when  they  face 
Cloverleaf  Sharmrocks  at  the 
Bloor  Street  YMHA  Satur- 

day evening  at  8:30  p.m. 
Although  their  first  set- 

back can  hardly  be  consider- 
ed serious  since  only  t  h  e 

novice  members  were  dres- 
sed. Blues  dropped  a  79-74 

decision  last  time  out  against 
Andy's  A.C.  with  the  full team  and  no  excuses. 
In  recent  practices  how- 

ever, the  team  has  started  to 
sharpen  up  and  coach  Mc- 
Manus  is  not  at  all  displeas- 

ed with  his  team's  efforts. As  every  coach  striving  for 
perfection  he  keeps  bark- 

ing, particularly  concerning 
the  team's  shooting  which he  considers  far  frqft  the 
best. 

Before  long  Blues  should 
outclass  these  senior  teams 
consistently  by  virtue  of 
tli^ir  superior  conditioning. 
They  have  an  opportunity  of 
bearing   this   out  Saturday 

night,   but    the  Shamrock 
are  no  push-overs.  One  of 
their  better  bail-players  is 
Vince  Drake  who  starred  at 
McMaster  last  season. 

First  tournament 

By  BOB  CLARK 
Five  universities  have  en- 

tered the  intercollegiate 
volleyball  championships 
at  Guelph  tomorrow. 

This  is  the  first  year  of 
intercollegiate  competition 
in  this  sport.  Besides  Uni- 

versity of  Toronto,  McMas- 
ter, Guelph,  Montreal  and 

Western  will  send  teams. 
Toronto  defeated  Guelph 

and  McMaster  twice  to  win 
an  exhibition  tournament 
last  week.  "The  Exhibition 
proved  we  should  have  no 
trouble  with  Guelph  or  Mc- 

Master," said  Varsity  coach, Taimo  Pallandi  who  feels 
Varsity  should  be  the  power 
of  the  tournament,  "but  i know  volleyball  is  strong  in 
Montreal,  so  they  should  be 
our  toughest  competition." 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC 
ASSOCIATION 

BOWLING 

^J,TaU'  J°'  T?ie9r°Phic     Intercollegiate  Bowling 

^ehn»-N5M;st2- 5:00  pm-  MM™ 
Mon.  Nov.  22  8-9  a.m.  -  Meds  -  PHE  I 

*a      hi  „  „       Referees  Henderson  -  Dinsmore 
Mon.  Nov.  22  8-9  a.m.  -  Meds  -  PHE  I Thurs.  Nov.  25  -  1:30-2:30  p.m.   Vic  II  -  New-U.C. 

c  m  n  „  Referees  Bell-Orvis Fn.  Nov.  26  -  8-9  o.m.  -  P.O.T.  -  Innis  -  Hodges-Mak* BASKETBALL 
Special  Coaching  Sessions 

Tuesday  Nov.  23,  5-6  p.m.  -  Offensive  Tactics 
1     Tuesday  Nov.  30,  5-6  p.m.  -  Defensive  Tatics Come  and  improve  your  own  skills  &  strategy Everyone  welcome  —  Pleose  wear  whites. 
BASKETBALL  SCHEDULE  — Week  of  November  22 

Sooth  North Nurs,  A-PHE  6  PHE  A-Vic  A Pot  St.  A-Trin  A  PolFr-Sr.  M.  6 St.  Mikes  B-Trin  B  UC-St.  Mikes  A 
Vic  A-Phe  B  PHE  A  -  Trin  A   Vic  A  -  Nuts  A  Pot  St  A  -  PHE  B  St.  M  A  -  PolSr  B  UC-PHE  C Pots  Fr-Thn  8  PotStB-Photm.       PHE  A-PotSr    A      V,c  B -Mods 
V.c  B-Pot  Ft  Meds-Trin  B         ~—    -  - 

Uppet  lower   PHEC-PolSf 
St.  M  A-Pot  Sr  B  UC-Photm PHEC  -  Dents  VicA-NursA 

-  -  —  ..  .  „,  j.    „      „u_  rj-rvicas Photm-Dents  Nuts  B-Food  Sc. 

WHAT  IS  THE  STUDENT 
UNIVERSITY  HEALTH  AND 

ACCIDENT  PLAN? 

A 
12  MONTHS',  WORLDWIDE,  COVERAGE 

B 
COMPREHENSIVE  SICKNESS  COVERAGE 

Poys  the  doctor  from  the  very  FIRST  call 
c BLANKET  ACCIDENT  BENEFITS 

This  means  there  is  NO  LIMITED  SCHEDULE 
It  poys  what  the  doctor  charges. 

PLUS.  DENTAL  expense,  accidental  death,  and  dismemberment 
Reg,  N;  Chiroproctor;  Osteopoth;  Rodiologist;  and  Physiotherapists 

D 
The  ONLY  PLAN  in  Canada  DESIGNED  ESPECIALLY 

for  the  STUDENT  with  THESE  FEATURES 
MARRIED,  SINGLE,  CANADIAN,  AMERICAN  or  OVERSEAS 

SPECIFIC  HOSPITAL  BENEFIT  FOR  OUT  OF  PROVINCE  STUDENTS 
E 

THE  COST  IS  JUST  A  FRACTION  OF  ORDINARY 
PLANS  MARRIED  and  ALL  DEPENDENTS  .  $36 
SINGLE   $18 
NOTE:  If  you  have  not  received  your  brochure,  addi- 

tional forms  may  be  obtained  ot  the  Registrar's  office, Student  Council  Office,  Graduate  Studies  Office] 
FROS,  Int.  House,  or  the  Health  Service. 

ALL  coverage  effective  IMMEDIATELY 

THE  NU-YU  CLUBS 
"JOIN  THE  MOVEMENT  TO  SELF-IMPROVEMENT" Cordiolly  invites  you  to  attend 

CHARM  ON  THE  INSTALLMENT  PLAN 
OPEN  HOUSE 

10  SUSSEX  STREET  —  SECOND  FLOOR  FRONT 535-1532 
on  November  17  to  November  24  inclusive 10:00  a.m.  to  9:00  p.m. 

Walking,    Poiture,    Diet,    Enreisc,    Makc-Up    (Bcautv    Seal    Products  — Conodron    Cosmetiti    of    Prcitigef,    Hoirstyllng,    Faihion  Cc-ordlnotion, Good   Grooming,  etc. 

"ATTENTION" 
VARSITY  STUDENTS 

!20%!  DISCOUNT 
ON  ALL  MERCHANDISE,  INCLUDING  DRUGS,  COSMETICS,  HAIR 
TINTS,  BEAUTY  AIDS.  MEN'S  GROOMING  ACCESSORIES,  ETC. 

on  presentation  of  ATL  card 

DOWNTOWN  DISCOUNT  DRUGS 
227  YONGE  STREET  (at  Shuter) 
ALSO  SAVE  ON  YOUR  PRESCRIPTIONS 
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AN  ANTI-CLIMAX? 

Bears  aiiR  for  Bowl  game 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
If  everything  goes  accord- 

ing to  plan  University  of  Al- berta at  Edmonton  Golden 
Bears  will  present  themselv- 

es at  Varsity  Stadium  tom- 
orrow for  the  first  Canadi- 

an Save  the  Children  College 
Bowl. 
Bears,  who  finished  in  a 

tie  for  first  in  the  west  with 
a  4-2  record  did  not  win  an 
important  game  away  from 
home  this  season. 
They  lost  to  Manitoba  and 

Saskatchewan  their  tough- 
est opponents  and  the  two 

schools  they  tied  with.  Both 
these  were  in  their  oppon- 

ents' ballparks. 
This  game  however,  has 

been  built  up  out  west  to 
the  point  where  the  teams 
were  playing  for  a  spot  in 
the  Bowl  game,  so  Alberta 
will  have  little  problem  pre- 

paring mentally  for  this 
game. On  the  other  hand,  Blues 
have  been  playing  the  season 
for  the  Yates  Cup  which  they 
won  in  a  spectacular  come- back last  weekend. 

This  game  therefore,  could 
be  an  anticlimax  to  the  sea- 
son. 

Blues  will  be  facing  an  of- 
fence similar  to  Western's. 

Not  too  much  speed  but 
good  power  backs. 

Alberta  passes  more  often 

than  Western  but  still  re- 
lies mainly  on  the  running 

game. The  similarity  to  Western's attack  is  not  surprising  in 
view  of  the  fact  Bears  coach 

VANIER  CUP 

Gino  Fracas  played  four 
years  under  John  Melras. 
However,  Blues  have  prov- 
ed this  season  they  can  hand- le a  running  attack  and  their 

pass  defence  was  the  best 
in  the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
league  this  season. 

There  are  a  few  rule  chan- 
ges for  tomorrow's  game since  the  two  conferences 

play  under  different  rules. 
There  is  no  blocking  on 

punts. The  West  permits  the  ball- carrier to  run  after  his  knee 
has  touched  the  ground  if 
he  hasn't  been  tackled.  jn 
the  East,  if  the  ball-car- rier's knee  touches  the 
ground  the  play  is  dead.  To- 

morrow the  West's  rule  will be  used. 
In  the  West,  there  is  un- limited blocking  by  backs 

while  in  the  East  downfield 
blocking  is  restricted  to  1 backfielders  who  are  outside 
the  end  when  the  ball  is  put 
into  play.  The  East's  rule will  be  used. 
LEFTOVERS:  Winner  of 

the  game  will  receive  the 
Vanier  Cup  ,  .  .  Teddy  Mor- 

ris Trophy  will  be  awarded 
to  the  player  judged  most 
valuable  to  his  team  .  .  . 
Several  Blues  graduate  this 
year  but  only  Tom  Verth, 
in  his  last  year  of  Dentistry, 
will  definitely  not  return. 

Marlins  here  for  rematch 

after  loss  to  hockey  Blues 
DUNDAS— A  team  made 

up  largely  of  Hgh  school 
players  came  close  to  de- 

feating Varsity  Blues  here 
last  night. 
Two  goals  with  less  than 

two  minutes  left  in  the 
game  gave  Blues  a  6-4  vic- 

tory over  McMaster  Marlins 
in  the  first  game  of  a  home 
and  home  exhibition  series. 

Marlins  seek  to  avenge 
the  defeat  when  they  play 
Blues  tonight  at  Varsity  Ar- 

ena at  8  p.m. 
Marlins  fielded  a  weak 

team  but  still  managed  to 
hold  Blues  in  check  for 
most  of  the  game. 

Eight  Marlins  are  in  their 
first  year  of  intercollegiate 
competition  and  six  of 
these  have  only  high  school 
hockey  experience. 

In  addition,  Marlins  were 
without  veterans  John  Sa- 

vage and  Gary  Spoar  (a  sec- 
ond team  all-star  last  sea- 
son who  missed  the  game 

due  to  academic  comit- ments). 
Although  Blues  jumped 

into  a  4-1  lead  after  the 
first  period  they  never  real- 

ly got  started  on  the  small 
ice  surface. 
Two  of  the  four  goals 

were  gifts  courtesy  of  Mac 

goallender  Jack  Young. 
However,  Young  settled 
down  to  play  a  strong  game 
in  the  final  two  periods. 

Marlins  came  back  with 
a  goal  in  the  second  and 
two  in  the  third  to  tie  the 
score.  At  the  18:33  mark  of 
the  third  period  Bobby  Mc- 

Clelland dug  the  puck  out 
of  the  corner  and  passed  to 
Pete  Burwash  in  front  of 
the  net.  It  was  Burwash's second  goal  of  the  night  and 
proved  to  be  the  winner. 
Gord  Cunningham  scored 
an  insurance  goal  a  minute 
later,  it  was  also  his  second 
of  the  game. 

McClelland  and  Murray 
Stroud  were  by  far  Blues' top  performers.  McClelland 
didn't  score  but  collected 
three  assists.  He  set  up 
both  of  Burwash's  goals 
and  Bryan  Tompson's  goal and  checked  and  skated well. 

Stroud  scored  Blues'  first 
goal  and  was  flying  all 
night. 
Blues  however,  didn't 

play  as  a  team.  "They  look- 
ed disorganized,"  observed Mac  coach  Bill  Mahoney. 

Blues  will  probably  be- 
nefit from  the  larger  ice 

surface  at  Varsity  Arena  but 
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this  will  be  offset  by  the 
loss  of  Paul  Laurent  who 
hp.s  a  previous  commitment 
for  tonight's  game. 
LEFTOVERS:  John  Wrig- 

ley  and  Pete  Adamson 
shared  the  goaltending  du- 

ties .  .  .  Each  allowed  two 
goals  . . .  Adamson  played  for 
Burlington  in  the  OH  A  Jr. 
B  league  last  year...  Bill 
Stewart  and  Adamson  play 
tonight  .  .  .  Frank  Hincks,  a 
right  winger  with  Marlins, 
played  for  Cincinatti  of  the 
Central  Professional  Hock- 
ey  League  a  few  years  ago. FIRST  PERIOD T  M 
1  Stroud  (Farmer)  2  08 1  Toy  I  or 

(Hincks,  McKendry)  8- 04 2  Burwash (McClelland,  Jonesj  M;00 3  Tompson  (McClellondi  18:32 4  Cunningham 
(Montcilh,  Lourenh  1 9-27 Penalties:  Noble,  7:31,  Stroud  7  54- Hedges,  12:30;  Awrey,  19:44. 

SECOND  PERIOD 
T  M 2  Taylor  (Dediano,  Kerr)  5:44 Penalties;  St.  John,  5:3t;  Hincks,  6:15 
Beswctherwlek,  9:12;  Awrey,  1 1 :56' 
Noble;  14:44;  St.  John,  16  45;  Bruist' 
19:20. 

THIRD  PERIOD T  M 

3  Dedlona (Gibson,  Kovanaup,hH  6.56 4  McKendry 
(Dediana,  Tay'or)  1  ):36 5  Burwash  (McClelland)  18:33 6  Cunninghom 
[Laurent,  Montelth)  19:40 Penalties  Awrey,  2:09  Hincks, 13:45;  Awrey,  15:35. 

SHOTS 

from  the 

cheap  seats 
by  howie  fluxgold 

varsity  sports  editor 

SAVE  THE  CHILDREN  COLLEGE  BOWL 
One  of  the  better  ideas  to  come  along  in  Canadian 

University  sports  in  the  last  few  years  is  the  Canadian  Save 
The  Children  College  Bowl.  The  game  draws  together  two 
of  the  best  teams  in  Canadian  college  football  and  takes 
advantage  of  the  existing  east-west  rivalry. 

The  game  is  being  organized  by  the  Canadian  Save  the 
Children  Fund  under  Canadian  Intercollegiate  Athletic 
Union  sanction.  Profits  of  the  game  are  to  be  channelled 
to  assisting  needy  youngsters  not  only  in  Canada  but 
throughout  the  hungry  areas  of  the  world.  One-third  of 
the  money  raised  will  go  toward  construction  of  a  recrea- 

tion centre  for  Eskimo  and  Indian  children  at  Moosonee. 
'  The  game  has  received  the  support  of  the  Governor 
General  and  the  Premiers  of  the  ten  provinces,  as  well  as 
movie  stars  Bob  Hope  and  Danny  Thomas. 

College  Bowl  officials  have  done  a  fine  job  in  rounding 
up  the  support  of  VIP's  but  the  spectators  for  this  game 
will  come  largely  from  the  student  body  of  University  of 
Toronto — or  so  College  Bowl  officials  have  assumed, 

And  in  this  assumption  lies  an  error  that  could  prove 
fatal.  For  Bowl  officials,  going  on  the  assumption  of  a 
captive  U  of  T  audience  have  completely  ignored  Varsity 
students. 

For  one,  they  have  raised  tickets  to  a  price  out  of  the 
reach  of  the  average  student.  This  may  be  an  honest  mistake, 
but  it  need  not  have  happened.  Bowl  officials  could  easily 
have  discovered  the  price  of  student  tickets  for  Varsity 
games  by  picking  up  the  telephone. 

Which  brings  up  another  point.  Bowl  officials  have 
completely  ignored  everyone  connected  with  athletics  at 
this  university,  including  the  football  team. 

Not  once  have  they  asked  the  advice  of  people  here 
who  have  years  of  experience  in  organizing  ventures  of  this 
type.  It  is  true  that  they  were  in  no  way  obligated  to  consult 
Varsity  officials  but  it  seems  reasonable  that  they  be  in- 

volved in  the  College  Bowl. 
Yet  the  College  Bowl  has  not  even  officially  involved 

Varsity  Blues  or  their  coach  Dalt  White  in  all  Bowl  func- 
tions. Blues  received  an  invitation  directed  to  Gino  Fracas 

and  University  of  Alberta  Golden  Bears  to  tonight's  banquet 
at  City  Hall.  Coach  White  himself  has  not  received  an invitation. 

NO  CHARITY  IN  COLLEGE  BOWL? 

Both  from  the  charity  standpoint  and  college  football's standpoint  this  is  an  unfortunate  situation.  Bill  Rod  da, 
General  Manager  of  the  College  Bowl  says  the  game  must 
earn  $25,000  to  break  even.  This  means  the  game  must 
draw  at  least  10,000.  If  it  doesn't,  nothing  goes  to  charity; 
the  game  is  no  longer  played  for  charity  but  to  pay  ex- 

penses involved. 
Not  only  does  this  deny  the  Fund  of  much  need  money 

but  it  unfairly  casts  a  poor  reflection  on  Varsity  students 
and  college  football.  - The  root  of  the  problem,  however,  lies  with  the  Can; 
adian  Intercollegiate  Athletic  Union. 

After  sanctioning  the  game  and  setting  up  a  committee 
to  select  the  teams,  the  committee  allowed  College  Bowl 
officials  to  promote  the  game  on  their  own.  It  is  all  too 
obvious  this  was  a  mistake. 

The  game's  purpose  was  to  raise  money  for  needy children  and  increase  interest  in  college  football.  It  has 
already  failed  on  one  count  For  charity's  sake  let's  hope  it doesn't  fail  on  the  other. 

LEFTOVERS:  Game  time  has  been  moved  to  1  p.m.  ... 
It  is  unlikely  there  will  be  live  television  coverage  ...  There 
will  be  no  free  skating  after  tonight's  hockey  game  . . .  The Blue  and  White  Society  has  rented  the  ice  for  free  skating after  all  but  one  Varsity  home  league  game  . . .  There  will 
be  a  parade  Saturday  morning  in  conjunction  with  the  Col- 

lege Bowl  and  a  beauty  contest  tonight  . . .  University  of Toronto  is  entered  in  both  ...  CBC  will  broadcast  the  game live. 
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— photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Sodden  but  charitable  spectators  huddle  in  the  near-empty  stands  during  the  first  annual Saye  The  Children  College  Bowl  Saturday.  For  more  Bowl  pictures,  see  page  6. 

Bissell  announces  drama  centre  -  again President  Claude  Bissell 
announced  belatedly  Friday 
that  a  Centre  for  the  Study 
of  Drama  has  been  estab- 

lished in  the  School  of  Gra- 
duate Studies. 

The  Simcoe  Hall  press  re- 
lease containing  Dr.  Bis- 

sell's  announcement  ap- pears to  assume  that  he  was 
unaware  the  same  informa- 

tion was  made  available  to 
the  press  last  July. 

The     official  announce- 

ment contains  no  more  in- 
formation than  was  in- 

cluded in  the  front-page 
story  of  The  Summer  Var- 

sity on  July  23. 
The  Centre,  now  in  the 

hands  of  a  planning  com- 
mittee, is  to  organize  gra- 

duate credit  programs  lead- 
ing to  graduate  degrees. 

The  Hart  House  Theatre 
will  come  under  the  direct 
control  of  the  Centre.  Plans 
are  being  made  for  renova- 

tions to  the  theatre. 
Only  two  plays  will  be 

produced  by  the  theatre 
this  year,  compared  to  the 
usual  four  plays  in  previous 
years.  The  theatre  is  to 
close  on  April  2,  when  reno- vations are  scheduled  to 
begin. The  Centre  wilt  begin 
operating  formally  in  1966-67 when  the  four  play  series 
will  resume. 

See  "drama,"  page  9 

Gilson   says : 

Truth  safe  with  poetry 
By  PAUL  CARSON Scientific  truth  can  easily 

take  care  of  itself,  but  spi- ritual truth  and  beauty  are safer  in  the  hands  of  poetry. 
Dr.  Etienne  Gilson  told  an overflow  audience  Friday 
afternoon  in  the  Museum theatre. 
His  lecture.  Truth  and 

Beauty  in  Dante's  Concep- tion  of  Poetry,  was  sponsor- 
ed by  the  Pontifical  Insti- tute of  Medieval  Studies  at 

St.  Michaels  College.  Prof. 
Gilson  is  recognized  as  the 
foremost  Catholic  scholar 
on  the  literature  and  philo- 

sophy of  the  Middle  Ages. He  was  instrumental  in 
founding  the  Pontifical  In- 

stitute in  1931,  and  is  Pro- 
fessor Emeritus  of  Philoso- 

phy at  St.  Michaels  College. He  now  lives  and  works  in France. 
Prof.  Gilson  said  that 

Dante  believed  in  the  clas- 
sical definition  of  beauty  as 

"a  certain  harmony  between 
the  whole  and  its  parts". Howevere,  Dante  also  be- 

lieved that  irrational  mean- 
ingless poetry  was  merely foolish,  rhyme,  he  said. "A  meaningless  poem 

would  give  him  no  pleasure, 
and  real  pleasure  comes 
from  the  appreciation  of 
what  a  poem  signifies,"  he 
said. Dr.  Gilson  said  Dante  re- 

cognized that  his  poetry  was 
difficult  to  understand,  but 
was  unconcerned  since  it  is 
possible  to  enjoy  a  poem without  fully  understanding 
it.  He  quoted  Dante  as  once 
saying,  "If  you  cannot  see 
my  goodness,  give  heed  to 

my  beauty." 

Dante  was  also  described 
as  believing  that  it  is  easier 
to  feel  and  perceive  beauty 
in  poetry  than  in  prose. Dante  also  tried  to  hide 
the  true  meaning  of  his  poe- 

try from  "the  rank  and  file" and  save  it  for  "the  real friend"  who  is  excited  by the  desire  to  grasp  it. 
Venturing  onto  what  he 

termed  "the  unsafe  ground 
See  "gilson,"  page  9 

Sinclair  remains  atheist 
By  LYN  OWEN 

Broadcaster  Gordon  Sin- 
clair walked  away  from  a 

conversion  meeting  yester- 
day as  confirmed  an  atheist 

as  when  he  arrived. 
Reverend  I.  W.  Morris, 

co-speaker  with  Sinclair  at 
a  meeting  at  Centennial 
United  Church,  announced 
before  the  meeting  that  he 
intended  to  try  to  convert 
Sinclair. 

Unfortunately  for  him,  a 
lot  of  the  audience  was  on 
Sinclair's  side. Sinclair  insisted  that  he 
was  not  a  conventional atheist.  He  said  he  believed 
in  all  the  gods  that  any  re- 

ligion cared  to  offer. "But  I  am  not  a  Christ- 
ian," he  said.  "I  have  reject- 

ed the  idea  of  Christianity." He  said  that  he  could 
agree  that  there  was  a  God who  ordered  and  controlled 
the  universe.  But  this  God 
is  either  indifferent  to  the 
suffering  on  earth  or  he  is 
incapable  of  doing  anything. 

"There  is  no  God,"  Sin- 
clair said,  "who  intervenes or  answers  the  prayers  of 

anyone  in  any  human  con- 
dition at  any  time."  At  least one-half  the  audience  broke 

into  applause  at  this  point." He  said  he  had  rejected 
the  Old  Testament,  because 
the  God  depicted  in  it  was 
"a  bully  and  a  tyrant."  He said  Adam  and  Eve  were 
the  first  poor  little  creatu- 

res on  earth,  without  par- ents or  friends.  Because 
they  wanted  knowledge 
they  were  thrust  out  of 
Eden  on  their  own  "Eve was  accursed  after  she  had 
a  conversation  with  a  snake, 
who  apparently  spoke  the 

language." 

"The  big  trick  in  reli- 
gion," he  said,  "is  where you  have  to  take  anything 

that  can't  be  explained  'on faith.'  That's  how  they  ans- 
wer when  you  ask  why  the 

wicked  prosper  and  the 

good  die  young." 
See  "Sinclair,"  page  6 

Harvard  students  know  little  of  Canada 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

Canadian-American  relations  is  the  traditional 
discussiori  topic  for  the  Harvard  Exchange  week- 

end!" but  few  of  the  Harvard  students  know  much about  Canada. 
Thirty  Harvard  students  were  on  campus 

this  weekend  participating  in  the  first  half  of 
the  annual  exchange  sponsored  by  the  Students 
Administrative  Council. 

Their  hosts,  30  U  of  T  students,  will  visit 
Harvard  in  February. 

Some  of  the  Harvard  students  were  quite 
well-informed  about  Canada.  Everyone  knew  who 
John  Diefenbaker  is,  although  not  all  could 
specifically  name  his  position. 

Some  students  knew  some  Canadian  geogra- 
phy, could  name  provincial  capitals  and  knew  of 

some  of  the  provincial  premiers. 
But  most  knew  very  little.  As  Algis  Makaitis, 

chairman  of  the  Harvard  group  and  an  English 
student,  said  at  a  seminar:  "We're  a  powerful 
country.  Why  should  we  worry  about  you?" 

The  statement  set  off  a  strong  exchange  with 
other  Harvard  students.  Nancy  Wexler,  a  social 
relations  student,  said  there  are  many  reasons 
Americans  should  take  an  interest  in  Canada, 
especially  the  similar  cultural  institutions. 

The  seminars  followed  a  speech  by  J.  H. 
Dales,  professor  in  the  U  of  T  Political  Economy 
Department  and  Harvard  graduate. 

Prof.  Dales  said  Canada  is  losing  freedom  of 
action  to  the  United  States,  but  the  fault  is  her 
own  and  not  Washington's "Canada-U.S.  deals  are  sought  by  Canadians 
and  not  Americans,"  he  said.  "And  every  time 
we  lose  out." He  said  when  Canada  follows  a  policy  of 
economic  nationalism  she  leaves  herself  open  for 
retaliation,  but  when  she  makes  trade  treaties 
with  the  U.S.  she  comes  under  increased  influence 
from  Washington. 

"When  are  we  going  to  realize  we  are  inde- 
pendent and  our  survival  does  not  depend  upon 

deals  with  Washington?  The  world  is  bigger  than 

Washington  and  Canadians  are  real  people  quite 
able  to  manage  our  own  affairs." He  said  it  is  really  only  Ontario  that  has 
"this  morbid  preoccupation  with  Canadian- 
American  relations." When  students  start  working  they  realize 
they  are  being  paid  less  than  their  counterparts in  the  U.S. 

They  start  rationalizing  with  thoughts  of  "the nobility  of  selling  their  services  for  less  money" or  of  the  necessity  for  immigrating  to  the  United 
States,  Dr.  Dales  said. 

"This  is  a  depressing  atmosphere  for  young 
people  to  grow  up  in  and  I  for  one  hope  our 
young  people  will  have  none  of  it,"  he  said. In  the  seminars,  the  Harvard  students  knew 
so  little,  they  usually  accepted  Prof.  Dales'  thesis and  went  on  to  talk  of  other  things. 

In  one  seminar,  the  discussion  leader  started 
steering  the  talk  toward  the  Quebec  situation  but 
had  no  success.  He  then  started  discussing  why 

See  "harvard"  page  6 



COEDS! 
INTERESTING  OPENINGS  FOR  1966  GRADUATES 
Representatives  from  The  Excelsior  Life  Insurance 
Company  will  be  on  the  Campus  on  the  mornings  of 
November  24th  and  25th  to  interview  the  1966  class 
for  two  interesting  positions. 

Those  applying  should  have  a  mathematical  ap- 
titude and  be  in  a  General  Arts  Course  with  a  mathe- 

matics major. 
To  arrange  for  an  interview,  you  should  contact  the 

Placement  Office,  581  Spadirm  Avenue 

PERSONS  INTERESTED  IN  PLANNING 
THE  CUS  CONFERENCE  ON 

THE  FINANCING  OF  HIGHER  EDUCATION 
Meeting  in  Innis  College  Board  Room 

Today  1:00  —  2:00  p.m. 
It  unoble  to  attend  please  leove  name  and 
phone  number  in  C.U.S.  box  at  S.A.C.  office 

VIVALDI 

GLORIA 

MICHAEL  HAYDN  —  SINFONIA  IN  D  MAJOR 
BIZET  —  L'ARLESIENNE  SUITE 

U  of  T  SYMPHONY  ORCHESTRA 

AND  CHORUS 

GREAT  HALL,  HART  HOUSE 
SUNDAY,  NOVEMBER  28 

8:30  P.M. 
Admission  Free 

exhilarating 

elegance 
for  MEN 

AFTER 
SHAVE 
4  oz. 
S3.75 

Discerning  men  find  luxurious 
pleasure  In  the  subtle  mascu- 

line scent  of  Jade  East.. .worlds 
apart  from  the  ordinary. 

You  can't  beet 

the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 
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Intolerance  called  "necessary 
factor"  in  Christian  belief 
By  MICHAEL  WAYNE 
Rev.  Tom  Harper,  asso- 

ciate professor  of  New  Test- ament studies  at  Wycliffe 
College,  said  yesterday 
Christian  doctrine  demands 
"intolerance"  of  other  be- 
liefs. 

In  an  address  to  the  Var- 
sity Christian  Fellowship, 

Mr.  Harper  said  that  if 
Christianity  maintains  that 
Christ  is  the  vision  of 
truth,  there  can  be  no  other 
truths. Other  religions  have  the 
light  of  truth  in  them,  he 
said,  but  this  is  only  Christ's truth  seen  in  another  way. 
"The  law  was  given  to 

Moses,"  he  added,  "but truth  showed  itself  in 

Christ." 

He  said  that  Christians 
can  claim  they  alone  have 
truth  because  of  the  Bible. 
The  Bible  is  "the  revelation 
of  God's  word  in  scripture". If  a  man  is  to  be  faithful 
to  Christ  he  can  not  "water 
the  Scriptures  down"  be- cause then  he  is  not  living 

accrding  to  the  gospel  but 
according  to  his  own  inter- pretations. Although  other 
religions  have  some  of  "the light  of  truth,"  they  lack  the foundation  of  it  on  which 
Christianity  was  built,  he said. 

Using  the  resurrection  as 
an  example,  Mr.  Harper 
said  that  although  it  seems 
miraculous  in  this  age,  it 
cannot  be  read  in  the  Bible 
as  being  symbolic.  The  New 
Testament  makes  great  ef- 

forts to  show  "the  totality 
of  the  body  and  soul." Christians  must  believe, 
therefore,  that  Christ  did 
materially  rise  from  his 
tomb. 
He  said  the  Bible  reveals 

that  in  Christ  we  can  see 
"the  truth  of  man  and  the 

grace  and  truth  of  God." "Truth  alone  can  be  terri- 
fying," he  added,  but  if  a 

man  is  willing  to  search  di- ligently and  ask  help  from 
Christ  he  will  find  the  grace 
of  God  that  gives  Christian- 

ity its  truth. 

& 
Today,  10  a.m.  —  10  p.m. 

Paintings  by  Jim  Tiley.  Hart  House  Gallery.  Ladies 
2-5  p.m. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Development  Planning  in  Rural  India.  Speaker:  Mr.  R. 

Kale.  International  Students  Centre,  45  Willcocks. 
CUS  Conference  committee  on  the  Financing  of  Higher Education.  Innis  College  board  room. 
Progressive  Conservative  club  foreign  affairs  commit- 
tee. All  interested  in  participating  in  the  public  affairs forum  debate  on  Canadian-American  relations  should  at- tend. Rm.  2120  Sid  Smith. 
Hillel  lecture.  The  Bible  and  the  Ancient  Near  East Rm.  214  UC. 

Today.  1:10  p.m. 
Victoria  College  dramatic  society  presents  lunch-hour 

production  of  N.  F.  Simpson's  "The  Hole."  Wymilwood Music  Room.  Tuesday  also. 
Today,  4:15  p.m. 

,,,„U„of  T  Liberal  club-  Foreign  Policy  committee.  Rm. 2129,  Sid  Smith. 
Today,  7:15  pjn. 

Short  course  in   karate.  Ladies  welcome.  Newman Centre,  89  St.  George  St. 
Today,  7:30  p.m. 

Meeting  of  student  mental  health  volunteer  program 

All  welcome.  999  Queen  St.  Ingram. Today,  8  p.m. 
U  of  T  psych  club  meeting.  Dr.  Steffy,  a  clinical  biolo- gist, speaks  on  his  experiences  in  clinical  psycho- logy. Membership  available  at  door. Calvinist  Student  Club.  South  sitting  room,  Hart  House 

Tuesday,  10  a.m.  —  10  p.m. 
Paintings  by  Jim  Tiley,  Hart  House  Art  Gallery.  Ladies 

2-5  p.m.  ' Tuesday,  12:10  p.m. 
Lunch  hour  lecture:  The  Challenge  of  Law  Reform  with Prof.  A.  Linden.  GSU,  16  Bancroft  Ave. Tuesday,  1  p.m. 

SmithaVneh_ JeW'Sh  PersonaIit5'  Series-  Rm.  622,  Sidney 

Ijjfe  SSfdnenyaSn^he  °f  *»  M<™  *■ 
Tuesday,  8  p.m. 

Banc^of^AvT111"2'  n°ViCeS        experts  we^ome.  GSU,  16 
U  of  T  RADIO 

Mondoy,  5:30  p.m"  °*  T  ~  " A  FM  5-  UC) 
"Morol  Liberties  in  Co-Op  life" 

Tuesdoy,  3:30  p.„,.     k"  GpMr  and  p*nnY  Carpenter 
"In  Probe  of  Older  Women" 

P*XrJhe  Autt""0'«l  Society". 
Paul  Goodman,  noted  sociologist. 



^  Asks  govt.,  private  enterprise  collaboration 
If  the  government  is 

going  into  business  then  it 
should  collaborate  with  pri- 

vate enterprise  not  compete 
with  it,  Dr.  J.E.  Hodgetts  of 
the  U  of  T  Political  Econo- 

my Department  suggested 
Friday  at  a  conference  on 
the  corporation  in  Canada. 
Canadian  control  of  in- 

dustry should  come  through 
the  Canada  Development 
Corporation  and  through 
time  limits  on  foreign 
ownership,  Arnold  Rotstein, 
another  U  of  T  political  eco- 

nomist suggested  at  the  con- 
ference held  at  the  U  of  T Law  School. 

Foreign  owners  should  be 
made  to  sell  their  interests 
in  Canada  after  25  years,  he said. 
"Canada  has  the  assets  of these  companies.  They  are 

in  the  country.  All  we  have 
to  do  is  to  pass  a  law  or 
laws  to  regain  control," School  of  Business  Profes- 

sor J.V.  Poapst,  another 
panel  member,  said. 
"If  Canadian  legislators are  unwilling  to  take  such 

action  perhaps  it  is  because 
they  have  been  bocw*1--  J 

he  said.  "Then  we  should 
force  a  law  forbidding  for- 

eign companies  to  contribu- 
te to  political  parties". The  t  wo  Jday  conf  e  re  n  ce on  law  and  world  affairs 

ended  Friday  night. 
The  topics  of  Friday's  ses- sions were  Government  Par- 

ticipation in  Business  Acti- 
vities, and  Foreign  Control 

of  Canadian  Business. 
Government  business  des- 

troys the  free  enterprise 
myth  because  "the  profit motive  becomes  subservient 
to  other  motives,"  Prof. Hodgetts  said  at  the  first session. 
The  two  other  panel 

members,  Mr.  Justice  Sam- 
uel Hughes  and  S.W.  Clark- 

son,  Ontario  deputy  minis- 
ter of  economics  and  deve- 

lopment, suggested  that  the 
government  should  regulate 
and  assist  some  business 
activities. 
"Most  government  tribu- nals are  not  subject  to 

enough  government  direc- 
tion to  formulate  policy," Mr.  Justice  Hughes  said. 

"We  would  like  to  make 
them  free  from  political  in- 

there  is  no  responsibility  to 
the  electing  people,"  he said. 
'There  is  nothing  more  an- 

noying than  a  consistent 
civil  servant,"  he  said.  Un- usual cases  should  be  dealt 
with  in  unordinary  ways. 
"However,  the  regulator 
must  not  be  capricious," Mr.  Justice  Hughes  caution- 

ed. Mr.  Clarkson  justified government  assistance  to 
business  because  "the  gov- ernment is  held  responsible 
for  the  general  economic 
welfare  of  the  community." Economically  speaking 
foreign  investment  should 
be  encouraged,  politically  it 
should  be  discouraged,  the 
afternoon  panel  agreed. 
Economic  efficiencies 

must  be  balanced  against 
political  costs,  where  there 
is  a  feeling  that  business 
should  be  owned  by  Cana- 

dians but  where,  on  eco- 
nomic grounds,  there  should 

be  more  foreign  invest- 
ment," Professor  Rotstein 

said. 
The  conference  is  an  an- 

nual project  of  the  law  stu- 

HART  HOUSE  % 
TODAY  *  /I 

1.30  p.m.  RECORD  ROOM  B  —  Instruction  &  Renewal 
NOON  HOUR  DEBATE 

TUESDAY,  NOVEMBER  23  1.15  p.m. Music  Room 
Topic:  "A  Woman  is  only  o  Woman  but  a  good 

cigor  is  a  Smoke" 
NOON  HOUR  CONCERT 

WEDNESDAY,  NOVEMBER  24        1.15  p.m. East  Common  Room 
FREDERIC  CHAPMAN,  Pianist Members  Only 

WEDNESDAY  FIVE  O'CLOCK  RECITAL In  the  Music  Room 
MARI  ELIZABETH  MORGAN,  Pianist 

Ladies  Welcome  No  Tickets  Necessary 

HILLEL 
Monday,  November  22,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 

Dr.  Gaster's  Second  Lecture 
on 

'The  Bible  and  the  Ancient  Near  East" 
SEMINAR  —  Tuesday,  November  23,  1-2:00  p.m. 

Rm.  1022,  Sidney  Smith- 
RABBI  D.  POWELL 

"The  Future  of  the  Reform  Movement" 

— photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
This  girl  is  one  of  the  folk-singers  who  participated  in  the Vie  Folk  Club  concert  Friday. 
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Mathematics 
students  are  invited 
to  discuss  career 

opportunities  as  an 

with  the 

representative 

of  the 

SUN  LIFE 

ASSURANCE 

COMPANY 

OF  CANADA 

who  will  be 
on  campus 

WEDNESDAY,  DECEMBER  1. 

U  OF  T  SPANISH  CLUB 
SPANISH  AMERICA  NIGHT 

THURSDAY,  NOV.  U  SrJO  WVM1LWOOD    MUSIC  ROOM NON-MEMSERS  50,  VICTORIA  COLLEGE 
Miss  Lynda  Holm  (secretary)  79  Gcrrard  St.  West  Toronto  



a  separatist  movement? 

The  most  important  issue  to  face  the  students  of  this 
university  is  not  a  moral  one,  despite  the  outcries  which 
were  heard  at  the  time  of  the  International  Teach-in,  the 
march  for  Universal  Accessibility,  and  the  Remembrance 
Day  Vigil. 

The  crucial  issue  of  the  year  is  rather  one  affecting 
the  philosophy  of  student  government  and  the  relations  be 
tween  the  vorious  groups  of  students  on  this  compus. 

The  Graduate  Students  Union  is  currently  polling  its 
members  to  determine  whether  they  wish  to  participate  in 
any  proposed  student  centre,  and  whether  graduate  stu 
dents  receive  as  much  benefit  from  the  Students  Adminis 
trotive  Council  as  undergraduates  do. 

The  seriousness  of  the  GSU  action  is  emphasized  by a  statement  in  the  letter  that  SAC  has  been  asked  not  to 
spend  any  portion  of  the  graduate  students'  SAC  fees  on the  planned  centre. 

In  today's  Varsity  Howard  Adelmon,  himself  a  gradu- ate student  and  former  SAC  member,  presents  a  number  of 
valid  reasons  why  the  GSU  attitude  toward  SAC  is  unrealis- 

tic. Mr.  Adelman's  article  is  required  reading  for  all  grad- uate students. 
He  rightly  makes  the  point  that  the  university  cannot 

be  a  community  if  its  members  do  not  feel  a  responsibility to  the  university  as  a  whole. 
It  is  to  be  hoped  that  the  graduate  students  who  are 

being  questioned  by  their  union  will  read  the  article  and  re- ject any  separate  status. 
It  is  also  important  that  they  make  their  views  known 

to  the  GSU  executive  as  soon  as  possible. 
Mr.  Adelmon  neglected  to  mention  one  (particularly relevant)  point  in  his  article  —  the  GSU  executive  is  per- haps the  least  representative  student  government  on  camp- us. The  group  represents,  as  the  voting  figures  from  thf last  elections  show,  less  than  10  per  cent  of  the  graduat population. 
These  figures  may  be  indicative  of  apathy  within  t ranks  of  graduate  students.  But,  with  an  issue  of  such  i portance  facing  the  GSU,  its  members  would  be  well-aoS ed  to  make  their  wishes  known  to  the  executive  before  tl body  takes  any  further  steps  to  dissociate  them  from undergraduates  of  this  university. 
It  would  also  be  interesting  to  hear  the  views  on  t subject  of  the  graduate  representatives  on  the  Students  / minisfrative  Council. 
There  is  an  SAC  meeting  scheduled  for  Wednesdt night,  ot  which  time  these  representatives  might  moke  cle< to  council  what  their  position  is  on  the  matter. 
Surely  not  all  graduate  representatives  hold  the  seo arat1St  theories  which  the  GSU  is  advocating. 

letters  to  the  editor 

"new  mood"  is  nonsense Sir: 

The  "new  student  mood"  is  nonsense 
and  I'm  tired  of  hearing  about  it.  First,  the vocal  energy  of  this  minority  has  given  it 
a  good  deal  more  attention  than  it  deserves. 
The  number  of  students  who  refused  to 
march  is  a  dramatic  indication  of  student 
opinion  of  the  "new  student  mood" — not  of sludent  apathy. 

Radicalism  on  campus  is  about  as  "new" as  conservatism  in  the  army.  Unsophisticat- 
ed political  analysts  have  for  years  con- 

sidered left-wing  activity  on  campus  as  an 
indicant  of  a  coming  social  revolution.  They 
have  been  fooled.  Most  campus  radicals eventually  grow  up. 

The  demands  of  these  radicals  on  the 

university  are  absurd.  They  might  consider 
first  who  is  paying  for  their  education. 

Their  $600  tuition  doesn't  do  it.  A university  is  chosen  with  knowledge  of 
existing  courses.  At  least  it  should  be. 

Suggestions  for  change  are  reasonable. 
Demands  are  not. 

Further,  the  campus  radical  has  a  very 
narrow  view  of  the  university.  Teaching 
students  is  not  the  whole  story  nor  even 
half  of  it.  Nor  should  it  be.  Universities  are 
the  only  places  where  non-practical  discip- lines (and  those  whose  practicality  is  not 
immediate)  may  be  pursued. 

Research  and  the  search  for  knowledge 
are  the  main  purposes  of  the  university.  You 
"new  student  mooders"  who  are  actually 
paid-up  students:  why  not  try  to  learn  some- 

thing while  you're  here? Martin  Daly  (III  UC) 

relevance  only  in  riots? Sir: 

Irving  Abella's  article,  "U  of  T  needs  a 
Berkeley-type  uprising,"  (The  Varsity,  Nov 15),  is  one  of  the  most  ludicrous  pieces  of 
writing  on  that  much-flogged  topic  of  sudent 
apathy  that  I  have  read  for  quite  some  time. You  first  of  all  describe  the  benefits  of  the 
Berkeley  revolt  as  being  a  "unique  ex- 

perience." But  if  I  remember  correctly, high  school  was  also  a  unique  experience, 

though  n^f  - 

left  to  do  is  to  talk  to  friends  or  go  to  class- 
es or  maybe  study,  and  that  is  not  as  ex- 

citing as  a  "short  clean  cut  uprising!" When  you  go  to  the  extreme  that  you 
wish  the  administration  would  go  to  the 
extent  of  providing  you  with  a  reason  to 
revolt  I  say  you  have  lost  all  rationality. I  have  often  found  professors,  even 
heads  of  departments  quite  willing  not  only 
to  listen  but  to  act  upon  student  comments 
— maybe  you  have  just  been  too  busy  re- volting to  talk  to  your  professors  about 

-c   -nmnlaints! 
'  tend 
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r — r —  _  ...^  umveisiiy  or  loronto  sym- 
phony Orchestra,  a  SAC-sponsored  organiza- 

tion, has  changed  considerably.  Whereas 
formerly  it  provided  university  students, 
regardless  of  faculty,  an  opportunity  to 
perform  challenging  music  and  enjoy  play- 

ing as  a  hobby,  it  has  now  become  the  show- 
place  for  virtuosi  of  the  Faculty  of  Music— 
a  purpose  we  think  should  be  restricted  to 
the  Conservatory  Orchestra. 

It  is  not  our  intention  that  students  of 
the  Faculty  of  Music  be  barred  from  the 
UTSO,  but  rather  that  they  not  be  imported 
to  perform  a  specific  piece  of  music  because it  involves  transposition  or  because  it  is  felt 

praises  "music  establishment" 
Sir: 

The  criticisms  by  Bruce  Lewis  (The Varsity.  Nov.  17)  of  the  proposed  plans  to overburden  Record  Room  B  in  Hart  House may  be  valid.  However  Mr.  Lewis  cannot resist  the  urge  to  preach;  he  generalizes  his harangue  to  include  the  entire  "music establishment"  on  campus  and  as  a  result his  pen  again  runs  away  with  his  brain. By  its  recent  representation  of  Canada at  the  First  International  University  Choral I  estn  il  in  New  York  and  on  its  subsequent American  lour,  the  University  Chorus  did indeed  bring  honor  to  your  university  Mr Lewis.  Its  "glorification,"  for  lack  of  a better  word  than  your  own,  was  merited. Yes,  our  repertoire  did  include  works 
by    I  nas   Weelkes,  William   Bvrd  and Orlando  Gibbons.  Under  the  leadership  of 

are  unable  to  perform  a  selection  creaiu..  
the  piece  should  be  dropped  and  a  more suitable  one  chosen. 

We  are  writing  this  letter  while  two 
"recruited"  Faculty  of  Music  trumpet  play- 

ers are  playing  our  music  as  part  of  their 
assignment.  If  we  can't  play  Vivaldi's  Gloria, perhaps  we  are  also  incapable  of  playing 
God  Save  the  Queen.  Why,  then,  are  we 
asked  to  come  to  rehearsal?  Surely  not  just 
to  fill  up  the  editorial  page  of  The  Varsity! Dianne  Jackson  (II  UC) 

Jim  Lindsay  (IV  APSC) Gord  Wilkes  (I  NEW) 

Walter  Barnes  over  the  past  four  years,  this 
sixteenth  century  church  music  and  the 
twentieth  century  motets  of  Dr.  Healey Willan  became  the  forte  of  the  Chorus,  and the  cathedral  style  for  which  it  has  become widely  known. 

However,  a  substantial  portion  of  our 
music  was  contemporary  and  secular — Ben- 

jamin Britten,  French  and  Ojibway  folk 
songs  by  the  Music  Faculty's  Professor Kinins,  and  Emily  Dickenson  poems  put  to 
music  by  the  Maritime  composer,  W.K.  Ro- gers. Our  encore  at  all  concerts  was  either 
a  Negro  spiritual  or  a  Jewish  workers'  song. There  is  more  to  "modern  forms  of music"  than  tht  Beatles  or  Peter  Paul  and 
Mary.  Mr.  Lewis.  And  what's  wrong  with Anglican  choirs?  I  challenge  you  to  find  a 
finer  choir  than  King's  College  Cambridge —or  have  you  ever  heard  them? 

Gordon  Hardacre  (III  Trin) 



THE  (WET)  COLLEGE  BOWL 
They  all  marched  on  Saturday.  They  even  drove  in 
tractors.  They  recruited  their  young.  They  brought 

bands  and  pretty  girls  and  banners.  But  it  wasn't 
enough.  The  weatherman  refused  to  cooperate  and  by 
game-time  it  was  pouring  rain.  It  continued  to  rain 
through  much  of  the  afternoon  and  unfortunately  kept 
attendance  down  at  the  already-controversial  Save  the 
the  Children  Fund  College  Bowl. 

photos  by  Art  Mdlwain 



Calls  for  middle-level 
By  JILL  EtSEN 

The  associate  secretary  of  Canadian  Univer- 
sity Service  Overseas  said  last  week  in  Hart 

House  that  CUSO  volunteers  now  could  work 
more  effectively  in  Latin  America  at  the  middle levels  than  at  the  grass  roots  levels. 

Mrs.  Raya  Pearlman,  a  graduate  of  the 
University  of  California  at  Berkeley,  worked  as a  CUSO  volunteer  in  Venezuela. 

Mrs.  Pearlman  said  Latin  American  youths are  more  nationalistic  today,  and  they  resent 
foreign  volunteers  working  directly  with  the 
people. 

She  worked  in  squatter  slum  where  25,000 
people  were  living  in  makeshift  shacks.  They  are 
lined  to  the  city,  she  explained,  expecting  to  find 
gold  in  the  streets,  but  since  they  are  mostly 
unskilled,  they  have  little  opportunity  to  realize 
their  dreams.  They  live  marginally,  without 
schools,  electricity,  plumbing  or  sewage. 

They  were  aware  that  they  had  problems, 
she  said,  but  were  frustrated  because  they  did 
not  know  how  to  solve  them. 

Mrs.  Pearlman  said  that  rather  than  do  the 

CUSO  action 

work  herself,  she  tried  to  "plant  the  seeds"  and let  the  people  do  things  for  themselves.  This,  she 
believes,  gives  them  a  greater  sense  of  achieve- ment and  a  desire  to  do  more. 

When  she  first  arrived  at  the  slum,  she  felt 
that  her  being  there  was  "a  sad  joke"  because one  person  could  not  really  contribute  much.  By 
the  time  she  left,  however,  roads  and  a  com- munity centre  had  been  built,  a  school  program 
started,  skills  which  could  earn  money  such  as 
baking  and  sewing  learned,  sewage  improved, 
and  even  electricity  had  been  introduced. 

Moreover,  she  added,  leadership  had  begun to  come  from  the  squatters  themselves. 
CUSO  members  could  contribute  most,  she 

said,  by  leaching  such  things  as  technical  or 
business  skills,  and  by  working  in  co-operation with  local  groups. 

They  might  also  set  an  example  by  working in  back  areas,  away  from  the  cities,  attracting native  workers  there. 
The  aim,  she  said,  is  to  teach  the  people  how 

to  cope  with  their  own  problems.  "By  working in  a  quiet,  efficient,  important  way,  we  will  be 

noticed." 

Mill  students  picket  cafeteria 
MONTREAL  (CUP)  —  Students  at  McGill 

University  last  week  picketted  the  Students  Union 
cafeteria  and  set  up  a  rival  cafeteria  selling,  at 
cost,  sandwiches  and  drinks  bought  in  the 
neighboring  School  of  Engineering. 

The  day-long  boycott,  apparently  spontaneous 
was  touched  off  by  a  story  in  the  same  day's McGill  Daily  about  the  unexplained  firing  of  a 
cafeteria  cashier  with  five  years'  experience. The  Daily  also  reported  that  employees  of 
the  Burns  Catering  Service,  who  hold  from  the 
Students  Union  a  contract  for  the  operation  of 
the  cafeteria,  also  have  no  sickness  or  pension benefits. 

The  protest,  the  Daily  explained  the  next  day, 
was  designed  as  an  informal  referendum  to  de- monstrate to  council  that  a  large  percentage  of 
the  student  body  is  opposed  to  "nineteenth  cen- 

tury labor  policies." Council  was  scheduled  to  discuss  the  ques- 
tion of  continuing  under  the  present  cafeteria 

management  at  its  meeting  scheduled  for  that evening. 
Loss  in  income  caused  by  the  boycott  has 

not  been  revealed  by  the  cafeteria  management, 
but  picketers  estimated  that  they  persuaded 
about  half  of  the  potential  customers  not  to  enter. 

Harvard  (continued) 
the  American  students  knew  so  little  about  Can- 
ada. 

Most  of  the  Harvard  students  agreed  that 
the  Canadian  situation  does  not  affect  them  im- 

mediately, and  they,  therefore,  are  not  too  in- tested  in  it. 
On  the  Quebec  situation,  the  students  were 

least  knowlegeable.  Hardly  anyone  knew  who 
Jean  Lesage  is,  but  most  had  a  vague  idea  that 
some  sort  of  extraordinary  Quebec  situation 
exists. 

Rod  Wells,  a  political  science  student,  said 
he  tries  to  keep  informed  about  Canadian  events, 
but  even  he  knew  little  about  the  Quebec  situa- 
tion. 

Some  of  the  students  agreed  that  they  know 
about  Canada  as  much  as  they  know  about Mexico. 

Elizabeth  Langhorn,  a  RadclLffe  fine  arts 
student,  brought  along  a  bag  of  books  about 
Canada,  including  one  by  James  N.  Minifie  and 
one  by  Lester  Pearson. 

She  said  she  had  taken  these  out  of  the 
Harvard  library  to  prepare  for  the  weekend's discussions  but  admitted  she  had  not  read  them. 

Genene  Brown,  said  she  had  read  some 
speeches  by  Prime  Minister  Pearson  but  said 
"they  told  her  nothing." Biology  student  Barabara  Livermore  describ- 

ed tiie  speeches  as  "bad"  and  said  "they're  read 
about  as  much  as  Johnson's — or  deserve  to  be." 

Another  political  science  student,  Ruth 
Greenstein,  said  she  had  abandoned  an  essay  on 
Canada  in  one  of  her  courses  because  she  found 
it  "boring." 

Some  of  the  students  criticized  the  seeming 
inferority  complex  some  Canadians  display.  Miss 
Brown  said  many  of  the  U  of  T  students  she 
talked  to  discussed  nothing  but  what  is  wrong with  Canada. 

Rod  Wells  said  Canada  should  worry  less 
about  the  U.S.  He  said  an  independent  foreign 
policy,  especially  "something  really  drastic  like 
recognizing  the  Viet  Cong"  would  help  cover  over 
some  of  Canada's  sectionalism. 

Some  of  the  seminars  on  Friday  were  bogged 
down  at  times  when  ithis  sectionalism  became 
evident. 

Miss  Brown  said  she  particularly  noticed  it 
when  a  British  Columbia  student  started  debat- 

ing with  an  Ontario  student  instead  of  both  de- 
bating with  the  Americans. 

Saturday  afternoon  the  students  heard  a 

panel  discussion  in  which  communications  expert Marshall  McLuhan  took  part.  Very  few  of  the 
Harvard  students  had  heard  of  Mr.  McLuhan  and 
fewer  still  could  understand  him. 

One  girl  described  his  speaking  style  as 
"abstract  like  modern  art,"  adding,  "I've  seen 
modern  art  but  I've  never  heard  it  spoken  be- 

fore." 

Thomas  Pawley,  also  a  political  science  stu- dent, said  he  understood  what  McLuhan  had  to 
say  but  criticized  him  for  refusing  to  talk  on 
the  students'  level,  or  even  the  level  of  some  of the  other  discussion  participants. 

Paul  Orenstein,  U  of  T  chairman  of  the  ex- 
change, said  he  is  pleased  with  the  way  the  week- end went. 

"I  thought  they  (the  Harvard  students)  were 
pretty  well  informed  in  most  (Canadian)  topics," 
Mr.  Orenstein  said.  "They're  not  ignorant  people 
these  Harvard  students." 

Sinclair  (continued) 
Sinclair's  own  philosophy  is  to  believe  in yourself.  He  said  that  he  believed  that  he  was 

the  most  important  person  in  the  world  and  that 
everyone  should  have  this  view  about  themselves. 
The  majority  of  the  audience  made  it  plain  they 

agreed. Other  people's  faith  Sinclair  said  he  respect- 
ed according  to  his  mood.  "The  cranks  that  write and  phone  me  can  gel  pretty  obnoxious,  and  so 

can  I  in  a  case  like  that."  he  said. Sinclair  made  it  clear  that  he  challenged  the 
bases  of  religion.  He  said  he  saw  nothing  wrong 
in  the  part  the  Church  takes  at  times  of  emotional 
disturbance  in  people's  lives,  like  birth,  death and  marriage. 

Sinclair  surprised  some  of  the  audience  when 
he  said  that  he  didn't  believe  in  divorce.  He thought  that  marriage  can  be  made  to  work  out. 
"I've  seen  too  many  people  who  were  divorced 
and  subsequently  very  unhappy." Asked  his  opinion  on  cigarettes  and  liquor, 
Sinclair  said,  "I  don't  smoke.  As  for  liquor,  I 
drink  it,  I  enjoy  it,  and  I  hold  stock  in  liquor 

companies." Sinclair  explained  that  he  had  been  brought 
up  a  Methodist,  but  after  his  first  trip  to  India, 
the  misery  and  suf  fering  he  saw  there  made  him 
begin  to  question  the  concept  of  a  just  and merciful  God.  His  children  were  raised  in  the 
United  Church,  and  one  subsequently  became  an 
Anglican. 
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FORM  HOUSING  GROUP 
LONDON  (CUP)— Three 

members  of  the  University 
of  Western  Ontario  admi- 

nistration, including  the 
president,  Dr.  G.  E.  Hall, 
and  three  members  of  the 
student  council  have  formed 
a  committee  to  make  re- 

commendations on  student 
housing  to  the  university's Board  of  Governors. 
The  head  of  the  student 

council  housing  committee 
said  the  move  was  "very  un- 
sual",  and  probably  result- ed from  the  preparation  of 
a  detailed  student  report  on 
housing  facilities. 
The  report  included  a 

proposal  for  a  student  vil- 
lage, but  the  project  was 

not  considered  economical- 

ly feasible  by  the  Board. 
The  new  committee  will 

investigate  the  housing  si- 
tuation and  advise  the  stu- 

dent council. 
Decisions  of  the  commit- 

tee will  also  be  communi- 
cated to  the  Board  of  Gov- 

ernors. 

RESEARCH  COSTS  RISE 
OTTAWA  —  The  National 

Research  Council  spent  a 
record  $17,144,979  to  sup- 

port university  research  in 
the  fiscal  year  1964-65,  but 
a  revised  grant  system  will 
be  necessary  to  meet  the 
rapid  growth  in  this  field, Research  Council  President 
B.G.  Ballard  said  last  week. 

In  his  annual  report,  Dr. 
Ballard  said  continuing  stu- 

dies were  being  made  to 
meet  changing  conditions 
brought  about  by  the  in- 

creasing number  of  univer- 
sities and  requests. 

"More  than  ever  before, universities  are  recognizing 
their  role  as  institutions  for 
advancing  the  world's  store 
of  knowledge,"  he  said. Costs  of  research  were  ri 
sing  due  to  increased  use  of 
sophisticated,  expensive 
equipment  and  the  growing 
number  of  graduate  stu- 

dents attached  to  each  uni- 
versity research  staff  mem- 

ber, he  said. 
The  council  must  increase 

university  support  substant- 
ially "if  a  satisfactory  sta- tus of  science  is  to  be  main- 

tained in  Canada." For  several  years,  he 
stressed,  the  council  has 
been  unable  to  grant  more 
.than  a  third  of  the  requests 
to  purchase  special  research 
equipment  in  the  $5,000- $100,000  range. 

Gilson  (continued) 
of  literary  criticism,"  Prof. 
Gilson  said  that  the  lengthy 
scientific  explanations  for 
various  phenomena  destroy 
the  "flowing  poetic  atmos- phere of  The  Divine  Come- 

dy" 
The  explanations  were 

both  pedantic  and  scienti- 
fically incorrect,  but  Prof. 

Gilson  explained  that  Dante 
had  no  conception  of  how 
rapidly  contemporary  scien- 

tific learning  becomes  out- 
dated. "This  was  especially true  during  the  Middle 

Ages,"  he  said. 
It  is  often  argued  that 

such  lengthy  passages  filled 
with  false  explanations  des- 

troy the  truth  of  Dante's 
poetry. 

Dr.  Gilson  suggested  that 
readers  should  instead  "ad- 

mire the  artistic  virtuossity 
of  his  explanations  as  beau- 

ty in  the  service  of  truth." 
Discussing  the  problem  of 

literal  and  allegorical  senses 
in  scripture  and  poetry,  Gil- 

son said  that  in  scripture 
the  literal  sense  must  be 
true  and  the  allegory  is  me- 

rely based  upon  it.  How- 
ever, in  poetry  the  literal 

sense  may  be  fiction  invent- 
ed by  the  poet  and  the  alle- 

gorical sense  may  actually 
suggest  the  truth. 

"The  allegorical  meta- 
phors used  in  the  Psalms 

should  not  be  regarded  as 
the  literal  truth,"  Gilson said. 
He  added  that  "poets would  become  historians  or 

theologians  if  they  constant- 
ly stuck  to  the  truth." Gilson  said  that  The  Di- 

vine Comedy  must  be  seen 
as  poetic  fiction  without 
any  implied  moral  truth  but 
with  a  series  of  allegories 
pointing  to  some  important truth. 

"Dante  is  so  great  an  ar- 
tist that  the  apparent  lack 

of  unity  in  his  style  is  per- 
haps the  fault  of  the  mod- 
ern reader,"  Gilson  com- mented. 

Unlike  Petrarch,  Dante 
evolved  his  art  to  the  point 
where  he  could  include 
prose-like  commentaries  in 
the  body  of  his  poetry. 
"This  feature  made  him 

the  unique  embodiment  of 
five  centuries  of  medieval 
culture,"  Prof.  Gilson  con eluded. 

Drama  (continued) 
This  year  1965-66  is  an  in- terim year. 
Previously  the  theatre 

was  an  extra-curricular  ac- 
tivity for  undergraduates. 

Actors  will  still  chiefly  be 
members  of  the  student 
body.  Professional  actors 
will  assist  as  well  when  ne- cessary. 
The  Drama  Centre  is  con- 

cerned with  training  critics, historians  and  teachers  in 
the  theatre.  It  will  not  at- 

tempt to  train  theatre  ar- tists. 
The  historical  and  the 

spectacular  side  of  theatre 
will  be  studied  simultane- 

ously. Dramatic  works  will 

be  studied  in  chronological 
sequence  to  throw  light  on 
both  these  sides  of  develop- ment. 
Robert  Gill,  director  of 

the  Hart  House  Theatre 
since  1946,  will  lecture  on 
drama  and  direct  plays  oc- 

casionally in  the  Centre. 
The  Centre's  activities 

are  being  planned  by  a  com- mittee consisting  of  Profes- 
sor Clifford  Leech,  chair- 
man of  the  department  of 

English;  Dean  Ernest  Sir- 
luck  of  the  School  of  Gra- 

duate Studies;  Dr.  Robert- 
son Davies,  Master  of  Mas- 

sey  College;  Professor  Christ- 
opher Love,  of  the  English 

Department;  and  Robert Gill. 

In  the  last  installment  we left  SAC  President  Mary 
Brewin  unable  to  wear  shoes 
because  she  was  bitten  by  a 

dog. 

The  small,  brown  cocker 
spaniel  chomped  into  Miss 
Brewin's  left  heel  when  she 
was  canvassing  in  York  West 
riding  during  her  sister  Mar- 

tha's campaign  in  the  Nov. 8  election. 
Well,  in  case  no  one  not- 

iced, Mory  has  reverted  to 
wearing  shoes  after  having 
to  wear  boots  for  about  a week. 

Last  Tuesday,  Miss  Brewin 
was  once  again  seen  wearing 
her  petite,  high-heeled 
pumps,  evident  in  the  ac- companying photograph. 

The  three  stitches  she  re- ceived after  the  mishap 
were  removed  at  the  Health Service  last  Monday. 

"It  feels  fine,"  Miss  Brew- 
in commented.  "The  only 

trouble  is,  now  the  weather's 
getting  cold.  I'll  hove  to  go 
back  to  boots  anyway." 

Choral  group  coming 
A  choral  group  from 

Louisville,  Kentucky,  will 
tour  the  U  of  T  campus Wednesday. 

The  tour  will  be  lead  by 
Doug  Ward,  president-elect of  the  Canadian  Union  of Students. 

MARIOS 
SPAGHETTI 

HOUSE 

and  PIZZERIA 
662  YONGE  ST. 

2  blacks  south  of  Bloor  St. 
FREE  DELIVERY 
923  -  3222 
921  -6446 

20TH  CENTURY  CHALLENGE  TO 
THE  CHURCH 

Speaker:  WILBER  SUTHERLAND GENERAL  SECRETARY  OF  J.V.C.F.  OF  CANADA 
TUES.  NOV.  23 

MEET  AT  LLC.  REFECTORY  AT  6:00  P.M. 

McDonald,  Currie  &  Co. 

Chartered  Accountants 

Representatives  from  our  Firm  will  be  on  campus  on 
the  following  dates  to  interview  students  for  positions 
available  in  offices  of  our  Firm  throughout  Canada: 

26  November,  1965 

Arts,  Commerce,  Law  and  Engineering 

These  positions  are  available  for  the  graduates  in 
Commerce  and  Finance,  Arts,  Science,  Engineering and  Law. 

Further  information  and  arrangements  for  interviews 
are  available  through  the  Placement  Office. 
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ORGAN  RECITAL 
DR.  CHARLES  PEAKER 

Assisted  by  Paul  Higgins,  trumpet 

TODAY 
CONVOCATION  HALL,  AT  5.05  P.M. 

MANAGEMENT  TRAINING 

Ontario  Hydro  will 

interview  on  November  29-30 

Graduates  from  Honours,  General  or  Postgraduate 
Arts,  (preference  for  Social  Sciences,  Political  Science 
and  Economics,  or  History)  Commerce,  Business 
Administration  or  Law,  who  wish  to  develop  a  chal- 

lenging professional  career  in  an  expanding  organiza- tion. 

—  A  well  organized  training  program  including  rota- 
tional work  assignments  in  various  functions  to 

develop  breadth  of  contact  and  understanding. 

—  Assignment  in  general  personnel  work  or  in  such 
specialized  areas  as  Labour  Relations,  Manpower 
Development,  Staff  Planning  or  in  administrative 
positions  in  Finance,  Marketing  or  Supply. 

Appointments  may  be  made  through  the  University 
Placement  Office,  581  Spadina  Ave. 

Employment  Officer, 
Professional  and  Management  Staff, 

Ontario  Hydro, 
620  University  Avenue, 

Toronto,  Ontario. 

CLASSIFIED 

U.T.D.C. 

DRAMA  WORKSHOPS 

Attention  Applicants! 

All  applicants  who  have  not  yet  been  notified,  will 
be  placed  in  2nd  term  workshops 

DEADLINE  FOR  NEW  APPLICATIONS 

WED.  DEC.  15 

For  further  information  enquire  at 
S.A.C.  office 

CHINA  NIGHT 
AT 

Buttery  Hall,  Devonshire  PI. ON 

SATURDAY  NOVEMBER  27,  1965 
TIME:  8  P.M.  TO  12  P.M. 

•  ENTERTAINMENT  •  DANCING 
•  CHINESE  REFRESHMENTS  •  DOOR  PRIZES 

Admission:  $1.75  per  person 
Tickets  available: 

Sigmund  Samuel  Library  12-2  p.m.  Daily 
Also  at  International  Student  Centra 

EXPERIENCE©  TYPIST:  Will  prepare 
term  papers,  theses  etc.  AH  work done  to  specifications.  Satisfaction guaranteed.  Phone  Margaret  Harding BA.  927-0903. 
LOST:  Black  Somsonitc  Brief  Cose  in business  school,  just  outside  llbrory. Return  of  notes  most  important.  Call HU.  3-9048  after  6. 
A.G.  DONN  Tutor  of  calculus,  stat- istics ond  accounting  RU  3-2257 evenings.   

57  DODGE  —  Excellent  condition  —- Complete  motor  job  just  done  —  coll evenings  —  RO  6-0273. 
WANTED:  Cheap  copy  of  Experimental 
Psychology  by  Wood  worth  ond  Schlo- sborg.  Coll  Jean  244-7019  anytime 
till  midnight.  

"RAISIN  IN  THE  SUN"  is  rescheduled for  loter  in  the  series.  This  Friday  26 
"Bridge  on  the  River  Kwai"  in  colour, will  be  shown  in  New  College. 
FEATURE  FILM  SERIES:  New  College 
8:30  p.m.  Friday  26  William  Holden, Alec  Guiness,  Jock  Howkins,  in  ... 
"Bridge  on  the  River  Kwoi"  in  colour. Admission  50*. 
MECCANO  wanted  for  student  en- gineering project.  Large  sets  bought. Phone  David  Moffott,  928-2472,  7-8 p.m.  (Room  368). 

Phone  92-1-2066.  Mrs.  Strelhe  anytin 

21YRS 

OLD? 
When  you  turn  21 
you're  no  longer  cov 

ered  by  your  parents' Hospital  Insurance. 
To  keep  Insured,  you 
must  take  out  lndl< vidual  membership 
within  30  days.  Get 
your  application  form at  a  bank,  a  hospital, 
or  from  the  Commis- 

NEWLY 

WED? 

The  'family'  Hospital 
Insurance  premium 
must  now  be  paid  to 
cover  husband  and 
wife.  Notify  your 
'group'  without  de* 
lay  OR,  if  you  both  pay 
premiums  direct,  noti< 
fy  the  Commission. 

NEW 

JOB? 
To  keep  Insured  follow 
the  instructions  on  the 
Hospital  Insurance Certificate  of  Payment 
'Form  104'  that  your 
present  employer  is required  to  give  you on  leaving. 

Your 

ONTARIO 

HOSPITAL 

INSURANCE 
Plan 
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Ontario  Hospital 
Services  Commission 

Toronto  7,  Ontario 

Says  man  may  be 

an  "ultra-human" By  SUSAN  LAW 
Man  in  his  present  state is  not  the  end  of  evolution, 

said  Rev.  L.  J.  Elmer  of  St. 
Michaels  College,  speaking 
Friday  at  Hart  House  on  the 
life  and  works  of  Teilhard 
de  Chard  in. 
Father  Elmer's  speech 

was  sponsored  by  the  Sir 
Robert  Falconer  Associa- 
tion. He  told  the  audience  that 
Teilhard,  the  controversial 
French  scientist  and  Jesuit 
priest,  had  suggested  that 
man  may  be  moving  to- 

wards an  "ultra-human" condition. 
"The  appeal  that  Teilhard 

has  to  the  Communists  is 
evident,"  he  said.  "They  like 
the  notion  of  an  ultra-hu- man    civilisation.  Both 

moving  toward 

Christians  and  Communists 
are  looking  forward  to  a 

more  perfect  situation." Father  Elmer  said  the 
theme  of  Teilhard's  work  is that  "evolution  is  a  dimen- 

sion of  reality."  He  said 
Teilhard  was  "an  eminent 
scientist  and  priest"  and "he  handled  the  combination 
in  an  unusual  way. "Teilhard  exhibits  that 
there  is  no  conflict  between 
this  world  and  the  next," he  said.  "Our  own  actions 
are  the  best  way  of  living 

out  our  incarnation." Father  Elmer  told  Lhe 
audience  that  Pope  John 
XXIII  compared  Teilhard  to 
"a  breath  of  fresh  air,"  but 
was  known  to  have  asked 
"Why  did  he  have  to  write 

such  difficult  things?" 

Reason  and  observation  not  enough: 

scientist  must  also  have  faith 
By  MARCI  McDONALD 
Without  faith  the  scien- tist is  reduced  to  tautology, 

a  University  of  Toronto 
scientist  told  a  student  au- 

dience yesterday  in  the 
third  of  a  series  of  lectures 
sponsored  by  the  Sir  Robert Falconer  Association. 

Dr.  John  Polanyi  of  the 
Chemistry  Department,  said 
it  is  impossible  by  observa- 

tion alone  to  achieve  any- 
thing, pointing  out  that faith  is  as  necessary  to  the 

scientist  as  to  the  religious man. 
He  cited  the  example  of 

a  hypothetical  scientist  at 
tempting  to  measure  the shortest  distance  between 
two  points,  while  at  the 
same  time  refusing  to  ac- 

knowledge anything  that 
could  not  be  proved  by  ob- 

servation. 
After  a  millenium  or  so, 

Dr.  Polanyi's  scientist  still had  not  struck  on  the 
straight  line,  because,  he  ex- 

plained, "he  had  nothing  to 
work  from  but  definition." And  definition,  he  conti- 

nued, is  nothing  but  tauto- logy— that  is,  saying  the 
same  thing  twice. "On  this  basis  we  are  left 
only  with  the  knowledge 
that  seven  plus  three  equals 
ten,"  he  said,  "now  and  for- evermore."  He  added  that faith  must  combine  with 
reason  and  observation  to 
penetrate  the  haze  of  the unknown. 
"Modern  science,"  he 

said,  "is  the  awesome  testi- 
mony to  the  power  of  the human  mind  supported  by 

faith." 

BRIEFLY... 

study  on  Pill Exhibiting  its  traditional 
concern  for  acute  social 
problems,  SAC  will  send  de- 

legates to  the  Winnipeg  Uni- ted College  Social  Science 
Conference  on  "World  Pop- 

ulation and  Birth  Control". Guest  speaker  is  Dr.  Carle 
Zimmerman  of  North  Dako- 

ta State  University. 
If  you  want  to  spend  a 

whole  weekend  talking  about 
The  Pill,  and  perhaps  even 
The  Word,  apply  at  the  SAC 
office  by  Dec.  1. 

make  them 
Each  U  of  T  student 

should  give  a  small  gift  to 
make  Christmas  happier  for 
the  children  in  the  Univer- 

sity Settlement  area,  Fran 
Hayes,  chairman  of  the  SAC 
student  services  commis- sion said  last  week. 

Each  year  SAC  sponsors two  Christmas  parties  for 
the  University  Settlement 
children  who  are  between  5 
years  and  12  years  old. 
Gifts  are  donated  by  stu- 

dents and  members  of  the 
public.  Each  child  receives 
one  gift  and  the  remainder 
is  given  to  needy  families. 
Miss  Hayes  said  gifts 

should  be  bought  for  a  par- 

ticular  age  group  and  clear- ly marked  on  the  package. 
One  end  should  be  left 
open.  Clothing  such  as  mit tens  or  warm  hats  would  be 
appreciated,  she  said. 

tso  and  chorus 
The  U  of  T  Chorus,  con- 

ducted by  Lloyd  Bradshaw, 
will  perform  together  with 
the  Toronto  Symphony  Or- 

chestra on  a  national  tele- 
cast Dec.  30. It  will  be  their  first  ap 

pearance  together. 
They  will  perform  Vaug- 

han  Williams'  Fantasia  on 
Christmas  Carols.  The  pro- 

gram is  being  videotaped  to- 
night by  CFTO-TV. 

tso  at  ryerson The  Toronto  Symphony 
Orchestra  will  put  on  a  con- 

cert in  Ryerson  Theatre  in 
January  hoping  to  attract  a 
large  audience  from  Ryer- 

son, U  of  T,  and  York. Ha  Seattle  (IV  Music),  a 
member  of  the  SAC  Internal 
Affairs  commission,  said 
she  hopes  that  1,000  U  of 
T  students  would  attend. 

In  future  years  a  series 
of  three  concerts,  in  con- junction with  workshops, 
may  be  put  on,  she  said. The  tickets  will  be  $1, 
(1.50  and  $2. 
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Volleyblues  win  all  but  one By  BOB  CLARK 

University  o  f  Toronto's Volleyball  Blues  weathered 
tough  opposition  from 
University  of  Montreal  and 
Western  to  take  fifteen  of 
sixteen  games  played  in  the 
first  Intercollegiate  Volley- 

ball Champ  i  o  n  s  h  i  p,  in 
Guelph  Saturday. 
The  championship  was 

held  as  a  double  round- 
robin,  matching  each  team 
twice,  at  two  games  a  round. 
Varsity  recorded  perfect  re- 

cords against  Montreal,  Mc- 
Master  and  Guelph,  winning 
four  and  losing  none. 
However,  against  Western, 

they  met  unexpectedly  tough 
opposition  and  only  managed 
three  wins  out  of  the  four 
matches,  dropping  a  close 
game  15-13. 
"Everyone  on  the  team 

played  excellently,"  com- 
mented Varsity's  coach  Tai- 

mo  Pallandi,  "and  I  would 
not  even  want  to  try  to  pick 
out  individual  stars.  The 
team  played  like  a  machine, 
and  made  very  few  mis- 
takes." Coach  Pallandi  was  sur- 

prised by  the  play  of  the 
Western  team.  "Although Montreal  ended  second,  and. 
I  thought  they  would  pro- 

vide the  toughest  opposition, 
I  think  that  Western  was  a 
stronger  team  than  they 
(Montreal)  were." Pallandi  was  impressed 
with  the  way  the  tournament 
was  organized,  and  thought 
the  athletic  department  at 

Poloists  successful 

against  Redmen 
Special  to  the  Varsity 
MONTREAL— A  veteran 

University  of  Toronto  water 
polo  squad  began  their  de- 

fence of  the  Herschorn  Cup 
symbol  of  intercollegiate 
water  polo  supremacy  here 
Saturday  on  a  successful note. 

Blues,  with  only  two  new- 
comers on  the  team,  came 

back  from  a  4-3  half  time 
deficit  to  defeat  McGiil 
Redmen  in  the  first  game 
of  a  two  game  total  point 
series. 

Next   game   is  Saturday Dec.  4  at  Hart  House. 
The  first  quarter  was  the 

key  to  the  game.  Although 
completely  outplayed  Blues 
managed  to  keep  within 
one  goal  of  Redmen  due 
mainly  to  the  goaltending  of 
Hartley  Garfield. 

After  trailing  4-3  at  the half,  the  better  conditioned 
Blues  wrapped  up  the  game 
in  the  third  quarter  of  this 
rough  match  by  outscoring 
Redmen  7-5. 

The    final    quarter  was 
scoreless. 
Don  Wheeler,  Frank  Fel- 

kai  and  Al  Pyle  each  count- 
ed twice  for  Blues  with 

Graeme  Barber  netting  a 
single.  Ian  Elliot  was  Red- 
men's  best  performer. Frank  Felkai  and  Hartley 
Garfield  were  outstanding for  Blues. 

Guelph  had  done  an  excel- 
lent job  for  a  first-ever  ven- 
ture. Absolutely  nothing  went wrong. 

"We  are  hoping  to  have two  divisions  next  year, 
much  like  the  soccer  league with  each  team  playing  a home  and  home  series.  We 
are  hoping  for  several  new 
entries,"  said  Pallandi. Volleyblues  were  made  up 
of  Walter  Rosocha  (Cap- tain), Damon  Card,  Rudy 
Neufeld,  Bill  Seto,  Tony  On- 
no,  and  Brian  Harris,  with substitutes  George  Spolsky, 
Jim  Forsyth  and  Basil  Kaly- mon  used  frequently. 
University  o  f  Montreal 

ended  second  with  ten  wins, Western,  third/  with  eight, 

Guelph  fourth  with  four, 
and  McMaster  last  with three. 

Footnotes:  The  Western 
team  played  strongly  until 
defeated  by  Montreal.  After 
that  they  seemed  to  lose 
heart,  and  almost  fell  apart... 
Blues  had  the  traditional  ce- lebration following  their  vic- 

tory, breaking  open  a  bottle 
if  champagne  in  the  locker room  . . . 

Varsity  will  lose  two  or 
three  players  through  gra- duation, but  Coach  Pallandi 
feels  confident  there  are 
enough  strong  volleyballers 
at  the  University  to  field  the 
power  of  the  league  next 

year. 

Redmen  defeat  Guelph 

after  loss  to  Western 
McGiil  Redmen  won  their 

first  game  of  the  young  Se- 
nior Intercollegiate  Hockey 

season  Saturday  night  in 
Guelph,  defeating  Guelph 3-2. 

McGiil  had  lost  to  West- 
ern Mustangs  8-0  the  night before. 

Redmen  finished  second 
last  in  the  league  last  sea- 

son three  points  ahead  of 
Guelph  which  finished  in 
the  cellar. 
Redmen  forward  John 

Tibitts  scored  the  winner 
for  Redmen  with  less  than 
six  minutes  left  in  the  game. 
Redmen  had  built  up  a 

2-0  lead  in  the  first  period 
on  goals  by  Rick  Moore  and Walter  Gordon. 
Guelph  came  back  to 

score  a  goal  in  the  second, 
by  Dave  Pallett  and  one  in 
third  by  Rich  McKay  to  tie the  score. 

In  London,  Redmen  were 
no  match  for  the  powerful 

Mustangs.  They  outclassed McGiil  all  the  way,  moving 
ahead  3-0  in  the  first  period 
and  widening  the  margin  to 
6-0  going  into  the  third. 
Left  winger  Rich  Clark 

one  of  the  top  scorers  in  for 
University  of  New  Bruns- 

wick in  the  Maritime  league 
last  season  and  veteran  Pete 
Kelly  paced  the  home  team 
with  two  goals  and  an  assist each. 

Team  Captain  Larry  Bab- 
cock  scored  once  and  set  up 
three  other  goals.  John 
Hospodar,  Dave  Leeson  and 
Jerry  Knightley  an  all  All- American  from  Rensellea 
also  scored  once. 

Gary  Bonney  last  year's SIFL  all-star  goaltender  got 
credit  for  the  shutout,  stop- 

ping 22  shots  compared 
with  42  by  McGills'  Ken Walters. 
Bonny  led  the  league  in 

shutouts  last  season  with two. 

First  win  eludes  hoopsters 

suffer  last  minute  loss 
Varsity  basketball  Blues 

failed  to  get  into  the  win 
column  in  their  third  try 
losing  to  Cloverleaf  Sham- 

rocks 87-85  in  an  exhibition 
game  at  the  Bloor  St. 
YMHA  Saturday  night. 

Blues  were  outplayed  for 
most  of  the  first  half  after 
Shamrocks  scored  10  points without  reply. 
Shamrocks  maintained 

their  lead  for  the  remain- 
der of  the  half  leading  by 

13  points  at  half  time. 
Blues'  superior  condition- 

ing became  a  factor  in  the 
second  half  as  they  gradual- 

ly closed  the  gap  and  tied 
the  score  at  83-83  with  less 
than  two  minutes  to  play. 
However,  in  a  wild  last  few 
minutes  Shamrocks  man- 

aged to  outscore  Blues  four 
to  two  to  win  the  game. 

Shamrocks  had  two  mem- 
bers of  Canada's  Olympic 

squad  playing  for  them. — Roily  Goldring  and  Ruby Richman. 

Goldring  was  the  game's top  scorer  potting  29  points. Richman  had  eight. 
Blues'  forwards  looked 

after  most  of  their  scor- 
ing with  Nolan  Kane 

picking  up  21  points,  Arvo Neidre  and  rookie  centre 
John  Hadden  17  each. Scoring: 

Varsity:  Kane  21;  Neidre; 
17;  Hadden  17;  T.  Ouchter- 
lony  9;  Lepedes  7;  Garbe  6; 
Woloshyn  4;  Lockhart  4; 
Rodgers,  Smith,  Bennett, Kimel. 
Cloverleaf:  Goldring  29; 

Chesler  18;  Singleton  14; 
Zetter  8;  Drake  9;  Richman 
8;  Burton  1. 

Women's  Athletic  Association 

BOe!wlino  mZ7°M  T°!e3'°Ph>c  Intercollegiote 

cowling  Meet  Mondoy  November  22  5  00  d  m Midtown  Bowling  Alley,  505  Bloor  St. 

Representatives  of 
THE 

International  Nickel  Company OF  CANADA  LIMITED 

Will  visit  the  University  to  discuss  Summer  Employ- ment with  3rd  year  students  in 

ENGINEERING 
•  MINING 

•  METALLURGICAL 
•  CHEMICAL 

•  ELECTRICAL 
•  MECHANICAL 

and 

CHEMISTRY 

Also  interviews  for  Summer  Employment  will  be  held 
with  2nd,  3rd,  4th  year  and  post-graduate  students  in 
GEOLOGY 

and 

GEOPHYSICS 

On  December  9  and  10 

We  invite  you  to  arrange  on  interview  through  the University  Placement  Office 
581  Spadina  Avenue 

International  Nickel  Company OF  CANADA  LIMITED 
COPPER  CLIFF,  ONTARIO 

LUNCH  HOUR  LECTURE 

SERIES 

TUESDAY,  NOV.  23rd 
12:10  P.M. 

Prof.  A.  LINDEN 

"THE  CHALLENGE 

OF  LAW  REFORM" 
16  BANCROFT  AVE. 

HIGH  FASHION  HAIR  STYLIST 
Campus  Special 

20%  discount 

MONDAY  TO 
THURSDAY  ONLY 
OPEN  THURSDAY  AND FRIDAY  NIGHTS 

415  BLOOR  ST.  W.  (ot  Spodino)  for  appointment  PHONE  922-2823 

Students  Special  Discount  cords  available  at 

THE  VARSITY  RESTAURANT 
Frequented  by  students  for  years 

328   BLOOR  ST.   W.  WA.   2  -  6738 
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NEW  COLLEGE  FILM  SERIES 
We  regret  to  onnounce  that  "Roisi'n  in  the  Sun",  has  hao*  to  be rescheduled  for  later  in  the  series.  In  replacement,  we  ore  pleased 
to  present. 

Friday,  November  26 
THE  BRIDGE  ON  THE  RIVER  KWAI 

in  Colour 
Starring:  WILLIAM  HOLDEN,  ALEC  GUINNESS, JACK  HAWKINS 

8:30  P.M.  ADMISSION  50c 

Tired    Of    Eating  Lunch 
Cheek  To  Jowl?  Try 

Charlie  Brown's 
Coffee  House 

158  Cumberland  St. 
(One  North  of  Bloor  St. 
just  East  of  Avenue  Rd.) You'll  have  to  nib  elbows  with 

Beethoven  or  Mozart  or  Brahms 
perhaps,  but  that's  all.  Superb fare,  ridiculously  low  prices. 

SEE  THE 

GO-GO  GIRLS 

Skule  Nile 

6T6 

NOV.  23-27 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

TICKETS  NOW  ON  SALE 

HART  HOOSE  THEATRE 

University  College  Literary  and  Athletic  Society 

presents 

the  second  lecture  in  the  "Current"  1966  series: 

DR.  ARTHUR  PORTER 

Professor  of  Industrial  Engineering, 

University  of  Toronto 

will  speak  on 

"REFLECTIONS  ON  THE  CHANGING  NATURE  OF  WORK" 

TUESDAY,  NOVEMBER  23rd,  CONVOCATION  HALL,  5:00  P.M. 

ALL  STUDENTS  AND  FACULTY  WELCOME 

University  College  students  are  invited  to  apply  for  the  seminar  with 
Prof.  Porter  which  will  take  place  on  Wednesday,  Nov.  24th.  Apply  in 
the  J.C.R.  or  the  lit.  Office. 

Says  Russian  students'  dinner 
disorganized  and  chaotic 
By  FREDERICK  DREGER 
If  the  organization  of  the 

Russian  Students'  dinner on  Nov.  10  was  a  typical 
example  of  Western  capital- 

ist planning,  then  our  guests 
had  every  reason  to  believe 
that  our  system  is  a  hope- 

less one  indeed! 
As  an  eager  participant  at 

the  function,  I  can  only  ex- 
claim, "What  a  mess!" The  opportunities  that 

such  an  exchange  visit  pre- sents for  the  participants, 
the  university,  the  country 
for  that  matter,  are  evident 
— even  a  very  short  visit 
can  be  of  tremendous  bene- fit to  all  concerned,  and  the 
shorter  the  stay,  the  more 
the  need  for  a  basic,  com- mon sense,  a  bit  of  rational 
organization.  As  it  turned 
out,  unfortunately,  there 
was  next  to  none. 

There  is  no  point  criticis- ing now,  since  our  visitors 
have  already  left  with  the 
impressions  we  gave  them 
— and  what  great  impres- 

sions they  must  be!  I  don't know  what  our  guests  ex- 
perienced of  American  life 

before  they  arrived  in  Can- ada, but  here  is  a  short  ac- count of  their  reception  in 
Hart  House: 
At  5:45  p.m.  the  Map 

Room  was  in  utter  confu- 
sion. People  mingled  every- 

where. There  was  great  ex- 
citement, for  a  lot  of  them 

had  never  met  any  Soviet 
citizens  before  and  were 
thrilled  to  take  part  in  this 
experiment  in  "internation- 

al living."  Unfortunately 
there  was  no  general  an- nouncement of  plans  for 
the  evening,  and  no  one  vo- 

lunteered an  overall  intro- 
duction of  our  guests.  (I 

was  told  later  that  SAC  Pre- 
sident Mary  Brewin  had  ex- tended them  a  welcome  to U  of  T). 

I  vainly  looked  around 
for  name  tags— the  simple 
plastic  and  paper  type  that 
the  Union  of  Garbagemen 
provide  for  their  annual meeting — there  were  none. 
There  were,  howver,  small 
blue  scraps  of  paper  on 
which  you  could  write  your 
name  (phonetically  trans- cribed with  some  difficulty 
by  several  Russians)  and 
even  pins  for  affixing  them 
on  your  coat.  Trying  to  read 
these  was  a  different  mat- 
ter. At  6  p.m.  we  went  to  the 
second  floor  for  dinner.  The 
food  was  good,  the  conver- 

sation more  difficult  except 
for  those  of  us  who  spoke 
some  Russian.  It  had  been 
indicated  that  French  (pre- 

ferably) or  German  would 
do  the  trick,  but  although  I 
speak  both  of  these  langua- 

ges (and  some  Italian which  came  in  handy)  these didn't  get  me  very  far. 
Luckily  there  were  lots 

of  interpreters  to  help  out as  best  they  could,  and 
everyone  got  through  at least  the  basic  civilities  of 
name,    study    or  place 

of 

work,  and  general  first  im- 

pressions before  the  end  of the  meal.  I  am  sure  I  can 
speak  for  all  the  students 
that  participated  from  U  of T  when  I  say  that  everyone 
thoroughly  enjoyed  the  din- 

ner. 
It  was  now  7  o'clock  and I  wondered  what  would 

happen  next.  Unfortunately, 
nothing  happened.  The 
group  simply  began  to  dis- perse in  confusion.  Ap- 

parently there  just  weren't any  plans,  or  even  any  sug- 
gestions, by  the  "organiz- ers" of  the  group. 

"The  evening  is  free; 

spend  it  as  you  wish".  But no  one  had  given  us  any 
advance  notice  of  this,  so 
we  had  not  made  any  pre- 

parations. 
Some  left  for  home;  some 

went  to  study.  Groups  of 
four  or  five,  accompanied 
by  our  fortunate  Russian- speaking  fellow  students, decided  on  walks  around 
the  campus. 

Finally  eight  or  ten  of  us were  left  in  the  Hart  House 
corridor,  eager  to  continue 
our  conversation  and  enter- tain our  guests  in  some  way 
in  the  city,  but  entirely  un- 

prepared for  the  occasion. No  one  had  a  car.  No  one 
know  where  to  go  on  the 
spur  of  the  moment. 

comment 

To  make  a  sad  story 
short,  we  ended  up  walking 
downtown,  the  cold  breeze 
drove  us  into  Ea ton 's  to warm  up  and  look  at  the 
displays,  and  shortly  there- after our  Russian  guests  ex- cused themselves  and  re- 

turned to  their  hotel. 
What  a  way  to  entertain 

visitors  from  4500  miles 
away,  visitors  from  the USSR  who  are  in  Canada 
for  the  first  time  and  for 
one  night  are  guests  in  Tor- 
onto! Surely  someone  in  charge 
of  this  trip  could  have  made 
a  few  preparations.  If  we had  been  forewarned,  we 
could  have  planned  some- 

thing ourselves;  provided some  transportation;  sug- 
gested a  few  alternatives 

such  as  a  visit  to  Yorkville, 
a  get-together  somewhere 
on  campus,  a  drive  through downtown  with  a  stop  at  a 
nightspot,  a  movie,  u  house- 
party — you  name  it.  Any- thing would  hav^  been  bet- 

ter than  a  cold  walk  down- 
town leaving  our  Russian visitors  at  8:30  p.m.  at  the 

Ford  Hotel! 
It  was  one  time  I  was 

really  disgusted  ,and  asha- med to  be  a  member  of  this 
western  academic  commu- 
nity. 

Note:  The  SAC  regrets 
the  misunderstanding  of 
Wednesday  evening.  The 
organizer  who  invlte.i  us  to host  a  luncheon  ( changed 
Thursday  to  dinner)  did  not 
inform  us  of  plans,  or  lack 
of  plans  for  our  visitors — M.A.  Brewin. 

Poge  T  0  —  THE  VARSITY,  Mondoy,  November  22,  1965 
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Druid  ceremonies,  sex,  pretty  girls,  fun  and  more  sex.  At  least,  that's  what  they  say about  Skule  Nite.  Judging  from  the  picture  above,  some  of  it  might  even  be  true.  See 
pages  5  and  6  for  other  Skule  Nite  goodies. 

Porter  warns: 

Don't  adapt  men  to  machines By  ALLAN  BRUCE 
Dr.  Arthur  Porter,  chairman  of  the  De- 

partmenl  of  Industrial  Engineering  and  one 
of  the  foremost  experts  on  modern  tech- 

nology, said  yesterday  there  is  danger  in 
forcing  men  to  adapt  to  machines. 

Speaking  at  a  UC  Literary  and  Athletic 
Society  Current  lecture  in  Convocation  Hall, 
Dr.  Porter  said  that  playing  rather  than 
working  creates  an  inherent  feeling  of  guilt 
in  people.  He  called  "absurd"  the  idea  that 
man,  because  of  his  super-adaptability,  can 
be  fitted  to  machine  production. 

Prof.  Porter,  who  served  on  President 
Eisenhower's  scientific  committee  which 
planned  the  air  defence  of  North  America, 
said  "there  is  a  great  deal  of  confusion 
concerning  the  virtue  of  work  " He  said  that  the  respective  conciousness 
of  assembly-line  type  workers  is  very  low 
during  their  working  hours  and  therulore 
they  are  at  a  high  concious  ievel  on'y  in their  leisure  time. 

Society  is  suffering  from  a  lack  of  ap- 
preciation of  the  interrelationship  between 

the  sciences  and  humanities,  and  at  present 
society  is  technologically  oriented,  he  said. 

"Personally,  he  said,  "I  view  this  with 
dismay." Dr.  Porter,  who  developed  the  first  ana- 

log-digital computer  in  Britain  for  his  MA 
thesis,  said  he  feels  the  Heisenberg  Uncer'- ainty  Principle  in  physics  can  be  applied  to 
people.  Because  of  the  great  change  in  the 
pattern  of  societies  from  generation  to  gene- 

ration, he  said  our  present  society  is  more 
unpredictable  and  uncertain  than  prehisto- 

ric societies  in  which  a  person  would  not 
even  know  where  he  was  going  to  sleep. 

Dr.  Porter  proposed  that  a  Department 
of  Human  Ecology  be  established  here. 
Ecology  is  the  study  of  spatial  distribution 

Dr.  ARTHUR  PORTER 

of  population,  related  to  material  and  social 
patterns. 

The  computer  capacity  of  North  America 
is  equivalent  to  five  billion  clerical  workers 
with  desk  calculators,  he  said.  The  solution 
of  a  simple  problem  with  a  simple  desk 
calculator  costs  one-third  of  a  cent,  he  said, 
while  the  same  solution  with  a  computer 
costs  one  two-millionths  of  a  cent. 

As  the  cost  of  new  computer  technology 
is  reduced,  Dr.  Porter  said,  society  will 
increase  its  use  of"  computers. 

Legal  system  passe 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

North  America's  legal 
system  has  completely  fail 
ed  to  keep  up  with  changes 
in  society,  Allan  Linden,  a 
law  professor  at  Osgoode 
Hall  said  in  a  speech  at  the 
Graduate  Students'  Union 
yesterday. 

People  today  have  a  much better  realization  of  the  bet- 
ter society  they  want,  and 

are  making  their  voices 
heard  through  marches  and 
other  forms  of  protest,  he 
said. '"That's  the  problem  with 
the  civil  disobedience  in  the 
States  —  people  don't  agree with  the  laws. 

"The  law  does  not  reflect 
in  very  many  areas  the  wish- 

es of  the  people,"  Prof.  Lin- den said. 
As  a  result,  he  said,  peop- 
le start  disobeying  the  laws 

more  and  more.  "This  mush- 
rooms and  eventually  socie- 

ty crumbles." 
Part  of  the  problem,  he 

asserted,  is  that  no  orderly 
machinery  for  law  reform 
exists.  The  law  libraries  are 
huge,  filled  with  thousands 
of  cases  which  are  decided 

every  day  and  must  be  con sidered  as  precedents. 
At  the  same  time,  legisla 

tures  are  "spewing  out  laws 
regulations  and  orders  in council  every  day. 

"When  lawyers  finally 

learn  all  this,  they  don't  wanl to  change  it. "Our  law  has  many  pock 
ets  of  archaism  and  injusl 
ices  and  yet  nothing  i:- 
done. "The  whole  flavor  of  the 
courtroom  seems  to  be  in- 

tended for  its  prehistoric 
interest  —  it's  almost  like 

a  play." 

Prof.  Linden  said  there  are 
hundreds  of  laws  which 
would  be  discarded  if  they 
were  taken  before  a  vote  ol 
the  people,  or  even  of  the 
legal  profession  itself. He  named  the  divorce  laws 
as  an  example.  "Public  opin ion  polls  show  that  73  per 
cent  of  the  people  favor  re 
form  of  these  laws  and  yei 
nothing  is  done. "'Our  whole  land  law  syst 
em  comes  from  feudal  Eng 
land,"  Prof.  Linden  said. 
He  suggested  as  possibU See  "laws",  page  6 

Women  beat  cigars  26-12 By  JOHN  SWAIGEN 
"As  a  woman  ages  her 

value  decreases  proportion- 
ately, but  as  for  a  cigar  —  it 

mellows,"  the  audience  of a  Hart  House  debate  on 
"A  woman  is  only  a  wo- 

man, but  a  good  cigar  is  a 
smoke"  was  told  yesterday. 

"Y  o  u  associate  women 
with  heat,"  Earl  Mernick 
(II  Innis)  said,  speaking  for 
the  ayes,  "but  a  cigar  not 
only  has  heat;it  has  smoke." "Winston  Churchill  va- 

lued cigars  above  women. You  never  saw  him  holding 
a  woman  up  there  when  he made  that  victory  sign. ''A  cigar  eases  the  nagging 
tension  of  women,"  he  said. "Let's  face  it  men,  if  it 
doesn't,  we've  got  no  hope." "You  don"t  stick  dande- 

lions, or  maple  leaves  (un- 
less you're  a  politician)  in 

your  mouth.  But  you  do  put 

a  cigar  in  your"  mouth,"  Da- vid Mossop  (II  SMC)  re- 
plied for  the  noes. 

"Why  are  astronauts  al- 
ways married?"  he  asked. 

They're    stronger,  more 
stable,  more  reliable..." "More    docile,"   yelled  a 

voice  from  the  floor. 
"A  good  cigar  will  cost 

you  30e,"  he  continued,  "but you  can  get  a  good  woman for  nothing. 
"Women  are  self-suffi- 

cient. You  can  put  them  to work  seven  davs  a  week  and 
sit  back  and  rake  off  the 

profits. 

"You  can  only  use  a  good 
cigar  once,  but  you  can  use 
a  good  woman  over  and 

over." 

"Women  are  to  be  talked 
to  a  little  below  men  and 
a  little  above  children,' Stanley  Emerson  (III  UC) 
quoted  Lord  Chesterfield. He  also  quoted  a  passage 
■n  Latin.  Translated,  it  read 
"A  nut  tree,  an  ass,  and  a 
woman  are  bound  together 
by  one  law:  they  are  all  use- less unless  you  beat  them. 
"The  early  blooming  and 

early  failing  of  women  is  in vivid  contrast  to  the  slow 
maturation  of  tobacco," Emerson  said. 

"A  cigar  is  long,  slim,  ta- 
pered, sublime.  I  ask  you, 

does  a  woman  look  like 
that?  Woman  was  the  last 
thing  God  made.  Apparent- See  "women",  page  6 
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Varsity  wins  all  there  is  to 
 win 

Fumbles,  interceptions  play 

large  role  in  mud  bowl 
By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
Varsity  Sports  Editor 

Varsity  Blues  won  the  first  Yates  Cup  in  1898,  the 
first  Grey  Cup  in  1909  and  Saturday  afternoon  in  the  mud 
al  Varsity  Stadium,  Blues  won  the  first  Vanier  Cup  in  the 
Canadian  Save  the  Children  Colleye  Bowl. 

Keeping  with  this  tradition  of  being  first,  Gerry 
S'.ernoerg  win  the  Teddy  Morris  Memorial  trophy  as^the 
game's  outstanding  player,  as  Blues  defeated  University  of Alberta  Golden  Bears  14-7.  Blues  have  now  won  every  col- 

lege football  award  open  to  them. 
Fumbles     and  intercep- 

tions were  a  key  factor  in 
the  game,  played  for  the 
most  part  in  driving  rain 
before  2,200  spectators,  the 
smallest  crowd  of  the  sea- son. 
There  were  a  total  of  12 

fumbles,  seven  by  Blues, 
five  by  Bears.  Each  team 
had  two  passes  intercepted. 
Alberta's  only  touchdown came  on  an  interception  of 
a  Bryce  Taylor  pass  in  the 
second  quarter  by  Rennie 
Bradley  who  raced  58  yards 
for  the  score. 
The  major  was  uncon- 

verted giving  Bears  a  6-1 
lead  (Blues'  point  came  on a  missed  field  goal)  which 
they  held  until  the  last  play 
of  the  third  quarter.  A  pass 
interception  by  Riivo  lives 
on  Bears'  37  yard  line  set 
up  Blues'  winning  touch- down on  the  most  exciting 
play  of  the  game. 

Taylor  caught  Bears'  de- fence completely  off  guard 
calling  the  "hot  potato"  play in  which  Taylor  handed  the 
ball  to  Sternberg  who  hand- 

ed it  to  flanker  Jim  Ware 
who  gave  it  back  to  Taylor. 
Taylor  then  threw  a  strike 
to  Mike  Eben,  all  alone  in 
the  end  zone. 
The  play  was  all  the  more 

remarkable  considering  the conditions. 
Blues'  second  touchdown 

came  on  the  last  play  of 
the  game  when  Taylor  went 
over  from  Bears'  seven  yard line. 

As  the  score  indicates,  the 
Westerners  were  no  push- 

overs. Their  hard  hitting 
earned  the  respect  of  both 
Varsity  players  and  coach- 

es. "They're  the  toughest 
team  we've  played  this  sea- 

son,"    commented  Ranny 

Parker.  Coach  Dalt  White 
agreed  saying,  "They  were 
tougher  than  I  expected." Nevertheless,  Bears  had 
only  half  an  offence  and 
Western  proved  last  wej-k 
'that  a  ground  attack  alone is  not  sufficient  to  win. 
Blues'  defence,  playing  an- 

other standout  game,  allow- 
ed Bears'  fullbacks  a  com- bined total  of  only  94  yards 

on  25  carries.  And  quarter- 
back Willie  Algajer's  passing was  never  a  serious  threat. 

Algajer  seemed  to  have 
trouble  gripping  the  wet 
ball  and  many  of  his  passes 
were  lobbed  at  Hs  receiv- 
ers. 

As  a  result.  Blues'  defence 
gave  up  only  one  point  on  a 
missed  field  goal. 
Led  by  Gerry  Sternberg 

and  Erkki  Pukonen,  Blues' ground  attack  was  the  best 
it's  been  all  season.  Stern- 

berg gained  85  yards  and 
Pukonen  69  tops  as  Blues 
out-rushed  their  opponents 
199-184.  Yet  it  was  still  the 
pass  which  won  them  the 

game. LEFTOVERS:  Superb 
half-time  entertainment  was 
provided  by  the  De  LaSalle 
high  school  marching  band 
and  the  Western  band...  Vic 
Woznluk  was  dressed  but 
did  not  see  action...  Bill 
Chernoff  made  one  of  the 
key  plays  of  the  game  slop- 

ping Algajer  on  third  down 
with  just  over  a  yard  need- 

ed... The  play  stopped  an 
Alberta  drive  at  mid-field 
in  the  fourth  quarter. 

A  T 
First  down*    12  14 Yards  rushing  184  199 Yards  passing  26  65 Possos  otr./«omp.  12/5  14/4 Intercepted  by  ...  2  2 Fumbles/fumbles  lost  5/3  7/5 Penalties/yds.  pen.    .  4/25  3/35 Punts/overage  yord*  B/28.1  9/33.4 

''■■mi::- 

photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Varsity's  defence  was  again  outstanding  Saturday.  Here,  Mike  Raham  (23),  Ranny  Par- 

ker (55),  and  Gary  Clipper-ton  (64),  and  a  host  of  others  warmly  greet  unidentified  Alber- ta player  in  College  Mud  Bowl. 

Pre-season  slate  still  clean 

as  Blues  hammer  Marlins 

By  BOB  CLARK 

Uniersity  of  Toronto  Var- sity Blues  hammered  an 
inept  McMaster  Marlin  team 
14-2  for  their  third  straight 
Senior  Intercollegiate  exhi- bition hockey  game  Friday 
night  at  Varsity  Arena. 
The  game  started  out  as if  it  would  be  a  repeat  of 

Varsity's  close  64  victory at  McMaster  on  Wednesday 
night,  as  rough  play  and 
close  checking  highlighted 
the  first  period. 
Pete  Burwash  gave  the 

Varsity  crew  a  1-0  lead  at 
the  6:45  mark,  when  he  de- 

flected Bob  McCIelland's hard  slap  shot  from  the 
blueline  into  the  left-hand 
corner,  giving  Marlin  goalie, 
John  Payne,  no  chance. 
Graeme  Taylor  tied  the 

score  less  than  five  minutes 
later  from  a  scramble  in 
front  of  the  Blues'  net  with 
Varsity  playing  two  men 
short,  but  not  before  the 

John  Violini  (25)  pulls  down  Gord  Whyte  (72)  after  Whyte 
back  Willie  Algajer's  pass. 

—photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
had  intercepted  Bears'  quarter- 

Blues  had  put  up  a  specta- cular defensive  stand  for 
over  a  minute  at  the  two 
man  deficit. 
Burwash  put  Varsity 

back  into  the  lead  with  40 
seconds  left  in  the  period, 
when  he  stole  the  puck  in 
front  of  the  Marlin  net,  and 
bounced  a  shot  in  off  the 
lone  McMaster  defenceman 
between  him  and  Payne. 
The  period  ended  with  Var- 

sity up  2-1,  but  still  seem- ing to  miss  the  playmaking 
of  Passi  and  Steve  Monteith, 
and  this  augmented  by  Paul 
Laurent's  absence. 

Then  Blues  burst  the  bub- ble. 

Hank  Monteith  started  a 
parade  of  seven  Varsity  tal- lies in  the  second  period 
when  he  stole  the  puck  di- 

rectly in  front  of  the  Mc- 
Master net  and  beat  Mar- 

lin's  goalie  on  a  quick  ri- 
sing shot.  McMaster  sud- denly fell  apart. 

It  was  hard  to  tell  if 
Blues  were  really  that  good, 
or  if  McMaster  just  com- 

pletely collapsed.  Blues'  of- fence, even  in  the  previous 
power  years,  rarely  control- led play  as  they  did  Friday 
night,  and  the  usually  weak defence  came  up  with  a 
near  stone-wall  effort. 

McMaster,  however,  look- 
ed worse  than  any  team  to 

visit  Varsity  in  the  past 
three  years, 
Hank  Monteith  lead  Var- 

sity scoring  with  three 
goals,  while  Pete  Burwash, 
Bob  Awrey,  and  Mike  Shea 
each  had  a  pair.  Brian 
Jones,  Murray  Stroud,  Keith 

Noble,  Gard  Cunningham and  Bob  McClelland  tallied 

singles.  Mac's  goals  came from  Graeme  Taylor  and 
Frank  Hincks. 

FROM  THE  BLUES' LINE:  Three  stars  were 
Pete  Burwash,  Hank  Mon- 

teith, and  Gord  Cunning- 
ham, all  of  Varsity...  No  one 

line  completely  dominated 
for  Blues...  Honourable 
mention  must  go  to  Bob 
Awrey,  despite  his  cheap  pe- nalties... When  he  took  time 
out  to  play  hockey,  he  con- trolled play...  Varsity  fans 
exhibited  their  immaturity 
again,  by  throwing  paper 
airplanes  and  other  garbage 
on  the  ice  for  no  reason  .... 
Varsity's  Bryan  Tompson was  unable  to  play,  due  to 
the  sudden  death  of  his  fa- ther. FIRST  PERIOD 
T  M 1  Burwash  45 (McClelland,  McKendry 

St.  John)  6:55 
I  Taylor (DeDiana,  McKendry)  13:18 2  Burwash  (unassisted)  9:40 Penalties:  Awrey,  1 :20,  Spoar,  3:09; 

Taylor,  6:35;  Noble,  8:30;  Awrey,  11: 
29;  Stewart,  12:00;  Bremo,  15:00;  For- mer, 19:57. '     SECOND  PERIOD T  M 
3  H.  Monteith  2:00 4  Shea  (Monahan)  4:20 5  H.  Monteith  7:rj2 (Cunningham,  Stroud) 
6  Awrey  (Jones)  7:55 7  Jones  (Burwash,  Former)  13:11 8  Awrey  (Noble)  15:26 9  Stroud  (Cunningham)  15:49 Penalties:  Hincks,  1:18;  Awrey,  8:38; 

Jones,  10:30;  Taylor,  12:29 THIRD  PERIOD 
T  M 10         Noble  (Monahon,  Shea) 1  1  Cunninghom (H.  Monteith,  Stroud) 12  H.  Monteith (Stroud,  Cunninghom) 
13  Shea  (Monohan,  Noble) 2  Hincks (McKendry,  Bremo) 
14  McClelland  (Burwash) Penalties:  Burwash,  10:11;  Hincl. 
27;  Awrey  16:35. SHOTS   ON  GOAL 

4:03 

15  23 
21 
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— photo  by  JOE  WEINSTOCK 
Druid  ceremonies,  sex,  pretty  girls,  fun  and  more  sex.  At  least,  that's  what  they  say about  Skule  Nite.  Judging  from  the  picture  above,  some  of  it  might  even  be  true.  See 
pages  5  and  6  for  other  Skule  Nite  goodies. 

Porter  warns: 

Don't  adapt  men  to  machines By  ALLAN  BRUCE 
Dr.  Arthur  Porter,  chairman  of  the  De- 

partment of  Industrial  Engineering  and  one 
of  the  foremost  experts  on  modern  tech- 

nology, said  yesterday  there  is  danger  in 
forcing  men  to  adapt  to  machines. 

Speaking  at  a  UC  Literary  and  Athletic 
Society  Current  lecture  in  Convocation  Hall, 
Dr.  Porter  said  that  playing  rather  than 
working  creates  an  inherent  feeling  of  guilt 
in  people.  He  called  "absurd"  the  idea  thai 
man,  because  of  his  super-adaptability,  can 
be  fitted  to  machine  production. 

Prof.  Porter,  who  served  on  President 
Eisenhower's  scientific  committee  which 
planned  the  air  defence  of  North  America, 
said  "there  is  a  great  deal  of  confusion 
concerning  the  virtue  of  work." He  said  that  the  respective  conciousness 
of  assembly-line  type  workers  is  very  low 
during  their  working  hours  and  therefore 
they  are  at  a  high  concious  ievel  only  in their  leisure  time. 

Society  is  suffering  from  a  lack  of  ap- 
preciation of  the  interrelationship  between 

the  sciences  and  humanities,  and  at  present 
society  is  technologically  oriented,  he  said. 

"Personally,  he  said,  "I  view  this  with 
dismay." Dr.  Porter,  who  developed  the  first  ana- 

log-digital computer  in  Britain  for  his  MA 
thesis,  said  he  feels  the  Heisenberg  Unc«r- 
ainty  Principle  in  physics  can  be  applied  to 
people.  Because  of  the  great  change  in  the 
pattern  of  societies  from  generation  to  gene- 

ration, he  said  our  present  society  is  more 
unpredictable  and  uncertain  than  prehisto- 

ric societies  in  which  a  person  would  not 
even  know  where  he  was  going  to  sleep. 

Dr.  Porter  proposed  that  a  Department 
of  Human  Ecology  be  established  here. 
Ecology  is  the  study  of  spatial  distribution 

Dr.  ARTHUR  PORTER 

of  population,  related  to  material  and  social 
patterns. The  computer  capacity  of  North  America 
is  equivalent  to  five  billion  clerical  workers 
with  desk  calculators,  he  said.  The  solution 
of  a  simple  problem  with  j  simple  desk 
calculator  costs  one-third  of  a  cent,  he  said, 
while  the  same  solution  with  a  computer 
costs  one  two-millionths  of  a  cent. 

As  the  cost  of  new  computer  technology 
is  reduced.  Dr.  Porter  said.  sgciety  will 
increase  its  use  of  computers. 

Legal  system  passe 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

North  America's  legal 
system  has  completely  fail 
ed  to  keep  up  with  changes 
in  society,  Allan  Linden,  a 
law  professor  at  Osgoode 
Hall  said  in  a  speech  at  the 
Graduate  Students'  Union 
yesterday. 

People  today  have  a  much better  realization  of  the  bet- 
ter society  they  want,  and 

are  making  their  voices 
heard  through  marches  and 
other  forms  of  protest,  he said. 
"That's  the  problem  with 

the  civil  disobedience  in  the 
States  —  people  don't  agree with  the  laws. 

"The  law  does  not  reflect 
in  very  many  areas  the  wish- 

es of  the  people,"  Prof.  Lin- den said. 
As  a  result,  he  said,  peop- 
le start  disobeying  the  laws 

more  and  more.  "This  mush- 
rooms and  eventually  socie- 

ty crumbles." 
Part  of  the  problem,  he 

asserted,  is  that  no  orderly 
machinery  for  law  reform 
exists.  The  law  libraries  are 

huge,  filled  with  "thousands of  cases  which  are  decided 

every  day  and  must  be  con- sidered as  precedents. 
At  the  same  time,  legtsla 

tures  are  "spewing  out  laws, 
regulations  and  orders  in council  every  day. 

"When  lawyers  finalh 
learn  all  this,  they  don't  wanl to  change  it. "Our  law  has  many  pock 
ets  of  archaism  and  injust 
ices  and  yet  nothing  i;- 
done. "The  whole  flavor  of  the 
courtroom  seems  to  be  in- 

tended for  its  prehistoric 
interest  —  it's  almost  like 

a  play." 

Prof.  Linden  said  there  art 
hundreds  of  laws  which 
would  be  discarded  if  the} 
were  taken  before  a  vote  ol 
the  people,  or  even  of  the 
legal  profession  itself. He  named  the  divorce  laws 
as  an  example.  "Public  opin ion  polls  show  that  73  per 
cent  of  the  people  favor  re 
form  of  these  laws  and  yel 
nothing  is  done. "'Our  whole  land  law  syst 
em  comes  from  feudal  Eng 
land,"  Prof.  Linden  said. 
He  suggested  as  possibk See  "laws",  page  6 

Women  beat  cigars  26-12 By  JOHN  SWAIGEN 
"As  a  woman  ages  her 

value  decreases  proportion- 
ately, but  as  for  a  cigar  —  it 

mellows,"  the  audience  of 
a  Hart  House  debate  on 
"A  woman  is  only  a  wo- 

man, but  a  good  cigar  is  a 
smoke"  was  told  yesterday. "Y  o  u  associate  women 
with  heat,"  Earl  Mernick (II  Innis)  said,  speaking  for 
the  ayes,  "but  a  cigar  not 

only  has  heat;it  has  smoke." "Winston  Churchill  va- 
lued cigars  above  women. You  never  saw  him  holding 

a  woman  up  there  when  he made  that  victory  sign. 
"A  cigar  eases  the  nagging 

tension  of  women,"  he  said. "Let's  face  it  men,  if  it 

doesn't,  we've  got  no  hope." "You  don't  stick  dande- 
lions, or  maple  leaves  (un- 

less you're  a  politician)  in your  mouth.  But  you  do  put 

a  cigar  in  your  mouth,"  Da- vid Mossop  (II  SMC)  re- 
plied for  the  noes. "Why  are  astronauts  al- 
ways married?"  he  asked. They're  stronger,  more 

stable,  more  reliable..." "More    docile,"   yelled  a 

voice  from  the  floor. 
"A  good  cigar  will  cost 

you  30c,"  he  continued,  "bul you  can  get  a  good  woman for  nothing. 
"Women  are  self-suffi- 

cient. You  can  put  them  to work  seven  days  a  week  and 
sit  back  and  rake  off  the 

profits. 

"You  can  only  use  a  good 

cigar  once,  but  you  can  use 
a  good  woman  over  and 

over." 

"Women  are  to  be  talked 
to  a  little  below  men  and 
a  little  above  children,' Stanley  Emerson  (III  UC) 
quoted  Lord  Chesterfield. He  also  quoted  a  passage 
in  Latin.  Translated,  it  read "A  nut  tree,  an  ass,  and  a 
woman  are  bound  together 
by  one  law:  they  are  all  use- less unless  you  beat  them. "The  early  blooming  and 
early  failing  of  women  is  in vivid  contrast  to  the  slow 
maturation  of  tobacco," Emerson  said. 

"A  cigar  is  long,  slim,  ta 
pered,  sublime.  I  ask  you. 
does  a  woman  look  like 
that?  Woman  was  the  last 
thing  God  made.  Apparent 

See  "women",  page  6 



IS  NON  VIOLENT 
REVOLUTION  POSSIBLE  ? 

AUSTIN  CLARKE 
AND 

DMITRI  ROUSSOPOULOS  (SUPA) 
THURSDAY,  NOV.  25,  4  P.M. 
DEBATES  ROOM,  HART  HOUSE 

HERMAN  GEIGER-TOREL 
Director  of  the  Canadian  Opera  Company 

Discusses 

PROS  AND  CONS  OF  OPERA  IN  CANADA 
with  GORDON  KUSHNER 
Director  'CM- Y WH A  Music  School 

On  Monday,  November  29, 1965  —  8  p.m. 
at  Bloor  YM-YWHA,  750  Spadina  Avenue 

Admission  Free  —  Phone  924-6211 
for  reserved  seats 

CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES 
WITH  THE 

GOVERNMENT  OF  CANADA 
Are  ovoiloble  in  the  fields  of  Accounting  ond  Auditing  with  the following  Deportments: 

Auditor  General's  Office. 
Department  of  National  Defence. 
National  Revenue  Taxation  Division. 
National  Revenue  -  Excise  Tax. 
Department  of  Finance. 

Interested  students  in  their  graduating  year  who  have  hod  one ond  preferably  two  courses  in  accounting  are  invited  to  obtoin detailed  information  from  the  University  Placement  Office  Ar- rangements for  personal  interviews,  which  will  take  ploce  on  corn- pus  on  December  7,  1  965,  may  be  mode  at  the  Plocemenf  Office 

25%  DISCOUNT 
ON  ALL  JEWELLERY  PURCHASES 

Including  oil  branded  Welches,  A-l  Quality  Diomonds  Silverware Ughters,  Wallets,  Pens  ond  Pencils,  Radios,  Clocks,  Costume Jewellery,  etc.,  etc.  You  must  have  your  A.T.L.  cord  when  making a  purchase. 
SHEFFIELD  JEWELLERS DIAMOND  MERCHANTS 

323  YONGE  ST.  (5  doors  above  Dundos)  EM.  6-3324,  EM.  6-4122 

OUTING  CLUB 

GENERAL  MEETING 

THURSDAY  NOVEMBER  25,  1965 

HART  HOUSE  —  8:00  P.M.  —  DEBATES  ROOM 
SLIDES,  MOVIES,  COFFEE 

NEW  MEMBERS  WELCOME 

3 

Watch  for 
the  special 
CHRISTMAS 
VARSITY 

coming  Dec.  17 
LOST:    Block   5amsonrle    Brief  Cose business  school,     just  outside  library. Return  of  notes  most  important.  Coll HU.  3-9048  offer  6. 
FEATURE  FILM  SERIES:  New  College 8:30  p.m.  Friday  26  W.lliom  Holden, Alec  Guiness,  Jock  Howkins,  i 
"Bridge  on  the  River  Kwoi"  in  colour, Admission  50f. 
FREE  LEIS  t  Evening  in  Mowoj. 
"Cannonball  Aloha"  -  Fridoy  December 3,  9  -  I,  Five  bonds,  grass  shack,  hulo dancing,  waterfalls  volcanoes.  Tickets S2.50  of  S.A.C.  12-2.  All  welcome. Even  U.C. 

Meeting  of 

CHRISTIAN 

SCIENCE 

ORGANIZATION 

Every  Thursday  1.15 
HART  HOUSE  CHAPEL 

All  are  welcome 

MARIOS 
SPAGHETTI 
HOUSE 

and  PIZZERIA 
662  YONGE  ST. 

2  blocks  south  of  Bloor  St. 
FREE  DELIVERY 
923  -  3222 
921  -6446 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Chorts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  RtS. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT 

B.A. 

HART  HOUSE  MUSIC  COMMITTEE  PRESENTS 

WEDNESDAY  FIVE  O'CLOCK  RECITAL 
NOVEMBER  24th  MUSIC  ROOM 

MARI -  ELIZABETH  MOREEN,  PIANIST M,ss  Morgen  hos  appeared  in  many  recitals  locally  including  appearances  on the  C.B.C.  Awarded  her  A.R.C.T.  in  1962  while  on  scholarship  at  the  Royol Conservatory  of  Music  in  Toronto,  she  is  presently  enrolled  in  the  Artist Diploma  Course  in  the  Faculty  of  Music,  studying  under  Pierre  Souvairan 
NO  TICKETS  NECESSARY LADIES  WELCOME 

THE 
PAPERBACK 

JBOOKSHOPi 

bnge  below  Bloo 

Beaux  Arts  protests  'lousy  Johns' MONTREAL  (CUP)  —  Students  at  Montreal's  Ecole  des 
Beaux  Arts  staged  a  one-day  strike  last  week  to  protest 
"everything  from  no  room  to  lousy  johns." 

About  300  French  and  English  students  walked  out  of 
their  classes  Thursday  afternoon  and  promised  not  to  return 
until  the  provincial  government  "listens  to  our  complaints." 

In  "study  sessions"  Friday  morning  the  students  drafted a  list  of  complaints  and  an  invitation  to  Education  Minister 
Paul  Gerin-Lajoie  to  visit  the  school. 

The  complaints  were  levelled  against  the  cafeteria, 
library,  art  equipment  and  toilets. 

Today,  12:30  -  1  p.m. Noon  hour  concert.    Faculty  of  Music Cloro  Schranz,  violin;  Jadwigo 
ssion.    Concert  Hall,  Royol  Con- 

Today,  1  p.m. 
U  of  T  New  Democrofs  open  meeting  to  decide  on  foreign  affairs  resolution tor  Public  Affairs  Foum.  Rim.  21 15,  Sidney  Smith. 

:onversofion  circle.  Trinity  Buttery. 

UC  Debating  Club  presents  lecture  on  proper  procedures  of  debofing  All 
those  interested  in  knowing  more  about  debating  welcome.   Rm,  214,  UC.  " 

y,  2:30  p.m. Meeting  of  the  Victorio  Women's  Association.  Miss  Morgaret  Cormichael 
Deon  of  Women,  will  discuss  the  problem  of  student  adjustment  to  university  life' ilwood,  150  Charles  W. 
Today,  3  p.m. 

Tri-M  Society  meeting.  Junior  Common  Room,  UC. 
Today,  4  p.m. 

Groduote  Students'  Tea.  Graduate  Students'  Union  8!dg,. 
Information  meeting  for  Operation  Crossroads  Africa.  All  welcome  Lileralure and  application  forms  available.  45  Willcocks  St. Today,  5:30  p.m. 
Meeting  of  the  U  of  T  Radio  Special  Affairs  Dept.  AM  interested  persons ted.  Rm.  204,  Larkin  Bldg.,  Trinity. Today,  6  p.m. 

Supper  followed  by  the  Rev.  David  Crane  leading  an  informal  Bible  Study  on  the Revel  otio of  St.  John  the  Di\ Phone '.  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron. 
WA  3-7837  for  reservations.  Hillel  House, 

ailable.  Art  Gallery,  Hart  House,  Wed- 

Groduate  Students  badminton.  Racquets  supplied.  Drill  Hall,  44  St.  George. Today,  8  p.m. 

of  v^nfr^'n055.10",-0"  rTte  Princ'PleI  <>f  Union".  Participants:  Dr.  Moore,  Pres. na'  .Dr-  J-  .Gro"t*  Emmanuel  College,  Provost  D.  Owen,  Trinity  College, Lemon  R  Latimer,  Ang hcan  church  House.  Open  to  Emmanuel,  Trinity,  Wycliffe Lecture  Hall,  Emmanuel,  . Today,  8:30  p.m. 
fciraduote  English  Association  presents:  a  dramatic  reading  of  lonesco's  "The 

„,  rt.  Ah  h°  T°peL  b/  ,frof-  R-  B-  Parker  entitled  "The  Theory  ond  Theatre of  the  Absurd".  Trinity  College  Buttery, Thursday,  It  a.m. 
skates  ond  stick, 

hursdoy,  1 :10  p.m. 

"Sin,  Sex,  Solvation -Man  Spraggett,  Religious  Editor  of  the  Stor,  speaks  < nd  the  Doily  Press".  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron. Thursday,  1:15  p.m. 

<iuFj£lH!!!ern?m-  con.ceft  featuring  student  artists  fom  Edward  Johnson  Every- ay  welcome.  Junior  Common  Room,  UC. 
Thursday,  4  p.m. 

^ci.olist  c,ub.  9nd  West  '"dian  Students'  Association  sponsor  debate Is  Non-violent  Revolution  Possible?".  Debates  Room,  Hart  House. Thursday,  5  p.m. 
international  Forum.  Topic:  China's  Admission  to  the  UN.  45  Willcocks  St. Thursday,  6  p.m. 
UC  Lit  meeting,  JCR,  UC. 

Thursday,  7  p.m. 
CUS  committee  meeting,  South  Sitting  Room,  Hart  House. Thusday,  7:15  p.m. 
Writers  Group— lost  meeting  of  term.  English  House,  St.  Mike's Thursday,  B  p.m. 

Georg^"'  Zi°niSt  0rgQnizo,ion  meeting.  "The  Deputy",  Hillel  House,  186  Si. Thursday,  8:30  p.m. 

i»asic%;LTw=ys„h^ufeirco,,^rr'con  »>*>■ R,ms-  ««.  ■«•..  <°°* 
U  ot  T  RADIO 

Wednesday,  5:30    "°'T  "-'  FM  —  »■  <« 
"Sound  of  Success:  Peter,  Paul  and  Mary" 

Thursday.  5:30  C""S  P"tln' 
"12  by  2"  with  Kothy  MaeNab  and  Jane  WingoU 
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^  ORCUS  gets  grant  for  high  school  program 
KINGSTON  —  The  Onta- 

rio Region  of  the  Canadian 
Union  of  Students  (ORCUS) 
will  receive  a  $1,000  grant 
from  the  Ontario  Depart- ment of  Education  for  the 
extension  of  its  high  school 
visits  program. 
Tom  Forgrave,  (III  Emm) 

ORCUS  president,  said  the 
purpose  of  the  program  is 
to  acquaint  high  school  stu- 

dents with  the  availability 
and  benefits  of  higher  educa- 
tion. 
"We  are  not  only  pleased 

with  the  grant  but  also  with 
the  official  recognition  in 
the  grant  of  the  serious  and 

responsible  nature  of  OR 
CUS,"  he  said. 
The  grant  was  announced 

by  John  McCarthy,  Deputy 
Minister  of  University  Af- 

fairs, speaking  at  the  OR- CUS fall  conference  held  in 
Kingston  during  the  week- end. 

It  will  be  used  to  send 
student  delegations  to  se- 

condary schools  in  areas 
remote  from  university 
centres. 

Also  discussed  at  the  con- 
ference was  continuation  of 

the  National  Student  Day 
program. 

York,  Carleton  and  West- 
ern Universities  and  Ryer- 

son  Poly  technical  Institute 
ire  to  make  studies  of  the 
social  barriers  to  universal accessibility. 

The  conference  reaffirmed 
the  ORCUS  policy  of  pro- 

moting French  as  the  se- 
cond official  language  in  all 

Ontario  education  matters. 
Other  resolutions  called 

for  the  teaching  of  conver- sational French  in  primary 
schools  and  endorsed  the 
economic  policies  of  former 
Finance  Minister  Walter 
Gordon. 

UC's  purloined  painting  'mysteriously'  returns 
A  painting  which  has  been 

missing  from  University  Col- 
lege since  the  Nov.  9  black- 
out has  been  returned,  fol- 

lowing a  story  of  its  disap- 
pearance in  last  Friday's Varsity. 

The  $100  painting  by  Bar- 
ker Fairley,  Professor  Eme- 

ritus of  the  UC  .German  De- 
partment, depicts  the  UC 

cloisters.  It  was  mysterious- 

ly returned  on  Monday, 
Prof  H.  N.  Milnes,  the  col 
lege  archivist,  told  The  Var- sity. 

UC  Dean  E.  M.  Howarth 
at tribu ted  the  recovery  of 
the  art  work  to  the  Varsity story. 
The  painting  was  one  of 

six  hanging  in  the  Refectory 
corridor.  Prof.  Milnes  said 
they  will  remain  where  they 

are,  with  no  extra  security 
precautions. "It  will  be-  a  good  thing 
not  to  move  it  out  of  the 
atmosphere  of  trust  and 
civilization  in  which  we 
live,"  he  said. 
The  paintings  in  the  re- 

fectory corridor  will  eventu- 
ally be  rotated  with  othei 

college  art  works,  but  only 
to  provide  some  variety, 
Prof.  Milne  explained. 

— photo  by  JOE  WE  IN  STOCK 
This  young  coed  is  taking  karate  lessons  at  the  Newman 
Club  on  Monday.  Anyone  who  plans  to  attack  her  ts  hereby warned. 

UBC  students  vote  to  pay  second  term  fees 

VANCOUVER    (CUP)  — 
Three  thousand  students  at 
the  University  of  British  Co- lumbia have  voted  in  favor 
of  paying  second  term  fees. 

The  referendum  was  held 
after  1,000  students  signed  a 
petition  calling  for  a  vote. 
The  referendum  asked  stu- 

dents if  they  would  be  wil- 
ling to  withhold  fees  if  the 

board  of  governors  refused 
to  hold  the  line  on  fees. 

The  move  to  withhold  fees 

would  have  been  the  final 
step  in  the  students'  effort to  reverse  a  fee  increase  an- 

nounced by  the  UBC  admi- nistration for  the  current 
academic  year. 
Unknown  to  most  stu- 

dents, the  day  before  the  re- 
ferendum, the  board  of  go- 

vernors issued  a  statement 
outlining  its  policy  in  con- 

nection with  tuition  fees. 
The  board  stated  it  doe-; 

not  contemplate  any  fee  in- 
crease, subject  to  implemen- 

tation of  the  Bladen  com- mission recommendations 
for  the  financing  of  higher 
education. 
However,  UBC  president 

John  Macdonald  said  it  was 
impossible  to  say  how  far 
the  Bladen  report  would 
have  to  be  implemented  be- 

fore a  fee  hike  could  be 
avoided. 

HART  HOUSE  Cj- 
TODAY  JUU 

WEDNESDAY  FIVE  O'CLOCK  RECITAL 
In  the  Music  Room 

MARI-ELIZABETH  MORGEN,  PIANIST 
Ladies  Welcome  No  Tickets  Necessor 

THURSDAY 

12.30  p.m.     Chapel  -  Holy  Communion  -  Open  to  oil  members 
of  the  University, 

1.15  p.m.      POETRY  READING  -  Art  Gallery 
Northrop  Frye  reading  Poetry  of  William  Bloke;  .-' Francis  Sporshott  reading  his  own  Poetry. 

'         SQUASH  TOURNAMENT  BEGINNING  IN  JANUARY 
I  Interested  members  sign  at  the  Hall  Porter's  Desk  for  Novice,  [ 
|  Undergraduate  and  Graduate  Tournaments. 
I  Deadline  -  December  15th 
I   i 

VIVALDI 

GLORIA 
MICHAEL  HAYDN  —  SINFONIA  IN  D  MAJOR 

BIZET  —  L'ARLESIENNE  SUITE 

U  of  T  SYMPHONY  ORCHESTRA 

AND  CHORUS 

GREAT  HALL,  HART  HOUSE 
SUNDAY,  NOVEMBER  28 

8:30  P.M. 
Admission  Free 

THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

PHILOSOPHY  CLUB 

presents 
Prof.  J.  S.  MINAS 

University  of  Waterloo 

"The  Utility  of  Utility  Theory" 
Thursday,  November  25th 

8:00  p.m..  Music  Room,  Hart  House 
All  students  and  faculty  welcome. 

Admission  50  cents  or  by  membership  $2.00 

McDonald,  Currie  &  Co. 

Chartered  Accountants 
Representatives  from  our  Firm  will  be  on  campus  on 
the  following  dates  to  interview  students  for  positions 
available  in  offices  of  our  Firm  throughout  Canada: 

26  November,  1965 
Arts,  Commerce,  Law  and  Engineering 

These  positions  ore  available  for  the  graduates  in 
Commerce  and  Finance,  Arts,  Science,  Engineering and  Law. 

Further  information  and  arrangements  for  interviews 
are  available  through  the  Placement  Office. 
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exchanges  valuable,  but... 

The  latest  furor  over  exchange  weekends  seems  to 
hove  come  as  a  surprise  to  those  who  attended  the  recent  | 
Harvard-Toronto  get-together. 

Perhaps  those  who  have  complained  about  the  cover 
age  of  their  activities  do  not  realize  that  if  has  always  been  I 
rather  difficult  for  students  not  on  the  weekend  to  under- 

stand the  value  of  parties,  and  all-night  get-togethers,  in 
promoting  understanding  between  Canadians  and  Ameri- cans. 

Perhaps,  too,  those  on  the  weekend  have  failed  to 
explain  to-  those  who  did  not  offend  why  the  weekends  ore 
more  important  than  many  other  student  activities  and 
should  therefore  be  supported  by  SAC.  As  one  SAC  mem- 

ber expressed  it  two  weeks  ago — when  the  campus  lacks 
lunch-room  facilities,  cheap  books,  and  parking  spaces, why  should  SAC  spend  money  on  weekends? 

The  letter  in  today's  Varsity  defending  the  Harvard exchange  will  never  convince  anyone  who  did  not  attend 
that  the  weekend  was  valuable.  As  such,  the  letter  is  very little  different  from  many  other  defenses  of  exchanges which  have  appeared  in  past  years. 

Weekend  exchanges  con  play  o  very  valuable  role  in establishing  communication  between  U  of  T  students  and 
those  at  other  universities.  But,  those  who  did  not  partici- pate in  the  exchanges  might  like  to  be  assured  that  the 
lucky  few  who  did  derive  something  other  than  personal satisfaction  from  their  attendance. 

Each  year  pressure  is  brought  upon  SAC  to  cancel the  exchange  program.  This  is  in  lorge  port  because  those students  who  do  participate  in  the  exchange  weekends cannot  explain  what  great  benefits  hove  accrued  to  this university  because  of  their  attendance.  Instead,  they  sound as  if  someone  had  threatened  to  take  their  candy  away each  time  weekends  ore  criticized. 
Students  ore  selected  for  exchange  weekends  be- cause of  their  intelligence  and  their  ability  to  communi- cate. Some  of  this  intelligence  and  ability  should  be  used to  communicate  with  the  students  of  their  own  universitv  in o  meaningful  way. 

^  -l  fh.°ue  who  Partic'P°te  in  exchanges  can  successfully descnbe  the  importance  of  their  particular  weekend  the onnual  controversy  might  be  avoided  this  year. 
The  burden  of  proof,  however,  is  on  the  participants 

2  *™**  theV  hove  never  yet  managed  to  prove'  any- 
n^r\TtVetXPted    ̂   °f  h°S  I 

Quits  SUPA:  charges  disorganization 

varsity 
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of  the 

The  girls  were  crying  because  some  spoilsport  wouldn't  run  (hot  ok  „f  .  , nude  moo  0VCf)  th      h  h  .  Y,      .  l0Ve'v 
■tfta,  Roberto  Ncvers  end  Glorio  WonL      .     "J*  °    L0V'"  *°  "*     To,ki"9  "* 

7tlWS  ««»■  M  crrd  Kirk  MocG  e"     ̂ u^SZtSZT*  n 

By  MARVIN  ROSS 
The  author  of  this  article  is 
a  third-year  student  in  New 
College,  and  is  a  former 
member  of  the  Student 
Union  for  Peace  Action.  The 
opinions  he  expresses  are  not 
necessarily  those  of  The Varsity. 

comment 

To  whom  il  may  concern: 
I  am  addressing  my  letter 

to  you  in  the  above  man- 
ner because  your  "organi- zation" is  so  anarchic  that  I 

do  not  know  who  is  in  char- 
ge of  membership.  At  any 

rate,  take  note  of  the  fact 
that  I  am  resigning  from 
the  Student  Union  for  Peace 
Action  for  the  following  rea- sons. 

The  main  reason  should 
be  evident  from  my  saluta- 

tion. SUPA  is  not  an  organi- 
zation in  any  sense  of  the 

word.  From  my  observa- 
tions, it  seems  to  be  run 

by  and  for  a  small  ruling 
elite,  There  is  no  effective 
viable  council,  elected  by 
the  membership  at  large, 
to  meet  regularly  in  order  to 
decide  upon  organizational 
policy.  Rather,  a  small  group 
of  people  coalesce  because 
of  similar  views  and  opin- ions and  rule. 

This  way  nobody  in  i  lie 

elite  poses  a  threat  to  any 
one  else  in  the  elite,  because 
ihey  all  have  the  same  views. 
For  those  people  who  have 
different  or  opposing  ideas, 
I  here  is  no  way  for  them  to 
be  heard  because  they  are 
immediately  ostracized. 

In  fact,  the  reaction  of  the 
elite  to  different  points  of 
view  is  similar  to  the  reac- 

tion of  a  neurotic  when 
someone  injects  a  little  real- 

ity into  their  fantasies. 
To  illustrate  the  fact  that 

this  is  an  elitist  organization, 
let  me  ask  a  simple  question. 
What  efforts  are  you  mak- 

ing to  recruit  new  members 
from  the  various  campuses? 
The  answer  is  obvious  — 
none.  Prospective  members 
must  come  to  you  and  at- 

tempt to  "'join"  if  possible. The  reason  for  this  is  that 
you  believe  you  have  the 
"divine  word."  and  people 
must  come  to  you  for  the revelation  rather  than  you 
lowering  yourselves  by  go- 

ing to  the.  "peasants". The  stand  you  recently 
took  on  the  federal  elections 
is  another  reason  for  my 
leaving.  I  agree  with  your 
analysis  that  the  two  major 
parlies  are  representative  of "top — down"  leadership,  but 
lo  extend  this  to  include  the 
NDP  reveals  a  gross  igno- 

rance about  the  structure  of 
[he  NDP. 
Each  NDP  constituency  as- 

sociation has  a  policy-mak- 

ing meeting,  decides  upon 
planks,  and  then  sends  dele- 

gates to  the  annual  federal convention  where  the  party 
platform  is  decided  upon 
and  a  leader  is  elected  every 
other  year.  This,  to  me, 
sounds  like  the  participatory 
or  grass  roots  democracy 
that  you  talk  about. 

But  what  I  find  incredible 
about  your  stand  is  the  fact 
that  you,  of  all  people, 
should  complain  about  manij 
pulative  democracy  and  top 
down  leadership  when  this 
is  an  accurate  description  of 
your  own  organization.  1 think  some  people  might 
call  you  pious  hypocrites. 

Finally,  let  me  say  that  I have  discussed  my  resigna 
tion  with  some  SUPA  mem- bers and  many  registered 
shock.  They  have  told  me 
of  the  necessity  of  staying 
in  the  "organization"  and  of reforming  it  from  within. 

comment 

This  position  is  absolutely 
incredible  since  you  are  the 
people  who  believe  that  the 
political  system  is  so  bad 
that  you  must  leave  and 
work  for  "social  change' (never  defined  by  any  of 
you)  from  outside  the  syst- em. This  is  but  one  example 
of  your  shallow  intellectual- ism. 
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remarks  on  harvard Sir: 

I  would  like  to  make  a  few  remarks  on 
Volkmar  Richter's  coverage  of  the  Harvard Exchange  (Nov.  22).  Everything  he  said  was 
true;  however,  the  unhappy  part  of  his 
article  was  the  part  that  wasn't  there.  As  he 
was  not  on  the  exchange  it  is  understandable 
that  he  would  not  know  the  implicit  pur 
poses  of  the  week-end,  nor  the  variety  of attitudes  expressed. 

If  the  Harvard  students  had  known  all 
about  Canada,  Toronto,  and  U  of  T,  they would  not  have  needed  to  come.  They  show ed  an  eagerness  to  learn  about  our  univer 
sity  system,  just  as  we  were  eager  to  com- pare ours  with  theirs.  By  comparing  it  with one  of  the  best  universities  in  the  U.S.,  we 
were  able  lo  evaluate  more  fully  our  'own university  and  its  courses. 

But  the  important  thing  was  not  to  learn how  much  we  all  knew,  but  what  we thought.  Our  discussions  were  an  important 

coach  defends  himself Sir: 
Regarding 

the  unfair  si members,  I 
ainst  the  u 

in  his  letter 
Mr.  Macln 

th Athlet 
not  ci 

do' 

min 

the  .ill lor  t 
In  view  of necessary 

all-star  team 
suitable  abil 

ch 

Mr.  Maclnnis'  letter  charging lection  of  soccer  all-star  team feel  I  must  defend  myself nfair  charges  made  against  me 
(Friday,  Nov,  19). 
»s  charges  that  I  did  not  follow selection  as  laid  down  by  the cialion.  I  submit  that  I  could team  under  the  conditions  laid 
se  of  lack  of  interest  from  no- ibers.  Of  the  thirty  players  for 
:am  only  seventeen  showed  up ind  most  important  practice, 
this  poor  turnout  I  found  it safeguard  the  quality  of  the by  linding  enough  piayers  of 
'y.  During  the  season  I  oFfi- :d  and  had  an  opportunity  to 

part  of  our  weekend,  but  a  greater  spon- 
taneous exchange  of  opinions  occurred  dur- 

ing the  times  which  were  not  organized.  All the  Toronto  members  billeted  Harvard  or Radcliffe  members  in  their  homes;  our  lack 
of  sleep  will  attest  to  the  fact  that  we  got to  know  our  co-Harvards  well  in  the  late- 
night  bull-sessions. 

Mr.  Richter  overemphasized  the  amount  of 
nme  spent  discussing  Canada.  Actually  a  very small  part  of  our  discussions  was  spent  on ibis  topic(  three  hours  of  approxiamtely  84). We  also  talked  about  Johnson,  scientific advancement,  free  will,  man's  ability  to adapt  to  the  new  technological  society  And we  had  fun!  A  trip  to  the  Crest  Theatre  and tola)  bewilderment  at  Tiny  Alice  sherry parties,  a  visit  to  Maple  Leaf  Gardens  on Saturday  evening  and  a  swinging  par  ty  on Saturday  night— these  were  all  part  of  our weekend. 
And  long  after  we  all  forget  what  was  said we  will  remember  the  people  who  said  it: our  Inends  from  Harvard  and  Radcliffe. 

 -  Caryl  Smily  (III  Vic) see  most  of  the  games.  I  thus  chose  six more  players  who  I  thought  were  of  all-star calibre.  I  used  as  a  criterion  ability  onlv and  team  affiliation  was  not  of  concern  to 
Furthermore,  Mr.  Maclnnis'  charge  con- cerning my  choosing  players  who  failed  to show  for  practises  is  sheer  fabrication.  Each player  who  made  the  final  team  attended  at least  two  of  the  three  practices  held 
I  agree  with  Mr.  Maclnnis'  view  that  cer- tain problems  do  arise  when  we  try  to choose  an  all-star  team-more  practice  "time would  have  been  of  great  value.  But  the tact  is  that  such  time  was  not  allowed  to  me arid  1  had  to  use  my  judgment,  having  been chosen  to  do  so  by  the  Athletic  Association 1  reel  that  my  choice  of  the  team  was  fair and  provided  fine  opposition  for  our  Varsity Squad'  Jim  Lefkos  (PHE  I) 

Coach,  All-Star  Team 



Early  absurdity  at  Vk By  MARK  CZARNECKI 
Absurd  theatre  buffs  are 

having  a  field  day  on  cam- 
pus. Albee,  Beckett,  and 

now  the  Victoria  Drama 
Club  presents  The  Hole  by N.  F.  Simpson,  an  early  spe- cimen of  the  genre.  Don 
Sparling  has  directed  a  com- 

petent and  enjoyable  pro- duction, but  the  nature  of 
the  play  and  limited  facili- 

ties prevent  full  realization. 
Simpson  has  written  a 

compact  and  explicit  script, too  dense  for  a  one-act  play. 
The  dialogue  therefore  as- 

sumes importance,  and  more varied  pacing  would  have 
placed  themes  in  better  per- spective. 
Action  centres  around  a construction  hole  and  what 

people  see  in  it.  A  distinction 
is  drawn  between  "public" 
and  "private"  visions,  the latter  appropriately  enough put  forth  by  a  visionary (Andrew  Mackenzie).  Pub- 

lic visions  are  provided  by Franz  Robinow,  Ron  Hin- 
die,  and  Chris  Sinton,  all  of 
whom  see  life  as  some  form 
of  game. Targets  of  satire  range 
from  religion  to  the  peculi- 

arly British  habit  of  queu- ing. 

Unlike  Endgame,  the  ini- 
tial situation  and  characters 

of  The  Hole  are  based  on 
recognizable  facts  of  life. 
The  performers  must  con- 

vey at  the  outset  an  atmos- 
phere of  normality  and  then 

degenerate  into  various 
types  as  the  play  demands. 

This  was  well-achieved  by 
the  two  women,  Kay  Lees and  Bonnie  Sheffield,  who 
provide  a  personal,  unintel- lectual  counterpoint  to  the 
implied  metaphysical  rav- 

ings of  the  men.  More  con- 
fidence and  relish,  in  their 

roles  would  strengthen  these characterizations  appreci- ably. 

Robinow  is  the  coolest  of 
the  men  and  hence  the  most 
believable.  The  free-for-all climax  is  effective  but  loses punch  since  the  other  men have  played  on  too  high  a 
key  throughout. 
The  play  has  a  delightful British  flavour  which,  is  per- 

haps more  appealing  to  us than  to  the  British,  and  re- 
quires understatement  rath- 

er than  overstatement. 
Generally  this  is  attained, 

but  perhaps  the  trinitarian references  in  computing  the problems  of  joining  three different  temperature  aquar- 
iums into  one  could  have 

been  more  subtle. 
The  Hole  does  not  leave much  to  think  about  and 

it  doesn't  intend  to.  As  it 
implies,  it's  fun  to  watch  a game,  and  this  group  is 
playing  very  well. It's  on  at  the  Wymilwood Music  Room  tomorrow  at 1:10  p.m. 

S  K  U  L  E 
KITE 

—photo  by  PENNY  HEWETT 

Don't  criticize  U.S.  foreign  policy 
The  author  of  this  article  is 
a  second-year  student  a  t 
University  College.  The 
opinions  he  expresses  are 
not  necessarily  those  of  The Varsity. 

By  ALLAN  KAMIN 
It  is  time  that  members 

of  the  "intellectual  commun- 
ity" conceded  they  cannot possibly  possess  sufficient 

knowledge  to  critically  as- 
sess American  foreign  policy in  Vietnam,  and  that  the  un- 

informed protests  emanating 
from  campuses  are  both 
silly  and  harmful. 
A  valid  appraisal  of  go- 

vernment policy  necessarily 
involves  a  value  judgment, 
but  a  judgment  made  only 
afer  'all  the  expert  know- ledge has  been  employed, 
and  the  facts  assembled. 
Professor  Marshall  McLu- 
han  states: 
Understanding  the  formal 

dynamic  or  configuration  of 
events  is  the  prime  concern. 
That  is  really  doing  some- 

thing. Control  and  action  in 
terms  of  values  must  fol- 

low understanding.  Value 
judgments  have  long  been 
allowed  to  create  a  moral 
fog  .  .  .  such  as  renders 
understanding  impossible. 

For  many  aspects  of  go- 
vernment policy  (e.g.  capi- 

tal punishment,  civil  rights), 

the  competence  necessary 
for  a  sensible  evaluation  by 
the  layman  is  no!  unattain- 

able. But  the  ,  complexities 
of  American  foreign  policy, 
especially  as  regards  Viet- 

nam, rule  out  intelligent  cri- 
tical participation  by  anyone 

except  a  very  few  officials 
at  the  top  of  the  American 
Department  of  State. 

To  determine  the  best  pol- 
icy for  Vietnam,  one  must 

take  into  account: 

comment 

•  the  complicity  of  other 
powers  in  the  operations  ot the  Viet  Cong, 
•  the  political  and  social 

moods  of  the  people  of  Rus- 
sia, China,  and  North  and South  Vietnam, 

•  the  personalities  and 
political  orientations  of 
their  respective  leaders, 
•  the  power  structures 

in  their  various  countries, 
with  special  reference  to  the 
military  ideological  estab- lishments, 
•  the  evolution  of  expan- 

sionism as  a  Communist  and 
nationalist  doctrine,  and 
•  the  present  attitudes 

of  Communist  leaders,  as 
gleaned  from  thorough  ex- 

amination of  the  fine  shades 
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of  meaning  present  in  thei. 
press  releases  and  comrnu 
niques. Moreover,  the  emotional 
climates  of  other  nations 
must  be  meticulously  repre- 

sented in  order  to  outline 
the  repercussions  of  any 
possible  American  actions 
These  are  but  a  few  of  the 
variables  which  have  to  be 
introduced  into  the  complex 
international  equation. 
To  deal  with  such"  a  situ ation,  only  the  U.S.  State 

Department  has  the  neces- 
sary expertise.  Whereas  an 

academic  may  be  highly 
competent  in  a  narrow  field, 
(he  information  available  to 
decision-makers  at  the  top 
of  (he  State  Department  is 
the  result  of  the  co-ordin- 

ated efforts  of  thousands  of 
technicians,  each  skilled  in 
his  own  highly  specialized 
area  and  enjoying  direct 
contact  with  primary 
sources. 

Thus,  it  is  presumptuous 
for  anyone  outside  of  this 
elite  to  criticize  American 
actions  in  Vietnam.  We  must 
assume  that  Johnson,  Rusk 
&  Co.  are  of  sound  mind 
and  share  our  fundamental 
values  (humanity,  love  ol 
peace,  etc.);  we  must  re- 

cognize that,  even  if  occas- 
ionally American  ventures 

turn  out  to  be  blunders. 
See  "foreign",  page  6 
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PAT  AND  JOSEPH  HAIRDESIGNS 1 16A  BLOOR  ST.  W. 

3rd  Anniversary  Cold  Wave  Special 
30%  OFF  on  all  Permanent  Waves 

Offer  lasts  till  January  15,  1966 

GIVE  US  A  CALL  SOON  i 
92,1234  921-4884 

DELEGATES  WANTED 

UNITED  COLLEGE  (WINNIPEG) 
CONFERENCE  ON 

'WORLD  POPULATION  &  BIRTH  CONTROL" JAN.  21-22,  1966 
DEADLINE:  DEC.  1st,  5:00  P.M. 

S.A.C.  OFFICE 

Al  your  next  party,  dance  or  banquet 

go  formal 

the 

Syd  Silver 

way 

/ 

...RENTING  THE  FORMAL 

WEAR  YOU  NEED  FOR 

ANY  OCCASION 

Syd  Silver  is  Canada's  leading  name  in  formal  wear  rental  with a  complete  line  of  formal  and  semi-formal wear  for  men  and  women. 
We  have  a  complete  line  of 

#  TUXEDOS •  WHITE  JACKETS 0  MORNING  SUITS #  DIRECTORS  SUITS 

•  TAILS 
fi  BOYS  OUTFITS 

»  BUSINESS  SUITS 
•  BLAZERS 9  COCKTAIL  DRESSES •  EVENING  GOWNS •  WEDDING  DRESSES •  BRIDESMAIDS  DRESSES 
•  ACCESSORIES 

SPECIAL  20%  DISCOUNT  to 
all  students  and  faculty  members 

Syd  Silver  Formah  Limited 
500  Yonge  (above  College)  83  Btoor  W.  (West  of  Boy) 

Phone  923-4611 



SLAVIC  CIRCLE  PRESENTS 

PROFESSOR  R.  H.  NULL DEPARTMENT  OF  HISTORY 

"THE  CIRCUMSTANCES  AND  SIGNIFICANCE 

OF  THE  FALL  OF  NIKITA  KHRUSHCHEV" TUESDAY  NOVEMBER  30th     8  P.M. 
ST.  JOSEPH'S  COLLEGE  RESIDENCE 
COMMON  ROOM  REFRESHMENTS 

ISRAEL  KNOX 
Author  and  Associate  Professor  of  Philosophy 

at  New  York  University 
will  speak  on 

SHOLOM  ALEICHEM  - 
HIS  MESSAGE  TO  OUR  GENERATION 

AT  THE  BLOOR  YM  &  YWHA 
750  Spadina  Avenue 

SUNDAY,  NOVEMBER  28,  2:30  P.M. 
For  free  admission  tickets  phone  924-621 1 

Foreign  (continued) 
they  have  a  much  greater chance  of  success  than  do 
our  ignorant  stabs  at  the truth. 
The  one  qualification  to 

our  unquestioning  support 
is  this:  it  holds  only  if  we 
agree  with  the  fundamental 
assumption  on  which  Am- erica has  based  its  conduct 
of  international  relations 
since  1945  —  that  we  have 
a  moral  obligation  to  per- 

petuate political,  social  and 
religious  freedom  at  home, 
and  to  ensure  such  freedoms 
for  all  other  nations. 

If  we  subscribe  to  this 
assumption,  as  I  am  sure 
that  even  the  vast  majority 
of  those  misguided  human- 

ists who  protest  do,  we  must 
with  silence  allow  the  tech- 

nocracy to  care  for  our  in- terests. Those  few  who  do 
not  accept  the  assumption 
should  in  the  interests  of  in- 

tellectual honesty  admit  that 
they  object  to  American  for- 

eign policy  precisely  because they  are  directly  opposed  to 
any  attempt  on  our  part  to limit  those  forces  which 
militate  against  freedom. 

Besides  being  silly,  pro- 
tests are  harmful  in  that 

they  impede  our  efforts  at winning  the  vital  power 
struggle,  both  because  they 
lead  -  Communist  leaders  to 

comment 

believe  that  we  are  divided, 
and  because  the  government 
— being  in  the  final  analysis 
a  political  animal — may  be forced  to  bow  to  widespread 
protest  by  sacrificing  the  op- timum policy.  Thus,  our  own 
interests  will  suffer. Such  interference  by  naive 
protest  with  the  process  of 

planning  is  evident  today  in 
the  economic  field,  where 
government  fiscal  powers 
{ especially  to  dampen  in- flation )  are  hampered  by 

the  political  need  to  antici- 
pate popular  disaffection. For  these  reasons,  we 

must  give  our  government, 
and  in  turn  the  American 
government  with  which  our interests  in  Vietnam  are  so 
closely  allied,  a  blank  cheque 
in  the  conduct  of  'Cold  War' foreign  policy. 

Unfortunaely,  such  ration- al considerations  seem  -to 
have  eluded  protesters. 
Their  attacks  on  the  EvD 
Capitalist  Ogre  may  have 
succeeded  in  converting  for 
eign-af fairs  seminars  into 
group  therapy  sessions,  but are  hardly  becoming  of  the 
academic  community. 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 
ROBERT  GILL,  Director 

AUDITIONS 

AUDITIONS  BEGIN  ON  WEDNESDAY,  DECEMBER  1st  FOR 

GOLDONI'S 
THE  SERVANT  OF  TWO  MASTERS 

FOR  AN  APPOINTMENT  PHONE  WA  3-7193  OR  CALL 
AT  THEATRE  OFFICES 

Shell  will  be  on  campus  to  interview 
graduating  engineering  and  science  students  for 
regular  employment  in  the  following  departments 

EXPLORATION 

PRODUCING 

REFINING 

MARKETING 

INFORMATION  SYSTEMS 

• 

JANUARY  20,  21 

For  details  see  the  placement  file  in  your  department  library 
SHELL  CANADA  LIMITED 

There  are  many  reasons  to  go  and  see  Skule  Nife.  One  of 
them  is  on  page  5.  This  is  another.  It  was  cleverly  captured (on  film)  by  Joe  Weinstock. 

Women  (continued) 
ly  he  made  her  on  Saturday 
night,  because  he  reveals 

his  fatigue." Bill  Orr  (III  Vic)  remind- 
ed the  audience  of  the  ex- 

hortation of  fire  commit- 
tees never  to  smoke  in  bed. 

"Which  of  us  here  would 
deny  the  woman  and  take 
the  cigar  if  each  was  of  the 

Highest  quality  of  its  kind?" he  asked. 
A  speaker  from  the  floor 

for  the  noes  stated  that  "the two  best  things  in  the  world 
are:  a  drink  before  and  a 

cigar  after." 
The  motion,  "A  woman  is 

only  a  woman,  but  a  good 
cigar  is  a  smoke"  was  de- feated by  a  vote  of  26  to  12. 

Laws  (continued) 
remedies,  a  "true  ministry 
of  justice,  responsible  for 
reform,"  establishment  of 
justice  committees  and  law 
reform  commissions,  and  a 
national  legal  research  coun cil. 

"The  amount  of  legal  re- search done  in  Canada  now 
is  infinitesimal."  he  said "For  instance  no  study  has been  undertaken  to  see  what 
the  divorce  laws  do  to  the 

people." 

Prof.  Linden  also  suggest- 

ed a  "massive  codification 
program"  to  consolidate  all the  cases  and  minor  laws 
and  regulations.  At  the  same 
time,  these  laws  can  be  re- evaluated, he  said. 
And  there  should  be  a 

course  in  the  basic  law  foi 
all  Canadians,  he  suggested "It's  vital  that  people 
know  the  law,  and  if  they 
do  they  could  complain 
about  it  when  they  think  it's 

wrong." 
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INTERFAX  ROUNDUP 

PHE-Vic  in  Mulock  final By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

The  Mulock  Cup,  oldest football  trophy  in  Canada, 
goes  on  the  line  tomorrow 
afternoon  for  the  seventy- 
first  time  as  Victoria  College and  Physical  and  Health Education  clash  head  on  for 
the  interfaculty  football championship. 

Vic,  who  has  won  the  co- 
veted trophy  a  record  twen- 

ty-four times  including  the last  seven  years  in  a  row, will  move  into  the  big  game as  slight  favorites  over  the 
PHE  squad. 
However,  PHE  showed  in their  semi-final  match  a surprising  19-0  upset  win over  Engineering,  that  «hey 

don't  intend  to  lie  down and  play  dead.  They  com- 
pletely outplayed  the  engin- eers in  every  way  as  they ran  and  passed  over,  through and  around  the  supposedly impregnable  Skule  defence 

While  the  PHE  offence 
moved  over  the  ball  almost 
at  will,  the  defensive  unit 
came  up  a  fine  effort  as 
they  shut  off  the  engin- 

eers' attack  completely  ex- cept for  a  few  fine  individu- 

al efforts  by  Rich  Arends 
Dick  Krol  was  the  big 

spark  for  the  Hart  House 
men  as  he  scored  two  touch- 

downs and  gave  the  engin- 
eers' defensive  backfield nothing  but  headaches  all 

afternoon. 
Gary  Deering  was  the  oth- 

MULOCK  CUP 

er  offensive  star  for  PHE  as 
he  carried  the  ball  whenev- 

er Krol  didn't  have  it.  He 
also  scored  the  other  major 
for  the  winners  while  Eric 

Sereda  was  good  on  one  of three  converts  attempts  to round  out  the  scoring. 
The  win  for  Phys-Ed  was their  sixth  this  year  without a  loss. 
Vic  sewed  up  their  eighth straight  appearance  in  the final  as  they  whipped  a 

high-spirited  but  under- manned Trinity  team  by  a 19-0  score. 

The  scarlet  and  gold  of- 
fensive backfield  of  Danny 

Baird,  Dave  Weeb  and  Pete 
Fairgrieve  was  again  the  key 
to  victory  as  the  Vicmen 
won  their  sixth  game  in  se- 

ven starts  this  season.  Baird, 
Weeb  and  Fairgrieve  each 
scored  a  touchdown  while 
John  McArthur  counted 
the  game's  only  convert. MULOCK  MUMBLINGS 
.  .  .  Kickoff  time  for  the  Mu- 

lock final  is  1  p.m.  tomorrow 
afternoon.  The  game  will 
be  played  at  Varsity  Stadium 
.  .  .  Vic  has  sixteen  players 
returning  from  last  year's championship  team  .  .  .  PHE 
is  making  first  appearance 
in  the  Mulock  Cup  finals. 
This  year  is  only  their  third 
in  interfaculty  football  com- 
petition. 

PHYS.  ED. 
No.  Nome 
20  ron  kishomoto 21  jack  hanna 22  gary  deering 23  wally  stelmach 25  rick  krol 26  bruce  searle 27  larry  angus 30  norm  wheeler 32  don  Ellis 33  eric  sereda 34  bill  connery 35  charlie  simpson 36  lyell  shaver 37  paul  white 38  rick  cowan ■40  JIM  KING 42  DAVE  DAINTY 50  BOB  BRAYMAN 52  MIKE  ZULAUF 53  JOHN  BARDELEBEN 60  AL  CAISTER 
61  BILL  PORTWOOD  ' 62  BOB  PROLE 63  GRAHAM  HIRON 

mulock  cup  lineups JOHN  LOGAN 
72    RICK  SKI  LBECK 74  ART  BENETT 75  DOUG  FULLER 76  ED  ASHTON 24  ARNE  PFEIFF Cooch:  MIKE  WRIGHT BOB  BRAYMAN Manager:  DON  H1BBERT Cheerleader:  MAY  MOR 

32 

33 

VICTORIA Namo 
RILEY  MOYNES JIM  STEVENSON CHRIS  HICKS 
DAVE  HARRIS MIKE  MURRAY DAVE  BRERETON GARY  BAKER PETE  FAIRGRIEVE JIM  RHODES STEVE  FERRIS 
GARY  KUSHNER BRIAN  CALDWELL JOHN  McARTHUR DAVE  WEBB 

dan  baird 
doug  jones ron  miles 
bryce  dyer 
drew  glenn  ie dave  meen john  prole wayne  wilson dan  moorhouse jack  parn 
terry  rumsey doug  st.  john bruce  boyd 
dick  beamish bob  lipsett don  plaut glen  traver 
ron  chapman bob  potts 

74  ivan  rempel 75  pete  wilson 
76  stan  maxwell 
77  john  perkins 
Coach:  PHIL  RIMMNGTON 
Monager;  PETE  ENNELS 

53 

54 

55 

56 

58 
64 65 

66 67 68 70 
71 73 

CIAU  plans  national  swim  championship By  PETER  McCREATH: 

Nine  times  out  of  the  last 
ten  years.  University  of  To 
ronto  has  emerged  victori- 

ous at  the  OQAA  swimming 
championships.  Last  year, 
the  Canadian  Intercollegiate 
Athletic  Union  held  a  sup- 

posed Canadian  intercolle- 
giate championships  at  the 

University  of  Western  Onta- rio. 
Originally,  it  had  been  ag- 

reed by  all  parties  that  a 
five  year  eligibility  rule,  not 
in  force  in  OQAA  competi- 

tion, would  not  be  enforced. 
However,  four  days  before 
the  meet,  the  CIAU  announc- 

ed this  rule  would  be  in  ef- 
fect. This  resulted  in  U  ot 

T  and  McGill  withdrawing 
from  the  meet,  as  it  would 
mean  the  elimination  of  To 
ronto  swimmers  Tom  Verth 
and  Peter  Richardson  and 
McGill  swimmer  Dick  Pound. 
U  of  T  Athletic  Director 
Warren  Stevens  said  at  the 
time  the  OQAA  had  made 
it  quite  clear  before  the  De- 

cember (1964)  meeting  of 
the  CIAU  they  would  only 
compete  under  their  own 
rules.  A  motion  to  overule 
the  OQAA  decision  had  been 
defeated.  It  would  appear 
that  the  CIAU  was  in  error. 
Once  again  this  year,  the 

CIAU  has  planned  to  hold 
a  swimming  championship. 
At  the  last  meeting  it  was 
agreed  the  five-year  eligibi- 

lity rule  would  not  be  im 
posed  for  another  two 
years.  In  mid-December,  the 
CIAU  will  hold  a  meeting 
at  which  details  will  be  fin 
alized  for  the  meet. 
Over  the  last  ten  years. 

University  of  Toronto  has 
established  itself  as  the 
swimming  power  of  Cana 
dian  universities,  perhaps 
as  the  top  swimming  club 
in  Canada.  U  of  T  holds 
nearly  every  men's  Cana- 

dian relay  record.  It  is  high 
time  that  this  swim  team 
was  accorded  the  recogni- 

tion it  deserves,  that  is,  of- 
ficial recognition  as  the  lop 

team  in  Canada. 
Once  again  this  year  the 

team  is  shaping  up  well.  The 
only  possible  "loss  from  last year's  team  is  perennial OQAA  gold  medalist  Tom 
Verth,  who,  feeling  the  pres 
sures  of  final  year  dentist- 

ry, has  decided  only  to swim  if  the  team  needs him. 

The  team  will  have  its 
usually  strong  team  of  free 
stylers  with  the  return  of 
Graeme  Barber,  Peter  Rich 
ardson,  Alan  Pyle,  Barry 
Milliken,  and  John  Weekes; 
and  butterflyers,  with  Robin 
Campbell  (back  from  a 
year's  ineligibility),  Lionel Mandel]  and  Roger  Barcant; 
breast-strokers  Mike  Chap- 
elle  and  Jim  Parker.  Perhaps 
the  most  interesting  contest 
to  watch  will  be  the  back- 

stroke, where  Stan  Walkei 
and  Chris  McNaught  will 
fight  lor  top  honors.  Diver 
Bob  Smagala  is  also  back 
for  his  fifth  year  with  the 
team. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION BADMINTON:  Special  Event ! 

in°K  ̂ r„eed7:„°°  ^""^  Nov.  24, 
birds  provided.  °  pr°  '°  Portla-pote.  Racquets  & 

SPORTS  SCHEDULES 

WEEK  OF  NOV.  29 

HOCKEY 
Nov. 

29 

12.30 Eng.  X 1.30 UC.  Ill 
6.30 

Sr.  Eng. 7.30 
Jr.  Eng. 

9.00 Innls  1 

Tues. Nov. 
30 

1. 00 
Eng.  IV 

4.00 

6.30 
Med. 

7.30 Scar. 9.00 
Vic  II 

Wed. Dec 

1 

12.30 
UC  1 1  30 St.M.  D 

4.00 St.M.  C 6.30 
Low  I 

7.30 Eng.  VII 9.00 Eng.  XIII 
Thur. Dec 

2 

12.30 
PHE  B 4.00 Phorm.  C 

6.30 Arch. 
Fri. 

Dec. 
3 

12.30 Eng.  V 

1.30 

New  III 

5.30 

Eng.  XV 

Trin.  D 
Eng.  ||| 
PHE  I Phorm. 
For.  A 

Trin.  A 

Wye 

Dent.  A St.M.  A Eng.  VI 

Dent.  C 
Eng.  XI 
St.M.  B Vic  IX Knox 

IV  Civils 
Eng.  VIII Eng  XII 

Harris,  Wilson 
Harris,  Wilson Rutherford,  Jones Rutherford,  Jones Rutherford,  Jones 

Dointy,  Cengarle Carson,  Morgan 
Thurston,  Stroud 
Thurston^  Stroud 
Thurston,  Stroud Chandler,  Corson 
Percy,  Morgan Richardson,  Ronsom Hicks,  Harris 
Hicks,  Harris 
Hicks,  Harris 
Pam,  Starr 
Speyer,  Cengarle Speyer,  Cengarle Dainty,  Fuller Ransom,  Ruller 
Cameron,  Prole 

BASKETBALL  —  INTERFACULTY  LEAGUE 
Neidre,  Church 

Mon. Nov,  29 4.00 PHE  II vs    Vic  11 
Tues Nov.  30 6.30 UC  II vs    Jr.  Eng. 7.30 

Dent.  A 
vs    PHE  1 

8.30 Innis  1 
vs    Pharm.  A Wed, 

Dec.  ] 
1.00 

Trin  A 
vs    St.  M.  8 6.30 UC  1 vs    Med,  A 

7.30 

New  1 vs    Vic  II Thur. 
Dec.  2 

4.00 
UC  II 6.30 Arch.  A 

vs    Med.  6 7.30 

Sr.  Eng. 
vs  Vicr 

Richie,  Sternberg 
Richie,  Sternberg 
Richie,  Sternberg 
Sternberg,  Lerner Gortley,  Ingie 
Gartley,  Ingle 

Chapnick,  Epstein Shepherd,  Caplan 
Epstein,  Caplan 

BASKETBALL  —  RECT'L  LEAGUE 

Wed 1     6,30    Fijis  VS    SGSPysics  Mcllwain 7.30    Hutton  vs    East  House  Mcllwain 8.30    Jeanneret      vs    South  House  Mcllwain 

SQUASH Tues.  Nov.  30    6.20  For. 7.00  Knox 
J,    Dec    1     1.00  Eng.  II 7.00  Med.  A 

7.40  Med.  B 
r.    Dec.  2     1.00  Eng.  ill 7.00  Innis 

7.40  Trin.  A 

St.  M. Sr.  SPS Trin.  B 
Law  C Med.  C 
Law  A 

OUTING  CLUB 
IS  HAVING  A  GIANT 

SQUARE  DANCE 
CODY  HALL  SCHOOL  OF  NURSING 

FRIDAY  NOV.  26 

EVERYONE  INVITED  Refreshments 

UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 

THURSDAY  AFTERNOON  LECTURES 

"This  Manuscript  was  wrote  by  Mr.  Locke" 
R.  J.  BUTLER DEPARTMENT  OF  ETHICS 

THURSDAY,  NOV.  25  AT  4.30  P.M. 
West  Hall,  University  College 
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MIKE  EBEN GERRY  STERNBERG BRYCE  TAYLOR ANDY  SZANDTNER 

ft 

★ 
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OFFENCE 

QUARTERBACK 
Bryce  Taylor  (T) 
FULLBACK 

Pete  Howlett  (M) 
HALFBACKS 

Gerry  Sternberg  (T) Art  Froese  (W) 
FLANKER 
Jim  Wore  (T) 
CENTRE 

Don  Brescactn  (W) 
GUARDS 

Bab  Pampe  (T) Brian  Parnega  (Q) 
TACKLES 

Dick  Feidler  (Ml Bill  Imrie  (W) 
ENDS 

Mike  Eben  (T) 
Larry  Ferguson  (Q) 

AJLL- STAH 

TEAM 

DEFENCE 
HALFBACKS 

Andy  Szandtner  (T) 
Guy  Potvin  (Q) Rob  Wearing  (W) 

Ian  Kirkpatrick  (T) 

CORNER 
LINEBACKERS Bab  Latham  (Q) 
George  Chris  (W) 

INSIDE  LINEBACKER Merv  Daub  (Q) 

MIDDLE  GUARD 
Jim  McMahon  (T) 
TACKLES 

Frank  Arment  (Q) 
Dick  Feidler  (M) 

ENDS  - 

Larry  Ferguson  (Q) 
Jim  Hogan  (W) 

it 

* 

★ 

BOB  PAMPE JIM  McMAHON IAN  KIRKPATRICK JIM  WARE 

Blues  dominate  all -stars  with  eight, 

Mike  Eben  only  unanimous  choice 
By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 

Mike  Eben  and  Gerry 
Sternberg  lead  a  contingent 
of  eight  Yates  Cup  winning 
University  of  Toronto  Blues 
named  to  the  Senior  Inter- 

collegiate All-Star  football 
team  announced  yesterday 
by  league  publicity  directoi Rick  Kollins. 

A  poll  of  31  sportswriters 
and  coaches  who  witnessed 
a  SIFL  game  every  week 
also  elected  seven  Queen's Golden  Gaels,  six  Western 
Mustangs  and  three  McGill 
Redmen  to  the  team. 
The  selections  reflect  the 

tight  three-way  battle  foi 
the  league  title  which  was 
not  decided  until  the  final 
quarter  of  a  playoff  between 
Toronto  and  Western. 

Blues'  Mike  Eben,  who led  the  league  in  receiving 
for  the  second  consecutive 

year  with  27  receptions,  was 
the  only  unanimous  selec- tion. This  is  his  first  year  on 
the  team, 

Sternberg,  who  was  first 
in  touchdowns  with  nine 
and  second  in  scoring  with 
54  points,  missed  unanimous 
selection  by  one  vote. 
This  is  the  second  time 

Sternberg  has  been  elected 
to  the  league's  dream  team. In  1963  he  was  a  two-way 
all-star.  Last  year  he  was  aca- 

demically ineligible. 
Other  Blues  to  make  the 

team  were  Bryce  Taylor, 
Jim  Ware,  Bob  Pampe,  Andy 
Szandtner,  Ian  Kirkpatrick 
and  Jim  McMahon. 

It  was  the  first  time  on 
the  team  for  Taylor,  Ware, 
Szandtner,  Kirkpatrick  and 
McMahon.  Guard  Bob  Pam- 

pe has  made  the  team  once before. 
Only     LarTy  Ferguson  ol 

Queen's  and  Dick  Feidler  of 
McGill  made  both  the  offen- 

sive and  defensive  teams. 
Ferguson  made  it  as  offen 
sive  and  defensive  end  col- 

lecting 29  of  a  possible  31 
points  at  his  defensive  po- 

sition. This  is  the  third  ap- 
pearance on  the  team  for 

Ferguson. 
It  is  the  fourth  time  Feid- 

ler has  made  an  appearance 
on  the  team  and  the  third 
time  he  has  gained  nomina- tion on  both  offence  and  de- fence in  the  same  season. 
Inside  linebacker  Merv 
Daub  of  Queen's  also  made the  team  for  the  fourth 
time  and  inside  corner  line- 

backer George  Chris  of  Wes- 
tern for  the  third. 

Seven  former  all-stars 
still  active  failed  to  repeat: 
quarterback  Cal  Connor, 
fullback    Heino    Lilies  and 

linebacker  John  Crouchman 
of  Queen's,  halfback  Eric 
Walter  and  end  Don  Tay- lor of  McGill  and  halfback 
Rob  Campbell  and  defensi 
ve  tackle  Ross  Nicholson  ol Western. 

Connor,  three  times  an  all- 
star  in  his  six  previous  sea- sons, was  dislodged  by  Tay- 

lor, who  led  the  league  in 
passing  this  season  with  56 completions  for  824  yeards 
and  47.5  completion  percent- 

age. Connor  was  third  in 
yards  gained  and  only  com- 

pleted 36.4  per  cent  of  his 
attempts,  lowest  average  in 
the  circuit. 
Don  Taylor  of  McGill  mis- sed nomination  for  the  first 

time  in  his  six-year  career. 
Last  year  he  was  named  as both  an  offensive  and  defen 
sive  halfback. 
Campbell,  a  defensive  all- star  last  season,  played  of- 

fence this  year  and  was  up 
against  Sternberg  and  Froese 
who  had  27  votes  in  the  bal- 
loting. 

Lilies'  chances  of  repeat- 
ing were  hindered  when  he 

missed  two  games  with  a 
knee  injury,  allowing  Froese and  Howlett  to  surpass  him in  rushing  yardage. 

Closest  contests  were  at 
flanker,  offensive  end  and 
corner  linebacker.  Ware, 
who  moved  to  Blues  aftei 
three  seasons  with  Queen's, edged  Gael's  Don  Bayne  for 
the  flanker  spot,  12-11. Ferguson  just  made  the 
second  end  position  behind 
Eben,  picking  up  11  votes to  10  for  Don  Taylor.  At corner  backer,  four  players 
staged  a  close  battle  for  the 
two  positions.  Chris  and  Bob 
Latham  each  gained  14  votes, 
Ranny  Parker  of  Toronto had  11  and  Crouchman  10. 



SAC  president  to  wed 

—photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
SAC  president  Mary  Brewin  to  wed  . . . 

The  President  of  the  Stu- 
dents Administrative  Council 

is  engaged  to  be  married. 
Mary  Brewin,  21,  an- 

nounced that  she  is  engaged 
to  Bruce  Lewis,  22,  manager 
of  the  SAC  Printing  Bureau. 

Miss  Brewin  thus  ended 
an  afternoon  of  rumor  and 
speculation  about  their  im- 

pending engagement.  She later  admitted  that  she  had 
started  the  rumors  in  the 
Trinity  Buttery  yesterday morning. 

Miss  Brewin  becomes  the 
iifth  consecutive  SAC  pre- 

sident who  has  either  be- 
come engaged  or  married 

during  his  (or  her)  term  of office. 

John  Roberts,  SAC  pre- 
sident 1964-65  was  married 

and  his  three  predecessors 
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SAG  wants  to  know  if  we  love  them 
At  the  conclusion  of  one 

of  its  shortest  meetings  in 
history  Wednesday  night, 
the  Students  Administrative 
Counoil  decided  to  find  out 
whether  it  was  loved  by  the students. 

Council  approved  a  motion 
introduced  by  Rick  Ross 
(IV  APSC)  which  urged  it 
to  survey  U  of  T  students 
and  find  out  if  they  agreed 
with  what  SAC  has  done  this 
year  and  with  what  SAC  will 
do  in  future. 
Mr.  Ross  also  suggested 

students  should  be  polled  to 
see  if  they  have  ideas  about 
what  SAC  should  do. 
SAC  president  Mary  Bre- 

win spoke  against  the  mo- tion. She  said  members 
should  make  sure  they  are 
keeping  in  touch  with  their 
constituents  by  writing  ar- 

ticles, visiting  residences  and 
lunch-rooms,  and  attending 
local  council  and  faculty 
meetings. 
Charles  Campbell  (IV 

Vic)  put  down  his  copy  of 
Time  magazine  and  said  he 
"liked  the  idea"  of  closer contact  between  the  council 
and  the  students,  and  mov- 

ed that  the  motion  be  refer- 
red to  the  Internal  Affairs 

commission  for  detailed  stu- 
dy. 
Tom  Wray  (SGS)  then 

moved  that  the  motion  be 
referred  to  a  committee  of 
the  whole  council.  This  am- 

endment was  defeated  and 
the  motion  referred  to  the 
Communications  commissi- 

on on  the  suggestion  of 
commission  chairman  Geor- 

ge Flak  (III  Vic). 
Mr.  Ross,  a  member  of 

this  commission,  agreed 
with  this  suggestion. 

In  its  brief  t-wo-hour  meet- 
ing council  also  approved  a 

motion,  introduced  by  Alan 
Bowker  ( SGS ),  setting  up 
a  committee  to  study  rela- 

tions between  the  Graduate 
Students  Union  and  SAC, 
and  between  graduate  and 
undergraduate  students  in 
general. President  Brewin  termed 
this  problem  one  of  the  most 
serious  issues  of  the  year. 

— photo  by  KIRK  MacGREGOR 
SGS  rep  A|  Bowker  (stand- 

ing^ introduces  motion  to 
set  up  GSU-SAC  relations committee, 

and  urged  council  to  sup- 
port the  motion. 

Bowker  said  the  commit- 
tee would  be  under  the 

chairmanship  of  a  U  of  T 
professor,  and .  would  ende- 

avor to  hear  the  opinions  of 
as  many  students,  both  gra- duate and  undergraduate,  as 
possible.  He  added  that  the 
committee  could  be  expect- 

ed to  report  on  the  question 
well  before  the  end  ot  the 
year. 

In  other  business  counci 
also: 
•  decided  to  reconsider 
motion  of  Nov.  10  which 
turned  down  a  request  for 
financial  support  from  the 
organizers  of  the  recent  uni- 

versity car  rally.  This  time 
council  in  its  fourth  consid- 

eration of  the  car  rally,  de- 
cided to  give  the  rally 

•  announced  it  was  still 
investigating  the  installation 
costs  for  the  Xerox  machine 
which  has  been  sitting  in  the 
SAC  of  ice  for  almost  two 
months.  In  reply  to  a  quest- 

ion from  Tony  Orav  (APSC 
III)  president  Brewin  said 
there  was  some  disagree- 

ment between  university  el- ectricians and  the  .Xerox 
company  as  to  the  type  of 
wiring  needed  for  the  mach- ine. 
•  instructed  library  Com- 

mittee chairman  Dean  Mc- 
Dermid  (II  Dent)  to  furth- 

er investigate  the  possibility 
of  keeping  the  main  library 
open  after  H  p.m.  In  reply 
to  a  question  from  Ernie 
Lightman  (III  UC),  McDer 
mid  said  he  had  already  diS' cussed  the  matter  with  Chief 
Librarian  R.  Blackburn,  but 
agreed  to  try  again. 
•  heard  SAC  president 
Brewin  say  it  was  hoped  a 
new  submission  could  be 
made  in  the  near  future  to 
the  President's  Council  re- 

garding the  Student  Centre. 
Miss  Brewin  also  said  reno- 

vations would  shortly  begin 
on  the  temporary  additional 
SAC  facilities  at  91  St.  Geor- 

ge St. 
•  heard  a  letter  from  the 

University  of  Waterloo 
challenging  U  of  T  to  a  series 
of  tiddly-winks  matches. 

were  all  engaged  during 
their  year  ot  presidency. 
They  were  Doug  Ward  (1963- 
64),  Jordan  Sullivan  (1962- 
63).  and  Marc  Somervill^ (1961-62). 
Miss  Brewin  is  the  first 

woman  president  of  SAC. 
(This  year  McGill  also  has 
a  female  president,  Sharon Sholzberg.) 

When  Miss  Brewin  enter- 
ed her  office  yesterday  her 

administrative  staff  welcom- 
ed her  with  a  sign:  "That's 

one-upping  Miss  Sholzberg." 
The  engagement  may  re- 

present a  major  break- 
through in  Canadian  politics 

because  of  the  couple's  dif- fering political  affiliation. 
Mr.  Lewis  is  an  avowed 

Liberal  and  former  treasur- 
er of  the  Forest  Hill  Liberal 

Association. 
Miss  Brewin  is  an  active 

New  Democrat  and  former 
leader  of  the  campus  NDP 
in  the  last  model  parliament two  years  ago. 

Her  father,  Andrew  Brew- 
in, has  been  NDP  member 

of  parliament  for  Green- 
wood since  1962.  Her  sister, 

Martha,  was  the  NDP  can- 
didate in  York  West  in  the 

last  federal  election. 
Lewis  was  a  Varsity  staff 

writer  for  three  years  be- 
fore he  became  printing bureau  chief. 

The  normally  articulate 
Lewis  appeared  at  times  to 
be  struck  dumb  by  the  many 
congratulations  he  received. 

Last  weekend  Miss  Brew- 
in left  the  conference  of  the 

Ontario  Region  of  the 
Canadian  Union  of  Students 
in  Kingston  to  come  back 
to  Toronto  and  announce 
the    engagement    to    h  c  r 

parents,  who  were  quite 
pleased.  They  then  left  for 
the  Virgin  Islands  to  recov- er from  the  shock. 
Yesterday  Miss  Brewin 

was  not  able  to  conceal  her 
happiness  as  she  was  alter- nately smiling,  laugh  i  n  g. 
and  also,  giggling."  (Yes, even  a  president  may  giggle 
on  this  occasion.) 

Campus  reacion  was  gen- 

erally surprised  but  favor-'' 
able. 

SAC  Vice  President  David 
Hunter  was  fondling  his 
new  S7.50  pipe.  When  in- formed of  the  engagement 
he  broke  the  pipe  in  half. 
After  he  regained  h  i  s 

normal  color,  Hunter  said, 
"Now  we  know  who  the 
real  winner  of  last  year's 
SAC  executive  election  was." (Hunter  defeated  Lewis  for 
the  SAC  vice-presidency.) 

— photo  by  NORM  FISHER 
Printing    Bureau  chief 

Bruce  Lewis 

KENNIFF  CAN'T  SPEAK  AT  MCGILL MONTREAL     (CUP)  — Patrick  Kenniff,  president  of 
the  Canadian  Union  of  Stu- 

dents, has  been  refused  the 
right  to  speak  to  McGill  stu- dents on  the  issue  of  a  re- 

ferendum to  decide  whether 
the  school  will  retain  its 
membership  in  the  Union 
Generale  des  Etudiants  du 
Quebec. Sharon  Sholzberg,  presi- 

dent of  the  McGill  students' society  said  in  an  interview 
that  her  executive  had 
turned  down  Kenniff's  bid for  a  public  hearing. 

She  said,  "McGill  students and  McGill  students  alone 
will  decide  what  external  af- 

filiation or  non-affiliation 
with  outside  associations 
there  will  be."  She  added 
that  no  spokesman  from 
UGEQ  will  be  invited  to  ad- 

dress McGill  students  before 
the  Dec.  1  referendum. 
Miss  Sholzberg  said  that 

debate  on  the  campus  con- 
cerning UGEQ  affiliation 

will  be  conducted  on  the  in- 
formal level.  She  said  that 

other  members  of  the  exe- 
cutive and  herself  would  be 

speaking  to  classes  and 
would  accept  invitations  to address  student  groups. 

Miss  Sholzberg  said  that 
student  opinion  was  in- 

creasingly favorable  to  re- taining membership  in  the 
Quebec  union. 

Kenniff  later  said,  "It  is 
the  right  of  every  student  on 
the  McGill  campus  to  know 
what  the  decision  involves 
for  the  student  movement 
in  Quebec  and  in  Canada." He  added  that  it  appears 
Miss  Sholzberg  does  not 
want  to  give  the  two  organ- izations an  opportunity  to 
address  the  students  on  the 
issue. 

"I  don't  know  how  one 
can  expect  an  enlightened 
vote  on  Dec.  1,"  he  said. He  said  the  debate  so  far 
had  avoided  the  language 
issue  ( UGEQ  is  Frenefc- 
speaking  only)  and  the 
question  of  whether  McGill 
would  be  allowed  to  retain 
membership  in  CVS  while 
affiliating  with  UGEQ. 
The  Dec.  1  referendum 

only  asks  whether  McGill students  wish  to  retain 
UGEQ  membership. 
The  decision  to  hold  the 

referendum  was  taken  by 
an  open  meeting  of  McGill students  on  Nov.  16. 



TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12 — '21   Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALESTOTT 

B.A. 

I  

70%  OFF 
TO  STUDENTS 
EXCLUSIVE  TAILORING 
These  garments  ore  oM 
personally  fitted  and handmade 

URBAS  TAILORING 
695  BAY  STREET 

366-1446 
CLOSED  WEEKENDS 

WYMILWOOD 

CONCERT 
PAM  COUGHLAN 

Soprano 
SANDRA  BLACK Pianist 
BLAIR  McFADDEN Baritone 

Wymilwood  Music  Room,  Sun. doy,  November  28,  9:00  p.m 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE IZ  Blocks  North  of  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  srop  East  of  Yongc  on  Bloor  cor 

MINISTER: 
REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  M.A. 
11  A.M.  PUBLIC  WORSHIP 

Sermon  Subject  —  "THE  ADVENT  HOPE" A  celebration  of  hope  at  the  beginning  of  the  Advent  Season. A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS. 

UNIVERSITY 
LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 

610 
Spodino  Ave. 

(Opp  New  College) 
11  0 :  Holy  Communion 7:15  p Student  Club 

Wednesday  8  p.m. 
Advent  Service 

LITTLE 

TRINITY 
ANGLICAN  -  EVANGELICAL 

Services  at  11  a.m.  to  7  p.m. Minister:  REV.  H.S.D.  ROBINSON Associate:  REV.  T.  HARPUR 
11  A.M. 

MORNING  PRAYER 
REV.  HARRY 
ROBINSON 

7  P.M. 
GUEST  SERVICE 425  KING  ST.  E. 

R.  J.  BESSEY 

JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 
AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

TRINITY 

UNITED  CHURCH 
427  Bloor  St.  W.  at  Walmer 
REV.  J.  ROBERT  WATT, 

B.A    B.D.,  Minister 

(1)  "Surprised  Priest" Beginning  Advent  Series 
"Surprises  of  Christmas" 7:30  p.m. 

TRINITY  CHOIR  ond  SOLOISTS 

present  Bach's "SLEEPERS  WAKE" 
8:30  Trinity  Young  Adults 

John  W.  Linn,  Organist 

Walmer  Road 

Baptist  Church (1  block  North  and  West  of Spodino  and  Bloor) 
WELCOMES  STUDENTS 
Sunday,  11  a.m.  "The  Baptism 

of  the  Cross" 7  p.m.       "The  Conduct  of 

Christians" 8:15  p.m.  "Talk  Bock"  - Young  People 
Young  People's  Groups  - Monday  8  p.m,    Fridoy  8  p.m. 

MINISTERS: 
REV.  R.S.DUNN 
REV.  W.  R.  WOOD 

Here  are  the  Village  Look  PLAYBOYS.  All  suede.  Putty  beige.  Grey. Faded  blue.  All  styles  available  in  "His" —  $9.95.  "Hers"  —  $7  95, ( $1  higher  west  of  Winnipeg) 

You're  right  when  you  wear  playboys 
Foot-watchers  see  more  PLAYBOYS  than  anything. Reason?  The  Village  Look  is  big  now.  And  PLAYBOYS have  it! 

Dashing!  Light!  Casual!  Select  suede  uppers  look  better longer.  PTantation  crepe  soles.  Steel  shanks. 
Ask  for  your  PLAYBOYS  at  your  shoe  store  today. 

PLAYBOYS **  H  E  WETS  ON 
of  Shoe  Corporation  ol  Canada  Limited 

UGEQ  asks  national  campaign 

MONTREAL  (CUP)  —  The  co-ordinating  committee  of the  Union  Generate  des  Etudiants  du  Quebec  has  called 
for  a  national  campaign  in  co-operation  with  the  Canadian 
Union  of  Students  to  effect  a  boycott  against  Rhodesia, 
South  Africa,  and  Portugal. 

The  UGEQ  committee  passed  resolutions  dealing  with 
education  in  Quebec  and  internationale  affairs  in  a  policy- 

making meeting  at  the  University  of  Montreal  last  week- 
end. The  Quebec  union's  congress  in  October  failed  to  adopt 

any  policies  in  these  fields. 
The  UGEQ  meeting  demanded  that  the  British  govern- 

ment continue  negotiations  with  the  Rhodesian  government, 
that  the  Quebec  government  urge  a  Canadian  economic 
blockade  against  Rhodesia,  and  that  contact  with  Rhodesian 
student  organizations  be  improved. 

The  committee  condemned  the  political  situation  in 
South  Africa  and  in  Portugal,  whose  actions  in  Angola  and 
Mozambique  came  under  heavy  criticism.  It  also  condemned 
United  States  policy  in  Latin  America,  demanding  that 
military  dictators  resign  and  that  Canada  adopt  a  Latin 
American  policy  independent  of  the  United  States.  UGEQ 
demanded  that  hostilities  cease  in  Viet  Nam,  that  peaceful 
negotiations  commence  and  that  Canada  disassociate  itself 
from  American  policy. 

The  meeting  re-affirmed  support  for  student  unionism, 
free  university  education  and  remuneration  for  all  univer- 

sity students,  and  demanded  that  all  forms  of  discrimina- 
tion be  erased  from  the  education  system. 
UGEQ  also  called  for  the  establishment  of  a  planning 

committee  of  the  Department  of  Education.  The  committee 
would  co-ordinate  university  and  pre-uniyersity  teaching 
and  curricula,  standardize  university  entrance  requirements 
and  implement  the  Parent  Commission's  recommendations 
on  pre-university  education. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
First  meeting  of  UC  Freshman  Council.  All  UC  Fresh- men welcome.  Rm.  22B,  UC. 
Meeting  of  PC  club  foreign  affairs  committee,  Rm.  2120, 

Sidney  Smith.  All  those  participating  in  the  Public  Affairs 
forum  debate  on  Canadian-American  relations  should  attend. 

Geology  Department  films:  "The  Steep  Rock  Story",  and "A  Mile  Below  the  Wheat",  Rm.  128,  Mining  Bldg. 
Yavneh  registrations  foi  Regional  Convention  at  the Shaarei  Tefillah,  3600  Bathurst  St. 
First  meeting  of  seminar  on  The  Secular  City.  SCM 

office,  Hart  House.' 
Today,  8  p.m. 

Members  of  the  Blue  and  White  Skating  Club;  York Skating  Club  pleasure  skating  evening;  dance,  refreshments. York  University  outdoor  rink.  Admission,  250. 
Outing  Club  square  dance,  Cody  Hall  School  of  Nursing. Refreshments,  all  welcome. 

Today,  8:30  p.m. 
"Grand  Bend  Memorial  Riot"  dance  with  the  Bluebeats. Alumni  Hall,  Victoria  College. 

Today,  9:30  pjn. 
Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox.  Campus  coffee  house.  Folk- 

smging,  poetry,  chess.  Admission  free.  44  St.  George  St. 
Saturday ,  10  a.m. 

Inquirer's  classes.  An  Anglican  interpretation  of  the Christian  faith.  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron. 
Sunday,  7:30  pan. 

General  meeting,  Polish  Students'  Club.  Slides  and refreshments. 

Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 
Hillel  symposium:  the  social  situation  in  Israel.  186  St George  St.,  Hillel  House. 
Dr.  Ronald  Stokes,  of  the  Dept.  of  Reform  Institutions, 

will  speak  on  "Treatment  of  the  sexual  offender."  Timothy Eaton  Memorial  Church  reception  room,  230  St.  Clair  St.  W. 

IT  of  T  11AIHO 
U  of  T  Radio  —  91.1  FM  —  Room  5,  UC Fridoy,  5:30  p.m. 

Botty^tr*"*  RCS*       Pc°<e  —  "Bcr,in  Wo"  SP"'0'"  SP«Mitc  with 
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Church  reps  say 

Union  to  embody  true  Church 
By  RALPH  SURETTE 
The  union  of  the  United 

and  Anglican  Churches  of 
Canada  does  not  involve  a 
moulding  of  two  churches 
into  one,  but  a  new  embodi- 

ment of  the  true  Church  of 
Christ,  a  panel  of  church  re- 

presentatives decided  Wed- 
nesday, at  Emmanuel  Col- 

lege. 
Three  of  the  four  men  on 

the  panel  were  members  of 
the  Committee  on  Christian 
Unity  which  earlier  this 
year  proposed  the  Principles 
of  Union  between  the  two 
churches. 

Dr.  A.  B.  B.  Moore,  presi- 
dent of  Victoria  College  and 

chairman  of  the  United 
Church's  Committee  of  Ten, 
said  the  proposed  unity 
should  not  be  looked  upon 
as  a  "merger." 

There  is  no  "formula  for 
amalgamation,"  he  said. 
"The  breakthrough  came when  we  began  to  leave  the 

idea  of  two  churches  behind 
and  moved  towards  the  idea 

of  a  new  manifestation  of 
The  Church." He  called  the  document  of 
unification  simply  "that  by which  we  place  our  trust  in 
each  other." Provost  D.  Owen  of  Trin- 

ity College,  speaking  for  the 
Anglican  Church,  said  the 
purpose  of  union  was  to 
"annunciate  the  jtrinciples which  constitute  the  One 

Church." He  said  these  principles 
include  the  fixation  of  the 
Bible  and  church  authority 
as  the  sole  sources  of  Christ- 

ian belief,  and  the  affirma- 
tion of  the  Eucharist  as  "a 

repetition  of  Christ's  sacri- 
fice, and  not  a  mere  pious 

commemoration." Canon  R.  Latimer  of  Ang- 
lican Church  House  com- 

plied with  the  general  atti- 
tude, but  warned  of  future 

difficulties  which,  would 
face  the  two  groups,  espe- 

cially in  the  reorganization 
and  integration  of  their  dif- 

ferent ministerial  structures. 
"The  grace  of  tact  is  going 

to  be  sorely  needed  by  both 
Uniteds  and  Anglicans. 
"Each  minister  is  being 

asked  to  leave  his  episco 
pacy  at  the  feet  of  God,"  he stated,  adding  that  Christ 
must  be  recognized  as  head 
of  the  Church,  and  that  His 
Will  is  "expressed  to  the 
people  by  the  Holy  Ghost through  the  ministry  of  the 

Church." 
Prof.  J.  Grant  of  Emman- 

uel College  substituted  for 
the  ailing  Dr.  G.  W.  Boyce 
president  of  Emmanuel  Col- 

lege and  member  of  the  Uni- 
ted Church's  Committee  of Ten. 

Prof.  Grant  outlined  the 
historical  background  of  the 
Principles  of  Union.  He  con 
eluded  that  the  purpose  be 
hind  the  union  was  not  the 
hope  to  provide  "a  counter weight  to  Rome,  material 
ism,  or  Communism. 

"It  is  pare  of  the  nature 
of  the  Church  that  its  unity 
should  have  visible  manifes 
tations,"  he  said. 

Society  resents  radical  criticisms 
By  ESTHER  FREY 

Young  radicals  are  re- 
bented  today  because  socie- 

ty cannot  tolerate  criticism, 
Tom  Barnett,  General  Secre- 

tary of  the  Student  Christi- 
an Movement  of  Canada 

said  yesterday. 
Between  the  world  wars, 

men  were  optimistic  about 
creating  a  peaceful  society 
and  thus  were  not  too  both- 

ered by  the  critical  attacks 
of  the  young  revolutiona- 

ries, Mr.  Barnett  said. 
But  today,  he  asserted, 

the  Cold  War  and  the  Bomb 
have  created  a  society  in 
which  our  elders,  the  sta- 

tus quo,  feel  that  all  insti- 
tutions are  threatened  by 

young  radicals. 
Mr.  Barnett  was  discus- 

sing the  "Gap  Between  the 

Generations"  at  an  SCM  op- en cabinet  meeting  in  the 
Hart    House  Music  Room. 
The  gap,  which  he  said 

is  basically  a  problem  of 
communications,  is  not  in- 

soluble. Mr.  Barnett  said 
young  people  and  their  eld- 

ers are  afraid  of  exposing 
themselves  to  each  other. 
Mr.  Barnett  then  resolv- 

ed to  expose  himself  "I 
think  this  world  is  a  pretty 
awful  place,"  he  declared. 
"I  know  we  could  be  blown 
up  tomorrow,  but  I'm 
damned  if  I'm  going  to  lie 
down  and  just  let  it  hap- 

pen." 

He  said  he  has  become 
more  radical  since  he  turn- 

ed 40,  repudiating  the  idea 
that  conservatism  comes 
with  age.  Mr.  Barnett  is  47. 

Referring  to  today's  "an- 
gry young  men,"  Mr.  Bar nett  said  Bob  Dylan  fascin 

ates  him.  These  young  re 
bels  want  to  be  understood, 
but  what  they  really  mean 
is  that  they  want  to  be 
agreed  with,  he  said. 
Mr.  Barnett  agreed  with 

the  rebels  who  attack 
schools  which  have  been  de 
personalized  to  such  an  ex 
tent  that  above  average  stu 
dents  waste  six  to  eight 
month  per  year. 

In  our  elementary  and 
high  schools  interesting 
subjects  are  being  reduced 
to  facts  so  that  students  can 
pass  exams. Large  universities,  espec 
lally  the  University  of  Bri 
fish  Columbia,  have  become 
an  extension  of  high  schools 
in  this  respect,  he  said. 

Nude  statue  gets  home  at  Loyola 
MONTREAL  (CUP)— Loy- 

ola College  has  become  the 
home  of  a  nude  statue  that 
received  a  rude  reception  in 
a  Montreal  shopping  plaza 
during  October  and  the  first 
half  of  November. 
A  replica  of  Michelan- 

gelo's famed  statue  of  David 
was  donated  to  the  Loyola 
student  association  by  the 
Robert  Simpson  Company Nov.  15. 
Early  in  October  Simp- 

son's placed  David  in  the Fairview  Shopping  Centre  to 
provide  customers  with  a 
cultural  diversion.  Apparen- 

cy it  turned  out  otherwise. 
Almost  immediately,  out- 

cries of  "obscenity"  and 
"trash"  were  heard.  The 
pressure  soon  mounted  un- 

til Simpson's  felt  compelled to  find  the  statue  a  new 

home. 
It  was  then  that  Simp- 

son's approached  the  Loyola student  council  to  offer 
them  the  statue. 

David,  an  exact  reproduc- 
tion of  the  original,  was 

made  for  a  large  New  York 
department  store.  The  total 
value  of  the  replica  exceeds 
$10,000. 

Loyola's  director  of  devel- 
opment, Stirling  Dorance, 

was  asked  by  students  to 
investigate  the  possibility  of 
offering  the  college  as  a home  for  the  statue. 
"I  believe  the  students 

will  really  love  it,"  he  said. 
"They  will  certainly  appre- ciate it  as  a  work  of  art. 
The  measurements  of 
statue  are  ideal  for 

library". The  statue  is  17  feet  high. 

the 
the 
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David  (above)  now  has  a 
pleasant  home  in  the  Loyola 
library  after  being  kicked 
out  of  a  Montreal  plaza. 

HART  HOUSE  £. 

SATURDAY 
The,,  will  be  a  T.V.  set  in  (be  E*«  Common  Room 

 tor  the  Grey  Cup  Game VISITOR'S  SUNDAY 
Hart  House  is  open  to  members,  their  families  ond  friends from  2  p.m.  to  6  p.m.  this  Sundoy. Tea  will  be  served  in  the  Great  Holl  from  3  to  4.30  p.m. 

it  .     ,.      ,       SOUASH  TOURNAMENT T„Z  .  '  'he  Novice'  Undergraduate  ond  Graduate 

Inte™gm-nDe=emeber',5he  H°"  P°r,e''S  °^  °*°<"™  *>' In  the  Art  Gallery  -  Paintings  t>y  Jim  Tiley Hours:  10  a.m.  to  10  p.m. 
(Ladies:  2  p.m.  to  5  p.m.) 

CONFERENCE  ON  COMMUNITY  ORGANIZING presented  by 

If!  STUDENT  CHRISTIAN  MOVEMENT  IN CO-OPERATION    WITH    CUSO,   SUPA NEESTOW OPERATION  BEAVER,  CIASP end  KAIRO?  ' DECEMBER  3,  4,  5 

Applicntta.  I.™,  e.oitou,  „,  s.cm  „,,,„  h  Ho[,  Houso  Co!f  S5  oo 

VIVALDI 

GLORIA 

MICHAEL  HAYDN  —  SINFONIA  IN  D  MAJOR BIZET  _  L'ARLESIENNE  SUITE 

U  of  T  SYMPHONY  ORCHESTRA 

AND  CHORUS 

GREAT  HALL,  HART  HOUSE 
SUNDAY,  NOVEMBER  28 

8:30  P.M. 
Admission  Free 

INTERNATIONAL  DRAMA  FESTIVAL 
AUDITIONS  OPEN: 

SUNDAY  NOVEMBER  28    1  P.M.  ON 
New  College  Reading  Room 

PLAYS  FROM  INDIA  (RED  OLEANDER  -  R.  TAGOREI 

Japan  —  Poland  —  Canada 
For  Information:  782-3886 485-7002 

GREY  CUP-A-GO-GO SATURDAY,  NOVEMBER  27,  INNIS  COLLEGE 
i:30  p.m.  Grey  Cup  Game  on  T.V. 
4:30  p.m.  Hootenany  After  Game 
8:00  p.m.  Dance  —  Featuring  the  latest  in  Rhythm 

&  Blues  "Janet  &  The  Men  of  Soul" also  Go-Go  Girls 

75c  Stag  $1.25  -  Drag 

GREEK  BOUTIQUE 
REPRODUCTIONS  OF  ORIGINAL 

GREEK  ART HANDMADE  JEWELRY,  ETC. 
In  the  Upper  Colonnade  922-2336 

DAFFYDIL 

IS  COMING  TO  TOWN 

DECEMBER  14-18 



study  long  overdue 
The  motion  to  study  relations  between  graduate  stu- 

dents and  undergraduates  which  SAC  passed  Wednesday 
night  represents  an  important  decision. 

Council,  in  accepting  the  proposal  drafted  by  Alan 
Bowker  (SGS),  has  wisely  avoided  concentrating  on  im- 

mediate differences  between  SAC  and  the  Graduate  Stu- 
dents Union,  and  opened  the  door  to  a  much  broader  study 

of  problems  in  an  area  which  has  never  been  adequately explored. 
Present  enrolment  trends  indicate  that  in  the  very 

near  future  graduate  students  will  make  up  at  least  25 
per  cent  of  the  university  population.  By  deciding  to  study 
the  problem  now,  rather  than  in  three  years,  SAC  has 
taken  a  step  which  moy  mean  that  some  of  the  differences 
between  graduates  and  undergraduates  will  be  amicably 
settled  before  they  become  impossible  to  resolve. 

It  is  to  be  hoped  that  this  committee,  unlike  some 
formed  by  SAC,  will  make  its  report  in  the  near  future. 

It  is  also  to  be  hoped  that  all  students,  graduate  and 
undergraduate,  who  can  aid  the  committee  in  any  way will  do  so. 

This  committee  can  perform  an  important  service  to the  whole  university,  not  just  to  SAC. 
Because  of  its  size,  U  of  T  is  in  great  donger  of  dis- 

solving into  its  component  parts.  While  this  may  be defensible  on  the  grounds  of  efficiency,  there  must  re- main, no  matter  how  large  this  institution  becomes,  some sense  of  community  among  all  its  members. 
This  is  particularly  true  of  the  student  population There  are  continual  comploints  that  students  in  the professional  faculties  cannot  understand  or  communicate with  arts  students.  And  vice  versa. 
Yet  some  effort  is  being  made  by  undergraduate councils  to  relate  themselves  to  the  university  community around  them,  and  to  involve  students  of  other  colleges and  faculties  in  their  activities. 
Perhaps  it  is  not  too  late  for  SAC  to  investigate  re lotions  between  the  two  largest  divisions  of  students  on  this campus,  in  hopes  of  restoring  some  sense  of  community here  also. 

noon  debutes  good  ideu 
The  Hart  House  noon-hour  debate  on  Tuesday  ("A woman  is  only  a  woman,  but  a  good  cigar  is  a  smoke") was  one  of  the  most  lively  and  amusing  of  its  kind  held  on campus  this  year. 
In  the  past,  noon-hour  debates  have  been  held  in 

tl  ,T  but  fhese  were  Plates  ones,  for  the  benefit ot  the  debates  committee. 
The  decision  to  make  them  open  to  all  members  of the  house  wos  a  good  one,  and  if  the  quality  of  the 

wrX^fT'T'.5-  °f  Tuesd°y's  level  it  will  provide  some worthwhile  lunch-time  entertainment. 
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letters  to  the  editor 

more  on  sac  exchanges Sir: 

In  your  editorial.  Exchanges  valuable, 
but...  (The  Varsity,  Nov.  24),  you  leveled 
a  number  of  charges  against  exchange  week- 

ends which  I  feel  called  upon,  as  past  chair- 
man of  the  Harvard-Toronto  exchange,  to 

dispute. 
First,  however,  I  want  to  establish  a  few 

facts  not  generally  known.  Late  last  spring, 
along  with  chairmen  of  other  exchanges  and 
members  of  the  SAC  executive,  I  attended 
a  meeting  to  discuss  the  future  of  the  week- 

ends program. 
Spearheading  the  movement  for  reform 

was  the  energetic  and  imaginative  SAC  vice- 
president,  David  Hunter.  He  leveled  the 
usual  charges  that  the  weekends  were  thinly 
veiled  booze-ups,  of  little  value  to  anyone 
but  the  participants,  and  to  them  only  in  a social  sense. 

Mr.  Hunter  suggested  a  number  of  more 
"practical"  weekend  projects — such  as  a 
visit  to  a  Michigan  technological  centre,  to 
a  New  York  drama  workshop,  and  to  the 
Indians  of  Manitoulin  Island.  Though 
others,  including  myself,  lauded  aspects  of 
this  idea,  most  feared  that  it  would  at  best 
be  impractical  or  at  worst  a  terrible  farce 
unless  carefully  planned. 

However,  this  failed  to  deter  Mr.  Hunter, 
and  he  pledged  to  have  his  alternative  pro- 

gram prepared  for  the  fall.  To  aid  him,  the 
committee  agreed  to  give  him  nearly  half 
our  current  budgets.  Moreover,  to  make  the 
weekends  more  accessible,  we  lowered  the 
entrance  fee  to  $20. 

Needless  to  say,  our  fears  about  Mr. 
Hunter's  idea  were  justified.  No  plans  have 
ever  materialized.  Nonetheless,  the  year's 
exchanges  have  foregone  a  large  portion 
of  their  previous  grants.  And,  with  the 
failure  of  the  reformers,  the  cry  for  cancel- lation has  sprung  up  again. 

But  before  hastily  dismissing  the  cur- 
rent concept  as  useless,  let  us  examine 

some  of  the  aspects  of  the  weekends  and 
the  resulting  problems. 

In  my  experience,  one  of  the  obvious 
defects  of  the  Toronto  end  has  been,  and 
continues  to  be,  the  coverage  given  by  The Varsity. 

The  reporter  assigned  to  cover  the  Har- 
vard exchange  this  year  attended  one  speech 

by  Prof.  Dales  and  refused  to  remain  for 
the  seminars  following.  Incidentally,  his 
article  on  the  weekend  consisted  almost 
completely  of  an  attack  upon  the  ignorance 
of  the  American  students,  apparently  based upon  his  observation  of  one  speech  by  one Canadian  professor.  Moreover,  at  the  panel discussion  moderated  by  Prof.  D.  F.  Forster, 
a  panel  which  included  such  eminent  Toron- 
tonians  as  Marshall  McLuhan,  Arthur  Por- 

ter and  Rev.  John  Morgan  of  the  Unitarian 
Church,  that  reporter  failed  to  appear. 

But  wait,  it's  Saturday  night  (about  60 hours  after  the  weekend  began),  and  enter 
a  Varsity  reporter  to  observe  the  "real" exchange,  a  post-hockey  game  party  at which  he  was  an  uninvited  guest. Where  was  this  orgy,  this  unspeakable, immoral  bash  held?  At  the  home  of  Mrs. 
H.  L.  Hardy,  who  is  on  the  faculty  of  Trinity .College. 

She  is  like  Acting  Warden  Arnold  Wilkin- son, former  Warden  McCulley,  Mr.  Justice Laskin,  Professors  Fox,  Dupre,  Whelan  and many  others  who  have  assisted  the  exchange over  the  past  few  years.  I  don't  believe these  people  have  thought  the  weekends quite  as  useless  as  our  self-righteous  editor and  his  reporters  seem  to. 
Moreover,  we  find  the  Harvard  Club  the government  of  Ontario,  and  the  government of  Toronto,  all  expending  time,  effort  and money  to  play  host  to  our  visitors.  All  this proves  that  your  thesis  that  weekend  ex- changes are  useless  is  far  from  self-evident. The  editorial  writer  states,  "It  has  al- ways been  difficult  for  students  not  on  the weekend  to  understand  the  value  of  parties 

and  all-night  get-togethers  in  promoting  un- derstanding between  Canadians  and  Ame- 
ricans." This  implies  that  parties  are  the exchange.  I  hope  that  what  I  have  said somewhat  dispels  this  illusion. 

Moreover,  as  to  the  justification  of  par- 
ties as  part  of  the  exchange,  I  need  only 

refer  to  other  highly-favored  campus  acti- 
vities. The  Law  Conference,  UTAC  and  the 

Finnish  exchange  are  but  three  highly-sub- sidized activities  where  booze  flows  more 
freely  than  it  did  last  Saturday  night. 

Herein  lies  a  second  misconception  about 
weekends.  SAC  gave  the  Harvard  exchange 
a  grant  of  $698  this  year.  The  bus  to  Har- vard alone  cost  over  $700.  All  the  money 
required  for  food,  liquor,  facilities,  postage 
and  the  speakers  came  from  the  $20  paid  by 
each  participant  or  from  the  generous  dona- 

tions of  organizations  and  individuals. 
Another  comment  of  the  editorial  writer 

was:  "...when  the  campus  lacks  lunch-room facilities,  cheap  books  and  parking  spaces, 
why  should  SAC  spend  money  on  week- 

ends?" One  could  then  ask  why  Canada, 
which  is  in  need  of  welfare  services,  allows 
a  Canada  Council  to  spend  its  scarce  reve- nues on  the  arts. 

In  reply,  I  would  suggest  that  this  is 
because  the  government,  like  the  university, 
is  seeking  to  optimize  a  number  of  values. 
Though  I,  too,  mutter  rather  loudly  at  book- store bills  and  at  the  parking  problem,  I 
realize  that  by  the  negative  act  of  destroying 
the  weekends  program,  SAC  will  do  nothing 
to  alleviate  these  other  problems.  Weekends 
take  a  minimum  of  SAC  time.  That  these 
other  programs  have  not  been  discussed 
or  acted  upon  cannot  be  blamed  on  the 
existence  of  weekends. 

Perhaps  your  paper  must  bear  a  great deal  of  the  blame.  Instead  of  slaying  paper 
dragons  with  your  rather  laughable  at- 

tempts at  philosophizing,  you  might  do 
better  to  rediscover  facts  and  attempt  to 
arrive  at  some  reasoned  judgements  and 
concrete  suggestions  regarding  the  problems 
you  have  mentioned. 

As  one  who  has  been  rather  "involved" in  some  of  the  causes  you  chose  to  laud, 
as  well  as  those  you  chose  to  deprecate, 
I  can  attest  that  much  of  what  you  say  is 
shallow,  poorly  thought  out,  and  without 
a  basis  in  fact.  The  editorial  to  which  I 
refer   is  a  glaring  example. 

Finally,  you  suggest  that  the  burden  of 
proof  is  on  the  students  who  participate 
to  share  their  weekend  experiences  with 
the  university.  I  disagree.  The  weekends 
attempt  to  maximize  the  visitors'  contacts with  the  university  and  with  other  students. 
The  visitors  have  a  chance  to  attend  classes, 
to  tour  the  campus,  and  to  meet  the  stu- 

dents at  the  various  seminars  which  are 
open  to  the  whole  university. 

Unless  The  Varsity  or  others  can  make 
specific  suggestions  as  to  how  communica- 

tions can  be  improved,  I  would  contend  that 
ample  opportunity  now  exists  to  meet  and 
talk  with  these  students  for  those  who  care 
to  take  advantage  of  it. 

This  argument  should  not  end  here. 
Rather  I  challenge,  in  fact  implore,  The 
Varsity— on  behalf  of  those  who  have  been involved  with  the  weekends  program  for 
a  number  of  years—  to  make  practical  sug- 

gestions for  the  improvement  of  these  pro- grams. We  have  had  enough  broadsides. 
It  is  time  for  more  pointed  criticism. 

You  don't  have  to  sell  your  paper,  so stop  worrying  about  sensationalism.  How about  improving  your  service  to  the  uni- versity so  that  you  will  start  deserving  vour 

SAC  grant?  3 
Michael  A.  Levlne  (I  Law) 

Mr.  Levine  obviously  believes  that  the best  defence  is  a  good  offence.  As  such, his  defence  of  weekends  is  shallow,  poorly thought  out,  and  has  very  little  basis  in 

fact. 

Specifically: 
9  Mr.  Levine  implies  in  his  letter  that the  weekends  budget  was  cut  in  half  by the  ill-humored  work  of  David  Hunter  A glance  at  the  current  SAC  budget  will  show that  this  year  weekends  received  only  $200 less  than  the  $2,300  subsidy  they  were  allot- ted last  year. 

•  Mr.  Levine  suggests  that  The  Var- sity s  coverage  of  the  past  Harvard  Week- ends has  been,  to  put  it  mildly,  inadequate. Mr.  Levine  has  perhaps  forgotten  that  re- See  "letter,"  page  22 



This  isn't  Scrooge,  because  it  isn't  Christmas  yet. 

It  is  (GASP!)  Firebug  Powys  Thomas.  (See  Review  2) 



DEPARTMENT  OF  GEOLOGY  FILMS 
1.00  p.m.  in  Room  128  Mining  Building 

Bring  your  lunch. 
FRIDAY  26  th  NOV.  '65 

"THE  STEEP  ROCK  STORY" 
"A  MILE  BELOW  THE  WHEAT" 

FRIDAY  3'rd  DEC.  '65  at  1.00  p.m.  sharp  I 
'THE  RESTLESS  SEA" 

Producer  WALT  DISNEY,  —  a  58  rtiin.  film  and  we  have  to  Itort 
10  min.  early. 

FRIDAY  10'th  DEC.  '65 
"ANGOTEE"  —  "CIRCLE  OF  THE  SON" 

(Last  programme  for  Foil  Term.  Programme  will  resume  Jan.  7'th.) 

"ATTENTION" 
VARSITY  STUDENTS 

!20%!  DISCOUNT 
ON  ALL  MERCHANDISE,  INCLUDING  DRUGS,  COSMETICS,  HAIR 
TINTS,  BEAUTY  AIDS,  MEN'S  GROOMING  ACCESSORIES,  ETC. 

on  presentation  of  ATL  cord 

DOWNTOWN  DISCOUNT  DRUGS 
227  YONGE  STREET  (at  Shuter) 
ALSO  SAVE  ON  YOUR  PRESCRIPTIONS 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
Custom  Made  Men's  and  Women's 

UNIVERSITY  BLAZERS 
Fine  Flannel  Worsted  Trousers 

Suits,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets 
Mode  to  Measure 

Latest  Styles  and  Design 
OPEN  DAILY  INCLUDING  SAT.  9  -  6 

706  QUEEN  ST.  W.  EM  6-2025 

I 
CAMPUS 

COMFORT  in  | 
Glenayr 

SWEATERS, 

SKIRTS,  ■? SLIMS  I 

Fashion  AND  com  fori!  I 
That's  Kitten  for  fall!  I 

This  perfectly  matching 
outfit  is  a  must  for  your  ■ 

Kitten  collection! 
Pull-faBuionod  I 

medium-weight  Shetland 
and  mohuir  cardigan  with of. 

iritik-resistanl — skirt  is 
100%  pure  wool  worsted 

woven  of  superfine  Botany, 
fully-lined,  dry-clcanabic— 
in  exciting  new  Fall  colours 

—perfectly  matches  all 
Botany  swculers.  At  all 
fine  shops  everywhere. 

532/690 

'firebugs'  rates  raves By  DAVID  PAPE 
The  Firebugs,  at  the  Cent- 

ral Library,  rates  a  rave.  It 
is  a  brilliant,  technical,  lit- 

erary, and  dramatic  achiev- ment. 

In  it,  dramatic  conven- 
tions are  linked  to  empha- size the  tension  between  fact 

and  artifact.  The  audience 
must  decide  what  is  imme- 

diately representative  of 
life,  or  what  is  abstraction: 
where  do  the  two  meet?  ov- 

erlap? Layers  of  ironies 
make  us  create  comprehens- 

ible artifice  for  ourselves  — 

convention,  the  firebugs  may 
be  seen  as  burlesques  oppos- 

ed to  the  chorus  of  firemen. 
These  supposed  personifica- tions of  good  and  evil  offer Biedermann  a  travesty  of 
salvation  on  the  one  hand,  or 
intimidate  him  into  activat- 

ing his  own  destruction  on the  other.  Trembling  with 
hope  that  his  fears  are  un- founded, he  blindly  fails  to 
repent. 

Finally  his  redemption  in 
Hell  completes  the  cycle. 
Satan  is  devilishly  mad  that 
his  cohorts  (Popes,  generals, 
etc.)  have  been  forgiven  of 

dermann  leaves  his  Last  Sup- 
per to  ask  the  audience, "What  would  you  have  done 

and  when?"  As  we  wonder, 
he  returns  to  the  drunken 
feast,  re-establishing  the 
from  of  dramatic  illusion  to 
which  we  had  become  accu- stomed. The  most  striking 
example  of  irony  in  the  di- rection was  the  burning  of 
Biedermann's  house:  the 
painful  reality  of  the  sound 
of  fire-sirens  and  of  a  set 
falling  into  flames  is  con- 

trasted to  the  actor's  melo- dramatic poses  of  torture; 
cf.  Eisenstein. 

Barbara  Bryne  (en wreathed)  and  Douglas  Rain  in  a  scene  from  The  Firebugs. 
as  illusion  within  illusion  en- 

tices us  to  an  involvement 
with  morality  that  we  might 
otherwise  resist. 

Farce  is  essential  to  the 
play:  the  basic  convention is  a  mock  morality.  The 
protagonist,  Biedermann 
(Everyman),  is  the  man  we 
identify  with.  In  a  police- 
state,  he  is  beset  with  fear, 
suspicion,  and  guilt.  He 
wishes  to  hang  the  hawkers, 
the  perilous  firebugs;  yet  is 
intimidated  by  the  first  of 
them,  a  wrestler,  into  offer- 

ing shelter,  food,  and  final- 
ly the  matches  to  burn  his own  house  with. 
Despite  his  fear,  he  can- not act;  for  he  reasons  that 

if  he  befriends  the  firebugs, 
they  may  show  mercy.  How- 

ever, the  "good  rewards good"  reflex  does  not  apply 
where  scourges  are  concern- ed. 

Following    the  morality 

review 

rape,  murder,  or  idolatry 
(that  bit  of  Yoga),  provided, 
they  wore  a  uniform  on 
earth.  Hell  goes  on  strike; 
and  refuses  to  cater  only  to 
the  middle  class  mind.  The 
firemen  who  couldn't  pre- vent arson  on  earth,  douse 
the  flames  of  Hell!  Play  mu- sic: descend  grace. 
The  total  structure  pre- 

sents ironic  complexities. 
The  audience  must  contrast 
the  dark  solitudes  of  Hell 
with  modern  Europe.  As  mo- 

ral satire  replaces  social  sa- 
tire, we  must  re-assess  Part 

One  of  the  play  in  terms  of 
its  demonic  correspondenc- 

es. Further,  an  ironic  under- 
world is  created  by  the  pre- 

sence of  petrol  tins,  ever  in 
the  attic-background  of  the 
set. Then,  characters  move  in 
and  out  of  dramatic  illusion. 
As  an  example  to  Bieder- mann, Herr  Professor  re- 

nounces his  philosophy  as 
a  firebug,  and  then  sits  down 
in  the  audience  to  see  if 
Biedermann  will  do  like- 

wise. At  another  point,  Bie- 

The  performances  were 
perfectly  suited  to  the  form. 
Douglas  Rain,  as  Herr  Bie- dermann, played  with  a 
subtlety  and  imagination 
that  is  signal  of  his  talent 
and  versatility.  His  breath, 
walk,  face,  even  the  way  he 
lit  a  cigar  were  enticingly well  done. 
Miss  Bryne  playing  his  wife 
displayed  a  fine  taste  of  si- tuation, and  her  timing  was 
a  source  of  good  comedy. 
Mervyn  Blake  as  the  wrest- 

ler-Beelzebub, divested  him- 
self of  mannerisms  and  pre- 

sented that  delightful  ambi- valence in  characterization 
that  a  human-personification 
implies,  Powys  Thomas,  as 
Willy,  the  other  firebug,  was 
like  a  smiling  breath  of south-wind  that  blows  no 

good. 

In  the  diffusions  of  forms 
there  is  not  a  false  note.  If 
there  is  a  fault,  it  is  that  the 
production  only  runs  until December  17:  a  brilliant 
theatre  piece  by  Toronto's best  company,  the  Canadi- an Players. 



PLAYBOY  ON  STAGE 

By  MARILYN  BECKER 
Shades  of  Hugh  Hefner 

gallop  all  the  way  through 
Love  for  Love.  The  only  dif- 

ference between  the  play 
and  a  Playboy  orgy  is  that 
the  men  look  more  like  bun- 

nies than  the  women. 
The  Congreve  comedy,  at 

the  Coach,  House  till  Dec.  4, 
is  the  typical  restoration bedroom  runaround  farce. 
Valentine  is  in  love  with 
Angela  who  promises  to 
marry  Valentine's  father  in order  to  get  Val  jealous.  Val 
pretends  madness  in  order 

to  get  Angela  interested. 
Val's  brother  cgmes  back 
from  sea  and  cons  Jenny 
and  Jenny's  aunt.  Valentine's 
buddy  hustles  Jenny's  mo- 

ther. Tattle,  nobody's  buddy, 
cons  everybody  and  parti- 

cularly Jenny.  You  can  see 
that  the  plot  is  not  simple. 
Although  Congreve  wrote  it 
in  1695,  it  is  still  hilarious. 
Unfortunately  the  actors 

did  not  bother  to  take  the 
time  to  learn  it.  Audible 
prompting  considerably 
marred  the  performance. 
Most  at  fault  was  Paul  John- 

son who  played  Sir  Sampson 

(Val's  father)  with  all  the 
subtlety  of  a  car  salesman 
on  commission  pushing 
Rolls-Royces. 

Fortunately,  David  Battle 
as  Foresight  gave  an  excel- 

lent and  inspired  perform- 
ance. It's  a  good  thing  too, because  Heiner  Pillar  was 

only  adequate  as  Valentine. 
One  can  not  help  feeling 
that  lie  would  have  done 
considerably  better  had  the 
direction  been  flawless. 
Ron  Booker  as  Scandal 

was  brilliant.  He  gave  a 
polished,  slick,  professional 
performance.    Marie  Wer- 

ford,  as  Jenny,  champion 
facemaker  and  grimacer, 
was  delightful,  and  Ron Gilmore  beautifully  played 
the  effeminate  Tattle. 
The  scenery,  though,  dow- 

dy, was  adequate.  The music  was  horrendous.  It 
should  have  been  clavichord 
and  elegant.  Instead,  it  was 
tinkly-piano  and  off-Broad- way. This  was  inexcusable. 

But,  in  spite  of  the  flaws 
in  the  production,  Congreve 
came  through,  and  provided 
a  delightful,  bawdy  evening 
of  entertainment. 

Heinor  Pilfer  (right)  and  friend  come  over  all  ruffled  in  Love  For  Love. 

Porter  show  is  delightful 

By  DAVID  PAPE 
Marvelous,  delightful,  sup- 

er; the  cliches  of  theatre  to 
say  that  a  show  was  well 
run,  well-performed,  and  of textual  inter  e  st.  These 
words  were  appropriate  up- 

stairs at  Old  Angelo's  after the  opening  of  its  revue,  The 
Decline  and  Fall  of  the  En- 

tire World  as  Seen  through 
the  eyes  of  Cole  Porter  Re- visited. 
The  show  proves  that  in 

Toronto,  theatre  that  meets 
the  above  criteria  will  be 
accepted  warmly.  The  brisk and  clever  combination  that 
Jack  Creley's  cast  and  Cole 
Porter's  lesser  known  songs 
create    was    greeted  with 

cheers,  and  should  turn  out 
at  least  as  successful  as  the 
Dell  Revue  which  it  replaces 
on  the  Toronto  nightclub scene. 

The  title  hints  of  the  holo- 
caust of  two  world  wars 

through  which  Cole  Porter 
lived  and  wrote.  Porter,  how- 

ever, does  not  write  of  the 
war,  but  of  the  people  who 
continued  their  lives  in  the 
New  York  he  knew.  His  is 
a  world  of  subtle  observa- 

tion and  optimistic  parody. 
His  only  war  song,  for  in 
stance,  is  set  in  the  mouths 
of  the  girls  who  pleased  the 
boys.  His  subjects  range 
from  the  gigolo  to  the  strip- 

per, the  gaiety  of  shipboard 

flirtation,  and  the  whimsy 
of  transmigration  to  a  sex- 
crazy  cuckoo. 
A  writer  of  feeling,  he 

caught  the  burlesque  of  the 
times,  and  the  despondency 
of  loneliness,  as,  for  exam- 

ple, through  the  eyes  of  a 
sozzled  sophisticate,  "Down 
in  the  Depths"  on  the  nin- tieth  floor.  It  is  a  rich  and 
wonderful  array  of  people; 
an  insight  into  the  while 
satin  slippers  of  Scott  Fitz- 

gerald. 
The  cast  establishes  quick 

communication  with  the  au- 
dience in  the  intimacy  of 

the  club.  All  had  an  exciting 
drive  proper  for  the  text; 
and  the  acting  ability  of 
most  generated  suave,  finely 

nuanced  theatre. 
In  individual  numbers,  all 

four  performers  were  enter- 
taining, but  it  was  their  com- binations together  that 

brought  out  the  most  in  the 
songs.  The  riotous  variety  ot 
Rita  Howell  was  enhanced 
in  her  duos  with  the  ever- ebullient  Dinah  Christie. 
The  charm  and  verve  of 

Louis  Negin  cannot  be  over- 
looked; while  Charles  Wall- 

tich,  though  nervous  at  the 
opening,  was  able  to  relax into  a  comic  parable  of  the 
ovster  who  climbed  into  so- 

ciety on  the  half-shell. 

review 

GIRL  looking  for  ride  to  Miomi  with some  during  Christmas  holidays.  Call Sharon  ME.  6-41  16. 
FAST,  ACCURATE  thesis  typing.  Six 
years  experience.  Call  741-9526. 
CLEANING  WOMAN  for  2  bedroom 
apartment,  graduate  students,  bi- monthly, good  wages.  Prefer  to  helo students.  Coll  Frank,  Heaps  923-0521. 
FOR  SALE:  61  Corvette,  new  paint, 
E  T.  Mag.  wheels,  good  condition, S3,200.  Phone  Preston  653-6193. 
LOST:  Large  white  envelope  with  name Howard  Stulberg.  A  large  sum  of cosh  and  cheques.  A  liberal  reward  to finder.  Lost  on  campus  Monday  after- noon. Call  RU.  7-7691. 
FEATURE  FILM  SERIES:  Now  College 
8:30  p.m.  Friday  26  William  Holden Alec  Gumess,  Jock  Hawkins,  In  ... 
"Bridge  on  the  River  Kwai"  in  colour Admission  50c, 

She'll  be  easy  to  find.  She's  the one  who  wears  all  the  snazzy  new 
fashions,  is  up  on  the  latest  dances, 
and  seems  to  be  thoroughly  enjoy- ing herself  every  single  day. 

Frankly,  we'd  rather  have  her  speak for  us  than  speak  for  ourselves. 
She  may  not  dwell  too  long  on  the 
advantages  of  Tampax  menstrual 
tampons.  She  knows  you  must  be 
aware  of  them,  or  you  wouldn't be  asking  about  Tampax.  But  she 
will  explain  usage  and  absorbency 
and  all  sorts  of  things. 
And  will  you  do  us  a  great  big  favor? 
Will  you  tell  her  how  proud  and 
grateful  Tampax  is  that  she  takes this  attitude  about  the  product  we 
cherish  so  much.  We'd  tell  her  our- 

selves, but  we  don't  know  how  to reach  her— except  through  you. 
Thank  you  very  much. 

 AX  INTERNAL  MENSTRUAL  PROTECTION  13 MADE  CfNLV  BV  CANADIAN  TAMPAX  CORPORATION LIMITED.  BARRlE,  ONT. 



ONLY  3  MINUTES  FROM  SIDNEY  SMITH  HALL 

CENTRAL  DRIVING  SCHOOL 
ONTARIO  SAFETY  LEAGUE  GRADUATED  INSTRUCTORS 
AUTOMATIC  —  STANDARD  —  COMPACT  —  VW  CARS 

p  Service       09-9  79AI  4  Bron 

Watch  for 
the  special 
CHRISTMAS 
VARSITY 

coming  Dec.  17 

You  can't  beat 
the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

Whatever  became  of: 

Jack  T.  Ripper, 
CLASS  OF  '52? 

Those  of  us  in  his  year  will  not  readily forget  old  Jack  the  Rip,  as  he  was affectionately  known,  or  forget  his  skill 
with  a  scalpel  in  extra-mural  biology sessions.  A  life-long  anti-anti-vivisec- tionist,  Jack  had  a  brief  fling  as  a professional  pallbearer  but  was  let  out 
for  appearing  too  happy  during  the ceremonies.  Always  something  of  a 
cut-up,  Jack  has  turned  to  the  stage where  his  natural  talents  are  being 
given  full  range  in  a  series  of  plays 
based  on  the  "Grand  Gu'igool".  We understand  that,  due  to  a  series  of unfortunate  incidents,  there  are  several 
female  roles  now  open. 

Whatever  you  u'oii!  ;o  become,  you'll find  the  way  ahead  smoothed  by  steady saving  at  the  Bank  o/  Montreal. 

Bank  of  Montreal 

the 

Banal  and  inept 

By  SYD  USPRICH 
Shakespeare  once  said 

something  about  all  men and  women  being  players, 

and  now  with  Toronto's cultural"  emergence,  he  is 
being  taken  literally.  Little 
theatre  groups  are  proliferat- 

ing with  a  vengeance  and 
while  this  is  generally  a 

good  thing,  it  has  its  em- barrassments as  well.  One 
of  these,.  The  "Q"  Revue,  is currently  at  the  Poor  Alex. 
The  "Q"  stands  for  Queen's Park,  the  workaday  location 

of  the  dramatically  inclined 
group  of  civil  servants  pre- senting this  show.  Their  34 
songs  and  skits,  almost  all 
original,  lack  sophistication, 
are  sometimes  pointless,  of- 

ten heavy-handed  and  only 
occasionally  clever. 
The  material  embraces 

most  of  the  usual  bits  of 
revue  Canadiana  —  York- 
ville,  the  E.M.O.,  foreign- made  souvenirs,  separatists 
—  but  also  explores,  with 
varying  degrees  of  success, 
a  good  many  fresh  areas 
(the  open-line  fad  —  "Shoot Your  Mouth  Off",  tiger  in your  tank  advertising). 
However  even  the  peaks 

of  brightness  are  seldom 
scaled  and  the  valleys  of 
banality  seem  ail  the  deeper 

because  of  the  general  inept- ness  of  the  cast.  In  fact, 
both  in  unevenness  of  mat- 

erial and  unabashed  amat- eurishness of  performance, 
the  production  is  strongly 
reminiscent  of  those  fondly 
remembered,  best  forgotten 
high  school  stage  shows. 
Most  of  the  performers  lack 
stage  presence  or  any  real dramatic  talent  and  fail  to 
exhibit  the  confident  style 
and  sense  of  timing  that 
successful  comedy  requires. 
Let  it  be  said  however 

that  almost  everyone  in  the 
cast  manages  to  strike 
sparks  at  times,  with  a  mad- cap redhead,  Harriet  Cohen, 
and  the  infectiously  grinn- 

ing David  Abramowitz  being 
the  most  consistently  suc- cessful. 
Indeed  it  was  a  busy 

night  for  Mr.  Abramowitz 
who  besides  cavorting  on 
stage,  energetically  played  a 
happy  piano  in  the  vigorous three  piece  orchestra.  The 
show,  almost  half  of  which 
he  wrote,  was  also  ably  di- 

rected by  him.  Still  further credit  is  due  either  him  or 
some  anonymous  talent  for 
the  surprisingly  good  cost- umes and  sets  —  details  of- 

ten passed  over  in  far  more 
opulently  budgeted  shows. 

Regurgitated  television 
By  LESLIE  MANG 

Skulc  Nite  6T6  opened  at 
Hart  House  with  its  43rd 
annual  pot-pourri  of  Skule 
humor.  Catchy  tunes,  lech- 

ery, legs  — hairy,and  other wise.  Corn. 
Most  of  it  was  regurgitat- ed TV  fare,  seldom  relieved 

by  anything  new.  Dief  and 
Mike  as  '  vaudeville  types 
still  have  great  possibilities. 
So  does  Lucien  Rivard,  and 
funeral  home  satire.  But 
Skule  Nite  larded  the  stage 
with  all  of  them. 
The  great  weaknesses  were 

Ehe  facile  skits.  Attempts  at 
English  humor  fell  as  flat 
as  the  accents.  In  some 
places  we  wished  that  the 
Engineers  had  demolished 
all    their    forty   beers;  it 

THE  BANK  THAT  VALUES  SluDEMTS"  ACCOUNTS 

BLOOR  STREET 

UNITED  CHURCH 
300  Bloor  Sr.  West 

11.00  a.m. 

THE  RIGHT  REV. 
DR.  E.  M.  HOWSE 

7.00  p.m. 

Chancel  Drama 
"THE  BUSINESS  OF 

GOOD  GOVERNMENT" 
The  Company  of  Pilgrims 
CAMPUS  CLUB  following  the 
Evening  Eervice.  Folk  Singing. Discussion  of  Ploy, 

might  have  livened  up  some of  these  flops. 
Relief  came  from  Bob 

Bossin,  who,  with  an  elo- 
quent guitar  and  gently  am- asing  voice,  sang  a  couple 

of  sharply  satirical  folk 
songs.  And  Skule  masculin- ity shone  in  all  its  hairy  pul- 

chritude with  Max  and  the 
Maidens.  But  for  every 
pleasing  performance  there 
were  at  least  two  thread- 

bare ones,  and  for  every  two 
good  dirty  jokes,  there  were five  duds. 
The  School  of  Practical 

Science  needs  to  learn  a 
little  about  practical  art.  At 
limes  we  thought  their  can- 

non was  in  the  band.  Light- 
ing was  erratic  and  move- ments on  and  off  stage thumped. 

The  usual  corn  popped  all 
over  the  stage.  A  little  is  re- 

freshing but  the  whole  can 
is  too  much. 

—  Photo  by  Joe  WEINSTOCK A  Skule  Nite  dancer 
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CAROUSEL  STILL  CHARMING 

By  ALAN  KONDO 
Something  bugging  you,  Charley?  You  say 

Gorki  and  Albee  have  got  you  down?  You're 
depressed,  and  you  feel,  if  you  don't  see 
something  with  a  happy  ending  soon,  you're gonna  crack?  Well  then,  Herr  Doktor  pre- 

scribes you  should  see  Carousel  at  the O'Keefe. 
Sure,  so  it's  a  musical  (with  a  sneer),  and 

it's  expensive — it's  about  time  you  took  your 
favorite  girl  out  to  dinner.  And  you'll  be pleasantly  surprised.  This  is  the  most  de- 

lightful schmaltz  to  be  brewed  at  the  big 
beer  store  for  a  long  time. 

Nearly  everyone  is  familiar  with  the  im- 
probable tale  of  Carousel;  ever  since  it  was 

introduced  in  1945,  it's  been  playing  almost continuously,  and  always  successfully.  Chalk 
it  up  to  the  genius  of  Rodgers  and  Hammer- 
stein,  and  to  the  excellence  of  the  cast,  that 
out  of  it,  they  produced  a  thoroughly  absorb- 

ing, genuinely  bewitching  musical. 
You're  well  acquainted  with  the  score,  I know.  Of  all  the  R.  &  H.  productions,  this 

particular  one  induces  the  longest  period  of 
whistle-and-hum  after  effects,  with  "If  I 
Loved  You,"  "June  Is  Bustin'  Out  All  Over," 
"You'll  Never  Walk  Alone,"  and  showers more. 

Thankfully,  the  singing,  on  the  whole,  was 
just  as  polished  as  the  score.  Dorothy  Em- 
merson  (filling  in  for  Eileen  Christie,  who 
is  having  a  kidney  stone  removed)  displayed 
an  excellent  voice,  with  clarity  and  control 
but  portrayed  a  terribly  insipid  Julie. 

The  most  captivating  member  of  the  cast 
was  Miss  Dran  Seitz,  who  played  Julie's  cou- sin, Carrie.  She  sang,  she  danced,  she  ham- 

med it  up,  and  the  audience,  who  waited 
impatiently  for  her  reappearances  were  com- 

pletely enchanted  every  time. 
Harve  Presnell  could  have  played  more 

than  a  two-dimensional  Billy  Bigelow.  For 
most  of  the  show,  it  was  forgivable  that  he 
confined  his  acting  to  a  grin  or  a  snarl,  since 
he  may  have  been  only  emphasizing  the 
crusty  exterior  of  Billy  Bigelow's  personali- 

ty. However,  the  soliloquy  could  and  should 
have  revealed  the  wealth  of  emotion  and  in- 

flection in  hypostasis,  but  failed  to  do  so 
The  direction  of  Edward  Greenberg  can- 

not be  praised  enough — it  made  the  show; 
the  choreography,  by  Agnes  de  Mille,  was 
fast  and  furious;  and  the  sets  brought  all  of 
Maine  with  the  sole  exception  of  the  Atlantic 
Ocean  onto  the  O'Keefe  stage. 

Dran  Seitz,  as  cousin  Carrie,  appears  delighted  with  Jerry  Orbach  in  scene  from  Carousel, 
currently  at  the  O'Keefe. 

Farce  in  a  Greek  bordello 

By  PHILROD  PRUE 
Red  Lanterns  is  a  bed- 

room farce.  The  "bed- 
room" is  intentional,  the 

"farce"  is  decidedly  not. 
Perhaps  "bedrooms" would  be  a  more  accurate 

description,  since  most  of 
the  action  of  the  film  takes 
place  in  a  Greek  bordello. 
We  are  introduced  to  the 
inhabitants  of  the  house 
and  become  especially  con- cerned with  the  lives  of 
four  of  the  "inmates".  Be- 
neth  each  girl's  rather  gri- my exterior  beats  a  heart 
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of  pure  gold.  Or  maybe 
fool's  gold,  if  you  are  taken in  by  this  inane  plot  and 
even  more  unbelievable  dia- 
logue. Somewhere  along  the 
line  one  has  a  feeling  that 
this  Greek-made  film  might 
have  been  a  tender  and  un- 

usual love  story.  But  noth- 
ing of  this  quality  remains 

in  the  multilated  version 
currently  on  view  at  the  In- 

ternational Cinema.  The 
dubbing,  on  the  technical 
level,  is  atrocious.  The 
words  the  characters  are 
forced  to  speak  are  a  cross 
between  Wordsworth,  and Al  Capp. 

On  top  of  everything  else, 
Ihe  English  actors  who  do 

the  dubbing  are  in  many 
instances  just  dreadful. 
Voices  are  often  complete- 

ly alien  to  the  physical  cha- 
racteristics of  the  perform- 

ers, and  at  least  a  dozen 
different  acting  styles  are 
used  at  one  time  or  anoth- 

er —  sometimes  by  the 
same  character. 
Red  Lanterns  was  once 

nominated  for  an  Oscar  as 
best  foreign  movie  of  the 
year.  That  film  would  prob- 

ably be  very  enjoyable  to 
see;  this  particular  version, 
however,  cannot  possibly 
bear  the  slightest  resembl- ance. 

Campus  Clubs  qualifying  for  a  grant  under  the 
Bylaws  of  the  Students'  Administrative  Council 
are  to  make  applications  at  the  S.A.C.  Office  be- 

fore 5  p.m.  TUESDAY  NOVEMBER  30,  1965. 
APPLICATION  FORMS  available  in  the  office 
must  be  completed.  Clubs  which  have  not  re- 

ceived information  regarding  the  Bylaws  may 
pick  up  a  copy  with  the  application  form. 

CHINA  NIGHT 

AT 
Buttery  Hall,  Devonshire  PI. 

ON 

SATURDAY  NOVEMBER  27,  1965 
TIME:  8  P.M.  TO  12  P.M. 

•  ENTERTAINMENT  •  DANCING 
•  CHINESE  REFRESHMENTS  •  DOOR  PRIZES 

Admission:  $1.75  per  person 
Tickets  still  available 

Sigmund  Samuel   Library  12-2  p.m.  Daily 
Also  at  International  Student  Centre 

HERMAN  GEIGER-TOREL 
Director  of  the  Canadian  Opera  Company 

Discusses 

PROS  AND  CONS  OF  OPERA  IN  CANADA 
with  GORDON  KUSHNER 
Director  YM-YWHA  Music  Seltool 

On  Monday,  November  29, 1965  —  8  p.m. 
ot  Bloar  YM-YWHA,  750  Spadino  Avenue 

Admission  Free  —  Phone  92<!  621 1 for  reserved  seats 

25%  DISCOUNT ON  ALL  JEWELLERY  PURCHASES 
Including  all  branded  Watches,  A-l  Quality  Diamonds,  Silverware, 
Lighters,  Wallets,  Pens  and  Pencils,  Radios,  Clocks,  Costume 
Jewellery,  etc.,  etc.  You  must  have  your  A.T.L.  cord  when  making 
a  purchase. SHEFFIELD  JEWELLERS 

DIAMOND  MERCHANTS 
323  YONGE  ST.  (5  doors  above  Dundas)  EM.  6-3324,  EM.  6-4122 

(Yf)  Westinghouss 

Will  Be  On  Campus  December  7 

To  Interview  1966  Business  Graduates 

A  well-defined  training  program  is  offered  to  prepare 
candidates  for  positions  of  responsibility  in: 

TECHNICAL  MARKETING 

MARKETING  OPERATIONS 

MARKET  RESEARCH 

COMMERCIAL  SALES 

These  positions  will  afford   opportunity   for  career 
development  to  graduates  with  potential. 
Professional  salary  scale  and  increases  based  on  per- 

formance as  well  as  excellent  employee  fringe  benefit 

plans. 
Contact  the  Placement  Office  for  detailed  information, 
brochures  and  interview  appointment. 



Morality  in  the  desert 
By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 

Sands  of  the  Kalahari  ( Im- 
perial, others)  is  a  wide- 

screen,  sun-drenched,  sand- 
swept  morality  play.  And  a 
pretty  naive  one  at  that. 

A  small,  private  plane  en 
route  to  Johannesburg  crash- 

es in  the  Kalahari,  leaving 
its  five  survivors  (four  men 
and  a  woman)  to  fend  for 
themselves  in  the  desert  un- 

til death  or  rescue.  Survi- 
val thus  becomes  the  basic 

issue,  and  how  each  charac- 
ter aproaches  it,  the  basic 

plot  outline. 
The  above  si tua L ion  (cut 

off  from  civilization,  left  on- 
ly to  one's  own  resources) has  been  done  countless 

times  on  the  screen,  and  al- 
ways poses  the  same  questi- 
ons. How  truly  primitive  is 

man  when  stripped  of  the 
veneer  of  society?  What  are 
the  criteria  for  "justice"  and 
'"laws"?  How  accurately  does 
a  crisis  situation  bring  out 
the  real  human  personali- 
ty? 

As  long  as  Kalahari  stays 
on  the  adventure  level,  it 
moves  along  splendidly.  The 
photography  is  panoramic 
and  beautifully  done,  the  an- 

imal scenes  are  exciting,  the 
scorching  heat  and  uncer- 

tain day-to-day  existence  in 
the  desert  are  excellently 
portrayed.  All  of  the  cast 
turn  in  fine  performances, 
especially  Stuart  Whitman, 
Stanley  Baker  and  Theodore 

Stanley  Baker  and  Susannah  York  cuddle  in  a  cave  in  the Kalahari. 

Bikel.  Susanna  York,  as  the 
only  woman  survivor,  fares . 
slightly  worse,  if  only  becau- 

se her  character's  motiva- 
tions are  vague  and  super- ficial. 

But  when  the  film  enters 
the  area  of  profound  moral 
comment,  trouble  quickly 
begins.  The  relationships 
between  the  characters  are 
not  sufficiently  prepared 
for;  the  various  philosophies 

of  life  are  often  trite  and 
commonplace;  and  the  de- 

bunking of  "the  man  with 
the  gun  is  king"  credo  is  ob- vious and  faintly  unbeliev- able. 

Still,  if  you're  willing  to overlook  these  sometimes 
basic  lapses,  Sands  of  the 
Kalahari  has  enough  good 
points  to  make  it  a  fairly 
enjoyable  movie. 

AN  ALIENATED  SAMURAI 

By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 
It  is  supposed  by  some 

people  that  Marcello  Mast- ruianni  and  Toshiro  Mifune 
are  the  two  best  male  film 
actors  in  the  world.  This 
may  or  may  not  be  true.  But 
what  struck  me  about  Mi- 
fune's  fine  performance  in 
Akira  Kurosawa's  Sanjuro was  the  similarity  between 
Mifune's  style  here,  and  the style  Mastroianni  used  so 
brilliantly  in  Divorce  —  Ita- lian Style. 

For  that  black  comedy, 
Mastroianni  adopted  a 
mouth  twitch,  to  uproarious 
effect;  and  in  Kurosawa's comic-serious  samurai  story, 
Mifune  uses  a  shoulder 
shuffle  and  a  scratch  equal- 

ly well.  The  total  result  of 
these  stylized  mannerisms, 
beyond  the  level  of  pure  co- 

medy, is  to  create  for  their 
heroes  an  aura  of  alienation 
from  ordinary  social  mores, 
(and  people  without  twitch- 
es.) 

Two  samurai  warriors  battle  it  out.  The  one  on  the  right 
is  Toshiro  Mifune.  Among  other  things,  he  grimaces  well. 

This  works  particularly 
well  in  Sanjuro,  because  the 
hero  is  an  itinerant  samurai 
who  happens  upon  one 
town's  political  intrigue,  and 
happens  out  again  after  he 
has  solved  the  problem.  And 
the  implication  is  cleaily 
that  the  samurai  can  be  so 
effective  because  he  has  ac- 

quired the  wisdom  of  the alienated. 
It  is  a  simple  story,  really. 

The  chamberlain,  his  wife 
and  daughter,  are  kidnapped 
by  corrupt  political  oppon- 

ents. The  chamberlain's clansmen  try  to  free  them, 
but  cannot  succeed  without 
the  skills  of  the  fiercely 
brave  samurai. 

Suspense  builds  as  the  ac- 
tions unfold  upon  themselv- 

es. But  gentle  humor  devel- ops at  the  same  time,  as  the 
chamberlain's  clansmen, such  cute  little  men,  pad 
around  like  a  gaggle  of  geese 
in  their  desire  to  do  some- 

thing —  anything  —  at  once. 
The  script  (in  excellent 

sub-titles)  is  a  marvel  of 
easy  maturity,  ranging  un- selfconsciously from  the 
purely  comic,  to  the  politi- cal and  moral.  And  it  comes 
as  no  surprise  that  the  Ku- 
rosowa  film  includes  excel- 

lent wide-screen  black-and- 
white  photography,  deft  ed- 

iting, as  well  as  a  smooth 
blend  of  spectacle  and  de- 

licacy, brutality  and  gentili- 
ty. It  opens  today  at  the 

New  Yorker:  student  pric- 

film  comment arthur  zeldin 

FILM  SOCIETY  DOING  WELL 

Towards  the  end  of  the  summer  and  into  early  fall, 
when  much  planning  had  to  be  done,  things  looked  ominous 
for  the  University  of  Toronto  Film  Society.  The  big  pro- 

blem was  the  uncertainty  of  the  Society's  executive  direct- orship; the  entire  board  from  the  previous  season  had 
resigned,  for  reasons  which  are  still  not  entirely  clear. 

But  I  am  happy  to  report  that  in  the  capable  hands  of 
Mr.  Stan  Pearl,  the  Society  is  functioning  quite  smoothly. 
The  Museum  Theatre  is  comfortable;  the  programs  have 
been  balanced  and  informative;  and  the  quality  of  the  pro- 

jection has  been  competent.  Although  membership  ap- 
proaches about  85  per  cent  of  the  theatre's  capacity,  the Society  has  invited  its  members  to  bring  guests  if  they  wish, 

at  50  cents  each. 

Last  Monday  night's  screening  was  particularly  indica- tive of  what  a  film  society  at  its  best  can  do.  Potemkin, 
Eisenstein's  1925  classic  of  the  cinema,  was  the  main  fea- 

ture, and  the  shorts  were  La  Cucuracha,  a  color  experi- 
ment made  in  the  early  Thirties,  and  Jean  Renoir's  1927 black-and-white  La  Petite  Marchand  d'AUumettes.  Each  of 

these  films,  in  one  way  or  another,  had  something  impor- 
ant  to  demonstrate  about  the  nature  of  developing  tech- 

niques in  the  medium. 
Eisenstein  was,  of  course,  a  genius  at  montage  —  the 

technique  of  structuring  together  brief  sections  of  film  in 
such  a  way  as  to  create  a  continuity  of  action  and  meaning 
which  couldn't  exist  in  a  simple  view  of  "reality".  The 
"Odessa  Steps"  sequence  in  the  film  is  justly  famous;  brief 
clips  of  running  feet,  shooting  guns,  a  run-away  baby  car- 

riage, and  the  horror-struck  expression  on  an  individual face,  are  counterpointed  to  create  the  effect  of  an  army 
slaughtering  an  insurgent  mass  of  people. 

Potemkin  is  not  a  complete  masterpiece,  however.  For 
one  thing,  its  bias  towards  the  masses,  while  marking  a 
new  direction  for  the  legitimate  concern  of  art  as  a  whole, 
and  particularly  relevant  to  the  times  in  which  it  was  pro- duced, is,  nevertheless,  blatant  propaganda. 

It  needn't  have  been;  but  the  insufficiencies  of  char- acter and  action  throughout  much  of  the  film  make  it  so. 
Except  when  dealing  with  the  mass,  Eisenstein  caricatures, 
rather  than  portrays.  But  then  too,  there  are  the  uninten- 

tionally funny  scenes,  the  ones  which  are  excessively 
simple-minded.  For  instance,  a  dialogue  frame  (the  film  is 
silent)  announces  that  "The  Men  try  to  get  to  the  gun 
turret."  And  that,  lo  and  behold,  is  exactly  what  happens: a  bunch  of  men  suddenly  walk  over  to  the  gun  turret  !  Any 
anticipation  of  a  real  action  scene  is  quashed  in  a  manner 
which  would  make  for  high  comedy,  if,  indeed,  comedy  had 
been  the  director's  intention.  But  it  cannot  be  disputed  that 
many  sections  of  the  film  are  superb  —  art  operating  at 
its  most  complex  to  apotheosize  the  real. 

Fantasy,  on  the  other  hand,  is  Renoir's  concern  in  his 
little  fable  in  modern  dress  about  a  match  seller  who  can't 
sell  enough  matches,  sleeps  out  in  the  cold,  dreams,  dies, 
and  where  she  goes  a  flower  grows.  Renoir  focussed  his 
attention  upon  the  capabilities  of  the  camera;  his  lighting 
effects,  and  black-and-white  photography  are  brilliant,  •  al- 

most surrealistic  in  the  tones  they  create. 

And  he  is  equally  adept  at  designing  his  sets,  at  creat- 
ing meaningfully  distorted  proportion:  his  life-sized,  ani- 

mated "toy"  ensemble  for  the  excellent  dream  sequence 
would  not  appear  un-sophisticated  in  any  film  made  to-day. 
Indeed,  especially  in  reference  to  Mary  Poppins,  Disney's hokey  sense  of  fantasy  seems  decadent  compared  to  the 
discipline  Renoir  exhibits  in  this  vintage  1927  film.  And, 
incidentally,  Marchand  is  class-conscious,  with  sympathies 
similar  to  Eisenstein's.  But  although  Renoir's  film  was  made 
only  two  years  later  than  Potemkin,  he  is  two  light  years 
away  from  the  Russian's  class-SELF-consciousness. 

By  way  of  contrast  with  the  Renoir  short.  La  Cucuracha 
of  1934  demonstrates  an  early  attempt  to  create  emotional 
effects  by  use  of  color.  I  suppose  that  its  Hollywood-based 
makers  knew  what  they  were  trying  to  find  out  how  to  do; 
but  the  uproarious  result  is  pure  CAMP,  a  collector's  item 
of  unintentioned  hilarity.  Yet  35  years  ago,  that  film  made 
the  too  often  un-realized  point  that,  in  cinema,  color  is  not 
necessarily  an  enriching  mode.  Indeed,  even  today,  such 
"advanced"  artists  as  Antonioni  and  Fellini,  in  their  films 
The  Red  Desert  and  Giulietta  and  the  Spirits  are  still  feel- 

ing their  way  timorously  with  the  potentially  disastrous technique. 

Here,  then,  is  the  film  society  doing  its  best  job;  re- 
minding the  viewer  of  the  "pastness  of  the  past  —  and  its 

presence." review 



jazz 
torn  nay/or 

SURROUNDED  BY  SINGERS 
Singers  seem  to  be 

all  the  fashion  in  Toron- 
to's night  spots  these  days. Jimmy  Rushing  is  at 

Colonial,  to  be  succeeded 
next  week  by  Olive  Brown, 
Lonnie  Johnson  is  at 
Steele's  Tavern.  Joe  Williams 
is  moving  into  the  Town  in 
two  weeks,  with  Blossom 
Dearie  there  now. 
Well,  kiddies,  Blossom 

may  be  your  Dearie  but  she 
ain't  mine.  Her  voice  is"  va- pid and  colorless,  her  range 
very  limited,  and  her  styl- 
ings  border  on  the  saccha- 

rine. Sometimes  her  singing 
is  reminiscent  of  Anita  O' 
day's  but  lacks  any  of  Anita's bite.  Before  my  unbelieving 
ears.  Blossom  converted  my 
favorite  Satan  Doll  into  a 
glass  one,  shattered  it  with 
upper  register  shrillness, 
then  tried  to  paste  it  to- 

gether again  with  thick  lay- ers of  schmalz.  Somehow 
the  final  product  seemed  to 
lack  all  the  shimmering 
beauty  of  the  original  Elling- ton creation. 

As  a  pianist,  too,  she  suf- 
fered from  technical  limita- 
tions^. Nor  did  she  display 

much  imagination,  seeming- 
ly content  to  play  the  expect- 
ed things  in  the  conventional 

manner,  though  on  a  few 
occasions  she  seemed  to  be 
proposing  aesthetic  marria- 

ge to  Les  McCann. 
Another  flaw  in  the  per- 

formance was  the  habit  of 
giving  the  bassist  too  much 
time.  As  a  rhythm  voice  he 
was  strong  and  pulsating, 
but  as  a  soloist  he  dulled 
quickly.  A  bass  is  a  difficult instrument  to  listen  to  as 
a  solo  voice  for  a  long  time. 
Few  men  have  either  the  im- 

agination of  a  Ray  Brown, 
the  musical  and  personal 
unorthodoxy  of  a  Charlie 
Mingus,  or  the  god-knows- 
what  of  a  Major  Holley  to 
save  an  extended  bass  solo 
from  tedium.  This  fellow  cer- 

tainly didn't. 
The  Town  doesn't  seem  to 

be  planning  to  make  any  re- 
demption in  the  immediate 

future.  Sam  "The  Man"  Tay- lor moves  in  on  Monday  for 
a  week  of  instrumental 
bumps  and  grinds.  Sam  is 
one  of  the  obnoxious  crew 
who  have  picked  up  the 
worst  facets  of  Illinois  Ja- 
quet  and  blown  them  into 
what  we  laughing  call  the 
Rhythm  'n  Blues  Saxapho- 
ne.  He'd  be  much  better  off 
spending  the  week  trading 

fours  with  Don  Thompson 
downstairs  in  the  Town's Snug  A  Go  Go  Room,  than 
curdling  my  beer  upstairs. 

Undoubtedly  Sam  will 
draw  like  crazy. 

Luckily  Joe  Williams  will succeed  Sam  in  a  week  and 
all  will  be  forgiven. 

If  you  haven't  paid  your first  visit  to  the  Club  76, 
next  week  will  be  an  ideal 
time  for  it.  Edmund  Hall  is 
making  sounds  there  that 
are  hard  to  believe.  He  can 
be  as  light  and  graceful  as 
the  coolest  Buddy  DeFranco 
or  as  hard  and  biting  as  the 
most  spirited  Pee  Wee  Rus- 

sell. His  style  hasn't  chang- ed much  since  the  first 
time  I  encountered  him  on 
sides  recorded  in  1936.  The 
power,  the  verve,  the  fire, 
the  elegance  are  all  still  pre- sent elevating  him  to  the 
top  echelons  of  jazz  clarinet- 
ists. 
The  Club  76  has  other 

things  going  for  it.  In  par- ticular the  waitresses.  And 
even  more  particularly  the 
costumes  they  wear. 
A  word  of  warning.  You 

have  only  two  days  left  to 
hear  the  Jimmy  Rushing 
Teddy  Wilson  package  at  the 
Colonial. 
Succeeding  Rushing  and 

Wilson  will  be  Olive  Brown, 
backed  by  the  Earl  Warren 
Emmett  Berry  group  (ag 
ain?).  I  once  postulated  that 
the  Saints  and  Sinners  Jazz- 
band  owned  half  interest  in 
the  Colonial.  If  this  is  true, 
Earl  Warren  owns  the  other 
half. 

The  Colonial  seems  set  on 
bringing  back  over  and  over 
again  what  they're  sure  will draw.  Mind  you  the  calibre 
Is  generally  good  and  not 
subject  to  the  qualitative 
ups  and  downs  of  the  Town's offerings.  Still,  a  little  more 
diversity  would  be  helpful. 

Excepting  Blossom  Dearie, 
then  it  was  a  good  week  for 
jazz  buffs.  Come  all  you  hip- 

sters. Take  off  that  latest 
Ornette  Coleman  acquisition 
of  yours  and  follow  my  beck- 

oning finger  up  to  the  Club 
76  or  down  to  the  Colonial 
and  discover  that  this  mu 
sic  does  have  a  past,  even 
though  it  may  have  no  fu 
ture.  That  fellow's  name  was 
Buddy  Bolden,  not  Clifford Brown. 

A  vigorous  €ondusion 

SAC  PLANS  FILM  PROMOTION  CLUB 

At  its  last  open  meeting,  SAC  passed  a  motion  to 
set  up  a  Film  Production  Club.  The  club  consists  of 
Chairman,  Stephen  Snyder;  vice-chairman,  Arlene 
Gould;  SAC  rep.,  Judy  Sauvage;  treasurer,  Peter 
Szekely;  Chairman  of  Film  Society,  Stan  Pearl;  and 
two  staff  advisors,  Mr.  R.  Green  and  Mr.  E.  Costigan, 
both  of  the  Department  of  English. 

The  club  will  consider  film  scripts  to  be  handed 
to  them  by  University  students,  and  are  in  a  position 
to  allocate  money  and  equipment  to  aid  in  the  produc- 

tion of  films  they  consider  qualified. 
Anyone  interested  in  any  aspect  of  film  making 

should  attend  the  club's  open  meeting  Monday,  Novem- ber 29  at  5:00  p.m.  The  room  for  the  meeting  will  be 
announced  in  the  Here  and  Now  column  in  Monday's 
paper. 

By  PETER  GODDARD 
Henryk  Szeryng  performed  the  D  major 

Violin  Concerto  with  the  Toronto  Symphony this  week. 

There  were  moments  when  in  the  first 
movement  the  orchestra  failed  to  match  the 
exuberance  of  the  soloist.  After  the  violin 
had  announced  the  initial  theme  and  had 
proceeded  with  brilliant,  precise  ornamenta- 

tion passing  into  the  second,  coy  melody, 
the  orchestra's  background  of  rapid  figura- tion was  too  reserved,  with  tempi  not  match- 

ing those  of  Mr.  Szeryng. 
It  seemed  as  if  the  ensemble  was  trying 

to  find  the  artist's  conception  as  they  played. 
But  they  did  find  it  and  the  conclusion  of 

the  movement,  the  rapid  scale  passages  by 
the  violin  were  vigorously  matched  with 
powerfully  accented  chords  in  the  orchestra. 
Throughout  the  soloist  revealed  a  preci- 

sion of  technique,  skipping  over  brilliant staccato  passages. 

In  difficult  cadenzas,  with  complex  ar- 
peggiated  figures,  passages  in  sixths,  he 
never  once  faltered  over  intonation,  never 
rushed.  He  let  the  music,  and  not  merely 
his  virtuosity,  dazzle  the  audience. 

The  performance  of  Handel's  Concerto Grosso  No.  6  achieved  a  suitable  balance  be- 
tween the  soloist  and  orchestra.  However, 

had  there  been  fewer  strings  in  the  ripieno, 
the  concertino  would  not  have  had  to  strain 
to  achieve  the  dynamic  contrasts  they  did. 

The  conductor  kept  the  ponderous  bass 
line  moving,  giving  momentum  to  the  work 
that  was  played  rather  slowly.  The  expres- 

sive Aria  was  well  phrased  and  the  rich, 
rounded  string  tone  gave  the  section  a  som- 
berness  that  contrasted  well  with  the  gigue- like  Allegro. 

It  is  difficult  to  divert  the  impression  that 
Seiji  Ozawa  leaves  on  the  mind.  In  the  con- 

cert premiere  performance  of  Harry  Somer's 
Symphony  No.  1  the.  slow  arcs  and  the  sud- 

den dashes  that  his  hands  made  in  the  air 
brought  this  intensely  romantic  work  to  a climatic  conclusion. 

The  composition  is  like  a  fan;  from  a  soft 
low  moaning  on  the  strings  it  unfolded  to 
clipped  rhythmic  sections  that  exploited  the tonal  resources  of  the  orchestra. 
Each  section  had  solo  treatment;  the 

woodwinds,  the  oboe,  flute,  clarinet  and  bas- 
soon exchanged  gossipy  chatter,  which 

melted  into  rhapsodic  string  lines  thai  had 
an  almost  Stravinskian  terseness. 

Gradually  the  rise  and  fall  of  tensions  cul- 
minated in  a  stunning  climax  which  slowly 

folded  into  the  quiet  close  of  the  Epilogue, 
where  the  solo  violin  took  the  retrograde  of the  Prologue. 

All  the  sections  had  interesting  passages 
played  well,  but  the  violins  were  most  not- 

able in  this  respect  in  the  accuracy  of  their 
phrasing,  shading,  and  their  ability  as  a  unit 
to  feel  and  anticipate  the  mood  throughout 
the  entire  orchestra  at  any  given  time. 

Strauss  in  the  Great  Hall 

By  W.  D.  GORDON 
Sunday  evening  last,  in 

the  Great  Hall,  the  Hart 
House  string  orchestra  gave 
us  its  opening  concert:  Vau- 
ghan  Williams'  "Fantasia  on 
a  Theme  by  Thomas  Tallis", Elgar's  "Introduction  and 
Allegro",  and  Richard 
Strauss's  "Metamorphoses". Conductor  Neel  said  some 
illuminating  program  notes 
into  a  large  microphone, 
and  otherwise  provided  re- 

lief, not  unwelcome,  by 
catching  his  baton  in  it 
(the  microphone)  behind 
his  back  —  breaking  it,  as 
far  as  I  could  make  out. 
(It  is  verv  difficult  to  see, 
what  with  the  Great  Hall...) 

Strauss  is  very  much  a 
matter  of  taste.  His  music 
is  often  polyphonic  to  an 
extent  where  the  counter- 

point becomes  ineffective: melodic  line  piled  on  line, 
rhythmic  pattern  on  pat- 
pattern,  sonority  on  sono- 
rity. 

The  operas  provide  the 
best  examples  of  his  thick, 
complex  composition,  and 
the  only  way  to  enjoy  them, 
I  think,  is  to  give  in  —  to  be 
carried  away  by  the  massive 
sound,  to  accept  the  impe- 

netrable interweaving.  Not 
to  attempt  to  unravel.  Not 
necessarily  to  understand. 
Certainly  not  to  argue.  (In 
that  sense,  at  least,  his  art 
is  genuinely  Germanic.) 
The  same  applies  to  his 

purely  orchestral  works.  So, when  one  of  these  grand, 
sonorous  assaults  is  scaled 
down  to  twenty-odd  musi- 

cians and  the  relative  inti- 
macy of  Great  Hall,  it  must 

lose  some  of  the  hugeness 
and  opacity  which  charac- 

terize, and  are  essential  to, 
Strauss. 

If  these  elements  can  be 
seen  to  account  for  the  emo- 

tional effects  of  his  music, 
there  is  another  which  ac- 

counts for  its  interest;  that 

is,  his  use  of  'motifs'.  They provide  the  programmatic 
skeletons  upon  which  most 
of  his  works  are  built,  and 
recognizing  their  occurence and  variations  can  occupy 
Che  mind  whoever  cares  to 
follow  the  narrative. 

Basically,  all  three  per- 
formances last  Sunday  suf- 

lered  the  same:  poorly  con- 
trolled dynamics,  not  pro- 

portioned sensitively  to 
suite  the  size  of  the  or- 

chestra. The  players  seemed 
unwilling  to  exploit  their 
soft-playing  ability,  tend- 

ing to  reach  their  dynamic 
height  early  in  each  work, 
leaving  nothing  more  to  give 
the  climaxes.  When,  for  ex- 

ample, Elgar  brought  his 
third-stepping  theme  in  for 

a  final  statement,  we  had 

nothing  to  tell  us  'triumphal' but  Mr.  Neel's  word  for  it. 
The  resulting  sameness  of 

sound,  in  the  English  mu- 
sic, only  contributed  to  the lack  of  over-all  shape;  but 

in  the  Strauss  it  obscured 
the.  motifs,  as  well.  Each 
small  section  of  strings, 
whenever  it  had  something 

important  to  say,  couldn't assert  itself  over  the  gene- 
ral forte  —  a  disastrous 

fact,  especially,  in  a  work which  is  one,  protracted, 
slow  movement. 
Performances  much  more 

than  competent,  can  often  be 
just  short  of  boring.  A  con- ductor's worth  lies  in  his 
ability  to  find  effective 
compromises.  What  Mr. 
Neel  and  the  Hart  House  Or- chestra must  do  now  is  to 
reach  the  desirable  compro- 

mise between  the  fullness 
of  their  sound  and  the  size 

of  their  ensemble. 

congratulations; ! 

The  Review  would  like  to  congratulate  Students'  Council president  Mary  Brewin  and  Printing  Bureau  chief  Bruce 
Lewis  on  their  recent  engagement.  For  more  on  Miss Brewin,  see  Review  12. 
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POVERTY  IN  APPALAC 

"These  people  are  starving  and  their  houses  are  falling 
down.  They've  got  no  schools,  no  hospitals,  no  libraries,  almost no  roads.  Flood  control  is  non-existent.  Children  are  barefoot 
and  the  people  go  round  in  raggedy  clothes — shoes  falling  off 
their  feet.  Kids'  bellies  stuck  out  because  of  hunger." This  is  a  picture  of  poverty  in  the  Appalachian  Mountain 
region  of  the  Southern  United  States  as  described  by  Carl 
Braden,  a  51-year-old  ex-journalist  who  is  supervisor  of  an 
infant  civil  rights  project  designed  to  help  these  people.  Bra- 

den was  in  Toronto  recently  on  a  speaking  and  fund-raising tour. 
The  project,  known  as  The  Southern  Mountain  Project,  is 

located  in  Sevier  County,  Tenn.;  its  method  of  operation  was 
described  by  Braden  this  way:  "We're  goin'  to  organize  these 

of  his  sentence.  Braden,  who  for  a  lime  served  as  secretary  to 
the  Kentucky  state  parole  officer,  said:  "I  don't  remember ever  a  case  where  a  bootlegger  was  turned  down  for  parole. 
The  government  has  a  guilty  conscience  about  'em,  that's  all." Education,  by  our  standards,  is  almost  non-existent  in  this area.  Braden  estimated  that  the  median  education  is  the  fourth 
or  fifth  grade.  "Very  few  go  to  college.  There  may  be  a  few 
high-school  graduates  but  the  drop-out  rate  is  extremely  high." 

fn  addition,  these  people  are  completely  alienated  from 
the  ordinary  political  processes.  They  feel  that  government 
will  do  nothing  for  them.  "People  just  say  'what  the  hell  is 
the  use  of  registering  and  voting?'" 

The  economic  prospects  are  equally  dim,  "Just,  con- 
tinuous decay  unless  it's  arrested.  Continuous  and  constant 

other  centers  of  power  which 
now  reverse  themselves  and  br 
yet  these  are  the  people  the  g 

grams  through." 
This  is  where  the  Southe 

step  in — to  organize  the  peop] 
structure.  After  two  years  o 
started  in  the  spring  with  fou 
variable  number  of  volunteers.  \ 
Conference  Educational  Fund,  ; 
since  1938.  It  is  closely  affilia 
Southern  Christian  Leadership 

Volunteers  entered  Sevier 
interview  the  people.  Right  frc 
done  on  an  integrated  basis  be 
organize  Negroes  here  and  wh: 
gonna  bring  them  together  lal 
not  gonna  do  it.  This  has  neve 
group  becomes  an  in  group  a 
group  you  can't  bring  them  tog group  together,  then  you  have 

them." 

At  the  end  of  the  summer 
report  in  which  they  concluded 
people.  "Certain  places  said  th< was  usually  where  no  Negroes 
Negroes  in  this  area's  populati although  there  are  areas  with 
Ala.,  with  40  per  cent  Negro  po 
Southern  Mountains. 

By  Volksrn 

Marcia  Klupman,  an  Indian  university  student  w'th  Sevier County  children. 

people  lo  raise  hell  and  gel  something  done,  form  a  political bloc  of  these  disinherited  people." 
Braden's  organization,  though,  intends  to  organize  both whites  and  Negroes  together.  "One  of  the  things  we're  insist- ing on  is  this  is  lo  be  an  integrated  movement  because  up  till 

now  the  big  man's  been  able  to  keep  the  poor  divided  bv  color in  the  South." 
He  sees  the  power  structure  in  the  U.S.  in  these  terms- You  see,  you  have  two  groups  of  capitalists  in  the  United Males.  The  people  in  New  York  and  the  people  in  Chicago  . Ihey  have  an  executive  committee  in  Washington  and  Lyndon Johnson  is  chairman  of  the  executive  committee  .  And  they 

colony"2  CO'°nieS-  The  south  is  a  coIony  and  Appalachia  is  a 
"They've  gone  in  and  extracted  the  raw  material— coal  oil and  timber  and  taken  it  away  and  left  nothin'  behind' but starvin  people,  torn  up  land,  delapidaled  buildin's.  Ten  mil- lion people  in  this  area  of  whom  half  of  'em  live  below  the hot  poverty  level."  Creeks  and  streams  arc  polluted  with  refuse xrom  the  oil  and  mine  workings. 
Farming,  of  course,  is  limited  although  many  of  these people  are  able  to  survive  with  what  they  can  grow  on  small two-acre  patches  of  land.  Some  work  in  factories  and  "hell  if they  can  make  a  dollar  an  hour  they  consider  themselves  lucky They  usually  get  75,  80  cents  an  hour."  7 
Many  can  make  a  good  living  at  the  old  traditional  profes- sion c, moonsh mrng.  "It's  an  honorable  professoin.  It's  a  way oi  making  a  hvmg  after  you  lose  your  job  in  the  coal  mines 

attacfTto"  '     hi"S       "  UP  3  Sli"  '  '  '  There's  ™ 

are  StS^'^S  gSg**" with  better  transportation  and  K^^TZn™ prison,  for  a  rest",  ts  considered  an  occupational  hazard  The 
PnSWhr,hUenMdUbbed  "The  B°°"^«'  Country  C?ub." 
I  ,mil!  U  °l  T"  'S,aWDy'  the  neigW>°rs  lake  care  of  the family  although  often  they  do  not  need  to.  The  bootlegger orten  has  a  sizeable  nest-egg  stashed  awav  for  precisely  such 
ltr  it  to  distillery-prepared  liquor 

County  officials  do  not  take  these  prison  terms  too  seri- ously ether,  for  s.mple  economic  reasons.  "When  they  put  the old  man  m  prison  lor  makin'  whiskey  they  not  S  got  to 
1ldeHCdre"0«    ?'  »"  Of  eight  kids'and  ti  e old  lady,  Braden  sa.d.  Families  are  always  large:  the  people are  unaware  ol  birth  control.  And  when  The  old  man  is  taken off  by  the  revetment,  "the  old  lady  and  the  kids  they  go  clown 
are  of  ""I  deman<1  ,ha«  <»«  government  tZ 
nesiet  X'.  ™  1  ZSV[K  d°uesn  '  teU  the  ofriciaK  *e nest-egg  she  probably  has  at  home. Penalties  for  bootlegging  are:  a  year  and  a  day  for  the  first 
b  luT  a  ̂   f°r,'he  SeC°nd  and  five  >Wf.,r  -he  third but  the  bootlegger  can  be  paroled  after  serving  only  one  third 

demoralization.  Progressive  decay  of  social  institutions  .  .  .," Braden  said. 
But  what  of  President  lohnson's  Great  Society  legislation? Braden  says:  "The  War  on  Poverty  is  a  hoax  and  so  is  the Appalachian  Recovery  Bill  which  appropriated  $1,000,000,000 

lor  Appalachia  spread  over  live  years.  S840.000.000  or  84  per cent  is  for  the  building  of  superhighways  in  the  southern 
mountains.  The  mountaineers  are  sayin'  'well,  guess  we  can go  out  there  and  walk  up  and  down  them  superhighways  with 
our  barefeet.'  " The  problem  is  thai  the  federal  government  is  fighting  the war  through  precisely  the  social  and  economic  forces  respon- sible for  the  conditions  in  the  area  in  the  first  place.  As  Tom Gish,  editor  of  the  weekly  Mountain  Eagle,  Whilesburg,  Ky., 
puts  it:  "Ii  is  rather  ridiculous  to  expect  coal  companies  and 

The  students  also  made  no 
the  population.  The  whole  strat 
them,  but  to  "stimulate  the  cr themselves.  Getting  the  ideas 

important  thing." After  a  bad  start,  when  th> 
he  was  involved  in  a  car  crash, 
themselves  throughout  the  sun 
Fletcher,  is  now  setting  up  new 

Students  work  by  entering 
ties— usually  a  church,  a  few  he 
setting  up  discussion  groups  £ mountaineers,  then,  discuss  thei 
can  be  done. 

These  people  are  land  pooj 
assessed  and  their  tax  rate  is  e: 
is  attracting  industry  with  guara 
and  other  concessions.  "Well,  so 
plants,  the  roads,  the  water  systi 

These  children  and  their  father  are  typical  ef  people  in  the  area. 



HI  A 

ve  created  this  situation  to 
about  any  true  reform — and 
:rnment  is  drafting  the  pro- 

Mountain  Project  hopes  to 
it  the  bottom  of  this  social 
liscussion,  the  project  was 
ill-time  paid  workers  and  a 
>  sponsored  by  The  Southern 
vil  rights  group  in  the  south 
with  Martin  Luther  King's inference. 

jnty  during  the  summer  to 
the  start  everything  is  being 
se,  as  Braden  says:  "People 
there  and  say,  'Well,  we're 
This  is  nonsense.  You're 

•een  done  because  once  this 
this  group  becomes  an  in 
er.  But  if  you  create  an  in 
unbreakable  bond  between 

se  students  wrote  a  30-page 
is  possible  to  organize  these 
lidn't  like  niggers.  But  this 
r  lived."  The  percentage  of is  about  10  to  15  per  cent, 
Negroes  and  Birmingham, 
ation  is  also  situated  in  the 

Rkhter 

of  potential  leaders  among 
is  not  to  force  action  upon 
ive  thinking  of  the  people 
■m  the  people,  this  is  the 

reject's  director  died  after 
e  students  had  to  organize 
:r.  A  new  director,  Frank 
ganizational  forms, 
small  mountain  communi- 

;s  and  a  general  store — and 
mg  interested  people.  The 
onomic  problems  and  what 

iraden  said.  "They're  over- 
mely  high."  Sevier  County 
;s  of  30-year  tax  exemptions where  the  services  for  these 
,  the  sewers,  fire  protection 

South  Mountain  Project  workers  interview a  mountaineer. 

and  all  the  things  that  are  needed  in  a  modern  society  have  to be  paid  for.  So  who  has  to  pay  it?  The  other  taxpayers  na- turally, and  it  falls  right  back  on  the  same  people  who  have nothing  to  begin  with." 
Braden  reports  that  resistance  to  the  project  by  city  and county  officials  is  strong.  "Volunteers  are  very  much  harassed by  police.  Every  time  they  or  any  of  the  white  girls  are  seen with  a  Negro  in  a  car,  they're  locked  up.  If  we  started  this thing  through  mass  rallies  and  meetings  and  so  forth  then everybody  would  get  knocked  off.  Police  would  be  around  and 

lock  em  up  and  harass  them  and  they'd  kill  the  movement." Braden  also  reports  that  the  people  are  very  responsive, 

taken  out  of  the  area.  After  all  they  extracted  $500  000  000  000 worth  of  coal  and  oil  and  limber  and  other  raw  materials  from this  colony  ...  The  United  States  government  and  the  people of  the  United  States  and  the  industrialists  owe  these  people 
this  money." Braden  himself,  a  heavy-set,  gray-haired  man,  has  been involved  in  the  civil-rights  movement  since  1954  after  working as  a  newspaperman  for  24  years. 

In  1954,  in  his  home-town  Louisville,  Ky.,  he  helped  a Negro  buy  a  house.  Racists  blew  up  the  house  and  he  was promptly  charged  under  an  anti-Communist  sedition  law.  "The prosecuting  attorney  said  my  wife  and  I  bought  the  house, 

A  small  country  school  in  the  Appalachians.  Most  of  the  children attending  get  little  benefit,  since  the  rest  of  their  environment opposes  education. 

"in  fact,  too  responsive  in  some  respects,  because  they're  too anxious  to  get  moving.  And  it's  dangerous  lo  try  to  move  too fast.  Frank's  (Fletcher)'s  job  is  really  to  move  this  thing  in  a deliberate  way  and  yet  not  too  slow  so  that  the  peopie  under- 
stand  what  they're  doing  as  they  organize." Braden  then  outlined  the  goals  For  the  project.  First,  he said,  the  federal  government  should  start  a  vast  public  works 
program  to  sop  up  the  "lingering  unemployment"  and  at  the same  time  provide  schools,  libraries,  hospitals  and  other necessities. 

In  addition,  he  said,  the  government  should  pay  every family  in  the  area  $60  a  week  for  52  weeks  a  vear— permanent 
unemployment  pay— until  government  or  industry  can  Hod them  a  job.  "The  President's  Council  of  Economic  Advisors said  if  you  make  less  than  $3,000  a  year  in  the  United  States, you  are  in  a  state  of  poverty  .  .  .  We  think  the  United  Slates 
government  should  redress  the  balance.  They're  always  brag- ging about  our  affluent  society  .  .  ." The  estimated  $12,000,000,000  a  year  needed  for  this  could 
be  trimmed  off  the  defence  budget,  Braden  said.  The  U.S. spends  $52,000,000,000  a  year  on  defence. 

"This  is  still  not  enough.  We  go  one  step  further,  and  say, with  the  rise  of  automation,  the  work-week  will  have  to  be  cul to  fit  the  number  of  workers  until  the  jobs  and  the  number of  workers  balance  out. 
"We  feel  it's  the  job  of  industry  and  government  to  provide 'em  with  jobs  right  where  thej  live,  Thc>  don't  want  lo  be 

sold  ii  and  had  it  blown  up  for  the  purpose  of  creating  racial 
strife  lor  bringing  about  a  political  revolution  which  would 
cause  Ihe  overthrow  of  Ihe  government  of  Kentucky  and  the 
United  Stales  by  force  and  violence." He  served  eight  months  of  a  15  year  prison  term,  before 
the  U.S.  Supreme  Court  reversed  all  the  state  sedition  laws. 
He  spent  two  months  in  solitary  confinement.  "They  were 
Irving  lo  break  my  spirit." 

It  was  three  years  and  S35.000  legal  fees  after  the  explosion 
that  he  was  free  again,  but  the  Louisville  Courier-Journal,  for 
whom  he  had  worked,  refused  to  re-hire  him.  Braden,  there- 
lore,  started  working  for  the  Southern  Conference  Educational Fund. 

After  a  year  at  that  job,  he  was  called  before  the  House  Un- 
American  Activities  Sub-Committee,  investigating  alleged  Com- 

munist infiltralion  of  the  civil  rights  organizations.  He  was 
convicted  of  contempt  of  Congress  when  he  refused  to  answer 
the  committee's  questions.  "I  refused  to  co-operate  with  them 
on  the  basis  of  that  they  had  no  right  to  go  around  asking 
people  a  lot  of  questions.  They  tried  to  get  me  to  say  I  was 
pleading  self-incrimination  (the  Fiflh  Amendment)  but  I  re- 

fused to  plead  it." His  one-year  prison  term  was  eventually  upheld  by  the 
U.S.  Supreme  Court  although  four  justices,  including  Earl 
Warren,  dissented  in  the  decision.  Braden  went  to  jail  for  nine 
months.  "I  was  such  a  dangerous  character  that  I  got  ihree 
months  off  for  good  behavior." 
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Attention  all  Snow  Bunnies: 

Harridge's  Ski  Boutique  is  Now  Open For  life  in  the  greot  ourdoors:  our  Ski  Boutique  brimming  with  smart 
ideas  for  the  slopes;  plus,  a  sizzling  collection  of  apres-ski  fashions. 
Here,  a  marvellous  new  look  from  Irving  of  Montreal — completely 
lined  knit  pull-on  with  zip  back.  Beige,  in  S,  M,  L,  $25.  Europeon 
stretch  ski  pont  in  Black,  Navy,  Forest  Green,  Brown.  Sizes  8  to  16, 
$35.  Treat  yourself  to  all  the  delights  now  in  Harridge's  Ski  Boutique, ground  level. 

Ebo  and  art 

By  LYN  OWEN 
"Where  is  Black  Canada?" This  is  a  rallying  cry,  the 

call  to  the  fold,  of  the  Ebo 
Society,  a  group  formed  last 
March  to  emphasize  and  en- 

courage Negro  creative  ta- 
lent. 

The  Ebo  Society  is  a  vital, 
new  organization  rising  on 
the  crest  of  the  awakening 
awareness  of  artistic  poten- 

tiality in  Canada  and  the 
increasing  discontent  at  the 
lack  of  opportunities  and 
outlets  for  this  talent.  But 
it  is  more  than  that.  The 
Society  is  an  uprising  in  the arts — a  cultural  approach  to 
racial  discrimination. 
The  Society  is  centred 

around  a  small,  hard-core, 
management  group  of  pro- fessional artists.  The  presi- 

dent, Austin  Clarke,  is  an 
established  novelist  with 
three  books  completed  and 
publishing  contracts  for more.  Lennox  Brown,  vice 
president,  recently  won  the Canadian  Drama  Festival 
competition,  and  has  a  his- 

tory of  poetic  and  dramatic 
writing  behind  him.  Yvonne Bobb,  executive  secretary  of 
the  Society,  is  a  professional 
magazine  writer. 

This  management  group 

keeps  their  program  con- stantly moving,  planning  art 
exhibits,  dramatic  and  mus- ical presentations. 
The  Ebo  name  is  taken 

from  an  African  tribe,  cha- racterized, Clarke  says,  by 
"their  aggressive  predilection 
for  freedom  in  all  forms". 
The  Ebo  Society  itself  is 

partly  a  protest  against 
racial  discrimination  in  so- 

ciety and  in  the  arts.  Its 
members  explain  prejudice 
in  a  cultural  context.  The 
basic  reason  for  the  theory 
of  racial  inferiority  is  that 
western  civilization  doesn't see  the  Negro  contribution 
to  society  except  in  the  ne- 

gative stereotype  of  violence 
and  ignorance. 

PIMM'S 
N2  5  has  a 
Canadian 

Whisky  base 

both  are  absolutely  delicious! 

Two  things  about  Pimm's:  easy  to  serve,  and  a  taste  you'll  enjoy.  Just  pour  into  a  tall  glass and  add  ice  and  fill  up  with  your  favourite  light  mix.  You  can  add  a  slice  of  cucumber a  piece  of  lemon,  or  a  sprig  of  mint  to  make  the  traditional  Pimm's,  famous  throughout 
the  world.  But  don  t  bother  unless  you're  in  the  mood.  A  new  generation  is  rediscovering Pimm  s  . . .  and  enjoying  every  moment  of  it.  5 

DRINK  PIMM  S— simply  because  you'll  enjoy  the  taste  of  it. H.  CORBY  DISTILLERY  LIMITED,  CORBYVILLE,  CAN. 

Ebo  seeks  to  emphasize and  encourage  the  Negro 
share  in  the  cultural  back- 

ground of  the  white  world. 
In  this  context,  art  can  be 
used  as  a  constructive  wea- 

pon, concretely  demostrant- ing  the  Negro  artist  as  a 
creative  social  force  and  in- 

versely heightening  his  mo- rale. 

As  comparad  to  conditions in  the  United  States,  the 
Canadian  Negro  is  scattered 
and  isolated.  He  feels  that 
he  cannot  fit  into  a  white 
society,  and  he  has  no  united 
Negro  community  around him  where  he  can  take  a 

place. 
Too  often  he  finds  himself 

caught  up  in  a  net  of  social existence.  As  an  artist  he 
can  view  the  world  only 
through  racial  eyes. 

By  creating  a  work  of  art, the  Negro  artist  can  discover 
a  pride  in  himself  and  an 
involvement  with  society  re- 

leasing him  from  the  person- 
al and  social  pressures  dub- 

bing him  outcast.  The  prob- lem for  the  artist  is  to  free 
himself  from  the  drawbacks 
of  his  environment  and  to  be 
able  to  create  without  racial- 

ism being  the  motivating force. 

This  is  where  Ebo  offers 
the  direction  of  a  collective 
effort.  The  appeal  lies  in  the 
interlocking  motives  for  this 
effort.  Ebo  provides  a  dif- ferent and  exciting  idea  of 
interest  and  enthusiasm  to 
rally  around;  it  promises  a 
community  force  with  a  ra- 

cially unifying  and  elevating 
effect;  it  functions  to  en- 

courage art  and  artists  at 
the  early  stage  when  they 
need  contact  with  each  other to  develop. 

The  Ebo  Society  is  a  vital, 
forceful  organization  with  a 

young,  tense  desire  to  suc- 
ceed. Any  encoui-agment  of 

art,  especially  a  purposeful, 
organized  encouragement,  is 
good  news  in  Canada. 

Inside  Ebo's  protective  en- vironment of  competition 
within  one  color  group, 
talent  is  the  only  measuring 
stick;  no  complaint  of  failure 
can  be  made  on  the  grounds 
of  racial  discrimination  or 
unfriendly  editing.  The  hot- 

house isolation  has  its  evi- 
dent dangers  and  drawbacks 

too,  but  perhaps  these  are 
outweighed  by  the  need. 
No  man  should  be  able  to 

say,  as  Len  Brown  did, 
speaking  generally  about  his 
work,  that  he  wrote  about 
the  problem  of  loneliness, 
"a  strictly  Negro  sort  of loneliness.  Because  people 
who  are  non-white  are  made 
to  believe  that  they  don't matter  in  white  society.  I 
know  I  don't  belong  and  I 

never  will". 
review 



Liven  sparse  folk  scene 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
The  Toronto  folk-music 

scene  is  a  bit  sparse  this 
week,  but  one  bright  light 
is  provided  by  Three's  A 
Crowd,  appearing  at  the 
Riverboat  until  Sunday. 

This  trio  is  new  to  these 
parts,  having  recently  ar- 

rived from  Vancouver.  And, 
fortunately,  unlike  most 
groups  corning  from  the 
West,  these  kids  are  with the  times. 
Their  songs  are  funky, 

with  a  rock  flavor  to  them. 
Their  arrangements  are  in- 

ventive and  interesting. 
Donna  Weaver  can  really 

wail  out  with  a  blues  num- 
ber. She  was  particularly  ef- 

fective with  Billie  Holli- 
day's  The  Child  That's  Got 
His  Own.  With  a  dry,  sen- 

sual projection,  she  pierces 
you,  even  though  her  appre- 

ciation and  her  feeling  for 
the  song  could  be  much 
deeper. 

Trevor  Veitch  has  Beatle- 
ish  hair,  sings  and  plays 
guitar  —  rarely  more  than 
a  few  simple  strums  but 
enough  to  provide  adequate 
backing.  There  are  songs, 
though,  in  which  merely 
strumming  isn't  effective. The  third  member,  is  a 
tall,  lanky  comic  named 
Brent  Titcombe.  I  call  him 
comic  because  that's  the  ca- pacity he  fills  best.  He  also 
plays  guitar  and  adds  some 
strains  on  the  mouth  harp 

at  times.  Brent  has  a  natur- 
al ability  for  comedy.  He  can 

handle  himself  easily  on 
stage  and  the  result  is  never 
forced,  although  some  of 
the  humor  is  too  much  like 
the  stuff  you  find  in  a  col- 

lege revue. 
As  a  group  they  swing. 

They  are  best  on  a  gospel  or 
bluesy  number,  in  which 
they  can  show  their  slick, 
but  clean  harmony  and  en- semble style. 

They  are  fine  entertainers 
and  obviously  like  their 
work,  but,  in  an  artistic 
sense,  their  work  is  rarely 
profound. MIRIAM  MAKEBA 

It  was  a  small  crowd  that 
was  interested  enough  to 
come  out  to  Massey  Hall  and 
see  Miriam  Makeba,  one  of 
Belafonte's  many  finds,  last Sunday. 

Too  bad,  too,  because  Miss 
Makeba  is  an  excellent  art- 

ist. She  sings  with  a  beauti- 
ful and  expressive  voice,  a 

voice  that  has  color  and 
emotion  and  conviction. 

Miss  Makeba  is  very  con- 
cerned about  the  apartheid 

situation  in  her  native  South 
Africa  and  thus  when  she 
sings  a  song  from  there  you 
know  she  means  what  she 
sings. 
PETER,  PAUL  AND  MARY 

Two  weeks  ago  I  wonder- 
ed how  Toronto  would  ac- 

cept Dylan's  Massey  Hall concert    because    of  his 

change  in  style.  This  time 
I'm  wondering  about  the 
next  Massey  Hall  concert  on 
the  agenda,  Peter,  Paul  and 
Mary,  who  are  appearing 
there  this  Sunday  and  Mon- 
day. 

But  I'm  wondering  this 
time  because  PP&M  don't change.  Their  style  is  the 
same  as  when  they  first  hit 
the  scene  three  years  ago. 

It's  a  style  with  much, 
harmony,  toned  down  guitar 
playing,  and  heavy  styliza- 
tion  in  the  arrangements. 
It's  a  style  that  at  times loses  the  simple  appeal  of 
a  song,  but  can  at  times  en- 

hance it  beautifully  with  a 
passionate  and  respectful vocalizing. 

But  now  PP&M  have  been 
left  behind  by  the  rest  of 
the  folk  music  scene.  Their 
failure  to  adapt  to  the 
changing  tastes  probably 
will  mean  a  decline  for 
them. 

AROUND  TOWN: 
The  New  Gate  of  Cleve  is 

closed  for  alterations;  an- 
other new  folk-singer,  Marti 

Shannon,  will  be  at  the 
Riverboat  next  week;  the 
blues  of  Jackie  Washington 
(not  the  one  from  Boston) 
are  featured  at  the  Mouse- 
hole;  Lonnie  Johnson  is  at 
Steele's  Tavern  and  Alan 
MacRae  and  his  western, 
protest  and  just  plain  non- sense songs  will  appear 
there  starting  Monday. 

3's  a  crowd 

Levine  (continued) 
wants  to  achieve,  an  un- 

cluttered "very  nice,  pure, 
sterile  atmosphere."  The main  idea  behind  this  ex- 

hibition's didactic  quality  is 
that  society  is  slowly  ema- 

sculating itself,  pop  culture 
and  commercialism  is  re- 

sulting in  the  "death  of  the human  emotions  in  our 

time." Levine  is  not  protesting 
this  sterility  but  simply  un- 
dramatically    exploiting  it. 

review 

"You  see,  I'm  very  involved 
with  not  doing  too  much. 
I'm  trying  to  underdo."  And it  is  in  this  passivity,  this 
"underdoing"  that  the  con- 

temporary plight  is  so  hea- 
vily underlined. 

A  nihilist,  his  work  is 
dead  and  impotent  because 
what  he  chooses  to  see  and 
feel  in  his  surroundings  is 
dead  and  sterile.  He  is  not 
interested,  in  his  recent 
work,  in  doing  anything  that 
smacks  of  an  esthetic,  that 
can  stand  alone  on  its  in- 

trinsic value,  but  rather,  in 
a  morbid  and  fetishistic  way 
he  is  content  to  pick  about 

in  the  sensory  junk  yard  of 
contemporary  experience 
and  come  up  with,  symbols 
which  are  particularly  re- 

presentative of  this  environ- ment. 
Out  of  the  apocalyptic 

world  of  "no-feel",  the horsemen  of  Warhol  are  be- 
ginning to  unleash  pesti- lence and  plague  among 

those  who  think  of  art  as 
something  visually  enrich- 

ing, as  something  that  has been  created  to  ennoble 
everyday  experience.  We will  have  to  choose  between 
emotion  —  the  equality  in 
art  to  make  you  feel,  or  dry 
intellectuality — the  quality 
in  art  to  make  you  think. 

DISCOTHEQUE 
Continental  Atmosphere 
DANCE  TILL  3  A.M. 
OPEIN  WED.  TO SUNDAY 

109  BlonrSt.  -924-0250  , 

STUDENTS 
SPECIAL 

We  will  allow  TOW  discount 
upon  presentation  of  this  adver- tisement. 

620  YONGE  ST. 925-1736 

We  specialize  in  New  York  and New  England  stylo  pizza  and homo-made  spaghetti. 

FOR  UNIVERSITY  JACKETS 
And  RAGLAN  STYLE  SWEATSHIRTS 

(all  colours)  AND  ALL  FACULTIES 
BUY  THE  ORIGINAL  BY 

CANADIAN  SPORTSWEAR 
371  YONGE  ST. 

EM.  4-1513 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS: 

Under  21  will  not  be  admitted 

after  9.00  p.m.  friday 

IF  you  are  over  21,  don't  be  caught  out .  . .  beat  the 
Graduate  Students'  Union  tonight. 

16  Bancroft  Ave. 

SOMETHING  DIFFERENT! 

Pay  Now    Travel  Later {Special  vacation  plan) 
MAKE  SURE  OF  YOUR 

TRIP  FOR  1966 
Contact 

Trade  Winds  Travel 187  College  Street 
Toronto  2B 

Telephone  924-1431 

opposite THE  WALLBERG  BUILDING 

MARIOS 
SPAGHETTI 

HOUSE 
and  PIZZERIA 
662  YONGE  ST. 

2  blocks  south  of  Bloor  St. 
FREE  DELIVERY 
923  -  3222 
921  -  6446 

Are  you  a  candidate  for 
assistance  under  the 

CANADA  STUDENT 

LOANS  ACT? 

Under  this  Act,  each  qualifying  student  may  present  a 
Certificate  of  Eligibility  to  the  bank  branch  of  his  (or 
her)  choice.  Royal  Bank,  with  over  1000  branches  across 
Canada,  offers  you  convenient  service  combined  with 
practical  counsel.  Visit  your  nearest  branch. 



The  feminine  mystique 

and  the  Students'  Coumil 
By  DON  CROWE 

The  Masseys  may  not  be 
willing  to  belive  it,  but  the 
cult  of  the  feminine  mysti- 

que has  extended  itself  to 
the  SAC  presidency,  in  the 
person  of  Mary  Brewin.  She 
is  short  and  "cute";  at  21 she  could  pass  for  16  or  17. 
You  would  feel  much  more 
at  ease  if  someone  was  intro- 

ducing her  to  you  as  his  kid 
sister  rather  than  as  the  pre- sident of  the  U  of  T  student 
body. 

A  brief  talk  with  Miss  Bre- 
win will  destroy  this  illu- 

as  soon  as  they  got  to  know 
me."  She  is  quick  to  point 
out  that  there  should  be  ab- 

solutely no  distinction 
drawn  between  the  sexes 
when  jobs  carrying  any  res- 

ponsibility are  concerned. 
"'A  woman  shouldn't  have 

to  obstinately  prove  the 
point  that  she  has  ability  in- 
spite  of  her  sex  —  she  should 
simply  regard  herself 
as  equal  to  the  male 
and  let  the  issue  drop. 
Her  role  at  university  or  in 
life  is  the  same  as  anyone's —  to  develop  her  potential 

person  can  have  a  basic  set of  ideals  and  be  prepared 
to  cross  party  lines  to  fol- 

low them.  On  a  national  lev- 
el, politics  can  be  used  as 

a  weapon  to  bring  about  so- 
cial change,  but  certain  tem- 

perament is  needed  to  fol- low this  type  of  career.  I 
have  no  great  desire  in  this 
direction;  I'd  prefer  to  go 
into  some  field  of  commu- 

nity work." I  was  surprised  to  learn 
that  Miss  Brewin  feels  that 
the  student  should  not  seek 
a  separate  identity  in  the 

sion,  however.  She  admits 
ihat  before  her  election  last 
year,  people  were  worried 
about  her  "image"  as  pre- sident, but  since  this  is  on- 

ly superficial  at  best,  it  was 
never  really  considered. 

"At  first,"  she  said  in  a 
recent  interview,  "I  was 
treated  rather  as  a  novelty 
by  the  university  officials, 
but  this  attitude  disappeared 

to  the  full." Coming  from  a  family 
very  active  in  the  NDP  on  a 
federal  level  {her  father  is 
MP  for  Toronto-Greenwood 
and  her  older  sister  was  the 
NDP  candidate  in  York 
South)  adds  no  direct  con- 

flict to  Miss  Brewin's  job 
as  president: 

"Politics  are  not  as  strict- 
ly partisan  on  campus;  a 

university  community.  "The danger  with  student  syndi- calism is  that  it  leads  to  a 
split  between  the  student 
and  the  university.  The  stu- dent should  work  with,  and 
not  against,  his  environ- ment. He  should  be  able  to 
recognize  himself  before  he 
demands  recognition  from 
others.  This  period  of  "ado- lescence" takes  place  during 
his  years  as  a  part  of  the 
university  community,  not 
as  an  alien  member." Miss  Brewin  sees  the  pro- 

posed student  union  as  more 
of  a  "university  centre";  it 
is  not  simply  to  be  a  place 
for  students  to  meet,  but  the 
focal  point  for  the  whole 
campus,  faculty  and  student 
body  alike.  This,  she  feels, 
will  help  the  student  to  be- 

come more  a  part  of  the  uni- 
versity instead  of  having  to 

worry  about  proclaiming  a 
separate  identity. 
"Students  may  feel  over- 

whelmed by  the  multiver- 
sity, but  they  simply  don't realize  the  influence  they 

can  have  through  the  chan- 
nels of  student  government. 

SAC  is  another  tool  with 
Which  Lo  shape  the  environ- 

ment of  the  university,  but 
students  don't  seem  to  be 
aware  that  it  is  their  repre- 

sent a  I  ion.      Everything  is 

seen  as  THEY  —  some  mon- ster which  knows  what  it 
wants  and  is  unaware  of 

student's  views." "The  trouble  is  that  peop- 
le will  criticize  freely  but  are 

unwilling  to  accept  any  re- 
sponsibilities themselves. 

Perhaps  they  feel  incapable 
or  perhaps  they've  never  had 

to  their  opinions.  SAC  has  to 
represent  all  students  and 
can  have  no  philosophy  of 
its  own  —  it  must  reflect 
all  aspects  of  student  opini- 

on as  adequately  as  possib- 

le." 

"Of  course  it  seems  diffi- 
cult for  the  individual  to  be 

more  than  a  part  of  the  ma- 

the  chance  to  be  active  in 
the  past.  The  problem  goes 
deeper  than  simply  apathy. 
Either  a  person  doesn't know  what  else  to  be  but 
apathetic  or  he  can  get  so 
caught  up  in  one  organiza- tion that  he  can  only  see  one 

point  of  view." As  president  of  SAC,  Miss Brewin  feels  that  the  best 
solution  to  the  problems  of 
the  student  trying  to  deal 
with  the  multiversity  is  in- 

creased and  earlier  involve- 
ment in  the  many  phases  of 

student  government.  "I'm not  convinced  of  the  con- 
structive use  of  a  Berkley- 

type  uprising.  Student  acti- 
vists are  a  limited,  volunta- 

ry group  bringing  attention 

chine,  and  many  methods 
seem  futile,  but  I  believe 
that  the  greatest  possible  in- volvement will  at  least  give 
a  basis  for  recommendation 
and  will  build  up  a  store 
of  knowledge  and  experien- ce. This  is  an  integral  part 

of  a  person's  university  ca- 

reer." 

Students  looking  for  a  vio- 
lent reform  of  their  present 

role  in  the  multiversity  will have  to  turn  away  from 
SAC.  Their  first  woman  pre- 

sident is  a  gentle  advocate 
of  the  mor^  conventional 

procedures. 

review 



There  are  paintings  included 
in  the  Theresa  Cosgrove  ex- 

hibition currently  on  view  in 
Victoria  College.  Top  right 
is  an  oil  painting  titled  DEEP 
PLACE,  top  left,  one  titled 
MENACING  FLOWER.  Bot- 

tom left  is  one  of  her  LINE 
DRAWING  SERIES,  1963. 

Miss  Cosgrove,  who  gra- duated from  the  Ontario 
College  of  Art  in  1961,  and 
who  has  taught  at  this  Uni- 

versity, spent  much  of  her 
youth  in  Northern  Ontario and  B.C. 

Levine's  '66  fine 

Isn't  it  lovely  ?  ?  ? 

By  JEREMY  ANDERSON 

Les  Levine's  parting  shot at  Toronto  before  he  left  foi 
New  York  and  greener  pas- 

tures, was  his  contribution 
to  Jerrold  Morris'  "Toronto 
20"  print  portfolio  —  a  blue 
print  of  his  medical  chest 
X-ray.  Now  he's  back  with 
his  "line  for  '66"  unveiled last  Thursday  at  the  Isaacs 
Gallery. 

Just  as  the  automobile 
manufacturers  unveil  their 
wares  in  the  fall  of  the  year 
previous  to  mass  marketing, 
so  Levine  follows  suit,  ex- hibiting 10  out  of  a  total 
line  of  31  models — available 
in  9  "art-rite"  colors,  no  less 
Now  these  "models"  are 

vinyl-cast  mass  produced  ob- 
jects— pill  bottles,  light  fix- tures and  tools  etc.,  mounted 

on  wooden  bases  with  a 
heavily  painted  plastic  skin stretched  over  them, 

They  are  grouped  in  series of  three  or  four  and  come 
replete  with  display  cases 
from  which  they  can  be  re- moved. This  offers  the 
buyer  a  choice  in  exhibiting 
them.  Leave  three  in  the 
case  and  hang  one,  hang 
two  and  leave  two  or  even 
hang  the  whole  case.  The 
mind  boggles  —  could  we 
ever  decide? 

All  models  on  view  are  in 
dun  grey,  but  a  color  chart 
is  exhibited  to  show  us  the 
metallic  variety  available  — 
amethyst  to  autumn  gold. 
(Just  as  in  the  automobile show  room.) 
A  "catalogue"  is  available 

— a  set  of  31  original,  signed 
offset  lithographs  showing 
the  whole  line.  The  buyer, 
then,  can  consult  the  color 
chart,  the  "catalogue"  and 

the  models  on  view  to. 
choose  "the  right  one."  And finally  can  leave  his  ordjr with  Av  Isaacs  to  be  filled 
at  the  Levine  factory  in  New York. 

There  is  a  final  touch.  At 
the  back  of  the  gallery  the 
viewing  room  has  been  con- verted into  a  futuristic 
show  case  for  the  ultimate 
in  the  Levine  Line.  These 
are  hanging  pieces  with  sets 
of  transistor  radios  imbed- 

ded in  them  each  tuned  to 
a  different  station. 

In  this  "Control  Room", as  it  is  called,  the  light 
switch  activates  the  audio- 

visual cacaphony  and  music, 
speech,  Gordon  Sinclair  and CHUM  as  well  as  static  and 
dial  tone  all  screech  simul- 

taneously. (Echoes  of  a  less 
sophisticated  torture  cham- 

ber in  the  Ipcress  File  man- 

ner.) 

What  we  are  struck  by, 
and  are  supposed  to  be 
struck  by,  is  the  parallel  to 
commercial  sales  methods. 
This  is  the  important  thing 
— not  the  intrinsic  value  of 
the  work  itself,  because 
there  is  none.  Take  away 
the  salesmanship  and  the 
exhibition  and  its  concept  is 

lost. Mind  you,  there  is  a  cer- 
tain elegance  to  each  piece. 

The  overall  slick  texture  and 
uniformity  of  dun  grey  with 
the  emerging  forms  contri- 

bute to  a  sculptural  plasti- 
city, but  this  is  pushing  the 

issue.  Most  of  the  pieces 
displayed  on  the  walls  look 
rather  pathetic,  lost  in  the 
vastness  of  the  surrounding 
wall  space. 
But  this  is  what  Levine 

See  "Levine,"  Review  11 



HONDA  SPORT 
PARTS  •  SALES  •  SERVICE  •  ACCESSORIES 

OPEN  NIGHTLY  UNTIL  9  P.M. 
1247  Bay  Street  (at  Yorkville)  927. 2 

♦   be  sure  to  get 

your 

CHRISTMAS 
VARSITY 
Dec.  17 

—NOW  THRU  NOV.  27~ 

controversial  play  of  the  season." -Honry  H»*i.  Saturday  flavin* 

SPECIAL  STUDENT  TICKETS  $1.75 AVAILABLE  AT  S  A  C.  OFFICE 
OPENS  DEC.  1st  —  A  CHRISTMAS  MUSICAL 
MR.  SCROOGE 

Remodelling  &  Alterations 
—  A  Specialty  — 

STUDENTS'  ELITE 
CLEANERS  &  TAILORS 

6S4  Spadina  Ave. 
WA.  2-4361 

10%  DISCOUNT 
ON  PRESENTATION 
of  NFCUS  cards 

REQUIRES 

IE  ARTS 

COMMERCE  GRADUATES 

THAN  EVER  BEFORE 

PLEASE  CHECK  WITH  THE  PLACEMENT 

OFFICE  REGARDING  REQUIREMENTS 
AND  APPOINTMENT  TIMES. 

OUR  PLACEMENT  ADVISERS 

WILL  BE  ON  CAMPUS 

DECEMBER  1-2-3 

EXPORT 
PLAIN 

or  FILTER  TIP 
CIGARETTES 

REGULAR  and  KINGS  , 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 
ROBERT  GILL,  Director 

AUDITIONS 

AUDITIONS  BEGIN  ON  WEDNESDAY,  DECEMBER  1st  FOR 

GOLDOM'S 
THE  SERVANT  OF  TWO  MASTERS 

FOR  AN  APPOINTMENT  PHONE  WA  3-7193  OR  CALL AT  THEATRE  OFFICES 

WHAT  ARE   YOU    DOING  NEW  YEAR'S? 

JOIN  THE  IN  GROUP  AT  THE 

HART  HOUSE  NEW  YEAR'S  EVE  BALL Dancing  ..  .Three  Bands  .  .  .  Steak  Supper  at  12.15,  12.45,  1.15  a.m. 

Tickets  available  from  the  Hall  Porter  on  December  1st Reservations  may  be  made  at  the  Graduate  Office 
$12.00  PER  COUPLE 

NEW  PAPERBACKS 

By  BEVERLY  PETERSON 

Asia  on  the  Eve  of  Europe's Expansion;  edited  by  D.F. Lach  &  Flaumenhaft; 
Spectrum;  $2.25. Observations  of  travelers 
as  well  as  contemporary 
writings  of  Asians  them- selves reveal  how  the 
east  saw  itself  and  what 
Values  it  sought  to  main- 

tain on  the  eve  of  disco- 
very by  the  West. 

A  City  Destryolng  Itself  — an  Angry  View  of  New 
York,  Richard  J.  Whalen; 
Morrow;  Si  .25. 
A  description  of  New York  as  the  macrocosm 
of  every  city's  problems —  of  our  urban  culture  — 
a  city  dehumanizing  its inhabitants. 

The  Coming  of  the  New 
Deal;  Arthur  M.  Schlesin- 
singer  Jr.;  Sentry,  §3.45. 
The  second  volume  of 
The    Age    of  Roosevelt shows  how  the  American 
people  began  to  respond 
to  the  economic  break- down which  began  in 1929. 

Congress  and  the  Court; 
Walter  F.  Murphy;  Phoe- 

nix; $2.25. 
An  assessment  of  the  de- 

licate balance  of  power 
between  congress  and  the 
supreme  court  as  it  af- 

fects the  American  poli- 
tical process. 

The  Encounter;  Crawford Power;  Avon;  950. 
Little  noticed  when  first 
published  in  1950,  this  no- 

vel gained  an  "under- ground" reputation  and  is 
finally  in  paperback. 

Five  Families;  Oscar  Lewis; Mentor,  950. 
An  anthropological  study 
as  readable  as  a  novel 
gives  a  dramatic  and  for- ceful account  of  the  daily 
lives  of  five  Mexican  fa- milies. 

The  Far  Side  of  Paradise  — 
a  biography  of  F.  Scott 
Fitzgerald;  Arthur  Mize- 
ner;  Sentry;  $3.25. 
Originally  published  in 
1951,  this  new  edition  con. 
tains  two  rewritten  chap- 

ters relating  the  story  of 
Sheilah  Graham  and  Fitz- 

gerald. The  Judgment  of  Paris; Gore  Vidal;  Signet;  750. 
A  forerunner  of  Julian, 
this  1952  novel  has  been revised  and  abridged  by 
the  author. 

A  Moveable  Feast;  Ernest Hemingway;   Bantam;  950. 
The  wild  young  years  of 
the   Lost   Generation  in Paris. 

Nervous  People  and  Other 
Stories;  Mikliali  Zoschen- 
ko;  Vintage;  $2.45. 
A  good  collection  of  short 
stories  by  the  Soviet  hu- morist and  satirist  who died  in  1958. 

Picasso;  Pierre  Daix;  Prae- 

ger;  $4.75. The  author,  a  close  friend 
of  the  artist  for  many 
years,  provides  an  analy- 

sis of  Picasso's  work,  of- 
fering    new  interpreta- 

tions of  his  evolution  in 
the  pre-war  years. 

The  Pluralistic  Economy;  E. 
Ginzberg;  DX.  Hiestend; 
B.G.  Reubens;  McGraw- 
Hill;  $2.15. 
The  authors  show  how 
the  American  economy 
has  been  changing  since 
1929,  largely  under  the  in- fluence of  the  rapid 
growth  of  government 
and  non-profit  institu- tions. 

Poems  and  a  Defence  of 
Ryme;  Samuel  Daniel; 
Phoenix;  $2.25. 
Selected  works  of  an  im- 

portant Elizabethan  poel 
who  was  imitated  by  Sha- 

kespeare and  admired  by Wordsworth,  Coleridge 
and  Housman. 

Power  in  Washington; 
Douglass  Cater;  Vintage; 

$2.20. An  analysis  of  the  U.S. 
government  and  the  areas 
of  power  which  influence 
its  operations  and  func- tions today. 

Quebec  Votes;  Ronald  I.  Co- 
hen; SAJE;  $1.25. 

The  how  and  why  of  Que- 
bec voting  in  every  fede- 
ral election  since  confe- deration. 

A  Study  in  Metaphysics:  the 
Creative  Mind;  Henri 
Bergson;  Littlefield;  $2.45. 
This  is  the  last  of  Berg- 
son's  work  to  be  publish- 

ed —  a  masterly  autobio- 
graphy of  his  philosophi- cal method. 

This  is  Music;  David  Ran- 
dolph; Mentor;  750, 

The  theme  of  this  provo- cative book  is  that  music 
cannot  be  reduced  to  ver- 

bal or  pictorial  terms: music  must  be  felt  as  an 
experience  in  itself. 

The  Titan;  Theodore  Drei- ser; Signet;  950. 
This  novel  of  Chicago  and New  York  in  the  age  of 
the  Robber  Barons  repre- 

sents Dreiser's  social  vi- sion at  its  most  piercing. 
The  Unexpurgated  Memoirs 

of  Bernard  Mergendeiler; 
Jules  Feiffer;  Random House!  $1.95. 

The  latest  for  all  Feiffer 
fans.  The  cartoon  on  the 
back  cover  is  particularly 
poignant  for  anyone  try- 

ing to  deal  with  today's world. 
Vietnam:  The  War;  Wesley 
Pruden,  Jr.;  Newsbook: 

$3.25. The  latest  in  the  flood  of 
books  on  Vietnam,  this  is 
a  pictorial  survey  with 
text  published  by  the  ma- 

gazine National  Observer. 
Vintage  Bradbury;  Ray 
Bradbury;  Vintage;  $1.90. 
Often  called  a  science  fic- 

tion writer,  this  collec- tion shaws  him  to  be  an 
author  of  tales  of  fantasy 
in  the  tradition  of  Ed^ar Allan  Poe. 
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By  Members  of  the  Staff  of  the 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  PRESS 

THE  BOOK  JACKET  (II) 
The  jacket,  that  butterfly  of  the  book  world, 
may  be  a  surprisingly  expensive  item  in  the 
total  manufacturing  cost  of  a  book.  Sometimes 
a  publisher  will  spend  as  much  on  the  produc- 

tion of  a  handsome  jacket  as  he  does  on  type- 
setting the  text.  A  historical  novel,  for  example, 

may  be  swathed  in  a  full-colour  illustration  of 
costumes  and  castles.  If  a  well-known  artist  is 
employed,  his  fee  may  be  several  hundreds  of 
dollars,  perhaps  a  thousand  or  more.  To  make 
the  three-  or  four-colour  plates  costs  several 
hundreds;  and  paper  and  printing  must  be 
added  to  the  total.  Just  to  put  the  finished 
jackets  on  the  volumes  may  cost  a  cent  or  two 
per  copy  in  labour.  Thus  the  jacket,  so  care- 

lessly handled  and  so  lightly  discarded,  may 
have  had  spent  on  it  25  to  30  per  cent  of  the 
total  cost  of  production  of  the  edition.  Can 
such  an  expenditure  be  defended? 

BOOK  JACKETS  AND  SALES 
The  only  justification  for  investing  this 

amount  of  money  in  anything  so  ephemeral  is 
its  effectiveness  in  securing  sales,  If  the  histori- 

cal novel  just  mentioned  "takes  hold"  in  the 
bookstores,  who  is  to  say  that  the  jacket  did 
not  earn  its  cost?  Fortunately  for  the  less  glam- 

orous kinds  of  books,  it  is  not  always  neces- 
sary to  spend  so  much  money  on  mere  packag- 
ing. If  we  think  of  the  book  jacket  as  basically 

a  poster,  which  after  all  is  its  primary  function, 
it  is  clear  that  a  simple,  uncluttered  design  can 
be  striking.  The  modern  trend  towards  non- 
objective,  abstract  art  is  reflected  in  an  increas- 

ing number  of  jackets  on  which  it  would  be 
difficult  to  find  a  recognizable  object  or  sym- 

bol related  to  the  title,  but  many  such  jackets 
nevertheless  have  powerful  impact.  This  type 
of  jacket  is  particularly  appropriate  for  avant- 
garde  fiction,  where  the  picturing  of  an  actual 
scene  or  place  on  the  jacket  could  be  utterly 
banal.  It  can  be  used  on  non-fiction,  too,  when 
the  contents  emphasize  ideas  rather  than  in- formation. 

BOOK  JACKETS  AS  ART 

The  artistic  advances  made  recently  in  typo- 
graphical design  have  vastly  improved  the  ap- 
pearance of  book  jackets  generally.  One  sees 

today  a  large  number  of  jackets  whose  design 
is  composed  only  of  lettering,  without  any  pic- 

torial elements  whatsoever.  The  lettering 
usually  consists  of  regular  display  type,  per- 

haps photographically  enlarged.  It  is  rather 
less  likely  that  the  lettering  will  be  hand-drawn, 
for  it  is  hard  to  find  today  calligraphers  who 
are  both  skilful  and  productive.  {Presumably 
the  art  of  hand-lettering  has  declined  with  that 
of  handwriting.)  Nothing  makes  a  jacket 
handsomer  than  fine  calligraphy,  and  nothing 
makes  a  jacket  look  more  amateurish  and  un- 

convincing than  unskilled  hand-lettering.  A 
skilled  calligrapher  can  make  the  message 
"flow"  in  a  way  that  is  almost  impossible  to accomplish  with  metal  type,  or  by  mechani- 

cally drawn  lettering. 

AN  ARRESTING  DESIGN 
Whether  illustrated  pictorially,  decorated 

with  non-objective  art,  or  totally  undecorated, 
the  ideal  book  jacket  should  harmonize  with 
all  other  details  of  the  format  of  the  book — 
the  binding,  the  introductory  pages,  the  type- 
page,  and  illustrations.  But  whereas  one  of  the 
axioms  of  good  book  typography  is  that  it 
should  not  be  obtrusive  (the  reader  should  not 
be  concious  of  it  as  he  reads  the  printed  page), 
the  jacket  has  a  different  end  in  view.  All  the 
benefits  of  good  design  inside  the  book — the 
excellent  type-face,  the  appropriate  paper,  the 
good  machining,  the  Tightness  of  the  title-page 
and  chapter-headings — should  be  received  un- 

awares. But  since  the  first  duty  of  a  jacket  is 
to  arrest  attention,  it  is  sometimes  difficult  to 
continue  this  ideal  harmony  in  the  planning  of 

the  final  "packaging."  Judges  in  book  design competitions  often  complain  about  the  failure 
of  jackets  to  achieve  this  final  harmony  with 
the  internal  graphic  elements.  It  is  a  moot 
point  whether  the  complaint  is  justified, 

THE  JACKET  AND  THE  AUTHOR 
Another  design  dilemma  is  whether  the 

jacket  should  sell  the  book  or  please  the 
author,  when  it  cannot  do  both.  Authors  are 
not  always  delighted  with  the  jackets  produced 
by  publishers;  often  being  modest  people,  they 
may  find  the  jackets  too  garish.  However,  the 
author's  disappointment  is  easily  overmatched by  the  dismay  in  the  production  office  when 
the  author  brings  in  a  little  something  he  has 
personally  sketched  out  as  a  basic  jacket 
design-ingredient.  What  makes  the  situation 
particularly  embarrassing  is  that  very  often 
the  author  really  has  good  ideas  which  are  just 
not  workable,  either  for  technical  reasons  or 
because  he  has,  by  rough  hand-lettering, 
squeezed  or  spread  out  words  into  areas  where 
type  cannot  be  made  to  fit  pleasantly.  The 
author  can,  however,  be  wonderfully  helpful 
in  connection  with  the  jacket  by  providing  a 
range  of  source-material  appropriate  to  the 
subject  from  which  the  artist  can  make  a 
choice;  for  example,  he  might  locate,  for  a 
bibliographical  study,  photographs  of  pages  of 
old  manuscripts  which  could  form  an  interest- 

ing background. 

EFFECTIVE,  YET  ECONOMICAL 

In  order  to  reduce  the  cost  of  jackets  with- 
out diminishing  their  appeal,  designers  try  to 

minimize  the  amount  of  original  artwork,  elim- 
inating hand-lettering  and  simplifying  the  de- 

sign so  as  to  reduce  the  cost  of  the  plates.  Al- 
though the  number  of  colours  used  successfully 

may  be  limited,  it  is  very  hard  to  print  an  ef- 
fective jacket  in  one  colour;  but  even  this  has 

been  done.  Sometimes  the  effect  of  two  colours 
is  achieved  by  using  a  background  of  coloured 
paper.  However,  if  only  two  colours  are  used 
on  a  jacket,  one  of  them  is  almost  certain  to  be 
black;  this  is  because  a  touch  of  black  gives 
sparkle  to  any  colour  combination.  Since 
jackets  for  specialized  academic  books  are 
usually  produced  on  relatively  limited  budgets, 
university  press  designers  have  a  great  deal  of 
practice  in  cutting  corners  to  secure  the  maxi- mum effect  for  the  least  money.  Naturally, 
very  few  academic  book  jackets  are  adorned 
with  original  illustrations  printed  in  four 
colours,  but  it  is  a  tribute  to  the  ingenuity  of 
the  designers  that  their  scrimping  so  seldom 
shows.  What  is  revealed,  and  that  very  quickly, 
is  shortage  in  creative  power,  whether  caused 
by  lack  of  skill  or  (too  often)  by  pressure  of 
work.  In  both  design,  as  in  everything  else,  it 
is  difficult  to  create  masterpieces  under  pres- sure. 

This  may  be  the  moment  to  refer  to  the  old 
controversy  about  whether  titles  should 
read  up  or  down  the  spines.  Formerly  British 
publishers  favoured  the  "up"  style,  which caused  the  reader  to  incline  his  head  to  the 
left  when  surveying  a  shelf  of  books,  while 
American  publishers  ran  their  titles  down- 

wards, inducing  a  nod  to  the  right.  The  reading 
public  would  be  saved  much  head-twisting  if 
the  publishers  could  decide  on.  a  unanimous 
direction;  it  is  noteworthy  that,  whereas  the 
British  Penguins  used  to  read  up,  they  now read  down. 

THE  JACKET  BLURB 
On  the  front  flap  of  the  jacket  is  usually 

printed,  by  custom  and  convenience,  a  descrip- 
tion of  the  contents  of  the  book.  This  descrip- 
tion, usually  called  the  "blurb"  (an  unhappy word),  is  the  product  of  labour  at  several 

levels  at  the  University  of  Toronto  Press.  When 
a  book  has  been  accepted  for  publication,  the 
author  is  usually  asked  tor  biographical  data 

and  other  essential  information,  and  at  the same  time  it  is  also  suggested  that  he  write  a brief  account  of  his  book  as  a  guide  to  the  Pro- motion Department.  Very  often  he  provides a  truly  useful  description,  which,  with  a  little highlighting,  meets  the  jacket  need  quite  well. If  such  help  is  not  forthcoming  from  the author,  the  editor  is  in  the  next  best  position to  write  the  basic  account,  assisted  by  the comments  of  readers  who  have  recommended 
the  book  for  publication.  Finally,  the  Promo- tion Department  revises  and  adapts  the  descrip- tion, keeping  in  mind  the  circumstances  under 
which  the  'blurb"  will  be  read,  and  by  whom. (Authors  are  usually  reminded  by  the  Press that  the  complimentary  adjectives,  such  as 
"scholarly,"  "thorough,"  "painstaking,"  "well- documented,"  "incisive,"  "profound,"  etc.,  will be  contributed  by  the  publisher  in  due  time.) Within  the  limits  of  good  taste,, we  find  that 
most  authors,  scholarly  included,  are  willing 
to  allow  the  publisher  to  express  his  confidence 
in  the  book  on  the  jacket  flap.  And  let  it  be 
said  that  the  publisher's  confidence  is  seldom spurious;  publication  is  his  act  of  faith. 

The  essentials  of  a  good  jacket  description  on 
a  scholarly  book  are  that  it  should  state  the 
thesis  of  the  work,  indicate  the  level  of  reader- 

ship honestly  but  broadly,  suggest  the  utility 
of  the  book,  and  comment  on  style  and  docu- 

mentation. Jacket  blurbs  should  not  misrep- 
present  the  contents.  This  does  not  mean  that 
they  must  be  unenthusiastic  —  as  just  noted, 
they  always  support  a  decision  to  publish!  But one  does  not  claim  all  merits  for  a  book;  for 
example,  some  good  books  of  comparatively 
undistinguished  style  are  published  because  of 
other  merits  they  possess,  and  it  would  be 
foolish  to  make  extravagant  claims  about  their 
readability.  To  try  to  put  the  essence  of  a  book 
into  a  few  lines  of  description  is  no  easier  than 
to  try  to  put  it  into  the  artistic  design;  indeed, 
the  process  of  distillation  is  such  that  not  in- 

frequently the  blurb-writer,  having  at  length 
finished  off  his  description  with  a  sentence 
that  really  hits  the  mark,  suddenly  realizes  that 
this  is  the  key  sentence  with  which  he  should have  started. 

Recently  there  have  been  signs  of  a  trend  to- 
wards shifting  some  of  the  descriptive  material 

customarily  printed  on  book  jackets  to  the  pre- 
liminary pages  or  to  the  end  of  the  book  itself. 

This  trend  would  probably  be  appreciated  by 
public  librarians,  who  now  frequently  try  to 
preserve  the  jacket  by  laminating  it  with  plas- 

tic, jor  paste  the  description  and  biography 
from  it  among  the  end  leaves  of  the  book. 
Since  paperbacks  must  incorporate  descriptive 
material  in  the  text  or  on  the  cover,  readers 
are  perhaps  becoming  accustomed  to  such  in- 

trusions. And  while  some  readers  of  hard- 
bound books  may  object  to  the  idea,  think  how 

interesting  it  would  be  to  literary  historians, 
for  example,  to  be  able  to  read  the  publishers' blurbs  of  first  works  by  famous  authors. 

WHO  LOOKS  AT  JACKETS? 

The  utility  of  having  any  jackets  at  all  on 
academic  books  is  sometimes  questioned,  since 
a  good  many  important  works  by  scholars  are 
seldom  seen  in  bookstore  displays.  However, 
these  books  are  regularly  exhibited  at  academic 
meetings;  indeed,  such  exhibits  may  be  the 
only  "counter  display"  they  ever  receive.  The jacket  is  essential  in  such  situations,  if  only  for 
the  convenience  of  viewers,  even  scholarly 
viewers.  In  addition,  the  information  on 
jackets  is  helpful  to  librarians,  purchasers,  and 
indeed  to  some  book  reviewers.  It  might  be 
argued  also  that  the  money  spent  on  the  jacket 
would  be  better  devoted  to  lowering  the  price 
of  the  book,  but  the  same  principle  holds  as  in 
advertising  any  other  commodity:  if  advertis- 

ing increases  the  number  of  units  sold,  it  may 
lower  the  unit  cost  and  actually  reduce  the 
selling  price. 
Assignment  of  the  jacket  design  for  a  new 

book  to  a  member  of  the  Press  production  staff 
is  usually  accompanied  by  a  few  comments  and 
suggestions  from  the  editor  about  the  nature 
of  the  book.  But  each  artist  studies  the  manu- 

script or  proofs  himself  before  beginning  work, 
since  success  in  this,  as  in  any  other  part  of  the 
publishing  process,  is  founded  on  appreciation 
of  the  author's  text.  For  if,  as  previously  ob- served, publication  is  an  act  of  faith,  then  the 
book  jacket  is  a  declaration  of  that  faith. 

E.H. 
(ADVERTISEMENT) 



PERTINENT  PENGUINS 

By  JOHN  CLUTE 
They  are  too  expensive 

here,  that  is  the  only  critic- 
ism. But  we  are  presumed 

affluent  in  North  America, 
and  the  cavil  isn't  substan- 
iive,  though  it's  a  little  gall- ing to  pay  $1.25  for  a  book 
available  for  6' —  in  the  Un- 

ited Kingdom. 
Illustrious  Penguins,  a  re- 

presentative batch  of  which 
jr  whom  arrived  recently 
at  the  Varsity  offices,  run  a 
stunning  gamut  of  subjects, 
and  do  so  with  verve,  imag- 

inative layouts  and  impec- 
cable typography.  The  uni- 

formly high  calibre  of  pre- sentation has  one  consistent 
result:  a  peculiar  legitima- ;ion  of  the  actual  works 
presented.  If  it's  in  Penguin 
it's  to  be  trusted.  Penguins are  the  cool  version  of  Brit- 

ish probity,  for  which  most 
of  us  are  suckers. 
The  works  themselves, 

after  perusal,  are  a  mixed 
bag,  naturally  enough: 
JOURNEY  TO  THE  CEN- 

TRE OF  THE  EARTH;  Jules 
Verne;  $.85 

This  is  a  new  translation, 
and  reads  swiftly.  Though 
his  science  is  cranky  at 
times,  there  is  no  need  to 
read  Jules  Verne  as  quaint 
or  primitive.  His  narratives 
are  carefully  constructed  to 
maintain  plausibility  and, 
apart  from  his  science-fic- 
lional  innovations,  he  is 
notable  for  the  deliberation 
with  which  he  hooks  the 
reader;  he  was  one  of  the 
first    popular    writers  to 

make  authoritative  use  of 
the  concept  of  bait. 
THE  HIGH  WIRE;  William 
Haggard;  $.85 
William  Haggard  writes 

neo-Bond,  but  is  very  quiet 
about  it.  Unfortunately  the 
lack  of  surface  noise  reveals 
the  silliness  of  his  plot.  A 
thinly-disguised  De  Gaulle 
permits  his  secret  service 
to  mount  an  invasion  of 
England  —  to  get  the  secret 
of  a  new  bomb.  All  the  good 
guys  survive,  and  the  girl 
gets  the  best  guy.  British  In- 

telligence is  polite.  Its 
agents  are  polite.  After  Le 
Carre  and  Len  Deighton, 
there  is  a  definite  feeling  of 
schmaitz.  And  speaking  of 
Len  Deighton... 
HORSE  UNDER  WATER; 
Len  Deighton;  5,95. 

Everyone  is  impolite.  Ev- 
eryone is  more  or  less  soil- 

ed, but  this  does  not  result 
in  the  aroma  of  armaged- 
don  that  puts  Le  Carre's future  in  doubt.  The  char- 

acters all  understand  what 
they  are  doing  in  the  murk 
of  espionage,  but  are  too 
busy  confronting  each  other 
to  mention  exactly  why,  like 
in  Faulkner.  Sometimes  this 
is  all  a  bit  too  chic,  but  one 
feels  that  to  be  a  deliber- 

ate effect;  and  the  picture 
of  British  intelligence  has 
such  an  oppressive  and  in- 

triguing ring  of  truth  that 
its  correspondence  with  real- 

ity is  a  matter  of  indiffer- 
ence. 
SUICIDE   AND  ATTEMPT- 

ED SUICIDE;  Erwin  Sten- 
gel; Pelican  Original:  §.85. 

This  is  a  primer.  Lots  of 
statistics,  a  resume  of  me- 
'hods.  The  author  is  "frank 
and  unsentimental"  about his  reasons  for  staying  alive; 
'  affirmation  of  the  life-pre- 

serving biological  forces." Well  we  do  eat  when  we're 
hungry.  There's  a  bit  of  bio- logy in  the  best  of  us.  And 
with  the  fear  of  hell  losing 
its  potency,  new  arguments will  have  to  be  found.  Sick 
widow  to  minister:  "Oh  no, 
reverend,  it's  not  conscience. When  we  get  down  to  it,  I 
guess  it's  just  I  sort  of  feel this  need  to  affirm  my  life- 
preserving  biological  forces.' 
NASSER'S  EGYPT;  Peter 
Mansfield;  Penguin  African 
Library;  $.95. 

Peter  Mansfield  lives  in 
Cairo  which,  Secretary  Dui- es  would  have  averred,  does 
not  make  him  a  good  Pres- 

byterian. He  doesn't  talk much  about  Israel,  either. 
Mansfield's  virtuosity  in 
seeming  utterly  frank  and 
being  extremely  cagy  about 
Nasser's  government  is  a natural  result  of  living  in  a 
;tate  many  of  whose  reac- tions, sympathetic  though 
one  may  be  about  its  enorm- 

ous problems,  seem  paran- oiac, not  to  say  nasty.  Again 
this  is  a  primer  —  lots  of 
facts,  a  carefully  neutral 
history,  an  adroit  treatment 
of  Nasser  himself,  and  a 
more  than  sufficient  analys- 

is of  Egypt's  economic  struc- ture. 

EGLINTON 
By  STEPHEN  ZACKS 

Eglinton:  June  18,  1962,  by 
Brian  Land,  Peter  Martin 
Associates,  160  pages,  $5. 

One  of  the  most  controver- 
sial electoral  battles  in  Cana- 

dian political  history  took 
place  in  Metro's  Eglinton riding  for  the  federal  elec- 

tion of  June  18,  1962. 
Ex-civil  servant  Liberal 

Mitchell  Sharp,  disenchant- 
ed with  Ihe  Diefenbaker  re- 

gime and  in  particular  Don- 
ald Fleming's  handling  of  the 

nation's  finances,  decided  to challenge  the  then  Minister 
of  Finance  in  one  of  the 
safest  of  Tory  safe  seats. 

In  this  account,  originally 

prepared  as  an  M.  A.  thesis, 
Brian  Land  pinpoints  the 
major  issues  of  the  local 
campaign.  The  first  chore  of 
the  Liberal  campaign  was  to 
make  Mr.  Sharp  known  to 
the  voters  in  the  riding.  How 
voter  surveys,  campaign  lit- 

erature, and  coffee  parties 
accomplished  this,  and  how 
Mr.  Fleming's  tactics  of 
aggressive  de-fence  and  long- time riding  affiliations 
counteracted  this,  are  all 
part  of  the  fascinating  sto- 

ry told  by  Mr.  Land. 
Land's  objective  and  im- personal account  of  this 

campaign  finds  expression 
in  a  clear  and  pleasant 
manner.  The  inclusion  of 
assorted  pictorial  campaign 
literature  and  spicy  news- 

A  competent  introduction 
By  R.  BOTHWELL 

J^pan  and  Korea:  America's 
Allies  in  the  Pacific;  By  Ja- 

mes W.  Morley;  Walker  Pa- 
perbacks; 152  pp. 

This  little  book  grew  out 
of  a  series  of  television  lec- 

tures by  a  prominent  Ameri- 
can scholar  on  contemporary 

Japan  and  Korea,  and,  as 
the  title  implies,  on  the  pro- 

blems their  squabbles  im- 
pose on  their  Pacific  big 

brother.  The  lectures,  pre- 
sumably   somewhat  ampli- 

fied for  publication,  deal 
with  post-war  politics  in  Ja- 

pan and  in  somehow  less 
detail  with  Korea's  succes- sion of  crises. 
There  is  little  or  no  at- 

tempt to  supply  any  back- 
ground to  the  events  describ- 

ed so  that  historical  refer- 
ences as  to  Japan's  interwar 

political  system  remain  ob- 
scure. Such  background  as 

there  is  is  relegated  to  a 
statistical  collection  of  mis- 

cellaneous political  and  eco- 
nomic facts  that  occupies 

paper  quotes  add  much  to 
the  account  and  also  sug- 

gest the  national  impact 
which  this  campaign  was 
having.  The  study  is  orga- 

nized in  such  a  way  that 
the  campaign  may  be  fol- 

lowed stage  by  stage  or 
party  by  party. 
Having  personally  follow- ed the  Eglinton  election  in 

1962,  I  find  this  account  to 
be  very  accurate  and  objec- tive. (The  author  states 
that  he  was  not  a  member 
of  any  political  party  at  the 
time.)  Although  it  may  be 
used  as  a  handbook  in 
many  future  elections,  it 
has  great  value  in  that  it 
shows  how  democracy 
works  at  the  grass-roots 
level  in  Canada. 

rather  more  than  half  of  the 
book. 
Morley's  analysis  stops 

short  of  making  any  radical 
suggestions  for  improving 
America's  relations  with  its 
allies,  merely  remarking 
that  the  most  political  cour- 

se for  the  United  States  is 
to  be  "a  good  friend  to 

each". The  book  is  hardly  more 
than  a  competent  introduc- 

tion to  Japan,  while  its  ap- 
pendix has  all  the  stimulat- 

ing qualities  of  a  romp 
through  Who's  Who  or  the 
Statesman's  Annual. 

Teacher1"  fails By  DON  CROWE 
Why  Shoot  the  Teacher; 

Max  Braithwaite;  162  p*.p.; 
McClelland  and  Stewart; 

$4.95. Why  Shoot  the  Teacher  is 
typical  of  practically  every 
attempt  to  achieve  a  por- 

trayal of  a  distinctive  Cana- 
dian personality.  It  fails. 

But  in  spite  of  Braithwaite's treatment,  Why  Shoot  the 
Teacher  manages  to  leave 
the  perpetually  intangible 
feeling  that,  although  we 
don't  know  what  it  is,  this 
country  does  have  a  definite character. 

Braithwaite  uses  the  ex- 
periences of  his  first  year 

as  a  teacher  to  reflect  the 
bitterness  and  poverty  of 
the  depression  prairies.  For 
room  and  board  he  takes  a 
position  teaching  ten  grades 
in  a  remote  Saskatchewan 
farming  community.  Living 
alone  in  the  school's  base- ment, or  rather,  dungeon, 
he  realizes  his  complete  iso- 

lation; the  local  farmers  are 
too  engrossed  in  their  bat- 

tle for  survival  to  afford 
him  the  compliment  of friendliness. 

Sex  and  booze  also  be- come fond,  fond  memories 
of  big-town  Saskatoon.  His 
lack  of  square-dancing  abili- 

ty marks  him  as  a  social 
failure,  and  his  one  and 
only  chance  to  satisfy  his 
"biological  urges"  is  ruined 
by  bis  frightened  sense  of 
ethics — he  spends  an  entire 
night  in  his  room  talking 
to  a  frustrated  farmwife  in- 

stead of  giving  her  the  ther- 

apeutic treatment  she 
wants. 
Why  Shoot  the  Teacher suffers  from  its  emphasis 

on  a  trite  series  of  class- 
room vignettes.  Incidents 

concerning  discipline,  Christ- mas concerts,  instructional 
problems,  noon-hour  activi- ties and  visiting  inspectors 
will  doubtless  be  appreci- 

ated by  all  teachers.  But 
these  happenings  bore  the 
reader;  he  can't  decide  if 
they're  irrelevant  or  if  they'- re supposed  to  be  what  the 
book  is  all  about.  Braith- 

waite fails  if  he's  trying  to combine  a  study  of  the 
prairies  with  a  collection  of 
cute  memories. 
Between  the  lines  of  these 

anecdotes  creeps  a  striking 
and  compassionate  view  of 
the  Prairie  Farmer.  A  won- 

derful picture  of  prairie 
politics  and  attitudes  is  in- advertantly introduced,  and 
an  encounter  with  a  young 
migrant  shows  yet  another 
aspect  of  depression  life.  It 
is  ironic  that  their  grim  ex- 

istence is  brought  in  to  com- 
plement what  becomes  al- 

most a  diary;  it  should  have 
been  the  other  way  around. 
The  unused  potential  of 

the  ideas  underscoring 
Braithwaite's  theme  (the 
teacher  has  it  rough — please 
be  nice  to  him)  is  much 
more  important  than  any 
personal  account.  We  have 
been  cheated  —  Why  Shoot 
the  Teacher  could  have  been 

a  good  book. 

Up  and  down  the  Mackenzie 
By  TERRY  EASTO 

But  We  Are  Exiles;  Robert 
Kroetsch;  Macmillan  of  Can- 

ada;  145  pages;  $3.95. 
Many  Canadians  will  not 

ecognize  the  land  of  exiles 
n   Robert   Kroetsch's  But We  Are  Exiles  as  belonging 
o  them  but  the  vast  north- 

ern wilderness  that  extends 
along    the    two  thousand 
miles  of  the  Mackenzie  Riv- 
£r  is  as  peculiar  to  Canadian 
fe  as  minority  government. 

It  is  precisely   the  unique- 
ness of  the  way  of  life  dep- cted   that   results   in  the 

Irength  and  success  of  this lovel. 

The  author's  account  of fe  on  a  riverboat,  pushing 
barges  up  and  down  the 
Mackenzie  River  is  particul- 

arly perceptive  and  realistic because  he  has  experienced 
in.  all  its  tedium  and 

bleakness.  Without  this  first 
hand  knowledge  much  of 
he  insight  into  the  life  of 
ihe  iand  and  the  exiles  isol- ated therein  would  have been  lost. 

The  principal  exile  is  a 
riverboat  pilot,  Peter  Guy, 

a  river  bum  with  a  river 
n  his  head  to  keep  every 
ihing  else  out',  who  fled  to 
the  north  country  after  a 
friend  "relieved"  him  of  hio 

true  love.  Six  years  later  his 
exile  is  interrupted  by  the 
sudden  arrival  of  this  friend 
who  very  inconsiderately 
gets  himself  accidentally 
killed.  The  novel  concerns 
the  resolution  of  the  feel- 

ings of  guilt  that  confound 
Peter.  This  is  made  all  the 
more  difficult  understand- 

ably, when  the  widow  ap- 
pears on  the  scene. 

Surprisingly  it  is  not  a 
soap-opera  that  results  but 
rather  a  story  that  mirrors 
the  soul  searching  that  ev- 

eryone faces  at  one  period 
of  their  lives  or  another. 
Peter  Guy  "is  but  one  of  the 
many  'exiles'  that  the  north 
and  its  primitive  way  of  life 
shelters.  His  significance  lies 
in  the  fact  that  he  comes  to 
realize  that  his  exile  is  not 
from  civilization  or  the 
'outside'  but  rather  from 
himself.  It  is  this  movement 
from  the  specific  to  the  gen- 

eral that  insures  this  novel 
success  not  only  with  the 
Canadian  but  also  with  any 
reading  public. 

16  r 
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Fear  imprisonment  if  they  return  home kRVEY  shfphfph  -  di-j.-.  .._.»-_ By  HARVEY  SHEPHERD 

The  two  Rhodesians  currently  studying  at  U of  T  say  they  would  face  almost  certain  imprison- ment if  they  returned  to  a  Rhodesia  governed by  the  current  white  supremacist  regime. Bryan  Haddon  (I  UC),  a  white,  and  Christo- pher Chetsanga  (SGS),  a  Negro,  said  in  inter- views this  week  that  Negroes  studying  abroad would  almost  inevitably  be  arrested  or  detained without  trial  if  they  returned  under  the  present regime. 
Mr.  Haddon  said  his  opposition  to  the  policies of  the  government,  which  recently  declared  inde- pendence from  Britain,  would  almost  certainly lead  to  his  arrest  or  detention  too. 
Mr.  Haddon,  who  expects  to  remain  at  the U  of  T  for  several  years,  said  he  feels  a  "bounden 

duty"  to  return  to  Rhodesia  eventually,  whatever government  is  in  power. 
If  il  is  the  Present  government  of  Prime Minister  Ian  Smith  he  will  try  to  work  against its  policies,  he  said. 
Mr.  Chetsanga  expects  to  spend  one  more school  year  after  this  one  getting  his  Master  of Arts  degree  in  zoology.  He  had  planned  to  be- come a  university  teacher  in  Rhodesia. 
But  if  the  Smith  government  is  still  in  power when  he  is  finished  at  U  of  T,  he  said,  he  will probably  join  African  nationalist  leaders  outside the  country  to  work  for  the  fall  of  that  govern- ment. 
It  would  be  pointless  for  him  to  return  to 

_  Rhodesia  under  the  Smith  regime,  he  said. Most  African  nationalist  leaders  in  Rhodesia  now 
are  in  prison,  he  said,  and  that's  where  he  would 

go  too. Both  Mr.  Haddon  and  Mr.  Chetsanga  cited 
the  case  of  four  Negro  students  who  recently returned  after  studies  in  the  United  States.  They were  promptly  put  into  detention. Mr.  Chetsanga  said  he  would  advise  other Negro  Rhodesians  studying  in  Canada— there  are a  number  in  Montreal—  not  to  return  to  Rho- desia while  the  Smith  government  is  in  power. Mr.  Haddon  said  a  Negro  Rhodesian  who  has studied  abroad  is  bound  to  be  especially  aware of  the  injustices  suffered  by  Negroes  at  home, and  of  his  duty  to  support  African  nationalist 

parties. Thus,  he  is  almost  certain  to  be  put,  on  his 
return,  in  either  a  prison  or  a  "concentration- 
camp-like  place." Mr.  Chetsanga  said  there  is  "no  rule  of  law" 
in  Rhodesia  now.  "It's  a  horrible  situation."  A recent  visitor  from  Rhodesia  told  him  many 
people  had  recently  "just  disappeared"  from Negro  communities. 

Mr.  Haddon  said  the  recent  decision  of  the Canadian  government  to  put  a  freeze  on  further scholarships  to  Rhodesian  students— including  16 
Negroes — is  "a  bit  sad." Recent  news  reports  of  the  Canadian  govern- ment decision  to  freeze  the  Commonwealth  scho- larships said  the  scholarships  of  22  Rhodesians 16  of  them  Negro,  who  now  are  studying  in  Can- 

ada will,  however,  still  be  paid. 
Mr.  Chetsanga  who  is  on  scholarship,  said  he has  yet  to  hear  from  Ottawa  whether  there  will be  any  change  in  the  status  of  his  scholarship Mr.  Chetsanga  said  the  recent  unilateral  decla- ration of  independence  by  Rhodesia  will  put  an end  to  Negro  students  officially  leaving  the country  to  study. 
The  Smith  government  is  against  the  fur- thering of  the  education  of  Negroes.  The  lack  of educated  people  caused  by  this  policy  would  be 

"a  handicap  in  the  event  of  Africans-faking  over." Mr.  Chetsanga  urged  any  country  interested in  progress  in  Rhodesia  to  get  in  touch  with young  Africans  who  manage  to  leave  Rhodesia on  their  own— some  make  their  way  to  Zambia —and  help  them  further  their  education. Mr.  Haddon  said  the  scholarship  freeze  is  one of  the  few  ways  Canada  which  does  not  trade extensively  with  Rhodesia,  can  register  its  protest 
against  Rhodesia's  recent  unilateral  declaration of  independence. 

But  most  of  the  students  affected  would  be innocent  Negroes,  he  said. 
The  government  of  Rhodesia  recently  unila- terally declared  independence  from  Britain. 
Most  countries  of  the  world  have  objected 

strongly,  and  are  boycotting  Rhodesian  goods, on  the  grounds  that  the  colony  should  not  be- come independent  until  the  Negroes  who  form the  overwhelming  majority  of  the  population control  the  government. 

Clarke  calls  for  revolt 
By  LYN  OWEN 

"I  want  to  be  regarded  as  a  man,  and  I  will  kill,  I  will do  anything  effective  to  gain  what  I  want,"  Negro  novelist Austin  Clarke  said  at  a  Hart  House  debate  Thursday. He  was  arguing  against  Dmitri  Roussopoulos,  editor  of the  SUPA  publication  Our  Generation  Against  Nuclear  War, on  the  topic  "Is  Non-Violent  Revolution  Possible?" Clarke  said  that  the  white  attitude  to  the  Negro  is  in sincere  and  dishonest.  He  charged  that  the  Negro  in  Ame- rican Society  is  degraded.  The  Negro  is  regarded  as  without dignity  by  the  whites  who  influence  him  to  use  non-violent means  to  simply  ask  for  concessions  which  should  be  theirs as  human  beings,  he  said. 
Roussopoulos  maintained  that  non-violence  appeals  to all  the  positive  elements  in  man,  including  the  survival wish. 
Clarke  strongly  denied  that  any  Negro  civil  rights  group could  have  white  members,  "because  the  white  man  is  the enemy  of  the  black  man  and  how  can  he  be  in  his  army?" Roussopoulos  called  armed  revolt  "impractical  and  im- 

moral." The  result  would  be  genocide,  he  said,  as  well  as personal  failure. 
But  Clarke  called  pacifists  immoral.  The  dignity  of  man demands  a  reprisal  for  attack,  not  a  passive  acceptance,  he 

said.  "No  black  man  can  join  an  organization  purporting to  free  him  if  that  organization  is  pacifist." He  cited  the  example  of  the  National  Association  for the  Advancement  of  Coloured  People  (NAACP),  which  has never  had  a  Negro  president.  He  said  NAACP  has  failed 
because  it  hasn't  touched  the  consciousness  of  the  black 
people.  "No  colonial  people  can  change  an  oppressive  situa- tion without  violence,"  he  said,  "and  a  civil  rights  organi- zation like  this  can't  be  run  by  black  middle  class  people- it  must  be  done  by  the  people  feeling  the  brunt." Clarke  contended  that  if  a  Negro  was  trained  to  have 
dignity,  his  natural  reaction  would  be  to  kill  anyone  who violates  his  dignity. 

He  believes  that  something  will  happen  to  the  mentality of  the  whites  if  the  black  man  takes  up  arms.  "There  would probably  be  no  gathering  of  armed  forces  to  crush  him." 
Clarke  described  it  as  the  end  of  a  myth  of  the  black  man who  is  continually  in  an  oppressed  situation  and  doesn't fight  back. 

This  was  Clarke's  answer  to  Rossopoulos'  admission that  so  far  non-violent  strategy  has  failed  to  have  a  major effect. 
Roussopoulos  admitted  that  non-violence  does  not  deter 

violence  on  the  part  of  police.  He  called  it  a  question  of how  suffering  can  be  minimized,  not  avoided. 
Police  and  armies  are  trained  in  battle,  he  said,  but 

they  can't  cope  with  non-violence. 
He  theorized  that  non-violence  could  precipate  revolu- 
tion because  any  kind  of  concession  by  the  power  elite 

sets  up  a  process  of  continuing  concession.  The  strategist 
has  the  power  to  create  situations  where  the  power  elite 
will  find  it  increasingly  difficult  to  meet  the  demands  of 
the  people.  "The  challenge,"  he  said,  "is  to  create  an  inter- related movement  to  affect  the  power  structure  with  in- 

creasing pressure  from  all  sides." 

JOIN  WASHINGTON  PEACE  MARCH 
Some  100  young  people 

will  leave  the  U  of  T  campus 
tonight  to  march  on  Wash- 

ington to  protest  the  war  in Viet  Nam 
The  students  and  others 

will  join  a  protest  march 
in  front  of  the  White  House 
sponsored  by  the  Society 
for  the  Abolition  of  Nuclear 
Explosions  and  Students  for 
a  Democratic  Society. 
SANE  has  predicted  that 

more  than  20,000  people  in 
all  will  attend    the  march. 

which  will  begin  at  11  a-m. Saturday. 

The  Toronto  contingent 
is  being  organized  be  sever- al individuals  connected 
with  the  Student  Union  for 
Peace  Action.  They  are  act- 

ing as  agents  of  SDS. There  has  been  no  definite 
indication  of  how  the  con- 

tingent will  be  handled  by U.S.  border  officials. 
Supporters  of  the  U.S.  po- licies in  Viet  Nam  will  stage 

a  march  —  in  Washington 

—  simultaneous  with  the SANE-SDS  march. 

Persons  wanting  to  at- 
tend the  march  should  pay 

$15  at  the  SUPA  office,  658 
Spadina  Avenue,  before  3 
p.m.  today.  Buses  leave  in front  of  Hart  House  at  7  p. 
m. 
Hans  Modlioh  of  the  U  of 

T  Socialist  Club  said  last 
night  that  a  demonstration 
in  solidarity  with  the  Wash- 

ington inarch  will  be  staged 
at  the  U.S.  consulate  in  To- 

ronto at  2  p.m.  Saturday. 

BRIEFLY... 

plan  finance  seminar 
The  U  of  T  CUS  Commit- 

tee has  been  given  a  man- 
date by  the  Ontario  Region 

of  the  Canadian  Union  of 
Students  (ORCUS)  to  hold 
a  regional  seminar  on  how 
universities  axe  financed. 

The  conference,  to  be  held 
here  in  January  or  February, 
will  discuss  the  means  of 
financing  education  at  the 
federal  and  provincial  levels, 
as  well  as  the  tapping  of  in- 

dustrial, alumni,,  faculty,  ad- 
ministrative and  student  re- sources. 

The  CUS  Student  Means 
Survey,  taken  last  year,  will 
be  published  as  soon  as  the 
Dominion  Bureau  of  Statis- 

tics figures  out  how  to  get 
the  information  out  of  their 
computer,  according  to 
Tony  Orav  (III  New),  CUS 
Committee  Chairman. 

already  been  set  up  to  deal 
with  the  proposed  student union  building. 
The  committee  will  sug- 

gest a  site,  indicate  the  re- 
quired facilities  and  esti- mate the  amount  of  floor 

space  needed. 
A  questionnaire  will  be 

circulated  by  the  students' council  to  obtain  the  stu- 
dents' opinions  on  facilities. 

All  campus  organizations 
will  be  asked  to  submit  a 
statement  of  their  projected 
needs  to  the  council. 

Information  is  also  being 
sought  from  other  North 
American  and  British  Uni- versities. 

Mr.  Forgrave  said,  "Wc had  no  reason  to  discuss 
these  policies,  and  the  only 
time  Mr.  Gordon's  name  was mentioned  was  in  reading  a 
letter  he  had  written  to  the 
Laurentian  University  CUS 
chairman  regarding  a  fede- 
i  al-provincial  conference  on 
the  financing  of  higher  edu- 

cation." 

"Reports  of  the  ORCUS 
conference  and  the  Ontario 
University  Liberal  Federa- tion meeting  probably  got 
confused,"  Mr.  Forgrave 
said.  "We  did  not  even  dis- 

cuss Mr.  Gordon's  policies, 
let  alone  endorse  them." 

union  for  Mac 

MONTREAL  (CUP)  —  An 
anonymous  donor  has  pre- sented MacDonald  College 
with  one  million  dollars  to 
build  a  student  union. 
Before  the  gift  was  an- nounced a  committee  had 

didn't  endorse  Gordon 
Tom  Forgrave,  president 

of  the  Ontario  Region  of  the 
Canadian  Union  of  Students, 
denied  yesterday  that  the 
recent  ORCUS  conference 
in  Kingston  endorsed  the 
economic  policies  of  former 
iinance  minister  Walter  Gor- don. 

Both  the  Toronto  Star  and 
The  Varsity  carried  reports 
to  this  effect. 

IMC  on  TV 

The  Ontario  region  of  Ca- 
nadian University  Students 

has  decided  to  put  the  prob- 
lem of  universal  accessibili- ty before  the  public  by 

means  of  one-minute  tele- 
vision announcements. 

Various  universities  are 
to  submit  ideas  for  the 
scripts.  Ryerson  will  then 
write  the  scripts,  produce 
and  videotape  them  for TV.  — (CUP). 
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BASKETBALL  OFFICIALS  WANTED 

Get  your  applications  in  now,  Intramural  office. 
Clinics  will  be  held  Dec.  9  and  14. 

MEN INTRAMURAL  SWIMMING  MEET  —  MEN 

Wednesdoy,  Dec.  1st  at  6.15  p.m.  Entries  accepted  ot  Intromurol 
office  until  5.30  p.m.  Tues.  Nov.  30th.  All  undergraduates  eligible 
except  Sr.  Varsity  team  members  of  previous  years. 

"STUDENTS" 

YOU  BELONG  IN 

...JEANS... 

COM  AND  GET  £M 
NOW! 

&  COWBOY  KING 
SLIM- FIT-JEANS 

you're  in  style  in •  CORDUROY  SLIM  ■  JEANS  . 
•  NEW  BURGUNDY  DENIM 

JEANS  -  SLIM  FIT    6.95 
•  LEE  &  LEVI'S  SUPER  SLIM  JEANS  6.95 
•  LEVI'S  WHITE  -  WHITE  JEANS   6.95 
•  TEEN  -  MAN  TERRITORY 

SLIM  -  DRESS  SLACKS    9.71 
•  KING  SUPER  SLIM  JEANS 

FADED  BLUE,  BLACK  or  TAN  6.50 
•  STUDENT  SPECIAL  .  .  .  MADRAS  & 

CORDUROY  BELTS  Now  Only  1.99 

OPEN  THURS.  and  FRI.  TILL  9  O'CLOCK 

THRIFTY 

SPORT  SHOP 
f  ONE  LOCATION  ONLY 

129  CHURCH  ST. 

I  $  jr\\  ̂ ""^^  CORNER  QUEEN 
,/•/  VV  *  FREE  PARKING  FOR OUR  CUSTOMERS  , 

WHILE  SHOPPING 
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Says  high  school  not  adequate  preparation 

By  JILL  EISEN 
Students  have  not  been  adequately  pre- 

pared in  high  school  to  cope  with  university 
life,  Miss  Margaret  Carmichael,  Dean  of 
Women  at  Victoria  College,  said  Wednesday. 

Miss  Carmichael  told  a  meeting  of  the 
Victoria  Women's  Association  in  Wymil- wood  that  most  students  look  forward  to 
university  with  anticipation  but  are  often 
disappointed.  They  have  the  preconceived 
notion  that  they  can  study  what  they  are 
interested  in  with  a  lot  of  leisure  time  to 
persue  their  interests  in  depth. 

The  student  often  finds,  however,  that 
he  is  not  interested  in  the  course  he  has 
chosen,  she  said.  Social  science  names  such 
as  psychology  and  anthropology  often  "mes- merize" students,  she  said,  and  they  chose them  without  really  knowing  what  they are. 

Teachers  are  of  little  help,  she  added, 
because  they  seldom  know  more  about  the 
courses  than  do  the  students. 

Many  students  have  problems  with  uni- 
versity work  because  they  are  still  using 

high  school  study  methods,  she  said.  They 
learn  individual  details  without  really  seeing 
the  subject  as  a  whole. 

Academic  self-discipline  presents  yet  an- 
other problem  for  the  first  year  students, 

she  said.  At  university,  where  no  one  is 
watching  over  your  shoulder,  the  bridge 
game  is  often  more  appealing  than  the  class, 
she  said. 

Miss  Carmichael  said  social  crises  result 
when  the  freshman  feels  he  cannot  spare 
time  from  his  work  when  he  is  afraid 
to  join  groups  which  are  more  influential 
than  high  school  groups. 

She  said  students  who  live  far  from  the 
campus  are  cut  off  from  university  life, 
while  those  who  live  near  the  campus  are 
sometimes  easily  distracted. 

"The  fact  that  so  many  students  graduate 
without  nervous  breakdowns  is  in  itself  en- 

couraging," she  said. Miss  Carmichael  noted  that  freshman 
orientation  and  the  Student  Advisory  Board 
under  Dr.  D.  J.  McCulloch,  are  designed 
to  help  the  student  adjust. 

Blue  and  White 

chooses 

A  snowflake  design  submitted  by  Andrew 
Clarke  (IV  Arch)  took  first  prize  in  the  Blue 
and  White  Symbol  Contest. 

The  contest  was  held  to  choose  an  offi- 
cial symbol  for  U  of  T's  winter  Carnival. Clarke  won  two  tickets  to  all  winter 

Carnival  activities,  including  the  Ice  Show, 

the  Hart  House  Dance  and  the  Sunday 
evening  folksinging  concert. 

Blue,  and  White  officials  report  58  de- 
signs were  submitted  for  the  contest  be- 

tween the  winner,  a  snowflake  design  by 
Susan  McMullen  (II  Arch)  and  a  "Snoopy" dog  on  skis  by  Howard  Weinberg  (II  Meds). 

Letter  (continued) 

ports  on  the  weekends  have  in  the  past 
been  written  by  the  participants.  As  such 
they  were,  to  put  it  bluntly,  of  no  interest 
to  anyone  other  than  the  participants. 

%  Mr.  Levine  suggests  that  The  Var- 
sity's reporter  was  not  thorough  enough. Perhaps  he  might  explain  why  The  Varsity 

was  provided  with  no  details  of  the  week- end's program. 
%  Mr.  Levine  refers  to  seminars  open 

to  all  members  of  the  university.  Perhaps 
he  might  explain  why  these  were  never 
advertised  in  The  Varsity  or  anywhere  else 
before  the  weekend  began. 

0  Mr.  Levine  refers  to  other  conferen- 
ces, highly  subsidized  he  says,  at  which  the 

booze  flows  freely.  Only  one  of  these,  UTAC, 
is  subsidized  by  all  the  students  through 

SAC,  and  the  UTAC  committee  might  quar- 
rel with  his  description  of  its  operation. 
9  Finally,  Mr.  Levine  refers  constantly to  an  editorial  (The  Varsity,  Nov.  24 )  which 

he  claims  urges  the  cancellation  of  week- ends. Mr.  Levine  could  not  have  read  this editorial  carefully.  Nowhere  is  it  suggested in  this  editorial  that  weekends  be  cancelled. 
What  was  asked  for  was  a  defence  of  the 
value  of  weekends.  Mr.  Levine  has  provided 
a  red  herring  rather  than  a  cogent  explana- tion. The  Varsity  can  only  sympathise  with those  students  who  still  do  not  understand 
the  value  of  the  exchange  programs,  and urge  them  to  have  faith.  Weekends  are valuable,  despite  the  irate  and  defensive 
tone  assumed  by  most  weekend  parti- 

cipants. _etL 



INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Dafoe  Trophy  next  at  stake 
By  PHIL  8INGLEY 

Law,  St.  Mike's  B  and PHE  B  all  moved  into  the 
semi-finals  for  the  Dafoe 
trophy,  emblematic  of  in- 
terf  acuity  lacrosse  supre- 

macy. PHE  A  took  the 
fourth  and  final  playoff 
spot  on  a  bye  after  winning 
first  place  in  group  I.  They 
will  play  PHE  B  while  Law 
will  take  on  St.  Mike's. The  Lords  from  Law 
reached  the  playoffs  the 
hard  way  as  they  had  to  win 
two  games  to  stay  alive.  In 
the  first  of  these  two  games, 
Don  Arthurs  scored  foui 
times  and  Brian  Kennedy 
twice  as  the  lawyers  edged 
a  stubborn  Vic  1  team  8-7. 
Tom  Truesdale  and  Dave 
Grist  were  tops  for  the  los- 

ers with  three  goals  apiece. 
In  the  other  game,  Arth- 

urs, Gord  Ness,  Don  Grie- 

ven  and  John  Gilfillan  each 
scored  two  goals  to  lead  the 
lawyers  to  an  11-6  trouncing 
of  Knox  College.  John  Wil- 

son scored  three  goals  and 
John  Fatum  added  two  in 
a  losing  effort  for  Knox. 

Russ  and  Bruce  Ferguson 
with  nine  and  six  goals  re- 

spectively, led  St.  Mike's  to their  playoff  berth  as  the 
Irish  clobbered  Vic  II,  184. 
Brian  Keys  turned  in  a  fine 
effort  for  the  losing  Vic- men  as  he  counted  all  four 

goals. Finally,  Don  Alexander 
fired  three  goals  and  Moose 
Klimas  added  two  as  PHE  B 
took  a  semi-final  position 
with  an  8-3  decision  over 
Forestry  B. 

SOCCER 
St.  Mike's  B  moved  into tile  division  one  soccer 

semi-finals  with  a  thrilling 

4-3  overtime  win  over  Law. 
St.  Mike's  are  group  II 
champions  while  Engineer- 

ing, their  opponents  in  the next  round,  took  first  place 
in  group  I. 

Aldo  Morson,  Ken  Amoro- 
so, Mark  Ferron  and  Renato 

Infanti  provided  the  scor- 
ing as  the  Irish  won  their 

seventh  game  this  season without  a  loss. 
Dentistry  A  won  the  divi- 

sion two  championship  with 
an  impressive  3-0  win  over 
Knox  College.  Adrian  Van 
derjala  was  the  big  gun  for 
the  dentists  as  he  scored 
two  goals.  Jim  Baleson 
counted  the  other  tally  for 
the  winners. 
Knox  entered  the  finals 

with  a  2-1  win  over  Wycliffe 

while  Dentistry  moved"  in  by means  of  a  default  win  over Pharmacy. 

it's  hotkey  night  at  Varsity This  evening  the  intra- 
mural association  is  putting 

on  the  first  of  two  inter- 
faculty  hockey  nights  to  be 
held  this  season.  These 
programs  are  scheduled  on 
two  of  the  Friday  evenings 
when  the  Toronto  Blues 
hockey  team  is  out  of  town. 

U.C.  i  (0-2)  will  meet  Vic 

I  (1-1)  in  the  first  of  four 
games  to  be  played  with  the 
puck  being  dropped  at  5  pm. 

Sr.  Engineering  (2-0)  and 
St.  Mike's  (1-1),  the  other two  first  division  teams 
competing,  play  in  the  se- 

cond game  followed  by  Meds 
A  vs  Vic  LI  and  Trinity  A  vs 
Dents   A.   The   latter  four 

teams  are  all  entered  in 
group  II  of  the  interfaculty league. 

Admission  is  free  for  the 
big  night  and  all  players 
are  invited  to  bring  their 
friends,  parents,  girlfriends, 
etc.,  so  that  they  will  have 
□  chance  to  show  them  their 
great  hockey  ability. 

Trial  fencers  duel  Mac  swordsmen 

in  warmup  for  championship  defence 
By  BOB  CLARK 

University  o  f  Toronto 
fencing  Blues  play  host  to 
the  swordsmen  from  Mc- 
Master  tonight  at  Hart 
House,  as  Varsity  begins 
their  quest  to  repeat  as  in- 

tercollegiate fencing  cham- 
pions. 
Returnees  Helmut  Mic- 

roys,  Vladimir  Hachinski, 
and  Alan  Galberg  provide 
the  competition  for  McMas- 
ter  in  the  epee  class,  while 
Microys,  returnee  Michael 
Jackson  and  newcomer  Nor- 

man Bradwell  carry  the  col- 
ours in  foil.  Hachinski  and 

newcomers  Mark  Pfeiffer 
and  Peter  Apse  defend  in 
sabre. 
The  Varsity  team  facing 

McMaster  tonight  is  a  trial 
team,  and  are  not  necessar- 

ily the  team  Blues  will  take 
to  the  intercollegiate  tour- 

nament at  McGill  February 
11-12.  The  Intercollegiate 
team  will  be  decided  by  an 
interfac  championship  in 
January. 
One  of  the  reasons  for 

Blues  domination  in  fencing 
in  the  past  few  years  has 
been  their  enthusiastic  and 
meticulous  instructor,  Imre 
Hennyey. 
"Despite  the  fact  that more  than  three  girls  take  up 

fencing  for  every  male  in 
North  America,"  Mr.  Henny- 

ey said,  "fencing  is  a  com- petitive, fighting  sport,  and 
is  not  an  effiminate  one,  as 
so  many  of  the  boys  feel. 

The  male  dominates  the 
sport  in  Europe,  so  I  won- der if  the  North  American 
girl  doesn't  have  more fighting  spirit  than  the 

males." 
Mr.  Hennyey  feels  the 

sport  here  is  hampered  by 
the  lack  of  International 
competition,  but  each  year 
it  is  getting  stronger  and 
stronger  on  an  intercolleg- iate level. 
Varsity  has  a  strong 

chance  of  repeating  as  in- 
tercollegiate champions  but 

will  have  to  overcome  chal 
lenges  from  McGill  and  Mon- treal to  do  so. 
NOTES:  Varsity  -  McMas 

ter  meet  tonight  starts  at 
7:00  p.m.  .  .  .  Mr.  Hennyey 
was  a  World  University 
Champion  in  1939,  and  a 
Hungarian  National  cham- 

pion in  1941,  43,  and  47.  .  . 
Varsity  has  won  three  inter- 

collegiate championships  and 
has  had  a  close  second  place 
finish  to  McGill  in  the  four 
years  Mr.  Hennyey  has  been instructor. 

Vic  and  Phys.  Ed  scrounge  in  the  Varsity  Stadium  mud  in 
yesterday's  Mulock  Cup  final  won  by  Vic  28-0  in  a  hard fought  battle.  (See  story  p.  24) 

WOMEN'S 

ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATIO
N 

Basketball  Schedule  Week  of  Nov.  29th 
Tues  South  North  Upper  Lower 
6  Nurs.  A  -  PHE  A  Dents  -  PotSr.  B  phar.  -  PHE  C 
7  Trin.  A  -  Nurs.  A  PHE  C  -  St.  M  A  PHE  A  -  PotSr  A    PHE  B  -  Trin.  A 
8  St.  M.  A  -  Dents    PHE  B  -  Trin.  A  St.  M.  B-Meds Thur. 

Innis  -  Nurs.  B  PHE  B  -  PHE  A 
PotSr.  A-Nors.A    St.  M.  A  -  Phar. 

Ice  Hockey  -  Schedule  week  of  Nov.  29 
Mon.  Nov.  29  —  8-9  a.m.  —  Pot  -  New  —  U.C.  —  Dinsmore,  Wickett 
Mon.  Nov.  29  —  4-5  p.m.  —  S.M.C  —  Practice 
Thurs.  Dec.  2  —  1:30-2:30  p.m.  —  PHE  I  -  St.  Hilda's  —  Connell Fri.  Dec.  8  —  9:00  cm.  —  New  -  U.C.  -  Nursing  —  Wilson  -  Moki 

MANITOU  -  V/ABING  CAMP  OF  FINE  ARTS 
1966  STAFF 

Openings  in  all  departments  for  mature,  skilled 
and  experienced   instructors  and  supervisory  staff. 
MUSIC      THEATRE       DANCE       FINE  ARTS 
Painting         Pottery         Scupture         Graphics  Photography 

TENNIS  RIDING  GOLF 
SAILING  WATER-SKIING  SWIMMING  CANOEING 
For  further  information  call  Mr.  B.  Wise,  Director,  RU.  3-6168 
days  or  write  821  Eglinron  Ave.  W.,  Toronto  10. 

WANTED! 
2  ambitious  U  of  T  students  to  work  as  port-time  solesmen  for 
established  imported  car  dealership  —  preferable  sports  cor enthusiasts. 

No  fixed  working  hours  —  High  commission  paid 
ROBERT  MOTORS  LIMITED 

VOLVO  -  ROVER  -  SUNBEAM 
Coll  Mr.  Bahr  RO  9-1177 

Your 

Career? 

TRAFFIC &  CUSTOMS RESEARCH 
SALES  & 

MARKETING 

AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 
AUDIT  & 

ACCOUNTING 
TRADING  & 
PURCHASING 

CHEMISTRY 
&  ENGINEERING 

PERSONNEL  & 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

TECHNOLOGY 
&  PRODUCTION 

i 

CANADA  PACKERS  INVITE  GRADUATING  STUDENTS 
in  Arts,  Commerce,  Business,  Engineering,  Chemistry 
and  Agriculture  to  discuss  plans  for  ah  interesting  ca- 

reer in  a  leading  Canadian  industry. 

STUDENT  INTERVIEWS 
with  Canada  Packers'  Representatives  will  be  held  on 

Dec.  1  —  Dec.  2 at  times  arranged  by  the  University  Placement  Ofrictr. 
For  further  information,  Canada  Packers'  Annual  Report and  brochure  are  available  at  the  Placement  Office. 

CANADA 

CANADA'S  LARGEST  FOOD  PROCESSOR 
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EIGHTH  CONSECUTIVE  YEAR 

Mulock  Cup  remains  a
t  Vic 

PHE  fails  to  contain 

powerful  Vic  offence 
By  PHIL  6INGLEY 

The  Mulock  Cup  made  the 
trip  from  Victoria  College  to 
Varsity  Stadium  for  the 
interfaculty  football  cham- 

pionship. Several  hours  la- ter u  was  back  at  Vic  for 
the  twenty-fifth  time  in 
seventy-one  years,  including 
The  last  eight  in  a  row,  as 
the  Scarlet  and  Gold  rolled 
to  a  28-0  win  over  Physical 
and  Health  Education. 
Vic's  passing,  running, and  blocking  were  just  too 

much  for  the  PHE  defence 
as  they  rolled  up  432  yards 
in  total  offence. 

Fullback  Dave  Webb,  one 
of  several  stars  for  the  Vic- 
men,  was  the  workhorse  of 
the  offensive  attack  as  he 
scored  one  touchdown  and 
rushed  17  times  for  120 
yards.  He  also  grabbed  one 
pass  good  for  27  yards. 

Danny  Baird,  Vic's  hard- running  halfback  also  had  a 
great  day  at  the  expense  of 
the  PHE  defence.  He  count- 

ed one  touchdown  and  pick- 
ed up  98  yards  rushing. 

Don  Brereton  and  John 
McArthur  counted  the  other 
two  majors  for  Vic.  Brere- 

ton picked  off  a  Wally  Slel- 
mach  pass  and  ran  it  back 
15  yards  for  a  t.d.,  while  Mc- 

Arthur scored  on  22-yard  run around  left  end. 
Gary  Kushner  was  good 

on  two  of  four  convert  at- 

tempts and  Jack  Pai  n  nailed 
Lhe  PHE  quarterback  for  a 
safety  touch  to  round  out 
the  scoring. 

Other  players  for  the  Mu- lock winners  who  turned  in 
fine  performances  included 
quarterback  Jim  Stevenson, 
Pete  Fairgrieve  who  made  a 
beautiful  catch  on  a  65-yard 
pass  and  run  play,  and  de- fensive linebacker  Terry 
Rumsey  who  picked  off  a 
pass  and  recovered  a  fumble. While  the  offence  rolled 
up  the  points,  Vic's  defence 
played  a  standout  game  al- 

lowing PHE  only  87  yards  in 
total  offence  and  giving  up 
eight  first  downs,  seven  of them  in  the  first  half.  They 
cut  off  the  PHE  wide-run- 

ning game  right  at  the  start 
of  the  game  and  from  then 
on  the  losers  had  nowhere 
to  go. 

Dick  Krol  was  one  bright 
light  for  PHE  as  he  ran  for 
42  yards  and  caught  two 
passes  for  27  yards. 
MULOCK  MUMBLINGS— 

Andy  Szandtner  played  a 
great  game  as  spotter  for 
PHE.  Along  with  his  op- 

ponent Ward  Passi,  Vic's representative  on  the  phon- es, he  battled  ferociously 
play  after  play. 
First  downs Yards  rushing Yards  passing 
Passes/completions Interceptions Fumbles/Fumbles Recovered 

270 162 12/5 

Caps  face  Andy's 

in  quest  for  initial  victory 
By  RICH  PYNE 

Varsity's  basketball  team, winless  in  three  exhibition 
tries,  has  another  opportun- 

ity for  redemption  Saturday 
night  at  North  Albion  Col- 

legiate when  they  face  a 
strong  Andy's  A.C.  club. Two  weeks  ago  Blues 
dropped  a  close  79-74  deci- sion to  the  same  team  in  a 
game  which,  saw  former 
Blue  Dave  West  stopped 
cold  by  a  brick  wall  when 
he  lost  his  balance  after  a 
driving  lay-up  attempt  from 
tie  top  of  the  key.  West 
failed  to  complete  the  game 
but  Andy's  can  expect  his full-time  services  Saturday. 

With  guards  such  as  West, 
Mike  Muir,  also  a  former 
Blue,  Warren  Dalton  and 
Chet  Cuipa,  it  is  evident 
Andy's  strength  lies  at  tbe guard  position. 

For  Varsity  however,  the 
reverse  is  true.  Coach  John 
McManus  is  faced  with  the 
loss  of  last  year's  first 
string  guards.  The  only  re- 

turning member  with  exper- 
ience at  that  position  is  Bill 

•Woloshyn.  On  the  other  hand 

— photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Danny  Baird  (32)  is  pulled  down  after  a  gain  far  Mulock  Cup  winning  Vic.  Ed  Ashton 
(43)  and  Paul  White  (37)  make  the  tackle  for  PHE  os  Don  Flaunt  (68),  John  Perkins 
(77)  and  Art  Bennett  (74)  look  on. 

A  CRUCIAL  SERIES 

Season  opens  on  the  road 

Blues  are  very  strong  along 
the  forward  wall  in  return- ees Nolan  Kane,  Ron  Kimel, 
and  Arvo  Neidre.  In  addition 
6'8"  rookie  John  Hadden  has 
been  showing  very  well  in 
games  to  date  and  should 
adapt  well  to  the  intercol- 

legiate loop. 
Saturday's  game  there- fore, may  well  be  decided 

by  the  relative  strengths  ot 
Andy's  guards  and  Varsity forwards. 
A  welcome  sight  in  the 

Hart  House  cave  as  far  as 
Blues  are  concerned  is  the 
appearance  of  last  year's second  team  all-star  forward 
Jim  Holowachuk  who  is  now 
able  to  run  through  a  light 
workout  after  tearing  knee 
ligaments  while  playing  for 
football  Blues. 

Tip-ins:  Blues  perform- 
ance thus  far  is  very  mis- 

leading. Not  only  are  they 
without  a  great  asset  in 
Holowachuk  but  McManus, 
still  deciding  on  a  final  team, 
is  forced  to  dress  different 
players  every  game  and  con- sequently the  team  suffers 
from  lack  of  cohesion  .  .  . 
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By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
University  o  f  Toronto 

Blues  open  their  Senior  In- tercollegiate Hockey  League 
schedule  tonight  when  they 
take  on  Laval  Rouge  et  Or 
in  Quebec  City. 

Tonight's  game  is  the  first of  four  pre-Christmas  league 
games  crucial  to  Blues  chan- 

ces of  winning  tbe  Queen's Cup  symbol  ot  SIHL  hockey 
supremacy.  Their  second  is 
at  McGill  tomorrow  nighl. 

Unless  there  is  a  tie  for 
first  place  there  will  be  no 
league  playoffs  this  year. 
The  first  place  team  enters 
the  Canadian  Intercollegiate 
Athletic  Union's  tournament at  the  end  of  February. 

Therefore,  each  game  is 
important  for  one  loss  could 
mean  the  difference  be- 

tween first  and  second  place 
and  a  shot  at  the  Canadian 
college  championship. 

But  these  first  four  games 
are  even  more  important  for 
the  Blues.  Without  their  all- 
star  winger  Steve  Monteith 
they  are  likely  to  face  a 
serious  challenge  for  the  ti- 

tle from  two  teams — Laval 
and  Montreal — whom  they 
will  have  to  cope  with  in 
three  of  those  four  games. 

Monteith  who  has  started 
skating  with  the  team  has 
mononucleosis  and  will  miss 
most  if  not  all  of  the  team's games  before  Christmas. 

Nevertheless,  Blues  take 
a  strong,  experienced  lineup 
to  La  Belle  Province.  Only 
two  players,  forward  Pete 
Burwash    and  defenceman 

Doug  St.  John  have  not  had 
previous  intercollegiate  ex- 

perience. 
Burwash  was  one  of  the 

top  scorers'  with  Weston  in 
the  Jr.  B  league  last  sea- son and  St.  John  played  for 
Victoria  College,  last  year's interfac  champions. 

In  Paul  Laurent,  Murray 
Stroud  and  Bob  McClelland 
Blues  have  three  strong  cen- 

tres who  could  prove  to  be 
the  best  in  the  league. 

Bill  Stewart,  with  a  year 
of  college  experience  behind 
him,  should  give  Blues  more 
than  adequate  goaltending. 

Blues  however,  will  have 
to  be  in  top  form  to  defeat 

bob  McClelland 

Laval.  The  Rouge  et  Or  fin- ished fifth  last  season  but 
have  14  lettermen  returning 
including  Reynald  Dufour, 
Roger  Blake  and  Gratien Guimond,  their  top  three 
scorers. 
Goaltender  Normand  Ar- 

senault  fourth  among  league 
goaltenders  last  season  a- 
long  with  an  experienced  de- fence makes  Laval  strong defensively. 

McGill  Redmen,  Blues' opponents  Saturday  night 
have  yet  to  give  any  indica- tion they  have  strengthened 
themselves  sufficiently  to 
improve  on  their  seventh  . 
place  finish  of  last  year. 

In  two  games  this  season 
they  lost  8-0  to  Western  and 
edged  a  weak  Guelph  team 

3-2. 

In  front  of  former  all-star 
goaltender  Ken  Walters  is  a 
defence  made  up  almost  en- tirely of  rookies.  Despite  the 
return  of  most  of  last  year's forwards  including  football 
Redmen  quarterback  Rick 
Ripstein  and  Skippy  Kerner 
their  leading  scorer  last  sea- 

son, the  weak  defence  should 
prove  Redmen's  downfall. LEFTOVERS:  Redmen 
have  three  football  players 
on  the  team  .  .  .  Ripstein, 
Kerner  who  quarterbacks 
the  junior  team  and  Don 
Taylor  a  football  all-star  in five  of  his  six  years  .  .  . Goaltender  Walters  at  one 
time  played  professional 
hockey  with  Ottawa-Hull  .  .  . Coach  Tom  Watt  has  moved 
defenceman  Brian  Jones  to 
right  wing  on  a  line  with 
Murray  Stroud  and  Ward 
Passi  .  .  .  Bob  Awrey  and 
Doug  St.  John  form  one  de- 

fence pair  and  Jim  Wilson 
and  Gil  Farmer  the  other  . . . 
Western  defeated  Guelph 
Wednesday  night  54, 
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—photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Novelist  Hugh  MocLennan  (L)  and  James  Perkins,  President  of  Cornell  University,  were 
awarded  honorary  Doctor  of  Laws  Degrees  at  Fall  Concovation  Friday  night.  Dr.  Claude 
T,  Bissell  (R)  looks  merrily  on. 

U  of  T  students  join  protest 

WASHINGTON  (Special) 
—  More  than  100  Toronto 
demonstrators,  many  of 
them  U  of  T  students,  joined 
more  than  25,000  others  here 
Saturday  to  call  for  an  end 
to  the  war  in  Viet  Nam. 
The  Toronto  demonstra- 

tors travelled  to  the  United 
States  capital  city  in  three 
chartered  buses  to  join  mass 
demonstrations  called  by 
the  National  Committee  for 
a  Sane  Nuclear  Policy  and 
Students  for  a  Democratic 
Society. 

Sanford  Gottlieb  of  SANE 
told  demonstrators  that 
Washington  police,  "pretty 
conservative  fellows,"  had estimated   the   number  of 

anti-war  demonstrators  at 
25,000. 
The  Toronto  contingent 

was  organized  by  several  in- dividuals connected  with  the 
Student  Union  for  Peace  Ac- 

tion in  Toronto,  acting  as 
agents  of  SDS. 

The  press  in  general,  and 
the  Canadian  Broadcasting 
Company  in  particular,  were 
also  on  the  buses  in  strength. 

CBC-TV  representatives  of 
three  separate  programs — 
the  news,  CBC  Newsmaga- zine and  This  Hour  Has 
Seven  Days — accompanied 
the  buses.  Most,  but  not  all, 
disembarked  at  Buffalo  af- 

ter extensive  filming  on board. 
Representatives  of  a  num- 

ML&L  STUDENTS  PETITION  FOR  LINGUISTICS 
A  group  of  students  in  Modern  Language  and  Literature 

are  petitioning  that  linguistics,  the  study  of  language  deve- 
lopment, be  included  in  the  graduate  and  undergraduate 

curricula. 
The  group,  headed  by  Paul  Socker  (II  UC),  obtained  a 

number  of  signatures  for  a  letter  addressed  to  Professor 
Briichmann,  secretary  of  the  Department  of  Modern  Lan- 

guage and  Literature. 
In  the  letter  the  petitioners  stress  that  "the  conser- 

vative view  of  language  concentrates  on  the  study  of  litera- 
ture, and  neglects  almost  entirely  the  field  of  linguistics." The  students  have  already  spoken  with  staff  members 

and  met  with  encouraging  replies.  However,  Socken  feels 
that  "many  of  the  sympathetic  replies  were  merely  per- 

functory, and  thus  inadequate  " 

ber  of  separate  and  widely 
varied  organizations  partici- 

pated in  the  picketing,  which 
was  organized  by  marshals 
and  police  into  a  number  of 
separate  picket  lines  on  dif- ferent blocks. 

Participants  included  mid- 
dle-aged and  elderly  men 

and  women,  Southern  Ne- 
groes, civil  rights  workers, 

college  students  and  other 
youths  belonging  to  organi- 

zations ranging  from  SDS  to 
the  far  -  left  Spartacists. 
Dress  and  grooming  also 
varied. 
Few  if  any  of  the  widely 

different  placards,  however, 
seriously  interfered  witfi  the 
comparatively  moderate 
tone  march  organizers  had 
apparently  attempted  to  set. 
The  most  vigorous  de- mand expressed  on  placards 

was  for  immediate  with- 
drawal of  U.S.  troops  from 

Viet  Nam,  while  some  well- 
made  placards  simply  called 
attention  to  Pope  Paul's  plea 
for  peace  when  he  visited the  United  Nations  recently. 
There  had  been  some  talk 

of  a  counter-demonstration 
rivalling  the  anti-war  de- monstration in  size,  but  only 
one  or  two  thousand  demon- 

strators turned  up  to  de- 
monstrate against  the  de- monstrators. 

See  "March",  page  6 

Or.  James  Perkins ... 

Criticizes  'new  morality' University  students  today  believe  nothing  is  immoral 
as  long  as  it  is  done  in  private  and  no  one  else  is  harmed 
or  offended  in  the  process,  the  president  of  Cornell  Uni- 

versity said  at  fall  convocation  Friday. 
Dr.  James  A.  Perkins  criticized  the  "superficial  stand- 

ards" inherent  in  what  he  called  the  "new  student  morality." 
"Discretion  has  become  the  test  of  morality,"  he  said. At  the  convocation  honorary  Doctor  of  Laws  degrees 

were  conferred  on  Dr.  Perkins  and  novelist  Hugh  MacLen- 
nan,  professor  of  English  at  McGill  University.  BA,  MA  and 
Ph.D.  degrees  were  also  awarded  to  550  U  of  T  graduates. 

The  new  student  morality  has  been  learned  "by  obser- 
vation of  the  adult  world,"  Dr.  Perkins  said. 

It  is  unreasonable  to  expect  the  student  to  put  up  with 
the  existing  double  standard  of  morality.  "We  must  some- 

how re-establish  the  social  purposes  behind  the  private 
rule  of  morality,"  he  said. And  in  the  university  it  is  up  to  faculty  to  supply 
such  a  lead.  "Faculty  is  the  great  standard-maker  of  the 
university  community,"  Dr.  Perkins  said. 

The  "explosion  of  knowledge"  and  the  involvement  of the  university  in  society  have  changed  the  role  and  mission 
of  faculty  in  the  university,  he  said. 

In  particular: 
0  Faculty  must  continue  to  look  for  ways  to  advance 

knowledge  by  learning  more  about  other  faculties'  spe- cialities, 
0  Faculty  must  take  more  interest  in  university  admi- 

nistration. Dr.  Perkins  criticized  faculty  members  who  stay 
away  from  faculty  committees  and  faculty  meetings  "in 

droves." 

0  Faculty  should  always  be  concerned  with  preserving 
academic  freedom.  Even  though  theoretically  protected 
from  outside  pressures  by  trustees,  "the  vigilance  of  the 
faculty  is  still  decisive. 

"In  my  country  we  remember  the  rise  of  McCarthy 
with  shame  and  anger,"  he  said. The  role  of  the  faculty  member  has  changed  drama- 

tically. Gone  is  the  image  of  a  "chummy  Chips  tapping  his 
pipe  at  his  study  fireplace." Today  he  is  involved  in  the  worlds  of  business,  govern- 

ment, the  humanities  and  the  arts.  Dr.  Perkins  said. 
"The  university  is  not  a  television  network.  Nor  is  it 

supposed  to  reflect  with  any  degree  of  accuracy  the  opinions 
of  the  world  around  it. 

"It  is  in  the  business  of  adding  to  knowledge,  trans- 
mitting the  results  and  showing  the  world  what  its  students 

have  learned,"  he  said. Of  the  550  degrees  awarded  Friday,  65  were  Ph.D.s.  Dr. 
Claude  Bissell  said  that  most  of  the  persons  awarded  this 
degree  go  into  the  teaching  profession.  Since  the  University 
of  Toronto  awards  more  Ph.D.s.  than  any  other  Canadian 
university,  he  said,  U  of  T  has  a  "strong  influence  over 
higher  education  in  Canada." He  called  Hugh  MacLennan  an  "eloquent  and  sensitive chronicler  of  our  times,  an  artist  with  a  passion  to  under- 

stand and  to  see.  and  a  moralist  who  yet  knows  the  full 

meaning  of  gaiety." 

"One-day  strike"  still  in  effect: 

spreads  to  other  Quebec  schools 

By  JACQUES  de  MONTIGNY 
A  "one-day  strike"  by  students  at  Montreal's  Ecole  des Beaux  Arts  has  lasted  10  days  and  spread  to  two  other 

Quebec  institutes  of  higher  education. Students  at  the  school  left  their  classrooms  a  week 
ago  Thursday  to  protest  inadequate  facilities.  They  pro- mised not  to  return  until  the  provincial  government  acted 
to  rectify  the  situation. 

The  Varsity  reported  last  week  that  the  strike  lasted 
one  day.  But  as  of  last  night  the  strike  was  still  in  progress. 
Students  were  attending  study  sessions  organized  by  the 
school's  student  union. 

Students  at  the  School  of  Applied  Art  in  Montreal  and 
l'Ecole  des  Beaux  Arts  in  Quebec  City  now  are  also  on strike. 

Supported  by  l'Union  Generale  des  Etudiants  du 
Quebec  (UGEQ),  students  have  been  requesting  a  govern- 

ment inquiry  into  the  "deplorable  conditions"  of  studios, classrooms  and  the  lack  of  equipment. 
Support  for  their  request  has  also  come  from  faculty 

membres  at  l'Ecole  des  Beaux  Arts  in  Montreal  who  have 
been  holding  one  day  strikes  of  their  own  periodically  to 
protest  the  fact  that  some  of  them  have  yet  to  receive 
salaries  this  term. 

Education  Minister  Paul-Gerin  Lajoie,  in  a  quick  res- 
ponse to  a  student  request,  has  promised  to  initiate  the 

requested  enquiry  "as  soon  as  possible." As  of  last  night  it  was  not  known  whether  the  strike would  continue  this  week. 



What  Do  You  Want  In  A 

Company  After  Graduation? 

Groduotes  who've  been  out  o  few  yeors  soy  the  important  things  to  look  for  in  choos- ing a  job  ore  good  troining,  on  unrestricted  chonce  to  grow  in  o  solid,  recognized 
company,  income,  eorly  responsibility  and  a  stimulating  environment  where  intelligence 
ond  enthusiosm  are  recognized.  The  points  are  not  always  in  thot  order,  but  these 
are  the  main  ones.  What,  then,  con  Procter  &  Gamble  offer  you? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

An  outstanding training. ecord    of    individualized,  on-the-job 

Responsibilities  and  promotion  bosed  on  o  man's  ability — not  seniority. 
A  growth  company  which  controls  30%-  65%  of  all  the 
major  product  markets  in  which  it  competes;  at  leost  one 
of  our  bronds  is  in  95%  of  all  Canadian  households. 
Among  other  benefits,  highly  competitive  salaries  and profit  sharing 

Obviously,  you  need  to  know  facts  before  making  an  intelligent  choice  of  your  coreer 
We'd  like  to  tell  you  more  about  us.  Descriptive  brochures  ore  available  at  your Placement  Office  and  company  representatives  will  visit  for  interviews  on 

MONDAY,  DECEMBER  13 

TUESDAY,  DECEMBER  14 

for  positions  in 
ADVERTISING,  BUYING,  FINANCE,  SALES  MANAGEMENT and  TRANSPORTATION 

PROCTER  &  GAMBLE 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 
ROBERT  GILL,  Director 

AUDITIONS 

AUDITIONS  BEGIN  ON  WEDNESDAY,  DECEMBER  1st  FOR 

GOLDONI'S 
THE  SERVANT  OF  TWO  MASTERS 

FOR  AN  APPOINTMENT  PHONE  WA  3  7193  OR  CALL AT  THEATRE  OFFICES 

exhilarating 

elegance 
for  MEN 

AFTER 
SHAVE 
4oz. 

$3.75 Discerning  men  find  luxurious 
pleasure  in  the  subtle  mascu- line  scent  of  Jade  East.. .worlds 
apart  from  the  ordinary. 

PLAY  SANTA!  Bring  a  girt  for  a  child Thursday,  Dec.  2,  and  Friday,  Dec.  3. Collection  for  University  Settlement. S.A.C.  office. 

NEED  A  CHANGE?  Swing  with  the  Spas- stiks  Food  Science  Stag  Dance.  8:30-12 p.m..  Thursdoy,  Dec.  2.  Lillian  Massey Gym,    Bloor-Avenue  Rd. WANTED;  Male  student  to  share  room 
with  same.  Board  included.  $20  weekly Ptione  924-2066.  Mrs.  Strelke  onytime. 
GIRL  wishes  to  share  room  near  Univer- sity ofler  January,  If  you  hove  a  room -oil  Betty-Ann  621-3022. 
FOR  SALE:  61  Corvette,  new  paint, 
E.  T.  Mag.  wheels,  good  condition, 53,200.   Phone  Preston  653-6193. 

GOING  HOME  FOR  CHRISTMAS? 
SAC  is  arranging  group  fares  to  Western  Canada  for  students,  staff,  and  faculty. Limited  seats  are  available. 

DECEMBER  18 

No.  SEATS  LEAVE 

TOR.-CALG.  10  8:00  a.m. 
TOR. -REG.  10       10:05  a.m. 

(STOPOVER  IN  WINNIPEG) 

TOR.-WINN. 

TOR.-EDMT. 

20 
10 10:05  a.m. 

5:45  p.m. 

FARE  (Rrn.) 

$157 

$131 

$  93 
$157 

JANUARY  2 

No.  SEATS  LEAVE 

WINN.-TOR.         28        10:30  p.m. 

JANUARY  3 

ONE-WAY  GROUP  RATES  APPLY  FOR 
RESERVATIONS  CAN  BE  MADE  THROUGH  MISS 

REG.-WINN  10 
WINN.-TOR.  20 
CALG.-EMDT.  10 
E  DMT. -TOR.  20 

MINIMUM  OF  TEN  PASSENGERS 

REUBEN  AT  S.A.C.  OFFICE  1-4:30  P.M 

9:15  a.m. 
5:15  p.m. 

11:10  p.m. 

1.25  a.m. 

MAKE  YOUR  RESERVATION  NOW! 
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HERE 

& 

Today,  all  day. 

Applications  being  accept- ed for  Community  Organiz- 
ing Conference.  SCM  office, Hart  House. 

Today,  1  pjn. 
Hillel  lecture:  Judaism, 

the  path  of  reason.  Rm.  214, 

UC. 

Pat  Uhl  of  the  Student Indian  Neestow  project 
speaks  on  work  with  the Indians.  Rm.  1073,  Sidney Smith. 

Liberal  Club  Public  Af- fairs Forum  meeting.  Rm. 
1086,  Sidney  Smith. 
VCF  Bible  Study.  Rm.  11, UC. 

PC  Club  meet  re  Public 
Affairs  Forum  resolutions. 
Rm.  1071,  Sidney  Smith. 
Music  Room,  Wymilwood, 

Victoria  College.  Vic  drama 
club  presents  Edna  St.  Vin- 

cent Miilay's  "Aria  da  Capo". Admission  free.  Also  Tues- 

day. 

U  of  T  film  production 
club  meeting.  All  interested 
are    welcome.  Bickersteth Room,  Hart  House. 
Today,  7:30  p.m. 
Christian  drama  work- 

shop. Reading  of  "The  Bar- rier" by  Hilda  Powicke Canterbury  House,  373 Huron. 

Today,  8  p.m. 
Strasbourg  Night:  films, 

discussions  with,  students 
returned  from  Strasbourg. 
Music  Room,  Wymilwood, Victoria  College. 

Tuesday,  12  -  2  p.m. 
New  members  of  the  B&W 

skating  club  wishing  to  par- 
ticipate in  Ice  Frolics  '66  are asked  to  attend  tryouts  in 

Varsity  Arena. Tuesday,  1  pjn. 

Problem  of  revolution  in 
underdeveloped  countries: 
discussion  led  by  two  recent 
conference  delegates.  FROS, 
45  Willcocks  St. 
SCM  lunch  meeting,  44  St. 

George  St.  Rapid  Social 
Change  —  a  radical  or  liber- al solution? 
AIESEC.  Economics  stu- 

dents'   exchange  program 
meeting.  Staff  Lounge,  3rd 
floor,  Sidney  Smith. 
Tuesday,  2-3,  5-6  p.m. 
UC  Drama  Guild  Audi- tions. Rm.  233,  Sir  Daniel 

Wilson  Residence.  Call  Don 
Smith  (481-9529)  for  parti- culars. 
Tuesday,  6  p.m. 

Supper,  discussion  on Principles  of  Union  with Prof.  Fennell  of  Emmanuel 
College.  Canterbury  House, 373  Huron. 
Tuesday,  8  pjn. 

Cards,  Graduate  Students' Union  Bldg.  Lunch  provided. 



Calls  liberals  hypocrites 
WASHINGTON  (Special) 

—  The  ideology  of  liberal 
anti-communism  has  per- mitted the  United  States  to 
"sack  the  ports  of  Asia  and 
still  dream  of  Jesus,"  the 
president  of  an  American 
radical  student  organization 
said  here  Saturday. 

Carl  Oglesby,  president  of 
Students  for  a  Democratic 
Society,  a  U.S.  group  in 
many  ways  similar  to  Cana- 

da's Student  Union  for 
Peace  Action,  was  address- 

ing demonstrators  here  to 
call  for  an  end  to  the  war 
in  Viet  Nam. 

The  speech  was  received 
with  an  enthusiastic  stand- 

ing ovation. 
Mr.  Oglesby  said  Ameri- 

cans are  faced  with  the 
problem  that  although  "not, 
after  all,  a  cruel  people" they  have  about  five  per 
cent  of  the  world's  popula- and  consume  about  half  the 
world's  goods. 

"Our  problem  is  to  justify this  system  and  give  its 
theft  another  name  —  to 
make  kind  and  mora!  what 
is  neither." 

At  first  this  justification 
was  accomplished  by  the 
doctrines  of  free  enterpi  ise 
and  an  "illiberal  liberalism" that  said  colonialism  is  a 
boon  to  the  colonized,  he said. 

But  when  the  poor  nations 
saw  in  this  doctrine  a  justi- 

fication of  their  claims,  and 
"stood  up  to  us  without 
gratitude,"  a  new  doctrine 
was  needed  to  "hold  togeth- er our  twin  need  for  riches 
and  righteousness." He  said,  "The  challenge 
was  met  with  a  most  ingen- 

ious solution:  We  will  call 
revolution  Communism.  And 
we  will  reserve  for  our- 

selves tbe  right  to  say  what 
Communism  means.  We  take 
note  of  communist  enormi 
ties,  wrenching  them  where 
necessary  from  their  histor- 

ical context  and  often  ex- 

aggerating them." Mr.  Oglesby  said  commun- 
ist revolution  has  been  bru- 
tal and  will  be  again. 

"Revolutions  don't  take 
place  in  velvet  boxes.  They 
never  have.  What  the  Na- 

tional Liberation  Front  is 

fighting  in  Viet  Nam  is  a 
complex  and  vicious  war. 
This  war  is  also  a  revolution, 
as  honest  as  they  come." He  also  cited  several  ex- 

amples of  the  actions  of 
those  "who  mouthed  my liberal  values  and  broke  my 
American  heart." One  was  that  of  the  re 
cent  intervention  in  the  Do- 

minican Republic,  in  which 
Ellsworth  Bunker  Jr.  was 
active  as  U.S.  ambassador  to 
the  Organization  of  Ameri- 

can States. 
"Most  of  us  know  that  our 

neutral  marines  fought  op 
enly  with  the  junta,  a  fact 
that  our  administration  still 
denies.  But  how  many  also 
know  that  what  was  at  stake 
was  our  new  Caribbean  Su 

gar  Bowl? "That  this  same  neutral 
peacemaking  Bunker  is  a 
board  member  and  stock 
owner  of  the  National  Sugar 
Refining  Company,  a  firm 
his  father  founded  in  the 
good  old  days  and  one  which 
has  a  close  interest  in  main 
taining  the  status  quo  in  the 
Dominican  Republic?" 

Says  Dante  a  follower  of  Aristotle 
By  PAUL  CARSON 

Dante  created  "the  Sha- 
des" as  inhabitants  of  Hell 

and  Purgatory,  and  being 
thoroughly  medieval  in  out- 

look, he  then  proceeded  to 
examine  the  nature  of  the 
beings  he  had  just  created, 
Etienne  Gilson  said  Friday. 

Dr.  Gilson,  professor  eme- 
ritus of  the  St.  Michaels  Col- 
lege Philosophy  Department 

and  founder  of  U  of  T's  Pon- 
tifical Institute  for  Medie- 

val Studies,  was  concluding 
his  lecture  series  on  Dante 
and  the  Divine  Comedy. 
He  told  a  large  audience 

in  the  Museum  Theatre  that 
in  describing  the  formation 
of  his  "Shades,"  Dante  "was 
a  close  follower  of  Aristot- 

le's embryo  geny." 
He  visualized  blood  as  pos- 

sessing a  "plastic  virtue" which  enabled  it  to  shape 
and  vivify  the  organ  of 
which  it  is  the  seed,  Gilson said. 

Prof.  Gilson  said  Dan  le 
entered  the  popular  medie- 

val dispute  concerning  the 
origin  of  the  rational  soul 
by  proposing  that  "a  Prime Mover  breathes  a  new  spirit 
of  force  which  grows  into  a 

single  soul  capable  of  think 
ing  about  itself." Gilson  said  that  Dante  pic- 

tured the  soul  as  leaving  the 
body  at  death  and  becoming 
a  more  perfect  spirit. 
"For  Dante,  the  soul  el 

ther  in  hell  or  in  purgatory 
does  not  loose  its  plastic 
virtue  but  continues  to  ex- 

ercise the  same  radiant  for- 
mative energy  in  its  new  en- 

vironment," Gilson  said. 
"This  is  Dante's  'Shade', 

and  will  apparently  continue 
until  the  last  resurrection,' Prof.  Gilson  said. 

This  is  a  picture  of  a  19th  century  butter  mould  from  Nova  Scotia.  *t  is  presently  on display  at  the  Sigmund  Samuel  Canadiana  Building  of  the  ROM,  as  part  of  a  special 
exhibition  entitled  "In  a  Canadian  Attic". 
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HART  HOUSE  1pL 
TODAY  -I,  jT£ 

5.15  p.m.     RECORD  ROOM  A  —  Instruction  and  Renewal 
HART  HOUSE  FARM  OPEN  WEEKEND 

The  Form  Committee  w.ll  welcome  visitors  next  weekend  December J,  4,  5.  tome  for  the  day  and  bring  o  box  lunch.  If  you  would like  to  stay  overnight,  pleose  sign  in  ot  the  Graduate  Office  Hart House,  by  12  o'clock  Thursday,  December  2nd. 
SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 

8.30  p.m.  December  5th  Great  Hall St.  James  Cathedral  Choir 
NORMAN  HURRLE,  Director Tickets  available  wilhout  charge  from  Hall  Porter Ladies  welcome,  if  escorted  by  members 

THE  HART  HOUSE 

NEW  YEAR'S  EVE BALL 

Tickets  on  sale  at  the  Hall  Porter's  Desk ON  DECEMBER  1st 

$12.00  per  couple  Dress:  Semi-Formal 
Steak  Dinner  —  12.15,  12.45,  1.15  a.m. 

DELEGATES  WANTED 

UNITED  COLLEGE  (WINNIPEG) 
CONFERENCE  ON 

"WORLD  POPULATION  &  BIRTH  CONTROL" 
JAN.  21-22,  1966 

DEADLINE:  DEC.  1st,  5:00  P.M. 

S.A.C.  OFFICE 

SUflC  CIRCLE  PRESENTS 

PROFESSOR  R.  H.  ML DEPARTMENT  OF  HISTORY 
"DO-IT-YOURSELF 

KREMLIN  OLOG  Y" TUESDAY  NOVEMBER  30th     8  P.M. 
ST.  JOSEPH'S  COLLEGE  RESIDENCE 
COMMON  ROOM  REFRESHMENTS 

PAT  AND  JOSEPH  HAIR D ESI 6 NS 
1  1 6A  BLOOR  ST.  W. 

3rd  Anniversary  Cold  Wave  Special 
30%  OFF  on  all  Permanent  Waves 

Offer  lasts  rill  Jtrnuory  15,  1966 
GIVE  US  A  CALL  SOON  ! 

921-1234  921-4884 

PART  TIME 
CHILD  CARE  WORKER  (MALE) 

Required  for  residential  treatment  unit  serving  8-  10  emotionally 
disturbed  boys,  aged  9-14  years,  located  in  Downsview  at  Shep- 
pard  ond  Keele  Streets. OPPORTUNITY  to  observe  and  learn  from  the  disciplines  of  child 
care,  social  work,  psychology  and  psychiatry. 
THREE  DAY  WORK  WEEK  —  day  or  evening  shifts  —  no  night 
responsibilities.  Possibility  of  full  time  summer  work  involving 
camps.   Ideal  for  university  student. 
QUALIFICATIONS:  Mature  man,  university  or  comparable  pro- 

fessional training  such  as  teoching,  nursing,  recreation,  occupa- 
tional therapy,  etc.  Students  in  these  fields  ore  acceptable.  Ex- 

perience with  children  is  preferable. APPLY  IN  WRITING,  no  loter  than  December  6th,  1965,  giving 
telephone  number,  age,  and  full  particulars  of  education,  training and  experience,  to: 

BOYS  VILLAGE 
1651  Sheppord  Avenue  West, Downsview,  Ontario 



an  evasion  of  responsibility 
Our  beloved  Students  Administrative  Council  has 

always  been  noted  for  its  ability  to  avoid  controversy.  To 
keep  controversy  at  a  minimum,  SAC  has  in  the  past 
resorted  to  various  and  devious  means  of  side-stepping 
fundamental  questions  —  especially  the  question  of  its 
own  function  on  this  campus. 

Although  this  has  often  happened  before,  the  latest 
attempt  at  a  side-step  deserves  special  attention. 

At  last  Wednesday's  meeting  Rick  Ross  (IV  APSC) introduced  a  motion  proposing  that  SAC  survey  the  stu- 
dents of  this  university  to  determine  whether  they  approve 

of  SAC's  past,  present  and  future  actions,  and  to  obtain 
suggestions  for  Council's  future  policy.  SAC  referred  the motion  to  its  Communications  Commission  for  further 
study. 

It  is  to  be  hoped  that  the  commission  will  conside. 
Mr.  Ross's  motion  very  carefully,  and  then  moke  extensive revisions. 

Mr.  Ross's  motion  has  its  merits.  He  undoubtedly and  rightly  feels  that  many  students  on  this  campus  do 
not  opprove  of  the  actions  taken  by  SAC  in  many  areas 
this  year  Specific  issues  such  as  the  Teach-in,  National 
Student  Day,  and  the  Remembrance  Day  Vigil  aroused 
opposition  not  only  in  council  but  across  the  campus.  In 
other  cases  —  such  as  the  proposed  student  centre,  and 
the  effort  to  obtain  representation  on  the  university's various  student  service  organizations —  many  students have  obviously  not  understood  what  SAC  is  seeking  and its  reasons  for  seeking  it. 

Where  Mr.  Ross's  motion  urges  better  public  relations between  SAC  and  the  student  population,  he  has  raised an  issue  which  SAC  has  all  too  cavalierly  skimmed  over in  the  post  and  might  be  well-advised  to  consider  more carefully  in  the  future. 
But  the  motion  of  Wednesdoy  night  has  other  implica- tions which  ore  less  admirable. 
Where  it  suggests  that  the  inspiration  for  and  ap- 

proval of  council's  actions  should  rest  primarily  with  the students  rather  than  SAC,  the  motion  is  clearly  destruc- tive. 
In  an  effort  to  promote  better  understanding  and communication,  Mr.  Ross  has  made  a  suggestion  which in  essence,  leaves  the  council  with  no  reason  for  existence except  as  a  body  for  the  administration  of  referenda. 
If  the  present  edition  of  SAC  is  locking  in  ideas  and lax  in  its  duty  to  communicate  with  the  students  the fault  lies  with  the  council  and  should  be  corrected  within its  own  structure— not  by  the  institution  of  referendum and  recall  facilities. 
SAC  president  Mary  Brewin  pointed  out  Wednesday night  that  council  members  could  communicate  with  their constituents  by  attending  local  council  meetings  visitinq residences,  and  writing  for  campus  publications.  If  council is  failing  to  keep  in  touch  with  the  students  it  is  because members  have  neglected  their  responsibilities, 

„„  CArd  /h'S  'S  'he  CQSe'  the  cure  lies  in  better  members on  .AC,  not  in  a  proposal  which  leaves  members  free  to continue  their  present  evasion  of  their  duties  and  turns he  responsibility  bock  to  the  students  who  had  elected them  in  hopes  of  obtaining  good  government. 
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NO  DUMPING!  Sign  in  front  of  Osgoode 
education. 

— photo  by  JERRY  FREIDMAN 
Hall  illustrates  current  barriers  to  higher 

letter  to  the  editor 

article  was  tongue-in-cheek 
Sir: 

Having  been  branded  a  "radical"  troubled 
because  "there  is  nothing  to  riot  about"  by 
one  of  Toronto's  leading  columnists,  and 
an  "agitator"  and  "campus  instigator"  by 
Daniel  Knight  in  a  recent  letter  (The  Var- 

sity, Nov.  22),  I  think  I  owe  it  to  myself to  reply. 

It  seems  that  before  writing  a  tongue-in- 
cheek  article  these  days  one  must  preface 
it  with  the  remark,  "Please  beware,  the  fol- 

lowing is  a  tongue-in-cheek  article."  How 
anyone  can  sincerely  believe,  as  Mr.  Knight 
does,  that  I  seriously  suggested  the  admi- 

nistration foment  a  revolution  by  banning 
the  McGill  Weekend  is  beyond  my  com- 
prehension. 

Surely  Mr.  Knight  must  be  kidding.  No 
one  can  be  that  gullible! 

I  have  never  stated,  nor  do  I  believe, 
that  a  revolution  for  the  sake  of  revolution 

desirable.  My  point,  which  both  Mr. 
Knight— and,  to  a  lesser  extent,  Robert  Ful- ford — either  missed  or  ignored,  was  that something  ought  to  be  done  to  encourage the  great  bulk  of  the  student  body  to  make the  university  an  integral  part  of  their  lives. The  two  things  I  was  attempting  to  stress were,  first,  that  the  majority  of  U  of  T students  are  so  indifferent  to  anything  out- side their  specific  academic  realm  it  would probably— arid  unfortunately — require  some sort  of  uprising  to  rouse  them  from  their lethargy,  and,  secondly,  that  there  are  some definite  wrongs  on  this  campus  which should  be  corrected— chief  of  which  is  the 
lack  of  student  participation  on  the  uni- 

versity's decision-making  councils. The  uprising  was  used  merely  as  a  sym- bol, purposely  exaggerated,  of  the  type  of 

activity  required.  As  far  as  I  am  aware, 
hyperbole— perhaps  to  Mr.  Knight's  great 
surprise— is  still  part  of  the  English  lan- 

guage. Surely  to  decry  student  apathy  does  not 
make  one  a  "radical".  Surely  to  suggest that  students  should  have  a  voice  on  the controlling  bodies  of  the  university  does  not 
make  one  an  "agitator."  Surely  to  admire publicly  the  students  of  Berkeley  for  rising 
up  to  protest  a  blatant  wrong  does  not 
make  one  "campus  instigator." That  Mr.  Knight  is  content  with  the  status 
quo  is,  I  suppose,  quite  commendable.  That 
he  is  not  apathetic  but  engages  in  "acti- vities, albeit  quiet,  far  more  meaningful 
than  placard-waving,"  is  admirable.  Assured- 

ly, this  is  the  type  of  student  we  should all  emulate. 
Unfortunately,  few  students  are  as  lucky as  Mr.  Knight.  Some  are  even  opposed  to the  status  quo.  They  feel  compelled  to  en- gage in  activities  which  are  loud  rather than  quiet— for  perhaps  by  raising  their voices,  and  waving  their  placards,  and 

making  people  uncomfortable  for  a  'while, they  may  achieve  things  which  have  long eluded  their  more  "quiet"  colleagues. It  was  not  to  people  like  Mr.  Knight,  nor to  the  student  activists,  that  my  talk  was directed.  It  was  to  the  thousands  of  U  of T  students  whose  involvement  with  the  uni- versity begins  and  ends  in  the  classroom. Surely,  Mr.  Knight,  we  owe  it  to  them  as well  as  to  ourselves,  to  attempt  to  draw them  into  a  more  active  role  in  the  univer- 
sity—whether  it  be  in  the  "quiet"  but  signi- ficant activity  you  prefer,  or  the  less  quiet but  equally  significant  activity  others  pre- fer. We  may  fail  in  our  attempt  ,but  at  least we  can  say  that  we  tried. 

Irving  Abella  (SGS) 



comment By  DENIS  KENNEDY 

Why  I  left  SUPA 
The  author  of  this  com- 

ment article  is  a  student  in 
the  School  of  Graduate  Stu- 

dies, and  a  former  member 
of  the  Student  Union  for 
Peace  Action.  The  opinions 
expressed  are  not'  necessari- 

ly those  of  The  Varsity. 
There  have  been  a  num- 

ber   of   resignations  from 

SUPA  recently.  These  are 
rny  reasons  for  leaving. 

I  was  a  member  for  three 

years. First,  the  most  basic  prob- 
lem of  SUPA  is  its  growing 

anti-intellectualism.  This  is 
displayed  by  the  frequent 
use  of  such  in  group  terms 
as  "thank  with  your  gut" 

cross  canada 

with  jacques  de  montigny 

May  not  hold  referendum 
The  McGill  University  referendum  this  Wednesday  on 

the  question  of  joining  l'Union  Generate  des  Etudianls  du Quebec  (UGEQ)  may  in  fact  never  be  held. 
There  is  certainly  no  doubt  that  many  students  will 

effectively  fill  the  ballots. 
There  is,  however,  a  great  deal  of  doubt  whether  their 

wish  to  join  UGEQ  and  therefore  their  willingness  to  even- 
tually separate  from  the  Canadian  Union  of  Students  will 

have  anything  more  than  a  side  effect  on  the  way  they will  cast  their  ballots. 
Supporters  of  both  sides  of  the  issue  have  so  clouded 

the  relevant  facts  that  the  whole  thing  is  in  real  danger 
of  turning  into  little  else  than  a  highly  confused  power  play 
in  which  there  can  be  no  clear  winners  and  many  losers. 

The  precedent  set  two  weeks  ago  by  the  four  McGill 
students'  council  members  who  walked  out  of  a  meeting to  destroy  the  quorum  and  prevent  what  was  sure  to  have 
been  a  close  but  certain  endorsement  by  council  of  the 
decision  to  join  UGEQ  will  undoubtedly  return  to  plague council  on  all  sorts  of  issues. 

However,  the  attempt  at  passing  such  a  resolution  in 
the  first  place  has  probably  done  more  damage  than  the walkout  ever  could. 

Whether  council  had  decided  to  endorse  the  decision 
to  join  UGEQ  or  not,  the  simple  fact  that  such  a  motion 
was  seriously  considered  and  would  have  been  voted  on 
without  the  walkout  has  already  been  widely  interpreted 
as  an  attempt  to  stampede  the  student  body  into  approving 
what  could  easily  be  made  to  look  as  a  fait  accompli. 

The  disastrous  foul-up  last  week  about  the  question 
of  CUS  president  Patrick  Kenniff's  request  to  address 
students  on  the  McGill  campus  has  also  hurt  everybody involved. 

Whether  it, is  eventually  made  clear  that  Mr.  Kenniff 
had  in  fact  been  denied  the  right  to  speak,  or  whether  he 
released  a  statement  to  that  effect  before  McGill  had  a 
reasonable  chance  to  accept  his  request,  is  inconsequential. 

The  UGEQ  executive  has  conspicuously  stayed  clear  of 
the  referendum,  although  they  have  acted  as  if  McGill  was 
a  full  member  of  UGEQ  (as  UGEQ  considers  McGill  despite 
student  union  president  Sharon  Sholzberg's  many  claims to  the  contrary)  and  has  included  McGill  in  all  its  activities. 

CUS  and  its  executive  should  have  done  the  same  no 
matter  what  it  wanted  to  tell  students  at  McGill.  It  should 
certainly  not  have  released  a  statement  claiming  it  had 
been  denied  the  right  to  speak  without  first  ascertaining 
that  its  request  had  been  received  and  effectivally  re- 
jected. 

It  could  even  be  suggested  now  that  were  students 
to  reject  the  council's  bid  to  join  UGEQ  and  wish  to continue  their  close  association  in  CUS  that  many  members 
of  CUS  might  not  be  very  enthusiastic  about  McGill's  "re- 

turn to  the  fold." 
McGill  has  been  a  prestige  member  of  CUS  in  recent 

years.  Its  departure  would  leave  a  significant  gap  in  the 
ranks  of  Canadian  students  under  any  circumstances. 

Its  departure  now  will,  however,  fill  that  gap  with  bit- 
terness which  could  do  much  harm  to  the  relations  between 

CUS  and  UGEQ. 
This  is  even  more  regrettable  in  view  of  the  widely 

unexpected  success  such  relations  have  been  having  since the  first  UGEQ  convention  earlier  this  month. 
Probably  the  only  comforting  thought  is  that  UGEQ 

stands  to  lose  much  less  than  everyone  else  in  the  referen- 
dum, besides  McGill's  12,000  members. 

At  present  the  referendum  seems  to  be  very  close. 
It  is  to  be  hoped  that  in  the  last  three  days  before 

the  referendum  speakers  from  both  sides  will  concentrate 
exclusively  on  the  issue  of  McGill-UGEQ  relations  and  that 
on  Wednesday  McGill  students  will  indicate  whether  they 
wish  to  integrate  themselves  in  the  ranks  of  Quebec  student 
syndicalism  and  not  whether  they  will  display  support  for 
the  individuals  who  have  called  for  any  given  position. 

and  "put  your  body  on  the line."  These  terms  cannot  be 
analysed,  have  no  logical 
meaning,  and  function  main- 

ly as  ritualistic  incentives 
not  to  think  with  one's mind. 

Secondly,  SUPA  is  involved 
in  a  flight  from  reality.  It believes  that  the  world  is 
totally  bad  and  it  is  totally 
good.  As  one  admirer  in  its 
newsletter  described  it  — 
SUPA  is  God  to  its  members 
and  all  other  organizations 
are  judged  purely  in  terms 
of  how  nearly  they  resemble SUPA.  The  ideal  pacifist, 
SUPA  style,  is  someone  who 
is  totally  alienated  from  so- 

ciety and  totally  committed to  SUPA.  This  is  terribly 
sophomoric. 

Thirdly,  SUPA's  decision- 
making philosophy  is  utter- 

ly confused.  They  believe 
in  both  anarchy  and  partici- 

patory democracy  —  al- though anarchy  is  the  ab- sence of  government  and democracy  is  government  by 
the  people.  Possibly  they would  answer  with  their 
anti  -  intellectual  bias  that they  are  trying  to  give  new 
meanings  to  words. 

This  commitment  to  an- 
archy has  led  them  to  re- 

pudiate belief  in  the  elector- 
al process,  and  to  state  that there  were  no  issues  in  the 

recent  election.  It  would 
seem  to  me  that  the  prob- 

lems of  unemployment,  the 
absence  of  medical  care,  and 
the  current  defective  educa- tional opportunities  could 
only  be  dismissed  as  non- 

issues  by  the  representative} of  the  leisure  class  or  tht well-off  middle  class. 
The  great  majority  of SUPA's  membership  comes from  these  social  groups. Finally,  it  might  be  asked, 

why  not  try  and  reform 
SUPA  from  within?  Unfor- 

tunately, in  spite  of  its  com- 
mitment to  anarchy  and  par- 

ticipatory democracy,  SUPA 
has  substituted  for  them 
anarchy  and  elitism.  It  is 
run  by  one  of  the  tightest 
in-groups  and  is  virtually uncontrollable  because  there 
is  a  complete  absence  of 
any  coherent,  democratic structure  —  or  any  other structure. 

SUPA's  elite  in-group  op- 
erates through  ad  hoc  de- cision making  committees 

and  in-group  policy  consul- tations. 
This  elite  in-group  is  in- 

tolerant of  dissent. 

St.  Michael's  College  Presents: 

BELLS  ARE  RINGING 
A  MUSICAL  COMEDY 

IN  HART  HOUSE 

DEC.  1,  2,  3,  4 

$1.50  AND  $2.00 
Tickets  on  sale  Hart  House 

AHD  COOPOFSMC 

J 

You  can't  beat 

the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 
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A  CHALLENGING  CAREER 

IN  THE  INVESTMENT  INDUSTRY 

BURNS  BROS.  AND  DENTON  LIMITED 
THE  COMPANY 

Burns  Bros,  ond  Denton  Limited,  a  member  of  the  Investment  Dealers 
Association,  the  Toronto,  Canadian,  Winnipeg,  and  Voncouver  stock  ex- 

changes, is  a  fully  integrated  investment  firm  having  eight  offices  in  Canada, 
and  o  subsidiary  in  New  York. 
THE  POSITION 

Personnel  are  required  for  the  firm's  bond  and  money  market  opera- tions. Successful  candidates  will  undergo  a  training  programme  in  the  Bond 
Trading,  Short  Term,  and  institutional  Sales  Departments. 
THE  APPLICANT 

Graduates,  preferably  with  Masters  degree,  in  Commerce  and  Finance, 
having  specialized  in  Money  and  Banking  or  Economics. 

For  More  Information  Visit  the  Placement  Office 

INVESTIGATE 

A  CAREER 

IN  MARKETING 

General  Foods,  Limited,  Canada's  leading  food  marketer,  is 
seeking  young  men  who  are  interested  in  exciting  ond  reward- 

ing coreers  in  the  field  of  Marketinp 

WHAT   ARE  WE  LOOKING  FOR? 
We  are  looking  for  aggressive,  imaginative  young  men  who 
can  be  trained  to  become  Product  Managers  in  our  Advertising 
Department. 

WHAT  DOES  A  PRODUCT  MANAGER  DO? 
His  is  a  highly  responsible  and  rewarding  position  wherein  he 
has  complete  charge  of  the  full  range  of  marketing  activities 
for  one  of  General  Foods'  many  consumer  products  (for  ex- ample: Maxwell  House  Coffee,  Jell-0  desserts,  Post  cereals). 
The  work  involves  dealing  not  only  with  Advertising  Agencies 
in  the  development  of  consumer  advertising,  but  also  in  the 
design  of  in-store  promotions,  product/package  development, 
sales  planning,  production  forecasting,  profitability,  etc. 

WHAT   ARE   THE  OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR  ADVANCEMENT? 

They  are  excellent.  Promotion  is  entirely  on  the  basis  of  merit 
ond  men  are  given  additional  responsibility  as  soon  as  they have  proven  they  ore  reody  for  it 

WHAT   SHOULD   YOU    DO  NOW? 
You  should  contoct  the  University  Plocement  Office  to  orronge an  interview  time.  We  will  be  at  the  University  of  Toronto on  Tuesday,  December  7th  to  interview  students  in  their graduating  year. 

GENERAL  FOODS,  LIMITED 

■«*r 

Plan  bilingual  conference 
Ideologies  ranging  from 

Christian  to  Communist  will 
confront  one  another  at  a 
student  conference  in  Saska- 

toon during  the  Christmas vacation. 
Some  300  students  and 

others  from  across  Canada 
will  attend  a  bilingual  con- ference on  world  issues 
sponsored  by  the  Student Christian  Movement. 
On  hand  will  be  not  only 

SCM  members  and  other 
practising  Christians  from 
Canada  and  elsewhere,  but 
members  of  such  organiza- 

tions as  Canadian  Universi- 
ty Service  Overseas,  the World  University  Service 

and  the  Student  Union  for 
Peace  Action. 

Both  English,  and  French- Canadian  delegates  are  to 
attend. 
Confers  nee  organizers 

hope  student  involvement 
and  social  change  will  get 
a  shot  in  the  arm  when  ad- herents of  various  points  of 
view  are  forced  to  confront 
one  another  in  the  confer- 
ence. 
Among 

will  be: 
topics  discussed 

•  Organizing  in  poor communities  in  Canada  and abroad; 

•  Non-violent  action  for social  change; 
•  Viet  Nam;  and 
•  The  growing  dialogue 

between  Christianity  and 
Communism,  in  the  Eastern 
European  Iron  Curtain 
countries  and  elsewhere. 

Keynote  speakers  will  be Josue  de  Castro,  president 
of  the  International  Devel- 

opment Centre,  Paris,  and 
Albert  van  den  Heuvel,  exe- cutive secretary  of  the  youth 
department  of  the  World Council  of  Churches. 

The  national  council  of  the 
Student  Union  for  Peace 
Action  will  meet  in  Saska- 

toon during  and  after  the 
conference,  which,  lasts  from 
Dec.  27  to  31. 

Registration  is  still  open 
at  the  SCM  office.  Hart 
House,  although  the  number 
of  people  who  can  be  ac- cepted is  limited.  Total  cost 
is  $89.50. 
The  SCM  may  be  able  to 

give  some  assistance  to  stu- dents not  able  to  afford  the 
conference. 

MxGill  delegates  to  lead  discussion 
Robert  Hill  (II  UC)  and  Walter  Ofonagoro  (IV  Trin), 

delegates  to  the  recent  McGill  Student  Conference  on  war 
and  peace  in  Afro-Asia,  will  lead  a  discussion  of  the  prob- 

lems at  FROS  House,  45  Wilcocks  St.,  at  1  p.m.  tomorrow afternoon. 
The  meeting  will  discuss  revolutions  in  underdeveloped 

countries  and  examine  some  of  the  recent  academic  studies 
in  the  field. 

Everyone  is  welcome. 

Varsity  editors  take  degrees 
Who  said  that  Varsity  editors  never  get  their  degrees? 
Look  at  U  of  T's  annual  Fall  Convocation  held  Friday 

night. 
Two  Varsity  editors  received  degrees — the  present, 

David  Jackel  and  a  former,  Sam  Ajzenstat. 
Mr.  Jackel  received  his  Master's  Degree  in  English, which  he  earned  while  editing  the  Weekend  Review  last 

year.  He  now  is  working  on  his  Ph.D. 
Mr.  Ajzenstat  was  awarded  his  MA  in  Philosophy.  He was  Varsity  editor  1959-60. 
Last  year's  editor,  Harvey  Shepherd,  is  still  working (slowly)  on  his  thesis  in  a  bid  for  his  MA. 

March  (continued) 
Some  of  their  placards 

featured  such  slogans  as 
"Hang  Ho,"  "Burn  Teaeh-in 
Professors"  and  "Dodgers 
Only  Win  Baseball  Games." American  flags  were  car- 

ried by  many  demonstrators on  both  sides  of  the  street. 
There  were  no  noticeable 

clashes. 
After  picketing"  near  the White  House  for  a  couple  of 

hours  demonstrators  march- 
ed about  three  blocks  to  the 

Washington  Monument. 
Speakers  were  Democra- tic Congressman  George 

Brown  Jr.  of  California, 
clergyman  Dr.  Edwin  Dahl- berg,  Notre  Dame  Prof.  Jo- 

seph M.  Duffy,  Jr.,  Ronnie 
Dugger,  editor  of  the  Texas 
Observer,  Mrs.  Martin  Luth- 

er King,  SDS  President  Carl 
Oglesby,  child  care  expert Dr.  Benjamin  Spock  and Norman  Thomas,  several 
times  U.S.  presidential  can- 

didate of  the  U.S.  Socialist Party. 

With  the  exception  of  Mr. 
Oglesby  and,  to  some  extent, 
Mr.  Thomas,  speakers  had 
a  fairly  conciliatory  tone, 
emphasizing  such  proposals 
as  an  end  to  the  bombing 
of  North  Viet  Nam. 

Several  had  proposals  of 
various  kinds  for  bringing 
the  government  of  North 
Viet  Nam  and  the  National 
Liberation  Front  (Viet 
Cong)  to  the  bargaining table. 

Several  emphasized  they 
do  not  hope  for  a  victory 

by  the  NLF. Several  were  sharply  cri- 
tical, however,  of  pressure 

from  the  U.S.  administration 
apparently  aimed  at  stifling dissent  and  branding  oppon- 

ents of  the  war  as  commun- ists and  traitors. 
In  Toronto,  about  100  de- monstrators, organized  larg- 

ely by  members  of  the  U  of T  Socialist  Club,  picketed 
the  U.S.  consulate  Saturday 
in  support  of  the  Washing- 
toil  demonstration. 
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^  Language  arguments  disrupt  Western  conference 
LONDON,  Ont.  (Special) 

—Arguments  over  the  use 
of  both  English  and  French 
at  conferences  attended 
by  students  from 
French  and  English-Canada 
disrupted  a  conference  on 
racial  discrimination  held 
at  the  University  of  Western 
Ontario  this  weekend. 
The  controversy  started 

after  a  "goodwill  ambassa- 
dor" from  the  University  of Montreal  spoke  from  the 

floor  and  questioned  why 
both  languages  were  not 
being  used  at  the  confer- 
ence. 
He  spoke  in  French  but 

the  rest  of  the  conference 
was  held  entirely  in  English. 
About  45  students  from 

universities  in  Ontario  and 
Quebec  attended. 
The  London  Free  Press, 

in  reporting  the  discussion, 
wrote  that  several  students 
walked  out  of  the  session 
when  the  French-Canadian 
representative  spoke. 
But  these  students  really 

left  to  catch  classes  which 
were  changing  at  that  time. 
The  controversy  would 

have  reached  a  head  at  the 
final  plenary  session.  But 
the  session  was  cancelled 
without  consultation  with 
the  delegates. 

Representatives  from  se- 
veral universities,  including 

Bryan  Haddon  (I  UC)  one 
of  the  three  U  of  T  deleg- 

ates, wrote  a  proposed  re- 
solution which  they  would 

have  presented  to  this  ses- 
sion. 
The  statement  called  for 

the  use  of  both  languages  at 
conferences,  the  choosing 
of  bilingual  delegates  for 
such  conferences  and  invita- 

tions to  speakers  from  both 
'cultures'. 
The  statement  also  sup- 

ported the  "emancipation  of 
the  Canadian  Indian"  and  the 
idea  of  a  human  rights  bill 
in  Quebec. 
Black  Like  Me  author, 

John  Howard  Griffin,  one 
of  the  guest  speakers  at  the 

conference,  told  the  dele^ 
ales  that  discrimination  is  a 
personal  thing  that  dehuin anizes  both  sides. 
He  said  the  basis  of  dis- 

crimination i  s  considering 
another  person  as  "the 
other"  instead  of  as  an 

equal. Other  speakers  described 
the  problem  of  discrimina- 

tion among  Indiams. 
Alan  Borovoy,  of  the  Hu 

man  Rights  Committee  of 
the  Toronto  and  District 
Labor  Relations  Board,  told 
how  the  On  tario  Human 
rights  Act  is  being  used  to 
fight  discrimination. 

In  Ottawa,  meanwhile,  In 
dian  model  Kahn  -  Tineta 
Horn,  told  a  conference  oE 
six-nations  Indians  that 
bearded  university  student- 
are  not  welcome  on  Indian reservations. 
"They  are  so  disappointed 

when  they  find  out  we  are 
not  dirty  and  disease-rid- 

den," Miss  Horn  said  at  the 
conference,  entitled  The 
Iroquois  Speak. 

signs  with  Als 
University  of  Toronto's  all- 

star  halfback  Gerry  Stern- 
berg has  signed  a  contract 

to  play  professional  football 
with  Montreal  Alouettes 
of  the  Canadian  Football 
League. 

Sternberg  graduates  this 
year  from  the  general  arts 

course.  He  has  made  a  verb- 
al agreement  with  Als' owner  Ted  Workman  which 

will  release  him  from  the 
contract  if  a  satisfactory 
program  of  graduate  studies 
can  not  be  worked  out  at 
McGill  University. 

Sternberg  was  elected  to 

the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Football  League's  all-star team  this  season  for  the second  time. 

He  won  the  Teddy  Morris 
trophy  as  the  outstanding 
player  in  this  year's  College Bowl  in  which  Blues  defeat- 

ed Alberta  14-7. 

Blues  scare  first  victory 

against  Andy's  A.C. Varsity  basketball  Blues 
chalked  up  their  first  win 
of  the  exhibition  season 
Friday  night  defeating  an 
undermanned  Andy's  A.C. 
squad  69-58  at  North  Albion 
Collegiate. 
Blues,  composed  largely 

of  rookies  were  led  by 
veteran  forward  Nolan  Kane 
and  guard  Doug  Lockhart 
who  each  scored  16  points. 

Centre  John  Hadden  scor- 
ed only  four  points  but  two 

of  those  were  on  a  dunk 
shot  which  earned  the  ap- 

plause of  the  high  school 
audience. 

Barney  Bouchey  and  War- 
ren were  Andy's  high  scor- ers. Bouchey  scored  19 

points  while  Dalton  netted 16. 
Vlad  Baranowicz,  a  se- 

cond team  Senior  Inter- 
collegiate Basketball  league 

all-star  guard  had  12  points. 
Blues,  who  led  32-30  at 

the  half,  received  strong 
performances  from  guards 
Alby  Garbe  and  Doug  Lock- hart. 
The  5'6"  Garbe  was  a 

member  of  the  Universiy 
College  team  that  lost  to 
Engineering  in  the  interfac 
final  last  year. 

Blues  had  previously  lost 
79-74  to  Andy's  but  Friday 
Andy's  were  without  Dave 

West,  Mike  Muir  and  Chet 
Ciupa  who  had  accounted 
for  26  of  Andy's  79  points, 
points. Scoring:  Varsity:  Kane  16; 
Lockhart  16;  Neidre  7;  Kim- 
el  7;  Woloshyn  6;  Garbe  6; 

Hadden  4;  T.  Ouchterlony  3; 
Rogers  3;  Homer  1;  Richard- son. 

Andy's:  Bouchey  19;  Dal ton  16;  Baranowicz  12; 
Flemming  7;  Quarrington 
2;  Rigby  2. 

Toronto  rink  second  in 

invitational  bonspiel 
By  LAWRIE  GULSTON 
A  University  of  Toronto 

rink  skipped  by  Scott  Ha- milton finished  second  in 
an  intercollegiate  invitation- 

al bonspiel  held  at  Western 
last  weekend. 

Hamilton's  crew,  with  Don 
McGonigal  at  vice-skip,  won 
their-  three  games  in  a  row. 
They  lost  the  last  match,  and 
the  round,  to  McMaster  by 
a  narrow  8-6  margin. 

In  intramural  action,  Den- 
tistry kept  a  firm  grasp  on 

first  place  by  defeating  Fo- 
restry A.  They  have  now  won 

five,  and  are  undefeated  this 

year. Don  Fisher's  Vic  HI  rink 
proved  the  best  of  the  three 
Viv  teams  by  defeating  Vic 
I,  9-2. They  had  previously  beat- en Vic  II,  and  are  now  in 

second  place,  with  Eng.  II and  Pharmacy. 
Bob  Lofthouse's  Wyvliffe boys  won  their  first  match, 

defeating  Vic  II  and  moving 
into  a  four-way  tie  for  fifth 
spot. 

fencing  (cont'd) a  taste  of  their  toughest 
competition,  as  McGill  and 
University  of  Montreal  will 
be  there  .  .  .  Probably  five 
or  six  of  the  seven  on  Var- 

sity's trial  team  will  make the  final  team  .  .  .  This  year, 
each  team  has  to  have  nine 
competitors  instead  of  tte 
minimum  six  of  previous 
years  .  .  .  This  new  ruling 
will  best  help  Varsity's chief  rivals,  McGill  and 
Montreal. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION SKIERS: 

"m^e. k»  •">»  Canadian  Shi  Pofral  on  Skiing  and  Ski ls* " 5:15  in  ,he  Uc""e 

BLUE  &  WHITE 

SKI  WEEKEND 

JANUARY  21st 

MOUNT  ORFORD  -  EASTERN  TWSPS. 

QUEBEC 

INCLUDING 

RAPIDO  TRAIN 

ACCOMMODATION 
MEALS 

TOWS 

FOR  ONLY  $40.00 

Reservations  can  be  made  at  SAC  office  starting 
Monday,  November  29th  for  two  weeks.  Non- 

refundable deposit  of  $10  must  be  mode  then. 

SUBJECTS  NOT  UP  TO  PAR... 

CALL 

UNIVERSAL  TUTORING 

COLLEGE 

WA  4-1414 

BOOK  REVIEW  SERIES 

RABBI  W.  6UNTHER  PIAUT 
discusses 

THE  PLAYS  OF  EDWARD  A1BEE 
•  "Who's  Afraid  of  Virginia  Woolf?" 

•  "Tiny  Alice" TUESDAY,  NOV.  30th  AT  8:30  P.M. 
HOLY  BLOSSOM  TEMPLE 

BATHURST  ST.  AT  AVA  RD. 
Admission  50c  Students  invited 

TORONTO 
VEGETARIAN 
ASSOCIATION 

Monthly  lectures  -  Suppers Live  a  healthy,  humane  life 
Write  to 

28  Walker  Ave.,  T.7 
Phone  923-1933 

MARIOS 
SPAGHETTI 

HOUSE 
and  PIZZERIA 
662  YONGE  ST. 

2  blocks  south  of  Bloor  Sr. 
FREE  DELIVERY 
923  -  3222 
921-6446 
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STEWART  LEADS  BLUES. ...AGAINST  McGILL,  LAVAL 

Goaltending  no  longer  a  sore  spot 
By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
MONTREAL  —  CNR  took 

Varsity  Blues  to  Quebec 
this  weekend  but  goaltendcr 
Bill  Stewart  brought  them 
back  with  two  victories  as 
Blues  opened  their  Senior 
Intercollegiate  Hockey 
League  schedule. 

Stewart,  whose  goaltend- 
ing had  been  described  as 

a  "sore  spot"  in  a  Montreal paper,  came  up  with  two 
solid  performances  to  lead 
Blues  to  5-3  and  -1-1  victories 
over  McGilJ  and  Laval. 

puck  in  the  open  net  when 
McGill  lifted  their  goaltend- er  in  the  last  minute  of 
play  to  clinch  the  win. 

Blues'  other  goals  came from  Gord  Cunningham  with 
two  and  Murray  Stroud  and 
Paul  Laurent  who  had  one 
each.  Dave  Flam,  Rick  Gor- don and  John  Tibbits  were 
the  McGill  marksmen. 

Offensively,  Cunningham 
was  Blues'  best  scoring  his 
goals  on  solo  rushes.  "That's the  best  I've  seen  him  play," said  McGill  coach  Dave Copp. 

BRIAN  JONES 
At  McGill  Saturday  night 

the  leg  weary  Blues  were extended  to  the  limit  before 
thev  finally  subdued  the 
speedy  Redmen. 
With  the  score  4-3  and 

less  than  four  minutes  left 
in  the  game  Stewart  made 
his  biggest  save  of  the  week- 

end stopping  John  Tibbits 
who  was  in  all  alone. 
Henry  Monteith  put  the 

GORD  CUNNINGHAM 

Copp  had  hoped  his  team 
might  be  able  to  catch Blues  a  little  tired  after 
their  game  the  previous 
night  but  a  fine  two-way  ef- 

fort kept  Redmen  from  up- setting Varsity. 
While  all  three  lines 

turned  in  a  steady  effort,  as 
did  the  defence,  the  com- 

bination of  Laurent,  Cun- 
ningham and  Henry  Mon- 

Engineers  still  unbeaten 

after  interfac  hockey  night 
By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

The  first  of  two  iuterfa- 
culty  hockey  nights  to  be 
held  this  season  took  place 
Friday  night  at  Varsity 
Stadium. 
The  evening,  the  first  of 

its  type  in  intramural  sports 
history  was  a  very  suc- cessful one  as  the  excellent 
crowd  on  hand  were  treated 
to  several  hours  of  exciting 
hockey. 

Sr.  Engineering  kept  their 
unbeaten  record  intact  as 
they  fought  to  a  2-2  tie  with 
St.  Mike's  in  a  game  marked 
by  hard-checking  and  plenty 
of  penalties. 

Ian  Ogrady  and  Glen  Kat- 
sayama  each  scored  a  goal 
to  give  the  engineers  a  2-0 lead  and  Skule  looked  to  be 
well  on  their  way  to  their 
third  win  in  a  row  this  year. 
However,  Lucio  Cengarle 

scored  a  beautiful  goal  mid- 
way through  the  final  pe- 

i  iod  that  seemed  to  pick 
up  the  whole  St.  Mike's team. 
He  picked  the  puck  up 

behind  his  own  blueline  and 

teith  was  the  most  impres- 
sive. 

Until  Saturday  night  this 
line  was  experiencing  diffi- 

culty in  adjusting  to  each 
other's  style  of  play. 
However,  against  McGill 

the  line  finally  clicked  ac- 
counting for  four  of  the  five 

goals  Blues  put  past  Ken Walters  in  the  nets  for  the 
Redmen. 

Despite  his  tendency  to 
showboat  Walter  played  a 
strong  game  several  times 
stopping  what  seemed  to  be 
sure  goals.  At  times  though, 
he  looked  more  like  a  third 
deenceman  than  a  goaltend- 
er  roaming  far  out  of  his 
net  to  clear  loose  pucks. 
In  Quebec  Ci|y  Friday 

night  Blues  defeated  Laval 
Rouge  et  Or  4-1  in  much 
the  same  manner  they  de- 

feated Redmen.  Stewart 
turned  in  a  strong  perform- 

ance in  goal  and  Blues  skat- ed and  checked  well  in  front 
of  him.  Brian  Jones,  shifted 
from  defence  to  right  wing, 
scored  two  goals  both  on assists  from  Ward  Passi  and 
Murray  Stroud. 

Bryan  Tompson  and  Hen- ry Monteith  were  the  other 
goalscorers.  Tompson 's score  proved  to  be  the  win- ner. After  Jones  had  put 
Blues  ahead  Yvon  Paquet 
tied  the  score  midway 
through  the  first  period. 
Three  minutes  later  Tom- son  blasted  a  30  foot  screen 
shot  past  Andre  Grenier. 

Blues  scored  one  more  in 
the  first  and  another  in  the 
second  then  checked  fero- 

ciously the  rest  of  the  way 
to  keep  Laval  off  the  score- 

sheet.  And  again  Stewart 
came  through  with  the  big 
saves  to  preserve  the  win. 
LEFTOVERS:  Blues  were 

out  hit  in  both  games  but 
Ward  Passi  threw  the  hard- 

est check  of  the  weekend 
when  he  caught  McGilFs 
Bert  Halliwell  with  his  head 
down  . . .  Halliwell  was  hard 
pressed  to  make  it  to  the 
bench  after  the  check  .  .  -r 
Passi  collected  three  assists 
in  the  two  games  and  could have  had  a  few  more  as  he 
set  up  Brian  Jones  a  couple 
of  times  against  Laval  .  .  . 
Jones'  two  goals  doubles  his 
last  year's  output  .  .  .  Laval goaltender  Andre  Grenier  is 
the  brother  of  former  SIHL 
all-star  goalie  Maurice  Gren- 

ier who  also  played  for Laval. 

DEFENDING  CHAMPS 

Carabins  down  Marlins  9-2 
Defending  Queen's  Cup 

champions  Montreal  Cara- 
bins began  defence  of  their 

title  Saturday  afternoon  in 
Montreal  as  they  wallopped 
McMaster  Marlins  9-2. 

Marlins,  playing  their  sec- ond game  in  two  nights, 
were  no  match  for  the  fast 
skating  Frenchmen. 
With  a  squad  made  up  al- 

most entirely  of  rookies, 
Marlins  were  never  in  the 
game  dropping  behind  5-0  in the  first  period  and  8-1  after the  second. 
Top  scorer  for  Carabins was  Jean-Claude  Hebert 

with  three,  Alain  Paquette 
and  Jocelyn  Cote  had  two 
each  and  Ghislain  Delage 
and  Maurice  Richard  one  a 
piece.  Richard  is  the  son  of former  Montreal  Canadien 
great  "Rocket"  Richard. 

Delage,  SIHL  second  all- 

star  centre  last  season  He- bert and  Denis  Tresider  each 
collected  four  points. 

All  four  defencemen  Tres- 
sider's  points  were  assists. Franck  Hincks  and  Rod 
Morrison  looked  after  Mar- lin's  scoring. 
In  Kingston  Saturday 

night,  Queen's  Golden  Gaels, fourth  place  finishers  last 
year  defeated  Marlins  8-4. Queen's  got  two-goal  per- 

formances from  all-star  cen- tre Bob  Pond  and  winger 
Larry  Jones.  Rookies  Jim 
Tait,  Mike  Carson  and  Mark 
Edwards  and  veteran  Doug 
Major  accounted  for  the  rest 
of  Gaels'  scoring. 

Marlins,  who  were  as  close 
as  4-3  at  one  point  in  the  sec- 

ond period  got  two  goals 
from  last  season's  second all-star  left  winger  Gary 

Spoar. 

Rod  Morrison  and  Bill 
Gibson  were  the  other  Mac 
scorers. 
Queen's  won  the  game 

despite  the  absence  of  three of  their  stars  of  last  season. 
Goaltender  Elwin  Derby- 

shire, defenceman  Murray 
Mitchel  and  forward  Jim  van 
Brunt  have  all  graduated. 

Derbyshire  was  elected  as 
Most  Valuable  Player  in  last 
year's  Queen's  Cup  playoff. 

In  this  week's  action  Wa- 
terloo, which  tied  for  se- venth last  season  visits  a 

fast  improving  McGill  team 
then  travels  to  Kingston  for 

a  game  with  Queen's. Montreal  Carabins  and  La- 
val both  come  west.  Mont- 

real plays  Toronto  and 
Guelph  Redmen  while  Laval 
Rouge  et  Or  take  on  the 
powerful  Western  Mustangs and  McMaster  Marlins. 

skated  through  the  whole 
opposing  team  before  pull- 

ing the  Engineering  goal- 
tender  out  and  flipping  the 
puck  into  the  net. 
From  then  on,  the  Irish 

dominated  the  play  and 
with  less  than  three  minutes 
left  to  play  in  the  game, 
Bob  Sullivan  scored  to  give 
St.  Mike's  the  well-earned 
tie. 

In  the  other  group  I  game 
played,  Vic  I,  last  year's champions,  scored  a  2-0  win over  U.C.  I.  The  win  for  Vic 
was  their  second  of  the 
year  while  U.C.  has  yet  to 
gain  a  single  point. 

Jack  Parn  and  Larry  Adey 
provided  the  scoring  punch 
for  the  scarlet  and  gold 
while  goaltender  Tom  Little 
kept  the  opposing  Redmen 
off  the  scoring  sheet. 

As  a  result  of  these  games, 
Sr.  Engineering  remains  all 
alone  in  first  place  in  group 
I  with  two  wins  and  a  tie 
'.n  three  games  followed  by Vic  I  with  two  wins,  St. 
Mike's  A  with  a  win  and  a 
tie,  PHE  A  with  a  win,  Law 
with  a  tie  and  U.C.  I. 

Microys,  Hachinsky  lead  Varsity 

to  victory  over  McMaster  swordsmen 
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By  BOB  CLARK 

Helmut  Microys  and  Vlad- 
imir Hachinsky  led  the  Uni- versity of  Toronto  fencing 

Blues  to  victory  over  Mc- Master swordsmen  in  an  ex- 
hibition contest  at  Hart 

House  Friday  night. 
Microys,  junior  Ontario champion  in  foil  and  epee, 

and  one  of  the  top  fencers 
on  the  Varsity  team,  scored 
perfect  records  of  three  wins 
and  no  defeats  in  both  his 
specialties,  out-duelling  Ro- 

bert Leverton,  Walter  Ro- 
bertson and  Mike  Brown- 

stein  in  the  foil,  and  John 
Huxley,  Bill  Houston,  and 
Peter  Johnson  of  McMaster 
in  epee.  Varsity's  Norman Brad  well  also  sported  a 
clean  slate  and  Mike  Jack- son was  two  and  one,  as 
Varsity  triumphed  8-1  in 
foil. 

Hachinsky  carried  the  col- ors in  both  epee  and  sabre, 
taking  the  epee  with  three 
wins,  and  compiling  two 
wins  in  three  matches  in 
the  sabre. 
McMaster's  Peter  Mat- thews dominated  the  sabre 

event,  winning  all  three  of 
his  matches.  His  team-mates, Bill  Robertson  and  Philip 
MacDougall  failed  to  back 
up  his  brilliant  perform- 

ance, as  Varsity's  Hachin- sky, Allan  Galberg,  and 
Mark  Pfeiffer  all  finished 
with  two  wins  and  one  de- 

feat for  a  6-3  Varsity  win. 
In  epee,  Peter  Apse  round- 

ed out  the  Varsity  competi- tion with  Hachinsky  and 
Microys  with  an  0-3  record, 
one  match  being  a  double- defeat. 
A  double  defeat  occurs 

when  the  match  is  tied  when 
time  runs  out,  or  when  si 

multaneous  hits  occur  when 
the  match  is  tied  at  4-4.  Five tits  are  required  to  win, 
and  as  this  ties  the  match 
at  5-5,  a  double  defeat  re- sults. 

Consequently,  the  contest 
did  not  count,  but  Varsity 
still  managed  a  6-2  victory 
in  the  class. 
"The  McMaster  squad 

showed  a  lot  of  spirit  and 
determination,"  said  Varsi- 

ty's Mark  Pfeiffer,  "but  still 
lack  depth  and  experience." 
THRUSTS  AND  TOUCH- 

EES:  Due  to  a  misunder- 
standing, the  exhibition  did 

not  begin  until  8  p.m.,  but 
this  did  not  deter  the  enthu- 

siasm of  an  aroused  crowd 
of  about  ten  .  .  .  Varsity's next  contest  is  at  the  Royal 
Military  College  invitational 
at  Kingston.  Varsity  will  get 

See  "Fencing",  page  7 



ill  holds  crucial  UGEQ  referendum  today 
By  PATRICK  MocFADDEN 
Editor-in-Chief,  McGili  Daily 

Special  to  The  Varsity 
MONTREAL  —  Today  Mc- 

Gili students  will  vote  new 
representatives  into  power 
for  the  coming  year.  But  the 
election  takes  second  place 
to  the  yes-no  referendum 
being  held  on  campus  at  the 
same  time. 

McGill's  student  council 
took  the  plunge  into  1'Union Generale  des  Etudiants  du 
Quebec  at  the  65,000-strong 
Quebec  Students  Congress 
last  month.  Since  that  time, 
the  reaction  on  this  tradi- 

tionally -  minded  English  - 
speaking  campus  has  grown. 
Belatedly,  the  council  lead- 

ers agreed  to  a  referendum 

and  the  stage  now  is  set 
for  what  promises  to  be  the 
crisis  of  the  year. 

The  campus  is  awash  with 
leaflets  from  the  warring 
factions.  The  titles  are  signi- 

ficant —  "A  Rational  At- 
tempt To  Promote  Irration- 

alism"  screams  one  of  them; 
"A  Second  Voice  From  The 
Wilderness"  yells  another; 
and,  quaintly,  a  third  is  tit- 

led "UGEQ  —  D  minus  3." 
A  violently  anti-UGEQ committee  has  been  set  up 

called  The  Committee  For 
A  Rational  Approach  To 
UGEQ  At  McGili,  (lovingly 
called  CFARTUAM  by  its 
opponents). 
Led  by  last  year's  coun- cil chairman  Saeed  Mirza,  it 

has  a  board  of  seven,  some 
of  whom  have  been  connect- 

ed with  far  right  organiza- tions on  campus. 
The  main  push  from  this 

body  is  against  UGEQ's  pro- fessed "radicalism",  which 
is  based  on  the  idea  of  stu- 

dent syndicalism  —  a  con- 
cept imported  from  metro- 

politan France. 
High  on  UGEQ's  priorities are  free  education,  unilin 

gualism,  and  a  program 
geared  to  what  French  Ca- 

nadians call  "la  politique 
sociale"  —  embracing  a  kind 
of  vague  Fabian  emphasis 
on  more  social  welfare  and 
more  fiscal  independence 
for  Quebec.  Needless  to  say, 
to  a  generation  of  Anglo- 

varsity 
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Vic  to  form  student-staff  committee 
By  TONY  BOND 

Victoria  College  students 
last  night  moved  a  step  clo- 

ser to  realizing  the  ideal  of 
student  participation  in  uni- 

versity government. 
The  Victoria  College  Union 

Council  (VCUC)  unanimous- 
ly endorsed  a  proposal  to 

set  up  a  commitee  of  six  stu- 
dents and  six  faculty  mem- bers to  discuss  matters  of 

Victoria  College  policy. 
The  VCUC  recommenda- 

tion states:  "This  commit- 
tee should  be  the  chief 

means  of  two-way  commu- 
nication of  plans  and  think- 

ing between  faculty  and  stu- 

dents." VUC  President  Peter  Mid- 
dleton  (IV  Vic)  said  at  the 
meeting  that  Vic  faculty 
members  are  "most  anxious" for  such  a  dialogue  to  be 
started. 
The  VCUC  blueprint  also 

calls  for  members  of  the 
Victoria  College  administra- 
iion  to  be  present  at  these 
joint  student-faculty  meet- 
ngs. The  six  students  to  be 
elected  will  be  from  second, 
third  and  fourth  years.  Half 

McMaster  University  to 

discuss  relations  with  CDS 
HAMILTON  —  A  general 

assembly  of  students  at  Mc- Master University  today  is 
scheduled  to  discuss  the  re- 

lationship between  the  Mc- 
Master Studen  t  Represen- 

tative Council  (SRA)  and 
the  Canadian  Union  of  Stu- 

dents (CUS). 
The  McMaster  motion  was 

announced  last  Wednesday 
at  an  SRA  meeting. 
The  general  assembly  is 

an  annual  meeting  of  Mc- 
Master students  which  votes 

on  the  SRA  budget  and 
constitutional  amendments. 

Lawrence  Beare,  McMas- 
ter Student  Union  presi- 

dent, said  last  night  the 
proposed  motion  followed  a 
breakdown  in  communica- 

tions between  the  CUS  On- 
tario Region  (ORCUS)  of- fice and  the  SRA. 

The  McMaster  Silhouette, 

the  school's  student  news- 
paper, reported  Friday  that 

McMaster  may  pull  out  of CUS. 
Beare  said  he  was  surpris- 
ed when  the  Silhouette  story 

appeared  because  the  mo- tion never  implied  such  a 
move. 

He  said  the  breakdown  in 
communications  resulted  in 
no  McMaster  representation 
at  last  week's  ORCUS  con- ference in  Kingston. 
The  Silhouette  reported 

that  McMaster  "boycotted" the  regional  conference. 
Beare  explained  that  he 

did  not  know  the  date  of 
the  conference  until  four 
days  before  it  started— too late  to  find  anyone  willing 
to  go  as  delegate. 

Several  phone  calls  to  the 
ORCUS   office   in  Toronto, 

(See  "CUS",  page  3) 

the  committee  will  be  re- 
placed every  year. 

Vic  students  embarked 
on  this  scheme  for  student 
representation  after  two 
instances  of  what  they  felt 
to  be  high-handed  treat- ment from  the  university 
administration  earlier  this 

year. 
Wthout  explanation  the 

loan  time  limit  on  books  at 
the  Vic  library  was  extend- ed from  two  days  to  two 
weeks,  and  mens'  residence fees  were  raised  $60-§90. 
The  two-day  library  book 

time  limit  was  restored  fol- 
lowing loud  protests  from 

students.  But  the  fees-hike 
remained. 

In  both  cases,  vague,  un- 
official explanations  were 

given — after  the  event. 
VCUC  agreed  to  accept 

the  offer  of  three  seats  on 
a  sub-committee  of  the  Vic- 

toria College  Council  Plan- 
ning Committee  to  work  on 

the  proposed  new  Student Union  Building. 

VCUC  also  agteed  to  spon- sor a  conference  on  student 
participation  in  university 
government. 

In  an  address  delivered  to 
the  Vic  faculty  council  Nov. 
15,  VCUC  President  Peter 
Middleton  said;  "The  pater- 

nalistic attitude  of  the  or- 
ganization as  it  now  exists denies  the  students  respon 

sibihties  which  are  due 

their  maturity." He  noted  that  students  at 
the  University  of  Alberta 
and  the  University  of  Vic- toria have  been  granted 
seats  on  the  senate. 

Saxons  reared  on  horror 
stories  of  the  French  Revo- 

lution, the  concepts  of  the 
syndicalists  sound  much 
more  terrifying  in  English 
than  they  do  in  French. 

Backing  the  student  lead- ership in  its  attempt  to 
move  McGili  into  the  French 
sphere  of  influence  is  a  good 
portion  of  the  more  thought- ful elements  on  the  campus. 
But  -these  elements  are 
hamstrung  by  an  inability 
to  translate  their  classic 
kind  of  New  Frontier  open 
mindedness  into  a  cogent 
and  hard-hitting  political 

program. 
On  the  one  hand,  they 

welcome  whatever  is  origi- 
nal and  radical  in  UGEQ's program;  on  the  other  they 

are  worried  about  the  effect 
of  this  program  on  a  cam- 

pus which  is  still  distrust- ful of  the  new  French Canada. 

Thus,  they  vary  their  arg- uments between  a  denial 
that  UGEQ  is  radical  and  a 
plea  to  the  campus  that even  if  it  is  radical,  why 
don't  we  go  in  and  change 
it  ?  Neither  of  these  argu- ments is  calculated  to  set 
the  campus  on  fire  with 
enthusiasm. 
A  further  complicating  fac- 

tor is  the  emergence  at  Mc 
Gill  of  a  hard  core  of  organ- 

ized right-wingers,  who  are 
bucking  the  new  student 
leftism  with  all  the  enthu- 

siasm of  an  Arizona  year- ling. For  this  group,  UGEQ 
has  become  a  hate  object 
that  carries  with  it  a  solid 
bonus  of  emotionalism  ting- 

ed with  a  fairly  strong  whiff of  racism. 
Their  quibble  ostensibly 

is  with  the  "leftist  student elite,"  as  they  call  the  group 
(See  "McGili",  page  6) 

Indians  welcome 

student  organizers 

By  SARAH  SPINKS 
"Student  community  or- 

ganizers are  welcomed  and 
needed  on  Saskatchewan  In- 

dian Reserves,"  Pat  Uhl,  a 
member  of  the  Student- 
Neestow  Project,  said  Mon- 
day. 

She  and  eight  other  stu- dents lived  with  Indians  this 
summer,  engaged  in  what 
Miss  Uhl  described  as  "a 
one-way  learning  process" in  which  the  students  be- 

gan to  feel  and  understand 
the  needs  of  the  Indian  com- 
munity. 

"The  spirit  of  Riel  is  still 
very  much  alive,"  the  for- mer U  of  T  student  said. 
She  charged  that  the  Feder- 

al Government  has  a  "sepa- rate but  equal"  policy  of treatment  toward  Canadian 
Indians.  Powers  usually  ad- 

ministered by  the  provincial 
governments    are,    in  the 

case  of  treaty  Indians,  ad- ministered by  the  Federal Government,  she  said. 
Indians  are  "segregated 

and  discriminated  against" Miss  Uhl  said.  She  pointed 
out  that  Indians  must  go  to 
an  Indian  Health  Service 
for  medical  treatment. 
.Now  having  become  part 

of  the  Indian  community, 
the  students  are  beginning 
to  fulfil  their  original  role 
as  "partners."  They  work with  the  Indians  trying  to 
find  solutions  to  problems 
caused  by  the  paternalism 
of  existing  agencies. 
Members  of  the  Stu- 

dent N  e  e  s  t  o  w  Partner- 
ship Project,  as  the 

project  is  called,  attempt  to 
bring  together  local  organi- zations which  could  form  a 
province-wide  Indian  and Metis  movement.  Where  no 
local  organization  exists, (See  "Indians",  page  5) 

PAT  UHL -photo  by  JACK  NEWMAf- 



Graduate  Studies 
THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  CHICAGO  GRADUATE  LIBRARY  SCHOOL 
will  offer  o  number  of  scholarships  ond  fellowships  for  graduate 
study  during  1 966-67  leading  to  the  M.A.  or  Ph.  D.  degree  in 
Library  Science.  Applicotion  deadline  is  February  1,  1966.  Awards will  be  announced  April  1,  1966. 
Half  time  research  ossistantships  will  also  be  offered  for  faculty supervised  work  in  the  following  oreos: 

Theories  at  indexing,  classification,   information  retrieval. 
Design  studies  ©f  future  library  catalogs. 
Computer  applications  to  indexing  and  cataloging. 
Automatic  translation  of  languages. 
Indexing  and  dissemination  of  biomedical  literature. 
Sociological  studies  of  reading. 
Operational  analysis  of  libraries. 

The   program    of    1  Vz    yeors    leading    to    the   M.A.    degree  is 
somewhat  longer  ond  more  demonding  than  in  most  schools  of 
librarionship.   Emphasis  within  the  curriculum  is  placed  on  the 
plonning  of  future  libraries  ond  information  systems. 
College    graduates,    regordless   of    subject  speciolty,    who  hove 
good  ocodemic  records  ond  o  serious  interest  in  librarionship  or 
information  science  ore  encouraged  to  apply.  Entrance  examina- tions are  required. 

Write  lo:  Office  of  the  Dean 
Graduate  Library  School 
The  University  of  Chicago Chicago,  Illinois  60637 

HERE 

& 

CLASSIFIED 
PLAY  SANTA!  Bring  a  gift  for  o  child Thursday,  Dec.  2,  and  Friday,  Dec.  3. Collection  for  University  Settlement. S.A.C.  office. 

University  of  Toronto  Radio  Committee 
REQUIRES 

ANNOUNCERS,  NEWS  STAFF,  WRITERS 
TECHNICIANS 

ROOM   5  U.C. 1-2   P.M.   ANY  DAY 

MALE  Students  interested  in  port-time Jobs  (2-3  hrs./doy,  opprox.  $2 /nr., truck  provided):  phone  Mr.  Kowol  o1 368-7851  -  494,  before  6;  otter  6 255-8091. 
CALLING  ALL  UNIVERSITY  OF  TO- RONTO! Make  a  child  happy  ot 
Christmas.  Donate  a  gift  for  Univer- sity Settlement.  S.A.C.  office  Thursday Dec.  2  Fridoy  Dec.  3, 

Ukrainian  Students'  Club meeting 

THURS.  DEC.  2  7:45  P.M. Hart  House  —  East  Common  Room TOPIC: 

A  summer  vacation  in  Ukraine 
SPEAKER: 

MR.  D.  DURAVETZ 
will  show  slides  &  spcok  of  his  recerrt  tour. 

TYPIHG 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, French,  German,  English 

MIMEOGRAPHING 
ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

MARIOS 
SPAGHETTI 
HOUSE 

and  PIZZERIA 
662  YONGE  ST. 

2  blocks  south  of  Bloor  St. 
FREE  DELIVERY 
923  -  3222 
921-6446 

EATON  AUDITORIUM 
Mon.,  Dec.  6  at  8:30  p. m 

AMAOEUS 

QUARTET Programme:  Quartets:  (Hunt) Moxort;  F  Min.  op.  95, Beethoven;  A  Maj.  Ho.  3, Schumann. 
TICKETS  —  S2,  3,  4 
BOX  OFFICE  OPEN 

GREAT 

HALL 

Hart  House 

THURSDAY 

DECEMBER 

9 

8:30  P.M. 

BLUE  AND  WHITE 

CHRISTMAS  TRH 

CARILLON  RECITAL  8:00  P.M. 

TICKETS  DISTRIBUTED  IN 
SAC  OFFICE  ON 

Fit  Dec.  3  -  9  a.m.  -  6  p.m. 

Mon.  Dec.  6  -  9  a.m.  -  5  p.m. 
2  TICKETS 

PER  ATL  CARD 

I  ATL  Card  Per  Person 

BRING  A  BLANKET 

TO  SIT  ON! 
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Today,  all  day: 
Applications  for  Community  Organizing  conference 

(YMCA  Camp  Norval,  Dec.  4-6)  now  being  accepted.  SCM 
office,  Hart  House. 
Today,  12:30  p.m. 

Noon  hour  concert:  Catherine  Palmer,  organist.  Con- 
cert Hall,  Royal  Conservatory  of  Music,  273  Bloor  W.  Free. 

Today,  1  p-m. 
Final  Liberal  Club  meeting  for  Public  Affairs  Forum. 

Rffl.  1086,  Sidney  Smith. 
Victoria  drama  club  production  of  Edna  St.  Vincent 

Millay's  "Aria  da  Capo".  Free.  Music  Room  Wymilwood, Victoria. 

Today,  5  p.m. 
UC  drama  guild  auditions,  Rm.  233,  Sir  Daniel  Wilson 

residence.  Call  Don  Smith  (481-9529)  for  particulars. 
Today,  3  pan. 

Tri-M  society  meeting.  JCR,  UC. 
Open  House  at  Victoria  Chaplain's  Centre  to  introduce new  paperback  library.  Free  coffee. 

Today,  4  p.ra. 
Graduate  Students  Union  weekly  tea.  GSU. 

Today,  5:15  p.m. 
Organ  recital  by  Deer  Park  United  Church  organist 

William  Wright.  Victoria  College  Chapel. 
Shakespeare  and  the  Modern  World:  talk  by  Arnold 

Edinborough,  editor  of  "Saturday  Night".  Rm.  106,  UC. 
Today,  6  p.m. 

Hillel  Diner's  Club.  Phone  WA 3-7837  for  reservations. 186  St.  George. 

Today,  7:30  pjn. 
Auditions  for  international  drama  festival,  Jan.  25-30, 

1966.  New  College  Dining  Room. 
Badminton  for  Graduate  Students,  Drill  Hall,  44  St. 

George  St. 

Today,  8  p.m. 
Talk  by  visiting  SNCC  field  worker  Stokely  Carmi- chael.  Hart  House  Debates  Room. 

Thursday,  all  day 
Gift  collection  for  University  Settlement  Children.  SAC 

office. 
■  12  a.n i . Thursday, 

Hockey  for  graduate  students.  Bring  your  own  skates 
and  stick.  Varsity  Arena. 
Thursday,  1  p.m. 

Progressive  Conservative  Club  meeting  to  discuss  forth- 
coming Public  Affairs  Forum  debate  on  Canadian  foreign 

policy.  Rm.  209  UC. 
Cine  Vic  presents  "Rimbaud  et  le  bateau  ivre"  and 

Images  Medievales."  Audiovisual  room,  new  Vic  Library. Meeting  for  those  interested  in  helping  at  the  Univer- 
sity Settlement  Christmas  parties,  Innis  College  Board Room. 

General  meeting,  New  College  theatre  guild.  Rm.  76, New  College. 

Rev.  George  Hopton,  General  Secretary  of  SCM:  "Vo- 
tion  or  Job?"  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron. 
Mass  spray-in.  Electrical  Engineering  building. 

Thursday,  3:55  p.m. 
Tea,  seminar  on  Thermodynamic  Properties  of  Mole- 

cular Crystals  with  Dr.  J.  A.  Morrison  of  the  NRC.  Rm.  135, McLennan  Labs. 

Thursday,  5  p.ra. 
International  forum:  free  discussion.  45  Willcocks  St. 

Thursday,  7:30  p.m. 
U  of  T  public  affairs  forum:  Canadian  Foreign  Poli- cy- Hart  House  Debates  Room.  Ladies  welcome. Auditions  for  international  drama  festival,  Jan  25-30 1966.  New  College  Dining  Room. 

Thursday,  8  pan. 
Biology  Club  discussion  on  the  Canadian  wilderness 

Upstairs.  Wymihvood,  Victoria  College. 
Annual  debate:  Estonian  Students'  Association  Estoni- an House. 

Thursday,  8:30  p.m. 
Dance  with  the  Spasstiks  at  the  Food  Science  staff dance.  Lillian  Massey  Gym. 

U  of  T  RADIO  -  91.1  FM 

p.m..     Student  gov't,  report  with  George  Flak 12  by  2,  and  who  knows  whot? Leave  letters  and  publicity  in  Rm.  5,  UC 



Russian  politics  confused 
By  JOHN  SWAIGEN 

An  expert  on  the  Kremlin 
last  night  revealed  that  the 
only  clear  thing  about  con- 

temporary Russian  politics 
is  its  confusion. 

In  a  speech  at  St.  Joseph's residence  on  Do-it-yourself 
Kremlinology,  Prof.  R.  H. 
McNeal  of  the  U  of  T  His- 

tory Department  tried  to  lay 
down  a  set  of  rules  for  un- 

derstanding the  legitimacy 
and  the  transmission  of  po- 

litical power  in  the  Soviet 
Union. 
He  succeeded  in  showing 

that  for  the  observers,  and 
perhaps  even  for  the  parti- 

cipants, the  rules  are  too 
vague  and  change  too  often 
to  do  anything  but  guess  a lot. 
Kremlinology,  he  said,  ap- 

pears from  our  vantage  point 
to  resemble  Egyptology  — 
something  between  an  art 
and  a  whodunnit  —  piecing 
together  a  lot  of  information 
from  a  few  fragments. 
From  the  Russian  point  of 

view,  he  said,  Kremlinology 
,'s  a  game  whose  final  goal is  to  become  dictator. 

Prof.  McNeal  described  a 
political  system  in  which  it 
is  impossible  to  know  where 
the  dictator  will  crop  up. 
The  formal  rules  of  the 
Kremlinology  game  are  to 
analyze  the  constitution  of 
'.he  Communist  Party  of  the 
Soviet  Union.  This  provides 
for  a  Congress,  a  Central 
Committee  within  this  Con- 

gress, a  Praesidium,  and  a 
Secretariat. 
But  traditionally,  the 

chairman  of  a  fourth  body, 
the  Council  of  Ministers,  has 
been  the  dictator  —  Lenin, 
Stalin,  Khruschov  and  Kosy- 
gin. The  First  Secretary  in  the 
Secretariat  could  also  be 
the  dictator.  But,  he  said. 

»t  took  both  Stalin  and 
Khruschov  some  time  to 
make  this  post  into  a  dicta- 

torial one  once  they  attain- ed it.  The  evidence  is  that 
the  post  is  not  dictatorial  in 
itself.  Leon  Brezhnev  now 
holds  this  post. 

The  dictator  may  be  the 
most  powerful  man  in  the 
Praesidium,  a  body  which 
Khruschov  dominated.  But 
if  this  is  so,  it  is  not  known 
how  one  obtains  power  in 
this  body  since  there  is  no 
chairman,  he  said. 
The  real  author!  ty  may 

come  from  holding  a  com- 
bination of  these  jobs. 

Many  of  the  answers  to 
problems  of  legitimacy  may 
come  out  in  the  Congress  to 
be  held  next  March,  Prof. 

McNeal  said.  He  advised  his 
audience  to  look  for  Ihe  fol- lowing: 

<9  Will  Brezhnev  be  forced 
to  condemn  the  powers  his 
office  is  associated  with? 
<#  Will  they  change  the  sta- tutes or  establish  any  new 
political  bodies? 
#  Will  a  new  Central  Com- 

mittee be  appointed?  Will  it 
be  larger  or  smaller  than 
the  present  one? 
9  Will  it  have  more  or  less 
decision-making  power?  Will 
it  contain  much  new  blood 
or  the  entrenchment  of  an 
in  group? 

He  said  the  most  striking 

pointer  will  be  if  the  Con- gress does  not  meet  next 
March,  since  it  is  constitu- 

tionally bound  to. 

B1SSEU  ELECTED  CARNEGIE  VICE-PRESIDENT 
Dr.  Claude  BisseH,  president  of  the  University  of 

Toronto,  has  been  elected  vice-chairman  of  the  Board  of 
Trustees  of  the  Carnegie  Foundation  for  the  Advance- ment of  Teaching. 

Dr.  Bissel  is  the  only  Canadian  member  of  the 
Board,  which  consists  of  university  presidents  and 
prominent  laymen  interested  in  higher  education. 

The  Foundation  provides  pensions  for  teachers  in non-sectarian  universities  and  colleges  in  the  United 
States  and  Canada. 

Because  the  need  for  such  pensions  has  diminished 
in  recent  years,  the  Foundation  now  is  mainly  concern- ed with  organizing  academic  conferences  and  conduct 
ing  research  into  higher  education. 

McMaster  (continued) 

he  said,  got  no  results. 
Beare  added  that  the  only 

letters  the  ORCUS  office 
had  written  him  were  no- 

tices that  the  McMaster  fees 
in  the  student  organization 
were  not  paid. 
He  said  he  repeatedly  told 

the  office  that  a  cheque  for 
the  fees  had  been  mailed 
last  month,  but  the  notices 
kept  coming  until  last  Wed- nesday. 

On  that  day  the  ORCUS 
office  sent  the  SRA  a  letter 
informing  them  that  the 
cheque  had  been  found,  he said. 

But  enclosed  in  the  letter 
was  the  cheque  itself — un cashed,  Beare  said. 
Some  325  students  are 

needed  for  a  quorum.  Aca demic  classes  are  to  be 
cancelled  to  allow  students 
to  attend  the  meeting. 

Creighton  named  MmDonald  professor 

Dr.  Donald  Creighton 
has  been  appointed  The 
Sir  John  A.  MacDonald 
Professor  of  History  at 
the  University  of  Toronto. 

Professor  Creighton  has 
written  extensively  on 
Confederation.  His  two- volume  biography  of  Sir 
John  A.  MacDonald,  The 
Soung  Politician,  and  The 
Old  Chieftain,  won  Gov- 

ernor-General's medals 
for  academic  non-fiction 
in  1952  and  1955. 

He  was  one  of  two  writ- 
ers last  year  who  received 

the  first  $15,000  Molson 
Prizes  awarded  by  the 
Canada  Council. 

Dr.  Creighton  began 
teaching  at  the  Universi- 

ty of  Toronto  in  1927.  He 
was  chairman  of  the  his- 

tory department  from 
1955  to  1959,  when  he  left 
to  devote  more  time  to  re- search and  writing. DR.  CREIGHTON 

HART  HOUSE  £ 
TODAY 

NEW  YEAR'S  EVE  BALL  TICKETS  ON  SALE  TODAY 1.15  p.r, 

12.30  p.m. 

MS  p.m. 

NOON  HOUR  CONCERT  —  East  Common  Room 
Woodwind  Quintet  directed  by  EZRA  SCHABAS 

CHAPEL  —  Holy  Communion  —  Open  to  oil  mem- bers of  the  University. 
POETRY  READING  —  Art  Gallery 
Daniel  Jouriiat  ond  Robert  Finch  reading  Beoude- loire  (in  French  and  English)  Ladies  welcome. 

C.B.C.  UNIVERSITY  CELEBRITY  SERIES 
Monday,  December  13th  8.20  p.m.  Sharp Greot  Hall 

GALINA  V 1 SH  NEVS  KAY  A,  Soprano 
MSTISLAV  ROSTROPOV1CH,  Accompanist 

Tickets  will  be  distributed  from  the  Hall  Porter's  Desk  be- ginning at  4.00  p.m.  Friday,  December  3rd.  Minimum  of  2 
tickets  per  person.  Students  must  present  A.T.L  Card. 

ON  SALE  TODAY 

TICKETS  FOR 

Hart  House  New  Year's  Eve  Ball Dancing  . .  .  Three  Bands 
Steak  Supper  at  12.15,  12.45,  1.15  a.m. 
Tickets  from  Hall  Porter,  Hart  House 

$12.00  per  couple 
Reservations  accepted  at  Graduate  Office 
(to  be  picked  up  before  December  17th) 

C.U.S.O. 

Canadian  University  Service  Overseas. 

What?  A  Canadian  Programme  sending 

graduates  to  work  in  developing 
countries  for  two  years 

Where?  Africa,   India,  Asia,  Caribbean, 
South  America. 

Interested?  Call    928-2544   evenings  or 
Come  to  42  Willcocks  St. 

(back  door) 

The  University  of  Toronto 

PHILOSOPHY  CLUB 

presents Prof.  J.  W.  CRICHTON,  U.  of  T. 
on  "INDETERMINISM  and  FREEDOM: 

A  RELATIVITY  PRINCIPLE" 

THURSDAY,  DEC.  2,  8:00  P.M. 
West  Hall,  University  College 

All  students  and  Faculty  welcome. 
Admission  50  cents  or  by  memtersnip  12.00 

UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 

Thursday  Afternoon  Lectures "MODERN  BRITISH  LITERATURE 

AND  PHILOSOPHY:  A  PROTEST" S.  P.  ROSENBAUM 
DEPARTMENT  OF  ENGLISH 

THURSDAY,  DEC.  I,  AT  4.30  P.M. 
West  Holl,  University  College 
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bad  guidance  needs  publicity 

Many  university  officials  have  said  privately  for  some 
time  that  the  preparation  students  receive  for  university while  in  high  school  is,  to  put  it  politely,  inadequate. 

Few  of  these  officials  have  been  willing  to  say  the 
same  thing  publicly — partly  because  some  preparation  is 
probably  better  than  none,  and  also  because  the  university itself  (in  material  sent  out  to  prospective  students)  does  a 
very  poor  job  of  explaining  what  a  university  is  like. 

Nevertheless,  it  would  seem  obvious  that  improve- 
ment at  the  high  school  level  is  necessary,  and  that  it  should 

not  be  postponed  much  longer  in  view  of  the  increasing number  of  high  school  students  who  will  be  going  on  to university  in  the  future. 
Miss  Margaret  Carmichael,  Dean  of  Women  at  Vic- 
toria College,  recently  described  some  of  the  areas  in 

wh,ch  students  are  badly  prepared  to  o  meeting  of  the Victoria  Women's  Association  (The  Varsity,  Nov.  26). 
Miss  Carmichael's  remarks  about  student  misunder- 

standing of  course  contents  and  poor  student  study  habits have  been  made  before.  But  she  is  to  be  commended  for making  them  again— ond  making  them  in  public. 
Perhaps  if  these  remarks  were  publicly  echoed  by some  of  her  colleagues,  more  people  might  realize  how senous  the  problem  is  and  steps  might  be  token  to  solve  it 

letters  to  the  editor 

17  years  and  no  centre 
Sir: 

As  long  ago  as  1948  -the  Students  Admi- 
nistrative Council  was  working  for  a  stu- 

dent centre  on  campus.  And  The  Varsity 
(Nov.  19)  reports  that  the  President's  Ad- visory Council  has  still  not  made  known 
its  will  on  the  latest  request  by  SAC  for  a site.  Although  Mary  Brewin  sees  us  arriv- 

ing in  the  promised  land  by  January,  it seems  that  Dean  McLaughlin  and  the  rest 
of  the  President's  council  cannot,  with  con- 

fidence,  look  so  far  ahead. 
We  are  not  to  despair,  however!  Dean 

McLaughlin  tells  that  "there  is  hope."  For even  such  small  morsels  of  encouragement we  should  be  grateful. 
The  Dean's  reference  to  crystal  ball  gaz- ing might  be  taken  by  uncharitable  souls as  confirmation  that  in  this,  as  in  other student  matters,  the  administration  sees 

as  through  a  glass,  darkly.  After  17  years, 
most  of  us  can  only  mumble,  "How  long, 
O  Lord,  how  long  .  .  .?" Doug  Hay  (III  UC) 

too  many  engineers 

need  more  careful  readers 

Recently  The  Varsity  printed  a  comment  article  in 
wh.ch  the  author,  tongue-in-cheek,  suggested  that  an  up- rising was  perhaps  the  only  way  this  university  could  be rescued  from  its  problems. 

To  the  astonishment  of  bofh  The  Varsity  and  this  par- ticular  author,  the  paper  received  a  number  of  letters which  took  the  advice  in  question  at  face  value  and  , criticized  it  violently.  '  1 
It  is  possible  that  the  article  which  called  forth  such  o pro  est  was  not  plainly  enough  ironic-yet  it  is  also  possible 

to  read      6  °'  Universify  students  don't  know  haw 
Surely  at  a  university  readers  can  be  expected  to  have 

leTi:  ZZTon  !or  subt,ety' irony  °nd  -d-'°* 
far  ni.  n     ?  ""fortunate  if  the  growing  tendency far  all  questions  to  have  only  two  sides  were  to  overwhelm 
;hh:;::rrsupposedly  °  ̂ m  °f 

Sir: 
We  are  constantly  amazed  at  the  inordi- 

nate amount  of  space  devoted  by  The  Var- 
sity to  the  Engineering  Society  and  the events  which  it  sponsors.  While  this  is  no doubt  occasioned  by  the  high  degree  of  pho- 

tographic artistry  exhibited  by  the  three 
Varsity  photographers  who  are  only  coinci- dentally  members  of  the  Faculty  of  Engi- neering, we  wonder  if  they  do  not  have  a 
duty  to  other  faculties  and  colleges  which comprise  the  majority  of  your  reading  pub- lic. 
We  are  unable  to  find  photographs  of  the 

U  of  T  Students'  Law  Conference,  the  St. Michaels  Debating  Tournament,  and  the Harvard  Exchange— to  mention  only  three 
of  your  frequent  omissions.  While  the  di- 

staff side  may  relish  pictures  of  our  husky, handsome  heroes  of  the  football  team,  we feel  compelled  to  ask  you  to  search  your 

conscience  and  ask  yourself  not,  what  you 
can  do  for  the  Skulemen,  but  what  can  you do  for  this  campus. 

Philip  Epstein  (I  Law) 
Howard  Cold  kind  (I  Law) 

Mr.  Epstein  and  his  companion  seem  to 
be  suffering  from  that  well-known  campus condition  best  described  as  apscphobia, 
which,  loosely  translated,  means  "fear  of  en- gineers." They  are  also  somewhat  loose  in their  presentation  of  the  facts.  As  much space  was  devoted  to  the  girls  of  Little  Me 
as  to  those  of  Skule  Nite. 
Perhaps  Mr.  Epstein  and  his  co-critic should  pay  more  attention  to  the  girls  from New  College. 

Perhaps  Mr.  Epstein  should  also  be  in- 
formed that  The  Varsity  reporter  covering the  Law  Conference  was  required  to  pay admission.  Our  limited  budget  would  not 

pay  the  admission  charge  for  a  photographer 
as  well.   e£j_ 

oh  who,  tell  us  who... 
Sir: 

In  the  interests  of  interfaculty  and  inter- college  coexistence  we  have  decided  to  put aside  all  previous  personal  animosities. 
Linked  arm  in  arm  and  united  by  a  com- mend bond  we  wish  to  issue  this  general 

appeal: 

HELP! 
Please  supply  us  with  the  name,  address, 

phone  number,  and  all  other  pertinent  in- formation regarding  the  girl  whose  picture 
is  on  page  six  of  The  Varsity,  November  24. Tom  Viglasky  (I  APSC) 

Tim  Zenianek  (I  Vic) 

We  found  her  first,  and  we're  still  com- 
pleting our  study.  —  ed. 
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the  comforts  of  the  myth Sir: 

We  all  need  a  faith  to  live  by.  Allan  Ka- 
min  ("Don't  criticize  U.S.  Foreign  Policy" The  Varsity,  Nov.  24)  believes  in  the  myth that  America  stands  for  peace,  freedom  and democracy. 

As  a  result  of  this  ethnocentrism  (our way  is  best)  we  can  ignore  the  contradic- tions which  give  the  lie  to  the  myth:  no one  can  speak  of  democracy  after  studying 

the  American  power  structure,  of  freedom after  seeing  the  civil  rights  struggle  of peace  after  realizing  the  tremendous  power ot  U.S.  military  monopolies 
We  all  need  to  feel  that  what  we  are  do- ing is  "moral".  The  myth  deludes  and  com- toils  (we  are  not  "bad"  whatever  other people  say). 
This  refusal  to  see  reality  (factual  and documented)  must  be  the  basis  of  his  blind 

faith  in  "Johnson  &  Co  " 

theT°crhee'd1.they        ̂   la"er  "ay  saints  of 
C.  Dent  (HI  UC.) 

The  Vor.il,,  „„  lounded  ,„  ,e Stuaems  MminlMrotiv.  Council  ft 
01  .he  Unlvc„l,y  „,  To,on,o.'"Tho member  of  ihe  Conodton  University  P,e« member  of  Lo  P,oS!C  Efndronf.  Nolionole 

n  s   counc.l  or  odminisfrotlon  of  the 

:  published  b> 

i  specie 
of  the 

Writers  but  no  counter*  ond  os  a  i    .    '  ~ "it  gows  long.  There  wos  Lyn  (cVccio  „T  ,  A"d  os  °  ,urt"«  « were  offer  popcr  but  not  t0„?„h,  ,  v  .  ¥?J'  and  Suson  Low  and  (,;, 
did  their  first*  ond  Jnigh,  'n ̂ ^T^ Slf'  COl°"'  *■'■•«•«- welcome  bock,  even  it  »00  AaJ,       1     .  thc   w°y  »   is.  John  1 
but  Andy,  otter  oil  1'  '1       '  .u.ndors,°"d.  And  then  who  should  con 
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another  word  on  language 
Sir: 

.  ™.s.}s  to  add  a  word  to  Mr.  Beare's  let- ter Likes  language  as  language"  (The  Var- sity, Nov.  12).  It  is  also  in  connection  with the  proposed  evaluation  of  art  courses 

JouL  ha°dern  ,  Laneua8"  a"d  Literatures 
course  has  nowhere  near  a  50  per  cent  con- 

gests" "  7  'r-ge.  a*  name  sug- 
gests -  and  by  language  I  mean  linguistic science,  not  high  school  grammar Furthermore,  the  existing  language  cour- ses concern  individual  languages  for  , he 

most  part,  mher  th,n  languagt  ̂ the However,  the  Department  of  Anthropo- logy does  offer  courses  in  descriptive  in gu.sucs.  language  and  culture,  and  other 
subjects  having  an  obvious  relationship'  to language  and  literature. 
Therefore  1  have  begun  to  inquire  about the  possibility  or  a  new  course  in  langua- 

ges and  anthropology,  on  the  analogy  of  "the existing  combined  course    called  Modern 

Languages  and  History. 
Is  language  connected  any  more  to  the 

Pology?  It  ,s  the  means  by  which  men  com- municate with  each  other  -  rather  basTc to  society! 

If  students  in  MLL  are  to  be  limited  to European  languages  as  they  are,  regrettably at  least  let  them  learn  about  other  langu£ ges  -  learn,  for  example,  that  our  Euro- pean alphabets  of  symbols  representing sounds  is  not  universal  by  studying  the 

structure  of,  say,  Chinese.  *  8 In  the  twentieth  century,  a  student  who has  not  studied  linguistics,  (the  field  deal- ing with  the  science  of  languages)  has  not 

srut"estSsUdieCl  Wha'        Mn°e  °f  his  coursi 
But  to  take  the  anthropology  courses  in 

;;;;1;:.n  lo  U,e  present  re?uii-^enlT?too 

mud,.  The  first  step  for  interested  students 
>s  lo  let  the  two  deparments  concerned Know  that  interest  in  a  new  course  exists. Brian  Mossop  (I  New) 



^  Says  deviation  "not  a  matter  of  choice" 
By  DOROTHY  MclNTOSH 
"Sexual  deviation  is  not the  matter  of  a  wilful choice,  but  an  uncontrolled 

and  unconscious  compul- sion," said  Dr.  Ro,nald Stokes,  director  of  psychiat- 
ry for  the  Ontario  Depart- ment of  Reform  Institutions, 

at  a  Sunday  night  meeting.' Dr.  Stokes,  speaking  on the  treatment  of  the  sexual offender  at  Timothy  Eaton Memorial  Church  university club,  described  the  physical act  of  sexual  deviation  as 
"a  symptom  of  the  inability to  establish  a  total  relation- ship with  another  human 
being." He  insisted  that  the psychological  aspects  of  de- 

viation were  much  more important  than  the  actual 
"physical  act." The  child  is  born  with  a passive  or  aggressive  na- 

ture, Dr.  Stokes  explained. 
If  this  "nature"  conflicts with  the  cultural  image  of the  child's  sex,  the  child 
may  be  regarded  as  possibly- 
having  a  predisposition  to- 

ward sexual   deviation.  "A 

passive  male  may  find  it upsetting  to  live  in  a  society which  expects  him  to  be  ag- gressive," he  said. 
Dr.  Stokes  stressed  the importance  of  environment as  well  as  heredity  in  cases of  deviation.  Complications in  the  Freudian  oral,  anal and  Oedipus  stages  rather than  a  normal  development through  these  early  years 

may  establish  deviant  pre- cedents, he  said. 
When  a  person  concent- rates on  or  distorts  one aspect  of  sexual  relations he  said,  his  problem  is  his mode  of  expression."  Dr Stokes  cited  examples  of advertisements  o  r  entire publications  on  Toronto news  stands  devoted  to  sen- sations of  masochism  and sadism. 
Exhibitionism  and  voyeur- 

ism complete  the  first  clas- sification. Dr.  Stokes  said that  these  classes  of  people 
act  under  "extremely  power- ful compulsive  forces" which  upset  the  deviant  to such  an  extent  that  he  often seeks  arrest. 
"Most  exhibitionists  are 

terrified  of  women,"  Dr Stokes  said.  He  added  that he  knew  of  only  one  female exhibitionist,  and  due  to "careful"  police  supervision he  never  had  a  chance  to speak  to  her. 
The  second  main  classifi- cation of  sexual  deviancy depends  on  "the  choice  of object."  Dr.  Stokes  discus- sed homosexuality,  trans- vestitism,  fetishism  and child  attraction— all  distor- tions of  the  choice  of  object. Dr.  Stokes  described  most 

of  the  homosexuals  whom 
he  had  studied  as  "virile rather  than  effeminate."  He had  "rarely  met  a  homosex- ual whom  he  would  call  a 

happy  person." Contrary  to  public  opin- 
ion, child  attraction  was rarely  violent  and  usually caused  by  social  immaturity, fear  of  older  women,  or loneliness  in  old  age. 

Dr.  Stokes  stressed  that 
"no  pill,  shot  or  drug"  will help  them.  For  serious  cases 
it  may  take  years  of  psy- choanalysis. They  must  first 
learn  to  understand  them- selves. 

^  BC  to  test  Canada's  birth  control  law VANCOUVER    (CUP)  — 
Canada's  new  birth  control law  is  going  to  be  tested  in British  Columbia. 
The  Canadian  Union  of Students  discussed  the  ban 

on  sale  of  contraceptives  at the  Western  regional  CUS conference  in  Calgary  Nov 12-13. 
University  of  British  Co- 

lumbia's CUS  president  Ed Lavalle  outlined  a  plan  for 
test  cases  Thursday. 
He  said  50  druggists  in 

Vancouver  and  Victoria  wili 
be  approached  by  50  single 
girls  asking  for  contracep- tives. 
CUS  will  have  asked  the 

druggists  beforehand  t  o 
agree  to  the  scheme. 

"If  there  are  any  prosecu- tions,  they  will  serve  as  a 
test  case  for  the  contracep- 

tive laws,"  said  Lavalle. He  did  not  say  when  the 
plan  would  be  enacted. 

CALLING  ALL  CRADS 

Buy  your  Toronronensis  grad  volume  today at  the  S.A.C.  Building  Only  $2.50! 

Indians  (continued) 
students  would  act  as  ca- 

talysts encouraging  the  de- sire for  change,  Miss  Uhl said. 
She  stressed  that  federal development  officers  must realize  neither  they  nor  the students  should  be  there  to 

lead  or  "help"  the  people. The  leadership  and  demands stem  from  the  Indians  them- selves and  take  precedence over  the  desires  of  the  or- 
ganizer. Harbingers  of  future  ac- 

tion exist,  she  said.  An  of ficial  was  removed  after  < presentation  of  a  petition, 
which  said  in  effect  "you  get 
rid  of  this  guy  or  we'll  »et 
rid  of  him." Indians  have  exposed  to 
the  press  the  conditions  o] 
poverty  and  paternalism  un der  which  the  live,  she  said. 
But  there  is  more  to  be 

done,  she  said,  and  neither students  nor  Indians  have 
much  confidence  in  the  In 
dian  Affairs  agents. 

ROM  gets  extinct  birds 
After  years  of  searching, 

the  Royal  Ontario  Museum 
has  finally  acquired  speci- 

mens of  two  Canadian  birds 
which  have  been  long  ex- 

tinct —  the  great  auk  and the  Labrador  duck. 
They  were  the  last  species 

needed  to  complete  the 
ROM's  collection  of  Cana- 

dian birds  —  by  far  the 
largest  in  the  country. 

Purchase  of  the  two  stuff- 
ed specimens  was  made  pos- 

sible by  $11,000  in  public 
gifts.  Donations  came  from 
across  Canada. 
The  museum's  great  auk 

is  the  only  one  in  Canada. 
It  was  once  owned  by  John 
James  Audubon,  and  served 
as  the  model  for  the  paint- 

ing of  that  species  in  his 

famous  book,  Birds  of  Am- erica. 
Only  78  specimens  of  the 

great  auk  are  known  to  ex- ist in  the  world  —  none  of them  until  now  in  Canada. 
The  last  of  this  penguin-like species  was  killed  in  1844. 

Only  54  specimens  of  the Labrador  duck  are  known 
to  have  survived  in  private and  public  collections.  Two of  the  others  are  in  Canada at  McGill  and  Dalhousie Universities.  The  last  of these  birds  was  shot  in lo/5. 
The  ROM  specimens  were bought  from  Vassar  College in  Poughkeepsie,  N.Y.  Since 1921  they  have  been  on  loan 

from  Vassar  to  the  Ameri- 
can Museum  of  Natural  His- 

tory in  New  York. 

The  search  for  the  two 
birds  began  in  1957  by  the 
late  Paul  Hahn  of  Toronto, 
a  patron  of  the  ROM  with  a 
particular  interest  in  extinct 
species.  It  took  five  years  of correspondence  to  complete 

The    great    auk    was  a 
flightless  bird,  with  stubby 
wings,   a   black   back  and 
head,  and  white  breast.  Its 
breeding  range  was  on  is- 

lands on  both  sides  of  the 
North  Atlantic.   Unable  to 
escape  from  hunters,  it  was 
slaughtered  by  the  thous- 

ands for  its  eggs,  meat  and feathers. 
The  Labrador  duck,  also 

black  and  white,  occurred 
only  on  the  western  side  ol 
the  Atlantic.  Apparently  it 
was  never  a  numerous 
species. 
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McGill  (continued) 

surrounding  McGill's  em- battled  student  president 
Sharon  Sholzberg.  But  more 
and  more  it  is  obvious  that 
their  real  tragedy  is  the 
surging  mass  of  discontented 
French-Canadian  students 
who  are  filling  the  province 
with  their  articulately  pas- 

sionate manifestoes,  calling 
for  a  new  Quebec  in  which 

les  Quebecois  are  no  longer 
hewers  of  wood  for  their 
Anglo-American  masters. 

In  the  raging  debate  at 
McGill  one  group,  the  most 
important,  is  left  out  — UGEQ  itself. 
What  do  the  French-Cana- 

dians think  of  McGill's  at- tempt to  come  to  terms  with 
itself   and   the   socie.ty  in 

which  it  forms  a  privileged 
and  uneasy  enclave?  Mostly, 
they  don't  say  very  much. But  they  watch  closely  from 
the  sidelines. 
Some  of  them  will  be 

pleased  if  today  McGill  turns its  back  once  more  and  goes 
to  sleep.  Others  simply 
shrug  and  say,  "Les  Ang- 

lais? Comme  Toujours." 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 
ROBERT  GILL,  Director 

AUDITIONS 

AUDITIONS  ARE  NOW  BEING  HELD  FOR 

GOLDONI'S 
THE  SERVANT  OF  TWO  MASTERS 

FOR  AN  APPOINTMENT  PHONE  WA  3-7193  OR  CALL 
AT  THEATRE  OFFICES 

THE  FACULTY  OF  DENTISTRY  PRESENTS  ITS  ANNUAL 

FALL  VARIETY  SHOW 

11 ## 

DENTANTICS 

DECEMBER  9th,  10th,  11th 

TICKETS:  ($1.50  AT  THE  FACULTY  OF  DENTISTRY) 
FOR  INFORMATION  PHONE  928-2800 

SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 
8.30  p.m.        December  5th        Great  Hall 

Hart  House  Music  Committee  presents  a 

CHRISTMAS  CONCERT 
BY  THE 

ST.  JAMES  CATHEDRAL  CHOIR 
NORMAN  HURRLE,  Director 
DOUGLAS  BODIE,  Organist 

This  year,  for  its  traditional  Christmas  concert,  the  Hart  House  Music  Com- 
mittee is  particularly  pleased  to  present  the  famous  St.  James  Cathedral 

Choir.  As  well  as  traditional  carols,  the  choir  will  also  feature  arrangements 
by  well-known  Toronto  composers. Tickets  available  from  the  Hall  Porter 

Ladies  may  be  invited  by  Members. 

A  CHALLENGING  CAREER 

IN  THE  INVESTMENT  INDUSTRY 

BURNS  BROS.  AND  DENTON  LIMITED 
THE  COMPANY 

Burns  Bros,  and  Denton  Limited,  o  member  of  the  Investment  Dealers Association,  the  Toronto,  Canadian,  Winnipeg,  and  Vancouver  stock  ex- changes, is  a  fully  integrated  investment  firm  having  eight  offices  in  Canada and  a  subsidiary  in  New  York 
THE  POSITION 

Personnel  are  required  for  the  firm's  bond  and  money  market  opera- tions. Successful  candidates  will  undergo  a  training  programme  in  the  Bond Trading,  Short  Term,  and  Institutional  Sales  Departments 
THE  APPLICANT 

Graduotes,  preferably  with  Masters  degree,  in  Commerce  and  Finance, having  specialized  in  Money  and  Banking  or  Economics. 
For  More  Information  Visit  the  Placement  Office 

Second  Forum  Thursday 

By  LYN  OWEN 
The  second  U  of  T  Public Affairs  Forum  takes  place 

tomorrow  night  in  the  Hart House  debates  room.  It  will 
debate  Canadian  -  American 
relations. 

Last  month  the  Liberal 
Club  won  the  Forum  cam 
pus  election,  polling  557  of the  1,516  votes  cast  for  28 
seats.  The  New  Democratic 
Club  polled  489  votes  for  25 
seats.  Progressive  Conserva- tives gained  19  seats  for 
their  361  votes.  The  Com- munist Club  rated  two  seats 
for  46  votes. 
The  votes  cast  represent 

only  about  10  per  cent  of 
the  eligible  voters. 

The  Liberal  resolution 
proposes  a  rejuvenation  of 
NATO  as  an  effective  nu- 

clear force,  and  coordina- tion of  European  foreign 
aid  policies  outside  Europe. 
The  New  Democratic  re- 

solution seeks  to  stimulate 
and  protect  Canadian  indus- try and  economy,  and  to 
prohibit  international  un- ions. 
The  Progressive  Conser- vative resolution  takes  a 

moderate  stand  against  Ca- 
nada entering  the  Organiza- tion of  American  States. 

The  Communist  resolution 
deals  with,  the  establishment 
of  a  Canada-wide  power-grid, 
regulated  by  Federal  laws. 

SNCC  WORKER  TO  SPEAK  TONIGHT 

Stokely  Carmchael,  24- 
year-old  project  director  for 
the  Student  Non-violent  Co- 

ordinating Committee 
(SNCC),  will  discuss  his  ef- 

forts to  organize  indepen- 
dent political  parties  in  Ala- bama at  Hart  House  tonight. 

Carmichael,  a  graduate  of 
Howard  University,  has  been 
working  in  Lowndes  Coun- 

ty, Alabama,  since  last  sum- mer. Previously  he  was  a 

project  director  in  Missis- sippi. 

Carmichael  and  others  are 
organizing  the  independent 
groups  because  they  feel  the Democratic  and  Republican 
parties  cannot  be  reformed from  within. 

They  hope  to  field  candi- dates in  the  1966  elections. 
Born  in  Trinidad,  Car- 

michael came  to  the  United 
States  at  the  age  of  11.  While 
in  university  he  participated 
in  freedom  rides.  After  gra- duation he  turned  down  a 
scholarship  and  joined 
SNCC  in  the  South. 

Top  Epstein  award  not  given None  of  the  entries  in  the 
latest  Norma  Epstein  na- tional writing  competition 
was  awarded  the  $1,000  top 

prize.  . The  largest  prize  awarded totalled  $200.  It  went  to 
University  of  British  Colum- bia student  Rona  Haddon 
for  her  submission  of  poetry. 
U  of  T  student  Gerald 

Noonan  (SGS)  was  awarded 
one  of  six  honorable  men- tions of  $100  for  his  entry 
of  a  novel. 
Former  U  of  T  student 

James  Nohrnberg  was 
awarded  a  $100  honorable 
mention   for  short  stories 

and  poetry.  He  now  is  study- 
ing at  Harvard. The  other  honorable  men- tions went  to  students  at 

the  Universities  of  Western 
Ontario,  British  Columbia, 
Montreal,  and  Bishops  Uni- 
versity. 

The  national  Norma  Ep- 
stein competition  is  held 

biennially  and  is  open  to 
undergraduates  and  gradu- ate students  at  all  Canadian 
universities  and  colleges. 

An  annual  Norma  Epstein 
creative  writing  competition 
is  open  to  University  College 
students.  These  awards, 
which  total  $1,000,  are  made in  the  spring. 

ADVISORY  BUREAU  HEAD  TO  SPEAK 

The  director  of  U  of  T's 
new  Student  Advsory  Bu- reau, Dr.  D.  J.  McCulloch, 
will  lecture  on  the  problems 
of  student  mental  health 
tomorrow  afternoon  in  Vic- 

toria College  Alumni  Hall. 
The  Bureau  was  set  up 

last  July  to  offer  direct 
counselling  to  students  who 
had  problems  not  serious 
enough  to  be  termed  mental 
illness,  to  coordinate  exist- 

ing counselling  facilities, and  to  undertake  research 
,nto  student  problems. 

Dr.  McCulloch  is  an  assis- 
tant professor  in  the  Facul- 

ty of  Medicine's  Psychiatry 
Department,  and  is  former 
director  of  the  out-patient 
clinic  at  the  Ontario  Hospi- tal on  Queen  St. 

His  lecture  is  the  first  in 
a  series  of  three  on  student 
mental  health. 

Elliot  Lake  conference  rescheduled 
A  Conference  on  urban 

renewal  to  be  held  in  Elliot 
Lake,  80  miles  east  of  Sault 
Ste.  Marie,  has  been  re- 

scheduled for  Dec.  26-30, 
Margaret  Sen  rand  (III 
SMC)  weekends  committee 
chairman  has  announced. 
Faculty  members  from 

Architecture,  Town  Plan- 
ning, Sociology,  Social 

Work,  Geography  and  Politi- 

cal Science  have  been  invited 
to  participate. Speakers  are  being  chosen 
to  relate  the  problem  of 
urban  renewal  to  the  largest 
number  of  fields  possible, 
Miss  Schrand  said. 

Applications  to  attend  the 
conference  are  being  ac- 

cepted in  the  SAC  office 
next  week.  The  registration 
fee  is  $30  plus  transporta- 
tion. 
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INTERFflC  ROUNDUP 

Lawyers  upset  PHE  14-10 By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
Law  Lords,  third  place  fi- nishers in  group  I  of  the  in- 

terfaculty  lacrosse  league came  up  with  their  best  per- formance of  the  year  to  win the  first  game  in  a  best  of three  series  for  the  Dafoe 
Trophy  —  a  14-10  win  over 
Physical  and  Health  Educa- 

tion. The  loss  for  PHE  was their  first  in  the  last  two 
years  of  competition. Don  Arthurs  was  again  the story  for  the  lawyers  as  he counted  eleven  of  the  four- 

teen goals  and  turned  in  a brilliant  two  way  perform- ance. Other  marksmen  for 
the  Lords  were  Gord  Ness, Dave  Fuller  and  John  Gil- fillan. 
Barry  Bartlett,  John  Dale and  Chris  Rudge  were  the 

best  of  the  losing  Phys-ed men  with  three  goals  apiece while  Jim  McEIroy  added  a singleton  to  complete  the scoring. 
PHE  A  had  previously gained  the  right  to  enter the  final  with  a  semi-final 

9-5  victory  over  PHE  B. Gary  Deering  and  Dale  were 
the  big  guns  in  this  game as  they  each  scored  three times  while  teammates  Mike 
Wright  and  Wally  Stelmacb added  a  pair  and  a  singleton respectively.  Moose  Klimas 
was  tops  for  the  losers  with 
two  goals  while  Stan  Fisher, John  Coults  and  Don  Alex 
ander  each  scored  once. 
Law  won  their  finals' 

berth  with  an  11-8  decision 
over  SMC  A.  Don  Arthurs 
with  four  goals  was  the 
pace-setter  for  Law  while 
Gord  Ness  and  Brian  Ken- 

nedy each  chalked  up  a  hat 
trick  and  Gary  Grierson 
counted  a  single  tally. 
Bruce  and  Russ  Ferguson 

with  four  and  three  goals 
respectively  and  Joe  O'Con- 

nor and  John  Herrington 
with  one  apiece  accounted 
for  the  scoring  for  the  los. ing  Irish. 
In  the  intermediate  divi- 

sion of  the  playoffs,  UC  II 
gained  a  spot  in  the  finals 
with  a  close  4-3  win  over 
Engineering  II. 
Ken  Fisher,  Bill  Hall, Steve  Seon  and  Hans  Tanl- 

memagi  each,  scored  once  to 
lead  the  well-balanced  UC 
attack  while  Robin  Loudon 
counted  all  three  goals  for 
the  losing  engineers. 

SOCCER 
Trinity  A  and  Vic  I  proved 

that  the  flip  of  the  coin 
by  no  means  restricted 
intercollegiate  football.  Af- 

ter playing  to  two  scoreless 
ties  in  their  quarter-finals 
match,  Vic  I  proceeded  to 
the  semi's  by  winning  the coin-tossing  contest. 
They  then  went  on  to  win 

their  semi-final  game Rich  Senior  scored  three 
goals  to  lead  the  way  in  a 
4-2  victory  over  Trinity  B. 
Dennis  Mildon  added  a  sing- leton for  the  winners  while 
Derwyn  Sangster  counted 
both  goals  for  Trinity. 

Vic's  opponents  will  be undefeated  Sr.  Engineering 

who  entered  the  finals  by virtue  of  a  4-0  win  over  St. Mike's  B. 
Garth  Rothwell  led  the 

engineers  who  won  their ninth  straight  this  year  with two  while  Bernie  Deabreu and  Oli  Cajanek  each  scored once  to  round  out  the scoring. 
The  final  between  Vic  and Engineering  will  be  played this  afternoon  at  Trinity field  at  12:30  p.m.  because 

of  the  poor  condition  of  the 
playing  surface  at  Varsity Stadium. 

RUGGER 

PHE  A  won  this  year's edition  of  the  interfaculty division  one  rugger  cham- 
pionship with  an  8-5  victory over  Trinity  A. 

Arnie  Carefoote  and  John Rumble  each  scored  a  try 
for  the  winning  Hart  House men  while  Terry  Rumsey 
added  a  single  convert. 

Bill  Sinclair  was  a  one 
man  show  for  Trinity  as  he 
scored  a  try  and  a  convert 
to  account  for  all  the scoring. 

sk,ERS;W0MEN'S  mm  ASSOCIATION 
Benson  Building.  December  l,ot  5:15  m  the  Lecture  Room, 
VOLLEYBALL  REPRESENTATIVES 

Sece'Z;",  oh,^B00rpdmROOm  <*  ,he  <"™°"  Wednesdoy 

SPORTS  SCHEDULES  -  WEEK  OF  DEC.  6th HOCKEY 

Mon.,    Dec.  6 

Tues.,  Dec. 

ARNOLD 

EDINBOROITGH 

editor  of  "Saturday  Night" 
speaks  on: 

SHAKESPEARE  and  the 
MODERN  WORLD 

Wed.  Dec.  1  at  5:  U.C.  106 

12.30    PHE.  B 
'30  Eng. XII 
6  30  St.  M.  6 
7.30  Wye 
9.00  PHE.  C 
i-oo  Vic.  i 
4.00  Emmon 
6.30  Innis  II 7.30  New  II 
9.00  Vic.  VI 

12.30 
1.30 4.00 
6.30 
7.30 9.00 

Representatives  of 

THE 

International  Nickel  Company OF  CANADA  LIMITED 

Will  visit  the  University  to  discuss  Summer  Employ- ment with  3rd  year  students  in 

ENGINEERING 

•  MINING 

•  METALLURGICAL 
•  CHEMICAL 
•  ELECTRICAL 

•  MECHANICAL 

and 

CHEMISTRY 

Also  interviews  for  Summer  Employment  will  be  held 
with  2nd,  3rd,  4th  year  and  post-groduate  students  in 

GEOLOGY 

and 

GEOPHYSICS 

On  December  9  and  10 

We  invite  you  to  arrange  an  interview  through  the University  Placement  Office 
581  Spadina  Avenue 

THE 

International  Nickel  Company OF  CANADA  LIMITED 
COPPER  CLIFF,  ONTARIO 

U.C.  II 
St.  M.  E 
St.  M.  A Vic.  VIII 

Wye 
Doc.    9    12.30  Eng.  XIII 4.00  Tritl.  C 6.30  New  I 

Dec.  10    12.30  Scorboro 1.30  U.C.I 
5.30  St  M.  F 

vs 

if-  Eng. 
Porker,  Starr 

vs 

Eng.  XVI Parker,  Starr Pharm.  A 
Hanna,  Ccngorle 

Arch 
Honno,  Cengarle 

vs 

Dent.  B 
Hanna,  Cengarle 

Sr.  Eng 

Speycr,  Wilson U.C.  IV Rumble,  Chamberlain For.  B 
Jones,  Richardson 

vs 

Pharm.  B 
Jones,  Richardson 

Music 

Jones,  Richardson 

For.  A Awrey,  Greene Eng. IX Awrey,  Greene 
Vic.X 

Morgan,  Stroud 
PHE.  A 

Rutherford,  Carson Med.  C Rut  he  ford,  Carson 

Knox 

Rutherford,  Carson 
Eng.  XVII Chandler,  Parn 
Vic.  VII 

Percy,  Ransom 
vs 

Innis Hicks,  Harris 
Arch 

Butler,  Hemphill Law  1 Butler,  Hemphill 

vs 

Eng.X 
Appleron,  Prole 

BASKETBALL  —  INTERFACULTY  LEAGUE 1.00 
4.00 

U.C.  1 
Arch.  A vs    Sr.  Eng. 

vs    St.  M.  B 
Gartley.  Coplan 
Chuich,  Pcorlmon 6.30 

7.30 St.  M.  A PHE.  1 vs    Med.  A 
vs    Pharm.  A 

Richie,  Sternberg 
Richie,  Sternberg 

1.00 
6.30 
7.30 

PHE.  II 
St.  M.  B Dent.  A 

vs    Trin.  A 
vs    Med.  B vs    Innis  1 

Chapnick,  Chuch Shepherd,  Caplan 
Shepherd,  Caplan 

1.00 
6.30 
7.30 

Law  A Med.  A 
PHE.  II 

vs    Jr.  Eng. 
vs    Sr.  Eng. 
vs    New  1 

Mockford,  Neid'e Epstein,  Ingle 
Epstein,  Ingle 

1  00 Trin  A vs    Vic.  II Neidre,  Slovens 

SQUASH 6.20  Vic 7  00  Dent 

1 .00  Sr.  SPS 4.20  LowC 
7.00  Law  A 

I  00  Innis 6  20    St.  M. 
7  00     Trin.  B 

Trin.  A Trip.C 
Med.  A 

Knox 
Eng.  II Med.  B 

Med.  C 

Note — The  Squash  Schedule  will  resume  Tues.,  Jan.  1 1 

FREE 
Fridays,  that  is,  to  all  subscribers,  in  fact  everyone 
attending  the  U  of  T  BLUES  HOCKEY  GAMES  at 
Varsity  Arena  .  .  .  immediately  offer  the  game  .  . 
music  provided. 
P.S.:  Bring  your  skates. 

IT'S  A  SKATING  PARTY 
SPONSORED  BY  THE  BLUE  I  WHITE  SOCIETY 

25%  DISCOUNT ON  ALL  JEWELLERY  PURCHASES 
Including  all  branded  Wotches,  A- 1  Quality  Diamonds,  Silverware, Lighters,  Wallets,  Pens  and  Pencils,  Radios,  Clocks,  Costume Jewellery,  etc.,  etc.  You  must  have  your  A.T.L.  card  when  making 
a  purchase. 

SHEFFIELD  JEWELLERS DIAMOND  MERCHANTS 
123  YONGE  ST.  (S  doori  above  Dundail  EM.  0-3324,  EM.  .-4122 
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HOWLETT  MVP FEIDLER  TOP  LINEMAN 

Giachino  leading  rookie 

Al  Giachino,  Varsity  Blues 
outstanding  interior  line- backer has  been  selected 
rookie  of  the  year  in  the 
Senior  Intercollegiate  Foot- 

ball League. 
Giachino  is  a  graduate  of 

Oakwood  Collegiate  who 
played  one  season  of  junior 
varsity  and  one  season  of 
intramural  football  before 
joining  Blues. 
He  has  another  year  to 

complete  for  his  Bachelor 
of  Physical  and  Health  Edu- cation degree.  Fullback  Pete 
Hewlett  and  tackle  Dick 
Feidler,  the  only  McGill  Red- 
men  selected  as  all-star  this 
season  won  the  other  two 
S1HL  individual  awards. 

Howlett  won  the  Omega 
trophy  as  the  league's  most valuable  player  and  Feidler 
was  voted  lineman  of  the 

J  ear. Howlett,  in  his  third  sea- son with  McGill  was  second 
in  league  rushing  with  412 
yards  and  a  4.6-yard  aver- 

age and  also  played  defen- sive end. 
He     was  overwhelming 

AL  GIACHINO 

choice  as  the  SIFL  all-star fullback. 
A  23-year-old  Montrealer, 

he  has  one  season  remaining 
before  completing  his  Law 
course.  He  formerly  starred 
with  Loyola  of  Montreal  be- fore going  to  McGill. 

Feidler,  25,  has  been  an  all- 
star  in  each  of  his  four  sea- 

sons and  three  times,  includ- 
ing this  year,  was  selected  on 

both  offence  and  defence. 
A  native  of  Erie,  Pa.,  the 
6  foot  2,  225-pound  tackle 
graduates  in  the  spring  from 
McGill's  School  of  Dentistry. 
Most  valuable  player  is 

chosen  by  the  league's  play- ers. Lineman  and  rookie  of 
(he  year  selections  were 
made  in  a  poll  of  sportswrit- ers  and  coaches.  This  is  the 
first  season  for  the  latter 
:wo  awards. 

Runny  Parker  wins  Copp 
Ranny  Parker,  a  defensive 

standout  for  Varsity  in  four 
seasons,  has  been  named 
1965  winner  of  the  Johnny 
Copp  trophy. 
The  award  goes  to  the 

Varsity  football  player  who, 
by  his  sportsmanship,  char- 

acter and  ability  is  adjudged 
most  valuable  by  his  team- mates. 
The  trophy  is  presented 

in  memory  of  Johnny  Copp, 
a  former  Varsity  player  who 
died  in  1933  while  defend- 

ing his  home  against  a 
prowling  gunman. 

Parker,  22,  5  foot  11,  210 
pounds,  joined  Blues  in  1961 
as  a  freshman  from  Univer- 

sity of  Toron He  saw  reg 
to  Schools. 
;ular  action  al 

RANNY  PARKER 

linebacker  in  his  rookie 
season  and  the  following 
year,  1 962,  was  named  to the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Football  League  all  -  star team. 

In  1963  he  was  academi- 
cally ineligible  and  missed most  of  last  season  with  a 

leg  injury. 
This  year  he  played  both 

corner  and  interior  line- 
backer and  also  filled  in 

at  offensive  guard  when needed. 
A  fourtlvyear  Architecture 

student,  Parker  has  one 
year  to  play  before  graduat- ing. 

hockey  preview 
By  RICK  KOLLINS 

OQAA  Publicity  Director 
Toronto  Varsity  Blues  and  Montreal 

Carabins  must  once  again  be  rated  favor- 
ites for  the  Queen's  Cup  on  the  eve  of the  1965-66  Senior  Intercollegiate  Hockey 

League  season.  Blues  finished  first  last 
year  with  a  15-1  record  and  Carabins  were 
second  with  13-3  before  going  on  to  win 
the  Queen's  Cup  in  post-season  playoffs. Both  Blues  and  Carabins  have  most  of 
their  1964-65  rosters  intact. 
Western  Mustangs,  a  surprising  third- 

place  finisher  in  their  first  SIHL  season, 
should  once  again  be  battling  the  leaders. 

TORONTO  VARSITY  BLUES 
J964-65  Record:  15-1-0  (1st  place) Coach:  Tom  Watt 

Only  three  regulars  are  missing  from 
last  year's  team,  rated  one  of  the  strong- est ever  to  play  in  the  SIHL.  Freshman 
coach  Tom  Watt,  who  replaces  Joe  Kane, 
can  look  to  brothers  Steve  and  Hank 
Monteith,  Ward  Passi,  Gorcl  Cunningham 
and  former  Marlboro  junior  ace  Paul 
Laurent  for  most  of  his  scoring  punch. 
Newcomers  are  John  Wrigley  ,a  goal- 
tender  from  University  of  New  Bruns- 

wick, and  Laurent.  Back  after  a  season's 
absence  is  Bob  Awrey,  a  second-team 
all-star  defenceman  in  1963-64. 

MONTREAL  CARABINS 
1964-65  Record:  13-3-0  (2nd  place) Coach:  Dr.  Yvan  Dion 

Scoring  stars  Jean  Cusson  and  Gilles 
Lefort  and  diminutive  Andre  Boucher  are 

gone  but  returning  players  include  all- star  defenceman  Jean-Jacques  Granger, 
second-team  all-star  centre  Ghislain  De- 
lage,  goal-tender  Rolland  Poitras  and  for- wards Pierre  Lacoste,  J.  L.  Mongrain  and 
Jocelyn  Cote.  Top  newcomers  are  for- wards Robert  Landreville  and  Maurice 
Richard  Jr.  and  returning  after  a  season 
of  ineligibility  is  blue  line  star  Denis Tressider. 

Western  Mustangs 
7964-65  Record:  11-4-1  (3rd  place) 
Coach:  Ron  Watson 

The  league's  top  defensive  team  of  1964- 65  still  has  all-star  goaltender  Gary  Bon- 
ney  and  defencemen  Pete  Kelly  and  Walt 
Winnik.  Returning  forwards  include  Lar- 

ry Babcock,  Reg  Higgs,  Don  Guthrie  and 
John  Heslop.  Top  newcomers  in  addition 
to  coach  Watson,  are  All-American  for- 

ward Jerry  Knightly  (Rennsalaer),  goal- 
tender  Ray  Reeson  (London  Jr.  B)  and 
defenceman  Bill  L'Heureux,  son  of  the former  Western  coach. 

QUEEN'S  GOLDEN  GAELS 
1964-65  Record:  8-6-2  (4th  place) 
Coach:  Bill  Colvin 
Gaels  will  miss  forward  John  Van 

Brunt,  second-leam  all-star  net-minder 
Elwin  Derbyshire  and  defenceman  Mur- 

ray Mitchell.  But  back  again  are  all-star 
centre  Bob  Pond  (third  in  league  scor- 

ing), winger  Larry  Jones  (fourth  in  all- 
time  SIHL  scoring)  and  defenceman Ernie  Benn. 

(This  is  the  first  of  a  two  part  series 
previewing  the  SIHL.) 

from  the 

cheap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 

DALT  WHITE 

WHILE  WE'RE  GIVING  AWARDS 
The  1965  Senior  Intercollegiate  football  season  has  been 

written  into  the  record  books  with  Varsity  Blues  as  Yates 
Cup  winners.  Many  of  the  players  have  received  awards for  their  outstanding  individual  excellence. 

Ranny  Parker  who  missed  the  all-star  team  has  been- 
voted  for  the  Johnny  Copp  trophy  by  his  teammates.  Gerry 
Sternberg  has  won  the  Teddy  Morris  trophy  as  the  out- 

standing player  in  the  College  Bowl  and  has  signed  a  con- 
tract to  play  with  Montreal  Alouettes  —  a  team  that  knows 

he  can  play  offence.  Al  Giachino  has  been  named  rookie 
of  the  year.  And  several  more  gained  all-star  ranking.   

All  in  all  is  has  been  a  highly  satisfying  year  for  Blues 
and  their  followers.  In  football,  it  is  difficult  to  single  out 
one  man  and  say  he  is  responsible  for  victory  or  defeat.  Yet, in  defeat,  one  man  always 

bears  the  brunt  of  criticism. 

That  person  is  the  coach. 
The  man  who  is  always  be- 

ing second  guessed,  told  how  ' to  run  his  team  by  persons 
who  think  they  know  more, 
even  though  they  only  see 
the  team  for  two  and  a  half 
hours  each  week  of  the  sea- 
son. When  the  team  wins  the 
coach  .  tries  to  direct  the 
praise  to  his  players  and 
rightly  so.  But  no  one  will 
doubt  that  the  contribution 

the  coach  makes  to  his  team  is  a  great  one.  So  amidst  all 
the  praise  deservedly  heaped  on  Varsity  Blues  after 
their  Yates  Cup  and  Vanier  Cup  victories  let  us  not  for- 

get Dalt  White,  the  man  who  put  this  team  together  and nurtured  it  to  a  successful  season. 

STATUE  OF  LIBERTY  AND  HOT  POTATO 

Pre-season  publicity  indicated  Blues  had  a  power-  pack- 
ed squad  which  would  have  little  trouble  winning  its  first 

Yates  Cup  since  1958.  Yet  the  team  playing  the  first  game 
of  the  season  hardly  resembled  the  one  playing  the  last. 

Blues  suffered  injuries  to  10  key  men  including  such 
standouts  as  Dave  Church,  Al  Giachino  and  Mike  Gray.  But 
coach  Dalt  White  kept  digging  into  his  large  supply  of  re- 

serves and  juggling  his  lineup  to  keep  Blues  in  contention. 

Many  wondered  at  Blues'  erratic  performance  as  they looked  like  champions  one  week  and  also-rans  the  next. 
But  it  was  only  in  the  last  four  games  of  the  year  that 
White  had  basically  the  same  team  to  work  with.  It  is  not 
surprising  therefore,  that  Blues  won  three  of  these  four 
games  including  the  Yates  Cup  plavoff  and  the  College Bowl. 

And  let's  give  coach  White  credit  for  producing  an  of- fence that  was  imaginative  and  exciting  to  watch. 
It  would  have  been  much  easier  to  play  two  bucks 

and  a  punt  football  but  White  decided  the  spectators  de- 
served something  better. 

The  intricate  offence  took  a  little  longer  to  jell  but 
when  it  did  it  was  virtually  unstoppable.  Blues  were  sup- 

posed to  be  a  team  that  could  win  only  when  the  field 
conditions  and  weather  were  perfect,  but  the  Mud  Bowl 
for  the  Vanier  Cup  proved  White  made  no  mistake  in  in- 

stalling the  offence  of  the  statue  of  liberty  and  the  hot 

potato. White  did  what  many  coaches  in  Canadian  football 
failed  to  accomplish  this  year  —  he  produced  a  team 
which  was  exciting  to  watch  and  won  every  game  it  had 
to.  There  is  little  more  can  be  asked  of  a  coach. 

LEFTOVERS:  Gerry  Sternberg's  decision  to  sign  with Montreal  Alouettes  was  prompted  by  a  number  of  factors 
among  them  a  very  good  contract  and  an  opportunity  to 
play  on  offence,  .  .  .  Toronto  Argonauts  never  approached 
Sternberg  .  .  .  The  Senior  Intercollegiate  Basketball  Lea- 

gue begins  play  tonight  when  Western  plays  at  Guelph,  a 
new  entry  in  the  circuit  .  .  .  Blues  play  their  first  league 
game  Dec.  1 1  at  McMaster. 
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Grad  situation  criticized 
The  financial  resources 

and  "wholly  unsatisfactory" accommodation  available  for 
graduate  students  at  U  of 
T  received  strong  criticism 
in  a  report  released  today 
by  the  President's  Commit- tee on  the  School  of  Gradu- 

ate Studies. 
The  11-man  committee, 

under  the  chairmanship  of 
Mr.  Justice  Bora  Laskin  of 
the  Ontario  Supreme  Court, 
a  former  U  of  T  law  profes- 

sor, was  established  by  Pre- 
sident- Bissell  in  December, 

1963. 
Besides  recommending 

that  the  housing  situation  be 
dealt  with  "at  once  on  a 
large  and  imaginative  scale," the  committee  suggested 
that  increased  fellowship 
support  should  be  available 
for  all  graduate  students. 

The  committee  praised  the 
principle  behind  the  present 
Province  of  Ontario  grants 
(up  to  $2,000  per  year)  and 
urged  "that  the  scheme should  be  expanded  without 
delay." It  recommended  grants  of 
$2,500  for  single  graduate 
students,  $3,000  for  married 
students  without  depend- 

ents, and  $4,000  for  married 
students  with  dependents. 

The  housing  recommenda- tions of  the  committee  were 
based  on  the  findings  of  a 
survey  conducted  by  the 
School  of  Graduate  Studies. 

This  survey  revealed  what 
the  committee  called  a 
"dismal  picture." 

At  present  the  university 
provides  housing  for  only 
140  single  male  graduate 
students  and  30  single  fe- 

male graduate  students. 
Current  enrolment  in  the 

graduate  school  is  about 
2,700  of  whom  about  half 
are  married. 

If  single,  a  graduate  stu- dent pays  an  average  of  $103 
per  month  for  an  apartment 
2.5  miles  from  the  univer- 

sity. If  married  he  pays  an 
average  of  $145  per  month 
for  an  apartment  4.5  miles 

from  the  campus,  or  is  com- 
pelled to  buy  a  home  "he does  not  wish  at  a  price  he 

cannot  afford,"  the  report stated. 
The  committee  also  had 

some  criticism  to  make  of 
university  library  facilities. 

It  said  the  U  of  T  library 
is  unable   to   compete,  v 
many  cases,  with  institu- tions in  the  United  States 
or  Canada.  The  committee 
recommended  the  establish- ment of  a  separate  category 
for  professional  librarians; 
to  stop  "a  steady  draining 
away  of  trained  personnel. 
See  "President's",  page  18 

REPORT  SUPPORTS  OPEN  EVENINGS  BID 
The  report  of  the  Laskin  Committee  on  the  School  of 

Graduate  Studies  supports  the  efforts  of  the  Graduate 
Students  Union  (GSU)  to  keep  its  building  open  during  the evenings. 

The  committee  stated  that  it  approved  the  intention 
of  the  GSU  to  "negotiate  with  SAC  for  an  annual  grant 
reflecting  that  portion  of  the  $8  SAC  fee  which  is  expended 
on  matters  not  of  interest  to  graduate  students." In  the  event  of  unsuccessful  negotiations  on  this  matter, 
the  committee  suggested  that  the  alternatives  of  withdraw- 

ing from  SAC  (with  provision  of  contributing  to  SAC- sponsored  activities  which  interest  graduate  students),  or 
increasing  the  present  $2  GSU  fee,  should  be  considered. 

The  Laskin  committee  also  recommended  that  the  GSU 
be  permitted  to  apply  for  a  liquor  licence,  and  that  early 
arrangements  be  made  to  provide  it  with  larger  premises. 

(Plans  now  are  being  discussed  for  the  construction  of 
a  graduate  complex.  These  include  residences,  an  SGS 
administrative  building  and  a.  permanent  union  for  graduate students.) 

UC  Lit  may  give  birth  control  info 

The  University  College  Lit- 
erary and  Athletic  Society 

Council  may  start  distribut- 
ing birth  control  informa-_ tion.  The  Council  decided 

last  week  to  investigate  the 
problems  involved  in  estab- 

lishing such  a  program. 
(See  page  4  for  a  state- 

ment from  the'Lit  Council). President  Daniel  Cooper 
(IV  UC)  told  The  Varsity 
last  night  that  the  Lit  "does not  want  to  go  out  of  its 

way  to  be  controversial 
He  declined  to  speculate 

on  the  details  of  any  pro- 
posed program.  "They  are 

not  up  to  me  but  to  the  Lit," he  said. 
See  "Birth-,"  page  17 
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The  medsmen  come  to  spray  the  engineers  yesterday  at  the  Electrical  building.  Their 
Plan  to  disinfect  the  building  and  its  occupants  was  not  looked  upon  with  tavor  By  rne „..!.„„■  Rrure  Force  Committee.  A  great  deal  of  water  changed  hands  as  a  result.  The 

e"?ire  fncident  is  rumored  to  be  a  plot  to  publicize  D  A  F  F  Y  D  I  L,  the  medsmen's  show, 
which  opens  Dec.  T4  at  Hart  House. 

McGILL  VOT
ES  'NO' 

MONTREAL  (CUP) — Stu- dents at  McGill  University 
have  voted  by  a  narrow 
margin  to  reject  member- ship in  the  Union  Generale des  Etudiants  de  Quebec (UGEQ). 

In  a  referendum  Wednes- 
day, 2,548  students  voted  in favor  of  membership  in  the 

nationalistic  French-speak- 
ing union,  while  2,859  voted 

against  it. 
McGill  was  admitted  to 

UGEQ  at  the  union's  recent congress  at  Quebec  City, 
with  the  provision  that  it 
withdraw  from  the  bilingual 
national  Canadian  Union  of 
Students. 
The  validity  of  the  refe- rendum has  been  challenged 

because  one  poll  ran  out  of 
ballots  and  some  of  the  stu- dents were  unable  to  vote. 
The  referendum  was  the 

climax  of  a  month-long  bit- 
ter and  passionate  fight  be- 

tween the  pro-UGEQ  stu- dent leaders  led  by  student 
council  president  Sharon 
Sholzberg,  and  anti-UGEQ student  groups. 
Reaction  to  the  UGEQ 

vote  followed  quickly  after 
the  results  were  made known. 

Lionel  Chetwynd  a  leader 
of  the  anti-UGEQ  faction  at 
McGill  commented:  "It  is 
significant  that  the  margin 
of  victory  was  obviously  in 
the  graduate  and  profession- al faculties.  This  may  mean 
that  the  greatest  single  is- sue in  UGEQ  was  student 
syndicalism  and  not  the  Ca- nadian Union  of  Students  or 

language." 
A  press  released  signed  by 

the  UGEQ  executive  several 

— photo  by  JULIAN  LEBENSOLD 
SHARON  SHOLZBERG 

hours  after  the  polls  closed 
read:  "Our  friends  at  Mc- Gill had  the  choice  between 

participating  with  all  the  in- tellectual workers  to  build 
a  new  society  in  Quebec  — and  isolation.  They  chose  to 
isolate  hemselves. 
"We  will  build  the  new  so- 

ciety without  McGill  be- 
cause that  is  their  wish,"  the statement  continued. 

Ken  Cadatoff,  external 
vice  president  of  the  McGill 
student  council  said  he  un- derstood that  separatists  at See  "Vote,"  page  3 

Bladen  shifts  on  fees 
PETERBOROUGH  —  Dean 

V.  W.  Bladen  has  changed 
his  stand  on  tuition  fees. 
But  it's  change  in  the 

wrong  direction  for  most 
university  students. 
Bladen  said  here,  Wed- 

nesday tbat  he  believed  tui- tion fees  should  be  doubled. 
"I  think  we  made  a  mista- 

ke," he  said  of  his  recent  re- 
port on  the  financing  of 

higher  education,  which  re- commended a  hold-the-line 
policy  on  fees.  We  did  not 
have  the  courage  of  our  con- 

victions," he  said. 
He  also  suggested  that students  should  be  getting 

five  times  more  aid  than 
they  are  currently  getting, 
but  a  part  of  this  should  be 
in  the  form  of  loans. 

Patrick  Keniff,  president 
of  the  Canadian  Union  of 
Students,  commented  on 
Bladen's  change  of  stand: 
"By  questioning  the  coura- 

ge of  his  own  convictions, Mr.  Bladen  has  cast  doubt 
on  the  validity  of  his  whole 

commission  report." Keniff  said  he  hopes  this 
will  give  impetus  to  the  As- sociation of  Universities 
and  Colleges  in  Canada 
(AUCC)  to  re-evaluate  the brief  which  they  submitted 
to  the  government,  in  light 
of  the  fact  that  this  brief 

was  based  on  Mr.  Bladen's recommendations. 
"Now  that  Mr.  Bladen  has 

cast  doubt  on  the  sincerity 
of  his  own  report,"  Keniff said,  "surely  the  AUCC  will dissociate  itself  from  the 
Bladen  Report  on  the 
grounds  that  its  principle author  favors  a  regressive 
solution  to  the  problems  of 
financing  higher  educa- 

tion." 

Bladen  based  his  policy 
change  on  the  ground  that 
educationists  generally  un- derestimated the  cost  of 
education  in  discussion  with 
the  commission  while  it 
was  making  its  survey. 

Universities  should  be 
getting  100  per  cent  of  the 
cost  of  necessities  from  gov- 

ernment and  students,  with 
extras  paid  by  donations,  he said. 

Bladen  said  addtional  in- come should  also  come  from a  minimum  one  per  cent  of 
the  annual  income  of  alum- ni—more than  twice  what 
the  university  now  is  get- 

ting from  this  source. 
He  added  that  the  affluent universities  in  Canada  need 

an  immediate  10  per  cent 
increase  in  revenue  to  make 
up  for  present  inadequacies, 
while  the  Maritime  univer- 

sities need  a  25  per  cent  in- 
crease. 



BLOOR  STREET 

UNITED  CHURCH 
300  BLOOR  ST.  WEST 

11.00  a.m. 
The  Sacrament  of  Life 

DR.  E.  M.  HOWSE 

7.00  p.m. 
The  Sin  of  Sobriety 
REV.  D.  A.  GILLIES 

HOLY  COMMUNION 
AT  BOTH  SERVICES 

CAMPUS  CLUB  following  the 
Evening  Service.  THE  VERY 
REV.  JAMES  R.  MUTCHMOR 
will  foce  o  panel  of  students. 

Walmer  Road 

Baptist  Church 
(1  block  North  and  West  of Spodino  and  Bloor) 

WELCOMES  STUDENTS 

B:  IS 
SUNDAY 

'This  Gracious  Gift" 
"The  Miraculous" 'Talk  Back" — Young People 

Young  Peoples'  Groups Monday  8  p.m.     -     Friday  8  p.m 
Ministers: 

DR.  R.  S.  DUNN 
REV.  W.  R.  WOOD 

UNIVERSITY 
LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 610 

Spodina  Ave. 
(Opp.  New  College) 

1)  a.m.:  Holy  Communion 
7:15  p.m.:  Student  Club Wednesday  6  p.m. 

Advent  Service 

Trinity  United  Church  | 
427  Bloor  St.  W.  at  Walmer  Rd. 

REV.  J.  ROBERT  WATT, 
B.A.,  B.D.,  Minister 

"holy  communion 
Meditation:  "The  Surprised 

King  Who  Missed  Christmas" 2nd  in  Advent  Series 
'The  Surprises  of  Christmas" 7:30  p.m. 
LOOKING  INTO  THE 

MANGER" 
8:30  p.m. 

Trinity  Young  Adults  — Guests:  The  Young  People  from 
St.  Paul's  Anglican  Church Discussion  Topic: 
'Church  Union" 

All  Students  Invited 

It's  not  always  somewhere  else 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
i  Bloor  cor) v.  .!?*  ."J/  PEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  ORIVE (2  Blocks  North  of  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  stop  Cost  of  Ycnac  < MINISTER: 

REV.  EOIN  5.  MACKAY,  M.A. 
11  A.M.  PUBLIC  WORSHIP 

Celebration  of  the  Sacrament  of  the  Lords  Supper 
A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS. 

LITTLE 

TRINITY 
EVANGELICAL ANGLICAN  ■ 

Services  at  11  a.m.  to  7  p  m Minister:  REV.  H.S.D.  ROBINSON Associate:  REV.  T.  HARPUR 
11  A.M. 

HOLY  COMMUNION 
REV.  T.  HARPUR 

REV.  HARRYMROBINSON  | GUEST  SERVICE 425  KING  ST.  E. 

UNION  CARBIDE 

CANADA  LIMITED 

Interviewing  for  1966  graduates  in  Commerce 
FRIDAY,  DECEMBER  10th 

for  positions  in  Financial  Departments and  Industrial  Relations. 
Complete  description  of  positions  ot the  Placement  Office. 

Our  Representative:  E.  L.  Veitch 

SUPERB  DINING 
AT  MODERATE  PRICES 

AT  THE 

CHEZ  PAREE 
WHERE 

SIR  CHARLES 
THOMPSON 

Swings  Nightly 
from  9  p.m.  at  the 
Piano  and  Organ 

CHEZ  PAREE 
(Across  from  Varsity  Stadium) 

220  BLOOR  W.      WA  1-3438 
FREE  PARKING 

FULLY  LICENSED 

"ATTENTION" 
VARSITY  STUDENTS 

!20%!  DISCOUNT 

on  presentation  of  ATL  card 

DOWNTOWN  DISCOUNT  DRUGS 227  YONGE  STREET  (at  Shuter) ALSO  SAVE  ON  YOUR  PRESCRIPTIONS 

BABYSITTER  required  mornings.  Hour; to  suit.  Sussex  Avenue  922-2701. 
PLAY  SANTA!  Bring  a  gift  for  o  child Thursday,  Dec.  2,  and  Fridoy,  Dec  3 Collection  for  University  Settlement S.A.C.  office. 
FAST,  ACCURATE  thesis  typing.  Six 
years'  experience.  Coll  741-9526. 
WANTED,  girl  to  shore  large  room with  another  girl  in  on  S.C.M.  co-op. Living  costs  $50  per  month.  Call  925- 3049  after  5  p.m.,  Monday  through 
Friday. 

FURNISHED  room  in  large  apartment with  fireplace,  close  to  compus  to  r Coll  925-2076  after  4:30  pirn. 
WANTED,  one  female  resident  for mixed  co-op.  Willing  to  stay  through summer.  Call  532-8972  after  6  p.n 
1959   VOLKSWAGEN,  excellent  condi- tion,  completely  overhauled,  low  pric phone  WA.  3-7843  offer  6  p.m. 
EXPERIENCED  TYPIST  — -  Neoter  notes make  better  grades.  Typing  done  of essays,  notes,  factums,  theses,  accurate- ly ond  neatly.  Reasonable  rates.  Phone 

SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 
8,30  p.m.        December  5th        Great  Holl Hart  House  Music  Committee  presents  a 

CHRISTMAS  CONCERT BY  THE 

ST.  JAMES  CATHEDRAL  CHOIR NORMAN  HURRLE,  Director 
.      DOUGLAS  BODIE,  Organist 

This  year,  for  its  traditional  Christmas  concert,  the  Hart  House  Music  Com 

Tickets  available  from  the  Hall  Porter 
■   Ladies  may  be  invited  by  Members. 
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LONDON,  Ont.  (Special) 
—  The  belief  that  racial 

problems  are  always  "some- where else"  is  one  of  the 
great  fallacies  of  our  way  of 
thinking,  author  John  How- ard Griffin  told  a  conference 
on  racial  and  ethnic  discri- 

mination last  weekend  at 
the  University  of  Western 
Ontario. 

Griffin's  best-seller  Black 
Like  Me  related  his  experien- 

ces in  the  southern  United 
States  after  he  dyed  his  skin black. 

He  said  that  teaching 
white  children  to  love  the 
Negro  often  has  the  same 
result  as  teaching  them  to 
hate.  In  both  cases,  the 
white  children  are  taught 
that  the  Negro  is  "other". The  difficulty  arises  from 
thinking  white  rather  than 
thinking    human,    he  said. 
Mr.  Griffin  said  his  expe- 

riences as  a  "Negro"  showed 
him  that  he  was  discrimin- 

ated against  not  only  be- 
cause of  his  personal  quali- 

ties, but  only  because  of  his black  skin. 
Alan  Borovoy  of  the  Onta- rio Labour  Committee  for 

Human  Rights  pointed  out 
that  many  Canadians  believe 
there  is  no  discrimination 
in  Canada.  But  he  said  the 
problem  here  is  more  one 
of  apathy  and  indifference. Discrimination  is  allowed 
to  exist  because  the  "nice 
guy"  in  the  community  who 
is  against  discrimination would  rather  not  rock  the 
boat  when  difficulties  arise. 

He  said  that  in  Ontario  the 
law  is  used  as  an  instru- 

ment to  prevent  discrimina- 
tion. This  means  it  is  usual- 

ly effective  when  it  can  be 
used,  he  said,  because  most 
people  would  rather  play 
ball  than  bear  the  uncom- 

fortable publicity  that  re- 
sults from  legal  processes. 

Today,  Saturday,  Sunday 
Conference  on  community  affairs.  All  welcome  Alder- 

?™  nT  MokS  ,f "  Speak  on  P°v«-ty-  Applications  al 
SCM  Office,  Hart  House.  Camp  Norval,  Norval  Ont. 
Today,  9  a.m. -5  p.m. 

Gift  collection  for  University  Settlement  Children  All donations  gratefully  accepted.  SAC  office. Today,  1  p.m. 

Dept.  of  Geology  Films.  "The  Restless  Sea"  —  Walt Disney,  producer.  Rm.  128,  Mining  Bldg. 
Today,  1:20  pjn. 

First  Annual  Miss  Innis  College  Christmas  Card  Pageant Innis  College. 

Today,  9  p.m. 
Casual  Dance,  Graduate  Students  Union. 

Today,  9:30  p.m. 
Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox— campus  coffee  house— folk- smgmg  poetry,  jazz,  R&B.  This  week-Members  of  the  UC Folk  Club.  Admission  free. 

Saturday,  7  pjn. 

ISC  Hungarian  Country  Night.   Music,  food,  dancing Everyone  welcome.  ISC,  45  Willcocks  St. Saturday,  8  p.m. 

Pakistan  Students  Association's  annual  function.  Speech 

NuAi'ng        Speaker:  Mr'  J'  Wi">«*.  Cody  Hall,  School  of Saturday,  8  p.m. 

Forum  on  Sweden:  Middle  Way  or  Blind  Alley.  Spon- 

Kopyto  C1Ut-  32  Cedl  St   Speaks*:  Harrv Sunday,  3  p.m. 
First  concert  of  the  season  by  the  University  of  Toronto Concert  Band.  MacMillan  Theatre. 

Sunday,  7:30  pjn. 
Hillel  Variety  Night.  Jewish  Home  for  the  Aged. Sunday,  8  p.m. 

Ingmar  Bergman's  "Smiles  of  a  Summer  Night"  will  be shown  by  the  UC  Recreational  Committee.  Admission  35c. Refreshments  after  the  film.  Howard  Ferguson  Hall. Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 

u  iiHiliel  Film  Socie'y  Presents  "Anatomy  of  a  Murder" 

Hillel  House,  186  St.  George  St.  muraer  . 

V  of  T  RADIO  -  91.1  FM 
"""''  !:'5  '  2°.a  *•*  "f«  i"  P«c."  SO.,  to  S.,a„„,  Alabama ond  the  North  Polo.    With   Alan  Gold,  l„l  Kohm 

ond  Johanna  Gubbins.  •"'nm, 
leave  letters  and  publicity  in  Rm.  5,  UC 



This  is  Marti.  She  is  a  Folksinger.  (Review  11.) 



the  9 new  morality' 
—  in  action 

At  the  fall  convocation  last  Friday,  Dr.  James  A. 
Perkins,  the  president  of  Cornell  University,  had  some  harsh 
words  for  what  he  called  the  "new  student  morality." 

Dr.  Perkins  said  today's  university  students  believe 
nothing  is  immoral  as  long  as  it  is  done  in  private. 

"Discretion  hos  become  the  test  of  morality,"  he  said. 
The  standards  underlying  this  new  morality  were 

termed  superficial  by  Dr.  Perkins,  but  he  was  careful  to 
point  out  that  the  new  morality  was  learned  by  observation 
of  the  adult  world — and  that  it  was  unreasonable  to  expect 
the  student  to  put  up  with  a  double  stondard,  one  for  him- self and  another  for  adults. 

It  was  very  generous  of  Dr.  Perkins  to  point  out  that 
the  new  morality  had  its  origins  in  the  adult  world. 

It  was  timely  as  well. 
Just  this  week  university  students  have  seen  one  of 

Ontario's  public  figures  declore  that  his  abilities  as  a  poli- tician should  be  judged  on  his  political  record,  not  by  his 
personal  misdemeanors. 

Here  is  a  fine  example  of  what  Dr.  Perkins  was  dis- 
cussing— the  theory  that  one's  public  image  has  nothing 

whatever  to  do  with  one's  private  acts. 

more  from  new  students 

Students  at  the  University  of  Toronto  and  the  Univer- 
sity of  British  Columbia  have  recently  decided  to  challenge 

Canada's  birth  control  laws. 
The  Toronto  group's  project  is  especially  interesting because  the  UC  Lit  is  approaching  its  undertaking  in  a 

serious  manner,  and  has  carefully  studied  the  matter  be- 
fore even  making  public  what  it  was  doing. 
If  the  group  can  continue  what  Lit  president  Daniel 

Cooper  has  said  is  an  effort  to  avoid  sensationalism  the 
Lit's  project  may  turn  out  to  be  a  noteworthy  effort  to 
expose  the  inadequacies  of  Canada's  existing  birth  control legislation. 

Certainly  this  university,  as  a  place  of  free  enquiry, 
is  the  place  for  such  an  effort  to  be  made. 

And  although  there  will  undoubtedly  be  howls  from 
outraged  individuals  within  the  university  and  without,  and 
although  local  news  media  will  undoubtedly  get  as  much 
mileage  from  this  venture  as  they  can,  it  is  to  be  hoped 
that  the  Lit  will  come  up  at  its  next  meeting  with  a  pro- 

gram which  will  be  a  worthwhile  public  service. 
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UC  Lit  statement  on  birth  control 

At  its  last  meeting,  on 
Thursday,  Nov.  25,  the  UC 
Literary  and  Athletic  Socie- 

ty Council  passed  a  motion 
authorizing  the  establish- 

ment of  a  committee  to  in- 
vestigate the  feasibility  of 

setting  up  a  programme  on 
the  subject  of  birth  con- trol _  even  to  the  extent 
of  disseminating  birth  con- trol information. 

We  believe  we  can  no  lon- 
ger pretend  that  U  of  T  has 

no  problems  in  this  area. 
It  has  been  estimated  that 
up  to  80  girls  at  this  Uni- versity have  abortions  every 
year.  The  vast  majority  of 
these  abortions  are  perfor- 

med illegally,  and  it  may  be 
only  a  matter  of  time  till a  death  results.  Many  of 
these  cases  may  be  the  re- 

sult of  lack  of  information 
on  the  availability  of,  and 
relative  merits  of,  different 
means  of  birth  control. 

On  the  subject  of  disse- 
mination of  such  informa- 

tion, the  law,  to  say  the 
least,  is  somewhat  ambigu- 
ous: 

»    THE  CRIMINAL  CODE 
OF  CANADA  —  OFFENC- 

ES TENDING  TO 
RUPT  MORALS 
Section  150  (2)  (C) 

COR- Everyone  commits  an offence  who  knowingly 
without  lawful  justifica- tion or  excuse,  offers  to 
sell,  advertises,  publishes 
an  advertisement  of,  or 
has  for  sale  or  disposal 
any  means  instruction, 
medicine,  drug  or  article 
intended  or  represented 
as  a  method  of  prevent- 

ing conception,  or  causing abortion  or  miscarriage. 

.No  person  shall  be  con- 
victed of  an  offence  un- 

der this  section  if  he  es- 
tablishes that  the  public 

good  was  served  by  the acts  that  are  alleged  to 
constitute  the  offence  and 
that  the  acts  alleged  did 
not  extend  beyond  what served  the  public  good. 

For  the  purpose  of  this 
section  it  is  a  question  of 
law  whether  an  act  serv- 

ed the  public  good  and whether  there  is  evidence 
that  the  act  alleged  went 
beyond  what  served  the 
public  good,  but  is  a  que- stion of  fact  whether  the 

I   act  did  or  did  not  extend 
beyond  what  served  the 

|   public  good. 
G  For  the  purposes  of  this I  section  the  motives  of  an 
|   accused  are  irelevant. 
The  director  of  the  Plan- 

ned Parenthood  Association informs  us  that  she  has  yet 
to  find  a  lawyer  who  knows 
what  this  act  means! 

The  Health  Service,  becau- se of  university  policy,  is 
unable  to  give  birth  control 
information  except  to  mar- ried students  or  students 
about  to  be  married.  Yet  the 
university  is  an  educational 
institution,  which  should 
make  available  to  students 
all  knowledge  which  will  en- able them  to  make  intelligent 
and  enlightened  decisions 
about  matters  which  will  af- fect their  personal  lives. 

If  the  law  of  the  country 
prohibits  the  dissemination of  information  on  any  sphe- 

re of  life  which  affects 
young  people,  then  it  is  time the  law  was  changed  or 
challenged. 

Daniel  Cooper,  President  UC Lit 

Joey  Steiner,  Treasurer 

letters  to  the  editor 

man  is  emotional Sir: 

Wednesday's  Varsity  bemoans  the  fact 
that  the  university,  "a  stronghold  of  intellect 
rather  than  emotion,"  at  times  lets  emotion interfere  with  the  calm  workings  of  mother reason. 

Let  us  face  the  facts.  Man  is  an  emotion- 
al creature — almost  all  his  actions,  religious, 

political  and  even  philosophical  are  deter- 
mined by  it.  The  time  has  come  for  the 

university  as  well  as  society  to  recognize 
this  fact,  for  until  we  do  we  will  be  unable 
to  deal  effectively  with  the  problems  that 
confront  us. 

In  a  recent  Varsity  article,  Allan  Kamin 
tells  us  not  to  protest  about  Viet  Nam  but 
rather  give  the  United  States  a  "blank  check 
to  wage  the  cold  war."  His  reasoning  for, 
this  is  that  we  don't  have  as  much  access to  the  information  as  does  the  CIA.  All  I 

know  is  that  almost  daily  there  are  pictures 
of  burned  children  in  any  newspaper.  I 
react.  Emotionally,  I  might  add:  "Stop  that 
damned  war — you're  killing  children,  you 

idiots!" 

The  establishment  replies  that  the  war 
is  to  halt  some  abstract  menace  of  creeping 
communism.  It  has  the  facts.  It  has  the 

figures. 
Well  I  feel  you  can't  reason  away  those dead  children.  And  I  also  feel  that  the 

people  who  support  that  war  do  so  for emotional  needs  of  their  own.  Perhaps  they 
want  to  beat  their  wife.  Perhaps  they  feel 
their  life  has  no  meaning.  Perhaps  they  need 
something  to  focus  a  lot  of  the  anger  and 
hale  inside  of  them  onto  something  extern- al. 

But  I  don't  think  it  has  anything  to  do with  their  intellect.  That  comes  later. 
Frank  McEnaney  (II  UC) 

comments  on  Kamin Sir: 

I  would  like  to  make  a  few  comments 
on  Mr.  Kamin's  article  on  American  foreign 
policy  and  the  place  of  protest  in  our  so- 

ciety. (The  Varsity,  Nov.  24). 
Mr.  Kamin  claims  that  the  United 

Slates  has  based  its  international  policy  on 
its  "moral  obligation  to  perpetuate  political, 
social  and  religious  freedom,"  in  both America  and  abroad.  Yet  in  the  next 
paragraph  he  stales  that  criticism  is  not 
only  silly  but  also  harmful,  for  it  might 
impede  American  efforts  in  its  struggle 
against  the  Communists  because  the  go- 

vernment "may  be  forced  to  bow  to  wide- 
spread protest"  and  change  its  policy.  But 

for  what  purpose  are  the  Americans  protect- 
ing our  cherished  freedoms  if  not  to  enable 

us  to  criticize  the  government  whenever  we 
feel  that  it  is  necessary? 

Is  not  the  next  step,  Mr.  Kamin,  abo- 
lishing etc*. lions?  There  is  no  purpose  in 

having  an  election  if  we  i  annot  criticize 
that  party  which  is  running  for  reelection. 

Anyhow,  you  have  made  i1:  obvious  that the  American  constitution  is  outdated  and 
elections  are  not  necessary.  According  to 
you,  Mr.  Kamin,  "the  complexities  of  Ame- rican foreign  policy,  especially  as  regard 
Vietnam,  rule  out  intelligent  critical  par- 

ticipation by  anyone  except  a  very  few  of- 
ficials at  the  top  of  the  American  Depart- 

ment of  State." But  if  the  Johnson  administration  were 
to  he  defeated  in  the  next  election,  all  these 
experts  in  the  Slate  Department  would  lose 
their  jobs,  and  American  foreign  policy 
would  be  left  in  the  hands  of  the  "uninform- 

ed". 

Thus  the  only  certain  way  of  preventing 
this  catastrophe  is  to  abolish  elections. 

But  this  contradicts  the  fundamental 
principle  on  which  American  policy  is  based. 

Something  is  wrong,  Mr.  Kamin. 
Norman.  K.  Zlotkin  (II.UCJ 



VISUAL  JOY  AT  GALLERY  MOOS 
Every  once  in  a  while  a 

visual  experience  rears  its 
head  and  shouts  for  the 
sheer  joy  of  being  executed. 
This  is  just  the  sort  of  ex- 

perience that  greets  the 
viewer  at  the  Gallery  Moos 
on  Yorkville. 

The  current  exhibition  of 
recent  paintings  by  Mon- trealer  Lise  Gervais  comes 
across  not  with  a  shallow 
holler  but  with  a  lung-bust- 

ing shout  that  reverberates 
around  the  gallery. 

1964  at  the  Royal  Canadian 
Academy  show  in  Montreal 
and  this  year  at  the  Sixth, 
Biennial  Exhibition  of  Cana- 

dian Painting  at  the  Nation- 
al Gallery  in  Ottawa.  An  im- 

pressive list. 
In  her  work  it  is  the  bril- 

liance of  her  colors  that  im- 
mediately strikes  the  viewer 

—a  brilliance  that  I  have 
seldom  seen  rivalled.  They 
are  mixed  purely  and  ap- 

plied cleanly.  There  is  a  tac- 
tile muscularity  in  their  ap- 

has  built  up  a  boundary 
wall  against  the  neighbour- ing color  and  no  overlapping 
or  mixing  of  the  two  occurs. 

Previously,  her  color  range 
extended  little  beyond  three 
primary  colors — red,  yellow 
and  white  but  in  these  re- 

cent paintings  the  range  is 
far  wider  and  subtler.  Vi- 

brant reds  and  oranges  pre- 
dominate with  dark,  rich 

blue-blacks  and  royal  blues 
interspersed  piercingly 
throughout. 
Some  of  the  colors  are 

applied  less  thickly  than 
others  exposing  the  texture 
of  the  canvas  underneath. 
These  lightly  painted  "expo- 

sures" add  a  contrasting translucency  to  the  heavily 
painted  areas. A  lyrical  yet  vibrant  spon- 

taneity plays  over  each 
painting  —  a  spontaneity 
which,  however,  is  subordin- ate to  the  composition  and 
not  an  end  in  i  tself .  The 
brilliance  of  her  color  and 
the  mastery  in  its  handling 
make  this  exhibition  a  re- 

warding and  delightful  ex- 
perience. •    •  • 

In  the  latest  edition  of 
Artforum  —  a  Los  Angeles 
based  publication  —  there 
is  a  passage  from  an  article 
by  John  Tillim  on  Pop  art 
that  deserves  further  publi- 

cation: "Everything  about 
Pop,  everything  connected 
with  Pop,  seems — and  is — 
exaggerated  simply  because 
the  release  of  the  frustrated 
impulses  building  up  in  Am- 

erican taste  came,  as  all  re- 
leases do,  at  once.  Pop  was 

successful  in  effecting  this 
release  not  simply  because 
it  triggered  the  reaction  but because  it  embodied  it  .  .  . 
People  were  waiting  for  a 
visual  Godot  ...  If  the  Am- 

erican art  world  went  off 
its  nut,  it  was  consistent 
with  the  revolutionary  pat- 

tern  of  peasants  invading 
the  palace  grounds  and  de- 

secrating the  statues." 

Miss  Gervais,  at  thirty-one 
has  made  her  presence  felt 
within  the  Canadian  art 
world  very  strongly  not  long 
after  she  graduated  from 
Montreal's  Ecole  de  Beaux Arts. 

In  1961  she  was  repre- 
sented in  the  Young  Cana- 

dian Contemporaries  show 
in  London,  Ontario;  in  '62 
at  the  Twenty-five  Years  of 
Canadian  Painting  Exhibi- 

tion  at   Spoleto,  Italy;  in 

plication  that  stems  from  a 
Riopelle  influence,  yet  there 
is  none  of  his  passionate 
expressionism  which  results 
in  a  fierce  color  orchestra- tion. 

A  control  is  exercised  over 
the  compositions  in  the  man- 

ner of  a  later  Borduas — es- 
pecially when  one  considers 

his  "Sea  Gulls".  Each  color 
area — jagged  and  angular  in 
form — is  separate,  a  final 
sweep  of  the  palette  knife 

IS  THERE  A  TORONTO  ART  SCENE? 
By  DAVID  RALSTON 

Art  movements  always 
seem  to  center  around  a 
specific  city.  Cubism,  Fau- 
vism  and  Impressionism  all 
revolved  around  a  "Cafe 
Society"  in  Paris,.  Abstract 
Expressionists  and  the  cur- 

rent Neo-dadaist  group 
seem  to  have  congregated  in 
New  York. 

The  reason  for  the  migra- 
tion of  artists  to  one  city 

is  clear.  Serious  art  is  in  a 
real  sense  a  tossle  with 
ideas,  and  a  creative  person 
needs  other  people  around 
him,  thinking  somewhat  the 
way  he  does,  toward  whom 
te  can  bounce  his  ideas. 
One  man's  notion  leads  to 
another  notion  and  event- 

ually this  develops  into  a 
system  of  thought.  Each 
artist  taking  part  in  the  con- 

tinuing discussion  of  the 
problems  of  his  art  is  ad- 

vanced to  a  new  and  higher 
level. 
Has  Toronto  developed 

an  art  scene  of  its  own? 
Jack  Bush  is  deeply  involv- 

ed in  Post-painterly  Abstrac- tion but  the  main  body  of 
work  in  this  movement  is 

being  done  in  the  New 
York,  Washington,  New 
England  region.  This  is  a 
curious  movement  since 
Bush  does  not  have  to  live 
in  New  York  to  receive  his 
influences  from  other  art- 

ists. Its  esthetic  principles 
are  more  intuitive  than  phi- 

losophical and  a  fifty  mi- 
nute plane  ride  to  New 

York  three  or  four  times  a 
year  can  give  the  artist 
enough  inspiration  to  push 
his  work  even  further  in  the 
same  or  in  a  new  direction. 
Jack  Bush  then,  is  clearly 
not  involved  in  a  Toronto 
movement  in  any  way.  He 
only  lives  here. At  the  other  extreme  is 
Harold  Town.  He  is  purely 
a  Toronto  artist  (though  he 
does  have  a  market  in  New 
York).  He  is  not  tied  to  any 
particular  movement,  but 
rather  approaches  several 
different  areas  like  optical 
painting  and  Abstract  Ex- 

pressionism in  a  less  than 
totally  devoted  way.  The 
charm  in  Town's  work  is 
the  sophisticated  personal- ity of  the  artist  which,  has 
come  through  consistently 
in  his  work  over  the  years. 

Harold  Town  is  Toronto's leading  artist  only  in  the 
sense  that  he  has  many  ad- 

mirers. It  is  also  true,  how- 
ever, that  he  has  few  dis- 

ciples. In  this  sense  then, 
even  though  Town  is  a  real 
Toronto  artist,  he  is  not  at 
the  centre  of  any  movement, 
nor  is  he  involved  in  an 
artistic  dialogue  with  other artists  in  other  fields  in  the 
Toronto  area. 
.  Is  Toronto  then  just  a 
congregation  of  individual 
artists  working  independ- 

ently? There  are  two  galle 
ries  in  the  city  whose  art- 

ists are  often  though  of  res- 
pectively as  "groups";  the Roberts  and  the  Isaacs. 

The  artists  of  the  Roberts 
Gallery  are,  generally 
speaking,  the  conservative 
group  of  Canadian  painters who  have  developed  out  of 
the  tradition  of  early  Cana- 

dian art  and  who  are  seem- 
ingly unaffected  (and  per- 
haps uninterested)  in  the international  art  world. 

While  this  at  first  might 
classify  them  as  the  core  of 
Toronto's  art  scene,  further 
consideration  will  disprove 
such  an  idea.  Every  pros- 

perous city  has  its  group  of artists  who  cater  to  the  up- 
per-middle class  ( buying ) 

public,  and  these  artists 
prove  that  rule.  In  essence, their  work  is  being  done  in 
a  great  many  areas  and does  not  serve  as  a  rallying 
point  for  serious  students of  art  in  this  or  any  other 
city. 

The  Isaacs  Gallery's  group 
of  "wild  men"  includes  such 
people  as  Richard  Gorman. Dennis  Burton  and  Gordon 
Rayner.  They  are  involved and  intertwined  in  a  total 
artistic  environment  (in- 

cluding music  and  dance) 
which  certainly  creates  for 
them  an  art  scene.  Though 
their  styles  and  ideas  could 
be  related  to  New  York  in- 

fluences, it  is  a  tenuous  re- lationship and  I  feel  that their  work  is  substantially 
originated  and  advanced 
within  the  Toronto  environ- 

ment. They  are  in  fact,  the 
only  group  of  artists  in  any kind  of  a  Toronto  scene. 
The  quality  of  the  work  in 
a  group  such  as  this  is  not 
nearly  as  important  to  me 
as  the  spirit  and  vitality 
with  which  they  venture 
into  new  fields.  This  parti- 

cular group  however,  main- 
tains a  level  of  artistic  qua- 

lity which  is  respectable 
though  perhaps  not  the  best being  done  in  this  region. 
There  are,  of  course, 

many  more  individual  art- ists who  could  be  consider 
ed.  The  many  young  artists who  are  developing  today 

may  create  a  more  wide- 
spread vigor  in  Toronto.  It is  obvious  that  Toronto  is 

really  not  the  hotbed  of  a 
new  internationally  famous 
art  movement.  Perhaps  we 
are  too  close  to  New  York to  become  enthusiastic 
about  some  of  the  mediocre 
talent  in  this  area.  On  the 
other  hand,  this  proximity 
to  New  York  has  made  us 
more  aware  of  the  rigid  in- 

ternational standards  to 
which  many  of  our  artists can  stand  up. 

In  conclusion  then,  if  an 
art  scene  is  just  a  spirit  and 
a  sense  of  energy,  Toronto 

can  look  only  to  the  Isaac's artists.  If  an  art  scene  is 
also  a  place  which  attracts artists  from  elsewhere,  then 
Toronto  cannot  claim  an 
art  scene,  but  only  the 
transmitted  vitality  from New  York. 
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Low-key  fun 
By  SKIP  SHANO 

Mr.  Scrooge,  the  Christ- 
mas offering  at  the  Crest,  is 

a  pleasant  show  calculated 
to  put  you  in  the  proper  ho- 

liday spirit.  The  musical  re- 
working of  Dicken's  Christ- mas Carol  by  Richard  Mor- 

ris, Dolores  Claman  and  Ted 
Wood  is  low-key  entertain- 

ment, but  it  pretends  to  be 
nothing  else,  and  if  you  go 
prepared  to  click  off  for  a 
couple  of  hours  and  simply 
enj°y  you  will  not  be  disap- 

pointed. Directors  Murray 
Davis  and  Joseph  Shaw  have 
moulded  a  competent  cast, 
good  lyrics,  music  and  book 
into  a  most  enjoyable  pro- duction. 

Peter  Mews,  delightful  as 
Scrooge,  runs  the  gamut 
from  adamant  miser  to  re- 

pent am  philanthropist  in 
fine  Fashion.  He  js  supported 
by  good  character  acting  on 
the  part  of  Patrick  Boxill  as 
the  Ghost  of  Jacob  Marley 
and  Christmas  past,  and  Ed 
West  as  the  Ghost  of  Christ- 

mas present. 
Joyce  Gordon  is  delicious 

ly  grasping  as  Scrooge's 
housekeeper,  and  "Knockin' 
Off  His  Knicknacks",  the 
number  in  which  she  pawns 
off    Scrooge's  belongings 

with  the  help  of  Frank  King 
and  Ed  West  as  Stretch  and 
Sharky  is  probably  the  fun- 

niest song  in  the  show. 
Jay  Shannon  is  good  as 

Bob  Cratchit,  although  his 
singing  voice  is  one  of  the 
show's  few  disappointments. The  children  are  all  suitably 
charming,  and  Terry  Young, 
who  plays  Harry  Cratchit, 
has  a  strong  and  promising voice. 

Two  of  the  most  attrac- 
tive aspects  of  the  show  are the  orchestra  and  the  set. 

Fen  Watkin's  orchestra  has 
a  light  and  airy  sound,  far removed  from  the  usual 
harsh  trumpet  and  drum  ac- 

companiment so  often  a  part 
of  musical  comedy.  And  Tom 
Spaulding's  set  is  versatile and  appropriate,  allowing 
for  plenty  of  movement,  and 
making  good  use  of  the  re- volving stage. 
This  show  will  please 

neither  the  Dickens  purist, 
nor  those  who  agree  with 
Scrooge's  "Bah!  Humbug!" But  it  will  please  your  mai- 

den aunt,  or  your  kid  sister, 
and  if  you  happen  to  be  bog- 

ged down  in  the  academic 
mire,  unable  to  get  into  the 
holiday  mood,  it  might  even 
be  the  right  tonic  for  you. 

"You've  been  a  bod  boy/'  Hie  Ghost  of  Christmas  Post  tells  Mr.  Scrooge. 

gets  right  actress 
By  DOUG  ARRELL 

Ding-dong  at  SMC 
By  ALAN  KONDO 

St  Mike's  production  of Bells  Are  Ringing,  playing at  Hart  House  until  Satur- 
day, displays  its  humble  ori- 
gins blatantly.  But  it  is 

above  other  college  shows 
in  its  enthusiasm,  and  that 
is  above  criticism,  and  can 
only  be  stated  as  a  fact. 

The  heroine  of  this  story 
is  Ella,  the  pretty,  blonde 
operator  at  an  answering 
service.  Sympathetic  to  all 
her  clients,  and  incurably 
impulsive,  she  can't  resist 
the  temptation  to  skirt  the 
law  and  secretly  help  some 
of  them  out  of  their  trou- 

bles. She  urges  Jeff,  a  writ- 
er, to  complete  a  play;  in- 

spires Dr.  Kitchell,  a  den- 
tist, to  write  the  music 

for  it;  and  convinces  an 
actor  to  take  the  lead  role. 
All  of  them  are  unaware 
of  her  true  identity.  Of 
course,  Jeff  falls  in  love 
with  her,  and  at  the  end, 
discovers  who  she  really  is 
—a  typical  musical  plot. 
Nancy  Robichaud,  who 

played  Ella,  best  demon- 
strated her  natural  talent  in 

the  song,  "It  It  a  Crime", explaining  to  a  detective 
how  an  answering  service 
could  have  saved  the  lives 
of  Romeo  and  Juliet.  But 
her  talent  lacked  flexibility. 
In  the  comedy  scenes,  she 
did  a  convincing  job,  but 
on  straight  songs,  like  "The 
Party's  Over",  her  inflec- 

tion died,  and  her  voice  pro- 
jected but  ten  feel.  Incident- 

ally, she  should  cut  out  the 
annoying  habit  of  croaking 
every  time  she  gets  upset. 

Most  of  what  applied  to  her 
applied  as  well  to  Joe  James, 
who  played  Jelf. 
Tim  Elia  took  the  part  of 

Dr.  Kitchell,  an  unhappy 
dentist  who  preferred  to 
compose  songs  on  his  air 
hose.  He  deserves  a  hand 
for  creating  a  full,  comic 
character  out  of  no  more 
than  ten  lines  of  dialogue. 
On  the  face  of  it,  the 

worst  blemish  was  the  di- 
recting. The  initial  pace 

was  rather  leisurely,  but  as 
the  plot  thickened,  so  did 
the  pace,  until  at  the  gasp- 

ing finish,  it  lay  nearly  inert. 
The  primary  reason  for  this 
was  the  inclusion  of  super- 

fluous scenes,  the  drag- 
giest  being  'Salzburg",  and 
"I'm  Going  Back".  Added  to 
these  were  completely  mean- 

ingless scenes,  like  a  jerk 
(the  dance)  demonstration 
in  front  of  the  curtain,  just 
to  stall  for  time  while  the 
sets  were  being  moved. 
Surely  AUyn  Anderson  could 
devise  better  staging  than 
this! 

The  plot  of  Robert  Ander- 
son's 1959  play.  Silent  Night, 

Lonely  Night,  which  the 
Barn  Players  are  presenting 
this  week  at  the  Poor  Alex, 
is  the  one  about  the  two 
lonely  strangers  who  come 
together  on  Christmas  eve, 
pour  out  the  stories  of  their 
miserable  lives  to  each  oth- 

er, make  love  at  the  end  of 
the  last  scene  but  one,  and 
go  their  separate  ways  next 
morning  apparently  even 
more  prodigiously  mature 
and  knowledgeable  about 
life  than  they  were  before. 
The  classic  line,  given  a 

good  working  over  in  Mr. 
Anderson's  play,  is  "I  don't 
want  your  pity."  Mr.  Ander- son has  added  further  po- 

tency to  his  already  surefire 
formula  by  making  the  wo- 

man that  familiar  archetype, 
the  prim  clergyman's  daugh- ter whose  matter-of-fact 
manner  hides  a  passionate 
soul,  and  who.  is  taught  to 
discard  her  outdated  views 
of  morality  by  a  cynical  but 
basically  decent  man-of-the- 

world  (played  on  Broadway 
by  Henry  Fonda). However  dubious  its  mo- 

ral and  psychological  assum- 
ptions may  be,  with  the 

right  actress  in  the  lead  this 
situation  can  have  a  highly 
pleasurable  effect  on  almost 
any  audience. 

The  Barn  Players  have  :ust the  right  actress.  Although 
Mary  Black  acted  in  a  very 
low  key  throughout,  putting 
as  little  strain  on  her  limit- 

ed technique  as  possible, 
she  succeeded  magnificently 
in  the  part  by  virtue  of  her 
sincerity  alone.  Nothing  else 
could  have  made  it  work. 

It  is  true  that  some  drama- tic tension  was  lost  which 
could  have  been  got  by  a 
more  theatrical  approach, 
but  this  was  more  than 
made  up  for  by  the  complete 
sympathy  and  belief  which her  artlessness  aroused  in 
the  audience.  By  doing  every- 

thing with  restraint,  by 
keeping  in  perfect  balance 
between  passionate  interior 
and  aloof  exterior,  by  allow- 

ing a  poignant  tinge  of  em- barassment  to  intrude  into 
even  her  most  violent  out- 

bursts, she  managed  to  bring 
to  life  a  character  whom  we 
would  have  refused  to  be- 

lieve on  almost  any  other 
terms.  Besides  all  this,  Miss 
Black  had  just  the  right 
sort  of  unobvious  beauty 
and  dry  attractive  voice  for 
the  part.  In  short,  she  was irresistible. 

Neill  Kennedy  was  more 
stagey,  but  still  effective,  as 
the  other  lonely  soul,  while 
the  minor  parts  were  ade- 

quately played,  the  perfect 
naturalness  of  Willie  Knot- 
tenbelt's  maid  being  out- 
standing. 

The  direction,  like  the  set, 
seemed  rather  creaking, 
making  heavy  use  of  that time-honoured  device  on 
which  so  many  conversation 
pieces  have  relied  for  their 
action,  the  cross-to-the-li- quor-cabinet.  The  technical 
aspects  of  the  production  on 
opening  night  were  deplor- 

able; I  single  out  for  particu- 
lar public  ridicule  the  pani- 
cky prompter  who  kept  in- terrupting the  dramatic 

pauses  on  stage  by  a  sotto- voce  reading  of  the  next line 

INTRIGUING  INEPTITUDE 
By  ARROL  TOPLITSKI 

GORKY 
EXTENDED 
The  New  Canadian 

Theatre's  production  of 
Gorky's  OUT  OF  THE DEPTHS,  reviewed  in 
REVIEW,  November  19, 
will  extend  its  ran  at  the 
Colonnade  Theatre  Fri- 

day, Saturday  and  Sun- 
day. Varsity  critic  Mark 

Czameckl  strongly  re- 
commended the  play  to student  readers. 

Love  the  Italian  Way  is 
an  intriguing  movie.  Work- 

ing with  inept  acting,  a  trite 
plot,  and  an  atrocious  script, 
you  might  expect  an  abomin- able movie.  But  these  minor 
flaws  don't  faze  the  direc- 

tor George  White,  for  he  has 
made  a  bad  movie  into  a 
thoroughly  horrible  one. 
Outstanding  boners  in  di- 

recting are  apparent 
throughout  the  film.  For  in- 

stance. White  didn't  even have  the  sense  to  retake  at 
least  two  scenes  in  which 
Elke  Sommer  makes  wrong 

turns  on  set.  The  film  is 
also  dubbed  very  badly  and 
the  voices  that  are  used don't  fit  the  characters. 
The  plot  looked  like  it 

came  from  a  cheap  sex  no- 
velette. A  wealthy  business- 

man (played  by  an  Italian who  we'll  never  hear  from 
again)  has  to  go  on  a  plea- sure (?)  cruise  with  his bitch  wife.  But,  he  wants  to take  his  mistress  along.  So what  will  he  do  with  his 
wife? He  fixes  her  up  with  a friend  who  just  happens  to 
be  the  ex-husband  of  his mistress.  While  all  this  is 

going  on,  the  thirty  year  old 
gay  son  of  the  captain  falls in  love  with  Miss  Sommer. 
(She  isn't  even  supposed  to 
he  on  board).  Great  plot, eh?  You  believe  it.  The  only 
thing  that  could  have  saved 
the  script  would  have  been fire. 

Things  go  from  bad  to worst:  Sommer  freezes  up, 
and  potentially  good  jokes 
fall  flat  on  their  face. 

In  short,  Love  is  a  frustrat- 
ing experience. 

review 



AMONG  THE  ESKIMO 

By  EVA  MAJOR-MAROTHY 
George  Swinton  ESKIMO  SCULPTURE;  McClelland  & 

Stewart  Ltd;  224  pages;  illustrated. 
Eskimo  art  has  never  really  been  studied  as  an  art 

form;  as  an  expression  of  one  people.  The  culture  has  been 
in  the  hands  of  the  anthropologists  and  archaeologists 
resulting  in  a  scientific  research  of  early  man  and  early 
civilizations.  But  art,  as  such,  cannot  be  studied  with  over- 

tones, it  cannot  be  used  to  support  theories  about  man. 
The  author  of  this  book  realizes  this  and  accepts  the 
mystery  of  creation  with  the  unpredictable  results  that 
arise  when  one  looks  at  art  without  pre-conceived  ideas. 

Mr.  Swinton  describes  the 
history  of  the  art,  the  expe- 

ditions that  have  been  made 
to  the  North  and  the  reac- 

tion of  the  Eskimo  to  the 
white  man.  He  also  justifies 
the  art  of  the  Eskimo  to- 

day. This  last  point  is  very 
important.  A  great  many 
people  today  feel  that  the 
Eskimo  has  been  too  much 
influenced  by  our  way  of 

life  and  thus  his  art  cannot 
possibly  remain  genuine, 
They  tend  to  wish  him  back 
in  the  days  of  hunting  and fishing. 

But  reading  about  the  im- 
pressions that  Mr.  Swinton 

had  in  the  North,  the  de- 
scription of  how  the  Eskimo 

reacts  when  commissioned 
to  carve  and  especially  a  let- 

Top  right:  Mother  and  Child  by  Abraham  Pov,  Port  Harri- son (1959).  Centre:  Stalking  Bear,  by  Kaunak,  Repulse 
Bay  (1963).  Bottom  left:  Hunter  Cleaning  Seal,  Povungni- 
tuk  (1956)  anonymous.  These  are  only  three  of  the  beauti- 

ful prints  in  the  book. 

ter  written  by  an  Eskimo  to 
a  white  man,  reveal  that  he 
has  remained  sincere  and 
eager  even  if  his  motivations have   somewhat  changed. 
Making  a  living  out  of  art 

does  not  change  its  caliber, 
because  the  inspiration  has 
remained  unchanged. 
The  author  has  captured 

the  soul  of  Eskimo  sculpture 
when  he  speaks  of  it  resemb 
ling  folk-songs,  Negro  spiri- 

tuals and  Dylan  Thomas' 
poems.  In  good  Eskimo  car- 

ving the  expression  and  feel- ing make  the  object  a  work 
of  art,  not  the  style  nor  the 
execution.  The  illustrations 
in  the  book  underline  this 
point  very  well. This  is  primitive  art, 

springing  from  an  unsophis- ticated people,  from  their 
emotions,  not  their  intellect. 
Henry  Moore,  who  has  been 

influenced  by  primitive  art, 
gave  a  definition  of  it: ...  "The  most  striking  qual- 

ity common  to  all  primitive art  is  its  intense  vitality.  It 
is  something  made  by  people 
with  a  direct  and  immediate 
response  to  life."  The motivation  and  the  expres 
sion  in  Eskimo  art  is  not  ab 
stract,  nor  philosophical,  it 
is  real  and  earthy.  Like  Bob 
Dylan's  songs  this  art  must be  felt,  not  understood. 

This  book  is  worth  read- 
ing. The  author  at  times 

tends  to  get  involved  with 
some  ideas  that  have  little 
to  do  with  the  point  of  the 
book,  but  the  pertinent  sta 
tements  he  does  make  are 
genuine  and  well  conceived 
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MM 
HOT  A  KiD , 

AMYMO^/ 
At  some  stage  a  young  girl 
realizes  she's  a  young  lady.  Oh, there  may  still  be  lollypops 

now  and  then,  but  they're  very 
apt  to  be  mixed  up  with  roses. 
At  that  point  she  often 
seriously  considers  a  product she's  been  only  mildly 
considering:  Tampax  internal menstrual  protection.  The benefits  of  added  freedom,  poise, 
security  loom  larger.  She 
finds  out  more  about  it — learns 
that  there's  a  silken-smooth 
container-applicator  that  makes insertion  sure  and  easy. 
One  day  she  buys  a  package. 
She  removes  one  tampon  and 
studies  it.  What  a  neat  little 
solution  to  the  problem!  And 
made  of  pure  cotton,  of  course. 
The  direction  folder  seems 
very  explicit.  And  she remembers  that  Tampax  has 
millions  of  users.  She  joins  them. 

And  shortly  thereafter,  she's the  friend  who  pooh-poohs  the 
doubts  of  others. 

tampax  INTERNAL  SANTTAR"  PROTECTION  13 
MADE  ONLY  It  WNAOIAM  TAmPAA  CORPORA, TION  LIMITED.  8ARRJE,  ONT. 



Gathering  now  on  our  Sports  Floor  ...  the  gtamorous  velvet  separates  ...  with a  young,  elegant  look  for  late  day  dressing.  Here,  in  glorious  jet  black  lush 
quality  velvet.  Left:  Beaded  top,  $17;  Dinner  skirt,  $25.  Right:  Jacket  $25- 
ho'nnJ-  ?'  A,S°  Pa",uandJshi,f*  dress.  Sizes  8  to  16.  Come  see  all  the  holiday happenings  now,  at  Horridge  s.  ' 

At  Tht  Colonnade  —  131  Bloor  W.  —  Daily  9:30  to  6,  Thurs.  Until  9  . 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 
ROBERT  GILL,  Director 

AUDITIONS 
AUDITIONS  ARE  NOW  BEING  HELD  FOR 

GOLDONI'S 
THE  SERVANT  OF  TWO  MASTERS FOR  AN  APPOINTMENT  PHONE  WA  3  7193  OR  CALL AT  THEATRE  OFFICES 

THE  TRINITY  COLLEGE  DRAMATIC  SOCIETY 
presents 

HOBSON'S  CHOICE by  HAROLD  BINGHOUSE 
DIRECTED  BY  RON  HARTMANN 

DECEMBER  8,9,  10  and  11 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 
Tickets  ore  ovoiloble  at  the  Theatre  Box  Office  -  Tel.  WA  3-5244 

jazz 

torn  naylor 

ATROCITIES  AT  THE  TOWN 

Remember  how  Rhythm  'n  Blues  saxophones  used  to 
be  played?  Sam  "The  Man"  Taylor  still  does. I  must  confess  I  went  to  the  Town  Tavern  this  week  ex- 

pecting the  worst  and  for  the  most  part  I  didn't  get  it. Throughout  the  bulk  of  the  evening  the  strongest  reaction 
I  could  muster  to  Sam  was  total  indifference,  f  find  good 
jazz  a  moving  experience,  but  when  Sam  tried  to  blow 
jazz  there  was  only  one  word  to  describe  it  —  dull!  For 
the  price  of  one  beer  Sam  will  move  you  all  right  —  but 
its  a  one  way  ticket  between  tedium  and  apathy. 

However,  there  were  a  couple  of  points  in  the  even- 
ing when  Sam  gave  the  patrons  what  they  were  looking 

for. 
Once  upon  a  time  there  was  a  man  named  Illinois  Jac- 

quet.  Jacquet  must  get  the  credit  (or  the  blame)  for  start- 
ing the  whole  new  school  of  tenor  playing  —  stark,  erotic, 

bigtoned,  and  cutting.  Jacquet  had  much  to  recommend 
him.  He  was  imaginative,  original,  and  when  he  wanted 
it  to  his  music  could  pack  one  hell  of  a  punch.  A  few  weeks 
ago  Illinois  was  at  the  Town  proving  he  could  be  a  re- 

markably versatile  and  moving  performer. 
Men  like  King  Curtis  and  Sam  picked  up  the  dregs  of  the 

Jacquet  style.'  They  adopted  his  hard  piercing  tone  and  his sometimes  excessively  heavy  rhythm,  and  clobbered  the 
listener  over  the  head  with  it.  They  seized  upon  his  sen- 

suality and  turned  it  into  something  obscene. 

EARL  WARREN 

I  once  thought  that  Canadian  Sunset  was  a  beautiful 
piece  of  music.  Sam  changed  all  that.  He  displayed  the  me- lodic sense  of  a  goosed  coyote,  the  finesse  of  an  organ grinder,  an  equivalent  amount  of  technical  facility,  and about  as  much  imagination  as  one  of  the  architects  this institution  employed  to  design  its  West  Campus. And  that  piano  player! 

The  worst  thing  of  all  is  that  Sam  drew  a  big  crowd. That's  two  clinkers  from  the  Town  in  two  weeks  — Blossom  Dearie,  the  hipsters'  Brenda  Lee;  and  Sam  Taylor the  rich  man's  Don  Thompson.  However,  unless  Joe  Willi- ams decides  to  make  like  jazzdom's  answer  to  Al  Jolson  as he  has  on  occasion  in  the  past,  the  Town  will  be  back  in 
my  good  graces  next  week. Olive  Brown  is  at  the  Colonial  this  Week  backed  up  by the  Earl  Warren  -  Emmett  Berry  sextet.  The  performance was  good,  but  occasionally  they  displayed  a  tendency  to 
ham  it  up  too  much.  ' Olive  has  a  somewhat  gravelly  style  in  the  Armstrong tradition.  Her  voice  is  big,  full,  and  powerful  and  she  give! the  impression  that  she  really  loves  her  work 

Warren  is  one  of  the  finest  mainstream  a'lto  players 

£ ret,nfvy  dEfiVeS  3  lot  more  "ignition  than  he 
gets.  Unlike  many  of  his  contemporaries,  he  doesn't  make any  selt-concious  attempt  to  emulate  Johnny  Hodges  or Benny  Carter.  He  has  something  completely  his  own,  par- ticularly as  a  balladeer  when  he  can  cast  a  spell  over  the audience  like  few  players  I  know. 
Emmett  Berry  is  firmly  in  the  Eldridge  tradition  but with  those  little  Clayton-Edison  inflections  that  seem  to 

nfweRma  any  f°rmer  Basie  '"""Peter.  Unlike  those other  Bas.e  men,  and  very  much  like  Roy  Eldridge  he did  tend  to  get  overexcited  and  attempt  to  blow  the  roof off  during  some  of  his  solos. 
The  inclusion  of  tenorist  Jimmy  Tyler  hasn't  added 

o/o,',"?-10  ̂   gr°Up-  Tyler'  to0'  sometimes  trie  too  hard 
which "  T  £e,7eVtarted  t0  Sound  Iike  S«n  "The  Man" 

The  best      y        Tlf  thjng  a  tenor  ean  do wh J,'         I   "gv  ava,,able  this  week  is  at  the  Club  76 
Brown  rllTt^\  haS  a  ̂   <*  **«  'eft  to  run  Olive 
"as     for  a M'°nd  and  iS  We"  worth  ̂ ring.  Last,  and 
Sam's  theamadnTo°hearaUOn  *  h°W  "  Sh0Uldn"t  be  done' 
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/•  sloan 

on  his  live  recordings,  'India', 
'Impressions',  'Chasing  the Trane'.  Coltrane  comes  very close  here  to  musical  puri- ty of  expression:  he  can 
play  farther  out  without  los- 

ing the  listener,  because  he 
has  an  intuitive  sense  of  the 
rightness  of  phrase  and 
rhythm. 
The  latest  recordings  re- 

veal an  artistic  maturity,  a 
concentration  of  expression, 
and  a  kind  of  mystical  quali- 

ty; one  may  speak  of  increas- 
ed complexity,  but  the  mu- 
sic has  a  sureness  which 

leads  the  listener  to  under- 
stand the  music  in  its  com- 

plexity, on  its  own  terms. 
This  record  charts  Coltra- 

ne's  recent  developments  in 
several  directions.  'Song  of 
Praise'  is  a  dirge  like  the 
earlier  'Alabama';  it  opens with  a  long  but  carefully 
constructed  solo  by  Garri- 

son, his  best  to  date.  The 
rest  is  an  out  of  tempo  im- 

provisation, with  a  major 
contribution  from  Jones, 
who  can  really  anticipate 
Coltrane's  playing,  and  adds 
subtle  but  intense  shadings 
to  the  melody. 
'Chim  Chim  Cheree'  is  the sole  soprano  track,  and  it 

■  is  his  best  recording  yet  on the  instrument.  All  of  his 
complex  phrases  are  resolv- 

ed perfectly,  and  the  solo  is 
a  true  development  of  the 
feeling  of  the  tune.  Tyner 
plays  a  short  but  inspired 
solo,  and  the  whole  piece 
has  a  feeling  of  complete- ness. 
"Nature  Boy'  is  a  free  de- 

velopment of  the  standard 
tune,  using  Davis  on  bowed 
bass.  The  performance  is 
melodically  successful,  as 
Davis'  conception  fits  well 
with  Coltrane's,  but  much 
of  the  rhythmic  tightness  of 
the  quartet  tracks  is  lost. 
There  are  good  moments, 
however,  and  the  bass  seems 
a  good  choice  as  a  second 
melodic  voice  for  the  group. 

'Brazilia'  seems  to  me  to 
be  the  most  important  track 
on  the  album,  although  it  is 
also  to  a  degree  unsuccess- 

ful. There  has  been  a  cer- 
tain simplicity  of  emotional 

connotations  in  most  of  Col- 
trane's previous  composi- tions, an  intense  and  basical- 

ly simple  kind  of  expression. 
But  Coltrane  is  striving  here 
for  something  more  subtle and  indefinable;  there  is  a 
more  ambiguous  quality  to 
his  solo,  which  is  more  re- 

flective than  exhilarated. 
The  medium  tempo  chosen 
is  a  new  one  for  the  group, 
however,  and  Jones'  play- ing has  little  of  its  custom- 

ary push;  but  this  new  flaw 
Is  more  than  made  up  for  the 
brilliant  ending,  another  out 
of  tempo  duet  between  Col- trane and  Jones. 
As  the  excellent  liner  not- 
es —  a  history  of  Coltrane's development  —  point  out, 

Coltrane  has  been  the  most 
influential  musician  since 
Bird;  judging  by  this  album, 
his  influence  as  an  innova- 

tor will  not  be  diminished 
for  some  time  to  come. 

—DOUGLAS  PRINGLE 

background,  but  for  the 
most  part  it  is  nice  and  un- 

obtrusive. However,  like  the 
singing,  it's  just  too  me- 

chanical to  be  very  good. 
Soul  of  a  City  Boy:  Jesse 

Colin  Young:  Capitol  T2070: 
Jesse  Colin  Young  is,  ac- 

cording to  the  record  jacket, 
a  New  York  City  Boy  who 
fell  in  love  with  "country 
blues,  work  songs  and  blue- 
grass  music".  But  as  far  as 
this  record  is  concerned, 
he's  not  quite  at  home  yet 
in  his  chosen  surroundings. 
The  major  flaw  on  the 

record  is,  perhaps,  the  lack 
of  variation.  All  the  songs 

sound  the  same,  and  even  a 
mountain  s  t  o  m  p  e  r  like 
"Black  Eyed  Susan"  drags. 
His  version  of  "Rye  Whisk- 

ey" is,  frankly,  monotonous. Young  has  adopted  a  very 
thin,  nasal  style  which 
doesn't  help  at  all.  In  one 
or  two  songs  he  gives  the 
impression  that  he  might 
have  a  good  voice  if  he  cared 
to  use  it,  but  he  just  doesn't 
bother,  and  his  attempts  at 
country  falsetto .  are  just 
plain  ludicrous. 

If  Young  plans  to  stay  in 
the  field,  he  should  realize 
that  most  country  songs 
are  meant  to  be  belted  out. 

Weeks  ago  I  reviewed  The Eve  of  Destruction  album and  didn't  like  it.  Now,  the writer  of  that  song,  P.  F.  Slo- 
an, Songs  of  Our  Times:  Dun- hill  50004,  distributed  in  Ca- 

nada by  RCA  Victor). 
This  boy  is  trying  to 

step  into  the  vacuum  left  by Bob  Dylan.  He  writes  all his  own  songs,  sings  them  in 
a  rough  style  with  guitar  and mouthharp  and  directs  them 
to  protest  the  injustices  he sees  in  this  world. 

But  unlike  Dylan,  he's  no 
genius.  He's  just  a  19-year 
old  kid  trying  to  write  poet- 

ry and  not  succeeding. 
And  he  doesn't  even  pro- test that  much.  His  songs Eve  of  Destruction,  which 

protests  against  war  mostly, and  his  songs  Sins  of  the 
Family,  which  talk  of  paren- tal neglect,  are  not  even  re- presentative for  most  of  his output. 
Most  of  his  songs  are  rock and  roll  flavored  love  songs, often  a  bit  more  frank  than 

the  teenage  poignant  num- bers on  the  radio,  but  along the  same  style, 
I've  got  to  admit  though that  Sloan  sings  with  a  flair 

and  a  drive  that  would  be worth  listening  to  were  the 

material  better.  He's  got  a high  voice  that  sounds  much like  Hamilton  Camp. 
He  also  has  a  feeling  for tunes  that  are  strong  and  at 

the  same  time  have  a  cer- tain melodic  quality  to  them 
If  he  improves  his  poetry  he 
might  become  good. 
The  album  in  general 

sounds  a  great  deal  like  Bar- 
ry McGuire's  Eve  of  Destruc- 

tion album  but  that's  not surprising  since  both  albums 
use  the  same  musicians,  the 
same  producer  and  engin- eers and  the  same  songs. 
Only  the  singer  has  been 
changed. 

Volkmar  Richter 

show  and  co. 

September  Song  and  other  Favorites — 
Artie  Shaw  ond  his  Orchestra  (RCA 
Camden  908):  September  Song;  My  Blue 
Heaven;  Snug  as  a  Bug  in  a  Rug; 
Georgia  on  my  Mind;  Eosy  to  Love; 
Rose  Room:  You're  a  Sweet  Little  Head- 

ache; They  Can't  Take  That  Away From  Me;  When  Winter  Comes;  Shadows. 
Quiet  Nights — Phil  Bodner  and  the  Uv- 

-  ing  Joz2  All-Stars  (RCA  Camden  914): Quiet  Nights;  A  Taste  of  Honey;  Cute; 
Mister  Sandman;  Flying  Home;  Honey- 

suckle Rose;  In  the  Still  of  the  Night; 
Like  Young;  Mean  Mist;  A  Quiet  Thing. 

Camden,  RCA  Victor's 
low  priced  line,  has  always 
been  something  of  a  mixed 
bag.  And  its  two  latest  re- 

cords are  no  exception. 
The  Shaw  selections  are 

reissues  from  the  late  1930s 
and  early  1940s.  The  Bodner 
group  is  contemporary,  and 
has  had  made  several  al- 

bums in  the  "Living  Jazz" series. 

Both  aggregations  play 
"popular"  jazz  —  but  the 
Shaw  big  bands  (three  are 
represented )  show  clearly 
that  two  decades  ago  popu- 

lar jazz  was  also  good  jazz. 
Clarinetist  Shaw  and  then- 

youthful  drummer  Buddy 
Rich  spark  -  the  orchestra 
in  Snug,  Headache,  Winter, 
Shadows  and  Rose,  all  per- 

formed by  Shaw's  1938-39 band.  The  first  three  have 
vocals  by  Tony  Pasfor  and 

Helen  Forrest.  Heaven  is  a 
Gramercy  Five  (the  small 

group  from  Shaw's  1940  or- chestra) production.  Billy 
Butterfield  provides  a  driv- 

ing tightly-muted  trumpet 
chorus  and  Johnny  Guarnie- 
ri  plays  harpsichord.  Geor- 

gia is  by  the  large  (with 

strings)  1940  band.  Shaw's solo  is  good  but  the  strings 
don't  add  too  much. 
The  rest  of  the  numbers 

are  by  the  1945  orchestra. 
Besides  Shaw,  solos  are 
heard  from  guitarist  Barney 
Kessel  (who  was  just  get- 
ing  started  in  jazz)  and  Roy 
Eldridge,  who  in  1945  was 
at  the  peak  of  his  form.  He 
is  particularly  impressive  on 
Away. 

The  whole  set  is  an  excel- 
lent and  inexpensive  intn> 

duction  to  one  of  the  best 
and  most  underrated  big 
bands.  Camden  has  electron- 
cally-reprocessed  the  record 
for  stereo,  and  the  sound  is 
excellent  except  for  Shaw's clarinet  on  Away,  which  is 
badly  distorted. 

The  Bodner  group  is  de- 
liberately aimed  at  the  po- 

pular market.  It  may  suc- 

ceed but  won't  please  any 

jazz  fans. The  music  is  a  combina- 
tion of  effete  bossa  nova  and 

mood  (translated  —  watered 
down)  jazz.  Bodner's  arran- gements are  neat,  skilful  and 
unexciting  —  but  come 
through  well  in  stereo. 
Solos  are  all  short,  with 

Bodner's  own  tenor  and 
flute  work  occasionally  life- 

like. Trumpeter  Mel  Davis 
has  a  good  but  abbreviated 
bit  on  Honeysuckle.  It's  his 
only  solo. 
The  musicians  on  this  al- 

bum are  all  veterans  of  the 
New  York  studios,  and  can 
produce  anything  on  request. 
But  it  doesn't  sound  as  if 
they  were  really  interested 
on  this  date. 
Recommended  only  for 

those  who  like  what  the 

liner  notes  call  "civilized" 
jazz  —  which  means  hear- 

ing that  old  flagwaver  Fly- 
ing Home  turned  into  a  po- 
lite and  uninspired  bossa nova. 

— David  Jackel 

review 



brahms  and  bath 
J.S.  Bach:  Goldberg  Varia- 

tions; Peter  Serkin,  piano; 
RCA  Victor  LM/LSC  2851. 
The  more  one  listens  to 

this  performance  the  more 
one  finds  to  marvel  at  (ad- 

mittedly the  Glenn  Gould 
Columbia  performance  has 
a  somewhat  definite  cha- 

racter to  it ).  And  Peter 
Serkin,  the  son  of  the  illus- 

trious Rudolf,  was  barely 
eighteen  when  this  record 
was  cut. 

Once  you  are  resigned  to 
the  brevity  of  the  ornaments 
and  the  slow  tempi  in  some 
variations,  what  emerges  is 
a  performance  relaxed  and 
sensitive  m  the  one  extreme 
and  almost  passionate 
(though  without  pedal)  in the  other. 

This  marks  the  recording 
debut  of  Serkin  on  his  own 
(He  was  only  16  when  he 
accompanied  Alexander 
Schneider  in  the  fine  Van- 

guard performance  of  the 
three  Schubert  Violin  So- 

natas Opus  137).  rt  does  not 
stir  the  immediate  sensa- 

tionalism that  greeted 
Gould's  debut  with  the  same work  (Gould  was  24),  but 
it  does  herald  the  partial 
coming  of  age  of  a  potential- 

ly great  talent. 
Brahms:  Sonata  No.  3  in 

D  Minor,  Op.  108;  Jascha 
Heifctz,  violin,  William  Ka- 

pell,  piano;  Sinding:  Suite, 
Op.  10  and  Ravel:  Tzigane; 
Heifctz  with  the  Los  Angeles 
Philharmonic  Orchestra  con- 

ducted by  Alfred  Wallen- 
stein  —  RCA  Victor  LM 
2836. 
One  could  be  thankful  to 

Victor  for  reissuing  the 
Brahms  1950  collaboration, 
if  only  because  the  KapeJl 
legacy  is  so  small.  At  the 
time  of  his  death  at  31  in  a 
1953  plane  crasli,  Kapell  was 
perhaps  the  outstanding 
American  pianist  of  his  ge- 

neration. And  his  perform- 
ance of  surety  and  warmth 

in  the  Brahms  is  a  match 
for  the  fire  of  Heifetz. 
Some  may  prefer  a  more 

relaxed  approach,  but  the 
violinist's  performance  is breathtaking  and  he  is  at 
I  he  apex  of  his  wizardry. 
The  flip  side  contains  two 

10-year-old  reissues  of  the 
schmalz  that  Heifetz  was 
known  for  once  he  had  com- 

pleted the  more  basic  re- 
pertoire. Few  more  dazzling 

performances  of  the  Ravel 
exist  and  even  the  belabour- 

ed romanticism  of  the  Sind- 
ing Suite  is  listenable  for  a 

while.  One  complaint  lies 
with  the  boxed  in  and  sparse 
orchestral  accompaniment, 
which,  though  barely  aud- 

ible, is  no  small  nuisance. 
J.S.  Bach:  The  Six  Bran- 

denburg Concertos;  South- 
west German  Chamber  Or- 

chestra conducted  by  Fried- 
rich  Tilegant  —  RCA  Victor 
LM/LSC  7038. 
A  moderately  successful 

addilion  to  an  increasingly 
large  number  of  Branden- 

burg discs.  The  best  in  this 
specific  set  is  the  clear  re- 

cording technique  and  the 
dynam'c  vitality  of  the strings.  The  only  wholly  sa- 

tisfying concerto,  thus, 
the  Sixth,  which  is  all  strings 
(and  harpsichord  continuo). 
The  Third,  though  also  scor 
ed  only  for  strings  has  sa- crificed imagination  in  the 
almost  non-existent  second movement. 
There  is,  however,  much 

worthwhile  in  the  other  con- 
certos (the  trumpet  work 

in  the  Second  is  exquisite). 
One  would  wish  the  flutes 
and  solo  violin  in  the  Fourth 
had  the  exuberance  and  flui- 

dity of  the  strings. 
As  to  the  Fifth,  while 

there  are  undoubtedly  some 
merits  in  the  use  of  the 
harpsichord  in  the  purists' 
eyes,  one's  ears  would  ra- ther hear  a  piano  on  which 
the  complexities  of  the  solo 
parts  would  not  be  lost  in 
so  much  sterility.  And  why 
the  cello  in  the  middle movement? 

— PAUL  ENNIS 

RECORD 

new  swingers 
David  Clayion  Thomas 

and  the  Shays  a  Go-Go: 
Roman  DHL  101: 
David  Clayton  Thomas  is 

a  good  blues  singer,  but  you 
couldn't  -be  sure  of  it  if  all 
you  had  to  go  on  was  this 

one  of  the  few  sides  on  the 
record  that  doesn't  sound 
strained.  He  gives  it  a  more 
relaxed  and  confident  per- 

formance, than  the  others, 
and  it's  much  the  best  thing on  the  album. 

new,  and  the  group  has  a 
chance  to  do  things  nobody 
else  has  popularized.  Instru- 
menlally  they  are  compet- 

ent, and  at  times  very  good 
indeed. 

The  best  songs  on  the  rec- 
ord are  those  with  a  slight 

blues  flavor,  although  this 
aspect  isn't  really  stressed 
as  much  as  it  might  be. 
Good  examples  of  this  are 

A 
and  the 

SHAY 

M        nut  wuk 

record.  It's  his  first  LP,  and he  doesn't  seem  to  feel  at home  in  the  recording  stu- 
dio yet.  Many  of  the  songs seem  a  bit  constrained,  and 

they  lack  the  power  he 
projects  on  stage.  Even  in 
those  he  does  well,  like 
"Howlin' "  and  "Boom 
Boom"  his  voice  sounds forced. 
"Barbie  Lee",  one  of  his own  songs,  is  well  sung,  but his  voice  gets  lost  from  lime 

to  lime  in  the  instrumentali- 
zation.  "Take  me  Back"  is 

In  spite  of  all  its  faults, 
it  s  not  a  bad  performance. David  Clayton  Thomas  is  a 
promising  blues  singer,  al- 

though he's  obviously  not yet  as  comfortable  in  a  stu- 
dio as  he  is  on  stage. 

J.B.  and  the  Playboys: 
RCA  PC/PCS  1086. 

J.B.  and  the  Playboys  are 
a  Montreal  group  who've 
been  very  successful  in  re- 

cent stage  performances. 
This  record,  their  first, 
shows  them  off  reasonably well.  Most  of  the  songs  are 

John  coftrane 

THE 

JOHN  COLTRANE 
QUARTET  PLAYS 

CHIM  CHIM  CHEREE 
SONG  OF  PRAISE 
NATURE  BOY 
BRAZILIA 

"One  Love,  Your  Love"  and 
"My  Delight",  two  numbers 
which  really  demonstrate 
the  blues  potential  of  this 
group.  Vocally,  "My  Delight" is  fascinating  because  of  its unusual  harmonic  structure. 
There's  plenty  of  variety on  the  record,  ranging  from a  really  beautiful  ballad  ver- 

Coltrone  (tenor,  soprono  saxopho- 
nes), McCoy  Tyncr  (piono)  Jimmy  Gar- rison (boss),  Elvln  Jones  (drums);  Art 

Davis  (boss)  added  for  'Nature  Boy*. 
Coitrane  was  the  first  mu- 

sician to  take  full  advantage 
of  the  brass  qualities  of  the 
saxophone,  which  is  after  all, 
halfways  between  the  wood- 

winds and  the  brass  instru- 
ments, and  an  anomaly  in 

classical  music.  Most  saxo- 
phonists before  him  relied 

on  the  basic  syncopation, 
playing  with  the  beat,  while 
brass  instruments  could  eas- 

ily play  patterns  against  the 
rhythm.  But  Coltrane's  crisp, 
hard  sound,  on  first  encoun- 

ter so  crude  and  ultimateh 
so  attractive,  could  be  rhyth 
mically  assertive,  and  thf 
traditional  flexibility  of  th< 
instrument  allowed  him  e 
fluency  unequalled  on  brass 
instruments. 
Coltrane's  early  music 

with  Miles  Davis  was  in 
many  ways  simpler  than Miles',  more  attracted  to 
the  elements  of  the  struc- 

ture, darkly  melodic.  In  his 
later  recordings,  the  rhyth- 

mic and  melodic  aspects  of 
his  music  were  more  firmly 
welded  together;  this  quali- 

ty is  particularly  noticeable 

sion  of  "Don't  Ask  me  to 
be  True"  to  "Sticks  and 
Stones,"  which  moves  right 
along.  It's  a  good  first  al- bum. 
Introducing  the  In-Sect: Camden  CAL/CAS  909. 
The  In-Sect,  according  to 

the  liner  notes,  have  invent- 

sound  like  the  earlier  ver- 
sions. 
To  this  extent,  they  do 

have  a  style  of  their  own. 
But  this  is  so  bland  and  un- 

inspiring that  most  of  the 

songs  drag.  "Help  me  Ron- da",  (sic)  for  example,  is 
so  slow  that  it  goes  out  of 

ed  a  new  style— the  so-cal- led "London  Sound".  This turns  out  to  be  nothing 
more  than  watered-down Liverpool.  Not  that  the  In- Sect  are  exactly  copying.  Al- though all  but  two  of  the songs  were  recently  record- ed by  various  groups,  the In-Sect    manages    not  to 

tune,  and  the  same  thing 

happens  to  "Yes  it  is". Accompaniment  is  ge- 
nerally competent,  but  it 

lacks  vitality.  "Ticket  to Ride"  is  ruined  by  a  tinny 



REVISITED 

multiversity.  There  is  even  such  a  group  at Toronto  but  the  effect  of  both  groups  is relatively  the  same  on  both  campuses  The idea  of  a  multiversity  did  not  compel 
ll^h  I  ,stu,dents  to  rise  up  in  righteous wrath,  but  the  curtailment  of  their  citizens' rights  did. 

depnvmg  the  students  of  rights  they  could enjoy  anywhere  else.  In  effect  the  university 
TehV!?elt  into   a   totalitarian  S 
thet,^  fC°ntro1  °Ver  the  ideas  «°  which 
the  student  is  exposd.  By  threatening  ex 
such  as  sit-ins.  the  university  doubly  punish- a  the  student.  This  turned  the  student  into 

Student  being  helped  onto  police  cor  to  speok. 

At  the  time  of  the  unrest,  there dents  protesting  against  the  idea  „, 
'brams-factory"   in   no   uncertain  terms 

--tlhe-Mea  ™  ̂ ^^^^ 
for  the  same  offence. 

The  November  20  roily. 

Bradford  Cleaveland,  a  former  graduate 
student  in  political  science  wrote  of  the 
difficulty  of  arousing  anger  over  the  idea  of 
a  multiversity  or  even  of  a  plan  to  arouse 
it,  saying:  "But  there  is  no  plan  for  kicking twenty  thousand  people  IN  THEIR  ASSES!" 

•     •  • 

By  imposing  restrictions  on  political activity  on  campus,  the  administration  was 

Perhaps,  in  the  long  run,  the  students 
do  agree  with  the  taxpayers;  that  they  are 
there  to  learn  how  to  support  their  wives 
and  children.  Perhaps  the  ideas  attributed 
to  all  the  students  belong  only  to  a  small 
core.  Perhaps  what  was  seen  as  a  revolt 
against  the  system  is  only  another  re-affir- 

mation of  the  American  Way  of  Life. Perhaps  not. 

review 
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U  of  T  FILM  PRODUCTION 
CLUB  WANTS  SCRIPT-OUTLINES 

FOR  SHORT  FILMS 

contact  STEVE  SNIDER  928-3462 
OR 

ARLENE  GOULD  481  6741 
BY  TUESDAY  DECEMBER  7 

^  ""  ■  ■  ii  »  Mini  — — ^ 
FASHION  SILHOUETTE , 
in  SLIMS,  SWEATERS,  SKIRTS  by  j Glenayr 

I   You'll  jump  for  joy  when  you 
I   wear  this  perfectly  matching 
j  "slim"  outfit  hy  Kitten!  The 
\  cardigan  is  medium -weight 
\  Shetland  and  mohair,  has 

full-fashioned  raglan  shoulders, 
cardigan  facing  with  roll  collar, 
in  stuuuing  new  Fall  colours. 
The  perfectly  matching  slims 
are  100%  Pure  Wool  Worsted 
woven  from  superfine  English 
Botany  and  perfectly  match 
all  Kitten  Botany  sweaters. 
At  all  fine  shops  everywhere! 

538/692 

%     H  itlioul  ihis  label  i'  'a  not  a  genuine  KITTEN. 



WINTER  CARNIVAL  BEAUTY  CONTEST 
DEADLINE  FOR  ENTRANTS 

TODAY  -  5  P.M.  -  SAC  OFFICE 

HONDA  SPORT 
PARTS  •  SALES  •  SERVICE  •  ACCESSORIES 

OPEN  NIGHTLY  UNTIL  9  P,M, 
1247  Boy  Street  (at  Yorkville)  927- 

GREEK  BOUTIQUE 
REPRODUCTIONS  OF  ORIGINAL 

GREEK  ART 
HANDMADE  JEWELRY.  ETC. 

In  the  Upper  Colonnade 922-2336 

CAMP  YUNGVELT 

1966  STAFF 
Openings  in  the  following  deportment  for  mature, 
skilled,  experienced  instructors  &  supervisory  staff. 

Land  Sports  Swim  Instructors 
Counsellors 

For  further  information  coll  Mr.  K.  Langbord  ot 
WA  1-6706  or  RU  7  2081  after  6  o'clock 

STOP 

THERE 
ARE  ONLY 

14  days  left 
to  purchase 

your  tickets  for  the 

HART  HOUSE 

NEW  YEAR'S  EVE 
BALL 

$12.00  per  couple  -  at 
Hall  Porter's  Desk 

Dancing  -  Entertainment 
-  Steak  Supper 

R.  J.  BESSEY 

JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 

AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

(v?)  Westinghouse 

Will  Be  On  Campus  December  7 

To  Interview  1966  Business  Graduates 

A  well-defined  training  program  is  offered  to  prepare candidates  for  positions  of  responsibility  in: 

TECHNICAL  MARKETING 

MARKETING  OPERATIONS 

MARKET  RESEARCH 

COMMERCIAL  SALES 

These  positions  will  afford  opportunity  for  career development  to  graduates  with  potential. 
Professional  salary  scale  and  increases  based  on  per- formance as  well  as  excellent  employee  fringe  benefit plans. 
Contact  the  Placement  Office  for  detailed  information brochures  and  interview  appointment. 

BERKELEY 

By  VANDRA  WARD 
Now  that  the  tumult  and  the  shouting 

have  died,  it  seems  clear  that  a  denial  of 
constitutional  rights,  and  not  the  problem 
of  multiversity,  provoked  the  Berkeley 
protest  last  winter. 

Such,  at  least,  is  the  consensus  arrived 
at  after  discussion  VJHil  two  members  of  the 
U  of  T  sociology  department,  Kenneth Walker  and  Ian  Currie,  who  were  graduate 
students  at  Berkeley  at  the  time. 

Mr.  Walker  pointed  directly  to  the 
State  Constitution  of  California  which 
stipulates  that  the  university  "shall  be entirely  independent  of  all  political  or 
sectarian  influence".  The  original  purpose 
of  this  provision  was  to  ensure  that  the 
university  be  protected  from  external  or 
political  pressure  and  that  university 
courses  be  as  objective  as  is  humanly  pos- 
sible. 

The  issue  that  the  sit-in  protested  was 
the  re-interpretation  of  this  clause  to  mean 
that  no  university  student  should  be  expos- 

ed to  any  view  advocated  by  an  off-campus speaker  who  or  which  was  in  any  way 
controversial. 

The  taxpayers  of  California  must  not  be 
offended.  As  Mr.  Currie  phrased  it:  "They have  a  big,  expensive  educational  plant  to 
run  in  California,  and  they  do  not  want  any 
fuss  over  ideas  or  moral  issues  to  threaten 
the  flow  of  dollars." 

One  irate  citizen  was  more  specific: 
"Listen,  you're  there  to  learn  how  to  earn  a living  for  your  wife  and  kids,  and  for 
Christ's  sake  get  all  them  ideas  the  hell  out 

of  your  head." 
Berkeley  is,  of  course,  a  state  institu- tion, financed  by  state  funds  and  federal 

contracts.  The  two  issues  which  could  arise 
from  this  (and  have  elsewhere)  —  in  loco 
parentis  and  academic  freedom  —  do  not, 
however,  apply  directly  to  constitutional  is- sues or  the  demonstrations. 

Of  the  student  population  at  Berkeley, 
two  thirds  (  18,000)  supported  the  goals  of 
the  protest  and  one  third  (9,000)  the  means. 
This  was  not  then  a  demonstration  of  a 
group  of  hard-core  radicals,  but  a  spontane- 

ous uprising  against  the  deprivation  of  a 
constitutional  right  guaranteed  in  the  first 
and  fourteenth  amendments. 

It  all  started  on  September  16,  1964, 
when  the  Dean  of  Students  announced  that 
an  area  near  the  main  entrance  of  the 
university  could  no  longer  be  used  to  sup- 

port political  candidates  or  to  advocate  off- 
campus  organizations.  This  action  was 
generally  considered  the  result  of  the  en- 

quiry of  a  reporter  from  the  Oakland 
Tribune  (whose  editor  is  William  Knowland, 
chief  architect  of  Goldwater's  nomination) concerning  the  use  of  campus  property  for the  recruitment  of  Students  for  Scranton. 

On  October  2,  a  Free  Speech  Movement 
rally  of  two  hundred  demonstrators  blocked 
a  police  car  containing  an  arrested  campus 
CORE  worker  who  was  testing  the  ad- 

ministration's ban.  A  brief  interlude  of 
"tentative  dialogue"  followed  until  the  so- called  riot  of  December  3,  a  protest  of recriminations  made  against  some  October 2  demonstrators. 

This  mass  student  boycott  and  sit-in 
slowed  down  the  massive  machinery  of  the 
university  almost  to  a  halt,  forming  the 
climax  of  the  protest  —  or  at  least  the  most 
publicized  part.  In  the  aftermath,  the  ad- 

review 

ministration  revoked  the  most  severe 
clauses  of  its  rules,  and  the  campus  return- 

ed to  a  state  of  relative  peace. 

The  Administration  was  quick  to  give 
out  research  grants  to  social  scientists  in 
the  hope  of  being  exonerated  in  the  report, 
but  the  study  nevertheless  "blamed-  the administration  for  the  crisis,  gave  support 
to  the  constitutionality  of  the  students' demands,  and  stated  that,  after  the  investi- 

gation, it  was  clear  that  the  FSM  was  neither 
communist  dominated  nor  communist  led". 

To  stand  up  for  one's  constitutional rights  is  a  very  American  Thing  to  do;  to 
fight  the  system  is  not.  When  articles  are 
written  about  the  "new  wave"  sweeping 
over  North  American  campuses,  as  exemp- 

lified especially  by  Berkeley,  I  think  that one  should  not  forget  that  many  of  the 
Berkeley  demonstrators  were  average  joes 
who  wanted  only  to  say  what  they  thought. 

Surveys  done  by  a  member  of  the  so- 
ciology department  show  that  82%  of  the 

student  body  were  satisfied  with  their 
education  at  Berkeley  as  were  56%  even  of 
those,  who  participated  in  the  October  1 
blocking  of  the  police  car.  Studies  done  by 

'There  is  a  time  when  the  operation  of  the machine  becomes  so  odious  .  .  .  that  you 
can't  take  part;  .  .  .  and  you've  got  to  put your  bodies  .  .  .  upon  all  the  apparatus  and 
you've  got  to  indicate  to  the  people  who  run 
it,  to  the  people  who  own  it,  that  unless 
you're  free,  the  machine  will  be  prevented 
from  working  at  all."  —  Mario  Savio. 

psychologists  on  demonstrators  show  them 
to  be  the  intellectual  cream  of  the  university 
who  had  to  spend  most  of  their  time  on their  courses,  not  in  demonstrations.  The pressure  for  success  at  Berkeley  is  great, 
since  now  only  eight  per  cent  of  the  gra- duating class  of  any  high  school  are  eligible for  admission. 

The  foregoing  does  not  mean  to  imply that  there  is  not  a  group  at  Berkeley  se- riously concerned  with  the  problems  of  a 



music 
paul  ennis 

A  REMARKABLE  CONCERT 

And  %  *2»£ local  debut  of  guest  conductor  Georg  Solti  the  world renowned  master  of  Wagnerian  opera Solti,  Hungarian-born,  who  studied  under  Bartok  Doh- 
Skn?hKOda^  'ed  8  CODCert  °f  HaDde1'  SchunSnn  and ™.  f     orchestra  responded  with  a  clear  and  ener- 
fn  thePHandTCe'  eXCeP'  fOT  embarrassing  hor"  fluffs 
erf  S^-™  rece°' memory  has  the  TS  achieved  the  hush- 
1PET  t°f  th£  Air  in  ̂   Water  Suite.  But 
match  rtL0penKr  Was  only  a  Preliminary  in  a 
day  wor^  on  g         mUSkal  momentum  J  Tues- 

One  could  scarcely  hope  for  a  better  live  performance of  ShumannS  Fourth  Symphony.  UsuaUy  difficult  to  per- form with  any  vitality,  due  to  Schumann's  characteristi- cally thick  scoring  and  repetitive  development,  the  D  minor 

tally.  °ame  Sh  eX'remely  1UddIy  30(1  r™a" 
«wSSfleh°2!'  tthe  continual  Florestan-Eusebius  tensions shot  through  the  performance  as  well,  but  never  destrov 
cmogrZet.deUCate  balandDg  3Ct  °f  ,he  monysian-rppoS" 

And  so  we  heard  a  truly  lyric  Introduction  followed by  a  vibrant  issuing  of  the  first  movement's  main  tnerne 
hslaen,eor<eSS  H^Uy  so  difficult  to  obtain  because™ its  latent  ordinariness.  Similarly  the  Romanze  alternate 

Ee7X*  ^  l^™  sorting  ra'dlytough" eiuberanS         J°y  °f  'he  Fimle  ̂   its  coda  °f  *e!r 
rh^0&^5  u-?,!d  match  the  Bartok  Concerto  For  Or- 

tf  .bnmant  virtuosity.  Thjs  was         the  ra£. 
WtelS  °f  °ZaWa  ̂   Wg  SOUDd  ™^  down All  was  clear,  balanced,  inordinately  precise  almost dynamically  flawless.  Perhaps  one  was  struck  no so much 
of  the  fS  "g;™"*  °f  <he  E>egia  as  by  the  life  pulse f  ™  -n  •  °  "  WaS  sure,y  m  control  throughout  and a  more  illuminating  performance  would  be  hard  to  find 

rontoDcreda,S  Th8iVe  &-  many  ̂ nerable  women  of  To- °t"f  T**y  continue  to  bring  outstanding  artists 
50  lentf  yeartand  adraissi°u  for  students  is  only 
2  ̂ ^,  ;^,™  heM  Th"^Y  afternoons  at 9th  Auditorium,  the  next  being  December 

a  tre^  Th.n?f  COncert  should  prove  a  rarity  and 
of  ,1    vr   I  T'ey  Buetens  L"te  Tri°  wi"  Perform  music 
Thomas  Moriev  ?ob8e:  ™^  Joha  d inomas  Moriey,  Tobias  Hume  and  Matthew  Locke-  ako 
™erank"XnrnThe  !T>  th£  °^^-u  vTo,aLlkgamba° iccoraer,  Krumhorn,  and  cornetto  ar*>  c<-»m»  «f        ■  * 

SL'of'thf  bG  £  ̂7ol%:  oTa traction  of  the  musicianship  and  ensemble  of  the  last  srronn the^women  brought  to  us,  the  concert  will  be  a  huge^c- 
half  »WL7ekA  ag°  **  Was  the  Juiniard  String  Quartet  for 

~ce°"hr^fp^  — £-^| Quartet  of  unmatched  brilliance  "'m 

/V»£^f  cluttered,  chaotic By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER Sid  Dolgay,  the  former member  of  the  Travellers, 
is  a  man  to  look  out  for. 
He's  gone  into  the  manage- ment business  and  seems 
to  be  working  very  hard  to promote  and  groom  new 
acts. 

Last  week,  I  wrote  about 
one  of  his  acts.  Three's  A Crowd,  which  appeared  at the  Riverboat.  This  week, another  one  is  appearing there,  a  girl  named  Marti Shannon. 
Marti,  a  24-year-old  native 

of  Washington  but  now  a Canadian  citizen,  sings  folk- songs with  an  impressive volume  and  projection. 
When  she  does  a  number 

Here  again  she  does  the 
popular  version.  Her  own interpretations  of  these songs  are  lacking. 
But  here  it  must  be  admit- ted that  her  act  is  new  and still  in  the  formative  stages. Accompanying  her  on  the 

guitar  during  this  engage- 
ment, which  lasts  until  Sun- 

day, is  Trevor  Veitch,  a  mem- ber of  Three's  a  Crowd. Trevor  is  really  quite 
a  good  guitarist  who  can handle  his  instrument  with ease  coming  up  with  a rhythmic  blues  tone  or  a flowing  tripping  country sound. 
He  knows  the  instrument well  enough  to  improvise  on 

The  sparks  of  fine  sing- 
ing in  the  concert  were  un- fortunately in  the  minority. Mary  Travers,  who  can  do 

w  o  n  de  r  f  u  1 1  y  expressive things  with  that  voice  of hers  even  though  it  has  one 
of  the  most  restricted  ranges in  folk-music,  gave  an. indi- cation of  what  the  .trio  can 
do  in  Tom  Paxton's  Last Thing  on  My  Mind. 

It  was  a  good  number  be- cause she  sang  it  solo  with- out the  vocal  support  of  her two  non-entity  cohorts.  They merely  played  guitar,  and better  than  they  usually  do at  that. 
Peter  Yarrow  gave  the  con- 

cert another  lift  when  he 
sang  some  union  songs  solo. 

what's  new  in  paperback By  BEVERLEY  PETERSON  A  first-hand  account  of Canadian  newsman's  travels m  China  during  April  and May  of  this  year. 
E.  E.  Cummings:  A  Miscel- lany Revised;  edited  by  Ge- org J.  Firmage;  October House;  $3.50. 
This  revised  work  includ- 
es all  of  the  original  limited 1958  edition,  as  well  as  se- veral hitherto  unpublished drawings  and  pieces. 

Klondike;  Pierre  Berton;  Mc- Clelland &  Stewart;  95c. First  published  in  1958, this  best-seller  about  the last  gold  rush  appears  in paperback  for  the  first time. 

The  Negro  Novel  in  Ameri- 
ca; Robert  A.  Bone;  Yale: 

$1-95. 
An  evaluation  of  Negro 

writing  from  1853  lo  James Baldwin. 

After  the  Genteel  Tradition: 
American  Writers  1910-1930; edited  by  Malcolm  Cowley; Southern  Illinois;  $2.50. 
The  only  complete  study of  the  rebel  generation  of 

American  writers  who  domi- 
nated the  literary  scene  of 

the  1920's. 
Byron  —  A  Critical  Study; Andrew  Rutherford;  Oliver &  Boyd;  $4.75. 
An  account  of  Byron's  ca- reer and  achievment  as  a 

poet  without  using  biograph- 
ical materal  unless  strictly 

relevant  to  a  critical  assess- ment . 
China  —  One  Fourth  of  the 
World;  Charles  Lynch;  Mc- 

Clelland and  Stewart;  95c. 
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such  as  the  Klan  you  can 
feel  it  and  be  chilled  by  the 
feeling  she  has  for  it  and 
the  passion  with  which  she sings  it. 
With  a  very  sophisticated- sounding  voice,  she  sang  the 

hit-parade  number  Little 
Bird,  with  sensitivity  and care. 

But  too  often  she  blares 
out  too  loudly  and  unflat- 
teringly.  She  introduced  the 
song  East  Virginia  as  a 
plaintive  love  ballad  which 
has  been  changed  into  a 
driving  and  loud  lament  by 
popular  tastes. 
The  version  she  performed 

was  the  result  of  the  cor- 
ruptive influence  of  these 

popular  tastes. 
Similarly,  with  Sylvia 

Fricker's  You  Were  on 
My  Mind,  Marti  told  her 
audience  that  the  Wee  Five 
got  hold  of  the  song  and 
jumbled  it  all  up  "and  came 

up  with  this....". 

Mary  and  friends. 
Marti's  own  guitar  work 

is  unimpressive,  unless  of course  she  toned  down  her 
guitar  work  because  Trevor 
is  accompanying  her. 
Maybe  my  tastes  have 

changed  profoundly  or  may- 
be I  just  know  more  now, 

but  I  wasn't  impressed  at  all 
by  Peter,  Paul  and  Mary's Massey  Hall  concert  at  the 
begining  of  this  week. 
The  trio  singing  together 

presents  an  artificial,  clut- tered and  overstylized  sound 
that  I  can't  tolerate  any- 

more. The  trio's  treatment of  San  Francisco  Bay  Blues, 
which  was  so  cluttered  it 
was  almost  chaotic,  was  a 
good  example  of  this. 
When  the  three  harmoniz- 

ed on  slow  beautiful  num- bers, the  result  was  drab 
and  boring.  The  First  Time, 
an  exceptionally  beautiful 
song  was  put  to  this  treat- ment and  mauled  in  the 

process. 

Peter,  Paul  ana  Mary  can 
really  do  well  when  they  try, 
but  they're  too  busy  bow- 

ing to  popular,  suburba- nite and  record-buying  tastes 
for  harmony,  arrangement and  delivery. 

Some  of  the  arrangements, 
the  ones  that  were  kept  on  a 
cleaner  and  less  cluttered 
tone  such  as  Dylan's  Times 
They  Are  a  Changin',  weren't half  bad.  Here  the  drive  of 
the  song  occupied  them  rath- er than  striving  for  harmony. 

AROUND  TOWN 
Sonny  and  Brownie  are  to 

appear    at    the  Riverboat 
starting  Tuesday;  Eric  An- dersen at  the  New  Gale  of 
Cleve  when  it  reopens  from 
alterations  and  the  Original 
Old  Time  Upper  Canada  Rag  «- Mama  Jug  Band  will  be  at 
The  Poets  on    Avenue  Rd. 
this    Friday    night.  (That 
name  might  be  a  bit  jumblr 
ed  up.) 

Peacemaker  or  Powder-mon- 
key; lames  M.  Minifie;  Mc- Clelland &  Stewart;  95c. 

Although  first  published 
five  years  ago,  the  author's argument  for  Canadian  neu- 

trality still  sounds  convinc- 
ing. 

Scandinavia;  John  H.  Wuv- 
rinen;  Prentice-Hall;  $235. 
A  modern  survey  of  Scan- dinavian history  in  relation 

to  problems  of  today. 
Sean  O  Casey  —  The  Man 
Behind  his  Plays;  Saros  Co- 

wasjee;  Oliver  &  Boyd;  $3.75. 
A  well-documented  study 

concentrating  on  the  first 
46  years  of  O'Casey's  life. Theatre  in  the  Twentieth 
Century;  edited  by  Robert 
W.  Corrigan;  Black  Cat; 
$1.90. This  anthology  presents 
the  major  figures  of  20th century  drama  either  in 
their  own  words  or  in  dis- 

cussions by  some  of  the  best critics  of  our  day. 
Vietnam  —  Inside  Story  of 

the  Guerilla  War;  W.  G.  Bur 
chett;  Progress;  $2.35. An  eye-witness  report  by 
Australian  journalist  who 
lived  and  travelled  with  the 
Vietcong  for  8  months. 
What  Is  Existentialism?; 
William  Barrett;  Evergreen; 

$2.50. 
The  author  examines  the 

question  in  an  essay  origin- 
ally published  in  the  Parti- san Review,  and  then  goes 

on  to  Heidegger  as  the  key  , 
to  the  movement. 
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By  STEPHEN  ZACKS 
Recent  years,  and  more 

particularly,  recent  months 
have  seen  a  spate  of  politi- cal and  historical  Canadiana 
books  reach  the  market. 
What  has  given  rise  to  this 
upsurge  of  publications  vary- 

ing from  topical  political 
commentaries  to  academic 
studies,  and  even  political 
classics? 
Are  Canadians  beginning 

to  take  an  interest  in  what 
this  country  is  all  about  — 
both  its  present  and  its 
past? 
Our  curiosity  has  been 

sparked,  I  think,  by  three 
events  of  the  last  decade. 
Firstly,  there  was  the  rise  to 
power  of  the  fascinating  and 
complex  John  Diefenbaker; 
secondly  the  latent  prob- lems of  Quebec  nationalism 
and  the  rise  of  Separatist 
movements  have  given  cause 
to  re-evaluate  the  nature  of 
the  Canadian  federal  struc- 

ture; and  thirdly,  the  pub- 
licity surrounding  Canada's centennial. 

The  increase  in  politically 
oriented  programs  on  the 
CBC  TV  network  —  Public 
Eye,  Seven  Days,  and  their 

ilk  —  attests  to  a  growing 
awareness  of  what  is  hap- 

pening in  and  around  go- vernment and  politics. 
Then  the  combination  of 

Diefenbaker  as  subject,  and 
Peter  Newman  as  biogra- 

pher began  the  trend.  A  Re- 
negade in  Power,  has  now 

surpassed  the  80,000  sales 
mark,  whereas  a  typical  best- seller in  Canada  sells  10,000 
copies. 

At  that  point,  both  writers 
and  publishers  decided,  "It someone  else  did  it,  we  can 
too!"  .  .  .  and  they  did. 

Scandals  in  high  places, 
indecision,  and  Cabinet  re- 

signations in  recent  months have  added  fuel  to  the  fire. 
Richard  Gwyn's  The  Shape 
of  Scandal  and  Pierre  Sevig- 
ny's  This  Game  of  Politics come  immediately  to  mind, 
and  both  are  burning  well. 
Who,  we  wonder,  will  be  the 
first  to  benefit  from  the  re- 

cent spy  case? 
But  there  has  been  an  up- 

surge in  academic  writing too. 
Certainly  there  is  the  car- 

ryover from  those  who,  hav- 
ing read  some  of  the  topical 

literature,  decide  to  chew 

into  something  more  sub- 
stantial, and,  we  must  ad- mit, scholars  do  occasionally write  with  an  appealing 

style.  Thus  Donald  Creigh- 
ton's  Road  to  Confederation 
and  Bruce  Hutchinson's Mister  Prime  Minister  reach 
both  an  academic  and  a 
general  market. And,  of  course,  there  are 
more  students. 

It  has  become  easier  to 
find  publishers  for  work  of 
this  type.  One  professor  at the  U  of  T  suggests  that  H 
one  is  writing  .  anything 
wortb.while,  he  will  find  a 
publisher;  while  another 
commented  that  the  com- 

mercial publishers  are  ap- 
proaching academics  in  or- der to  procure  manuscripts, 

which  in  some  cases  are  only 
in  the  planning  stages. 

Publishers  are  now  will- 
ing to  gamble  on  a  series  of 

books  if  they  tbink  that  a 
few  volumes  will  sell  well 
and  cover  their  costs.  Mc- 

Clelland and  Stewart's  Ca- nadian Centenary  Series 
{seventeen  volumes  of  which 
five  are  now  available)  is  a 
project  of  this  type. 

In  the  past.  Royal  Com- missions have  provided  one 
of  the  primary  sources  of 

first  class  data  in  Canadian 
history.  The  frequent  quot- 

ing of  the  RoweU-Sirois  Re- 
port and  its  Appendices  de- monstrates the  worthiness 

of  this  particular  Report. 
However,  Royal  Commis- sions have  also  slowed  down 

the  output  of  many  acade- mics. Many  of  these  feel 
that  their  primary  responsi- 

bility is  to  these  Commis- sions. Thus  when  they  get 
the  call  to  serve  their  coun- 

try they  drop  whatever  they 
are  doing  and  report  for 

duty.  (The  fact  that  the  re- muneration is  excellent  may 
be  a  contributing  factor!) 
The  B  &  B  Commission 

has  meant  that  at  least  sev- 
eral manuscripts  have  been laid  aside  — hopefully  only 

temporarily.  However  the far-reaching  scope  of  this 
Commission  will  make  it 
another  vast  source  of  in- 

formation about  the  Cana- 
dian past. Because  of  the  dearth  of 

material  on  such  a  wide  var- 
iety of  subjects,  many  books, 

long  out  of  print,  provide 
the  major  source  of  infor- mation for  interested  indi- 

viduals. Many  of  these  vol- umes are  not  to  be  found 
in  libraries,  and  second 
hand  copies  sell  for  about 
$25.  each,  if  one  is  fortunate 
enough  to  locate  an  available 
copy. 

Thanks  is  due  to  the  Insti- tute of  Canadian  Studies  at 
Carleton  University  and  Mc- Clelland and  Stewart  for 
their  joint  venture  —  The Carleton  Library  Series. 
This  is  a  collection,  with  a 
large  proportion  of  reprints, 
of  relatively  inexpensive  pa- 

perbacks which  have  once 
again  made  available  such 
important  studies  as  Skel- 
ton's  Laurier,  Lord  Durham's 
Report  and  Volume  I  of  the Rowell-Sirois  Report. 

Shortly  forthcoming  in  the 

reprint  series  are  Skelton's Gait,  Brenner's  North  At- 
lantic Triangle  and  Borden's Memoirs. 

One  feature  which  makes 
Canadiana  so  attractive  is 
the  fact  that  there  is  so 
much  uncovered  territory 
Students  are  still  awaiting 
biographies  of  such  notable 
Canadians  as  Robert  Bord- 

en, D'Arcy  McGee,  and  Hen- ri Bourassa,  to  name  but  a 
few.  Little  has  been  written 
on  provincial  and  municipal 
government,  or  on  specific events  in  history. 

In  the  past,  many  Cana- dians have  expressed  the 
view  that  their  history  has 
been  unexciting.  It  is  possi- ble to  attribute  this  view  to 
the  fact  that  the  sources  of 
history  have  been  few  and 
often  boring.  The  recent  up- 

surge seems  to  indicate  the 
contrary.  Perhaps  it  can 
even  be  exciting  now  that 
the  sources  have  come  alive. 
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PIMM'S 
N25/,asa 
Canadian Whisky 

both  are  absolutely  delicious! 

Two  things  about  Pimm's:  easy  to  serve,  and  a  taste  you'll  enjoy.  Just  pour  into  a  tall  glass and  add  ice  and  fill  up  with  your  favourite  light  mix.  You  can  add  a  slice  of  cucumber 
a  piece  of  lemon,  or  a  sprig  of  mint  to  make  the  traditional  Pimm's,  famous  throughout 
the  world.  But  don't  bother  unless  you're  in  the  mood.  A  new  generation  is  rediscovering Pimm  s  . . .  and  enjoying  every  moment  of  it. 

DRINK  PIMM'S- -simply  because  you'll  enjoy  the  taste  of  it. H,  CORUY  DISTILLERY  LIMITED,  CORJJYVILLE,  CAN, 
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McGill  fight  spawns  new  paper MONTREAL     (CUP)  — The  battle  to  discontinue 
McGill 's  membership  in  the Union  Generale  des  Etu- 
diants  de  Quebec  has  given birth  to  a  new  campus  news- paper—Resistance. 

The  first  issue  of  the  new 
publication  appeared  on  the 
McGill  campus  last  Tuesday 
— the  day  before  the  refe- 

rendum on  whether  the school  should  retain  its membership  in  UGEQ. 
The  paper,  published  by Colin  A.  Gravenor  Jr.,  charg- ed that  a  vote  for  UGEQ  was 

a  vote  against  freedom  of 
thought,  freedom  of  discus- 

sion, and  freedom  of  politic- al action. 

In  an  editorial  wednasday 
the  McGill  Daily  described 
Resistance  as  "an  obscene 
little  magazine." 

"Its  similarity  to  the  hate literature  emanating  from 
the  nazi  headquarters  of George  Lincoln  Rockwell  in 
Arlington,  Va.,  is  no  coinci- 

dence," the  Daily  said. 
The  editorial  further  char- 

ged that  one  motivation  of 
the  anti-UGEQ  group  at  Mc- 

Gill was  to  overthrow  the 
executive  of  the  council  and 
to  install  Mr.  Gravenor  as  the 
new  editor  of  the  Daily. 
Following  the  defeat  of 

the  referendum  Wednesday to  keep  McGill  in  UGEQ, Resistance  editor  Gravenor 

called  the  Daily  editorial 
"disgraceful."  He  said,  "I have  been  singled  out  in  a vicious  attack  for  my  defen- ce of  freedom  and  I  thank McGill  students  for  striking 
a  blow  for  justice." Gravenor  stated  that 
"there  was  not  a  single  iota of  fascism  or  extremism  in Resistance. 
He  said  he  intends  to  con- 

tinue publishing  Resistance, 
which  will  present  "general news  interpreted  from  the 
standpoint  of  English  Cana- 

dians in  Quebec." He  said  he  considered  the 
vote  against  UGEQ  member- 

ship a  rejection  of  the 
"French-master  English-ser- 

vant principle." 

McGill  mess  costs  $350 
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jork  bilingue 
York  University  plans  to 

have  a  completely  bilingual, "blue  chip"  college  on  its Glendon  campus  within  10 

years. 
The  college  would  go  into 

operation  after  completion 
of  York's  12-college  campus 
at  Steeles  Ave.  and  Keele 
St.  in  1975. 

Adminisrators  have  agre- 
ed that  the  college  will  be 

fully  bilingual.  It  will  offer a  liberal  arts  undergraduate 
program  at  an  honors  level with  selective  admission standards  and  stiff  grading. 
Programs  will  be  designed 

to  produce  career  public servants,  diplomats,  educa- 
tors and  public  officials. 

dr.  Mcculloch  makes  first  appearance By  LYN  OWEN 

Dr.  D.  J.  McCulloch,  head 
of  the  newly-formed  U  of  T 
Advisory  Board  on  student 
mental  health,  said  last 
night  the  Board  was  waiting 
to  get  an  over-all  picture  of 
university  life  before  estab- 

lishing a  settled  program. 
Dr.  McCulloch,  who  is  al- 

so assistant  professor  of 
psychiatry  in  the  Faculty  of 
Medicine,  was  making  his 
first  official  appearance  af- 

ter has  appointment.  The 
open  meeting  at  Victoria 
College  was  the  first  joint 
program  of  a  Students  Ad- 

ministrative Council  com- 
mittee and  a  committee  of 

the  U  of  T  administration. 
There  is  a  definite  need 

for  an  organization  con- 
cerned with  mental  health 

on  campus,  he  said.  "The 
majority  of  people  who 
trouble  other  people  and  are 
troubled  themselves  can't 
be  helped  by  any  kind  of 
medical  counselling." The  role  of  the  medical 
doctor  is  concerned  with  be- 

havior change  due  to  some 

altered  function  in  a  body 
organ  or  system.  When  the behavior  change  is  caused 
by  mental  or  emotional 
problems,  medical  treatment 
hasn't  much  success,  he  ex- 

plained. "Doctors  can  only treat  the  symptoms,  in  cases 
like  this,  with,  anti-anxiety 
or  anti-depression  pills." Dr.  McCulloch  described mental  health  or  mental  ill- 

ness as  "not  things,  but  just concepts  suggested  to  ex- 
plain human  behavior."  He said  they  were  not  much more  help  in  advancing  any understanding  or  remedy 

than  the  terms  they  re- 
placed. Previously.  Dr.  McCulloch explained,  the  terms  used 
had  been  "lazy,  crazy,  imma- ture, sinful,  criminal."  The same  words  can  still  be  ap- plied, he  said,  but  people teel  happier  saying  mental or  emotional  illness  instead. 
The  only  positive  result ot  relabelling  behavior  is  a more  humane  approach,  he said. 

He  said  students  com- 
pbined  of  failure  in  person- 

al relationships  with  other students,  and  in  academic 
relationships  with  their  pro- fessors. Failure  was  due  to 
lack  of  concern  on  the  part 
of  the  student  or  teacher involved. 
Some  complaints  con- 

cerned the  treatment  of  stu- 
dents as  "second-class  col- 

onials," with.  little  involve- 
ment in  the  desicions  affect- 

ing them. Other  complaints  blamed 
bad  preparation  for  univer- 

sity, for  the  student's  lack 
of  a  goal,  or  even  knowledge 
why  he  was  there. 

Lewis  (Skip)  Lumley  (III 
UC),  chairman  of  the  meet- 

ing, described  a  new  plan of  the  SAC  Student  Services Commission  designed  t  o 
help  new  students  adjust  to 
the  university  environment. 
Selected  senior  and  graduate 
students  will  be  assigned 
five  freshmen  at  the  begin- 

ning of  next  year. 
He  said  the  senior  student 

will  act  as  a  source  of  in- 
formal ion  and  advice  on  fi- 

nancial, academic  or  person- 
al problems. 

of  apes  and  men 
DURHAM,   N.C.  (CUP)— 

Dr.  John  Janusch  of  Duke 
University  says  he  likes 
working  with  apes— because 
they  remind  him  of  profes- sors and  students. 

"I  enjoy  working  with  ba- 
boons and  lemurs,"  he  said, "because   the   baboons  re- 

mind me  of  my  coileasues on  university  faculties  and 
the  lemurs  remind  me  ot  un- 

dergraduates." 
"Lemurs  are  bright-eyed, 

bushy-tailed  and  can't  "  be- 
lieve the  world  is  the  way  it 

is.  Baboons,  on  the  other 
hand  are  intelligent,  soci- able, clever,  untidy  and  you 
can't  trust  them." 

Birth  (continued) 
The  next  Lit  meeting  is  on Tuesday. 

Cooper  said  he  and  Lit treasurer  Joey  Steiner  (II 
UC)  had  talked  to  UC  Prin- 

cipal D.  V.  LePan  and  Uni- 
versity Health  Service  Dir- 

ector Dr.  G.  E.  Wodehouse, 
as  well  as  members  of  other 
student  councils,  to  learn 
what  the  reaction  of  stu- 

dents and  university  admin- istrators would  be  to  the 
proposed  project. 
Cooper  said  Wodehouse 

told  them  they  were  the 
first  members  of  an  official 
study  body  who  had  re- 

quested a  change  in  the  po- 
licy governing  the  distribu- tion of  birth  control  infor- mation. 

At  present  such  distribu- lion  is  illegal. 
Cooper  said  Wodehouse 

told  them  that  as  long  as 
the  university  is  a  state-sup- 

ported body  it  cannot  con- done the  breaking  of  the state's  laws. 
Principal  LePan  is  report- 

ed to  have  told  the  group 
that  he  would  agree  to  have 
the  Lit  sponsor  an  "intelli- 

gent series  of  lectures"  on birth  control,  but  he  has  not 

yet  supported  the  Lit's  pro- posal to  distribute  birth  con- trol information. 
Cooper  said  the  Lit  plan- ned to  seek  the  advice  of 

some  law  professors  regard- 
ing  the  council's  liability  if 
they  carry  out  their  pro- 

gram. 

The  Lit  president  also  said 
that  the  council,  in  a  test 
case,  had  sent  three  unmar- 

ried girls  to  the  Health  Ser- 
vice to  request  birth  con- trol information.  All  were refused. 
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NEW  DRAMA 
Sherman 's  autobiography- 

More  crazy  humor By  MARK  CZARNECKY 
Left-handed  Liberty;  John 

Arden;  Methuen;  104  p.p. 
The  Homecoming;  Harold 

Pinter;  Methuen;  83  p.p. 
The  last  decade  has  wit- 

nessed a  renewed  interest 
in  historical  subjects  among 
its  playwrights.  Breaking 
away  from  the  contempor- 

ary social  commentary  of 
Miller  and  The  Angry  Young 
Men,  Anouilh  ( Antigone, 
Becket),  Bolt  (A  Man  for 
All  Seasons),  Forsyte  (Ade- 
laise),  and  now  Arden  have 
chosen  significant  events 
and  reinvested  them  in  the 
light  of  modern  attitudes 
and  mores.  Shakespeare 
did  likewise,  but  he  was 
more  concerned  with  telling 
the  story — the  modern  in- 

terpreters are  more  overtly 
didactic,  preferring  to  ex- 

amine the  event  from  dif- 
fering points  of  view  and 

drawing  conclusions,  rather 
than  filling  in  the  surround- 

ing historical  patchwork. 
With  this  trend  in  mind, 

it  is  inevitable  that  some 
enterprising  young  author should  dissect  that  most 
hallowed  document  of  poli- 

tical freedom,  the  Magna 
Certa.  Left-Handed  Liberty 
was  commissioned  by  the 
City  of  London  on  the  750th, 
anniversary  of  Magna  Carta. 
In  his  preface,  Arden  writes 
that  he  is  not  in  favor  of 
didactic  drama,  and  willing- 

ly gives  the  moral  to  save 
the  audience  the  trouble  of 
looking  for  it,  namely  that 
a  signed  paper  document 
has  little  validity  without 
total  commitment  from 
those  involved.  The  actual 

By  MIKE  HORN 
The  Young  Visitors;  John 

Wain;  Macmillan  of  Canada, 
206  p.p.;  54-25. 
What  happens  when  six 

young  Moscow  university 
students,  Komsomol  mem- 

bers all,  visit  London?  The 
question  provides  the  basic 
subject  matter  for  John 
Wain's  most  recent  novel. The  Young  Visitors.  Though 
occasionally  entertaining,  it 
is  generally  unsatisfactory. The  narrative  is  told  from 
two  points  of  view.  The 
Russian  side  is  represented 
by  Elena,  torn  between  her 
emotional  and  sexual  needs 
and  the  requirements  of 
political  reliability.  The 
British  view  is  that  of  Jack 
Spade,  self-proclaimed  com- munist who  finds  radical- 

ism more  profitable  than 
the  job  he  used  to  hold  at 
the  gas-works. 
The  two  end  up  in  bed 

together.  This  is  nice.  But  it 
is  not  a  bed  of  roses,  for 
both  their  lives  are  messed 
up  awfully  as  a  result.  This 
is  sad.  Somebody  else  de- fects to  the  West.  There  is 
also  an  Important  Debate 
between  old  and  new  style 
communists. 
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signing  is  really  a  prologue to  the  bulk  of  the  play 
which  concerns  the  subse- 

quent revolt  of  the  barons 
against  King  John. 
Arden  paints  a  large  can- 

vas. The  play  duplicates  as 
far  as  possible  the  actual 
events,  characters  and 
speech  of  the  age.  Pan- 
dulph,  the  Papal  legate, 
plays  host  to  the  audience, much  the  same  as  did  The 
Common  Man  in  A  Man  for 
All  Seasons,  and  in  a  few 
tightly-packed  pages  pre- 

sents the  medieval  Weltan- 
schauung. Perhaps  this  is 

the  problem.  Arden  writes 
strong  expository  prose,  but 
not  good  drama.  Political 
double-talk  and  meaningful 
dialogue  crowd  out  charac- terization, with  the  notable 
exception  of  John  himself, 
who,  weak-willed  and  self- 

ish though  he  is,  towers 
above  the  barons  by  the 
worldliness  of  his  outlook, 
reflected  in  the  grandilo- 

quence of  his  speech.  How- 
ever, considering  Arden's prefatory  disavowal,  it  is  en- 
tirely unnecessary  to  have him  stride  out  of  character 

at  the  end  with!  some  well- chosen  words  on  Hitler  and 
freedom.  A  little  more  subt- 

lety and  a  little  less  rhetoric 
would  have  done  wonders. 

From  overstatement  to  a 
master  of  understatement; 
a  new  Pinter  play  is  virtu- 

ally a  literary  event,  but  un- 
fortunately The  Homecom- 

ing does  not  compare  with 
the  earlier  works.  A  young 
professor  and  his  wife  from America  return  home  to 
England  to  his  father,  two 
brothers,  and  uncle.  He  goes 

Wain  has  written  several 
good  novels,  notably  Hurry 
on  Down  and  The  Conten- 

ders. It  is  surprising,  there- 
fore, that  the  present  work 

is  so  disappointing.  The  en- tire thing  reads  as  if  the 
author  couldn't  decide  whe- ther to  be  merely  funny  or 
whether  to  say  something 
significant  about  the  con- frontation of  two  societies. 
Whatever  his  intention,  he 
has  failed. 
The  characterization  is 

especially  weak,  with  disas- trous effect  on  a  novel 
which  is  mainly  about  char- 

acter. Jack  Spade  is  painted 
as  a  successful  scoundrel, 
a  man  who  finds  hypocrisy 
quite  profitable.  But  he  is 
such  an  obvious  scoundrel 
that  it  is  very  hard  to  be- lieve that  he  would  ever  be 
able  to  fool  the  legendary 
and  presumably  well-heeled 
paymasters  of  the  Kremlin 
or  someplace. 
As  for  the  Russian  stu- 

dents in  general  and  Elena 
in  particular,  they  are  bad 
as  caricatures  and  utterly 
unbelievable  as  human  be- 

ings. Unfortunately,  more- 
over, Wain  has  a  try  at  pre- 

senting them  as  caricatures 
at  the  beginning  of  the  book 
and  as  human  beings  at  the 
end.  This  only  confuses  the 
reader,  for  it  is  impossible 
to  correlate  the  near-robots 

back  the  next  day,  leaving 
his  wife  behind  to  keep 
house  for  the  family  and 
earn  her  room  and  board 
by  prostitution.  Under  ex- amination is  the  theme  of 
family  unity  and  the  shift- ing of  human  relationships so  successfully  explored  in 
The  Caretaker. 

Bor  Pinter,  as  for  Arden, 
relationships  are  meaning- less unless  they  match  a 
fundamental  need.  The 
husband,  too  absorbed  in 
his  work,  does  not  really 
need  his  wife.  The  impor- 

tance of  maintaining  inti- 
mate contacts  with  individ- 

uals is  stressed.  As  the  hus- 
band leaves,  the  wife  tells 

h  i  m:  "Don't  become  a 

stranger." One  of  Pinter's  main 
strengths  has  been  his  skill 
in  bringing  out  the  shocking 
implausibility  inherent  with, in  familiar  situations.  The 
Homecoming  is  basically 
unbelievable.  Pinter's  tech- niques —  the  long  pause, 
the  short  silence,  the  cryp- 

tic statement  and  the  curi- 
ously undramatic  but  effec- 

tive monologues  —  are  in- 
capable of  bringing  the  aud- ience onto  the  stage,  and 

consequently  become  unin- teresting in  themselves.  Pin. 
ter  is  in  a  rut,  and  the  mic- rocosms he  creates  out  of 
dingy  living  rooms  are  no 
longer  as  meaningful  as  they 
once  were.  The  enigmatic 
wife  and  the  querelous  fath- er are  excellently  depicted, 
and  their  final  scene  is  pow- 

erful in  the  best  Pinter  tra- 
dition. However  there  is 

little  to  climax:  the  play 
closes  unresolved,  but  one 
is  left  wondering  whether 
there  was  enough  to  resolve 
at  the  outset. 

of  chapter  one  with  the  rea- 
sonably perceptive  and  tol- 

erant youths  of  the  conclud- ing pages.  Three  days  in 
London  are  hardly  un-nerv- 
ing  enough  to  be  able  to 
produce  such  a  major  per- sonality change. 
Someday  Wain  may  make 

up  his  mind  how  to  ap- proach this  subject.  That 
will  be  the  day  to  start  re- writing the  novel. 

By  DON  CROWE 
A  Gift  of  Laughter;  Allan 

Sherman;  322  p.p.;  McClel- land and  Stewart;  57.25. 
The  idea  that  no  one  is 

a  real  success  until  his  auto- 
biography has  been  pub- lished is  rooted  firmly  in 

the  entertainment  world. 
With  a  very  few  exceptions 
this  attitude  produces  no- 

thing but  boring  exercises 
in  ego-building.  Allan  Sher- 

man has  succeeded,  how- 
ever, in  making  A  Gift  of 

Laughter  one  of  the  most 
entertaining  pieces  of  writ- 

ing ever  to  come  out  of  Hol- 
lywood. Sherman  is,  of  course,  the 
famous  song  parodist  who, 
with  the  recording  of  "My 
Son,  the  Folk  Singer",  was able  to  stop  collecting  $55 
pogey  and  start  worrying 
about  paying  income  tax  as 
a  millionaire.  This  "over- night success  in  only  38 
years"  is  due  to  the  fact that  Allan  Sherman  is  one 
of  the  funniest  men  of  our 
time. It  is  rare  for  someone  to 
have  a  wild  sense  of  humor 
which  pervades  everything 
he  says  and  does  but  such is  the  case  with  Sherman. 
The  comparison  of  the  ac- tion of  his  life  with  the  ride 
of  "a  yo-yo  on  a  roller  coast- 

er" is  apt.  His  compassion- 
ate optimism  can  put 

laughter  in  any  situation; 
early  rejection  as  a  result of  a  broken  home,  poverty, 
expulsion  from  college,  and 
years  of  insecurity  are  never taken  seriously. 

Typical  of  Sherman's writing  is  a  passage  which 
will  be  remembered  by readers  of  Playboy  (July, 
1965  —  Sex  and  the  Single 
Sherman).  In  describing 
the  First  Time  he  says  "Not only  did  one  thing  lead  to 
another,  but  I  made  every 
effort  to  speed  up  the  whole 
process,  and  Eleanor  made 
very  little  effort  to  slow  it 
down  and  the  next  thing  I 
knew  we  were  doing  it.  We 
were  doing  it  pretty  good 
as  far  as  I  was  concerned 

and  I  remember  thinking. 

This  is  even  better  than  it's cracked  up  to  be,  and  then 
I  remember  losing  track  of what  I  was  thinking,  and 
then,  at  the  very  moment 
when  she  would  have  said 
almost  anything  else,  Elea- nor whispered  tb.e  most 
crushing  words  I  had  ever 
heard.  "Say  something  fun- 

ny," Eleanor  said." His  reputation  as  a  funny 
person  followed  Sherman and  found  himself  in  New 
York  as  a  television  writer. 
After  an  insecure  series  of 

jobs  he  became  a  "disorgan- ization man"  at  Goodson- 

Allan  Sherman 

Todman.  He  joined  the  sub- 
urban cult  and  after  an- other series  of  jobs  he  found 

himself  collecting  unem- 
ployment insurance  in  Los 

Angeles.  And  then  The  Re- 
cord. There  have  been  a  few 
attempts  to  explain  the 
Sherman  phenomenon.  A 
Harvard  graduate  wrote  his 
Ph.D  on  "The  Sociological 
Implications  of  the  Success 
of  Allan  Sherman's  'My  Son, 
the  Folk  Sing-Singer'  ",  say- 

ing that  America  was  ex- pressing a  secret  wish  to  be Jewish.  But  the  answer  is 
easily  found  upon  reading A  Gift  of  Laughter.  Every 

page  is  full  of  the  crazy  hu- mor which,  has  made  Allan 
Sherman  the  success  he  de- 

serves to  be. 

SQUEAK 
By  IAN  RODGER 

The  Squeaking  Wheel  or 
How  I  learned  to  Stop  Wor- 

rying About  the  French  and 
Love  the  Bomb;  by  John 
Mercer,  Rubicon  Press,  103 
pp.  (just);  52.95  (too  much). 
How  do  you  review  a  book 

that  has  as  an  epigraph: 
The  wheel  that  squeaks  the loudest 
Is    the    one  that  gets  the 

grease. Or,  in  a  few  skimpy  para- 
graphs under  the  title,  "Le Foreword",  you  find: 

//,  on  the  other  hand,  you 
wish  to  receive  the  views  ex- 

pressed on  the  following 
pages,  press  on,  and  be  as- sured that  they  are  present- 

ed fairly  (as  we  see  them) 
and  in  the  full  knowledge 
that  they  (the  authors)  will 
be  standing  heavily  on  the 
sensitive  feet  of  many  peo- 

ple, groups,  and  fractions. 
.  .  .  Tough  tarts. 

The  authors,  for  John  Mer- 
cer is  indeed  two  —  an  ad. 

man  and  a  Montreal  doctor 
— ,  plow  on  through  such 
chapters  as  "La  Balle  Cry- 

stal (Le  Futur)",  "Mainten- ant  —  who  cares",  "Alors, 
what  happened",  and,  grace 
a  Dieu,  "Le  fin",  presenting 
what  they  call  "the  English- 
Canadian  view". Aw  hell,  I  can't  pan  it.  It did  give  me  an  amusing 
hour,  being  far  more  fun than  the  tedious  tirades  of 
self-stylized -Quebec  -  situa- tion-savants. 

But  be  prepared;  the  style 
is  straight  off  Madison  Ave. 
and  before  you've  said  "Zut Alors",  Monsieur  Mercer  can 
have  you  convinced  that French  Canadians  are  a 
backward  group  of  "pep- 
sis",  incapable  of  governing themselves,  riddled  with 
sloth  and  corruption,  and  to- 

tally at  a  loss  without  the 
patronising  hand  of  les  Ang- lais. 

You  agree?!!  So  go  on,  fill 

the  pockets  of  the  Rubicon 
Press. 
If  you're  not  yet  convinced, 

you  might  like  to  know  that 
it's  really  a  pot-pourri  —  a collection  of  thoughts  in  pa- 

ragraphs no  longer  than  five 
lines  —  and  each  thought  is 
separated  from  the  next  one 

by  four  little  stars.  There's nothing  new  in  what  it  has 
to  say,  but  -I  think  it's  the first  time  it's  all  been 
brought  together. 

Yes,  all  those  grand  cliche 
reasons  for  hating  the 
French:  "'They're  a  conquer- 

ed race",  "They  can't  see  bey- 
od  the  Ottawa  River",  "They are  over-running  the  Eng- lish" et  al.  are  here. 
But,  believe  me,  The  Squea- king Wheel  reads  so  smooth 

that  chances  are  you  could 
sneak  a  copy  off  the  shelf 
of  a  bookstore  and  have  it 
read  before  the  salesman 
caught  on.  Then,  as  Mr.  Mer- 

cer might  say,  .  .  .  Tough tarts. 

Russians  entertaining 



McGill  fight  spawns  new  paper MONTREAL     (CUP)  _ The  battle  to  discontinue 
McGill's  membership  in  the Union  Generale  des  Etu- 
diants  de  Quebec  has  given birth  to  a  new  campus  news- paper—Resistance. 
The  first  issue  of  the  new 

publication  appeared  on  the 
McGill  campus  last  Tuesday 
—the  day  before  the  refe- 

rendum on  whether  the school  should  retain  its membership  in  UGEQ. 
The  paper,  published  by 

Colin  A.  Gravenor  Jr.,  charg- ed that  a  vote  for  UGEQ  was 
a  vote  against  freedom  of 
thought,  freedom  of  discus- 

sion, and  freedom  of  politic- al action. 

In  an  editorial  wednasday, the  McGill  Daily  described 
Resistance  as  "an  obscene 
little  magazine." 

"Its  similarity  to  the  hate literature  emanating  from 
the  nazi  headquarters  of 
George  Lincoln  Rockwell  in 
Arlington,  Va.,  is  no  coinci- 

dence," the  Daily  said. 
The  editorial  further  char- 

ged that  one  motivation  of 
the  anti-UGEQ  group  at  Mc- Gill was  to  overthrow  the executive  of  the  council  and 
to  install  Mr.  Gravenor  as  the 
new  editor  of  the  Daily. 
Following  the  defeat  of 

the  referendum  Wednesday to  keep  McGill  in  UGEQ, Resistance  editor  Gravenor 

called  the  Daily  editorial 
"disgraceful."  He  said,  "I have  been  singled  out  in  a vicious  attack  for  my  defen- ce of  freedom  and  I  thank McGill  students  for  striking 
a  blow  for  justice." Gravenor  stated  that 
"there  was  not  a  single  iota of  fascism  or  extremism  in Resistance. 
He  said  he  intends  to  con- 

tinue publishing  Resistance, 
which  will  present  "general news  interpreted  from  the 
standpoint  of  English  Cana- 

dians m  Quebec." He  said  he  considered  the 
vote  against  UGEQ  member- 

ship a  rejection  of  the 
"French-master  English-ser- 

vant principle." 

McGill  mess  costs  $350 
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york  bilingue York  University  plans  to 
have  a  completely  bilingual, "blue  chip"  college  on  its Glendon  campus  within  10 

years. 
The  college  would  go  into 

operation  after  completion 
of  York's  12-college  campus 
at  Steeles  Ave.  and  Keele 
St.  in  1975. 

dr.  Mcculloch  makes  first  appearance By  LYN  OWEN 

Dr.  D.  J.  McCulloch,  bead 
of  the  newly-formed  U  of  T 
Advisory  Board  on  student 
mental  health,  said  last 
night  the  Board  was  waiting 
to  get  an  over-all  picture  of 
university  life  before  estab- 

lishing a  settled  program. 
Dr.  McCulloch,  who  is  al- 

so assistant  professor  of 
psychiatry  in  the  Faculty  of 
Medicine,  was  making  his 
first  official  appearance  af- 

ter has  appointment.  The 
open  meeting  at  Victoria 
College  was  the  first  joint 
program  of  a  Students  Ad- 

ministrative Council  com- 
mittee and  a  committee  of 

the  U  of  T  administration. 
There  is  a  definite  need 

for  an  organization  con- 
cerned with  mental  health 

on  campus,  he  said.  "The 
majority  of  people  who 
trouble  other  people  and  are 
troubled  themselves  can't 
be  helped  by  any  kind  of 
medical  counselling." 
The  role  of  the  medical 

doctor  is  concerned  with  be- 
havior change  due  to  some 

altered  function  in  a  body 
organ  or  system.  When  the behavior  change  is  caused 
by  mental  or  emotional 
problems,  medical  treatment 
hasn't  much  success,  he  ex- 

plained. "Doctors  can  only treat  the  symptoms,  in  cases 
like  this,  with,  anti-anxiety 
or  anti-depression  pills." Dr.  McCulloch  described mental  health  or  mental  ill- 

ness as  "not  things,  but  just concepts  suggested  to  ex- 
plain human  behavior."  He said  they  were  not  much more  help  in  advancing  any understanding  or  remedy than  the  terms  they  re- 

placed. Previously.  Dr.  McCulloch explained,  the  terms  used 
had  been  "lazy,  crazy,  imma- ture, sinful,  criminal."  The same  words  can  still  be  ap- plied, he  said,  but  people reel  happier  saving  mental or  emotional  illness  instead. 
The  only  positive  result 

of  relabelling  behavior  is  a more  humane  approach,  he said. 

He  said  students  com- 
plained of  failure  in  person- 

al relationships  with  other students,  and  in  academic 
relationships  with  their  pro- fessors. Failure  was  due  to 
lack  of  concern  on  the  part of  the  student  or  teacher involved. 
Some  complaints  con- 

cerned the  treatment  of  stu- 
dents as  "second-class  col- 

onials," with,  little  involve- 
ment in  the  desicions  affect- 

ing them. 
Other  complaints  blamed 

bad  preparation  for  univer- 
sity, for  the  student's  lack 

of  a  goal,  or  even  knowledge 
why  he  was  there. Lewis  (Skip)  Lumley  (III 
UC),  chairman  oif  the  meet- 

ing, described  a  new  plan of  the  SAC  Student  Services Commission  designed  t  o 
help  new  students  adjust  to 
the  university  environment. 
Selected  senior  and  graduate 
students  will  be  assigned 
five  freshmen  at  the  begin- 

ning of  next  year. 
He  said  the  senior  student 

will  act  as  a  source  of  in- 
formation and  advice  on  fi- 

nancial, academic  or  person- 
al problems. 

of  apes  and  men 
DURHAM,    N.C.  (CUP)— 

Dr.  John  Janusch  of  Duke 
University  says  he  likes 
working  with  apes— because 
they  remind  him  of  profes- sors and  students. 

"I  enjoy  working  with  ba- 
boons and  lemurs,"  he  said, 

"because   the   baboons  re- 

Adminisrators  have  agre- 
ed that  the  college  will  be 

fully  bilingual.  It  will  offer a  liberal  arts  undergraduate 
program  at  an  honors  level with  selective  admission standards  and  stiff  grading. 
Programs  will  be  designed 

to  produce  career  public servants,  diplomats,  educa- 
tors  and  public  officials. 
mind  me  of  my  coileaeues 

on  university  faculties  "and the  lemurs  remind  me  of  un- 

dergraduates." 
"Lemurs  are  bright-eyed, 

bushy-tailed  and  can't  be- lieve the  world  is  the  way  it 
is.  Baboons,  on  the  other 
hand  are  intelligent,  soci- able, clever,  untidy  and  you 
can't  trust  them." 

Birth  (continued) 
The  next  Lit  meeting  is  on Tuesday. 

Cooper  said  he  and  Lit treasurer  Joey  Steiner  (II 
UC)  had  talked  to  UC  Prin. 
cipal  D.  V.  LePan  and  Uni- 
versify  Health  Service  Dir- 

ector Dr.  G.  E.  Wodehouse, 
as  well  as  members  of  other 
student  councils,  to  learn 
what  the  reaction  of  stu- 

dents and  university  admin- istrators would  be  to  the 
proposed  project. 
Cooper  said  Wodehouse 

told  them  they  were  the 
first  members  of  an  official 
study  body  who  had  re- 

quested a  change  in  the  po- 
licy governing  the  distribu- tion of  birth,  control  infor- mation. 

At  present  such  distribu tion  is  illegal. 
Cooper  said  Wodehouse 

told  them  that  as  long  as 
the  university  is  a  state-sup- 

ported body  it  cannot  con- done the  breaking  of  the state's  laws. 
Principal  LePan  is  report- 

ed to  have  told  the  group 
that  he  would  agree  to  have 
the  Lit  sponsor  an  "intelli- 

gent series  of  lectures"  on birth  control,  but  he  has  not 

yet  supported  the  Lit's  pro- posal to  distribute  birth  con- trol information. 
Cooper  said  the  Lit  plan- ned to  seek  the  advice  of 

some  law  professors  regard- 
ing the  council's  liability  if 

they  carry  out  their  pro- 

gram. 

The  Lit  president  also  said 
that  the  council,  in  a  test 
case,  had  sent  three  unmar- 

ried girls  to  the  Health  Ser- 
vice to  request  birth  con- trol information.  All  were refused. 
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If  you  run  out  of  ink  with 

the  new  Scripto  Wordmaster; 

it's  your  own  fault. 

See! 

i 

We've  done  everything  we  can  to  prevent  such  a  thing.  Inside  this 
Wordmaster,  with  its  newly-designed  chrome  cap,  there's  an  exclusive 
Telegauge  refill.  It  lets  you  see  when  you'll  need  another  refill",  long 
before  you'll  need  It!  And  its  tungsten  carbide  ball  never  skips. 
Never  clogs.  Price?  Just  $1.29  with  new  chrome  cap.  Not  bad  for  a 
ball  pen  that  you'll  never  run  dry  with!  That's  the  long-writing  Scripto Wordmaster. 
'Scripto  Telegauge  refills  are  available 
everywhere  at  only  59j(. 
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President's  Committee  (continued) 
Criticism  was  levelled  at 

the  process  of  book  selec- tion. Noting  the  obvious 
gaps  in  many  collections, the  committee  urged  the 
establishment  of  posts  in 
the  library  for  trained  bib- liographers. 
The  committee  also  noted 

complaints  from  the  faculty 
about  the  "inordinate  length 
of  time  required  to  cata- 

logue books  and  bind  peri- 
odicals," and  complaints from  the  library  that  staff 

often  failed  to  inform  the 
Chief  Librarian  of  the  com- mencement of  new  graduate 

programs. In  other  areas  the  com- mittee recommended: 
9  continuation  of  the  pre- 

sent unitary,  university- wide 
School  of  Graduate  Studies. 
#  that  all  graduate  facul- 
ty members  do  some  under- graduate teaching. 
#  that  no  appointments be  made  for  research  alone. 
#  that  all  graduate  stu- dents have  a  staff  advisor. 
#  the  establishment  of  a 

degree  of  Master  of  Arts  in 
Teaching  for  secondary 

school  teachers. 

#  that  Master's  and  Doc- toral programs  in  religious studies  be  established; 
9  that  the  administrative 

structure  of  SGS  be  revised. 
At  present  it  is  divided  into 
areas  of  humanities  and  so- 

cial sciences.  The  commit- 
tee said  it  should  be  divided 

into  quadrants — humanities, 
social  sciences,  biological 
sciences,  and  physical  sci- ences. The  departments, 
schools  and  institutes  with- 

in each  quadrant  would form  themselves  into  areas 
and  elect  area  commmittees 
from  their  graduate  facul- ties. These,  committees  in 
turn  would  elect  the  mem- 

bership of  the  council  which 
would  be  the  policy-making 
and  legislative  body  of  SGS. 
The  present  governing 

council  consists  of  153  mem- bers, and  is,  according  to 
the  committee,  "much  too- 
large"  to  be  an  effective  po- licy body. 

Sir/uck  praises  report 

Ernest  Sirluck,  dean  of  the  School  of  Graduate  Studies, 
said  in  a  statement  yesterday  that  if  the  recommendations 
of  the  Laskin  committee  are  followed  "the  effect  they  will 
have  on  Canada's  leading  graduate  school  will  make  the 
report  one  of  the  key  documents  of  the  Canadian  educa- 

tional system." Dean  Sirluck  said  that,  as  a  member  of  the  committee, 
he  was  "obviously  not  in  a  position  to  evaluate  its  perfor- 

mance." But  he  pointed  out  that  the  committee  had  a  sense 
of  the  complexity  of  the  problems  before  it  because  its membership  was  drawn  from  many  different  parts  of  the university. 

He  also  noted  that  all  members  of  the  committee  were 
active  teachers  and  therefore  had  an  immediate  knowledge 
of  SGS  problems. 

CONFERENCE  POINTS  OP  LACK  OF  UNDERSTANDING 
An  international  student 

who  served  as  U  of  T  dele- 
gate to  a  recent  McGill  con- ference on  revolution  said 

Tuesday  the  conference  only 
displayed  the  "lack  of  un- 

derstanding by  Western  na- tions" of  the  question  of revolution. 
Walter  Ofonagoro  (1  Trin) 

of  Nigeria  told  a  group  at 
the  International  Student 
Centre  the  ignorance  of  Afri- can affairs  at  the  conference 
was  demonstrated  by  state- 

ments like  "China  is  crawl- 
ing all  over  Africa.", He  said  Western  nations 

"approach  everything  in 
terms  of  defence"  as  sug- 

gested by  the  topics  at  the 
conference,  which  read:  ■ 

Soviet  Designs  on  Afro- Asian  Countries;  Chinese 
Designs  on  AlW-Asian  Coun- tries; and  Western  Attitudes 
to  Afro-Asian  Countries. 
He  said  the  United  Slates 

State  Department  line  was 

well  represented  but  there 
were  virtually  no  Asian  or 
African  speakers. 

Robert  Hill  (II  UC)  of  Ja- 
maica ,  who  also  attended the  McGill  conference,  said 

revolution  is  a  sort  of  ener- 
gy which  "has  to  be  re- 

leased." 

During  the  1930s  and  40s, 
he  said,  revolutionary  ener- 

gy was  aroused  in  the  West 
Indies  by  the  entry  of  na- 

tive Wesr  Indians  into  deci- sion making. 
But  revolution  will  -only 

spur  a  change  in  social  or- ganization when  the  Negro 
realizes  he  does  not  have  to 
measure  up  to  the  white 
man  but  "must  establish  a 
validity  within  himself  .  .  ." Mr.  Ofonagoro  took  issue 
with  a  statement  made  at 
the  McGill  conference  that 
"the  West  has  done  more 
to  liberate  the  colonies  than 

the  Soviets." Mr.  Ofonagoro  said  "the 

Soviets  never  had  any  co- 
lonies," and  the  West  never 

liberates  anyone  unless  it 
finds  irresistible  opposition 
to  its  rule. 

Says  $1,000  not  enough 
OTTAWA  (CUP) — The  Do- minion Bureau  of  Statistics 

says  $1,000  is  barely  enough to  cover  tuition  and  living 
expenses  at  most  Canadian universities. 

In  its  latest  monthly  re- 
port the  Bureau  says  fees 

differ  greatly  .  among  Can- ada's 43  universities,  but 
total  costs  climb  rapidly 
above  the  $1,000  mark. 

Arts  and  science  tuition 
of  U  of  T  is  $470  and  accom- modation costs  range  from 
$680  to  $730,  while  at  McGill 
University  tuition  ranges 
from  $635  to  $700  and  living 
costs  from  $725  to  $975. 

Fencers  off  to  Kingston 

By  BOB  CLARK 
University  of  Toronto  fencing  Blues  are 

off  to  Kinston  Saturday  to  face  the  cadets 
of  the  Royal  Military  College  in  an  exhibi- 

tion match. 
Joseph  Cheung,  Akos  Szakolcai  and 

Irv  Snitman  carry  Varsity's  colours  in  foil, while  Vladimir  Hachinski,  Mark  Pfeiffer 
and  Peter  Apse  compete  in  the  Sabre.  Hel- 

mut Microys,  Al  Galberg  and  Norman 
Bradwell  defend  in  epee. 

The  RMC  squad  is  one  of  the  most 
unpredictable  of  competitors.  For  the  last 
two  years  their  squad  has  been  weak,  but 
in  any  given  year,  this  could  change,  as  final 
year  students  from  several  Universities 
com.e  to  complete  their  education  here.  This 
is  especially  significant  of  those  from  Col- 

lege Militaire  Royale,  as  fencing  is  strong there. 

Reid,  Thaler  lead  pack 
By  LAWRIE  GULSTON 

The  U  of  T  Curling  Club's  intercollegiate league  is  now  past  the  half  way  mark  in 
the  race  for  a  berth  in  the  intercollegiate 
bonspiel.  The  team  with  most  wins  at  the 
end  of  11  games  in  the  15  game  schedule 
represents  Varsity. 

Currently  heading  the  pack  are  rinks 
skipped  by  Bob  Reid  and  Gary  Thaler,  each with  five  wins  and  one  loss.  Last  week, 
Reid  trounced  Don  McGonigal  13-2,  while the  Thaler  crew,  fresh  from  a  bonspiel  in 
Newmarket  on  Saturday,  coasted  to  a  7-5 win  over  Paul  Dennison.  Next  week,  Reid 
meets  Thaler  in  a  crucial  game. 

In  second  place  with  4-2  records  and  a 
chance  to  catch  the  leaders  are  Allan  Pope, 
Doug  Beckett,  and  Scott  Hamilton.  Pope 
handed  Hamilton  an  1 1-7  setback,  while 
Beckett's  Victoria  lads  were  edging  Bob Demcoe,  6-3. 

In  the  other  matches,  Martin  Daly  (2-4) 
Defeated  Bob  Toogood  (0-6)  by  a  10-2  count, 
lay  Buckwolu*  came  up  with  a  12-4  effort 
over  Steve  Ing. 
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_  ...u:i_  ^     .  al*  goais     Law  I  eased  Vic  T  7.    ™^  I  rMc-rroAM^c   Sr.  Engineering  won  the inter-faculty  soccer  cham- 
pionship Wednesday  for  the 

twenty-first  time  in  seventy years  including  the  last  four 
years  in  succession.  The Arts  Faculty  Trophy  which is  awarded  each  year  to  the champs  was  taken  by  the engineers  as  they  won  the 
title  with  a  5-2  win  over Vic  I. 

Vic  came  out  strong  in  the 
first  part  of  the  game  and 
built  up  a  2-1  half-time  lead 
on  goals  by  Rich  Senior  and 
Ted  Bryan.  However,  the 
engineers  came  back  in  the 
second  half  with  four  un- 

answered goals  to  win  their 
tenth  straight  game  this 
year  and  wrap  up  the  cham- 
pionship. 

Bernie  Debreau  and  Garth Rothwell  each  scored  two 
goals  to  pace  the  winning engineers  while  Eugeno  Mar- rotta  added  a  singleton  to 
round  out  the  scoring. 

LACROSSE 

The  battle  for  the  inter- 
faculty  lacrosse  champion- 

ship and  the  accompanying Dafoe  Trophy  has  narrowed 
down  to  a  sudden  death 
match  between  PHE  A  and Law. 
PHE,  after  dropping  the 

first  game  of  the  best  of 
three  finals  to  the  lawyers came  back  to  win  15-11  in 
the  exciting  second  game, 
after  trailing  11-9  midway through  the  final  quarter. 
The  final  game  is  in  the 
lower  gym  at  Hart  House, 
Tuesday  at  1  p.m. 
Barry  Bartlett  regained 

his  scoring  touch  firing 
eight  goals  to  lead  the  PHE 
attack.  Other  marksmen  for 
the  winners  were  John  Dale 
and  Jim  McElroy  with  five 
and  two  goals  respectively. 
Don  Arthurs  was  the  best 

of  the  losers  with  six  goals while  Gord  Ness  and  Gary Grierson  each  chipped  in 
with  a  pair  and  Brian  Ken- 

nedy added  a  singleton. 
HOCKEY 

Sr.  Engineering  kept  their unbeaten  record  intact  as they  scored  a  2-1  win  over PHE  A  to  remain  all  alone m  first  place.  Don  Treen  and 
Ian  O'Grady  scored  for  the engineers  while  Jim  Mallov replied  for  PHE. 
In  ot"er  group  I  action, 

Law  I  edged  Vic  I  2-1  and 
UC  I  picked  up  their  first point  of  the  season  in  a 2-2  tie  with  St.  Mike's  A. Mike  Wallace  and  Larry Johnson  scored  for  the  law- 

yers who  won  their  first  of the  year  while  Brian  Jones counted  the  lone  Vic  goal. Bob  Warden  and  Barney Singer  supplied  the  scoring for  UC  and  Tom  Donovan and  Tim  Belliveau  scored 
the  equalizers  for  St.  Mike's who  are  undefeated  so  far this  year. 

INSURANCE  COMPANY 
Assets  Exceed  $1.3  Billion 

Branch  Offices  in  15  Countries. 

Grapplers  meet  Waterloo 
By  BOB  CLARK 

The  Varsity  wrestlino 
squad  is  heading  for  Watei? loo  Saturday  to  take  on  a muchrimproved  University of  Waterloo  grappling  team. 
Representing  the  Varsity squad  will  be  Rick  Kerston, in  the  130  pound  class,  Bob Kellarman  (137-lb)  Dave Hendricks  (145-lb),  Larry Angus  (152-lb),  Bill  Allison 

U60-Ib),  John  Perkins  (167- lb),  Roger  Doner  (177-lb), 

Jeff  Wright  (191-lb),  and Peter  Korgemagi  in  the 
heavy-weight  class. 

Varsity's  strength  in  in- tercollegiate  wrestling  lies 
in  the  middleweight  classes. 
The  Waterloo  "team,  first year  entrees  last  year,  im- 

proved greatly  over  the  sea- son and  will  be  the  team  to watch  this  year. 
Varsity  will  have  no  one 

in  the  123-lb  class,  and therefore  will  start  off  with 
a  five-point  default. 

BECOME 

A STEWARDESS 

WITH 
CANADIAN  PACIFIC  AIRLINES 
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EMPLOYEE  SELECTION  OFFICER 
CANADIAN  PACIFIC  AIRLINES 

VANCOUVER  AIRPORT 

Gymnasts  compete  away 
By  BOB  CLARK 

The  University  of  Toron- 
to gymnasts  enter  into  their first  exhibition  of  the  sea- 

son as  they  journey  to  King- ston Saturday  to  compete 
against  Queen's  and  Royal Military  College  at  the  R. M.C.  Invitational. 
Coach  Barry  Brooker, Stuart  Cawthray,  Digby Sale,  Alexander  Hamilton  and 

Ken  Lumb  comprise  the Varsity  team.  Each  will  en- ter in  all  six  events  which 

are  the  parallel  bars,  rings, 
high  bar,  sidehorse,  vault, and  floor  exercises. 

Queen's  will  probably  pro- 
vide the  toughest  competi- 
tion, and  their  strength  lies 

in  the  apparatus.  R.M.C.  is 
relatively  weak  in  this  ca- 

tegory, but  should  provide the  stiffest  test  in  floor  ex- ercises. 

FOOTNOTES:  Varsity's 
gymnastic  squad  is  detend- 
ing  intercollegiate  gymnastic champions. 

CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES 
WITH  THE 

GOVERNMENT  OF  CANADA 
ore  ovoiloble  in  the  fields  of  Accounting  end  Auditing  with  the following  Deportments: 

Auditor  General's  Office 
Department  of  National  Defence. 
National  Revenue  Taxation  Division 
National  Revenue  —  Excise  Tax 
Department  of  Finance 

Interested  students  in  their  graduating  yeor  who  hove  hod  one  end preferably  two  courses  in  accounting  ore  invited  to  obtain  detailed information  from  the  University  Placement  Office.  Arrangements for  personal  interviews,  which  will  take  place  an  campus  on December  7,  1965,  may  be  mode  at  the  Placement  Office 
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DEFENDING  CHAMPIONS  HERE 

Home  season  opens  tonight 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
Defending  Queen's  Cup 

champions  Montreal  Cara- 
bins  provide  the  opposition 
when  Varsity  Blues  open 
their  home  season  at  Var- 

sity Arena  at  8  p.m.  tonight. 
Coach  Tom  Watt  plans  no 

changes  in  the  line-up  that 
won  two  games  last  week- end at  Laval  and  McGill. 
Blues  took  these  games  on 
the  strength  of  a  strong  two- 
way  team  effort  and  the  out- 

standing goaltending  of  Bill Stewart. 
Stewart  received  protec- 

tion from  a  steady  defence 
corps  led  by  captain  Bob 
Awrey.  Awrey,  along  with 
Doug  St.  John,  Gil  Farmer 
and  Jim  Wilson  gave  every 
indication  Blues  will  be 
more  than  adequate  defen- 

sively for  the  coming  season. 
Caiabins'  defence  is  also 

strong  with  the  return  of 
all-star  Jean-Jacques  Gran- 

ger and  Denis  Tressider, 
who  played  two  seasons 
back  but  was  academically 
ineligible  last  vear. 

Tressider,  a  fine  play-mak- 
er, earned  four  assists  in 

Caiabins'  9-2  victory  over 
McMaster  last  weekend  in 
their  first  and  only  league 

game. The  addition  of  Tressider 
allows  Carabins'  coach  Dr. Yvan  Dion  to  use  two  de- 

fence pairs.  Last  season 
Granger  played  almost  60 
minutes  in  each  game  with. 
Richard  Huol  and  Jean-  Pier- 

re Simard  alternating  at  the 
other  defence  post.  Both  Si- 

BILL  STEWART 

lard  and  Huot  are  back  this 
season. 

While  Montreal's  defence 
is  strong,  the  team  has  lost much  of  its  scoring  power. 
Gone  are  Gilles  Lefort 

Jean  Cusson,  Pierre  Lacoste 
and  Jean-Louis  Mongrain, 
four  of  Carabins'  top  six scorers.  They  accounted  for 
56  of  Montreal's  99  goals last  season. 

Carabins  still  have  their 
leading  scorer  of  last  sea- 

son, Ghislain  Delage,  how- 
ever they  lost  a  great  deal 

of  speed  up  front  and  may not  be  able  to  skate  with 
Blues  as  they  did  last  sea- 
son. 
LEFTOVERS:  Maurice  Ri- 

chard, son  of  the  "Rocket" 
plays  right  wing  for  Cara- bins .  -  .  Carabins  have  lost 
seven  from  their  champion- 

ship squad  of  last  season .  .  .  Steve  Monteith  will  not 
be  in  the  lineup  tonight  .  .  . 
Jean  Cusson,  is  now  playing 
for  the  Canadian  National 
team  .  .  .  There  is  free  skat- 

ing after  tonight's  game. 

First  road  games  likely  roughest  as 

Bloes  pack  bags  for  trip  to  Yankeeland 
By  RICH  PYNE 

Varsity  basketball  Blues 
undertake  their  annual  trip 
to  the  U.S.  Friday  for-week- 
end  games  with  the  Univer- 

sity of  Rochester  and  Buf- falo State. 
There  is  no  doubt  in  any- 

one's mind  that  Blues  are 
going  to  have  quite  a  chore 
just  staying  close  to  the 
American  teams.  After  all 
they  haven't  beaten  these teams  in  the  States  since 
the  war!  They  didn't  beat them  before  the  war  eith- 

er and  that's  a  long  time. Perhaps  by  percentages 
Blues  might  have  a  break- 

through in  store  but  you 
might  have  trouble  convinc- 

ing people  to  hold  their 
breath  'till  they  do. In  all  fairness  to  Varsity 
however,  and  there  have 
been  some  fine  teams  and 
ball  players  to  come  from 
the  Hart  House  cellar,  they 
have,  on  various  occasions, 
defeated  their  traditional 
opponents  at  home. 
Last  year  Blues  went 

down  84-59  to  Buffalo  after 
a  91-44  shellacking  at  the 
hands  of  Rochester.  Roches- 

ter 'Yellowjackets',  as  they did  last  year,  should  prove 
the  most  formidable  of 
Blues'  two  opponents.  They finished  15  and  four  in  the 
64-65  season  and  have  much 
the  same  team  returning. 

Willi  the  regula r  season 
close  at  hand — first  game  is 
at  McMasler  December  1 1 
— and  in  view  of  the  stiff 
opposition  expected,  coach 
John  McManus  is  naturally 
going  with  the  team  which 
will  see  the  majority  of  ser- 

vice in  the  early  part  of  the 
season. 

This  includes  veteran  for- 
wards Ron  Kimel,  Arvo 

Neidre,  Nolan  Kane  and 
Tom  Oucterlony  and  guards 
Bill  Woloshyn  and  Doug 
Lockhart,  a  converted  for- 

ward with  a  good  shot  from 
outside. 
Newcomers  making  the 

trip  are  forward  Doug  Ri- 
chardson, center  John  Had- 

den  and  guards  Chuck 
Homer  and  Phil  Lapides. 

These  ten  will  provide  the 
nucleus  of  Blues'  fivesomes 
until  Jim  Holowachuk  re- 

gains his  playing  form  and 
John  O'Neill  recovers  from an  academic  burden. 

Behind    the  backboard: 

By  way  of  a  warm-up  Blues scrimmaged  with  Cloverleaf 
Shamrocks  Wednesday 
evening.  Shamrocks  had  a 
50-49  edge  when  the  game 
was  suddenly  called  with 
15  minutes  left  m  the  sec- ond half.  This  fooled  all  the 
fans  but  even  more  so  a 
Star  photographer  who  was 
on  the  scene  for  some  ac- 

tion shots  but  missed  the 
action...  Western  opened 
the  intercollegiate  season 
against  Guelph  Red  men , 
defeating  them  80-47.  Pete 
Burton  had  17  for  Mustangs 
while  Jim  Bales  tallied  the 
same  in  a  losing  cause. 

Herschorn  Cup  at  stake 

in  polo  final  at  Hart  House 
By  PETER  McCREATH 
Varsity  water  polo  Blues 

face  McGill  Redmen  in  the 
second  half  of  a  two  game 
home  and  home  total  point 
series  for  intercollegiate  wa- 

ter polo  supremacy  and  the 
Herschorn  Cup,  Saturday. 

The  game  is  at  2  p.m.  in 
the  Hart  House  pool. 
Two  weeks  ago  in  Mon- 

treal, Blues  took  a  7-5  lead 
in  the  series  in  defence  of 
the  title  they  won  last  year. 
Only  defenceman  Roger 

Barcant,  out  with  mononu- 
cleosis, will  be  missing  from 

last  game's  team. Barcant  was  a  standout 
for  Blues  at  McGill. 

Steve  Gerring  will  fill  in 
for  the  second  half  of  the series. 

The  remainder  of  the  team 
is  the  same  with  forwards 

from  the 

cheap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 
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John  Russek,  Graeme  Bar- 
ber, Alan  Pyle,  Don  Wheeler, 

Bill  Piggott  and  Frank  Fel- kai. 
Others  include  defence- 

men  Tom  Muryani  and 
Bruce  Warburton  and  goalie 
Hartley  Garfield. 
NOTES:  —  PHE  topped 

the  Intramural  Swim  meet 
Wednesday  evening  with  112 
points,  followed  by  Meds 
with  66  and  Vic  with  45  .  .  . 
Steve  Gerring  of  Vic  was  the 
top  individual  performer with  firsts  in  the  100  and 
200  yard  freestyle  events  .  .  . 
other  winners  were:  Watt 
(PHE),  50  free;  Dutrie 
(PHE),  200  Individual  Med- lay;  Pfeiff  (PHE),  diving; 
Kelsey  (PHE),  100  Butter- fly; Russell  (PHE),  Back- stroke; Zinden  (PHE),  100 
Breaststroke;  and  Paul  Mer- 
onen  (UC),  400  Free. 

INTRODUCING  COACH  TOM  WATT 

Spectators  at  tonight's  hockey  game  will  have  to  pay closer  attention  to  the  game  than  they  have  in  the  past 
three  years.  No  longer  will  they  be  able  to  keep  up  with 
the  game  while  allowing  their  eyes  to  wonder  elsewhere. 

For  the  play  by  play  commentator  at  Varsity  games for  the  past  three  years,  Joe  Kane,  has  retired.  Kane,  who 
also  coached  Blues  (he  won  one  championship  in  three 
years)  was  accustomed  to  calling  the  play  from  his  post behind  the  bench. 

As  a  result,  spectators  in  the  rink  were  kept  from  fal- 
ling asleep  even  during  the  dullest  games.  But  Kane  has retired  as  coach  to  devote  more  time  to  his  family 

and  law  practice.  And  in 
his  place  is  Tom  Watt,  some- what less  volatile  but  no  less 
capable. 
Watt  follows  in  the  foot- 

steps of  a  long  line  of  well- known  Varsity  hockey 
coaches  that  includes  Lester 
Pearson,  Conn  Smythe  and 
Ace  Bailey.  The  same  Ace 
Bailey  who  was  almost  kil- 

led by  Eddie  Shore: 
Watt  graduated  from  the 

School  of  Physical  Health 
and  Education  at  University 

TOM  WATT  of  Toronto  in  1959. 

White  attending  U  of  T  he  played  defence  for  both  Senior and  Intermediate  hockey  Blues  and  was  a  member  of  the 
1958-59  Queen's  Cup  champions.  . 

Since  graduating,  Watt  has  taught  Physical  Education 
and  coached  at  Jarvis  and  Monarch  Park  high  schools.  Last 
year  he  was  head  of  the  athletic  department  at  Monarch Park. 

Besides  coaching  the  hockey  team  and  assisting  Dalt 
White  with  the  football  squad,  Watt  is  also  an  instructor 
in  Physical  Education  at  U  of  T  and  is  working  on  his  ■ 
Master's  degree  in  Education. 

WATT  HAS  MIDAS  TOUCH 

Watt  seems  to  have  the  Midas  touch  in  that  he  can 
produce  winning  teams.  He  coached  Invictus  of  the  Ontario 
Junior  Football  Conference  last  year  and  won  the  league 
title.  He  then  came  to  U  of  T  and  helped  coach  Blues  to 
their  first  Yates  Cup  since  1958. 

He  seems  to  have  the  same  success  with  teams  he  has 
played  for.  Last  year  he  was  with  York  Steel  which  won 
the  senior  division  of  the  Toronto  Hockey  League.  He  was 
also  a  member  of  a  title  winning  Blues  team. 

Watt's  theories  on  coaching  hockey  are  based  me^aly 
on  the  idea  that  the  game  is  for  recreation. 

This  is  not  to  say  that  he  does  not  have  a  keen  will  to 
win  but  that  this  will  is  not  a  "win  or  else"  attitude. 

He  has  a  peculiar  attitude  toward  hockey  helmets.  He 
believes  part  of  the  excitement  of  the  sport  is  the  certain 
amount  of  danger  involved  and  the  use  of  helmets  reduces 
this  danger  and  excitement. 

"I  may  be  wrong,"  he  adds,  "But  this  is  my  own  per- 

sonal opinion." Watt,  who  hadn't  seen  Blues  play  in  five  years  and 
was  unaware  of  the  capabilities  of  the  Monteith  brothers 
and  company,  has  the  pleasant  task  of  guiding  the  powerful 
Blues  to  a  title.  The  odds  are  with  him,  for  no  U  of  T 
hockey  team  has  been  worse  than  second  since  1953. 

LEFTOVERS:  Watt  is  also  an  avid  gymnast  and  has 
formed  his  own  gymnastic  club  

There  are  several  questions  which  arise  concerning  the 
proposed  national  college  football  league.  For  example: 
Why  has  St.  Francis  Xavler  been  included  in  the  league 
when  they  finished  second  to  St.  Mary's  this  year. 
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Strangely-garbed  and  delectable  damsels  participated 
Friday  noon  in  the  first  annual  Miss  Innis  College 
Christmas  Card  Pageant.  The  entrant  above  came  formally 
dressed,  but  the  one  below  attracted  a  lot  of  attention 
because  of  her  previous  appearance  in  The  Varsity.  Which 

is  probably  why  she's  wearing  dark  glasses. 

varsity 
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Frivolity  at  the  Forum 
By  ROD  RITCHIE One  honorable  member 

was  drawing  elephants,  an- 
other was  selling  dance  tick- 

ets, and  still  another  was 
making  light  of  Canadian electrical  resources  at  the 
Public  Affairs  Forum  in  Hart 
House  Thursday  night. 

Canadian  -  American  rela- 
tions was  presumably  the 

topic  of  the  debate,  spon- 
sored by  the  political  parties on  campus. 

On  preserving  Canada's hydro  exports  to  the  U.S., NDP  member  Alan  Bowker 
(SGS)  said,  "Gentlemen,  I 
could  see  tonight's  debate 
was  "going  to  be  one  of  high tension.  The  air  was  electric. 
But  I  would  like  to  devote 

my  energy  to  the  current power  structure  in  Canada. 
As  Edison,  I  would  make 
light  of  it.  I  say  let's  grid our  lines,  preserve  our  pow- 

er resources  and  keep  Ca- 

nada wet." 
Bob  "Dief"  Radford,  head 

of  the  Conservative  delega- 
tion, supported  Mr.  Bowker wholeheartedly.  Shaking  his 

jowels  he  said,  "Gentlemen. I  have  a  vision.  I  see  the  day 
when  we  will  put  our  wealth 
and  resources  to  work,  the 
day  when  the  genius  o£  20 million  hardworking  people 
will  build  a  nation  strong, 
undivided,  and  ready  to  ac- 

cept its  role  in  the  Empire 
and  a  troubled  world." The  aroused  Conservatives 

chanted,  "We're  listening, 

John." 

History  was  made  when 
the  entire  Conservative  club 
voted  against  the  wishes  of 
Mr.  Radford.  "Now  you 
know  how  Dief  feels,"  one of  the  debaters  said.  i 

History  was  also  made 
when  all  the  parties  voted 
unanimously  for  the  Con- 

servative resolution  on  keep- 
ing Canada  out  of  the  OAS. Communist  member  Mark 

Sidney  (I  UC)  said,  "The OAS  is  a  dance  floor  where 
the  main  step  is  the  Latin American  rhumba  and  where 
the  U.S.  is  the  lead  dancer. 
Anyone  who  wants  to  cut 
in  on  the  U.S.  has  to  tango 

(See  "forum,"  page  3) 

ASF  to  give  priority  to  Rhodesians 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER The  African  Students 

Foundation  will  give  priori- 
ty to  Rhodesians  when 

choosing  African  students 
to  sponsor  in  Canada. 
This  policy  is  the  result 

of  a  motion  passed  unanim- 
ously Friday  night  at  the 

Foundation's  annual  meeting 
held  at  the  Education  Cen- 

tre, College  St. 
Harold  Koehler,  chairman 

of  the  ASF's  executive  com- 
mittee, in  proposing  the  mo- 

tion, said  the  preparation  of 
African  students  in  their 
own  countries  is  "woefully 
inadequate"  and  a  special situation  exists  in  Rhodesia. 
He  originally  proposed that  the  Foundation  lay 

plans  to  bring  10  Rhodesian 
students  to  Canada  for  the 
1966-67  school  year. 
But  other  members  said 

the  move  might  not  be  al- 
lowed by  the  Canadian  and 

Rhodesian  governments. 
Mrs.  Ruth  Johnson,  of 

Toronto,  quoted  from  a  lo- 

cal newspaper  which  im- 
plied that  members  of  the 

faculty  of  the  multi-racial 
university  at  Salisbury,  Rho- 

desia, may  quit  their  posts 
if  government  intervention and  surveillance  increases. 

It  might  be  useless  to  try 
to  aid  these  students  in 
their  own  country,  Mrs. 
Johnson  said. 
The  ASF  also  decided  to 

allow  Roderick  Chintu,  a 
student  from  Zambia  and 
at  present  in  his  last  year 
of  internship  at  Toronto 
East  General  Hospital,  to  sit 
on  its  board  of  directors. 
The  vote  was  13-7. Mrs.  R.  G.  (Kay)  Riddell. 
U  of  T  Overseas  Student 
Advisor,  withdrew  her  no- 

mination to  the  board  to  al- 
low Mr.  Chintu's  nomina- tion. 

Mr.  Chintu  graduated 
from  U  of  T  last  year. 
Mrs.  Riddell  told  the 

meeting  that  having  a  stu- dent on  the  board  would 
provide  a  student  view  on 

policy  decisions  and  would 
allow  for  closer  contact  be- 

tween the  Foundation  and 
the  students  it  sponsors. 

The  ASF  is  a  private  or- ganization through  which 
interested  groups  can  spon- 

sor the  education  of  Afri- can students  in  Canada. 
The  Foundation  itself  pro- 

vides money  for  the  stu- dents' extra  expenses. 
H.  Allan  Leal,  Dean  of 

Osgoode  Hall  Law  School, 
and  a  past  president  of  the 
Foundation,  said  students 
should  not  be  on  the  board 
because  the  position  might 

impose  some  financial  lia- bilities upon  them. —  He  said  the  directors 
must  have  a  "posture  of  fi- 

nancial responsibility"  in order  to  get  contributions 
from  the  government  and 
private  sources. "It  is  for  that  reason  that 
you  will  find  very  few  stu- dents on  the  Board  of  Gov- ernors of  the  University  of 
Toronto,"  he  said. 

Quarter  Latin  resumes  publication 

By  JACQUES  de  MONTIGNY 
A  simple  two-page  issue  last  week  herald- ed the  return  to  the  press  of  the  University 

of  Montreal's  student  newspaper  Le  Quar- 
tier  Latin,  after  an  absence  of  more  than 
two  weeks. 

The  new  editor,  Paul  Bernard,  was  elect- 
ed by  the  executive  of  the  U  of  M  student 

union  only  three'  days  after  his  term  of  office as  the  national  president  of  the  Presse 
Etudiante  Nationale  expired. 
The  two-page  issue  contained  little  but  a 

statement  of  policy — the  new  staff  promised 
to  maintain  the  previous  policy,  making  the 
Quartier  Latin  a  socialist  pro-independence 
crusading  newspaper. 

Priority  will  be  given  to  the  furthering  of 
student  syndicalism  on  campus  and  in  the 

student  world,  continuing  the  fight  for  edu- 
cation, and  expanding  the  interest  in  inter- national affairs. 

The  former  staff  was  expelled  in  a  power 
struggle  a  few  weeks  ago.  The  new  editors 
premised  to  expand  general  news  coverage 
and  to  separate  news  from  commentary. 
The  same  meeting  of  l'Association  Gene- 

rale  des  Etudiants  de  l'Universite  de  Mont- real (AGEUM)  which  elected  Bernard  also filled  two  executive  positions  left  open  by 
resignations  when  the  whole  masthead  of 
the  Quartier-Latin  resigned. 

Edouard  Cloutier,  a  member  of  the  central 
committee  of  the  Ralliement  pour  Inde- 

pendence Nationale  (RIN)  was  elected  exe- 
cutive secretary  and  Gilles  Grenier,  ex-secre- 

lary  general  of  the  same  RIN  committee 
was  elected  vice-president  for  public  affairs. 



You  can't  beat 
the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. J 

Canada  should  take  lead 
KINGSTON— The  chairman  of  the  South  African  Li- 

bera) Party  says  Canada  should  take  the  lead  in  advocating a  world  university. 
Dr.  Edgar  H.  Brookes  made  the  proposal  when  he  re- 

ceived an  honorary  doctorate  of  laws  at  a  special  convoca- 
tion al  Queens  University  here. 
He  advocated  a  world  university  lo  build  world  fellow- 

ship. 

"If  properly  directed  it  could  lead  men  in  their  great march  toward  pooling  resources  and  exchanging  ideas; 
toward  fighting  malnutrition,  disease  and  hopelessness;  to- 

ward attacking  cliches  and  shallow  thinking,  intellectual 
dishonesty  and  muddle;  and  toward  caring  for  one  another." 

The  South  African  Liberal  party  opposes  apartheid. 
He  said  that  in  honoring  him  Queens  was  honoring  all 

those  fighting  prejudice  and  discrimination  in  his  country. 

E& 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Final  meeting  for  UC  dance  on  Fri.  Dec.  17.  Rm,  228,  UC. 
Hillel  lecture:  Judaism,  the  path  of  revelation.  Dr.  Fa- 

ckenheim  will  speak.  Rm.  214,  UC. 
Inquiries,  applications,  information  about  Freedom 

Christmas  project.  Volunteers  wanted  to  spend  1-2  weeks 
in  the  southern  US  working  on  voter  registration.  44  St. 
George  St.  till  5  p.m. 
Today,  7:15  p.m. 

Karate  course,  free.  Men  and  women  welcome.  Newman 
Centre,  89  St.  George. 

Today,  8:30  p.m. 
U  of  T  Italian  Club  annual  play:  La  Locandiera  by Carlo  Goldoni.  Tickets  at  box  office.  Hart  House  theatre. 

Tuesday,  4-6  p.m. 
Discussion  led  by  delegates  to  recent  conference  on 

Discrimination,  the  Canadian  problems. 
Tuesday,  8  p.m. 

Graduate  students'  bridge.  Cards,  lunch  provided.  GSU. 

S.A.C.  FLIGHTS  TO  EUROPE  1966 
TORONTO  TO  LONDON 

APPLICATIONS  NOW  BEING  ACCEPTED 
HAVING 

May  22  (via  BOAC) 

May  22  (via  CPA) 

June   4  (via  Air  Can.) 

June  17  (via  Air  Can.) 

RETURNING 

Sept.   9  (via  Air  Can.) 

Aug.  28  (via  CPA) 

July     1  (via  Air  Can.). 

Sept.  6  (via  BOAC) 

RETURN  FARE 

$248.00 

$248.00 

$249.00 

$276.00 

$100.00  DEPOSIT  REQUIRED  AT  TIME  OF  APPLICATION. 

FINAL  PAYMENT  BY  JANUARY  28.  ALL  CANCELLATIONS  AND 
FLIGHT  CHANGES  SUBJECT  TO  A  $5.00  ADMINISTRATION  FEE. 

APPIY  NOW  AT  S.A.C  OFFICE 

PLEASE  NO  TELEPHONE  ENQUIRIES  TO  S.A.C 
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Says  we  don't  want  real  freedom By  JULIE  BROWN 
We  don't  want  to  be  free 

—  because  we  don't  want 
to  make  decisions  constant- 

ly about  what  to  do,  J.  W. 
Crich ton ,  assis tan t  philoso- 

phy professor,  told  the  U  of 
T  Philosophy  Club  Thursday 
night. 
"What  we  actually  .want 

is  a  rather  low  degree  of 
freedom,"  he  said.  Prof. C  rich  ton  was  speaking  on 
Indeterminism  and  Free- 

dom: A  Relativity  Principle. 
He  said  we  also  like  a  cer- 

tain degree  of  probability  in 
the  actions  of  others — when 
the  light  turns  red,  drivers 
stop  their  cars. 
"We  don't  want  freedom from  restrictions  essential 

to  the  continuation  of  so- 
ciety. We  want  a  predicta- 

bility about  our  obedience  to 
laws,"  he  said.  "But  we  do want  freedom  in  relation  to 

individual  actions  of  other 
human  beings.  We  don't want  to  be  determined  by 
others".  Therefore  the  idea of  freedom  cannot  exis  t 
without  a  community,  he 
said. 

"If  a  person  is  free,  we 
can't  be  sure  what  he'll  do 
next  time,"  he  said.  He  out- lined several  methods  of 
restricting  the  freedom  of 
the  individual  by  raising 
the  level  of  predictability  in 
their  behavior.  The  most 
simple  is  "a  bullet  through 
the  head,  thereby  eliminat- 

ing all  choice".  Another method  is  incarceration.  The 
more  subtle  ways  of  re- 

stricting freedom  were 
brainwashing  and  taking  ad- 

vantage of  the  addictions  or 
weaknesses  of  individuals. 

Freedom  can  be  prevented 
by  indoctrination  and  by 
keeping  the  individual  in  a 

"dull"  environment,  such  as 
poverty.  A  sameness  and  a 
predictability  in  behavior 
patterns  would  develop,  he 
said. 

"In  order  to  be  free,  we 
have  to  be  different  in  some 
respects,  if  we  are  alike, 
then  our  behavior  would  be 
predictable  and  we  would 
therefore  not  be  free,"  he said. 
"Freedom  also  depends 

on  equality."  A  highly  in- telligent person  is  a  better 
predicter  of  the  actions  of 
a  person  with  lower  intel- 

ligence, than  vice  versa.  He said  that  freedom  is  also 
relative  to  the  state  of  de- 

velopment of  the  society. 
"It  would  be  easier  for  us 

to  victimize  Africa,  than  for 
them  to  victimize  us,  be- 

cause we  are  better  able  to 

predict  their  behavior". 

BRITISH  CRITICS  NEGLECT  MODERN  PHILOSOPHY 
Critics  of  modern  British 

litera  ture  are  unduly  ne  g- 
lecting  modern  British  phil- 

osophy, especially  that  of 
G.  E.  Moore  and  Bertrand 
Russell,  a  U  of  T  English 
professor  said  last  week. 

S.  P.  Rosenbaurn  of  the 
UC  English  Department  call- 

ed this  attitude  "fundamen- 
tally anti-rational."  He  was 

speaking  in  a  University 
College  Thursday  Afternoon 
Lecture    entitled,  Modern 

British  Literature  and  Philo- 
sophy: A  Protest. G.  E.  Moore  had  a  strong 

influence  on  E.  M.  Forres- 
ter, especially  in  the  novel 

"Longest  Journey,"  and  Rus- sell influenced  D.  H.  Law- 
rence, Rosenbaurn  said. 

Russell  helped  Lawrence 
to  de-Christianize  his  philo- 

sophy and  both  men  were 
anti-war  and  "bogeymen  for 
spontaneity  and  sexual  hon- 

esty," Prof.  Rosenbaurn said. 

T.  S.  Eliot  came  to  know 
Russell  at  university  and 
later  wrote  a  poem,  Mr.  Ap- 
polinax,  using  him  as  a 
subject. 
And  William  Butler  Yeats 

argued  continually  against 
Moore's  concept  of  realism 
because  he  felt  that  "man cannot  know  in  the  abstract 
but  must  embody  truth  .  .  . 
yon  can  refute  Hegel  but 
not  a  saint,"  Prof.  Rosen- baurn added. 

Forum  (continued) 

to  the  back." Ernie  McCullough  ( II  Vic) 
of  the  Conservative  group 
b  roug  h  t  Mr.  Si  dney  up  t  o 
date.  He  sard,  "Let's  keep Canada  a-go-go  and  stay-stay 
out  of  the  OAS," But  the  OAS  resolution 
does  not  mean  that  Canada 
is  totally  disinterested  in 
Latin  American  affairs.  "On 
the  contrary,"  said  Dave 
McFadden  (II  UC),  "Canada is  vitally  concerned. 

"She  is  the  towering  force behind  the  Inter- American 
Radio  Council  and  the  inter- 
American  Commission  on 
History  and  Geography,"  he said. 
McCullough  was.  not  in 

favor  of  any  close  relations 
with  South  America.  He 
said,  "We  cannot  support union  with,  the  Wesl  Indies. 
With  regrets,  we  remember 
the  last  time  Canada  ad- 

mitted an  island.  That  was 

back  in  1949." NDP  member  Steven 
Langdon  ( I  Tnn )  strungly 
advocated  removing  Ameri- can control  from  Canadian 
industry  and  unions. 

"If  the  Americans  were 
to  cut  back  their  investment, 
it  would  not  damage  Cana- 

dian, industry.  DespiSe  Cfte 
enormous  inflow  of  U.S*. 
capital,  economic  conditions 
today  axe  ihe  same  as  ertoso- 
of  the  30s." 

-photo  by  lOE  (All  right, iy)  WE1NSTOCK 
Dave  McFadden  (II  UC),  vice-president  of  fc!ie  Conservative 
Club,  makes  o  paint  at  the  Public  Affairs  Forum,  while 
his  leader  (right)  Bob  Radford  (I  Law)  porJers. 
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Conservative  Ted  Ro ten- 
be  rg  (II  V  ic )  preferred  to maintain  the  status  quo. 
"The  key  point  is  not  who 
owns  the  industry,  but  rath- er whose  interests  are  being 
served.  Any  American  busi- nessman will  serve  Canadian 
interests  whenever  he  can 
make  a  buck.  Canada  should 
invest  in  new  industries  be- 

fore buying  back  the  old 

ones." 

Communist  leader  Tma 
Walsh  (SGS)  offered  a  solu- 

tion to  the  union  problem. 
"Perhaps,  the  Canadian  un- 

ions accused  of  Commun- ism could  be  enrolled  in  the 
Soviet  Union.  But  for  the 
'present  let's  stay  put.  Let's 
not  declare  18'12  a  EI  over 
again,"  he  said. Colin  Campbell  (IV  Vic) 
of  t"  i»  Liberal  club  advocated 
the  forma  Lion  of  a  European 
nuclear  force  to  offset  "the deplorable  situation  in 

NATO." 

Mr.  CamnbcII  met  strong 

opposition. "MiTirarv  affiance  is  obso- 
lete,™ said'  WaJsH.  "If  the 

U.S.  were  :o  r' is  West  Ger- many Fi'tic-cir  powers,  then 
t !te  Rusj'r-is  wotil J  m os t 
tisvt&Sntf  ciy  (ha  same  for 
East  Gw-nrrany.  That  would 

be  tempting  fate." Conservative  Peter  Mc- 
Creath  ( IV  UC )  declared 
that  N"ATO  had  kept  Europe 
safe.  "Since  the  fonna;ion  of 
NATO,  not  one  square  inch 
of  European  soil  has  gone 
behind  the  Iron  Curtain. 
NATO  bs  tii-  mainstay  of 

worfd  peace,"  he  said. 

HART  HOUSE  C TODAY  JLvWt 

1 .15  p.m.    NOON  HOUR  CONCERT — East  Common  Room Brass  Septet  directed  by  PROF.  WARD  COLE.  Members  only. 
NOON  HOUR  DEBATE 

Tuesday,  December  7th TOPIC: 
"S.U.P.A.  is  a  short  form  for  Supine." 

TABLE  TENNIS  CLUB 
Wednesday,  8th  December,  T965 ANNUAL  CHRISTMAS  TOURNAMENT Members  Only 

I        Mti  pvm. 

CAMERA  CLUB 
Wednesday,  8th  December Club  Rooms 

COLOUR  SHOW 

KNOX  COLLEGE 

ANNUAL  CHRISTMAS  CAROL  SERVICE 

WED.,  DECEMBER  8  —  8:15  P.M. 

IN  THE  COLLEGE  CHAPEL 

MUSIC  : 

Knox  College  Quartet  and  Ewart  College  Choir 
SPEAKER  : 

PROF.  J.  C.  HAY,  M.A.,  B.D.,  Ph.D. 
You  are  cordially  invited  to  be  present 

JOBS  ABROAD 

GUARANTEED 
BRUSSELS:  The  International  Student  Information 
.Service  announced  that  800  students  will  be  accepted 
in  1966  from  an  anticipated  4,000  applicants. 
In  the  past  four  years  ISIS  has  placed  more  than  1,500 
students  in  jobs  abroad,  year-round  and  summer. 
The  first  edition  of  their  32-page  magazine  JOBS 
ABROAD  is  packed  with  on-the-spot  photos,  stories and  information  about  your  job  abroad. 
Learn  how  (SIS  guarantees  you  a  job  abroad  anytime of  the  year. 

Read  how  to  cover  your  expenses  of  a  thrilling  trip 
abroad  for:  FUN;  CULTURE;  PAY;  LANGUAGE- TRAVEL. 
For  your  copy  of  JOBS  ABROAD,  air  mail  $1.00  to: 
ISIS,  133  rue  Hotel  dos  Monnaies,  Brussels  6,  Belgium. 
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Isolationism  at  McGill 
Lost  Wednesday  the  students  of  McGill  University 

vetoed  their  student  executive's  bid  to  join  I'Union  Generole des  Etudiants  du  Quebec. 
No  amount  of  interpretation  or  politicking  can  change 

that  fact. 
It  matters  little  that  the  vote  was  close,  nor  that 

the  election  is  being  contested  on  a  technicality,  nor  even 
that  the  total  number  of  ballots  cast  represents  only  about 
half  of  the  eligible  voters. 

These  facts  will  have  been  long  forgotten  before 
time  can  erase  the  impact  of  the  brutal  fact  that  the 
largest  single  group  of  English-speaking  students 
Quebec  has  refused  to  join  the  ranks  of  Quebec  students. 

Leaders  of  UGEQ  have  already  clearly  stated  that 
they  consider  the  result  of  the  referendum  as  indicative 
of  the  wish  of  English-speaking  students  in  Quebec  to remain  isolated. 

Many  have  claimed  and  will  continue  to  claim  that 
the  result  only  indicated  the  issue  was  clouded  by  side- 
issues  and  personalities,  but  this  only  shows  that  McGill 
students  have  failed  to  understand  the  importance  of their  decision. 

Such  a  lock  of  understanding  will  be  taken  as  a  slap 
in  the  face  by  many  French-speaking  Quebeckers,  and 
will  strengthen  the  belief  that  little  cooperation  is  possible 
between  the  two  nations  in  Canada.  The  long-standing 
French-Canadian  belief  that  McGill  is  in  many  ways  a mirror  of  both  the  intelligentsia  and  the  establishment  of 
English  Canada  will  only  heighten  this  feeling. 

Supporters  of  the  join-UGEQ  platform  must  bear 
some  of  the  blame  for  the  results.  In  particular  Student 
Union  president  Sharon  Sholzberg's  decision  to  make  the 
referendum  a  vote  of  confidence  contributed  largely  to the  injection  of  side-issues. 

The  tactics  used  by  Miss  Sholzberg  and  her  executive 
in  the  early  stages  of  the  application  for  membership  to UGEQ  had  quite  clearly  shown  that,  given  any  opportunity, some  students  would  attempt  to  vote  her  out  of  office! 
There  can  be  no  doubt  that  this  motivated  at  least  some of  the  votes  against  UGEQ  in  the  referendum. 

The  evident  use  of  racism,  6  la  Diefenbaker,  by opponents  of  the  platform  is,  however,  the  most  disturbing element  of  the  whole  campaign. 
That  it  can,  and  evidently  will  be,  interpreted  as possibly  a  decisive  point  in  a  close  decision  will  undermine 

the  up-to-now  envioble  position  of  the  McGill  campus  in the  Conadtan  student  world,  and  will  cause  friction  for some  time  to  come. 
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implications  of  David 
Sir: 

I  should  like  to  thank  The  Varsity  for 
printing  the  November  26  article  on  the  re- 

cent uproar  in  Montreal  (one  of  many)  over 
the  replica  of  Michelangelo's  David.  I  hope that  student  readers  gave  some  thought  to 
its  implications. It  underlines  the  fact  that  a  large  pro- 

portion of  the  general  public  in  Montreal, as  in  the  rest  of  Canada,  is  unpardonably 
clottish,  immature,  bigoted  and  unrefined. 
They  will  cry  out  "trash"  at  an  honest  work 
of  art  that  shows  the  glory  of  man's  body in  perfection,  but  snickec  and  drool  over 
the  scandal  sheets  and  sadistic  "men's"  ma- gazines that  line  the  shelves  of  every  new- 
stand. 
The  public  display  of  David  was  not  ac- cepted because  it  did  not  reflect  the  spirit 

of  the  people  at  large.  They  neither  respect 
nor  admire  anything  beautiful.  For  some 

reason  their  sight  is  shocked  by  art  but  not 

by  ugliness. Travel  any  road  and  open  your  eyes  to 
the  hodge-podge  of  cheap  signs,  gravel  pits, 
junk  yards,  gaudy  box-like  houses  that  af- 

front the  eye  and  insult  one's  pride. With  this  kind  of  public  opposition  and 
ignorance,  is  it  any  wonder  that  artists  and 
writers  in  this  country  have  turned  to  ab- 

stract, unrecognizable  art  forms?  Their  art 
may  be  ridiculed  but  not  attacked  physical- 

ly or  prosecuted  by  law.  Are  they  not  hiding from  their  true  place  in  society? 
As  students  of  the  arts,  here  is  a  worthy 

task — to  bring  enlightenment  and  apprecia- 
tion of  beauty  in  man,  the  nobility  of  per- 

fection or  the  attempt  at  it.  Man  (and  wo- 
man) is  good.  Let's  take  a  stand  in  favor  of 

it  and  build  a  mature  Canadian  society.  Let's 
stop  grumbling,  splashing  self-meaningful, 
self-interesting  paint  on  canvas,  writing  dis- 

jointed intellectual  puzzles  and  tackle  this — 
Canada's  real  problem — head  on. 3.  E.  Martin  (II  UC) 

what's  the  connection? 
Sir: 

I  should  like  to  take  this  opportunity  to 
congratulate  Mr.  Clarke  for  his  winning 
entry  in  the  winter  carnival  symbol  con- test. It  is  an  attractive  design,  and,  although 
it  is  not  hexagonal,  I  will  grant  that  it  is 
somewhat  reminiscent  of  a  snowflake. 
However,  I  was  under  the  apparently 

mistaken  impression  that  designs  submitted 
for  this  competition  had  to  be  characteristic 
of  the  University  of  Toronto  to  be  accept- 

able. I  fail  to  see  that  this  design  has  any 
inherent  connection  with  Varsity.  I  suppose 

it  is  possible  that  Mr.  Clarke  intended  the 
eight  triangles  in  the  design  to  represent  the 
eight  colleges  in  the  faculty  of  arts  and science. 

Fine,  but  what  about  the  other  faculties? 
I  can  imagine  the  BFC  taking  the  Blue  and 
White  Society  to  task  about  such  a  hor- rendous oversight. 

I  do  not  suppose  that  this  letter  or  any other  criticism  will  cause  the  Blue  and 
White  Society  to  reconsider  their  choice;  in 
fact  I  do  not  really  blame  them  for  the  sel- ection. They  were  probably  just  trying  to 
imitate  the  New  City  Hall  Furniture  Com- 
mittee. Leo  FitzPatrick  (II  Vic) 

hail  to  Mian  Kamin 
Sir: 

I  for  one  heartily  subscribe  to  the  "facts- 
first,  values-next"  theory  of  Mr.  Allan  Ka- min. It  is  a  shame  that  such  a  coherent  and 
lucid  political  analyst  as  the  likes  of  Mr. 
Kamin  was  not  around  during  the  1930s. 

As  he  has  pointed  out,  only  a  political  elite 
such  as  the  upper  echelons  of  the  National 
Socialist  party  could  have  had  access  to  the 
vast  reams  of  information  regarding  the  po- 

litical climate  of  Poland,  Czechoslovakia, 
Austria,  etc.  Only  a  few  could  have  possible 
known  of  the  seditious  Marxist-Zionist  plot to  spiritually,  politically,  and  genetically  pol- lute the  Teutonic-Nordic  super-race.  Here we  have  the  classic  example  of  handing  the political  "blank-check"  to  those  who  should know. 

It  does  not  seem  that  even  the  tragic  po- litical demise  of  Hitler,  Goebbels  &  Co.  has 
shattered  the  "moral  abstentionism"  of  Mr. Kamin.  His  stamina  is  to  be  lauded. Richard  Archer  (IV  UC) 

he's  contradictory  too 
Sir: 

In  his  letter  (The  Varsity,  Dec.  1)  Mr.  C. 
Dent,  speaks  of  contradictions  in  the  Ameri- 

can society.  It  seems  to  me  that  Mr.  Dent's letter  contains  more  than  its  share  of  con- 
tradictions, and  also  some  rather  shallow 

thought  on  the  state  of  America  today. 
Mr.  Dent's  letter  speaks  of  the  "blind 

faith"  of  those  who  support  the  present American  policy  in  Vietnam.  May  I  suggest 
that  he  look  up  some  of  the  points  quoted 
by  Mr.  Allan  Kamin  in  his  Nov.  24  article, 
with  which  he  "blindly"  disagrees. Mr.  Dent  says  also  that  no  one  can  speak 
of  freedom  after  seeing  the  civil  rights  strug- 

gle. The  contradictions  in  this  statement  are 
so  obvious  as  to  appear  ludicrous.  Indeed, 
American  society  spawned  the  poor  condi- 

tions of  the  American  Negro;  but  I  remind 
Mr.  Dent  that  only  in  a  truly  free  nation 
like  America  are  people  free  to  demand 

their  rights,  and  once  won,  by  long  hard 
striving,  these  rights  will  be  almost  'impos- sible to  lose. 
"No  one  can  speak  of  democracy  after 

studying  the  American  power  structure"'' Really,  Mr.  Dent?  I  defy  you  to  point  out any  nation,  except  perhaps  Germany  with  its involved  representational  system,  where  the 
will  of  the  people  is  so  effectively  translated into  law. 

Perhaps  Mr.  Dent's  impatience  with  the American  democratic  process  stems  from 
the  fact  that  the  system  of  checks  and  ba- lances lets  nothing  go  through  in  a  hasty 
manner. Certainly  the  United  States  has  been wrong  at  certain  times  and  places,  but  let us  not  become  so  anti-American  that  even the  best  features  of  American  society  be- come twisted  in  our  own  minds,  that  the USA  appears  like  a  police  state,  instead  of the  great  democracy  which  it  is. 

David  A.  Kirshenblat  (I  APSC) 

the  problems  of  SUPA 
r: 
Marvin  Ross's  letter  of  resignation  from SUPA  expressed  the  disillusionment  that 

many  of  us  have  felt  with  SUPA:  how  the  lack 
of  democratic  structures,  far  from  securing 
"participation"  and  preventing  "manipula- 

tion", only  guarantees  that  a  bureaucratic 
in-group  will  continue  to  run  the  show  with- 

out any  effective  control  from  the  grass- 
roots of  the  anti-war  movement. 

Now  SUPA  has  a  right  to  its  own  ideology 
and  its  own  peculiar  organizational  methods, 
and  those  that  don't  like  them  can  go  else- where. But  this  creates  quite  a  problem  in 
the  way  of  united  action  by  the  anti-war movement. 
SUPA  has  a  consistent  policy  against 

united  action  with  other  radical  groups, 
clearly  expressed  a  couple  of  months  ago 
in  a  letter  to  the  Globe  and  Mail  by  their 

spokesman  Henry  Tarvainen,  to  the  effect that  SUPA  could  not  unite  with  groups which  were  not  nonaligned  in  their  approach to  world  politics  and  non-violent  in  their philosophy. 
If  the  peace  movement  in  Toronto  is  ever 

to  get  anywhere  it  must  surely  be  through the  united  action  of  those  who  are  non- 
aligned,  and  more  or  less  non-violent,  with those  who  have  other  philosophies,  or  none. 
Marvin  Ross's  letter  has  revealed  the  dif- ficulty he,  and  so  many  others,  have  exper- itneed  in  trying  to  work  through  SUPA.  The necessary  unity  of  the  left  on  those  ques- tions where  they  agree  can  be  achieved  only through  some  form  of  action  committee,  and a  committee  on  Viet  Nam  would  be  a  good place  to  begin. 
SUPA's  opposition  of  such  unity  has  only worsened  the  fragmentation  and  weakness 

of  the  forces  who  oppose  the  Viet  Nam  war. 
Hans  Modlich  (IV  APSC) 



comment by  Stephen  zacks 

THE  CHANGING  CANADIAN  PARTY  SYSTEM 
The  author  of  this  article  is  a  fourth-year  Political 

Science  and  Economics  student.  The  opinions  expressed 
are  not  necesarily  those  of  The  Varsity. 

Recently,  at  a  seminar  of  the  Political  Economy  Club, 
Professor  John  Meisel  of  Queen's  University  discussed  the changing  nature  of  the  party  system  in  Canada. 

His  thesis  is  based  on  a  functional  analysis,  in  which 
he  separates  the  manifest  and  latent  functions  of  the  party system. 

Recruitment  and  socialization  are  of  the  former  type, 
while  latent  functions  involve  the  redressing  of  grievances' and  the  promoting  of  the  melting-pot  concept.  This  latter 
is  of  particular  importance  in  the  Canadian  system. 

As  we  all  know.  Canada  is  lacking  in  pan-Canadian 
symbols  and  institutions.  In  the  past  the  parties  have provided  one  of  the  few  unifying  factors  in  Canada,  but are  no  longer  able  to  perform  this  function. 

In  recent  years,  the  manifest  functions  have  been  poorly performed,  the  party  system  downgraded.  The  result  has been  that  the  latent  functions  have  suffered  as  well.  Pro- 
fessor Meisel  attributes  these  changes  to  three  phenomena 

•  Political  parties  are  losing  their  influence  and  con- 
trol over  the  party  system  because  they  are  participating less  in  the  political  process.  Today  much  of  the  politicking 

is  being  done  through  lobbies  and  voluntary  interest  asso° ciations,  whereas,  in  years  gone  by,  the  parties  were  the primary  source  of  access. 
The  class  and  wealth  distinctions,  which  once  separated the  British  parties — the  forefathers  of  the  Canadian— have 

mostly  disappeared.  Canada  is  now  insufficiently  homo geneous  to  have  distinctly  ideologically-oriented  parties. Even  the  left-wing  parties  have  become  centre-minded 
and  much  of  their  ideological  sting  has  been  lost,  although in  the  past  they  have  given  many  intellectuals  a  home  and 
spurred  many  innovations  in  the  system. 

•  The  changing  role  of  the  government  process  has become  apparent  in  two  ways.  The  complexity  and  volume has  led  to  a  decline  in  the  legislatures.  The  Cabinet,  techno- crats, boards  and  agencies,  and  Royal  Commissions  are  now the  real  powers  in  government. 
The  changing  nature  of  Canadian  federalism  is  the 

second  factor.  With  the  trend  towards  "consultative  fede 
ralism"  more  decisions  are  being  made  by  in  camera  agree merits  of  the  Provinces  and  the  Dominion.  Even  the  muni- 

cipalities are  becoming  more  involved  with  the  day  to  day issues  of  life. 

•  The  parties  are  going  through  a  period  of  internal alteration. 
There  are  so  few  "politicians"  in  the  high  places  of the  Liberal  Party,  that  it  has  not  only  taken  on  a  "techno 

crat"  personality,  but  has  become  almost  depoliticized. The  Conservatives  seem  to  suffer  mainly  from  Mr.  Die fenbaker.  In  direct  contrast  with  the  Liberals,  they  have put  on  too  much  of  a  political  front  in  recent  years.  Much of  their  urban  support  has  alienated  and  they  may  be  clas- 
sified as  a  "rural-western"  party. 

The  NDP  has  indeed  attracted  many  superb  people.  I doubt  that  many  will  argue  this  statement.  However,  I  often wonder  if  their  contribution  might  not  have  been  greater had  they  been  closer  to  the  seats  of  power. 
It  has  often  been  suggested  that  the  CCF-NDP  were  the 

initiators  and  chief  proponents  of  many  social  welfare 
measures.  But  these  were  not  enacted  until  the  prevailing 
climate  of  opinion  was  favourable.  Had  some  or  many  of these  men  been  in  the  party  in  power,  it  is  conceivable 
that  their  influence  on  opinion  leadership  would  have  been 
greater. 

Professor  Meisel  is  one  of  the  advocates  of  the  idea 
that  Canada  has  not  had  a  two  party  system  for  many 
years.  The  last  three  decades  have  seen  a  bedrock  of  sup- 

port for  third  parties  which  hovers  around  25  per  cent. 
When  the  two  major  parties  become  so  closely  aligned  that 
they  do  not  benefit  from  their  slight  differences,  then  the 
third  parties  increase  their  popular  vote. 

If  the  politicians  accept  the  facts  of  life— the  minority 
situation — there  is  no  reason  why  we  cannot  have  efficient 
and  effective  minority  government,  says  Professor  Meisel. 

He  also  suggests  that  the  caucus  leaders  might  get 
together  and  decide  upon  the  areas  of  legislation  they  will 
support  in  the  28th  Parliament.  Then  any  attempt  to  play 
politics  in  the  House  would  result  in  rejection  of  that  party 
by  the  Parliamentarians  and  the  people. 

Because  of  their  inability  to  perform  the  manifest 
functions,  the  people  have  lost  much  of  their  confidence 
in  the  two  major  parties.  The  latent  function  having  also 
declined,  the  parties  are  no  longer  providing  the  unifying force  they  used  to. 

It  is  difficult  to  determine  the  solution  to  the  problem. 
Professor  Meisel  suggests  that  a  charismatic  leader  might 
help  overcome  the  present  situation. 

But  perhaps  more  intelligent  and  informed  discussion 
by  both  academics  and  politicians  would  create  the  atmos- 

phere for  a  better  understanding  of  the  problems  of  nation- 
alism and  politics  facing  Canada  in  the  1960's. 
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What  Do  You  Want  In  A 

Company  After  Graduation? 

Graduates  who've  been  our  a  few  years  say  the  important  things  to  look  for  in  choos- ing a  job  are  good  training,  an  unrestricted  chance  to  grow  in  a  solid,  recognized 
company,  income,  early  responsibility  and  a  stimulating  environment  where  intelligence and  enthusiasm  are  recognized.  The  points  are  not  olwoys  in  that  order,  but  these 
ore  the  main  ones.  What,  then,  can  Procter  &  Gamble  offer  you? 

1. record    of    individualized,  on-the-job An  outstanding troining. 

Responsibilities  and  promotion  based  on  a  mon's  ability — not  seniority. 
A  growth  company  which  controls  30%-  65%  of  all  the major  product  morkets  in  which  it  competes;  at  least  one of  our  bronds  is  in  95%  of  all  Canadian  households. 
Among  other  benefits,  highly  competitive  salaries  and 
profit  shoring 

Obviously,  you  need  to  know  facts  before  making  on  intelligent  choice  of  your  career 
We'd  like  1o  tell  you  more  about  us.  Descriptive  brochures  are  available  at  your Placement  Office  and  company  representatives  will  visit  for  interviews  on 

MONDAY,  DECEMBER  13 

TUESDAY,  DECEMBER  14 

for  positions  in 
ADVERTISING,  BUYING,  FINANCE,  SALES  MANAGEMENT 

and  TRANSPORTATION 

PROCTER  &  GAMBLE 

duMAURIER. 
the 

cigarette 

,  of good  taste 

Lighl  up  a  duMAURIER 
and  enjoy  something  special; 
the  full,  rich  flavour  of 
select  Virginia  tobaccos,  aged 
for  mildness.  duMAURIER 
also  has  the  exclusive 
Millecel  Super  Filter,  the 
most  effective  filter 
yet  developed. 
duMAURIER,  the  cigarette 
of  good  taste,  in  the 
distinctive  red  and  silver 
package. ..today's  finest smoking  pleasure, 
f 

Symbol  of  Quality 

BRIEFLY... 

sex  can  be  ok 
There  is  nothing  wrong 

with  premarital  sex  as  long 
as  the  relationship  is  honest. 
Rev.  Gene  Young  of  St. 
Lukes  United  Church  told  a 
group  of  York  University students  last  week. 
Rev.  Young  told  the  50 

York  students  the  "hideous idea  of  auttoritarian  moral 
sanctions  imposed  by  the 
church"  now  is  less  pre- valent. 
But  he  warned  that  pre- 

marital sex  is  often  unneces- sary. 

"Today  we're  holding 
hands  with  people  we 
wouldn't  talk  to  yesterday. 
Let's  not  hurry  to  jump  into 
bed  —  let's  hold  bands  a 

little  longer." 

The  Forum  is  the  brain- 
child of  a  U  of  T  graduate 

student,  Donald  Black. 

embassy  affairs 
The  Bohemian  Embassy 

is  sponsoring  a  public  af- fairs forum  that  has  been 
setting  Canadian  establish- ments on  their  ears. 

The  Forum  has  only  been 
in  business  three  months, 
but  their  first  topic,  Police 
and  the  Law,  stirred  up 
widespread  comment  in  all 
major  Toronto  newspapers. 

At  the  last  forum,  a  panel 
of  St.  Pauls  riding  candi- 

dates discussed  their  parties' 
policies. Richard  Needham  will  be 
guest  panelist  tomorrow 
night  debating  The  Morality 
of  the  Press  with  journalist 
Peter  Churchill. 

exhilarating 

elegance 
for  MEN 

AFTER SHAVE  II 

4  oz. 

$3.75 
Discerning  men  find  luxurious 
pleasure  in  the  subHe  mascu- 

line scent  of  Jade  East.. .worlds 
apart  from  the  ordinary. 

parties  planned 
U  of  T  students  aren't ignoring  the  University  Set- tlement children. 
The  SAC  Student  Services 

Commission  is  sponsoring  a 

party  and  dinner  for  Settle- 
ment girls  aged  9-12  tomor- row in  Trinity  College.  The 

dinner  is  donated  by  Trinity. 
Thursday,  there  will  be  a 

party  for  both  girls  and  boys 5-7  years  old. 
The  Hart  House  house 

committee  sponsors  a  party 
annually  for  Settlement  boys 
aged  8-12.  And  the  Engineer- 

ing Society  sponsors  a  party for  the  teenaged  boys. 

the  clearing  house 
SAC  may  become  a  clear- 

ing house  for  ideas  in  an  at- tempt to  draw  the  separate 
college  and  faculty  councils 
closer  together. 

"The  councils  are  working 
in  a  vacuum,  like  \  20  high 
schools  each  going  its  own 
separate  way,"  said  Brian Switzman  (II  Inn).  "Only 
through  communication  can 

we  work  as  a  university." Under  the  plan,  which  will 
be  presented  to  SAC  by  the Internal  Affairs  Commission, 
councils  will  be  asked  to 
send  reports  to  SAC  con- 

cerning any  special  projects 
they  may  be  undertaking. 
SAC  would  then  reproduce 
them  and  send  them  to 
other  councils,  the  Commis- sion decided  last  week. 

discrimination  talk 
The  three  SAC  delegates 

to  a  recent  conference  on 
discrimination  in  Canada, 
held  at  the  University  of 
Western  Ontario,  will  lead 
a  discussion  group  open  to 
all  students  Tuesday  at  4 
pjn.  in  UC  103. The  discussion  will  ex- 

amine the  problems  of  dis- crimination as  they  affect 
Indians,  French-Canadians 
and  Negroes. 

joint  concert The  Hart  House  Orchestra 
and  the  U  of  T  Chorus  will 
present  a  joint  concert  on 
Sunday  in  the  Great  Hall. 

SOMETHING  DIFFERENT! 

Pay  Now    Travel  Later (Special  vacation  plan) 
MAKE  SURE  OF  YOUR 

TRIP  FOR  1966 
Contact 

Trade  Winds  Travel 1 87  College  Street 
Toronto  2B 

Telephone  924-1431 

opposite 
THE  WALLBERG  BUILDING 

CLASSIFIED 
T959  VOLKSWAGEN,  excellent  condi- tion, completely  overhauled,  low  price phone  WA.  3-7843  after  6  p.m. 
LOST,  pair  of  block  glasses  in  vicinity 
2LJx'iony  build'"9  Mon.,  November ^yth.  Call  Stephanie  Merrick  924-2121. 
ROOM  FOR  RENT:  115  St.  Georae  St 
924-3006.   Mr.  Davidson.  3 '•2  DELUXE  V.W.  for  sale,  in  excellent condition,  1850.  Phone  evenings,  923- 
4038. 
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Gymnasts  lose  to  Queen's 

Digby  Sole  shows  Hie  form  thot  won  him  the  still  rings 
competition  ot  the  RMC  Invitational. 

Big  boys  power  grapplers 

to  opening  win  at  Waterloo 

By  BOB  CLARK 
Queen's  University  gym- nasts edged  University  of 

Toronto's  gymnastic  Blues  at l he  Royal  Mil i  tary  College 
Invitational  meet  at  King- 

ston, Saturday,  despite  the 
fact  that  Varsity  placed  first 
in  four  of  the  six  events. 

Varsity's  squad,  sporting greater  depth  than  the 
Queen's  team,  were  defeated by  an  odd  scoring  system 
that  allows  a  team  to  count 
only  the  points  of  its  top 
three  competitors. 

Barry  Brooker  lead  Blues 
placing  first  in  three  events, 
in  addition  to  second  and 
third  place  finishes  in  two 
other  events. 
Art  Kuisma  and  Bryan 

Neck  of  Queen's  '  finished 
second  and  third,  respec- 

tively, in  the  individual 
standings,  to  Varsity's Brooker. 
The_  scoring  system,  not 

used  at  OQAA  tournaments, 
favors  the  team  with  two 
or  three  strong  competitors, 
but  lacking  in  depth. 
"We  just  had  a  bad  day," 

said  Varsity's  Digby  Sale. 
"Ken  Lumb  who  is  usually 
among  the  top  failed  to 
place.  The  team  was  general- 

ly out  of  condition." FOOTNOTES:  Films  of 
the  1964  Olympic  Gymnastic 
competitions  will  be  shown 
in  the  fencing  room  in  Hart 
House  from  4-6  p.m.  Tues- day. 
Team  Standings:  li  Queen's,  126.73;  2. Toronto;  124.91  3.  RMC,  100.08. Individual    Leaders:    1 .    Barry  Brooker IT),  47.96;  2.  Art  Kuismo  (Q),  46.95; 3.  Bryan  Neck  (Q);  41. S3. Still  Rings: 1 ,  Digby  Sole  (T);  2.  Art  Kuisma  (Q); 3,  Barry  Brooker  (T). Flocr  Exercises: I.  Art  Kuisma  (Q);  2.  Digby  Sale  (T); 3.  John  Pettipas  (RMC). Side  Horse: 
I.  Barry  Brooker  (T);  2.  Jim  Matthews 
«3). Long  Horse: 1.  Art  Kuisma  (Q);  2.  Borry  Brooker (T). Horizontal  Bar:   1 .  Borry  Brooker  (T); 2.  Stuart  Cowthray  (T);  3.  Bryan  Neck 
(Q). 

basketball  (cont'd) Both  games  drew  big 
crowds,  2000  at  Buffalo  and 
2500  the  next  night  at  Ro- 

chester. In  making  excuses 
for  what  they  considered  a 
rather  poor  showing,  on  the 
part  of  their  team  'the  Ro- chester newspaper  attribute 
ed  it  to  the  fact  that  the 
team  had  had  injuries,  it 
was  early  in  the  season  or 
perhaps  the  team  jusrhadn't started  to  gel  yet.  Buy,  they 
added,  maybe  it  was  because 
Toronto  could  even  make 
UCLA  look  bad!!!??...  In  the 
Canadian  league,  Windsor 
Lancers  again  look  like  the 
team  to  reckon  with  as  they 
downed  Guelph  Redmen  127 
42  in  Windsor  hitting  50  of 
101  filed  goal  attempts  . . . 
Bob  Nfavetta  and  Marty 
Kwlatkowshi  had  28  and  27 
respectively  for  the  winners. 
Ty  Burch  hit  20  for  the 
losers.  Guelph  has  a  prev- 

ious 80-47  loss  to  Western. Scoring:  Vorsity,  Kane  9;  Noidre  9; Lockhort  6;  Hadden  6;  Homer  5; Lopides  4;  Woloshyn  4;  Ouchterlony  2 Kimel  2;  Richardson  1. Buffalo,  Bluman  13;  Sounders  12; Thompson  11;  Kozen  1);  Davis  9;  Lo- Tempio  9;  Oegon  8,  Urbanski  8; Moncuso  5  Dolloff  4. 
Varsity,  Lockhart  12;  Nc-idrc  10;  Kimel 7;  Hodden  7;  Kane  7;  Lopides  6; Ouchterlony  3;  Woloshyn;  Homer;  Ri- chardson. 
Rochester,  Werner  17;  R.  Brown;  15; Deutsch  8;  Bourn  8;  Park  7;  Hurley  6; Glover  6;  Benla  6;  Moclniyre  5;  B. Brown  3;  Morgenou  2, 

By  BOB  CLARK 
Surprising  strength  in  the 

heavier  classes  helped  Uni- 
versity of  Toronto's  wrestl- ing Blues  to  a  narrow  23-20 

victory  over  University  of 
Waterloo  in  their  first  ex- 

hibition, held  at  Waterloo, Saturday. 
Blues  actually  showed 

much  stronger  than  the 
score  indicates  Bob  Kellar- 
man,  leading  by  a  wide  mar- 

gin in  the  137-lb  event  made one  bad  mistake,  due  to  his 
lack  of  experience,  and  was 
pined.  Dave  Hendricks  for- 

feited a  match  he  was  lead- 
ing when  he   twisted   h  i  s 

By  BOB  CLARK 
University  o  f  Toronto 

fencing  Blues  proved  to  be 
very  ungrateful  guests,  as 
they  unmercifully  shattered 
their  Royal  Military  College 
hosts  at  an  exhibition  fenc- 

ing meet  at  RMC  in  King- ston, Saturday. 
RMC's  Nigel  Griffin  prov- 

ed to  be  the  toughest  oppo- sition as  he  turned  back 
Blues  in  two  of  his  ihree 
matches  in  foil. 

Pierre  Chevalier  ol  RMC 
provided  their  only  other 
win,  as  Varsity's  Akos  S^a- kolcai,  Irv  Snilman  and  Jo- 

seph Cheung  shut  out  t he- 
other  opponent,  George 
Claus,  to  give  Varsity  a  6-3 win  in  this  event. 

However,  Griffin  was  not 
as  fortunate  in  epee.  Varsi- 

ty's Helmut  Microvs,  Al  Gal- 
berg,  and  Norman  Bradwell 
combined  to  blank  the  RMC 

ankle,  and  had  to  drop  out. 
Generally,  however.  Blues 

were  much  better  than  ex- 
pected, and  but  for  these 

misfortunes,  might  have  had a  runaway. 
FOOTNOTES:  The  grap- 

plers' next  meet  is  Decem- ber 11.  at  Rochester  Tech. 
1 23-lb:  Worer loo  (By  forfeit);  1 30-lb: 
(no  competition)  1 37-lb;  Pete  Harris (W)  pinned  Bob  Kellarmon  (T)  ot 7:50;  145-lb:  Gunfher  Bauer  (W)  won by  default  when  Dave  Hendricks  (T) wos  injured.  152-lb:  Larry  Angus  (T) dedsioned  Ray  Peters  (W),  12-5;  IfiO- Ib:  Bill  Allison  (T),  pinned  Wayne Pavlich  (W),  at  4:10;  167-lb:  Joe 
Ingerosa,  (W),  pinned  John  Perkins  (T) at  2:10;  177-lb:  Roger  Doner  (Tj,  de- cisioned  Rick  Bryant  (W),  2-0;  191-lb: Bryan  Hortwick  (T),  by  default; Heavy-weight:  Peep  Korgemagi  (T), 
pinned  Tex  Houston  (W),  ot  1:50. 

tea  of  Griffin,  Claus  and 
Andre  Berger,  8-0. Varsity  failed  to  ake  the 
perfect  nine  when  Varsity's 
Al  Galberg  and  RMC's  Grif- fin fenced  to  a  double-fault. 
A  contest  ending  in  a  doub- le-fault is  not  counted. 

In  sabre,  Varsity's  Vladi- ir  Hachinski,  Mark  Preiffer, 
and  Peter  Apse  defeated  the 
RMC  tea  of  Don  Hargesl, 
Jeff  Sawc  h  u  k  and  R  a  n  d  y 
Hammel,  8-1.  Sawchuk  was 
the  only  one  to  break  the 
ingratitude  of  the  guests, 
when  he  defeated  Varsity's 
Apse. Varsity's  coach  Imre  Hen- 
nvev  was  very  pleased  wiih 
the  performance.  "Many  of the  b  ;ys  who  are  compeiing 
lack  experience,"  he  Satd, "but  the  long  hours  of  sweat 
and  prepara  t  ion  I  hey  have 
put  into  practices  are  really 
showing  in  their  fine  per- 

formances." 

Griffin  foils  Varsity  toilers, 

Varsity  foils  cadet  toilers 

Students  Special  Discount  cards  available  at 
THE  VARSITY  RESTAURANT 

Frequented  by  students  for  years 
828    BLOOR   ST,   W.  WA    2  .  6738 

T0RWraNlNlil^6r! WILL  PUBLISH  12,00  COPIES 
OF  YOUR  PROSE  AND  POETRY 

SUBMIT  TO  SAC  OFFICE  — •  -  | 

HIGH  FASHION  HAIR  STYLIST  j 
Campus  Special 

20%  discount 'or  oil  students  with  proof of  A.T.L.  cord 
MONDAY  TO 

THURSDAY  ONLY 
OPEN  THURSDAY  AND FRIDAY  NIGHTS 

415  BLOOR  ST.  W.  (ot  Spodinol  for  oppointment  PHONE  922.2823 

ORGAN  RECITAL 
DR.  CHARLES  PEAKER 

ASSISTED  BY  GAIL  KN0CHEL,  SOPRANO 

TODAY 
Convocation  Hall       5.05  p.m. 

THE  AFRICAN  SITUATION 

RHODESIA 
Lecture  given  by  Mr.  H.  Dawes,  a  former  anti- 

espionage  officer  in  the  British  Intelligence  Service 

NEW  COLLEGE  RES.  -  8  P.M. 
WEDNESDAY  DEC.  8 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 

LUNCH  -  HOUR  LECTURE  SERIES 
WEDNESDAY,  DEC.  8 

12:10  P.M. 

Mr.  J.  D.  VANCE 
DEP'T  OF  NATURAL  RESOURCES 

ONTARIO 
TOPIC: 

Our  Disappearing  Resources' 

ONTARIO  SOCIETY  FOR  CRIPPLED  CHILDREN 
requires  for  its 

FIVE  SUMMER  CAMPS 
Strategically  located  throughout  Ontario 

the  following  personnel 
PROGRAM  DIRECTORS 

WATERFRONT  COUNSELLORS  (Red  Cms  Instructors) 
CHAUFFEURS  (Male  —  21  years) 

SENIOR  COUNSELLORS 
MUSIC  AND  DRAMA  COUNSELLORS 
ARTS  AND  CRAFTS  COUNSELLORS 

SECRETARIAL  ASSISTANTS 
REGISTERED  NURSES 

KITCHEN  COUNSELLORS 
For  further  information  apply  to: 

SUPERVISOR  Of  CAMPS 

ONTARIO  SOCIETY  FOR  CRIPPLED  CHILDREN 
3S0  Rumsey  Road,  Box  1700,  Postal  Station  "R" Toronto  17,  Ontario 

Phone  487-S311 
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WFSTFRH.  VARSITY  TIED  FOR  FIRST 

Carabins  shy  away  fro
m  hitting 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
Paul  Laurent  filled  University  of  Montreal  Carabins' net  and  Bob  Awrey  put  several  Carabins  on  the  seat  of  their 

pants  in  a  rough  and  at  times  ragged  game  at  Varsity  Arena Friday  night.  . 
Laurent's  two  goals  within  18  seconds  in  the  first  period 

took  the  fight  out  of  Carabins  and  virtually  clinched  a  6-3 victory  for  Blues.  . 
The  win  leaves  them  tied  atop  the  Senior  Intercollegiate 

Hockey  League  with  Western  Mustangs.  Each  have  three wins  in  as  many  starts.  ( 
If  Carabins' had  any  thoughts  of  winning  after  Laurent  s 

goals  Bob  Awrey  quickly  destroyed  them  with  a  number  of crushing  body  checks. 

third.  However,  he  made  up 
for  it  by  outguessing  Ghis- lain  Delage  on  a  penalty 
shot.  Stewart  made  such  a 
good  play  that  Delage  never did  get  his  shot  away. 
LEFTOVERS:  Blues  took 

two  consecutive  penalties  in 
the  third  period  but  Mon- treal didn't  get  a  shot  on 
goal  due  mainly  to  Murray 
Stroud's  excellent  checking 
W.  Ml  Jlll|  N      II  1  ■  HI  PI Eventually,  Carabins  were 

turning  in  retreat  at  the 
sight  of  Awrey  at  the  blue- line. 

"We're  not  used  to  play- 
ing a  hitting  game,"  admit- ted Carabin  captain  Denis 

Tressider,  "We  weren't  ready 
for  the  game,  but  it  will  be 
different  in  Montreal." One  of  the  many  Carabins 
not  ready  for  the  game  was 
the  highly  publicized  Maur- 

ice Richard  Jr.  Any  similar- 
ity between  the  junior  Rich- ard and  his  father  is  purely 

coincidental. 
The  slow  skating  Richard 

did  very  little  during  the 
game  and  after  Awrey 
caught  him  with  a  hard 
check  he  did  even  less.  His 
performance  didn't  surprise his  coach,  Dr.  Yvan  Dion — 
in  fact  about  the  only  thing 
that  did  surprise  Dion  was 
Richard's  ability  to  hold  his quick  temper. 

Carabins,  who  were  not 
the  speedy  skating  team  that 
won  the  Queen's  Cup  last 
year  took  a  quick  1-0  lead with,  less  than  three  minutes 
gone  in  the  first  period  on 

a  goal  by  Ghislain  Delage. However,  rookie  Doug  St. 
John,  playing  a  strong  game 
on  defence  blasted  a  screen- 

ed shot  past  goaltender  Rol- and Poitras  to  tie  the  score 
48  seconds  later.  Then  came 
Laurent's  two  goals. Coach  Dion  blamed  a  lack 
of  practice  time  for  Cara- 

bins' poor  showing. 
"Our  arena  won't  be  com- 

pleted until  January  3  and 
we  have  to  practise  at  the 
Montreal  Forum.  We  only 
have  two  practices  each 
week  and  sometimes  these 
are  cancelled,"  he  explained. Whatever  the  reason,  Car- 

abins were  never  in  the  game 
after  Laurent's  goals.  Ward Passi,  Henry  Monteith  and 
Bob  McClelland  scored  sec- 

ond period  goals  giving 
Blues  a  6-1  lead  before  Mon- 

treal counted  two  meaning- 
less goals  in  the  third  frame. 

Jean-Jacques  Granger  and 
Jocelyn  Cote  were  Carabins' 
marksmen.  Granger's  goal 
came  on  Blues'  powerplay. Goaltender  Bill  Stewart 
had  no  chance  on  the  first 
two  goals  but  missed  the 

Ball  team  sent  home  blue, 

not  in  II.  S.  cagers  class 
By  RICH  PYNE 

If  Blues'  weekend  losses 
are  any  measuring  stick, 
they,  or  any  other  Canadian 
college  basketball  team, 
are  far  from  being  on  a  par 
with  U.S.  collage  clubs. 

Toronto  played  a  substan- 
tially better  game  in  Ro- 

chester Saturday  night  after 
a  powerful  University  of 
Buffalo  squad  humiliated 
them  8848  the  previous  even- 

ing in  the  border  city. 
Blues  managed  to  slay 

within  10  points  of  the  Ro- 
chester team  by  half-time 

when  the  host  club  enjoyed 
a  37-27  advantage. 

During  the  initial  stages  of 
the  game  Rochester  employ- 

ed a  pressing  defense  which 
Blues  succeeded  in  breaking 
at  will,  but  inability  to  finish 
off  their  plays  in  the  oppos- 

ing end  cost  Varsity  an  op- 
portunity of  taking  the  game 

in  hand.  Six  minutes  into  the 
second  half  Rochester  began 
to  gel  and  went  on  to  then 
83-59  victory. 

Blues'  improved  perfor- mance is  evidenced  by  an 
improved  rebounding  effort. 
Their  69-54  deficit  was  not 
nearly  so  overwhelming  as 

that  incurred  in  Buffalo. 
For  Blues  the  highlites  of 

the  game  were  the  job  done 
by  Woloshyn  in  holding  Ro- 

chester's star  guard,  Dave Deutsch,  to  eight  points  and 
the  shooting  prowess  of 
Doug  Lockhart  who  scored 12. 

In  Buffalo  Friday  night 
Varsity  even  managed  to 
grab  the  lead  for  the  first  13 
minutes  though  the  score  at 
this  point  was  only  13-10. 
However  at  the  13-minute 

mark  Buffalo  caught  fire  and 
jumped  into  a  30-18  half- time  lead  and  never  looked 
back. 
Much  of  Blues'  trouble stemmed  from  the  fact  that 

they  were  completely  out- classed under  the  boards. 
The  71-21  rebound  advantage 
Buffalo  enjoyed  is  ample  in- 

dication of  Buffalo's  ability 
— or  Toronto's  ineptness. 

Moreover  Blues  experienc- ed foul  problems  in  both 
games  when  Nolan  Kane and  Ron  Kimel  drew  the 
limit  against  Buffalo  and 
guards  Bill  Woloshyn  and 
Phil  Lapides  counted  five  in Rochester. 
Out  of  the  States,  (at  last): 

(See  "Basketball,"  page  7) 

...  A  special  guest  at  the 
game  was  Eggie  the  Ryerson Ram  who  was  led  onto  the 
ice  between  periods  ...  St. 
John's  goal  was  his  first  as a  Blue. FIRST  PERIOD 
1  Delage  (Carpentier,  Cote)   ....  2:57 2  St.  John  (McClelland)    3:45 3  Lourent  ,„ 

(Monteith,  Cunningham)    8:49 4  Lourent  (Awrey)   9:07 Penalties:  St.  John  (charging)  1 0:41 ; Wilson  (interference)  14:41,  Farmer 
(interference)  16:50. SECOND  PERIOD 

5  H.  Monteith (Lourent,  Cunningham)    0:36 6  Possi  (Stroud,  Awrey)    9:09 7  McClellond  (unassisted)    17:36 Penalties:  Cunningham  (high  sticking) 
4:53;  Cunninghom  (roughing)  8:44; 
Huot  (roughing)  8:44;  Laurent  (board- 

ing) 15:05. THIRD  PERIOD 
8  Granger  (unassisted)    12:51 9  Cote  (Delage)    19:41 Penalties:  Farmer  (charging)  3:57; 
Tompson  (hooking)  6:42;  Lirette  (el- bowing) 1 1 :34;  St.  John  {roughing, elbowing)    1 6:02;    Paquette  (roughing) 

SHOTS  ON  GOAL 

—photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
Bill  Stewart  and  Jim  Wilson  protect  Blues'   net   against   Jacques   Ruelland  of Goalie Montreal  Carabins. 

Marlins  upset  Laval  8-3, 

Waterloo  wins  twice 

McMaster  Marlins  handed 
Laval  Rouge  et  Or  their  sec- 

ond defeat  in  two  nights  up- 
setting them  8-3  Saturday  in 

Dundas.  Laval  had  lost  6-3 
to  Western  the  night  before. 
Frank  Hincks  and  John 

Savage  paced  McMaster 
with  two  goals  each.  John 
Dediana,  Paul  Mills,  Bill 
Gibson,  and  Mike  Ker  com- 

pleted Marlins'  scoring. Reynald  Dufour,  Andre 
Hebert  and  Yvon  Paquet 
scored  for  Laval. 

In  London  Friday  night, 
Western  reained  tied  for 
first  with  Varsity  Blues 
dumping  Laval  6-3. Centre  Rich  Clark  and 
Larry  Babcock  each  picked 
up  a  pair  of  goals  to  spark 
Western's  attack.  Don  Guth- 

rie and  defenceman  Don 
Blackburn  added  the  insur- 

ance markers. 
Dufour,  Hebert  and  Pa- 

quet   were    again  Laval's 

marksmen. 
At  one  point  the  game  was tied  3-3  but  the  second  of 

Clark's  two  goals  broke  the 
tie  and  proved  to  be  the winner. 
University  of  Waterloo 

Warriors  opened  their  sea- son with,  two  victories  over 
Queen's  and  McGill.  In  King- ston Saturday,  two  third 
period  goals  earned  Water- loo a  6-5  victory  over 
Queen's.  Jerry  Lawless  led 
the  winners  with  a  four-goal 
performance  while  Stan Sharman  added  the  other 
two. 

Larry  Jones  scored  twice 
for  Queen's  with  singles  go- 

ing to  Bob  Pond,  Bayne 
Norrie  and  Richard  Bonn. 

Queen's  led  5-4  at  the  end 
of  the  second  period,  but 
goals  by  Sharman  and  Law- less in  the  final  20  minutes  ot 
play  gave  Waterloo  their second  win  in  as  many  days. 

Friday  night  Waterloo  de- feated McGill  Redmen  6-4. Ron  Smith,  Don  Mervyn,  Bill 
Ball,  Bobby  Murdoch,, 
George  Belagac  and  Lawless 
scored  for  Waterloo.  Law- 

less also  picked  up  three  as- sists for  Warriors  who  were 
never  behind  in  the  game. 

Rick  Gordon  scored  twice 
for  McGill  while  single  mark- ers went  to  Don  Taylor  and 
Skip  Kerner.  Kerner  also 
had  three  assists  for  a  four- 

point  night. Montreal  Carabins  hung 
on  desperately  in  the  final 
minutes  for  a  3-2  win  over Guelph  Redmen  in  Guelph, Saturday. 

Alain  Paquette,  Raymond 
Richard  and  Jocelyn  Cote 
tallied  the  Montreal  goals. 
Jim  Forbes  and  Jeff  Jack- son scored  for  Redmen  with 
the  goals  coming  58  seconds 
apart  near  the  end  of  the 
final  period. 

WIN  HERSCHORN  CUP 

Blues  tie  Redmen  but  still  take  title 
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By  PETER  McCREATH 
Varsity  water  polo  Blues 

won  the  intercollegiate  wa- 
ter polo  championship  and 

the  Herschorn  Cup  by  vir- 
tue of  an  11-11  tie  with  Mc- 
Gill Redmen  Saturday  after- noon at  Hart  House. 

The  win,  coupled  with  a 
7-5  defeat  of  Redmen  in 
Montreal  two  weeks  ago 
gave  Blues  an  18-16  victory in  the  two  game  total  point series. 
Teamwork,  the  product 

of  top  coaching,  and  out- standing goaltending  from 
Hartley  Garfield  meant  the 
difference  for  Blues. 

For  the  past  two  years. 

Blues  have  been  learning 
the  European  style  of  play 
under  former  Hungarian 
great  Eddie  Szakacs. This  involves  position 
play  with  a  concentration on  the  passing  game,  the 
backs  setting  up  the  for- wards rather  than  shooting themselves. 

As  a  result,  the  shots  that are  taken  usually  score. 
The  statistics  showed  it, 

as  Blues  were  outshot  40-22 but  scored  on  half  their 

shots. Frank  Felkai,  playing  cen- 
tre forward,  led  the  scoring 

parade  for  Blues  with  five 
goals  followed  by  Graeme 

Barber  with  two  and  Bill 
Piggott,  Don  Wheeler,  Alan Pyle  and  Bruce  Warburton 
with  one  each. 
Coach  Szakacs'  decision  to 

play  Bill  Pigott  at  forward with  Felkai  turned  the  tide 
in  Blues'  favor  in  the  second 
half. 

Slick  passing  by  Pigott 
and  Falkai  resulted  in  three 

goals. 

Marcel  Lachance  was  Red- men's  best  featuring  strong 
ball  control  which  produced 
four  goals. 

Glen  Ruiter  however,  was 
Redmen's  high  scorer  with five. 
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SAC  to  study  survey 

VOL.  85  —  NO.  35  —  DEC.  8,  1965 

RECOMMEND  RYERSONIAN  SUSPENSION 

A  commission  established 
earlier  this  fall  by  the  Ca- 

nadian University  Press 
( CUP )  to  investigate  The 
Ryersonian,  the  newspaper 
of  Ryerson  Polytechnical  In- stitute, will  recommend  to 
CUP  that  The  Ryersonian  be 
suspended  for  one  year. 

The  interim  report  of  this 
commission,  prepared  Oct. 
11,  pointed  out  that  the  en- tire financial  support  for 
The  Ryersonian  comes  from 
the  Institute's  Board  of  Gov- 

ernors, and  that  the  ulti- mate decision  on  the  use 
and  placing  of  news  stories 
rests  with  the  paper's  sa- laried managing  editor,  Don 
Soutter,  a  member  of  the 
Ryerson  faculty. 

On  both  these  points,  the 
commission  noted,  The 
Ryersonian  had  directly 
violated  the  CUP  constitu- 
tion. 
The  final  report  of  the 

commission,  prepared  Dec. 

6,  recommends  reinstate- 
ment after  one  year  if  the 

paper  can  obtain  financial 
independence  and  guaran- tee that  ihe  student  editor 
will  have  the  final  word  in 
all  internal  matters. 
Members  of  the  commis- sion are  Peter  Calamai, 

editor  of  the  McMaster  Sil- houette, Ian  Rodger  of  The 
Varsity,  and  E.  U.  Schrader, 
chairman  of  the  Ryerson 
Journalism  Department. 

It  looks  as  if  winter  is  keeping  Joy  Tepperman  and  John  Lobow  warm.  If  you  wont  to 

see  what  happens  next,  we  suggest  you  go  and  see  the  movie.  (See  story,  page  6.) 

The  SAC  Communications 
Commission  has  established 

three-member  commi t tee 
to  prepare  a  draft  question- 

naire surveying  student  opin- ion. 
The  proposal  was  adopted 

at  a  special  Commission 
meeting  yesterday,  called  to consider  a  motion  introduced 
at  the  SAC  meeting  two 
weeks  ago  by  Rick  Ross  (IV 
APSC).  Mr.  Ross's  motion had  called  on  SAC  to  survey 
the  students  and  determine 
whe  ther  they  approved  of 
Council's  policies  and  to  ob-" tain  suggestions  from  them 
for  the  future. 
The  new  committee  will 

refer  to  the  Sociology  Depart- 
ment for  guidance  in  prepar- 

ing the  draft  questionnaire, 
and  will  examine  various 
methods  of  circulating  the 
document  and  sampling  stu- 

dent opinion.  Opinions  will 
be  sought  from  other  SAC members  as  well. 
The  committee  is  com- 

posed of  Communications 
Commission  chairman  Geor- 

ge Flak  (III  Vic)  and  com- mission members  Rick  Ross 
and  Joy  Satok  (II  UC).  It 
will  report  back  to  the  Com- mission. 

Yesterday's  meeting  was 
attended  by  a  number  of 
non-Commission  members, 

including  SAC  president 
Mary  Brewin  and  SAC  mem- bers" Charles  Campbell  (IV 
Vic),  George  Biro  (III 
APSC),  Helmut  Brosz  (IV 
APSC)  and  Blue  and  While 
Society  Chairman  Jim  Ken- 
zie  (IV  APSC). 

Biro  said  it  was  not  sur- 
prising that  this  number  of 

Engineering  representatives attended.  He  slated  that 
they  were  in  close  „ contact 
with  their  constituents,  and 
felt  that  in  a  number  of 
cases  SAC  had  acted  contra- 

ry to  their  wishes.  He 
wondered  if  other  SAC  re- 

presentatives felt  the  same 

way. 

President  Brewin  said 
this  attitude  bordered  on 
arrogance.  "I  don't  feel  that some  reps  can  say  they  are 
in  touch  with  their  consti- 

tuents and  others  are  not," she  said. 
Ross  pointed  out  that  all those  in  attendance  agreed 

SAC  members  had  problems 
in  fulfilling  their  represen- tative functions.  He  said 
Miss  Brewin's  suggestion  of 
closer  contact  between 
members  and  constituents 
had  been  made  before  and 
had  not  worked.  "I  am  of- 

fering another  solution,"  he said.  "If  you  don't  like  it See  "survey,"  page  3 

Lit  plans  sex  lectures 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
The  University  College  Li- 

terary and  Athietic  Society 
voted  last  night  to  start  its 
birth  control  program  with 
a  sex  education  lecture  se- 

ries containing  birth  control information. 
The  motion,  proposed  by 

Lit  President  Daniel  Cooper, 
therefore  approved  in  prin- ciple the  setting  up  of  a 
birth  control  'program. A  Lit  meeting  Nov.  25  set 
up  a  committee  under  vice- 
president  Joey  Steiner,  to 
study  the  feasibility  of  estab- 

lishing a  program— "even  to the  extent  of  disseminating 

birth  control  information." Dispensing  birth  control information  is  an  offence under  section  150  (2)  (c) 

of  the  Criminal  Code  of  Can- 
ada-  .      -ari  a 

The  Cooper  motion  called 
for  support  of  the  lecture series   from    the   U   of  T 
Health  Seivice,  which  is  al- 

ready breaking  the  law  by 
giving  birth  control  infor- mation to  married  students 
or  students  about  to  be  mar- 
ried. 

After  evaluating  the  suc- cess of  the  lecture  series, 
the  motion  read,  the  Society 
should  consider  "taking  fur- 

ther steps." 
The  motion  passed  with 

only  Peter  McCrealh,  the 
Athletic  Commissioner,  dis- senting. 

McCreath  felt  the  motion 
should  specify  that  support 
from  the  Health  Service  and 
UC  Principal  D.  V.  LePan must  be  obtained  before  the 

program  is  started. McCreath  also  led  a  move 
to  have  the  issue  discussed 
at  an  open  meeting  of  the 
Society  so  that  the  students of  the  college  can  express their  views. "I'm  not  satisfied  that  the 
students  want  it  (the  birth See  "birth,"  page  3 

SMC  PRES  AWARDED 
RHODES  SCHOLARSHIP 
A  U  of  T  student  has  been 

awarded  a  Rhodes  Scholar- 
S  Richard  Guisso  (IV  SMC), 

president  of  the  St.  Michaels Collese  Student  Council,  is 
one  of  two  Rhodes  Scholars 
selected  from  Ontario  for 1966. 

Considered  the  prestige 
scholarship,  the  Rhodes  is worth  53,000  for  two  years 
study  at  Oxford  University 
with  an  option  for  a  third 

year. 

Guisso,  who  is  enrolled  in Modern  History,  is  studying 
Chinese  history  on  petition. 
He    said    he    was  "quite 

RICHARD  GUISSO 

shocked"  when  he  heard 
the  news,  and  intends  to 
continue  studying  Chinese 
history  at  Oxford. 



ROYS  JEWELLERS 
21  BLOOR  ST.  W. 

DIAMOND  RINGS 
QUALITY  WATCHES 
JEWELRY   -  GIFTS 

STUDENT 
4fa  V  /O  DISCOUNT 

UNTIL  DECEMBER  17 
LAY-AWAYS  ACCEPTED 

WATCH  REPAIRS 

2  CHRISTMAS  PLAYS 
IN  MIDDLE  ENGLISH 

A  ST.  GEORGE 
MUMMERS'  PLAY 

ond THE  SECOND 
SHEPHERDS'  PLAY AT  STRACHAN  HALL 
TRINITY  COLLEGE 

FRIDAY  and  SATURDAY DECEMBER  10  and  11 
9:00  P.M. 

ADMISSION  FREE 

POLITICAL  ECONOMY  CLUB 
PRESENTS 

PROFESSOR  ROBERT  FOGEL 
University  of  Chicago 

"Economic  Consequence  of  the 
American  Civil  War" Thursday,  December  9th,    5  p.m. 

Room  1 1 0  Zoology  Building 

Report  asks  reinstatement  of  ex-editor 
By  J.  de  MONTIGNY 

John  Conway,  ex-editor  of 
The  Carillon,  should  be  re- 

instated by  the  smdents' council  at  the  University  of 
Saskatchewan  at  Regina,  a 
recently  released  report  by 
the  Canadian  University 
Press  has  recommended. 
The  report  was  the  work 

of  an  investigation  commis- sion set  up  by  CUP  to  study 
alleged  violations  of  the 
Charter  of  the  Student 
Press  in  Canada.  CUP  na- 

tional vice-president  David 
M.  Sanders,  editor-in-chief 
of  the  Manitoban,  was  chair- man. 
The  report  criticized  Tbe 

Carillon's  news  coverage 

and  questioned  Conway's advertising  pobcy  but  de- 

INTERNATIONAL 

DRAMA  FESTIVAL 

Auditions:  Wednesday,  Dec.  8 

7:30-  10  P.M. 
NEW  COLLEGE  DINING  ROOM 
5  PLAYS  TO  BE  PRESENTED 

January  25  -  30,  1966 INFORMATION  —  485-7002 

CLASSIFIED 
BLUE  AND  WHITE  Christmas  Tree December  9,  6:30  p.m.  ot  Hart  House. Tickets  still  available     ot  the  S.A-C. 

FOR  SALE:  Vauxholl  Cresta  1 960,  nearly 
new  tires,  well  kepi,  radio,  reasonable price.    Call   doys   928-2721,  evenings 

MANITOU-WABING  CAMP  OF  FINE  ARTS 
1966  STAFF 

Openings  in  oil  departments  for  mature,  skilled 
ond  experienced  instructors  ond  supervisory  staff. 
MUSIC      THEATRE       DANCE       FINE  ARTS 
Pointing        Pottery        Scuprure        Graphics  Photography 

TENNIS  RIDING  GOLF 
SAILING  WATER-SKIING  SWIMMING  CANOEING 
For  further  iniormotion  coll  Mr.  B.  Wise,  Director,  RU.  3-6168 
doys  or  write  821  Eglinton  Ave.  W.,  Toronto  10. 

WAYNE 

DICKEY 

HAS  A  DATE 
for  the 

HART  HOUSE 

NEW  YEAR'S EVE  BALL 
Tickets  at  Hall 
Porter's  Desk 

SI 2.00  per  couple 

Whatever  became  of: 

Mac  Beth, 
CLASS  OF  '40? 

A  natural  leader  for  the  underground 
ScoUish  Nationalist  Army,  Mac  startled 
the  college  by  riding  to  classes  on  a 
Shetland  pony.  Unfortunately,  the  pony 
passed  but  Mac  failed  his  year.  Neverthe- 

less, his  scholarly  thesis  "The  Claymore 
And  Its  Application  to  Tank  Warfare"  is still  talked  about  wherever  military  minds 
gather.  Convivial  evenings  at  the  Mac 
Beth's  often  got  a  bit  out  of  hand  with 
Mac  looking  daggers  at  his  wife  while  she 
washed  her  hands  of  the  whole  affair. 
After  a  parly  for  his  boss  was  spoiled  by 
a  gate-crasher  named  Banquo,  they  gave 
up  the  ghost  entirely.  Mac  Beth  finally 
suffered  a  sharp  stroke  in  a  quarrel  with  a 
Mr.  Macduff  over  a  real  estate  deal  involv- 

ing Birnam  Wood.  Characteristically^his 
final  words  were:  "Lay  off,  Macduff". 

To  handle  your  bawbees  with  real  Scottish 
thrift,  put  a  nuickle  in  yourBofM  Savings 
Account  and  a  mickle  in  your  Personal 
Chequing  Account  to  pay  your  current bills. 

Bank  of  Montreal 

THE  BANK  THAT  VALUES  STUDENTS*  ACCOUNTS 

fended  the  editor's  right  to dictate  such  a  policy. 
It  rejected  allegations that  the  staff  was  putting 

out  a  propaganda  sheet  and 
stated  that  the  students' council  had  tacitly  approved 
Conway's  views  when  they 

appointed  him. Countering  accusations  of 
f  i  n  a  n  c  i  al  mismanagement 
against  Conway,  the  report noted  that  the  final  budget 
set  by  the  students'  council was  barely  more  than  half 
the  amount  Conway  had  been 
led  to  expect  at  the  time  of 
his  appointment  in  August. "Mr.  Conway  and  the  SRC 
(students'  representative council)  members  were  not 
on  the  best  of  terms,  but  his 
dismissal  was  carried  out 
without    sufficient  thought 

or  information,  in  fact,  "by 
accident/'  the  report  con- cluded. 
The  commission  also  re- 

commended: 
•  thati  if  reinstated,  Con- 

way acknowledge  the  critic- ism of  The  Carillon  contained 
in  the  report  (improper  edi- 

torializing, poor  campus  co- verage, criticism  in  bad 
taste)  and  attempt  to  pre- 

vent such  errors  in  the  fu- ture. 

•  that  the  SRC  present  an 
apology  to  Conway  for  any 
slurs  on  his  character  or 
that  of  his  staff  during  his 
dismissal. 
•  that  the  National  CUP Conference  in  Calgary  at 

Christmas  review  The  Caril- lon's eligibility  for  continued CUP  -membership. 

E& 

Today,  12:10  p.m. 
Lunch    hour  lectures.    Our  Disappearing  Resources. 

Speaker  is  Mr.  D.  J.  Vance  of  the  Department  of  Natural Resources.  Graduate  Students  Union. 
Today,  12:30  pan. 

Noon  hour  concert.  "Warren  Mould,  pianist.  Admission free.  Royal  Conservatory  of  Music  concert  hall,  273  Bloor. 
Today,  1  p.m. 

Graduate  Christian  Fellowship  discusses  The  Christian 
as  a  radical  in  the  University.  Rm.  221,  UC. 
Today,  1:10  pan. 

Slide  show  "How  to  Take  Better  Travel  Pictures".  Ca- mera club  room,  Hart  House. 
Today,  3  p.m. Tri-M  meets.  All  members  be  present  and  bring  qua- 

lifying materials.  JCR. 
Today,  4:10  p.m. Discussion  with  representative  of  French  Embassy. 
Open  to  all  interested  in  study  and  teaching  in  France.  Rm. 
122,  UC. 
Today,  4:30  p.m. 

Weekly  tea.  Graduate  Students  Union. 
Today,  5  p.m. 

Meeting  of  U   of  T  Film  Production  Club.  Bkker- steth  Room,  Hart  House. 
Today,  6  p.m. Hillel  Diners  Club.  Phone  WA  3-7837  for  reservations. 
Hiilel  House,  186  St.  George. 
Today,  7:30  pan. 

Graduate  students  badminton.  Drill  Hall,  44  St  George. 
Today,  8  p.m. 

Rhodesian  crisis  speech  and  discussion.  New  College 
dining  hall.  Speaker  is  former  intelligence  agent  Mr.  H. Dawes. 
Thursday,  11  a.m. 

Graduate  students  hockey.  Varsity  Arena. 
Thursday,  1  pan. 

Progressive  Conservative  meeting  to  discuss  co-opera- live  federalism.  Rm.  209  UC. 
VCF  discussion.  Rm.  77,  New  College 
Talk  by  Theresa  Cosgrove  from  Doon  School  o'  Fine Art  on  her  current  show  in  Alumni  Hall.  Alumni  Hall, Victoria  College. 

Thursday,  1:10  pan. 
The  Symbolic  Meaning  of  Medieval  Sagas  and  similar 

stories.  Speaker  is  Dr.  Konrad  Sandkuehler  from  Stutt- 
gart, Germany.  Rm.  539,  Sidney  Smith. Careers  and  Ministries  series.  Andrew  Brewin 

on  The  Politician.  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron. 
Thursday,  1:15  pan. 

Poetry  reading.  Patricia  Bruckmann  and  Georgi 
reading  respectively  Denis  Levertow  and  T.  S.  Eliot's  Old Possum's  Book  of  Practical  Cats.  Hart  House  art  gallery. Thursday,  4:10  pan. 

lent  of  physics  seminar  on  Photon  Counting 
orrelations.  Speaker  is  Prof.  R.  Glauber,  Har- sity.  Rm.  135,  McLennan  Labs.  Tea  at  3:55  p.m 

pan. 

!  Economy  club  meeting.  Topic  is  Economic 
ES  of  the  American  Civil  War.  Speaker  is  Prof. 
ie  University  of  Chicago.  Rm.   1 10,  Zoology 

speaks 

FaUe 

Thursday, 

Politic: 

Consequent 
Fogel  of Building. 

Hellen 
Room,  Hai 

Intern; Thursdav, 

CUS  < House. 

Uni\  ers 
House, 
ional  Fti 

pan. 

tmniiitce 

ity  Society.  Election  date.  Bickersleth 
rum.  Topic  is  Berlin.  45  Willcocks. 

meeting.  South   sitting  room,  Hart 
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BC  students  to  boycott  fee  raise 
VICTORIA,  B.C.  (CUP) — 

Students  at  the  University 
of  Victoria  have  voted  in 
favor  of  withholding  part  of 
their  second  term  fees. 
About  56  per  cent  of  the 

student  body  turned  out  for 
a  recent  referendum  called 
by  the  U  of  V  students'  re- presentative council.  Some 
85  per  cent  voted  in  favor 
of  withholding  $56 — the 
amount  by  which  fees  were 
increased  this  year. 

Student  officials  said  the 
vote  was  one  of  the  heaviest 
of  any  previous  referendum 
held  on  campus. 
The  ballots  call  on  the 

council  to  take  further  ac- 

tion if  next  year's  lees  are unacceptable.  The  council 
is  also  asked  to  seek  repre- 

sentation on-  the  U  of  V 
board  of  governors'  commit- tee which  submits  universi- 

ty estimates  to  the  provin- cial government. 
The  board  of  governors 

is  asked  to  calculate  the  uni- 
versity income  for  1966-67 

on  the  basis  of  last  year's student  fees. 
The  resolution  set  March 

11  as  a  deadline.  If  at  that 
time  requests  are  met  to 
the  satisfaction  of  the  stu- 

dents' council,  the  council 
would  recommend  that 
students  pay  the  ?56  they 

withheld,  since  it  is  pari  oL 
the  calculated  income  of 
the  University  for  this  year. 
However,  if  fees  are  main- 

tained at  this  year's  level, council  would  then  decide 
on  further  action. 

Victoria  is  the  first  uni- 
versity in  Canada  to  take 

such  action.  A  recent  refe- rendum at  the  University 
of  British  Columbia  [o  with- 

hold payment  of  the  entire second-term  fee  failed. 
The  Canadian  Union  of 

Students  has  congratulated 
the  University  of  Victoria 
for  its  initiative  and  resolv- ed its  support. 

Birth  (continued) 
control  program),"  he  said, and  suggested  a  referendum 
on  the  question. 

"I  don't  think  we  should 
get  too  carried  away  with 
a  sex  education  program.  I 
don't  think  we  can  avoid 
,;ublicity.  I  don't  think  it's wholesome  publicity,"  he added. 
Graham  Fraser  (II  UC) 

wondered  if  McCreath's support  oC  the  open  meeting 
proposal  was  a  bid  to  stifle 
the  program. 
Under  the  Lit's  constitu- tion 200  students  have  to  be 

present  at  an  open  meeting 
to  constitute  a  quorum. 

Ernie  Lightman  (III  UC) 
a  member  of  the  Students' Administrative  Council,  said 
he  and  Joy  Satok  (II  UC) 
will  introduce'a  motion  at 
tonight's  SAC  meeting  to 
support  the  UC  proposal. 

Several  members  wanted 
the  Lit  to  take  stronger  ac- 

tion against  the  existing 
birth  control  laws. 
"We  took  this  action  as 

adults."   Arthur   Leader  (I 

FORMER  SPY 

TO  SPEAK 
A  former  spy  will  speak 

to  studenLs  at  U  of  T  to- 
night. 
Mr.  H.  Dawes,  a  retired 

British  counter-espionage 
agent — read  anti-Communist —will  brief  his  audience  on 
the  facts  behind  the  Rho- desian  crisis. 
The  former  agent,  who 

now  lives  in  Toronto,  is  a 
specialist  on  African  affairs. 
Many  of  his  past  predictions on  Africa  have  since  come 
to  pas  5. 
He  has  relatives  living  in 

Rhodesia,  Zambia  and  South Africa. 
The  talk  is  at  8  pjn.  in 

the  New  College  Dining 
Room. 

UC)  said.  "We  should  take an  action  that  goes  beyond 
pussyfooting  around  the 

law." 

Mr.  Leader  and  several 
other  members  wanted  the 
Lit  to  force  a  test  case  to 
challenge  the  law. 

President  Cooper  explain- ed he  wants  to  learn  if  the 
students  of  the  college  sup- 

port such  a  move  before  "I become  responsible  for 
dragging  this  council  into 

court." 
He  said  all  members  of 

the  Lit  are  liable  if  such  a 
case  came  to  court,  but  that 
it  mould  be  politically  un- feasible to  charge  all  of 
them. 
Cooper  said  the  executive 

of  the  Lit  is  also  split  on 
whether  to  sponsor  a  sex 
education  series  or  go  fur- 

ther and  test  the  law. 
Robert  Kay,  a  special  stu- 

dent in  the  Faculty  of  Phar- 
macy", suggested  that  if  the Lit  wanted  to  force  a  test 

case  it  could  do  so  by  send- 
ing a  married  student  to  gel 

birth  control  information  at 
the  Health  Service  and  then 
demanding  that  the  Health 
Service  be  prosecuted. 

"But  as  I  see  it  this  has 
a  two-fold  purpose,"  he  said. "You  want  to  educate  the 

students  too." Forcing  a  test  case  with the  Health  Service  might 
"endanger  what  little  birth 
control  information  that  is 
given  now,"  he  said. Mr.  Kay  was  sent  by  the 
Undergraduate  Pharmaceu- tical Society  to  observe  the 
Lit  proceedings  and  report 
back. 
The  Lit  had  approached 

the  UPS  for  support  in  their 

program. Mr.  Kay  said  this  subject 
has  arisen  in  the  UPS  which 
this  year  started  a  series  of 
noon-hou r  Fil ms  t h e y  des- 

cribe as  "professional  films" showing  the  application  of 
new  medicines. 

These  are  medical  films, 
some  of  which  ba\e  birth 
control  information  includ 
ed,  he  said. 

— photo  by  JOHN  [All rght,  I'll  do  ir)  SHORE 
Bryan  Hoddon  (I  UC)  explains  what  he  learned  as  a  U 
of  T  delegate  to  a  recent  conference  on  discrimination 
at  the  Univers  ty  of  Western  Ontario.  A  discussion  led  by 
conference  delegates  took  place  yesterday  in  UC.  Hardly 
anybody  came. 

Survey  (continued) 

come  up  with  a  better  one." Ross  said  his  motion  was 
a  first  step  "toward  carrying out  the  views  of  the  stu- 

dents, not  the  views  of  the 
council." 
Campbell  emphasized  this 

lack  of  communication  by 
referring  to  a  meeting  sche- 

duled for  Tuesday 
students  at  Victoi  ia 

their  SAC 

two  people  came. 
But  Campbell  a 

he  could  uot  judi Iue  of  the  propc 
tionnaire  unless 
what  it  was  in  ten 
"It  should  not  b< 

to  let College 
embers 
i.  "Only 
le  said, ed  thai 
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as  to  gn-e  ammunition  to 
those  who  view  student  gov- 

ernment in  a  destruct've way,"  he  said.  "We  must  be 

constructive." Jim  Higgins  (IV  APSC 
suggested  that  one  question to  ask  might  be:  Do  you 
know  who  your  SAC  rep  is 

He  added.  "I  don't  think we'll  like  the  answers  w 

get." 

HART  HOUSE  % TODAY  fl 

1.10 6.45 

1  15  p.m 

CAMERA  CLUB  —  Club  Rooms  —  Colour  Show 
TABLE  TENNIS  CLUB  — Annual  Christmas  Tournament  -  Members  Only 

Open  to  all  members CHAPEL  -  Holy  Communion of  the  University. 
POETRY  READING  —  In  the  Art  Gallery 
Porricia  Bruckmonn  reading  Poems  by  Denise  Levertov 
and  George  Falle  reoding     "Old  Possum's  Book  of Practical  Cats"  by  T.S.  Eliot.  Ladies  welcome. 
NOON  HOUR  CONCERT  —  East  Common  Room 
Wolfgang    Koter,   Lute,  guitar  and  flute.  Charles Douglas,  Recorder  and  Counter-tenor. 

C.B.C.  TICKETS 
nited  number  of  C.B.C.  Concert  tickets  art 

from  the  Hall  Porter's  Desk. 
still  available 

HART  HOUSE  MEMBERS' 

INVITATION  DINNER 
Thursday,  December  9th 

5  -  6.30  p.m.  Great  Halt 
For  Members  ond  their  lody  friends 

Dinner  does  not  include  admittance  to  Blue  and  White  Christmas  Tic-c 

WHAT  are  the  REAL  FACTS 
BEHIND  THE 

CRISIS  IN  RHODESIA? 
Hear  on  authoritative  presentation  of  them  by 

Mr.  H.  Dawes,  Formerly  of  the 
British  Intelligence  Service. 

TONIGHT,  Wed.  Dec.  8  at  8.00p.m. 
New  College  Dining  Hall 

Sponsored  by  CUS  and  NEW  COLLEGE 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  PHILOSOPHY  CLUB 

presents 

Prof.  R.E.  BUTTS, 

University  of  Western  Ontario 

"Reflections  on  the  Pragmatic  Theory  of  Observation" 

Thursday,  Dec.  9th 

8:00  p.m.  -  Music  Room  -  Hart  House 
All  students  and  faculty  welcome 

University  College 

THURSDAY  AFTERNOON  LECTURES "Plain  or  Coloured: 

The  Englishing  of  Persian  Poetry" G.M.WICKENS 
Deportment  of  Islamic  Studies 

Thursday,  Dec.  9,  of  4.30  p.m. West  Hall,  University  College  _ 

25%  DISCOUNT ON  A  LI  JEWELLERY  PURCHASES 
Including  oil  branded  Watches.  A-l  Quality  Diamonds.  S.I.emare. 
L.ghle.s.  Wallets.  Pens  and  Pencils.  Radios.  Clocks  Costume 
Jewellery,  etc.  etc.  You  must  hove  your  A.T.L.  cord  when  mok.ng 
a  uurchose.  _    .  _  • 

SHEFFIELD  JEWELLERS DIAMOND  MERCHANTS 
323  YONGE  ST.  (5  doors  oboye  Dondosl  EM.  6-3324,  EM.  6-4122 



dealing  with  Latin  America 

The  second  session  of  the  new  Public  Affairs  Forum, 
held  last  week,  was  a  great  improvement  over  the  body's first  outing.  The  level  of  debate  was  considerably  higher 
and  the  members'  wit — a  quolity  some  were  beginning  to doubt  existed — was  much  in  evidence.  Perhaps  this  en- 

couraging development  might  also  encourage  the  students 
of  this  university  to  attend  the  sessions.  They  seem  to  be 
very  entertaining. 

They  are  also  important,  particularly  os  they  reflect 
the  feelings  of  Canada's  young  politicians.  The  decision 'taken  at  the  latest  meeting — to  keep  Canada  out  of  the 
Organization  of  American  States — is  something  more  than 
just  the  effort  of  a  group  of  university  students  playing  at 
politics. 

Many  of  the  speeches  regardless  of  party  lines,  re- 
flected a  desire  to  keep  Canada  from  coming  further  under 

the  dominance  of  the  United  States — apparently  in  the  be- 
lief that  the  U.S.  has  too  much  control  over  the  workings 

of  the  OAS. 

Conado's  lack  of  significant  involvement  in  Latin America  outside  the  OAS  was  pointed  out  by  some  of  the 
speakers,  and  surely  this  should  lead  the  Forum  to  a  care- 

ful consideration  of  a  question  skirted  in  last  week's  debate 
— how  can  Canada  exercise  in  this  hemisphere  an  interest 
in  and  influence  on  the  affairs  of  a  large  ond  underpri- 

vileged part  of  it. 
Latin  America  is  generally  unnoticed  by  most  Cana- 

dians. At  the  U  of  T  it  has  taken  roughly  a  century  to 
establish  a  course  in  Latin  American  studies. 

It  might  be  interesting  to  hear  what  the  keen  young 
minds  of  the  Forum  have  to  suggest  os  a  role  for  Canada in  the  future. 

Anti-Americanism,  whether  simple  or  sophisticated, 
is  not  a  positive  program. 

where  was  everybody? 
One  complaint  often  heard  regarding  SAC  participa- 
tion in  conferences  held  at  other  universities  has  been  that 

the  average  student  here  at  U  of  T  derives  little  benefit. 
In  an  effort  to  overcome  this  problem  SAC  has  this 

year  tried  something  new.  Delegates  to  a  recent  conference 
on  discrimination  at  the  University  of  Western  Ontario 
participated  yesterday  in  a  public  discussion  at  University College,  open  to  oil  students. 

The  turnout  was  disappointing.  One  might  ask  where oil  the  people  who  complained  had  hidden  themselves. It  is  to  be  hoped  that  the  turnout  at  the  next  such 
discussion  will  be  considerably  better,  or  that  no  complaints are  heard  when  SAC's  next  budget  is  prepored  , 

varsity 
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still  more  on  SUPA 
Sir: 

I  write  as  an  individual,  but  one  who  sup- 
ports the  Student  Union  for  Peace  Action 

and  has  no  plans  to  stop  doing  so.  I  should 
like  to  comment  on  the  recent  articles  in 
The  Varsity  by  Marv  Ross  and  Dennis  Ken- nedy, in  which  they  gave  the  reasons  for 
their  resignations  from  SUPA. 
SUPA  currently  has  two  projects  under 

way  in  Toronto.  One  is  trying  to  produce 
and  distribute  a  body  of  literature  on  vari- 

ous aspects  of  society  and  of  radical  thought. 
The  other  operates  seminars,  in  which  va- 

rious aspects  of  social  theory  and  other 
matters  are  considered.  In  Montreal,  a  pro 
ject  began  this  fall  devoted  to  research  in- 

to Southeast  Asia  and  Canadian-United 
States  relations. 

It  is  true  that  SUPA  believes  that  mo- 
ral commitment  is  essential;  it  is  also  true 

the  SUPA  members  generally  distrust  the 
use  of  a  five-dollar  word  where  a  25-cent 
one  will  do.  To  say,  however,  that  SUPA 
discourages  its  members  from  thinking  with 
their  minds  is  to  betray  a  carelessness  un- 

worthy of  Mr.  Kennedy's  reputation. 
Several  SUPA  members  believe  that  work- 

ing through  the  parliamentary  process  is  at 
present  utterly  futile.  It  is  incorrect  to  say 
that  SUPA,  as  a  whole,  has  taken  such  a 
stand,  although  I  should  imagine  few  SUPA 
members  would  recommend  working  solely 
through  a  political  party.  I,  for  one,  think 
SUPA  members,  like  other  people,  should 
give  a  little  of  their  time  to  the  political 
party  of  their  choice.  I  have  made  no  secret 
of  my  opinion,  and  I  have  yet  to  be  asked 
to  turn  in  my  ban-the-bomb  button.  If  I 
had  written  an  exposition  of  my  views  com- 

parable in  quality  to  some  written  by  SUPA 
members  of  a  different  opinion,  I  imagine 
the  appropriate  people  in  SUPA  would  have 
been  happy  to  reproduce  them. 

There  may  be  something  to  Mr.  Ross's 
and  Mr.  Kennedy's  charges  of  "elitism." SUPA,  like  many  other  organizations,  in- 

cludes some  people  who  have  thought  more 
and  worked  harder  within  the  organization 
than  others  and  are  more  familiar  with  its 
traditions  and  reasons  than  others.  This 
problem  has  not  been  entirely  solved  de- 

spite vigorous  attempts  by  all  concerned to  do  so. 

But  I  think  Mr.  Ross's  and  Mr.  Kenne- 
dy's opinion  largely  reflects  a  misconcep- tion about  what  SUPA  means  by  participa- 
tory democracy.  As  I  understand  it,  it  means 

essentially  that  people  can  participate  in 
the  decisions  that  affect  them.  So  far  as  the 

organization  itself  is  concerned,  that  means 
a  high  degree  of  decentralization.  People 
working  in  a  project,  and  therefore  most 
affected  by  decisions  made  for  the  project, 
make  those  decisions  themselves.  The  de- 

cisions are  not  made  for  them  by  a  bunch 
of  other  people  at  some  meeting.  Similar- 

ly, people  who  participate  more,  and  are therefore  affected  more,  tend  to  have  more 
to  say  about  what  goes  on. 

It  isn't  that  simple,  of  course.  There  are a  lot  of  implications  yet  to  be  worked  out, 
and  a  lot  of  problems  yet  to  be  solved.  But 
I  think  we're  on  to  something  with  more 
potential  than  Robert's  Rules  of  Order. 
What  Mr.  Ross  describes  in  the  New  De- 

mocratic Party  is  more  the  traditional,  re- 
presentative sort  of  democracy  —  and  in 

saying  that  I  do  not  mean  to  belittle  the real  dedication  to  the  common  man  of 
many  NDPers.  Here,  everyone  has  a  vote, no  matter  how  much  or  how  little  he  is 
concerned  with  the  problem  at  hand.  Here, 
the  people  that  make  the  decisions  are 
often  not  —  or  are  often  not  supposed  to 
be  —  the  people  who  carry  them  out.  Here, 
there  is  no  end  of  opportunity  for  demago- 
guery,  power  plays,  rancor,  Trotskyite 
coups  and  God  knows  what  else.  Here, 
there  is  a  tendency  for  decisions  to  trickle 
up  to  the  higher  echelons  and  down  again, 
in  pretty  unrecognizable  forms. 

I  think  Mr.  Ross's  and  Mr.  Kennedy's failure  to  understand  the  distinction  bet- 
ween the  two  kinds  of  democracy  is  re- 

flected in  the  stress  they  place  on  the  tra- ditional concept  of  membership.  True, 
SUPA  does  have  a  membership  roll  of  the 
traditional  sort.  But  very  little  attention 
is  paid  to  it.  Real  membership  in  SUPA  con- 

sists of  doing  things.  I  think  SUPA's  atti- tude towards  membership  is  rather  like 
that  of  the  famous  Black  Diamond  Riders, 
if  a  story  I  heard  recently  is  true.  It  seems 
a  reporter  asked  a  member  of  the  Toronto 
motorcycle  group,  hypothetically,  whether 
he  could  join  the  BDR  with  a  300  cc.  Hon- 

da "You  could  join,"  responded  the  cyclist. 
"But  you  sure  as  hell  couldn't  keep  up." 

I  haven't  met  Mr.  Kennedy,  but  I  know 
Mr.  Ross  is  an  energetic  and  intelligent  fel- 

low, with  a  deep  commitment  to  many 
things  to  which  SUPA  is  also  committed.  I 
have  no  doubt  that  SUPA  will  continue  in- 

formally to  profit  from  his  wisdom,  and 
I  hope  SUPA  will  profit  at  least  a  little 
from  his  energy.  In  the  only  real  meaning 
of  the  word,  then,  Mr.  Ross  retains  his 
"members-hip"  in  SUPA.  Whether  he  likes 
it  or  not. 

Harvey  L.  Shepherd  (SGS) 

literary  or  athletic? 

I  read  in  a  recent  Varsity  that  the  Univer- 
sity College  Literary  and  Athletic  Society 

is  going  to  disseminate  birth  control  in- formation. 
Is  this  a  literary  or  an  athletic  function? 

Tom  Slipp  (II  New) 

naylor  makes  it Sir: 

Finally,  Tom  Naylor  has  hit  the  nail  on 
the  head.  He  views  the  state  of  jazz  in  To- 

ronto in  the  only  way  possible  —  that  of 
misbegotten  humour,  for  since  the  demise 
of  the  Friar's  Tavern,  no  current  jazz  mu- sicians have  bothered  with  this  place.  Nay- 

lor, whether  he  realizes  or  not,  has  evolved 
from  the  dubious  position  of  critic  to  the 
level  of  humourist,  reminiscent  of  the  la- 

mentably late  George  (Out  of  my  Head) 
Crater,  satirist  for  Down  Beat  magazine. 

Regrettably,  though,  his  anal  fixation  for 
modern  jazz,  particularly  that  of  John  Col- 
trane  and  now,  Roland  Kirk,  still  under- lies his  articles. 

Mr.  Naylor's  rectal  rhetone  is  quite  en- tertaining, and  I  sincerely  hope  that  he 
makes  no  further  attempts  at  elevating  his 
prose  for  it  would  most  certainly  lose  its 

appeal! 
Kenneth  Peglar  (II  Music) 

squaresville Sir: 

Being  a  being  whose  essence  is  cold 
white  snow,  I  feel  it  my  duty  to  object  to 
the  appellation  given  the  unorthodox  struc- 

ture which  is  to  represent  the  Winter  Car- 

nival. Anyone  who  knows  anything  about 
anything  must  realize  that  a  snowflake  has 
a  hexagonal  structure,  like  six  points,  man! 
Only  a  square  would  try  to  pass  a  square for  a  hexagon. 

Frosty  (The  Snowman) 



A  neighborhood  centre 
By  LESLIE  GARY 

There's  a  swimming  pool on  Grange  Street  in  the 
heart  of  poorer  Toronto.  It's 
just  as  big  and  as  "nice"  as the  one  in  Hart  House  or  in 
the  Woman's  Athletic  Build- 

ing, except  that  there  is  pro- bably more  chlorine  in  it. 
That's  because  the  people who  use  it  may  not  always 
be  as  well-scrubbed  behind 
the  ears  or  between  the  toes 
as  our  students. 
Going  without  or  making 

do  is  common  in  the  area 
bounded  by  Spadina,  Univer- 

sity, Bloor  and  the  '  water- 
front that  the  University Settlement  serves. 

The  setlement  attempts  to 
fill  the  vacancy  left  by  these 
parents. 

If  a  child  is  of  school  age 
he  may  be  put  into  a  "cul- 

tural enrichment  program." This  means  someone  will 
take  the  time  to  read  to 
him,  play  records  or  perhaps take  him  to  the  theatre. 

It  is  an  attempt  to  reach 
these  children  at  an  early 
enough  age  that  cultural 
media  become  part  of  their lives. 

There    are    usually  very 
few  books  in  these  homes. 
A  reading  group  for  eight- 
and    nine-year-olds    at  the 

The  pool,  part  of  the  new 
Settlement  building,  is  the 
pride  and  joy  of  the  neigh- 

bourhood. Swimming  is  one 
of  the  few  activities  these 
families  can  afford  to  do  to- 
gether. 
Skating  is  another.  The 

Settlement  erects  a  natural 
ice  rink  every  winter  and 
runs  a  skate  exchange.  But 
there  are  never  enough 
skates  to  go  around,  or  for 
that  matter  enough  mitts  or 
other  warm  clothing  to  make 
sport  enjoyable. 
The  main  concern  of  the 

staff  is  making  these  people, 
especially  the  children,  feel 
there  is  someone  concerned 
with  them  as  individuals. 
The  programs  are  set  up 
with  the  object  of  instilling 
a  feeling  of  worth  and  dig- 

nity in  those  for  whom  life 
holds  the  least  promise. 

The  club's  program  is  the largest  and  most  active  of 
many  programs  caried  on  at 
the  Settlement.  About  300 
children  participate  actively 
and  many  others  come  and 

Many  of  the  kids  come 
from  large  families  where 
the  worries  of  feeding,  cloth- 

ing, and  housing  them  on 
low  incomes  or  welfare  are 
overwhelming.  These  kids' 
parents  simply  don't  have the  time  or  the  understand- 

ing to  cope  adequately  with 
the  welfare  and  upbringing 
of  their  children. 

setlement  tries  to  interest 
the  children  in  reading  and 
to  acquaint  them  with  the 
use  of  the  library.  The  ina- 

bility of  high  school  students 
in  the  area  to  read  is  one 
of  the  highest  causes  of failure. 
Another  cause  of  school 

dropout  is  lack  of  motiva- 
tion to  further  education  and 

to  make  use  of  the  facilities 
that  are  available  in  the community. 

The  dropouts  have  so  lit- 
tle to  offer  an  employer  that 

if  they  do  find  jobs  they  are 
likely  to  lose  them.  The  Set- 

tlement staff  attribute  much 
of  the  blame  for  these  prob- 

lems to  the  children's  feeling 
they  are  "no  good." 

The  Settlement's  individual 
tutoring  program  attempts to  combat  this  feling.  By 
volunteering  to  teach  them, 
the  tutor  shows  these  high 
school  students  he  cares. 
This  is  regarded  as  as  im- 

portant as  the  teaching  it- 
self, helping  them  establish 

good  study  habits  and  learn- 
ing to  concentrate. 

Another  problem  at  the 
Settlement  is  the  trouble  in 
getting  qualified  staff.  An 
attempt  is  made  to  select 
the  children  who  have  the 
greatest  needs  and  put  them 
into  groups  led  by  staff  or 
social  work  students. 

Volunteers,  the  majority 
of  whom  are  university  stu- 

dents, play  an  essential  role 
in  the  working  of  the  Settle- 

ment's numerous  programs. 
They,  perhaps  you,  lead  in- terest groups,,  teach  classes 
such  as  English  to  immig- 

rants, and  help  at  the  art 
centre  and  nursery. 

Every  year  the  student  re- 
presentative to  the  Settle- ment from  U  of  T  and  a 

few  volunteers  give  Christ- 
mas parties  for  the  kids. Sometimes  special  appeals 

are  made  to  the  students  for 
desperately-needed  finances. 

It  takes  more  than  one 
newspaper  article  to  describe 
all  the  Settlement's  activities 
— the  music  school,  the  sum- " mer  camp,  Boulderwood,  or 
the  program  which  attempts to  reach  more  young  people 
by  searching  them  out  on 
the  streets. 

Herb  Morrow,  the  Settle^ 
ment's  Executive  Director, 
said,  "The  need  of  the  inner 
city  challenges  the  commun- 

ity to  provide  strong  com- munity services.  In  the  past 
years  those  at  the  settlement 
have  tried  to  make  it  a  real 
neighbourhood  centre.  This 
is  the  continuing  challenge 

in  1966." 

— photos  by  (friendly)  JACK  NEWMAN 
This  lovely  little  girl  (top  right)  seems  a  bit  bewildered  by It  all,  but  her  fellows  at  the  new  Settlement  building  are wasting  no  time.  There's  something  for  all  the  children, trom  the  serious  young  violinist  (below)  to  the  rather  more strenuous  activities  enjoyed  by  the  two  young  ladies  (left) 

SUMMER  EMPLOYMENT 

Due  to  unprecedented  expansion  planned  for  Western 
Canada  Tours  in  1966,  University  Tours  Limited 
(UTL  Holiday  Tours)  requires  male  tour  escorts  mini- 

mum age  21  or  who  will  be  21  by  next  summer.  Appli- 
cations must  be  submitted  in  writing  containing  per- 

sonal resume  of  past  employment  and  background 
plus  the  following:  (1)  Date  of  Birth,  (2)  Two  character 
references,  (3)  a  recent  snapshot. 
Applicants  must  enjoy  dealing  with  and  meeting 
people.  Duties  involve  handling  of  tickets,  supervising 
luggage  transfers  on  and  off  trains,  in  ond  out  of 
hotels,  transportation  carriers,  etc.  The  tours  consist 
of  adults  and  usually  number  30  to  35  persons  each. 
Good  salary  plus  expenses.  No  phone  or  personal 
calls  please.  All  replies  held  in  strict  confidence. 
Reply  to: 

B.  P.  OLLIVIER 
UNIVERSITY  TOURS  LIMITED 

2  COLLEGE  STREET 
TORONTO,  ONTARIO 

YORK  UNIVERSITY  PLAYERS  PRESENT 

"THE  THREE  FACES  OF  COMEDY" THE  SUMMIT  CONFERENCE 
THE  BALD  SOPRANO CRAWLING  ARNOLD 

York  Campus  Theotre       Steeles  ond  Keele  St. 
Friday  Dec.  10 — Saturday  Dec.  11       8:30  p.m. 

Admission  $1.00  Reservations  487-61 37     6-8  p  n 
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Women's  Athletic  Association SKIERS* 
A  lecture  on  Ski  Equipment  will  be  held  Wednesday, 
December  8,  at  5:15  in  the  Lecture  Room,  Bens. Building. 

SPORTS  SCHEDULES 

WEEK  OF  DEC.  13 

HOCKEY 
12.30 1.30 7.00 
8.00 9.00 
1.00 

Dent.  A For.  A 
Law  I 4.00  Tiin.., 

7.00  Phorm.  A  ' 8.00  Knox  1 9.00  Arch 
12.30  PHE.  I 4.00  Innrs  I 7.00  Dent.  A 

Eng. XIV St.  M.  B St.  M.  A Med.  A 
New  I Sr.  Eng 
Vic.  M 
PHE.  B Sear Wye 
U.C-I U.C  II Vic.  I 

(Schedule  Will  resume  Wed.,  Jon.  5th) 

Ricks,  Chondler Ricks,  Chondler Bart  left.  Comer  on Bartlett,  Comeron 
Bart  lett,  Comeron 
Hemphill,  Harris Fuller,  Chamberloic Butler,  Corson Butler,  Corson Butler,  Corson 
Awrey,  Stan- Carson,  Apple  ton Hicks,  Ccngarlc 

BASKETBALL  —  INTERFACULTY  LEAGUE 
1.00  U.C.  II 
1  00  Arch  A 6.30  Jr.  Eng 
7.30  Vic.  I 1 .00  Innis  I 6.30  New  1 

vs  PHE.  I 
vs  Trin.  A ys  Dent.  A vs  St.  M.  A 

St.V  B 7.30  SI.  MA  vs  U.C.I 5.00    Med,  B      vs    PHE.  M 

Church,  Coplan 
Sternberg,  Lernci Richie,  Gartley Richie,  Gortley 
Sternberg,  Lerner Ingle,  Shepherd Ingle,  Shepherd Gortley,  Epstein Gortley,  Epstein 

(Schedule  will  resume  Wed.,  Jon.  5lh) 

Basketball  team  registration  lists  for  following  teams 
MUST  BE  SUBMITTED  to  Intramural  office  without 
further  delay.  These  were  due  prior  to  first  scheduled 
game.  Arch.  A,  Dent.  A,  Innis  I,  Law  A,  Med.  A  &  B, 
New  I,  PHE.  I,  U.C.  1  &  II,  Vic.  II. 

ALPH0NSE  SPONGE 
SKATES  AFTER  THE  BLUES  HOCKEY  GAMES 

AT  VARSITY  ARENA  -  TO  MUSIC!  SO  CAN  YOU. 

A  BLUE  &  WHITE  SOCIETY  ACTIVITY 

At  your  next  party,  dance  or  banquet, 

go  formal 

the 

Syd  Silver 

way  of 

...RENTING  THE  FORMAL 

WEAR  YOU  NEED  FOR 

ANY  OCCASION 

Syd  Silver  is  Canada's  leoding  nome  in  formal  wear  rentol o  complete  line  of  formal  and  semi-formal wear  for  men  and  women. 
We  hove  a  complete  line  of 

0  TUXEDOS •  WHITE  JACKETS 
0  MORNING  SUITS 0  DIRECTORS  SUITS •  TAILS 
0  BOYS  OUTFITS 

0  BUSINESS  SUITS 
0  BLAZERS 0  COCKTAIL  DRESSES 
S EVENING  GOWNS WEDDING  DRESSES 
0  BRIDESMAIDS  DRESSES 0  ACCESSORIES 

SPECIAL  20°/»  DISCOUNT  to 
all  students  and  faculty  members 

Syd  Silver  Formah  Limited 
500  Yonge  (above  College)  83  Bioor  W   (West  of  Boy) Phone  923-4611 

Bookstore  robb
ery  '65 
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By  BOB  CLARK 

University  of  Toronto  stu- dents have  devised  many 
ways  to  protest  unfair  prac- tices, some  constructive, and  most  essentially  good. 
However,  I  have  encounter- ed again  this  year  a  small, 
but  consistent  minority  of 
thoughtless  individuals  who 
have  found  one  inglorious 
way  to  protest  high  prices 
at  the  U  of  T  bookstore. 

It  is  nothing  new,  and 
each  year  I  find  at  least  four 
or  five  people  who  have  par- 

ticipated in  this  movement. 
They  avoid  the  high  prices 
by  simply  not  paying  them. 
This  does  not  mean  a  con- structive boycott.  They  just 
walk  out  of  the  store  with- out paying. 

Over  the  years,  I  have  had 
to  borrow  some  books  from 
fellow  students  before  I 
have  had  the  money  to  buy 
them. 

A  number  of  these  indi- viduals have  asked  why  I 
don't  get  the  book  and  then 
"forget"  to  pay  for  it.  After 
all,  at  the  prices  that  are 
charged,  they  theorize,  one has  to  have  some  way  to 
fight  it. 
Yet  these  individuals  do 

not  look  upon  this  as  theft. 
They  talk  as  if  it  is  almost 
a  moral  obligation  to  "get back"  at  the  bookstore.  It 
s  almost  a  sport  to  see  how 
much  one  can  get  away 

ith.  They  all  describe  this 
pass-time  as  "the  easiest 
thing  in  the  world  to  do.' And  they  all  describe  im- 
mensly  simple  plans  to  suc- cess. All  are  best  done  after 
the  October  rush,  and 
roughly  fall  -into  three  cati 
sories. The  simplest  is  done  b; 
walking  in,  browsing  around 
for  a  few  minutes,  picking 
out  a  book,  putting  it  in 
your  pocket,  and  then  just walking  out. 

Some  ate  even  more  dai 
.c.  asking  for  a  text  at  the counter,  and  then  with  a 
minimum  oi  time  spent 
browsing,  (presumably  to 
make  anyone  who  happens 
to  be  paying  attention  for- 

get you've  just  been  handed the  book),  walking  out 
brazenly  carrying  the  boot 
in  plajn  sight  on  your  clip 
board 
The  final,  and  perhaps 

most  subtle,  is  to  get  a 
number  of  books,  then  only 
declare  one,  while  the 
ulhers  are  left  under  older 
books  on  your  clipboard 

No  matter  what  method 
was  used,  it  was  always  "ri 
diculously  easy."  So  I  de 
cided  I  would  see  for  my- 

self how  easy  it  really  was 
My  method  was  a  vague 

compromise  between  all 
three.  I  went  up  and  asked 
_.  two  texts  on  my  course 
that  I  had  not  yet  obtained 

1  carried  both  up  to  th> 
cashier,  handed  her  one, 
and  then  placed  the  other 
on  my  clipboard,  with  the 
unremoved     pr'.ce  stickei 

staring  right  up  at  her  face. 
1  was  duly  charged  for  the 
one  book,  and  not  even 
asked  about  the  other.  Even 
then  I  refused  to  hurry'  in 
my  crime,  but  instead  of 
paving  cash,  took  even  more time  to  write  out  a  cheque 
and  after  that,  entered  it 
in  the  personal  record  of  my 
chequebook. 

By  this  time  I  had  tarried for  nearly  five  minutes,  and 
had  built  up  a  shield  of  over- 
confidence  in  success.  Sud- denly, I  was  approached  by 
a  young  man  with  a  distinct 
British  accent  who  shatter- 

ed my  perfect  "text-book" case  by  asking  me  if  I  had 
paid  for  the  other  book. "Uh  no,"  I  said,  almost 
panicking  from  my  state  of false  serenity,  and  not  even 
sounding  convincing  to  my- 

self. "I  got  it  at  Vic." 
"Oh,  sorry,"  he  said  me- 

chanically, and  disappeared 
as  suddenly  as  he  had  come. 
Well,  the  price  sticker 

was  staring  him  in  the  face 
too,  and  a  simple  call  to  Vic 
would  revea]  that  they  did 
not  have  his  particular  edi- 

tion of  the  book.  So,  I  walk- 
ed out,  leaving  a  clear  trail of  guilt  behind.  The  cheque 

I  wrote  required  rny  name, 
address,  and  ATL  number, 
so  I  could  easily  be  traced 
if  mv  faulty  alibi  was  check- 
ed. 

The  same  night,  I  phoned 
the  bookstore  administrati- 

ve assistant,  Charles  Fan- ning,   who    displayed  the 
same  gracious  trust  of  stu- 

dents as  had  his  employees 
when  I  asked  him  how 
much  loss  the  bookstore  suf- fered from  pilfering. 

"There  is  a  difference,"  he 
said,"  but  how  much  of  it 
is  pilfering  can  never  be 
established.  Some  of  the 
loss  can  result  from  incor- rect inventory,  incorrect 
pricing  of  books  and  staff dishonesty,  among  other 
things.  Each  business  allows 
a  certain  percentage  for  this difference,  and  generally  the 
students  are  pretty  good. 
We  have  no  higher  a  loss 
than  any  other  business. 
Mr.  Fanning  sounded  as 

if  students  were  incapable 

of  any  deliberately  devious 
acts. 

But  is  this  trust  warrant- ed? 

Generally  the  U  of  T  stu- dent is  honest,  but  there  is 
a  small  minority  who  treat 
pilfering  as  a  game,  and  not 
as  a  crime.  And  these  are 
probably  the  ones  who  yell loudest  at  the  rising  prices of  books. 

It  was  one  week  ago  that 

I  committed  the  "crime." No  one  has  tracked  me 
down.  Today  I  shall  return 
to  the  scene  of  the  crime 

and  pay  for  my  $190  sin. 
Most  students  deserve  the 

trust  which  the  bookstore 
has  displayed.  Something 
should  be  done,  however,  to 
weed  out  the  thoughtless  in- dividuals. 

It  is  the  rest  of  us  who 

pay  for  their  "games." 

WINTER  COMING  TO  ROM 

The  world's  first  entirely  student-made  film  opens 

tomorrow  at  the  Royal  Ontario  Museum  Theatre  for  a  nine- day  run. 

Winter  Kept  Us  Warm  is  an  81-minute  black-and-white 
film  produced  by  undergraduates  at  the  University  ot 
Toronto  and  Ryerson  Polytechnical  Institute  at  a  cost  ot 

$8,000. Produced  and   directed   by   David   Secter,   22,  who 
iduated  from  U  of  T  in  June,  the  film  examines  a  close 

.ampus  relationship  between  two  young  men  from  dif- ferent backgrounds. 
The  movie  has  been  restricted  to  those  18  years  and 

over  by  the  Ontario  Board  of  Censors. 
Winter  had  its  world  premiere  Sept.  27  at  the  Com- monwealth Film  Festival  in  Cardiff,  Wales,  where  it 

received  warm  notices. 
Secters  first  film.  Love  With  The  Proper  Guppy,  was 

shot  in  Toronto  last  summer  for  $31.88.  It  was  widely 
praised  when  it  was  shown  on  CBC  television  in  January. 

He  was  inspired  to  enter  film-making  when  he  learned 
—as  Varsity  Review  Film  critic— Orson  Welles  was  only  24 
years  old  when  he  made  Citizen  Kane.  Secter  placed  an  ad 
in  The  Varsity  inviting  all  interested  students  to  join  him 
in  making  a  full-length  movie. 

He   recruited   students   from   Ryerson  Polytechnical 
Institute's  photographic  arts  course  for  his  technical  crew, 
used  some  Ryerson  camera  equipment  and  borrowed  or ented  the  rest. 

All  parts  were  played  by  amateurs  with  no  previous screen  experience  but  the  four  leading  roles  were  taken  by veterans  of  Hart  House  Theatre. 
As  soon  as  production  debts  from  Winter  are  paid  off, 

Secter  plans  to  start  another  feature,  this  time  professional 
and  properly  financed. 

"I  am  considering  scripts  now  and  want  to  contact am  one  with  the  kind  of  imagination  and  perseverance  it 
takes  to  make  movies  in  Canada,"  he  said. 

Movie  times  are  5,  7  and  9.15  p.m.  and  admission  price 
for  students  is  $1. 



hotkey  preview 
By  RICK  KOLLINS 

OQAA  Publicity  Director 
LAVAL  ROUGE  ET  OR 

1964-65  Record:  7-7-2  (5th  place ) Coach:  Jean-Paul  Poulin 
Laval  could  be  a  serious  title  threat  since  most players  are  back  from  last  season's  team.  This  includes goaltendre  Normand  Arsenault,  defencemen  G  B Maughan  and  Jacques  Metras  and  forwards  Gratien Ommond,  Reynald  Dufour,  Andre  Hebert,  Yvon  Paquet and  Michel  Roy.  Pierre  Lachance,  another  proficient scorer,  is  returning  after  a  year's  absence. 

McMASTER  MARLINS 
1964-65  Record:  5-8-3  (6th  place) Coach:  Bill  Mahoney 

Marlins,  a  major  disappointment  last  year  have lost  stars  such  as  Bobby  Apps,  Harvey  Wells,  Jim Randle  and  Bill  Kennedy.  Carrying  the  load  will  be 
v'ng»T  2aiZ  Sp0ar  (second  tea™  all-star),  defenceman Jim  McKendry  (first  team  all-star),  John  Savage,  John DeDiana  and  sophomore  goaltender  Jack  Young. WATERLOO  WARRIORS 

1964-65  Record:  2-11-3  (7lh  place— tie) Coach:  Don  Hayes 
Only  seven  members  of  last  season's  team  have returned,  including  high  scorers  Don  Mervyn,  Stan Shaiman,  Dave  Passmore  and  Jerry  Lawless  and  goal- tender  Casey  Soden. 

McGILL  REDMEN 
1964-65  Record:  3-12-1  (7th  place— lie) Coach:  Dave  Copp 

Redmen  lacked  depth  last  season  but  should  not hav  e  this  problem  in  1965-66.  The  defence  will  be  new but  veteran  Ken  Walters  is  back  in  goal  and  Skip 
S ̂e%r«w  PSteiD  and  Rick  Moore  are  sti»  one of  the  SIHL  s  top  forward  lines.  Others  returning  are Bert  Halliwe  1.  Dave  Flam  and  Ron  Doleman  and  Rick Gordon,  both  ineligible  last  season. 

GUELPH  REDMEN 
1964-65  Record:  1-13-2  (9th  place) Coach:  Briggs  Crighton 

■  Gut^ph  Z'",,  !ook  to  rookies  this  ̂ ason  as  Ben Piper,  Dave  Pallet!  and  Glen  Slater  are  the  only  re lurnrng  regulars.  An  impressive  list  of  newcomers 
includes  goaltender  Gary  Landers  (Stratford  S°  B) (lhis  is  the  second  of  a  two-  part  series') 

Former  Maritime  star 

leads  SIM.  scoring 
Varsity  Blues'  line  of  Paul Laurent,  Gord  Cunrrngham and  Henry  Monteilh  is  not 

only  the  number  one  line 
on  the  team  but  the  highest scoring  line  in  the  league. Each  has  six  points  and 
is  tied  for  fourth  place  in the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Hockey  League's  scoring race. 

Cenlre  Rich  Clark  of  West- ern Mustangs  is  leading;  the league  both  in  goal  scoring 
and  total  points.  Clark  is  a 
former  University  of  New 
Brunswick  star  who  just 
missed  gaining  a  berth  on 
the  Canadian  National  team. 
Waterloo  Warriors  won 

both  ends  of  a  difficult 
eastern  swing  to  McGil!  and 

Queens  last  weekend  main- 
ly on  the  strength  of  Jerry 

Lawless'  five-goal  perform- ance. 
Lawless,  second  in  scor- 

ing, had  four  goals  against 
McGill  and  a  goal"  and three  assists  at  Queen's. 
Goaltender  Bill  Stewart's 

improved  play  this  season 
is  reflected  in  his  2.33  goals 
against  average.  He  is  lied 
with  the  Western  combina- 

tion of  Gary  Bonney  and 
Ray  Reeson  for  the  league lead. SCORING 

FUTURE  GAMES 
Thursdoy  —  McMoster  at  Waterloo Friday   Laval  at  Toronto Saturday  —  Montreal  ot  McGill 

Loval  at  Queen's BASKETBALL  RESULTS 
Western   80    ot    Guelph  . Guclpn  42    at  Windsor 

Ctarke.  Western Lawless,  Waterloo 
Jones.  Queen  s  .  . Cote,  Montreal Deloge,  Montreal 
Pond,  Queen's H.  Montcith,  Tot. Laurent,  Toronto Cunningham,  Toronto Bobcack,  Western Hincks,  McMoster 
Paquel,  Laval Gordon,  McGill 
Spoor,  McMosier Kerner,  McGill 
R.  Flood,  Guelpl-i GOALTENDERS' 
Bonney,  Western Reeson,  Western Western  Totals Stewart,  Toronto 
Poitras,  Montrcol Norton,  Guelph  .  ; Lenders,  Guelph  ; Guelph  Total' Soden,  Waterloo  . 
Ooufllas,  Queen's Walters,  McGill Arsenault,  Lovol 

Laval  Totols 
Young,  McMastcr Poyne,  McMoster McMoster  Torolj 

GP  G  A  PIsPIM 
3    6    3    9  0 

3  2  4  6  10 
3  3  3  6  6 3  3  2  5  4 3  3  2  5  4 

RECORDS GP  GA  SO  A*g. 
2.33 
2,33 
3.30 
3.43 4.50 

3.67 
4.50 
5.00 

The  Hart  House  Orchestra and 
University  of  Toronto  Chorus 

VIVALDI  -  GLORIA 
VAUGHAN  -  WILLIAMS  - 

FANTASIA  on  CHRISTMAS  CAROLS 
BACH  -  MAGNIFICAT CONDUCTOR:  LLOYD  BRADSHAW 

Great  Hall,  Hart  House  Students  $1  25 Sunday,  December  12  Others  S2.50 o:o0  p.m. 

MARIOS 
SPAGHETTI 
HOUSE 

and  PIZZERIA 
662  YONGE  ST. 

2  blocks  south  of  Blocr  St. 
FREE  DELIVERY 
923  3222 
921  -6446 

THE 
PAPERBACK 

JBOOKSHOPJ 

Let's  discuss  YOU  and  the  Timken  Company's  career opportunities  in  Canada  and  the  U.S.,  Jan.  20,  1966 
on  campus.  Contact  room  123  Mining  Bldg.  between 
Jan.  3  an  14  for  an  interview.  Challenging  positions 
in  operating  management  of  our  Canadion  manufac- 

turing facilities.  Also  excellent  careers  in  engineering, 
research  and  sales  for  those  interested  in  becoming 
U.S.  residents.  Canadian  Timken  Division;  St.  Tho- 

mas, Ontario.  Makers  of  tapered  roller  bearings,  alloy steels  and  rock  bits. 

fsssssstssmms»fmsfmsi»m^ 

INNIS 

INVITES  YOU 

TO  THE 

SECOND  ANNUAL 

MISTLETOE  MASH 
Dancing  to 

JANET  &  THE  MEN  OF  SOUL 

Debates  Room  —  Hart  House 

FRIDAY,  DEC.  17  —  9  P.M.  -  1  A.M. 

$1.00  STAG  $1.75  DRAG 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 

Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 922-7624 

MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

EXPORT PLAIN 
or  FILTER  TIP 
CIGARETTES 

REGULAR  and  KINGS 

THE  TRINITY  COLLEGE  DRAMATIC  SOCIETY 

presents 

HOBSON'S  CHOICE 
by  HAROLD  BINGHOUSE 

DIRECTED  BY  RON  HARTMANN 
DECEMBER  8,  9,  10  and  11 

HART   HOUSE  THEATRE 
Tickets  ore  ovailable  ot  the  Theotre  Box  Office  —  Tel.  WA  3-5244 
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—photo  by  ART  MtlLWAIN 
—I  „n«*  PHEs  busy  gooltender  Hugh  Lynn  in  the Gory  Grierson  (5)  of  Low  wh.ps  a  goal  post  mi  s  ousy  

g 
interfac  lacrosse  final.  .  

FIRST  CHAMPIONSHIP 

It  was  too  muc
h  Arthurs 

By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

Last  year  Don  Arthurs  led 
PHE  to  their  first  interfa- 

culty lacrosse  championship. 
Yesterday,  playing  against 
his  old  teammates,  he  scored 
12  goals  to  pace  Law  as  they 
won  their  first  title  down- 

ing PHE  A,  18-14  to  take  the 
third  and  deciding  game  of 
a  best  of  three  series  and the  Dr.  W.  A.  Dafoe  Cup. 
Law  won  the  first  game 

14-10  and  PHE  won  the  sec- 
ond 15-11. 

After  spotting  Phys-ed  an 
early  2-1  lead,  the  Lords 
came  on  strong  to  move 
ahead  5-2  at  the  end  of  the 
first  quarter.  From  then  on PHE  was  not  able  to  move 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

closer  than  one  goal  of  the winners. 
Other  marksmen  for  the 

lawyers  were  Gord  Ness 
with  three  goals,  John  Gil- 
fillan  two  and  Gary  Grier- son one. 
While  Arthurs  and  his 

fast-moving  mates  were  tak- 
ing care  of  the  scoring, 

'Nipper'  Norris  put  on  a 
spectacular  display  of  goal- tending  as  he  repeatedly 
robbed  the  PHE  shooters. John  Dale  was  the  big  gun 
for  PHE  as  he  fired  six 
goals  and  turned  in  a  fine 
two-way  performance.  Chris 
Rudge  and  Barry  Bartlett each  counted  three  goals  and 
Jim  McElroy  added  two  for the  losers  as  they  lost  only 

their  second  game  in  two 

years. Law's  title  victory  must  be 
considered  one  of  the  big- 

gest upsets  of  the  year  in interfac  sports.  They  only 
managed  a  record  of  four 
wins  and  four  losses  for  a 
second  place  tie  with  Vic 
and  St.  Mike's  during  the 
regular  schedule  while  PHE were  unbeaten  and  untied 
until  the  finals. 
BOXLA  BITS:  Arthurs  was 

the  top  scorer  in  the  series 
with  29  goals  in  three  games 

Coach  Brad  Crawford 
managed  to  guide  his  Law 
charges  to  victory  despite 
the  absence  of  his  stop- watch. 

Vic  downs  engineers,  moves  i
nto  first ■  BASKETBALL 

By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
Vic  I  handed  Sr.  Engineer- 

ing their  first  loss  of  the 
season  as  they  downed  the 
engineers  2-0  in  the  only 
game  played  in  the  first  di- vision of  the  interfaculty 
hockey  league.  By  virtue  of their  win,  the  Scarlet  and 
Gold  took  over  sole  posses- sion of  first  place. 

Stu  Gresham  and  Doug 
Jones  provided  the  scoring 
for  Vic  with  a  goal  apiece 
while  noaltender  Tom  Little 
came  up  with  his  third  shut- out of  the  season. 

In  other  interfaculty  league 
play,  Jr.  Engineering,  St. Mike's  B  and  Architecture 
all  picked  up  victories. 

Bob  Fice,  John  Hood,  Dan 
Higashi  and  Garry  Hunter all  scored  Tor  the  engineers 
as  (Bey  downed  PHE  B,  4-2. 
Bill  Cannery  and  John  Rum- ble replied  for  the  losers. 

St.  Mike's  edged  Pharma- ,  v  3-2  as  Bill  Christianson, 

John  Perresoth  and  Wally 
Post  divided  the  scoring.  Bill 
Coward  and  Bob  McKay 
scored  for  the  medicine- mixers. 

Goals  by  Don  Moore  and 
Norm  Wright  provided  the 
margin  of  victory  as  Archi- tecture defeated  Wycliffe 
College  2-0. RUBBY  RESULTS:  Utica 
Clubs  4,  Emmanuel  1. 

LACROSSE 
UC  II  won  the  first  edition 

of  the  intermediate  lacrosse 
championship  as  they  whip- 

ped Trinity  B,  7-4. Hans  Tammemagi  was  the 
big  gun  for  Redmen  as  he 
fired"  five  of  the  seven  goals. 
Billy  Hall  and  Steve  Seon each  added  a  singleton  as  UC 
won  their  first  champion- ship in  interfaculty  sports 
in  two  years. 

Chris  Guest,  Fred  Hall, 
Wayne  Howell  and  Gord  Hill all  scored  for  Trinity. 
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Sr.  Engineering,  defend- 
ing interfaculty  basketball champions,  chalked  up  two 

wins  in  as  many  tries  in  re- cent division  one  action. 
Marcus  Esmils  and  Aru- nas  Slekys  led  the  engineers 

as  they  dumped  UC  Redmen 
— their  opponents  in  'ast year's  final— 17-39.  Both  Es- mits  and  Slekys  hooped  ten 
points  while  Hans  Tamme- magi was  tops  for  Redmen 
as  he  popped  in  thirteen. 

In  the  second  Engineering 
win,  Slekys  was  again  the 
big  scorer  as  he  potted  elev- 

en points  in  a  close  34-31 decision  over  Vic.  Doug 
Beckett  also  counted  eleven 
points  in  a  fine  efort  for the  losing  Vicmen. 

As  a  result  of  the  recent 
action,  Engineering  is  alone 
in  first  place  with  two  wins 
and  a  loss,  followed  by  Meds 
A,  St.  Mike's  A  and  UC  I with  one  win  apiece  and 
Vic  I. 

basketball  preview 

By  RICK  KOLLINS 
OQAA  Publicity  Director 

For  the  first  time  in  its  58-year  history  the  Senior 
Intercollegiate  Basketball  League  mcludes  10  tea

ms, 

•ePresenfing  all  members  of  the  Ontario-Quebec
  Ath- 

letic Association.  Laval,  Montreal  and  Guelph  are  la
t- 

est additions  to  the  league. 

Montreal  the  Eastern  Divtaon 

few  seasons  who  have  graduated. 
WESTERN  DIVISION 
WINDSOR  LANCERS 

1964-65  Record:  10-2   (1st  place) 
Coach-  Bob  Samaras 

(15.2  ppg)  and  B!'1""v  "  include  forwards  Marty ineligible.  Return."  S  Pla>«s  ™C^azmchin  (7.8  ppg) Kwatkowskt  (139  ppg).  unrner  (8  6  ppg) 

cers'  opening  win  over  Guelph. 
McMASTER  MARAUDERS 

1964-65  Record:  9-3  (2nd  place-  tie) 
Coach:  Bill  fowler j  j         „f  f,  foot  4  forward  Charlie  Smith  from 

daI  smith  was  'e^mf  -orei    nd  MV 
come  from .holdover,  such  as  Paul d  „ 

rnTu^ria^r^s(on\PpSt);r\heat.ey(,  Arvid  Ston-| kus  and  Brian  Gruhl. 
TORONTO  VARSITY  BLUES 

1964-65  Record:  9-3  (2nd  place— tie) 
Coach:  John  McMamts 

Loss  of  Dave  West  can't  help  but  hurt  and  V
lad 

B—icz'  ineligibility  is  an  — «  « 
Blues  still  have  good  shooters  m  Jim  H°1o™ach"k  1  ̂1, 
„L  13  1  rebs  p»),  Nolan  Kane  (10.3  ppg)  and  Bin 

SS*iL^wi  And  Kimel  and  Doug  Lock- hart  should  be  ready  to  make  an  impression.  Ar
vo 

Neidre  returns  after  a"  season's  absence  and  top  rooki
e 

fs  6foot-7  centre  John  Hadden,  a  noted  . high ischoo 

basketball  player  and  high  jumper  in  Toronto
  last 

year  Other  newcomers  are  John  Rogers  and  Andy
 

Klimas,  who  saw  limited  action  with  Western  and 
Queen's  respectively  in  previous  years. 

WATERLOO  WARRIORS 
1964-65  Record:  7-5  (4th  place) 
Coach:  Dan  Pugliese 

Warriors  were  unable  to  finish  higher  than  fourth 
with  Ed  Petrvshyn  (18.3  ppg)  and  Tom  Henderson 
16  8  ppg)  and  now  these  stars  are  gone.  Top  returning 
ettermen  are  guards  Dick  Albridge  (Toronto  Argonaut 

football  player)  and  Bob  Balahura  and  forward  Bob Pando  Newcomers  include  hrgh-scormg  forward  Bob 
Eaton' from  Waterloo-Lutheran  of  the  Ontario  Con- ference and  freshmen  Neil  Rourke  Mike  Kirby  and Stan  Talesnick. 

WESTERN  MUSTANGS 
1964-65  Record:  4-8  (5th  .place) 
Coach:  Gerry  Gonser 

Gonser   took  over  an  inexperienced   team  last 
season  and  did  a  fine  job.  Since  Boh  Baker  and  Gerry 
Schen  are  only  players  of  note  missing,  Mustangs 
could   surprise   this   season.  Marv   Morten,  6-foot-7 centre  wasn't  out  of  place  as  a  rookie  last  year  and 
should  improve  this  season.  Also  returning  are  guards 
Peter  Burton  (16.1  ppg)  and  Mai  Bury  and  forward  j 
Holger  Kreek.   

GUELPH  REDMEN 
Coach:  Bob  Turrell 

Coach  Turrell,  former  Cornell  player,  doesn't expect  great  things  from  Redmen,  who  return  to  the 
SIBL  after  a  three-year  absence.  In  1961-62,  their  on  y 
season  in  the  league,  Redmen  were  last  with  an  0-12 
record  and  last  season  finished  in  the  Ontario  Con- ference basement.  Veterans  Ty  Burch  and  Bill  Brown 
and  freshman  guard  Jim  Bales  are  Guelph's  top threats. 

(This  is  the  first  of  a  two-parr  series.) 



Plan  medical  complex: 

old  Skulehouse  must  go 
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SAC  postpones  birth  vote 

U  of  T  is  going  to  get 
Canada's  largest  medical 
science  complex. 

Planned  for  completion  in 
1969,  it  will  increase  the  an- 

nual first  -  year  enrolment 
from  175  to  250,  and  provide 
teaching  and  research  faci- 

lities surpassing  other  Cana- dian and  most  American 
institutions. 
The  complex  will  be  lo- 

cated in  the  southeast  cam- 
pus on  ground  now  occupied 

-  by  the  condemned  old 
School  of  Practical  Science 
(see  photo  above)  and  the 
former  Biology  building 
(now  Scarborough  College). 

The  new  medical  complex 
has  been  described  as  a  liv- 

ing machine  because  of  the 
unusual  physical  require- 

ments necessary  for  medical 
teaching  and  research. 
The  new  buildings  will: 
#  be  free  of  vibration, 

dust,  germs  and  electrical 
interference. 
#  have  room  tempera- 

ture control  ranging  from 
below  zero  Fahrenheit  to 
tropical  temperatures. 
#  have  negative  and  pos- itive air  pressure  control. 

Students  at  Ryerson  want- 
ed a  psychologist  very  badly. 

They  wanted  him  badly 
enough  to  vote  five  to  one 
in  favor  of  hiring  one  in  a 
referendum  which  saw  only 
15  per  cent  of  the  student 
body  go  to  the  polls. 

They  even  went  has  far  as 
voting  themselves  a  SI  a 
semester  increase  in  the 
student  society  dues  to  cover 
his  salary. 

Ryerson's  administration 
is  exepcted  to  provide  office 
space,  furniture  and  secre- tarial aid  to  the  psychologist 
but  the  new  employee  would 
be  hired  through  the  student 

•  have  controlled  humi- dity. 

•  have  emergency  power 

supply.  1 The  building  will  include 
all-purpose  laboratories  for 
medical  students.  Multi-pur- 

pose labs  will  also  replace 
the  current  specialized 
teaching  labs. 
Many  basic  science  depart- ments now  geographically 

separated  will  be  brought 
together.  And  clinical  and 
research  facilities  will  be 
close  together. 

Erection  of  the  complex 
is  part  of  the  $20-million-dol- 
lar  medical  expansion  pro- 

gram announced  by  Premier 
John  Robarts  last  year. 

Medical  students  will  be 
outnumbered  perhaps  five 
or  six  to  one  by  students 
from  other  faculties  such  as 
Dentistry,  Pharmacy,  Nurs- 

ing, Physical  and  Health  Ed- 
ucation, Physical  and  Occu- 
pational Therapy  and  Arts 

and  Science  who  need  simi- 
lar lecture  and  lab  facilities 

in  their  courses. 
The.  building  is  the  first 

addition  to  the  medical 
school  since  the  Best  Insti- 

tution was  built  in  1953. 

affairs  committee. 
The  health  committee  says 

the  applicant  would  have  to 
be  "broadminded"  and  sym- 

pathetic to  student  prob- lems. 
He  should  also  be  young 

and  "oriented  towards 
university  life"  and  alert  to pressures  students  face. 
His  duties  will  include 

counselling  services  and  set- 
ting up  a  mental  health 

program. A  proposed  part  of  the 
program  would  be  a  fresh- 

man counselling  service  con- 
sisting of  faculty  members and  senior  students. 

By  DEANNA  KAMIEL 
SAC  got  frustrated  about 

sex  Wednesday  night  and 
postponed  a  vote  to  endor- 

se University  College's  birth control  lecture  program. 

Support  for  the  motion seemed  assured.  But  just  as 
the  vote  was  about  to  be 
taken,  Thomas  Wray  (SGS) 
moved  to  table  it.  He  said 
SAC  members  should  have 
time  to  consult  their  college 
councils. 

Reading   from    the  SAC 

Five  of  the  six  campus 
clubs  which  have  applied 
for  SAC  certification  have 
been  rejected  by  SAC's  ju- dicial committee. 

Certification  makes  clubs 
eligible  for  such  benefits  as 
SAC  administrative  and  fi- 

nancial aid,  use  of  office 
equipment,  cheaper  advert- 

ising rates  in  SAC  publica- tions and  lower  printing 
rates  in  the  Printing  Bureau. 

After  reviewing  the  con- 
stitutions of  the  six  organ- 

izations, the  council  commit- tee accepted  the  Philosophy 
Club  but  eliminated  Friends 
of  India,  Women's  Athletic Association,  Theology  Club. 
Communist  Club,  and  Stu- dent Union  for  Peace  Action 
(SUPA). 

constitution,  Fran  Hayes 
(III  Fd  Sc)  said  members 
must  report  their  local 
councils'  views  to  SAC  "on foundamental  moral  issues 
of  national  or  international 

importance." But,  interjected  a  perplex- ed Ashish  Sen  (SGS),  the 
program  "is  not  moral  and it's  the  issue  we'd  like  to 

prevent." 

The  motion  to  table  was 
passed,  14  to  13. Later,     Ernie  Lightman 

Judicial  committee  chair- man Bill  Cass  (IV  Meds) 
told  the  SAC  meeting  Wed- 

nesday that  the  clubs'  mem- bership policies  were  the 
main  reason  for  disqualifi- cation. 

According  to  the  SAC  con- stitution, membership  in 
certified  clubs  must  be  open 
to  all  students  who  pav  the 
SAC  fee. 

Cass  said  SUPA  was  re- 
jected because  it  was  open 

to  non  fee-paying  students, 
lacked  a  complete  executive 
and  did  not  specif}'  voting 
procedures  or  membership dues. 

Al  Bowker  (SGS)  dis- 
agreed with  the  judicial 

com  mil  tee's     decision  and 

( III  UC)  who  had  intro- duced the  motion  for  SAC 

support,  said  he  would  with- draw his  motion  when  it 
was  lifted  from  the  table. 

Also  angered,  Gurston 
Dacks  (III  UC)  said  SAC's 
action  was  "appalling." While  council  postponed 
its  decision,  only  the  two 
medical  representatives 

spoke  against  the  birth  con- trol program  during  debate. 
(See  "birth,"  page  3) 

urged  it  to  use  "more  judg- ment." He  criticized  the 
committee  for  forcing  par- 

liamentary procedure  on 
SUPA.  because  it  is  "contra- 

ry to  its  ideology." SAC  President  Mary 

Brewin  suggested  that  in 
addition  to  inspecting  clubs' constitutions,  the  commit- 

tee should  also  examine 
them  in  practice. 
The  Communist  Club,  ex- 

plained Mr.  Cass,  was  ruled 
ineligible  for  not  using  de- 

mocratic procedures. 

Friends  of  India  was  dis- 
qualified     for  Testricted 

membership.  Congratulating 

the  committee  on  this  deci- (See  "clubs,"  page  2) 

RYERSON  WANTS  A  PSYCHOLOGIST 

SAC  won't  certify  five  clubs 



Walmer  Road 
Baptist  Church 
(1  block  North  and  West  of 

Spodino  and  Bloor) 
WELCOMES  STUDENTS Sunday 
11  a.m.    "Trons forming  the 

Commonplace" 7  p.m.    Candlelight  Service  of 
8:15  p.m.     "Talk  Back" — Young People 
Young  Peoples' Groups- — Mondoy  8  p.m.     -     Fridoy  8pm MINISTERS: DR.  P..  S.  DUNN REV.  W.  R.  WOOD 

UNIVERSITY 
LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 

610 
Spadtna  Ave. 

(Opp.  New  College) 
a.m.:  Holy  Communion 
5  p.m.;  Student  Club 
Wednesday  8  p.m. Advent  Service 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 

300  Bloor  St.  West Ministers: 
The  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E.  M.  Howse  I 
Rev.  Donald  A  Gillies 
11. 00  cm.  THE  ULTIMATE 

GIFT DR.  E.  M.  HOWSE 
7.00  p.m.       Port  I 
"THE  MESSIAH"  by  Handel BLOOR  ST.  UNITED 

CHURCH  CHOIR 
STUDENTS  WELCOME: 

CAMPUS  CLUB   following  the  [ Evening  Service. 

EATON  MEMORIAL  CHURCH 
230  St.  Clair  Ave.  W. 

THE  NEW  ARCHITECTURE 
Dr.  A.  J.  Diomond 

Head  of  the  Graduate  School  of  Architecture 
UNIVERSITY  CLUB 

Sunday  8.30  p.m.  -  Reception  Room 

LITTLE 

TRINITY 
ANGLICAN  -  EVANGELICAL 

Services  at  tt  a.m.  to  7  p.m Minister:  REV.  H.S.O.  ROBINSON Associate:  REV.  T.  HARPUR 
11  A.M. MORNING  PRAYER 

REV.  TOM  HARPUR 7  P.M. 
REV.  HARRY  ROBINSON VISIT  OF  THE  APPRENTICE BOYS  OF  DERRY 425  KING  ST.  E. 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 

12  Blocks  North  of  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  stop  East  of  Yertgc  on  Bloor  car) MINISTER: 
REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  MA. 

11  A.M.    WHITE  GIFT  SERVICE 
SERMON  SUBJECT  — "CHRISTIAN  REALISM"— 
A  REMINDER  THAT  TO  "HAIL  THE  INCARNATE 
DEITY"  MUST  MEAN  COMPASSIONATE  IN- VOLVEMENT IN  THE  LIFE  OF  THE  WORLD 

7:30  P.M.    CANDLELIGHT  CAROL  SERVICE PRESENTED  BY  THE  CHOIR. 
A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS. 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, French,  German,  English 

MIMEOGRAPHING 
ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 922-7624 

MARY  DALE  STOTT] B.A. 

du  MAURIER. 
the 

cigarette 

good  taste 

Light  up  a  du  MAURIER 
and  enjoy  something  special: the  full,  rich  flavour  of 
select  Virginia  tobaccos,  aged for  mildness,  du  MAURIER 
also  has  the  exclusive 
Millecel  Super  Filler,  the 
most  effective  filter 
yel  developed, du  MAURIER,  the  cigarette 
of  good  taste,  in  the 
distinctive  red  and  silver 
package... today's  finest smoking  pleasure. 

M UJJt,  Symbol  of  Quality 

BRIEFLY... 

Sholzberg  to  stay 

MONTREAL  (CUP)— Mc- 
GiJI's  Students  Society  Pre- sident Sharon  Sholzberg, 
has  submitted  her  resigna- 

tion to  the  McGill  student 
council,  but  the  council  re- 

jected it. Miss  Sholzberg's  resigna- tion came  when  council  de- 
feated a  motion  declaring 

last  week's  UGEQ  referen- 
dum invalid.  She  had  ear- 

lier said  that  she  would  re- 
sign if  council  upheld  the 

validity  of  the  referendum. 
McGill  students  voted  in 

the  referendum  last  week 
to  reject  membership  in 
l'Union  Generale  des  Etu- 
diants  de  Quebec. 
During  the  debate  on 

whether  to  accept  Miss 
Sholzberg's  resignation,  Lio- nel Chetwynd,  one  of  the 
leading  opponents  of  the UGEQ  resolution,  urged 
Council  to  refuse  the  pre- 

sident's resignation  because 
'whether  or  not  we  agree 
with  what  they  have  done, 
the  present  executive  have 
been  good  administrators." 

Carnegie  grant 
NEW  YORK— The  Carne- 

gie Educational  Foundation 
has  granted  $55,700  to  the 

United  States  Student 
Press  Association  to  sponsor 
seminars  for  college  news- 

paper editors  on  the  prob- lems of  higher  education. 
The  USSPA  will  conduct 

weekend  seminars  during 
the  next  term  and  a  five- 
week  summer  seminar  next 
year  to  analyze  issues  in 
higher  education  and  dis- cuss ways  of  presenting 
these  issues  in  the  college 

papers. 

In  announcing  the  grant, 
Alan  Pifer,  acting  president 
of  the  Carnegie  Corporation, 
said,  "Students  and  faculty need  to  know  more  about 
higher  education  in  general 
and  their  own  institutions 
in  particular,  so  that  they 
can  play  a  more  creative 
and  constructive  role  in  de- 

termining policy." 

Clubs  (continued) 
sion,  Ashish  Sen  (SGS)  said 
of  his  fellow  countrymen, 
"These  Indians  are  almost 

behaving  like  Pakistanis." 
A  "theology  students  only" 

rule  eliminated  the  Theolo- 

gy Club,  and  the  Women's Athletic  Association,  linked 
with  the  university  adminis- 

tration, was  not  considered 
a  typical  student  organiza- tion Cass  said. 

& 
Today,  all  day: 

Sale  of  SMC  designed  and  produced  Christmas  cards SMC  office,  Hart  House. 
Today,  1  p.m. 

Dept.  of  Geology  films:  Angotee  and  Circle  of  the  Sun. Last  performance  this  term.  Rm.  128,  Mining  Building. Yavheh  —  final  application  date  for  Montreal  conven- tion. Hillel  House,  186  St.  George,  or  call  636-2003. 
Today,  5  p.m. 

Entries  for  Miss  UC  contest  close  at  5  p.m.  Forms should  be  placed  in  ballot  box  in  Refectory. 
Today,  9  p.m. 

Two  medieval  English  plays  for  Christmas:  a  St.  George 
Mummers'  play  and  The  Second  Shepherds'  Play  Admis- sion free.  Seeley  Hall,  Trinity  College. 
Today,  9:30  p.m. 

Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox  —  campus  coffee  house  This week:  Pre-Christmas  Ox  —  folksinging,  poetry,  hippies, existential  dread,  etc.  44  St.  George  St. 
Saturday,  8:15  p.m. 

6T7  year  party  —  everyone  welcome  —  featuring  the Creeps,  of  cross  campus  fame.  Admission:  a  niggardly  75c Stag  or  drag.  Alumni  Hall,  Victoria  College. Saturday,  9  p.m. 
Two  medieval  English  plays  for  Christmas:  a  St.  George 

Mummers'  play  and  The  Second  Shepherds'  Play  Admis- sion free.  Seeley  Hall,  Trinity  College. 
Saturday,  8:30  p.m. 

Showing  of  "Anatomy  of  a  Murder"  with  James  Ste- wart. New  College  Dining  Hall. 
Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 

Hart  House  Orchestra  and  University  of  Toronto  Cho- rus Concert.  Works:  Vivaldi  -  Gloria;  Vaughan-Williams -  Fantasia  on  Christmas  Carols;  Bach  -  Magnificat Great  Hall,  Hart  House. 

nhi,„^iVe»SiS  C'.Ub  ~,  after  evenin«  service-  "The  New  Ar- chitecture' .  Dr.  A.  J.  Diamond  -  head  of  graduate  school 

^S&tSST  and  c°
°kies- Eaton 

Sunday,  9  p.m. 

GraserrMT  M  ̂  C°nCert-  ChaPd  Choir  led  ̂   Louise 
Grase  t.  Miss  Margaret  Carmichael  —  soloist  Audience 
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SAC  seeks  to  limit  faculty  book  loans 

By  LESLIE  GARY 
The  SAC  Internal  Affairs 

Commission  may  ask  the  U 
of  T  Library  to  limit  the 
loan  period  of  books  bor- 

rowed by  faculty  members. 
At  Wednesday's  SAC  meet- ing, Ashish  Sen  ( SGS ) 

moved  that  SAC  library  re- 
presentative Dean  McDer- 

mid  (IV  Dents)  "do  every- 

thing in  his  power"  to  limit the  faculty  loan  period  to 
one  month. 

Said  Alan  Bowker  (SGS), 
"We've  been  getting  the 
same  song  and  dance  about 
not  being  able  to  get  any- 

thing done  all  fall.  If  a  sep- 
arate council  such  as  the 

Graduate  Students  Union 
can    have    their  demands 

filled,  surely  the  whole  stu- dent body  should  be  able  to 
accomplish  something." Some  other  complaints 
made  about  library  service 
were  the  short  one-night  and 
three-day  loans,  and  the  re- 

quirements for  obtaining 
a  stack  pass. 

The  motion  was  referred 
to  the  Internal  Affairs  Com- mission for  consideration. 

^  Says  Rhodesia  had  right  to  withdraw 

By  TONY  BOND 
The  current  Rhodesian  crisis 
is  Britain's  problem  and  no 
other  country  has  any  bu- 

siness interfering,  a  retired 
British  intelligence  officer 
said  at  New  College  Wednes- day. 

"Rhodesia  has  every  right 
to  withdraw  from  the  Com- 

monwealth, just  as  India  did 
in  1947,"  Mr.  H.  Dawes,  an 
avowed  supporter  of  the 
Smith  regime,  told  a  meeting 
sponsored  by  the  Canadian 
Union  of  Students  commit- 

tee and  New  College. 
Ian  Smith  hasn't  the 

"slightest  intention"  of  in- 
vading Zambia,  he  said.  "The 

army's  not  large  enough." "Mr.  Kaunda  and  his 
crowd  know  perfectly  well 
there  is  no  threat  to  the  Ka- 
riba  dam." Mr.  Dawes  acused  UN  re- 

presentatives sent  to  report 
on  Africa  of  having  "pre- 

formed ideas." 
"Their  pre-digested  reports are  splashed  across  the 

headlines  of  the  world's 
press  without  the  white 
man's  opinion  ever  being 
consulted,"  he  said. Britain  is  afraid  of 
Kaunda.  "His  inflammatory 
speeches  went  far  to  mould 
the  British  government's 
present  policy  in  Rhodesia." Mr.  Dawes  was  cheered 

when  he  said  "If  Rhodesia 
falls,  then  Portuguese  Africa 
and  South  Africa  will  fall 

as  well." Quoting  Lord  Salisbury  he 
said  if  Central  Africa  is 
abandoned,  the  Black  Afri- 

cans will  go  back  to  the  con- ditions the  white  man  found 
them  in. 
"Look  at  what  happened 

in  the  Congo  and  the  dicta- 
torship in  Ghana,"  he  said. Mr.  Dawes  said  segrega- 

tion isn't  confined  to  Africa. 
It  is  practised  in  Toronto 
and  all  over  the  world.  "It 
is  to  be  deplored,"  he  said. 
Asked  whether  he  support- 

ed the  Smith  regime,  Mr. 
Dawes  replied:  "Yes,  I  do," 
then  added:  No  regime's  per- 

fect. Face  the  facts." 
Communist  propaga  n  d  a, 

depicting  life  in  British 
Africa  as  a  struggle  against 
imperialism  is  an  "absolute 
travesty"  of  the  truth,  Mr. Dawes  said. 

But  there  is  nothing  wrong 
with  using  propaganda  of 
your  own  to  combat  Com- munist propag  a  n  d  a,  Mr. 
Dawes  said  after  the  meet- ing. 

"Russia  controls  the  great- 
est colonial  empire  in  the 

world,  probably  the  greatest 
the  world  has  ever  known." The  Rusisans  have  said 
there  are  50,000  Communists 

south  o£  the  Sahara. 
"A  tremendous  amount  of 

Communist  propaganda,  ca- 
refully tuned  to  the  African 

mind,"  has  been  broadcast 
in  Africa  by  the  Russians 
since  1959,  he  said. 

Russia's  promise  to  help 
Africans  in  their  "sacred 
struggle"  has  a  hollow  ring 
when  you  remember  the 
"ruthless,  cruel  rape  of  Hun- 

gary." 

Mr.  Dawes  said  the  Chi- 
nese have  an  appeal  to  the 

Africans  because  they  are 
non-white  and  already  liber ated. 
He  defended  the  white 

man's  record  in  Rhodesia: 
Black  Africans  are  neither 
"oppressed"  nor  "suppres 
sed,"  are  hired  according  to 
merit  and  are  not  discrimi- 

nated against  because  of color. 
"The  dream  of  Rhodesians 

is  that  black  and  white 
should  dwell  together  har- 

moniously," he  said. 
At  question-time  chairman John  Lugsdin  (III  APSC) 

lost  control  of  the  meeting. 
Mr.  Dawes,  who  resembled 

a  mild-mannered  Field  Mar- 
shal Montgomery,  was  ha- rangued from  the  floor  by 

black  and  white  Africans. 
Several  colored  students 

in  the  audience  told  Mr 
Dawes  they  were  insulted  by 
his  references  to  "blacks." 

Birth  (continued) 
Vladimir  Hachinski  (IV 

Meds)  opposed  endorse- 
ment because  it  is  theoreti- 
cally illegal  (an  offence  un- 

der the  Criminal  Code's  sec- tion 150  (2)  (c). 
"To  ask  SAC  to  support 

a  thing  contrary  to  the  law 
is  excessive,"  he  said. 

Bill  Cass  (IV  Meds)  balk- 
ed at  the  program  because 

it  was  not  a  "spontaneous" SAC  idea,  and  accused  coun- 
cil of  "latching  on"  to  an- 

other group's  program. 
Disagreeing,  Sen  called 

for  council  support,  even 
though  unoriginal,  because 
"SAC  represents  all  stu- 
dents." 
"As  Miss  Ruth  Hershorn 

(IV  UC)  once  elegantly  put 
it,"  he  said,  "SAC  is  an  or- 

gan for  the  university  as  a 
whole." 

All  four  engineering  repre- 
sentatives  supported  UC's 

birth  control  program,  ex- 
cept for  slight  hesitation  by 

George  Biro  (III  APSC) 
who  feared  "an  underhand- 

ed plot  by  UC  to  eventually 
decrease  the  number  of  en- 

the  issue  is  not  moral" —  Ashish  Sen. 

Dr.  Parker 

to  get  award 

for  vaccine  work 

Dr.  R.  C.  Parker,  a  pro 
fessor  of  microbiology 
the  Department  of  Hygiene 
and  a  researcher  at  the  Con- 
naught  Medical  Laborator 
ies,  is  to  receive  an  award 
from  the  City  of  Toronto 
for  his  work  in  the  develop 
ment  of  Salk  polio  vaccine. 

Dr.  Parker  produced  the 
culture  technique  which  al- 

lowed for  the  mass  produc- 
tion of  the  polio  vaccine. 

The  Toronto  Board  of 
Health  Wednesday  decided 
to  honor  Dr.  Parker  and  Dr. 
Jonas  Salk  who  developed 
the  vaccine  ten  years  ago. 
The  board  noted  that  there 
has  been  only  one  case  of 
polio  in  Toronto  since  1962 

HART  HOUSE  |g- VISITORS'  SUNDAY Hart  House  is  open  to  members,  their  families  and  friends 
from  2  p.m.  to  5  p.m.  this  Sunday,  Tea  will  be  served  in the  Great  Hall  from  3  to  4.30  p.m. 

The  Hart  House  Debates  Committee  presents A  DEBATES  COLLOQUY 
Monday,  December  13  5.00  p.m. Debates  Room 

Members  interested  in  debating  on  Campus  ore  invited  to come  for  informal  discussion.  Refreshments  will  be  served. 
HART  HOUSE  ORCHESTRA  AND UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  CHORUS 

Sunday,  December  12      Great  Hall      8.30  p.m. 
J.  S.  Bach  "Magnificat  in  D" conducted  by  LLOYD  BRADSHAW 

Tickets  $1.25  each  at  the  door. 

HILLEL 

Sunday,  December  12,  8:30  p.m.,  Hillel  House 
MR.  BEN  KAYFETZ 

Executive  Director,  Joint  Public  Relations  Committee, 
Canadian  Jewish  Congress  and  B'nai  B'rith 

will  speak  on 
"The  Disintegration  of  the  Jewish  Community  in  Cuba" 

Report  on  a  Recent  Visit 
Monday,  December  13,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 

Concluding  Fall  Term  Lecture 
RABBI  KAMERLING 

on 
"Judaism:  The  Path  of  Mysticism" 

"ATTENTION" 
VARSITY  STUDENTS 

!20%!  DISCOUNT 
ON  ALL  MERCHANDISE,  INCLUDING  DRUGS,  COSMETICS,  HAIR 
TINTS,  BEAUTY  AIDS,  MEN'S  GROOMING  ACCESSORIES,  ETC. 

on  presentation  of  ATL  card 

DOWNTOWN  DISCOUNT  DRUGS 
227  YONGE  STREET  (at  Shuter) 
ALSO  SAVE  ON  YOUR  PRESCRIPTIONS 

LEATHER  -  SUEDE 
pullover    $19.95 
Sweater  with  leather  potches   $15.95 Tie    *  S.9S 
Vest    *"-»5 
Slacks,  coats,  caps   *  5.95 For  Ladies  and  Men. 

All  SEASONS 
655  Yon9e  St.  - 

Jf      CAMPUS  CONCERT TORONTO  SYMPHONY 

J    Seiji  Ozawa,  Music  Director  &  Conductor 

Saturday,  Jan.  22,  1966 

8:15  p.m. 

RYERSON  THEATRE 
(50  Gould  St.  —  Gerrord  St.,  E.  of  Yonge) 

Program:  Prokofieff  Romeo  and  Juliet  Suite Beethoven  Symphony  No.  5 8ernstein    Symphony  no.  1 
(Jeremiah) 

TICKETS:  $1.50,  $2.00 
Now  on  sale  12 -2  p.m.,  SAC  Office 
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mere  rney  went  again 
Once  ogain  our  beloved  Students  Administrative  Coun- 

cil has  found  itself  faced  with  an  important  issue  —  and 
has  cleverly  managed  to  avoid  doing  anything  about  it. 

The  University  College  Literary  and  Athletic  Society 
recently  decided  to  sponsor  a  program  of  sex  education 
which  would  include  the  distribution  of  birth  control information. 

At  the  SAC  meetings  last  Wednesday  evening  Ernie 
Lightman  (II  UC)  and  Joy  Satok  (II  UC)  introduced  a  mo- 

tion calling  on  SAC  to  approve  and  support  the  UC  program. Various  SAC  members,  from  nearly  all  colleges  and faculties,  spoke  in  fovor  of  the  motion.  Its  approval  seemed a  mere  formality. 
But  then  some  individuals  remembered  that  this  was a  MORAL  ISSUE  ! 
As  we  all  know,  moral  issues  require  careful  considera- 
tion. Decisions  must  not  be  mode  hastily,  lest  council  tak- some  action  not  approved  of  by  the  student  population. However,  the  issue  of  birth  control  posed  something 

of  a  problem  for  SAC's  members.  Since  nearly  all  of  them were  in  favor  of  the  Lightman  motion,  and  spoke  to  that effect,  how  were  they  to  avoid  making  a  decision? Council  did  not  long  remain  at  a  loss.  It  was  sug- gested that  moral  issues  must  be  referred  to  local  councils 
further     f°  determine  fheir  °P'ni°n  before  proceeding 

The  SAC  constitution  was  quoted  to  show  that  this was  necessary. 
•  S?C1S  m<:mbers.,  °s  °  result,  found  themselves  going around  the  old  mulberry  bush:  Am  I  a  delegate  or  a representative? 

A  majority  of  them  decided  they  were  delegates  rather than  representatives,  ond  supported  o  motion  to  table  the Lightman  resolution. 
There  is  little  to  be  said  in  favor  of  SAC's  actions 

Z  uc  t7  7hK  h0VS'  in  effeCt'  refused  to  suppor mUC  L'!<  wh,ch.  Wl1'  n™  9°  ohead  and  plan  its  own  pro- 
SSl™ta  S?$;  Any  credit  for  its  —  »»'  * 
the  toN^r/  d6C;de  *lm  the  Li9htrnan  motion  from the  table  at  its  next  meeting  in  January.  But  it  will  be  too la  e  to  provide  meaningful  support  at  that  point  ond  SAC 
bnghT  idea90'"         "T1*  ̂ bbs^P^  somebody  else's 
counIneJ^C°nSr,tf'°n  contoins  no  foment  directing 
ties  Cni  n  L  m°ral  ref ions  t°  ̂e  colleges  and  facuP 
action  nt  ̂  '    QS  ump'y  f°Und  onofher  *ay  of  avoiding 

?n  view  0?SAC's  ̂   C°U'd  h°Ve  been  worthwhile3 will  ask  Mr  In  I,  S  eV°SIV1 ;  octlon-  Perhaps  the  UC  Lit 
SAC  support .    9  ,mQn  f°  W,thdrOW  his  m°tion  asking  fo 

It  doesn't  seem  to  be  the  Lit  thot  needs  help 

TORONTO  I^F 

letters  to  the  editor 

a  refreshing  departure 
Sir: 

I  find  Allan  Kamin's  defence  of  the  Unit- ed States  in  Viet  Nam  (The  Varsity,  Nov. 
24)  a  refreshing  departure  from  the  usual 
pattern  of  comment  without  logical  foun- 

dation —  mostly  anti-American.  It  is  not 
often  that  we  are  provided  with  an  expli- 

cit statement  which  we  can  examine  closely. 
I  congratulate  Mr.  Kamin  for  sticking  his neck  out. 
In  this  letter,  I  intend  neither  to  sup- 

port nor  to  reject  totally  his  position.  I 
hope  merely  that  my  questions  will  stimu- 

late some  meaningful  alertness  to  the  reali- 
ties of  our  world  of  ideological  and  power conflicts. 

Does  Mr.  Kamin  feel  that  there  is  no  place for  democracy  in  the  conduct  of  foreign policy?  Could  it  not  be  claimed  that  the proper  conduct  of  foreign  policy  requires supporting  restrictions  at  home? 
Like  direction  of  the  economy,  restriction of  academic  freedom,  curtailment  of  free- 

dom of  the  press,  limitation  of  personal  mo- 
bility? 

How  can  one  say  no  to  such  measures 
and  still  accept  Mr.  Kamin's  thesis  of  ne- cessary ignorance  and  blind  acceptance' How  many  outstanding  American  news  re- porters and  commentators  have  failed  to 
challenge  the  administration's  alleged  re- fusal to  inform  the  public  and  distaste  for honest  opposition  on  any  issue? 
Perhaps  Mr.  Kamin  would  take  the  affir- mative m  a  Hart  House  debate:  resolved that  there  is  no  place  for  democracy  in  a complex  world  of  power  politics  and  °Io- bal  involvement.  Are  we  not  taking  !he  easy way  out  when  we  abdicate  our  responsf bilmes  in  favor  oc  a  small  group  of  masters 

of  expertise"? Who  was  K  that  first  said,  "The  price  of iberty  is  eternal  vigilance?'"  Are  there  no lessons  in  history? 
Perhaps  the  basic  logical  flaws  in  Mr  Ka- 

min's comment  occur  in  the  first  two  full paragraphs  on  page  6. 
Probably  not  too  many  would  disagree at  least  on  first  reading,  with  his  ostensible fundamental  assumption"  —  our  "moral obligation."  His  real  assumption,  however is  that  "America  has"  in  fact  "based  its  con- duct .  .  .  since  1945"  on  that  "obligation  " 

The  critical  reader  cannot  gloss  over  such 
jumps  in  logical  developments. Can  we  deny  that  on  more  than  a  few 
occasions  American  economic  interests  in 
foreign  countries  have  played  a  more  signi- 

ficant role  in  determining  U.S.  foreign  po- 
licy than  our  love  of  freedom?  How  many despots  have  been  and  are  being  propped 

by  the  State  Department  in  the  Middle 
East,  in  Europe,  and  in  South  East  Asia  — 
much  to  the  glee  of  "those  forces  which  mi- 

litate against  freedom,"  which  are  not  slow to  take  advantage  of  fertile  soil  in  which 
to  plant  the  seeds  of  their  variety  of  ty- 
ranny? 

Mr.  Kamin's  basic  premises  include  the "assumption"  of  "moral  obligation."  Does this  not  clearly  involve  a  value  judgment? Is  this  consistent  with  his  opening  quote 
from  Professor  Marshall  McLuhan:  ". . .  Con- trol and  action  in  terms  of  values  must 
follow  understanding.  Value  judgments 
have  long  been  allowed  to  create  a  moral 
fog  .  .  .  such  as  renders  understanding  im- 

possible." 

There  is  a  more  fundamental  issue  that 
deserves  genuine  consideration.  Are  we  ob- 

ligated to  impose  our  concept  of  freedom 
on  other  nations,  who  may  or  may  not  be 
willing  or  able  to  accept  it?  Is  it  our  task 
to  "civilize  the  heathen"  in  our  mold?  Is 
it  really  in  our  interests  to  win  "the  vital 
power  struggle"  and  thereby  eliminate  glo- bal competition?  After  all,  if  it  were  not  for 
the  Soviets,  would  we  be  aiming  for  the 
moon? Would  it  be  far  from  the  truth  to  suggest 
that  many  concerned  people  tend  to  be  sym- pathetic with  the  American  position  simply because  it  represents  the  lesser  of  evils? I  cannot  escape  the  fact  the  world  is  not 
so  easily  manipulated,  nor  is  the  U.S.  State Department  so  pure,  as  Mr.  Kamin  suggests, and  as  I,  in  my  moments  of  dreaming  may wish. 
I  recommend  to  everyone  who  seeks some  basic  insights  into  the  realities  of  the modern  world  a  thoughtful  —  and  critical 

—  reading  of  the  1965  Massey  Lecture given  by  Professor  C.  B.  MacPherson  of our  Political  Economy  Department  The series,  entitled  The  Real  World  of  Democra- 
cy, published  by  the  CBC,  is  on  sale  in  pa- perback at  the  bookstore  for  $1.25.  It  is probably  also  available  in  various  libraries on  campus. 

M.  H.  Brodsky  (I  Law) 
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vp  hasn't  been  replaced Sir 

With  reference  to  the  front  page  article entitled  Lit  plans  sex  lectures",  (The  Var- sity, Dec.  8),  I  would  affirm  that  at  no time  has  Joseph  Marin  Steiner  replaced  me in  the  position  of  Vice-president  to  which I  was  elected. 
Arguments  attributed  to  Peter  McCreath concerning  the  open  meeting  of  the  society were  mine.  Specifically,  I  moved  a  two-part amendment  consisting  of  a  preamble  to  the mam  motion,  designed  to  place  the  propo- sed lecture  series  within  the  context  of  so- cial protest  much  wider  in  scope  than  the 

l^T^l,LTMr  "*°  °nd  "  '»*»'*«'  "> munify  of  th  °  ««>"• 2  "I       .    °  Un'»"»V  of  Toronto.  The  Varsity *'  °     h,  Canadian  University  Press  and  ' member  of  La  Presse  Eludionte  Notionale Opinion,  expressed  in  this  newspoper 

mere  intent  to  provide  an  educational  pro- gram for  members  of  the  college  which was  contained  in  the  original  motion.  The 
second  part  proposed  the  open  meeting  as a  constitutional  means  of  legitimizing  the 

protest. By  accepting  the  preamble  and  all  its  im- plications the  Lit  Council  constituted  itself as  a  pressure  group  involved  in  a  social and  moral  protest.  By  rejecting  the  open 

tbn""8'        Council  denied  itself  Iegimita- 
Stanley  G.  Taylor 

Vice  President 
UC  Literary  and  Athletic 

  Society 

specie lllly 

students' 
I  . . ,  '"         newspoper  are  the  respons- f  the  «m»,,  and  are  net  necessarily  those  of  the council  or  administration  of  trr  --* 

niversity. 

Small  but  efficient  staff  lew  Mink*  ■ 
Bohem™  Embassy.   Donne  ond  Lorr,  were  fosteT  it         **  *"do»  *"">>  °>  'he 

•mas.  in  January.   W.  had  to  hold  °TV  ""Iter 
Nam,  Dorothy  Mcintosh  hod  trouble  »"th  f  t™  f  5 •!."""  "™l"s'  °"  '»  Vict even  .If  down,  but  Jul,.  B,o»„  „„d  „„  °e '""J  ,5!,*7"h  "•"!•.  ""  Ei,«"  did"''  , '  "  "  snin*    pr.li  n"  Goldstein  drd.  Sporties  i 
Aoron  bun,  oround  .„ ̂   k«  1.  "nTenoltb  7""'  T"  McC">""-  >"»> bring,  „,  to  the  most  momentous  onnou9„°      9.  '?        h"  hutcherod,  which PbEASE  COME  DOWN  TO  THF  nrVirr  T~  °f  the  fear:  WILL  ALL  STAFFERS 
NEATEST  SIGNIFICANCE  ON  TH°EFEfi."oR°  DOOB  m  ANN0UN«"ENT  Of  'tSI 
Page  4  —  THE  VARSITY,  Friday,  December  1 0,  1  965 

thanks  again  from  the  band 
Sir: 
On  behalf  ol  the  76  student  members  of the  University  of  Toronto  Concert  Band I  would  like  to  thank  you  for  the  exceptio- nal publicity  given  to  the  Band's  first  con- cert of  the  season  on  Dec.  5.  The  li  line two-column  notice  (5}  running  inches)  in the  Here  and  Now"  column  (Friday  Dec 3),  was  typical  of  the  enthusiastic  support we  have  come  to  expect  from  The  Varsity This  coverage  was  particularly  appreciated because  we  realize  the  severe  limitations placed  on  Ihe  editors  by  an  issue  of  onlv 20  pages. 
The  publicity  in  your  publication  will cause  us  to  re-examine  our  practice  of  dis- tributing posters  throughout  the  campus 

and  sending  notices  by  direct  mail  to  in- terested music  lovers.  Obviously  this  is  a needless  expense  when  we  can  rely  on  such full  coverage  in  The  Varsity. 
The  Varsity  is  again  showing  the  way  to the  decadent  downtown  dailies,  one  of which  was  misguided  enough  to  print  a  no- tice which  included  details  about  the  com- positions to  be  performed  at  the  concert 

f  TPr.pa^,nt'y  is  not  obvious  t°  the  editor 
of  The  Globe  and  Mail  that  the  Band,  one or  the  three  major  organizations  of  the University  devoted  to  student  performance ol  serious  music,  needs  only  a  brief  notice 
in  your  columns  to  bring  out  an  audience. Robert  Rosevear 

Conductor,  University 
of  Toronto  Concert  Band 



Paul  Newman  used  to  go  to  Kenyon  College. 

John  Labour  (left)  and  Henry  Tarvainen  (right)  used  to  go  to  U.  of  T. 

What  does  it  all  mean?  Where  will  it  all  end? 

(Review  6) 



Polished  poise 

FRUSTRATED  ARTISTS! 
win  FREE  tickets  to  all 

Winter  Carnival  Activities 

ENTER  THE 

ICE  PALACE 

DESIGN  CONTEST 

DESIGN  A  PALACE  FOR 

WINTER  CARNIVAL 

to  be  built  from  ice  blocks 

approximately  V  x  2'  x  6'  each 

ENTRY  FORMS  IN  SAC  OFFICE 

CONTEST  CLOSES  JANUARY  14th 

The  University  College  Literary  and  Athletic  Society 

presents 

The  third  of  the  "Current"  Lectures  on 

Man  in  the  Automated  Age: 

PROFESSOR 

MARCUS  BARTH 

Pittsburgh  Theological  Seminary 

will  speak  on  "The  Bible  and  Our  Generation". 

MONDAY,  DECEMBER  13th 

5:00  P.M. 

CONVOCATION  HALL 

BoTa    r°"e9e  SMrS       inVi,ed  ,0  P°rtlCipo,e  *  °  with  Prof Borth.  Applications  in  the  Lit.  Office. 
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By  ALAN  KONDO All  reviewers  tend  to  enter 
Hart  House  to  see  a  college 
production  expecting  the 
worst  . . .  and  getting  it.  At 
times,  it  takes  all  the  will 
power  one  can  muster  not 
to  quietly  liberate  oneself 
during  the  intermission. 
On  the  other  hand,  there 

occurs  only  once  every  few 
years  a  college  production 
that  stands  head  and  shoul- 

ders above  the  rest,  one  that 
is  worthy  of  being  trans- 

ported bodily  to  the  Crest 
or  the  Coach  House  —  Hob- son's  Choice,  by  Trinity,  is 
one  of  these. 
Hobson's  Choice  is  a  tale 

of  the  woman  behind  the 
man.  Maggie  is  the  eldest 
of  three  sisters  who  work 
in  the  bootshop  of  their 
father,  a  widower.  Annoyed 
ed  by  his  cavilling  nature, 
and  willful  enough  to  do 
something  about  it,  she 
first  marries  Will,  her  fath- 

er's best  cobbler,  organiz- es their  own  little  bootshop. 
and  then  contrives  mar- 

riages for  her  two  sisters. 
Mr.  Hobson,  left  to  mana- 

ge the  business  by  himself, 
finally  surrenders  to  Mag- 

gie, who  returns  under  the 
condition  that  Will  be  tak- 

en into  a  partnership. 
Jonathan  Boulton,  who  is 

only  nineteen,  does  a  re- 
markable portrayal  of  Mr. 

Hobson,  a  potbellied,  bull- headed  blusterer,  who 
spends  all  bis  time  in  the 
local  pub.  In  a  delightful 
opening  scene,  we  see  him 
pass  through  emotions  of  fu- 

ror,   embarrassment,  and 

frustration,  as  he  vainly 
attempts  to  force  his  daugh- 

ter to  hold  up  dinner  un- til he  returns  from  the  pub. 
Terry  Tweed,  who  plays 

Maggie,  is  the  veteran  of the  cast,  and  also  has  the 
great  fortune  of  having  Tom- 

my Tweed,  the  CBC  actor, for  a  father.  The  polish 
shows.  When  on  stage,  she 
maintains  absolute  control 
over  the  rest  of  the  cast, 
and  has  the  audience  at  her 
feet.  Her  sneers  of  disdain 
are  works  of  art  in  them- 

selves. One  of  the  high- 
lights of  the  play  is  the  hi- 

larious scene  in  which  she 
proposes  marriage  to  Will 
by  brute  force.  "But  I  don't loves  you,"  he  whines. 
"Wait  'til  you're  asked!" she  snaps. 
But  behind  the  scenes  in 

this  play  is  the  man  behind the  man,  the  director,  Ron 
Hartman.  Out  of  the.  natu- 

ral talent  of  Andy  Hynes 
(who  has  never  acted  be- fore), he  has  fashioned  the 
most  difficult  character  to 
play,  Will  Mossop.  At  the 
beginning,  he  is  the  spine 
less,  phlegmatic  cobbler  in 
the  cellar  of  Hobson's  boot- 
shop.  But  under  the  prod- 

ding and  tutelage  of  Mag- 
gie, he  transforms  into  a 

man  with  a  will  of  steel, 
surprising  the  audience,  and 
even  himself. 

I  can  say  nothing  to  be- little this  production,  for 
there  is  nothing  small 
about  it.  The  acting  is  mag- 

nificent, the  directing  sup- 
erb, the  curtain-calls  in- numerable. 

Chekovian  reality 
By  SAM  GUPTA 

"Anything  I  do  today 
won't  change  the  course  of 
the  world,"  repeats  a  wo- man, while  learning  the techniques  of  tranquilizing 
her  mind.  "But  it  will  ...  it 
will  change  the  course  of 
my  world,"  cries  she,  with an  anguish  that  sustains  the 
impact  of  every  word  that she  utters  in  the  play:  Dum 
bell  People  in  a  Barbell World  currently  playing  at 
the  Poor  Alex. 
There  is  something  Che- kovian about  the  characters 

in  this  play.  While  on  stage each  one  tells  you  every- 
thing about  himself  and  yet 

he  has  so  little  to  tell.  It's 
prejudices  and  anguish 

and  misery  and  very  little of  hope.  So  frighteningly 
real! 
Except  for  some  clutter- 

of  movements  in  the 
third  act,  caused  primarily 
by  the  smallness  of  the 
stage,  the  Theatre  Upstairs'  1 production  of  this  play  is indeed  very  commendable. 
It  has  been  carefully  direct- ed by  Miss  Greenwood. The  portrayal  of  an  aging spinster,  by  Miss  Hayman who  is  trying  to  cling  on to  her  self-baked  memories excellent.  "Not  every- 

thing I  touched  turned  ug- ly. I  brought  lots  of  beauty to  the  world  ...  at  least  I 
tried,"  are  so  well  deliver- 

ed that  one  finds  it  difficult 
not  to  believe  her.  The  sup- 

porting actors  are  indeed 
supporting  and  Miss  Adams has  handled  her  role  with  a 
remarkable  sensitivity. 
Like  Vivaldi's  Four  Sea- sons this  play  in  three  acts rolls  over  the  summer  and winter  and  spring  of  at 

least  a  dozen  men  and  wo- men. And  they  keep  mov- 
ing from  one  unreality  to another.  Yet  it's  all  so  real, 

very  much,  like  the  charac- 
ters in  Tenessee  William's Glass  Menagerie  and  Che- kov's  Cherry  Orchard.  The 

play  has  its  weak  points (and  they  show  up  too)  but 
it  has  lots  of  strength  to make  it  worth  seeing. 

UTDC  WANTS 

STUDENT  DIRECTORS 

FOR  ONE-ACT  FESTIVAl 
Applicants  for  student  direc- tors for  the  one-act  play  fes- tival will  be  accepted  in  the 
SAC  office  until  5  p.m.  Mon- 

day, Dec.  13.  For  further  in- formation, phone  Shelagh 
Hewitt,  922-8552. 

review 



Smooth,  but  syrupy 
By  DOUG  ARRELL 

It  was  good  to  hear  a  few 
derisive  snickers  from  the 
audience  during  some  of  the 
more  appallingly  sentimental 
moments  of  Brigadoon,  the 
1947  Lerner  and  Loewe  mus- 

ical geing  revived  this  week 
at  the  Royal  Alex.  Perhaps, 
after  twenty  years,  we  have 
finally  reached  the  point 
where  kindly  old  father- 
figures  refering  coyly  to  our 
"Maker"  against  a  back- 

ground of  hushed  off-stage choral-music  have  ceased  to 
move,  and  lines  like  "When you  love  someone  deeply 
anything  is  possible"  are  no 
longer  sure  of  evoking  heart- 

felt agreement. 
One  had  the  feeling  on 

opening  night  that  most  peo- 
ple were  there  to  hear  Fre- 

derick Loewe's  pleasant  and occasionally  brilliant  score, 
or  to  see  the  costumes  and 
the  dancing,  and  for  this 
they  were  willing  to  tolerate 
Alan  Jay  Lerner's  monumen- tally silly  and  occasionally 
downright  offensive  book. 

This  idea  was  probably  in 
the  mind  of  the  director 
when  he  cast  the  show,  with 
the  result  that  most  of  the 
players  show  themselves 
well-equipped  to  handle  the 
music  but  are  often  barely 
adequate  dramatically.  This 
is  especially  true  of  Dean 
Regan,  who  acts  the  part  of 
Harry  Beaton,  the  young 
man  crossed  in  love,  awk- 

wardly and  woodenly,  but 
dances  him  very  well  in- deed. Similarly,  both  Stan 
Page  and  Sheila  Piercy,  who 
provide  the  main  love  inte- rest, are  much  better  vocally 
than  dramatically,  although 
it  is  difficult  to  see  what 
they  could  have  done  with 
the  completely  conventional 
and  underdeveloped  charac- ters Lerner  gives  them. 
The  worst  disappointment 

of  the  evening  (except  for 
that  suffered  by  those  of  the 
audience  who  expected  the 
book  to  be  another  My  Fair 
Lady)  was  Brian  Crabb,  who 
acted  very  well,  but  who 
lacked  the  free,  high,  tenor 
notes  required  for  "I'll  Go 
Home  With  Bonnie  Jean" and  "Come  To  Me,  Bend  To 
Me",  and  in  this  show  that 
lack  was  little  short  ot 
disastrous.  The  only  wholly 

successful  combination  of 
acting  and  singing  ability 
was  found  in  Lorraine  Fore- 

man, who  played  the  relati- 
vely easy  part  of  Meg  Broc- kie  with  vivacity. 

The  production  dragged, 
of  course,  as  the  dialogue 
went  on  for  pages  about  how 
God  had  saved  the  little 
Scottish  town  of  Brigadoon 
by  a  miracle  but  what  could 
any  director  do  about  it? 
The  production  itself  went 
very  smoothly,  and  there 
were  none  of  the  opening- 
night  mishaps  that  plagued 
the  Royal  Alex's  summer season  of  home-produced musicals.  I  put  the  entire 
blame  on  the  shoulders  of 
Mr.  Lerner,  who  must  have 
a  boundlessly  cynical  view 
of  audiences  if  he  thinks  he 
can  interest  them  with  such trash. 

Bold  Slasher  (left,  top  photo)  appears  to  be  on  the  verge 
of  ending  the  career  of  our  hero,  St.  George  (right).  But 
fear  not!  St.  George  wins,  as  usual,  in  this  English  mum- 

ming play  presented  tonight  and  Saturday  in  Seeley  Hall 
Trinity  College.  Picture  below  shows  Bold  Slasher  being 
miraculously  revived  by  a  mercenary  physician.  All  of  this 
is  part  of  a  program  of  Christmas  plays  presented  by 
graduate  English  students  specializing  in  medieval  drama. 
The  group  will  present  as  its  major  offering  the  Second. 
Shepherds'  Play  from  the  Wakefield  Cycle,  performed  in 
the  round  and  in  Middle  English.  Admission  is  free,  and 
the  program  starts  at  9  p.m. 

A  NICE  NEW  TORTURE 

By  MARILYN  BEKER 

If  the  Marquis  de  Sade 
had  a  party  he  would  show Red  Line  7000  to  torture  his 
guests. 
Now  at  the  Imperial,  the 

Howard  Hawks  drama  has 
to  be  the  greatest  thing  since 
The  Monster  That  Devoured 
Cleveland.  The  script,  seem- 

ingly written  for  the  Captain 
Kangaroo  Christmas  Hour 
and  rejected,  is  acted  by 
people  who  couldn't  get  a part  in  the  East  Toenail 
Grammer  School  Capers. 

The  plot  is  about  as  fresh 
as  the  Easter  Bunny  wearing 
dirty  socks.  Car  driver  Jim 
smashes  up  just  as  his  girl 
is  due  to  come  in  from  Cali- 

fornia. She  thinks  she  is  a 
jinx  because  it  just  so  hap- 

pens that  her  two  other  lov- ers have  died  weird  deaths 
She  finally  finds  true  love 
with  an  artificial  blond  won- 

der-boy who  convinces  her 

she  is  not  a  jinx  by  walking 
away  from  a  smash-up  that 
would  kill  a  petrified  dino- saur. 
Added  attractions  are  a 

French  girl  who  likes  screw- drivers, a  guy  with  a  phony 
southern  accent  and  four 
girls  bearing  a  strange  re- semblance to  a  Lawrence 
Welk  juggling  act.  Thrown 
in  for  good  measure  are 
amputations:  "You  can  drive 
again,  Ed  I  know  it.  sob 
sob",  (not  until  the  next scene  does  he  win  the  race), 
protecting  brothers,  "stay away  from  my  kid  sister  or 
so  help  me  I'll  kill  you"  and yellow  and  red  Plymouths 
that  cavort  abcut  a  track. 
The  background  music, 

and  people  actually  frug  and 
neck  to  it,  is  jazzed  up  ver- 

sions of  "I've  Been  Working 
on  the  Railroad"  and  "The 
Old  Grey  Mare".  Suffice  it 
to  sav  that  Red  Line  7000 
shouldn't  be  for  real. 

James  Ward  bolls  out  his  undepressed  French  girlfriend 
in  a  scene  from  RED  LINE  7000. 

review 

2  CHRISTMAS  PLAYS 
IN  MIDDLE  ENGLISH 

A  ST.  GEORGE 
MUMMERS'  PLAT 

and THE  SECOND 
SHEPHERDS'  PLAY AT  SEELEY  HALL TRINITY  COLLEGE 

FRIDAY  ond  SATURDAY 
DECEMBER  10  and  11 9:00  P.M. 

ADMISSION  FREE 

Tampax  is  available  in  three  absor- bency-siz.es  (Regular.  Super  and Junior)  wherever  such  products  are sold. 

<  Corporation  Limited, 
.  in  oliin  wrapper  »  (rial  p»ck- I  cndc.se  10c  10  cover  cod 
is  checLed  bdow. )    RECIILAR         <     !  SUM.         (     )  WK* 

(Plcue  print) 
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jazz 

torn  naylor 

The  look  is  California... at  Harridge's 
The  accent  .s  on  colour  in  our  collection  of  California-inspired  separates  all in  easy-care  Orion  Knit  to  brighten  winter  days  ahead  or  to  wea -  on ,  you" vacation  ,n  a  warmer  climate.  Left:  Stripe  tunic  top  $7,  in  such  hapSy  huel 
llZSl&7&Crm  *£'  $±  Belt^d ,pant  T lA  moss.  RightTLilor- 
Ho\ ̂ Harfi'dUrCas^lCoLT"  **  A"'ine  ??>  A"  ™* 

927-2030 Colonnade  -  131  Bloor  W.  -  Daily  9:30  to  6,  Thurs.  Until  9  - 

You  ore  invited  to  do  your 
Xmas  shopping  ot  the 

BOOK  &  ART 

FAIR 
sponsored  by 

Book  World  and 
The  Copper  Moon 

in 
Solon  "B"  of  the 
Lord  Simcoe  Hotel 
King  West  or  University Subway  Line 
Saturday,  December  ]  1 

10  a.m.  to  1 1  p.m. 
Meet 

Stanley  Ryerson 
author  of  the  new  book 

THE  OPEN  SOCIETY- 
Paradox  &  Challenge 

2:30  to  4:30  p.m.  and  ot  8  p  m and 
HAZEL  GOLDEN  BERG 

occompanied  by  Adrian  Bevis 
Polk  Songs  from  Many  Londs" 8  p.m. 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS: 

UNDER  21  WILL  NOT  BE  ADMITTED 
AFTER  9.00  P.M.  FRIDAY 

IF  you  ore  over  21,  don't  be  caught  out .  .  .  be  ot  the Graduate  Students'  Union  tonight. 
16  Bancroft  Ave. 

MANITOU-WABING  CAMP  OF  FINE  ARTS 1966  STAFF 

Openings  in  oil  deportments  for  mature  skilled and  experienced  instructors  ond  supervisory  staff 
MUSIC      THEATRE       DANCE        FINE  ARTS 
'-.in,         Po„e„         Seup(u„         G,ophici  NEphA£? TENNIS  RIDING  GOLF SAILING  WATER-SKIING  SWIMMING  CANOEING For  further  information  call  Mr    r    w  n- 
<"■»  •  mi  t&ttw^EsfsT'  *"  3-M68 

WILLIAMS  SWINGS 

By  TOM  NAYLOR 
Something  about  the  Basie  bands  has  attracted  top 

singers.  Maybe  it's  the  fact  that  Basie's  outfits  have  been harder  swinging  than  most.  Possibly  the  reason  is  that  the 
band's  book  has  always  been  filled  with  the  blues.  Whatever the  cause,  the  effect  is  indisputable.  The  singers  Basie  has featured,  with  the  possible  exception  of  his  current  one  — Frank  Sinatra,  have  been  top  notch. 

In  the  thirties  with  the  band  fresh  out  of  Kansas  City, it  was  Helen  Humes  in  the  spotlight.  Helen  was  a  fine  blues shouter  who,  in  the  Ma.  Rainey  tradition,  could  bewail  the 
fact  she  was  "a  big  fat  mamma  with  the  meat  shaking  on my  bones"  with  the  best  of  them.  But  it  was  her  successor Jimmy  Rushing,  who  gave  the  band  a  brand  of  singing commensurate  with  its  countless  other  attributes. 

Basie's  early  groups  were  loosely  structured.  Much  of the  repertoire  consisted  of  head  arrangements.  The  soloists were  superb.  Lester  Young,  Harry  Edison.  Buck  Clayton Herschel  Evans,  Buddy  Tate,  Illinois  Jacquet,  Dickie  Wells 
This  is  just  a  partial  list.  The  rhythm  section  was  unsurpas- ed  before  or  since.  Whatever  the  early  bands  lacked  in finesse,  they  made  up  for  a  thousandfold  in  spirit.  In  this setting  Jimmy  Rushing  fitted  perfectly. 

About  1950  Basie  broke  up  his  big  band  and  took  to fronting  small  groups.  When  he  reorganized,  it  was  a  radi- cally different  sort  of  band.  The  old  informality  was  gone The  arrangements  became  tighter  and  the  technical  de- mands much  greater.  Much  of  the  spirit  too  disappeared. But  the  Basie  band  has  remained  second  only  to  the  Elling- ton ensemble.  It  still  swings  like  crazy  and  the  blues  are  as- important  as  ever.  It  was  however  a  different  kind  of blues.  It  was  the  blues  of  Joe  Williams  now  appearing  at  the Town  Tavern. 
To  call  the  Williams  style  more  sophisticated  than  the Rushing  approach  is  not  a  criticism.  Times  have  changed- so  too  has  the  message  the  blues  singers  try  to  get  across. 
Jimmy  Rushing  is  at  his  best  telling  of  rough  and tumble  living,  of  drunks  and  brawls,  of  empty  pockets  and broken  hearts,  of  tar  paper  shacks  and  jails. Joe  functions  best  in  an  environment  of  concrete  and steel  masses  of  the  hustle  and  bustle  of  big  city  life  busy streets  and  bright  lights.  Broken  hearts  still  but  with  be- wilderment not  violence  as  their  result.  This  sort  of  mes- sage Joe  can  commuicate  like  few  others.  It's  unfortun- ate that  this  sort  of  thing  doesn't  have  a  much  more  pro- mment  place  in  his  repertoire. 
In  spite  of  that,  when  I  walked  into  the  Town  on  Mon- day night  it  took  only  about  thirty  seconds  to  realize  th?s was  not  going  to  be  an  ordinary  evening.  The  place  was mobbed,  as  well  it  should  have  been.  Never  have  I  seen  an opening  night  draw  like  that  before,  nor  any  jazz  arts"  be more  enthusiastically  received  by  an  audience. 
Joe  appears  to  have  improved  since  leaving  Basie  The 
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DRAMATIC  BLUES 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

It  always  seems  to  happen 
that  around  exam-  and  es- 

say-writing time  the  best folk  acts  come  to  town. 
Next  week,  the  last  week 

of  term,  Eric  Andersen  will 
be  at  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve, 
and  this  week.  Sonny  Terry 
and  Brownie  McGhee  have 
started  a  two-week  engage- ment at  the  Riverboat. 

These  are  the  men  to  see 
if  you  want  to  hear  blues 
in  all  its  rough,  earthy  and 
dramatic  style  that  some- 

how by  displaying  a  raw 
emotional  despair  serves  to 
uplift  both  the  listener  and 
the  performer. 
Sonny  and  Brownie  have 

a  musical  experience  that  is 
total  in  its  effect. 

Sonny's  falsetto  "whoops" add  more  to  this  exuberence 
and  culminate  in  a  driving, 
exciting  "Hoolin'  Blues'' which  is  also  a  piece  de  re- sistance of  harp  playing. 
When  he  improvises.  Son- 

ny finds  things  in  that  in- strument that  few  others 
can. 

Beside,  him,  meanwhile, 
Brownie  McGhee  adds  the 
guitar  accompaniment — an equally  inventive  style  that 
serves  to  emphasize  the 
rhythm  of  the  song. 
Through  his  guitar  play- 

ing, he  brings  to  the  song, 
the  rough  blues  tones  as 
well   as    the   pounding  re- 

gether,  it's  not  just  a  mat- ter of  two  voices  harmon- 
izing in  a  clean,  rough  and 

elemental  form  but  a  mat- 
ter of  a  total  sound  of  one 

harmonica,  two  voices  and 
one  guitar  perfectly  fitted 
together. Some  songs,  such  as  John 
Henry,  and  Rock  Island Line  which  have  become 
trite  through  overuse,  have 
taken  on  new  life  and  fresh- ness. 

These,  coupled,  with  a 
wide  variety  of  American 
Negro  folk  songs,  including 
some  Leadbelly  stuff.  Son- 

ny Terry  originals  and 
others,  somehow  never  be- come trite  when  done  by 
performers  that  have  a  feel- 

in  recent  years  developed  a 
very  smooth  and  slick  stage 
presence;  an  assured  and 
confident  air  that  is  charac- 

teristic of  experienced  show- men. 
It  was  most  evident  during 

the  summer  when  they  ap- 
peared in  Harry  Belafonte's show  at  the  O'Keefe  Centre. 

Sonny  plays  one  of  the 
best  mouth-harps  in  the  bus- 

iness—a harp  that  is  imagin- 
ative and  expressive  and 

with  amazing  tonal  control. 
It's  only  a  small  instrument 
but  Sonny  can  evoke  huge sounds  from  it. 

The  playing  has  a  happy, 
dance-like  exhuberence  to  it 

to  provide  the  "breaks"  be- tween Sonny's  singing. 
He  sings  about  women, 

and  whiskey  and  money, 

not  to  display  the  deep  an- 
guish as  much  as  the  fun 

of  the  chase. 
The  "response"  of  this 

harp  to  the  "call"  of  the 
singing  are  synthesized  into Mttir.n.l'l    '  '  ' 

sonance  of  a  bass. 
There  is  less  use  of  the 

crying,  leaning  notes  that most  bluesmen  use  but  still 
it  is  a  dynamic  style. 

Brownie's  songs  are  more 
expressive  of  the  deep  des- 

pair and  the  wailing  de- sires of  the  blues. 
When  both  men  sing  to- 

ing  for  the  raw  expression of  real  emotion,  can  project 
the  earthy  atmosphere,  and 
can  still  keep  the  underlying 
dignity  and  hope  inherent in  them. 

Sonny  and  Brownie's music  displays  a  restraint and  a  taste  that  shows  that 
they  are  above  all  artists. 

Indians  (continued) 

drawing  out  his  story  —  he 
may  instead  discount  part 
of  what  has  already  been 
told,  much  to  the  consterna- tion and  frustration  of  tb.9 
Indian,  who  is  waiting  for 
the  opportunity  to  add  to 
what  has  already  been  told." Understandably,  the  re- 

commendations of  the  report 
emphasize  the  need  for  com- munication and  trust.  They 
recommend  that  the  Indians 
be  contacted  in  their  own 
homes  and  on  a  regular  ba- 

sis, and  a  pattern  of  trust 
established  on   both  sides; 

"'that  such  a  service  reach 
out  to  and  find  Indian  fami- lies living  in  the  area  to  be 
served;  that  education  be  in- stituted with  social  welfare, 
health  and  housing  agencies, 
and  employment  and  per- 

sonnel managers;  that  edu- cation and  preparation  for 
urban  living  be  instituted  on 
the  reserve;  and  that  a  hous- 

ing service  be  established 

for  Indian  families." 
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WINTER  MOVIE 

By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 

f  It's  a  film,  by  gum.  It looks  like  a  film,  it  has  a 
beginning,  middle,  and  end 
like  a  film,  and  most  of  the 
time,  it  even  sounds  like  a 
film. 
I  know  it  sounds  ridiculous 

to  make  a  big  deal  out  of 
the  simple  fact  that  David 
Secter's  Winter  Kept  Us 
Warm  is  complete,  and  rec- 

ognizably so,  but  let's  face it,  the  state  of  some  of  the 
arts  in  this  country  is  ridi- 

culous altogether. 
So,  whether  we  like  the 

idea  or  not,  in  a  country 
which  has  produced  perhaps 
half  a  dozen  English  speak- 

ing, full-length  features  in 
the  past  five  years,  every 
new  one  to  come  along,  good, 
bad,  or  indifferent,  has  got 

,  to  be  regarded  as  significant, 

schedule,  most  everything 
possible  went  wrong  at  least 
once,  most  every  hope  peter- ed out. 

But  not  quite. 
The  major  reason  for  the 

fact  that  the  film  has  been 
completed,  and  will  be  seen 
by  a  paying  public,  is  be- cause David  Secter  knows 
how  to  promote.  Now,  in 
Canada,  "promotion",  and "publicity"  are  still  slightly 
dirty  words,  drawing  mostly 
sneers,  or  at  best,  genteel 
condescension. 
You  would  think  that  a 

country  which  has  been 
adopted  by  American  busi- 

ness, might  at  least  turn 
around  and  adapt  American 
business  methods  to  protect 
its  own.  But  no;  "perversity 
in  the  face  of  adversity" could  stand  as  our  motto. 

pad  along  narrow  ledges. 
Without  this  ability  on  the 
part  of  its  producer-director, Winter  Kept  Us  Warm  would 
never  have  been  finished  and 
invited  to  the  Cardiff  Film 
Festival;  there  would  never 
have  been  the  radio  and  TV 
interviews,  the  mentions  in 
unrelated  TV  programs,  the 
press  and  industry  screen- 

ings, the  posters,  and  the 
public  engagement.  There would  have  been  no  future 
for  the  film. 

So,  since  it  takes  no  genius 
to  recognize  that  a  "Canad 
ian  feature-film  industry" will  be  built  by  men  who 
know  not  only  how  to  make 
competent  films,  but  also 
how  to  get  the  public  into 
see  them,  it  is  therefore  not 
terribly  rash  to  speculate 
that  someday  David  Secter 
will  be  Somebody  in  films, 

Joy  Teperman  as  Bev,  and  John  Labow  as  C 

Winter  kept  him  warm,  but  flowers  kept  him  full.  Henry Taryainen  takes  time  out  from  being  sensitive,  and  has  a ttond  moment  in  the  film. 

a  new  phase  in  the  construc- 
tion of  the  so-called  "Can- 
adian feature-film  industry" 

All  right  then,  by  this  stan- 
dard, Winter  Kept  Us  Warm, 

is  significant. 
And  it  is  also  significant 

as  a  testimonial  to  its  mak- 
ers' guts  and  faith  in  their 

abilities.  Making  movies 
with  money  is  problem 
enough;  making  them  with 
next  to  no  money  is  even 
more  dificult  (logical).  It 
can  easily  be  imagined  how, 
at  various  points  through- 

out the  year-long  production 

review 

So  the  National  Film  Board 
let  The  Drylanders  die  for 
want  of  a  proper  publicity 
Goodbye,  except  that  an 
(inexplicably)  wild  reaction 
from  many  New  York  critics 
campaign,  and  nearly  did  the 
won  that  film  a  reprieve. 

Aside  from  having  con- 
siderable intelligence,  taste, 

and  creative  impulse,  David 
Secter  happens  to  be  a  man 
who  can  summon  up  gall, 
unction,  humor,  and  humili- 

ty, in  order  to  get  done,  or 
same  for  Nobody  Wawed 
just  get,  what  needs  to  be 
gotten  —  and  all  done  with charm,  too. 

Secter  knows  his  way 
around  publicity,  and  the 
media,  as  instinctively  as 
a  pussycat  knows  how  to 

and  that  the  development 
of  his  talents  and  amibitions 
will  enrich  the  Canadian 
film  industry  as  a  whole. 
Viewed  then,  as  the  first 
feature  film  of  a  budding 
muk-a-muk,  Winter  Kept  Us 
Warm  is  significant  once 

again. Now,  T  realize  as  well  as 
anyone  that  everything  I 
have  said  so  far  is  actually 
irrelevant  to  a  discussion  of 
the  film  as  a  film.  So,  no 
more  special  pleading;  let's get  to  the  heart  of  the  matter. 

First,  brief  comparisons. 
In  my  not  too  humble 
opinion,  Secter's  Winter Kept  Us  Warm,  as  an  amat- eur production,  is  at  no 
time  as  inadequate  an  effort 
as  32-year  old  Larry  Kent's 

Sweet  Substitute.  Mr.  Kent's 
film  received  special  men- 

tion at  the  Montreal  Film 
Festival,  and  was  selected 
for  showing  at  the  New  York Film  Festival. 

Secondly,  although  Don 
Owen's  Nobody  Waved 
Goodbye  is  in  sum  a  pro- 

fessional, and  therefore 
more  disciplined  production, 
there    are    gaps  (mainly 

Two  boys  of  differer 
background  meet  at  a  \ab 
versity;  the  cool  hippii 
Doug,  and  the  shy,  sensitiv 
Peter  influence  each  othe 
to  change  as  a  strong  frienc 
ship  grows.  Included  in  th 
multiplicity  of  the  emotion 
between  them  are  thei 
emotional  relationships  wit 
two  very  different  girls. 
As  Peter  begins  to  integral 

Henry  Tarvainen,  as  the  sensitive  Peter,  ai 
as  the  tender,  secure  Sandra,  hesitantly  I 
relationship. 

dialogue)  in  it  as  bad  or 
worse  than  anything  in  the 
Secter  film  (mainly  visual) 
which  are  as  good  or  better 
as  many  of  those  in  Owen's. While  many  of  the  scenes within  the  Secter  scenario 
are  unremarkable,  and  per- 

haps even  trite,  the  concep- tion as  a  whole  is  a  reason- ably mature  one. 

his  personality,  to  find  him: 
self,  and  to  achieve  a 
meaningful  relationship  with 
his  Sandra,  Doug  begins  to 
question  the  values  he  has 
always  thoughtlessly  held, 
and  to  draw  away  from  his 
co-ed  steady,'  Bev. 
Where  the  beginning  tot 

the  film  sees  Peter  faced 
with    the    pressures  of  a 



g,  get  folksy. 

totally  new  environment,  the 
^=xend  of  the  film  sees  Doug in  an  emotional  crisis 

brought  on  by  a  totally  new 
experience. 

It  is  a  trifle  too  schematic, 
this  narrative  line  unfortu- 

nately, it  is  not  helped  by 
the  fact  that  there  are  too 
few  meaningful  dialogue 
scenes,  too  little  verbal  ex- 

ploration of  character. 

Janet  Amos, 
I  in  a  mature 

And  some  or  the  dialogue 
which  is  in  the  film,  is  mar- 

red by  its  excessive  simplic- 
ity. For  instance,  at  one 

point,  Bev  tells  Doug  that 
she  realizes  she    is  often 

unable  to  express  her  love 
for  him  "except  physically". 

Such  labelling  makes  her 
fit  into  a  character  scheme 
neatly,  but  the  truth  of  the 
matter  is  that  people  simply 
don't  label  the  crux  of  their 
relationships  that  way  in 
conversation  with  each 
other.  But,  on  the  other 
hand,  much  of  the  dialogue, 
written  by  Ian  Porter,  John 
Clute,  and  improvised  by  the 
cast,  has  the  ring  of  contem- 

porary youthful  reality. 
Occassionally,  the  film 

falls  down  badly  in  its  sound 
recording.  Machinery  hum, 
faulty  dubbing  (the  jazz 
singer  scene),  and,  several 
times,  echoing  sound  levels, 
are  to  be  found  sprinkled 
throughout.  Compensating 
for  this  is  the  generally  ex- cellent musical  score,  by 
Paul  Hoffert,  especially  ef- 

fective in  the  non-spoken 
scenes,  but  once  or  twice, 
too  melodramatic  and  hokey 
for  what  is  taking  place  on screen. 

However,  four  very  res- 
pectable and  believable  per- 

formances by  the  lead  actors 
deepen  and  unify  this  film considerably. 

In  frequent  past  perfor- mances on  stage  around  this 
campus,  Joy  Teperman  has 
tended  to  rely  excessively  on 
an  appealing  personality  and 
a  sexy  presence.  These  things 
are  still  required  from  her 
for  the  role  of  Doug's  flashy 
and  "social"  girl  friend  Bev. 

But,  in  Winter  Kept  Us 
Warm,  Miss  Teperman  furth- er reveals  an  actress  of 
considerable  authority  and 
naturalness.  She  still  has  the 
moments  when  her  breathy 
beginnings  detract  from 
what  she  has  to  do,  such  as 
in  the  car  sequence,  but  she 
also  protrays  a  winsomeness, 
and  a  delicate  range  of  emo- 

tions, which  are  quite  ex- 
pressive. 
Something  like  the  op- 

posite situation  occurs  in 
Janet  Amos'  performance  as 
Peter's  older,  tenderly  word- 
ly-wise  girl  friend  Sandra. 
On  this  campus,  Miss  Amos 
is  known  for  her  richly- honed  theatrical  skills.  They 
give  her  a  couple  of  bad 
moments  in  the  film  how- 

ever, when  she  is  too  blatant, 
too  theatrical. 
But  Miss  Amos  very  quickly 

begins  to  draw  upon  the 
solidity  and  warmth  of  her 
own  personality,  as  she 
tones  down  the  "acting". 
What  results  is  a  very  ef- 

fective character,  one  who 
always  knows  who  she  is, 
even  if  the  dialogue  threat- 

ens to  betray  her,  or  even  if 
she  has  nothing  to  say  at all. 

As  the  initially  shy,  but 
changing  Peter,  Henry  Tar 
vainen  achieves  a  nice  senst 
of  development  for  his  cha 
racter.  His  early  quiet  inten 
sity  is  portrayed  with  onl_> 
an  infrequent  resort  to  man 
nerism;  and  the  later  out- 

wardness, occasionally  too 
forward,  such  as  in  the  sauna 
scene,  or  when  he  refuses  to 
allow  Doug  to  come  to  a  cast 

party,  is  generally  quite  in 
keeping  with  the  core  of  the character. 

The  largest  share  of  the 
acting  chores  belongs  to 
J ohn  Labo w,  as  Doug.  Mr. 
Labow  has  some  false  mo- 

ments in  the  early  part  of 
the   film,  where   he  must 

portray  the  glib,  glad-hand- 
ing con  king  of  the  resi- 

dence. But  later  on,  he 
creates  a  brooding  presence 
on  screen  which  is  quite 
forceful,  and  which,  with- 

out much  dialogue,  fully 
articulates  the  emotional 
predicament  his  character arrives  at. 

Of  course,  there  are  dozens 
of  campus  types  scattered 
throughout  Winter  Kept  Us 
Warm  in  minor  roles.  But 

worth  nothing  is  Iain  Ewing, 
who,  in  his  featured  role  as 
Doug's  chatty  friend  Art, 
romps  through  the  film  with 
abandoned  good  humor  and 
ease. 

When  all  is  said  and  done, 
though,  the  major  success  of 
this  film  lies  in  its  visual 

accomplishment,  and  the 
filmic  techniques  put  to  use 
in  it.  Photography  by  Bob 
Fresco  and  Ernest  Meer- 
shoeck  is  as  competent  as 
that  of  many  a  professional, 
particularly  in  the  quadran- 

gle and  campus  scenes,  but 
also  in  the  beautifully  lit  and 
photographed  bedroom  scene 
between  Doug  and  Bev. 
However,  what  gives  the 

film  its  structure  and  pro- 
gression, is  director  Secter's 

sophisticated  use  of  mon- 
tage. This  refers  not  merely 

to  the  still  shots  of  campus 
(which  go  on  a  bit  too  long, 
lovely  though  they  are),  but 
to  the  film  as  a  whole. 

Right  from  the  opening 
sequence,  parallel  scenes, 
tightly  related  to  the  plot. 

are  counterpointed  in  such 
a  way  as  to  reveal  as  much 
about  the  story,  or  even 
more,  than  the  dialogue  it- 

self. Mr.  Secter's  editors 
were  very  skillful,  inded,  but 
they  were  also  skillfully  in- structed. 

Winter  Kept  Us  Warm  is 
being  showu  at  The  Museum 
Theatre,  three  times  daily  at 
5,  7,  9  p.m.,  from  December 
8  through  18,  except  Sun- 

days. Admission:  $1.00. 



GREEK  BOUTIQUE 
REPRODUCTIONS  OF  ORIGINAL 

GREEK  ART 
HANDMADE  JEWELRY,  ETC. 

In  the  Upper  Colonnade 922-2336 

HONDA  SPORT 
PARTS  •  SALES  •  SERVICE  •  ACCESSORIES 

OPEN  NIGHTLY  UNTIL  9  P.M. 
1 247  Bey  Street  (of  Yorkville)  927- 

25%  DISCOUNT ON  ALL  JEWELLERY  PURCHASES 
Including  oil  branded  Watches,  A-l  Quality  Diamonds,  Silverware, Lighters,  Wallets,  Pens  and  Pencils,  Rodios,  Clocks,  Costume 
Jewellery,  etc.,  etc.  You  must  hove  your  A.T.L.  cord  when  making 
a  purchase. 

SHEFFIELD  JEWELLERS 
DIAMOND  MERCHANTS 

323  YONGE  ST.  (5  doors  above  Dundat)  EM.  6-3324,  EM.  6-4122 

•iX^jtejfcj     Now  Thru.  Jan.  1. 
A  jovial  Christmas  musical 
based  on  Charles  Dickens' 
"A  Christmas  Carol." Heart- 

warming family  treat  I 

ft  BOX  OFFICE  OPEN  —  lOfun  to  9p 
$    PERFORMANCES  AT  8-30 pjn.  EXCEPT      ̂ L^^  st«** 
J         THURS.6«9Pm-SAT4«9pm  f^J    PETER  MEWS 
2  SPf5L^AT,UcD^TcT^K^L^c75  wm,JANE  CASSON-JAY  SHANNON X.    AVAILABLE  AT  S.A.C.  OFFICE     dmoco    MURRAY  DAVIS  "JOSEPH  SHAW 

SAT.,  DEC.  11,  8:30 

ANATOMY  OF  A  MURDER 
WITH  JAMES  STEWART 

RESTRICTED 

New  College  Dining  Hall  —  Admission  SOc 
Feature  Film  Series 

PARNES  CLOTHING  CO. 
Custom  Made  Men's  and  Women's 

UNIVERSITY  BLAZERS 
Fine  Flannel  Worsted  Trousers 
Suits,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets 

Made  to  Measure 
Latest  Styles  and  Design 

OPEN  DAILY  INCLUDING  SAT  9  -  6 
706  QUEEN  ST.  W.  EM  6-2025 

PAT  AND  JOSEPH  HAJ R DESIGNS 
1 1 6A  BLOOR  ST.  W. 

3rd  Anniversary  Cold  Wave  Special 
30%  OFF  on  all  Permanent  Waves 

Offer  lasts  till  January  IS,  1966 
GIVE  US  A  CALL  SOON  ! 

»«-'»4  921-4884 

RIVER  BOAT 
134  YORKVILLE  AVE. 
922-6216 

Every  Night 

8  P.M.  -3«.M.    (E«Mpt  Monday) TONIGHT  UNTIL  DEC.  19 
'Direct  prom  Their  Successful 

1965  Tour  vVil/i  HARRY  BBLAFONTC" 

SONNY  TERRY AND 

BROWNJEMcGHEE 

Where  are  they  going. 
By  JOHN  SWAIGEN 

What  is  the  future  of 
Ontario's  Indians? 

Most  of  their  reserves  are 
located  in  unproductive 
areas  far  from  the  major 
centres  or  even  agricultural 
employment.  According  to  a 
recent  report,  "the  arrival  of roads,  government  parks 
and  campsites,  and  the  mid- 

dle and  working  class  week- end camper  have  all  helped 
to  eliminate  guiding  (one  of 
the  chief  employments  of 
Ontario  Indians)  in  many 
areas.  Likewise  trapping  has 
been  crippled  by  the  de- crease in  the  number  of 
beaver  and  an  equally  dras- tic decrease  in  the  price  of 

pelts." 

The  result  has  been  an  in- 
flux in  the  last  few  years 

of  Indians  to  the  city.  The 
Indian,  faced  with  his  nar- 

rowing of  economic  oppor- 
tunities, hopes  to  better  him- self and  his  family  by  mig- 

rating to  the  economic  cen- 
tres of  the  province. 

The  above  quotation  is 
taken  from  a  two-year  study 
of  Indian  families  by  the 
workers  of  a  settlemen  t 
house  which  covers  the  area 
west  of  the  Don  River  and 
east  of  Yonge  St.  and  north 
from  Queen  St.  to  Bloor.  It 
is  an  area  with  six  per  cent 
of  the  city's  population,  but 
"11%  of  all  Children's  Aid 
cases;  12%  of  juvenile  of- 

fenders; 19%  of  welfare  re- 
cipients; 17%  of  Neighbour- hood workers  cases;  34% 

of  drunken  offenders;  and 
65%  of  the  older  homeless 
and  transient  men,"  accord- 

ing to  a  1963  District  Ap- 
praisal by  the  Toronto  Plan- ning Board. 

The  area's,  inhabitants  are 
mostly  Anglo-Saxons,  with  a 
large  percentage  of  French 
Canadians.  But  in  1961,  Cen- 

tral Neighbourhood  House 
workers  began  to  see  a  large 
number  of  Indians  on  the 
streets  and  encountered 
more  and  more  Indian  child- 

ren participating  in  theii 
programs. It  is  into  this  area  of  sub- 

standard housing,  which  in 
parts  "has  some  of  the  cha- 

racteristics of  a  skid  row", that  the  estimated  1,200  to 
6,000  Canadian  Indians  in 
Toronto  are  beginning  to 
settle.  The  number  is  in- 

creasing yearly  at  a  very  no- ticeable rate. 
Because  the  Indian  peop- 
le were  entering  our  urbani- 

zed, industrialized  society 
at  this  susistence  level,  CNH 
decided  a  study  was  needed 
"which  would  act  as  a 
springboard  for  action  and 
upon  which  programs  might 
be  developed  to  help  Indian families  tackle  their  own 
difficulties  and  problems  in 
urbanization." The  Indians  of  course  are 
of  a  different  culture,  or 
more  accurately,  cultures, 
from  the  white  society.  This 
factor  people  who  wanted  to 
solve  the  "Indian  problem" have  often  overlooked.  This 
has  led  to  the  paternalism 
of  the  government  in  many 
of  its  dealings  with  the  In- 

dian population,  and  to  the 
predominance   of   the  type 

of  social  worker  who  defines 
the  Indian's  problems  for him  in  terms  of  white  wants 
and  needs,  and  white  ways 
of  satisfying  these,  then  sets 
out  to  "help"  the  Indian  to 
become  a  middle  class  white 
man. 

Realizing  this  CNH  "de- cided to  seek  out  the  Indi- an's own  subjective  percep- 
tion of  his  difficulties,  rath- 

er than  to  construct  a  con- 
septual  framework  of  diffi- culties as  perceived  by  our- 

selves." 

The  planners  tried  not  to 
"merely  impose  unwanted 
help",  but  developed  a  meth- od of  assisting  families  to 
handle  their  problems  in 
such  a  way  that  they  could 
continue  on  their  own  ong 
after  the  project  was  com- 

pleted. They  visited  families 
over  a  period  of  months,  oft- 

en going  very  slowly  in  try- ing to  build  relationships 
with  the  families.  Sometimes 
it  took  many  visits  to  a  fa- 

mily to  overcome  the  natu- ral reticence  of  the  Indians. 
But.  when  the  Indians  got 
to  know  the  worker  better, 
they  were  willing  to  talk 
about  their  problems. 

The  education  level  of  the 

parents  of  the  "project  fa- milies" was  low.  The  average 
level  for  the  father  was 
about  seventh  grade;  for  the 
mother,  fifth  grade. 
"For  the  most  part,  both 

men  and  women  were  em- 
ployed in  jobs  requiring  un- skilled labour.  In  the  case  of 

men,  this  employment  was 
mainly  seasonal  and  subject 
to  lay-offs. 

"Seventeen  of  the  26  pro- 
ject families  received  regu- lar welfare  assistance  over 

the  project's  two  year  pe- 

riod." 

-The  families  identified  ten 
problem  areas; 
•  health  concerns 
%  financial  difficulties 
•  housing 
G  education  and  other  pro- blems concerned  with 

raising  children 
•  difficulties  in  obtaining 

service  from  official  ag- encies 

•  concern  regarding  loneli- 
ness 

0  difficulties  in  family  re- lationships 

•  employment •  discrimination 
•  difficulties  connected 

with  babysitting 
Many  of  the  problems 

could  not  be  pinned  down 
to  the  fact  that  the  families 
were  Indian  and  living  in 
a  large  urban  setting.  Some 
of  the  concerns,  such  as 
those  regarding  education, 
the  raising  of  children  and 
family  relationships  did  not 
seem  particularly  accentuat- 

ed by  the  fact  that  they  were 
Indian  families  trying  to  ad- 

just to  an  urban  environ- ment. 
Some  of  the  problems 

were  interrelated.  The  prob- 
lems of  occasional  unem- 

ployment kept  them  from solving  their  housing  prob- 
lems and  were  reflected  in 

financial  problems  as  well. 
These  items  concerned  the 
families'  lack  of  financial  re- 

sources to  meet  their  basic 
needs.  These  needs,  in  order 
of  frequency  with  which 
they  were  mentioned,  were 
food,  clothing,  rent  payment, 
furniture,  and  the  little  ex- 

tras for  Christmas. 
The  financial  crises  were 

met  by  "simply  'doing  with- out' and  by  seeking  extra 

part-time  employment." The  problems  the  report 
considered  most  serious 
were  those  revolving  around 
housing  and  the  difficulties 
of  obtaining  service  from  of- ficial agencies. 

"The  most  common  prob- 
lem concerning  housing  was 

crowded  living  conditions. 
Other  problems  mentioned 
were  difficulties  in  obtain- 

ing housing,  the  poor  condi- tions of  the  house,  the  lack 
of  privacy,  high  rentals,  and 
the  lack  of  permanency  in 
houses  that  were  likely  to 
be  sold  or  torn  down.  An 
auxiliary  fact  often  brought 
up  by  the  families  is  that crowding  in  the  city  does 
not  exist  only  within  the four  walls  of  the  suite  or 
house,  but  also  in  the  area 
outside  the  house,  a  distinct 
difference  from  the  reserve 

situation." 

"When  making  the  initial 
contact  with  families,  the 
project  director  found  that 
on  entering  a  street  he 
would  be  more  often  right 
than  wrong  if  he  selected 
the  most  dilapidated  house. 

"It  was  generally,  difficult 
to  get  any  action  from landlords  on  improving  the 
premises.  Many  families  did 
try  to  improve  their  suites themselves,  but  there  was 
no  guarantee  that  they 
would  not  then  be  asked  to 
leave,  and  the  improved  pre- mises re-rented  at  a  higher 
rate.  Families  were  reluc- 

tant to  call  the  city  build- 
ing inspectors  for  fear  of 

eviction." 

The  problems  with  ser- 
vice agencies  "involved  mis- understandings of  the  nature 

and  eligibility  requirements 
of  the  service,  delays  in  ob- 

taining service,  suspicion 
and  resentment  at  what 
seemed  to  be  impersonal 
treatment  and  attitudes." The  difficulties  seem  to 
spring  from  "an  underlying 
cultural  conflict".  When  fac- ed with  an  authority  figure, 
the  Indians  did  not  know 
how  to  react,  and  often  with- 

drew; "Where  the  non-Indi- 
an may  put  his  best  side  for- ward, emphasize  (and  per- 

haps exaggerate)  the  strong 
points  In  his  favor,  the  In- 

dian waits  to  be  asked  ques- 
stions,  underplays  his  own 
attributes,  and  generally 
does  not  'put  himself  for- ward' or  make  a  detailed 
presentation  of  his  own case. 

"The  official  from  his  own 
experience  might  expect  the 
applicant's  case  to  be  over- 

played, rather  than  under- 
played, and  instead  of  tak- 

ing steps  expected  by  the Indians  —  listening  and 
See  "Indians",  review  5 
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□  O'KEEFE  CENTRE 
Ml        FRONT  &  YONGE  ̂   ̂  

US  CYNIQUES  IN  SATIRE By  IAN  RODGER 

"Bon  soir,  mesdames,  bon soir,  messieurs  .  .  .  go0(j evening  ladies  and  gentle- men .  .  .  et  bienvenue  a  la Chez  Casa  Mathieu  .  .  .  and welcome  to  the  Chez  Casa Mathieu  .  .  .  Nous  avons  ce 
soir  un  spectacle  fantastique 
.  .  .  we've  got  a  fantastic show.  .  .nous  avons  un  spec- 

tacle merveilleux  .  .  .  we've 
got  a  very  merveilleux  show, 
we've  got  a  gorgeous  show •  •  .  nous  avons  un  show 
gorgueux,  et  voici  mainte- nant  notre  vedette  numero 
un  de  ce  soir  .  .  .  our  guest number  one  tonight  .  .  .  le 
voici  directe  de  Saint  Michel 
des  Saints  .  .  .  directly  from 
St.  Joe's  .  .  .  alors,  le  voici, dans  une  interpretation  ab- solument   charmante,  trou- 

Priest:  Hello,  hello,  this 
is  Father  Marcotte,  counsell- 

ing service,  good  evening. 
Woman:  Good  evening, Father  Marcotte,  this  is 

Mme  Verra.  It  seems  that 
the  council  is  going  to  allow 
priests  to  marry,  but  that's 
disgusting,  my  good  lord  .  .  . 

Priest:  Call  me  father. 
Woman:  A  priest  and  his 

wife,  hmmf,  what  sort  of household  will  that  make? Who  knows  who  will  wear 
the  pants? 
Priest:  I  feel,  madame, that  there  is  no  reason  to  be 

upset,  things  being  as  they 
are,  but  coming  back  to  the 
topic  of  our  discussion, 
birth  control,  .  .  .  your  hus- 

band, how  does  he  resolve this  matter? 

Woman:  He  doesn't  resol- 
ve it  at  all.  I'm  the  one  who 

blood  donors.  "Seduced  and Abandoned',  the  life  story 
of  Charlotte  Whitton.  "The 
Third  Sex",  an  intimate  por- 

trait of  the  teaching  friars.' 
A  commentary  on  canni- 

bals gives  "Les  Cyniques"  an 
opportunity  for  more  pol- itical digs.  The  Menu  of  the 
perfect  cannibal  must  in- 

clude, for  example,  the  Chief 
of  the  Union  Nationale, toasted,  or  more  often,  plain; 
a  Cardinal  from  the  West, 
Red  Brand;  and  an  old  wo- 

man "flambee",  mangez  peu, 
mangez  mieux  (Eat  less  but better). 

One  of  Les  Cyniques  is 
Marc  Laurendeau,  the  son 
of  Andre,  which  seems  only 
to  qualify  him  to  do  a  re- 

markable imitation  of  his 
father's  drawl,  while  Andre 
Dubois  does  a  .  .  .  hie  . 

ONE  WEEK  ONLY  I  DEC.  13  .  18 The  Metropolitan  Opera and 
The  John  F.  Kennedy  Center  for  the  Performing  Arts present  the 

METROPOLITAN  OPERA 
NATIONAL  COMPANY 

Kosswrs  "  PUCC|N1,S CINDERELLA  MADAMA  BUTTERFLY 
BIZET'S  FLOYD'S CARMEN  SUSANNAH 

EVENINGS  8  P.M.  —  MATINEES  2  P.M. 
Tues.,  Wed   Thur.  $7.00,  $5.50,  $4.25  $3  25 Man.,  Fr,„  Sot.  $8.00,  $7.00,  $5.50  $4  25 Matinees:  Wed.  &  Sot.  $6.00,  $4.50,  $3.50,  $2.75 
BOX  OFFICE  OPEN  1 1  A.M.  -  9  P.M. 

McMASTER  UNIVERSITY 

GRADUATE  TEACHING  FELLOWSHIPS 

Engineering,  Metillurgico  'EngTneer  no  Ph  |™ph M""-™"! 

Physics,  Chemistry  E'ectrilorEna.n^^'t    ̂ '^1  E"Sm«""3.  Chemical 
The  Fellowships  varv   in  vnl.m  hi.*  ;  _n 

adequate  support  (or  o  fal  „el X  studV  , eoses  !he  st.pends  pro.ide subseguent  years     Holders  of  riSrSS?'"  U°f'  '"""<"■  ore  renewable  tor filth  of  their',?™  to  iSroctionaf'Ss"  ""'            ""I™'™"*  one. 

fhe  U^i^„°rdisTaVpoSe      °"iS'  »h°  -'  <«"«"  - 

blante,  coquette,  et  sexy  .  .  ." 
Someone  is  reputed  to 

have  said  that  when  a  nation 
begins  to  laugh  at  itself, 
then  it  must  be  maturing. 

Les  Cyniques,  a  group  of  ir- 
reverent University  of  Mon- treal students  have  taken 

command  of  the  Quebec 
nightclub  circuit  with  a  se- ries of  satirical  routines 
such  as  the  one  jabbing  at 
the  "eternal  emcee"  quoted 
above.  Their  skits  are  shock- 

ingly free  in  a  province 
where  only  a  few  years  ago, 
to  say  a  word  against  the 
church  or  the  government 
was  tantamount  to  self-ex-' communication. 

And,  of  course,  a  record 
has  appeared,  Les  ( Abomi- 
nables)  Cyniques  En  Specta- 

cle, including  several  of 
their  spiciest  routines.  The 
one  nearest  to  our  hearts 
must  be  the  inevitable 
priest-counsellor  on  radio 
receiving  phone  calls  from troubled  souls          on  birth 
control! 

LES  CYNIQUES 

has  to  take  his  problem  in 
hand!  (C'est  toujours  moi 
qui  est  obligee  a  prendre 
son  affaire  en  main). 
Priest:  But  returning  to 

our  topic,  should  we,  in 
your  opinion,  put  contracep- tives at  the  disposal  of  the 
young? 
Woman:  I  think  we  should 

take  all  these  young  men  and castrate  them. 
Priest:  Hello,  hello,  don't cut  me  off... 

Prior  to  Father  Marcotte's 
appearance,  the  languishing 
tones  of  the  DuMaurier  ci- 

garette ad  had  been  heard, 
with  the  introduction,  "La 
Chanson  d'Archevece",  and the  crooner  belted  out, 
"Cardinal  Leger,  1'archeve- 
que  du  bon  gout"  ( Cardinal' Leger,  the  archbishop  of 
good  taste). 
Another  spoof  attacks  the 

movie  industry's  tendency to  write  sensational  titles 
for  banal  shows.  'See,  "Dra- 
cula  and  the  Vampire",  a firm  on  (he  Red  Cross  and 

biting  imitation  of  .  .  ,  hie 
.  .  .  Jean  Lesage. 

The  French  have  a  passion 
for  puns  which  we,  unfor- 

tunately, do  not  share.  A  few 
samples  will  illustrate:  On 
the  cannibal's  menu  is  "con 
fiture  aux  freres"  (fraises  — 
strawberries)  and  "une  de- 
mie-douzaine  de  jdsuitres" 
(huitres  —  oysters)  and  "si- 
rop  d'arabes"  (arable  —  ma- ple). The  boss  fireman  in another  skit  determines  to 
"faire  une  reforme  sur  une 
grande  echelle  (scale  —  lad- 
der). 

Among  the  supporters  of 
Les  Cyniques  is  playwright 
Marcel  Dube,  who  confesses 
himself  "un  admirateur  im- 

penitent", delighted  by  the emergence  of  a  group  which 
attacks  so  honestly  and 
squarely  the  religious,  pol- 

itical, and  social  foibles  of 
the  province.  Moi  aussi! 
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THE  HART  HOUSE  ORCHESTRA  and 
UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  CHORUS 

VIVALDI  -  GLORIA 

VAUGHAN- WILLIAMS - 

FANTASIA 

on  CHRISTMAS  CAROLS 

BACH  -  MAGNIFICAT 

CONDUCTOR:  LLOYD  BRADSHAW 

Great  Hall,  Hart  House 

Sunday,  December  12,  8:30  p.m. 

Students  $1.25    -    Others  $2.50 

OPEN  24  HOURS 

COLONNADE 
RESTAURANT 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST  924-8884 



DISCOTHEQUE 
Continental  Atmosphere 
DANCE  TILL  3  A.M. 
OPEN  WED.  TO 

SUNDAY 
109  Bloar  SI.  -  924-0250  , 

Remodelling  &  Alterations 
—  A  Specialty  — 

STUDENTS'  ELITE 
Cleaners  &  tailors 

654  Spadino  Ave. 
WA.  2-4361 

10%  DISCOUNT 
ON  PRESENTATION 
of  NFCUS  cards 

Graduation — What  Then? 

The  Canadian  Association  of 
Occupational  Therapists  offers 
on  occelerated  course  in  Occu- 

pational Therapy  to  candidates 
of  advanced  educational  stand- 

ing. For  full  information,  in- 
:luding  bursaries  — 
Enquire: 
Miss  Muriel  F.  Driver,  O.T.Reg., 
Director, 
School  of  Occupational  Therapy, 
166  University  Ave., 
Kingston,  Ontario 

R.  J.  BESSEY 
JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 
AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

1 3 1  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

HAS 

NEXT  WEEK 

SEVEN  DAYS 

in  which  you  can 
purchase  your  tickets 

for  the 

Hart  House 

Hew  Year's 
Eve  Ball 

available  at  Hall  Porter's 
Desk,  Hart  House. 

$12.00  per  couple 

art Jeremy  adamson 

OP  ART -SUBJECTIVITY  IN  MOT
ION 

One  of  the  most  recent 
art  forms  to  have  been  de- 

veloped in  North  America 
today  is  Optical  Art— Op  for 
short.  It  is  a  phenomenon 
which  is  particularly  a  pro- 
pos  to  our  contemporary 
manner  of  investigation  — 
mechanical,  empirical  and 
wholly  clinical. 

The  term  "Optical"  or  "Re- tinal" must  be  accepted  only 
nominally  as  it  denotes 
something  purely  psycholo- 

gical —  something  that  takes 
place  and  ends  entirely  be- hind the  retina.  Some  of 
the  effects  caused  by  Op  art 
do  happen  behind  the  re- 

tina —  the  sporadic  after- 
images, and  blurred  and 

blind  spots.  However  there 
an  inherent  esthetic  which 

justifies  its  existence  as  an 
art  form. 

In  Optical  art  asymmetry 
is  the  exception  rather  than 
the  rule,  as  it  was  for  Mon- 
drian  and  the  de  Stijl  move- 

dynamic  movement  that 
electrifies  the  surface.  Lines 
jump  and  swim,  blending 
and  bleeding  into  one  an- 

other to  produce  retinal 
after-images  and  blurs. 

This  movement  does  not 
exist  in  the  painting  per  se 
but  subjectively  on  the  part 
of  the  viewer.  The  discrep- 

ancy between  psychic  and 
physical  facts  is  the  basis 
of  Op  art.  The  carefully 
controlled  static  images  are 
capable  of  eliciting  subjec- 

tive responses  —  the  optical, 
or  "virtual"  movement which  exists  in  tension  with 
the  factual  immobility  of 
the  composition. 
The  stylistic  range  of 

work  which  falls  under  the 
heading  of  Optical  art  is wide.  On  one  hand  we  have 
the  color  imagists  such  as 
Noland,  Newman  and  Roth- 
ko  who  are  anliprogramatic 
in  their  choice  of  subjective 
color,  and  on  the  other  the 

ment.  The  asymmetrical  dia- 
logues have  been  silenced 

by  an  overwhelming  static 
symmetry.  Strong  central 
placement  or  an  almost  ab- 

ject uniformity  bearing  a 
striking  family  resemblance 
lo  mechanical  patterns  or 
scientific  diagrams  is  at  the 
basis  of  this  symmetry. 
The  exaggerated  symmet- ry of  the  composition  often 

results  in  a  tyranny — a  tec- tonic stranglehold  which 
allows  no  leniency  in  its 
overbearing  staticness.  This 
is  the  necessary  condition 
for  Op  art  to  pursue  its 
psychological  possibilities. 
When  we  look  at  Bridget 

Riley's  "Current",  for  ex- ample, we  are  struck  by  the 

Examples  of  op  art  shown  here  ore  as  follows:  top  left: 
CINEMATIC  PAINTING,  Ludwig,  1964;  bottom  left:  CUR- 

RENT, Riley,  1964;  top  right:  A-101,  Tadasky,  1964; 
centre  right:  KINETIC  STRUCTURE  5-63,  Wilding,  1963; 
bottom  right:  NUMBER  33,  Louis,  1962. 

"mechanical  patternists", 
Riley  and  Ludwig  who  deal 
only  in  black  and  white,  re- 

lying on  subjective  psycho- 
logical effects. Between  these  two  we 

have  Ad  Reinhardt's  "invis- 
ible" paintings  that  are  at 

first  glance  homogeneous  in 
color  but  on  accustoming 
the  eyes  reveal  subtleties  in 
value,  the  "color  theorists" such  as  Louis,  Poons  and 
Anuszkiewicz  who  deal  with 
the  possibilities  of  color 
combinations  —  whether  ag- 

gressive confrontations  or 
neutralization  of  opposites 
in  Hard  Edge,  pointiliste  or 
translucent  "expressionist" techniques. 

Op  art  arrests  the  eye  like a  billboard  with  bold  color 
images  or  striking  patterns 
but  goes  on  to  retain  in- 

terest through  line  interac- 
tion, sensations  of  advance- ment or  recession,  lateral 

movement  and  spatial  radi- 
ation. 

The  ultimate  question  con- 
cerning the  future  of  this 

art  form  revolves  around 
the  ability  of  these  works, 
which  refer  to  nothing  out- 

side of  themselves,  to  re- 
place with  psychic  effective- ness the  content  which  has 

been  abandoned. 
The  fact  that  they  are 

basically  limited  —  to  de- 
sign possibilities  which  will elicit  subjective  responses 

and  lo  permutations  and combinations  of  these  de- 
signs as  well  as  color  exer- cises is  against  any  long 

term  existence  on  a  valid 
level.  Now  that  the  novelty 
has  worn  thin,  the  public,  t 
feel,  will  not  continue  to  buy 
the  same  volume  and  the 
artist  will  have  to  turn  to  a 
direction  which  offers  a 
wider  or  novel  experience. 10  review 



BKKS^PRE^S 

By  Members  of  the  Staff  of  the 
UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  PRESS 

r     AN  EDITORIAL  CAREER in  the  spring  of  the s  «»  uk  year,  the  editorial 
department  of  the  Press  is  usually  visited  by a  number  of  students  in  their  graduating  or M  A    year.  Despite  the  current  harassments 
sen ,w  thSfyl  they  Can  have  c°nfidence  as i™      *hat  th?v  "ally  will  emerge  in  a  few 
fnrf^  ?™  the  '0ng  years  of  examinations, and  the  choice  of  a  career  becomes  a  happy 
nr o'in^SyT^gS,Cy  rather  than  a  far-distant prospect.  The  Editorial  Department  is  always 
fndeneddt0  5*  *°  studer*  whether  they  coll independently  or  are  advised  to  consult  us by  their  professors.  The  number  of  new  open- ings we  have  in  this  department  in  any  one year  is  small,  of  course,  but  we  are  some- times able  to  refer  those  who  inquire  to  other departments  m  the  Press,  or  to  other  pub- lishers. We  find  also  that  many  who  come  in knowing  little  about  publishing  are  glad  to have  some  general  information  about  its  var- ious activities  and  about  the  qualities  it  asks of  the  people  it  employs.  It  is  always  best  for an  inquirer  to  send  first  a  letter  which  pro- vides a  short  account  of  his  or  her  education and  any  previous  employment  and  tells  some- 
1*nfMai>0^0tner  interests  and  activities. ACADEMIC  REQUIREMENTS In  the  Editorial  Department  of  this  Press which  is  engaged  largely  with  specialized works,  we  are  usually  interested  in  applicants with  an  honours  degree  and  preferably  with some  graduate  work.  They  may  have  studied at  any  university  and  their  course  may  have been  literature  or  history  or  philosophy  or languages  or  the  social  or  physical  sciences: all  of  these  provide  a  background  and  expe- rience for  editorial  work  to  which  the  neces- 

S*U  ira;nmg  ijl  Pushing  procedures  can  be added  A  fluency  in  reading,  if  not  speaking 
nTiwmpT,™llditional  qualification. OUTSIDE  INTERESTS  TOO A  suitable  academic  degree  is  not  how- 

e!T'  \,?"Iy  requirement  we,  and  indeed other  publishers,  have.  Any  publisher  needs on  his  editorial  staff  people  who  are  alert curious,  receptive  to  what  is  happening  in the  world  by  way  of  events  and  ideas  and discussion.  Editors  who  observe  with  enthu- siasm what  is  current  in  books,  periodicals CBC  programmes,  newspapers,  and  records acquire  unawares  a  great  deal  of  information which  may  be  useful  later  in  the  prepara- tion of  manuscripts.  Just  as  important  the habit  of  curiosity  and  of  analysis  will  en- 

courage them  to  respond  to  manuscripts  thev vviU  encounter  in  their  work  as  potential  con- 
tributions to  the  life  of  ideas,  and  the  editor" share  will  come  to  be  felt  as  assistance  in  help! 

effective"^0  make;heir  contributions  mofe i    fi  I"  S0unds  verv  serious,  and  we should  hasten  to  say  that  editorial  offices  are not  usually  all  that  solemn  and  missionary  rn tone;  a  sense  of  humour  is  a  strong  support in  assisting  editors  with  the  variety  of  sub- 
SS  Zli  Personalities  they  are  likely  to  meet and  authors  seem  to  find  that  it  makes  for  a friendly  atmosphere.  Finally  we  should  men- tion neatness:  of  handwriting,  of  typewrit- ing, of  thinking.  A  sense  of  organization  is an  invaluable  asset  —  whether  it  is  applied 
2tapPar^rapJh'  3  Chapter'  a  bibliography,  a set  of  sub-headings,  or  the  establishing  of  the routine  of  one's  daily  work. 

What  expectations  of  editorial  work  might a  candidate  have  on  his  side?  It  is  only  fair that  he  or  she  come  to  understand  early  that it  is  an  activity  where  aptitude  must  be  en- couraged and  directed  by  training.  Only  a sentence  is  required  to  say,  "An  editor's  pri- 
S  fr«P°nsVblh.ty  is  to  prepare  for  public- ation the  books  issued  under  the  imprint  of his  firm,  but  much  experience  must  be  ac- quired before  that  responsibility  can  be  exer- ased  independently  and  successfully  A  be°in- nmg  editor  will,  however,  find  the  training period  (which  may  last  a  year)  challenging ir  it  is  taken  as  an  opportunity  to  learn  some- thing about  the  complexities  of  type  and  took production,  the  back  list  of  his  firm,  its  ways of  promoting  books,  in  addition  to  the  proce- dures of  his  own  department  with  bibliogrl 

aSotatW  -n  "dt  f°0tn0teS'  capitalization  fnd 
quotations,  illustrations  and  their  captions preliminary  pages  and  indexes.  pa»e  proofs and  author's  alterations,  reprints  andfevfsions This  sampling  of  activity  will  suggest  whv 

areSa  £h  Z™*  '2  a"  editorial  department 
are  asked  to  consider  their  employment  as a  serious  investment  of  their  own  and  their employer's  time  and  effort,  to  be  given  a and  pafent  trial  by  both.  There  is  1  good  deal to  learn  obviously.  But  the  learning  can  be a  stimulating  process,  and  the  editor  who responds  to  it  fully  will  soon  find  interest and  even  excitement  in -becoming  involved  as an  important  partner  in  the  whole  operation of  Ins  firm  To  the  accomplishments  of  his colleagr.es  from  which  in  his  first  years  he can  take  assurance  and  in  which  he  will  al ways  want  to  take  pride,  he  can  add  the  sat 

!oSni°Sf  ofu h.is  own  participation  in  deve- 
loping the  publishing  programme  of  his  house 

or  technique  „ ?h *  Special  consideration 

or  recnmque  or  have  a  spec  al  importance The  editor  will  be  working  closely  with  n 
variety  of  authors  -  reading8  ,31'^ LOuraging,  proposing  _  always  with  the  aim 

!Z  m?{°  understand  what  the  individual 
author  wishes  to  communicate  to  his  readers 

stmrHv  P  h'm  by  t**™  questions  and  con- 
structive suggestions  to  make  that  commu- nication most  complete.  Here  is  one  of  the  re wards  of  editing:  catching  an  author's  theme 

and  watchmg  it  take  trim  shape  final  v  in™  - fective  printed  words. 

THE  SATISFACTIONS 
OF  EDITING 

Senior  editors  will  also  usually  have  a share  m  evaluating  manuscripts  which  are submitted  to  their  firm  as  candidates  for  pub- lication. Copy  editing  they  will  find  to  have been  an  excellent  preparation  for  this  evalua- tion: it  has  shown  how  books  are  in  prac'ice put  together  and  an  editor  is  therefore  better able  to  judge  what  strengths  or  weaknesses m  presentation  a  new  manuscript  may  have In  a  university  press,  most  manuscripts  are also  sent  for  evaluation  to  outside  academic readers  with  a  special  knowledge  in  relevant fields  of  study,  and  on  their  reports  about value,  accuracy,  and  originality  of  content  a great  deal  depends.  A  manuscript  they  ap- prove for  content  or  intention  may  still,  how- ever, have  shortcomings  in  method,  and  the house  editor  will  often  be  able  to  see  in  il the  book  it  can  be  made  to  becore  and  will strive  to  find  sympathetic  ways  of  nelping  the author  to  discover  how  this  can  hi>  achieved An  editorial  department  is  a  buljy.  purpose- tnl  place.  It  can  be  tense  with  deadlines  for proofs,    tight-lipped   in    struggling   with  an index,  nervous  with  the  search  for  the  word or  phrase  that  will  fit.  It  can  also  be  r-laxed in  enjoyment  of  a  good  paragraph,  sallied at  the  orderliness  of  a  well-arranged  biblio- graphy or  table,  cheered  by  a  provocative  idea well  put,  amused  and  intrigued  by  exchanees 
with  authors.  Glamorous  cocktail  parties  "to launch  books  are  not  our  weekly  fare-  not all  our  manuscripts  are  scintillating  best-sel- lers;  some  authors  require  more  cheering trom  us  than  we  had  been  prepared  for  But those  of  us  who  are  editors  nevertheless  find a  full  measure  of  colour  and  humour  ;md satisfaction  in  what  we  are  doing  and  would not  really  want  to  change  our  role. 

This  has  been  a  brief  survey  indeed,  really only  an  introduction  of  a  topic.  If  any  readei would  like  to  pursue  it  further,  we  suggest a  paperback.  Editors  on  Editing  (Grosset  & Dunlap).  F  G  H 

WHAT'S  NEW  IN  PAPERBACK By  BEVERLEY  PETERSON 
The  Awakening;  Kate  Cho- 

pin;  Capricorn;  $1.75. 
A  late  19th  century  Ameri- 

can novel  which  shocked 
the  contemporary  public. 
Brecht:  A  Choice  of  Evils; 
Martin  Esslin;  Mercury  $4.50 
A  brilliant  critical  study 

of  the  man,  his  work  and  his 
opinions. 
The  Castles  and  the  Crown; 
Townsend  Miller;  Capricorn; 
$2.25 
A  biography  of  the  mo- 

narchs  who  shaped  Spain's destiny  in  the  15th  and  16th centuries. 
Classes  in  Modem  Society; 
T.  B.  Bottomore;  Allen  & 
Unwin;  $2.10 
A  brief  and  clear  intro- 

duction to  the  theory  of  so- cial classes. 
Color  of  Darkness  and  Child- ren is  All;  James  Purdy; 
Avon;  $1.25 

The  best  of  Purdy 's  short- er fiction  including  his  fa- mous novella, 
I  .    i  i  I  I  I  1 ream  Pa- 

lace. 
Consider  Her  Ways  and  Oth- 

ers; John  Wyndham;  Pen- 
guin; 85c. Six  short  stories  by  the 

author  of  The  Day  of  the Triffids. 
The  Films  of  Alfred  Hitch- 

cock; George  Perry;  Dutton; 
11.95. A  handbook  and  guide  to four  decades  of  film  and  one 
of  the  great  originals  of  the cinema. 
Germany  Between  East  and 
West;  Frederick  H.  Hart- 
mann;  Prentice-Hall,  82.25 
A  discussion  of  the  reuni- 

fication problem. 
Greta  Garbo;  Raymond  Dur- gnat  &  John  Kobal;  Dutton; 
$1.95. 
A  pictorial  survey  of  one 

of  the  screen's  immortals. Left-Handed  Library;  John Arden;  Methuen  $1.65. 
A  play  about   the  Magna Carta  by  the  author  of  Ser- 

jeant Musgrave's  Dance. 
Life  in  the  Middle  Ages;  Ge- 
nevieve  d'  Haucourt;  Walk- 

er; $2.25. 
A  description  of  medieval social  life  covering  such subjects  as  housing,  food, 

birth,  education,  marriage. 
On  the  Enjoyment  of  Mod- 

ern Art;  Jei-rold  Morris;  Mc- Clelland &  Stewart;  $2.50. 
This  Toronto  gallery  own- 
er provides  the  layman  with 

a  guide  to  the  appreciation 
of  contemporary  art;  32  il- 
lustrations,  many  in  colour. 
The  Paris  Commune  of  1871; 
Frank  JelUnek;  Grosset; 
83.25. Known  as  the  most  autho- 
ratative  account  in  English, 
this  detailed  study  revives 
the  facts  of  this  bloody  and 
crucial  moment  in  European history. 

The  Russian  Revolution; 
William  Henry  Chamberlui; 
2  vols.;  Grosset;  $3.45  each. 
A  panoramic  history 

which  covers  the  years  bet- ween the  fall  ot  the  C/.u 
and  the  end  of  the  Civil War. 

The  Secret  Places;  David 
Holbrook;  Methuen;  $2.75. 
Essay  on  imaginative 

work  in  English  teaching 
and  on  the  culture  of  the child. 

Seurat;  John  Russell;  Prae- 

ger;  $4.75. A  richly  illustrated  study 
of  the  late  19th  century  ar- tist. 
Storyboard;  John  Bowen; 
Penguin;  95c. 
A  numerous  expose  of  the 

advertising  world. 
Three    Jacobean  Tragedies; 
Penguin;  $1.25. 

Contains  Tourneur's  The 
Revenger's  Tragedy,  Webs- 

ter's The  White  Devil,  and 
Middleton's  The  Changeling. 
Under  Fire;  Henri  Barbus- se;  Everyman;  $2.20. 
A  novel  of  the  Great  War 

which  won  the  Prix  Cou- court. 

What  Keynes  Means;  Anatol 
Murad;  College  &  University Press;  $2.35. 

An  explanation  of  the  im- 
portance of  Keynes  in  the development  of  economics 

and  the  significance  of  his contributions. 

BOND  (vontfinned) 

007s  apparently  don't  like il  next  to  their  skin. 
As  far  as  exercise  is  con- 

cerned, a  si ric t  regime  of 
early  morning  exercises  is 
oullined  in  detail,  and  fol- 

lowed by  strong  admonitions 
not  to  do  the  exercises  unless 
completely  physicaJly  fit. 
Otherwise  ihe  Bond-idolizer 
is  advised  to  lock  Hie  bath- 

room door,  sil  on  the  balh- 
room  stool  reading  the  pap- 

er and  pant  loudly,  snort 
and  thump  his  feet  on  the floor. 

The  book  is  highly  recom- 
mended for  devout  Bond  ad- 

dicts, and  even  those  with 
casual  interest  in  ihe  Con- 
nery  image  but  a  sincere  de- sire to  succeed  like  007. 

review 



Conventional  poetic  agony 
By  GEORGE  PARKER 

Smoking  the  City;  Brian  Mc- 
Carthy; McClelland  &  Ste- wart; 88  pages;  $3.50 

Brian  McCarthy's  first  col- lection of  poems  is  like  a 
compressed  filmstrip  of  that 
most  exploited  of  modern 
poetic  landscapes,  the  me- 

galopolis. His  city  is  a  waste- land in  which  he  searches 
for  values,  order,  and  mean- 

ing. His  poet's  role  must 
be  that  of  the  prophetic  out- sider; his  verse  follows  in 
form  and  technique  the  man- 

nerisms popularized  by  the 
Imagists;  he  ranges  from 
Eliotian  monologue  to  cof- fee house  existentialism;  his 
candid  and  often  agonized 
tone,  while  its  sincerity  is 
unimpeachable,  is  a  familiar one. 
By  1965  you  can  tick  off all  these  conventions  as 

easy  as  you  can  list  the  con- ventions of  the  Elizabethan 
love  sonnet  or  predict  what 
will  be  in  the  next  James 
Bond  movie  Thunderball.  1 
don't  mean  that  the  conven- 

tional is  necessarily  a  bad 
thing  in  art,  especially  if  we 
remember  that  McCarthy  is 
beginning  a  poetic  career, 
but  rather  to  indicate  what 
starting  points  he  has  taken 
in  his  stand  as  socially  com- 

mitted poet  and  to  suggest 
some  personal  qualities 
which  are  developing  out  ol 
this  background. 
Almost  my  first  reaction 

to  McCarthy's  poems  is  a 
visual  one.  His  lyrics  — 
when  they  are  not  lyrics 
they  might  well  be  sections 

of  larger  works  —  are  spac- 
ed on  the  page  in  carefully 

arranged  sentences  or  phras- es. Now  this  technique  can 
easily  become  pretentious 
or  mechanical,  as  in  "Green 
Bottles",  or  it  may  work, 
as  in  "The  Window",  where 
the  physical  arrangement  of 
the  words,  the  grating  mono- 

syllables, the  images  of 
night  and  escape  all  con- 

verge to  produce  an  emotio- nal impact. 
"The  Window"  displays  a 

characteristic  technique  of 
McCarthy's,  the  use  of  a  con- 

crete situation  as  a  meta- 
phor for  an  inner  world  of 

loneliness,  fear,  madness, 
and  catastrophe.  Here  the 
poet-visionary  has  become 
the  petty  criminal  hunted 
down  and  destroyed  by  bru- 

tality and  convention  as  re- presented by  the  cop. 
for  a  second 

enormous  rays  of  light 
pin  him flat 

to  the  wall 
but  he  descends 

into  night's 
gutters crawls  until 

steel  bars 
press  his  jagged  skull 
The  cop's  eyes moisten 

as  he  draws his  gun 
the  wrecked  thing  at  his  feet 
cannot  make  himself  heard at  all 
above   the  interminable 
boring  argument 
of  the  cylindrical steel  mouth 

A  gun  —  society  in  this context  —  as  a  steel  mouth, 
the  poet  "staggering  across 
the  blazing  desert  -  of  bed"; 
the  poet  clutching  his  burn- ing skull,  or  standing  in  the 
black  sky  on  his  symbolic 
"high  lean  girder",  or  meta- 

morphosing into  a  spider  as 
he  gets  tight;  tenement houses  as  vaults;  endless 
images  of  electricity  and 
mid-century  technology:  all 
these  in  McCarthy's  poetry 
are  the  recordings  of  the  vi- sionary who  tries  to  get  at 
the  essence  of  things  by  jux- 

taposing surfaces  and  sen- sations. How  much  this  man 
ner  may  be  influenced  by 
Rimbaud  or  Pound  or  un- 

derground poetry  or  pot,  I'm unable  to  determine  .  .  . 
His  is  the  fallen  world  of 

experience,  in  which  the 
poet's  consciousness  records like  a  camera,  but  hopes  at 
the  same  time  to  develop  a 
meaning  from  the  picture, 
He  deliberates  over  the  Exi- 

stentialist problem  of  action 
in  this  world.  "What/  should 
I  do,  do  you  think? — /  strug- 

gle/ or  rave/  go  mad/  tear angels/  flaming/  out  of  my 
beard?"  Not  very  satisfacto- ry alternatives.  Even  the  act 

SCIENCE  HUMANIZED 
By  DAVID  GOAD 

The  New  Intelligent  Man's Guide  to  Science;  Isaac  Asl- 
mov;  University  of  Toronto 
Press;  $12.50. 

Isaac  Asimov  is  an  anoma- 
ly in  I  lie  intensely  specialized 

.scientific  world  of  the  mid 
twentieth  century.  Most 
scientists  gave  up  many 
years  ago  the  struggle  to 
understand  and  communi- 

cate the  whole  of  even  their 
own  little  field;  as  the  lay- man finds  science  ever  more 
complex  and  esoteric,  its 
spokesmen  grow  ever  more 
incoherent.  Today  scientists 
are  too  often  regarded  as 
high  priests  with  magical 
powers,  and  the  practical 
applications  of  their  intellec- 

tual children,  such  as  space 
exploration,  computers,  au- 

tomation, are  viewed  with 
alarm  or  fear. 
Asimov  is  well  aware  ol 

all  this,  and  has  assumed 
the  responsibility  of  trans- 

lating the  jargons  and  ar- 
gots of  the  laboratory  into 

readily  understandable  lan- 
guage. This  book  is  the  lat- 

est in  a  line  of  over  sixty. 
It  appeared  in  an  earlier 
two  volume  edition,  and 
again  demonstrates  Asimov's knowledge  and  enthusiasm 
for  all  of  science. 

If  you  have  ever  felt  that, 
somehow  man  is  being  "de- 

humanized" by  science,  this book  will  show  you  that,  on 
the  contrary,  modern  science. 

as  a  creation  of  man,  is  a 
proof  of  the  efficacy  of  his 
mind,  and  of  his  capacity  to 
reduce  suffering  and  elimi- 

nate the  boring  and  routine. 
Never  dry  or  plodding  in 

the  manner  of  a  lexigraph- 
er,  Asimov's  book  is  ency- clopaedic in  scope,  yet  all 
the  material  is  explained  and 
Integrated  into  a  narrative 
form  that  captures  the  exci- 

tement of  discovery.  Some 
of  the  subjects  covered  are: 
theories  of  the  universe,  the 
earth,  the  atmosphere;  the 
discoveries  and  uses  of  the 
chemical  elements;  nuclear 
physics  and  the  submicro- 
scopic  world  of  the  partic- 

les; quantum  theory,  the  hi- 
story of  applied  science  and 

the  machine;  molecules,  pro- 
teins, the  cell,  origin  of  life, 

viruses,  medicine,  evolution, 
the  brain  and  the  mind,  and 
computers.  The  discussion 
is  historical,  beginning  with 
early  Greek  ideas  and  going 
right  up  to  early  1965. 

Asimov's  exposition  is  al- 
ways lucid  but  not  oversim- 

plilk'd;  the  material  is  prob- 
ably within  the  grasp  of  the 

intelligent  layman  and  all 
of  it  is  on  a  consistently 
high  level.  This  book  would 
make  a  handy  reference;  it 
can  also  be  profitably  open- 

ed at  random  and  read  in 
bed.  It  can  be  especially  re- commended for  innumerate 
artsman  and  all  those  who 
profess  concern  about  the 
"two  cultures". 

of  creation    has  annoying 
ramifications,  once  the  poet 
has  rejected  Squaresville. " — think   I  couldn't  hustle 

my  sweet  ego 
any  day  of  the  week 
with  the  rest  of  the  Bards?" Should  I?  I  wonder.  Sling- shot the  bores?  Ah,  shit, 
I'm  crawling  into  the  shape 
of  a  new  hypothesis. Meanwhile  he  is  in  a 
world  disintegrating  into 
chaos,  where  images  of  alie- nation, slum  squalor,  and 
night  recur,  and  where  most 
of  the  poems  and  in  frustra- tion and  madness  at  best, 
death  and  conflagration 
more  often.  The  title  poem 
reveals  the  ambiguities  of 
his  hatred  of  and  fascination 
for  the  scene. Yea  Yea 

the  city  burns! 
I  drag  it  into  subterranean 

lungs 

like  holy 

marijuana 
McCarthy,  as  we  might  ex- 

pect from  his  surrealistic 
poems,  has  an  apocalyptic 
vision.  Very  few  of  the 
poems  present  any  other kind  of  world;  when  he  longs 
for  the  serenity  of  real  mud 
or  of  the  seashore  where 
children  play  innocently,  he 
can  only  experience  this calm  world  if  most  of  him 
"mercifully  sleeps". 

In  his  Preface  McCarthy 
tells  us  that  before  he  lost 
his  childhood  faith,  "Catho- licism gave  me  a  sense  of 
mystery  —  and  of  night- 

mare. It  left  me  with  nostal- 
gia for  that  state  of  inner 

integration  which  is  pur- 
chased by  an  absolute  be- 

lief." 

Later,  he  drank  up  mathe- 
matics and  science  — ■  "a universe  of  order  and  rea- 

son, in  contrast  to  other  asp- ects of  my  life.  Inevitably 
the  impirical-rational  tradi- tion conflicted  with  dogma- 

tic Catholicism." The  rest  of  his  short  auto- biography sugests  that  he  is 
still  living  with  the  anxieties 
set  up  by  the  conflict.  Hence 
his  poetry  is  as  much  a  re- flection of  his  problems  as 
they  are  a  set  of  cliches. I  think  his  own  talents 
will  develop  with  his  parti- cular use  of  technological 
images  and  his  kind  of  apo- calyptic vision.  In  his  first 
book  he  appears  to  be  a  re- 

ligious poet  desperately 
staving  of  madness  and  dis- order without  the  aid  of  any 
religious  or  philosophical 
guides.  His  apocalypse 
brings  not  light  but  black- ness. So  he  continues  to 
photograph  and  to  inhale  the horrifying  nightmare;  his manner  is  his  protest. 

Witchcraft  a  phallic  religion 

By  DONNA  MASON 
Witchcraft;  by  Pennethorne 
Hughes;  Pelican;  236  pp; 

$1.25. Unfortunately  for  those 
who  like  their  witchcraft 
literature  sprinkled  with  li- beral doses  of  blood,  sex, 

The  conventional  witch. 

and  perversities,  the  delight- fully named  Mr.  Hughes  is 
one  of  the  new  breed  of 
witch-writers.  He  sees  me- 

dieval witchcraft  as  a  debas- 
ed version  of  the  old  phallic 

religions,  driven  under- ground by  the  spread  of 
Christianity,  and  his  outlook 
on  the  subject  is  that  of  the 
anthropologist  rather  than' the  sensation-seeker. 

This  book  traces  witch- 
craft from  its  beginnings  in 

ancient  religion  through  its 
high  point  in  the  middle 
ages  to  its  final  decline  and 
closes  with  a  brief  discus- 

sion of  debased  modern  sur- 
vivals. "The  story  of  witch- 
craft," Mr.  Hughes  tells  us, 

"is  that  of  pleasant  belief 
in  a  decadent  form  of  the 
first  philosophical  and  ma- 

gical considerations  of  man- 
kind." And  it  is  just  this 

story  which  he  proceeds  to" 

present. 
This  is,  as  Mr.  Hughes  is 

careful  to  point  out,  a  hi- storian's book,  and  his  style 
is  that  of  the  better  type  of 
historian  —  clear,  precise, 
and  generally  interesting.  He 
connects  many  varied  forms 
of  folk-belief,  notably  the 
Arthur  and  Robin  Hood  le- 

gends, with  the  cult  itself, and  gives  a  very  detailed idea  of  the  links  between 
these'  concepts. 
The  discussion  of  folk- 

ways is  the  most  successful 
part  of  the  book,  for  Mr. 
Hughes,  perhaps  out  of  a  de- sire to  avoid  being  Jinked 
with  the  Montague  Summers 
school  of  literary  blood  and 
gore,  tends  to  skim  over trial-reports.  As  a  result,  we 
do  not  receive  a  full  picture 
of  the  persecution  that  fin- 

ally destroyed  the  cult.  This is  an  unfortunate  lack  in  an 
otherwise  detailed  and  com- 

prehensive study. 

A  course  in  con 

By  BOB  AARON 
The  Book  of  Bond,  or  Every 
Man  His  007;  Lt.-Col.  William 
Tanner;  Jonathan  Cape  (Lon- don 1965);  $3.00. 

The  Book  of  Bond  is  for 
those  ardent  admirers  of  the 
Ian  Fleming  hero  who  wish 
to  emulate  Bond  in  every 
way  possible.  The  book  is 
a  pseudo-scholary  (complete with  detailed  references  to 
the  Bond  novels)  and  hilari- ous compilation  of  all  the 
007  habits,  manners  and 
traits. 
Here  are  instructions  on 

how  to  be  as  glamorous  as 
Bond,  without,  as  the  auth- 

or says,  "having  to  be  kick- ed in  the  shins  with  poision 
ed  shoes  or  nibbled  by 

sharks." 
Bond's      favorite  food, 

drinks,  cars,  smokes  and 
clothes  are  humorously  list- ed for  his  admirers.  The 
most  interesting  chapters 
deal  with  James  Bond's  type of  girl,  and  the  typical 
James  Bond  small  talk. 
Try  this  one  in  the  UC refectory. 
"When  you're  frightened, 

you  know,  your  hair  really does  stand  on  end.  Mine  did, 
anyway,  when  somebody 
put  a  poisonous  centipede 

in  my  bed." 
The  author  advises  the 

reader  to  "Lead  into  this  via 'It's  funny  how  true  these 
old  cliches  are.'  In  your  en- 

vironment you  shouldn't have  to  wait  long  for  one 

to  turn  up." Or  how  about  this  pseudo- Bondism: 

"  'What  you  need  is  a 

course  of  T.L.C.' " "  'Sorry,  of  what?'  " "  'Sorry,  of  Tender  Loving 

Care  treatment.'  " 
"  'When's  it  going  to 

start?' " 

"  'Now' " "Your  mouth  comes  ruth- 

lessly down  on  hers." What  kind  of  clothing 
should  007  girls  wear?  In 
bed?  According  to  chapter 
20  of  From  Russia  With 
Love,  "Quarter-inch  black velvet  ribbon  round  neck, 
black  silk  stockings.  Sheet 
pulled  up  over  face  to  start 

with." 

In  his  usual  scholary  man- 
ner, Tanner  advises  girls  to 

steer  clear  of    pure  wool. 
See  "Bond",  review  II 
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RADIO  RECOVERS -SLOWLY 
By  BOB  AARON 

The  radio  voice  of  U  of  T 
is,  with  massive  doses  of 
medication,  beginning  to 
make  a  slow  recovery.  There 
have  been  small  doses  of 
ingenuity,  several  transfu- 

sions of  new  blood  mixed 
with  frequent  injections  of 
presumably-hard  work  since 
the  U  of  T  portion  of  College 
Circuit  on  CJRT-FM  was 
last  reviewed  in  The  Varsity on  Nov.  12. 
There  is  still  the  odd 

fumble,  the  rewinding  tape 
on  air,  the  seconds  of  con- 

fused silence  and  the  muf- 
fled recordings.  But  nothing 

like  the  farces  of  early  No- vember. 

Typical  of  the  improve- 
ments is  the  news  broad- 

casting. Last  Monday's news,  for  example,  done  by 
Ken  Munro,  was  infinitely 

more  professional  than  pre- 
viously. It  sounded  less  like 

The  Varsity  being  read 
aloud,  and  far  superior  to 
the  clowns  who  attempt  the 
news  on  (shudder)  CHUM. 

The  rest  of  Monday's  pro- gram was  at  par  with  the 
best  CBC  standards. 

Brian  Moorhouse  gave  an 
excellent  in-depth  study  of 
folk-singer  Joan  Baez,  com- 

plete with  many  selections 
from  her  recorded  reper- 

toire. The  tone  was  lelaxed 
and  the  effect  was  satis- 
fying. 

Tuesday,  in  the  best  tra- 
ditions of  news  analysts, 

John  Adam  read  an  editor- 
ial comment  on  the  U  of  T 

students  who  participated 
in  American  Viet  Nam  de- 

monstrations during  the 
Thanksgiving  weekend.  The 
rest  of  the  program  was  a 

"re-run"  of  a  previously broadcast  review  of  In Praise  of  Older  Women,  and 
another  book  review  by  Ron 
Thomson.  The  latter  was 
poorly  recorded,  but  was followed  by  a  note  of  levity 
— the  bubbly  Lawrence Welk  theme. 
Wednesday  featured  an 

interview  by  Sue  Leran- 
baum  with  Gail  Dexter,  a 
promoter  of  the  upcoming 
UC  arts  festival.  This  left 
the  listener  hoping  the  fes- 

tival will  be  more  success- 
ful in  terms  of  attendance 

than  the  UC  Lit's  Current series  of  lectures. 
This  was  followed  by  a 

live  interview  (and  there 
should  be  more  of  them) 
with  David  Secter,  producer 
of  the  motion  picture  Win- 

ter Kept  Us  Warm,  which 
opened  last  night  at  the 
Royal    Ontario  Museum 

Two  scenes  from  Tri- 

nity's hit,  HOBSON'S 
CHOICE,  now  at  Hart 

House  Theatre.  For 

review,  see  REVIEW  2. 

Theatre.  This  was  technical- 
ly well  done,  and  capably handled  by  Ron  Thomson. 
Unfortunately,  X  missed 

Thursday's  program,  which was  scheduled  to  contain  a 
student  government  report 
by  George  Flak,  SAC  com- munications Commissioner. When  I  asked  if  anybody 
had  heard  Thursday's  broad- cast, the  only  replies  I  re- 

ceived were,  "Are  you  kid- 

ding?" 

The  first  half  of  Friday's program,  Last  Week  Rest  In 
Peace,  written  by  Alan  Gold 
and  Joel  Kohm,  was  juve- 

nile, poorly  produced,  and 
parts  of  it  in  poor  taste. 
It  did  have  its  bright 

spots.  The  skit  with  Marg 
and  Tony  hitch-hiking  on 
their  next  American  tour, 
though  mediocre  itself,  was 
followed,  with  beautiful  in- 

congruity, by  a  few  strains 
of  God  Save  The  Queen. 

Such  remarks  as:  "Don't touch    that    dial— it  will 

electrocute  you!"  left  the listener  with  no  doubt  that 
this  was  a  college  produc- tion. 

Just  in  case  the  listener still  didn't  know  it  was  a 
college  show,  he  could  tell immediately  by  the  parti- 

cularly smutty  crack  in  the 
Santa  Claus  skit.  Apparent- 

ly, his  latest  gift  for  im- 
potent men  is  an  "erector 

set." 

The  best  line  of  the  skit 
was  Santa's  gift  to  Rhode- sia's prime  minister  Ian 
Smith— a  "white  Christ- 

mas." 

Betty  Trott's  two  sports broadcasts  were  very  well 
done,  especially  the  Friday 
interview  with  the  three 
hockey-pigskin  heroes.  But 
her  questions  sounded  stil- ted— they  were  probably read. 

U  of  T  radio  now  is  off 
the  air  for  the  holidays  and term  tests,  but  will  return in  January. 

Says  North  American  urbanization 

is  destroying  our  natural  resources 
By  JILL  EISEN 

Urbanization  in  North  America  is  gradually  destroying our  natural  resources,  D.  J.  Vance,  Superintendent  of  the Ontario  Department  of  Lands  and  Forests  said  Wednes day. 

Mr.  Vance  told  a  meeting  at  the  Graduate  Students Union  that  this  loss  is  felt  most  strongly  in  the  areas  of fresh  water  and  productive  agricultural  land. 
The  enormous  amount  of  water  used  in  cities  causes 

water  shortages  and  also  pollutes  existing  supplies,  he  said. 
As  a  result,  water  will  have  to  be  piped  into  cities from  long  distances,  and  more  money  will  have  to  be  spent on  pollution  control.  Eventually,  he  said,  water  will  be- come an  expensive  commodity. 
Urbanization  is  going  on  very  rapidly  in  Canada,  he 

said.  By  1980  it  is  estimated  that  our  population  will  be about  30  million  people,  and  most  of  them  will  live  in 
cities.  Moreover,  he  pointed  out,  cities  tend  to  locate  on 
prime  agricultural  land  .Southern  Ontario  and  the  Niagara Peninsula  are  expected  to  be  eaten  up  by  a  huge  urban sprawl.  Recreational  areas  will  also  be  lost,  he  said. 

Unless  this  development  is  slowed  down,  "bare  ground 
to  walk  on  might  well  become  a  scarce  commodity,"  he warned. 

Intensive  land-use  planning  as  well  as  a  different  out- 
look to  land  use  is  required  if  we  are  to  remedy  the  situa- 
tion, Mr.  Vance  said.  "When  we  see  the  land  as  part  of the  community  to  which  we  belong,  we  might  begin  to  use 

it  with  love  and  respect." 

CHRISTIANS  SHOULD  BECOME  POLITICAL  -  BREWIN By  DOROTHY  MclNTOSH 
Andrew  Brewin,  NDP 

member  of  Parliament  for 
Greenwod,  told  the  Canter- 

bury Club  yesterday  that 
Christians  should  involve 
themselves  in  political  action 
if  their  Christianity  is  to 
have  meaning  in  the  modern world. 

"In  our  era,  the  road  to 
holiness  passes  through  the 
world  of  action,"  he  said, 
quoting  from  Markings 
written  by  the  late  United 
Nations  Secretary  -  General, 
Dag  Hammarskjold. 

"Christian  leaders  do  not 
indicate  a  blueprint  for  ac- 

tion," they  do  not  specify  a 
party  to  join,  but  they  do 
emrphasize  the  necessity  to 
serve,  Mr.  Brewin  said. 

Demonstrations  are  not 
enough,"  valid  though  they 
may  be.  To  contribute,  he 
said,  an  individual  should 
understand  and  involve  him- 
elf  in  political  action.  The 

Christian  aims  to  "cliothe  the 
naked  and  feed  the  hungry" 
may  be  accomplished 
through  political  action  to- 
day. 

Mr.  Brewin  said  the  role 
of  the  politician  is  [hat  of  a 
legislator  and  a  critic  "you need  the  gumption  not  only 

to  investigate  but  also  to 
stand  up  and  make  a  fuss" if  something  is  wrong. 
A  politician  is  also  a  party 

representative,  a  public  re- 

lations man,  a  researcher 
and  a  community  organizer. 
As  a  social  service  agency  he 
must  be  responsible  to  the 
problems  of  his  constituents. 

UC  students  plan  anti-calendar 
A  group  of  University  Col- lege students  are  planning 

an  anti-calendar.  The  hope 
that  it  may  result  in  the 
improvement  of  lecture 
style  and  course  content. 
They  are  looking  for  ho- nest assessments  of  content 

and  style  of  lectures,  the 
weight  of  courses  and  their interest  as  well  as  clues  and 
tips  for  students  taking them. 

Letters  have  been  sent  to 
selected  students  requesting 
help. 

The  anti-calendar  is  to 
contain  faculties  and  col- 

leges, departments,  libraries, 
bookstores  and  the  univer- 

sity administration  will  also 
be  welcome. 
The  letter,  mailed  from 

Sir  Daniel  Wilson  Residen- 
ce, assures  students  that 

their  comments  will  remain 

anonymous  and  urges  them 
to  "be  fair  and  do  not  shy 
away  from  honest  assess- 

ments." 

The  letter  also  tells  stu- 
dents "to  comment  on  the 

professors  and  courses  you 
have  had  (no  second  hand 
information,  please)." 

SMC,  SPS  TO  DEBATE 
Two  engineering  students will  debate  with  two  St. 

Michaels  College  students 
Monday  on  the  topic,  Re- solved that  Birth  Control  is Morally  Wrong. 

The  engineers  will  take 
the  affirmative,  the  St. 
Mikes  students  the  negative. 

The  debate,  sponsored  by 
the  Engineering  Society, 
takes  place  in  Rm.  102  of the  Electrical  Building  at 
1  p.m. 
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Needham  says: 

You  can't  trust  the  newspaper By  LYN  OWEN 

Newspapers  can't  be  trust- 
ed to  print  correct  or  ob- jective news  consistently, 

according  to  Richard  Need- 
ham,  Globe  and  Mail  colum- nist. 

He  was  agreeing  with,  his 
fellow  panelist,  ex-journalist 
Peter  Churchill,  at  a  public 
forum  at  the  Bohemian 
Embassy  on  The  Morality 
of  the  Press  Tuesday  night. 

The  press  has  often  been 

CLASSIFIED 
EXPERT  TYPING  (electric  machine}: 
essays,  reports,  term  papers,  theses, Post  service.  Reosonoblo.  Irene  Kenyon, 146  Bernard  Ave.,  923-4011. 
MORE  SUBJECTS  required  (or  perceptuol research.  Right  handed,  normal  vision 
and  hearing.  Paid  by  hour.  Call  365- 5198,  365-5162. 
TYPING  of  Iheses,  cssoys. 
area,  445-2074. 

charged  with  distorting  or 
sensationalizing  the  facts. 

Cfciurchill  described  read- 
ing of  a  newspaper  now  as an  "art".  He  said  that  the 

amount  of  material  papers 
must  handle  has  grown  so 
great  that  "they  must  be trusted  almost  intuitively. 
All  a  paper  can  do  is  give 
clues."  If  you  find  some- 

thing that  interested  you  to 
the  point  of  action,  Church- 

ill suggested  that  "it  is  your duty  to  find  out  the  facts 

yourself." Needham  'agreed  that news  reporting  was  like  a 
dirty  mirror  "with  one  small 
corner  rubbed  clean." 
He  insisted  that  papers  do 

as  fair  a  job  as  human  be- 
ings can  do.  "There  is  often 

an    exaggeration    or  over- 
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2|%  O/  STUDENT W  /O  DISCOUNT 
UNTIL  DECEMBER  17 

LAY-AWAYS  ACCEPTED 
WATCH  REPAIRS 

MARIOS 
SPAGHETTI 

HOUSE 
and  PIZZERIA 
662  YONGE  ST. 

2  blocks  south  of  Bloor  St. 
FREE  DELIVERY 
923  -  3222 
921  -6446 

YORK  UNIVERSITY  PLAYERS  PRESENT 

"THE  THREE  FACES  OF  COMEDY" THE  SUMMIT  CONFERENCE THE  BALD  SOPRANO 
CRAWLING  ARNOLD 

York  Campus  Theatre      Steeles  and  Keele  St. 
Friday  Dec.  10  —  Saturday  Dec.  11     8:30  p.m. 

Admission  $1.00  Reservations  487-6 1 37      6-8  p.m. 

BLOOR  STREET  UNITED  CHURCH 
Bloor  and  Huron  Streets 

You  are  invited  to  o  performance  of 
PART  1  "THE  MESSIAH" by  Hondo! 
by  the  choir  and  soloists under  the  direction  of  Frederick  C.  Silvester 

Sunday  Evening  —  December  12th  at  7.00  p.rr 

STUDENTS  NEED  PROTECTION 
Many  parents  mortgage  a  lifetime  of  savings  and 
securities  to  finance  a  college  education  for  their 
children.  In  many  cases  the  student  borrows  to  fin- 

ance himself.  This  investment  should  be  protected 
against  the  high  costs  of  sickness  and  accident.  A 
great  number  of  students  have  experienced  severe 
difficulties  in  the  past  and  thousands  of  dollars  have 
been  paid  out  in  claims  each  year. 
The  University  Health  and  Accident  Plan  is  the  only 
Student  Plan  specially  designed  for  the  student  with 
these  features. 
12  months  coverage  24  hours  a  day  anywhere  in  the 
world,  vacation  -  working  -  studying  -  or  traveling 
abroad. 
The  most  comprehensive  protection  at  the  lowest 
possible  premium. 

John  Ingle  -  Administrator 
700  Bay  Street  Toronto,  Ontario,  Canada. 

EM.  4-4114 

emphasis  of  something,  but 
an  event  only  exists  through 
the  eyes  of  people  witness- ing it — and  people  see  things 
differently." Needham  emphasized  the 
fallibility  of  the  human  fac- tor. "A  reporter  can  write 
a  fair  story  and  an  abso- lutely grotesque  thing  ap- 

pears in  the  paper."  The technical  routine  a  story 

goes  through  after-it  ieaves the  reporter's  hands,  as well  as  the  pressure  of  time 
on  the  reporter  himself,  has 
an  indelible  influence  on 
what  he  writes. 

"It's  not  a  deliberate  and 
wicked  policy  of  the  edi- 

tors," he  said.  "Nor  does 
the  philosophy  of  "don't  get 
it  right,  get  it  written"  ap- ply, at  least  in  The  Globe 
and  Mail." Churchill  charged  that 
newspapers  were  set  up  to 
take  only  a  surface  look  at 
what  is  going  on.  There  is 

in-depth  probing  towards 
the  truth  of  the  story.  On 
top  of  this,  Canadian  papers 
often  use  American  corres- 

pondents to  report  news 
the  cheap  way". "Papers  cry  for  a  national 
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identity  for  Canada,"  he said,  "but  they  are  prime 
instigators  of  exactly  the 
opposite."  American  reports in  Canadian  papers  are  full 
of  a  strong  American  out- look. The  reports  are  good 
work,  Churchill  said,  but American  reporters  are 
blinded,  under  the  coercion 
of  a  national  philosophy, 
which  Canadians  are  not. 

Churchill  argued  that  the 
whole  newspaper  had  be- 

come an  "editorial"  on  a 
certain  way  of  life.  "Even the  cartoons  pound  away  ef- fectively. The  editorial  page 
is  a  bubble,  a  confection,  a 
little  flag  to  say  'this  is  what 
we're  here  for'." 
Needham  and  Churci-ill 

agreed  that  papers  had  be- 
come big  business  organiza- 
tions, operating  on  the  bus- iness ethic,  and  had  lost 

sight  of  their  original  goals. 
Newspapers  are  forced  by 

internal  pressures  to  be  in- 
herently conservative  Chur- chill charged. 

"It's  too  easy  for  ignor- 
ance, fear  and  weakness  to 

appear  in  this  atmosphere, he  said. 

Churchill  insisted  that  pa- 
pers now  tend  to  exist  for themselves.  The  size  of  their 

organization  and  the  am- ount of  news  they  must 
cover  disengage  them  from 
any  real  contact  with  life. 

Needham  countered  that 
reporters  must  operate  at 
certain  distances  in  the  mod- 

ern comple  community.  But 
he  objected  to  the  ivory 
tower  attitudes  of  many  re- 

porters "who  don't  think there's  any  news  because  no 
meetings  are  going  on." "We  have  lost  touch  with, 

human  beings.  We  have  re- 
porters where  the  officials 

are,  but  not  where  the  real 

people  live." 

"People  enjoy  the  sexy, 

sensational  stuff  anyway," said  Needham.  The  comics, 
the  crossword  puzzle,  the 
weather  and  the  stock  mark- 

et he  felt  were  as  important 
as  anything  else  in  the 

paper. 

Needham  emphasized  that 

papers  must  keep  the  pub- lic confidence  or  they  lose 
circulation  and  ads.  "Papers are  extremely  sensitive  to 

reader  criticism." He  said  papers  were  in 
danger  of  becoming  too 

bland,  homogenized.  "I'd 
like  to  see  more  papers 
with  a  strong  and  vigorous 
bias  for  or  against  some- 

thing in  this  city,"  he  said. 
Churchill  said  the  only 

solution  he  could  see  was 
to  educate  people  on  how 
to  read  a  paper,  and  how much  to  trust  what  they 
read. 

New  College  supports  UC  birth  program 

The  New  College  Student 
Council  decided  last  night 
to  support  the  UC  educa- 

tional program  on  birth  con- 
trol. In  a  motion  proposed  by 
Tony  Orav  (III  New)  the 
council  voted  to  amend  sec- 

tion 150  (2)  (c)  of  the  Cri- minal Code  of  Canada,  and 
"realizing  the  need  for  in- 

formation on  birth  control 

on  this  campus"  agreed  to back  the  University  College 
Literary  and  Athletic  Socie- 

ty in  their  proposed  action. 
A  few  of  the  students  dis- 

agreed with  the  action, 
which  would  involve  break- 

ing the  law.  One  felt  that 
the  students  should  be  cre- 

dited with  enough  intelli- 
gence to  be  able  to  obtain information  on  birth  control 

on  their  own. 
But  the  consensus  was 

that  the  need  for  such  in- 
formation is  great  and  that 

the  program  being  under- taken by  UC  is  the  only 
means  which  would  effect 
a  change  in  our  antiquated laws. 

The  New  College  Council 
is  the  first  to  officially  sup- 

port UC's  program. 

WUS  AND  ISC  PLAN  CONFERENCE  ON  RHODESIA 
A  conference  on  Rhodesia 

and  Colonialism  will  be  held 
Jan.  7-9,  jointly  sponsored 
by  World  University  Service 
(WUS)  and  International Student  Centre  (ISC). 
Members  of  the  U  of  T 

faculty  will  lead  seminar  ses- 

SAC  seeks  plao 

to  return  lost  articles 
SAC  is  currently  looking 

into  various  means  of  return- 
ing piles  of  lost  books, 

notes,  and  other  items  to their  owners. 
Sharon  Price  (III  Phys 

Ed)  told  the  Internal  Af- fairs Commission  Iasi  week 
that  lost  articles,  many  con- 

taining the  names  and  phone 
numbers  of  the  owners,  just 
sit  in  the  superintendents' offices  of  buildings  such  as 
Sidney  Smith  and  Universi- 

ty College. 
SAC  will  attempt  to  make 

arrangements  to  have  the 
owners  contacted  when  ar- ticles are  found,  she  said. 

sions  i  n  informal  discus- sion. About  30  participants 
are  expected  to  attend  the conference,  according  t  o 
George  Biro  (III  APSC), 
chairman  of  the  U  of  T  WUS Committee. 

"The  conference  is  to  en- 
courage interest  and  awar- eness in  international  af- 

fairs," said  Biro.  We  are  co- 
sponsering  the  conference with  ISC  because  of  our 
common  interest  in  inter- 

nationalism." 

The  anual  WUS  Confe 
rence,  held  each  year  at  Ca- 
ledon  Farm,  is  open  to  all 
students  who  are  interested 
in  international  affairs.  Mr. 
Biro  commented,  "You  don't 
have  to  have  a  master's  de- gree in  political  science  to come.  Genuine  interest  is 

all  that  is  required." Application  forms  will  be available  in  the  SAC  office 
next  wek,  and  the  charge 
for  the  weekend  will  be 

$3.00. 

SUPA  sets  up  illegal  booth  at  U  of  A 
EDMONTON  (CUP)  —  The 

Student  Union  for  Peace 
Action  has  set  up  a  booth  on 
university  property  to  sell 
information  on  Vietnam  des- 

pite a  ruling  forbidding  this. 
The  University  of  Alberta 

group  was  refused  permis- sion for  the  booth  by  the 
university  provost  and  the 
dean's  council,  but  went 
ahead  Nov.  26  in  defiance  of 
the  administration. 
Earl  Dean,  a  spokesman 

for  the  group,  said  SUPA 

would  not  remove  the  booth 
if  asked  and  would  make 
every  effort  to  have  it  re-, main. 

The  booth,  which  had  pre- viously been  operating  in  the 
students'  union  building 
with  permission  of  the  stu- dents' council,  is  used  to 
sell  kits  containing  literature 
and  bumper  stickers  oppos- 

ing the  war  in  Vietnam. The  group  plans  to  locate the  booth  in  a  number  of 
campus  buildings. 



INTERfAC  ROUNDUP 

Hockey  race  tightens  up By  PHIL  BiNGLEY 

St.  Mike's  A  moved  into a  first  place  tie  with  Vic  I 
in  the  first  division  of  the 
interfaculty  hockey  league 
as  they  downed  PHE  A,  3-1. 
The  win  leaves  the  Irish 
with  two  wins,  two  ties  and 
a  loss  while  Vic  has  won 
three  games  and  dropped two. 
Mike  Kennedy,  Tim  Belli- 

veau  and  Mike  Riddell  sco- 
red for  St.  Mike"'s  while Mike  Aston  counted  the  lone 

Phys-ed  goal. 
In  group  II  action,  Fores- 

try A  whipped  U.C.  II,  4-1. 
Charles  Polk  paced  the woodchoppers  attack  as  he 
fired  three  goals.  Jim  Pass- 
more  added  the  other  goal 
for  Forestry  while  Eldon 
Bennett  counted  the  lone 
score  for  the  winless  Red- men. 

Varsity 

RUBBY  RESULTS:  Meds 
C  5,  Vic  VIII  1;  Vic  X  6,  Tri- 

nity D  0;  Eng.  IX  14,  SMC 
E  2;  Vic  XI  4,  Music  0. BASKETBALL 
In  interfaculty  basket- action,  Dents  A,  Meds  B, 

Jr.  Engineering  and  FHE  B 
all  won  close  decisions  as 
the  league  moved  into  full swing. 
Gord  Chong,  with  six 

points,  was  the  high  scorer 
in  a  well-balanced  Dentistry 
attack  as  the  toothpullers 
edged  Innis,  30-28.  Laird  El- 

liot was  the  top  shooter  in 
the  game  as  he  hooped 
eleven  points  for  Innis. 
Bob  Sinclair  flipped  in 

ten  points  to  lead  Meds  B 
to  a  34-23  win  over  St. 
Mike's  B  while  John  Brown 
potted  seven  points  as  Jr. 
Eng.  edged  Law  A,  24-22. 

In  a  high-scoring  contest, 
PHE  II  dropped  Trinity  A 

45-42  as  Jim  Martin  and 
Wolfgang  Ruck  counted 
twelve  and  ten  points  res- 

pectively to  lead  the  way. 
Bob  Maclntyre  was  the  best 
of  the  losers  with  fourteen 

points. T.A.  REED  TROPHY 
The  T.A.  Reed  trophy 

awarded  to  the  college 
or  faculty  which  has  earn- 

ed the  most  points  during 
the  year's  interfac  competi- tion. Fall  points  total DIVISION  I 

2nd    Tnn,ry    677e 
3'?    E-iajneerino    6488 
St    y/c'°'.'°   -   1843 Mn    Medicine    42s1; 6th  St  Michael's  .  till 7th    u  c   3396 DIVISION  II 

Wycliffe    7319 Dent,stry     .    7230 6767 6120 2nd 3rd  Innis 

f£    *f"ox    5656 6Ih    Pharmacy    5176 
™    Nev\   5086 8lh    Forestry    ...  41 22 
?n»k  ̂ rcni,ectu'e   : .  : ;  3740 1  Of h  Emmanuel    3382 

fencers  field  maximum  team 

for  exhibition  across  the  border By  BOB  CLARK 
University  of  Toronto  fen- 

cing Blues  face  their  tough- 
est competition  of  the  sea- 

son, Saturday,  when  they venture  across  the  border 
to  take  on  Rochester  Insti- 
tude  of  Technology,  and  an 
unexpected  entry  from  the 
University  of  Syracuse,  at Rochester. 
Rochester  has  always 

fielded  a  strong  fencing 
team,  and  have  a  nine  man 
team,  although  they  have 
sometimes  fenced  the  mi- 

nimum of  six  against  Toron- 
to. Varsity,  on  the  other 

hand,  have  always  fenced 
the  minimum  six,  against 
Rochester  but  will  have  to 
go  with  nine  this  year.  The 
new  OQAA  ruling  requires 
nine  competitors,  and  Blues 
wish  to  gain  as  much  ex- 

perience as  possible. 
Norman  Bradwell,  Joseph 

Cheung  and  Irv  Snitnian  de- 

fend in  foil,  Helmut  Mic- 
roys,  Allan  Galberg  and Mike  Jackson,  in  epee,  and 
Viadimir  Hachinski,  Mark 
Pfeiffer  and  Peter  Apse  in sabre. 
FOOTNOTES:  The  exhibi- 

tion is  the  third  for  Varsity. 
They  are  thus  far  undefeat- 

ed, winning  previously 
against  McMaster  and  Royal 
Military  College... 

This  is  the  first  time  Blues 
have  faced  Syracuse. 

Joseph  Cheung  (left)  foils  his  opponent  -n  a  match  of  foilers 

SWIMMERS  10  ROCHESTER 

Victory  predicted  for  depleted  tanksters By  PETER  McCREATH 
Varsity  swimmers  journey 

to  Rochester  Saturday  for  a 
rematch  against  University 
of  Rochester.  Last  year  To- 

ronto defeated  Rochester 
at  Hart  House  62-32. 
American  eligibility  ru'es 

have  eliminated  five  Varsi- 
ty swimmers.  Graeme  Bar- 

ber, Peter  Richardson,  Jim 
Skeaff  and  Tom  Verth  have 
all  swum  for  more  than 
three  years  at  university, 
while  newcomer  Chris  Fish- 

er (from  Union  College)  is 
also  ineligible  by  U.S.  rules. 

Blues  will  be  without  Theo 
van  Ryn  and  Mike  Chapelle, 
due  to  academic  pressures 
and  Alan  Pyle  and  Roger 

Barcant  for  health  reasons. 
At  the  Olympic  develop- 

ment meet  at  the  Univer- 
sity Settlement  last  week, 

van  Ryn  registered  the  best 
time  of  the  year  for  a  Varsi- 

ty swimmer  with  57.0  clock- 
ing in  a  100-yard  individual medlay. 

Robin  Campbell,  John 
Weekes,  Stan  Walker,  Chris 
McNaught.  Jim  Parker,  Bar- 

ry Milliken  and  Bob  Sma- 
gala  are  back  with  Blues. 
Smagala  will  swim  as  well 
as  dive  for  Blues  this  year. 

Six  newcomers  to  the  Var- 
sity team  will  make  the 

trip  as  well.  They  are  free- 
stylers  Steve  Gerring  and 
Alex  Leroy,  breaststroker 
Scott  Cowan,  butterflvman 

Lionel  Mandell,  medlayist 
Leslie  Dutrieve  and  driver Arnie  Pfieff. 
Coach  Juri  Daniels  has 

predicted  a  victory  for  To- ronto. 
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Shooters  lose  to 

Toronto  Club 

By  DON  HINCHLEY 
Toronto  Revolver  Club  de- 

feated Hart  House  Revolver 
Club  1115-1107  at  Hart  House Wednesday  night. 

Outstanding  shot  for  Hart 
House  was  a  290  out  of  300 
by  Dr.  Jules  Sobrean.  Top 
shot  for  Toronto  Revolver 
was  Harry  Hicky  with  288. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 
£E  HOCKEY  SCHEDULE  -  Week  December 

Men."  £  I'     f  s9  IZ  ~  rhQrm v- '  -  Wi,SOn  -  Pickett Fri.  Dec.  17      8  9  < -  PHE  I  -  Phorm.  _ 

Wrgley 

44 

BLUE  AND  WHITE 

SOCIETY  SKI  WEEKEND 
TO 

MOUNT  ORFORD 

Due  to  popular  demand,  $10  deposits 

can  be  made  up  until  Friday,  Dec.  17 

AT  THE  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

4444444 

things  gO 

better,i 

Coke 

Meanwhile,  back  at  the  lodge,  it's  time-out  time  for the  unmistakable  taste  of  ice-cold  Coca-Cola.  Lifts 
your  spirits,  boosts  your  energy. . . 

ONLY  3  MINUTES  FROM  SIDNEY  SMITH  HALL 

CENTRAL  DRIVING  SCHOOL 
ONTARIO  SAFETY  LEAGUE  GRADUATED  INSTRUCTORS AUTOMATIC  —  STANDARD  —  COMPACT  —  VW  CARS 

923-7201  Ae'f0°'°£ 



AFTFR  DEFEATING  CAHABIHS 

Mystery  team  at 
 Varsity 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
One  of  the  mysteries  of 

the  young  intercollegiate 
hockey  season  is  Laval 
Rouge  et  Or,  the  team  that 
meets  Blues  tonight  at  Var- sity Arena. 

J.aval  has  14  lettermen  re- 
turning from  the  squad 

which  finished  fifth  last 
season  and  seemed  destined 
to  move  up  in  the  standings 
and  possibly  challenge  for the  title. 
However,  such  has  not 

been  the  case  so  far  this 
year.  Rouge  et  Or  lost  their first  three  league  games  and 
while  two  of  the  losses  were 
to  Western  and  Toronto,  the 
top  teams  in  the  league,  the 
other  was  to  a  weak  Mc- 
Master  squad. 
To  increase  the  mystery 

even  more  Rouge  et  Or  won 
their  first  game  of  the  sea- 

son against  the  defending 
title-holders  Montreal  Cara- 
bins,  5-4  Tuesday. 
Rouge  et  Or  have  shown 

a  remarkable  lack  of  scor- 
ing punch  averaging  only 

three  goals  per  game.  Their 
lop  two  scorers  of  last  sea- 

son Reynald  Dufour  and 
Roger  Blake  have  a  com- 

bined total  of  only  two 
goals.  Dufour  has  scored both  of  them. 
On  the  other  hand,  the 

goaltending  combination  of Andre  Grenier  and  Normand Arsenault  have  allowed  an 
average  of  5.40  goals  per 

game. Blues'  coach  Tom  Watt 
believes  Rouge  et  Or  are  bet- 

ter than  the  standings  indi- cate. 
"They're  a  better  skating 

team  than  Montreal,"  he 
said,  "although  they're  not 

BOB  AWREY 
Defensive  strength 

as  good  around  the  net  as 

I  expected." So  far  this  season,  Blues 
have  placed  an  emphasis  on 
defensive  play  although  they 
averaged  five  goals  per  game 
under  difficult  conditions. 

The  mainstay  of  their  de- fensive effort  has  been  cap- 
tain Bob  Awrey.  Awrey  has- n't played  a  bad  game  yet 

and  his  hard  hitting  was  a 
big  factor  in  the  win  over Montreal. 
LEFTOVERS:  Brian  Jones 

suffered  a  large  welt  when 
Carabins'  Jacques  Ruelland 
broke  his  stick  over  his 
neck  .  .  .  Pete  Adamson 
will  be  standby  goaltender 
tonight  as  John  Wrigley  has 
a  previous  committment  .  .  . 
After  tonight.  Blues  don't play  a  league  game  until Jan.  12  against  McMaster  .  .  . 
They  have  four  exhibition 
games  during  the  holidays 
two  against  Harvard  and 
Northeastern  in  Boston  and 
two  in  the  Great  Lakes  Tour- 

nament in  Detroit  —  one 
against  Colorado  College  .  .  . 
Game  time  is  8  p.m.  .  .  . 
There  is  free  skating  after 
the  game  courtesy  of  the 
Blue  and  White  Society. 

Crucial  opener  in  Hamilton 

for  new-look  ball  team 
By  RICH  PYNE 

Toronto  Blues  open  their 
intercollegiate  bask  e  t  b  a  1 1 
season  Saturday  night  with 
a  game  at  McMaster. 
Saturday's  game  is  the first  of  two  which  Varsity 

plays  before  the  Christmas break,  and  the  importance 
of  these  games  to  Varsity's eventual  success  canot  be 
weighted  lightly. 
Blues  have  always  had 

trouble  playing  in  Mac's fieldhouse  which  affords 
about  as  much  light  as  did 
the  Hart  House  box  before 
new  chandeliers  were  erect- 

ed last  year. 
Last  season  is  case  in 

point.  On  the  road  Blues 
lost  87-75  in  a  game  marked 
by  Dave  West's  eclipse  of  the former  intercollegiate  a  1 1 
time  scoring  record  which  he 
now  holds  with  981  points, 
160  ahead  of  the  next  mark 
listed.  But  a  week  later  at 
home,  despite  the  fact  West 
fouled  out  at  after  the  first 
quarter  Blues  dumped  Ma- 

rauders 113-106. 
This  season  an  away  loss 

in  McMaster  is  of  as  great 
a  consequence  as  it  was  a 
year  ago. 
Considering  t  h  e  matter 

coach  John  McManus  expres- 
sed reservations. 

"Since  there's  only  a  10- 
game  schedule  and  because 
we  play  Windsor  twice  after 
Christmas,  it's  very  impor- tant that  the  team  win  at 
least  one  of  the  two  games. 
If  we  don't  we're  faced  with 
a  good  possibility  of  four 
losses  and  a  6-4  record  pro- 

bably won't  give  us  a  good 
playoff  position". '       Personnel  will  play  an  im- 

portant part  in  Blues'  sea- son opener  since  Varsity  and 
Mac  are  both  hit  by  player 
losses  from  last  year's 
squads. Vince  Drake,  Jim  Daly 
and  all-stars  Ed  Bordas 
(first  team)  and  Peter  Ew- 
ing  (second  team)  are  no 
longer  wandering  the  Mac campus. 

But  Varsity  is  no  better 
off.  Missing  from  Blues'  line- up of  a  year  ago  are  Dave 
West  (first  team  all-tar), and  Jim  Holowachuk  and 
Vlad  Baranowicz  (second team). 

With  both  teams  obviously 
forced  to  go  with  their  less 
experienced  players  Satur- 

day's outcome  is  about  as 
predictable  as  a  toss  of  a coin. 
McManus  has  made  two 

changes  in  the  line-up  he 
took  to  the  U.S.  last  week- 

end. John  O'Neill  replaces 
Tom  Ouchterlony  as  for- ward and  John  Rogers  fills 
in    for    Chuck    Homer  at 

horn  the 

cheap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 

JOHN  O'NEIL 

guard, Warmups:  Blues  tuned  up 
for  Saturday's  tilt  when 
they  scrimmaged  Cloverleaf Shamrocks  last  night  in  an 
exhibition  game  at  Hart 
House.  "That's  the  best  the 
team's  looked  this  year," 
was  McManus'  appraisal  of 
Blues'  efforts  as  they  went 
down  in  the  closing  minutes 
79-77  to  an  extremely  talent- 

ed Shamrock  club  . . .  Blues' other  '65  game  is  in  London 
against  Western. Scoring:  Cloverteof:  Goldring  28;  Rich- mon  1 8;  Singleton  \  3;  Zettler  1 4; Drake  4;  Morgon  2. Vorsity:  Kane  17;  Neidre  13;  Richard- son 11;  Woloshyn  12;  Lockhart  7; 

Ouchterlony  '  4;  Homer  4;  Garb  4; Beckett  2;  Lopides  2;  Rogers  I  ; Hodden  . 

Grapplers 

grapple  Tech By  BOB  CLARK 
University  of  Toronto's wrestling  Blues  head  to  Uni- ted States  Saturday  to  grap- 

ple with  a  tough  squad  from Ruchester  Tech. 
The  .wrestling  squad,  hard 

hit  by  exams,  to  compound 
their  troubles  of  low  attend- 

ance, will  have  no  competi- 
tors in  the  123-lb  or  191-lb 

so,  by  mutual  con- here  will  be  no  Gam- in in  these  classes. 

Keslon   (VlO-lb).  Boh 
man,  ( 1  37-lb),  Ed  Dui- (145-lb),  Larrv  Angus, 
1),  Roger  Doner,  (160- Allison  and  John 
is  (one  of  167-lb  or and  Bruce  Searle  in 

iight. 

PRE-CHRISTMAS  LEFTOVERS 

•  Many  were  disappointed  with  the  performance  of  Mau- rice Richard  Jr.  last  week  but  they  should  not  have  been. 
While  the  name  attracts  attention,  there  was  no  reason 
to  believe  he  had  the  talent  of  his  father.  In  fact,  if  Ins 
name  was  Raymond  Richard  (no  relation),  number  14  tor 
Montreal,  he  would  not  have  been  subject  to  the  abuse 
which  he  did  nothing  to  deserve. 

«  E«bert  the  friendly  fortune  teller  must  have  had  a 
little  Too  much  of  his  liquid  refreshment  when  making  his 

football  predictions.  He  predicted  Queen's  and  Varsity  to finish  tied  for  first  place,  Western  to  finish  third  with  a 
3-3  record  and  McGill  to  take  one  game  from  Western. 
Egbert  refused  to  predict  a  winner  of  the  Yates  Cup  play- off. 

£  Jack  Kennedy,  former  Blues  hockey  coach  and  assistant football  coach  has  been  appointed  head  football  coach  at 
McMaster.  He  succeeds  Bob  Dawson. 

«  John  Hadden,  Blues  6-foot-7  rookie  centre  from  Don 
Mills  Collegiate  is  an  excellent  high  jumper.  He  won  the 
suburban  high  school  senior  championship  going  o\er  six feet. 

0  In  "the  look  whose  who's  talking  department"  Pat  Ma- 
honey,  President  of  the  Canadian  Football  League,  has  ac- 

cused'Canadian  universities  of  not  caring  about  the  ca- 
libre of  their  game.  Yet  Edmonton  Eskimos  were  not  in- 

terested enough  to  find  out  that  their  first  choice  in  the 
college  draft  last  year  and  possibly  the  best  college  foot- 

ball player  in  Canada,  Gerry  Sternberg,  could  play  offence. 
And  Toronto  Argonauts,  despite  some  prodding  would  not so  much  as  talk  to  Sternberg  this  year,  although  he  was  a 
free  agent. 

#  Mike  Bluger,  Blues'  outstanding  defensive  lineman,  has been  offered  a  contract  to  piay  pro  ball  with  Montreal. and 
Toronto.  Bulger,  who  graduated  from  St.  Patricks  College 
last  year,  is  a  free  agent  and  therefore,  not  subject  to  the draft. 

#  Ivor  Wynne,  Dean  of  Students  at  MacMaster,  has  proved 
to  be  Varsity  Blues'  good  luck  charm.  Wynne,  who 
helped  out  with  the  play-by-play  on  the  football  telecast, has  not  seen  Blues  lose  in  20  years.  Unfortunately,  he  did 
not  attend  Blues'  games  with  any  amount  of  regularity 
during  that  time.  Wynne  was  also  at  the  exhibition  hockey 
game  Blues  won  14-2  against  McMaster  earlier  this  year. 

0  Paul  Laurent's  father  played  against  Jean-Paul  Poulin, coach  of  Laval  Rouge  et  Or,  in  the  1936  eastern  Canada 
junior  final  in  Quebec  City.  The  game  ended  in  a  near  riot 
and  Laurent  and  his  team-mates  barely  made  it  out  of town. 

#  Hockey  coach  Tom  Watt  is  still  exhibiting  that  Midas 
touch.  He  resumed  active  duty  on  defence  with  York  Steel 
in  the  senior  division  of  the  Toronto  Hockey  League  this 
week  and  helped  bring  Steelers  out  of  a  two-game  losing 
streak. 

#  Michigan  Tech,  one  of  the  four  teams  in  the  Great 
Lakes  Tournament  Blues  play  in  during  the  holidays,  is 
defending  U.S.  college  champion.  Other  teams  in  the  two- 
day  tournament  are  Colorado  College  and  Boston  Univer- 
sity. 

#  Pat  Monahan's  brother,  Gary,  now  playing  with  Peter- 
boro  Petes  of  the  OHA  Jr.  A  series,  hopes  to  attend  Uni- 

versity of  Toronto  next  year.  Normand  Arsenault,  Laval's 
goaltender,  and  Ken  Walters,  McGill's  goalie,  have  both 
given  indication  they  would  like  to  come  to  U  of  T. 

0  All*  Blues'  home  hockey  games  are  broadcast  on  CJRT, 
91.1  on  the  FM  dial,  starting  at  9  p.m.  Paul  Vickers  and Rick  Kollins  handle  the  coverage. 

#  Charlie  Smith,  former  Loyola  of  Montreal  scoring  star, 
has  recovered  from  mononucleosis  and  play  for  McMaster 
Marauders  against  the  cage  Blues  Saturday  night. 
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Students  plan  teach-in  on  Rhodesia 

— photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
BRYAN  HADDON 

A  group  of  U  of  T  students 
are  organizing  a  teach-in  on 
the  current  Rhodesian  situa- tion. 

Bryan  Haddon  (I  UC}  and 
Peter  Hawley  {III  UC)  an- nounced last  night  the 
teach-in  would  take  place 
Wednesday  at  1  p.m.  They 
said  no  definite  place  had 
yet  been  chosen,  but  that  ef- forts were  being  made  to 
use  Concovation  Hall. 

Haddon.  a  citizen  of  south- 
ern Rhodesia  who  opposes 

the  breakaway  regime  of 
Ian  Smith,  said  the  teach- 
in  would  discuss  the  back- 

ground issues  and  the  mural 
questions  involved  in  the 
Rhodesian  problem. 
"We  also  aim  to  organize 

Announce  new  job  plan 

The  Centennial  Commission  of  Canada  has  announced 
a  plan  to  encourage  university  students  to  seek  summer 
public  service  jobs  outside  their  own  provinces. 

Students  will  be  interviewed  by  university  liaison  of- 
ficers and  will  have  their  travel  expenses,  with  meals,  paid 

by  the  Commission  if  they  are  accepted. 
Charles  Smith,  a  part-time  employee  with  the  Ontario 

Attorney  General's  department  who  has  been  organizing part  of  the  program,  told  The  Varsity  Friday  that  about 
200  students  will  be  employed  by  the  Ontario  Government 
in  the  coming  summer. 

Mr.  Smith,  who  has  returned  to  university  and  has 
registered  in  first-year  Victoria  College,  said  the  jobs  will 
involve  all  courses  of  university  study. 

Salary  scales  have  not  yet  been  determined  but  will  be 
competitive  with  other  employees  in  the  department,  he said. 

The  plan,  which  is  being  run  by  the  Institute  of  Public 
Administration,  is  called  Voyages  Echanges  de  la  Jeunesse. 

The  number  of  students  from  each  province  who  will 
be  accepted  will  depend  upon  the  number  that  province's government  employs. 

It  was  started  last  year  on  a  limited  scale.  Mr.  Smith 
estimates  that  the  Ontario  government  employed  about  six 
students  under  the  plan. 

He  said  the  dean  of  each  university  selected  2  or  3 
students  to  apply  for  the  exchange. 

This  year,  selection  is  carried  out  by  a  university  liaison 
officer  working  in  conjunction  with  the  universities'  place- ment services. 

In  a  letter  to  Deputy  Ministers  and  senior  officials  of 
the  provincial  governments  the  Centennial  Commission  says 
the  purposes  of  the  plan  are: 

0  "To  offer  undergraduates  of  Canadian  universities 
the  opportunity  of  gaining  a  better  appreciation  of  their- 
nation,  and 

0  "to  provide  them  with  the  opportunity  of  learning  the 
nature  and  scope  of  public  services." 

It  says  that  a  further  advantage  it  "the  possibility  of interesting  those  leaders  of  tomorrow  in  the  public  service 
as  a  career." 

The  Commission  will  also  pay  the  travelling  expenses 
of  students  who  have  already  secured  summer  employment 
in  the  public  services  outside  their  home  provinces. 

SAC  SETS  UP  STUDY  COMMITTEE 
SAC  has  established  a  study  committee  to  examine  re- 

lations between  SAC  and  the  Graduate  Students  Union. 
The  Committee,  chaired  by  Prof.  Ian  Drummond  of  the 

Political  Economy  Department,  will  receive  written  briefs 
until  Jan.  27. 

The  committee  will  discuss  SAC-GSU  relations  in  terms 
of  academic  life,  student  government,  cultural  and  recrea- 

tional facilities,  conferences  and  exchanges,  publications, 
housing  and  residence. 

The  committee  will  hold  an  open  meeting  in  February 
and  hopes  to  have  its  final  report  available  later  in  the 
spring  term. 

Additional  information  is  available  from  Rose  Marie 
Hai-rop  in  the  SAC  office. 

a  reasonably  large  petition 
demonstrating  Canadian  stu- dent concern,  and  present 
this  to  Britsh  prime  Minister 
Harold  Wilson  when  he  ar- 

rives in  Canada  on  Satur- 
day," Haddon  said. 

Haddon  believes  a  de- 
monstration of  Canadian 

concern  could  be  influential 
at  this  time. 
The  teach-in  is  scheduled 

to  coincide  with  the  dead- 
line established  by  the  Or- 

ganization of  African  Unity, 
asking  Britain  to  put  down 
the  Smith  regime  by  Dec. 

15." 

Stephen  Lewis,  MPP  for 
Scarborough  West,  who  has 
taught  in  Africa,  and  U  of 
T  professor  R.C.  Pratt  (po- 

litical science)  have  agreed 
to  speak  at  the  teach-in.  Had- don and  Hawley  said  other 
speakers  would  also  be  con- tacted. 

Hawley  said  he  has  talked 
to  a  number  of  students  who 
are  enthusiastic  about  the 

proposed  teach-in. 
So  far  the  project  has  re- 

ceived the  official  approval 
of  the  African  Students 
Union  and  Canadian  Univer- 

sity Service  Overseas  ( CU- 
SO). 

The  organizers,  who  say 
they  want  the  teach-in  to  be 
non-partisan  in  its  sponsor- 

ship, have  called  a  meeting 
for  1  p.m.  today  in  room 
1087  of  Sidney  Smith  Hall 

for  leaders  of  all  campus 
groups  interested  in  organ- 

izing the  teach-in. 
Hawley  said  the  Rhode- sian situation  has  produced 

widespread  concern  among 
African  students,  "but  that 
no  demonstration  of  con- 
concern  bv  Canadian  stu- 

dents has  yet  taken  place." "This  week  is  the  last  time 
such  a  demonstration  can 
be  effective."  he  said. 
Haddon  believes  that  the 

Rhodesian  situation  is  a 
major  world  issue,  and  thai 
it  could  eventually  lead  to 
a  racial  war  between  African 
and  Western  nations. 

For  the  text  of  the  peti- 
tion the  group  plans  to  cir- culate see  page  3. 

Being  mindful  of  their  soc:ol obligations,  the  engineers 
paid  a  visit  to  the  meds- men's  quarters  on  Friday. 
The  call  was  in  return  for 
a  medical  detachment's  de- luge two  weeks  ago.  More 
water  changed  hands  this Friday  also. 

NO  VARSITY  WEDNESDAY 

The  Varsity  will  not  pub- lish on  Wednesday,  Dec.  15, 
which  is  the  160th  anniver- 

sary of  the  signing  of  a  non- 
aggression  pact  between Prussia  and  Napoleonic 
France.  We  will  resume  pub- 

lication on  Friday  with  the 
special  Varsity  Christmas  is- sue, complete  with  ( gasp ) 
angels  and  reindeer  (!!!). 

varsity 
TORONTO  i^F 



its ill!  it  il 

CUS  FLIGHTS  TO  EUROPE  1966 
Caledonian  Airways 
Cost  $228  return 

Flight  1     Toronto- London  May  24,  1966 
London-Toronto  Sept.  8,   1 966 

Flight  2     Toronto-London  June  4,  1966 
London-Toronto  Sept.  10,  1966 

Further  information  at  the  SAC  Office 
For  application  forms  write  to: 

Canadian  Union  of  Students, 
1117  St.  Catherine  St.  W.,  Room  600, 
Montreal,  P.Q. 

Apply  immediately.  Limited  seats. 

JOBS  ABROAD 

GUARANTEED 
BRUSSELS:  The  International  Student  Information 
Service  announced  that  800  students  will  be  accepted 
in  1966  from  an  anticipated  4,000  applicants. 
In  the  past  four  years  ISIS  has  placed  more  than  1,500 
students  in  jobs  abroad,  year-round  and  summer. 
The  first  edition  of  their  32-page  magazine  JOBS 
ABROAD  is  packed  with  on-the-spot  photos,  stories 
and  information  about  your  job  abroad. 
Learn  how  ISIS  guarantees  you  a  job  abroad  anytime of  the  year. 

Read  how  to  cover  your  expenses  of  a  thrilling  trip 
abroad  for:  FUN;  CULTURE;  PAY;  LANGUAGE; TRAVEL. 

For  your  copy  of  JOBS  ABROAD,  air  mail  $1.00  to: 
ISIS,  133  rue  Hotel  des  Monnaies,  Brussels  6,  Belgium. 

For  Careers  in  engineering  and  Research 

COMINCO  LOCATIONS 

Plants  (Chemical  and  Metallurgical):  Trail,  B.  C;  Kim- berley,  B.C.;  Calgary,  Alberta;  Regina,  Saskatchewan. 
Mines:  Kimberley,  B.C.;  Salmo,  B.C.;  Riondel,  B.C.- 

Benson Lake,  B.C.;  Yellowknife,  N.W.T.;  Pine' Point N.W.T.;  Newcastle,  N.B. 

Research  -  Central  Research  Laboratory:  Trail  BC- Product  Research  Centre:  Sheridan  Park,  Onlari0: Market  Research  Sales  Development:  Montreal  Que 

MINING  engineers  for  modern  mining  and  mineral dressing  operations.  Research  opportunities  in  rock mechanics. 

METALLURGICAL  engineers  for  non-ferrous  and  fer- rous extractive  and  physical  metallurgy  in  plant operations,  process  development,  and  research. 
GEOLOGICAL  engineers  and  geologists  for  mining operations  and  for  Cominco's  active  exploration programs  throughout  Canada  and  in  other  countries. 
CHEMICAL  engineers  for  chemical  and  metallurgical planl  operations,  process  development  and  research. 
CIVIL,  MECHANICAL,  ELECTRICAL  engineers  in  en- gineering design,  construction,  maintenance  techni- cal services  and  in  the  generation,  transmission conversion   and   distribution  of  electrical  power. 

X^^^^^"^  a-sn-nts,  profession,  deve.opmen,  and  promotion  opportunities  when 
THE  CONSOLIDATED  MINING 
AND  SMELTING  COMPANY 

OF  CANADA  LIMITED 

BIRNEY  TO  LECTURE 
Prof.  Earle  Birney,  poet 

in  residence  at  Scarborough 
College,  will  deliver  the  third 
of  his  special  series  of  lec- 

tures this  Thursday  in  the 
college  (Old  Biology  build- 

ing) at  8  p.m. The  lecture  is  entitled, 
Malcolm  Lowry:  The  Man 
and  the  Poet. 

Prof.  Birney's  last  lecture, 
given  in  November,  is  being 
reprinted  by  the  U  of  T 

press. 
FREEDOM  SINGERS 
A  Negro  singing  group 

promoting  the  cause  of  Ne- 
gro rights  will  visit  the  U 

of  T  campus  next  month. 
The  Freedom  Singers,  as- 

sociated with  the  Student 
Nonviolent  Co  -  ordinating 
Committee  (SNCC),  will 
visit  campus  Jan.  28  to  cli- 

max a  fund  drive  for  civil 
rights  work  in  the  United 
States  South. 

HERE 

& 

Today,  1  p.m. 
U  of  T  Friends  of  SNCC  general 

meeting.  44  St.  George  St. 
Eng.   Soc.   debates  club:  SMC 

;.  SPS  debate:  Resolved  thot  birth 
control  is  wrong.  Rm.  102,  Mecha- nical Bldg. 

All  students  interested  in  South 
Rhodesian  teach-in  ore  invited  to 
a  meeting.  Rm.   1087,  Sid.  Smith. 

Meeting  of  UC  VCF —  Bible 
Study.  Rm.  11,  UC  . 

Victoria  Dramatic  Society  pre- 
setns  the  Second  Shepherds'  Page- ant, o  medieval  nativity  play. 
Music  Room,  Wymilwood.  Also 
Tuesday  and  Wednesdoy. 
Tuesday,  12:10  p.m. 
GSU-SAC  relations  discussion, 

GSU. 

Tuesday,  8-1 1  p.m. 
Graduate  students'  bridge,  GSU. 

Wednesday,  4:30  p.m. 
Graduate  students'  tea.  GSU. 

Wednesday  5:15  p.m. 

'Gad  damn  them,  every  one!** 
A  lecture  on  Charles  Dickens' philosophy.  Rm.  1 06,  UC. 
Wednesday,  7:30  p.m. 

Organizational  meeting  for  2nd 
term  seminar  on  reform  in  the 
university.  Bickersteth  Room,  Hart House. 

Graduate  students'  badminton. 
Drill  Hall,  1  19  St.  George. 
Thursday,  1 1  a.m. 

Graduate  students'  hockey.  Var- 
ty  Arena. Thursday,  8  p.m. 
U  of  T  Flying  Club  movies  on aviation.  Refreshments.  Debates 

Room,  Hort  House. 
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Says  Civil  War  hurt  American  economy 

By  ALAN  J.  DEACON 
Professor  Robert  Fogel  of 

the  University  of  Chicago 
told  the  U  of  T  Political 
Economy  Club  Thursday 
that  the  American  Civil  War 
did  not  benefit  the  econo- 

mic, political  and  social  life 
of  the  United  States. 

Prof.  Fogel  said  the  Civil 
War,  generally  thought  to 
have  boosted  the  American 
economy,  in  fact  was  detri- 

mental, particularly  in  the 
south. 

Quoting  statistics  compil- 
ed from  many  sources,  Prof. 

Fogel  presented  graphs  de- 
monstrating the  pre-war  and 

post-war  growth  rates  in 
agriculture,  constru  c  ti  o  n, 
manufacturing,  total  com- 

modity output  and  output 

per  worker. 
In  each  case  the  post-war 

growth  rates  were  slower 
than  the  pre-war  rates.  The most  marked  difference  was 
in  total  commodity  output 
which  had  been  increasing 
at  a  rate  of  9.5  per  cent  in 
the  pre-war  period.  The  post- war rate  was  only  eight  per 
cent. 

Prof.  Fogel  also  compared 
the  production  per  capita  in 
millions  of  dollars.  From 
1850  to  I860  the  South  ac- 

tually increased  its  produc- 
tion to  a  greater  extent  than 

the  North,,  a  fact  that  upsets 
the  old  argument  that  slav- 

ery was  causing  the  South 
to  stagnate. 

The  post-war  figures  show 
the   devastating  effects  of 

the  war  and  reconstruction 
upon  the  American  South. 
It  was  not  until  the  1900s 
that  the  South  regained  the 
productivity  level  per  capita 
that  it  had  enjoyed  in  1860. Prof.  Fogel  gave  many 
further  examples  picking  in- 

dustries that  might  be  cal- led war  industries  and  which 
might  be  expected  to  benefit from  the  war. 

"In  every  case  production 
in  the  'crucial  industries' (iron,  textiles,  shoes)  was 
less  during  the  war  than  be- 

fore it,"  he  said.  "Further  it 
has  recently  been  establish- ed that  the  amount  of  iron 
necessary  for  weapons  dur- 
nig  the  war  was  only  10,000, 
tons,  less  than  two  per  cent 
of  the  total  production  of 
the  iron  industry." 

Better  understanding  of  minorities  needed 

By  DOROTHY  MclNTOSH 

The  three  U  of  T  delegates 
to  the  recent  University  of 
Western  Ontario  conference 
on  racial  discrimination  say 
a  greater  understanding  of 
minorities  must  qualify  the 
white  Canadians'  attitude 
before  problems  of  racial 
discrimination  can  be  solv- 
ed. 

The  three — Bryan  Haddon 
(I  UC),  Janet  Rogers  (IV 
UC)  and  Donna  Flint  (Spe- 

cial) —  addressed  a  SAC- 
sponsored  meeting  last  week 
on  the  UWO  conference. 

Haddon,  who  is  a  native 
of  southern  Rhodesia,  told 

the  small  audience  in  UC 
that  many  Canadian  Indians 
live  in  conditions  "not  fit 
for  animals."  Until  now,  he said,  the  Indians  either  felt 
too  inferior  to  object,  or 
when  they  did  object,  then- objections  were  useless. 

But  the  recent  Kenora  de- 
monstrations indie  ate  a 

change.  Haddon  said  dif- 
ferent methods  »£  govern- 
ment action  and  greater 

education  of  the  white  po- 
pulation regarding  Indian  af- 

fairs are  important  steps 
toward  correcting  the  si- tuation. 

Donna  Flint  said  that  only 
two  French-Canadians  at- 

tended the  conference  and 

few  of  the  other  delegates 
could  understand  French-. 
She  said  36  per  cent  of 
French-Canadians  are  "sym- pathetic to  separatism,  but 
future  action  will  probably 
take  political  rather  than 
militant  channels." Alan  Borovoy  of  the  On- tario Labor  Relations 
Board's  Human  Rights  com- mission, pointed  out  there 
were  once  between  30,000 
and  60,000  Negroes  in  the 
Chatham-Windsor  area,  but 
that  the  number  now  has  de- creased. Discrimination  is 
nebulous  here  because  the 
person  must  register  a 
complaint  before  action  is 
taken. 

tomes 

santa 

—photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Santa  Claus  (?)  makes  an 
appearance  Thursday  night 
at  the  Blue  and  White  So- 

ciety's annual  Christmas Tree  in  Hart  House.  The 
Hart  House  Glee  Club  also 
performed,  singing  a  prog- ram of  Christmas  carols. 

TEXT  OF  RHODESIA  PETITION 
Whereas  an  illegal  regime  has  seized  independence  in 

Rhodesia,  and  whereas  Britain  retains  absolute  legal  respon- 
sibility over  Rhodesia,  and  whereas  the  illegal  Smith  regime 

has  created  a  police  state  and  violated  basic  human  rights, 
and  whereas  if  British  legal  action  should  fail  to  bring  about 
the  downfall  of  the  illegal  regime  the  result  will  be  a  vio- 

lent racial  war  in  central  Africa,  we,  the  undersigned,  ex- 
press our  deep  concern  about  the  present  grave  state  of 

affairs  in  Rhodesia  and  call  on  the  government  of  Britain 
to  take  all  possible  measures  to  bring  about  the  swift 
downfall  of  the  illegal  Rhodesian  regime. 
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HART  HOUSE 
TO-DAY 

ft 
The  Hart  House  Debotes  Committee  presents A  DEBATES  COLLOQUY 

5_00  p.m.  Debates  Room Members  interested  in  debating  on  Compus  ore  invited  to  come for  informal  discussion.  Refreshments  will  be  served. 
REVOLVER  CLUB  ANNUAL  TURKEY  SHOOT 

7.30  p.m.  in  the  Rifle  Range 
$1,50  per  person  Members  Only 

Chaucer's  "The  Miller's  Tale" a  dramotic  reading  in  Middle  English 

INNIS 
INVITES  YOU  TO  THE 
SECOND  ANNUAL 

MISTLETOE  MASH Dancing  to 

JANET  &  THE  MEN  OF  SOUL 
DEBATES  ROOM  —  HART  HOUSE 

FRIDAY,  DEC.  17  —  9  P.M.  -  1  A.M. 
$1.00  STAG  —  $1.75  DRAG 

Many  parents  mortgage  a  lifetime  of  savings  and 
securities  to  finance  a  college  education  for  their 
children.  In  many  cases  the  student  borrows  to  fin- 

ance himself.  This  investment  should  be  protected 
against  the  high  costs  of  sickness  and  accident.  A 
great  number  of  students  have  experienced  severe 
difficulties  in  the  past  and  thousands  of  dollars  have 
been  paid  out  in  claims  each  year. 
The  University  Health  and  Accident  Plan  is  the  only 
Student  Plan  specially  designed  for  the  student  with 
these  features. 
12  months  coverage  24  hours  a  day  anywhere  in  the 
world,  vacation  -  working  -  studying  *  or  traveling abroad. 

The  most  comprehensive  protection  at  the  lowest 
possible  premium. 

John  Ingle  -  Administrator 
700  Bay  Street,  Toronto,  Ontario,  Canada. 

EM.  4-4114 

TORONTONENSIS  '66 mil  PUBLISH  12,000  COPIES 
OF  YOUR  PROSE  AND  POETRY 

SUBMIT  TO  SAC  OFFICE 

Save  Your  Shekels,  Sheldon 
for  the  fabulastic 

LADY  GODIVA  MEMORIAL  BASH 
and  hustling  dance 

This  tremendous  smash  will  be  better  (worse?)  than  ever.  Three  bands  including 
the  most  beastly  animal  band  alive  (dead?).  Outrageously  expensive  refreshments 
of  disgustingly  low  quality  served  by  surly,  unwashed  BFC  Members. 

SATURDAY  January  8th  1966  -  Hart  House  -  Admission  One  Buck 



For  a  better  student  press 
We  applaud  President  Claude  Bissell's  recent  election 

to  the  vice-chairmanship  of  the  Board  of  Trustees  of  the 
Carnegie  Foundation,  an  organization  devoted  to  the  bet 
ferment  of  higher  education. 

We  now  wish  to  coll  Dr.  Bissell's  attention  to  a  recent 
decision  by  that  Foundation  to  give  $55,700  to  the  United 
States  Student  Press  Association,  to  sponsor  seminars 
analyzing  issues  in  higher  education. 

This  may  easily  be  the  most  significant  grant  the 
Foundation  has  given  in  recent  years,  because  it  recognizes 
the  principle  that,  just  as  an  informed  press  makes  fo 
better  government,  on  informed  university  press  would 
make  for  better  university  administration 

We  hope  Dr.  Bissell  agrees  with  this  principle  and 
we  urge  him  to  work  for  similar  grants  to  the  Canadian 
University  Press  in  order  to  raise  the  standard  of  university 
reporting  and  administration  in  this  country. 

Governments  and  universities  have  long  been  blamed 
for  inadequate  preparation  for  the  rapid  expansion 
size  and  importance  of  our  universities.  But  let  us  admit 
that,  no  education  writers  in  the  commercial  or  university 
press  today  are  sufficiently  informed  about  the  problems 
of  higher  education  to  be  able  to  criticize  and  analyze 
them  thoroughly  and  systematically. 

Since,  inevitably,  increasing  amounts  of  the  fax  dollar 
will  be  needed  for  the  financing  of  higher  education,  it  will 
become  more  and  more  important  to  bring  the  university closer  to  the  public  through  greater  insight  into  its  ad- ministration. 

Since,  inevitably,  increasing  numbers  of  people  will come  under  the  direct  control  of  university  administra- tions, it  will  be  necessary  to  give  these  people,  students and  faculty,  a  better  understanding  of  the  administrative decisions  which  will  affect  their  lives. 
Dr.  Bissell  must  be  interested  in  bringing  the  univer- sity closer  to  the  public  and  democracy  closer  to  the university. 
Educating  today's  student  press  (and  tomorrow's working  press)  would  be  a  large  and  significant  step  to- ward achieving  these  goals.  Even  though  some  of  its results  would  not  be  pleasant,  all  the  results  would  be beneficial. 
It  would  mean  enabling  the  press  and  the  public  to probe  the  blunders,  inefficiencies,  and  orrogancies  of university  administrations,  which  now  go  unchecked through  public  ignorance. 
It  would  mean  eliminating  the  remote  and  vast  in- 

humanity of  the  multiversity  by  demonstrating  to  both the  academic  and  public  communities  that  there  are human  beings  behind  our  omi ninous  administration  doors 
uW  u  W°Vjd  mean  cr,eotin9  °  sympathetic  public  image which  would  present  the  university  not  as  a  heavy  ivory burden  which  it  never  was,  but  the  moving  force  of  society! which  it  is  and  should  be. 

It  would  mean  bringing  the  first  ray  of  light  throuah responsible  and  knowledgeable  analysis  to  that  great  dark abyss  which  is  now  University  Affairs 
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letters  to  the  editor 

stiepherdian  urbanity  pleases 
Sir: 

I  was  pleased  to  see  Mr.  Shepherd's 
urbane  reply  to  SUPA's  dissenters.  It  may now  be  possible  to  see  where  SUPA  and  its 
critics  on  the  democratic  left  differ. 

The  most  definite  statement  in  his  letter 
would  appear  to  be  that  SUPA  members 
"should  give  a  little  of  their  time  to  the 
political  party  of  their  choice."  I  am  glad to  note  that  although  Mr.  Shepherd  has  made 
no  secret  of  this  bold  opinion  he  has  not 
been  asked  to  resign  from  SUPA.  (At  the 
end  of  his  letter  he  explains  that  it  is  vir- 

tually impossible  to  resign  from  SUPA!) 
Four  paragraphs  later  Mr.  Shepherd  ex- 

plains what  he  believes  happens  under  "the traditional,  representative  sort  of  democra- 
cy" in  the  New  Democratic  Party:  "Here everyone  has  a  vote,  no  matter  how  much 

or  how  little  he  is  concerned  with  the  prob- 
lem at  hand."  This  in  his  opinion  leads  to 

"demagoguery,  power  plays,  rancor,  Trot- 
skyite  coups  and  God  knows  what  else." What  terrible  evils  the  practice  of  voting 
and  the  traditional  representative  sort  of 
democracy  must  be!  Why  then  does  Mr. 
Shepherd  recommend  that  SUPA  members 
nvest  their  time  in  them? 
The  problem  of  disagreement  with  Mr. 

Shepherd  (whose  frankness  I  enjoyed)  and 
other  SUPA  enthusiasts,  is  that  they  use  so 
many  undefined  terms  that  it  is  often  extra- 

ordinarily difficult  to  know  what  they  mean. 
What  does  it  mean  to  condemn  everyone 

having  the  vote  regardless  of  "how  much or  how  little  he  is  concerned  with  the  prob- 
lem at  hand?"  Should  only  sick  people  vote 

on  Medicare:  or  only  sick  people  and  doc- 
tors; or  only  sick  people,  doctors,  insurance 

agents,  and  nurses?  Who  is  going  to  deter- 
mine this  mysterious  threshold  of  commit- 
ment which  in  SUPA-style  democracy  alone enables  one  to  participate? 

This  thesis  of  Mr.  Shepherd  constitutes, 
in  fact,  a  clever  defence  of  elitism  because 
it  establishes  two  classes  of  people:  those 
who  may  decide  and  those  who  may  not. 
We  in  the  New  Democratic  Party  do  not 
believe  in  this  distinction,  nor  do  we  accept 
the  assumption  in  Mr.  Shepherd's  letter  that the  elite  knows  best.  (See  paragraph  five.) 
Nor  do  we  consider  that  power  plays,  etc., 
have  ever  been  absent  in  SUPA  or  any  other 
organization. I  still  adhere  to  the  hypothesis  that  SUPA 
is  seriously  hung  up  over  two  problems. 
First,  a  terribly  unrealistic  attitude  to  the 
problem  of  power  which  leads  internally 
to  elitism;  this  latter  is  due  mainly  to  the 
absence  of  general  meetings  and  the  absence 
of  a  regular  democratic  structure.  Secondly, 
the  frequent  use  of  undefined  and  sometimes 
undefinable  terms  by  SUPA  members;  Mr. 
Shepherd's  definition  of  membership  in SUPA  in  terms  of  the  Black  Diamond  Ri- 

ders, while  quaintly  charming,  is  an  example 
of  this  problem.  How  can  one  criticize  a 
concept  which  is  so  vague  that  it  is  merely 
expressed  by  such  an  analogy? Denis  Kennedy  (SGS) 

problems  of  latin  america 
Sir: 

In  your  editorial  "Dealing  with  Latin  Ame- 
rica" (The  Varsity,  Mon.  Dec.  8)  you  ap- plauded the  Public  Affairs  Forum  for  taking 

a  strong  stand  against  Canadian  member- 
ship in  the  Organization  of  American  States. 

However,  your  statement  declaring  that  the 
participants  in  the  debate  failed  to  come  up 
with  any  positive  suggestions  concerning Latin  America  is  inaccurate. 

Although,  of  course,  I  cannot  speak  for 
he  other  political  groups  in  the  Forum,  the 
Progressive  Conservative  Club  did  in  fact, while  introducing  the  resolution  opposing 
OAS  membership,  make  five  positive  sug- gestions whereby  Canada  could  play  a  great 
-ole  in  Latin  America.  These  proposals  are: The  Canadian  government  should  offi- 
ially  encourage  a  series  of  cultural  ex- 

changes with  various  Latin  American  states n  order  to  develop  the  mutual  interest  and nderstanding  which  is  so  lacking  today. 
•  Canada  should  seek  to  create  new  a.nd 

expanding  trade  ties  with  Latin  America  to 
he  benefit  of  both  participants. 

0  Canada  can  contribute,  according  to 
the  terms  of  the  Alliance  for  Progress,  to 
the  worthwhile  assistance  programs  through 
the  provisions  of  easy  loans  and  grants, 
made  directly  to  the  nations  concerned. 
#  Canada  should  channel  more  financial 

and  technical  aid  to  Latin  America  through 
the  various  United  Nations  agencies  such  as 
the  Economic  Commission  for  Latin  Ame- rica. 

e  The  Canadian  government  should  enter into  bilateral  aid  agreements  with  various Central  and  South  American  nations  in 
order  to  give  assistance  in  those  things  in which  Canada  has  some  special  skill  or  in- terest. 

If  Canada  were  to  follow  some  or  all  of 
these  proposals  mentioned  above,  remem- bering naturally  our  financial  limitations, we  would  be  playing  a  positive  role  in  the development  of  the  Western  Hemisphere while  still  avoiding  the  many  dangers  to Canadian  sovereignty  inherent  in  OAS  mem- 
bership. 

David  McFadden  (II  UC) 
First  Vice-President 

Progressive  Conservative  Club 

we  are  broad  minded Sir: 

We  consider  it  the  highest  form  of  insult 
to  the  intelligence  of  the  student  body  of this  university  that  the  major  student  pub- lication on  campus  resorts  to  pornography and  sex  to  draw  the  attention  of  its  readers We  refer  particularily  to  the  cover  of  the Dec.  8  issue  of  The  Varsitj.  This  by  no means  absolves  the  past  issues.  Surely  peo- ple of  our  educational  level  do  not  need  our 
jaded  tastes  whipped  up  by  such  sensa- tionalism. If  The  Varsity  presumes  to  func- 

tion as  a  serious  literary  critique,  their  re- views and  editors  should  exercise  better 

taste  and  judgement  in  those  they  choose  to review. 
It  is  true  that  as  broad  minded  indivi- duals we  must  consider  all  aspects  of  the theatre,  but  the  Varsity  has  got  to  go  beyond Us  examination  of  the  tawdriest  pieces  of film  footage.  Can  we,  as  we  so  proudly  do call  ourselves  the  intellectually  elite,  if  our 

major  campus  publication,  which  is  theo- 
retically representative  of  our  interests  and tastes,  continually  subjects  us  to  mediocri- ties of  this  nature? G.  Abols  (II  Vic) 

Christa  Winter  (II  Vic) 
Marie  Stirton  (II  Vic) Robin  Valliant  (II  Vic) 
Tim  Miller  (III  Vic) 

"exciting,  soothing,  soft" Sir: 

Especially  the  photograph  (The  Varsity Wed.  Dec.  8)  got  me  really  going!  I  think that  we  students  of  the  new  advanced  age are  truly  reaching  the  peaks  of  learning  and morality!  Sexy,  great,  thrilling,  exciting, soothing,  soft!— instructive,  constructive 
loving,    self-denying...   Slavery?  addiction' 

selfish?  bad?  immoral?  It  feels  good,  it 
tastes  good,  it  smells  good— it  must  be 
good!  Who  cares  what  others  think!  The 
present  by  the  present,  what  of  that!  Let's step  slowly  into  bed— slowly  mind  you,  just like  the  reverend  said.  That  would  be  all 
right;  I  mean  we'd  still  be  free,  we  could still  decide  to  hop  out  any  time. 

P.  M.  Jonker  Jr.  (I  UC) 



.      ,     .  .       .  — Photo  by  JOHN  SHORE Jack  Messinaer,  Joy  Teppermon  and  Janet  Amos,  three of  the  featured  performers  in  David  Secter's  Winter  Kept Us  Warm,  pose  for  a  party-crashing  Varsity  photographei at  the  party  following  the  movie's  opening  Thursday  night 

APOLOGIES  TO  ALL 
Proofreading  mistakes  sometimes  provide  some  inte- resting newspaper  reading.  You  know,  the  kind  that  are reprinted  m  the  New  Yorker  and  in  Editor  and  Publisher 
"But  worth  nothing  is  Iain  Ewing  who  .  .  .  "is  the  way a  paragraph  in  Friday's  Review  on  Winter  Kept  us  Warm started  out. 
It  should,  of  course,  have  read:  "But  worth  noting 

Mr.  Ewing  probably  didn't  think  it  was  so  funny. And  while  we're  correcting  mistakes,  we  might  as  well mention  Rod  Chintu. 
Mr.  Chintu  who  was  reported  as  being  in  his  final  year of  internship  at  East  General  Hospital  and  a  former  medical student  at  U  of  T,  is  actually  in  his  final  year  as  a  medical student  here.  He  works  at  the  hospital  in  his  spare  time And  then  there's  Joey  Steiner,  the  treasurer  of  the  UC Literary  and  Athletic  Society. 
As  Stanley  Taylor  correctly  pointed  out  in  a  letter to  The  Varsity  Friday,  Mr.  Steiner  has  not  replaced  him  as the  vice-president  of  the  Lit.  Mr.  Steiner  had  been  named Lit  vice-president  in  both  The  Varsity  and  the  downtown dailies. 

— photo  by  ACHIM  KRULL 
The  usual  bevy  of  good-looking  girls  will  form  the  chorus 
line  for  DAFFYDIL,  the  medical  students'  annual  revue, which  opens  Tuesday  night. 

ALL  STAFF 

An  exclusive  party,  open  only  to  present 
and  past  Varsity  staff  and  any  other 
females,  will  be  held  at  a  secret  exclusive 
place  this  coming  Friday  night.  If  you 
feel  you  belong  to  this  exclusive  group, 
come  down  to  the  Varsity  of/fice  and  sign 
the  invitation  list  and  presto!  you  will 
be  invited  by  a  friendly  Varsity  editor 
who  will  whisper  the  exclusive  location 
of  the  party  into  your  dainty  little  ears. 
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TORONTO 
VEGETARIAN 
ASSOCIATION 

We  welcome  new  members  oi 
inquirers. 

Monthly  lectures  -  Suppers 
Live  a  healthy,  humane  life 

Write  to 
28  Walker  Ave.,  T.7 

Phone  923-1933 

CALLING  ALL  GRABS 

Buy  your  Torontonensis  grad  volume  today 
at  the  S.A.C.  Building  Only  $2.50! 

CLASSIFIED 
MUSICIANS  _  Silver  Flute  mode  in Belgium.  Chamois  lined  stops.  S150  00 Call  PL.  7-9559. 
MARTHA,  come  back  !  Boby  has  nose- bleed and  Mama  is  gone.  I  need  your body  for  the  Lady  Godiva  Memorial Bash  (and  hustling  dance).  -  John 
WANTED  —  Girl  to 
apartment    during  week Yonge  area.  Own  bedi Coll  483-4928  otter 

ho,< 
furnished 

Eglinton  - 
Reasonable. 

GRADUATE  wants  single  room  ond 
board  near  compus  from  Jonuary  1st Call   Martin  Seekings,  923-0861  after 
PERSONABLE  CO-EDS  wanted  by  two enterprising  engineers  for  sophisticated ofternoon  schnapps  parties  at  o  frater- nity to  celebrate  the  festive  seoson Ron  -  WA.  3-1  883  -Allan  -  RU.  3-4031 
LOST  —  Suede  coat,  dork  brown  with white  pile  lining,  in  Medicol  building. Dec.  8.  Please  call  621-2496. 
GOING  HOME  for  Christmas?  Need  a 
ride?  Leaving,  Sat.  Dec.  18  for  Sud- bury, sault  Ste.  Mode,  Port  Arthur Winnipeg  and  oil  intermediate  points Coll  Paul  ot  928-3461  between  5-6 
BRUCE  McEACHERN  —  Sports  Cars  - lriumph,  Peugeot,  authorized  new  cor dealer,  imported  car  service  specialist electronic  engine  onolyzer.  2950  Isling- ton Ave.  N.,  Woodbridge  851-2297 
MORE  SUBJECTS  reguired  for  percep- tual reseorch.  Right  handed,  normal vision  and  hearing.  Poid  by  hour.  Coll 365-5198,  365-5162, 
EXPERT  TYPING  (electric  machine): essays,  reports,  term  papers,  theses. Fast  service.  Reasonable.  Irene  Kenyon 46   Bernard  Ave,,   923-401  1. 

$50 DOLLARS  A  DAY 

This  is  o  direct  selling  proven  plan. 

The  Glo-Lite  makes  a  wonderful  Christmas  gift.dnd 
sells  eosily  —  5  sales  a  day  will  make  you  $50. 

For  $20  we  supply  you  with  everything  in  need  ond 
you  get  this  deposit  back  when  you  return  sample. 

Car  needed.  Why  not  team  up  with  some  of  your  pals 
and  make  an  income  for  Christmas. 

Apply:  30  Rosemount  Ave., 
Weston,  Ontario 

or  Phone:  249-2246  mornings. 

The  University  College  Literary  and  Athletic  Society 

presents 

The  third  of  the  "Current"  Lectures  on 

Man  in  the  Automated  Age: 

PROFESSOR 

MARCUS  BARTH 

Pittsburgh  Theological  Seminary 

will  speak  on  "The  Bible  and  Our  Generation". 

TODAY 

AT  5:00  P.M. 

CONVOCATION  HALL 

University  College  students  ore  invited  to  participate  in  a  seminar  with  Prof. 
Barth,  Applications  in  the  Lit.  Office. 

if
- 



CHARLES 

PETRA 

GRADUATE  FELLOWSHIPS 

The  J.  W.  McConnell 

Memorial  Fellowships 
for  Graduate  Study 

at  McGill  University 

$3,000  average  per  annum 
(Depending  on  need,  fees,  travel  expenses, etc.) 

Any  department  in  the  Humanities,  Social. 
Biological  or  Physical  Sciences  offering 
Graduate  programmes  leading  to  tho 
Master  or  the  Ph.D.  degrees. 
Tenable  from  1  to  5  years  (inclusive) 
To  enable  outstanding  students  to  undertake 
Graduate  Studies,  with  the  ultimate  aim  of 
strengthening  teaching  and  research  in 
Canadian  universities. 
Awards  will  be  made  to  University  Graduates 
who  are  Canadian  citizens,  or  who  intend 
to  become  Canadian  citizens  and  to  remain 
in  Canada. 

U.T.D.C. 

DRAMA  WORKSHOPS 

Attention  Applicants! 

All  applicants  who  have  not  yet  been  notified,  will 
be  placed  in  2nd  term  workshops 
DEADLINE  FOR  NEW  APPLICATIONS 

WED.  DEC.  15 
For  further  information  enquire  at 

S.A.C.  office 

Fields 
of  Study 

Tenure 
Purpose 

Eligibility 

Application Deadline 1  February. 

Application  Forms  and  more  detailed 
information  may  readily  be  obtained  by 
writing  to  the  Associate  Dean,  Faculty  of 
Graduate  Studies  and  Research,  McGill 
University,  Montreal  2,  Que.,  Canada. 

Attention:  Centennial 

Graduates  (1967) 

Travel  and 

Summer  Employment  Opportunities 
Positions;  Challenging  opportunities  within  the  Fe- 

deral, Provincial  and  Municipal  Government  Depart- ments across  Canoda. 
Qualifications  Required:  Undergraduate  class  of  6T7 
willing  to  work  outside  of  home  province. 
Competitive  salaries. 
Travel  Expenses:  Paid  by  The  Centennial  Commission. 

Consult  your  Placement  Officer 
for  full  particulars 

THE  INSTITUTE  OF  PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION  OF  CANADA 

CANA
DA 

H  NORTH  A
MERICAN 

1 

required  reading 

Chances  are  you  won't  find  this  AIR  CANADA  schedule  among  the  intellectual  nourishment  avail- able in  your  university  or  college  library.  Yet,  in  not  too  many  years,  it  could  be  an  important bread  and  butter  item  on  your  everyday  reading  list.  And  for  this  very  good  reason:  AIR  CANADA 
can  take  you  quickly,  comfortably  and  conveniently  to  35  Canadian  cities,  7  major  U  S  cities 
and  to  Britain  (with  BOAC),  Ireland,  France,  Germany,  Austria,  Switzerland,  Bermuda,  Nassau' and  the  Caribbean,  on  matters  of  business,  pleasure  and  profit. 

AIR  CANADA 

TYPING  & 
DUPLICATING  SERVICE 

WA  2  -  7707 
IBM  Executive  Electric 
SCM  French  keyboard 

(carbon  ribbons) 
Experienced  Typing  and 

Editing 

University  Theses,  Essays, 
Reports 

Stencils  -  Duplicating 
Offset 

EXPORT PLAIN 
Or  FILTER  TIP 
CIGARETTES 

REGULAR  and  KINGS 1 
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exhilarating 

elegance 

for  MEN 

AFTER SHAVE 

4  oz. 

$3.75 

Discerning  men  find  luxurious 
pleasure  in  the  subtle  mascu- line scent  of  Jade  East.,  .worlds 
apart  from  the  ordinary. 



Joseph  Cheung  deft)  ken  Chin  (U      R)  i„  foil  V.tpet^.T"  ̂  
NO  COMPETITION 

Rochester  outfences  f oilers Bv  BOB  CLARK  u    .    _  _ By  BOB  CLARK 
Syracuse  University  fenc- 

ing squad  showed  excep- 
tionally strong  in  sabre  to 

win  the  invitational  exhibi- 
tion held  at  Rochester  Ins- 

titute of  Technology  Satur- 
day, with  33  wins. 

The  University  of  Toronto 
squad,  lead  by  strong  per- 

formances from  Norman 
Bradwell  in  foil,  Helmut 
Microys,  in  epee,  and  Vladi- 

mir Hachinski  in  sabre, 
placed  second  with  26  wins, 
while  host  RIT  fencers  fol- 

lowed with  22  wins. 
Mike  Block  took  top  in- 

dividual honours  in  foil  for 
Syracuse  with  5  wins  and 
only  9  hits  against.  Norman Bradwell  tied  Block  in  wins, 
but  had  12  hits  against  to 
place  second. 
Helmut  Microys  took  the 

title  in  epee,  tied  with  John 
Roth  of  RIT  each  with  5 
wins  and  21  hits  against. 
However,  Microys  took 

first  by  virtue  of  most  hits 
for. 

Vladimir  Hachinski  won 
top  honors  in  sabre  with  5 
wins  and  16  hits  against. 
Bruno  Schmidt  and  Charles 
Boberg,  both  of  Syracuse, 

tied  for  second  with  5  wins 
and  19  hits  against. 
"The  reason  for  our  loss 

to  Syracuse,"  said  Varsity's manager,  Mark  Pfeiffer,  "is 
the  lack  of  top-notch  compe- tition. We  do  not  get  nearly 
as  much  of  the  rugged  com- petition the  American 

leges  do." 
FOOTNOTES: 

Varsity's  Peter  Apse,  after disappointing  showings 
against  McMaster  and  Royal Military  College,  came  up 
with  a  very  strong  perfor- mance in  sabre  to  compile  a record  of  four  wins  and  only two  defeats. 

SIM.  tied  in  knots  after  weekend  action Strange  things  were  hap- 
pening in  the  Senior  Inter- 

collegiate Hockey  League 
this  weekend.  Laval  Rouge 
et  Or  upset  Varsity  Blues 
6-5  Friday  night  in  Toronto, 
then  lost  a  4-3  decision  to 
Queen's  Golden  Gaels  in 
Kingston,  Saturday. 

While  this  was  happening, 
McGill  Redmen  were  scor- 

ing a  4-3  upset  victory  over 
defending  champion  Mont- real Carabins  in  Montreal. 

In  Kingston,  Larry  Jones 
scored  with  less  than  four 
minutes  remaining  in  the 
game  to  give  Gaels  the  win. 
The  goal  was  Jones'  third  of the  game.  Bob  Pond  was  the 
other  Queen's  marksmen. 

Jacques  Metras,  Pierre  La- 
chance  and  Reynald  Dufour 
scored  for  Laval.  The  teams 
were  tied  1-1  after  the  first 
period  and  3-3  at  the  end of  the  second. 

In  Montreal,  John  Tibbits 
led  Redmen  with  two  goals, 
including  the  eventual  win- ner, and  an  assist. 
Skippy  Kerner  and  Bert 

Halliwell  counted  singles. 
For  Carabins,  who  lost 

their  second  consecutive 
game,  Ghislain  Delage,  Mau- 

rice Sauve  and  Jean-Jacques 
Granger  each  registered once. 

The  weekend  action  leaves 
three  teams  lied  for  first 
and  four  for  second  in  the 
nine-team  league. 
Western,  Waterloo  and 

Toronto  each  have  six  points 
and  are  tied  for  first.  To- 

ronto has  played  one  more 

game. Montreal,  Lava],  McGill 
and  Queen's  h  a  vc  four 
points  and  are  tied  for  sec- 

ond. Queen's  has  played 
three  games,  McGill  and 
Montreal  five  and  Laval  six. 
There  are  no  games  until 

the  new  year. 

Wrestlers  thudded  in  U.S., 

Keston,  Doner  only  victors 
By  BOB  CLARK 

University  of  Toronto 
wrestling  Blues  faced  a 
healthy  and  more  experien- 

ced grappling  squad  from 
Rochester  Institute  of  Tech- 

nology and  ended  up  on  the 
short  end  of  a  28-8  score  in 
an  exhibition  match  at  Ro- 

chester, Saturday. 
Varsity's  grapplers,  hamp- ered by  injuries  and  exams, 

found  they  were  no  match 
for  the -powerful  Americans. 

Blues'  Rick  Keston  show- 
ed surprisingly  well  in  the 

130-lb  class  as  he  decision- 
ed  Gary  Chalmers  (RIT), 
6-1.  Roger  Doner,  a  consist- 
ant  winner  for  Blues  deci- 
sioned  Larry  Kramer  9-1,  for 
Varsity's  only  other  win. The  other  Varsity  points 
were  a  result  of  a  draw  be- 

tween John  Perkins,  and 
Bruce  Chalmers  6-6. 
FOOTNOTES:  The  mat- 

ches for  Ed  Dufficld  and 
Bruce  Searle  were  their  first 
in  intercollegiate  competi- tion for  Varsity. 

123-lb:  (no  competition); 

130-lb:  Rick  Keston  (T)  de- 
cisioned  Gary  Chalmers 
(RIT),  6-1;  137-lb:  Jack  Ful- 

ler (RIT),  pinned  Ed  Duf- 
field  (T),  at  4:33;  145-lb:  (no 
competition)  152-lb:  Gord 
Haskin  (RIT)  decisioned 
Larry  Angus  (T)  5-2;  160-lb: 
Roger  Doner  (T)  decisioned 
Larry  Kramer  (RIT),  9-1; 
167-lb:  John  Perkins  (T)  and 
Bruce  Chalmers  (RIT)  drew 
6-6;  I77-lb:  George  Fraser 
(RIT)  decisioned  Bill  Alli- 

son (T),  4-1;  19Mb:  (no  corn- 
petit  ion);  Heavyweight: 
Ralph  Howlett  (RIT)  pin- ned Bruce  Searle  (T)  at 2:30. 
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ba^l1'5  A,Me«c  Association 
Interfoculty  Basketball,  PHE  A  vs  PHE  III 

VOLLEYBALL  CLUb'4'  ̂   ~ 

Meeting  of  Volleyball  Representatives  and monagers  on  Wednesday,  December  15  at  1  00 p.m.  in  the  Board  Room,  Benson  Building 

"STUDENTS' LET'S  GET  READY  FOR  THE  HOLIDAYS TAKE  ALONG  YOUR  CORD  WIDE-WALE 

SKI  -  JEANS  g&b 
ASST.  COLOURS  \ 

$9.95 

JUST  ARRIVED 

NAVY 

PEA  COATS 
•  CORDUROY  SLIM  -  JEANS  ....  8.95 

•  LEE  &  LEVI'S  SUPER  SLIM  JEANS  6.95 
•  LEVI'S  WHITE  -  WHITE  JEANS         6  95 
•  TEEN  -  MAN  TERRITORY 

SLIM  -  DRESS  SLACKS   9.71 
•  KING  SUPER  SLIM  JEANS 

FADED  BLUE,  BLACK  or  TAN  6.50 
•  STUDENT  SPECIAL  .  .  .  MADRAS  & 

CORDUROY  BELTS  Now  Only  1  99 
OPEN  EVERY  NIGHT  TILL  9  P.M. 

THRIFTY 

SPORT  SHOP 

f       -«w  ONE  LOCATION  ONLY 
129  CHURCH  ST. 

J$  CORNER  QUEEN 
F-'f  \\  *  FREE  PARKING  FOR \i/     V  OUR  CUSTOMERS  . WHILE  SHOPPING 

HART  HOUSE  NEW  YEAR'S  EVE  HALL EAST  COMMON  ROOM  ] 

DANCING    -     ™E  BALLR°OM  (Main  Gym)       L      from  9  p.m.  to  3  a.r and  in  the  DEBATES  ROOM  I 
TO  THE  FRANTIC  RYTHYMS  OF 

THE  SUEDES" STEAK  SUPPER  AFTER  MIDNIGHT 
512.00  per  couple  —  Ticked  or  Holl  Porter's  Desk,  Horr  Hoojo 

(Lost  doy  lo  pick  up  reservolions  Friday,  December  17th) 

DANCING  (?) 

J 



I  Ml  fitlALTENDER  STARS  IN  UPSET 

If  it's  not  one  Grenier,
  it's  another 

Third  period  comeback 

too  late  to  avoid  defeat 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
"A  combination  of  missed  opportunities  and  the  super- 

lative goaltending  of  Laval  netminder  Maurice  Grenier  were 
greatly  responsible  for  Blues'  defeat.  Varsity  outshot  Rouge et  Or  49-31  but  were  unable  to  take  advantage  of  their  op- portunities 

That  was  a  report  in  The  Varsity  of  Dec.  3,  1962,  on 
Blues'  8-7  loss  to  Laval.  This  was  the  last  time  Varsity  lost 
a  regular-season  home  game— that  is,  until  Friday  night. 
Onlv  the  face  changed 

Friday  night  at  Varsity  Are- 
na when  Maurice  Grenier's younger  brother,  Andre,  led 

Laval  Rouge  et  Or  to  a  6-5 
victory  over  Varsity  Blues. 

In  this  game  too,  Blues 
had  ample  opportunity  to 
score,  firing  56  shots  at  goal- tender  Grenier.  But  they 
were  able  to  beat  him  only 
five  times. 

Grenier,  in  fact,  was  not 
even  supposed  to  be  in  To- 

ronto Friday  night.  Because 
of  academic. comitments,  he 
was  scheduled  to  play  just 
Laval 's  home  games  with Nurmand  Arsenault  taking 
over  on  the  road. 

However,  Arsenault's  nose 
was  broken  in  Laval's  6-3 loss  to  Western  in  London 
last  weekend  and  Grenier 
was  forced  to  make  the 
road  trip. 

Rouge  et  Or  were  the  only 
team  so  far  this  season  to 
skate  with  Blues.  They  play- 

ed good  positional  hockey 
and  took  advantage  of  their 
opportunities  to  build  up  a 
6  1  lead  by  the  5:07  mark  of 
the  third  period. 
Reynald  Dufour  counted 

twice,  with  singles  going  to 
Gratien  Guimond,  Guy  Mo- 

rel, Pierre  Lachance  and 
Fred  McRobie. 

While  Blues  weren't  out- 
played for  the  most  part, 

they  couldn't  put  the  puck past  Grenier  and  appeared 
disorganized  at  times. 

A  good  indication  of  their 
fate  came  at  the  begining  of 
the  second  period.  With  the 
score  4-1  and  Laval  two 
men  short  for  1:32,  Blues 
could  only  manage  two  shots 
on  Grenier  and  failed  to 
score. 

This  was  due  in  part,  to 
Laval's  defence  which  seem- ed to  block  as  a  many  shots 
as  Grenier. 

Nevertheless,  Blues  al- most came  back  to  tie  the 
game  in  the  third  period. 
Coach  Tom  Watt  began 
using  two  lines,  to  gain  ad- 

ded firepower,  switching 
Bobby  McClelland  to  right 
wing  with  Ward  Passi  and 
Murrav  Stroud.  Monteith, 
Laurent  and  Cunningham 
was  the  other  line. 

The  move  almost  paid  off 
as  Blues  counted  four  goals 
within  four-and-a-half  minu- 

tes. Bobby  McClelland  scor- 
ed with  just  under  eight  mi- 

nutes  to   play,   then  Gord 

Cunningham  and  Hank 
Monteith,  with  his  second 
and  third  of  the  game,  ad- 

ded goals  in  rapid  succes- 
sion. Blues  were  unable  to 
get  the  equalizer  although 
Passi  and  Cunningham  had 
excellent  chances. 
LEFTOVERS:  Doug  St. 

John  suffered  cut  chin,  con- 
cussion and  possible  broken 

jaw  when  he  collided  with 
Henry  Monteith.  .  .  Three 
stars,  selected  by  Mrs.  Rick 
Kollins,  were  Andre  Grenier, 
Paul  Laurent  and  Gratien 
Guimond  .  .  .  Coach  Watt 
summed  up  his  team's  ef- fort when  he  commented, 
"We  couldn't  put  the  puck 
in  the  net.  That  was  the 
story"  .  .  .  The  first  thing 
Laval  coach  Jean-Paul  Pou- 
lin  did  after  the  game  was 
phone  news  of  the  victory 
to  Quebec  City  .  .  .  Goal- tender  Bill  Stewart  played 
despite  a  bruised  knee  suf- 

fered in  practice  Wednes- 
day .  .  .  Blues'  next  game  is 

in  Boston  against  North- eastern, Friday. 
FIRST  PERIOD 1 .  Dufour 

(Vandal,  Guimond)    0:40 2.  Morel (Vandal,  Heberr)    8:12 3.  Dufour (Vondal)    13:22 A.  Lachance (unassisted)   18:19 5.  H.  Monteith 
(McClelland,  Tompson)    19:28 Ponoltics:  Maugham  (elbowing)  0:51; Awrey  (interference)  7:24;  Burwash (charging))  12:15;  Slake  ihooking)  14: 56;  McCrobie  (hookino)  19:45. 

SECOND  PERIOD 6.  Guimond (Vandal)    16:14 Penalties:  Maugham  (high  sticking) 0:13;  Maugham  (holding)  9:07;  St. John  (holding)  13:15. THIRD  PERIOD 7.  McRobie (Dutour,  Guimond]    5:07 8.  McClelland 
(unassisted)    11:55 9.  Cunningham (Laurent  .Monteith)   12:50 10.  Monteith (Laurent,  Cunningham]    15:57 11.  Monteith (Laurent)    16:14 P«f»oltic»:  Awrey  (slashing)  8:04. 

The  sfory  of  the  game  was  gooltender  Andre  Grenier  and  his  defence.  Covering  up  on 
their  knees  are  Grenier  and  defenceman  Jacques  Metros  while  Den  s  Giroux  (18)  pro- 

tects the  goal.  Pat  Monahan,  Murray  Stroud  (14)  and  Brian  Jones  (6)  are  too  late  to  get 
the  puck  by  Grenier  as  Claude  Desmarois  (15)  moves  in  to  help  out.  

Cagers  off  on  winning  foot, 

Mac  no  match  for  Varsity 

By  RICH  PYNE 
Varsity  basketball  Blues 

opened  their  regular  sea- son with  an  impressive 
80-67  victory  over  McMaster 
Marauders  Saturday  night 
in  Hamilton. 

In  the  first  half  a  sustain- ed combination  of  good 
shooting  and  excellent  re- 

bounding made  Blues  ap- 
pear by  far  the  superior team.  In  fact  they  not  only 

depressed  Marauders,  but 
also  a  packed  house  of  Ma- rauder fans  and  the  first 
half  which  ended  with  a 
42-24  Toronto  advantage  was 
played  in  relative  silence. 
Doug  Lockhart  got  Blues 

off  to  a  good  start  as  he  sel- dom missed  a  shot  picking 
up  16  points  by  half-time, 
The  second  period  how- 

ever opened  in  a  flurry.  Mc- Master started  off  with  a 
press  and  as  Varsity  coach 
John  McManus  remarked 
after  the  game,  Blues  pa- 

nicked. A  few  initial  mist- 
akes complemented  by  a 

revived  Marauder  partisan 
crowd  compunded  their 
confusion     and  McMaster 

Depleted  swimmers  lose 
A  well  coached  University 

of  Rochester  swim  team  de- 
feated an  undermanned  Var- 

sity squad  59-33  in  an  exhibi- 
tion meet  Saturday  in  Ro- 

chester. Last  year,  Varsity 
won  in  Hart  House  62-32. 
American  eligibility  rules 

forced  Varsity  coach  Juri 
Daniel  to  drop  five  expe- 

rienced swimmers;  illness 
and  Christmas  exams  kept 
the  freshmen  swimmers  in 
Toronto. 
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Highlight  of  the  meet  for 
Varsity  was  Robin  Campbell 
who  won  the  200  yard  but 
terfly  and  anchored  the  win- ning free  style  relay  team. 
Steve  Gerring  set  three 

personal  records  in  winning 
the  100  yard  free  styles  and 
anchoring  two  relays. 

Jim  Parker  and  Stan  Wal- ker recorded  their  best  times 
in  a  losing  effort. 

Next  met  for  the  swim- mers is  Jan.  12  in  Hart 
House  against  University  of Guelph. 

came  within  seven  points  or 
tying  it  after  less  than  10 minutes  of  play. 
Blues  eventually  settled 

down  aided  by  some  atroci- 
ous shooting  by  Mac  and 

picked  up  the  points  they had  lost. 
Most  responsible  for 

Blues'  recovery  was  Nolan 
Kane  who  stuffed  in  13 
points  during  the  second half  while  Marauders  were 
busy  making  sure  Lockhart d'dn't  add  to  his  total. 

No  one  on  the  team  turn- 
ed in  a  sub-standard  per- 

formance, but  apart  from 
Lockhart  and  Kane,  Bill 
Woloshyn  and  rookie  Doug 
Richardson  turned  in  excel- 

lent performances.' Woloshyn  played  most  of 
the  game  at  guard  with Lockhart  and  contributed 
14  points  to  the  cause  in- cluding 10  in  the  second  half 
when  Varsity  needed  them 
most.  Richardson  conducted 
himself  very  well  in  his  first intercollegiate  game  playing 
aggressively  under  the boards  and  making  few 
mistakes  from  the  pivot  po- 

sition qn  offense. Blues  did  a  remarkably 

good  job  of  spoiling  Ma- rauders' home  opener  and  it 
showed  :n  the  pessimistic summary  of  the  game  by 
their  coach  Bill  Fowler. "It's  time  the  team  faced 
the  facts.  On  the  basis  of 
tonight's  and  past  perform- 

ances this  season  we're  not a  playoff  elub.  Right  now 
we're  right  next  to  Guelph 
on  the  bottom.  You  can't win  in  this  league  scoring 

60  points  a  game." It  McMaster  is  bad  they 
aren't  that  bad  and  the  fact 
uf  the  matter  is  Saturday 
night  Blues  just  weren't about  to  be  beaten, Whistle     Stops:  Varsitj 

picked  up  20  fouls  and  17 of  these  were  accumulated 
by  Woloshyn,  Kane,  Ron 
Kimel  and  John  Hadden 
who  fouled  out  early  in  the 
second  half  .  .  .  The  differ- 

ence in  the  teams'  shooting 
was  displayed  by  their  per- formance from  the  foul 
line  .  .  .  Varsity  hit  almost 
80  per  cent  of  their  free 
throws  but  McMaster  look- 

ed the  gift-horse  in  the mouth  and  were  good  only 
on  half  their  attempts  ... 
Windsor  Lancers  continue 
to  make  the  schedule  look 
easy  as  they  walked  over Waterloo  98-60  Friday  in 
Windsor.  Marty  Kwlatowski 
( 22 )  and  Mike  Taranczuk 
(13)  led  the  Lancers  .  .  . Bob  Pando  (16)  and  Neil 
Rourke  (14)  were  best  for 
Waterloo  .  .  .  Varsity  em- barks on  their  second  trip 
before  the  holiday  Thursday 
when  they  play  Western 
(0-1 )  in  London  . . . Scoring:  Varsity;  Lockhart  18;  Kone 
17;  Woloshyn  14;  O'Neill  II;  Ri- chardson 5;  Rogers  4;  Kimel  4;  Had- den 3;  Lapides  2;  Neidre  2. McMaster,  Allingham  18;  Wall  II, 
Murray  9;  Gruhl  8;  Smith  7;  Martinson 8;  Wheatley  6;  Zavitz;  Stonkus. 

DOUG  LOCKHART 



"BRITAIN  SHOULD  INVADE" All  three  speakers  at  Wed- 
nesday's Rhodesia  Teach-in at  V  of  T  agreed  that  Britain 

should  invade  Rhodesia  to 
put  down  Smith's  rebel  go- vernment. 
Nathan  Shamuyarira,  a 

graduate  student  at  Prince- ton and  former  editor  of  the 
now  banned  African  Daily 
News,  said  Prime  Minister 
Wilson  would  have  to  make 
it  clear  when  he  addresses 
the  United  Nations  (Thurs- 

day) that  he  is  for  African 
majority  rule. 
"The  Africans  don't  be- lieve Mr.  Wilson  is  sincere. 

If  he  is,  let  us  see  the  evi- 
dence," he  said. 

Mr.  Shamuyarira  said  he 
suspects  Mr.  Wilson  wants 
to  revive  the  1961  constitu- 

tion and  give  power  either 
to  Sir  Humphrey  Gibbs,  Go- vernor of  Rhodesia,  or  Sir 
Roy  Welensky,  former  Prime 
Minister  ofthe  defunct  Cent- 

ral African  Federation,  rat- 
her than  press  for  African rule. 

He  said  his  people  would 
welcome  help  from  Russia, 
the  United  States,  Red 
China,  or  even  Canada. 

Stephen  Lewis,  New  De- 
mocrat MPP  for  Scarbo- 

rough West,  said  Britain 
should  have  used  "massive intervention  the  day  before 
or  the  day  after  the  rebel 
breakaway." Because  the  situation  is 
deteriorating  the  fight  will 
be  bloodier  than  it  would 
have  been  if  Mr.  Wilson  had 
acted  swiftly. 
"We  must  urge  Mr.  Wil- 

son when  he  is  in  this  coun- 
try this  week  to  move  with 

every  conceivable  dispatch 

to  guarantee  majority  rule," Mr.  Lewis  said. 
"Faltering  in  Rhodesia  is 

a  step  to  holocaust  on  that 
continent." Dr.  Cranford  Pratt,  V  of 
T  professor  of  Political 
Science  and  a  former  prin- 

cipal of  East  African  Univer- 
sity said  Canada  should  per- 

suade  Britain   "that  force 

may  finally  have  to  be  use- 
ed  in  Rhodesia." He  said  there  can  be  no 
solution  unless  it  is  agreed 
there  must  be  African  rule 
in  the  foreseeable  future. 
A  slight  furore  was  caus- 
ed when  a  speaker  from  the 

floor  said  the  British  actions 
have  not  been  insincere, 
that  if  Britain  intervened 
now  she  would  be  defeated 
and  that  the  Africans  do  not 
have  the  experience  or  the 
education  to  rule  effectively. 

The  speaker  later  identifi- 
ed himself  as  Sydney  Wil- 
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liams,  4T6,  a  native  of  the 
West  Indies  and  an  emp- 

loyee of  the  Ontario  Govern- 
ment Highways  Department. 

Mr.  Shamuyarira  answer- ed that  the  Rhodesian  army 
is  weak  because  it  has  only 
one  battalion  and  second 
rate  weapons. 

He  added  that  the  present 
members  of  Smith's  cabinet also  have  had  very  little 
education.  "They  are  to- 

bacco farmers,"  he  said. 
Mr.  Williams  returned  to 

the  evening  session, 
which  persons  from  the  au- dience were  allowed  to  take 
the  stage  to  state  their views. 

Says  referendum  illegal 
MONTREAL  —  The  Mc- 

Gill  students'  referendum 
rejecting  membership  i  n 
the  Union  Generalc  des 
Etudiants  du  Quebec  (UG- 
EQ)  has  been  declared  il- 

legal by  the  McGill  Students Council. 
Council  reversed  its  prior 

decision  to  consider  the 
vote  valid  when  mounting 
pressures  brought  the  mo- tion before  council  last  Wed- 

nesday. An  increasing  num- 
ber of  students  were  comp- 

laining that  they  had  been 
denied  the  right  to  vote  in 
the  referendum  when  one  ot 
the  polls  ran  out  of  ballots 
more  than  an  hour  before 
it  was  scheduled  to  close. 
The  issue  was  brought  to 

council  when  Sola  Ogun- 
banwango  of  McGill's  School of  Graduates  Studies  read 

into  the  record  a  letter  cri 
ticizing  the  chief  returning officer  for  not  invalidating 
the  vote.  Mr.  Ogunbanwango 
called  for  a  new  referendum 
to  be  held  later. 
Chief  Returning  officer 

Ken  Roberts  defended  his 
position  by  maintaining  that the  number  of  people  who 
had  been  denied  the  vote 
by  the  shortage  of  ballots was  not  sufficient  to  alter 
the  results  of  the  referen 
dum. 

Mr.  Ogunbanwango's  said it  was  one  of  the  democratic 
rights  of  every  student  to 
express  his  opinion  in  a  vote. He  finally  won  over  the 
council  who  supported  his call  for  a  new  referendum 
by  a  vote  of  seven  to  four. 

No  date  has  yet  been  set 
for  the  new  referendum 
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II  of  A  SUPA  fined  for  peace  kits 
EDMONTON  —  A  $50  fine 

has  been  imposed  on  the 
University  of  Alberta  chapt- er of  the  Student  Union  For 
Peace  Action  for  selling  Viet 
Nam  kits  on  campus. 

The  kits,  published  by  the 
SUPA  National  Office  in  To- 

ronto, contain  reprints  of 
articles  giving  various  points 
of  view  on  the  Viet  war. 

Students  were  selling  the 
kits  for  $1  from  a  booth  at 
the  Student  Union  Build- 

ing, thereby  violating  a  rule which  forbids  canvassing 
and  soliciting  on  campus. 
The  fine  was  levied  on 

Tuesday  by  the  Discipline, 
Interpretation  and  Enforce- ment Board,  the  student 
court. 

Student  Union  President 
Rich  Price  said  the  decision 
was  reached  solely  because 
the  rule  had  been  violated, 
He  stressed  that  the  stu- 

dent council  would  work  to 
get  the  rule  changed. 
The  Student  Union  set 

up  a  committee  composed 
of  its  five-member  executive, 

four  professors,  an  interest- 

ed graduate  student  and 
Peter  Boothroyd.  a  SUPA 
member,  to  study  the  pos- 

sibility of  changing  the  rule. 
Mr.  Boothroyd,  a  graduate 

student  in  sociology,  said  in 
a  letter  to  the  SUPA  Na- 

tional Office,  that  the 
DIEBS  fine  would  be  ap- 

pealed. 
He  said  all  who  had  man- 

ned the  booth  were  original- 
ly charged  and  were  there- fore subject  to  a  similar  §50 

fine.  But  this  was  later 
changed  "by  quiet  agree- ment" to  a  group  charge,  he 
said. 

Mr.  Boothroyd,  a  U  of  T 
graduate  in  geography, 
wrote  that  no  one  knows 
exactly  where  the  non-can- vassing rule  comes  from. 

In  the  letter  he  said: 
"Ryan  (the  university's  pre- sident) has  variously  sug- 

gested it  is  in  a  secret  Dean's council  minute,  in  a  secret 
Board  of  Governors  minute 
perhaps  as  far  back  as  1912. 
or  that  it  may  not  exist  out- 

side the  SU  Handbook, 
which,  since  it  is  approved 

WINTERS  QUITS  YORK  BOARD  OF  GOVERNORS 

Robert  Winters,  Liberal  MP  for  York  West,  has  resigned 
as  chairman  of  the  Board  of  Governors  at  York  University to  devote  his  full  time  to  politics. 

Replacing  him  is  William  Pearson  Scott,  Chairman  of 
Wood,  Gundy  and  Co.  Ltd.,  a  well-known  firm  of  stock- brokers. Walter  Gordon  is  a  former  chairman  of  the  com- 

pany. Mr  Winters  is  the  favored  choice  for  the  Trade  and  Com- 
merce portfolio  when  Prime  Minister  Pearson  announces his  new  cabinet  today. 

Mr  Scott  has  been  a  member  of  York's  board  of  governors 
from  its  beginning  in  1959.  He  is  vice-chairman  of  the  York 

University  Founders'  Fund. 
Mr  Scott  whose  appointment  takes  effect  Jan.  1,  1966,  is 

also  Vice-Chairman  of  the  Board  of  Wellesley  Hospital  and 
a  past  president  of  the  Toronto  Board  of  Trade.  He  holds 
directorships  in  several  Canadian  corporations. 

by  the  Dean's  council (though  written  by  Ryan)  is 

law  enough". The  controversy  over  the 
Viet  Nam  kits  started  in 
October  when  the  SUPA 
chapter  treasurer,  Jim  John- son, informed  the  university^ 
provost  that  a  booth  selling 
the  kits,  "Make  Love"  Not War"  bumber  slickers  and 
soliciting  student  support 
for  seminars  and  protest 
activity  would  be  set  up. 

Boothroyd  was  called  be- 
fore a  meeting  of  the  dean's council  and  the  request 

"was  refused  as  not  being 
in  accord  with  university 
policy".  But  SUPA  decided to  challange  that  policy,  Mr. Boothroyd  said. 

The  booth  was  moved  to 
the  mathematics  and  phy- sics building. 

Mr.  Boothroyd  said  seve- 
ral campus  Conservatives manned  the  booth  because 

they  disagreed  with  the 
ruling  in  principle  and  later 
joined  SUPA. On  Dec.  1  a  special  SUPA 
meeting  attended  by  about 
100  persons,  heard  President 

Ryan  propose  a  "cooling-off period"  so  that  in  time  the rule  could  be  changed 
"through  the  proper  chan- 

nels." 

The  next  day,  the  booth 
was  returned  to  the  Student 
Union  Building  where  it 
now  continues. 
Mr.  Boothroyd  said  the 

Calgary  SUPA  chapter  ap- 
plied to  the  university  pre- 

sident "after  events  broke 
out  here,  and  the  Admin- istration (working  from  the 
same  rules)  advised  them  to 
operate  where  tbey  like,  as 
long  as  they  liked,  if  given student  council  permission, 
provided  this  was  not  made 
an  issue  in  the  press." 

MCGILL  DAILY  PUBLISHES  BAZIN  REPORT 

By  JACQUES  de  MONTIGNY 
In  a  move  unprecendented  in  student 

journalism  in  Canada  the  McGill  Daily  has 
published  in  full  the  text  of  a  confidential 
report  by  the  Canadian  Union  of  Students 
about  the  founding  convention  of  L'Union Generate  des  Etudiants  du  Quebec  (UGEQ). 

The  secret  report  was  written  in  Novem- 
ber 1964,  by  the  then  president  of  the  Ca- nadian Union  of  Students,  (CUS)  Mr.  Jean 

Bazin,  as  "a  fair  approximation  of  what went  on  before  and  during  the  founding 

convention  of  UGEQ.'* Part  history,  part  chronicle,  the  report 
was  not  intended  as  an  "exhaustive"  study, 
but  rather  as  a  "basis  for  information". It  does,  however,  reflect  deeply  Mr.  Ba- 
zin's  opinions  and  carries  many  recommen- dations on  which  "the  attitudes  of  young 
English  Canada,"  the  Daily  comments  "have 
been  based  for  over  a  year." 

These  attitudes  are  a  melange  of  fear,  be- 
wilderment, neo-colonialism  and  irritation," 

the  Daily  continues,  "and  they  have  their 
perfect  summation  in  Bazin's  secret  docu- ment. When  CUS  talks  in  future  about  po- 

sitive 'attitudes'  towards  its  'French-Cana- 
dian counterpart'  it  will  be  clear  to  UGEQ that  sentiments  are  being  expressed  by  an 

organization  dedicated  to  stealth,  devious- 
ness  and  bad  faith." The  most  sensational  and  significant  re- commendation of  the  report  states  that  CUS 
should  seek  close  co-operation  with  UGEQ 
but  adds,  "we  should  be  careful  not  to 
strengthen  Ihe  organisation  (UGEQ)  as  it 
might  fall  by  itself."  "I  am  not  suggesting 
that  UGEQ  will  not  last,  my  own  personal 
feeling  is  that  it  will  last,  however,  I  do  feel 
that  it  would  be  senseless  for  us  if  there  is 
an  outside  chance  for  it  to  deteriorate,  that 

we  should  prevent  it  from  doing  so." 
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JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 
AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

LITTLE 

TRINITY 
ANGLICAN  -  EVANGELICAL Services  ot  11  o.m.  to  7  p.m. Minister:  REV.  H.S.D.  ROBINSON Associate:  REV.  T.  HARPUR 

11  A.M. MORNING  PRAYER 
REV.  TOM  HARPUR 7  P.M. Rev.  Tom  Horpur 
4  p.m.  School  House CHRISTMAS  CONCERT 8.45  p.m.  School  House CHRISTMAS  CONCERT 425  KING  ST.  E. 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 

300  Bloor  St.  West Ministers: 
The?  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E.  M.  Howse Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 
1  1.00  o.m.     THE  FULLNESS 

OF  TIME DR.  E.  M.  HOWSE 
7.00  p.m.  CANDLELIGHT CAROL  SERVICE 
CHRISTMAS  STORY  READ  BY 

REV.  D.  A.  GILLIES STUDENTS  WELCOME 
CAMPUS  CLUB   following  the 
Evening  Service. 

HONDA  SPORT 
PARTS  •  SALES  •  SERVICE  •  ACCESSORIES 

OPEN  NIGHTLY  UNTIL  9  P.M. 
1247  Bay  Street  lot  YorkvlUe)  927- 

GREEK  BOUTIQUE 
REPRODUCTIONS  OF  ORIGINAL 

GREEK  ART HANDMADE  JEWELRY,  ETC. 
In  the  Upper  Colonnade 

PARNES  C10THING  CO. 
Custom  Made  Men's  and  Women's 

UNIVERSITY  BLAZERS 
Fine  Flannel  Worsted  Trousers 

Suits,  Tuxedos,  Dinner  Jackets 
Made  to  Measure 

Latest  Styles  and  Design 
OPEN  DAILY  INCLUDING  SAT.  9  -  6 

706  QUEEN  ST.  W.  EM  6-2025 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Ret. 922-7624 

MARY  DALE  STOTT 
B.A. 

du  MAURIER. 
the 

cigarette 

good  taste 

Light  up  a  du  MAURIER 
and  enjoy  something  special: the  full,  rich  flavour  of 
select  Virginia  tobaccos,  aged 
for  mildness,  du  MAURIER 
also  has  the  exclusive 
Millecel  Super  Filter,  the most  effective  filter 
yet  developed, 
du  MAURIER,  the  cigarette 
of  good  taste,  in  the 
distinctive  red  and  silver 
package... today's  finest smoking  pleasure. 
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China  education  improving 
By  ROZ  LOFSKY 

Education  in  Red  China  has  greatly  increased  under  the 
Communist  regime,  Rene  Goldman  of  the  University  of  Brit- 

ish Columbia  said  yesterday  at  Sidney  Smith  Hall. 
Mr.  Goldman  spent  several  years  living  and  studying  at 

the  University  of  Peking.  He  did  graduate  work  at  Columbia 
University  before  going  to  UBC. 

"One  hundred  million  people  have  been  taught  to  read and  write  within  the  last  15  years,"  said  Mr.  Goldman. 
"Since  1949,  attendance  has  trebled  in  the  primary  and secondary  schools,  and  has  increased  seven-fold  in  the  uni- versities. Thousands  of  schools  have  been  created  and  are 

operating  on  two  and  three  shifts. 
Mr.  Goldman,  who  was  born  in  Luxembourg  and  went  to University  of  Peking  on  a  scholarship  in  1954,  added  that 

"education  for  education's  sake"  is  condemned. 
Utilitarianism,  is  the  main  concern  of  Red  Chinese  edu- 

cation, he  said.  Thus  the  Chinese  student  is  different  from 
his  western  counterpart  because  he  is  "more  serious  and 
intellectual"  and  there  are  very  few  "blasiS  and  sophisticat- ed students. 

Mr.  Goodman  pointed  out  that  emphasis  is  placed  on science  and  technology.  The  polytechnical  and  specialized technical  institutions  are  considered  the  highest  seats  of learning  while  the  humanities  enjoy  a  lower  prestige. 
The  purpose  of  education  is  to  serve  the  progress  of the  country.  After  a  student  is  through  with  his  course, the  government  may  place  him  whereever  it  wishes. 
Mr.  Goodman  also  pointed  out  some  drawbacks  to 

the  educational  system  because  of  a  student's  political  af- filiation. 

"Those  students  with  bad  political  records  are  sent  to the  countryside"  and  receive  inferior  jobs,  he  said. 

Today  1-5  p.m. 
UC  JCR  "Would  you  Believe  it"  Dance.  25c  admission- All  welcome. 

Today  4-6  p.m. 
Auditions  for  Ibsen's  "Hedda  Gabler" leges.  Room  52,  New  College. Open  to  all  col- 

Today,  7:30  p.m. Two  films  on  Pakistan,  arranged  by  the  Pakistan  Stu- dents' Association.  Cody  Hall. 
Today,  7:45  p.m. 

German  Club  "Weinachtsfeier"  Lute  player,  poetry  read- 
mSVC«T  „'  ref'"eshmen's,  dancing.  All  welcome.  Reader Prof.  W.  Bauer.  Wymilwood  Music  Room,  Victoria  College. Today  8  p.m. 

Estonian  Student  Association  "Capricornus"  Dance Latvian  House.  . 

Today,  8:30  p.m. 
Christmas  Party.  Refreshments,  carol  singing,  dancing &  Santa  Claus.  Admission  50c  plus  25e  wrapped  gift  Inter- nalional  Student  Centre.  45  Willcocks  St. Annual  Christmas  Dance.  Music  by  Ed  Guca  and  To- ronto s  only  Chica-go-go  orchestra.  Authentic  Polish  meal Will  be  served.  206  Beverley  St 

Bu,te?yaniSh  C'Ub  &  ItaHan  Club  Chris,™s  Party.  Trinity Saturday,  2  p.m. 
March  to  protest  inadequate  British  action  on  the  Rho- desia,! Problem  to  the  British  Consulate  offices  200  UnT versity  Ave.  Meet  at  Hart  House,  front  lawn Saturday,  8  p.m. 
Christmas  Social  Birthday  Party  for  YSF  U  of  T 

ciahst  Clup.  32  Cecil  St.  '  M'  u       '  s°- 
Saturday,  9  pan. 

Ilni^T/'  9hrist"?as  Dance.  sponsored  by  African  Students Union.  Music  by  the  Pannicle  Steel  Orchestra  All i  „„  ", Victoria  Auditorium  53  Queen  St.  East?  ' Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 

George 'St.50''3''  Folk  sin«in8'  Hillel  House,  186  St. Tues.  8  p.m. 
Bridge.  Graduate  Students  Union. 

Dec.  26-29 

Dec  if*"8,  C1Ub  f  havin6  3  ski  trip  «o  Collingwood 

mrmber?We,eomeeSted  Ph°ne  ̂   "?'  "5-001 4^ Poge    2  -  THE  VARsTfYT^ridoy;  December  17; 
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Sir  Dan  men  boycott  food 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER The  men  of  Sir  Daniel 
Wilson  Residence  boycotted 
their  evening  meal  Tuesday 
night  to  protest  "the  dete- riorating quality  of  the 
food." Only  three  of  the  186  men 
living  in  the  University  Col- 

lege Residence  ate  supper  at 
the  dining  hall — two  during 
the  first  serving,  one  during 
the  second. 

The  rest  streamed  out  en 
masse  to  restaurants  in  the 
area. 
The  quality  of  the  food 

has  been  getting  steadily 
worse  for  weeks,  some  of 
the  residents  told  The  Var- 

sity. They  did  not  wish  their names  used. 
They  said  the  two  meals 

before  the  boycott  were 
hamburger  and  hot  dogs 
respectively  and  the  boycot- ted Tuesday  meal  was  again 
hamburger. 

The  uneaten  hamburger 
was  served  for  lunch  Wed- nesday. 
Food  portions  have  been 

decreasing  in  size,  fruit  des- serts have  been  cut  out  and 
juice  servings  at  lunch  have been  discontinued  recently, 
the  men  said. 

"I  just  don't  feel  that  I'm 
getting  my  money's  worth," John  Treleaven  (III  UC) 
head  of  the  student  food 
committee  said. 

Other  men  noted  that  al- 
though hamburger  was  serv- 

ed Tuesday  night,  the  post- 
ed menu  listed  veal. 

The  residents  described 
the  boycott  as  a  "spontane- 

ous protest"  which  had  been discussed  for  weeks. 
Treleaven  said  his  com- 

mittee, which  reports  stu- 
dent grievances  to  the  cater- 
ing company  running  the 

dining  hall,  had  been  told 
the  food  cannot  be  improv- 

ed because  it  would  cost 
too  much. 

Last  year,  the  residents 
staged  a  mock  funeral  when 
nearly  everyone  in  the  resid- ence took  sick  after  a  meal 
in  the  dining  hall. 
The  men  said  the  food 

quickly  improved  after  the 
incident  was  reported  in  the 

press. 
Last  night,  two  days  after 

the  boycott,  the  men  report- ed that  the  food  situation 
still  had  not  improved. 

E.  M.  Howarth,  dean  of 
men  at  University  College 
last  night  said:  "The  only comment  I'd  like  to  make 
is  that  the  students  are  un- 

der no  compulsion  to  eat  in 

the  residence." But  he  added:  "Their 
grievences  are  being  discus- 

sed with  the  university  au- 
thorities to  make  those  ar- 

rangements with  the  cater- 

ing company." 

Cannibalism  vs  birth  control 
By  MARILYN  BEKER 
Infanticide,  murder  and 

cannibalism  could  replace 
birth  control  to  reduce  pop- 

ulation. According  to  Reg 
Davis  (IV  APSC)  all  four 
methods  are  immoral. 
Most  of  the  audience  at 

the  Engineering  debate 
Wednesday,  agreed  with  the 
resolution  that  Birth  Con- 

trol Is  Morally  Wrong.  The 
resolution  was  passed  35  to 
25  with  20  abstentions. 

Davis  "  and  Andy  Wyner (III  APSC)  argued  for  the 
resolution  against  Tim 
O'Brien  and  Paul  Shultie, 

both  of  Saint  Michaels  Col- 
lege, who  opposed  it. 

Davis,  first  speaker,  point- 
ed out  that  a  woman  needs 

a  child  to  satisfy  a  physical 
urge  that,  if  denied,  could 
lead  to  frustration.  He  also 
suggested  that  the  ability  to 
create  is  essential  for  love. 

Wyner,  garbed  as  a  priest, told  of  his  visit  to  the  Saint 
Michaels  Hospital  maternity 
ward  to  visit  Mrs.  Dubois, 
a  mother  of  20  children. 
Wyner  said  he  told  Mrs. 
Dubois,  "spare  the  rod  and 
spoil  the  child." Wyner  also  said  that  he believed  that  man  is  not  an 

animal  and  could  keep  his 
self  control.  He  was  urged 
by  the  audience  to  take  his 
hands  out  of  his  pockets. 

O'Brien  and  Shultie  argu- 
ed that  the  "end  does  justi- fy the  means  by  mechanical 

or  natural  methods"  and left  it  to  the  audience  to 
work  out  the  vector  lines  on 
the  mechanical  method.  It 
also  stated  that  "an  ounce 
of  prevention  is  worth  seven 

pound  of  cure." Both  members  of  the  op' 
position  were  presented 
with  gift  wrapped  packages 
of  Forex  by  the  Engineering Society. 

TORONTO  ASU  PLANS  RHODESIA  PROTEST  MARCH 
The  African  Students 

Union  of  Toronto  is  spon- 
soring a  march  on  the  Brit- 

ish Government  Offices  to- 
morrow "to  protest  the  Brit- 

ish Government's  half-heart- 
ed, ham-handed  efforts  to 

bring  down  the  illegal  racist 
regime  of  rebel  Premier  Ian 
Smith  of  Rhodesia." Edward  Chukukere  (SG 
S),  who  is  in  charge  of  or- 

ganizing the  march,  told  The 

Varsity  last  night  that  a  list 
of  proposals  for  action  on 
the  part  of  the  British  gov- ernment will  be  presented 
at  that  time.  . 

The  proposals  are:  mand- atory economic  sanctions, 
total  and  policed  by  a  credit- able international  force; 
armed  intervention  to  bring 
down  the  rebel  government 
of  Ian  Smith  who  is  guilty 
of  treason,  and  failing  that, 

Britain  should  publicly  re 

linquish  her  hollow  "de 
jure  authority"  and  hand the  matter  over  to  the  Unit 
ed  Nations  acting  with  the 
Organization  of  African Unity. 

Mr.  Chukukere  empbasiz 
ed  that  the  second  and  third 
proposals  would  only  take effect  if  the  first  failed. 
He  expects  about  100 

participants  in  the  march. 

THE  BLUE  AND  WHITE  SOCIETY  HAS  CHOSEN  ITS  WINTER  CARNIVAL  
QUEEN 

BUT  IT  WONT  SAY  WHO  HAS  BEEN  CHOSEN.  Judges  lam  Cunningham  "M 
 "*w) 

Carol  Anne  Balmer  (III  PHE),  Dr.  J.  M.  Ham,  new  Dean  of  the  Facul  y J  W «' 
Science  and  Engineering,  and  Carole  Go*  (II  Vic)  are  shown  ,»  "J"^0";  **~ 
Bolmer  and  Miss  Goss  are  themselves  former  beauty  queens.  The  other  judges,  T  »n 
Smith  (IV  Vie)  and  Varsity  Editor  David  Jackel  (SGS),  are  not  in  the  p.cture.  They  w

ere 

b«y  elsewhere.  W.tch  the  first  1966  issue  of  The  Varsity  for  the  announcemen
t  of  the 

Carnival  Queen  winner. 

\4§  I 

These  young  ladies  ore  among  the  contestants  in  the  Miss UC  contest.  Lucky  old  UC. 

Mac  wins  partial  victory 

HAMILTON  —  Employ- 
ing modified  techniques  of 

civil  disobedience,  the  Stu- 
dents Representative  Coun- 

cil ( SRC)  of  MacMaster 
University  has  won  a  partial 
victory  over  the  university 
administration. 

The  issues  at  stake  involv- 
ed new  parking  regulations 

issued  by  the  University  last 
week  which  were  immedia- 

tely attacked  by  the  SRC. Students  complained  at 
the  lack  of  proper  super- vision over  campus  parking 
lots,  imposition  of  charges for  weekend  parking,  and  a 
proposal  to  require  students to  pay  for  parking  during 
May  after  the  conclusion  of 
exams. 
SRC  members  also  criti- 

cised the  university  for  im- 
posing the  regulations  with- out a  period  of  grace  to  en- able full  publicity  for  the 

new  rules. 
MacMaster  students  were 

told  to  park  without  per- mits, to  refuse  to  pay  for 
weekend  parking,  and  to 
ignore  all  parking  sum- monses issued  by  the  uni- 
versity. 

At  this  point,  the  admin- istration called  a  meeting  to 
iron  out  the  grievances.  As 
a  result,  students  will  not 
have  to  pay  for  parking  dur- 

ing May  unless  they  actual- ly use  the  parking  lot.  The administration  also  agreed 
to  delay  introduction  of  the 
new  regulations  until  Jan- 

uary 17. The  weekend  parking  is- 
sue was  left  for  a  later  meet- ing. 

A  member  of  SRC  said 
that  the  students  insist  on 
free  parking  during  the 
weekends.  If  the  university 
does  not  agree,  he  suggested 
that  a  mass  protest  or  large- 
scale  program  of  intentional 
disobedience  might  be  insti- 
tuted. 

SANTA  GLAUS  IS  A  REGISTRAR 
V  of  T  is  playing  Santa  Claus  today  to  some  lucky first-year  students.  s 

Holders  of  Ontario  Scholarships  —  students  who 
scored  80  per  cent  in  Grade  13  —  and  Type  A  Federal- 
Provincial  Bursaries  can  pick  up  their  first-instalment 
cheques  at  college  bursars'  offices  or  at  the  office  ot the  Chief  Accountant,  215  Huron  St. 

The  Ontario  Scholarship  is  worth  S400,  the  Type 
A  bursary  a  maximum  of  $500.  The  first  instalments are  for  one-half  of  the  amount  of  the  award. 

HART  HOUSE  £L TODAY  JLu 

MUSIC  ROOM  —  SPECIAL  POETRY  READING 
DAN  SELTZER  of  HARVARD  UNIVERSITY (Director  of  Locb  Theatre)  reoding  Shokespeore 
ond  other  Elizobethon  Poetry.  Lodies  welcome. 
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CHRISTMAS  CHEER 

Christmas  is  traditionally  a  time  for  rejoicing  —  o 
time  of  hope,  and  thankfulness  and  good  cheer. 

It  seems  therefore  fitting  to  count  up  all  our  blessings 
at  this  time,  to  express  our  thanks,  and  to  look  ahead  for more  of  the  same  in  the  future. 

Among  these  present  blessings  and  future  hopes  are. 
•  War — in  Viet  Nam,  Kashmir,  the  Near  East,  Afri- 

ca, ond  anywhere  else  that  they're  having  one  now  or  will be  in  the  near  future. 
O  Poverty — almost  everywhere,  even  in  Canada. 
•  Racial  unrest — again  almost  everywhere. 
•  The  Canadian  Government — struggling  on  through yet  another  laughable  yeor  while  the  country  becomes more  and  more  disgusted. 
•  The  civic  government  of  Toronto  trying  hard  to ovoid  consideration  of  all  the  problems  which  are  helping to  turn  this  area  into  another  urban  nightmare. 
•  This  university,  getting  bigger  ond  not  very  much better.  ' 

l  a  *  °U[  5JVdent  governments,  proving  thot  tomorrow's leaders  probably  won't  be  any  more  imaginative  than  to day  s. 

cikl.  T  voices  °f  dissent.  busy  proving  thot  it  is  pos sible  to  say  something  generally  true  in  a  manner  calcu lated  to  antagonize  anybody  listening. 
that  ?nWnr°Ver°?f  ?"*!*'  workin9  hard  to  demonstrate 
?ntmepaU4le°n  ̂   ^  ™  "<*  ™ * 

Christmas'^  uf^TJm*"        *  "* The  bright  spots  are  indeed  hard  to  find. 
Perhaps  this  is  the  reason  why  ot  the  present  time 

^osewrbnedith9eTosr  «  ̂ 

letters  to  the  editor 

i'm  retiring  and  shy ir: 

Being  by  nature  a  rather  shy,  retiring  type 
of  girl,  it  was  only  after  great  deliberation 
that  I  was  persuaded  to  reply  to  a  letter  (The. 
Varsity,  Dec.  13)  which  seemingly  condem- 
nded  a  picture  (and,  therefore,  me)  that 
was  presented  on  your  front  page  Dec.  8. 

I  say  seemingly  because  I  find  it  very  dif- 

ficult to  take  such  a  letter  seriously.  Al- 
though I  admit  the  picture  was  rather  large, 

I  hardly  think  it  deserves  such  terms  as 
"highest  form  of  insult,"  "pornography," '■sensationalism,"  and  "tawdry."  It  wasn't that  bad! 
Mae  West  was  publicly  condemned  and 

marched  against  by  the  Mothers  of  America. 
I  wonder  if  the  Mothers  of  Victoria  College 
would  do  the  same  for  my  career? 

Joy  Tepperman  (III  UC) 

merryPoboQuP,Sit!  W°n''  ̂   but  S°meh°W  i('s  hord  to  <*  very 
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the  attributes  of  a  leader 
Sir: 

I  suspect  that  the  difficulties  many  peo- 
ple (like  Mr.  Denis  Kennedy)  find  with 

SUPA  is,  not  that  "they  use  so  many  un- 
defined terms",  but  that  they  are  trying  to 

create  a  new  type  of  organization,  and  the 
"rules"  are  not  only  different,  but  of  a 
different  kind.  They  require,  not  specific 
actions  or  behaviour  so  much  as  attributes. 
Leadership  involves  certain  functions  (e.g. 

deciding  on  ends  and  means,  resolving 
conflicts,  and  speaking  for  the  group),  a 
certain  status,  and  certain  attributes.  The 
attributes  are: 

initiative;  imagination,  the  state  of  being 
unfettered  in  action  or  thought  by  tradi- 

tions and  habits,  and  a  tendency  to  act 
rather  than  to  hesitate, 
responsibility;   ability  to  be  objective 
about  one's  own  and  other  peoples  pre- judices, the  will  to  resolve  conflicts  in 
such  a  way  that  they  stay  resolved,  (i.e. 
everyone  is  better  off,  rather  than  to 
avoid,  suppress,  bargain  or  battle), 
courage;  willingness  to  trust  and  to  to- 

lerate uncertainty,  and  willingness  to 
risk  "lower"  needs  or  short  term  benefits in  order  to  gain  higher  needs,  or  long term  results. 

In  most  organizations,  it  is  only  too  clear that  it  is  possible  to  obtain  the  status,  and the  functions   of  leadership  without  de- monstrating the  attributes.  In  our  society until  a  high  level  of  psychological  maturity is  much  more  widespread  (and  this  means 
a  long  time),  the  problem  of  the  power struggle  will  be  a  real  one.  I  do  not  know just  how  SUPA  are  tackling  it,  but  I  would have  great  sympathy  with  an  organization which  was  making  a  new  attempt  to  ensure 

that  the  functions  and  status  of  leadership 
only  go  to  those  who  demonstrate  the  attri- 

butes If  there  are  no  "positions"  which automatically  carry  authority  to  command, 
the  members  of  the  group  never  "obey", 
they  just  co-operate  with  whoever  seems  to 
them  to  be  showing  the  most  useful  and 
responsible  initiative.  Instead  of  structural 
"mechanisms"  for  the  resolution  of  conflict, 
the  whole  group  (if  it  wishes  to  survive  as 
a  participative  democracy)  must  make  a 
determined  effort  to  get  all  serious  conflicts 
resolved  constructively,  and  refuse  to  allow 
divisive  political  power-plays  and  scape- 
goating  to  be  successful  or  to  accept  tamely 
that  any  elite  (in  power  or  rebelling)  knows best. 
For  SUPA  to  be  successful,  this  will  re- 

quire a  high  level  of  intercommunication 
(which  may  need  new  social-technical  inven- 

tions) and  a  high  level  of  maturity  in  the 
group.  This  requires  the  development  in  all 
its  members  of  the  attributes  of  leadership. 
These  attributes  are  latent  in  every  man  and 
woman,  but  in  a  conventional  organization, 
are  just  a  source  of  embarrassment  (except at  the  top). 

I  see  SUPA  as  a  vital  and  responsible  ex- 
periment in  social  evolution.  At  the  same 

time  that  they  are  working  for  their  idea 
of  a  new  society,  they  are  tackling  the  dif- ficult and  uphill  job  of  trying  to  work 
through  the  difficulties  of  creating  a  new 
style  of  orgatnization,  a  model  for  the  so- 

ciety they  are  trying  to  work  towards.  I 
do  not  know  how  far  they  are  managing  to 
live  up  to  their  ideals,  but  the  fact  that  they have  difficulties  is  to  be  expected;  if  they can  learn  how  to  overcome  them,  we  shall all  benefit. 

B.M.M.  Carpendale Assistant  Professor, 
Mechanical  Engineering 
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concerned  about  contraception Sir: 

There  is  a  certain  group  of  people  on  this campus  who  seek  to  show  their  concern  for what  is  happening  in  Viet  Nam  by  such activities  as  peace  vigils  and  marches  on  the United  States  Consulate.  Although  I  share their  concern  for  the  people  of  Viet  Nam, I  feel  that  an  objective  study  of  the  question can  only  lead  to  the  conclusion  that  neither 

methods'0     'y  distinguished  °y  its  aims  or However,  in  recent  weeks  a  question which,  to  my  mind,  is  far  more  serious  has appeared.  It  is,  moreover,  a  matter  on  which 

unite  students  on  the  campus  can I  refer  to  the  stubborn  refusal  of  the Roman  Catholic  Church  to  modify  its  dogrnl concerning  b  rth  control.  By  this  vile  IS of  action  world  Catholicism  has  shown  itself to  be  a  monstrous  anachronism  in  a  world 

unite  to  save  the  skulehouse 
Sir: 

It  was  with  the  greatest  shock  we  read 
S^M,yarSlty'  DeC'u10)  ,hat  <**  bel°ved Skulehouse  was  to  be  torn  down  The  se riousness  of  the  situation  is  clearly  shown oy  the  fact  that  an  artsman  and  an  engineer casting  aside  all  previous  animosities,  have joined  together  to  form  the  Historical  Insti- tute to  Save  the  Skulehouse  (HISS). 
It  appears  as  if  our  elders  have  lost  all 

khn$,K  h:s'ury-,First'  thev  ™nt  to  demol- ish the  old  City  Hall  and  now  they  want  to replace  the  Skulehouse  with  another  glass 

where  millions  already  do  not  have  enough to  eat. 
Am  I  intolerant?  Of  course— and  unre- pentant also.  Should  one  be  ashamed  to  be intolerant  of  the  Ku  Klux  Klan?  And  yet to  consider  but  one  race,  will  not  more African  Negro  babies  starve  to  death  be- cause of  Pope  Paul  and  his  Thomist  hench- men than  all  the  American  Negroes  whom the  Ku  Klux  Klan  has  ever  lynched  or  will ever  lynch? 
Enough  of  this  absurd  tolerance!  The  Ro- man Catholic  Church  has  committed  an  un- thinkable crime  against  humanity  by  con- demning to  death  babies  who  have  not  even been  born,  and  progressives  everywhere should  stand  up  and  say  so. 
I  therefore  propose  that  a  silent  march  of protest  to  St.  Michael's  College  be  organized. Our  silence  would  show  our  mourning  for he  babies  who  will  die  of  starvation  to save  Pope  Paul's  face. Perhaps  those  who  have  organized  other marches  could  give  this  one  some  thought. 

 Roger  Beare  (II  UC) and  steel  monstrosity  a  la  Sidney  Smith Hall  Even  though  we  are  not  architects, we  know  that  the  destruction  of  the  Skule- house will  destroy  the  equilibrium  that easts  on  the  Front  Campus  The  'Wgirr relationship  of  the  New  City  Hail  to  the  Old also  applies  to  the  Skulehouse  and  UC  (in 

,hf  .?°U,  were  wondering,  the  Skulehouse  is jne  girl,  especially  since  all  those  POTS- types  are  running  around  in  there) 

It  is'tirnT6,  '°  St°P  thiS  WantOQ  ™ndalism! 
n  em  ,n  ,'S-  "P  '°  Prese™e  a  monu- 

Edward  Arditti  (III  UC) 
Eddy  Weta  (in  APSC) 
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EDITOR LAYOUT EDITORIAL  . FILMS THEATRE ART MUSIC JAZZ FOLKMUS1C FEATURES BOOKS 

Arthur  Zeldlrt Donna  Mason GSISTAMT    Ian  Rodger Hcrsh.Zeihnan Mark  Lavene Jeremy  Adamton Paul<  Ennis Tom  .  Nay  lor Volkmar  Rlchter 
Lyn  Owen' Don  Craw* 
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review 

Green,  green,  green,  so  sensuous  and  cool  and  yuley.  Morvy.  Clara debuted  gorgeously,  and  Lyn  put  up  with  innumerable  bits  of  advice, bur  came  through  unscathed.  We  hope.  Angels  everywhere,  including 
A-' No:,  Mason  and  Gary,  with  Tarvainen  acting  much  more  like  O  hung- over  cherub.  Green,  green,  green,  so  aloof,  yet  seductive  ond  lush Our  resident  Lowed  One,  Zeifman,  proofed,  os  did  other  worthies  Crowe and  Aaron  and  Iwould  you  believe  it?l  Jackal.  Ennis  was  minus  his books;  Goddard  wos  minus  his  pic;  Major. Marorhy  was  still  at  home;  and Adamson  was  in  the  midst  of  porcelain  tests.  But  all  rallied  around  the old  Review  as  if  there  hod  been  a  huge  star  hovering  over  the  ploce Which  maybe  there  was.  Or  maybe  we  only  thought  so,  what  with  20 pages  and  all.   So,  paix  et  joie  ct  trenle. 

-photo  by  At II IM  Kill  IJ 

Mot  quite  as  picturesque  as  Christmas  is  supposed  to  be,  i
s  it? 

But  then,  neither  is  Christmas.  (Review  10) 

SO,  YOU  SHOULD  ONLY  KNOW  FROM  GOOD  TIMES  A
MD  PROSPERITY. 



u?hat9s  earning  up By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 

Christmas  brings  Santa  Claus, 
good  cheer,  hangovers  —  and  the 
inevitable  siew  of  new  motion  pic- 

tures, all  eager  to  cash  in  on  the 
money-spending  spree  which  char- acterizes the  month  of  December, 
Also,  the  fact  that  Dec,  31  is  the 
final  date  for  Oscar  contenders  is  a 
fact  not  unrecognized  by  the  publ- 

icity-happy studios. 
Whatever  the  reason,  a  score  of 

new  movies  are  opening  this  month 
and  should  provide  some  exciting 
viewing.  The  Hollywood  will  be 
showing  Never  Too  Late,  the  riotous 
Broadway  comedy  by  Arthur  Sum- 

mer Long.  Paul  Ford  and  Maureen 
O'Sullivan  re-create  their  roles  as the  middle-aged  couple  who  discov- 

er, to  her  delight  and  his  shock, 
that  they  are  about  to  become  pa- 

rents again  —  at  a  time  when  most 
couples  are  already  grandparents! Connie  Stevens  and  Jim  Hutton,  as their  astounded  married  children, are  along  for  laughs. 
Boeing  Boeing,  coming  up  at  the 

Imperial,  is  based  on  the  hit  comedy currently  playing  in  London  and Paris.  Tony  Curtis  plays  a  man  well 
in  the  swing  of  the  jet-age  set  —  he 
is  engaged  to  three  stewardesses, neither  of  whom  is  aware  of  the other  two.  All  three  share  Curtis' 
flat  —  separately  of  course  —  bet- 

ween flights,  so  that  split-second timing  becomes  of  the  utmost  im- 
portance. But  when  flights  get  can- celled and  rearranged,  trouble  be- 

gins —  along  with  the  laughs.  Jerry Lewis  plays  Curtis'  scatterbrained buddy  and  Thelma  Ritter  plays  yet another  madcap  housekeeper    a role  she  i  could  probably  patent. 

tically  ensured  sell-out  houses.  Sean 
Connery  again  portrays  the  famous 
007,  with  the  usual  assortment  of 
gorgeous  broads  falling  all  over  him. 
Claudine  Auger,  a  real  honey,  is  one 
of  the  beautiful  fallers.  For  Bond 
fans,  Thunderball  promises  to  be 
even  more  wildly  gimmicky  (fant- 

astic special  effects!)  than  the  pre- 
ceding three  Ian  Fleming  winners. 

Rita  Tushingham's  longawaited 
film  77?e  Knack  (a  "sleeper"  award winner  at  the  recent  Cannes  film 
festival)  finally  makes  it  to  town,  at 
the  Odeon  Hyland.  The  Knack  is  a 
bright,  snappy,  wildly  funny  film, 
whose  off-beat  charm  is  sure  to 
score  a  big  hit.  And  Miss  Tushin- 
gham  has  got  to  be  one  of  the  most 
talented  actresses  on  the  screen  to- 
day. 

For  those  who  think  young,  the Downtwon  et  al.  are  showing  When the  Boys  meet  the  Girls,  with  Con- nie Francis  and  Harve  Presnell Presnell  plays  a  millionaire  playboy who  is  impressed  by  the  wholesome down-to-earth,  who-cares  for-money Miss  Francis.  So  what  else  is  new? The  new  James  Bond  movie  Thun- 
derball opens  at  the  Carlton  to  prac- 

The  movie  that  promises  some- 
thing to  offend  everyone,  Evelyn 

Waugh's  The  Loved  One,  opens  at the  Towne  Dec.  25.  Directed  by  Os- car winner  Tony  Richardson  (Tom 
Jones),  the  large  cast  stars  Robert 
Morse,  Anjanette  Comer,  Rod  Stei- 
ger  and  a  host  of  cameo  portayals, including  Jonathan  Winters  and 
Sir  John  Gielgud.  And  any  movie which  can  successfully  couple  the latter  two  is  bound  to  be  as  weird  as 
it  promises.  A  spoof  on  the  Holly- wood way  of  death.  The  Loved  One managed  to  make  history  by  getting a  half-star  rating  in  Life.  Script  by Terry  Southern,  author  of  Candy. 
Two  big-budget,  reserved-seat  spec- taculars are  also  coming  up  this month.  Charlton  Heston  and  Rex Harrison  star  in  The  Agony  and  the Ecstasy,  the  storv  of  Michelangelo. Diane  Cilento  (Mrs.  Sean  Connery, at  least  at  this  writing)  has  a  featur- ed part.  And  at  the  Glendale,  Battle of  the  Bulge,  a  crackling,  dramatic recreation  of  the  climactic  World War  II  engagement  bloodily  fought 

in  Belgium's  Ardennes  forests;  Hit- lers vain,  last-ditch  effort  to  win the  war.  This  cinerama  extravagan- za stars  Henry  Fonda.  Robert  Shaw Dana  Andrews  and  Pier  Angeli. 

Both  Loews  theafrfes  have  new 
movies  coming  in.  The  Uptown  is 
opening  Seven  Women,  starring  An- 

ne Bancroft  (who  took  over  for  Pa- 
tricia Neal  when  Miss  Neal  had  her 

near-fatal  stroke).  Set  in  China,  it 
tells  the  story  of  a  group  of  Amer- 

ican missionaries,  a  courageous American  woman  doctor  and  a  band 
of  ravaging  Mongolian  bandits.  John Ford  directed. 

Where  the  Spies  Are,  a  tongue-in- cheek  drama  of  espionage,  adven- 
ture and  intrigue  based  on  James 

Leasor's  best-seller  Passport  to  Obli- vion, comes  to  the  Loews  Down- 
town. The  picture  stars  David  Niven and  Francoise  Dotieac. 

Do  Not  Disturb,  the  latest  in  the "cute"  Doris  Day  syndrome  is  com- 
ing to  the  Cornet,  while  Repulsion, 

a  real  shocker  starring  Catherine' Deneuve  and  directed  by  Polanski, 
is  checking  in  at  the  New  Yorker.' (Talk  about  wild  double  bills  —  in West  Berlin  this  summer.  Repulsion 
was  playing  along  with  a  3  Stooges 
feature! ) 

Some  theatres,  however,  are  stick- 
ing with  a  good  thing.  The  Capitol is  continuing  with  Darling,  the  Julie Christie-John  Schlesinger  combo- Sound  of  Music,  starring  the  mar- vellous Julie  Andrews,  remains  at the  Eglmton;  and  the  Fairlawn  is still  showing  its  big-budget  extrava- ganza, (Those  Magnificent  Men  in their  Flying  Machines.) 

All  in  all,  it  looks  like  a  pretty  ex- citing time  for  movie  buffs.  Eniov 
enjoy! 

2  ce view 

Anne  Bancroft  draas  profoundly  (SEVEN  WOMENI  — 
dries  provocatively  (BOEING-BOEINn   d    i  r       '     anonymous  beauty 
prodigiously  (NEVER  TOO  LATE)    u         »    ord  and  Jim  Hu*t»n  drink 
(WHEN  THE  BOYS  MEET  THE  GIRL?)6  »?nelL: Jashes  P'°">i«uausly (BATTLE  OF  THE  BULGE)  S)'  Robe,t  Sn0*  di«  patriotically 



Unbelievable  ana  atrocious 

By  HENRY  TARVAINEN 

The  dialogue  is  ...  unbelievable;  the 
acting  verges  on  the  atrocious.  At  first  — 
laughter  and  hope.  One  suspects  the  devast- 

ating subtlety  of  good  Camp  at  work.  Alas. 
False  hopes.  These  Are  The  Damned.  Indeed. One  meekly  walks  out  of  the  theatre, 
embarrassed  to  have  sat  through  it  all.  At 
the  New  Yorker  yet.  Shame. 

How  shall  I  tell  thee  that  I  panned  thee? 
Let  me  count  the  ways  . . . 

Clever,  imaginative  film  makers  do  at 
times  salvage  good  entertainment  from  trit- 

ely conceived  situations,  (Charade,  The 
Cincinnati  Kid,  etc.)  Most  trite  conceptuali- zations, however,  manage  to  come  across  as 
such. 

The  reverse  appears  to  be  true,  how- 
ever, with  These  Are  The  Damned,  in  that  a 

fairly  imaginative  idea  has  been  effectively 
aborted  by  less  than  mundane  artistic  and 
technical  treatment. 

Consider  then  the  following:  British 
Children  —  locked  secretly   in   an  under- 

ground military  "school";  children  who  by  a freak  accident  simply  exude  radiation  and 
are  thus  immune  to  the  post-war  effects  of 
the  atomic  holocaust,  which,  as  the  general 
says,  "must  surely  come."  Nice  kids;  creepy kids;  hateful  man. 

Oh  look.  In  the  real  everyday  world  a 
gang  of  Teddy  Boys  is  chasing  an  itinerant American  who  has  abducted  the  sister 
(willing)  of  the  gang's  leader.  Boondoggles; chases  through  the  night  and  lo !  they 
stumble  upon  the  hideout  of  the  creepy  kids. 

The  kids  are  happy;  generals  are  angry; 
hero  confused;  heroine  —  "We've  got  to 
save  them  . . ."  And  so  on. 

Joseph  Losey  who  directed  the  film 
should  best  be  forgotten  for  these  efforts 
and  be  referred  to  his  rather  substantial 
success  with  The  Servant. 

Of  the  actors,  let  it  be  said  that  they 
had  verve  and  enthusiasm  at  their  best 
moments.  The  police  dogs  barked  thought- 

fully and  with  real  conviction. 

THESE  ARE  THE  DAMNED?  They  look  more  like  applicants  in  o 

Mox  Foctor  make-up  class.  In  any  case,  they're  at  the  New  Yorker. 

A  olavful  stroll  among  the  groves.  Ghoully,  what  fun  !  At 
least  the  cast  of  MGM's  THE  LOVED  ONE  thinks  so. 

CALLING  ALL  GRABS 

Order  your  Torontonensis  grad  volume 

today  at  the  S.A.C.  Building.  Only  $2.50  ! 

TO  THE  GRADUATING  STUDENT: 

At  this  time,  you  are  probably  seriously  con- 
sidering what  you  are  going  to  be  doing  next  year.  If 

you  have  already  made  your  final  decision,  then  there 
is  no  point  in  reading  further;  however,  if  you  are  not 
completely  committed  to  any  one  course  of  action,  we 
suggest  that  you  consider  CUSO. 

CUSO  sends  university  graduates  and  other  qua- 
lified personnel  to  those  parts  of  the  world  still  dev- 

eloping in  the  economic  sense,  where  the  volunteers 
work  alongside  indigenous  colleagues  at  comparative 
wage  levels.  In  his  job  the  CUSO  volunteer  makes  a 
very  small  contribution  to  the  economic  development 
of  the  country,  mainly  by  filling  a  position  empty 
because  of  the  shortage  of  qualified  personnel;  how- 

ever, without  doubt,  the  party  which  gets  the  greatest 
benefit  from  the  CUSO  programme  is  the  CUSO volunteer  himself. 

There  are  many  reasons  for  this  but  the  most important  are  the  following: 

—  the  possibility  of  living  and  working  in  a 
different  culture. 

—  the  possibility  of  broadening  your  outlook  on 
life. 

—  the  possibility  of  learning  a  new  language. 

 and  finally,  above  all,  the  possibility  of  serv- 

ing your  fellow  man. 
The  CUSO  volunteer  is  usually  a  typical  univer- 
sity graduate  with  more  than  the  average  interest  in 

what  is  going  on  in  the  rest  of  the  world.  If  you  would 
like  to  investigate  this  opportunity  for  adventure 
while  serving  and  learning  overseas,  then  contact  the 
CUSO  Office  at  47  Willcocks  St.  (at  the  rear  in  even- 

ings) or  telephone  928-2544  (evenings)  in  the  neor future. 

CUSO,  TORONTO. 

exhilarating  elegance 

JAflH  EAST 

MANDARIN 

TRAVEL  SET 

Worlds  apart  from  the  ordl* 
nary,  the  new  Jade  East Mandarin  Travel  Set  with  After 
Shave  and  Cologne  in  unbreak- able 3  oz.  containers.  $6.50 



The  African  Students 
Union  of  Toronto 

presents  its 
ANNUAL 

CHRISTMAS  DANCE 
Place;  Victoria  Auditorium, 53  Queen  St.  East 
Time:  9  p.m.,  Soturdoy 

December  18th,  1965. Music:  The  Pannick  Steel 
Orchestra  &  West  African 
Highlife  Discs. 

EVERYBODY  IS  INVITED 
Singles:  $1.50     Doubles  $2.50 

PHOTOGRAPHERS 

T0R0NT0NENSIS 

PHOTO  ESSAY  CONTEST 

$25  FIRST  PRIZE 
PLUS  PUBLICATION 

ENTRY  &  INSTRUCTION  FORMS 
IN  S.A.C  OFFICE 

DEADLINE  JAN.  20,  1966 

If  you  can  help 

us  move  faster 

we  need  you 

(An  open  letter 

to  '66  grads) 
Northern  Electric  is  moving  faster  today  than  any  self- respecting  70-year-old  should.  Away  back  in  the  late  1800  s before  aulos  or  airplanes,  or  radio,  or  television  were  in- vented, a  lew  men  started  a  business  that  later  grew  into Northern  Electric.  For  years  we  relied  upon  American sources  for  most  of  our  technical  development.  Bui  back  in 1958  a  rather  disturbing  thing  occurred:  Linus  threw  away  his blanket.  Northern  began  to  do  her  own  research  and  devel- opment, began  lo  plan  aggressively  for  technological  chanqe and  an  active  penetration  into  world  markets. 
The  last  seven  years  have  been  exciting  ones.  A  new  air has  permeated  the  atmosphere  at  Northern  and  develop- ments are  taking  place  that  present  a  challenge  in  every 

versltv  olds'  a,C'iviV.°  mee*  'hiS  ChaMe"9e  we  ">* versity  grads— top-notch  university  grads! 

r-i^!  h6?d  e?9ineers-e|ectricals  and  mechanicals  espe- 
f'^'"6;6  lor  Clvlls'  metallurgicals  and  chemi- 
*f™;,  Ur  dePart™nts  has  asked  for  a  mining  or forestry  man  yet,  but  don't  bet  on  itl 

»d!!?„!Td,  B'Comm.-s-mostly  for  accounting  and  business 
Ope  a  ton's  and  w '  °o   Ma'^'m9  Division  '"ternatS 

Ing^Xm^frv^0'  H*  h°n°'S  9rads'  bul  ,hose  major- ing in  chemistry,  maths,  physics  and  related  disciplines 

!^~m^~--- 

areT  R  ̂-ny  experiment., 
Head  the  attack  on  C^^^r^K" 

-man-* 

Uorthern  Ehctric COMPANY  LIMITED 

Only  Cardinale 

is  magnificent 

By  CLARA  MAYER 

With  The  Magnificent 
Cuckold  ( Towne  Cinema ), 
Antonio  Pietrangeli  has  pro- 

duced the  dullest  film  to 
come  out  of  the  Italian  genre 
of  bedroom  farce.  The  only 
magnificent  thing  in  this 
film  is  Claudia  Cardinale, 
who  unfortunately  projects 
little  more  than  a  fixed  but 
brilliant  smile  in  her  role  of 
Mariagrazia,  wife  of  the "cuckold". 
Her  husband  Andrea  (Ugo 

Tognazzi)  is  a  bull-necked innocent  who  allows  himself 

now,  with  the  con_mercial 
know-how  of  the  best  Holly- 

wood director,  Pietrangeli 
has  turned  the  plot  into  a 
series  of  devices  to  get  Miss 
Cardinale  out  of  her  clothes. 
The  only  relief  is  pro- 

vided by  occasionally  comic 
secondary  characters  such 
as  the  nun  with  the  male 
vocal  chords  and  the  tooth- less old  gatekeeper  making 
passes  at  passing  nubility. 
Strangely  enough,  much  of 
the  action,  and  there  is  little, 
takes  place  in  the  front  seat 

She  "XhL^ZK'*  n"The  M°9ni«cenf  Cuckold, funeral.         P       "e  ShE       iK,aei  '"  block  for  o 
to  be  seduced  by  the  incon- 

sequentially charming  Mi- chele  Girardon.  Frightened 
by  the  ease  with  which has  cuckolded  Michel band,    Andrea  begi„5 doubt  his  own  faithful 

he 

hus- 

to 

Ma- 

riagrazia;  he  feels  so  guiJty 
about  his  own  affair" subconsciously,    he  hopes that  she  has  deceived  him. In  order  to  expiate  his 
guilt,  he  creates  a  fantasy world  wherein  he  plays  the 
part  of  the  cuckold  and  his wife  is  the  faithless  one.  By 

that 

of  an  Alfa  Romeo;  Michele 
even  pretends  to  gauge  An- drea's male  sexuality  by  the 
way  he  drives  —  "sluggish"! If  you  are  the  type  of  per- son who  reads  film  reviews to  discover  wheiher  a  film  is worth  seeing,  and  if  \ou  are not  interested  in  a  beautiful short  called  Return  to  the 
Wild,  your  conclusion  should be  obvious. 

review 



Come  to  my  bedside 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
My  chief  complaint  about 

the  Toronto  folk  music 
scene  is  its  inherent  conser- 

vatism. The  same  acts  come 
back  with  predictable  fre- 

quency, while  some  of  the 
fine  but  lesser  known  per- 

formers are  never  booked 
here. 

The  situation  takes  a  bet- 
ter (urn  during  the  next  few 

months  as  some  of  these 
people  will  play  here. 
One  of  them,  Eric  Ander- 

sen, is  appearing  at  the  New 
Gate  of  Cleve  through  this 
Sunday.  Andersen  is  always 
worth  listening  to. 

He  comes  from  the  same 
songwriter  -  singer  ranks 
which  somebody  once  dub- 

bed "Guthrie's  children," and  which  included  people 
such  as  Dylan,  Ochs,  Paxton 
and  Spoelstra. 

While  many  of  these  com- 
posers direct  much  of  their 

creative  activity  at  protest 
material,  Andersen  conf- 

ronts and  explores  the  sub- 
ject of  love,  passion,  and 

the  intimate  relations  bet- ween lovers. 
My  favorite  song  from  his 

canon  is  one  called  "Come 

To  My  Bedside,"  whose chief  virtue  is  its  faithful 
depiction  of  the  mood  of 
tenderness  to  a  lover. 
Andersen's  singing  is  ap- 

propriately soft  and  tender, while  devoid  of  that  sweet 
and   syrupy  sentimentality 

ERIC  ANDERSEN 
. . .  worth  listening  to. 

that  many  singers,  especially 
someone  like  Glenn  Yarb- 
rough,  would  inject. 

It's  a  melodic  voice,  more 
so  than  the  voices  of  most 
of  the  young  protest  sin- 

gers. At  the  same  time  it's 
a  very  natural  voice,  un- trained and  at  times,  rough 
but  able  to  bring  life  and 
vibrancy  to  numbers  such 
as  the  old  Southern  blues 

song  "Mystery  Train."  An- dersen's rendition  of  Johnny 
Cash's  There  You  Go" 
brings  out  the  beauty  of  the 
song,  while  keeping  the  raw flavor  in  it. 

It's  probably  been  said 
many  times,  but  during  one 
of  his  sets,  there  is  always 
one  number  that  makes  An- dersen sound  almost  exactly 
like  Dylan,  the  so-called  old 
Dylan.  The  same  rough 
voice  is  evident,  with  similar 
inflections,  colorings  and 
limitations. 

His  guilar  work  is  carried 
off  with  good  technique  and 
ease,  not  ranking  with  the 
best!  but  indeed  adequate. 
So  too  with  his  mouth-harp. When  I  saw  him  Tuesday 
night,  Andersen  put  on  an 
amazi  ngl y  unprofessional, 
unpolished  act.  He  allowed 
long  embarrassing  pauses, 
dropped  a  mouth-harp  and 
generally  looked  a  bit  awk- ward. , 

He  needs  the  discipline 
of  a  concert  or  of  the  larger 
weekend  coffee-house 

CAROLYN  HESTER 
.  .  .  worth  looking  ot. 

H  HOLIDAY  MUSICAL  TREAT ! 
,  *  "...merry,  most  tuneful 
'  score..."  -tew 
'  *  MSCROOfie 

crowds  to  shape  up  his  per- formance. When  he  has  that 
going  for  him,  he's  a  very fine  performer. COMING  UP  : 
But  to  get  back  to  the 

new  (to  this  area)  perfor- mers coming. 
Mark  Spoelstra,  one  of 

the  finest  of  Guthrie's  child- 
ren, a  brilliant  protest  sin- 
ger, and  a  protest  singer with  more  affirmative 

tilings  to  say  than  most, 
will  play  five  days  at  the Bohemian  Embassy  starting 
Jan.  4. 
Tom  Rush,  one  of  my  fa- 

vorites among  the  younger 
performers,  will  play  the 
Rlverboat  in  the  new  year. 
Rush  has  to  an  amazing 
degree  consolidated  various 
strains  of  American  folk- 
music,  from  dust-bowl  bal- lads to  southern  blues,  into 
his  repertoire,  and  sings 
them  all  with  a  respect  and 
appropriateness  shown  by few  other  singers. 
Also  playing  the  Riber- boat  will  be  the  Jim  Kwes- 

kin  Jug  Band,  Jesse  Colin 
Young,  Bonnie  Dobson,  Cord 
Lightfoot,  Carolyn  Hester, 
and  Simon  and  Garfunkle. 
Sonny  and  Brownie  arc there  this  week  with  the 
Dirty  Shames  following  next. At  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve, 
the  Allen- Ward  Trio,  the 
Travellers  and  Lonnie  John- son are  booked.  Phil  Ochs 
may  be  doing  a  concert  at 
Ryerson  next  year  and  play 
the  New  Gate  of  Gleve  in 
the  following  weeks.  Ian 
and  Sylvia  and  the  Clancy 
Brothers  with  Tommy  Ma- 
kem  are  to  do  Massey  Hall concerts  next  year. 

Rabbi  Shlomo  Carlebach, 
a  Hebrew  folksinger  of  in- ternational fame,  is  being 

brought  to  Shaarei  Tefillah 
Auditorium  (3600  Balhurst) 
for  a  Dec.  22  one-nighter. 
Carlebach's  music  has 
grown  out  of  the  same 
forces  that  have  shaped 
Negro  blues— the  soul  of  a 
despised  minority.  He  has 
an  almost  electric  power  to 
evoke  a  passionate  response 
from  his  audience. 
And  Theodore  Bikel  and 

Odetta  are  taping  a  CBC 
Festival  show  tonight,  tor 
which  many  U  of  T  students received  free  tickets  at  the SAC  office. 

"  PETER  MEWS-f SPECIAL  STUDENT  TICKETS  51 .50  AVAILABLE  AT  S  A.C  OFFICE  ' 
 ^   * HO  PERFORMANCE  I    Special  Holiday  Matinees:    I  PRICES  $ 

CHRISTMAS  DAY    |  Fri.llee.24-2:S0pm/rilo».0tt.27-2;SI)pm  [  S1.50/S2.50  3 

ATTENTION  GRADUATE  STUDENTS 

Consult  Your  Program  of  Events 
for 

MONDAY.  DEC.  20.  1965 

AT  8:30  P.M. 

absolutely  deli 

Two  things  about  Pimm's:  easy  to  serve
, 

and  a  taste  you'll  enjoy.  Just  pour  into  a 

fall  gla  s  anri  add  ice  and  fill  uc >  with i  y
our 

favourite  light  mix.  You  can  add  a  slice  o
f 

cucumber,  a  piece  of  lemon  or  a  sprig  of
 

mint  to  make  the  traditiona  Pimms, 
 fa- 

mous throughout  the  world.  But  don  t 

bother  unless  you're  in  the  mood.  A  n
ew 

generation  is  rediscovering  Pimm's.
.. and 

enjoying  every  moment  of  it. 

DRINK  PIMM'S simply  because  you'll  enjoy  the  tas
te  of  it 



POLISH  STUDENTS  CLUB 
invites  all  to  their 

ANNUAL  CHRISTMAS  DANCE 
FRI.  DEC.  17 

MUSIC  BY 
Ed  Guca  &  Toronto's  only  Chica  Go  Go  Orchestra 
206  BEVERLEY  ST.  MEMBERS  75c 

DANCING  FROM  9  TO  ?  GUESTS  $1.25 
DOORS  OPEN  8:30  An  authentic  Polish  menu 
PRIZES  Will  be  served 

$50 

DOLLARS
 

A  DAY 

This  is  a  direct  selling  proven  plan. 

The  Glo-Lite  makes  a  wonderful  Christmas  gift  and 
sells  easily  —  5  sales  a  day  will  make  you  $50. 

For  $20  we  supply  you  with  everything  in  need  and 
you  get  this  deposit  back  when  you  return  sample. 

Car  needed.  Why  not  team  up  with  some  of  your  pals and  moke  an  income  for  Christmas. 

Apply:  30  Rosemount  Ave. 
Weston,  Ontario 

or  Phone:  249-2246  mornings. 

Christmas  in  Toronto 

By  Athim  Krull 

CANADA 

EMPLOYMENT  INTERVIEWS 
20fh  and  21st  JANUARY 

for  graduating  and  post-graduate  students  in 
the  following  disciplin 

MECHANICAL  ENGINEERING,  CHEMICAL  ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING,  INDUSTRIAL  ENGINEERING ENGINEERING  SCIENCE,  MINING  ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY,  MATHEMATICS,  STATISTICS 
for  positions  in: 

library  or  write  to:  pleoK  re,er  '«  'he  moteriol  in  your  deportment 

DU  PONT  OF  CANADA  LIMITED 
Personnel  Division,  P.O.  Box  660,  Montreal,  Que. 
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stones... 
By  DONNA  MASON 

The  new  Rolling  Stones' 
album  provides  a  real  sur- 

prise —  a  song  called  "As 
Tears  Go  By",  by  Mick  Jag- ger  and  Keith  Richard.  This 
is  a  beautiful  ballad,  sung 
simply  and  well  by  Mick.  It 
starts  off  with  a  quiet  guitar 
background  which  evolves 
into  a  chamber-music-type violin  orchestration.  The 
song  evokes  a  mood  of  lone- liness and  sadness,  and  is 
quite  unlike  anything  the 
Stones  have  ever  done.  It 
alone  is  well  worth  the  price 
of  the  album. 
Unfortunately,  it's  the only  song  of  its  type  on  the 

record.  Most  of  the  other 
cuts  are  old-style  Rolling 
Stones  rhythm  and  blues, 
well  harmonized,  with  a 
good  beat. 
The  Stones,  like  the 

Beatles,  are  writing  most  of 

tneir  own  sung*, 
and  they're  doing  pretty  well 
at  it.  One  of  these,  "Blue 
Turns  to  Grey',  is  an  excel- lent ballad-type  blues  that 
would  be  the  hit  of  the  al- 

bum if  it  weren't  for  "As 
Tears  Go  By".  Mick  and Keith  harmonize  very  well 
on  "Blue",  and  it's  one  of their  best  songs  so  far. 

This  is  a  good  record,  but 
there  are  a  few  things  about 
it  that  are  disappointing. 
For  one  thing,  I  wish  they'd 
stop  including  in-concert 
songs.  Screaming  teenagers 

...and  beatles... 
By  DONNA  MASON 

Rubber  Soul:  The  Beatles  (Capitol  T2442) 

The  Beatles  seem  to  have 
fallen  in  love  with  the  Indian 
sitar  during  their  work  on 
Help!  and  it  appears  again 
on  this  record  in  "Norwe- 

gian Wood,"  an  intriguing song  about  a  seduction  that 
somehow  didn't  quite  make 
it.  (The  hero  ends  up  spend- 

ing the  night  in  the  bathtub.) 
The  accompaniment  to  this 
one  is  very  unusual,  and  re- miniscent of  some  of  the 
background  used  in  Help! 
However,  you're  all  right with  this  record  even  if  you 

don't  like  sitars  and  Indian 
tonal  scales.  "Think  for 
Yourself"  (by  George,  who 
really  ought  to  write  more) 
is  a  swinging  number  with 
odd  minorish  harmonies  and 
a  very  impressive  fuzz  bass 
accompaniment  by  Paul. 
(See  how  versatile  they're all  getting?) 

This  record  demonstrates 
the  increasing  sophistication 
of  the  Beatles'  approach  to 

music  as  their  techniques 
improve.  They  even  venture 
into  French  with  "Michelle," 
a  rather  wistful  ballad  num- 

ber, which  sounds  like  it's being  sung  in  a  nice  warm, 
dark,  smoky  room. 

"I've  Just  Seen  a  Face,"  on 
the    other    hand,  comes 

straight  from  the  American 
country  music  tradition. 
(But  hip  country  music.) 
Perhaps  the  best  song  on 

the  record  (it's  hard  to 
choose:  they're  pretty  much 

and  the  Stones  are  well  past 
the  point  of  having  to  prove 
they're  popular  by  such  a 
silly  device  as  this.  Both 
"Route  66"  and  Hank  Snow's 
"I'm  Moving  On"  are  ruined 
by  crowd  noise,  and  the  lat- ter even  sounds  as  if  the  re- 

cording tape  was  slipping. 
One  of  the  songs  on  this 

record,  "The  Singer,  not  the 
Song',  is  so  badly  done  that I  can  only  regard  it  as  a 
self-parody.  The  guitars  are 
not  quite  in  tune,  and  the 
two  singers  go  right  out  of 
harmony  every  time  they  re- 

peat the  line  "It's  the  singer, 
not  the  song."  It's  a  good song,  too,  except  for  being 
out  of  tune,  and  since  the 
Stones  are  perfectly  capable 
of  good  close  harmony,  I  can 
only  think  that  they  meant 
this  song  for  a  laugh  on everybody. 

The  other  sides  on  the  re- 
cord are  good,  fast  blues  for 

the  most  part,  but  the  high 
point  has  to  be  "As  Tears  Go By".  I'd  like  to  hear  more 
of  this  type  of  thing  from 
the  Stones. 

on  a  level)  is  "I'm  Looking 
Through  You,"  a  Lennon- McCartney  creation  that 
treats  the  end  of  an  infatua- 

tion in  a  way  that  anyone 
who's  ever  had  the  experi- 

ence will  recognize.  (I'm looking  through  you/Where 
did  you  go?/I  thought  I 
knew  you  /  What  did  I 
know?)  The  harmonies  ex- 

actly suit  the  mood  of  the 
song  and  the  whole  thing 
fits  together  perfectly. 
Throughout  the  whole  re 

cord  the  musical  develop- 
ment of  the  Beatles  to  date 

is  obvious.  If  you  compare 
this  record  with,  say,  "Twist 
and  Shout,"  vou  immediately 
notice  the  subtler  lyrics, 
more  interesting  rhythmic 
and  harmonic  structures, 
and  the  increasing  sophisti- 

cation of  style  and  theme. 
The  last  cut  on  the  album 

is  an  uptempo  number  call 
ed  "Run  for  Your  Life".  (I'd 
rather_  see  you  dead,  little 
girl/Than  to  be  with  another man.)  But  judging  from  the 
quality  of  this  record,  they don't  really  have  to  worry. 
None  of  their  fans  are  going 
anywhere  else. 

and  recent  rnbenstein 

Beethoven   Concerto   No.  4  in  G,  op 
58,  for  piano  and  orchestra;  Artur Rubinstein,  piano,  Boston  Symphony conducted  by  Erich  Leinsdorf:  RCA Victor  LM/LSC  2848. 
Chopin,  Polonaises  and  Impromptus; Artur  Rubinstein,  piano:  RCA  Victor LM/LSC  7037. 

Rubinstein  has  long  been 
recognized  as  having  few 
peers  as  an  interpreter  of 
Chopin.  With  these  latest 
performance  h  i  s  playing 
seems  headed  in  a  new  in- 

trospective direction.  There 
is  little  concern  with  establ- 

ishing a  broad  romantic  ru- 
bato,  less  emphasis  on  the 
impetuous  dynamic  contr- asts of  youth. 

review 

Partly  because  of  this,  Ru- binstein has  managed  to 
bring  freshness  once  more 
to  the  overplayed.  These 
elements  of  his  style  are 
shown  off  to  greatest  ad- vantage in  the  Impromptus, 
but  Rubinstein's  uniqueness 
as  a  Chopin  player  comes 
about  also  through  his  un- canny rhythmic  ability. 
Throughout  the  Polonai- ses, the  music  never  loses 

its  nobility,  as  Rubinstein maintains  a  steady  pulse 
wihtout  an  overburdening 
inevitability.  As  befits  their 
nature,  the  Polonaises  are 
not  as  understated  as  the 
Impromptus. 

Understatement  and  dyn- amic  sameness,  especially, 

mar  the  first  two  move 
men  Is  of  the  Beethoven 
(they  are  present  in  the  fin 
ale  as  well,  but  there  enliven 
rather  than  constrict).  The 
orchestra  seems  mismatch- ed in  character,  though  such 
contrasts  may  have  been 

part  of  Leinsdorf's  concep lion  of  the  accompaniment 
In  any  case,  the  inconsisten 
cy  between  orchestra  and 
pianist  creates  an  artistic 
shambles. 

Doubtless  the  Rubinstein 
touch  is  still  magic,  but  d. 

you  believe  in  the  Lovm' "Spoonfuls?  Only  the  Chopin 
will  make  the  medicine  go down  easy. 

PAUL  ENNIS 

Glenayr 

HIGH  and 

HANDSOME 

SWEATERS, SKIRTS, 

SLIMS 

High  go  our  fall 
fashion  list,  we're  sure this  handsome  ensemble 

will  find  a  place  In 
your  Kitten  collection! 
PULLOVER — 100% 
English  Botany  wool, with  full-fashioned 

raglan  shoulders — heavy  ribbed  turtle-neck, 
long  sleeves,  moth-proof, d hr ink-treated,  in  new 

exciting  fall  shades. 
MATCHING  SLIMS 

— 100%  pure  wool 
worsted  slims,  woven 
from  100%  superfine 

English  Botany  wool — dry-clean  able  and 
dyed-to-perfectly-match all  Kitten  Botany 

wool  sweaters. At  all  fine  shops 

everywhere. 

Without  this  label  | |  '<  b  no1  ■  senuioe  KITTEN. 

If  you  run  out  of  ink  with 

the  new  Scripto  Wordmaster* it's  your  own  fault. 

We've  done  everything  we  can  to  prevent  such  a  thing.  Inside  this 

Wordmaster.  with  its  newlydesigned  chromecap,  there's  an  exclusive 
TeTgTuge  re.HI.  It  lets  you  see  when  you'll  need  and,  e,  refill'  long before  you'll  need  it!  And  its  tungsten  carbide  ball  never  skips. 
Neve,  c  ogs  Price?  Jus,  $1.29  with  new  chrome  cap.  Not  bad  for  a 
ballpen  that  you'll  neve,  run  dry  with!  That's  the  long-wnfng  Scripto 
Wordmaster.  t     ̂   O 
■Scipto  Telegauge  refills  are  available  ^^/'JlK/Zf*-*' 
everywhere  at  only  59,:.  ^.      f^*  /- 

rmrmftcW  an*  »wr«r>fc«>  »  *"<*>  <*  Ca"a"«  MM 161  Bartley  Drlva.  Toronto  16,  Ontario  » 



25%  DISCOUNT ON  ALL  JEWELLERY  PURCHASES 
Including  oil  branded  Watches,  A- 1  Quality  Diamonds,  Silverware, 
Lighters,  Wollets,  Pens  and  Pencils,  Rodios,  Clocks,  Costume 
Jewellery,  etc.,  etc.  You  must  hove  your  A.T.L.  card  when  making a  purchase. 

SHEFFIELD  JEWELLERS 
DIAMOND  MERCHANTS 

323  YONGE  ST.  (5  doors  above  Dundos)  EM.  6-3324.  EM.  6-4122 

Medieval  fanatics 

CLASSIFIED 
EXPERT  TYPING  (electric  machine): essays,  reports,  term  papers,  theses. Fost  service.  Reasonoble.  Irene  Kenyon, 146  Bernord  Ave.,  923-401  1. 
BRUCE  McEACHERN  —  Sports  Cors  - Triumph,  Peugeot,  authorized  new  cor dealer,  imported  cor  service  specialist, electronic  engine  analyzer.  2950  Isling- ton Ave.  N.,  Woodbridge  351-2297. 
MUSICIANS  —  Silver  Flute  mode  in Belgium.  Chamois  lined  stops.  $150.00 Call  PL.  7-9559. 
WANTED  ~  Girl  to  shore  furnished oporfment  during  week.  Eglinton  - Yonge  oreo.  Own  bedroom.  Reasonoble Call  483-4928  after  5  p.m. 
ONE  OR  TWO  students  to  shore  driv- ing ond  gas  to  Florida.  Phone  535- 2658. 
WANTED,  one  female  resident  for mixed  co-op.  Willing  to  stay  through summer.  Coll  532-8972  after  6  p.m. 
HELP  I  !  Needed  immediately  "Cal- culus with  Analyticol  Geometry"  by Angus  Taylor.  2  copies,  any  condition. Pleose  phone  —  Miss  E.  Forster,  928- 2634  doys,  921-0573  -  6-8  p.m.  ex- cept Tues.  &  Thurs. 

EXPERIENCED  mole  requires  female 
portner  for  New  Year's  Eve.  Call  Ted 223-2068. 
ESSAY  -  THESIS  -  Typing,  editing Mrs.  Elaine  Willioms,  7  Wingreen Court,  Don  Mills,  (1  block  north  of Lawrence  ond   Donway   E,  445-2074.) 
WANTED:  One  girl  to  sing  with  up- coming male  folk  duo.  Object  Trio Call  Ted  HU.  3-1834  or  Ken  RU.  1- 4994  after  7  p.m. 
ROOM  in  privote  house  for  rent  to male  sludent.  131  Bedford  Rd.  921 2504. 
EXPERIENCED  TYPIST  —  Neoter  notes make  better  grades.  Experienced 
typing  done  of  theses,  essoys,  notes, tectums  quickly,  efficiently  and onably.   Phone  421-8290. 
JOHN,  YOU  TWIT!  Stick  a  cork  in 
baby's  nose.  Having  offair  with  ade- quate engineer  named  Woyne,  who's taking  me  to  Lady  Godivo  Memorial Bash.  —  Martho. 
WARM,  quiet  apartment,  air  condi- tioned, private  bothroom,  privote  home, Avenue  Rd.  bus,  $15.00  weekly.  Coll HU  5-0282. 

LEATHER -SUEDE 
Pullover    S  19.95 
Sweater  with  leather  patches  $  15.95 
Tie  $  5.95 
Ves'    $  19.95 
5lacks,  coats,  caps  $  5.95 For  Ladies  and  Men. 

All  SEASONS 
655  YONGE  ST.  PHONE  922-6992 

W.U.S.  Winter  Weekend 

Hart  House  Caledon  Hills  Farm  —  Jon.  7,  8,  9 
Discussion  of  Current  Events  with  Highlights  of Social  Events 

Seminars:  Rhodesia  Colonialism  and  Imperialism 
Moral  issues  to  be  decided  by  Snowball  Fights 

REGISTRATION  FEE:  $3.00  includes  meals  &  gas. 
Application  forms  at  S.A.C.  Office  and  at 

I  S  C.  (45  Willcocks  St.) 

Deadline  Tues.,  Jan.  4  12  Noon 

•    Further  information:  George  Biro,  532-7162. 

Canada 

EMPLOYMENT  INTERVIEWS 
Our  representatives  will  be  visiting  the  campus 20th  and  21st  January 

'tmSSSS^ISSS  S,ljd  m'S      A,'s'  C°"™"«  ond  Business 

Room  123  V^Bul  din*  bXeeT/on  ̂ 6^^ motion  booklets    and   losl  "  '™een  i  ond  Jon.  14.  Infor- 
3bleinyourdeport0:edn,a!nlo^,,IOn  deSCriPh'°nS  ̂   °,S° 

DU  PONT  OF  CANADA  LIMITED 
P.O.  Box  660  Personnel  Division Montreal,  Que. 

By  MARK  CZAR  NECK  I 
Who  wants  to  see  a  nati- 

vity play,  for  Christ's  sake? Only  medieval  fanatics  put 
on  such  obscure  produc- 

tions, since  no  one  really 
knows  how  they  were  ori- 

ginally presented.  Exactly. 
That  allows  for  any  interpre- 

tation you  like — as  medieval 
as  possible  (by  SGS),  or  as 
modern  as  possible  (Vic 
Drama  Club).  Both  were  ex- 

cellent, and  proved  that 
given  a  good  play,  talented 
actors,  and  a  large  dose  of 
originality,  campus  theater 
can  be  both  simple  and  en- 

joyable. Middle  English  pronuncia- 
tion, Midlands  accents,  au- 

thentic costumes,  and  a  tin 
Bethlehem  star  (no  kidding) 
highlighted  the  SGS  effort. 
David  Hemblen's  Mak,  the thief  who  is  thwarted  in  his 
attempt  to  transform  a 
stolen  sheep  into  one  of  his 
wife's  newest-born,  caught the  cadences  of  the  language 
perfectly,  and  turned  in  the 
most  believable  perform- ance. 

Skip  Shand  furthered  his 
bid    for    official  medieval 

campus  jester  of  the  year  as 
the  first  shepherd  cum  de- 

tective, and  as  the  referee  in 
the  gargantuan  struggle  be- tween the  good  guy  ( St. 
George )  and  the  bad  guy 
( the  evil  Saracen )  in  the 
mummers  play  which  pre- ceded the  main  event. 

Director  Carole  Whiteman 
answered  the  script's  de- mand for  a  boy  to  play  the 
third  shepherd.  Following 
medieval  and  renaissance 
convention,  Paula  Neuss  pre- sented us  with  a  skipping, 
ambling  lad  —  with  long 
blond  hair?  The  most  strik- 

ing aspect  of  the  production was  the  medieval  flavor, 
which  was  enhanced  by  the 
setting  (Seeley  Hall),  and 
authentic  sets,  including  a 
real  live  baa-ing  lamb. Vic  settled  for  a  furry  toy 
lamb,  and  a  simpler  set, 
crowned  by  an  empty  case 
of  Old  Vienna  (Mak's  wife 
is  quite  a  boozer).  Empha- sis was  placed  on  physical 
farce,  in  an  attempt  to  com- municate with  the  audience 
on  a  readily  understandable level. 

By  contrast,  the  actual  na- 

tivity scene  which  closes  the 
play  was  interpreted  soberly 
and  sincerely — the  inherent 
elements  of  comedy  and 
pageantry  were  well  blend- ed without  the  aid  of  realis- tic atmosphere. 

This  production  brimmed 
with  vitality,  and  the  comic 
scene  in  which  the  theft  is 
discovered  was  hilarious. 
Full  use  was  made  of  the 
floor  area  of  the  Wymilwood 
Music  Room.  Both  produc- 

tions are  to  be  praised  for 
the  way  in  which  the  actors 
adapted  themselves  without 
difficulty  to  playing  in  a 
large  open  space.  David Bolt's  Mak  was  perhaps  a 
little  too  mannered,  but  his 
lack  of  manners  was  a  joy 
to  see  and  hear. 
Anna  Lawrence  was  a  suit- 

ably lusty  peasant  wife,  and 
the  three  shepherds  were 
able  to  accomplish  the  diffi- 

cult task  of  creating  indivi- 
dual characterizations  out 

of  their  roles.  Come  Easter 
time,  it  will  be  interesting 
to  see  what  somebody  can 
do  with  the  crucifixion  — 
authenticity  might  be  a  pro- blem. 

DAFFYDIL  NAIVE  EROTICA 
By  HENRY  TARVAINEN 
Tits  'n  Ass  friend,  that's 

what  you  expect,  and  that's 
just  what  you  get  —  verbal- 

ly anyway.  Daffydil,  the Meds  annual  revue  opened, 
continued  and  concluded 
with  a  liberal  dose  of  ero- 

tica, most  of  which  was  en- 
thusiastically naive. 

Sexual  humor,  if  il  is  to 
be  effective,  must  elevate  it- 

self beyond  the  shock  value 
stage  —  most  of  which  the 

Meds  revue  failed  to  do,  de- 
monstrating that  even  sex 

can  be  a  considerable  bore 
after  twenty  minutes.  Blat- 
ancy  coupled  with  some 
sophistication  both  in  the 
script  and  the  cast  might 
have  produced  a  shoy  of 
considerable  calibre. 

The  evening  was,  however, 
in  many  ways  a  fascinating affair  and  had  some  enjoy- 

able moments.  Fascinating 
in  that  the  show  managed 

to  reveal  in  its  own  primi- 
tive way  the  essential  and 

original  motivations  of  the 
emergence  of  theatre  in  so- 

ciety. When  man  first  chose 
to  assume  the  role  of  the 
player,  he  did  so  to  reveal 
simple  and  powerful  truths of  his  existence. 
Thus  the  frustration  of 

the  university  freshman,  the sectarian  and  hierarchical structures  of  the  medical 
See  "Daffydil"  review  9 

Dylan  would  have  loved  it 
By  GORDON  RAYMOND 
Anyone  who  has  come  to 

know  and  to  love  that  wake 
which  the  "daimon"  of  Dy- lan Thomas  has  left  in  con 
temporary  literature  would 
unquestionably  have  appre 
ciated  the  tribute  paid  to 
him  this  week  in  Peterbo- rough. 

On  the  evenings  of  Decem- 
ber 6,  7,  and  8,  the  Trent University  Dramatic  Society embarked  on  its  maiden 

voyage  with  three  perform- 
ances of  'Under  Milk  Wood'. Had  Dylan  been  there,  and 

he  was  in  a  very  real  sense, 
he  would  have  had  little 
ground  for  disapproval.  No- 

vices though  many  of  its twenty-one  actors  were,  it was  obvious  on  Wednesday 
night  that  hard  work,  care, 
and  sensitivity  to  the  unique breadth  of  vision  of  the  Tho 

ye-view  of  l  he  world 
had  won  out  over  any  lack 
of  experience. 

The  play  spans  the  length 
of  one  day  in  the  small 
Welsh  village  of  Milk  Wood. 
Thai  day  is  unspecified;  one 

day  is  essentially  the  same 
as  any  other.  The  small world  here,  a  world  of  many 
sides,  colors,  and  extremes, 
is  a  microcosm  of  the  hu- man situation. 
Pettiness,  parochialism, 

conflict  and  change,  laught- 
er, dreams,  schemes  and 

despair,  all  are  present  and 
unending.  Thomas'  phantas- 

magoria was  a  swift-flowing 
two  hours,  and  two  hours 
of  the  eternal.  Here  the  past dead  and  the  present  living 
interact  in  one  vita]  whole. 
The  play  was  originally performed  in  part  in  May, 

1953,  on  the  B.B.C.,  shortly 
before  Thomas'  death.  Six 
people  had  then  taken  the sixty-three  parts.  Il  is  hard to  believe  that  such  a  small number  could  manage  the timing  and  complexity  of so  many  voices,  a  problem well  resolved  by  th;  Trent cast. 
The  constant  richness  and 

fluidity  of  Thomas'  poetic efflorescences  in  images  and word  colors  was  compound 
ed  with  a  matchless  sense of  humor,  here  ironic  and 

witty,  there  bordering  on 
the  bawdy  and  slapstick. Thomas  handed  the  gift  ot 
poetry  and  genius  to  the cast  on  a  silver  platter,  but 
the  total  success  was  impos- 

sible without  the  tremendo- 
us response  that  all  made 

to  the  challenge. 
It  is  to  be  hoped  that  the 

Trent  Society  will  maintain 
a  standard  of  effort  and  re- sult which  was  so  admirably 
evidenced  in  their  first  pro- duction. If,  as  I  foresee,  they 
do  bring  such  exciting  the- atre quality  to  Peterborough audiences,  then  there  is  no 
reason  why  we  in  Toronto 
should  remain  with  only 
limited  access  to  the  cont- 

inued fruits  of  their  labor 
and  talent.  If  my  suspicion 
holds  true,  then  the  Hart House  Theatre,  for  example, 
might  do  well  to  consider 
the  possibility  of  having Trent  drama  on  its  stage. 

review 



Who  is  Patrick  Scott? 

By  TOM  KAY  LOR 
Arch-conservative  and 

nonthinking,"  (John  Nor- ris). 
does  a  lot  oE  damage", (Jimmy  Guiffre). 
the  Barry  Goldwater 

of  jazz,"  (David  Jackel). Three  typical  samples  of 
the  enormous  number  of 
misconceptions  that  abound 
concerning  one  of  the  most 
vilified,  misrepresented,  and 
brilliant  commentators  on 
jazz  music  in  this  country, 
possibly  on  this  continent. 
Patrick  Scott,  City  Editor  of 
the  Globe  and  Mail. 
A  little  background  infor- 

mation. He  began  writing 
on  jazz  in  high  school,  and 
was  at  the  same  time  a  pan- 

elist on  a  C.H.U.M.  jazz  quiz 
program.  In  1946  he  and 
Helen  McNamara  now,  and 
then,  with  the  Telegram,  be- 

gan   publishing   a  journal 

that  they  are  way  off  base. 
Norris'  accusation  doesn't 

gel  with  the  facts.  This  man 
is  as  fully  aware  of  new  de- 

velopments as  any  I  have met.  There  is  no  tendency 
in  his  mind  to  dismiss  any 
musician  of  any  post-bop 
school  of  blowing  simply  be- 

cause they  are  post-bop. 
That  doesn't  make  sense. 
How  do  you  explain  his 
knowledge  of  the  music  of 
Charlie  Parker  and  Dizzy 
Gillespie,  his  great  affection 
for  the  music  of  Ray  Bryant 
and  Junior  Mance,  has  liking 
for  Charlie  Byrd,  and  pre- bossa  nova  Stan  Getz.  Can 
any  of  you  hipsters  match his  collection  of  Thelonius 
Monk  recordings? 
When  Jimmy  Guiffre  told 

me  (if  you'll  permit  a  little Phil  MacKellar  name  drop- 
ping) that  he  felt  Scott  did 

a  lot  of  damage,  I  found  it 

— photo  by  PENNY  HEWETT 
PATRICK  SCOTT 

called  Jazz  Panorama.  The 
fact  that  Scott  was  at  the 
same  time  working  for  Su- 

perior Publishers,  the  lead- 
ing publisher  of  folk  music 

magazines,  lent  Panorama  a 
professional  air.  "Much more  professional  than  Coda 
is  now". Scott's  jazz  writing  came to  a  halt  during  his  years 
in  Guelph,  Kirkland  Lake, 
and  with  the  Windsor  Star. 
When  he  joined  the  staff  of 
the  Globe  in  1957,  he  was 
asked  to  do  a  weekly  jazz 
column.  Two  years  ago  the 
column  began  appearing 
twice  a  week.  "I've  been 
stuck  with  it  ever  since". The  Globe  editorial  offices 
at  one  o'clock  in  the  after- 

noon are  a  terrifying  expe- 
rience. Picture  Thursday 

night  at  The  Varsity  —  the 
great  reams  of  copy,  and 
even  copy  writers,  being  fed 
to  the  jackels  who  devour 
them  with  a  masonic  zeal, 
lick  their  chops,  and  beg 
for  more.  The  everpresent 
dread,  while  soaring  to  the 
greatest  heights  of  creative 
accomplishment  and  literary 
lyricism,  of  encountering 
and  being  shot  down  by 
great  outbursts  of  flak.  Mag- 

nify this  one  hundred  times 
and  you  will  have  something akin  to  the  atmosphere 
in  which  Scott  and  I  con- versed. But  in  spite  of  it 
all,  the  insights  I  gleaned 
were  sufficient  for  me  to 
bo  able  to  say  of  those  three 
accusations  leveled  at  Scott 

hard  to  resist  saying  "That's just  sour  grapes,  Mr.  Guif- 
fre". Even  if  Guiffre's  big concern  was  not  so  much 

that  Scott  had  cut  him  up, 
but  how  he  had  done  it,  he 
still  has  no  case.  That  any- one should  ask  a  critic  to 
stop  expressing  his  opinion 
unequivocally  brings  out  the 
essence  of  the  decay  that 
has  beset  Canadian  jazz  cri- ticism. 

Scott's  approach  to  his 
material,  regardless  of  the 
opinions  he  expresses,  is  re- freshing. One  is  tempted  to 
say  there  are  only  two  Can- adian commentators  left 
with  any  guts  —  Patrick Scott  and  one  other.  The 
rest  seem  afraid  to  take  an 
unequivocal  stand  on  any- thing. 

Phil  MacKellar  is  a  case 
in  point.  He  must,  I  sup- 

pose, play  music  to  please 
everyone.  But  never  a  com- ment passes  his  lips  as  to 
the  aesthetic  significance  of 
the  barrage  of  sounds  that 
assails  my  ears  each  night. 
He'll  play  the  worst  Dixie- land, the  worst  avant  garde, 
he'll  even  play  Sam  The  Man 
Taylor. I  can  vividly  recall  a  disc 
jockey  on  an  insignificant 
small  town  station  affsc- 
tionately  known  to  his  lis- 

teners as  Square  John.  I 
don't  know  where  John  has 
gone,  but  I  shed  a  tear  at 
his  passing.  Here  was  a  man 
who  wasn't  afraid  to  express 
an    honest    opinion.    ( His 

classic  being  —  "A  new  re- lease from  John  Coal  — 
Train").  This  breed  of  com- mentator is  fast  disappear- ing. 

Frank  Kennedy  with  the 
Star  has  a  curious  approach. 
His  opinions  are,  in  my  esti- mation, the  most  sound  of 
any  critic  but  he  doesn't  ap- pear to  have  the  courage  of 
has  convictions.  He  once 
told  me  that  it  was  his  po- 

licy never  to  take  sides  on 
issues.  This  may  be  the  cor- rect attitude  for  a  reporter 
but  not  for  a  critic.  If  he 
feels  a  musician  stinks, 
there  isn't  a  reason  in  the 
world  why  it  shouldn't  ap- pear in  print  in  exactly 
those  terms. 

Last,  and  least,  of  Can- adian commentators  comes 
John  Norris.  When  Norris 
first  began  making  an  im- 

pact on  the  Toronto  scene 
he  was  as  bad  a  represen- 

tative of  the  mouldier-than- thou  school  of  thinking  as 
you  would  ever  want  to meet. 
Apparently  he  went 

through  a  sudden  and  com- 
plete reappraisal  and  now 

sings  the  praises  of  every 
avant  garde  glass  shatterer 
that  emerges  to  help  add  a 
few  more  drops  to  the  sea 
of  tears  being  shed  for  the 
demise  of  taste,  restraint, 
and  ability  to  communicate 
with  the  general  listener. 

This,  then  is  why  I  ap- 
plaud Patrick  Scott.  Scott, whether  right  or  wrong,  is 

honest  and  frank.  Further- 
more he  is,  contrary  to  ge- 
neral opinion,  knowledge- able. As  to  the  penerrially 

popular  question  "Who  is Patrick  Scott?  Is  he  Hughes 
Panassie,  Eddie  Condon,  and 
Tom  Naylor  rolled  into 
one?",  no  definitive  answer 
can  be  given.  But  one  thing 
is  certain.  Love  him  or  loath 
him,  you  can't  ignore  him. 

Oaffydil  (continued) 

faculty  and  profession,  and 
the  pill  all  rang  true  in  the 
show.  The  harum-scarum 

voyage  through  the  Dean's innards  by  two  stalwart 
med  students  has  rather 
frightening  psycholog  i  c  a  1 
implications. 
Syd  Vousden's  choreog- 

raphy is  nicely  conceived  — especially  in  the  luminous 
dance  in  the  Dean's  gut  — but  suffers  from  awkward 
and  imprecise  execution. 
The  frequent  appearances 

of  a  competent  quartet  ad- 
ded a  flair  of  professional- 
ism to  an  otherwise  unima- ginative musical  setting. 

Directors  Gail  Erlick  and 
Larry  Grossman  deserve credit  for  their  generally 
slick  handling  of  a  large  and 
unwieldy  cast,  yet  they 
might  have  been  much  more 
precise  in  both  pacing,  tim- ing and  in  controlling  the more  exuberant  moments  of 
the  cast. Credits  to  Aris  Slesers  for 
his  "Morning"  skit,  Larry 
Grossman  in  general  and  the 

quartet. 
review 

This  is  the  moment  for 

Harridge's  silk  shirt,  $13 
Nothing  could  be  more  timely  now  than  Harridge's pure  silk  shirt  with  tucked  front.  Marvellous  to  wear 
for  the  holidoy  season,  or  a  splendid  gift  this 
Christmas.  White,  beige,  block,  sizes  10-16,  at  a 
truly  remarkable  price,  $13. 

At  The  Colonnade— 131  Bloor  West 
OPEN  EVENINGS  until  Christmas  (except  Saturday) 

The  African  Students  Union  of  Toronto 

INVITES  EVERYBODY 

To  Join  in  o  March  to  the 
British  Consulate  -  200  University  Avenue 

To  protest  the  British  Government's 
inadequate  handling  of  the  Rhodesian  crisis. 

TIME:  2  p.m.  on  Saturday  -  December  18th 

PLACE:  Hart  House  (front  lawn) 

ONLY  3  MINUTES  FROM  SIDNEY  SMITH  HALL 

CENTRAI  DRIVING  SCHOOL 
ONTARIO  SAFETY  LEAGUE  GRADUATEO  INSTRUCTORS AUTOMATIC  —  STANDARD  —  COMPACT  —  VW  CARS 

Varsity  Branch  Pick  up  Ser\ 67  Horbord  (at  Spadlna)  ^  _  -  _  4  Bronchos 923-7201        Across  Metro 

HART  HOUSE  NEW 

YEAR'S  EVE  BALE 

A  LIMITED  NUMBER  OF  TICKETS  LEFT 
Hall  Porter's  Desk,  Hart  House 

$12.00  per  couple 
Today  is  the 

Lost  day  to  pick  up  reserved  tickets 
NO  REFUNDS  AFTER  DECEMBER  27 
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It's  Ch 

SORRY  At 

review 

By  HENRY  TARVAINEN 

I  wonder  my  friends,  what  is  this  thing called  Christmas?  Aside  from  the  commer- 
cialism which  we  delight  in  decrying  and 

the  obvious  criticisms  which  come  to  mind, 
why  are  we  this  confused  and  upset  every Yuletide? 

.  .  .  happily  millions  of  men  will  un- 
wrap gifts  of  America's  most  respected whiskey  .  .  . 

Last  Christmas  I  spent  with  a  friend  of 
mine  who  happens  to  be  Jewish — in  heritage at  least — feeling  extremely  uneasy  about Christmas,  trying  to  relate  to  it  in  some conscious  way. 

My  friend  had  the  luxury  of  non-affilia- 
tion; he  was  unconcerned  with  the  business on  the  whole  except  that  it  was  an  interest, 

ing  Wasp  custom,  nicely  aborted  to  the mores  and  demands  of  present  day  Wasp culture. 

.  .  .  and  the  only  thing  I  noticed  on 
the  way  to  work  is  that  there  was  no traffic  ... 

He  had  his  own  roots  or  non-roots  to sustain  or  trouble  him.  I  sent  him  a  UNICEF 
Christmas  card  and  didn't  trouble  him  on the  matter. 

Example  two:  A  young  man  I  know whose  girl  friend  was  all  hung  up  on  Christ- mas was  writing  a  letter  to  her.  "How  con I  reconcile  being  an  agnostic  with  the  idea 
of  Christmas?  "he  asked  with  genuine  per- 
plexion.  r The  sardonic  young  blonde  to  whom  he was  addressing  the  question  almost  fell  out of  her  chair:  "Reconcile!  Agnosticism Christmas;  its  here,  you're  there Nothing  to  reconcile.  Humph." 

So  we've  all  got  our  problems  at  Christ- 

mas. 

;  •  ■  Do  >'°"  believe  in  Santa  Claus? )  es,  because  when  1  was  eleven  I  was Oruttdly  attacked  by  a  fat,  jolly  man  in 

HC V H(v'"a"d  W'"":  beard  $ayi"g  'H0' If  I  am  flip  it  is  because  I  connot  yet 

the  Hio^r  l\9T'me  irre^ence  and 

the  dignity  which  that  implies.  I  connot be  fundamentally  irreverent  of  something 

Xc'h'meV.  re,Q'n  °  lin9eri"9  — ' A  day  of  days,  this  Christmas  Our  So aety  has  institutionalized  it  to  the  extent that  it  now  mirrors  the  characteristics  of that  society  Thus  the  age  of  mass  commer. cialism  political  hypocrisy  and  individual schizophrenia  produces  a  Yuletide  sym- pathetic to  these  values 

But  no!  she  said.  "Surely  we  recognizi our  inadequacies  at  Christmas,  and  rectif) them — for  a  short  time  anyway  .  .  ."  Quite 
true  dear  lady;  and  that's  the  point. 

.  . .  Apples  flaming  in  brandy  surround 
the  pig.  Madeira  and  whiskty  "neat"  for the  adtdts;  bread  butter  and  jam,  sweets, fruit  and  nuts  for  the  children  ... 
The  point  being,  that  once  a  year  our society  will  stop  for  a  few  moments  We will  pause  reverently  and  attempt  to  re- cognize our  roots  and  see  their  manifesta- tion in  the  present.  Finding  oil  of  it  a  bit confusing  and  unreal,  we  will  collectively chuckle  heartily",  throw  back  a  drink  and stagger  into  the  new  year.  Holleluja. 
Somewhere,  man  finds  his  necessary  and proper  rituals;  if  they  crystallize  and  re- inforce the  patterns  and  values  inherent  to his  daily  life,  he  will  embrace  them  and  ac- cord them  dignity  and  respect  they  are  due. 
.  .  .  What  are  the  tigers  giving  the pussycats  this  Christmas?  ... 

The  season  means  something  different to  all  of  us,  individually.  And  all  of  us  must contend  with  what  it  is  that  we  have 
wrought. 

I  know  a  family  of  artisans  who  are  all engaged  in  one  woy  or  another  in  either sculpture  or  carving.  Their  Christmas  gifts are  hand-made  and  they  spend  months  in their  creation.  Throughout  the  year  they 
are  a  close  group  and  Christmas  comes  as 

So? 



stmas. 

OUT  THAT 
an  annual  tribute  to  the  life  they  enjoy  with each  other;  they  are  all  atheists. 

.  .  .  The  Bear's  head  in  hand  bear  7/ Bedecked  with  bays  and  rosemarej And Al  pray  you  my  masters  be  merry... 
All  of  which  is  to  say  that  we  have  roots values  which  we  try  to  define  and  assert  at this  time.  Ah  yes  .  .  .  and  even  here  we  are not  happy.  We  may  indeed  throw  aside  the 

vulgar  trappings  of  our  world  for  a  day. 
Radio  stations  will  suspend  advertising for  this  day;  glory.  We  will  shed  our  evils and  go  forth  as  good  men  . 

.  .  .  Plum  pudding  seems  to  be  on  the 
•~\vay  out  too  .  .  . 
They  will  sit  over  their  oles  in  the  Le- 

Jion  Halls — good  men — and  tell  how  the loise  of  the  guns  died  down  and  came  to i  wintry  silence  on  Christmas  eve.  At  times hey  could  see  the  enemy  and  would  shout ireetings.  Small  tokens  and  gifts  with  the nemy  were  not  unheard  of  on  Christmas 
toy  on  the  front.  "Hey  Hans!  God  damn  it nywoy — tomorrow  I  mean.  Merry  Christ- las.  "And  Hans  would  reply. 
,  ...  Sorry  About  That— a  phrase  com- mon to  the  American  soldiers  in  Viet Nam;  it  is  given  not  as  an  excuse  nor as  a  reason;  it  is  a  reply  to  questions concerning  mistaken  bombings,  torture, etc.  "He  was  running  at  me  and  I  shot- 
he  was  innocent— Sorry  about  that .  .  .'• 

And  even  here  we  are  not  happy  a day  the  day  of  days.  America  will  show that  she  is  st.ll  a  Christian  nation  and  Lyn- don Johnson  will  proclaim  that  we  must  in- deed stnve  for  .;PeQce  on  earth  GoQd 

wrote  °S  the  P0et  Robert  Lowe" 

mn^TU  Amf,rLCa  is  "^broting  Christ- mas. There  will  be  no  napalm  on  this  day 

quiet  Peasant=  will  wonder  at  the •  .  •  But  surety  Christmas  trees  will march  on  forever,  surviving  nicely  into the  post  space  age  .  .  . 
Christmas  trees  in  Viet  Nam;  an  Ameri- can soldier  writes  to  his  wife:  "We  also  flew over  Speed  Forces  camps  where  we  dropped Christmas  trees  d  turkeys  |asf  Chn.st^as tve.  It  was  really  funny  watching  those trees  with  a  chute  the  size  of  a  handker- chief go  out  of  our  C-123.  The  special Forces  chaplain  from  Nho  Trang  went  along klcker  ■  ■  ■  We  had  remembered  the 

guys  in  the  poddies!" 

the  rice  paddies  Christmas  Day.  Already he  barracks  ring  to  the  tune  of  carols  from 

rZ  T°LTe  r0dt!°S;  mokeshift  decorations and  lights  are  being  set  up  .  .  .  presents flow  in  from  America  from  the  wife 
.  .  .  Hey  Santa!  "In"  looks  for  the  fun crowd  come  in  Pure  Virgin  Wool  this Christmas . . .  the  wow  colours,  the  now 

textures  simply  can't  be  imitated  in  any other  fibre  .  .  . 

Stories  will  be  told  for  years  to  come  of 
Sonta's  trip  to  Viet  Nam;  of  his  arrival  in the  la  Drang  Valley  where  no  one  was  wait- ing, so  he  moved  on  to  the  more  populous 
centres  of  Da  Nang  and  Saigon.  He  barely noticed  Hanoi,  where,  in  fact,  he  was  not 
missed.  As  he  left  he  was  heard  to  say  to 
one  of  the  Gl's  "There  are  no  chimneys  in 
Viet  Nam." Shhh.   We  will  go  forth  as  good  men;  a 
day  —  the  day  —  when  the  children  will 
laugh,  for  we  ore  a  Good  People.  Men, there  will  be  no  bombs  today. 
And  so  friends,  Christmas. 

. .  .  you  don't  even  have  to  like  turkey very  much  to  see  the  value  in  keeping 
such  a  Christmas  tradition  .  .  . 
We  find  our  rituals  and  values,  and  em- 

brace them,  according  them  the  dignity  and 
respect  they  are  due. 

Sorry  about  that.   Merry  Christmas. 
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TYPING  & 
DUPLICATING  SERVICE 

WA  2  -  7707 
IBM  Executive  Electric 
SCM  French  keyboard 

(carbon  ribbons) 
Experienced  Typing  and Editing 
University  Theses,  Essays, 

Reports 
SSencils  -  Duplicating 

Offset 

DISCOTHEQUE 
Continental  Atmosphere 
DANCE  TILL  3  A.M. 
OPEN  WED.  TO 

SUNDAY 
lll'J  Hhor  St.  -  924-0250  . 

AL  PURDY  READS 

AT  THE  POETS 
51  AVENUE  RD. 

9  TO  — $  1  ADMISSION 
(LOCATED  ABOVE  THE  HAMBURGER  JOINT) 

STREET  DANCE 

THE  CANADIAN  UNION  OF  STUDENTS 

invites  applications  from  students 
to  undertake  a  study  tour  to 

SOUTH  EAST  ASIA  INCLUDING  VIET  NAM 

The  applicant  should  have  experience  in  journalism, 
be  able  to  read  and  converse  in  French  and  be  attend- 

ing or  have  attended  a  Canadian  Post  Secondary  in- 
stitution within  the  five  years  previous  to  the  appoint- ment. 

Information  and  Application  Forms  are  available  in 
the  S.A.C.  Office 

STUDENTS  NEED  PROTECTION 
Many  parents  mortgage  a  lifetime  of  savings  and 
securities  to  finance  a  college  education  for  their 
children.  In  many  cases  the  student  borrows  to  fin- 

ance himself.  This  investment  should  be  protected 
against  the  high  costs  of  sickness  and  accident.  A 
great  number  of  students  have  experienced  severe 
difficulties  in  the  past  and  thousands  of  dollars  have 
been  paid  out  in  claims  each  year. 
The  University  Health  and  Accident  Plan  is  the  only 
Student  Plan  specially  designed  for  the  student  with 
these  features. 

12  months  coverage  24  hours  a  day  anywhere  in  the 
world,  vacation  -  working  -  studying  -  or  traveling abroad. 

The  most  comprehensive  protection  at  the  lowest 
possible  premium. 

John  Ingle  -  Administrator 
700  Bay  Street,  Toronto,  Ontario,  Canada. 

EM.  4-4114 

Driving  north  on  University  Avenue  stain- ed with  lights,  you  sometimes  hear  a  hot 

medium  proclaiming,  "now  is  the  season." Jut  it's  Christmas  in  Algeria  for  me,  and 
not  too  well  done. 

"Early  morning  birds  sing  winter  psalms, 
she  marvelled,  and  got  up  to  shut  the  fan. 
"This  will  rile  them,  those  seekers  of  sense 
who  vilify  each  printed  word,"  I  thought 
half-hazardly,  wondering  myself  whether  it's only  scruffy  flat-headed  dogs  who  cry. 
Where  are  they  now?  Where's  Luscious 

Johnson,  Ernie  Nevers,  and  Three-Finger 
Brown?  Where's  Nikos  Skalkottas,  Heimo 
Erbse,  Mike  Darrow?  Susskind  and  Decem- ber snow?  (You  asked,  did  Arthur,  hippest 

sound  in  A  Hard  Day's  Night).  What's Christmas  to  them,  it?  Or  as  the  Castillians 
do,  upside-down  and  en  garde. 

We're  going  nowhere,  Huey,  Lionel,  Dio- 
medes  and  me,  squealing  tires  on  ice,  peel- 

ing our  billfolds  for  the  key  to  Moses  Her- 

music 

paul  ennis 

FOUR  IF  BY  STEALT
H ....  .  .  _  -  _   i.   '      1»M  n»nlrir>rr1ir  frnm 

zog's  angst.  When  strikingly  from  out  of  a 
manhole,  well-steam-tunnel,  bottomless  bot- 
temless,  erects  Tony  by  Meg  and  their  whole 
little  room.  It's  haptic  I  chortle  (having  fin- 

ally looked  it  up),  for  haptic  uncommonly 
so.  "Sure  is,"  bespoke  Fletcher,  an  unrhym- 
able  leer  bending  his  stud  facade. 

(Hornepayne,  for  those  who  are  alien  in their  native  land,  lies  572.4  miles  northwest 
of  Toronto  and  635.4  miles  east  of  Winni- 

peg, as  the  iron  horse  flies.  Or  flew  in  the 
days  of  Randolph  Scott). There  were  we,  amidst  pop,  prosperity 
and  pantomine.  SMERSH  and  swinging 
wines  engulfing  our  pivotal  card-house  on 
the  pulpit  that  war  toys  built.  Postulating no  further  and  inviting  no  response,  in  a 
tone  concealed  by  rhetoric,  a  hearty  jocul- 

arity overtook  my  sensibilities: 
"Do  you  meet  him  over  coffee  at  the  in- 

nocent age,  or  as  the  Sufis  do  sometimes  — in  dreams'"  The  tenuous  wee  was  struck. 

A  better  approach  to  hymns 

By  PETER  GODDARD 
Christian  church  music 

has  often  been  approached 
with  an  attitude  not  often 
found  toward  the  Christian 
Church. 

In  Hymns,  anthems,  etc.. 
the  tempi  are  languid,  dole- 

fully pensive,  the  thick  mel- lifluous chords  are  reduced 
to  cloyng  bunches  of  sac- charine sounds,  and  the 
degree  of  loudness  whipped 
up  in  a  choir  equated  to  a 
proportionate  amount  ol religious  fervency. 
However  this  was  not  the 

case  at  the  U  of  T  chorus 
and  Hart  House  Orchestra's concert  last  Sunday. 

As  successor  to  Waltei 
Barnes,  the  new  choir 
director,  Lloyd  Brad- 
shaw,  kept  an  excellent  or 
chestra  constantly  in  motion 
with  a  light,  detached  base 
line  propelling  the  rest.  The choir  responded  to  this 
rhythmic  drive  and,  though 
the  occasion  revealed  indiv- idual weaknesses,  displayed 

newer  quality  than  the 

chorus  of  even  last  year. 
Their  crescendos  are  now 

more  powerful,  the  climaxes 
resonating,  yet  the  soprano 
lacks  some  of  its  former 
sheen. 
Though  the  group  has  a 

large  membership,  this thicker  sound  seems  to  be 
the  result  of  the  attention 
placed  on  the  open  vowel sounds  of  the  words.  These 
are  extended  to  their 
greatest  possible  length  leav- ing the  consonants  only  to 
frame  them,  for  it  is  by  the 
vowels  that  the  music  is conveyed. 

This  great  reservoir  of 
tonal  strength  was  carefully 
used  by  Mr.  Bradshaw;  in 
the  Vivaldi  Gloria  there  are 
several  quasi-climactic  pas- 

sages that  could  destroy  the 
effect  of  a  gradual  increase 
of  tension,  had  not  each  one 
been  allowed  to  go  only  so 
far.  Thus  the  forte  passages 
of  the  second  chorus  were 
sligthly  surpassed  in  volume of  sound  at  the  section,  Qui 
tollis  pecatta  mundi,  which 
in  turn  led  to  a  high  dynamic 

level  in  the  penultimate 
choral  movement,  develop- 

ing into  a  resounding  forte climax  in  the  last. 
Yet  in  this  work  the  solo 

arias  were  noticably  weak. 
Intonation  problems  and 
generally  weak  voices  left 
gaps  in  the  otherwise  suc- cessful performance. 

The  solos  in  Bach's Magnificat  in  D  were  excel- lent and  it  was  the  choral 
sections  notably  in  fugai  pas- 

sages that  were  ragged  and unclear. 
Nevertheless  the  pace  was 

crisp,  and  although  the  lines did  grow  occasionaly  muddy, 
each  part  retained  a  feeling 
of  unity  within  itself —  driving  their  way  from 
cadence  to  cadence. 

The  Vaughn  Williams' Fantasia  on  Christmas  Ca- rols was  well  unified,  its 
thick  harmonic  textures  sung 

lightly,  each  part  quite  dis- tinct. Ross  Dodington,  the 
Baritone  soloist,  -blended 
well  with  Donald  Whitton's solo  cello  passages. 

Tribute  to  a  Finnish  composer 
By  DIOMEDES  BIGGS 
It  was  a  packed  Eaton 

Auditorium  that  paid  tribute 
to  the  Finnish  composer 
Jean  Sibelius  last  Friday, 
two  days  after  the  100th  an- niversary of  birth  (he  died 
in  his  92nd  year).  But  he 
surely  deserved  more  than 
overlong  tedium  held  in  his honor. 
The  concert,  held  under 

the  auspices  of  the  Toronto 
Finnish  Advancement  Asso- 

ciation, spotlighted  Sibelius's smaller  orchestral  works 
and  vocal  music.  Featured 
artist  were  the  Pro  Arte 
Orchestra  conducted  by  Vic> 
tor  Di  Bello,  baritone  Kalle 
Ruusunen,  a  mixed  chorus, 
the  Toronto  Finnish  Male 
Chorus,  and  the  "Sisu"  Elite (dance)  Group. 
The  evening  was  an  oc- casion for  the  display  of 

Toronto's  Finnish  Cultural 
Community  in  honor  of  the 
musician  who  became  a 
national  hero.  Sibelius  was 
instrumental  in  the  estab- 

lishment of  a  national  iden- 

tity and  culture  in  Finland. 
Of  most  lasting  importance 
was  the  awarding  of  copies 
of  all  Sibelius'  compositions and  all  literature  concern 
ing  him,  to  the  Royal  Con- servatory of  Music.  Torsten 
Tikanvaara,  Finnish  Ambas- sador to  Canada,  made  the 
presentation  to  Dr.  Ettore Mazzoleni,  principal  of  the Conservatory. 

Under  Di  Bello,  the  or- 
chestra played  with  sureness and  feeling.  As  the  concert 

progressed,  so  did  their 
cohesiveness.  Sibelius'  works 
for  string  orchestra  under- standably do  not  possess 
the  epic,  heroic  character  of 
his  symphonies  and  tone 
poems.  And  they  are  relati- vely unknown  in  North America. 

Included  among  the  shor 
ter  works  the  Pro  Arte 
Orchestra  performed  were 
Rakastava  (op.  14),  Canzo- 
netta  (op.  62a),  Andante Festivo,  Romance  (op.  42), 
and  Suite  Champetre  (op. 
98b),  all  for  strings. 

The  most  striking,  though 
not  the  most  representative 
of  the  composer's  style,  was Belsazer's  Feast,  Suite  for 
Chamber  Orchestra  (op.  51). 
Eastern  in  color  much  of  the 
time,  its  third  movement 
(Night  Music)  nonetheless contained  characteristic  Si- belius woodwind  writing, 
especially  the  cool,  rippling 
phrases  of  the  flute. What  emerged  out  of  the 
string  writing  was  a  feeling 
for  Sibelius'  unique  roman- tic harmonies,  sometimes 
lush,  sometimes  ethereal. 
There  was  also  an  uncanny 
suggestion  of  Dvorak  in  the final  section  of  Rakastava. 

Baritone  Kalle  Ruusunen 
proved  the  most  professional 
of  all  the  vocalists.  The 
choirs,  while  obviously 
earnest  and  sincere,  seemed 
too  set  in  a  vocal  middle 
ground.  Deeply  entrenching 
but  ethnic. 

review 



Satirical  but  shallow  gaiety By  PETER  GODnsnn         ^  f    *^  * By  PETER  GODDARD 
Satire  and  an  almost 

childish  gaiety  are  naturally spontaneous  in  Prokoviev's The  Love  for  Three  Oranges, being  performed  this  week 
at  the  MacMillan  Theatre  by the  Opera  School. 
Unfortunately  the  polemic 

side  of  the  work  was  omit- 
etd,  and  it  often  had  a  shal- 

lowness that  was  only  com- 
pensated for  by  the  empha- 

sis placed  upon  its  more obvious  aspects  as  an  anemic fairy-tale. 
Of  all  the  plot  threads  — 

the  naive  children's  story, 
the  psychological  develop- 

ment of  a  hypochondriac 
prince  developing  into  a  love 
story,  and  the  poignant social  satire  —  the  only  one that  was  successfully  con- veyed was  the  first. 
The  costumes  had  Leitmo- 

tific  qualities,  bluish  shades 
denoting  evil,  greens  repre- 

senting moods  of  despon- 
dency, etc.,  which  made  the 

production  more  immediate- 
ly appealing.  The  technical 

aspects  enhanced  these  ef- 
fects even  further  with  vari 

ed  lighting  that  helped  to develop  much  of  the  emo 

tional  content.  As  the  dra- 
matic impact  became  less  in- 
tense the  glow  on  stage 

became  less  somber,  diffus- 
ing from  a  bilious  green  to  a warmer  red. 

Simplicity  of  sets  and 
lavishness  of  costumes  fo- 

cused the  attention  to  the 
plot,  and  put  the  audience 
into  direct  contact  with  a 
lucid  idea  and  a  feeling  of vigor  and  freshness. 
Although  the  work  embo- 

dies typical  Russian  devices 
found  in  Russian  opera  — 
triumphant  martial  entries, 
crowds  cheering,  the  pranks 
of  a  jester  —  it  has  many clownish  inventions  that were  acted  well. 
An  important  role  was 

given  to  a  double  chorus 
representing  on  -  the  -  stage 
spectators  who,  by  seemin- 

gly insignifigant  actions  and choral  interjections,  aided 
in  carrying  the  plot  forward. 
The  singing  was  curiously 

stratified  in  its  dynamic 
levels;  Oskar  Raulfs  (the 
King)  Ermanno  Mauro  (the 
Prince)  and  MarcelJe  Zonta 
(Fata  Morgana)  with  their 
more  powerful,  full  voices 
dominated   the   set,  while 

Richard  Braun  as  Leandro and  Tom  Park,  the  court 
jester  sang  at  a  lower  dy- namic level.  The  rest  of  the 
singers  were  often  so  quiet 
that  their  diction  was  inau- 

dible, and  much  of  their importance  to  the  plot  was lost. 
Though  he  has  a  fine  voice that  carries  well  and  has  an excellent  sense  of  phrasing, 

Mr.  Mauro's  acting  was  too often  immobile,  too  affected. 
He  could  have  used  this 

mature  sound  to  aid  his 
stage  deportment.  He,  of  ail the  performers,  could  have made  subtle  asides  and 
could  have  been  less  con- 

scious of  attempting  to  pro- 
ject constantly  toward  the audience.  With  the  nuances 

implied  by  his  singing  his 
acting  could  have  been  much 
less  wooden  —  for  of  all  the characters,  his  was  the  one 
which  needed  a  slow,  gradual 
show  of  development. 
Upon  his  reactions  —  not actions  —  to  the  situations, 

hung  the  plot,  and  the  more 
piecemeal  this  was  the  more 
fragmentary  the  plot. 

Marcelle  Zonta  was  an  ap- 
propriately haggish,  crow- 

HELP  FROM  A  GUEST 

like  Fata  Morgana  —  an ungainly  shrew  right  out  of the  Wizard  of  Oz. 
Although  Tom  Park's  acro- batics in  the  first  act  re- sembled those  of  an  emaciat- ed Jackie  Gleason,  later  he 

was  constantly  in  motion 
keeping  a  source  of  move- ment on  the  stage  in  keeping with  the  precise,  elegantly technical  music  with  its  inex- orable motion  and  rhythm devoid  of  bombast. 
In  his  duet  with  the  Prince, the  basic  weaknesses  of  the production  —  that  of  weak 
and  strong  elements  high- 

lighting each  other  —  could 
be  seen.  Park's  lighter  voice 
was  no  match  for  Mauro's yet  the  Iatter's  acting  was  so self-conscious  that  the  jes- 

ter's prancing  seemed  only the  more  excessive. 
The  orchestral  tempi  were 

bright,  quick  paced,  with  dry glittering  scherzi  melting into  languishing  dramatic cantabiles.  And  over-all,  this 
quick-paced  production  in 
many  aspects  displayed  Pro- kofiev at  his  best  —  retain- 

ing an  inexplicable  magical dash,  imagination  and  light- hearted  effusion  of  spirit. 

By  HUEY  PHILISTINE 
For  the  second  successive 

program  in  Series  A  of  Sub- 
scription Pair  concerts  a 

guest  conductor  has  appear- 
ed to  lead  the  Toronto  Sym- 

phony out  of  technical  steril- 
ity. Tuesday  it  was  the 

Vienna-based  septuagenari- an Herman  Scherchen  who 
won  warm  tribute  from 
crowded  Massey  Hall. 

The  Weingarten  st  ing  or- 
c  h  e  s  t  r  a  arrangement  of 
Beethoven's  Crosse  Fugue 
(op.  133)  and  Mozart's  Ser- enade No.  10  (K.  361)  for  13 
winds,  shared  the  first  half 
of  the  evening.  The  orchest- 

ra, in  toto,  .did  not  appear 
until  after  intermission, 
with  their  performance  of 
Bruckner's  Second  Sym- 
phony. 

Both   the   Grosse  Fugue 

A  rare  experience 
By  LIONEL  POOLE 

Monday  night  saw  a  rare 
experience  for  the  capacity 
audience  in  the  Great  Hall 
of  Hart  House.  The  occasion 
was  a  recital  by  soprano 
Galina  Vishnevskaya,  accom 
panied  by  pianist  Mstislav 
Rostropovich. 
This  is  the  same  Rostro- 

povich who  is  among  today's great  callists,  the  same  Rost- 
ropovich who  is  married  to 

Miss  Vishnevskaya. 
They  were  presented  by 

the  CBC  in  conjunction  with 
the  Hart  House  Music  Com- 

mittee" as  part  of  the  CBC University  Celebrity  Series. 
The  entire  concert  will  be 
broadcast  on  CBL  next 
Teusday  at  10.35  p.m. 

In  songs  by  Tchaikovsky, 
Britten  and  Moussorgsky, 
Miss  Vishnevskaya  showed 
herself  to  be  among  the 
finest  of  dramatic  sopranos. 
Her  voice  can  be  pure, 
withdrawn,  dolce;  it  can  be 
overwhelming,  powerful  and 
not  without  a  harsh  edge. 
Her  technique  is  such  that 
she  moves  effortlessly 
through  difficult  intervals 
without  strain,  at  times  al- 

most sotto  voce  ( barely audible). 
But  it  is  her  use  of  emo- 

tion that  holds  her  audience 
and  at  which  they  marvel. 
Such  dynamics,  such  feeling 
for  the  text.  The  songs  she 
sang  were  consummately  ro- 

mantic in  character.  In 
them  she  conveyed  feelings 
of  loss,  of  might,  of  doubt, 
all  suffused  with  love. 
The  Tchaikovsky  were 

lightest  in  nature,  the  Mous- 
sorgsky, violently  passionate, 

pervaded  by  Dea  th.  The 
Britten  selection,  The  Poet's 
Echo,  was  perhaps  the  most 
intricate  and  certainly  the 
most  pianistically  devilish. 
Based  on  poems  by 

Pushkin,  this  song  cycle  is 
dedicated  to  Vishnevskaya 
and  Rostropovich.  Last  Mon- 

day's performance  was  its first  in  Canada. 
The  piano  accompaniment 

was  never  out  of  style  with 
the  soprano.  Rostropovich's touch,  while  often  not  out 

of- the  ordinary,  was  sensitive 
to  shading  and  never  in- 

trusive. The  accompaniment 
of  the  entire  concert  was 
played  from  memory.  What wife  could  ask  fur  moie? 

and  the  Serenade  were  ham- 
pered by  occasional  slop- piness  and  odd  intonation 

slips.  Both,  however,  were 
notable  for  the  full,  sonor- 

ous sound  Scherchen  achiev- 
ed in  tutti  passages. 

Indeed,  one  was  struck 
far  more  by  the  boldness  of 
the  ensemble  and  the  in- 

dividual skills  of  the  soloists 
in  the  Mozart.  One  would 
have  preferred  more  bite 
and  less  brooding  in  the 
Beethoven.  It  may  be  that 
the  Grosse  Fugue  does  not 
make  for  a  good  program 
opener.  Perhaps  the  Mozart's more  obvious  variation  in 
melody  and  tone  color  en> 
hances  its  immediate  ap- 

peal. 

In  any  event,  one  could 
excuse  the  faulty  attacks  of 
the  first  movement  Roman- 
ze  when  they  were  followed 
by  the  alternate  lightness 
and  warm  contracts  of  the 
Tenia    con    variazioni.  For 

this  was  wind  playing  of 
high  order,  particularly  in the  oboe  section. 
Bruckner's  Second  Sym- 

phony is  simpler,  less  strat- ified than  his  later  works. Scherchen  capitalized  on 
the  lyrical  qualities  of  the 
opening  Allegro  Moderato to  achieve  a  well-controlled 
yet  freely  flowing  perform- ance. He  kept  the  brass 
hand  almost  until  the  move- 

ment's close,  with  the  result 
that  the  fullness  of  the 
string  chords  at  its  conclu- 

sion lost  none  of  their  desir- 
ed naturalness. 

As  the  other  three  move- 
ments progressed.  Scher- 

chen's  patient  leisure  gave 
way  to  an  approach  of  spir- 

ited grandness.  The  razzle- 
dazzle  trumpet  coda  of  the 
Finale  was  no  less  out  of 

place. 
By  his  choice  of  tempo 

and  his  illumination  of  the- 
me, Scherchen  seemed  close 

to  the  spirit  of  Bruckner.  It 
is  an  affinity  of  this  sort 
that  is  always  welcome. 

FESTIVAL  SINGERS  SWING 
By  MEL  ISCOVE 

The  Festival  Singers,  in 
their  second  series  concert 
last  Saturday  night  at  St. 
Anne's  Anglican  Church,  not 
only   maintained   the  high 
standard  of  performance  set 
in  their  opening  concert,  but 
surpassed  il  throughout  the 
program.    Works  included t  he   Pales  trina   Mass   in  F. 
major;   a   series   of  short 
choral  works  on  Christmas 
themes,  ranging  from  1 1th 
century  composers  to  Pou- lenc    and    Hea:ev  Willian; 
and  Benjamin  Britten's  Cere- mony of  Carols  (accompani- 

ment by  Erica  Goc  'man  on 
harp). 

For  the  capacity  audience 
which  turned  out  despite 
very  discouraging  weather, 
the  Singers  performed  at 
their  best.  The  most  notable 
feature  of  their  program  was 
that  the  singing  was  entirely 
unaccompanied  (except  for  I 
the  Britten);  thus  their 
diligent  phrasing  and  shad- ing did  not  have  to  tolerate 
being  eclipsed  by  less  ac- 

curate and  less  polished  in- 
strumental accompaniment. 

In  the  Palestrina  mass  the 
See  "Festival",  Review  14 
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jazz 
torn  naylor 

CHRISTMAS  GOODIES 
Vital  and  mature  jazz

 

Town  Tavern: 
Joe  Williams  has  two  days  left  to  run.  Williams  is  the 

best  thing  this  city  has    offered    since    Earl  Hines shouldn't  be  missed.  . 
Following  Williams,  Ray  Bryant  moves  m  for  a  weeK 

Bryant  plays  a  bluesy  piano  with  bop  embellishments.  He 
is  a  versatile  performer  capable  of  great  subtlety  or  lusty exuberance.  Bryant  is  a  good  bet. 

After  Bryant,  Hagood  Hardie  is  in  for  a  week.  Hardie 
can  be  a  sensitive  vibist,  strongly  Jacksonian  in  derivation 
The  pot-boiling  environment  of  Herbie  Mann's  groups  was n't  conducive  to  a  display  of  fine  musicianship  but  out  of this  context  Hardie  has  played  well. 

After  the  New  Year  it'L  Jackie  Cain  and  Roy  Krai. 
Since  the  demise  of  Lambert,  Hendricks,  and  Ross,  the 
Cain  -  Krai  organization  has  taken  top  honors  in  its  field. 

The  Town  is  one  of  the  best  of  Toronto  taverns  from 
the  point  of  view  of  atmosphere,  service,   and  clientele  as well  as  the  entertainment  offered. 
Colonial  Tavern: 

Buck  Clayton  and  Buddy  Tate,  both  Basie  expatriates 
are  in  for  a  couple  of  weeks.  Tate  is  a  master  of  the  tenor, one  of  the  most  underrated  men  on  the  scene  today.  His 
playing  seems  to  become  better  and  more  mellow  the  older he  gets.  He  has  an  earthy  touch  that  few  can  rival. 

Clayton  is. a  typical  Basie  trumpeter,  and  one  of  the 
best.  A  witty  style  that  can  play  sensitive  ballads  or  cook 
like  crazy  on  uptempo  swingers. 

This  is  a  worthwhile  package.  These  two  have  been 
working  together  a  long  time  and  are  frequent  visitors  to 
the  Colonial.  I've  never  heard  a  disappointing  sound  from them  yet. 

Olive  Brown  with  Earl  Warren  and  Emmett  Berry 
have  two  days  left.  This  grouping  is  good  listening  but  if 
you're  short  of  cash  you'd  be  better  off  to  wait  for  Clayton and  Tate. 

One  annoying  facet  of  the  Town  is  not,  mercifully, 
duplicated  in  the  Colonial  —  the  Go  Go  Room.  I've  lost count  of  the  number  of  performances  upstairs  in  the  Town 
that  have  been  damaged,  and  in  some  cases  destroyed,  by 
the  sounds  of  Thompson's  histrionics  seeping  up  through the  floor. 
Chez  Paree: 

Sir  Charles  Thompson,  one  of  the  great  forgottens  of 
the  jazz  piano,  is  still  gracing  the  keyboard  with  his  elegant 
and  lyrical  touch.  A  remarkable  stylist  who  has  been 
around  a  long  time  without  attracting  anywhere  near  the 
recognition  he  deserves. 
Club  76: 

The  Club  76  has  run  into  problems  in  the  past  because 
they  actually  feature  two  things  at  once.  Often  the  patron's eyes  direct  his  attention  in  one  direction  while  his  ears 
pull  him  in  another.  However,  during  the  holiday  season 
the  entertainment  will  consist  of  the  Jimmy  Coxson  trio 
which,  while  a  fine  outfit,  is  not  sufficiently  outstanding 
to  interfere  with  your  enjoyment  of  the  other  attraction. 
Unless  the  waitresses  have  been  over  come  with  modesty 
since  my  last  visit,  I'll  be  seeing  you  at  the  Club  76  during the  holidays,  and  quite  often. 

There  is  one  bad  feature  at  the  Club  76.  The  decor 
borders  on  the  adolescent.  They've  tried  to  give  the  place 
a  roaring  twenty-ish  atmosphere.  The  lanterns  and  mu-  ' rals  are  fine;  but  the  signs  hung  all  over  the  place  with 
infantile  motto's  such  as  "We  Don't  Serve  Women:  Bring 
Your  Own",  are  unnecessary. 

In  short,  it  wouldn't  be  exactly  a  hipster's  holiday.  I 
wouldn't  recommend  hanging  around  for  anything,  but  if you  are  here,  there  will  be  no  lack  of  worthwhile  sounds. 

—  "Hodie" 

By  DOUGLAS  PRINGLE 
Archie  Shapp  Foil.  hr  T....  AW'"1 
A-17)  Shepp  (tenor),  John  Tchicai  (olio). Alon  Shorter  (fleugelhom),  Roswell  Rudd (trombone),  Reggie  Workmon  (boss), Chorles  Moffett  (drums). 

This  record  has  been 
available  for  some  time  now, 
and  the  musicians  have  gone 
separate  ways,  Shepp  to 
record  a  second  date.  Fire 
Music  (Impulse),  Tchicai 
and  Rudd  with  their  own 
quartet  on  ESP,  and  Moffett 
to  play  and  record  with Ornette  Coleman  in  England; 
yet  the  music  here  is  good 
enough  to  deserve  further discussion. 
The  idea  of  the  release 

was  plain  enough:  to  use 
Coltrane's  name  to  assist  the 

younger  musicians  in  gain- 
ing recognition.  But  the  Col- 

trane  tunes  send  the  mus- icians in  a  quite  unexpected direction. 
A  lot  of  hard  thinking 

went  into  these  arrange- 
ments, which  transform  the 

original  tunes  into  totally 
fresh  statements,  using  po- 

lyphonic sections  (where  no 
part  dominates)  and  out-of- tempo  breaks  between 
phrases  in  the  moledy.  Ex- ecution of  these  heads  is  so 
precise  that  their  complexity is  not  evident  at  first. 

The  soloing  on  this  record- 
ing is  consistently  outstand- ing, all  four  horns  having 

extensive  solo  space.  Of  the 
five  tunes,  four  use  chord 
progressions  and  only 
Shepp's  tune  'Rufus'  has 
free  improvisation.  The  re- markable thing  about  many 
of  the  men  who  play  the 
new  music,  however.is  that 
their  free  playing  has  given 
them  a  new  insight  into  the 
basis  of  melodic  construc- 

tion, and  their  chordal  play- 
ing is    more  sophisticated 

than  that  of  the  musician 
who  has  developed  entirely 
within  the  hard-bop  school 
of  the  last  decade. 
Workman  and  Moffett 

provide  a  very  open  har- monic framework,  and  the 
horns  use  the  structure 
freely,  never  feeling  the  ne- cessity of  filling  in  spaces  or 

fitting  phrases  into  predict- able patterns  as  jazz  has 
demanded  in  the  past.  Until 
recently,  only  trumpeter  Don 
Cherry  had  found  a  style 
suited  to  both  structured and  free  music. 

But  here  all  of  the  soloists 
demonstrate  a  grasp  of  both 
idioms.  The  blues  playing 

particularly  on  this  release is  fresh  and  interesting,  and 
avoids  cliches  without  losing 
the  feeling  of  the  blues. 
Shepp  is  a  delightful 

soloist,  with  a  sound  rooted 
in  the  Webster  -  Hawkins 
style,  and  an  acute  structur- al scense.  He  plays  pure 
sound  and  seems  to  be  able 
to  turn  a  whimsical  motif 
into  a  fully  developed  idea with  ease. 
Tchicai  has  this  same 

technical  facility,  and  his own  melodic  language;  his 
solos  have  an  indirect, 
subtle  relationship  to  the 
structure  and  stated  rhythm, 
but  an  internal  sureness  of construction  which  is  very convincing. 

Rudd  is  developing  his 
trombone  style  from  rudi- ments, and  making  full  use 
of  its  dynamic  range;  he 
promises  to  be  a  major 
influence  in  the  future,  and 
is  already  an  exciting  soloist. Shorter  is  at  first  disap- 

pointing, for  his  playing 
lacks  the  polish  of  the 
others;  but  continued  listen- 

ing brings  an  appreciation of  his  style,  which  like  the 
others,  is  analytical,  probin" 

the  harmonic  and  rhythmic structures  and  setting  up 
new  structural  patterns 
within  the  overall  form. 

Besides  making  explicit 
the  links  with  tradition  that 
the  new  music  has  develop- ed, this  record  brings  up  the 
new  interest  in  small  bands 
which  has  been  a  feature  of the  music  of  the  younger 
musicians  in  New  York.  The 

only  significant  work  done in  this  field  in  the  fifties 
was  that  of  Charles  Mingus, 
whose  experiments  with 
open  ensembles  and  control- led freedom  have  been  a 
vital  influence  on  the  avant 

garde. 

The  idea  of  ensemble 
music  is  appealing  to  mus- icians who  have  as  deep  a 
dedication  to  classic  jazz  as 

Shepp  does,  and  the  creative 
possibilities  of  the  medium are  exciting.  Besides  Shepp, 
Albert  Ayler  and  Sun  Ra 
have  been  recorded  with 

bands  (Ayler's  sound  track 
for  Michael  Show's  film 
New  York  Eye  and  Ear  Con- trol should  not  be  missed 
when  it  is  released)  and 
John  Coltrane's  next  record, 
Ascension,  was  made  with 
an  eleven-piece  band  which 
included  Shepp  and  Tchicai  . 
(as  well  as  two  bassists  and 
two  drummers).  These  bands 
have  a  co-op  air  about  them, and  a  sense  of  equality 

among  the  musicians,  a  reac- tion to  the  "star"  system  of 
the  jazz  of  the  fifties. The  maturity  of  the  music 
on  Four  for  Trane,  and  the 
eagerness  of  the  musicians to  utilize  all  of  the  best 
elements  of  the  jazz  tradi- 

tion, is  real  evidence  of  the 
vitality  of  the  New  York 
jazz  scene;  the  next  five 
years  should  be  exciting ones  in  the  development  of 
the  art  of  improvisation. 

FOR  ADDERLEY  FANS... 

Festival  (continued) 
part  singing  was  clean  and 
the  lines  blended  smoothly, 
allowing  an  appreciation  of 
the  fact  that  in  this  contra- 

puntal writing,  the  melodic 
lines  are  all  interwoven  and 
glide  over  each  other,  pro- 

ducing very  beautiful, 
though  transient  harmonies. 

In  the  group  of  shortei 
choral  works  the  Singers  dis 
played  their  full  dramatic 
range  from  the  forceful  to 
the  breathless  to  the  tender- 

ly lyrical.  The  works  were 
interspersed  in  the  context 
of  the  developing  story  of 
the  nativity,  as  narrated  in 
a  very  pure  tenor  by  Giles 
Bryant, 
the  two  short  pieces  by 
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Willa 
and "Tyrle,  Tyrlow"  —  were 

given  a  vigorous  interpreta' 
tion,  and  "This  Have  1 
Done",  by  Gustav  Hoist,  was particularly  moving  as  the 
Singers  gradually  bull  it  to 
a  furious  climax,  yet  achiev 
ed  a  subtle  denouement. 

The  Britten,  for  female 
chorus  and  harp,  was  not 
the  least  bit  anticlimatic,  as 
it  well  might  have  been.  Of 
note  were  Patricia  Ridout 
and  Mary  Morrison  in  very 
beautiful  solos,  and  Erica 
Goodman  in  a  very  mature 
harp  accompaniment.  The 
clarity  of  her  playing  was 
doubtless  enhanced  by  the 
excellent  acoustics  of  St 
Anne's  —  which  must  be  the 
envy  of  every  concert  hall in  the  c i t > 

LIVE — The  Connonboll  Adderley  St— 
tet  (Copitol  2399).  tittle  Boy  with  the Sod  Eyes;  Work  Song;  Sweet  Georgia Bright;  The  Song  My  Lady  Sings;  Theme. Personnel:  Connonboll  Adder, ey,  olto 
sax;  Not  Adderley,  cornet;  Chorles Lloyd,  tenor  sax  ond  flute;  Joe  Zawinul, piano;  Som  Jones,  boss;  Louis  Hayes. 

If  you  have  any  friend 
who've  been  unhappy  since 
Cannonball  Adderley  went 
with  Capitol  records,  this  al- 

bum is  just  the  thing  to 
cheer  them  up  for  Christ- 

mas. Cannon's  latest  outing, 
recorded  live  at  Shelley's Manne-Hole  in  Los  Angeles, 
is  the  best  thing  the  rotund 
altoist  has  done  for  that company 

The  group  is  in  fine  form, 
with  plenty  of  blowing 
room  and  the  opportunity 
to  record  some  memorable 
originals  by  cornetist  Nat 
and  professor  Charles  Lloyd. 

Brother  Nat  contributed 
'Boy"  and,  of  course,  "Work 
Song".  The  former  is  an  at- 

tractive vamp-style  theme 
reminiscent  of  the  kind  ot 
thing  Miles  Davis  was  doing 
in  the  late  fifties  50s.  The 
resemblance  is  reinforced  b 
The  Davis  tinge  to  Nat's  solo and  the  Coltrane  influenc 
"My  Favorite  Things"  exhib- 

ited by  Lloyd's  swirling  ex- cursion. 
Drummer  Louis  Hayes  is 

also  in  fine  form,  and  car- ries on  as  if  he  were  trying 
to  beat  Elvin  Jones  at  his 
own  game.  Cannonball  takes 
top  honors  on  the  number, 
however,  with  a  solo  that  is 
a  miniature  of  his  whole 
career.  It  begins  in  a  Parker- derived  style,  moves  to  the 
hollering  sound  he  employ- 

ed in  the  middle  early  60s 
(often  aimlessly  then,  but 
not  here),  and  then  cont- inues on  to  the  verge  of "out"  —  with  cascades  of 
notes  and  human-voice  cries, 
and  then  is  neatly  and  me- lodically  concluded, 
"Work  Song"  has  a  new 

arrangement  these  days,  one 
less  obviously  funky,  hard- 

er-swinging, and  more  dram- atic. Cannonball  begins  with 
an  out-of-tempo  introduc- tion, and  after  the  ensemble he  takes  a  solo  that  shows 
he,  too,  has  listened  to  Col- trane. But  the  overa'l  effect 
is  pure  Adderley.  It  has  the 
best  aspects  of  his  previous 
work,  with  a  new  tendency 
to  the  new  thing  —  although 

he  never  leaves  the  changes 
far  behind.  Nat's  solo  on 
this  one  drives,  but  doesn't really  go  anywhere.  The shouting  ensemble  finish 
leaps  off  the  record,  with Cannonball  dancing  through 
the  background  laid  down 
by  his  cohorts. "Georgia"  and  "Lady"  are 
the  work  of  Lloyd.  The  first 
is  strongly  influenced  by 
Ornette  Coleman's  composi- 

tions, and  inspires  some 
driving  solos  by  all  the 
hornmen.  "Lady"  is  a  ballad, 
with  an  excellent  solo  from 
Cannonball,  another  Davis- 
style  offering  from  Nat,  and 
a  very  good  piano  solo  by Joe  Zawinul  (his  only  solo of  the  album). 

The  record  isn't  a  perfect one.  Sam  Jones'  bass  sound 
sometimes  gels  lost  in  the 
ensemble  on  the  monaural 
version,  and  both  Nat  and 
Charles  Lloyd  have  perform- 

ed better  on  other  occa- 
sions. But  the  drawbacks 

are  few  when  compared  to 
the  total  effect. Recommended  listening  for 
all  those  who  say  Capitol 
hasn't  made  a  good  album 
since  they  recorded  Birlh 
of  the  Cool  (in  1950). 

David  Jackel 



art 
jeremy  aSamson 

CONSUMER'S  ART Pictures  make  fine  Christmas  presents too,  is  the  premise  that  gallery  owners  base their  Christmas  shows  on.  Most  of  the  work they  put  on  view  is  geared  to  consumer  con- sumption Rather  than  large  one-man  exhi- bitions  they  concentrate  for  the  most  part on  smaller  works  by  their  gallery  artists 
The  Roberts  Gallery  has  a,  large  and  varied selection  of  small-sized  paintings,  drawings and  pnnts  with  corresponding  smaller-size prices  —  ranging  from  $60  to  about  $250. Most  of  the  work  on  view  is  conventional and  consequently  they  have  sold  a  great  deal to  judge  by  the  number  of  little  red  stars. 
Among  the  works  are  four  ethereal  land- 

scapes by  Romanow,  whose  work  up  to  now has  revolved  around  almost  photographic pencil  drawings  of  nudes.  Another  artist that  stands  out  is  Forrestall  —  a  young  magic realist  in  the  Wyeth-Colville-Danby  lineage. 
The  Jerrold  Morris.  Gallery  Christmas 

show  is  an  excellent  one.  Concentrating  on four  of  their  artists— Town,  Ronald,  Hedrick, 
and  Yarwood— they  achieve  more  of  a  regu- 

lar "exhibition"  atmosphere.  But  here  again the  emphasis  is  on  a  more  widely  anticipated public  consumption.  The  works  are,  for  the 
most  part,  small  and  reasonably  inexpensive. 
Yarwood's  sculptural  pieces  fall  into  two categories  —  his  "Mask"  series  of  single bronze  planes  plastically  articulated  on  one 

side,  joined  to  their  small  black  pedestals by  pencil  thin  bars,  and  a.  more  recent  group of  relief  "drawings"  cast  in  aluminum  and pamted  white,  that  hang  on  the  walls,  and more  of  the  painted  pieces  that  stand  or  sit on  surfaces. 
Basically  these  works  are  of  a  construc- 

tivist  nature  —  nuts  and  bolts  figure  pro- minently in  his  tactile  vocabulary.  In  a  piece 
entitled  "Relief  City"  a  town  plan  is  made  up of  series  of  nuts  (of  the  bolt  variety)  lining themselves  up  in  a  semi-symmetrical  man- ner to  form  a  square  with  east-west,  north- south  throughways  cutting  across  them. 
Four  early  Harold  Town  automatic  prints are  on  view.  These  are  rarely  seen  now most  having  been  absorbed  into  private  col- lections. Other  Town  works  include  two drawings,  a  Dada-esque  construction  (note the  pistachio  nut  shells)  and  of  course  his Christmas  special— a  jig  saw  puzzle  of  a composition  entitled  "Festival".  This  is  de- 

finitely not  "the"  present  for  a  child's  care- fully hung  Christmas  stocking,  no  matter how  precocious  he  may  be.  Like  the  Jack- son Pollock  puzzle  that  came  on  the  U.S. market,  it  requires  the  patience  of  a  chess 
player  to  put  it  back  together. 

The  third  contributor  to  this  show  is  Wil- liam Ronald,  the  Toronto  painter  in  self- imposed  exile  in  New  York  A  number  of his  abstract  watercolors  and  oils  are  on view.  The  watercolors  are  intense  color orchestrations  of  particular  vitality  that grow  on  you. 
Robert  Hedrick  has  contributed  a  number 

t  f gE  ™uter  color  ̂ Positions  as  well In  these,  the  same  feeling  of  plastic  mould- ing in  his  sculpture  comes  through  He  fills all  available  space  with  a  nervous  energy  in his  characteristic  "thumb  print"  forms 
The  Sobot  Gallery  exhibits  a  pot-pourri  of work  from  its  artists  as  well.  Among  them are  figural  watercolors  and  oils  by  George Forgie  in  lyrical  pastel  colors,  stylized  Ro- mantic-surrealist  compositions  by  Marie Koehler  in  black  and  white,  and  structurist 

ru.Z  ??  We"  35  landscapes  by  Thomas Chatfteld  and  others— a  very  varied  cross- section. 

Gallery  Dresdnere  has  a  selection  of  Euro- pean lithographs  and  prints  by  such  masters as  Picasso  and  Braque,  plus  a  number  of framed  exhibition  posters  by  Buffet  and Chagall.  Also  on  view  are  eleven  large  lithos 
by  Clave  in  his  "King"  series.  These  are  verv effective  in  their  earth  browns  and  blacks Bes!des  these  a  number  of  Pre-Columbian statues  from  Centra,!  and  South  America stand  about  m  their  primitive  and  grotesque way,  arms  akimbo  waiting  for  the  Christmas shopper. 

Use  Gervais  has  been  replaced  at  the Gallery  Moos  with  a  representative  Christ- 
mas sampling  of  the  Gallery's  artists.  Again the  common  denominator  is  size  and  price Well  hung  and  lit,  the  exhibition  is  worth visiting  even  if  you  are  not  in  the  market. 

It's  interesting  to  walk  around  the  Christ- mas shows  at  the  various  galleries,  because you  tend  to  think  of  the  possibility  of  actual- ly purchasing  a  painting,  a  print,  a  piece  of sculpture.  Rather  than  enjoying  the  show for  its  sake  alone,  you  make  silent  choices— an  acquisitive  desire  overtakes. 

My  own  personal  choices  would  be:  a Town  print  from  the  Morris  Gallery,  the Forrestal  painting  of  the  deserted  farmhouse 
at  the  Roberts,  the  Buffet  poster  at  the Dresdnere,  and  one  of  the  Forgie  water- colors  at  the  Sobot.  But  above  all  the  Gher 
mandi  sculpture  "The  Moment  of  Flight" that  stands  in  the  left  hand  corner  of  the Gallery  Moos.  If  anyone  is  in  a  generous mood  .  .  . 

rwV"^  9'0ye  tredf  f°ir  o^tised  in  this  poster  by Hons  Fabigan,  one  of  Europe's  top  poster  designers    H  i, 

25  JS""  """"'«,•'  f-WsS-'  best  work  over  the 
lost  40  years,  now  on  disploy  of  the  Royol  Ontario  Museum 

I  This  poster  by  Hans  Fabigan  advertises  the  Albertina  Mu 
seum  in  Vienna.  Fabigan,  one  of  Europe's  top  poster  de- signers, has  arranged  a  special  exhibition  of  his  work  for the  Royal  Ontario  Museum.  The  show  continues  until 

I  Jan.  30. 
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Canadian  handtratts 

By  E.  MAJOR-MAROTHY 
The  interest  today  in 

handicraft  is  very  wide- 
spread. The  exhibition  at 

the  Canadiana  Gallery  is  a 
display  of  handicraft,  of 
furniture,  of  religious  ob- 

jects, of  old  manuscripts 
and  books  which  reveal  the 
heritage  we  hold  as  Cana- 

dians. It  is  a  warm  exhibi- 
tion and  the  works  on  dis- 
play are  of  esthetic,  relig- ious and  also  of  historical 

interest. 
Quite  a  large  portion  of 

it  is  French  Canadian  where 
we  find  the  religious  arti- 

cles, such  as  the  beautiful, 

unpainted  crucifix  of  Louis 
Jobin,  the  last  great  French 
Canadian  wood-carver.  This 
work  is  majestic  in  its  heavi- 

ness and  crudeness,  showing 
the  extreme  piety  and  hum- 

bleness of  the  first  settlers. 
The  exhibition  reveals  many 
aspects  of  early  Canadian 
life.  It  reveals  the  harshness 
in  some  of  the  rough  furni- 

ture or  in  the  pair  of  shoes 
made   for  a  child   out  of 
wood  and  cast  iron,  with 
copper    reinforcement  for 
the  toes,  and  in  the  very 
crude  utensils.  The  exhibits 
also  reveal  happiness  with 
the  toys  for  the  children, 
fantasy    with    t  he    a  m  be  r- 

coloured  witch's  ball,  free- blown,  showing  the  air  bub- 
bles in  the  glass,  and  that 

sense  of  beauty  that  no  peo- 
ple lose,  in  the  simple 

moulds  for  maple-sugar  or 
the  wonderfully  carved  but- 
ter-presser.  There  is  also  an 
element  of  pride  in  the  old 
letters  and  manuscripts  and 
the  medals  that  are  display- 

ed or  the  first  novel  that 
was  written  in  Canada  in 1769. 

All  these  different,  quaint 
little  objects  show  us  Can- 

ada as  it  was  when  people 
first  came  here  —  a  rich 
heritage  which  we  too  easi- 

ly forget. 

This  is  o  wrought  iron  mould  used  by  nuns  in  baking  sacra- mental wafers.  It  is  one  of  the  very  few  museum  pieces representative  of  Roman  Catholicism  in  Ontario  during  the mid- 19th  century.  With  other  bits  of  Canadian  handcrafts, 
it  is  on  exhibition  now  at  the  Canadiana  Gallery. 
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GIFTS  FOR  UNICORNS 

AND  OTHER  WEIRD  P
EOPLE 

photo  story 

by 

marilyn  beker 

with  extra  pictures 

by 

jolin  shore  and  aehim  krnll 

By  MARILYN  BEKER 
Impress  a  Unicorn  this 

Christmas.  Thrill  a  Martian. 
Elate  a  swinger.  Forget 
about  being  functional.  Give 
wild,  running  through-the- 
snow,  young,  messing-up- hair  gifts. 
Now  is  your  big  chance 

to  get  in  good  with  someone 
you  love.  Give  that  person 
a  voice  record  of  the  ap- 

propriate sentiments.  This 
gift  is  great  if  he  (or  she) 
needs  constant  reassurance. 
If  your  voice  is  not  as  sexy 
as  jour  caligraphy,  compose 
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some  sonnets  and  write them  in  a  rice  paper  paged 
little  book.  Sprinkle  a  few 
dried  rose  petals  inside  for 
effect. 

If  you  think  someone  is 
chivalrous,  give  an  antique 
sabre  he  can  drape  across 
his  chaise  or  give  a  white 
plumed  hat  to  a  cavalier  or a  fuscia  army  helmet  to  a 
strongman.  For  the  budding 

executive  give  a  chief's headress  with  vibrant  red 
feathers. 
For  the  medievalists,  a 

chrome  knight  to  post  be- 
side the  door  is  camp.  Be- 

sides, the  sword  makes  a 
great  ring-toss  game  on  off 
evenings.  You  could  also 
get  a  huge  stone  to  start  a 
castle  with  and  send  along- side it  a  bucket  of  water  to 

begin  a  moat. For  religionists,  t2  strange candles,  one  for  each  day  of 
Christmas. 

If  you  know  someone  who wants  to  give  up  smoking, 
give  an  Arabian  Water  Pipe and  for  an  extra  thrill,  fill 
it  with  delectable  spirits 

(gin,  rye,  vermouth). For  people  in  d  r  a  f  t  y 

places  wind  chimes  that 
clang;  for  SUPA  workers,  a 
pile  of  tin  soldiers  to  step 
on,  or  a  bird  cage  with  the 
door  taken  off  for  symbol- ism; for  bird-brains,  a  fat 
stuffed  parrot  complete with  its  own  perch. 

For  the  person  who  can't plav  a  thing  but  always wanted  to,  buy  a  trumpet 
with  dents  and  scratches, 
to  hang  on  the  wall,  or  a 
violin.  Nothing  is  so  charm- ing as  a  violin  you  can 
strew  (if  violins  are  strew- able)  in  the  corner  for  ef- fect. 

Get  a  ship  and  make  be- lieve  its  magic.  Make  up  a 
legend  about  it  and  write  it 
on  papyrus  and  hide  it  in 
the  hull  for  someone's grandchild  to  find. 
Buy  an  ugly  statue  that can  be  camoflaged  by  beads 

for  the  girl  with  the  clunky 

jewellery. Make  your  own  pop  art. 
Glue  a  champagne  bottle  to 
a  brick.  It  makes  a  great 
candle-holder-paper  weight. For  someone  who  is  going 

to  Europe,  get  him  a  dollar in  the  currency  of  each 
country  he  is  going  to.  You 
needn't  spend  more  than 
five  dollars.  It  can't  be spent  here  but  you  will  be loved  for  it  there. 

For  the  ethnics,  a  Hebrew 
Eye  Chart  that  can  be  worn 
as  an  apron;  a  fat  rag  doll for  an  insecure  clod;  a  giant 
stuffed  elephant  (or  donkey 
if  the  personality  fits)  to sit  on  instead  of  a  chair;  a 
park  bench  for  people  who are  decorating  cheaply. 

Give  a  huge  green  bottle 
full  of  angel's  hair,  corked 
tightly,  and  tell  everyone 
you  captured  moonbeams  in it.  This  is  cheap  and  will 
endear  you  to  romantic souls. 

For  curious  people,  a  box 
that  rattles  but  does  not 

open,  (put  thumb  tacks  in it  and  glue  down  the  top) 
and  paint  Pandora  on  it  in irridescent  sequins. 
For  lechers,  a  telescope 

with  a  playboy  pin-up  on 
the  end  of  it;  for  curfew 
keepers  a  sea-horse  lantern; 
for  philosophers,  a  mat  to 
meditate  on;  for  people  with 

big  noses,  snuff  boxes  full of  snuff;  for  people  who 
want  time  to  stand  still, 
clocks  without  hands. 

If  you  must  buy  clothes, 
get  a  dress  woven  in  Greece, sandals  strung  in  Spain,  a 
matador's  cap,  a  sombrero 
to  hang,  an  Indian  Sari  to 
drape.  For  theology  students 
an  authentic  monk's  robe or  a  hair  shirt;  and  for  the 
man  who  is  going  to  the 
top,  an  alpine  hat  to  keep his  head  warm. 

See.  There  are  thousands 
of  wonderful,  crazy,  endear- 

ing things  that  you  can  give. 
Things  that  starry-eyed  five year  olds  will  one  day 
stumble  onto  in  some 
dreary  attic  and  smuggle off    to    a    private  hiding 

place. 

You  can  obtain  most  of 
these  luschious  goodies  at 
the  Yorkville  village  in  the 
Unicorn,  Candle  Shop,  Gor- 

don Gilbert  and  at  the  Co- lonade  in  Canada  Goose, 
Pampered  Kitchens,  and  the Greek  Boutique.  Also,  look 
in  your  closet. 



History  in  a  birchbark  diary By  GEORGE  PARKER 
Mrs.  Simcoe's  Diary;  Edited by  Mary  Quayle  Innes;  Mac- millan;  Toronto;  223  pa«es- 
$7.50.  "  6  ' 
Picture,  if  you  will,  the following  scene:  Toronto  in November,  1793.  While  her husband,  an  officer  in 

George  Ill's  army,  is  laying out  Dundas  St.  and  other byways  familiar  to  twentieth century  Torontonians,  a young  English  lady,  with  far too  great  a  fortune  to  be here  for  kicks,  is  walking  on Toronto  Island.  Later  in  the 
day  —  it's  warm  and  foggy —  they'll  canoe  up  the  Don River  to  have  an  outdoor 
picnic  at  Castle  Frank.  For 
sport,  they  may  stone  a  rat- 

tlesnake or  two.  Later  still, 
in  March  of  1794,  they'll cancel  a  long  anticipated  ball 
on  hearing  of  the  death  of 
Queen  Marie  Antoinette. 
Now  all  this  is  neither 

contemporary  historical  ro- 
mance nor  early  Canadian 

fiction;  it's  early  Canadian life.  The  lady  who  recorded 
one  of  the  lesser  known 
sides  of  our  social  history was  Elizabeth,  the  wife  of 
the  first  Governor  o£  Upper 

Canada,  John  Graves  Simcoe 
While  early  Canadian  fic- 

tion is  hardly  of  literary  or historical  interest  to  the 
common  reader,  a  person 
curious  to  discover  what  ex- 

ists about  ourselves  around 
1800  will  sooner  or  later 
come  across  another  kind  of 
writing,  the  travel  books  and 
journals  of  early  visitors. 

Mrs.  Simcoe's  Diary  is  a case  in  point.  It  has  no 
pretensions  to  style  or  lie- 
rary  finesse,  but  as  a  diary (sometimes  hastily  written on  birchbark),  sets  out  to 
inform  the  writer's  family of  her  experiences  in  a  thinly populated  new  country  from 1791  to  1796. 
Most  of  us  are  satisfied 

if  such  accounts  tell  us  not 
only  about  places  and  cust- oms but  offer  us  a  close  view 
of  the  person  who  keeps  the 
diary.  Plenty  of  men  —  trap- 

pers, explorers,  soldiers  — recorded  their  activities  in 
the  new  world.  Fewer  wo- 

men were  here  to  do  like 
wise;  hence  this  diary  is  all the  more  valuable  to  the 
scholar  or  common  reader. 

It's  not  long  before  we see  how  durable  this  little 
woman  is.  The  sea  voyage 

presents  us  with  one  side  of 
Mrs.  Simcoe's  character:  her determination  not  to  get 
sick,  to  follow  the  journey 
on  the  map,  to  observe  birds, fishes  and  men;  in  short,  to scrutinize  everything  and  to 
adapt  herself  to  the  situation 
at  hand  —  essential  pioneer virtues. 

Her  first  winter,  in  Que- 
bec City,  brings  out  anoth- 

er side:  her  love  of  good  so- 
ciety and  her  British  respect 

for  the  formalities  of  gar- rison life,  whether  balls  or 
parades.  Incidental  Intelli- 

gence: the  first  First  Lady 
of  Upper  Canada  (how  she relished  that  position!)  was 
an  Ur-biculturalist.  Elle  par- la  francais  aux  Canadiens. 

Mrs.   Innes   has  prepared 
this  edition  with  a  scholar's concern  for  reproducing  the original    text    more  closely and  fully  than  two  previous printings    of    the  diary  by John  Ross  Robertson.  She 
provides  in  her  introduction 
many  facts  of  the  Simcoe's private  and  public  lives  help ful  to  the  reader,  and  includ 
es  several  sketches  by  Mrs Simcoe. 

In  spite  of  much  here  that trivial     comment,  the 

lengthy  passages,  such  as  the unexpected  arrival  of  Alex- ander MacKenzie  on  his  way home  from  the  Pacific,  make the  diary  entertaining  and informative.  For  the  most 
part,  Mrs.  Simcoe's  style  of 

breathless  punctuation,  jot- 
ted phrases,  and  unpolished sentences  works  in  her  fa- 
vor, impressing  us  with  her competence  and  vigor,  intel- 

ligence and  wit. 

Condescending  or  crazy? By  JOHN  CLUTE 
Beyond  Tomorrow,  Damon 

Knight,  ed.,  Longmans  Can- 
ada Limited,  $5.50. 

Damon  Knight  is  a  figure 
of  reasonable  eminence  in 
the  cozy  realm  of  science 
fiction,  and  so  far  as  I  know 
makes  a  good  living,  but 
perhaps  he's  had  a  few  ex- 

tra expenses.  The  attachment 
of  his  name  to  this  egregri- 
ously  expensive  and  fully 
unnecessary  collection  sug- 

gests something  of  the  sort 
—  in  partaking  of  a  mutual 
friend,  I've  gathered  that, under  normal  circumstances, 
Mr.  Knight  cannot  be  con- 

sidered either  a  fool  or  a 
knave. 

But  Beyond  Tomorrow  is 
an  anthology  of  sf  "classics". 
And  there  is  nothing  less 
necessary  in  a  field  like 
science  fiction,  whose  inter- 
anfractuous  intensity  pales 
incest,  where  everybody 
knows  everybody  and  most 
of  them  are  married,  where 
almost  anything  of  any  merit 
is  cooed  over  and  reprinted 
before  the  silly  ink  is  dry  on 
the  original  production, 
where  antiquity  is  measur- 

ed in  months,  where  the  bud- 
ding author  can  'be  consider- 

ed the  producer  of  "'classic" stories  before  he  has  fully 
emerged  from  puberty,  there 
is  nothing  nothing  nothing 
less  necessary  than  another 
anthology  of  sf  "classics'" 
And  not  only  that.  It's  a 

bad  anthology.  The  introduc- 
tion, which  is  about  as  long 

and  about  as  original  and 
about  as  well-written  as  a 

review 

B-level  composition  in  the 
Grade  XIII  year-end  sweep- 

stakes, the  introduction  al- 
lows, in  closing,  that  "We are  all  travelling  into  the 

future,  like  it  or  not....  and 
the  future  is  a  fascinating 

place". 
The  remainder  of  the  "cri- 

tical apparatus"  consists  of fatuous  blurbs  for  the  in- 
dividual stories,  and  a  bi- 

bliography entitled  "More 
Good  Reading  in  Science  Fic- 

tion". It  is  less  than  a  page 
long,  includes  only  authors 
who  appear  in  the  anthology, 
and  lists  little  more  than 
other  volumes  in  which  the 
same  stories  can  be  found. 

If  this  is  Mr.  Knight's  con- ception of  what  an  adult 
audience  needs  he  is  off  his 
rocker.  If  it's  his  concep- tion of  what  a  teenage 
audience  is  looking  for,  then 
his  condescension  is  odious. 
The  stories  themselves 

were,  as  a  rule,  acceptable 
once.  But  science  fiction, 
understandably,  is  a  field  in 
which  planned  obsolescence 
is  a  mild  term  for  what  hap- 

pens, though  if  it  were  just 
science  that  changed  over 
the  years  this  collection 
would  pass  —  after  all,  Jules 
Verne  is  still  eminently  read- 
able. 

But  it  is  also  the  fiction 
that  has  changed.  The  early 
science  fiction  writers  did 
not,  to  put  it  as  neutrally 
as  possible,  write  well.  Their 
science  was  ramshackle  and 
their  prose  about  as  flexible 
as  that  of  the  good  Horatio 
Alger,  deceased. 

Tastes  have  changed  along 
with  science,  if  not  faster, 
and  today's  science  fiction writer  is  expected  to  produce 
a  smooth,  good-tasting  style. 

He  does  so;  the  early  efforts of  current  writers  are  not, therefore,  good  examples  of 
the  genre.  Damon  Knight knows  this  surely.  Surely  he knows  this.  But  look. 
The  child  Asimov,  a  bright 

youth  back  in  1940,  gave  us 
an  item  called  'Nightfall". In  1940's  terms  this  was  an 
excellent  story.  Not  in  1965's. But  here  it  is,  reproduced 
(for  the  nth  time)  in  Mr. 
Knight's  anthology.  Its  cha- racters are  cardboard,  and 
though  the  basic  idea  is  com- 

pelling, its  execution  is  grim 
and  the  pun  is  intended. 

To  go  on.  A.  E,  Van  Vogt 
was  never  a  child,  but  this 
his  entry  in  Beyond  Tomor- 

row, "The  Seesaw",  also written  in  1940,  is  blah  and 
hocus  and  cheap.  Bradbury 
and  Heinlein  are  also  repre- 

sented by  early  efforts  — 
though  my  theorem  (the  Bad 
equals  the  Early)  must  be 
suspended  in  the  case  of  Ray 
Bradbury  who,  so  far  as  I'm concerned,  has  been  declin- 

ing precipitously  for  the  last fifteen  years. 
There  are  more  stories  to 

go  in  this    anthology,  yes 
there  are.  And  a  couple  of 
them  age  did  not  wither,  or 
possibly  they're  not  as  old. 
Kate  Wliilhelm's  "The  Mile- 
Long     Spaceship,"  Henry Kuttner's  "Happy  Ending," 
both  are  gripping  and  keen. 
I  did  not  reread  Clifford  D.  1 
Simak's    "Desertion,"  be- 

cause I  don't  think  it  should  ' be  read  out  of  the  context  of 
City,  the  extraordinary  novel 
of  which  it  is  an  integral 
part,  and  it  is  a  disservice 
to  present  it  alone.  There 
are  even  more,    but  time, 
after  all,  must  have  a  stop. 
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FLAWED  AND  UNEVEN 
A  Divided  Voice;  Oxford 
University  Press;  72  pn- 

$4.00. By  G.  N.  HILLMER 
Professor  Francis  Spar- 

shott's  first  little  volume  of 
poetry,  A  Divided  Voice, does  not  measure  up  to  the 
very  high  standard'  of  his philosophical  inquires.  His 
poetry  is  not  without  merit, 
but  the  selection  at  hand  is* at  best,  flawed  and  uneven. 
The  foreword  tells  us  of 

a  poetic  collection  which  "is given  distinction  and  a unique  flavor  by  combining 
a  philosopher's  perceptive- ness  and  detachment  with 
the  gusto  and  romanticism 
of  a  man  who  is  devoted  to 
the  ordinary,  homely  experi- 

ences of  life." Such  is  not  always  the 
case;  there  is  as  much  bad 
as  good.  Nonetheless,  the 
poet  occasionally  lives  up  to 
his  notice  with  a  forceful, 
passionate  commentary: 
A  dumb  echo  ridicules  my 

speech: A  pale  sound;  or  an  unam- bitious light 
Casting    no    image    but  a known  grief. 

or And  there  was  a  darkness 

over  the  face  of  the  waters. From  mist,  even  from  this 
grey  mist,  was  the  world 

And  we  were  mist,  and  mist was  our  universe, 
ret  we  were  alone,  afraid. 
Such  a  command  of  the 

poetic  craft  is  especially  evi- 
dent in  "Mist  Forms,"  "Full Moon,"  "The  World  We  Live 

In."  (which  is  reminiscent 
of  Emily  Dickenson's  ironi- cal, 'I  cannot  live  with  you/ 
It  would  be  life.),  and  "Rhe- 

toric for  a  Divided  Voice." But  the  reader  musl  place these  beside  such  obvious 
failures  as  "Lines  for  a  Fu- 
ture  Astronaut"  and  "The 
Song  of  Roland." 
Perhaps  the  author's  in- ability to  translate  his  great erudition  and  profound  un- derstanding into  consistent 

verse  of  a  similar  calibre  in- dicates that  he  is  no:  as  yet 
up  to  a  book  of  poetry.  Pruf Sparshott's  experiments  and parodies  do  not  always  gel 
off  the  ground  and  his 
imagery,  for  example,  is 
often  inappropriate  and  grat- 

ing. This,  however,  does  not diminish  the  intensity  of  his individual  triumphs,  which 
remain  profound  and  stimu- lating. 

Better  to  fight  ably 

By  MIKE  HORN 
Amid  the  Guns  Below; 

L.  Worthington;  McClelland 
&  Stewart,  165  pp.,  $6.00. 

Canada's  efforts  in  World 
War  One  cost  her  heavily, 
while  earning  for  her  a 
place  among  the  nations  of the  earth.  It  is  therefore 
surprising  that  so  little  is 
generally  known  about  the 
Canadian  forces  during  that war. 

Mrs.  Worthington's  book is  an  attempt  to  supply  a 
popular  history  of  the  Ca- nadian   army    in  Europe 
from  1914  to  1919.  A  short, 
highly  readable  military  his- tory, it  is  concerned  mainly 
with  the  performance  of  the Canadian  Corps  in  the  field, 
but  also  deals  with  the  lead- 

ership of  the  Corps.  Mrs. 
Worthington  has  high  praise 
for  its  last  Commander,  Sir 
Arthur  Currie,  and  deplores 
the    obscurity    which  has, 
since  the  war,  been  his  fate. 

I     A  fascinating  sub-topic  is the  record  of  the  Canadian 
Machine  Gun  Corps  and  its 
founder  and  leader,  the  im- 

migrant   Frenchman  Ray- mond Brutinel,  who  early 
appreciated  the  vicious  ef- fectiveness of  machine  guns. 
The  author  makes  available 
a  good  deal  of  original  ma- 

terial on  Brutinel's  contri- 

bution to  the  Canadian 
army. 

Mrs.  Worthingiun  is  ob- 
viously proud  of  the  Cana- 

dian   achievements  during 
the   war.    In   a   world  in 
which  periodic  outbreaks  of 
organized  violence  seem  to 
be  as  unavoidable  as  they 
are    deplorable,    it    is  no doubt  better  to  fight  ably 
than  badly;  and  the  Cana- 

dians fought  both  success- 
fully and  well.  It  is  more- 
over, a  grisly  fact  that  Can- ada's military  performance, 

and    over    fifty  thousand 
dead  reinforced  her  claim 
to  a  seat  in  the  League  of Nations. 

Within  the  limits  the  au- 
thor has  set  for  herself,  she 

is    successful.   One  minor 
criticism  concerns  the  oc- 

casional  evidence   ol  anti- German     sentiment;  and 
some  readers  will  find  Mrs. 
Worthington's  obvious  ad- 

miration for  the  "military 
virtues"     bothersome  to^ ward  the  end  of  the  books 
she  lists  strikes  and  paci- 

fism among  crime,  prohibi- 
tion, rum-running  and  Bol- shevism as  the  evils  plagued 

the    post-war   world!  But such   evidences    of  social 
conservatism  will  for  most 
readers  hardly  mar  a  couple 
of  hours  of  good  and  inte- resting reading. 



ELEPHANTS  AND 
 RED  CARPETS 

Souster': 

By  SUE  JACKEL 
COLLECTED  POEMS,  Ir- 

ving Layton.  McClelland  & 
Stewart,  J6.50  cloth,  $3.95 
paperback. TEN  ELEPHANTS  ON 
YONGE  STREET,  Raymond 
Souster.  Ryerson,  $3.95. 
Two  "established"  Cana- 

dian poets  have  recently 
come  out  with  new  volumes 
of  their  work:  Raymond 
Souster,  whose  collected 
poems  won  last  year's  Gov- ernor-General's award;  and 
the  more  prolific  Irving 
Layton,  whose  earlier  col- lection, A  Red  Carpet  for 
the  Sun,  won  the  same 
award  five  years  ago. 
Souster  invariably  gives 

the  impression  of  working 
in  a  minor  key,  Layton  of 
having  pulled  out  all  the 
stops.  "Joy.  fullness  of  feel- 

ing, is  the  core  of  creative 
feeling,"  Layton  says.  Joy 
comes  less  readily  to  Sous- 

ter; more  frequently  there 
is  a  pained  awareness  of 
the  human  indifference  that 
can  constitute  the  worst 
cruelty,  the  moment  with- out love  that  can  smash,  a 
life.  A  comparison  of  the 
two  poets  may  not  be  strict- 

ly relevant,  since  so  much 
depends  upon  the  mood  and 
tastes  of  the  reader.  But  in- 

sofar as  poets  are  judged 
by  posterity,  another  gene- ration will  probably  find 
that  Souster  wears  better 

than  his  more  explosive 
compeer. 

There  are  few  readers  in- flammable enough  to  be 
able  to  take  a  steady  diet  of 
Layton.  Once  upon  a  storied 
time,  "lay"  meant  a  poem 
or  song,  but  with  this  trou- bador  the  word  takes  on  an 
almost  philosophic  com- 

plexity in  its  very  crudeness. 
As  the  lady  said,  "I  like  my 
men  elemental";  but  what 
will  Lay-ten-an-hour  write 
about  when  he  runs  out  of 
lust  and  rage  to  spur  his 
song?  Market  gardening? 

RAYMOND  SOUSTER 

This  is  a  standard  cavil  in 
Layton  criticism.  It  comes 
from  the  maiden  lady  in  us 
that  doesn't  necessarily  find 
truth  in  dung  and  bubonic 
plagues.  What  this  collec- 

tion of  poetry  does  demon- 
strate vividly  is  that  Lay- 

ton's  brass  band  contains 
an  impressive  range  of  in- struments. He  is  not  afraid 
to  demonstrate  his  mastery 
of  the  craft  that  until  the 

present  century  was  assum- ed to  accompany  the  art  of 
poetry.  There  is  a  great  va- riety of  poetic  forms,  from 
Skeltonic  doggerel  (There is  more  wisdom/In  your 
shapely  bum)  to  carefully- 
patterned  traditional  stanza 
forms  and  equally  artful free  verse. 

Nor  does  a  limited  samp- 
ling— say  half  an  hour  at  a 

time,  which  in  all  fairness is  how  a  collection  like  this 
should  be  approached— give 
the  same  effect  of  repeti- 

tion that  an  extended  read- 
ing gives.  Indeed,  much  of 

Layton's  power  comes  from 
his  ability  to  surprise  by  in- 

telligible flights  of  imagina- tion; not  those  tentative, 
passionless  explorations  fa- vored by  the  imagists,  but full-blooded  plunges  into 
fantasy  that  often  turn  out 
to  be  allegorical.  "The  Exe- cutioner" and  "Winter  Fan- 

tasy" are  two  such  com- ments on  human  madness 
in  the  modern  world. 
Layton  after  Souster  is 

exhilarating;  Souster  after 
Layton  is  something  of  a let-down.  Lust,  rage  and  joy 
are  supplanted  by  affection, 
anxiety  and  nostalgia.  With Layton  there  are  sniggers 
and  belly-laughs;  with  Sous- ter there  are  occasional 
flashes  of  wry  humor.  One 
of  Layton's  better-known 
poems  is  "Misunderstand- 

ing"; 

/  placed my  hand 
upon 
her  thigh. 
By  the  way 
she  moved 

away 

I  could  see 
her  devotion 
to  literature 
was  not 

perfect. Compare  Souster's  "The 

Editor": 
Sure  enough  when  the  dance was  at  its  whirling  height, 
his  poet's  fingers  moved 
from  her  waist  and  down to  that  pulsating  butt 
where  they  met  the  firm  no 
of  her  waiting  hand. It  was  then  for  the  first  time 
I  had  respect 
for  her  literary  judgment. 

Souster  admires  the  edit- orial control,  in  life  and  in 
poetry,  that  must  be  accept- ed from  outside  if  it  is  not 
self-imposed. 
The  prevailing  mood  of Souster's  volume  is  one  of 

subdued,  late-autumn  col- ors, the  smoky  grey  of 

burning  leaves  (as  in  "Last Bonfire").  Variant  forms  of 
this  mood  find  expression 
in  his  tender  feeling  for  the 
ghosts  that  infuse  the  past 
into  the  present.  Alternat- 

ely, he  rejoices  in  the  child- ren's voices  that  restore  life 
and  youth  to  a  decaying 
house.  But  these  vigorous 
voices  belong  only  to  the 

young  in  Souster's  world. The  sign  of  the  adult  is  self- control,  undermined  by  an 
impotent  wonder  as  to "who  makes  the  rules  any- 

way." 

Souster  also  questions  the 
economic  and  social  rules that  make  a  city  indifferent 
to  the  indigents  it  spawns. 
However,  the  two  poems  on 

the  stock  exchange  ("watch- 
ing the  illuminated  ticker 

spew  up/another  vomit  of 
prices  and  symbols")  are marred  by  a  certain  amount 
of  cliche  sensationalism. 
Nor  is  he  always  successful 
in  his  attempts  to  fuse  a 
concrete  situation  with  the 
human  pathos  he  sees  in- herent in  it:  the  shock  in "Flotsam",  for  example, 
comes  from  the  incongruity 
of  finding  "the  corpse...  of 

our  long-drowned  youth" amid  the  graphically-pre- sented details  of  the  dock- 
side  scene. 

Yet  the  few  partial  fail- 
ures (and  they  will  probab- 

ly be  different  ones  for  eve- ry reader)  make  up  a  small 
portion  of  this  volume. Many  of  the  poems  have  a 
chameleon  quality,  seeming 

to  change  in  tone  and  nu- ance from  reading  to  read- ing. In  the  long  run,  they 
will  probably  prove  to  be 
poems  you  can  live  with, that  will  reward  rather  than 
surfeit  with  increased  fami- 
liarity. 

Weird  and 

Original  Erotica 

The  Nightclerk;  Stephen 
Schneck;  McClelland  and 
Stewart;  206  p.p.;  $5.95. 

In  his  first  novel,  Stephen 
Schneck  has  disproven  the 
theory  that  every  angle  of 
perversity  and  erotica  has 
already  been  covered  in  con- 

temporary literature. 
For  the  most  obvious  thing 

that  can  be  said  about  The 
Nightclerk  is  that  it  is  weird- 

ly original;  you  simply  can't believe  that  this  is  for  real. 
It  is  difficult  to  combine  ef- 

fectively the  sordid  and  de- 
based with  any  kind  of  hu- 

mor, let  alone  the  inoffen- 
sive laughter  evoked  by 

Schneck.  He  presents  de- 
generacy in  such  wild  and 

improbable  circumstances 
that  it  can't  be  taken  seri- 

ously; Schneck's  readers laugh  without  restraint  at 
what  would  usually  be  con- 

sidered disgusting  and  re- 
pulsive. It  should  be  noted  here 
that  The  Nightclerk  is  no 
"pornographic  parody"  in the  vein  of  such  trash  as 
Candy;  it  won  for  Schneck 
an  international  competition 
designed  to  encourage  new 
writing  —  the  $10,000  For- menlor  Prize. 

By  DOM  CROWE 

The  prudes  will  never  be 
able  to  pull  this  one  from 
the  bookshelves,  though  the 
content  of  every  page  is 
much  less  aesthetic,  to  say 
the  least,  than  many  victims 
of  the  censor's  axe.  For Schneck  uses  absolutely  no 
devices  which  could  be  clas- 

sified directly  as  "obscene" — not  one  "dirty"  word  nor 
one  passage  of  purple  pas- sion can  be  found. 

He  relies  on  a  very  sug- 
gestive and  aloof  style;  his 

wit  depends  mainly  on  un- 
derstatement and  euphem- 

ism. The  result  of  this  unor- thodox treatment  is  that 
The  Nightclerk  becomes,  if 
not  exactly  refreshing,  a 
si rii n^ely  different  and  en- tertaining novel. 

If  Arthur  Hailey  had  chos- en either  the  Ford  or  the 
Warwick  for  research  in- 

stead of  the  Royal  York,  a 
few  incidents  in  Hotel  would 
perhaps  have  been  similar 
to  those  in  Schneck's  open- ing chapters.  J.  Spenser 
Blight,  all  617  repulsive 
pounds  of  him,  presides  on 
San  Francisco's  Market 
Street  as  nightclerk  over  six 
broken-down  floors  of  shab- 

by accommodations. 
The  Traveler's  Hotel  col- 

lects only  the  sum  of  the 
city's  nightlife;  fugitives, would-be  suicides,  perverts 
and  alcoholics,  along  with 
the  inevitable  hookers  and 
their  clientele — all  have  to 
parade  in  front  of  the  omni- potent Blight,  who  may 
either  grant  or  deny  assis- tance (whatever  your  game, 
he  can  supply  the  players). 

Blight,  however,  has  other 
activities  besides  overseeing 
the  eccentricities  of  others. 
Through  the  surrealistic 
haze  describing  the  hotel,  we 
learn  that  Blight  is  a  demo- niacal sex  fiend.  While  not 
committing  atrocities  against 
nuns  and  charwomen  on  his 
night  off  (which,  of  course, 
the  police  can  never  trace), 
he  sits  behind  his  desk  read- 

ing sex  books  and  cutting 
lewd  pictures  out  of  maga- zines. 
He  is  also  some  sort  of 

mystic,  a  "magickian",  with a  frighteningly  powerful  and 
corrupt  mind;  he  has  the 
hypnotic  abilities  of  a  sor- 

cerer, which,  for  his  entire 
life,  he  has  used  to  shock 
and  twist  the  lives  of  others. 

For  Blight  is  no  mere  dirty 
old  man  who  happens  to  be 
a  hotel  clerk;  he  is  a  man 
with  a  past,  revealed  garish- 

ly in  reminiscences  of  his 
equally  demented  wife. Their  exotic  travels  in 
search  of  anything  exciting- 

ly different  in  the  way  of  sex 
takes  place  with  Blight  as 
young,  affluent  and  hand- some, but  an  incorrectly  pre- 

pared aphrodisiac  gives  him 
a  slight  glandular  disorder. Their    adventures  become 

what  Blight  wili  be  bringing 
home  for  their  mutual  en- 

joyment and  profit.  After  a 
notorious  career,  they  re- treat into  anonymity  at  the 
Traveler's  Hotel,  pursued  by 
mental  health  officials  and 
members  of  the  homicide 

squad. 
The  Nightclerk  is  the  per- fect Christmas  gift  for  any 

of  your  hip  friends  who  feel sure  that  nothing  new  is 
happening.  Whether  or  not 
Stephen  Schneck  makes  any 

STEPHEN  SCHNECK 

wildly  comic  and  just  as 
wildly  shocking.  When  ruin- ed financially  they  turn  to "movie-making"  (blackmail) 
and  prostitution  (Katy  — 
caterer  to  the  most  exotic 
and  debased  perversions). 
Her  score  card  is  enormous; 
she  never   knows  who  or 

audible  mark  on  the  scene 
is  up  to  him,  but  you  can 
be  sure  that  originality  such 
as  this  won't  go  unnoticed. 
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TRA  VEL5  TO  NARNIA he  next   limp   vmi   <.„   ■    .,  • 

By  MARILYN  BEKER 
The  Complete  Chronicles of  Narnia,  The  Lion,  The Witch  and  The  Wardrobe Prince  Caspian,  The  Voyage of  the  Dawn  Treader,  The 

Magician's  Nephew,  The Silver  Chair,  The  Horse  and 
his  Boy,  The  Last  Battle; C  S.  Lewis;  Penguin  Books] approximately  $5.00 

The  next  time  you  are 
walking  in  your  wardrobe, feel  around.  If  you  are  very lucky  and  not  loo  old,  you 
may  suddenly  find  yourself touching  trees  instead  of coats  and  walking  on  snow 
instead  of  floors.  You  may even  meet  a  Faun  named  Mr. Tumnus  who  will  take  you 
to  tea.  If  this  happens  to 
you,  you  will  know  that  you have  stumbled  into  Narnia, 

a  magic  land  created  by  C.' S.  Lewis. 
Travels  to  Narnia  began, 

as  we  are  told  in  The  Magi- 
cian's Nephew,  with  a  box 

of  dust  given  to  Digory's Uncle  Andrew  by  his  aunt 
who  was  part  fairy.  If  you put  on  a  yellow  ring  made of  this  dust,  it  would  take 
you  to  an  in  between  place and  if  you  put  a  green  one 

on  in  this  place  you  would 
get  to  Narnia. Narnia  is  a  very  young 
land.  It  was  created  by  a 
great  golden  lion  named Asian  who  had  a  beautiful cotton-candy  voice  and  laroe sad,  gentle  eyes.  The  lion  is 

— eaeaeasasueasasaeaeagasasasagaeaeasag 

WHAT'S  HEW  IH  PAPERBACK 
By  BEVERLY  PETERSON 
Benito  Mussolini,  Christo- pher Hibbert,  Penguin,  $1.35. A  major  biography  which explains  the  Duce's  rise  to power  and  subsequent  fall 
drawmg  on  Italian  sources' and  the  accounts  of  those who  knew  him. 
Buckdancer's  Choice,  James 

$2  256y'  WesIeyan  Un'verslty, A  new  collection  of  poems 
by  a  mature  and  original American  poet. 
Foreign  Policy  and  the  De- 

mocratic Process,  Max  Be- loff,  Johns  Hopkins,  $1.45, A  distinguished  British historian  reflects  on  the  de- 
mocratic conduct  of  foreign affairs  with  major  emphasis on  the  U.S. 

A  Giacometti  Portrait,  James Lord,  Doubleday,  $1.95. 
A  written  portrait  of  the 

artist  Alberto  Giacometti 
based  on  the  author's  obser- 

vations of  Gaicometti  while 
he  was  painting  a  portrait of  Lord. 
Gothic  Architecture,  Robert 
Branner,  Braziller,  $3.55. 

Part  of  a  series  on  the 
great  ages  of  world  archi- 

tecture;  contains  over  100 

illustrations  including  pho tographs,  plans  and  draw ings. 
The  Hive,  Camilo  Jose  Cela Noonday,  $2.45. 
A  brilliant  and  original novel  by  a  contemporary Spanish  Hemingway. 

The  Long  Revolution,  Ray- mond Williams,  Penouin 
$1.35. The  author  continues  the 
provocative  inquiry  he  start- 

ed in  his  Culture  and  Society. The  Meaning  of  McCarthy- ism,  edited  by  Earl  Latham, Heath,  $2.00. 
This  newest  volume  of  the 

Problems  in  American  Civi- 
lization series  contains  in- 

terpretations by  Wrono, Fiedler,  Woodward,  Parsons, Rovere,  et  al. 
The  Merry  Hippo,  Elspelh Huxley,  Penquin,  85c. 
A  new  crime  thriller  in  an 

African  setting. 
The  Messingkauf  Dialogues, Bertolt     Brecht,  Methuen 
$1.85. Although  wrilten  twenty 
years  ago,  these  light-heart- ed discussions  of  the  theatre 
in  the  form  of  a  dramatic debate  have  never  .before 
been  published  in  English. 
My  Enemy's  Enemy,  Kings- 

ley  Amis,  Penquin,  85c. Seven  short  stories  by  the author  of  Lucky  Jim. 
Murder  and  Its  Motives,  F. Tennyson  Jesse,  Doubledav 
The  author  divides  all murders  into  six  categories 

and  demonstrates  by  a  de- tailed case  history  in  each 
group. Nature  and  Man,  Paul  Weiss, Southern  Illinois,  $2.90. 
An  important  work,  long 

out  of  print,  by  one  of  the 
leading  systematic  philoso- phers of  our  time. 
A  Reader's  Guide  to  the Nineteenth  Century  British Novel,  Frederick  K.  Karl, Noonday,  $3.15. 
Essays  on  the  major  no- 

velists of  the  age  with  spe- 
cial emphasis  on  their  chief works. 

The  Trouble  in  Berkley,  Ste- 
ven Warshaw,  Diablo  Press 

$2.75. An  account  in  text  and  pic- 
tures of  the  great  student 

rebellion  against  the  multi- versity. 

What's     Happening,  Dick Gregory,  Dutton,  $2.35. 
Zany  photographs  and pungent  comments  on  civil rights. 

a  Messiah  figure  in  the series.  The  books  are.  in 
£?ct'  Christian  allegories. Ihe  Lion,  Lewis  sugoests becomes  in  the  end,  a  God figure. 

It  is  this  lion  who  calls the  children  to  Narnia  and command  them  to  do strange  things.  He  sets  them 
"P  as  kings  because  only sons  of  Adam  and  Daught- ers of  Eve  can  rule  the  land over  the  talking  animals  and living  trees.  The  Children with  Unicorns  and  armored mice,  fight  battles  and  win overcome  evil  witches  and restore  fallen  princes  to 
power.  Whenever  the  chil- dren are  in  great  trouble the  hon  comes  to  rescue them. 
The  books  evoke  many moods.  They  are  sometimes 

sad,  when  Asian  gives  him- self up  to  be  sacrificed  by the  White  Witch  in  place  of the  boy  Edmund;  sometimes exuberant,  when  he  is  resur- 
rected after  death;  some- 

times funny,  when  the  chil- dren accidentally  bring  back 
to  London  an  evil  queen from  the  world  of  Cham- sometimes  terrifying,  when 
the  children  are  kept  prison- er in  the  land  of  the  giants. 
They  are  all  invariably  en- chanting. 

Lewis'  characters  are  so 
incredibly  endearing  be- cause they  are  believable. They  are  childlike  and  yet 
it  the  same  time  have  an 

unusual  aura  of  maturity about  them,  so  that  they 
are  capable  of  rulin»  a world.  They  see  things  real- istically, yet  can  always  see the  enchantment  behind  the reality.  They  are  conscious of  evil  yet  are  so  positive  of good  that  they  overcome evil  simply  by  this  assur- 
ance. 

Eight  children  in  all  travel to  Narnia.  Digory  and  Polly 
are  the  first  to  go  there.  Di- gory's neices  and  nephews follow  many  years  later  and 
become  kings  and  queens- they  are  Peter,  Edmund, Lucy  and  Sandra.  Their cousin,  called  Eustace  Clar- 

ence Scrubb  ("and  he  al- most deserved  it"),  and  his friend  Jill  are  the  last  to visit  there. 
The  adventures  they  en- counter are  thrilling  and realistic.  Things  are  de- 

scribed in  terms  of  every- 
day experiences  children will  understand,  vet  Lewis never  talks  down.  Rather he  addresses  the  reader  on a  sophisticated  and  mature level.  We  are  alwavs  consc- ious of  Lewis  the  story  teller 

yet  we  are  also  always  enth- ralled by  the  tale  he  tells. 
The  seven  bookies  com- 

prising the  Complete  Chro- nicies  of  Narnia,  are  nol  fat 
and  are  very  easy  to  read indeed. 

If  you  are  a  parent,  these 
are  reading-to  -  your-  kid- books.  If  you  are  in  love, 
they  are  reading-to-each- other-books.  If  you  still  be- 

lieve in  magic,  they  are  read- to-yourself-books.  Certainly 
they  are  happy  books .....  lu„c  ndve  an     mey  ar<;  happy  books 

Penguin  carols 
By  DONNA  MASON 

The  Penguin  Book  of  Christ- 
mas Carols;  E.  Poston,  ed. 

Penguin,  $1.35,  143  pp. 
This  delightful  little  book 

contains  50  Christmas  ca- 
rols, many  familiar,  but 

many  more  that  are  less 
well  known.  "Silent  Night", 
"O  Come  all  ye  Faithful", 
"Hark,  the  Herald  Angels 
Sing"  all  are  included,  but here  as  well  are  lesser- 
known  but  intriguing  songs 
like  the  16th  century  Ger- 

man carol  "A  Little  Child 
there  is  Ybore." 

In  many  cases,  the  origin- 

al Latin  version  is  included along  with  the  translation 
and  "Silent  Night"  is  given in  both  German  and  Engl- ish. 

All  carols  are  scored  for 
piano,  and  several  include accompaniment  lor  other instruments,  chiefly  trum- 

pet. In  many  cases  the  songs are  arranged  for  two  or 
more  parts,  and  many  in- clude sung  descants.  Piano arrangements  are  fairly straightforward  and  easy enough  for  almost  anyone  to deal  with. 
The  book  includes  carols 

from  almost  everywhere: 
England,  Germany,  '  France, French  Canada  ("La  Guigno- lee",  a  charming  wassail song  that  is,  unfortunately, 

only  printed  in  translation)' Russia,  Czechoslovakia  and 
Portugal,  although  the  em- 

phasis is  cn  the  English  ca- 
rol tradition. 

The  introduction  to  the 
book  includes  a  discussion 
of  the  development  of  the 
carol  form  from  its  medie- 

val beginnings.  The  original 
of  the  carol  as  we  know  it 
now  was  the  Old  French 
Carole,  a  secular  ring-dance 

with  song  which  song  which 
passed  into  the  English  lan- 

guage about  1300.  To  this dance-beginning,  the  mod- 
ern carol  owes  its  preoccu- pation with  movement  and 

rhythm  which  distinguishes 
it  from  the  more  sedate 

hymn. In  fact,  Miss  Poston  says, 
there  is  a  great  deal  of  pag- 

an symbolism  to  be  found 
in  many  carols  —  the  idea 
of  Wassail,  for  example,  and 
the  images  of  holly,  mistle- 

toe and  ivy  that  recur. 
The  Church  took  over  the 

carol  tradition,  and  used  it 
for  its  own  purposes,  but  it 
could  not  obliterate  the 
pagan  survivals  that  in  many 
cases  remain  to  this  day. 
But  hymns,  Gregorian  chant 
and  Latin  feast-day  songs 
have  also  contributed  great- 

ly to  the  form. Many  carols  developed 
from  the  Franciscan  tradi- 

tion, especially  on  the  cont- 
inent, while  pastoral  forms, 

notably  the  Italian  latule, 
French  Noel,  and  German 
Chrisltche  Wiegenlieder  also 
contributed,  although  at  a 
somewhat  later  period. 

In  England,  however,  the 
rapidly  -  developing  carol 
form  suffered  a  decline,  be- 

ginning in  the  fifteenth  cent- 
ury, which  was  to  last  until 

the  early  nineteenth  century 
when  secular  interest  in 
Christmas  tradition  combin- 

ed with  the  religious  impet- 
us of  the  Anglican  revival 

to  produce  an  upsurge  in  in- terest in  and  use  of  the  old carols. 
Although    ihe  Victorians 

deserve  praise  for  their  ef- 
forts on  behalf  of  the  caroi, Miss  Poston  points  out  that 

they  did,  through  misguided 
zeal,  do  much  harm  to  the traditions  of  the  song-form. 
This  is  particularly  obvious 
in  the  arrangements  set  for carols  at  this  time,  which 
tend  to  regiment  the  carol- structure  and,  often  to  com- 

pletely overwhelm  the  pure 
melodic  line  through  exces- 

sive use  of  harmony. 
Modern  collectors  have 

attempted  to  correct  some 
of  these  faults,  but  too 
often  today  one  still  hears 
carols  in  which,  the  melody 
is  completely  lost  in  over- 
intricate  harmonies.  This' book,  Miss  Poston  says,  is 
intended  as  a  "start  towards 
the  heart  of  the  matter,  in 
a  collection  of  carols  for 

practical  use". 
With  any  book    of  this 

type,  it  is,  of  course,  very 
easy  to  point  out  omissions 
—  why,  for  example,  was  the 
beautiful  "Huron  Carol"  nol included?  —  but  the  restric- 

tions imposed  by  a  limit  of 
50  carols  pose  a  great  dif- 

ficulty to  the  collector.  In 
any  case,  the  carols  chosen 
provide  a  representation  of 
what    the    form  includes, 
from  the  very  hackneyed  to the  little-known.  Considered 
simply  as  a  selection  from  a vastly  wider  field,  it  is  cer 
lainly  very  satisfactory,  and 
would    make    a  delightful 
gift   for   someone   with  a 

piano. review 



Markings  of  Peac
e 

By  LYN  OWEN 

Dag  Hamntarskjold  lived  to  the  full 
two  fives.  As  secretary  general  of  the  United 
Nations  he  fulfilled  an  active  role  full  of 
difficulties  few  would  have  envied  him. 
Markings,  the  book  which  came  into  print 
after  his  death,  brought  to  light  another  side 
of  the  same  man,  almost  unrecognizable  to 
his  fellows.  Markings  contains  almost  no 
direct  references  to  his  administrative  role. 
It  is  a  record  of  the  inner  contemplative 
life  of  the  man,  his  purposes,  his  struggles, and  frustrations  with  failure. 

Christmas  '  was  the  sublime  and  vivid 
microcosm  of  a  life  philosophy  for  Dag 
Hammarskjold.  Christmas  was  the  eternal 
Birth,  the  eternal  promise  of  the  Peace 
which  Passeth  Understanding  given  to  matt. 
He  found  at  this  time  of  year  the  expres- 

sion of  the  still  point  of  the  transient,  turn- 
ing world,  the  silence  of  a  timeless  exper- ience that  comprised  all  time.  The  theme  of 

this  peace  and  his  own  struggle  to  retain  a 
fragile  grip  on  it  pervades  his  book. 

I  don't  know  Who  —  or  what  —  put  the 
question,  I  don't  know  when  it  was  put.  I don't  even  remember  answering.  But  at 
some  moment  1  did  answer  Yes  to  Someone 
—  or  Something  —  and  from  that  hour  I 
was  certain  that  existence  is  meaningful  and 
that,  therefore,  my  life,  in  self-surrender, had  a  goal. 

From  thai  moment  I  have  known  what 
it  means  'not  to  look  back',  and  'to  take  no 
thought  lor  the  morrow". 

Christmas,  1956. 
'Of  the  Eternal  Birth'  —  to  me,  this  now 

says  everything  there  is  to  be  said  about what  I  have  learned  and  have  still  to  learn. 
'The  soul  that  would  experience  this 

birth  must  detach  herself  from  all  outward 
things:  within  herself  completely  at  one 
with  hersclF  . . .  You  must  have  an  exalted 
mind  and  a  burning  in  which,  nevertheless, 
reign  silence  and  stillness.'  (Meister  Eck- hart). 

What  you  have  to  attempt  —  to  be 
yoursell.  What  you  have  to  pray  for  —  to become  a  mirror  in  which,  according  to  the 
degree  ol  purity  of  heart  you  have  attained, 
the  greatness  of  life  will  be  reflected. 

The  more  faithfully  you  listen  to  the 
voice  within  you,  the  better  you  will  hear 
what  is  sounding  outside.  And  only  he  who 
listens  can  speak.  Is  this  the  starting  point 
of  the  road  towards  the  union  of  your  two 
dreams  —  to  be  allowed,  in  the  clarity  of 
mind  lo  minor  life,  and  in  purity  of  heart 
to  mould  it? 

'That  one  may  be  translated  into  light 
and  song.'  (Erik  Blomberg)  To  let  go  of  ihe image  which,  in  the  eyes  of  this  world  bears 
your  name,  the  image  fashioned  in  your  con- sciousness by  social  ambition  and  sheer 
force  of  will.  To  let  go  and  fall,  fall  —  in 
trust  and  blind  devotion.  Towards  another, 
another  . . . 

Beneath  the  hush  a  whisper  from  long 
ago,  promising  peace  of  mind  and  a  burden shared. 

No  peace  which  is  not  peace  for  all,  no 
rest  until  all  has  been  fulfilled. 

In  self-defence  —  against  the  system 
builders. 

Your  personal  life  cannot  have  a  lasting 
intrinsic  meaning.  It  can  acquire  a  contin- 

gent meaning,  but  only  by  being  fitted  into 
and  subordinated  to  something  which  'lasts' 
and  has  a  meaning  in  itself.  Is  this  some- 

thing what  we  attempt  to  identify  when  we 
speak  of  'Life'?  Can  your  life  have  a  mean- ing as  a  tiny  fragment  of  Life? 

Does  Lire  exist?  Seek  and  you  shall 
find,  experience  Life  asMeality..  Has  Life  a 

'meaning'?  Experience  Life  as  a  reality  and 
the  question  becomes  meaningless. 

Never  for  the  sake  of 
deny  your  own  experience Maturity:  among  olhi 
lack  of  sell-consciousne 

peace  and  quiet or  convictions, 
r  things,    a  new —   the  kind  you 

can  only  attain  when  you  have  become  en- 
tiiely  indiflerent  lo  yourself  through  an  ab- solute assent  to  your  fate. 

To  say  Yes  to  life  is  at  one  and  the  same time  to  say  Yes  to  oneself. 
Yes  —  even  to  that  element  in  one 

which  is  most  unwilling  to  let  itself  be 
transformed  from  a  temptation  into  a strength. 

The  road  to  self-knowledge  does  not 
pass  through  faith.  But  only  through  the self-knowledge  we  gain  by  pursuing  the 
fleeting  light  in  the  depth  of  our  being  do 
we  reach  the  point  where  we  can  grasp  what 
laith  is.  How  many  have  been  driven  into 
outer  darkness  by  empty  talk  about  faith  as 
something  to  be  rationally  comprehended, 

something  'irue'? 

The  'great'  commitment  all  too  easily 
obscures  the  'little'  one.  But  without  the 
humility  .and  warmth  which  you  have  to 
uevetop  in  your  relations  to  the  few  with 
whom  yon  are  personally  involved,  you  will never  be  able  to  do  anything  for  the  many. 
Without  them  you    wdl  1 
abstractions,   where  your 
greed  lor  power  and  you 
the  one  opponent  which 
thev  —  love. '  Love,  which  is  wilhoi 
outflowing  of  a  power  re 
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becomes  a  mystery,  a "  cloud,  a  revelation , each  man  a  cosmos  of  whose  riches  we  can 
only  catch  glimpses.  The  life  of  simplicity 
is  simple,  but  it  opens  to  us  a  book  in  which 
we  never  get  bevond  the  first  syllable. 

Is  it  a  new  country 
In  another  world  of  reality 

Than  Day's? Or  did  I  live  there 
Before  Day  was? I  awoke 
To  an  ordinary  morning  With  grey 
Reflected  from  the  street, 
But  still  remembered 
The  dark  blue  night 
Above  the  tree-line, 
The  open  moor  in  moonlight. 
The  crest  in  shadow. 
Remembered  in  other  dreams 
Of  the  same  mountain  country; 
Twice  I  stood  on  its  summits, 
I  stayed  by  its  remotest  lake, 
And  followed  the  river 
Towards  its  source. 
The  seasons  have  changed 
And  the  light 
And  the  weather And  the  hour. 
But  it  is  the  same  land. 
And  I  begin  to  know  the  map 
And  lo  gel  my  bearings. 



By  HOWARD  ADELMAN 
The  author  of  this  article  is  a U  of  T  graduate  student,  and  a former  member  of  the  executives of  the  Students  Administrative Council  and  the  Graduate  Students Union. 

I  would  like  to  make  a  few  com- ments on  the  Report  of  the  Presi- 
dents' Committee  on  Graduate  Stu- dies in  the  University  of  Toronto on  three  areas  of  which  I  feel  I  have some  knowledge. 

_  I  commend  the  fact  that  the  crisis in  graduate  accomodation  has  been highlighted  for  both  single  and  mar- ried students.  However,  the  report states  that  "All  but  the  places  in Massey  College  are  in  an  under- graduate environment  unsuitable  for graduate  students."  Interpreting  the report  generously,  it  might  mean that  present  undergraduate  environ- ments m  the  university  residences in  which  some  graduate  students live  are  unsuitable.  With  this  I  am in  no  position  to  disagree.  However the  implication  is  far  broader The  statement  seems  to  imply that  the  presence  of  undergraduates in  the  same  residential  comply  pro- vides a  source  of  dangerous  con- tamination. (I  would  assume  the contamination  would  be  one  of noise.)  If  a  residence  system  were developed  where  the  majority  of  the graduate  students  were  provided with  housing,  we  would  have  a  si- tuation wherein  undergraduates  liv- ed m  a  graduate  environment  and I  daresay,  the  dialogue  that  would result  could  greatly  enhance  the  aca- 

AN  OPEN  LETTER  TO  DR.  BISSELL demic  environment  of  our  univ 
sity. 

The  section  on  housing  ends  with a  statement,  that  "The  housing  prob- lem must  be  dealt  with  at  once  on a  large  and  imaginative  scale."  And what  is  the  recommendation  of  the authors  of  this  report  that  would strike  the  imaginative  note  of  action and  immediacy?  The  President's Committee  recommends  the  recom- mendation to  establish  a  "User's Committee  for  Graduate  Resid- 
ences." This  recommendation  fol- lows the  well-worn  paths  of  past stagnation  and  error.  To  put  it bluntly,  the  Ontario  government  on- ly developed  a  significant  low-cost housing  program  in  Ontario  when a  special  crown  agency  was  created to  overcome  ten  years  of  bureau- cratic red  tape. 

The  University  of  Toronto  needs a  housing  agency  which  is  created to  act  with  dynamism  and  imagina- tion to  solve  the  housing  crisis  The agency  should  be  self-sustainino operating  with  the  least  amount  of red  tape  but  co-operating  to  the  ut- most with  all  parties  concerned. 
The  report  also  makes  a  recom- 

mendation on  base  line  fellowships for  graduate  students,  recommend- 
ing "$2500  per  calendar  year  for  sin- gle students,  $3000  for  married  stu- dents with  no  dependents  and  $4000 tor  married  students  with  depen- dents." There  is  no  reason  offered for  the  suggested  figures.  Why should  a  married  student  without dependents  receive  more  money than  a  single  student  when  he  fre- quently has  the  advantage  of  a  wife 

who  is  working  and  earning  a  livine' His  economic  status,  if  not  better is  at  least  no  worse  than  that  of the  unmarried  graduate  student Further,  the  stipend  for  married students  should,  I  believe,  be  graded according  to  the  number  of  depen- dents. Four  thousand  is  a  minimum figure  for  a  family  with  one  child compared  to  $2500  as  a  relatively 
What  about  the  student  with  several children?  The  recommendations  in this  area  do  not  seem  to  have  near- ly enough  thought,  at  least  from  the e*ld™ce  Presented  rn  the  report. The  Committee  approves  the  in- tention of  the  Union  to  negotiate with  the  Students  Adminisfrative Council  for  an  annual  grant  reflect- ing that  portion  of  the  $8  SAC  fee which  is  expended  on  matters  not of  interest  to  graduate  students."  A httle  investigation,  a  phone  call  to the  faculty  advisors  who  are  votin* members  of  the  Finance  Commis 
sion  or  a  discussion  with  the  gradu- ate representatives  on  the  SAC would  have  eliminated  such  a  silly recommendatoin  as,  I  believe  my comment  article  (The  Varsity,  Nov 
22)  clearly  points  out,  for  the  gradu- ate students  benefit  at  least  as  much as  the  undergraduates  from  the  pro- gram of  the  SAC. 
The  suggestion  that  graduate  stu- dent withdrawal  from  the  SAC should  be  seriously  considered  is  a suggestion  which  should  be  speedily 

rejected. 
My  impression  on  reading  the total  report  was  favorabie,  but  I hope  the  report  is  not  as  weak  in 

other  areas  as  in  the  three  fields with  which  I  have  some  famVaV  ty I  suspect  the  weakness  in  this  area was  caused  because  the  report  ?n dicates  that  only  the  Graduate  S  u- dems  Union,  a  very  worthwhile  so- cial organizing  group,  was  given  the opportunity  to  present  a  brief 
further,  as  a  member  of  the  exe cutive  of  last  year's  Union  duAng 

wa<  TA  m  Wh,'Ch  the  Commute! on  t  erat'ng'  1  heard  "°  "vita! 

tion  to  present  a  brief  nor  did  I see  a  brief  that  was  presented  T would  assume  the  new  executive presented  a  brief  this  past  sumn e? on  the  basis  of  little  experience  and even  less  consultation. 
Considering  the  time  of  year  thev cannot  be  blamed.  However  you? 

S°m™"ee  certainly  can,  for  it should  have  actually  publicized  its 

Sm"rLan?  S°Iici,ed  Missions 

rom  graduate  students.  The  failure 

unhefit, •  S"V  grave  "mission, 

unbefitting  the  high  calibre  of  men 
who  sat  on  the  committee  an™  I beheve  it  was  a  direct  cause  of  the hmitat.ons  and  erroneous  recom- 

mendations m  the  areas  of  gradu- ate housing,  financial  aid,  and  sup- 

plementary fees.  p 
In  conclusion,  the  bias  towards 

segregating  graduate  students  is  to be  deplored,  the  unimaginative  call for  imaginative  and  immediate  ac- 
tion on  the  housing  crisis  is  to  be regretted,  and  the  apparent  lack  of 

reasoning  on  the  financial  assist- ance recommendations  is  a  matter 
requiring  reconsideration. 

an  open  letter  to  dean  bladen 
By  TOM  GOOD 

The  author  of  this  article  is  a fourth-year  student  in  Victoria  Col- 
lege, and_  is  president  of  the  U  of T  New  Democrats.  The  opinions expressed  are  not  necessarily  those of  The  Varsity. 

Mustering  the  courage  of  your convictions,  you  proposed  last  week 
that  university  fees  should  be 
doubled.  In  effect,  this  proposal  is  a substantial  amendment  to  the  re- 

cent Report  on  Financing  Higher 
Education  of  which  you  were  chief author. 
How  many  of  your  students  do 

you  think  will  be  back  next  year 
if  U  of  T  tries  to  charge  $1100  for tuition? 
As  your  report  says,  "Canadian fees  are  already  amongst  the  high- 

est in  the  world  for  public  univer- 
sities." Thousands  of  young  men and  women  are  already  missing  out 

on  a  higher  education.  For  every 
student  in  university  there  is  one 
who  did  equally  well  in  high  school 
who  is  not  here,  according  to  the 
Atkinson  Report. 

If  we  add  student  living  expenses, which  you  estimate  at  $1340,  to $1100  tuition  fees  it  comes  to  almost $2500.  Even  allowing  for  your  five- fold increase  in  student  aid  from  the present  meager  $78  per  capita,  it would  still  cost  the  average  student over  $2000  a  year  to  attend  univer- 
sity. 

Where,  Professor  Bladen,  is  a  stu- dent going  to  find  $2000?  From  a summer  job?  Really. 
I  suppose  you  think  he  should 

bum  it  from  his  parents.  To  quote your  report  again:  "The  rich  could buy  more  (education),  but  so  they can  of  everything  else:  that's  what being  rich  means."  Are  you  such  an aristocrat  that  you  believe  that  mon- 
ey  should  be  a  relevant  qualification tor  a  university  educations? 
And  another  question.  Professor Bladen,  why  should  Grade  13  be  tui- tion-free and  first  year  university cost  $1100? 
The  arguments  you  present  in your  report  are  both  outmoded  and indefensible. 
First,  there  is  the  implicit  assump- tion throughout  the  report  that  a 

university  education  is  a  privilege not  a  right.  There  may  have  been a  time  when  this  was  accepted,  bul that  time  has  past. 
In  this  technological  age,  a  higher education  is  increasingly  necessary to  take  advantage  of  many  of  the 

opportunities  which  society  offers. 
Higher  education  is  essential  to  the 
right  of  equal  opportunity.  A  uni- versity education  is  therefore  a  right 
for  all  who  can  benefit  from  it,  not 
a  privilege  for  those  who  can  afford to  buy  it. 

Second,  you  argue  that  fees  are 
necessary  in  order  to  preserve  uni- 

versity autonomy.  Even  U  of  T  Pre- 
sident Claude  Bissell  has  rejected this  argument. 

Since  universities  are  so  heavily dependent  on  government  support, 
even  doubling  of  academic  freedom 
can  only  bu  upheld  if  it  is  honored 
and  respected  by  the  community and  the  government. 

Third,  you  argue  in  tenns  of  ex- 
pediency: that  fees  are  necessary to  meet  the  rapidly  rising  costs  of 

higher  education. 

Yet  the  simple  fact  is  that  fees cannot  continue  to  be  a  significant source  of  income.  More  than  $2,000,- 
000,000  a  year  will  be  spent  on  uni- versity education  by  1975.  Students 
will  pay  about  $70  million  in  fees 
this  year.  Your  commission  recom- mends that  the  federal  government increase  its  grants  to  universities  by $240  million  next  year  A  further  30 
per  cent  increase  would  totally  elim- inate tuition  fees. 
Because  of  the  inadequate  expan- 

sion plans  by  governments  and  uni- versities there  will  be  a  severe 
shortage  of  places  in  universities  for 
at  least  the  next  five  years. 

If  tuition  fees  are  doubled,  fewer 
people  will  apply,  and  the  shortage will  not  be  as  great. 
If  tuition  fees  are  eliminated, 

more  people  will  apply,  the  crisis will  be  more  severe  .and  standards will  have  to  be  raised. 
The  policy  question  is  this;  who  is 

going  to  come  to  university,  the 
wealthy  or  the  capab'e? 

I  cannot  accept  your  answer,  Pro- 
fessor Bladen.  Can  anyone? 

£S  i^'liiEgS  ^'Wl^  SP'ifeg! 
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TRADSVILLE 
IS  WHERE  TRADS  ARE 

On  the  campus,  in  the  classroom,  at  the 
hop,  down  where  the  malts  are  frosty  - 

in  fact  anywhere  where  there's  one  or 
more  smart-style  young  men,  you'll  find 
TRADS,  now  available  in  stretch  mater- 
ialsfora  full  measure  of  superb  comfort. 

If  your  young  man's  shop  does  not  stock  DON PARKER  SLACKS  write  to: 

PARKER 
SPORTSWEAR 
CO.  LTD. 
10355-  105  Street, 
EDMONTON,  Alberta 
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An  experiment  in 
 advice 

By  MARILYN  BEKER When  Whitney  Hall  wants 
to  know  about  sex,  a  bunch 
of  boys  want  to  find  out about  contraception  and  a 
college  on  campus  is  having 
trouble  with  anti-Semitism, 
Dr.  McCulloch  comes  to  the escue. 

He  is  director  of  the  new- 
ly established  Student  Ad- visory Bureau  —  designed  to 

help  the  U  of  T  student  cope 
with  his  problems. 

A  psychiatrist.  Dr.  McCul- loch was  chosen  to  direct 
the  counselling  service  fol- 

lowing the  staff-student  se- minar on  mental  health  con- 
ducted by  SAC  last  year.  Be- fore coming  to  the  Bureau 

he  set  up  and  directed  the 
out-patient  clinic  at  the 
Queen  Street  Psychiatric 
Hospital.  He  is  an  assistant 
professor  in  the  Faculty  of Medicine. 

Contrary  to  popular  be- 
lief, the  Student  Advisory 

Bureau  is  not  a  vat  estab- lished to  catch  the  drippings 
of  the  psychiatric  section  of 
the  U  of  T  Health  Service. 
Rather,  it  was  designed  to 
investigate  existing  sources 
of  student  help  on  campus 
and  try  to  improve  them. 

So  far,  only  about  20  peo- 
ple have  actually  come  of their  own  accord  to  the 

Bureau  for  help,  but  hun- dreds of  students  have  been 
aided  by  it.  Dr.  McCulloch 
gives  lectures  to  large 
groups  on  campus  on  a  va- riety of  topics.  He  has 
spoken  at  Whitney  Hall about  sex. 

The  Advisory  Bureau,  set 
up  in  July,  is  still  in  the  ex- 

ploratory stages.  Dr.  McCul- loch hopes  that  eventually 
it  will  serve  as  an  informa- tion bureau  where  students 
can  go  for  help  and  be  di- rected to  the  proper  sources. It  would  also  function  as  a 
neutral,  interested  party 
available  to  help  negotiation 
in  both  internal  and  external 
difficulties. 

The  ideal  arrangement 
would  be  to  have  each  mem- ber of  the  Advisory  Bureau 
staff  responsible  for  one 
area  of  the  campus:  one 
staff  member  for  all  resid- 

ences, one  for  faculty  advi- sors, one  for  colleges. Dr.  McCulloch  does  not, 
however,  rule  out  the  pos- 

sibility of  individual  coun- 
selling. At  present,  because the  service  is  in  its  early 

stages,  there  is  much  op- portunity for  help  of  this 
kind.  The  staff  now  con- sists of  three  people:  Dr. 
McCulloch,  David  Graham, 

Dr.  Mcculloch 

a  psychologist  and  assistant 
professor  at  the  Institute  of Child  Study;  and  a  secretary. 

In  the  future,  as  the  serv- ice becomes  more  popular, 
this  situation  will  be  alter- 

ed, but  no  one  who  comes to  the  service  for  help  will 
be  turned  away.  If  the  serv- ice can  not  provide  the  best 
solution  to  a  problem  it  will 
provide  the  name  of  the service  that  can. 

Dr.  McCulloch  looks  upon 
the  university  as  a  multi- phased  community.  People 
come  here  for  a  variety  of 
reasons:  to  do  research,  to 
teach,  to  learn.  The  question 

is,  can  a  place  serving  all 
these  interests  be  a  human 
place  as  well?  The  Advisory 
Bureau  could  be  an  impor- 

tant humanizing  factor.  It 
is  there,  says  Dr.  McCulloch, "to  assist  in  dealing  with 
those  problems  of  students which  blur  their  capacity 

for  the  full  intellectual  a- chievement  of  which  they 

are  capable." 
So  far  the  service  has 

dealt  with  a  variety  of  in- 
teresting and  unusual  prob- lems. There  are  the  usual 

rash  of  love  problems,  mon- 
ey troubles,  parental  squab- bles and  "what  the  hell  am 

I  doing  at  U  of  T"  blues. Even  SUPA  has  come  for help. 

Right  now,  however,  the 
future  of  the  service  is  dub- ious. Undoubtedly,  it  will  be 
continued  next  year  but 
three  things  may  happen: 
the  administration  may  de- cide there  was  no  sense  to 
the  scheme;  it  may  be  de- 

cided there  is  only  one  coun- 
selling need  and  the  health 

service  will  be  strengthen- 
ed; or  the  counselling  serv- 
ice may  prove  essential  to the  community. 

If  the  latter  is  discover- 
ed to  be  true,  Dr.  McCul- loch would  like  to  see  the 

present  staff  increased  to 
include  people  from  all  the 
contributing  services  —  a 
sociologist,  a  theologian  and 
people  from  such  fields  as 
English  and  History.  De- grees will  not  be  the  sole 
criterion.  Rather,  an  impor- 

tant requirement  will  be  a 
winning  way  with  people 
and  the  desire  to  help  them. 

Dr.  McCulloch  wants  to 
make  the  university  a  com- 

munity that  will  be  comfort- able and  efficient. 
Needless  to  say,  problems 

brought  to  the  service  are 
treaded  as  highly  confiden- tial information.  No  one  has 
access  to  it.  Dr.  McCulloch 
suggests  that  perhaps  re- cords will  not  be  kept. 

Futility  and  peace  missions 
By  PAT  McDERMOTT 
A  York  University  Span- 

ish professor  who  served 
on  a  recent  Viet  Nam  peace 
mission  says  there  is  "a 
sense  of  futility"  about  such missions. 
"Our  mission  did  not 

make  the  impact  that  could 
have  been  hoped,"  Mrs.  Car- man Guild  said. 

What  conceivable  use  can 
a  peace  mission  serve,  other 
than  that  of  a  propaganda 
weapon?  "The  peace  move- 

ment is  sheer  anarchy,"  said 
Mrs.  Guild,  "but  the  publi- city which  these  missions 
receive  may  ease  the  retreat 
of  the  United  States  in  its 

role  as  aggressor." "The  publicity  of  peace 
movements  with  a  strong 
public  backing  may  make  it 
possible  tor  Johnson  to withdraw  from  his  current 
position,"  said  Mrs.  Guild, whose  husband  is  Assistant 
Warden  (Activities)  of  Hart House. 

Mrs.  Guild  and  nine  other 
persons  spent  most  of  Au- gust    travelling   >  Ahvough 

Southeast  Asia  discussing 
with  various  groups  the  war 
in  Viet  Nam  and  the  pos- sibility of  achieving  peace. 
The  mission  was  headed 

by  Vo  Than  Mint,,  a  Viet- namese Buddhist  who  has 
spent  the  last  16  years  de- monstrating in  France, 
Switzerland,  Canada  and  the 
United  States,  for  the  inde- 

pendence and  reunification 
of  Viet  Nam. 
The  original  destination 

of  the  mission  was  Hanoi, 
but  due  to  the  strict  regula- tion of  passes  the  group 
could  only  reach  Phnom 
Penh  in  neutral  Cambodia. 
"Cambodia  is  generally  re- 

garded as  the  future  Geneva 
of  Viet  Nam,"  said  Mrs. 
Guild.  "It  has  rejected  both American  and  Communist 
aid  and  appears  to  be  the 
only  neutral  country  in 

Asia." 

Cambodia,  she  said,  has 
its  own  form  of  independent 
socialism.  "The  Vietnamese would  have  settled  for  a 
similar  form  of  government, 
but  now  it  must  be  Chinese 

communism. 
The  Americans  in  South- east Asia,  she  said,  are  being 

made  increasingly  uncom- fortable by  the  United 
States'  role  in  Viet  Nam. 
"Attempts  are  made  to 

silence  or  discredit  Ameri- can civilians.  Many  of  them 
lose  their  jobs  and  are  the 
victims  of  discrimination. 
They  reflect  the  attitude  of one  American  Air  Force 

general  who  said,  T  don't know  what  the  hell  we're 

doing  in  Viet  Nam'." 
The  last  week  of  the  peace 

mission  was  spent  in  Japan. 
"The  Tokyo  embassy  is 

heavily  barricaded,"  said Mrs.  Guild,  "and  there  are 
constant  demonstrations." What  hope,  if  any,  is  held 
for  an  eventual  settlement 
of  the  war  in  Viet  Nam? 
"The  general  attitude  is 

more  hopeful  than  despair- 
ing," said  Mrs.  Guild.  "There 

is  a  feeling  that  the  Ameri- cans will  and  must  leave. 
If  not,  the  war  in  Viet  Nam 
most  certainly  will  be  'a 

fight  to  the  death'," 



Blues  edge  'Stangs,  71-69 
Bv  RICH  PVkjc  .  ,. By  RICH  PYNE 

LONDON  —  Varsity  Bas- ketblues  won  their  second consecutive  Senior  Intercol- 
legiate Basketball  League game,  edging  University  of Western  Ontario  Mustangs 71-69  here  last  night. The  game  was  closely  con- tested and  neither  team  had 

the  edge  in  play  for  any  ex- tended period.  The  score was  34-33  for  Blues  at  half time. 
Five  consecutive  foul 

shots  by  Varsity  guard  Doug Lockhart  in  the  last  two minutes  of  the  game  clinch- ed the  victory  for  Blues. Lockhart  was  again  U.  of 
T.'s  top  scorer  with  17 points. 
Ron  Kimel  outduelled 

Western's  Marv  Morton  un- der the  boards  and  came  up with  23  rebounds,  a  crucial factor  in  the  win. 
Western's  fine  scoring guard  Peter  Burton  had  a bad  night  scoring  only  four points  but  Mustangs  found a  new  scorer  in  Dave  Crowe 

who  was  the  high  scorer  in 
the  game  with  21  points. 

Crowe,    a    6-foot-5,  235 

pound  forward,  is  a  rookie from  Niagara  Falls  and  was impressive  as  a  shooter  and under  the  boards. 
The  win  leaves  Varsity  in a  first  place  tie  with  de- fending SIBL  champions Windsor  Lancers  who  play 

McMaster  Marauders  to- 
night in  Windsor.  Blues  and Lancers  have  2-0  records 

.„ rORONTO:  Lockhort,  17;  Kane  '13- Woloshyn.    12;    Kimel,'  6;  '  Rogeri  6 
HBHrV  5,;  >***•>  4;  Richardson,  % O  Neil,  2;  Lapides  2 
n  WJS7l!N-',Sr'>we'  2,1  M  Morton  17; O.  Morton,  10;  Newman,  7;  Barv  6- Toote    4;  Barton,  <;   Behie.  M^uc. 

INTERf ACUITY  ROUNDUP 

Vic  pucksters  stay  at  top 

from  the 

(heap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 

By  BOB  WARDELL 
Vic  I  maintained  its  one- 

point  lead  in  Group  I  of 
the  interfaculty  hockey 
league,  handing  St.  Mike's 
a  3-1  setback.  It  was  the 
first  loss  for  the  Irish. 

Doug  Jones,  Rick  Wardell 
and  Stu  Gresham  scored  for 
Vic,  Ken  Cooper  for  St. 
Mike's. In  other  Group  I  action. 
Law  and  PHE  A  picked  up 
wins  at  the  expense  of  hap- less UC  Redmen. 
Ron  McDougall  and  Mike 

Wallace  scored  for  the  law- 
yers in  a  2-1  win.  Bill  Estey 

notched  the  lone  UC  goal. 

Barry  Bartlett  and  Ed Ashton  provided  the  scor- 
ing and  Ron  Belcher  the goaltending  in  a  2-0  win  for PHE. 

Dentistry  stayed  atop 
Group  II  with  a  4-1  win  over Meds  A. 

Phil  Kosoy,  Ron  McLeod, 
Bob  Duggan  and  Jim  Myles tallied  for  Dents,  John  Ruf- fer  for  Meds. 
In  Division  I  basketball 

action,  St.  Mike's  A  turned back  Vic  I,  43-31,  as  Ron Schaedler  netted  13  points 
and  Gord  Kavanagh.  10  for Irish.  Chuck  Homer  flipped 
in  11  for  Vic. 

Northeast  first  opponent 

an  Blues' * 

itinerary 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
Varsity  Sports  Editor 

BOSTON — Christmas  holidays  begin  today at  U  of  T  but  Varsity  hockey  Blues  have  to 
wait  for  their  holiday. 

Blues  begin  a  series  of  four  exhibition 
.  games  in  the  United  States  when  they  take 

on  Northeastern  University  here  tonight. Blues  will  be  without  two  key  players  for 
the  tour,  rookie  defenceman  Doug  St.  John 
and  right  winger  Steve  Monteith.  St.  John 
suffered  a  concussion  against  Laval  last 
week  and  Monteith  is  recovering  from  mo- nonucleosis. 
Both  will  return  to  the  lineup  following the  New  Year. 
Tonight's  game  is  part  of  the  Christmas College  Hockey  Festival  at  Boston  Garden. 

Six  teams  are  involved,  Harvard,  Boston 
College,  Boston  U.,  Dartmouth,  Northeast- enr  and  Toronto. 
Blues'  second  game  is  against  Harvard Saturday  night.  The  festival  winner  is  de- 

termined by  a  panel  of  judges  since  all  six 
teams  don't  play  each  other.  A  festival  all- star  team  is  also  chosen. 
From  Boston,  Blues  travel  to  Detroit  for 

the  first  Great  Lakes  Invitational  Hockey Tournament  at  the  Detroit  Olympia  Tuesday and  Wednesday. 
Tuesday  night,  they  are  matched  against 

Colorado  College  while  Michigan  Tech  plays Boston  University. 
The  two  winners  play  off  for  the  Tour- 

nament title  the  next  night  while  the  losers 
play  a  consolation  game  the  same  evening. 

Blues  may  have  received  a  break  in  the 
pairings,  for  Colorado  College  appears  to 
be  ihe  weakest  of  the  four  teams  and  has 
lost  a  number  of  players  through  injuries. 
Furthermore,  their  record  of  7-1  this  sea- 

son is  deceiving  since  all  eight  games  were 
played  in  their  own  arena,  some  against 
inferior  opposition, — for  example,  two  vic- tories over  their  alumni. 
There  is  nothing  deceiving  about  Michigan 

Tech,  5-0  on  the  season.  Tech.  is  defending U.S.  college  champion  and  boasts  western 
division  All-American  goaltender  Tony  Espo- sito. 

Esposito  is  the  brother  of  Phil  Esposito 
of  Chicago  Black  Hawks. 

In  addition,  Tech  has  a  number  of  former 
Jr.  "A"  players  including  Gary  Mtlioy,  form- 

JOHN  WRIGLEY 
Opens  In  Goal  Tonight 

erly  of  Toronto  Marlboros  and  Wayne  Wel- 
ler,  who  played  for  Whitby  of  the 'now  de- funct Metro  Junior  league. 

Tech's  opponent,  Boston  University,  is  also 
highly  rated.  Sporting  a  3-1  record  "this  sea- son. BU  has  two  members  of  the  eastern 
division  All-America  team— goaltender  Jack Ferreira  and  defenceman  Tom  Ross. 

Blues'  coach  Tom  Watt  has  named  John 
Wrigley  his  starting  goaltender  for  tonight's game.  Regular  goaltender  Bill  Stewart  takes over  tomorrow  against  Harvard.  Watt  has not  decided  on  the  goal-tending  assignments for  the  fames  in  Detroit. 
Ward  Passi  will  see  double  duty,  plaving 

both  defend-  in  nlace  of  St.  John.  an-t  left 
win".  To  bring  the  team  un  to  the  player limit  Walt  has  Keilh  Noble  and  defenceman Jim  Mvles  aionE. 
LEFTOVERS:"  Both  M'-'Mran  Terh  and Colorado  Colleee  Have  a'umni  playing  in  Ihe 

National  Hocev  I  ?'"ito  .  .  .1  oti  An«m«*i  of 
New  York  went  to  To.-h  an  t  Bill  "Red"  Hay 
of  Chicago  went  to  Colorado.  •  .  .  l 

WHAT  THE  HELL  IS  GOING  ON  HERE? 

an  invitation  from  Canadian  Union  T  <!   2  "-ejected 

We  are  a  member  of  the  OOAA  anrt  n,„„r 

abide  by  its  decisions,"  said  Stevens  '  We  m"SL 

The  OQAA's  two  representatives  to  the  CIAU  hna.-rt 
sLm^T5'  l\m  Wynne  0f  McMasteI-  and  Dean  J  W  B 

the  Triolein  t^l^LTV&^r  Und" agamst  the  Student  Game°TP^cip  e.  He  daimsTe 

c^er^e'^th  CUSt0  ""  ™  ^  " 

tion^^  p^dS:0- of  stevens'  *w 
WHICH  RULING  APPLIES,  FOR  OR  AGAINST? 

The  confusion  brings  to  light  one  of  the  basic  problems m  college  athletic  conference  organization.  The  OQAA  Can- ada s  oldest  college  conference,  has  apparently  not  yet  found a  suitable  method  of  communication  amonc  ils  memberS 

mis  matter  "  "        C'ear  WhE"  °0AA  P"1^  is  °« nn,A.no,,her  complication  results  from  the  Fact  that  the OQAA  administrative  council  is  not  technically  a  policy, making  body.  It  can  only  make  recommendations  tc I  ihe conference  board  of  governors,  which  meets  in  March Since  applications  for  the  Student  Games  will  only  be accepted  until  next  Thursday,  which  rulina  annlies-that made  by  the  athletic  directors  or  that  made  by  Wynne  and Sisam  at  the  CIAU  meetings? 
The  confusion  has  also  obliterated  the  voice  of  students in  college  athletics. 
Early  in  October,  the  Students'  Administrative  Council unanimously  approved  a  motion  requesting  the  II  of  T athletic  directorate  to  submit  an  application  to  CUS  on behalf  of  Varsity  Blues. 
The  directorate,  a  body  of  students  and  faculty  ap- proved the  motion,  pending  CIAU  ratification  and  the  avail- ability of  necessary  funds.  The  funds  were  quicklv  made available  by  interested  parties  and  CIAU  recognition  fol- lowed this  week. 

STUDENTS  WISHES  THROWN  TO  THE  WIND 

™.Yet'  ̂ Te"  before  the  CIAU  considered  the  question,  the OQAA  athletic  directors  made  a  policy-decision  (')  This OQAA  decision  was  not  announced  until  this  week  two weeks  after  it  had  been  made.  And  the  U  of  T  athletic  direc- 
torate has  not  officially  been  informed  of  the  decision. 

It  is  now  too  late  for  the  athletic  directorate  to  meet and  consider  its  original  motion  in  light  of  the  OQAA decision. 
As  a  result,  the  SAC  and  the  directorate  have  seen  their 

wishes  thrown  to  the  wind  like  pennies  at  a  Las  Vegas  crap 
table. 

It  seems  clear  to  us  that  the  CIAU's  decision  to  co- operate with  CUS  in  selecting  a  Student  Games  team  re- 
moves any  objections  the  OQAA  athletic  "directors  might have. 

In  light  of  this,  the  10  OQAA  athletic  directors  should 
clarify  their  position.  Are  they  recognizing  the  CIAU  sanc- 

tion or  are  they  not?  Can  the  U  of  T  athletic  directorate 
carry  out  its  plans  to  apply  for  the  Italian  junket  on  behalf of  Blues? 

If  the  athletic  directorate  receives  no  clarification  be- 
fore the  Dec.  23  deadline  (and  it's  not  likelv  it  will),  stu- dents and  faculty  members  who  serve  on  this  body  may just  as  well  resign.  Their  time  spent  will  be  to  no  avail. Happy  Holidays  (sic)!!! 
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WATT  VACATION 

Green  light  for  Italy, 

Roadblock  for  Blues 

Canadian  Union  of  Students  is  one  step 
closer  to  sending  a  Canadian  college  hock- 

ey team  to  the  World  Student  Winter 
games  m  Turin,  Italy,  Feb.  5  to  12. 

Varsity  Blues,  however  are  no  closer 
to  Italy  than  French-Canadian  pea  soup  is 
to  spaghetti. 
CUS  received  support  Wednesday  from 

the  Canadian  Intercollegiate  Athletic  Union 
tor  its  Winter  Games  project.  CIAU  board 
of  governors  meeting  at  Hart  House  Tues- 

day and  Wednesday,  thereby  ended  specu- lation they  woul  try  to  prevent  CUS  from 
carrying  out  its  plans. 

SEE  FLUXGOLD,  PAGE  27 

University  of  Toronto  had  expressed iterest  two  months  ago  in  applying  for 
selection  on  behalf  of  Varsity  Blues.  But 
Warren  Stevens,  U  of  T  athletic  director, 
disclosed  Wednesday  that  no  application 
will  be  sent  from  Varsity. 

'The  athletic  directors  of  the  OQAA  (On- 
tario-Quebec Athletic  Association)  opposed 

the  venture  at  our  recent  meeting,"  said 
Stevens,  "As  a  member  of  the  OQAA,  we 
have  to  abide  by  the  ruling." The  OQAA  however,  apparently  favored 
the  project  at  the  CIAU  meting  Wednes- 

day. Major  Danny  McLeod,  CIAU  secretary 
treasurer,  said  the  OQAA  gave  no  indica- 

tion it  was  against  one  of  its  teams  going 
to  Italy. 

"The  vote  was  unanimous  among  the  five 
CIAU  conferences,  including  the  OQAA." said  McLeod. 

Different  Opinion 
Ivor  Wynne  of  McMaster,  one  of  the 

OQAA  representatives  to  the  CIAU  board 

of  governors,  said  he  was  also  not  under 
the  impression  the  OQAA  athletic  directors were  against  the  venture  in  principle. 

"It's  my  understanding  the  OQAA  only 
desired  to  see  the  CIAU  sanction  the 
Games  before  the  conference  would  be  wil 
ling  to  co-operate  with  CUS,"  he  said. Endorsement  by  the  CIAU  was  given 
Wednesday  when  a  joint  CIAU-CUS  four man  committee  was  struck  to  serve  as  a 
permanent  liaison  between  the  two  na- tional organizations  and  as  selection  com 
mittee  for  the  Student  Games  team 

Each  of  Canada's  five  college  conferences 
may  nominate  a  team  by  Dc.  23,  at  which time  selection  will  be  made. 

U  of  T  Students'  Administrative  Council 
requested  this  University's  athletic  direc- torate in  October  to  apply  for  selection  on 
behalf  of  Blues.  Last  month,  the  director- 

ate favored  applying,  pending  CIAU  sane 
tion,  and  some  $6,000  was  raised  to  cov" half  the  cost  of  the  trip. 

Big  Step  Forward 
CUS,  which  holds  Canadian  membership 

in  the  international  student  sports  federa^ tion  (FISU),  initialed  plans  to  send  £ 
hockey  team  to  Turin  but  ran  into  a  stumb 
ling  block  when  they  failed  to  work 
through  the  CIAU.  The  agreement  mad 
with  CIAU  this  week  apparently  ende 
any  dispute  between  the  two  organiza tions. 
CIAU  also  voted  in  favor  of  continuing 

the  national  college  football  bowl,  a  finan- cial disaster  this  year.  It  was  emphasized 
however,  CIAU  will  take  a  more  active  role 
in  working  with  the  Canadian  Save  The Children  Fund  committee  on  the  project 

"Pensioners"  to  late 

eligibility  directive 

The  days  of  football-playing  "pensioners"  appear  to 
,e  on  their  way  out  in  the  Senior  Intercollegiate  Con- 
ference.   

A  recommendation  to  limit  player  eligibility  to  five 

years  will  be  made  to  the  Ontario-Quebec  Athletic  Asso- ciation board  of  governors  at  their  annual  meeting  in 
March. 

iffenrences  in  eligibility  rules  between  the  OQAA 
nistrative  council  voted  in  favor  of  the  5-year  eligibility 
rule  at  its  recent  semi-annual  meeting.  The  administrative 
council  comprises  the  10  OQAA  athletic  directors. 

The  OQAA  is  at  present  the  only  college  conference 
n  Canada  which  allows  students  to  compete  in  college 

sports  regardless  of  the  number  of  years  spent  at  um- Vl"rSThe  Canadian  Intercollegiate  Athletic  Union,  co-or 

dinating  body  for  the  five  college  conferences  in  Canada has  advocated  a  5-year  rule  since  its  formation  in  1961 
The  OQAA  had  been  the  only  conference  opposed  to 
the  measure. 

The  rule,  if  accepted  by  the  board  of  governors, 
would  be  effective  on  a  non-retroactive  basis.  Students 
already  at  OQAA  universities  would  be  able  to  compete 
until  graduation. 

Differences  in  eligibility  rules  between  the  OQAA 
and  Canada's  other  four  college  conferences  have  created 
problems  in  staging  national  championships. 

Only  last  spring,  the  OQAA  was  forced  to  withdraw from  the  national  swimming  tournament  because  its 
entry  included  swimmers  who  had  surpassed  five  years of  college  competition. 

Had  an  eligibility  rule  as  this  been  in  effect  pre 
viously,  stars  such  as  quarterback  Cal  Connor  and  tackle Dick  Feidler  would  not  have  been  able  to  play  as  many 
years  as  they  did.  Connor  competed  for  seven  years  at Queen's  and  Feidler  eight  years,  four  at  Syracuse  and four  at  McGill. 

The  administrative  council  also  approved  a  new  re- gulation for  deciding  playoff  procedures  in  case  of  a 
three-way  tie  for  first  place  in  the  Senior  Intercollegiate Football  League. 

The  team  with  the  greatest  differential  between 
points  scored  for  and  against  in  games  involving  the 
teams  tied  will  receive  a  bye  into  the  final. 
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CUP  suspends  Ryersonian 

BLUE  AND  WHITE  CHOOSES 

WINTER  CARNIVAL  QUEEN 

CALGARY— The  Ryerson- 
ian, the  student  newspaper 

of  Ryerson  Polytechnical 
Institute  has  been  suspend- 

ed for  a  year  from  member- 
ship in  the  Canadian  Uni- 

versity Press  at  the  organ- 
ization's annual  conference last  week. 

Acting  on  the  recom- 
mendations of  an  investiga- tion committee  of  student 

editors  from  other  Ontario 
student  papers,  the  30-<mem- 
ber  CUP  decided  to  suspend 
The  Ryersonian  because  it 
has  a  managing  editor  who 
is  paid  by  and  responsible 
to  the  school  administra- 
tion. 

Last  fall  Ryerson  made 

the  paper  part  of  the  jour- 
nalism course  and  hired  Do- 

nald Soutter,  a  professional 
journalist,  to  supervise  pro- duction of  the  paper. 
The  CUP  charter  states 

that  member  papers  may 
not  have  any  outside  inter- ference. The  presence  of 
Mr.  Soutter  was  considered 
by  CUP  members  as  outside control. 
The  suspension  means 

that  The  Ryersonian  may 
not  have  any  part  in  policy 
decisions  or  in  the  trophy 
competitions  for  production 
excellence. 
The  Ryersonian  will  be 

allowed  to  buy  the  national 
news  service  that  CUP  pro- 

vides for  its  member  pa- 

pers. 

It  was  decided  to  readmit 
The  Ryersonian  to  full  mem- ber status  if  the  student  ed- 

itor gets  the  power  of  veto 
over  the  professional  man- 

aging editor. The  conference  took  no 
action  about  The  Ubyssey, 
the  University  of  British 
Columbia  paper,  which  also 
has  a  professional  journal- ist present  during  part  of 
its  production. 

Bill  Rayner,  slot  man  of 
The  Vancouver  Sun,  is  paid 
by  his  paper  to  visit  The 
Ubyssey  and  recruit  about 15  of  its  staffers  to  work 
for  The  Sun  during  the  sum- mer holidays. 

Pledge  support  for  Victoria  Univ. 
BANFF,    Alta.— U    of  T 

SAC  president  Mary  Brewin 
was  one  of  26  student  gov- 

ernment representatives 
who  pledged  their  support 
for  a  student  fight  at  the 
University  of  Victoria 
against  a  tuition  fee  in- crease. 
Miss  Brewin  and.  David 

Tinker,  the  SAC's  account- ant, attended  the  three-day 
professional  administrators' seminar  held  here  last  week. 
The  Victoria  move,  out- 

lined by  Students'  Union president  Paul  Williamson, 
involves  the  witholding  of 
$56  of  the  $214  still  owed 
for  second  term. 
The  action  is  to  oppose 

a  tuition  increase  of  about 
$50 — the  third  in  the  last 
two  years. 

Mr.  Williamson  said  1,515 
students — about  51.3  per 
cent  of  the  student  body — 

have  agreed  to  participate. 
"We  held  a  referendum 

on  the  proposed  action,"  he said,  "with  the  thought  in 
mind  that  if  we  didn't  get at  least  75  per  cent  of  the 
student  body's  support  we'd 
drop  the  plan.  With  56  pet- cent  of  the  students  voting 
we  figured  85  per  cent  were 
in  favor  of  the  move." The  presidents  agreed  to 
ask  their  councils  to  pro- 

vide financial  aid  to  U  of  V 
students  in  case  a  late  fine 
of  $10  is  levied  against  those 
witholding  fees. 

If  the  fine  is  not  paid,  the 
students  could  have  their 
registration  cancelled.  "I maintain  it  would  be  sui- 
oide  for  the  university  to 
kick  out  more  than  half  its 
student  body,"  Mr.  William- son said. 

"I  even  have  word  that  at 
least  28  professor?  are  pre- 

CUP  wants  to  police  own  members 
CALGARY— Canadian  Uni- 

versity Press  decided  at  its 
annual  conference  last 
week  that  it  should  be  free 
to  police  the  conduct  of  its own  members. 
CUP  requested  that  the 

Canadian  Union  of  Students 
(CUS)  recognize  the  legality 
of  CUP  investigations  into 
violations  of  CUP's  Code  of Ethics  and  Charter  of  the 
Student  Press. 

CUS  and  its  student  coun- 
cil members  were  asked  to 

recognize  that  they  have  no 
right  to  discipline  an  editor 
or  interfere  with  a  member 
paper  before  CUP  investi- 

gates a  disputed  situation. The  CUP  Charter  says 
that  the  Canadian  student 
press  should  be  free  from 
pressure  by  student  govern- 

ments, university  authori- ties or  any  external  agency, 
and  that  the  student  press 
be  responsible  for  the  views 
and  opinions  it  expresses. 
An  investigation  can  be 

requested  by  a  newspaper 
involved;  by  the  student 
council;  by  any  three  other 
papers;  or  by  the  CUP  exe- cutive. 
An  investigation  is  con- 

ducted by  a  committee  com- 
posed of  the  CUP  national 

president,  an  editor  of  an- other member  paper  and  a 
member  of  the  professional 

press. An  investigating  commis- sion would  make  specific 
recommendations  to  all  par- 

ties involved  in  a  dispute 
within  two  weeks  of  being 

pared  to  conduct  classes  on 
the  lawn  in  the  event  such 

a  measure  is  taken.'' "Our  main  aim  is  tc  hold 
tuition  fees  at  their  current 
level,"  Mr.  Williamson  said. 
"If  we're  successful  we've 
succeeded  in  showing  a  new 
kind  of  student  strength: 
directed  non-violent  action. 
"We  .  .  .  will  have  an  ef- 

fect on  student  unions 
throughout  the  country." Besides  the  support  from 
other  student  councils,  Mr. 
Williamson  will  solicit  sup- 

port from  the  local  labor counoil  in  Victoria  and 
from  local  churches. 

"I  believe  there  is  a  wide- 
spread sympathy  for  hold- 

ing the  current  line  on  tui- 
tion fees,"  he  said. Miss  Brewin  said  she 

would  discuss  the  issue  with 
the  SAC  executive  tonight. 

convened.  Any  recommend- ations would  be  binding. 
Under  the  previous  CUP 

constitution,  an  investiga- 
tion could  not  be  called  by 

a  student  council,  and  the 
investigators  could  only  re- 

port the  facts  in  an  alleged violation  of  the  Charter. 
In  another  major  consti- 

tutional change,  the  Char- ter was  amended  to  read: 
"One  of  the  major  roles  of 
the  student  press  shall  be 
to  act  as  an  agent  of  social 

change." 

A  second  amendment 
read,  "that  the  Canadian 
Student  Press  should  incor- 

porate as  its  primary  pur- 
pose an  educative  function which  is  vital  to  the  deve- 

lopment of  the  student-cit- 

izen." 

This  is  our  Winter  Carnival  Queen,  Suzanne  Langford, 
a  first  year  Modern  Language  student  at  St.  Mikes.  She 
will  assist  at  all  functions  during  SAC's  Winter  Carnival 
Feb.  11-18,  and  will  represent  U  of  T  at  the  all-Canada 
Miss  Winter  Carnival  Queen  contest  to  be  held  later  in 
February  at  Waterloo  Lutheran.  Suzanne  was  selected  from 
more  than  40  other  contestants,  supposedly  on  the  basis 
of  intelligence,  charm,  and  personality.  The  Blue  and 
White  Society,  puritanical  to  the  end,  refused  to  disclose 
her  measurements  but  exhaustive  research  by  an  intrepid 
Varsity  reporter  has  revealed  that  Suzanne  is  35-23-35. Another  friendly  Varsity  service. 

U  of  T  to  lower  entrance 

requirements  next  year 

The  University  of  Toron- 
to is  lowering  its  entrance standards  starting  in  the 

fall  of  1967. 
The  new  entrance  mini- mum will  be  four  subjects, 

making  up  seven  grade  13 
credits,  two  credits  below 
what  is  currently  demanded 
for  entrance  to  U  of  T  for 
students  from  Ontario  high 
schools. 

The  most  important  other 
change  in  the  U  of  T  admis- sion  requirements  is  that 
English  is  no  longer  com- 
pulsory. 

University  science  teach- ers have  long  been  urging 
the  abolition  of  com- 

pulsory English  on  the 
grounds  that  it  would  en- 

able high  school  science  stu- dents to  take  addi  tional science  courses. 

Under  the  new  regula- tions two  grade  13  subjects, Mathematics  A  and  B, 
worth  three  credits,  will  re- 

place the  existing  Algebra, 
Geometry  and  Trigonomet- ry. 

Languages  and  Mathemat- 

ics A  will  rate  as  two  cre- 
dits. All  other  subjects  will 

count  one  credit. 
To  offset  the  reduction  in 

the  number  of  credits  re- 
quired for  admission  to 

university  an  "advanced" level  will  be  introduced  in 
addition  to  the  present 
"general"  level  in  grade  13. 
No  date  has  been  set  for 

the  introduction  of  the  "ad- vanced" level  grade  13,  but 
when  it  goes  into  operation 
U  of  T  will  accept  students 
with  two  subjects  at  the 
"general"  level  plus  two  at 
the  "advanced"  level. 

One  result  of  the  eventual 

introduction  of  the  "ad- vanced" grade  13  level 
might  be  a  drastic  shortage 
of  qualified  teachers.  It  has 
been  suggested  that  teach- 

ers for  the  "advanced"  level have  an  MA  or  at  least  an 
honors  BA. 

If  the  high  schools  cannot recruit  sufficient  qualified 
teachers,  U  of  T  may  be  for- ced to  return  to  the  present 
admission  system,  informed 
sources  said. 



CANADA 

EMPLOYMENT  INTERVIEWS 

Our  representatives  will  be  visiting  the  campus 
20th  and  21st  January 

to  interview  graduating  students  in  Arts,  Commerce  and  Business 
Administration  (Bachelor  or  Master)  who  may  be  interested  in 
marketing,  including  marketing  research,  ond  financial  and control  positions. 
We  invite  you  to  make  on  appointment  to  see  our  representative 
when  they  visit  the  compus  to  discuss  employment  opportunities 
in  Du  Pont  of  Canada.  An  appointment  con  be  mode  through 
Room  123  Mining  Building,  between  Jon.  3  and  Jan.  14.  Infor- 

mation booklets,  ond  1966  position  descriptions  ore  also  avail- 
able in  your  departmental  library. 

DU  PONT  OF  CANADA  LIMITED 
P.O.  Box  660  Personnel  Division 

Montreal,  Que. 

EXAMS  ARE  COMING ! ! 

}  withdraw  now  { 

CLASSIFIED 
EXPERIENCED  TYPIST  —  Neater  notes make  better  grades.  Experienced typing  done  of  theses,  essays,  notes, tectums  quickly,  efficiently  and  reas- onably. Phone  421-8290. 
EXPERT  TYPING  (electric  machine): 
essays,  reports,  term  papers,  theses. Fast  service.  Reasonable.  Irene  Kenyon, 
146  Bernard  Ave.,  923-4011. 
HURON  -  SPADINA  —  Large  3rd floor.  Clean,  sink,  stove,  frig,  phone, 
SI 5.00.  Suits  2.  Coll  WA.  2-2407  after 
FURNISHED   ROOM:    use  of  oarage, 
friendly  family.  Eglinfon  and  Bathurst orca.  Suitable  for  male  student.  Call RU.  2-6510. 
ROOM  AVAILABLE  In  private  home, ten  minutes  from  campus.  Furnished, facilities  for  light  cooking,  peace, quiet  ond  privacy.  All  for  just  $8.00 
weekly.  Call  WA.  2-9724. 
WAYNE,  you  rotter.  Return  Mortha Nosebleed  stopped  but  diopers  all  dirty. Give  bade  Plastic  Man  Comics  or  Lady Godiva  will  be  your  Memorial  Bosh. 

—  John 

DID  YOU  STRIKE  OUT  AT  CHRISTMAS? 
try  again  at  the 

LADY  GODIVA  MEMORIAL  BASH 
AND  HUSTLING  DANCE 

SAT..  IAN.  8 — HART  HOUSE  —  9:00  p.m.  —  3%  BANDS 
Tickets:  One  Buck  in  the  Engineering  Stores  any  time,  noon  hours  in  Sid. Smith,  New  College,  University  Library,  Buttery  (maybe),  Wymilwood  (also maybe). 

STAG  OR  DRAG 

TRANS-CANADA  PIPE  LINES  LIMITED Applications  ore  requested  from  CIVIL,  MECHANICAL  and 
ELECTRICAL  engineering  graduates  who  are  interested  in  : 

Computer  Applications 
Hydraulic  Controls 
Pipeline  and  Compressor 
Station  Design 
Communications 

Comprehensive  company  benefits.  Good  starting  salary. 
For  further  information  see  your  library  file  or  contact: 

For  interview  schedules  see  Room  123,  Mining  Building,  Jan.  3-14 Personnel  Department 

TRANS-CANADA  PIPE  LINES  LIMITED 150  Eglinton  Avenue  East 
Toronto  12,  Ontario 
Phone:  HU  7-3811 

HART  HOUSE 
FESTIVAL    the  ARTS 

JANUARY  13,  14,  15,  16 

HART  HOUSE 
GLEE  CLUB 

CONCERT  OF  ELECTRONIC  MUSIC. 

6*> 

HART 

HOUSE 
DEBATE 

LADIES  WELCOME!  1 1 
FREE  TICKETS  AND  PROGRAMMES  IN  ROTUNDA 

Hart  House,  starting  Wednesday  Noon,  Jan.  5 
Poge  2  —  THE  VARSITY,  Monday,  January  3,  1966 

Ask  student  participation 
BANFF,  Alta.  —  A  brief 

making  a  bid  for  student 
participation  in  the  deci- si  on-m  aki  ng  bod  i  es  at  the 
University  of  Alberta  (Ed- monton) was  presented  by 
Edmonton  students  to  the 
second  professional  admini- strators' seminar  held  here 
last  week. 

Richard  Price,  Students' Union  president  of  the  Uni- 
versity of  Alberta,  said  the 

brief  was  written  to  present 
student  views  to  the  pro- 

vincial government  at  a 
time  when  the  Alberta  Uni- 

versity Act  is  being  revised. 
Reasons  given  for  the  re- 

quest for  representation  on 
the  board  of  governors  are: 
•  Students  feel  the  com- 

position of  the  board  must 

be  changed  to  better  equip 
it  for  a  period  of  dynamic 
expansion.  At  present  the 
university  president  is  the 
only  university  represent- ative on  the  board. 
#  Presentation  of  the 

student  point  of  view  dur- 
ing the  decisionmaking  pro- cess could  affect  decisions 

in  a  beneficial  way. 
#  Students  would  better 

associate  themselves  with 
and  adhere  to  decisions 
which,  they  have  helped  to make. 

#  Students,  who  are  on 
the  "receiving  end"  of  uni- 

versity education,  are  welfl- 
equipped  to  decide  if  the true  functions  of  the  uni- 

versity are  being  fulfilled. 

WANTED:  EXCHANGEABLE  ECONOMISTS 
A  summer  job  in  a  foreign 

country  is  just  a  dream  for most  students.  A  summer 
job  abroad  that  pays  well 
seems  beyond  the  beyond. 
Not  so  for  students  with 

some  training  in  economics. 
The  Association  Interna- 

tionale des  Etudiants  en 
Sciences  Economiques  et 
Commeroiales  (AIESEC) 
has  an  exchange  program 
with  Western  European 
countries,  Japan  and  28 
other  free-world  countries. 
AIESEC  will  hold  a  meet- 

ing Tuesday,  Jan.  4,  in  the Staff  Lounge,  third  floor 
office  wing  of  Sidney  Smith 
Hall  at  1  p.m.  to  see  who's interested  in  being  ex- changed. 

Canadian  students  per- 
suade Canadian  companies 

to  hire  a  foreign  student  for 
the  summer  and  foreign 
AIESECers  do  the  same  in 
their  countries.  The  jobs 
are  pooled  in  March  so  each 
student  gets  his  choice 
among  42  countries. Research,  managerial 
training  and  other  white 
collar  jobs  in  England's banks,  Sweden's  car  indu- 

stry and  Switzerland's  cho- colate factories  were  among 
those  arranged  last  sum- 
mer. 
AIESEC  also  finds  hous- 

ing and  sponsors  social  ac- 
tivities for  exchange  stu- dents. 

Green  Hornets  seek  help 
The  Green  Hornets,  the 

Metropolitan  Toronto  Po- 
lice Commission's  contribu- tion to  camp  culture,  are  in need  of  more  recniits. 

Plans  called  for  80  men 
to  whiz  about  with  great 
daring  applying  parking 
tickets  to  (in  theory)  ille- 

gally parked  vehicles.  How- 
ever, to  date  less  than  50 

have  been  hired  and  the 
commission  is  desperately 
looking  for  more  men. 

University  students  under 
45  years  of  age  may  qualify 
for  a  starting  salary  of  $78 
for  a  40  hour  week. 

If  you  are  interested  in 
wearing  a  cute  uniform, 
driving  a  noisy  motorcycle 
with  poor  suspension,  and 
becoming  a  vital  clog  in  the 
machinery  of  government, 
visit  your  friendly  local  po-. lice  station. 

It  might  be  prudent  to first  remove  your  SUPA button. 

Only  three  on  council  are  teachers 
Only  three  members  of 

the  council  selecting  sites 
for  Ontario's  system  of 
community  colleges  are  pro- fessional teachers. 
The  other  eight  members 

include  three  high-level  bu- 
siness executives,  a  union 

leader,  some  civil  servants 
and  planning  officers,  and 
a  coroner  from  Northern Ontario. 

The  three  teachers  are  Dr. 

Michael  Lucyk  of  the  U  of 
T  Faculty  of  Dentistry,  Dr. 
Robert  Uffen,  Dean  of 
Science  at  Western,  and 
Gerald  Maher,  Principal  of 
Don  Mills  Collegiate. 
The  government  expects 

to  build  from  15  to  25  com- 
munity colleges  which  will 

accept  both  high  school  gra- duates and  other  students 
who  are  over  19  but  have 
not  completed  grade  12. 

E  & 
Tuesday,  1  pail. 

AIESEC  meeting  for  economics  students  interested  in working  abroad  this  summer.  Staff  lounge,  third  floor Sidney  Smith  Hall. 
Tuesday -Wednesday  2  .  5  pan. 

Drama  Club  auditions  for  "The  Balcony."  Wymilwood Music  Room. 



Elect  Lapierre  honorary  Cur  pres 

CALGARY  —  Laurier  La- 
pierre, co-host  of  the  CBC television  show  This  Hour 

Has  Seven  Days,  was  last 

LAURIER  LAPIERRE 

week  elected  honorary  pre- 
sident of  Canadian  Univer- 

sity Press  at  the  organiza- 
tion's annual  conference. 

In  nominating  Mr.  Lapier- 
re, John  Jukes,  editor  of  The 

Gazette,  (University  of  West- ern Ontario),  referred  to 
him  as  a  pioneer  who  has 
"created  a  new  and  exciting 
form  of  journalism." The  honorary  president, 
who  is  usually  a  distinguish- 

ed journalist,  acts  as  an  ad- 
visor to  the  29-member,  na- tional association  of  student 

papers. Mr.  Lapierre  is  also  pro- fessor of  history  at  McGill University. 
The  conference  also  elect- 
ed Donald  Sellar,  editor  of 

the  Gateway,  the  student 
newspaper  of  the  University 
of  Alberta  at  Edmonton,  as 

national  president  for  next 
year.  Sellar  succeeds  former 
Varsity  Features  Editor,  Jim 
Laxer,  as  CUP  president. 

DON  SELLAR 

Ubyssey,  Silhouette  win  CUP  awards 

CALGARY  —  Clark  Davey, 
managing  editor  of  the 
Globe  and  Mail,  had  better 
eat  his  words.  Last  month 
Mr.  Davey  said  the  Varsity 
was  the  second  worst  col- 

lege paper  in  the  country. 
But  a  panel  of  professional 
newspapermen  at  the  an- nual conference  of  Canadian 
University  Press  last  week 
voted  The  Varsity  second 
best  in  Canada. 
Many    people,  including 

Mr.  Davey,  probably  feel  the 
panel  should  be  given  a saliva  test. 
The  Southam  Trophy, 

awarded  to  the  best  student 
newspaper  publishing  a  t 
least  twice  a  week,  was  won 
for  the  fifth  consecutive 
year  by  The  Ubyssey,  the 
student  newspaper  of  the 
University  of  British  Colum- 

bia. The  Varsity  placed  se- 
cond. 

In  other  competitions  the 

McMaster  Silhouette  receiv- 
ed three  awards,  first  place 

for  general  excellence  among 
weekly  papers,  best  sports 
coverage  and  best  cartoons. 
The  University  of  Alberta 

at  Edmonton  paper,  The 
Gateway,  received  two  top 
awards  for  best  features  and 
best  photography. 
The  Ubyssey  also  placed 

first  in  the  editorials  com- 

petition. 

SUPA  considering  an  Ottawa  sit-in 
SASKATOON    (Staff)  — 

SUPA  is  considering  the  idea 
of  a  sit-in  about  Viet  Nam 
at  the  Parliament  Buildings 
in  Ottawa. 

Dimitri  Roussopolous  of 
Montreal,  a  member  of  the 
Student  Union  for  Peace  Ac- 

tion, told  a  meeting  here 
New  Year's  Eve  that  the  fed- 

eral council  of  SUPA  was  to 
consider  the  idea  during  its 
annual  conference  expected 
to  end  early  Tuesday- 
He  was  speaking  at  the 

last  session  of  a  five-day 
Student  Christian  Move- 

ment conference  which  end- 
ed Friday.  SUPA's  federal council  was  meeting  during 

and  after  the  conference. 
He  made  the  remarks  dur- 

ing a  meeting  in  which  SCM 
members,  SUPA  members 
and  others  were  discussing 
possible  types  of  action  con- 

cerning the  Viet  Nam  war. 
Mr.  Roussopolous  said 

that  it  would  be  the  first 
time  civil  disobedience  had 

been  attempted  at  the  Par- liament Buildings. 
According  to  a  proposal 

he  and  some  other  SUPA 
members  planned  to  present 
to  SUPA's  national  council, 
he  said,  the  civil  disobedi- 

ence action  would  be  design- 
ed to  show  that  the  Cana- 

dian government  does  not 
really  have  the  power  to  de- cide what  Canadian  policy 
on  Viet  Nam  will  be 

That  power,  he  said,  real- ly lies  in  Washington. 

SCM  has  $9,000  'conscience  crisis' SASKATOON    (Staff)  — 
Canada's  1967  Centennial 
turned  into  a  §9,000  crisis  of 
conscience  for  the  Student 
Christian  Movement  confer- 

ence here  last  week. 
The  money  —  $30  a  head 

for  each  person  present,  up 
to  a  $9,000  maximum  —  is 
a  grant  from  Canada's  Cen- tennial Commission  towards 
the  conference.  The  ques- 

tion, which  arose  when  the 
contract  from  the  commis- 

sion arrived  in  the  mail 
Thursday  night,  the  second 
last  day  of  the  five-day  con- ference, was  whether  the 
conference  fulfilled  the 
xerms  ofthe  contract. 

The  Centennial  Commis- 
sion apparently  thought  so. 

Conference  delegates  were 
riot  so  sure.  But  they  were 
pretty  sure  the  conference 
was  doing  what  it  ought  to 
do.  And  they  decided  to  let 
the  Commission  have  the 
last  word. 

The  300  or  so  young  peo- 
ple from  across  Canada  who 

attended  the  conference  dis- 
cussed such  issues  as  inter- 

national affairs,  student  so- cial action  in  Canada,  and 
the  relevance  of  Christian- 

ity in  modern  Canada  and the  modem  world. 
When  they  were  read  the 

contract    Friday  morning. 

they  discovered  that  one  of 
its  clauses  was  that  empha- 

sis be  placed  in  the  confer- ence "on  the  significance  of 
the  observance  of  the  Cen- tennial of  Confederation  in 

1967." 

Stan  Jolly,  national  presi- 
dent of  the  SCM,  told  dele- 
gates that  he,  for  one,  didn't think  he  could  in  all  con- 

science sign  the  contract. But  SCM  had  other  signing 
officers  who  could.  After 
several  hours  of  discussion, 
delegates  generally  agreed that  they  had  been  doing  the 
sort  of  thing  for  which  the Centennial  Com  mission 
ought  to  be  giving  money. 

CAR 

RALLY 

WUS  WINTER  WEEKEND 
Applications  at  S.A.C.  Office  and  I. S  C.  (45  Willcocks  St.) 

Deadline  —  Tomorrow  Noon 

MEETING  FOR  APPLICANTS:  THURSDAY,  5:00  P.M. 
DEBATES  ROOM,  HART  HOUSE 

GDLE5 

YONGE 

BELOW 
BLOOR 

BIG  REDUCTIONS 

IN  REFERENCE 

BOOKS 
All  year  round  COLES  reference  boo*  department  is  loaded  v 
gains!  Drop  in!  You  moy  find  the  book  you're  looking  for  , ore  a  few  examples  of  titles  in  stock  right  now. 
GENETICS  -  In i  H.  Herskowitz.  Pub   at  10.00 

MODERN  AIRMANSHIP  -  Neit  D.  Von  Sickle. Pub.  at  9.75   
JUVENILE  DELINQUENCY  IN  MODERN  SOCIETY 
N.  H.  Neumcyer.  Pub.  at  5.00   TEXTBOOK  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY 2nd  Ed,  A.  Dovson.  Pub.  at  14.50  
FIRST  PRINCIPLES  OF  CHEMISTRY 
M.    D.   Taylor.    Pub.    at  7.50   CLINICAL  PATHOLOGY  ■  Wells.  Pub.  at  S.50 
TREATMENT  OF  HEART  DISEASE Gross,  Jezer.  Pub.  at  13.00   .  . 
GOVERNMENT  REGULATION  OF  INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS  -  Taylor.  Pub.  at  5.00   
DESIGN  OF  MODERN  STEEL  STRUCTURE Grintcr.   Pub.  at  6.95   
TYRANNY  OF  TIME-INTRODUCTION  TO ATOMIC  ENERGY,  Pub.  at  3.00   
DISORDER  OF  THE  BLOOD  -  8th  ED. 
L.E.H.  Whitby  S.CJ.C.  Brirton.  Pub.  at  10.00 PRINCIPLES  OF  NUCLEAR  REACTOR  ENGINEERING 
S.  Glosstono,  Pub.  at  7.95 
BASIC  PROBLEMS  OF  PHILOSOPHY  -  Bronstein, Krlkorian  &  Weiner.  Pub.  at  8.2S   
MODERN  ENGLISH  HANDBOOK  -  2nd  Ed. Gorrcll  &  Laird.  Pub.  at  4.95   
TODAY'S   ISMS  -  Ebcwtein   
COLLEGE  OMNIBUS  -  6th  Ed.  Pub.  at  6.95 
COLLEGE  ENGLISH  THE  FIRST  YEAR  -  Rev.  Ed. Wise,  Congloton,  Morris,  Hodges.  Pub.  at  7  50 
GUIDING  LANGUAGE  LEARNING  - Dawson  &  Zollinger.  Pub,  at  6.95  
ZOOLOGY  -  2nd  Ed.  Winchester  and  Lowell. Pub.  at  6.25   
PHY5ICAL  METALLURGY  FOR  ENGINEERS Clark  &  Vanity.  Pub.  at  6.50  
APPLIED  MECHANICS  STATICS Housner  &  Hudson.  Pub.  at  5.00   
PHYSICAL  MECHANICS  -  2nd  Ed. Lindsay.   Pub.  at  5,00   
ECONOMICS  -  Knight  &  Hines.  Pub.  at  5.50  .... 
THE  URBAN  PATTERN CITY  PLANNING  AND  DESIGN.  Pub.  at  12.00.. 
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SOUTH  OF  BLOOR 

$6,000  BURSARIES 
A  number  of  scholarships,  each  of  $6,000.00 

per  annum,  are  available  to  suitable  graduates  in 
any  branch  of  engineering  or  applied  science  who 
are  interested  in  a  career  in  the  Mining  Industry. 

These  ore  McGill  University  scholarships  in  an 

advanced  course  leading  to  a  master's  degree  in  min- 
ing engineering.  Representatives  from  the  Industry 

will  be  on  campus  on  January  22nd.  Interviews  moy 
be  arranged  through  Room  123  in  the  Mining  Build- ing, from  January  3rd  to  January  14th. 
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freedom  and  responsibility),        Jfo  vacillating  SAC The  annual  conference  of  Canadian  University  Press 
is  usually  an  occasion  for  the  mouthing  of  mony  platitudes 
about  the  freedom  of  the  press  and  the  consumption  of much  alcohol 

The  mood  of  this  year's  conference,  held  in  Calgary from  Dec.  27  to  Dec.  30,  was  for  some  reason  very  dif- 
ferent. The  assembled  delegates  took  an  unprecedented 

step  and  made  a  unilateral  declaration  of  independence. 
Representatives  of  more  than  30  college  newspapers 

agreed  to  revise  their  constitution  and  establish  machinery 
to  protect  themselves  from  outside  interference. 

The  new  investigation  commission  constituted  by  the 
28th  annual  CUP  conference  will  no  longer  be  an  inef- 

fectual body  whose  recommendations  can  be  ignored  by student  governments  and  university  administrations,  but  j 
a  group  with  the  power  to  make  recommendations  binding on  all  parties  involved. 

It  would  be  foolish  to  expect  that  student  councils 
across  Canada  will  immediately  accept  the  actions  of CUP.  But  the  climate  for  acceptance  is  likely  to  be  much more  favorable  than  it  might  have  been. 

CUP  hos  not  only  moved  to  protect  itself  from  outside 
interference.  It  has  at  long  last  also  accepted  the  fact that  it  must  keep  its  own  house  in  order,  and  must  take 
action  ogainst  those  member  papers  who  refuse  to  abide  | by  the  standards  of  the  organization. 

The  new  investigation  machinery  is  not  simply  de signed   to   protect   editors   from   supersensitive   student  | councils  and  university  administrations.  It  is  also  designed to  protect  councils,  administrations,  and  university  stu- dents across  Canada  from  inept  or  irresponsible  editors. 
Despite  this  declaration  of  responsibility  and  inde- 

pendence, student  councils  in  this  country  will  probably have  a  difficult  time  accepting  the  fact  that  newspapers should  be  judged  by  journalistic  standards  rather  than political  ones.  This  will  be  particularly  true  at  smal universities,  where  councils  have  little  else  to  do  besides quarrel  with  their  local  paper. 
But  if  CUP  members  stick  to  the  principles  laid down  at  the  28th  National  Conference,  and  exercise  the responsibility  they  have  accepted,  student  councils  will eventually  recognize  the  value  of  their  stand. 
It  is  the  only  way  in  which  the  student  press  of  this country  can  be  improved. 
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By  ERNIE  LIGHTMAN 
The  author  of  this  article 

is  a  third-year  student  at  Uni- 
versity College  and  a  mem- 

ber of  the  Students  Admini- 
strative Council.  The  opin- 

ions he  expresses  are  not 
necessarily  those  of  The Varsity. 

The  SAC  has  once  again 
shown  itself  unable  and  un- 

willing to  come  to  grips 
with  an  issue  of  major  sig- 

nificance. The  occasion,  this 
time,  was  council's  vacilla- tion on  a  motion,  intro- 

duced by  Joy  Satok  and  my- 
self, to  "endorse  and  sup- 
port" the  UC  Lit's  proposed 

leoture  series  on  birth  con- 
trol and  the  so-called  new 

morality  of  the  1960's. In  spite  of  the  clearly 
educational  purpose  of  the 
project,  and  virtually  unan- 

comment 

imous  support  from  Coun- 
cil members,  SAC  did  not 

pass  this  motion;  but,  then 
again,  they  did  not  reject  it 
either.  As  a  matter  of  fact, 
they  were  afraid  to  make 
any  decision  whatsoever,  so 
they  voted  to  table  the  mo- tion. 

I  am  not  really  concerned 
that  SAC  declined  to  back 
the  Lit  in  this  particular 
endeavour.  What  bothers 
me  is  the  reasoning,  or  lack 
thereof,  behind  Council's fear  to  take  a  stand.  For 
this  is  not  the  first  time  a 
red  herring  has  been  drag- 

ged across  the  path  the  mo- 
ment SAC  considers  raising 

itself  above  the  level  of  the 
totally  mundane. 
What  causes  this  innate 

paralysis  to  set  in  the  mo- 
ment the  slightest  tinge  of 

controversy  colours  an  is- 
suee  There  is  a  provision  in 
the  SAC  Constitution  that 
members  shall  "report  the 
views  of  the  (local)  govern- 

ment to  the  council  (SAC) 
fundamental  moral  is- 

sues of  national  or  interna- 
tional importance". This  provision  was  clear- 

ly intended  to  encourage 
communication    and  inter- 

change of  ideas  between 
the  two  levels  of  student 
government.  A  SAC  rep  has 
the  responsibility  to  keep 
his  local  council  informed 
of  what  SAC  has  done,  is 
doing,  and  contemplates 
doing.  There  can  be  no  dis- 

puting this  contention. However,  a  small  clique 
on  SAC  have  taken  it  upon 
themselves  to  read  into  this 
provision  a  meaning  which 
enables  them  to  effectively 
oppose  and  obstruct  any 
and  all  imaginative  leader- 

ship by  council.  They  main- tain that  before  discussing 
anything  from  endorsation 
of  the  Teach-in  to  a  lecture 
series  on  birth  control,  we 
must  stop  discussion  to  en- able them  to  run  back  to 
their  local  councils  for  in- 

structions. They  have  found 
their  "property  and  civil 
rights"  clause,  and  have 
thereby  attempted  to  basic- ally alter  the  form  of  gov- ernment. 
The  SAC  Cons  t  i  t  u  t  io  n 

makes  it  clear  that  we  have 
a  representative  form  of 
government.  Why  these  peo- 

ple believe  that  a  local 
council  is  any  more  repre- sentative of  the  college  or 
school  than  is  a  SAC  rep. 
when  both  are  directly 
elected  by  the  students,  is 
totally  beyond  my  compre- hension. 
Members  of  SAC  are  not 

elected  to  a  Jacksonian  de- 
mocracy in  which  every  is- 

sue must  be  immediately 
decided  by  that  abstraction 
known  as  "the  People";  we are  expected  to  exercise  our 
own  initiative  a  nd  d  iscre- 
tion  on  specific  issues.  The 
people  who  vote  for  us  pre- sumably know  our  opinions 
and  our  stand  on  various 
questions;  if  they  do  not, 
well,  apathy  is  an  old  story 
on  this  campus.  And  if  the 
members  of  SAC  are  not  re- 

presentative of  the  electors, 
then  it  is  we  who  are  at fault. 

The  importance  of  com- munication with  the  college or  school  does  not,  by  any 
stretch  of  the  imagination, 
suggest  that  we  are  mere 
messenger-boys  who  must 
run  back  to  the  local  coun- 

cil before  taking  a  stand  on 
anything.  I  seem  to  recall that  the  text  books  tell  us 
the  United  States  tried  a 
delegate  form  of  govern- ment after  1776.  But  they 
found  it  unworkable  and 
scrapped  it  in  favour  of  a more  mature  arrangement. The  obvious  analogy  is  that 
SAC  cannot  possibly  func- 

tion effectively  as  long  as 
a  few  members  succeed  in 
imposing  an  absurdly  out- dated and  non-constitution- 

al messenger-boy  structure 
upon  us. Just  consider  for  one  mor 
ment  the  most  recent  case 
in  which  this  constitutional 
bogey  reared  its  ugly  head. SAC  was  not  asked  to  back 
the  Lit  as  a  mere  formality. 
Rather,  endorsation  would 
have  shown  that  SAC-Iocal 
council  cooperation  is  not 
a  meaningless  platitude  nor 

comment 

a  tool  to  kill  independent 
thought  on  any  front,  but  is 
in  fact  a  viable  practicality. 
SAC  was  not  asked  to 

give  the  Lit  money;  SAC was  not  requested  to  give 
blanket  endorsation  of  any 
future  action.  SAC  was  ask- 

ed to  approve  of  and  aid  a lecture  series.  By  admitting 
phoney,  extraneous  issues, Council  has  once  again 
shown  itself  so  obsessed 
with  protecting  SAC's  "good name",  and  so  little  con- 

cerned with  providing  the 
imaginative  leadership  the 
students  of  this  university 
have  a  right  to  expect,  that SAC  will  soon  have  no  good 
name  left  to  worry  about. 

In  the  light  of  this  clear lack  of  backbone  by  SAC, 
the  UC  Lit  would  be  more 
than  justified  in  rejecting 
outright  any  motion  of  sup- 

port. It  is  in  order  to  save 
SAC  the  embarrassment  of 
having  what  in  January  will 
be  a  meaningless  gesture  of 
approval  flung  back  in  its 
face,  that  I  intend  to  with- 

draw my  motion  complete- 
ly. The  UC  Lit  can  very  well 

run  its  own  program  with- 
out SAC's  tentative  half- hearted endorsation. 

letter  to  the  editor 

:old. 
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says  BFC  are  bunglers 

We  knew  it  all  along  but  now  it  is  as 
plain  as  day.  The  much-vaunted,  publicity- seeking,  self-important,  fatuous  asses  who call  themselves  members  of  the  Brute  Force Committee  are,  in  fact,  bunglers. 

Let  the  record  speak  for  itself: 
•  on  Thursday,  Dec.  3,  about  150  meds- mcn  marched  to  the  Electrical  Engineerin™ uilding,  cleanly  garbed  in  lab  coats  and 

armed  with  nothing  but  "Florient."  They asked  to  be  allowed  to  peacefully  present r  well-thought-out  "Spray  in"  o  f  t  h  e building.  The  engineers  refused,  and  what resulted  was  a  mass  of  water-bombs,  fire- 
hoses, broken  glass,  cuts,  abrasions'  con- tusions, and  three  inches  of  water  on  the flour  — all  compliments  of  those  extraor- dinary men  of  good  will,  the  Brute  Force Committee. 

•  on  Friday,  Dec.  11,  in  frank  imitative retaliation,  the  Brute  Force  Committee  led march  on  the  Medical  Building.  Using 

their  Neanderthalian  intelligence  to  its  best advantage,  the  Lady  Godiva.  Memorial  Band 
played  "Charge"  and  300  Engineers  stormed the  building.  Much  to  their  surprise  they found  the  doors  wide  open  and  no  resistance whatsoever.  But  this  didn't  bother  these geniuses.  As  they  entered  the  Duncan  Room (the  medical  students'  cafeteria)  they  rip- ped down  signs,  overthrew  ashtrays  broke tables  and  chairs,  threw  sulphuric  acid  on  the floor,  and  sprayed  some  innocent  bystanders .with  a  carbon  dioxide  fire-extinguisher  As an  afterthought,  they  covered  the  ravaged Duncan  Room  with  flour. 

Very,  very  clever  and  so  terribly  origi- nal! They  proved  the  point  of  the  new-found Engineering  philosophy,  "Smash.,  don't 

think." 

What  has  happened  to  the  Engineering image?  What  has  happened  to  their  well- planned,  cleverly-conceived  stunts?  What has  happened  to  the  Engineering  mind?  The Engineering  ingenuity  and  originality  seem to  have  degenerated  indeed,  when  all  the Engineers  can  do  is  cause  a  minor  pur- poseless riot. 
Allan  Gordon  (IV  Meds) 



USNSA  most  powerful  student  organization 
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The  United  States  Nation- 
al Student  Association  is 

top-dog  among  the  student unions  of  the  Western world. 
Its  power  in  the  Amer- 

ican-financed International Student  Conference  is  com 
parable  to  that  of  the  U.S 
government  in  NATO. 
Though  its  actions  are  lit- 
tle known  in  Canada,  its  ex 

ternal  policies  can  be  of 
considerable  importance, 
especially  in  the  developing 
countries  where  student  po- 

litics are  often  of  immedi- 
ate national  significance. 

The  513,000  a  year  inter- 
national programme  of  the 

Canadian  Union  of  Stu, 
dents,  also  little  known  in 
Canada,  comes  face  to  face 
with  the  external  policy  of the  American  union  at  many 
points. 
NSA,  as  it  is  called,  con- 

centrates its  energies  on  in- 
ternational affairs,  raising 

the  bulk  of  its  annual  bud- 
get of  several  hundred  thou- 

sand dollars  from  American 
foundations  and  even  from 
the  American  government. 
It  collects  only  $20,000  from 
its  287  member  schools  each 
year. 
The  association  recently 

moved  its  headquarters 
from  Philadelphia  to  Wa- 

shington. A  Washington 
Post  article  quotes  NSA 
President  Phil  Sherburne 
as  saying  the  move  was 
made  to  bring  the  organiza- 

tion closer  to  the  Office  of 
Economic  Opportunity,  the 
Peace  Corps  and  Ihe  State 
Department. 

The  Post  points  out  that 
a  benefactor — NSA  woD't 
say  who — has  paid  the  asso- 

ciation's rent  for  the  next  15 
years  and  has  put  up  $20,000 
to  furnish  the  new  Washing- ton offices. 
NSA  works  closely  with 

the  State  Department,  says 
Mr.  Sherburne,  to  contact 
foreign  student  leaders  and 
bring  them  for  tours  of  the 
U.S.  He  explains  that  it  is 
often  easier  for  his  associa- 

tion to  establish  relations 
with  foreign  students  than 
for  the  local  U.S.  embassy. 
NSA,  since  its  foundation, 

has  emphasized  internation- 
al affairs  almost  to  the  ex- 

clusion of  everything  else. 
Each  year  the  organization 
holds  an  International  Stu- 

dent Relations  Seminar  that 
brings  together  student 
leaders  from  all  parts  of 
the  U.S.  for  a  nine  week 
cram  course  on  the  world 
student  scene. 
The  main  external  forum 

for  NSA  is  the  International 
Student  Conference.  The 
ISC,  with  its  headquarters 
in  Leiden,  Holland,  receives 
most  of  its  funds  from  the 
Foundation  for  Youth  and 
Student  Affairs  of  New 
York,  also  a  supporter  of NSA. 
NSA  has  always  domin- 

ated the  ISC  since  its  found- 
ation in  1950,  both  through 

its  own  resources,  which 
are  enormous  relative  to 
those  of  other  national 
unions  of  students,  and 
through  its  influence  with 
American  foundations. 

The  ISC,  of  which  the  Ca- 
nadian Union  of  Students  is 

a  member,  struggles  for  su- 
premacy against  its  rival, 

the  East  European  domin- 
ated International  Union  of 

Students.  The  ISC  and  the 
IUS   with   their  respective 

Washington  and  Moscow 
lines  seek  to  gain  the  adher- 

ence of  student  unions  in 
the  developing  world. 

In  recent  years  NSA  has 
moved  to  make  its  leading 
role  in  the  ISC  more  overt. 
When  NSA  was  campaign- 

ing last  summer  to  have  its 
past  president  Ed  Garvey 
elected  secretary-general  of 
the  ISC.  a  conflict  arose 
with  the  CUS  representa- 

tive n  the  United  States. 
Bob  Rabinovitch,  a  gra- 

duate of  McGill  University 
and  a  post-graduate  student 
in  Philadelphia,  doubled  as 
CUS  ambassador  to  NSA last  year. 
As  the  guest  of  NSA  at  a 

dinner  with  two  representa- 
tives of  New  Zealand's  stu- dent union,  Mr.  Rabinovitch 

was  asked  which  candidate 
CUS  supported  for  ISC  se- 

cretary-general. When  he  re- 
plied that  the  Canadian 

union  favored  Mr.  Garvey's opponent  from  India,  his 
hosts  considered  this  a  di- 

rect rebuff.  Mr.  Rabinovitch 
learned  that  his  action  had 
earned  him  the  label  "child- 

ishly anti-American"  in  the U.S.  student  world. 
Now  persona  non  grata 

in  Washington  student  cir- 
cles, Mr.  Rabinovitch  ex- 

plains the  incident  as  fol- lows: 
"I  think  NSA  acted  out 

of  shock  and  anger  that  the 
'Canadian  lackeys'  talked out  of  turn,  and  when  they 
did  talk  they  chose  not  to 
support  the  big  brother's 

line." 

To  no  one's  surprise,  Mr. Garvey  was  successful  in 
his  bid  for  the  top  ISC  post. Past  executives  of  NSA  also 
enjoy    several    other  posi- 

tions in  the  higher  echelons 
of  the  ISC,  including  the editorship  of  the  interna- 

tional body's  magazine  The Student. 
Partially  as  a  result  of such  developments,  many 

delegates  to  the  recent  CUS congress  were  concerned that  American  control  was insurmountable  within  the ISC  and  that  the  body  could never  attain  the  stature  of 
a  true  international  forum. The  Canadian  union  was mandated  to  study  the  via- 

bility of  the  ISC  and  to  re- consider its  membership  in 
the  organization. While  the  power  of  NSA 
internationally  is  not  quest- ioned, there  appears  to  be curiously  little  effort  to 
acquaint  American  students with  its  policies. "Internationally  NSA 
does  not  represent  its 
schools  at  all,"  says  Mr.  Ra- binovitch,  currently  a  CUS consultant  on  education  po- 
licy. 

He  claims  that  last  March 
Norman  Uphoff,  the  inter- 

national affairs  vice-presi- dent of  NSA  addressed  a seminar  of  the  General 
Union   of  Palestinian  Stu- 

dents,  an  Arab  exile  group with  headquarters  in  Cairo. Mr.  Rabinovitch,  who  later read  the  speech,  says  Mr. 
Uphoff's  remarks  were  "de- signed to  impress  the 

hosts." 

"To  the  best  of  my  knowl- 
edge the  speech,  was  never 

released  to  NSA  members," he  maintains.  He  speculates that  NSA  feared  the  loss  of several  member  schools  had 
the  speech  been  published. In  May.  when  Mr.  Uphoff was  a  guest  of  CUS  at  the union's  Seminar  of  Interna- tional Student  Affairs  in  . 

Montreal,  he  told  his  Cana-' 
dian  audience  in  answer  to 
a  question  that  copies  of the  speech  would  not  be made  available. 
Other  international  ob- 

servers have  made  the  same 
observation,  that  NSA  faces 
the  world  but  rarely  looks 
at  its  own  students. DennU  Altman,  a  past  ex- 

ecutive of  the  National 
Union  of  Australian  Univer- 

sity Students,  maintains  that NSA  does  not  relate  closely 
to  its  own  campuses.  An  ob- server at  the  recent  con- 
gres  of  the  Union  Generate (See  "usnsa",  page  7) 

engineers  throw  party  tor  Settlement  kids 

Carl  Brewer  (right)  presently 
a  student  ot  U  of  T,  signs 
hockey  sticks  for  Settlement 
children  attending  the  En- 

gineering Society  party,  held 
Dec.  18.  Thirty-five  children 
were  given  lunch  at  New 
College  and  later  had  an 
afternoon  of  sports  ot  Hart 
House.  The  small  boy  (left) 
seems  to  fancy  himself  as  o 
budding  Tarzan. 

— photos  by  R.  WEIR 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Sam fought  by  McGill,  Yale  ond Cornell  Universities —  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 

Every  Man.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 
or  arronged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  ! 

to  be  sure  of  o  soot 
Career  Development  Institute 13)  Bloor  St.  W.,  Toronfo 

"The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

I-T-E  CIRCUIT  BREAKER  (CANADA)  LIMITED 
OFFER  CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES  IN 

MARKETING 

ENGINEERING 

To  1966  graduates  in  Electrical  Engineering.  Bro- 
chures describing  career  openings  ore  available  from 

your  University  Placement  Officer. 
Our  representatives  will  visit  your  compus  for  inter- 

views on  Thursday,  January  20,  1966  or,  if  you 
prefer,  you  can  contact: 

MR.  JOHNC.  BENNET 
l-T-E  Circuit  Breaker  (Canada)  Limited 2401  Dixie  Road 
Port  Credit,  Ontario. 
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APPLICATIONS 
for  the  position  of 

of  T  RADIO  DIRECTOR 
for  second  term 

will  be  occepted  at  the  SAC  office 
until  5  p.m.  Friday  

CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES 
for 

ENGINEERS 
in 

PULP  and  PAPER 
If  you  ore  looking  for  a  chance  to  grow  you  will  find 
plenty  of  opportunity  in  this  steadily  expanding 
leader  among  Canadian  industries,  which  stands  first 
in  employment,  first  in  capital  invested  and  first  in 
value  of  production. 

KIMBERLY-CLARK  OF  CANADA  LIMITED 
and  associated  companies 

Kimberly-Clark  Pulp  ami  Paper  Company  Limited 

Spruce  Falls  Power  and  Paper  Company  Limited 
manufacturers  of  newsprint,  high-grade  pulps,  ond  a 
host  of  leading  consumer  products  including  the  well- 
known  Kleenex  lines,  invite  you  to  examine  their 
brochures  which  ore  available  at  your  Placement 
Office. 

1966  OPENINGS 
Permanent  and  Summer  Employment for 

Chemical,  Mechanical,  Industrial  Engineers 
Compony  representatives  will  be  interviewing  ot  your 

University  on 

JANUARY  20,  25  and  26,  1966 

Representatives  of 
THE 

INTERNATIONAL  NICKEL  COMPANY 
OF  CANADA  LIMITED 

Will  visit  the  university  to  discuss  career  opportunities 
with  graduating  and  post  graduate  students  in 

ENGINEERING 

•  MINING 
•  METALLURGICAL 
•  CHEMICAL 
•  ELECTRICAL 
•  MECHANICAL 
•  CIVIL 

°"d  CHEMISTRY 

On  January  20,  21  and  22 

GEOLOGY  AND  GEOPHYSICS 
On  January  20 

We  invite  you  to  arrange  an  interview  through  the  scheduling 
room  designated  on  your  departmental  notice  board. 

INTERNATIONAL  NICKEL  COMPANY 
OF  CANADA  LIMITED 

COPPER  CLIFF,  ONTARIO 

York  plans  political  agitation  centre 

York  University  plans  to 
turn  its  Glendon  College 
into  a  "centre  of  political 
discussion,  controversy  anil 
agitation"  by  1969,  accord- 

ing to  the  College's  new principal,  Escott  Rc:d. 
A  former  diplomat,  Prof. 

Reid  is  expected  to  announ- 
ce soon  the  College's  spe- cialized program  in  public affairs  for  future  Canadian 

diplomats. 
The  enrolment  of  the  col- 

lege will  be  limited  to  1,000 
with  a  10-to-l  student-teach- 

er ratio,  and  aimed  at  ad- 

mitting only  those  students' planning  four-year  honor courses. 
All  students  will  be  re- 

quired to  live  in  residence. 
The  college  will  concen- trate on  the  social  sciences, 

with  a  two-pronged  em- 
phasis on  literature  and language. 

Familiarity  with  written 
and  spoken  French,  will  be 
compulsory.  Glendon's  goal is  to  have  French-Canadians 
make  up  a  fifth  of  its  stu- 

dents and  faculty.  The  col- 
lege  will    recruit  French- 

speaking  staff  and  students 
from  all  parts  of  the  coun- 

try and  from  France.  An  ex- 
change system  will  be  work- ed out  with  French-langua- 

ge universities  in  Quebec  to 
trade  teachers  and  students 
for  one  -  or  two-year  per- 
iods. 

Students  will  be  drilled 
in  the  skills  and  apprecia- 

tion of  English  and  encou- 
raged to  write  plays,  fic- 

tion, poetry  and  essays  for 
publication. 
Most  instruction  will  be 

through  seminars  and  tutor- ials. The  residences  will 
also  provide  space  for  25 men  and  women  in  their 
20s — classified  as  junior 
fellows— w  hose  interests 
and  study  fields  are  outside 
the  College's  curriculum  but who  are  considered  capable 
of  communica  t  ing  their 
ideas  to  undergraduates  in 
seminars  and  informal 
meetings. 
The  administration  also 

plans  to  invite  politicians 
and  senior  government  ad- 

ministrators to  live  in  resi- 
dence for  periods  ranging 

from  a  weekend  to  a  year. 

Initially,  Glendon  will  of- fer a  three-year  general  arts 
degree,  but  the  college 
hopes  to  screen  out  all  but honors  students  as  soon  as 

possible. Students  will  take  five 
courses  a  year — English, French  and  three  courses  in 
the  social  sciences  and  hu- manities in  the  first  year. 
Third-year  students  will 

have  no  exams,  but  will  be 
required  to  take  three  or 
four  major  courses  in  one 
of  the  college's  several  de- partments— economics,  po- 

litical science,  history,  so- 
ciology, philosophy,  French 

and  English. 
Fourtbryear  students  widi 

take  seminars  in  either  Ca- nadian economic  and  social 
development  or  Canadian 

government. 
The  philosophy  and  socio- 

logy courses  offered  will  be 
politically  oriented  with studies  of  social,  economic, 
and  political  decisions  and 
examination  of  political 
elites  and  behavior. 

Come  for  an  interview  with  the  fastest  growing 

company  in  its  industry 

There  are  Opportunities  at 

MASSEY - FERGUSON 

a  large  farm  implement  manufacturer,  in 

ENGINEERING: 

Bachelor's  degree  in  Mechanical  or  Agricultural  Engineering 
—  positions  located  in  Toronto  and  Brantford. 

FINANCE: 

Master's  degree  in  Business  Administration — positions  located in  Toronto. 

Our  management  representatives  will  be  at  the  campus  on 

January  20,  21  and  24.  For  an  information  package  and  an 

interview  time,  check  with  Career  and  Placement  Services. 
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^  CYC  struggle  for  self-rule  continues 
By  HARVEY  SHEPHERD 
SASKATOON  -  The  strug- 

gle continues  to  have  the 
Company  of  Young  Canadi- 

ans under  the  control  of  the 
volunteers  who  work  for  it. 

Jack  Snell  of  Toronto,  re- 
cently hired  by  the  Canadi- 

an government  body  to  su- 
pervise projects  in  Ontario, 

told  delegates  to  a  Stu- 
dent Christian  Movement 

conference  here  last  week 
that  he  still  considers  this 
kind  of  control  of  the  Com- 

pany possible. 
The  fact  that  an  advisory 

committee  recently  recom- 
mended that  the  Company's directors  be  appointed  by 

the  government  does  not 
mean  the  battle  is  lost,  he 
said.  But  a  vigorous  cam- 

paign of  pressure  from  out- 
side will  be  required. 

Stuart  Goodings,  of  Otta- 
wa, acting  secretary  of  the 

Company's  organizing  com- mittee, said  he  expects  to 
have  workers  in  the  field  in 1966. 
He  said  the  Company  has 

been  getting  criticism  from 
two  directions    Some  gov- 

ernment figures  expected  it 
to  stir  up  trouble,  while 
some  members  of  the  rad 
ical  left  expected  it  to  be 
come  a  group  of  "govern 
ment  lackeys." He  said  he  hoped  the  Com- 

pany could  make  radical  and 
significant  social  change 
without  "falling  into  the 
hands  of  people  who  would 
wish  to  make  it  an  ideolog 
ical  instrument." He  hoped  two  thirds  to 
three  quarters  of  the  Com- 

pany's directors  would  be elected  by  volunteers. 

^  Committee  wants  crown  corporation  status 
By  GLORIA  WANDRESS 
The  Company  of  Young Canadians,  Prime  Minister 

Pearson's  embryo  of  April, 1965,  wants  to  become  a  full 
baby  with  crown  corpora- tion status. 
The  organizing  committee 

headed  by  Dr.  J.  F.  Leddy, 
president  of  the  University 
of  Windsor,  gave  its  report to  the  Prime  Minister  Nov- 

ember 15.  Mr.  Pearson,  how- 
ever, waited  out  the  conven- 

tional nine  month  before  al- 
lowing the  CYC  to  utter  its first  wail. 

The  35-page  report  was released  December  23. 
The  report  suggested that: 
— salaries  for  volunteers 

be  high  enough  to  attract 
people  without  an  independ- ent income; 

—volunteers  be  chosen 
for  their  ability  to  serve; 
— volunteers  include  old- 

er and  retired  Canadians  as 
well  as  people  under  30; 
— membership  not  be  re- 

stricted to  university  grad- uates; 

— volunteers  must  not  be 
timid  in  situations  where 
they  are  misunderstood  or 
opposed. Discussing  structure  and 
aims  Dr.  Leddy's  report  re- commended that: 

— nthe  CYC  be  governed  by 
a  chairman,  a  vice  chair- 

man, and  a  19-mcmber council  appointed  by  the Cabinet; 

—young  adults  should 
make  up  most  of  this  coun- 
cil; 

—the  CYC  respect  region- volunteer  organizations  with 

U  of  T  to  hold  two  arts  festivals 

men  or  money  and  not  con- flict with  them; 
— the  CYC  also  cooperate 

with  departments  of  the 
federal  and  provincial  gov- ernments as  well  as  with the  agencies; 
— th  CYC  respect  region 

al,  cultural  and  geographic distinctions  of  Canada. 
A  Globe  and  Mail  editor- 

ial followed  the  release  of 
Dr.  Leddy's  report.  It  said the  report  made  no  definite 
recommendations,  was  va- 

gue, and  still  did  not  ex- 
plain what  the  CYC  was 

going  to  be  or  what  it  was 
going  to  do. The  Company  of  Young 
Canadians  was  suggested  in 
last  year's  Throne  Speech  as a  training  organization  for 
volunteers  who  could  be 
placed  with  existing  volun- 

tary agencies  which  need 
more  personnel  but  haven't the  money  to  hire  them. 

The  University  of  Toronto 
has  never  had  an  arts  fest- 

ival. This  year  it  will  be 
having  two. 

Hart  House  is  planning  a 
four-day  festival  of  concerts, 
exhibitions,  film  showings 
and  art  discussions  to  be- 

gin next  Thursday,  Jan.  13. 
An  arts  festival  planned 

by  the  University  College 
Literary  and  Athletic  Soci- 

ety will  take  place  the  fol- 
lowing weekend.  Gail  Dex- 

ter (II  UC)  organizer  of  the 
UC  festival,  said  it  will  at- 

tempt to  show  that  the  tra- 
ditional division  between 

high  and  low  culture  no 
longer  exists. 

She  described  the  UC  fes- 
tival as  "a  real  orgy." The  Hart  House  concerts 

will  include  electronic  mu- 
sic, Malka  and  Joso,  the 

Hart  House  Glee  Club,  the 
Toronto  Chamber  Orchestra, 
a  Mixed  Media  Concert  di- 

rected by  Udo  Kasemets, 
and  a  jazz  concert  by 
George  Anonymous  and  the 
Unknowns.  There  will  be  ex- 

hibitions of  magic  realism 
paintings  by  Alex  Colville, 
a  discussion  between  Col- 

ville and  Robert  Fulford,  a 
music  workshop,  showing  of 
Norman  McLaren  films,  and 
an  opening  debate.  Women 
will  be  admitted  to  most  of 
the  events  and  tickets  will 
be  free. 
The  UC  festival  will  fea- 

ture supermarket  decor,  fa- 
shion shows,  a-go-go  danc- 

ers, Batman  films,  electron- 
ic music  and  such  speakers 

as  Robert  Fulford  and  Mar- 
shall McLuhan.  Tickets  are 

$1  each,  two  for  $1.65. 

— pholo  by  JOE  WEINSTOCK 
JOANNA  GUBBINS,  a  first- 
year  general  science  stu- dent, has  been  chosen  Miss 
UC. 

USNSA  (continued) 
des  Etudiants  du  Quebec, 
Altaian  is  now  a  student  at 
Cornell  University.  "Most American  students  are  not 
sure  if  tfceir  school  is  in 
NSA  or  not.  Nobody  in 
America  has  heard  of  NSA," Mr.  Alt  man  says. 
The  Chilean  student  fed- 

eration in  an  open  letter 
also  seized  on  the  claim  thai 
NSA  is  out  of  touch  with 
American  students  when  it 
refused  an  invitation  to  at- 

tend the  American  union's congress  last  summer.  The 
Chilean  statement  outlines 

the  historical  phases  of 
United  States  relations  with 
Latin  America.  It  maintains 
that  President  Johnson's  in- tervention in  the  Dominican 
republic  marks  a  return  to 
the  "big  stick"  policy  of earlier  days. 
The  statement  notes  with 

satisfaction  that  NSA  has 
condemned  U.S.  Dominican 
policy,  but  continues: 

"We  doubt  that  the  Amer- ican student  movement  has 
a  true  awareness  of  these 
problems  at  the  grassroots 

level." 

NSA  has  lost  the  adher- 
ence of  over  50  schools  in 

the  last  two  years,  and  of- 
ficially represents  just  over 

one  million  of  the  country's five  million  students. 
Whatever  the  strength  of 

the  American  union,  as  long 
as  CUS  continues  to  invest 
some  $13,000  annually  in 
the  international  student 
game,  NSA  will  remain  an 
important  factor  in  the  Ca- 

nadian union's  external  po- 
licy. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 
ICE  HOCKEY  SCHEDULE 

Frf.  Jan.  7  8-  9  a.m.  —  Nursing  .  Innis  -  Orviss,  HodqeS 

Department  of  Athletics  &  Physical  Education 
—  Women  -  All  classes  in  Physical  Education  begin today,  January  3rd. 

DALHOUSIE  UNIVERSITY HALIFAX,  CANADA 

GRADUATE  STUDENT  AWARDS PHYSICAL  SCIENCES 
BIOLOGICAL  SCIENCES 
SOCIAL  SCIENCES 

OCEANOGRAPHY MEDICAL  SCIENCES HUMANITIES 

Post-doctorol  Fellowships  fn  ,he Sc°S«, £S  £  Fellowsh.ps  ond_  Dolhousie 
trjss&gah^  858  s  ft**-  vs  ws«SK 
•  "riCoS?.'°°  H°n°Ur5  Gr°du°'e  En,",nce  Scholarships  (12  month 
I  Sl£°  *2A0°*°  'or  Master's  Students.  (12  month  period) u!T  Cer<e™>°<  Fellowships  of  $3,600.00  for  Post- Masters  candidates  in  all  fields 
•  Up  to  $4  000  00  for  continuing  Ph.  D.  Students. 

•  $6  000  00  f  p  °J0'  V'f'cng  f°"°»*>**  <he  Humanities. 
Z  iS'"22   0  '"'  Postdoctoral  Fellows  in  the  Sciences •  $7,000.00  for  Research  Associateships •  Travel  Allowances  for  Canadian  Students •  Research  Allowances  for  Postdoctoral  Fellows 

ships  are  open  ?o  a£2^^F^J£„^£Z%S?9am'  £!""- 

STUDENTS! 
don't  wait  for 

POOR  MARKS 
weak  reading  and  study 
skills  can  be  corrected  with 
Modern  vocabulary  machines  and  films  help  you  to  increase  your 
reading  speed...improve  your  study  ability,  comprehension,  out- 

lining, notetaking,  listening  and  spelling.  These  time-saving shortcuts  can  assist  you  to  higher  grades . . .  make  studying  for 
examinations  easier.  Thousands  of  students  have  found 
P0WEREADING  their  key  to  examination  SUCCESS! 
Special  Classes  evenings  and  Saturday  A.M.  For  more  details 
and  Free  Demonstration  of  how  SHAW  P0WEREADING  can 

help  you,  write  or  phone 

A  SHAW  SCHOOLS  limited 
\J'  /      Head  Office:  55  Charles  SL  W.,  Toronlo  5  .  924-5771 
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THE  COLLEGE  OF  JEWISH  STUDIES 
of BETH  TZEDEC  CONGREGATION 

1700  BATHURST  STREET.  TORONTO 
TAKES  PLEASURE  IN  INVITING 
THE  UNIVERSITY  COMMUNITY 
STUDENTS  AND  FACULTY 

to  o  Series  of 
ACADEMIC  ENCOUNTERS 1966  with 

DISTINGUISHED  WRITERS  AND  TEACHERS 
BETTY  FR1EDAN,  Monday,  January  tO,  1966  —  At  5:30  p.m   and  «*■- eluding  at  6:30  p.m.  At  the  Beth  Txedec  Youth  Chapel TOPIC:  THE  FEMININE  MYSTIQUE 

Mrs.  Fnedon  will  also  address  the  Annual  Institute  of  Ethics  of  Beth Tzedec  Synogogue  in  the  Main  Hall  ot  9:00  p.m.  Her  topic-  THE  NEW EMANCIPATION:  THE  CHANGING  ROLE  OF  WOMAN. 
DR.  MAURICE  FRIEDMAN,  Wednesday,  January  26,  1966  —  At  3  30  p  m and  concluding  at  6:30  p.m.  At  the  Beth  Txedec  Youth  Chapel. TOPIC:  YHE  LIFE  OF  DIALOGUE 

Dr.  Friedman  will  also  address  the  Annual  Institute  of  Ethics  of  Beth 

Sft&3r^HnS&.Ma,n  H3" ot  9:00  pm' His  p"obums MR.  NORMAN  PODHORETZ,  Monday,  February  7,  IfM  —  At  5:30  p and  concluding  at  6:30  p.m.  At  the  Beth  Txedec  Youth  Chapel 
TOPIC:  THE  INTELLECTUAL  TRADITION  IN  JUDAISM 

Mr.  Podhoretz  will  also  address  tho  Annual  Institute  of  Ethics  at  Beth Tzedec  Synagogue  in  tho  Main  Hall  at  9:00  p.m.  His  topic;  THE  JEW- ISH INTELLECTUAL  IN  AMERICA. 
OR.  WALTER  KAUFMAN,  Monday,  February  21,  1966  —  At  5:30  m.m and  concluding  at  6:30  p.m.  At  the  Beth  Tsedec  Youth  Chapel. TOPIC:  THE  HEW  AMORALITY  AND  THE  MODERN  FAMILY 

Dr.  Kaufman  will  oiso  address  the  Annual  Institute  of  Ethics  of  Beth 
i^edec  Synogogue  in  the  Main  Hall  at  9:00  p.m.  His  topic:  THE  CRISIS I N  MURALI1  Y. 

mr.  CAREY  McWILLIAM5,  Monday.  March  21,  19*4  —  At  5:30  p.m.  and concluding  ot  6:30  p.m.  At  tho  Beth  Txedec  Youth  Chapel, TOPIC:  THE  STUDENT  REVOLT  IN  NORTH  AMERICA 
Mr.  McWilliams  will  also  address  the  Annual  Institute  of  Ethics  of  Beth Tzedec  Synagogue  in  the  Main  Holl  at  9:00  p.m.  His  topic:  AUTO- MATION AND  THE  NEW  LEISURE:  What  Kind  of  Men  an  We  Producing 

ADMISSION  IS  FREE  TO  ALL  SESSIONS 
Please  retain  this  scLcdufe  for  the  entire  aerie* 
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DFFFAT  II.  S.  COLLEGE  CHAMP
S  UNBEATEN  ■  FOUR  8MB 

Passi  earns  aw
ards  on  defen

ce ■     Mm  am  mm       _    .^.....fantar    a  standstill.  MUroy  never  had    a  good 
By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 

Varsity  Blues  averaged  seven  goals  per  game 
in  four  exhibition  matches  in  the  United  States 
over  the  holidays,  but  it  was  their  defensive  ef- forts which  brought  them  home  undefeated.  It 
was  the  most  successful  trip  south  of  the  border 
by  a  Varsity  hockey  team  in  over  15  years. 

Leading  Blues  was  defenceman  Ward  Passi. 
Passi,  normally  a  forward,  was  filling  in  for  Doug 
St.  John  who  suffered  a  concussion  in  Blues'  loss to  Laval. 

Playing  the  position  for  the  first  time,  fassi 
exhibited  the  poise  which  usually  comes  only 
after  several  years'  experience.  He  was  Blues' leading  scorer  over  the  four  games  with  one  goal 

and  10  assists.  He  was  named  outstanding  player 
in  the  Christmas  College  Hockey  Festival  in  Bos- ton and  elected  to  the  Festival  all-star  team  as 
well  as  the  Great  Lakes  Invitational  Tournament all-star  team. 

Blues  were  voted  the  outstandmg  team  in 
the  six-team  Festival  on  the  basis  of  their  two 
victories,  9-1  over  Northeastern  and  7-5  over 
Harvard.  Other  teams  participating  were  Dart- mouth, Boston  College  and  Boston  University. 

In  addition  to  Passi,  goaltender  Bill  Stewart 
who  stopped  43  Northeastern  shots,  and  Paul 
Laurent  were  chosen  to   the  Festival  all-star squad.  #  # 

Defeat  reigning  champs 

Blues  captured  the  first  Great  Lakes  Invita- tional hockey  Tournament  in  Detroit  by  defeating 
Colorado  College  and  reigning  U.S.  college  cham- 

pions, Michigan  Tech,  by  identical  6-2  scores. 
Henry  Monteith  was  chosen  the  tournament  s 

outstanding  player  and  gained  a  berth  on  the all-star  team  as  did  Bob  Awrey  and  Passi. 
Still  hampered  by  a  charley  horse  suffered 

against  Northeastern,  Monteith  returned  to  his 
productive  form  of  last  season,  scoring  four  goals 
to  lead  Blues  to  a  tournament-winning  victory 
over  Michigan  Tech. 

Against  Northeastern,  Blues  were  two  men 
short  on  four  occasions,  yet  allowed  only  one 

goal. 
Much  of  the  credit  here  goes  to  Murray 

Stroud  who  turned  in  a  top  two-way  performance 
in  all  four  games  and  was  especially  adept  at 
killing  penalties. 

He  also  distinguished  himself  by  checking 
Michigan  Tech's  leading  scorer,  Gary  Milroy,  to 

standstill.  Milroy  never  had  a  good  scoring 

opportunity. 
The  forgotten  man,  as  far  as  tournament  all- 

star  team  selectors  were  concerned,  was  defence- man  Gil  Farmer.  His  steady  style  of  play  doesn  t 
attract  attention.  Nevertheless,  he  was  always  ef- 

fective and  blocked  so  many  shots  he  looked,  at 
times  like  a  second  goaltender.  He  also  scored 
his  first  goal  for  Varsity  against  Northeastern. 

The  Great  Lakes  Invitational  Tournament 
matched  four  of  the  best  college  hockey  teams 
on  the  continent. 

In  the  first  of  the  two-day  tourney  Michigan 
Tech  defeated  Boston  University  4-2.  BU  is  the 
top  ranked  team  in  the  east. 

WARD  PASSI 
Leading  holiday  scorer 

Holiday  Statistics 
PASSI    1 STROUD   3 LAURENT    3 H.  MONTEITH    5 
MONAHAN    .....  4 BURWASH   4 
AWREY   -   1 McClelland  2 cunningham   2 JONES    ? 
FARMER    ' WILSON    S 
TOM  P  SON   ■  •  0 0 

GOALTENDERS Games    Goals    Shots  Goals/Shots Gcols/gan 3.00 2,00 
HENRY  MONTEITH 

Four  goals  against  Michigan  Te 

VARSITY  DOESN'T  APPLY 

Manitoba  hockey  team 

to  represent  Canada 
University  of  Manitoba  Bisons  will  represent  Canada 

t  the  World  Student  Winter  Games  in  Turin,  Italy,  Feb. 5  to  12.  I  , 
Selection  of  the  Canadian  college  hockey  team  was 

made  by  a  joint  committee  of  the  Canadian  Intercol- legiate Athletic  Union  and  Canadian  Union  of  Students 
Bisons,  defending  national  college  champions,  will face  teams  from  Russia,  Sweden,  Czechoslovakia,  Hungary 

and  Italy. 
University  of  Toronto,  which  had  expressed  interest 

in  the  Student  Games,  did  not  apply  on  behalf  of  Varsity 
Blues.  The  reason  for  not  applying  given  by  U  of  T  athletic 
director  Warren  Stevens  was  opposition  to  the  venture 
by  the  athletic  directors  of  the  Ontario-Quebec  athletic conference. 

The  OQAA  apparently  had  endorsed  the  Student 
Games  at  a  recent  CIAU  meeting.  But  Stevens  said  this 
was  only  a  result  of  misinterpretation  of  OQAA  policy 
on  the  part  of  its  representatives  to  the  CIAU. 

The  manner  in  which  U  of  T's  policy  towards  this 
project  was  established  is  now  under  consideration  by 
the  Students'  Administrative  Council. Manitoba  will  be  the  first  Canadian  team  to  compete 
in  the  Student  Winter  Games. 

The  Student  Games  are  sponsored  by  the  Federation 
Internationale  Du  Sport,  a  world  student  organization. 

CUS  gained  membership  in  FISU  after  sending  an 
11-member  team  to  the  Summer  Games  in  Budapest 
Hungary  last  August.. 

NO  TEA  PARTY  IN  BOSTON 

Montreal  Carabins'  coach  punches  ref University  of  Montreal  Ca- rabins lost  both  a  hockey 
game  and  a  coach  in  Boston over  the  holidays. 

Carabins  lost  a  3-2  overtime 
decision  to  Boston  College 
and  their  coach.  Dr.  Yvon 
Dion  was  ejected  from  the 

game. 
Dion  drew  a  five  minute 

major  and  a  10-minute  mis- 
conduct penalty  and  was  es- 

corted to  the  dressing  room 
by  police  after  punching  the referee  in  the  face  during 
an  argument  over  a  penalty 
in  the  third  period. 

Dion's  penalties  left  Mon- treal two  men  short  but 
Boston  was  unable  to  score. 

A  number  of  other  Sen- 
i  o  r  Intercollegiate  Hoc- 

key League  teams  played 
against  U.S.  college  compe- tition. 

McGill  lost  5-1  to  Boston 
College. 

Western  dropped  a  6-1  de- 
cision to  Cornell  but  defeat- 

ed Middlebury, 
and  Rensselaer. 

Bowdoin 

Now,  now  fellows 
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Scarborough  moves  to  own  campus 

Sit-in  plans  grow 

Students  at  U  of  T's  new  Scarborough  College  started  classes  in  their  new  home  Monday 
after  a  one-term  delay  because  of  construction  problems.  It  is  rumored  that  parts  of  the 
new  college  are  still  not  completely  finished. 

Scarborough  College  finally  opened  for  business  Mon- 
day in  its  own  building  after  spending  last  term  in  the  old 

Biology  building  on  the  St.  George  Campus. 
The  building,  which  has  the  look  of  a  pyramid-like 

temple,  is  situated  on  a  202-acre  site  in  West  Hill,  on  Metro's east  end, 
It  overlooks  a  valley  just  off  Morningside  Dr.,  about  20 

miles  from  the  main  campus. 
About  200  students  are  registered  in  the  college  this 

year,  but  in  six  years  the  enrolment  is  expected  to  rise  to about  5,000. 
Students  are  taking  classes  in  the  College's  science  wing. The  administration  wing  has  also  been  completed.  Construe 

tion  is  continuing  on  the  rest  of  the  building. 
The  interior  of  the  building  has  long  winding  corridors 

similar  to  those  in  New  College. 
The  outside  has  sloping  walls  with  extending  decks.  A 

partly-enclosed  sun  terrace  overlooks  the  valley, 
The  college  is  the  first  in  Ontario  to  be  planned  with 

television  facilities— programs  and  lectures  will  be  piped 
into  all  rooms  from  a  television  studio. 

The  studio  is  not  completed  yet  and  for  the  time  being 
a  psychology  laboratory  serves  the  purpose. 

Harry  Davis,  director  of  Scarborough  College's  TV system,  said  there  will  be  three  types  of  programs:  science 
demonstrations,  partly-scripted  unrehearsed  lectures  and 
lectures  that  could  be  used  for  public  broadcast. 

Some  lectures  will  be  video-taped  for  future  use. 
The  college  also  has  about  500  extension  students.  The 

extension  courses  offered  by  the  college  started  last  year 
in  Birchmount  Collegiate  in  Scarborough, 

The  day  enrolment  is  expected  to  rise  to  about  500  in 
the  fall. 

The  now-completed  stage  of  the  College  cost  about 
$7,000,000. 

Principal  A.F.W,  Plumptre  took  newsmen  and  photo- graphers on  a  tour  of  the  new  building  Monday. 
The  present  building  will  accommodate  1,500  full-time students. 

Georqe  Flak  SAC  Communi-  Most  of  the  students  attending  now  come  from  eastern 
cations  Commissioner,  signs    Toronto,  some  from  the  U.S.  and  a  few  from  overseas, 
orders    to    investigate    the  U  of  T  officials  sav  construction  of  the  college  dunng 
possibility  of  compus  musok.     the  summer  was  delayed  by  a  construction  strike, 

CLOSED-CIRCUIT  RADIO 

FOR  U  OF  T? 
SAC  Communications 

Commissioner  George  Flak 
said  he  will  recommend 
next  Tuesday  that  someone 
be  hired  to  study  the  feasi- 

bility of  installing  closed- circuit  radio  speakers 
around  campus. 
Music  and  announce- 

ments could  be  piped  into 
cafeterias  and  common 
rooms  at  various  times  dur- 

ing the  day,  and  the  SAC 
radio  program  might  be  run 
earlier,  he  said. 
Flak  added  the  project 

might  pay  for  itself  if  com- mercials were  also  run. 

By  HARVEY  L.  SHEPHERD 

SASKATOON,  Sask.— The 
first  sit-in  ever  staged  at 
the  Parliament  Buildings  in 
Ottawa  took  a  big  step  to- ward reality  yesterday. 
Members  of  the  Student 

Union  for  Peace  Action  set 
up  a  committee  to  consider 
a  demonstration  in  Ottawa, 
including  civil  disobedience, 
to  seek  a  stronger  Canadian 
s  t and  aga  i  n  st  the  war  in 
Viet  Nam,  and  to  organize 
the  demonstration  if  it  sees fit. 

The  decision  came  in  the 
closing  hours  of  a  week- 
long  meeting  of  SUPA's  fed- eral council.  The  council 
met  last  week  for  brief  per- 

iods during  a  Student 
Christian  Movement  confer- 

ence, then  continued  for 
three  days  in  a  small church  here. 

Precise  demands  of  the 
demonstration  are  to  be 
worked  out  later  by  the 
committee,  and  approved 
by  federal  council  in  some 
sort  of  cross-Canada  poll. 
The  committee  includes 

four  men  named  by  the  fed- 
eral council,  plus  one  repre- 

sentative from  every  SUPA 
branch  and  project  that 
wants  to  send  one. 
Named  to  the  committee 

were  Art  Pape  of  Montreal 
and  Toronto,  Dimitri  Rous- 
sopoulos  of  Montreal  and James  Harding  of  Regina. 

Also  on  the  committee  is 
Douglas  Ward  of  Toronto, 
former  U  of  T  SAC  presi- 

dent, president-elect  of  the Canadian  Union  of  Students 
and  currently  assistant  to 
U  of  T  Registrar  Robin Ross. 

If  the  committee  deckles 
to  go  ahead  with  the  de- monstration, it  will  take 
place  around  the  end  of February  or  beginning  of 
March  and  will  likely  last 
about  a  week.  It  would  like- 

ly include  lobbying,  discus- 
sion groups  and  a  vigil  as 

well  as  civil  disobedience. 
Several  SUPA  members 

have  said  that  the  action 
ougb.t  to  be  designed  to  test 
the  idea  that  Canada's  Viet 
Nam  policy  is  really  deter- mined, not  in  Parliament, 
but  in  the  United  States. 
Mr.  Roussopoulos,  who 
holds  this  view,  said  he 
plans  to  press  it  in  the  com- mittee. 

Mr.  Pape  said  current 
United  States  peace  moves 
in  Viet  Nam  may  in  reality 

be  part  of  a  hard-line-soft- Hne  strategy  actually  intend- 
ed to  prepare  for  further escalation  of  the  war. 

There  was  -little  disagree- 
ment among  federal  council 

members  about  the  advis- 
ability  of  the  demonstration 
and  civil  disobedience.  Dis- cussion largely  centred 
around  the  necessity  that 
SUPA  members  generally 
participate  in  the  planning and  execution  of  the  action. 
The  SUPA  demonstration 

would  take  place  about  one 
month  before  a  march  on 
Ottawa  called  this  week  by 
the  New  Democratic  Youth 
federal  council.  The  NDY 
Easter  march,  is  to  be  on 
the  Viet  Nam  issue. 

The  SUPA  council  de- 
cided to  support  the  NDY march  in  principle  and 

established  a  committee  to 
discuss  the  Viet  Nam  ques- 

tion and  the  proposed  ac- 
tion with  the  NDY. 

Mac  protesters  use  paint 
HAMILTON— Red  paint 

was  spray-bombed  over  two 
parking  booths  at  the  Mc- Master  University  campus 
here  Monday  night  by  stu- 

dents protesting  the  new 
parking  regulations. At  the  same  time,  the 
buildings  and  grounds  em- 

ployees union,  Local  532  of 
the  Building  Services  Em- 

ployees International  Union, 
is  getting  into  the  dispute. The  union  may  boycott  the 

parking  lot. Local  president,  S.  E. 
(Ted)  Roscoe  has  filed  a 
grievance  with  the  universi- ty. Some  200  employees, 
which  include  building 
maintenance  and  cafeteria 
personnel,  will  have  to  start 
paying  for  parking  once  the new  parking  regulations 
come  into  effect. 

Mr.  Roscoe  said  it  is  un- 
fair to  have  members  of  his 

union  pay  for  parking  while 
they  are  working  at  the  uni- 
versity. 

Charges  for  parking,  once 
they  come  into  effeot,  will 
be  J2  a  month,  sold  in  five 
or  eight-monlh  blocks. Charges  for  casual  visits will  be  25  cents. 

A  controversy  arose  last 
term  when  the  Students 
Representative  Council 
( SRC )  attacked  the  new 
parking  regulations  an- nounced two  weeks  before 
the  end  of  term. 
The  SRC  complained 

about  the  lack  of  supervi- 
sion  of  parking  lots,  park- 

ing charges  for  weekend parking  and  a  proposal  to require  students  to  pay  a 
parking  fee  for  May,  even 
though  they  would  not  be at  university  at  that  time, 
The  SRC  asked  students 

to  ignore  the  new  regula- 
tions, park  without  permis- 

sion, refuse  to  pay  for  week- 
end parking  and  to  ignore all  summonses  issued  by the  university. 

A  meeting  of  the  admin- istration to  iron  out  the 
grievances  decided  to  wait until  Jan.  17  before  impo- 

sing the  new  rules.  The  ad- ministration also  decided 
students  will  not  have  to 

pay  for  parking  in  May. 
At  U  of  T,  parking  stick- 

ers to  use  the  centre  cam- 
pus are  available  to  em- ployees  of   the  university See  "parking,"  page  7 
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EXAMS  ARE  COMING! 
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CHARIOT 

RACES 

THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 
PHILOSOPHY  CLUR 

presents 

Prof.  JOHN  WOODS, 
U.  of  T.  DEPT.  OF  PHILOSOPHY 

who  will  speak  on 

"The  Logic  of  Fictionality" 
Today,  Jan.  5,  at  8:00  p.m. 

in  rhe  J.C.R.  of  University  College 
All  students  and  faculty  welcome. 
Memberships  on  sale  for  $2.00. 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 

UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Same  scientific  course 

as  taught  by  McGill,  Yale  and Cornell  Universities 
—  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 

Every  Man.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 
or  arranged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  ! 

to  be  sure  of  a  seat 
Career  Development  Institute 

131  Bloor  St.  W.,  Toronto 
"The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

EXCITING  GO-GO  DANCERS  WILL  APPEAR!! 
(as  featured  in  Skule  Nire  6T6) 

LADY  GODIVA  MEMORIAL  BASH 
(and  hustling  dance) 

SAT.  JAN.  8  -  HART  HOUSE  -  9-12  P.M. 
Animal  Band  with  Go-Go  dancers  in  Great  Hall.  Swinging  jazz  band  in 
debates  room.  Sexy  schmaltz  band  in  Music  Room.  Yummy  refreshments 
in  Tuck  Shop.  Romantic  fireplace  in  darkened  east  common  room.  LGMB 
will  appear  (briefly).  Admission  by  large  green  tickets  with  picture  of  Queen. 

STAG  OR  DRAG ADMISSION:  ONE  BUCK 

You  can't  beat 

the  taste  of 

Player's 

Player's...  the  best-tasting  cigarettes. 

& 

Today,  1  p.m. Graduate  Christian  Fellowship  discusses  the  Church 
and  the  Secular  University  from  Cox's  The  Secular  City. All  welcome.  Room  121,  UC. 
Today,  4  p.m. 

Orchestra  audition  for  Vic  Music  Club's  coming  pro- duction of  Guys  and  Dolls.  All  campus  musicians  invited 
to  apply.  Alumni  Hall,  Victoria  College. 
Today,  4:30  p.m. Graduate  Students  Union  weekly  tea. 

Today,  5:15  p.m. Victoria  College  Chapel  choir  will  sing  a  Walford  Davies 
anthem  at  vespers.  Address  topic  will  be  Demythologizing 
the  Wise  Men. 
Today,  7:30  pau. Graduate  students  badminton.  Drill  Hall,  119  St.  George. 
Thursday,  1  pan. 

Progressive  Conservatives  at  UC  will  discuss  cooperative 
federalism  and  French  Canadian  grievances.  Room  209,  UC 

VCF  discussion.  Room  77,  New  College. 
U  of  T  New  Democrats  executive  meeting.  Room  2115, 

Sidney  Smith. 
Thursday,  1:10  p.m. Problems  in  the  Creeds  series.  Mr.  Peter  Richardson 
of  Knox  Presbyterian  Church  speaks  on  The  Creeds  and 
the  Gospel.  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron. 

UC  debating  club  presents  a  debate  whether  Viet  Nam 
demonstrations  in  the  United.  States  are  unpatriotic.  Junior 
Common  Room. 
Thursday,  4:10  pan. 

Department  of  physics  seminar  on  materials.  Speaker 
Professor  F.  Birch,  Dunbar  Laboratory,  Harvard  University. 
Room  135.  McLennan  Laboratory. 
Thursday,  7:10  pjn. 

Writers  Group.  English  House,  SMC. 

APPLICATIONS 
for  the  position  of 

U  of  T  RADIO  DIRECTOR 
for  second  term 

will  be  accepted  at  the  SAC  office 

until  5  p.m.  Friday- 

Representatives  of 
THE 

INTERNATIONAL  NICKEL  COMPANY 
OF  CANADA  LIMITED 

Will  visit  the  university  to  discuss  career  opportunities 
with  graduating  and  post  graduate  students  in 

ENGINEERING 

•  MINING 
•  METALLURGICAL 

•  CHEMICAL 
•  ELECTRICAL 
•  MECHANICAL 

•  CIVIL °"d  CHEMISTRY 

On  January  20,  21  and  22 

GEOLOGY  AND  GEOPHYSICS 
On  January  20 

We  invite  you  to  arrange  on  interview  through  the  schedoi.no 
room  designotcd  on  your  departmental  notice  boord. 

INTERNATIONAL  NICKEL  COMPANY 
OF  CANADA  LIMITED 

COPPER  CLIFF,  ONTARIO 
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Church  journal  asks  execution  of  homosexuals 

By  TONY  BOND 

A  Toronto  church  journal 
published  this  month  says 
all  homosexuals  should  be 
executed. 
In  answer  to  the  ques- 

tion: "What  would  be  your 
remedy  for  homosexuals?" 
The  Peoples  Magazine,  offi- 

cial organ  of  The  Peoples 
Church,  says,  "The  death 
penalty  is  the  only  solu- 
tion." Conservative  estimates 
put  the  proportion  of  homo- 

sexuals at  five  per  cent  of 
the  population.  Or  85,000  in 
Toronto  alone. 

The  statement,  signed  by 
Daniel  Dare,  omitted  to  say 
tow  the  mass  executions 
would  be  carried  out  noi 
where  the  bodies  would  be buried. 
The  Peoples  Magazine 

quotes  incidents  in  the  Old 
Testament  to  justify  its 
stand  on  homosexuality. 
"Execution.  That  was 

God's  remedy.  He  destroy- ed Sodom  and  Gomorrah 
because  of  the  Homo-sex- 
uals.  He  exterminated  the 
Canaanites  for  the  same 

reason." Another   article,  "The 

Black  Plague  of  Apostasy," 
attacks  the  United  Church's New  Curriculum  which  says 
the  phenomenon  of  the  Vir- 

gin Birth  may  be  the  result 
of  a  faulty  translation  of Isaiah. 
"Those  who  say  that 

Christ  was  not  born  of  a 
Virgin  are  forced  by  tbeir 
unbelief  into  accepting  the 
terrible  alternative  that 
Christ's  mother  was  not  a 
good  woman — but  rather 
was  a  LYING,  PROMIS- 

CUOUS FORNICATOR 
WHO  BORE  AN  ILLEGI- 

TIMATE CHILD!!!!!" 

Developing  countries  pose  greatest  problem 

By  HARVEY  L.  SHEPHERD 

SASKATOON— The  deve- 
loping countries  of  Asia, Africa  and  Latin  America 

present  the  world  with  a 
problem  greater  than  nucle- 

ar weapons  or  Communism, 
a  Quebec  geographer  said 
here  last  week. 

Robert  Garry,  a  native  of 
France  and  expert  on  South- 

east Asia,  was  addressing 
delegates  to  the  annual  Stu- dent Christian  Movement 
conference.  He  has  taught 
Geography  at  the  Universi- 

ty of  Montreal  and  at  Laval. 
Mr.  Garry  described  a 

world  divided  between  na- 
tions plagued  with  hunger 

and  malnutrition  and  na- 
tions in  which  a  small_ mi- 

nority of  the  world's  popu- lation live  in  great  prosperi- 
ty. 

Calling  for  a  drastic  chan- 
ge in  the  economic  policies 

of  the  richer  countries  to- 
wards the  poorer  ones,  re 

said,  "When  we  should  be 
looking  for  co-operation 
we're  entering  into  violent competition  in  order  to 
maintain  our  exhorbitant 

privileges." Garry  claimed  that  the 
recent  American  bombing 
of  electric  power  stations 
in  North  Viet  Nam  will 
create  serious  food  short- 

ages among  the  civilian  po- 
pulation. 

"I  will  leave  you  to  con- 
sider ihe  magnitude  of  the 

famine  which  will  strike 
the  population  if  the  essen- tial second  rice  crop  cannot 
be  harvested  due  to  the 
disruption  of  pumping  sta- 

tions supplying  needed  irri- 
gation," he  said. 

Mr.  Garry  called  for  ne- 
gotiations over  Viet  Nam 

and  said  the  United  States 
could   overcome    the  Viet 

Cong  only  by  killing  the  en- 
tire population. He  concluded  that  the 

pre-eminence,  interests  and 
way  of  life  of  Western  civi- lization are  being  severely 
questioned. We  have  no  right  to  pre- tend that  our  philosophy, 
religion  or  political  regimes 
are  the  best  in  the  world, 
he  added. 

Mr.  Garry  was  support- 
ed by  Rev.  Albert  van  der 

Heuvel,  head  of  the  Youth 
Department  of  the  World 
Council  of  Churches,  who 
told  the  delegates  that  the 
Christian  heritage  calls  on 
the  Christian  to  seek  the 
welfare  of  all  the  peoples 
of  the  world. 

He  said  the  orientation  of 
a  modern  Western  person 
must  include  coming  to 
grips  with  other  peoples  of the  world  as  well  as  with 
his  own  religious  heritage. 

Registrar  confirms  six  in  office  shakeup 

By  ANDREW  SZENDE 

A  major  shakeup  in  the 
U  of  T  Registrar's"  office was  concluded  this  week  as 
Registrar  and  Director  of 
Student  Services  Robin 
Ross  confirmed  tte  appoint- ment of  six  new  officers  in 
his  departments. 

Some  of  the  appointments 
were  necessitated  by  resi- 

gnations while  others  repre- sent a  new  U  of  T  policy  of 
trying  to  achieve  closer  liai- son with  the  secondary 
schools. 
Edward  Davidson,  direc- 

tor of  financial  aid  and  for- 
mer assistant  registrar,  suc- 

ceeds Arthur  KHgour  as  di- rector of  admissions.  Mr. 
Kilgour  is  leaving  for  per- sonal reasons  after  six 
years'  service  and  will  go 
on  an  extended  overseas  va- cation. 
Taking  over  as  Director 

of  Financial  Aid  will  be  a 
man  with  25  years'  exper- 

ience as  an  army  adminis- trator. He  is  R.  L.  Purves,  a 
graduate  in  economics  of 
the  University  of  British 
Columbia  and  former  head 

of  the  School  of  Commerce 
at  Mount  Royal  College,  Cal- 
gary- In  another  change  a  for- 

mer vice  president  of  the 
McMaster  University  Stu- 

dent Council  has  been  ap- 
pointed assistant  to  the  re 

gistrar.  Wim  Kruiderink  re- 
places John  Evans  who  has 

left  U  of  T  to  join  the  In- 
vestment Dealers  Associa- 

tion of  Canada. 
Mr.    Kruiderink,  whose 

name  every  one  at  Simcoe 
Hall  finds  unpronounce- 

able, received  both  his  grad- 
uate and  undergraduate 

education  at  McMaster  in 
Hamilton  where  in  his  final 
year  in  1961  he  was  vice 
president  of  the  student council. 

For  the  past  two  years  he 
has  been  chairman  of  the 
history  department  of  Cen- 

tral Secondary  School,  Ha- 
See  "Registrar,"  page  7 

SUPA  WON'T  FIGHT  FOR  CYC: 

SEEKS  TO  CONCENTRATE  ENERGIES 
SASKATOON,  Sask.— Tiie  SUPA  federal  council  decided 

here  this  week  against  earring  out  a  vigorous  campaign  with 
the  Canadian  Government  on  the  future  of  the  Company 
of  Young  Canadians  (CYC). 

The  CYC,  now  a  government  agency,  is  to  deal  with 
volunteers  working  in  various  deprived  communities.  It is  slated  to  become  a  Crown  corporation. 

The  SUPA  council  considered  demanding  that  the  CYC 
be  controlled  by  representatives  of  the  volunteers. 

But  several"  council  members  felt  SUPA  should  con- centrate it^  energies  on  its  own  programs,  providing  a 
more  effective  challenge  to  the  Company  than  it  could  by politicking- 

HART  HOUSE 

6 

THURSDAY 
12.30  p.m.  CHAPEL — Holy  Communion — Open  to  all members  of  the  University. 
1 . 1 5  p.m     POETRY  READING — Art  Gallery Clifford  Leech  reoding  Christabel  Port  I — Coleridge,  and  Norman  Endicott  reading  Philip 

Larkin.  Ladies  welcome. 

ART  CLASS 
A  limited  number  will  be  accepted  for  the  remainder  of  the 
Art  Classes  for  either  Tuesday  or  Thursday  evenings.  Apply 
to  monitor  on  duty  Thursday  or  Tuesdoy  in  the  Art  Gallery ot  7,30  p.m. 

Festival  of  the  Arts  tickets  available  in  the 
Rotunda  on  Thursday,  6th  January  at  2  o'clock. 

CAMPUS  CONCERT 

TORONTO  SYMPHONY 

Seiji  Ozawa,  Music  Director  &  Conductor 

Saturday,  Jan.  22,  1966 

8:15  p.m. 
RYERSON  THEATRE 

(50  Gould  St.  —  Gerrord  St.,  E.  of  Yongef 
Program:  Prokofieff  Romeo  and  Juliet  Suite Beethoven  Symphony  No.  5 

Bernstein    Symphony  no.  1 
(Jeremiah) 

TICKETS:  $1.50.  $2.00 
Now  on  sole  12-2  p.m.,  SAC  Office 

STUDENTS!! 
EARN  EXTRA  CASH  SELLING  lsl  QUALITY  HOSIERY  TO  FEL- LOW STUDENTS,  FRIENDS,  NEIGHBORS,  ETC.,  IN  YOUR  SPARE 
TIME.   TOP  COMMISSION. 

NO  INVESTMENT  — 534  5991 

U.T.D.C.  MAJOR  PRODUCTION 

OPEN  AUDITIONS  FOR 

JEAN  GENET'S 

THE  BALCONY 

2-5  p.m. 
TODAY 

Music  Room  Wymilwood 

AMATEUR  MUSICIANS 

Amateur  musical  groups,  interested  in  performing  at 

•a  Music  Workshop,  to  be  held  on  Saturday,  January 

15  during  the  Hart  House  Festival  of  the  Arts,  should 

make  application  to  the  Undergraduate  Office,  Hart 

House  by  Friday,  January  7.  Further  information  is 
available  from  the  Undergraduate  Office. 
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SAC  should  help  U  of  V 
When  our  Students  Administration  Council  meets 

next  Wednesday  night  it  will  in  all  probability  be  asked 
show  some  kind  of  support  for  the  student  fight  against 
a  fee  increase  at  the  University  of  Victoria. 

If  SAC  plans  to  do  nothing  more  than  give  moral 
support  to  the  Victoria  action  they  might  as  well  forge 
the  whole  thing.  Moral  support  in  this  instance  is  mean 
ingless. 

A  more  concrete  proposal,  suggested  at  the  recent 
administrators'  conference  in  Banff,  was  that  student councils  across  the  country  provide  financial  aid  for  stu 
dents  at  Victoria  if  a  fine  is  levied  against  those  with 
holding  fees  at  that  university. 

This  proposal,  or  another  like  it,  is  worth  careful 
consideration  by  SAC.   If  student  councils  in  Canada  can 
work  together  they  may  have  some  success  in  keeping  tu tion  fees  at  their  present  level. 

If  we  refuse  to  cooperate  at  this  time,  we  may  fin. 
ourselves  with  neither  sympathy  or  assistance  from  othi colleges  when  our  own  fees  are  raised. 

let's  find  out 
Students  at  U  of  T  (especially  those  who  serve  o. . 

student  governments)  can  learn  a  lesson  from  the  recent actions  of  the  Students  Representative  Council  at  McMaster 
This  body  proved  that  it  is  possible  for  students  to 

oppose  their  administration  and  win  a  tangible  victory, instead  of  running  scared  the  way  most  students  do  at Toronto. 

The  McMoster  council  was  successful  in  obtaining alterations  in  new  parking  regulations  imposed  at  that university,  by  threatening  a  large-scale  program  of  inten tional  disobedience  to  the  new  rules. 

The  council  hasn't  yet  got  all  it  asked  for,  and  it  pro- bably won  t  get  everything.  But  they  at  least  showed  what con  be  done. 

With  this  in  mind,  our  council  should  undertake  an immediate  investigation  to  find  out  why  no  application  on behalf  of  the  U  of  T  hockey  team  was  submitted  for  the t-ebruary  tournament  in  Italy. 
Council  was  led  to  believe  last  term  that  such  on  op. plication,  if  submitted,  would  be  successful.  SAC  ever considered  giving  financial  support  to  the  venture. 
It  would  seem  that  either  SAC  was  mislead,  or  that the  university  authorities  changed  their  collective  mind. 
If  either  of  these  things  did  happen  then  SAC  is  owed on  explanation,  and  a  detailed  one 
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letters  to  the  editor 

emotional  and  venomous 
Sir: 

After  having  read  the  rather  emotional 
and  venomous  remarks  concerning  "the stubborn  refusal  of  the  Roman  Catholic 
church  to  modify  its  dogma  concerning 
birth  control"  in  The  Varsity  (Dec.  17,  1965), I  could  not  refrain  from  criticizing  very 
briefly  the  letter  of  Roger  Beare  (II  UC) 
not  only  because  I  am  a  Catholic  studying 
at  St.  Michael's  College,  but  also  because  I 
consider  myself  a  "rational  student"  on  the 
campus  I  am  not  willing  to  agree  with  his 
proposal  of  a  silent  march  of  protest. 

Dear  fellow  student,  do  not  think  that 
birth  control  is  the  only  answer  for  solving 
the  problem  of  hunger.  To  be  a  rational 
student  at  a  university  would  certainly  imp- 

ly that  one  should  try  to  look  at  a  problem 
like  this  as  universally  as  possible. 

The  fact  that  there  is  a  commission  in 
the  Roman  Catholic  church  to  study  the 
problem  of  birth  control,  a  commission  that 
consists  of  theologians,  doctors,  psycholo- 

gists and  sociologists,  surely  expresses  the 
real  concern  the  church  has  regarding  birth control. 

It  then  seems  unjust  to  speak  of  "the stubborn  refusal  of  the  Roman  Catholic 
church  to  modify  its  dogma  concerning 
birth  control"  (do  you  know  the  definition  of 
a  dogma?),  since  the  Church  has  not  as  yet 

made  a  definite  pronouncement  on  this  mat- ter. 

There  are  many  books  written  on  birth 
control  within  and  without  the  Catholic 
church  and  perhaps  they  could  modify  your 
intolerant  (stubborn,  if  you  like)  state- 

ments. In  Philosophy  Today  summer  1965, 
there  was  an  article  on  Natural  Law  and 
Birth  Control  by  Louis  Dupre.  With  the 
words  of  this  Roman  Catholic  layman- 
theologian  and  philosopher  I  would  like  to 
end  this  letter: 

"We  have  no  sympathy  for  those  who 
talk  lightly  about  a  situation  in  which  the 
lives  of  millions  of  human  beings  are  at 
stake.  And  we  are  proud  to  belong  to  a 
church  which,  more  than  any  other  institu- 

tion in  the  world,  has  defended  the  dignity 
of  human  life  and  the  act  by  which  it  is 
perpetuated.  It  is  the  feeling  that  every 
Christian  and  indeed  every  human  being 
must  contribute  whatever  he  can  to  make 
sure  that  we  take  the  right,  that  is  the  most 
moral  course  of  action  in  today's  crisis, 
which  has  urged  us  to  speak  out  on  this 

issue." 

Dear  Mr.  Roger  Beare,  before  proposing 
a  march  of  protest,  have  a  good  knowledge 
of  why  and  for  what  you  are  going  to  pro- 

test. Students  who  would  unite,  blindly  or 
only  because  of  the  arguments  given  in  your 
letter,  would  seem  to  me  less  rational  than  ■ 
you  think  they  are. Roderick  Angevaare  (II  SMC) 

where  do  you  go: 
Sir: 

My  husband  is  a  graduate  student  at  this 
University.  We  arrived  here,  with  our  son, 
in  August  1963,  and  immediately  began  look- 

ing for  a  furnished  apartment  in  a  "nice" neighborhood  at  around  $90  per  month. 
You  think  1  jest?  No!  Maybe  I  can  explain 

by  saying  when  my  husband  was  at  Johns 
Hopkins  University,  we  lived  in  an  elevator 
apartment  building  owned  by  the  Univer- 

sity, and  paid  a  rent  of  $85  per  month.  This 
rent  included  a  furnished,  two  bedroom 
apartment,  janitor  service,  switchboard  ser- 

vice, a  laundry  room,  and  a  library  which 
was  located  in  an  attractive  lobby — one 
block  from  ihe  main  campus.  A  couple  of 
years  later,  we  moved  to  a  university  in Illinois  which  provided  the  same  convenien- 

ces at  $90  per  month.  Both  times,  it  was he  university  that  arranged  for  the  housing. Now  imagine  our  dismay  when  we  arrived 
n  Toronto,  al  the  height  of  CNE  excitement, mowing  we  were  entirely  on  our  own! The  addresses  given  us  by  the  Housing t  the  University  were  depressing. 
Two  days  later  we  found  a  two  bedroom apartment  m  Willowdale,  next  to  the  401 Highway,  at  $110  per  month— unfurnished. We  "decorated"  our  apartment  with  odds and  ends  from  various  sources,  including 

the  Cripp'.ed  Civilians. A  year  later  we  were  driven  out  of  this apartment  by  the  noise  of  the  mufflerless trucks  that  travel  the  401.  We  decided  to 
stay  in  the  area  for  our  son's  sake  (he's hanged  schools  so  often).  We  found  a  place 

time  for  hope 

across  the  street — fancier,  at  $135  per  month 
(our  furnishings  moved  with  us).  We  lived 
there  for  one  year  before  we  realized  we 
were  exhausted  nights  from  travelling  from 
suburbia  to  the  city  and  back.  We  moved 

again 

We've  been  living  on  Avenue  Road,  just north  of  St.  Clair,  since  August.  We  sold 
our  car,  but,  because  I  can  walk  to  work, 
we  feel  we're  spending  the  same  here,  paying 
a  rent  of  $155  per  month,  as  we  were  in Wiilowdale  at  $135.  Of  course  we  considered 
moving  clcsei  to  the  University,  but  decided the  schools  and  streets  are  not  suitable for  a  small  boy. 

You  see,  I  feel  the  University  of  Toronto lacks  the  almosphere  of  those  universities 
which  surround  themselves  with  not  only undergraduate  students,  but  graduate  stu- dents and  faculty  members  as  well.  Per- sonally, as  the  wife  of  a  graduate  student, 
I  '.eel  sort  of  out  of  touch  with  the  Uni- versity, whereas,  at  Hopkins  and  Illinois, 1  felt  involved. 
Now.  I  ask  you:  Why  do  "they"  want  to increase  fellowship  monies,  when  the  prob- lem could  be  solved  by  creating  cheap housing  facilities  close  to  the  University, and  at  the  same  time  create  a  university community? 
A  graduate  student  seems  to  have  no choice  as  far  as  marriage  and  career  are concerned.  If  he  does  marry,  he  finds  he's still  dependent  on  his  family;  if  he  decides to  wait  until  he  gets  his  degree,  he  will find  he  is  almost  30  years  old  before  he settles  down  (if  you  can  call  the  married graduate  student  settled). 

  Name  witheld Sir: 

Christmas  is  traditionally  a  time  for rejoicing-it  is  a  time  of  hope,  and  thank- lulness  and  good  cheer,  regardless  of  what you  said  in  your  supercynical  "Christmas 

nth?  edltorial  (The  Varsity.  December From  the  way  you  make  things  look  an impartial  observer  (from  another  planet let  s  say)  might  conclude  that  we  are  living times  of  extraordinary  violence,  poverty and  incompetence. 
Actually,  things  are  better  or,  in  any case,  no  worse  than  they  have  been  before. 

We  are  maintaining  our  "quota"  of  four  or five  crises  and  wars  per  year  as  we  have one  ever  since  World  War  II.  Not  even  the magnitude  of  the  war  in  Viet  Nam  is  un- usual. The  French  wars  in  Indochina  and Algeria,  and  the  Korean  War  were  equally great  conflagrations.  In  this  respect,  there- fore, we  are  hardly  worse  off  than  before. 

i  .vere  '1  P°verty  in  Canada,  but  much 
less  than  there  was  five,  ten,  or  fifteen years  ago.  We  are,  in  fact,  living  in  the  most prosperous  times  this  country  has  ever  had —  and  that  is  why  people  are  spending 
money  as  never  before.  6 Toronto  is  certainly  not  turning  "into another  urban  nightmare".  I  have  visited many  cities  on  this  continent  and,  with  the possible  exceptions  of  Vancouver  and  Bos- ton, none  are  in  better  shape  than  Toronto 

„r»  Yo,u.a-re  P?rtic'Pating  in  the  common 
present-day  fad  of  mercilessly  criticizing everything  about  our  world  and  society  You have  become  part  of  the  "what's  wrong with  . . . '  syndrome  with  which  our  societv 

is  afflicted.  J So  please  take  off  your  black  glasses and  try  on  some  rosy  ones  instead. George  Haydu  (I  UC) 

,n  f?Py  ?f  your  Utter  "  bei"g  forwarded m,  CDa;""!'an  Eskimos,  all  Vietnamese,  all 
"lack  Rhodesians,  and  to  others  who  could benefit  from  your  sound  advice  —  ed 



Th„  ltB  BaZ'?  ,Popers  were  first  Publisbed  month  by  the  McGill  Daily 
The  document,  headed  "609"  and  addressed  to  "ADMIN-EXEC  6"  is  one  of 
presT    extraord<nory  secret  documents  ever  published  in  the  Canadian  student 

Uni™  Tl"!,"  Nw.en\ber  1964,  hy  Je°n  Bozin  then  president  of  the  Canadian 
^^J'rtents  it  dealt  with  the  founding  Convention  of  L'Union  Generate 
des  Etudiants  du  Quebec  (UGEQ).  venerate 

Mr.  Bazin,  ex-head  of  AGEL,  the  Laval  Students'  Union,  has  long  been  re 
garded  mth  suspicion  among  the  French-Canadian  students  as  a  "vendu"  — one  who  has  sold  out  to  the  Anglo-aristocracy  in  Quebec.  He  still  holds  an executive  position  on  the  CUS  board.  \ THE  PAST 

Two  years  ago,  at  a  meeting  in  Montreal, student  leaders  of  the  universities  decided  to promote  the  idea  and  encourage  the  formation ot  a  general  union  of  students  in  Quebec.  Ber- nard Landry,  Denis  de  Belleval,  and  Guy  Savard, on  the  occasion  of  a  "journee  syndicale,"  launch- ed the  idea  of  this  union  and  since  then  had been  working  on  the  project.  The  first  year there  was  only  a  small  committee  working  on the  orientation  and  on  the  basic  ideology  that UGEQ  would  follow. 
_  _  The  next  year  passed  with  different  people joining  the  committee  and  elaborating  the  ori- ginal idea.  In  the  meantime,  the  classical  col- 

leges had  formed  a  Federation  and  were  starting 

Montreal  s  position  was  the  opposite.  They felt  that  UGEQ  should  become  a  center  of  "prise de  position",  that  therefore  time  would  be  wasted m  the  general  assembly  because  of  the  great number  of  participants.  In  other  words,  they felt  they  would  lose  control  of  any  organisation m  which  there  was  democratic  representation. 
J}£lr?P  mOSt  caused  the  non-existence  of UGEQ. 

Other  difficulties  involved  a  definite  policy on  free  education.  Following  the  work  of  a  com- mittee  set  up  by  the  Quebec  Government  to study  the  possibility  of  implementing  free  educa- tion in  Quebec,  students  at  Laval  and  students in  Montreal  met  head-on  and  no  foreseeable  com- promise could  be  seen. 

in  UGEQ.  They  were  flatly  turned  down  and  from then  on,  obviously,  it  was  downfall  for  AGEUM until  finally  Friday  morning  on  the  floor  they publicly  accepted  the  participation  of  the  units as  the  base  of  the  general  assembly. From  the  constitution  I  would  like  to  empha- size that  French  is  the  official  language  of  UGEQ and  that  no  member  of  another  national  union ot  students  can  become  a  member  of  UGEQ this  is  obviously  a  direct  reference  to  CUS  I also  presume  that  Joyal  was  the  instigator  of  this 
proposition. As  far  as  I  am  concerned,  it  is  only  going to  bring  them  trouble  on  the  international  level How  can  they  claim  to  recognition  when  they have  articles  in  their  constitution  clearly  restrict- 

Oueber-Y'!,  ,  °f  -StUdentS  in  the  Dr°™«  of ™fn„%  TV.  „°ng  'n  3ny  °ther  Canadian  organi- 
zation? This  doesn't  make  sense  except  in  view 

warnr Jtq  °PPositi°n  and  psychotic  attitude  to- 
ward CUS.  Mind  you,  this  was  accepted  at  the  - 

general  assembly.  - The  general  assembly,  which  could  have  been bedlam,  was  very  well  controlled  by  a  small  group of  individuals  and  there  was  no  discussion  raised on  any  other  main  issues,  except  for  some  ques- tions on  the  mechanics  of  UGEQ  itself Besides  the  general  assembly,  there  is  a  co ordinating  committee. 
This  committee  will  in  effect  be  the  leadine committee  and  will  be  the  real  power  within 

UGEQ.   I   suspect  AGEUM's  position  on  t  h  e 

BAZIN  PAPERS 

to  become  very  vocal  in  the  Quebec  student world. 
I  might  also  point  out  that  the  National 

Federation  of  Canadian  University  Students (NFCUS)  was  then  running  into  tremendous 
difficulties  in  the  French  universities,  particular- 

ly Montreal  and  Sherbrooke.  Laval,  at  that  lime 
had  an  excellent  NFCUS  committee  which  al- 

ways helped  NFCUS's  cause.  In  Montreal,  fol- lowing the  Sherbrooke  Congress,  at  which  two 
candidates  from  the  Universite  de  Montreal  were 
defeated  in  the  elections,  NFCUS  was  in  a  very precarious  position.  All  through  last  year,  the 
provisionary  committee  of  UGEQ  met  at  dif- 

ferent times  and  the  idea  of  UGEQ  was  gaining momentum. 
At  this  time,  it  is  also  right  to  point  out  that 

the  nationalist  feeling  among  Quebec  students 
was  much  stronger  and  was  becoming  a  vital 
reality.  Furthermore,  the  syndicalist  concept  had 
also  matured  with  an  opening  on  the  nation. 
Needless  to  say,  in  the  present  case,  the  opening 
on  the  nation  was  the  French-Canadian  nation. 
Also  last  year,  the  Normal  Schools  grouped 
themselves  into  a  Federation  and  the  Scientific 
schools  and  Technical  Institutes  also  started  be- 

coming involved  in  student  affairs.  Now  thous- 
ands of  students  were  working  actively  to 

increase  the  role  of  the  student  in  society  and 
were  deeply  involved  in  the  social  revolution  tak- 

ing place  in  Quebec. 
At  the  end  of  the  summer,  you  find  a  firm 

decision  by  all  student  leaders  in  the  province 
to  create  UGEQ.  But  then  difficulties  started,  to 
arise  and  the  decision  to  hold  the  Congress  in 
November  was  almost  reversed  in  order  to  hold 
the  Congress  only  in  February. 

There  were  clashes  of  personalities,  dif- 
ferences in  ideology,  and  definite  opposition  as 

to  how  UGEQ  should  be  constituted. 
At  that  time  also,  Serge  Joyal,  was  the  strong 

man  in  the  Quebec  student  movement. 
Young,  radical  left-wing,  separatist,  revolu- 

tionary and  very  intelligent,  he  succeeded  in 
galvanizing  student  action  to  suit  his  own  end. 
He  was,  of  course.  Association  Generale  des 
Etudiants  de  rUniversite"  de  Montreal's  (AGEUM) number  one  man  on  the  preparatory  committee. 
The  principal  difficulty  was  what  type  of  repre- 

sentation should  be  allowed  at  the  general  as- sembly. 
Laval's  position  was  made  clear:  in  order  to ensure  the  broader  representation  of  all  the 

Quebec  student  bodies  in  UGEQ,  the  general  as- 
sembly should  be  composed  of  individual  units, 

faculties  in  universities,  classical  colleges,  normal 
schools,  technical  institutes,  or  scientific  schools. 
The  co-ordinating  committee  would  be  composed 
of  three  representatives  by  federation. 

Was  UGEQ  to  become  solely  a  political  or- ganisation, or  was  UGEQ  also  going  to  provide services  for  its  members?  If  you  are  to  provide services  to  your  members,  they  should  be  repre- sented at  the  decision-making  level,  the  general assembly.  If  you  want  to  make  the  organisation into  a  political  organization,  whose  sole  purpose is  to  pressure  the  government  and  to  act  as  an intermediary  corps,  then  the  participation  of  all your  members  is  not  a  definite  necessity. I  want  to  point  out  before  arriving  at  the actual  Congress:  that  Serge  Joyal  has  had  to resign  and  is  now  in  complete  discredit.  However, this  happened  only  a  couple  of  weeks  before  the Congress  and  the  working  papers  and  documents presented  are  a  clear  indication  of  Joyafs  inf- luence in  their  realization. 

THE  PRESENT 

At  the  York  Congress  this  past  Septembei when  the  French  universities  withdrew  from 
our  organization,  we  decided  on  a  policy  of  good- will and  wait  and  see  concerning  UGEQ.  I  estab- lished some  prior  contact  with  Laval  concerning our  Interregional  Scholarship  Exchange  and  this is  about  the  amount  of  contacts  we  had  with  the universities. 

With  the  lines  having  been  drawn  so  clearly on  the  representation  problem,  everyone  was expecting  a  major  battle  to  erupt  at  the  founding congress. 
The  clash  was  to  come  when  Montreal  and Sherbrooke  were  to  try  to  impose  their  views  on the  composition  of  the  general  assembly  op- posed namely  by  Laval  and  FAGECCQ. 
The  Commission  on  the  constitution  started 

its  meeting  Friday  morning.  That's  when  the  real battle  was  expected  to  reach  the  floor,  on  article 
eight,  concerning  the  membership  in  UGEQ. 

To  the  proposed  article  number  eight,  Laval 
presented  its  amendment  in  order  to  ensure  the 
democratisalion  of  UGEQ  and  have  the  base 
units  represented  at  the  general  assembly. 

Then  something  really  incredible  happened: 
AGEUM  backtracked  and  agreed  to  the  amend- 

ment. At  the  end,  only  Sherbrooke  was  adamant 
on  the  participation  of  federations  in  the  general 
assembly.  AGEUM  compromised,  Laval  won,  and 
Sherbrooke  was  the  only  real  objector  to  the 
proposed  amendment. 

The  confrontation  which  was  expected  to 
reach  the  floor  never  materialized.  One  factor 
that  influenced  AGEUM's  position  was  that  the 
week  before  the  executive  of  AGEUM  had  pre- 

sented a  motion  to  its  council  asking  for  proxies, 
and  asking  the  faculty  representatives  to  accept 
the  fact  that  AGEUM  would  be  their  spokesman 

memberships  at  the  general  assembly  was  taken m  view  of  the  importance  given  to  the  coordinat- ing committee,  where  there  will  be  only  about 20  people  and  on  which  they  will  be  able  to  have more  control. 
Specifically,  it  received  the  power  to  estab- 
lish short-term  policies,  providing  the  short-term policies  are  not  contradictory  to  the  long-term policy  established  by  the  general  assembly.  One can  easily  see  how  this  can  be  used.  I  think  a  lot will  depend  upon  the  political  orientation  of  this coordinating  committee. 
Another  important  commission  was  that  of finance. 
They  accepted  in  principal  the  fact  that  each individual  would  be  called  upon  to  pay  a  fee  levy, 

the  same  fee  levy  applying  to  all  members  of  all' the  various  organizations.  This  was  as  far  as  they went.  They  referred  the  whole  matter  to  the coordinating  committee  and  it  will  be  very  in- teresting to  watch  how  in  effect  they  succeed  in financing  the  organization.  This  is  their  weak 

point. 
But,  as  you  might  well  expect,  it  has  no  real significance  since  student  leaders  are  not  preoc- cupied with  financial  questions— at  least  not  in 

Quebec. The  commission  on  syndicalism  reaffirmed that  syndical  action  is  the  type  of  student  action which  has  precisely  in  mind  the  transformation 
of  the  social  structure  and  to  ensure  accessibility to  higher  education.  In  the  chapter  concerning 
action  of  a  student  syndicate,  there  is  one  para- 

graph that  says  that  UGEQ  should  use  all  the democratic  ways  of  pressure— briefs,  manifes- tations, and  strikes — everytime  that  it  will  deem 
it  necessary  to  make  known  its  position  on  so- cial changes. 

There  was  quite  a  lengthy  discussion  on  how 
a  strike  could  be  called  and  it  was  decided  that 
there  should  be  a  special  meeting  of  the  general 
assembly  and  that  the  principle  of  a  strike  should 
be  accepted  by  a  simple  majority.  It  also  dealt 
with  the  establishment  of  independent  and  de- 

mocratic student  governments.  It  also  declared 
that  students  should  be  heard  on  all  matters 
concerning  academic  freedom. 

There  will  be  a  permanent  commission  on 
student  syndicalism  which  will  try  to  establish 
an  international  seminar  on  the  subject.  This  was 
accepted  by  the  general  assembly. 

They  also  adopted  the  Charter  of  the  Student. 
The  student  is  therein  defined  as  a  student  and 
a  citizen.  It  also  indicates  the  rights  that  the 
students  have.  This  document  is  quite  radical. 

The  Bazin  Papers  will  be  concluded  in  the next  issue  of  The  Varsity. 



TYPING 
Tt*scs,  Essovs,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT 

B.A. 

CHARLIE  BROWN'S COFFEE  HOUSE 
TONIGHT 

ond  every  Wednesday  this  winter 
ROSS  PHILLIPS 

"MILD  AND  BITTER" 158  Cumberland  St.  ot  Avenue  M. [north  of  Bloor) 

EXAMS  ARE  COMING! 

t  withdraw  now  4 

HART  HOUSE 

FESTIVAL  the  ARTS 

PROGRAMME  AND  TICKETS  AVAILABLE 
IN  ROTUNDA  OF  HART  HOUSE. 

STARTING  THURSDAY  NOON  —  FREE 

Saturday  &  Sunday  Visitors'  Days 
LADIES  WELCOME  ! 

TEXACO  APPOINTMENT 

Let's  discuss  YOU  and  the  Timkin  Company's  career 
opportunities  in  Canada  and  the  U.S.,  Jan.  20,  1966, 
on  campus.  Contact  room  123  Mining  Bldg.  between 
Jan.  3  and  14  for  an  interview.  Challenging  positions 
in  operating  management  of  our  Canadian  manufac- 

turing facilities.  Also  excellent  careers  in  engineering, 
research  and  sales  for  those  interested  in  becoming 
U.S.  residents.  Canadian  Timken  Division;  St.  Thomas, 
Ontario.  Makers  of  tapered  roller  bearings,  alloy 
steels  and  rock  bits. 

Texoco  Exploration  Company  is  pleased 
to  announce  the  promotion  of  Roy  R. 
Baker  to  the  position  of  Assistant 
Manager.  Mr.  Baker  is  a  graduate  of 
the  University  of  Toronto  having  ob- tained his  Bachelor's  Degree  in  Geology 
in  1949.  (n  his  new  position  he  will  be 
in  charge  of  the  company's  exploration program  in  Conoda  ond  will  continue to  moke  his  headquarters  in  Calgary. 

CAREERS 

In  Technical  Management 

Procter  &  Gamble  hot  openings  in 

PRODUCTION  MANAGEMENT  -  PRODUCT  RESEARCH 

QUALITY  CONTROL  -  PROCESS  DEVELOPMENT 

PACKAGE  DEVELOPMENT   -   PLANT  ENGINEERING 

for  Bachelor's  in  any  branch  of  Engineering  or  in  Honours  Chemistry  as  well 
as  Master's  in  Chemical  Engineering  or  Honours  Chemistry.  A  full  outline of  the  opportunities  in  these  fields  is  given  in  our  technical  brochure. 

SYSTEMS  ANALYSIS  -  PURCHASING 

These  openings,  in  our  Toronto  office,  will  be  of  most  interest  to  the  Industrial 
Engineer.  They  are  described  in  our  Business  Management  brochure.  Both 
brochures  are  available  at  the  Placement  Office. 

Please  register  for  either 
TECHNICAL/HAMILTON  OR  BUSINESS/TORONTO 

when  signing  up 

For  an  interview  on: THURSDAY,  JANUARY  20 

or  FRIDAY,  JANUARY  21 

PROCTER  &  GAMBLE 

UotT  chess  team  captures 

North  American  title 

NEW  YORK,  N.Y. — A  team 
from  the  Hart  House  Chess 
Club'  captured  the  North 
American  university  chess 
championship  at  Fordbam 
University  here  last  week. 
The  six  man  Hart  House 

team  scored  23  out  of  a  pos- 
sible 32  points  to  win  the 

North  American  Intercol- 
legiate Chess  Championship 

Trophy.  M.I.T.  was  second 
with  22  points  and  Univer- 

sity of  Texas  finished  third. Andrew  Kalotay  (SGS) 

won  tap  honors  as  best  in- 
dividual player  and  Alex 

Panayotu   (II   UC)  placed 

second  in  the  individual scoring. 

The  Hart  House  team 
took  an  early  lead  in  the 
tournament,  then  play- 

ed conservatively  to  protect their  margin. 
Hart  House  tied  for  first 

place  the  first  time  it  en- 
tered the  competition — in 

Philadelphia  in  1961.  It 
placed  tenth  the  only  other 
time  it  competed — in  1963. McGill  was  the  only  other 
Canadian  university  in  the 
tournament.  There  were  22 
American  teams  and  a  team 
from  the  University  of 
Puerto  Rico. 

Canadian  Pacific 

seeks  university  graduates 

to  meet  the  challenge 

of  its  diversified 

and  highly  complex 

organization* 

The  company 

Canadian  Pacific  is  a  privately  owned  diversified 
enterprise.  In  addition  to  railway  freight, 
passenger  and  express  facilities  it  operates 
international  and  domestic  air  passenger  and 
cargo  services,  ocean-going  and  coastal steamships,  nationwide  telecommunications 
services  linking  principal  points  in  Canada  with connections  to  all  parts  of  the  world,  highway 
truck  transport  facilities,  railway  piggy-back 
services,  city  and  resort  hotels,  oil  and  gas 
production,  pipe  lines,  real  estate  and  logging. 
The  challenge 

The  complexity  of  Canadian  Pacific's  highly diversified  activities  and  the  problems  involved  in 
its  successful  operation,  offer  a  university 
graduate  great  scope  for  creative  work  and  self 
expression. 
The  opportunity 
There  are  many  openings  at  Canadian  Pacific 
for  young  men  and  women  in  Accounting, 
Engineering  (Buildings,  Bridges,  Signals), 
Finance,  Integrated  Data  Processing,  investment. 
Motive  Power  and  Rolling  Stock,  Research, 
Telecommunications  and  Traffic.  Advancement  is 
fast  for  a  university  graduate  with  imagination  and 
initiative.  Opportunities  for  professional 
advancement  occur  through  attendance  at 
seminars  and  conferences.  The  usual  company 
benefits  are  provided  and  financial  assistance  is 
extended  to  those  who  undertake  further  studies 
on  their  own  time. 

Interviews  on  campus  January  20, 21, 22; 
For  an  immediate  interview,  contact  Canadian 
Pacific's  Supervisor  of  Employment,  Union Station,  Toronto,  Ont 

Canadian (Pacific 
TRAINS  /  TRUCKS  I  Ships  /  KANE8  /  HOTELS  I  TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
WORLD'S  MOST  COMPLETE  TRANSPORTATION  SVSTEM 
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Registrar  (continued) 
milton.  However,  he  is  any- 

thing but  committed  to  the 
teaching  profession,  as  he 
prepares  for  his  duties  of 
assistant  secretary  of  the 
Senate,  the  U  of  T's  acade- mic administrative  body. 

"I  could  stay  away  from 
teaching  indefinitely,"  Mr. Kruiderink  told  The  Varsi- 

ty yesterday. 
These  changes  of  person- 

nel are  not  expected  to  re- 
sult in  major  changes  of 

policy,  Mr.  Ross  said  in  an 
interview  last  night.  Admis- 

sions and  financial  aid  po- 
licy are  set  by  the  Senate, be  said. 

The  other  three  appoint- 
ments were  made  "as  part 

of  a  real  effort  to  make  re- 
lations with  secondary 

schools  as  close  as  can  be 
to  assure  that  the  gap  be- 

tween them  and  the  univer- 
sity is  reduced  as  much  as 

possible,"  Mr.  Ross  said. 

SAC  PLANS  VISIT  HERE 

FOR  METRO  GRADE  13  s 

SAC  is  planning  to  bring 
about  150  Grade  13  students 
from  Metro  Toronto  to  U 
of  T  on  January  29. 
The  conference  is  a  con- 

tinuation of  the  high  school 
visitation  program  started 
this  fall  by  SAC  to  familia- 

rize prospective  students 
with  the  workings  of  the 
university  and  problems 
they  may  encounter  during their  first  months  here. 

-  Alan  Gill  (IV  Trin),  head 
of  the  SAC  education  com- 

mittee, told  The  Varsity 
that  Robin  Ross,  U  of  T  re- 

gistrar, and  Robin  Harris, 
principal  of  Innis  College, 
will  address  the  students. 

First-year  students,  SAC 
members  and  Blue  and 
White  Society  members  will 
address  seminar  groups. 

Parking  (continued) 
who  are  paid  by  cheque. 

The  fee  for  the  sticker,  is 
$90  for  a  reserved  spot,  and 
$45  for  a  "hunting  permit" which  allows  the  user  to 
seek  out  an  empty  spot. 
The  fee  covers  the  12- 

month  period  from  June  1 
each  year. 

Casual  visitors  pay  a  SO 
cent  deposit  at  the  gate  and 
are  charged  a  fee  of  10  cents 
an  hour  to  park.  The  un- 

used portion  is  returned. 

VICTORIA  COLLEGE 
VESPERS 

WEDNESDAYS.  5.15 
Chaplain: 

PROF.  K.  J.  JOBLIN 
Organist: 

LOUISE  GRASETT 
ALL  ARE  WELCOME 

(secondary  school  division) 
with     responsibility  for 

J.  H.  R.  Morgan  has  been 
appointed    Special  Officer 

E.  M.  Davidson  (left)  is  re- 
placing A.  R.  Kilgour  as  the 

U  of  T's  Director  of  Admis- sions. 

strengthening  the  relation- 
ship between  U  of  T  and 

the  secondary  schools.  The 
position    he    assumes  has 

been  vacant  since  the  death 
of  Dr.  Philip  Ketchum  in 
July  1964. 

Dr.  Morgan  is  director  of 
the  Ontario  Curriculum  In- 

stitute and  a  formerly  Su- 
perintendent of  Secondary 

Schools  in  Toronto  for  16 
years.  He  is  also  a  member 
of  the  U  of  T  Senate. 

Robert  Renwick,  a  young 
former  Toronto  high  school 
teacher  has  been  appointed 
to  one  of  two  new  positions 
created  recently  for  im- 

proved high  school  liaison. 
His  job  as  admissions  of- 

ficer is  to  visit  high  schools. 
Gordon  Pollock  is  the  sec- 

ond new  admissions  officer 
hired  recently.  He  also  has 
had  several  years  high 
school  teaching  experience 
and  holds  a  master  of  arts 
degree  from  U  of  T. 

Confirm  seminar  speakers 
Three  speakers  have  been  confirmed  for  next  week- 

end's seminar  on  Rhodesia  and  Colonialism  sponsored jointly  by  the  World  University  Service  (WUS)  and  the International  Student  Centre  (ISC)  U  of  T  WUS  Chairman 
George  Biro  said  last  night. 

Scheduled  for  next  Saturday  and  Sunday,  the  seminar 
will  consist  of  sessions  of  informal  discussion  groups  led 
by  Dr.  Garth  Segge,  a  minister  who  has  just  returned  from 
Rhodesia,  Miss  Alice  Arnison,  who  has  just  returned  from 
a  Crossroads  Africa  tour,  and  Edward  Chukukere,  former 
president  of  the  U  of  T  African  Students'  Union  and-  at 
present  a  Ph.D.  student  in  metallurgy. 

"The  conference  is  designed  to  encourage  interest  and awareness  in  international  affairs,"  Biro  said.  It  will  be 
held  at  the  Hart  House  Caledon  Hills  farm  and  anyone 
interested  may  drop  in  all  day  Saturday  or  Sunday  morning. 

MEN  AND  WOMEN  WANTED 

To  sell  advertising  space  in  the 

Varsity  and  Torontonensis 

SEE  MISS  COOPER  OR  CALL  923-8171 
AT  THE  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

DEATH  OF  GOD? 

DR.  CARL  HENRY,  Th.D.,  Ph.D. 
Editor,  CHRISTIANITY  TODAY 

First  in  o  series  of  lectures 

"MAN  COME  OF  AGE?" 

NEW  COLLEGE  DINING  ROOM  8.-00  p.m. 
SATURDAY,  JANUARY  8,  1966 
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SPORTS  SCHEDULES 

WEEK  OF  JAN.  10 

HOCKEY 
12.30 1.30 
7.00 

7.00 
8.00 9.00 

Vic.  in Innis  I 

Pharm.  A Pharm.  B 
Eng.  IV 
Trin.  A Wye 

Dent.  6 8.00  a.m.     Eng.  XV 2.30     Jr.  Eng. 
T.30    Vic.  I 
4.30    Low  II 5.30     Eng.  VII 7.00    Trin.  A 
8.00    Dent.  A 
9.00    Pharm.  c 2.30    St.  M.  A 

"    For.  A 

6.30 
12.30 1.30 

S.30 

c.  VII 

PHE.  I Eng.  V 
Med.  B 

WATER  POLO 

Wed., 
Thurs., 

Fri„ 

Jon.  10  6.15-7.00 Jon.  II  1.00-2,00 6.30-7.15 7.15-8,00 4.45-5.30 5.30-6.15 
6.30-7.15 7.15-8.00 1 .00-2.00 

Jan.  13 
Jan.  U 

St.  M.  A  v 
Eng.  \  v Med.  1 1 1  Yr  v Dent  v 
Trin.  B  v St.  M.  B  v Forestry  v 

Eng.  II  v 

Eng.  Ill Arch 

St.  M.  B ivaviis 

Vic.  m" 

Eng.  XI PHE.  8 
U.C.I 
Med.  A Vic.  II 
St.  M.  E 
Sr.  Eng. 

U.C.  II Dent.C 
Low  I 
PHE.  C 

Vic.'l 

Med.  II  Yr Pre-Med  I 
Vic.  II Innis 
Knox 
Pre-Med  II 

Wilson,  Corson Wilson,  Corson Storr,  Richardson Starr,  Richardson Starr,  Richardson Cengorle,  Dainty 
Morgan,  Chamberlair Fuller,  Rumble Fuller,  Rumble 
Fuller,  Rumbie Wilson,  Prole Rutherford,  Speyer Rutherford,  Speyer 
Appleton,  Cengarle Appleton,  Cengarle Jones,  Richardson Jones,  Richardson Jones,  Richardson 
Speyer,  Chandler Parn,  Ransom Morrison,  Parker Hemphill,  Hanna Homphlll,  Hanno Percy,  Prole 
Gerring 

PyVe°nVI
 

Pyle 
Mcronen Meronen Felkai 

Felkai McCreoth 

SQUASH Tues.,  Jan,  il 

Wed.,  Jan.  12 
Thurs.,  Jon.  13 

6.20 7.00 

7.40 
1.00 

7.00 
7.40 

6.20 

7.00 

Knox 

Med.  C 
Trin.  B 

Law  B St.  M. 

vs  Sr.  Eng. vs  Forestry vs  Med.  B vs  Eng.  II 

vs  Med.  A vs  Dent vs  New 

BASKETBALL  —  INTERFACULTY  &  INTERMEDIATE 
Mon.f    Jon.  10 

Athletic  Night 
Thurs,,  Jan.  13 

1. 00 
Trin,  A 

vs    Vic.  11 
4.00 

PHE.  IV vs    St.  M.  D 
1.00 Eng.  Ill vs    PHE.  Ill 
4.00 Arch.  A vs    PHE.  1) 
6.30 

U.C.  II vs    Dent.  A 
7.30 

Jr.  Eng. 
vs    Pharm.  A 

1.00 
Trin.  B vs  Music 

4.00 
Low  B vs    Pharm.  B 

6.30 St.  M.  A 
vs    Sr.  Eng 

1.00 
Arch.  B 

re    New  II 
4.00 Innis  II «    Low  C 6.30 

Eng.  IV *s    Med.  C 
7.30 Med.  B vs    Vic.  II 1.00 New  1 vs    Trin.  A 

Sternberg,  Lerner Church,  Eadie 
Lerner,  Church Pearlman,  Epstein Richie,  Inglo Richie,  Ingle 
Lerner,  Church Pearlman,  Neidre 
Sternberg,  Richie Neidre,  Eadie 
Epstein,  Eadie Moncara,  Lerner Moncorz,  Lerner Sternberg,  Lerner 

BASKETBALL  — RECREATIONAL  LEAGUE Mon., 
Jon, 

10 1.00 PHE  Five  Skins  vs IV  Industrials Shaver 
Tues., Jan. 

11 
1.00 

U.C.  Molecules  vs Take  Fives Kirkpolrick 

5.00 
Giants  vs Hocks 

Dainty 

6.00 Dent.  IV  Yr  vs Med.  II  Yr  A 

Dainty 

7  00 
St.M.  Smirnoffs  vs Jeanncret 

6.00 Oent.  II  Yr  vs 
Taylor Balconi 

Wed., 

Jan. 

12 

1.00 II  Mets  vs Vic  Losers Shaver Thurs., Jon. 13 1.00 Fred's  Guppics  vs Vic  Supers Mugford 

5.00 

P.Med  Dribbles  vs 
St.M.  3 

Elliott 

6.00 Dent.  Ill  Yr  vs Med.  II  Yr  8 Elliott 7.00 
Phorm.  C  vs 

Fausties Mcllwain 
8.00 Music  B  vs Wallace Mcllwain 

Frt., 

Jan 

14' 

1.00 
New  C.  vs Trin  Heavies Kirkpofrick 

CANTERBURY 
THE  ANGLICAN  CHAPLAINCY  IN  THE  UNIVERSITY 
THURSDAY  NOON-HOUR  LUNCH  SERIES 

1-10  p.m.,  commencing  Thursdoy,  January  6th 
(coffee  and  sandwich  makings  available) 

Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. 
PROBLEMS  IN  THE  CREEDS 

6    The  Creeds  and  The  Gospel Mr.  Peter  Richardson,  Assistant  to  the  Minister, 
Knox  Presbytcrion  Church 

in  Chaplain  at  Ryerson 
Three-storied  Universe? The  Rev.  Allan  Rix,  Anglic 
Polytechnicol  Institute 
One,  Holy,  Catholic,  and  Apostolic  Church The  Rev.  J.  M.  N.  Jackson,  Church  of  St.  Morlm In-The-Fields 

The  Creeds  and  the  Christian  Life The  Right  Rev.  G.  B.  Snell,  Bishop  Coadjutor  of The  Diocese  of  Toronto 
The  Holy  Ghost,  The  Lord,  The  Giver  of  Life 
The  Rev.  D.  F.  Belwoy,  St.  Bartholomew's  Anglican Church 

Mar. 

Mar. 
ity  College For  further  Inform  a  I  ton,  phone: CANTERBURY  HOUSE 

923-1513 



S1BL  UNDERGOES  CHANGE 

Two-loop  system  cuts  eastern  season 
Bv  RICH  PYNE  standings   reveals   that   of  ern  team  and  the  first  and 

the    original    seven   teams  third  place  western  squads 
With    the    addition    of  the    five    western    teams  vying  for  the  remaining  ft- 

GuMph,  University  of  Mont-  held    down    the    top    five  nahst  position, 
real,  and  Laval  to  this  year's  .pots,    while    McGill    and  For    this  reasor .  Blues 
Sen  or  Intercollegiate  Bas-  Queen's   found    themselves  coach,  John  McManus  con- 
ketball  League,  the  present  situated  in  the  cellar  with  s.ders  a  second  place  finish 
ten   teams   have   been   di-  only  three  victories  between  most  desirable.  This  allows 
vided  into  an  eastern  and  them.                             .  V«TO§r  to   avoid   a  clash 
western  division.  Consequently  league  offi-  with  Windsor  Lancers  who V  ,  ,                 ■    i  a  a  rials    have    weiuhted    the  appear  once  more  to  be  the 
Guelph  has  been  included  cials    have    ™&£e  of  the  ,           and  to 

™?:,™f,tr"J?     i  mem  accordin"lv    Because  meet     the    eastern  team 
reriooWMtMas~d  To"  S"^'tlls  appear  which  will  undoubtedly  be tenoo,  Misiu   ™  iu  sinner  than  their  eastern  re  atively  weak, 
ronto     (he    most    easterly  fj^™  and   because  In  lea'gue  play,  western scno°'-             _       ,        ,  there  are  two  more  teams  teams  play  home  and  away 
Down  east,  Queen  s  and  ^  the  west  than  in  the  east_  series    with    each    of  the 

McGill  have  the  honor  or  t>e  eastern  teams  wiU  {ield  other  teams  giving  them  a 
initiating  Laval  and  Mont-  on]y  Qne  entry  ffi  the  tour.  total  ot  ten  games,  two  few- real-  nament  while  the  first  three  er  than  last  year. 
This  change   marks   the  western   clubs   participate.  The  league  executive  has 

first  of  its  kind  in  league  T]le  format  0f  the  tourna-  alloted    eastern    teams  a 
action  apart  from  a  McGill  ment,  to  be  played  on  the  meagre  six  game  season, 
manoeuvre    several    years  home  court  of  the  western  Hangnails:     Blues  start 
ago  when  they  did  not  play  champion   Feb.   25-26,   has  action  in  the  New  Year  Sa- 
all  the  other  clubs.  the  eastern  champion  play-  turday    at    Hart  House 

A   glance  at  last   year's  ing  the  second  place  west-  against -Roberts  Wesleyan. 

St.  John  healthy  so  Passi  a  forward 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD  "I'd  like   to  give  Passi  provement    on  defence 
Ward  Passi  was  elected  more  ice  time,"  he  went  along  side  Bob  Awrey,  so 

to  two  all-star  teams  and  on.  "I'll  probably  use  him  the  move  should  result  in  a 
chosen  most  valuable  play-  to  kill  penalties  as  well  as  better  balanced  attack, 
er  once  in  Blues'  two  holi-  at  the  point  on  power  plays  While     Passi     has  had 
day   hockey    tournaments.  and  on  his  regular  shift."  trouble  scoring  this  season 
He  was  also  Blues'  leading  Although     Passi     hasn't  Waterloo   Warriors'  Jerry scorer  over  the  four  games,  many    scoring    points    in  Lawless  has  been  register- 

Passi  did  all  this  while  league  play,  he  has  played  ing  at  just  over  a  two  goal 
playing  defence  for  the  first  well  on  a  line  with  Murray  Per  game  clip  to  lead  the time.   But   barring   injury,  Stroud  and  Brian  Jones.  St.  league.  Playing  a  permanent 
those  are   the  last  games  John  has  shown  rapid  im-  position  for  the  first  time 
Passi  will  play  defence  re-  _ ln  three  vears-  is  the  reason 
gularly  this  season.  ■  8iven   by    Waterloo  coach 

Passi  filled  in  for  regular  Don  Hayes  for  Lawless'  suc" 
defenceman  Doug  St.  John  I  ce*s- 
who  1...J  m.iI    ..I   ,  Lawless  played  every  po- 
sion  against  Laval.  St.  John  ■  'rS^>iW  M  sltl0n  but  goal  in  h,s  three 
however,  has  fully  recover-  jHft?<*  •    ̂   1  years  at  Waterloo, 
ed  and  coach  Tom  Walt  l  as  jK^^L  scoring 
decided  to  move  Passi  back  \    '  '--.i™.              V  "  i to  his  left  wing  post.  ^1      J°"«.  QucerVs    3    7    4    11  2 „n        T  .           ,        j   t...  f                      \           ̂ ^^M         I  Deloge,  Montreol        5    S    6    11  2 

"St.  John  played  really  U       V     S  IB  h.  Montoith.  Tor.     4  6  4  10  1 
well  before  he  was  injured  VD  i  Pond,  ouocn-s         3  4  t   10  0 ,                                     J      '  BX    *                                               I      Dulour,  Lovol    6    7    2      9  14 so  there  s  no  reason  not  to  W                    A      ̂ L^B    clork.  Wes,efn        3  6  3  90 
return    him    to    defence,"    **'              ■ "™ ^™  V:™k'„'.M^.i'.°.'     112  11 . ....    c—     ,  —  u . ,  Laurent,  Toronto  .,4    3    6      9  6 commented  coach  Watt.  DOUG  si.  JOMN  vondoi,  Lovoi          6  o  9    9  le 

basketball  preview 
By  RICK  KOLLINS 

OQAA  Publicity  Director 
EASTERN  DIVISION 

QUEEN'S  GOLDEN  GAELS 
1964-65  Record:  1-11  (7th  place) 
Coach;  Frank  Tindall 

If  all  available  talent  decides  to  play 
a  full  season,  Gaels  could  be  one  of  the 
SIBL'S  strongest  tearn^,  East  or  West. Ferguson  (17.9)  ppg)  and  guards  Doug 
Fraser  (12.7  ppg)  and  Doug  Evans  (12 
ppg)  are  capable  veterans  but  were  not 
with  Queen's  on  a  full-time  basis  in  64-65. Other  veterans  include  centre  Bob  Howes, 
returning  after  a  year's  inactivity,  and forwards  Bruce  Engel  and  Ted  Waring. 
New  faces  include  front  men  Dave  Heath 
from  Tillsonburg  and  Jim  Crozier  from 
Oshawa. 

McGILL  REDMEN 

1964-65  Record:  2-10  (6th  place) 
Coach:  Tom  Mooney 

Redmen  have  a  new  coach  but  most 
of  the  personnel  is  the  same  as  last  year. 
Returning  are  George  Lengvari  (10.5  ppg), 
Bruce  Randall  (11.5  ppg),  Mike  Aneck- 
stein.  Randy  Clarke,  Dave  Leibson,  Dun- 

only  nine  players,  one  under  the  limit, 
but  junior  grads  Sheldon  Zimmer,  Stu 
McLean,  Wally  Bird  and  Peter  Small 
should  give  Redmen  enough  depth  to 
contend  the  Eastern  title. 

MONTREAL  CARABINS 
Coach:  Bob  Pollock 

It  will  be  a  tough  jump  from  the 
Montreal  city  league  to  the  SIBL  but 
Pollock,  in  his  fourth  season  with  Cara- 
bins,  feels  he  has  fine  performers  in  ve- 

terans Jim  Rouzier,  Gilles  Corbeil,  Claude 
Benjamin  and  Jean  Caty.  Top  newcomer 
is  freshman  Bob  Beaudoin  from  Trois Rivieres. 

LAVAL  ROUGE  ET  OR 
Coach:  Charlie  Gravel 

Gravel,  a  University  of  Alberta  gra- 
duate, will  rely  on  holdovers  Jean  Houd, 

Paul  Gauthier  and  Andre  Beaupre  and 
newcomers  Gilles  Goulet  from  Laurentian 
University  and  Ray  LeBlanc  from  Univer- 

sity of  New  Brunswick.  Laval  finished 
first  in  the  Quebec  city  league  last  sea- 

son with  a  10-2  record  and  dropped  two 
close  exhibition  games  to  Montreal  Ca- rabins. 
(This  is  the  second  of  a  two-part  series) 

from  the 

cheap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold 
varsity  sports  editor 

HERE'S  WHAT  WILL  HAPPEN  IN  1966 

With  the  New  Year  upon  us  it  is  once  again  time  to 
crank  up  the  typewriter  and  polish  the  crystal  to  find  out 
what  will  happen  in  the  months  to  come.  This  is  a  service 
of  The  Varsity  sports  department  designed  to  allow  stu- dents to  set  aside  their  worries  about  the  world  in  general 
and  Varsity  Blues  in  particular  to  concentrate  on  more 
important  endeavours  such  as  essays  and  exams. 

No  doubt,  faculty  members  will  pass  a  motion  com- 
mending The  Varsity  for  this  service.  Neverthless,  the  ser- 

vice will  probably  continue — and  that  can  qualify  as  the 
first  prediction  of  the  new  year. 

#  The  football  Blues  will  successfully  defend  their 
title  as  Yates  Cup  champions  by  finishing  in  first  place. 
They  will  also  win  the  Vanier  Cup  in  the  College  Bowl. 

0  Spectators  will  be  present  at  this  year's  Bowl  game. 
#  McGill  football  coach  Tom  Mooney  will  give  in  to 

co-ed  demands  and  allow  his  players  one  date  during  the 
football  season.  McGill,  however,  will  again  finish  in  last 

place. #  Varsity  hockey  Blues  will  finish  first  in  the  Senior Intercollegiate  Hockey  League,  followed  by  Western  Mus- 
tangs, Waterloo  Warriors  and  Montreal  Carabins. 

#  Henry  Monteith  will  win  the  SIHL  scoring  title  after 
narrowly  missing  it  the  past  two  seasons. 

#  John  Diefenbaker  and  Charles  de  Gaulle  will  form 
a  mutual  admiration  society.  De  Gaulle  will  veto  Lyndon 
Johnson's  application  for  admission  to  the  society. 

+  Cactus  Jack  and  his  dribblers  will  finish  second 
behind  Windsor  in  the  western  division  of  the  Senior  In- 
tercollsgiate  Basketball  League. 

9  Guelph  Redmen  won't  win  a  basketball  game  this 
year  and  may  not  win  a  hockey  game  either. 

#  Hockey  Blues  will  place  four  on  the  SIHL  first  all- 
star  team.  They  are:  Paul  Laurent,  Henry  and  Steve 
Monteith  and  Bob  Awrey.  Bill  Stewart  will  make  the 
second  all-star  team. 

#  Law  will  win  the  Jennings  Cup  as  interfac  hockey 
champions  and  the  surest  prediction  of  the  year  is  Victoria 
retaining  the  Mulock  Cup. 

#  Sparked  by  the  return  of  Paul  (Golden  Toe)  Wilson, 
the  rugger  Blues  will  regain  the  Turner  Trophy  from 
Queen's  Golden  Gaels.  They  will  not  enter  the  Carling  Cup 
(the  Ontario  club  championship)  until  the  sponsors  promise 
free  samples. 

#  Varsity  swimmers  will  successfully  defend  their 
title  for  the  ninth  time  in  the  last  ten  years  and  the  water 
poloists  will  again  emerge  successful  in  the  two-team 
Senior  Intercollegiate  Water  Polo  League. 

0  The  board  of  governors  of  the  Ontario-Quebec 
Athletic  Association  will  announce  formation  of  the  Senior 
Intercollegiate  Tiddleywinks  League. 

0  The  University  of  Manitoba  hockey  team  will  win  a 
silver  medal  at  the  Winter  Student  Games  at  Turin,  Italy 
and  Varsity  Blues  will  be  crowned  national  college  cham- 

pions. 0  Once  again  The  Varsity  will  emerge  victorious  in 
the  annual  SAC-Varsity  hockey  game.  Fiery  P.J.  Pape  and 
Rich  Pyne  will  each  register  the  hat  trick  (three  goals  in 
any  order)  and  Phil  Bingley  will  collect  the  shutout. 

Now  that  you  know  what  will  happen  during  the  year 
you  won't  have  to  attend  these  events.  So  another  excuse 
for  submitting  that  essay  two  weeks  late  is  eliminated. 

Poge  8  —  THE  VARSITY,  Wednesday,  January  5,  1966 



GASTRONOMICAL  CRISIS  ESCALATES 

t  hungry)  WEINSTOCK 

"Is  this  the  kind  of  thing  a  growing  boy  should  eat?"  asks  a  disgruntled  student  at  Uni- 
versity College's  Sir  Daniel  Wilson  Residence  during  dinner  Thursday  evening.  Student 

(above  right)  points  an  accusing  finger  at  the  food.  Residents  have  expressed  great  dis- 
satisfaction with  the  meals  currently  being  served  and  plan  to  take  action. 

varsity TORONTO  |^ 
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Charge  injured  girls  with  jaywalking 

Two  University  of  Toronto  students  were 
struck  by  a  car  late  Wednesday  afternoon 
as  they  crossed  Queen's  Park  Crescent  at St.  Joseph  St.  during  rush  hour. 

Police  have  charged  1 9-year-o!d  Lillian 
Kusmenko  (I  SMC)  and  18-year-old  Mary 
Elizabeth  Mantrop  (I  SMC)  with  jaywalking. 

Miss  Mantrop  is  in  satisfactory  condition 
with  a  fractured  leg  in  Toronto  General 
Hospital.  Miss  Kusmenko  required  50 
stitches  above  her  left  eye. 

The  car  was  driven  by  Mrs.  Sybil  Bochner, 
60,  of  Bathurst  St. 

—photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
U  of  T  students  blithely  cross  Queen's  Pork  Crescent  Eost  in  their  usual  numbers  Thurs- 

day afternoon,  stopping  traffic  as  they  do  so.  Traffic  failed  to  stop  Wednesday  evening 
when  two  students  were  hit  by  a  passing  car.  Crossing  here  is  illegal,  although  hundreds 
of  students  do  so  daily. 

By  LESLIE  GARY 
A  suggestion  that  students  pay  their  second-term  fees 

in  $5  instalments  has  been  put  forth  as  a  possible  solution 
to  the  new  food  crises  in  University  College. 

Tuesday  morning  students  at  Sir  Daniel  Wilson  resi- 
dence arrived  at  breakfast  and  found  there  was  no  milk  or 

juice.  The  menu  for  meals  now  lists  only  one  juice  or  liquid 
per  meal. This  means  that  milk  OR  tea  OR  coffee  is  served  to 
each  student.  There  has  been  no  indication  that  this  is  only 
a  temporary  move. 

Joseph  Schwarz  (III  UC)  and  George  Morton  (III  UC) 
told  The  Varsity  that  "even  the  most  pacifistic  of  individ- 

uals are  dissatisfied." Last  term  students  boycotted  the  dining  hall  in  protest 
to  what  they  called  a  deteriorating  food  situation.  They  are 
especially  enraged  because  550  residence  fee  increase  from 
$680  to  $730  has  brought  no  increase  in  service.  Schwarz 
said  and  has  "not  even  preserved  the  status  quo." John  Treleaven  (III  UC),  chairman  of  the  food  com- 

mittee in  residence,  visited  Simcoe  Hall  and  discussed  the 
matter  with  E.S.  MacDermid  who  is  in  charge  of  residences. 

Treleaven  and  David  Jeanneret  (III  UC).  president  of 
the  residence  council,  told  The  Varsity  that  the  Canada 
Catering  Company,  which  has  the  contract  for  the  Howard 
Ferguson  dining  hall,  lost,  about  $9,000  in  its  first  three 
months  of  operation  last  fall. 

The  catering  company  is  granted  $1.65  per  student  per 
day  and  has  asked  for  an  increase  of  about  50  cents  which 
would  come  to  about  $10,000  by  the  end  of  spring  term. 
Simcoe  Hall  has  allocated  all  the  money  it  can  to  the  din- 

ing hall,  Jeanneret  said,  but  there  has  been  a  tentative 
agreement  that  if  the  caterer  adheres  to  the  menu  present- 

ed with  their  bid  for  the  contract,  the  university  will 
protect  them  against  future  loss. 

According  to  Jeanneret,  the  meals  on  the  original  menu 
were  fair  and  well-balanced,  "not  the  starch  diet  we've 

been  getting," The  contract  with  the  catering  company  has  to  be  re- 
newed every  30  days  and  can  be  ended  on  one  month's notice,  but  it  would  be  a  bad  mark  against  the  company  if 

they  were  asked  to  move  out,  Jeanneret  said. 
This  is  not  the  first  year  there  have  been  complaints 

about  the  food.  Last  spring,  while  the  contract  was  held 
by  the  same  company,  there  was  a  reported  food  poisoning 
incident  affecting  most  of  the  residents. 

If  the  food  continues  at  its  present  low  level  it  is  likely 
that  the  enraged  residents  will  take  further  action,  Schwartz said. 

Second  Annual  won't  be By  ROD  RITCHIE 
The  second  University  of  Toronto  Annual  Conference 

on  Canadian  affairs,  which  for  the  past  few  months  was 
hanging  in  the  air,  has  crashed. The  Conference,  slated  for  the  third  week  in  January, 
will  not  take  place. 

Kevin  Keough  (SGS),  chairman  of  the  Conference  com- 
mittee, blamed  himself  for  the  failure. 

He  said,  "I  resigned  last  December  because  of  the  pres- 
sure of  graduate  work  and  this  forced  to  two-week  delay. 

Things  never  started  rolling.  We  failed  to  attract  any  speak- 
ers. As  far  as  I  know  no  one  now  is  handling  the  commit- 

tee." 

The  theme  of  the  program  was  to  be  "Canada  —  The 

Restless  Years." Howard  Simmons  (II  Law),  chairman  of  last  year's 
conference,  said,  "I  do  not  think  that  the  failure  was  a 
tragedy  nor  do  I  blame  the  committee  members." "Circumstances  are  responsible,"  he  said.  "The  Con- 

ference was  slated  for  last  October,  but  the  invited  politic- 
al speakers  became  involved  in  the  elections.  It  was  then 

postponed  till  January  but  Kevin  resigned  in  December.  No one  could  organize  a  program  in  a  month  and  no  one 
wanted  to  hold  it  later." 



Student's  Administrative  Council and  U  of  T  LIBRARY  present 

SPRING  READING  COURSE 
Application  at  SAC  Office 

Limited  Registration  .  fee  $5 
Twice  or  three  rimes  a  week  for  8  weeks 

TYPENG 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT 

B.A. 
_ 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 

300  Bloor  St.  West MINISTERS: 
The  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E.  M.  Howse Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 
1 1.00  a.m.  Despair  and  Hope 

DR.  E.  M.  HOWSE 
7.00  p.m.  A  Time  for  Anger 

REV.  D.  A.  GILLIES STUDENTS  WELCOME 
CAMPUS  CLUB  following  the Evening  Service. 

UNIVERSITY 
LUTHERAN 

r CHURCH 

A 

610 Spadlna  Ava. 
( (Opp.  New  College) 

11  « ;  Holy  Communion 7:15  p Student  Club 
Rev  John  Lemkul 

Walmer  Road 

Baptist  Church (1  block  North  and  West  of Spodino  and  Bioor) 
WELCOMES  STUDENTS 
Sunday,  1 1  a.m.  "Why  Pray?" 7  p.m.  "Suffering  -  Stumbling Block,  or  Stepping  Stone" 
6:15  p.m.  'Talk  Back"  -  Young People 
Young  People's  Groups  - Monday  8  p,m.      Friday  8  p.m. 

DR.^rS.,e0UNN REV.  W.  R.  WOOD 

R.  J.  BESSEY 
JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 
AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
„n,    ,.    m   "»  "J-  PUASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 12  Blocks  North  of  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  stop  Eost  of  Yono.  on  Bloor  cor) MINISTER: 

REV.  EOIN  S.  MAC  KAY,  M.A. 
SERMON  SUBJECT  —  "The  Chutch  and  the  secular «'ty  —  A  Sermon  preparatory  lo  a  series  of  seminois focusing  on  Prof.  Harvey  Cox's  stimulating  book SEARCHLIGHT  SEMINAR  —  The  first  in  o  series  of  5 

I™).  ■>  turdoy  evening  Seminors  on  the  "SECULAR  CITY", leode,  R„,  S.  B.  Coins,  B.  A,  —  A  special  welcome  lo  Varsity  Students 

11  A.M. 

7:30  P.M. 

TRINITY 

UNITED  CHURCH 
427  Bloor  W.  ot  Wolmer  Rd. 
REV.  J.  ROBERT  WATT, 

B.A.,  B.D.,  Minister 
1 1  a.m. 

STOP  GRUMBLING" 7:30  p.m. "NEVER  MIND 

THE  MOON!" 8:30 
Trinity  Young  Adults 
Students  Welcome  ot  All 

Services  in  Trinity 

The  i-l.yer'.  J.tkel  f«„jo„,d  by  BANTAMAC 

Come  on  over  to  smoothness 

with  no  letdown  in  taste  f 

Come  on  over  to 

New! 

Player's Kings 

Theatre  remains  closed 
The  Women's  Union  Theatre,  has  been  dark  for  two months,  and  no  one  seems  to  know  when  it  will  be  ready for  use  again. 
The  theatre  is  the  centre  of  operations  for  the  Univer- 
sity College  Players  Guild  and  has  been  used  for  produc- tions by  other  campus  groups. 
It  was  closed  by  Charity  Grant,  Dean  of  Women  at University  College,  because  of  what  she  called  the  fire- hazardous  condition  of  the  lighting  and  wiring. 
This  condition  came  to  her  attention,  she  said,  when  a short-circuit  caused  a  blackout  while  Treasure  Van  was using  the  theatre. 
Miss  Grant  claimed  that  members  of  the  Players'  Guild had  previously  overwired  the  circuits  in  the  theatre. 
Miss  Grant  said  that  the  budget  of  the  Women's  Union and  of  the  theatre  is  attached  to  that  of  Whitney  Hall  and it  would  be  unfair  to  ask  Whitney  Hall  to  pay  for  the necessary  repairs,  since  these  students  are  not  the  only ones  who  use  it. 
The  Principal  of  University  College,  Donglas  LePan, expressed  concern  over  the  matter  and  said  the  situation 

would  be  remedied  as  soon  as  possible. 
Early  in  December  Mr.  LePan  wrote  to  the  safety  and 

security  department  of  the  Superintendent's  office,  request- ing that  an  estimate  be  prepared  of  the  necessary  fire protection  arrangements  and  their  cost. 
On  Wednesday  he  received  a  letter  from  J.F.  Westhead, 

safety  and  security  officer  of  the  Superintendant's  Office,' saying  that  a  study  of  the  theatre  and  its  needs  has  begun. Mr.  LePan  has  guaranteed  the  Players  Guild  that  he 
will  personally  undertake  to  see  that  the  money  is  found 
for  the  estimates  and  the  fire-protection  arrangements. 

He  said  he  hoped  the  recommendations  by  the  Su- 
perintendent's Office  would  be  worked  out  in  a  week  or  so. 

ASKS  FEDERAL  EDUCATION  BUREAU 
Timothy  E.  Reid,  a  York  University  economist,  urge-1 

Ottawa  Tuesday  lo  create  a  federal  bureau  of  education 
headed  by  a  senior  cabinet  minister. 

Mr.  Reid's  speech,  to  the  teachers  of  Earl  Haig  Second- ary School,  followed  the  release  of  the  Economic  Council 
of  Canada  report  citing  education  as  the  key  to  the  nation's future  economic  growth. 

Mr.  Reid,  who  campaigned  in  the  last  election  as  a 
Liberal  on  a  platform  of  immediate  improvement  and  ex- 

tension of  education,  repeated  his  suggestion  of  a  pre- kindergarten  prepaialion  course  for  culturally  deprived 
youngsters. Such  a  program  would  prevent  a  vicious  circle  of  more 
culturally-deprived  youngsters  in  future  generations,  he said. 

P°9e  2  -  ™EVARSITY,  Fridoy,  JarZ^TTmT 

Today,  9:10  a.m.  -  5  p.m. 
Brief  sociological   survey.  First-year,  single,  Jewish girls.  Old  Engineering  Bldg.  Rm.  18. 

Today,  10  a.m. 
Political  Economy  Club  Meeting.  "Economics  of  Soviet Agriculture"   Rm.  1071,  Sidney  Smith. Today.  12  p.m. 
Communist  Club,  fortnightly  meeting.  UC  Refectory Today,  1  p.m. 
P'-ogressive-Conservatives  discuss  Co-operative  Federal- ism. Those  interested  in  participating  in  next  Public  Af- fairs Forum.  Rm.  2116,  Sidney  Smith. 

Smith'136™1  °'Ub  Exccutive  Meet"ng-  Rm.  1086,  Sidney Dept  of  Geology  Films:  The  Face  of  the  High  Arctic, The  Modern  Prospector,  Gold.  Rm.  128,  Mining  Bldg. Today,  4  p.m. 

U  of  T  Film  Production  Club.  Bickersteth  Room  Hart 

House.  
' 

Today,  5  p.m. 

SCM  sponsored  talk,  "The  Incredibility  of  the  Gospel" Speaker  to  be  Albert  van  den  Heuvel.  Covenant  Colleee 
Today,  9:30  p.m.  s Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox-Campus  Coffee  House  Folk 
singing,  Poetry,  etc.  Come  and  perform.  Admission' Free Coffee-a-go-go.  44  St  George  St. Sunday,  7:30  p.m. 

General  meeting  of  Polish  Students  Club.  Dancing 

Aflerwards.  206  Beverly  St.  """icing 



^  Consider  new  policy  on  admissions 
The  U  of  T  Senate  is  con- 

sidering admitting  students 
before  they  have  written 
their  Grade  13  examinations. 

University  registrar  Robin 
Ross  says  the  senate  com- 

mittee on  admission  stand- 
ards has  reached  the  point 

of  asking  the  various  col- 
leges, faculties  and  schools 

for  their  reaction  to  the 
plan. Mr.  Ross  said  the  idea  is 
to  give  students  with  excel- 

lent high  school  records 
and  recommendations  from 
their  principals  confirmed 
admission  at  some  time 
during  the  Grade  13  year. 
He  said  the  university 

would  hope  such  students 
would  complete  Grade  13 
successfully,  but  final  exa- mination results  would  not 
affect  their  admission. 

"This    has    been  under 

consideration  for  some 
time",  the  registrar  said, 
"and  my  personal  opinion is  that  if  we  can  do  this  it 
would  be  very  valuable  to 
prospective  students." Dean  R.  R.  McLaughlin  of 
the  Faculty  of  Applied 
Science  and  Engineering 
said  Wednesday  the  faculty 
is  giving  the  plan  "very 
serious  consideration." 

He  said  the  plan  could  af- 
fect up  to  40  per  cent  of  the 

freshman  engineering  class. 
The  Dean  said  that  in  past 
years  this  many  had  aver- 

ages of  75  per  cent  or  bet- 
ter in  Grade  13,  and  presum- 

ably would  be  eligible  for 
early  admission. 

Mr.  Ross  said  the  univer- 
sity has  become  very  con- 

cerned with  the  record  pre- 
ceding a  student's  Grade  13 exams.  He  said  computers 

have  made  it  possible  to 
make  a  much  wider  examin- 

ation of  applicants,  and  that 
his  office  likes  to  see  cre- 

dentials other  than  Grade 
13  results,  such  as  the  U.S. 
College  Board  examinations 
and  school  recommenda- 
tions. The  registrar  said  he  could 
not  comment  on  how  the 
new  plan  might  affect  the 
awarding  of  scholarships, 
because  the  senate  commit- 

tee on  scholarships  has  not 
yet  reached  a  decision  on the  matter. 
A  committee  of  the  Uni- 

versity of  Western  Ontario 
Senate  met  yesterday  to 
discuss  dropping  Grade  13 
examinations  as  entrance 
requirements  for  students 
with  outstanding  high 
school  records. 

^  Regina  U  won't  rehire  SUPA  man SASKATOON    ( CUP )  — 
James  Harding,  24,  an  in- 

structional assistant  in  psy- 
chology at  the  University  of 

Saskatchewan  at  Regina, 
has  been  informed  by  the 
university  administrati  o  n 
that  he  will  not  be  rehired 
next  fall. 
Mr.  Harding  said  in  an 

interview  here  this  week 
that  the  president  of  the 
University  of  Saskatchewan, 
Brigadier  Keehr,  does  not 
want  'him  on  the  staff  for 
reasons  other  than  his 
teaching. 

Mr.  Harding,  federal  cou- 
cil  chairman  of  the  Student 
Union  for  Peace  Action,  was 

attending  a  SUPA  federal 
council  meeting. 
He  said  the  head  of  his 

department,  Dr.  D.  B.  Ble- wett,  and  other  faculty 
members  have  expressed 
satisfaction  with  his  teach- 

ing and  want  him  to  return 
next  fall. 

Mr.  Harding  said,  "If  the department  concerned  does not  determine  its  own  staff, 
infringements  on  academic 
freedom  because  of  political 
bias  are  more  likely." Mr.  Harding,  now  in  his 
second  teaching  year  at 
Regina,  is  also  a  graduate 
student  active  in  campus 
events.  He  said  the  univer- 

sity has  informed  him  that 

it  has  no  legal  obligation 
toward  him  because  he  does 
not  have  tenure. 

Mr.  Harding  feels  that  his 
position  as  both  student  and staff  member  is  seen  as  a 
threat  by  the  administra- tion. 
"People  in  Regina,  as  in 

other  campuses  are  extreme- 
ly sensitive  about  the  hap- 

penings at  Berkeley  last 
year"  he  commented. Mr.  Harding,  who  has  an 
MA  in  psychology,  plans  to 
take  the  issue  to  the  facul- 

ty's academic  freedom  com- mittee as  well  as  to  present 
his  case  before  the  univer- 

sity community  in  general 

^  Campus  libraries  limit  faculty  privileges 
By  BOB  AARON 

New  regulations  limiting 
faculty  and  graduate  bor- 

rowing privileges  went  into 
effect  this  week  at  libraries 
across  campus.  For  the  first 
time  in  recent  years,  mono- 

graph loans  to  staff  will  be 
■limited  to  three  months  with 
the  option  of  one  renewal. 
The  stricter  regulations 

are  apparently  a  concession 
by  the  library  council  to 
the  demands  of  both  stu 

dents  and  faculty  to  restrict 
"book  absenteeism". 

Faculty  members  are  also 
restricted  to  two-week  loans 
for  bound  serials  with  no 
renewal;  one  week  with,  no 
renewal  for  current  issues; 
and  overnight  loans  for  lat- est issues. 
Monograph  loans  to  gradu- 

ate students  are  now  limit- 
ed to  two  weeks  with  two 

renewals.  Serial  loans  of 
bound  volumes  are  limited 
to  two  weeks  with  no  re- 

newal; current  issues  one 
week  no  renewal;  and  lat- 

est issues  overnight  only. 
Graduates  and  faculty  can 

still  renew  books  by  tele- 

phone. 
These  new  rules  apply  to 

the  central  library  and  all 
branch  libraries  except 
those  of  the  federated  col- 
leges. 
The  new  regulations  were 

approved  by  the  library 
council  on  Dec.  7. 

Decide  Viet  Nam  protests  not  unpatriotic 

By  KATHY  COLE 

The  opposition  to  the 
foreign  policy  of  the  United 
States  regarding  Viet  Nam 
is  harmful  to  the  image  of 
the  U.S.,  undermines  U.S. 
effort  and  is  encouraging  to 
the  nation's  enemies. 

This  feeling  was  expres- 
sed by  Alan  Rubin  (I  UC), 

speaking  for  the  ayes  in  a 
University  College  debate  in 
the  JCR  yesterday  on  the 
topic,  "Resolved  that  the anti-Viet  Nam  demonstra- 

tions in  the  U.S^  are  un- 
patriotic." Rubin  and  Ray  Reynolds 

(II  Vic)  said  a  patriot  is 
one  who  loves  his  country 
and  zealously  supports  it 
and  its  interests. 

They  said  the  majority  of 
citizens  have  committed  the 
United  States  democratical- 

ly, through  their  elected  re- presentatives, to  action  in 
Viet  Nam.  The  protestors 
oppose  the  decision  of  the 
country  as  a  whole. 

"In  a  democratic,  as  op- 
posed to  a  totalitarian  gov- ernment, people  have  the 

right  of  protest,"  maintain- ed Reva  Landau  (II  UC), 
speaking  for  the  nayes. 

Jeffrey  Stutz  (I  UC)  said 
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"patriotism  is  not  blind  de- votion to  the  interests  of 
the  day."  The  majority  in- dicates power,  not  always 
justice  or  the  true  concern of  the  country. 

"Those  who  protest  the 
war  in  Viet  Nam  do  so  in 
the  best  interests  and  tradi- 

tion of  their  country,"  Stutz 
said. 

Reynolds  argued  that  if 
the  U.S.  broke  its  commit- 

ment to  Viet  Nam,  it  would 
let  down  other  countries 
also  dependent  on  the  U.S., and  fulfil  the  tag  given  to 
her  by  China  of  "  paper 

tiger." 

The  resolution  was  de- feated. 

HART  HOUSE 

FESTIVAL  OF  THE  ARTS 
Tickets  and  Programmes  —  FREE  —  in  Hart  House  Rotunda  every  after- noon. Bring  A.T.L.  cards.  Ladies  Welcome. 

NOON  HOUR  DEBATE 
,m.  Tuesday,  January  1  ]  Musii TOPIC: 
"Green  as  a  colour  is  preferable  to  blue". 
CHESS  CLUB  SIMULTANEOUS  EXHIBITION 

7.30  p.m.       Wednesday,  January  12       Debates  Room conducted  by  LARRY  EVANS,  Grandmoster 
Tickets  available  at  the  Undergraduate  Office 

THE  LIBRARY 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

NOON  HOUR  SCIENCE  FILM  SHOWINGS 
ROOM  102,  MECHANICAL  BUILDING 

Wednesdays  &  Thursdays,  1:00  p.m.  -  2:00  p.m. 
January  12,  13  —  Thomas  Telford.  Discovery: 

Penicillin.  Michael  Faraday,  1791-1867. 
January  19,  20  —  Electronic  Computer  in  Commer- ce. Lasers.  Power  Train. 
January  26,  27  —  Roundup.  The  Tiny  Terrors.  Poi- 

sons Pests  and  People,  Part  I. 
February  2,  3  —  Attracting  Power  of  Queen  Bees. 

Biological  Study  of  Fungus  Ants.  Dancers  of  the Sea. 
February  9,  10  —  Electronic  Processes  in  Crystals 

and  Living  Organisms.  Physical  Chemistry  of 
Polymers.  Krystallos. 

February  16, 17  —  Hy-Par  Thin  Shell.  Power  From 
Fusion. 

February  23,  24  —  Project  Apollo.  Nuclear  Reactor 
Space  Power  Systems.  Flight  of  Gemini  V  (Ge- mini V). 

March  2,  3  —  Seifriz  on  Protoplasm.  How  Did  Life 
Begin.  Riddle  of  Photosynthesis. 

March  9,  10  —  The  Living  Pattern.  Northern  Ele- 
phant Seal.  Eternal  Cycle. 

March  16,  17  —  Baboon  Behaviour.  Baboon  Social 
Organisation. March  23,  24  —  Trial  Balance.  The  Big  Ear.  Ariel II. 
A  series  of  programmes  arranged  by  the  Science 

and  Medicine  Department  of  the  University  Li- 
brary in  co-operation  with  the  National  Science 

Film  Library  of  the  Canadian  Film  Institute. 
There  is  NO  ADMISSION  CHARGE 

You  are  invited  to  eat  your  lunch  while  watching 
the  film.  Please  leave  empty  lunch  bags  and  other 
refuse  in  the  receptacles  provided  for  the  purpose. 

DALHOUSIE  UNIVERSITY 
HALIFAX,  CANADA 

GRADUATE  STUDENT  AWARDS 
PHYSICAL  SCIENCES BIOLOGICAL  SCIENCES 
SOCIAL  SCIENCES 

OCEANOGRAPHY MEDICAL  SCIENCES HUMANITIES 

The  Foculty  of  Groduofe  Studies  invites  applications  by  March  15  for Dolhousie  Graduate  Awards.  Dolhousie  Research  Fellowships  ond  Dolhousie 
Post-doctoral  Fellowships  in  the  Sciences,  and  by  May  I  for  Visiting  Fellow- 

ships for  Terminating  Graduate  Students  and  new  Ph.  D.  s  in  the  Humanr- "  ;  and  Social  Sciences. ties  ana  social  jueiitei. 
•  $3,000.00  Honours  Graduate  Entrance  Scholarships  (12  month 

•  uT°o  $2  400.00  for  Master's  Students.  (12  month  period). •  Dolhousie   Centennial    Fellowships   of    $3,600.00    for  Post- Masters  candidates  in  oil  fields. 
•  Up  to  $4  000.00  for  continuing  Ph.  D.  Students. 
•  Up  to  $5,000.00  for  Visiting  Fellowships  in  the  Humanities. •  $6,000.00  for  Postdoctoral  Fellows  in  the  Sciences. •  $7^000.00  for  Research  Associateships. 
•  Travel  Allowances  for  Canadian  Students. 
•  Research  Allowances  for  Postdoctoral  Fellows. 

The  Dolhousie  Graduate  Awards,  the  Dolhousie  Research  Fellowships,  the Visiting  Fellowships  for  Terminat.ng  Graduate  Students  and  new  Ph.D.  s i  in 
the  Humanities  ond  Social  Science,,  ond  the  Dolhousie  f postdoctoral  Fellow- ships ore  open  to  Graduates  of  any  recognized  university  in  any  Degree Prwom  for  which  facilities  ore  available,  and  ore  awarded  on  the  basis of  academic  standing.  Additional  special  awards  are  open  to  Canadians 

""Application  forms  ond  further  information  may  I »  obtained  I-  It. Deon  of  Groduole  Studies,  Dolhousie  University,  Halifax,  Nova  Scotia. 

THE  COLLEGE  OF  JEWISH  STUDIES 

BETH  TZEDEC  CONGREGATION 1700  Bathurst  Street 
TAKES  IN  PLEASURE  IN  INVITING STUDENTS      AND      FACULTY  — to  hear BETTY  FRIEDAN  —  Author,  Psychology 
MONDAY,  JANUARY  10,  1966 At  5  30  and  concluding  at  6:30  p.m. TOPIC:  THE  FEMININE  MYSTIQUE 

Friedan  w,H  also  address  the  Annuel     Instate  of  Ethic I  ol  8e£ 
lec  Synagogue  in  Ihe  Main  Hall  at  9:00  p.m.  Her  top.c     THE  N£W X  EMANCIPATION:  THE  CHANGING  ROLE  OF  WOMAN Admistion  it  Free   



to  our  representatives: 
Our  beloved  Students  Administration  Council  has  been 

nattering  for  some  months  now  about  its  duty  to  consult the  whole  student  populotion  before  making  a  decision on  what  it  terms  "moral  issues.'' 
While  there  may  be  occasions  when  a  plebiscite  or referendum  is  necessary  to  determine  the  wishes  of  the students,  no  such  occasions  hove  arisen  this  year. 
SAC's  refusal  to  vote  upon  important  issues  until  its members  have  had  two  weeks  to  consider  them  is  simply a  refusal  to  act  responsibly,  nothing  more. 
All  decisions  taken  by  SAC  are  moral  to  a  greater or  lesser  degree.  The  line  between  moral  and  non-moral issues  has  been  arbitrarily  drown  and  has  in  practice  done 

Hon  Create  confusion  ond  encourage  procrostina 
Deciding  whether  to  increase  the  SAC  budget  is  a moral  decision  because  student  money,  entrusted  to  SAC is  involved.  Deciding  whether  to  take  o  stand  on  birth control  is  a  so  o  moral  question,  but  why  one  should  be referred  to  the  students  and  another  should  not  is  difficult to  comprehend. 
SAC  members,  elected  to  represent  the  students ond  to  carry  out  the  business  of  the  council,  not  to  run back  to  their  constituents  every  time  they  feel  unsure  of 

lrSZ5e:eS(  JlSAC  members  Qre  s°  i"«a»«  thrt  the prospect  of  taking  o  decision  without  the  support  of  the entire  student  body  appalls  them,  then  they  should  not have  run  for  office  in  the  first  place. 
And  if  members  don't  feel  that  they  can  represent the  students  adequately  without  consulting  them  on  every important  issue  then  they  should  never  have  offered  S selves  as  candidates.  The  members  of  the  SAC  are  repr™ sentafives  not  delegates.  F 

ro„,tThey  °re  e',ect?d  >0  rePresent  the  students  in  their constituency  to  the  best  of  their  ability,  and  part  of  th  s 
osl^X prt^slef 9       QfWUdeS  °< But  this  is  a  job  for  each  individual  member  tn  dn  in 

h£  Zsew7rco-^trr;aT-,or — *  Ms =nm  There,  15  nothin9  in  'he  SAC  constitution  despite  what 

SAC  is  not  vacillating 
By  TIM  SMITH 

The  author  of  this  article  is 
a  fourth-year  student  at  Vic- 

toria College.  He  is  also  the 
Internal  Affairs  Commis- 

sioner of  the  Students  Ad- ministrative Council.  The 
opinions  expressed  are  not 
necessarily  those  of  The Varsity. 

After  reading  Ernie  Light- 
man's  comment  article  on 
the  vacillating  Students  Ad- 

ministrative Council  (The 
Varsity,  Jan.  3),  I  was  im- 

pressed with  his  frustration 
over  the  unwillingness  (not 
the  inability,  as  Mr.  Light- 
man  might  put  it)  of  SAC  to 
immediate  endorse  the  Uni- 

versity College  Literary  and 
Athletic  Society's  series  of lectures  on  birth  control. 
However,  Mr.  Lightman's frustration  might  have  been 

abated  somewhat  if  he  had 
understood  the  purpose 
behind  postponing  certain 
types  of  motions  to  allow 
SAC  members  to  consult 
with  local  councils  and 
other  students. 

Last  year's  SAC  was  ex- 

tremely sensitive  to  the  at- 
titudes of  students,  and  it 

decided  (and  I  believe  right- 
ly) not  to  rush  around  like 

the  proverbial  bull  in  the 
china  shop  making  all  kinds 
of  moral  decisions  on  be- 

half of  the  students  without 
first  discovering  what  these 
students  thought.  It  was 
found  that  it  was  much  ea- 

sier for  people  to  be  educat- 
ed about  a  problem  before 

a  decision  was  made,  than 
after. 
The  portion  of  the  consti- tution that  Mr.  Lightman 

labels  irresolute — that  sec- 
tion which  asks  that  Coun- 

cil members  consult  their 
local  governments  and  con- stituents before  making  a 
moral  decision  for  them — 
does  not  cause  paralysis  but 
rather  shows  the  resolute 
attitude  that  students 
should  be  aware  of  moral 
decisions  made  on  tbeir  be- half. 
From  a  practical  point  of 

view,  Mr.  Lightman  must 
realize  that,  because  of  this 
provision,  when  a  moral  is- 

sue is  brought  back  to  the 

council  floor  it  has  been 
well-discussed,  well  thought 
out,  and  has  the  potential 
support  of  every  local  coun- cil on  campus  behind  it. 
Surely  the  whole  campus 
becomes  more  aware  of  an 
issue  in  this  two-week  wait- 

ing period  and  the  endorsa- tion  and  support  gained  is 
much  more  substantial  than 
could  be  obtained  if  SAC 
made  moral  decisions  in  a vacuum. 

Perhaps  birth  control  is 
a  poor  issue  to  pick  on,  sin- 

ce so  many  of  the  arguments 
seem  so  clear.  But  surely 
Mr.  Lightman  would  like  an 
opportunity  to  discuss  an 
issue  such  as  capital  punish- 

ment with  a  wide  variety  of 
people  before  making  up 
his  mind,  instead  of  making 
a  snap  decision  after  a  one- hour  discussion  at  a  SAC 
meeting. 

Perhaps  SAC  is  not  vacil- lating but  resolute,  in  its 
desire  to  have  a  meaningful 
dialogue  with  students  be- 

fore making  a  moral  deci- 
sion that  affects  all  of  them. 
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Sir: 

So  now  we  know  who  Patrick  Scott  is 
(The  Varsity,  Dec.  17).  Excellent.  Let  us  now 
pass  on  and  rise  above  the  name-calling  to consider  Scott  as  a  critic. 
It  must  be  acknowledged  that  critics 

have  responsibilities  to  their  particular  field 
and,  to  a  lesser  extent,  to  their  public — and 
it  is  here  that  Scott  fails  so  magnificently. 

Scott's  basic  approach  to  jazz  is  damaging. Anything  he  dislikes,  usually  so-called  mo- 
dern jazz,  is  conveniently  labeled  by  him "non-jazz." 

Miles  Davis,  John  Coltrane,  and  their  con- 
temporaries, would  appear— if  one  reads Scott— to  be  wasting  their  time  and  talents. Scott  makes  no  serious  effort  in  print  to come  to  terms  with  the  work  of  such artists,  and,  while  this  is  of  no  concern  to 

me  on  the  personal  level,  when  he  purports to  be  a  critic  for  a  large  national  newspaper 

it  becomes  supremely  silly. 
This  is  the  crux  of  the  case  against  Scott. His  articles  do  find  a  receptive  and  amused audience  but  this  is  not  what  a  responsible jazz  critic  should  be  aiming  at.  It  is  unfor- tunate that  when  the  radio  waves  are  loaded 

with  so  much  crap  this  city's  most  widely read  "man  on  jazz"  should  find  it  impossible to  take  his  job  seriously  and  help  in  the 
explanation  of  this  continent's  major  con- tribution to  twentieth  century  culture. 

It  is  sad  to  reflect  that  there  may  exist 
many  people  whose  only  knowledge  of  jazz 
is  gained  through  Scott's  columns. If  Patrick  Scott  insists  on  refusing  Davis and  the  like  admission  to  his  view  of  the jazz  world,  perhaps  he  would  be  big  enough to  share  his  column  space  with  someone less  prejudiced.  This  would  be  a  great  ser- vice to  jazz  in  Canada,  and,  whatever  his personal  views,  surely  Mr.  Scott  would  ap- plaud such  a  move. 

Keith  Pannell  (SGS) 

an  unnecessary  preface 
Sir: 

Peter  Goddard's  preface  lo  his  music  re- view of  Dec.  17  is  quite  unnecessary  and  woe- 
fully in  error  as  well.  By  what  experience does  he  judge  Christian  hymns  and  anthems 

"languid  in  tempo,  dolefully  pensive,  the thick  mellifluous  chords  reduced  to  cloying 
bunches  of  saccharine  sounds"? 

Surely  the  music  of  Christmastide  refutes the  above  statment  in  a  most  strikingly  ob- vious manner.  We  herald  the  Incarnation  of Christ  with  a  burst  of  great  joy  and  in  great 
thanksgiving;  "doleful  pensiveness"  certainly has  no  stature  at  this  time. 

The  "degree  of  loudness  whipped  up  in  a choir"  is  often  an  indication  only  of  poor performance;  besides,  sacred  music  is  de- signed to  enhance  prayer,  to  assist  our  sacri- fice to  God,  and  to  add  another  dimension to  our  worship,  not  to  evoke  "religious  ferv- 

ency", which  is  something  quite  different. Church  music  composed  over  the  past four  centuries  exhibits  brilliance,  sensitivity excitement,  and  the  ability  to  stir  one  emo- tionally in  far.  far  greater  proportion  than 
mellifluous  chords"  or  "saccharine  sounds" It  demands  an  equal  degree  of  musicianship The  one  drawback  I  see  to  all  this  is  that  the modern  electric  organ  does  produce  an  "ho- mogenized" tone.  However,  most  pipe  organs can  to  a  greater  or  lesser  degree  do  justice to  the  intended  spirit  and  vitality  of  the music. 
If  Mr.  Goddard  is  not  aroused  by  the  pro- digious quantity  of  church  music  which  di- rectly contradicts  his  description,  or  if  he does  not  appreciate  the  often  splendid  per- formance of  this  music  by  the  many  fine choirs  throughout  the  city,  then  I  suggest that  rarely  is  the  music  at  fault,  but  that  Mr Goddard  has  a  grave  misunderstanding  of Christian  church  music  in  general. 

G-  D.  Hardacre  (III  Trin) 

Sir: 

I  am  not  aware  that  Marshall  McLuhan  is attending  the  UC  POP  Festival,  unless  The Varsity  has  made  some  special  arrangement with  him. 

I  should  like  to  take  this  opportunity  to 
suggest  some  additional  errors  Varsity  re- porters might  make  in  this  regard: 

Tom  Wolfe  will  be  attending  the  POP  FEST Susan  Sontag  will  be  attending  the  POP 
FEST, 

Lester  Pearson  is  part  of  the  POP  FEST So  too  is  Dalton  Camp. 
Thanks  for  your  attention  in  this  matter, print  anything  you  like  about  POP  FEST  as long  as  you  mention  the  name. Our  information  was  taken  from  a  semi- official UC  publication  known  as  The Gargoyle  —  ed. 

Gail  Dexter  (II  UC) 



EDITOR LAYOUT FILMS FEATURES BOOKS JAZZ FOLKMUSfC THEATRE MUSIC ART 

Arthur  Zeldin Donna  Mason Hersh  Zeifman 
Lyn  Owen Don  Crowe Tom  Naylor Volkmor  Richter Mark  Czarnecki Paul  Ennis 
Jeremy  Adamson FRIDAY,  JANUARY  7,  1966 

Where  oh  where  has  Ennis  gone?  An  absence  which  highligted a  week  of  low-grade  calamity.  Fair  to  be  absolutely  inundated by  movies,  Hersh.  Po»r  to  be  absolutely  un-inundated  by  orr (Major-Marothy  and  Newman — yoo-hoo}.  Naylor  halved,  but Festival  doubled.  Dexter  popping  off  about  LaMarsh,  Crowe  is being  thieved  from,  Clute  comes  in  at  the  oddest  hours.  But 
not  to  worry,  because  Mark  is  here,  pencilling  eagerly,  and Mason  is  as  malleable  as  ever.  See  if  you  con  find  the  clippings 
from  MacCloren's  Mosaic  on  the  mosaic  of  our  own  front  page. (N.B.  Ian  R.,  and  how  are  you?)  And  love-hate  with  Walsh  again is  nice.  Trente. 

This  man  doesn't  give  a  damn  about  Pop  culture. 

(REVIEW  6.) 

This  lady  IS  Pop  culture. 

(REVIEW     9,  10,  11,  and  12.) 
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Confessions 
A  reviewer  receives  a 

great  deal  of  fan  mail  (at 
least  this  one  does).  Some 
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BE  SURE  TO  COME  EARLY 
TO  THE 

LADY  GODIVA  MEMORIAL  BASH 

(Last  year  We  Turned  Away  200) 

3 1/2  Bands  -  Refreshments  -  Go-Go  Dancers  -  Fireplaces 
SAT.  IAN.  8  —  9-12  PM  —  HART  HOUSE 

STAG  OR  DRAG  -  ADMISSION  ONE  BUCK 

Would  you  like  to  join  us? 

l«$est  manufacturer  of  telecommunication equipment  and  cables,  both  power  and  communications. 
Itw  "S?  eXCeeded  $ 315'°°°'°°°  -  an  increase oi  d3"/o  in  three  years. 
Our  plants  are  located  at  Montreal,  Lachine,  Ottawa  Belleville Toronto  and  London,  and  our  sales  and  distribution houses  stretch  from  coast  to  coast. 

wor.Sw.laSe°PeraH°nS  DiViSi°n  iS  ieV*°™ 

—  more  than  700  people  work  in  R.  &  D, 
Of  our  19.000  employees,  over  1100  are  university  graduates- they  comprise  more  than  60V.  of  middle  management 
and  more  than  90%  of  top  management.  a«ement Although  more  than  half  the  1966  grads  we  hire  will  be  for technical  assignments,  the  balance  will  be  from  a wide  range  of  non-technical  degrees  and  disciplines. Our  starting  salaries  are  substantial.  Your  nerformano  will  h. evaluated  at  regular  intervals  and  increases  wTll  be based  on  these  evaluations. 
To  encourage  your  prolessional  growth  we  havp  lih»™l  >. 
refund  plans,  scholarships  and  bursariesTor  ou^  emplovles  ̂  We  provide  excellent  employee  protection  in  the  form 

sifiassssr-  pf™1  °fB-  <*  - They'll  be  on  campus  in  two  weeks. 

a 
Northern  Electric COMPANY  LIMITED 

of  it,  most  of  it,  is  just  a 
pain  in  the  ass.  Some  of  it 
however  is  a  delight  to  read. 
Once  in  a  long  while  an  irate 
fan  displays  a  little  more 
imagination  that  most  and 
produces  an  effort  that  really 
brightens  my  day.  One  such 
piece  of  fan  mail  arrived 
a  couple  of  days  ago.  Rather 
than  try  to  express  his  dis- dain for  me  and  my  opinions 
in  words,  this  hippy  sent 
me  a  copy  of  the  last  issue 
of  Downbeat,  the  rich  man's Coda. 

For  this  I  am  deeply  in- debted. Not  only  because  at 
a  time  of  year  when  every- one's hearts  and  minds  and 
livers    and     bladders  are 
brimming  over  with  yuletide 
spirit  one  fan  should  have 
remembered  me,  but  also 
because  Downbeat  is  a  ma- 

gazine I  find  so  annoying  I 
haven't  bothered  to  purchase 
a  copy  of  my  own  for  four 
years.  Now  at  last  I  have,  an 
opportunity  to    learn  the names  associated  with  the 
atrocious  sounds  that  pe- 

riodically make  my  radio 
turn  as  green  as  Dave  Bru- beck  at  an  Oscar  Peterson 
concert,  start  coughing  nuts and  bolts,  and  finally  get  so 
irritated  it  switches  itself  to 
CHUM  (and,  as    you  well 
know,  that  takes  a  lot  of irritating). 

will  be  quick  to  point  out 
that  Coltrane  also  won  a 
couple  of  top  slots  in  the 
critics  poll.  Disregarding  the 
most  obvious  flaw  in  the Downbeat  critics  poll,  the 
fact  that  I  was  not  asked 
to  participate,  I  must  still 
respond  with  simply  another "So  What?").  All  it  proves 
is  that  most  critics  have 
tastes  as  underdeveloped  as most  listeners. 

No  sense  wasting  anymore 
space  on  this  issue.  To  those 
who  point  to  Coltrane  as 
the  ultimate  in  artistic  ac- 

complishment I  can  only 
say  that  I  personally  prefer 
Boots  Randolph.  Coltrane  is 
still  in  my  estimation  the 
worst  thing  to  happen  to 
this  music  since  Fletcher Henderson  died. 

I  suppose  the  real  reason 
he  sent  the  thing  was  be- 

cause the  results  of  an  an- 
nual farce  which  we  laugh- 
ingly call  the  Downbeat  An- nual Readers  Poll  were  pub- 

lished therein.  More  parti- 
cularly he  wanted  me  to  take 

note  of  the  fact  that  a  man 
called  John  Coltrane  took 
first  place  in  the  tenor  sax- 

ophone poll,  was  elected  to 
the  Downbeat  Hall  Of  Fame 
(which  now  puts  him  in  a class  with  other  prominent 
jazzmen  so  honored  such  as 
Glenn  Miller),  was  elected 
jazzman  of  the  year  (a  new 
category  in  the  polling  which 
is,  as  far  as  I  can  gather, 
meant  to  be  a  sort  of  music- 

al equivalent  of    a  Miss Canada  contest),  one  of  his recordings     being  duly 
acknowledged  as  the  best 
jazz  LP.  of  the  year  (the 
Ramsay  Lewis   trio's  "In Crowd"  record  taking  sec- ond place,  which  is  in  itself sufficient    commentary  on 
the  validity  of  this  poll).  In 
addition  to  all  these  accom- 

plishments, he  won  second 
place  in  another  category  in recognition  of  his  work  with 
the  soprano  saxophone  and third  place  in  yet  another 
for  his  combo. 
Now  my  first  reaction  on surveying  these  results  was 

to  write  the  whole  thing  off 
with  a  shrug  of  the  should- 

ers and  a  bored  "So  What". However  while  that  answer satisfies  me,  it  undoubtedly won't  satisfy  the  hippies  (or John  Norris,  to  whom  I sincerely  hope  a  copy  of  this column   too  is  sent),  who 

One  thing  came  through 
clearly  in  this  poll,  (there 
had  still  been  room  for 
some  hope  in  the  past).  The "new  thing"  is  here  to  stay. 
Just  what  his  new  thing  is 
hard  to  express  in  words, 
(besides  it  can  be  much 
more  aptly  expressed  in 
tears).  Basically  it  is,  how- 

ever, desire  for  more  free- 
dom. If  one  asks  "Freedom from  what?"  all  one  gets  in return  is  upturned  noses 

and  scornful  looks.  Actually 
I  don't  expect  an  answer: none  really  exists. 
However,  I  have  come  to 

the  conclusion  that  in  part 
at  least  it  means  freedom 
from  the  rules,  all  the  rules. 
Now  rules  must  change  with 
changing  circumstances.  So- 

ciety makes  the  law  and  not vice-versa.  This  applies  as 
well  to  the  music  of  that 
society.  But  before  a  rule 
should  be  abandoned,  it 
should  be  first  established 
that  it  has  outlived  its 
usefulness.  This  has  not  been 
shown.  Instead  of  a  reasoned 
inquiry  into  what  is,  and 
what  is  not,  still  valid  in  the 
music  of  the  past,  we  find 
instead  a  marked  tendency 
to  set  aside  the  rules  simply 
on  the  grounds  that  they  are 
rules.  Change  for  the  sake  of 
change  is  a  law  by  which  no 
sane  society  can  abide.  This 
applies  equally  to  the  music of  that  society. 

This  sort  of  attitude  has 
broken  out  sporadically  in 
the  past.  I  can  vividly  recall 
all  the  activity  about  six 
years  ago  when  there  were 
countless  attempts  to  take 
jazz  music  out  onto  a  new 
limb,  to  give  king  jazz  a  new 
set  of  clothes.  There  was  oc- 

curring one  of  Bill  Russo's periodic  and  wholely  fruit- 
less (perhaps    even  laugh- able) attempts  to  create  a musical  revolution.  Coltrane 

was  coming  on  big  then.  I 
was  busy  breaking  Ornette Coleman  records.  All  in  all 
it  was  one  hell  of  a  mess.  A 
game  of  musical  chairs  in which  the  only  winners  were 
the  recording  engineers  and 
the  only  losers  the  people 
who  had  to  listen  to  those recordings. 



folkmusic 
volkmar  richter 

A  GOOD  WEEK  FOR  FOLK 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
Mark  Spoelstra  and  Ca- 

rolyn Hester  liven  up  the 
folk  scene  in  Toronto  this 
week:  Mark  at  the  Bohem- 

ian Embassy,  Carolyn  at  the 
Riverboat, 

Spoelstra  is  often  pigeon- 
holed as  a  protest  singer, 

because  he  is  very  good  in 
that  idiom.  His  protesting 
is   much  more  affirmative 

CAROLYN  HESTER 
Miss  Hester,  meanwhile, 

has  a  little-girl  effect  on 
stage,  a  saucy  little  girl  with 
a  warm  personality  and  an 
enthusiasm  for  performing. 
Her  most  prominent  as- 

set, though,  and  this  is  how 
it  should  be  with  a  folk- 
singer,  is  her  voice:  a  fine 
clear  voice,  with  a  broad 
range.  Her  voice  is  pure  and 

MARK  SPOELSTRA 

than  most  of  the  other 
young  singers.  He  can  decry 
the  dishonor  of  war  with 
stunning  words  but  at  the 
same  time  celebrates  the 
joys  of  living  to  balance  the mood. 

His  protests  are  products 
of  his  own  conscience — he 
recently  finished  serving 
two  years  of  alternate  duty. 

But  Mark  does  a  good  job 
also  on  some  country  music 
both  traditional  and  near- 
traditional  such  as  "Sugar 
Babe"  written  by  Mance 
Lipscomb. 

Mark's  voice  is  masculine 
and  mellow,  and  handles 
with  ease  the  clean,  unclut- 

tered arrangements  he  uses. 
He  is  a  very  fine  12-string 

guitarist,  playing  the  instru- ment with  ease  and  facility 
to  produce  a  flowing,  effort- 

less sound  that  perfectly 
complements  his  singing. 
Some  of  Mark's  recent 

compositions  concern  them- 

selves with  the  life  of  chil- 
dren, and  the  ingenuous  wis- 
dom that  they  sometimes 

speak.  Mark  is  a  good 
enough  song-writer  to  bring 
out  the  ironic  and  dramatic 
possibilities  of  such  a  sub- 
ject. 

sweet  and  perfectly  guided. 
She  does  use  the  upper 

soprano  registers  of  her 
voice  too  consistently, 
though.  When  she  sang 
"Dink's  Song",  she  made 
evident  the  gutsy  alto  tones 
that  lie  at  the  lower  regions 
of  her  range.  For  variety 
she  should  use  them  more 
often. 
But  her  act  is  beautiful 

as  it  is.  Her  singing  is  sen- 
sitive and  tasteful,  while 

her  complimentary  guitar 
work  is  complex  and  in- 

teresting in  its  arrange- ments. Technically,  Miss 
Hester  is  not  that  good  on 
the  guitar,  i.e.  she  makes 
the  odd  fluff. 
She  did  the  "Ballad  of 

Yarrow"  when  I  saw  her, 
and  it  was  just  beautiful;  a 
version  that  did  not  hide 
the  story  with  guitar  playing 
and  vocal  treatment,  but  en- 

hanced it  with  drama. 
AROUND  TOWN 

At  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve, 
The  Travellers  are  appear- 

ing these  two  weeks.  I  just 
can't  gel  too  excited  about 
that. 

Zaharia,  a  stunning  singer 
from  New  York,  will  be  at 
the  Bohemian  Embassy  Jan. 
21-2;  Lonnie  Johnson  will 
be  at  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve, 
next,  with  Eric  Andersen 
making  a  return  visit  in  a 
few  weeks,  and  Phil  Ochs 
definitely  returning. 

Phil  will  also  be  at  the 
Winter  Mariposa  which  is 
being  run  by  Sid  Banks, 
producer  of  CTV's  Let's Sing  Out. 

Winter  Carnival  this  year 
will  have  Gord  Lightfoot, 
the  Allen-Ward  Trio  and 
Rich  Little,  while  Hart  Hou- 

se's Arts  Festival  will  have Malka  and  Joso. 
RECORD  REVIEWS: 

Hammond  is  getting  to 
be  a  controversial  topic  of 
discussion  these  days.  Some 
like  his  voice;  some  don't; some  don't  think  a  white 
boy  should  be  singing  blues; 
some  think  his  treatment  of 
the  blues  is  not  the  real thing. 

Well,  I  happen  to  like 
Hammond's  voice.  And  I 
think  the  way  he  has  caught 
the  feeling  of  the  deep  blues 
and  managed  to  reinterpret 
them  for  the  modern  city 
audience  justified  his  sing- 

ing of  that  music. 
This  new  album,  record- ed before  the  release  of  his 

rhythm  and  blues  album 
(So  Many  Roads)  has  Ham- 

mond back  with  only  acous- 
tic guitar  and  mouth-harp, in  which  form  he  works 

best.  It's  a  Fine  album,  but 
not  quite  as  good  as  his 
first  because  there's  a  de- finite lack  of  subtlety  in 
some  of  the  performances. 
But  what  is  encouraging  is 
that  Hammond  is  trying  to 
reach  out  for  a  style  that 
can  be  recognized  as  his 
own  instead  of  merely  re- 

creating earlier  records  as 
he  has  been  doing  in  the 

past. 
Judy  Roderick:  Woman  Blue  (Vanguard 9197); 

This  is  Judy's  second  al- bum and  will  add  immense- 
ly to  her  reputation  as  a blues  interpreter. 

Judy  has  a  sensuous, 
beautiful  voice  that  brings 
alive  gentler  blues  such  as 
"Mistreated"  and  "Louisvil- 

le Lou." 
On  this  album  at  least, 

she  works  best  with  a  pia- 
no, drum,  bass  ensemble behind  her. 

The  Dubliners  are  five 
young  unruly  Irishmen walking  happily  through 
some  of  their  homeland,  in 
an  artless,  joyous,  unkempt 
way,  that  makes  for  good listening. 

They  are  not  as  disciplin- ed as  the  Clancy  Brothers, 
to  whom  I  can't  help  com- 

paring them.  Their  instru- mental work  is  more  com- 
plex than  the  Clancys' though,  while  their  singing 

is  rougher. The  album  was  recorded 
in  Europe. 
See  "folkmusic",  page  R  5 
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CAREER 

OPPORTUNITIES 

WITH 

GENERAL  FOODS 

In  order  to  meet  the  demands  of  our  rapidly  growing  busi- 
ness. General  Foods  is  looking  for  yaung  men  —  graduotes 

and  post-graduates  —  who  are  interested  in  a  career  with Canada's  leading  food  company 

Career  openings  exist  in  the  following  fields: 
ENGINEERING  —  We  are  interested  in  graduates  of industrial,  mechanical  and  chemical  engineering. 

RESEARCH  —  This  work  would  appeal  to  graduates  in chemistry,  chemical  engineering  and  other  science courses. 

SALES  MANAGEMENT  —  These  positions  would  be  of 
interest  to  graduates  in  business,  finance,  arts  or science. 

FINANCE  — ■  We  are  looking  for  business,  finance,  econo- 
mics, accounting  or  arts  graduates. 

WHAT  ARE  THE  OPPORTUNITIES  FOR ADVANCEMENT? 

They  ore  excellent.  All  these  positions  are  ones  in  which 
your  talents  and  potential  abilities  can  be  fully  developed 
and  they  offer  wide  scope  for  personal  growth.  Promotion  is 
entirely  on  the  basis  of  merit  and  you  are  given  additionol 
responsibility  as  soon  os  you  hove  proven  you  are  ready  for 

YOUR  NEXTSTEP 

If  you  would  like  more  specific  information  about  the  coreer 
opportunities  ovailable,  contact  your  University  Placement Office  and  arrange  an  interview  time  with  us.  We  will  be 
at  Varsity  on  Thursday,  Jan.  20th  and  Friday,  Jan.  21st to  interview  graduating  students  in  engineering  and 
science,  and  on  Thursday  Jan.  27  and  Fri- 

day Jan,  28  to  interview  graduating  students in  art*. 

GENERAL  FOODS,  LIMITED 

THINK  AMGAD 

C.I.U.Q.C.C. 

SPONSORS 

QUEBEC 

WINTER 

CARNIVAL 

FEB.  11,  12,  13 

ALL  EXPENSES  $29#5^ 

includes  return  fare  by  train  from  Montreal  to 

Quebec,  accomodations,  2  breakfasts,  lunch. 
Enquiries  call : 

G.  ABOLS  —  RO.  6-0350 
Owing  to  great  demand  ond  limited  accommodations students  ore  invited  to  register  early  



THE  YEAR  OF  THE  FESTIVAL 

at  hart  house 
Is  there  a  Canadian  cult- 

ure? The  answer  may  come 
next  January  13th  to  16th, 
when  Hart  House  presents 
its  first  annual  Festival  of 
the  Arts. 
The  purpose  of  the  Fest- 

ival is  to  focus  the  attention 
of  the  University  on  Hart 
House  culturaj  endeavours. 
A  number  of  outstanding 
professional  artists  will  be 
present,  and  a  calendar  of 
events  appealing  to  a  wide 
range  of  tastes  has  been 
planned  by  the  various 
standing  committees  of 
Hart  House. 

The  Festival  will  begin  on 
Thursday,  January  thir- 

teenth with  a  Five  O'clock 
Concert  and  an  evening  de- 

bate at  which  a  well-known 
Honorary  Visitor  will  be 
present.  On  Friday  evening, 
the  Art  Committee  will 
sponsor  a  "mixed  media 
concert"  in  the  Great  Hall. 
Saturday's  crowded  pro- gram will  include  a  music 
workshop,  a  theatrical  pro- 

ducers' discussion  and  an 
animated  film  show  of  the 
works  of  Norman  MacLa- 
ren,  the  well-known  Can- adian film  maker. 

Later,  the  Glee  Club,  un- 
der the  direction  of  Walter 

Barnes,  will  give  a  concert 

inoluding  works  by  BENJA- MIN BRITTEN  in  the  Great 
Hall.  Alex  Colville  will  be 
present  with  Robert  Ful- 
ford  on  Sunday  to  discuss 
the  new  art  form,  "magic 
realism".  On  Sunday  even- 

ing the  Festival  of  the  Arts 
will  conclude  with  a  con- 

cert by  the  Toronto  Cham- ber Orchestra  in  the  Great Hall. 

The  Standing  Committees 
of  Hart  House  extend  to  all 
members  of  the  University 
a  warm  invitation  to  attend 
their  first  annual  Festival 
of  the  Arts.  Free  tickets  are 
available  at  the  Hall  Por- ter's Desk. 

Malcolm  Knight 

T.  PRINCE  EDWARD  ISLAND,  .  painH„9  in  the  m09ie  PeallV  manner by  Alex  Colville,  1965. 

and  at  n.c. 

And  Miss  Gail  Dexter  writes 
from  the  depths  of  UC (camp?): 

Great  changes  are  trans- 
forming the  arts  right  now; 

the  machine  is  making  its 
appearance  on  the  concert- 
hall  stage,  the  art  gallery  is 
opening  its  doors  to  the  sup- ermarket  and   there   is  a 

whole  new  culture  to  be found  on  the  shelves  of  the department  stores  and  in 
the  magical  jargon  of  rhe 

advertising  industry.  The 
traditional  Renaissance  div- ision between  the  fine  and 
the  applied  arts,  between 
high  and  low  culture  is  be- 

ing bridged  by  the  new  me- dia and  the  new  technology. Radio,  T.V.,  movies,  avertis- 
ing  and  fashion  are  combin- 

ing with  the  once  aristocrat- ic arts  to  create  a  huge,  all- 
pervasive  POPULAR  CULT- URE. (Hubba  Hubba!) 
And  this  phenomenon  is 

what  POPculture  —  the first  arts  festival  at  Univer- 
sity, College  —  will  probe on  January  20,  21,  22,  1966. We'll  use  FILMS  (lots  of them  in  terrific  variety) 

ART  (contemporary,  adver- 
tising, computer)'  MUSIC (electronic  to  rock)  DRA- 

MA (self-perpetuating  the- atre to  real  life)  radio,  tele- vision, fashions,  machines 
and  (yes)  the  dreams  that supermarkets  are  made  of 
plus  4,000  square  feet  of floor  space  to  convey  the total  experience  of  the  new culture  to  the  audience  or tather  the  participants. 
The  event  will  be  open  to 

the  public;  and  in  line  with 
the  more  academic  pursuits 

of  a  university,  guest  speak- 
ers will  be  invited  to  lead discussions  on  problems  in 

modern  culture.  (Robert 
Fulford,  Arnold  Rockman, 
William  Ronald,  Susan  Son- 
tag?  Tom  Wolfe?)  And  — zowie!  —  the  whole  gestalt will  be  opened  by  the  one 

and  only  Judy  LaMarsh 
(pop?),  the  New  Secretary of  State.  Admission:  $1  plus 
3  wrappers  from  Baby  Ruth Candy  Bars. 
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Unadorned  melodrama  W-  ̂  

WIT  AND  VIGOR 

Melville  Cooper  and  Roy  Milland  seem  displeased  with 
themselves  (or  each  other)  in  this  scene  from  HOSTILE WITNESS. 

Jewish  is  boring 

By  DOUG  ARRELL 
It  may  come  as  a  surprise 

to  many  North  Americans 
that  plays  like  Hostile  Wit- 

ness, visiting  the  O'Keefe centre  this  week  and  next 
prior  to  Broadway,  are  still 
being  written.  The  unadorn- 

ed detective  -  melodrama, 
written  with  no  more  skill 
than  the  average  edition  of 
Perry  Mason,  with  nothing 
exceptional  about  it  in  any 
way,  perfunctorily  acted  by 
a  largely  unknown  cast,  has 
almost  died  out  here  as  a 
theatrical  institution,  except 
in  summer  stock. 

In  England/where  tickets 
cost  less  and  theatre-going 
is  more  traditional,  it  con- 

tinues to  thrive,  in  spite  of 
movies  and  television  which 

By  DAVID  PAPE 
Director  Joseph  Shaw 

knows  the  mixture  of 
charm,  wit,  and  explosive 
vigor  that  animates  the 
characters  of  a  Noel  Coward 
play.  This  knowledge  is 
manifested  in  his  product- 

ion of  Hay  Fever,  now  at 
the  Crest. 
The  story  of  the  play  is 

a  progression  from  blissful 
chaos  to  methodized  chaos, 
and  in  the  end,  returns  to 
the  former,  less  awesome 
state.  The  original  atmo- 

sphere is  the  theatrical  re- sult of  Judith  Bliss,  a  retired 
actress  who  carries  her 
feeling  for  the  dramatic 
with  her  into  retirement; 
and  of  her  son  and  daught- 

er, Simon  and  Sorell,  who 
are  not  quite  as  much  the 
artist-lover,  or  ingenue- 
sophisticate  as  each  would 
style  themselves.  David 
Bliss,  the  -father,  is  a  novel- 
ist. 

The    confusion  becomes 

By  IAN  CAR RUTH ERS 

If  you  aren't  familiar  with the  cliches  concerning  war- 
time bombing  missions,  the 

boys  at  the  airforce  base 
and  their  extra-curricular 
activities,  let  me  recommend 
The  Duke  and  the  Devil 
which  plays  at  the  Poor 
Alex  until  Saturday. 

There  are,  of  course,  the 
usual  two  conflagrations. 
An  over-passionate  and  over- 
articulate  Canadian  (how  is 
that  for  an  unlikely  charac- 

ter), flying  with  the  RAF, 
has  become  involved  with 
an  English  girl  whose  hus- 

band is  off  fighting.  Torn 
between  moral  qualms,  self- 
protection,  love,  and  a  de- 

sire to  "bring  joy  to  fight- 
ing men  of  all  nations",  they 

stage  several  break-ups  and 
reconciliations. 
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perform  the  same  function 
more  cheaply  and  conveni- 

ently—  witness  the  incred- 
iblely  long  run  of  Agatha 
Christies'  The  Mousetrap, 
still  going  in  London  after 
twelve  years. 

Patrons  of  the  O'Keefe, whose  fare  is  nothing  if  not 
varied,  have  a  very  repre- 

sentative example  of  this 
form  in  Hostile  Witness, 
which  was  a  London  success 
of  last  season.  Jack  Roffey, 
the  author,  has  succeeded  in 
writing  a  play  which  not 
only  embodies  every  com- 

forting and  familiar  cliche 
of  this  species  of  writing, 
Which  is  really  as  stylized 
and  conventional  as  any 
Japanese  Kabuki  play,  but 
which  also  has  the  advan- 

tage of  . being  indistinguish- 

methodized  when  each  of 
these  four  invites  an  inap- 

propriate date  up  for  the 
weekend.  The  guests  arrive: 
a  boxer,  a  socialite,  a  di- 

plomat, and  a  flapper.  They 
are  humorously  received  by 
the  nonchalant  family,  and 
Shortly  find  themselves 
paired  off  with  a  different 
member  of  the  family  than 
had  asked  them. 
The  resulting  comedy  is 

a  delightful  satire  on 
"norms"  of  Jiving  and  their 
anti-norms;  it  presents  and 
exposes  as  equally  ludicrous 
the  conventions  and  eccen- 

tricities on  which  humans 
base  their  actions. 

The  irony  is  that  the  af- feoted  manners  of  the  four 
guests  who  have  in  various 
ways  accepted  society,  are 
no  more  absurd  than  the 
totally  insincere  emotions 
of  the  Bliss  family,  who 
seem  to  establish  their  own 
society.  The  delight  of  the 
play  is  that  such  satire  is 
presented  in  a  light  laugh, 

They  must  be  best  with 
each  other  when  they  are 
making  love  on  the  rug  be- 

neath the  aspidistra,  because 
their  strained  over-intellec- 

tual analysis  of  their  rela- tionship seems  completely 
implausible  on  stage,  and 
the  stumbling  performance 
of  Marcel  Maillard  is  no 
help.  For  example  when  the 
girl  reveals  that  she  is  preg- 

nant (yes,  of  course  she  gets 
pregnant),  Lee's  first  res- 

ponse is,  "Geez,  now  every- 
thing falls  into  perspective." With  an  adept  plot  struc- 
ture, the  other  concern  be- 

comes the  flight  crew  com- mander who  has  lost  his 
competence,  which  the  per- formance of  Victor  Stanton 
both  demonstrates  and 
matches.  Nevertheless  Lee 
persuades  the  inevitable 
"old  man"  with  the  impec- 

cable English  public-school 
accent,  that  the  commander 
is  capable  of  a  final  mis- sion. 

In   these   two  situations 

able  from  the  plays  of  its 
kind  written  thirty  years 
ago,  except  that,  in  accord- ance with  modern  practice, 
it  is  divided  into  two  acts 
instead  of  the  more  tradi- tional three. 

All  the  familiar  elements 
are  presented,  including  a 
final  court-room  scene  of 
most  classic  variety,  in 
which  the  murderer  gives 
himself  away  by  a  device 
as  old  as  detective  fiction 
itself.  The  characters  are 
all  decently  cardboard  (this 
sort  of  play  would  be  re- 

volting if  they  weren't),  and includes  such  regulars  as 
the  retired  army-officer;  the 
peppery,  independent  hero- ine; the  humorous  old 
See  "WITNESS"  Review  8 

not  in  a  sneer. 
Of  the  guests,  Jane  Cas- son  was  outstanding  in  the 

role  of  the  timid  flapper 
who  flapped  when  intimid- ated. Her  entire  manner  was 
so  well  done,  so  incredibly 
funny!  Colin  Fox  was  also 
outstanding  as  the  diplomat, 
nervously  whispering  cor- 

rect and  non-committal nothings. 
Mary  Savidge,  as  Judith 

Bliss,  beautifully  blended 
overacting  and  spontaneity, 
as  her  character's  upstagey 
nature  constantly  transform- ed incident  into  melodrama. 
Richard  Monet  te  as  the  pas- 

sionately bounding  son,  and 
Susan  Clark  as  his  quarrel- some sister,  SorreM,  ably 
played  up  to  Miss  Savidge. 
Lynne  Gorman  as  the 

practical  sophisticate,  and Norman  Welsh  as  David 
Bliss,  novelist,  furnished  us 
with  an  acrid  cynicism,  in 
fine  opposition  to  the 
others'  confusion  or  frivoli- 
ties. 

Vancouver  playwright  Ralph 
Kendall  explores  the  prob- 

lems of  conventional  mora- 
lity in  wartime,  rank,  how 

unknown  odds  on  "tomor- row" will  affect  people,  res- 
ponsibility for  lives  and 

property,  the  war  itself which  "God  has  a  hell  of  a 
lot  to  answer  for."  In  spite of  over-articulation,  the 
treatment  is  unexceptional. 

Nevertheless  there  are  se- 
veral very  effective  charac- 
ters. Ron  Scott  did  admir- 

able justice  to  the  Yorkshire 

sergeant,  by  far  Kendall's most  successful  creation, 
and  Margaret  Melvin  was 
delightful  as  "the  sergeant's mess",  the  buxom  red-head 
in  the  local  pub.  Particularly 
in  the  pub  scenes  there  was 
some  very  clever  satirical wit. 

But  these  were  not  enough 
to  keep  some  of  the  audi- ence from  buckling  under 
the  sound  assistant's  over- whelming stereophonic  war 
and  the  wounding  barrage 
of  cliches. 

By  MARILYN  BEKER 
Years  ago,  someone  came 

up  with  the  idea  that  Jew- 
ish was  funny  but  Jewish 

in  the  garment  business  was 
hysterical.  Years  ago  it  was. 
Now  it  has  ceased  to  be  any- 

thing but  boring. 
The  Fifth  Season,  a  Gob- bler Production  now  at  the 

Colonnade  Theatre,  is  an 
ethnic  play  about  the  New 
York  garment  business. 

Basically  in  the  same 
mould  as  How  To  Succeed 
In  Business  Without  Really 
Trying  and  Seidman  and Son,  the  Sylvia  Regan  play 
manages  to  thrash  around 
for  three  acts  but  fails  to 

say  anything  than  hasn't been  said  before  and  better. 
Max  Pincus,  a  kindly. 

Uncle  Hymie  character,  and 
his  partner  Johnny  Good- 

win, a  glossy,  get-rich-quick 
man,  try  to  keep  their  heads 
above  bankruptcy  waters. Marvellous  Golden  bar, 
who  plays  the  part  of  Max 
Pincus,  saves  the  produc- tion from  total  disaster.  His 
presence  never  fails  to 
ignite  the  stage  with  electric 

Folkmusic  (continued) 
Sandy  Bull:  Inventions  (Vanguard  9191): 

Mr.  Bull  is  back  with  his 
second  album  and  the  title 

is  not  only  appropriate,  it's 

perfect. 

Pure  inventiveness  is 
what  you'll  find  on  this 
album,  for  Bull  has  com- 

bined all  his  musical  exper- 
ience to  create  a  style  of  im- 

provisation that  is  almost 

jazz. 

fun.  He  plays  the  part  of 
Max,  the  timid  transgressed 
partner  with  such  profes- 

sional ease  that  he  over- 
shadows all  other  perform- 

ers in  the  production. 
Dick  Faun  (Johnny  Good- 

win) is  the  other  good  thing 
in  the  production.  He  is 
glossy  enough  and  sexy 
enough  and  very  salesman. 

Sally  Sales,  who  plays  the 
part  of  Shelly  was  cute  and 
only  cute.  Unfortunately, 
her  attempt  at  a  Barbara 
Streisand  accent  failed. 
Jack  Maxwell  as  Miles 

Lewis  the  flashy-dashy  buy- 
er, played  the  stereo-typed role  for  all  it  was  worth  and 

Renee  Greenberg  turned  in 
a  fine  regulated  perform- 

ance as  the  timid  book- keeper. 
Several  parts  are  played 

badly.  Michael  Ellis  as 
Johnny's  son,  performs  as if  he  had  marbles  in  his 
mouth  and  a  locomotive  at 
his  back.  Beverley  Joai* 
Schectman  as  the  model  and 
Miki  Fromm  as  the  wife,  al- 

though beautiful,  were  un- 
inspired and  ordinary. 

There  are  elements  of  folk 
music,  rhythm  and  blues, 
classical,  jazz,  and  even  the 
rhythmic  Indian  raga. 
The  24-minute  composi- 

tion entitled  Blend  II  mar- 
ches with  imagination 

through  all  these  styles  and 
synthesizes  them  into  a  uni- fied whole,  that  makes 
searching  out  the  various 
styles  and  elements  a  purely 
academic  pursuit. 

Bull  has  gone  one  step 
further  in  his  battle  to 
break  down  the  compart- 
mentalization  that  music has  suffered  for  so  long,  by 

using  electric  instruments on  some  of  the  cuts.  In 
Chuck  Berry's  Memphis 
Tennessee  they  are  expected 
but  Bull  also  makes  them 
work  on  Gavotte  No,  2,  a 
fragment  of  Bach. 

love  in  the  aspidistra 



RHODESIA  AND  FUTURE  Dm 
w  ™L?'!r?^.°t.       «*fca,.^'«a^  «  «»^««a.  Southern  Rhodesia,  Britain  imposed  the  Central  Africa  -•-  -,  

The  importance  of  the  critical  situation  in  Rhodesia, and  what  it  portends  for  Africa  and  the  entire  world  can- 
not be  underestimated.  The  author  of  this  article,  a  graduate student  at  U  of  T  in  Metallurgy,  and  a  former  president  of the  African  Students'  Union  of  Toronto,  published  last  year an  article  concerning  the  Congo  situation,  bath  in  this  paper and  in  The  Globe  and  Mail. 

By  EDWARD  CHUKUKERE 

The  spectacle  offered  by  the  British  Government  on  the Rhodesian  crisis  these  days  is  hardly  such  as  to  foster  ex- 
cessive faith  in  its  sincerity.  Exhibitionist  statesmanship, loud  and  tough  talk  about  sanctions  on  the  one  hand,  but dithering  and  ham-handedness  in  their  application  on  the other,  all  combine  to  induce  in  the  patient,  but  long-suffer- ing African  a  growing  sense  of  intolerable  frustration  and disgust. 

Rhodesia  is  poised  on  the  verge  of  the  greatest  cataclysm m  its  history.  Yet  the  British  government  is  unwilling  to discharge  her  responsibility  and  act  effectively,  to  bring  to law  a  small  group  of  rebels  who  have  defied  and  seized I-ower  from  the  mother  country. 
L  In  order  t0  appreciate  the  Rhodesian  crisis  and  the  Brit- 

Southern  Rhodesia,  Britain  imposed  the  Central  African Federation  which  extended  white  overlordship  to  the  neigh- bouring territories  of  Northern  Rhodesia  (now  Zambia)  and Nyasaland  (now  Malawi).  This  was  done  against  the  solid opposition  of  the  Africans.  The  final  sell-out  of  the  Africans of  Rhodesia  was  the  racist  constitution  of  1961.  This  provid- ed for  50  parliamentary  seats  for  the  230,000  whites  and  15 for  the  4  million  Africans.  This  mockery  of  democracy  was rejected  by  African  nationalists,  and  denounced  by  the  Brit- ish Labour  Party. 
It  was  this  wretched  constitution,  which  was  no  better 

than  a  dog's  breakfast,  that  eventually  brought  the  latest apostle  of  racism,  Ian  Smith,  to  power.  It  enabled  him  to further  repress  the  Africans  in  the  police  state  that  is  Rho- desia. Ruling  by  proclamations  and  emergency  powers  he 
banned  the  two  African  political  parties  and  arrested  'and restricted  their  two  leaders,  Mr.  Nkomo  and  the  Rev  Sitho- 
™c™  J1?5  S'nCe  imPrisoned,  detained  or  restricted  over 20,000  African  politicians.  In  1960  and  1961  when  Africans demonstrated  in  favor  of  democracy  and  "one  man  one 
vote  a  total  of  230  of  them  were  shot  dead.  Naturally  'Brit- ain did  not  intervene.  For,  the  rising  tide  of  black  African revolution,  with  its  possible  economic  reforms,  threatened 
the  huge  Anglo-American  investments  for  which  a  neo- fascist  Rhodesia  and  South  Africa  were  the  necessary  bul- 

Hshoctiono9oin»tthcr.ci«listrebeZn  Pressures  ho™  helped  thwort  effective  Bri 
...        " -•-  ■"■uncial  ana  DUSir Hsn  action  against  the  racialist  rebellion. 

ish  Government's  abject  failure,  one  must  peel  back  the ayers  of  history  and  examine,  only  briefly  RnodesiVs  his torical  and  political  development.  It  lays  bare  the  roots  S 
praom,7al^t?°,0giCal  i^oJ^VZXt The  area  now  known  as  Rhodesia  was  once  ruled  bv  the legendary  Kmg  Lobengula  of  the  Matabeles  inTe  last  de cades  of  the  9th  century.  In  1889,  the  King  granted  Ceci Rhodes'  South  Africa  Company  the  right  to  dil  for  gold  in his  territory.  By  a  series  of  machinations  and  chip)  citv Rhodes  extracted  a  Royal  Charter  from  the  weak  Lord  Sa^' isbury's  Government  in  Britain  at  the  time.  Instead  of  dut ging  for  gold,  Rhodes  dispatched  mercenary  pohce  fortes and  army  from  South  Africa,  called  the  "Pioneer  Column" and  forcibly  took  possession  of  the  land  in  891  This  band try  was  official,  ratified  by  the  British  Government  The 

rJ  uVr   "  We'e  V,rllm"y  al,owed  a  free  hand  by  the 

ssiiffl greed  culminated  in  the  t^Z^AST^ tionment  Act"  of  1928  which  „»„;,„  •  Appor- 
aside  only  half  the countrysi,? - of      ''  'h,',S  11  Set 

In  1953,  bowing  to  the  demands  of  the  whites  of  then 
review 

warks. 

thJ^L^"?5  US  -°  a  X?ique  and  complicating  element  in the  Rhodesian  crisis.  Of  all  her  colonies,  it  was  only  in S~,at  B"ta'n  al'owed  a  group  of  colonists  (the 

contml  Tf  wT,  °Wn  autonomous  military,  outside  the st™™  f  fWhltehal  •  even  'hough  this  was  used  as  an  in- strument of  repression  against  the  Africans 

ed  nZ  J*  d,src rimi"atory  laws  and  regulations  were  churn- l  C£d.b»  armed  P°lice  and  the  army,  to  re- 

hewe,  f  T  l°  ̂   StatUS  °f  a  ̂ond-class  citizen  -  a 
hewe,  of  wood  and  drawer  of  water;  a  permanent  source of  cheap  labor.  We  shall  see  how  this  mechanism  o  racism 

mportant  of  "LT"*  ̂   °f  l0Ca'  whites-  and™re 
important,  of  foreign  economic  interests In  Rhodesia,  we  have  230.000  white  who  are  living  much better  than  they  could  anywhere  else  and  they  aredolZit 

Z    Thu   f,  °f  4  bl',Cks-  ™*  mean  <°  keep  i  "Vt er  is  f.330  a  year,  that  of  the  white  worker  $4,000.  The  aver- 

age size  of  farmland  alii the  white  farmer  {no  I 
6,000  acres.  The  African 
a  year,  while  his  white The  educational  syste 
tion  is  afforded  the  wh denied  the  African  chilf 
of  this  year  shows  thai spends  $3J0  on  every  w 
the  African  child.  The 

IciWK  M  •A,h°l£  one  °*  ,he  m»»y  A'««"  Poli- tician, jailed  by  the  white  Rhodesian  aovernment. 

desia)  of  July  1965,  fun) 
pupils  in  the  first  year  c reach  the  last  two  grade? 
drop-out  ratio  of  2340  to 
this  year  seeks  to  lower  i even  further.  Regarding 
African  people  of  the  co, Roman  Catholic  Archbisl 
pastoral  letter: "Such  a  state  of  affairs 
even  in  the  natural  order 

This  brief  outline  show 
developing  himself  accon 
tyranny.  The  issue  in  Rho 
forces,  namely:  "white  su 
ary  status  for  the  African, mination"  on  the  other.  F 
Smith  demanded  indepen 
itution,  while  the  African 
independence  for  Rhodes is  achieved. 
Determined  to  have  his 

lateral  Declaration  of  Ini Prime  Minister  offered  to 
constitution,  long  discredi 
the  Labour  party  itself,  bi 
Governments!  All  Africa  : 
of  Mr.  Wilson's  about-face In  the  negotiations  that  i whole  objective  had  beco 
must  be,  of  its  nature,  a  s> Africans  can  be  betrayed  i 
Iy  so.  Yet  UDI  was  never  ; 
used  to  divert  attention*  fi that  of  the  immediate  esta itution  under  which  the  c. eminent  leading,  over  a  sh 

pendence. Wilson  was  under  no  ob 
preaching  rebellion.  He  dii 
to  organise  sedition.  He  di. rebellion  before  doing  som< leaders  in  their  colonial  str 
A  refusal  to  do  so  in  whiti 
many  as  discrimination  bas 

It  is  the  contention  of  all could  have  stopped  Smith 
to  have  had  some  respzet sponsibilities  and  to  have 
of  rebellion  by  the  normal  ; the  government  and  suspe, 
sary  by  force.  Wilson's  adv against  a  treasonable  rebell It  was  irresponsible  and  wc 
light  for  UDI.  It  also  mean had  in  advance  opted  out  o. 

The  U  of  T  Teach-in  or on  tape,  and  is  on  sale  f warden  of  Hart  House.  I tions  may  purchase  the  tw speechs  of  Prof.  Cranforc 
and  Rhodesian  editor  Nat: broadcast  in  15  minute  we 
part  of  the  program  "Ides 
25.  Mr.  Shamurarira's  an also  be  reprinted  in  a  fftrtl 
FORUM. 



victimization  those  loyal  whites  and  all  the  Africans  who were  opposed  to  Smith's  white  supremacist  Lime  t  a 
conflict.  "emg  r°m°™l"4  tM   vfZu  race In  modern  times,  the  British  Government  has  freauenTTv used  force  or  the  threat  of  it  in  other  tern Tories  aeat  'st African  and  so-called  colored  leaders.  It  used  force  fo  sus 
T£enT'T°nS  ™  ?riHsh  Guiana'  '»  MaVa  in  Malaya f  Kenya  and  now  in  Aden  for  lesser  "offences"  These  "of fences",  essentially,  have  been  demands  to  end  the  economic 
S,n7hTvlrLe:P!0i'ati°n  that  ̂"'smlpeZen  e. smiths  VDI,  though  provocative  to  Africans  and  thus  em- 
reform    Consequently  Smith's  regime  has  much  sympathy 
eJlT?hS°Tyn  ̂   ,krOUgh  Witk  "  #U exploited  by  the  British  elite. 

preparation    for  action    against-  the 

It  therefore,  came  as  no  surprise  to  us  Africans  that  most of  the  western  countries  have  abjured  the  use  of  force  in Rhodesia  while  supporting  the  near-genocide  by  the  US against  colored  Vietnamese  in  their  own  country  where  the U.S.  has  neither  legal  nor  moral  responsibility.  In  contrast economic  sanctions  are  recommended  for  white  Rhodesia-' but  such  an  effort  taken  against  Rhodesia  will  be  useless  so long  as  South  Africa  and  Portugal  may  serve  as  a  point  of 
^T"St  5,mefnt  to.1fbricate  the  wheels  of  commerce  and protect  the  financial  interests  of  the  western  elite  It  has been  said  that  the  beautiful  mechanism  of  economic  imper- ialism can  sell  a  primary  commodity  of  any  origin  in  any market  -  "made  in  Hell,  sold  in  Heaven".  y The  Rhodesian  situation,  therefore,  cannot  be  truly  un- derstood in  isolation  from,  but  within  the  ramifications  of the  whole  Southern  African  complex  south  of  the  Zambesi.' 
L  f  «i«ue/DH  ,r'Can  ??a[iSt  pr0biem  <Rh°desia  includ- ed) exists  and  always  did,  because  of  two  major  reasons 

Tconomic  WeStem  in  MriCa  is 
whirl  T°nt  ?  tke  lf°"S'  Wthetic  and  selfish  manner  in which  the  whole  problem  of  racial  co-existence  is  confronted by  western  cullure-a  culture  s  elf ̂on  summed  and  nourished with  pretensions  of  racial  superiority,  fed  and  re-inforced  by 
world ^r,,    'S  "US  big°'/y  °"  tke  part  °f  <he  m<™ world   still  uncommitted  on  the  question  of  racism  and equality  that  the  white  supremacist  regime  of  Ian  Smith counted  upon.  So,  with  the  mocking  face  of  the  reactionary and  the  hstlessness  of  the  futilitarian,  Ian  Smith's  regime proclaimed  their  racialist   VDI  as  a  blow  struck  for Christianity  and  civilization"! 
Africans  were  well  aware  that  once  UDI  took  place  there would  be  much  British-American  propaganda  against  this crude  excess,  including  a  few  rituals  of  economic  boycott  to pacify  world  opinion.  Behind  this  smokescreen  a  new  racist 

regime— a  bulwark  for  South  Africa— will  be  slowly  intra- 

Rhodesia',  Ion  Smith,  in  a  role  becomina  ere,  more  charac- 
duced  into  the  international  community  unless  African  na tions  take  preventive  military  initiative! 
It  is  in  the  interest  of  monopoly  capitalism  in  Sonth Africa,  Angola  and  Mozambique  thata  friend  lylowrnme* 

ivetrffbly  rac,s')be  established  in  Rhodesia*  ̂ fan  eTc 

KfLT,n  1  lck  rfrica's  liberation  ot  thdr  e« So  falkm  ,h»,  ,h'  U  15  in  the  interest  ot  monopoly aWe  m  l        /  continuous  supply  of  cheap  labor  be  avail- 

2 i  to  30%)  of"  he  C  hUge'  3n?Ual  n6t  profits-  f»ve«ge  of r~,JL  companies  of  Southern  Africa.  For  these 

Sesia'DTfhe'wh-  tS  ̂ .P^'W  wealth,  control  of 
Knooesia  by  the  white  minority  has  been,  and  is  a  m-ize 

rerrfi!n^WeSt,frn  i£?!rests-  F«r  the  same  reasons.  Verwoerd remains  the.r  best  friend,  because  the  whole  purpose™  the 
th?LPtC'eS  °f  Vem0erd  (and  °f  Ia"  Smithes  ,o  hi the  blacks  in  a  state  of  illiteracy  and  "land  hunger"  so  that 
they  can  be  shuffled  about  the"  country  to  Zk  the  gofa mines-that  ,s,  to  work  for  western  capitalist  interests.8 The  economic  structure  of  white  Southern  Africa,  owned and  controlled  by  interlocking  western  capitalist  combine? depends  on  the  mining  industry  which,  in  turn,  depends  on 
cheap  African  labor.  In  1956,  British  investment  in  Sou°h Africa  stood  at  $1,420,000,000;  U.S.  investment  at  5478  000  000 Now  m  less  than  ten  years,  British  investments  have  more 

-M  ̂   ttll^  *3  biIIi0n  and  U  S-  investments  have 
trebled  to  $1.4  billion.  In  the  current  3-year  period,  Britain is  providing  Verwoerd  with  $252,000,000  worth  of  military equipment;  the  U.S.  has  provided  aircraft  and  France  has furnished  mirage  jets  and  air-to-ground  missiles 

Thus  the  prospect  of  a  reform-minded  African  government logically  resulting  from  an  overthrow,  of  the  rebel  regime does  not  appeal  to  the  West,  in  particular  the  United  States For,  it  might  begin  to  upset  the  applecart  in  Southern  Africa' However,  the  probability  remains  that  British  sanctions  will 
not  bring  down  the  rebel  Smith's  regime:  that  African  frus- tration and  hostility  will  increase  to  the  point  of  violent conflict  and  that,  ultimately,  the  U.S.  will  be  faced  with  the choice  m  Southern  Africa  of  a  Verwoerd-Salazar-Smith  axis on  the  one  hand,  or  the  African  governments  possibly  as- sisted by  the  Chinese,  on  the  other.  If  her  past  record  is  any guide,  the  U.S.  will  again  be  found  to  be  supporting  the wrong  side.  There  is  little  question  who  will  be  chosen. 
This  is  the  danger— and  a  very  real  one  indeed.  Africa,  and perhaps  the  world,  would  be  plunged  into  a  race  war.  Wilson would  be  responsible  along  with  those  Labour  Party  leaders who  collaborate  with  Anglo-U.S.  businessmen.  He  would have  set  back  for  decades  all  the  work  and  struggle  that  has taken  place  since  1945  to  create  in  the  world  the  idea  of  the essential  unity  of  mankind  and  all  the  hope  that  this  idea may  be  realized  in  a  new  world  order. 

The  protest  in  London  becomes  a  melee,  cs  tempers  boil  over  the  critical  situation. 
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An  old,  old  plot 

By  EVA  MAIN  EM ER 
Everything  Seven  Women 

has  to  say  has  already  been 
said,  endessly  and  better. The  old  plot,  dressed  up 
in  new  and  distracting  color, 
concerns  the  conflict  be- 

tween missionary  and  Bar- barian in  China.  This  time 
the  missionaries  are  seven 
paper  women,  who  waver, stand  strong,  and  dissect 
their  faith  and  love-life  with 
monotonous  predictability. 
The  Barbarians  are  conven- 

tionally crude,  half-naked, head^shaven  bandits,  who 
rape,  pillage,  burn,  kill  etc. Situations  and  dialogue 
have  been  seen  and  heard 
before,  before,  before.  Sam- 

ples (Long-awaited  doctor arrives  at  the  mission): 
Husband:  Are  you  the 

doctor? 
Doctor:  Yes. 

Wife:  But,  you're  a  wo- man! 
After  combatting  Cholera 

epidemic,  plucky  Dr.  Cart- 
wright  (Ann  Bancroft) comes  into  dinner  drunk, 
shocking  every  God-fearing 
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woman  at  the  table,  and 
reveals  her  past:  "I  loved him,  ...  but  he  preferred  his 

wife." 

She  then  approac  h  e  s 
young,  unpolluted,  ingen- uously blond  Emma: "You  know,  there's  a  real 
world  outside.  Get  out  of 
this  rat  race.  Go  and  find 

it!" 

Emma's  (Sue  Lyon)  eyes' 
are  soon  opened,  as  women and  babes  are  shot  in  cold 
blood  outside  her  window. 
She  gasps,  prettily  horri- fied: "Now  I  know  what 

evil  really  is!" 
But  there  is  more  to 

come.  Brave  Dr.  Cartwright 
ransoms  herself  to  the  ban- dit leader  as  the  others  go 
free.  Emma  utters  prophe- 

tic words:  "Dr.  Cartwright — ■ 
I'll  never  forget  her!" These  continuous  cliches 
are  punctuated  with  incohe- 

rent and  meaningless  out- 
bursts of  hysteria  and  self- 

revelation  from  one  or  an- 
other of  the  characters. As  the  film  ended,  a  tiny 

lady  behind  me  was  shed- 
ding a  few  tears — no  doubt for  the  waste  of  time  and 

money,  both  her's  and  the movie-maker's,  and  perhaps 
also  for  the  utter  waste  of 
Ann  Bancroft's  talents  in 
such  a  cardboard  concoc- 

tion. 

Witness  (cont'd) 

judge. 
It  is  the  trappings  that 

matter,  the  nostalgia  of  it 
all,  that  pleased  the  general- 

ly middle-aged  audience. 
Happily  the  production was  as  traditional  as  the 

play.  Reginald  Denham's  di- rection was  in  just  the  right 
spirit  of  no-nonsense  profes- sionalism, hightened  by  the 
traditional  exaggeration  of 
the  "big  scenes";  his  version 
of  "consternation"  when 
Ray  Milland  announced  he 
was  to  be  arrested  for  mur- 

der, was  priceless.  The  act- 
ing was  in  a  similar  vein — 

slick,  hammy,  unreal  —  al- though Mr.  Milland,  who  is 
apparently  used  to  the  quite 
different  Hollywood  tradi- 

tion, had  the  unseemly  ten- 
dency to  trying  to  make  too much  of  some  of  his  very 

work-a-day  lines,  and  even 
at  times  showed  signs  of 
trying  to  break  through  the cardboard  mask,  an  attempt 
which,  had  it  succeeded, 
might  have  been  very  up- setting. 

The  sets  were  the  cosy 
panelled  boxes  that  they 
ought  to  be,  except  for  an evocation  of  the  dome  at 
Old  Bailey,  which  seemed  to 
imply  a  feeling  of  guilt  at 
using  so  little  of  the  big 
O'Keefe  stage.  But  in  fact 
the  whole  proceedings  seem- 

ed quite  outlandish  in  the oversized  theatre,  which 
reeks  of  the  American  no- 

tion that  theatre-going  is  an 
"occasion"  and  not  the  ca- 

sual diversion  it  is  for  the 
British.  But  who  can  be 
casual  about  $6.00,  $4.50 
$3.50,  $2.75  a  seat? 
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By  SID  USPRICH 
Boeing  Boeing  (Imperial, Yorkdale,  others)  is  more like  a  Piper  Cub  than  the 

big  jets  of  its  title.  That  is, 
though  it  flies  along  well enough,  it  sometimes  tends 
to  sputter  on  its  one  engine. Based  on  the  still  running Paris-London  hit,  the  thin 
plot  is  good  old-fashioned farce  with  a  jet-age  twist. A  bachelor  (Tony  Curtis) deftly  juggles  air  line  sche- 

dules and  his  three  stew- 
ardess-fiancees so  that  each 

spends  her  between  flights time  in  his  Paris  apartment, blissfully  unaware  of  the 
others.  The  inevitable  com- 

plications to  this  "one  up, 
one  down,  one  pending"  ar- rangement set  in,  of  course, 
when  all  three  arrive  simul- taneously. 

Frantically  attempting  to 
keep  his  cosy  little  setup from  being  blown  higher 
than  the  girls'  planes,  Curtis, though  good,  just  misses  the ludicrous  intensity  required, 
and  is  not  yet  casually  con- fident enough  to  have  the 
part  down  pat. 
On  the  other  hand,  Jerry 

Lewis  as  his  accomplice-rival finally  begins  to  exhibit  the talent  hidden  beneath  the 
thick  pie-in-the-face  froth  he 
usually  works  under.  With 

someone  other  than  himself directing  for  a  change,  he 
has  managed,  except  for  a few  momentary  lapses,  to 
curb  his  worst  excesses  and has  turned  in  a  very  funny, controlled  perfomance. 

Thelma  Ritter  easily  strolls 
through  the  sarcastic  long- suffering  housekeeper,  a 
part  she  has  almost  pa- tented. 

As  the  coffee,  tea  or  milk 
pushers  Dany  Saval  (Air 
France),  Christiane  Schmidt- 
mer  (Lufthansa)  and  Su- 

zanne Leigh  (British  United) 
bring  little  else  besides, 
respectively,  a  French  ac- 

cent, a  massive  superstruc- 

ture, and  real  charm  to  their 
roles. The  continual  narrow 
escapes  from  discovery  and in-one-door,  out  -  the  -  other shenanigans  tend  to  wear  a bit  thin  in  the  somewhat 
hoked  up  Hollywood  adapta- tion. Despite  his  generally 
competent,  fast-paced  direc- 

tion, John  Rich  is  occasional- 
ly guilty  of  over-concentrat- ing on  the  farce  or  playing bits  straight  that  should  be tongue  in  cheek. But  still  the  end  result  is 

a  bouncy  confection  that,  if 
nothing  eise,  should  serve'  lo wile  away  a  pleasant  even- 

ing. 

OUR  AVERAGE 
STUDENT  READS 

4.7  TIMES 
FASTER 

THAN  HIS 

STARTING  SPEED 

(with  equal  or  better 
comprehension  !) 

Mrs.  Evelyn  Wood  spent 
over  16  years  of  research and  testing  before  opening 
her  now  world-famous Reading  Dynamics  Institute in  1959.  There  are  now  19 

By  JON  STANLEY 

The  James  Bond  cult  is 
perhaps  its  own  best  paro- 

dy. However,  Where  the 
Spies  Are  (Loews  Down- 

town), sticks  another  pin 
in  the  Bond  balloon. 

David  Niven,  as  Dr.  Jason 
Love  is  a  reluctant  spy  who 
muddles  through  his  mis- 

sion despite  obsolete  spy 
gadgets  and  periodic  incom- 

petence. Receiving  his  mis- 

 „_  „_  ̂   .J«=.K3K3ira,2§2§2§2§2§^25 

Another  buddy  for  Bond sion,  this  ingenuous  spy 
who  had  seldom  been  out 
in  the  cold  asks,  "Is  it  dan- 

gerous?" 
Included  in  the  package 

is  a  Bond  bird  (Francoise 
Dorleac),  an  exotic  setting 
and  a  spy  kit  which  looks 
like  a  spice  box. 

The  situation  is  consistent- 
ly thrilling  as  well  as  basically 

comic.  It  all  starts  when  Love, 
scraped  from   the  bottom 

of  British  Intelligence's  bar- rel, manages  to  get  himself 
entangled  in  Middle  Eastern 
intrigue.  And  although  the 
professionals  trample  all over  his  cloak  and  dagger 
the  best  of  British  luck  lets 
him  accomplish  his  mission 
and  save  his  skin  from  the 
(inevitable)  sinister  Rus- sians. 
Audience  identification 

problems  are  rather  pleas- 
ingly easier  with  this  hero's 

stature  than  with  that  of 
Bond,  the  colossus  about 
whose  feet  petty  cinema- 
goers  creep.  Niven's  charac- terization is  always  clear. 
And  reasonably  witty  dia- 

logue is  a  pleasant  change 
from  the  traditional  laconic Bond  grunt. 
Perhaps  the  sole  sane  re- 

sponse to  Bond  is  satire. 
And  Where  the  Spies  Are 
with  gentle  laughs  as  well 
as  chills,  is  a  good  one. 

-JSHMKISKflHHK 

Sugar  and  spite  and  everything  Doris 

Darling  Doris  (at  40-odd)  can  still  our-simper, out-smirk,  and  out-coy  anyone.  While  wearing extensive,  expensive  wardrobes,  notch.  This  pic- ture is  no  exception. 

By  MARILYN  BEKER 
Is  your  grandmother  dep- ressed? Take  ter  to  see  Do 

Not  Disturb  at  the  Coronet. 
It  will  thrill  her  because  she 
will  think  it  is  a  wicked movie. 

Doris  Day,  its  shining  star, 
has  finally  made  it.  Instead 
of  playing  a  virgin,  she 
portrays  a  wife  who  actually 
likes  to  kiss  her  husband.  I 
say  kiss,  because  dimpled 
Doris  manages  to  commun- 

icate that  "married-but- never-been-touched"  look that  simultaneously  implies 
innocence  and  nausea. 
Dear  Doris  is  a  Gidget- 

grown-up  housewife  with  a 
home  in  the  country  and  a 
husband  (Rod  Taylor)  in  the 
wool  business.  Naturally  the 
house  is  in  England,  presu- 

mably so  that  we  can  see 
sugar-coated  Dodo  cutely 
figure  out  the  money  system 
and  car-driving  on  the  left 
side  of  the  road. 
The  plot  is  unbelievably 

thin.  The  husband  spends 
his  evenings  (and  who  can 

blame  him)  entertainin 
foreign  wool  merchants  in 
town.  Doris  suspects  him  of 
having  an  affair  with  his 
assistant  so  she  pretends 
to  have  her  own  with  an 
Italian  interior  decorator 
who  has  a  French  accent. 
He  takes  her  to  Paris  for 
the  day  to  buy  a  diningroom 
set  and  manages  to  get  Doris 
plastered.  In  spite  of  every 
thing,  she  remains  stark 
white  pure.  Hubby  gets  jeal- 

ous and  everything  turns 
out  fine. 

Doris  is  as  syrupy  as  ever. 
She  adores  animals  and 
children,  gets  bombed  on 
half  a  drink,  retches  at  the 
thought  of  sex  or  infidelity 
and  never  wears  a  low  cut dress. 

Unfortunately,  it  is  sicken- 
ing to  see  a  45  year  old  wo- man come  across  like  An- 

nette Funicello  with  a  bleach 

job. 
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Reading  Dynamics  Insti- 
tutes  in  the  U.S.A.  and  TWO 
IN  CANADA  (Toronto  and Ottawa). 

HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED 
Mrs.  Wood  soys:  "In  ]  945  I  sub- mitted my  Master's  thesis  to  Dr.  C Lowell  Lees,  my  professor  or  the University  of  Utah,  etc.  He  read 
the  80  pages  in  a  motter  of  min- utes, and  before  my  startled  eyes, marked  the  paper  without  missino a  detail.  His  untrained  speed:  6000 words  per  minute,  compared  to  the 
overage  college  graduate's  350. 
Determined  to  find  the  secret,  I 

spent  2  years  tracking  down  50 
more  people  who  could  reod  rapid- 

ly ..  .  and  14  years  later,  after countless  hours  of  research  and 
testing,  |  taught  my  first  public classes  in  Washington,  D.C.  So  po- sitive were  the  results  that  the  story 
appeared  in  Time,  Newsweek,  busi- ness Week,  Esquire,  The  Christian Science  Monitor  and  my  graduates 
appeared  on  The  Tonight  Show, 
Gary  Moore,  I've  Got  A  Secret. Consistently,  my  students  learned 
to  increose  their  speed  from  3  to 
10  times  .  .  .  WITH  A  GAIN  IN UNDERSTANDING  ! 

SINCE  1959,  OVER 
150,000  PEOPLE  HAVE 
TAKEN  MY  COURSE  ! 

Since  Foil  1963  over  600  people 
have  taken  the  Evelyn  Wood  Read- 

ing Dynamics  Course  in  Toronto, Kingston  and  Ottawa,  Average  im- 
provement has  been  over  4  times 

starting  rates,  with  better  compre- 
hension than  at  their  old  slow  stort- rates. 

GUARANTEE: 
If  you  don't  at  least  triple  your 
reading  speed,  with  at  leost  equal comprehension,  your  entire  tuition 
pvill  be  refunded  ! 
FREE  FILM -OPEN  HOUSE 
A  free  film  on  Reading  Dynamics  will be  shown  Tues.  &  Thurs.  evenings  ol 8:00  p.m.  and  on  Sat.  ot  11:00  a.m. 
Drop  in  then,  or  anv  afternoon,  to  learn iore  about  this  remorkable  technique. 

EVELYN  WOOD 

READING 

DYNAMICS 

INSTITUTE 
Suite  1103,  Britonnico  House, 151  Bloor  St.  W. 

Toronto  5,  Ontario 
923-4681 



GRADUATE  INTERVIEWS 

Ontario  Hydro  will  interview 

on 

January  20,  21  and  22 

Electrical,  Mechanical,  Civil,  Metal- 
lurgical,  Industrial   and  Chemical 

Engineers  and  Engineering  Science, 
Mathematics 

Training  Program  —  geared  to  individual  interests 
and  based  on  rotational  work  experience. 
Variety  of  Engineering  Work  —  planning,  design, 
research,  construction,  operations,  maintenance, 
marketing  or  computer  applications. 
A  Career  in  an  organization  which  encourages  div- 

ersity o£  training  and  experience. 
An  Expanding  Operation  —  New  coal-fired  and 
nuclear  thermal  stations  in  the  process  of  develop- 

ment and  construction  are  among  the  largest  and 
most  modern  on  the  continent.  (500  megawatt 
units  in  our  newest  coal-fired  generating  station 
and  the  new  Pickering  Nuclear  Plant).  Continuing 
hydraulic  station  expansion. 
An  Integrated  Data  Processing  System  —  Analysis 
and  programming  of  complex  engineering  and 
scientific  problems  as  well  as  extensive  commer- 

cial applications. 
Further  information  in  your  library.  Schedules  for 
appointment  in  room  123  Mining  Building.  If  you 
wish  to  make  additional  enquiries  please  write 

Employment  Officer, 

Professional  and  Management  Staff, 
Ontario  Hydro, 

620  University  Avenue, 
Toronto,  Ontario. 

for  everyone 

By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 
The  Loved  One  bills  itself 

as  a  film  with  "something 
to  offend  everyone."  But  the only  really  offensive  thing 
about  it  is  the  fact  that  with 
so  much  promising  talent, 
the  movie  falls  drastically 
short  of  the  successful  crea- tion it  could  have  been. 
Loosely  based  on  Evelyn 

Waugh's  magnificent  little satire  on  the  Hollywood  way 
of  death.  Loved  One  spoofs 
so  many  things  with  no  ap- 

parent sense  of  direction,  the 
end  result  being  a  hodge- 

podge of  satiric  "bits",  some marvellously  sharp  and  fun- 
ny, others  (unfortunately 

the  majority)  dragged  out 
beyond  all  proportions  of 
time,  and  consequently  flog- 

ged to  death. Robert  Morse  plays  a  Bri- 
tish poet  who  arrives  in 

Hollywood  to  visit  his  script- 

writer uncle  John  Gielgud. 
When  Gielgud  commits  sui- 

cide, Morse  must  find  a  suit- 
able burial  place  and  dis- covers it  in  the  unbelievable 

Whispering  Glades.  The  fu- neral business  comes  in  for 
a  severe  lampooning,  espe- 

cially when  the  lavish  tombs 
and  accoutrements  are  ex- tended to  include  pets! 

There  are  some  genuinely 
funny  moments  in  the  film — a  brief  interlude  with 
Milton  Berle  and  Margaret 
Leighton,  Morse  casually 
taking  his  lunch  out  of  the 
'fridge  where  the  animal 
corpses  are  stored.  Rod 
Steiger's  ingenious  way  of sending  notes  to  his  lady 
love  (tacJked  on  to  a  stiff). But  much  of  the  film  is 
pointless  and  patronizing 

( the  episodes  with  Steiger's mother,  the  military  brou- haha near  the  end),  while 
many    scenes,    almost  the 

whole  last  third  of.  the  mov- 
ie, go  on  and.  on  making the  same  point. 

Morse  is  fine,  Anjanette 
Comer  starts  slowly  but 
builds  nicely,  Gielgud  is 
magnificent,  Jonathon  Win- ters is  disappointingly  flat, 
Steiger  is  great,  Liberace  is 
hilarious.  Tab  Hunter  is 
unbelievably  bad. 

D  esp  i  t  e  the  uneven  qu  a- 
lity  of  the  cast,  main  criti cism  must  be  leveled  at  di- 

rector Tony  Richardson 
and  writers  Terry  Southern 
and  Christopher  Isherwood. 
Men  of  proven  talent,  their 
energy  here  was  too  undis- ciplined to  be  ordered  into 
a  logically  coherent  film. Satire  that  clubs  you 
over  the  head  to  get  its 
point  across  is  no  longer 
funny — and  ultimately 
winds  up  a  satire  of  itself. 
It's  at  the  Towne  Cinema. 

A  trio  of  ever-so-sexy  gla- 
mor ghouls  from  Whispering 

Glades.  Anyone  for  a  fu- neral? 

CANADA 

EMPLOYMENT  INTERVIEWS 

20th  and  21st  JANUARY 

for  graduating  and  post-graduate  students  in  the  following  disciplines: 

MECHANICAL  ENGINEERING,  CHEMICAL  ENGINEERING 

ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING,  INDUSTRIAL  ENGINEERING 

ENGINEERING  SCIENCE,  MINING  ENGINEERING 

CHEMISTRY,  MATHEMATICS,  STATISTICS 

for  positions  in; 

development,  design,  maintenance  and  process  engineering,  planning  and 
industrial  engineering,  and  marketing,  including  technical  service. 

We  invite  you  to  moke  on  appointment  to  see  our  representatives  when  they  visit  the  campus 
to  discuss  employment  opportunities  in  Du  Pont  of  Canada. 
In  the  meantime,  if  you  would  like  to  know  a  little  more  about  our  Company,  including  infor- 

mation about  the  positions  available  in  1966,  pleose  refer  to  the  material  in  your  department library  or  write  to; 

DU  PONT  OF  CANADA  LIMITED 

Personnel  Division,  P.O.  Box  660,  Montreal,  Que. 

How  to  get  it 

By  URJO  KAREDA The  gospel,  according  to 
Richard  Lester's  The  Knack, 
and  how  to  get  it  (Odeon 
Hyland),  glibly  divides  the 
world's  population  into 
haves  and  have-nots — those 
who  possess  The  Knack  and 
those  who  don't.  Such  a frivolous  notion  may  serve 
as  the  basis  only  for  an 
equally  frivolous  film — and The  Knack,  in  addition  to 
being  charming,  efferve- scent, joyous,  spirited  and 
touching,  is  also  frivolous — and  wbo  would  have  it  any other  way? 

Richard  Lester,  the  direc- 
tor, brings  all  the  cinematic tricks  and  technique,  which 

he  has  acquired  from  the 
Beatles'  epics,  into  sharp  fo- cus in  this  film,  which  is 
virtually  an  epic  about  be- 

ing young. It  is  this  combination  of 
ingenuousness  and  a  thea- 

trical sophistication  which 
pervades  The  Knack;  like 
all  of  Lester's  films,  it  is 
highly  visual,  as  the  plot  (?) 
stops  at  fairly  regular  inter- 
vails  for  a  virtuoso  flight  in- to inventive  and  fanciful 
visual  comedy,  counter- 
pointed  by  off-screen  com- 

mentary of  the  staidest  Bri- tish variety.  Thus,  although 
the  plot  of  The  Knack,  slack- 
ly  derived  from  Ann  Jelli- 
coe's  touching  comedy,  fal- 

ters and  veers  and  frequent- 
ly stops,  the  general  mood 

and  atmosphere  are  su- stained. 
Admittedly,  the  direction 

has  its  flaws.  Some  of  the 
visual  comedy  is  rather 
hoary  (and  surely  no  one would  grieve  if  that  old  gag 
about  people  popping  in  and out  of  a  series  of  adjoining 
doors  were  laid  to  rest).  The 
film  also  runs  down  rather 
badly  at  the  end,  when  it 
attempts  to  change  direc- 

tion, but  loses  it. 
The  director  has  been  for- 

tunate with  his  youthful cast,  full  of  youthful  energy, 

spontaneity  and  imagina- tion. The  Knack  is  entirely 
dominated  by  an  extraordin- 

ary performance  by  Michael Crawford  (who  lacks  The 
Knack,  but  wants  it);  he  is 
able  to  project  innocence 
and  foolishness  with  high 
spirits  and  comic  variations. He  is  ably  supported  by 
Ray  Brooks  (who  has  The 
Knack)  and  Donal  Donnelly 
(who  has  The  Knack  but 
doesn't  seem  to  care)  both 
Rita  Tushingham  performs 
quite  appealingly,  once  she 
sheds  her  distracting  man- 

nerisms and  overly  self-con- scious spontaneity. 

Ultimately,  it  is  Lester's achievement;  The  Knack 
makes  few  sociological  or 
See  "Knack",  page  RU 
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C?M?MUM  FASCINATION PH,™    ...J   £- h° female  psychopath  who  ah.  7  W" 

?ork«.H  ">  REPULSION,  now  or  the  New 

By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN Perhaps  the  first  thing which  should  be  said  about 
Repulsion  (New  Yorker)  is 
that,  despite  any  advertis- ing claims  to  the  contrary, this  film  is  definitely  not "another  Psycho." As  a  matter  of  fact,  the night  I  saw  it,  a  small  group 
of  people  had  come  to  the theatre  obviously  prepared to  exercise  their  vocal  chords 
and  leap  out  of  their  seats. They  were  reacting  way  out 
of  proportion  to  those  ele- ments of  shock  which  do exist  in  the  film.  But  even these  disturbing  incidents, and  subsequent  audience 
laughter  and/or  grumblings were  not  able  to  break  the 
mood  of  this  tense  and  fine- 

ly wrought  drama. From  the  opening  close-ups 
of  an  eye,  which  instantly 
give  the  sense  of  unknow- able terrors  lurking  just  in- 

side the  pupil,  Repulsion 
lures  us  into  the  hallucina- 

tory darks  of  the  mind  of  a 

It  should  have  been  better By  SHELAGH  HEWITT 
The   Tenth   Victim  now 

playing  at  the  International Cinema  promised  to  be  bet- 
ter than  it  was.  The  idea, taken  from  a  short  story called  The  Seventh  Victim is  an  original  one.  The  cast 

one  would  think,  is  capable 
of  producing  a  better-than- 
average  film.  The  ingredi- ents are  all  there,  but  some 
where  along  the  line,  the  re- 

cipe has  failed  and  the  film 
unfortunately  falls  flat  and grows  stale,  before  it  has 
barely  reached  its  midway point. 
The  major  part  of  the 

story  takes  place  in  Rome— 
a  Rome  where  the  Pope  is American,  and  life  is  run  by computers,  but  where  more 
of  the  conservatism  (i.e. there  is  still  no  divorce)  of past  years  exists  than 
other  parts  of  the  fair 
twenty-first  century. 
The  world  is  obsessed 

with  a  new  solution  to  war 
—a  solution  in  which  vari- 

ous individuals,  the  hunters, 
kill  off  unsuspecting  (unless 
they  happen  to  be  Marcello 
Mastroianni)  victims  meth 
odically,  legally,  and  for  mo 
netary  rewards 

The  plot  mainly  concerns 
the  attempt  of  American 
huntress  Ursula  Andress  to 
trap  and  kill  an  Italian 
hunter-turned-victim,  Mar- 
cello  Mastroianni.  The  no. 
velty  of  the  chase  lies  in  the 

fact  that  the  kin  at  the  end is  to  be  used  as  the  main gimmick  in  a  lavish  T.V.  ad- 
vertisement done  by  an American  firm  for  Mino Tea. 

Until  its  ending.when  it takes  a  sudden  leap  into  the realm  of  the  totally  absurd, 
the  film  borders  on  reality.' There  is  an  attempt  at  satire that  is  almost  effective,  but 

which  loses  its  impact  in  its over-obvious  cleverness.  Ma- 
stroianni gives  only  a  half- hearted effort  to  a  role which  has  possibilities.  The 

photography  is  good  with a  novel  use  of  color  to  create 
an  atmosphere  that  is  very 
definitely  not  of  this  cen- 

tury. But  photography  un- fortunately does  not  make 
a  movie. 

female  psychopath  who  ab nors  sexual  contact  with men. 
Dialogue  and  action  are minimal.  It  is  the  camera with  a  careful  eye  to  the details  of  rot  accumulating 

m  the  apartment  of  a  girl whose  mind  is  letting  go 
with  a  controlled  use  of special  effects,  distorted perspectives  and  lighting, and  silent  dream  sequences simulating  the  themes  of 
the  girl's  obsession,  which creates  the  horrible  situa- 

tion in  which  disaster  be- comes inevitable. 
Catherine  Deneuve  com- 

bines a  beautifully  blank  face and  a  restrained  use  of mannerism  into  a  sensitive portrayal  of  the  girl.  The 
supporting  performances are  all  equally  able. 
But  Repulsion  is  essen- 

tially a  director's  film,  and in  this  case,  he  is  Roman Polanski,  the  brilliant  young Polish  director  of  Knife  In 
The  Water,  who  is  now working  out  of  England.  He 
is  partially  responsible  for 
the  script;  he  is  also  respons- ible for  the  deft  visual 
ironies  which  run  through- 

out the  film,  for  example the  glimpse  of  nuns  joyously Playing  volleyball,  women whose  institutionalized  celi- bacy is  still  a  very  different thing  from  the  distortions which  plague  the  mind  of 

the  girl.  ■ 
Most  important  of  all  is Polanski's   distinctive  view 

of    a    seemingly  ordinary scene.     In    Knife    In  The Water,  for  instance,  he  used 
a  shot  of  ships'  masts  which 
approached   the   purity  of' line  usually  associated  with 
a    Mondrian    painting.  In this  film,  he  similarly  uses 
many   sequences,   such  as shots  of  a  long  hall-wav  with no  characters,  or  shots  in which  characters  are  framed 
by  the  intersecting  lines  of their  environment,  with  an effect  best  likened  to  that  of 
the    magic  realism"  school of  painting. 
The  result,  even  aside 

from  its  special  effects,  is  a 
film  with  a  brooding  "pre- sence", a  sinister  atmo- sphere, a  film  which  almost always  keeps  to  the  right 
side  of  the  fine  line  sepa- rating oppressive  tension from  mere  boredom. 

Monkey  dancers  and  the  GWF 
"Meet  your  new  neighbors,"  blares  the  banner  noster outside  the  Downtown  Theatre.  "Africa  -  only^i  hou'rs  by 

„aJride  h  the  usual  wretchedly  written,  ineptly  edited naked-savage  -  savage  nature  film.  The  s  ory  of  the  'id and  new  Africa,  which  this  movie  purports  ?o  pre  ent  is reduced  to  pygmy  monkey  dancers  vs.  great  Whfte  Father 

forewarned"  ™S  ̂        film  <°  ~*  ™  Be 
MJ.W. 

The  Knack  (cont'd) 
psychological  comments, 
but  with  such  irresistible 
moments  as  the  Great  Bed 
Push,  an  erotic  comedy- 
dream-fantasy  and  the  mock 
rape  scene,  he  conveys  an 
impressionistic  tribute  to 
those  who  are  young. 
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FILMED...  NOW  THE  IN-TERTAINMENT  SCOOP  OF  THE  YEAR! 

An  Evening  With 

Daily  From  12  Noon 

YONGE  AX  GERRARO  •  EM  6  8fl9; 



AN  EXPERIENCE  IN  EPIC 

A  German  Tig«r  tank  burns  impressively  in  a  scene  from  BATTLE  OF  THE  BULGE. 

Irrelevant  and 

By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 

The  Agony  and  the  Ecsta- 
sy (University)  is  a  film 

which,  if  nothing  else,  cer- 
tainly lives  up  to  its  title 

What  ecstasy  to  be  able  to 
leave  the  theatre  after  the 
agony  of  24  hours  of  pure 
drivel! 
The  big-budget,  Todd-AO 

extravaganza  about  the  life 
of  Michelangelo  opens  with 
a  twenty-minute  document- 

ary "spiel"  high-lighting  the main  plateau  in  the  lengthy 
and  varied  career  of  the 
Florentine  poet,  artist  and 
sculptor.  Music,  art  and 
narrative  effectively  com- 

bine to  put  the  viewer  to 
sleep  as  quickly  and  as 
painlessly  as  possible. 

For  those  few  of  us  still 
awake,  the  film  soared  into 
low  gear  with  the  actual 
"story  line"  ■ —  the  confliot 
between   the   young  artist 

and  Pope  Julius  II  over  the 
painting  of  the  ceiling  of 
the  Sis-tine  Chapel.  Julius  is 
determined  that  Michelan- 

gelo do  the  job,  but  the 
artist  is  stubborn.  He  re- 

fuses, he  accepts,  he  quits, 
he  returns,  be  finishes.  Fade 
out. 
Along  the  way  there  are 

some  marvellously  irrele- 
vant sub-plots  to  enhanc* 

the  tedium,  irrelevant  be- 
cause the  main  story  line 

is  surely  weak  enough  to 
bore  all  by  itself.  Not  only 
is  there  not  even  the  slight- 

est success  at  suggesting 
some  sort  of  plausible  rela- 

tionship between  the  cen- tral cardboard  characters, 
but  the  movie  has  achieved 
the  supreme  effect  of  turn- 

ing a  vibrant,  enigmatic 
man's  life  into  a  dull,  pur- 

poseless existence. 
Charlton  Heston  (the 

thirteenth  apostle)  has  play- 

ed so  many  larger-than-life 
screen  roles  that  he's  now managed  to  magnify  the 
concept  so  as  to  block  out 
any  hint  of  life  in  his  por- 

trayal of  Michelan  g  e  1  o. 
Diane  Cilento,  despite  a  dis- 

concerting affectation  with 
her  hands,  is  adequate  in 
a  thoroughly  puzzling  what- 
is-she-doing-in-the- story  role. 

And  Rex  Harrison,  as  the 
Warrior  Pope,  the  anti- 
Christ,  has  nothing  better 
to  do  than  worry  about  Mi- 

chelangelo's progress.  Only if  Heston  had  trouble  with 
his  "h's"  could  Harrison's 
Henry  Higgins  performance 
be  condoned. 

At  various  points  through- 
out the  film,  Harrison  looks 

up  at  the  perspiring  Heston, 
busy  painting,  and  asks 
"When  will  you  make  an 
end  of  it?"  A  mind  reader 
if  there  ever  was  one! 

By  MICHAEL  WALSH 

Henry  Fonda  is  not  the 
sort  of  man  to  jump  to  con- 

clusions. "I  just  don't  know," he  told  his  guilty-voting 
jurymates  in  Twelve  Angiy 
Men.  "Let's  talk  about  it 

for  a  while." Battle  of  the  Bulge  (War- 
ner Brothers'  Christmas  of- 

fering at  the  hardticket Glendale  Cinerama)  pro- 
vides him  with  a  more  epic, 

if  less  dramatic,  case. 

Fonda,  playing  a  detective- 
turned-soldier,  has  a  "feel- ing" about  the  situation  on 
the  Ardennes  front.  A  com- 
mandpost  Cassandra,  he  ex- 

pects that  a  major  German counter-offensive  will  keep 
the  boys  from  the  traditional 
Christmas  feast  being  order- 

ed up  for  them  by  their 
genial  general,  Robert  Ryan. When  the  attack  comes 
and  Battle's  battle  begins, 
moviegoers  have  a  rare  treat in  store  for  them.  For  the 
first  time  in  the  long  screen 
history  of  World  War  II  they 
will  see  an  American  Army 
out-thought  and  out-fought. It's  almost  like  seeing  the 
Indians  win. 
The  old-fashioned  virtues 

have  been  alloted  almost  ex- clusively to  the  ranks  of  the 
heel-clickers.  Courage,  In- 

tegrity and  Morality  ride the  command  tank  with 
Robert  Shaw,  the  German 
colonel.  Skill  and  Ingenuity 
paradrop  with  Ty  Hardin and  his  kommandos.  The 
German  plan  is  imaginative 
and  intelligent,  its  prepara- tion detailed  and  efficient, 

Stubborn  Young  Painter  confronts  Sneaky  Old  Pope. 

its  execution  spirited  and 
successful. 

It  almost  works. 
Battle  of  the  Bulge  syn- 

thesizes a  story  from  a  ma- 
jor engagement  involving 

many  hundreds  of  thousands 
of  men.  To  do  this  the  pro- 

ducer/writers create  an  in- 
terwoven network  of  per- 

sonal attachments  and  con- flicts. Although  achieving 
the  desired  effect,  a  unified 
plot  line,  it  significantly  re- duces the  scale  of  audience 
comprehension. 
We  may  see  whole  armies 

but  we  can  only  feel  the  in- dividual characters.  None, 
however,  has  been  endowed 
with  quite  enough  character 
to  stand  up  to  such  inten- sive treatment.  And  so  the 
battle  is  the  story,  one  of  no 

greater  depth  than  the  nu- merous blast  craters  from 
which  it  wa s  fought  an d 
filmed. 
Looking  like  an  enlarged 

version  of  every  war  film 
you  ever  saw.  Battle  takes 
full  advantage  of  its  vicari- ous camera.  The  audience 
is  swept  from  the  controls 
of  a  dive-bombing  reconnais- 

sance plane  to  the  wheel  of the  car  it  pursues  through 
the  mountains.  And  this  is 

only  the  movie's  first  scene. It  is  with  such  startling 
attention  to  the  sensual  that 
Cinerama  is  able  to  turn  an 
epic  into  an  experience.  All of  the  effects  fill  the  eye 
with  color  and  action  done 
with  a  precision  that  would 
certainly  have  brought 
straight-armed  raves  from 
the  film's  aimost-heroes. 

007  falters 

By  GERALD  LAPKIN 
On  the  basis  of  Thunder- 

ball  (Odeon  Carlton),  it 
would  appear  that  James Bond's  licence  to  make  a 
killing  at  the  box  office  is 
beginning  to  run  out.  The film  deals  with  an  attempt 
by  S.P.E.C.T.R.E.  to  black- mail the  British  government, 
using  a  hijacked  nuclear bomb  as  the  bait. 
The  plot  is  rather  simple 

and  inevitable,  but  plot  was 
never  the  forte  of  Fleming's original  novels  or  of  the 
three  previous  films.  The 
real  strength  of  Blood  rests in  the  elan  with  which  the 
story  line  is  executed,  and  it 
is  in  the  execution  that 
Thunderball  fails. 
From  the  start  you  get 

the  feeling  that  you  have 
seen  this  once  before.  The 
opening  sequence  concen- trates on  007's  Aston-Martin that  was  the  star  of  Gold- 
finger,  and  the  rest  of  the 
film,  as  well  as  the  title 
song,  is  all  vaguely  remini- scent of  the  earlier  Bonded 

epics. There  is  one  major  dif- ference though:  those  films 
succeeded,  whereas  this  one 
flounders.  Part  of  the  rea- 

son lies  in  the  inexcusably 
sloppy  production.  Various characters  flitter  across  the 
screen  with  no  real  attempt 
made  to  clarify  their  iden- 

tity. Included  in  this  pano- 

rama of  faces  are  three  look- 
alike  playthings,  two  twins, 
and  the  total  population  of 
Nassau,  S.P.E.C.T.R.E-, 
N.A.T.O.  command,  and  the 
U.S.  para-frogmen. Careless  editing,  as  well 
as  a  Durango  Kid-style  scene 
change,  add  to  the  confusion. 
The  result  is  an  over-long 
and  under-developed  film. 
Many  of  these  factors were  also  present  in  the 

earlier  films,  but  they  were 
saved  by  the  superb  special 
effects.  Aside  from  a  rocket- 
firing  motorcycle,  the  props 
in  Thunderball  seem  to  be 
left-overs  from  a  Sea  Hunt 
episode.  Infrared  cameras, 
waterpoof  wrist-watch  gei- 
ger  counters,  and  miniature 
aqualungs  are  not  terribly 
exciting. 

The  locale  in  general  also has  a  destructive  effect  on 
the  film — almost  half  of  it 
was  shot  under  water.  Thus 
the  action  is  slow  and  plod- 

ding, and  for  the  most  part 
consists  of  aqualunged  div- 

ers cutting  each  other's  air 
hoses. Although  Thunderball  was 
supposed  to  be  played  for 
laughs,  my  reaction  was  one of  sorrow  at  the  passing 
away  of  James  Bond  —  the anti-folk  who  became  a  folk 
hero. 

review 



This  is  the  final  part  of  the  Bazin 
Papers  written  by  ex-CUS  president Jean  Bazin  following  the  founding 
convention  of  I'Union  Generate  des Etudiants  du  Quebec  (UGEQ)  in November  1964. 

First  published  by  The  McGill 
Daily  in  December  1965,  part  one of  the  Bazin  Papers  appeared  in 

5  1966  Wed™sday,  
January 

THE  PRESENT 

thJhLhRT1Uti°n  Commission  had  also 
resVut>n°   Pre™  fc*™*-*  ̂ airs 
dJ?  th»  ̂"Page  documen*  presented  un- der the  SIgnature  of  Richard  Guay  (we have  every  indication  to  believe  that  ibis was  written  by  Dimitri  RoussopulouT"Cam paign  for  Nuclear  Disarmament")  the  r,^ sition  of  UGEQ  was  defined.  P Obviously  two  or  even  maybe  three  Deonle knew  what  they  were  talking  about  but  fhe members  of  the  general  asfembly  just  £ 

TCE0yo?  tf,'iS-I?S  °°  the  ̂ volvement  of uoto  on  the  international  level.  Its  nhilo- sophy  is  to  aim  towards  world  peaceand 

I  d'ont  think  there  is  much  future  for  the University  of  Ottawa  in  UGEQ. 
•  Pierre  Savoie  was  also  there  (Monc- 

ofn  VGEO  %Tn'1  fee'  that  Moncton 
join  UGEQ.  The  nationalistic  feeling  is  de- finitely restricted  to  the  province  of  Quebec 
national  state  of  all  French-Canadians  i' think  the  concept  of  "nation"  has  progres- 

wM,qs£,"-bit  th3t  "  iS  DOW  ̂ted 
with  State  in  some  students'  minds 

J*  7^ld  be  heresy  to  brinS  this  «P  at one  of  these  meetings.  Their  vocabulary  has changed.  There  is  no  more  referent  to 

Queltleakme  Canadians'  but  on]y  to 

stZ^  m°r?  tfae  English-speaking 
studen  s  m  the  provinces  are  going  to  find 

donTteSt,1D  \Vety  toucny  position.  I 
don  t  see  how  they  could  possibly  in  all 

B™S7t!?GEQas  i(  is  ^titufed  now 
Because  of  the  nationalist,  leftleaning  svn- dicahst  principles  accepted,  I  don't  see  how 
lnyrrtPreSeC-tatiVe  Sludent  ™  of  the 

foiSng^GEa8  SCh°°1S  C°Uld 
ELECTIONS 

When  the  candidates  decided  to  run  be- fore the  congress,  Laval  officially  mdkated 

AGEUM^V*.?  R°bm  Grotto*  
a^d triads  n/  -ba?mg  J°ya1'  had  obvi°^'y 

persuaded  Desjardins  to  run.  We  had  every 

BAZIN  PAPERS 

nf  nrln  ̂ armament  Th«efore  the  duty or  UGEQ  is  to  avoid  taking  sides  in  the .deological  battle  that  is  going  on  between fte  East  and  the  West.  ("The  IUS  is  a  Com- munist-controlled organization,  the  ISC  Ts a  capitalist  organization,  therefore  we 
should  not  try  and  join  either  one  of  them™ ) This  is  the  kind  of  stupid  comment  that 

^^^^^^ 
tin^C,haffd  -Guay  iSvthdr  b,'S  m£m  °n  interna- 
control  o^n-  a"d.he  j-hviously  is  under  the control  of  Dimitri  and  is  quite  radical 
r„n?HQ  V°ted  to  Join  the  International Confederation  on  Disarmament  and  Peace for  obv.ous  reasons.  I  was  really  surprised 
vdn  h°W  liWe  discnssion  took  place 
tht  r?r S  S?mg  1°  be  sending  observers  to the  ISC  and  to  the  IUS  in  order  to  establish contacts  to  promote  the  creation  of  a  third world  student  movement.  All  the  non-aligned nations  would  join  in  the  third  force  By ereatmg  a  third  force  they  will  force  the East  and  West  to  get  closer  together  and will  therefore  be  leading  to  a  world  stu- dent movement  that  will  be  unified. 
Needless  to  say  I  am  quite  disturbed  bv the  knowledge  that  UGEQ  took  on  interna- tional affairs. 

2"  bfore.the  elections  that  Gratton would  be  the  winner  (Laval  being  strong 
during  the  congress).  However,  when™! 

RichardCcme  °Ut'  Ia?qUeS  D«jardins  won 
Richard  Guay  was  elected  to  the  external affairs  vice-presidency  and  the  rest  of  Grat 

fo?  evi™  *"  e'eCted-  ™S  C3me  as  a  sh°* 
lor  every  observer. 

**Th?  ̂ °.le  representative  from  outside Montrea  ,s  Remi  Bouchard.  He  is  Internal Affairs  Vice-President.  I  think  we  can  exploi his  presence  on  the  Board. 
Laval  had  the  first  two  days,  but  surely lost  on  the  thu-d  day.  They  had  endorsed Giatton  and  after  their  leading  role  every- one expected  they  would  also  win  the  elec- tions. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The  people  responsible  for  this  type  of attitude  should  be  publicly  exposed  and  I think  CUS  has  a  responsibility  to  try  and inform  the  students  as  much  as  possible in  order  to  avoid  the  consequences  of  the irresponsible,  unrealistic  attitude  towards which  they  are  leaning  now.  Everyone  is for  peace,  and  everyone  is  against  hunger 
but  to  conclude  to  general  disarmament' non-alignment,  creation  of  a  third  world student  movement  without  any  more  studies 
is  quite  upsetting.  (I  hope  they  realise  that they  and  CUS  must  act  now). 
SUMMARY 

•  The  University  of  Ottawa  made  a  bid 
to  be  recognized  by  UGEQ  on  the  basis  that 
70  per  cent  of  their  French-speaking  stu- dents come  from  the  province  of  Quebec. 
They  obtained  speaking  rights  at  the  general assembly,  but  after  ten  minutes  of  discus- 

sion they  were  rejected  and  referred  to  the permanent  judicial  commission  that  will  be set  up. 
I  think  Ottawa  wasn't  too  pleased  with 

this  solution.  They  asked  me  what  the  po- sition of  CUS  was  on  this  point.  I  said  that 
our  constitution  does  not  exclude  any  uni- versity from  participating  in  any  other  or- ganizations and  that  we  were  quite  flexible on  any  matters.  I  also  pointed  out  that  our official  languages  are  French  and  English 

We  should  definitely  try  and  get  involved 

them  "  COOperate  Practically  with However,  we  should  be  careful  not  to strengthen  the  organisation  as  it  might  fall 
by  itself.  ^ I  am  not  suggesting  that  UGEQ  will  not last;  my  own  personal  feeling  is  that  it will  last.  However  I  do  feel  that  it  would be  senseless  for  us,  if  there  is  an  outside chance  for  it  to  deteriorate,  that  we  should prevent  it  from  doing  so.  I  would  try  and promote  exchanges,  participation  in  semi- nars, nothing  more.  I  would  urge  close contacts  with  FAGECCQ  and  Federation  des Normahens  de  Quebec  (FNQ). 
We  should  not  get  involved  in  the  discus- 

sions going  on  between  the  English-speak- ing universities  in  Quebec  and  UGEQ.  I 
don't  see  our  role  as  being  acceptable  as negotiators  in  this  matter. 

It  think  we  can  take  a  stand  on  their  in- 
ternational policy.  If  they  keep  on  along the  lines  they  adopted  at  this  Congress  it could  mean  trouble  ahead.  I  personally don't  think  so. 

It  must  be  clearly  understood  that  UGEQ 
is  a  nationalistic  progressive  union  of  stu- 

dents and  that  it  will  be  called  upon,  pro- 
viding they  don't  make  too  many  mistakes, 

to  play  a  major  role  in  Quebec.  Therefore, 
we  should  strive  to  have  good  relations  with them. 

We  must  avoid  tightening  up  our  posi- 
tions. We  must  keep  a  serious,  honest,  rea- 

sonable, mature,  positive  attitude  towards 
this  organisation.  There  was  no  bitter  feel- 

ing or  resentment  against  CUS  expressed 
the  whole  Congress. 
This  is  not  an  exhaustive  report  bul 

should  serve  as  a  basis  for  information. 

#  PREPARE! 
walpurgh  -  naeht  approaches 
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146  tJernord  Ave.,  923-4011. 
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MORI  SUBJECTS  retired  for  reseoreh 
"on.   for  appointment  call  SfSS-mofl 

ESS  !AL!!!  {torris  Ml"«  "59.  excel- 
«  rnechomeol  condition,  oiwovs  ,e- 
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THANK  ,„  0|,  ,h„        rts  r 

blick.'lon        Tu"do»-  'tsooooTo'te w*?Jr'  "PS""8  ̂ "i"3  0n  cl«"ic  IVOO- 
8948  P  "M  *»wy.  Coll  782- 

perween  Botony  building  &  Tnmtv  Cnl 
'efe,    Monday   am      Cnll      i?„  „ 

928-3727  Kosemory 
YOU  NAME  IT 
RU.  2-7855. I  type  it.  Cheap. 

GIRL  FOR  PART  TIME  work  in  MD's office,  8-10  hours  per  week,  ot  he convenience.  Coll  LE  7-2042 

NEW  furnished  2  bedroom  opartment 
to  shore  with    7  ,m;llo,oh      ,    .  , 
Phone  425-5069  otter  6  p^m.  ™'1 

ondR^'„  V  PS  We're,  Sotmon 
Sol  n„  £  "I,  J™  Lody  Go3i™  Mem- 

oriol  Bosh  and  hustling  donee  Icheop) See  you  there.  —  J0)M  ond  Woyne. 
ROOM  in  private  house    for    rent  to 

921-2504  13'   Bed,°rd  M- 
GRADUATE  STUDENTS 

Under  21  will  not  be  admitted  after  9:00  p.m. 

If  you  ore  over  21,  don't  be  caught  out .  . .  be  ot 

THE  GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION  TONIGHT 

16  BANCROFT  AVE. 

DEPARTMENT  OF  GEOLOGY  FILMS 

1 :00  p.m.  in  Room  128,  Mining  Building 

BRING  YOUR  LUNCH 

FRIDAY  JAN.  7  '66 
The  Face  of  the  High  Arctic 
The  Modern  Prospector Gold 

REGULAR  SHOWINGS  AT  1:00  EVERY  FRIDAV WATCH  HERE  i  NOW  COLUMN 

Large  enough  to  hold  your  future, 
small  enough  to  know  you. 

SENIORS:  American  Air  Filter  of  Canada,  Ltd., 
leading  manufacturer  of  air  filtration,  dust 
collection,  heating,  ventilating  and  air  con- 

ditioning equipment,  is  seeking  college  grad- 
uates who  are  interested  in  a  career  in  tech- nical sales. 

Engineering  and  commerce  graduates  with 
technical  aptitudes  can  be  placed  in  any  one 
of  several  sales  offices  throughout  Canada  or 
the  United  States.  Specialized  training  in  the 
classroom  and  on  the  job  will  be  provided. 

Please  register  at  the  placement  office  for 
interviews  which  will  be  conducted  on 

JANUARY  22 

■  Air  til Imericun  /%ir  H&t*rm*0 
OF  CANADA,  ITD.,  MONTREAL,  QUEBEC 
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HILLEL 
Major  Lecture  Series 

RABBI  JACOB  J.  WEINSTEIN 

President,  Central  Conference  of  American  Rabbis 

(.  Sunday,  January  9,  8 :30  p.m.,  Park  Plaza  Hotel 
on 

"Moral  Dilemmas  In  International  Relations" 
RABBI  WEINSTEIN'S  SECOND  LECTURE 

II.  Monday,  January  10,  1 :00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 

"Can  Judaism  Survive 

The  Third  Industrial  Revolution?" 

PHOTOGRAPHIC 
EXHIBITION 

commemorating  the  600th 
Anniversary  of  The  University 

in  Crocow,  Poland 
IS  OPEN 

JANUARY  3  - 
JANUARY  17th 
MAIN  LIBRARY 
UNIVERSITY 
OF  TORONTO 

$6,000  BURSARIES 

A  number  of  scholarships,  each  of  $6,000.00 
per  annum,  are  available  to  suitable  graduates  in 
any  branch  of  engineering  or  applied  science  who 
are  interested  in  a  career  in  the  Mining  Industry. 

These  are  McGill  University  scholarships  in  an 
advanced  course  leading  to  a  master's  degree  in  min- 

ing engineering.  Representatives  from  the  Industry 
will  be  on  campus  on  January  22nd.  Interviews  may 
be  arranged  through  Room  123  in  the  Mining  Build- 

ing, from  January  3rd  to  January  14th. 

WYMILWOOD 

CONCERT 

Paul  Brodie  -Saxophone 

George  Brough  -  Piano SUNDAY,  JANUARY  9, 
1966  9:00  P.M. 

Come, 

give  us  a  taste 

of  your  quality. —Hamlet,  Act  II 

Challenging  career  opportunities— where  talents  and 
temperaments  of  all  types  are  put  to  work  in  a  productive 
environment— are  found  throughout  our  company's  di- versified operations. 

At  your  Placement  Office  you'll  find  copies  of  "Alcan 
—a  Growth  Company".  Browse  through  it.  It  tells  you about  Alcan,  and  the  opportunities  Alcan  offers  the 
enterprising  university  graduate. 

Further  information  dealing  with  your  specific  inter- 
ests can  be  discussed  during  a  personal  interview. 

Mr.  D.  F.  Nasmith  and  Mr.  J.  J.  Lawless  will  conduct 
on-campus  interviews 

JANUARY  20.  21.  1966 
CHEMICAL  ENGINEERING  •  INDUSTRIAL  ENGINEERING 

MECHANICAL  ENGINEERING  •  METALLURGICAL  ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING  •  ENGINEERING  PHYSICS 
HONOURS  CHEMISTRY  •  HONOURS  MATHEMATICS 

HONOURS  PHYSICS 

A *  a  i.  e. 

Aluminum  Company  of  Canada,  Ltd. 

DEVIOUS  METHODS  NEEDED 

FOR  MAINTENANCE  OF  PEACE 
By  ALLAN  KAMIN 

The  author  of  this  article  ts~  a  second-year  student  at University  College.  The  opinions  he  expresses  are  not 
necessarily  those  of  The  Varsity. 

I  should  like  to  clarity  and  expand  upon  certain  points 
included  in  my  previous  article  (The  Varsity,  Nov.  24)  and, 
in  so  doing,  to  meet  some  of  the  more  salient  and  sensible 
objections  offered  by  Varsity  readers.  My  thesis  remains 
that  all  those  who  agree  that  Communism  should  be  limited 
are  wise  to  support  without  qualification  the  policies  of 
the  U  S  State  Department,  which,  by  nature  of  its  extensive 
expertise,  is  uniquely  equipped  to  devise  the  most  efficent means  towards  the  accepted  end. 

May  I  emphasize  that  this  doctrine  of  blind  support 
„  necessitated  by  the  peculiar  nature  of  cold  war  inter- national relations,  and  should  not  be  expanded  to  embrace 
either  other  fields  of  government  policy  or  other  periods 
in  time  In  other  less  complex  areas  of  policy,  legitimate 

objections  are  possible  from  without  the  government  estab- lishment But  cold  war  foreign  policy  is  rendered  esoteric 
by  its  combination  of  complexity,  secrecy,  and  private, 
laboriously  wrought  channels  of  information. 

Yet  there  remains  room  for  a  limited  form  of  democ- 
racy in'  this  field.  Foreign  policy  considerations  should enter  elections  insofar  as  the  voters  choose  the  leadership 

whose  personality  and  values  make  it  the  most  desirable 
to  serve  as  their  agent  in  feeding  their  fundamental  values 
into  the  policy-forming  process.  This  link  is,  I  admit,  nor- 

mally rather  tenuous,  but  it  becomes  important  as  a  check 
against  policy  determination  by  a  grossly  unrepresentative 
faction,  such  as  the  Nazi  Party.  We  must  realize  that 
further  concessions  to  democracy  in  the  short  run  are  only 
at  the  expense  of  efficiency  in  the  long-run  struggle  for the  survival  of  our  freedoms. 

The  paradox  of  means  contradicting  the  longterm  goal 
is  also  evidenced  in  American  tolerance  of  right-wing  dicta- 

torships—temporary and  disposable  at  the  proper  time- 
in  preference  to  Communist  dictatorships,  institutionalized and  permanently  entrenched.  . 

I  have  no  illusions  about  the  absolute  purity  of  the 
State  Department's  motives.  Everybody  has  certain  selfish interests  But  the  bureaucratic  requisite  of  professional 
objectivity  and  the  feeling  of  responsibility  conferred  by 
the  immediate  danger  of  an  obliterative  nuclear  war  reduce 
the  influence  of  selfish  motives  to  a  minimum,  on  the  rare 
occasions  when  the  government's  private  interests  do  not indeed  coincide  with  the  public  interest. 

A  very  important  consideration  which  I  have  heretofore 
neglected  is  the  degree  to  which  secret  agreements  are extant  in  the  Darwinian  world  of  international  diplomacy. 
How  can  we  evaluate  actions  which  are  carried  out  in  the 
context  of  secret  commitments  of  which  we  are  unaware? 
For  instance,  who  is  to  rule  out  the  possibility  that  some 
U.S.-Russian  entente  exists,  or  may  soon  exist,  regarding 
China?  Behind-the-scenes  understandings  are  often  essen- 

tial to  success  in  attaining  foreign  policy  objectives. 
The  impossibility  of  making  moral  judgements  based 

on  only  a  partial  knowledge  of  the  facts  should  be  obvious. 
If  we  are  told  that  a  man  is  being  confined  to  a  certain 
building  against  his  will,  we  are  likely  to  feel  that  he  is 
being  wronged,  but  our  evaluation  is  altered  when  we 
discover  that  he  has  committed  a  crime,  and  that  his  con- 

finement is  necessary  for  his  rehabilitation,  and  as  a  de- terrent for  others.  Thus,  the  addition  of  facts  alter  the 
color  of  events,  and  U.S.  actions  in  Vietnam  can  be  seen 
in  their  true  light  only  by  the  persons  with  a  complete 
grasp  of  all  the  facts — the  men  at  the  top  of  the  State  De- 
partment. I  repeat  that  the  system  of  deference  which  I  advocate 
holds  only  if  we  agree  with  the  assumption  that  we  are 
morally  obligated  to  limit  Communism  as  a  force  which 
militates  against  freedom.  This  is  not  to  "impose  our  con- 

cept of  freedom  on  other  nations",  as  Mr.  Brodsky  put  it; 
rather,  it  is  to  allow  each  nation  to  determine  its  own  pe- 

culiar social  organization  after  it  has  matured  sufficiently 
to  be  able  to  express  its  choice,  unhampered  by  the  im- 

position of  an  imported  and  subsequently  entrenched  dicta- 
torship. 

It  is  significant  that  all  the  criticisms  which  I  have  as 
yet  encountered  have  been  negative.  Deference  on  our  part 
to  the  experts  in  foreign  policy  is  far  from  a  perfect  system, 
but  what  is  the  alternative?  Are  people  outside  the  elite — with  absolutely  no  access  to  intelligence  data,  no  knowledge 
of  secret  agreements,  and  a  grasp  of  only  some  of  the 
extremely  large  number  of  important  variables  which  have 
to  be  considered  —  to  propose  better  solutions  to  the  in- 

ternational equation?  Are  we  to  evaluate  actions  when  we 
haven't  the  foggiest  notion  of  their  rationale?  Or  is  mere love  of  peace  and  freedom  going  to  bring  us  peace  and 
freedom  without  resort  on  occasion  to  devious  means  to 
secure  them?  I  hope  that  my  future  critics  will  address 
themselves  to  positive  proposals  of  alternate  ways  to 
efficiently  tackle  policy  determination. 

I  share  my  critics'  discomfort  at  allowing  a  small  group to  control  matters  so  important  to  us.  But,  given  the 
realities  of  1966,  is  there  any  other  way  to  attain  our 
objectives? 
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SUPA  group  congratulates  government 
_  CAPREOL,  Ont.  (Staff)-     confer,„,.  t„  «„.w„_  0 CAPREOL,  Ont.  (Staff) Fresh  from  deliberations 
over  a  possible  sit-in  against the  Canadian  government, members  of  a  student  peace group  fired  off  a  congratu- latory telegram  to  that same  government  Wednes- day night. 
Both  the  possible  sit-in and  the  telegram  concern 

Canadian  government  poli- cies towards  the  war  in  Viet Nam. 
The  telegram  was  sent  by 

a  group,  mostly  members  of the  Student  Union  for  Peace Action,  who  were  on  their way  home  from  a  SUPA 

conference  in  Saskatoon. 
At  the  conference,  a  com- 

mittee was  set  up  to  look 
into,  and,  if  it  sees  fit,  or- 

ganize, a  demonstration  and 
sit-in  at  the  Parliament Buildings  against  the  lack 
of  a  Canadian  stand  against the  Viet  Nam  war. 
On  their  way  home  by train,  the  group  learned from  Winnipeg  newspapers 

that  the  Canadian  govern- ment had  refused  sale  of some  Canadian  goods  for use  in  Viet  Nam. 
A  Canadian  Press  des- 

patch from  Washington  re- 
ported that  the  Canadian 

SAC  MAY  CONSIDER  A  SEMINAR  DAY 
SAC  may  investigate  the  possibility  of  setting  ud  a  dav of  seminars  on  the  student's  role  on  the  internatfonaUeS The  dec.s.on  arose  at  an  External  Affairs  Commission meeting  last  mght  which  discussed  SAC's  withhold^  fman «al  support  from  a  Canadian  Union  of  Students  plan  to send  a  s  udent  to  Viet  Nam.  The  student  chosen  for  the 

v7ePtNa°m  Asia"  stud<™  °P™on  on  the  war  in 
the  vfjf  Mi"10"  memI?er1s  a«reed  on  the  impracticality  of the  Viet  Nam  proposal,  but  were  unable  to  agree  on  what were  the  international  activities  related  to  the  student 

this  roTe  aT?atcta\nh:ne?ducationyarU,d  -t0f  ̂   pansion  °f  thi*  P^Tto  fa- 
students  on  internatLa"  affaS  """^  lnf0rming    dude  a  ban  °»  tne  shipment 

of  all  strategic  materiel  to 

government  had  blocked  an ammunition  sale  recently and  last  week  stopped  the shipment  of  replacement 
parts  for  two  Buffalo  trans- 

port planes  made  by  de  Ha- villand  Aircraft  of  Toronto. Washington  informants 
said  the  Canadian  govern- ment feared  the  sales 
would  jeopardize  Canada's neutrality  in  the  Viet  Nam 
war  as  a  member  with  India and  Poland  of  the  Interna- tional Control  Commission there. 
The  telegram,  signed  by 40  individuals  including  a few  train  passengers  not  re- turning from  the  conference was  sent  while  the  train 

was  stopped  here. 
It  said  the  signers  "affirm 

support  for  the  Canadian 
government's  policy  to  cease 
shipment  of  military  mater- 

iel for  use  in  Viet  Nam." The  telegram  continued, 
"We  see  this  policy  as  a  step toward  Canadian  independ- ence and  as  a  rejection  of the  mentality  of  the  Mer- chant-Heeney  Report. 
"We  encourage  the  ex- pansion of  this  policy  to  in. 

combatants  in  Viet  Nam. 
The  Merchant-Heeney  re- port, written  by  a  former U.S.  ambassador  to  Ottawa 

and  a  former  Canadian  am- bassador to  Washington 
urged,  among  other  things! that  the  Canadian  govern- ment endeavor  to  express 
foreign  policy  disagree- ments  with  the  U.S.  in  pri vate  rather  than  in  public. 
A  member  of  the  SUPA committee  established  to 

plan  the  Ottawa  demonstra- tion said  the  Canadian  ban 
on  shipment  of  strategic materials,  if  it  developed into  a  major  issue,  could lead  SUPA  to  decide  not  to 
go  ahead  with  the  sit-in. Dimitri  Roussopoulos  of Montreal  said  he  did  not 
know  enough  about  the  im- 

plications of  the  ban  to  as- sess its  likely  effects  on SUPA's  plans. 
But  he  said  the  ban  seems 

to  be  "a  breath  of  fresh 

air." 

He  added,  "We  are  scep- tical about  these  institu- 
tions (such  as  Parliament) precisely  because  they  do not  do  enough  of  this  sort 

of  thing." 

And  oh  one,  and  ah  two,  and  ah,  oorcho!  ...  as  fencers McMaster,  7:30  tonight,  of  Hart  House  swora-room  " 

Return  of  Rice  bolsters 

oilers  for  match  with  Mac 

— photo  by  HELMUT  MICROYS 
prime  for  a  dual-off  against 

By  BOB  CLARK 

University  of  Toronto  fen- 
cing Blues,  fresh  from  the 

joys  and  merry-making  of the  festive  season,  set  them- 
selves to  take  on  their  first 

competition  of  the  New 
Year  when  they  play  host  to 
the  McMaster  swordsmen 
in  the  Hart  House  Salle  d'ar- 
mes  (fencing  gj-m  for  the 
layman)  tonight  at  7:30  p.m. 
Ron  Rice,  one  of  Varsity's top  stars  in  foil  and  epee 

during  the  1958-62  era,  has 
returned  for  graduate  stu- 

dies, and  appears  to  be  ad- 
ding strong,  and  unexpected 

experience  to  the  fencers' 
weakest  class,  foil.  Regu- lars Norman  Bradwell  and 
Mike  Jackson  round  out  this 
competition  for  Blues. 

Varsity's  highly  rated Helmut  Microys  leads  the 
Blues  into  the'  epee  class along  with  Al  Galberg  and Irving  Snitman. 
Top  rated  Vladimir  Ha- chmski,  along  with  Mark Pfeiffer  and  Peter  Apse,  will 

carry  Blues'  colors  against McMasters  in  sabre.  In  the 
stand-by  positions  for  Var- sity will  be  Joseph  Cheung and  Kenzo  Kishibe. 
In  their  previous  contest against  the  McMaster swordsmen,  at  Hart  House 

on  November  26,  Varsity took  an  over-all  20-6  win. 
"The  addition  of  Ron Rice,"  said  Varsitv's  instruc- tor, Imre  Hennvey  "will undoubtedly  strengthen  our chances  to  repeat  as  inter- collegiate champions." 
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EYEWITNESS 

IN  VIETNAM 
HEAR 

TIM  BUCK National  Chairman Communist  Party 

RAE  MURPHY 

m    Editor,  Scan 

« •  •  just  returned  from Hanoi 
FRIDAY,  JANUARY  7 

T J:15  P.M. 

.-J™"  PALLADIUM, 

591  GerrardE..ofB„aJv,.e. 
Auspices:  Metro  Committee, 

 Communist  Party 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 TIMES 

FASTER 
Same  scientific  course 
t-ornell  Universities 
—  The  Finest  — «EE  DEMONSTRATIONS 

Every  Mort.,  Wed.,  7  »  - Saturday  1  p-fni 
or  arranged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  I to  be  sure  of  a  scot 

Career  Development  Institute 131  B)oor  St.  W.,  Toronto 
Tho  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

^^NYATHUtlc~ASS^^ 

.  .    „,  ARCHERY 

Archery  Enthusiasts ! 

At  the  Benson  Building 

K°foKET  S9CHEDL.LE  -  Week  of  Jan.  10. •  ■  "■  '°       ?  •  '  a  m-  -  Vic.  II  -  Moki,  Wioley 
9  a.m.      Vic  I  -  Meds  —  Wilson,  Wigley 

Mon.  Jon.  10 
Thurs.  Jon.  13 
Fri.  Jon.  14  ; 

APPLICATIONS 

for  the  position  of 

U  of  T  RADIO  DIRECTOR 
for  second  term 

will  be  accepted  at  the  SAC  office 
until  5  p.m.  Monday 

COMING  SOON 

ICE  FROLICS  66 

VARSITY  ARENA 

MON.  FEB.  7,  8  P.M. 

OR.  CHARLES  SNELLING       PETRA  BURKA 
WOMAN'S  WORLD  SKATING CHAMPION  1965 
CANADA'S  OUTSTANDING 
ATHLETE  OF  THE  YEAR  1965 



Wesleyan  visits  Blue
s  in 

basketball  home  opene
r 

sure  of  a  heavy  academic  Wednesday  when  Blues  en- 
vear  . .  Regular  season  play  tertain  Waterloo  and  Mac 
does  not  resume  until  next  travels  to  Guelph. 

By  RICH  PYNE 
Varsity  Basketball  Blues 

open  the  New  Year  Satur- day night,  when  they  play 
Roberts  Wesleyan,  a  small 
U.S.  college  near  Rochester 
N.Y.,  at  Hart  House.  Game 
time  is  8:30  p.m. 
Although  Blues  have  yet 

to  win  against  a  U.S.  team 
away  from  home,  they  have 
defeated  visiting  American 
teams  several  times  ill  past 
years  and  a  Varsity  victory 
Saturday  would  not  be  sur- 

prising judging  from  the calibre  of  their  league  play 
thus  far  this  season. 
Wesleyan,  however  should 

provide  the  competition 
necessary  to  shake  the  holi- 

day cobwebs  and  reinstate 
Blues'  sharpness.  To  date, 
Wesleyan  sports  a  6-1  record and  boasts  the  21st  ranked 
scorer  in  the  U.S.  small  col- 

lege division  in  6'2"  Frank 

Carter  currently  averaging 
25.4  points  a  game. 

For  coach  McManus,  who 
can  dress  only  10  players  a 
game  and  who  has  found  a 
winning  combination  for  the first  two  league  games,  the 
contest  against  Wesleyan 
enables  him  to  take  another 
look  at  players  whom  he 
has  not  yet  dressed  for 
league  play.  Consequently, Blues  will  field  their  full 
roster  Saturday. 
A  full  roster,  that  is,  with 

the  exception  of  Jim  Holo- wachuk  who  is  on  the  point 
of  full  recovery  from  a 
football  injury  suffered  ear- 

ly last  fall.  Since  Saturday's game  is  exhibition,  both McManus  and  Holowachuk 
wish  to  take  no  chances  of 
a  recurrence.  Sitting  out 
Holowachuk  also  gives  the 
remainder  who  have  not  yet 
dressed  a  better  chance  to 

prove  themselves,  for  after 
Holowachuk's  return  a  line- 

up change  will  undoubtedly 
take  place. 

Iddy-bits:  The  standings 
following  action  in  the  Old 
Year  has  Windsor  in  first 
place  with  three  straight victories.  Toronto  is  second 
with  wins  over  Mac  and 
Western  while  Mustangs 
have  split  their  first  two 
games.  Waterloo  with  one 
loss  and  McMaster  and 
Guelph  with  two  each  fol- low in  that  order  . . .  Wes- 

leyan plays  in  Hamilton  a- gainst  Mac  Friday  before 
visiting  Toronto,  getting  in 
the  process,  a  representative 
view  of  some  of  Canada's finest  ball  courts  . . .  U.C.I. 
(3-2)  and  Vic  (0-4)  jump 
off  at  6:30  in  the  prelimin- 

ary match  . . .  Three-year 
veteran  John  O'Neill  has 
elected  to  retire  under  pres- FRANK  CARTER  Wesleyan's  scaring  ace 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Vic  makes  bid  to  repeat  Jennings  win 

Tom  (Goldfinger)  Wort,  the  man  with  the  Midas  touch, 
and  his  crew  had  their  hands  full  carrying  him  the  silver- 

ware from  the  States  over  the  holidays.  From  left  to  right, 
the  Boston  Garden  Bowl,  Ward  Passi's  outstanding  player award,  and  the  Great  Lakes  Invitational  Cup. 

Every  coach  should  have 

Tom  Watt's  problems By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 

Hockey  coach  Tom  Watt 
has  problems,  but  none  of 
the  other  coaches  in  the 
league  are  weeping  for  him. 

His  problem  is  who  to  re- move from  the  lineup  that 
has  lost  only  one  game  to 
date.  The  problem  arises 
from  t'ne  probable  return  to action  of  Steve  Monteith. 

Monteith  has  been  out  of 
action  since  the  beginning 
of  the  season  with  mononu- 

cleosis. The  doctors  have 
not  yet  given  him  the  O.K. 
to  play,  but  Watt  is  opti- mistic about  his  chances  of 
playing  in  Blues'  first  game of  the  New  Year  against  Mc- 

Master, Wednesday,  in  Dun- das. 
Monteith  will  replace 

(Sord  Cunningham  on  a  line 
with  Paul  Laurent  and  his 
brother,  Henry.  This  line 
could  be  Blues'  best  since the  MOP  line.  The  MOP  line 
consisted  of  Steve  Monteith, 
Sonny  Osborne  and  Ward Passi. 
Watt  has  not  decided 

where  to  play  Cunningham, 
but  his  big  problem  is  still 
Who   to   remove  from  the 

starting  lineup 
"I'm  reluctant  to  drop 

anyone  because  they  all 
played  so  well  during  our 
four  games  during  the  holi- 

days, but  someone  has  to 
go,"  said  Watt. Blues  have  been  practi- 

sing regularly  for  the  past 
two  weeks  and  have  suffer- 

ed a  number  of  minor  in- 

juries. Doug  St.  John,  who  was 
reported  healthy,  lost  two 
teeth  in  Wednesday  night's 
practice.  And  both  Bob  Aw- 
rey  and  coach  Watt  are 
sporting  black  eyes. 
LEFTOVERS:  Bobby  Mc- 

Clelland goes  to  the  hitchin' 
post  tomorrow  . . .  He'll  be married  in  St.  Catharines  . . 
Western  Mustangs'  left 
winger  Jerry  Knightley  has 
been  switched  to  a  line  cen- 

tred by  Rich  Clark . . . 
Knightley  told  coach  Ron 
Watson  he  was  used  to  play- 
iiiL'  with  a  left-handed  cen- tre ...  Mustangs  play 
Queen's  in  London,  to- 

night . . . Michigan  Tech  defeated 
University  of  Manitoba 
twice,  5-3  and  13-2,  before 
the  New  Year. 

By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
Vic  Scarlet  and  Gold,  last 

year's  Jennings  Cup  cham- 
pions, took  a  three-point first-place  lead  in  group  I 

of  the  interfaculty  hockey 
league  as  they  whipped  PHE 
A  4-1.  The  game  was  the  on- 

ly division  one  game  sche- duled. 
Rick  Wardell,  Stew  Gre- 

sham,  Doug  Jones  and  Don Plaunt  each  scored  for  Vic 
as  they  ran  their  record  to 
five  wins  and  two  losses. 
Hugh  Lynn  counted  the lone  goal  for  PHE. 
Meds  A  took  over  sole 

possession  of  second  place 
in  the  second  division  as 
they  dropped  last-place  Vic 
II,  4-1. Roger  Greene  paced  the 
doctors  firing  two  goals 
while  Pete  Rueffer  and 
George  Rungy  each  collect- ed singletons. 

Bryce  Dyer  was  the  lone marksman  for  Vic. 
RUBBY  RESULTS:  Wy- 

cliffe  3,  Knox  3;  Forestry  A 
4,  Innis  I  1;  Utica  Clubs  3, 
Vic  IV  2. 

BASKETBALL 
U.C.  Redmen  moved  into 

a  first-place  tie  with  Sr.  En- 
gineering and  St.  Mike's  in group  I  of  the  interfaculty 

league  as  they  downed  Meds A  58-34.  Redmen  have  now 
won  three  in  a  row  after 
dropping  their  first  two 
starts  of  the  season. 

Peter  Peskun  was  the  big 
gun  for  the  winners  as  he scored  fifteen  points.  Hans 
Tammemagi  and  Gerry 
Sternberg  chipped  in  with thirteen  and  eight  points 
respectively  while  Doug Chenoweth  was  the  best  of 
the  losers  with  eight. 

In  Group  III  action,  New 
College  took  over  first  place 
with  a  27-26  win  over  second 
place  Architecture.  Before 
the  game  the  two  teams were  tied  for  first  place 
with    identical    records  of 

Indoor  prep 

for  trackmen 

three  wins  and  no  losses. 
Wally  Patterson  and  Mark 

Kohn  paced  the  winners 
with  nine  points  each  while John  Alvet  was  tops  for  the 
losers  with  eight. 
In  another  group  III 

game,  Vic  II  edged  St. 
Mike's  B,  31-27,  as  John  Ma- 
ver  hooped  ten  points  to lead  the  way. 

Mike  Woods  turned  in  a 
fine  nine  point  effort  for 
the  losing  Irish. 
HOCKEY  STANDINGS 

GROUP  I W       L       T  Pti. 
1 10 

St,  Mike's  A Sr.  Engineering  3 Low  3  117 PHE  A  2        5        0  4 U.C.  I  0        5  11 
GROUP  II Dentistry  3        10  6 Trinity  A  2        2        0  4 

Meds    A  2        3  15 Vic  II  12  13 
BASKETBALL  STANDINGS GROUP  I 
Engineering 

St.   Mike's  / U.C.  I Meds  A 

1 

GROUP  II PHE  I Dents  A 
U.C.  II Jr,  Eng. Innis  I Pharmacy 

BASKETBALL 

Poge  20  —  THE  VARSITY,  Friday,  January  7,  1966 

Windsor   3      3  0 
Toronto    ,.:    2       2  0 Western    2      I  1 Waterloo  1       0  1 McMaster    2      0  2 
Guelph    2      0  2 

FUTURE  GAMES Soturday— Guelph  at  Waterloo 
Wednesday — Wotcrloo  at  Toronto McMoster  ot  Guelph 

HOCKEY 
P   W    L  T     F  / 

Western         3    3    0    0     19  '• Woterloo   .     3    3    0    0    23  I! Toronto           4     3     1     0     20  i: Queen's          3    2     I     0    17  i: Montreol    .     5    2    3    0    22  1' McGill              5    2    3    0    14  2 Lovol  .    .      6    2    4    0    21  3 McMoster  .  4  1  3  0  20  3 
Guelph    ...  3    0    3    0  81 FUTURE  GAMES 
Tonight — Queen's  at  Western 
Saturday — Queen's  ot  Guelph Wednesday — Toronto  ot  MeMostei 

Track  Blues  will  prep  for 
the  coming  indoor  track 
season  Saturday  with  a 
meet  in  Hart  House. 

In  attendance  will  be  Mc- 
Master, members  of  a  few 

local  track  clubs  and  pos- 
sibly Queen's  University. Events  being  staged  are  a 

one-lap  sprint,  300  yards, 
600  yards,  1000  yards,  mile, 
and  two  mile. 
The  meet  will  serve  as  a 

warm-up  for  the  Michigan 
State  relays,  Feb.  12  which 
Varsity  will  attend,  but 
more  especially  for  the  De- troit Motor  City  Invita- 

tional, Jan.  14,  where  Varsi- 
ty's Dave  Bailey  and  Doug 

McDougali  will  compete  in 
the  mile  event. 

SAC-Varsity 

hockey  classic 
The  annual  SAC-Varsity 

hockey  classic  will  once 
again  grace  the  Varsity Arena  ice  surface.  The  game 
has  been  scheduled  for  Jan. 

24. 

The  Varsity  Inkmen  coach 
Howie  Fluxgold,  announced 
last  night  he  had  mailed contracts  to  hds  first  ten 
draft  choices  and  expected 
no  trouble  signing  them. 
Experts  predict  Inkmen will  trounce  SAC  Fluffies  to 

continue  their  unbeaten streak. 
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Hungry  wait  for  Simcoe  Hall 

By  LESLIE  GARY 
Simcoe  Hall  is  expected 

to  reply  today  to  the  food 
crisis  in  Sir  Daniel  Wilson 
residence. 
John  Treleaven  (III  UC), 

chairman  of  the  residence 
food  committee,  told  The 
Varsity  last  night  that  any 
further  action  by  the  stu- 

dents would  depend  on  the 
reply  they  receive  from  the 
administration. 
But  Trealeaven  said  se- 

veral of  the  residents  have 
already  told  E.  M.  Howarth, 
dean  of  men  at  University 
College,  that  they  want  to 
move  out  of  residence  be- 

cause of  the  food  situation. 
Residents  have  complain- 

ed about  the  quality  of  the 
food  served  in  Sir  Daniel 
Wilson  residence  and  some 
menu  changes  made  recent- 

ly Last  term  the  residents 

boycotted  one  meal  in  the 
dining  hall. 
A  movement  was  started 

by  one  of  the  residence 
houses  to  boycott  today's dinner  at  which  CBC 
Washington  correspondent 
James  M.  Minifie  will  be  a 
guest.  The  proposal  was 
voted  down. 
The  Students'  complaints do  not  revolve  solely  around 

the  food.  The  University 
College  residences  are  not 
subsized  by  the  University, 
Treleaven  said,  and  the 
students'  fees  are  expected 
to  cover  the  expenses  of  the 
residence.  Yet  the  students 
are  not  allowed  to  investig- 

ate the  finances  of  the  ope- ration. 
Trealeaven  said  he  was 

told  that  none  of  the  §50 
increase  in  residencs  fees 

last  year  has  gone  towards 
the  food.  But  the  students 
have  not  been  told  and  can- 

not determine  why  admi- nistration costs  have  risen so  steeply. 

"If  we  today  are  expect- 
ed to  pay  for  deterioration 

of  the  building  in  ihe  last 
15  years  at  least  let  us  know 
about  it,"  he  said. 
Rick  Ross  (IV  APSC) 

plans  to  bring  the  food 
crisis  up  at  Wednesday's SAC  meeting  but  told  The 
Varsity  that  his  motion 
would  depend  on  Simcoe 
Hall's  letter.  Ross  would 
specifically  like  to  find  out 
who  approves  the  menus 
that  are  submitted  with  the 
bids  and  whether  *he  Fa- 

culty of  Food  Science  is  in- 
volved in  checking  the  me- 

nus. 

—photos  by  JOE  [1  don't  live  there)  WEINSTOCK 
"Please,  sir.  I  wont  some  more."  Unenrhusiasric  diners  at  Sir  Daniel  Wilson  residence present  their  plates  for  inspection.  Several  have  indicated  they  will  leave  the  residence 
unless  food  quality  improves.  The  food  committee  awaits  reaction  from  Simcoe  Hall 
before  planning  its  next  move. 

UC  LIT  ANNOUNCES  LECTURE  PLANS 

The  UC  Literary  and  Athletic  Society  has 
announced  plans  for  its  lecture  series  on 
birth  control. 
UC  Lit  President  Danny  Cooper  told  The 

Varsity  that  subjects  to  be  discussed  will 
include  sex  in  today's  society,  the  "new 
morality,"  and  the  relevance  of  sex  to  per- sonal experience. 

The  first  lecture,  scheduled  for  some  time 
next  week,  is  to  be  birth  control  and  the 

law,  followed  the  next  day  by  discussion 
groups — led  by  medical  doctors — on  birth control  methods. 

UC  Principal  LePan  said  he  had  no  com- ment to  make  on  the  birth  control  lectures 
until  he  had  time  to  study  the  proposed 
action. 

Mr.  LePan  was  previously  quoted  as  unof- 
ficially supporting  the  proposed  but  un- defined lecture  series. 

Blames  British  policy 

for  white  supremacy 

The  supremacy  of  the  white  race  in  Rhodesia  has  been precipitated  by  British  policies  during  the  colonial  period Dr.  Garth  Legge  told  a  WUS  seminar  last  weekend  at  the Hart  House  Farm, 
Dr.  Legge,  a  United  Church  missionary,  returned  re- cently from  a  five-year  stay  in  Zambia. 
He  stressed  that  in  Rhodesia  the  British  government had  refused  to  accept  any  commitment  to  protect  the  native peoples.  Instead,  the  administration  of  the  Rhodesian colony  was  entrusted  to  a  charter  company  with  the  expres- sed purpose  of  economic  exploitation. Instead  of  steering  towards  a  representative,  indepen- dent government  as  in  Ghana,  Britain  encouraged  the white  minority  to  consider  themselves  supreme. 
Dr.  Legge  said  that  such  measures  such  as'  the  Land Apportionment  Act  and  the  Law  and  Order  Maintenance'' Act,  which  justifies  arbitrary  arrest,  were  intended  'to maintain  white  supremacy.  The  whites  then  became  in- 

dispensible  to  the  economy  but  left  "a  legacy  of  bitter- 

ness." 

Dr.  Legge  regretted  that  the  Christian  Church  is  not an  effective  liberal  force  in  Rhodesia,  but  he  claimed  it retains  the  allegiance  of  many  Africans  because  of  its 
program  of  medical  and  educational  services. 

He  was  very  pessimistic  when  questioned  as  to  possible solu'ions  of  the  current  situation  in  Rhodesia. Dr  Legge  answered  that  the  Africans,  deprived  of leadership,  are  frustrated  in  their  efforts;  the  British  par- liament is  unsympathetic,  and  Prime  Minister  Harold Wilson  is  guided  by  expediency. 
"The  white  Rhodesians  are  labouring  under  the  vast capacity  for  self-deception  possessed  by  those  who  have been  brought  up  under  only  one  point  of  view,"  he  said. 

Lord  Thomson  says: 

There's  no  Iron  Curtain By  DIANE-BRIDGET  HAYNES 
Lord  Thomson  of  Fleet,  Canadian-born  newspaper 

magnate,  said  yesterday  at  a  Toronto  church  there  is  no 
such  thing  as  an  Iron  Curtain. 

He  said  in  a  speech  at  Centennial  United  Church  that 
he  came  to  this  conclusion  while  on  a  trip  to  Moscow— 
during  which  one  of  his  travelling  companions  was  allowed 
into  Russia  without  a  passport. 

Lord  Thomson  was  speaking  at  a  meeting  of  Kairos, 
the  young  people's  group  of  the  United  Church.  However, the  audience  was  composed  mainly  of  middle-aged  and older  people. 

Lord  Thomson  agreed  that  we  must  know  about  Com- 
munism in  order  to  combat  it  effectively. 

During  his  first  trip  to  Moscow  Lord  Thomson  was  able 
to  arrange  a  personal  interview  with  Premier  Nikita 
Khrushchov.  After  a  succession  of  trips  Lord  Thomson 
felt  he  had  "almost  developed  a  friendship"  with  Krush- 
chov,  to  whom  he  referred  as  "a  great  world  figure"  and 
"a  very  cruel  man" Lord  Thomson  is  quite  convinced  that  Khrushchov 
would  never  have  entered  a  war  unless  forced  by  the  West. 

Lord  Thomson  believes  the  willingness  of  Communist 
leaders  to  meet  with  him  is  a  result  of  his  fairness  when 
writing  about  them.  He  claimed  to  have  greater  accessibility 
to  Communist  leaders  than  have  ordinary  ambassadors. 

During  the  question  period  Lord  Thomson  admitted 
that  this  accessibility  may  be  the  result  of  his  position  as 
head  of  a  large  newspaper  chain  which  has  great  influence 
on  public  opinion. Lord  Thomson  explained  to  his  audience  the  principles 
of  Communism  as  personally  explained  to  him  by  Khrush- 

chov. Everyone  contributes  everything  he  can  to  the 
state.  In  pay  the  workers  receives  only  what  he  really 
needs,  therefore  currency  becomes  non-existent. 

Lord  Thomson  said,  "It  is  my  belief  that  this  system 
could  not  work  in  this  selfish  world." Lord  Thomson  sees  the  change-over  from  Khrushchov 
to  Kosygin  and  Breznev  as  a  real  change  in  Communist 
ideology.  The  Communists  are  beginning  to  realize  incen- 

tives are  necessary  to  get  people  to  work  at  peak  produc- tion levels. 
"These  innovations,"  Lord  Thomson  added,  "are  nib- 

bling awav  at  Communism." Lord  "Thomson  predicted  the  time  will  come  when Communism  and  capitalism  can  live  together,  because 
Communism  is  changing  direction  in  order  to  improve  the economy  of  their  people. 

Lord  Thomson  also  stated  that  Russia  and  China  may 
eventually  wage  war  against  one  another.  While  the  Rus- sians do  not  want  war,  the  Chinese  believe  a  war  would 
help  to  curb  their  population  explosion. 
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Wanted:  Jewish  freshies 
Norma  Miller,  a  fourth-year  sociology  student,  needs 

150  first  year,  single,  Jewish  girls  in  order  to  graduate. 
She  is  preparing  a  thesis  covering  the  conflicts  in 

ethical  values  and  family  relationships  experienced  by  these students. 
Volunteers  will  spend  25  minutes  completing  a  self- 

administered  confidential  questionnaire  prepared  by  the Dept.  of  Sociology. 
Norma  is  holding  forth  in  room  19  in  the  basement  of 

the  new  Zoology  building,  from  9  to  5  daily. 

Kenniff  elected  to  ISC  commission 
Patrick  Kenniff,  president  of  the  Canadian  Union  of Students,  has  been  elected  to  a  position  on  the  Research and  Information  Commission  of  the  International  Student Conference. 

HERE  & 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Meeling  of  UC  Varsity  Christian  Fellowship,  Rm.  11, 
U  of  T  Friends  of  SNCC  meeting,  44  St.  George  St Today,  5  pjn, 
SUPA  open  executive  meeting,  UC  Refectory 

Today,  7.30  psn.  3 An  Antiphony  of  Ignorance  —  students,  faculty  and administrators  discuss  the  U  of  T:  Committees  Room  Hart House. 
Christian  Drama  Workshop.  Reading  W.H.  Auden's 

For  The  Time  Being,"  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St Today  8  p.m. 
U  of  T  film  Society,  Fellini's  "The  White  Sheik"  ROM theatre. 
CaJvinist  Student  Club  meeting.  South  Sitting  Room Hart  House. 

Tuesday,  5.15  pan. 
Engineering  VCF  discussion  and  study  group  Bicker- steth  Room,  Hart  House. 

Tuesday,  6  pjn. 
Discussion  series  and  supper,  Canterbury  House Tuesday  8.15  pjn. 
Soiree  Quebeccise,  Trinity  Buttery. 

IN  CASE  YOU  HAVEN'T  NOTICED  (™™) 

HART  HOUSE  FESTIVAL  OF  THE  ARTS SCHEDULE  OF  EVENTS 

THURSDAY,  JANUARY  13 
Ceremoniol  rrumpots  ploy  Specially  commissioned  fonfare.  to  herald  the  opening  of rnc  Festival.  " 
5.00  p.m.  —  Electronic  Music  Conceit  -  Music  Room This  concert  features  compositions  produced  m  the  electronic  music studios  of  the  University  of  Toronto  by  Toronto  composers  under  the direction  of  Professor  G.  Ciomaga.  ir 
8.00  p.m.  —  Hart  House  Debate  —  Honorary  Visitor: MAYOR  MOORE 

'The  Future  for  Conadion  Artists  Lies  Abroad.' the  gollery. 

SATURDAY,  JANUARY  15 

Ladies  admitted  to 

1.00  p.m. . 
FRIDAY,  JANUARY  14 

-  Jazz  Concert  -  East  Common  Room Concert  features  anonymous  valve  trombonist  ond  renowned  side men.  Members  of  Hart  House  only  —  no  tickets  required 1 .00  p.m.  —  Poetry  Reoding  -  Art  Gallery IRVING  LAYTON  &  RAYMOND  SOUSTER Reading  their  own  poetry. 
No  tickets  required.  Lodies  welcome. 

~£°J,  ,?in9in9  Concert  -  Music  Room  -  Sold  Out MALKA  &  JOSO  !  ! 
Folk  songs  in  five  longuoges.  -je 

^O^ASEMFrS0,,ee't  ("Ho|>peni,,9"'  -  Great  Hall ^concert  of  'ovant  garde'    arts  presented  by  pointers,  musicians, 

5.00  p.m. 

9.00  p.m. 

★  Free  tickets  available  to  all  members  of  the  University  —  Lodies  welcome 
CONTINUOUS  EXHIBITIONS 

ART  — Alex  Colville  "Magic  Realism  Pointings" Doily:  12  noon  to  6  p.m.  (lodies  2  to  5  p  r .  Solurdoy  6,  Sunday:  2  to  5  p.m. PHOTOGRAPHY  —  Hart  House  Camera  Club  - in  the  Camera  Club  Rooms Thursday:  5  to  8  p.m. 
Friday:  5  to  9  p.m. 
Saturday:  12  to  8  p.m. 
Sunday:  2  to  5  p.m. 

BOOKS  —  Hort  House  Special  Collection on  display  —  second  floor 

10.00  a.m.  —  Art  Films  -  Debates  Room 
Filmed  biography  on  NORMAN  MccLAREN followed  by  his  films. 

2.00  p.m.  —  Chamber  Musk  -  Music  Room 
U.  of  T.  students  present  varied  chamber  music.  No  tickets  required everyone  welcome. 

3.00  p.m.  —  Theatre  Directors'  Discussion  -  East  Common  Room MARIGOLD  CHARLESWORTH 
and  FLETCHER  MARKLE 
Chairman:  John  Leyerle 

8.00  p.m.  —  Hart  House  Glee  Club  Concert  -  Great  Hall Walter  Barnes  directs  the  Glee  Club  in  lively  choral  music.  Tickets required.  Ladies  welcome. 
SUNDAY,  JANUARY  16 

1 .30  p.m.  —  Tours  of  the  Permanent  Collection  of  Canadian Paintings 

n  storting  from  Hall  Porter's  Desk Z.30  p.m  Art  Discussion  -  Art  Gallery ALEX  COLVILLE  &  ROBERT  FULFORD No  tickets  required.  Lodies  welcome 
0.30  p.m  Sunday  Evening  Concert  -  Great  Hall Gala  Closing  concert  by  the  Toronto  Chamber Orchestra  —  Jacob  Groob,  conductor Soloists  —  Robert  Aitken  &  Orval  Ries 

A  program  of  music  far  strings  with  flute  ond  oboe  soloists,  ranging from  the  Bach  family  to  Gustov  Hoist.  Tickets  required.  Lodies  mus"  be  occomponied  by  members  of  Hart  House. 
TICKETS 

IfjSL™  ,bn  d's,rJb.u,edJin  \he  main  ratu"da  of  Hart  House,  week 
=ventT  admission    policy  varies    with  different 
5*  BA°°'d  Z\Ster'ds.  has  invited  lodies  *°  visit  ̂   House  on Saturday  and  Sunday,  January  15  and  16.  Tea  will  be  served  in  the Wusic  Room  on  Sunday  afternoon,  3-  4.30  p.m. 

JANUARY  13,  14,  15,  16 1966 
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^  Protest  movement  comedy  wins  first  prize 

A  two-scene  comedy  about 
the  student  protest  move- 

ment has  won  first  prize  in 
the  University  of  Toronto 
Drama  Committee's  one  act 
playwriting  competition. 
Written  by  Robert  Fo- 

thergill  a  graduate  student 
who  hails  from  Purley, 
England,  the  play,  entitled 
Something  to  Do,  will  be 
one  of  the  six  plays  to  be 
produced  at  this  year's  one 
act  play  festival,  January 21  and  22. 

The  first  act  of  a  three- 

act  play  by  Kenzo  Kishibe 
( II  Vic),  which  won  first 
prize  among  full  length 
plays  in  this  year's  play- writing  competition,  will 
also  be  produced  in  as  part 
of  the  festival. 
Winter  Wind  Is  Always 

Cold  is  a  play  about  the 
problems  of  a  young  girl 
away  from  home  in  a  big 
town.  Kishibe  comes  from 
London,  Ont. 
The  annual  playwriting 

competition  is  open  to  any 
student   in   the  university. 

This  year  six  one-act  plays 
and  two  three-acters  were 
submitted. 
The  plays  were  judged  by 

a  panel  consisting  of  Prof, N.  J.  Endicott  of  the  U 
versity  College  English  De- partment, Miss  Frances 
Halpenny,  editor  of  the  U 
of  T  Press,  and  David  Ped- 
die,  script  editor  of  thi CBC. 
The  other  four  plays  of 

the  festival  will  be  an 
nounced  later  this  week. 

Alabama  SNCC  members  plan  two  marches 

By  PAUL  CARSON 
Members  of  the  Student 

Non-violent  Co-ordinating 
Committee  (SNCC)  in  Tus- 

kagee, Alabama.,  have  or- 
ganized two  mass  student 

marches  to  protest  the  kil- 
ling of  SNCC-member  Sam- 

uel Young. 
Young,  21,  was  a  student 

at  the  Tuskagee  Institute 
and  had  participated  in  sev- 

eral SNCC  projects  through- 
out the  deep  South. 

Recently,  he  attempted 
to  invoke  the  new  Civil 
Rights  Act  in  order  to  gain 
permission  to  use  a  wash- 

room in  a  Tuskagee  gas  sta- 
tion. The  attendant  replied 

by  firing  several  shots  in 
his  direction. 
Next  day,  Young  was 

found.  That  is,  what  was 
left  of  Young  was  found. 
He  had  been  shot  several 
times  in  the  face  from  close 
range. 
SNCC  immediately  mar- 

shalled 1,500  students  from 
the  Institute  and  staged  a 
peaceful   march   along  the 

main  street  of  Tuskagee. 
Later,  police  arrested  the 

gas  station  attendant,  des- 
cribed as  a  "kindly  old  gen- 

tleman", and  charged  him 
with,  Young's  murder.  The 
attendant  is  77  years  old. 

Susan  Kaufman  (II  UC), 
a  member  of  U  of  T  Friends 
of  SNCC  told  The  Varsity 
last  night  that  although 
Tuskagee  has  a  bi-racial 
city  council,  there  is  still  a 
vast  amount  of  "unofficial 
segregation"  practised against  individual  Negroes, 
especially  in  the  areas  of 
voting  rights  and  job  discri- mination. 

Last  Thursday,  SNCC  or- 
ganized another  protest 

march.  About  200  students 
demanded  swift  justice  for 
the  "kindly  old  gentleman" and  further  desegregation 
of  public  accommodations 
in  Tuskagee. 
When  the  march  reached 

the  steps  of  the  country 
courthouse  the  SNCC  lead- 

ers presented  further  de- 
mands for  the  desegrega- 

tion  of  all   white  private 

schools,  called  for  the 
closing  of  the  gas  station 
where  Young  had  been  re- 

fused service,  and  urged 
Tuskagee  stores  to  hire 
more  Negro  workers. 
They  requested  that  the 

Tuskagee  city  council  and 
police  department  be  dis- 

solved if  immediate  action 
were  not  taken  on  their  de mands. 

Miss  Kaufman  said,  "Jan uary  3  was  the  deadline  for 
voter  registration  for  the 
state  elections  but  no  fed- 

eral registrars  have  ever 
come  to  Tuskagee  despite 
numerous  requests  from 

SNCC." 
She  said  SNCC  was  "most 

satisfied"  at  the  large  num- ber of  Tuskagee  Institute 
students  who  had  joined  in 
the  protest  marches. 
"Both  civic  and  schoo. 

board  officials  did  every- 
thing in  tbeir  power  to  pre- 
vent the  students  from 

marching,"  she  said. Miss  Kaufman  added  that 
further  SNCC  demonstra 
tions  are  being  planned 

^  Africa  needs  full  economic  independence 

By  DONNI  BOHNEN 
Without  full  economic 

independence  African  poli- 
tical independence  is  a 

sham,  Edward  Chukukere, 
former  president  of  the 
African  Students  Union, 
told  delegates  attending 
the  WUS  seminar  last  week- 

end at  Hart  House  Farm. 
"Established  African  in- 

dependent governments  are 
not  even  sure  who  is  in 
power  when  they  collide 
with  big  business,"  he  said. Mr.  Chukukere  suggested 
that  foreign  investors  milk 
the  natural  resources,  ex- 

tract the  raw  materials  for 
manufacture  in  Europe, 
then  sell  the  finished  pro- 

ducts back  to  the  African  at 
great  profit.  Thus,  he  said, 
capital  continues  to  flow 
out  of  Africa  at  the  expense 
of  the  Africans. 

Pointing  out  the  dual  na- 
ture of  imperialism  in  Afri- 

ca, Chukukere  said  econo- 
mic imperialism  on  a  pan- 

African  scale  wants  to  teach 
the  African  the  skills  ne- 

cessary for  industry  thus 
rendering  him  fit  for  ex- 

ploitation; whereas  white 
imperialism  on  a  local  scale 
fears  education  for  the 
African  because  it  would 
upset  the  status  quo  and 
glut  the  labor  market. 

Mr.     Chukukere  urged 

Africans  to  oppose  econo- 
mic servitude  by  organizing 

along  pan-African  lines,  by 
instituting  government  re- 

gulation of  foreign  capital 
and  by  making  shares  in 
big  business  available 
Africans  in  order  to  keep 
African  capital  at  home  in- 

stead of  lining  the  pockets 
of  foreign  investors. 

SAC  PLANS  "BUDDY  SYSTEM" 
AS  PART  OF  NEW  MENTAL  HEALTH  PROGRAM 

SAC  may  institute  a  "buddy  system"  next  fall  as  part of  its  mental  health  program. 
At  Victoria  College  and  the  Faculty  of  Appled  Science 

and  Engineering,  graduate  and  senior  students  will  each 
have  three  or  four  freshmen  assigned  to  them  before  the 
beginning  of  term. 

The  volunteers  will  attempt  to  acquaint  the  freshmen 
with  the  university  and  its  procedures,  and  during  the  year 
will  be  available  to  help  them  with  any  problems  they encounter. 

Sharon  Price  (III  PHE),  head  of  the  SAC  student  Ser- 
vices committee,  expects  that  between  100  and  150  students 

will  volunteer  for  the  project.  Orientation  will  take  place in  February. 

HART  HOUSE  CL 

TODAY 

5.15  p.m.     RECORD  ROOM  A  —  Instruction  and  Renewal 
NOON  HOUR  DEBATE 

1.10  p.m.      Tuesday,  January  1  1  th       Music  Roorr TOPIC: 

"Green  as  o  colour  is  preferable  to  Blue" 

FESTIVAL  OF  THE  ARTS 
Pick  up  FREE  tickets  and  programmes 

Hart  House  Rotundo  —  Don't  forget  A.T.L.  cards A  special  invitation  to  the  Ladies! 

CHESS  CLUB  SIMULTANEOUS  EXHIBITION 
7.30  p.m.       Wednesday,  January  12       Debates  Room See  ad.  re  Simul 

Hart  House  Chess  Club  Simultaneous  Exhibition 
conducted  by  International  Grandmaster 

LARRY  EVANS 

7.30  p.m.  Wednesday,  January  12 

Debates  Room 

Tickets  available  Undergraduate  Office: 

To  play     —  Club  Members  50c 
Others  $3.50 

To  Watch  —  Club  Members  Free 
Others  50c 

ENTER  NOW! 

DESIGN  THE  ICE  PALACE 
•  win  FREE  tickets  to  oil  WINTER  CARNIVAL  activities 
•  applications  avoiloble  at  the  SAC  Office 
•  Contest  closes  January  21st 

Monday  Evening  Drama  Workshop 
7:30  p.m.,  commencing  Monday,  January  10th 

Sessions  are  held  at  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. 
A  Christian  drama  workshop  co-sponsored  by 

Canterbury,  the  Lutheran  Student  Club  and  the  S.C.M. 
consisting  of  varied  play  readings  with  an  emphasis  on 
modern  works. 
Student  leader —  Fletcher  Stewart,  Trinity  College 
Staff  adviser  —  Prof.  W.  L.  Smith,  Trinity  College 

Monday,  Jan.,  10th  —  "FOR  THE  TIME  BEING" 
by  W.  H.  Auden for  further  information,  phone 

CANTERBURY  HOUSE  923-1513 

ONTARIO  SOCIETY  FOR  CRIPPLED  CHILDREN 
requires  for  its 

FIVE  SUMMER  CAMPS 
Strategically  located  throughout  Ontario 

the  following  personnel 
PROGRAM  DIRECTORS 

WATERFRONT  COUNSELLORS  (Red  Cross  Instructors) 
CHAUFFEURS  (Male  —  21  years) 

SENIOR  COUNSELLORS 
MUSIC  AND  DRAMA  COUNSELLORS 
ARTS  AND  CRAFTS  COUNSELLORS 

SECRETARIAL  ASSISTANTS 
REGISTERED  NURSES 

KITCHEN  COUNSELLORS 
For  further  information  apply  to: 

SUPERVISOR  OF  CAMPS 

ONTARIO  SOCIETY  FOR  CRIPPLED  CHILDREN 

350  Rumsey  Rood,  Box  1700,  Postal  Station  "R" Toronto  17,  Ontario 
Phone  487-5311 
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don't  point  —  run! 
Queen's  Park  Crescent  Roulette  claimed  more  victims 

lost  week,  when  two  U  of  T  students  were  struck  by  a  car. 
Fortunately  neither  was  killed,  but  it's  surprising  no one  has  been  yet. 
This  kind  of  thing  has  been  going  on  for  some  years 

now,  and  suggestions  for  overcoming  the  problems  caused 
b/  the  presence  of  a  highway  in  the  middle  of  the  univer- 

sity grounds  have  been  generally  ignored. 
The  closest  the  problem  came  to  being  solved  was 

Ictst  year,  when  the  engineers  attempted  to  point  a  cross- 
walk on  the  road.  Unfortunately  they  were  apprehended 

before  they  could  finish. 
But  these  attempts  are  a  waste  of  time.  They  are  all 

suggested  each  time  someone  is  injured,  and  none  of 
them — from  traffic  lights,  to  crosswalks,  to  over-  or  under- 

passes— seems  likely  to  be  realized. 
Queen's  Park  Crescent  is  a  fact  of  life  university students  (especially  those  at  Victoria  and  St.  Michael's) 

must  learn  to  live  with.  And  none  have  learned  to  truly live  until  they  hove  dodged  the  lines  of  speeding  cars  in 
on  effort  to  prove  that  it  is  possible  to  get  from  Victoria 
to  Sidney  Smith  in  10  minutes  despite  the  traffic  problem. 

Looked  on  in  the  right  spirit,  Queen's  Park  Crescent is  a  blessing. 
And  so  we  should  share  it  with  everyone  at  U  of  T. 

-tudents  alone  should  not  benefit  from  such  a  necessary part  of  university  life. 
Therefore  we  suggest  that  Queen's  Park  Crescent be  re-routed  through  Simcoe  Hall,  so  that  all  friends  of the  students  there  con  skip  merrily  past  the  cors  four  or five  times  a  day  —  and  share  with  the  students  their happy  time  as  pedestrians. 
Isn't  that  the  kind  of  practical  solution  that  should appeal  to  our  university  administration? 

don't  forget  the  bookstore 
As  one  of  its  New  Year's  resolutions,  we  hope  that SAC  resolved  to  continue  its  policy  of  investigating  ways  to improve  services  at  the  U  of  T  bookstore. 
Efforts  in  the  same  direction  were  frustrated  last  year because  no  suggestions  could  be  drafted  before  bookstore officials  prepared  their  yearly  budget. 

thp  hlnlil^0'  members  of,SAC  have  held  a  meeting  with he  bookstore  manager  ond  reported  that  the  mood  of  the *  was  generally  amicable.  SAC  now  must  come  up  with HZ  con"e^/"99estions  for  next  year,  and  must  produce he  e  well  before  the  bookstore  prepares  its  budget  so that  the  suggestions  will  receive  adequate  attention 

varsity 
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letters  to  the  editor 

down  with  Pepsodent  sex 
Sir: 

There  used  to  be  a  rule  at  this  campus 
banning  beauty  contests,  popularity  polls, 
campus  queens  and  stuff  and  nonsense  of 
that  nature.  I  see  this  year,  though,  that  the 
Blue  and  White  Society  and  the  University 
College  freshman  council  are  sponsoring 
contests  of  this  sort. 

Shame  on  the  Blue  and  White  and  the  UC 
frosh  for  inflieting  on  this  campus  in  such  a 
pernicious  form  the  Great  Society's  glorifi- cation of  Pepsodent-white  conformity  and commercialized,  sterilized  sex. 
God  knows  I  have  nothing  against  sex.  I 

object  to  beauty  contests  for  the  same  rea- 
son I  object  to  American  beer.  They  are 

such  a  travesty  of  the  real  thing. 
Harvey  L.  Shepherd  (SGS) 

thoughtful  destruction 
Sir: 

In  his  letter  (The  Varsity,  Jan.  3 )  Allan  Gor- 
don reveals  the  truth  in  the  cliche  "There  are 

two  sides  to  every  story."  Mr.  Gordon  claims 
that  the  BFC  bungled  the  caper  in  the  Me- 

dical Building,  and  "proved  the  point  of  the 
new-found  Engineering  philosophy,  'Smash... don't  think.'"  But  let  us  all  look  at  this  other 
side  of  the  argument. 
Perhaps  the  Engineers  did  rush  through 

the  building  somewhat  riotously;  but  that's the  way  it  was  supposed  to  be.  By  the  very 
admission  of  the  organizer  of  the  Medsmen's 

Spray-In,  he  lost  all  control  of  his  group. 
Perhaps  the  actions  of  the  Engineers 

weren't  very  original  or  constructive.  Yet  I 
would  wager  that  the  Medsmen  did  more 
damage  on  their  little  romp  than  the  En- 

gineers did  on  theirs.  Also,  the  Engineers 
confined  their  activities  to  the  Duncan 
Room  and  the  corridor  leading  to  it.  the 
Medsmen  left  the  Electrical  building  with 
three  floors  under  water,  and  with  a  sizable 
quantity  of  glass  broken. 
And  perhaps  if  the  Medsmen  didn't  come crying  to  The  Varsity  every  time  someone 

turned  the  tables  on  them,  they  would  be- 
come as  sportsmanlike  as  the  Engineers. Ronald  Weir  (III  APSC) 

no  blanket  endorsements 
Sir: 

You  probably  have  a  journalistic  right  to 
abbreviate  and  isolate  statements  from  their 
context.  However,  you  do  not  have  the  right 
to  use  quotation  marks  when  you  omit  re- 

levant phrases  from  statements  in  order 
to  substitute  your  own  words  for  lapses  of 
memory  or  attention.  What  I  did  say  was 
that  to  ask  SAC  to  support  a  program 
which  is  both  illegal  and  contrary  to  many 
students'  conscience  without  careful  con- sideration is  excessive.  I  still  hold  this  to  be 
true  —  especially  when  such  a  request  was 
not  on  the  agenda,  was  introduced  at  the 
end  of  a  lengthy  meeting,  and  when  there 
was  barely  a  quorum.  Moreover,  no  explana- 

tion was  given  as  to  what  exactly  the  UC 
Literary  and  Athletic  Society  was  to  under- 

take beyond  a  series  of  lectures.  Not  even 
the  president  of  the  society  seemed  to  know for  sure. 

I  believe  that  the  individual  should  have 
the  help  of  medical  means  and  advice  in 
determining  when  sex  should  be  recreation 
and  when  it  should  lead  to  procreation.  The 
law  forbidding  this  exercise  of  personal 
morality  and  conviction  is  archaic  and  en- 

courages skepticism  for  the  law  as  a  whole. 
As  a  SAC  representative,  I  consider  that 

I  have  the  right  to  work  towards  the  re- 
pealing of  an  outdated  provision  of  the 

Criminal  Code.  Nevertheless,  I  refuse  to 
offer  instant  blanket  endorsement  in  the 
name  of  the  students  of  the  Faculty  of  Me- 

dicine to  a  proposal  made  with  the  attitude, 
"Either  you  play  ball  my  way,  or  I'll  take 
the  ball  home."  Unfortunately,  this  has  been the  case  with  other  worthy  proposals  that 
have  come  before  Council  this  year.  At  the 
next  general  meeting  of  SAC,  a  motion  will 
be  introduced  stating  that  proposals  of  far- 
reaching  implications  —  e.g.  birth  control 
—  will  have  to  serve  advance  notice  or  else 
be  postponed  to  allow  room  for  discussion. 

Vladimir  Hachinski  (IV  Meds) 

welcome  to  Scarborough 
Sir: 
An  error  in  your  edition  of  Jan.  5  has 

come  to  our  attention.  The  picture,  under 
the  caption  "Scarborough  Moves  to  Own 
Campus"  has  been  misinterpreted.  It  is  in fact,  as  the  brighter  students  have  already 
noticed,  a  premature  publication  of  one  of 
many  efforts  by  our  students  to  maintain 
communication  with  the  old  campus. 
We  had  hoped,  after  a  few  more  weeks 

of  digging,  to  gallantly  burst  forth  from  the 
dehydrated  grass  of  the  Varsity  Arena.  But 
now  the  secret's  out,  and  we're  compelled to  convert  the  tunnel  into  a  wine  cellar. 
The  reason  for  our  great  distance  from 

the  main  campus  seems  to  have  escaped 
your  reporter.   It's   main   purpose   is  to 

discourage  plundering  by  the  destitute  stu- 
dents of  Vic  UC  and  SMC.  An  ostentatious 

display  of  our  elite  200,  living  in  the  lap  of 
luxury,  would  only  stir  up  bitter  feelings among  these  less  fortunate.  As  a  further deterrent,  the  building  has  been  designed to  withstand  sieges  of  indefinite  durations, 
even  against  the  Engineers'  cannon. 

The  peaceful  portion  of  the  less  fortun- 
ates,  who  wish  to  behold  the  ultimate  in student  comfort,  are  ivnited  to  witness  this 
birth  of  U  of  T's  "Taj  Mnhal."  Guided  tours are  conducted  every  Saturdav  and  Sunday 
(No  cannons  welcome).  Come  along  and eat  your  hearts  out! Dciter  Birk  (I  Scar) 

John  Williams  (I  Scar) 
Kathryn  Doe  (I  Scar) 

Patricia  Leonard  (I  Scar) 

how  much  is  dignity? 
Sir: 

In  rebuttal  to  R.  Angevaare's  letter  of 
Jan.  4,  I  would  like  to  pose  a  few  questions. 

Roderick  mentions  a  commission  formed 
lu  study  the  problem  of  birth  control.  What 
has  the  commission  accomplished? 
He  also  mentions  Mr.  Roger  Beare's  in- tolerant statements  on  birth  control.  Is  not 

the  Church  equally,  if  not  more,  intolerant? 
Can  a  religion  survive  without  dogma? 

In  regard  to  the  quotation,  "We  have  no 
sympathy  for  those  who  talk  lightly  about 

a  situation  in  which  the  lives  of  millions 
of  human  beings  are  at  stake,"  do  the  "mil- 

lions" refer  to  those  who  are  dying  and  will 
die  for  lack  of  earth's  resources  in  the  face 
of  overpopulation? 

And  again,  in  the  quotation,  "And  we  are proud  to  belong  to  a  church  which,  more 
than  any  other  institution  in  the  world,  has 
defended  the  dignity  of  human  life  and  the 
act  by  which  it  is  perpetuated,"  is  the "dignity"  worth  so  much  that  we  must sacrifice  human  lives  in  order  to  produce more? 

Judy  Linklater  (I  UC) 



U  of  T  SAC  members  unwilling 

to  give  U  of  V  financial  aid 
By  LESLIE  GARY 

If  it  comes  to  a  show 
down  at  the  University  of 
Victoria,  on  withholding 
tuition  fees,  the  chances  are 
slim  that  students  there 
will  get  support  from  U  of T. 

Of  11  SAC  members  pol- 
led by  The  Varsity  on  the 

Victoria  crisis,  most  were 
unwilling  co  commit  them- 

selves to  financial  support 
for  the  students  who  would 
be  levied  a  $10  late  payment 
fine,  but  most  considered 
their  action  quite  effective. 
Tim  Smith  (IV  Vic),  SAC 

Internal  Affairs  Commis- 
ioner,  called  the  students' 
refusal  to  pay  $50  of  their 
second-term  fees  "a  vital 
way  of  showing  how  acute 
the  student  need  is  and  that 
we  just  can't  afford  to  have 

CHARLES  CAMPBELL 

fees  go  any  higher."  Smith pointed  out  that  according 
to  the  Dominion  Bureau  of 
Statistics  in  the  last  15 
years  fees  have  risen  twice 
as  quickly  as  the  student's ability  to  pay. 
Most  of  the  SAC  mem- 

bers questioned  think  that 
University  of  Victoria  stu- 

dents will  probably  succeed 
in  their  protect  largely  be- 

cause of  their  active  stu- 
dent government.,  but  look 

on  the  school  a  special 
case.  Tony  Orav  (III  New) 
commented,  "since  it  all  de- pends on  the  wholehearted 
support  of  the  students,  it 
would  never  work  on  a 
campus  like  ours.  The  stu- 

dents are  just  too  apathe- 

tic." Orav,  Ernie  Lightman 
(III  UC),  and  Tom  Faulk- 

ner (III  Vic)  think  support, 
including  financial  aid,  is 
vital  to  demons' rate  that 
university  students  are 
united  in  their  desire  for 
lower  tuition  fees 
Opposition  to  financial 

support  was  strong  and 
varied.  Howard  Simmonds 
(II  Law)  and  George  Flak 
(III  Vic)  feel  that  if  the  stu- 

dents are  w>il  -organized there  should  be  no  need  to 
contribute  anything.  Flak 
said,  "There's  no  need  to 
pay  if  they  stick  together 
and  if  they  don't  why 
should  we  pay  for  their  mis- 
takes." Sandy  Newman  (IV  Nur) 

External  Affairs  Commis- 
sioner expressed  a  fear  that 

many  other  universities 
might  start  doing  the  same 
thing  and  that  it  might mushroom. 

Vic  Hori  (SGS)  said  that 
as  far  as  he  is  concerned  it 
is  a  question  of  whether  it 
is  appropriate  for  U  of  T  to 
meddle  in  the  internal  af- 

fairs of  another  university. 
"It  is  difficult  to  lay down  a  national  policy  on 

the  financing  of  higher  edu cation  because  there  are 
different  factors  to  consider 
in  each  case.  The  stand  on 
tuition  fees  should  differ 
from  university  to  universi- 

ty according  to  the  prob- lems of  each.  Some  univer- 
sities might  validly  claim 

that  tuition  fees  ought  to 
be  raised.  The  financial 
structure,  including  provin- 

cial considerations,  would 
have  to  be  considered; said  Hori. 
Charles  Campbell  (III 

Vie)  protested  that  the 
whole  idea  of  contributing 
to  their  cause  is  based  on 
the  unrealistic  belief  that 
there  is  a  national  student 
movement  and  rhat  sending 
money  out  there  is  going  to 
reflect  on  our  position  here, 
"As  far  as  a  protest  ma- 

noeuvre is  concerned  it's  a 
good  idea  if  you  agree  with 
their  protest,  which  brings 
us  back  to  the  whole  ques- 

tion of  free  tuition,"  said 
Rick  Ross  (IV  APSC).  "Edu- cation is  an  investment  that 
we  should  be  willing  to 
sacrifice  for.  It's  not  a  ques- 

tion of  profit  —  the  money 
is  needed  to  run  the  univer- 

sity. I  assume  that  increases 
in  government  grants  are 
also  being  made." 
He  later  added,  "At  leats their  fees  have  gone  up  over 

the  year  rather  than  over 

paying  for  the  Blue  and 
White  band." 

TIM  SMITH 
the  summer  as  ours  did 
when  action  was  impossible. 
With  this  extra  vehicle  to 

work  with  they  shouldn't have  to  come  crying  to  other 

universities." "When  my  fees  went  up 
from  $650  to  $713  no  o  n  e 
offered  to  pay  the  dif- 

ference," said  Jim  Kenzie 
(IV  APSC),  a  non-voting 
member  of  SAC.  "I'm  quite sure  the  board  of  governors 
isn't,  pocketing  the  money... 
and  I  have  better  things  to 
do  with  my  $8  SAC  fee,  like 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 
Presents  in 

Room  102 
Mechanical  Building 

Noon  Hour 
Science  Film  Showings 

Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 
1:00  p.m.  -  2:00  p.m. 
January  12, 13,  1966 
THOMAS  TELFORD 

DISCOVERY:PENICILLIN 
MICHAEL  FARADAY, 

1791-1867 

A  series  of  programmes  arrang- 
ed by  the  Science  and  Medicine 

Dept.  of  the  University  Library 
in  co-operotion  with  the  No- tional Science  Film  Library  of 
the  Canadian  Film  Institute. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 

YOU  ARE   INVITED  TO  EAT 
YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE WATCHING  THE  FILM 

Hudson's  Bay  Oil 

and  Gas  Company  Limited 
CALGARY  OFFERS 

CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES 
TO  GRADUATES  IN  THE  FIELDS  OF 

Production  and  Processing         — ALL  disciplines 
Operations  and  Engineering  B.Sc.,  M.Sc. 
Pipe  Line  Operations,  — ALL  disciplines, 
Engineering  and  Construction        B  Sc 

Interviewers —  c.  H.  OLSON,  p.Eng A.  E.  HANERT,  P.Eng. 
—  HONOURS,  MAJORS, GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING 
—  B.Sc,  M.Sc.,  Ph.D. 

Interviewer—  R.  C  GALLOWAY, 
P.Geol. 

—  GEOPHYSICS GEOPHYSICAL 
ENGINEERING 
GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING,  B.Sc 

Interviewer — E.  L.  ERICKSON 

P.Eng. 

UNDERGRADUATES 
Summer  training  opportunities  will  be  available  to  undergraduates in  the  following  departments: 

Geology 

Geophysics 

!  fi1,  en9ine»ing  disciplines,  Graduating  in )     1967  and  1968 
Next  to  final  year 

Production 
Pipe  Line Geology  ) 

Geophysics  ) 
COMPANY  LITERATURE  CONTAINING  INFORMATION  <L TAINING  TO  GENERAL  COMPANY  ACTIVITIES  AND  PRO- FESSIONAL CAREER  FUNCTIONS  ARE  AVAILABLE  FROM  THE CAMPUS  PLACEMENT  OFFICE. 
APPOINTMENTS  FOR  INTERVIEWS  MAT  BE  ARRANGED THROUGH  THE  PLACEMENT  OFFICE 

Come  for  an  interview  with  the  fastest  growing 

company  in  its  industry 

There  are  Opportunities  at 

MASSEY- FERGUSON 

a  large  farm  implement  manufacturer,  in 

ENGINEERING: 

Bachelor's  degree  in  Mechanical  or  Agricultural  Engineering 
—  positions  located  in  Toronto  and  Brantford. 

FINANCE: 

Master's  degree  in  Business  Administration — positions  located 
in  Toronto. 

Our  management  representatives  will  be  at  the  campus  on 

January  20,  21  and  24.  For  an  information  package  and  an 

interview  time,  check  with  Career  and  Placement  Services. 
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Plan  conference  on  Canadian  Indian 

Trinity  College  will  spon- 
sor a  conference  on  the  Ca- 

nadian Indian  Jan.  21-22. 
The  conference  is  being 

organized  by  the  Encounter 
Club  of  Trinity  College, 
which  was  host  to  a  confer- 

ence on  African  Affairs  two 
years  ago. 
John  Bosley  (II  Trin) 

told  The  Varsity  that  sev- 
eral important  Indian  lead- 
ers have  agreed  to  attend 

the  conference  and  will  ser- 
ve both  as  speakers  and  se- 

minar leaders.  He  added 
that  the  conference  "has  re- 

ceived the  enthusiastic  sup- 
port of  the  Indian  commu- 

nity." 

Because  of  limited  facili- 
ties, only  300  delegates  in- cluding the  Indian  speakers 

and  students  from  other 
universities  will  be  admit- 

ted to  the  conference. 
In  addition,  there  will  be 

a  fee  of  three  dollars  for 
students  and  ten  dollars  for 
non-students.  This  will  cov- 

er admission  to  all  confer- 
ence functions  including 

the  closing  banquet  for 
which,  the  organizers  hope 
to  have  Arthur  Laing,  Min- ister of  Indian  Affairs  and 
Natural  Resources,  as  the 
guest  speaker. Registration  forms  are 
available  at  the  Porter's Lodge,  Trinity  College,  on 
a  first-come  first-served 
basis.  Further  information 
is  available  from  John 
Bosley,  928-3524. 
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From  the  women's  pages  to  the  sports  pages,  from  the  editorials  to the  comics,  the  daily  press  in  this  country  and  in  the  countries  whose  press 
we  emulate,  presents  every  day  a  truly  inexhaustible  supply  of  wrong  facts, 
useless  information,  fatuous  comment,  misleading  rumors,  typographical 
errors,  demeaning  advice,  unfunny  jokes  and  columns  about  people's Christmas  trees  falling  down.  And  the  periodical  press,  especially  in  this 
country,  is  scarcely  any  better. 

The  press  is,  I  am  trying  to  say,  a  particularly  easy  mark  for  anyone 
who  wants  to  criticize  it,  and  the  answer  to  the  question  that.  I  was  asked 
to  address  myself  to  here — is  the  press  doing  the  job  that  it  should  do? — is 
quite  patently:  no. 

Y  Why  it  isn't  doing  that  job  ..  .  is  quite  another  matter.  Whose  fault  i it?  \  ,Jho  do  we  bl 
proving  it?. 

blame?  And  how,  if  it  is  possible,  ought  we  to  go  about  im- 

...  If  there  is  one  message  i  can  bring  to  you  from  my  many  years  in 
journalism,  I'm  afraid  it  is  that  the  public  is  pretty  dumb.  Furthermore,  the 
public  rather  likes  being  dumb.  I  don't  think  anyone  who  has  ever  worked 
on  a  mass  publication,  from  a  newspaper  to  a  magazine,  would  really  argue 
with  me  on  that  point,  although  I  imagine  quite  a  lot  of  them  would  fight 
to  the  death  about  whether  or  not  I  ought  to  say  it  in  public  .  .  . 

But  I  think  that's  too  easy  too — -blaming  the  stupid  public  .  .  .  One  of the  functions  of  the  press,  in  other  words,  is  to  deal  in  the  terms  that  it 
knows  its  own  precise  public  con  understand.  If  the  press,  or  better,  any 
specific  contributor  to  the  press,  doesn't  know  either  what  those  terms  are 
or  who  that  public  is,  then  he  isn't  doing  his  job  .  .  . 

The  press  is  not  doing  what  you  and  I  think  it  ought  to  be  doing  be- 
cause the  public  couldn't  care  less,  and  because  the  publishers  who  stand in  between  the  journalists  and  the  press  exert  a  kind  of  implicit  pressure 

that  prevents  any  meaningful  dialogue  taking  place  anyway.  I  now  come  to 
the  crux  of  what  I  want  to  say  to  you:  the  real  villains  of  the  piece  ore  the journalists.  .  . 

The  solution?  As  anyone  who  may  have  read  some  of  the  things  I've 
been  writing  over  the  past  few  years  will  know,  I  happen  to  have- a  great  deal  more  faith  in  my  own  generation  than  in  any  of  the  generations 
that  have  gone  before,  and  in  turn  I  have  more  faith  in  your  generation 
than  I  have  in  mine.  I  think  you're  tougher-minded,  better-versed  and  more 
courageous  in  terms  of  real  and  valuable  gools  than  we've  been.' 

So  I  tend  to  think  the  answer  lies  with  you.  I  don't  think  you're  going to  educate  the  public  in  o  year,  and  1  certainly  don't  think  you're  going  to be  able  to  convince  publishers  that  a  newspaper's  function  is  to  let  the  chips fall  where  they  may,  but  I  do  think  you  con  question  a  few  of  the  values 
that,  to  my  mind  at  least,  have  prevailed  too  long  in  Canadian  journalism. 

Earlier  Robert  Fulford  talked  about  pressure  from  the  inside.  I  think 
that's  where  it  has  to  come  from.  And,  from  my  own  experience,  I  think there's  a  great  space  between  the  limits  of  what  the  journalists  of  today  are exerting  and  the  limits  of  what  either  that  dumb  public  or  those  villainous 
publishers  will  allow.  If  there  isn't,  I  think  the  limits  of  both  can  be  tested. 

—PETER  GZOWSKI,  speaking  at  the  annual  Conference  of  Canadian University  Press,  Dec.  27,  1965. 
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silver  buffets  kill  werewolves 
GET  YOURS  TODAY 

GIRL  FOR  PART  TIME    work  i 
of  I  ice,  8- 1 0  hours  per  week, convenience.  Coll  LE.  7-2042. 
NEW  furnished  2  bediooi 
to  share  with  2  unlversl 
Phone  425-5069  ofter  6 

MORE  SUBJECTS  required  for  research 
In  perception.  About  I  hr.  Remunera- 

tion. For  appoinlment  call  365-5198. 
Subjects  should  hove  overage  vision ond  hearing. 

aportmcnt  FULLY  EXPERIENCED  typist  available 
'  students.  tor  home  typing  thesis,  etc.  E.  White m.  421-9499. 

EXPERIENCED  TYPIST;  Neater  notes 
moke  better  grades.  Typing  of  theses, 
essoys,  notes,  focrums  done  accurately' neatly  ond  reasonably.  Reasonable rates.  421-8290. 
SKILLED  ACTIVITY  counsellors  (female) 
for  girls'  comp  in  Quebec.  Sailing, canoeing,  tripping,  music,  French  an osset.  Physical  Educalion  students  pre- ferred.   HU  7-1073. 

CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES 
for 

ENGINEERS 

in 

PULP  and  PAPER 
If  you  are  looking  for  a  chance  to  grow  you  will  find 
plenty  of  opportunity  in  this  steadily  expanding 
leader  among  Canadian  industries,  which  stands  first 
in  employment,  first  in  capita,!  invested  and  first  in 
value  of  production. 

KIMBERLY-CLARK  OF  CANADA  LIMITED 
and  associated  companies 

Kimberly-Clark  Pulp  and  Paper  Company  Limited 

Spruce  Falls  Power  and  Paper  Company  Limited 
manufacturers  of  newsprint,  high-grade  pulps,  and  a 
host  of  leading  consumer  products  including  the  well- known  Kleenex  lines,  invite  you  to  examine  their 
brochures  which  are  available  at  your  Placement Office. 

1966  OPENINGS 
Permanent  and  Summer  Employment for 

Chemical,  Mechanical,  Industrial  Engineers 
Company  representatives  will  be  interviewing  at  your University  on 

JANUARY  20,  25  and  26,  1966 

ZELLER'S 

Offers  a  Seam  Future  and 

FastFrorwfon&r  (/ouny 

Men  in  Tdhd Manaoemenf 

Here  is  a  career  opportunity  where  your  initiative 
and  personal  talents  will  be  appreciated  and  re- 

warded. You  will  receive  on-the-job  training designed  to  prepare  you  for  rapid  advancement. Promotion  is  from  within  the  company,  and  is based  on  individual  performance. 
If  you  are  graduating  in  the  faculty  of  Commerce, Arts  or  Science. 
If  you  possess  leadership  ability  and  self-confi- dence. 
If  you  possess  imagination,  ambition,  and  an interest  in  people. 
If  you  are  able  and  willing  to  accept  periodic expense-paid  transfers. 
Consider  a  career  with  Zeller's  Limited,  a  growing Canadian  Retail  Company  with  over  100  stores  in 
more  than  70  cities.  Success  in  the  Training  Pro- gramme leads  to  Store  Management  or  to  other executive  positions. 
Starting  salary  will  be  commensurate  with  your qualifications  and  experience.  Employee  benefits include,  Pension  Plan,  Group  Life  and  Health Insurance,  Profit  Sharing,  and  Summer  and  Winter Vacations. 
Visit  the  Placement  Office  to  learn  more  about 
the  career  opportunities  with  Zeller's,  and  to arrange  an  interview  with  a  company  represen- tative who  will  be  on  campus  on: 

JAN.  18,  1966 
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Every  hour  90  seek  death 

By 

BARBARA  Mac  FAR  LANE 
Every  hour,  90  Canadians 

attempt  suicide.  Of  these, six  succeed. 
The  tragic  toll  results  in 

more  than  3,000  deaths  a 
year  by  suicide  in  Canada 
alone,  yet  those  concerned 
with  the  problem  agree  that 
nearly  every  case  of  suicide 
could  be  prevented. 
Modern  means  of  preven- 

tion are  at  present  in  the 
hands  of  the  anti-suicide 
centre  whose  methods  vary 
from  clinical  psychiatry  to 
the  use  of  24-hour  telephone services. 

measures  hav-'  resulted 
from  the  intensive  study  of 
thousands  of  these  case  his- 
tories. 
Today  it  is  claimed  that 

the  emerging  anti-suicide 
measures  have  the  potential 
to  save  lives.  Eight  of  ten 
people  who  kill  tremselves 
give  clear  advanced  warn- 

ing of  their  intent  to  some- 
one, contrary  to  the  mis- 

taken popular  belief  that 
those  who  openly  talk  about 
committing  suicide  never 
do  anything  about  it. 

Research    has  revealed 

gadeer  Bamsey,  one  of  the 
six-member  Salvation  Army 
Toronto  Anti-Suicide  Bu- 
reau. 

"Often,  what  they  need 
most  is  someone  just  to 
listen."  The  conversations 
which  ensue  frequently  oc- 

cupy hours  of  sympathetic 
reasoning  in  defence  of  the 
need  to  overcome  despair 
and  the  will  to  die.  Criti- 

cism, even  in  its  most  subtle 
form  is  carefully  avoided 
and  the  contact,  no  matter 
how  tenuous,  is  preserved 
at  all  costs. 

Love  is  the  best-  deterrent  against  suicide. 

One  of  the  most  well-or- 
ganized and  efficiently  fi- 
nanced suicide  prevention 

centres  exists  in  Los  Ange- 
les. During  the  last  eight 

years,  more  than  a  million 
and  a  half  dollars  have  been 
poured  into  this  centre  by 
the  United  States  Govern- 

ment. It  is  staffed  by  a  ca- 
refully screened  group  of 

professionals  including  psy- 
chiatrists, psychologists  and 

trained  social  workers. 
Suicide  is  described  as 

one  of  Canada's  most  neg- 
lected public  health  prob- 

lems, yet  at  present,  no  si- 
mitar agencies  exist  in  Can- ada. 

Some  help  is  available 
through  the  Salvation 
Army's  Anti-Suicide  Centres located  in  34  major  urban 
centres  across  Canada.  They 
offer  sympathetic  council 
and  access  to  their  many 
welfare  services. 

The  professionally-staffed 
agencies  have  led  to  a  fas- 

cinating accumulation  of 
case  histories,  each  involv- 

ing an  individual's  efforts to  abruptly  put  an  end  to 
his  or  her  life  in  favor  of 
the  promised  peace  of 
death.  Modern  anti-suicide 

that  an  individual  is  acutely 
suicidal  for  only  a  brief  per- 

iod of  time.  A  pattern  of 
prelude,  crisis  and  reces- 

sion emerges,  giving  signi- ficance to  the  methods 
practised  by  agencies  si- 

milar to  that  of  the  Salva- 
tion Army.  If  the  individual 

ean  be  helped  through  his 
moment  of  crisis,  the  chan- 

ces of  his  survival  are,  in 
most  cases,  assured. 

Those  who  cai't  the  Salva- 
tion Army's  Anti-Suicide Bureau  do  so  at  the  peak 

of  their  emotional  despair. 
Suicide  being  an  urban  phe- 

nomenon, they  are  most 
often  people  submeiged  in 
the  anonymous  masses  of  a 
city.  They  may  be  a  port  of 
any  financial  or  social  stra- 

tum, and  as  only  40  per  cent 
of  those  committing  suicide 
are  menta;ly  ill,  ihey  are, for  the  most  part,  everyday 
people  caught  in  the  unrea- 

son of  despair.  Motives 
vary,  but  a  predominant 
one  is  the  wish  to  hurt 
others  through  their  death. 
The  moment  contact  is 

made,  the  swift  yet  subtle 
machinery  ot  psychological 
reasoning  is  put  into  mo- 

tion. "Once  that  essentia! 
contact  is  made,  we  begin 
to  woo  them"  admits  Bri- 

Although  a  time- tested 
method  is  practised,  each 
plea  for  help  emails  an  in- 

dividual facing  his  particul- 
ar crisis  through  ire  fog  of 

his  environment  and  its 
personal  extenuations. 
Aware  of  this,  Dr.  Nor- man D.  Talachnick,  head  of 

the  Los  Angeles  Anti-Suici- 
de Agency  admits  "there are  a  hundred  ways  to  ap- 

proach this. "There  are  no  hard  and 
fast  rules,  no  standard,  no 
pattern — if  someone  were 
(See  "suicide,"  page  8) 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Some  scientific  course 

os  taught  by  McGilt,  Yale  ana Cornell  Universities 
—  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 

Every  Mod.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 
or  arranged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  ! to  bo  sure  of  a  scot 

Career  Development  Institute 
131  Bloor  St.  W..  Toronto 

"The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

HILLEL 
Monday,  January  10,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 
RABBI  JACOB  J.  WEINSTEBN President,  Central  Conference  of  American  Robbis 

on 
CAfLJr!i!£IS^  SU«V'VE  THE  THIRD  INDUSTRIAL  REVOLUTION?" 

COMINCO  REQUIRES 

Undergraduates,  graduates  and  post  graduates  in 
engineering  and  honours  science  for  summer  and permanent  employment. 

INTERVIEWS  WITH  REPRESENTATIVES 

January  20,  21,  22  and  24,  1966 

Your  Departmental  Libraries  can  provide  details  and 
literature  about  Cominco  and  arrange  an  interview. 

THE  CONSOLIDATED  MINING 

AND  SMELTING  COMPANY   ^'lui^W!*-- OF  CANADA  LIMITED 

CDLE5 

YONGE 

BELOW 
BLOOR 

BIG  SAVINGS  ON 

I  REFERENCE  BOOKS 
I  Downstairs  at  COLES  is  the  Reference reference  and  technical  books  at  bargaii 

I just  the  book  you're  looking  for    Here  < 
right  now  ! 
DESCRIPTIVE  COLLEGE  PHYSICS 
by    White.    Pub.    at    5.75    .  ,  . INTRODUCTORY  BIOLOGY 
by  Stauffcr.    Pub.  at  5.00    .   .  . PERSONALITY  CHANGE  AND  DEVELOPMENT 
by  M.  Horrowcr.  Pub.  at  10.50 DIDEROT,  THE  TESTING  YEARS 
by  A.  M    Wilson.  Pub.  at  10.50 MO  LI  ERE,  THE  COMIC  MASK 
by  D.  B.  Wyndham  Lewis.  Pub.  at  4.00 PRACTICAL  LESSONS  IN  HYPNOTISM 
by  W.  M.  Wesley  Cook.  Pub.  at  4.00 INSIDE  RUSSIA  TODAY 
by  John  Gunther.  Pub.  at  6.50 
THE  DRUG  EXPERIENCE FIRST    PERSON    ACCOUNTS.    Pub.    at  S.9S PRACTICAL  PROSE  STUDIES 
by  Robert  O.  Brown.  Pub.  at  3.75 THE  END  OF  EMPIRE by  J.  Strachey.  Pub.  ot  5.00  ELEMENTS  OF  STRENGTH  OF  MATERIALS 
3rd  Ed.  by  5,  Timoshcnko.  Pub.  at  5.00   .  . 

iook  Dept  a  r;al  q  [limine  :f prices.  Drop  in  !  Yt.u  may  find 
re  a  few  of  the  titles  in  sleek 

COLES  PRICE  1.69 
COLES  PRICE  1.98 
COLES  PRICE  1.9S 
COLES  PRICE  1.98 
COLES  PRICE  1.00 
COLES  PRICE  2.49 
COLES  PRICE  1.98 COLES  PRICE  1.98 
COLES  PRICE  .66 

.  COLES  PRICE  1.00 
COLES  PRICE  1.98 

OVER  7000  PAPERBACKS 
GREATLY  REDUCED. 

A  fabulous  selection  to  choose  from!  Political  Science  -  His Criticism  -  Modern  Literature  -  Classics  of  Literature,  elt 
Reg.  up  to  3.50,  now  40%  ot  more  off  regular  price 

COLES  PRICE  1.98 
COLES  PRICE  .50 
COLES  PRICE  .50 

EDUCATIONAL  PSYCHOLOGY  2nd  Ed. 
by  Cronback.  Pub.  at  7.95 ADAPTION 
by  Wallace.  Pub.  at  2.00 
ANIMAL  DIVERSITY by  E.  D.  Hanson.    Pub.  at  2.00  CELLULAR  PHYSIOLOGY  AND  BIOCHEMISTRY 
by   W.    D.    McElroy.    Pwb.  at  2.00    COLES  PRICE  .50 FRONTAL  LOBOTOMY  AND  EFFECTIVE  BEHAVIOR by  J.  F.  Fulton.    Pub.  at  3.00    COLES  PRICE  .66 QUALITATIVE  ANALYSIS  AND  ELECTROLYTIC  SOLUTIONS by  E.  J.  King.  Pub.  at  7.95  COLES  PRICE  1.98 THE  NATIONAL  EXPERIENCE — A  History  of  the  United  States Pub.  at  8.95    ..    COLES  PRICE  1.98 ANTIMICROBIAL  THERAPY 
by  A.  Davit    SPECIAL  COLES  PRICE  ,88 THE  NEW  MODERN  AMERICAN  ft  BRITISH  POETRY by  Untermorcr.  Pub.  at  7.95  COLES  PRICE  1.25 MEDIAEVAL  SCULPTURE  IN  ENGLAND pyb.  at  1.95   COLES  PRICE  .44 

VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP 

p  n  t  r  d    726  yonge  st 
W  U  L  U  U       SOUTH  OF  BLOOR 
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WINTER  CARNIVAL  MASS 

Along  with  the  more  tra- ditional activities  of  the 
Blue  and  White  Society's Winter  Carnival,  the  widely 
popular  Folk  Mass  will  be 
included  in  this  year's  Car- nival 66.  The  Folk  Mass  is 
practised  among  many  reli- 

giously oriented  youth, 
groups,  and  its  participato- 

ry nature  is  reminiscent  of 
the  traditional  Negro  and 
evangelical  services  of  the 
Deep  South.  The  Mass  will 
include  a  Chancel  Drama 
and  folk  hymns. 
Most  recent  information 

from  the  Blue  and  White 
Society  indicates  that  pre- 

parations   are   well  under' 

way  for  these  and  many 
other  activities  for  the 
week-long  Winter  Carnival 
66,  to  be  held  February  7-13. 
A  skating  party  at  the Credit  River  and  a  Street 

Dance  on  Campus  are 
among  the  other  innova- 

tions for  this  year's  format. In  previous  years,  Winter 
Carnival  has  lasted  only  one 
weekend. 
The  Folk  Singing  Show, 

by  now  an  integral  part  of 
the  Carnival  activities  will 
feature  the  Allan-Ward  Trio, 
Gordon  Lightfoot,  and  hu- morist Rich  Little.  The 
show  will  take  place  Sun. 
February  13. 

Highlighting  the  Ice  Fro- lics this  year  will  be  Petra 
Burka  who  recently  captur- 

ed the  Woman's  World 
Skating  Championship.  Ap- 

pearing with  Miss  Burka will  be  many  other  skating 
stars  such,  as  Charles  Snel- 
ling,  Carole  Forrest  and Kevin  Lethbridge. 
A  full  schedule  of  the 

hockey  games,  ice  sculp- 
tures, torch-light  parades  et 

al,  will  be  printed  in  The 
Varsity  sometime  in  the  fu- ture. 
There  is  also  something 

called  Study  Night  for  those 
who  wish  to  do  so. 

CAREERS  FOR  BACHELOR  GRADUATES  IN • animal  science 

BIO -SCIENCES 

• 

• 

bacteriology 

chemistry 

WITH  THE  GOVERNMENT  OF  CANADA • food  science 

INTERVIEWS 

• 

• 

forestry 

pharmacy 

JANUARY  13  and  14,  1966 
• 

• 
plant  science 
soil  science 

For  appointment  see  your  Placement  Officer • 

zoology 

1966 

ELECTRICAL,  MECHANICAL,  AND  METALLURGICAL 

ENGINEERING  GRADUATES 

The  Inland  Steel  Company,  East  Chicago,  Indiana,  invites  you 
to  investigate  our  many  career  opportunities.  Consult  the 
specific  job  descriptions  in  the  pocket  of  our  brochures.  Our 
representative  will  be  on  your  campus  on  Friday,  January  21st. 
Contact  Mr.  J.  K.  Bradford  for  an  appointment. 

INLAND  STEEL  COMPANY 
INDIANA   HARBOR  WOKS 

EAST  CHICAGO.  INDIANA 

<3> An  Equal  Opportunity  Employer  In  the  Plans  for  Progress  Program 

TRANS-CANADA  PIPE  LINES  LIMITED 
ciPcrTaDi'^nAS  are  re<»uested  from  C|VIL,  MECHANICAL  and ELECTRICAL  engineering  graduates  who  are  interested  in  : 

Computer  Applications 
Hydraulic  Controls 
Pipeline  and  Compressor 
Station  Design 
Communications 

Comprehensive  company  benefits.  Good  starting  salary. 
For  further  information  see  your  library  file  or  contact: 

For  interview  schedules  see  Room  123,  Mining  Building,  Jan.  3-14 Personnel  Department 

TRANS -CANADA  PIPE  LINES  LIMITED 150  Eglinton  Avenue  East 
Toronto  12,  Ontario 
Phone:  HU  7-3811 
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One  again  the  Blue  and  White  Society  will  sponsor  a 
contest  for  the  best  design  for  the  Winter  Carnival  Ice 
Palace.  This  picture  shows  Icehenge,  last  year's  winning 
entry.  Specifications  for  this  year's  palace  have  not  yet been  released. 

Suicide  (continued) 

to  ask  me  'What  can  you 
do?',  my  answer  would  have 
to  be,  'I  don't  know.'  You must  only  arrive  at  the  si- tuation by  the  facts  of  the 

case." 

In  the  case  of  the  indivi- 
dual at  the  other  end  of  the 

telephone,  one  important 
fact  is  self-revealing — he  is 
not  sure  whether  he  wants 
to  die. 
Faced  with  an  anonym- 

ous person  at  the  other  end 
of  the  line  who  must  effect- 

ively combine  the  ability  to 
listen  with  a  facility  to  talk 
earnestly,  convincingly,  and 
rapidly — leaving  no  awk- ward silence  in  which  one 
contemplating  suicide  might 
hang  up,  hundreds  in  To- ronto alone  have  been  sav- 

ed from  the  consequences 
of  their  fatal  intent. 

It  is  not  true  that  once  a 
person  attempts  suicide  he will  always  continue  to  be 
a  suicidal  risk.  However, 
follow-up  stud-es  have  indi- 

cated that  neany  one  in 
three  do  make  a  repeated 
attempt  and  som;  succeed. 

Facilities  providing  pro- 
fessional response  to  these 

pleas  for  assistance  are 
planned  for  Toronto  in  the 
near  future.  Government  is 
slow  to  offer  financial  as- 

sistance. Society  is  reluct- 
ant to  face  the  existence  of 

this  ever-increasing  social 
need.  "For  a  long  time," 
comments  Brigadeer  Bam- 
sey,  "this  has  been  a  hush 
hush  deal.  The  problem  re- 

mains that  eventually,  so- 
ciety must  suffer  the  con- 

sequences of  the  hush . . . 
Now,  like  other  formerly 
taboo  subjects,  people  are 
beginning  to  talk  about  it 
openly  and  with  this,  some 
progress  must  slowly  per- 

haps, but  inevitable  result. 
We  have  to  be  patiwit." 
Today,  obstacles  to  the 

progress  Brigadeer  Bamsey 
refers  to  still  remain.  At- 

tempts to  have  a  Salvation 
Army  "suicide  number" which  would  be  easily  re- 

membered and  listed  along 
with  fire,  police,  etc.,  have 

failed.  Consequently,  it 
might  be  assumed  that 
many  who  might  have  be- nefited from  this  service 
have  not,  because  of  a  lack 
awareness  of  its  existence. 
Similar  efforts  at  some 
means  of  advertising  such 
facilities  have  met  opposi- 

tion in  those  who  feel  that 
a  process  of  auto-suggestion 
might  only  result  in  an  in- 

crease in  attempted  suici- 
des. 

Perhaps  one  of  the  fu- 
ture's most  effective  m»a,ns 

of  suicide  prevention  lies  in 
the  un-sentimental  recogni- 

tion of  one's  own  self-anni- hilating drives.  Xhe  risk  of 
suicide  extends  to  far  more 
people  than  just  those  who are  actually  psychotic. 
The  chronic  speeder,  the 

alcoholic,  the  excessive 
smoker  are,  in  reality,  often 
indulging  in  a  gradual 
means  of  self-destruction. 
The  seeds  of  suicide  live  in 
all  of  us,  and  feasibly  a  fu- 

ture awareness  of  their  la- 
tent existence  will  help  in- 

dividuals to  cope  with  them- 
selves, while  in  the  darkest 

moments  of  personal  des- 

pair. 

"Today,  people  keep 
everything  bottled  up  in- 

side," reflected  Brigadeer 
Bamsey.  "There  is  little 
communication  between 
parent  and  child,  wife  and 
husiband,  neighbor  and 
nieghbor.  We  are  wrapping 
ourselves  around  ourselves 
and  wondering  what's  the 

matter." 

If  the  progress  in  future anti-suicide  measures 
sought  by  growing  numbers becomes  reality,  perhaps 
soon,  we  will,  in  truth 
"know  what  is  the  matter," 
and  the  means  to  the  disco- 

very of  this  will  not  be  im- 
paired by  the  portion  of  so- 

ciety which  today  is  unwil- 
ling to  face  a  problem  that 

can  never  be  solved  by  in- 
difference. 

—CUP 



By  MICHAEL  WALSH 
New  Years  is  a  custom 

much  like  a  wake.  The  year 
has  passed  away.  Those 
who  knew  it  and  lived  with 
it  gather  about  and  remem- 

ber. Soon  the  body  will  be 
no  more,  the  memories  will 
mix  and  mingle  in  a  grey 
earth  that  is  the  unnamed 
ago.  But  before  the  depart- 

ed one  is  commended  to  the 
ground,  a  last  look.  We 
raise  our  glasses  in  salute 
— proshchai  1965. HISTORY 

1965  was  a  year  spent  in 
commemoration  of  interna- 

tional   peace    and  under- 
standing— on  paper  at  least. 

World  War  II  was  ended 
twenty  years,  the  American 
Civil  War  was  over  for  a 
hundred,  and  there  was  the 
centennial  of  Japan's  debut to  the  Western  World.  Wa- 

terloo was  won  for  one  hun- 
dred and  fifty  years  and 

Magna  Carta  was  a  seven 
hundred  and  fifty  year  fact. 

1965,  limping  into  history 
scarred   by   its   own  unfi- 

'65  IN  REVIEW of  representation.  Although, 
autonomy-minded  local 
councils  harangued  the  ef- 

fort the  electors  at  large 
displayed  the  magnificent 
apathy  that  is  so  much  a 
part  of  our  great  democrat- ic heritage. 
Undaunted  SAC  continu- 

ed to  crusade.  In  a  gesture 
clearly  designed  as  a  stand 
against  the  segregationist 
policies  of  Hart  House  they 
elected  their  first  woman 
president. 

Varsity,  ever  concerned 
with,  world  beyond  its  bor- 

ders, made  increasing  ef- 
forts to  spread  the  good 

news  about  the  benefits  of 
our  way  of  life.  The  early 
attempts  were  confined, 
however  to  a  highly  secret 
FM  band  and  a  closed  cir- 

cuit system  linked  to  Outer 
Scarborough. 

More    successful    among  * 

stands  on  the  question  of 
birth  control.  And  com- 

plaints were  heard  that 
SMC's  Mike  was  using  pho- 

tos antedated  three  years, 
despite  Polaroid's  develop- ment of  a  $20  while-you- wait  camera. 
Amid  the  sound  and  fury 

of  our  perpetual  motion 
world  a  pause  was  neces- 

sary at  term's  end.  Hart House  and  all  Varsity  paid 
respectful  farewell  to  the 

retirement-bound 
Joe  McCulley. 

LOCAL 

Warden, 

everyone 
very  own 

nished  wars,  will  be  remem-  the  unwashed  was  the  ubi 

U  of  T,  a: 
knows,  has  its 
city  which  conveniently  ans> 
wers  to  the  same  name. 
Spurred  on  by  Varsity's  far- sighted  building  program 
and  inspired  by  the  archi- 

tectural splendour  of  our 
newly  sited   Zoo  building, 

Demonstrations  were  the  order  of  the  year  ■ in  Viet  Nam. mostly  about  civil  rights  and  the  war 

bered  for  no  one  thing — 
yet  it  was  the  clearly  the 
biggest  year  we've  ever  had. 

CAMPUS 
The  big  campus  in  the  big 

land  showed  that  the  old 
tree  would  never  be  left 
wanting  for  fresh,  sap. 
While  the  hordes  of  the 

wretched,  the  enslaved  mas- 
ses suffering  the  sulphur- 
ous fires  of  grade  thirteen, 

writhed  in  their  pitieous 
agony,  weeping  and  wailing, 
their  great  groaning  was  cu- 

riously unheard  by  Queen's 
Park's  chief  squirrels.  Then the  University  came  forth, 
clad  in  a  seamless  robe  of 
the  purest  blue  and  white, 
to  strike  down  the  provin- 

cial tyranny. 
It  was  the  neatest  piece 

of  shiv  work  since  Brutus 
rented  his  boss  a  toga. 
Spectres  of  Washington  and 
Quebec  loomed  large  as  To- ronto introduced  its  new 
collage  boarded,  English- less  standard.  And  damned 
be  the  Departmentals! 
Once  on  campus,  how- 

ever, the  new  breed  will  be 
faced  with  the  traditional 
problem,  financing.  Pro- mised scholarships  had 
melted  into  bank  loans  and 
Dean  V.W.  {"Peoples'  car") 
Bladen  wasn't  helping  mat- ters much,  recommending 
the  retention  of  tuition  fees. 

SAC    to    strengthen  its 

quitous,  semi-official  and 
quasi-stellar  Varsity.  The 
Ubyssey  might  be  a  first 
string  bush  league  paper 
but  it  has  never  had  its  edi- 

tor quoted  in  Time  nor  its 
columns  reproduced  in Playboy. 
In  the  year  that  the 

CUCND  streamlined  itself 
as  SUPA,  Toronto  would 
owe  much  of  its  success  to 
the  accidents  of  geography. 
An  American  Consulate  was 
located  within  convenient 
marching  distance. 

Winter  Carnival  and  bom- 
ber raids  on  North  Viet 

Nam  were  a  part  of  the 
same  festive  weekend.  The 
party  carried  on  until  Mon- 

day afternoon  with  the  Pros 
and  Cons  marching  rings 
around  one  another,  much 
to  the  delight  of  all  concern- 
ed. 

It  was  such  a  blast  that 
the  gang  got  together  again 
for  a  civil  rights  encore,  sit- 

ting in  until  the  coffee  and 
donuts  ran  out.  Teach-ins 
could  never  top  the  good 
old  days. 
The  colleges,  too,  had 

their  moments  to  remem- 
ber. Although  there  was 

some  downright  unpleasant- 
ness at  U.C.  round  and 

about  the  Arts  Ball,  St. 
Mike's  chose  to  take  its troubles  philosophically. 
The  Lit  and  the  PCs 

made    strange  bedfellows, 

Toronto  opened  its  own 
strikingly  beautiful,  if  un- 

furnished, City  Hall. 
The  achievement  was  not 

without  cost.  Tradition  and 
history  were  cast  aside  as 
Queen's  south  side  was  ra- 

zed destroying  Canada's first  monument  to  the  de- 
corticatic  arts,  the  Casino. 
More  stoutly  defended, 

the  Old  City  Hall  brought 
forth  platoons  of  loyalist 
troops  fresh  from  the  bat- 

tle to  preserve  the  Univer- 
sity Avenue  Armouries. 

This  solid  phalanx  arose 
vowing  never  to  give  in  to 
the  sprawling  imperialism 
of  the  evil  Eaton  empire. 

Beyond   the  beloved  be- 

sieged battlement,  however, 
progress  raged  unchecked. Simpson's  began  lofting  a centennial  tower  and  the Toronto-Dominion  Centre 
heaved  itself  upwards.  The 
steel  skeleton  regained  from 
Montreal  its  brief  claim  to 
the  Commonwealth's  tallest 
building. 

Unbuilt  was  the  ambitious, 
prestigeous  St.  Lawrence Centre.  The  Arts  project,  at 
a  loss  for  either  a  bank 
vault  or  beer  label,  was 
finding  out  how  difficult  it 
could  be  to  part  citizens 
from  their  conversational currency.  Spaceage  people 
are  a  hard  lot  to  get  through 
to,  as  Royal  Commissioner Carl  Goldenberg  could  tell 
you.  The  only  ones  who seemed  at  all  excited  about 
his  revolutionary  recom- mendations for  a  four-city 
Metro  were  the  obsolete  po- liticians whose  jobs  his 
plan  would  eliminate. Not  even  very  many  of 
the  people  the  public  pays 
to  care  really  did.  Or  so  it 
must  have  looked  to  June 
Marks,  clamouring  for  a slum  cleanup. 

And  Ron  Haggart,  prob- 
ing into  the  passive  putri- 

faction  of  an  over-powerful, under-responsible  police 
commission.  Or  to  the  beat- 

en, bedraggled  typographers 
manning  the  tired  picket 
line  that  the  dailies  have 
learned  to  live  with  and  the 
public  to  forget  about.  We had  become  a  big  city. 

NATIONAL 
A  week  after  it  went  up 

it  looked  as  if  it  had  always 
been  there.  It  hadn't,  of course,  the  new  Maple  Leaf 
flag  just  dirtied  quickly. 

Not  to  be  outdone,  the 
mighty  leader  of  Queen's Park's  dapper  driftwood, 
the  premier  who  likes  to  be 
known  as  "Prime  Minister", announced  the  retention  of 
a  modified  red  eminence 
as  provincial  pennant.  So 
rose  the  Robarts  remnant. 

Leaf  feeling  always  runs 
highest  at  winter's  end.  To- ronto's own  Maple  Leafs  re- fused the  Red  and  White  a 
place  in  their  Gardens. 
Some  say  they  deserved  the 
fate  dealt  them  by  more 

patriotic  Canadiens.  "A good  Canadien  can  get  away 
with  anything  on  a  rink;"  a fan  named  Rivard  was 
quoted  as  saying. 

At  least  half  the  boys  rallied 'round  the  new  flag. 

The  government,  in  a 
move  that  was  typical,  an- 

nounced the  plan  of  the  Re- distrubution  Commission, 
which,  if  used,  would  have 
given  their  party  an  decided electoral  advantage,  then 
promptly  shelved  it.  There followed  a  status  quo  elec- 

tion that  astounded  profes- 
sional pollsters  with  a  sta- 

tus quo  result. "Wheat  deals,  auto  deals, 
big  deal!"  a  highly  placed 
witness  commented  at  one 
or  another  of  the  judicial 
enquiries.  "After  the  big 
smash  in  '67  we'll  turn  the 
keys  over  to  the  Yanks  any- 

how. On  n'a  rien  a  perdre?" It  seemed  all  for  naught. 
The  Grits  promised  a  major- 

ity government,  the  Tories, that  Dief  would  hang  out  a 

permanent  "gone  fishing" sign,  the  NDP,  that  mom 
would  get  a  full  measure  of 
soap  flakes  per  package  and 
the  Creditistes,  that  no  Que- 
bequois  would  be  conscrib- 
ed  for  Viet  Nam.  Only  Real 
Caouette  kept  his  word. INTERNATIONAL 

July  was  a  big  month  for 
National  Holidays  and  por- See  '"65",  page  10 

SAC  generated  a  great  deal  of  interest,  but  little  action  in  the  year  just  ended. 
voice  adopted  a  new  system  taking  surprisingly  similar THE  VARSITY,  Monday,  January  10,  1966  —  Page  9 



CANTERBURY 
THE  ANGLICAN  CHAPLAINCY  IN  THE  UNIVERSITY 

THURSDAY  EVENING  BIBLE  STUDY  GROUP 
6:00  p.m.,  commencing  Thursday,  January  T 3th 

Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. 
"THS  SAYINGS  OF  JESUS" 

Supper,  followed  by  an  informal  study-seminar  lasting  one  hour  on the  background  and  teachings  of  some  of  the  sayings  of  Jesus,  and 
their  relevance  for  mon  in  the  modern  world.  If  you  can't  moke supper,  come  to  the  seminar  which  begins  ot  7:15. 

Leoder  —  The  Rev.  C.  A.  Russell,  Anglican  Chaplain 
for  further  information,  phone 

CANTERBURY  HOUSE  ■  923-1513 

MEETING  OF  GENERAL  SCIENCE  CLUB 

"NARCOTICS  &  SOCIETY" 
LECTURE  BY    DR.  LUCAS 

TODAY 

l».C.  ROOM  104 
5  P.M. 

ENGINEERING 
GRADS 

TECHNICAL  SALES  AND  SERVICE 
INDUSTRIAL  DIVISION 

If  you  ore  interested,  please  register 
for  Campus  interview  on  January  20th. 

SUN  OIL  COMPANY  LIMITED 

Engineers  and  Scientists: 

Let's  talk  about  a  career  at  Boeing... 
50-year  leader  in  aerospace  technology 

Campus  Interviews  Friday  and  Saturday,  January  21  and  22 

The  most  effective  way  to  evaluate  a  com- 
pany in  terms  of  its  potential  for  dynamic 

career  growth  is  to  examine  its  past  rec- 
ord, its  current  status,  and  its  prospects 

and  planning  for  the  future,  together  with 
the  professional  climate  it  offers  for  the 
development  of  your  individual  capabilities. 
Boeing,  which  in  1966  completes  50  years 
of  unmatched  aircraft  innovation  and  pro- 

duction, offers  you  career  opportunities  as 
diverse  as  its  extensive  and  varied  back- 

log. Whether  your  interests  lie  in  the  field 
of  commercial  jet  airliners  of  the  future  or 
in  space-flight  technology,  you  can  find  at 
Boeing  an  opening  which  combines  profes- 

sional challenge  and  long-range  stability. 
The  men  of  Boeing  are  today  pioneering 
evolutionary  advances  in  both  civilian  and 
military  aircraft,  as  well  as  in  space  pro- 

grams of  such  historic  importance  as 
America's  first  moon  landing.  Missiles, 
space  vehicles,  gas  turbine  engines,  trans- 

port helicopters,  marine  vehicles  and  basic 
research  are  other  areas  of  Boeing  activity. 
There's  a  spot  where  your  talents  can mature  and  grow  at  Boeing,  in  research, 
design,  test,  manufacturing  or  administra- 

tion. The  company's  position  as  world leader  in  jet  transportation  provides  a 
measure  of  the  calibre  of  people  with 
whom  you  would  work.  In  addition,  Boeing 
people  work  in  small  groups,  where  initia- tive and  ability  get  maximum  exposure. 
Boeing  encourages  participation  in  the 
company-paid  Graduate  Study  Program  at leading  colleges  and  universities  near 
company  installations. 
We're  looking  forward  to  meeting  engi- neering, mathematics  and  science  seniors 
and  graduate  students  during  our  visit  to 
your  campus.  Make  an  appointment  now 
at  your  placement  office.  Boeing  is  an 
equal  opportunity  employer. 
(1)  Boeing's  new  short-range  737  jetliner.  CO 
Variable-sweep  wing  design  for  the  nation's first  supersonic  commercial  jet  transport 
(3)  NASA's  Saturn  V  launch  vehicle  will  power orbital  and  deep-space  flights.  W  Model  of Lunar  Orbiter  Boeing  is  building  for  NASA 
(5)  Boeing-Vertol  107  transport  helicopter shown  with  Boeing  707  jetliner. 

Divisions:  Commercl.l  Alrol.nl  .   Military  Alrpl.n.  .  Missile  .  So.ce  .  Turbine  .  Vertol   .   ri  n  nnnlnu  7,  In.illtl.  IT.ii  IjIiiiih,.— 

'65  (continued) 

tenteous  pronuncements  on 
the  issues  of  the  day. 

On  the  first,  Canada's Prime  Minister  called  out 
anew  for  "Unity  between 
our  two  founding  houses. " 
On  the  fourth,  America's President  asserted  the  U.S. 
intention  to  "go  it  alone  if 
necessary  to  preserve  free- dom and  independence 

throughout  the  world."  On 
the  fourteenth,  France's Emperor  decreed  that "Sans  unanimite  seulement 
inquietude  existe."  In  the midst  of  it  all  the  heretofor 
indestructible  North  Atlant- 

ic Alliance  seemed  to  be breaking  up. 

But  that  was  really  not 
so  bad  because  it  looked  as 
if  the  Russians  would  soon 
be  allies.  Sino-Soviet  rela- tions cooled  as  India  and 
Pakistan  did  their  famous 
"Kutch,  Kutch,  who's  got 
the  Rann?"  routine. 
The  Chinese,  although 

disappointed  at  not  being 

With  the  eager  help  of  sev- 
eral U  of  T  students.  Alder- 
man June  Marks  set  out  to 

fight  Toronto's  slums. 
invited  to  the  UN's  twen- tieth birthday  party,  were 
heartened  to  hear  that  U  of 
T  was  sending  a  Rhodes scholar  off  to  Oxford  to 
study  their  problems. 

Patriotic  space  race  touts 
were  beginning  to  breath  a little  easier  as  the  U.S. 
started  to  pull  away  from 
Russia  on  the  straightaway. 
Pictures  were  being  relayed 
from  space,  via  Life  maga- 

zine, at  a  fantastic  rate.  The 
craggy  features  of  the moon,  Mars  and  Venus  re- 

place those  of  Richard  Bur- ton on  the  front  pages. 
Although  the  Americans 

might  be  walking  on  air  oul 
there,  they  found  that  down 
to  earth  they  still  had  a 
rough  Ho  to  row.  The  Viet- 

nam build-up  soon  swelled 
with  Anzac  and  ROK  troops 
that  hadn't  seen  action since  Korea. 

It  was  a  year  of  deep  in- trospection for  Americans. 
Though  a  plot  to  blow  up 
national  monuments  was 
averted,  a  city  named  for 
angels  did  explode  in  hel- lish riots.  The  buddhis  i 
practice  of  public  self-cre- See  '"65",  page  11 
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65  (continued) 
mation  was  suddenly  seen 
on  the  steps  of  the  Pentagon and  at  the  U.N. 
Tradition,  custom  and 

"the  old  ways"  were  show- ing cracks  everywhere.  The 
once  powerful  KKK  was 
suddenly  on  the  run.  Tuni- 

sia split  with  anti-Israel 
Arabia.  Indonesia  and  Ma- 

laysia turned  from  one  an- 
other to  face  internal  up- heaval. 

The  Catholic  church  was 
suddenly  speaking  the  lan- 

guage of  the  people.  Per- 
haps stung  by  the  questions 

surrounding  a  previous  de- 
puty, the  Pope  was  speak- 

ing out,-  winging  to  America 
to  present  his  message  of 
"Pacem  in  Terras"  to  the 
assembled  delegates  of  the 
United  Nations. 
There  were  many  ques- 

tions. Why  were  pig-eyed 
little  killers  still  being  ac- 

quitted in  the  South?  Why 
were  Marines  necessary  in 
the  Dominican  Republic? 
Why  did  the  cadets  that  the 
air  force  will  someday  trust 
with  The  Bomb  find  it  ne- 

cessary to  cheat? 
Perhaps  it  was  too  much 

for  one  people  to  bear.  On 
Jhe  night  of  November  18 
the  lights  went  out.  And, 
for  a  bit  at  least,  there  was 
nothing  but  the  soft,  velvet 
night. 

OBITUARIES 
It  was  once  reported  that 

the  famous  live  within  pa- 
rentheses and  that  tidy  bu- 
reaucrats exist  for  the  pur- 

pose of  closing  them.  1965 
closed  the  files  on  Winston 

Churchill  and  Albert 
Schweitzer.  Adlai  Steven- 

son, Syngman  Rhee,  ex-king 
Farouk  and  Malcolm  X 
were  among  the  public  fi- 

gures, T.S.  Eliot,  Shirley 
Jackson  and  Somerset 
Maugham  among  the  artists, 
Edward  R.  Murrow,  Doro- 

thy Kilgallen  and  the  self- 
proclaimed  god,  Father  Di- 

vine among  the  personali- 
ties. And  soldiers  every- where. 
CULTURE 

The  US,  for  years  smart- 
ing from  Chinese  charges 

that  it  was  a  "paper  tiger", finally  took  the  cat  by  the 
tail  and  stuffed  it  in  their 
tanks,  and  any  place  else 
that  the  beast  would  fit. 
The  feline  was  a  capitalist 
and  soon  carried  its  mes- 

sage internationally. 
The  world  opened  up  to 

it  with  the  positioning  of 
the  stationery  Early  Bird 
satellite,  and  Europe  was 
annexed  to  the  vast  waste- 

land. A  color  crazy  season 
brought  back  the  great 
comedy  hit  of  twenty  years 
ago,  World  War  II. 
American  television  point- 
ed proudly  to  its  first  inte- 

grated series,  "I  Spy",  but the  Canadians  refused  to 
permit  their  own  contro- 

versial "Mr.  Pearson".  And another  culture  commission 
report  bit  the  dust. 
Television,  as  a  medium, 

was  creating  turnaway  bu- 
siness for  the  bookstores. 

Canadian  publishers  sud- 
denly found  a  market  for 

paperbacks  and  Marshall 
McLuhan  came  within  the 
cost,  if  not  the  comprehen- sion, of  everyone. 
Once  the  police  had 

cleansed  the  Cameron  gal- 
lery of  obscenities  the  per- 

verted public  had  no  place 
to  turn  except  the  local 
newstand.  Connoisseurs  of 
pornographic  literature  are 
drooling  in  anticipation  of 
the  arrival  of  unexpurgated 
de  Sade.  Then  their  collec- 

tions will  be  complete. 
Serious  students,  how- 

ever, were  not  interested  in 
the  voyeuristic  fantasies  of 
deviates.  Of  greater  concern 
was  a  medical  report  con- 

demning the  panty-girdle,  a 
direct  descendant  of  the 
medieval  chastity  belt,  as  a 
health  hazard.  Coupled  with 
the  fashion  trends  towards 
larger  zippers  and  pop  art 
patterned  unmentionables 
it  helped  make  1965  the 
year  of  a-go-go. Then  there  were  the  ins 
an  outs.  007  was  very  in; 
though  his  creator  was 
dead,  word  was  that  Bond 
would  live  on  through  the 
pen  of  a  ghost.  Shakespeare was  in  among  the  very  in, 
those  who  recognized  Con- 
nery  as  the  man  who  once 
played  Hotspur. John  Kennedy  was  in.  Far 
and  above  the  opportunist 
books  rose  the  esteemed  "A 
Thousand  Days"  and  the 
similar  "Kennedy".  Mean- while Jackie  found  herself 
a  Hollywood  covergirl  with 
greater  frequency  than  any- 

one who  made  a  living  at  it. 
Capital  punishment  was 

out,  in  Britain  at  least.  The 
custom  had  fallen  into  di- 

Go  go  girls  were  shared  in 
.  .  .  bars,  parties,  and  skule. 
suse  in  Canada  with  legisla- tion pending. 

"Winter  Kept  Us  Warm" was  in,  though  some  were 
holding  out  for  a  double 
feature  showing  with,  "No- 

body Waved  Goodbye." Bob  Dylan  was  out.  The 
biggest  phony  since  P.T. 
Barnum,  Dylan  had  "Sold out"  folk  music  to  rock  and 
roll.  Like  the  great  show- 

man, Dylan  had  made  his 
fortune  on  the  "one  born 
every  minute"  suckers  and stood  to  make  a  pile  more. What,  him  worry? 

lUDs  were  in. 
Nazis,  in  Toronto  at  least, were  out. 
Optical  art  was  in. 
The  New  York  trade 

show  that  had  world's  fair 
pretenses  was  out. 

Booze  was  in  at  the O'Keefe  Centre.  It  became 
possible  to  get  boiibed  on two  levels. 

Olympia  press  was  out  as the  French  government 
closed  down  world  famous 

presses. 
Topless  bathing  suits 

were  out  but  topless  wait- resses were  in.  Mclvin  Belli 
had  struck  another  blow for  freedom. 
Patterned  stockings  were 

in. Lake  Erie  was  out— cold, and,  they  say,  dying. 
The  Houston  Astro  Dome 

was  in,  although  once  in 
you  couldn't  do  much.  Cer- tainly not  play  baseball  at 

any  rate. Water  was  out,  in  New York. 
Catholicism, -was  in,  with 

Luci  Johnson  deciding  to 
switch  rather  than  fight. 

Al  Capp  was  out  for  hav- ing the  audacity  to  create 
SWINE,  Students  W.ldly 
Indignant  About  Nearly Everything. 

Charlie  Brown  was  in, 
having  made  the  cover  of Time. 
Harlow  was  out,  with 

three  strikes.  Two  bomb 
movies  and  a  book. 

Polack  jokes  were  in,  al- 
though branded  by  most 

Polacks  as  a  vicious  Ukrain- 
ian plot. 

Julie  Andrews  and  Bar- 
bra  Streisand  were  in,  as 
were  Alka  Seltzer  commer- 

cials and  the  cept  system. 
Most  in,  however,  was  the 
LGMB,  winner  of  the  big 
one  at  the  Kiwanis  festival. 1965  is  now  out. 

CANAOIAN 
I  Iniversity 

U  CLUB 
4772  Von*a  Street.  Wtltowdate. 223-3030. 

JOHN  POE Authorized  by 
101  Moin  Stieet 
Centre  Vtlle 
Canada 

CANADIAN  UNIVERSITY  CLUB 

You'll  receive  with  your  membership  a  CUC  ID  Card. This  exclusive  card  is  now  honoured  for  Canadian  Uni- 
versity Club  student  rates  at'  many  well-known  com- 
panies. You'll  receive  a  directory  list  of  these  companies, 

SKI  TOUR 

FEB.  11-14  (weekend)  —  Complete  $36.95 
FOR  CANADIAN  UNIVERSITY  CLUB  MEMBERS 
MAGOG,  QUE.,  AND  JAY  PEAK,  VERMONT 

(SKI  5  DIFFERENT  LOCATIONS) 
Leave  Toronto  by  troin  Friday  evening,  Feb.  1  I.  Return  Monday,  7.30 
a.m.  Includes  train,  buses,  hotel  (2  days,  1  nite),  meals,  taxes,  and 
gratuities,  refreshments  and  entertainment  enroute. 

RESERVE  NOW  — PHONE  691-4071 
(FOR  TOUR  ONLY) 

Clip  And  Mail  This  Coupon  At  Once  !  ► 

THIS  CARD  COULD  BE  YOUR 

MOST  IMPORTANT  INVESTMENT  THIS  YEAR 
For  Just  $5.00 

You  receive  o  valuable  membership  in  the  Canadian  University  Club.  As  a  member  of 
CUC  you'll  receive  savings  on  everything  including  cors,  clothing,  books,  restaurants,  comeros and  a  host  of  other  items. 

Your  club  membership  can  more  than  pay  for  itself  with  your  very  first  purchase.  You'll enjoy  savings  up  to  40%. 
The  Ski  Tour  listed  below  is  only  one  of  several  trovel  opportunities  planned  by  the Canadian  University  Club. 
The  Canadian  University  Club  is  more  than  a  status  symbol.  It  is  your  entree  to  real 

savings  on  things  you  need  and  use  throughout  the  year.  Membership  in  the  Canadian  Univer- 
sity Club  is  one  of  the  most  rmportont  investments  you'll  moke  during  the  chool  year. 

HERE  ARE  SOME  OF  THE  SAVINGS  YOU'LL  RECEIVE 
Cleaners  &  Launderers    20% 
Beouty   Salons    2596 Formal  Rentals    20% 
Flowers    1 0% 
Cameras  &  Accessories   15% 
Barbers    25% 
Men's  Clothing    15% 
Women's   Clothing    20% 
Radio  &  TV's    10% Driving  Schools    15% 
Auto  Repairs   10% 

Automobiles   15% 
Car  Wash    15% 
Drug   Stores    20% Photographers    15% 
Art  Supplies    10% 
Jewelry    25% Bookstores    15% 
Restaurants    1 5% 
Gift  Shops   15% Charm  Schools    1 5% 

r —  -  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  — j Please  enroll  me  in  the  Canadian  University  Club,  I  understand  thot  my  membership  fee  will  " 
■           entitle  me  to  all  the  discounts  and  privileges  listed  in  the  CUC  Directory  for  one  year.  I  hove  ■ enclosed  $5.00  for  one  year  membership.  Please  send  me  my  ID  card  and  confidential  CUC 
Directory.  * 

I 

I 

I 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

CITY   PHONE  . 
□  I  enclose  $5.00  for  membership  in  Canadian  Univeraity  Club 

4772  Yonge  Street, 

Willowdole,  Ontario. 
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CANTERBURY 
THE  ANGLICAN  CHAPLAINCY  IN  THE  UNIVERSITY 

WEDNESDAY  EVENING  SERIES 
SEX,  LOVE,  AND  MARRIAGE 

A  lecfure-discussion  series  concerning  familial,  social, 
and  sexual  relationships 

Wednesday,  Jonuary  12th  to  Wednesday,  March  2nd 
7:30  -  9:30  p.m. 

Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St, 
The  series  is  offered for  coffee).  Each  sessic will  be  devoted  primaril 
The  series  is  open  to  oil  members  of  the  University,  whether  single,  court- ing, or  engoged.    Participants  ore  expected  to  register  (or  the  complete 

n  8  sessions,  coch  two  hours  in  length  (with  o  break t  will  include  time  for  discussion,  and  some  sessions '  to  discussion. 

Registration  ond  Introduction The  Rev.  Dr.  C.  G.  Cotter,  Director,  Diocesan  Morriage  Serivces The  Rev.  C.  A.  Russell,  Anglican  Chaplain 

Pressures  ond  Conflicts  In  A  Personal  View  of  Sex Prof.  Gordon  Wofson,  Trinity  College 
Marriage  ond  Familial  Relationships Margaret  Cork,  Special  Projects  Research  Associate The  Addiction  Research  Foundation 

fr  ough  the  kind  co-operation  of  the  Diocesan  Morrioge  Services,  oddi- Nono  >  lectures  will  be  made  avalioble  especially  for  engoged  couples  on 
"Moi  ey.  Work,  and  Planning",  "Civil  Law  and  Canon  Law",  "The  Wed- 'ing'    ond  "Pregnancy  and  Childbirth", 

For  further  informatioi 
CANTERBURY  HOUSE 923-1513 

UNION  CARBIDE 

CANADA  LIMITED 
Interviewing  for  1966  graduates 

THURSDAY,  JANUARY  20 
FRIDAY,  JANUARY  21 

SATURDAY,  JANUARY  22 
Complete  description  of  positions 
in  your  department  libraries. 

Our  Representatives:  G.  W.  Hatfield 
G.  E.  Brown L.  L.  Porter 

■"IJHrt  m'NNES0TA  (DINING ■«HJano  manufacturing Ml'i  iQF  CANADA  LIlTIITEO 
P.0.80X  J?57  LONDON,  CANADA 

Interviewing  1966  Graduates 

January  20th,  21st  and  22nd 
Industrial  Career  Opportunities 

in 
Engineering  and  Sales 

Preliminary  information  available 
at  the 

Placement  Office 

WE  NEED  ENGINEERS  EAGER  AND 

ABLE  TO  ADVANCE  THE  'STATE 

OF  THE  ART'  IN  THE  BROADENING 

FIELD  OF  TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
CONSIDER  A  CAREER  IN  THE  BELL, 
IF  YOU  ARE  GRADUATING  IN  ENGINEERING  - ELECTRICAL,  CIVIL,  INDUSTRIAL, 

MECHANICAL,  ENG.  SCIENCE 

The  Bell's  technical  progress  is  vital,  ever  grow- ing. New  electronic  devices  . . .  more  advanced 
switching  systems  for  local  and  long  distance 
services  . . .  advanced  carrier  systems  and  a  host 
of  related  developments  offer  highly  Interesting 
challenges  to  engineers. 

DISCUSS  YOUR  CAREER 
IN 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS ON  JANUARY  20,  21  &  22 
WHEN  THE  BELL 
EMPLOYMENT  REP 

WILL  BE  ON  CAMPUS. 

Information  on  the  company  is 
available  in  your  library. 

Bell  Canada 

Blasts  Hadassah 

for  "hitting  youth 

on  the  head" 

A  U  of  T  professor  criti- 
cized a  women's  organiza- tion last  Thursday  for 

jumping  down  the  throats 
of  a  young  people's  panel after  inviting  them  to  speak 
their  minds. 

Dr.  Benjamin  Schlesinger, 
of  the  School  of  Social 
Work,  speaking  at  the  Ha- dassah-Wizo  Organization  of 
Canada  convention,  said 
"youth  says  its  innermost 
thoughts  and  you  hit  them 

on  the  head." Dr.  Schesinger's  outburst followed  remarks  by  Mrs 
Haya  Jaglom  of  Israel  who criticized  the  three  students 
on  the  panel  for  complain- 

ing there  was  no  challenge 
in  Jewish  youth  organiza- 
tions. Mrs  Jaglom  said  Israeli students'  attitude  was  quite 
different  to  Canadians'. "The  Israelis  don't  have 
any  idea  of  what  life  is  like 
here.  They  don't  understand 
our  youth.,"  Dr.  Schlesinger said. 

Later  he  apologized ,  " I sounded  rude  because  I  was 

angry." 

Janice  Goodman,  a  York 
University  student,  said  she 
turned  to  volunteer  work  in 
Gentile  groups  because  she 
found  no  stimulating  work 
to  do  in  Jewish  groups. 

In  answer  to  one  Hadas- sah member  who  predicted 

she  would  join  the  women's group  in  eight  or  nine  years, Miss  Goodman  replied: 
"God  knows  where  I'll  be 
in  eight  or  nine  years.  I 
want  to  do  something  now." Marshall  Devor,  a  Hebrew 
high  school  student,  said  all 
Jewish  youth  organizations 
have  to  offer  now  are  "lec- 

tures, going  to  dances,  clas- sic things,  so  Jewish  youth 
turns  to  non-Jewish 

groups." 

"Today's  session  as  an 
example  of  why  Hadassah 
is  not  attracting  young  peo- 

ple. When  you  were  young, 
you  didn't  answer  back,  you 
said  nice  things,"  Dr.  Schle- singer said. 

San  Jose  frosh 

to  take  part  in 

educational  experiment 

Commencing  in  Septem- 
ber, 120  freshmen  at  San 

Jose  State  College  in  Cali- fornia will  participate  in  a 
novel  educational  experi- ment. 

For  two  years  the  usual 
procedure  of  instruction  by lectures  and  labs  will  be 
replaced  by  a  new  program of  individual  tutorials, 
group  discussions,  and  oc- casional debates  with  tutors 
and  other  faculty  members. 
However,  students  will 

also  be  required  to  produce 
essays  every  two  weeks. 
At  first,  the  experiment 

will  be  limited  to  a  selected 
group  of  above-average high  school  graduates. 
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Copier  to  return 

home  to  Xerox 

A  Xerox  914  photo  copy- 
ing machine  has  been  sit- 
ting idle  in  the  SAC  office 

since  Sept.  17,  waiting  to 
for  the  electrical  installa- 

tion. The  machine  is  being 
returned  to  the  Xerox  Com- 
pany. 

The  copier  was  to  be  in- 
stalled as  a  service  for  stu- 

dents, with  reproduction  at 
reduced  rates. 
David  Tinker,  SAC  ac- 

countant, told  The  Varsity 

that  the  machine  would  re- 
quire a  new  heavy  duty 

wiring  circuit.  The  cost  of 
the  wiring  in  addition  to 
operation  costs  would  re- 

quire a  high  volume  of  bu- 
siness which  Mr.  Tinker 

did  not  think  could  be  ob- tained. 
Various  other  groups 

such  as  the  Engineering  So- 
ciety have  Xerox  machines, 

which  would  reduce  the  in- 
flow of  business  to  SAC. 

—photos  by  KIRK  MocGREGOR 
These  pictures  show  the  SAC  Xerox  machine,  soon  to  be  returned  whence  it  came.  Radio 
equipment,  background,  bottom  pic,  may  also  be  returned  soon. 

WIS  seeks  student  for  Asian  tour 

OTTAWA  (CUP) — The  Ca- 
nadian Union  of  Students  is 

looking  for  a  student  or  re- 
cent graduate  to  send  on  a 

tour  of  Southeast  Asia  this 
spring. 
The  CUS  representative 

will  spend  a  total  of  10 
weeks  in  Asia,  six  of  them 
in  Viet  Nam. 
The  tour  is  aimed  prima- 

rily at  informing  the  mass 
of  Canadian  students.  Al- 

though the  CUS  rep  will 
spend  some  time  establish- 

ing relations  between  CUS and  Asian  student  unions, 
his  main  purpose  will  be  to 
gather    information,  espe- 

cially on  Asian  student 
opinion  about  the  war  in 
Viet  Nam. 
-  He  will  send  weekly  arti- 

cles to  Canadian  University 
Press,  which  will  have  a 
voice  in  his  selection,  and 
will  speak  on  campuses 
across  Canada  for  several 
weeks  next  fall. 
Funds  for  the  project 

will  not  come  from  the  re- 
gular CUS  budget,  but  will 

be  raised  by  donations  from 
foundations,  student  gov- 

ernments, and  the  public  at 
large.  The  representative 
will  receive  no  salary,  but 
all    his    'expenses    will  be 

paid. 
Henry  Tarvainen,  one  ol 

the  U  of  T  SAC  delegates  to 
the  last  CUS  Congress  in 
Lennoxville,  Que.,  was  res- 

ponsible for  the  motion  to 
set  up  the  project.  He  has 
been  working  on  it  with CUS  since  then. 
Tarvainen,  a  special  stu- 

dent at  U  of  T,  said,  "This 
program  breaks  down  the sterile  divisions  between 
'national'  and  'interna I ion- 
al'  affairs  in  the  student 
world. 
"The  weekly  reports  and 

lecture  tour  bring  the  prob- 
lem home  directly   to  the 

Canadian  student,  rather 
than  playing  the  traditional international  footsie  game 

of  student  politics." Tarvainen  also  stressed 
the  value  of  getting  direct 
contact  with.  Asian  student 
opinion,  by-passing  both  the International  Student  Con- 

ference and  the  Internation- 
al Union  of  Students. 
The  representative  must 

be  competent  in  French,  the 
commonest  foreign  langua- 

ge in  Southeast  Asia,  and 
must  have  been  a  student 
within  the  last  five  years. 

St.  John's  strike  now  in  second  week NEW    YORK,   N.Y.—  A 
strike  of  over  200  faculty 
members  at  St.  John's  Uni- versity, the  largest  Catholic 
university  in  the  United 
States,  enters  its  second 
week  today  with  no  pros- 

pect of  immediate  settle- ment. 
The  strike  began  last 

Monday  when  the  universi- 
ty administration  fired  31 

faculty  members  for  what 
were  termed  "academic 
shortcomings." 

Spokesman  for  the  stri- 
kers is  48-year-old  Rev.  Pe- 

ter O'Reilly,  a  former  philo- sophy professor  at  Notre 
Dame  and  one  of  the  first 
to  be  fired.  He  calls  the 
strike  a  reaction  against  the 
rigid  conservative,  social 
and  political  outlook  favor- 

ed by  the  university  admi- nistration. 
Father  O'Reilly  claims the  administratiuii  refuses 

to  allow  students  to  demon- 
strate against   the  war  in 
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Viet  Nam,  and  prefers  to 
ignore  the  civil  rights  issue 
"in  hopes  that  it  will  go 

away." 
Father  O'Reilly  also  char- 

ges that  the  administration 
is  rying  to  create  a  univer- 

sity "where  you  can  send  a 
nice  conservative-minded son  and  be  assured  that  he 
won't  come  home  with  any 
new  ideas  to  disturb  any- 

one." 

He  sees  the  strike  as  a 
demand  for  academic  free- 

dom, and  more  a  matter  of 
See  "strike",  page  14 

HENRY  TARVAINEN 

OUR  AVERAGE 

STUDENT  READS 

4.7  TIES 

FASTER 

THAN  HIS 

STARTING  SPEED 

(with  equal  or  better comprehension  !) 

Mrs.  Evelyn  Wood  spent 
over  16  years  ol  research 
and  testing  before-  opening 
her  now  worl  d-fa  mou  s 
Reading  Dynamics  Institute in  1959.  There  are  now  19 

Reading  Dynamics  Insti- tutes in  the  U.S.A.  and  TWO IN  CANADA  (Toronto  ant! 
Ottawa). 
HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED 

Mrs.  Wocd  soys:  "In  1945  I  sub- mitted my  Master's  thesis  to  Dr.  C. Lowell  Lees,  my  professor  at  Ihe University  of  Utah,  etc.  He  reod 
the  80  pages  in  a  mailer  of  min- utes, ond  before  my  startled  eyes, morked  the  paper  without  missing 
a  detail.  His  untrained  speed:  6000 
words  per  minute,  compared  to  the 
average  college  graduate's  350. 
Determined  to  find  the  secret,  I 

spent  2  years  tracking  down  50 
more  people  who  could  reod  rapid- 

ly ..  .  and  14  years  loter,  offer countless  hours  of  research  and 
testing,  I  taught  my  first  public 
closses  in  Washington,  D.C.  So  po- sitive were  the  results  that  the  storv 
appeored  in  Time,  Newsweek,  Busi- ness Week,  Esquire,  The  Christian Science  Monitor  and  my  graduates 
appeared  on  The  Tonight  Show, 
Gary  Moore,  I've  Got  A  Secret. Consistently,  my  students  learned ro  increase  their  speed  from  3  to 
10  times  ...  WITH  A  GAIN  IN UNDERSTANDING  ! 

SINCE  1959,  OVER 

150(000  PEOPLE  HAVE 
TAKEN  MY  COURSE! 

Since  Foil  1963  over  600  people 
hove  token  the  Evelyn  Wood  Read- 

ing Dynomics  Course  in  Toronto, 
Kingston  and  Ottawa.  Average  im- provement has  been  over  4  times 
starting  rotes,  with  better  compre- hension than  at  their  old  slow  start- rates. 

GUARANTEE: 
If  you  don't  ot  least  triple  your 
reading  speed,  with  at  leost  equal comprehension,  your  entire  tuition 
will  be  refunded  ! 
FREE  FILM  -  OPEN  HOUSE 
A  free  film  on  Reading  Dynomics  will be  shown  Tues.  &  Thurs.  evenings  at 
8:00  p.m.  ond  on  Sal.  ot  11:00  a.m. Drop  in  then,  or  any  afternoon,  to  leorr iore  about  this  remarkable  technique 

EVELYN  WOOD 

READING 

DYNAMICS 

INSTITUTE 

Suite  1103,  Britonnico  House, 151  Bloor  St.  W. 
Toronto  5,  Ontario 
923-4681 



(mum) CANADA 

EMPLOYMENT  INTERVIEWS 

20th  and  21st  JANUARY 

for  graduating  and  post-graduate  students  in  the  following  disciplines: 

MECHANICAL  ENGINEERING,  CHEMICAL  ENGINEERING 

ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING,  INDUSTRIAL  ENGINEERING 

ENGINEERING  SCIENCE,  MINING  ENGINEERING 

CHEMISTRY,  MATHEMATICS,  STATISTICS 

for  positions  in: 

development,  design,  maintenance  and  process  engineering,  planning  and 
industrial  engineering,  and  marketing,  including  technical  service. 

We  invite  you  to  make  on  appointment  to  see  our  representatives  when  they  visit  the  campus 
to  discuss  employment  opportunities  in  Du  Pont  of  Canado. 
In  the  meontime,  if  you  would  like  to  know  a  little  more  about  our  Compony,  including  infor- 

mation obout  the  positions  available  in  1966,  please  refer  to  the  material  in  your  deportment library  or  write  to: 

DU  PONT  OF  CANADA  LIMITED 

Personnel  Division,  P.O.  Box  660,  Montreal,  Que. 

University  College  Literary  and  Athletic  Society 

presents 

the  third  lecture  in  the  "Current"  1966  series: 

Y.  BAR-HILLEL 

Professor  of  Philosophy  and  Mathematical  Linguistics, 
Hebrew  University  of  Jerusalem. 

will  speak  on 

"SHOULD  ADVANCED  TECHNOLOGY  INFLUENCE 

OUR  VIEW  OF  LIFE?" 

TUESDAY,  JANUARY  11th,  CONVOCATION  HALL,  5:00  P.M. 

ALL  STUDENTS  AND  FACULTY  WELCOME 

University  College  students  are  invited  to  apply  for  the  seminar  with 
Prof.  Bar-Hillel.  Apply  in  the  J.C.R.  or  the  Lit.  Office. 
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lynd  liable  for  tine,  prison 
Staughton  Lynd,  a  history 

professor  at  Harvard  and 
speaker  at  last  October's International  'Teach-in,  is one  of  three  Americans  who 
are  making  an  unapproved 
trip  to  North  Viet  Nam. 
Accompanying  him  are 

Hebert  Aptheker,  the  lead- 
ing philosopher  and  propa- gandist for  the  American 

Communist  Party,  and  Tho- 
mas Hayden,  one  of  the founders  of  Students  for  a 

STAUGHTON  LYND 

Democratic  Society  (SDS). 
Professor  Lynd,  a  Quaker 

and  admitted  Marxist,  is  an 
eloquent  exponent  of  paci- fism, especially  regarding 
Viet  Nam.  He  will  examine 
and  attempt  to  clarify  the 
recent  peace  proposals 
made  by  Hanoi  and  the  Viet 
Cong. 

The  trip  is  sponsored  by 
Viet  Report,  a  fairly  new 
magazine  which  prints  what 
it  believes  to  be  the  truth 
about  events  in  Viet  Nam. 
It  is  continually  critical  of 
the  American  involvement 
in  the  undeclared  war. 
During  the  Teach-in,  a member  of  the  editorial 

board  of  Viet  Report  told 
The  Varsity  that  such  a  trip 

was  being  planned  "regard- less of  what  the  State  De- 

partment says." 
Because  Professor  Lynd 

did  not  seek  government 
approval  for  his  trip,  he  is liable,  after  his  return,  to 
imprisonment  and  a  fine  of 
up  to  $5,000,  The  same  is 
true  for  Aptheker  and  Hay- den. 

Strike  (continued) 

"human  mentality"  than  of 
religion. 

"The  fact  that  I'm  a  priest 
has  nothing  to  do  with 
this,"  he  said. 
Spokesmen  for  the  uni- versity admit  that  publicity 

about  the  strike  will  prob- 
ably damage  the  school's  re- putation, but  argue  that  the 

strike  is  illegal  and  fruit- 
less. 

The  dismissals  were  en- 
tirely justified  and  the  ad- ministration will  not  be  in- 

fluenced by  pressure 

groups,  they  said. 
Meanwhile,  Father  O'Reil- ly announced  plans  to  aug- 

ment the  picket  lines  with 
professors  from  other  uni- versities. 
St.  John's  has  about 

13,000  full-time  students. 

F-L-A-S-H 

Blue  &  White  Society 

SKI -WEEKEND 

HIT.  ORFORD,  QUE. 

REMAINDER  OF  DEPOSIT  MUST  BE  PAID 
TODAY,  TUES.,  WED., 
12-2  P.M.  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

VOUCHERS,  SCHEDULES,  ETC.  GIVEN 
OUT  AT  THIS  TIME 

CAMPUS  COM  CERT 

TORONTO  SYMPHONY 

Seiji  Ozawa,  Music  Director  &  Conductor 

Saturday,  Jan.  22,  1966 

8:15  p.m. 
RYERSON  THEATRE 

(50  Gould  St.  —  Gerrard  St,  E.  of  Yonge) 
Progrom;   Prokofieff  Romeo  and  Juliet  Suite Beethoven  Symphony  No.  5 

Bernstein    Symphony  no.  1 
(Jeremiah) 

TICKETS:  $1.50,  $2.00 
Now  on  sole  12-2  p.m.,  SAC  Office 



Petra  Burka  at  Winter  Carnival 
Petra  Burka,  the  1965 

World  Ladies'  Figure Skating  Champion  will  be 
skating  in  the  annual  Win- 

ter Carnival  Ice  Show  Mon- 
day, Feb.  7,  the  Blue  and 

White  Skating  Club  an- 
nounced recently. 

Miss  Burka  has  been  ac- 
claimed the  greatest  lady 

skater  in  the  world,  having 
won  the  Canadian,  North 
American  and  World  Cham- 

pionships in  1965. 
In  recognition  of  her 

achievements  she  was  nam- 
ed Canada's  Woman  Athlete of  the  year  in  1964  and 

again  in  1965. 

She  is  only  the  second  Ca- nadian ever  to  win  the 
World  Championship  com- 

bining artistic  grace  and 
poise  with  precise  athletic 
skills. 
The  nineteen  year  old 

D  u  tch-b  orn  beau  ty  bega  n 
skating  at  age  six  under  the 
expert  coaching  of  her  mo- 

ther, herself  a  renowned skater. 
While  competing  for  the 

Senior  Canadian  Ladies' Championship  in  1962,  she 
made  headlines  by  being 
the  first  girl  ever  to  accom- 

plish a  triple  jump,  and  in 

1963,  after  a  remarkable 
free  skating  performance 
she  became  the  new  Cana- dian Champion. 

At  both  the  1964  Olympic 
Games  and  World  Cham 
pionships  Miss  Burka  was 
awarded  the  bronze  medal 
for  third  place. 
The  past  year  she  won the  coveted  Lou  E.  Marsh 

trophy  as  the  outstanding athlete  in  Canada. 
Shortly  after  the  Varsity 

show  Miss  Burka  leaves  for 
Switzerland  where  she  will 
defend  her  World  Cham 
pionship. 

Fencers  have  mixer -anyone  got  booze? By  BOB  CLARK 
Anyone  finding  him  self 

with  a  couple  of  bottles  of 
vodka,  but  without  mix,  is 
advised  to  contact  Univer- 

sity Of  Toronto's  fencing 
Blues  manager,  Mark  Pfeif- fer.  Mr.  Pfeifer  finds  himself 
possessing  three  dozen  oran- 

ges, supposed  to  be  used  for 
refreshment  for  breaks,  as 
a  result  of  the  cancellation 
of  a  fencing  match  against 
McMaster,  scheduled  for 
Hart  House  Friday  night. 

The    situation  occurred 

when  McMaster  found  them- 
selves reluctant  to  brave 

the  devastating  havoc 
wreaked  upon  the  pro- 

vince's roads  as  a  result  of 
Southern  Ontario's  first 
half-decent  snowfall.  Less 
than  one  hour  before  the 
match  was  scheduled,  Mr. 
Pfeiffer  received  a  telephone 
call  to  inform  him  that  the 
McMaster  team  would  not 
be  able  to  fulfill  its  com- 
mitment. 

"It  was  bad  enough  that 
they  should  cancel  the  trip 

at  the  last  moment  with  all 
the  running  around  I  had 
bad  to  do,"  said  Pfeiffer, 
"but  just  what  does  one  do 
with  three  —  oranges?" 

Varsity's  fencing  team 
has  very  few  open  dates 
left,  so  no  new  date  was 
immediately  set  for  the 
match. 

Meanwhile,  for  those  with 
plenty  of  Russian  tonic 
water,  Mr.  Pfeiffer  awaits 
patiently  with  a  good  sup 

ply  of  mix. 

— photo  by  ART  MelLWAIN 
Roberts  Westeyon's  Frank  Carter  (25)  lobs  in  two  points  orer  Nolan  Kane's  outstretched 
arm.  Blues'  John  Hodden  awaits  a  possible  rebound. 

PRICE  WATERHOUSE  &  CO. 

CHARTERED  ACCOUNTANTS 

55  YONGE  STREET,  TORONTO 

WE  REQUIRE  GRADUATES  IN 

HONOUR  ARTS  and  ENGINEERING 

Many  graduates  in  these  disciplines  are  unaware 
of  the  challenging  and  stimulating  opportunities 
available  in  a  career  as  a  Chartered  Accountant. 

If  you  would  like  to  find  out  about  the  broad 

exposure  to  Canadian  business  and  the  personal 
development  that  is  offered  through  professional 

training  in  public  accounting  please  contact  the 

partner  or  staff  manager  in  charge  of  recruitment 

in  our  Toronto  office  to  arrange  for  an  interview. 

EMPLOYMENT  OPPORTUNITIES 
(Regular  and  Summer) 

EXPLORATION  GEOPHYSICS 

with 
PAN  AMERICAN 

PETROLEUM  CORP. 

(Calgary,  Alberta) 

interviews  Friday,  Jan.  21, 1966  For  Full  Time 

Saturday  Jan.  22, 1966  For  Summer  Employment 
for 

POST  GRADUATES 
GRADUATES 

UNDERGRADUATES 

in 

GEOPHYSICS 
HONORS  GEOLOGY 
HONORS  MATH 

HONORS  PHYSICS 
ENGINEERING  GEOLOGY 
MINING  ENGINEERING 

Pan  American,  a  member  of  the  Standard  Oil  Com- 
pany (Indiana)  organization,  has  several  challenging 

career  openings  in  the  Canadian  Division  Office  in Calgary. 

We  are  a  rapidly  growing  major  oil  company  offering 
attractive  salaries  and  benefits  in  addition  to  oppor- 

tunity for  advancement. 
Appointments  for  full  time  interviews  ore  being  mode  at  Room  123 Mining  building. 
Summer  Employment  Schedules  are  at  581  Spadino  Ave. 
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OUT-SHOT,  OUT-RUN. 

U.S.  team  spoils  Blues' 

opener  with  record  output 
By  RICH  PYNE 

Varsity  basketball  Blues 
dropped  their  home  opener 
111-86  to  a  red-hot  Roberts 
Wesleyan  club  Saturday 
night.  Wesleyan's  victory completed  a  successful  two 
game  Canadian  tour  begun 
Friday  when  they  defeated 
McMaster  University  68-55. 

The  visiting  team  was  ex- 
tremely wjll  polished  and 

Blues  never  threatened  to 
make  it  a  close  game.  Wes- 

leyan's big  scorer  Frank Carter  was  obviously  not  in 
a  scoring  mood.  Had  he 
shot  more  frequetly  he  un- 

doubtedly could  have  dou- 
bled his  22  point  output.  As 

it  was  he  scored  whenever 
the  spirit  seemed  to  move 
him.  His  field  goals,  more- 

over, were  not  on  specta- 
cular moves  that  one  might 

expect  of  so  prominent  an 
athlete,  but  on  routine 
jump  shots  and  eight  suc- cessive foul  shots. 
From  the  start  it  was 

evident  Blues  were  going  to 
have  trouble.  Wesleyan 
broke  extremely  well  from 
their  own  end  and  finished 
off  their  plays  flawlessly  at the  other.  Their  task  was  fa- 

cilitated by  a  shoddy  To- 
ronto defence  which  was 

continually  caught  in  the wrong  half  of  the  court. 
Blues'  mediocre  shooting, 36  per  cent,  and  lack  of  ef- 

fort defensively  led  coach McManus  to  declare  after 
the  game,  "They  weren't  as 
good  as  we  were  bad." 
One  bright  spol  however, 

was  the  job  rookie  Phil  La- 
pides  did  on  Wesleyan's crack  guard,  Keith  Moore. Moore  had  18  points  after little  more  than  10  minutes of  play  before  Lapides  came in  to  check  him.  Moore  fail- 

ed to  score  for  the  remaind- 
er of  the  game,  though  he sat  out  a  large  part  of  the second  half. 
Offensively  Blues  had 

their  highest  outpout  of  the year,  but  they  might  easily have  scored  more  in  the wide-open  game  which  de- veloped. Nolan  Kane,  who has  been  the  most  consist- ent Varsity  scorer  to  date persisted  after  a  shaky  first few  minutes  and  recovered in  time  to  score  26  points 
18  in  the  second  half.  Kane's fine  second  half  perform- ance was  nullified  however, 
by  a  brilliant  late-game  ef- 

fort put  on  by  Wesleyan's 6'5"  Bill  Bachmann  who also  scored  18  in  the  second half  to  give  him  22  for  the game. 
Doug  Lockhart  with  13 and  Arvo  Neidre,  nine,  were next  best  for  Varsity. 
In  Blues'  defence,  Wesle- yan were  unbelievably  hot from  the  floor  hatting  a  phe- nomenal 51  per  cent  of  their shots  and  when  you  hit  51 

per  cent  of  your  shots  you'd better  be  winning.  Even  if a  slack  Toronto  defence 
contributed  to  their  output the  American  team  showed 

remarkable  scoring  capaci- 
ty. According  to  their  coach 

Jim  Hughes  it  was,  "the 
best  we've  shot  all  year." Base-line  banter:  McMa- 

nus went  nearly  exclusively 
with  the  ten  players  he  had 
dressed  in  Blues'  first  tvvo 
league  games.  The  remaind- er saw  oniy  limited  action 
in  the  second  half ....  Wes- 

leyan ,  plays  independently, 
not  being  in  a  league  of 
their  own.  The  reason  for 
their  unimpressive  win  in 
Hamilton  as  given  by  their 
manager  was  that  they  ar- 

rived in  town  only  30  minu- 
tes before  gaine-time.  Car- 

ter's 18  points  was  his  low- est output  all  season .... 
Wesleyan's  total  of  111  is the  highest  ever  scored 
against  a  Varsity  team  in 
Hart  House  . . .  Mac  had  106 
last  year  when  Blues  beat 
them  113-106.  The  most  ever 
scored  against  a  Varsity 
team  was  also  last  year 
when  Windsor  beat  them 
119-87  in  the  Border  City... 
In  the  interfac  game  Vic, 
up  seven  at  half  time  and 
down  six  with  five  minutes 
to  play,  rallied  to  upset  U.C. 
69-67.  It  was  Vic's  first 
win  . . .  Blues  play  Water- 

loo Wednesday  in  Hart 
House  instead  of  Guelph  as 
previously  scheduled.. 
Scoring:  Wesleyan,  Corter  22;  Bach- monn  22;  Moore  18;  Smith  16; Scnuitz  15;  Curtis  It;  Easterly  7; Ziblut;  Schwingle; 
Varsity:  Kane  26;  Lockhart  13;  Hod- den 11;  Neidre  9;  Richodson  7;  Wol- loshyn  7;  Lapides  4;  Rogers  3;  Kimel 3;  Gorbe  3;  Homer;  Oochterlony; Beckett; 

Guelph  playing  in 

the  wrong  league 

Guelph  Redmen,  who  fail- 
ed to  win  a  game  the  last 

time  they  played  in  the 
Senior  Intercollegiate  Bas- 

ketball League,  appear 
headed  for  the  same  fate 
this  season. 
Redmen  suffered  their 

third  and  most  humiliating, 
defeat  in  three  starts  when 
Waterloo  Warriors  posted 
an  82-20  victory  Friday 
night  at  Waterloo.  Warriors 
previously  lost  to  Windsor 
Lancers  in  their  league 
opener. Guelph  was  especially 
inept  in  this  game,  scoring 
only  nine  points  in  the  first 
half  and  11  in  the  second. 
Warriors  counted  58  points 
in  the  second  half. 

Bob  Eaton,  former  Water- 
loo-Lutheran star,  establish- 

ed himself  as  a  SIBL  scorer, 
netting  31  points  for  War- 

riors. Dick  Aldridge  added 
12  and  freshman  Neil  Rour- 
ke  10.  Ray  Matsalla  had  six 
points  for  Redmen. 

Three  games  are  schedul- 
ed in  the  SIBL  this  week. 

Waterloo  meets  Blues  at 
Hart  House  and  McMaster 
is  at  Guelph  Wednesday, 
Western  plays  host  to  Mc- Master Friday. 

— photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
Vorsity's  Ron  Kimel  fallows  Wesleyan's  Bill  Bachmann  sky-ward  in  pursuit  of  a  rebound under  Wesleyan's  basket.  Doug  Richardson  (33)  looks  over  his  shoulder 

WATERLOO,  WESTERN  IN  TOP  SPOT 

Warriors  bidding  for  Cinderella  award 
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While  Varsity  Blues  were 
inactive  the  past  week,  Wa- 

terloo Warriors  and  West- 
ern Mustangs  moved  ahead 

in  the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Hockey  League  standings. 
The  amazing  Warriors 

turned  back  Western,  6-4, 
in  Waterloo  last  Thursday 
to  run  their  perfect  record 
to  4-0.  Mustangs  bounced 
back  with  a  4-3  win  over 
Queen's  Golden  Gaels  Fri- 

day in  London  for  their 
fourth  win  in  five  starts. 
Only  other  game  played 

saw  Queen's  defeat  Guelph 
Redmen,  5-3,  in  Guelph,  Sa- 

turday. Gaels  have  a  3-2  re- 
cord and  are  tied  for  third 

place  with  Blues,  who  have 
a  game  in  hand  on  both 
Western  and  Queen's. 

John  Hospodar  counted 
three  goals  for  Mustangs 
against  Queen's,  John  Hes- lop  the  other  Western marker.  Rick  Bonn  had  two 
goals  and  Jim  Edwards  one for  Gaels. 
Western  outshot  Gaels  in 

the  game,  40-28. Gaels'  victory  at  Guelph 
featured  35  penalties,  two 
of  them  majors  to  Tom 
Flood  of  Redmen  and  Doug 
Major  of  Queen's.  Gaels were  served  21  of  the  in- 

fractions by  referee  Will Norris. 

Eight  players  shared  in the  scoring.  Jim  Tait,  Larry 
Jones,  Bob  Pond,  Bonn  and 
Major  tallied  for  Queen's. Dave  Pallet!,  Barry  Poag 
and  Jim  Forbes  were  the 

Guelph  marksmen. All  nine  SIHL  teams  see 
action  in  seven  games  sche- duled for  this  week.  Blues 
play  at  McMaster  Wednes- day and  at  home  Friday 

against  Queen's. 
Western  and  Waterloo, 

the  leading  teams,  travel 
east  for  weekend  double- 
headers.  Warriors  are  at  La- 

val and  Montreal,  Western 
at  McGill  and  Queen's. If  Waterloo  comes  out  of 
next  weekend  with  two 
victories  they  will  have 
established  themselves  as 
the  team  to  beat  in  the  Se- nior Intercollegiate  Hockey 
League. 

Warriors  have  already 
won  twice  as  many  games 
as  they  did  all  last  season 
when  they  won  two  games. 



McMaster  plans  next  move 

-photo  by  IAN  MocKENZIE,  The  SilhoucHo 
McMaster  University's  supervisor  of  buildings  and  grounds,  E.  T.  Clarke,  points  out 
offenders  to  Hamilton  city  policeman  during  Monday's  incident. 

SPECIAL  TO  THE  VARSITY 

HAMILTON  —  A  general  assembly  of  Mc- 
Master students,  to  be  held  this  morning, 

is  to  decide  the  students'  next  move  in  the 
university's  parking  controversy. 
On  Monday  about  23  students  blocked 

the  entrance  to  a  parking  lot  and  held  up 
traffic  along  Sterling  Street  for  about  two hours. 

But  university  president  H.  G.  Thode  said 
Monday  night  the  student  protests  would 
have  no  effect  on  the  administration's  park- 

ing policy. 
University  officials  imposed  a  parking  fee 

for  the  lot  for  the  first  time  this  year.  A 
parking  sticker  costs  $2  per  month,  while 
the  charge  for  a  single  visit  is  25  cents. 

"As  far  as  we're  concerned,  we  have  ab- 
solutely no  alternative  but  to  charge  fees," Dr.  Thode  said. 

During  Monday's  demonstration,  several students  stalled  their  cars  to  block  the 
entrance  to  the  lot. 

Monday  was  the  first  day  the  parking  fees 
were  charged. 

At  about  8.35  a.m.  protest  organizer  Bruce 
Hyland,  stalled  his  car  at  the  access  road 
and  within  five  minutes  three  other  cars 
had  stalled. 

Hyland  a  few  minutes  earlier  had  told 
the  student  drivers:  "Gige  them  pennies, 
cheques,  ask  for  change,  stall  for  as  long 
as  you  can." 
One  student  requested  change  for  a  $5 

bill,  while  another  demanded  and  received 
exchange  on  a  U.S.  $20  bill. 

Police  started  directing  the  traffic  which 
had  been  building  up  on  Sterling  Street  to 
drive  past  the  lot.  Calls  of  "Move  along. 
Move  along.  You're  not  going  to  get  injady," were  heard  consistently. 

After  9  a.m.  a  tow  truck  arrived,  but  stu- 

dents hid  its  ignition  keys  and  removed  a 
distributor  wire. 
Another  truck  had  to  be  called  to  pull 

the  first  one  away. 

Only  one  car  was  halted  by  the  protesters 
other  cars,  at  police  command,  pushed  stu 
dents  back  and  entered  the  lot — one  by 
climbing  the  curb. 

The  students  paraded  in  front  of  the  lot 
for  about  20  minutes,  chanting  "It's  cold." The  protest  was  cut  short  by  the  near  zero 
temperatures. 
Another  25  students  watched  the  protest 

from  inside  Wentworth  House,  a  nearby 
university  building. 

Traffic  inspector  John  Robinson,  of  the 
Hamilton  city  police  force,  then  confiscated 
Hyland's  driving  licence  and  handed  it  to E.  T.  Clark,  McMaster  building  and  grounds 
superintendent. 

The  licence  was  later  returned  to  Hyland's lawyer  and  Mr.  Robinson  denied  that  he had  witnessed  the  incident. 

He  later  changed  his  stand  and  said  he 
confiscated  the  licence  because  he  had  rea- 

son to  believe  Hyland  was  displaying  some- 
one else's  licence— an  illegal  act  under  the 

Highway  Traffic  Act. 
McMaster  Student  Union  President  Larry 

Beare  stressed  that  the  protesters  were  not 
demonstrating  opposition  to  the  imposition 
of  fees,  but  to  the  poor  condition  of  the 
access  roads  to  the  lot  and  the  "slip-shod" 
way  the  policy  was  handled  by  the  adminis tration. 

Last  year  the  student  council  at  McMaster 
won  a  partical  victory  over  the  new  park 

ing  regulations  by  threatening  a  large-scale 
campaign  of  wilful  civil  disobedience. 

As  a  result,  a  proposed  part  of  the  new 
rules,  which  would  have  charged  the  stu 
dents  for  parking  in  the  lot  during  May, was  withdrawn. 
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MAY  CANCEL  ASIA  TRIP 
OTTAWA  (CUP)  —  The  Canadian  Union  of  Students  is 

considering  the  cancellation  of  its  program  to  send  a  Cana- 
dian student  journalist  to  Viet  Nam, 

In  a  confidential  memorandum  to  the  CUS  Board  of 
Directors  dated  Jan.  5,  Paul  Ladouceur,  the  Union's  associate secretary  for  international  affairs,  outlined  the  case  for 
cancellation  of  the  project  approved  at  the  last  CUS  con- gress, jr 

The  proposal  was  to  send  a  Canadian  student  journalist 
to  Southeast  Asia  who  would  make  contact  with  student 
groups  there  and  send  weekly  news  reports  to  Canada.  On 
his  return,  the  CUS  representative  would  have  made  a 
speaking  tour  of  Canadian  campuses. 

The  current  CUS  memorandum  lists  financial  problems, 
the  lack  of  good  contacts  in  Viet  Nam,  the  difficulty  of 
obtaining  travel  permits,  and  various  health  and  security 
problems  as  reasons  for  reconsidering  the  scheme. 

Noting  that  the  project  would  cost  at  least  $3,000  to 
§5,000,  Ladouceur  states.  "Everyone  seems  to  think  that the  money  can  be  found  without  any  trouble,  but  no  one 

quite  knows  where." Pointing  out  that  various  sources  of  funds  have  been 
considered,  Ladouceur  concludes:  "All  things  considered, 
it  will  be  difficult  to  raise  54,000  from  any  source.  It  is  pos- 

sible that  a  large  amount  might  be  obtained  from  the  Ca- 
nadian Peace  Congress,  but  the  implications  of  accepting  a 

large  amount  from  a  Communist  organization  must  be 

considered." 
The  memorandum  casts  doubt  on  the  value  of  the 

project,  arguing  that  day-to-day  reporting  of  events  in  Viet 
Nam  is  already  being  done  by  existing  media,  while  long-run 
objectives  such  as  making  contacts  with  Asian  students 
and  carrying  out  a  speaking  tour  in  Cananda  "may  fall  flat 
or  be  of  dubious  value." In  a  covering  letter  to  the  memorandum  CUS  president 
Patrick  Kenniff  has  asked  members  of  the  Union's  Board  to forward  their  opinions  on  whether  to  go  ahead  with  the 
project  by  Jan.  15. According  to  the  timetable  laid  down  by  the  CUS 
Congress  last  September,  the  individual  to  tour  Southeast 
Asia  was  to  have  been  selected  by  Dec.  31. 

ADMINISTRATION  REPLIES 

TO  FOOD  CRITICS 

The  University  of  Toron- 
to administration  has  final- 
ly replied  to  criticisms  of 

the  Sir  Daniel  Wilson  resi- 
dence food  service. 

U  of  T  vice-president  F. R.  Stone  and  UC  Principal 
D.  V.  LePan,  in  an  open  let- ter to  David  Jeanneret  (III 
UC),  president  of  the  resi- dence council,  say  the  cat- 

erer provided  .  more  food last  term  than  the  contract 
called  for. 
The  caterer  incurred  fi- 

nancial losses  as  a  result, 

the  letter  states,  and  "ar- rangements have  therefore been  made  whereby  the 
caterer  will  provide  food  in 
accordance  with  the  stand- 

ard of  menus  on  which  his 
original  .quotation  was based. "The  effect  of  this  will 
be,"  the  letter  continues, "that  it  will  no  longer  be 
possible  to  permit  a  person 
to  have  more  than  one  be- 

verage at  a  given  meal  or other  similar  duplications 

within  the  menu." LePan  and  Stone  say, 
however,  that  the  meals 
will  be  "comparable  in  val- 

ue to  those  obtainable  else- 

where within  the  Universi- 

ty at  similar  price." The  letter  says  "every  ef- fort" will  be  made  to  main- 
tain high  quality  and  wide 

variety,  as  far  as  possible. 
Jeanneret  told  The  Var- 

sity last  night  he  has  been 
"given  the  impression  that 
the  situation  will  improve." The  residents,  through 
their  food  committee,  have 
been  attempting  to  secure 
larger  meal  portions,  less 
starch,  more  fresh  fruit  and 
choice  of  beverages.  Jean- 

neret said  they  were  served 

apples  yesterday  "for  the 
first  time  in  a  long  time." The  letter  from  LePan 
and  Stone  says  the  Univer- 

sity will  guarantee  the 
caterer  against  further  loss for  the  balance  of  the  year. 
Jeanneret  said  this  means 

the  caterer  probably  won't cut  back  portions  this  term 
to  make  up  for  last  term's losses. 
"The  letter  from  the  ad- 

ministration is  not  the  end 
of  the  matter,"  said  Jean- neret. "The  letter  is  merely 
a  statement  of  policy.  We 

are  still  working  on  it." 
See  '  food,"  page  5 
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WRITERS'  GROUP  SEMINAR 
presents 

CECILIE  KWIAT 
speoking  on 

LSD  and  the  Artist" TIME:  8:00  P.M. 

DATE:  JAN.  12,  1966  (Tonight!!!) 
PLACE:  ELMSLEY  EAST  COMMON  ROOM 

St.  Michael's  College (entrance  off  St.  Mary  St.) 
All  Students  and  FACULTY  welcome 

(open  discussion  follows  talk) 

1966 

ELECTRICAL,  MECHANICAL,  AND  METALLURGICAL 

ENGINEERING  GRADUATES 

The  Inland  Steel  Company,  East  Chicago,  Indiana,  invites  you 
to  investigate  our  many  career  opportunities.  Consult  the 
specific  job  descriptions  in  the  pocket  of  our  brochures.  Our 
representative  will  be  on  your  campus  on  Friday,  January  21st. 
Contact  Mr.  J.  K.  Bradford  for  an  appointment. 

INLAND  STEEL  COMPMY 
INDIANA   HARBOR  WORXS 

EAST  CHICAGO.  INDIANA 
<£> 

An  Equal  Opportunity  Employer  In  the  Plans  for  Progress  Program 

The  Player'!  Jackel  fashioned  by  BANTAMAC 

Come  on  over  to  smoothness 
with  no  letdown  in  taste 

Come  on  over  to 

New! 

Player's Kings 

E& 

Today,  11-12  noon. 
Hockey— graduate  students.  Brine  skotes,  stick.  25c  per  person,  Varsity  Arena. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Mincho  service — student  led.   Sidney  Smith — Room  2110. 
"Kushatte  Po  Russki''  Russian  conversation  circle.  AH  students  studying Russian  welcome.   Trinity  Buttery. 
Groduate  Christian  Fellowship  discusses  the  Church  and  the  secular  university All  welcome.   Room  221,  UC. 
Yavneh — Jesus  and  The  Messioh — A  Jewish  point  of  view.  Sidney  Smith, Room  2110.   Robbi  B.  Rosensweig  speoking. 
Moths  ond  Physics  Society  student  lecture  —  "Fishy  Mathematics."  Room 106,  U.C. 
UC  Debating  Club.  Stort,  important  meeting  of  UC — debate  at  Western  UC Room  214. 
P.C.  Committee  on  Co-op  Federalism.  Sidney  Smith,  Room  2120. 

Today,  1:10  p.m. -5  p.m. 
Sociological  questionnaire  for  first  year  single  Jewish  university  girls.  Please porticipote.  Time— approximately  20  minutes.  New  Zoology  Building  (North  of Sidney  Smith)  Room  019. 
Sam  Gupto  reading  Edno  St.  Vincent  Milloy.  Peter  Marinelli  reading  Renais- sance love  poetry.    Music  Room,  Hort  House. 

Today,  4  p.m. 

U  of  T  Liberal  Club  Public  Affairs  Forum  meeting.  Topic  —  Co-op  Federalism. Sidney  Smith,  Room  1083. 
Today,  4:30  p.m. 

Dovid  Owen,  Harvard  University.  An  illustrated  lecture  on  The  Great Exhibition  of  1851  and  the  Crystal  Paloce.  York  University— Bay  view  Campus York  Hall,  Room  204. 
Graduate  Student  Union — weekly  tea. 

Today,  5  p.m. 
Radio  Committee  meeting  prior  to  resumption  of  broadcosting;  everyone interested  must  ottend.   Hort  House — South  Sitting  Room, 

Today,  5:15  p.m. "Man  In  The  Expanding C.  Roeder,  professor  of  astronomy,  speaks  t 
UC,  Room  106. Universe Today,  <  p.m. 

Hillel  Diners'  Club.  Coll  WA  3-7837  for  reservations.  Hillel  House  1B6 St.  George  St. 
Today,  7  p.m. 

Batman  Party— for  In-group.  Diners — TV  Guides  supplied.  THE  House. 
Today,  7:30-9:30  p.m. 

riage  Series.    Registration  and  Introduction.  Canterbury Sex,  Love  ond  Marr House — 373  Huron. 
Graduate  students — Bodminton.   Drill  Hall,  119  St.  George  St. 

Today,  8  p.m. 
Trinity  College  Literary  Institute  public  lecture.  "The  Theory  and  Theatre  of The  Absurd".  Rhodes  Room,  Trinity  College. /ic  Folk  Club — first  meeting  of  term.  All  interested  in  folk  music  welcome. Alumni  Hall,  Victoria  College. 

Today,  8:15  p.m. 
U  of  T  undergraduote  stage  bantl — tree  tc  all  Toronto  university  students- first  night  of  Ryerson's  Winter  Carnival.  Ryerson  Theotre.  1 1/2  blocks  east  of Yonge  on  Gerrord. 

Today,  0:30  p.m. 
CBC  Tope  recording  of  John  Howard  Griffin,  author  of  "Black  Like  Me"^ further  observations  on  racial  tensions  in  U.S.  as  a  white  who  changed  his n  colour.   Hort  House,  South  Sitting  Room. Thursday,  1  p.m. 

U  of  T  Liberol  Club  presents  Professor  J.  S.  Dupre  of  Politico!  Economy Dept.  speoking  on  "Co-op  Federalism."   Sidney  Smith,  Room  1083. VCF  discussion.    PHE  welcome.    New  College,  Room  77. Noon-hour  science  films.  "Thomas  Telford";  "Discovery:  Penicillin Michael Faraday.    Mechonical  Building,  Room  102. 

2110Y°Vneh— P'fke'  AVOS_ the  modwo  Prating  of  ethics.   Sidney  Smith,  Room University  Colege  PX.'s  will  discuss  the  political  future  on  the  Prairies Everyone  welcome.   UC,  Room  209. 
avneh— fundamentals  0f  Orthodox  Judo  ism— student  led  discussion.  Sidney 

Smith,  Room  2110.  ' Problems  in  the  Creeds  Series:  Rev.  Allan  Rix,  Anglican  chaplain  at  Ryerson speaks  on    Three  Storied  Universe?".  Conterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. Thursday,  4  p.m. 
;cture:  "The  probli Smith,  Room  1069, 

SUPA  open  executive  meeting.   Room  11,  UC. Thursday,  5  p.m. 

45  VWhX's?0'  Forum-"BeHin-Divided  C"V-"    International  Student  Centr., "On  Being  A  Christian."  Room  201,  Gerald  Larkin  Building,  Trinity. Thursday,  6  p.m. 

I  illustrotion 

Supper  and  Bible  study- House,  373  Huron  St. ninor  on  "The  Sayings  of  Jesus."  Conterbury 
Thursday,  7  p.m. 

CUS  Committee.   South  Sitting  Room,  Hart  House. Thursday,  0  p.m. 
Debate— Visitor— Movor  Moore.  "The  future  for  Canadian  artists  lies  abroad  ~ Lod.es  admitted  to  Gollery.   Horl  House,  Debates  Room. Thursdoy,  6:15  p.m. 

Gerard  Pelletier,  MP-Quebec  MP's  aspirations  in  the  forthcoming  Porliomenf Avenue  Rood  Club—  1  block  north  of  Bloor 

tere^T  °Utin°J.Clu1b  '*  Md'"°  °  Cu'""?  P™*  ™  Friday  night,  Jan.  1,4.    It  in- 
h      S     ,  yn  M°mK  CL  M994'  8  P'm-  ond  '  P-m— not  later 
than  Thursdoy  night. 
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Vic  show  publicist  quits 
By  ROZ  LOFSKY 

Because  of  a  disagreement 
over  the  poster  he  designed, 
Peter  Bryden  (II  Vic)  has 
resigned  as  publicity  direc- tor of  the  Victoria  College 
production  of  Guys  and Dolls. 

Bob  Mc  Claren  (II  Vic), 
producer  of  the  show  sche- 

duled for  Feb.  8-12  considers 
the  two  circles  joined  by  the 
arrow  as  "not  suitable  for 
the  main  publicity  cam- 

paign." McClaren  refused  to  ac- 
cept the  poster  to  advertise 

the  show.  As  a  result,  Bryd- 
en and  his  staff  resigned. 

"This  is  not  the  kind  of 
symbol  to  put  on  programs 
where  freshies'  mothers  and 
aunts  will  be  present,"  he told  The  Varsity. 

McClaren  added  that  not 
only  is  it  "suggestive"  but 
that  "it  really  has  nothing 
to  do  with  the  show  itself." 

"It  would  be  okay  if  we 
were  only  catering  to  guys 

or  engineers,"  said  McClaren but  he  indicated  that  he 
hoped  for  a  compromise. 
Bryden  stated  that  he  felt 

the  symbol  was  "artistically 
very  good,  eye-catching"  and. that  it  would  sell  tickets well. 

In  reply  to  the  charge  that 
the  symbol  is  in  bad  taste 
Bryden  said,  "the  campus  is a  different  place.  Things 
which  are  far  worse  have 
been  used  on  campus." 

cuvs 

He  felt  that  the  symbol 
was  suitable  for  the  show 
because  it  represents  "guys 

and  dolls." "Very  often",  he  said 
"symbols  of  shows  are  not 

well  defined." The  only  compromise  Bry- den would  consent  to  was 
to  leave  the  symbol  off  the 
programs. "'I  might  have  qualms 
myself  about  leaving  it  on 
the  program,"  he  said. 

Q© 

— photo  by  KIRK  (it  doesn't  turn  ME  on)  MacGREGOR 
THE  POSTER  AND  THE  SYMBOL 

Technology  gives  man  control 

By  DONNI  BOHNEN 
Advanced  technology,  in- 

stead of  turning  on  its  crea- 
tor, puts  man  in  control  of 

his  fate,  an  eminent  Hebrew 
philosopher  said  at  the  Uni- 

versity College  Current  Lec- 
ture yesterday. 

Yehosha  Bar-Hillel,  profes- 
sor of  philosophy  and  mathe- 

matical linguistics  at  the  He- 
brew University  of-  Jerusa- 

lem, told  a  sparse  audience 
that  science  has  given  man 
unlimited  power  and  has  re- moved the  need  for  belief  in 
a  supernatural  entity. 
"Man  should  not  delegate 

his  responsibilities  to  Be- 
ings which  he  invents  for 

that  purpose,"  he  said. 
Morality  based  on  a  super- 

natural power  cannot  relate 
to  the  threats  presented  by 
the  advent  of  advanced  tech- 

nology. The  intelligentsia  of 
society  is  obligated  to  pre- 

cipitate a  change  in  human 
nature  on  rational  grounds. 

Professor  Bar-Hillel  stated 
that  the  population  explo- 

sion is  one  of  the  factors  re- 

sponsible for  our  loss  of 
control  of  the  technological 
monster.  He  urged  that  po- 

pulation control  is  a  moral 
obligation  and  should  be  en- 

forced by  the  state. 
With  due  precautions.  Pro- 

fessor Bar-Hillel  was  confi- 

dent that  technology  would 
extend,  not  replace  human 
intelligence. 
Yeterday's  lecture  was 

the  third  in  this  year's  Cur- rent series,  which  is  spon- 
sored by  the  UC  Literary 

and  Athletic  Society. 

— phcto  by  KIRK  Mo- 
YEHOSHA  BAR-HILLEL 

SAYS  ALCOHOLISM  WORSE  THAN  DRUG  ADDICTION 

By  TONY  BOND 
Alcoholism  in  Canada  is  a 

far  greater  problem  than 
drug  addiction,  an  expert 
on  drugs  and  alcohol  said 
here  Monday. 

Dr.  G.  H.  W.  Lucas,  a  re- 
tired professor  emeritus  of 

pharmacology  said  at  a 
meeting  of  the  General 
Science  Club  there  are 
300,000  alcoholics  in  Cana- 

da, compared  with  only 
5,000  drug  addicts 
"The  Government  is 

making  terrific  money  out 
of  the  sale  of  alcohol,"  Dr. Lucas  said. 

"No  one  has  any  business 
getting  into  a  car  with  al- 

cohol in  his  body. 
"If  we  made  it  illegal  to 

have  alcohol  on  a  driver's breath,  then  maybe  we 
could  begin  to  come  to 
grips  with  the  problem  of 
drunk  driving,"  he  said. In  Sweden  the  penalty 
for  drunk  driving  is  jail — 
period,  he  said. 

Narcotics  used  for  their 
intended  purpose — as  pain 
killers — are  a  blessing.  But 
problems  arise  when  people 
take  six  times  the  thera- 

peutic dose,  Dr.  Lucas  said. 
"The  narcotics  problem 

today  is  small  compared 
with  what  it  will  be  in  a 
few  years. 
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"The  tragedy  is  that  you 
can't  produce  a  drug  that 
will  reduce  pain  without 
causing  addiction,"  he  said. Being  a  drug  addict  is  no 
problem  if  you  have  enough 
money,  bui  without  it  an 
addict  is  forced  into  theft 
and  prostitution  to  support 
the  $75-a-day  habit. 
An  addict  with  with- 

drawal symptoms  suffers 
sweating,  running  eyes  and 
nose,  aching  legs,  vomitting, 
diarrhea,  loss  of  appetite 
and  sleep,  high  temperatu- re and  blood  pressure,  and 
a  feeling  of  desperation. 
"Once  you're  on  heroin 

you'll  use  anything  to  re- lieve the  withdrawal  symp- 
toms," Dr.  Lucas  said. 

HART  HOUSE 

FESTIVAL  OF  THE  ARTS 

A  few  FREE  tickets  remaining  in  Hart  House  Rotunda. 
Bring  A.T.L.  cards  !  Ladies  welcome. 

THURSDAY 

12.30  p.m.     CHAPEL  —  Holy  Communion  —  Open   to  all members  of  the  University. 

1.15  p.m.    POETRY  READING  —  MUSIC  ROOM 
Sam  Gupta  reading  Edno  St.  Vincent  Mi  Hay  ond 
Peter  Marinelli  reading  Renaissonce  Love  Poetry. Ladies  welcome. 

8.00  p.m.    DEBATE  —  Debates  Room 
TOPIC:  "The  Future     for  Canadian     Artists  Lies 
Abroad".  Honorary  Visitor:  MAVOR  MOORE. 
Ladies  may  attend  in  the  Gallery. 

U  C  PLAYERS'  GUILD 

presents FOUR  POETIC  DIALOGUES 
BY 

Robert  Frost 

NEW  TEMPORARY  QUARTERS 
IN 

ST.  HILDA'S  COLLEGE, 
DEVONSHIRE  PLACE 

DATE: 

JAN.  12, 13, 14,  WED.  THURS.  FRI. 
TIME: 

1:10  P.M. 

FREE: 
BRING  YOUR  LUNCH 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 

SKI  TRIP  -  SAT.  15  JAN. 
TO  ALPINE  SKI  CLUB 
(COLLINGWOD  DISTRICT) 

COST  $6  PER  PERSON 
Includes  Transportation  and  Ski  Tow (GROUP  RATE) 

BUS  LEAVES  G.S.U.  BUILDING 
118  BANCROFT  AVE.} 
AT.  7:45  A.M. 

RETURNS  TO  TORONTO  AT  ABOUT  7  P.M. 

A  DEPOSIT  OF  $2  MUST  BE  PAID  BY  FRIDAY  TO: 
MIKE  YEALLAND 

(HOME  PHONE  HU.  8-1232) 
Room  140,  Lashmiller  Chem.  Bldg . 

ALL  GRADUATE  STUDENTS  WELCOME 

TRINITY  COLLEGE  LITERARY  INSTITUTE 

THE  THEORY  AND  THEATRE 

OF  THE  ABSURD 
DR.  PARKER,  Dept.  of  English,  Trinity All  Welcome:  Rhodes  Room,  Trinity 

3:00  P.M.  TONIGHT 



opening  up  the  Directorate 

The  ambitions  of  U  of  T's  hockey  Blues  moy  hove been  thwarted,  but  their  effort  to  play  in  the  Winter  Uni- 
veiiity  Games  at  Turin,  Italy,  has  touched  off  a  larger 
coi  troversy —  an  investigation  of  the  workings  of  the 
Athletic  Directorate  at  this  university. 

A  brief  has  been  prepared  by  the  Students  Adminis- 
trative Council's  representative  on  the  Directorate.  This 

bn'Mf  and  a  proposed  motion  on  its  findings  will  be  before SAjZ  tonight. 

SAC  should  take  this  opportunity  to  carefully  consider 
the  workings  of  the  Directorate. 

Is  the  Directorate  simply  a  rubber  stamp  for  the  wishes 
of  the  university  administration.  If  not,  how  much  powe. does  it  really  have? 

These  ore  the  kind  of  questions  for  which  SAC  must 
obtain  answers.  And  SAC  should  act  now,  before  the  issue fades  into  that  great  limbo  where  nearly  all  student- administration  disputes  eventually  go. 

the  right  to  disagree 

Last  week  a  debate  was  held  ot  University  College  on the  resolution  that  "Anti-Viet  Nam  demonstrations  in  the United  States  are  unpatriotic." 
I       The  resolution  was  defeated,  and  it  should  have  been. 

Regardless  of  whether  one  supports  or  opposes  the present  American  actions  in  Viet  Nam,  o  resolution  of th,s  kind  deserves  no  support.  We  are  told  over  and  over again  that  the  American  actions  ore  designed  to  preserve our  freedom  against  Communist  aggression,  and  although this  is  a  rather  simplified  statement  of  a  complex  problem the  one  thing  that  most  people  would  agree  on  is  that  we are  freer  (in  most  ways)  than  the  residents  of  Communist- governed  countries. 

„™,-,Ani0ne,?f  ?Uli  freedoms  is  the  right  to  disagree,  to oppose  the  will  of  the  majority  —  something  we  are  also incessantly  told  is  not  possible  in  Communist  countries 
If  we  ore  defending  freedom,  then  there  can  be  no 

facilitate  the  defense  of  other  parts. 
fr„,Jf  Wen,Can  on|y.fi9ht  Communism  by  limiting  our  own 
there  cman  bn  Pef0Pb  mi9^  V^  WeM  °sk  wh°' there  can  be  in  fighting  Communism. 

m„»7h|!;  "9h!  *°  disaaree  is  not  a  subject  for  debate  no matter  how  strongly  some  individuals  might  feel  they 'are m  possession  of  the  truth.  ' 
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letters  to  the  editor 

the  varsity  is  useless Sir: 

The  student  problems  and  activities  in 
Quebec  are  undoubtedly  topics  of  impor- 

tance today.  However,  when  The  Varsity  fills 
pages  with  reports  from  Quebec  on  matters 
of  little  or  no  interest  to  the  vast  majority 
of  its  readers,  its  reasons  for  doing  so  must 
be  investigated. 

I  would  venture  to  state  that  one  out  of 
10  students  on  this  campus,  at  the  most, 
read  articles  such  as  the  recently  published 
Bazin  Papers.  Fewer  still  know,  or  care, 
what  UGEQ,  AEGUM  and  AGEL  represent. 
This,  to  my  mind,  indicates  that  The  Varsity 
is  not  serving  its  readers  properly. 

I  do  not  mean  to  decry  those  articles  that 
will  not  necessarily  cater  to  the  masses.  But 
devoting  such  an  inordinate  amount  of  space 
to  a  highly-specialized  and  confusing  prob- lem, for  which  there  is  little  interest  on 
this  campus,  seems  to  me  to  be  an  inequit- 

able use  of  space  which  could  be  better 
devoted  to  other  activities. 

It  seems  to  me  to  be  a  mark  of  jour- nalistic sloth  when  a  college  newspaper 
plants  a  full  page  report  in  an  eight  page 
paper  which  is  already  jammed  full  of  ad- vertising. 

Let  us  have  more  campus-oriented  articles. 
A  great  many  students  on  this  campus  can- 

not be  bothered  to  read  about  sit-ins  in 
Saskatchewan  or  syndicalism  in  Quebec,  to 
name  only  two  situations. 
The  Varsity  should  cease  selecting  ma- 

terial largely  irrelevant  to  its  readers  and 
should  devote  more  space,  apart  from  the 
occasional  editorial,  to  the  parking  problem 
on  campus,  student-staff  relations,  and  pro- 

files of  outstanding  U  of  T  teachers. 
A  college  newspaper,  supported  by  fees 

from  the  students,  owes  this  much  to  its readers. 
Howard  Goldkind  I  Law) 

The  Charter  of  the  Student  Press  in  Can- 
ada states:  The  Canadian  student  press 

should  incorporate  as  its  primary  purpose 
an  educative  function  which  is  vital  to  the 
development  of  the  student  citizen  —  ed. 

the  varsity  is  disgusting 
Sir: 

After  reading  the  snide  postscript  lo  the 
letter  of  George  Haydu  (The  Varsity,  Jan. 
5)  I  must  say  that  I  as  an  individual  am 
completely  disgusted  with  the  mouthpiece 
of  the  University  of  Toronto  students — The Varsity. 

It  seems  that  a  group  of  conceited 
masochists  have  decided  to  take  the  troubles 
of  the  whole  world  on  their  broad  shoulders 
and  attempt  to  make  the  earth  a  perfect 
place  in  which  to  dwell  and  its  inhabitants 
the  most  kind,  thoughtful  and  rational beings. 

I  am  not  suggesting  that  we  close  our 
eyes  and  see  only  the  happy  and  good  things 
of  life,  and  shut  out  the  undesirable  ones. 
But  it  would  be  pleasant  to  see  The  Varsity 
as  a  do-gooder,  taking  itself  less  seriously. There  is  much  each  of  us  can  do,  and 
should  do,  as  human  beings  in  our  own 

small  way  and  in  our  own  small  sphere,  to 
help  someone  in  need  or  alleviate  someone's pain.  As  a  good  politician  knows,  the  basis 
of  victory  is  strong  grass  roots — a  firm  foun- dation. 
Human  nature  is  not  going  to  change  and 

mankind  is  not  going  to  become  the  perfect 
organism.  Betterment  is  always  to  be  desir- 

ed and  to  be  striven  for,  but  let  us  be 
practical.  We  are  flesh  and  blood,  our  cha- 

racters include  good  and  bad,  our  emotions 
feel  happiness  and  sorrow,  and,  as  Swift 
points  out  in  Gulliver's  Travels,  to  make  us 
more  than  this  is  "horse  sense." David  Beatty  (III  UC) 

The  Varsity  is  not  the  "mouthpiece"  of 
V  of  T  students;  there  are  no  masochists  on 
its  staff;  it  is  not  a  do-gooder;  and  it  takes 
itself  much  less  seriously  than  you  think. 
Also,  calm  reflection  about  human  frailty  is much  easier  in  an  affluent  society.  People  in 
less  fortunate  circumstances  tend  to  put more  emphasis  on  the  need  for  immediate 
improvement  —  ed. 

what  about  incompetents? 
Sir: 
Professor  Carpendale,  in  his  letter  (The 

Varsity,  Dec.  17),  refutes  the  traditional structure  of  most  organizations.  He  states 
that  "in  most  orgasizations,  it  is  only  too clear  that  it  is  possible  to  obtain  the  status, and  the  functions  of  leadership  without  de- 

monstrating the  attributes"  (of  leadership). In  other  words,  this  method  of  choosing leaders  can  result  in  people  who  are  not capable  of  leading. 
But  then  he  goes  on  to  say  that  "if  there 

are  no  "positions"  which  automatically  carry authority  to  command,  the  members  of  the 
group  never  'obey,'  they  just  co-operate  with whoever  seems  to  them  to  be  showing  the most  useful  and  responsible  initiative."  This is  a  fairly  accurate  description  of  the  genesis of  leadership  in  SUPA,  but  is  it  any  different from  the  first  case?  The  person  who  seems 
to  be  showing  this  "useful  and  responsible initiative'  may  also  not  have  any  "leader- ship atlributes". In  both  cases,  the  leader  may  have  emerg- ed because  of  his  charisma,  but  when  this wears  off  how  does  the  group  remove  the leader  ~  (or  leaders)?  In  the  example  of the  structured  organization,  there  are  pe- riodic eleclions  where  one  may  run  against the  incumbent  and  if  the  membership  is  con- vinced that  the  present  leaders  are  incom- 

petent, they  will  be  defeated.  Often,  organi- zations have  built  in  devices  to  overcome ihe  problem  of  incompetent  leaders.  That is,  the  leaders  can  be  defeated  by  a  vote  of non-confidence  if  enough  of  the  members are  sufficiently   dissatisfied  with   the  in- 

competence of  the  leaders. 
In  the  second  (or  SUPA)  example,  how 

can  this  opposition  to  a  tight  in-group (which  it  has  by  now  become)  manifest itself?  Since  there  is  no  defined  structure where  the  various  positions  have  stated functions  and  where  there  are  specified means  of  attaining  these  positions,  you  can- not oppose  the  leadership  (or  elite)  via  any electoral  process.  If  you  are  in  disagreement with  this  leadership  elite,  it  is  quite  obvious that  you  will  be  ignored  and  will  not  be able  to  become  part  of  the  decision  making process.  What  happens  is  that  many  people (like  myself)  leave  and  the  elite  is  left  with no  one  to  lead. 
At  one  point  in  his  letter,  Professor  Car- pendale states  that  he  does  not  now  how 

SUPA  is  tackling  the  problem  of  the  power struggle.  Despite  this,  he  later  states  that at  the  same  time  that  they  (SUPA)  are working  for  their  idea  of  a  new  society  they are  tackling  the  difficult  and  uphill  job  of trying  to  work  through  the  difficulties  of creating  a  new  style  of  organization,  a  model for  the  society  they  are  trying  to  work  to- 
wards." After  making  the  first  point  how can  he  state  the  second  with  any  authority Furthermore,  I  would  appreciate  it  if Professor  Carpendale  would  be  a  little  more explicit  and  define  his  terms.  For  example why  are  the  latent  leadership  attributes  of every  man  a  source  of  embarrasment  in conventional  organizations  except  at  the  top 

and  what  does  "social-technical  inventions" mean?  These  sound  very  much  like  the grandiose  but  undefined  terms  that  SUPA people  use  to  add  prestige  to  an  otherwise weak  argument. 

Marvin  Ross  (III  New) 



Kosher  students  eat  salad 

—photo  by  KIRK  MoeGREGOR 
Picture  above  shows  one  of  the  regular  meals  offered  to 
residents  at  Sir  Dan.  Below  is  the  salad  plate  offered  as  a substitute. 

Three  Jewish  students  at 
Sir  Daniel  Wilson  residence 
are  complaining  they  have 
been  given  short  shrift  by 
UC  dietician  Harold  Bien- 
nan. 

Allan  Kamin  (II  UC),  Ian 
Sadinsky  (II  UC)  and  Har- vey Palmer  (II  UC)  have 
been  served  nothing  but 
fruit  salad  and  salmon  for 
residence  meals  since  Sept- ember. 

The  three  students  observe 
Jewish  dietary  laws  which 
forbid  the  eating  of  ordinary 
meat,  so  the  residence 
serves  them  either  fruit 
salad  or  salmon. 
"We  went  to  the  dietician 

to  complain  and  he  dismis- 
sed us  pretty  summarily," Kamin  told  The  Varsity Monday. 

UC  Dean  of  Men  Michael 
Howarth  said  the  dietician 
is  not  bound  by  contract  to 
provide  alternative  food  for Jewish  students. 

But  until  this  year  there 
was  a  tacit  agreement  to 
provide  an  alternative  menu 
for  orthodox  Jewish  stu- dents. 

Kamin  said  the  chef  at 
Sir  Daniel  Wilson  agreed  to 
prepare  special  foods  for Jewish  students  observing 
dietary  laws,  but  was  order- 

ed by  the  dietician  to  stop. 
"The  dietician  has  virtual- 

ly refused  even  to  com- 
municate with  us,"  Kamin said. 

WHERE'S  THE  CLIQUE? 
By  RICK  ROSS 

The  author  of  this  article  is  a  fourth-year  engineering 
student,  and  a  member  of  the  Students  Administrative 
Council.  The  opinions  expressed  are  not  necessarily 
those  of  The  Varsity, 

I  must  take  exception  to  some  of  the  comments  made 
by  Ernie  Lightman  (The  Varsity  Jan.  3).  Mr.  Lightman 
refers  to  "a  small  clique  on  SAC"  who  oppose  any  construc- tive leadership.  Matters  coming  before  SAC  either  pass  or 
fail  by  the  major  tool  of  democracy — the  vote.  How  "a 
small  clique"  can  defeat  the  rest  of  the  house  in  a  simple majority  vote   is   beyond  my   comprehension.   I  always 
thought  a  clique  was  a  small  number  of  people,  but  I'm 
only  a  lowly  engineer  and  I  guess  I  shouldn't  quibble  about the  meaning  of  words. 

comment 

Mr.  Lightman  mentions  the  "property  and  civil  rights" 
clause  that  enables  this  "clique"  to  accomplish  its  goals. 
Why  then  didn't  Mr.  Lightman  propose  an  amendment  to the  constitution  that  would  remove  this  clause?  Perhaps 
he  didn't  think  of  it.  Perhaps  it's  more  spectacular  to  write about  it  in  The  Varsity. 

Mr.  Lightman  also  stated  that  "SAC  was  not  asked  to 
give  the  Lit  money."  An  amendment  to  the  main  motion which  Mr.  Lightman  accepted  would  have  given  the  Lit  use 
of  SAC's  administrative  facilities.  In  case  Mr.  Lightman 
didn't  know,  SAC  employees  are  paid. 

Please  don't  get  me  wrong.  I  think  these  facilities 
should  be  made  available  but  I  could  not  allow  Mr.  Light- 
man's  biased  and  inaccurate  report  to  go  unchallenged. 
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Food  (continued) 
The  present  policy  of  the 

University  and  the  Ontario 
Government,  according  to 
the  letter,  is  that  "the  oper- ation of  the  residences 
should  not  be  subsidized 
but  should  be  self-support- 

ing." The  operating  costs, 
including  those  of  food  ser- vices, determine  the  level  of 
the  residence  fee. 

CLASSIFIED 
MORE  SUBJECTS  required  for  research 
in  perception.  About  1  hr.  Remunera- tion. For  appointment  coll  365-5198. Subjects  should  have  average  vision and  hearing. 
SKILLED  ACTIVITY  counsellors  (femole) 
for  girls'  camp  in  Quebec.  Sailing, canoeing,  tripping,  music.  French  an asset.  Physical  Education  students  pre- ferred,   HU  7-1073. 
FAST,  accurate  typing  on  electric  type- writer. Pick  up  and  delivery.  Call  782- 
8948. 

WANTED:  Girl  to  share  large  2  bed- room, 1  balcony,  new,  modern  apart- ment, indoor  swimming  pool,  sauna 
bath,  woshing  facilities.  Centrally  lo- cated.  Phone  922-2608. 
MALE  student  wanted  to  share  room with  same,  board  included  $20  weekly, 
ask  for  Mrs.  Strehle.  924-2066  anytime. 

will  not  be  undersold 25  events,  3  doys  only  $1 

THE  LIBRARY 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

NOON  HOUR  SCIENCE  FILM  SHOWINGS 
ROOM  102,  MECHANICAL  BUILDING 

Wednesdays  &  Thursdays,  1:00  p.m.  -  2:00  p.m. 
January  12,  13  —  Thomas  Telford.  Discovery: 

Penicillin.  Michael  Faraday,  1791-1867. 
January  19,  20  —  Electronic  Computer  in  Commer- ce. Lasers.  Power  Train. 
January  26,  27  —  Roundup.  The  Tiny  Terrors.  Poi- sons Pests  and  People,  Part  I. 
February  2,  3  —  Attracting  Power  of  Queen  Bees. 

Biological  Study  of  Fungus  Ants.  Dancers  of  the Sea. 
February  9,  10  —  Electronic  Processes  in  Crystals 

and  Living  Organisms.  Physical  Chemistry  of 
Polymers.  Krystallos. 

February  16, 17  —  Hy-Par  Thin  Shell.  Power  From Fusion. 
February  23,  24  —  Project  Apollo.  Nuclear  Reactor 

Space  Power  Systems.  Flight  of  Gemini  V  (Ge- mini V). 
March  2,  3  —  Seifriz  on  Protoplasm.  How  Did  Life 

Begin.  Riddle  of  Photosynthesis. 
March  9,  10  —  The  Living  Pattern.  Northern  Ele- phant Seal.  Eternal  Cycle. 
March  16,  17  —  Baboon  Behaviour.  Baboon  Social 

Organisation. March  23,  24  —  Trial  Balance.  The  Big  Ear.  Ariel II. 
A  series  of  programmes  arranged  by  the  Science 

and  Medicine  Department  of  the  University  Li- 
brary in  co-operation  with  the  National  Science 

Film  Library  of  the  Canadian  Film  Institute. 
There  is  NO  ADMISSION  CHARGE 

You  are  invited  to  eat  your  lunch  while  watching 
the  film.  Please  leave  empty  lunch  bags  and  other 
refuse  in  the  receptacles  provided  for  the  purpose. 

OUR  AVERAGE 

STUDENT  READS 

4.7  TIMES 

FASTER 
THAN  HIS 

STARTING  SPEED 

(with  equal  or  better  I 
comprehension  !) 

Mrs.  Evelyn  Wood  spent 
over  16  years'  of  research and  testing  before  opening 
her  now  world-famous 
Reading  Dynamics  InstUuLe in  1959.  There  are  now  19 

HELP  WANTED:  Will  offer  Math  and 
Science  help  in  return.  Call  Sam  RU 
2-1945. 

LARGE  front  room,  furnished,  second floor,  five  minutes  from  Ccmpus.  Good food  ovoilable  nearby,  reasonable  rates. Call  WA  2-0246  after  4  p.m. 
Reading  Dynamics  Insti- 
Ottawa). 

tutes  in  the  U.S.A.  and  TWO 
IN  CANADA  (Toronto  and 
HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED 

Mrs.  Wood  says:  "In  1945  I  sub- mitted my  Master's  thesis  to  Dr.  C. Lowell  Lees,  my  professor  at  the University  of  Utah,  etc.  He  read 
the  80  pages  in  a  matter  of  min- utes, and  before  my  stortled  eyes, 
marked  the  paper  without  missing a  detail.  His  untrained  speed:  6000 
words  per  minute,  compared  to  the 
average  college  graduote's  350. Determined  to  find  the  secret,  I 
spent  2  years  tracking  down  50 
more  people  who  could  read  rapid- 

ly ..  .  and  14  years  later,  after countless  hours  of  research  and 
testing,  I  fought  my  first  public 
classes  in  Washington,  D.C.  So  po- sitive were  the  results  that  the  story 
appeared  in  Time,  Newsweek,  Busi- ness Week,  Esquire,  The  Christian Science  Monitor  and  my  graduates 
appeared  on  The  Tonight  Show, 
Gary  Moore,  I've  Got  A  Secret. Consistently,  my  students  learned 
ro  increase  their  speed  from  3  to 
10  times  .  .  .  WITH  A  GAIN  IN 
UNDERSTANDING  ! 

SINCE  1959,  OVER 
150,000  PEOPLE  HAVE 
TAKEN  MY  COURSE  ! 

Since  Fall  1963  over  600  people 
have  taken  the  Evelyn  Wood  Read- 

ing Dynamics  Course  in  Toronto, 
Kingston  and  Ottawa.  Average  im- provement has  been  over  4  times 
starting  rates,  with  better  compre- hension thon  ot  their  old  slow  stort- rates. 

GUARANTEE: 
If  you  don't  at  least  triple  your 
reading  speed,  with  at  least  equal comprehension,  your  entire  tuition 
will  be  refunded  ! 
FREE  FILM  -  OPEN  HOUSE 
A  free  film  on  Reading  Dynamics  will be  shown  Tues.  &  Thurs.  evenings  at 
8:00  p.m.  ond  on  Sat,  at  11:00  a.m. Drop  in  then,  or  ony  afternoon,  to  leom more  about  this  remarkable  technique, 

EVELYN  WOOD 

READING 

DYNAMICS 

INSTITUTE 
Suite  1103,  Britonnica  House, 151  Bio  or  St.  W. 

Toronto  5,  Ontario 
923-4681 



NEW  COLLEGE  DINING  HALL 

8:00,  FRIDAY,  JAN.  14 

LAWRENCE  OF  ARABIA 

WITH  PETER  O'TOOLE 

ADMISSION:  65c 

CANTERBURY 
THE  ANGLICAN  CHAPLAINCY  IN  THE  UNIVERSITY 

WEDNESDAY  EVENING  SERIES 
SEX,  LOVE,  AND  MARRIAGE 

A  lecture-discussion  series  concerning  fomiliol,  socio!, and  sexuol  relationships 
Wednesdoy,  January  12th  to  Wednesday,  March  2nd 7:30-  9:30  p.m. 

Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. 
The  series  is  offered  in  8  sessions,  each  two  hours  in  length  (with  a  break J?„  ?  m  .  2  sess'.°n  will  include  time  for  discussion,  and  some  sessions will  be  devoted  primarily  to  discussion. 
The  series  is  open  to  all  members  of  the  University,  whelher  single  court- 

series'"'  Cn°Q9ed-    Pof,,c'Pan,s  ore  expected  to  register  for  the  complele 
Jan.    12    Registration  and  Introduction 

HE  g«v-  Co',eI'  D;r«t°L,  Diocesan  Marriage  Serivces The  Rev.  C.  A.  Russell,  Anglican  Choplain 
Jan.    19   Physiology  and  The  Psychology  of  the  Sexes Dr.  Cope  Schwenger,  School  of  Hygiene 
Jon.   26    The  Mores  of  Pairing Panel  and  Discussion 
Feb.     2    The  History  ond  Theology  of  Cnristion  Marriage The  Rev.  John  Spears,  Trinity  Church,  Aurora 
Feb.     9    The  Pottern  of  Love 

The  Rev.  C.  A.  Russell,  Anglican  Chaplain 
Feb.    16    Pressures  ond  Conflicts  In  A  Personol  View  of  Sex Prof.  Gordon  Watson,  Trinity  College 
Feb.   23    Marriage  ond  Familial  Relationships J™'^1  Cork.  Special  Projocls  Reseorch  Associate fne  Addiction  Reseorch  Foundation 
Mar.    2    Sexuol  Union  in  Morriage Dr.  S.  R.  Long,  General  Practitioner 
tio27ectu!.f  w-nd£°"0peJ0ll0n  .?fJhe  Diocesan  Marriage  Services,  addt- 
3mg  ,  and    Pregnancy  ond  Childbirth".  ' 

For  further  information,  phone 
923-1513 CANTERBURY  HOUSE 

PRICE  WATERHOUSE  &  CO. 

CHARTERED  ACCOUNTANTS 

55  YONGE  STREET,  TORONTO 

WE  REQUIRE  GRADUATES  IN 

HONOUR  ARTS  and  ENGINEERING 

Many  graduates  in  these  disciplines  are  unaware 
of  the  challenging  and  stimulating  opportunities 
available  in  a  career  os  o  Chartered  Accountant. 
If  you  would  like  to  find  out  about  the  brood 
exposure  to  Canadian  business  and  the  personal 
development  that  is  offered  through  professional 
training  in  public  accounting  please  contact  the 
partner  or  staff  monager  in  chorge  of  recruitment 
in  our  Toronto  office  to  arrange  for  on  interview. 

E 

FILM 

NIGHT 

925-0595 
WANTED 

925-0595 

An  assortment  of  BLONDES,  BRUNETTES,  RED- 
HEADS and  others  of  GORGEOUS  proportions  ond  of 

FRIENDLY  disposition  to  WORK  part-time  for  MONEY 
at  THE  PENNY  FARTHING  where  we  have  incidental- 

ly that  fine  folk  singer  Adam  Mitchell  nightly  and 
those  well-known  SWINGERS  Jim  McHarg's  Metro 
Stompers  FRIDAY  and  SATURDAY  until  the  DA 

The  Theological  Student  Society 
of  Toronto  presents: 

A  PRAYER  SERVICE 

FOR  CHURCH  UNITY 

JANUARY  18,  1966    8:00  P.M. 

Bloor  Street  United  Church,  300  Bloor  St.  W. 
Speaker: REV.  FINLAY  STEWART,  D.D.  of  Kitchener UNIVERSITY  FACULTY  AND  STUDENTS  CORDIALLY  INVITED 

John uarrie 

THE 

EXISTENTIAL  APPROACH 
TO  THEOLOGY  AND THE 

PROBLEM  OF  GOD 
CARR  HALL  AUDITORIUM 

THURSDAY,  JANUARY  13,  4:00  P.M. 
SPONSORED  BY  THE  HONOUR  SOCIETY 

OF  ST.  MICHAEL'S  COLLEGE 

UNION  CARBIDE 

CANADA  LIMITED 
Interviewing  for  1966  graduates 

THURSDAY,  JANUARY  20 
FRIDAY,  JANUARY  21 

SATURDAY,  JANUARY  22 
Complete  description  of  positions 
in  your  department  libraries. 

Our  Representatives:  G.  W.  Hatfield 
G.  E.  Brown 
L.  L.  Porter 

THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  PHILOSOPHY  CLUB 
presents 

PROF.  Y.  BAR-HILLEL, Hebrew  University  of  Jerusalem 

"THREE  DOGMAS  OF 

PHILOSOPHY  OF  SCIENCE" Thursday,  January  13th,  8:00  p.m. West  Holl,  University  College 
All  students  and  faculty  welcome. Club  memberships  for  sole  for  $2.00 

II  of  0  holds  mass 

for  student  pres. 

killed  in  crash 
OTTAWA — Requiem  mass 

is  being  celebrated  this 
week  at  the  University  of 
Ottawa  for  Francis  James 
Turcot,  22,  president  of  the 
U  of  O  Student  Union,  who 
was  killed  in  a  car  crash Christmas  Day. 
Students  at  Ottawa  have 

asked  that  their  new  stu- dent centre,  proposed  by 
Turcot,  be  dedicated  to  him. 

Turcot,  who  was  studying 
:ivil  law,  was  the  Student 
Union's  publications  com- missioner until  a  year  ago, 
when  the  Union  president 
resigned.  The  Council  elect- 

ed Turcot  with  a  landslide majority. 
Last  summer  he  worked 

with  the  Company  of  Young 
Canadians  in  Ottawa. 
Turcot  had  stayed  in  Ot- 

tawa for  the  student  Christ- 
mas Eve  Mass  and  early 

FRANCIS  JAMES 
(JOCK)  TURCOT 

morning  supper.  The  acci- dent occurred  as  he  was 
driving  home.  Turcot  was 
trying  to  pass  a  truck  when 
he  collided  head-on  with  a 
car. 

Turcot's  funeral  was  held 
Dec.  28  in  has  home  town  of 
St.  Charles  de  Mandeville, 

Que. 
Jean-Pierre  Pouffle,  mem- 

ber of  the  Ottawa  Student 
Union  said,  "The  best  tri- bute we  can  pay  him  is  to 
carry  on  his  work.  He  did 
a  lot;  there  is  still  a  lot  to 
do.  Your  executive  is  proud 
of  Jock  Turcot,  and  knows 
the  students  are  proud  of 

him  too." 
He  is  survived  by  his 

parents,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  F.  A. 
Turcot,  and  10  younger  bro- thers and  sisters. 

MUST  MEETING  MONDAY 

I  FOR  U  OFT  RADIOMEN All  Interested  in  work- 
ing on  the  radio  commit- tee, as  weU  as  those  who worked  in  the  first  term 

MUST  come  to  this  meet- 
ing. This  is  to  discuss 

programming  for  our  re- sumption of  broadcast- 
ing next  Monday.  Meet- 
ing is  in  the  South  Sit- 
ting Room,  Hart  House 

1  at    S    p.m.  Wednesday I  January  12. 
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Handle  with  core 
By  AUSTIN  MARSHALL Industrial  relations  has 

been  labelled  a  "handle- with-care"  parcel  ever  since labor-management  disputes started  exploding  across 
newspapers'  front  pages. This  complicated  and 
touchy  subject  is  the  topic for  study  and  research  in the  newly-formed  Centre  for Industrial  Relations.  The Centre  is  mainly  the  brain- child of  Professor  John 
Crispo,  formerly  of  the  Po- 

litical Economy  Department. Present  facilities  are  limited to  two  offices  in  the  COTC 
Drill  Hall  on  St.  George Street. 

Industrial  relations  en- 
compass a  great  deal  more 

than  the  traditional  union- 
management  combination.  It 
is  an  all-inclusive  phrase, referring  to  all  of  the  prob- 

partments  of  the  university. 
Sometime  in  the  future  the 
department  of  history  may 
offer  a  course  on  the  histo- 

ry of  the  Canadian  labor movement. 
The  Department  of  Psy- 

chology may  offer  a  course 
which  applies  the  behavior- 

al sciences  to  industrial  re- 
lations. At  the  University 

of  Michigan  and  Michigan 
State,  there  is  a  great  em- 

phasis on  examining  the 
problems  confronting  socie- 

ty from  a  behavioral  science 
point  of  view.  Canadian 
schools  have  not  yet  put much  effort  into  applying 
psychology  to  the  behavioral sciences. 

The  Centre  will  also  be  a 
forum  where  people  from 
within  and  beyond  the  uni- 

versity can  come  together 
and    discuss   problems  in- 

JOHN  CRISPO 
— photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 

lems — social,  psychological, 
economic — which  man  faces 
in  his  work  as  a  result  of 
the  industrialization  pro- cess. 
The  primary  goal  of  the 

Centre  is  to  promote  re- 
search, although  present  fa- cilities are  limited  and  the 

whole  field  is  virgin  terri- 
tory. Any  student  who  is 

looking  for  worthwhile  dis- 
sertation or  thesis  topics 

can  find  a  host  of  them  in 
this  field,  regardless  of  the 
discipline  from  which  the 
topic  is  approached. 

At  present  the  Centre  is 
engaged  in  two  major  re- 

search projects.  One  deals 
with  the  various  aspects  of 
the  takeover  of  Canadian 
unions  by  international 
unions.  The  other  is  involv- 

ed with  the  manpower 
problems  described  by  the 
Economic  Council  of  Cana- 

da and  related  closely  to  the 
new  federal  Manpower  De- 
partment. 
The  Centre  has  establish- 

ed a  program  of  summer  in- 
ternships through  which 

corporations,  unions  and 
governments  provide  oppor- tunities for  students  to  find 
out  what  industrial  relations 
is  all  about.  Working  in  the 
field  will  offer  students  a 
chance  to  gain  firsthand  re- 

search experience. 
It  is  possible  that  there 

will  be  development  of 
more  courses  in  industrial 
relations  by  the  various  de- 

volving industrial  relations. 
It  is  the  aim  of  the  Centre 
to  develop  extensive  rela- 

tions with  labor,  manage- 
ment and  government  in 

order  to  set  a  basis  for  fu- 
ture research  through  these 

groups. 
This  goal  is  being  facilitat- 

ed by  the  Advisory  Council 
of  the  Centre  which  consists 
of  such  persons  as  Claude 
Jodoin,  president  of  the  Ca- 

nadian Labour  Congress, 
David  Archer,  president  of 
the  Ontario  Federation  of 
Labour,  HJ.  Clawson,  vice- 
president  of  industrial  rela- 

tions for  Stelco,  and  H.I. 
MacDonald,  chief  economist 
of  the  Ontario  Government 
and  a  former  professor  at 
the  University  of  Toronto. 

Grants  from  the  federal 
and  provincial  Departments 
of  Labor  and  the  Economic 

Council  of  Ontario  have  al- 
ready begun  to  finance  pro- 
jects. During  the  past  sum- 
mer, six  faculty  members 

were  given  grants  to  con- 
duct their  own  research 

projects,  primarily  in  the 
field  of  Canadian  manpower. 
Three  graduate  students were  also  engaged  i 
search  projects  over  the summer. 
Two  conferences  have  laid 

the  plans  to  embark 
series  of  faculty-graduate student  research  seminars 
which  will  be  attended  by prominent  professors  and civil  servants.  The  Centre 
does  not  want  to  be  involved 
in  too  many  conferences, however,  since  they  take  up time  which  can  be  profitably 
used  for  research. 
One  of  the  big  tasks  to  be 

carried  out  is  the  establish- 
ment of  a  generous  scholar- 
ship and  fellowships  fund. 

Next  year,  the  centre  hopes 
to  get  $6,000  in  scholarships and  fellowships,  and  it 
thinks  it  should  be  able  to 
provide  financial  aid  for most  students  engaging 
useful  research  projects. 
Unless  money  can  be  raised, 
the  centre  will  have  little 
hope  of  competing  with  the well-endowed  Americ! 
schools  for  top-calibre  stu- dents. 
The  centre  is  hoping  to 

get  more  faculty  members interested  in  industrial 
lations,  and  is  further  at- 

tempting to  raise  research 
funds  to  assist  them.  If  this 
program  is  successful,  it 
will  be  much  easier  to  de- 

velop inter-disciplinary  co- operation on  such  things  as 
new  courses  of  study. 
The  centre  is  currently 

building  up  a  library  col- 
lection of  industrial  rela- 

tions material  in  the  main 
library.  There  will  be  a  ver- 

tical file  containing  speeches, 
articles,  briefs,  reprints, 
clippings  and  other  informa- 

tion which  would  not  other- wise be  collected. 
Finally,  the  centre 

making  arrangements  to  al- 
low for  the  publication  of 

worthwhile  studies,  especial- 
ly top-grade  these  and  dis- sertations of  graduate  stu- dents. 

At  the  present  time,  the 
centre  reports  directly  to 
the  vice  provost  and  the 
provost.  In  the  forthcoming 
reorganization  of  the  Grad- 

uate School,  the  centre  may 
become  a  part  of  this  school, 
in  which  case  it  will  report 
to  the  Dean  of  the  Graduate School. 

Hart  House  Theatre 

WARDROBE 
Students  interested  in  working  on 

Costumes,  Props,  etc.  for 

THE  SERVANT  OF  TWO  MASTERS 
PLEASE  CALL  WA  3-7193  OR  DROP  IN  AT 

THEATRE  OFFICE 

Your 

Career? 

TRAFFIC 
*  CUSTOMS 

AGRICULTURAL 
SERVICES 

CHEMISTRY 

*  ENGINEERING 

RESEARCH 

AUDIT  & 
ACCOUNTING 

PERSONNEL  & 
INDUSTRIAL 
RELATIONS 

SALES  & 
MARKETING 

TRADING  & 
PURCHASING 

TECHNOLOGY 

&  PRODUCTION 

CANADA  PACKERS  INVITE  GRADUATING  STUDENTS .n  Arts,  Commerce,  Business,  Engineering,  Chemistry end  Agnculture  to  discuss  plans  for  an  interesting  ca- reer in  a  leading  Canadian  industry. 
STUDENT  INTERVIEWS 

with  Canada  Packers'  Representatives  will  be  held  on 
Januaiy  17-18-20-21 

at  times  arranged  by  the  University  Placement  Office. For  further  information,  Canada  Packers'  Annual  Report and  brochure  are  available  at  the  Placement  Office. 

CANADA  PACKERS 

CANADA'S  LARGEST  FOOD  PROCESSOR 

EMPLOYMENT  OPPORTUNITIES 
(Regular  and  Summer) 

in 

EXPLORATION  GEOPHYSICS 

with 
PAN  AMERICAN 

PETROLEUM  CORP. 

(Calgary,  Alberta) 

Interviews  Friday,  Jan.  21, 1966  For  Full  Time 

Saturday  Jan.  22, 1966  For  Summer  Employment 
for 

POST  GRADUATES 
GRADUATES 

UNDERGRADUATES 

GEOPHYSICS 
HONORS  GEOLOGY 
HONORS  MATH 

HONORS  PHYSICS 
ENGINEERING  GEOLOGY 
MINING  ENGINEERING 

Pan  American,  a  member  of  the  Standard  Oil  Com- 
pany (Indiana)  organization,  has  several  challenging 

career  openings  in  the  Canadian  Division  Office  in Calgary. 

We  are  a  rapidly  growing  major  oil  company  offering 
attractive  salaries  and  benefits  in  addition  to  oppor- tunity for  advancement. 
Appoint  menu  for  full  time  Interviews  ore  being  mode  of  Room  123 Mining  Building. 

Summer  Employment  Schedules  ore  ot  581  Spodina  Ave. 
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NOSFERATU,  VRYKOLAKAS,  ET  STREGAE 
Don't  miss  the  Sabbat  in  the  steam  tunnels  at  midnight.   Next  full  moon 

1966 

■RADUATES  I 

ARTS  AND  SCIENCE 

COMMERCE 

The  Canada  Life  Assurance  Company 
OFFERS  YOU  CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES  IN 

*  ACCOUNTING     *  COMPUTER  PROGRAMMING 
*  FINANCE        *  SALES        *  ADMINISTRATION 

*  ACTUARIAL  SCIENCE 
Our  Company  representatives  will  be  conducting 
career  employment  interviews  at  the  University  on 

MONDAY  JANUARY  17th  1966 
We  invite  you  to  reserve  an  interview  time  and 

secure  further  information  at  the  Placement  office. 

Our  doubts  are  traitors, 

and  make  us  lose  the  good 

we  oft' might  win. —  Measure  for  Measure,  Act  I. 

If  you're  looking  for  a  challenging  career  opportunity . . . 
where  your  professional  approach  to  problem-solving  will 
be  respected  and  rewarded  . . .  Alcan  is  your  answer.  No 
doubt  about  it. 

Alcan  is  looking  for  enterprising  university  graduates 
to  meet  expanding  needs  of  the  future,  and  to  win 
personal  fulfilment  in  the  productive  environment  of  our 
Company's  diversified  operations. 

Your  Placement  Office  has  copies  of  "Alcan— A  Growth 
Company".  Further  information  dealing  with  your  specific interests  can  be  discussed  during  a  personal  interview. 

Mr.  D.  F.  Nasmith  and  Mr.  J.  J.  Lawless  will  conduct 
on-campus  interviews 

JANUARY  20.  21,  1966 
CHEMICAL  ENGINEERING  •  INDUSTRIAL  ENGINEERING 

MECHANICAL  ENGINEERING  •  METALLURGICAL  ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING  •  ENGINEERING  PHYSICS 
HONOURS  CHEMISTRY  .  HONOURS  MATHEMATICS 

HONOURS  PHYSICS 

A ALCAN 

Aluminum  Company  of  Canada,  Ltd. 

SUNOCf 

ENGINEERING 

GRADS 

TECHNICAL  SALES  AND  SERVICE 
INDUSTRIAL  DIVISION 

If  you  are  interested,  please  register 
for  Campus  interview  on  January  20th. 

SUN  OIL  COMPANY  LIMITED 

FORD 

MOTOR  COMPANY 

OF  CANADA,  LIMITED 

INVITES 

YOU 

to  meet  its 

representative 
on  campus 
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January  21st  &  22nd,  1966 

Graduating  Seniors  In 

ENGINEERING 

Learn  What  FORD  Can 

Offer  YOU 

Arrangements  For  Interviews  Con  Be  Mode  And 
Further  Information  Obtained  At 

Room  123,  Mining  Building 
Between  Jan.  3  and  Jan.  14 

< 



Blue  and  Yellow  lived  in  sin By  ROD  RITCHIE 
David  Mossop  (II  SMC) proposed  a  new  theory  to the  world  of  physics  at  a Hart  House  noon-hour  de- bate yesterday. 
In  his  thesis  on  the  origin of  the  color  green  he  said: 

"In  the  beginning,  gentle- men, there  were  two  colors 
—Miss  Blue  and  Mr.  Yel- low. Long  ago,  Miss  Blue,  a sacred  vessel  of  woman- 

hood was  crossing  Queens Park  when  a  certain  Mr. Yellow  (vile  brute)  leapt out  from  the  trees  and violated  her.  Nine  months later  their  villainous  bas- tard son.  Green,  was  born to  them.  This  is  conclusive 
evidence  of  the  illegitimacy 
of  the  color  green." 
Mossop  was  speaking  for 

the  Blues  on  the  topic— 

"Green  as  a  color  is  prefer- 
able to  blue." 

He  continued,  "I  hold before  you  this  brown  pa- 
per bag.  It  is  the  airlines' answer  to  the  color  green." Par'ner  Peter  Drake 

.™  ̂   in  exalting  blue  said, Blue  is  the  blessed  child of  nature.  The  water  is blue,  the  eternal  sky  is  blue and  so  was  the  wind  that 
blewed  last  night." Peter  Szekely  (I  UC)  of 
the  greens  countered,  "But gentlemen,  green  is  the  col- 

or espoused  by  the  geatest English  writer  of  all— Sha- 
kespeare. In  "Twelfth Night"  he  says,  "She  pined in  thought/ And  with  a  green melancholy  she  sat/Like  Pa- 

tience on  a  monument." 
"She  must  have  had  indi- 

gestion," was  the  immediate reply  of  the  blues. 

Drake  of  the  Blues  re- mained adamant. 
He  said,  "After  making an  exhaustive  study  I  have concluded  that  eight  of  the 

last  12  Playmates-of-the- Month  have  had  blue  eyes Regardless  of  what  Mother 
says,  if  it's  good  enough  for Hef,  it's  good  enough,  for me.  Look  at  Ann-Margret. She  has  green  eyes.  Now 
she's  camp.  But  I  wouldn't mind  camping  out  with 

her." 

Earl  Mernick  (II  Inn)  of the  Greens  emphasized  the value  of  the  color  green.  He 
said,  "Green  is  the  color  of money.  A  green  bill  is  a sight  to  warm  the  hearts  of 
everyone  in  this  room." Retorted  Drake  of  the 
Blues,  "That  may  be  but  I'd be  a  hell  of  a  lot  warmer 
if  I  had  a  blue  one." 

McGill  rejects  (IGEQ  membership 
MONTREAL — McGill  stu- 

dents have  once  again  re- 
jected membership  in  l'U- nion  Generate  des  Etudiants 

du  Quebec  (UGEQ). 
In  their  second  vote  on 

the  issue  in  a  month,  2,859 
students  voted  last  Friday 
against  membership  while 2,538  favored  it. 
The  first  referendum  on 

Dec.  I  was  invalidated  after 
a  long  controversy  in  the 
McGill  Students  Council— 

a  polling  station  ran  out  of 
ballots,  possibly  depriving some  students  of  votes. 
In  the  Quebec  context, 

the  vote  is  regarded  as  a crushing  defeat  for  the 
English  moderate  wing  in Quebec  and  could  precipit- 

ate another  crisis  in  the  Mc- 
Gill Students  Council.  The student  executive  had 

threatened  to  resign  if  the 
student  body  did  not  accept 
UGEQ  membership. 

In  addition,  the  power  of the  radical  separatist  ele- ment from  the  Universities of  Montreal  and  Laval  will now  be  solidified  against more  moderate  English,  and French  elements  in  UGEQ. 

GRIFFIN  TAPE  TO  BE 

PLAYED  AT  HART  HOUSE 
A  CBC  tape  recording  of John  Howard  Griffin,  au- thor of  Black  Like  Me,  will 

be  played  in  Hart  House, Wednesday  January  12. 
The  tape  contains  obser- 

vations on  what  it's  like  to 
be  a  Negro  in  the  U.S.  by the  man  who  changed  his skin  color. 
The  recordings  are  being 

played  in  the  South  Sitting Room  at  8.30  p.m. 

MAVOR  MOORE,  director  of  the  St.  Lawrence  Centre  for 
the  Performing  Arts,  and  a  well-known  Canadian  producer- director-playwright,  will  be  honorary  visitor  at  a  Hart House  debate  tomorrow  night.  The  debate,  on  the  topic 
"Resolved  that  the  future  for  Canadian  artists  lies  abroad" is  part  of  the  Hart  House  Festival  of  the  Arts. 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 

;  loughl  by  McGill,  Yale  and Cornell  Uni -  The  Fir 

:st  - 

FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 
Every  Man.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 

or  arranged  privotely  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  ! 

to  be  sure  of  a  scot 
Development  Institute 

31  Bloor  St.  W.  Toronto 
"The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

Let's  discuss  YOU  and  the  Timken  Company's  career opportunities  in  Canada  and  the  U.S.  on  campus Contact  your  placement  office  today  for  an  inter- 
view. Challenging  positions  in  operating  manage- 
ment of  our  Canadian  manufacturing  facilities Also  excellent  careers  in  engineering,  research  and 

soles  for  those  interested  in  becoming  U.S.  residents 
Canadian  Timken  Division;  St.  Thomas,'  Ontario Makers  of  tapered  roller  bearing,  alloy  steels  and rock  bits. 

NEED  EXCITEMENT? 

SKATE  FREE  TO  MUSIC  WITH  SOPHIE  AND  ALPHONSE. ' A  BLUE  4  WHITE  SOCIETY  ACTIVITY 

Canadian  Pacific 

seeks  university  graduates 

to  meet  the  challenge 
of  its  diversified 

and  highly  complex 

organization! 

The  company 

Canadian  Pacific  is  a  privately  owned  diversified enterprise.  In  addition  to  railway  freight passenger  and  express  facilities  it  operates international  and  domestic  air  passenger  and cargo  services,  ocean-going  and  coastal steamships,  nationwide  telecommunications services  linking  principal  points  in  Canada  with connections  to  all  parts  of  the  world,  highway truck  transport  facilities,  railway  piggy-back services,  city  and  resort  hotels,  oil  and  gas production,  pipe  lines,  real  estate  and  logging. 
The  challenge 

Co 

The  complexity  of  Canadian  Pacific's  highly diversified  activities  and  the  problems  involved  in its  successful  operation,  offer  a  university 
graduate  great  scope  for  creative  work  and  self 
expression. 

The  opportunity 
There  are  many  openings  at  Canadian  Pacific 
for  young  men  and  women  in  Accounting, 
Engineering  (Buildings,  Bridges,  Signals), 
Finance,  Integrated  Data  Processing,  Investment, Motive  Power  and  Rolling  Stock,  Research, Telecommunications  and  Traffic.  Advancement  is 
fast  for  a  university  graduate  with  imagination  and 
initiative.  Opportunities  for  professional 
advancement  occur  through  attendance  at 
seminars  and  conferences.  The  usual  company 
benefits  are  provided  and  financial  assistance  is 
extended  to  those  who  undertake  further  studies on  their  own  time. 

Interviews  on  campus  January 20, 21,  22j 
For  an  immediate  interview,  contact  Canadian 
Pacific's  Supervisor  of  Employment,  Union Station,  Toronto,  Ont 

Canadian (Pactfic 
Trains  /  TRUCKS  /  SHIPS  /  PLANES  /  HOTELS  /  TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
WORLD'S   MOST  COMPLETE  TRANSPORTATION  SYSTEM 
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COMING  SOON 

ICE  FROLICS  66 

VARSITY  ARENA 

MON.  FEB.  7,  8  P. 
DR.  CHARLES  SNELLING 

PETRA  BURKA 
WOMAN'S  WORLD  SKATING  CHAMPION  1965 

CANADA'S  OUTSTANDING  ATHLETE  OF  THE  YEAR  1965 

WIN  A  MUSTANG  AT  THE  WINTER  CARNIVAL 

FOLK  SINGING  SHOW 

VARSITY  ARENA  -  SUN.  FEB.  13  8  P.M. 

RICH  LITTLE  -  GORD  LIGHTFOOT  -  ALLAN-WARD  TRIO 

THE 
PAPERBACK 
.BOOKSHOPi 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apr.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT 

B.A. 

IS  THERE 

A  FAST-GROWING,  DIVERSIFIED, 

CANADIAN  COMPANY 

YOU  CAN  JOIN 

NOW? 

THERE  IS:  DOMTAR. 

Domtar  Limited  is  one  of  Canada's 
most  vital  and  diversified  com- 

panies. It  produces  a  world  of 
products  for  a  world  of  people! 

pulp  and  paper,  building  and 
construction  materials,  chemical 
products,  packaging  products, 
products  for  the  home  and 
kitchen. 

University  graduates  in  the  engi- 
neering fields,  in  the  sciences. 

business  administration,  and  in 
commerce  and  finance  will  find 

ample  opportunities  for  their  ini- 
tiative and  imagination  within 

the  modern  Domtar  operations. 
21,000  Canadian  employees  de- 

velop, produce  and  market  Dom- 
tar's  wide  range  of  consumer  and 
industrial  products  in  1 21  plants, 
mills  and  laboratories  from  Vic- 

toria to  Halifax.  In  addition,  there 
are  Domtar  facilities  in  the  United 
States,  the  United  Kingdom, 
Europe  and  the  West  Indies. 

A  Domtar  representative  visits 
Canadian  universities  throughout 

the  school  year.  He'll  be  happy 
to  discuss  career  opportunities 
available  today  at  Domtar.  If  you 
would  like  a  booklet  describing 

DOMTAR 

the  opportunities  within  Domtar, 
write  to:  Recruitment  Services, 
Domtar  Limited,  2100  Sun  Life 
Building,  Montreal,  Quebec. 

DOMTAR 
LIMITED 

UWO  cagers 

visit  ladies 

By  MARILYN  LAMSON 
Toronto's  Intermedi  ate 

and  Intercollegiate  Volley- ball and  Basketball  Teams 
will  be  playing  in  the  second 
part  of  a  home  and  home exhibition  series  against  the 
University  of  Western  On- tario. Perennial"  rivals  in 
these  two  sports,  the  teams 
will  meet  at  the  Benson 
Building  on  Saturday  morn- 

ing starting  at  9:30.  Specta- tors are  welcomed  (even 
men). 

In  Basketball,  in  the  first 
part  of  this  series  before 
Christmas  the  Intermediate 
team  was  able  to  extend 
themselves  to  within  a  few 
points  of  the  victorious Western  team  while  the  In- 

tercollegiate Team  was  em- barrassingly trounced  by 
Western.  Western's  Intercol- 

legiate Team  which  has 
gone  unbeaten  for  the  last 
five  years  seems  to  be  able 
to  unbalance  their  oppo- 

nents in  the  Intercollegiate 
circuit  with  their  precision 
passing  and  highly  skilled offensive  unit. 

Hopes  are  high  that  the 
Toronto  unit  will  be  able 
to  exert  that  extra  effort  to 

upset  the  Western  Basket- 
ball contingent  this  Satur- 

day. 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Having  reached  the  half- 
way mark  in  the  Women's Interfaculty  Ice  Hockey 

Schedule  this  year,  the  vari- 
ous teams  involved  have  had 

many  exciting  games.  PHE 
I,  with  6  points  in  3 
games,  leads  League  I;  Vic 
II,  with  4  points  in  2  games 
is  second. 

The  strong  PHE  I  team 
has  several  high  scorers  — 
Sue  Maki  (3),  Leslie  Jones 

(4),  Gail  Wilson  (6).  Mari- lyn Harris  (Pharmacy)  has 
accounted  for  8  goals  and 
Pat  Blachford  (Meds)  has  3. 
On  Monday,  Feb.  7th  at 

8  a.m.  PHE  I  meets  Vic  I 
for  what  should  be  the  clos- 

est game  of  the  season. 
In  League  II,  Nursing  and 

Innis  lead  with  4  points 
each.  Top  scorers  are  Ma- rion Gibson  (Vic  II)  and 
Jane  Huntley  (Nursing) 
with  3  goals  each,  and  Mary 
Ferguson  (New-U.C.)  with  2. 
Since  all  these  games 

featured  fast  skating,  close 
checking,  and  good  posi- 

tional play,  even  better  per- formances are  expected  in 
the  future.  Spectators  are 
welcome  to  watch  the  girls 
in  action,  the  best  opportu- 

nity for  attending  games  be- 
ing on  Thursdays  at  1:30 

p.m. 
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team  meets  Guelph 

in  first  intercollegiate  test Ku    PETBD  U.rDCtTu By  PETER  McCREATH 

Tonight  Varsity  Swim- 
ming Blues  face  their  first 

Canadian  collegiate  competi- 
tion of  the  year,  when  they 

meet  the  University  of 
Guelph  at  Hart  House.  At 
the  same  time,  a  Varsity 
intermediate  team  will  face 
Trinity  College  School,  of 
Port  Hope,  over  intramural distances. 
Blues  will  be  essentially  the 

group  which  won  last  year's OQAA   championship,  with 

only  three  newcomers:  grad 
student  Chris  Fisher,  Rob 
Campbell  (back  after  a 
year's  ineligibility)  and Steve  Gerring. 
Blues  are  stronger  than 

ever  this  year,  with  veterans 
Peter  Richardson,  Graeme 
Barber  and  Theo  van  Ryn 
all  off  to  fine  starts,  the  lat- 

ter registering  a  22.9  second 
50  yard  freestyle  very  early 
in  the  season,  a  time  only  .1 
off  the  OQAA  record.  The 
backstroke  event  should  see 
a  continuation  of  the  strong 

rivalry  between  Blues'  swim- mers Stan  Walker  and  Chris McNaught. 
Blues  should  again  be 

strong  in  the  breaststroke with  Mike  Chapelle  and hardworkers  Jim  Parker and  Paul  Fisher. 
Freshmen  Cowan,  Watts 

and  Leroy  will  feature  in the  intermediate  events  for the  Blues. 
NOTES  :   Roger  Bar- 

cant  is  back  working  out 
after  a  bout  with  mononu- cleosis. 

Weakened  wrestlers  take  on  Guelph By  BOB  CLARK 

University  of  Toronto 
wrestling  Blues  don  the  role 
of  underdogs  as  they  take 
on  a  tighly  rated  Univer- 

sity of  Guelph  team  at  Hart 
House  tonight. 

As  part  of  Athletic  night 
festivities  to  be  held,  the 
grapplers,  partially  weaken- 

ed by  injuries  and  inexperi- 
ence, will  be  in  for  a  rough 

night.  University  of  Guelph's 
squad  contains  superiority 
in    both    experience  and 

depth. 
In  the  123-Ib  class,  Guelph's Henry  Proulx  will  accumu- 

late his  easiest  victory  as 
Varsity  has  no  competitor 
to  put  against  him. 

In  the  130-lb  class,  Var- 
sity's Rick  Kesten  opposes Peter  Angus,  brother  of 

Blues'  Larry  Angus;  in  137- lb  Clive  Good  faces  Tom 
Burns;  145-lb,  Bob  Kellar- 
man  vs.  Ed  Dahl;  152-lb,  Ed 
Duffield  vs.  Roger  McCrea- 
dy,  with  Larry  Angus  as 
alternate  for  Varsity;  160-lb, 

Doner  vs.  Brian 
Jamieson;  167-lb,  John  Per- 

kins vs.  Lloyd  Clare;  177-lb, 
Andy  Grant  vs.  Nick  Schoir; 
191-lb,  Bruce  Seale  vs.  Al 
Hayward,  and  in  the  heavy, 
weight.  Varsity's  Peep  Kor- 
gemagi  opposes  Guelph's Doug  Brown. 
FOOTNOTES:  Varsity's 

grapplers  sport  a  1-1  record 
winning  23-20  from  Water- 

loo, and  losing  28-8  to  Ro- chester... Blues  at  last  have 
a  new,  full-time  coach  in Bill  Van  Riet. 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Law,  Engineers  victors  hockey  action 
By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

Law  Lords  and  Sr.  En- 
gineering moved  into  a  tie 

for  second  place  as  they 
each  picked  up  victories  in 
group  I  of  the  interfaculty 
hockey  league.  Each  team 
is  now  one  point  behind 
first  place  Vic  I. 

Pete  Speyer,  Brit  Mock- 
ridge,  and  Don  Arthurs  each 
tallied  once  as  Law  dumped 
St.  Mike's  A  3-1.  Dick Christenson  counted  the 
lone  score  for  the  Irish,  who 
dropped  into  third  place  as 
a  result  of  the  loss. 
Gord  Fraser  scored  with 

thirteen  seconds  left  in  the 
game  to  give  Sr.  Engineer- 

ing a  1-0  decision  over  luck- 
less U.C.  I.  Rich  Lint  chalk- 

ed up  the  shutout. 
The  win  for  the  engineers 

was  their  fourth  of  the  sea- 
son against  a  loss  and  a  tie. 

In  the  only  group  II  game 
scheduled,  Dentistry  A 
widened  their  first-place 
lead  to  two  points  as  they 
fought  to  a  1-1  tie  with  Tri- 

nity A. 
Phil  Kosoy  scored  the 

lone  goal  for  the  dentists 
while  Reg  Walsh  replied  for 
Trinity  who  moved  onto  a 
second-place'  tie  with  Meds 
A  by  virtue  of  the  tie. 

In  group  III  action  St. 
Mike's  B  and  Jr.  Engineer- 

ing each  picked  up  wins  at 
the  expense  of  Pharmacy  A. 
Mike  Shea,  Terry  Scott, 

Hugo  Perressoti,  Jim  Hur- 
ley and  Paul  Cavanaugh  di- vided the  scoring  evenly  as 

St.  Mike's  blasted  Pharmacy 
5-0. 

The  Jr.  engineers  got  all 
the  scoring  they  needed 
from  Danny  Higashi  and 
Paul  Taylor  as  they  edged 
the     medicine-mixers  2-1. RUBBY  RESULTS:  Vic 
III  8,  Eng.  Ill  1;  Eng.  IV  4, 
Music  2;  Knox  1,  Architec- 

ture 1;  Innis  I  5,  New  I  4. 

AT  MONTREAL 

Richard  Jr.  given  ax 
Maurice  Richard  Jr.  has 

been  given  his  release  by 
University  of  Montreal  Ca- 
rabins,  Canadian  Press  the 
national  wire  service,  re- 

ported yesterday. 
CP,  however,  failed  to 

mention  whether  his  release 
was  unconditional  or  not. 
It  is  not  known  if  Richard 
has  been  placed  on  waivers 
or  whether  any  team  in  the 
Senior  Intercollegiate  Hock- 

ey League  will  put  in  a 
claim  for  him  if  he  is  put on  the  waiver  list. 
Richard  has  indicated  he 

will  balk  at  demotion  to  the 
minors  if  not  claimed  by  a 
SIHL  team.  He  has  also  in- 

dicated he  will  continue  his 
studies  at  U  of  M. 

In  other  league  develop- 
ments, Briggs  Crichton, 

coach  of  University  of 
Guelph's  cellar  dwelling Redmen  has  announced  the 
addition  of  two  players. 
They  are  forwards  Larry 

Ego  and  John  Forsythe. 
Forsytbe  will  take  over 

for  Ron  Flood  who  has  de- 
parted the  university. Crichton,  who  early  in the  season  talked  with  Hap Emms  of  Boston  Bruins 

and  Jim  Gregory  of  Leafs, 
is  hoping  the  replacements' will  lead  Redmen  to  their 
first  victory  of  the  year  be- fore the  year  is  over. 

HOCKEY  STANDINGS W  L  . 
Waterloo     .  4    A  0  0  29 Western    ..5    4  1  0  27 Tcronto   ...  4    3  1  <0  20 
Queen's     .     5    3  2  0  25 Montreal     .  5    2  3  0  22 McGill    ....  5    2  3  0  I 4 Lavol               6    2  4  0  21 McMoster  .41  3  0  20 Guelph   A    0  4  0  II 

LAST  WEEK'S  RESULTS 
Western  4  at  Waterloo  6 
Queen's  3  at  Western  4 Queen's  5  at  Guelph  3 FUTURE  GAMES 
Tonight — Toronto  at  McMaster 
Friday— Queen's  ot  Toronto Western  ot  McGill Waterloo  at  Laval Saturday — Waterloo  at  Monfreol 

Western  at  Queen's McMaster  ot  Guelph 
BASKETBALL  STANDINGS 

Toronto Western Woterloo 
McMoster 

Lost  Wcck'i Guelph  20  ot  Watt Future  Gome* 
Tonight — Waterloo  at  Toront McMoster  at  Guelpl 
Friday — McMaster  ot  Westeri 

s  Results 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 

ATTENTION:  AU  BOWLING  REPS  JJ,-"-'«  ' 

(ALL  COLLEGES) 

£Z£X*E%r°  ™»  ,2,h  <"  ':°<>  *m.  in  Lecture  Room  _ VOLLEYBALL  GAMES 
rhurs.  Jon.  13     Lower  So  Hi 

HOCKEY 
Mon.,  Jon.  17      12,30  Eng  IX 130  New  III 7.00  Eng.  XVI 8.00  Eng.  V 

9.00  Eng.  X 

Toes.,  Jan.  18        1.00  Low  I 4.00  St.  M.  D 7  00  Sr.  Eng. 
8.00  PHE.  B 
9  00  New  I 

Wed.,  Jon.  19        8.00  a.m.  Enq  XVII 12.30  U.C.I 1-30  U.C.  Ill ■4.00  Trin.  D 
7.00  Med,  A 8.00  Arch 
9.00  Knox 

Thur.,  Jon.  20      12,30  St.  M  B 4  00  Vic  II 700  U.C.  II 
8 00  Med  B 9.00  Low  II 

i.  21       12,30  Vic.  1 1.30  St.  M.  A 
5  30  U.C.  I  - 

Vic.  VIII 
Eng.  XIII Phorm.  B 

WATER  POLO 
Man.,  Jan.  1 7 

Vic.  Ill St.  M.  F Dent.  A 
Scar 
Wye Jr.  Eng. 
Trin.  A 
Innis  1 Dent.  B For.  B Sr.  Eng. 
PHE,  I Low  I 

Starr,  Ransom Starr,  Ransom 
Legge,  Appleton Legge,  Appleton Legge,  Appleton Bartlett,  Cameron 
Dainty,  Chamberlain Awrey,  Hicks 
Awrey,  Hicks Awrey,  Hicks 
Dainty,  Chamberlain Sutler,  Harris 
Butler,  Harris 
Morgan,  Morrison Greene,  Fuller 
Greene,  Fuller Greene,  Fuller 
Rumble,  Corson Rumble,  Carson Chondler,  Richardson 
Chandler,  Richordson Chandler,  Richordson 
Speyer,  Chandler Speyer,  Chondler Butler,  Comeron 

4,00-4  45 6.15-7.00 1 .00-2,00 ■4-00-4,45 

6.30-7.15 7,15-8.00 
8.00-8.45 
5.00-5.45 
6.30-7.15 7.15-8.00 
1.00-2.00 

Vic.  II  v 
Med.  II  Yr! 
St.  M.  A  v Eng. I  \ 
Pre-Med  1  \ 
Med.  I  Yr.  v 
St.  M.  B  v 

SQUASH Tues.,  Jan.  18       6.20  Law  A 7.00  Sr  Eng. 7.40  New 
Wed.,  Jon.  19        1.00  St  M 
_         ,  5.00  Law  B Thur.,  Hon.  20        1 .00  Eng  III 6.20  Innis 7.00  Eng.  II 7.40  Law  C 

New 
Arch U.C. 
Med.  Ill  > 
Dent 
Forestry 

Med!  A 

Dent Trin.  C 
Med.  8 Med.  C 

Muronyi 
Meronen 
Pigott Pigott Felkai 
Felkai Fetkoi 
Russell 

BASKETBALL— INTERFACULTY  &  INTERMEDIATE 

Wed  ,  Jan.  19 

!  00  Vic.  . 4.00  St.  M  B 
1.00  Vic.  Ill 4.00  PHE.  Ill 
6  30  Vic.  IV 7.30  Dent.  8 8.30  New.  II 1 .00  Eng.  IV 4.00  Vic.  II 
6.30  Innis  I 1 .00  Emman 4.00  Phorm  B 6.30  Med.  B 7.30  SGS  Phys 8.30  LowC 1 .00  Jr.  Eng 
4.00  PHE.  IV 

INTERFACULTY  BASKETBALL  NIGHT- 

Sr.  Eng  Sternberg,  Lockhe PHE.  II  Neidre,  Epstein 
vs     Eng.  Ill  Lerner,  Rosenberg vs    St.  M.  C  Lockhart,  Rosenberg vs    Med.  C  Bulos,  Lerner 
vs    Low  B  Bulos,  Lerner vs    Grad.  Stud  Bulos,  Lemer 
vs    Trin.  B  Rosenberg,  Lerner vs    Arch.  A  Lockhart,  Epstein 
vs     fHE.  I  Richie,  Sternberg vs     Innis  II  Lockhort,  Rosenberg vs     For.  A  Rosenberg,  Lockhort vs     New  I  Lerner.  Moncorz vs    Arch.  B  Lerner,  Moncorz vs  Wye  Lerner,  Moncorz Sternberg,  Lerner Rosenberg,  Lockhort 

5.00  Sr.  Eng. 6.00  Law  A 
7.00  Pharm,  A 8.00  St.M.A 

LADIES  ADMITTED 
Richie,  Shepherd 

BASKETBALL — RECREATIONAL 

Jan.  21 

1,00  Eng,6T8 
1.00  NChem 5.00  Jesters 6.00  Hoopsters 7.00  Drongos 
1.00  II  Indust 5,00  Vic  Gold 
6.00  69'ers 7.00  Dent.  I  Yr 8.00  Vic  Scarlet 
1 .00  Vestels 

Dent  A  Richie,  Sternberg U.C.  II  Richie,  Sternberg Med.  A  Richie,  Sternberg 

Eng.  Grods  Shaver I  Indust  Kirkpotrick HCivils  Eadie Elliott's  Grods  Eadie 
Double  Bloes  Eadie 
Ml  Indust  Kirkpotrick 
Fungi  Elliott Undergrods  Elliott McCaul  Balconi St.  M.  The  Teom  Bolconi 
New  D  Shover 

|  SPECIAL  EVENTS  WEEK i  INDOOR  TRACK— First  Weekly  Event,  Tues.,  Jon.  18,  5.30  p.m 600  yds — Enter  ot  the  track 
INTERFACULTY  MEETS — Wed.,  Jan.  19,  Athletic  Night Wrestling  -  Gymnastics  -  Swimming 

For  further  information,  apply  Intramural  office 

Wed.,  Jan.  12  at  5,  U.C.  106 
DR.  R.  C.  ROEDER 
deportment  of  astronomy 
speaks  on: MAN  and  the 
EXPANDING  UNIVERSE 

sponsored  by  the  Humanist  &  Unitarian  Society 

CUS  RUSSIAN  TOUR  1966 
30  days,  starting  June  7  from  London 

Cost  $492.00 
Stops  at  Amsterdam,  Copenhagen,  Leningrad 

Moscow,  Warsaw,  Prague,  Paris 
Furlher  information  at  the  SAC  Office 

For  application  forms,  write  to: 
CANADIAN  UNION  OF  STUDENTS, 
1117  ST.  CATHERINE  ST.  W.,  ROOM  600 MONTREAL,  P.Q. 
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WARRIORS  VISITING 

Holowachuk  back  
in  lineup _   i  +       nninn  tn  hiP  " 

By  RICH  PYNE 

League  play  recommences 

tonight  for  Cactus  Jack's Hart  House  crew  as  they 

pluy  host  to  a  Waterloo's Warriors  at  8:30  p.m. 
Waterloo  has  played  only 

one  game,  that  a  98-60  loss to  Lancers. 
After  a  bad  shaking  up  by 

a  hot  Roberts  Wesleyan  team 
Saturday  night  Blues  at 
least  have  the  advantage  of 
knowing  their  weakness  lies 
on  defense  and  judging  from 
Warriors'  performance  in Windsor,  where  they  kept 
Lancers  under  100  points 
(the  only  time  this  season) 
defence  may  well  be  Water- loo's strength. The  return  to  action  of 
second-team  all-star  forward 
Jim  Holowachuk  will  un- 

doubtedly prove  a  positive 
factor  in  improving  Blues' game  all  round.  Last  season 
hi  led  Blues'  big  men  with 
1.  .1  rebounds  per  game  and 
was  their  second  highest 
scorer  behind  Dave  West, 
averaging  17.4  points  over 
the  12  game  schedule. 

It's  been  a  long  time  since 
Holowachuk  has  been  par- 

ticipating in  strenuous  acti- 
vity and  even  longer  since 

he's  played  in  a  basketball 
game.  It  is  understandable 
that  anyone  who  has  been 
out  of  circulation  that  long 
is  naturally  reluctant  to 
chance  a  recurrence  of  an 
injury,  especially  one  as  de- 

licate as  torn  knee  ligaments 
with  its  lengthy  recovery 

period.  Consequently  Holo- wachuk, though  he  has  look- 
ed as  strong  as  ever  in  re- cent practices  and  though 

his  doctor  has  given  him  a 
go-ahead,  has  decided  to 
wear  a  brace  for  Wednes- 

day's game. 
Often  the  feeling  of  an  in- 

jury incurred  for  any  per- 
iod of  time  becomes  habit- 
ual. A  splintered  shin  or 

bone  bruise  are  often  felt 
long  after  they  have  healed, 

JIM  HOLOWACHUK He's  back  .  .  . 

and  they  are  felt  precisely 
because  of  the  fear  of  a  re- 

currence. Holowachuk  re- 
cognizes this.  "It's  probably 

all  in  my  mind,"  he  disclosed 
thoughtfully,  "But  better 
safe  than  sorry." McManus  concurs  in  this 
analysis,  "If  a  brace  will  give him  the  confidence  he  needs 

to  play  his  best  then  that's 

the  way  it's  going  to  be." Wednesday's  game  is  not 
in  the  least  an  unimportant 
one,  for  a  victory  will  place 
Blues  in  a  tie  for  first  place 
while  a  loss  will  give  Wind- 

sor a  game  advantage  which 
will  be  almost  impossible  to make  up. 

John  O'Neill's  retirement 
has  relieved  McManus  of 
the  ticklish  decision  of  who 
to  replace  Holowachuk  with. 
As  a  result  Wednesday's lineup  consists  of  the  same 

players  which  were  success- ful in  Blues'  first  two  games. 
Lockhart  and  Woloshyn 

will  probably  start  at  guards 
backed  up  by  Phil  Lapides 
and  John  Rogers.  John  Had- den  and  Doug  Richardson 
alternate  at  center  while 
Nolan  Kane  and  Ron  Kimel 
will  undoubtedly  get  the  call 
at  forward,  with  Arvo  Neidre 
and  Holowachuk  in  reserve. 
McManus  will  not  start 

Holowachuk  Wednesday  be- cause, in  his  opinion,  it 
would  not  be  fair  to  the  rest 
of  the  players  who  have 
slugged  it  out  so  far  this 
season.  "Bui,"  he  adds "There's  no  reason  why  he 
can't  work  himself  right 

back  into  the  line-up.  He's quite  a  ball  player  when  he 

gets  going." 
For  those  who  wonder: 

Blues  play  Andy's  A.C.  to- morrow night  at  5  p.m.  at 
Hart  House.  .  Former  Var- 

sity great  Dave  West,  is  a 

guard  for  Andy's. 

Warm  up  the  Barn  Mas, 

Varsity  Blues  are  coming 
By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 

If  the  old  grey  mare  ain't what  she  used  to  be,  the 
reason  is  she's  been  stored 
in  the  Dundas  Barn,  Mac- 
Master  Marlins'  excuse  for an  arena. 
Though  there  is  no  truth 

to  the  rumour  Lord  Simcoe 
once  played  there,  the  rink 
is  one  of  the  oldest  and 
coldest  in  the  province  and 
definilely  not  conducive  to 
good  hockey. 

Varsity  Blues,  who  play 
Marlins  in  the  Barn  to- 

night, have  discovered  this 
on  several  occasions  in  the 
past  few  seasons. 
Although  Marlins  have 

had  weak  teams  over  this 
period,  they  have  made 
Blues  look  very  ordinary  in 
Dundas. 
Last  year,  Blues  barely 

managed  to  defeat  Mac  in 
Dundas,  taking  a  5-4  deci- 

sion on  a  goal  by  Gord  Cun- 
ningham in  the  dying  minu- tes of  the  game. 

In  Toronto  however,  it 
was  a  different  story.  Blues 
clobbered  Marlins  11-3.  The 
pattern  seems  to  be  con- tinuing this  year. 
In  an  exhibition  game 

earlier  in  the  season  at  the 
Barn,  Bob  McClelland 
broke  a  4-4  tie  with  less 

than  two  minutes  remain- 
ing in  the  third  period  to 

give  Blues  the  win.  But  two 
days  later  at  Varsity  Arena, 
the  score  was  14-2  in  favor 
of  Blues. 
The  main  problem  with 

the  Dundas  pond  is  the  di- 
mensions. It's  neither  very 

long  nor  wide  and  tends  to 
favor  a  poor  skating,  poor 
passing  team. This  definitely  is  not  to 
Blues'  advantage  and  their 
performance  shows  it.  For 

from  the 

cheap  seats2 

by  howie  fluxgold varsity  sports  editor 

makes  him  easier  to  check. 
Monteith,  who  holds  nu- 

merous Senior  Intercolle- 
giate Hockey  League  scor- ing records,  will  be  on  a line  with  his  brother  Henry 

and  centre  Paul  Laurent, 
Gord  Cunningham  moves from  this  line  to  right  wing 

alongside  centre  Murray 
Stroud  and  Ward  Passi, 
The  third  line  remains  in- 

tact with  Bob  McClelland 
at  centre  between  Pete  Bur- 
wash  and  Bryan  Tompson 

Marlins  are  currently  in 
eighth  place  in  league 
standings  having  taken  only 
one  of  their  four  games,  an 
8-3  decision  over  Laval 
LEFTOVERS:  Brian  Jon- 

es will  not  dress  for  to- 
night's game  since  Blues are  one  over  the  player 

limit  with  the  return  of 
Steve  Monteith...  Blues 
plav  Queen's  at  Varsity  Are na  Friday  night  . . .  They  pla 
two  games  per  week  for  the 
next  four  weeks, 

STEVE  MONTEITH 
.  ,  .  and  so  is  he 

someone  like  Steve  Mon- 
teith, who  will  be  playing 

his  first  game  of  the  season 
tonight,  it  takes  only  a  few 
strides  to  skate  the  length 
of  the  rink.  And  the  lack  of 
space   on   the  ice  surface 

Lowless,  Wot. 
Jones,  Queen's  . Delago,  Mont. 

Pond,  Queen's Clark,  West. H.  Monteith,  T. 
Murdoch,  Wat. 
Hospodor,  West. Smith,  Wot. 

GP   G   A  Pts  PIM 4    7    8     15  0 

Hin ,  Mac. 
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Lourcnt,  T. 
Vondal,  Lov. Outour,  Lov. 

HOCKEY:  AMERICAN  STYLE 

When  Varsity  hockey  Blues  visited  the  United  States 

during  the  Christmas  vacation  they  found  there  was  more 
than  one  way  to  play  the  game  of  hockey.  There  is  no  doubt 

that  the  game  as  played  by  the  U.S.  colleges  is  far  different
 

from  the  one  played  in  the  Senior  Intercollegiate  Hockey League. 

The  Americans,  for  some  reason  known  only  to  them- 
selves seem  to  have  associated  the  game  of  hockey  with 

basketball.  In  the  process  they  have  come  up  with  a  game 

which,  at  its  best  is  a  fast,  crowd  pleasing  spectacle  and 
at  its  worst  is,  well,  a  basketball  game. 

A  Colorado  College,  forward,  for  example,  slowed  down 

as  he  got  over  the  blueline  and  yelled  "three"  to  his  team- mates much  in  the  same  fashion  as  the  Roberts  Wesleyan 

.mard  would  yell  "two"  last  Saturday  night  when  he  wanted 
a  specific  play  executed. 

Blues  defeated  Colorado  6-2  in  the  first  game  of  the 
Great  Lakes  Invitational  Tournament.  Colorado,  made  up 

entirely  of  Americans,  was  a  good  team  with  good  forwards, 
but  they  lacked  a  certain  feel  for  the  game.  This  was  evident 
in  their  practices  where  they  were  drilled  on  manoeuvres 
which  are  automatic  to  Canadian  college  hockey  players. 

A  number  of  rule  changes  tend  to  emphasize  the  con- 
nection with  basketball.  Two  of  the  most  obvious  are  the 

offside  rule  and  the  bodychecking  rule.  There  is  no  ecntre 

red  line  in  the  American  game  so  there  is  no  two-line  offside. 
However,  the  blueline  is  considered  part  of  the  offensive 
zone  and  therefore  any  a  player  even  touching  the  blueline 
before  the  puck  has  crossed  it  is  offside. 

RULES  ADOPTED  FROM  OTHER  SPORTS 

The  rule  seems  to  descend  from  the  basketball  or  foot- 
ball rule  which  declares  a  player  out  of  bounds  if  he  so 

much  as  touches  the  boundary  lines.  The  rule  could  pro- 
bably be  acceptable,' although  there  is  no  reason  for  a 

change.  -However,  with  only  two  referees  and  no  linesman 
it  is  too  difficult  to  enforce  properly,  especially  since  the  two 
referees  usually  have  considerable  difficulty  in  keeping  up with  the  play. 

The  rule  forbidding  bodychecking  in  the  offensive  zone 

serves  no  apparent  purpose.  Most  U.S.  teams  were  reluctant 
to  forecheck  with  any  determination,  thus  making  the  job 
of  the  attacking  side's  defencemen  considerably  easier. 
While  Ward  Passi  was  superb  on  defence  during  the 
Christmas  tour,  one  of  the  reasons  he  did  so  well  at  his 
new  position  was  the  generous  length  of  time  he  was  given 
to  organize  plays  in  his  own  end. 

Despite  these  defficiencies,  the  American  game  is  still 
an  entertaining  one  from  the  spectators'  standpoint.  The elimination  of  the  centre  line  allows  a  more  wide  open 
game  and  gives  an  advantage  to  the  fast  skating,  accurate 
passing  team.  It  also  decreases  the  time  needed  to  play  the 
;ame  by  reducing  the  icing  calls.  Since  the  red  line  is  non- existent, icing  is  called  only  when  the  puck  is  shot  down 
the  ice  from  behind  the  blueline. 

The  elimination  of  the  centre  line  is  a  good  rule,  one 
which  Senior  Intercollegiate  Hockey  League  officials  might 
consider.  - 

LEFTOVERS:  The  communications  revolution  has 
eached  Varsity  Arena.  Friday's  hockey  game  between 

Varsity  Blues  and  Queen's  Golden  Gaels  will  feature  the 
official  introduction  of  walkie-talkies  to  convey  information 
from  penalty  box  to  public  address  booth.  The  system 
operated  faultlessly  when  tried  on  an  experimental  basis 
in  December.  It  replaces  an  outdated  and  unreliable  tele- 

phone system. 
Last  season,  the  old  phones  suddenly  went  dead  ne- 

cessitating the  ad  lib  development  of  hand  signals.  This 
resulted  in  the  announcement  of  a  number  of  penalties 
which  still  have  not  been  written  into  the  rulebooks. 
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Engineers  won't  accept  bylaw 
By  DEANNA  KAMIEL 

A  war  may  develop  between  the  Engineer- 
ing Society  and  the  Students  Administrative 

Council. 
Engineering  SAC  representatives  refused 

to  accept  and  abide  by  a  bylaw  for  a  uni- 
form campus-wide  method  of  electing  SAC 

members,  passed  at  Wednesday's  Council meeting. 
The  bylaw  will  go  into  effect  before  the 

SAC  spring  election  Feb.  24  to  elect  repre- 
sentatives to  next  year's  Council. The  engineers  abstained  from  voting  for 

the  bylaw,  which  passed  32  -  0. 
Rick  Ross  (IV  APSC)  later  said  the  En- 

gineering Society  would  continue  to  run  its 
own  SAC  elections  according  to  its  own 
rules. 

Because  of  conflict  between  the  Society's 
and  SAC's  election  methods,  the  engineering 
representatives  elected  Feb.  18  will  be  ineli- 

gible to  sit  on  next  year's  SAC. Asked  what  action  the  Society  will  take 
if  barred  from  Council,  President  Frank  Val- 
lo  said,  "We'll  see  when  the  time  comes." But  SAC  President  Mary  Brewin  said  it 
was  "possible"  but  "unlikely"  that  engineer- 

ing reps  will  be  unseated  next  year,  and 
hinted  that  Council  could  give  permission 
to  the  Society  "to  operate  differently  from 
the  rest  of  the  campus." 
The  Society's  and  SAC's  regulations  differ 

in  eligibility  of  voters  and  candidates  in  SAC elections. 
The  SAC  bylay  allows  all  SAC-fee-paying 

university  students  to  vote  and  run  in  both 
spring  elections  and  by-elections. 
But  the  Engineering  Society's  election rules  restrict  freshmen  from  voting  in  by- 

elections  and  from  running  in  both  spring 
elections  and  by-elections. 
They  also  specify  than  one  representative 

must  be  in  fourth  year,  one  in  third,  and 
two  in  either  second,  third  or  fourth. 
Helmut  Brosz  (IV  APSC)  defended  the 

Society's  election  rules  by  explaining  they 
ensured  responsible  voters,  whereas  the  SAC 
rules  did  not. 
He  told  Council  members,  "The  Society's rules  have  been  in  force  for  a  long  time  and 

its  reps  are  good  and  responsible  reps." Several  Council  members  snickered  and 
hooted. 

"Other  (local)  councils  do  not  have  these 
rules,"  he  continued,  "and  you  can  see  in 
what  shape  some  of  them  are." Several  Council  members  snickered  and 
hooted  again. 

SAC,  he  warned,  was  heading  into  a  direct 
conflict  with  the  Engineering  Society  be- 

cause the  latter  will  accept  "no  motion  to 
undermine  this  excellence." Hoots  and  snickers  from  several  council 
members  grew  louder. 

—photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 

Are  these  men  hawks  or  doves?  Only  the  future  will  tell,  but  Wednesday  night  they 
sounded  very  warlike.  They  are  the  Engineering  SAC  reps,  (from  left  to  right)  George 
Biro,  Rick  Ross,  Helmut  Brosz  and  Jim  Higgins.  At  right  is  Professor  G.  B.  Payzant, 
registrar  of  Innis  College  and  a  non-engineer. 

SAC  endorses  Lit  plan  -  too  late 
The  Students  Administrative  Council  Wed- 

nesday endorsed  the  UC  Literary  and  Ath- 
letic Society's  birth  control  lecture  series 

with  little  opposition,  but  the  Lit  is  not too  happy. 
SAC  rep  Ernie  Lightman  (III  UC)  told the  council  that  SAC  support  had  come  too 

late  to  aid  the  Lit's  program. 
The  Lit  first  asked  SAC  to  help  a  month 

ago  when  the  lecture  series  was  being  plan- 
ned and  required  SAC's  moral  and  adminis- 

trative support.  The  Council  postponed  de- 
cision then  to  give  members  time  to  seek student  opinion. 

But  now  that  the  series,  to  begin  next 
week,  has  been  endorsed  by  New  College 
and  Victoria  College,  and  no  college  has 
opposed  it,  Lightman  continued,  SAC  sup-,, 
port  is  "just  superfluous."  m 
He  urged  the  Council  to  withdraw  the 

motion  of  endorsement  "if  it  did  not  want 
to  appear  ridiculous." 

But  Brian  Switzman  (II  Inn)  called  on 

Council  to  support  the  program,  giving  SAC 
the  go-ahead  for  similar  projects  of  its. 
own. 

Lightmnn  also  read  a  Lit  executive  resolu- 
tion to  Council  which  termed  SAC  endorse- ment '  irrelevant"  and  accused  Council  of 

being  a  "lackey  of  the  local  councils"  and "derelict  in  its  duty  of  providing  proper 

leadership." Lit  President  Danny  Cooper  told  the  Var- 
sity UC  needed  SAC  endorsement  before 

when  reaction  from  the  college  and  uni- 
versity administration  was  unknown. 

"If  we  had  had  SAC  approval  then,  this 
would  have  been  discused  at  Simcoe  Hall, 

not  just  at  UC,"  Cooper  said. 
It  is  difficult,  he  continued,  for  one  col- 

lege "to  change  the  policy  of  the  University 
Health  Service  as  it  applies  to  all  students, not  just  UC's."  .        ,  , 

But  moral  support  for  a  project  already 

announced,  he  added,  is  just  a  "useless  pat 

on  the  back ' 

— pholo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
Genial  Allan  Bowker  (SGS), 
one  of  the  architects  of 
SAC's  new  election  legisla- 

tion, is  caught  in  a  typical 
pose  by  an  alert  Varsity 
photographer. 

umtWORATE 

TO  CLARIFY  POSITION 
The  Students  Administra- 

tive Council,  in  a  motion 
passed  Wednesday  night, 
has  urged  the  U  of  T  Athle- tic Directorate  to  publicize 
its  minute  and  decisions. 

Council  also  requested 
the  Directorate  to  clarify 
its  relation  to  the  athletic 
program  at  U  of  T,  specifi- 

cally in  relation  to  the  Di- 
rectorate's powers  and  the 

relations  between  the  Direc- 
torate and  the  Athletic  Di- rector. 

The  motion  was  introduc- 
ed by  Gurston  Dacks  (III 

UC),  who  prepared  a  brief 
discussing  the  decision  of 
the  Athletic  Director,  War- 

ren Stevens,  not  to  submit 
an  application  on  behalf  of the  U  of  T  hockey  Blues 
for  the  Winter  Universiade 
in  Turin,  Italy. 



TRINITY 

IN1TED  CHURCH 
127  Bloor  W.  ot  Wolmer  Rd. 
REV.  J.  ROBERT  WATT, 

B.A.,  B.D.,  Minister 
I  a.m. 

"THIS  IS 

WHAT  TO  DO" 
30  p.m. 
"REASON  FOR  BEING" 
:30 
Trinity  Young  Adults 
Students  Welcome  of  All 

Services  in  Trinity 

SUNDAY 

AT  FIVE 
inuary  16 

Dan  Ostrousky,  PhD. 
Dept.  of  Poth.  Chemistry,  U.  of  T, 

"Myths  and  Scripture" 
nuary  23 

Rev.  Bill  Thorneloe 
B.A.,  United  Church 

"Praise  Changes  Things" luory  30 
John  W.  White,  D.  Phil. Billy  Graham  Associate "A  Christian  Interpretation 

of  History" 
bruary  6 

Colonel  Hat  Beckett 
Salv.  Army  Anti-Suicide  Squad 
elping  the  Would-be  Suicide' 

allege  &  Career  Club 
Christian  and  Missionary Alliance 
Avenue  Road  Church 

Tht  Player'*  JacV 

Come  on  over  to  smoothness 

with  no  letdown  in  taste  | 

Come  on  over  to 

New! 

Player's Kings 
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McWhinney  to  direct  CYC 
Acting  Prime  Minister Paul  Martin  has  announced 

the  appointment  of  William 
M.  McWhinney,  26  of  Otta- 

wa, as  the  interim  director 
of  the  Company  of  Young 
Canadians. 

Mr.  McWhinney,  a  U.  of  T. 
graduate  (6T1 )  worked  in 
the  Peoples  Bank  of  Ceylon 
until  March,  1962,  when  he 
became  the  national  direct- 

or of  the  Canadian  Univer- 
sity Service  Overseas. 

Through  CUSO,  a  kind  of 
Canadian  "Peace  Corps," students  aid  in  the  develop- 

ment of  underdeveloped 
countries. 

Mr.  Martin  said  that  the 

interim  appointment  will 
permit  a  pilot  project  in- volving about  250  young 
volunteers,  pending  parlia- 

mentary legislation  perma- 
nently establishing  the  com- 

pany. 
Much  of  the  work  of  this 

pilot  project  will  involve urban  and  rural  communi- 
ty development  in  Canada, 

and  work  with  Indians  and Eskimos. 
A  call  for  volunteers  to 

serve  for  two  years  will 
soon  be  issued. 
Mr.  McWhinney  was 

chosen  as  one  of  the  year's ten  most  outstanding  Cana- 
dians by  Maclean's  Magazine. 

Today,  all  day 
Information  and  application  forms  available  for  SCM 

summer  projects.  SCM  office,  Hart  House. 
Applications  being  accepted  for  "Agnostics  Weekend", January  28-30.  SCM  office,  Hart  House. 

Today,  12  p.m.  and  1  p.m. 
Benefit  concert  in  aid  of  the  Student  Non-violent  Co- 

ordinating Committee.  Carolyn  Hester  —  guest  performer. Junior  Common  Room,  U.C. 
Today,  1  pjn. 

PC  resolutions  meeting  on  Co-operative  Federalism. 
Poetry  reading  —  Irving  Layton.  Earle  Birney  —  read- 
ing their  own  poetry.  Everyone  welcome.  Hart  House  Art 

Gallery. 

Jazz  concert.  Anonymous  valve  trombonist  and  renown- 
ed side  men.  Members  only.  East  Common  Room,  Hart House. 

Today,  1:15  p.m. 
NDP  club  meeting  to  prepare  Co-operative  Federalism resolution.  Sidney  Smith,  Room  2115. 

Today,  2  p.m. 
Chamber  music.  U  of  T  students  present  varied  cham- 

er  music.  Everyone  welcome.  Music  Room,  Hart  House. 
Today,  3  p.m. 

Theatre  directors'  discussion.  Marigold  Chariesworth, Fletcher  Markle,  Angela  Fusco  and  Mark  Czarnecki  with 
Dr.  Brian  Parker.  Everyone  welcome.  East  Common  Room, Hart  House. 

Today,  8  p.m. 
Showing  of  Lawrence  of  Arabia  —  admission  65c.  New 

College  Dining  Hall. 
Today,  8:30  pan. 

U  of  T  French  club's  annual  theatre  production  —  two one-act  plays:  Poil  De  Carotte,  by  Jules  Renard,  and  Sup- plement Au  Voyage  De  Cook,  by  Jean  Giraudoux.  Hart House  Theatre. 
Today,  9  p.m. 

Mixed  Media  concert  (Happening).  Udo  Kasemets  and 
the  Isaacs  Gallery  Ensemble.  A  concert  of  'avant  garde' arts.  Everyone  welcome.  Great  Hall,  Hart  House. 
Today,  9:30  p.m. 

Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox  —  campus  coffee  house  This 
week  —  Barry  O'Neill  and  others.  Folksinging,  R  and  B poetry.  (Easy  Riders  will  appear  in  Feb.)  44  St.  George  St. 
Saturday,  10  a-m.-  2  p.m. 

Complete  program  of  Norman  MacLaren  films  Every- one welcome.  East  Common  Room,  Hart  House. 
Saturday,  8  p.m. 

U  of  T  Socialist  Club  forum  on  Cuba:  its  impact  on  Latin America  and  The  Colonial  Revolution.  32  Cecil  St Hart  House  Glee  Club  choral  concert  —  directed  by Wa  ter  Barnes.  A  few  tickets  available  at  the  Hall  Porters desk.  Great  Hall,  Hart  House. 
Sunday,  1:30  p.m. 

Tours  of  Hart  House  Permanent  Collection  of  Canadian Art  starting  at  the  Hall  Porter's  desk.  Everyone  welcome. Kotunda,  Hart  House. 
Sunday,  2:30  p.m. 

Alex  Colville,  artist,  and  Robert  Fulford,  journalist 

HouseSAr,^SIn  Rea!i,r"  3nd  current  e*hibition  in  Hart 
House  Art  Gallery.  All  welcome.  Art  Gallery,  Hart  House. Sunday,  8  p.m. 

NewGConegemee,ing  °f  ̂   UnItCd  N*tions  Club-  Room  74, 

Sunday,  8:30  p.m.* 
Hillel  lectqre  on  Marc  Chagall.  Illustrated.  Hillel  House loo  St.  George  St. 



Engineers  may  join  UGEQ 

Thd  Engineering  Society  may  join  I'Union 
Generale  des  Etudiants  de  Quebec  {UGEQ"), SAC  engineering  representative  Rick  Ross 
(IV  APSC)  said  at  Wednesday  night's  SAC meeting. 
Mr.  Ross  mentioned  this  possibility  of 

uniting  with  the  organization  of  French- 
speaking  universities  during  a  discussion  of 
SAC  election  rules  which  the  engineers  op- 
posed. 

Over  the  cheering  of  many  Council  mem- 

bers, Ernie  Lightman  (III  UC)  shouted, 
"Good  riddance." 

"What  have  you  got  against  UGEQ,"  asked Al  Bowker  (SGS). 
Commented  another  engineering  SAC  rep 

Helmet  Brosz:  "I  doubt  whether  we  would 
qualify  for  UGEQ  because  their  member- 

ship is  mainly  composed  of  student  councils 
rather  than  faculty  councils  (like  the  En- 

gineering Society)." "But  I  think  it's  definitely  just  a  joke," Mr.  Brosz  added. 

In  Victoria : 

B  of  G  to  consult  students  on  fees 

VICTORIA  CUP  —  The 
Board  of  Governors  of  the 
University  of  Victoria  has 
promised  to  consult  the  stu- 

dents' council  before  setting 
its  budget  and  fees  for  1967- 68. 
The  promise  came  in  a 

letter  presented  to  the  coun- cil Jan.  5,  afte.r  a  campaign 
in  which  more  than  half  the 
students  pledged  to  with- 

hold part  of  their  second- 
term  fees  to  back  their  de- 

mands for  a  halt  to  fee  in- 
creases. 
The  Board  also  promised 

to  meet  with  the  students' council  before  deciding  on 
any  fee  raise  for  next  year. 
The  proposed  budget  for 
1966-67  does  not  include  a 
fee  raise,  but  this  is  depen- 

dent upon  increased  operat- 
ing grants  from  federal  and 

provincial  governments. 
The  Board  further  agreed 

to  extend  its  deadline  for 
payment     of  second-term 

fees  to  Jan.  17,  a  week  be- 
yond the  date  set  by  regula- tions. 

A  students'  council  meet- 
ing Jan.  5  welcomed  these 

moves,  but  decided  to  ask 
students  to  continue  with- 

holding $56  —  the  amount 
of  this  year's  fee  increase  — until  Jan.  27,  when  the  pro- 

vincial legislature  convenes. 
The  students  had  planned 

to  continue  withholding 
fees  until  next  year's  fee levels  were  set,  in  order  to 
force  the  Board  to  announce 
the  new  fees  in  the  spring, 
rather  than  during  the  stu- 

dents' absence  in  the  sum- mer. 
Paul  Williamson,  presi- 

dent of  the  Victoria  stu- 
dents' council,  said  that  the Jan.  27  date  reflected  the 

council's  main  objective  — 
to  put  pressure  on  the  pro- vincial government  to  raise 
grants  rather  than  on  the Board. 

In  a  letter  to  Dr.  Malcolm 
Taylor,  president  of  the  uni- versity, Williamson  said: 
"By  announcing  at  this  time 
that  full  payment  of  tuition 
fees  will  be  made  by  Jan.  29, 
we  are  confident  that  any 
confusion  in  the  minds  of 
the  students  or  the  public 

will  be  removed." However,  the  1 ,500  stu- dents who  signed  pledge 
cards  to  withhold  fees  face 
late  fines  of  $10  each  unless 
the  Board  further  extends 
its  deadline.  The  council 
plans  to  raise  515,000  to  pay 
students'  fines  by  fund-rais- 

ing locally  and  from  the B.C.  labor  movement,  and 
by  borrowing  from  their own  student  union  buildin; 
fund. 
An  open  student  meeting 

will  be  held  on  Jan.  14  with 
Dr.  Taylor  to  discuss  the 
situation  further,  and  "any- 

thing can  happen  there" said  Mr.  Williamson. 

Mac  anti-CUS  motion  defeated 

HAMILTON  (Special) — A 
motion  to  pull  McMaster 
University  out  of  the  Cana- dian Union  of  Students  was 
defeated  unanimously  Wed- 

nesday by  McMaster's  Stu- 

dents Representative  As- sembly. 
CUS  is  a  national  organ- 

ization representing  150,000 
students  at  English  Cana- dian universities. 

—photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 

Chest  buffi  offer  aid  to  harassed  friend  during  Wed- 
nesday night's  simul  at  Hart  House,  sponsored  by  the 

House  Chess  Club.  Larry  Eyons  of  New  York,  one  of 
the  world's  40  grandmasters  of  chess,  played  30  op- 

ponents simultaneously.  He  won  23  games,  lost  3  and drew  4. 

CUS  president,  Patrick 
Kennifff,  spoke  at  the  meet- 

ing and  said  that  the  uni- 
versity's dissatisfaction  with 

CUS  was  mainly  the  fault  of 
the  McMaster  CUS  commit- tee. 

The  committee  has  not 
been  doing  its  job  well 
enough,  he  said. 
Informed  sources  at  Mc- 

Master told  the  Varsity  last 
night  that  the  motion 
withdraw  from  CUS  was 
made  chiefly  to  point  out 
the  situation  to  the  local 
committee  and  force  Mr. 
Kenniff  to  come  to  the  cam- 

pus to  illustrate  the  issue 
On  the  parking  situation, 

the  SRA  passed  a  motion 
calling  for  open  meetings  of 
the  university  traffic  com- mittee. 
The  resolution  also  called 

on  the  student  representa- 
tives on  the  committee  to 

press  from  the  inside  for 
open  meetings. 

A  general  assembly  of  Mc- Master students,  which  met 

earlier  in  the  day  to  con- 
sider the  matter,  could  not 

muster  a  quorum. 

HART  HOUSE 

FESTIVAL  OF  THE  ARTS TODAY 
JAZZ  CONCERT  —  East  Common  Room 
Poetry  Reading  —  Art  Gallery IRVING  LAYTON  &  EARLE  BIRNLEY.  Ladies  Welcome. 
Folk  Singing  Concert  —  Music  Room MALKA  AND  JOSO.  No  tickets  available 
Mixed  Media  Concert  ("Happening")  Great  Hall UDO  KASEMETS.  No  tickets  available. 

SATURDAY,  JANUARY  15 Art  Films  —  NORMAN  MacLAREN  —  Debates  Room CHAMBER  MUSIC  —  Music  Roam 
Theatre  Directors'  Disci'ssian  —  East  Common  Room MARIGOLD  CHARLESWORTH  and  FLETCHER  MARKLE HART  HOUSE  GLEE  CLUB  CONCERT  —  Great  Hall Still  a  few  tickets  available. 

SUNDAY,  JANUARY  16 Tours  of  the  Permanent  Collection  of  Canadian  P 
starting  from  Holl  Porter's  Desk Art  Discussion  —  Art  Gallery ALEX  COLVILLE  &  ROBERT  FULFORD No  tickets  required.  Ladies  Welcome SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT  —  Great  Hall Gala  Closing  Concert  by  the  Toronto  Chamber Orchestra  —  Jacob  Groob,  conductor 
Soloists  —  Robert  Aitken  &  Orval  'l^ies No  tickets  ovoitoble. The  Board  of  Stewards  has  invited  ladies  to  visit  [he  House 

5.00  p.n 
9.00  p.n 

10,00  o.m 2.00  p.m 
3.00  p.m 
8.00  p.m 

1.30  p.n 
2.30  p.n 
8.30  p.n 

Tea ill  be  : 

Saturday 

i  the  Music  Room and  Sunday,  Jonuary  15  ■ on  Sunday  afternoon  3  -  4,30  p.m. 
CONTINUOUS  EXHIBITIONS  —  ART:   ALEX  COLVILLE  "Magic  Realism 

Paintings" 

Daily  12  noon  to  6  p.m.  Ladies  2  to  5  p.m. Saturday  &  Sunday  2  to  5  p.m. 
PHOTOGRAPHY:  HART  HOUSE  CAMERA  CLUB  —  in  the  Co Rooms:  Thursday  5  to  8  p.m. 

Friday  5  to  9  p.m.,  Saturdoy  12  to  8  p.m. Sunday  2  to  5  p.m. 
BOOKS:  HART  HOUSE  SPECIAL  COLLECTION on  display  —  second  floor. 

Club 

H  ILL  E I 

Sunday,  January  16,  8:30  p.m.,  Hillel  House 
MR.  ERIC  FREIFELD 

Ontario  College  of  Art 

ON 

"CHAGALL" Illustrated  Lecture 
Monday,  January  17,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.  Room  214 

FIRST  LECTURE  IN  SERIES 
"Religion  and  the  Secular  Society" 

DR.  DAVID  SAVAN 

on  1        —  -  

"SPINOZA  -  THE  RELIGION  OF  SCIENCE" 

ATTENTION  1966 

BACHELOR  GRADUATES 

IN 

HONOURS  PHYSICS 
MATHS  AND  PHYSICS 
ENGINEERING  PHYSICS 
GEOPHYSICS 

CHEMISTRY  AND  CHEMICAL 
ENGINEERING 

.  METALLURGICAL  ENGINEERING 

.  GEOLOGY  AND  MINING 

.  GEOGRAPHY 

The  Government  of  Canada offers  professional  careers, 
competitive  salories  and  ex- cellent opportunities  for  ad- vancement in  fields  such  os: •  Atmospheric  Science* 
•  Marine  Sciences 
•  Geological  &  Geophy- sical Sciences 
•  Metals  &  Mineral Research 

•  Analytical  &  Research 
Chemistry 

•  Export  Trade Promotion 

•  Geographical  Research A  booklet  describing  some of  the  current  projects  in 
"Physical  Sciences"  is  a- vailable  at  your  Placement 
Office. 

See  the  Canadion  Government  representative  while  on  your  campus 

JANUARY  20  and  21,  1966 
Application  forms  and  interview  reservations  available 

at  your  UNIVERSITY  PLACEMENT  OFFICE. 

Hart  House  Theatre 

WARDROBE 

Students  interested  in  working  on 
Costumes,  Props,  etc.  for 

THE  SERVANT  OF  TWO  MASTERS 
PLEASE  CALL  WA  3-7193  OR  DROP  IN  AT 

THEATRE  OFFICE 
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don't  imagine  -  administer 
This  year's  Students  Administrative  Council  has  two faces. 
In  dealing  with  its  own  internal  affairs  it  can  be 

resolute  and  courageous. 
When  it  faces  the  rest  of  the  campus  it  is  usually directionless  and  timid 
Both  aspects  of  SAC  were  clearly  visible  at  Wednesday': meeting,  during  which  SAC  successfully  revamped  its  elec- 
tion procedures,  despite  strong  opposition  from  some 

members,  and  then  passed  a  motion  supporting  the  Univer- 
sity College  Literary  and  Athletic  Society's  program  of  birth 

control  lectures — a  motion  which  was  completely  mean- ingless. 
By  passing  the  new  election  regulations  the  members 

showed  that  they  can  function  effectively  when  the  issue 
before  them  is  a  technical  or  administrative  one,  even 
though  it  may  be  unpopular  in  some  quarters, 

But  on  more  general  issues,  such  as  birth  control 
council  is  far  from  effective. 

One  member  defended  SAC  at  Wednesday's  meeting from  a  charge,  made  by  the  UC  Lit  Council,  that  SAC  was 
the  "lackey  of  local  councils."  He  termed  SAC's  refusal  to take  an  immediate  vote  on  the  birth  control  issue  a  sound 
judgment  —  and  then  urged  the  members  to  now  vote  in 
favor  of  the  birth  control  motion  because  it  had  received 
widespread  support  from  local  councils. 

Most  members  seemed  to  take  this  argument  very 
seriously,  although  it's  hard  to  see  why. 

Another  example  of  SAC's  administrative  —  rather than  imaginative— leanings  came  when  a  letter  from  the 
Student  Union  for  Peace  Action  was  read,  asking  why  their 
constitution  had  been  rejected  by  SAC's  Judicial  Committee. SUPA  might  better  have  asked  why  SAC  bothered  to 
begin  ratifying  constitutions  in  the  first  place. Aside  from  the  questionable  implications  of  such  cent- ralized assessment  of  campus  constilulions,  this  effort  to 
certify  campus  clubs  is  further  confirming  SAC  in  its  pre- sent course  of  inaction. 

It  may  indeed  be  an  administrative  convenience  tc know  which  organizations  are  elegible  to  receive  SAC  fund: But  such  organizations  should  be  the  exception  rather than  the  rule,  and  should  be  judged  on  their  individual merits. 
SAC  should  not  be  providing  money  and  approval  for the  projects  of  other  organizations  unless  these  are  worthv of  special  attention.  SAC  itself  should  be  launching  nroe- rams  and  projects. 
Unfortunately,  it  is  not. 
The  proposed  investigation  into  the  workings  of  U  of Ts  Athletic  Directorate  might  provide  SAC  with  a  useful 

task-,  but  the  motion  passed  Wednesday  night  proposing such  an  investigation  was  far  from  specific. Perhaps  if  the  investigation  is  left  to  Curston  Dacks  (the council  member  whose  work  so  far  has  been  the  sole  rea- son for  matters  reaching  their  present  stage)  then  some- thing useful  might  be  done. 
But  this  year's  SAC  is  not  a  body  to  cause  trouble  or attract  attention.  It  is  truly  an  "administrativ busily  central 

council, 
izing  us  operations  and  leaving  the  ideas  and the  initiatives  to  local  governments 

Billow,0™  day  haVe  3  highl>'  efricient  bureaucracy. But  by  that  lime  no  one  will  care. 
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Start  linguistics  courses  now 
By  PAUL  SOCKEN 
and  ROGER  BEARE 

The  authors  of  this  com- 
ment article  are  second-year 

students  at  University  Col- 
lege, and  have  been  active 

in  efforts  to  publicize  their 
views  on  the  need  for  lin- 

guistics courses.  The  opin- 
ions expressed  are  not  neces- 

sarily those  of  The  Varsity. 
It  has  long  been  the  case 

at  traditionally  conservative 
universities  that,  when 
courses  in  language  were  of- 

fered, the  courses  consisted 
exclusively  of  literature. 
This  is  no  longer  adequate. 
It  is  now  accepted  by 

many  scholars  that  the  con- 
cept of  language  as  litera- 
ture —  without  any  provi- 
sion for  the  study  of  lan- 

comment 

guage  in  its  more  mechani- cal and  structural  sense  — leaves  much  to  be  desired. 
In  this  university  a  peti- tion has  been  circulated  at 

Trinity  College  in  favour  of 
linguistics,  a  letter  signed 
by  students  across  campus 
has  been  presented  to  the 
head  of  the  Department  of 
Modern  Languages,  and  in 
years  where  nominal  lingui- 

stics courses  are  offered, 
the  enrolment  is  good. 

Surely  this  would  serve  as 
proof  that  interest  is  mount- for  the  establishment  of 

a  course  in  linguistics  at 
the  University  of  Toronto. 

But  students  of  literature 
have  been  reacting  strange- 

ly to  this  idea  of  a  lingui- stics course.  Some  feel  that 
we  want  to  superimpose  lin- 

guistics on  literature,  and as  a  result  they  hastily  point 
out  that  linguistics  is  too 
difficult  for  undergradu- ates. 
We  would  like  to  clarify 

our  position  for  them.  We are  in  favor  of  tbte  addition 
of  a  course  in  linguistics  to 
the  university's  curriculum. We  are  not  interested  in 
superimposing  one  course 
on  another,  or  in  excluding 
any  course  now  in  existence. 
We  would  also  like  to 

make  clear  the  fact  that  the 
field  of  linguistics  is  not  too 
difficult  for  undergraduates; 
indeed,  there  are  certain 
basic  elements  and  concepts 
which  should  be  mastered 
in  undergraduate  years  be- 

fore one  goes  on  to  a  study 
of  advanced  linguistics. 

comment 

We  believe  that  a  new 
course  named  "Language 
and  Linguistics"  should  be developed  here  at  the  U  of 
T,  and  that  the  course 
"Modern  Languages  and  Li- 

teratures" should  be  re-nam- 
ed "Modern  Literatures". 

This  new  course  would  al- 
low for  the  study  of  such 

fields  as  neologisms,  mor- 
phology,  and  comparative 

linguistics,  which  would  be 
almost  impossible  to  in- corporate into  literature courses. 

What  would  be'  "the  na- ture of  courses  to  be  studi- 
ed in  tbe  four  undergradu- 
ate years  of  a  course  in  lin- 

guistics? This  is  the  staff's task.  Surely  that  cannot  be 
justified  in  asking  students 
to  map  out  an  undergradu- ate course.  Students  have 
shown  an  interest  in  the 
establishment  of  a  course 
in  linguistics.  The  rest  is  up 
to  the  staff. 
And  this  brings  us  to  our 

final  and  perhaps  most  im- 
portant point.  What  action will  tbe  staff  take  when  it 

knows  that  students  have 
taken  an  active  interest  in 
what  they  study  and  are 
sincere  in  their  request  for 
the  establishment  of  a  hew 
course?  We  believe  that 
students  should  be  able  to 
make  constructive  sugges- 

tions to  the  staff  and  not 
be  ignored  like  children  ask- 

ing for  a  treat.  Therefore 
our  request  should  be  of 
interest  not  only  to  students 
of  language,  but  to  all  stu- 

comment 

dents  in  the  university.  How 
much  interest  does-  the  staff 
take  in  our  desires  —  this 
is  the  crux  of  the  matter, 
and  they  will  show  us  by 
their  action  or  lack  of  ac- 

tion in  the  near  future. 

letters  to  the  editor 

cup  report  inaccurate 
Sir: 

The  CUP  report  entitled  "Regina  U 
won't  rehire  SUPA  man"  (The  Varsity,  Jan. 
7)  is  misleading.  I  have  been  told  by  a  fel- 

low ex-student  of  the  Regina  campus  that 
Mr.  Harding  wished  to  have  himself  enroled 

student  in  addition  to  his  role  as  staff 
lecturer  so  that  he  might  run  for  member- 

ship on  the  students'  governing  council. I  do  not  doubt  that  his  superior,  Dr. 

notes  from  the  gargoyle Sir: 

The  semi-official  Gargoyle  wishes  to  re- 
mind The  Varsity  of  a  few  facts. 

Gail  Dexter  (The  Varsity,  Jan.  7)  correct- 
ed a  statement  (The  Varsity,  Jan  3)  that Marshall  McLuhan  would  speak  at  the  UC 

Pop  Festival.  With  its  usual  irresponsible facility  The  Varsity  accused  the  Gargoyle  of supplying  the  misinformation. 
In  Dec.  The  Gargoyle  said  in  an  article, There  will  hopefully  be  guest  speakers  such as  Susan  Sontag,  Robert  Fulford  Marshall 

McLuhan  . . ." 

Blewett  of  the  psychology  department,  "ex- 
pressed satisfaction  with  his  teaching."  Dr. Blewett  was  president  of  the  Regina  Peace 

Council  of  the  CUCND  in  1961-63,  when  I 
was  a  student  at  the  University  of  Saskat- chewan. 

Mr.  Harding's  reference  to  the  Berkeley movement  is  a  red  herring.  The  CUP  report 
depicts  Mr.  Harding  as  a  martyr  for  the 
cause  of  peace.  He  is,  in  fact,  the  victim 
of  his  own  immoderate  ambition. 

Peter  N.  Moogk  (SGS) 

Almost  one  month  later  The  Varsity  stat- 
ed, "The  UC  festival  will  feature  . . .  Marshall 

McLuhan." If  the  Varsity  must  gather  campus  infor- mation from  other  publications,  I  would 
suggest  that  its  staff  read  The  Gargoyle before  a  month  had  elapsed,  and  with 
greater  emphasis  on  comprehension. 

The  Gargoyle  will  be  happy  to  supply  The 
"official?"  Varsity  with  its  ancient  copy  any 
time  it  is  tired  of  gathering  news  itself. Laurence  Redman  (III  UC), 

Editor,  The  Gargoyle  Newspaper 
No  thanks,  we  don't  need  pop  news  ed. 

"folk  mass"  a  misnomer Sir: 

Your  interpretation  of  the  Winter  Carnival Mass  (The  Varsity,  Jan.  10)  is  rather 
misleading.  < The  interdenominational  service,  which 
we  are  calling  a  celebration,  will  be  a.  Jazz 
Liturgy— an  unique  form  of  worship  on 

campus.  We  intend  to  have  dramas  and modern  interpretive  dances  in  keeping  with the  festive  nature  of  the  Winter  Carnival. The  term  Folk  Mass  is  a  misnomer. 
This  a  is  Student  Christian  -Movement 

group  project.  We  are  hoping  to  make worship  and  celebration  more  realistic  and meaningful. 

Farm  Knotek  (III  Nurs) 
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WILL  BE  ON  CAMPUS 
JANUARY  20,  21  &  22  TO 

INTERVIEW  1966  ENGINEERING 
&  SCIENCE  GRADUATES 

A  well-defined  troining  progrom  is  offered  lo  prepare  candidate; for  positions  of  responsibility  in: 
DESIGN  AND  DEVELOPMENT  ENGINEERING 
RESEARCH  AND  DEVELOPMENT 
MANUFACTURING  ENGINEERING 
INDUSTRIAL  ENGINEERING 
FACTORY  ENGINEERING 
SERVICE  ENGINEERING 
FIELD  INSTALLATION 
QUALITY  CONTROL  AND  TEST 
TECHNICAL  MARKETING  AND  SALES 

These  positions  will  offord  opportunity  for  career  development  to graduotes  with  potential. 
Professional  solary  scole  and  increases  bored  on  performance  as 
well  as  excellent  employee  fringe  benefit  plans. 
Contact  the  Placement  Office  for  detailed  information,  brochures and  interview  appointments. 

SKILLED  ACTIVITY  counsellors  (female) 
for  oirls'  camp  in  Quebec.  Soiling, conoeing,  tripping,  music.  French  ar asset.  Physical  Education  students  pre- ferred. HU.  7-1073. 
MALE  student  wonted  to  share with  some,  board  included  J20  weekly, ask  for  Mrs.  Strehle.  92-4-2066  anytime. 
HELP    WANTED  i offer   math  and 
turn.  Call  Sam  -  RU.  2-1945.' EXPERIENCED  TYPIST:  Will  prepoi 
term  popers,  theses,  notes,  etc.  All work  done  to  specification.  Sotisfac- lion  guoronteed.  Phone  Morgoret  Hord- 

ing 927-0903 
EXPERIENCED  TYPIST  requires  home 
typing  of  theses,  essays  ond  notes. Fost  accurate  service  at  a  low Phone  533-6960  offer  6  p.m. 
WANTED:  Third  girl  (student)  to  shai 
□portment.     Very     reasonable.  Neai campus.  Own  room.  Call  after  5  p. 924-1788. 
ALL  IS  FORGIVEN.  Will  the  owner glosses    left  ot  December    21st  party 
pleose  call  Lisa  LE.  6-7270.  No  ques- tions will  be  osked. 

EXPORT 
PLAIN 

or  FILTER  TIP 
CIGARETTES 

REGULAR  and  KINGS 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, French,  German,  English 

MIMEOGRAPHING ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 922-7624 

MARY  DALE  STOTT 
B.A. 

Mobil 

Leading  Canadian  oil  and  gas  producer  offers  challenging careers  for  university  graduates.  Maximum  opportunities  for 
individual  performance  and  personal  development  —  together with  rewards  based  on  achievement. 

Openings  exist  for  permanent  and  summer  employment  for: 

•  GEOLOGISTS  —  honours  or  master's  geology. 

•  GEOPHYSICISTS   —  geology,   mathematics,  mathematics- physics,  electrical  engineering. 

Company  recruiters  will  hold  interviews  on  the  campus 
January  20,  21  and  22 

Appointments  can  be  made  at  the  student  placement  office. 

Socony  Mobil  Oil  of  Canada  is  an  expanding  company  with  an 

rCSTita  ueH°Kd  ?!  0il  aPd  835  disCovery  and  Production  in Canada.  Backed  by  the  international  resources  of  Mobil,  a  name and  symbol  familiar  in  over  150  countries  and  territories  around 

deveTo°pm;n?e  UnUSUa'  °PP°rtuni««  for  career 

SOCONY  MOBIL  OIL  OF  CANADA.  LTD. BOX  800,  CALGARY,  ALBERTA 

(continued) 

on  this  track.  This  charac- teristic is  also  evidenced  in 
some  of  their  latest  work  to- 

gether in  small  band  set- 
tings on  the  Verve  label.  Un- fortunately for  those  Verve 

releases,  and  even  more  so 
for  the  listener,  the  perform- ances are  badly  marred  by 
the  inclusion  in  the  group 
of  Wild  Bill  Davis,  the  Dave Brubeck  of  the  Organ, 
whose  bull-in-a-china-shop touch  comes  close  to  even 
throwing  off  the  super  pla- cid Johnny  Hodges. 
Hodges  is  also  a  standout 

on  "Blue  Goose",  the  best 
cut  on  the  album.  Here  he 
is  featured  on  soprano  saxo- 

phone. His  approach  is  a 
far  cry  from  the  Bechet  bag 
most  of  his  early  efforts  with 
the  instruments  were  fram- ed in.  It  is  a  gorgeous  track, 
in  itself  worth  the  price  of 
the  album. 
The  other  outstanding 

cuts  are  the  title  tune,  on 
which  the  late  Jimmy  Blan- 
ton  is  unquestionably  the 
star,  and  "Dusk",  which, 
provides  by  its  exquisite  me- lody statement  by  Wallace 
Jones's  trumpet  and  Barney 
Bigard's  clarinet,  an  early, 
and  very  fine,  example  ol 
the  band-within-a-band  tech- 

nique which  Ellington 
more  than  anyone  else  pio- 

neered, and  which  is  an  in- 
tegral part  of  later  period Ellington  orchestration. 

Saving,  then  for  Ivie  And- erson, this  recording  is  a 
treat  for  Ellington  devotees, 
and  even  more  of  a  delight 
to  Ellington  fanatics  lTke me. 

Tom  Naylor 

(continued) 

featuring  in  the  first  section 
the  regular  quartet,  with  a 
vocal  by  Martha  Tilton.  The 
vocal  is  nice  and  the  arran- 

gement features  a  wild  two- 
beat  rhythm  from  Krupa 
and  Hampton.  Hampton  also 
has  a  good  solo  in  the  first 
part,  with  Goodman  playing 
well  behind  him.  The  second 
section,  recorded  a  few 
days  later,  opens  with  the 
same  strange  rhythm  and 
another  excellent  duet  from 
Hampton  and  Goodman. 

Wilson  and  Goodman  then 
solo,  and  then  —  out  of 
nowhere  —  comes  Ziggy  El- man's  trumpet,  and  the 
rhythm  and  everything  else 
changes  to  Jewish  wedding 
(USA)  and  the  whole  ai'oup 
goes  wild.  The  original  tem- 

po eventually  comes  back 
and  so  does  Martha  Tilton. She  takes  the  tune  out,  with Goodman  and  Elman  provid- 

ing and  amusing  coda  which reintroduces  the  mood  of 
Elman's  earlier  entrance. 
The  truck  runs  six  minutes 

and  is  good,  clean  nostalgia. The  album  runs  almost an  hour,  and  is  probably 
the  best  one-volume  sum- 

mary available  of  the  Good- man small  groups. 
David  Jacket 

review 



record  reviews 

Of  Ellington  and  Goodman 
Over  the  past  few  years, 

a  great  deal  of  early  and 
mid-period  Ellington  has  be- 

come available  through  re- 
issue programs  by  R.C.A. 

Victor  and,  to  a  lesser  ex- 
tent, by  Columbia.  Jumpin' Punkins  (what  an  inane 

name  for  a  recording)  R.CA. 
Victor  LPV-157  is  the  latest 
to  come  on  the  market. 

Early  period  Ellington  has 
been  represented  through 
R.C.A.  Camden's  Duke  El- 

lington At  The  Cotton  Club'/ and  the  Victor  Vintage 
series'  Daybreak  Express. 
Mid-period  Ellington  is  avail- 

able on  a  Victor  two-volume 
set  The  Indispensable  Duke 
Ellington,  and  two  one-vol- 

ume pieces.  In  A  Mellotone" and  At  His  Very  Best.  A 
three-volume  Columbia  set, 
Ellington  Era  spans  both 
periods. 

Jumpin'  Punkins  falls  into the  middle  period  and,  as  is 
apparent  from  the  number 
of  other  prior  reissues  from 
this  period,  is  bound  to  offer 
less  spectacular  examples  of 
Ellington's  genius  than  its 
predecessors.  It  is,  however, 
an  essential  album  for  his- 

torians of  this  music,  as  in- 
deed is  almost  everything 

the  grand  Duke  has  ever  re- corded. 
The  fare  is  varied,  ranging 

from  quasi-flagwavers  like 
"Conga  Brava"  to  somewhat 
pop-ish   material  like  "Me 

And  You".  The  band  on  all 
cuts  demonstrates  the  preci- 

sion and  spirit  that  has 
caused  less, devoted  fans  ot 
Ellington  than  myself  to 
point  to  this  era,  1940-41  as 
the  golden  years  of  Elling- tonia.  This  point  of  view  is 
of  course  absurd.  Elling- 

ton's music  is  pure  gold  re- 
gardless of  period. 

"Conga  Brava",  the  open 
ing  cut,  is  an  excellent  ex- 

ample of  the  sense  of  exoti 
ca  that  trombonist  Juan  Ti- 
zol  (composer  of  several 
perennial  favorites  ,such  as 
"Perdido"  and  Caravan") 
brought  to  the  band.  The 
cut  is  also  remarkable  in 
that  it  utilizes  much  more 
pronounced  growing  effects 
than  most  post-Cotton  Club Ellington. 
"Me  And  You"  features  a 

cute  Cootie  Williams-Harry 
Carney  duet  on  trumpet  and 
baritone  saxophone  respec- 

tively. It  also  includes  one 
of  the  several  annoying  vo- 

cals on  this  album  by  Ivie 
Anderson,  the  Swing  Era's Connie  Francis.  Fortunately, 
after  Miss  Anderson  has 
done  her  best  to  obliterate 
all  listening  enjoyment  from 
the  track,  Johnny  Hodges 
and  Lawrence  Brown  come 
to  the  rescue. 
The    essentially  melodic 

approach  both  of  them  fol- low makes  them  perfect  foils 
see  "Ellington"  review  2 

BENNY  GOODMAN,  THE  SMALL GROUPS;  RCA  Victor  521.  Collective pcrsonne:  Goodman,  clarinet;  Teddy Wilson,  piano;  Lionel  Hampton, vibes,  drums,  and  vocal;  Gene  Krupa, Dave  Tough,  Buddy  Schutz,  drums; 
John  Kirby,  boss;  Ziggy  Elman,  trum- pet; Martha  Tilton  and  Helen  Ward, 

This  latest  addition  to 
Victor's  massive  series  ot 
reissues  maintain^  the  high 
standard  of  previous  releas- es, and  offers  a  fairly  repre- 

sentative sample  of  the  kind 
of  thing  Goodman's  trios, 
quarters  and  quintets  were 
laying  down  in  the  years 1936-1938. 
The  album  contains  16 

tracks,  and  10  of  these  have 
never  before  been  issued  on 
long-playing  record. 

On  most  of  the  tracks  the 
dominant  figure  is  Lionel 
Hampton,  whether  on 
drums  (driving  a  quartet 
with  John  Kirby,  through 
"I  Know  That  You  Know"), 
or  singing  (he  has  two  good 
blues  choruses  on  "Vibra- 

phone Blues"  and  "Blues 
in  My  Flat",  and  saves  a 
trio  version  of  "Exactly 
Like  You"  with  a  personaliz- 

ed vocal),  or  playing  intense- 
ly rhythmic  vibraphone  at both  fast  and  slow  tempos. 

His  solos  on  "Melancholy 
Baby",  "I  Cried  for  You", 
and  "I'm  a  Ding  Dong  Dad- 

dy From  Dumas"  are  excel- lent. 
Goodman  also  plays  well 

on  several  tracks.  He  con- 

tributes a  charging  solo  to 

a  trio  version  of  "Nobody's Sweetheart",  takes  an  ex- 
cellent out  chorus  on  "I Know",  and  is  perhaps  best 

behind  Hampton's  vocal  on 
"My  Flat"  where  his  clari- 

net sound  takes  on  that 
sharper  edge  which  it  had 

in  the  1920's. Teddy  Wilson's  piano  is a  bit  too  careful  most  of 
the  time,  but  he  does  play 
well  on  "The  Blues  in  Your 
Flat",  "Nobody's  Sweet- 

heart", and  "Dizzy  Spells". 
His  half-chorus  on  "All  My 
Life"  is  all  that  saves  this 
bland  pop  tune,  although Helen  Ward  tries  hard  in 
her  vocal. 

Krupa's  work  hasn't  worn as  well  as  the  playing  of  his 
colleagues.  The  drummer's style  was  better  suited  to 
the  big  Goodman  band  than 
a  small  group,  and  his  brush- es here  tend  to  thunk. 
"Ding  Dong  Daddy"  is  an 
exception  though.  Here  he 
gets  a  crisp  sound  and  really 
pushes  the  quartet.  The  late Dave  Tough  plays  drums 
on  three  tracks;  he  is  very 
good  on  all  of  them.  John 
Kirby  appears  on  bass  for two  members,  and  contri 
butes  some  strong  work. 
One  track,  "Bei  Mir  Bist 

Du  Schon",  deserves  special mention. 

It's  a  two-part  version 
see  "Goodman"  review  2 

ANIMALS  AND  OTHERS 

By  DONNA  MASON 
Animal  Tracks:  The  Animals 
(MGM  E-4305) 
On  this  album,  their  third. 

The  Animals  cover  a  range 
from  the  old  spiritual  "Bury 
My  Body"  to  the  very  up-to- date  "Club  a  Go-Go".  This 
group  has  developed  an  in- dividual rhythm  and  blues 
sound  that  lends  a  definite 
Animals-quality  to  each  num- 

ber they  do  without  destroy- 
ing the  individuality  of  the 

particular  song. 
WBBK&S 

to  Me"  evokes  a  mood  of 
almost  hopeless  pleading. 

And  just  to  point  up  their 
own  originality.  The  Animals 
also  sing  "Bo  Diddley".  I 
thought  I'd  heard  every  con- ceivable version  of  this  song, 
but  they've  managed  to  come 
up  with  a  new  one. 
Throughout  this  album, 

The  Animals  use  tempo,  in- 
strumentalization,  and  styl- 

ing to  produce  one  of  the best  recent  blues  sounds, 
and  the  best  example  of 
their  ability  to  evoke  an 
atmosphere  is  "Take  it  Easy 
Baby",  a  Jimmy-Reed-type 
blues  number.  This  song 
creates  a  mood  of  slow 
eroticism  which  i£  really 
fascinating. 

Included  are  three  of 
their  recent  hits:  "We  Gotta 
Get  out  of  his  Place",  "Don't 
Let  Me  Be  Misunderstood", and  "'Bring  it  on  Home  to 
Me",  and  these  three  num- bers in  themselves  demon 
strate  the  emotional  range 
of  which  this  group  is  cap- able. "We  Gotta  Get  out  of 
this  Place"  captures  exactly 
the  desperate  feeling  of 
being  trapped  in  an  impos- sible situation,  while  the 
slower  "Bring  it  on  Home 

Marianne  Faithfull  (London LL  4323) 

Marianne  Faithfull  has  one 
of  those  lovely,  clear  English 
voices  which  is  delightfully 
suited  to  the  folk-pop  ballads which  form  the  major  part 
of  this  record.  The  strong 
influence  of  folkmusic  is 
particularly  noticeable  in numbers  like  her  recent  hit, 
'This  Little  Bird',  which  she 
endows  with  a  quality  of 
haunting  fragility. 
One  of  the  best  things  on 

the  record  her  version 
of  a  song  written  by  the 
Rolling  Stones,  "As  Tears  Go 
By".  This  song  creates  a 
mood  of  quiet  renunciation, 
and  the  simplicity  of  back- 

ground helps  to  points  up 
its  poignancy. 
One  intriguing  track  is  an 

experiment  in  Beatle  har- 
monies, the  Lennon-McCart- 

ney  song  "I'm  a  Loser". Marianne's  voice  is  ideally 
suited  to  the  unusual  har- monic structure  of  this number. 
Most  of  the  songs  included 

on  this  album  are  rather 
dreamy  and  .slow,  but  mo- notony is  avoided  by  the 
inclusion  of  a  more  uptempo 
number  by  Jackie  De  Shan- non. This  is  "Come  Stay 
With  Me",  and  Marianne 
puts  it  over  well.  All  in  all, 
an  interesting  first  album. 

The  Four  Tops  Second 
Album:  Motown  MO  636 
(Stereo:  MOS  634) 

This  would  be  an  excellent 

party  record.  The  Four 
Tops  keep  up  a  thoroughly danceable  beat  right  through 
the  record.  Their  recent  hits, 
"I  Can't  Help  Myself"  and 

"It's  the  Same  Old  Song", 
both  swingers,  are  included 
and  they  set  the  tempo  for the  whole  record. 

Other  cuts  on  the  album 
include  the  same  uptempo 
beat,  the  same  well-integrat- ed harmonies,  and,  in  many 
cases,  the  same  hit  poten- tial. One  of  the  best  of 
these  is  a  track  called "There's  Something  About 

You,  Baby". The  Four  Tops  use  fairly 

loud  and  constant  back- grounds, and  allow  their voices  to  blend  right  in  with 
them,  so  that  the  total  ef- fect is  one  of  steady,  con 
stant  rhytm    accented  by 

FOUR  TOPS^- 

/- 

instruments  and  voices  alike. This  tends  to  produce  a 
sameness  about  the  numbers on  the  record,  but  at  the 
same  time  contributes  to  a 
total  effect  and  makes  this 
record  perfect  for  a  dance 
party. 

review 

OUR  AVERAGE 

STUDENT  READS 

4.7  TIMES 

FASTER 

THAN  HIS 

STARTING  SPEED 

(with  equal  or  better 
comprehension  !) 

Mrs.  Evelyn  Wood  spent 
over  16  years  of  research and  testing  before  opening 
her  now  world-famous 
Reading  Dynamics  Institute 
in  1959.  There  are  now,  19 

Reading  Dynamics  Insli- Ottawa). 

tutes  in  the  U.S.A.  and  TWO 
IN  CANADA  (Toronto  and 
HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED 

Mrs.  Wood  says:  "In  1945  I  sub- litted  my  Master's  thesis  to  Dr.  C, Lowell  Lees,  my  professor  at  the University  of  Utah,  etc.  He  read 
the  80  pages  in  a  matter  of  min- utes, and  before  my  stortled  eyes, 
marked  the  paper  without  missing a  detail.  His  untrained  speed:  6000 
words  per  minute,  compared  to  the 
average  college  graduate's  350. Determined  to  find  the  secret,  I 
spent  2  years  tracking  down  50 
more  people  who  could  read  rapid- ly ..  .  and  14  years  later,  after countless  hours  of  research  and 
testing,  I  taught  my  first  public 
classes  in  Washington,  D.C.  So  po- sitive were  the  results  that  the  storv 
appeared  in  Time,  Newsweek,  Busi- ness Week,  Esquire,  The  Christian Science  Monitor  and  my  graduate5 
appeared  on  The  Tonight  Show, 
Gory  Moore,  I've  Got  A  Secret. Consistently,  my  students  learned ro  increase  their  speed  from  3  to 
10  times  .  .  .  WITH  A  GAIN  IN UNDERSTANDING  ! 

SINCE  1959,  OVER 
150,000  PEOPLE  HAVE 
TAKEN  MY  COURSE! 

Since  Foil  1963  over  600  people 
have  taken  the  Evelyn  Wood  Read- 

ing Dynamics  Course  in  Toronto, 
Kingston  and  Ottawa.  Average  im- provement has  been  Over  A  times 
storting  rates,  with  better  compre- hension than  at  their  old  slow  start- 
rates. 

GUARANTEE: 
If  you  don't  ot  least  triple  your 
reading  speed,  with  at  least  equal 
comprehension,  your  entire  tuition will  be  refunded  ! 

FREE  FILM  -  OPEN  HOUSE 
K  free  film  on  Reoding  Dynamics  will be  shown  Tues.  &  Thufs.  evenings  at 
8  00  pm.  and  on  Sat.  at  11:00  o.m. 
Drop  in  then,  or  ony  afternoon,  to  leorn more  about  this  remarkable  technique. 

EVELYN  WOOD 

READING 

DYNAMICS 

INSTITUTE Suite  1 103,  Britorinieo  Home, 151  Bloor  St.  W. 
Toronto  5,  Ontario 
923-4681 



NOW  THRU  JAN.  29  m 
A  hit  revival  in  London  last  season 

Mary  Savidge  in 

a  comedy  by  Noel  Coward 
able  ot  SAC  Office  51.50 

jazz 

torn  naylor 

CONFESSIONS  OF  A  REACTIONARY  -  // 
About  six  years  ago,  in 

jazz,  two  valid  new  move- ments emerged.  The  first 
and  most  spectacular  were 
the  Miles    Davis-Gil  Evans 

A  great  future  could  result 

from  a  20  minute  interview 

campus  interviews 

JAN.  20,  21  &  22 
For  further  information  and  interview  appointment please  contact  your  Placement  Officer 
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Northern  Electric COMPANY  LIMITED 

A,  all-Canadian  company  with  over  1 9.000 employees 

collaborations.  The  second 
was  the  music  of  George Russeli. 
These  two    form,s  were 

miles  apart   in  every  way 
but  one.  There  was  here  no 
evidence    of    a  hysterical 
.search  for  something,  any- 

thing that  could  be  put  over 
on  the  consuming  public  as 
revolutionary   ("In,"   I  be- lieve  the     expression  is). 
Their  music  showed  a  ca- reful  consideration   of  the 
past,  a  reasoned  attempt  to 
work  with  traditional  pat- 

terns, incorporate  new  de- 
partures   into    a  package 

that,  while  it  made  its  no- 
velty felt,  nevertheless  was 

moderate  in  scope,  thought- 
ful, and  managed  to  be  com- 
plex and  yet  simple  at  once. 

On  listening  to  the  great confused,  and  confusing, 
barrage  of  sounds  now  being 
foisted  off  as  the  new  music, 
one  is  tempted  to  compare 
its  exponents  to  the  extre- 

mely loquacious  individual who  must  needs  bury  those 
unfortunate  enough  to  be  in 
his  general  vicinity  under 
jeat  sheets  of  verbiage  to hide  the  fact  that,  in  truth, 
he  has  nothing  meaningful 
to  say. 

The  problem  is  more  than 
just  a  quantitative  one.  Many 
of  these  men  seem  to  inten- 

tionally try  to  make  their music  obnoxious.  A  case  in 
point  is  the  later  work  of 
Eric  Dolphy.  (Now  the  hip- sters will  really  climb  on 
their  high  horses.  Naylor  is 
defaming  the  dead.  But  I'm not  alone  in  so  doing.  Col- trane  defames  the  dead  in 
the  worst  possible  way whenever  he  picks  up  his soprano  saxophone). 
The  sounds  Dolphy  was 

making  just  before  he  died were  to  me  nothing  more than  an  incredibly  blatant collection  of  squacks  and 
squeals.  This  is  genius?  This 
is  artistry?  Our  definitions 
would  appear  to  be  radical- 

ly different. 

There  is  nothing  basically 
objectionable  about  mode- 

rate new  thing  music.  Wit- ness the  latest  Miles  Davis 
release,  (saving  of  course 
for  his  tenor  player.  Miles 
has   about  as  much  taste 
when  it  comes  to  choosing 
tenorists  as  Duke  Ellington 
shows  in    picking  regular 
.singers  for  his  band.  How- 

ever, give  Wayne  Shorter credit.  He  has  accomplished 
a  feat    I    never  dreamed 
possible.  He  is     the  first 
musician     to  actually 
get  worse  after  leaving  Art 
Blakey's  jazz  meatgrinders). 
Listen,  too,  to  either  of  the 
big  new  wave    pianists  — Cecil    Taylor   and  Andrew 
Hill.  The  thing  that  sets 
their  music  apart   is  that 
they  seem  mature  enough 
and   stable   enough   to  ap- 

proach their  music  cauti- 
ously   and    treat    it  with 

respect. 
However,  all  this  is  of  no 

consequence  anymore.  The 
patterns  are  set.  There  is 
not  much  hope  for  a  change 
in  direction.  Enter  the  new 
music  in  its  most  extreme 
form  and  exit  sanity  and 
most  of  the  listening  public. 

I  don't  really  expect  most 
of  the  younger  fans  to ascribe  to  this  point  of  view. 
Many  is  the  time  I've  play- ed an  old  classic  to  them 
and  been  greeted  by  blank 
stares.  It's  understandable. 
The  kid  used  to  eating 
crap  all  his  life  isn't  likely to  appreciate  a  piece  of cake. 

It  all  came  to  me  in  a dream  the  other  night.  High 
up  there  in  that  big  Cotton Club  in  the  sky.  Buddy 
Bolden  sits  on  his  throne Sidney  Bechet  on  his  right, 
Lester  Young  on  his  left.  In 
sack  cloth  and  ashes  pros- trate before  the  throne  with a  chorale  of  harps  playing 
"The  King  Porter  Stomp", 
lies  Charlie  Parker  mourn- 

fully crying  "That  is  not 
what  I  meant  at  all." 

by  john,  pan  I. 

george  and  jackson 
If  Ten  Centuries  Concerts had  ended  its  program  at 10.30  Sunday  night,  it  might 

have  given  its  audience  one of  the  finest  musical  events 
in  its  history.  After  enter- taining its  audience  for  It hours,  the  program  ap- 

parently set  out  to  tax  its concentration  and  endur- 
ance with  a  complex  sonic exploration  by  Pierre  Boulez which  seemed  to  last  for about  two  hours,  although  it was  only  about  a  quarter  of that. 

Until  Boulez  cropped  up 
.1  was  all  very  agreeable! immensely  entertaining  and 
entirely  palatable.  The  pro- gram, designed  as  a  sort  of eoctian 

survey  of  keyboard  music, 
opened  discreetly  with  Tho- mas Tomkins'  A  Fancy  for Two  to  Play,  with  Elizabeth Keenan  and  Bruce  Mather 
as  the  harpsichord  duo. Carol  Pack  was  heard  on the  chamber  organ  and  she obviously  knows  its  limita- 

tions. Of  Mrs.  Pack's  pro- gram, which  also  included works  by  Antonio  de  Cabe- zon  and  Johannes  Week  the most  delightful  was  Jan 
Pieterszoon  Sweelinck's  Va- riations on  Unter  Der  Linden Gruen. 
Of  course,  no  keyboard survey  that  touches  on  the present  could  ignore  the field  of  jazz,  so  a  survey  of 

jazz  piano  styles  was  provid- ed by  pianist  Norm  Amadio, a  technically  gifted  musician see  "Jackson",  page  R  6 



garble paid  ennis 

SMOKING  CAPTAIN  KANGAROO 

Now  don't  tell  me  I've  nothing  to  do  — with  commuterized  culture  and  crazy-quilt 
cold  fronts.  Confucian  odes  so  splat  from 
ceiling  to  pail,  tin-can  curling,  marmalade contradictions,  ceaseless  Ciesla  who  never 
made  it.  Through  it  all  are  fires  lit,  Massey 
Hall  sclerotic.  Tuesday  is  orchestra-swap- 

ping week. 
"Among  traders  in  some  outlying  districts, 

accounts  were  even  kept  in  terms  of  wild- 
cat skins,  a  blanket  being  priced  at  eight 

cats.  As  late  as  1740,  for  example,  the  ac- 
counts of  the  storekeeper  at  Niagara  show- 

ed a  "deficit  by  127,842  cats." Richard  A.  Lester 
(Not  so  clean,  helpless,  noknack,  but  a 

Tiger).  Maybe  they  moved  to  the  new  Bo- 
rough of  York  (138,700  already).  A  partial 

answer  may  be  found  in  TV  Guide  Cross- 
word Puzzle:  1  —  9  n-f-1.  It  was  the  week 

1  —  9 
to  put  the  M  back  into  Massey  Hall  for  the 
first  time.  Toromto,  no!  As  Hobbes  once 
wrote  before  hearing  the  Montreal  Sym- 
phony: 

"For  if  all  things  were  equal  in  all  men, 
nothing  would  be  prized." Zubin  Mehta  rates  uncountable  cupie 
dolls. 

Mozart  composed  the  Haffner  Symphony 
quickly  when  he  was  23  (The  Montreal  Sym- 

phony is  32).  Despite  its  indisputable  charm 
and  melodic  gaiety  (except  on  McKenzie 
Porter),  Mozart  was  able  to  begin  a  letter  to 
his  cousin  Maria  Anna  Thekla  almost  five 
years  previous: 

"Before  I  write  to  you  (he  writes),  I  must 
go  to  the  closet  (he  goes).  Well,  that's  over. Ah!  At  last  I  feel  lighter,  a  weight  is  off  my 
heart;  and  now  I  can  guzzle  again.  Oh,  oh 
when  you've  emptied  yourself  life  is  far 
more  worth  living." 

Like  Norman  Mailer's  spring  disposal  of 
camp  at  Berkeley.  Are  we  not,  all  of  us  al- 

ready fecalphiles?  Anyway: 
"Why  is  an  orange  like  a  bell?" 
"What  a  Way  to  Go-Go" Batman,  1966. 
A  true  story: 
"When  Mozart  was  my  age,  he  had  just 

composed  "Helas,  j'ai  perdu,"  Variations  for 
Piano  and  Violin."  (Huey  Philistine) 
"When  Mozart  was  my  age,  he  had  been 

dead  for  two  years."  (Tom  Lehrer) 
"I  was  still  alive  when  Wilson  was  Presi- 

dent." ( Oscar  Levant ) 
Which  is  why  I  never  answer  the  phone 

were  it  eons.  Without  a  maid  (Twang!  Lio- 
nel). O,  lo,  these  seven  many  years,  mixing 

media  in  five  flats.  And  now  the  Alexander 
Cartwright  of  cult  bias: 
"My  bias  is  with  the  oral  tradition,  part- 

icularly as  reflected  in  Greek  civilization, 
and  with  the  necessity  of  recapturing  some- 

thing of  its  spirit." Harold  A.  Innis 
Who  showed  that  we  could  work  it  out 

(not  the  dance,  Harry).  The  concert  began 
with  a  struck  O  Canada,  band-oriented.  The 
war  heroes  stood  silent  and  now  pertinent: 

"In  my  younger  days  the  conductor  was 
just  a  band  leader.  All  tlus  adulation  of  To- 
scanni.  Toscanni  was  short-sighted.  He  had 
a  short  repertoire.  He  was  short.  He  had  to 
conduct  from  memory  to  attract  attention. 
It  was  not  so  difficult.  I  can  play  10  recitals 
from  memory.  Toscanni  started  this  mem- ory craze.  So  all  these  young  composers 
(sic),  they  beat  their  heads  against  the  wall 
to  conduct  from  memory.  Mitroupolos  was 
a  fantastic  conductor.  But  I  felt  he  was  al- 

ways concerned  with  his  memory  than  with 
music.  He  was  so  worried  about  memory 
he  was  not  free.  This  nonsense  about  mem- 

ory!" 

Artur  Rubinsteir, 
Rubinstein  is  77;  Mehta  is  31;  Toscanni  is 

dead.  Mehta  conducted  only  Pierre  Mercu- 
re's  Lignes  et  Points  with  the  score;  Rubin- stein is  short;  Toscanni  was  attacked  by 
Fascists,  Bologna,  May  14,  1931. 

But  would  Great  Grindle  visit  Bourget? 
Nonsense. 

"Bourget  is  a  village  in  the  Ottawa  Valley, 
one  of  those  quiet  hamlets  where,  if  you  see 
a  girl  out  dining  with  a  man  old  enough  to 
be  her  father,  he  really  is  her  father." Dick'  Beddoes 

Best  Kept  Record  of  the  Year  Depart- 
ment; RCA  Victor  CC/CCS  —  1000:  Bach; 

Raymond  Daveluy,  organist.  First  in  the 
'Classica'  division  of  Victor's  Canada-Inter- 

national Series  in  which  the  Montreal  or- 
ganist is  superb  in  a  wide  variety  of  tech- 

niques. Over  three  months  late,  it  gets  the 
stamp  of  these  printed  words. 

Super,  Bat-IFT? 

In  a  new  spirit  of  harmony,  York,  U  of  T  ond  Ryerson  are  this  year  for  the  first  time 
sponsoring  a  concert  by  the  TS  —  under  new  conductor  Seiji  Ozawa — Saturday,  Jan. 
22  at  8:15  in  the  new  Ryerson  Theatre.  Program  includes  Beethoven's  Fifth,  Prokofieff  s 
Romeo  and  Juliet,  and  Bernstein's  Symphony  "1  (Jeremiah.) 
Tickets  available  at  the  SAC  office  every  day  between  12  and  2.  $1:50  and  $2. 

hey 
wow 

? 

By  LIONEL  POOLLE 
The  TS  Pension  Fund 

Concert  last  Thursday  was 
both  unique  and  outstand- 

ing. I  marked  the  first  pub- 
lic appearance  of  pianists 

Malcolm  Frager  and  Vladi- mir Ashkenazy  together  with orchestra. 
The  program  included 

double  concertos  by  J.  S. 
Bach  and  Mozart,  the  Bartok 

review 

Sonata  for  Two  Pianos  and 
Percussion  and  three  encor- 

es. Thoroughly  charming, 
wildly  exciting  and  not  even sold-out.  Dommage! 
Excitement  built  with 

each  succeeding  work.  What 
the  Bach  lacked  in  balance 
it  spent  in  spirit.  The  Mo- zart was  musical  beyond 
belief.  And  the  Bartok,  his 
keyboard  masterpiece,  defies superlatives. 

Frager  is  a  foot  taller  than Ashkenazy,  but  to  my  taste 
he  cannot  match  his  smaller 

and  younger  friend  in  music- ianship. The  30  year-old 
American  has  miles  of  tech- 

niques and  a  superb  imita- tive sense.  His  ensemble 
playing  is  virtually  flawless; 
rapport  is  no  problem. 

But  Ashkenazy  has  'it'  — soul,  poetry,  that  extra  spark 
of  phrase  that  touches  all, 
romantic  impulsiveness  with 
rhythmic  discipline  where 
necessary.  He  is  the  Jean- Pierre  Cassel  of  the  piano. 

At  the  age  of  28,  there  can be  no  doubt  of  his  genius. 

By  HUEY  PHILISTINE 

Toronto  heard  the  Mont- 
real Symphony  this  past 

week  as  the  two  cities'  sym- phonies participated  in  a 
rare  exchange.  Despite  the 
many  changes  before  the 
program  was  finally  select- ed, the  orchestra  appeared 
well-prepared,  though  far 
from  perfection  in  accuracy. 
Nonetheless,  the  MS  showed 
much  brilliance,  and  jet-set 
conductor  Zubin  Mehta  even more. 

Under  Mehta,  the  Sympho- 
ny possesses  a  technical competence  at  least  the  e- 

qual  of  Toronto's  but  of  a different  nature.  While  Oza- wa achieves  virtuoso  effects 
through  almost  total  re- 

liance on  sonic  sheen  creat- 
ed out  of  sheer  technical 

wizardry,  Mehta  achieves  a 

less  flashy,  more  'in  depth' 
reading. 

Where  Ozawa's  admitted- 
ly dazzling  results  have  often 

failed  to  excite,  Mehta  suc- 
ceeded in  building  excite- 

ment in  Richard  Strauss' massive  Ein  Heldenleben, 
despite  some  flagrant  errors on  the  part  of  his  players. With  at  least  as  much  of  a 
sense  of  logical  development as  Ozawa  has  shown  here, 
Mehta's  romantic  spirit  was more  satisfying. 

In  addition  to  Mozart's Haffner  Symphony  (K.  385), 
the  program  included  Lignes et  Points  by  Pierre  Mercure, 
a  piece  which  fellow  hack 
Lionel  Poolle  has  called,  "a 
masterpiece  of  contempora- 

ry Canadian  music". The  Mozart  opened  with 
a  remarkably  articulate 
treatment  of  the  first  move- ment exposition.  Tempo  was 
strict  and  consistent,  the 
underlying  rhythm  alive 
throughout.  The  interpreta- tion was  marked  by  an 
overall  dolce  feeling  with 
finely  balanced  sectional 
contrasts  within  a  scaled- down  framework  of  quite 
expressive  dynamics. 

Mercure,  perhaps  the  lead- 
ing  French  Canadian  com- 
pqser  at  present,  completed Lignes  et  Points  in  Septem 
ber,  1964.  In  it,  he  has  at- 

tempted to  synthesize  the 
varied  possiblities  of  orches- tra and  electronic  music 
techniques,  including  rever- beration, playing  the  tape 
backwards,  filtering  of  har- 

monic structures,  mixtures 
of  durations,  combinations 
of  differing  elements  and textures  and  slowing  down 
and  speeding  up  of  tape. 

It  was  apparent  from  th 
opening  variation  that  the 
composition  is  no  mere  ex> ercise  in  artificial  stridency. 
Most  impressive  was  the 
sinusoidal  wave-like  effects created  by  the  upper  strings 
in  Variation  II. 

The  entire  work  was  per- formed with  consummate 
skill,  and  a  total  awareness of  subtleties,  qualities  which 
showed  evidence  of  much 
feeling,  if  not  downright 

passion. Ein  Heldenleben  (A  Hero's Life),  Strauss'  paean  to  him self,  his  autobiography  at 
the  age  of  34,  is  the  apogee 
of  his  work  in  tone  poem 
composition.  It  remains  one 

of  the  most  difficult  pieces 
in  the  traditional  orchestral 
repertoire,  with  its  long  and devilish  violin  cadenzas,  its 
complex  interweaving  of 
theme,  counter-theme  and 
fragment,  and  the  almost unwieldy  nature  of  the  large 
orchestra  the  score  de- mands. 

Sensuous,  hugely  melodic, 
narcissistic,  it  is  the  master- See  "LFT"  page  R6 
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Curfew  shall  not  ring  tonight 
Down  the  mountain  she  whips, 

wind  in  her  face,  snow 

powdering  behind  her, till  she  wheels  into  the  valley 
and  stems  to  a  stop. 

The  girl  who  doesn't  let darkness  deter  her  is  not  one 
to  hang  up  her  ski  poles 

for  a  few  days  each  month. 

Like  so  many  of  today's  active 
young  moderns,  she  uses 

Tampax  menstrual  tampons. 
And  finds  that  differences 

in  days  of  the  month  all  but vanish.  A  Tampax  tampon 

can't  bind,  chafe,  irritate— or 
even  be  felt,  when  it's  in  place. 

Take  Tampax  tampons  on 
your  next  ski  trip.  You 

may  be  glad  you  did. 
Your  choice  of  3  absorbency 

sizes  (Regular,  Super,  Junior) 
wherever  such  products 

are  sold. 

Developed  by  a  doctor- now  used  by  millions  of  women 
'ERNAl  SANITARY  PROTECTION  IS 
(  BY  CANADIAN  TAMPAX  CQRPORA- }H  LIMITED,  BARRIE,  ONT. 
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QUEBEC  WINTER  CARNIVAL 
WHEN  WAS  THE  LAST  TIME  YOU  WERE  IN  QUEBEC  CITY' (WITH  1000  OTHER  STUDENTS  ON  THE  SAME  TRAIN) 

ALL  EXPENSES 
FROM  MONTREAL  29.50 

FROM  TORONTO  ADD  12.00 
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ANNUAL  ICE  SCULPTURE  CONTEST 

FEB.  5th 

•  COLLEGES,  FACULTIES  &  STUDENT  GROUPS  ELIGIBLE •  ENTRY  FORMS  NOW  AVAILABLE  AT  SAC  OFFICE 
•  ENTRY  FORMS  TO  BE  RETURNED  TO  SAC  OFFICE  NOT  LATER  THAN MONDAY,  JANUARY  24th 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 

UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Some  scientific  course 

as  taught  by  McGIII,  Yale  and Cornell  Universities 
—  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 

Every  Men.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 
or  arranged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  J 

to  be  sure  of  a  scat- Career  Development  Institute 
131  Bloor  St.  W.  Toronto 
"The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

TICKETS  WILL  BE  ON  SALE  FOR 

ICE  FROLICS  '66  -  $1.00 
WINTER  CARNIVAL  FOLK  SINGING  SHOW 

$1.50 
TAX  INCLUDED 

WEDNESDAY  JANUARY  26 S.A.C.  OFFICE 

R.  J.  BESSEY 
JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 

AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 921-5731 

A  Career 

in 

Iron  Ore! 

IRON  ORE  COMPANY  OF  CANADA 

QUEBEC  NORTH  SHORE  AND  LABRADOR  RAILWAY 

Career  opportunities  are  offered  in 
►  GEOLOGY 
►  MINING  ENGINEERING 
►  GEOLOGICAL  ENGINEERING 
►  CIVIL  ENGINEERING 
►  MECHANICAL  ENGINEERING 
►  ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING 
►  METALLURGICAL  ENGINEERING 

PERSONNEL  DEPARTMENT, 

=~cp°rN¥  of  canada- January  22 

Jackson  (cont'd) 
who  revealed  a  commend- able ability  to  recreate  the 
superficial  aspects  of  the 
art  of  15  great  jazz  pianists 
—  from  Jelly-Roll  Morton  to 
Lennie  Tristano.  His  heart 
was  obviously  in  his  work 
and  he  imade  each  of  his 
jazz  favorites  parade  forth with  authorship. 

Mather  also  appeared  as 
piano  soloist  in  his  own 
Fantasy  1964  —  a  rambling, 
impressionistic  piece  with 
moments  of  crisp,  lyrical 
charm.  He  was  joined  by 
pianist  Paul  Helmer  in 
Boulez'  Structures,  Book  II. 

I  salute  Mather  and  Hel- 
mer for  having  had  the  for- titude to  learn  this  boring, 

monotonous  invention,  but 
how  they  were  able  to  live 
with  such  a  heartless,  inhu- 

man and  spirit-crushing  crea- 
tion completely  baffles  me. To  establish  their  cues,  the 

soloists  pointed  at  each other  from  time  to  time,  and 
amazingly,  they  endured  the 
experience  without  a  trace 
of  a  smile  ever  crossing  their set  and  sober  faces. 
A  friend  summed  it  up 

very  penetratingly,  I  think, 
in  this  way:  "I  care  about 
everything  —  and  nothing"- ( Apologies  to  Ten  Centuries Concerts  for  what  comes  in 
the  midst  somewhere.  Bou- lez will  never  atrophy). 

LFT  (cont'd) 
piece  of  nineteenth  century orchestration. 
The  enormous  opening 

theme,  that  of  Strauss  him- 
iself,  begins  in  the  depths 
of  the  strings  and  horns  be- fore its  culmination  in  the 
high  woodwinds.  By  the piece's  conclusion,  Strauss has  mocked  the  critics,  loved his  wife,  triumphed  over  his adversaries,  and  affirmed 
his  own  as  the  works  of 

peace. Mehta  held  the  work  to- gether admirably,  making 
good  use  of  rubato,  thematic accentuation  and  dramatic 
effects.  One  might  have  pre- 

ferred a  more  virile  state- ment of  the  first  Don  Juan theme,  or  to  have  had  its presentation  broader  at least.  Phrasing  and  rhythm 
tailed  off  somewhat  towards 
the  conclusion  (restatement 
of  'works  of  peace'  theme). One  could  almost  excuse 
the  mistakes  unrelated  to interpretation.  It  is  difficult enough  to  achieve  a  unified low  brass  chord  piano  entry 
without  fighting  the  absur- dities of  the  Massey  Hall 
stage. 

While  numerous,  mistakes 
of  this  sort  did  not  detract from  the  overall  success  of 
the  performance.  Mehta's striking  percussion  introduc- tion to  the  battle  section  and 
Calvin  Sieb's  remarkably rich  Stradivarius  sound 
helped  make  it  all  worth- while. 



Pointless  carnage 
By  MICHAEL  WALSH 

By  actual  count  there  are  twenty-three 
separate,  violent  deaths  in  the  running  of 
The  Second  Best  Secret  Agent  in  the  Whole 
Wide  World,  playing  a  single  this  week  at the  Downtown. 

At  the  conclusion  of  the  carnage  the  sen- 
sitive moviegoer  will  find  himself  asking, 

"Whyfor?"  It  has  all  been  for  naught. 
It  is  a  painful  axion  of  the  entertainment 

business  that  success  breeds  imitators.  Thus 
it  has  become  next  to  impossible  to  use  a 
spy-guy  theme  unless  the  script  is  in  some 
way  Bond-able. 

Second  Best  extrapolates  the  principle  to 
its  extreme.  If  the  viewer  is  not  thoroughly 
versed  in  the  Fleming  instant-plot  formula 
he  will  find  Agent  virtually  incomprehen- sible. 

The  plot  as  such  revolves  around  the  ma- 
chinations of  a  private  enteprise  criminal 

organization  (STENCH,  perhaps?)  to  fleece 
the  British  and  Soviet  Governments  of  two 
million  pounds,  apiece.  And  the  nasties  have 
the  gall  to  demand  their  ill-gotten  gains  in 
American  money,  coin  of  the  realm,  it  would 
seem,  in  any  realm. 
The  British  Home  Office  demands  that 

Intelligence  mount  a  guard  on  a  good  Doc- 

tor, creator  of  anti-grav.  "Four  of  your  best 
agents,"  Pickering  demands. 
"My  dear  fellow,"  the  long-suffering  W 

tells  the  senior  civil  servant.  "Do  you  realize 
that  the  Defence  Ministry's  allocation  for toilet  rolls  for  the  troops  exceeds  our  entire 
budget?  One  agent!  No  more!" 

It  only  remains  for  us  to  meet  Charles 
Vine,  the  one  agent,  to  decide  where  the 
peoples'  funds  have  been  best  applied. 

As  played  by  single-expression  newcomer Tom  Adams,  Vine  has  less  personality  than 
his  chauffer-driven  vehicle.  (The  vehicle  is 
played  to  perfection  by  Rolls-Royce,  a  vete- 

ran of  many  notable  character  roles.)  None- theless he  succeeds  in  slaying  more  than 
his  fair  share  of  heavies  using  no  gadgets 
other  than  a  clumsy-looking  pistol. 
Whole  Wide  World  suffers  from  the  am- 

bivalence that  earlier  reviewers  noted  in  the 
first  Bond  epic  Dr  No,  At  the  beginning  the 
direction  seems  bent  towards  the  humorous, 
subtle  understated  English  variety. 

Then,  as  the  various  color  killers  begin  to 
stalk  one  another  the  mood  becomes  very 
studied,  a  la  The  Ipcress  File.  The  audience 
is  alternately  turned  on  and  put  on.  By  the 
time  the  final  shot  is  fired  they  can't  help 
but  be  put  off. 

The  MJQ  is  coming 

On  Sunday,  January  23  at 
2:00  p.m.  in  York  Universi- 

ty's Burton  Auditorium,  the 
fourth  annual  "Jazz  At  York" concert  will  offer  the  Mod- ern Jazz  Quartet,  one  of  the 
continent's  most  popular 
jazz  organizations.  Much controversy  breaks  out  from 
time  to  time  as  to  the  jazz 
validity  of  the  type  of  close 
knit,  strongly  integrated,  al- 

most chamber  music  ap- 
proach the  quartet  takes  to its  material. 

However,  the  group,  it  can 
not  be  denied,  seldom  fails 
to  give  even  its  opponents 
their  money's  worth. 
The  personnel  consists  of 

Milt  Jackson  —  vibraphone, 
Percy  Heath  —  bass,  John 
Lewis  —  piano,  and  Connie 
Kay  —  drums.  Admission  is 
three  dollars  per  head. 
Tickets  can  be  purchased  at 
the  box  office  or  at  Sam 

The  Record  Man's. Tom  Naylor 

UC  Players  move 

experiment  with 

By  MARK  CZARNECKI 

The  UC  Players  Guild  has  temporarily 

moved  to  Cartwright  Hall  in  St.  Hilda's  Col- lege to  present  dramatized  versions  ot 
poems  by  Robert  Frost.  They  are,  for  the 
most  part  enjoyable,  and  due  justice  is 
done  to  the  poetry,  but  Stephen  Snider  s  di- rection could  have  paid  far  more  attention 
to  the  dramatic  possibilities  of  the  poems, 
rather  than  relying  on  recitation  alone  tor his  effects. 
The  most  difficult  and  least  successful 

was  "Death  of  Tht  Hired  Man."  The  warmth inherent  in  the  relationship  between  the 

three  people  was  lacking,  and  little  attempt 
was  made  at  aging  Mary  and  Warren  in 

to  Cartwright  Hall: 

dramatized  Frost1 voice  and  gesture. 
Susan  Wilson  presented  a  complete  well- 

paced  "Witch  of  Coos"  and  managed,  to 
bring  plausibility  with  a  high  cracking  voice 
which  never  broke.  The  humor  was  a  wel- 

come relief  as  a  contrast  to  the  more  me- lodramatic aspects  of  the  other  poems. 

David  Pape  and  Terry  Tweed  created  ten- sion through  the  conflict  of  their  character! 
zations  in  "The  Home  Burial."  The  collo 
quial  flavour  of  Frost's  language  came 
across  and  a  real  sense  of  the  claustropho- 

bic New  England  society,  with  its  emphasis 
on  implicit  communication  was  achieved. 

This  also  appeared  in  The  Fear,  and  Lorna 
Wilson  successfully  brought  out  the  mixture 
of  motives  in  the  wife's  reactions.  The  poem 
allows  many  interpretations  and  no  real  so- lutions, some  of  which  could  have  been 
explored  more  deeply  in  a  dramatic  context 

It's  on  again  today  at  1:10. 

INTERNATIONAL  DRAMA  FESTIVAL 
JANUARY  25  -  29 
HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

TICKETS:  SAC,  ISC       INFORMATION:  485-7002 
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GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE famous  for  finest  Italian  cuisine  -  21  varieties  of  pizzas 

MAURY  KAYE  TRIO 
Phone  925-0841 

and  upstairs,  across  the  moat,  to 

CASTLE  GEORGE 
a  mediaeval  castle  setting,  serving  the  finest  quality 

BEEF,  STEAKS,  SEAFOOD,  CURRIES 

ALMEDA  SPEAKS 
A  RETURN  ENGAGEMENT 
For  reservations  phone  925-8563 

BOTH  FULLY  LICENSED 
290  Dundas  St.  E.  —  at  Sherbourne AFTER-THEATRE  SNACKS 

<SW3> 

Harridge's  Clearance 

<2A\S> 

Itnom'  It  haoDens  only  twice  a  year  —  a  Fashion  clearance  all 
Uu-oush  HaSS's-Sreat  savings  on  this  season's  merchan- tisTfrom  all  our  Boutiques.  Import  Salon,  dresses  and  gowns Suit™  Clothes  Shop,  coats,  suits,  dresses  .  .  .  Miss 
karViSTdrLe  °  coats,  suiU  .  .  .  Casual  Colony,  sportswear, 
sBwae"!eS;  ccfSates  \  .v^a*^'  \\ 

r  infvri#  sleemvear,  foundations  ...  The  Milliner,  naia  ... 
KVSU  handbags,  neckwear  .  Regal  Itoor* furs  . . .  Town  Shoes  Salon  . . .  Fantasy,  robes. 

At  The  Colonnade  -  131  Bloat  St.  West  -  Telephone  927-2030^ 



FLASH!!  Dy 

Batman  and  Robin  strike  typical  poses  of  intense  concentration  —  mak- 
ing sure,  of  course,  to  keep  close  together. 

By  MICHAEL  WALSH 

Comic  books,  once  regard- 
ed as  an  incubator  of  juve- nile delinquency,  may  yet 

produce  PhDs.  During  the 
next  few  years,  a  great 
many  learned  papers  will 
pour  forth  from  the  ranks 
of  sociologists  and  psycho- 

logists trying  to  explain  the 
many  phenomena  lumped 
together  under  the  label 
"Pop  Culture". 
One  of  the  greatest  bene- 

ficiaries of  the  growing  in- 
terest in  the  folk  art  of  re- 

cent decades  has  been  Bat- 
man (and,  of  course,  his  ju- nior partner  Robin,  the  Boy 

Wonder).  All  but  dormant 
for  the  last  fifteen  years, 
the  "Dynamic  Duo"  of  the forties  crashed  into  the  six- 

ties this  week  with  a  twice- 
a-week  television  series. 
ABC  has  slyly  guaranteed 

the  full-color  Batman-show 
a  prominent  place  in  TV 
history.  The  reasons  are 
quite  unrelated  to  the  pro- duction. For  the  first  time 
in  so-called  prime  time 
(7:30  PM  Wednesday  and 
Thursday)  a  network  has 
broadcast  four-count  'em —  four  commercials  in  a 
single  half  hour. 
We  will  speak  of  the  TV Batman  himself  later. 
The  Batman  story  has 

been  elevated  to  the  status 
of  legend,  taking  its  place  in American  folklore.  For  the 
uninitiated  the  tale  is  as 
follows: 

Bruce  Wayne  is  a  million- 
aire playboy  and  prominent citizen  of  Gotham  City. 

(Since  Superman's  Metro- polis is  undoubtedly  New 
York,  the  role  of  Gotham- 
in-reality  devolves  to  Chi- cago.) 
Witnessing  the  death  of 

has  parents  in  a  holdup, 
Wayne  declared  war  on 
crime  and  criminals  and 
swore  to  dedicate  his  life 
and  resources  to  the  fight. 

"Criminals  are  a  supersti- 
tious cowardly  lot,"  he mused  in  the  very  first  epi- 

sode. To  "strike  terror  into 
their  hearts,"  he  adopted 
the  now-familiar  Bat-cost- 

ume. Its  colors  are,  signifi- 
cantly, black  and  blue. The  choice  of  motif  was  a 

chance  occurance,  prompt- 
ed by  the  timely  appear- ance of  a  bat  in  the  window 

of  the  Wayne  mansion.  "It's an  omen. . ."  cried  the  unsu- 
perstitious  crime-fighter-to- 
be. Robin,  the  Boy  Wonder, arrived  on  the  scene  soon 
after,  in  the  person  of  Dick 
Grayson.  He  became  Bruce Wayne's  ward  after  the 
death  of  his  parents  "The 
Flying  Graysons",  a  circus aerialist  team. 

Operating  out  of  the  Bat- 
cave,  deep  beneath  the 
Wayne  mansion,  their  true identities  are  known  only  to 
Alfred,  the  ever-faithful. ever-English,  butler.  Unen- 

dowed with  any  preternat- ural or  super  powers,  the Bat-team  relies  on  native intelligence,  ingenious  pre- Bond  Bat-gadgets  and  a strong  dose  of  brute  force. Batman  first  appeared  in 

the  May  1939  issue  of  Det- ective  Comics,  hard  on  the 
heels  of  the  National  Syn- 

dicate's 1938  success.  Super 
man.  Although  Bob  Kane  is 
cited  as  Batman's  creator, the  mastermind  behind  the 
operation  since  1942  has been  Jack  Schiff,  editor  ol 
the  three  magazines  in 
which  Batman  appears. 
In  his  recent  book,  The 

Great  Comic-Book  Heroes, 
Jules  Feiffer  devotes  consi- 

derable space  to  an  affect- 
ionate memory  of  the  ori- 

ginal characterization. "Batman  trailed  Super- 
man by  a  year  and  was  ob- viously intended  as  an  off- 

shoot, but  his  lineage  — the  school  of  rich  idlers 
who  put  on  masks  —  dates 
back  to  the  Scarlet  Pimper- nel and  includes  Zorro  and the  Green  Hornet,  with whom  Batman  bears  the 
closest  and  most  contempo- raneous resemblance.  Both 
the  Green  Hornet  and  Bat man  were  wealthy,  both 
dabbled  in  chemistry,  both 
had  supervehicles,  and  both costumed  themselves  with 
view  towards  striking  ter- 

ror into  the  hearts  of  evil- doers.  The  Green  Hornet 
buzzed;  the  Batman  flap- 

ped —  that  was  the  essen- tial difference. 
"Not  that  there  weren't 

innovations:  Batman  popu- 
larized in  comic  books  the 

strange  idea,  first  used  by the  Phantom  in  newspapers, 
that  when  you  put  on  your 
mask,  your  eyes  disappear 
ed.  Two  white  slits  showed —  that  was  all.  If  that didn't  strike  terror  into 
the  hearts  of  evildoers,  no- 

thing would.  Batman,  ap- 
parently, was  also  in  better 

physical  shape  than  the 
Green  Hornet;  less  depend- 

ent on  the  rich  man's  use of  nonlethal  gas  warfare. 
Batman  got  more  meaning- fully into  the  fray  and,  in 
consequence,  got  more  clob- bered. Though  a  good  deal 

was  made  of  his  extraordf  " nary  stamina,  much  of  it,  as 
it  turns  out,  was  for  pun- 

ishment, another  innova- 
tion of  the  superheroes; 

there  was  some  reason  to believe  he  had  a  glass  jaw. 
"But  Batman  was  not  a 

superhero  in  the  truest sense.  If  you  pricked  him, 
he  bled  —  buckets.  While Superman's  superiority  lay 
in  the  offense,  Batman's  lay in  the  rebound.  Whatever 
was  done  to  him  —  whati ever  trap  laid,  wound  open- 

ed, skull  fractured  —  all  he ever  had  to  show  for  it  was 
a  discreet  patch  of  Band- Aid  on  his  right  shoulder. With  Superman  we  won; with  Batman  we  held  our own.  Individual  preferences 
were  based  on  the  ambi- tions  and  arrogance  of 
one's  fantasies.  I  prefered, 
to  play  it  safe  and  be  Super- man. "What  made  Batman  in 
teresting  was  his  story 
line  —  not  his  strength. Batman  as  a  feature,  was 
infinitely  better-plotted,  bet- ter-villalned,  and  better 
looking  than  Superman/ Batman  inhabited  a  world 



tamit  Duo  Returns!! 

where  no  one,  no  matter 
what  time  of  the  day,  cast 
anything  but  long  shadows 
— seen  from  weird  perspec- 

tives. Batman's  world  was 
scary;  Superman's  never. 
Bob  Kane,  Batman's  crea- 
'  ̂ r,  combined  Terry  and 
the  Pirates-style  drawing 
with  Dick  Tracy-style  vil- 

lains: The  Joker,  The  Pen 
guin,  The  Cat  Woman,  The 
Scarecrow,  The  Riddler, 
Clay-face,  Two-face,  Dr. 
Death,  Hugo  Strange. 
"Batman's  world  was  also 

more  cinematic  than  Super- 
man's. Kane  was  one  of  the 

early  experimenters  «with 
angle  shots,  and  though  he 
was  not  as  compulsively 
avant-garde  in  his  use  of 
the  worm's-eye,  the  bird's- eye,  the  shot  through  the 
wineglass,  as  others  in  the 
field,  he  was  the  only  one 
of  the  National  line  {Detec- 

tive, Adventure,  Action  Co- 

tions.  Gotham's  innumer- able museums  made  the 
ROM  seem  woefully  inade- 
quate. Batman's  "cinematic" 
world  was,  unfortunately, 
never  transfered  to  the 
screen.  Columbia  produced 
two  15-chapter  serials  based 
on  Kane's  character.  Bat- 

man, in  1943,  The  New  Ad- 
ventures of  Batman  and 

Robin,  in  1949.  Although 
billed  as  "Made  in  '43"  the feature  currently  playing  at 
the  Odeon  Coronet  is  really 
the  '49  version. 
Nor  is  either  a  recent 

"find",  the  original  having 
been  re-released  twice, 
1954,  1963;  the  second  hav- 

ing cycled  in  1957  and  1966. 
After  sitting  through  15 
chapters  one  has  to  wonder why. 

Like  the  fifty-mile  hikes> 
the  serial  all-at-once  is  a 
test  of  endurance.  The  piot, 

Dr.  Dako  {left)  contemplates  his  brain-drain  machine  in 
a  scene  from  the  '43  serial. 

mics)  who  managed  to  get 
that  Warner  Brothers'  fog- 
infested  look." 

Feiffer,  in  his  notalgic  re- 
collections, misses  one  of 

the  most  significant  points 
X4jat  set  Batman  off  from 
his  less  memorable  compe- 

titors. Batman  was  no- 
thing, if  not  thoroughly  Es- tablishment. 

Both  facets  of  his  dual  i- 
dentity  could  —  not  have 
been  more  fulfilled.  Wayne 
the  affable,  if  somewhat  te- 

dious, socialite  moved  a- 
mong  the  beautiful  people. 
He  was  comfortably  cush- 

ioned by  his  old  name  and 
old  money. 
Batman,  unlike  the  majo- 

rity of  the  comic  literature 
heroes,  was  not  at  odds 
with  the  "stupid"  police  in 
his  personal  crusade.  When- 

ever police  commissioner 
Gordon  turns  his  Bat-sig- 

nal across  Gotham's  sky, Bruce  Wayne  becomes  a  de 
facto  cop,  commanding  the 
respect  and  co-operation  of 
the  entire  force. 
HPerhaps  one  of  the  reas- 

ons why  Feiffer  concedes  to 
Kane  the  creation  of  a 
"scary"  world  was  the  art- 

ist/writer's ability  to  dip into  the  secret  immaginings 
of  children.  Batman  was 
continually  involved  in  sit- 

uations built  around  every- 
dify  objects  blown  into  out- 

landish,     outsize  propor- 

like  the  film,  is  black  and 
white.  The  dynamic  duo  get 
whupped  in  every  episode 
right  up  until  their  final 
victory.  Many  of  the  old 
chapter-plays  showed  abso- lute brilliance  in  the  handl- 

ing of  their  cliffhangers. 
This  self-proclaimed  "great- 

est serial  ever  filmed"  just 

isn't. Clearly  made  "on  the 
cheap"  to  cash  in  on  the comic  book  popularity. 
Batman  And  Robin  (  makes 
no  attempt  at  all  to  capture 
the  feeling  and  flavor  of  the  ■ original.  As  a  consequence, 
the  dynamic  duo  comes 
across  as  a  pair  of  clumsy 
cavorting  goofs. 
They  were  certainly  not 

that  in  their  newspaper 
days.  From  1943  to  1946 
Batman  and  Robin  enjoyed 
prominence  as  a  daily  and 
Sunday  paper  comic  strip. 
Their  complex  plots  proved 
difficult  to  follow  in  four 
panel  doses,  however,  and 
the  McClure  syndicate  re- turned their  distribution 
rights  to  National  Comics, 
the  owners  of  the  copy- 
right. More  trouble  was  in  store 
for  Batman  in  1954.  Publi- 

cation of  Fredric  Wert- 
ham's  Seduction  of  the  In- 

nocent, an  indictment  of 
crime  comic  books,  brought 
to  the  public  eye  allega- 

tions heretofore  only  wHs- 

pered  in  pyschiatric  cir- cles. 
What,  the  doctor  asked 

rhetorically,  was  the  nature 
of  the  relationship  between 
Batman  and  Robin? 
"The  Batman  type  of 

story  helps  to  fixate  homo- erotic  tendencies  by  sug- 
gesting the  form  of  an  ado- lescent-with-adult  or  Gany- 

mede-Zeus type  of  love-re- lationship. 

". . .  As  they  sit  by  the 
firepjace  the  young  boy 
sometimes  worries  about 
his  partner:  "Something's wrong  with  Bruce.  He 
hasn't  been  himself  these 
past  few  days".  It's  like  a wish  dream  of  two  homo- 

sexuals living  together. 
Sometimes  they  are  shown 
on  a  couch,  Bruce  reclining 
and  Dick  sitting  next  to 
him,  jacket  off,  collar  open, 
and  his  hand  on  his  friend's arm.  Like  the  girls  in  other 
stories,  Robin  is  sometimes 
held  captive  by  the  villains 
and  Batman  has  to  give  in 
or  "Robin  gets  killed." "Robin  is  a  handsome 
ephebic  boy,  usually  shown 
in  his  uniform  with  bare 
legsl  He  is  buoyant  with 
energy  and  devoted  to  no- 

thing on  earth  or  in  inter- 
planetary space  as  much  as 

to  Bruce  Wayne.  He  often 
stands  with  his  legs  spread, 
the  genital  region  discreetly evident. 

"In  these  stories  there 
are  practically  no  decent, 
attractive,  successful  wo- 

men. A  typical  female  char- acter is  the  Catwomen,  who 
is  vicious  and  uses  a  whip. 
The  atmosphere  is  homo- sexual and  anti-feminine.  If 
the  girl  is  good-looking,  she 
is  undoubtedly  the  villain- ess.  If  she  is  after  Bruce 
Wayne  she  will  have  no 
chance  against  Dick.  For  in- stance, Bruce  and  Dick  go 
out  one  evening  in  dinner 
clothes,  dressed  exactly  a- like.  The  attractive  girl 
makes  up  to  Bruce  while  in successive  pictures  young 
Dick  looks  on  smiling,  sure 

of  Bruce." Although  never  openly 
acknowledging  the  vile  ru- mor, Batman  soon  made  it 
clear  that  his  hormones 
were  in  the  right  place.  In 
a  recent  issue,  for  example, 
the  dynamic  duo  find  them- 

selves transported  to  ano- 
ther dimension  in  the  com- 
pany of  Bat-woman  and  Bat- 

girl. 

The  situation  is  typically 
hopeless  and  catastrophic. Since  the  death  of  them 
all  is  a  foregone  conclusion 
the  masks  are  dropped  both 
figuratively  and  literally. 
The  teams  pair  off  to  spend 
their  final  living  moments 
The  moment  of  truth  1 
Batman  and  Batwoman 

confess  their  love  and  la- 
ment the  time  lost  that 

they  could  have  spent  to- 
gether. Robin  and  Batgiri 

don't  talk  much  but  make- 
out  like  hell. 
Perhaps  the  reformation 

was  prophetic;  today,  as 
clean-cut  normal  guys.  Bat- man and  Robin  seem  to  be 
on  the  comeback  trail. 

Batman  and  Robin,  dramatically  posed  to  show  off  their 
capes,  prepare  to  enter  a  warehouse. 

and  meanwhile,  on  television  . . . 

The  first  episode  of  the 
TV  Batman  conscientiously 
shreds  the  last  fibres  of  the 
"unnatural  relationship"  ar- 

gument. A  live-in  aunt  has been  added  to  the  Wayne 
household  and  Batman  him 
self  is  shown  not  to  be 
above  taking  time  out  on  the 
job  to  animal  dance  with  a 
pretty  pick-up. In  comparison  to  TV  pro- 

gramming in  general  Batman 
is  above  average.  In  com- parison to  the  previously 
mentioned  serial,  it  is  noth- 

ing short  of  great.  Fox  Tele- vision Productions  succeed 
brilliantly  in  righting  every 
travesty  perpetrated  by  the 
original  Columbia  film. 
The  dynamic  duo  have 

been  brought  to  life  as  they 
were  meant  to  be.  Adam 
West's  Bruce  Wayne  is 
slightly  pretentious  but  good 
intentioned.  Like  Sampson's hair,  his  real  strength  lies 
in  his  Bat-costume. 

Robin,  as  played  by  Burt 
Ward,  is  eager,  energetic  and 
impetuous.  Unlike  their 
serial  counterparts,  who  ap- 

proached their  parts  with funereal  grimness.  West  and 
Ward  bring  a  zest  to  their 
characterizations  that  sug- 

gest their  own  personal  in- volvement with  the  Batguy 
since  the  good  old  days  of 
"Detective  Comics". 

To  Fox's  eternal  credit  no 
expense  appears  to  have 
been  spared  on  the  trap- 

pings. Aston-Martin  fans  will 
find  a  new  hero  in  the  per- son af  the  Batcar.  The  bitter 
disappointment,  of  '49  (so what  was  so  special  about 
a  Mercury  convertible?)  has been  atoned  for  in  the 
custom  gas  turbine  job  of 

'66. 

Like  the  Lone  Ranger's horse,  Silver,  Batcar  is  loya! 
to  hi^  master.  Single-han- 

dedly the  faithful  vehicle 
foils  attempts  to  either  steal 
or  destroy  it. 

This  series  is  the  best 
reproduction  of  the  wonder 
fuj  Kin  of  the  all  but  forgot- ten worlds  of  comic  books 
and  radio  yet  attempted.  Nor have  the  producers  forgotten 
to  add  a  dash  of  television elan  for  leaven. 
Each  week's  two  part  story 
features  a  "special  guest 
villain"  creating  the  role  of 
one  of  Batman's  colorful, 
crazy,  clever  adversaries.  The 
first  segment  concludes  with 
an  imaginative  cliffhanger 
and  a  "tune  in  tomorow, 
same  time,  same  channel." The  narration  is  in  the 
best  Lamont  Cranston,  'What evil  lurks  in  the  hearts  of 

men?  The  Shadow  knows!' — style.  And  the  amazing 
Utility-Belt  will  put  the  en- 

tire UNCLE  arsenal  to  sha- 
me. 

A  familiar  figure  in  Goth- 
am City,  the  Batman  is  call- 
ed by  name  wherever  he 

goes.  Entering  the  "What  A Way  To  Go-Go"  he  is  appro- ached by  a  comely  bunny. 

Calmly  she  asks,  "Check 

your  Cape,  sir?" 

The  Maitre-de,  honored  by 

the  visit,  suggests,  "a  ring- 

side table?" 
"No  thank-you,"  the  brigh- 

tly costumed  crime  fighter 
replies,  "I'll  stand  by  the 
side.  I  shouldn't  wish  to  at- 

tract any  attention." 
review 



A  world  in  miniature 

"A  hand-bag!?!" (Lady  Bracknell) 

By  MARK  CZARNECKI 
The  world  of  Oscar  Wilde 

is  a  miniature  world,  deli 
cately  constructed  out  of 
aphorisms.  His  comedies  of 
manners  rely  almost  exclu. 
sively  on  the  witty  well- 
turned  phrase  for  their  im- pact. The  plots  are  trite,  the characters  are  stereotypes, 
but  the  language  is  always 
lucid,  the  humor  pungent. 
Words,  and  how  they  are 
spoken,  are  of  prime  im- 

portance, and  it  is  precisely 
in  this  latter  regard  that 
the  Canadian  Players  pro- 

duction of  The  Importance 
Of  Being  Ernest  fails  to  do 
justice  to  Wilde's  master- 
piece. It  just  won't  do,  as  Cecily 
Cardew  says,  "to  call  a 
spade  a  spade",  as  if  one were  actually  talking  about 
a  menial  dirt-covered  instru- ment of  labor.  The  whole 
point  of  the  play,  and  the 
key  to  the  technique  which 
must  carry  it  off,  is  that 
the  aphorisms  must  be  flick- ed off  as  casually  as  dust 
from  a  sleeve,  or  the  aud- 

ience will  tire  of  them  af- 

ter five  minutes. 
Only  Earnest  himself 

(Paxton  Whitehead),  man- 
aged his  lines  completely 

successfully,  at  the  same 
time  presenting  a  thorough- Iv  likable  and  almost  (as  it 
should  be)  sincere  portray- 

al. Best  of  the  women  was 
Mary  Barton,  who  present- ed a  charming  Cecily  and 
delivered  her  lines  with 
freshness  and  grace. 
Judy  Ward's  garish  cost- umes for  Lady  Bracknell 

(Rosamond  Burke)  were 
more  than  adequate  indica- tions of  her  character:  why 
did  she  have  to  adopt  the 
same  overemphasized  ponti- 

fical tone  for  all  her  lines 
as  well?  Algernon  Mon- crieff  (John  Horton)  was 
too  mannered    and  super 

fluous  in  both  voice  and 
gestures  for  the  young  rake about  town. 

There  is  a  definite  sense 
in  which  Wilde's  miniature world  is  better  suited  for 
the  television  screen  than 
the  stage.  Proof  of  this  was 

given  in  Festival's  produc- tion of  The  Ideal  Husband 
on  Wed.  Jan.  5.  The  camera 
can  bring  the  audience  into 
the  characters'  restricted 
social  circle,  and  this  is  par- 

ticularly important  with 
Wilde  since  the  epigram  in- 

vites outside  reaction,  rath- er then  comment  from  the 
characters. 

But  the  televison  produc- tion also  had  actors  with 
good  drawing-room  techni- que and  a  definite  sense  of movement.    If  the  players 

are  static,  the  play  becomes 
a  sermon,  and  the  audience 
in  turn  becomes  self-con- 

scious. Marigold  Charles- worth's  direction  lacked  this 
fluidity  of  motion,  and  the 
garden  scene  between Gwendolen  (Irena  Mayes- 
ka)  and  Cecily  was  particu- 

larly tedious. It  is  difficult  to  demand 
an  original  production  of  a 
classic,  especially  a  classic 
comedy.  The  lines  are  there; 
they  are  either  said  humor- ously or  not,  and  for  the 
most  part,  the  Players  have been  unable  to  fulfil  the 
basic  requirements.  The 
play  stands,  nonetheless,  on its  own  merits.  There  is 
enough  sheer  wit  to  leave an  audience  partially  awed, 
if  not  totally  amused. 

Heads-you-win,  tai!s-t-iose 
By  REV  A  LANDAU 

"Picnic,"  by  William  Inge, 
is  a  realistic  play,  but  one 
where  the  tragedy  is  com- 

posed of  that  very  realism. The  daughter  caring  for  a 
sick,  complaining  mother, the  schoolteacher  eating 
supper  with  two  old  maids. 
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the  widow  trying  to  raise 
two  children,  all  live  in  a 
dreary  routine.  All  are  de- nied love,  the  only  element 
bigger  than  themselves  that will  lift  them  out  of  the  rut. When  Hal  Carter  appears, 

he  brings  promises  of  a  new existence.  But  this  promise 
is  deceptive.  As  Inge  sees  it, 
the  world  runs  on  a  heads- 
you-win,  tails-I-lose,  basis. 
If  Madge  marries  Alan,  she will  never  love  him.  If  she 
marries  Hal,  she  will  soon 
hate  bdm.  One  cannot  es- 
cape. Hal  Carter  appears  in  the small  town  when  Madge 
Owens,  with  the  encourage- 

ment of  her  widowed  mo- ther, is  being  courted  by 
Alan  Seymour,  the  son  of 
the  town's  most  wealthy  and 
respected  man.  John  Tar- 
rington,  as  Hal,  fulfills  his half  of  the  promise  and,  the 
tragedy.  With  his  sexual  at- tractiveness, animal  vitality, 
and  youthful  exuberance,  he 
appears  capable  of  rising out  of  the  ordinary  details 
of  life,  an  ability  that  at- tracts three  women  to  him. 
His  crudeness  and  boastful- 
ness  will  push,  him  back  in- to the  mire,  prophesying  a 
life  similar  to  that  of  Mrs. 
Owen's  drunk  husband. 

Unfortunately,  Susan  Me- redith, as  Madge  Owens  does 
not  fulfill  her  part  of  the 
tragedy.  While  her  portrayal 
of  Madge  as  a  sweet  inno- cent girl  has  some  merit, 
this  portrayal  does  not  ex- plain why  she  is  so  attracted to  Hal.  Even  in  the  danoe 
scene,  one  has  no  sense  of 
a  girl  sensitive  to  her  own 
beauty,  of  an  accord  be- 

tween the  two  more  mean- ingful than  anything  around 
them,  as  they  are  more  alive 
than  anything  around  them. Both,  the  costumes  and  the 
sets  competently  support 
the  realistic  part  of  the  dra- ma. Cathy  Brodie,  as  Millie 
Owens,  was  excellent  in  the role  of  the  ugly,  clever, 
younger  sister,  a  role  that 
could  have  been  easily  ster- 

eotyped, but  wasn't. The  supporting  cast,  in- see  "Picnic"  review  12 
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By  E.  MAJOR-MAROTHY 
Orphism,  a  movement  to which  Appolinaire  had  given the  name,  is  an  off-spring  of Cubism,  which  arrived  at true  abstract  art.  Picasso and  Braque,  the  leaders  of the  Cubist  movement,  both derived  their  inspiration from  Nature,  following  Ce- zanne's doctrine. 
The    Delauneys,  Kupka, Metzmger  and  others  were the  first  try  to  break  away from  this  tradition,  and  to 

arrive   at   "pure  painting", as  divorced  from  nature  as music.  And  they  dealt  not only  with  form,  but  tried to  combine  the  Fauve  colors with  the  geometrical  analysis and  synthesis  of  objects. 
The  Delauneys  are  pioneers in  their  use  of  color  as  not only  the  form  but  also  the subject  matter  of  their  can- 

vases. In  the  early  paintings of  Robert  Delauney  there  is a  very  strong  architectural feeling  _  he  was  fascinated by  the  rhythm  of  arches. His  picture  of  St.  Severin 
gives  an  abstracted  feeling of  the  space,  thrust  and  span later  led  him  to  see  that  to show  intense  rhythm,  he must  abstract  even  more. 
Thus  he  came  to  reduce 

his  pictures  to  circles  ar- 
ranged in  geometrical  pat- 

terns where,  with  the  addi- 
tion of  color,  he  could  show 

not  only  the  direction  of  the 
rhythm  but  also  effect  a 
spinning  within  the  picture 
plane.  Thus  in  "Rhythme", "Joie-de-vivre"  the  circular 
forms  almost  explode  with 
color  and  movement,  both 
in  a  circular  direction  and 
around  themselves.  This  i,s 
where  Delauney  saw  that 
not  only  form,  but  also  color 
could  express  rhythm  and 
movement  —  color  itself  be- 

comes expression. 
It  is  at  this  point  that 

the  word  "Orphism"  truly applies  to  the  style  of  Robert 
Delauney,  since  his  work 
becomes  the  embodiment  of 
pure,  lyric  color. 

Whereas  Cubism  strives  to 
create  new  wholes,  derived 
not  from  vision  but  from 
an  intellectual  conception, 
Delauney's  ideal  is  to  reflect the  life,  the  rhythm  that 
throbs  in  the  world,  the 
heart  of  man  itself,  This 
goal  is  not  only  on  an  intel- 

lectual level,  but  also  on  an 
emotional  and  philosophical one. 
The  exhibitions  of  their 

work  at  the  City  Hall  Library 
does  not  do  justice  to  them. 
It  is  only  a  fraction  of  the 
original  show  which  was 
first  opened  at  the  National 
Gallery  of  Canada  in  Ottawa. 
The  pictures  are  very  badly 
hung;  they  are  over  the 
bookcases  and  one  has  to 
really  strain  one's  neck  to see  them. 
But  the  selections  are  good- 

one  of  the  best  ones  is  the 
lithograph  of  the  "Eiffel 
Tower". 

review 
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The  Royal  Alex 

takes  a  safari 

to  Slant 
By  IAN  RODGER 

On  my  way  to  the  Royal Alex  bar  at  intermission,  the 

lady  on  my  right  waxed  en- thusiastic: "Those  twins  are 

adorable,  aren't  they?"  The King  and  I  and  a  cast  of 
thousands  warbled  through three  hours  of  songs,  dances, 
and  the  occasional  gag  to 
prove  that  the  guy  who wrote  Abie's  Irish  Rose  was 
right.  If  you  can  appeal  to 
the  majority  of  your  au- 

dience, the  critics  can't touch  you. 
The  thin  plot  concerns 

Anna  Leonowens'  (Barbara 
Williams)  safari  to-  Siam  to 
civilize  the  king's  children 
and  the  resulting  complica- tions when  she  is  opposed 
by  a  stubborn  king,  parodi- 

ed by  Darren  McGavin. 
Being  a  Rodgers  and  Ham- merstein  musical  (vintage 

1944),  anyone  can  pick  up 
the  :score  and  fall  through 
the  musical  parts  and  turn 
out  a  perfectly  adequate 
pedestrian  performance.  And such  is  the  case  here,  with 
much  local  talent  thrown  in. 
Two  characters,  however, 

deserve  further  mention. 
Darren  McGavin  of  Mike 
Hammer  fame  dropped  in  to 
take  the  lead  and  our  own 
Alan  Kondo  of  Varsity 
review  fame  played  his  heir 

apparent. 
M  cG  a  v  i  n  unfortunately 

made  the  mistake  of  carica- 
turing his  part.  Fine,  the 

king's  stubborn,  autocratic, 
childish,  and  beneath  it  is  a 
heart  of  gold.  But  these  are his  natural  endowments  and 
instead  of  emphasizing  them, 
he  should  have  tried  to  hu- 

manize them.  It  is  neverthe- 
less to  his  credit  that  he 

wa^s  versatile  enough  to 
completely  eschew  any  re- semblence  to  the  gangland 
tough  guy  that  is  his  forte. Alan  Kondo  admittedly 
had  very  little  working 
space,  as  he  was  intended  to be  the  meek,  obedient  prince 
but  his  lines  came  out  like 
rhetoric  and  glared  especial- 

ly weak  beside  McGavin's smooth  professionalism. As  could  be  expected,  the 
lighting  sets,  costumes,  and music  (the  latter  dominated 
of  course  by  violins)  were 
satisfactory.  Add  Patricia 
Neway's  full,  rich  voice  and 
the  production  will  satisfy 

any  Rodgers  and  Hammer- stein  fan. 

Picnic  (cont'd) 
eluding  Cozy  Jackson  as Helen  Potts,  Phil  Partridge 
as  Bomber,  and  Linda  Sha- 

piro and  Marjorie  Fansett as  the  two  school  teachers 
were  competent;  though  Flo 
Owens  (Mary  Leaf)  appear- 

ed a  trifle  too  untouched  by 
time  and  trouble  for  a  wi- dow who  was  married  to 
a  drunkard,  and  Alan  Sey- mour (Pat  Donald),  even  in 
the  fight  with  Hal,  seemed 
slightly  too  mature  and  un- derstanding for  a  boy  of  his 
age  and  position. It's  at  the  Poor  Alex. 
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Bo  Diddley  at  the  Coq  d'Or 
Bv  VOI  run  n^,„         .  . By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
Bo  Diddley  is  the  act  to 

catch  this  week;  he's  ap- pearing at  Le  Coq  D'Or,  Ron- 
nie Hawkins'  garish  Yonge Street  bar. 

Rhythm  and  blues  is  Bo 
Diddley's  bag,  with  the  em- phasis  definitely  on  rhythm He  s  backed  up  by  a  drum- mer, a  bassist  and  a  female trio.  Fortunately  the  trio doesn't  provide  the  doo wah,  doo  wah  type  accom- paniment that  we  hear  on so  many  popular  records but  provides  a  gospel  type call-response  effect. 
The  vibrancy  of  gospel  is very  evident  in  the  roots  of 

Bo  Diddley's  music,  as  is the  drive  of  blues.  His  sound is  big  and  booming  with  a heavily  amplified  bass. 
His  guitar  has  an  echoing, throbbing  sound:  at  times the  sound  will  scream  off into  the  echoes;  at  other times  Diddley  will  play  some inventive  tricks  on  the strings  and  send  them crackling  or  playing  with  a sharp  snapping  sound. When  he  lowers  the  vol- 

ume of  the  guitar,  you  hear the  deep  jungle-drum  effect of  the  bass  and  you  feel  the primitive  basis  of  the rhythm  which  generates  a wall  to  wall  excitement  in the  room. 
Unfortunately,  most  of 

the  patrons  don't  really  care that  Bo  Diddley  is  better than  most  of  the  acts  that 
play  the  Coq  d'Or.  Any rhytmic  electrical  instru- ments will  do  for  them. 
Bo  Diddley's  singing  style doesn't  seem  to  be  as  rough and  primitive  as  that  dis- 

played on  his  records.  Per- 
haps, like  many  of  his  type, 

he  has  a  separate  style  that 
he  uses  for  predominantly white  audiences.  Some  of  his 
singing  seemed  almost  as 
smooth  as  a  ballad  singer  on a  popular  record. 
When  the  go-go  girls  were 

brought  out  to  gyrate  and 
undulate  in  their  cages,  Did- 

dley really  seemed  to  com- 
promise his  stuff.  He  mere- 

ly provided  rhythm  to  let 
the  girls  dance  by.  Fortuna- 

tely, he  did  a  long  set  before 
the  dancers  came  on. 

LORING  JANES 
The  Mousehole,  the  York- 

ville  coffee  house  that  isn't 
much  larger  than  its  name 
suggests,  this  week  is  fea- 

turing a  young  Detroit  sing- 
er   named    I-oring  Janes. 

Then,  after  a  two-week  lapse, 
he'll  be  back  for  another two  weeks. 
Janes  does  a  pleasant  act 

and  has  an  amiable  person- 
ality on  stage.  His  sets  are 

relaxed  and  his  performan- ces are  effortless. 
He  handles  himself  well 

on  the  12-string  guitar, 
which  tends  to  overpower 
many  who  use  it. 

His  voice  is  a  low,  mellow 
and  masculine  instrument 
that  he  doesn't  seem  to  use 
to  its  full  advantage  very 
often.  In  "Riverboat  Gam- 

bler" he  showed  that  his 
voice  can  come  on  strong 

and  with  flexibility. His  treatment  of  blues  is 
not  very  deep,  with  very  lit tie  attempt  to  appreciate  the emotional  anguish  of  the 
style  of  music.  But  then  very few  white  boys  can  reallv get  a  feeling  for  the  blues. AROUND  TOWN 
Carolyn  Hester  is  drawing huge  crowds  to  the  River- boat,  and  for  those  that 

can't  get  in,  she'll  be  doing a  benefit  concert  for  U  of  T Friends  of  SNCC  at  12  and 
1  p.m.  today  in  the  JCR.  The 
SNCC  people  are  also  bring- ing the  Freedom  Singers back  for  a  benefit  concert. 
The  date  —  Jan.  28. 
Next  week  at  the  River- 

boat,  Gord  Lightfoot  will  be 
on  stage.  Gord  will  also  be 
performing  at  Winter  Car- 

nival this  year  along  with the  Allen-Ward  Trio  and Rich  Little. 
At  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve 

it's  the  Travellers  this  week, with  David  Blue,  a  young 
New  York  folksinger  and writer  for  the  next  two.  Blue recorded  under  the  name 
David  Cohen  on  Elektra's 
Singer-Songwriter  Project album. 

Phil  Ochs  is  coming  back 
to  the  Gate  on  Feb.  22  for 
two  weeks.  That's  right  after Winter 

review 

Mariposa  to  be  held  in  Oril- lia. 
Adam  Mitchell  is  at  the 

Penny  Farthing  this  week 
and  Malka  and  Joso  will  be 
at  the  Hart  House  arts  festi- 
val. 

RECORD  REVIEWS: 
Son  House:  The  Father  o( 

Folk  Blues  (Columbia  CL 2417): 

This  is  a  beautiful  record 
because  it's  so  real.  Eddie 
"Son"  House  represents  real 
Mississippi  Negro  blues  as 
heard  between  Clarksdale 
and  Memphis.  That's  right on  the  Delta,  in  the  cradle 
of  Negro  blues. 

Son's  singing  is  raw  and emotional  with  fantastic 
flashes  of  falsetto.  The  des- 

pair and  deep  emotional  an- 
guish as  well  as  the  life  and 

courage  of  the  blues  are  all there. 
It's  a  style  that  Son  has 

not  changed  or  diluted  or 
compromised  even  though 
he  has  been  living  in  the 
north,  Rochester,  N.Y.,  since 1943. 
Son  was  rediscovered  two 

years  ago  after  he  had  given 
up  singing  after  the  war 
when  people  no  longer  want- 

ed to  hear  the  old  music. 
Son  refused  to  follow  the 
often-delinquent  new  styles such  as  rock  and  roll. 
On  the  record,  "Empire 

State  Express"  builds  bril- 

liantly in  intensity  just  like 
a  good  drama.  On  that  cut, Al  Wilson  adds  a  fine  accom- 

panying guilar.  Wilson  also adds  subtle  harmonica  ac- 
companiment on  "Levee 

Camp  Moan." For  me,  the  highlight  of the  album,  though,  is  the 
humor  of  "Preacher  Blues  " But  then  the  whole  album is  excellent  and  significant. Introducing  the  Beers 
Family:  An  American  Folk Tradition  (Columbia  Master- works  ML  6105):  Since  they have  had  two  previous albums  on  Prestige,  this  has 
to  serve  as  a  re-introduction, 

but  a  well-appreciated  one. The  record  features  a 
charming  assortment  of  bal- 

lads as  "Fiddler"  (Robert Beers)  heard  them  from  his 
grandfather.  His  wife  Evy- 
lyn  and  daughter  Marti  ac- 

company him  with  some beautiful  vocal  harmony  and 
on  a  wide  variety  of  instru- ments. 

Their  singing  of  Dunbar- 
ton's  Drum,  a  rarely-heard 

Scottish  ballad,  is  so  beau- tiful that  it  can  actually  chill the  listener.  The  record  has captured  the  songs  impact almost  as  well  as  a  personal 
appearance  can. Among  the  odd  instru- ments heard  is  the  delicate 
and  ethereal-soundine  psal- 
try,  an  ancestor  of  the  pia- no. The  strange  arrange- ments of  the  strings  (in 
duos  with  an  upward  pro- 

gression of  tones  starting  at each  side  of  the  instrument) provides  a  complex  and  yet 
pure  sound. The  value  of  this  record 
is  that  it  can  be  academical.-' ly  significant,  ie.  as  an  ex- ample of  types  of  instru- ments and  songs  rarely heard  today,  but  is  also  a 
pleasant  record  to  listen  to. 
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COMMERCE 

The  Canada  Life  Assurance  Company OFFERS  YOU  CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES  IN 

™TING      *  COMPUTER  PROGRAMMING FINANCE        *  SALES        *  ADMINISTRATION *  ACTUARIAL  SCIENCE 
Our  Company  representatives  will  be  conducting career  employment  interviews  at  the  University  on 

MONDAY  JANUARY  17th  1966 
We  invite  you  to  reserve  an  interview  time  and secure  further  information  at  the  Placement  office. 

J 

INNIS  COLLEGE  FORMAL 

CANADIANA  MOTOR  HOTEL 

JANUARY  28 featuring 

Paul  Grosney  Orchestra 
FOLKSINGERS 

BOB  and  SUSAN 
also 

BUFFET  (included  in  ticket) 
and  CASH  BAR 

Tickets:  $4*50 

NOW  ON  SALE  AT  INNIS 
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Last  year's  graduates  said  that  the  four 
most  important  considerations  to  them  in 
evaluating  companies  where  they  might  start 
their  careers  were  challenging  work,  ad- 

vancement opportunities,  educational  op- 
portunities, and  the  use  of  ingenuity  on  the 

job. 
Here  is  how  IBM  rates  on  these  four critical  factors: 

Is  there  an  opportunity 
to  do  challenging, 
exciting  work  at  IBM  ? 

There  is  naturally  a  greater  sense  of  partic- 
ipation and  involvement  when  the  field  you 

work  in  is  as  young,  vigorous  and  growing 
as  data  processing.  IBM  is  at  the  centre  of 
what  has  been  called  an  industry  without 
bounds.  Here  you  will  find  the  diversity  and 
continuing  challenge  of  a  pioneering  indus- 

try. IBM  machines  are  assisting  in  atomic 
research  for  industry,  in  space  exploration, 
in  the  compilation  of  Olympic  Games  results. 
They  are  helping  where  steel  is  produced, 
where  ships  are  built,  where  oil  wells  are 
drilled.  They  are  at  work  in  transportation, 
in  agriculture,  in  real  estate,  in  medicine, in  education,  in  advertising,  in  construction, 
in  banking,  in  manufacturing,  in  government. 
The  climate  for.  innovation,  new  ideas,  and 
for  talented  new  people  is  unusually  good. 
Challenges  abound.  Knowledgeable  people 
with  a  broad  range  of  talents  and  abilities 
are  needed,  and  IBM  takes  special  pains  to 
keep  you  from  being  cornered  in  confining 
or  restricting  jobs.  The  company  finds  it  good 
business  to  help  you— and  every  other  em- 

ployee—to discover  everything  you  can  do. 
The  excitement  of  working  where  you  can 
actually  see  the  future  emerging  is  here. 
Whatever  your  chosen  area  in  this  field,  IBM 
can  offer  you  a  broad  spectrum  of  stimulating 
activities. 

Are  there  real 

opportunities  for 
advancement  at  IBM? 

A  person  entering  IBM  now  is  still  on  the 
ground  floor  with  respect  to  the  growth 
potential  of  the  data  processing  field.  There 
is  room  for  steady  advancement.  It's  up  to 
you,  but  everything  possible  is  done  to  help. 
The  company  has  been  built  on  the  prop- 

osition that  we  constantly  improve  our  prod- ucts and  our  technology  while  providing  a 
maximum  degree  of  satisfaction  on  the  part 
of  our  employees  in  their  assigned  tasks. 
IBM  has  a  reputation  to  maintain  and  only 
by  moving  promising  new  people  along  can 
the  company  fulfill  its  own  promise  for  the 
future.  The  individual's  quest  for  opportunity is  welcomed  and  encouraged.  Bigger  jobs 
await  those  ready  to  take  on  bigger  respon- 

sibilities. Promotion  from  within— based  on 
ability  and  performance— is  traditional  IBM 
practice.  Many  of  IBM's  more  important  posi- tions are  held  today  by  people  in  their  thirties 
and  forties  who  have  steadily  moved  ahead 
from  their  first  job  with  the  company.  For 
those  who  seek  a  real  sense  of  job  satisfac- 

tion, an  IBM  career  presents  stimulating  in- tellectual and  material  rewards. 

What  about  educational 

opportunities  ? 
The  real  assets  of  IBM  lie  in  the  potential 

of  its  people.  IBM  considers  your  university 
background  only  a  beginning,  just  as  you  do. 
As  you  feel  the  need  to  review,  up-date  and 
advance  your  education.  IBM  provides  a 
wealth  of  opportunities  at  every  stage  of 
your  career.  Here,  education  is  a  continuing 
process.  In  fact,  each  year  IBM  as  a  company 
spends  more  on  education  than  do  all  but 
a  handful  of  the  world's  largest  universities, and  there  are  a  number  of  voluntary  programs 
in  which  employees  may  participate  with 

company  financial  support.  At  IBM,  progress 
is  the  result  of  human  inventiveness,  talent 

and  skill.  Through  extensive  education,  train- 
ing and  management  development  programs, 

you  are  aided  in  preparing  yourself  to  move 
ahead,  by  acquiring  a  well-rounded  business 
background  and  making  yourself  eligible  for 
many  kinds  of  professional  as  well  as  man- 

agement positions. 

Is  ingenuity  important 
at  IBM? 

Today  there  is  scarcely  a  form  of  human 
activity  in  which  data  processing  cannot  play 
some  useful  part.  IBM's  rate  of  growth  has created  many  opportunities  for  young  people 
with  outstanding  initiative,  imagination. and 
competence.  Because  of  the  continuing  need 
to  expand- and  move  ahead,  you  will  find  a 
remarkable  readiness  to  accept  change.  You 
will  find  that  your  ideas  count  from  the  first 
day  you  come  to  work.  And  whether  working 
independently  or.  as  part  of  a  team,  you  will 
have  IBM's  resources  to  draw  upon  for  tech- 

nical and  administrative  assistance. 
At  IBM  there  are  a  remarkable  variety  of 

starting  points  and  paths  to  advancement. You  start  with  the  assurance  that  a  satisfying 
and  rewarding  career  is  available  to  you  in  a 
dynamic,  thriving  industry.  Make  it  a  point 
to  discuss  what  IBM's  "room  for  achieve- ment" could  mean  to  you  with  the  IBM  rep- 

resentative who  will  be  visiting  the  campus 
January  25,  26,  27 

Your  placement  officer  can  make  an  ap- pointmentwith  our  interviewer.  If  you  cannot 
attend  the  interviews,  write  or  visit  the  IBM 
office  in  Toronto  at  36  King  Street  East  or  at 
600  Eglinton  Avenue  East. 

IBM 
IMamational  Business  Machines  Company  Umittd 



^L™™.™™*  DIRTY  DICTIONARY 
 ,  .,   J  .       'wui  icitei       tne  ISll      and    mnH^r-n    C.,1  _  . 

The  Penguin  English  Dic- 
tionary; G.N.  Garmonsway, editor;  Penguin  Books,  Har- mondsworth,  800  pp.;  $2.95. 

An  irate  English  critic  de- 
clared that  the  new  Penguin dictionary  did  not  define 

"cunt"  correctly.  After  a long  discussion  with  the editor,  Professor  G.N.  Gar- 
monsway, (currently  visiting professor  of  English  at  U. of  T.),  I  am  convinced  that Prof.  Garmonsway  does  in- 

deed know  what  "cunt" means  and  that  he  defined 
it  correctly  in  his  dictionary. (Look  it  up  yourself.) 

"The  four-letter  words  are a  trouble  though".  Prof. Garmonsway  said,  "after 
having  defined  "fuck"  for 
example,  I  was  too  shy  to 
include  the  adjective  "fuck- 

ing". The  avid  dictionary reader  may,  however,  dis- 
agree with  Mr.  Garmons- 

way's  self-criticism  for  there 

are  very  few  "four-letter words"  or  vulgar  nuances that  have  escaped  his  eye. 
To  even  a  casual  reader, the  new  dictionary  must seem  like  something  of  a  re- volution. The  front  cover design  is  decidedly  phallic, 

the  price  is  atrocious,  and the  advertising  blurbs  on  the 
back  cover  are  just  a  little 
too  streamlined  for  the  nor- mal dictionary  fare. 

It  was  written,  according 
to  Professor  Garmonsway, 
"for  the  man  who  wants  the 
quick  way  of  finding  words." This  explains  the  new,  sim- 

plified pronounciation  guide 
(jade  -  jayd),  the  absence 
of  a  barrage  of  punctuation 
marks  accompanying  each 
entry,  and  the  separation  of 
related  "head-words".  For 
example,  "comprehensible" 
is  no  longer  found  under  the 
headword  "comprehension." 
Professor  Garmonsway 
prepared  the  dictionary  "to capture  and  record  Modern 

English"  and  modern  Engl- ish, like  it  or  not,  is  Amer- ican. 

So  the  selling  techniques, the  sleek  appearance,  and the  ease  of  usage  reflect both  the  author's  intent,  and a  large  portion  of  the  new vocabulary. 

,  "H'gh  rise",  "hula  hoop", breakdown",  and  "Brains trust"  give  some  idea  of  the range  of  the  work.  For  fu- ture editions,  Mr.  Garmons- 
way has  already  garnered 

■perking",  "teach-in,', "camp"  and  "splash-down". ("Blast-off"  is  included  in the  first  edition.) 
Professor  Garmonsway 

likes  the  American  way  of making  words.  Instead  of  us- 
ing Latin  derivates,  they will  use  two  simple  mono- 

syllables, and  the  result  is 
much  more  powerful.  Exam- 

ple: "breakdown"  instead  of "analysis." 
Modern  words  present 

their  problems  however  as 

the  manufacturers  of  "cello- phane" and  "Kleenex"  will attest.  What  are  the  legal implications  of  a  trademark becoming  irrevocably  incor- porated within  the  language? Better  still,  what  do  ,  ou 
do  with  "hoover"  used  as  a verb? 
And  the  Englishman  as editor  occasionally  finds himself  out  of  his  depth  in deaJmg  with  an  American 

language.  His  definition  of drugstore,  for  example, 
reads,  "store  which  sells  soft drinks,  cosmetics,  magaz- ines, etc."  "It's  a  case  of  not seeing  the  woods  for  the 
trees,"  admits  Prof.  Gar- monsway wryly. 

The  dictionary  was  seven 
years  in  production,  and  the definitions  are  mainly  from 
Professor  Garmonsway  him- 

self. "You  start  with  the easy  little  letters,  like  X,  Y, 
and  Z",  he  says,  "and  then 
you  have  the  courage  to  at- 

tack C  and  B." 

"The  fatal  thing  is  to  see what  someone  else  has 
done",  said  Prof.  Gannons- way,  "and  if  that  means  that he  as  editor  had  to  analyze every  word  in  his  dictionarv, 
then  my  hat  goes  off!!" 
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f RYOUTS 
Previous  tournoment  exper- ience will  b,  necessary 
Sign  ot  the  At.'-letic  Office Hart  Hous.'  by 

THURS.  JAN  20 

Sec  Miss  Lee  Ariiletic  Oft.--, 
for, further  information. 

Festival  where  the  nights  are  long 

Participating  in  events  at  the  Hart  House  FestiVal  of  the arts  are:  poet  Irving  Layton  (top  right);  Jacob  Groob  (too left);  TELESCOPE  host  Fletcher  Marfcel  (bottom  right)  and tilm-maker  Norman  MacLaren  (bottom  left).  The  Festival will  run  Jan.  13,  14,  15  and  16,  and  the  15th  and  16tK 
ore  visitors'  days. 
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|  paintings  from  its  ■'Contemporary  Wo- 

s  screening  "Jail  House  Rock"  Torzon Escapes"  (for  highbrows)   "La  Femmc I  Mariee"  (for  froncophils)     "Le  Chaf 

dons  le  Sac"  '  - 
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MUDDLING  THE 
 MUTINY 

By  R.  BOTHWELL 
THE  GREAT  MUTINY: 

James  Dugan,  G.  D.  Put- nam's Sons,  511  pp,  $8.75. 
Mr.  Dugan,  the  blurb  an- nounces, is  an  author  with 

a  distinct  bent  for  histori- 
cal reporting,  whose  occasio- 
nal forays  into  the  field  of 

historical  scholarship  have 
hitherto  met  with  deserved 
critical  acclaim.  That  Mr. 
Dugan  is  no  historian  is  evi- dent enough  from  his  latest 
book,  The  Great  Mutiny, 
which  muddles  original  scho- 

larship with  an  obsessive  de- 
sire to  bring  the  Mutineers 

of  1797  to  their  due  reward. 
The  subject  at  issue  is  the 

gieat  mutiny  of  1797,  which temporarly  immobilized  the 
Royal  Navy  in  the  face  of 
a  Franco-Irish-Dutch  con- 

spiracy to  bring  King  George 
to  book  by  mounting  the 
first  successful  foreign  in- 

vasion of  Britain  since  1066. 
That  King  George  was  a 
"heejous  monster"  fully  de- 

serving this  fate  Mr.  Dugan 
has  no  doubt,  as  he  proceeds 
to  refight  the  controversies 
of  the  American  and  French 
Revolutions  and  to  inveigh 
against  tyrannical  Billy  Pitt "and  his  crowd",  who  are 
made  to  sound  like  a  sort  of 
blimpish  Cosa  Nostra. 

Mr.  Dugan  amends  for  the 
incompetence  of  the  French 
and  Dutch,  whose  efforts 
met  disaster  at  the  battle  of 
Camperdown  when  they 
were  trounced  by  the  recon- stituted fleet,  by  blasting 
King  George,  his  realm,  his effects,  his  minions,  and  the 
context  of  history.  All  this 
while  turning  out  a  rather 
prolix  account  of  the  day-to- 

day happenings  aboard  His 
Majesty's  aberrant  vessels. 
The  book  is  at  its  best 

when  dealing  with  the 
straight  forward  narrative  of 
the  various  revolts  and  mu- 

tinies, although  even  here 
the  author  cannot  refrain 
from  clucking  about  how 

bad  things  were  in  the  evil 
times  of  the  eighteenth  cen- tury. 

The  polemical  tone  ot much  of  the  writing  damages 
what  otherwise  might  be  a 

lively,  informative,  and  need- ed account  of  one  of  the 
more  obscure  corners  of 
British  history.  The  roman- tic side  of  the  story  is  made 
obvious  enough,  with  much 
attention  given  to  the  more 
pathetic  and  comic  aspects 
of  the  narrative,  while  a  pic- 

ture-essay supplements  the 
story  with  captions  more  ex- treme than  the  text  —  a 
portrait  of  a  bloated  King 
George,  with  subtitle  indi- 

cating that  "his  dictatorial 
policies  forced  the  Ameri- cans out  of  the  British  Em- 

pire" etc. What  would  otherwise  be 

a  very  praiseworthy  histori- cal monograph  meets  defeat 
on  its  author's  determination 
to  put  across  his  own  de- monological  theories  of 
eighteenth-century  history. 

No  forest:  lots  of  trees 

Life  with  the  loggers 

By  EVA  MAINEMER 
A  BOUCH  OF  NEEDLES: 

Myrtle  Bergren,  Progress Books,  $1,  98  pp. 

Myrtle  Bergren's  stories are  rural-Canadian  in  feel- 
ing. She  is  "A  logger's  wife living  at  Lake  Cowichan,  B. C  "  and  writes  mainly  of  as- 

pects of  life  of  the  logging 
camp,  dealing  with  specific 
people  and  situations  rather than  with  abstractions  of 
human  nature. However,  her  earthy, 
rambling,  and  factual  idiom 
has  a  very  limited  range  of 
expression.  It  is  successful in  the  first  two  tales,  which 
consists  mainly  of  descrip- 

tion and  autobiography,  in- 
cluding concise,  personal 

vignettes  of  community  in- habitants. In  the  others, 
facing  the  greater  demands 
of  a  meaningful,  purpose- fully conceived  short  story, 
she  is  over  her  head. 

The  Battle  for  Leyte  Gulf, 
C.  Vann  Woodward,  George 
J.  McLeod,  $1.75. 

By  JOHN  CLUTE 
No  geniuses  presided  over the  four  battles  in  and 

around  Leyte  Gulf.  There 
was  no  storybook  nicety  to 
the  shambles.  The  tactical 
result  was  clear:  the  Ameri- 

can navy,  superior  by 
weight  and  number  of  ships 
before  the  battle,  secured 
complete  dominion  of  the 
sea  by  destroying  the  Japa- nese Imperial  Fleet.  It  was 
not  a  happy  time. 

Leyte  Gulf,  in  the  Philip- 
pines, was  a  crisis  point  for 

Japan  in  late  1944:  if  the 
Americans  succeeded  in 
landing  there,  the  islands 
would  fall.  So  the  Japanese 
fleet  set  off,  more  or  less 
suicidally,  to  destroy  as 
much  American  shipping  as 

possible.  It  succeeded  in  de- 
stroying very  little,  and  was destroyed. 

The  Japanese  lost  3  battle- 
ships, 4  aircraft  carriers,  9 

cruisers,  13  destroyers  and 
5  submarines.  The  Ameri- 

cans lost  4  ships.  Mr.  Wood- 
ward, writing  in  1947  (this 

is  a  reprint),  takes  proper, 
though  carefully  scholastic 
pride  in  this.  He  is  meticu- lously neutral  about  Admiral 
Halsey,  but  though  he  is 
kind  to  Admiral  Kurita, 
there  is  the  feeling  between 
the  lines  that  he  feels  Kuri- 

ta was  a  bit  of  a  codger. 

And  generally  Woodward's book  suffers  from  too  many 
trees,  no  forest.  What  were 
battleships  doing  in  1944 
anyway?  Wasn't  their  con- spicuously reckless  use  in 
these  battles  by  the  Japanese 
worthy  of  more  comment? 

The  sinking  of  the  "Prince of  Wales"  early  in  the  war 
signified  what  radical  think- 

ers had  always  claimed  — 
that  the  battleship  was  al- 

ways, and  always  would  be 
a  white  elephant,  considered 
too  valuable  to  actually  com- mit (how  often  were  they 
really  used  in  World  War  I), 
and  too  easy  to  sink  at  any 
rate,  at  least  after  the  inven- 

tion of  the  airplane  (1903). 
Little  or  nothing  of  this  in 
Woodward.  Torpedoes  sunk 
ship  after  ship  at  Leyte,  and 
the  "Yamato"  only  escaped 
by  turning  tail  to  be  torpe- doed the  next  year. 
The  circumstantial  ac- 

count is  not  sufficient.  Un- 
less we  are  battle  buffs  — 

and  I  am  not — we  do  not 
have  time  to  amble  through 
the  silly  splendiferous  trees, 
noting  the  number  of  knots. 

—photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
A  painting  by  ALEX  COL- VILLE,  at  Hart  House. 

Most  give  the  impression of-elaborate,  rural  essays.  A 
loose,  linear  arrangement  ot 
details,  with  awkward  and 

partial  connection  and  focu- sing of  parts,  prevents  a  to- tal, transcending  impact. 
Miss  Bergren  is  skillful  at 
analysis,  but  far  less  skillful at  synthesis.  The  story  in 
which  the  authoress  comes 
closest  to  achieving  any  kind 
of  "wholeness  is  The  Christ- 

ening, at  most,  a  very  touch- 
ing description  of  poverty- 

blighted  girlhood.  Here,  as 
in  the  other  tales,  her  writ- 

ing is  concrete  and  clean  — 
occasionally  poetic.  Her  dia- logue is  convincing;  and  she 
creates  surprisingly  real 
characters  out  of  crude  and 

unsophisticated  literary  ele- ments. However,  many  sen- tences are  embarrassingly 
trite;  others  are  overly  inge- 

nuous to  the  point  of  seem- 
ing contrived;  and  others show,  in  their  attempt  to  be 

lucid  and  linear,  like  beads 
on  a  string,  a  clumsiness  of run-on  structure. 

Myrtle  Bergren's  style  is 

patently  naive  in  its  "school- composition"  simplicity.  The 
stories  contain  little  symbo- 

lism or  imagery  of  any  kind. 

The  plot  or  theme  is  creat- ed of  a  series  of  interesting 
narrated  details,  loosely 

strung  together.  The  situa- tions are  believable,  and 
sometimes  stereotyped. 
The  philosophy,  when  it 

occurs,  is  in  capsule  form: "We  are  having  a  good  time 

and  my  mind  responded 

gladly  after  the  day's  work, but  could  not  be  cut  off, 
for  no  activity  of  life  is  un- 

related to  another."  The  end- ings of  the  tales  are  overly 
self-conscious  and  formulaic. 

Although  Miss  Bergren's stories  seem  much  faulted as  literary  entities,  they  do 
manage  together  to  capture 
very  well  the  atmosphere  of 
a  close-living  assortment  ot 
nationalities  and  characters. 
Their  content  is  always  mors 
interesting  and  lively  than 
their  handling,  which  is  frag- mentary and  conventional. 

WHAT'S  NEW  IN  PAPERBACK 
By  BEVERLEY  PETERSON 
APPROACHES  TO  THE 
TWENTIETH  -  CENTURY 
NOVEL;  edited  by  John  Un- 
terecker;  Crowell;  $2.45. 

Essays  on  Joyce,  Lawren- 
ce, Faulkner,  Conrad,  Gide 

&  Kafka. 
BERKELEY:    THE  NEW 
STUDENT    REVOLT;  Hal 
Draper;  Grove;  $1.30. 
An  account  of  the  revolt 
by  one  of  the  leading  par- 
ticipants. 

BEYOND  THE  MOUNTAINS 
OF  THE  MOON;  Edward  H. 
Winter;  Illionis;  $1.75. 
An  anthropological  study 
of  four  members  of  the 
Amba  tribe  of  Uganda  dur- 

ing a    period    of  rapid 
social  change  and  transi- tion. 

ENGLAND  UNDER  QUEEN 
ANNE;  G.  M.  Trevelyan;  3 
volumes;  Collins;  $1.50  each. 

A  fine  historical  work  by 

the  last  of  the  great  Whig 
historians. 

GESTALT  PSYCHOLOGY; 
Wolfgang  Koehler;  Mentor; 95e. 
Regarded  by  psychologists 
as  a  classic  statement  of 
Geslaltism,  this  book  ex- 

plains the  basic  concepts 
of  a  theory  which  has  pro- 

foundly   influenced  the 
progress  and  direction  of modern  psychology. 

GREAT  TALES  OF  FANTA- 
SY   AND  IMAGINATION; 

edited  by  P.    Van  Doren 
Stern;  Curtis;  60c. 

21  strange  stories  by  such 
authors  as  Maugham,  Kip- 

ling,    Poe,     Wells  and Forster. 
HITLER  AND  NAZI  GER- 

MANY, edited  by  Robert  G. 
I.  Walte;  Holt  Rinehart  & 
Winston;  $1.95. 

Studies  on  Hitler's  per- sonality, reasons  for  the 
Nazi  rise  to  power,  and 
Nazism   in     theory  and 

practice. HOW  THE  UNITED  STATES 
GOT  INVOLVED  IN  VIET- 

NAM; Robert  Scheer;  The 
Fund  for  the  Republic;  $1.10. 

The  author  explores  the 
sources  of  America's  slow but  mounting  involvement 
in  Vietnam. 

LIFE  WITH  PICASSO;  Fran- 
coise  Gilot  &  Carlton  Lake; 
Signet;  95*. 
A  fascinating  account  by 
the  woman  who  was  Pi- casso's mistress   for  ten 

years. THE  LORD  OF  THE  RINGS, 
J.R.R.  Tolkien,  3  volumes; 
Ballatlne;  $2.85. 

The  famous  "Ring"  trilogy 
now  in  the  authorized  pa- 

perback edition. 
MR.  TOMPKINS  IN  PAPER- 

BACK,   George    G  a  m  o  w; 
Cambridge;  $1.95. 
The  physicist  author  pro- 

vides a  delightful  explana- tion of  modern  physics  by 
introducing  Mr.  Tompkins, 
a  bank  clerk,    into  the 

world  inside  the  atom. 
MYTH:     A  SYMPOSIUM; 
edited  by  Thomas  A.  Sebeok; Indiana;  $3.15. 

Fresh  viewpoints  on  myth 

anthropologists,  folklor- ists  literary  critics  and  a 
philosopher. THE  RISE  OF  THE  WEST; 

W.  H.  McNeill;  Mentor;  $1.50. 
A  monumental  one-volume 
history  of  the  whole  hu- man community. 

SELCTED    WRITINGS  of 
Ralph  Waldo  Emerson;  Sig- 

net; 954. 
Selections  from  his  Jour- 

nals, Letters,  Essays  and 
Poetry. 

A  SELECTION  OF  POEMS; 
E.  E.  Cummings;  Harvest; 

$1.95. This    selection  spanning 
over  40  years  of  writing, 
introduces  the  reader  to 
some  of  the  best  of  20th century  poetry. 

SHORT     FRIDAY  AND 
OTHER    STORIES;  Isaac 
Singer;  Signet;  75c. 

A  collection  of  short 
stories  by  a  superb  story- teller. 

THE  UNKNOWN  COUN- 
TRY; Bruce  Hutchison;  Mc- Clelland &  Stewart;  95c. 

An  account  of  the  people, 
problems  and  history  of 
Canada.    Written  over 

twenty  years  ago,  its  senti- mental nationalism  seems 
rather  dated. VARIETIES    OF  MYSTIC 
EXPERIENCE;  Elmer 
O'Brien;  Mentor;  95e. 

An  anthology  and  inter- 
pretation of  the  key  writ- ing of  the  major  mystics —  from    Plotinus  and 

Origen  through  John  of the  Cross  and  Fenelon. 
WOLSEY;  A.  F.  Pollard,  Col- 

lins; $.15. A  standard  biography  of 
a  conspicuous   figure  of English  history. 



Not  enough  money -Homecoming  flopped By  SUSAN  LAW 
Homecoming  Weekend  this  year  was  a riop. 
Blue  and  White  Society  chairman  Jim Kenzie  (IV  APSC)  says  the  weekend  failed because  the  Students  Administrative  Coun- cil didnt  give  the  Society  enough  money- less than  last  year. 
Many  people  on  this  campus  do  not  realize that  the  Blue  and  White  sJciety  fa  o^erTttag on  a  limited  budget.  This  year  the  Student! 

w3te  $27a000e  SUnCil  8ranted  016  BIue  and 
*ane$l$2p?r00s-tuTdenStamOUn,S  '°  KtUe  mOIe 

ciathheaBdaUcehend  ̂   "  *  «— University  of  Western  Ontario  has  the 
510,000  a  year  for  its  budget The  $4,000  that  the  Blue  and  White  Band 
iTlacl5  of  be  ST  °f  the  reason  {or its  lack  of  success.  Kenzie  says  that  the band  will  never  be  really  good  if  it  cont Lues to  operate  on  such  limited  resources.  The band  needs  money  for  publicity  to  recruit new  members,  for  travel  expenses,  and could  use  new  uniforms.  It  has  to  rely  on 
At  Western  all  the  profit  from  the  student bookstore  goes  to  the  band.  Queens  Univer- sity paid  for  its  new  uniforms  with  a  $10  000 donation  from  its  student  government  _ 'nC  ulml  Mater  Society-  "  their  m^fc  sn^ all  that  hot  their  uniforms  make  up  forlt 

.J(us*  wuhat  does  the  Blue  and  White  So-' TIL d°beS'de/  Pr°Viding  its  member  wftt sharp  blue  and  sweaters' 
According  to  the  Society  bylaws  its  funr Hon  is  to  promote  sthcJ^T^^ university-wide  social  activities It  is  devoted  to  instilling  spirit  and  dish- ing up  fun  for  all.  Part  of  its  job  is  to  teach the  ignorant  masses  what  follows  "Old  Tr> ronto  mother  ever  dear  "instead  of  chanting the  Engineering  song  «««ug 
Members  of  the  Blue  and  White  Society 

schnrir  fromueach  college,  faculty,  or school-one  member  for  the  first  500  W 
studems        addm°nal  member  *  over  5°° 

r,,si™  ̂ l"*6  adm.its  that  the  Society 's  ac- cused of  being  an  in-group  but  he  says  "This is  not  our  design.  We  don't  come  out  just  to get  a  sweater."  In  order  to  counter-act  stu- dent apathy  the  B,ue  and 
mamtain  a  group  status.  Personal  contact has  to  be  sacrificed  in  order  to  achieve  any- thing on  such  a  large  campus.  For  this  rea- son many  students  don't  know  what  the Blue  and  White  Society  is  or  does However,  the  consensus  of  opinion  on campus  is  that  the  Blue  and  White  does not  provide  school  spirit. 
Everybody  knows  that  they  sponsor  Hart House  dances  and  half-time  shows  at  foot ball  games,  but  this  is  not  enough.  There  is 

andC°thJ  faCT'°r  betwcen  the  Society 
and  the  students.  If  the  Blue  and  White 
ou  that  the  society  can  give  students  "as 

price"       POSS'We  f°r  the   beSt  P°ssib|c 

huTctlons116  af  ̂hUe  haS  ™«ous  social 
functions  -  freshman  orientation  at  Var- sity Arena,  Homecoming  Weekend  and W'°tcr  Carnival.  This  yfar  a  new  toclon 

oTJ  ̂   !d1ed  -  a  ski  trfP  to  Mt.  Orford 

of  Jan'  n  Th  i!.??  Md  ™  the  ̂ ekend Hon  t  W  fee  covers  accommoda- 
ctets  Thf  f DSe?'  mea'S'  Snacks  ™*  tow White  P  ,S  C°Sting  the  Blue  and 

White  $36  per  person.  The  Society  hones to  make  money  on  the  excursion  ̂  
„»3^-a"  essentia«y  a  profit-making  or- ganization" says  Kenzie. 
This  year  the  Blue  and  White  sponsored 

1960  Trf  C°nteSt  f°ro  the  first  time  since i*.  Jhen  w,nner.   Suzanne   Langford  (I 
Inow'^'i  rePreSent  U  °f  T  at  the  Canadian Snow  Queen  contest  at  Waterloo 
There  is  a  big  change  in  the  format  of  the Winter  Carnival  for  '66.  It  will  last  for  10 days  instead  of  one  weekend.  Some  of  the new  features  will  be  a  street  dance  in  he 

™l  Z  "  T°Wei  Parking  Lot'  a  car  rally  a Folk  Mass  at  Hart  House  and  a  study  (?) mght.  The  folk  concert  in  Varsity  Arena 

Ricn  LiMe  rY  y^™*  vvilffeatore 
Wart  Trio        "  L,ghtf°0t  and  ,he  Allan- 

Millions  needed  for  medical  research By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
Millions  of  dollars  must 

be  provided  for  extra  medi- 
cal research  or  Canada's 

health  care  standards  will 
suffer,  a  group  of  medical 
leaders  and  professors  a- 
cross  Canada  said  yesterday. 

Grants  for  operating  ex- 
penses of  medical  research 

should  reach  an  annual  mi- 
nimum of  $80,000,000  by 

1970,  the  medical  men  said 
in  a  report  submitted  to 
Prime  Minister  Pearson. 
The  79ipage  document 

was  prepared  by  Woods, 
Gordon  and  Co.,  and  origin- 

ated by  investment  dealer 
Charles  Gundy. 

In  a  covering  letter,  Mr. 
Gundy  wrote:  "The  idea  for 
this  report  originated  in 
conversations  with  scienti- 

fic friends  . . .  These  friends 
told  me  of  their  alarm  at 
the  shortage  of  funds  for 
medical  research  in  Canada 
and  the  seriousness  of  the 
threat  this  held  for  the  fu- 

ture of  medical  standards." 
Two  of  those  urging  the 

preparation  of  the  report 
were  University  of  Toronto 
professors  —  Dr.  J.  C.  Laid- law  and  Dr.  J.  F.  Mustard, 
both  of  the  Faculty  of  Medi- cine, 

The  report  has  been  en- 
dorsed by  52  U  of  T  medical 

professors  and  hundreds  of other  medical  leaders  from across  Canada.  The  list  in- cludes the  Deans  of  11 schools  of  Medicine. 
At  present  Ottawa  sup- plies about  $15,000,000  an- nually for  medical  research. The  report  also  calls  for 

capital  grants  of  $150,000,000 for  a  five-year  program  to provide  new  buildings, 
scientific  equipment  and  in- 

creased funds  for  universi- ties. 
Failure  to  step  up  research 

will  erode  standards  of  Ca- 
nadian medical  schools  and lower  the  quality  of  health care  for  Canadians. 

Voluntary  organizations 
in  Canada  provide  one-fifth 
of  the  operating  costs  of  re- 

search projects,  the  report stated. 
"Effect  on  researchers can  only  be  described  as 

demoralizing.  Research  ef- fort is  fragmented  into 
small  projects,  the  quality of  research  is  impaired,  and 
major  new  research  pro- 

grams are  discouraged." 
In  the  same  covering  let- 

ter to  Mr.  Pearson,  Mr. 
Gundy  wrote:  "The  report considers  it  urgent  to  estab- 

lish  a   favourable  medical 

research,  environment  in  Ca- nada  which  will  encourage teacher-scientists  to  remain 
in  Canada  and  in  teaching and  research,  which  will  at- tract back  to  Canadian universities  and  hospitals 
teacher-scientists  and  gradu- ates now  working  elsewhere 
for  the  lack  of  opportunity 
in  Canada,  and  which  will 
encourage  undergraduates 
to  pursue  medical  research 
as  a  career." 
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SAYS  SOUTHERN  WHITE 

"LITERALLY  DESPERATE" 
The  southern  U.S.  white 

man's  "stupidity  was  monu- 
mental" in  bis  attitude  to 

the  Negro  Murry  Paulin,  a 
Ryerson  sociology  professor 
told  a  meeting  of  U  of  T 
Student  Non-violent  Coordi- 

nating Committee  Wednes- 
day. 

The  white  has  become 
"literally  desperate"  since 
his  myth  of  the  inferior 
Negro  has  been  destroyed, 
Mr.  Paulin  said.  "In  his  fear 
he  uses  the  Negro  as  a 
scapegoat  instead  of  chang- 

ing the  ideas  he  has  been 

taught  to  believe." 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION TWO  IMPORTANT  REMINDERS 
ANNUAL  DANCE  FEB.  18th 

c  o       ~  AT  ™E  PARK  PLAZA  KCR 
Snack  Bar  Open  Between  11:30  -  2:00  Weekdays 

Dawn  every  Saturday  and  Sunday  morning  when  the swmgmg  Dixieland  Band  finish.  Tuesday  1st  Feb 
will  see  Malka  and  Joso  at  the  PENNY  FARTHING 
for  two  weeks  to  be  followed  by  Ron  Peck's  Swing Group  on  Fridays  and  Modern  Jazz  on  Saturdays 
We're  still  looking  for  staff— 925-0595  1  12  Yorkville 

DISCOURAGED? 

DISILLUSIONED? 

DISGUSTED? 

WE  INVITE  YOU  TO  HEAR 

PRESIDENT 

JAMES  FORRESTER  PhD. 

"ANXIETY  AND  CONFORMITY" SAT.  8  P.M.  NEW  COLLEGE  DINING  ROOM 

things  gO 

better,! 

.with 

Coke 

Worldly  studies  a  drag?Take  time  out  for  the  unmis- 
takable taste  of  ice-cold  Coca-Cola.  Lifts  your  spirits, boosts  your  energy... 

Belli  Cou-Cli . .  i  coki  in  fiibiirid  till!  mill  Mich  IdMlfr  Ml,  [hi  tittott  If  Csci^ek  Ltd. 



YORK  UNIVERSITY  Presents 

THE  MODERN  JAZZ  QUARTET 

23rd  JANUARY,  2  P.M. 

BURTON  AUDITORIUM  Keele  &  Steeles 

ADMISSION  S3 

FREE  DAXCE 

DENTISTRY  HI-JINX 

Featuring  Ambriorix  &  The  Barbarians 
ALL  COUPLES  WELCOME 

SAT.,  JAN.  15  AT7,n        »- 12 BAR  OPENS  AT  7:30 
VICTORIA  HALL  55  QUEEN  ST.  E. 

SPONSORED  BY  1st  AND  2nd  YEAR  DENTISTRY  

McMASTER  UNIVERSITY 

GRADUATE  TEACHING  FELLOWSHIPS 

£ Ml  tnaineenna    Classics    Economics,  Geiman,  Greek,  Lot.n,  Meehonicol 
„ecr3  S'olluroical  'Engineering  Philosophy,  Politic,,  Romance i  Lan- gu°gr>s  Russian,  Sociology  and  Social  Anthropology;  and  for  a  Master .  or 

Doctor  ot  Philosophy  Degree  in  Biology,  Chemical  Engineering  Chemical 
Ph"ic,,  Chem,slry  Eleclricol  Engineering,  English,  Gcochemistiy  Geography, Geology,  History,  Mathematics,  Metallurgy,  Molecular  Biology,  Physics,  Psy- chology and  the  Religious  Sciences. 

The  Fellowships  vary  in  value  but  In  all  cases  the  stipends  provide adequate  support  for  a  full  year's  study.  Most  awards  ore  renewable  tor subsequent  years.  Holders  of  Fellowships  will  devote  approximately  one- fifth  ot  their  time  to  Instructional  duties. 
Travel  advances  are  available  to  assist  students  who  are  coming  to the  University  from  distant  points. 
Further  information  and  application  forms  may  be  obtained  from: The  Dean  of  Graduate  Studios,  McMastor  Univeisity,  Hamilton,  Ontario, Canada, 

CAREER 

OPPORTUNITIES 

WITH 

GENERAL  FOODS 

In  order  to  meet  the  demands  of  our  rapidly  growing  busi- 
ness. General  Foods  is  looking  for  young  men  —  graduates and  post-graduates  —  who  ore  interested  in  a  career  with 

Canada's  leading  food  company 
Career  openings  exist  in  the  following  fields: 
ENGINEERING  —  We  are  interested  in  graduates  of 

industrial,  mechanical  and  chemical  engineering, 
RESEARCH  —  This  work  would  appeal  to  graduates  in 

chemistry,  chemical  engineering  and  other  science courses. 

SALES  MANAGEMENT  —  These  positions  would  be  of interest  to  graduates  in  business,  finance,  arts  or science. 

FINANCE  —  We  are  looking  for  business,  finance,  econo- 
mics, accounting  or  arts  graduates. 

WHAT  ARE  THE  OPPORTUNITIES  FOR 
ADVANCEMENT? 
They  are  excellent.  All  these  positions  are  ones  in  which 
your  talents  and  potential  abilities  can  be  fully  developed 
and  they  offer  wide  scope  for  personal  growth.  Promotion  is 
entirely  on  the  basis  of  merit  and  you  are  given  additional 
responsibility  as  soon  as  you  hove  proven  you  are  ready  for it, 

YOUR  NEXT  STEP 
If  you  would  like  more  specific  information  about  the  career 
opportunities  available,  contact  your  University  Placement 
Office  and  orrange  an  interview  time  with  us,  We  will  be 
ot  Vanity  on  Thursday,  Jan.  20th  and  Friday,  Jan.  21st 
to  interview  graduating  students  in  engineering  and 
science,  and  on  Thursday  Jan.  27  and  Fri- 

day Jan.  28  to  interview  graduating  students in  arts. 

GENERAL  FOODS,  LIMITED 

IS  IT  A 

SUBSTITUTE 

FOR  AN  ICE 

PALACE? 

NO,  IT'S  THE 

BLUE  AND  WHITE 

SOCIETY!! 

— photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Actually,  it's  the  Blue  and 
White  Society  taking  the 

opportunity  to  dramatize 
their  need  for  Ice  Palace  de- 

signs tor  Winter  Carnival. 
Entries  may  be  submitted  to 
the  SAC  office.  The  win- 

ning design  will  entitle  its 
creator  to  free  tickets  for  all 
Winter  Carniyal  events. 

BRIEFLY... 

Whitney  hall  fire 

A  waste-paper  basket  fire 
in  Whitney  Hall  sent  230 
girls  out  into  the  cold  dres- sed only  in  their  nightgowns 
early  yesterday  morning. 
The  blaze  on  the  second 

floor  of  Ferguson  House 
was  discovered  shortly  after 
1  a.m.  It  was  quickly  put  out 
with  a  fire  extinguisher when  9  firemen  arrived  on 
the  scene. 

The  fire  occurred  in  room 
2298  of  the  residence.  Miss 
Charity  Grant,  dean  of  wo- men at  UC  refused  to  say 
who  occupies  the  room. 

She  also  said  she  does  not 
know   how   much  damage 

was  done.  The  fire  burned  a 
desk,  a  chair  and  the  room's curtains  as  well  as  five months  of  notes  belonging 
to  the  occupant. 

submit  briefs 
The  committee  studying 

relations  between  SAC  and 
the  Graduate  Stude  n  t  s 
Union  is  now  receiving 
briefs  from  all  persons  and 
organizations  interested  in 
the  problem. 

The  committee  was  estab- 
lished by  SAC  in  December. 

John  Scott  Cowan,  a  mem- ber of  the  committee,  said 
in  a  letter  circulated  this 
week  that  briefs  should  be 

Soldiers  fight  with  swords 
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By  BOB  CLARK University  of  Toronto 
fencing  Blues  abandon  the limited  confines  of  the  Hart 
House  salle  d'armes,  Satur- 

day afternoon  to  find 
breathing  space,  as  they 
take  on  the  cadets  from 
Royal  Military  College  in  a 
return  fencing  match  in  the 
upper  gym. 

Ron  Rice  leads  the  foilers 
for  Varsity,  with  teammates 
Norman  Eradwell  and  Mike 
Jackson  providing  the  ba- lance of  the  competition 
against  RMC. 
Helmut  Microys,  Al  Gal- berg  and  Irv  Snitman  carry 

Blues'  colours  in  epee,  while Vladimir   Hachinski,  Mark 

Pfeiffer  and  Peter  Apse  chal- 
lenge RMC  in  sabre. 

RMC,  manhandled  22-4  in over- all  scoring  in  Kingston, 
December  4th,  will  be  out  to 
avenge  the  rude  treatment their  Varsity  guests  gave 
them.  Nigel  Griffin,  top  man 
for  RMC  during  that  cont- est, will  probably  give  Blues 
their  biggest  headaches. FOOTNOTES:  The  match, Saturday  in  the  upper  gym 
at  Hart  House,  is  scheduled 
for  1:30  PJW.  For  those  who 
want  to  come,  but  have  he- sitated due  to  lack  of 
knowledge  of  the  rules,  free 
information  is  being  distri- buted on  the  technicalities 
of  fencing. 

submitted  to  the  SAC  office 

by  Jan.  28. An  open  meeting  will  be 
held  in  Hart  House  Feb.  1 
for  the  presentation  of  oral submissions  and  discussions 
of  the  briefs. 

reading  course 

Applicants  are  still  being 
accepted  for  the  Power 
Reading  Course  offered  by 
SAC's  Student  Services  Com- 
mittee. 

Sharon  Price,  a  member 
of  the  committee,  said  Wed- nesday that  only  68  students 
had  registered  in  a  course 
designed  for  200. 

She  said  the  number  of 
lectures  in  the  course  would 
have  to  be  reduced  if  more 
applications  were  not  re- ceived. 

The  course  is  designed  to 
increase  reading  speed  and 
comprehension.  The  registr- ation fee  is  $5. 

Shooters  defeat 

Peel  Club 
Hart  House  Revolver 

Club  defeated  Peel  Revolver 
Club  1111-1061  at  Hart 
House,  Wednesday  night. 
Top  score  for  Hart  House 

was  turned  in  by  Dr.  Jules 
Sobrian  who  hit  for  293  out 
of  300.  Dave  Coles  was  high 
scorer  for  Peel  with  a  276. 



evade 

By  BOB  CLARK 
University  of  Toronto wrestling  Blues  will  be  out to  even  their  record  for  the year  at  two  wins  and  two losses  when  they  grapple with  University  of  Waterloo tomorrow  at  Hart  House 

wrestling  room  beginning  at 
Wednesday,  Blues  saw their  record  fall  to  1-2  as 

their  guests  from  University 

29  [^UeIph  threw  them  back 
Roger  Doner  and  Peep Korgemagi  provided  Blues with  their  only  clearcut wins,  while  Rick  Keston completed  the  Varsity  scor- 

ing by  decisioning  Guelph's Peter  Angus. 
Varsity  and  Waterloo  will split  the  first  two  classes 

by  default,  as  Varsity  has no  one  to  challenge  Water- 

loo's Bruce  Durrant  in  the 123-lb,  while  Waterloo  will field  no  one  against  Varsi- 
ty's Rick  Keston  in  the  130- 

l'b. 

Other  weight  classes,  and 
the  combatants  will  be- 137-lb.  Ed  Duffield  (T)  vs Steve  Harris  (W);  145-lb. Bob  Kellermann  (T)  vs Gunther  Bauer  (W);  152-lb. 
(Varsity  competitor  not  yet chosen)  vs.  Ray  Peters  (W); 160-lb.  John  Perkins  (T)  will be  declared  winner  as 
Waterloo  has  no  entry;  167- lb.  Roger  Doner  (T)  vs.  Joe Tngerozza  (W);  177-lb.  Bill Allison  (T)  vs.  Neil  Patter- 

son (W);  191-lb.  Bob  Ed- 
wards (T)  vs.  Bruno  Kuku- 

jak  (W);  and  in  the  heavy- 
weight, Varsity's  Peep  Kor- 

gemagi faces  Waterloo's Peter  Wunderlich. 
FOOTNOTES:   In  their 

'  grapplers 
previous    meeting,  Varsity defeated  Waterloo  23-20 STATISTICS: 
VARSITY  VS.  GUELPH 123-lb.:  Henry  Proulx  (G)  bv 

default.  y 
130-Ib.:  Rick  Keston  (T)  de- cisioned   Peter  Angus  (G) 
8-4. 

137-lb.:  Tom  Burns  (G)  de- cisioned  Clive  Good  (T)  4-2 145-lb.:  Ed  Dahl  (G)  pinned Bob  Kellermann  (T). 
152-lb,:  Brian  Jamieson  (G) decisioned  Ed  Duffield  (T). 160-lb.:  Roger  Doner  (T) pinned  Lloyd  Clare  (G) 167-lb.:  Nick  Shori  (G)  de- cisioned John  Perkins  (T) 
177-lb.:  Al  Hayward  (G)  pin- ned Andy  Grant  (T). 191-lb.:  Doug  Brown  (G) pinned  Bruce  Searle  (T). 
Heavyweight:  Peep  Korge- 

magi (T)  pinned  Bob  Kun- kle  (G). 

Vic  holds  on  to  lead  in  hockey  race By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

Vic  I  maintained  their 
slim  one  point  first  place lead  in  group  I  of  the  in- terfaculty  hockey  league  as 
they  whipped  last  place U.C.I  4-2.  The  win  for  the Scarlet  and  Gold  left  them with  a  record  of  six  wins and  two  losses. 
Andy  Hemphill  was  the 

big  gun  for  the  winners  as 
he  bagged  two'  goals.  Jack Parn  and  Rick  Wardell 
counted  singletons  to  round 
out  the  scoring  for  Vic while  Bill  Estey  and  Bob Wardell  scored  for  Redmen. 

Sr.  Engineering  and  St. 
Mike's  A  each  picked  up wins  in  other  group  I  ac- tion. 

The  engineers  moved  into 
sole  possession  of  second 
place  as  they  edged  Law 
2-1.  Bill  Lennard  and  Ron Arends  scored  for  Skule 
while  Mike  Wallace  replied for  the  lawyers. 

Bill  Morrison  and  Tim Belliveau,  with  three  and 
two  goals  respectively  led St.  Mike's  into  a  second place  tie  as  they  downed  Sr. 
Engineering,  5-1.  Dave  Wal- 

lace scored  the  lone  goal for  the  losers. 
Trinity  A  moved  into  first 

place  in  group  II  on  the strength  of  two  wins  in their  last  two  starts. 
John  Bennell,  Peter  Mof- 

fat, Pete  Wyse  and  Jeff 
Proctor  scored  for  the  Trins- 
men  as  they  dumped  Meds A  4-2  while  Proctor  with 
two  and  Reg  Walsh  and 
John'  Kennedy  with  one each  accounted  for  the 
scoring  as  Trinity  blanked 
Vic  II  4-0. 
Dents  A  moved  into  a  tie 

with  Trinity  as  they  shut- 
out Vic  II  2-0.  Dave  Oka- 

mura  and  Jim  Miles  scored 
for  the  dentists  as  they 
brought  their  record  to  five 
wins,  one  tie  and  one  loss. 
In  the  only  other  inter- 

faculty  league  game  sched- uled, Jr.  Engineering  and 
PHE  B  fought  to  a  2-2  draw. Danny  Higashi  and  Bob 
Turner  scored  for  the  engi- neers while  Stan  Fisher  and Chris  Rudge  replied  for PHE. 
RUBBY  RESULTS:  SMC 

E  8,  Pharmacy  C  0;  Law  II 
8,  Innis  II  0;  Eng  VII  2  Tri- nity C  0;  Eng  XV  3,  Eng  XI 2;  Dents  B  2,  Trinity  B  0; 
Meds  C  3,  Eng  VIII  2;  Em- manuel 3,  Eng  IV  1 

BASKETBALL 
St.  Mike's  A  moved  into sole  possession  of  first  place in  the  first  -division  as  they defeated  Sr.  Engineering 87-64. 

Ron  Roney,  Pat  O'Neil, and  Gary  Kavanagh  paced 
the  Irish,  with  seventeen, 
thirteen  and  twelve  points respectively. 
Aleksander  Oleskow  i  c  z 

hooped  17  points  for  the  en- 
gineers who  dropped  into  a 

second  place  tie  with  U.C.  I. 

Swimmers  display  traditional  supremacy R..    DCTtD  kl.MPlTi, By  PETER  McCREATH 
Varsity  Swimmers  trounc- 

ed University  of  Guelph swimmers,  72-19,  in  a  strict- 
ly no  contest  meet  at  Hart 

House,  Wednesday  night 
Meanwhile,  Varsity  Inter- 

mediates were  outscoring 
Trinity  College  School.  53- 23. 
The  meet  gave  Coach 

Juri  Daniels  an  opportuni- 
ty to  give  all  his  hopefuls 

experience,  while  at  .the 
same  time  showing  that Guelph,  is  out  of  its  element 
in  OQAA  swimming  compe- 

tition. Water  Poloist  Bruce Warburton  swam  for  the 
first  time  as  a  Blue,  and 
turned  in  a  creditable  per- 

formance, as  did  Blues  re- 
gulars. 

The  meet  also  saw  the  re- 
turn to  action  of  Roger 

Barcant,  who  won  the  100 
yd  Backstroke  and  100  yd 
butterfly  in  the  intermedi- ate meet. 
This  weekend,  Varsity swimmers  journey  to  the 

University  of  Buffalo  to  re- 

venge a  close  loss  suffered 
to  their  depleted  ranks  last 
season,  after  a  Blue  victory in  Toronto. 

RESULTS 
400  Medley  Relay:  1.  Toronto  {Mc- Nought,  Chapelle,  Campbell,  Fisher)'  2 Guelph. 
200  Free:  I .  Richardson-  (Tor);  2.  Mil- liken  (Tor),  3.  Huff  (G);  Time:  I  59  2 50  Free:  |.  Py|e  (Tor);  2.  Worburton (Tor);  3.  Lovell  (G);  Time:  23  9 200  Individual  Mcdlay:  1 .  McNought (Tor);  2.  Jameson  (G);  3.  Phoenix  (G) 

2.36.4 
Diving:    1,    Smogolo    (Tor)-    2  Fvfe (Tor);  3.  Walker  (G);  Points-  156 200    Butterfly:     I.    Zull    (G)-  time- 2.43.5. 
100  Free:  1.  Fisher  (Tor);  2.  Weekes 
(Tor);  3.  Jameson  (G)-  Time-  53  8 200  Backstroke:  |.  Walker  (for)-  Y 

Time^l  23  4tTOr)'  3'  Cou9hlin  (G'-' 
500  Free:  | .'  Barber  (Tor);  2.  Genino (Tor);  3.  Grindloy  (G);  Time:  6.03  8 200  Breast  stroke:  I.  Fisher  (Tor);  2 
Phoenix  (G);  3.  Scott  (G);  Time:  2.46.4' 400  Free  Relay:  Toronto  (Fisher  War- 
^ton^ombell,  van  Ryn);  2.  Guelph; 

Varsity  considers  suit 
The  Varsity  Sports  De- 

partment is  considering  le- 
gal action  against  the  Stu- dents Administrative  Coun- 
cil president  in  charge  of 

vice,  Dave  (Happy)  Hunter. 
Hunter,  playing  coach  of 

the  SAC  Fluffs,  accused  the 
Varsity  of  cheating  in  last 
year's  SAC-Varsity  hockey 
game. "We'll  consult  our  lawyers immediately  to  find  cut 
whether  his  statement  was 
libelous,"  retorted  Varsity Inkmen  coach  Howie  Flux- 

gold. After  taking  out  his  frust- 
rations on  the  Varsity,  Hun- 

ter announced  part  of  his 
starting  lineup.  The  Fluff  \ 
first  forward  line  consists  of  , 
Hunter,  Tom  (Flaky)  Faulk- 

ner and  Sweet  Charlie 
Campbell. 

Hunter,  a  confirmed  male 
supremacist,  has  threatened 
to  ban  all  females  from  his 
team.  However,  last  year  it 
was  the  female  performers 
that  were  the  stars  of  the team. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 

Brewer,  former  N.H.L.  defoncemon  w*l  be  presenet  ****  9Ue"'  C°rl ICE  HOCKEY  SCHEDULE  _  Week  „«  J„.  ]7,„ 
Mon.  Jon.  17  —  e  -  9  a  m          phc  i  i     -  1 
Men.  Jan.  17-4-5  PZ'  ~  ffiw    u"  C     ~D0r*j*-  Hod9es Thurs.  Jan  20  —  1-30    7-m  „ Mew    u- c-  —  Practice Fri.  Jan.  2,  -  8  -  Vln™  Nurs      PHE  M  "  ̂'tf         Be,,<  Hod°«  ,  "'  ~  PHE  "  —  Henderson,  Orviss 

PRICE  WATERHOUSE  &  CO. 

CHARTERED  ACCOUNTANTS 

55  YONGE  STREET,  TORONTO 

WE  REQUIRE  GRADUATES  IN 

HONOUR  ARTS  and  ENGINEERING 

Many  graduates  in  these  disciplines  are  unaware 
of  the  challenging  and  stimulating  opportunities 
available  in  a  career  as  a  Chartered  Accountant. 
If  you  would  like  to  find  out  about  the  broad 
exposure  to  Canadian  business  and  the  personal 
development  that  is  offered  through  professional 

.  training  in  public  accounting  please  contact  the 
partner  or  staff  manager  in  charge  of  recruitment 

in  our  Toronto  office  to  arrange  for  an  interview.  ' 

STUDY 

NIGHT 

Large  enough  to  hold  your  future, 
small  enough  to  know  you. 

SENIORS:  American  Air  Filter  of  Canada,  Ltd., 
leading  manufacturer  of  air  filtration,  dust 
collection,  heating,  ventilating  and  air  con- 

ditioning equipment,  is  seeking  college  grad- 
uates who  are  interested  in  a  career  in  tech- 

nical sales. 

Engineering  and  commerce  graduates  with 
technical  aptitudes  can  be  placed  in  any  one 
of  several  sales  offices  throughout  Canada  or 
the  United  States.  Specialized  training  in  the 
classroom  and  on  the  job  will  be  provided. 

Please  register  at  the  placement  office  for 
interviews  which  will  be  conducted  on 

JANUARY  22 

n  j^ir  Filter nmenca 
OF  CANADA,   ITO.,   MONTREAL,  QUEBEC 
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Cagers  suffer 

last  minute  loss 

By  RICH  PYNE 
Waterloo  Warriors  have  played  in  Hart 

House  five  times  since  they  joined  the  Se- nior Intercollegiate  Basketball  League  and 
have  never  returned  home  having  played  a 
decisive  game.  Wednesday  night  was  no 

exception  as  they  were  handed  an  80-79  vic- tory by  a  magnanimous  Varsity  Blues  squad. 
Although  no  more  than  nine  points  have 

ever  separated  the  two  teams  in  Toronto 
the  opening  half  of  Wednesday  night  s  game 
gave  every  appearance  of  being  an  ordinary 
aFfair,  as  it  should  have  been,  with  the  bet- ter team  winning.  . 

Varsity,  enjoying  a  noticeable  height  ad- vantage, which  enabled  them  to  accumulate 
a  first  half  34-22  edge  in  rebounds,  pulled 
away  at  will  once  they  got  used  to  Water- loo's alternating  press  defence. 
Nolan  Kane  continued  his  outstanding 

efforts  accumulating  23  half-time  points. 
Primarily  on  Kane's  fine  performance  Blues 
found  themselves  at  the  commanding  end  ot i  49-37  score. 

FATAL  SECOND  HALF 

From  the  start  of  the  second  period  how- 
ever any  semblance  to  the  routine  was  quick- 

ly dispelled.  With  a  comfortable  lead  coach 
John  McManus  elected  to  go  with  several 
of  his  second  team,  after  going  almost  ex- 

clusively with  six  players  in  the  first  halt, 
and  Waterloo  recovered  their  12  points  m little  over  three  minutes. 
From  the  eight  to  the  14  minute  mark 

McManus  resorted  again  to  Kane  and  com- 
pany who  had  built  up  the  lead  in  the  first 

place  but  with  six  minutes  left  the  game was  still  tied  and  off  they  came. 
Nerves  began  to  frazzle  in  the  next  five 

minutes  as  Varsity  hung  on  to  the  pace 
set  by  the  heartened  Waterloo  team.  With 
a  minule  to  go  McManus  threw  his  starting  ̂ |  — 
five  back  in  the  game.  Waterloo  scored  to  | 

give  them  a  two  point  advantage,  78-76,  and 
found  themselves  with  the  ball  when  Blue's 
missed  the  tying  basket.  But  in  the  excite- 

ment of  the  dving  seconds  Warrior's  Bob Pando  threw  the  ball  into  the  arms  of  Doug 
Lockhart  who  reversed  direction  and  com- 

pleted a  beautiful  three  point  play. 
The  one  point  lead  loomed  large  but  Var- 

sity enthusiasm  vanished.  Half  a  minute 
later  Waterloo's  Dick  Aldridge,  who  must 
have  been  one  of  the  few  taking  lessons  in 
clutch  performances  with  the  Argos  last 
fall  by  whom  he  was  employed  as  a  de- fensive half-back,  turned  on  his  heels  and 
drove  for  the  basket  under  a  full  head  of 
steam  Blues'  Bill  Woloshyn  had  no  choice 
but  to  bop  the  brute.  Aldridge  made  good 
his  one  and  one  to  give  Warriors'  their  point lead  and  eventual  margin  of  victory. 

But  16  seconds  is  a  long  time  in  a  ball 
game  Varsity  worked  the  ball  to  Kane  for 
a  final  try.  However,  having  sat  out  most 
of  the  second  half  Kane  was  understand- 

ably cold  and  missed.  The  rebound  went  to 
Lockhart  in  the  corner  who  also  missed  a 
long  jumper.  His  shot  descended  to  Ron 
Kimel  As  the  clock  ticked  to  a  stand-still 
Kimel's  shot  rolled  round  and  round  the 

r"cactus  Jack  jumped  in  jubilation  like  he 
sat  on  one.  The  crowd  roared  The  ball  fell 
off  the  rim.  The  game  was  over.  Blues  lost. 

It  is  easy  to  speculate  on  games  decided 
by  one  point,  especially  when  the  ostensibly better  team  loses.  Perhaps  Kane,  after  his 
brilliant  first  half  should  at  least  have  start- ed the  second  half,  ir  not  been  played  longer. 
Perhaps  McManus  should  have  stuck  with 
the  six  he  did  in  the  first  half.  The  fact  is 
it  was  more  Blues'  loss  than  Waterloo's  win. Blues  in  the  second  half  shot  only  22  per 
cent  from  the  floor,  31  per  cent  over-all. It's  awfully  hard  to  rationalize  a  victory 
out  of  results  like  that.  Blues  are  at  Ro- chester Tech  Saturday. 

DEFEAT  IMC 

— photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
LOOK!  UP  IN  THE  SKY! 

All  eyes  are  on  Waterloo's  Mike  Brouseau's  (20)  shot  on its  way  to  the  basket. 

★ 

it 

SCORING 
Wolorloo:  Eoton  19,  Rourke  16,  Aldridge  12,  Pando  12, Tolesnick  1 1    Kuntz  4,  Power  4,  Kirby  2,  Wyott,  Brousseou. Varsity:  Kane  28,  Lockhart  16,  Woloshyn  11,  Kimel  8, Holowoehuk  5,  Richarson  5,  Neidre  4,  lapldet  2,  Rogers, Haddert. 
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— photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 

Ron  Kimel  (53)  and  Waterloo's  Neil  Rourke  (22)  watch 
for  a  rebound  as  Warrior  veteran  Bob  Pondo  shovels  a 
•hot  toward  Varsity's  hoop. 

Score  to  settle 

against  Gaels By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 

Varsity  Blues  have  a  score  to  settle.  The 
score  is  64  for  Queen's  Golden  Gaels  and 
it  was  recorded  in  the  semi-finals  of  the 
Queen's  Cup  playoffs  last  season  at  Varsity 
Arena. 

Blues  won  15  of  16  games  last  season  in- 
cluding two  victories  over  Gaels  and  finish- ed first  in  the  Senior  Intercollegiate  Hockey League. 

Yet  Blues  hopes  for  the  championship 
were  smashed  when  fourth  place  Queens 

upset  them  64,  in  the  semi-final  round  ot the  playoffs. 
After  Wednesday's  7-5  victory  over  Mac- 

Master,  Blues  are  tied  atop  the  SIHL  with 
Western  and  Waterloo,  while  Queens  are 
in  fourth  place— which  is  almost  the  same as  last  year. 

However,  Gaels,  who  provide  Blues'  op- position tonight  at  Varsity  Arena,  are  not the  same  team  they  were  last  season. 

They  have  lost  goaltender  Elwin  Derby- 
shire due  to  graduation.  Derbyshire  was 

mainly  responsible  for  Blues'  defeat  last time  the  two  teams  met. 

Also  graduated  are  defenceman  Murray 
Mitchell"  and  forward  John  Van  Brunt,  key 
performers  for  Gaels  in  the  playoffs. 

Queen's  still  has  all-centre  Bob  Pond  and 
Larry  Jones,  the  second  highest  scorer  in the  league. 

Despite  their  powerful  team  last  season, Blues  were  not  champions  and  Gaels  were 
chiefly  responsible.  Tonight's  game  gives them  their  first  opportunity  to  gain  a  meas- ure of  revenge. 

•       •  • 

At  Dundas  Wednesday  night,  Blues  had 
one  of  their  better  games  in  the  Barn  in 
defeating  Marlins. 

Steve  Monteith,  playing  his  first  game  of 
the  year,  wasted  no  time  in  making  his  pre- sence felt.  With  only  a  minute  gone  in  the 
first  period  he  shifted  a  Mac  defenceman 
out-  of  position  and  passed  to  Paul  Laurent for  the  goal. 

Laurent  had  his  second  goal  of  the  eve- 
ning 54  seconds  later  when  he  scored  from a  scramble  in  front  of  the  net. 

From  this  point,  Blues  tailed  off  a  little 
but  were  always  in  control.  Mac  managed to  tie  the  score  early  in  the  second  period, 
but  two  minutes  later  Bryan  Tompson  put 
Blues  ahead  to  stay. 

They  ran  the  score  to  7-3  before  Mac 
could  get  on  the  scoreboard  again  with  two 
goals  in  the  last  five  and  a  half  minutes  of 
the  game — the  second  by  Graeme  Taylor, 
coming  in  the  last  second  of  play. 

Gord  Cunningham  matched  Laurent's  two markers  with  Murray  Stroud  and  Doug  St. 
John  completing  the  scoring. 

St.  John's  goal  was  a  bank  shot  off  the 
side  boards.  He  cleared  the  puck  from  well 
behind  his  own  blueline.  It  hit  the  boards 
at  centre  ice  and  caromed  towards  Jack 
Young  in  the  Marlins'  nets. 

While  St.  John  was  stepping  off  the  ice, 
Young  swiped  at  the  puck  and  missed. 

Jim  McKendry  led  Mac  with  two  goals, 
with  John  Dediana,  Frank  Hincks  as  well 
as  Taylor  scoring  once  each. 
LEFTOVERS:  Ward  Passi  played  both  de- 

fence and  forward  and  collected  three 
assists .  . .  Blues'  penalty  killers,  who  have 
done  an  excellent  job  all  year,  held  off  Mar- 

lins for  33  seconds  with  Blues  two-men short . . .  There  is  free  skating  courtesy  of 
the  Blue  and  White  Society  after  tonight's 

game . . . 
Game  time  is  8  p.m. 



U  of  T  population  up  -  again By  PAUL  CARSON 
Enrolment  in  the  School  of  Graduate  Stu- dies and  the  Faculty  of  Arts  and  Science  has increased  at  a  faster  rate  than  in  the  rest of  U  of  T. 
Robin  Ross,  registrar  and  director  of  stu- 

dent services,  reported  to  the  U  of  T  Senate 
Friday  that  total  enrolment  for  this  winter 
session  reached  almost  23,000  students.  And 
the  number  of  women  students  continues  to 
grow  at  a  more  rapid  rate  than  the  number of  male  students. 

Enrolment  in  the  winter  session  credit 
courses  is  22,964,  an  increase  of  9  per  cent 
or  1,893  students  over  last  year.  Of  the  new 
total,  17,705  are  full-time  stuednts  and  5,259 
are  part-time. 

The  figures  are  accurate  as  of  Dec.  1,  1965. 
Total  enrolment  for  the  past  year,  includ- 

ing OCE  and  the  summer  session,  is  33,379. 
Of  these,  12,431  are  women. 

Full-time  enrolment  increased  by  1,488  or 
9.2  per  cent  while  part-time  enrolment  lag- 

ged slightly  behind,  increasing  by  405  or 8.3  per  cent. 
Excluding  OCE,  the  number  of  full-time 

students  or  7.3  per  cent.  This  is  smaller  than 
students  or  7.3  percent.  This  is  smaller  than 
the  7.8  per  cent  increase  from  1963  to  1964. 

Of  these  13,507  students,  8,141  or  60.3  per 
cent  are  registered  in  the  various  courses 
comprising  the  Faculty  of  Arts  and  Sciences. 
There  are  5,366  students  in  the  professional faculties. 

Since  1959  the  proportion  of  students  en- 
rolled in  the  Faculty  of  Arts  has  risen  from 

50.5  per  cent  to  the  present  60.3  per  cent 
while  enrolment  in  the  professional  faculties 
has  fallen  from  49.5  per  cent  to  39.7  per 
cent.  University  officials  expect  these  trends 
to  continue  next  year. 

Including  the  191  students  in  Scarborough 

College,  the  increase  in  Arts  and  Science enrolment  is  645  or  8.6  per  cent.  However, this  is  well  below  the  9.5  per  cent  increase experienced  in  previous  years.  University officials  were  unable  to  explain  this  drop m  percentage  rates,  and  they  did  not  predict whether  it  would  continue  next  year. The  professional  faculties  increased  by 278  students  or  5.5  per  cent. 
The  number  of  regular  full-time  graduate students,  excluding  OCE  but  including  the 153  in  Library  Science,  is  3,128.  This  is  576 students  more  than  last  year,  or  an  amaz- 

ing 22.6  per  cent  increase  compared  to  the average  full-time  student  increase  rate  of 9.2  per  cent. 
As  a  percentage  of  all  full-time  students, the  13,885  undergraduates  are  78.4  and  all 

types  of  graduate  students  are  21.6 
Enrolment  in  part-time  courses  has  risen 

by  405  to  a  new  high  of  5,259.  This  is  a  rate 
of  slightly  more  than  eight  per  cent,  and 
leaves  part-time  students  as  22.9  per  cent 
of  the  over-all  winter  session  enrolment.  ■ 
Enrolment  in  the  various  federated  col- 

leges is  as  follows  (number  of  female  stu- dents in  brackets): 
University  College  2,247  (1,011) 
Victoria  College  2,394  (1,249) 
Trinity  College  731  (367) 
St.  Michael's  College  1,576  (779) 
New  College  1,221  (372).  This  includes  406 

students  from  professoinal  faculties  compos- 
ed chiefly  of  Engineers  (160),  Pre-Meds 

(78)  and  Pharmacists  (34). 
Innis  College  405  (157).  This  also  includes 

professional  students:  23  Engineers,  12  from 
Food  Science  and  49  assorted  others. 
Scarborough  College  191  (53).  This  is 

divided  into  82  in  the  General  Arts  and  109 
in  General  Science. 

Students  from  the  Ryerton  Polytechnical  Institute  desecrated  the  University  of  Toronto's 
modern  weaponry  late  Thursday  night — unapprehended  by  U  of  T's  vigilant  police force.  i 
U  of  T  officials  annonuced  today  that  they  were  considering  sending  the  entire  univer- 

sity army  (above,  left)  to  take  reprisals  against  the  Gould  St.  institution. 
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a  resounding  tiptoe 

on  parliament  hill 

Commons  will  soon  echo  to  the  resounding  tiptoe  of  the Canadian  Union  of  Students'  lobby  for  free  education. 
As  yet  the  details  are  relatively  top  secret  But  it 'an- pears  certain  that  CUS  types  will  soon  be  buttonholing MPs,  seducing  them  in  the  corridors,  and  taking  them  out to  coffee  —  all  in  the  interest  cf  the  Canadian  student 

pocketbook. Not  since  the  masses  turned  out  in  the  thousands  last fall  for  National  Student  Day  has  the  CUS  bureaucracy been  so  tensed  for  battle. 
But  unlike  the  placard  fiascos  of  the  past,  this  will  be a  war  in  gray  flannel. 
Confidential  memoranda  (well  hidden  from  the  student 

press)  will  be  circulated  to  a  select  committee  of  influen- 
tial who  will  nod  in  praise  of  the  Union's  program. Though  the  whole  story  will  likely  never  be  told  it  is considered  virtually  certain  that  the  CUS  lobby  will  be 

instrumental  in  totally  reshaping  Canada's  educational 
system. 

BISONS  NEED  $14,000 

WINNIPEG  (CUP)  —  The  University  of  Manitoba 
Bisons  need  $14,000  to  represent  Canada  at  the  Winter 
Universiade  hockey  games  in  Turin,  Italy,  next  month. 

A  joint  committee  of  the  Canadian  Union  of  Students  and 
the  Canadian  Intercollegiate  Athletic  Union  chose  the  Bi- 

sons for  the  world  student  games  last  month. 
The  agreement  between  CUS  and  the  CIAU  to  act  to- 

gether on  the  selection  committee  is  taken  as  a  sign  of 
improved  relations  between  the  two  organizations  who  had 
previously  squabbled  over  the  right  to  represent  Canada abroad. 

The  Bisons,  last  year's  Canadian  intercollegiate  cam- 
pions, plan  to  upgrade  this  year's  squad  with  recent  grad- uates for  the  overseas  trip.  FISU  regulations  allow  players 

not  more  than  two  years  out  of  school  to  participate. 
But  financial  difficulties  are  now  plaguing  the  team. 

Half  of  the  $14,000  is  expected  to  come  from  the  federal 
government's  Fitness  and  Amateur  Sport  branch. 

The  remaining  $7,000  will  have  to  be  raised  at  the 
University  of  Manitoba.  Ron  Stern,  vice-president  of  the 
Manitoba  students'  union  said  last  week  that  neither  the 
university's  athletic  department  nor  the  administration  will be  able  to  pick  up  the  full  tab. 

The  students'  union  is  proceeding  with  fund  raising plans  of  its  own  as  well  as  approaching  other  bodies  for 
monev. 

Quebec  students  to  strike  today 

MONTREAL  —  Students  at  technical  colleges  in  Quebec 
are  to  strike  today  to  protest  the  extension  of  the  school- 
year  by  three  weeks. 

The  province's  education  minister,  Paul  Gerin-Lajoie met  with  representatives  from  the  schools  Saturday  to 
discuss  the  situation,  but  no  agreements  were  reported. 

After  the  meeting,  the  representatives  announced  the 
strike.  Students  will  stay  away  from  classes  and,  if  the 
strike  is  prolonged,  will  picket  the  schools. 

The  representatives  of  some  27,000  students  said  a  vote had  been  taken  to  decide  on  the  action. 
They  said  an  extension  of  the  school  year  would  unduly shorten  their  vacations. 



CLASSIFIED  ADVERTISEMENTS   „  t,...,.    iih,„,»       EXPERIENCED  1 

,,.  J"  Williams,  445-2074. lor  Consultation.  Frame  yc into  good  English. 
,  shorpened  ol 

BRUCE  MeEACHERN— Sports  cors,  new 
Triumphs,  Peugeots,  Pirelli  tires,  wheel baloncing  wire  wheels  O  specialty.  29bu 
Islington  Ave.  N.,  Woodbridge.  851-2297. 

STUDENT  ZIONIST  ORGANIZATION 

WINTER  SEMINAR 
JAN.  21-23,  1966 

CASTLE  DES  MONTS,  STE.  AGATHE,  QUEBEC TOPIC 

"Jewish  Self -Criticism" m     '  CALL:  783-3272, 
COST  $15 

supermarkets,  pane)  discussions,  ads 
dromo,  all  for  super-volue-pass  $1 on  sale  NOW 

HUMANIST  and  UNITARIAN  SOCIETY  SPONSORS 

ROBERT  TAPP 

professor  of  philosophy  of  religion,  University  of  Chicago: 

Can  Religion  Outlive  The  Gods? 

TUESDAY  JAN.  18th  5:15-6:30  WEST  HALL  II.  C. 

What's  Wrong  With  Humanism? 

TUESDAY  JAN.  18th  -  1:00  -  2:00  U.C.  209 

THE  UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 

LITERARY  AND  ATHLETIC  SOCIETY 

presents 

THE  FIFTH  OF  THE  "CURRENT"  LECTURES  ON 

Man  in  the  Automated  Age: 

JACQUES  SIMARD 
DIRECTOR,  TOWN  PLANNING  INSTITUTE  OF  CANADA 

will  speak  on 

THE  PERSON 

AND  THE  CITY' 

TOMORROW,  TUESDAY,  JANUARY  18th, 

AT  5:00  P.M.  IN  CONVOCATION  HALL 

All  students  and  faculty  welcome 

UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE  STUDENTS  ARE  INVITED  TO  APPLY 
FOR  A  SEMINAR  WITH  MR.  SIMARD.  LIT.  OFFICE 

POP  ARTS  FESTIVAL  THIS  WEEKEND 

BIRTH  CONTROL  PROGRAM  WILL  START  SOON 

For  the  halibut 
"I  decided  to  give  this 

lecture  just  for  the  halibut," admitted  Peter  D.  Macdo- nald,  (IV  Trin)  as  he 
launched  into  his  discussion 
on  "Fishy  Mathematics"  in UC  last  Wednesday. 
Macdonald,  who  also 

plays  the  French  horn  and drives  a  10-gear  bicycle, 
was  qualified  for  his  topic 
by  his  work  with  the  Cana- dian  Government  Fisheries 
Research  Board  in  New 
Brunswick. 

In  a  lecture  sponsored  by 
the  Maths  and  Physics  So- 

ciety, he  demonstrated  the 

practical  application  of mathematics  in  discovering 

the  spatial  distribution  of fish — a  supplement  to  the 
descriptive  and  data  analy- 

sis process. In  a  confounding  display 
of  mathematics,  Macdonald 
used  a  new  theoretical  ap- 

proach based  on  his  work with  the  fisheries  board. Given  certain  data,  this 
method  made  it  possible  to 
ascertain  the  statistical  dis- tribution of  the  total  weight 
of  fish  off  the  coast  of  Nova 
Scotia  during  the  summer 
months. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Meeting  of  UC  VCF— Bible  Study.  Rm.  11,  UC. 
Daily  Mincha  service.  Rm.  2110,  Sidney  Smith. 
Liberal  Club  meeting  on  co-operative  federalism  for Public  Affaires  Forum.  Rm.  1086,  Sidney  Smith. 
Hillel  lecture— Spinoza  and  the  religion  of  science.  Rm. 214,  UC.  . 

La  Mesa  Espanola — informal  discussions  in  Spanish 
for  members  of  the  Spanish  Club.  Rm  3045,  Sidney  Smith. 

PC  Club  general  meeting— plans  for  PCSF  Convention 
in  Ottawa  and  resolutions  for  the  Public  Affairs  Forum. Rm.  1071,  Sidney  Smith. 
Today,  1:10  p.m. 

U  of  T  NDP  general  meeting  on  Public  Affairs  Forum and  Ontario  Youth  Convention.  Rm.  1087,  Sidney  Smith. 
Today,  5  p.m. 

U  of  T  Radio  meeting.  All  MUST  attend.  Anyone  in- terested also  welcome.  Music  Room,  Hart  House. 
Today,  8  p.m. 

U  of  T  Slavic  Club  presents  "The  Marriage"  by  N.V. 
Gogol  in  Russian.  Cartwright  Hall,  St.  Hilda's  College.  Also Tuesday. 

Today,  8:30  p.m. 
Anthropology  Club  meeting.  Speaker  on  peasant  com- 

munities in  contemporary  South  Africa  Society.  Refresh- 
ments. Room  560,  Sidney  Smith. 

Tuesday,  1  p.m. 
AIESEC  Economics  Student  Exchange  Program  meet- 
ing. Staff  lounge,  3rd  floor  office  wing,  Sidney  Smith. 
What's  wrong  with  humanism?  Dr.  Robert  Tapp,  Univ. 

of  Chicago.  Rm.  206,  UC. 
Anti-colonialist  view  on  Rhodesia.  International  Student 

Centre,  45  Willcocks  St. 
Tuesday,  4  p.m. 

Eyewitness  report  on  Vietnam:  Rae  Murphy,  Editor  of SCAN.  Rm.  103,  UC. 
Tuesday,  5:15  p.m. 

Can  religion  outlive  the  gods?  Dr.  Robert  Tapp,  Univ. 
of  Chicago.  West  Hall,  UC. 
Tuesday,  6  p.m. 

Hillel  Diners'  Club:  Call  WA  3-7837  for  reservations. Hillel  House,  186  Si.  George. 
Anyone  interested  in  spending  this  weekend  (Sat.  Jan. 

22,  Sun.  Jan.  23)  with  the  Outing  Club  at  their  ski  cabin 
near  Collingwood,  phone  Bob  Hughes,  221-6840,  between  6 and  7  p.m.  before  Thursday. 
Tuesday,  7:30  p.m. 

German  Club:  Berlin  Journalist  Rolf  Goetze  speaks  on 
"Stadt  der  Freiheit".  Slides,  refreshments.  Rhodes  Room, 
Trinity. 

Tuesday,  8  p.m. 
Graduate  students'  bridge.  GSU. Film  night:  Comparison  of  three  artists.  International 

Students'  Centre,  45  Willcocks  St. 
Tuesday,  8:30  p.m. 

Prof.  Earle  Birney  on  Canadian  humor.  Also  poetry 
reading.  120  Overbrooke  Place  (New  Fraternal  Jewish  As- sociation).) 

Tuesday,  8:30  pm. 
Vic  Drama  Club  presents  Anouilh's  Thieves'  Carnival Tues.-Fri.  at  8:30  p.m.,  Saturday  5:30  and  9  p.m.  Colonnade 

Theatre.  Tickets  at  Vic  (Wymilwood)  and  Colonnade  box office. 

E  of  T  RADIO 
Meeting,  5  p.m.  Music  Room  of  Hart  House  —  All 
staff  MUST  attend  to  discuss  allocation  of  air  time 
— New  staffers  welcome. 
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^  Obscenity  charged  at  Western,  Acadia 

Printers  of  Folio,  Western's  bi-annual 
literary  magazine,  have  refused  to  print  a 
short  story  slated  to  appear  in  the  fall  edi- 

tion because  of  alleged  obscenity. 
The  story,  entitled"ln  the  Candleflame," contains  descriptions  of  sexual  intercourse. 
Folio  editor  Ehor  Boyanowsky  objected  to 

the  censorship  on  the  grounds  that  the  tale 
simply  expressed  a  "communion  of  spirits" between  the  two  lovers  and  that  it  was  no 

worse  than  some  D.H.  Lawrence  novels. 
At  Acadia  university  in  Wolfville,  N.S., 

calendars  containing  photographs  of  female 
students  at  the  university,  reprinted  by  the 
university  newspaper  Athenaeum,  have  been 
impounded  by  campus  provost  Dr.  E.  S. 
Hansen,  again  because  of  alleged  obscenity. 

Dr.  Hansen  called  the  calendars  "in  poor 
taste"  and  said  they  resemble  tear-outs from  a  girlie  magazine. 

Says  magic  realism  is  keeping  things  alive 

Art  is  a  form  of  keeping 
things  alive,  it  compensates 
for  the  lack  of  permanence 
in  life,  Alex  Colville,  Can- 

ada's top  "magic  realist" painter  said  yesterday  at  a 
panel  discussion  in  Hart 
House. 

Colville,  who  was  born  in 
Toronto  but  spent  most  of 
his  life  in  the  Maritimes, 
spoke  together  with  Robert 
Fulford,  journalist  and  art 
critic. 

Colville  spends  months 
working  on  one  painting, 
and  the  current  Hart  House 
exhibition  of  his  work  is 
only  the  second  one-man  ex- hibition he  has  ever  had  in 
Canada.  The  first,  eight 
years  ago,  was  a  joint  effort 
of  Hart  House  and  the 
Laing  Gallery. 

Most  of  his  paintings  are 
sold  in  New  York. 

Colville  said,  "The  impul- se to  paint  is  an  irrational 
one,  an  urge  to  make 
things ...  I  have  experien- ces that  are  memorable  and 
I  try  to  make  things  of 
them." 

Fulford  said  he  defines 
"magic  realism"  as  paint- ings which  depict  things 
true  to  life,  but  which  heigh- 

ten and  intensify  the  reali- 
ty. He  said  that  of  all  Ca- nadian artists  in  the  last  15 

years,  "Colville  has  had  the 
most  persistent  vision — al- 

most an  isolated  view." 
Colville  said  he  is  fascin- 

ated by  ancient  Egyptian 
art.  "The  Egyptians  wanted 
to  keep  things  alive,"  he said.  "One  of  the  most  dis- 

tressing features  of  life  is 
that  everyone  dies.  Art  is 
a  form  of  keeping  things 

alive." 
Colville  said  he  takes  as 

long  as  he  does  to  complete 
one  painting  because  "it takes  that  long  to  find  out 
what  I  want  to  do.  The  ac- 

tual business  of  painting  is 
a  cinch.  There  is  too  much 
of  a  mystique  about  techni- 

que. If  I  knew  what  I  want- 
ed to  paint  before  I  began 

a  canvas,  I  could  finish  it 
in  two  or  three  days." 

Elm  Tree  at  Horton  Landing 
by  Alex  Colville. 

^  Canada  has  great  theatrical  potential 

By  KATHY  COLE 
Canada,  with  its  freedom 

enei-gy  and  wide-openness, 
possesses  great  possibilities 
for  the  development  of  the 
theatre,  Marigold  Charles- 
worth,  director  of  the  Cen- 

tral Library  Theatre,  told  a 
Hart  House  Arts  Festival 
panel  discussion  Saturday. Miss  Charlesworth  said 
the  theatre  has  always  lag- 

ged behind  the  video  and 
graphic  arts  because  of  the 
interdependence  of  the  peo- 

ple involved  in  theatre,  and 
because  of  its  nature  as  an 
"amalgam  of  the  other 
arts". 

"Not  only  the  quality  of 
your  product  but  also  your 
salesmanship  account  for 
success  in  the  theatre",  she added. 
Mark  Czarnecki,_  drama 

critic  of  The  Varsity,  said 
it  is  important  to  recognize 
t  h  e  difference  between 
good  theatre  and  progress- ive theatre.  To  obtain  the 
latter,  he  called  for  "new 
techniques  of  expression  to 

meet  new  thoughts,"  and  a 
"spectrum  of  the  senses"  in any  theatrical  performance. 

In  reply  to  a  statement 
that  there  is  little  contact 
with  theatre  in  public  or 
secondary  schools,  Robert 
Gill,  director  of  the  Hart 
House  Theatre,  said  he  has 
been  advocating  school  pro- 

ductions for  several  years. 
"It  all  goes  back  to  the 

old  Puritan  point  of  view, 
but,  whereas  music  and  art 
are  now  considered  accept- 

able, theatre  still  is  not,"  he answered. 
"Nevertheless,  there 

should  be  a  brutal  closing 
of  the  iron  door  between 
those  who  have  the  talent 
and  those  who  don't." 

In  answer  to  the  ques- 
tion, "What  makes  a  thea- 
trical person?."  Miss  Char- lesworth said  such  a  person 

has  a  "conscious  or  uncon- 
scious need  for  self  expres- 

sion in  this  manner"  and 
has  something  to  bring  to 
theatre  instead  of  merely 
taking  from  it. 

Mr.     Gill  commented, 

"Granted  the  talent,  you  do 
it  because  you  must  do  it. 
There  is  no  other  way  of 

life." 

The  panel  members 
agreed  that  greater  audien- 

ce participation  is  needed 
in  the  actual  theatrical  per- 

formance, and  that  more 
courses  covering  every  as- 

pect of  theatre  should  be offered  to  students  and  the 
general  public. 

THE  VARSITY  SEEKS 

SCARBOROUGH  STAFFERS 
The  Varsity  hopes  to 

establish  a  bureau  at  Scar- 
borough College,  to  ensure 

adequate  coverage  of  events 
on  the  new  campus.  Stu- dents interested  in  report- 

ing or  photography  are 
asked  to  come  to  a  meeting 
at  Scarborough  on  Friday. 
The  time  and  place  will  be 
announced  after  consulta- 

tion with  Scarborough's 
student  government. 

HART  HOUSE  t 

7 TODAY 

5.15 p.m.    RECORD  ROOM  A  —  Renewal  and  Instruction 

REVOLVER  CLUB 

Tyro  and  Intermediate  Match 
Wednesday,  January  19 Slow  Fire  Only 

1 
1 

HART  HOUSE  TABLE  TENNIS  TOURNAMENT (for  members  only) i 
i 

I 
L 

10.00  a.m.    Saturday,  January  22    Lower  Gym 
25c        Entry  forms  available  at  the  Hall  Porter's  Desk i 

ON  THE  SCREEN 

in  Room  104  University  College 

Tuesdays  and  Wednesdays,  1.10  -2.00  p.m. 

January  18-19 — French  Life  and  Arts  in  the  Fourteenth 
Century 

(50  minutes) 

January  25-26 — French  Life  and  Arts  in  the  Fifteenth Century 

(50  minutes) 

February  8-9 — French  Life  and  Arts  in  the  time  of 
Henri  IV,  Louis  XIII  and  the  youth  of 
Louis  XIV 

(50  minutes) 

February  22-23 — Versailles  and  its  meaning 
(50  minutes) 

March  1-2 — Boucher,  Fragonard  and  their  time (50  minutes) 

ATT.  SHOWS  ARE  IN  FRENCH 

BRING  YOUR  LUNCH 
FREE  ADMISSION 

4 

CAMPUS  CONCERT 

TORONTO  SYMPHONY 

Seiji  Ozawa,  Music  Director  &  Conductor 

Saturday,  Jan.  22,  1966 

8:15  p.m. 

RYERSON  THEATRE (50  Gould  St.  —  Gerrord  St.,  E.  of  Yonge) 
Program:  Prokofieff  Romeo  and  Juliet  Suite Beethoven  Symphony  No.  5 

Bernstein    Symphony  no.  1 (Jeremioh) 
TICKETS:  $1.50,  $2.00 

Now  on  sale  12-2  p.m.,  SAC  Office 
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elation  rules  not  an  issue 

A  number  of  Students  Administrative  Council 
members  loughed  openly  Wednesday  night  when  the  re- presentatives from  Engineering  told  them  that  the 
election  regulations  of  the  Engineering  Society  produced 
better  members  than  those  of  other  local  councils. 

While  SAC  is  to  be  admired  for  its  effort  to  make  its 
election  regulations  os  democratic  as  possible,  the  remarks 
of  the  gentlemen  from  Engineering  raise  an  important 
point:  do  completely  open  election  procedures  guarantee the  most  desirable  kind  of  student  government? 

The  answer,  of  course,  depends  upon  what  kind  of  | 
government  students  consider  most  desirable. 

The  Engineering  members  seem  to  feel  that  repre- 
sentatives to  a  central  government  should  be  truly  "repre- sentative"— that  they  should  express  views  and  opinions  I 

which  can  rightly  be  termed  those  of  the  majority  of  their 
constituents.  The  implication  of  this  view  is  that  such 
members  would  not  take  stands  on  controversial  issues 
unless  the  stand  taken  reflected  the  opinion  of  a  majority 
of  the  students. 

Ironically,  most  members  of  this  year's  SAC  would agree  with  the  Engineering  representatives  on  this  point, 
but  feel  that  such  a  council  can  be  produced  under  the 
new  election  rules. 

Any  direct  conflict  between  SAC  and  the  Engineering 
Society  over  the  new  rules  will  be  a  time-consuming  and 
relatively  unimportant  issue. 

The  real  problem  facing  SAC  is  how  it  con  combine 
its  representative  function  with  some  semblance  of  leader- 

ship. And  this  is  an  issue  which  is  not  being  debated. 

SAC  leads  way 
Although  the  Students  Administrative  Council  ot  our 

university  offers  an  almost  unlimited  target  to  its  critics, 
it  must  be  admitted  that  in  one  area  at  least  SAC  is 
showing  the  way  to  other  student  governments. 

At  its  last  meeting  SAC  passed  a  motion  in  which  it 
agreed  to  the  provisions  of  the  new  investigation  ma- 

chinery established  by  the  Canadian  University  Press.  This 
move  should  provide  leadership  to  other  universities,  where 
relations  between  the  student  council  and  the  university 
newspaper  are  for  less  harmonious  than  they  ore  at  Tor- onto. 

The  implications  of  the  new  investigation  commission 
are  far-reaching.  With  its  power  to  make  binding  recom- 

mendations and  to  investigate  papers  which  are  badly 
run,  the  commission  machinery  can  —  if  properly  used — 
greatly  improve  the  quality  of  student  journalism  in  Can- ada. 

Those  members  of  SAC  who  realized  this  and  voted 
for  the  motion  are  to  be  congratulated. 

varsity TORONTO  IB^ 
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HO  HUM 
In  their  annual  attempt  to  gain  recognition  students  from  Ryerson  came  and  painted 
our  artillery  again  last  Thursday  night.  Their  handiwork  was  ignored  by  thousands  of U  of  T  students  Friday  morning. 

letters  to  the  editor 

Very  rarely  am  I  stimulated  or  provoked 
by  any  major  issue  of  crisis  upon  this  camp- us. However  it  is  now  that  I  take  pen  in 
hand  to  protest  a  situation  of  grave  per- 

sonal indignity,  and  of  interest  not  only  to 
the  campus  as  a  whole,  but  to  all  people 
of  open  minds.  The  matter  I  wish  to  discuss 
concerns  the  lack  of  toilet  paper  in  the  in- 

dividual men's  cubicles  of  the  Sigmund 
Samuel  Library  washroom. 

Unfortunately,  this  occurs  randomly  dur- 
ing the  month,  so  one  cannot  plan  one's actions  ahead,  so  to  speak.  Further,  as  so 

often  happens,  the  lack  of  this  essential 
"article  de  toilette"  only  becomes  apparent 
after  the  damage  has  been  done.  It  then 

becomes  very  embarrassing  to  begin  wander- ing in  search  of  paper. 
In  this  search  for  paper  there  would 

seem  to  me  to  be  several  solutions. 
Use  paper  towels  supplied  for  drying  wet 

hands.  (A  grating  thought  to  those  with 
gentle  feelings.) 

Use  any  Varsitys  found  in  the  general 
cubicle  area.  (An  outrage  to  the  senses.) 

Before  entering  the  men's  washroom,  send 
a  female  to  the  women's  washroom  to  obtain 
a  safe  supply.  (Most  embarrassing  for  the virile  Canadian  man,  to  be  sure.) 

Leave  extra  bundles  of  toilet  paper  in  the 
washroom  to  be  used  when  the  paper  con- tainers in  the  cubicles  are  empty.  (Such  a 
simple  solution.) 

In  closing  I  ask  you,  Mr.  Editor,  when  one 
succumbs  to  the  call  of  the  sphincter,  is  it 
necessary  to  suffer  such  degradation? 

Leslie  Segal  (III  APSC) 

utter  stupidity 

The  Varsity  WQS  founded  in  1880  and  Is  published  b> Students  Administrative  Council,  for  the  university  com- munity of  the  University  of  Toronto.  The  Varsity member  of  the  Canodian  University  Press. Opinions  expressed  in  this  newspaper  are  the  respons- ibility of  the  editor,  and  are  not  necessarily  those  of  the students'  council  or  administration  of  the  university 

Sir: 
In  your  editorial  (The  Varsity,  Jan.  12). 

"The  right  to  disagree"  you  state: 
"If  we  are  defending  freedom,  then  there 

can  be  no  reason  why  we  must  give  up  one 
part  of  that  freedom  to  facilitate  the  defense 

of  other  parts." This  is  an  utterly  stupid  statement.  The 
entire  business  of  social  organization  and 
law  js  the  restricting  of  particular  facets  of 
individual  freedom  to  facilitate  the  defense 
of  other  parts. 

You  continue:  "If  we  can  only  fight  Com- munism by  limiting  our  own  freedom,  then 
people  might  very  well  ask  what  purpose 
there  can  be  to  fighting  Communism." 
The  ideological  conflict  between  Com- 

munism and  the  "free  world"  concerns  what 

ends  are  to  be  emphasized,  and,  more  so, 
what  freedoms  are  to  be  limited  to  achieve them. 

"The  right  to  disagree  is  not  a  subject  for 
debate."  I  agree.  The  right  to  institute  action against  that  of  the  elected  representatives 
of  a  democracy,  still  supported  by  the  ma- 

jority, is  a  subject  for  debate,  however,  and 
a  very  complex  one. 

Liberalism  demands  that  we  defend  indi- 
dual  freedom  and  the  right  to  dissent.  Pro- 
gressivism  demands  that  we  solve  the  le- 

gislative problems  of  a  shrinking  and  increa- 
singly interdependent  world.  The  two  are 

entirely  incompatible.  Your  fuzzy  thinking 
exemplifies  the  dilemma  of  a  society  in  the 
unenviable  position  of  valuing  both  very highly. 

Martin  Daly  (III  UC) 

c,  u  TI?JC  .J".  tWV  bJ9  ttu">*  ,u"  yow  *°e'  ood  m*  mind  w«n<>e'ed  back  to Fisher  the  Photog.  Fisher  starred  yog  sec;  he  initiated  the  great  break-In,  blott- ed forth  with  music  but  not  til  after  he  had  spoken  to  Susan  Low,  elicited  the following  comment  from  friendly  Donna:  "Go  way,"  which  he  did  almost  immedi- ately irteicottcr,  something  which  was  lamented  almost  immediately  thereafter Also  present  was  Mcllwotn  of  the  dcnounce-SUPA  school  of  thought  and  his  op- posite*. Shop,  who  breaks  bottles  and  reads,  and  Torvoincn,  who  gambles  Lvn almost  erlcd  becousc  of  something  Volky  did  and  Kathy  Colo  sow  the  inside ot  the  great  mole-suprcmaey  monument.  Ralph  Surettc  worked  Saturdoy  night, crybody  wanted  to  read  over  Volky's 

slight  criticism 

which  I heard  of.  Seems  Ilka  _  _ 
Shoulder  last  night  and  he  wishes  to  thank  Dave  for  the  gun  and  the  CBC  far H«  hot.  In  sports,  the  same  old  motley  crow:  Bob  Clark,  Pete  MeCrcoth,  Rich Pync,  visiting  Rick  Kolllns  and  (hey,  who  this)  Mark  Ptelffcr.  Please  send  camp to  Zeldin.  And,  o*  note,  is  that  it  wos  Carson's  first  night  at  the  new  job.  Com- ments requested  on  how  he  did. 
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Sir: 

Just  a  slight  word  of  criticism  for  that 
cool,  cool  hippy,  Tom  Naylor. 

In  his  last  article  on  jazz  (The  Varsity, 
Jan.  7 )  Naylor  says  that  before  we  can 
change  from  one  set  of  rules  to  another  "it should  be  first  established  that  it  (the  set  of 
rules )  has  outlived  its  usefulness".  How about  changing,  not  from  the  useless,  but 

from  anything  to  something  better.  If  what 
we  are  changing  to  is  better  than  what  we 
presently  have,  this  is  sufficent  grounds  for change. 

But  this  trivial  point  is  the  only  thing  I 
hold  against  Naylor.  He  knows  his  stuff  and 
his  breezy,  arrogant  style  makes  for  good 
reading.  Keep  writing,  man;  besides  Howard 
Fluxgold,  you're  perhaps  the  best  thing  in The  Varsity. 

Paul  Brigel  (II  PreMed) 



Th 

In  praise  of  Engineers!! 

The  author  of  this  article 
teaches  English  to  engineer- 

ing students.  The  name  has 
been  withheld  to  protect  the 
author  from  possible  re- 
prisals. 
Why  praise  engineers  ? 

For  building  bridges,  I  sup- 
pose, for  holding  The  Varsi- 

ty to  ransom,  for  combining 
good  clean  fun  with  good 
hard  work  in  the  tradition- 

al crew  cut  manner. 
But  hardly  for  English! 
Of  all  bigoted  artsmen 

the  most  triply  entrenched 
is  probably  the  long-haired, 
pale-faced  English  student 
able  and  willing  to  convict 
the  engineer  of  cultural 
barbarism  and  of  "En- 

gineering Mentality"  every time  he  opens  his  mouth  or 
lifts  his  pen.  With  what 
horror,  therefore,  does  the 
graduate  student  in  Eng- 

lish, his  expert's  briefcase 
at  the  ready,  approach,  in 
fear  and  trembling,  the 
halls  of  the  highway-build- 

ers and  dam-busters! 
Polite  silences  dammed 

my  early  lectures.  The  ru- 
minations of  engineers  re- 

quire more  solid  sustinence 
than  those  of  artsmen,  but 
by  gentleman's  agreement potato  chips  are  seldom 
eaten.  But  increasing  in- 

roads on  their  lunches  have 
been  made  by  their  critical 
opinions,  which  it  is  the 
purpose  of  this  article  to 
reveal  as  lively,  dynamic, 
and  provocative. 

Take  the  answer  to:  "List 
any  poets  you  would  be  in- 

terested in  studying  next 
term".  Despite  the  frank 
comment:  "I  would  like  to 
omit  poetry  completely,"  a 
wide  variety  of  positive 
"tastes"  in  poetry  emerged. Several  lists  included 
Chaucer;  Shelley  and  Keats 
were  favourites;  Browning, 
surprisingly,  gained  a  large 
number  of  votes.  The  also 
rans  were  Milton,  Words- 

worth, Biake,  Donne,  By- 
ron, Dylan  Thomas,  Robert 

Frost,  T.S.  Eliot,  and  Kip- 
ling. One  list  stands  out: 

Milton,  Blake,  Byron,  Don- 
ne. Browning,  and  Petrarch 

("I  know  this  is  not  Eng- lish, but  he  writes  the  best 
love  poem"). 

Similarly,  "Discuss  Othel- 
lo's compulsion  to  evaluate 

himself  justly",  produced vigor  and  enthusiasm.  The 
answer  is  reprinted  exactly 

tion?"  Of  Othello,  Juno  and 
the  Paycock,  and  A  Street- car Named  Desire,  many 
engineers,  quite  surprising- 

ly, decided  that  they  prefer- 
red  Othello,   and   all  had 

Should  men  like  these  be  praised? 
"Othello",  one  student 

says,  "realizes  at  the  end  he has  comitted  a  fault,  he  has 
been  misled  by  Jago.  'That 
was  he  that  was  Othello,'  he comments.  There  is  no  need 
for  him  to  go  on  living,  and 
he  finally  took  his  life  by 
stabbing  himself.  Could  we 
say  this  was  true  justice? 
Sure!  He  repays  himself 
the  best  he  thinks  fit  for  the 
crime  he  did.  In  other 
words,  he  evaluated  himself 
justly.  I  could  write  a  lot 
on  this,  but  the  above  is  a 
reasonable  summary." Although  a  stickler  for 
grammar  (or  spelling) 
might  label  this  answer 
"out  of  bounds",  notice  that 
even  in  the  worthy  UC  Gar- 

goyle (Dec.  2)  Ernie  Light- man  does  not  refrain  from 
the  unseemly  splitting  of  in- 

finitives. Perhaps  the  en- 
gineers too  should'  be  grant- ed some  literary  licence. 

The  creative  talents  of 
the  engineers  were  demon- 

strated again  in  their  an- 
swer to:  "Which  play  do 

you  think  would  make  the 
most  effective  stage  produc- 

sense  enough  to  avoid  the 
inferior  Juno  and  the  Pay- cock. 

One  answer  demonstrates 
remarkable  vitality  of 
thought  and  understanding 
of  human  nature: 
"The  most  effective  stage 

production  would  no  doubt 
be  Othello.  The  reasons  for 
this  are  the  preference  of  an 
audience  to  view  historic  oC' 
currences  rather  than  think 
about  contemporary  prob- 

lems. The  setting  is  medie- 
val and,  hence,  promises  ac- 

tion that  will  be  both  ro- 
mantic and  impulsive." — 

(Note  the  appeal  of  the  'ro- mantic' to  what  is  often  cal- 
led the  'base'  engineering 

mind. ) — "The  language, 
while  it  is  not  easily  follow- 

ed by  an  average  audience, 
is,  nevertheless,  colorfid, 
subtle,  blunt,  poetic,  and 
descriptive." — (note  the  fine 
perception  of  the  'Engineer- ing Ear'. ) — "The  dramatic action  is  confined  to  two  or 
three  days  and  is,  therefore, 
very  concentrated  and  in- 

tense. The  plot  is  one  to  ex- 
cite the  imagination" — (note 

the  return  to  this  idea)— 
"and  the  characters  are  suf- 

ficiently far  removed  from 
present-day  life  and  observa- tion and  effectively  juxta- 

posed to  engage  an  audien- 
ce,"— ( a  —  sophisticated  in- 

sight).—"The  purity  of  Des- 
demona  opposite  the  fien- 
dishness  of  Iago  would 
make  us  all — if  we  were  less 
inhibited — shout  like  chil- 

dren in  a  puppet  theatre, 
Kill  him  Othello!  Kill  him! 
As  part  of  the  setting,  the 
costumes  worn  by  the  cha- racters would  add  enough 
splendor  to  the  scenery  to 
make  the  play  a  visual  suc- cess if  one  could  not  follow 
the  language." — (Engineers 
are  always  careful  to  over- 

come 'practical'  obstacles!) 
I  challenge  anyone  to 

deny  the  liveliness  and  sen- 
sitivity of  such,  an  answer — and  on  Othello  too! 

Another  engineer  raises  a 
problem  that  an  English 
drama  critic  will  rarely,  if 
ever,  have  considered. About  A  Streetcar  Named 
Desire  he  says:  "The  time  is more  modern  and  perhaps 
in  this  respect  would  be 
harder  to  put  on  because 
there  wouldn't  be  any  ana- 

chronisms." 
Furthermore,  engineers 

hold  definite  critical  opin- 
ions which  they  are  never 

afraid  to  voice.  ''A  Streetcar 
Named  Desire,"  writes  one 
student,  "is  typical  of  the 
slovenly  type  of  contem- 

porary American  play.  The 
language  is  poor  and  does 
not  seek  to  lift  us  to  a  high- 

er plane;" — (note  the  ideals 
of  the  'Engineering  Mental- 

ity') "In  fact  none  of  Ten- 
nessee Williams'  plays  ever 

do,"  he  firmly  concludes. 
Considering  the  demands 

made  on  an  engineer,  noted, 
for  example,  in  Maclean's 
(Dec.  15)  by  Ben  Rose,  who writes:  "Pressure  is  intense 
in  all  faculties,  but  it  is 
most  evident  in  engineering. 
Studies  over  ten  years  have 
shown  that  out  of  every 
hundred  students  who  set 
out  to  become  engineers, 

forty-three  never  make  it," the  achievements  of  engi- 
neers in  the  arts  are  nota- 

ble. 

'Feminine  Mystiqoe"  author  says: 

Women  don't  experience  human  identity By  LESLIE  GARY 
"It  is  so  unexpected  that 

a  woman  should  take  her- 
self seriously  that  it  seems 

almost  something  one 
should  apologize  for,"  said Betty  Friedan,  author  of 
the  best  seller  The  Feminine 
Mystique. 

Mrs.  Friedan  told  an  au- 
dience at  Beth  Tzedec  sy- 

nagogue last  week  that  a 
woman  is  defined  as  a  wife. 

mother,  homemakcr,  and 
sex  obect  to  men  but  never 
as  a  real  person. She  denied  that  women 
experience  human  identity. 
"A  woman,"  she  claimed, 
is  forced  to  choose  between 
the  full  realization  and  use 
of  her  capacities  . . .  and  the 
traditional  fulfilments." 

"A  woman  is  told  that  she 
is  nothing  or  nobody  until 
she  is  Mrs.  Somebody.  Then 
she  wakes  up  at  25  or  35  or 
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45  and  realizes  thai  her  ro- 
mantic life,  including  hus- 

band and  10  sparkling  chil- dren, is  not  as  romantic  a> 

she  thought  it  was." Mrs.  Friedan  asserted 

that  a  woman  can't  com- bine usefulness  in  society 
with  having  children  be- cause there  are  no  patterns 
which  take  seriously  those 
human  beings  who  have 
babies.  Men  have  defined 
most  fields  too  closely  to  al- 

low women  any  true  oppor- tunity. 

Since  we  define  ourselves 
through  choice,  a  woman 
can  break  down  the  old  im- 

ages and  create  new  ones 
by  risking  these  choices, she  said. 

Mrs.  Friedan  claims  thai 
until  women  can  move  be- 

yond the  feminine  mystique 
men  will  not  be  free  io  be 
themselves  either.  Women 
deprived  of  the  chance  to 
fulfil  themselves  will  seek 
a  power  in  the  home  and force  men  into  masculine straitackets. 

OUR  AVERAGE 

STUDENT  READS 

4.7  TIMES 

FASTER 

THAN  HIS 

STARTING  SPEED 

(with  equal  or  better 
comprehension  !) 

Mrs.  Evelyn  Wood  spent 
over  16  years  of  research and  testing  before  opening 
her  now  world-famous 
Reading  Dynamics  Institute 
in  1959.  There  are  now  19 

Reading  Dynamics  Insti- Ottawa). 

tides  in  the  U.S.A.  and  TWO 
IN  CANADA  (Toronto  and 
HOW  IT  ALL  STARTED 

Mrs.  Wood  says:  "In  1945  I  sub mitted  my  Master's  thesis  to  Dr.  C. Lowell  Lees,  my  professor  at  the University  of  Utah,  etc.  He  read 
the  80  pages  in  a  matter  of  min- utes, and  before  my  startled  eyes, 
marked  the  paper  without  missing 
q  detail.  His  untrained  speed:  6000 
words  per  minute,  compared  to  the 
average  college  graduate's  350. 
Determined  to  find  the  secret,  I 

spent  2  years  tracking  down  50 
more  people  who  could  read  rapid- ly ..  .  and  14  years  later,  after countless  hours  of  research  and 
testing,  I  taught  my  first  public 
classes  in  Washington,  D.C.  So  po- sitive were  the  results  that  the  storv 
appeared  in  Time,  Newsweek,  Busi- ness Week,  Esquire,  The  Christian Science  Monitor  and  my  graduates 
oppeared  on  The  Tonight  Show, 
Gary  Moore,  I've  Got  A  Secret. Consistently,  my  students  learned 
ro  increase  their  speed  from  3  to 
10  times  ...  WITH  A  GAIN  IN UNDERSTANDING  ! 

SINCE  1959,  OVER 
150,000  PEOPLE  HAVE 
TAKEN  MY  COURSE! 

Since  Fall  1963  over  600  people 
have  taken  the  Evelyn  Wood  Read- 

ing Dynamics  Course  in  Toronto, 
Kingston  and  Ottawa.  Average  im- provement has  been  over  4  times 
starting  rates,  with  better  compre- hension than  at  their  old  slow  start- 
rates, 

GUARANTEE: 
If  you  don't  at  least  triple  your 
reading  speed,  with  at  least  equal comprehension,  your  entire  tuition 
will  be  refunded  ! 
FREE  FILM -OPEN  HOUSE 
A  free  film  on  Reading  Dynamics  will be  shown  Tues.  &  Thurs.  evenings  ot 
8:00  p.m.  and  on  Sat.  at  11:00  a.m. 
Drop  in  then,  or  any  ofternoon,  to  learn more  about  this  remdrkable  technique. 

EVELYN  WOOD 

READING 

DYNAMICS 

INSTITUTE Suite  1103,  Brirannico  House, 
151  Bloor  SI.  W. 

Toronto  5,  Ontario 
923-4681 



READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Some  scientific  course os  taught  by  McGill,  Yale  ond Cornell  Universities —  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 

Every  Mon.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 
or  orronged  privotely  anytime 
CALL  WA,  1-4022  NOW  t 

to  be  sure  of  a  scat 
Career  Development  Institute 

131  Bloor  St.  W-,  Toronto 
"The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

IMPORTANT 
Special  meeting  for  all  Wal- 
lenstein  agents  at  Rendez- vous O  tonight.  Usual  time. 
Nobody  welcome. 

UKRAINIAN  STUDENTS'  CLUB OPEN  MEETING 
WEDNESDAY,  JAN.  19,  7.30  p.m. HART  HOUSE,  DEBATES  ROOM 

Sneaker  PROF  L.  J.  SHEIN,  Ph.D.  of  MeMo*tcr  University '    Topic-  IVAN  FRANKO,  Poet  -  Patriot 
ALL  WELCOME  REFRESHMENTS 

University  of  Toronto  Drama  Committee 

presents 

A  REGIONAL  FESTIVAL 

OF  ONE -ACT  PLAYS 

Adjudicator:  ROBERT  CHRISTIE 

FRIDAY,  JAN.  21  &  SATURDAY,  JAN.  22 

HART    HOUSE  THEATRE 
8:30  P.M.  -  TICKETS  $1.00 

TICKETS  AVAILABLE  IN  HART  HOUSE  BOX 
OFFICE,  SAC  OFFICE,  AND  FROM  UTDC  REPS. 

SUMMER 

OPPORTUNITIES 

IN  MARKETING 

Procter  &  Gamble  will  hove  several  openings  in  its 
Advertising  Deportment  for  students  who  will  be 
completing  their  schooling  in  1966.  We  have  de- 

signed the  program  to  give  o  thorough  apprecia- 
tion of  marketing  management  as  carried  out  by 

the  Brand  Man.  Training  is  given  through  practical 
assignments  on  current  marketing  problems. 

Candidates  can  be  from  any  faculty  but  the  pro- 
gram should  be  of  particular  interest  to  those  in 

the  M.B.A.,  Commerce  &  Finance,  or  Economics 
courses.  The  salary  is  most  attractive. 

Pamphlets  describing  the  Advertising  Department 
are  available  at  the  University  Placement  Office. 

Interviews  will  be  held 

January  31  and  February  1 

PROCTER  &  GAMBLE 
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Plan  interfaculty  debating  tournam
ent 

The  first  Interfaculty  De- 
bating Tournament  in  the 

history  of  the  University  of Toronto  is  to  take  place  on 
Feb.  4  and  5. 

Organizers  of  the  tourna- ment are  the  University  of 
Toronto  Debating  Union 
and  the  Trinity  College  Li- 

terary Institute  government 
council. 

Letters  have  been  sent  to 
all  faculties  and  schools  in- 

viting them  to  field  teams 
of  between  two  and  five 
members.  Two  team  mem- 

bers will  do  the  actual  de- 

bating and  the  others  will 
prepare  the  speeches. Michael  Ignatieff  (I 
Trin),  one  of  the  organizers, said  the  tournament  will  be 
held  in  Trinity  College  and 
a  series  of  elimination 
matches  will  be  scheduled 
to  reduce  the  field  to  the 
best  eight  teams  by  Feb.  4. 
The  Organizers  plan  to 

operate  the  tournament  as 
a  combination  of  impromp- 

tu and  prepared  debating 

styles. During  the  elimination 
and    quarter-final  rounds, 

the  topics  will  not  be  re- leased to  the  teams  until 
one  hour  before  the  debate 
is  to  start.  This  procedure 
will  also  apply  for  the  semi- finals. 
The  topic  for  the  finals 

will  be  released  at  least  one 
week  before  the  final  is 
scheduled.  The  organizers 
hope  to  have  a  guest  speak- ed  to  deliever  an  address 
before  the  final  debate. 
Winner  of  the  tourna- 

ment will  receive  the  Inter- faculty Debating  Trophy 
donated  by  the  UTDU. 

Demands  of  ionformity  plague  student 

By  RALPH  SURETTE 
The  student  world  is 

fraught  with  anxiety  by  nar- 
row demands  for  conform- 

ity, Dr.  James  Forrester  said at  New  College  Saturday 
night. 

Dr.  Forrester  is  president 
of  Gordon  College  in  Boston. 
He  was  speaking  on  "The 
Anxiety  of  Conformity,"  the second  of  a  series  of  lec- 

tures sponsored  by  Knox 
Presbyterian  Church  entitl- 

ed "Man  Come  of  Age?" 
Today's  student  is  being 

whipped  into  compliance 
th  an  inadequate  academic 

attitude  which  demands 

that  he  adopt  "scientism" at  the  expense  of  ethnical 
values.  The  result  is  a 
moral  vacuum  and  the  stu- 

dent confronts  meaningless- 
ness,  he  said. 

He  said  last  year's  campus disturbances  a  t  Berkeley 
were  directed  against  an 
intransigent  administrative 
and  academic  attitude  which 
exists  in  varying  degrees  in 
all  North  American  univer- sities. 

Dr.  Forrester  outlined  in 
old,  disappearing  cultural order  and  an  emerging  new 
one,  both  of  which  he  said 
impose  their  one-sided  stan- dards of  scientific  and 
technological  rigor  and  leave 
the  student  bewildered 
when  faced  with  questions 
concerning  personality,  mo- 

rality, and  ultimate  ends. 
The  old  order,  he  said, 

"commits  the  whole  spect- 
rum of  truth  upon  the  em- 

pirical method  . . .  Empiric- ism allows  of  no  other 

truth." 

In  this  order  of  things 
"the  inquiring  mind  is  ask- ed to  conform  to  a  limited 
view  of  things. 

"Every  student  comes  to 
college  with  tenets  which 
pass  as  ethics,"  Dr.  Forrester said,  but  popular  attitudes 
"convince  him  that  these 
are  social  or  family  biases. 
Only  by  removing  him  from 
his  cultural  background  can 
they  leach  him  anything." 
The  result  is  "an  erosion 

of  values,  with  nothing  be- 
ing replaced  in  the  vaccum." He  added,  however,  that 

some  students  are  breaking 
through  and  espousing 
causes. 

Dr.  Forrester  asked 
whether  the  university 
should  not  concern  itself 
with  moral  truths  as  well  as 
with  truths  of  physics,  since 
all  sense  of  values  has  been 
lost  in  the  educational 
complex. 

This  new  rationale  "tries to  define  man  as  an  animal 
with  a  complex  cortex,  with 
physiological  and  neurologi- 

cal, biological  and  emotion- al needs.  Motives  are  ex- 
plained in  terms  of  needs- satisfaction. 

"If  we  go  to  poetics  we 
are  out  of  order." 

In  this  system  "you  must not  stick  out.  If  you  do  not 
conform  you  are  neutrotic, 
radical,  a  beatnik."  This, said  Dr.  Forrester,  causes 
high  tension. 

Nor,  he  added,  are  the 
beatniks  or  the  campus  ra- 

dicals the  true  non-confor- mists. These  are  peripheral 
societies  set  up  to  combat 

man's  alienation  from  man, 
from  nature  and  from  God. 
"The  only  true  non-con- formist is  the  one  who 

stands  up  for  the  eternal 
truths  of  God  in  a  sick  so- 

ciety." Today,  Jeremiah  or Ezekiel  would  be  psychoan- 
alyzed and  declared  insane, 

he  said. 
"In  this  age  we  have  done 

with  God — even  the  clergy 
are  saying  that.  Man  has 
substituted  himself  for 
God  ...  Ours  is  the  first 
truly  secular  society  in  hu- 

man existence." We  have  two  clear  alter- 
natives, he  stated.  "We  can try  to  save  ourselves through  technology.  We  can 

refuse  values,  refuse  moral- 
ity, but  we  will  only  fall 

back  into  a  raw  and  brutal 

paganism. 
"Or  we  can  find  the  Cross. 
"We  need  something  out 

of  the  whole  cosmic  struc- 
ture to  speak  to  us  as 

persons." Annual  one-act  play  festival 

to  start  Friday  at  Hart  House 

The  annual  festival  of  one-act  plays  sponsored  by  the 
University  of  Toronto  Drama  Committee  begins  this  Friday 
in  Hart  House  Theatre.  - 

Adjudicator  for  the  two-day  festival  will  be  Robert 
Christie,  Toronto-based  actor,  producer  and  director. 

The  winning  play  of  the  festival  will  represent  U  of  T 
at  the  Canadian  Universities  Drama  League  Festival  to  be 
held  in  February  at  Ryerson. 

Highlight  of  the  festival  is  the  presentation  of  Some- 
thing to  Do  by  Robert  Fannergil  (SGS),  winner  of  the 

UTDC  original  one-act  playwriting  competition.  The  two- 
scene  comedy  about  campus  protest  movements  will  be 
directed  by  David  Bolt  (III  Vic). 

Innis  College  will  present  its  first  theatrical  production, 
The  Chairs,  a  brief  glimpse  into  Eugene  lonesco's  theatre of  the  absurd. 

Under  director  Alan  Gordon  (I  New),  New  College 
will  present  The  Tiger,  an  off-beat  comedy  by  Murray 
Schisgal,  author  of  the  recent  Broadway  hit  Luv. 

The  existential  world  of  John  Paul  Sarte  will  be  depict- 
ed in  his  drama  No  Exit  to  be  directed  by  Howard  Cronis 

(III  Vic).  Heading  the  cast  are  Marita  Ensio  (II  UC)  and 
Henry  (Winter  Kept  Us  Warm)  Tarvanian. 

The  final  play  of  the  festival  will  be  announced  on Wednesday. 

Tickets  for  the  festival  are  $1.00  and  may  be  obtained 
at  the  Hart  House  Theatre  box  office,  in  the  SAC  office,  or 
from  any  UTDC  representative. 



Calls  "New  Left"  unrealistic University  students  who 
belong  to  tbe  so-called  New 
Left  are  "unrealistic,  Utop- 

ian and  impractical,"  Prof. Charles  Hanly  of  the  U  of 
T  Philosophy  Department 
said  last  week. 

Prof.  Hanly  was  address- 
ing a  panel  on  youth  at 

Beth  Tzedec  Synagogue. 
"A  great  many  students  in North  American  universi- 

ties are  devoted  to  reform 
activities  in  both  the  social 
and  political  sphere,"  he said. 

They  want  to  see  the  end 
of  military,  political  and  fi- 
n  a  n  c  i  a  1  establishments, 
which  they  see  as  the  domi- 

nating forces  of  today's  so- ciety. 
"But  these  are  vague  sen- timents and.  the  students 

have  little  conception  of 
what  kind  of  society  they 
would  like  to  see  in  place 
of  our  present  society,"  he said. 

In  analyzing  the  composi- 
tion of  the  New  Left,  Prof. 

Hanly  said  he  found  many 
students  joined  in  social  and 

political  action  groups  be- cause they  could  not  face 
up  to  their  personal  prob- lems. 
He  suggested  that  these 

students  try  to  reform  so- 
ciety, hoping  that  in  the 

process  they  can  be  reform- ed themselves. 
As  chairman  of  last  fall's 

CHARLES  HANLY 

International  Teach-in, 
Prof.  Hanly  came  in  close 
contact  with  several  mem- 

bers of  the  New  Left.  He 
thought  these  students  were 
basically    dissatisfied  with 

the  Teach-in  for  three  rea- 
sons: 
•  the  Teacbrin  was  ap- 

proved by  the  University Establishment,  therefore  it 
had  to  be  a  fraud; 

•  it  was  educational  and 
not  a  protest  against  Amer- ican Viet  Nam  policy; 
•  since  the  Canadian 

government  was  consulted, 
the  students  thought  the 
compromises  made  were corrupting. 

Nevertheless,  Prof.  Hanly 
had  words  of  praise  for 
some  members  of  the  stu- 

dent New  Left. 
"Many  of  them,"  he  said, 

"have  contributed  courage- 
ously and  intelligently  to 

much  needed  social  re- 
forms. Their  very  existence 

is  an  important  challenge  to 
a  dangerous  complacency 
promoted  by  affluence. 

"While  they  differ  widely 
from  the  majority  of  stu- dents in  their  basic  attitude 
toward  society,  they  are 
also  admired  by  the  major- 

ity of  their  peers  for  their 
reforming  zeal." 

Lewis  advocates  March  deadline 

By  JULIE  BROWN 

If  the  economic  sanctions 
against  Rhodesia  fail  to 
overthrow  Ian  Smith's  re- 

bel government  by  the  end 
of  March,  Britain  must  use 
military  intervention,  Ste- 

phen Lewis,  NDP  member 
of  the  Ontario  legislature 
for  Scarborough  West,  said 
Tuesday  night. 

Mr.  Lewis  was  speaking 
in  a  panel  discussion  on 
Rhodesia  sponsored  by  the 
Toronto  branch  of  the  Uni- 

ted Nations  Association  and 
the  Social  Action  Commit- 

tee of  tbe  Unitarian  Church. 
Other  panelists  were  Dr. 
Garth  Legge,  a  United 
Church  minister  who  has 
worked  in  Zambia  and  Rho- 

desia, and  Christopher 
Chetsanga,  a  U  of  T  grad- 

uate student  from  Rhode- 
sia. 
Mr.  Lewis  said  be  felt 

that  had  force  been  used 
-  within  48  hours*  of  the  Uni- lateral Declaration  of  Inde- 

pendence in  October  the 
problem  would  have  been 
solved  immediately.  He 
doubted  that  economic 
sanctions  ar^  an  adequate 
response  to  UDL  He  said, 
they  are  "slow  and  halty" and  suggested  that  Britain 
Prime  Minister  Harold  Wil- 

son should  draw  a  March 
deadline. 
He  said  thai  failure  to 

solve  the  problem  soon  will 
firm  South  Africa's  resolve 
to  maintain  its  policy  of 
apartheid. 

"If  a  holocaust  should 
erupt  in  southern  Africa,  he 
said,  "it  would  make  Viet Nam  look  like  a  minor 
squabble."  Therefore  the problem  must  be  solved 
immediately  by  stringent 
and  decisive  action,  Lewis 
said. 

Mr.  Chetsanga  offered  no 
immediate  solution  to  tbe 
problem  but  suggested  that 

the  long-range  solution 
would  be  "a  greater  effort to  educate  African  people 
to  play  an  equal  role  with 
the  Europeans."  He  said that  more  money  is  being 
spent  on  recruiting  Euro- 

peans for  jobs,  than  is  ne- cessary to  train  Africans. 
Mr.  Smith  has  disquali- 

fied himself  as  Prime  Min- 
ister," Chetsanga  said.  He 

is  incapable  of  a  construc- tive role  in  the  development 
of  his  society.  He  has  failed 
to  live  up  to  his  office — 
providing  for  the  welfare  of 
all  tbe  people." 

Dr.  Legge,  who  said  he 
felt  that  the  problem  was 
mainly  one  of  human  rela- 

tions, said  also  that  he  felt 
Britain  must  accept  some 
of  the  responsibility  for  the 
deteriorating  situation  in 
south  Rhodesia. 

In  1923,  when  white  Rho- desians  voted  to  become  a 
British  colony  with  interna' 
self-government,  the  British 
government  reserved  the 
right  to  veto  legislation  dis 
criminatory  to  African  peo 

pie. 

"This  was  never  done,' 
he  said. 

— photo  by  JERRY  FRIEDMAN 

POP  ART  is  opparently  "in"  these  days.  Students  at 
Trinity  College,  no  less,  are  improvis:ng  their  own modern  sculpture. 

Scarboro  stringers  wanted 
(SEE  PAGE  3) 

(w)  Westinghouse WILL  BE  ON  CAMPUS 
JANUARY  20,  21  &  22  TO 

INTERVIEW  1966  ENGINEERING 
&  SCIENCE  GRADUATES 

A  well-defined  training  program  is  offered  to  prepare  candidate; 
for  positions  of  responsibility  in: 

DESIGN  AND  DEVELOPMENT  ENGINEERING 
RESEARCH  AND  DEVELOPMENT 
MANUFACTURING  ENGINEERING 
INDUSTRIAL  ENGINEERING 
FACTORY  ENGINEERING 
SERVICE  ENGINEERING 
FIELD  INSTALLATION 
QUALITY  CONTROL  AND  TEST 
TECHNICAL  MARKETING  AND  SALES 

These  positions  will  afford  opportunity  for  career  development  tc 
graduates  with  potential. 
Professional  salary  scale  and  increases  based  on  performance  as 
well  as  excellent  employee  fringe  benefit  plans. 
Contact  the  Placement  Office  for  detailed  information,  brochures 
and  interview  appointments. 

COLES 

YONGE 

BELOW 
BLOOR 

UNUSUAL  BOOKS 

AT  UNUSUAL  PRICES! 
Downstairs  ot  COLES  is  the  Reference  Book  Dept.,  a  real  goldmine  of reference  ond  technical  books  ot  bargain  prices.    Drop  in!    You  moy 
find  just  the  book  you're  looking  for.    Here  are  o  few  of  the  titles  in stock  right  now! 
MODERN  RADIO  ADVERTISING Charles  Hull  Wolfe.   Pub.  at  7.50  ■■   COL€S  PRICE  1.49 
ELEMENTS  OF  ENGINEERING  STATICS H.  Dereiiewiei.    Pub  dl  3.S0   COLES  PRICE 
FjH&rv£Z?.A?F."™eTr?s..  cc^  ™cE  «„ 
wT'SoVoT  ?ub.  o,  3.98    COLES  PRICE  .9, THE  INTERNATIONAL  DICTIONARY  OF  PHYSICS AND  ELECTRONICS.    Pub.  at  20.00    COLES  PRICE  5.98 SHAKESPEARE  TWENTY-THREE  PLAYS  AND  THE  SONNETS 
Pub.  ot  5.50    COLES  PRICt  i.vu STANDARD  METHOD  O^JHEMICAL  ANAVYSIS  mg^  pR|CE  „, 

tSTSTS^.-   COLES  PRICE  .99 PROBABILITY  THEORY  2nd  ED. 
Michel  LoSvo.    Pub.  ot  14.75    COLES  PRICE  3.98 
THE  TIDES  OF  HISTORY  VOL.  OHE 
J.  Pifcnnc.  Pub.  ot  8-95    COLES  PRICt  4.vu THE  TIOES  OF  HISTORY  VOL.  TWO  H,  „ 
J.  Pirenno.   Pub.  ot  10.95      COLES  PRICE  1.11 INTEGRATED  EUROPE  rnl„  pB.rc 

M    T    Florlnsky.  Pub.  ot  3.50    COLES  PRICE  .00 HYPERSPLENISM  AND  SURGERY  OF  THE  SPLEEN  SPEC|AL  „, 

SANITARY   CHEMICALS  —  Schworci   SPECIAL  .66 

S"2R.T!".    COLES  PRICE  .66 

»K>T.  3.0.    COLES  PRICE  ... 
R^nLANpDubTH..C34|ILE   COLES  PRICE  1.33 
POEMS-John  Doooo.   Pub.  ot  1.95   ■•  COLES  PRICE  .19 
PRINCIPLES  O^F  ACCOUNTING  5th  ED.  INTRODUCTORY  ^  ^ 
NEUROLOGY  AND  PSYCHIATRY  IN  GENERAL PRACTICE     -  ■  '  LULCS  rtM^c 
:Ti«re.S!"™"".''".-..  COLES  PRICE  1.49 

VS.  o.  ..75    COLES  PRICE  M. 
D.^ED0FRunrOpSu0bPHo1'.  .5.00    COLES  PRICE  4.95 

ISZ^fTTtST   COLES  PRICE  1 .49 
KETZL  Pub.  o,  3.00   COLES  PR,CE  ... 

VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP 

mim       726  YONGE  ST. 
U  U  MM  H       SOUTH  OF  BLOOR 
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GRADUATING  ENGINEERS 

in  the  Mechanical  •  Engineering  Physics 

and  Metallurgical  options: 

You  will  find  challenging  engi- 
neering work,  recognition,  and 

above  average  advancement  oppor- 
tunities with  United  Aircraft  of 

Canada  Limited. 

For  over  35  years,  United  Air- craft of  Canada  Limited  has  played 
a  key  role  in  the  growth  and  devel- 

opment of  the  Canadian  commer- cial aviation  industry.  As  a  member 
of  the  United  Aircraft  Corporation, 
it  manufactures,  sells  and  services 
in  Canada  the  products  of  United's Prott  &  Whitney  Aircraft,  Sikorsky 
Aircraft,  Hamilton  Standard  and 
Norden  Electronics  divisions. 

In  1957,  the  Company  formed 
the  nucleus  of  a  design  and  develop- 

ment organization  which  has  since 
expanded  into  a  400-man  engineer- 

ing force.  Among  this  group's  many accomplishments  are  the  prelimi- 
nary design  of  the  Pratt  &  Whitney 

Aircraft  3000-lb.  thrust  JT12  U60) 
engine  (used  in  North  American 
Saberliners  and  Lockheed  Jetstars) 
and  the  development  of  the  now 
mass-produced  PT6  (T74)  free  tur- 

bine engine  (used  in  the  Beech  King 
Air  and  the  De  Havilland  Turbo- 
Beaver  and  Twin  Otter). 

United  Aircraft  of  Canada  now 
employs  approximately  3800  in  its manufacturing,  overhaul,  supply, 
research  and  development  opera- 

tions. In  addition,  the  Company's 
long-term  plans  and  its  pre-emi- nence in  the  gas  turbine  field  have 
created  exceptional  opportunities 
which  will  prove  to  be  well  worth ''->r\  of  gra- 

further  in- contact  your 

which  will  prove  to  be  well  worrr 
the  detailed  consideration    of  gra 
duating  engineers.   For  further  in formation,  please 
Placement  Office. 

Our  recruiting  team 
will  be  on  campus 

January  20 
EXCEPTIONAL  OPPORTUNITIES 

United 

Aircraft 
OF  CANADA  LIMITED 

The  Player's  Jacket——  fashioned  by  BANTAMAC  In  Tcrylone*.  a  Cel-Cil  (ibre.  -Rte'd-  Can.  T.M. 

Come  on  over  to  smoothness 

with  no  letdown  in  taste  § 

Come  on  over  to 

New! 

Player's Kings 
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'Co-operative  federalism 

won't  halt  Federal  control' 
By  RAY  RAPHAEL The  Federal  Government 

will  not  lose  control  of  the 
Canadian  economy,  in  spite 
of  the  recent  trend  of  co- 

operative federalism.  Pro- fessor J.  S.  Dupre  of  the  U 
of  T  Political  Economy  De- 

partment told  the  Liberal Club  last  week. 
Prof.  Dupre  predicted 

that  the  process  of  'con trading  out,'  whereby  a  pro- vince can  forego  a  certain 
federal  program  in  return 
for  a  sum  of  money  equiva- 

lent to  ttat  which  Ottawa 
would  have  spent  on  the 
program  in  the  province, will  become  a  relatively 
permanent  and  useful  fea- ture of  Canadian  federal- 

ism. He  said  this  process  was enabling  Canada  to  develop 
a  'multi-faceted'  federalism 
in  which  the  relation  betwe- en the  federal  government 
and  the  provinces  varies 
from  province  to  province. 
Dupre  added  that  he  was 
very  sympathetic  towards this  trend. 

Prof.   Dupre   stated  that 

since  the  mid  1950s  the 
counter-cyclical  policies  of 
the  central  government  have 
tended  to  emphasize  mon- 

etary rather  than  fiscal  po- 
licies. Ottawa's  decreased share  of  the  tax  dollar 

should  not  reduce  her  con- 
trol over  the  Canadian  eco- 

nomy, he  said. Tax  policy  operates  at 
the  margin  of  taxes,  so  that 
if  the  government  decides 
to  emphasize  fiscal  policy  it will  be  able  to  do  so  even 
if  it  controls  less  than  half 
of  the  major  direct  taxes. Asked  from  the  floor 
whether  the  continual  op- 

ting out  by  various  provin- ces might  not  cause  some 
of  the  wealthier  provinces 
such  as  Ontario  and  Quebec 
to  doubt  the  usefulness  of 
their  remaining  in  confede- ration, Dupre  pointed  out 
that  the  opting  out  process 
would  only  be  employed  in 
a  few  of  the  Ottawa  govern- 

ment's programs.  He  admit- ted there  might  be  some 
dangers,  but  added  that  he 
believes  everything  in  poli- 

tics is  dangerous. 

BRIEFLY... 

sac  agrees 
The  U  of  T  Students  Ad- ministrative Council  has 

agreed  to  work  through  the 
new  investigation  machine- ry established  by  Canadian 
University  Press  at  its  re- cent national  conference  in Calgary. 

Designed  to  protect  uni- versity newspapers  from 
outside  interference  and  to 
raise  the  standards  of  stu- 

dent journalism,  the  new  in- vestigation machinery  pro- vides for  the  establishment 
of  a  commission  to  investi- 

gate and  make  binding  re- commendations in  cases  ol 
interference  or  mismanage 
ment. 
SAC  accepted  the  CUP 

provisions  last  week,  the 
first  student  government  in 
Canada  to  agree  to  the  new 
procedure. 

new  degree 
The  University  of  Toron- to will  soon  become  the 

first  university  in  Canada 
to  offer  a  Master  of  Engi- neering degree. 

It  has  been  designed  to 
meet  the  needs  of  the  engi- 

neering graduate,  working 
in  industry  at  a  senior  level, 
who  wishes  to  increase  the 
extent  of  his  knowledge  in 
a  specific  area  by  part-time study. 

Professor  James  Ham, 
chairman  of  the  Electrical 
Engineering  Department, 
said  the  new  degree  will  be 
"tremendously  important 
for  both  industry  and  the 
university." Dr.  Ham  is  dean-design- ate of  the  Faculty  of  Ap- 

plied Science  and  Engineer- 

ing. 

needs  freshies 
Norma  Miller,  a  fourth- 

year  sociology  student,  still 

needs  first-year,  single  Jew- 
ish girls  for  a  sociological 

survey. 

Volunteers  are  asked  to 

appear  in  room  128  of  the Medical  Building  on  Thurs 
day,  1-2  p.m.  The  interview 
will  last  only  twenty  minu- tes. 

smc  centre 
Construction  is  to  begin 

next  May  on  a  new  student 
centre  for  St.  Michaels  Col- 
lege. 
The  lower  level  of  Bren- nan  Hall  will  be  renovated 

and  extended  80  feet  on  the 
north  side  of  the  building 
providing  new  lounge  areas 
a  new  Coop  seating  300,  and 
a  recreation  hall. 
Student  Council  offices, 

and  student  publication  fa- cilities will  also  be  located 
in  the  new  addition. 
The  approximate  cost  o£ 

the  project  will  be  $1,000,- 
000  and  construction  is  ex- 

pected to  take  15  to  18 
months. 

wus  plan 

The  opportunity  to  see 
and  study  parts  of  Canada in  1966  will  be  provided  for 
a  number  of  Canadian  and 
overseas  students  by  World 
University  Service  of  Can- ada in  co-operation  with 
the  Canadian  Centennial Commission. 

A  total  of  about  120  stu- dents will  travel  together 
for  three  weeks.  A  success- 

ful pilot  project  was  held 
in  1965  throughout  various 
regions  of  Canada. 
The  deadline  for  applies 

tions  is  Jan.  22. 
Those  interested  can  con- 

tact George  Biro  at  532-7162 or  through  the  SAC  office. 



in  Viet  Nam 

NORTH  CLAIMS  NO  TROOPS  IN  SOUTH 

North  Viet  Nam  still  categorically  denies 
it  has  troops  fighting  in  South  Viet  Nam,  a 
recent  United  States  visitor  to  North  Viet 
Nam  said  in  Toronto  Thursday  night. 
Thomas  Hayden  of  Newark,  N.J.,  a  long- 

standing member  of  Students  for  a  Democ- 
ratic Society,  said  the  premier  of  North 

Viet  Nam,  recently  stated  this  clearly  and 
in  writing  to  a  delegation  of  which  he  was 
a  part. 
Mr.  Hayden  recently  visited  North  Viet 

Nam  and  China  with  Ptfof.  Staughton  Lynd 
of  Yale  University,  a  pacifist,  and  Herbert 
Aptheker,  a  leading  theoretician  of  the  U.S. 
Communist  Paxty. 
Mr.  Hayden,  who  was  in  Toronto  for  a 

Canadian  Broadcasting  Corporation  inter- 
view, spoke  at  a  meeting  hurriedly  arranged 

by  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Brewster  Kneen,  Toronto 
peace  workers. 

He  said  this  statement  may  have  been  the 
premier's  way  of  saying  the  South  Vietnam- ese National  Liberation  Front  (Viet  Cong) 
is  still  in  charge  of  the  war  in  the  South. 

Or  it  might  have  been  literally  true.  This 
would  be  in  accord  with  the  theory  that 
revolutions  should  be  fought  by  indigenous 
peoples. 

Either  way,  he  said,  it  is  significant  that 
the  premier  chose  to  make  this  statement. 
Mr.  Hayden  said  the  North  Vietnamese 

believe  they  will  know  when  the  U.S.  starts 
meaning  business  about  negotiations. 
They  still  suspected  the  U.S.  intends  to 

maintain  a  military  presence  there  and  keep 
Viet  Nam  divided  indefinitely. 

Mr  Hayden  said  the  North  Vietnamese  are 

confused  by  contradictions  in  the  state- 
ments of  members  of  the  U.S.  government 

and  in  U.S.  actions. 
The  Vietnamese  could  not  reconcile  state- 

ments by  President  Johnson  that  the  U.S. 
is  not  interested  in  maintaining  a  presence 
in  Viet  Nam  with  other  administration  state- 

ments that  U.S.  policy  is  aimed  at  preserving 
an  independent  South  Viet  Nam. 
Nor  could  they  reconcile  the  pause  in 

U.S.  bombings  of  North  Viet  Nam  with  the 
U.S.  military  buildup  in  the  South,  he  said. 
North  Vietnamese  government  officials 

told  the  U.S.  visitors  there  were  a  number 
of  ways  the  U.S.  could  show  that  it  has 
finally  given  up  hope  of  maintaining  a  pre- sence in  Viet  Nam. 

But  the  North  Vietnamese  did  not  believe 
it  was  for  them  to  tell  the  U.S.  how  to  de- 

monstrate its  sincerity 
He  said  the  North  Vietnamese  are  prepar- 

ing for  further  escalation  of  the  war  to 
North  Viet  Nam,  including  eventual  use  of 
U.S.  ground  troops. 

Meanwhile,  he  said,  Chinese  at  a  base  not 
far  from  the  Vietnamese  border  report  they 
have  already  shot  down  one  of  a  number  of 
U.S.,  planes  engaged  in  reconnaissance  over 
China. 

Mr.  Hayden  said  the  three  members  of 
his  delegation  have  been  treated  with  great 
courtesy  since  their  return  to  the  United 
States. 
He  suggested  this  might  be  because  it 

would  not  do  for  the  U.S.  government  to 
arrest  or  harass  them  while  the  current  U.S. 
"peace  offensive"  continues. 

They're  not  sit-in  types 
"We  really  aren't  sit-in 

types,"  John  Treleaven, 
head  of  the  Sir  Daniel  Wil- 

son Residence  student  food 
committee,  told  SAC  last 
week. 
Treleaven  explained  to 

the  SAC  members  that  the 
Sir  Dan  residents  have  a  le- 

gitimate grievance  and 
were  not  merely  making  a 
big  issue  out  of  a  small 
problem. 
He  was  speaking  on  a 

motion  proposed  by  Rick 
Ross  (IV  APSC)  which  re- commended that  student 
food  committees  seek  menu 
advice  from  the  Faculty  of 
Food  Science  if  they  cannot 
come  to  terms  with  their 
dining  hall  managers. 

Treleaven  told  The  Var- 
sity later  that  the  food 

seems  to  be  improving 
slightly  after  the  publicity 
the  situation  has  received. 
He  said  he  wanted  to  get 
the  matter  cleared  up  per- 

WILSON  GRANTS 

V  of  T  gets  $20,000  and 
the  Pontifical  Institute  of 
Medieval  Studies  92,000, 
from  the  Woodrow  Wilson 
National  Fellowship  Found- 

ation at  Princeton,  NX 
The  grants  are  part  of 

$1,800,000  in  awards  to  uni- 
versities in  which  Wilson 

graduate  fellows  have  en- 
rolled this  year. 

McGill  University,  Mont- 
real gets  $8,000  and  the  Uni- 

versity of  Alberta  at  Ed- monton $2,000. 

manently  as  quickly  as  pos- sible. 
The  Ross  motion  was  pas- sed after  a  short  debate  in 

which  some  SAC  members 
suggested  that  approaching 
Food  Science  was  not  the 
way  to  deal  with  the  situa- 

tion. They  offered  no  alter- natives, however. 

The  Varsity  last  week  at- 
tempted to  clarify  the  mud- dled food  controversy  at  Sir 

Dan  but  E.  S.  MacDermid, 
assistant  director  of  admin- istrative services  said  he 
could  not  answer  any  ques- 

tions "until  the  matter  at 
Sir  Daniel  Wilson  Residen- 

ce is  clarified." 

CAROLYN  HESTER,  one  of  North  America's  best- known  folksingers,  performed  Friday  in  the  UC  junior 
Common  Room.  The  occasion  was  a  benefit  concert  for the  U  of  T  Friends  of  SNCC. 

w.c.s. 
is  accepting  applications  for  the 

CANADIAN  TRAVEL  AND  EDUCATIONAL  SEMINARS 
►Opportunity  to  see  Eastern  or  Western  Canada. 
►  Trip  is  for  three  weeks — End  of  May  —  beg:nning of  June. 
►  Ail  expenses  paid 

GET  YOUR  APPLICATION  FORM  NOW 
AT  THE  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

FOR  FURTHER  INFORMATION  : 

GEORGE  MJKLES  BIRO,  W.U.S.  chairman 

532-7162 

ATOMIC  ENERGY 

OF  CANADA  LIMITED 
will  conduct 

CAMPUS  INTERVIEWS 

ON 
JANUARY  20,  1966 
JANUARY  21,  1966 

JANUARY  22,  1966 

for 
MATHEMATICIANS 
METALLURGISTS 
BIOLOGISTS 

THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 

SATURDAY 

ENGINEERS 
PHYSICISTS 
CHEMISTS 

COMMERCE 

CONTINUING  EMPLOYMENT 
Arrangements  for  interviews  should 
be  made  through  your  university 

placement  office 

ATOMIC  ENERGY 
OF  CANADA  LIMITED 

CHALK  RIVER,  ONTARIO 

CCS©  MEETING 

Date:  Wed.,  Jan.  19 
Time:  7:30  p.m. 

Place:  Hart  House  East  Common  Room 

Topic:  Roy  Fischer  and  Ozzie  Schmidt 

"THE  CUSO  PHILOSOPHY" 

ATTENTION 

1966  GRADUATES IN 

GENERAL  SCIENCE  AND  ARTS 
with  courses  in 

PHYSICS  and  MATHEMATICS 

A  professional  career  in  Meteorology  with  an  oppor- 
tunity to  use  your  training  in  physics  and  mathe- matics is  available  to  you. 

See  the  Canadian  Government  representative  while 
on  your  campus. 

JANUARY  20  and  21,  1966 

Physical  Sciences  Booklet,  application  forms  and  interview  reser- vations available  at  your   UNIVERSITY  PLACEMENT  OFFICE. 
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Our  booklet 
'Careers  with  Sun  tife* is  available  at  the 
placement  office. 

Graduating  Class: 

Sun  Life  of  Canada  will  be  on  campus  to  discuss  management  careers  with  you. 

The  life  insurance  industry  today  offers  an  interesting  and  rewarding  future  to 

individuals  with  management  potential.  Make  your  appointment  at  the  placement 
office  now  to  see  Sun  Life  of  Canada  on: 

JANUARY  17th 

Sun  Life  Assurance  Company  Of  Canada 

HEAD  OFFICE:  MONTREAL 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 
presents  in 

Room  102 
Mechanical  Building 

Noon  Hour 
Science  Film  Showings 

Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 
1:00  p.m.  -  2:00  p.m. 

January  19,  20,  1966 
ELECTRONIC  COMPUTER 

IN  COMMERCE LASERS 
POWER  TRAIN 
A  series  of  programmes  arranged 
by  the  Science  and  Medicine  Dept. 
of  the  University  Library  in  co- operation with  the  Nationol  Science Film  Library  of  the  Canadion  Fil Institute. 

There  is  no  admission  charge. 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT  YOUR 
LUNCH  WHILE  WATCHING  THE 
FILM. 

Engineers  and  Scientists: 

Let's  talk  about  a  career  at  Boeing... 

50-year  leader  in  aerospace  technology 

Campus  Interviews  Friday  and  Saturday,  January  21  and  22 

Divisions:  Commercial  Alrplnne   •    Military  Airplane   •  Missile  •  Space  •  Turbine  ■  Vertol 

The  most  effective  way  to  evaluate  a  com- 
pany in  terms  of  its  potential  for  dynamic 

career  growth  is  to  examine  its  past  rec- ord, its  current  status,  arid  its  prospects 
and  planning  for  the  future,  together  with 
the  professional  climate  it  offers  for  the 
development  of  your  individual  capabilities. 
Boeing,  which  in  1966  completes  50  years 
of  unmatched  aircraft  innovation  and  pro- 

duction, offers  you  career  opportunities  as 
diverse  as  its  extensive  and  varied  back- 

log. Whether  your  interests  lie  in  the  field 
of  commercial  jet  airliners  of  the  future  or 
in  space-flight  technology,  you  can  find  at 
Boeing  an  opening  which  combines  profes- sional challenge  and  long-range  stability. 
The  men  of  Boeing  are  today  pioneering 
evolutionary  advances  in  both  civilian  and 
military  aircraft,  as  well  as  in  space  pro- 

grams of  such  historic  importance  as 
America's  first  moon  landing.  Missiles, 
space  vehicles,  gas  turbine  engines,  trans- port helicopters,  marine  vehicles  and  basic research  are  other  areas  of  Boeing  activity. 
There's  a  spot  where  your  talents  can mature  and  grow  at  Boeing,  in  research, 
design,  test,  manufacturing  or  administra- 

tion. The  company's  position  as  world leader  in  jet  transportation  provides  a 
measure  of  the  calibre  of  people  with 
whom  you  would  work.  In  addition,  Boeing 
people  work  in  small  groups,  where  initia- tive and  ability  get  maximum  exposure. 
Boeing  encourages  participation  in  the 
company-paid  Graduate  Study  Program  at 
leading  colleges  and  universities  near 
company  installations. 
We're  looking  forward  to  meeting  engi- neering, mathematics  and  science  seniors 
and  graduate  students  during  our  visit  to 
your  campus.  Make  an  appointment  now 
at  your  placement  office.  Boeing  is  an 
equal  opportunity  employer. 
(1)  Boeing's  new  short-range  737  Jetliner.  CO Variable-sweep  wing  design  for  the  nation's first  supersonic  commercial  jet  transport 
(3)  NASA's  Saturn  V  launch  vehicle  will  power orbital  and  deep-space  flights.  (4)  Model  of Lunar  Orbiter  Boeing  Is  building  for  NASA. 
(5)  Boeing-Vertol  107  transport  helicopter 
shown  with  Boeing  707  jetliner. 

Also,  Boeing  Scientific  Research  Laboratories 

Blues  lose 

swimmers 

and  meet 

By  PETER  McCREATH 
A  depleted  Varsity  Blues swim  team  lost  a  close  meet 

to  University  of  Buffalo 53-42,  in  Buffalo,  Saturday 
afternoon.  At  the  same 
time,  Varsity  intermediates 
defeated  the  Buffalo  fresh- 

men(,  48-36. Blues,  already  missing 
Tom  Verth,  Pete  Richard- son, Graeme  Barben.  and 
Bob  Smagala  because  of American  eligibility  rules, 
had  to  make  ̂ unexpected 
changes  wheii  Theo  van 
Ryn  became  ill  and  was  un- able to  make  the  trip. 
Two  disqualifications  in the  400  yard  medlay  relay 

and  100-yard  breast  stroke 
cost  Blues  the  meet. 
'  For  Varsity,  Mike  Ghapel- 
le  came  on  strong  with  a 
win  in  the  200  breast  stroke 
though  under  the  weather 
after  the  200  yard  individual 
medlay.  Stan  Walker  won the  200  backstroke  from 
teammate  Chris  McNaught. 
Other  Varsity  victories 

were  by  Alan  Pyle  in  the  50 
free,  Rob  Campbell  in  the 
200  butterfly  and  the  400 
free  relay  team  of  Pyle, 
John  Weekes,  Steve  Gerring 
and  Campbell. Steve  Gerring  and  Barry 
Milliken  came  through  with 
good  second  and  third  place 
efforts  in  the  200  and  500 
freestyle,  being  bested  by 
Buffalo's  perry  Trappman in  both.  . 

Grapplers  . 

pinned  again 
By  BOB  CLARK Uniyersity  of  Waterloo 

grapplers  handed  Universi- ty of  Toronto  wrestling 
Blues  their  third  straight 
defeat  by  running  up  a  21-14 
win  at  Hart  House,  Satur- 

day afternoon. Peep  Korgemagi  gave 
Varsity  their  only  fall  win 

by  pinning  Peter  Wunder- lich  in  the  heavyweight 
class.  Rick  Kesten,  John 
Perkins  and  Bob  Edwards 
■tallied  the  other  Varsity 
points  by  decisioning  their 
opponents.  Roger  Doner,  al- most taken  for  granted  as 
a  perpetual  winner,  was  up- set in  the  167-lb  class  by 
Waterloo's  Joe  Interozza. STATISTICS: 

VARSITY  ys.  WATERLOO 
1 23-lb:   No  competition 
130-lb:  Rick  Kesten  (T)  decision- 
ed  Bruce  Durront  (W) 
137-lb:    Steve   Harris  (W)  pinned Ed  Duffield  (T) 
145-lb:  Gunther  Bauer  (W),  by  de- 

fault when  Bob  Kellerman  (T),  in- 

jured. 
152-lb:  Ray  Peters  (W),  by  default 
160-lb:  Waterloo  (By  default) 
1 67-lb:Joe    fngerozza    (W)  decis- ioned  Roger  Doner  (T) 
177-lb:  John- Perkins  (T)  decision- ed  Neil  Patterson  <W) 
191-lb:Bob  Edwards  IT)  decision- ed  Bruno  Kujak  (W) 
Heavyweight:  Peep  Korgemagi  (T) 
pinned  Peter  Wunderlich  (W) 
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WEAK  SHOOTING 

HIT  downs  Blues  74-55 
By  RICH  PYNE 

After  a  long  car  ride  to 
Rochester  Varsity  cagers 
dropped  a  74-55  decision  to 
the  Rochester  Tech  Tigers. 

Blues  were  never  ahead 
in  the  ball  game  and  found 
themselves  16  points  behind 
at  half  time,  38-22. 
With  Blues  holding  their 

own  in  the  rebound  depart- 
ment where  Rochester  man- 
aged to  get  two  fmore  than 

Toronto,  64-62,  the  big  dif- 
ference was  in  shooting.  U 

of  T  were  successful  on 
only  20  of  79  field  goal  at- 

tempts for  25  per  cent. 
Nevertheless  Varsity  play- 

ed a  reasonably  good  de- 
fensive game  holding  Ro- 

chester to  36  per  cent  which 
is  not  much  of  an  improve- 

ment on  Blues'  perform- ance and  perhaps  accounts 
for  the  relatively  low  score. 

Nolan  Kane  and  Bill  Wo- 
loshyn,  wbo  are  Blues'  most experienced  players  having 
played  in  the  Senior  Inter- collegiate League  five  and 
six  years  respectively  (Wo- 
loshyn  spent  his  first  three 
at  Western),  topped  Toron- 

to point-getters  with  12  and 
10  points. 
Rochester's  high  scorer Jim  Robinson,  averaging  20 

points  going  into  the  game 

displayed  consistency 
matching  his  seasonal  aver- age and  wound  up  high  for 
the  game. 
Up  here:  McMaster,  aftcr 

bullying  cellar-dwelling 
Guelph  Redmen  90-37  while 
Blues  bowed  80-79  to  Water- 

loo, were  disappointed  53-50 
Friday  by  Western  . . .  Blues 
get  their  chance  to  bully 
Guelph  Wednesday  night  in Hart  House. 
Scoring,  Rochester;  Robinson  20;  Sects 
17;  Finkler  11;  Thompson  10;  Piloscio 
A;  Rentier  4;  Legler  2;  Landschoot  2; Wens!ey2;  Upites  2; 
Yorsiry;  Kane  12;  Woloshyn  10;  Ri- chardson 7;  Lockhart  6;  Hodden  6; 
Kimel  5;  Lopides  5;  Holowockuk  2; Garbe  2;  Rogers. 

— photo  by  HELMUT  MICROYS 
Blues'  Al  Galberg  (right)  fences  against  Andre  Archambault  of  Royal  Military  College. 
Archambault  won  this  epee  event  5-2. 

FOUR  PERFECT  SCORES 

Fencers  defeat  improved  RMC  squad 

By  BOB  CLARK 
Ron  Rice,  Mike  Jackson, 

Helmut  Microys  and  Vladi- mir Hachinski  each  came 
up  with  a  perfect  3-0  record 
to  lead  University  of  Toron- 

to fencing  Blues  to  an  over- 
all 17-10  victory  over  Royal 

Military  College,  Saturday 
afternoon  at  Hart  House. 

Out  to  avenge  their  prev- ious humiliation  at  the 
hands  of  Varsity  in  King- 

ston, RMC  improved  great- 
ly on  that  count. 
With  Rice  and  Jackson 

compiling  their  perfect 
scores  in  foil,*  Norm  Jack- son added  one  win  to  give 
the  Varsity  fencers  the 
class  7-2. 

However,  epee  and  sabre 
were  different  stories. 
Andre  Archambault  lead 
RMC  in  epee,  earning  two 

wins  and  losing  only  to  Mic- 
roys, who  was  3-0  for  Var- sity. 

Blues'  Al  Galberg  and  Irv 
Snitman  found  RMC's  de- termination a  little  rougher, 
and  both  ended  with  1-2  re- 

cords, as  did  RMC's  other 
entries  in  epee;  Denis  Tur- 
cotte  and  Cord  Lukey.  Thus, 
Varsity  managed  only  a  5-4 
margin  in  epee. 
Hachinski  was  the  only 

Varsity  fencer  able  to  main- 
tain mastery  over  the  RMC 

swordsmen  in  sabre.  Varsi- 
ty's Mark  Pfeiffer  and  Peter 

Apse  each  added  one  win  to 
Hachinski's  three  to  give 
Varsity  the  class,  5-4.  John 
Deyell  led  RMC  with  two 
wins,  while  Randy  Hamrael] 
and  Jeff  Sawchtlii  each  ad- 
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ded  singles  to  complete  the 
cadets'  output. 
The  win  kept  Varsity's 

perfect  record  against  Ca- nadian Universities  intact, 
their  only  loss  being  to  Sy- 

racuse at  the  Rochester 
Tech  meet,  where  they  fi 
nished  second. 
THRUSTS  AND  EPEES 

The  Saturday  meet  wa: 
well  received  by  Varsity 
fencing  enthusiasts,  with 
the  largest  crowd  ot  the 
season  in  attendance... 
Varsity  again  meets  Amer- 

ican competition  this  Sat- 
urday at  Hart  House,  when 

they  take  on  the  fencers 
from  Hobart . . .  Varsity's 
Mark  Pfeiffer  finished  sec- ond in  the  Ontario  Fencing 
Championships  he  1  d  on 

Sunday  . . .  Club  Harmonie's Einhard  Wiedel  finished 
first. 

BROOMBALL 

GAME 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION VOLLEYBALL  GAMES  THURS.,  JAN.  20 
Lower  South  Middle  Upper 

4        PHE  lA-Nurs.  I  Nurs.  Il-Trin.      Innis  Fsc.-Meds  ■  PHE  I  B-PHE  II 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

BADMINTON  TEAM  TRYOUTS 
Previous  tournament  experience  will  be  necessary 

Sign  at  the  Athletic  Office  Hart  House  by 
THURSDAY,  JANUARY  20 

SEE  MISS  LEE,  ATHLETIC  OFFICE 
FOR  FURTHER  INFORMATION 

CIP  offers 

engineers  and 

chemists 

a  unique 

employment 

opportunity 

RESPONSIBILITY, 

right  from  the  start 
We  offer  an  exciting  challenge  to  new 
graduates  who  qualify  to  work  for  us  : 
we  give  them  responsibility,  assign 
them  a  tough  project,  and  put  them 
to  work. 
We're  one  of  Canada's  largest  pulp 

and  paper  companies.  We  manufacture more  than  740,000  tons  of  paper 

products  annually  —  everything  from 
newsprint  to  shipping  materials  to 
building  supplies  to  consumer  products 
to  cellulose  for  textile  or  cellophane 
industries. 

To  keep  growing,  we're  constantly searching  for  bright  young  engineers 
and  chemists,  for  all  phases  of  plant 
engineering  research,  development 
and  control.  Men  who  will  take  on  a 
little  more  than  they  can  handle. 
(And  then  handle  it.) 

INTERESTED  ? 

If  you  are  a  graduate  Mechanical.  Civil 
or  Chemical  Engineer,  or  Chemist,  make 
an  appointment  now  with  Canadian 
International  Paper  Representatives, 
who  will  be  on  this  campus 
January  20th,  1966. 

Canadian  International  Paper  Company 

Sun  Life  Building,  Montreal  2,  Quebec 



PASS1  SCORES  FOUR 

Varsity  bombs
  Queen's  Gae

ls 

Fire  73  shots  at  Douglas 

Would  you  believe  72? 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 

Revenge  was  sweet  at  Varsity  Arena  Friday  night. 
Last  year,  in  the  Queen's  Cup  playoffs,  Queen  s  Golden 
Gaels  outhit  Varsity  Blues.  Friday  night,  led  by  defenceman 
Gil  Farmer,  Blues  belted  Gaels  all  over  the  ice. 

Last  year,  in  the  playoffs.  Queen's  outscored  Blues 6-4  but  Blues  gained  at  least  o  partial  measure  of  revenge 
for 'that  defeat  by  outclassing  Gaels  by  a  score  of  10-3. 

In  the  process  Blues  fired  72  shots  at  Gaels  goal- 
tender,  Norm  Douglas  in  a  game  that,  at  times,  looked 
more  like  one  of  Blues'  shooting  drills. 

While  Blues'  big  line  was 
supposed  to  be  the  Mon- teiths-Laurent  line,  it  was 
the  Murray  Stroud-Ward 
Passi-Gord  Cunningham  trio 
that  did  all  the  scoring. 
They  controlled  play 

every  time  they  were  on  the 
ice  and  each  collected  six 
scoring  points.  Ward  Passi 
scored  four  goals  and  pick- 

ed up  two  assists,  Murray 
Stroud  assisted  on  six  goals 
and  Gord  Cunningham  had 
two  goals  and  four  assists. 
At  one  point  in  the  sec- 

ond period  the  line  scored 
three  goals  within  75  sec- 

onds. Cunningham  register- ed twice  and  Passi  once. 
It  is  a  little  unfair  to  label 

the  Monteiths-Laurent  line 
as  the  "big"  line.  While  they are  three  of  the  best,  if  not 
the  three  best  hockey  play- 

ers in  the  league,  the  line 
of  Cunningham,  Passi  and 
Stroud  would  be  first  on 
any  other  club  in  the  league. 
Although  the  Monteiths 

and  Laurent  had  a  poor  first 
two  periods,  they  gave  indi- 

cations in  the  third  they 
were  starting  to  click  and 
it  was  only  the  excellent 
goaltending  of  Douglas  that 
kept  them  off  the  score- sheet. 

Douglas,  in  his  first  year 
of  intercollegiate  hockey, 
was  shakey  in  the  first  two 
periods  when  Blues  put 
eight  goals  by  him  (  three  in 
the  first  and  five  in  the  sec- 

ond) but  settled  down  to 
make  some  fine  saves  in  the 
third. 
At  the  other  end,  John 

Wrigley,  playing  his  first 
league  game  for  Varsity, 
was  steady  in  the  nets 
blocking  27  of  30  shots.  He 
appeared  headed  for  Blues' first  shutout  of  the  season 
until  Bob  Pond  scored  mid- 

way through  the  second 
period  to  make  the  score 8-1. 
Dave  Lough  added  to 

Gaels'  total  near  the  end  of 
the  period  and  Rich  Bonn 
got  one  more  in  the  third. 
Blues'  other  goals  came from  Doug  St.  John,  Bob 

Awrey,  Brian  Jones  and 
Steve  Monteith.  It  was 
Monteith's  first  goal  since returning  to  Blues. 
He  stole  the  puck  at 

Gaels'  blueline  with  Varsi- 
ty a  man  short  and  bea*. Douglas  on  a  quick  shot  to 

his  glove  side. 

Besides  gaining  a  meas- ure of  revenge,  the  victory 
gave  ample  indication  of 
Blues'  balance. 
They  have  two  of  the  best 

lines  in  the  league  and  two 
goaltenders  capable  of  com- 

ing up  with  top  performan- ces. LEFTOVERS:  The  crowd 
of  4,374  was  the  largest  to 
see  an  intercollegiate  game 
at  Varsity  Arena  since  1958. FIRST  PERIOD 
1.  Passi (Cunningham,  Stroud)    2:05 2.  St.  John [Cunningham,  Stroud)  ....  11:35 3.  Passi 

(Stroud,  Awrey)    13:40 Penolties:  Shearn  (tripping)  3:06;  Far- mer (holding)  6:22;  McClelland  (charg- ing) 12:20;  Talt,  Pond,  Wilson  (rough- ing) 13:25. SECOND  PERIOD 
4.  B.  Jones (Tompson,  McClelland)    ....  3.25 Cunningham  (Passi)    5:00 
6.  Pa! 5:28 (Cunningham,  Stroud) 7.  Cunningham 

(Stroud,    Passi)   6:15 8.  Awrey  [S.  Monteith)    8:26 9.  Pond   (Lough)    12:53 10.  Lough  (Pond)    17:33 Penalties:  Jones,  Thompson  (roughing) 6:32;  Former  (Interference)  6:45; Awrey  (trip)  11:17. THIRD  PERIOD 
11.  Passi (Stroud,   Cunningham)    ....  9:18 12.  Bonn (Pond,  Jones)    12:47 13.  S.  Monteith  (unassisted)  13:50 Penalties:  McClelland  (charging)  4:59; Monahan  (charging  major)  12:22; 
Awrey  (holding)  15:03. 

SHOTS    ON  GOAL 
By    Toronto    17    27  28-72 
By    Queen's    .......    7    12    1 1-30 

— photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
Gaels'  goalie  Norm  Douglas  deflects  one  of  72  shots  fired  at  him  over  the  net.  He  also 
watched  10  go  past  him,  but  made  several  fine  saves  in  the  final  period.  

Warriors  mean  business, 

take  dead  aim  at  SIHL  title 

Can't  ehoose 
three  stars 
Three  stars  will  no  longer 

be  chosen  after  Varsity 
home  hockey  games.  This  is 
the  decree  handed  down  by 
Warren  Stevens,  Director  of 
Athletics  at  University  of 
Toronto. 
"We're  just  imitating  the 

pros,"  said  Stevens. The  Varsity  sports  de- 
partment however,  believes its  readers  and  spectators 

at  the  games  would  like  to have  three  stars  chosen. 
Furthermore,  the  Varsity 

sports  department  does  not 
believe  that,  in  this  case, 
there  is  any  harm  in  imitat- 

ing the  pros. 
We  have,  therefore,  estab- lished a  Three  Star  Panel  or 

amateur  experts  which,  for 
Friday's  game,  was  compos- ed of  Howie  Fluxgold,  Dave 
Soles  and  Phil  Bingley.  The 
selections  appear  in  the  box 
to  the  right. 

This  service  will  continue 
as  long  as  it's  needed. —Fluxgold. 

By  RICK  KOLLINS OQAA  Publicity  Director 
University  of  Waterloo 

Warriors  can  no  longer  be 
regarded  as  a  flash-in-the- 
pan  in  the  current  Senior Intercollegiate  Hockey 
League  title  race. 

Warriors  firmly  establish- ed themselves  as  serious 
Queen's  Cup  contenders  by 
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Three  stars 

I.  Ward  Passi 

I.  Murray  Stroud 

ik 

3.  Gord  Cunning- 
ham 

Honorable  mention  goes 
to  Gaels'  goaltender  jus- 

tify   Norm    Douglas  for 
leaving  the  ice  under  his own  steam  at  the  end  of 
the  game. 

posting  road  victories  at  La val  and  Montreal  on  the 
weekend.  Warriors  turned 
back  Laval,  4-2,  Friday  and 
defeated  Montreal,  6-4,  Sat- 
urday. 

The  victories  ran  War- 
rior's record  to  6-0  and  en- abled them  to  remain  tied 

for  first  place  with  West- ern Mustangs.  After  week 
end  wins  at  McGill  and 
Queen's,  'Stangs  have  a  6-1 record. 
Western  defeated  McGill 

Redmen,  64,  and  Queen's Golden  Gaels,  5-2,  to  stay 
ahead  of  Varsity  Blues  (5-1) 
in  the  standings.  Blues  de- feated McMaster  Marlins 
and  Queen's  in  games  last week. 

The  other  weekend  game 
saw  McMaster  Marlins  win 

over  last-place  Guelph  Red- 
men,  5-3,  at  Guelph. 
Waterloo's  stock  has risen  consideraby,  not  only 

because  of  its  perfect  re- 
cord, but  also  because  four 

of  Warrior's  six  wins  have 
been  recorded  on  tough 
eastern  road  trips. 
Art  Bacon,  Ron  Smith, 

Marc  Ruest  and  George  Be- 
lajac  scored  for  Warriors  at Laval  while  Gaston  Vandal 
and  Reynald  Dufour  replied 
for  the  hosts. 

At  Montreal,  Bobby  Mur- doch counted  three  times. 
Bacon  twice  and  Stan  Shar- man  once  as  Warriors 
broke  a  3-3  tie  in  the  final 
period.  Don  Berrigan,  Yves 
Paquette,  Raymond  Richard and  Gilles  Sauve  scored  for 
Carabins. 

Milers  run  well  in  Detroit 

Varsity  milers  Dave  Bail- 
ey and  Doug  Macdougall, 

who  finished  1-2  in  the 
OQAA  championships  in 
Waterloo  thds  fall  got  them- selves in  with  some  hot 
competition  Friday  night  in 
the  Detroit  Motor  City  In- vitational Track  Meet. 

Bailey  who  has  already 
come  within  seconds  of  the 
four-minute  mile  ran  an  ex- 

cellent 4:10.0  behind  Brit- 
ain's Olympic  1500  meter  fi- 

nalists John  Whetton,  who 
won    in    4:05.2    and  Alan 

Simpson. 
Macdougall,  who  in  addi- tion is  the  OQAA  harrier 

champion,  finished  fifth  in 
the  nine-man  field.  It  was 
his  first  start  on  the  boards 
in  major  competition  and his  time  of  4:16.5  is  a  per- sonal best. 

U  of  T's  Abby  Hoffman, 
suffering  from  influenza, 
finished  last  in  the  women's 880  yards. 

Next  on  the  indoor  fix- 
ture list  for  U  of  T  track- men is  the  Michigan  Relays 

at  East  Lansing,  Feb.  12. 
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Calls  promise  "encouraging"
 0  of  T  President  Claude  Bissell  yesterday 

called  the  federal  government's  promise  of 
increased  aid  for  higher  education  "en- 
couraging." In  the  speech  from  the  Throne  opening 
the  current  session  of  Parliament,  the  Pear- 

son government  yesterday  promised  once 
more  to  start  a  program  of  10,000  university 
scholarships  per  year,  a  promise  the  Liberal 
party  first  made  four  years  ago. 
They  also  promised  to  "substantially increase"  aid  to  universities,  which  is  in accordance  with  recommendations  of  the 

Bladen  commission  on  the  financing  of 
higher  education.  This  is  a  promise  the 
Liberals  repeated  many  times  during  the 
last  election  campaign. 
The  government  also  announced  that  it 

will  review  its  present  student  loan  prog- 
ram. There  has  been  widespread  criticism 

of  the  loan  scheme  ever  since  it  was  intro- duced in  1964. 
The  rest  of  the  speech  also  contained  re- 

peats of  earlier  promises.  The  government 
still  intends  to  establish  the  Company  of 
Young  Canadians,  and  to  increase  retraining 
allowances  paid  to  the  unemployed. 

There  was  also  a  vague  reference  to  the 
establishment  of  a  "science  council  of  Can- 

ada" to  promote  research,  but  no  details of  the  proposal  were  revealed. 
In  a  statement  released  about  an  hour 

after  the  Speech  was  read  by  Governor- 
General  Georges  Vanier,  Dr.  Bissell  noted 
that  "for  the  first  time  in  Canadian  history 
there  is  an  acceptance  of  the  compatibility 
of  federal  aid  to  education  with  the  un- 

DR.  C.  T.  BISSELL 

doubted  primary  responsibility  of  the  pro 

vinces." 
Dr.  Bissell  also  expressed  hope  that  the 

proposed  actions  may  "close  the  gap  in higher  education  between  Canada  and  the 
United  States." 

ALMOST  27,000  STRIKE  IN  QUEBEC 

Nearly  27,000  technical  and  trade  school 
students  across  the  province  of  Quebec  went 
on  strike  Monday  to  protest  a  three  week 
extension  of  their  school  term  imposed  by 
the  province's  department  of  education. The  protest  action  was  spearheaded  by 
student  associations  in  Montreal  and  Quebec 
City.  The  strike  was  called  by  the  Associa- tion of  Students  of  Specialized  Learning 
(FEESQ)  after  education  minister  Paul 
Gerin-Lajoie  rejected  their  demands  in  a 
meeting  last  Saturday.  Students  representa- 
ting  all  technical  and  specialized  schools  in 
the  province  told  him  they  wanted  a  cutback in  the  three-week  extension. 

A  student  march  on  the  Quebec  legisla 
ture  is  planned  for  next  Monday  if  the  strike 
is  still  in  progress. 

A  request  will  also  be  made  to  l'Union Generale  des  Etudiants  du  Quebec  (UGEQ), 
to  call  a  sympathy  strike  of  their  70,000 
secondary  school  and  university  student members. 

Mr.  Gerin-Lajoie,  however,  said  followin„ 
Saturday's  meeting  that  his  department 
would  not  back  down  before  student  de- 

mands. And  he  said  there  would  be  no  at- 
tempt to  force  the  students  back  to  school. 

lif  added  that  students  did  not  need  to 
See  "strike",  page  3 

SAC  to  seek  PAC  membership 

By  LESLIE  GARY 
The  SAC  executive  voted  last  night  to 

ask  lor  full  membership  by  student  repre- 
sentatives on  the  President's  Advisory Council. 

"Students  are  central  to  the  University 
and  should  have  as  much  say  as  anyone  else 
in  the  policy-making  decisions,"  said  SAC President  Mary  Brewin.  ; 

"Their  presence  on  the  council  would  in- sure continued  communication  between  the 

administration  and  the  students." The  council  now  is  composed  ot  the 
senior  officials  of  the  University,  three  mem- 

bers of  the  Board  of  Governors,  and  five 
elected  faculty  members.  It  meets  to  advise 
the  President  on  priorities,  who  then  advises 
the  Board  of  Governors.  Neither  are  bound 
bv  the  decisions  of  the  council. 

There  was  some  dissension  over  the  ad- 
visability of  attempting  to  gain  admission to  the  Council. 

According  to  David  Hunter,  SAC  Vice-pre- 
sident, several  faculty  members  have  voiced 

theii  frustration  with  the  council,  feeling 
that  they  are  there  merely  to  justify  step: that  have  already  been  taken. 

In  addition  to  lull  participation  in  the 
council,  the  students  want  the  administra- tion to  recognize  the  responsibility  their 
representatives  would  have  to  report  back to  SAC. 

This  request  will  likely  cause  difficulty 
since  the  Advisory  Council  meetings  are  held in  secret. 
The  matter  will  be  brought  before  the 

next  SAC  meeting. 

"Prove  you  can  do  it: 

well  give  you  a  site" 
By  LESLIE  GARY 

Plans  for  the  proposed  U  of  T  student  centre  have  once 
again  been  held  up. 

SAC  president  Mary  Brewin  reported  that  after  she  met 
with  the  planning  office  in  December,  they  agreed  to  send 
her  a  list  of  possible  sites  for  the  building  with  the  advan- tages and  disadvantages  of  each. 

The  outline  has  just  arrived. 
But  Miss  Brewin  said  that  the  centre  committee  has 

changed  its  tactics.  Rather  than  draw  up  plans  for  a  building 
and  try  to  convince  the  administration  that  it  can  be 
financed,  they  will  proceed  to  choose  the  optimum  site  and 
attempt  to  work  out  a  plan  for  it. 

According  to  Miss  Brewin  the  site  will  have  to  Ik-  fa  rlv 
central  to  comply  with  the  concept  of  the  building.  It  will 
also  have  to  be  quite  large  to  encompass  its  many  proposed facilities. 

"This  business  of  the  administration  saving  'you  prove 
you  can  build  a  building  and  we'll  give  you  a  site'  i-  just 
getting  us  nowhere,"  she  said. 

City  dwellers  subjugated 

The  ills  of  the  city  must  be  cured  by  more  attention  to 
the  user,  Jacques  Simard,  Montreal  town  planner,  said  in Convocation  Hall  yesterdav. 

Mr.  Simard's  address  on  Man  and  the  City  was  the 
final  lecture  of  the  UC  Lit's  Current  series. 

The  city,  he  said,  is  an  artificial  environment  created 
by  man  for  his  own  purposes.  Man,  in  the  city,  shares  a 
"collective  responsibility"  for  the  values  of  his  civilization. 

Ideally,  Mr.  Simard  urged,  the  city  is  a  seed-bed  of 
artistic  and  scientific  achievements,  as  each  individual  con- 

tributes to  the  totality.  Yet  the  mass  of  city-dwellers  are 

depersonalized  by  the  "artificial  milieu."  Their  freedom  to define  themselves  is  subverted  by  the  bureaucracy  and 
automation  which  subjugates  them. 

Mr.  Simard  said  it  is  becoming  less  possible  to  make 
man  an  individual  within  a  mass  society.  Since  he  cannot 
keep  pace  with  science  and  technology,  it  becomes  his master.  „  . 

Mr  Simard  called  on  future  generations  to  guard 
against  mass  civilization  and  restore  value  to  human 

dignity." 

— photo  by  JOE  WEINSTOCK 
JACQUES  SIMARD 



WALLENSTEIN  AGENTS:  in  the  vault  tonight.  Time  Q 

SAT.,  JAN.  22nd,  9  -  12  p.m. 
dance  with 

"THE  CREEPS!!" 
ALUMNI  HALL,  VICTORIA  COLLEGE 

All  Freshmen  +  A.T.L.  Card    25c 
Everyone  else  (yes,  Engineers  too)    75c 

THERE  ARE  25  REASONS  FOR  ATTENDING 

1  Fabulous  R&B  Group 
2  Screenings  of  Goddard's  "The  Married  Woman" 3  POP  Doys 
4  Feature  Never-Before-Shown-ln-To.  Fr.-Can.  Films  including  award- 

winning  "Le  Char  dans  le  Sac" 
8  B  Movies  (The  Crimson  Ghost  is  o  serial' 

15  Models  in  90  POP  Fashions 
19  Painting  About  Contemporary  Woman 
20  Projectors  In  A  Wild  Total  Environment  INCLUDING  YOU  this Saturday  night. 

all  for  the  ridiculously  low  price  of  $1 
(HOW'S  OUR  ADDITION?) 

INSTEAD . . . 

GO  TO  EUROPE  BY 

SAC  JET  FLIGHT 

IT'S  FUN-EDUCATIONAL-INEXPENSIVE 
Not  only  for  students,  but  for  staff  &  faculty  also 

ONLY  A  FEW  SEATS  LEFT 

JUNE  4  -  JULY  1 

VIA  AIR  CANADA 

FARE 
249 

Application  forms  at  Students'  Administrative  Council 
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Today,  1  p.m. 
Talk  on  Magic  Squares  with  Ray  Aaron.  Rm.  106,  UC. 
Yavheh  lecture:  Jesus  and  the  Messiah — a  Jewish  point 

of  view.  (Rescheduled  from  last  week.)  Rm.  2110,  Sidney Smith. 
Graduate  Christian  Fellowship  discussion  on  secular 

talk  of  God.  Rm.  221,  UC. 
South  Africa — a  caste  society?  Lunch  hour  lecture 

series,  GSU. 
U  of  T  Liberals  meeting  on  Public  Affairs  Forum  re- 

solutions. Rm.  1086,  Sidney  Smith. 
Kushante  a  la  Russki.  Russian  lunch  conversation  circle 

for  students  studying  Russian.  Trinity  Buttery. 
Cuba  and  Latin  America:  Economics  of  Revolution: 

seminar  series.  Student  Committee  on  Cuban  Affairs.  Rm. 
590,  Sidney  Smith. 

PC  meeting  for  those  who  want  to  speak  in  Public 
Affairs  Forum.  Rm.  2116,  Sidney  Smith. 

SAC  trophy  presentation  to  first  three  placers  in  En- 
gineering car  rally  last  fall.  Drivers  and  navigators  should attend.  Galbraith  Building  foyer. 

Today,  4:30  p.m. 
Graduate  Students  Union  weekly  tea.  GSU. 

Today,  7  pan. 
Those  interested  in  an  Outing  Club  skating  party  at 

Little  Switzerland  Friday,  Jan.  21,  should  phone  Cynthia 
Vining  at  266-1461  before  8  p.m. 
Today,  7:30  p.m. 

Demonstration  of  advanced  photographic  printing 
techniques  by  Mike  Gudz  in  the  Camera  Club  rooms. 

Tyro  and  Intermediate  shoot,  Hart  House  rifle  range. 
Slow-fire  prizes. 

Graduate  students'  badminton.  Drill  Hall,  119  St.  George 
St. 

Ukrainian  Students'  Club  open  meeting  on  Ivan  Franko, 
poet-patriot. Discussion  of  CUSO  philosophy:  Hart  House  debates room. 

Today,  8  p.m. 
Vic  folk  club  meeting.  Records.  Copper  Room,  Wymil- 

wood,  Vic. 
Graduate  philosophy  students  discussion  on  the  reha- 

bilitation of  metaphysics.  South  Sitting  Room,  Hart  House. 
Today,  8:30  p.m. 

U  of  T  Spanish  Club  meeting.  Slides,  films,  refresh- 
ments. Wymilwood  music  room,  Vic. 

Thursday,  1  p.m 

UC  PC's  discuss  the  Speech  from  the  Throne — what's new?  Rm.  209,  UC. 
Brief  (20  mm)  survey  of  first  year  single  Jewish  girls. 

Rm.  128,  medical  building. 
Yavheh:  fundamentals  of  orthodox  Judaism.  Rm.  2110, Sid.  Smith. 
VCF  discussion — PHE  welcome.  New  College. 
Problems  in  the  creeds  series.  Canterbury  House,  373 Huron  St. 

Thursday,  1:15  p.m. 
Poetry  reading:  Hart  House  Art  Gallery. 

Thursday,  3:55  p.m. 
Laser  demonstrations:  physics  dept.  seminar  and  tea. 

Rm.  135,  McLennan  Labs. 
Thursday,  4  p.m. 

Member  of  Belgian  ISIS  to  speak  on  jobs  abroad  UC Rm.  122. 
SUPA  general  membership  meeting.  Bickersteth  Rm, Hart  House. 

Thursday,  4:30  p.m. 
The  quest  of  the  historical  Jesus  in  recent  research. Wycliffe  College-Sheraton  Hall, 

Thursday,  5  p.m. 
Student  mental  health  lecture  on  pressures  of  univer- sity life.  Debates  Room,  Hart  House. 

Thursday,  6  pjiDL, 
Bible  study,  supper,  discussion  on  the  sayings  of  Jesus Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. Thursday,  7:30  p.m. 
Application  of  computers  to  high  energy  physics  Film refreshments.  Rm.  135,  McLennan  Labs. Thursday,  8  p.m. 

Writers'  group.  English  House,  St.  Mike's 
HiiJr HHeh:  Cl,«s  I"  Hashcafah-outlook  on  life  for  girls. 
HiUel  House,  186  St.  George. 
Thursday,  8:30  p.m. 

w„hV  Tudrama  f '"b  Perils  AnouibYs  Thieves'  Carnival Wed   Thurs  and  Fri   at  8:30  p.m.,  Saturday  at  5:30  and 

narboxtfic:^  Thea,re"  ****  3t  WymLood,  Co,an- 



A  gentle,  Beatle  hint 

The  boys  at  Sir  Daniel  Wilson  residence 
have  sent  a  copy  of  the  Beatles'  We  Can Work  It  Out  to  Douglas  Le  Pan,  Principal 
of  University  College,  to  show  that  they 
feel  he  is  sympathetic  to  their  cause. 
Although  the  standard  of  the  food  has 

improved,  according  to  John  Treleaven  (III 
UC),  head  of  the  residence,  food  committee 
they  are  still  battling  for  an  increase  in  the 
milk  allotment.  "The  boys  are  dying  of  cal- 

cium deficiency,"  Treleaven  told  The  Var- sity. 
There  is  controversy  in  the  residence 

council  over  what  further  action  will  be 
taken. 

At  the  last  council  meeting  there  seemed 
to  be  a  general  wish  to  write  Simcoe  Hall 
expressing  the  residents'  dissatisfaction  with 
the  administration's  answer  to  the  food 
crisis.  Treleaven  and  Bob  Brocklebank  pre- 

pared a  letter  to  this  effect,  but  it  was  stop- 
ped by  other  members  of  the  council. 

The  letter  will  be  discussed  at  the  resi- 
dence meeting  tomorrow  night. 

Treleaven  also  revealed  that  a  U  of  T 
radio  program  may  be  done  on  the  food crisis. 

"But  the  basic  issue  one  again  is  that  we 
just  do  not  know  what  the  administration 
is  doing,  and  I  think  it  would  be  easier  for 
them  if  we  did,"  said  Brocklebank. 
"There  are  a  lot  of  things  the  students 

could  suggest,  such  as  the  proposal  passed 
at  the  last  SAC  meeting  that  the  Food 
Science  people  be  asked  to  check  any  menus 
which  the  residences  find  questionable.  This 
could  be  done,  not  in  a  'to  hell  with  the 
administration  attitude'  but  in  a  construc- 

tive manner. 
"They  seem  to  have  a  lot  of  communica- tion with  the  people  who  are  coming  and 

those  who  have  left,  but  not  with  those  who 
are  here,"  Brocklebank  said. 

Friday,  Treleaven  will  attend  the  Food 
Sciences  student  council  meeting  in  an  at- 

tempt to  set  up  a  means  of  geeting  an  ob- 
jective opinion  from  "someone  who  doesn't serve,  eat,  or  pay  for  the  food." 

Radiomen  back  with  SAC 

Simcoe  Hall  just  can't  make  up  its  mind. The  Radio  committee  has  been  playing 
musical  chairs  between  their  University  Col- 

lege base,  the  SAC  office  and  91  St.  George 
St.,  their  "future  permanent  location. On  Monday  of  last  week,  contractors 
working  on  the  building  told  George  Flak, 
SAC  communications  commissioner,  that 
the  house  would  be  ready  by  the  end  of  the 
week. 

Flak  promptly  and  happily  moved  in  the 
radio  equipment  last  Thursday. 
But  the  university's  maintenance  superv- 

isor, G.  J.  Hickey,  had  other  ideas.  He  had 

Flak  and  equipment  out  of  the  building  by 
Tuesday,  on  the  grounds  that  the  building 
had  not  yet  been  turned  over  officially. 
He  suggested  helpfully  that  the  commit 

tee  put  its  equipment  into  storage  for  "ten 
or  eleven  days." Radio  committee  members  in  despera- 

tion were  considering  renting  a  trailer  and 
broadcasting  from  in  front  of  Simcoe  Hall 

But  at  the  last  minute,  A.  J.  Russell,  Su 
perintendent  of  Physical  Plant,  came  u  p 
with  a  major  policy  decision.  The  committee 
will  move  into  its  new  accomodations  on 
Monday,  hopefully  for  the  last  time. 

— photo  by  KIRK  MocGREGOR 

Piles  and  piles  of  lovely  expensive  radio  equipment  returned  again  to  the  SAC  office 
today  as  U  of  T's  very  own  broadcasters  got  kicked  out  of  91  St.  George  St.  But  it  s 
going  back  again — sometime. 

Strike  (continued) 

earn  money  as  they  receive  bursaries  and 
do  not  pay  tuition  fees. 

Michel  Delorme,  FEESQ  president,  said 
that  these  bursaries  were  only  available  to 
out-of-town  students  and  averaged  less  than 
$100,  while  $500-800  was  needed  for  room and  board  during  the  year. 
Louis  Patry  of  the  Hull  Institute  o  f 

Tehnology  pointed  out  that  the  term  was 
extended  by  reducing  the  work-week  from 
35  to  30  hours.  He  quoted  the  institute's 

director  of  studies,  Alonzo  Frenette.  who 
told  the  Ottawa  Citizen  Monday  that  the 
term  could  easily  be  shortened  again  and 
classes  made  up  between  now  and  the  end of  term. 

Meanwhile,  the  continued  strike  of  761 
French-language  Catholic  school  teachers  in 
three  areas  of  the  province  is  prolonging  a 
forced  holiday  for  some  18.000  elementary 
and  secondary  students. 

HART  HOUSE 
TODAY 

s 
CAMERA  CLUB 

7.30  p.m.  Club  Rooms 
Demonstration  by  Mr.  M.  Gudz  on  Advanced  Printing  Techniques 

REVOLVER  CLUB 
Tyro  and  Intermediate  Match Slow  Fire  Only 

PRIZES 

THURSDAY 
CHAPEL  —  Holy  Communion  —  Open  to  oil members  of  the  University. 
POETRY  READING  —  Art  Gallery 
Hugh  MacCallum  reading     Langston   Hughes  ond 

Leslie  Mulhollond  reading  W.  B.  Yeats 

12.30  p.m. 
1.1  f)  p.m. 

U.  of  T.  TABLE  TENNIS  TOURNAMENT 
10.00  a.m.     Saturday,  Jonuory  22     Lower  Gym 
:  Entry  Forms  available  at  the  Hall  Porter's  Desk All  Members  of  Hort  House  Welcome. 

UNIVERSITY  ART  SHOW 
itries  will  be  accepted  up  to  5  p.m.  Friday  January  21 

in  the  Undergraduate  Office. 
All  Members  of  the  University  may  enter. 

Embassy  Billiards 

82  Bloor  Street  West 

Varsity  Guys  and  Gals 
PLEASE  BE  OUR  GUESTS 

Bring  this  coupon  and  ploy  1   free  game  (30  minutes) 
of  billiards  in  Canada's  most  beautiful  billiord  lounge on  any  of  the  following  times: 

MON.,  TUES.,  WED.,  THURS.  —  3-12  p.m. 
SATURDAYS  &  SUNDAYS— 12  noon-8  p.m. Good  only  for  1  game  per  person  per  day. 

This  introductory  offer  open  until  February  1st. 

Name:   
Address:  

Telephone:    Faculty: 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  PHILOSOPHY  CLUB 

presents Prof.  CHARLES  TAYLOR 
University  of  Montreal 

"THE  EXPLANATION 

OF  BEHAVIOUR". Tomorrow,  Thursday,  January  20, 
at  8:00  p.m. 

in  West  Hall,  University  College 

ALL  STUDENTS  AND  FACULTY  WELCOME 

HOW  TO  COPE  WITH  PRESSURES 

OF  UNIVERSITY  LIFE 

ROBIN  ROSS 

REGISTRAR  AND  DIRECTOR 
OF  STUDENT  SERVICES 

THURSDAY,  January  20th 

Debates  Room  Hart  House 

5  p.m. 

International  Drama  Festival 

Jan.  25-29  8  p.m.  -  Hart  House  Theatre Tickets:  SAC  ISC  H.00  STUDENTS Information  485-7002   
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a  lack  of  briefs 

SAC's  committee  studying  relations  between  the council  and  the  Graduate  Students  Union  announced  last 
week  that  it  was  ready  to  receive  briefs  from  all  interested 
parties. 

To  date  not  a  single  piece  of  paper  has  been  submitted 
to  the  committee. 

The  implication  of  this  is  that  neither  SAC  nor  the 
GSU  is  really  interested  in  the  question  of  improved  rela 
tions.  Both  sides  will  cling  tenaciously  to  the  opinions 
they  already  hold,  and  the  proposed  exchange  of  ideas 
will  be  minimal. 

If  SAC  is  interested  in  better  relations  perhaps  one 
of  its  illustrious  members  might  take  the  time  to  outline 
the  services  which  SAC  performs  for  graduate  students. 

If  the  GSU  believes  that  SAC  does  nothing  for  gradu- 
ate students  then  it  had  better  prove  that  this  is  indeed 

the  case.  Nothing  has  been  heard  from  those  graduate 
students  who  criticized  SAC  last  fall  in  highly  inflammable 
language  ond  with  a  distinct  lack  of  information. 

If  the  GSU  wishes  to  pursue  the  subject  further  per- 
haps they  can  produce  some  counter-arguments  to  Howard 

Adelman's  article  (The  Varsity,  Nov.  22)  which  suggested that  graduate  students  did  indeed  get  a  great  dea!  from 
SAC.  If  accurate  figures  proving  the  contrary  exist  then 
they  should  be  submitted  to  the  study  committee. 

The  dealine  for  briefs  is  Jan.  28.  Perhaps  not  all 
those  the  committee  receives  will  be  written  the  night before. 

pageantry  and  blah 

Yesterday's  Speech  from  the  Throne  was  a  fine  ex- 
ainp'e  of  Canadian  pageantry.  It  wormed  one's  heart  to 
see  all  those  government  officials  dressed  in  their  Sunday 
best  to  usher  in  the  social  event  of  the  Ottawa  season. 
Eve  '/body  ployed  his  part  perfectly. 

The  Governor-General  looked  dignified,  like  a  head of  stote  should. 
The  government  revealed  its  legislative  program,  like o  government  should. 
The  Speech  included  everything  a  Throne  Speech 

should:  promises  for  farmers,  labor,  business,  notionalists, and  students. 
The  promises  for  university  students  contained  what 

most  observers  hod  expected — a  rehash  of  eorlier  election promises. 
It  may  not  be  surprising  that  after  four  years  of 

promises,  our  excitement  over  10,000  Canada  scholarships for  190,000  Canadian  university  students  is  slightly  less than  overwhelming. 
The  increase  of  federal  grants  to  universities  is  a welcome  move,  even  though  it  is  so  overdue  that  its  service will  be  only  to  partly  close  the  gap  between  US  and Canadian  colleges,  as  President  Claude  Bissell  has  pointed out. 
Reviewing  the  student  loons  program  is  an  apparent move  to  perpetuate  a  useless,  burdensome  program  which contributes  little  to  the  advancement  or  accessibility  of higher  education. 
Openings  of  Parliament  and  Throne  Speeches  are indeed  fine  customs. 
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Engineering  rules  are  not  invalid 
By  GEORGE  BIRO 

The  author  of  this  article  is  a  third-year 
engineering  student  and  a  member  of  the 
Students  Administrative  Council.  The  opin- 

ions expressed  are  not  necessarily  those  of The  Varsity. 
I  would  like  to  take  this  opportunity  to 

explain  the  position  of  the  Engineering 
Society  with  regard  to  the  Students  Admi- nistrative Council. 

At  U  of  T  the  federated  system  provides 
various  areas  of  mutual  concern  for  the  col- 

leges and  the  professional  faculties.  SAC  is 
but  one  of  these  areas,  although  I  believe  it 
has  the  potential  to  be  the  most  beneficial 
to  a  student  in  search  of  a  true  education. 
It  provides  a  forum  for  discussion,  and  has 
within  its  power  the  means  to  offer  prog- 

rams of  common  interest  to  both  the  profes- sional and  ihe  liberal  arts  student. 
Let  me  say  right  away  that  I  consider  it 

naive  to  deny  the  existence  of  a  "profes- 
sional" as  distinct  from  an  "arts"  mentality. 

The  professional  student  sees  his  educa- 
tion basically  as  the  means  to  an  economical- 

ly-or  sociologically-inspired  end,  while  the liberal  arts  student  views  his  education  as 
a  process  which  will  further  his  intellectual 
development  and  enhance  his  worth  as  a 
member  of  the  human  race.  By  the  above 
definition,  there  are  a  great  many  "profes- 

sional" students  entering  the  Faculty  of Arts  &  Sciences,  and  the  reverse  situation 
is  even  more  true. 

I  myself  entered  engineering  due  to  purely 
cold-blooded  financial  considerations,  and 
thus  observed  first-hand  a  very  disturbing 
phenomenon  at  U  of  T:  both  the  academic 
courses  and  the  organization  of  student 
activities  tend  to  further  alienate  not  only 

rules. 

It  was  postulated  that  if  all  elections 
across  the  campus  were  held  on  the  same 
day,  with  all  candidates  receiving  the  sup- 

port of  a  Varsity  survey,  interest  would 
be  increased.  This  idea  was  tried  last 
spring,  and  the  results  were  on  the 
whole  encouraging.  They  were  by  no 
means  conclusive  —  90;odd  members  of 
S.G.S.,  for  instance,  still  elected  the  same 
number  of  representatives  as  eleven  hundr- 

ed engineers — but  this  year's  election  com- mittee, of  which  I  am  a  member,  decided 
that  having  campus-wide  campaigning  and 
elections  was  desirable. 

However,  at  the  same  time,  a  bylaw  was 
put  before  SAC  concerning  election  proce- dures. The  main  purpose  of  the  bylaw  was 
to  clear  up  an  ambiguity  in  the  SAC  consti- 

tution regarding  constituencies  whose  mem- 
berships would  increase  during  the  summer. 

The  bylaw,  as  I  said,  was  to  rule  out  ambi- 
guity, and  was  certainly  not  intended  to 

have  a  stifling  effect. 
Two  clauses  in  the  bylaw,  however,  which 

attempted  only  to  spell  out  the  eligibility 
of  candidates  and  voters,  contained  a  tech- nical contradiction  to  the  election  rules  of 
the  Engineering  Society.  The  committee 
which  drew  up  the  bylaw  did  not  intend  it 
to  be  agressive  toward  the  Engineering  So- 

ciety, and  it  in  fact  took  me  some  weeks  to 
actually  notice  this  contradiction. 

Nevertheless,  the  SAC  was  quick  to  take 
this  opportunity  to  prove  the  ultimate  power 
it  has  long  claimed  over  the  local  councils, 
and  refused  to  allow  any  amendment  which 
would  have  made  possible  the  co-operation of  the  Engineering  Society. 

The  question,  then,  which  we  must  ask,  is 

comment 

the  two  major  groups  of  students  but  also 
the  subgroups,  engineering  and  medicine. 
Students  of  differing  academic  back- 

grounds can  usually  strive  to  preserve  a 
common  interest,  but  new  interests  are 
awakened  and  organized  on  a  segregated 
basis. 

First,  let  us  examine  the  rift  from  the 
academic  viewpoint.  As  an  engineer,  the 
smattering  of  arts  subjects  which  are  taught 
to  me  through  my  four  years  (and  luckily 
in  my  case,  by  arts  professors  who  have 
not  viewed  their  task  as  a  thankless  one,  de- 

void of  purpose)  has  served  only  to  whet 
my  appetite  for  more  in  the  field  of  purely 
intellectual  development.  Yet  I  am  prevent- 

ed by  my  course  of  studies  and  by  the  de- 
mands of  my  future  profession  from  pur- 

suing my  wishes. 
On  the  other  hand,  what  can  I  say  about 

the  student  in  an  arts  course  who  never 
quite  realizes  the  existence  of  a  field  of 
human  knowledge  which  may  be  shut  to 
him  forever?  Engineering,  for  example,  is 
much  more  than  the  mere  collection  of 
scientific  facts;  it  is  a  realistic  and  logical 
way  of  looking  at  things. 

To  look  at  the  rift  from  the  viewpoint  of 
student  activities,  we  must  first  of  all  con- 

sider SAC,  since  it  is  the  logical  organizer 
of  most  campus-wide  activity. 

Most  members  of  this  body  see  their  main 
problem  as  one  of  communication  with  a 
gigantic  and  apathetic  student  body.  In  my 
opinion,  however,  the  problem  is  one  of  re- 
presentation. 

SAC  is  made  up  primarily  of  "SAC-types" rather  than  representatives.  The  SAC-type 
member  of  a  professional  faculty  becomes 
a  candidate  because  of  a  wish  to  partake 
of  the  aspects  of  university  education  not 
offered  within  his  faculty,  or  in  other  words 
he  sees  SAC  as  a  kind  of  intellectual  sparring 
ground.  The  SAC-type  who  emerges  from  a 
college,  on  the  other  hand,  tends  to  have 
an  overdeveloped  social  and  political  con- science. 

As  a  result,  the  opposing  viewpoints 
usually  do  not  represent  general  student 
opinion —  no  wonder  eomirmnication  be- 

comes a  problem.  It  becomes  apparent  that 
only  the  students  themselves  can  help  the 
situation  —  heller  representation  through wider  interest  in  ihe  SAC  elections. 

I  his  brings  us  to  the  present  problem  of the  recent  controversy  over  the  election 

why  does  the  Engineering  Society  not  choose 
to  show  its  magnanimity  and  change  its  own 
election  rules.  I  believe  that  our  stand  is 
well  justified. 

First,  consider  the  rules  in  question.  One 
of  them  is  to  not  permit  a  first  year  student 
to  run  or  vote  in  an  SAC  by-election.  A  by- election  would  be  held  in  early  October, 
when  the  students  in  question  would  have 
been  at  university  for  about  three  weeks. 
The  Engineering  rule  does  not  question  the 
maturity  or  intelligence  of  these  students; 
it  merely  realizes  that  it  is  not  humanly  pos- 

sible to  find  out  about  the  aims  and  issues 
of  campus  politics  during  three  hectic weeks. 

The  other  rule  would  ensure  that  out  of 
the  four-member  delegation  from  engineer- 

ing, at  least  two  would  be  representatives 
in  their  third  and  fourth  year.  This  would 
more  or  less  guarantee  continuity  on  the 
one  hand,  and  retrospective  familiarity  with 
the  constituency  on  the  other. 

Engineering  has  an  honest  desire  to  be 
well  represented  on  SAC,  and  we  have 
always  felt  that  we  stood  to  contribute  at 
least  as  much  as  we  would  gain.  There  has 
been  this  year  a  gratifying  rapport  between SAC  and  the  Engineering  Society,  mainly 
through  the  Society's  Executive  which  gives the  SAC  reps  a  meaningful  voice. 

We  had  no  quarrel  with  our  elections.  Our 
SAC  reps  were  endorsed  by  the  votes  of 
over  60  per  cent  of  engineers,  while  turnouts 
of  30  per  cent  in  some  colleges  were  regard- ed as  exceptionally  good. 

Engineering  is  the  largest  of  the  profes- sional faculties.  Its  members  are  a  close- 
knit  group,  and  they  feel  intensely  proud 
to  be  part  of  it. 

The  engineering  myth,  promulgated  by  the 
LGMB,  the  BFC,  and  the  Toike  Oike,  is  both 
a  vital  ingredient  of  the  spirit  of  the  Univer- 

sity of  Toronto,  and  a  source  of  friendly and  jocose  rivalry. 
The  Engineering  student  considers  his executive  to  be  at  least  on  the  same  level 

of  importance  and  effectiveness.  It  is  my most  sincere  hope,  therefore,  that  the  SAC will  not  alienate  Engineering  by  attempting to  ram  their  brand-spanking-new  bylaw down  their  throat. 



THEY  WANT  TO  FREE  THE  MIND 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
York  University's  not-yet established  Glendon  College 

"will  expand  the  horizons of  its  students  by  freeing 
their  intellects,"  says  its 
principal. 
Escott  Reid,  principal 

designate  for  the  college 
which  will  come  into  exist- 
ance  July  1,  explained  its 
future  in  a  speech  to  stu- 

dents last  week. 

"I  also  hope  it  will  ex- 
pand the  horizons  of  its 

teacher  and  its  administra- 
tors— including  its  princi- 

pal," he  said. 
"I  hope  that  all  of  us  at Glendon  College  will  be 

forced  to  look  deeply  into 
the  Canadian  community,, 
and  into  the  community  of 
the  Western  world,  to  see 
each  of  them  whole  and  to 
see  them  in  relation  to  all 
of  human  endeavor." 
According  to  Mr.  Reid's speech,  Glendon  will  be  a 

small,  undergraduate,  resi- 
dential college  within  York 

university.  It  will  be  geared 
towards  the  learning  of 
public  affairs  plus  an  ap- 

preciation of  the  French 
and  English  languages. 
To  that  end,  the  college 

will  eventually  become  bi- 
lingual. As  a  first  step  Glen- 

don will  require  its  students 
to  read  and  write  English 
and  French  with  "reason- 

able facility." 
Within  ten  years,  Mr.  Reid 

said,  "I  hope  it  will  be  truly 
bilingual  in  the  sense  that 
English  and  French  will,  a' 
least  in  the  third  and  fourth 
years,  have  equal  status  as 
languages  of  instruction 
and  of  examination." 
The  college  will  try  to 

attract  undergraduates  and 
teachers  representing  all 
groups  in  Canada — "the  in- 

come groups,  the  ethnic 
groups,  the  regional 

groups." Mr.  Reid  said  he  hopes 
Glendon  will  be  at  least  one- 
fifth  French-Canadian  with- 

in 10  years.  Special  effort 
is  to  be  made  to  set  up  an 
exchange  system  with 
French-Canadian  universi- 

ties through  which  they 
would  trade  third-year  stu- dents. 

Efforts  will  also  be  made 
to  recruit  teaching  staff 
from  Quebec,  from  French- Canadians  in  Ontario  and 
from  France. 

Courses  in  English  and 
French  will  be  compulsory 
for  all  students  in  their 
first  and  second  years  and 
the  two  departments  will 
work  together  to  set  high 
standards  of  English  in  es- 

says. Students  will  be  en- 
couraged to  write  fiction, 

plays,  poetry  and  essays  for 

ed  at  the  beginning  will  be 
in  English,  French  and  phi- losophy. 

First-year  students  will 
be  taking  English,  French, 
humanities,  social  science 
and  either  modes  of  reason- 

ing or  natural  science.  In 
second  year,  they  will  be 
taking  the  two  languages, 
two  subject  courses,  na- tural science  or  modes  of 
reasoning  (whichever  they 
postponed  from  the  first 
year.). In  all  years,  interdiscipli- 

nary work  will  be  empha- 

go  some  way  to  correct  dis- tortions which,  could  arise 
from  the  concentration  of 
the  college  on  seven  sub- 

jects: English,  French,  phi- losophy, economics,  history, 
political  science  and  socio- 

logy," Mr.  Reid  said. As  a  further  device  to 
break  down  "too  narrow  a 
view  of  life  and  learning" the  college  will  try  to  at- tract resident  junior  fellows 
who  are  active  in  their  pro- 

fessions and  will  conduct 
lectures  and  seminars  on 
the  side. 

into  existence,  all  York  stu- 
dents at  the  Glendon  camp- us will  become  members  of 

Glendon  College.  It  will 
probably  have  350  to  400 freshman  students,  and  600 
to  700  students  in  their  sec- ond, third  and  fourth  years. 
The  enrolment  in  the  col- 

lege is  to  be  restricted  to less  than  1,000. 
Although  students  at Glendon  will  be  taking  a 

different  curriculum  from 
the  one  offered  at  the  main 
campus,  which  is  in  partial 
operation    at     Keele  and* 

The  main  academic  building  of  York's  Giendon  campus,  showing  the  famous  wire-sculpture,  which  stands  three  stories high  and  is  meant  to  represent  man  in  the  modern  world. 

publication  and  to  produce 
plays  to  fight  "the  writers of  verbose,  imprecise,  pre- 

tentious, flabby  English  and 

French." Public  affairs  will  be 
stressed  at  the  college  and 
Mr.  Reid,  a  former  diplo- 

mat, hopes  that  many  stu- dents will  enter  the  public 
service. 
But  for  the  majority  of 

students  who  will  enter  bu- 
siness and  other  profes- 

sions, the  college  will  set  up 
a  liberal-arts-oriented  curri- culum. 

Only  honors  students  will be  admitted  to  the  college, 
where  they  will  be  offered 
courses  in  economics,  his- 

tory, political  science  and 
sociology  with  a  strong  em- 

phasis on  Canadian  affairs. 
Other  honors  courses  offer- 

An  aerial  view  of  the  Glendon  campus,  with  the  residence 
in  the  foreground  and  the  academic  buildings  in  the  back- 

ground. Extreme  foreground,  right,  are  the  skating  rink and  athletic  building. 

sized,  and  in  fourth  year, 
all  students  will  come  toge- 

ther in  seminars  on  some 
aspect  of  philosophy  and 
Canadian  affairs.  Mr.  Reid 
said  he  hopes  each  of  these 
seminars  will  include  stu- 

dents from  all  the  disci- 
plines and  will  be  taken  by 

two  tutors  from  different 
departments. 
He  also  hopes  that  a 

course  can  be  offered  to 
teach  Freudian  psychology 
to  all  economics,  history, 
political  science  and  socio- 

logy majors. A  common  sociology 
course  could  deal  "with such  matters  as  social 
groups  and  political  behav- 

ior; social  and  political  in- stitutions; elites,  pressure 
groups  and  parties;  opinion 
and  its  measurement;  the 
sociology  of  elections,  coups 
d'etat  and  revolutions;  the 
nature  of  political  leader- ship; and  the  sociology  of 

bureaucracies." 
Mathematics  and  geogra- 

phy will  not  be  taught  by 
Glendon  College,  but  will 
be  offered  by  York's  faculty of  arts  and  science.  Glendon 
will  be  run  by  a  separate 
faculty  council. 
Glendon  may  offer  a  com- 

pulsory course  in  natural 
science  in  the  first  or  sec- 

ond year  and  an  optional 
course  in  third  year. 

"These  courses  in  natural 
science,  mathematics,  geo- 

graphy and  psychology,  will 

Students  will  be  required 
to  live  in  residence  even  if 
their  home  is  in  Toronto. 
An  attempt  will  be  made  to 
have  a  number  of  "guests" in  residence  too — people 
who  are  active  in  public  life, 
either  as  politicians  or  ad- ministrators. 
These  people  are  to  live there  for  periods  ranging 

from  a  weekend  to  an  entire 
academic  year.  They  will 
give  lectures  and  seminars and  meet  informally  with 
the  students. 

Mr.  Reid  said  the  univer- 
sity must  immediately  work 

to  raise  money  to  provide 
bursaries  and  scholarships, 
improve  the  common 
rooms,  create  a  comfortable 
lounging  library  in  each  re- sidence, provide  more  space 
for  student  societies  and 
publications,  build  a  cover- 

ed hockey  rink  and  a  sec- 
ond playing  field,  and  stock 

the  library  with  more 
books. 
At  present  the  Glendon 

campus  of  York  university — at  Lawrence  and  Bayview 
— has  two  residences.  It  will 
have  four  by  1970. 
When  the  college  comes 

Steeles,  in  North  York,  stu 
dents  already  enrolled  at 
the  Glendon  campus  will 
not  be  affected.  Their  cour- ses will  be  administered  by 
the  faculty  of  arts  and 
science. 
Freshmen,  who  enroll  at 

Glendon  next  fall,  however, 
will  be  under  the  academic 
jurisdiction  of  the  new  fa- 

culty council  of  Glendon 
College  and  will  be  channel- 

led off  into  the  new  curri- culum. 

Counsellors  Wanted 
An  excellent  opportunity 
to  gain  experience  in working  with  emotionally 
disturbed  children.  Camp 
is  at  Pidgeon  Lake  near Peterborough,  operates 
through  July  and  August. APPLY  TO: 
MR.  PAUL  ARGLES, 

Executive  Director 

Earlscourt 
Children's  Home 46  St.  Clair  Gardens Toronto  10,  Ont. Telephone 

LE  5-58 12 
Presenting 

PLAYS  5  COUNTRIES 

HART  HOUSE  THEATHE 

JAN.  25  -29 Tickets.  SAC  ISC  Student,  $1.00  -  Series  $2.00 Information  485-7002   
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ICE  FROLICS  66 
VARSITY  ARENA 

Mon.  Feb.  7th,  8  p.m. 

DR.  CHARLES  SNELLING 

PETRA  BURKA WOMAN'S  WORLD  SKATING  CHAMPION  1965 
CANADA'S  OUTSTANDING  ATHLETE  OF  1965 

WIN  A  MUSTANG  AT  THE  WINTER  CARNIVAL 
FOLK  SINGING  SHOW  ^^Z^^^^ 

TRINITY  COLLEGE  CONFERENCE 

ON  THE 

CANADIAN  INDIAN 

JAN.  21-22 

REGISTRATION  FORMS  AT  TRINITY'S 

PORTER'S  LODGE 

Whatever  became  of: 

Jess  E.  James, 
CLASS  OF  '67? 

A  life-long  student  of  transportation  sys- 
tems, James  will  be  best  remembered  for 

his  provocative  major  thesis  "Iron  Hosses 
I  Have  Broke  In."  Working  towards  his doctorate,  he  formed  a  research  team 
with  his  brother  and  toured  the  West, taking  copious  quantities  of  notes  as they  went.  Soon  the  whole  country  was talking  about  the  James  boys  and  they were  in  great  demand  as  guests  of  honour 
at  civic  parties  (neckties  to  be  worn). Despite  a  reputation  which  grew  by  leaps and  bounds  (mainly  on  to  passing  trains) 
Jess  E.  James  remained  an  elusive,  retiring person  who  spurned  formal  gatherings  no matter  how  pressing  the  invitation.  A 
superb  horseman,  Mr.  James  had  a  way with  colts.  His  untimely  end  came  when 
he  was  engaged  in  breaking  in  a  new one  —  a  45,  to  be  exact. 

Keep  your  sights  on  success  by  forming 
a  good  banking  connection  —  a  "must" for  success  in  any  profession  or  business. 

Bank  of  Montreal 

THE  BANK  THAT  VALUES  STUDENTS'  ACCOUNTS 
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SGS  dean  to  Cambridge 
Ernest  Sirluck,  dean  of 

the  School  of  Graduate 
Studies,  leaves  U  of  T  to- 

morrow for  a  seven-month 
stint  as  an  overseas  fellow 
at  Churchill  College,  Camb- 

ridge University. Dr.  Sirluck  will  spend 
most  of  his  time  in  research 
for  a  book  Milton  and  the 
Law  of  Nature.  He  will  also 
deliver  some  lectures. 
Dr.  Sirluck  received  his 

doctorate  from  the  Univer- 
sity of  Toronto  and  served 

here  as  a  lecturer  at  Uni- 

versity College.  He  taught 
at  University  of  Chicago  for 
15  years  and  returned  to 
University  of  Toronto  to  be- come dean  of  the  Graduate 
School  in  1964.  He  is  best 
known  for  his  publications 
on  Milton  and  the  Renais- sance. 
During  his  absence  the School  of  Graduate  Studies 

will  be  directed  by  William 
C.  Winegard,  the  assistant 
dean,  supported  by  the  as- sociate deans,  H.  C.  M. 
Eastman  and  J.  G.  Breck- enridge. 

Thirty  delegates  still  needed 

for  Trinity  conference  on  Indians 

There  are  vacancies  for 
approximately  30  more  de- 

legates to  the  Trinity  Col- 
lege Conference  on  the  Ca- nadian Indian  this  Friday 

and  Saturday  . 
Among  the  speakers  at 

the  conference  will  be  Chief 
Omar  Peters,  Duke  Redbird, 
publisher  of  The  Thunder- bird,  Fred  Kelly,  one  of  the 
organizers  of  the  recent  In- dian demonstration  in  Ke- nora  and  George  Armstrong, 

captain  of  the  Toronto  Ma- ple Leafs  hockey  team. 
A  group  of  Indian  dan- cers will  provide  entertain- ment and  Dr.  R.  P.  Battle, 

Deputy  Minister  of  Indian 
Affairs,  will  address  the 
closing  banquet. 

Registration  fee  is  $3  and 
forms  are  available  at  the 
Porter's  lodge,  Trinity  Col- 

lege. Information  is  avail- able from  John  Bosley  a; 928-3524. 

to  limit  families  for  finan- 
cial reasons,  he  added. 

— photo  by  ACHIM  (too  bod  she  isn't  real)  KRULL 
Deep  in  the  nethermost  dungeons  of  UC  the  buildabunny club  continues  with  its  nefarious  plan  to  repopulate  the world.   See  the  results  at  the  pop  festival  this  weekend. 

BRIBER  YET 

legalize  them 
A  motion  culling  for  the 

legal  sale  of  contraceptives 
passed  by  a  vote  of  24-6  at 
a  council  meeting  of  the  To- 

ronto and  District  Progress- 
ive Conservatives  held  at 

the  King  Edward  Sheraton Hotel  Monday  night. 
The  motion  was  sponsor- 

ed by  Robert  Radford,  pre- sident of  the  U  of  T  PC  club. 
He  said  the  law  on  the  sale 
of  contraceptives  is  being 
generally  disregarded  any- 
way. 

Birth  control  is  necessary 

protect  us A  petition  requesting  city 
and  university  action  on safety  Measures  to  protect students  crossing  Queens 
Park  Crescent  will  likely  be circulated  around  campus next  week. 

A  first  year  St.  Michaels 
College  student,  Hania  Mie- 
rzynska,  has  volunteered  to 
circulate  the  petition  be- 

cause of  concern  for  a  si- 
tuation which  last  week 

sent  two  students  to  hos- 

pital. 



SAINT'S  APPROACH  WRONG St.  Augustine  was  guilty of  a  common  aberration  in 
his  study  of  history — pawn- 

ing off  assumptions  as  near 
certainties,  Victoria  College classics  professor  Gordon 
Keyes  said  yesterday. 

Prof.  Keyes  said  St.  Au- 
gustine's approach  to  histo- 

ry did  not  consist  in  finding 
a  coherent  pattern  in 
events,  but  in  proving  how 
the  events  fitted  God's  pre- 

conceived pattern.  He  ac- 
cepted the  scriptures  as 

"internally  consistent  and 
historically  accurate;  se- 

cular evidence  which  con- 

flicts  with   the  scriptures 
must  be  forced  into  coh 

rence." Dr.  Keyes  saia  this  r< 
fusal  to  consider  certain 
propositions  as  open  to  dis- 

cussion was  the  major  fal 
lacy  in  St.  Augustine's  ap proach  to  history. 
He  added  that  St.  Au 

gustine  was  far  from  meti 
culous  in  his  consideration 
of  historical  facts;  in  a  stu- 

dy of  pagans  he  added  a 
year  to  the  civil  war,  and 
he  stressed  throughout  that 
the  objecives  of  non-Christ- 

ian men  can  never  bring 
happiness. 

Should  hike  aid  grants 
Education  ministers  .of 

all  10  provinces  are  agreed 
that  federal  per  capita 
grants  to  universities 
should  be  hiked  to  $5  from 
the  present  $2. 

This  increase  is  equal  to 
that  recommended  by  the 
Bladen  committee  in  its  re- 

port last  year.  It  would 
bring  total  grants  to  $100 
million  in  place  of  the  cur- 

rent $40  million. 
The  ministers  agreed 

during  an  Ottawa  meeting 

last  week  to  press  fo*  an 
interim  increase  for  the 
1966-67  fiscal  year  and 
more  permanent  arrange 
ment  after  federal-provin- 

cial consultation. 

The  Pearson  government 
is  committed  to  call  a  con- 

ference of  the  provinces 
the  next  few  months  to  dis 
cuss  implementation  of  the 
Bladen  report,  and  is  ex 
pected  to  propose  increased 
aid  to  higher  education 
one  form  or  another. 

Here  they  are  again! 

— photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
This  human  pyramid  is  the  Blue  and  White  Society's  subtle 
way  of  saying  they  need  designs  for  this  year's  Winter 
Carnival  lee  Palace.  Designs  may  be  submitted  at  the  SAC 
office.  The  winning  entry  will  win  its  owner  exciting  prizes. 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  DRAMA  COMMITTEE 

presents 

A L  FESTIVAL  OF  ONE-ACT  PLAYS 

Adjudicator:  ROBERT  CHRISTIE 

FRIDAY,  JAN.  21  &  SATURDAY,  JAN.  22 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

8:30  P.M.  .  TICKETS  $1.00 

Tickets  Available  In  Hart  House  Box  Office,  SAC  Office,  &  from  UTDC  Reps. 

FRIDAY 

"SOMETHING  TO  DO" By  ROBT.  FOTHERGILL 

"THE  OLD  JEW" By  MURRAY  SCHISGAL 

"THE  TIGER" 
By  MURRAY  SHISGAL 

SCHEDULE 

SATURDAY 

"NO  EXIT" 
By  JEAN  PAUL  SARTRE 

"THE  CHAIRS" 
By  EUGENE  IONESCO 

GRADUATING  ENGINEERS 

in  the  Mechanical  •  Engineering  Physics 

and  Metallurgical  options: 

You  will  find  challenging  engi- 
neering work,  recognition,  and 

above  average  advancement  oppor- 
tunities with.  United  Aircraft  of 

Canada  Limited. 

For  over  35  years.  United  Air- 
craft of  Canada  Limited  has  played 

a  key  role  in  the  growth  and  devel- 
opment of  the  Canadian  commer- 

cial aviation  industry.  As  a  member 
of  the  United  Aircraft  Corporation, 
it  manufactures,  sells  and  services 
in  Canada  the  products  of  United's Pratt  &  Whitney  Aircraft,  Sikorsky 
Aircraft,  Hamilton  Standard  ond 
Norden  Electronics  divisions. 

In  1957,  the  Company  formed 
the  nucleus  of  a  design  and  develop- 

ment organization  which  has  since 
expanded  into  a  400-man  engineer- 

ing force.  Among  this  group's  many accomplishments  are  the  prelimi- 
nary design  of  the  Pratt  &  Whitney 

Aircraft  3000-lb.  thrust  JT12  (J60) 
engine  (used  in  North  American Saberliners  and  Lockheed  Jetstars) 
and  the  development  of  the  now 
mass-produced  PT6  (T74)  free  tur- 

bine engine  (used  in  the  Beech  King 
Air  and  the  De  Havillond  Turbo- Beaver  ond  Twin  Otter). 

United  Aircraft  of  Canada  now 
employs  approximately  3800  in  \ts manufacturing,  overhaul,  supply, 
research  and  development  opera- 

tions. In  addition,  the  Company's 
long-term  plans  and  its  pre-emi- 

nence in  the  gas  turbine  field  have 
created  exceptional  opportunities 
which  will  prove  to  be  well  worth 
the  detailed  consideration  of  gra- 

duating engineers.  For  further  in- formation, please  contact  your Placement  Office. 

Our  recruiting  team 
will  be  on  campus 

January  20 
EXCEPTIONAL  OPPORTUNITIES 

United 

Pircraft 
OF  CANADA  LIMITED 
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READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Same  scientific  course 

as  taught  by  McGill,  Yale  and Cornell  Universities —  The  Finest  — 
FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 
Every  Mon.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 

or  arranged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  ! 

ta  be  sure  of  a  seat 
Career  Development  Institute 

131  Bloor  St,  W.,  Toronto "The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

■r'sjadwi— -fashioned  fay  BANTAMAC  m  Terylcne*,  o  Cel-Cil  fibr 

Come  on  over  to  smoothness 

with  no  letdown  in  taste 

Come  on  over  to 

New! 

Player's Kings 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 

Presents  in 
Room  102 

Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -  2:00  p.m. 
January  12,  13,  1966 
THOMAS  TELFORD 

DISCOVERY:PENICILLIN 
MICHAEL  FARADAY, 

1791-1867 

A  series  of  programmes  arrang- 
ed by  the  Science  and  Medicine Dept.  of  the  University  Library 

in  co-operation  with  the  No- tional Science  Film  Library 
the  Canadian  Film  Institute. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE   INVITED  TO  EAT 

YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE WATCHING  THE  FILM 

A  Career 

in 

Iron  Ore! 

IRON  ORE  COMPANY  OF  CANADA AND 

QUEBEC  NORTH  SHORE  AND  LABRADOR  RAILWAY 

SEPT-IUS,  P.I).  - SCHEPFEKVIUE,  P  I.  -  LABRADOR  CITY,  HFLD 

Career  opportunities  are  offered  in 
► 

► 
GEOLOGY 
MINING  ENGINEERING 
GEOLOGICAL  ENGINEERING 

CIVIL  ENGINEERING 
MECHANICAL  ENGINEERING 

ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERING 
METALLURGICAL  ENGINEERING 

PERSONNEL.  DEPARTMENT, 
IRON  ORE  COMPANY  OF  CAN  AO  A, 
SEPT-IL.ES,  P.Q. 

Our  representatives  will  be  pleased  to  meet  with  you  when  they  visit  your  campus  on 
January  22 

Waterloo  plans 

ew  computer  and 
math  building 

WATERLOO — The  Univer- 
sity of  Waterloo  is  expected 

to  call  tenders  next  month 
for  a  new  $6,000,000  mathe- matics and  computer  build- 

ing. 

The  proposed  six-story structure  will  accomodate 
3,500  mathematics  students 
and  house  high-speed  com- puters and  supporting 

equipment. The  new  building  is  part 
of  a  $16,000,000  construction 
program  at  the  Universit} 
of  Waterloo,  which  will  in- 

clude two  new  arts  build- 
ings and  additions  to  the 

engineering  building  and the  residence  village. 

Nominations  open 

or  new  UC 

SAC  representative 
University  College  has 

opened  nominations  for  the 
position  of  representative 
to  the  Students  Administra-. tive  Council. 

All  UC  students  are  eligi- 

ble. Nominations  with  the 
signature  of  the  candidate 
and  three  other  UC  students 
must  be  turned  into  the 
SAC  office  by  Friday  at  5 

p.m. 

Elections  to  the  post  will 
be  held  on  Wednesday,  Jan. 26. 

The  position  was  left  va- cant by  the  resignation  last week  of  Ruth  Hershorn  (IV 
UC). 

Eleven  indicted 

for  cheating 

on  Howard  exam 
Officials  at  Howard  Uni- 

versity, Washington,  have indicted  11  students  for 
cheating  on  a  dental  exam- 
ination. The  indictment  was  based 
on  results  given  by  a  com- 

puter programmed  to  detect cheating  while  it  is  scoring 
test  papers. 

Most  of  the  students  have 
admitted  giving  or  receiving 
hand  and  foot  signals  dur- ing the  exam,  according  to 
the  university  information officer. 

He  added  that  the  11  stu- 
dents had  a  total  of  52  iden- 

tically wrong  answers  on 
the  test,  and  said  the  chan- 

ces of  this  occuring  acci- 
dentally are  "about  a  mil- 

lion to  one." 
Alan  Gold  appointed 

Alan  Gold  (III  UC)  was 
appointed  radio  director for  the  balance  of  the  year 
by  the  Students  Admini- strative Council  at  its  reg- 

ular meeting  last  week. 
Goid  has  been  a  member  oi 
the  radio  committee  since 
its  formation  last  fall. 
Page  8  —  THE  VARSITY, 
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New  College  thief  gets  nothing Somebody  broke  into  the  New  College kitchen  Sunday  night  but  got  nothing  for his  trouble. 
He  was  foiled  by  a  safe,  brought  in  after a  similar  break-in  during  the  summer  netted somebody  $1,200. 
Evidence  of  the  new  break-in— a  hole  in 

a  pane  of  glass  large  enough  to  put  an  arm through  and  a  door  forced  open— was  found Monday  morning. 
But  Robert  Hall,  36,  manager  of  the  cater- 

ing concession  at  the  college  said  last  night that  very  little  damage  was  done. 
G.  J.  Hickey,  maintenance  supervisor  for the  university  said  students  are  not  even 

suspected  of  the  deed.  "It  wouldn't  even  be 
attempted  by  students,"  he  said. Mr.  Hall  said  the  person  who  did  it  would have  needed  a  more  detailed  knowledge  of that  part  of  the  building  than  a  student would  have. 
He  said  he  suspects  that  a  past  employee of  the  caterer  is  responsible.  "There  used to  be  some  pretty  shady  characters  working around  here,"  he  said. 
Mr.  Hall  added  that  before  the  staff  was 

purged  of  these  shady  characters  ("some  of them  had  records  and  everything")  there were  several  thefts,  including  a  theft  of some  valuable  silver. 

popopopopopopopopopopopopopop 

ArisFesiivAL 
UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 

Jar,.  20-22  - Admission  tffi 

rem  iwoHMATtoN  call 

opopopopopopopopopopopopopopo 
D*»..I__  .i.  —photo  by  ACHIM  KRULL 
»!h    JZ?i?°e*  •  6  *eaSel  pTorn  P°Psicle  sod°  POP  ■»•■»  °nd  pop  popeye  poppy 
rJ^r:«^ozpoppycock  populism  poppet  popiin  popp,e-  * 

Rhodesia  problem  Africa's  worst The  most  acute  struggle  in  Africa  today is  between  Rhodesian  Africans  and  Rhode- 
sian  whites,  said  Robert  Hill,  (II  UC)  at  the International  Student  Centre  Yesterday. 

Talking  to  a  packed  room  at  lunch  hour, 
he  said  that  this  fundamental  issue  had 
largely  been  avoided  in  discussion  on  Rho- desia. 

Hill,  a  West  Indian  student,  said,  "When 
looking  at  the  Rhodesian  situation  one 
must  start  with  the  colonial  people  them- 

selves; so  far,  talk  has  been  on  the  rela- 
tions between  Mr.  Wilson,  Ian  Smith,  Mr. 

Nkomo,  and  Mr.  Sithole. 

"Freedom  of  the  African  masses  is  their 
struggle  —  theirs  alone.  No  one  can  wage 
it  for  them" 

Hill  said  that  any  solution  imposed  by 
the  British  Government,  or  sought  by  out- 

side African  countries  would  not  resolve 
the  basic  but  clear-cut  issue. 

"The  Whites  are  after  their  own  freedom 
— the  right  to  which  we  don't  deny  them 
whatsoever — but  the  freedom  they  choose 
must  not  be  at  the  expense  of  Africans.'" 

The  present  way  of  life  among  whites  de- 
pends on  cheap  labour  of  subservient  black 

masses,  and  "it  is  solidly  the  responsibility of  the  Africans  to  change  the  situation." 
He  said  the  masses  alone  could  bring about  their  true  liberation  "The  British Government  has  said  the  right  of  Africans 

to  rule  themselves  is  out."  If  they  bring Smith  down,  they  will  install  an  "interim 
government"  and  Rhodesia  will  go  back  to the  position  before  the  declaration  of  inde 
pendence. 
On  the  other  hand,  a  close  study  will  show 

a  "strong  link"  between  "the  way  African governments  have  analyzed  the  Rhodesian 
situation"  and  "their  own  internal  struc- 

ture." When  the  African  countries  said  Wil- son was  responsible  for  Africans  and  Eu- 
ropeans in  Rhodesia,  they  were  in  fact 

asking  him  to  act  "as  a  colonial  power." 
Even  Mr.  Nkomo  and  Mr.  Sithole  had  not 

looked  after  the  interests  of  the  masses 
they  were  supposed  to  be  leading.  Hill  said 
Though  they  said  they  wanted  independence 
for  Africans  they  had  done  little  to  mobilize the  masses. 

—photo  by  KIRK  MocGREGOR 

"Hoppy  birthday,  dear  Xe- 
rox!" The  SAC's  very  own 

Xerox  machine  is  four 
months  old  today,  and  has 
yet  to  do  its  first  job  for  all 
those  eogerly-woiring  stu- 

dents. In  fact,  since  they've 
now  decided  to  send  it  back, 
it  will  never  do  any  work  for 
us  at  all.  Too  bar!,  Xerox. 

CLASSIFIED 
WORKING  student  looking  for  aid  to 

"WHAT  IS  RIPP?" 
asked  the  jesting 
WaJlenstein  agent 
and  would  not  stay 

for  an  answer. 
Read  The  Review. 

THE 
PAPERBACK 

JBOOKSHOPi 

bnge  below  Bloo 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, French,  German,  English 

MIMEOGRAPHING 
ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 

Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  R<f. 922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

M-A-M 

BEGINS 

MONDAY 

WIN  A 

MUSTANG 

UKRAINIAN  STUDENTS'  CLUB OPEN  MEETING 
WEDNESDAY,  JAN.  19,  7  30  p  m 

HART  HOUSE,  DEBATES  ROOM' Speoker:  PROF.  L.  J. SHEIN,  Ph.D,  of  M.Mo,to,  Unir.flt, Topic:  IVAN  FRANKO,  Poet  -  Patriot ALL  WELCOME 
C  REFRESHMENTS 

Alien  CHALLENGE 
bUoU  nffers  OPPORTUNITY SERVICE 

Contact:  Canadian  University  Service  Overseas 

47  WILLCOCKS  ST.   -  928-2544 

THE  CANADIAN  FORCES 

now  have  openings  for  engineering  and 
science  university  graduates 

A  Canadian  Forces  career  Counsellor  will 
visit  the  campus  an 

JANUARY  20  to  INTERVIEW 

All  final  year  undergraduates  considering 
commissioned  service  in  the  Canadian  Forces 

Branches:  Air  crew  —  telecommunications  —  construction 
engineering  —  many  others 

Some  Advantages: 
— starting  salaries  $5,200  to  $6,100  per  annum 
— challenging  work  with  the  latest  technical  facilities 
— managerial  responsibility  and  job  diversification 
— outstanding  pension  plan 
— free  medical  and  dental  care 
— opportunity  for  travel 
— four  weeks  annual  holiday  with  full  salary 
— short  service  or  permanent  commissions  available 

Appointments  may  be  made  through  the 
Placement  Office  —  581  Spadina  Ave. 
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What  is  the  value 

of  A 

CDA? 

You  don't  have  to  be  able 

o  solve  this  problem  to  build 

rewarding  career  with  IBM 

Not  everyone  at  IBM  is  a  mathematical 
wizard. 

Not  that  we  don't  have  a  lot  of  bright 
people  . .  .  people  who  are  generating  signifi- cant advances  which  help  man  cope  with 
today's  information  explosion. For  some,  theirs  is  a  world  of  algorithms, 
microelectronic  circuits  and  automatic  pro- 

gramming techniques  for  multiprocessing 
systems. To  others— in  the  Office  Products  Division 
—the  challenge  is  to  discover  and  implement 
ways  of  improving  the  flow  of  vital  communi- 

cations through  an.  office.  They  call  it  "word 
processing"— the  use  of  modern  equipment 
to  increase  word  output,  making  more  pro- 

ductive time  available  to  time-conscious 
business  and  professional  men. 
And  thanks  to  IBM's  talented  develop- 

ment engineers,  product  planners  and  in- 
dustrial designers,  Office  Products  people 

have  some  fascinating  devices  to  work  with. 
These  are  some  of  the  latest: 

Selectric  typewriter— 15  years  of  engineer- 
ing research  resulted  in  the  development  of 

this  revolutionary,  unique  typewriter  which 
has  no  type  bars  and  no  moving  carriage. 
Magnetic  Tape  Selectric  typewriter  — 
stores  typing  work  on  magnetic  tape  and  can 
later  retype  the  desired  material  on  com- 

mand, at  a  speed  of  180  words  per  minute, 
"proofreading"  its  work  as  it  goes. 
Dictation  Equipment— a  full  line,  rang- 

ing from  the  224,  small  enough  to  fit  in  your 
coat  pocket,  to  full-scale  dictating  systems which  can  channel  dictation  from  any 
number  of  executives  to  a  central  typing  pool. 

The  growing  market  for  these  and  other 
IBM  office  products  creates  rewarding  career 
opportunities  for  imaginative  individuals 
who  wish  to  sell  a  dynamic  product  line. 

A  comprehensive  training  program  is  pro- vided. Upon  its  completion,  you,  as  an  IBM 
Sales  Representative,  would  be  assigned  your 
own  exclusive  territory.  There  you  maintain 
direct  executive-level  contact  with  IBM's 
present  and  prospective  customers,  analys- 

ing their  typing  and  dictation  requirements 
and  making  recommendations  on  what  equip- ment should  be  installed. 

Naturally,  salary  prospects — immediate 
and  future— are  important  to  everyone.  You 
receive  an  attractive  salary  throughout  the 
training  program,  and  upon  taking  charge  of 
a  territory,  your  earnings  potential  is  ex- 

tended through  a  salary  and  commission  plan. 
Bigger  jobs  await  those  ready  to  take  on 

bigger  responsibilities.  Promotion  to  posi- 
tions like  industry  specialization  representa- 
tive, field  manager,  branch  office  manager 

and  others  of  sales  or  general  management 
responsibility  can  be  attained. 

IBM  is  noted  for  its  progressive  employee 
benefit  plans.  Life  insurance,  family  hospitali- 

zation, retirement  benefits  and  many  others 
are  provided— all  paid  for  by  the  company. 

Now  that  you  know  a  few  facts  about  the 
work,  the  company  and  its  future— measure 
them  against  your  own  criteria  for  a  future career. 

If  you  seek  a  satisfying  and  rewarding 
future  in  a  dynamic,  thriving,  rapidly-ex- 

panding industry,  we'd  very  much  like  to talk  with  you.  Make  it  a  point  to  discuss 
what  IBM's  "room  for  achievement"  could 
mean  to  you  with  the  representative  who will  be  visiting  the  campus  on  Tuesday, 
Wednesday,  Thursday,  January  25, 26and  27. 

Your  placement  officer  can  make  an  ap- 
pointment with  our  interviewer.  If  you  can- not attend  the  interviews,  please  write  or 

visit  the  D3M  office  in  Toronto  at  600  Eglin- ton  Avenue  East. 

Just  in  case  you're  still  puzzling  over  the  size 
of  CDA,  don't  feel  badly.  It  took  an  IBM 
computer  nearly  three  minutes  to  solve.  Here's the  solution:  Draw  a  line  from  A  to  intersect  BD 
(point  E)  so  that  angle  EAB  is  20".  Connect points  C  and  E.  Now  if  s  just  a  matter  of  dis- 

covering equalities  and  adding  and  subtracting angles. 

IBM 
International  Busiaew  Machines  Company  Limited 



Says  North  will  resist  everyone 
By  JULIE  BROWN 

North  Viet  Nam  would 
resist  Chinese  encroach- 

ment as  strongly  as  it  has 
resisted  American  encroach- 

ment, Rae  Murphy,  editor 
of  Scan  magazine,  told  a 
special  Communist  Club 
meeting  in  UC  yesterday. 
Murphy,  who  recently  re- 

turned from  a  15-day  trip to  North  Viet  Nam,  is  a  Se- 
cretary of  the  Young  Com- 
munist League  of  Canada. 

He  said  the  war  in  Viel 
Nam  is  a  war  for  independ- 

ence and  not  an  ideological war. 
The  war  has  passed  the 

civil  war  stage  and  is  now 
basically  a  war  between  the 
United  States  and  the  Viet- 

namese people  he  said.  "The 
Vietnamese  people  regard each  other  as  brothers. 
There  are  no  differences  be- 

tween the  people  of  north 
and  south"  he  said.  "Very few  native  Vietnamese  sup- 

port Saigon." When  asked  why  North 
Vietnamese  and  Viet  Cong 
shoot  or  disembowel  their 
brothers  in  South  Vietnam- 

ese villages.  Murphy  said that  war  brutalizes  everyone 
involved.  "The  South  Viet- namese could  ask  for  Amer- 

ican protection  for  their  vil- 
lages, and  the  fact  that  they 

don't  confirms  that  the  ma- 
jority of  Vietnamese  sup- 

port the  National  Libera- 
tion Front." He  said,  "There  is  no short-cut  for  anybody.  Viet 

Nam  has  to  be  left  alone. 
They  can't  bargain  and  they can't  allow  any  foreign  pre- sence. They  have  come  too 
far  to  move  back.  We  have 
to  allow  Asia  to  organize  its 
own  life,  and  guarantee  its 

independence.  Until  the 
west  realizes  this,  we  are  al- 

ways on  the  hinge  of  war. Escalation  of  the  war  is  ir- 
rational, and  is  a  sign  of 

U.S.  military  weakness." He  said  there  is  no  evi- 
dence that  Red  China  is 

trying  to  expand  in  South- 
east Asia,  nor  that  there  is 

a  pro-Chinese  faction  in  the 
North  Vietnamese  govern- 

ment. The  Vietnamese  have 
fought  the  French,  the 
Americans,  and  would  fight 
the  Chinese  if  necessary  to 
preserve  their  independ- ence. 
When  asked  if  the  U.S. 

was  involved  in  Viet  Nam 
at  the  request  of  the  Saigon 
government,  he  said  "The 
South  Vietnamese  govern- 

ment is  in  no  position  to 
ask  for  anything.  It  does what  the  U.S.  tells  it  to  do. 
It  is  a  creature  of  the  U.S." 

WTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Polo  season  opens  in  three-way  tie 
By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

With  the  second  term 
sports  schedule  well  under 
way,  interfaculty  water  polo 
has  moved  into  full  swing. 
More  than  twenty  teams  in 
five  divisions  will  be  com- 

peting for  this  year's  cham- pionship. 
In  the  first  division,  St. 

Mike's  A,  Meds  third  year and  Law  are  tied  for  first 
place  each  team  having  won 
one  game  in  as  many  starts. 
Lee  Cormie  fired  four 

goals  as  St.  Mike's  edged PHE  I  9-8.  Jim  Russell  was 
the  best  of  the  losers  with 
three. 
Frank  Felkai  and  Jim  Mi- 

neil  each  scored  twice  to 
lead  Law  to  a  4-3  win  over 
Vic  I  while  Graeme  Barber 
counted  the  hat  trick  as  the 
doctors  downed  Vic  5-3. 

In  second  division  action, 
Trinity  A  and  Meds  second 
year  have  each  won  one 

Interim  night 
Competition  in  five  sports 

highlights  the  interfaculty 
night  tonight  at  Hart House. 

The  activities  get  under 
way  at  6:30  p.m.  in  the  main 
gym  with  PHE  I  meeting 
Innis  I  in  an  interfaculty 
league  basketball  match. 
Gymnastics  and  wrestling 

will  begin  at  7:30  p.m.  and 
the  swimming  finals  at 
8:15  p.m. 

The  gymnastics,  wrestling 
and  swimming  meets  are 
open  to  those  with  intercol- 

legiate experience. 
Tickets  for  admissions  to 

all  events  including  the  Var- 
sity Blues  basketball  game 

are  available  at  the  door 
and  woman  are  invited  to 
attend. 

game  and  are  tied  for  first 

place. Chris  McNaught  and  Theo 
Van  Ryn  each  scored  twice 
as  Trinity  squeaked  by  En- 

gineering 4-3,  while  Jurgen Kontor  bagged  seven  goals 
to  lead  Meds  to  a  18-1  drub- 

bing of  Dents. 
In  interfaculty  polo,  each 

first  division  team  is  allow- 
ed to  use  two  intercollegiate players  while  each  team  in 

group  II  is  allowed  one. 
HOCKEY 

Vic  I  hung  on  to  their 
slim  one  point  first  place lead  in  division  one  as  they battled  to  a  2-2  draw  with Law  Lords. 
Rick  Elliot  counted  both 

goals  for  the  lawyers  while Dan  Moorhouse  matched this  performance  for  Vic. In  other  group  I  action 
Law  whipped  PHE  A  3-0  as John  Gilfillan,  Jim  Ware 
and  Larry  Johnson  each  tal- 

lied singlestons.  'Nipper' Norris  chalked  up  the  shut- out. 
The    lawyers,    with  the 

three  points  they  picked  up, 
move  into  sole  possession 
of  second  place. 
In  other  interfaculty 

league  action,  U.C.  II  edged 
Forestry  A,  3-2  and  Scarbo- 
ro  downed  Architecture 

4-1. 

Murray  Brumwill,  Pete 
Gilchrist  and  Gary  Falken- 
ham  scored  for  Redmen  as 
they  won  their  first  game of  the  season. 
RUBBY  RESULTS:  Vic  X 

3,  Eng  X  1;  .Eng  VIII  10, 
Eng  XVI  0;  New  III  2  Vic 
VIII  2;  Vic  IX  7,  Eng  IX  3; 
PHE  C  11,  Meds  B  1;  En» 
V  1,  New  II  0. 

BASKETBALL 

In  the  only  group  I  bas- 
ket-ball game  scheduled, 

Peter  Becket  hooped  four- 
teen points  to  lead  Vic  I  to 

their  second  win  of  the  sea- 
son, a  39-19  decision  over Sr.  Engineering. 

In  other  interfaculty 
league  action,  St.  Mike's  B, 
with  John  Keenan's  seven- 

teen points  leading  the  way 
drubbed  PHE  II,  41-17. 

Baby  Blues  win  first  game, 

defeat  Guelph  women  7-0 
Six  goals  in  the  first  pe- riod led  Varsity  Baby  Blues, 

the  girls  school  hockey team,  to  a  7-0  victory  over 
Guelph  in  their  season  open- er. Guelph  had  previously beaten  Western  and  Mac- Master.  Baby  Blues  were 
paced  by  a  two-goal  effort from  Marilyn  Harris (Pharm.). 
Other  scorers  were  Jane 

Huntley  (Nurs.),  Gail  Wil- 
son (PHE  II),  Sue  Macki (PHE  II)  and  Leslie  Jones 'PHE  II). 

The  team  was  particularly 
strong  on  defence,  with  the 
shutout  being  recorded  by 
Mary- Jean  Lambert  (PHE 
III)  and  Donna  Hawley 
(Vic)  who  alternated  in 

goal. 

Coach  Bill  Christianson 
said  he  was  particularly 
pleased  with  the  strong 
skating  turned  in  by  the 

girls. NOTES:  Baby  Blues'  first home  game  is  Friday,  Jan 
28,  at  3  p.m.,  in  Varsity Arena. 

Sports  Schedules  -  Week  Of  Jan.  24 HOCKEY 
Mon.,  Jan.  24 12.30 1.30 

7.00 Wed., Eng.  XII 
Erg.  VII 
Pharm.  C Wye 

8.00  a.m.  Trin.  0 12.30    PHE.  I 
1-30    St.  M.  D 12.30 

12.30 Eng.  IV 
Vic.  I PHE.C 

Eng.  XIV 
Eng.  VII 
Eng.  IX 
Scar Sr.  Eng, 

Vic.  IV Eng.  X 
U.C.  I 

Vic.  V U.C.  IV St.  M,  A 
Trin.  B 

WATER  POLO 

Mon.,  Jon.  24 
Tues.,  Jan,  25 

Thur.,  Jan.  27 
Fri.,    Jan.  28 

SQUASH Tues.,  Jan.  25 

Wed.,  Jon.  26 

Thur.,  Jon.  27 

Med!  II  Vrv 
St.  M.  B  v PHE.  I  v 

4.00-4.4  5 6.15-7.00 1 .00-2.00 6.30-7.15 
7.15-8.00  ., 8.00-8.45  Knox 4.00-4.45  Vic.  M 
6.30-7.15  Pre-Me. 7.15-8.00  Trin.  B 6.30-7.15  Law 7.15-8.00  Arch 1.00-2.00  U.C. 

6.20  Vic 
7.00    Med.  C 
7.00  Med.  A 
7.40  Knox 1-00  Trin.  A 
6.20  Dent 7.00  Med.  B 

Pre-Med 
Med. 
Eng.  I 
Sr.  M.  A 
Forestry 

TrinSC 

Law  A 

Law  B^ 

Eng.  II 

Yr 

Greene,  Carson Greene,  Doinly Stroud,  Percy Stroud,  Percy 

Hemphill,  Hanna Chamberlain,  Porkei 
Morgan,  Porker Awrey,  Hicks Awrey,  Hicks 
Stroud,  Morrison 
Starr,  Ransom 

Russell Russell 

McCreoth Barcont Felkai Felkai Barcont 
Pyle Pyle 

Worhurlon Worfaurlon Muronyi 

INDOOR  TRACK  Tues.,  J.„.  25.  5.30-.000  ,,s.  E„,e,  „,  ,he  ,„ek BASKETBALL    INTERFACULTY  &  INTERMEDIATE s    Jr.  Eng. 

,  Jan. 
24 

1.00 
U.C.  11 

4.00 For.  A 

-,  Jon. 25 1.00 

PHE.  II 
4.00 Vic.  Ill 

5.00 

PHE.  1 
6.00 

Dent.  B 7.00 

Vic.EV9" 

8.00 
Jon, 

26 1.00 

Trin.  A 4.00 
Emman 

6  30 
Arch.  B 7,30 New  II 

,  Jon. 

8.30 Wye 
27 

1.00 St.  M,  C 4.00 6.30 
TrTnlfi 7.30 
Arch.  A 

8.30 
Jan. 26 

1 .00 
U.C.  II 4.00 Eng.  IV 

Vic.  II PHE.  IN 
Pharm.  8 Med.  A St.  M.  A 
St.  M.  B Law  C 
Grad.  Stud SGS.  Phys 

Ini II Eng.  Ill 
St.  M.  O 
MecLC Med.  B 

Naftolin,  Sternberg Lockhort,  Mugtora 
Naftolin,  Sternberg Lockhart,  Rosenberg 
Naftolin,  Overgoord Naftolin,  Overgaard Richie,  Shepherd Richie,  Shepherd Mockford,  Sternberg 
Neidre,  Peorlman 
Epstein,  Moncarz Epstein,  Moncorz 
Epstein,  Moncorz Neidre,  Shaver Rosenberg,  Lockhart Bulos,  Lerner Chopnick,  Coplan 
Chopnick,  Coplan Mockford,  Sternberg Parsons.  Rosenberg 

INTERFACULTY  NIGHT  —  LADIES  ARE  WELCOME 
6.30  Dent.  A 
7.30    U.C.  I 

BASKETBALL  —  RECREATIONAL 

'nglc,  Gortlcy 
Ingle,  Garfley 

Mon.,  Jan.  24      1 .00    I  Geol Tues  ,  Jon.  25       1.00    Five  Skins 5  00  Dribbles 6.00     Dent,  lit  Yr. 7.00    IV  Indust 
8.00  Dev.  South 

Wed.,  Jon.  26       1.00  Eng.  6T8 6.30  Dent.  IY  Yr 
7.30  Med.  II  Yr  A 8.30  Scarlet 

Thur.,  Jon.  27      1.00  69'rs 5.00  Vic  Fat  Men 6.00  SeMs 
7.00  Med.  1 1  Yr  B 8.00  McCcul 

Fri.,     Jon,  28     1.00    Fred's  Guppies 

vs    Heavies  Shaver vs  Giants  Eadie 
vs  Hoopsters  Snow vs  U.C.  Molecules  Snow vs  Hocks  Kirkpatnck vs  Taylor  Kirkpatrick vs  Drongos  Levy 
vs  Smirnoffs  Sadinsky vs  Jeanneret  Sadinsky vs  Gold  Sodinsky 
vs  MChem  Eadie vs  Fausties  Elliott *s  Elliott's  Grads  Elliott Barons  Levy 

II  Civ 
Mug  ford 

ATOMIC  ENERGY 

OF  CANADA  LIMITED 
will  conduct 

CAMPUS  INTERVIEWS 
ON 

THURSDAY  -  JANUARY  20,  1966 

FRIDAY     -  JANUARY  21,  1966 
SATURDAY  -  JANUARY  22,  1966 

for 
ENGINEERS  MATHEMATICIANS 
PHYSICISTS  METALLURGISTS 
CHEMISTS  BIOLOGISTS 

COMMERCE 

CONTINUING  EMPLOYMENT 
Arrangements  for  interviews  should 
be  made  through  your  university 

placement  office 

ATOMIC  ENERGY 

OF  CANADA  LIMITED 
CHALK  RIVER,  ONTARIO 
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'Sure-fire'  guests 

for  cagers'  fourth By  RICH  PYNE 
Varsily  Blues  can  be 

counted  on  to  take  advan- 
tage of  Guelpb's  munificent Kedmen  tonight  when  the 

latter  invades  Hart  House 
for  basketball  Blues'  fourth 
league  encounter. 

Guelph  has  been  the  tar- 
get for  every  team  in  the 

league  as  far  as  bolstering 
their  respective  statistical 
averages  is  concerned. 

Ill  four  games  they  have 
accumulated  146  points,  a 
blistering  36.5  a  game, 
while  permitting  the  oppo- sition 379. 

Avid  Redmen  fans?  how- 
ever, have  been  accustomed 

to  such  results  for  Guelph 
finished  in  the  cellar  of  the 
Ontario  Intercollegiate 
League  last  year  and  on 
that  standing  were  elevated 
to  the  OQAA.  a  much  tough- 

er league,  to  wreak  havoc 
this  year.  Guelph,  when 
they  competed  in  the  OQAA several  seasons  ago  finished 
last  also,  .without  messing 
up  their  win  column. 

Strange  as  it  may  seem. 
Guelph  leads  the  league  in 
one  of  the  major  statistical 
divisions.  Jim  Bales  has 
made  good  on  11  of  12  free 
throw  attempts,  8.5  percen- 

tage points  ahead  of  Angelo 

Mazzuchin  of  Windsor  and 
10.5  up  on  Toronto's  Doug Lockhart. 
In  the  important  scoring 

column,  Windsor's  two  De- 
troit imports,  Marty  Kwiat- 

kowski  and  centre  Bob  Na- vetta,  are  the  only  players 
over  the  20  points  a  game 
mark  with  24.0  and  20.3  res- 
pectively. 

Close  behind,  however,  is 
Varsity's  five-year  veteran Nolan  Kane,  currently  in 
the  midst  of  his  best  season, 
with  19.3. 
Behind  Waterloo's  Bob 

Eaton,  in  fifth  spot  is  Blues' sophomore  guard  Doug 
Lockhart  who  is  quickly  de- 

veloping into  one  of  the 
league's  prolific  scorers  af- ter limited  service  last  yeai 
when  Varsity  back-court 
men  West  and  Baranowicz 
were  two  of  the  best  in  the 
league. 
Lockhart's  blossoming 

and  captain  Bill  Woloshyn's steady  play  have  alleviated 
many  of  Varsity's  pre-sea- son  worries  concerning 
their  strength,  at  guard 
caused  by  the  loss  of  both 
West  and  Baranowicz. 

Woloshyn,  in  tenth  place 
with  a  12.3  average,  is 
Blues'  only  other  point-get- ter over  10  a  game. 

in  town 

contest 

Although  Blues'  sport 
good  shooters  on  the  whole their  accuracy  is  as  yet  be- 

low par.  Lockhart,  Wolo- 
shyn  and  Kane  with  38  per 
cent,  37.5  and  37  are  ranked 
far  down  in  the  bull's  eye 
department. Toronto's  only  league 
leader  is  Ron  Kimel  whose 
17.0  rebounds  a  game  is 

three  better  than  Western's Dave  Crowe.  Kane  is  again 
near  the  top  with  10.0. 
Besides  the  Varsily- 

Guelp  contest  tomorrow, 
the  two  teams  tied  with 
Blues  in  second  place  also 
see  action. 

Western  has  a  better  than 
average  chance  of  not  being 
tied  by  tomorrow  morning 
as  they  play  Lancers  at Windsor.  Waterloo  has  a 
somewhat  easier  time  when 
they  visit  fifth  place  Mc- Master. 
NOTES:  Game  time  is 

8:30  p.m. 
SCORING 

GP 

FG FT PIS. 
Avg. 

Kwailkowski,  Wsr. 3 28 

16 

72 

24.0 Novetto,  Wnsr.  . 3 26 9 61 
20.3 Kane,  Toronto  .  . 3 

24 

10 58 19.3 
Eoton,  Woterloo 3 22 9 53 

17.7 Lockhart,  Tor.  . 3 19 

13 51 

17.0 
Horner,  Wdsr.  , 3 17 9 43 14.3 
Crowe,  Weslern 

3 

19 42 

14.0 
Rourke,  Waterloo, 3 13 16 42 

14.0 Burch,  Guelph  .  . 20 10 50 12.5 
Woloshyn,  Tor.  . 3 15 7 37 12.3 

Smith,  McMoster 

19 

7 45 
1 1 .3 Pando,  Wolerloo 3 9 16 34 1 1.3 

DEFENDING  CHAMPIONS 

Seven  quit  Carabins  after  coach  fired 
By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
Seven  members  of  the  de- 

fending Queen's  Cup  cham- pion Montreal  Carabins 
have  quit  the  team  follow- 

ing dismissal  of  their  coach, Dr.  Yvan  Dion. 
Dion  was  released  follow- 

ing an  exhibition  game 
against  Boston  College,  in 
vv  h  i  e  h  Dion  reportedly 
punched  the  referee. 
When  Dion  was  dismiss- 

ed, seven  members  of  the 
team  left  in  his  support. 
They  were  defenceman 
Jean-Jacques  Granger  and 
Denis  Tressider  and  for- 

wards Ghislain  Delage, 
Jacques  Ruelland,  Jacques 
Carpentier,  Noel  Lirette  and 
Jean-Pierre  Simard. 

Granger  and  Deiage  were 
Senior  Intercollegiate  Hock- 

ey League  all-stars  last  sea- 
son and  Delage  is  currently 

the  team's  leading  scorer. Claude  Chapleau,  former 
assistant  coach  and  one 
time  player  with  Carabins, 
is  now  head  coach  and  sev- 

eral plavers  have  been  pro 
moled  from  the  junior  var 
sitv  team. 

In  other  SIHL  develop- 
ments, Gord  Cunningham 

has  moved  into  third  place 
in    league    scoring  behind 

Pood,  Queen' Murdoch,  Woterloc Hospodor,  Western Passi,  Toronto  . Clork,  Western 
Spoor,  McMoster Stroud,  Toronto Jerry  Lawless  or  Waterloo,    outour,  Lovoi 

Warriors  and  Larry  Jones    ftJJ^JV.  Tor- Of  Queen's.  Deloge,  Montreal Mcrvyn,  Waterloo Vondal,  Loval     .  . Smith,  Waterloo Bobcock,  Western Tait,  Qi 

6    5    8  13 

HOCKEY  STANDINGS 
Woterloo Western 
Toronto 
Queen's  . 
Guelph 

39  25 38  22 37  21 30  35 26  25 
30  41 18  30 

Cunningham  picked  up 
eight  points  in  two  games 
last  week  on  four  goals  and 
four  assists.  Cunningham's scoring  splurge  can  be 
partially  attributed  to  his 
move  to  a  new  line  with 
Ward  Passi  and  Murray 
Stroud. 
When  Steve  Monteith  re- 

turned he  moved  into  Cun- 
ningham's spot  alongside his  brother  Henry  and  Paul 

Laurent.  This  line  was  to 
be  Blues'  first  unit,  but 
the  Passi-  Cunningham- 
Stroud  line  received  an  un- 

expected 25  scoring  points 
last  week. 

Besides  Cunningham's  to- tals, Murray  Stroud,  who 
centres  the  Bonus  Line,  had 
one  goal  and  seven  assists 
and  left  winger  Passi  had    Thursday — Guelph  at  wotcrioo <        _  |   *•   Friday — Montreal  ot  McMoster four  goals  and  rive  assists.  mcgim  ot  Totonto 

The  trio  have  passed  Hen 
ry  Monleith  and  Paul  Lau 
rent  as  Toronto's  top  scor- ers and  all  three  are  among 
the  SIHL's  top  ten. LEFTOVERS:  Blues  play 
two  games  this  weekend. 
McGiH  is  at  Varsity  Arena 
Friday  night  and  Blues 
meet  Western  in  London 
the  next  night. 

SCORING  LEADERS 
GP   G  A    Pts.  PIM 

LAST  WEEK'S  RESULTS Toronto  7  ot  McMoster  5 Western  6  at  McGill  4 
Queen's  3  at  Toronto  10 Woterloo  4  at  Lovol  2 
Western  5  ot  Queen's  2 Waterloo  6  at  Montreol  4 McMoster  5  at  Guelph  3 FUTURE  GAMES 
Wednesdoy — Western  at  McMosle< Loval  at  McGill 

Saturday — Toronto  ot  Western 
McGill  ot  Queen's Montreol  at  Woterloo 

Windsor 

GORD  CUNNINGHAM 
Lawless,  Waterloo 
lone*.  Queen's Cunningham,  Tor, H  i  nc  k  *,  McMastc  r 
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3  0  339  160 2     I     202  168 Wateroo    3    2     1     222  197 Toronto  3     2     1     230  216 McMoster  4     I     3    265  284 
Guelph  4    0    4     146  397 

LAST  WEEK'S  RESULTS Waterloo  80  at  Toronto  79 McMoster  90  at  Guelph  37 McMoster  50  ot  Western  53 FUTURE  GAMES 
Wednesday— Western  at  Windsor Guelph  ot  Toronto Waterloo  at  McMoster Friday — Toronto  at  Guelph Saturday — Windsor  at  Waterloo EASTERN  DIVISION OPENING  GAMES 
Fridoy — Lavol  ot  McGill 
Soturday — McGill  ot  Queen's Laval  at  Montreal 

NOLAN  KANE 
Blues'  high  scoring  forward 

from  the 

cheap  seats 

by  howie  fluxgold varsity  sports  editor 

SOME  BENEFIT  MAY  COME  FROM  ITALY'  CONFUSION 

Something  good  may  yet  come  out  of  the  confusion 
and  consternation  caused  by  the  Ontario-Quebec  Athletic 
Association's  decision  not  to  have  any  of  its  hockey  teams 
apply  to  go  to  the  World  Student  Games  in  Turin,  Italy. 

Warren  Stevens,  U  of  T's  Director  of  Athletics,  was 
one  of  those  opposed  to  the  venture  at  the  meeting  of  the 
OQAA  athletic  directors.  Yet  the  Athletic  Directorate  at 

U  of  T,  composed  of  students  and  faculty  members,  unanim- 
ously approved  the  venture. 

The  Students'  Administrative  Council  has  passed  a 
motion  which  seeks  to  clarify  the  Directorate's  function. 

The  question  now  is,  does  the  Athletic  Director  have 
to  abide  by  the  decisions  of  the  Directorate?  If  he  is  not 
bound  by  its  decisions,  what  exactly  is  the  position  of  the 
Directorate  in  the  athletic  policy  making  process? 

There  is  also  some  confusion  with  regard  to  the  exact 
decision  of  the  Directorate  in  this  matter.  It  was  caused 
mainly  by  the  lack  of  procedural  formality  within  this 
body.  No  minutes  ot  the  meetings  (held  behind  closed 
doors)  are  distributed  to  members  of  the  Directorate  and 
motions  once  passed  are  apparently  not  binding.  ■ 

Theoretically,  the  Directorate  serves  a  purpose  which 
is  indispensable,  however,  as  it  operates  at  present,  it  is 
difficult  to  understand  what  purpose  it  serves. 

LEFTOVERS:  Veteran  Larry  Ferguson  of  Queen's,  a 
second-.team  basketball  all-star  each  of  the  past  three  sea- 
suns,  has  decided  not  to  play  this  year.  Retirement  of  Fer- 

guson leaves  Toronto's  Jim  Holowachuk  as  the  only  member 
of  last  year's  all-star  team  now  active  in  the  SIBL. 
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SAYS  NOT  ENOUGH  STUDENT  AID 
By  DIANE  ROSENBERG 

It  is  unfortunate  that  one  of  the 
wealthiest  countries  in  the  world 
offers  so  little  support  for  its  stu- 

dents, Robin  Ross,  registrar  and  di- 
rector of  student  services,  said  yes- 

terday in  a  lecture  on  university 
pressures. 
He  stated  that  although  the 

Bladen  Report  would  be  an  improve- 
ment over  our  present  financial  si- 

tuation, he  was  dissatisfied  with  the 
present  loan  system.  He  suggested 
that  the  "state"  should  provide  free 
access  to  higher  education  for  ca- 

pable students,  thereby  removing  the 
financial  pressures  now  imposed  on 
students. 
Mr.  Ross  also  discussed  general 

academic  pressures. 
The  increased  importance  placed 

on  higher  education  by  parents, 
teachers  and  society  creates  frustra- 

tions and  pressures  for  students 
entering  university,  he  said.  For 
many  are  now  at  university  who 
shouldn't  be  there.  Moreover,  there 

are  many  more  students  entering 
the  new  intellectual  environment  at 
university  for  which  there  is  no 
background  at  home.  He  said  these 
students  feel  inferior,  resentful  and isolated. 
The  growing  emphasis  on  post- 

graduate work  results  in  more  pres- 
sure on  marks  obtained  at  the  un- 

dergraduate level. 
Mr.  Ross  went  on  to  discuss  per- 

sonal pressures  developed  by  the 
student  himself. 
A  student  must  decide  what 

course  he  is  going  to  take,  whether 
he  is  going  to  conform  or  become  an 
eccentric.  A  student  sets  self-ap- 

pointed goals  and  failure  to  meet 
these  goals  creates  pressures  for him. 

Mr.  Ross  said  more  research  into 
university  pressures  is  needed  be- fore an  answer  to  the  problem  can 
be  found.  He  suggested  that  some  of 
the  competition  at  university  might 
be  eliminated,  so  that  students  can 
fulfill  their  intellectual  capacity. 

-photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
ROBIN  ROSS 

Praises  "first  step" 
By  ANDREW  SZENDE 

President  Claude  Bissell  expressed 
qualified  approval  of  the  announce-, 
ment  by  the  federal  government  yes- 

terday that  per  capita  operating 
grants  to  the  universities  would  be 
ncreased  from  $2  to  $5  next  acade- 

mic year. 
This  is  a  first  step,"  he  said  and 

a  very  good  one."  But  he  indicated that  he  would  like  to  see  several 
other  steps-  taken  in  a  hurry. 

The  question  of  capital  grants  is 
still  untouched,"  he  said.  "The  need in  that  area  is  of  an  emergency  na- 

ture, if  we  are  to  keep  to  our  plans 
for  expansion,  particularly  in  the 

graduate  school." Dr.  Bissell  would  also  like  to  see 
a  further  increase  in  the  per  capita 
grants.  (The  Bladen  report  recom- mended the  per  capita  grants  be  rais- 

ed $3  this  year  and  another  $1  next 

year). He  suggested  that  an  arrangement should  be  made  so  that  financial  aid 
could  not  be  reduced  under  any  cir- cumstances. 

Prime  Minister  Pearson  made  the 
announcement  of  the  incre  a  s  e  d 
grants  in  the  House  of  Commons 
yesterday.  The  increase  means  the 

federal  spending  on  per  capita  uni- 
versity grants  will  rise  from  $40  mil- lion to  $100  million  annually. 

A  federal  -  provincial  conference will  be  called  in  a  few  months  to 
work  out  the  details.  The  grants  will 
be  administered,  Mr.  Pearson  said, 
through  the  Association  of  Univer- 

sities and  Colleges  in  Canada  (AU- 

CC). 

The  increase  is  in  line  with  the 
recommendations  of  the  Bladen 
commission  on  the  financing  of 
higher  education  and  with  the  recent 
report  of  the  Economic  Council  of 
Canada,  which  recommended  that 
education  be  made  a  high  priority 

item. 
In  making  the  announcement,  Mr. 

Pearson  said  he  hoped  the  increase 
will  be  "a  constructive  setp  forward 
in  making  an  adequate  contribution 

to  education." Dr.  Bissel  said  the  increase  means 
the  province  will  now  be  in  a  posi- 

tion to  support  all  the  legitimate 
demands  of  the  universities. 

But  he  did  not  think  it  was  a  ra- 
dical departure  from  the  past.  "This is  no  essential  change  in  the  relative 

position  of  the  various  financial 
sources  for  budgeting,"  he  said. 

Quebec  students  back  at  school 

MONTREAL  —  Some  27,000  strik- 
ing Quebec  technical  and  trade 

school  students,  on  strike  since  last 
Monday,  returned  to  classes  yester- 

day. They  reached  a  settlement  with Quebec  Education  Minister  Paul 
Gerin-Lajoie. 

The  strike  had  been  called  by  la 

Federation  des  Etudiants  de  l'En- seignement  Specialise  du  Quebec 
(FEESQ)  to  protest  a  four-week  ex- tension to  the  academic  year  in 
technical  and  trade  schools  imposed 
by  the  department  of  education. 

The  settlement  guarantees  that  the 
old  schedule  will  be  brought  back. 
The  department  of  education  will 

establish  a  board  of  enquiry,  with 
two  members  of  (he  department  and 
two  student  representatives. 

The  board  will  study  the  financial 
position  of  technical  students  and  is to  submit  a  report  at  the  end  of 
March. 
The  students'  main  opposition  to the  extension  of  the  school  year  was 

that  it  would  reduce  the  earning 
power  of  summer  work.  Technical school  students  do  not  pay  any  tui- 

tion fees,  but  can  only  obtain  an 
average  $100  from  loans  and  bur- 

saries to  supplement  summer  in- come for  room  and  board  during  Hie academic  year. 

CO-ED  GIRLIE  CALENDARS  SEIZED:  ACADIA
  MAY  TAKE  LEGAL  ACTION _        .  „ .  .u.  hnvp  heen  "a  little 

WOLFVILLE,  N.S.  (CUP) — The  Acadia  Univer- 
sity students'  council  may  take  legal  action  over 

a  co-ed  calendar  impounded  by  university  autho- rities. „     ,  , 
At  an  emergency  meeting  Monday,  the  council 

voted  unanimously  to  engage  local  counsel  to  de- 
termine whether  or  not  it  could  "legally  force" 

the  return  of  the  calendars  to  the  students'  union. The  calendars  were  published  by  The  Athe- 
naeum,  student  newspaper  at  Acadia,  and  the 
student  public  relations  office. 
The  confiscation,  termed  "irregular  and  un- 

warranted" by  students'  union  president  John 

Noble,  was  undertaken  by  university  provost  Dr. 
E.S  Hansen  early  last  week.  Copies  of  the  ca- lendar are  under  lock  and  key  at  the  provost  s residence. 

Dr  Hansen  said  the  calendars  were  "in  poor taste  or  tasteless.  They  give  me  the  impression  of 

a  few  tearouts  from  a  girlie  magazine." 
Students  who  already  obtained  copies  of  the 

calendar  were  forced  to  hand  them  over  to  then- residence  deans. 
Various  facultv  members  at  Acadia  have  joined 

in  criticism  of  the  administration's  action,  one 

statin"  that  the  move  could  have  been  "a  little more  adult."  The  calendars  were  approved  by 
The  Athenaeum's  faculty  consultant  before  they 
went  on  sale. 

The  Athenaeum  itself  ran  into  publication  dif- ficulties. 

Printers  of  the  newspaper  refused  to  let  staff 
members  distribute  the  issue  -  which  contained 
a  photo,  news  story  and  lead  editorial  about  the calendar  seizure  -  until  it  could  be  deeded 
whether  or  not  the  company  was  liable,  lire 

newspaper  was  released  a  few  hours  later. 



The  Varsity  advertising  deadline  is  5  p.m.,  three 

days  prior  to  the  date  of  publication. 

J.  S.  BACH 

CANTATA  190 
SING  TO  THE  LORD  A  GLAD  NEW  SONG 

by 

Victoria  College  Chapel  Choir 
with  orchestra 

TUESDAY  JANUARY  25  —  8  P.M. 
VICTORIA  COLLEGE  CHAPEL 

ADMISSION  FREE 

EATON  MEMORIAL  CHURCH 
UNIVERSITY  CLUB 
Former  convict  ALVIN  GREEN  speaks  on 

"PENAL  ABUSES  AND  REFORM' Sun.  Jan.  23 8:30   p.m.   Reception  Room 

TRINITY 

UNITED  CHURCH 
427  Bloor  W.  at  Walmer  Rd. 

REV.  J.  ROBERT  WATT, 
B.A.,  B.D.,  Minister 

1  a.m. 
"GET  WITH  IT" 

7:30  p.m. 
"ON  BEING  READY" 6:30  p.m. 
Trinity  Young  Adults 

Students  Welcome  ot 
ALL  SERVICES  in  Trinity 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 

(2  Blocks  North  ot  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  stop  East  ot  Yongc  on  Bloor  cor) 
MINISTER: 

REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  M.A. 
11  A.M.;  THE  MODE  OF  THE  MATURE 

o  sermon  dealing  with  Ihe  style  of  life  in  "TECHNOPOLIS" and    reloling    to    the    evening  series. 
7:30  P.M.:  SEARCHLIGHT  SEMINAR  (3) 

"THE  SECULAR  CITY  -  ITS  STYLE" A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 

300  Bloor  St.  West 
MINISTERS: 
The  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E.  M.  Howse Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 
1 1 .00  o.m. 
Our  Second  Occupation 

DR.  JOHN  SHORT 
7.30  p.m. 

Ecumenical  gathering  to  be 
held  in  St.  Paul's  Anglicon Church  (Bloor  &  Jarvis  Sts.) 

SUPPORT  PROTEST 
JOIN  OPPOSE 

WHAT  ARE  YOU  SUPPOSED  TO  DO? 
Hear 

DR.  HERBERT  S.  MEKEEL 
of  First  Presbyterian  Church,  Schenectady  N.Y. 

"SECURITY  DF  NON  -  COMMITMENT Saturday  8  p.m. New  College  Dining  Rooi 

Walmer  Road 

Baptist  Church (1  block  North  and  West  of Spadina  and  Bloor) WELCOMES  STUDENTS 
Sunday,  1 1  o.m. "Where  the  Wind  Blows'.! 
7  p.m.    "O,  To  Bo  Freel" 8:15  p.m.  "Talk  Bock"  -  Young 
Young  People's  Groups  - Mondoy  8  p.m.       Fridoy  8  p.m. 

The  Pliyer's  Jacket  fashioned  by  BANTAMAC  In  Terylcne*.  a  Gel-Gil  fibre. 

Come  on  over  to  smoothness 

with  no  letdown  in  taste  1 

Come  on  over  to 

New! 

Player's Kings 
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Says  South  Africa  evolving 

a  classical  caste  society 

By  DONNI  BOHNEN 
South  Africa  is  moving  toward  a  classical  caste  society, 

and  it  may  lead  to  the  downfall  of  the  country,  Dr.  W.  P. 
Carstens  of  the  Anthropology  Department  told  the  Graduate 
Students  Union  Wednesday. 

Prof.  Carstens  said  the  evolution  of  a  caste  society  re- 
presents and  effort  to  preserve  South  Africa's  political  and economic  structure. 

Dr.  Carstens,  who  has  taught  at  Cape  Town,  South 
Africa,  said  the  categories  of  South  Africans  are  determined 
at  birth — European,  native  or  colored.  The  categories  de- termine social  position. 

He  said  social  barriers  are  replacing  color  barriers  as 
the  standard  for  segregation,  although  the  two  usually 
coincide.  The  problem  of  segregation  is  often  dealt  with  in 
terms  of  conflicting  "nationalisms"  rather  than  races. 

Segregation,  he  said,  is  justified  in  Africa  on  moral 
grounds  just  as  it  is  in  the  caste  society  of  India.  The  lines 
are  clearly  drawn  in  areas  of  religion,  labor  and  education. 

Today,  10  a.m.  -  12.30  pjn. 
All  participants  in  the  Conference  on  the  Canadian  In- dian must  register  this  morning;  the  advance  registration 

meeting  reserves  a  place.  Rhodes  Room,  Trinity  College. 

Today,  12  noon — 6  p.m. Exhibition  of  Magic  Realist  paintings  by  Alex  Colville. 
Ladies  2-5  p.m.  Hart  House  Art  Gallery. 
Today,  1  p.m. 

Liberal  Club  meeting  on  Cooperative  Federalism  for 
Public  Affairs  Forum.  Room  1086,  Sid  Smith. 
Today  1-3  p.m. 

Staff  pictures  being  taken.  Torontonensis  Office. 
Today  1.10  pan. 

Those  interested  in  reforming  the  National  Conservative 
Party's  Constitution.  Rm  2116  Sid  Smith. 
Today,  6:40  p.m. All  members  of  U  of  T  United  Nations  club  who  are 
helping  at  UN  Model  Assembly  please  meet  at  Hart  House Great  Hall. 
Today  7:30  p.m. 

Polish  Students  Club  skating  party.  (New  City  Hall). 
Dance  afterwards  at  206  Beverley  St. 
Today  8  p.m. 

Estonian  University  Students  Association  discussion — 
Should  EUT  form  an  alumni?  Followed  by  a  dance.  Sakala House  28  Earl  St. 
Today,  9:30  pjn. 

Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox — campus  coffe  house.  Folk- 
singing,  R  &  B,  poetry.  Admission  free.  (Easy  riders  will 
appear  Feb.  4  &  5.)  44  St.  George  St. 
Sat.  2-5  p.m. 

Paintings  by  Alex  Colville— magic  realist.  Ladies  Wel- 
come. Hart  House  Art  Gallery. 

Sat.  7:30  pan. 
"Africa  Night"  African  Play  "The  Lion  &  the  Jewel", Fashion  Show;  arts  and  crafts  exhibition  &  a  dance  after- 

wards. OCE,  371  Bloor  St.  West. 
Sat.  9  pjn. 

Curling—Graduate  students  contact  GSU  Fri.  Jan.  21 
for  details.  Terrace  Curling  Rink. 
Saturday  and  Sunday: 

Those  who  are  interested  in  spending  this  weekend  at 
the  Outing  Club  Ski  Cabin  near  Collingwood,  are  asked  to 
phone  Bob  Monrad.  BE  3-0274.  Non-members  are  welcome. 
Sun.  2-5  p.m. 

Last  day  to  see  magic  realist  paintings  by  Alex  Colville. 
Ladies  welcome.  Hart  House  Art  Gallery. 
Sun.  8:15  p.m. 

General  meeting  of  United  Nations  Club  New  College, room  77. 
Sun.  8:30  p.m. 

Animal  Dance  with  St.  Mike's  "The  Complete  Works" 75«  person.  Newman  Centre.  89  St.  George  St. 
Hillel  lecture— "Conscience  and  the  Jewish  Religious Situation".  Speaker  Dr.  M.  Wyschogrod.  Park  Plaza  Hotel. University  Club— Former  convict  Alvin  Gunn  talks  on Penal  Abuses  and  Reform.  Refreshments.  Eaton  Memorial Church  Reception  Room.  230  St.  Clair  Ave  W 



professor  says: 

Christ  never  claimed  to  be  Messiah 

By  ESTHER  FREY 

Jesus  Christ  never  claimed  to  be  the  Jew- 
ish Messiah,  and  didn't  think  of  himself  as 

the  "son  of  man,"  Professor  T.  A.  Burkhill 
of  the  University  of  Alberta  (Edmonton) 
said  in  Wycliffe  College  yesterday. 

Dr.  Burkhill,  a  philosophy  professor  and 
critic  of  the  New  Testament,  was  speaking 
on  The  Quest  for  the  Historical  Jesus  in  the 
light  of  modern  research.  His  speech  was 
sponsored  by  the  U  of  T  Graduate  School  of Theological  Studies. 

He  said  Mark's  gospel  was  the  most  re- liable basis  for  a  scientific  biography  of 
Jesus.  Since  1900,  he  said,  it  has  been  gen- 

erally held  by  private  scholars  that  Mark 
was  the  main  source  for  the  gospels  of  Mat- 

thew and  Luke.  Roman  Catholics  contended 
that  Mark  was  an  abbreviation  of  Matthew 
but  recent  French  theologians  have  been 

persuaded  that  Mark  was  written  first,  he 
said. 

Dr.  Burkhill  said  that  any  serious  study 
of  the  life  of  Christ  involves  a  study  of  the 
motivations  of  the  Gospel  writers.  They 
wanted  to  describe  Jesus  as  the  Messiah  and 
blame  the  Jews  for  his  crucifixion.  Since 
concept  of  a  crucified  Messiah  was  offensive, 
Dr.  Burkhill  said  the  evangelists  needed  to 
give  an  "explanation  of  the  tragic  happen- 

ing." 

He  believes  that  Mark's  gospel  was  writ- ten backwards,  with  the  end  in  view  as  he 
wrote.  More  interest  was  shown  in  the  death 
of  Christ  than  in  his  life,  Dr.  Burkhill  said. 
He  indicated  that  the  gospels  exemplify 

no  line  of  motivation  or  particular  form  of 
theology.  He  pointed  out  that  there  is, therefore,  a  wide  variety  of  opinions  about 
the  New  Testament  portrayal  of  the  life  of 
the  historical  Jesus. 

HART  HOUSE  % 
TODAY  JLu 

LAST  DAY  FOR  ENTRIES  FOR  UNIVERSITY  ART  SHOW. 
APPLICATIONS  TO  BE  HANDED  IN  TO  UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE  BY  5  P.M. 

U  of  T  ANNUAL  TABLE  TENNIS  TOURNAMENT 10:00  a.m.  Saturdoy,  January  22  Lower  Gym 
25c  Entry  forms  available  at  the  Hall  Porter's  desk. All  members  of  Hart  House  welcome. 

ALEX  COLVILLE's  "MAGIC  REALISM" In  the  Art  Gallery  closes  Sunday  at  5  p.m. 

Expo  '67  wants  amateur  entertainment Expo  '67  is  beating  the Toronto  bush  for  amateur 
groups  to  perform  in  next 
year's  Montreal  World  Fair. 

Glay  Sperling,  director  of 
Expo's  Youth  Pavilion, wants  to  fill  five  bandsbells 
scattered  around  the  exhibi- 

tion site  with  amateur  talent 
during  the  exhibition's  183 day  run. 

The  Hart  House  Glee  Club 
is  already  scheduled  to  per- form. 

Mr.  Sperling  is  interested 
in  three  classifications  — 
instrumental,  choir  and 
dance  groups. 

Three  hundred  groups  are 
required  to  fill  the  program. 
So  far,  125  have  applied. 

Interested  people  are  in- vited to  send  in  their  tapes, 
pictures  and  press  clippings 
for  consideration. 

Mr.  Sperling  emphasized 
that  the  committee  judging 
applications  was  "not  tough about  their  selections. 

"We  don't  expect  profes- 
sional performances,  al- 

though we're  being  surpris- ed by  the  quality  of  some 
of  the  groups,"  he  said. Amateur  companies  living 
around  Montreal  are  limit- 

ed to  performing  on  two 
separate  days. 

Groups  coming  from  far- 
r 

ther  away  will  be  asked  to 
perform  up  to  four  conse- cutive days. 

GLAY  SPERLING 

YOU  CAN  STILL  APPLY 

There  are  still  several  vacancies  for  the  Trinity  College 
Conference  on  the  Canadian  Indian,  which  starts  today. 

Participating  in  the  conference  will  be  Omer  Peters, 
president  of  the  Union  of  Ontario  Indians,  Duke  RedDird 
rice-president  of  the  National  Indian  Youth  Council  and 
Man  Borovoy,  of  the  Ontario  Human  Rights  Committee. 

Registration  takes  place  this  morning  in  the  Rhodes Room  of  Trinity  College. 

Three  engineers  win  Athlone 
 grants 

Three  U  of  T  engineering 
students  have  been  award- 

ed Athlone  fellowships,  al- 
lowing tbem  to  continue 

their  studies  in  the  United 
Kingdom. 

Barry  Hyndman  (IV  AP 
SC),  Douglas  Macdonald  (IV APSC)  and  Don  Monro 
(SGS)  have  been  chosen  to receive  three  of  the  41 
Athlone  Fellowships  award- 

ed to  young  Canadian  engin- 
eers each  year  by  the  Brit- 

ish government. 
The  fellowship  covers  the 

cost  of  return  fare  to  Bri- 
tain, tuitidn  and  other  fees, 

and  a  living  allowance  of 
about  $2,000. 
Hyndman  intends  to  spend 

two  years  doing  research  in 
bio-medical  electronics,  and 
Macdonald  hopes  to  do  an 
MA  in  chemical  engineering. 
Monro,  conductor  of  the 
LGMB,  hopes  to  get  his  Ph 
D.  in  automatic  control. 

-photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
Athlone  winners  Doug  MacDonald  (left),  Barry  Hyndman 
(right)  and  Don  Monro  (bottom,  arrow). 

HART  HOUSE  ORCHESTRA 
8.30  p.m.  Sundoy,  January  23      Great  Hall conducted  by  BOYD  NEEL Suite  for  Strings  Thomas  Arne 
Divertimento  for  Strings   Keith  Bissell 
Dies  Natalis  Gerald  Finzie 

Vocalist:  Margaret  Rowan 
Divertimento  for  Strings  Bartok 

Admission  at  the  door  —  Students  $1.25.  Others  $2.50 

1.10  p.m. TOPIC: NOON  HOUR  DEBATE 
Tuesday,  January  25 Music  Room 

House  demands  an  Explanation". 

HILLEL 
MAJOR  LECTURES 

Sunday,  January  23,  8:30  p.m..  Park  Plaza  Hotel 
DR.  MICHAEL  WYSCHOGROD 

Associate  Professor  of  Philosophy,  City  College,  New  York on 

"CONSCIENCE  AND  THE 

JEWISH  RELIGIOUS  SITUATION" Dr.  Wyschogrod's  Second  Lecture 
Monday,  January  24,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 on 

"Law  And  Revelation  In  Judaism" 

THIRD  SERIES  CONCERT 

by  the 
Hart  House  Orchestra 

Suite  tot  String.    Thomas  Arnc 
Divertimento  for  Strings    *•'■»  Bi!seM 

Dies  Notolis    G"'U  F,'™i0 
Vocal  Soloist    Margaret  Rowan 
Divertimento  for  Strings   Bort°k 

Sun.,  Jan.  23  -  8:30  p.m.  -  Great  Hall 
HART  HOUSE 

CONDUCTED  BY    BOYD  NEEL 

Thomas  Arne  is  Thomas  Arne.  Keith  Bissell  is  our  President's brother  Gerald  Finzie  is  great  (as  is  Margaret  Rowan).  Bartok 
is  too'  Series  tickets  ore  still  available  at  $2.00.  Ladies  welcome. 

KNOX  COLLEGE  CHAPEL 

WORSHIP  SCR  vice 

Sunday,  January  23,  11  a.m. Conducted  by 

DR.  J.  S.  GLEN,  Ph.d.,  D.D. 
THE  PUBLIC  IS  CORDIALLY  INVITEO  

U.  C  PLAYERS'  GUILD
 

presents 
PIRANDELLO'S 

THE  MAN  WITH  THE  FLOWER  IN 

HIS  MOUTH 
AND 

CHEKHOV'S 
THE  HARMFULNESS  OF  TOBACCO

 
FRIDAY,  Jan.  21 1:15  FREE 
CARWWGHT  HALL  -  ST.  HILDA'S M>E\<ONSmREN^CE__ 
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ho  hum 

The  Varsity,  in  one  of  its  cynical  moments  last  fall, 
suggested  that  the  proposed  student  centre  was  getting  the 
runaround  from  the  U  of  T  administration. 

Friends  of  both  SAC  and  the  administration  lept  to 
the  defence  at  that  time,  saying  that  all  was  well  and  that 
the  centre  would  soon  begin  to  be  plonned  (if  not  actually 
built). 

For  some  obscure  reason  this  has  not  yet  taken  place. 
Does  anybody  care? 
A  few  people  on  SAC  do,  but  at  this  lote  date  it  seems 

they  will  have  little  success  in  having  plans  for  the  student 
centre  ready  this  year. 

Better  luck  next  year,  one  supposes,  although  that 
phrase  seems  to  have  been  used  last  year — or  was  it  the 
year  before? 

how  to  scare  a  government 
The  federal  government  yesterday  decided  to  raise 

the  per  capita  grant  to  universities  for  next  year  to  $5. 
Deon  Vincent  W.  Bladen  of  U  of  T,  an  arch-villain 

to  many  university  radicals  because  he  suggested  they 
continue  to  pay  tuition  fees,  had  recommended  an  increase 
to  $6  per  capita. 

Student  radicals  will  now  quote  Dean  Bladen  as  an 
authority  when  they  criticize  the  federal  government.  This 
may  give  some  small  satisfaction  to  the  Dean  but  it  prob- 

ably won't  scare  the  government. 
On  National  Student  Day  the  federal  government saw  how  strongly  university  students  were  devoted  to  the 

cause  of  universal  accessibility.  After  such  an  outpouring of  fervor  and  conviction  the  government  can  hardly  be expected  to  take  much  action. 
We  should  now  prepare  for  another  year  of  criticism and  alarm  about  the  future  of  universities. 
Perhaps  there  might  even  be  another  march. 
But  will  anybody  come? 

radio,  again 
The  U  of  T  Radio  Committee,  the  subject  of  much controversy  lost  fall,  has  yet  to  resume  broadcasting  this 

A-u-  TuS  'S  Very  far  from  ̂ '"9  their  f°ulf.  because  of 
d, faculties  encountered  by  the  committee  n  finding  a location  from  which  to  broadcast.  8 
thk  °[thlSe  Problems  SAC  should  largely  ignore 
To   the  „p  *he"  consideri"9  ̂ e  financial  allotment tor  the  next  year  s  committee    II  „(  t 

Edilor 
Monoging  Editor Review  Editor News  Editor City  Editor Assistant  City  Editor Contributing  Editor SAC  Editor Sports  Editor 
Associate  Sports  Editor Canadian  University  Press 
Photography  Editor Advertising  Sales Advertising  Assistant Printer 
Editorial  Office Sports  Office Moil  Subscriptions 

Dovid  Jockel Donna  Mason Arthur  Zeldin 
Larry  Greenspon Andrew  Szende Paul  Carson 
Volkmar  Rlchter Leslie  Gory 
Howie  Fluxgold Rich  Pyne 
Jacques  de  Montigny Lyn  Owen John  Shore J.  Vincent  Kelly 
Corol  Cooper  923-8171 Doisons  Press  Limited 

wi:  tiTf  J  - WA- 3-8742 
5S  A  Year 

»tu*„is  councll  „,  odminis,rati0I,  of  univ(,,ti 

Everybody  was  tired  and  Iioddv  In*.  ..lAk.  i- 
.o.ornl  editors  o„d  c.-ditor.  'h'od  the"  wo.  .  ?..  °'">°™,"  thol w=s  not  initiated  into  the  ,o„  0  FVM&*  J|,„ SViTf  ,L""°  •"•»'  »•«  « by  o  romp,  ex-edit.,.  Kothy  Cole  mi«ed  ,h?  .7  u  1. *~"°d  ""•"'"I  door. Jul.  Donni  Bohnen  »o,  opolo.etfe  »7lk  R„.,  Ji  A  """"J.  ̂ "'I"'  »°»h- Weinstrek  .«  on.ioui    Aurtin  Monh.il  .    .. .0o""3'>  »ere  helpful.  J„. in3,  Phil  Binole.  »„  7  ''         "«■«"«,  Jerry  Frccdmon  »„  iti£L 
didn't.  Re,  Lc-hk,  did.  MI«ta."w.,nV'«£l3 C^w"""  C'",""'',-  Suo  A<"°" were.  And  thonk,  to  Hi.  Arthur  tar  Jli.  '  ""<••  0""»"  l»« 
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other  voices 
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TIME'S  'MAN  OF  THE  YEAR'  ISN'T By  BILL  WRYE Time  magazine  has  seen  fit  to  name General  William  Childs  Westmoreland  as 
their  man  of  the  year  for  1965.  They  could 
not  have  made  a  more  disgraceful  choice  if 
they  had  decided  on  any  one  of  a  thousand 
other  men. 
For  those  who  have  never  heard  of  the 

man,  Westmoreland  is  the  military  com- mander of  the  force  of  190,000  American 
"advisors"  now  fighting  in  the  South  -  east 
Asian  country  of  Viet  Nam. 

That  Westmoreland  has  done  a  good  job 
this  year  cannot  be  denied.  In  one  year,  the 
Americans  have  turned  the  tide  of  the  war 
from  loss  upon  loss  to  victory  upon  victory. 
Buf  upon  closer  examination,  even  this  is 

not  such  a  great  feat.  For  it  wasn't  until February  of  this  year  that  bombing  raids  on 
North  Viet  Nam  first  began  and  the  big 
build-up  of  ground  troops  didn't  take  place until  July.  It  was  then  and  only  then  that 
the  war  took  on  a  different  complexion. 

But  there  is  a  much  larger  reason  that 
the  choice  of  Westmoreland  as  "man  of  the 
year"  is  such  a  reprehensible  decision.  It  is 
the  question  of  what  constitutes  a  "man  of 

the  year"? 
Time  has  always  been  guilty  of  feeding  its 

readers  stories  that  sound  like  the  old  adage 
of  "my  country  right  or  wrong."  Such  is  the 

case  in  Viet  Nam.  But  isn't  it  somewhat revolting  to  see  a  supposedly  responsible 
magazine  glorifying  a  war  as  ugly  as  that 
in  Viet  Nam  by  choosing  the  commander  of 
one  of  the  military  forces  as  the  "man  of 

the  year." 

Surely  Westmoreland,  with  or  without  the 
military  capabilities,  must  fall  into  an  en- tirely lifferent  category  from  men  like 
Martin  Luther  King,  Pope  John  XXIII, 
John  F.  Kennedy,  Lyndon  Baines  Johnson, 
Nikita  Khrushchev,  or  even  the  Hungarian 
freedom  fighter. 

Into  this  category  of  men  of  peace,  great 
leaders,  and  great  revolutionaries,  now  falls 
the  name  of  William  Westmoreland.  His 
only  claim  to  fame  is  military,  a  man  of 
war. 

Perhaps  this  choice  will  be  a  repulsive 
one  to  the  American  populace.  But  the  mood 
south  of  our  border  would  probably  indicate 
the  opposite.  The  people  of  the  United  Sta- 

tes, land  of  the  free,  home  of  the  brave" will  likely  applaud  the  choice.  Only  those 
sane  minds  who  look  with  terror  on  any 
further  escalation  will  disapprove  of  the 
decision.  But  as  usual,  the  dissenters  will 
be  condemned  as  "Commie  sympathizers". 
It's  a  shame  that  liberty  has  taken  such  a 
turn  in  the  United  States. 

— reprinted  from  The  Ryersonian 

WHY  BOTHER  -  IT'S  OVER The  students'  council  at  this  brave  univer- 
sity has  chosen  January  27  as  the  date  on 

which  all  students  will  pay  the  $56  they 
have  been  withholding. 
Why  bother? Students  might  just  as  well  pay  their  $56 

on  January  17  as  the  board  has  ruled. 
They  might  as  well  because  they  have 

nothing  left  for  which  to  fight. 
Let's  face  it.  The  students'  council  has 

failed  in  its  mighty  fee  fight.  We,  as  stu- 
dents, have  failed  by  taking  council's  deci- sion with  meek  obedience. 

The  whole  campaign  is  ending  in  a  farce 
—  just  like  National  Student  Day  —  because the  council  has  backed  out.  It  has  declared 
January  27th  fee-paying  day.  And  by  so 
doing,  it  has  sold  the  students  to  the  public 
as  a  bunch  of  irresponsible  snitty  children. 

The  fee  fight  has  deteriorated  into  one  big 

giggle. 

So  let's  admit  it.  Pay  on  January  17  as 
usual. What  the  hell,  you  might  as  well. 

— reprinted  from  The  Martlet 
University  of  Victoria. 

letters  to  the  editor 

to  clarify  a  point Sir: 

I  feel  I  should  clarify  a  few  points  that 
appeared  in  the  recent  article  on  the  Blue 
and  White  Society  (The  Varsity,  Jan  14). 
The  article  stated  that  the  Homecoming 
Weekend  was  a  flop.  This  is  not  so.  The 
Float  Parade,  Football  game,  and  Homecom- 

ing Dance  were  the  best  in  years.  The  show 
was  at  least  an  artistic  success;  anyone  who 
was  there  could  testify  that  it  was  an  en- 

joyable evening. 
The  show  was  a  financial  failure,  for  many 

complex  reasons,  but  certainly  the  weekend 
as  a  whole  was  successful. 

Another,  and  much  more  grievous,  error 
concerns  the  statement  that  "...the  Stu- 

dents' Administrative  Council  granted  the 
Blue  and  White  $27,000." 

We  should  be  so  lucky!  The  only  money 
SAC  gives  us  is  to  cover  any  losses  we  may 
incur,  such  as  those  on  the  Homecoming 
Show.  Our  budget  is  such  that  we  are  sup- 

posed to  bring  in  enough  money  to  cover 
the  expenses  of  not  only  our  "social"  events, but  also  the  Blue  and  White  Band  and  the Cheerleaders. 

In  this  respect,  then,  we  are  a  "profit- 
making  . . .  organization",  and  this  is  why we  must  make  extra  money  on  such  things 
as  our  Ski  Weekend  to  Mt.  Orford. 

In  spite  of  these  corrections  I  would  like 
to  thank  The  Varsity  and  Miss  Law  for 
giving  the  students  some  insight  into  the 
problems  we  face  while  trying  to  do  our 

bit. 

Jim  Kenzie  (IV  APSC) 
Chairman,  Blue  and  White  Society. 

food  for  thought 
Sir: 

In  reference  to  the  article  (The  Varsity, 
Jan.  17),  concerning  the  latent  artsman  in 
the  engineer,  we  should  like  to  make  a  few 
suggestions: 
Upon  the  professor's  commencing  a  nine 

o'clock  lecture,  all  engineers  attending  could proceed  with  the  following  drill: 
•  remove  bright,  fluorescent,  china  bowls 

from  the  copious  inside  pockets  of  their sliderule  holsters, 
•  place  them  with  a  delicate  tinkle  upon the  desks, 

•  remove  spoon  (of  dubious  origin)  from back  pocket, 
•  remove  hip  flask  containing,  of  course, 

milk  or  cream  from  hip  pocket, 
•  open  large  economy  package  of  Rice 

Krispies  and  distribute  to  each  student, 
•  pour  liquid  in  unison, 
•  after  one  minute  of  silence  for  due 

aesthetic  appreciation  of  the  snap,  crackle. 

and  pop,  employ  spoons  and  enjoy  break- 
fast. 

For  a  noon  hour  class,  Loblaw's  has  a lovely,  crunchy  selection  of  potato  chips, corn  chips,  celery,  etc. 
For  classes  in  the  afternoon,  after  three 

o'clock  it  is  proper  in  many  circles  to  serve tea.  English  graduates  would  be  an  excellent 
source  of  advice  on  this  matter.  We  will 
merely  suggest  that  tea  biscuits,  when  deftly handled,  make  a  glorious  noise. 

At  other  times  during  the  day,  heads  of 
lettuce,  apples,  et  al.  are  suggested  as  con- 

ducive to  engineers'  health.  Spanish  onions, 
if  properly  consumed  and  accompanied  by 
appropriate  exhalations  of  satisfaction,  will 
be  breathlessly  appreciated  by  the  profes- 
sor. 

We  sincerely  hope  that  both  the  students 
and  professor  involved  in  this  matter  will 
take  note  of  this  letter  and  take  suitable 
steps  preceeding  each  class. 

Mary  Jane  McKelvey  (I  SMC) 
Helen  Aileen  Engs  (II  SMC) 

Muriel  Cassidy  (IV  SMC) 
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EDITOR LAYOUT ART MUSIC THEATRE JAZZ FEATURES BOOKS FILMS FOLKMUSIC ASSISTANT 

Arthur  Zeldin Donna  Moson Jeremy  Adamson Paul  Ennis Mark  Czarnecki Tom  Noylor 
Lyn  Owen Don  Crowe Hersh  Zeifman Volkmdr  Richter 
Michael  Wolsh FRIDAY,  JANUARY  21,  1966 

review 

The  vivacious  Mile  Gary  end  the  voluble  M.  Walsh  contributed  to  our total  environment  this  week,  tor  which  we  will  be  eternally  grateful. Actions  and  reactions  pouring  in  from  all  sides:  Deanna  wrote  for  the 
Review,  his  returned  ogoin,  vio  the  Review,  Adamson  excited  about Contemporary  Woman,  Riehtor  forgetting  about  The  Crimson  Ghost  in favor  of  the  President's  Movie.  One  of  the  loveliest  of  oil  contemporary 
women.  Snow,  Burton,  and  Coke  to  the  contrary,  is  one  Mile  Moson, who  received  roses  for  being  so  sweet,  so  supreme.  Neylor  hod  to  pass 
up  the  stereos  because  of  his  mono,  Ennis  come  in  and  soid,  as  usual, next  to  nothing,  but  that  was  appreciated,  because  Scctcr,  as  usual, 
■aid  next  to  everything.   And  everything  wos  pop.  With  stars.  Tronic. 
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SAT.,  JAN.  22nd,  9-  12  p.m. 
dance  with 

THE 

StoMp' I 

11 
WW THE  CREEPS!! 

ALUMNI  HALL,  VICTORIA  COLLEGE 
All  Freshmen  +  A.T.L.  Cord    25c 
Everyone  else  (yes,  Engineers  too)   75c 

Winter  Carnival  '66 1st  10  DAY  WINTER  CARNIVAL 
Skating  Party  at  Credit  River  —  Street  Dance  —  Film  Night  — 

B  &  W,  Society  Study  Night  —  Car  Rally  —  Folk  Mass  — 
Broomball  Game  —  Music  Night 

Winter  Carnival  Semi -Formal  Hart  House 
SATURDAY  FEBRUARY  12th,  »  P.M. 

CURLS  ARE  IN 
YOU  KNOW! 

Come  in  end  try  our  new 
Styles  and  Colors,  oil  Delicious- ly  Sot!  and  Bouncy. 

FACIALS  and  SKIN 
TREATMENTS 

Visit  our  Polydermo  Clinic  un- 
der the  Monogement  of  Grodu-      *  7vV ate  Beauticians. 

Discover  The 
Artistry  Of 

Botticelli 

Special  Prices  for 
U  of  T  Students 
Just  Bring  Your  SAC  Card 
Call  922-2151  "Roni" Daily  9  to  9  —  Sot.  8  to  6 

Saloni  di  bellezzo 

nlly  located  South  ol  Iho 
Loews  Uptown 

(Botticelli 

Seven  Fifty  Yonge  St.,  Toronto 
Ample  Municipal  Parking  directly  opposite 

Salons  of  beauty 

50%
  OF

F 

ON  ALL  DRESSES 

AT  THE 

WHERE  ELSE?  SHOP 

ALONG  THE  LANE  AT 

MR.  SMITH 

44  AVENUE  RD. 

DID  YOU  KNOW  MR.  SMITH  IS  ALSO 

HAVING  A  50%  OFF  SALE? 

BRITANNIA  ENCORE 

By  SID  USPRICH 

Alright,  so  nowadays  it's Rule  Britannia,  yeah-yeah- 
yeah!  And  the  laiest  drop- 

let in  the  vast  wave  of  Brit- ish culture  inundating  these 
shores  is  The  Cambridge 
Circus  .currently  splashing 
around  at  the  Dell  Tavern. 
Much  of  the  show's  mate- rial seems  familiar,  some- 

times because  the  skits  have 
in  fact  been  seen  in  this 
area  before  and  sometimes 
because  they  are  just  deriv- atives of  other  things. 
However,  we  could  enjoy 

again  the  familiar  or  delight 
for  the  first  time  in  what 
is  new,  if  only  the  material 
and  performances  warrant- ed it.  The  clowning  in  The 
Cambridge  Circus  does  not. 

Though  they  too  have their  bright  spots,  perhaps 
the  least  said  about  the 
players  the  better.  Joseph Maher  knows  how  to  use 
his  voice  well.  He  projects 
a  manic  air  in  a  semi-mono- 

logue on  desert  birds  and  in a  re-telling  of  the  Tower  of 
Babel  story  and  hilariously 
eats  a  banana  with  some wonderful  eye-popping. 

Close  behind  him  is  the 
rumple-visaged,  fluffy  hair- ed Colin  Hamilton.  Though 
a  bit  too  broad  at  times,  he 
too  seems  to  know  -what it's  all  about.  With  firmer, 
more  knowledgeable  direc- 

tion, they  both  could  be 
quite  good. Peter  Zorin,  who  also 

plays  piano,  is  a  handsome devil  somewhat  reminiscent 

Part  of  the  cost  from  The  Cambridge  Circus 

The  show  opens  with  the 
singing  of  a  "this  is  the  end of  the  show"  closing-type 
number  followed  by  a  pseu- 
do-explana  t  i  on  of  the 
changes  in  program  order. 
Coyly  cute  perhaps,  but  still alright. 
Then  comes  a  really  clev- 

er and  funny  working-out of  a  British  plan  to  raise 
money  by  selling  the  Queen 
("remember  how  much  we 
got  for  the  Duke  of  Wind- sor"). Fine,  really  promis- 
ing! 

But  it  is  unfulfilled.  The 
show  runs  downhill  there- 
after. 

There  are  a  few  skits  that 
very  nearly  succeed:  a  se- cret service  interview  with 
theatre  of  the  absurd  over- 

tones, a  rendering  of  the 
Bible  in  the  best  B.B.C. 
news  fashion  complete  with 
weather  forecast,  a  send-up of  a  British  trial,  the  odd 
other  one. 

of  Gardner  McKay  (if  you 
don't  remember  the  McKay, 
it's  probably  because  he wasn't  much  of  an  actor 
.either). 

The  poorest  of  the  lot  is Steven  Bernstein  whose 
light  voice  is  further  trav- estied by  his  excessive  use of  a  falsetto. 

Completing  the  quintet  is 
long-haired  Marion  Gray, 
straight  out  of  Mary  Quant's, 
you  know,  girlish,  short- dressed  —  the  whole  Mod 
scene.  She  is  versatile  and 
shows  flashes,  but  mostly 

just  goes  through  the  mo- tions. 
Director  ( and  writer ) 

John  Cleese  shows  no  ap- 
preciation of  the  finesse  01 

subtlety  required,  allowing 
his  cast  to  overplay  wildly 
Naturally  there  have  to  be 
things  that  succeed  in  any 
revue,  but  here  they  are  too 
few  to  make  a  successful 
evening's  entertainment. 

WEEKEND  PLAY  FESTIVAL 
The  University  of  Toronto  Drama  Committee  is  pre- 

senting a  Regional  Festival  of  One-Act  Plays  in  Hart  House 
Theathe  on  Friday,  January  21  and  Saturday,  January  22, 
at  8.30  p.m.  The  adjudicator  is  Robert  Christie  and  the  win- 

ning play  will  compete  in  the  Canadian  Universities  Drama 
Festival.  Tickets  are  51.00  and  are  available  at  the  Hart 
House  Box  Office,  the  SAC  Office,  and  from  UTDC  repre- sentatives. 

The  plays  on  Friday  night  are  Something  to  Do  by  Ro- bert Fotherghill,  The  Old  Jew  by  Murray  Schisgal,  and  The 
Tiger  also  by  Murray  Schisgal  and  presented  by  New  College, 

On  Saturday  night  the  programme  consists  of  No  Exit 
by  Jean  Paul  Sartre,  The  Harmfulness  of  Tobacco  by  Anton Chekov,  and  a  presentation  by  Innis  College  of  Eugene lonesco's  The  Chairs. 

2  review 



thieves'  carnival 

Lacks  finesse pretty  slender 

By  DAVID  PAPE 
The  Thieves'  Carnival,  a  comedy  by  the  French  play- 

wright, Jean  Anouilh,  demands  absolute  finesse.  This, however,  was  not  achieved  in  the  production  staged  by  the 
Vic  drama  society  at  the  Colonnade. 

The  players  have  tried  to  substitute  revue  technique 
for  dramatic  substance.  They  are  nonetheless  dealing  with 
theatre  which  is  comic,  not  with  vaudeville.  The  actors' concentration  on  their  roles  often  lapsed  when  they  tried 
to  take  their  funny  lines  out  of  the  play  and  tell  jokes  to the  audience. 

Instead  of  an  ever-increasing  sense  of  the  absurdity  of 
the  comedy  made  believable  by  sincere  acting,  instead  of 
this  delicately  mounting  delight,  one  was  let  in  on  a  series 
of  disconnected  jokes.  It  is  essential  that  Anouilh's  text  be skimmed  lightly,  not  milked  for  all  it  is  worth. 

The  creation  of  a  very  definite  reality  of  atmosphere 
and  social  relationships  is  also  necessary  to  the  effectiv- 

eness of  the  play.  Only  by  heeding  this  immediacy  of  the 
actual  can  the  disruption  of  the  actual  be  accepted.  Too 
many  scenes  sought  to  establish  their  own  atmosphere instead  of  continuing  to  develop  that  which  had  already 
been  created. 

The  Colonnade  theatre  is  itself  a  problem.  Unavoidably 
prolonged  entrances  and  stumbling  exits  slow  down  the 
brisk,  easy  pacing  that  such  a  play  needs. 

The  play  is  lacking  in  unified  tone  and  pacing.  This 
was  unfortunate,  since  without  this  wholeness  of  the 
vehicle,  the  poignancy  which  we  expect  behind  Anouilh's humor  was  only  incongruous  when  it  appeared. 

The  Thieves'  Carnival  is  a  harlequinade  accompanied  by 
a  clarinet  which  serves  as  chorus.  Situation:  three  pick- 

pockets who  are  constantly  in  one  guise  or  another,  are 
taken  in  by  the  bored  Lady  Hurf,  become  enamoured  of 
her  lovely  daughters,  and  unwittingly  compete  for  their 
favors  with  the  fortune  hunting  duo  of  Dupont-Dufort, 
pere  et  fils.  In  this  royal  hunt  of  the  Hurf  wealth,  Anouilh 
treats  the  themes  of  love,  honesty  and  deceit,  ridicules 
social  conventions,  and  points  out  the  sadness  and  ennui 
of  pride. 

The  play  began  with  dreadful  sloppiness.  Actors  antr 
cipated  entrances  and  blew  their  lines,  but  it  picked  up 
in  Acts  Two  and  Three,  creating  some  rich,  though  short- 

lived humor.  Don  Sparling  was  outstanding,  faithful  to 
his  character  and  the  situation,  and  revealed  some  beauti- 

fully timed  humor.  Julian  Field  and  Chris  Sinton  as  the 
French  suitors  were  always  in  fine  burlesque  contrast  to 
the  English  Hurfs,  and  to  their  counterparts,  the  thieves. 
The  three  thieves,  Ron  Hindle,  Nick  Pashley,  and  especially 
the  cool,  practical  Howard  Cronis,  all  had  their  moments, 
and  some  of  the  best-run  scenes  of  the  play  were  in  their 

The  Hurf  sisters  were  emotionally  rather  flat;  Bonnie 

Malcolm,  as  their  mother,  became  more  aware  of  the  play's texture  as  she  went  along,  and  made  up  for  her  overly theatrical  opening  scenes.  . 
The  efficiency  of  the  production  reached  its  peak  m 

the  last  scene,  with  the  clarinetist  descending  like  a  deus 
ex  machina,  to  end  the  play  piping  a  happy  beard-changing 
dance  This  dance,  with  its  blend  of  outright  gaiety  and 
understated  humor  should  have  been  the  keynote,  not  just 
the  last  note  of  the  performance 

Anne  Bancroft  chars  with  a  telephone suicide-stopper. 

By  ARROL  TOPLITSKY 
The  Slender  Thread,  (Hollywood)  is  the 

type  of  movie  that  is  good,  but  could  have been  excellent. 
The  movie  has  everything  going  for  it— a 

fine  writer,  Sterling  Silliphant  of  Naked  City 
fame.  The  music  by  Quincy  Jones  is  dynamic, 
throbbing,  and  powerful  . . .  like  a  pulsebeat. 

The  acting  is  very  good  and  the  camera  work 
is  imaginative  and  sensitive.  But  by  neglect- ing a  cardinal  rule  of  movie  making,  namely, 
smooth  transitions  between  scenes,  the 
movie  became  choppy,  and  inconsistent. 

Sidney  Poitier  plays  a  part-time  volunteer at  Crisis  Clinic,  a  centre  where  people  on  the 
verge  of  suicide  can  call  up  and  talk  about 
their  problem  to  a  psychiatrist.  Poitier  re- 

ceives a  call  from  Anne  Bancroft  who  tells 
him  she  has  taken  barbiturates,  "because  I 
had  nothing  else  to  do".  For  the  rest  of  the movie  Bancroft  tells  Poitier  why  she  has 
attempted  suicide.  This  is  done  through 
flashbacks.  (The  reason  for  the  suicide:  her 
son  is  not  her  husband's.) There  are  many  tension-packed  scenes, 
showing  for  instance  the  complex  operations 
that  go  on  when  Bell  telephone  traces  a  call, 
and  how  a  modern  computer-equipped  police 
department  functions  during  an  attempted 
suicide.  They,  plus  the  dialogue  scenes  be- tween Poitier  and  Bancroft  are  taut  and 
immediate,  but  the  transitions  between them  and  the  flashbacks  are  clumsily  done. 
The  effect  is  that  whenever  tension  is  cre- ated in  a  scene,  it  is  quickly  obliterated  by 
a  flashback  that  frustrates  the  viwer. 
Anne  Bancroft,  playing  with  a  terrifying 

realism,  is  totally  believable.  Sidney  Poitier, 
as  her  listener,  has  a  gift  role  handed  to 
him.  However,  he  tends  to  overplay  his  part 
occasionally  and  is  not  as  effective  as  Miss Bancroft. 

What  ho!  It's  UNCL
E 

A  WELL-OILED  RATTLE 

FOR  BUMBLING  PERCY 
By  MARILYN  BEKER 

Battle  of  A  Simple  Man  is  well  oiled.  Slick  as  a  sloth's scalp,  the  Charles  Dyer  play  is  a  polished,  charming  work now  at  the  Poor  Alex. 
An  Oakville  Player's  Production,  the  play  is  about 

Percival,  a  bumbling  mill  worker  from  Manchester  who  is 
dragged  into  the  home  of  a  prostitute. 

Percival  is  43  and  still  a  virgin.  Roy  Hughes  who  port 
rays  him  is  excellent.  He  is  at  once  endearing  and  ridicul- 

ous Percival  is  a  man  bored  with  the  eight  o'clock  buzzer 
and  afraid  of  lust  and  London.  Hughes  displays  his  am- 

bivalence admirably  and  prefectly  complements  Julia  Martin 
who  plays  Cyrenne,  the  red-headed  siren. 

Miss  Martin  is  scintillating.  She  is  exciting,  pathetic, 
childlike  and  sophisticated.  When  she  lies  it  is  with  flair. 
When  she  vamps  it  is  with  verve.  She  even  manages  to  be 
sexy  and  demure  at  the  same  time  and  this  is  particularly 
difficult  in  a  plunging  neckline  and  fast  clinch. 

Alan  Martin,  who  plays  the  part  of  Ricard,  Cyrenne  s 
brother  was  a  strong-arm  adequate. 

The  laughter  in  the  play  is  infectious.  Both  performers 
establish  a  real  rapport  with  the  audience.  Watching  the 
play  is  like  inadvertently  coming  in  on  a  family  squabble 
and  being  dragged  into  it. 

The  production  is  performed  by  an  amateur  group  but 
one  would  never  know  it.  The  direction  is  flawless.  The 
scenery  is  just  drab  enough  but  hidden  among  it  are  those 
flashy  touches  (an  orange  flowered  bedspread)  that  remind us  where  we  are. 

By  MARILYN  BEKER 

If  you  wear  blinkers,  never  watch  T.V. 
and  go  to  bed  early  you  might  enjoy  the 
fantastic  double  bill  now  at  the  Leow's  Up- town. 

Spy  With  My  Face  and  To  Trap  a  Spy  are 
two  great  old  Man  From  Uncle  shows  (yes 
the  T.V.  programme)  rerun  again  but  on  a 
bigger  screen  (presumably  so  that  you  can 
get  a  thrill  seeing  Illya  enlarged  30  times) 
and  with  extra  sexy  tid-bits  thrown  in. 

Spy  With  My  Face  is  the  old  show  about 
the  THRUSH  agent  who  gets  plastic  sur- 

gery so  he  can  look  just  like  delectable  Solo. 
To  review  the  show  would  be  terribly  anti- climatic.  It  was  as  enjoyable  as  is  any 

UNCLE  show  on  first  running  . . .  and  that  s 
a  lot  of  good. 

The  second  feature.  To  Trap  A  Spy  is  the 
first  and  introductory  show  of  the  UNCLh 
series  and  shows  Vaughn  with  an  old  hair 
style  and  McCallum  with  a  bit  part. 

Solo  is  the  poor  man's  James  Bond.  His 
blonds  are  never  blond  enough,  his  cigaret- 

tes not  specially  made,  his  clothes  not  quite 
newer  than  new,  his  car  too  conservative. 
Besides,  he  almost  always  needs  help  to 
set  out  of  a  difficult  situation. 

In  spite  of  these  flaws  Solo  is  fun  and 
classy.  He  does  everything  with  flair.  He 
kisses  women.  He  even  has  friends.  He  is 

more  human  than  Bond  and  less  exposed. 
For  these  reasons,  perhaps  his  shows  arc- not  as  tedious  as  the  multiple  Bond  babies 
flooding  the  cinematic  scene. 

Illya:  "Come  closer,  darling,  and  I  will 
examine  you  for  secret  THRUSH  marks. 

A  four-way  feud  in  Super  Toh
osiope 

By  MICHAEL  WALSH 

The  Downtown  Theatre's  Perpetual  Pop 
Film  Festival  has  drawn  its  best  entrant 
thus  far  this  year.  Buffs  may  wait  a  long 
while  to  see  another  to  rival  Ghidrah,  Ine 
Three  Headed  Monster. 
Much  in  the  manner  of  the  Hollywood 

horrors  of  the  early  forties,  in  which  all  ot 

Transylvania's  hideous  habitants  would  con- vene for  a  dungeon  warming,  Ghidrah 

gathers  the  slime  of  Japan's  unnatural  won- ders. 
The  citizenry,  by  now  wise  in  the  ways 

of  the  Great  Ones,  employ  a  practiced  eva- 
cuation drill  as  the  earth-born  Godzilla,  Ro- 

dan  and  Mothra  marshall  their  forces 
against  the  triple  nasty  invader  from  space. 

Highlight  of  the  epic  is  the  summit  con- ference between  the  native  dinosaurs.  Mo- 

thra, an  engaging  grub  with  a  social  con- science, mediates,  imploring  his  cohorts  to 
save  the  world  from  the  indiscriminately destructive  tourist. 

Godzilla,  looking  very  much  like  the  sort 
of  lizard  who  would  bang  his  shoe  on  the 
table  is  reluctant,  preferring  his  combat 
with  the  haughtv  Rodan.  Their  deliberations 
are  cut  short  by  the  untimely  arnval  of  the Three  Headed  One. 

Using  their  unparallelled  table-top  techni- 
ques, Toho  Productions  create  a  world  where 

man  is  an  ineffectual  observer  and  the  rep- 
tiles resolve  their  conflicts  in  the  rubble  ot 

his  inconsequential  works. 
Ghidrah  is  such  a  work. 



NOW  THRU  JAN.  29  m 
hit  revival  in  London  last  season) 

Mary  Savidge  in 

ray  fever 
a  comedy  by  Noel  Coward 

Special  student  tickets  ovoiloble  at  SAC  Office  $1.50 

First  Time  in  North  America 

International 

Drama  Festival 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

JANUARY  25-29  1966  -  8  P.M. 
Plays  from:  North  America,  Japan, 

Poland,  Nigeria,  India 
Tickels  availoble  from  SAC,  ISC  (45  Willcocks  St.) 

Students  $1.00  Series  Pass  $2.00 
Information  928-2564. 

Drama  for  internationalists 

w.  r.  s. 
is  accepting  applications  for  the 

CANADIAN  TRAVEL  AND  EDUCATIONAL  SEMINARS 
►Opportunity  to  see  Eastern  or  Western  Canada. 
►-Trip  is  for  three  weeks — End  of  May  —  beginning of  June. 
►All  expenses  paid 

GET  YOUR  APPLICATION  FORM  NOW 
AT  THE  S.A.C.  OFFICE 
FOR  FURTHER  INFORMATION: 

GEORGE  MJKLES  BIRO,  W.U.S.  chairman 
532-7162 

DEADLINE  JAN.  24     9  A.M. 

THE  CANADIAN  FORCES 
There  are  many  openings  available  to 
graduates  in  Arts,  Commerce,  or  Business Administration 

A  Canadian  Forces  career  Counsellor  will visit  the  campus  on 

JANUARY  25  to  INTERVIEW 

All  final  year  undergraduates  considering commissioned  service  in  the  Canadian  Forces 
On  Land  —  At  Sea  —  In  the  Air 

Officers  of  the  Canadian  Forces  enjoy  the  life 
Some  Advantages: 
—  many  branches  available 
—  storting  salaries  $5200  to  $6100  per  annum —  managerial  responsibility  and  job  diversification —  outstanding  pension  plan —  free  medical  and  dental  care —  opportunity  for  travel 
—  four  weeks  annual  holiday  with  full  salary —  short  service  or  permanent  commissions  available. 
Appointments  may  be  made  through  the 
Placement  Office  —  581  Spadina  Ave. 

By  DEANNA  KAMIEL The  revolt  in  Nigeria  will  be  brought 
closer  to  the  U  of  T  campus  next  week  with 
the  opening  Tuesday  of  the  International 
Drama  Festival's  "The  Lion  and  the  Jewel" 
by  Nigerian  rebel-p  lay  write  Wole  Soyinka. 
One  of  five  plays  to  be  featured  in  the 

SAC-sponsored  Festival,  produced  by  U  of 
T's  overseas  students,  it  is  a  comedy,  satir- 

izing the  struggle  between  old  and  new- wave  ideas  in  Africa. 

Mrozek,  a  member  of  the  country's  militant literary  avant-gifrde  movement,  pokes  fun 
at  political  systems,  including  his  own  Com- 

munist, in  "At  Sea",  a  cynical  spoof  about three  starving  men  on  a  raft  who  choose 
methodically  which  of  their  fellows  to  eat. 
Focussing  on  American  campus  life,  the 

American  play,  Eugen#  O'Neill's  "Abortions" deals  with  a  young  girl  knocked  up  by  a 
college  student. 
Produced  by  Naveen  Parekh,  a  graduate 

A  scene  from  the  Japanese  Kabuki  play  "Momiji-gari"  (Apple  Viewing)  a  form  of  Noh drama,  which  performed  at  International  Drama  Festivals  in  Venice  in  1954  and  Paris 
in  1957.  Next  week,  U  of  T  overseas  students  present  their  own  International  Drama 
Festival,  featuring  the  Japanese  play  "Lice",  and  four  others  from  Poland,  India,  Nigeria and  United  States. 

An  active  supporter  of  the  rebellion  be- 
fore its  outbreak,  Soyinka,  32,  has  been  in 

jail  for  three  months  after  forcing  Nigeria's Prime  Minister  at  gunpoint  read  on  radio  a 
pre-written  speech  (by  Soyinka).  Following 
this,  he  gave  himself  up  to  police. 
The  Festival,  sponsored  by  SAC's  Inter- national Student  Relations  Committee,  will 

run  four  other  internatonal  plays,  in  English, 
which  hail  from  India,  Japan,  Poland  and North  America. 
The  Indian  play,  "Post  Office",  written 

about  40  years  ago  by  Nobel  Prize  winning 
poet  Rabindranath  Tagore,  views  life  sym- 

bolically through  the  eyes  of  a  dying  child. 
Featured  in  "Lice",  a  Japanese  satire  on brave  Samurais  forced  to  utilize  lice,  will 

be  a  five-minute  duel  with  actual,  unprotect- ed, samurai  swords. 
Young  Polish  dramatist,  S 1  a  w  o  r  m  i  r 

in  Business  Administration,  from  the  Uni- 
versity of  Chicago  with  amateur  theatre 

experience,  now  studying  French  at  U  of  T, 
the  Festival  has  a  cast  of  50  overseas  and Canadian  students. 
The  idea  for  the  Festival  arose  last  year, 

said  committee  chairman  Ashish  Sen,  a  Ph 
D  mathematics  student,  when  overseas  stu- 

dents decided  to  bring  to  the  campus  their 
various  customs  and  concepts. 

"And  what  better  method  is  there  than  a 
drama  festival,"  he  said,  "for  transmitting 
feelings  and  thoughts." Tickets  can  be  obtained  in  advance  up  to 
Jan..  24  at  Hart  House  Theatre,  the  SAC  office 
o  r  the  International  Student  Centre  45 
Willcocks  St.  (928-2564).  Only  Hart  House 
will  carry  them  after  Jan.  24.  Single  tickets 
are  $1  for  students,  $1.50  for  others  and 
subscription  tickets  are  $2  and  $3. 

FunfcLnM!  JhVS  a  SCfne  fr°m  "Bikini  Be0ch/'"  ™s  U  P0P  entertainment.  Annette Fun  cello  and  Frank.e  Avalon  star  in  "Bikini  Beach".   They  ore  also  pop.    Batman  and 

Festival  pyass  ll  "  "°W  ""'"P"  Z°K!!!  UC  —  Jon  21"22'  Super-value 

review 



record  reviews 

LOUD  AND  UNSUBTLE 

By  VOLMAR  RICHTER 
The  Paul  Buttertield  Blues 

Band  (Elektra  294). 
Lack  of  sublety  mars  this 

record.  Butterfield  and  the 
boys  on  these  11  cuts  are 
blasting  and  screaming  out 
for  all  they're  worth;  end- 

ing up  with  loud  but  not 
very  sensitive  blues. 

Still  it's  a  swinging  re- cord of  the  Chicago  blues 
genre.  Butterfield  has  as- similated much  of  what  he 
has  heard  from  the  R  &  B 
men  in  the  windy  city.  But 
don't  believe  it  when  some- 

body tries  to  tell  you  tha: 
everything  in  his  style  is 
original.  All  sorts  of  other 
people's  influences  can  be heard:  Little  Walter,  Mud- 

dy Waters  and  even  Elvis 
Presley. 

Butterfield  himself  has  a 
unique  way  of  playing  the 
mouth-harp.  He  plays  sin- 

gle notes  to  produce  a  sound 
that  is  almost  like  a  coronet 
or  a  saxophone.  His  tonal 
control  is  excellent  as  he 

marches  through  some  wild 
and  complicated  music  that 
would  do  justice  to  a  jazz man. 
He  has  also  surrounded 

himself  with  an  impressive 
crew  of  sidemen  playing  or- 

gan, drums,  base,  rhythm 

guitar  and  lead  guitar.  Mike 
Bloomfield's  work  on  the 
lead  guitar  often  threatens 
to  overshadow  the  leader. 
It's  a  harsh  and  brutal 
screaming  sound  that  pro- 

vides most  of  the  band's 
impact. 

the  world  of  pop 

The  Best  of  Herman's  Her- 
mits: (MGM  E-4315): 

Herman's  Hermits  were 
recently  voted  the  top  group 
of  '65  by  a  U.S.  organization, 
so  their  best  ought  to  be 
pretty  good.  It  is. 

All  their  recent  hits  are 

here,  from  "I'm  Into  Some- 
thing Good"  to  "Just  a  Little 

Bit  Better",  but  my  favor- ites have  to  be  the  old  mu 
sic  hall  hits,  especially  "Mrs. Brown  You've  Got  a  Lovely 
Daughter". They  can  handle  almost 
any  type  of  song,  from  the 
snarky  "Mother  -  in  -  Law' 
through  the  comic  "I'm 
Henry  VIII,  I  Am",  with  its extravagant  verbal  mugging, 
to  dreamy,  sad  ballads  like 
"The  End  of  the  World". One  of  the  most  swinging 
cuts  on  the  record  is  an  old 

Freddy  Cannon,  hit,  "Sea Cruise",  which  is  really  up- 
tempo. It  sounds  straight- forward and  simple  enough, 

but  try  singing  it.  It  can  be 
almost  as  bad  a  tongue- 
twister  as  "rubber  baby 
buggy  bumpers".  (Say  that 10  times  quickly.) 

Anyway,  the  basic  Hermit 
style  is  simple,  with  de-em- phasized accompaniments 
and  clear,  pleasant  harmo- 

nies. No  tricks.  It's  easy  to 
see  from  this  record  why 
this  group  was  voted  tops. Donna  Mason 

The  Supremes  at  the  Co- 
pa:  (Tamla-Motown  MO-636, Stereo  MOS-636). 

Popular  music  has  been 

pretty  much  a  man's  game for  many  years  now,  bul 

The  Supremes,  scheduled  to 
visit  Toronto  next  June,  pro- 

vide a  happy  exception  to this  rule. 
Three  very  attractive 

young  ladies,  they  manage 
to  generate  an  intense  feel- ing of  excitement  on  records as  well  as  on  stage. 

This  album,  recorded  on 
stage  at  the  Copacabana, 
provides  a  good  look  at  this 
group  doing  songs  ranging from  recent  pop  hits  like 
"Baby  Love"  and  "Stop!  In 
the  Name  of  Love"  to smoother,  more  traditional 
numbers  like  "Put  on  a 
Happy  Face".  And  they  do 
a  beautiful  job,  all  dreamy- 
Latin  and  samba  on  "The 
Bob  from  Ipanema". The  Supremes  have  a  real 
feeling  for  the  sense  of  a 
song,  and  in  the  slower  num- bers— "Make  Someone  Hap- 

py", for  instance  —  they 
really  demonstrate  their 
ability  to  evoke  a  mood. From  dream  to  swing,  this 
record  covers  the  gambit, 
and  shows  off  the  varied  ta- 

lents of  this  group.  They've even  included  their  parody 
of  Roger  Miller's  "Queen  of the  House"  which  also  made 

Roger  Miller,  and  all  facets 
of  his  intriguing  style  are  in 
evidence  on  this  album. 

All  his  big  hits  are  includ- 
ed, from  the  tongue-in-cheek 

"Dang  Me"  to  his  latest 
single,  "England  Swings", and-  it's  worth  noting  that 
they  topped  not  only  the 
popular  lists,  but  also  the Country  &  Western  polls. 

Roger's  voice  is  unusual, 
gum*:  I :  n .  i  <  - 

~TtT 

the  hit  parade  when  it  was 
released  as  a  single.  And 
don't  forget,  they'll  be  here 
in  June. 

Donna  Mason 
Roger  Miller:  Golden  Hits (Smash  27073): 
One  of  the  most  fascinat- 

ing recent  sounds  in  the music  industry  belongs  tr 

with  a  way-out  twang  and 
an  amazing  adaptability 
equally  suited  to  humorous 
drinking  songs  like  "Chug-a- Lug"  and  serious  ballad-type 
numbers  like  "One  Dying 
and  a  Burying"  and  "Engine Engine  No.  9".  And  then,  of 
course,  there's  his  marvel- lous evocation  of  the  life  of 
the  hobo,  "King  of  the 

Road". All  the  songs  on  this  re- 
cord are  original  Miller  com- 

positions, and  they  cover  a 
wide  range,  some  serious, 
some  frankly  tongue-in-cheek —  like  "You  Can't  Roller 

Skate  in  a  Buffalo  Herd", which,  has  to  be  one  of  the 
best  song  titles  of  the  year. 

Varied  though  the  song 
on  this  record  are  in  mood, 
they  share  one  thing — a  sing- 
along  infectious  beat,  large- 

ly provided  by  Roger  him- self on  guitar.  This  one  is 
a  must  for  Miller  addicts— and  for  people  who  like  fun music. 

Donna  Mason 

SUMMER 

OPPORTUNITIES 

IN  MARKETING 

Procter  &  Gamble  will  have  several  openings  in  its 
Advertising  Department  for  students  who  will  be 
completing  their  schooling  in  1967.  We  have  de- 

signed the  program  to  give  a  thorough  apprecia- 
tion of  marketing  management  as  carried  out  by 

the  Brand  Man.  Training  is  given  through  practical 
assignments  on  current  marketing  problems. 

Candidates  can  be  from  any  faculty  but  the  pro- 
gram should  be  of  particular  interest  to  those  in 

the  M.B.A.,  Commerce  &  Finance,  or  Economics 
courses.  The  salary  is  most  attractive. 

Pamphlets  describing  the  Advertising  Department 
are  available  at  the  University  Placement  Office. 

Interviews  will  be  held 

January  31  and  February  1 

PROCTER  &  GAMBLE 

things  gO 

better,! 

WWlth 

Coke 

Flin  the  disc— then  the  cap.  Take  time  out  for  the 

unmistakable  taste  of  ice-cold  Coca-Cola.  Lifts  your spirits,  boosts  your  energy 
Both  Coci  Col*  lid  Cofce ki  whkh  idtnlif,       »>•  V">*v0     CM»-Mi  Lid. 



PURE  FORM  AND  POETRY 

By  TED  FRASER 

;  In  the  Buttery,  the  Trini- ty College  art  committee 
has  succeeded  in  organizing 
one  of  the  best  exhibitions 
of  contemporary  art  that 
the  campus  has  seen  in 
many  years.  The  excellent 
timing  of  this  show  will 
provide  a  refreshing  con- trast to  the  multi  faceted 
"Pop  Festival"  at  UC  (his weekend.  There  is  no  show- 

manship in  this  art  display. 
The  people  concerned  with 
the  arranging  and  hanging 
of  the  pictures  decided, 
quite  rightly,  to  Jet  the  can- 

vases speak  for  themselves. 
And  that  they  do. 

Some  of  Toronto's  Jack 
Bush's  latest  work  is  re- 

presented here.  It  is  dif- ferent, and  almost  divorced 
from  his  highly  lyrical 
"thrust"  work  of  the  past 
which  contained  beautiful 
unfolding  areas  of  space 
that  were  on  the  verge  of 
being  penetrated  with  explo- sive force  by  a  hard,  fast 
and  slender  form. 
The  main  quality  of  his 

new  work,  that  places  him 
above  the  work  of  the  other 
two  artists  in  the  exhibition 
—  Ina  Meares  and  Jim  Gor- 
daneer  —  is  the  subtle  sim- 

plicity and  deep,  poetic  sen- sations underneath  the 
large     controlled  forms. 

These  new  paintings  are  not 
as  much  organic  as  poetic, 
nor  as  concerned  with  speed 
as  his  earlier  work.  They 
are  nearer  to  the  Hard  Edge 
school  and  its  areas  of  pure 
form  and  rigid  boundaries 
—  which  demonstrate  the 
effective  removal  of  all  en- 

crustations until  the  truth 
of  the  basic  structures  are 
laid  bare. 

Bush,  at  this  point,  seems 
to  be  halfway  between  his 

style  of  1961  "and  the  Hard Edge  school,  for  in  the  Tri- nity canvases  there  is  a 
greater  emotional  appeal 
and  atmosphere.  Again  there 
is  a  magnificent  subtlety  in 
the  handling  of  the  edges 

■ —  even  though  he  is  trying 
to  reduce  his  painting  to  a 
purer  level  of  awareness. 

Ina  Meares,  a  woman  who 
has  quite  an  imagination  in 
color  and  space,  succeeds 
with  a  limited  range  of  sub- 

ject and  materials  to  paint 
a  series  of  pictures  in  bril- 

liant color  and  spatial  ten- 
derness resembling  the 

world  of  a  mixed-up  tele- vision screen.  However  the 
colors,  in  all  their  depth, 
possess  a  very  human  quali- ty. 

Jim  Gordaneer  is  the  least 
successful  of  the  three.  He 
really  has  very  little  to  say. 
Although  painting  in  the 
Hard  Edge  manner,  he  has 
not  freed  himself  from  the 
painterly  aspect  of  earlier 
work.  There  is  a  basic  con- 

fusion in  the  forms.  They  do 
not  move  in  their  diverse 
actions  and  speeds,  they  do 
not  move  pleasingly  over 
the  surface  of  the  various 
canvases.  Basic  purity  of 
form  is  one  of  the  prerequi- 

sites of  this  style. 
If  you  are  going  to  at- 

tempt a  certain  preconceiv- 
ed objective,  the  approach 

must  be  slow  and  compre- 
hensive —  otherwise  the 

final  product  will  lack  one 
of  its  most  important  quali- 

ties —  truthfulness.  Al- 
though I  find  Gordaneer's painting  shoddy  in  basic 

design  and  technique,  the 
creative  force  is  present  and 
time  can  be  an  important 
agent  in  his  future  progress 
and  development. 

photos  by  Jack  new  man review 



art  feremy  adamson 

CONTEMPORARY  WOMEN  AT  UC 

By  JEREMY  ADAMSON 

"Sorry  Robin,  but  it's  the 
Law."  Right,  Batman,  Rob- 

in's crayon  sketch  of  Bat- 
woman  can't  be  classified  as 
19  Artists  Look  at  Contemp- 

orary   Woman.     It  just 

camera,  ya  jus'  turn  on  the switch  an'  walk  away.  It 
does  all  the  work."  If  that 
isn't  as  Camp  as  a  row  of 
tents  I  don't  know  what  is. 
Michael  Snow's  "Bikini" triptych  is  on  loan  from  the 

Isaac's   Gallery,   with  that 

Exposing  some  of  the  fascinating  facets  of  "Contempor- 
ary Woman"  are  Dennis  Burton's  "White  Trash"  (above), 

Michael  Snow's  "Bikini"  (below,  left)  and  Sunao  Urate's 
"The  Mersey  Beat  Look"  (below,  right). 

wouldn't  look  right  on  the 
walls  of  the  JCR.  Sorry,  but 

it  just  wouldn't. As  the  first  ice-breaker 
for  University  College's  Pop culture  festival  an  exhibi- 

tion of  seventeen  paintings 
depicting  "Contempora  r  y 
Woman"  opened  in  the  JCR 
on  Thursday.  If  s  an  uneven 
show  in  some  ways  but  all 
the  same  a  good  one.  Burt- 

on, Coughtry,  Curnoe,  Daig- neault,  Kurelek,  Lemieux, 
Markle,  Snow,  Town,  War- 

hol, Wieland  and  Wessel- 
man  are  represented  in  a 
healthy  cross-section  of 
aims,  techniques  and  styles. 
Andy  Warhol's  contribu- tion is  that  magnificent  silk 

screened  work  entitled 
"Silver  Liz"  and  is  easily  the 
most  sophisticated  in  the 
show  —  and  the  most  clas- 

sic "Pop"  example. 
Warhol  has  stopped  paint- 

ing recently  to  concentrate 
on  filming  his  own  "under- ground" movies.  Asked  by  a CBS  correspondent  why  he 
did  so,  the  flaxen  haired 
Pop  mogul  replied  with  his 
usual  perceptive  insight, 
"Well,  I  dunno.  It's  easier. 
There's  a  machine  in  the 

elusive  walking  woman, 
variously  clothed  walking  a- 
long  in  all  her  two  possible 
directions.  (Things  go  bet- 

One  of  the  more  humor- 
ous works  is  Joyce  Wie- 

land's  First  Integrated  Mo- 
vie with  a  Short  on  Sail- 
ing. This  is  an  incredible 

piece  in  her  time  sequence 
repertoire.  Which  did  the 
couple  enjoy  more,  I 
wonder,  the  film  or  the 
short  on  sailing? 

Robert  Markle's  "On  the 
Victory  Runway"  shows  us a  tough-minded  nakedness 
in  severe  theatrical  light. 
( Toronto's  own  Cupcakes Cassidy  it  is  not.) 

Harold  Town  is  represent- 
ed by  one  of  his  "Enigma" series  drawings.  This  partic- ular one  has  little  of  the 

sado-masochistic  feeling  of 
some  of  the  others  in  that 
series,  though  one  can  feel 
that  same  violence  in  a  re- 

pressed way. 
Two  paintings  that  stand 

out  self-consciously  are  Ku- 
relik's  "Chastity"  an  allegor- 

ical work  —  sacred  rath* 
than  profane  love  —  that reminds  me  somewhat  of 

Kahlil  Gibran,  and  Lemieux's "Nuit  d'ete"  showing  us  in- 
nocence herself  in  that  lone- 

ly abstract  space  that  all 
his  people  exist  in. 

In  the  Lit  office  an  Audio- 
Kinetic  "environment"  of Michael  Hayden  and  Ziggy 
Blazeje  glows  flourescently 
away  by  itself  accompanied 
by  an  electronic  tape.  It  is 

very  exciting  but  it's  too  bad 

/ 

ter  with  coke.)  Besides  this, 
there  is  a  new  stylistic  twist 
in  Snow's  work  —  a  "roll 

your  woman." At  the  end  of  the  room 
blocking  the  Eire  place  — 
or  perhaps  warming  the contemporary  hearth,  is 
Dennis  Burton's  "White Trash."  This  is  a  painterly 
piece  in  the  garter  belt 
series,  only  this  time  the 
legs  have  been  covered 
with  "stocking"  material 
(Wouldn't  a  Dow  go  good now?). 
Burton's  "Tomatoes, 

also  on  view,  has  been  de- 
scribed by  Arnold  Rock- 

man  as  "all  sorts  of  round 
forms  (breasts,  thighs,  but- 

tocks, and  tomatoes)  com- 
bined to  suggest  a  male  view 

of  woman  as  sexual  instru- 
ment." (Now,  ain't  those some  tomatoes?) 
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they  couldn't  have  painted 
part  of  the  walls  and  floor. The  same  neon  colors  are 
used  by  Greg  ("The  girls 
are  nice  in  London")  Cur- noe in-  his  untitled,  but 
nude,  work  in  the  JCR. 
The  whole  exhibition 

grafted  on  to  the  regular 
JCR  environment  —  not even  that  camp  furniture 
has  been  removed.  The  va- 

riety of  women  and  feelings 
toward  them  seen  in  the 
works  of  the  twelve  artists 
is  a  triumph  over  contemp- orary standardization.  They 
are  an  elusive  breed. 
Well  now  Robin,  ain't 

those  some  tomatoes? 
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By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 
My  love  affair  with  the  Kleenex  box  has  gone  on  for 

years.  I've  lost  count  of  the  number  of  times  I  have  sat  in sterile  bathrooms  devoid  of  all  reading  material,  gratefully fondling  that  beautiful  box  of  interlocking  blue  and  pin- stripe rectangles  with  the  interesting  slit  in  it,  muttering 
every  once  in  a  while,  "Marque  deposee."  When  Kimberley- Clark  introduced  the  hot  pink  and  white,  the  languid  green and  white,  and  the  torrid  yellow  and  white,  I  nearly  went out  of  my  mind. 

And  something  inside  me  melts  when  I  think  of  Life Magazine,  of  Look,  and  McCalls  and  The  Ladies  Home 
Journal:  those  glorious  pages,  so  cool  to  the  touch,  so  silky smooth  and  glossy,  so  aflame  with  a  riot  of  color.  Oh  Tide you  blue  and  orange,  you,  and,  you,  whispery  Dreft,  and  you Vel  of  the  mysterious  name,  I  love  you  all,  even  better  than Twenty  Mule  Team  Borax.  Every  time  I  see  you  on  those pages,  I  am  suffused  with  nostalgia,  remembering  happily those  quiet  afternoons  when  I  sat  with  my  mummy  and  my baby  sister,  listening  to  the  swish  of  those  pages  as  we said  to  the  little  one,  "Look  at  the  shoes  .  .  look  at  the doggie  ('art!  aril/  that's  right)  .  .  .  look  at  the  other  mum- my washing  the  dishes."  Even  now,  on  some  sunny  after- noons, I  can  be  overheard  to  hum,  "Super  Suds,  Super  Suds Super  Super  Super  Su-u-uds,"  or  "Bromoseltzerbromoselt- zer  "  (No  boy  who  hums  can  be  all  bad.) Esquire  I  devour  from  cover  to  cover,  going  in  order from  the  ads,  to  the  picture  stories,  to  (finally)  the  articles when  I  have  calmed  down  a  bit.  The  New  Yorker  ads  are part  of  my  fantasy  life;  the  one-column  print  I  sandwich  in when  I  get  the  chance.  My  tastes  have  broadened  as  I  have aged.  The  Smirnoff  ads  go  well  with  a  quiet  rye  (no  ice 
no  mix);  so  I  say  to  my  companions,  as  I  sit,  glass  in  hand' As  long  as  you're  up,  get  me  a  magazine." 

Yet  I  still  get  a  kick  out  of  Christmas— but  precisely because  it  is  so  commercial.  All  those  lights,  all  that  color and  fury,  all  those  displays:  hark  the  herald  angel  sines— MERCHANDISING.  The  brotherhood  of  huge  numberf  of people  readmg  the  same  ads  is  a  very  warming  thine  I mean  it.  b  6" 

beioH  ̂ mcttuSS      w-ho  is  Erown  up  and  become -behold-CONSUMER.  And  it  all  happened  rather  un- consciously.  I  must  say.  I  learned  to  rock  around  the  clock with  Bill  Hailey  and  The  Comets  (a  little  spastically,  but 
mr, L,pIeasur?><  as  1  later  'earned  to  frug  and  jerk (still  a  little  spastically)  to  The  Rolling  Stones.  I  learned to  buy  brand  names,  and  got  to  like  cars,  the  more  power- ful, the  better.  (October  is  a  good  month  for  magazines, because  all  the  new  car  ads  are  out.) 

But  while  I  grew  up  as  a  consumer,  easily,  something 
else  started  to  happen.  At  the  same  time  I  learned  to  jive, 
I  also  learned  to  waltz.  The  early  Elvis  sound  (Heartbreak 
Hotel— how  appropriate  to  the  disaster  which  was  shortly 
to  come)  struck  a  responsive  chord,  yet  at  the  same  time, 
I  was  working  my  way  through  Tchaikovsky  to  Bach.  I 
was  learning  culture,  being  familiarized  with  "the  best  that 
has  been  thought  and  said"  in  the  world — all  very  con- sciously, I  must  say. 

And  this  split  left  me  wide  open  to  what  was  to  be- 
come one  of  the  worst  periods  of  my  life  (which  is  just 

tailing  off,  by  the  way):  the  Holden  Caulfield  period.  From 
all  sides  I  was  being  fed  a  bag  of  image,  the  whole  damn world  was  a  phony,  and  I  ate  my  guts  out  about  it  plenty, I  assure  you.  All  those  pages  of  glossies,  nothing  but  empty 
images,  the  big  con,  buy  now  and  pay  for  the  rest  of  your life,  ach,  misericorde!  And  behind  everything  lurked  the evil  of  grey  corporationism,  flannel  suits  and  all.  Culture! that  was  the  only  refuge,  and  even  there  you  had  to  be careful  to  spot  the  phonies. 

Now  look  what's  happened.  All  those  things  I  had  care- fully begun  to  assign  to  my  "lower  self",  all  those  unworthy aspects  of  my  environment  (that  word!)  which,  as  an  edu- cated adult,  I  was  being  taught  to  avoid,  have  been  cata- pulted to  stage  front  and  are  now  known  as  (blare  of trumpets)  POP  CULTURE. 
Art  went  from  the  intellectual  and  emotional  subtleties 

of  abstract  expressionism  to  the  universal  recognizabilitv  of Pop.  Andy  Warhol  made  us  AWARE  of  Campbell  Soup  Tins (myself,  I  still  prefer  Kleenex  boxes)  and  turned  Elizabeth Taylor  respectable  simply  by  exalting  her  as  the  screen goddess  she  always  was.  Mondrian  came  off  the  wall  and onto  the  back. 
The  Boston  Pops  played  The  Beatles  (MBE),  and  The Swingle  Singers  boop-booped  Bach.  The  sounds  of  conven- tional instruments,  electronic  equipment,  everyday  speech and  oratory,  song,  dance,  and  the  plastic  and  visual  arts were  combined  into  happenings  based  on  the  principle  of 
randomness.  * The  best  things  on  television  became  the  commercials: 
'h'iomagn  re? ,effects  of  the  ̂   c,air°'  ad  in  slow motion,  filmed  with  loving  care,  the  wit  of  the  Rose  Brand pickles  ad   and  the  swing  of  most  cigarette  plugs.  The 

l   ,XC    S  ?Vhe  back  of  the  biS  ™&  look  exactly like  Michael  Snow's  Walking  Woman.  And  man,  it  is  cool, 

are  art'  ̂       rea"y  HIP'  *  y°U  knOW  that  supermarkets So  where  is  the  reality  in  all  this' 
»s  1  t0,T  °ne  think  °f  this  emergence  of  pop  culture 
withwS  !?'  something  "ke  (and  probably  connected with  the  expanding  attitudes  concerning  sexuality.  We  are finally  getting  to  the  stage  where  we  are  wiping  out  the concept  of  "the  lower  self"  and  where  we  begin  to  re- 
in°H?,H-  thtehVaIid"y  of  ,he  f"11  ra"ge  of  human  impulses, including  those  of  our  everyday  lives.  "I  know  what  I  like" 
r  L?Ze  rfspe?,table  cred°  than  it  ever  has  been  before; it  becomes  less  "dangerous"  as  the  level  of  mass  education uses.  And  there  is  no  doubt  that  the  mass  is  better  educated 

!heor;,  tyo^^r  <C°"™™cations 
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seeming  triviality,  its  ob- 
not  only  exalts  the  images 
probing  eye  at  them  and 

itire  in  Pop  Art,  much  per- 

aditional  barriers  between 
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common  life  and  the  "ivory  tower"  enclave  of  culture  have been  forced  down.  Culture  has  become,  as  they  say  in  the trade,  a  mixed  bag.  It  certainly  can't  hurt  if  some  of  the best  qualities  of  both  old-factions  rub  off  on  each  other. 
What  harm  does  it  do  a  Mondrian  painting  to  have  its  pat- tern transferred  to  a  dress?  Yet  many  women  look  a  hell of  a  lot  better  in  that  kind  of  thing  than  they  do  in  some frowzy  chintz.  And  on  the  other  hand,  some  of  Dylan's  stuff has  more  point,  in  the  best  sense,  than  a  lot  of  the  pseudo-e.e. cummings  scribblings  being  produced  today. And  a  good  number  of  our  more  intellectual  critics- some  of  the  names  writing  about  pop  culture  would  have startled  us  five  years  ago— have  begun  to  recognize  this. Of  course,  some  are  reluctant  to  shed  old  attitudes,  and interesting  things  happen.  Like  the  case  of  the  critic  who 
always  hated  rock-and-roll  (certainly  never  bothered  to distinguish  good  rock  from  bad),  but  is  now  crazy  about 
"the  New  Music,"  (folkrock,  and  some  of  the  other  sound melanges  now  going,  but  especially  Dylan.)  Nice  use  of capitals,  that.  Instant  Label.  Of  course,  the  pop  sound  is 
"new",  but  only  in  the  sense  that  it  is  a  mutation  of  a  num- ber of  combining  older  elements.  Does  our  man  really  think that  it  came  from  out  of  the  blue?  (The  blues  mavbe but  ) 

This  kind  of  critic  (there  are  quite  a  few  of  them,  and they  are  really  too  bright  to  be  pulling  this  kind  of  bit) almost  invariably  includes  in  his  piece  a  mention  of  Marshall 

what's-his-name,  and  one  or  two  succulent  phrases.  Mr.— what  IS  his  name? — is  concerned  to  explain  the  way  in which  our  massive  communications  systems  function.  Our critic  friends,  by  some  marvelous  alchemic  process,  use  him 
to  justify  their  new-found  interests.  These  people  had  better admit,  along  with  the  rest  of  us,  that  pop  culture  is  forcing open  the  sphinctres  of  our  responses. Admittedly,  it  becomes  harder  and  harder  to  know 
when  to  close  them.  But  this,  surely,  is  part  of  the  excite- ment of  the  process.  The  old  and  rigid  definitions  are  falling 
away;  and,  as  in  any  cultural  upheaval,  the  new  guidelines are  once  again  allowed  to  arise  from  the  event,  rather  than being  imposed  from  the  other  way  round. 

Ask  not  that  it  be  "good"  (whatever  that  means.)  but simply  that  it  be.  Its  existence  is  its  own  justification,  its force  inheres  in  what  it  has  to  say,  in  what  avenue  it  offers to  our  expanding  realization  of  the  "total  environment." This  is  not  as  anarchic  as  it  might  sound;  it  still  does  take force  and  craft  and  poetry  to  create  a  meaningful  event. And,  on  the  other  hand,  any  event  which  does  elicit  a  res- 
ponse is,  not  to  be  snobbish  about  the  whole  business, meaningful. 

For  these  reasons,  one  of  the  old-style  cultural  criteria which  has  become  most  obviously  irrelevant  is  the  classic, 
"Yes,  but  can  you  see  hanging  it  on  your  wall  and  living with  it  for  the  rest  of  your  life?"  For  one  thing,  some  of  the 
new  "environments"  and  constructions  being  built  for  the galleries,  works  of  art  demanding  the  interplay  of  many 
senses  at  once,  are  physically  and  economically  impossible 
to  recreate  in  the  home.  But  actually,  you  are  "hanging  it 
on  your  wall  and  living  with  it;"  the  only  way  to  "escape" 
pop  culture  is  to  leave  this  society  altogether. 

Oui  huge  urban  centres  are  filling  the  role  of  "home" 

more  than  our  houses  are.  To  say  that  culture  is  more  cen-  ' tralized  and  public  than  at  any  other  time  in  history  is  an understatement:  the  essence  of  pop  culture  is  its  mass-ness. 
And  this,  I  think,  is  pretty  much  of  a  good  thing.  In  the past  six  years,  American  society  has  made  a  tremendous 

shift  to  the  Left.  I  mean  this  in  two  different  ways.  First  of all,  a  greater  number  of  the  common  people,  the  mass,  is participating  in  the  mainstream  of  American  culture  than 
ever  before.  After  300  years,  the  idealistic  promises  of  Amer- 

ican democracy  are  becoming  realities  to  a  rapidly  growing 
portion  of  society;  pop  culture  is  a  very  democratizing  force. 
The  Kennedy  style  probably  had  a  good  deal  to  do  with  this: 
they  were  aristocrats,  but  they  were  young,  they  were  open 
to  new  things  and  had  the  common  touch,  they  made  water- 
skiing,  and  wearing  shifts,  and  reading  James  Bond  seem 
very  reasonable  indeed. 

But  more  specifically  is  the  fact  that  American  society 
has  shifted  to  include  within  itself  the  fringe  group,  the 
so-called  New  Left.  As  much  as  those  groups  may  argue, 
with  point,  that  they  are  being  excluded  from  the  political 
consensus  which  runs  the  "Great  Society,"  still,  the  tent- acles of  publicity  have  shunted  their  existence  squarely 
before  the  eyes  of  the  American  public.  Folk-rock,  with which  which  the  New  Left  has  long  had  close  associations, 
has  become  THE  thing,  and  with  it,  front  and  centre,  has 
come  has  life-style  of  dissent.  This  can't  hurt.  Man,  it  never 
happened  to  the  Beats.  And  Right-wing  fringes,  no  matter 
how  powerful  they  may  be,  are  still  nowhere  in  pop  culture. 

Similarly,  from  the  bottom  of  the  ladder,  have  come  the 
sounds  of  Negro  sub-culture.  Only  it's  not  so  sub  as  it  used 
to  be,  as  even  Negro  jazz  still  is.  It  can't  hurt.  I  mean,  how 
long  do  you  go  on  listening  and  dancing  to  their  music,  but 
refusing  to  live  beside  The  Supremes?  A  hundred  years  ago, 
Melville  and  Poe  and  Hawthorne  and  Twain  were  confront- 

ing, with  guilt,  images  of  black  vs.  white  which  plague 
American  society.  But  they  were,  and  still  are,  high-brow. 
Pop  culture  is  doing  it  openly,  and  on  a  wider  canvas.  It can't  hurt. 

I  recognize  the  many  fears  accompanying  this  onslaught 
of  mass,  or  pop  culture:  what  will  happen  to  individual 
identity,  individual  integrity?  Where  will  it  all  end?  Well, 
who  knows  for  sure?  Certainly  I  am  not  going  to  deny  that 
iife  in  contemporary  society  includes  its  fair  share  of  pain  and 
anxiety.  But  these  are  questions  for  another  mood.  For  the 
time  being,  I  am  rather  glad  of  the  exciting  things  happen- 

ing all  around,  rather  glad  of  being  asked  to  explore  all  the 
myriad  paths  of  our  world. 

(So  I  think  I'll  hop  over  to  UC  to  "participate"  in  the POP  CULTURE  FESTIVAL.  Everything  from  film  to  fashion; 
from  rock  to  electric,  from  Op  to  Pop.  A  chance  to  see  The 
Married  Woman  again  (yea!)  and  The  Crimson  Ghost  for 
the  first  time  (boool).  January  20-22,  all  over  UC.  $1. . 

I  thank  Miss  Gail  Dexter  for  being  the  stimulus  to  my 
writing  this  article  at  this  time.  Miss  Gail  Dexter  thanks 
me  for  the  publicity.  I  congratulate  Miss  Dexter  on  the 
beautiful  posters  and  super-value  passes.  They  are  worthy 
of  inclusion  within  the  Festival  itself.  Miss  Dexter  informs 
me  she  planned  it  that  way.  And  so  on.) 
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fire-eater  to  folk  singer U  of  T  ANNUAL  TABLE  TENUIS  TOURNAMENT 
10  A.M.  SATURDAY,  JAN.  22 
MAIN  GYM  —  HART  HOUSE 

Register  before  JAN.  22  with  —  HALL  PORTER,  HART  HOUSE Entry  fee  25c  —  ALL  MALE  STAFF  AND  STUDENTS  WELCOME 

CLASSIFIED 
WORKING  student  looking  for  girl  to shore  oportment  on  St.  George  St.  Coll 925-1362  otter  6  p.m. 
SPANISH  lessons  by  o  notive  Spaniard. Reasonable   rates.   Coll  787-6749. 
FOR  sale  5  string  long  neck,  steel reinforced.  Banjo  I  yeor  old  $80. 923-9033. 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT 

B.A. 

ROOM  in  private  home  for  rent,  furn- ished, includes  facilities  for  light  cook- ing College-Bathurst  area.  Coll.  WA. 2-9724. 

WARM  quiet  room  on  separate  floor, air  conditioned,  private  bathroom, private  home.  Avenue  Rd.  bus,  515.00 weekly.  Call  HU.  5-0282.  

HEY  HAL! 
SKATE 
FREE 
TONIGHT 
AFTER 
THE 
HOCKEY 
GAME 
VARSITY  ARENA 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
Let's  see  now,  it.  says  here 

that  David  Blue  was  for  a 
short  time  a  fire-eater  and 
an  escape  artist  in  a  travel- 

ling carnival.  It's  an  interest- ing fact  but  not  really  re- levant to  his  new  profession, 
that  of  folk-singer  and 
writer. 
Although,  I  suppose  it 

does  have  some  relevance 
in  that  it  represents  some- what the  rambling  man  mys- 

tique so  favored  in  Ameri- can folk-music  and  which 
Blue's  music  reflects  so strongly. 

Blue  is  appearing  at  the New  Gate  of  Cleve  through 
this  week  and  next  and  I 
think  he's  worth  catching. 
He  performs  in  blues  style 
with  strong  country  and 
western  style  with  elements of  blues  in  it. 

Blue  writes  his  own  songs 
and  displays  some  impres- 

sive power  as  well'  as  humor in  his  compositions.  He  can 
put  across  the  earthy  feel- 

ing of  blues  quite  well. 
His  voice  is  not  great,  but 

it  is  interesting,  sort  of  a 
deep  drawling  country  voice 
with  some  colorings  of  high- 

er tones  interjected. 

His  guitar  work  does  em- 
ploy strumming  much  of  the 

time,  but  in  a  fairly  com- 
plex way  with  some  fancy chord  work.  But  picking  on 

the  strings  is  much  in  evi- dence too. 
On  stage,  Blue  gives  a 

very  natural  impression  let- 
ting his  sense  of  humor,  run 

free.  In  his  singing,  he  un- 
fortunately tends  to  become 

boring  after  a  set  or  more. 
Blue's  real  name  is  Dave 

Cohen  and  he  worked  under 
that  billing  until  his  friend 
Eric  Andersen  gave  him  the 
nickname  Blue  right  in  the 
middle  of  a  performance. 

Under  Cohen,  he  recorded 
on  Elektra's  Singer-Song- writer Project  and  one  of 
the  Broadside  albums. 

GORD  LIGHTFOOT 

Gord  is  back  at  the  River- 
boat  these  two  weeks  and 
is  doing  a  fine  job. 

His  country  and  western- 

like voice  is  in  good  form, 
his  guitar  work  is  as  good 
as  usual.  The  chord  pro- 

gression on  Phil  Ochs' "Changes"  is  especially  note- 
worthy in  its  pleasing  sound. 

Gord's  got  himself  a  new 
bass  player  and  a  good  one 
at  that.  But  Gord  himself 
still  comes  across  as  a  very 
contrived  personality  on 
stage.  More  awkwardness than  warmth  and  humor  is 
coming  from  his  stage. 
Each  time  he  appears, 

Gord  seems  to  have  at  least 
one  new  song,  and  this  en- 

gagement's new  one  is  one 
I  especially  like.  It's  a  long 

one  after  the  style  of  an 

old  ballad  entitled  "The Sinking  of  the  Yarmouth 

Castle." 

Gord  will  be  appearing  at 
this  year's  Winter  Carnival 
along  with  Rich  Little  and 
the  Allen-Ward  Trio. 

Phil  Ochs'  New  Gate  of 
Cleve  booking  has  been 
changed  to  start  March  4. Phil  will  also  be  at  the 
Winter  Mariposa  along  with 
an  impressive  line-up:  Judy 
Roderick,  The  Chambers 
Brothers,  The  Allen-Ward 
Trio,  and  more. 

At  the  Bohemian  Embas- 
sy tonight  a  young  New 

York  singer  with  a  knock- 
out voice,  Zaharia,  is  appear- 
ing. Tomorrow  night  Mark 

Spoelstra  will  perform  there, 
and  both  of  them  will  be 

taping  a  Let's  Sing  Out Show  next  week,  along 
with  Simon  and  Garfunkle. 
This  one's  being  taped  in 
West  Hall. 
And  the  Ragtime  Mama 

Jug  Band  (who  have  recent- ly shortened  their  name)  is 
appearing  this  Saturday  at the  Cellar,  Avenue  Rd.  near 
Davenport. 
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PENNY  FARTHING 
Klass  Von  Graft  blues  and  ballads  plus  Jim 
McHaig's  Swinging  Dixieland  Band  this  Fri.  and  Sat. Jackie  sings  Sunday  ond  all  next  week.  Sunday 
Special  30th  Jan.  for  listening  and  dancing  Arnie 
Chycoski's  Jazz  group.  Malka  &  Joso  Feb.  1st  for two  weeks. 

922-1517  HARBORD  &  HURON  922-1517 
z 
o 

GEORGE'
S o9  K1BBITZERIA 

2  LUNCH  &  SUPPER 
2  TAKE  OUT  | 
<  Weekdays  'till  1  a.m.  Fri.  &  Sat.  'til  3  a.m.  O 
X  Sun  'til  1 1  p.m.  z 
922-1517  HARBORD  &  HURON  922-1517 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS 

Under  21  will  not  be  admitted  after  9:00  p.m, 

THE  GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION  TONIGHT 

16  BANCROFT  AVE. 

Students  Phase  Note 

CLOSING  DATE 
for  receipt  of  applications  for 

SUMMER  EMPLOYMENT 
for  graduates  ond  undergraduates  in  the 

CIVIL  SERVICE  OF  CANADA 
has  been  extended  to 

FEBRUARY  11,  1966 
See  your  Placement  Officer  for  details  of 
positions  available  and  application  forms. 

Two  members  of  the  Ragtime  Mama  Jug  Band 



jazz 
torn  nayhr 

SUPERLATIVE  PIANO 
I  wonder  who  in  God's  name  that  drum- mer was  whom  Junior  Mance  dragged  into the  Town  Tavern  this  week.  One  thing  can certainly  be  said  in  his  favor:  he  has  absorb- ed a  lot  of  influences.  He  has  absorbed  Gene 

Krupa's  volume  and  Buddy  Rich's  volume and  Art  Blakey's  volume  and  Elvin  Jones's volume.  All  in  all  he  seemed  to  be  doing  his best  to  disguise  the  fact  that  Junior  Mance 
is  a  superlative  pianist,  unsurpassed  by  any but  the  established  giants  of  the  jazz  piano. He  is  a  frequent  visitor  to  the  Town  and one  of  the  few  performers  that  Toronto  im- ports that  are  worth  the  price  of  all  the  beer I  consume  during  a  performance.  And  the funny  thing  about  it  is  that  the  better  the performer  the  less  I  imbibe. 
The  appearance  of  a  man  of  the  calibre of  Mance  causes  one  to  indulge  in  a  little detached  reflection  on  the  state  of  jazz  pia- no generally. 
Ignoring  the  mainstream  giants,  there 

isn't  much.  Garner  is  a  man  whose  perform- ances become  more  and  more  predictable with  each  passing  year.  Even  the  famed Garnerian  grunts  seem  rehearsed.  Bud Powell  and  Lennie  Tristano  seem  to  have given  the  whole  thing  up  as  a  lost  cause. Thelonius  Monk  for  the  last  few  years  has tended  increasingly  to  rehash  old  material. 
His  inventiveness  seems  to  be  inversely  re- lated to  the  degree  of  recognition  he  attains. So  what  have  you  got  left. 
You've  got  Bill  Evans  whose  subtlety  can astonish  and  captivate.  But  occasionally  he becomes  so  subtle  as  to  border  on  insipid- 

ity. You've  got  his  converse  Oscar  Peterson whose  earth  and  prodigious  technique  are unsurpassed.  But  Oscar  sometimes  relies 
too  heavily  on  flashes  of  manual  dexterity. 

Junior  Mance  has  Oscar's  earth;  he  has  a 
remarkable  technical  prowess;  he  can  play 
subtley  and  lyrically  as  well.  Everybody 
and  everything  shines  through  in  Mance's 
playing  —  from  Jelly  Roll  Morton  to  Oscar. 
Its  all  there,  synthesized  into  a  remarkably 
refreshing,  solid  two  —  fisted,  hardswinging 
approach  to  keyboard  that  in  these  days  of 
one  finger  experts  and  left  hands  whose  role 
seems  to  be  restricted  to  scratching  their 
possessor's  ass,  is  a  delight  to  hear  and watch.  And  all  this  in  spite  of  a  drummer 

whose  main  influence,  judging  from  the  de 
gree  to  which  he  seemed  hell  bent  on  splint ermg  wood,  is  apparently  Charlie  Mingus. For  precisely  the  converse,  the  best  exam- 

ple available  is  (or  was  —  he  may  be  gone now,  hopefully)  Charles  DeVallo  (or  Divello 
or  Diavellio  —  I  can't  remember)  perform- ing at  the  Plaza  Room.  He  has  a  style  which can  only  be  described  as  all-embracing.  But unlike  Mance,  Charlie  embraces  everything the  wrong  way.  While  in  Mance  you  get  a synthesis  of  styles;  in  Chuck  you  get  a  string 
of  them.  Charles  D's  playing  can  only  be described  as  an  encyclopedia  of  keyboard cliches. 
He  knows  all  the  tricks.  Bubbly  Garner effects.  Clanky  Ellingtonia.  (Though  some- one should  tell  him  that  Billy  Strayhorn 

and  not  Duke  Ellington  wrote  "Take  The  A 
Train").  Bud  Powerllish  boppish  bluesy  runs. But  most  of  all  he  seems  to  have  absorbed Brubeck.  A  fellow  like  Mance  could  divest himself  of  his  shoes  and  stockings  and  play hop  scotch  on  the  ivories  and  the  result would  still  swing.  Charles,  like  his  soul father  Brubeck,  seems  to  be  able  to  induce 
a  state  of  rhythmic  rigor  mortis  simply  by looking  at  a  keyboard. 
However  his  drummer,  unlike  Mance's, 

didn't  pound.  In  fact  he  tapped  away  very nicely.  Percy  Faith  should  give  this  cat  ser ious  consideration. 
Let's  not  be  too  hard  on  Charley  though. It  was  the  Plaza  Room  the  nature  of  which 

and  the  clientele  within  which  are  such  that 
any  solid  heated  jazz  performance  will  in  all likelihood  be  greeted  by  cold  shoulders  from 
the  audience  or  a  bucket  of  cold  water  from the  bar. 

Still,  if  you  want  a  nice  place  to  impress 
a  date,  the  Plaza  Room  with  its  bland  enter- 

tainment and  almost  elegant  decor  (it's  the 
only  place  I've  ever  encountered  where  the 
waiters  ask  you  how  much  head  you  want 
on  your  beer)  is  ideal.  Make  sure  she  drinks 
though.  Mine  didn't  —  so  the  impression 
wasn't  too  good.  She  seemed  convinced  that 
a  gin  collins  is  not  designed  to  be  drunk; 
its  simply  a  handy  way  to  collect  swizzle 
sticks.  Anyway  that  was  the  last  coherent 
impression  I  got  with  my  wavering  stare  as 
I  tried  harder  and  harder  to  dull  my  senses 
to  the  aesthetic  butchery  occurring  on  stage. 

Good  things  from 
By  DOUGLAS  PRINGLE 

Finally  good  avant  garde 
jazz  has  reached  Toronto. 
From  Thursday  to  Saturady 
night,  the  Bohemian  Emb- 
assey  presented  the  Detroit 
Contemporary  Four  with 
alto  saxophonist  Marion 
Brown,  from  New  York  city, 
who  played  on  Archie 
Shepp's  last  recording,  "Fire 
Music". 
The  Contemporary  Four 

are  one  part  of  an  ambi- tious movement  in  Detroit, 
the  Artists'  Workshop,  which is  a  group  of  musicians, 
poets,  and  artists  seeking 
self-sufficiency  in  a  co-op  set- 

up. The  active  force  behind 
the  Workshop  is  poet  and 
jazz  critic  John  Sinclair, 
who  co-edits  their  literary 
magazine  Work  and  their 
jazz  magazine  Change.  The 
Workshop  maintains  hous- 

ing and  performing  facilities 
for  the  Detroit  arts  com- 

munity, and  does  its  own 
printing.  In  the  Workshop, 
they  have  been  able  to  devote 
full  time  (ideally)  to  their art. 
The  Contemporary  Four 

first  played  in  Toronto  at 
the  Bohemian  last  August. 

Their  music  then  had  pro- 
mise, but  was  a  letdown  in 

comparison  with  what  we 
had  been  hearing  on  record 
from  New  York.  Their  play- 

ing was  an  uncomfortable 
mixture  of  hard  bop,  Col- 
trane,  and  free  music;  and 
the  rhythm  section  seemed 
more  combortable  in  the 
traditional  idiom.  Now, 
much  of  this  conflict  seems 
to  have  been  resolved,  and 
the  music,  even  when  it  does 
not  succeed,  has  a  strong 
feeling  of  potentiality. 

This  new  vigor  can:  be 
traced  directly  to  the  pres- 

ence of  Marion  Brown, 
whose  coherent,  resourceful 
playng  sparked  the  group 
consistently  on  Friday  night, 
when  I  heard  the  group.  His 
alto  style  is  derived  from 
John  Tchicai,  but  he  has 
aded  a  steady  vibrato  which 
suits  the  style  well:  he  plays 
with  a  strong  rhythmic  feel- 

ing, and  his  phrases  float 
above  the  rhythm  of  the 
drummer,  rather  than  being 
dominated  by  it. 

Charles  Moore,  the  corne- 
tist,  played  with  a  clear, 
beautiful  tone,  but  for  most 
of  the  evening  took  short 
solos,    and  .seemed  to  have 

trouble  resolving  his  short, 
cryptic  phrases,  abandoning one  idea  after  another. 
The  drummer,  Ron  John- 

son, was  perhaps  the  most 
consistent  performer,  and 
certainly  stood  out  in  the 
opening  set  with  his  com- 

plex, sympathetic  accompa- niment and  original  solos. 
Stanley  Cowell's  piano 

playing  seems  to  have 
changed  the  most  since  the 
last  visit.  Then  he  played 
like  Tyner  and  Hancock, 
but  now  he  seems  to  have 
adapted  this  style  to 
compass  Cecil  Taylor's  per- cussive style;  his  playing 
was  best  when  he  avoided 
long  regular  runs  and  con- centrated on  the  rhythmic 
patterns  of  the  music. 

Finally,  John  Dana,  the 
bassist,  was  the  biggest  sur- 

prise of  the  evening.  In 
August,  he  had  been  unim- 

pressive; and  until  halfway 
through  the  evening,  he 
showed  no  feeling  for  mel- 

ody whiii  soever;  but  sud- 
denly, at  a  quiet  moment  in 
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why  is  a 
RAVEN 

a  writing  desk? 

STUDENT  CHRISTIAN  MOVEMENT 

AGNOSTICS 

WEEKEND 

HART  HOUSE  FARM 

JANUARY  28-29-30 
Resource  people:  MICHAEL  QUEALEY,  Di- rector of  Newman  Centre 

BRIAN  CARPENDALE, Professor  of  Mechanical Engineering 
DONALD  GILLIES,  Associ- 

ate Minister  of  Bloor  Street United  Church. 

PROGRAMME:  The  resource  people,  with  some  possible  ad- ditions will  form  a  reaction  panel  deoling With  key  words  for  our  contemporary  so- ciety such  as  war,  sex,  God,  automation 
death. 

APPLICATION  FORMS  &  INFORMATION 
AT  S.C.M.  OFFICE,  HART  HOUSE,  NOW! 

The  African  Students' Union  of  Toronto 
PRESENTS 

"AFRICA  NIGHT" featuring  An  African  Ploy, 
Fashion  Show  etc. 

At  OCE 
371  BLOOR  STREET  W. 
Time:  7:30  p.m. 

Sat.,  22nd  Jan.  1966 

THE 
VILLAGE INN 
DINNER  &  SUPPER 
Italian  &  Canadian 

Cuisine Entertainment  Friday and  Saturday 

minimum  $1.00 

Mon.  to  Thurs.  'til  1  a.m. 
Friday  &  Sat.  '  'til  3  a.m. 

Sun  Jan.  23 8:30  p.m. 

Animal  Dance 
Newman  Centre 
89  ST.  GEORGE  ST. 

75^  Person 

Music  by 

"The  Complete 

Works" 

M-A-M 

BEGINS 

MONDAY 

R.  J.  BESSEY 

JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 
AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

VARSITY  BLAZERS 
"Made  to  Measure" 

RICHARDSON 
SPORT  TOGS 

546  Yonse  St.         922-314 1 



THE  TROUBLE 

I'VE  SEEM 
By  MEL  ISCOVE 

Last  Saturday  evening's concert  by  the  Hart  House 
Glee  Club  must  be  register- 

ed as  a  disappointing  mus- 
ical event.  Tl'e  fault  lay  not 

so  much  in  the  chorus  itself 
(which  is  well  disciplined 
and  tonally  secure),  but  in 
the  unimaginative  approach 
of  their  director,  Walter Barnes. 

After  a  fairly  promising 
beginning  with  a  well-con- trolled and  nicely  shaped 
arrangement  of  "Alma  Ma- ter", the  group  plunged  into 
a  group  of  pre-Bacb  works 
by  Palestrina     and  British composers. The  Palestrina 
"Hodie,  Christus  Natus 
Est"  began  to  show  flaws which  made  that  piece  a 
great  bore  and  a  hodge- 
podge. These  main  flaws  were  a 
lack  of  variety  in  dynamics, 
and  poorly  shaped  phrases; 
emphasis  of  a  vigorous 
phrase  was  achieved  by 
breathily  poking  out  the  in- 

dividual notes,  with  no  re- 
gard for  the  melodic  frag- ment as  a  musical  unit. 

In  the  opening  bars  ot 
"De  Sanctus",  which  pre- 

sent a  very  long  phrase,  no 

attempt  was  made  to  think 
the  phrase  through  to  its end  —  consequently,  the 
whole  thing  sagged  and  fell 
apart.  As  for  the  part  sing- 

ing in  general,  the  most  im- portant thing  for  the  group seemed  to  be  that  they  get 
their  entries  correct. 
The  fact  that  the  group 

as  a  whole  failed  to  achieve 
a  musical  and  subtle  per- 

formance suggests  that  the 
responsibility  lies  with  Wal- ter Barnes.  However,  in  the 
featured  work  of  the  pro- 

gram, Britten's  "Ceremony of  Carols",  part  of  the 
blame  goes  to  the  assistant 
conductor,  who  provided  a 
piano  accompaniment  that would  have  unnerved  the 
most  confident  chorus. 

The  most  successful  num- 
bers here  were  "There  is  no 

rose"  and  "Deo  Gracias" where  the  volume  and  drive 
of  the  singers  carried 
through  above  the  accompa- niment. 

Surprisingly,  the  best  sel- ection of  the  program  was 
the  last  —  "Nobody  Knows 
the  Trouble  I've  Seen",  a 
song  which  was  perhaps  a 
trifle  ironic  in  view  of  what 
went  before  it. 

nightcap  is  s
exier 

By  HUEY  PHILISTINE 

The  say  Isaac  Stern  had 
the  flu.  They  say  he  really 

would  have  played  the  Dvo- rak Violin  Concerto  had  he 
been  feeling  better.  Maybe 
someone  should  have  told the  TS  he  was  playing  the 
Mendelssohn.  No  matter 
(much). 

Stern  gave  us  what  we 
have  come  to  expect  from 
him  —  impeccable  techni- 

que, dazzling  fingerwork,  ef- fortless runs.  But  what  one 

takes  for  granted  in  Stern's 
playing  is  uncommon  in  that of  most  other  violinists. 
What  approaches  perfection 
excites;  Stern's  is  exciting 
art.  Logical  inconsistency 
aside,  he  does  approach  per- fection. 
His  interpretation  was 

subtley  romantic,  strong  and 
clear.  It  was  an  interpreta- 

tion Ozawa  too  often  found 
difficulty  matching.  The  sec- ond movement,  in  particular. 

saw  blatant  orchestral  out- 
bursts spoil  Stern's  purity  of 

sound.  The  finale  found  the TS  better  balanced  and 

much  closer  to  Stern's  relax- ed passion. 
Stern  repeated  the  third movement  after  prolonged 

applause,  repetiton  which showed  the  orchestra  to 
even  more  disadvantage. 
Stern's  playing  was  power- 

fully romantic,  full  of  tem- 
pos pushed  and  pulled,  of 

subtlety  and  exhibitionism. Ozawa  seemed  unable  to 
follow.  But  we  saw  what  had 
been  an  integral  part  of  a 
previously  presented  whole be  transformed  into  an 
encore  of  the  most  racy showmanship. 

Apart  from  Central  Park In  The  Dark  by  Charles  Ives, 
the  rest  of  the  concert  was 
dull,  dully  played,  or  both. 
Ives  deserves  a  whole  co- lumn for  his  precursing  (no 
realtion  to  Keenan  Wynn). 
Suffice  it  to  say  that  this 

short  work,  written  in  this 
century's  first  decade,  uses 
polyrhythm,  polytonality  and two  conductors  (Ozawa  and Assistant  Nicklaus  Wyss),  to 

great  and  revolutionary  ef- 
fect. 

Schonberg's  arrangement 
of  the  Bach  Organ  Prelude 
and  Fugue  in  E  Flat  retained 
some  of  Bach's  intrinsic 
magnificence.  Off  Tuesday's performance,  it  is  a  sloppily 
orchestrated,  thickly  scored 
drag. 

Less  of  a  drag  for  Ozawa 
was  Leonard  Bernstein's 
Symphony  No.  1  (Jeremiah). 
It  had  soprano  Mary  Sim- 

mons to  wend  her  compe- 
tent way  through  the  third movement  Hebrew;  it  had 

some  vivid  Bernsteinian  ef- fects, notably  in  percussion 
and  rhythm. 

But  for  the  most  part  it 
sounded  like  a  Terence  Rat- 
tigan  Stagecoach  in  the  Ne- 
gev,  even  though  well  hand- led LBJ. 

APATHY  SET  IN 

MAR.  1-  Mar.  13 
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FASTER 
Some  scientific  course 

as  taught  by  McGill,  Yale  and Cornell  Universities —  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 
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or  arranged  privately  anytime 
CALL.  WA.  1-4022  NOW  1 

to  be  sure  of  a  seat 
Career  Development  Institute 

131  Bloor  St.  W.,  Toronto 
"The  Colonnode"  5th  floor. 

By  DAVID  BARRETT 

Last  Thursday's  concert  in 
the  Special  Events  series 
at  the  Edward  Johnson 
building  featured  the  Con- 
centus  Musicus,  a  group  de- 

dicated to  playing  late  me- 
dieval and  renaissance  mu- 

sic in  as  authentic  a  manner 
as  possible.  This  is  no  doubt a  laudable  amibition  but 
one  wonders  what  criterion 
is  used  to  determine  what 
renaissance  musical  style  is 
like.  The  approach,  adopted 
by  the  Concentus,  while 
technically  impressive,  un- 

fortunately induced  an 
apathetic  mood  in  its  lis- teners which  surely  did 
the  cause  of  renaissance 
music  little  good. 

This  overpowering  feeling 
of    dullness    was  uninten- 

tionally emphasized  by  Har- 
vey Olnick's  brief  reminis- censes  of  Noah  Greenberg, 

a  leading  exponent  of  the 
music  virtues  of  the  renais- 

sance. Greenberg  had  achiev- ed renown  for  his  free  and 
lifelike  interpretation  o£ 
early  music  —  music  which 
must  have  moved  the  cruder 
but  more  volatile  people  of 
that  time.  One  could  not 
help  but  wonder  at  how different  an  effect  was  left 
by  the  Concentus. 
Two  or  three  works  did 

stand  out,  however.  The 
programme  began  well  with 
a  simple  but  tuneful  suite 
of  sixteenth  century  French 
dances  and  concluded  with 
a  chaconne  played  as  an 

encore  after  the  audience 
had  dutifully  applauded.  In 
between  a  high  point  was 
achieved  with  the  Lachrimae 
from  John  Dowland's  Seven Tears,  a  subdued  piece  of 
music  which  the  concentus, 
with  its  limited  dynamic 
range,  could  handle  well. 

Incidentally,  the  program- 
me notes,  no  matter  whose 

they  were,  did  not  elude  the 
ever  present  perils  of  pedan- try. I  am  sure  most  of  the audience  shared  my  poor 
command  of  old  French  and 
German.  A  more  sympathe- 

tic, and  certainly  more 
knowledgeable,  attitude could  have  been  fostered 
had  we  been  aware  of  what 
the  Concentus  was  playing. 

Detroit  (continued) 

THERE  ARE  100  REASONS  FOR  ATTENDING 
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screenings  of  THE  MARRIED  WOMAN  (7:00  &  10:00  todoy) 
B  movies  (2:00  to  midnight  today  &  tomorrow) 
New  Wave  French  Canadian  Films  (today  &  tomorrow  oil  day) 
beautiful  models  in  POP  fashion  show  (Sat.  night  total  environment) 
contemporary  women  through  the  eyes  of  contemporary  artists 

40  Op  &  POP  pointings ALSO 

SATURDAY  NIGHT 
**T0TAL  ENVIRONMENT  IN  POP  CULTURE (constructed  by  the  Architecture  Society) 

Dancing  —  the  MODES  (rhythm  'n  blues) 
go  go  girls dramaturge  —  Murry  Reiss 

Beehive  —  cinematic  labyrinth,  TV.  RADIO,  ADS  FADS  ETC  ... 
Miss  Judy  La  Marsh,  Secretory  of  State  will  open  the  environment 

at  8:00  p.m.  in  the  U.C.  refectory. 
ADMISSION  FREE  ON  PRESENTATION  OF 
SUPER*VALUE*FESTIVAL*PASS  —  $1.00 

the  second  set,  he  started  to 
play  ferocious  music  thai killed  everybody. 
From  that  moment  until 

the  end  of  the  last  set,  the 
whole  group  played  with 
inspiration. 
The  way  the  evening's performance  took  shape,  as 

a  series  of  emotional  break- 
throughs 'by  which  each 

player  increased  the  total 
group  empathy,  points  out the  increased  demands  this 
music  makes  on  the  musi- 

cians: the  strict  framework 
and  predictable  phrase  pat- 

terns of  jazz  until  now  al- 
lowed men  to  synthesize 

empathy,  to  "play  at"  the music,  this  music  requires 
the  involvement  of  everyone 
to  succeed  at  all.  (When  it 
is  good    it  is  very,  very 
good  ) 
The  third  and  final  set 

with  Cowell's  beautiful  ex- 
tended composition,  Moore's intense  'blues  playing,  and 

Brown's  thoughtful  lament, 
contained  everyone's  best 
playing,  and  showed  Marion 
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Brown's  great  promise. 
Every  device  that  had  seem- 

ed forced  earlier  in  the  even- 
ing (improvised  ensembles, 

crescendos,  melodic  frag- mentation) was  now  moving 
and  meaningful. 
Worth  noting  as  well  was 

John  Sinclair's  poetry,  some 
of  it  intended  to  be  read 
with  the  group.  His  poems 
deal  with  music  and  with 
humanity  generally;  they 
turn  on  puns  cummingsly, 
and  manage  to  be  light  in 
tone  without  ever  losing 
their  serious  intent.  And  ul- 

timately what  these  men 
want  is  to  be  taken  serious- 

ly; in  his  editorial  in 
Change/1,  Sinclair  quotes 

from  Ginsberg's  "America": "It's  always  telling  me 
about  responsibility.  Busi- ness men  are  serious.  Movie 
producers  are  serious. 
Everybody's  serious  but 

me." 

His  message  is  the  same  as 
Ginsberg's;  save  your  self. 
Or,  as  Charles  Olson  puts  it 
(also  quoted  in  Change/1): 

"If  you  want  to  shut  your- 
self in,  shut  yourself  in.  If 

you  do  not  want  to  shut 

yourself  in,  come  out." 



By  HARVEY  L.  SHEPHERD Mr.  Shepherd  is  a  student of  English  in  the  School  of Graduate  Studies,  last  year's editor  of  this  newspaper  and a  supporter  of  the  Student Union  for  Peace  Action.  The opinions  he  expressed  are not  necessarily  those  of  The Varsity  or  of  SUPA. 
Tomorrow,  they  may  not even  be  those  of  Mr.  Shep- herd. He  says:  "What  I  have to  say  is  intended  to  begin dialogue  and  debate,  not  end 

it" The  sort  of  thinking  which threatens  to  stifle  attempts by  members  of  President 
Lyndon  Johnson's  Great  So- ciety to  stop  the  war  in  Viet Nam  also  operates  on  this campus. 
The  tactics  and  the  set  of mind  summed  up  by  the 

"Great  Society"  are  becom- ing all  too  clear. 
Adopting  the  stance  of  the moderate  —  the  liberal  mo- derate, even  —  the  leaders 

of  the  Great  Society,  up  to and  including  Lyndon,  take on  much  of  the  language  of the  traditional  left.  War  on poverty.  We  shall  overcome. But  they  are  careful,  at  the same  time,  to  maintain  the 
support  of  those  elements  of 
society,  such  as  industry  and the  military,  traditionally associated  with  the  right. 
They  know  that  neither 

the  cliches  of  the  traditional 
left  nor  those  of  the  tradi- 

tional right  are  adequate  for 
coping  with  the  modern 
world.  They  sense  that  the 
man  in  the  street  knows 
this  too,  and  is  bewildered. 
So  they  project  an  image  of 
leaders,  capable  of  leading the  common  man  through 
dangers  too  complex  for  him 
to  understand.  And  they  as- 

semble leaders  to  pilot  this 
Great  Society.  The  leaders 
range  from  capitalists  to 
trade  union  leaders,  from 
psychologists  to  top  civil 
servants.  And  they  include 
a  large  number  of  academ- 

ics—  who,  like  most  of  the 
others,  are  impeccably 
dressed  and  very  clever. 
And  so  the  Great  Coali- 

tion is  welded  together.  Big 
business  and  the  AFL-CIO 
join  to  bring  the  benefits  of 
U.S.  Jabor  policies  to  the  be- 

nighted of  Africa  and  Latin 
America.  Ivy  League  aca- 

demics and  the  Marine 
Corps  co-operate  in  shaping 
U.S.  policy  in  Viet  Nam.  The 
National  Association  for  the 
Advancement  of  Colored 
People  and  the  House  Com- 

mittee on  Un-American  Ac- 
tivities eschew  Commies  as 

well  as  Klansmen. 
The  "extremists"  of  the 

"lunatic  right"  and  the  "lu- 
natic left"  —the  Goldwater 

ites  and  the  draft-card  bum 
ers  —  are  isolated.  Each  re- 

present an  insignificant  mi- 
nority. Each  are  mocked, 

castigated,  and  ignored.  The 
Great  Society  can  stand 
anything  but  principle. 

In  his  letter  to  the  New 
Left,  written  in  1960,  C. 
Wright  Mills  describes  a 
way  of  thinking  something 
like  that  which  seems  to 
characterize  the  Great  So- 

"GREA  T  SOCIETY"  STIFLES 

SHEPHERD     reasonableness.  By  the  more       He  ha*  NM™*™    *^ 
reasonableness.  By  the  more 
naive  and  snobbish  cele- 

brants of  complacency,  argu- 
ments and  facts  of  a  displeas- ing kind  are  simply  ignored; 

by  the  more  knowing,  they are  duly  recognized,  but 
they  are  neither  connected 
with  one  another  nor  related 
to  any  general  view.  Acknow- 

ledged in  a  scattered  way, they  are  never  put  together: 
to  do  so  is  to  risk  being  call- 

ed, curiously  enough,  "one- 

sided." This  refusal  to  relate  iso- 
lated facts  and  fragmentary 

comment  to  the  changing  in- stitutions of  society  makes  it 
impossible  to  understand  the structural  realities  which 
these  facts  might  reveal,  or the  longer-run  trends  of which  they  might  be  tokens. 
In  brief,  fact  and  idea  are  iso- 

lated, so  the  real  questions 
are  not  even  raised,  analysis 
of  the  meanings  of  facts  'not even  begun. 

Practitioners  of  the  no- 
more-ideology  school  do,  of course,  smuggle  in  general 
ideas  under  the  guise  of  re- 

portage, by  intellectual  gos- 
sip, and  by  their  selection  of 

He  had  Nekrasov  by  the 
short  hairs.  Those  Russians 
have  a  Great  Society  of 
their  own,  and  Brzezinski knew  it. 
The  Teach-in  itself  was 

characterized  by  the  Great 
Society  mentality.  To  be- 

gin with,  the  assumption that  no  moral  stand  was  to be  taken,  that  there  was 
simply  to  be  an  exchange  of facts,  was  implicit  in  the  in- 

sistence of  the  organizers  of the  event  that  it  would  be  a 
purely  educational  one,  and 
by  no  means  a  protest. Spokesmen  for  both  sides 
were,  except  in  the  last  ses- 

sion, carefully  played  one 
against  the  other;  the  opin- ions of  each  side  were  pre 
sumably  to  be  considered  of 
about  equal  worth.  The 
Truth  (represented,  one  got 
the  feeling,  by  Patrick  Gor- 

don Walker  of  Britain's  al- legedly Labor  party)  was 
apparently  to  be  obtained 
by  splitting  the  difference. 

A  fair  amount  of  what  we 
have  been  hearing  from  the 
president  of  this  university 
this  school  year  sounds  a 
good  deal  like  Great  Society 

academic  —  that  arguments 
be  presented  for  two  sides, 
as  if  they  were  about  the  re spective  merits  of  women 
and  cigars,  that  they  receive 
an  uncommitted  and  sophi- sticated hearing  and,  above 
all,  that  there  be  no  protest. Nor  has  there  been  any  pro 
test  from  the  newspaper  it- self. While  the  war  Itself 
becomes  more  and  more  ob- 

viously a  war  between Americans  and  Vietnamese 
on  Vietnamese  soil,  while the  death  toll  mounts  daily, 
The  Varsity  maintains  a  si- lence which  is  demure,  so- 

phisticated and  eminently reasonable. 
Meanwhile,  a  letter  to  the editor  of  The  Varsity,  and 

one  of  the  submitted  ar- ticles, may  give  us  some clues  to  what  is  going  on  in 
the  minds  of  students. 

I  was  especially  interest- 
ed in  one  written  some  time 

ago  by  Derek  Day,  in  which 
he  expressed  concern  at  the 
"negative,  extremist,  anti- 
American  attitude"  he  sees 
in  the  peace  movement.  1 
would  say,  from  his  letter, that  Mr.  Day  seems  to  be  a 

'Weasel  undertake  sum  pay'  (Civil  slights  sana) Hflccell    P.c»j..i  -t  .1- _  -  _  * mbergified  hi- 
resignatory 
resignatory 

ful  people-"",  s;°d  Z°S       ̂ M,".?  fc'Jril  ™"°,°'Si,y  ■"•>""«'"■>"  °™>  brightly  yo«h- 

fluickl,  reportere.         .  °   "1"*'  J V,?" ftfS!  T  *•  •«  sloddene<l   by  Dr.  Blirall's £v«mh«lmi»,  non.U«W  Tit         Shl<!>"""d  '»  °  tel,pr,u„„«„  inner-view. 

—  H.T. 

ciety: 

the  notions  they  handle.  Ul- 
timately, the  end-of-ideology 

is  based  upon  a  disillusion- 
ment with  any  real  commit- 
ment to  socialism  in  any  re- 

cognizable form  .  .  . 
Underneath  this  style  of 

observation  and  comment 
there  is  the  assumption  that 
in  the  West  there  are  no 
more  real  issues  or  even 
problems  of  great  serious- 

ness. The  mixed  economy 
plus  the  welfare  state  plus 
prosperty  —  that  is  the  for- mula. U.S.  capitalism  will 
continue  to  be  workable;  the 
welfare  state  will  continue 
along  the  road  to  ever  great- 

er justice.  In  the  meantime, 
things  everywhere  are  very 
complex;  let  us  not  be  care- 

less; there  are  great  risks. 
Those  who  attended  the 

recent  International  Tech- 
In  at  this  university  may  re- 

cognize what  I  am  talking 
about.  I  recall  especially 
Prof.  Zbigniew  Brzezinski  of 
Columbia  University,  one  of 
the  apologists  for  the  U.S. 
administration.  He  debated 
with  Pravda's  chief  foreign editor,  V.  N.  Nekrasov.  Prof. 
Brzezinski  was  a  very  clevei 
fellow. 

I  can't  remember  his  ac- 
tual words.  But  the  way  he 

came  across  to  me  was 
something  like  this: 
Look,  Nekrasov.  Cool  it. 

What's  with  all  this  ideology 
jazz?  Communism  isn't  rele- vant any  more.  Neither  is 
capitalism.  Technology, 
that's  the  ticket.  You  guvs fought  extremism  in  Hun- 

gary; our  guys  are  fighting 
it  in  Viet  Nam.  Politics  is 
politics.  Politics  is  the  art 
of  the  possible.    Us  experts ciy.  me  [/vssioie.    us  expert. 

So  reasoning  collapses  into    have  gotta  stick  together." 

talk  to  me.  No  one  can  ac- 
cuse Dr.  Claude  T.  Bissell 

of  being  an  unreconstructed 
Tory.  He  is  in  favor  of  civil 
rights,  peace,  the  communi- 

ty of  scholars  and,  in  gen- eral. All  The  Right  Things. 
But  this  year  he  has  been 
telling  us  a  little  more  about 
how  much  he  is  in  favor  of 
these  things— what  he  is  and 
is  not  willing  to  do  to  bring them  about. 

He  seems  to  have  develop, 
ed  a  distaste  for  any  empha- 

sis on  commitment.  He  is 
in  favor  of  the  think  through, 
rather  than  the  sit-in.  He  is 
more  interested  in  the  train- 

ing of  the  mind  than  in  the 
training  of  the  will.  I  sus- 

pect he  would  put  his  ulti- 
mate trust  in  the  experts. 

His,  finally,  is  the  way  of 
the  uncommitted  moderate. 
This  is  the  way  of  the  Great Society. 
Among  the  student  body of  this  university,  no  one 

seems  really  to  have  come  to 
grips  with  the  Great  Society 
mentality.  One  gets  the  im- 

pression that,  even  here, 
there  is  an  inevitable  drift 
to  ignore  the  dictates  of  rea- 

son on  this  war,  and  enjoy 
the  comforts  of  reasonable 
ness.  Those  of  us  who  per- 

sist in  opposing  this  war  are 
being  shut  out  of  the  con- 

sensus more  and  more,  more 
and  more  condemned  to  the 
role  of  a  lunatic  fringe  on 
the  edge  of  mainstream  so- ciety. 

The  nameless,  faceless 
editorial  writers  of  this 
newspaper  have  not  helped 
matters.  They  joined  in  the 
Teach-in  committee's  plea 
that  the  Teach-in  be  strictly 

man  of  intelligence,  sensi- 
tivity and  good  will  —  and 

that  he  has  swallowed  the 
Great  Society  line  whole.  He 
relegates  to  parentheses  the 
fact  that  people  are  being 
killed,  and  seems  to  feel 
that  answers  to  the  prob- 

lems will  be  found  when 
"more  moderate  elements 
.  .  .  consent  to  discuss  the 
problems  at  hand." More  interesting  even  than 
Mr.  Day's  letter  was  the  com- 

ment piece  by  Allan  Kamin. 
Mr.  Kamin  is  to  be  congra- 

tulated oh  what  I  think  is 
the  most  honest  and  articu 
late  rendering  of  the  Great 
Society  mentality  I  have 
seen  anywhere.  The  main 
tenor  of  his  argument  is 
that  it  is  impertinent  for 
students  and  others  to  criti- 

cise United  States  Viet  Nam 
policy  since  only  the  experts 
of  the  U.S.  Slate  Department 
have  the  knowledge  and 
ability  to  deal  with  the  com- 

plex questions  involved. 
I  suspect  that  the  think- 

ing of  these  two  men  is  not 
untypical  of  that  among 
much  of  the  U  of  T  student 
body.  Indeed,  it  is  quite 
true  that  there  are  all  sorts 
of  complexities  involved  in 
this  war.  But  must  those 
complexities  all  be  mastered 
before  one  can  take  a  moral 
position  on  the  question? 
Or  are  they  so  baffling  that 
all  moral  decisions  must  be 
left  to  the  State  Depart- ment? I  think  not. 
The  war  is  being  fought 

on  Vietnamese  soil.  The 
only  combat  troops  involved 
who  are  not  Vietnamese  are 
Americans,  or  are  on  the 
American  side.  Indeed,  the 
war  is  coming  closer  and 

closer  to  being  one  between Americans,  on  one  side,  and Vietnamese,  on  the  other. 
Despite  American  air  su. premacy,  the  vast  superiori- 
ty of  the  Americans'  equip- ment and  the  increasingly massive  use  of  trained American  troops,  the  Na- tional Liberation  Front 

(Viet  Cong)  maintains  'con trol  of  much  of  South  Viet Nam.  The  only  conceivable 
explanation  for  this  pheno- menon is  widespread  sup- 

port among  the  South  Viet- namese for  the  NLF.  I  am 
quite  willing  to  believe  that 
the  NLF  uses  coercion  and terrorism  to  garner  support 
but  so  does  the  other  side- coercion  and  terrorism  can account  for  the  hold  of  the NLF  on  the  people. 

To  have  as  much  know- 
ledge as  possible  of  the  com- plexilies  of  the  war  is  im- 

portant for  many  reasons. But  one  does  not  have  to 
undertake  infinite  discus- 

sion, or  be  an  expert  in  the 
employ  of  the  U.S.  State  De- partment to  know  that  this 
war  and  all  its  horrors  are 
primarily  due  to  the  Ameri- can intervention  there,  and 
that  any  kind  of  human  de- cency dictates  that  it  is  the 
Americans  who  have  the  re- 

sponsibility to  end  that  war 
and  leave  the  Vietnamese  to 
govern  their  own  lives. 
Human  decency  calls  for 

men  in  North  America  to  de- 
mand an  end  to  that  war. 

And  the  failure  of  the  mo- 
derates, the  liberals,  to  do 

so  has  contributed  to  the 
polarization  in  which  those 
of  us  who  do  are  shut  out 
from  the  consensus. 

In  Viet  Nam,  there  prob- 
ably was  a  time  when  re 

spect  for  the  right  of  the Vietnamese  to  govern  their 
own  affairs  would  have  led 
to  a  regime  including  con- siderable non  -  Communist influence. 
But  the  United  States 

chose  a  policy  which  has 
led  Americans  into  a  brutal 
war  on  Vietnamese  territory 
against  most  of  the  people 
of  Viet  Nam.  It  is  only  to 
be  expected  that  such  a  situ- 

ation will  produce  a  drastic 
polarization  of  political  al- ternatives in  that  country. 

It  is  not  the  fault  of  the 
North  American  peace  move- ment that  the  only  group 
now  capable  of  presenting  a 
viable  alternative  to  brutal 
United  States  domination  is 
Communist -dominated,  or 
that  those  who  believe  the 
Vietnamese  have  the  right 
to  run  their  own  affairs must  virtually  support  the 
National  Liberation  Front 
and  oppose  the  United 
States  government. 

Similarly,  the  more  we  on 
this  continent  who  oppose 
this  war  are  treated  as  ene- 

mies of  the  current  order, 
and  the  more  it  is  made 
clear  that  the  councils  of 
power  are  closed  to  us,  the 
more  we  are  forced  precise- 

ly into  the  role  of  enemies, 
or  at  least,  opponents  of  the 
See  "great  society",  reviey  15 
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The  most  important 

questions  you  could
  ask  about 

a  career  with  IBM 

...answered  here 

Last  year's  graduates  said  that  the  four most  important  considerations  to  them  in 
evaluating  companies  where  they  might  start 
their  careers  were  challenging  work,  ad- 

vancement opportunities,  educational  op- 
portunities, and  the  use  of  ingenuity  on  the 

job. 
Here  is  how  IBM  rates  on  these  four 

critical  factors: 

Is  there  an  opportunity 
to  do  challenging, 
exciting  work  at  IBM? 

There  is  naturally-a  greater  sense  of  partic- 
ipation and  involvement  when  the  field  you 

work  in  is  as  young,  vigorous  and  growing 
as  data  processing.  IBM  is  at  the  centre  of 
what  has  been  called  an  industry  without 
bounds.  Here  you  will  find  the  diversity  and 
continuing  challenge  of  a  pioneering  indus- 

try. IBM  machines  are  assisting  in  atomic 
research  for  industry,  in  space  exploration, 
in  the  compilation  of  Olympic  Games  results. 
They  are  helping  where  steel  is  produced, 
where  ships  are  built,  where  oil  wells  are 
drilled.  They  are  at  work  in  transportation, 
in  agriculture,  in  real  estate,  in  medicine, 
in  education,  in  advertising,  in  construction, 
in  banking,  in  manufacturing,  in  government. 
The  climate  for.  innovation,  new  ideas,  and 
for  talented  new  people  is  unusually  good. 
Challenges  abound.  Knowledgeable  people 
with  a  broad  range  of  talents  and  abilities 
are  needed,  and  IBM  takes  special  pains  to 
keep  you  from  being  cornered  in  confining 
or  restricting  jobs.  The  company  f  inds  it  good 
business  to  help  you— and  every  other  em- 

ployee—to discover  everything  you  can  do. 
The  excitement  of  working  where  you  can 
actually  see  the  future  emerging  is  here. 
Whatever  your  chosen  area  in  this  field,  IBM 
can  offer  you  a  broad  spectrum  of  stimulating 
activities. 

Are  there  real 

opportunities  for 
advancement  at  IBM? 

A  person  entering  IBM  now  is  still  on  the 
ground  floor  with  respect  to  the  growth 
potential  of  the  data  processing  field.  There 
is  room  for  steady  advancement.  It's  up  to 
you,  but  everything  possible  is  done  to  help. 
The  company  has  been  built  on  the  prop- 

osition that  we  constantly  improve  our  prod- 
ucts and  our  technology  while  providing  a 

maximum  degree  of  satisfaction  on  the  part 
of  our  employees  in  their  assigned  tasks. 
IBM  has  a  reputation  to  maintain  and  only 
by  moving  promising  new  people  along  can 
the  company  fulfill  its  own  promise  for  the 
future.  The  individual's  quest  for  opportunity is  welcomed  and  encouraged.  Bigger  jobs 
await  those  ready  to  take  on  bigger  respon- 

sibilities. Promotion  from  within— based  on 
ability  and  performance— is  traditional  IBM 
practice.  Many  of  IBM's  more  important  posi- tions are  held  today  by  people  in  their  thirties 
and  forties  who  have  steadily  moved  ahead 
from  their  first  job  with  the  company.  For 
those  who  seek  a  real  sense  of  job  satisfac- 

tion, an  IBM  career  presents  stimulating  in- tellectual and  material  rewards. 

What  about  educational 

opportunities? 
The  real  assets  of  IBM  lie  in  the  potential 

of  its  people.  IBM  considers  your  university 
background  only  a  beginning,  just  as  you  do. 
As  you  feel  the  need  to  review,  up-date  and 
advance  your  education.  IBM  provides  a 
wealth  of  opportunities  at  every  stage  of 
your  career.  Here,  education  is  a  continuing 
process.  In  fact,  each  year  IBM  as  a  company 
spends  more  on  education  than  do  all  but 
a  handful  of  the  world's  largest  universities, and  there  are  a  number  of  voluntary  programs 
in  which  employees  may  participate  with 

company  financial  support.  At  IBM.  progress 
is  the  result  of  human  inventiveness,  talent 
and  skill.  Through  extensive  education,  train- ing and  management  development  programs, 
you  are  aided  in  preparing  yourself  to  move 
ahead,  by  acquiring  a  well-rounded  business background  and  making  yourself  eligible  for 
many  kinds  of  professional  as  well  as  man- 

agement positions. 

Is  ingenuity  important 
at  IBM? 
Today  there  is  scarcely  a  form  of  human 

activity  in  which  data  processing  cannot  play 
some  useful  part.  IBM's  rate  of  growth  has created  many  opportunities  for  young  people 
with  outstanding  initiative,  imagination  and 
competence.  Because  of  the  continuing  need 
to  expand  and  move  ahead,  you  will  find  a 
remarkable  readiness  to  accept  change.  You 
will  find  that  your  ideas  count  from  the  first 
day  you  come  to  work.  And  whether  working 
independently  or.  as  part  of  a  team,  you  will 
have  IBM's  resources  to  draw  upon  for  tech- nical and  administrative  assistance. 

At  IBM  there  are  a  remarkable  variety  of 
starting  points  and  paths  to  advancement. You  start  with  the  assurance  that  a  satisfying 
and  rewarding  career  is  available  to  you  in  a 
dynamic,  thriving  industry.  Make  it  a  point 
to  discuss  what  IBM's  "room  for  achieve- 

ment" could  mean  to  you  with  the  IBM  rep- resentative who  will  be  visiting  the  campus 

January  25,  26,  27 
Your  placement  officer  can  make  an  ap- 

pointment with  our  interviewer.  If  you  cannot 
attend  the  interviews,  write  or  visit  the  IBM 
office  in  Toronto  at  36  King  Street  East  or  at 
600  Eglinton  Avenue  East. 

IBM 
Intti  national  Business  Machines  Company  Limited 



QUIET  DESPERATION  OR  LSD 
By  IAN  CARRUTHERS 
CecUie  Kwiat  is  a  wan  at- tractive brunette  with  a quiet  natural  charm  and  a alarmingly  innocent  appear- ance. The  Law  would  dis- agree about  her  innocence. Last  Wednesday  night  she spoke  at  a  Writers'  Group Seminar  at  St.  Michael's  Col- lege about  LSD  and  the  Art- ist. 
Miss  Kwiat  is  campaign- 

ing nationally  for  the  legal- ization of  marijuana  and LSD.  She  does  not  believe that  all  people  should  take LSD.  They  may  be  content 
with  "a  quiet  life  of  despera- tion", or  in  some  cases  they may  be  capable  of  the  same intense  experience  without LSD.  But  she  thinks  that  its 
use  should  be  controlled  by education  rather  than  by law.  Artists  should  have  at 
their  disposal  any  means  for transcendent  experience  that 
is  not  harmful  to  society. 
LSD  25  is  one  of  the  hallu- 

cogenic  drugs.  She  describ- 
ed its  effects  to  an  audience 

of  about  40,  some  of  whom 
stated  later  in  discussion 
that  they  were  already  fam- 

iliar with  the  LSD  experien- 
ce. About  an  hour  after  LSD 

is  ingested,  there  may  be 
physical  sensations  of  clam- 
iness,  or  hot  spells,  tingling 
in  the  limbs,  pressure  in  the 
head,  sometimes  nausea. 
The  user  should  allow  him- 

self to  be  carried  away  by 
the  drug  and  should  not  try 
to  regain  control.  At  all 
times  he  should  aim  for 
passive  integration  into  the 
experience. 
Heightened  perception  is 

accompanied  by  hallucina- 
tions. For  example,  a  face 

may  take  on  the  quality  of 

•a  Van  Gogh,  or  it  may  ap- 
pear to  drip  away.  Color 

and  sound  can  overfill  the 
mind.  According  to  Miss 
Kwiat,  the  value  of  the  LSD 
experience  lies  in  the  ex- 

panded consciousness,  and 
particularly  in  the  ability 
for  integral  thought.  It 
should  be  an  overpowering 
"religious"  or  mystical  ex- perience. This  is  what 
makes  it  worthwhile  for  the artist. 

Miss  Kwiat  made  several 
cautions.  Although  LSD  is 
not  addictive,  it  is  illegal  in 
North  America  except  for 
medical  research,  and  is 
classified  with  marijuana 
and  addictive  drugs.  The 
current  black-market  price 
in  Toronto  is  $10  a  cube. 
The  other  reservations 

concern  its  use.  Although 
the  LSD  experience  can  be 
euphoric  and  intensely  illu- 

minating, it  can  be  as  equal- 
ly terrifying.  Miss  Kwiat 

gave  several  instances  of  sui- 
cide in  users  who  had  for- 

merly shown  a  tendency  in 
that  direction.  Severe  psy- 

chological effects  are  possi- 
ble to  psychotics  and  neu- rotics. 

Because  the  experience  is 
so  overwhelming  Miss 
Kwiat  insisted  that  anyone 
taking  LSD  must  do  it  in 
the  company  of  other  peo- 

ple who  are  thoroughly  fa- miliar with  the  drug.  They 
act  as  "spiritual  mediators", sympathetic  participants  in 
the  user's  experience,  and can  restrain  him  physically 
if  it  is  necessary.  "The  trip" must  have  the  proper  pre- 
paration. Miss  Kwiat  herself  show- 

ed an  extensive  knowledge 
of  the  clinical  and  psycho- 

logical research  being  done 
on  the  drug.  In  the  past  few 
years  books  ard  psychiatric 
and  psychological  periodic- 

als have  given  much  cover- 
age to  LSD.  She  particularly 

recommended  Psychedelic 
Review  and  The  Psychedelic 
Experience. 
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GREAT  SOCIETY"  (continued) 
establishment. 
I  somewhat  despair  ol 

anything  I  have  to  say 
reaching  some  of  the  mo- derates and  liberals.  Some, 
to  be  sure,  may  be  driven 
into  changing  by  disgust  at 
the  contradictions  in  the  at- 

titudes they  are  being  taught 
by  the  society  around  them. 
But  others  must  already 
know  everything  I  know 
and  more;  they  have  deli- 

berately chosen  to  eschew 
commitment  and  opt  for  re- 

spectability, reasonableness, 
inaction,  sophistication  and 
ultimately,  despair.  Here, 
one  can  not  hope  for  a 
change  of  mind.  Only  a 
change  of  heart. 

I  have  somewhat  greater 
hopes  for,  of  all  people,  the 
members  of  the  "lunatic 
right"  who  share  with  me the  pleasure  of  being  shut 
out  of  the  great  grey  mo- derate establishment  on  this 
campus.  True,  they  are 
among  the  more  vociferous 
defenders  of  the  United 
States  foreign  policy  in  Viel 
Nam.  But  at  least  they  have 
the  guts  to  stand  for  some- 

thing. They  seem  ,along  with 
"extremists"  of  the  peace 
movement,  to  have  preserv- 

ed some  naive  idea  that 
there  are  such  things  as 
right  and  wrong.  One  can 
disagree  with  them;  one  can 
know  where  one  stands.  One 
finds  them  trying  to  stick  to 
some  principles  of  their 
own,  rather  than  trying  to 
borrow  yours  and  corrupt 
them. 
And  I  would  put  it  to 

them  that  they  have  been 
betrayed,  that  it  is  those 
very  things  they  believe  they 
are  trying  to  uphold  thai 
are  being  destroyed  by 
American  actions  in  Viet 
Nam,  and  by  Canadian  ac- 

quiescence in  those  actions. 
They  are  vigorous  defend- 

ers of  the  right  of  a  man  to 
live  his  own  life  without 
interference  from  others. 
They  believe  that  this  right 
must  be  defended  with  cou- 

rage. I  would  put  it  to  them 
that  it  is  the  Americans  who 
are  keeping  the  Vietnamese 
from  leading  their  own 
lives,  and  the  Vietnamese 
who  are  fighting  for  that 
right  with  great  courage. 
And  they  are  extremely 

conscious  of  the  horrors 
which  Communist  govern- ments have  inflicted  on 
people  in  the  past  —  in  Hun 

gary,  for  instance,  or  the 
Ukraine.  They  are  deter 
mined  that  no  people  should 
have  to  undergo  that  sort  of 
treatment.  And  they  are 
quite  right.  But  I  would 
put  it  to  them  that,  by  think- 

ing in  terms  solely  of  Com- munism and  anti-Commun 
ism,  they  blind  themselves 
to  the  lessons  that  should 
be  learned  and  applied  to 
Viet  Nam,  about  the  nature 
of  a  confrontation  between 
a  large  and  powerful  society, 
and  a  small  one  struggling 
for  its  independence. 
Those  who  wish  to  pro- 

tect freedom  against  Greal 
Societies  must  not  be  con- 

fused by  the  fact  that  op- 
pressors sometimes  wear 

Russian  uniforms  and  mouth 
platitudes  about  equality 
and  sometimes  wear  Ameri- 

can uniforms  and  mouil1 
platitudes  about  freedom. Those  who  value  freedom 
must  work  together  to  op- 

pose those  who  are  willing 
to  settle  for  sophistication 

Us  extremists  have  got  to 
stick  together. 

review 

shaw  (continued) 
not  as  works  of  art  but  as 
platforms  for  particular 
punch-lines,  further  com- 

ment is  superfluous. 
Shaw  as  critic:  he  didn't  like Brahms  because  he  liked 
Wagner;  the  dislike  is  po- 

litical, not  musical,  but 
Miss  Harnsberger  lets  him 
yap  away  at  Brahms  with- out any  indication,  by 
added  context  or  note  of  the 
extenuating  circumstance. 
Shaw  as  social  thinker:  any 
wit  here  is  a  simple  come- 
on;  the  "wisdom"  takes chapters. 

It  is  a  long  book,  and  by 

its  nature  exemplifies  on 
every  page  the  criticisms 
that  can  be  made  of  one.  It 
is  not  a  book  of  which Shaw  would  have  approved, 
or  he  would  have  compiled it  himself.  It  is  not  a  book 
that  the  lover  or  even  the 
occasional  reader  of  Shaw 
needs.  It  is  not  a  book  foi 
the  student  of  Shaw  because 
the  quotations  are  arranged 
under  highly  eccentric  heads 
of  Miss  Harnsberger's  devis- ing. Then  who  is  it  for? 
Clara  Clemens?  But  she  is  - late.  Then  who? 

It  may  just  be  for  naught. 

supearson  (continued) 
"Supearson,  you've  come  just  in  the  nick  of  time.  A  pluialitv ot  us  were  just  about  to  call  you." 

"Fear  not,"  said  the  man  of  international  nickel  "For this  we'll  have  to  use  strategy." 
"Do  you  have  a  plan,  Supearson?" 
"I  always  have  a  plan." ****** 
Within  hours  the  gas-masked  special  agents  of  the R.C.M.P.  were  removing  the  bloated  bodies  of  the  alien creatures  from  the  odiferous  caverns. 
"Bloody  smart  of  that  Supearson,  eh?"  a  veteran  of  the campus  beat  yelled  at  his  buddy. 
"Never  would  have  thought  of  it  myself,"  the  other constable  replied,  as  they  loaded  another  exploded  corpse 

onto  the  barge.  "They  just  got  too  damn  much  of  a  good thing.   Overloaded  with  their  precious  Glucowhatsis." 
"They  ought  to  open  Parliament  down  here  more  often." 
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show  ransacked 
By  JOHN  CLUTE 

BERNARD  SHAW:  SE- 
LECTIONS OF  HIS  WIT 

AND  WISDOM,  Caroline 
Thomas  Harnsberger,  ed„ 
The  Ryerson  Press,  $8.95. 
They  never  seem  to  learn. 

Way  back  in  1960  I  wrote  in 
a  review  of  The  Wit  and 
Humor  of  Oscar  Wilde  that 
"books  of  excerpts  are.... 
abominations...."  and  went 
on  very  distinctly  in  that 
vein  for  three  paragraphs. 
The  warning  was  out.  It 
was  not  heeded  and  here 
we  are  again. 
Books  of  excerpts  are 

abominations,  to  begin  with. 
But  abomination,  like  grace, 
has  degrees.  To  ransack 
Oscar  Wilde,  the  faggot's Gracian,  for  his  choicest 
fruits  may  not  be  particular 
ly  commendable,  but  at 
least  does  not  seriously  mis- 
represent  the  bulk  of  his 
output.  To  do  the  same  with 
Shaw,  however,  does  consti- 

tute a  misrepresentation,  one 
that  caters  to  the  present 
age's  tendency  to  think  of him  as  a  saucy  old  baggage 
just  expelled  from  St.  Trin- ians. 
And  of  course  he  was  a 

saucy  old  baggage  —  in 
part.  He  played  jackanapes 
to  the  British  middle-class 

for  three-quarters  of  a  cen- 
tury; and  his  tricks  were  for 

the  most  part  reversals  and 
extremes  played  out  on  the 
rock  of  reason.  "I  shall  spiel 
you  with  spoofing,"  he seemed  to  say,  "until  you 
see  reason."  His  audience saw  reason,  but  also  history, 
and  it  turned  out  that  reason 
itself  was  the  spoof,  and 
that  the  rock  upon  which 
Shaw  had  built  his  wit  was 
not  granite  nor  basalt  nor any  firm  base,  but  only 
poisoned  cotton  candy. 

Nightfall  1950.  Shaw  is 
dead  but  Miss  Harnsberger 
lingers  on.  She  evidently  has 
a  bee  in  her  bonnet,  because 
she  has  other  work  to  do 
before  she  can  get  around 
to  the  late  great  GBS.  She 
edits  things  like  the  Treasu- 

ry of  Presidential  Quota- tions; The  Lincoln  Treasury; 
and  three  similar  volumes 
culled  from  Mark  Twain, 
the  last  of  which  leads  "the late  Clara  Clemens,  Mark 
Twain's  daughter,  to  call 
Caroline  Harnsberger  'a 
walking  Mark  Twain  encyc- 

lopedia.'" The  dust  jacket also  includes  a  photograph 
of  her  and  Shaw  together. 
Shaw  looks  dubious.  She 
does  not  look  a  bit  like  an 
encyclopedia. 

But  she  does  look  ready 
to  take  Shaw  at  his  word. 
She  looks  ready  to  whip 
out  pad  and  pencil  the  very 
next  moment  to  get  the 
latest  spoof. 
And  that  is  the  fundamen- tal disaster  of  this  volume. 

It  takes  Shaw  at  his  word. 

The  inclusion  of  "Wisdom" in  the  title  aside,  this  vo- lume is  a  compendium  of 
the  trivial  Shaw,  the  Cassius 
Clay  of  literature,  and  it  is 
a  disservice.  Because  Shaw 
is  only  part  Cassius  Clay.  It 

is  not  within  this  review's purview  to  examine  the 
other  part,  the  lasting  Shaw, 
the  playwright,  the  critic, the  social  thinker;  it  is  only 
within  this  review's  purview to  note  the  omission,  to 
state,  "You  drag  on  the 
myth  of  Shaw  as  Cassius 
Clay,  Miss  Harnsberger,  and 

that  is  a  disservice." One  can,  however,  note 
how  Miss  Harnsberger's method  can  distort  the  es- sential Shaw  within  the 
space  of  one  page  {no,  Miss 
Harnsberger,  essential  does 
not  necessarily  mean  short). 
Shaw  as  playwright:  in  this 
volume  we  are  given  single 
lines  from  several  plays; 
unless  we  consider  his  plays 

See  "Shaw,"  review  15 

WHAT'S  NEW  IN  PAPERBACK 
By  BEVERLEY  PETERSON 

A  L  I  C  E'S  ADVENTURES 
UNDER  GROUND,  Lewis 
Carroll,  Dover,  $1.15.  A  de 
lightful  facsimile  edition 
of  Carroll's  original  manu- script. 

BRITAIN'S  MOMENT  IN THE  MIDDLE  EAST  1914 
1956,  Elizabeth  Monroe, 
Methuen,  §3.55.  A  survey 
of  Britain's  supremacy  in the  Middle  East  for  40 
years,  and  the  reasons  for 
its  subsequent  decline. 

THE  COMMUNISTIC  SO- 
CIETIES  OF  THE  UNIT- 

ED STATES,  Charles 
Nordhoff,  Schocken,  $2.75 
A  new  edition  of  an  1875 
examination  of  Utopian 
society  in  America. 

ELIZABETH  THE  GREAT, 
Elizabeth  Jenkins,  Meth- 

uen, $2.65.  A  sensitive  por- 
trait with  attention  focus- 

sed  on  personal  informa- 
tion about  the  queen. 

EVOLUTION  AND  THE 
FOUNDERS  OF  PRAGM- 

ATISM, Philip  P.  Wiener, 
Harper,  $1.95.  A  useful  re- 
ference  book  for  the  study 
of  the  origin  and  develop- 

ment of  pragmatism. 
THE  F.B.I.  NOBODY 
KNOWS,  Fred  J.  ook,  Py- 
ramid,  95e.  A  well-docu- 

mented expose  of  one  of 
America's  honoured  insti- tutions. 

FOR  PITY'S  SAKE:  THE 
RETURN  OF  BROTHER 
ANONYMOUS,  Jean-Paul 
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Desbiens,  Harvest  House, 
$2.00.  Autobiography  of 
the  teacher  whose  'Imper- 

tinences' set  off  Quebec's 
'quiet  revolution'. 

THE  GOEBBELS  DIARIES, 
edited  &  transl.  by  Louis 
P.  Lochner,  Popular  Li- 

brary, S1.25.  Selections 
from  the  1942-43  diaries 
show  Goebbels  to  be  the 
motive  force  behind  the 
vicious  anti-Semitism  of 
the  Nazi  regime. 

GREENWICH  VILL  AGE 
1920-1930,  Caroline  F. 
Ware,    Harper,    $2.95.  A 
1935  study  in  social  change 
praised  for  its  scientific 
value,  literary  worth  and 
perception  into  the  prob- lems of  urban  living. 

IN  SEARCH  OF  FRANCE, 
Stanley  Hoffman  et  al., 
Harper,  $2.75.  Six  contri 
butors  write  on  the  econ- 

omy, society,  and  politic- 
al system  of  twentieth 

century  France. 
LAMENT  FOR  A  NATION, 

George  Grant,  McClelland 
&  Stewart,  $1.95.   If  you 
are  interested  in  the  fu- 

ture of  Canada  as  a  na- 
tion this  book  is  a  must. 

THE  LIFE  AND  DEATH  OF 
LOUIS  XVI,  Saul  K.  Pa- 
dover,  Pyramid,  75e.  The 
only  full-length  study  of 
Louis  XVI  in  English. 

THE  MAKING  OF  VICTO- 
RIAN ENGLAND,  G.  Kit 

son  Clark,  Methune,  $2.75, 
Not  a  general  history  of 
the  period,  but  a  consi- deration of  some  of  the 
forces  which  created  Vic- 

torian England. 
MORAL  PHILOSOPHY,  A.R. 

C.    Duncan,    CBC,  $1.25. 

Six  lectures  broadcast  in 
1965  on  CBC  University  of 
the  Air. 

NATURAL  RIGHT  AND 
HISTORY,  Leo  Strauss, 
Chicago,  $1.95.*  An  exam- ination of  the  current  sta- 

tus of  the  problem  of  na- tural right. 
THE  POETRY  OF  EDMUND 
SPENSER  -  A  STUDY, 
William  Nelson,  Colum- 

bia, $2.25.  The  author shows  considerable  inde 
pendence  of  mind  in  this 
critique  emphasizing  the 
intellectual  element  in 
Spenser's  poetry. 

ROBE  AND  SWORD,  Frank 
Iin  L.  Ford,  Harper,  $1.95. 
A  scholarly  analysis  of  the 
regrouping  of  the  French 
aristocracy  after  Louis XIV. 

STUDIES  IN  THE  PHILO 
SOPHY  OF  HISTORY,  ed 
ited  by  George  H.  Nadel 
Harper,  $1-60.  Selected 
says  from  the  journal 
"History  and  Theory"  di 
scussing  history  in  rela 
tion  to  philosophy  and  so cial  theory. 

SUCCESS  AND  FAILURE 
OF  PICASSO,  John  Ber 
ger,  Penguin,  $2.95.  An  as sessment  of  the  relation 
ship    between  Picasso' fantastic   wordly  success 
and  his  failure  as  an  art- 

ist because  he  has  bee 
deprived  of  contact  with modern  reality. 

WHAT  IS  POETRY?,  Joh 
Hall  Wheelock,  Scribner1 $1.55.  An  examination  oi 
the  nature  of  poetry,  with 
particular    reference  to 
modern  verse. 

By  MIKE  WALSH 
A  dark  shadow  of  crisis  had  enveloped  Ottawopolis.  Dr. 

Noah  Zark  felt  a  burning  necessity  to  impress  the  gravity 
of  the  situation  upon  the  civil  authorities. 

"Gentlemen,"  he  began,  addressing  the  assembled  digni- taries. His  words  were  as  neat  and  precisely  clipped  as  his 
beard.  "I  feel  a  burning  necessity  to  impress  the  gravity  of 
the  situation  upon  you." His  audience  listened  intently  remembering  that  night. 
Without  a  word  of  warning  the  great  power  failure  had 
plunged  the  entire  continent  into  darkness.  When  the  lights 
were  returned  Ottawopolis  had  found  its  sewer  system  in 
the  vise-like  grip  of  the  aliens. 

There  had  been  a  stunned  shock  in  the  city  as  the 
great  machinery  of  government  geared  itself  to  the  threat. 
He  who  controls  the  sewer  system  controls  the  world,"  the venerable  prairie  sage,  Tommy  Dunglustre,  had  said.  It  was 
apidly  reaching  the  proportions  of  a  national  emergency. 

And  yet  the  alien  creatures  were  not  citizens,  the  Works 
Department  noted  in  a  memorandum  to  Indian  Affairs. 
Nonetheless  their  living  conditions  were  in  excess  of  the 
maximum  reservation  standards,  Indian  Affairs  pointed  out 

memorandum  to  Immigration.  Acknowledgement  of 
jurisdiction  could  set  a  dangerous  precedent. 

"We've  already  filled  our  quota  of  extraterrestials,"  Im- 
migration commented  in  its  note  to  External  Affairs.  "But 

we  don't  recognize  their  planet  diplomatically,"  External Affairs  passed  on  to  Trade  and  Commerce. 
The  wheat  crop  is  leased  abroad  for  the  next  ninety-nine 

years,"  Trade  and  Commerce  reported  to  the  State  Secre- 
tary. "The  Canada  Council  regrets  that  it  must  draw  the  line 

at  the  subsidization  of  sewers,"  State  retorted  to  Transport. 
Air  Canada  is  concerned  with  supra-surface  move- 

ment," Transport  snorted,  referring  the  whole  question  back to  the  Works  Department.  Thus  was  founded  the  Zark 
Royal  Commission. 

And  now  the  long  awaited  was  being  brought  down.  "As 
you  gentlemen  are  well  aware,"  Zark  began,  "Ottawopolis 
possesses  one  of  the  world's  largest  native  supplies  of  Glu- 

cosplogeren." (An  appendix  to  the  report  explained  the  obvious:  Glu- cosplogeren  is.  a  wonder  of  the  modern  world.  It  is  created 
by  the  chemical  reaction  of  Ajax  ('stronger  than  dirt')  and Draino  ('for  fast,  fast,  fast  relief). 

The  reaction  took  place  in  the  absence  of  light  and  the 
presence  of  a  powerful  catalyst.  The  report  credited  isola- tion of  the  vital  ingredient  to  the  famed  Scarborough 
Heights  Institute  of  Technology. 

"And  this,  Gentlemen,  is  Glucosplogeren,"  Zark  an- nounced, indicating  a  disgusting  mass  of  transparent  brown 
jelly  shimmering  on  the  table  before  them. 

"Ottawopolis  has  been  endowed  with  an  abundance  of 
this  material,"  Zark  continued,  ignoring  the  men  blanching 
into  their  attache  cases.  "We  cannot  allow  control  of  this 
vital  commodity  to  fall  into  foreign  hands." 

'But  why  do  they  want  it,  Doctor?"  a  puzzled  under- secretary asked. 
"The  efficient  operation  of  their  systems  depends  upon 

it,"  Zark  explained  grimly.  "Unlike  human  beings,  their organs  of  equilibrium  are  placed  at  the  centre  of  gravity. 
"This  means  that  they  have  a  single  hammer  and  anvil 

located  just  beneath  the  navel.  They  require  the  Glucosplo- 
geren for  its  lubrication." "That's  not  so  unhuman,"  said  a  small  voice  at  the  back of  the  room. 

"Why  don't  we  just  sell  it  to  them?"  said  another, stronger,  voice. 
"Well,"  Zark  began  defensively,  it's  not  quite  that  simple. 

The  Glucosplogeren  rights  are  held  by  private  business  in- 
terests. We  can't  touch  them  and  Washington  refuses  to 

take  any  action  at  all.  I  don't  think  they've  quite  forgiven 
us  for  the  wheat  business." 

"Gentlemen!"  It  was  the  voice  of  girl  reporter,  Lois 
LaMarsh.  "This  is  a  job  for  Supearson!" 

There  was  a  whoosh  at  the  window  and,  "Look,  up  in 
the  sky!  It's  an  eagle!  It's  the  Arrow!  It's  Supearson!" 

Suddenly  the  caped  crime-fighter  was  among  them. 
See  "Supearson,"  review  15 



The  author  of  this  com- 
ment article  is  a  third-year student  at  University  Col- 

lege. The  opinions  expressed are  not  necessarily  those  of The  Varsity. 
The  Students  Administra- 

tive Council  has  recently 
been  described  as  "vacillat- 

ing" by  one  and  "resolute" by  another  of  its  own  mem- 
bers. While  these  two  words 

are  radically  opposed  in 
meaning,  they  are,  neverthe- 

less, strikingly  accurate  in 
their  description  of  SAC, 

It  is  not  by  any  means  an 
inconsistency  when  both 
are  applied  to  the  council.  I 
for  one  believe  that  SAC  is 
exactly  what  it  is  supposed 
to  be,  and  any  inconsisten- 

cies which  are  present  are 
not  internal,  as  the  two 
words  suggest,  but  rather  ex- 

ternal —  that  is,  inconsisten- 
cies with  regard  to  students 

and  their  place  in  the  uni- versity. 
SAC,  I  think,  adequately 

and  realistically  reflects  stu- 
dent opinion  on  this  campus. 

Sure,  we  all  like  having  a 
little  sex  now  and  then,  but 
for  crying  out  loud  don't 
talk  about  contraceptives 
because  they  are  not  quite 
legal  yet.  And,  yes,  we  are 
against  apartheid  in  South 
Africa,  but  make  sure  you 
bring  a  bulldozer  to  the  SAC 
meeting  so  that  our  resolute- 

ness might  vacillate  into  a 
little  action. 

The  examples  could  go  on, 
but  what  I  find  saddest  in 
these  "moral  issue"  debates 
is  the  motion  to  stall,  or 
rather  table,  the  debate  un- 

til members  have  had  time 

An  independent  SAC  should  collect  its  own  money to  discuss  the  issue  with 
their  constituents. 

Really,  what  representa- 
tive ever  talks  with  his  fel- 
low students  about  these  so- 

called  moral  issues?  And, 
furthermore,  what  student 
is  really  concerned?  It 
seems  obvious  that  SAC's 
procrastination  and  hope- 

ful forgetting  or  rejection 
of  an  issue  is  completely 
consistent  with  our  good  old 
immoveable  student  body. 

Besides,  we  all  say,  what 
would  mother  think  if  I 
tossed  out  her  South  African 
wine  or  brought  home  birth 
control  information  at  my 
age  —  a  mere  21? 
It  becomes  increasingly 

apparent  that  SAC  is  a  stu- 
dent game.  It  satisfies  the 

desire  of  the  popular  stu- 
dent to  display  his  populari- 

ty while  for  other  students 
happiness  is  promoting  stu- dent niceties. 

Generally,  however,  the 
attitude  seems  to  be:  the 
problems  we  don't  solve 
this  year  (the  student  cen- 

tre, for  example)  —  well, 
maybe  next  year  or  the  next 
or  .  .  . 

Frankly  I  get  no  satisfac- 
tion out  of  seeing  other  stu- 

dents building  crumbly  sand 
castles  with  my  ?8  in  fees 
(collected  for  them  by  the 
university  administration)  I 
see  no  innate  goodness  in 
having  things  done  by  stu- 

dents for  the  sake  of  having 
students  do  them. 

It  is  far  better  to  have  a 
politically  and  morally  im- 

potent administrator  do  the 

things  SAC  does,  but  more 
efficiently.  At  least  in  this 
case  we  would  all  know 
where  and  how  we  stand. 
And  even  more — we  would 

By  GARY  TEEPLE 

not  be  confronted  with  these 
embarrassing  and  emotional 
"moral"  issues!  Why,  the 
administrator  could  decide 
and  act  on  the  information 
of  his  prejudiced  little  mind, and  save  us  the  trouble. 

I  once  thought  that  a  good 
slogan  for  SAC  might  be 
"Put  the  student  back  in  the 
university."  Trite,  I  admit, 
but  sincere.  You  see,. one  al- 

ways has  to  make  a  distinc- 
tion between  the  university 

and  the  students  because 
that's  reality  —  the  two  are 
separate. 

Lots  of  new  cars  leave  the 
assembly  line  with  missing 
parts,  but  what  is  more  im- portant to  the  company  is 
the  price  of  steel  and  the 
rate  of  consumption.  The administration  wants  the 
student  to  be  a  student  and 
nothing  else;  and  what  is 
explicit  in  this  definition  of 
student  is  that  he  is  a  re- 

ceiver, not  an  actor  or  crea- tor. 

SAC,  according  to  the  Uni- 
versity Act,  has  no  power. 

They  have  a  single  right  — that  of  communicating  with 
the  Board  of  Governors.  It 
is  the  Board  of  Governors 
and  the  huge  corporations 
of  its  members  which  are 
important  to  this  university. 
The  student  has  no  say 

in  what  courses,  teachers, 
departments,  policies,  disci- 

pline, fees,  books,  food,  or 
library  hours  will  affect 
them.  No  sponsored  lecture 
series,  no  faculty-student committee,  no  anything,  can 
substitute  for  real  student 
representation  in  the  power 
centres  of  this  university. 

And  yet  we,  and  they,  can 
rest  assured  that  our  society 
has  trained  us  well  for  the 
job  of  accepting  without 
questioning.  SAC,  in  this 
way,  represents  the  student 
body,  as  I  said  before,  ade- 

quately and  realistically.  The 
conclusion  is  obvious — SAC 
is  politically  and  administra- 

tively redundant. 
But  even  though  the  Uni- 

versity Act  gives  the  Student 
Council  no  power,  obviously 
SAC  exists,  and  obviously 

people  campaign  to  be  mem- 

bers —  and  actually,  at 
times,  it  does  things  and  ef- fects things.  Where  does  its 
power  come  from? There  is  only  one  source and  that  is  the  money  which the  administration  collects 
from  every  student  —  a  por- tion of  which  goes  to  SAC. From  being  able  to  grant, withold,  and  play  with 
money  (a  lot  of  money)  SAC derives  its  power. 
But  $8  paid  as  part  of  a 

large  sum  is  not  quite  as 
large  as  $8  in  your-  wallet, 
and  probably  many  students 

pay  the^full  fee'unawate  of its  breakdown  and  definite- 
ly unaware  of  this  play 

money  that  goes  to  SAC. 
The  important  issue  is 

this:  if  SAC  is  a  "represent- ative" body,  claiming  to  be 
a  "government"  which  has 
the  support  of  the  students, then  let  it  collect  its  own 
finances. 

Let  SAC  make  it  clear  to 
all  students  that  since  SAC 
is  their  representative  gov- ernment they  all  must  pay 
a  fee  to  support  it — a  sort 
of  head-tax.  There  is  no 
doubt  in  my  mind  that  the 
power  of  SAC  would  dissip- ate very  rapidly  and  its  very 
existence  would  be  threat- ened if  it  had  to  collect  its 
own  finances. 

Therefore,  in  the  desire 
for  a  truly  democratic,  in- 

dependent and  legitimate 
student  council,  I  move  that 
SAC  collect  its  student  fees 
by  itself,  without  the  aid  of 
the  university  administra- 
tion. 

Is  there  a  seconder? 

Where,  oh  where,  will  our  little  tent  re  be?  Read  on... 

By  JEU  D'ESPRIT 
The  author  of  this  article 

is  a  dose  relative  of  Esprit 
Sale,  The  Varsity's  widely- read  reviewer.  The  opinions 
expressed  are  those  which 
are  printed  below. 

The  big  question  on  cam- 
pus these  days  —  for  any- 
one interested  enough  in  the 

proposed  student  centre  — is:  Where  will  it  be? 
Educated  guesses  have 

ranged  from  the  middle  of 
St.  George  St.  to  the  middle 
of  Queens  Park,  with  high 
priority  being  given  to  the 
centre  of  the  circle  on  main 
campus  or  the  piece  of  land 
in  front  of  Hart  House  on 
which  is  situated  the  pre- 

sent SAC  offices  (not  to 
mention  The  Varsity  and 
Innls  college). 

Well,  the  truth  can  now 
be  revealed  . . .  and  you're all  wrong! 

It's  so  simple,  even  an 
engineer  could  figure  it  out. 
You'll  be  ashamed  of  your- self for  not  thinking  of  the 
obvious. 
Remember  that  news  arti- 

cle in  The  Varsity  a  few 
weeks  ago,  announcing  the 
forthcoming  Medical  Com- 

plex? Now  think  back  — 
where  were  they  going  to 
put    it?    That's    right!  — 

smack  where  the  old  Engi- 
neering building  (better 

known  as  the  Skule  house) 
is  now. 

So,  what  do  you  thing 
they're  going  to  do  with  the old  Skule  house?  Not  de- 

molish it.  After  all,  it  was 
supposed  to  be  torn  down 
years  ago.  You  don't  think 
they  postponed  its  demoli- 

tion for  nothing,  do  you?  Of 
course  not! 
Now  it's  too  old  to  be 

demolished:  it's  perfect landmark  —  with  historical 
significance  no  less  —  of 
ye  o-lde  Universitie.  Just 
like  the  old  city  hall,  see? 
(Contrary  to  popular  opin- 

ion, they're  not  going  to  tear down  the  building  and  just 
leave  the  roof  as  a  tribute 
to  the  past.  Far  better  to 
preserve  the  entire  magnifi- cent structure  in  its  own 
proud  architectural  glory. ) 
Now  you've  got  it!  The old  Skule  house  is  to  become 

the  new  Student  Centre. 
But,  you  say,  how  can 

that  be  if  the  new  Medica 
Complex  is  going  exactly 
where  the  Skule  house  is 
now?  You're  not  thinking! First  of  all,  the  engineers 
shall  construct  a  structure 
in  the  centre  of  main  cam- 

pus, the  likes  of  which  have 
never  been  seen  before.  (No 

not  the  student  centre  — 
that's  going  to  be  the  old Skule  house,  remember? ) 
This  amazing  monument  to 
the  heroic  efforts  of  engin- 

eers everywhere  (and  U  of 
T  types  in  particular)  shall be  none  other  than  a  huge, 
tremendous,  gigantic  (would 
you  believe  big?)  crane. 
This  structure  will  be  per- 

fectly in  keeping  with  the 
standards  set  by  the  admin- 

istration's building  code, 
which  prohibits  the  block- 

ing of  the  view  of  UC  (oh 
hallowed  halls),  since  like 
all  good  cranes  everywhere, 
it  shall  not  be  a  solid  struc- ture. 
Once  this  crane  is  built 

(an  informed  source  estim- ates it  will  take  no  longer 
than  72.863  years,  in  keep- 

ing with,  the  rate  of  pro- gress at  this  university),  the 
rest  is  simple.  This  crane 
will  simply  hoist  the  old 
Skule  house  off  its  present 
foundations  and  deposit  it 
(where  else?)  in  the  centre 
of  the  Hart  House  quadran- 

gle. 

If  by  some  chance  this 
new  location  is  found  to  be 
unsuitable  (like  maybe  it 
won't  fit,  or  else  the  statue 
in  the  middle  of  the  quad 
might  object),  then  all  that has  to  be  done  is  to  link 
the  crane  up  to  the  Skule 
house   again,   hoist   it  up, 

and  deposit  it  in  the  centre 
of  the  UC  quadrangle.  No? 
Would  you  believe  the  Knox 
College  quadrangle? 

In  fact,  if  no  suitable  lo- 
cation can  be  found  to  set- tle the  old  Skule  house,  why 

bother  settling  it  at  all? 
Permanently  attached  to  the 
crane  (which,  you'll  recall doesn't  block  the  view  of 

any  building),  U  of  T's  new Student  Centre  may  well  be 
the  only  one  of  its  kind  in 
North  America  —  a  free- floating  bulinding. 

And  in  a  high  wind,  we'll have  the  swingingest  stu- dent union  in  the  world. 
What  more  could  we  ask for? 
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Attention  llluminati:  orgy  as  usual  tonight. 

Same  place.  Overthrow  of  government  also 

being  planned.  Bring  lunch. 

LOOK  INTO  YOUR  FUTURE  AT  RIO  ALGOM 

EXPLORATION  is  vital  to  Rio  Algom's  progress  and 
expansion.  The  Company  maintains  a  strong  exploration 
programme  which  takes  crews  throughout  North  America 
in  search  of  new  development  opportunities. 
MINING  —  Rio  Algom's  mining  interests  are  both 
extensive  and  diversified:  uranium  mines  and  mills  in  the 
Elliot  Lake  district;  gold  in  the  Timmins  area;  copper  in 
north-central  Ontario,  in  northern  Saskatchewan 
and  north-western  Quebec.  Still  other  properties  are  under 
investigation  for  possible  exploitation. A 

STEELMAKING— Atlas  Steels  Division  is  one  of  the 
world's  major  producers  of  stainless,  tool  and  alloy  metals. 
Its  expanding  operations  include  an  integrated  steel  mill 
at  Welland,  a  continuous-casting,  stainless  steel  mill  40 
miles  from  Montreal,  extensive  metallurgical  laboratories, 
and  marketing  offices  and  service  centres  throughout 
Canada  and  the  world. 

Rio  Algom 
member  of  the  worldwide  Rio  Tinto-Zinc  Corporation  Group 

ftIO  ALGOM  MINES  LIMITED  WILL  HAVE  AN  INTERVIEWING  TEAM  ON  CAMPUS  Jan.  22,  1966 
to  interview  and  discuss  employment  possibilities  within  the  organization  with  prospective 
Graduates  in  the  following  faculties  and  disciplines,  Mech.  Eng.,  Elect.  Eng.,  Met.  Eng., 
Geology,  Science  (gen'l),  Commerce  (Accounting).  Further  information  as  to  interview  time- tables and  company  literature  may  be  obtained  from  your  Placement  Office. 

This  is  new  in  the  Canadian  Forces. 

It's  the  Ojibwa. 
It's  295'  long,  26'/2  wide  and  draws  18'  of  water. 
Its  armament  includes  eight  21"  tubes  for  homing  torpedoes. 
It's  operationally  potent  and  supplies  advanced  anti-sub  training. Last  June,  the  Canadian  Forces  announced 
the  addition  of  the  CF-5  fighter  to  Its  new 
equipment  roster.  NOW  it's  the  new  sub- marine, HMCS  Ojibwa.  This  is  the  first  of 
three  Oberon-class  (powered  by  the  latest 
twin  diesel  engines)  that  will  join  the  fleet. 
The  Ojibwa  is  designed  for  both  arctic  and 
tropical  operations.  It  is  superbly  fitted  with 

the  most  up-to-date  detection  equipment  in 
the  world. 

The  Ojibwa  is  new  In  the  Canadian  Forces. 
There's  more  to  come.  Good  equipment requires  good  men. 
Canadian  Forces  Recruiting  Centre, 
(25  St.  Clair  Ave.  E.,  Tor.  7  -  924-6607) 

The  Canadian  Forces.  Give  it  some  thought. 
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Approaches  to  socialism By  PETER  SANDY 
Donald  C.  MacDonald,  leader  of  the  Ontario  New  De- 

mocratic Party,  and  Stephen  Lewis,  NDP  MPP  for  Scar- 
borough West,  confronted  each  other  in  a  fourth-year 

political  science  lecture  at  Sidney  Smith  Hall  Tuesday. 
They  discussed  their  different  approaches  and  views  on 

the  future  of  democratic  socialism  in  Canada. 
Mr.  Lewis  spoke  as  a  representative  of  the  youngest 

generation  of  socialists,  while  Mr.  MacDonald  said  he  was identified  with  the  second  generation  of  socialists,  who  got 
involved  in  the  CCF  party  in  the  mid-forties. While  both  seemed  naturally  to  have  high  hopes  for 
social  democracy  as  a  strong  political  force  in  the  future 
of  Canada,  there  was  no  doubt  that  they  represented  dif- ferent wings  of  the  NDP. 

Mr.  Lewis  said  that  while  the.younger  New  Democratic 
MPs  and  MPPs  seem  to  be  of  a  pragmatic  nature  and  are 
willing  to  work  within  the  existing  political  structure  to 
make  whatever  gains  they  could,  he  personally  rejected 
the  entire  capitalistic  ethos. 

Lewis  said  that  while  some  good  could  come  of  this 
pragmatic  approach,  an  entirely  new  approach  in  politics was  needed,  in  which  pressing  sociological,  economic  and 
cultural  problems,  such  as  automation  and  increasing leisure  time  would  be  solved. 

His  wing  of  the  party  would  reject  all  military  alliances, 
and  concentrate  on  increased  foreign  and  economic  aid.  In 
addition,  he  said  his  wing  is  extremely  concerned  with  the 
increasing  alienation  that  must  be  felt  by  such  segments 
of  our  society  as  the  "New  Left." Mr.  MacDonald's  approach  to  the  development  of  so- 

cialist though  was  much  more  gradual.  He  felt  that  just  as 
the  parliamentary  system  of  government  has  evolved  into 
a  democratic  system,  so  the  present  democratic  political 
system  will  evolve  into  a  socialistic  system.  As  proof,  he 
offered  the  many  planks  of  the  CCF  and  NDP  which  have 
been  fully  incorporated  by  the  other  major  political  parties. Mr.  MacDonald  seemed  to  think  that  even  if  the  NDP 
did  not  obtain  power,  it  could  continue  to  serve  as  a  useful 
pressure  group  Mr.  Lewis  felt  that  if  steps  were  not  taken for  a  socialist  group  to  achieve  power,  the  most  pressing 
needs  of  our  society  would  not  be  solved. 

CHOOSE  TWO  TO  GO  TO  TURKEY 
Two  University  of  Toronto  students  have  been  chosen 

to  participate  in  a  seminar  in  Turkey  sponsored  by  the 
World  University  Service  of  Canada. 

They  are  Susan  Graham  (II  Nursing)  and  Tom  Faulk- 
ner, (III  Vic),  chairman  of  SAC's  Canadian-Can adien  Com- mittee. 

Some  39  students,  five  professors  and  two  WUS  ad- ministrators will  be  going  to  the  seminar  this  year. 
The  annual  trip  is  sponsored  by  WUS.  Last  year  it  was 

held  in  Chile,  in  1963  in  Pakistan. 

Usually  delegates  are  chosen  on  a  quota-for-each-univer- sity  basis,  but  this  year  the  choice  was  made  on  a  regional basis. 

As  a  result,  some  universities  will  have  no  representa- 
tion at  the  seminar.  WUS  administrator,  Paul  Cantor,  who 

is  officially  in  charge  of  the  seminar,  said:  "We  feel  this will  be  our  most  challanging  seminar  yet,  and  we  want 
only  the  best  people  available." 

The  delegates  leave  June  20  for  Istanbul  via  Rome  and 
the  Orient  Express.  They  will  travel  through  Turkey  for 
two  weeks  after  participating  in  the  11-day  seminar. 

After  that,  they  will  settle  in  Ankaraa  for  an  8-day residential  seminar. 
From  August  1  to  17  they  can  travel  about  as  they 

please.  On  their  return  home,  they  have  a  chance  to  meet 
delegates  from  previous  seminars  at  a  WUS  seminar 
reunion  in  Kingston. 

Delegates  are  divided  into  five  study  groups,  according 
to  their  interests,  and  must  submit  a  5,000-word  essay  on 
an  assigned  topic  before  the  end  of  May. 

U  of  T  math  team  takes  third 
A  team  of  three  U  of  T  students  has  captured  third  place 

in  a  North  American  mathematics  competition. 
Stephen  Marion  (IV  UC),  Richard  Penner  (IV  UC)  and 

Lon  Rosen  (IV  UC)  finished  behind  teams  from  Harvard 
University  and  Massachusetts  Institute  of  Technology.  They 
defeated  teams  from  Princeton,  the  California  Institute  of 
Technology  and  200  other  colleges  and  universities. 

Lon  Rosen  placed  fourth  in  the  individual  scoring,  and 
Barbara  Keyfitz  won  honorable  mention. 

Some  1,600  contestants  participated  in  the  competition, 
sponsored  by  the  Mathematical  Association  of  America. 



AT  ATHLETIC  NIGHT 

Three  records  broken By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
Three  interfaculty  swim records  were  broken  at  the Athletic  Night  at  Hart House,  Wednesday. 
They  were  in  the  400  yard 

medley  relay,  the  100  yard freestyle  and  the  400  yard sprint  relay. 
The  Trinity  team  of  Chris 

McNaught,  Mike  Chapelle, Theo  Van  Ryn,  Dave  Fisher, Bill  Bentille  and  Jorn 
Weekes  knocked  more  than 
four  seconds  off  the  old  400 
yard  medley  relay  record  of 
4:20.7  as  they  won  the  event in  4:16.1. 

Peter  Richardson  was  in- 
volved in  the  setting  of  the 

other  two  records.  He  swam 

the  100  yard  freestyle  in 
51.9  seconds  (the  old  record 
was  52.4  seconds)  and  he 
anchored  the  Meds 
team  as  they  won  the  400 
yard  sprint  relay  in  a  re- cord 3:48.6.  The  old  record 
was  3:51.0.  Richardson  also 
won  the  200  yard  freestyle. 

In  the  team  competition, 
Meds  won  the  Fitzgerald 
Trophy  as  they  amassed  a 
score  of  66  points  while 
Mike  Chapelle  won  the  Mc- 
Catty  Trophy  for  his  victory 
in  the  200  yard  breast-stroke event. 

In  the  gymnastics  meet, 
Ken  Lumb  (I  Dents)  was 
the  individual  champion 
while   Dave    Hamilton  (II 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

PHE)  was  the  individual  fi 
nalist. 

In  the  interfaculty  league 
basketball  game,  PHE  I 
whipped  Innis  I  88-58.  Andy Klimas  and  Art  Bennett 
were  the  big  guns  for  PHE 
as  they  had  19  and  14  points 
respectively  while  Mel  Pearl- 
ham  was  the  best  of  the 
losers  with  21  points. 
In  the  wrestling  meet, 

competitions  were  held  in 
five  weight  categories.  Rich 
Kesten  (I  Innis)  won  the 
137-lb.  class,  Norm  Wheeler 
(III  PHE)  the  145-lb.  class, 
Barrie  Story  (I  APSC)  the 
160-lb.  class,  John  Perkins 
(III  Vic)'  the  191-lb.  class and  Ron  Wakelin  (II  PHE) 
the  heavyweight  class. 

Victoria,  Engineers  tied  in  first  place By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
For  the  first  time  since 

before  the  holidays,  Vic  I 
is  not  alone  in  the  first  di- 

vision of  the  interfaculty 
hockey  league.  Sr.  Engineer- 

ing, on  the  strength  of  a 
3-1  win  over  PHE  I,  have 
moved  into  a  tie  for  the  top 
spot. 
Don  Smith,  Gord  Fraser 

and  Dave  Treen  each  scored 
once  as  the  engineers  won 
their  sixth  of  the  season. 
Bruce  Cameron  counted 
both  goals  for  PHE. 

In  other  group  I  action, 
U.C.  I  picked  up  their  sec- 

ond point  of  the  season  as 
they  battled  to  a  2-2  tie  with 
St.  Mike's  A. 
Barney  Singer  and  Bob 

Wardell  scored  for  Redmen 
while    Don    Shanahan  and 

John  Kukurin  replied  for the  Irish. 
St.  Mike's  now  has  ten 

points  good  for  fourth 
place  three  points  behind 
Vic  and  Engineering. 
Don  Stump,  George  Mc- 

Gee  and  Jerry  Omelony 
each  tallied  singletons  as 
Meds  A  dropped  Dents  A 
3-1  in  the  only  group  II 
game  played.  Marv  Glazier 
counted  the  lone  goal  for 
the  losing  dentists. 
In  group  III  action,  St. 

Mike's  B  and  Pharmacy  A each  picked  up  wins, 
Dick  Christenson  and 

Randy  Post  led  the  Irish  to 
a  4-3  decision  over  Jr.  En- 

gineering as  they  each 
scored  twice. 
Danny  Higashi,  Garry 

Reed  and  Bill  Candfield 
counted    singletons    in  a 

losing  cause  for  the  engi- neers. 
Austin  MacKay  and  Stan 

Sunohara  each  scored  twice 
as  Pharmacy  dropped  PHE 
B  4-2.  Gary  Deering  and 
Chris  Rudge  tallied  for  the losers. 

WATER  POLO 
In  the  only  interfaculty 

league  game  scheduled, 
Bart  Cormack,  Lloyd  Bur- 
ridge  and  Bruce  Good  each 
counted  three  goals  as  Fo 
restry  whipped  Knox  Col- 

lege 10-3.  Larry  Bruce  was the  best  of  the  losers  as  he 
scored  all  three  goals. 

BASKETBALL 
Jim  McElhinney  scored 

thirteen  points  to  lead  Em- 
manuel College  to  a  38-16 

win  over  Innis  II  in  the  only 
interfaculty  league  game 

played. 

Seniors  end  Western's  five-year  streak By  MARILYN  LAMSON 
Toronto  Women's  Bas- ketball Seniors  were 

able  to  overcome  a  21-12 
half  time  deficit  on  Satur- 

day to  defeat  Western  38-33. 
This  was  the  upset  of  the 
year  as  Western  has  reigned 
undefeated  in  the  Intercol- 

legiate circuit  for  the  past 
five  years  and  appeared  to 
be  headed  towards  another 
victorious  seasson. 
Sharon  Goodyear  (Vic 

III),  a  veteran  of  3  years, 
led  the  scoring  with  17 
points,  followed  by  Vaughn 
Adamson  (Nursing  II)  with 
12  points. 
Andrea  Smith  put  in  an 

outstanding  performance  on 
the  defensive  line  which 
was  able  to  foil  Western's attack  and  deflect  many  of 
their  shots. 
The  second  win  of  the 

season  was  recorded  on 
Tuesday  when  the  Intercol- 

legiate Team  defeated  Mc- 
Master  45-25.  As  the  game 
got  underway  Toronto  seem- 

ed to  be  off  to  a  very  slow 
start  but  by  the  third  quar- 

ter they  had  things  well  in 
hand. 

Bev  Dello  (PHE  II)  took 
flight  and  governed  the 
centre  court  play  with  her 
many  interceptions,  while 
Vaughn  Adamson  and  Sha- 

ron Goodyear  came  through 

once  again  by  scoring  18 
and  17  points  respectively. 
High  scorers  for  McMas- ter  were  Ellen  Benner  and 

Lynn  Jainieson  with  10 
points  each.  Violet  Shadd 
(Pre-Meds  I),  appearing  in 
her  first  game  this  year, 
also  tallied  10  points. 

Dual  meet  for  gymnasts 

Varsity  gymnasts  travel 
to  Kingston  tomorrow  for 
a  dual  meet  with  Queen's. In  a  previous  meeting  of  the 
two  teams,  Varsity  had  the 
most  "firsts"  but  Queen's took  the  meet  due  to  an  odd 
scoring  system. Blues  are  led  by  two 
defending  intercollegiate 
champions  in  Ken  Lumb 
and  Digby  Sale.  Lumb  won 
the  all  around  champion- 

ship last  year  and  Sale  the 
still  rings  and  free  cal. 

Main    threat    on  the 
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Queen's  team  is  Art  Kuis- ma.  Kuisma  was  second  to 
Lumb  at  last  year's  inter- collegiate meet  and  won 
the  Royal  Military  College 
Invitational  last  week. 
Blues  did  not  attend  this 
meet. 

Other  Blues  making  the 
trip  are  Bob  Holt,  Carl 
Sloane  and  Kanford  Grif- 
fiths. 
Playing  coach  Barry 

Brooker  is  passing  up  the 
meet  in  favor  of  the  preli- minaries to  the  North 
American  championships  at 
Montreal. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION VOLLEYBALL  SCHEDULE 
Tues.  Jon.  25 North 

6  p.m.   7  p.m.   . 
8  p.m.  .  

Thurs.  Jon.  27 
6  p.m.    PHE  III 

South 

Nurs.  I  -  PHE  II 
Vic  I  -  PHE  IB PHE  IA-PHE  III  \\ 

Middle 

Vic  II  -  Nurs  I 
Trin  -  Pot  8 

*er  Upper   SMC  -  Pof  Fr 
i-New  UC   

PHE  IB-PHE  IA 

ICE  HOCKEY  SCHEDULE 
Week  of  Januory  24th Mon.  Jan.  24  8-9  a.m. 

Mon.  Jan.  24  4  -  5  p  m' Thurs.  Jon.  27  1:30-2:30 
Jo 28 

Nurs.  -  PHE  II SMC  -  Vic  1 Innis  -  New-UC Vic  II  -  Pot 

Dinsmore  -  Wigley 

INTERCOLLEGIATE  ICE  HOCKEY 
EXHIBITION  GAME  -  FR,.  Jon,  28  _  3  p.m.  Queens  ,  ̂  

STUDENTS  NEED  PROTECTION 
Many  parents  mortgage  a  lifetime  of  savings  and securities  to  finance  a  college  education  for  their 
children.  In  many  cases  the  student  borrows  to  fin- 

ance himself.  This  investment  should  be  protected against  the  high  costs  of  sickness  and  accident.  A great  number  of  students  have  experienced  severe difficulties  in  the  past  and  thousands  of  dollars  have been  paid  out  in  claims  each  year. 
The  University  Health  and  Accident  Plan  is  the  only Student  Plan  specially  designed  for  the  student  with these  features. 

12  months  coverage  24  hours  a  day  anywhere  in  the 
world,  vacation  -  working  -  studying  -  or  traveling abroad. 

The  most  comprehensive  protection  at  the  lowest possible  premium. 

John  Ingle -Administrator 
700  Boy  Street,  Toronto,  Ontario,  Canada. 

EM.  4-4114 

Are  you  a  candidate  for 
assistance  under  the 

CANADA  STUDENT 

LOANS  ACT? 

Under  this  Act,  each  qualifying  student  may  present  a 
Certificate  of  Eligibility  to  the  bank  branch  of  his  (or 
her)  choice.  Royal  Bank,  with  over  1000  branches  across 
Canada,  offers  you  convenient  service  combined  with 
practical  counsel.  Visit  your  nearest  branch. 

ROYAL  BANK 

SEMI 

FORMAL 



A  CRUCIAL  WEEKEND 

QB's  lead  IKcGill 

at  Varsity  Arena 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 

Two  quarterbacks  and  o  left  winger  lead  McGill  Red- 
men  into  Varsity  Arena  to  meet  Varsity  Blues  in  the  first 
game  of  a  weekend  doubleheader.  Blues  play  a  crucial 
game  against  first  place  Western,  tomorrow  night  in London. 

Redmen's  two  quarterbacks  are  Rich  Ripstein  and 
Skippy  Kerner.  Rich  Ripstein  led  the  senior  football  Red- 
men  while  Kerner  held  a  similar  position  with  McGill's junior  team.  These  two  together  with  left  winger  John 
Tibbets  form  McGill's  top  scoring  line, 

this  weekend  and  if  they  do, 
Blues  could  come  close  to In  fact,  they  form  Red- 

men's  only  scoring  line,  for since  the  Christmas  break 
they  have  taken  care  of  all 
McGill's  scoring. 
With  only  one  line  pro- 

ducing, Redmen  have  be- 
come the  Senior  Intercol- 

legiate League's  lowest scoring  team,  averaging  less 
than  three  goals  per  game. 
McGill  is  currently  tied 

with  Montreal  and  McMasl- 
er  for  eighth  place  in  league 
standings  and  their  2-5  re- 

cord virtually  eliminates 
them  from  the  title  race. 

Besides  their  lack  of  scor- 
ing punch,  their  main  prob- lem is  with  the  defensive 

unit  made  up  entirely  of 
newcomers  to  Senior  Inter- 

collegiate competition. 
Blues  have  already  de- feated Redmen  this  season 

5-3  in  Montreal.  The  last 
time  the  two  teams  met  at 
Varsity  Arena  Blues  swamp- 

ed Redmen  17-3  when  sever- 
al Redmen  including  former 

professional  goaltender  Ken 
Walters  were  fogbound  in 
Montreal  and  missed  the 
game. 

Crucial  game  against 
Western 

i  In  a  game  which  could 
go  a  long  way  towards  de- ciding first  place  in  the 
SIHL,  Blues  play  in  London, 
Saturday  nigh  I.  Blues  are 
at  a  disadvantage  playing 
the  second  game  in  two 
nights  while  Mustangs  lasL 
game  was  an  11-4  victory 
over  McMaster,  Wednesday 
night  in  Dundas. 
Mustangs  have  the  league 

leading  goaltender  in  Gary 
Bonncy  a  member  of  last 
year's  SIHL  all-star  team. They  also  sport  a  number 
ol:  speedy  forwards  includ- ing Rich  Clark,  their  lead- 

ing scorer,  veteran  centre 
Larry  Babcock  and  former 
Ail-American  at  Renssalaer, 
Jerry  Knightley. 
Like  McGill,  however, 

Mustangs  have  shown  a 
marked  weakness  on  de- 

fence and  this  could  prove 
to  be  the  difference. 

For  Blues,  the  lineup  will 
remain  unchanged  for  to- 

night's game.  John  Wrigley, from  University  of  New 
Brunswick,  will  start  in 
goal.  Bill  Stewart  gets  the 
call  against  Western. 

Coach  Tom  Watt  is  hop- 
ing the  line  of  the  Monteilhs 

and  Paul  Laurent  will  click 

that  17  goal  total  they  chalk- 
ed up  last  year. 

LEFTOVERS:  Sir  George 
Williams  of  the  Ontario  -  St. 
Lawrence  League  has  de- 

feated McGill  twice  this  sea- 
son, 9-4  and  10-1  . . .  Laval 

defeated  McGill  3-1  Wednes- 
day in  Montreal . . .  Ken 

Walters  at  one  time  played 
goal  for  Ottawa-Hull  of  the 
now  defunct  Eastern  Profes- 

sional Hockey  League  . . . 
Blues  play  two  games  in  as 
many  days  for  the  next 
three  weeks.  Arlon  Popkey 
has  apparently  beaten  out 
Casey  Soden  as  Waterloo's first  string  goaltender  . . . 
Soden  was  once  spare  goal- 
tender  for  Varsity  Blues. 

GOALTENDER 5'  RECORDS 
GP 

GA 

SO Avg. 
Bonnoy,  Western  . 

.  7 
22 1 3.12 

Reason,  Western A 0 4.00 Western  Totols 

*  B 

26 

1 3.25 Stewart,  Toronto  .  . .  5 18 0 3.60 Wrigley,  Toronto 
.  1 

3 0 3.00 Toronto  Totals .  6 21 0 3.50 
Popkey,  Woterloo  . .  3 10 0 3.33 Soden,  Woterloo  .  . .  3 15 0 5.00 Waterloo  Totals 

.  6 
25 0 4.17 Lorram,  Montreal .  3 15 0 5.00 Poltros,  Montreal .  3 10 0 3.33 Montreal  Totals ..  6 25 0 4.17 Horton,  Gtielph  .  . . 

31/3 

13 0 3.90 
Landers,  Guelph    .  . 8 0 

4J30 Guelph  Totals 

::'J* 

21 0 4.20 Grenier,    Lavol    .  .  . ..  6 22 0 3.67 Arsonoult,   Lovol  . 2 14 0 7.00 Laval  Totals 

8- 

36 0 4.50 Walters,   McGill  . .  7 33 0 4.70 
Douglas,  Queen's .  .  7 35 0 5,00 
Young,  McMaster  . 

..  5 

38 

0 
7.60 

Payne,  McMaster ..2 

14 

0 7.00 McMostcr  Totals .  .  7 52 0 
7.43 

U.S.  visitors 

squash  at  York 
Varsity  squash  Blues  en- 

tertain Amherst  College 
from  the  United  Siates  and 
Western  today  at  3  p.m.  at 
York  University. 

This  is  the  first  time  a 
team  from  the  U.S.  has 
played  Blues  in  Toronto, 
and  the  first  time  Blues 
have  faced  college  competi- 

tion this  year. 
Amherst  was  eighth  rank- 

ed in  the  States  last  year 
and  is  as  strong,  if  not 
stronger,  this  year. 
Although  Western  was 

reigjiing  intercoll  e  g  i  a  t  e 
champion  last  year  they  did 
not  field  a  team  to  defend 
their  crown. 

Blues  will  field  a  ten-man 
team  in  the  round-robin  ex- 

hibition tournament.  Their 
top  five  seeds  are  Leighton 
McCarthy,  Frank  Buck, 
Keith  Acheson,  Mike  Gardi- 

ner and  Dave  Gunn. 

BLUW  FACE  M-GILL  AND  WESTERN 

IN  AN  1MP0HAKT  "WEEKEND  DOUbLEHEADEl 

team  beats  second 

and  both  rout 

By  RICH  PYNE 
It  is  often  maintained  in 

athletics  that  poor  teams 
bring  better  opposition 
down  to  their  own  level. 
The  early  minutes  of  Wed- 

nesday night's  basketball 
game  gave  indication  this 
premise  might  be  borne  out 
to  the  detriment  of  Blues' basketball  team.  After  five 
and  a  half  minutes  when 
Blues,  going  with  two  al- ternating teams,  made  their 
first  change,  the  score  was 

only  9-4. However,  any  apprehen- 
sion to  that  effect,  was 

quickly  dispelled  once  Blues go t  rolling  on  the  way  to 
their  122-54  victory  over 
Guelph 's  munificent  Red- men. 
The  game  marked  the first  time  Blues  have  gone 

over  100  poinLs  this  season 
and  the  first  time  Guelph 
has  been  over  50. 
The  most  outstanding 

player  on  the  floor  was 
rookie  guard  Phil  Lapides 
who  hit  26  points  primarly 
on  long  accurate  jump  shots. 
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Toronto,  MtGiU 

swim  at  Queen's Queen's  University  plays 
host  to  a  three-team  swim 
meet  tomorrow  with  Uni- 

versity of  Toronto  and  Mc- 
Gill the  other  entrants. 

Blues  are  defending  inter- 
collegia  Le  champions  and 
this  meet  should  give  some 
indication  of  the  calibre  of 
competition  they  will  meet in  the  finals  at  Western  late 
in  February. 
NOTES:  University  of  To- 

ronto holds  six  out  of  a  pos- 
sible ten  intercollegiate 

swimming  records  . . .  Mc- 
Gill holds  the  other  four  .  .  . 

Lapides'  excellent  63  per 
cent  average  from  the  floor 
was  indicative  of  a  better 
all  around  scoring  effort 
than  Blues  have  displayed 
this  year. As  the  game  progressed 
the  most  questionable  out- 

come pertained  to  which 
Varsity  team  would  out- score  the  other,  certainly 
not  whether  both  together 
would  outscore  Guelph. 

At  the  end  of  the  game 
the  starting  five  barely  out- 

pointed their  team  mates 64-58.  This  form  of  compe- 
tition, using  Guelph.  as  a 

parameter,  rather  than  as 
an  opponent  provides,  a much  more  entertaining 
contest  and  should  be  adopt- 

ed by  the  rest  of  the  league. 
Of  the  starting  five  Doug 

Lockhart  played  another 
fine  ball  game  coming  out 
with  a  well-deserved  23 
points.  Bill  Woloshyn  and 
Doug  Richardson,  playing 
steady,  calm  games  added 
seven  and  eight  points.  No- lan Kane  was  frustrated  to 
his  lowest  output  in  league 
play  this  season,  but  still 
added  14  and  Jim  Holowa-. 
chuk  showed  signs  of  round- 

ing into  his  old  form  as  he 
plopped  in  six  field  goals. Of  the  crew  sparked  by 
Lapides,  Arvo  Neidre  came 
up  with  his  best  perform- ance this  year  scoring  15. 

The  real  indicator  of  Var- 
sity's scoring  outburst  was the  new  Senior  Intercollegi- 

ate Basketball  League  re- 
cord they  set  for  most  field 

goals  by  one  team  in  a  game. 
Their  new  mark  of  57  e- 
clipses  Windsor's  53  set  a- gainst  McGill  last  year. 

A  word  is  now  necessary 
for  Guelph  fans?  Guelph's munificent  Redmen  haw  to 
be  the  keenest,  most  enthu- 

siastic losing  team  in  the 
world.  For  a  good  part  of 
the  game  they  made  more 

noise  than  the  fans,  as  if 
each  basket  were  going  to 
decide  the  game  for  them. As  a  matter  of  fact,  they 
had  at  least  two  ball  play- ers who  were  substantially 
above  high  school  level. 

Guelph's  Ty  Burch,  dis- 
playing an  accurate  outside 

shot  got  around  Varsity  de- fenders for  25  points  and 
was  easily  the  pick  of  the Redmen.  Bill  Brown  played 
a  heads  up  game  and  put 
in  14  from  his  position  at 
high  post. ELSEWHERE:  McMaster 
defeated  Waterloo  61-54  in 

Hamilton,  Wednesday ...  AI-' by  Garbe  and  Chuck  Homer 
play  their  first  league  games 
when  Blues  play  Redmen 
in  Guelph  tonight . . .  Guelph 
displayed  its  munificence when  Jim  Shaw  batted  the 
ball  into  his  own  hoop  mid- 

way through  the  first  half... 
Blues  play  a  bolstered  An- dy's team,  which  is  trying 
for  the  Ontario  Champion- 

ship, at  Winston  Churchill 
high  school,  Saturday  at 
1:30  p.m....  Windsor  down- 

ed Western  116-65  in  Wind- 
sor. -  - 

Hobart  here 

tor  f eating  match 
University  of  Toronto 

fencers  come  up  against 
stiff  competition  from  the 
United  States  tomorrow  at 
Hart  House  when  they  take 
on  Hobart. 
The  meet  will  be  held  in 

the  upper  gym  starting  at 
2  p.m. 

Blues  have  enjoyed  a  suc- 
cessful season  so  far  losing 

only  once  to  Syracuse." Women  are  invited  and 
information  on  the  art  of 
fencing  will  be  distributed. 



UC  Lit  seems  confused 

about  birth  control  series 

By  ROD  RITCHIE 
The  recent  UC  Pop  Festival  seems  to  have  left  the 

UC  Lit  executive  confused  about  its  birth  control  lecture 

From  Danny  Cooper  UC  Lit  President  this  much  is 
known:  there  will  be  three  lectures. 

The  first  on  "Birth  Control  and  the  Law"  is  slated 
to  take  place  on  "Tuesday  or  Wednesday  perhaps  at  West 
Hall."  The  remaining  two  on  "Psychological  problems  and 
Sex,"  and  The  New  Morality"  (a  panel  discussion)  will  take 
place  "next  week  sometime."  They  will  be  open  to  all  U of  T  students, 

"We  doubt  if  there  will  be  an  overflow  of  people 
wanting  to  attend,"  Cooper  said. 

The  Lit  has  "approached"  speakers  for  the  lectures 
but  nothing  certain  has  come  of  it.  Said  Cooper,  "It's  a 
question  of  phoning  and  confirming." 

Two  days  after  the  first  lecture  four  or  five  groups 
of  10  people  each  will  meet  in  seminars  under  the  direc- 

tion of  "private  practising  physicians." 
The  seminars,  expected  to  meet  twice  a  week,  will  be 

sexually  segregated  "to  prevent  any  embarrassment  to 
members  of  the  opposite  sex." 

Their  purpose:  to  oct  as  centres  for  dispensing  birth 
control  information. 

No  formal  registration  is  required  for  the  seminars. 
The  Lit  plans  to  advertise  their  time  and  place,  open  the 
doors,  then  close  them  after  40  to  50  people  have  entered 

The  seminars  will  be  restricted  to  UC  students.  "It'j 
not  fair  that  UC  people  miss  their  own  series  in  favor  of 
students  from  other  colleges.  We're  trying  to  encourage 
other  councils  start  their  own.  But  if  there's  a  demand 
from  the  other  colleges  we'll  prepare  reports  on  the  se- 

minars," Cooper  said. 
The  Lit  President  also  believes  that  the  "pie-in-the- 

sky"  lecture  series  will  be  more  important  than  the 
seminars.  He  said,  "The  lectures  are  being  directed  toward those  who  have  had  relations  and  wish  to  get  a  clearer 
perspective  of  their  situation." 

Cooper  anticipates  the  support  of  both  Principal  Le 
Pan  and  the  Health  Service.  "They  realize  that  we  are 
making  an  intelligent  attempt  to  treat  on  important  part 
of  an  education.  They  both  have  the  welfare  of  the  student 
at  heart,"  he  said. 

POPFEST! 

See  pages  6  and  7. 
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U  of  V  students  told  to  pay  now 

VICTORIA  (CUP) — The  student  council  at 
the  University  of  Victoria  has  advised  its 
students  to  pay  their  fees  in  full  immedia- 

tely, rather  than  wait  until  Jan.  27. 
Council  president  Paul  Williamson,  in  an 

emergency  "speakeasy"  meeting  last  Thurs- 
day, said  the  change  was  made  because  "we are  no  longer  sure  students  can  hold  out  on 

payment  without  having  their  registration 

cancelled." The  council  originally  asked  students  to 
withhold  $56  each  until  next  year's  fees  were announced,  then  switched  the  date  to  Jan. 
27  when  the  provincial  legislature  convenes. 

On  Tuesday  the  bursar  of  the  university 
sent  letters  to  all  students  who  had  not  paid 

their  fees  in  full  stating  that  if  .students  did 
not  pay  by  Friday  the  registrar  would  be informed  and  regulations  enforced. 

They  announced  that  689  students  were 
owing  $56  each. The  next  night  the  student  council  met  at 
a  closed  meeting  and  decided  to  advise  stu- 

dents to  pay  on  Friday  as  the  administration 
had  demanded.  However,  council  announced 
that  its  own  members  would  continue  to hold  out. 

Williamson  said  "we  may  not  hold  out until  next  Thursday,  That  depends  on  the 
attitude  of  the  administration. 

"I  want  to  make  it  clear  that  it  is  not See  "fees"  page  10 

A  new,  mysterious  SAC  I 
Ever  heard  of  the  Student  Activities 

Committee? 
Well,  nobody  else  here  has  either. 
Various  U  of  T  professors  and  administra- 

tion officials  questioned  by  The  Varsity  said 
they  had  never  heard  of  the  body. 

But  it  does  exist.  The  Student  Activities 
Committee  is  one  of  these  secret  committees 
that  students  and  most  members  of  the  uni- 

versity community  never  hear  about. 
It's  a  committee  of  the  Board  of  Govern- 

ors, headed  by  Beverley  Matthews,  CBE, 

QC. 
Mr.  Matthews  works  for  a  University  Ave. 

law  firm,  McCarthy  and  McCarthy.  He  is  a 
graduate  of  the  University  of  Toronto  in  po- litical science,  and  of  Osgoode  Hall  Law 
School,  where  he  received  a  silver  medal. 

Born  in  1905,  Mr.  Matthews  is  an  Anglican 
and  a  Progressive  Conservative. 

He  is  a  director  of:  Brazilian  Light,  Trac- 
tion and  Power  Co.,  the  Toronto-Dominion 

Bank,  British-American  Oil  Co.,  Gulf  Oil, 
KVP  Co.  Ltd.,  Trans  Canada  Pipe  Lines  Ltd., 
Canadian  Gypsum,  and  Canadian  Westing- house. 

The  Varsity  tried  to  contact  Mr.  Matthews 
to  talk  about  the  committee,  its  composition 
and  activities. 

But  his  secretary,  who  said  she  caught 
him  running  between  meetings  relayed  the 
message  that  "he  does  not  feel  it  appro- 

priate for  him  to  discuss  the  affairs  of  the 
Student  Activities  Committee  with  any  re- 

presentative of  the  press." But  the  committee  must  have  consider- 
able importance  because  Warren  Stevens,  U 

of  T  Director  of  Athletics,  found  it  neces- 
sary to  write  it  a  letter  explaining  his  stand 

in  the  recent  controversy  over  whether  the 
U  of  T  hockey  team  should  be  sent  to  Italy. 
Douglas  Ward,  SAC  president  during 

1963-4,  said  last  week  he  had  never  heard 
of  the  committee.  Mr.  Ward  is  now  working 
for  the  U  of  T  administration  as  assistant 
to  Robin  Ross,  registrar  and  director  of  stu- dent services. 
SAC  president,  Mary  Brewin,  was  asked 

by  Gurston  Dacks,  at  the  last  SAC  meeting 
if  she  had  heard  of  the  committee  and  knew 
what  it  does. 

Miss  Brewin  had  not  heard  of  it,  but  said 
she  would  look  into  the  matter. 

Hon.  Beverley  Matthews,  QC  (arrow)  is  shown  in  a  recent  photo  of  the  U  of  T  Board  of  Governors.  Matthews  is  chairman  of  the  top-secret Activities  Committee  of  the  board. 



The  deadline  for  Varsity  advertising  is  5  p.m.  three  days  prior  to 

the  date  of  publication. 

OUTING  CLUB 

GENERAL  MEETING 

WEDS.  JANUARY  26  -  8:00  P.M. 

EAST  COMMON  ROOM  HART  HOUSE 
SKI  MOVIES,  MEMBER  FROM  SKI  PATROL  WILL  TALK, 

SLIDES  OF  TRIPS 

FREE  COFFEE  &  DONUTS     NEW  MEMBERS  WELCOME 

CURLS  ARE  IN 
YOU  KNOW! 

Come  in  and  try  our  new 
Styles  and  Colors,  all  Delicious- ly  Soft  and  Bouncy. 

Discover  The 
Artistry  Of 

Botticelli 

FACIALS  and  SKIN 
TREATMENTS 

Visit  our  Polydermo  Clinic  un- 
der the  Management  of  Gradu- ate Beouticians. 

Special  Prices  for 
U  of  T  Students 
Just  Bring  Your  SAC  Cord 
Call  922-2151  "Roni" Doily  9  to  9  —  Sat.  8  to  6 

Soloni  di  bellezza 

Conveniently  locoted  South  of  th* 
Loews  Uptown 

Botticelli 

Seven  Fifty  Yonge  St.,  Toronto 
Ample  Municipal  Parking  directly  opposite 

Salons  of  beauty 

S.A.C.  FLIGHTS 

JUNE  4  -  JULY  1 

$249.
00 

Only  A  Few  Seats  Lett 

Wait  listed  applications  still  being  accepted  on  the following  flights 

May  22  -  Aug.  28  cpa  m  $248 

May  22  -  Sept.  9  boac  «  $248 

June  17  -  Sept.  6  $276 

PLEASE  NOTE 

Any  reservations  not  fully  paid  by  Friday,  January  28th  will  be cancelled  and  seats  will  be  given  to  those  on  the  waiting  list. 
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You  can't  win  'em  oil  dept. 
The  weatherman  is  cautiously  forecasting  snow  for 

Metro  and  the  rest  of  Southern  Ontario  tonight  and  Sunday. 
But  he  says  not  to  worry — there  won't  be  more  than two  inches  and  chances  are  the  fall  will  be  just  a  trace. 
"It's  a  bordeline  case,"  he  explainer.  "South  of  the  lakes 

will  get  snow  for  sure,  but  we're  still  uncertain  about 

Metro." 

— reprinted  in  its  entirety  from  the 
front  page  of  Saturday's  Telegram  (final  edition). 

BRIEFLY... 

abolish  CYC 

FREDERICTON  (CUP)— 
The  Maritime  University 
Liberal  Federation  Jan.  15 
passed  a  resolution  calling 
for  the  abolition  of  the  Com- 

pany of  Young  Canadians. The  federation  said  at  its 
annual  convention  here  the 
company  cannot  function  in- dependently of  government, and  would  only  duplicate 
m  a  n  y  volunteer  organiza- tions already  in  the  field. 

In  Ottawa,  Tony  Pearson 
president  of  the  Canadian university  Liberal  group 
said  there  is  "quite  a  bit  of dissatisfaction  with  the 
Company  among  young 

people,"  and  said  a  similar resolution  should  come  up 
at  the  Canada-wide  meeting 
Feb.  11  -  13. 

Cambridge  program 
Students  travel  ling  to 

Britain  this  summer  have 
an  opportunity  to  continue their  education  during  the holiday. 

The  International  Sum- mer School,  in  Cambridge, 
offers  a  program  of  lectures 
on  modern  Britain,  various 
excursions,  and  social  activ- 
ities. Application  forms  and further  information  may  be 
obtained  from  the  principal 
of  the  school,  by  writing  to 
Croft  Gardens,  Cambridge, 
England. 

U  of  T  RADIO 
Monday,  5.30  p.m. 
Billboard  and  Sports 
Tuesday,  5.30  p.m. 

Depth — a  discussion,  of  'The  Professor  and  Social  Revolution" 

Today,  all  day: 
ApplicatioDs  being  received  for  agnostics'  weekend.  SCM office,  Hart  House. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Meeting  of  UC  VCF  for  Bible  Study.  Rm.  11,  UC. 
Hillel  lecture — law  and  revelation  in  Judaism.  Rm. 

214,  UC. 
PC  club  general  meeting  for  all  those  participating  in 

the  Public  Affairs  Forum.  Rm.  2116,  Sidney  Smith. 
Today,  4  pan. 

Meeting  for  all  those  interested  in  helping  with  SNCC 
campaign  this  Wed.,  Thurs.,  and  Fri.  Booths  and  ushering 
(Friday  night  concert).  44  St.  George  St. 
Today,  5  p.m. 

General  meeting  for  IHrd  and  IVth  year  Vic.  and  En- 
gineering students  interested  in  SAC  Student  Service  pro- gram for  assisting  66-67  freshmen. 

Today,  8  pan. 
Calvinist  Student  Club  meeting.  South  Sitting  Room, Hart  House. 

Tuesday,  1  pan. 
Communists  and  the  Negro  liberation  movement — Claude  Lightfoot,  Negro  leader,  American  Communist  Party. Rm.  103,  UC 

Tuesday.  S  pan. 
Prof.  Henry  Nash  Smith,  Univ.  of  California,  discusses business  enterprise  as  a  theme  in  American  Literature West  Hall,  UC. 

Tuesday,  5:15  pan. 
Engineering  VCF  discussion  and  study  group.  Bicker- steth  Room,  Hart  House. 

Tuotsday,  6  p.m. 

Hillel  diner's  club.  Phone  WA  3-7837  for  reservations Hillel  House,  186  St.  George  St. 
Supper,  discussion  on  the  principles  of  union.  Canter- bury House,  373  Huron. 

Tuesday,  8  p.m. 
Graduate  students'  bridge  GSU. 
Vic.  Chapel  choir  plus  soloists  and  orchestra:  Bach's 

"New  .car"  Cantata.  Victoria  College  Chapel.  Admission tree. 



Calls  cultural  misunderstanding  main  barrier 

By  MICHAEL  WAYNE 
The  main  barrier  to  Indian  integration 

is  cultural  misunderstanding  and  rejection, 
Jean  Lagasse,  Director  of  the  Citizenship 
branch  of  the  Department  of  Citizenship 
and  Immigration,  said  Friday. 

Mr.  Lagasse  delivered  the  opening  address 
at  the  Trinity  College  Conference  on  the 
Canadian  Indian. 
He  told  a  large  audience  of  Indians  and 

students  from  across  Canada  that  the  most 
enduring  barrier  to  Indian  integration  lies 
in  the  refusal  of  the  majority  culture  to  ac- 

knowledge even  a  minimum  amount  of  re- 
sourcefulness, initiative,  and.  maturity  in 

minority  cultures.  He  said  most  of  the  other 
barriers  to  integration  stem  from  this  basic 
area. 

As  another  barrier,  Lagasse  cited  "the  con- 
dition of  ignorance  and  mis-information" 

which  prevails  among  Indians  and  non- Indians. 
"Such  a  lack  of  knowlege  can  be  regarded 

as  the  main  source  of  prejudice  and  discri- 
mination, which  unfortunately  can  be  found 

in  both  groups,"  he  said. 
Mr.  Lagasse  asserted  that  "if  all  Cana- 

dians were  to  suddenly  believe  that  the  con- tributions of  Indians  would  and  immensely 
to  the  Canadian  mosaic,  the  Indian  question 
would  have  travelled  a  long  way  towards 
its  solution." 

He  pointed  out  that  the  economic  condi- tion of  the  Indian  is  not  as  real  a  barrier 
as  many  people  think. 

"It  is  not  necessary  for  the  living  condi- tions of  the  two  cultures  to  be  the  same 
for  them  to  get  along,"  he  said. Even  if  the  Indian  is  accepted,  Lagasse 
said,  he  must  face  the  problem  of  whether 
the  whites  are  aiming  at  "integration  or  as- 
similation." He  defined  assimilation  as  the  process 
by  which  an  andividual  assents  to  adopt 
the  morals  and  customs  of  the  greater  so- 

ciety, leading  eventually  to  his  biological 
amalgamation.  He  said  integration  is  the 
same  process  except  that  it  stops  short  of 
total  loss  of  identity. 
"However,  assimilation  or  integration 

seem  a  long  way  off,"  Lagasse  said. He  added  that  the  Indian  is  still  faced 
with  a  white  culture  which  looks  too  often 
at  his  past  and  not  at  his  present  or  future. 
Mr.  Lagasse  termed  the  Conference  "a living  testimony  of  the  mutual  understand- 

ing and  respect  which  the  cultures  are  seek- ing to  develop  towards  each  other. 
"The  realization  of  your  goal  is,  in  my 

opinion,  the  only  way  to  guarantee  that  not 
only  the  people  of  Indian  ancestry  but  all 
people  will  have  an  opportunity  to  parti- 

cipate in  Canadian  progress  as  full-fledged 

citizens." 

^  "Winter"  keeps  them  ra  in  Winnipeg 

Winter  Kept  Us  Warm,  the  movie  pro- 
duced by  U  of  T  students  last  year,  appears 

to  be  a  success  in  other  centres  as  well  as 
Toronto,  according  to  its  producer-director. 

U  of  T  graduate  David  Secter  was  in  town 
last  week  to  arrange  for  a  second  Toronto 
showing  of  his  movie,  which  played  to  pack- ed houses  at  the  Royal  Ontario  Museum  for 
10  days  last  December. 
He  said  the  movie  is  now  in  its  third 

week  of  showing  in  Winnipeg,  where  it  was 
very  well  received  by  both  audiences  and 

critics. 
Next  he  plans  to  take  it  to  Saskatoon 

Edmonton,  Vancouver  and  Montreal. 
The  successful  showings  have  enabled 

Secter  to  pay  back  over  $8,000  in  debts  and 
improve  his  credit  situation. 
He  is  already  planning  his  next  movie, 

which  he  hopes  will  be  more  professional. 
He  intends  to  have  a  budget  of  about 
§80~000,  or  10  times  that  of  Winter. Secter  now  is  working  as  a  freelance 
writer  for  Macleans  Magazine. 

Suggests  Indian  bands 

should  be  municipalities 

By  DIANE  HAYNES 
In  the  closing  address  of 

the  Canadian  Indian  Confe- 
rence Saturday,  assistant 

deputy  minister  R.  F.  Battle 
of  the  department  of  Indian 
and  Northern  Affairs  sug- 

gested turning  Indian  bands 
into  municipalities. 
The  suggestion  was  part 

of  a  five-part  program  he 
offered  for  helping  the  In- 

dians. The  program  also  in- 
cluded acceleration  of  spe- 

cial education  projects,  in- dustrial  and  resource 

Friends  of  SNCC 

plan  meeting  today 

to  discuss  concert 

The  U  of  T  Friends  of 
SNCC  will  hold  an  organiza- 

tional meeting  today  at  4 
p.m.  at  44  St.  George  St. 
to  make  final  arrangements 
for  the  concert  of  the  Free- 

dom Singers,  scheduled  for 
Friday,  Jan.  28  at  8  p.m.  in 
Convocation  HalL 

development  for  the  reser- 
ves, financial  assistance  for 

Indian  housing  and  exten- 
'  sion  of  provincial  services 
to  Indian  bands  and  indivi- 

dual Indians. 
The  two-day  conference, 

held  at  Trinity  College,  was 
held  for  the  purpose  of 
acquainting  n  o  n  -  Indians with  the  contemporary 
problems  of  the  Canadian Indian. 

In  his  speech,  Mr.  Battle 
said  a  good  deal  of  progress 
has  been  made  in  working 
with  Indians.  But  a  number 
of  the  Indian  delegates  to 
the  conference  disagreed, 
noting  the  primitive  condi- 

tions which  still  exist  on  re- 
serves in  the  northern  prai- 

ries. 
One  Indian  delegate,  who 

asked  not  to  be  identified, 
said  he  had  been  offered 
several  government  jobs, 
but  had  refused  them  be- 

cause he  was  afraid  of  los- 
ing his  people's  trust  if  he 

became  a  goovernmervt 
agent. 

ENGLISH  POET 
TO  SPEAK  WEDNESDAY 
AT  CARR  HALL 

Stephen  Spender  (above) well-known  English  p  o  e 
and  man  of  letters,  will 
speak  Wednesday  night  at 
8.30  p.m.  in  Carr  Hall,  St. Michaels  College,  on  The 
Younger  English  Play- 

wrights and  Poets. The  event  is  sponsored  by 
the  Graduate  English  As- 

sociation, and  is  open  to  all 
members  of  the  university. 

HART  HOUSE  C 
TODAY  JLu 

5. 1  5  p.m.     RECORD  ROOM  A  —  Instruction  end  Renewal 
NOON  HOUR  CONCERT 

1.15  p.m.  East  Common  Room GRAHAM  WELCH,  pianist 

NOON  HOUR  DEBATE 
1.10  p.m.     Tuesday,  January  25th      Music  Room TOPIC: 

"This  House  demands  an  Explanation" 
UNIVERSITY  ART  SHOW 
Open  in  the  Art  Gallery 

Tuesday,  January  25  -  Wednesday,  February  5 
Hours  10  a.m.  -  10  p.m.  daily  -  Ladies  2.00  -  5.00  p.m. 

J.  S.  BACH 

CANTATA  190 
SING  TO  THE  LORD  A  GLAD  NEW  SONG 

by 

Victoria  College  Chapel  Choir 
with  orchestra 

TUESDAY  JANUARY  25  —  8  P.M. 
VICTORIA  COLLEGE  CHAPEL ADMISSION  FREE 

THE  COLLEGE  OF  JEWISH  STUDIES 

BETH  TZEC  CONGREGATION 
1700  Bathurst  Street 

TAKES  PLEASURE  IN  INVITING 
—  STUDENTS         and         FACULTY  — to  hear 

NORMAN  PODHORETZ 
Distinguished  Editor  of  a  Distinguished  Journal 

—  Commentary  Magazine  — 
MONDAY,  FEBRUARY  7th,  1966 

At  5:30  and  concluding  at  6:30  p.m. 
topic:  THE  INTELLECTUAL  TRADITION  IN  JUDAISM 

Mr.  Podhorerx  will  olso  address  the 
Institute  of  Ethics  of  Beth  Tzedec  Synagogue 

in  the  Main  Hall  at  9:00  p.m. 
Topic: 

"THE  JEWISH  INTELLECTUAL  IN  AMERICA" 
ADMISSION  IS  FREE 

OVERSEAS  STUDENTS 

You  are  invited  to  apply  for  the 

SAC/WUS 

BURSARIES 

Applications  and  further  information 

at  the  S.A.C.  Office 

DEADLINE: 

FRIDAY,  JAN.  28, 1966 

Remember  To  Order  Your  GrcJ  Volume 

Of  Torontonensis  Before  Fob.  11 

(only  250  Canadian  pennies) 
No  gags,  no  gimmicks,  no  green  stamps  ! 
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student  pressures 

In  his  discussion  Thursday  of  the  pressures  on  today's 
university  student,  Robin  Ross,  (the  university's  registrar and  director  of  student  services)  gave  an  admirable  sum- 

mary of  the  different  kinds  of  stress  to  which  students  are 
subject. 

Although  he  suggested  that  he  hod  "posed  many 
questions  without  suggesting  answers,"  Mr.  Ross  did  prov- ide one  kind  of  answer  when  he  suggested  that  the  various 
aspects  of  the  problem  deserved  much  more  study  than 
they  had  received  to  date.  It  remains  for  the  university 
and  society  to  recognize  the  need  for  such  a  study 
and  to  implement  it  —  either  piecemeal  or  wholeseale. 
But  this  is  not  the  province  of  a  university  registrar,  and 
Mr.  Ross,  os  a  senior  member  of  the  university  community, 
is  to  be  commended  for  making  the  points  he  did  and  for 
drawing  attention  to  the  problems. 

Not  many  university  administrators  have  suggested 
that  whether  students  should  ploy  some  positive  role  in  the 
making  of  decisions  governing  the  university  is  an  open 
question. 

For  most  administrators  the  question  is  how  to  stop 
students  from  having  any  say  at  oil. 

It  will  be  interesting  to  see  whether  Mr.  Ross's  liberal 
attitude  anticipates  the  future  thinking  of  this  university, 
or  whether  his  freedom  to  discuss  the  problems  of  univer- 

sity life  is  merely  the  result  of  the  tactics  of  non-violence 
U  of  T  uses  against  those  who  disagree  with  it. 

sell  the  staff 
0 

A  reecnt  event  at  Sir  George  Williams  University  may 
have  provided  the  answer  to  SAC's  problem  of  financing the  proposed  student  centre. 

At  Sir  George  Williams  the  students  auctioned  off 
professors  to  the  highest  bidder,  raising  in  the  process $224.26. 

Surely  at  U  of  T,  with  our  myriad  of  teachers  and 
our  multitude  of  wealthy  students,  we  could  raise  one thousand  times  this  amount. 

Perhaps,  too,  if  no  restrictions  were  put  on  what  the 
students  could  do  with  the  professors  after  they  purchased them,  we  could  raise  even  more. 
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other  voices 

HAPPY  MOTORING 
The  most  neglected  news  story  of  the  holi- 

day period  was  the  needless  death  of  some 
1,400  people  in  North  America  —  more  than are  killed  in  a  dozen  major  plane  crashes, 
more  than  the  total  number  of  American 
dead  to  date  in  Viet  Nam.  Yet  the  holiday 
traffic  deaths  were  dismissed,  in  most  news- 

papers, with  small  stories  on  the  inside 
pages  and  the  usual  editorials  urging  read- ers to  drive  safely. 

It  should  be  clear  by  now  that  while  driv- 
ing safely  is  important,  such  admonitions 

are  not  the  way  to  deal  with  the  slaughter  on 
the  highways.  One  can  hardly  imagine  the 
Americans  trying  to  cut  down  the  casualty 
rate  in  Viet  Nam  by  telling  their  boys  to 
fight  safely;  death  is  an  unfortunate  but  ine- vitable part  of  what  they  are  doing  there. 
Under  today's  conditions,  it  is  also  an  un- fortunate but  inevitable  part  of  driving  a 
car. 

To  begin  with,  today's  cars  are  unsafe and  the  reason  they  are  unsafe  is  that  De- 
troit has  found  that  safety  doesn't  sell.  The mass  media  and  certain  politicians  recently 

caught  on  to  this  and  a  great  public  row 
appears  to  be  beginning.  This  is  a  good 
start. 

But  something  much  more  fundamental  is 
involved.  With  only  a  few  voices  crying 
"Stop",  we  have  let  the  automobile  get  to- 

tally out  of  control.  This  sort  of  carnage  is 
only  to  be  expected  in  a  society  in  whirh 
every  major  city  is  being  choked  to  death or  turned  into  a  Los  Angeles,  or  both;  in 
which  the  construction  of  highways  has 
priority  over  just  about  everything  and  the 
country-side  beside  those  highways  is  de- 

faced by  the  shells  of  discarded  automo- biles; in  which  the  proudest  sign  of  progress 
is  the  latest  three-level  multilane  clover-leaf 
interchange  complex. What  is  still  more  disturbing  is  the  almost 
suicidal  lack  of  public  concern.  A  traffic 
accident,  after  all,  is  not  something  that  can 
kill  you  in  thirty  years,  like  lung  cancer.  It 
is  not  something  that  nobody  really  believes 
will  happen,  like  nuclear  war.  It  is  not 
something  happening  half  way  around  the 
world,  like  the  war  in  Viet  Nam.  It  is  some- 

thing that  could  kill  any  one  of  us,  any- 
where, at  any  time,  and  we  know  it.  And 

this  will  be  so  until  we  stop  trying  to  ap- 
pease the  automobile  and  make  a  serious 

attempt  to  control  it.  To  postpone  such  an 
attempt  is  to  negate  any  claim  we  have  to 
being  a  civilized  society. 

In  the  meantime,  do  drive  safely. 
— reprinted  from  the  McGill  Daily 

GUARDIANS  OF  OUR  VIRTUE 
The  next  thing  that  will  happen  around 

this  place  is  that  Catcher  in  the  Rye  will  be 
burned  in  a  ceremonial  fire  as  English  350 
students  are  beaten  to  obtain  withheld 
copies. 

It's  really  quite  funny,  you  see. 
The  Athenaeum  calendars,  a  joint  publica- 

tion venture  by  this  newspaper  and  the  stu- 
dent public  relations  office,  have  been 

whisked  away  by  grim-lipped  university 

police. We  were  told  they  were  "tasteless". A  direct  slap  in  the  face  to  every  one  of 
the  six  pretty  coeds  who  posed  for  the  pho- 
tographs. We  were  told  that  the  creators  made  a 
deliberate  attempt  to  be  sensational. 

Ho,  hum. We  were  told  that  they  resembled  tearouts 
from  a  girlie  magazine. 

Well,  where  are  the  bulging  breasts,  taut 
nipples,  slighty  spread  thighs  and  creamy 

round  buttocks. 
We  were  told  that  the  university's  "image" had  to  be  protected. 
Can  you  imagine  anyone  trying  to  protect 

thevimage  this  university  presently  has  in 
the  outside  world? 
We  were  told  that  the  girls  involved  had 

to  be  considered. 
Certainly.  And  they've  agreed  that  should 

one  photo  be  slightly  doctored,  the  calendars can  be  sold. 
The  offending  photo  shows,  see,  under  a 

nightie,  see,  what  looks  like  a  nipple  but 
which  is  actually  a  fold  of  cloth.  Nipples,  of 
course,  are  unspeakables  which  don't  exist. And  babies  come  from  storks. 

Next  week,  we  might  simply  print  photos 
from  the  calendar  in  The  Athenaeum.  Then 
there  won't  be  any  sense  in  impounding 
them,  and  we  can  perhaps  realize  some  of 
the  money  and  effort  we  put  into  their 
printing. 

— reprinted  from  the  Athenaeum Acadia  University 

ENGLISH  WHILE  YOU  DREAM 

Something  every  student 
dreams  of  —  learning  while 
he  sleeps  — is  fast  becoming 
a  practical  proposition. 

Psychologists  and  educat- ors all  over  the  world  have 
been  experimenting  with 
sleep-teach  techniques  for 
several  years  now. 

I  n  Britain,  a  national 
Committee  on  Sleep  Teach- 

ing has  been  formed  to  co- ordinate research  and  a 
number  of  companies  are 
already  offering  specially- 
adapted  tape  recorders  that 
will  run  all  night  long,  re- 

peating phrases  from  a  fo- 
reign language  or  instruction in  technical  subjects. 

The  theory  is  that  verbal 
messages  get  through  to  the 
brain  even  when  the  'list- 

ener' is  asleep  and  thai,  if 
the  noise   level  of  instruc- 

ed  a  really  large  scale. In  October,  however,  the 
first  mass  hypnopedia  pro- 

gramme, sponsored  by  the Education  Services  of  the 
Czechoslovakian  Radio,  be- 

gan in  the  industrial  city  of 
Usti  nad  Labem,  in  northern Bohemia. 

The  experiment  itself  will 
last  five  months.  The  sub- ject chosen  for  teaching  by 
hypnopedia  is  English  and instruction  is  being  given 
via  the  piped  radio  network in  the  town.  This  will  relay 
ten  lessons,  broadcast  at 
fortnightly  intervals,  to  the 
volunteer  learn-while-y  o  u- dream  students. 

Each,  lesson  lasts  12  hours 
—  from  8  p.m.  to  8  a.m.  The 
first  three  hours  are  given 

with  the  student  awake. 
They  consist  of  a  high-pres- sure course  of  grammar  and vocabulary. 

At  11  p.m.,  a  soothing  lul- laby is  broadcast  to  send  the 
student  to  sleep  and  for  the 
next  four  hours,  the  radio 
whispers  the  lesson  again 
into  his  sleeping  ears.  At  2 
a.m.,  a  strident  signal  is transmitted  to  wake  the 

guinea  pig  up  for  a  brief  re- vision. Then  he  is  lulled 
back  to  rest  again  while  the 
radio  purrs  on. 
At  5  o'clock,  his  sleep 

ends  and  he  has  to  follow  a 
three-hour  review  of  the  les- 

son before  his  hard-earned breakfast. 
—reprinted  from  UNESCO Features 
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methods^ 
But  until  recently,  it  re- mained a  mere  theory. 
Despite  apparent  success 

in  many  individual  casss — 
and  inexplicable  failure  in 
others  —  the  princ:plcs  of 
sleep-teaching  (or  hypnope- 

dia as  it  is  coming  to  be , 
called)  hacl'nevcr  be£n  test- 



WHERE  HAS  THE 

STUDENT  MOVEMENT  GONE? 

By  JIM  LAXER CANADIAN    UNIVERSITY  PRESS 
Sometime  last  fall,  during 

the  balmy  aftermath  of  the 
Canadian  Union  of  Students' 
Lennoxville  congress,  mem- 

bers of  the  country's  stu- dent elite  were  saying  that 
a  "Canadian  student  move- 

ment" had  been  born. 

Patrick  Kenniff's  new-fron- tier style  remarks  when  he 
said  "There  exists  in  Canada 
today  what  might  be  called 
a  Canadian  student  move- 

ment, with  common  aims 
that  are  powerful  enough  to 
transcend  language,  regional 
and  structural  differences." Those  were  the  days  when 

...DISHEARTENED  WITH  THE  TURNOUT 
FOR  NATIONAL  STUDENT  DAY  ... 

And  the  same  people  that 
change  hats  for  all  the  stu- 

dent conferences  were  hark- 
ing back  to  CUS  President 

CUS  was  busy  recognizing 
the  Union  Generale  d  e  s 
Etudiants  du  Quebec  as  a 
national  union  of  students; 

when  44  student  councils 
were  boldly  declaring  them- selves in  favor  of  free  edu- 

cation; and  when  the  Stu- dent Union  for  Peace  Action 
was  about  to  engage  in 
dozens  of  Berkeley  -style 
actions  to  challenge  univer- 

sity administrations. 
It  was  the  era  of  Sharon 

Sholzberg's  struggle  to  lead McGill  into  UGEQ;  it  was  a 
time  when  the  University  of 
Toronto  still  had  the  illu- sion that  it  was  in  the  centre 
of  student  action  in  Canada. 
And  then  there  was  the 

CUS  duel  with  18th  century 
buccaneer  economist  Dean 
Bladen  and  all  the  heady 
preparations  lor  national student  day. 

Those  were  the  days  when 
CUS  really  planned  to  send 
a  student  journalist  to  Viet 
Nam;  when  everybody  in 
the  country  was  carping  at 
the  unborn  Company  of 
Young  Canadians — with  the 
company  loving  every  min- ute of  it. 

And,  of  course,  UGEQ  was 
building  student  syndical- 
ism. 

It  was  a  time  when  editors 
were  toppling;  when  the 
centennial  commission  was 
quaking  before  the  youth 
community;  and  when  Kahn- Tineta  Horn  was  damning 
campus  Indian  weeks. 

Then  there  was  the  Young 
World  Mobilization  Appeal 
that  flashed  onto  the  scene 
one  day  claiming  to  repre- 

sent three  million  Canadian 
Youth  only  to  disappear  the 
next  — and  the  Canadian  As- 

sembly of  Youth  Organiza- 

THE  TORCH  DID  NOT  FALL  TO  A  NEW 
GENERATION  THIS  YEAR 

tions  that  insisted  it  repre- 
sented no  one  at  all. 

But  somewhere  along  the 
line  all  the  frantic,  hopeful 
efforts  began  to  falter. 
The  SUPA  office  in  Tor- 

onto became  too  important 
to  talk  to  local  SUPA  mem- bers and  the  U  of  T  campus 

.  ALL  THE  FRANTIC,  HOPEFUL  EFFORTS  BEGAN  TO  FALTER. 

group,  like  many  others,  be- 
gan to  fade. CUS,  disheartened  with 

the  turnout  for  National 
Student  Day,  fell  back  on 
parliamentary  lobbies  a  n  d 
turned  its  efforts  to  send- 

ing hockey  teams  to  Europe. And  of  course  UGEQ  was 
still  building  student  syndi- calism. But  somehow  t  he 
only  point  they  really  made was  that  Lab  rador  should 
be  annexed  to  Quebec 
(UGEQ's  press  releases  fcafa 
a  large  map  of  Quebec,  inc- luding Labrador,  printed  on them). 

On  the  international  level 
CUS  is  still  quietly  investi- 

gating the  International  Slu- 5ent  Conference  (to  find 
out  whether  it  really  is  Ame- 

rican-controlled )  and  mean- 
while apparenlK  feels  Viet 

Nam  is  too  distant  and  un- healthy a  place  to  send  a 
Canadian  student. 
And  then  the  student 

administrators  sitting  i  n Banff  at  Christmas  appeared 
weary  of  action  and  seemed 
io  want  a  period  to  conso- lidate whatever  they  thought 
they  had,  until  sometime 
long  in  the  future. 
And  so  as  the  school  year 

turns  toward  exam  time,  it 
has  become  apparent  that 
the  torch  did  not  fall  to  a 
new  generation  this  year; 
and  that  student  action 
takes  more  than  feckless 
dreams  to  make  itself  felt. 
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THE  HON.  JUDY  LAMARSH  AT  THE  POPFEST 

GUESS  WHO 

POP  IS  CAPTAIN  MARVEL  AND  QUAKER  OATS 

photos  by  jack  new  man 

JUDY,  ELI 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
It  came  to  be  a  choice  between  Judy  LaMarsh  and  Elv 
There  on  one  hand  was  Jailhouse  Rock  in  the  festiv 

of  'B'  movies,  and  you  knew  the  big  dance  scene  was  comii 
up  somewhere. But  out  there  in  the  refectory  an  even  bigger  bit  of  px 
culture,  Judy  LaMarsh,  was  to  open  the  UC  Pop  Fest  ( its  last  day. 

Most  of  the  more  than  200  film  addicts  stayed  in  tl 
screening  room,  but  some  went  over  to  see  if  this  thii 
called  Miss  J.  LaMarsh,  Minister  of  Culture,  is  really  as 
appears  on  TV. It  is.  "This  is  a  tremendous  experience  for  me  and find  it  astonishing  that  undergraduates  could  do  all  tl 
work  to  put  together  a  festival  such  as  this  and  so  imagi 
atively,"  Miss  LaMarsh  said. 

"If  I  had  known  that  Miss  (Gail)  Dexter  (festival  hga; 
would  wear  the  latest  styles,  I  would  have  gone  on  a  di 

months  ago." She  talked  of  the  things  she  glanced  at  as  she  enteri 
— the  garbage,  the  mushroom  cloud  ("a  friendly  politic 
symbol")  and  other  elements  "of  what  they  call  art."  Tl crowd  hissed  the  remark. 

"I've  seen  this  pop  art  and  this  op  art  in  the  Nation 
Gallery.  You  see  we're  not  all  square  in  Ottawa. 

"I  notice  you'll  be  dancing  here,  well  if  you  see  a  plun 
little  old  girl,  leave  room  for  her  feet,"  Miss  LaMarsh  co eluded. 

She  later  bought  a  pop  painting  called  "Dynamic  Due 
a  comic-strip  type  portrait  of  Batman  and  Robin. 

And  it  was  time  to  get  back  to  Elvis,  but  dissapoir 
ment  of  disappointments!  The  dance  scene  had  gone  by. 

And  back  in  the  Refectory  the  Modes,  a  rather  go( 
rhythm  and  blues  group  were  playing  for  the  undulatii 
go-go  girls  and  the  crowd.  This  was  a  nice,  tight,  soli 

!  sound  with  no  holes. 

MISS  UNDISCRIMINATING  CONSUMER ART  IS  A  SUP 



TABLES,  GARBAGE  CAN  AND  EMPTY  ROOM 
REFECTORY,  1966 

IS  and  POP 

The  filmed  commercials  were  off  to  one  corner,  the 
plaster  playmate  with  the  playmate  clippings  surface  right 
in  front,  the  motorcycle  (which  they  started  up  later)  off 
to  the  side,  and  the  supermarket  on  shelves  along  the  back. 

Electronic  music,  "Sex  as  a  consumer  product,"  pop 
y  fashions,  painting  by  Kiki  et  al,  perpetual  drama  were  all 

part  of  this  "Total  Environment"  designed  to  explore  mass culture. 
In  the  JCR  "Problems  of  Modern  Culture"  were  being discussed  in  a  panel,  while  all  around  was  the  Warhol-Town- 

Curnoe-and-others  view  of  "Contemporary  Woman." The  French  films  were  drawing  large  crowds  of  the 
intellectuals,  while  Room  106  was  full  of  camp  afficiana- does. 

And  herein  was  the  most  amazing  element  of  the  festival 
— university  students,  tomorrow's  leaders  and  professors, 
the  thinking  elite,  watching  "The  Giant  Claw",  Tarzan,  Bi- .o  kini  Beach,  Black  Scorpion  and  The  Crimson  Ghost. 

This  wasn't  just  appreciating  camp  by  watching  it;  this was  getting  right  into  it.  This  was  just  like  a  Saturday afternoon  matinee. 
Elvis  gets  into  a  fight  in  a  bar,  and  the  audience  cheers 

and  applauds  when  he  hits  the  guy.  The  villain  called  the 
Crimson  Ghost  appears  on  screen  and  he  is  hissed. 

The  picnic  scene  in  Tarawa  Beach  Head  has  lines 
such  as: 

He:  "That's  very  honest." 
She:  "Yeah,  that's  the  way  truth  is  these  days." 
The  hero  in  Black  Scorpion  kisses  the  girl.  "What  did 

you  do  that  for?"  she  asks. In  Crimson  Ghost,  by  actual  count,  there  were  15 
1  deaths,  plenty  of  cars  wrecked,  plenty  of  explosions,  and 15  fights,  11  of  them  between  Hero  (Charles  Ouigley)  and 

hard-working  villain  (Clayton  Moore — remember  him  as 
The  Lone  Ranger?). 

Over  1,000  people  bought  tickets  to  the  Fest  and  that 
made  it  a  financial  success  so  just  like  in  the  'B'  movies, it  all  had  a  happy  ending. 

MARKET.  AND... 



CUSO  MEETING 

Thurs.  Jan.  27  at  8:00  p.m. 

CODY  HAIL 
RETURNED  VOLUNTEER  NURSES 
WILL  SPEAK  AND  SHOW  SLIDES 

REFRESHMENTS.   

PROF.  GREER  W.  BOYCE 

and 

PROF .  E.  R.  FAIRWEATHER 

present  their  views  on 

'THE  PRINCIPLES  OF  ONION" 
7:30  p.m.  Tuesday  January  25th 

Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. 
Co-sponsored  by  "Canterbury"  and  the United  Church  Chaplaincy  in  the  University. 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 

Presents  in 
Room  102 Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -  2:00  p.m. 
January  26,  27,  1966. 

ROUNDUP 
THE  TINY  TERRORS 

POISONS  PESTS 
AND  PEOPLE,  PART  I 

A  series  of  programmes  arrang- 
ed by  the  Science  and  Medicine Dept.  of  the  University  Library 

in   co-operotion  with  the  Na- tional Science  Film  Library  of 
the  Canadian  Film  Institute. There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT 

YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE 
WATCHING  THE  FILM 

This  is  new  in  the  Canadian  Forces. 

It's  the  Ojibwa. 
It's  295'  long,  26V/  wide  and  draws  18'  of  water. 
Its  armament  includes  eight  21"  tubes  for  homing  torpedoes. 
It's  operationally  potent  and  supplies  advanced  anti-sub  training. 

the  most  up-to-date  detection  equipment  in the  world. 
The  Ojibwa  Is  new  In  the  Canadian  Forces. 

There's  more  to  come.  Good  equipment 
requires  good  men. 

Last  June,  the  Canadian  Forces  announced 
the  addition  of  the  CF-5  fighter  to  Its  new 
equipment  roster.  NOW  It's  the  new  sub- marine, HMCS  Oiibwa.  This  Is  the  first  of 
three  Oberon-class  (powered  by  the  latest twin  dlesel  engines)  that  will  Join  the  fleet. 
The  Ojibwa  Is  designed  for  both  arctic  and 
tropical  operations.  It  Is  superbly  fitted  with 

Canadian  Forces  Recruiting  Centre, 
(25  St.  Clair  Ave.  E.,  Tor.  7  -  924-66071 

The  Canadian  Forces.  Give  it  some  thought. 

Winter  Carnival  '66 1st  10  DAY  WINTER  CARNIVAL 
Skating  Party  at  Credit  River  —  Street  Dance  —  Film  Night  — 

B  &  W.  Society  Study  Night  —  Car  Rally  —  Folk  Mass  — 
Broomball  Game  —  Music  Night 

Winter  Carnival  Semi  -  Formal  Hart  House 
SATURDAY   FEBRUARY   12th,   9  P.M. 

WINTER  CARNIVAL  TICKETS 
ON  SALE  AT  THE   $.A.C.  OFFICE  WED.  JAN.  26 

ICE  FROLICS  '66  -  $1.00 WINTER  CARNIVAL  FOLK  SINGING  SHOW 

$1.50  (tax 
(Half  arena  available  in  block  sales,  other  half  maximum  4  tickets  per  ATL  cord) 

UNIVERSAL  SCHOOL 

OF LANGUAGES 
PRIVATE  TUTORING  BY  QUALIFIED  TEACHERS IN  ALL  LIVING  LANGUAGES 

922-4179 
THE  COLONNADE      SUITE  418 

922-1517 HARBORD  &  HURON 
922-1517 
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922-1517 

LUNCH  &  SUPPER 
TAKE  OUT 

Weekdays  'till  1  a.m.  Fri.  &  Sat.  'til  3  a.m. Sun  'til  1 1  p.m. 

HARBORD  &  HURON  922-1517 
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THE  COMMUNICATIONS 

COMMISSION  OF  THE 

STUDENT
S' 

ADMINIS
TRATIVE

  
COUNCIL

 

is  now  accepting  applications  for  the 
following  positions: 

Varsity  Editor  1966-67 

Torontonensis  Editor  1966-67 

Summer  Varsity  Editor  1966 

Student  Handbook  Editor  1966-67 
Applications  should  be  submitted  in  writing 

to  the  Communication  Commissioner, 
Students'  Administrative  Council  Bldg. 

»  FEBRUARY  4th,  1966 
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THE  CANADIAN  FORCES 

There  are  many  openings  available  to 
graduates  in  Arts,  Commerce,  or  Business 

Administration 

A  Canadian  Forces  career  Counsellor  w  II 
visit  the  campus  on 

JANUARY  25  to  INTERVIEW 

All  final  year  undergraduates  considering 
commissioned  service  in  the  Canadian  Forces 

On  Land  —  At  Sea  —  In  the  Air 
Officers  of  the  Canadian  Forces  enjoy  the  life 

Some  Advantages: 

—  many  branches  available 
—  starting  salaries  $5200  to  $6100  per  annum 
—  managerial  responsibility  and  job  diversification —  outstanding  pension  plan 
—  free  medical  and  dental  care 
—  opportunity  for  travel 
—  four  weeks  annual  holiday  with  full  salary 

short  service  or  permanent  commissions  available. 

Appointments  may  be  made  through  the 
Placement  Office  —  581  Spadina  Ave. 



Pop  just  here:  dead  in  NY 

By  LARRY  GREESPAN 
Pop  art  is  dead  in  New  York,  but  it's  just reaching  Toronto  now,  artist  William  Ro- 

nald said  Saturday  night  at  a  Pop  Fest  panel discussion. 
"The  fact  that  pop  art  is  being  so  well- absorbed  by  university  students  proves  that 

it's  dead,"  he  said. But  Ronald,  who  was  born  and  educated 
in  Toronto  and  worked  in  New  York  until 
last  May,  didn't  seem  to  get  through  to  the rest  of  the  members  of  the  panel. 

Harley  Parker,  head  of  the  display  section 
at  the  Royal  Ontario  Museum,  said  art  pro- 

vides an  opportunity  for  people  to  become 
aware  of  their  environment.  The  pop  artist 
points  out  the  technologically  controlled  en- 

vironment to  people,  he  said. 
"That's  true,"  Toronto  artist  Dennis  Bur- 

ton said.  "But  the  artist  is  also  concerned 
with  what  is  behind  the  symbol." 

"I  don't  understand  what  you're  talking 
about,"  Ronald  said.  "I'm  just  a  good  paint- 
er." Technology  is  taking  over.  Burton  said. 

"My  artist  friends  are  more  interested  in 
their  radios,  record  players  and  tape  re- 

corders. My  second  interest  is  science.  I 
couldn't  give  a  damn  what  other  artists  are doing. 

"I  used  to  be  an  abstract  expressionist," 

Burton  said.  "But  it  was  like  masturbation 
— no  one  else  was  involved  in  the  love  act. 
No  one  understood  what  I  was  doing." 
Burton  now  paints  long-legged,  thick- 

thighed  women  wearing  garter  belts  and stockings. 
Parker  said  art  is  becoming  part  of  the 

environment  which  produces  it.  People  are 
not  aware  of  art,  except  subliminally. 

"I  don't  know  about  that,"  Ronald  inter- 
jected. "And  I  don't  know  how  Parker 

knows,  because  I  painted  it." Words  became  heated  and  Ronald,  who 
was  wearing  a  red,  white  and  blue  robe  and 
a  Viking  helmet,  got  up  to  leave.  The  au- 

dience convinced  him  to  stay. 
"Art  to  me  is  joy,  living,"  Ronald  said. 

"It's  not  McLuhan  or  technology  or  fancy 

words." 
"Do  you  communicate?"  Parker  demand- ed. 

"I  communicate  with  myself,"  Ronald shot  back. 
Trends  in  modern  art  are  changing  so 

quickly  that  New  York  art  dealers  are  "run- 
ning scared,"  Ronald  said.  "They  are  fright- 
ened to  death.  They  don't  know  how  to  cope 

with  it." Burton  said  he  thinks  "it's  horrendous 
that  art  dealers  can  force  artists  to  sell  out," to  continue  producing  under  pressure. 

Back  at  school:  still  not  happy 

QUEBEC — Technical  and  trade  school 
students  in  Quebec  province  returned  to 
classes  today,  still  dissatisfied  with  the  set- 

tlement reached  last  Wednesday  by  their 
student  leaders  and  the  Quebec  Education 
Department. 

The  strike  of  27,000  students  first  seemed 
settled  last  week  when  Education  Minister 
Paul  Gerin-Lajoie  offered  to  establish  a  com- 

mittee to  study  the  effect  of  a  shorter  work- 
ing summer  on  students'  income. The  strike  was  called  last  week  when  Mr. 

Lajoie  announced  a  longer  term  for  the 
technical  and  trade  schools,  cutting  into 

summer  holidays. 
The  agreement  last  week  included  the 

promise  that  a  student  employment  agency 
would  be  established.  But  the  province  held 
firm  to  the  extended  term. 
However,  the  arrangement  displeased 

many  of  the  27,000  students.  Although  many 
students  returned  to  classes  Friday,  they  re- 

fused to  study.  Others  did  not  show  up  at all. 
Several  schools  held  votes  on  whether 

they  should  abide  by  the  agreement  of  their 
representatives  and  return  to  school. 

Votes  were  heavy  against  returning. 

HARVARD  BUSINESS  SCHOOL  DIRECTOR  TO  SPEAK 

By  PAUL  CARSON 
Dr.  Woodward  L.  Flowers, 

director  of  college  relations 
at  the  Harvard  School  of 
Business,  is  to  speak  on 
campus  today. 

Dr.  Flowers  is  making  a 
special  visit  to  Toronto  and 
will  speak  to  students  in- 

terested in  the  two-year 
graduate  program  at  the 
Harvard  School  of  Business. 

The  Varsity  has  learned 
that  Dr.  Flowers  had  expect- 

ed to  speak  under  the  aus- 
pices of  the  Placement  Ser- 
vice, but  I.K.  Bradford, 

director  of  the  Placement 
Service,  refused  to  endorse 

Second  SMC 

art  exhibit 

now  in  progress 
The  second  St.  Michael's 

College  Art  Exhibit  will  be 
held  today,  tomorrow  and 
Wednesday  in  the  lower 
lounge  of  Loretto  College, 
70  St.  Mary  St. 
The  exhibit  features  art 

work  done  by  students  and 
staff  at  St.  Michaels. 

All  students  and  faculty 
members  are  invited  to  at- 

tend from  9  a.m.  to  5:30 
p.m.  Refreshments  will  be 
served  from  3-5  p.m. 

his  visit. 
It  was  also  suggested  that 

Mr.  Bradford  refused  to  al- 
lot Dr.  Flowers  a  room  on 

campus  where  he  could 

speak. Contacted  last  night,  Mr. 
Bradford  termed  this  report 
"amazing  and  preposterous." "Dr.  Flowers  made  the 
usual  courtesy  call  to  the 
Placement  Service,  and  was 
referred  to  the  School  of 
Business  and  the  Depart- 

ment of  Political  Economy. 

This  is  our  normal  proce- 
dure in  such  matters,"  Mr. Bradford  said. 

Since  then,  Mr.  Bradford 
stated,  he  has  had  no  com- 

munications from  Dr.  Flow- ers. 
"Other  schools  of  business 

do  not  normally  recruit  stu- 
dents on  the  campus,"  Brad- ford added. 

Dr.  Flowers  will  speak  at 
1:30  p.m.  at  144  St.  George 
St.  All  interested  students 
are  welcome  to  attend. 

-photo  by  NORM  FISHER 
Some  lucky  U  of  T  sportscar  owner  must  be  having  fun 
this  morning.  This  photo  of  his  car  was  taken  tote  Sunday 
night  as  the  snow  and  the  snowplow  crews  conspired  to 
bury  it  ever  deeper. 

campus  comment 

Jacques  de  montigny 

A  MISLEADING  SETTLEMENT 
The  recent  strike  of  technical  school  students  in  Quebec 

and  its  quick  settlement  can  be  very  misleading. The  fact  that  student  leaders  held  out  only  three  days before  calling  an  end  to  the  strike  without  any  guarantee 
or  promise  of  a  return  to  the  old,  shorter  second  term  will, no  doubt,  lead  many  to  dismiss  student  unions  in  Quebec 
as  insignificant,  or  roughly  the  same  administrative  figure- heads to  which  we  have  become  accustomed  in  English Canada. 

On  the  contrary,  the  strike,  and  its  quick  settlement, 
should  be  considered  as  a  virtual  triumph  for  student  syn- dicalism in  Quebec. 

Technical  and  trade  schools  in  Quebec  had  nothing-  even 
vaguely  resembling  a  representative  student  government  a 
very  few  years  ago.  The  Federation  of  Technical  Schools 
(FEESQ)  was  founded  late  in  1965  and  even  now  has  only 
a  provisional  executive.  The  sole  fact  that  at  least  60  of  the 
72  such  schools  in  the  province  obeyed  their  fledgling  fed- 

eration's strike  call  is  a  strong  testimonial  of  the  grass-root support  this  student  union  has  inspired  in  its  members. 
And  this  is  despite  the  very  real  danger  to  local  student 

leaders  of  dismissals  and  suspensions  with  little  or  no 
appeal  possible. The  Quebec  education  department  has  not  promised  a 
return  to  the  shorter  second  term.  But  Education  Minister 
Paul  Geirn-Lajoie  agreed  to  the  formation  of  an  enquiry 
board  composed  of  students  and  civil  servants  to  study  the 
financial  problems  of  technical  and  trade  school  students. 
Considering  that  the  establishment  of  the  board,  a  rarity  in 
itself,  took  place  under  the  pressure  of  a  strike,  the  success 
of  the  strike  becomes  even  more  apparent. 

But  the  strike  may  have  yielded  a  much  more  signifi- cant result. 

Up  to  now,  it  has  been  common  to  depreciate  the  im- 
portance of  student  unions  in  Quebec.  The  argument  was 

that,  despite  their  large  number  of  student  members,  these 
student  unions  really  only  represented  a  minority  of  leaders. 
Their  importance  was  more  a  function  of  the  void  created 
in  student  bodies  by  the  general  apathy  and  their  parti- 

cularly vocal  attitude  to  all  problems,  student  and  public, 
in  the  Quebec  society. 

The  strike  offered  27,000  new  arguments  against  this 

opinion. 
And  apparently,  this  fact  did  not  go  unnoticed  in  Que- bec City. 

As  so  many  times  before,  Mr.  Gerin-Lajoie  almost  ca- 
sually shrugged  off  the  student  demands  and  summarily 

announced  that  if  the  students  actually  did -go  on  strike 
nothing  would  be  done  to  force  them  back  to  classes. 

That  was  Saturday  at  a  meeting  between  Mr.  Gerin- 
Lajoie,  Robert  Nelson,  UGEQ  president  and  leaders  of 
FEESQ.  On  Monday  teachers  faced  27,000  empty  chairs  in 
classrooms  and  workshops  across  the  province. 

On  Tuesday,  the  same.  But  a  not  quite  so  nonchalant 
Mr.  Gerin-Lajoie  warned  that  bursaries  would  be  held  back 
and  banks  would  be  notified  that  strikers  were  not  fully- 
enrolled  students,  therefore  not  eligible  for  loans. 

On  Wednesday,  the  day  of  the  official  settlement,  the 
issue  forced  a  meeting  of  the  provincial  cabinet. 

A  vast  number  of  students  across  the  province  have 
voted  in  local  referendums  not  to  accept  the  settlement  and 
to  continue  the  strike. 

Of  course  enquiry  boards  are  an  age-old  political  tactic 
to  postpone  indefinitely  the  embarassing  problems  of  today. But  student  unions  have  now  shown  that  they  will  and 
can  call  for  direct,  effective  support  from  their  members 
and  can  no  longer  be  shrugged  off,  at  least  in  Quebec. 

Student  strikes  are  no  longer  empty  words  in  Quebec. 

II  of  T  prof  gets  Steacie  Prize 
A  U  of  T  chemislry  professor  has  been  awarded  the 

1965  Steacie  Prize  in  the  natural  sciences. 
Dr.  John  Polanyi  will  receive  the  award  from  U  of  T 

President  Claude  Bissell  at  a  dinner  at  the  York  Club  today. 
The  Steacie  Prize  is  usually  given  persons  under  40 

whom  a  committee  of  Canadian  scientists  considers  to  be 

making  the  most  important  contributions  to  current  knowl- edge in  the  natural  sciences. 
The  Prize  consists  of  the  income  from  about  $25,000 

contributed  bv  scientists  in  a  number  of  countries  in  honor 
of  the  late  Dr.  E.W.R.  Steacie,  former  president  of  the  Na- tional Research  Council. 
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The  Black 

Scorpion 

now  works  for 

The  Varsity 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 

UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Some  scientific  course 

OS  taught  by  McGill,  Yale  and Cornell  Universities —  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 
Every  Mon.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  t  p.m. 

or  orranoed  privately  onytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  I 

to  be  sure  of  a  seat 
Career  Development  Institute 

131  Bloor  St.  W.,  Toronto 
"The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

C.I.U.Q.C.C. 
sponsors 

QUEBEC 

WINTER 

CARNIVAL 

WEEKEND 

FEB.  11,  12,  13 
A  beginning  of  Study  Week ALL  EXPENSES 

First  closs  accommodations,  2  nights, breakfasts,  return  train  from  Montreal to  Quebec,  box  lunch. Buses  to  Montreal  depart,  Toronto 
Feb.  10,  for  $12.00  return For  reservations  coll 

G.  ABOLS 
RO.  6-0350 

CLASSIFIED 
LANGUAGES  —  Private  tutoring  by qualified  teachers  922-4179.  Universal School  of  Languages.  Spcciol  student 
MORE   SUBJECTS    REQUIRED     for  re- seorch  In  perception.  About  1  hr.  Re- muneration. For  oppolntment  coll  365- 51 98.  Subjects  should  hove  overage vision  and  hearing. 

EXPERIENCED  TYPIST:  Will  prepare 
term  papers,  theses,  notes,  etc.  All work  done  to  specification.  Satisfac- tion guaranteed.  Phone  Margoret. Hording  927-0903. 
SPANISH  lessons  by  a  native  Spaniard. Reasonable    rates.    Coll  787-6749. 

SEMI 

ORMAL 

925-0595  PENNY  FARTHING  112  YORKVILLE 
Cappuccino,  Cafe  au  lait,  hot  chocolate,  in  one  of 
YORKVILLE'S  oldest  COFFEE  houses  and  the  most 
likely  to  AMUSE.  All  this  week  KLASS  van  GRAFT 
sings,  FRIDAY  and  SATURDAY  the  CHEERFUL 
sounds  of  Jim  McHarg's  DIXIE  BAND  will  keep  your toes  tripping  and  on  SUNDAY  the  TIJUANA  cum 
MODERN  JAZZ  grouping  of  Arnie  Chycoski  provide 
sounds  for  LISTENING  and  DANCING. 

DELEGATES  WANTED 

FOR  A  CONFERENCE 
AT  QUEENS  UNIVERSITY 

FEBRUARY  17th -20th 
TOPIC: 

The  Role  of  the  Student 

in  Social  Action 
Applicants  with  an  understanding  of  French 

will  get  preference. 
APPLY  AT  THE  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

Deadline:  FRIDAY  JANUARY  27th 

VICTORIA  COLLEGE 

PUBLIC  LECTURES  1966 

4:30  p.m.  Tuesday  January  25 
ALUMNI  HALL,  VICTORIA  COLLEGE 

'Luther,  Johannes  Brenz  and  State  Church" Professor  James  Estes,  Department  of  History 
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Speakers  advocate  birth  control 

By  STAN  LEW The  educational  centre 
poverty  and  planning  sym- 

posium Saturday  drew  sug- 
gestions ranging  from  encou- 

ragement of  student  radical- ism to  reform  of  family 
planning  and  birth  control 
laws. 
Larry  Sefton,  education 

director  of  the  United  Steel- workers  of  America,  called 
for  free  education  at  all 
levels,  tax  cuts  to  low  in- 

come groups,  updating  of 
the  welfare  system,  and  the 
elimination  of  slum  land- 

lords by  substitution  with 
low-rental  housing.  In  all 
these  fields,  said  Mr.  Sefton, 
'adequate  measures  can  be 

taken  only  by  government 

intervention." 
Reverend  Gordon  Stewart 

of  the  United  Church  of 
Canada  criticized  the  "pat- 

ronizing and  soliticious"  at- titudes of  society  towards 
the  poor.  He  suggested  that 
priority  be  given  to  an  ade- 

quate medical  care  prog- ram, low -cost  housing 
schemes,  educational  reform 
and  what  he  called  realistic 
birth  control  laws.  Present 
laws,  he  said,  are  "hypocri- tical nonsense  and  show  a 
smug  unconcern  for  poor 

persons." 

Professor  Melville  Watkins 
of  the  Department  of  Polit- iccal    Economy,    oppo  s  e  d 

what  he  called  the  "Globe 
and  Mail  argument"  that income  redistribution,  by 
shifting  purchasing  power 
from  the  rich  to  the  poor, 
reduces  incentive  and  results 
in  less  economic  risk  tak- 

ing. Professor  Watkins  said the  redistribution  under 
present  tax  rates  is  too 
slight  to  have  any  signific- 

ant effect. 
He  suggested  that  the  an- ti-poverty movement  should 

become  a  haven  for  student 
radicalism,  but  said  the  poor 
themselves  should  run  the 
projects.  This  was  because "the  war  on  poverty  is  being 
financed  by  the  poor  them- 

selves." INTEGRATION  DESIRABLE,  BUT  NOT  ASSIMILATION 

By  KATHY  COLE 
Assimilation  is  a  melting 

pot  that  produces  a  com- 
mon product  and  is  there- 

fore not  desired,  Joe  Keep- 
er, of  the  Manitoba  Commu- 

nity Development  Services, 
said  in  Trinity  College  Sat- urday. 

He  was  participating  in 
a  panel  discussion  on  assi- milation and  integration, 
part  of  the  Conference  on 
the  Canadian  Indian. 

Integration,  he  said,  was 
like  the  parts  of  a  clock  all 

fitting  smoothly  and  work- 
ing together. Duke  Redbird,  vice-presi- dent of  the  National  Indian 

Council,  said  what  the  In- 
dians want  is  "not  integra- 

tion but  complete  participa- 
tion." , 

He  derided  terming  In- dian children  and  whites  in 
a  school  room  integration. 
They  may  be  together  but "their  ideas  and  cultures 
never  integrate."  Not  assi- milation, but  adjustment  is needed. 
Both  Redbird  and  Currie 

agreed  the  solution  is  "a two-way  street."  But  they 
disagreed  on  the  methods  to attain  this  solution.  Currie, 
whom  the  chairman  termed 
an  "integrated"  Indian,  felt 
the  Indian  "must  be  pre- 

pared to  accept  the  white 
man's  world  and  his  terms." Redbird  said  the  white 
man's  "technologial  and  ma- 

terialistic society"  will  over- take the  Indian  reserves. 
The  Indian  must  have  the 
ability  to  choose  from  this tide  of  western  European 

concept." FIGHT  POVERTY  WITH  GUARANTEED  INCOMES 

The  way  to  fight  poverty  is  to  give  people 
a  guaranteed  income.  Prof.  John  Morgan  of 
the  University  of  Toronto's  School  of  Social Work  suggested  last  Friday  night. 
He  was  speaking  at  the  opening  session 

of  the  conference  on  Poverty  and  Planning 
sponsored  by  the  Woodworth  Foundation  at the  Education  Centre. 
He  said  the  British  government  now  is 

trying  to  work  out  a  guaranteed  income 
scheme  to  be  financed  through  income  tax. 
The  scheme  would  mean  establishing  a 

basic  fair  standard  income  for  everyone. 
People  who  earned  more  than  this  standard 
would  be  required  to  pay  money  to  those 
earning  less  than  the  standard  amount. 

"Redistribution  of  wealth  is  not  taking 
place  under  our  system  of  social  services/' Prof.  Morgan  said. 

The  Canada  Pension  Plan  taxes  the  poor 
at  a  high  rate  to  build  up  capital  for  the 
public  sector  of  the  economy,  while  the 

assets  of  the  large  corporations  are  not  being 
redirected,  he  said. 

Fees  (continued) 
fear  that  has  forced  a  change.  We  honestly 
think  we  have  made  our  point  about  fees 
and  it  is  not  worth  going  further. 
"We  did  not  want  to  put  any  students  in 

jeopardy,"  he  said.  "We  felt  it  would  be unfair  to  hold  them  to  their  pledges  (  to 
withhold)  and  thus  risk  the  loss  of  their 

academic  year.',' 
Over  1,500  students  had  signed  pledge 

cards  to  withhold  the  ?56  after  a  referen- 
dum last  November  showed  85  per  cent  in 

favor  of  the  plan. 
The  council  promised  the  students  with- 

holding fees  that  no  student  would  have  to 
pay  the  $10  late  fee.  This  means  the  council 
would  have  had  to  raise  almost  $7,000  to 

pay  the  fines. 

Gymnasts  finish  last  to  Queen's,  RMC 
By  BOB  CLARK University  of  Toronto 

gymnasts,  early  season  fav- 
orites to  repeat  as  intercol- 

legate  champions,  dropped 
their  second  straight  com- 

petition, finishing  last 
against  Queen's  and  Royal 
Military  College  in  an  ex- 

hibition at  Queen's  Univer- sity Saturday  afternoon. 
Varsity,  without  their  top 

star,  playing-coach  Barry 
Brooker,  journeved  to  King- ston with  only  four  gym- nasts instead  of  the  usual 
six,  when  two  of  their  mem- bers failed  to  appear 

Ken  Lumb  led  Blues,  com- 
piling five  thirds  in  the  six 

exents,  and  ending  up  sec- 

ond in  the  individual  all- around  standing.  Digby  Sale 
provided  Varsity  with  its 
only  first  of  the  meet  in  the rings. 

Carl  Sloan,  in  his  first 
competition  for  Varsity,  fi- 

nished fifth  in  the  floor  ex- ercises, while  Alex  Hamilton, 
also  entering  as  a  rookie, 
ended  fifth  in  the  high  bar. 

Art  Kuisma  led  the 
Queen's  assault,  compiling 
three  firsts  and  two  seconds 
in  the  six  events  to  take  top individual  honours. 
FOOTNOTES:  Stu  Caw- 

thray,  another  top  gymnast 
for  Blues,  was  out  with  an 
njury...  Bary  Brooker  pas- 

sed up  the  Queen's  exhibi- 

tion to  compete  in  the  North 
American  Championship  Pre- 

liminaries at  Montreal . . . 
Blues'  next  meet  is  a  Hart 
House,  Saturday,  against 
Queen's  and  RMC,  with  a 
possible  entry  from  Univer- 
sty  of  New  Brunswick. STATISTICS TEAM  STANDINGS:  1.  Queen's,  122.9; 2.  RMC,  111.05;  Toronto,  99.16. INDIVIDUAL  LEADERS:  1.  Art  Kuisma, 
(QJ,  45.81;  2.  Ken  Lumb  (T),  41.53; John  Matthews  (Q),  40  32 PARALLEL  BARS:   1.  Art  Kuisma  (Q); 
2.  Bryan  Neck  (Q);  3.  Ken  Lumb  (T). HIGH    BAR:    1.    Art    Kuisma,  (Q);  2 
Bryan  Neck  (Q);  3.  Ken  Lumb  (T). RINGS:    1.    Digby    Sale    (T);    2.  Art Kuisma  (Q);  3.  Ken  Lumb  IT), 
SIDE   HORSE:    1.  John  Matthews  (Q); 2.  Art  Kuismo  (Q);  Ken  Lumb  (T). VAULTING:    I.  John  Pettipas  (RMC); 
2.    Rick    Sutherland    (RMC);    3.  Ken 
Lumb  (T). 

FREE  CALISTHENICS:  T.  Art  Kuisma 
(Q);  2.  Rick  Sutherland  (RMC);  3. John  Pettipas  (RMC). 



SOFT  TOUCH  BEHIND 

Blues  prep  for  Lancers 

By  RICH  PYNE 
Toronto's  basketball  Blues 

picked  up  their  fourth 
league  victory  Friday  night 
in  Guelph,  88-35,  to  take  sole 
possession  of  second  place. 
First-place  Windsor  Lancers defeated  Waterloo  Warriors 
106-62  in  Waterloo  the  next 
night. 
In  Guelph,  Blues  again 

went  with  the  two-team 
system,  each  having  ap- 

proximately the  same  floor 
time.  The  starting  team 
again  managed  to  out-score 
their  teammates  48-40  and 
each  again  out-scored 
Guelph  playing  only  half  the 
game. 

In  contrast  to  the  Guelph 
game  played  in  Hart  House, 
Blues'  shooting  was  not particularly  laudable,  with 
the  exception  of  Arvo  Nei- 
dre  who  picked  up  most  of 
his  14  points  from  the  out- side. 

The  majority  of  Blues' points  however,  came  on 
fast  breaks  and  foul  shots. 
Nolan  Kane  bounced  back 
from  a  frustrating  first 
game  with  Redmen  to  score 
18.  Doug  Lockhart  kept  his 
scoring  consistent  netting 
15  and  Ron  Kimel's  U  was 
his  highest,  out-put  of  the season. 

Lockhart's  5-for-6  from 
the  foul-line  will  likely  push 
him  into  first  place  in  that 
department  as  Guelph's  Jim Bales  went  1  for  5. 

Guelph  once  more  dis- 
played spirit  befitting  a 

league  champion  and  even 
looked  like  a  ball  squad  run- 

ning in  their  lay-ups.  But 
again  they  just  didn't  have what  it  takes  to  put  the  pill 
in  the  hoop,  Consequently 
their  high  man  had  only  7 

points. In  the  future:  Blues  must 

think  of  playing  serious 
basketball  after  the  novelty 
of  facing  Guelph  twice  in three  nights. 
To-morow  they  go  again 

for  some  more  lessons  to 
the  States  where  they  play 
University  of  Buffalo.  U  of 
B  defeated  Akron  (who  are 
ranked  third  in  the  U.S. 
small  college  division)  re- 

cently by  one  point  and  are 
always  considered  a  top  de- 

fensive club.  Buffalo,  form- 
erly in  the  small  college  loop 

itself,  moved  up  to  the  big 
school  division  this  year .... 
The  game  in  the  U.S.  should 
be  a  good  warm-up  for  the 
Blues'  very  important  con- test in  Windsor  Saturday 
night. 

Scoring,  Varsity:  Kane  18;  Lockhorr 
15;  Neidre  14;  Kimel  II;  Woloshyn 
10;  Hadden  6;  Homer  5;  Holowachuk 
5;  Richardson; 

Guelph,  Burch  7;  Matsella  6;  Camp- 
belt  6;  Shaw  6;  Roule  4;  Coulter  4; Brown  1 ;  Bales  1 ;  Glenn. 

Smash  eight  pool  marks 

By  PETER  McCREATH 
University  of  Toronto 

swim  Blues  won  9  of  11 
events  setting  eight  pool 
records  in  a  triple  meet  with 
McGill  Redmen  and  Queen's 
Golden  Gaels  at  Queen's 
University,  Saturday  after- 

Theo  van  Ryn  was  the  top 
performer  of  the  meet  set- 

ting records  in  the  100  free 
of  51.1  and  the  50  free  of 
23.3.  The  latter  record  was 
set  in  1935. 

Van  Ryn  beat  McGill's British  Empire  Games  gold 
medalist  Dick  Pound  in 
both  events  and  also  swam 
a  leg  in  the  winning  sprint relay. 

Graeme  Barber  and  Pete 
Richardson  both  came  away 
with  three  firsts.  Mike  Cha- 
pelle  had  his  best  perfor- 

mance of  the  season  in  his 
specialty,  the  200-yard 
hreast  stroke,,  with  a  fast 
time  of  2:26  in  a  slow  pool. 

John  Weekes  joined  van 

Ryn  in  beating  Pound  in the  50  free. 
Redmen  were  missing 

Bruce  Peers,  but  even  so 
they  don't  appear  to  be  the contender  they  were  last 

year. 
Gaels  are  much  improved, 

putting  up  a  full  slate  of swimmers,  but  still  are  well 
behind  Toronto,  McGill  and 
Western. 
NOTES:  Blues    have  a 

chance  to  get  even  with 
Buffalo  at  Hart  House,  Sa- turday. 

Three  perfect  scores  in  fencers'  win By  BOB  CLARK 
Norman  Bradwell,  Hel- 

mut Microys  and  Al  Galberg 
duelled  their  way  to  perfect 
3-0  records  to  lead  Univer- 

sity of  Toronto  fencing 
Blues  to  an  over-all  16-11 
victory  over  a  visiting  U.S. 
team  from  Hoba  r  t  Un  i  ve  r- 
sity,  Saturday  afternoon  at 
Hart  House. 

Hobart,  making  their  first 
appearance  north  of  the 
border,  had  brought  with 
them  an  undefeated  record 
against  U.S.  College  compe- tition. 
Bradwell  turned  in  his 

perfect  performance  in  foil, 
while  Mike  Jackson  and 
Ken  Kishibe  each  added 
singles,  to  give  Varsity  the 
class,  5-4.  Steve  Gilbert  and 
Craig  Roberts  each  scored 
two  wins  to  account  for 
Hobart's  output,  while  Var- 

sity fencers  shut  out  Ho- 
bart's Glenn  Barkan. 

In  epee,  Microys  again 
came  through  with  a  spot- less record,  and  Galberg 
also  added  three  wins.  Paul 
Deutsch,  Pat  Haley  and  Gil- 

•  'bert  each  had  singles  for 

Hobart  as  Varsity  took  the 
epee  class,  6-3. 

SAC-  Vanity 

hotkey  tilt 

Hockey  as  it  shouldn't be  played  will  be  put  on 
display  tonight  by  the 
SAC  Fluffies  at  Varsity 
Arena,  at  9  p.m. 
On  the  other  hand,  a 

magnificent  performance 
of  the  speed,  skill  and 
science  of  hockey  will  be 
given  by  the  Varsity  Ink- men. 
Inkmen  sport  several 

veterans  of  college  com- 
petition including  goal- tender  Phil  (Mr.  Zero) 

Bingley,  Rich  (The  Rap- 
per) Pyne  and  Sfcel  (Skip- 

py)  Krakofsky. Varsity  coach  Howie 
Fluxgold  has  announced 
the  signing  of  Larry  (The 
Groove)  Greenspan  and 
Paul  (The  Clock)  Carson 
to  bolster  his  already 
power-packed  lineup. 

In  sabre,  Blues'  Vladimir Hachinski  was  upset  by  Ho- 
bart's Tony  DaDalt,  but  still 

managed  two  wins.  Varsi- 
ty's Peter  Apse,  settling 

down  more  and  more  in  re- 
cent competition  also  scor- 

ed two  wins,  while  Blues' Mark  Pfeiffer  added  one,  as 
Varsity  completed  a  clean 
sweep  of  the  classes,  5-4. 

Hobart's  DaDalt  and  Ro- 
berts each  scored  two  wins 

to  account  for  the  visitors' Jour  markers. 

THRUSTS  AND  TOU- 
CHEES:  The  win  kept  Var- 

sity's unbeaten  streak  in Canada  intact,  their  only 
loss  comng  in  Rochester  to 
Syracuse          It  was  their 
first  win  against  U.S.  com- 

petition in  two  meetings... 
Hobart,  although  undefeat- ed in  U.S.  competition,  has 
played  neither  of  the  top- rated  teams,  Buffalo  and 
Syracuse...  Varsity's  oext meet  is  an  exhibition  at 
Hart  House,  Friday  at  7:30, 
against  the  Polish  Club, which  contains  many  of  the 
members  of  the  Canadian 
Olympic  team. 

Mar  -  A  -  Mate  IS  HERE! 
After  huge  successes  throughout  American  Universities M-A-M  has  come  to  TORONTO  t 

Simply  fill  out  this  form  and  send  it,  wilh  60c 

TO:  MEET-A-MATE  e/o  TRINITY  COLLEGE or  BOX  151,  University  College  Res. or  89  Charles  St.  West 
Name:    Sex- 
Address:   "  * Age:    Height:    Colour '"Eyes: Hair: ' '.' Personal  likes,  dislikes,  interests:   

Boys  will  be  sent  keys,  girls  will  be  sent  locks.  The  pairs  will  then  be 
you  will    aeet"dinS       y"*"  information.    By  matching  the  ribbon  and  key 

MEET-A-MATE!! 

FIRST  TIME 

IN  NORTH  AMERICA! 

International 

Drama  Festival 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

JAN.  25-29 

Tuesday  Jan.  25  North  American,  Nigerian 

Wednesday  Jan.  26  Japanese,  Indian 

Thursday  Jan.  27  Polish,  Nigerian 

Friday  Jan.  28  Polish,  Indian 

Saturday  Jan.  29  North  American,  Japanese 

8  P.M. 

Students  $1.00 

Series  'any  3  nights)  $2.00 
Tickets  available  from 

HART  HOUSE  BOX  OFFICE, 
S.A.C.  OFFICE,  I.S.C.  (45  Willcocks  St.) 

WITH  PRUDENTIAL 

FOR  1966  GRADUATES  WHO 

WISH  TO  WORK  TOWARD 

MANAGEMENT  IN  THE  OFFICE 
OR 

WANT  TO  BECOME  ACTUARIES 

(ALSO  SUMMER  WORK  IN  THIS 

FIELD  FOR  '67  GRADS) 
Details  Available  in  Your  Placement  Office 

WEDNESDAY  FEBRUARY  2 

THURSDAY  FEBRUARY  3 
THE  PRUDENTIAL  Insurance  Compony  of  America 

TORONTO 
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BLUES  HANDED  4-1  SETBACK  IN  LONDON 

mm MUSTANGS  IN  DRIVER'S  SEAT 

|  Should  have  saved  McGill 

I  goals  for  'Stangs--Watt 

— photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
McGill  Redmen  goaltender  Ken  Wolters  foils  Blues'  Word  Passi  for  one  of  53  saves  he made  at  Varsity  Arena  Friday  night. 

Inflation  and  deflation  Kit 

race  for  Queen's  Cup By  RICK  KOLLINS 
OQAA  Publicity  Director 
Waterloo  Warriors  have 

been  deflated  and  Western 
Mustangs  inflated  in  the  Se- 

nior Intercollegiate  Hockey 
League  championship  race. 
At  the  half-way  mark  in 

the  schedule.  Mustangs  have 
emerged  from  a  three-team 
scramble  as  the  club  to  beat 
for  the  Queen's  Cup.  War- riors, undefeated  in  their 
first  seven  games,  have  been 
brought  down  to  earth  and 
now  must  rate  only  an  out- 

side chance  to  capture  all the  marbles. 
Varsity  Blues,  meanwhile, 

are  also  behind  the  eight 
ball  and  must  stage  an  up- 

hill fight  if  they  hope  to  suc- 
cessfully defend  their  first- 

place  finish  of  one  year  ago. All  this  resulted  from  the 
most  surprising  weekend  of the  SIHL  season.  Blues 
bombed  McGill  Redmen,  12- 
3,  here  Friday  night,  then 
lost  in  Western,  4-1,  Saturday night.  And  Waterloo  absorb- 

ed a  7-5  defeat  to  Montreal Carabins  Saturday  in  Water- loo. 
Other  weekend  games  saw McMaster  Marlins  defeat 

Montreal,  8-6,  Friday  in Dundas  and  Queen's  Golden Gaels  turn  back  McGill,  6-4, 

Saturday  in  Kingston. 
Mustangs  are  now  alone 

in  first  place  with  an  8-1 
record,  Waterloo  is  second 
at  7-1  and  Varsity  third  with 
6-2. 

Carabins,  playing  their 
third  game  since  coach  Dr. 
Yvan  Dion  and  seven  players 
left  the  team,  deflated  War- 

riors with  four  goals  in  the 
final  six  minutes.  Warriors, 
the  college  league's  "Cinde- rella" team,  had  led  5-3  and appeared  headed  for  certain victory. 

Then  Warriors'  defence 
fell  apart  and  Carabins  fir- 

ed four  quick  goals  past 
Arlon  Popkey  in  the  Water- 

loo net.  Normand  Gagnon, Andre  Hayes,  Alain  Paquette and  Hayes  again  counted  to 
give  Claude  Chapleau  h  i  s first  win  as  Carabin  coach. Gilles  Samson  and  Gilles 
Sauve  were  the  other  Mon- treal scorers.  Ron  Sm.lh 
with  two,  Terry  Cooke,  Bill' Ball  and  Art  Bacon  counted for  Warriors. 
Graeme  Taylor  did  the 

most  damage  for  Marlins against  Carabins  Friday night,  netting  four  goals Mike  Ker,  Frank  Hincks, Tom  Sherry  and  Don  Robb 
got  the  others. 

Sauve   scored   twice  for 

Carabins  and  Jocelyn  Cote, 
Don  Berrigan,  Alain  Paquet- 

te and  Samson  added  one 
apiece. 

The  Queen's  Cup  will  like- 
ly be  decided  in  games  bet- ween Waterloo,  Western  and 

Varsity.  Warriors  still  must 
play  in  London  and  Must- 

angs in  Toronto.  Waterloo and  Blues  have  yet  to  meet. 
Warriors  defeated  Must- 

angs, 6-4,  at  Waterloo  in  the 
only  previous  game  involv- 

ing two  of  the  three  leaders. 
Blues'  big  rematch  against Western,  which  should  de- 

cide ther  title,  is  scheduled 
for  Feb.  18  at  Varsity  Arena. 

Racqueteers  find  13  lucky, 

Western,  Amherst  victims 

By 

BOB  CLARK 
of 
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University  of  Toronto 
squash  Blues  made  their 
first  appearance  of  the  sea- 

son against  College  competi- 
tion an  impressive  one,  run- 

ning up  thirteen  wins 
against  no  defeats  against 
teams  from  University  of 
Western  Ontario  and  Am- 

herst College  of  Massachu- 
setts, in  an  exhibition  meet 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
LONDON,  ONT.  —  Among  his  many  attributes, 

Varsity  Blues  coach  Tom  Watt  must  be  a  prophet. 
After  Blues  had  decisively  whipped  McGill  Redmen, 

12-3,  Friday  night  at  Varsity  Arena,  Watt  commented:  "I 
wish  we  had  saved  a  few  of  those  goals  for  Western." Blues  made  Watt  look  like  the  most  accurate  sooth- 

sayer since  Isaiah  when  they  were  able  to  score  only  once 
in  a  4-1  loss  to  Western  Mustangs  here  Saturday  night, 
in  a  battle  for  first  place. 

This  proved  to  be  fatal, 
for  a  couple  of  minutes 
later  Mustangs  ran  into  two 
quick  penalties  and  Blues had  a  two  man  advantage 
for  97  seconds. 
But  without  Awrey  to 

organize  the  power  play 
Blues  couldn't  manage  a shot  on  goaltender  Gary Bonney. 

With  the  game  already 
won  Jerry  Knightley  re- 

gistered Mustangs'  fourth goal  on  a  solo  rush  with  just 
over  two  minutes  remain- 

ing. 

At  Varsity  Arena  Friday 
night,  Blues  over-powered  a hustling  McGill  Redmen 
squad.  Redmen  had  the 
desire  but  not  the  talent  to 
skate  with  the  speedy  Blues. 

They  scored  three  times  in 
each  of  the  first  two  periods 
and  six  in  the  last  against  an over-worked  Ken  Walters  in 
the  McGill  nets. 
Blues  fired  65  shots  at 

Walters  who  made  several 
fine  stops  as  well  as  missing 
an  attempt  to  drop  kick  the 
puck  out  of  the  rink. 

Boh  Awrey  led  Blues' scoring  with  a  goal  and  five 
assists.  Henry  Monteith  pick- 

ed up  a  hat  trick,  and  Mur- ray Stroud  and  Brian  Jones 
scored  twice  each  with 
singles  going  to  Doug  St. John,  Ward  Passi,  Paul Laurent  and  Steve  Monteith as  well  as  Awrey. 

Harry  Griffiths,  Rick  Rip- stein  and  Jean  Guy  Labrie 
accounted  for  McGill's  scor- 

ing. 

LEFTOVERS:  Western 
outshot  Blues  33-27  ...  Re- 

feree Myers  gave  Blues  24 
minutes  in  penalties  com- 

pared to  Western's  14 Many  of  the  calls  were 
questionable  and  only  suc- 

ceeded in  marring  an  other- 
wise good  game  . . .  Goalten- der  Gary  Bonney  played  a 

prominent  role  in  Western's 
victory.  While  Blues  didn't keep  him  very  busy,  he  came 
up  with  the  big  saves  when called  upon  ...  Three  stars 
for  the  McGill  game  as 
chosen  by  the  three-star 
panel  of  amateur  experts  of Dave  Soles,  Phil  Bingley  and 
Lawrence  Haimovitch  of  the 
McGill  Daily  were  Bob 
Awrey,  Pete  Burwash  and 
Steve  Monteith. 

Blues  discovered  the  hard 
way  it  is  impossible  to  de- feat Mustangs  while  sit- 

ting in  the  penalty  box. 
Mustangs,  the  best  team 

Varsity  has  encountered  this 
season,  scored  three  o  f 
their  goals  while  Blues  serv- 

ed penalties.  Two  Western 
goals  came  with  Blues  two men  short. 

They  ran  into  two  ques- tionable penalties  called  by 
referee  Bob  Myers  before 
the  game  was  three  minutes 
gone.  Western  took  full  ad- vantage as  Jim  Dent  and Dave  Leeson  scored  before 
Blues  returned  to  full 
strength. 

Blues  were  fortunate  to 
come  out  of  the  first  period 
trailing  by  only  two  goals. 
They  hardly  marked  up  the 
ice  in  the  Western  zone  as 
'Stangs  outshot  them,  16-5. Varsity  came  out  skating 
in  the  second  period  and Pete  Burwash  narrowed  the 
margin  to  2-1  with  his  first 
regular-season  goal  at  8:20. 
Two  foolish  penalties  in 

rapid  succession  gave  West- 
ern another  golden  oppor- 

tunity, however,  and  Pete 
Kelly  scored  before  either 
Varsity  player  had  returned to  the  ice. 

Murray  Stroud  shot  the 
puck  into  the  net  mid-way 
through  the  period,  but 
Myers  disallowed  the  goal 
claiming  the  whistle  had 
gone  before  the  puck  enter- 

ed the  net. 
He  then  gave  Bob  Awrey 

a  misconduct  for  question- 
ing his  decision. 

at  York  University,  Friday afternoon. 
The  defending  intercolle- giate champion  Varsity squad  blanked  Amherst eighth-rated  U.S.  Colle  g  e team,  9-0,  before  handing Western  a  4-0  setback. Amherst  finished  in  second 

by  defeating  Western  4-2. The  exhibition  marked  the 
first  time  Varsity  has  enter- tained a  U.S.  college  team. 
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Mysterious  but  unimport
ant 

The  Student  Activities  Committee  of  the 
U  of  T  Board  of  Governors  might  be  mysteri- 

ous but  it  doesn't  seem  to  be  very  important. 
The  seven-member  body  meets  only  about 

once  or  twice  a  year  to  approve  the  budgets 
of  the  two  athletic  directorates  and  of  Hart 
House,  according  to  SAC  President  Mary Brewin.  .  .. 

Funds  for  these  organizations  are  collect- 
ed by  the  administration  with  tuition  fees. 

The  administration  also  collects  fees  for  the 
Students  Administrative  Council  but  does not  approve  its  budget.  . 

Miss  Brewin  found  out  about  the  activi- 
ties of  the  Student  Activities  Committee 

when  she  talked  to  the  university's  Provost, Moffat  St.  Andrew  Woodside. 
The  committee's  dealings  with  the  athletic 

directorates  and  Hart  House  are  kept  very 
secret  They  seem  to  involve  mostly  keeping 
each  other  informed  on  changes  and  con- troversies. 

Warren  Stevens,  U  of  T  athletic  director, 
wrote  a  letter  to  Beverley  Matthews,  chair- man of  the  committee,  to  explain  his  stand 
on  the  recent  proposal  to  send  the  U  of  T 
hockey  team  to  Italy. 

The  acting  warden  of  Hart  House,  E.  A. 
Wilkinson,  received  a  letter  in  October  in- forming him  that  Sydney  Hermant  had  been 
appointed  to  the  committee. Mr.  Hermant  is  a  director  of  CTV,  Maple 
Leaf  Gardens,  the  Canadian  Imperial  Bank 
of  Commerce  and  A.  J.  Freeman  Ltd.  He  is 
president  of  the  Empire  Club  of  Canada and  a  member  of  the  Metropolitan  Toronto 
Planning  Board. 

Other  members  of  the  committee  are  Se- nator Joseph  Sullivan,  Mrs.  W.  H.  Clark, 
Donald  Fleming,  A.  Bruce  Matthews  and  A. 
C.  Walwyn. 

Ex  officio  members  are  Chancellor  O.  M 
Solandt,  President  C.  T.  Bissel,  and  Henry 
Borden,  chairman  of  the  Board  of  Governors. 

Whitney  Hall  curfews  abolish
ed 

Curfews  for  first  year  girls  have  been 
abolished  at  Whitney  Hall,  the  University 
College  women's  residence. 

Miss  Charity  L.  Grant,  dean  of  women  for 
the  college  confirmed  that  freshies  at  Whit- 

ney Hall,  no  longer  have  to  be  in  by  a  certain time.  .  ,     .  ;  .  . 
Since  Christmas  the  girls  don  t  have  to 

sign  out  when  they  go  on  a  date  and  they 
are  not  restricted  to  any  particular  number of  dates  per  week. 

Until  last  Christmas  freshies  had  two  1 
am  curfews  per  week  and  one  2.30  a.m. 
curfew.  Second,  third,  and  fourth  year  girls 
have  had  no  curfews  ever  since  the  begin- ning of  the  school  year. 

"Most  of  the  girls  are  adults,"  Miss  Grant 

told  The  Varsity  "and  we  have  to  treat  them 
as  such.  They  have  to  learn  how  to  control 
their  own  lives." 

Last  year  the  girls'  residence  council  re- commended that  there  be  no  curfews  after 
first  year,  Miss  Grant  said.  But  they  thought 
it  a  good  idea  to  keep  restrictions  on  fresh- 
menrbecause  they  have  been  used  to  restric- tions at  home  and  might  abuse  their  new 
privilege. But  she  decided  to  abolish  all  curfews 

"just  to  see  how  it  works.  After  all,"  she said,  "when  you  come  to  a  university  you 
come  for  an  academic  purpose." 

She  reported  no  problems  since  the  new 
regulations  went  into  effect  and  no  com- plaints from  anyone. 

Sex  comes  to  the  Forum 

By  ROD  RITCHIE Sex  came  to  the  Public  Affairs  Forum  Monday  night. 
When  Speaker  David  Hunter  did  not  appear  for  the 

debate  on  Canadian  Federalism,  Cindy  Harcourt  (IV  Vic) 
I  became  the  first  female  Speaker  in  the  Foaim's  three  month 
history. 

During  the  following  three  hours  the  Forum  decided 
that  a  federal-provincial  constitutional  conference  should be  called  to  review  Canadian  federalism. 

In  introducing  the  motion  NDP  leader  Tom  Good  (IV 
Vic)  said  he  was  not  satisfied  with  the  present  setup  of 

i  Canadian  federalism. 
He  complained  that  at  federal  provincial  conferences 

decisions  were  made  by  Conservative  and  Liberal  partv 
leaders  behind  closed  doors  and  left  to  Parliament  the  "Joe 
job"  of  voting  on  them. 

Instead,  he  proposed  an  open  conference  where  alJL  par- 
ties (even  the  NDP)  would  have  a  say  in  changing  the 

constitution,  so  that  both  Ottawa  and  the  provinces  could 
legally  share  powers. 

PC  Ernie  McCullough  (II  Vic)  replied  "The  NDP  are 
trying  to  worm  their  way  into  where  they  don't  belong." Harry  Erlichman  (II  SMC),  speaking  for  the  Liberals, 
said,  "The  NDP  are  engaged  in  parlor  tricks,  of  delusion, 
the  self  design  of  a  minority  party  to  increase  its  own 
strength.  There  is  no  need  to  call  a  Constitutional  Confe- 

rence just  to  remedy  the  political  grievances  of  the  NDP." 
They  also  passed  a  Conservative  motion  calling  for 

"grass  roots  cultural  exchanges  between  French  and  English 

speaking  Canadians." Liberal  leader  Hersh  Ezrin  (II  UC)  expressed  concern 
over  this  proposal.  "What  will  happen  when  we  eNpose  our 
young  virgin  daughters  to  the  terrible  onslaught  of  male 
Quebecois?"  he  asked. "That  will  be  dealt  with  in  our  next  debate — on  birth 
control,"  answered  Conservative  leader  Bob  Radford  (I Law). 

Tory  Steve  Glidden  (I  UC)  introduced  the  Conservative 
resolution,  which  also  called  for  "practicable  bilinguahsm." This  would  mean  that  all  Canadians  would  know  enough 
basic  Engish  and  French  to  understand  each  other. 

"Within  the  orb  of  Canadian  life."  Glidden  said,  "there 
are  traditions  and  sentiments  that  can  make  this  nation  a 
true  northern  Dominion  with  all  aware  of  its  great  past  and 
all  certain  of  its  great  future." 

"The  CBC  can  do  much  to  bridge  our  cleavages,"  he added. 
"'So  what's  wrong  with  cleavages?"  asked  Ken  Stone 

(II  Inn),  leafing  through  a  magazine. 
Communist  leader  Tim  Walsh  (SGS)  called  for  the 

constitutional  guarantee  that  Quebec  should  have  the  right 
to  secede. 

Ezrin's  reply  to  the  Communist  motion  started  with  ̂l 
quiet  mock  drawl  and  finally  mounted  to  a  torrential  roar. 

"Canada  is  not  two  nations  but  one.  Yet  the  Communists 
say — Here  we  have  two  nations.  No  we  don't,  we  have  three, 
no,  four,  no,  10." 

—photo  by  KIRK  MoeGREGOB 

"The  Lion  and  the  Jewel",  a  Nigerian  ploy,  opened  the  U  of  T  internation
al  play  festival 

Tuesday  night.  The  festival  continues  nightly  until  Jan.  f. 

CALLS  BISSELL  REMEMBRANCE  SPEECH 

"A  MISUSE  OF  RELIGION" 
"President  Bissell's  speech  last  Remembrance  Day  was 

a  misuse  of  religion,"  said  Tim  Smith  (IV  Vic  I  al  Monday's SAC  executive  meeting. 
The  executive  was  discussing  an  open  letter  concerning 

Remembrance  Day  procedures  sent  to  U  of  T  Provost  Mof- fat St.  A.  Woodside  by  the  U  of  T  branch  of  the  Student 
Union  for  Peace  Action  (SUPA)  over  the  signature  oi  Harvey 
L.  Shepherd. 

Smith  claimed  that  a  quotation  from  St.  Paul  was 
taken  entirely  out  of  context"  and  that  "St.  Paul  would  roll 

»r  in  his  grave  if  he  had  heard  that." The  letter  sent  to  Dr.  Woodside,  chairman  of  a  com- 
mittee set  up  to  consider  the  Remembrance  Day  service 

suggested  that  regular  classes  be  cancelled  and  replaced with  seminars  on  peace. 
But  Shepherd  indicated  that  the  proposal  is  actually 

made  to  the  university  as  a  whole,  and  that  SUPA  is  looking for  initiative  from  student  groups.  . 

The  letter  criticizes  past  Remembrance  Day  services  toi 
"glorification"  of  past  wars  and  looking  back  on  them 

MttpS"'ftt  instead  of  regular  classes  the  Univer- 
sity should  allow  SAC  to  run  seminars  on  the  role  Cana- 
dian youth  can  play  in  bringing  about  a  warless  wo  i  d 
The  letter  stipulates  that  the  suggestions  should  only 

be  accepted  "if  SAC,  at  least,  concurs  with  us  that  it  is 

deSi"Ideallv  speaking  the  idea  has  some  potential  but  it  is 

unfeasible,"  said  SAC  President  Mary  Brewin.  It  would most  likelv  iust  turn  into  a  holiday. 

The  executive  thought  the  seminars  an  exceptionall
y .  '  I!  ,„,,  c.i,  ,h,t  a  full-day  program  was  unlikely. 

They  fSTtta ce^ainlhanges  shUd  definitely  be  made. 
Smith  suggested  that  if  the  service  is  retained,  the  re

- 
mov^mdifary  people  from  it  -  absolute  y  nec

essary. 
"We  must  not  glorify  the  war  effort,  he  said. 



COUSLAND  LECTURES 

john  t.  mcneill  phi 

Dept.  of  History  —  Indiana  University 

FEB.  1,  2,  3 

EMMANUEL  COLLEGE 

TYPING 
Theses,  Etsoys,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 

Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

c  EUROPEAN  TOURS  « 

S        ̂ 966  E 

RUSSIAN  TOUR  June  7  ■  July  6 
cost 

'492 London,  Copenhagen,  Leningrad, 
Moscow,  Prague,  Paris 

CENTRAL  EUROPEAN  TOUR  June  5  -  July  18 
COST 

•789 England,  Holland,  Germany, 
Austria,  Switzerland,  Italy,  Fronce 

GLOBETROTTER  SPECIAL  June  5  -  July  24 
A  England,  France,  Spain,  Italy, 

COST     *«  %JC  Switzerland,  Austria,  Germony, U»l        U«#W  Holland 

FRENCH  STUDY  TOUR  June  27  -  Aug.  10 
»  A  A  Brittany — sight-seeing 

COST     'nQX  Rouen— family  stoy ^  *  "  Pons — classes  at  the  Sorbonne 

ALL  TOURS 

Further  information  at  the  SAC  office 
For  information  and  applicotron  forms,  write  to: 

Canadian  Union  of  Students,  Travel  Dept. 
11 17  St.  Catherine  St.  West,  Room  600, Montreal,  P.Q. 

THE 

PAPERBACK 

kBOOKSHOPi 

COLES 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 

Presents  in 
Room  102 

Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -2:00  p.m. 
January  26,  27,  1966. 

ROUNDUP 
THE  TINY  TERRORS 

POISONS  PESTS 
AND  PEOPLE,  PART  I 

A  series  of  programmes  arrang- 
ed by  the  Science  ond  Medicine 

Dept.  of  the  University  Library 
in   co-operotion   with   the  No- tional Science  Film  Library  of 
the  Canadian  Film  Institute. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE 
WATCHING  THE  FILM 

U  of  T  FLYING  CLUB 

WED.  JAN.  26,  8  P.M. 
MUSIC  ROOM,  HART  HOUSE 

Guest  Speaker:  CAPT.  R.  DENNIS,  Air  Canada 

CURLS  ARE  IN 
YOU  KNOW! 

3  Come  in  ond  try  our  new Styles  ond  Colors,  all  Delicious- ly  Soft  ond  Bouncy. 

Discover  The 
Artistry  Of 

Botticelli 

FACIALS  and  SKIN 
TREATMENTS 

Visit  our  Polydermo  Clinic  un- 
der the  Management  of  Gradu- ate Beouticlons. 

Saloni  di  bellezza 

Conveniently  located  South  of  tho 
Loews  Uptown 

Special  Prices  for 
U  of  T  Students 
Just  Bring  Your  SAC  Cord 
Call  922-2151  "Ron!" Doily  9  to  9  —  Sat.  8  to  6 

Botticelli 
Seven  Fifty  Yonge  St.,  Toronto Ample  Municipal  Parking  directly  opposite 

Salons  of  beauty 
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Communist  Club  bi-weekly  business  meeting.  UC  Refectory. Today,  1  p.m. 
Yovneh  lecture,  A  religious  Critique  of  Humon  Progress.  Speakei 

Kobbi  W.  Wurzburger.  Rm.  2110,  Sidney  Smith. 

13,  UC. in  Russian  at  the  Trinity 

Student  committee  on  Cuban  affair 
ution.  Rm.  590,  Sidney  Smith. 

SUPA  open  executive  meeting.  Rm. 
Pridite;  Govorite  po  Russki.  Lunch  i 

Buttery. 

Today,  2:30  p.m. 
Meeting  of  Vicforio  Women's  Association.  Speaker  will  be  Dr.  Northrop Frye  on  New  Students—Old  Universities.  Music  Room,  Wymilwood. 

Today,  3:15  p.m. 
CBC's  This  Hour  Hos  Seven  Days  interviews  Africo  expert  Colin  Legum, Commonwealth  newspaper  correspondent.  Question  period  follows.  Convocation Hall. 

Today  4:30  p.m. 
Weekly  tea.  Graduate  Students  Union. 

Today,    5  p.m. 
Dr.  Alan  Thomas,  executive  director  of  the  Canodian  Association  for  Adult 

Education,  speaks  on  Learning  and  Loving.  Rm-.  106,  UC. 

Eric  Robinson  Memorial  Series  first  orgon  recital.  Louise  Grosett  performing. Victorio  Chapel. 
Todoy,    5:30  p.m. 

An  address  to  university  students  ond  faculty  on  Mortin  Buber;  the  Life of  Dialogue.  Speaker  will  be  Dr.  Maurice  Friedman.  Youth  Chapel,  Beth  Tzedec, 
1200  Bothurst. 
Today,    7:30  p.m. 

Graduate  students   badminton.    Drill  Hall. 
meeting  of    SAC.    Cars    leaving    SAC    office  at  6:15  for 

Today,     8  p.n 

U  of  T  Flying  Club.  Music  Room,  Hart  House. 

Regular  meeting  of  Vi' 
Today,    8:30  p.m. 

An  informal  talk  on  The  1930's by  the  Groduote  English  Association 
Thursday,    1  p.m. 

VCF  bible  study.   PHE  welcome 

ckers  $1 

Folk  Club,  All  welcome.  Copper  Room,  Wymilwood. 

Rm.  77,  New. 

■rt.  Speaker  w 

2  Conservotiv 

be  Rev.  John  H.  Morgan, 

on  campus.  All  members 

Thursday,    1:10  p.m. 
The  Rev.  F.M.  Queeley,  chaploin  of  Newman  Club,  speaks  on  1 rection  of  the  Body.  Canterbury  House,  313  Huron. 

Thursday,    1:15  p.m. 
Poetry  Reoding.  David  Bolt  reading  Ezra  Pound.  S.P.  Rosenbaui 

Stephen  Spender.  Hart  House  Art  Gallery. 

reading 

ic  school 

Thursday,    4  p.m. 
Dr.  Zoran  Govrilovic,  professor  of  Aesthetics  ond  Theory  of  Literature  from the  University  of  Belgrade  will  speak  on  present-day  Yugoslavian  Literature Rm.  2127,  Sidney  Smith. 

Thursday,    4:10  p.m. 
Department  of  Physics  lecture.  Professor  D.  ter  Haar  of  the  Clarendon Laboratory,  Oxford,  will  speak  on  some  aspects  of  the  Bloch  Equations  Rm 135,  McLennan  Laboratory.  Tea  at  3:55  p.m. 

Thursday,    5  p.m. 
International  Forum.  India  ond  her  new  Prime  Minister.  ISC,  45  WHIcocks Business  enterprise  os  a  theme  in  American  literature,  from  Poor  Richard 
°Mel  5 ec°rL  Lffture  wo;  The  M0fQls  of  power-  Speaker  will  be  Professor Henry  Nash  Smith,  University  of  California.  West  Hall,  UC. Thursday,    6  p.m. 

373  ESS'  fol,owed  by  Bib,e  siudY  °n  fhe  Sayings  of  Jesus.  Canterbury  House, Thursday,    7  p.m. 
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Will  propose  full-time  pres     hart  house  £ d..  irci.ie  cadv  «ritli  a  r-nmnlex  community  of  42,000  people,  II  TODAY  nAI By  LESLIE  GARY 
Alan  Bowker  (SGS)  will  propose  at  to- 

night's SAC  meeting  that  future  SAC  presi- dents be  allowed  the  option  of  discontinuing 
their  studies  for  their  year  of  office. 

For  last  five  years  SAC  presidents  have 
included  an  undergraduate  artsman,  two 
theology  students,  and  two  law  students. 
The  job  now  takes  up  so  much  time, 

Bowker  said,  that  it  makes  it  virtually  im- 
possible for  a  graduate  student  or  one  in  a 

professional  faculty  to  assume  the  office. "This  is  a  waste  of  talent  which  is  bad  for 
the  health  of  the  campus,"  he  said. The  motion  would  not  be  binding  on  any 
future  president,  he  said.  The  president 
could  continue  his  studies  if  he  wanted  to. 

But  it  would  no  longer  be  a  prerequisite 
for  him  to  be  enrolled  in  a  course  during 
his  year  of  office. 
Bowker  felt  that  most  future  presidents 

would  find  the  amount  of  work  so  enormous 
that  they  could  not  carry  on  with  their  stu- 

dies satisfactorily  and  fulfil  their  presi- 
dential obligations  at  the  same  time. 

"Within  a  few  years  we  will  be  dealing 

with  a  complex  community  of  42,000  people, 
he  said.  It  isn't  good  enough  to  say  someday 
we'll  be  big  and  then  we'll  worry  about  it. If  SAC  is  to  remain  relevant  we  must  start 

keeping  pace  now." The  motion  would  emphasize  that  the  pre- sident retain  all  the  powers  and  functions 
now  connected  with  the  office. 

The  President  would  receive  a  salary  under 
the  new  system,  to  be  determined  by  the 
finance  Commission. 

At  present  he  receives  $60  a  week  for  16 
weeks  during  the  summer,  while  he  is  work- 

ing as  a  SAC  employee  preparing  programs 
for  the  winter.  SAC  also  pays  his  cost  of 
residence  for  the  winter. 
The  election  procedure  would  remain  the 

same,  that  is,  the  president  would  be  elected 
by  the  voting  members  of  the  incoming 
council,  but  a  by-election  would  be  held  in 
his  faculty  to  elect  a  new  faculty  represen- tative. 

Bowker  emphasized  that  this  plan  is  not 
a  panacea.  "Although  it  can  be  justified  in 
terms  of  our  problems,  it  will  not  solve  them 
all,"  he  said. 

Dangerous  precedent:  serious  speakers 

By  PAUL  CARSON 
The  noon-hour  debate 

held  yesterday  in  the  Music 
room  of  Hart  House  almost 
established  a  dangerous 
precedent.  Some  of  the 
speakers  actually  tried  to 
be  serious. 

Speaking  for  the  Ayes  on 
the  resolution  "This  house 
demands  an  explanation," 
Mr.  X  from  SGS  said,  "To 
explain  is  the  highest  hu- 

man activity  and  the  no- 
blest expression  of  human 

nature."  He  also  quoted  li- 
berally from  the  Oxford 

Dictionary  and  the  Life  of 
Caesar. 

Replying  for  the  Noes, 
Bernie  Bomers  (III  SMC) 
found  the  Ayes  wanting  in 
that  there  was  no  issue  to 
be  explained. 

"If  Judy  La  Marsh  were 
appointed  Warden  of  Hart 
House  or  Dean  Bladen  be- 

came an  honorary  member 
of  SUPA  for  his  contribu- 

tions to  eighteenth — I  mean 
twentieth, — century  educa- 

tion, then  we  might  be  justi- 
fied in  demanding  an  expla- 

nation," he  said. 
Another  speaker  for  the 

Ayes,  John  Tomlinson  (I 
Law),  defined  thinking  as 
"closing  your  mouth  and 
talking  to  your  head."  Ac- 

cordingly, be  suggested,  it's 
easy  to  see  that  "the  honor- 

able member's  head  has 
been  long  starved  for  con- 
versation." 

Glen  Reid  (I  Trin)  claim- 
ed the  Ayes  were  "merely 

seeking  to  justify  their  ex- 
cessive reading  of  the  Ox- ford Dictionary. 

"This  house  neither  needs 
nor  wants  any  explanation," Reid  said. 

The  ubiquitous  Mr.  X  re- torted that  the  purpose  of 
the  Ayes  was  not  to  supply 
explanations  but  rather  to 
demand  them. 
One  speaker  from  the 

floor  called  for  champagne 

and  dancing  girls  to  enliven 
the  proceedings. 
Another  speaker  termed 
the  speeches  of  the  Ayes 
"meaningless  dribble"  and 
suggested  that  explanations 
are  a  necessary  form  of 
communications. 
One  member  from  Uni- 

versity College  demanded 
"an  explanation  for  this  in- 

ane debate." By  a  vote  of  15-2  the house  decided  that  some 
sort  of  explanation  was  in- deed demanded. 

No  dispute,  says  Flowers 

Dr.  Woodward  L.  Flowers,  director  of  Col- 
lege Relations  at  the  Harvard  School  of 

Business  has  denied  that  there  was  a  dispute 
with  U  of  T  over  his  speaking  here. 

Dr.  Flowers  spoke  in  the  Theta  Delta  Chi 
fraternity  house  Monday  afternoon  to  re- cruit students  for  the  Harvard  Business School. 

There  were  reports  that  Dr.  Flowers  had 
expected  to  speak  with  the  endorsement  of 
the  U  of  I  Placement  Service  but  was  re- 

fused help  and  had  gone  to  the  fraternity. 
Dr.  Flowers  said,  though,  that  he  had  come- to  Toronto  to  arrange  for  the  local  alumni 

group  to  interview  prospective  students  for the  school. 

CAMERA  CLUB  10th  ANNUAL  AUCTION 
1 .00  -  2.00  p.m.    Camera  Club  Rooms AUCTIONEER:  Mr.  Bev  Best 

THURSDAY 
12.30  p.m.     CHAPEL  -  Holy  Communion  —  Open  to  all members  of  the  University 
1.15  p.m.     POETRY  READING  —  Art  Gallery David  Bolt  reading  Ezra  Pound  and S.  P.  Rosenbaum  reading  Stephen  Spender 

University  of  Toronto  Philosophy  Club 

presents PROF.  DAVID  SAVAN PHILOSOPHY  DEPT.,  U.  of  T. 
will  speak  on 

"THE  NATURALISTIC  PHILOSOPHY 

OF  PROTAGORAS" 
Tomorrow,  THURS.,  JAN  27th,  8:00  p.m. 

IN  THE  JUNIOR  COMMON  ROOM 
OF  UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 

All  students  and  faculty  welcome 

BETH  EMETH  BAIS  YEHUDA  SYNAGOGUE 
100  Elder  St.,  Downsview 

Invite  the  Public  to  on  address  by 

DR.  GERSON  D.  COHEN 
PROFESSOR  OF  JEWISH  HISTORY 

OF  COLUMBIA  UNIVERSITY 
(successor  to  Prof.  Salo  Baron) 

TOPIC: 

"THE  'SHEMA'  - 

ITS  PLACE  IN  JEWISH  HISTORY" on  SUNDAY,  JANUARY  30  at  8:30  P.M. 
ADMISSION  IS  FREE 

— photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 

One  of  the  speakers  at  Tuesday's  noon  hour  debate  at  Hart House  tries  to  explain  things. 

First  time  in  North  America! 

INTERNATIONAL  DRAMA  FESTIVAL 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE,  8  P.M. 

India:  Post  Office TONIGHT  — 
Japan:  Lice THURSDAY^—  ̂   ̂    Nigeria:  The  Lion  and  the  Jewel 

"'Poland:  At  Sea  ■"<»<>:  P°*  Office 
SATURDAY  — 

North  America:  Abortions  Japan:  Lice 
TICKETS:  Students  $1.00.  Any  three  nights  $2.00 

Others  $1.50.  Any  three  nights  $3.00 
Available  from  SAC;  Hart  House  Bo»  OHiee. ISC  145  Willcocks  St.) 

When  William  Mann,  former  U  of  T  stu- 
dent now  studying  at  the  Harvard  School 

of  Business,  heard  Dr.  Flowers  was  coming 
to  Toronto  he  invited  him  to  drop  into  the 
fraternity  house  for  lunch  to  speak  lo  mem- bers, Dr.  Flowers  said. 

In  the  speech.  Dr.  Flowers  said  the  Har- vard School  of  Business  is  the  best  one  in 
the  North  America  and  is  looking  for  the best  students. 

'■We  think  it's  a  pretty  sophisticated  and 

pretty  fast-moving  school,"  he  said.  We  re looking  for  exciting  persons.  The  world  is 
full  of  mediocrity  and  dullness  and  we're  not 

interested." 

The  Humanist  &  Unitorion  Society  sponsors 

ii.  ALAN  THOMAS 

director.  Association  for  Adult  Education 

LEARNING 

LOVING 

WED.,  JAN.  26  at  5:00  —  U.C.  106 
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let's  find  out—now 
The  existence  of  o  U  of  T  Board  of  Governors  com- 

mittee on  student  activities  raises  a  number  of  questions 
about  the  powers  of  other  duly  constituted  university 
bodies  which  supposedly  have  jurisdiction  in  this  area. 

Until  the  discovery  of  the  Board's  Student  Activities Committee,  most  students  probably  believed  that  student 
affairs  were  the  concern  primarily  of  the  administration's Director  of  Sturent  Services,  the  university  Caput,  and 
the  Students  Administrative  Council  and  other  student 
governments. 

The  question  which  must  now  be  answered  is:  what 
powers  does  the  Board's  committee  have  and  how  do  these 
relate  to  the  powers  of  existing  bodies. 

The  Students  Administrative  Council  has  a  duty  to 
ihe  students  of  this  university  to  obtain  the  answer  to 
this  question. 

And  council  must  obtain  the  answer  to  a  larger 
question:  why  does  the  university  feel  it  necessary  to  main- 

tain such  a  committee  in  secret?  No  one  would  argue  that 
oil  decisions  of  Board  of  Governors'  committees  should  be 
available  to  the  public,  but  a  committee  dealing  with  the 
activities  of  students  should  not  only  be  public  knowledge 
but  should  moke  its  decisions  known  to  those  affected  by them. 

This  means  that  students  should  know  what  powers 
the  Board's  committee  has  and  what  relations  it  maintains 
with  other  univerity  bodies  acting  in  the  same  area.  Fur- 

thermore, students  should  know  what  actions  the  Board's committee  takes. 
If  this  kind  of  information  cannot  be  made  available, 

then  the  whole  structure  of  student  government  and  univer- 
sity services  will  be  called  into  question.  If,  over  ond  above 

these  bodies,  there  exists  another  one  with  greater authority  and  wider  powers,  and  which  holds  secret  meet- 
ings and  reaches  secret  decisions,  then  the  present  visible structure  of  power  is  meaningless. 
And  furthermore,  students  not  only  hove  the  right 

to  know  about  decisions  which  affect  their  activities,  they 
have  a  right  to  participate  in  the  making  of  these' deci- sions. 

The  question  of  whether  students  should  participate in  all  decision-making  at  the  university  has  not  yet  been answered.  But  there  is  no  question  that  they  should  por- ta,pote  in  making  decisions  affecting  their  own  activities Ihere  is  also  the  possibility  that  the  committee  os 
SAC  President  Mary  Brewin  has  been  told,  simply  approves a  few  budgets  ond  is  fairly  innocuous.  But  if  these  budgets affect  student  activities  financed  by  student  fees  then there  ,s  no  reason  for  the  committee  to  be  secret  ond  for .tudents  not  to  have  some  influence  on  its  deliberations 
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notes  from  a  "moderate" 

Prof.  Brzezinski  is  a  clever  fellow. 

Harvey  L.  Shepherd  is  a  clever  fellow  too. 
"Hey,  c'mon  you  guys!  Get  down  off  your 

apathetic  steeds!  Admit  that  they're  just excrescent  outgrowths  of  The  Big  Lie.  Be 
brave!  Take  up  your  swords  and  fight.  I 
mean,  how  else  can  you  let  people  know 
that  you're  certainly  not  being  swallowed up  in  the  system?  Psst!  Huddle  in  close  and. 
I'll  let  you  in  on  something.  All  experts  are 
bad.  All  extremists  are  good.  And  everyth- 

ing in  between — that's  you,  you  clod — is  an irresponsible  vegetable  deliberately  forcing 
me  to  be  society's  sole  conscience.  Yep, 
that's  right!  Don't  forget  now!" 

So  the  authoritarian  pen  of  Harvey  She- 
pherd (The  Varsity  Review,  Jan.  21)  strikes 

again.  The  way  it  rattles  on  my  skull  I've attempted  to  sketch  above. 

I've  left  out  of  this  summary,  however, 
what  is  probably  the  most  basic  part  of  Mr. 
Shepherd's  argument  —  his  psychological analysis  of  the  Great  Society  Plot. 

It  is  this  well-written  revelation  of  the 
establishment's  inner  motives  which,  catch- ing us  in  a  vulnerable  spot,  makes  h  i  s 
argument  so  apparently  devastating.  1 1 
displays  the  kind  of  skill  which  seems  to 
back  you  up  against  a  cliff  with  the  only 
logical  step  being  a  giant  one  backward. 

We  can  sympathize  with  a  great  deal  of 
the  discussion,  though.  I  think,  for  example, 
many  of  us  will  agree  that  The  Great  Coali- 

tion does  set  itself  up  in  The  People's  So- ciety as  the  omniscient,  all-wise  Leader  who 
alone  is  capable  of  guiding  the  unlearned 
plebeians  of  our  land  into  the  rather 
frightening  and  complicated  prospects  of 
tomorrow.  It  is  also  not  surprising  to  most 
of  us  to  learn  that  in  so  doing  it  necessarily 
ostracizes  those  parts  of  public  sentiment 
that  it  cannot  possibly  encompass  or  in  some 
way  compromise. 

We  all  join  with  Mr.  Shepherd  in  lament- 
ing this  far-from-ideal  situation. 

However,  I  here  lose  respect  for  the 
theme  of  the  essay  as  the  writer  wanders 
ever  so  casually  from  the  main  problem  to his  radical  solutions. 
He  first  tries  to  saddle  Professor  Brze- 

zinski who  spoke  at  the  Teach-in  here  at 
Toronto  with  an  admittedly  contemptible 
philosophy  of  politics. 

It  fits  so  nicely  it's  a  shame  to  remember 
that  you  don't  remember  him  saying  that, but  . . . 

Secondly  HLS  refers  to  the  Teach-in  itself 
as  an  approved  product  of  The  Great  So- 

ciety, criticizing  the  insistence  of  the  Teach- 
in  Committee  that  no  moral  stand  on  the 
issues  involved  should  be  taken  by  those who  undertook  the  presentation  of  these 
issues  for  our  consideration — i.e.  the  Com- 

mittee itself.  Unfortunately"  Mr.  Shepherd interpreted  this  wise  (as  I  judge  it)  decision 
of  the  Teach-in  Committee  as  an  unwarrant- ed restriction  on  the  freedom  of  the  individ- 

ual to  make  his  own  decision  on  the  matter, which  is,  of  course,  exactly  the  opposite  to what  the  Committee  intended  and  encourag- ed, and  which,  of  course,  invalidates  his criticism. 

Thirdly,  he  goes  on  to  bemoan  the  ap- parent lack  of  enthusiasm  for  protest  pre- sent on  this  campus,  illustrating  with  refe- rence to  The  Varsity,  the  Teach-in  and  two letters  to  The  Varsity.  When  he  refers  to  the 
Teach-in  in  this  vein,  I  wonder  if  he  was there  with  earplugs  and  a  blindfold.  He 
needn't  have  worried.  Protest  there was.  Some  of  it — protesting  the  cancellation 
of  Michael  Myerson's  representation  to  the Teach-In  for  example  was,  although  aggra- 
vatingly  vague  and  ill-defined,  apparently justified.  Much  of  it,  however,  deserved 

Prof.  Robert  Scalapino's  criticism  of  it  as being  not  only  immature  but  also  not  fair 
lo  the  undecided  in  the  audience. 

But  this  is  just  a  prelude  to  Mr.  She- 
pherd's greatest — and  most  unacceptable — lump  in  logic.  In  reference  to  a  letter  to  The 

Varsity  by  Derek  Day,  Mr.  Shepherd  decides 
that  Mr.  Day — a  "man  of  intelligence,  sen- 

sitivity and  good  will"  has  "swallowed  the 
Great  Society  line  whole"  when  he  pleads 
for  a  cessation  of  "negative,  extremist"  anti- Americanism  adopted  for  the  sake  of  the 
principle  alone.  This  is  powerful  psychology. Also  wrong. 

It  is  true  that  we  can  be  unwittingly  mold- 
ed by  our  environment  into  an  opinion 

which  is  basically  hostile  to  our  native 
instincts  and  desires.  But  it  is  not  true, 
however,  that  everyone  who  is  not  a  radical 
in  the  framework  of  The  Great  Society  is 
necessarily  an  uncommitted,  unknowing 
disciple  of  The  Coalition. 

Harvey  L.  Shepherd  finally  comes  to  the 
point  by  reducing  the  ethical  elements  in- volved in  the  Viet  Nam  war  to  trivia  and 
concluding  that  anyone  who  does  not  simil- 

arly hand  down  a  thumping  condemnation 
of  the  United  States'  action  there  is  a  simple- minded  dolt  who  is  obviously  setting  for 
"respectability,  reasonableness,  inaction  and 
sophistication"  in  the  face  of  the  threat  of commitment. 

Now  I  must  appeal  to  personal  example. 
Defined  in  Mr.  Shepherd's  terms,  I  am  a 
moderate.  Although  I  am  highly  critical  of 
the  philosophy  behind  the  methods  of  the 
U.S.  in  Viet  Nam  and  feel  personally  involv- 

ed in  the  throes  of  the  conflict  in  that  I  am 
extremely  sensitive  to  any  representation — 
right  or  wrong— made  there  on  behalf  of 
me  by  our  governments — I  have  not  decided 
to  protest  the  war  in  Viet  Nam.  I  have  decid- 

ed that  the  U.S.  is  not  right  by  my  standards 
in  much  that  they  are  now  doing. 

But  in  my  no  doubt  limited  capacity  to consider  all  the  elements  involved,  I  have also  decided  that  the  forces  fighting  in  Viet Nam  on  our  behalf  are  not  wrong.  They  are 
not  right  in  that  the  official  policies  that 
sent  them  there  reek  of  the  Great  Society omniscience  and  presumption  that  I,  along 
with  Mr.  Shepherd,  have  already  condemn- 

ed. They  are  not  wrong  in  that  what  the Great  Society  has  chosen  to  fight  is  the narrow-minded  sadistic  selfishness  of  China. 
People  who  deliberately  cause  others  to 

suffer  because  of  their  own  selfish  preoc- cupation with  their  personal  interests  are rejected  by  the  rest  of  us  because  they  just refuse  to  cooperate  in  the  struggle  of  life  which  must  be,  I  think  we  all  agree— a  joint 
struggle  on  the  part  of  all  of  us. 

Similarly  China  must  be  opposed  as  long as  she  acts  so  unreasonably.  The  U.S.  insists 
that  it  is  fighting  "Communism"  in  Asia. For  me,  they  are  not.  If  the  people  of  South Viet  Nam  wish  a  Communist  government my  sense  of  ethics  demands  that  they  be allowed  one.  Rather,  for  me,  the  U.S.  is 
fighting  for  common  sense  in  international relationships  before  it  is  too  late.  It  is  much 
more  than  regrettable  that  now  this  ines- 

capable responsibility  of  ours  is  causing  so much,  even  on  the  limited  scale  to  which  it is  now  confined,  that  revolts  the  human spirit.  It  doubtlessly  causes  us  all  to  wish 
fervently  for  a  speedy  solution— none  the less  fervently  I  might  stress  on  my  part 
because  I  am  "moderate." 

It  is  unfortunate  that  The  Great  Society 
attempts  to  ostracize  those  who  have  "ra- 

dical", but  none  the  less  intelligent  views worth  our  careful  consideration.  But  I 
would  suggest  to  Mr.  Shepherd  that  he  not 
attempt  in  retaliation  to  relegate  all  com- 

mitted moderates — whose  very  existence  he 
denies— to  the  insulting  position  of  thought- less shoeshine  boy  for  the  Big  Boss. 

John  Wright  (II  Vic) 
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2mrgrvM?-n?aLS  ,0pinS  0f  the  CTV  program  LET'S SING  OUT  in  West  Hall,  UC.  ? 

American  hero  shows  infbnce 
of  business  on  literature 

By  DONNI  BOHNEN 

Wet  T^Sd^  ̂   *"  "  Md  f* Professor  Smith,  of  the  department  of  Literary  and 
?Th,  Am  tUd 'p  3t  the  Uni™™«y  of  California  spoke  on The  American  Businessman  in  Literature  " 

He  said  that  the  "virtuous  yeoman"  exemplifying  the Jeffersoman  myth  became  archaic  as  a  motif  in  the  liter* ture  of  the  mid-nineteenth  century  and  gave  way  to  the successful  businessman-hero.  y 
He  traced  the  trend  through  the  works  of  James  Feni- more  Cooper,  who  attacked  the  materialistic  busine  smao n  favour  of  a  Utopian  vision  of  the  simplicity  of  the  past o  the  works  of  Washington  Irving,  who  glamor  zed  the 

ideal  of  the  self-made  man.  Irving's°  hero  was  he  who  by his  material  success  in  the  world  of  business,  enriched  the nation. 
Professor  Smith  dealt  also  with  the  "subliterary  fiction" of  the  latter  part  of  the  century,  in  which  the  familiar rags-to-nches  stones  became  an  exempla  for  the  "little American."  These  became  the  "moral  fables"  in  an  ase whose  religion  was  material  success. 

UC  SAC  ELECTION  STATEMENTS 

Larry  Jeffery 

U  of  T  needs  trees,  lots  of  trees.  The  atmosphere  of  an entire  campus  can  be  changed  if  there  are  trees  everywhere New  buildings  can  be  improved  —  believe  it  or  not.  If  a 
program  were  started  by  SAC  to  have  an  annual  tree  plant- ing event  this  campus  could  reclaim  some  of  the  atmos- phere   the  city  takes  away. 

The  administration  asks  for  no  advice  from  the  elected 
students'  council,  if  they  will  not  stoop  so  low  at  least  their decisions  should  be  made  in  public.  The  men  of  Sir  Daniel Wilson  Residence  know  how  they  suffered  because  of  the secrecy  and  bureaucracy  of  the  administration. 

A  lot  of  bureaucratic  and  most  illogical  red  tape  could be  removed  if  students  could  see  just  what  goes  on  behind closed  doors. 
With  your  help  I  can  start  action  on  these  grievances for  the  benefit  of  all. 

David  Goodman 

Rather  than  merely  superficially  list  many  issues,  I 
prefer  to  consider  here  in  slightly  greater  detail  two  issues 
which  are  of  immediate  concern  to  me  and,  I  feel,  to  the 
students  of  University  College. 

There  has  been  considerable  controversy  this  year  con- 
cerning the  relationship  of  a  SAC  representative  to  his 

electors  and  to  his  local  council.  While  not  wishing  to  mi- 
nimize the  necessity  of  good  relations  with  the  Lit,  I  feel 

my  prime  obligation  will  lie  towards  SAC  in  its  role  as 
leader  on  this  campus.  SAC  must  take  the  leadership  in  all 
matters  of  relevance  to  students  on  this  campus,  and  it  has 
failed  to  do  so  this  year:  for  example,  its  fear  to  endorse 
the  Lit's  birth  control  lecture  series  until  virtually  every other  local  council  had  done  so. 

One  of  the  most  important  problems  facing  SAC  in  the 
immediate  future  (besides  the  Student  Centre)  is  the  rela- 

tionship of  the  graduate  student  to  SAC,  as  mentioned  in 
the  recently  presented  Laskin  report. 

Being  in  third  year,  I  feel  a  keen  awareness  of  the  prob- 
lems involved  in  preventing  a  split  between  graduate  and 

undergraduate  life  on  this  campus,  and  will  work  to  keep 
such  a  break  from  occurring. 

WINTER  CARNIVAL  SCHEDULE 

February  4-13  1966 
FRIDAY,  FEBRUARY  4 1  1:00  a.m. 
8:00  p.m. 

10:30  p.m. 

Opening  Ceremonies 
Opening  of  Ice  Palace  (Susan  Ford,  Judy  Ga^on) Hockey  Game  —  Varsity  Arena  —  Blues  vs  Guelph 

larSon^on,"6  f°  S,reef  D°nCe  -  S°ldierS'  T—  P^lna SATURDAY,  FEBRUARY  5 
10:00  a.m.    Car  Rally  (John  Knowles,  through  Jim  Kenzie) P'm-     Skating  Party  at  Credit  River  (Don  Hewson) 
SUNDAY,  FEBRUARY  6 
7:30  p.m.    Folk  Mass,  Great  Hall,  Hort  House  (Don  Clarke) Rev.  Gene  Young 

MONDAY,  FEBRUARY  7 
8:00  p.m.  •   Ice  Frolics  '66,  Varsity  Arena  (Euginia  Borarynec) TUESDAY,  FEBRUARY  8 
8:00  p.m.    Music  Night,  Concert  Hall,  Faculty  of  Music  (Susan  Ford) WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  9 
7:00  -  11:00  p.m.  Blue  and  White  Winter  Carnival  Study  Niaht 
THURSDAY,  FEBRUARY  10 
8:00  p.m.    Film  Night  (Dave  Blatman) 
FRIDAY,  FEBRUARY  11 
8:00  p.m.     Hockey  Games,  Varsity  Arena,  Blues  vs  Woterloo 10:15  p.m.     Skating  Party  in  Arena 

10: 15  p.m.     Broomball  Game,  before  Skating  Party  (Cheryl  Tridgett) 
SATURDAY,  FEBRUARY  12 
1  1 :00  a.m.     Chariot  Race,  Front  Campus  (Ian  Campbell) 12:00  Noon  Toilet  Bowl  (Barbara  Usprech,  David  Cooper) 3:30  p.m.     Animal  Dance,  Great  Hall,  Hart  House  (Don  Hewson) 
9:00  p.m.     Winter  Carnival  Semi-Formal  (Don  Hewson  again) 
SUNDAY,  FEBRUARY  13 

:00  p.m.     Folk  Concert,  Varsity  Arena  (lain  Cunningham) 
9: 15  p.m.     (or  so)  Closing  Ceremonies,  half-time  of  show  (Susan  Ford, Judy  Gasson) 

The  Player's  Jacket  fashioned  by  BANTAMAC  in  Tei 

Come  on  over  to  smoothness 

with  no  letdown  in  taste 

Come  on  over  to 

•flff  iA  Gin  TM. 

New! 

Player's 

Kings 
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Remember  To  Order  Your  Grsd
  Volume 

Of  Torontonensis  Before  F;b.
  11 

(only  250  Conodian  pennies) 

No  gags,  no  gimmicks,  no  green  stomps  ! 

922-1517 HARBORD  &  HURON 
z 
o ot 
X 
e>9 
D 
GEOR

GE'S
 KIBITZER1A 

LUNCH  &  SUPPER  —  TAKE  OUT 

922-1517 

BRIEFLY... 

topic  changed 

The  Graduate  English  As- 
sociation, sponsors  of  Ste- 

phen Spender's  lecture  at 
Carr  Hall  tonight,  announc- 

ed Monday  that  the  English 

poet  will  speak  on  The  Li- terary Atmosphere  of  the 
1930s.  The  Association  ori- 

ginally announced  that  his 
talk  would  be  on  The 

Younger  English  Play- 
wrights and  Poets. 

CLASSIFIED 

OPEN  MON.  -  THURS.,  12  NOON  -  1  hM. 

9  P.M.  -  2:30  A.M.    —    FRI.  -  SAT. 

922  1517  922-1517 

merry  tor  1st  yeor  engineering  student. 
Coll  after  6,  241-6736.  West  end  loca- tion. 

GIRLS-   Free  room  and  kitchen  in  Aye- tW-E8linton   onto for  tutoring 
grade  8  girl.  Coil  485-5322. 
LOST:  Poir  glosses,  sterling  Wue  frames, in  vicinity  of  Hart  House  on  Wed.,  Jon. 19.  Call  OX.  4-3807.  

HARBORD  &  HURON 

CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES  FOR 

1966  GRADUATES  IN  MATHEMATICS with  the 
Deportment  of  Insurance 

OTTAWA  -  TORONTO  -  MONTREAL 

ACTUARIAL"  ASSISTANTS 

$5790  -  $7300 

ACTUARIAL  SUPERVISORS 

$5050  -  $5800 
Detoils  ond  application  farms  available  at  your  University  Place- ment Office.  Competition  Numbers  66-6400  and  66-6401  refer. 

GORD 

LIGHTFOOT 

Winter  Carnival  Car  Rally 

ENTRY  FEE  $3.00 

ENTRY  FORMS  AVAILABLE  AT 

S.A.C.  OFFICE 

DELEGATES  WANTED 

FOR  A  CONFERENCE 

AT  QUEENS  UNIVERSITY 

FEBRUARY  17th -20th 
TOPIC: 

The  Role  of  the  Student 

in  Social  Action 
Applicants  with  an  understanding  of  French 

will  get  preference. APPLY  AT  THE  S.A.C.  OFFICE 
Deadline:  FRIDAY  JANUARY  27th 

Counsellors  Wanted 
An  excellent  opportunity 
to  gain  experience  in 
working  with  emotionally disturbed  children.  Camp 
is  at  Pidgeon  Lake  near Peterborough,  operates 
through  July  and  August. APPLY  TO: 
MR.  PAUL  ARGLES, 

Executive  Director 
Earlscourt 

Children's  Home 46  St.  Clair  Gardens 
Toronto  10,  Ont. 

Telephone 
LE  5-5812 

READ AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Some  scientific  course 

as  taught  by  McGill,  Yale  ond Cornell  Universities —  The  Finest  — 
FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 
Every  Mon.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 

or  arranged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  ! 

to  be  sure  of  a  seat 
Career  Development  Institute 

131  Bloor  St.  W.,  Toronto 
"The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

sac  amendment 

An  amendment  to  allow 
non-voting  members  of  SAC 
to  make  motions  will  be 

brought  before  council  to- 
night by  Alan  Bowker 

(SGS). Non-voting  members, 
such  as  The  Varsity  editor, 
editor  of  Torontonensis, 
and  the  co-cbairman  of  the 

judicial  and  university  com- mittees are  permitted  to 
speak  at  meetings  but  have no  other  privileges. 
The  amendment  would 

allow  them  to  make  motions 
but  not  second  or  vote  on 

them.   __ 

interview  today 

Colin  Legum,  Common- wealth correspondent  for the  London  Observer  and 
an  expert  on  African  affairs, 
will  be  interviewed  in  Con- vocation Hall  today  by  the 
CBC-TV  public  affairs  pro- 

gram This  Hour  Has  Seven Days. 

The  topic  will  be  the  re- cent Nigerian  coup  and 
African  unrest. 

After  the  interview,  which 
begins  at  3.15  p.m.,  Legum 
will  answer  questions  from 
students. 

THE  COMMUNICATIONS 

COMMISSION  OF  THE 

STUDENT
S' 

ADMINIS
TRATIVE

  
COUNCIL

 

is  now  accepting  applications  for  the 
following  positions: 

Varsity  Editor  1966-67 

Torontonensis  Editor  1966-67 

Summer  Varsity  Editor  1966 

Student  Handbook  Editor  1966-67 

Applications  should  be  submitted  in  writing 
to  the  Communication  Commissioner, 
Students'  Administrative  Council  Bldg. 

by  FEBRUARY  4th,  1966 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 

THEATRE  PARTY 

FRIDAY,  JANUARY  28 
MEET  AT  UNION  7:15  P.M. 

Pleose  contact  Union  by  THURSDAY,  JAN.  27 for  reservations. 

Do  you  demand  CHALLENGE 

OPPORTUNITY 
RESPONSIBILITY  IN  YOUR  JOB? 

Find  them  serving  overseas  with 

cuso 
47  WILLCOCKS  ST.    -  928-2544 

New  College  Dining  Hall  Friday  Jan.  28 
8  P.M. 

INGMAR  BERGMAN 

DREAMS 
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and 

SMILES  OF  A  SUMMER  NIGHT 

U  OF  T 91,1  FM  5:30-6:00  P.M. I  Wednesday:  A  Cosual  Conversation with  Oscar  Brand,  Zaharia,  and 
Mark  Spoelstra,  with  Sue  Cope- 

irsday:    Every    Other  Thursday with  Jane  Wingate  and  Cathy McNab. 

Admission  65c 

VARSITY  INKMEN 

TROUNCE  FLUFFIES 

Varsity  Inkmen  once 

again  out-muscled,  out-hust- 
led out-skated  and  out-scor- 
ed the  pitiful  SAC  Fluffies 

by  a  score  of  7-3  at  Varsity Arena,  Monday  night. 
Highlights  of  the  game 

were  Dave  (Happy)  Hunt- 
er's attempt  to  skate  on  his 

nose  and  Helmet  Brosz' crash  landing  at  the  SAC bencK 

fnkmen  were  never  chal- 
lenged in  this  game  and  it 

was  only  through  their  gen- erosity and  feeling  of  pity 
for  the  Fluffies  that  the 
Fluffs  scored. 
Out  of  consideration  for 

the  Fluffies  their  goal 
scorers  will  remain  anony- 
mous. Inkmen  got  two  goals 
from  Paul  (The  Clock)  Car- 

son, and  one  each,  from  Pet- er McCreath,  Firey  P.J.,  Al 
(Interfac)  Schoenborn,  and 
Rick  (Punch)  Kollins. 

Inkmen's  goaltender,  Phil 
(Mr.  Zero)  Bingley  took 
time  out  from  his  chores  to 
score  on  SAC's  borrowed 
goalie  Bob  Clark. 
The  goal  however,  was disallowed  on  an  obviously 

biased  decision  of  referee 
Bruce  Lewis,  husband-to-be of  SAC  President  Mary 
Brewin. 



INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

St.  Mikes  still  in  first 
By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

St.  Mikes  A  maintained 
their  hold  on  first  place  in 
group  I  of  the  interfaculty 
basketball  league  by  posting 
a  46-39  win  over  Meds  A. 
The  Irish  now  lead  second 
place  U.C.  I  by  two  points 
and  have  a  game  in  hand. 
Mike  Roney  led  the  way 

for  the  winners  as  he  scored 
12  while  John  Maki  was  the 
high  scorer  in  the  game 
counting  21  points  for  the 
losing  doctors. 
In  other  interfaculty 

league  action,  U.C.  II  and 
PHE  II  each  picked  up wins. 

Fred  Lazar  and  Sam  Men- 
carz  with  13  and  11  points 
respectively,  were  the 
sharpshooters  as  Redmen 
whipped  Jr.  Engineering, 
40-21  while  George  Martin 
flipped  in  10  points  to  pace 
PHE  to  a  35-17  win  over  Vic It 

HOCKEY 
For  the  first  time  this 

season,  Law  Lords  have 
moved  into  sole  possession 

of  first  place  in  group  I  of 
the  interfaculty  league.  The 
Lords,  on  the  strength  of 
their  wins  over  U.C.  I  and 
Sr.  Engineering,  now  lead 
second  place  Vic  I  by  two 
points,  however,  Vic  has 
played  one  less  game  than the  leaders. 
Don  Arthurs  scored  both 

goals  as  the  lawyers  edged 
U.C.  I  2-1  while  Bob  War- 
dell  counted  the  lone  U.C. 
tally.  As  a  result  of  the  loss, 
Redmen  were  mathematic- 

ally eliminated  from  playoff 
competition. 

In  Law's  5-4  win  over  the 
engineers,  Ian  Currie,  Don 
Arthurs,  Gord  Ness,  Andy 
Robertson  and  Barry  Mac- 
Dougall  each  counted  sin- 

gletons while  Bill  Lennard 
with  two  and  Ian  Ogrady 
and  Craig  Simpson  with 
one  apiece  replied  for  the 
losing  engineers. 

In  other  group  I  action, 
Vic  I  and  Sr.  Engineering 
fought  to  a  2-2  draw  to  re- 

main tied  for  second  place 
while   fifth   place   PHE  I 

squeaked  by  fourth  place 
St.  Mike's  A  1-0. Doug  Jones  and  Jeff  May 
bee  scored  for  Vic  while 
Don  Smith  and  Craig  Simp- 

son replied  for  the  engi neers. 
Jack  Hanna  counted  the 

game's  only  score  and  Ron Belcher    chalked    up  the 
shutout  as  PHE  won  the 
third  game  of  the  season. 

In  the  only  other  interfa 
culty  league  game  schedul 
ed,  Scarboro  College  posted 
their  seventh  consecutive 
win  without  a  loss  as  they 
flattened  Wycliffe  15-0. 

John  Wallace,  Stew  Hart 
ley  and  Bill  Hurlow  each 
scored  three  goals  to  lead 
the  winners  who  have  now 
scored  a  whopping  69  goal, 
in  seven  games  this  year, 
tops  in  the  interfaculty hockey  league. 
RUBBY   RESULTS:  Eng 

IX  4,  Pharmacy  C  1;  Ei 
manuel  1,  Vic  IV  3;  Eng 
XII  4,  Eng  XIV  0;  Dents  B 
2,  Meds  B  0. 

ill  Redmen  edge  basketblues  26-21 By  ELEANOR  SCHNALL 
U.  of  T.  sportswomen, 

competing  in  an  Invitational 
Sports  Day  at  McGill  on 
Saturday  enjoyed  relative 
success  in  Basketball  and 
Volleyball. 
On  the  Senior  Basketball 

scene,  a  determined  McGill 
squad  edged  the  Toronto 
team  in  a  close,  hard-fought 
game  to  defeat  them  26-21. 
Top  scorer  for  the  Blues 
was  Violet  Shadd  (Premeds. 

HOCKEY  STANDINGS 
uu    .  P   W   L    T     f     A  Ptt. Western  ...  9  8  1  0  53  27  16 Waterloo  ..8  71  0  47  33  14 Toronto  ...  8  6  2  0  50  28  12 Queen's  .  .  8  4  4  0  36  39  8 Montreal  ..  8  3  5  0  39  38  6 Laval  ....  8  3  5  0  26  36  6 McMaster  .  8  3  5  0  42  58  6 McGill  ....  9  2  7  0  26  51  4 Guelph  ...  6  0  6  0  1 5  24  0 

Last    Week's  Results 
Western    II  ot  McMaster  4 i?"?1.    3  ot  McGill  I 
SJelfh  ,   I    ot   Waterloo  3 M°";,r.eo'    6    at   McMaster  8 i*cGI»    3  at  Toronto  12 1,°""*°    1  «t  Western  4 McGill     4  Qt  Queen-S  6 Montreal   7  or  Waterloo  5 Future  Games 
Wednesday — McGill  at  Laval Waterloo  at  Guelph 
Thursdoy — Waterloo  ot  Western 
Friday — McMaster  ot  Laval 

Toronto  at  Queen's Saturday — Toronto  ot  Montreal McMaster  at  McGill 
Western  at  Guelph 

BASKETBALL  STANDINGS 
Western  Division 

... .  J  P  W   L    F      A  Fts. Windsor   5    5    0  561  287  10 Toronto    S    4    1  440  305  8 Western    4    2    2  267  284  4 McMaster    5    2    3  326  338  4 Waterloo    5    2    3  338  364  4 Guelph    6    0    6  235  589  0 Eastern  Division 
0ule"'s    1     1     0    65    55  2 McGill    2     I     1   130  130  2 Montreal    ....    0    0    0      0      0  0 Loval  .   1     o    1     65    75  0 lost  Week's  Results Western    65  ot  Windsor  116 Guelph    54  at  Toronto  122 Waterloo    54  ot  McMaster  61 Toronto    88   at  Guelph  35 Windsor    106  at  Woterloo  62 Laval    .   65  at  McGill  75 
McGill    55  ot  Queen's  65 Future  Games 
Wednesday — Waterloo   at  Western Friday — Laval  ot  Queen's McGill  ot  Montreal Soturdoy — Western  ot  McMoster Toronto  at  Windsor Laval  dt  Montreal 

I)  with  11  points,  aided  by 
the  strong  effort  and  play- 
making  of  Vaughn  Adam- 
son  (Nursing  II)  and  cap- 

tain Sharon  Goodyear  (Vic. 
III).  On  the  guard  line, 
Andrea  Smith  (PHE  III) 
and  Joan  Stevenson  (PHE 
I)  made  many  key  intercep- 

tions and  rebounds  as  the 
Blue  guard  line  kept  McGill 
scoreless  in  the  last  quarter. 
Top  scorer  in  the  game 

for  McGill  was  Wendy  Wil- 
d-en with  16  points. 

The  Intermediates  fared 
much  better  than  the  Sen- 

iors, trouncing  MacDonald 
College  Intermediates  29-16, 
while  dominating  most  of 
the  play  on  the  floor.  Cap- 

tain Jan  Speechly  (PHE  II) 
and  team-mate  Ursula  Smo- 
linski  (PHE  I)  led  the  scor- 

ing for  Toronto  with  10  and 
eight  points  respectively.  On 
the  defence,  guards  Shirley 
Delarue  (PHEI),  Anne  Zur- 
rer  (Nursing  II)  and  Maaja 
Toose,  controlled  the  back- 

board and  kept  MacDonald 

down  to  3  points  in  the  first 

quarter. Toronto  Sr.  Volleybelles 
emerged  victorious  in  two 
straight  games  to  defeat 
McGill  Srs.  15-0  and  9-7.  The 
first  game  developed  into  a 
serving  spree  for  Susan 
Neill  (PHE  IV)  when  she 
reaped  13  points  for  Toronto 
at  the  expense  of  a  hapless McGill  squad. 

Powerful  spikes  from 
Chris  Eliashevsky  (St. 
Mikes  I)  and  Lois  Kennedy 
(PHE  I)  and  a  consistently 
strong  performance  by  Irene 
Pysch  (PHE  II)  and  Lydia 
Syrotynsky  (St.  Mikes  I) 
helped  Toronto  down  a  con- 

certed McGill  effort  in  the 
second  game  to  maintain 
their  undefeated  record  for 
the  season. 
For  fast  exciting  action 

come  watch  the  Toronto 
Basketball  and  Volleyball 
teams  take  on  Queens  on 
Friday,  Jan.  28  at  the  Benson 
Building  at  5  p.m.  Men  wel- 
come! 

Doner  (cant9d) they  will  be  facing  some  250-lb.  Yukon  Eric.  Amateur 
wrestling,  especially  on  an  intercollegiate  level  is  a  lot  dif- 

ferent than  that  seen  on  television.  We  have  weight  classes 
from  123  pounds  up,  with  an  average  of  more  than  one 
weight  class  for  every  ten-pound  rise,  as  you  progress  to 
heavyweight." 

This  year,  Varsity,  hampered  by  low  attendance,  and  a 
number  of  injuries,  faces  the  prospect  of  a  rather  dismal 

year. "This  isn't  what  bothers  me."  Roger  stated  when  I 
hypothesized  that  many  of  the  good  wrestlers  may  become 
discouraged  at  this  thought.  "Winning  is  a  desirable  result 
of  any  competition,  and  everyone  likes  to  win.  But  I  feel  it 
is  more  important  to  get  out  and  participate.  There  are  a 
lot  of  potentially  good  athletes  on  this  campus  who  are 
doing  nothing,  and  who  could  help  us  immensely  if  they 
took  the  time  to  come  out.  I  would  very  much  like  to  see 
this  (wrestling)  gym  over-crowded  with  people." 

"One  thing  I  shall  miss  in  retiring  is  the  comradely  we 
have  here.  There's  a  lot  of  great  guys  who  do  come  out, 
and  we  have  a  lot  of  fun." 

SPORTS  SCHEDULES  -  WEEK  OF  JAN.  31 HOCKEY 
Mon.,  Jon.  31      12.30     Sr.  Enq 1.30    Vic.  VIII 7-00  Wye 

8.00  Scar 
9.00    Innis  I 

Tues.,  Feb.  1  1.00  PHE  B 4.00  St.  M.  E 
7.00  Med.  A 8.00  Jr.  Eng. 
9.00    New  II 

Wed.,  Feb,    2      8.00  a.m.    Eng  XI 12.30    Low  I 1-30    U.C  IV 
7.00     Trin.  A 8.00  Scor 9.00    Trin.  C 

Thur, Feb.    3    12,30  St.M.C 4.00    St.  M.  F 5.30    PHE.  I 
6.30    New  III 8.00  Arch 
9.00    Trin.  B 

Fri.,     Feb.    A    12.30    Vic  V| 1.30    Eng.  XV 
5.30    New  I 

WATER  POLO 

Mon.,  Jon.  31  6.15-7.00  U.C. 
Tues.,  Feb.    1       1 ,00-2.00  New 6.30-7.15    Vic. II 

7.15-8.00    Med.  Ill  < 
Wed  ,  Feb.    2      6.30-7,15    Vic.  II  ' 7.15-8.00    Law  i 
Thur.Feb.    3      6.30-7.15    St  M  8  < 7.15-8.00    Knox  i 
Fri.,     Feb.    4      1.00-2.00    Med.  II  \ 4.00-4.45    PHE.  I  - 
SQUASH 
Tues.,  Feb.    1       6,20  For 7.40  Innis 

5.00    Eng.  I 

U.C.  I 
Eng,  VIII Arch 
For.  A 

St.  M.  B Vic.  IX 
Vic.  II Phorm.  A 
IVCivils Eng.  XVI St.  M.  A Emman Dent.  A Wye 
Dent.  C 
Eng.  Ill 

Vic.X 
Vic.  I 
Med.  C Knox 
Med.  8 Eng.  VI 
Eng.  XVII U.C.  II 

Eng.  I Trin.  A 
Dent PHE.  I PYe-Med  I 

Med.  1 1 1 Dent Arch 
Eng.  I 
Vic.  I 

Eng. IN Knox 
Med.  C 
St.  M. Trin.  A Dent 

Butler,  Greene Butler,  Greene Awrey,  Legge Awrey,  Legge 
Awrey,  Legge 
Hanna,  Harris Storr,  Prole BorNett,  Jones Barrlett,  Jones Bartlett,  Jones 
Morgan,  Fuller Rutherford,  Wilson 
Speyer,  Wilson Howson,  Cameron 

s.  Parr 
Rutherford.Richardson Rutherford.Richordson Cengorle,  Hicks Cengarle,  Hicks Cengorler  Hicks 
Carson,1  Storr 
Appferon,  Starr 
Appleton,  Morrison 
Russell 
McCreofh 
Felkai 
Felkai 

INDOOR  TRACK — Tues.,  Feb.  1,  5.30  p.m.,  880  yds.  Enter  ot  track 
BASKETBALL  —  INTERFACULTY  &  INTERMEDIATE 

Noftolin,  Lerner Lockhart,  Mugford 
Naftolin,  Lerner 
Shepherd,  Lockhort Gortley,  Mockford Gortley,  Mockford Gortley,  Mockford 
Sternberg,  Noftolin Neidre,  Peorlman Moncarz,  Shepherd 
Moncarz,  Shepherd Moncarz,  Shepherd 
Sternberg,  Peorlman Lockhort,  Rosenberg Chapnick,  Ingle Chapntck,  Ingle 
Chapnick,  Ingle 
Sternberg,  Pearlmon Parsons.  Rosenberg 

Vic.  I    Richie,  Ingle 
BASKETBALL  —  RECREATIONAL 

Mon.,  Jan. 3) 
1.00 New  II 

vs    Arch.  B 4.00 
PHE.  II vs    Trin.  A 

Tues.,  Feb. 1 1.00 
PHE.  Ill vs     Eng.  HI 4,00 Arch.  A vs    St.  M.  B 

6.30 vs    Jr.  Eng. 
7,30 vs    Phorm.  A 8.30 

vs  Wye 

Wed,,  Feb, 2 1.00 U.C.  II vs    PHE-  1 
4.00 Vic.  Ml vs    St.  M.  C. 
6.30 St.  M,  B vs    Med.  B 
7.30 Phorm.  B vs    Law  B 8.30 

St.  M.  D VS     Eng.  IV 
Thur.,  Feb. 3 

1.00 Trin.  A VS    Vic.  II 4.00 
Vic.  IV vs  Music 

6.30 
Dent.  A 

vs    Innis  1 
7.30 

SGS.  Phys 
vs    Grad.  Stud. 

8.30 PHE  IV vs    Trin.  B 
Fri.,  Feb. 4 1.00 

PHE,  II 
vs    New  I 4.00 vs    Innis  II 

Sot.,  Feb. 5 
Athletic  Night 6.30    U.C.  1  vs 

Mon. 

Jan 

31 1.00 Hacks  v s    Five  Skins Eadie 
Tues 

Feb. 
1 1 ,00 IV  Indust  \ s  Giants 

Shaver 

5.00 6.00 
Elliotts  Grads  v i  Losers 

7.00 Dent.  1  Yr  v flakoni 
8.00 Burwash  v Bolconi 

Wed. Feb. 

2 

1.00 

The  Teom  v s    Vic  Gold 
6.30 II  Mets  v Dev.  South 

Sodinsky 
7.30 

Med,  II  Yr  B  v Eng.  Grads 
Sadinsky 

B.30 Drongos  v Borons 
Sadinsky 

Thur Feb. 3 1.00 II  Civiis Mugford 5.00 Fot  Men  v Vestals Elliott 
6.00 Undergrads  v s    I  Indust Elliott 

7.00 

Wallace  v II  Indust 8.00 Jeanncret  v Dent.  IV  Yr 

Fri., 

Feb. 4 1. 00 Vic  Scarlet  v III  Indust Mugford 

C.I.U.Q.C.C. 

sponsors 

QUEBEC  WINTER 

CARNIVAL  WEEKEND 

FEB.  11,  12,  13 
A  BEGINNING  OF  STUDY  WEEK 

ALL 
EXPENSES 

29-
so 

First  class  accommodations,  2  nights,  breakfasts, 
return  train  from  Montreal  to  Quebec,  box  lunch. 

Buses  to  Montreal  depart,  Toronto 
Feb.  10,  for  $12.00  return 

For  reservations  call 

G.  ABOLS 

RO.  6-0350 Owing  lo  limited  accommodations  students  are  advised  to  register  early. 
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IF  TWO  TEAMS  TIE 

Sudden-death 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
LEFTOVERS:    If  two 

teams  are  tied  for  first  at 
the  end  of  the  Senior  Inter- 

collegiate Hockey  League 
schedule  the  constitution 
provides  for  a  sudden-death 
playoff  at  a  mutually  accept- able arena. 
Larry  Jones,  at  present 

the  league's  leading  scorer, is  second  to  Steve  Monteith 
in  career  points.  Monteith, 
in  his  fifth  season,  has  154 
points  compared  to  the  130 
of  Jones  who  is  in  his  sixth 
season. 

McMaster's  John  DeDiana 
is  the  most  penalized  player 
in  the  SIHL.  He  has  served 
67  minutes  and  with  half 
the  season  still  remaining 
stands  a  good  chance  of 
b rea king  the  record  of  84 
minutes  set  one  year  ago  by Grant  Moore. 
When  Blues  visit  Montreal 

Carabins  this  weekend,  the 
game  will  be  played  in  Uni- 

versity of  Montreal's  new arena  which  has  the  same 
size  ice  surface  as  the  Mont- 

real Forum. 
Carabin's  upset  win  over 

Waterloo  Saturday,  was  due 
in  part,  to  the  strategy  em- 

ployed by  their  new  coach, 
Claude  Chapleau.  The  previ- 

ous weekend  when  Montreal 
lost  to  Waterloo  6-4  Chap- leau realized  his  forwards 
could  easily  beat  the  slow 
Waterloo  defence.  All  last 
week  Carabins  praticed  cut- 

ting around  the  defence  ra- 
ther than  up  the  middle  and 

it  paid  off. 
Queen's  Golden  Gaels  have 

lost  three  players,  forwards 
Doug  Major  and  Bayne  Nor- rie  and  defencemen  George 
Walker.  Norrie  is  sidelined 
with  tonsilitis.  Major  has 
mononucleosis  and  Walker 
has  left  the  team  to  devote 
full  time  to  fiis  studies. 
Montreal  Carabins  are 

contemplating  the  use  of Pierre  Charbonneau  for  their 
game  with  Blues,  Saturday 
in  Montreal.  Charbonneau 
broke  Ward  Passi's  leg  two 
seasons  ago  and  was  the  cen- 

tre of  attraction  in  the  fam- 
ous fish  incident  at  Varsity 

Arena  the  same  season.  He 
is  a  graduate  student  at  U de  M. 

playoff Western  Mustangs  get  a 
break  from  the  schedule 
again  this  week  when  they 
meet  Waterloo  Warriors  the 
day  after  Warriors  play Guelph. 

The  Western  Gazette  quo- 
ted Mustangs'  hockey  coach 

Ron  Watson  as  saying  be- 
fore Saturday's  game,  "Man- for-man,  we  have  the  better 

team." 

SCORING  LEADERS GP    G    A  Pts  PIM 
Jones,  Queen's  ..8    912  21  4 Lawless,  Woterloo  8    7     12  19  2 Cunningham,  Tor.  S    7    12  19  14 
Hiocks,  McMoster  8  10      8  18  12 
Pond,  Queen's  ...  8    8     10  18  A Clark,  Western    .9    8      9  17  A Spoar,  McMoster     8    6    11  17  14 
Tail,  Queen's  ...  8    7      9  16  14 Hospodar,  Western  9    7      9  16  10 Rossi    Toronto        8    6    10  16  13 H.  Monteith,  Tor.    8    9      6  15  S Smith,  Waterloo     8    8      7  15  10 Stroud,  Toronto      8    4    11  15  0 Murdoch,  Waterloo  B    7      7  14  8 
Cote,  Montreol    .8    6      7  13  8 Bobcock,  Western  9    5      8  13  6 Laurent,  Toronto    8    6      6  12  10 
Kelly,  Western     .9    5      7  12  18 Mervyn,  Waterloo    8    4      8  12  2 Vandol,  Laval    ..8    2     10  12  20 Awrcy,  Toronto   .8    2    10  12  40 Dutour,  Laval  ...  8    8      3  II  16 Tibbits,    McGill    .9    8      311  8 Delage,  Montreol    5    5      6  1  1  2 Sauve,  Montreal     8    5      6  11  8 DeOiona,  McMos.  8    3      8  II  67 Kerner,  McGill    -.9    3      8  11  6 R.  Richard,  Mtl.  .8    2      911  8 TEAM  PENALTY  MINUTES Montreal    tl22),    Laval    (124),  Guelph 
[128),  Queen's  (143),  McGill  (153),  To- ronto  (154),  Waterloo  (161),  Western (179),  McMoster  (194). 

HALF-WAY  MARK 

Windsor,  Blues  dominate  league  stats 

By  RICH  PYNE 
powerful  Windsor  Lancers 

and  Toronto  Blues  are  miles 
ahead  of  the  rest  of  the 
league  in  both  team  and  in- dividual statistics  as  the 
Senior  Intercollegiate  Bas- 

ketball League  schedule 
reaches  the  half-way  mark. Windsor  and  Blues  each 
picked  up  two  victories  in 
last  week's  action  to  make them  the  only  teams  in  the 
league  with  better  than  .500 
records. 

In  team  scoring  Windsor 
has  112.2  a  game  and  are 
well  ahead  of  their  record 
102.0  which  they  set  last 
year.  Blues  again  follow  with 
88.0,  21  better  than  Western 
and  Waterloo. 

Individually,  Lancers'  fine 
second-year  forward  Marty Kwiatkowski  increased  his 
league  -  leading  points  -  per- 
game  average  to  25.6  and  is 
in  a  position  to  erase  the 
26.2-a-game  record  set  by 
Blues'  Dave  West  in  the 
'63-64  season.  Nolan  Kane 
dropped  his  average  to  18.0 
but  moved  up  into  second 
spot.  Teammate  Doug  Lock- 
hari  is  next  with  17.8,  fol- 

lowed by  two  more  Lancers, 
Bob  Navetta  and  Gerry 
Horner. 

Western's  Dave  Crowe  is 
the  only  player  not  from 
Windsor  or  Toronto  who 
leads  a  division.  His  52.4  per 
cent  from  the  floor  is  two 
percentage  points  better 
than  Lancers'  Horner  whose 

teammates  Kwiatkowski,  Na- 
vetta and  Angelo  Mazzuchin 

are  next  in  line.  All  are  aver- 
aging 45  per  cent  or  better, 

a  fact -which  easily  accounts 
for  their  112  aggregate  per 

game. Blues'  Lockhart  moved  in- 
to seventh  spot  and  be- comes the  first  Blue  over 

40  per  cent. 
He  also  moved  up  from 

third  spot  a  week  ago  to  sec- 
ond in  the  free  throw  per- 

Stu  Langdon 

Followers  o  f  inter- 
col  1  e  g  i  a  t  e  athletics 
were  saddened  Sunday 
when  Queen's  Univer- 

sity trainer  Stu  Lang- 
don died  ol  a  heart  at- 
tack at  age  54. 

Langdon,  a  native  of 
Kingston,  jo  i  n  e  d 
Queen's  training  staff in  1945  and  became 
head  trainer  in  1951. 

At  his  death,  Stu  was 
secretary  -  treasurer  of the  new  Canadian 
Athletic  Trainers  As- 

sociation, of  which  he 
was  a  founder. 
Queen's  athletic  di- 

rector, Al  Lenard,  said 
of  Stu,  "His  interest  in 
Queen's  athletes  was 
such  that  'no'  was  not 
a  word  in  his  vocabul- 

ary when  it  came  to 
dealing  with  players' 

requests." 

by  bob  clark 

Roger  Doner  - 

before  A  after 

ROGER  DONER 
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centage  department  and  is 
now  a  scant  .7  back  of  Horn- er with  82.6. 

Varsity's  only  league-lead- er is  Ron  Kimel  whose  re- 
bounds per  game,  fell  from 

17  last  week  to  14  but  still 
gave  him  three  more  than 
Western's  Marv  Morten. With  Windsor  and  Toronto 
monopolizing  the  team  and 
individual  departments  the 
league's  big  contest  is  shap- 

ing up  to  be  a  battle  for  the 
third  and  final  play-off  po- 

sition of  the  dominant  West- 
ern division.  Tonight  Water- loo Warriors  and  Western 

Mustangs  play  for  that  vital 
place  in  the  standings  while 
McMaster,  presently  must 
wait  until  Saturday,  to  im- 

prove upon  their  position 
when  Western  comes  to  Ha- milton. 

Blues,  however  aren't  so secure  as  the  statistics  indi- 
cate. If  Western  beats  both 

Waterloo  and  Mac  and  Blues 
lose  in  Windsor  they  will 
have  their  two-game  lead  on 
the  rest  of  the  league  wiped 
oul  and  find  themselves  in  a 
tie  for  second.  In  any  event 
the  next  week  of  play  will 
determine  just  who  has  the 
play-off  spols  within  reach 
and  who  hasn't 

Interest  point:  Hope  for 
the  rest  of  the  league  in  its 
common  effort  to  upset 
Lancers  seems  to  be  grow- 

ing. In  an  exhibition  game 
Monday  with  Waterloo  Lu- 

theran of  the  Ontario  Inter- 
collegiate Athletic  Associa- 

tion, Windsor  lost  89-74. 

There  are  probably  few  but  the  most  enthusiastic 
sports-conscious  who  will  recognize  the  accompanying 
picture,  or  the  name  of  Roger  Doner.  Yet,  what  Mike 
Eben  Gerry  Sternberg,  and  Bryce  Taylor  are  to  foot- ball, or  what  the  Monteith  brothers,  Ward  Passi  or  Bob 
Awrey  are  to  hockey,  such  is  Roger  Doner  to  wrestling. 

Roger  Doner  first  entered  the  hallowed  halls  of  U  of 
T  in  1957,  and  was  faced  with  what  all  over-weight,  under- 

developed freshmen  face  —  getting  first-year  Phys-Ed 
credits.  After  surveying  the  list  and  deciding  against  the 
inevitably  tedious  classes,  Roger  thought  he  might  try  his 
hand  at  something  he  had  never  done  before  —  wrestling. 

It  soon  came  to  mean  more 
than  mere  credits  to  him. 
When  he  graduated  in 

1961  from  PHE,  Roger  had 
established  himself  as  one 
of  the  best  in  intercollegiate 
wrestling.  He  had  gone  un- 

defeated in  has  last  two  sea- 
sons, and  had  distinguished 

himself  on  Varsity's  inter- 
collegiate cham  p  io  n  s  h  i  p 

squad. He  returned  to  Toronto  a  couple  of  years  later  to  enter 
Dentistry,  but  did  not  return-  to  intercollegiate  wrestling 
immediately,  as  he  wanted  to  concentrate  on  his  studies. 
In  1964  he  was  chosen  to  represent  Canada  in  the  Olympics 
at  Tokyo,  but  a  knee  injury  he  sustained  three  months 
prior  to  the  games  made  for  rather  disappointing  results. 

I  shall  say  nothing  of  Roger  being  a  staunch,  completely 
dedicated  athlete  to  the  sport  of  wrestling,  because  that 
exists  only  in  story  books. 

Roger  realizes  the  value  of  education,  and  thus  it  be- 
comes his  primary  concern.  However,  he  dislikes  doing  a 

poor  job  at  anything. 
"I  might  be  retiring  from  wrestling  at  the  end  of  this 

year,"  he  said,  "to  concentrate  more  on  my  studies.  Wrestl- ing is  a  very  demanding  sport  when  you  want  to  be  good 
at  it.  I  should  like  to  return  and  work  out  a  couple  of 
times  a  week,  or  even  coach,  but  this  is  just  not 
enough.  I'm  finding  it  hard  to  devote  as  much  time  to 
wrestling  as  would  keep  me  in  the  best  shape,  and  keep 

up  my  studies  as  well."  ' THERE  ARE  OTHER  THINGS  BESIDES  SPORTS 
Roger  feels  it  is  very  difficult  to  dedicate  yourself  to  a 

sport  for  a  number  of  years. 
"There  are  so  many  other  things  you  know  you  could 

be  doing,"  he  said,  "but  have  to  give  up.  I  like  skiing,  and 
going  to  parties,  but  you  find  you  have  to  pass  up  a  lot  of 

them." 

Roger  has  done  remarkably  well  for  a  person  who  had 
never  wrestled  before  coming  to  University.  His  last  defeat 
before  this  year  was  at  the  Olympics.  However,  in  Blues' 
last  meet  against  Waterloo,  Roger  was  upset  by  Joe  In- 
gerozza.  Many  of  the  sports  types  at  the  Varsity  were  sur- 

prised at  the  loss. 

"I  had  only  been  coming  out  a  couple  of  times  a  week, 
and  it  wasn't  enough."  he  replied. 

When  asked  if  he  thought  he  could  have  defeated  In- 
gerozza  if  he  had  been  coming  out  regularly,  he  said:  "I never  make  predictions  of  what  might  have  been.  Joe  is  a 
good  wrestler,  and  I  don't  think  it's  fair,  either  to  him  or 
me  to  say  what  might  have  occurred." 

Roger  feels,  the  calibre  of  intercollegiate  wrestling  is 
generally  high.  He  feels  there  may  be  the  ord  opponent 
who.  is  easy  to  beat,  but  there  are  too  many  excellent wrestlers  to  hope  for  that  prospect. 

Generally,  Roger's  losses  are  few  and  far  between,  and no  one  can  go  on  forever  without  losing.  However,  he  has 
proved  himself  in  numerous  bouts,  and  while  he  has  lost 
the  occasional  decision,  he  has  never  been  pinned. 

In  many  of  the  major  sports,  Roger  would  be  consider- ed a  small  man. 

At  twenty-six  years  of  age,  he  is  5'  10",  and  weighs  only Ion  pounds.  Intercollegiate  wrestling,  however,  has  places lor  eveiyone  from  a  jockey's  weight  up. 
"A  lot  of  students  who  might  otherwise  be  interested 

in  wrestling."  he  said,  "don't  come  out  because  they  think (see  "Doner"  p.  7) 
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SAC  rejects  PAC  motion 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
The  Students  Administra- 

tive Council  has  rejected  a 
motion  to  request  student 
representation  on  President 
Claude  Bissell's  Advisory Committee. 

The  issue  came  up  at  the 
SAC  meeting  held  at  Scar- 

borough College  -Wednesday 
night  on  a  motion  by  Inter- 

nal Affairs  Commissioner 
Tim  Smith  (IV  Vic)  and 
Communicati  o  n  s  Commis- 

sioner George  Flak  (III 
Vic). 
During  the  debate  Smith 

claimed  getting  representa- 
tion on  the  President's  Ad- 

visory Committee  (PAC) 
"could  be  the  most  impor- 

tant thing  we  could  do  this 
year."  But  he  admitted  he 
thought  the  President  would 
reject  the  application. 
Alan  Bowker  (SGS)  felt 

that  it  would  be  irrespon- 
sible of  SAC  to  ask  for  some- 

thing it  knows  will  be  turn- ed down. 

He  tried  to  soften  the 
motion  by  changing  the 
clause  which  said:  "with  the 
right  to  report  to  ths  Coun- cil the  deliberations  and  de- 

cisions of  PAC." Bowker  wanted  to  ask  the 
representa  tive  to  report 
back  to  an  in-camera  session 
of  SAC  because  he  felt  some 
of  the  deliberations  of  PAC, 
especially  land  transactions, 
should  be  kept  secret. 
He  felt  that  this  softened 

motion  had  much  more 
chance  of  meeting  with  the 
acceptance  of  the  President. 

This  brought  up  the  main 
debate  on  the  motion  and 
the  frustrating  problem  of 
participating  in  decisions 
important  to  the  students 
but  being  sworn  to  secrecy. 

Both  SAC  President  Mary 
Brewin  and  Vice-President 
David  Hunter  felt  students 
who  sit  on  these  councils 
and  can't  report  back  to  the 
students  are  not  represen- tatives at  all. 

Miss  Brewin,  who  has 
been  allowed  to  sit  on  the 

Caput,  the  administration's student  discipline  body  this 
year,  told  the  council  she 
is  "caught  between  the  devil 
and  the  deep  blue  sea"  be- cause of  something  she  has 
learned  and  cannot  divulge. 

"Things  have  come  to  my 
attention  which  I  am  absol- 

utely hand-tied  to  do  any- 
thing about,"  she  said. "I  found  out  information 

which  I  think  every  one  of 
you  should  know — all  the 
gory  little  details."  (The council  members  cheered 

loudly).  "But  I  can't." During  the  meeting,  SAC 
went  into  an  in-camera  ses- 

sion to  discuss  the  confiden- tial information  relating  to 
proposed  sites  for  the  pro- posed Student  Centre. 

Miss  Brewin  also  said  she 
is  frustrated  because  she  is 
sometimes  sworn  to  secrecy 
on  a  point  and  then  meets 

GSU  to  hold  referendum  on  SAC 

The  Graduate  Students 
Union  will  hold  a  referen- 

dum to  find  out  what  future 
relations  its  members  want 
with  the  Students  Adminis- 

trative Council. 
.Brian  Scott,  president  of 

the  GSU,  yesterday  confirm- 
ed reports  that  he  had 

sought  the  advice  of  Regist- 
rar Robin  Ross  about  the 

technical  problems,  of  admi- 

nistering a  referendum. 
Scott  said  the  reasons  for 

conducting  the  referendum 
would  be  contained  in  a 
brief  the  GSU  plans  to  sub- 

mit today  to  SAC's  com- mittee investigating  SAC- GSU  relations. 
Earlier  this  year  the  GSU 

conducted  a  survey  of  its 
members  to  find  out  what 
they  thought  of  the  services 

they  receive  from  SAC.  The results  have  not  been  made 

public. 
Scott  also  said  that  before 

the  referendum  is  held,  he 
will  discuss  it  with  Profes- sor Ian  Drummond  of  the 
political  economy  depart- 

ment, chairman  of  the  SAC- 
GSU  investigation  commit- 

tee, and  with  SAC  president 
Mary  Brewin. 

photo  by  VOLKMAR  (ubiquitous)  RICHTER 
Acting  speaker  Vince  Kelly  looks  happily  on  as  president 
Mary  Brewin  and  Howard  Simmons  plot  strategy. 

—photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
"Is  there  anyone  there?"  Students  peer  through  the  rubble  in  search  of  possible  victims after  a  marble  stairway  collapsed  at  the  McLennan  Labs  Wednesday. 

students  who  know  all  about it  anyway. 
'This  university  is  made 

up  of  more  litle  people  who 
have  committee  meetings 
that  discuss  big  secrets  that 
every  Joe  in  the  university 

knows  about." She  described  PAC  as  "a 
group  of  people  the  Presi- dent calls  together  to  advise 
him  from  time  to  time  on 
whatever  matter  he  wants  to 
be  advised  about."  She  also 
said  it  is  "really  a  closed- 

shop." 

But  she  doubted  if  the 
committee  is  really  the  place 
where  administrative  deci- 

sions are  made.  "We  should find  out  where  the  power 
lies  and  seek  to  become  a 
member  of  it  and  not  a 
token  member  of  a  token 

body,"  she  added. SAC  members  this  year 
have  been  thinking  about  the 
problems  of  where  actual decisions  are  made. 

It  is  known  that  SAC  exe- 
cutive assistant  Rose  Marie 

Harrop  has  been  preparing 
a  chart  showing  the  struc- 

ture and  the  lines  of  respon- 
sibility among  the  offices  in 

Simcoe  Hall,  but  this  project 
has  been  shelved  under  the 
burden  of  other  duties. 

Some  30  members  showed 

up  for  the  meeting  in  far- away Scarborough  College; 
23  of  the  42  members  are 
required  for  a  quorum. 
Mary  Brewin  described 

the  turn-out  as  average.  Dur- 
ing coffee  break,  the  mem- bers explored  the  college building. 

McGill  students  turn  down 

second  bid  for  UGEQ  membership 
MONTREAL  (CUP)— Stu- 

dents at  McGill  University 
have  again  voted  to  reject 
membership  in  the  Union 
Generate  des  Etudiants  du 
Quebec. In  the  second  referendum 
on  the  subject  January  26, 2893  students  voted  against 
UGEQ  affiliation,  while 
2254  were  in  favor. 
Sharon  Sholzberg,  presi- 

dent of  the  McGill  students' union,  said  she  does  not 
plan  to  resign  as  a  result  of the  referendum.  She  had 
previously  said  she  would 
give  up  her  post  if  McGill students  turned  down 
UGEQ  membership. 
She  said:  "The  question 

of  membership  in  UGEQ 
will  never  be  over  until  we 

are  members  of  UGEQ." Miss  Sholzberg  said  she 
was  disappointed  that  Mc- Gill students  had  not  yet 
awakened  to  the  problems 
of  Quebec.  In  her  view  the UGEQ  leaders  of  today  will 
someday  be  the-  chiefs  of Quebec  society. 
"They  will  have  a  very 

bad  taste  in  their  mouths," she  concluded. 
Following  the  release  of 

the  referendum  results, 
Miss  Sholzberg  telephoned 
Robert  Nelson  UQEG's  pre- sident lo  inform  him  of  the 

outcome.  After  the  call  she said: 
"He  agreed  with  me  that 

this  is  not  the  end.  McGill will  somedav  be  a  member 

of  UGEQ." 

Miss  Sholzberg  said  she 
did  not  know  whether  Mc- 

Gill would  retain  its  mem- bership in  the  Canadian Union  of  Students. 
"Many  would  object  to 

CUS  on  the  same  grounds 

as  they  object  to  UGEQ," she  added.  She  said  a  refe- 
rendum might  have  to  be 

held  on  the  subject  of  CUS affiliation. 
A  previous  vote  at  McGill 

on  the  UGEQ  question  Dec. 
1  was  disallowed  when  bal- 

lots ran  out  at  one  polling 

booth. CUS  vice-president  Ri- chard Good  commented  in 
Ottawa  that:  "If  the  rejec- tion of  McGill  membership 
in  UGEQ  is  an  indication  of 
students'  unwillingness  to 
participate  in  the  full  deve- lopment of  Quebec  society, 
the  outcome  of  the  referen- 

dum is  disastrous.  CUS  be- 
lieves in  the  right  and  res- 

ponsibility of  Quebec  Eng- 
lish speaking  students  to 

participate  in  both  the  Eng- 
lish speaking  and  French 

speaking  nations  of  this 

country." 



You  ore  cordially  invited  to  ottend  monthly 
GOSPEL  SERVICE 

IN  THE  FRENCH  LANGUAGE 
SUNDAY,  JANUARY  30th,    3  P.M. (and  the  lost  Sunday  of  every  month) 

♦    JARVIS  STREET  BAPTIST  CHURCH 
Corner  Jorvis  &  Gerrord  —  Entrance  Gerrard 

UNIVERSITY  LUTHERAN 
CHURCH  &  STUDENT  CENTRE 

610  Spadino  Ave.  [Opp.  New  College) 
SUNDAY 

11:00  o.m.  Holy  Communion 9:45  a.m.  Bible  Closs  Discussion 
8:00  p.m.  COFFEE  HOUSE 

a  ploy  by  H.  Powicke  presented  by  the players  of  The  Company  of  Pilgrims Freewill    offering  Refreshments 
The  Rev.  John  Lemkul  Office:  922-1B84 

Home:  483-3011 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 

(2  Blocks  North  of  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  stop  East  of  Yonge  on  Bloor  car} 
MINISTER: 

REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  M.A. 
II  A  M.:  THE  MODE  OF  THE  MATURE 

a  sermon  dealing  with  the  style  of  life  in  "TECHNOPOLIS" ond    relolinrj    to    the    evenino  series. 
7:30  P.M .:  SEARCHLIGHT  SEMINAR  (3) 

"THE  SECULAR  CITY  -  ITS  STYLE" A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS 

SIN! 

Is  It  Obsolete? 
Hear 

IAN  RENNIE  M.A.,  Phd. 
FAIRVIEW  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH, 

Vancouver 

SATURDAY  —  8  P.M. 
New  College  Dining  Room       University  of  Toronto 

FOR  1966  GRADUATES  WHO 

WISH  TO  WORK  TOWARD 

MANAGEMENT  IN  THE  OFFICE 
OR 

WANT  TO  BECOME  ACTUARIES 

(ALSO  SUMMER  WORK  IN  THIS 

FIELD  FOR  '67  GRADS) 
Details  Available  in  Your  Placement  Office 

WEDNESDAY  FEBRUARY  2 

THURSDAY  FEBRUARY  3 

THE  PRUDENTIAL  Insurance  Company  of  America TORONTO 

WYMILWOOD 

CONCERT 
Ann  Crysdale  —  Piano 
Judith  Harris  —  Oboe 
Clare  Bewley  —  Soprano 
Tom  Plaunr   —  Accompanist 

WYMILWOOD 

MUSIC  ROOM 
Sunday,  Jan.  30,  1966 

9:00  P.M. 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essay*,  Notes,  Charts, French,  German,  English 

MIMEOGRAPHING 
ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALESTOTT B.A. 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 

300  Btoor  St.  West MINISTERS: 
The  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E.  M.  Howse Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 
1 1 .00  o.m. 
Our  Second  Occupation 

DR.  JOHN  SHORT 
7.30  p.m. 

Ecumenical  Rally  to  be 
held  in  St.  Paul's  Anglican Church  (Bloor  &  Jorvis  Sts.) 

Walmer  Road 

Baptist  Church (1  block  North  ond  West  of Spading  and  Bloor) 
WELCOMES  STUDENTS 
Sundoy,  1 1  a.m. "THINKING  GOD  ANEW" 
7  p.m.    "O,  To  Be  Fred" 8:15  p.m.  "Talk  Bock"  -  Young People 
Young  People's  Groups  - Monday  B  p.m.       Fridoy  8  p.m. 

DR.'rTs.'IoUNN 
REV.  W.  R.  WOOD 

I  J.  BESSEY 
JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 

AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

HERE  & 

Today  1  p.m. 
General  meeting  of  the  Progressive-Conservative  Club to  consider  resolutions  for  the  National  PSCF  Convention. 

Rm.  2116,  Sid  Smith. 
Liberal  Club  Meeting  for  those  interested  in  attending 

the  CULF  Convention  in  Ottawa.  Rm.  1086,  Sid  Smith. 
Dept.  of  Geology  films:  "Research  By  Rockets"  and "The  Spruce  Bog".  Rm.  128,  Mining  BIdg. 
UC  Debating  Club;  "Socialism  is  incompatible  with  per- 

sonal initiative".  Questions  from  the  floor  welcomed.  JCR. 
Today  2  p.m. 

Dr.  Zoran  Gavrilovic,  University  of  Belgrade,  will  con- 
duct a  seminar:  "Trends  in  Yugoslav  Literature".  Rm.  2110, Sid  Smith. 

Today  7:15  p.m. 
Theater  Party;  Please  contact  Union  for  reservations. 

Graduate  Students  Union. 
Today  8:00  p.m. 

Italian  Club — "Highlight  '66".  Multiple  program  with 
30  member  choir,  half  hour  drama.  Speaker,  Mr.  Brino 
Bressan.  Hart  House  Music  Room. 

U  of  T  Friends  of  SNCC  presents  The  Freedom  Singers; 
A  benefit  concert  in  aid  of  SNCC.  Convocation  Hall. 

International  Drama  Festival:  Poland — "At  Sea",  India —"Post  Office".  Students  $1.00.  Hart  House  Theater. 
Showing  of;  Ingmar  Bergman's  Dreams  and  Smiles  of a.  Summer  Night.  Admission  65c.  New  College  Dining  Hall. 

Today  9:30  pjn. 
Inn  of  the   Unmuzzled  Ox  —  Campus   Coffee  House. 

Folksinging,  Poetry.  Admission  Free.  (Easy  Riders  R&B 
group  on  Feb.  4&5)  44  St.  George  St. 
Saturday,  9:30  a.m. The  Pen-Ultimate  Make-out  session  of  the  Toike.  Rm. 
24,  Electrical  Bldg. 
Saturday,  12  noon  to  10  p.m. 

Open  House  1966  with  all  laboratories  in  operation  and 
opportunity   for   question  and  discussion.  Refreshments 
served.  Faculty  of  Pharmacy,  Russell  and  Huron  Sts. 
Saturday,  8:00  p.m. 

International  Drama  Festival;  Poland — "At  Sea",  Japan — "The  Lice",  North  America — "Abortions".  Students  $1. 
Hart  House  Theatre. 

Dr.  Ian  Rennie  of  Vancouver,  speaks,  "Is  Sin  Obsolete" Open  questions.  All  Welcome.  New  College  Dining  Hall. 
Sunday,  8:00  p.m. 

The  film,  "L'Aventura"  (with  subtitles)  will  be  shown 
by  the  UC  Recreational  Committee.  Admission  35c.  Re- freshments will  be  served.  Howard  Ferguson  Hall. 

"The  Complete  Works"  return;  Newman  a^go-go  will be  back  in  full  swing.  Greatest  animal  band  on  campus. 
75c  person.  89  St.  George.  Sunday,  9:00  p.m. 

Ann  Ceraidale  —  Piano,  Judith  Harris  —  Oboe,  Clare 
Bewley — Soprano,  Tom  Plauct — Accompanist.  Wymilwood 
Music  Room. 

BRIEFLY... 

nude  for  science 
VANCOUVER  (CUP) —  A 

nude  dancer  and  a  morality 

TRINITY 

ONITED  CHURCH 
427  Bloor  W.  ot  Wolmer  Rd. 
REV.  t.  ROBERT  WATT, 

B.A.,  B.D.,  Minister 11  a.m. 

"GET  WITH  IT" Rev.  J.  Robert  Wott,  B.A.,  B.O. 
7:30  p.m. 
"THE  NEW  THEOLOGY" The  Rev.  J.  R.  Marshall, B.A.,  B.Ed.,  B.D.,  S.T.M. 8:30  p.m. 

Trinity  Young  Adults 
STUDENTS  WELCOME  ot 
ALL  SERVICES  in  Trinity 

squad  raid  were  the  high- 
lights of  the  Science  Week festivities  at  the  University 

of  British  Columbia  last week. 
Betty  Yvonne  Jones,  a  24 

year-old  exotic  dancer  who 
police  charge  performed 
nude  before  600  UBC  scien- 

ce students,  appeared  in 
Vancouver  magistrate's court  on  a  charge  of  com- 

mitting an  indecent  act. 
Ten  morality  squad  detec- tives had  raided  Clinton 

Hall,  hired  by  the  Science Undergraduate  Society,  just 
as  Miss  Jones  allegedly  be- 

came exposed. 
Police  also  seized  a  pro- 

jector but  found  no  film. 
UBC  students'  union  pre- sident David  Williams  has 

refused  to  comment  on  the affair. 

THE  FREEDOM  SINGERS a  benefit  performance  in  aid  of  SNCC 

TONIGHT!!!!  8:00  P.M.        CONVOCATION  HALL COLLECTION 
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SAC  rejects  clubs,  keeps  Xerox 

By  LESLIE  GARY 
Three  more  campus  clubs  have  been  refus- 
ed certification  by  the  Judicial  Committee, 

it  was  announced  at  Wednesday  night's  SAC meeting. 
The  constitution  of  a  fourth,  the  Associa- 

tion Internationale  des  Etudiants  en 
Sciences  Economiques  et  Commerciales, 
which  is  in  French,  is  still  being  "waded 
through",  said  Committee  Chairman  Bill Cass  (II  Meds). 
The  Campus  Co-oprative  Residence  was refused  certification  because  it  requires 

that  respective  members  must  be  balloted, 
which  is  in  direct  conflict  with  the  SAC 
requirement  that  an  organization  must  be 
open  to  any  fee-paying  member  of  SAC. The  Italian  Club  bid  was  turned  down 
because  its  constitution  does  not  specify  a 
membership  fee  or  lack  of  one,  but  another 
question  was  raised  concerning  both  the 
Italian  Club  and  the  Muslim  Association. 

The  SAC  bylaw  stipulates  that  any  certifi- 
ed club  must  be  open  to  any  fee-paying 

member  of  SAC  but  does  not  say  if  this 
excludes  non-University  people  from  these 

organizations. 
Some  SAC  members  have  expressed  re- 

luctance to  give  money  to  any  group  which 
includes  non-University  members,  but  so  far 
no  organization  has  been  refused  on  this count  alone. 

The  meeting  also  defeated  the  University 
Committee  proposed  to  allow  non-voting members  of  SAC  to  make  motions. 

It  required  a  two-thirds  majority,  or  30 
votes  to  pass.  Since  only  30  members  at- 

tended the  meeting,  the  four  opposing  votes 
resulted  in  the  loss  of  the  motion. 
The  Xerox  duplicating  machine,  which 

was  to  go  back  to  the  company  last  week 
after  four  months  of  non-service  in  the  SAC 
office,  will  remain  with  us  after  all. 
The  Engineering  Society  has  agreed  to 

assume  expenses  and  profits  or  losses  on  a 
trial  basis,  until  SAC  can  determine  whether 
it  is  profitable  for  them  to  operate  it,  said 
Finance  Commissioner  Howard  Simmons. 

A  list  of  the  number  of  meetings  each  SAC 
member  has  missed  has  been  compiled  by 
the  Judicial  Committee  and  will  be  submit- 

ted to  the  Executive  Commission. 

More  study  Tibet  than  Canada 

Special  to  The  Varsity 
LOS  ANGELES  —  Canadian  universities 

study  the  United  States  far  more  than  Ame- 
rican universities  study  Canada,  U  of  T 

President  Claude  Bissell  said  here  Wednes- 
day. 

Tibet  is  studied  more  than  Canada  in  U.S. 
universities,  Dr.  Bissell  told  the  Canadian 
Society  of  Los  Angeles. 
And  Canadian  and  U.S.  universities  both 

are  failing  to  extend  students'  understanding 
of  each  other's  countries,  he  said. Dr.  Bissell  was  sarcastic  as  he  noted  that 
Americans: 
•  Exposed  Canadians  to  "American 

trivia", 
#  Have  an  "appalling  ignorance  about 

Canada"  as  shown  by  a  report  written  by 
Maine  Senator  Stanley  R.  Tupper. 
U.S.  students'  seriousness  in  studying 

politics  and  culture  is  conveyed  only  in 
short  conferences.  Dr.  Bissell  said. 
But  he  admitted  that  Canada  is  also  at 

fault  for  this  attitude,  in  which  "we  take 
understanding  for  granted  and  refuse  to 

acknowledge  the  existence  of  problems  of 
understanding." In  Canada,  he  asserted,  there  have  been 
recent  changes  to  give  proper  emphasis  to 
these  studies,  but  there  has  still  not  been  a 
widespread  recognition  of  Canada's  need 
to  "know  fully  and  sympathetically  the  great union  with  which  we  must  live  in  close 

association." "In  our  cultural  development  we  look 
across  the  water  to  Europe,"  he  said. Canadian  universities  have  also  failed  in 
that  they  have  been  much  slower  than  their 
U.S.  counterparts  to  teach  advanced  stu- dents to  undertake  research. 
He  termed  U.S.  universities  "exploratory" 

and  Canadian  universities  "cautious."  Yet, 
Dr.  Bissell  noted,  Canada's  proximity  to  the U.S.  forces  her  toward  greater  growth  and 
development. 
"We  have  not  really  accepted  this  con- 

tinent as  our  rightful  home  and  as  long  as 
we  fail  to  do  so,  we  shall  suffer  from  the 
schizophrenia  that  arrests  our  maturity,"  he added. 

FORECAST  REVAMPING  OF  SAC  COMMISSIONS  SYSTEM 
A  probable  revamping  of 

the  entire  SAC  Commissions 
system  was  forecast  Wednes- 

day night  by  the  introduc- tion of  amendments  to  the 
bylaws  concerning  the  Ex- ternal Affairs  Commission. 

Sandy  Newman  (IV  Nurs), 
head  of  the  external  affairs 
commission  filed  a  notice  of 
motion  calling  for  the 
amendments.  She  defined 
the  areas  of  commission  con- 

cern as  international,  Cana- 
dian and  Provincial  Affairs. 

The  CUS  committee  would 
be  abolished  and  its  duties 
taken  up  by  existing  com- mittees. A  CUS  assistant  to 
Council  would  be  appointed 
to  execute  CUS  policy. 

For  specific  projects,  the 
Assistant,  who  would  be  an 
ex  officio  member  of  all 
committees,  would  prepare 
legislation  and  action. 

Tony  Orav,  CUS  Chairman, 
supported  the  recommended 
changes  and  told  Council 
that  "no  committee  can maintain  interest  in  the  1,000 
different  topics  that  must 
be  considered  at  each  (CUS) 
meeting." Under  the  amended  by- 

laws the  functions  of  the 
Commission  would  be  car- 

ried out  by  standing  com- mittees created  from  time 
to  time. 
The  entire  Commission 

system  is  being  considered 
by  the  University  Committee 
and  its  head,  Alan  Bowker 
(SGS),  has  indicated  that 

there  may  be  some  signifi- cant  changes  forthcoming. 
Parts  of  the  next  two  SAC 

meetings  will  be  spent  dis- 
cussing the  functions  and 

structure  of  the  Communi- cations and  Internal  Affairs 
Commissions  respectively. 

Formulate  Housing  Service  policy 

A  SAC  policy  on  the  U  of  T  Housing  Service  was 
formulated  Wednesday  on  a  recommendation  of  Vice- President  David  Hunter  and  Charles  Campbell  (III  Vic). 

The  service,  which  was  run  by  SAC  until  1963,  was 
handed  over  to  the  University  in  the  belief  that  it  would 
serve  the  interests  of  the  whole  University — faculty  as 
well  as  students,  Hunter  said. 

SAC  feels  that  it  should  hold  a  definite  policy  in  an 
area  of  such  vital  interest  to  the  students. 

The  recommendation  emphasizes  in  its  preamble  a 
concern  with  enforcing  minimum  standards  and  listing 
only  proprietors  who  agree  to  a  policy  of  non-discrimina- tion. 

The  11  recommendations  include  suggestions  that 
prices  as  well  as  detailed  description  of  accomodation  be 
listed  at  all  times,  and  that  investigations  be  conducted 
to  ensure  compliance  with  the  policy  of  non-discrimina- tion and  minimum  standards. 

Each  landlord  would  be  required  to  sign  a  statement 
that  he  would  not  discriminate,  and  information  would 

be  provided  to  the  landlord  to  help  him  meet  the  tenants' needs,  under  the  recommended  system  of  operation. 
These  policies  had  been  in  effect  when  the  service was  run  by  SAC. 3  —  L.G. 

HART  HOUSE  £. 
VISITORS'  SUNDAY  k/j 

Hart  House  is  open  to  members,  their  fomilies  and  friends  from 
2  p.m.  to  5  p.m.  this  Sunday.  Tea  will  be  served  in  the  Great Hall  from  3  p.m.  to  4.30  p.m. 

CAMERA  CLUB 
44th  Annual  Photographic  Exhibition 
Entries  must  be  in  by  6.00  p.m.  on 

Friday,  1  8th  February,  1966 
LIBRARY  EVENING  IN  HART  HOUSE 

LITERATURE  AND  MODERN  MAN  —  A  SERIES 
Evening  No.  1 
8.00  p.m.    Wednesday,  February  2nd  Library 

FREDERIK  POHL,  Editor  GALAXY  MAGAZINE 
"SCIENCE  AND  LITERATURE" 

Informal  address  followed  by  open  discussion  period Refreshments  following. 

ON  A  SMALL  BUDGET! 

If  you're  heading  for  Europe  this  year  and  you're  really  interested In  visiting  exciting  places ...  let  us  help  you  explore  Israel  I 
You'll  visit  new  and  old  sites,  make  friends  with  "Kibbutz" members  . . .  see  Jerusalem,  Galilee,  the  Red  Sea  and  the 
Negev.  All  this  and  more  on  a  student's  budgetl  Fora  complete Student  Travel  Kit,  write  toi 
ISRAEL  GOVERNMENT  TOURIST  OFFICE, 
1117  St.  Catherine  Street  West,  Montreal,  Quebec, 

Wherever  you're  heading  after  grad- 
uation, you'll  find  one  of  Royal's  more  than  1,100 branches  there  to  look  after  you.  Meanwhile,  anything 

we  can  do  for  you,  here  and  now  ?  Drop  in  any  time. 

ROYAL  BANK 
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SAC  ami  the  GSU 

Today  is  the  final  day  for  submissions  to  the  com- mittee established  by  SAC  to  study  relations  between  that 
body  and  the  Graduate  Students  Union. 

The  president  of  the  GSU  has  stated  that  his  organi- zation will  make  a  submission  to  the  committee,  and  that 
this  brief  will  explain  the  reasons  for  the  referendum  which 
the  GSU  is  proposing  to  hold. 

It  is  encouraging  to  note  that  the  GSU  executive  plans 
to  discuss  the  proposed  referendum  with  other  individuals 
before  finally  holding  it. 

The  GSU  might  also  consider  holding  the  open  meet- 
ing, to  be  co-chaired  by  Brian  Scott  (GSU  president)  and 

SAC  president  Mary  Brewin.  Scott  himself  mode  this  sug- 
gestion last  fall. 

If  such  a  meeting  is  held  it  could  do  much  to  clarify 
the  present  situation,  which  remoins  confused  because  of 
the  present  lock  of  communication  between  the  two  govern- ments. 

The  members  of  the  GSU  oil  have  the  right  to  discuss 
the  content  of  a  referendum  which  could  drastically  alter 
relations  between  their  organization  and  the  student 
government  of  the  entire  university. 

One  opportunity  would  be  provided  by  the  open  hear- 
ings of  SAC's  committee,  to  be  held  Feb.  1. 
But  an  open  meeting  of  the  GSU  itself  would  be  a better  one. 

thanks  a  lot 

The  Varsity  wishes  to  express  its  thanks  to  the  Uni- 
versity of  Toronto  Athletic  Association  for  informing  all 

Toronto  papers,  except  The  Varsity,  of  Dalt  White's  retire- ment as  head  coach  of  the  U  of  T  football  team. 
We  are  glad  to  see  that,  despite  criticism  of  the  Asso- 

ciation by  The  Varsity,  the  Association  is  intent  on  main- 
taining good  relotions  with  the  student  newspaper  of  this university. 

congratulations 

Congratulations  are  in  order  to  all  those  who  or- 
ganized the  Internotional  Play  Festival. 

The  festival  is  perhaps  the  only  tangible  accomplish- ment of  the  Students  Administrative  Council  this  year,  and is  a  very  worthwhile  project  whatever  may  be  its  artistic merits. 

SAC's  Drama  Committee,  its  recently-resigned  chair- man Ruth  Hershorn,  and  all  those  worked  to  make  an  idea a  reality,  deserve  the  thanks  of  the  students. 
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WHO  WILL  LEAD? 

By  PETER  VERRAL 
A  veil  of  apathy  continues  to  clothe  the 

majority  of  university  students  where  invol- vement in  political  activities  is  concerned. 
Evidence  of  this  fact  was  clearly  shown  at 

the  recent  Ontario  University  Liberal  Fede- 
ration (OULF),  "Thinkers"  Conference  at the  University  of  Western  Ontario. 

The  University  of  Toronto,  which  has  a 
student  enrolment  of  about  21,000,  sent  two 
delegates  from  the  campus  Liberal  Club. 
The  University  of  Western  Ontario  which 

hosted  the  conference  and  has  an  enrolment 
of  about  10,500,  was  represented  by  only 
nine  members  from  their  campus  Liberal Club. 

Ryerson  has  no  reason  to  snicker  up  its 
sleeve  as  our  Liberal  Club  sent  a  mere  three 
delegates. 

The  point  to  be  realized  is  not  that  this 
poor  attendance  can  be  traced  to  university Liberals  alone,  but  rather  that  it  is  a  malady 
common  to  all  campus  political  clubs. 

To  prove  this  point,  one  only  has  to  look at  the  last  Federal  election  campaign.  Early 
in  the  campaign,  Dalton  Camp,  Progressive 
Conservative  candidate,  spoke  at  the  Univer- 

sity of  Toronto,  and  a  mere  15  students  turn- 
ed up  to  hear  him. 

Supposedly,  universities  serve  as  forums 
for  the  free  expression  of  thought  and  dis- cussions. If  more  students  took  advantage 
of  this  concept  of  university  life,  they'd  feel 
more  personal  involvement  in  Canada's future. 

This  decade  will  signal  the  end  of  the 
careers  of  our  present  political  leaders.  Who 
will  fill  this  void? 
Who  else  but  today's  youth?  So  let's  get off  our  ample  posteriors  and  take  a  greater 

interest  in  our  country's  affairs. — reprinted  from  The  Ryersonlan 

YEAH,  YEAH,  ECC 
Huzzahs  and  hurrahs  to  the  Economic 

Council  of  Canada  for  its  clear  call  to  spur 
higher  education  in  this  country. 
Apparently  without  political  slant  or  bias 

of  any  kind,  the  Economic  Council  has shown  the  need  for  more  institutions  of 
post-secondary  education  in  Canada. 

This  is  like  a  clear  breeze  from  Ottawa, 
after  Dean  Vincent  Bladen  polluted  the  air 
over  the  higher  education  front  with  state- 

ments Dec.  1  that  his  commission  had  lack- 
ed the  courage  of  its  convictions. 

The  latter  statement,  of  course,  throws 
serious  doubt  on  the  integrity  of  the  whole 
report.  What  university  president  or  govern- 

ment can  now  press  for  the  implementation 
of  the  report,  when  the  chairman  of  the 
investigating  commission  has  said  the  report 

is  not  a  true  representation  of  the  group's beliefs? 
And,  of  course,  the  good  dean's  call  for doubling  of  tuition  fees  needs  no  comment. 
Rather,  let  us  put  the  uncomfortable  past 

behind  us,  and  cheer  the  Economic  Council's statements. 
"We  recommend  that  the  advancement  of 

education  at  all  levels  be  given  a  very  high 
place  in  public  policy,  and  that  investment 
in  education  be  accorded  the  highest  rank 
in  the  scale  of  priorities." And,  says  the  Economic  Council,  financial 
hardship  must  not  be  allowed  to  be  a  bar- 

rier to  those  seeking  higher  education. 
And  if  those  statements  seem  vaguely 

familiar,  there's  just  a  chance  you  heard them  before.  . 
During  National  Student  Day,  perhaps? 

—reprinted  from  The  Ubyssey, 
University  of  British  Columbia 

letters  to  the  editor 

a  few  corrections 
Sir: 

I  am  most  grateful  to  The  Varsity  for  the 
excellent  article  on  Glendon  College  in  your 
issue  of  January  19th.  There  are,  however, 
two  statements  in  the  article  which,  taken 
out  of  context  or  read  hurriedly,  could 
mislead  prospective  students.  I  should  there- 

fore be  grateful  if  you  could  correct  them. 
The  article  states  that  "Only  honors  stu- 

dents will  be  admitted  to  the  college"  and 
that  "Students  will  be  required  to  live  in 
residence  even  if  their  home  is  in  Toronto". 

The  goal  of  Glendon  College  is  that  all 
students  will  be  enrolled  in  four-year  honour 
courses.  It  will  take  us  some  years  to  reach 

this  goal.  In  the  beginning,  therefore,  the 
three-year  ordinary  degree  programme  will 
be  offered  in  as  many  departments  as  pos- sible. 

When  all  four  residences  are  completed 
in  another  five  years  or  so,  Glendon  College 
will  become  wholly  residential,  or  almost 
wholly  residential.  But  this  September  we 
shall  have  accommodation  for  only  about 
forty  percent  of  our  students. 
We  at  York  University  owe  a  great  deal 

to  the  University  of  Toronto.  That  is  one 
reason  why  I  am  so  pleased  by  the  interest 
which  The  Varsity  is  taking  in  Glendon College. 

Escott  Reid, 
Principal-Designate  of Glendon  College 

we're  putting  you  on Sir: 

I  guess  I  must  have  the  wrong  idea  on 
what  goes  on  at  this  university.  All  the 
people  in  senior  years  that  I  have  met,  save 
a  very  small  number,  are  pseudo-intellec- 

tuals—and some  are  even  stupid  and  phony as  well. 
As  an  example,  and  this  is  only  one,  I 

was  in  the  Arbor  Room  with  a  friend  and 
I  listened  in  on  some  fellows  sitting  across 
from  us.  Their  conversation  was  quite  en- 

tertaining, for  in  15  minutes  of  chat  they 
really  didn't  say  anything.  Only  one,  with  a 
beard,  by  the  way,  was  always  giving  or 
asking  definitions.  The  other's  laughter  was entirely  phony  and  put  on. 

Then,  to  my  surprise,  along  came  another. 
This  one  amused  me  more,  and  I  rudely  in- 

terrupted their  chatting.  Judging  him  by 
his  dull  conversation,  his  pseudo-style  of 
clothes,  and  his  intelligent  air,  I  took  him 
for  a  writer  in  The  Varsity.  Upon  my  asking 

him  if  he  was,  he  turned  out  to  be  your folk-music  editor. 

What  is  my  point?  Well,  all  this  is  begin- 
ning to  worry  me.  Did  I  come  to  university 

to  become  a  pseudo  or  an  odd-ball?  Did  I 
come  here  to  complain  about  the  way  we 
are  treated  or  the  way  the  St.  George  cam- 

pus looks?  Should  I  really  complain  about Lester  Pearson's  promises  or  the  actions of  the  U.S.  in  Viet  Nam?  Should  I  vote  for 
SAC  members  when  I  don't  even  know  who they  are  or  whether  I  can  vote? 
Why  did  I  .come  here  then?  To  get  an education! 

It  seems  to  me  that  you  pseudos,  and  for 
that  matter  the  majority  of  this  crazy  mix- 

ed up  student  body,  need  help. 
I  may  sound  incoherent  but  that  is  my overall  impression. What's  with  you? 

David  B.  Wilde  (I  Vic) 
'/  sounds  as  though  some  cats  have  been putting  you  on  —  ed. 
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Arthur  Zeldin Donna  Mason Michael  Walsh 
Lyn  Owen Volkmar  Richtor Jeremy  Adamson Mark  Czarnecki Tom  Noylor Hersh  Zeifman Poul  Ennis Don  Crowe 

FRIDAY,  JANUARY  28,  1966 

review 

A  variety  of  mood;  today,  from  the  genial  to  the  absolutely 
stapler-breaking.  Miss  Mayer  was  in  looking  for  Kael  but  got 
scared  off.  Walsh  tried  a  minor  pass,  along  with  his  major 
essay,  and  had  the  tyme  of  his  lifo.  Lovely  Lyn  did  some 
large-scare  chopping,  lovely  Leslie  did  some  layout,  and  Volkie argued  for  his  tract.  Miss  Mason  turned  down  a  fantastic  career 
in  order  to  stay  with  us,  while  Oeke,  as  usual, 
waited.   For  this  word:  Trcnte. And 

Hope  is  not  easy  to  hold  on  to  in  a  room  like  this, 

(Review  6) 



BETH  EMETH  BAIS  YEHUDA  SYNAGOGUE 
100  Elder  St.,  Downsview 

Invite  the  Public  to  an  address  by 

DR.  GERSON  D.  COHEN 
PROFESSOR  OF  JEWISH  HISTORY 

OF  COLUMBIA  UNIVERSITY 
(successor  to  Prof.  Salo  Baron) 

TOPIC: 

"THE  'SHEMA'  - 

ITS  PLACE  IN  JEWISH  HISTORY" 
on  SUNDAY,  JANUARY  30  at  8:30  P.M. 

ADMISSION  IS  FREE 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 

UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Same  scientific  course 

os  tough*  by  McGill,  Yale  and Cornell  Universities —  The  Finest  — 
FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 
Every  Mon.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 

or  arronged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  ! 

to  be  sure  of  a  seat 
Career  Development  Institute 

131  Bloor  St.  W.,  Toronto "The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

551  MOUNT  PLEASANT  ROAD 

3  for  3!!! 
DURRENMATT  —  THE  PHYSICISTS 

MOLIERE  —  TARTUFFE 
ANOUILH  —  POOR  BITOS 

SPECIAL  OFFER  TO  ALL  UNIVERSITY  STUDENTS 

3  PLAYS  FOR  $3H SERIES  AVAILABLE  AT  CREST  BOX  OFFICE. 

VARSITY  BLAZERS 
"Made  to  Measure" 

RICHARDSON 
SPORT  TOGS 

546  Yonge  St.  922-314 

7:30  p.m. 
SUNDAY, 
7:30  p.m. 

WINTER  CARNIVAL  SCHEDULE 

February  4-13  1966 
FRIDAY,  FEBRUARY  4 
1:00  p.m.    Opening  Ceremonies 

Opening  of  Ice  Poloce 
8:00  p.m.     Hockey  Game  —  Varsity  Arena  —  Blues  vs  Guelph  ' 
10:30  p.m.    Torch  Light  Parade  to  Street  Dance  —  Soldiers'  Tower  parking lot. 

SATURDAY,  FEBRUARY  5 
9:00  a.m.    Car  Rally 

Skating  Party  at  Credit  River  (buses  leave  campus) 
FEBRUARY  6 
Folk  Mass,  Great  Hall,  Hart  House 
Rev.  Gene  Young 

MONDAY,  FEBRUARY  7 
8:00  p.m.    Ice  Frolics '66,  Varsity  Arena  $1 .00 
TUESDAY,  FEBRUARY  8 
8:00  p.m.    Music  Night,  Concert  Hall,  Faculty  of  Music 
WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  9 
7:00  -  1 1:00  p.m.  Blue  and  White  Winter  Carnival  Study  Night  —  Library of  your  choice 
THURSDAY,  FEBRUARY  10 
8:00  p.m.    Film  Night 
FRIDAY,  FEBRUARY  11 
8:00  p.m.    Hockey  Games,  Varsity  Arena,  Blues  vs  Waterloo 
10:15  p.m.    Skating  Party  in  Arena 
10:15  p.m.    Broomball  Game,  before  Skating  Party 
SATURDAY,  FEBRUARY  12 
11:00  a.m.    Chariot  Race,  Front  Campus 12:00  Noon  Toilet  Bowl 
3:30  p.m.    Animal  Dance,  Great  Hall,  Hort  House 
9:00  p.m.    Winter  Carnival  Semi-Formal 
SUNDAY,  FEBRUARY  13 
8:00  p.m.     Folk  Concert,  Varsity  Arena  $  1 .50  (tox  included) 
9:15  p.m.     (or  so)  Closing  Ceremonies,  half-time  of  show. 

TICKETS  NOW  ON  SALE  AT  S  A  C.  OFFICE 

Tiger,  No  Exit 

best  one-acters 
By  IAN  CAR  RUTH  ERS 

At  the  One-Act  Play  Festi- val last  weekend,  Robert 
Christie  chose  The  Tiger  and 
No  Exit  to  represent  the  U 
of  T  at  the  Canadian  Uni- 

versity Drama  League  com- 
petition. Mr.  Christie  is  well- 

known  for  his  work  at  Strat- ford and  with  the  CBC,  both 
as  an  actor  and  director. 
In  past  years  plays  by 

campus  playwrights  have 
been  presented  at  the  Fes- tival. Unfortunately  this  year 
only  one  of  the  six  produc- tions was  original.  The  SAC Drama  Committee  used  the 
opportunity  to  present  very 
worthwhile  standard  one-act 

plays. 
The  single  original  play, 

Something  To  Do,  was  writ- 
ten by  Robert  Fothergill 

(SGS).  It  concerns  a  college 
student's  decision  whether 
to  continue  in  protest  mar- 

ches or  to  go  south  himself 
and  work  for  civil  rights.  Un- 

fortunately the  director  Da- vid Bolt  and  the  cast  of  eight 
approached  the  play  very 
casually.  The  student  Paul, 
portrayed  by  Paul  Soren,  was 
the  only  commanding  char- acter on  stage.  Nomi  Wall 
and  Bob  McCallum  sloughed 
off  too  many  very  witty  lines. 
Nevertheless  individual  epi- 

sodes were  effective:  for 
example,  Paul's  description of  the  negress  who  had  been 
"a  major  educational  experi- 

ence". 

The  play  requires  further 
focussing.  Most  of  the  per- tinent themes  are  there,  and 
they  might  easily  achieve 
meaningful  poignance  if 
some  characters  were  eli- 

minated and  the  play  knot- 
ted together.  It  lacks  a  struc- 

tural theme  running  through- 
out its  length.  Paul's  failure to  get  arrested  provides 

only  a  strong  opening;  the "decision"  isn't  introduced 
until  well  on  in  the  play. 

Ionesco's  The  Chairs,  the 
Innis  College  production, 
suffers  from  a  similar  defect. 
The  central  absurdity  is  not 
enough  to  sustain  it:  an 
imaginary  crowd,  represent- ed only  by  their  folding 
chairs,  congregating  to  hear 
some  immortal  Truth.  The 
directors,  Marnie  Under- wood and  Catherine  Harris, 
compensated  imaginatively 
with  a  cluttering  effect:  an 
intriguing  setting,  wild  color- ful costumes,  clipped  and 
overlapping  speeches.  But 
only  judicious  cutting  and 
greater  variety  from  the actors  could  have  made  the 
play  a  complete  success. 
Noteworthy  was  Jack  New- 

man's exceptionally  fine  imi- tation of  the  month  of  Fe- 
bruary. 

Two  monologues.  The  Old 
Jew  by  Murray  Schisgal,  and 
Chekhov's  On  the  Harmful- 
ness  of  Tobacco  are  actors' 
plays.  They  are  similar  pre- sentations of  a  lonely  figure 

review 

baring  his  soul  to  an  imagin- ary audience.  Hersh  Zeifman 
was  able  to  exaggerate  the 
appropriate  mannerisms  and accent  without  slipping  into 
caricature.  If  the  director 
had  placed  the  imaginary 
visitors  so  that  the  old  Jew 
played  to  the  Hart  House audience,  the  effect  might have  been  as  gripping  as  in 
the  Chekhov.  As  it  was,  our 
frustration  from  the  lack  of 
a  cathartic  experience  was 
due  as  much  to  the  tenuous 
(though  continuous)  link 
with  the  actor,  as  it  was  to 
Schisgal 's  upheaving  trick 
ending. 

Turjo  Kareda  was  superb 
as  the  lecturer  On  the  Harm- 
fulness  of  Tobacco.  The  au- dience's amusement  at  the 
bungling  nervous  husband with  a  smidgeon  of  pathetic 
nobility,  was  gradually  eras- 

ed. They  became  as  embar- rassed as  the  charity  audi- 
ence of  the  1890's  in  the  pro- vincial Russian  town  would 

have  been. 
Sartre's  No  Exit,  a  classic 

play  about  the  hell  of  hatred, is  another  strong  vehicle  for 
its  actors.  There  is  great  po- 

tential in  the  sordid  confes- sions from  the  three  persons 
confined  eternally  in  a  room 
in  hell,  and  in  the  attempts 
of  any  two  to  set  up  a  work- able relationship  in  the  pre- sence of  the  third.  These 
were  not  made  soul-rend- 

ing enough.  Nevertheless there  was  a  color  in  all  the 
performances,  particularly 
Marita  Ensio's.  Likewise  the 
direction  by  Howard  Cronis was  occasionally  catching, 
but  not  always  consistent 
with  the  context  or  the  tone 
of  the  script. 
The  most  successful  play 

was  Scbiisgal's  The  Tiger. It  shows  how  a  dissatisfied 
suburban  wife  tames  her  ab- 

ductor, an  angry,  self-edu- cated unconfident  rebel.  She 
uses  a  spelling  match,  a 
string  of  tritisms  about  the 
population  explosion,  dehu- manization,  conformity,  the 
bomb,  and  a  French  lesson. 
The  inadvertent  omission  of 
ten  minutes  of  the  play 
which  could  have  been  quite 
tedious,  the  adequate  and 
sometimes  deft  direction  of 
Alan  Gordon,  and  two  con- 

vincing performances  by 
Allan  Price  and  Joanne  Sher- 

man, carried  the  audience 
away  in  the  delightful  sedu- tion  sequence.  However  in 
the  final  scene,  the  director 
and  actors  seemed  less  cer- tain than  the  playwright 
that  the  women  always  wins 
in  bed.  The  effect  was  dra- 

matically anti-climactic. 
As  Mr.  Christie  comment- 

ed, the  chief  disappointment 
of  the  festival,  in  spite  of 
some  worthwhile  theatre, 
was  the  dearth  of  original 
scripts.  Hopefully  the  UTDC 
will  arouse  more  interest 
among  aspiring  U  of  T  play- 

wrights for  next  year.  Since 
only  one  entry  can  be  sent 
to  the  competition,  the  com- mittee decided  to  send  The Tiger. 



DISAFFECTED  DREAMERS 

By  RACHELLE  ROSENBERG 

With  poignant  frankness, 
Tennessee  Williams',  The Glass  Menagerie  (Central 
Library)  tells  a  delicate  sto- 

ry: a  father  who  worked  for 
the  telephone  company  and 
fell  in  love  with  long  dis- 

tance; a  mother  whose 
hopes  and  dreams  for  her 
"precious  children"  are  as unfounded  as  they  are  eter- 

nal; St.-Louis-in-the-thirties, 
Tom  with  a  warehouse  job 
at  $65  a  month  in  a  crowd- 

ed flat  with  a  seething  juke- 
>box  dancehall  across  the 
street;  and  a  retarded  older 

sister  named  Laura. 
Beyond  the  sad  story  of 

Laura  and  her  Glass  Mena- 
gerie many  elements  tran- scend the  framework  of  the 

drama.  There  is  Amanda 
Wingfield,  a  brilliantly 
drawn  figure,  forever  remi- 

niscing on  perennial  varia- tions of  the  same  theme. 
Why,  one  afternoon,  she  had 
seventeen  Gentlemen  Cal- 
lers. 
Now  she  is  lost,  disaffect- 

ed and  submerged  in  an 
alien  northern  city,  sans 
husband,  sans  dreams.  Yel 
she  hopes,  against  reason, 
and  clutches  onto  the  vision 

BARBARA  HAMILTON 

of  Laura  —  married  and 
happy,  with  a  family  of  her 
own.  And  it  is  this  hope 
which  lingers  on,  as  Amanda 
Wingfield  fades  into  the darkness. 
And  there  is  Tom,  the 

poet.  Pursued  by  a  past 
more  real  than  the  present, 
which  is  dance  halls  and 
bars  and  the  movies,  Tom 
cannot  escape.  He  is  more 
faithful  than  he  ever  intend- 

ed to  be.  The  swirl  of  au- 
tumn leaves,  bits  of  colored 

glass,  a  hundred  strange  ci- 
ties —  they  only  bring  him back  to  what  he  is  and 

where  he  came  from.  It 
doesn't  make  any  sense,  be 
cries.  The  world  isn't  lit  by candles  anymore.  Blow  out 
your  candles,  Laura,  blow them  out.  The  world  is  lit 
by  lightning  now. How  unfortunate  that  the 
Canadian  Players  could  not 
match  the  creative  genius 
of  the  play.  One  hesitates  to 
censure  them,  but  they  fail- 

ed to  gauge  the  difficulties 
in  a  successful  production 
of  this  so-familiar,  so-com- 

plex drama. Barbara  Hamilton  was 
blatantly  out  of  her  comic 
element  as  the  witch-like 
and  obsessed  Amanda.  She 
was  on  the  whole  far  too 
well-intentioned  and  sugary 
Miss  Hamilton  seized  on  the 
Southern  Belle  in  her,  and 
missed  too  many  of  the  cm 
cial  underpinnings:  old  age, 
bitterness,  frustration.  Her 
hysterics  were  histrionics, 
the  humor  in  her  statements 
was  too  often  not  as  un- 

funny as  Williams  intended. 
She  did  break  through  oc- 

casionally, however;  and  in 
the  scene  with  the  Gentle- 

man Caller  she  shone.  But 

her  final  harangue  with 
Tom,  her  last  hysterical 
warning,  filled  with  frustra- tion and  disappointment, 
rang  hollow  and  untrue:  a 
near  disastrous  finale. 

Jonathan  White  as  Tom, 
was  consistent  in  his  inter- 

pretation throughout.  But 
his  performance  was  less 
than  polished.  He  did  not 
quite  convey  the  image  of 
an  intelligent  being,  com- 

prehending the  full  implica- 
tions of  his  own  ugly  situa- 
tion, yet  trapped  —  finally 

and  irretrievably  —  in  both 
past  and  present.  As  a  nar- rator, he  was  perhaps  too 
■blase;  as  an  actor,  his 
flights  of  hysteria  often  had 
no  foundations,  no  texture, 
no  richness. 

Irena  Mayeska  is  to  be 
commended  for  a  fine  per- formance as  Laura.  Her 
voice,  high  and  wavering 
but  never  cracking,  was 
especially  fine.  And  the 
Gentleman  Caller  (John 
Horton),  bluff,  hale,  and 
hearty,  suited  the  image  to 
a  T.  His  interpretation  ot 
the  role  was  perhaps  a  bit 
more  callous  than  I  had  an- 

ticipated; his  recognition  ot 
the  "trap"  that  had  been 
set  for  him,  and  his  expla 
nations  —  re  Betty  —  were 
spoken  with  the  same  gum- 
chewing  shallow  insensiti- 
vity  that  characterized  his 
first  appearance.  One  ex- pects more  than  this,  from the  lines  themselves. 

For  those  who  have  nei- ther seen  nor  read  The 
Glass  Menagerie,  this  pro- duction is  nevertheless 
worth  seeing.  (Try  the  Sat- 

urday and  Sunday  matinees, 
student  prices).  Most  of  the 
music  still  sings  through. 

)?  »  a  half-witted  commedy 
By  IAN  LANCASHIRE 

Fairytale?  is  a  half-witted 
comedy-farce  undergoing  its 
pre-Broadway  run  at  the 
Royal  Alex  all  this  week. 
A  sociological  researcher 

named  Lizann  Bogart  (Betsy 
von  Furstenberg),  who  has 
Kinseyan  and  call-girl  lean- 

ings, kidnaps  a  playboy 
name  Dion  Fessenden  III 
(Darren  McGavin)  and,  in 
the  laboratory  of  her  West 
Side  New  York  apartment, 
tries  to  find  out  why  married 
men  nip  from  flower  to 
flower  instead  of  keeping 
the  home  fires  burning. 

The  first  act,  during  which 
Dion  doesn't  realize  that  he 
(not  she)  has  been  abduct- 

ed, is  slow  and  a  bit  tedious. 
This  is  going  to  be  another 
delightful  comedy  about  the 
sexes:  dull  telephone  mono- 

logues, and  a  bedroom  scene 
with  daringly  witty  dialogue 
(eg.,  "Open  the  champagne 
and  take  off  your  clothes!" 
or  "I  hope  you  don't  have 
anything  catching").  I  could hardly  contain  my  excite- 

ment until  they  got  to  what 
promised  to  be  the  really 
funny  part  —  say  about  that 
double  pun  in  the  play's title. 

Now,  besides  act  one,  acts 
two  and  three  had  a  great 

deal  working  against  them. 
There  were  more  witty  say- 

ings ("A  marriage  is  like  a 
city  in  siege — those  who  are 
out  want  to  get  in,  and  those 
who  are  in  want  to  get  out"), more  telephone  monologues, 
an  added  element  of  slap- 

stick (at  one  point  Dion  fell 
through  the  floor),  and  still 
more  daring  conversation 
(about  falsies,  potent  old 
men  and  gay  young  men). 

As  a  matter  of  fact,  there 
was  even  a  scene  where 
Dion,  dressed  up  in  Lizann's clothes  and  wig,  was  pounc- 

ed upon  lovingly  by  a  Span- ish building  wrecker.  Ah  (I 
thought)  here's  where  that double  pun  comes  in! 

All  the  while  I  was  wait- 
ing for  the  inevitable  seduc- tion-on-stage  scene.  And  in 

time  that  too  came  along, 
but  with  a  surprise.  Right 
at  the  crucial  moment,  all 
this  activity  turns  out  to  be 
an  elaborate  exercise  in  mis- 

understanding. Dion  isn't married:  he's  a  bachelor  who maintains  his  sister  is  his 
wife  because  he's  afraid  of 
getting  involved  with  wo- 

men too  deeply.  And  Lizann 
isn't  the  sophisticated,  sex- experienced  researcher  at 
all:  she's  a  naive  virgin  who just  wants  to  get  married. 
And  so  (parodying  a  lot 

of  such  farces)  they  fall  in 
love.  And  if  this  sort  of 
thing  isn't  a  fairytale,  I  don't 
know  what  is.   And  it's  a 

good  fairytale  after  all,  I think.  Now  if  only  we  could 
get  rid  of  act  one,  and  purge 
acts  two  and  three  ... 

Stranger  (continued) 
tion  for  cast  and  audience 
alike. 

The  cast  is  not  outstand- 
ing. Jack  O'Reilly,  as  Micha- el, Ian  Stuart  as  Bill,  and 

Joni  Clavir  as  Jean  provide 
the  only  good  acting  in  the 
play.  The  remainder  of  the 
cast  exude  a  lack  of  con- 

fidence about  their  roles 
which  renders  the  audience 
distinctly  uneasy  all  the 
time  they  are  on  stage.  Pos- 

sibly this  situation  will  be 
corrected  as  the  production 
jells,  but  the  play  itself  has 
little  reassurance  to  offer 
the  actor  who  is  insecure  in 
his  role,  and  I  rather  doubt 
that  things  will  improve  suf- 

ficiently to  make  it  worth seeing. 

The  Questors,  with  direct- 
or Maurice  Evans  and  pro- 

ducer Ruth  Green,  are  doing 
an  important  job  wifh  their 
search  for  good  Canadian 
theatre  at  the  grassroots level.  In  A  Stranger  Unto  My 
Brethren*  however,  they 
have  not  yet  found  the  great 
Canadian  play.  Good  theatre 

requires  much  more  than  a a  didactic  theme.  Language, 
stagecraft,  presentation 
must  all  complement  theme 
in  the  making  of  a  good 
play,  and  in  all  these  aspects 
A  Stranger  Unto  My  Breth- 

ren is  strikingly  deficient. 

9.6%  vote  at  uc 
Less  than  ten  per  cent  of 

the  eligible  voters  cast  bal- 
lots Wednesday  in  the  Uni- 

versity College  SAC  by-elec- 
tion. David  Goodman  (III  UC) 
won  the  election  over  fresh- 

man Larry  Jeffery  125-91. 
Since  there  are  2,247  stu- dents at  UC,  the  216  votes 

represent  a  turnout  of  9.6 

per  cent. The  by-election  was  called to  fill  the  vacancy  created 
by  the  resignation  of  Ruth 
Hershorn,  one  of  UC's  five representatives  on  SAC. 
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SHORTER 

SKIRT 

It  demands  new  shoes,  new 
stocking  treatments  to  make 
a  newer,  prettier,  more exciting  you. 
It  also  demands  confidence. 

With  Tampax  menstrual 

tampons,  you're  confident nothing  can  show,  nrnra no  one  can  know,  tEflM 

You're  confident  no  DEB] 

odor  can  form.  i!^^ 
You're  confident  there  can  be 

no  chafing  or  irritation — Tampax  tampons  are  unfelt 
in  place. 
In  fact  you're  confident, 
confident,  confident— and  carefree. 
Now  go  out  and  dazzle  them! 
Tampax  tampons  are  available 
in  three  absorbency  sizes 
(Regular,  Super,  Junior) wherever  such  products 
are  sold. 

TAMPAX  INTERNAL  SANITARY  PROTECTION  19 MADE  ONLY  BY  CANADIAN  TAMPAX  CORPORA. TION  LIMITED.  BARRIE,  ONT. 



U.  OF  T.  FILM  SOCIETY 
MONDAY  JAN.  31 

"GATES  OF  HELL"  -  "GOLDEN  COACH" will  be  shown  of  8  p.m. 

RADIO  CITY  THEATRE 
Bofhurst  and  Sr.  Clair  Ave. 

not-  at  the  Royal  Ontario  Museum, 

RICH 

LITTLE 

All  are  welcome  this  Saturday 
JAN.  29    12  NOON  -  10  P.M. 

PHARMACY  OPEN  HOUSE 

FACULTY  OF  PHARMACY, 
Russell  and  Huron  Srs. 

All  Laboratories  in  operation 
REFRESHMENTS 

DON'T  COME unless  you  want  to  consider 

IS  SIN  OBSOLETE? 
Speaker 

IAN  RENNIE  M.A.,  PhrJ. 
Fairview  Presbyterian  Church,  Vancouver 

SATURDAY  —  8  P.M. 

New  College  Dining  Room        University  of  Toronto 

HILLEL 

Sunday,  January  30,  8:30  p.m.,  Hillel  House  -  MOVIE 
Monday,  January  31, 1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 Rabbi  Smart  Rosenberg,  Beth  Tzedec  Congregation will  speak  in  the  Series 

"Religion  and  the  Secular  Society" 
SEMINARS:  Tuesday,  February  1,    1:00  p.m., Sidney  Smith  Hall,  Room  2125 

MR.  JULIUS  HAYMAN  ON 

"The  Young  Jew  in  a  Rational  World" Thursday,  February  3,     1:00  p.m., Sidney  Smith  Hall,  Room  2125 
MR.  J.  5.  DUPRE  ON 

"LBJ:  Liberal  or  Opportunist" 

DIPT  OF  GEOLOGY  FILMS 
FRIDAY  AT  1:00  PM 
ROOM  128  MINING  BLDG 

•  i..  ,  BRING  YOUR  LUNCH JAN.  28/66. 
THE  SPRUCE  BOG 
RESEARCH  BY  ROCKETS 

FEB.  4: 
OIL  IN  PAKISTAN 
TIN  FROM  MALAYA 
SEISMIC  COPTERS  OVER  THE  YUKON FEB.  11: 
SPELUNKING 
BARREL  *1 

FEB.  18: 
THE  STORY  OF  CHILI  COPPER THUNDERSTORMS 

Songs  not  really  worth  it 

By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 

It  turns  out  that  Lilo's  well-publicized sore  throat  need  not  have  interfered  with 
the  opening  of  Pousse  Cafe  at  the  O'Keefe Centre:  the  songs  were  hardly  worth  sing- 
ing. 

This,  of  course,  is  the  most  telling  thing 
to  be  said  about  any  musical.  For  many  a 
dull  libretto  has  captured  the  Broadway 
stage  by  virtue  of  its  two  or  three  triump- hant numbers.  But  from  the  very  overture, 
with  its  characterless,  "this-is-our  show" 
flavor,  Duke  Ellington's  music  threatened to  be  tuneless.  With  the  exception  of  one 
or  two  numbers,  such  as  "Follow  Me  Up 
Stairs  To  Paradise",  which  contained  the 
glimmer  of  the  muse,  the  show  held  true 
to  its  promise.  And  the  lyrics,  in  almost 
all  cases,  were  incredibly  banal. 

So  were  many  of  the  situations,  and 
much  of  the  dialogue  for  this  adaptation  of 
The  Blue  Angel.  Starchy  Professor  Ritter 
falls  in  love  with  the  corrupt  night-club 
singer  he  has  just  placed  off-limits  to  a smitten  student.  In  this  musical  version, 
Herr  Professor  marries  the  girl,  and  eventu- 

ally goes  into  a  drunken  decline.  Near  the 
end  of  the  show,  he  comes  out  of  his  stupor, 
decides  not  to  be  a  flunkie  to  this  chippie 
with  no  heart  of  gold,  and  leaves. 

The  attempt  has  been  made  to  transfer 
this  story  from  the  murky  ambiance  of  a 
German  turn-of-the-century  club  to  the 
roaring  twenties  in  New  Orleans.  The  result 
is  a  play  whose  functional  settings,  whose 
spiritless  choreography,  whose  pedestrian 

costuming  are  almost  always  without  a 
distinct  and  unifying  style.  Add  to  this  very 
weak  scene  changes,  pointless  reprises  of 
songs  almost  meaningless  to  begin  with,  an 
over-long  first  act,  and  you  have  a  show which  starts  to  peter  out  slowly  very  early. 

Travis  Hudson,  in  a  Texas  Guinan-like role  as  the  club  owner  had  some  effective 
moments  while  trying  to  "shake  the  dust 
from  the  rafters"  (but  failed).  Gary  Kraw- 
ford,  in  the  role  of  the  smitten  and  embit- 

tered student,  sang  well  and  performed with  force. 
But  Lilo's  performance  as  the  amoral floozy  was  not  a  happy  thing.  She  cannot 

be  faulted  for  her  difficulties  with  the 
music  (remember  that  throat),  but  still, 
her  whine  (a  companion  said  she  sounded 
like  a  French  Jewish  mother),  her  impos- 

sible way  with  a  punchline,  her  lack  of  a 
whole  sense  of  the  character  she  was  play- 

ing, must  be  duly  noted.  And,  whether  her 
fans  and  her  husband  (producer  de  la  Pas- 
sardiere)  find  her  ageless  or  not,  she  is  too 
old  for  this  role. 

One  felt,  really  felt  for  Theodore  Bikel. 
A  voice  such  as  his  needs  a  clever  lyric 
and  melody  behind  it.  No  such  thing  was 
to  be  found  here.  Yet,  in  spite  of  the  paucity, 
and  downright  collegiate  nature  of  Jerome 
Weidman's  writing,  Bikel  managed  to  create a  complex  and  believable  character.  It  was 
a  tribute  to  his  stature  as  an  actor,  and, 
of  all  of  the  performers,  he  really  deserved 
the  roses  he  received  at  the  end.  But  one 
could  only  ask  what  a  performer  of  his 
taste  was  doing  m  a  morass  like  this. 

AWKWARD,  CLUMSY,  CLICHE  RIDDEN 
By  SKIP  SHAND 

A  Stranger  Unto  My  Breth- 
ren, now  playing  at  the  Poor 

Alex,  is  the  first  play  by  Can- 
adian John  Burgess.  Its 

theme,  while  not  unusual,  is 
at  least  commendable.  It 
says  that  the  homosexual 
needs  love  and  understand- 

ing. Unfortunately,  this  is 
all  it  says,  and  it  says  it 
awkwardly,  in  language  that 

cliche-ridden ,  and  with 
stagecraft  which  is  glaringly 
clumsy.  The  situation,  in- 

volving the  problems  of  two 
young  homosexuals,  one  of them  married,  is  inherently 
interesting,  but  playwright 
Burgess  lacks  the  experien- 

ce, and  possibly  the  talent, 
to  turn  it  into  good  theatre. 
The  cast,  furthermore,  have 

not  the  ability  to  compens- 
ate with  acting  technique 

for  what  the  play  lacks  in 

potential. The  stagecraft  in  this  pro- duction is  deplorable,  and 
this,  plus  its  deadly  serious- ness, place  it  in  the  category 
of  unintentional  camp.  The 
closing  of  Act  I  and  opening 
of  Act  II  are  typical.  Act  I 
ends  with  the  arrival  of 
Jean,  wife  of  one  of  the 
homosexual  pair,  at  the 

apartment  of  her  husband's lover.  She  announces  her 
name,  and  the  curtain  closes 
climatically,  if  a  little  too 
hurriedly.  Ten  minutes  later 
it  reopens,  and  the  conver- sation continues  where  it 
left  off.  Such  melodramatic 
technique  invariably  anta- 

gonizes the  modern  audien- 

ce, accustomed  to  a  more 
sophisticated  achievement 
of  dramatic  climax,  and  a 
more  artistic  use  of  stage machinery. 

The  third  act,  in  which 
the  world-shattering  answer 
to  the  play's  problem  is  to be  handed  down,  employs 
an  unsubtly  symbolic  bare 
set.  At  the  top,  behind  her 
lectern,  is  the  psychiatrist, 
preparing  her  lesson  for  the 
day  which  she  delivers  lec- 

ture-style in  the  course  of 
the  act.  The  set,  with  no 
walls  and  next  to  no  furnit- 

ure, screams  "Universality!" but  the  play  continues  in  its 
trite,  shallow  path,  stumbl- 

ing through  to  an  ending 
which  provides  more  relief 
than  stimulation  or  satisfac- 
(See  "stranger,",  review  3) 

Refreshing  honesty  at  Hydro 
By  ALAN  KONDO 

Those  who  are  at  a  loss  to 
choose  between  the  lesser 
evil  of  "Pousse-Cafe"  and 
"Fairytale"  will  find  the  ho- 

nesty of  the  Hydro  Theatre refreshing. 
"Country  Girl"  which  runs 

for  two  weeks,  may  not  be 
the  most  profound  play  in 
the  world,  but  the  acting  is 
uniformly  good,  and  the  plot 
gives  no  aftertaste  of  deja 

l: 
Frank  Elgin'  is  a  broken- down  actor  turned  lush  who 

is  offered  the  lead  in  a 
Broadway-bound  play  by  a 
director  who  admired  his 
performances  of  ten  years 

ago. He  has  complete  faith  in 
Elgin's  ability  to  stay  sober 

review 

for  the  run  of  the  show, 
although  Elgin's  own  wife does  not.  The  first  of  the 
play  centres  around  this conflict  between  the  director and  the  wife. 

In  Elgin's  wife,  he  sees  all the  faults  that  caused  his 
own  unhappy  marriage  and 
divorce,  and  he  demands 
that  she  leave  town  before 
Frank  cracks  under  the 
pressure.  But  when  she  leav- 

es, Frank  drinks  himself 
under  the  table. 

All  is  revealed,  finally. 
Though  he  is  a  great  actor, 
Elgin  needs  his  wife  to  hold 
him  up.  Without  her,  his security  crumbles,  and  he either  drinks,  or  attempts 
suicide.  In  a  complete  re- versal the  director  pleads with  her  to  return,  and  she, sensing  the  turning  point  in 
her  husband's  life,  returns  to 
pull  him  through  the  crisis. 

As  you  can  guess,  the  play 

becomes  a  smash  success  in 
New  York,  and  the  moral  of 
the  story  is,  "'Thank  Heaven 
for  little  girls". Since  this  play  is  primarily 
a  character  study,  it  could 
not  succeed  without  excel- lent acting.  Belmont  Theatre Productions  is  blessed  with 
Ben  and  Sylvia  Lennick,  who 
also  starred  in  "The  Typists", 
"The  Tiger",  and  "Cindy". In  this  production,  they  play 

the  parts  of  Frank  and  Geor- 
gie  Elgin  faultlessly,  and 
are  especially  effective  in the  revelation  scene. 

In  addition,  Martin  Lager 
plays  Bernie  Dodd,  the  boy- wonder  director,  with  drive 
and  conviction,  and  William 
de  Marois  portrays  a  comple- 

tely believable  son-of-a-bitch 
producer. One  word  of  warning  to 
en  sure  you  r  en j  oy men t : don't  check  your  coat;  you 
may  never  ret  it  back. 



An  uninspired  joke 
By  SYD  USPRICH 

If  you  find  the  merest  mention  of  sex 
a  little  embarrassing  and  therefore  thillingly 
funny,  you  should  find  Never  Too  Late 
(Imperial,  Yorkdale,  others)  a  veritable 
laugh  riot. 

In  what  is  basically  a  long  off-color  joke 
that  is  a  bit  short  on  joke,  Paul  Ford  has 
some  fine  moments  as  a  crotchety  grand- 

father-aged man  who,  much  to  his  conster- 
nation, learns  that  he  is  about  to  become 

a  father.  An  amiable  solid-citizen  type,  he 
is  somewhat  abashed  by  the  "you  old 
rascal,  you"  attitude  he  is  constantly  greet- ed with.  In  contrast,  his  quiet  wife,  Maureen 
O'SuIHvan,  is  pregnantly  pleased  as  she happily  prepares  for  the  blessed  event. 

Meanwhile,  his  cute  little  daughter, 
impersonated  by  cute  little  Connie  Stevens, 
decides  that  she  too  must  become  pregnant 
in  order  to  get  out  of  doing  the  houswork. 
Anyway,  she  proceeds  to  tire  out  her  nice 
guy  husband,  Jim  Hutton,  who  just  can't 

seem  to  "hit  a  home-run"  (as  they  refer to  it). 
Aside  from  all  this  self-conscious  spice 

there  are  some  great  round  blobs  of  warmth 
and  sentiment  thrown  in  (this'll  tear  their hearts  out  in  Dubuque  stuff)  as  in  the  end 
the  young  couple  discover  maturity  and 
responsibility  and  the  parents  re-discover 
love. While  an  elderly  couple  expecting  and 
a  young  couple  trying  to  get  that  way  may 
not  exactly  strike  you  as  a  basis  for  the 
Great  American  Comedy,  surely  the  idea 
coud  have  been  explored  with  more  imagi- nation and  freshness  than  it  is  here. 
Instead  with  no  attempt  at  any  real  charac- terization, the  film  moves  in  an  unrealistic 
limbo  replete  with  smirks  and  snickers  of 
a  most  unconvincing  sort. 

It  is  exactly  the  sort  of  shallow  approach 
that  has  here  produced  another  ho-hum, 
sporadically  amusing  Hollywood  concoction 
completely  divorced  from  real  humor  and 
life. 

Paul  Ford  (right)  and  son-in-law  Jim  Hutton  booze  it  up  on  Pink  Ladies  after  discover- 
ing that  Ford's  wife  is  once  again  pregnant. 

CITY -SICK  TEDDY  BEAR 
By  MICHAEL  WALSH 

By  the  time  they  got  around  to  filming 
"Who  Killed  Teddy  Bear",  for  showing  at the  Downtown  Theatre,  the  moviemakers 
had  just  about  exhausted  Krafft-Ebing's little  list  of  clinical  perversions. 

Life  in  the  big  city  is  a  stimulating  ex- 
perience, however,  and  Man,  in  his  infinite 

creativity  has  been  able  to  evolve  urban 
twists  to  his  unseemly  urges  that  even  the 
author  of  the  Psychopathica  didn't  catalo- 
gue. 

Sal  Mineo,  the  perpetually  underprivileg- 
ed kid,  greases  easily  through  the  part  of 

a  slum  crumb  addicted  to  talking  dirty  to 
girls  under  the  corporate  protection  of 
telephone  anonimity. 

The  object  of  his  affliction,  one  Juliet 
Prouse,  is  sorely  troubled.  She  cannot  under- 

stand why  her  Broadway  auditions  meet 
with  such  indifference  when  her  undrawn 

drapes  seem  to  be  such  after-hour  attrac- tions. 
"You'll  meet  some  pretty  weird  types 

if  you  want  to  make  it  in  show  biz,"  her boss-buddy  confides.  And  that  will  include 
Jan  Murray,  a  "loi,  c'est  moi"  cop  who  has it  in  for  all  the  sickoes. 

Teddy  Bear  has  grandiose  pretentions, 
viewing  itself  as  a  significant  sociological 
study  and  a  work  of  genuine  artistic  merit. It  is  none  of  these. 

It  is  instead  a  seedy  capitalization  on 
city  sickness,  typified  in  the  film  by  a  linger- 

ing study  of  a  bookstore  that  caters  to  the fetish  crowd.  Maybe  the  audience  should  be shocked. 

Except  that  such  a  store  exists  —  in  To- ronto. 
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By  JIM  HARDING 
Because  of  the  increased 

interest  of  late  in  the  so- 
c-alled     "Indian  Problem" 

Canada"  is  politically  invisi- 
ble, and  therefore  for  them 

progress  is  misery. 
In  the  areas  of  income, 

70  Indian  students  finished  high  school  in  1963" 
many  observers  look  opti- 

mistically to  the  future 
when  the  pockets  of  racial 
discrimination  in  Canada 
will  have  disappeared. 
Such  optimism,  in  the 

view  of  the  author,  is  de- 
ceptive; and  is  based  upon 

a  superficial  analysis  of  the 
problems  facing  people  of 
Indian  ancestry.  Basic  value 
questions  regarding  the  self- 
determination  of  people 
and  their  right  to  particip- 

ate in  making  decisions  that 
shape  their  future,  are  not 
asked.  Basic  relationships 
between  minority  group 
problems  and  the  society  at 
large  are  ignored,  and  be- 

cause of  this,  a  crisis  situa- 
tion for  democracy,  which 

is  directly  related  to  the 
problems  of  people  of  In- 

dian ancestry,  is  not  for- seen. 

LOWEST  STANDARD 
Canada's  Indians  consti- 

tute part  of  the  minority 
poor  in  society.  This  "Other 
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employment,  housing  and 
health,  the  Indian  ekes  out 
his  life  as  the  lowest  sta- 

tistical standard  of  the  po- 
pulation. This  reflects  in education,  in  the  bare  70 

Indian  students  who  finish- 
ed high  school  in  1963. 

COURTS  BIASED 

The  over-representation of  Indian  in  jails,  plus  the 
fact  that  the  vast  majority 
of  sentences  to  people  of 
Indian  ancestry  are  for  mi- nor misdemeanours,  chiefly 
intoxication  and  causing  a 
disturbance,  suggest  that 
administration  of  justice 
and  legal  protection  is  bias- ed against  people  of  Indian 
ancestry.  For  the  same  of- fenses, non-Indians  often 
get  no  sentence,  or  only  a fine.  Unaware  of  their  legal 
rights  and  privileges,  or  of 
the  nature  of  charges  made 
against  them,  it  is  typical 
for  people  of  Indian  ances- 

try to  plead  guilty  without 
making  any  attempt  to  de- fend themselves. 

SUPERFICIAL  THOUGHT 

Erroneous  "explanations" of  the  problems  of  people 
of  Indian  ancestry  are  com- 

mon in  Canada.  While  con- 
ventional wisdom  in  Cana- 

da regarding  the  situation of  American  Negroes  is 
somewhat  free  of  any  su- 

perficiality, this  is  not  the 
case  regarding  problems 
facing  Indian  and  Metis. 
The  fact  that  these  prob- lems are  often  referred  to 
as  the  "Indian  Problem"  in- dicates the  superficiality  of 
thinking.  Somehow  the 
problems  are  viewed  as 
arising  from  the  Indian's  in- herent inability  to  adjust 
into  mainstream  life.  Such 
thinking  lacks  an  apprecia- 

tion of  the  interdependence 
of  aspirations  and  motiva- 

tions on  the  one  hand,  with 
socialization  and  opportun- 

ities on  the  other.  In  the 

final  analysis,  those  who 
speak  of  the  "Indian  Prob- lem" explain  the  problems 

in  terms  of  the  "Indianness" of  some  people. 

HISTORICAL  PROBLEMS 
The  conventional  view  of 

this  problem  completely 
fails  to  recognize  the  cluster 
of  social  problems  that  peo- ple of  Indian  ancestry  face, 
or  the  fact  that  these  prob- lems are  not  based  on  an 
Indian  culture.  Rather,  as 
we  shall  see,  they  are  prob- 

lems resulting  from  a  histo- rical interdependence  of  the 
dominant  society  and  this 
minority,  which  now  lives 
within  a  "social  problem 

milieu." 
WELFARE  PAYMENTS 
The  decisions  to  have  re- 

serves were  imposed  on  the native  Indians.  The  reserve 
system  is  a  product  of  non- Indian  minds,  and  we  often 
forget  this  fact.  Originally, 
the  reserves  were  set  up  to 
concentrate  Indians,  and 
yet  to  allow  them  to  conti- nue to  live  in  traditional 
ways.  In  addition  to  trap- 

ping, fishing  and  hunting,  it 
was  hoped  that  the  reserves 
would  enable  Indians  to  de- 

velop an  agricultural  econo- 
my of  their  own. 

As  it  turned  out,  the  re- 
serve system  never  did  pro- vide the  expanding  Indian 

population  with  a  stable 
source  of  income,  and  thus, 
over  the  years,  welfare  pay- 

ments have  become  a  major 
source  of  their  income.  In 

,  fact,  the  reserve  system  as 
originally  envisaged  is  now 
a  complete  anachronism. 

RESERVES  ISOLATE 

Because  reserves  separ- 
ated Indians  from  commu- 
nities where  potential  sour- 

Indians  constitute  part  of  the  minority  poor" 

the  lowest  statist 
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ces  of  income  existed,  and 
because  this  separation  led 
them  to  view  the  reserve  as 
security  and  the  town  ann  - urban  areas  as  threatening, 
much  of  the  piling  up  of  so- 

cial problems  for  people  of 
Indian  ancestry  has  occurred 
over  the  years.  Cut  off  from 
mainstream  life  for  60  to  80 
years,  unable  to  remain  self- sufficient  (because  of  im- 

posed isolation  on  reser- 
ves), increasingly  dependent 

on  the  growing  welfare 
state  in  Canada;  one  is  not 
shocked  at  the  apparent 
lack  of  morale,  assertive- 
ness  or  self  respect  among  - 
many  people  of  Indian  an- 
cestry. 

COLONIAL  TREATMENT 
It  is  tragic,  and  ironic, 

that  Canada's  native  popu- 
lation should  be  under  the 

control  of  a  branch  of  gov 
ernment  in  the  Department 
of  Immigration.  (After  this^ article  was  written,  respon- 

sibility for  Indians  was 
shifted  to  the  northern  af- 

fairs minister.  —  ed.)  Many 
people  of  Indian  ancestry 
point  to  this  irony  as  evi- 
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dence  of  their  colonial  sta- 
tus. 
Under  such  a  system, 

'what  amounts  to  a  standard 
treatment  of  all  people  of 
Indian  ancestry  takes  place, 
yet  research  is  constantly 

showing  how  local  and  di- verse are  the  conditions  of 
these  people  throughout 
Canada.  It  is  this  central- 

ized and  standard  treat- 
ment that  most  suggests  a 

colonial  form  of  treatment 
by  the  larger  society  and  its 
agencies.  Such  bureaucracy 
structurally  impedes  much 
progress  among  people  of Indian  ancestry. 

FUNDS  IN  OTTAWA 

Obviously,  if  one  does  not 
allow  a  people  to  learn  and 
develop  responsibility,  res- 

ponsible behavior  is  unli- 
kely. Often  the  failure  to  al- 

low people  of  Indian  ances- 
try to  run  their  own  affairs 

has  created  the  conditions 
and  attitudes  whereby  they 
are  unable  to  run  them. 
For  example.  Reserve 

Bands  have  their  capital 
funds  held  in  trust  in  Otta- 

wa under  the  Indian  Act, 
and  have  to  ask  permission 
to  use  it.  The  Indian  right 
to  vote  federally  was  only 
returned  in  1961.  Before 
this,  the  Indian  minority 
was  legally  not  just  socially 
restricted  from  political 
participation.  Until  1951, 
Band  councils  did  not  have 
the  right  to  make  by-laws 
about  the  internal  affairs  of 
their  reserve. 

'SCHOOL  FOR  FAILURE' 
The  permeation  of  the 

popular  culture  is  the  basis 
of  a  social  contradiction 
that  strikes  minorities  the 
greatest,  and  is  one  factor 
underlying  their  status.  A 
standard  curricula  exists 
for  both  this  minority  and 
the  dominant  groups  in  so- 

ciety, and  thus  the  younger 
people  of  Indian  ancestry 
have  begun  to  adopt  con- 

ventional aspirations.  The 
contradictions    exists  be- 

cause these  aspirations  are 
inconsistent  with  the  life 
chances  and  opportunities 
of  people  of  Indian  ances- try. It  is  this  contradiction 
that  has  led  to  the  concept 
of  "education  for  failure" which,  was  coined  after  a 
study  of  education  in  north- ern Saskatchewan. 

IMPOSSIBLE  GOALS 

The  fact  that  the  minority 
of  Indian  ancestry  lives  un- 

der structural  conditions 
that  greatly  limit  their  life 
chances,  and  is  confronted 
by  the  dominant  aspirations 
of  the  society  which  are  in- consistent with  his  life 
chances,  suggests  how  pow- erless he  is  in  his  situation, 
On  the  one  hand  he  has  lit- 

tle or  no  self-determination, 
but  is  controlled  by,  and  is 
dependent  on  outside  agen- 

cies. On  the  other  hand,  he 
is  constantly  and  increasing- 

ly subjected  to  pressures 
from  the  dominant  culture 
which  imply  goals  that  are 
totally  outside  his  reach. 
A  frustration-aggression 

reaction  may  be  the  out- 
come of  the  conflict  be- 
tween low  life  chances,  and 

dominant  aspirations.  Vio- 
lence and  generalized  hosti- 

lity often  becomes  the  ex- 
pression. 

LIKE  DIXIE 

A  person  of  Indian  heri- 
tage is  limited  not  only  be- 

cause he  comes  from  a  de- 
prived and  isolated  environ- 
ment, but  also  because  he 

is  an  Indian.  While  the  de- 
gree to  which  this  is  the 

case  varies  throughout  Can- 
ada, in  all  parts  a  stereo- 
type of  the  "Indian"  exists. In  some  northern  areas, 

where  caste  relationships 
often  are  expressed  overtly, 

n 

the  Indian  problem" 

'a  lack  of  morale,  assertiveness,  or  self-respect" 

local  power  structures  re- 
mind one  of  the  American 

south. 

CLASS  SYSTEM 

The  significance  of  racial considerations  in  limiting 
the  accessibility  of  positions 
of  power  in  society  is  often 
underestimated,  mainly  be- cause racial  prejudice  in 
Canada  is  expressed  in  a  far 
more  indirect  manner  than 
in  places  throughout  the world  where  it  has  more 
dramatic  overtones.  The 
common  tendency  is  to  view 
the  problem  as  an  Indian 
one  arising  from  their  own 
lack  of  initiative.  We  have 
been  ingrained  with  "racist thinking,"  and  because  we 
do  not  yet  have  racial  con- 

flict of  major  social  conse- 
quence, we  do  not  even know  it. 

Today,  with  more  people 
in  affluent  living,  the  minor- 

ity poor  has  been  near  for- gotten. This  is  not  to  say 
that  there  is  more  basic 
equality,  but  just  that 
enough  people  now  have economic  security  to  stop 
the  clamor  for  fundamental 
social  changes.  The  result  is 
that  our  society  is  settling 
for  the  first  time  in  its  his- 

tory into  a  rigid  class  sys- 
tem. 
FUNDAMENTAL  QUESTION 

The  question  is  not  sim- 
ply that  of  assimilation  of 

the  Indian  into  the  main- 
stream society.  The  question 

is  of  his  participation  in that  society. 

Will  we  simply  bring  peo- 
ple of  Indian  ancestry  into 

a  mass  society,  in  all  likeli- 
hood into  the  "culture  of 

poverty"  in  Canada,  where 
their  involvement  in  mak- 

ing consequential  decisions will  be  little  more  than  nil? 
Or,  from  a  study  of  their 
problems,  will  we  find  that  to 
truly  allow  people  of  Indian 
ancestry  to  achieve  equal 
status  and  rights  in  Canada, 
the  social   structure  itself 
will  have  to  be  fundamental- 

ly altered?  If  we  look  deep when  we  study  this  problem, 
we  find  a  fundamental  choice 
before  us.  Do  we  desire  an 
impotent  democracy  of 
forms,   where    the  welfare 
state  keeps  The  Other  Can 
ada  in  dependency  and  con- 

sumption    dominates  the 
rest  of  society?  Or,  do  we 
take  the  values  of  democ- 

racy, participation  and  self- determination  seriously 
enough  to  create  a  society 
where  these  values  are  alive 
within  the  social  structure? 
If  more  people  were  freed 
of  superficial  explanations 
of  the  problems  facing  the 
native  Canadian,  the  chan- 

ces  of   the    latter  choice 
being  made  would  be  great- 

ly strengthened. 
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art 
jeremy  adamson 

CELEBRATED  AMERICANA 

English  art  of  the  sixties  can  be  described  as  a  mass 
celebration  of  Americana.  "Americana"  in  this  case  is  the 
sum  of  all  the  fragmented  images  that  filter  across  the  three 
thousand  mile  stretch  of  the  Atlantic  on  the  dubious  wings 
of  the  "media"  —  basically  culled  from  the  advertisement 
pages  of  the  Time-Life  cartel  —  and  personal  visits  by individual  artists. 

On  the  part  of  the  contemporary  English  artist  working 
in  the  contemporary  idioms  there  is  a  misty  and  wistful 
fascination  with  the  American  Way  of  Life.  You  can  almost 
imagine  them  standing  on  the  sea  coast  looking  at  the 
horizon  in  hopes  that  the  sky  will  be  lit  by  faint  tinges 
of  neon  hovering  over  the  Great  Society. 

At  the  beginning  of  the  decade  there  was  only  a  small 
coterie  of  English  artists  working  in  the  North  American 
contemporary  idiom.  But  since  the  recent  appointment  of 
Robert  Darwin  as  director  of  the  Royal  Academy  of  Art  in 
London  free  expression  has  been  fervently  encouraged  and 
the  moribund  art  of  the  Fifties  has  given  way  to  an  outburst 
of  almost  artistic  anarchy,  ("...consistent  with  the  revo- lutionary pattern  of  peasants  invading  the  palace  grounds 
and  desecrating  the  statues.") 

During  the  past  decade  important  exhibitions  of  modern American  work  were  shown  in  London  at  the  Museum  of 
Modern  Art  and  the  Tate  gallery  in  1956  and  1959  respec- 

tively. The  work  of  the  abstract  expressionists  and  then, 
later,  the  Hard  Edge  and  Pop  artists  was  a  violent  revela- 

tion to  tradionally  nature-oriented  English  art.  The  giant 
scale,  and  bold  and  urgent  statement  of  the  American  artists 
began  to  appear  tentatively  in  the  London  galleries  at  the 
end  of  the  Fifties. 

The  violence  inherent  in  recent  American  art  is  a  major 
influence  on  the  work  of  the  British  painters.  The  picture 
plane  has  become  the  "site"  for  the  artist's  action  —  an action  whose  result  strongly  resemples  a  war-torn  city. 

The  new  generation  of  artists  have  been  raised  like  milk- 
fed  geese  on  a  strong  diet  of  mass  media  produce  from 
the  "capitalist  consumer  culture,"  and  they  have  dumped large  amounts  of  traditional  esthetic  ballast  overboard  in 
their  frenetic  search  for  new  and  more  meaningful  symbols. 

The  Walker  Art  Centre  of  Minneapolis,  Minn,  has 
organized  and  circulated  an  exhibition  of  paintings  and 
sculpture  by  young  English  artists  called  London:  The  New 
Scene,  now  showing  at  the  Art  Gallery  of  Toronto.  The 
work  in  the  show  is  stylistically  diverse  —  from  Pop  to 
Op  and  around  and  about.  There  is  a  range  of  strongly 
personal  styles  —  notably  the  Cohen  brothers  and  Peter 
Blake,  to  say  nothing  of  Bridget  Riley's  well  known  Op 
exercises  —  but  like  all  contemporary  artists  they  share  a 
concern  with  urban  situations.  (The  man  made  environ- 

ment has  triumphed  in  its  violent  conflict  with  the  natural 
setting.) 

Some  of  the  paintings  are  the  direct  outcome  of  proces- 
sing the  media-image  through  the  studio.  In  Richard  Smith's 

work  we  find  great  angular  forms  hurling  themselves  out 
from  the  surface  of  the  canvas  in  a  direct  translation  of 
the  cartons  and  containers  seen  in  advertisements  while 
the  Cohens'  writhing  air  brush  paintings  are  diagramma- 
tically  reminiscent  of  cartography  or  mechanical  explana- tions. 

Bridget  Riley's  work  has  taken  on  sensitive  tonal 
changes.  As  her  tectonic  forms  curve  around  the  illusionary 
bend  they  subtly  change  from  black  to  a  light  grey  and 
Robyn  Denny  with  his  "cool"  interlocking  geometrical 
shapes  —  "cool"  in  the  sense  of  controlled  sophistication 
—  is  a  strong  point  in  the  exhibition. 

The  sculptural  pieces  that  intermittently  dot  the  floor 
are  particularly  arresting  —  not  necessarily  in  their  aesthetic 
appeal.  Rather  than  exist  in  space,  they  tend  to  divide 
up  space. 

In  general  the  New  Scene  in  London  is  the  American 
scene  artificially  grafted  on  to  the  artistic  consciousness  of 
the  English  painters.  Their  initial  inspiration  still  bears 
strongly  on  their  work,  though  some  of  them  —  Blake,  the 
Cohens,  Smith  —  have  gone  on  to  achieve  newer  statements. 
There  is  a  tendency  here  to  yearn  after  a  super-real  visual 
experience  without  grasping  an  ordinary  old  visual  exper- 

ience of  reality.  The  whole  exhibition  is,  in  my  view,  rather 
cathartic  —  with  the  aid  of  the  White  Tornado  They  seem 
to  be  cleansing  "the  doors  of  perception,"  and  they  have done  a  good  job  of  it.  The  result  is  an  image  of  the  artist as  sexual  and  as  a  frightened,  agressive,  neurotic. 
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Sculpture  in  retrospect 

By  PAMELA  BROOK 
Unlike  many  galleries  in Yorkville  which  insist  on 

Op  and  Pop  exhibits,  the 
Pollock  Gallery  in  Markham 
Street  has  dared  to  produce 
a  retrospective  show  of  Ca- nadian sculpture  by  Frances 
Loring  and  Florence  Wyle. 
Critics  generally  avoid  using 
the  term  "great",  but  they have  used  it  without  hesita- 

tion in  applauding  this  ex- hibit. 
Wyle  and  Loring,  both  ori- 

ginally American,  began their  work  in  Canada  in 
1913,  but  their  sculpture 
makes  a  vital  statement  to- 

day and  assures  us  of  a  Ca- 
nadian heritage  in  sculp- 

ture. 
The  show  opens  with 

heads  of  Wyle  and  Loring 
and  the  classic  dignity  of 
these  pieces  typifies  the 
whole  exhibit. 
Of  the  large  works  dis- 

played downstairs  in  the  gal- 
lery, Wyle's  "Rebirth"  and "Sea  and  Shore"  are  out- 

standing. "Rebirth"  sub- titled "Man  Falls  to  Rise 
Again"  is  a  patinated  bronze nude  man  raising  himself 
from  a  prostrate  position. 
Precise  musculature  dis- 

plays Wyle's  vast  knowledge 
of  anatomy,  but  does  not  de- 

stroy her  romantic  execu- 
tion of  the  figure.  The  work 

was  cast  in  1925  at  which 
time  Rodin  had  already  been 
recognized  as  a  great  sculp- 

tor, and  his  vision  had  a 
profound  effect  on  Wyle. 

"Sea  and  Shore",  a  white 
torso  in  carrara  marble  is 
Miss  Wyle's  most  recent 
work  and  perhaps  the  most 
abstract  piece  in  the  collec- tion. Although  the  original 
plaster  sketch  was  made  in 
1930,  the  piece  was  not  carv- ed until  1965.  The  shape  of 
the  torso  is  close  to  a  cruci- 

form and  its  simplicity  in- 
spires devout  and  mystical feelings. 

Loring's  work  is  in  no  way 
minimized  by  that  of  Wyle. 
The  "Eskimo  Mother  and 
Child"  by  Loring  exhibits 
craftsmanship  and  senti- 

mentality, and  her  ceramic 
"Girl  with,  Fish"  reflects 
bold  classical  motifs. 

Upstairs  in  the  gallery  se- 
veral masterpieces  are  thea- 

trically shown  against  a 
background  of  black  panel- 

ling and  stark  white  light- 
ing. The  focus  is  on  Wyle's "Yong  Girl",  a  nude  cast  in 

1930,  in  which  strength  and 
sensitivity  are  masterfully 
co-ordinated  in  a  pure  state- 

ment. Wyle's  preoccupation with  anatomy  is  no  longer  as 
obvious  and  an  inner 
strength  replaces  muscula- ture. 

In  the  same  room  are  the 
bronze  '"War  Workers"  by 
Wyle  and  Loring  on  loan 
from  the  National  Gallery. 

These  pieces  like  Loring's "Grief",  "Ashman"  and 
"Newsboy"  have  a  character- 

istic tragic  grandeur. 
Both  artists  have  been 

keenly  aware  of  their  con- 

temporaries. Loring's  por- traits of  Frederick  Bantiing 
and  Vincent  Massey  and 
Wyle's  A.  Y.  Jackson  and 
Varley  are  invaluable  as 
historical  and  artistic  docu- ments. 

The  remainder  of  works 
in  the  show  are  mostly  con- cerned with  mothers  and 
children,  youth  and  small 
animals.  These  works  are 

pastoral  rather  than  monu- mental. One  wall  is  devoted 
to  a  collection  of  photog- 

raphs of  the  artists  and several  bronze,  plaster  and 

wooden  plaques.  The  econo- my of  detail  of  these  plaques is  triking. 

As  the  founders  of  the 
Sculptor's  Society  of  Canada, 
Wyle  and  Loring  have  made a  life  commitment  to  the 
cause  of  sculpture.  Before 
the  Group  of  Seven  received 
recognition  at  large,  Wyle 
and  Loring  believed  in  their work  and  encouraged  them 
as  they  have  innumerable other  arstists. 

It  is  ironic. that  despite 

Wyle  and  Loring's  acclaim and  commissions  their 
works  have  never  been  dis- 

played in  a  one-man  showing before. 

To  pay  respect  to  this  par- ticular artistic  school  is  not 
to  deny  the  validity  of  any 
more  recent  form  of  expres- 

sion such  as  pop  art.  How- ever, in  understanding  Wyle 
and  Loring's  great  contribu- tion we  may  learn  to  see new  schools  of  thought  in  a 
truer  perspective. 

Hart  House  program  and  performance 

demonstrate  very  high  standard 

By  CHARLES  DRAIMIN 
Last  Sunday  evening  the 

Hart  House  Orchestra  under 
Dr.  Boyd  Neel  presented  a 
concert  of  four  works  to  an 
enthusiastic  audience  limit- 

ed in  size  by  the  snow  flur- 
ries of  the  night  before. 

Rather  unfortunate  this,  for 
both  the  program  and  per- 

formance were  of  an  excep- 
tionally high  standard. 

For  his  first  offering  Dr. 
Neel  had  arranged  a  suite  of 
short  airs  and  dances  of  the 
much  neglected  Thomas 
Arne,  an  eighteenth  century 
English  composer  better 
known  by  name  than  by  his 
music.  The  small  group 
played  the  suite  with  a  feel- 

ing of  intimacy  usually  lost 
when,  as  is  often  done  with 
late  baroque  orchestral  com- 

positions, large  ensembles 
present  them  in  cavernous 
auditoriums. 
Dies  Natalls,  a  cantata 

written  by  the  little  known 
post-Elgar  English  composer 
Gerald  Finzi,  was  sung  by 
soprano  Margaret  Zeidman. 
I  could  see  the  sensual  yet 
religious  characteristics  de- 

scribed by  Dr.  Neel  in  the 
text  (a  cycle  of  poems  writ- 

ten in  the  17th  century  by 
one  Thomas  Traherne)  but 
I  felt  that  a  great  deal  was 
lost  in  the  performance,  both 
by  the  overwhelming  sonori- ties of  the  orchestra  and  by 
the  great  difficulty  in  fol- 

lowing a  text,  unfamiliar  to most  of  the  audience,  simply 
by  ear.  Would  it  be  asking 
too  much  to  have  a  mimeo- 

graphed copy  of  the  verse distributed  at  events  such  as 
this?  Otherwise  a  very  mov- 

ing interpretation. 
The  Divertimento  for 

Strings  by  Keith  Bissel  was 
written  about  a  year  and  a 
half  ago,  just  after  the  com- 

poser had  returned  from 
Europe.  While  it  was  by  no 
means  program  music  I 
thought  certain  short  pas- 

sages were  suggestive  of 
various  areas  of  the  Conti- nent. 

The  Divertimento  was 
well  played  by  the  orchestra 
and  epitomized  the  form  and 
function  as  befits  the  title. 
It  was  unpretentious  yet finely  crafted,  by  no  means 
very  profound  yet  not  at  all ephemeral— a  true  diversion 
— an  approach  to  music  sel- 

dom attempted  today  by  con- 
temporary  composers  and 

most  noticeable  in  the  wide 

gap  between  'serious  music' and  that  written  to  the  po- 

pular taste. The  last  piece  on  the  pro- 
gram and  bearing  the  same title  afforded  a  considerable 

contrast.  Bartok's  Diverti- mento, written  in  1939  for 
the  Basle  Chamber  Orches- 

tra is  a  horse  of  another 
color  (no  horse  this  —  ac- 

tually it's  Hungarian).  It was  considerably  longer  and 
required  a  great  deal  of  con- centration, especially  on  the 
first  hearing.  Technically 
quite  difficult  as  it  was  with intricate  phrasing,  quick 
shifts  in  metre  and  tempo, 
the  orchestra  executed  it  ex- 

tremely well. 
Dr.  Neel  performed  the 

work  with  a  smaller  com- 
plement of  musicians  than 

was  specified  by  the  com- 
poser and  had  to  stop  just 

after  the  beginning  of  the 
last  movement  when  one  of 
the  two  (rather  than  four 
recommended)  v  i  o  I  i  s  t  s 
broke  a  string.  The  delay 
was  no  real  distraction 
though,  for  the  orgiastic  al- 

legro designed  around  a 
gypsy-like  theme  had  a  uni- ty and  sustained  interest  of 
its  own. 



The  Sounds  of  S&C 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
Simon    and  Garfunkle 

were  the  hit  of  the  Let's  Sing 
Out  taping  at  UC  Monday 
and  that  makes  this  the  per- 

fect time  to  look  at  their 
album  Wednesday  Morning, 
3  AM  (Columbia  2249). 
These  two  folksingers 

from  New  York  work  well 
together  to  create  a  tight 
sound  with  Art  Garfunkle 
providing  the  hip,  very 
American  phrasing  of  the 
melody  and  Paul  Simon  ad- 

ding the  higher-registered 
harmony  and  the  funky 
guitar  accompaniment.  At 
times  the  harmony  has  flair 
and  vitality,  as  on  Dylan's 
"Times  They  Are  A-Chan- 
ging,"  but  too  often  it  be- 

comes syrupy  and  remini- 

scent of  Peter,  Paul  and  Ma- 
ry. The  latter  quality  is  evi- 

dent on  "You  Can  Tell  the 
World"  and  "Strangest 
Dream." During  the  good  times, 
the  sound  is  fresh  and  in- 

teresting. What  they  can  do 
is  best  shown  by  a  cut  cal- 

led "Benedictus"  in  which 
their  two  voices  spiral  up- wards and  then  intertwine 
in  a  fascinating  vocal  inter- 
play. 

the 

Sonny  and  Cher:  Look  at 
Us  (Atco  33-177) 

The  singing  style  of  Sonny 
and  Cher  has  been  termed 
"love-rock"    and  I  suppose 

that's  as  accurate  a  descrip- 
tion as  any.  Sometimes 

while  you  listen  to  this  re- 
cord, you  almost  get  the 

feeling  that  you're  spying, 
because  they  sound  so  in- tent on  each  other. 
Included  on  this  album 

are  their  recent  hats  "Just 
You"  and  "I  got  You,  Babe", both  written  by  Sonny. 
Most  of  the  numbers  are 

done  well,  especially  the 
old  Everly  Brothers  hit,  "Let 
it  be  Me". Unfortunately,  though, 
sometimes  that  steady,  ra- 

ther slow  tempo  they  use 
causes  a  song  to  drag  a  bit. 
"The  Letter",  for  instance, 
would  have  been  more  suc- 

cessful if  done  in  a  very 
slightly  faster  tempo. 

The  highlights  of  the 
album  are,  of  course,  Paul 
Simon's  own  songs,  strange little  dramas  or  scenes 
about  lonely  people  cut  off 
from  the  rest  of  the  world. 
They  show  a  great  deal  of 
maturity  both  in  style  and content. 
In  the  song  "Bleeker 

Street,"  the  fog  crawls  in off  the  river  isolating  the 
inhabitants  who  vainly  con- 

tinue to  create  what  they 
call  art.  A  similar  theme  oc- 

curs in  the  big  hit  song, 
"Sounds  of  Silence."  The 
images  are  laid  on  rather 
thickly,  to  describe  a  non- 

communication in  which 
people  are  creating  useless- 

ly while  no  one  listens  with 
any  real  understanding. 

These  plus  the  thick  alle- 
gory of  "Sparrow,"  the  ado- lescent feeling  of  hate  in 

"He  Was  My  Brother,"  are 
the  bitterest  songs  I've 
heard  since  Dylan,  who's style  Simon  strongly  re- flects. 

In  their  singing,  the  duo 
takes  great  pains  to  project 
the  drama  in  these  little 
scenes  through  dramatic 
phrasing  and  pausing  as 
well  as  volume  changes. 

Note  that  the  "Sounds  of 
Silence"  on  this  album  is 
not  the  same  one  heard  on 
the  radio;  there  is  no  elec- 

tric guitar  accompaniment. 
The  radio  version  was  re- 

leased a  week  ago  in  the 
U.S.  on  an  album  using  it 
as  title-song.  This  record should  be  out  in  Canada 
pretty  soon. 

LOVIN'  SPOONFUL 
And  while  on  the  topic  of 

recent  records,  we  should 

world  of 

The  two  voices  blend  per- 
fectly —  in  fact,  sometimes 

if  you  don't  listen  hard,  you 
can't  be  sure  who's  singing. 
One  of  the  best  examples  of 
their  ability  to  harmonize  is 
"You  Don't  Love  Me", 
which  also  features  a  really 
fascinating  background,  with 
an  offbeat  chordic  struc- 
ture. 

Whether  you  call  it  "love- rock"  or  something  else, 
these  two  certainly  have  a 
unique  sound  and  —  except 
for  that  tendency  to  let 
things  drag  —  a  very  good 
one. —  Donna  Mason 

Terry  Black:  Only  16  (Arc ACM-5002): 

Terry  Black,  of  Vancouver, 
has  a  quiet  almost  old- fashioned  singing  style  that 
lends  a  dreamy  charm  to 
the  slower  songs  on  this record. 

"Only  Sixteen"  and  the  old 
Rick  Nelson  number  "Poor 
Little  Fool"  are  his  two recent  hits  included  on  this 
record,  and  they  serve  well 
to  demonstrate  the  dreamy 
quality  in  his  ballads.  But 
perhaps  the  best  song  as 
far  as  this  point  is  concerned 
is  "Can't  We  Go  Somew- 

here", which  so  far  hasn't 
hit  the  charts,  although  it's 

consider  The  Lovin'  Spoon- ful: Do  You  Believe  in  Ma- 
gic  (Kama  Sutra  8050, MGM-Quality  in  Canada). 

There's  no  concentration 
with,  poetry  on  this  record, 
but,  exactly  as  the  liner 
notes  say,  with  Goodtime 
Music,  some  of  it  jug-band music  switched  to  another 

idiom.  The  group  is  the 
most  promising  one  going 
today  for  if  anybody  has  the 
potential  of  being  the  Amer 
ican  Beatles,  the  Spoonful 
have. John  Sebastian,  the  lead- 

er, can  be  remembered  for 
his  studio  mouthharp  work 
for  many  a  good  folk-blues album.  He  now  sings, 
writes,  plays  guitar  and  un- fortunately too  little  harp. 
His  voice  is  a  rather  water- 

ed-down rhythm  and  blues 
voice,  but  he  does  show  a 
lot  of  understanding  of  the 
music.  He  comes  off  best  on 
"On  The  Road  Again"  as 
his  snarling  vocal  teams  up 
with  the  driving  instrument- al work  of  the  rest  of  the 

Spoonful. Zal  Yanofsky,  from  Tor- 
onto, handles  most  of  the 

guitar  work  and  his  voice 
is  better  fitted  for  blues 
than  Sebastian's  if  "Blues 

pop 

one  of  the  most  effective 
cuts  on  this  record. 
Also  included  on  this  album 

are  two  Lennon-McCartney 
songs,  "Bad  to  Me"  and "World  Without  Love",  and 
the  latter  of  these  is  par- 

ticularly well  suited  to  his 
basic  singing  style,  although 
he  would  have  done  better 
to  drop  the  phoney  accent. 
Even  the  British  duo  who 
originally  did  this  number, 
Peter  and  Gordon,  didn't 
have  accents  like  that.  Ex- 

cept for  this  one  flaw,  how- 
ever, he  gives  the  ballad  a 

very  nice  treatment. 

The  basic  rhythm  used  is 
a  kind  of  modified  chalypso, 
which  makes  for  a  very 
danceable  overall  effec:. 
Pleasant  listening. 

Donna  Mason 

in  the  Bottle"  is  any  indica- tion. His  guitar  is  best  on 
"My  Gal"  where  it  adds  an 
undercurrent  of  excitement 
in  the  breaks  rather  than  a 
consistently  loud  sound. 

Of  the  other  members  of 
the  group,  Joe  Butler  is  a fine  drummer  but  a  flat 

singer  and  Steve  Boone's bass  gets  lost  in  there  some- where. 

The  song  "Younger  Girl" is  beautiful  with  the  same 
ethereal  dreamy  quality  as  in 
John  Lennon's  "Norwegian 
Wood,"  although  lacking  the 
same  evocative  depth.  This 
depth  is  what  has  to  deve- 

lop with  the  Spoonful.  The 
song  features  Sebastian 
playing  an  amplified  auto- harp  which  adds  a  weird 
shimmering  quality  to  it. 
Sebastian's  singing  on 

"Sportin'  Life"  shows  that 
he  can  achieve  a  ballad  style 
without  resorting  to  the  in- 

sipid pop  style  heard  on CFRB  so  often.  On  some 

cuts,  however,  "You  Baby" in  particular,  there  is  a trace  of  that  saccharine 
stuff.  It's  that  dull,  teenage 
poignant  love  song  type  in which  the  whole  group 
echoes  the  phrases  of  the 
lead  singer  and  even  throw 
in  several  "whu  oh"s  here and  there. 
Some  of  the  sex  songs 

have  been  done  better  by 
other  groups:  Kweskin  and 
the  Jug  Band  on  "Wild 
About  My  Lovin'  "  and  com- 

poser Fred  Neil  on  "Other 
Side  of  this  life." The  last  cut,  "Night  Owl 
Blues,"  is  an  incredible 
piece  in  which  Sebastian blows  a  wild  harp  solo  and 
Yanofsky  takes  off  on  a 
Sandy  Bull-inspired  flight 
of  guitar  improvisation. 

So,  in  general  it's  a  swing- ing album  but  often  not  as 
good  as  the  group  is  in  per- 

son. That's  what  develop- 
ment and  experience  should better. 

BYRDS 

Not  everything  in  the 
electric  folk  movement 
pleases  me  though.  A  case 
in  point  is  The  Byrds'  first album  Mr.  Tambourine  Man 
(Columbia  2372).  When  I 
compare  their  version  of 
the  title  song  with  Dylan's, I  see  how  much  of  the  real 
atmosphere  they  lose.  But 
Dylan  songs — "All  I  Really 
Want  to  Do,"  "Spanish  Har- lem Incident" — are  the  best numbers  on  the  record. 
These  songs  are  easily 
adaptable  to  electricity. 

When  they  try  to  adar 
numbers  such  as  "Bells  c 
Rhymney"  and  their  nev est  hit  "Turn,  Turn,  Turr 
they  fail. Neither  the  vocal  instn 
ment  work  on  the  LP  inte 
est  me  particularly  becaus 
what  difference  is  there  b 
tween  their  style  and  tho< hundreds  of  folk  grouj: 
during  the  Hootenann 

craze. The  only  difference, 
the  addition  of  a  Beat! 
sound.  This  is  especiall 
true  of  "I'd  Feel  A  Whole  Lc 
Better"  which  even  has 
Lennon-like  falsetto  echoin 
the  lead  singer.  .,• 

Incidentally,  thei-r'secon album  Turn,  Turn,  Tun 
was  released  in  Toront 
only  yesterday  and  arrive too  late  for  inclusion.  It  wi 
appear  here  next  wee though. 

AROUND  TOWN: 
Mark  Spoelstra  appears  U 

night  and  tomorrow  at  th Gate  of  Cleve,  with  Lonni Johnson  next. 
Gord  Lightfoot  finishes  z 

the  Riverboat  with  Bonni 

Dobson  next.  Alan  MacRa 
is  at  the  Mousehole.  Le; 
Chandler  is  coming  to  th 
Bohemian  Embassy  and  wi! 
soon  have  an  album  on  Cc 
lumbia.  Other  people  ar. 
pearing  at  the  Winter  Mari 
posa  are:  The  Chamber Brothers,  Judy  Roderick 
The  Travellers,  plus  more. 
Coming  to  Convocatioi 

Hall  tonight  are  the  Free dom  Singers  in  support  o 
civil  rights  work  in  tht south.  Students  who  re 
member  their  great  concer 
last  year  should  be  evei 
more  pleased  with  thi: 

year's. 

Cordell  Reagan,  one  ol 
the  original  members,  i: 
back  with  them  this  year 
and  is  a  fine  singer.  Concer time  is  8  p.m. 
And  the  Blue  and  Whit* 

people  tell  me  that  ticket! for  the  folk  show,  featuring 
Gord  Lightfoot,  The  Allen 
Ward  Trio  and  Rich  Little 
are  selling  very  well. 
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67  HAYTER  ST. 
DINNER  &  SUPPER 
Italian  &  Canadian 

Cuisine 
Entertainment  Friday 

and  Saturday 
minimum  $1.00 

Mon.  to  Thurs.  'til  1  a.m. 
Friday  &  Sat.    'til  3  a.m. 

BACK  BY 
POPULAR  DEMAND 

"The  Complete 

Works" Newman  A-Go-Go Sun.  Jan.  30     8:30  p.m. 
NEWMAN  CENTRE 

89  St.  George  St. 
75c  per  person. 
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GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE famous  for  finest  Italion  cuisine  -  2 1  varieties  of  pizzas THI5  WEEK 
ROB  McCONNELL  QUARTET 

Phone  925-0841 
and  upstairs,  across  the  moat,  to 

CASTLE  GEORGE 
a  medioeval  castle  setting,  serving  the  finest  quality 

BEEF,  STEAKS,  SEAFOOD,  CURRIES NEXT  WEEK 
VAL  PRINGLE 
A  RETURN  ENGAGEMENT 

ALMEDA  SPEAKS FINAL  WEEK 
For  reservations  phone  925-8563 

BOTH  FULLY  LICENSED 
290  Dundas  St.  E.  —  at  Sherbaurne 

AFTER-THEATRE  SNACKS 

WORLD  POPULATION  & 
BIRTH  CONTROL 

DISCUSSION  LED  BY  CONFERENCE  DELEGATES 
WED.  FEB.  2  8  P.M 
HART  HOUSE  MUSIC  ROOM 

FLM  NIGHT  -  THURSDAY  FEB.  10  -  10  P.M. 

"CAT  ON  A  HOT  TIN  ROOF" 
Cody  Hall,  Nursing  Building  Admission  50c 

925-0595       PENNY  FARTHING       112  Yoikville 
One  of  Yorkville's  oldest  coffee  houses  ond  the  one most  likely  to  AMUSE  has  this  FRIDAY  ond  SATUR- 

DAY KLASS  van  GRAFT  and  JIM  MCHARG'S 
Dixieland  Band  their  last  weekend.  Sunday  is  the 
first  appearance  of  ARNIE  CHUCOSKI'S  Tijuana  and modern  jazz  group  for  DANCING  ond  LISTENING. 
MALKA  ond  JOSO  appear  for  two  weeks  beginning Tuesday. 

922-1517 HARBORD  &  HURON 922-1517 

08 
a GEORGE'S 

K1BITZERIA 

LUNCH  &  SUPPER  —  TAKE  OUT 
OPEN  MON.  -  THURS.,  12  NOON  -  I  AM. 

Fri.  -  Sot.,  12  noon  -  3  A.M.    —   Sunday  4  P.M.  -11PM 
Entertainment — PHIL  BRANTON  QUARTET  5 9  P.M.  -  2:30  A  M.    _    FRI.  .  SAT. 

WINTER 

IS  A 

SCULPTOR 

photos  by  jack  new  man 

922-1517 HARBORD  &  HURON 922-1517 

chapel  hill  goes  Canadian 
By  TOM  FAULKNER 
A  Tar  Heeler  is  to  North 

Carolina  what  a  Blue  Noser 
is  to  Halifax  and  a  Limey  is 
to  England.  Thirty  of  them 
arrive  today  to  open  the  se- 

cond half  of  the  Seventh  An- 
nual Exchange  with  the  Uni- 

versity of  North  Carolina  at 
Chapel  Hill. 

Like  Toronto,  Chapel  Hill 
is  a  large,  state-supported 
university  with  a  high  aca- 

demic reputation,  but  there 
the  resemblance  ends.  The 
thirty  Varsity  students  who 
spent  five  days  there  last 
November  found  an  exciting 
campus    of  white-pillared 

review 

buildings  and  high-rise  resi- 
dences set  in  a  town  scarcely 

larger  than  the  university  of 
twelve  thousand.  There  are 
no  commuters  here  since 
everyone  lives  within  walk- 

ing distance  of  labs  and  lec- ture halls. 
To  complete  the  contrast, 

UNC,  the  oldest  American 
state  college,  is  in  the  midst 
of  breaking  her  campus 
down  into  colleges,  while 
U  of  T  has  traditionally  been 
concerned  with  the  divisive 
effects  of  her  federated  sys- 
tem. The  weekend  programme 
at  Chapel  HiU  would  have 
done  credit  to  a  week  of  nor- 

mal activity.  The  Canadians 
were  met  by  their  Tar  Heel 
counterparts  and  swept  in- 

to the  middle  of  the  UNC 
Homecoming — an  event  that 
makes '  the  Grey  Cup  seem 
tame  by  comparison.  They 
attended  lectures  and  had  a 
close-up  of  the  Honor  Sys- 

tem, a  student  judicial  net- 
work with  powers  of  expul- 

sion in  matters  of  academic 
cheating  and  ungentleman- 
ly  conduct.  Three  seminars 
formed  the  heart  of  the  Ex- 

change, covering  current 
American  politics,  civil  dis- 

obedience, and  student  activ- 
ists, and  providing  meat  for 

the  informal  discussions  that 
sprang  up  later  at  meals,  in dormitories,  and  on  the  bus. 
Between  now  and  Tuesday 

the  North  Carolinians  will 
have  their  first  taste  of  win- 
See  "Tar  Heels"  Review  11 



TUESDAY  WITH  BIRNEY 
By  ROD  RITCHIE 

For  Dr.  Earle  Birney,  Canadian  poet- humorist  of  international  acclaim  and  writer 
in  residence  at  Scarborough  College,  humor 
is  a  serious  subject. 
Speaking  last  Tuesday  on  "Canadian 

Humor"  at  a  conference  sponsored  by  the New  Jewish  Fraternal  Association,  Dr. 
Birney  insisted  that  the  humorist  is  usually 
a  bugged  person. 

"For  one  thing  something  irksome  catches in  his  mind  and  he  has  to  take  it  out  on  the 
paper  before  him.  For  another,  he  often 
faces  the  possibility  of  not  being  under- stood. 
When  I  write  funny  poetry  people  think 

it's  serious. 
And  when  I  write  serious  poetry  people 

think  it's  funny. 
And  as  for  censors  Ottawa  doesn't  need 

them — the  publishers  amply  fill  that  posi- 

tion." This  observation  stretches  far  back  into 
his  undergraduate  days  when  he  felt  his 
first  taste  of  defeat.  "In  college  I  wrote three  poems  (under  a  pseudonym,  thank 
God)  to  a  girl  I  intensely  loved.  All  my 
friends  thought  it  was  a  hilarious  parody 
on  the  Elizabethans.  Eventually  she  dumped 
me,  and  I  dumped  poetry  . . .  for  a  while." 

Dr.  Birney  considers  himself  as  a  descen- 
dent  and  partner  in  a  substantial  line  of Canadian  humorists. 
"Canada's  first  piece  of  humor  was  Ha- 

milton's 'Sam  Slick' — a  story  about  a  Yankee merchant  who  kept  selling  what  Canadians 
didn't  want;  but  they're  still  selling  and 
we're  still  not  sold." 

"Leacock  was  a  humorist  but  not  a  great one.  When  I  went  to  a  banquet  in  1949  in 
Orillia  to  get  the  Leacock  Medal  for  Humor, 
the  old  editor  of  the  Orillia  Times  asked 
me,  "Ever  know  George?  Well,  he  was  the funny  one  at  the  table.  Stephen  was  the  one 
who  went  upstairs  and  wrote  it  down." 
"Eric  Nichol  is  a  latter-day  Stephen Leacock,  a  social  commentor.  You  never 

know  what  side  he'll  light  on.  He's  sort  of English  . . .  one  moment  he  blasts  people 
for  knotting  worms  on  fish  hooks,  the  next 
he  comes  out  for  hanging  sheep-stealers." 

"Frank  Scott  of  McGill  is  a  professional 
Canadian.  In  'Bonne  Entente'  he  strikes  out 

for  real  bilingualism  . . .  you  take  deep  apple 
pie,  I'll  take  the  (arte  aux  pommes  profon- 
des.  He's  the  kind  who  says  "This  being ascension  Day,  elevators  will  not  be  run- 

ning." 
"Paul  Heibert  is  a  prairie  humorist  and (this  will  come  as  a  shock)  a  professor  of 

Chemistry  at  the  University  of  Manitoba. 
His  'Sarah  Binks'  is  a  very  pious  biography of  a  Canadian  fairy  poetess.  She  lived  in  a 
small  town  in  Saskatchewan,  where  the 
leading  paper  was  the  'Horsebreeder's  Ga- 

zette'. Hardly  has  she  written  her  magnifi- 
cent ode  to  a  prairie  spring  ('Spreading 

Time')  when  she  is  seduced  by  a  slick machinery  salesman  from  Regina.  In  the 
inevitable  end  she  comes  down  with  pneu- 

monia, just  when  the  Gazette  awards  her  a 
horse  thermometer  as  Provincial  Prize  for 
the  Best  Single  Poem. 
While  using  the  horse  thermometer  (it 

was  the  only  one  around)  to  take  her  tem- 
perature, she  bites  it  accidentally  and  dies of  mercury  poisoning. 

That  was  the  last  humorous  sketch 
Heibert  wrote — he'd  killed  off  Sarah  any- way. For  the  last  fifteen  years  he  has  been 
writing  a  synthesis  of  the  world's  religions 
That's  serious." Leonard  Cohen  of  Montreal  is  one  of  the 
first  (along  with  Stephen  Vizcenzy)  to  be 
frank  and  funny  about  sex  —  which  is 
breakthrough  considering  that  it  has  taken 
so  long  to  be  frank,  let  alone  funny,  about 
it.  In  his  latest  novel  an  upper  class  Jewish 
boy  in  Westmount  (he's  isolated  on  two counts)  hypnotizes  his  Finnish  maid  ir 
frustrating  effort  to  seduce  her. 
Although  he  weaves  a  captivating  spell  on 

the  maid  he  is  not  equal  to  the  occasion. 
And  toward  the  end  you  get  the  impression 
that  the  lustry  maid  knew  it  all  along." *     *  * 
According  to  Prof  Birney,  modern  satirists 

are  not  really  humorists  at  all.  "A  satirist 
tries  to  show  that  he  knows  more  than  any- 

one else.  A  humorist  knows  that  no  one 
knows  anything,  least  of  all  himself.  He  sees 
the  fool  and  forgives  him  because  he  knows 
at  least  that  he  is  a  fool  himself." 

Dr.  Birney  put  his  theories  to  practice  in 
his  latest  volume  of  poetry  Ice  Cod  Bell  or 
Stone,  from  which  he  read  Tuesday  night, 

Wednesday  with  pohl 

By  MIKE  WALSH 
The  name  of  Frederik 

Pohl,  guest  speaker  at  next 
Wednesday's  Hart  House Library  Evening,  has  for 
many  many  years  command- ed great  respect  among  the 
far  flung  worlds  of  Science 
Fiction  followers. 
To  the  uninitiated  the 

term  Science-  Fiction  will 
suggest  scenes  of  incredible 
interplanetary  carnage;  su- 
persterile  spacesuits  battling 
the  most  repulsive  of  rep- 

tiles for  mastery  of  monst- 
ers' native  rockpile-in-the- sky. 

SF  buffs  wince  at  the  very 
thought.  They  know  that 
they  are  among  the  chosen 
few,  some  half  million  con- 

firmed addicts,  who  reco- 
gnize the  form  for  what  it 

is:  the  most  highly  creative 
and  (perhaps)  the  most  re- levent  of  modern  literature 

As  both  author  and  edit- 
or, Fred  Pohl  is  emminently 

qualified  to  take  on  his  Hart 
House  topic  of  "Science  and 
Literature". 

Pohl,  the  editor,  stands 
as  overseer  for  the  prestige- 
ous  Galaxy  Magazine,  the 
largest  in  the  field.  Publish- 

review 

ing  in  more  languages  than 
Time,  Galaxy  has  native 
editions  in  eight  different 
European  countries. 
He  is  probably  better 

known,  however,  as  a  writer 
and  one  of  science  fiction's best  social  satirists.  In  col- 

laboration with  the  more 
gutsy  CM.  Kornbluth  he 
produced  one  of  the  acknow 
ledged  SF  classics  The  Space Merchants. 

Space  Merchants  is  a  novel 
that  the  afficionados  rank 
among  the  truly  great;  Brad- 

bury's Martian  Chronicles 
and  Heinlein's  Stranger  in  a Strange  Land. 

In  discussing  Pohl's  part in  its  creation  Kingsley  Amis 
commented  that  "...  a 
check  of  Kornbluth's  indiv- idual work  . .  .  soon  suggests 
that  his  part  . . .  was  roughly 
to  provide  the  more  violent action  while  Pohl  filled  in 
the  social  background  and 

the  satire." Commenting  upon  the 
broadening  scope  of  its 
writers,  Judith  Merrill  re- 

defined SF  as  "speculative fiction."  This  is  a  title  that 
would  certainly  be  endorsed 
by  Varsity  Man  of  Media, Marshal]  McLuhan,  who  is 
himself  an  SF  reader. 

Tar  Heels  (continued) 

ter  sports  and  life  on  a  big 
city  campus,  and  they  will 
participate  in  seminars  on 
the  Canadian  identity  and 
"practical  morality  versus 
religion",  questioning  such diverse  panelists  as  Dalton 
Camp  and  Richard  J.  Need- 
ham.  They  will  watch  Eddie 
Shack  in  action  and  meet 
Metro  Council  members  and 
Warden  Wilkinson,  but  the 
person  they  most  look  for- 

ward to  meeting  is  the  To- ronto student. 
You  can  take  part  in  the 

Exchange  by  coming  to  the 
informal   seminar    in  Hart 

House  at  2:30  on  Tuesday 
afternoon.  The  topic  is  "The 
English-Canadian  Problem" and  the  speakers  will  be  an 
English-Canadian  Historian 
and  a  Canadian  journalist 
from  Le  Devoir. There  will  be  time  to  talk 
with  the  Exchange  members 
and  learn  more  about  them, 
what  the  Exchange  is  doing, 
and  about  a  peculiarly  Ca- 

nadian question.  Students 
from  all  faculties  are  parti- 

cipating, so  everyone  is  most 
welcome  to  this  closing  ses- 

sion of  an  unusual  educa- 
tional experience. 

By  MIKE  WALSH 
TYME  ESSAY 

MIDCENTURY  MOTHERHOOD 
"Where  do  babies  come  from?" Asks  the  Virgin  Queen,  Bess. ''Two  ways,"  speaks  up  Raleigh, 
"Through  love,  or  carelessness." 

—  anon 

In  bygone  days  when  Britannia  ruled  the  waves  it  was a  safe  bet  that  Father  ruled  the  roost.  Today,  however,  the old  bantam  has  come  to  expect  hen-pecking  as  his  natural 

lot. 

Dad  may  crow  about  his  mastery  of  the  nest,  and  even keep  a  calendar  of  unfeathered  Playmates  secreted  in  a 
desk  drawer,  but  Mother  knows  that  the  yolk's  on  him. 
Rejecting  the  traditional  restriction  of  "birthin',  bathin'  and burpin' "  she  has  spread  her  wings  to  the  point  where  the kitchen  chicken  may  soon  replace  the  fast-disappearing bald  eagle  as  our  national  symbol. 

This  development  has  been  mirrored  by  the  mass  media 
ever  since  Riley  bumbled  into  life,  the  first  of  a  Banquo's line  of  boob  tube  boobs.  A  portrait  of  pater  as  a  pinhead was  the  inevitable  result  of  a  subtle  campaign  begun  in  a post-bellum  America  and  brought  to  fruition  soon  after  the Second  World  War. 

At  the  crux  of  it  was  a  simple  biological  fact,  long 
known  by  poets  and  authors,  and  given  scientific  credence 
by  the  work  of  Sexologist  Alfred  ("Bladdermouth")  Kidney. 
"At  the  purely  functional  level,"  he  states  in  his  report,  "it (sex)  is  a  simple  mechanical  device  for  the  replication  of 

the  race." 
The  point  Kidney  missed  in  his  exhaustive  study,  and 

which  in  retrospect  seems  painfully  obvious,  is  that  the 
women  are  the  ones  who  have  the  babies.  And  like  the  Ger- 
maniac  dictator  who  boasted  "Give  me  the  youth  and  I'll 
build  a  thousand  year  Reich"  they  have  met  with  spectacu- lar initial  success. 

That  Momism  is  a  cult  organized  in  any  way  would  be 
stoutly  denied  by  all  but  the  most  militant  of  its  practi- 

tioners. Its  effects  are  another  matter  again,  reflecting  the 
terrifying  proportions  its  surreptitious  take-over  has  reach- ed. 

Scatologians  and  sociologists  have  made  the  point  that 
the  pronounced  breast-fixation  of  the  American  male  is  de- 

rived from  a  conditioned  reflex,  inculcated  from  the  depths 
of  the  womb.  It  causes  him  to  regard  Mother  as  the  reposi- 

tory of  all  virtue  and  the  source  from  which  all  good  things flow. 

The  phenomenon  has  crept  out  of  the  nation's  nurseries and  seeped  into  every  corner  of  American  life  so  that  today 
it  is  accepted  as  an  intrinsic  part  of  the  culture.  The  dom- 

inion over  which  Mom  holds  exclusive  sway,  the  super- 
market, is  now  regarded  as  an  artistic  standard. 

And  powerless  Pop  must  suffer  the  indignity  of  his name  taken  in  vain. 
Since  Freud  first  discovered  the  bestial  baby,  Mama 

has  capitalized  on  her  infant  Oedipus.  Like  a  Trojan  mare 
she  has  consolidated  junior's  cute  curls  into  the  insectuous shagnaths  who,  when  threatened  with  institutional  reaping, 
whine  of  constitutional  rights. 

It  has  come  down  to  open  warfare  with  the  mothers 
fielding  both  conventional  and  unconventional  units. Recent  stastistics  from  the  Federal  Government  indicate 
that  fully  half  of  all  the  married  people  in  the  U.S.  are  wo- 

men, and  most  of  these  are  committed  to  the  cause.  Added 
to  this  figure  is  an  increasingly  large  number  of  zealots  who 
swell  the  ranks  of  the  Mothers  as  independent  operatives. 

Surprisingly  enough  the  greatest  contempory  threat  to 
embattled  Momism  comes,  not  from  the  downtrodden  male, 
but  from  a  revolutionary  movement  behind  their  own  hem- lines. 

A  growing  cadre  of  aggressive  amazons  are  seeking  an 
end  to  the  clandestine  operations,  favoring  confrontation  of 
the  enemy  head  on.  The  Feminists  argue  that  they  cannot 
accept  tokenism  and  will  not  wait  upon  the  benevolence  of 
males. 

Cooler  heads,  seeing  the  potential  danger  in  their  atti- tude, have  suggested  that  the  only  way  in  which  they  can 
achieve  equal  rights  is  to  give  up  a  few. 

The  Feminists  are  a  natural  outgrowth  of  the  Momists 
and  may,  in  their  arrogance,  doom  to  extinction  the  gains 
made  by  the  eariler  movement.  In  a  poetically  just  fashion 
the  trappings  and  embellishments  may  soon  be  swept  aside 
by  their  own  offspring.  The  final  analysis  will  reveal  the 
classic,  instinctual,  Motherhood;  beautiful,  natural  and  an American  tradition. 



THE  FIRST  CANADIAN 

By  STEPHEN  ZACKS 

Laurier:  The  First  Cana- 
dian, by  Joseph  Schull,  Mac- 

mj»Ian,  650  pages,  $8.50. 
With  the  paucity  of  Cana- 

dian historical  writing,  a 
professor  seldom  has  dif- 

ficult in  recommending,  or 
a  student  in  selecting, 
sources  for  researching  a 
specified  period  or  figure. 
Until  very  recently  Sir  Wil- frid Laurier  was  one  of  the 
few  Canadian  political  fig- 

ures to  have  been  the  sub- 
ject of  more  than  one  study. 

Now  a  third  study  has  been 
added  to  that  short  list  of 
books  about  his  career. 
The  latest  addition  is  Jo- 

seph Schull's  Laurier,  which is  the  first  new  English  ac- 
count in  forty  years. 

The  Laurier  saga,  which 
by  itself,  is  interesting,  be- 

comes, in  the  hands  ot 
Schull,  a  fascinating  success 
story. 

Laurier  grew  up  in  the 
age  of  Papineau  and  Confe- deration. The  benefit  of  an 
English  as  well  as  a  French 

education  led  him  to  preach 
the  necessity  of  English  for les  Canadians  who  wanted 
to  succeed. 

After  graduation  from  the 
McGill  Law  School,  Laurier 
dabbled  in  law,  journalism, 
and  politics  for  several 
years.  For  reasons  of  health 
he  then  moved  to  Arthabas- 
ka,  not  knowing  then,  that 
this  wbuM  also  provide  him 
with  an  opportunity  to  enter 
politics. The  road  to  success  was 
full  of  obstacles.  Laurier 
was  a  Progressive  Catholic 
distrusted  by  the  Ultra- montanes  in  Quebec,  and 
feared  by  -the  anti-French and  the  anti-Catholic  in  On- 

tario. Not  having  been  very 
successful  in  his  earlier 
careers,  he  was  faced  with 
financial  worry,  and  his 
health  was  a  question  of 
constant  concern.  However, 
by  1874  Laurier  was  a  mem- ber of  the  federal  cabinet, 
by  1887  leader  of  the  Liberal 
Opposition,  and  by  1896 
Prime  Minister  —  the  first 
French-Canadian    to  hold 

this  office. 
For  Schull,  the  story  is 

more  than  one  of  election 
battles  and  policy  decisions; 
he  presents  the  most  com- plete portrait  of  Laurier,  the 
man,  yet  published. 
The  early  years  at  L'As- somption  and  McGill  are  de- scribed with  much  warmth 

and  charm.  Laurier's  affair 
with  Emilie  Lavergne  influ- ences much  of  his  life,  and 
it  is  to  her,  that  much  of 
the  credit  must  go  for  mak- 

ing him  the  stylish  man  of 
the  world,  and  the  genteel 
Canadian  who  was  so  well 
received  in  London.  As  to 
whether  or  not  this  affair 
was  only  platonic,  Schull  is 
inconclusive. 
The  fifteen  years  in  of- fice meant  success  as  well 

as  failure.  There  was  econ- 
omic prosperity  and  the  de- velopment of  the  West,  as 

well  as  the  challenge  of  Do- 
minion autonomy;  but  there 

were  also  the  railways,  the 
Alaska  Boundary,  and 
French  Canada. 

After  his  defeat  over  the 

reciprocity  issue  in  1911,  and 
until  his  death  in  1919,  Lau- rier remained  the  leader  of the  Liberal  Party. 
"I  ask  you  to  consider 

this.  Our  existence  as  a  na-- tion  is  the  most  anomalous 
that  has  yet  existed.  We  are 
British  subjects  but  we  are an  autonomous  nation;  we 
are  divided  into  provinces, 
we  are  divided  into  races, 
and  out  of  these  confused 
elements  the  man  at  the 
head  of  affairs  has  to  sail 

the  ship  onwards." Thus  Laurier  once  de- scribed the  office  of  Prime 
Minister.  To  say  that  Sir 
Wilfrid  had  a  political  phi- 

losophy which  he  used  con- sistently to  solve  these  prob- lems would  be  inaccurate: 
he  believed  that  compro- mise had  made  the  nation 
and  that  nothing  but  com- 

promise would  ever  hold  it 
together. 
To  create  a  better  under- 

standing between  the  Eng- lish and  French  was  the 
aim  of  his  life.  It  was  to 
this  end  that  he  utilized  the 

power  he  had. Schull  has  entitled  his 
book,    Laurier:    The  First 

Canadian,  for  he  not  only 
considers  Laurier  to  be  Ca- 

nada's greatest  Prime  Min- ister, but  also  sees  him  as 
the  first  to  give  meaningful 
expression  to  that  evasive 
concept  of  Canadian  nation- alism. 

The  result  of  Mr.  Schull's scholarship  and  labor  has 
been  a  thorough,  valuable and  admirable  treatment  oi 
a  great  Canadian,  which  can 
easily  be  read  as  popular 
biography  or  as  a  factual and  historical  study. 

Much  remains  to  be  said 
about  Laurier  and  more 
particularly  his  years  in  of- fice, for  Schull  devotes  less 
than  a  third  of  the  book 
to  this  vital  period.  Although 
Schull  does  an  adequate  job 
in  presenting  the  facts,  he seems  to  shy  away  from 
making  judgements,  and  so, 
it  is  left  to  the  reader  to 
evaluate  much  of  the  Lau- rier career. 

Until  more  is  written,  I 
think  that  most  professors 
and  students  will  consider 
Schull's  study  the  book  on 
Laurier  —  and  rightly  so  — 
for  it  is  an  excellent  bio- 
graphy. 

Echoes  facte 
By  DON  CROWE 

A  Gift  of  Echoes;  Robert 
Harlow;  Macmillan;  257  p.p.; 
$4.50. 

The  theme  of  the  confused 
man  detaching  himself  from 
society  in  order  to  examine 
and  re-assess  his  life  is 
hardly  new,  and  when  the 
only  original  treatment  it 
receives  is  to  be  put  into  a 

es  to  take  stock  of  himself 
in  the  most  familiar  sur- 

roundings available  —  a  log- 
ging camp  near  his  home town,  and,  of  course,  close 

to  Mother.  A  teacher  by 
profession,  he  feels  that  a 
job  as  a  laborer  will  best 
enable  him  to  step  aside 
from  the  life  going  on  about 
him  (he's  too  intellectual  to become  a  Beat). 

ROBERT  HARLOW 

novel  with  a  Canadian  locale, 
it  loses  any  traces  of  the 
significant  message  it  should 
be  able  to  convey. 
Such  is  the  fate  of  the 

alienated  man  in  Robert 
Harlow's  second  novel.  If, 
however,  we  weren't  con- stantly reminded  in  A  Gift 
of  Echoes  to  look  for  the 
underlying  ideas  which  sim 
ply  aren't  effectively  expres^ sed,  we  might  discover  a 
work  of  fiction  dealing  quite 
competently  with  the  nature 
of  personal  relationships. 

A  small  logging  community 
in  the  foothills  of  the 
fiLockies  sees  the  return  ol 
John  Grandy  from  the  Sec- 

ond World  War.  After  spend- 
ing a  disillusioned  period 

in  Paris,  where  "nothing 
happened  to  him",  he  decid- 
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This  is  his  mistake;  non- 
involvement  becomes  impos- 

sible. As  the  protagonist 
bringing  together  a  turbu- 

lent series  of  individuals,  he 
seems  to  act  as  a  catalyst 
accelerating  each  person's crisis  and  complicating  their 
entanglements. 
Through  Grandy,  one  ot 

his  former  students  (who 
gets  her  kicks  in  bed  by 
picking  up  coins  with  her 
'you-know-wbat')  is  brought into  an  affair  with  Nairn 
Acton,  the  alcoholic  son  of 
the  wealthy  camp  owner. 

This,  in  turn,  heightens 
tensions  with  Nairn's  wife 
and  22-year-old  daughter 
while  the  old  patriarch 
watches  his  family's  disin- 
tigration. 
Grandy  then  takes  the 

young  tramp  home  to  Mo- 
ther, which  succeeds  in 

making  the  kind  old  soul  a 

WHAT'S  NEW  IN  PAPERBACK By  BEVERLEY  PETERSON 
Alcoholism,  Neil  Kessel  & 

Henry  Walton,  Penguin,  85c. 
A  study  for  the  general 
reader  of  the  causes,  symp- 

toms and  cures  of  alcohol- ism. 
The  Annotated  Alice,  Le- 

wis Carroll,  edited  by  Martin 
Gardner,  Penguin,  $2.50.  All 
adult  Alice  addicts  will  en- 

joy this  edition  which  has 
editor's  comments  in  the margins. 
An  Art  Guide  to  London, 

Blanche  R.  Brown,  Double- 
day,  SI. 10.  This  is  one  of  an 
excellent  five  part  series  of 
art  guides  to  Athens,  Rome, 
Florence,  Paris  and  London. 

Auto  da  Fe,  Eiias  Canetti, 
Penguin,  $2.95.  Iris  Murdoch 
calls  "one  of  the  few  great 
novels  of  the  century;  sav- 

age, subtle,  beautiful,  myst- 
erious and  very  large". 

Birth  Control  in  the  Mod- 
ern World,  Elizabeth  Drap- 

er, Penguin,  $1.25.  A  unique 
book  on  the  subject  in  that 
it  discusses  every  aspect  of 
birth  control  —  physical, 
psychological,  religious,  so- cial, economic  and  legal. 
The  Case  of  Joe  Hill,  Phi- 

lip S.  Foner,  International 
Pub.,  $1.45.  The  story  of  the 
trial,  defense  campaign  and 
the  execution  of  the  famous 

IWW  poet,  songwriter  '  and 
organizer. Dante,  T.S.  Eliot,  Fabcr, 
$1.15.  A  reissue  of  this  essay 
to  celebrate  the  seventh 

centenary  year  of  Dante's birth. 

De  Gaulle,  Alexander 
Werth,  Penguin,  $1.35.  The 
first  of  a  new  series  of  pol- itical biographies  Penguin 
is  publishing  on  great  con- 

temporary statesmen. 
History  as  Art  and  as 

Science,  H.  Stuart  Hughes, 
Harper,  95c.  The  author  ar- 

gues that  historians  must 
use  the  social  sciences,  es- 

pecially psychology,  to  broa- den understanding. 
In  a  Few  Hands:  Mono- 

poly Power  in  America, Estes  Kefauver,  Penguin, 
$1.65.  Kefauver  in  the  last 
years  of  his  life  was  convinc- 

ed that  the  public  must  be 
told  of  the  threats  that 
monopolies  pose  to  all  Amer- 

icans as  citizens  and  con- sumers. 

Intelligent  Woman's  Guide 
to  Socialism,  Capitalism,  So- 
vietism  and  Fascism,  Ber- 

nard Shaw,  Penguin,  $1'85. 
Although  first  published  in 
1928  Shaw's  discussion  of  the 
general  principles  of  social 
justice  is  still  highly  rele- vant today. 

Israel:  Group  Relations  in 
a  New  Society,  Alex  Wein- 
grod,  Pall  Mall,  $1.95.  A  his- 

torical sketch  of  the  multi- 
ethnic background,  an  an- 

alysis of  the  present  day  so- 
ciety, and  a  consideration  of 

possible  solutions  to  the  pro- 
blems facing  Israeli  society. 

Journey  Into  Russia,  Lau- 
rens van  der  Post,  Penguin, 

$1-35.  The  best  descriptive 
book  on  contemporary  Rus- 

The  Louise  Lucas  Story: 
This  Time  Tomorrow,  J.F-C. 
Wright,  Harvest  House,  $2.25 
The  story  of  a  Saskatchewan 
farm  wife  who  helped  found 
the  C.C.F. 
A  Nation  on  Trial:  Amer- 

ica and  the  War  of  1812,  Pa- trick C.T.  White,  Wiley,  $2-25. 
A  detailed  analysis  of  the 
War  of  1812  which  stresses 
interpretation  rather  than 
narration  by  an  associate 
professor  at  Toronto. 

The  Philosophy  of  Modern 
Art,  Herbert  Read,  Faber, 
$2.95.  Fourteen  essays  illus- 

trate Read's  belief  in  the 
place  of  art  in  human  evolu- 
tion. 

Sociological  Concepts  and 
Research,  Ralph  Thomlinson, 
Random  House,  $2.15.  A  sur- 

vey of  basic  concepts  of  so- ciology, methodology  and statistics. 

Strategy  and  Structure,  Al- 
fred D.  Chandler  Jr.,  Do"ble- 

day,  $2.95.  This  book  shows 
how  the  70  largest  corpora- tions in  the  U.S.  have  dealt 
with  the  problems  of  effect- 

ive administration  of  expan- sion. 
T.E.  Lawrence:  In  Arabia 

and  After,  B.H.  Liddell  Hart, 
Jonathan  Cape,  $4,25.  A  well- 
known  historian  gives  us  an 
illuminating  and  convincing 
portrait  of  Lawrence  and  the Arab  Revolt. 

Viet  Nam:  History,  Docu- 
ments and  Opinions  on  a 

Major  World  Crisis,  edited 
by  Marvin  E.  Gettleman, 
Premier,  95c.  Another  handy 
reference  book  on  Viet  Nam. 

rather  cynical  psychoana- 
lyst. Sub-plots  abound  while 

our  hero  tries  unsuccessful- 
ly to  make  Acton's  U  of  T educated  daughter,  and  al- 

though he  acts  mostly  as 
the  common  denominator 
uniting  the  books  action,  it 
is  Grandy  who  is  affected 
most  by  its  climax. 
Although  Harlow  is  bril- 

liant in  characterization,  he 

is  no  philosopher.  The  end- less reflection  by  Grandy 
on  the  "echoes"  created  by the  events  overtaking  him 
become  tedious  and  dull, 
along  with  the  unaccount- 

ably boring  style.  Brief  re- 
ferences  to  Hogtown,  Ha- 
vergal  and  Ridley  College 
are  supposed  to  be  so  self- 
evident  that  no  further  ela- 

boration is  necessary,  while 

other  details  may  be  drawn 
out  interminably. 

Canadian  writers  are  often 
treated  benevolently  or  even 
condescendingly,  but  Har- 

low's nationality  should  be 
no  excuse  for  the  mediocri- 

ty pervading  A  Gift  of Echoes.  He  has  simply  pro- 
duced an  addition  to  the 

growing  list  of  undistin- 
guished modern  novels. 



FEAR  SCARBOROUGH  MAY  SLIP  AWAY 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
A  grim  warning  that  Scar- 

borough College  might  slip 
away  from  SAC  jurisdiction 
was  given  Wednesday  in  a 
report  prepared  by  the  SAC 
University  Committee. 

"We,  along  with  (we  sus- pect) most  other  students 
interested  in  this  problem, 
felt  at  the  outset  that  Scar- 

borough and  Erindale  Col- 
leges were  destined  to  evol- 

ve into  independent  cam- 
puses," the  report  says. But  it  suggests  that  this 

trend  can  be  stopped  if  SAC 
acts  swiftly  to  treat  Scar- 

borough as  any  other  consti- 
tuent college. 

The  administration  is  al- 
ready doing  so  by  running  a 

bus  service  to  the  college 
every  two  hours,  running  a 
library  shuttle  service, 
cross-appointment    of  pro- 

fessors, and  keeping  author- 
ity over  the  college  in  the 

U  of  T  Board  of  Governors. 
The  1 1-page  document 

was  written  by  University 
Committee  chairman  Alan 
Bowker  (SGS)  after  con- 

sultation with  Brien  Thurs- 
ton, President  of  the  Scar- 

borough College  Student 
Council,  Karen  Aboud,  Scar- 

borough SAC  rep.,  Robin 
Ross,  U  of  T  registrar,  and 
N.  S.  Dickinson,  Scarbo- 

rough registrar. 
Bowker  wrote  that  the 

chief  factor  making  for  this 
eventual  separation — t  h  e 
distance  from  the  St.  Geor- 

ge campus — is  not  as  great 
as  they  had  thought  because 
of  the  buses,  university 
mail,  planned  direct  tele- 

phone links,  and  the  soon- 
to-be-opened  East-West  sub- way. 

Rather  than  allow  Scar- 
borough, to  break  away  en- 

tirely, or  to  ask  for  some 
sort  of  federated  council 
status,  Bowker  suggests  re- 

cognition as  a  college  coun- cil within  SAC  but  with 
wider  areas  of  responsibili- ty. 

In  a  rather  vague  section 
on  proposals,  Bowker  sug- 

gests that  "some  rethinking 
of  policy  and  change  of  at- 

titudes is  necessary." He  suggests  that 
•  Scarborough  students 

should  continue  to  pay  their 
$8  SAC  fee; 
•  The  Varsity  which  al- 

ready distributes  papers  at 
the  college  should  open  a 
news  bureau  there; 
•  the  radio  committee 

should  consider  opening  a 
sub-station  there;  - •  Torontonensis  should 

consider  doing  a  picture 
story  on  the  college; 
•  SAC  should  open  a 

branch  office  there  to  sell 
tickets  and  advertisements 
and  accept  publicity  re- leases; 

•  services  such  as  the 
power  reading  program,  the mental  health  program 
should  be  extended  to  the 
college; 

•  Activities  such  as'dra- ma,  debating,  and  Winter Carnival  should  be  extended there. 
Bowker  said  these  ques- 

tions have  to  be  considered 
very  soon  before  a  double 
problem  is  presented  with 
the  opening  of  Erindale  Col- 

lege, U  of  T's  satellite  in  the west  end  of  Metro  Toronto. 

Traditional  ideas  on  business  survive 

By  PAUL  CARSON 
Despite  fantastic  techno- 

logical innovations,  the  tra- 
ditional American  attitudes 

towards  big  business,  part 
naive  innocence  and  part 
savage  criticism,  have  sur- 

vived to  the  present  time. 
Dr.  Henry  Nash  Smith  said 
yesterday  in  West  Hall  of 
University  College. 

Dr.  Smith,  a  professor  at 
the  University  of  California 
at  Berkeley,  was  delivering 
the  concluding  lecture  in 
his  series  on  "Business  En- 

terprise as  a~  Theme  in 
American  Literature". 
He  said  that  the  axiom, 

"what's  good  for  business 
is  good  for  the  country",  is still  largely  accepted,  as  is 
"the  expensive  'round  the clock  medicine  show  of  Ma- 

dison Avenue." During  his  lecture  Prof. 
Smith  outlined  how  three 
different  nineteenth  century 
American  authors  approach- 

ed the  problem  of  "big  bu- 
siness". Emerson,  Smith  said,  saw 

a  Napoleon-like  figure  com- 
pulsively and  irrationally 

striving  for  wealth  because 
it  conferred  power.  "How- 

ever, Emerson's  transcen- dental harmonious  universe 
could  not  contain  such  a  re- 

lentless centrifical  force." 
Accordingly,  Emerson 

was  forced  to  present  his 
"Napoleon"  as  a  vulgar  im- 
poster  and  an  "experiment" who  will  surely  fail  in  his 
quest  for  wealth  and  fame, 
Prof.  Smith  suggested. 

In  The  House  of  Seven 
Gables,  Nathaniel  Hawthor- 

ne presents  Judge  Jeffrey 
Pyncheon  as  the  example  of 
the  bold,  energetic,  crass  ca- 

pitalist whose  lust  for 
wealth  is  a  force  for  evil. 

Prof.  Smith  termed  this 
account  "a  stereotyped  me- lodrama with  no  plausible 
motivation,  just  an  impul- 

sive villain." Hawthorne  identified 
commercialism  with  the 
aristocratic  monied  powers 
hostile  to  the  common  man 
of  Jacksonsian  democracy, 

MORE  GIRLS  THAN  EVER 

NOW  AT  U  OF  T 
The  female  enrolment  of 

the  university  of  Toronto  is 
larger  than  ever  before,  Re- 

gistrar Robin  Ross  disclosed 
in  his  recent  enrolment  re- 
port. 
The  proportion  of  stu- dents on  the  distaff  side  has 

reached  a  new  high  of  36.2 
per  cent. 

There  are  now  6,413  wo- 
men taking  full-time  cour- 

ses. Back  in  the  dark  days 
of  1959,  there  were  only 
3,325  or  a  meagre  29.1  per 
cent  of  the  total  enrolment 
at  that  time. 

For  the  males,  the  best  is 
yet  to  come. 
While  male  enrolment  is 

up  8.4  per  cent  from  last 
year,  the  female  figure  is  up 
a  whopping  10.6  per  cent 
and  Simcoe  Hall  officials 
suggest  it  may  rise  even 
higher  in  the  future. 

The  most  populated  facul- 
ty on  campus  is,  of  course, 

Arts  and  Science  with  a 
grand    total — including  all 

special  and  part-t  ime  stu- 
dents—of 11,749. 

Of  these,  5,545  are  wo- 
men. Thus,  the  male-female 

ratio  is  almost  1:1. 
Of  the  1,625  engineers,  13 

are  women  and  there  are  6 
women  among  the  160  stu- 

dents of  the  School  of  Bu- 
siness. However,  the  female 

Utopia  lies  in  the  Faculty  of 
Forestry — 92  boys  and  one solitary  girl. 

In  the  winter  session  at 
OCE  there  are  1,145  victims, 
of  which  422  are  girls.  In- 

cluding the  summer  session, 
total  enrolment  at  OCE  as 
7,893  including  2,839  girls. 

There  are  some  faculties 
where  girls  outnumber 
boys. 

In  Child  Study,  girls  ac- 
count for  20  of  24  students; 

in  Food  Sciences,  69  of  76; 
in  Social  Work,  79  of  119; 
and  in  Nursing,  422  of  423. 
(Don't  get  nervous:  he's 
taking  an  extension  course.) 

Prof.  Smith  said. 
The  Gilded  Age,  written 

by  Mark  Twain  and  Charles 
Warner  in  1873,  was  a  sati- 

ric attack  on  the  get-rich- 
quick  schemers  who  infil- 

trated the  federal  govern- ment after  the  Civil  War. 
Smith  said  Twain's  comic- al Colonel  Sellers,  who  con- 

cocts numerous  speculative 
projects  in  the  realms  of 
high  finance  while  his  fa- 

mily starves  on  turnip 
roots,  is  a  model  of  "the  ty- 

pical American  man". 

— photo  by  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
Report  author  Alan  Bowker,  and  friend,  George  Flak,  worry about  Scarborough  College  slipping  away  as  they  inspect 
a  model  of  its  new  building.  Wednesday's  SAC  meeting was  held  at  the  satellite  college. 

To  release  Means  Survey  in  February 
OTTAWA  (CUP)  —  The  Canada  Student 

Means  Survey  will  be  made  public  in  the 
first  week  of  February. 

Richard  Good,  vice-president  of  the  Can- adian Union  of  Students  which  carried  out 
the  survey  along  with  the  Dominion  Bureau 
of  Statistics,  said  that  the  results  of  the 
survey  and  a  preliminary  analysis  would  be 
in  the  hands  of  the  printers  soon. 

Originally  expected  to  finish  last  sum- 

mer, the  survey  results  were  held  up  when 
a  branch  of  the  Treasury  Board  decided  to 
redraft  their  computer  program  last  fall. 
The  first  report  will  deal  with  university 

students  only,  not  technical  institutes.  Se- 
veral further  reports  are  planned,  but  money 

to  produce  them  is  lacking. 
The  survey  has  cost  $32,000  so  far.  with 

$22,000  of  this  coming  from  the  federal  go- vernment. 

— pholo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
No,  the  Blue  and  White  Society  does  not  have  St.  Vitus  Dance.  They're  trying  to  draw 
your  attention  to  their  spectacular  street  dance,  one  of  the  many  events  of  this  year's Winter  Carnival,  which  will  be  upon  us  before  you  can  soy  Frosty  the  Snowman. 
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Both  feet  on  the  air 

By  ALAN  GOLD Director  of  University  of  Toronto  Radio 
At  last  University  of  To- ronto Radio  has  both  feet 

firmly  planted  on  the  air. 
The  Students  Administra- 

tive Council  officially  hand- 
ed over  the  premises  at  91 

St.  George  St.  at  noon  Mon- 
day to  the  Radio  Commit- 

tee, and  at  5:30  the  first  pro- 
gram from  the  Committee's studios  there  hit  CJRT  air 

waves. 
This  permanent  location, 

along  with  SAC's  financial support,  will  end  the  tech- nical and  administrative 
problems  that  have  plagued 
U  of  T  Radio  from  its  begin- 
nings. 
U  of  T  radio  began  late 

last  year,  and  early  pro- 
gramming consisted  of  Var- 

sity staffers  going  down  to 
CJRT's  studios  at  Ryerson to  read  a  short  report  of 
news  and  events  on  the  U  of 
T  campus.  The  air  time 
averaged  about  5  minutes 
per  week. 

During  the  summer,  CJRT 
approached  SAC  for  a  long- 

er, daily  program  to  be  part 
of  College  Circuit,  which 
eventually  was  to  include 
programs  from  Ryerson  and York  as  well. 

At  that  time,  George  Flak, 
now  Communications  Com- 

missioner, was  selected 
Radio  Director.  A  meeting 
early  in  the  fall  of  all  those 
on  campus  interested  in  a 
U  of  T  Radio  Program  at- 

tracted considerably  more 
people  than  Flak  had  anti- 
cipated. 
A  temporary  organization 

was  set  up  and  plans  were 
made  for  a  daily  half-hour show. 
At  first  the  staff  went 

down  to  Ryerson  for  the 
broadcasts,  but  late  last 
term  the  Radio  Committee 
obtained  a  room  in  the  base- 

ment of  University  College 
for  use  as  a  temporary  stu- 

dio, and  finally  the  first 
broadcast  from  campus  was 
sent  out.  However,  this 
room  was  not  exactly  ideal 
for  a  studio.  The  technician 
on  duty  during  a  program 
had  to  be  prepared  at  any 

moment  a  show  was  on  the 
air  to  make  a  mad  dash  for 
the  fuse  box  to  shut  off  the 
fan  that  switched  on  at  dia- 

bolic moments. 
Over  the  air,  it  occasional- 
ly sounded  as  if  the  studio 

was  located  in  a  wind  tun- 
nel. 

The  administration  of  the 
Radio  Committee  was  in 
confusion  because  there 
was  no  room  to  set  up  of- 

fices, and  the  room  had  to 
be  locked  most  of  the  time. 
It  was  impossible  to  hold meetings. 
The  new  studios  and  of- 

fices on  the  third  floor  of 
the  St.  George  St.  building 
will  not  have  any  of  these 
problems. 

Daily  programming  con- sists of  a  varied  schedule 
covering  every  conceivable 
area  of  interest. 

Sports  is  covered  by  Bet- 
ty Trott,  U  of  T  Radio's  own female  sportcaster,  on 

Sportlite  every  Monday. 
Campus  news  and  publicity 
for  local  events  is  heard 
every  Monday  and  Friday 
on  Campus  Billboard. 

Every  Tuesday,  In  Depth, 
produced  by  Joel  Kohm  and 
Shelley  Posen,  takes  a  scru- 

tinizing look  at  such  topics 
as  Admission  Requirements, 
the  Brain  Drain,  and  Re- 

search vs.  Teaching. 
On  Wednesdays,  Academi- 

cally Speaking,  with  inter- 
views with  prominent  pro- 

fessors and  student  leaders 
on  campus,  alternates  with 
The  Odd  Wednesday,  a  thir- 

ty-minute feature  on  the 
world  of  entertainment. 

Every    O  ther    Thurs  day, 
with  Jane  Wingate  and  Ca- 

thy McNab,  is  heard,  you 
guessed  it,  every  other 
Thursday.  The  girls  alter- 

nate with  a  news  special  on 
a  topic  of  special  interest 
to  the  campus. 
Besides  Billboard  every 

Friday,  Campus  Poll  will 
also  be  heard.  Campus  Poll 
investigates  student  opinion 
on  various  questions,  and 

includes  taped  man-on- the- street  interviews. 
Live  radio  drama  will  be 

heard  in  the  near  future, 
pre-empting  a  regularly 
scheduled  program.  A  one- 
hour  play  is  already  in  pro- 

duction under  the  supervi- sion of  Alan  Gordon  and  the 
New  College  Drama  Guild. 
The  University  of  Toron- to is  not  the  first  university 

with  its  own  radio  program. 
The  University  of  Waterloo 
has  an  FM  program  but  they 
do  only  one  hour  of  broad- 

casting per  week,  between 10  and  11  on  Saturday  night. 
Waterloo,  however,  is  in  the 
process  of  building  its  own 
station.  Queen's  likewise  has its  station.  Both  of  these, 
however,  operate  under  an 
experimental  broadcast  li- cence, and  these  stations 
are  connected  with  the  En- 

gineering departments  at these  universities. 
An  administrator  of  the  U 

of  T  engineering  faculty  has 
already  informed  U  of  T  Ra- dio that  if  U  of  T  ever  gets 
its  own  station,  the  engi- 

neering faculty  would  in  no 
way  be  connected  with  it. 
They  would,  however,  be 
more  than  glad  to  offer  as- sistance if  asked. 
Some  day  very  soon  U  of 

T  may  be  broadcasting  on 
its  own  station. 
At  the  moment,  broad- 

casting is  done  over  a  Bell 
Telephone  line.  The  signal 
originating  at  91  St.  George 
St.  is  sent  over  a  phone  line 
to  Ryerson,  where  it  is 
broadcast  over  the  air. 
CJRT  also  has  permanent 

Bell  lines  into  Convocation 
Hall  and  Varsity  Arena  to 
broadcast  the  hockey 

games. What  are  the  possibilities 
for  U  of  T  Radio? 
SAC  is  already  investigat- 

ing Muzak,  closed-circuit 
broadcasting  on  campus. 
This  would  consist  of  re- 

corded music,  plus  the  U  of 
T  Radio  program,  similar  to 
McMaster's  system. 
A  survey  made  by  the  U 

—photos  by  JOE  WEINSTOCK 

Alan  Gold,  U  of  T  radio  director,  supervises  his  committee's move  to  new  premises  at  91  St.  George  St. 

of  T  Radio  technical  depart- 
ment during  the  Christmas 

holidays  showed  that  it 
would  take  an  estimated 
$250  per  building  to  set  up 
such  a  system.  Multiplying 
that  figure  by  20  buildings 
gives  a  total  cost  of  $5000. 
For  approximately  $3000 

SAC  could  purchase  a  trans- mitter powerful  enough  to 
cover  the  campus  during 
the  day,  and  Metro  Toronto at  night.  Another  $3000  buys 
a  control  room  and  anten- na. If  SAC  can  seriously 
consider  Muzak,  then  there 
is  no  reason  why  they  could 
not  seriously  consider  their 
own  station,  perhaps  with 
studios  in  the  Student  Cen- 
ter. Possibilities  and  problems 
for  University  broadcasting 
will  be  discussed  at  a  gen- 

eral conference  at  McMaster 
University  in  February.  Re- 

presentatives from  campus 
radio  stations  will  discuss 
their  mutual  problems,  and 
perhaps  lay  the  groundwork for  a  campus  radio  network. 
Immediate  prospects  for 

U  of  T  Radio  include  a  daily 
half-hour  program  from 
5:30  to  6  p.m.  on  CJRT,  as 
well  as  some  evening  spe- 

cials on  such,  topics  as  Rho- 
desia and  birth  control. 

Production  crews  are  work- 
ing on  these  specials,  and others  to  be  offered  for  sale 

to  local  stations. 
With  the  administrative 

and  technical  difficulties 
gone,  U  of  T  Radio  now 
hopes  to  provide  the  type 
of  program  SAC  had  in mind  when  it  accepted CJRT's  invitation. 

?e7™°eThimeX°mineS        per°mbulo,in9  radio  equipment,  now  safe  in  its  (hopefu 

lly) 
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RECOMMEND  STUDENT  REPS 

FOR  ALBERTA  B  OF  G 

EDMONTON  (CUP)  —  The  Chancellor  of  the  Universtiy 
of  Alberta  has  called  for  a  student  representative  on  the 
board  of  governors. 

In  a  report  to  the  Alberta  government  recommending 
changes  in  the  University  Act,  Chancellor  F.  P.  Galbraith 
and  board  member  L.  A.  Desrochers  signed  a  minority  me- 

morandum "'strongly  recommending  that  provision  be  made 
for  the  nomination  by  the  students'  union  of  one  member  to 
the  Board  of  its  University." 

"We  feel  that  the  adoption  of  this  recommendation  would 
materially  increase  the  students'  feeling  of  responsibility  for 
and  participation  in  university  matters." 

The  main  body  of  the  report  calls  for  an  independent 
Universities  Commission  for  the  province,  having  wide  au- 

thority in  matters  of  finance  and  development,  as  an  inter- 
mediary between  government  and  universities. 

Another  minority  report  suggests  that  two  faculty  re- 
presentatives be  added  to  the  board  of  governors. 

Student  Union  President  Richard  Price  said  he  hoped the  government  would  consider  both  the  minority  reports. 

CHIEF  CONSTABLE  TO  RETIRE  THIS  YEAR 
The  chief  constable  of  the  University  of  Toronto  Police Martin  Robb,  is  retiring  from  the  force  at  the  end  of  this 

year. 
After  26  years  of  protecting  our  campus  from  crime running  our  parking  and  traffic  department,  and  holding responsibility  for  the  campus  day  and  night,  Mr.  Robb will  leave  at  the  end  of  May. 
Yesterday,  when  The  Varsity  tried  to  contact  Mr.  Robb about  his  retirement,  we  were  told  that  for  the  first  time in  many  years  he  had  taken  the  day  off. 
He  had  the  flu 



VABSITY'S  HE  Alt  FOOTBALL  COACH 

Dalt 
By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
Varsity  Sports  Editor 

When  Dalt  White  retired  from  his  post 
as  head  coach  of  University  of  Toronto's football  team.  Blues  lost  one  of  the  true 
gentlemen  in  intercollegiate  sports. 

White  joined  the  staff  of  the  Depart- 
ment of  Physical  Health  and  Education 

in  1951  and  served  as  assistant  coach  until 
1955.  In  1956  he  was  appointed  head coach. 
Dalt  White  was  not  a  rah-rah  type  of 

coach.  He  was  not  a  coach  who  held 
grudges  or  impinged  on  the  private  lives 
of  his  players. 
He  was  interested  in  winning,  but  even 

more  interested  in  the  development  of 
his  players  as  people. 
He  made  his  decisions  both  on  and 

off  the  field  by  taking  into  account  what 
effect  they  would  have  on  the  team  and 
the  individual. 
By  doing  this,  White  left  himself  open 

to  criticism,  but  as  he  said  earlier  in  the 
year,  "I  don't  care  what's  written  in  the 
newspapers." Why  did  he  retire?  Like  most  of  his 

DALT  WHITE 

retires 
decisions  both  on  and  off  the  football 
field  this  one  was  carefully  considered. 

"I  decided  at  the  beginning  of  the  sea- 
son that  this  would  be  my  last,"  he  said. 

"It's  always  nice  to  say  you'll  stay  for one  more  and  one  more,  but  you  have 
to  stop  sometime." Although  no  one  would  believe  it,  dur- 

ing the  football  season,  White  feels  there 
are  other  things  in  life  besides  football. 

"I  feel  at  this  point  in  life  I  can  spend my  time  on  other  things  I  consider  more 
profitable.  I've  got  a  lot  of  reading  to 
catch  up  on." Those  who  have  played  for  him  agree 
Dalt  White  is  someone  who  commands 
respect. 
"He's  the  most  dedicated  coach  I've 

ever  met,"  said  former  Blue,  Mike  Chyka- liuk.  Chykaliuk  played  for  White  during 
the  1958  and  1959  seasons  and  was  his 
assistant  in  1962  and  1963. 

"I'm  sorry  to  see  him  go,"  Chykaliuk 
went  on,  "There  was  nothing  he  wouldn't 
do  for  his  players." 
Members  of  this  season's  Yates  Cup 

champions  echo  Chykaliuk's  sentiments. 
"Everyone  respected  him,"  said  Andy Szandtner,  a  defensive  halfback. 

In  addition  to  his  coaching  duties, 
White  is  assistant  Director  of  Athletics  at 
U  of  T  and  an  assistant  professor  in  the 
Department  of  Physical  Health  and  Edu- cation. 
He  entered  University  of  Toronto  at  the 

at  age  of  16  and  graduated  with  his  B.A. in  1938. 
He  earned  his  Bachelor  of  Education 

in  1953  and  his  Master  of  Education  in 
1957  from  U  of  T. 
He  was  an  outstanding  lacrosse  player 

and  a  member  of  the  Orillia  Juniors,  who 
won  the  Canadian  Championship  in  1932. 
Later  he  played  senior  lacrosse  for 

Toronto  Marlboros,  Hamilton  Tigers  and 
Brampton  Excelsiors. 
He  taught  high  school  for  several 

years  before  coming  to  U  of  T  as  well  as 
working  for  the  Department  of  Educa- tion. 

White  will  continue  in  his  capacity  as 
assistant  professor  and  assistant  athletic 
director  and  very  likely  maintain  more 
than  a  passing  interest  in  the  football team. 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Redmen  score  first  victory 
By  BOB  CLARK 

University  College  Redmen 
threw  a  celebration  party 
last  night  as  they  came  up 
with  their  first  win  of  the 
season,  a  3-1  triumph  over 
an  inept  PHE  first  team, 
in  the  only  first  division  in- 
terfactulty  game. 
Bob  Wardell  paced  the 

Redmen  to  their  victory  with 
two  goals,  while  John  Arm- 

strong added  a  single  Hugh 

Lynn  tallied  PHE's  only 

goal. 
BASKETBALL 

In  the  only  interfaculty 
basketball  tilt,  Trinity  A  and 
St.  Mike's  B  fought  to  a  35- 35  saw-off  in  third  divsion 
action.  Maclntyre  lead  Tri- 

nity's assault  with  16  points, with  teammate  Howiachuck 
adding  eight.  Kerry  Keenan 
hooped   15  for  St.  Mike's, 

with  Mike  Hogan  adding 

ten. 
The  tie  left  Trinity  A's  in last  place  with  their  second 

point,  while  St.  Mike's  re- mained one  position  ahead 
of  them  in  sixth. 

Maritimers  visit  U  of  T 

for  gymnastic  meet 

By  BOB  CLARK 
University  of  New  Bruns- 

wick gymnasts  become  the 
first  Maritime  college  to 
visit  the  U  of  T  campus  to- 

morrow. They  engage  in  a 
meet  against  Varsity's  gym- nast Blues  and  the  cadets 
from  Royal  Military  College, 
Kingston. 

Barry  Brooker,  Digby  Sale 

and  Alexander  Hamilton 
lead  the  Varsity  team  into 
action,  which  starts  at  1  p.m. 
in  the  upper  gym  at  Hart 
House.  Blues,  0-2  in  compe- 

tition thus  far,  are  after  their 
first  win  of  the  season. 
FOOTNOTES:  Next  Satur- 

day Blues  travel  to  Montreal 
for  the  OQAA  championship 
gymnastic  meet. 

Guelph  Invitational 

By  BOB  CLARK 
University  of  Toronto's Blues  move  out  to  Guelph 

this  weekend  to  attend  the 
Guelph  Invitational  wrestling 
meet. 
Four  Canadian  colleges,  one 

U.S.  college,  and  two  U.S. 
clubs  will  be  among  those 
competing  in  a  single-round elimination. 

As  well  as  Varsity,  Guelph, 
Waterloo,  McMaster  and 
Western  will  be  sending 
teams  for  the  Canadian  col- 

leges, while  Wayne  State  of 
Detroit  will  be  coming  from 
the  U.S.  Hazel  Park  and 
Orchard  Park,  both  of  De- 

troit, are  private  wrestling clubs  in  attendance. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION SKI  WEEK  END 

COST:      $12  — oil  inclusive 
WHERE:  OWEN  SOUND  (North  of  Collingwood) WHEN:    FEB.  19  &  20  (Bus  leoves  Feb.  18) 

APPLRlTnJIOS,Si  59"  "P  £nd  poy  $12  ot  WAA  "Hire,  Benson onyone  else  from  Feb.  7  on  . 
COME  EARLY  —  no  cheques  occepted 

INTERFACULTY  ICE  HOCKEY  SCHEDULE  
Week  of  Jon.  31 

Mon..  Jon.  31—8-9  o.m.  —  Nurs.  -  P.O.T.  —  Dinsmore  -  Moki Mon.  Jon  31  —  4-5  pm.  —  Vic  I  —  Proctice 
Thurs.  Feb.  3  —  1:30-2:30  — Vic  II  -  PHE  II  —  Cormell Frl.  Feb.  4  —  8  -  9  o.m.  —  Meds  -  Phorm  —  Wickett  -  Moki EXHIBITION  GAME  — 

Queens  vs.  Toronto  —  3  p.m.  Varsity  Arena  today VOLLEYBALL  SCHEDULE Tucsdoy 

Feb.  1  6 
Middle 

Nurs  I  -  PHE  IB Vic  I  -  PHE  IA Nurs.  II  -  Trin. 
Vic  II  -  Nurs.  tl SMC  -  Meds 

PHE  I Pot  B 
Phorrr 

Upper  Lower 
-  PHE  lll-IV  —  _ -  Vic  II  Phorm  -  Innis  FSC -  S.M.C.  New  UC  -  Meds 

-  Pot  I 

Phari 

Innis  FSC 

Winter  Carnival  Car  Rally 

ENTRY  FEE  $3.00 
ENTRY  FORMS  AVAILABLE  AT 

S.A.C.  OFFICE 

STUDENTS  NEED  PROTECTION 
Many  parents  mortgage  a  lifetime  of  savings  and 
securities  to  finance  a  college  education  for  their 
children.  In  many  coses  the  student  borrows  to  fin- 

ance himself.  This  investment  should  be  protected 
against  the  high  costs  of  sickness  ond  accident.  A 
great  number  of  students  hove  experienced  severe 
difficulties  in  the  past  and  thousands  of  dollars  hove 
been  paid  out  in  claims  each  year. 
The  University  Health  and  Accident  Plan  is  the  only 
Student  Plon  specially  designed  for  the  student  with 
these  features. 

12  months  coverage  24  hours  a  day  anywhere  in  the 
world,  vocation  -  working  -  studying  -  or  traveling abroad. 

The  most  comprehensive  protection  ot  the  lowest 
possible  premium. 

John  Ingle  -  Administrator 
700  Boy  Street.  Toronto,  Ontario,  Conodo. 

EM.  4-4114 

Embassy  Billiards 
82  Bloor  Street  West 

Varsity  Guys  and  Gals 
PLEASE  BE  OUR  GUESTS 

Bring  this  coupon  ond  ploy  1  free  game  (30  minutes) 
of  billiards  in  Canada's  most  beautiful  billiard  lounge on  any  of  the  following  times: 

MON.,  TUES.,  WED.,  THURS.  —  3-12  p.m. 
SATURDAYS  &  SUNDAYS— 12  noon-8  p.m. 

Good  only  for  1  game  per  person  per  day. 
This  introductory  offer  open  until  February  1st. 

Nome:   , 
Address:   , 

Telephone:   Faculty: 
_ 
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West  to  Lancer-town  - 

could  mean  tie  for  top 
By  RICH  PYNE 

Toronto  Blues  face  their  tough- 
est Canadian  competition  this 

year  when  they  visit  Windsor 
Lancers  Saturday. 
Windsor  is  presently  in  top 

spot  in  the  Western  division  and 
their  hold  on  that  position  is  fast 
becoming  habitual. 

Blues,  however,  if  they  come  up 
with  a  good,  that  is  an  excep- 

tional, game,  could  knock  the  de- 
fending Wilson  Cup  champions 

off  their  perch  into  a  tie  for  first. 
By  way  of  a  warm-up  for  this 

very  important  game  Toronto 
played  perhaps  the  best  American 
competition  they  have  faced  this 
season  when  University  of  Buffalo 
doubled  them  up  106-52  in  Buffa- 

lo, Tuesday  night. 
Ron  Kimel,  currently  the  inter- 

collegiate loop's  top  rebounder, 
led  Blues  with  11  points.  Blues' 
5'6"  guard,  Alby  Garbe  made  a  big hit  with  Buffalo  fans  while  con- 

tributing eight  in  the  process. 
Varsity  suffered  a  set-back  last 

week    when    their  outstanding 

rookie  Phil  Lapides  turned  his 
ankle.  His  doctor  has  recommend- 

ed a  two-week  easing-off  period 
subject  to  a  check-up  next  Mon- 

day. The  loss  of  Lapides'  scoring 
potential,  which  showed  through 
with  a  26  point  outburst  against 
Guelph  could  hurt  Blues'  chances in  the  long  run. 

The  insertion  of  Garbe,  after  his 
fine  game  in  Buffalo,  for  Lapides 
is  the  only  lineup  change  for 
Saturday  night's  game. 
Waterloo  Warriors  played  into 

Blues'  hands  Wednesday  night when  they  defeated  Western  Mus- 
tangs 64-52  in  London.  The  win 

brings  Warriors  record  to  3-3  and 
keeps  Western  tied  with  McMas- 
ter  for  fourth  place  with  two  wins 
and  three  losses. 

Had  Western  defeated  Waterloo 
and  duplicated  the  feat  tomorrow 
night  in  Hamilton,  Blues  might 
have  found  themselves  tied  for 
second.  As  it  stands  now  Blues 
will  remain  in  sole  posses- 

sion of  second  place  regardless  of 
the  out-come  of  the  Lancer  game Saturday. 

Western,  after  an  excellent  ef- 
fort against  Blues  before  Christ- 
mas have  not  scored  more  than 

65  points  in  any  ball  game  since and  if  such  offensive  ineptness continues  thev  may  be  confident- 
ly counted  out  as  a  play-off  con- tender. 

SCORING 
GP    FG   FT  Pts 

PHIL  LAPIDES 
Sidelined 

Kwlotkowski,  Wdsi Kane,  Toronto 
Loekhort,   Toronto  5 Novctto,  Windsor  5 Horner,  Windsor  \  5 Eaton.  Waterloo  5 
Pondo,   Woterloo  5 Burch,  Guelph    6 Moizuchin,  Wdsr  5 Smith,  McMasler 5 Crowe,  Western  .......  4 Woloshyn,  Toronto  5 Brown,  Windsor  ...  5 Alltnghorn,  McMos.  .  5 
Gruhl,  McMoster    5 Newman,  Western    ...  4 
Burton,  Wostcrn  4 Rourke,  Woterloo  . .  .  S Torana.uk,  Wdsr.  ...  5 Morton,  Western    4 

Avg 

54  20  128  2S.6 37  16  90  1B.0 
35  19  B9  17  6 35  18  88  17  6 30  20  80  16,0 32  II  75  ISO 23  27  73  14  6 33  16  82  13.7 25  14  64  12  8 26  II  63  12  6 22  6  50  12.5 22  10  54  10.B 22  7  51  10-2 
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under  pressure 

for  trip  eastward 
By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 

Every  game  is  important  for 
Varsity  Blues  now  that  they  have 
suffered  two  defeats  to  Laval  and 
first  place  Western  Mustangs. 

Blues  get  an  opportunity  to 
show  what  they  can  do  under 
"must  win"  conditions  when  they 
begin  a  two-game  eastern  swing 
tonight,  in  Kingston,  against 
fourth  place  Queen's  Golden Gaels. 
In  Montreal  tomorrow,  they 

meet  the  1966  version  of  Univer- 
sity of  Montreal  Carabins. 

Gaels,  currently  in  fourth  place 
in  the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Hockey  League,  have  put  all  their 
eggs  in  one  basket  with  the  line 
of  Bob  Pond,  Larry  Jones  and Jim  Tait. 

In  Queen's  6-4  victory  over  Mc- Gill  last  week,  this  line  accounted 
for  all  six  goals. 
Members  of  the  line  have  a  com- 

bined total  of  24  goals  although 
not  all  were  scored  while  they 
played  on  the  same  unit. 
Gaels,  however,  have  very  little 

backing  up  this  line.  The  other 
two  units  are  weak  offensively 
and  defensively  and  the  defence 
has  already  shown  it  can't  handle Blues'  fast  skating  forwards. 

In  goal,  Norm  Douglas  who  was 
bombarded  with  72  shots  and  10 
goals  by  Blues  earlier  in  the  sea- 

son, is  often  erratic. 
The  game  in  Montreal  Saturday afternoon  is  the  key  to  a  success- 

ful road  trip.  Carabins  are  weak- 
ened, but  Blues  must  play  them less  than  24  hours  after  the  game in  Kingston  following  a  long  bus ride. 

Carabins  have  been  seriously weakened  by  the  loss  of  seven 
players  who  quit  after  coach  Dr. 
Yvan  Dion  was  fired. 
Among  the  seven,  is  all-star  de- fenceman  Jean-Jacques  Granger 

whose  play-making  and  defensive 

ability  is  impossible  to  replace. 
Carabins  are  definitely  weaker 

than  last  time  they  met  Blues, 
but  have  shown  they  have  plenty 
of  spirit  to  make  up  for  the  lack 
ability. 

They  scored  five  goals  in  the 
last  10  minutes  of  play  against 
Waterloo  i  Warriors  last  weekend, 
to  make  up  a  three-goal  deficit 
and  go  on  to  win  7-5. Varsity  coach  Tom  Watt  is  look- 

ing for  a  more  aggresive  perform- 
ance from  his  defencemen,  "We were  out-muscled  in  the  last  game 

against  Western,"  he  said. 
Bryan  Tompson  will  take  over 

the  right  wing  post  from  Brian 
Jones  along  side  Bob  McClelland 
and  Pete  Burwash. 

Jones  moves  to  defence  paired 
with  Gil  Farmer.  The  other  two 
lines  will  remain  intact. 
LEFTOVERS:  John  Wrigley  is 

in  the  nets  for  tonight's  game  and Bill  Stewart  goes  against  Cara- 
bins .  .  .  Blues  will  keep  a  close 

watch  on  their  uniforms  after 
several  U  de  M  students  stole  De- 

troit Red  Wings'  sweaters  as  part 
of  their  winter  carnival  .  .  .  Not 
one  of  the  74  SIHL  games  played 
this  season  has  ended  in  a  tie  .  .  . 
Roland  Poitras  has  returned  to 
the  nets  for  Carabins  after  being 
cut  by  former  coach  Dr.  Yvan 
Dion  .  . .  Claude  Chapleau,  a  form- 

er player  and  assistant  coach  with 
Carabins,  is  now  head  coach. 

BRYAN  TOMPSON 



GSU  brief  strongly  criticizes  SAC 
The  Graduate  Students 

Union  has  stated  officially 
that  graduate  students  ob- 

tain "few  benefits"  from  the Students  Administrative 
Council.  The  statement  was 
contained  in  a  brief  submit- 

ted Friday  to  a  SAC  commit- 
tee studying  relations  bet- 

ween the  two  student  go- 
vernments. 

The  brief,  a  letter  to  all 
graduate  students  over  the 
signature  of  GSU  president 
Brian  Scott,  said  there  are 
three  courses  of  action  for 
graduate  students  to  follow. 
They  could  continue  as 
members  of  SAC,  withdraw 
completely,  or  negotiate 
with  SAC  for  a  "partial  with- 

drawal," with,  decreased  ser- vices and  membership  in 
SAC,  and  a  decrease  in  the 

$8  SAC  fee. 
The  brief  went  on  to  say 

that  a  partial  withdrawal 
would  be  the  solution  "most unacceptable  to  SAC,  as  it 
sees  no  difference  between 
the  undergraduate  student 
and  the  graduate  student." The  brief  emphasized  that 
nearly  all  graduate  students 
were  over  21,  nearly  50  per 
cent  were  married,  all  had 
university  degrees,  many 
had  appointments  from  the 
university,  and  all  were  on 
campus  12  months  of  the 
year.  These  facts  prevent 
SAC  from  acting  adequately 
on  behalf  of  graduate  stu- 

dents, the  brief  concluded. 
The  brief  also  stated  that 

"the  graduate  student  is 
inclined  to  be  more  interst- 
ed  in  completing  his  degree 

than  partaking  of  the  general 
university  life. 
"Graduate  students,  be- 

cause they  have  already  ex- 
perienced university  affairs in  their  undergraduate  years 

and  are  more  interested  in 
degrees  than  in  good  times, 
are  perhaps  more  apathetic 
toward  student  govern- 

ments than  any  other 
group,"  the  brief  continued. The  brief  also  argued  that 
graduate  students  did  not 
receive  full  benefit  from  the 
58  SAC  fee.  Any  benefit  re- 

Miss  Winter  Carnival 

U  Of  T  CO-ED  NATIONAL  SNOW  QUEEN 

Would  you  believe  it! 
The  Blue  and  White  Society's  Winter  Carnival  Queen, Suzanne  Langford  (I  SMC)  is  now  Miss  Canadian  University 

Snow  Queen  of  1966. 
She  won  the  title  in  a  competition  held  over  the  week- 
end as  part  of  the  Waterloo  Lutheran  Winter  Carnival. 
Suzanne,  a  seventeen-year-old  modern  language  student 

from  Ottawa,  defeated  contestants  from  20  universities  from 
coast  to  coast. 

Among  the  prizes  which  Suzanne  captured,  along  with 
.the  coveted  Miss  CUSQ  title,  are  a  complete  skiing  outfit, 
luggage,  a  record  player,  clothes,  an  engraved  bracelet  from 
Waterloo  Lutheran  University,  jewelry  from  Birks,  and  a 
beer  mug. 

Birth  series  starts  today 
The  UC  Literary  and  Athletic  Society  birth  control  lec- 
ture series  gets  under  way  today  with  a  discussion  on  "Birth 

Control  and  the  Law." 
Lit  President  Danny  Cooper  said  the  discussion  starts 

at  5  p.m.  in  West  Hall.  Speakers  include  Mrs.  Cadbury, 
Director  of  the  Planned  Parenthood  Association,  Graham 
Parker,  professor  of  criminal  law  and  procedures  at  Os- 
goode  Hall  Law  School  and  Stewart  Fisher,  a  criminal 
lawyer. 

Cooper  said  he  was  trying  to  get  a  speaker  from  the 
York  County  Prosecutor's  Office  but  "got  the  distinct  im- 

pression that  nobody  wanted  to  come." He  also  said  there  is  a  chance  that  Ian  Wahn,  the  Li- 
beral MP  for  St.  Pauls  riding  might  be  there  if  he  can  get 

away  from  Ottawa.  Mr.  Wahn  has  a  birth  control  bill  pend- 
ing in  the  House  of  Commons. 
Seminars,  at  which  doctors  will  give  birth  control  in- 

formation, will  probably  start  by  the  end  of  the  week, 
Cooper  said. 

Today's  lecture  is  open  to  all  students,  but  the  seminars are  restricted  to  UC  students. 

ceived  by  graduates  from 
the  Canadian  Union  of  Stu- 

dents and  the  World  Unver- 
sity  Service  is  "purely  sub- 

jective" according  to  the brief,  which  went  on  to 

charge  that  it  is  "an acknowledged  fact  that  grad- uate students  do  not  make 
as  full  use  of  the  Blue  and 
White  Society  (the  student 
social  organization)  as  other 

members  of  SAC." Although,  according  to 
the  brief,  much  time  and  ef- 

fort are  expended  in  an  at- 

tempt to  make  the  Blue  and 
White  self-sustaining,  "the Society  uses  SAC  office  time which  does  not  appear  on 
the  Society's  balance  sheet but  is  paid  out  of  other  SAC 

funds." 

The  brief  also  states  that 
the  GSU  can  provide  make 
better  representations  to 
university  authorities  on  be- 

half of  graduates  than  SAC 
can,  and  could  also  offer  bet- ter social  and  recreational 
services  if  it  had  additional finances. 
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ORCUS  to  get  full-time  pres The  Ontario  Region  of  the 
Canadian  Union  of  Students 
will  have  a  full-time  presi- 

dent with  an  annual  salary 
of  $3,900. 
The  president  is  Hugh 

Armstrong,  who  this  year  is 
SAC  president  at  Carleton 
University.  As  of  July  1,  he 
will  succeed  Tom  Forgrave 
of  U  of  T. 
The  full-time  presidency 

was  established  after  consti- 
tutional changes  were  pas- sed at  the  annual  spring 

ORCUS  meeting  held  at 
Ryerson  during  the  week- end. 
Vice-president  will  be 

George  Anderson,  the  CUS 
chairman  at  Queens  Univer- 
sity. 

The  constitutional  amend- 
ments were  moved  by  the  U 

of  T  delegates  to  the  confe- rence. The  ORCUS  office  is 
situated  at  U  of  T. 
The  changes  also  allowed 

expanding  the  executive  to 
five,  by  the  addition  of  two 
members  at  large — Jacques 
Drapeau,  University  of  Ot- tawa CUS  chairman,  and 
Richard  Shultz,  a  candidate 
for  SAC  president  at  York University. 

Last  year's  executive  se- cretary, Sue  Hogarth,  a 
graduate  of  Waterloo  Luthe- ran University,  was  elected 
secretary  treasurer  in  the 

only  election  that  was  not 
decided  by  acclamation. 

These  changes  also  neces- sitated a  fee  increase  for 
each  university  from  eight 
cents  per  student  to  1 1 cents. 
SAC  President  Mary  Bre- 

win,  who  opposed  the  inc- rease for  U  of  T  because 
SAC  already  pays  §1,900  in 
ORCUS  fees,  said  U  of  T 
would  regain  the  money 
spent  on  the  increase  by 
starting  to  charge  the  OR- CUS office  $250  per  year  in 
rent. The  offices,  in  Bancroft 
Hall,  have  been  rented  this 
year  for  free. 

Delegates  to  the  confer- ence caught  their  first 
glimpse  of  the  CUS  public 
service  announcements  pro- 

moting Universal  Accessib- 
ility. 

The  announcements  were 
prepared  as  a  class  project 
at  the  Ryerson  television arts  course. 

In  the  one  shown,  an  in- 
terviewer talks  briefly  with. 

Tom  Forgrave^- to  get  the 
UNAC  message  across. 
Forgrave  says  solemnly: "...  Universal  Accessibil- 

ity/and taking  off  his  glas- 
ses, "We  call  it  UNAC." The  scene  drew  laughs 

from  the  delegates  who 
later  made  up  comical  ver- 

sions of  the  dialogue. 
The  tapes  are  being  pre- 

pared at  cost.  CUS  will  ap- proach TV  stations  to  play 
them  for  free  in  the  public 
service  time  slots. 

Later,  Forgrave  proposed 
a  motion  calling  on  the  fe- 

deral government  to  recon- 
sider its  proposed  10,000 

scholarships  and  provide 
instead  2,000  scholarships  of 
$500  each  plus  22,500  bur- saries of  $400  each. 

But  when  the  motion  fail- 
ed, president  -  elect  Arm- strong and  vice-president- elect Anderson  and  Richard 

Good,  vice-president  of  CUS, 
drew  up  a  replacement which  was  passed. 

This  one  said  the  empha- 
sis on  the  10,000  scholarships 

proposed  by  the  Liberal 
party  is  misplaced,  and  cal- led on  the  government  to 
release  the  funds  to  the 
provincial  governments  t  o 
provide  free  tuition. Another  motion,  which 
passed  unanimously,  called 
on  the  Ontario  government 
to  pay  85  per  cent  of  the cost  of  all  buildings  erected 
at  a  university. 

At  present,  the  govern- ment pays  85  per  cent  for 
all  academic  buildings,  but 
only  50  per  cent  for  other 
buildings,  such  as  student 
centres. 

This  as  yet  untitled  design  by  Boris  Culjot  (III  Arch)  and  Martin  Myers  (III  Arch)  has 
the  ice  palace  competition  as  part  of  the   forthcoming    Blue   and  White Carnival.  Construction  of  the  palace, 

intrepid  Engineers  sometime  Tuesday. 
*hich  is  80  feet  wide,  will  be  attempted  by  the 



CENTRE  CHAIRMAN 
to  chair  Planning  Committee  of  Centre  with 
responsibility  to  Council  for  recommendations 
on  facilities,  financing  and  management. 
APPLICATIONS  IN  WRITING: 

S.A.C.  PRESIDENT 

c/o  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

by:  Friday,  FEBRUARY  4th,  5  P.M. 

FIRST  ANNUAL  INTERFACULT Y 

DEBATING  TOURNAMENT 
FRI.,  FEB.  4  — Qu.  Finals  —  7:30  p.m. 
SAT,  FEB.  5  —  Semi-Finals  —  7:00  p.m. 

Final  —  9:00  p.m. 

RICHARD  NEEDHAM 
Guest  Speaker  (Final) 

on  final  resolution: 

THAT  CAMPUS  MORALITY  TODAY 
PRESAGES  THE  FALL  OF  THE  SOCIAL  ORDER 

COME  ONE  —  COME  ALL 
TRINITY  COLLEGE 

COUSLA1VD  LECTURES 

John  T.  McNeill  PhD 
Dept.  of  History  —  Indiana  University 
ECCLESIASTICAL  COUNCILS: 

LECTURES  IN  INTERPRETATION 

OF  THEIR  MEANING 
FEB.  1  —  12  NOON 

COUNCILS  OF  THE  IMPERIAL  CHURCH- NICEA  TO  CHALCEDON 
FEB.  2  —  4.00  P.M. 

MEDIEVAL  COUNCILS  AND  THE CONCILIAR  MOVEMENT 
FEB.  3  —  4.00  P.M. 

THE  CONCILAIR  PRINCIPAL  IN  MODERN 
TIMES:  LUTHER  TO  VATICAN  II  M°"RN 

LECTURE  HALL— EMMANUEL  COLLEGE 

UNIVERSAL  SCHOOL 
OF 

LANGUAGES 
PRIVATE  TUTORING  BY  QUALIFIED  TEACHERS IN  ALL  LIVING  LANGUAGES 

922-4179 
THE  COLONNADE      SUITE  418 

WINTER  CARNIVAL 

BUTTONS  ON  SALE AT 

S.A.C.  OFFICE 

24' 

plus  Provincial Sales  Tax 

CLASSIFIED 
LANGUAGES  —  Private  tutorina  by qualified  teachers  922-4179.  Universal 
School  of  Languages.    Speci'at  student 
MORE  SUBJECTS  REQUIRED  for  re- search in  perception.  About  1  hr.  Re munerotion.  For  appointment  colt  365 5198.  Subjects  should  have  overag vision  and  heoring. 
FOR  SALE:  5  string,  long  neck,  steel 

9033°rCed  Bonj°'  '  yeor  old'  *80,  923" 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
Same  scientific  cours 

OS  rcught  by  McGill,  Yale Cornell  Universities 
—  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 

Every  Man.,  Wed.,  7  p.n Saturday  1  p.m. 
or  arranged  privofely  anyl 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  ! 

to  be  sure  of  a  seat 
Career  Development  Institute 131  Bloor  Si.  W.,  Toronto 

"The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto! 
presents  in Room  102 

Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -2:00  p.m 
February  2,  3,  1966 ATTRACTING  POWER 

OF  QUEEN  BEES BIOLOGICAL  STUDY 
OF  FUNGUS  ANTS 

DANCERS  OF  THE  SEA 
A  series  of  programmes  orrong ed  by  the  Science  and  Medicine Dept.  of  the  University  Library in  co-operation  with  the  No- tional Science  Film  Library  of 
tf^  Conodion  Film  Institute There  is  no  admission  chorge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT TOUR  LUNCH  WHILE WATCHING  THE  FILM 

LIBRARY  EVENINGS  IN  HART  HOUSE 
Sponsored  hy  ,he  Library  Commie  -  .VIS! 5Irary,IUUSe LITERATURE  AND  MODERN  MAN  _  a  crpnc WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  2  ™AN       A  SERIES FREDERIK  POHL 

Editor,  Goloxy  Mogozine  'SCIENCE   AND    LITERATI  J  R  F" 
WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  9  "«,UKC E.  U.  SCHRADER  „. 
%ZZ^Zr™r™  SOCIETY  AND  THE  FREE  PRESS" Polytechnicol  Institute 
WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  23 DR.  H.  NORTHROP  FRYE  ,„  1Tr.„  .  ... p*«:ip<>i.  UTERARY  CRITiric.M 
Victorlo  College  mcf  I  ircirtkl  J  ,UiM   DISCUSSION  OR  EVALUATION" 

INFORMAL  ADDRESS  FOLLOWED  Br  OPEN  DtSCUSS.ON  VeR.OD LADIES  WILL  BE  ADMITTED  AS  GUESTS  OF  MEMBERS 
Page  2  _  THE  VARSITY,  MondoyTTor^ylsTTT^T 

'Canada  should  mediate  ' 
The  emergence  of  an  independent  Africa,  says  British 

journalist  Colin  Legum,  is  the  historical  event  of  the  20th 
century. 

Mr.  Legum,  Commonwealth  correspondent  of  the  Lon- 
don Observer,  says  Canada,  has  a  role  to  play  in  Africa  mediator  between  the  black  and  white  races. 
"As  the  most  respected  of  all  western  nations  in  Africa," he  said  last  week  in  an  intreview  taped  for  the  CBC  public 

affairs  program  This  Hour  has  Seven  Days,  "Canada  has  a real  understanding  of  the  new  African  nations.  Africans 
look  up  when  aid  is  given  well  and  unselfishly  by  a  small nation  such  as  Canada." 

Mr.  Legum  said  the  greatest  struggle  of  our  time  will take  place  across  the  color  line  in  Africa. 
"We  must  erode  the  myth  of  the  black  man.  We  have always  regarded  ourselves  as  his  natural  superiors.  To  just- ify the  horror  of  the  slave  trade  we  labelled  the  black  man as  a  primitive  with  lesser  feelings  than  we  have.  To  this 

day  a  color  spectrum— black  orr-the  bottom,  white  on  top- 

exists." 

He  noted  that  virtually  none  of  the  new  African  states 
are  democratic,  although  most  started  with  the  democratic basis  of  representation,  voting,  and  a  multi-party  system. Mr.  Legum  said  we  should  not  expect  democracy  immedi- ately in  the  new  nations — they  will  undergo  the  same  evo- lution as  North  America  and  Europe  did  in  their  time. 

The  root  of  the  problem,  he  said,  is  the  extreme  poverty of  the  continent.  "Soon  there  will  be  46  countries  in  Africa sharing  200  millioH  people.  But  of  these,  35  will  have  only about  2,000,000  citizens  apiece.  These  small  nations  are  un- able to  support  themselves. 
"No  matter  how  backward  he  is,  the  black  man  wants good  government.  But  he  would  rather  have  bad  govern- ment than  alien  government.  And  he  is  willing  to  take  the 

risks  to  bring  it  out." "However,"  he  added,  "some  natives  govern  themselves infinitely  better  than  in  colonial  times.  Years  ago  whites  in Kenya  said  that  if  the  Mau-mau  leader  Kenyatta  ever  be- came leader  of  the  natives,  they  would  leave.  Now  they  say that  if  Kenyatta  ever  goes,  they  will  leave. 
"The  explosive  spirit  of  African  nationalism  can  halt  a communist  takeover  for  at  least  15  years.  But  when  this spirit  settles  the  Communists  could  eat  their  way  into  Africa 

from  a  base  in  South  Africa." 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Discussion  on  "Negritude"  (sic)— its  purpose,  meaning, and  implications,  ISC,  45  Willcocks  St. Today,  8  p.m. 

w  ,  "WsfS        ptr^Legal  Protest"-a  forum  with  James 
W.lson  of  the  Catholic  Worker  and  Prof.  Ian  Currie,  U  of  T Sociology  Dept.,  Upper  Brennan  Hall,  St  Mikes 
r-„  tk{  T  BIm  S°ciety-Gates  of  Hell,  Golden  Coach,  Radio City  Theatre,  Bathurst  and  St.  Clair. Tuesday,  12  p.m. 

Cousland  lectures:  Councils  of  the  Imperial  Church- Nicea  to  Chalcedon,  Dr.  John  T.  McNeill,  Dept.  of  History Indiana  University,  Lecture  Hall,  Emmanuel  College 

Tuesday,  1  pjn.  ' 
h„  ,AIE.Sf«C  meetinS  for  economics  summer  exchange  stu- dent^ staff  common  room,  3rd  floor,  Sidney  Smith. Hillel  Seminar  "The  young  Jew  in  a  rational  world  " edUor  °f  the  Jewish  standard. R<"  21" 

"Why  I  am  a  Christian",  Ian  Rennie,  PhD,  from  Fair- view  Presbyterian  Church,  Vancouver,  Room  106,  UC. Tuesday,  2:30  p.m. 
Informal  discussion  on  "The  English  Canadian  Prob- 

h£i  ,  ,  h        o  '?  meet  North  Carolina  Members  of  Tar StfHM^ffl/  C°0k'  Maurice  Card™>  °f  Le 
uevoir,  Hart  House  Music  Room. 
Tuesday,  5  p.m. 

UC  Lit  meeting,  JCR. 
Tuesday,  6  p.m. 

s,   SuPPer  and  discussion,  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron 

|  Tuesday,  7:30  p.m. 
r  r.  Co?°,  ori.entati°n.  meeting  on  Africa.  Sendi  Kavondo John  Bigalo,  Amos  Muyumbu,  Hart  House  Music  Si  ' 

nidaS  C  rL  n  CS'  A?igUa'  Jamaica'  Barbados  Tri- cocks!  Grenada'  Dom'n>ca,  St.  Vincent,  etc.  ISC,  45  Will- 
|  Tuesday,  8  pjn. Graduate  Students  Union  Bridge. 
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^  Don't  worry  about  bothering  the  professors Students  should  not  be  afraid  to  bother 
professors  with  their  problems  because  they 
are  paying  for  the  privilege,  according  to 
Canada's  first  professor  of  higher  education. 

Dr.  Robin  Harris,  principal  of  Innis  Col- 
lege, was  talking  to  a  group  of  65  high 

school  representatives  Saturday  in  Hart 
House. 
The  day-long  conference  was  sponsored 

by  the  Students  Administrative  Council  for 
the  benefit  of  high  school  student  leaders. 

Dr.  Harris  was  explaining  to  the  students 
some  of  the  difficulties  of  communications 
between  students  and  faculty,  when  he  said 
some  students  are  afraid  to  bother  their 

professors  with  their  small  problems. 
He  told  the  students  they  should  feel  per- 

fectly free  to  bother  the  professor  with  any 
problems,  large  or  small. 

"After  all,  the  student  has  contributed 
$500-600  . . .  it's  part  of  the  bargain,"  he  said. Later  Tim  Smith,  SAC  Internal  Affairs 
Commissioner,  suggested  that  students 
should  be  on  a  junior-senior  colleague  basis 
with  their  professors,  because  they  are  all 
members  of  the  same  "community  of  scho- 

lars," not  because  of  the  money. 
Dr.  Harris  agreed,  explaining  that  he  re- 

ferred to  the  money  only  as  a  rhetorical 
device. 

Victoria  students  support  council  on  fees 

VICTORIA  (CUP) — A  vote  of  non-confi- 
dence in  the  University  of  Victoria  students' council  was  overwhelmingly  defeated  at  a 

general  meeting  of  students  Thursday. 
Nearly  400  students  gathered  in  the  uni- 

versity gymnasium  to  vote  on  the  motion. 
The  meeting  was  called  after  a  petition 

signed  by  157  students  was  presented  to  the 
council  last  week. 

The  petition  claimed  the  council  had  ne- 
gligently misled  the  students  in  the  recent 

fee  fight. 
Nearly  700  students  had  each  withheld 

$56  of  their  second  term  fees  before  the 
council  announced  they  should  pay  in  full 

by  Jan.  21,  the  date  set  by  the  board  of 
governors,  rather  than  waiting  until  next 
year's  fee  levels  were  announced.  The  coun- cil had  promised  to  pay  the  $10  late  fine  for 
students  withholding  fees,  but  announced 
Jan.  20  that  a  legal  complication  prohibited 
this. 
The  council  has  set  up  a  "Committee  of 

56"  to  raise  funds  to  pay  the  $7,000  in  late 
fines,  by  appeals  to  student  councils  and 
labor  groups. 
Accused  of  abandoning  the  fee  campaign, 

student  president  Paul  Williamson  replied 
"the  drive  was  absolutely  not  a  flop.  We 
have  not  made  a  mistake,"  he  said. 

^  Says  Christianity  has  accumulated  trivia 
By  KATHY  COLE 

Christianity  has  accum- ulated a  fantastic  amount  of 
trivia,  according  to  Revr  F. 
M.  Quealey,  chaplain  of  the 
U  of  T  Newman  Club. 

Father  Quealey  was  parti- 
cipating in  a  panel  discus- 

sion yesterday  on  "Practical 
Morality  vs.  Religion,"  as part  of  the  Tarheel  exchange 
with  University  of  North  Ca- rolina students. 
He  stated  that  his  ap- 

proach to  religion  was  one 
of  "deliberate  schizophre- 
nia. 
"The  ultimate  reality  is 

man;  God  has  been  blamed for  a  lot  of  nonsense.  Man 
must  know  and  love  himself 
before  he  can  know  and  love 
God;  the  question  of  God 
should  be  put  on  the  shelf 
because  we  have  a  lot  of 
other  questions  to  ask  first. 
"Christ  gave  us  the  best 

example  of  how  to  live  well, 
how  to  be  completely  hum- 

an," he  said. 
Dr.  Charles  Hanly,  assistant 

professor  of  philosophy,  up- set the  Christian  applecart 
on  the  rest  of  the  panel  by 
his  position  of  "moral 
atheism."  Realization  of  the 
world's  inexplicable  suffer- 

ing, as  well  as  the  reaching 
of  religion  to  his  children  in 
Sunday  school  by  distortion 
and  fear,  led  him  to  this 

position,  he  said. A  member  of  the  audience 
pointed  out  that  even  if  he 
rejected  religion,  at  least  he 
had  something  to  reject. 

Hanly  replied,  "If  T  had  a 
car  that  wouldn't  work,  I 
wouldn't  pass  it  on  to  my 
children  pretending  it  would 

get  them  somewhere." Someone  shouted,  "Why 
don't  you  fix  the  car?" "We  are  all  inherently  re- 

ligious," said  Rev.  R.  M. 
Freeman,  lecturer  in  religi- 

ous knowledge  at  Victoria 
College.  He  said  man  needs 
to  find  something  "ultim- ate" in  '  life — wife,  family, work. 

Mrs.  Kathleen  Gow,  work- 
ing on  her  doctorate  at  the 

School  of  Social  Work,  said 

the  pragmatist  "brings  rea- 
son to  his  moral  conflict," 

yet,  "his  reason  divides  him 

half  and  is  based 
chance."  The  Christian  "de- pends on  himself,  and 
brings  one  thing  only  to  his 
moral  conflict:  his  power  to 

love." 

She  defined  love  as  the 
"complete  identifying"  with 
the  other  person,  and  con- 

cluded "love,  in  the  final 
analysis,  is  more  practical 
than  a  morality  based  on 
circumstance,  more  practic- 

al because  it  works." Mrs.  Gow  felt  Dr.  Hanly 
was  "angry  at  God  because 
of  suffering,"  to  which 
Hanly  replied,  "If  I'm  angry 
at  God,  then  you're  in  love 
with  Him". A  member  of  the  audience 
commented,  "Even  if  reli- 

gion is  good  only  for  the 
very  young  and  the  very  old, 
then  the  people  in  the  mid- dle certainly  benefit  at  both 

ends" 
FEB.  26  TO  BE  INTERNATIONAL  AFFAIRS  DAY 

The  Students  Administrative  Council  will  sponsor  U  of 
T's  first  International  Affairs  Day  on  Feb.  26. 

SAC  President  Mary  Brewin  said  people  experienced 
in  international  affairs  will  be  brought  together  with  stu- 

dents who  may  be  active  in  the  future.  They  will  discuss 
their  international  affairs,  and  the  principles  that  should 
guide  the  students  in  developing  their  programs. 

Discussion  groups  will  produce  written  reports,  which 
will  be  evaluated  by  Douglas  Ward,  president-elect  of  the Canadian  Union  of  Students  and  assistant  to  Registrar 
Robin  Ross,  and  Henry  Tarvainen,  SAC  representative the  last  CUS  Congress. 

TASTE  OF  VICTORY 
Perhaps  the  measures  proposed  by  the 

federal  government  in  the  throne  speech  are 
not  very  dramatic  in  light  of  the  vast  re- 

quests made  recently  for  university  financial aid. 
Perhaps  free  education  will  wait  another 

year. The  fact  remains  that  a  year  ago  no  one 

would  have  guessed  that  the  federal  govern 
ment  would  take  steps  it  already  has  to  aid universities. 

No  one  would  have  guessed  that  the  na- 
tion's views  on  support  for  education  could 

have  changed  so  rapidly. 

For  educators  and  students  alike  "the 
impossible  will  just  take  a  little  longer."  —reprinted  from  The  Manltoban 

HART  HOUSE  & 

TODAY  JLu 
5.15    RECORD  ROOM  A  —  Instruction  ond  Renewol 

AUCTION  of  Books  from  Hort  House  Library 
12  noon  -  2.00  p.m.    Wednesday,  February  2nd 

East  Common  Room    -    Members  Only 

LIBRARY  EVENING   IN   HART  HOUSE 
LITERATURE  AND  MODERN  MAN 

—  A  SERIES 
Evening  No.  1 

8.00  p.m.  Wednesday,  February  2nd  Library 
FREDERIK  POHL,  Editor  GALAXY  MAGAZINE 

"SCIENCE  AND  LITERATURE" 
Informal  address  followed  by  open  discussion  period Refreshments  following 

Ladies  will  be  admitted  as  guests  of  Members 

Victoria  College  Public  Lectures  1966 
ALUMNI  HALL,  VICTORIA  COLLEGE 
4:30  p.m.,  Tuesday,  February  1 

THE  ELIZABETHAN  ZOO: 
OBSERVATIONS  HISTORICAL 

FANTASTICAL,  ORNITHOLOGICAL 

Professor  F.  DAVID  HOENIGER 
DEPARTMENT  OF  ENGLISH 

THE  COMMUNICATIONS 

COMMISSION  OF  THE 

STUDENT
S' 

ADMINIS
TRATIVE

  
COUNCIL 

is  now  accepting  applications  for  the 
following  positions: 

Varsity  Editor  1966-67 

Torontonensis  Editor  1966-67 

Summer  Varsity  Editor  1966 

Student  Handbook  Editor  1966-67 
Applications  should  be  submitted  in  writing 

to  the  Communication  Commissioner, 
Students'  Administrative  Council  Bldg. 

by  FEBRUARY  4th,  1966 

FILM  NIGHT  -  THURSDAY  FEB.  10  -  10  P.M. 

"Cat  On  A  Hot  Tin  Roof" Cody  Hall,  Nursing  Building Admission  50c 

FILM  NIGHT  -  THURSDAY  FEB.  10  -  8  P.M. 

"Last  Year  At  Marienbad" McLennan  Lob.  Room  135  Admission  50c 

3rd  FEATURE  TO  BE  ANNOUNCED 
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the  search  for  power 
The  U  of  T  Students  Administrative  Council  has  been  I 

criticized  so  often  for  octing  negatively  this  year  that  it may  seem  something  of  a  contradiction  in  terms  to  soy that  a  negative  action  by  SAC  deserves  praise. But  such  is  indeed  the  case. 

letters  to  the  editor 
1 

an  inappropriate  attitude 
Sir: 

SAC  s  defeat  Wednesday  night  of  a  motion  request- 
ing student  representation  on  the  President's  Advisory Council  of  the  university  was  an  important  action,  even though  it  was  a  negative  one. 
As  SAC  president  Mary  Brewin  pointed  out  it  is 

uncertain  how  much  power  PAC  actually  has  and,  'in  ad- dition, belonging  to  an  organization  such  as  PAC  and being  unable  to  inform  other  students  about  what  decisions such  a  body  has  mode  makes  the  value  of  belonqino  a dubious  one. 

But,  having  rejected  the  idea  of  infiltrating  the university  through  PAC,  Council  is  now  foced  with  the 
problem  of,  in  Miss  Brewin's  words,  "finding  out  where  the -power  lies  and  seeking  to  become  a  member  of  it  and  not a  token  member  of  a  token  body." 

This  is  all  very  well,  but  it  sounds  very  much  like  the 
kind  of  thing  SAC  has  been  trying  to  find  out  for  years' and,  even  if  council  does  find  out,  they  are  still  foced  with the  almost  insurmountable  problem  of  obtaining  member- ship where  it  counts.  This  latter  task  is  considerably  more difficult  than  obtaining  membership  in  bodies  that  don't count,  a  task  difficult  enough  as  Internal  Affairs  Com- m.ssioner  Tim  Smith  recognized  when  he  spoke  in  favor of  PAC  membership. 

It  seems  likely  that  SAC's  attempt  to  obtain  real power  by  first  finding  it  and  then  asking  politely  to  join the  club,  is  doomed  to  perpetual  failure.  People  and  orga- nizations are  not  invited  to  assume  power;  rather,  those capable  of  exercising  power  tend  to  take  it,  particularly in  an  undemocratic  form  of  government  such  as  that  of this  university. 

If  SAC  wants  to  have  power  then,  paradoxically enough,  they  will  have  to  prove  they  are  powerful-p  Z ful  enough  to  lead  the  students  of  this  university  and  to produce  new  programs  and  ideas  which  can  benefit  the whole  university  community. 

nistrnt-  "9°VrnmeLnt"  which  Puts  its  emphasis  on  admi- 
orrQe  °i;tlIhQn  imQ9i—  «  "~  expect  tot 

Harvey  L.  Shepherd,  (The  Varsity,  Jan. 
21),  refers  to  a  letter  of  mine  which  The 
Varsity  published  last  fall.  I  am  afraid  that 
he  has  misinterpreted  and  misconstrued 
the  point  I  was  trying  to  make;  and  I  would 
like  to  try  to  clarify  my  stand. 

I  objected  to  the  development  of  a  hos- 
tile, cynical  attitude  in  SUPA  and  its  allied 

groups,  which  I  felt  to  be  inappropriate  to 
the  ideals  of  a  "Peace  Movement"  or  of  a "Freedom  Movement".  I  felt  then,  and  still 
feel,  that  opposition  to  violence  and  pre- 

judice is  meaningless  if  the  opposition  itself 
is  phrased  in  violent  and  prejudicial  terms; 
this  was  a  point  much  stressed  by  Gandhi 
— that  true  non-violence  is  an  end,  and  not 
just  a  means  to  an  end. 
Furthermore,  1  felt  that  the  protest  move- 

ment was  becoming  useless  as  a  channel  of 
communication,  as  more  recent  demonstra- 

tions took  increasingly  radical  positions 
against  American  policy,  against  the  charac- 

ters of  various  American  political  figures, 
and  against  most  of  the  sensitivities  of 
North  American  middle-class  culture. 
Not  that  I  am  shocked  by  swearing  or 

beards  or  sex  or  Beatle  haircuts;  f  think 
that  these  are  all  very  relevant  symbols  for 
student  radicals:  but  I  think  that  demon- 

strations have  managed  to  be  highly  sym- bolic without  communicating  anything  in 
the  language  of  the  majority  of  North  Amer- 

icans— the  popular  movements  are  not 
reaching  the  people.  And  if  student  demon- 

strators are  truly  concerned  about,  say,  the 
plight  of  the  Vietnamese  peasants,  then would  it  not  be  worthwhile  to  sacrifice ultrademocratic  clothing,  language,  and 
haircuts  in  order  to  be  taken  seriously  and 
perhaps  move  a  step  closer  to  ending  the slaughter?  (Yes,  Mr.  Shepherd,  I  consider 
the  problem  of  life  and  death  very  impor- 

tant, and  very  simple— but  the  difficult  me- 
taphysical problems  are  far  more  popular aren't  they?) 

offered  real  power. 
Unfortunately,  SAC  is  such  a  government 

varsity 
TORONTO 

I  also  said  in  my  earlier  letter  that  I hoped  the  more  moderate  elements  in  the Viet  Nam  tangle  would  consent  to  discuss the  issues.  This  is  not  to  say  that  I  have 
anything  against  the  radicals— if  they  are willing  to  discuss  things  in  a  rational  man- ner, all  very  well  and  good.  But  I  mentioned the  moderates  in  particular,  because  the 
self-styled  "moderates"  actually  seem  to  be most  active  in  the  business  of  washing  then- hands  of  the  whole  affair— the  usual  ex- cuses being  that  the  various  demands  are "unreasonable",  that  they  will  not  support the  peace  movements  because  the  peace 
movements  are  too  "rowdy"  and  "radical" or  because  they  "don't  really  understand  the situation  completely".  (Of  course,  the  peace movements  would  be  more  genteel  if  they 
had  a  few  of  these  "moderate"  types  as members  and  hangers-on  ) 

If  the  "moderates"  are  concerned  about the  situation,  I  think  they  should  do  some- 
thing—if not,  then  they  would  actually  seem more  apathetic  than  moderate,  and  it  be- comes rather  difficult  to  see  the  relevance 

of  their  many  objections  to  the  peace  de- monstrations. 
Finally,  I  should  like  to  deny  that  I  have 

ever  "swallowed  the  Great  Society  whole"; at  least  if  I  have  done  so,  it  was  entirely through  non-recognition.  From  what  I  have seen  of  North  America  in  recent  years,  I suspect  that  there  is  very  little  that  could 
be  called  "great",  and  equally  little  that  I would  term  a  "society."  It  seems  that  we are  all  confronted  with  a  series  of  growing problems,  and  none  of  us  has  been  a.ble  or willing  to  find  the  solutions. 
Over  and  over,  we  have  been  trying  the traditional  inadequate  measures:  war,  dol- 

lars, and  advertising  slogans— slogans'  like "the  Great  Society."  This  is  laziness  and lack  of  dedication,  and  virtually  all  of  us are  guilty  of  it:  the  United  States  is  not the  Great  Society,  but  then  neither  is  SUPA (once,  naively,  I  was  very  optimistic  about SUPA).  The  Great  Society  does  not  just  pop into  one's  mouth. Derek  Day  (IV  New) 

an  idealist's  lament 
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Sir: 

Mr.  Shepherd's  article  (The  Varsity,  Jan. 21)  reads  like  an  idealist's  lament.  He  hasn't been  stifled,  he's  been  incorporated  into one  massive  institution.  Like  a  virgin,  he feels  that  the  ogre  of  compromise  has  rob- 
bed him  of  something  idealistic  and  intangi- ble. The  Canadian,  not  the  Great  Society has  accomodated  him. 

Like  the  university  administration,  U  of  T students  tend  to  bend  their  stands  rather than  remain  rigidly  fixed,  only  to  stop  in defeat.  There  is  flexibility  (or  Shepherd's reasonableness")  to  be  found  on  campus It  is  lacking  in  the  Great  Society  despite  Mr 

Shepherd's  claim. What  indeed  surprised  me  about  the author  is  his  concern  over  flexibility  His 
words  seemed  to  cry  out  for  "extremists" on  both  sides  to  come  out  and  join  battle that  this  would  be  ideal,  that  all  this  com- promise is  bad.  When  no  one  comes  Mr Shepherd  laments. 
Don't  cry  Mr.  Shepherd.  Compromise  is camp.  It  has  been  for  a  long  time.  Maybe 

I  m  just  a  dupe,  Mr.  Shepherd,  but  I  always thought  that  the  ability  to  resolve  issues tor  the  benefit  of  both  sides  is  a  good  thing Poor  Mr.  Shepherd,  the  Great  Society  has compromised  so  many  things— except  his idealism.  That's  something  that  always  will 

be  his.  1 
Arthur  Leader  (I  UC) 

beware  of  wires! 

bllshed  b> Tho  Volt,  WO!  ,ounded  ,n Student,  Adminltnotive  Council  ,„ 
"""lily  of  tho  Unlwnlty  ol   Toronfn  T^'T'"" 

°<  «s  co„odi„/Un;j°r,ov T/oJ  Vo,s'" " e 

Sir: 

As  students  of  fine  art,  we  are  naturally more  perceptive  than  the  average  university student.  However,  whilst  making  the  nil- gnmage  from  Sidney  Smith  Hall  to  Univer- sity College  after  a  gruelling  day  which  end- ed atthe  ungodly  hour  of  6  p.m.,  one  of  us had  the  misfortune  to  trip  over  one  of  the 

wires  supporting  the  feeble  saplings  on  St George  St.  The  results  were  immediately obvious-two  maimed  knees  and  various traumas.  Since  this  sad  occurence  more than  one  person  has  been  accosted  by  the aforementioned  wires.  We  suggest  they  be made  more  obvious  by  the  addition  of  fluo- 
rescent tape. 

N.  J.  Sokoloff  (I  New) S.  R.  Perly  (I  UC) 

  K.  A.  Waxer  (I  UC) 
congrats  for  cooper 

lubrici ""Toshes;    f.r&:s4\«,B,,,i  ?*  - «» •« ("Andy  liked  it  better 

....  wm«-.~:'  MMM^  'I  ™i"..cus« IMOC 
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/and 

Sir: 

Congratulations  are  in  order  for  Mr  Da niel  Cooper,  President  of  the  UC  Lit  for  his outstanding  contribution  to  birth  control- 

th?^1",,  (The  Varsitv'  Jan-  21  >  ">oved that  SAC  collect  its  student  fees  by  itself 
Without  the  aid  of  the  university  acfcLS 

segregated  classes. 
Since  the  clases  are  being  directed  toward those  who  have  had  relations,  I  wonder  rf Mr.  Cooper  intends  to  have  special  classes 

^S.™11" and  award  ot 
Michael  Blugerman  (II  UC) 

I  second  the  motion. 
By  the  way,  my  SAC  rep  still  has  not sampled  my  opinion  on  birth  control,  al- hough  I  am  at  the  Graduate  Students 

Union  fairly  often. 

H.  F.  Microys  (SGS) 



Calls  thirties  a  "freakish  period" By  DIANE-BRIDGET  HAYNES 

„  "hc*iei  WaS  "an  abs°l"tely  freakish period,    Stephen  Spender,  eminent  English 

S^CoHege^         »»«  «*  ̂   Mi- Mr  Spender,  who  was  speaking  on  the effect  of  post-war  thought  on  wrifers,  said the  mas  erpieces  of  the  1920s  have  a  nega- 
SSt'SS??  aspect  "Thus  a  writer  like bliot  tried  to  cover  up  the  connection  be- tween political  disillusion  and  his  work. The  Waste  Land  expresses  despair  about  the public  world,"  Spender  said. 
He  said  this  reflected  a  period  in  which a  particular  generation  of  soldiers  was  disil- 

aZTrh  ab°Ut  *e  W3r  and  disillusioned about  the  peace. 

_  Mr.  Spender  said  D.H.  Lawrence's  Women in  Love  expresses  the  concept  of  the  end  of a  civilization. 

Even  Lawrence's  attitude  toward  sex  ex- presses this  theme,  in  that  "a  relation  be- tween two  people  might  redeem  the  world  " According  to  Spender,  a  discussion  of  the post-war  writers  is  important  in  relation  to the  writers  of  the  thirties  because  of  in- teresting differences  between  the  two groups. 

"Unlike  the  immediate  post-war  genera- tion, the  writers  of  the  thirties  were  not  so discouraged  by  the  sight  of  the  decay  of civilization.  They  found  catatrophe  exciting and  the  poet  of  the  thirties  was  a  mere spectator  to  the  decay  of  his  civilization  " However,  Spender  said,  this  poetic  de- tachment was  soon  challenged  by  "a  com- bination of  events." 

He  listed  the  depression,  the  persecutions of  special  groups  by  Hitler,  the  growth  of anti-fascism  and  the  new  concept  that  the individual  had  to  change  his  old  attitudes as  the  major  factors  influencing  this  re- versal of  poetic  weltanschaung. 
Because  of  the  depression,  Spender  said poets  found  themselves  "involved  in  uphold- 

mf«r?ue  P°liticaI  beli<=fs  of  the  proletariat." Wtth  the  rise  of  Hitler,  those  who  had once  been  so  detached  now  identified  them- selves with  the  groups  being  persecuted. 
He  claimed  the  rise  of  anti-fascist  move- ments was  the  result  of  the  continual  "pas- sivity practised  by  the  British  and  French governments  "They  gave  all  the  assistance to  Hitler  which  they  had  refused  to  the Weimar  Republic." 

u  Spender  called  the  anti-fascist  movements a  moral  protest,"  and  described  their  mem- bers as  "a  group  of  politically  unpolitical men  who  expressed  moral  indignation  with- 
out any  political  program." 

"The  Communists  gave  an  ideology  to  the movement,  provided  an  organization,  and eventually  gained  control."  Their  predomi- nance in  anti-fascism  became  possible  Spen- der said,  because  "in  this  period  the  Com- munists spoke  the  language  of  democracy ' Self-questioning  and  a  bad  conscience 
were  at  the  heart  of  the  thirties,"  Spender asserted. 

"Poets  began  to  ask  themselves  why  they wrote  poetry  which  was  passive  instead  of writing  something  which  would  create  ac- 

tion." 

Plan  55-year  lease  for  UBC  building VANCOUVER  (CUP)-The  University  of British  Columbia's  projected  $4.5  million student  union  building  may  revert  to  the administration  after  55  years  if  a  secret council  memo  is  ratified. 
The  outline  of  the  agreement  was  ap- proved by  the  student  council  Jan.  20  in  an in-camera  meeting. 
The  agreement  provides  for  a  55-year lease  of  university  land  and  for  free  heat, light  and  janitorial  services  for  the  new 

student-financed  building,  in  exchange  for immediate  acquisition  by  the  administra- 
tion^ of  the  existing  student  building,  with its  $300,000  student-financed  extension. 

The  new  student  union  building  would be  under  the  legal  control  of  the  student union  for  the  period  of  the  lease,  then  re- 

vert to  the  administration's  jurisdiction. 
A  motion  at  a  council  meeting  last  Mon- 

day to  hold  a  new  referendum  to  ratify these  plans  was  defeated  after  several  mem- bers questioned  whether  the  project  could be  stopped  now.  About  $500,000  has  already been  raised  for  the  building. 
Peter  Braund,  second  vice-president  of  the council,  said  students  should  be  allowed  to 

vote  on  "whether  they  are  in  favor  of  con- tinuing SUB  as  presently  proposed  and  fi- 
nanced." He  said  a  negative  vote  would mean  a  re-evaluation  of  the  project. 

Another  council  member  pointed  out  that 
that  48  per  cent  of  the  students'  fees  were going  to  the  building,  and  said  students should  have  a  right  to  question  what  was being  done  with  their  money. 

I 

—photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 

tSSUL  Z£t-9'°£?  Y%,ZyJ\'l"  part  of  the  Blue  '»*  White  Society's  tireless  ef- 
Ice^  Show  Tickets  n,7  ,CARN'VAL-  <""»"9  ">e  events  of  which  i™a  spectacular ■ce  snow.  Tickets  are  now  on  sale  at  the  SAC  office; 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 
THEATRE  PARTY FRIDAY,  JANUARY  28 

MEET  AT  UNION  7:15  P.M. 
Please  contact  Union  by  THURSDAY,  JAN.  27 for  reservations. 

DOH'T  FORGET 

Folk  Mass  Sun.  Feb.  6,  7:30  p.m. Great  Hall  Hart  House 

Music  Night  Tues.  Feb.  8,  8  p.m. Concert  Hall,  Faculty  of  Music 

COLES 

YONGE 

BELOW 
BLOOR 

I 

I 

II 

I 

II 

BIG  SAVINGS  ON 
REFERENCE 

BOOKS . . . 
oc?dLEL„SnocookBs00ok,DS01'n  Ks  lrZaWu' 
GUIDE  TO  GOOD  SPEECH 
J.  A.  McBurncy  &  E.  J.  Wraae  Pub  at  7  01 PHYSICAL  EDUCATION  HANDBOOK 3rd  Ed.  —  D.  C.  Scaton.    Pub    at  4  30 PHYSICAL  GEOLOGY 
2nd  Ed.  —  D.  L.  Lect  &  S.  Judson  Pub  at  10  30 CONSTITUTIONS  AND  CONSTITUTIONALISM rt.  G.  Andrews,  Pub.  ot  1  50 THE  WORLD  IN  THE  TWENTIETH  CENTURY Louis  L.  Snyder.    Pub.  at  1  45  rra  c 
SOH%RTC?!tT0?l  ?F.TH«E  *MER'"N  PEOPLE  1492-1865 

PR,CE  149 

^AC^ COLES  PRICE  M9 HVwE^d^E^BH6oDKOUOFWHi,?TOPLUObGra,  7  " C°LES  PRICE  '» 
SSiSPS^Jg*"7*-  Pub-  at  5  95 C0LES  ™« Ne"<m-   FU"-         5  00    COLES  PRICE  1.49 

COLES  PRICE  1.99 
.  COLES  PRICE  .99 
COLES  PRICE  1.99 
COLES  PRICE  .33 
COLES  PRICE 

A  VOICE  FROM  THE  ATTIC Robertson   Dorics.   Pub.  or  4.75    COLES  PRICE  1.99 
BIOLOGY  AND  ITS  RELATIONS  TO  MANKIND Winchester.    Pub.  at  7  25 
ART  in  CRISIS  —  H.  Sedlmoyr.  '  Pub.  at  6  50 CRIME  AND  INSANITY  —  Pub  at  6  00 SEXUAL  BEHAVIOR  PSYCHO-LEGAL  ASPECTS Coprio  and  Brenner.    Pub.  at  6.00  .  .  . CPA  PROBLEMS  AND  APPROACHES 
C    T.  Horngren  ond  J.  A.  Leer.    Pub.  ot  7.95 SATELLITE  OF  THE  SUN 
Athelston  SpiJhous.    Pub  ot  3  75 
JUVENILE  DELINQUENCY  IN  MODERN  SOCIETY Neumeyer.    pub.  ot  5.00 
ECONOMICS  —  Knight  &  Hines.    Pub.  at  5  50 PHYSICAL  METALLURGY  FOR  ENGINEERS Clark  &  Vorncy.    Pub  at  6.50   

COLES  PRICE  l.< .  COLES  PRICE  1.4 COLES  PRICE  1.4 
COLES  PRICE  2.9 
COLES  PRICE  1.5 
COLES  PRICE  1.0 
COLES  PRICE  1.4 COLES  PRICE  .99 
COLES  PRICE  2.49 

THEATRE  DE  MOLIERE  VOL.  I  (IN  FRENCH) 
Pub.  at  1.45  .....    ..  COLES  PRJTF THEATRE  DE  MOLIERE  VOL.  II  (IN  FRENCH) 

LEUbpERE  GORIOT  {IN  FRENCH) C°LES  PR'CE 
Balzac.    Pub.  ot  1.45    ...      .  COLFS  PR ICF TRAGEDIES  CHOISIES  DE  RACINE  (IN  FRENCH) 

?RO.S°  CONTES  C0LK  PR,CE 
Gustave  Flaubert.    Pub.  ot  95c   COLES  PRICE 

VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP  J 

j 

I 

I 

I 
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I 

I 

I 

I i 

I 
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U.  OF  T.  FILM  SOCIETY 
MONDAY  JAN.  31 

'GATES  OF  HELL"  -  "GOLDEN  COACH" will  be  shown  at  8  p.m. 

RADIO  CITY  THEATRE 
BoHiunt  and  St.  Clair  Ave. 

not  at  the  Royal  Ontario  Museum. 

CUSO  MEETING 

TOES.  FEB.  1  AT  7:30  P.M. 
HART  HOUSE  MUSIC  ROOM 

FILM  AND  SPEAKERS  ON 

AFRICA 

Remember  To  Order  Your  Grcd  Volume 

Of  Torontonensis  Before  Fsb.  11 
(only  250  Canadian  pennies) 

No  gags,  no  gimmicks,  no  green  stomps  f 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  RADIO 
ALL  CAMPUS  ORGANIZATIONS 
ELIGIBLE  FOR  PROMOTIONAL 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  ON  THE  AIR 
PLEASE  LEAVE  ANNOUNCEMENTS 

AND  NOTICES  AT  91  ST.  GEORGE  ST. 
THIRD  FLOOR    -    PHONE  924-2339 

WHY  I  AM  A  CHRISTIAN 

TUESDAY  FEB.  1st,  1:10  P.M. 

ROOM  106 U.C. 

varsity  i 

students! 
GOOD  ONLY 

SUN.  FEB.  6 

6.00  P.M. 

DISCOUNTS  ON 

TICKETS  FOR 

ElEUf  SHIPSTADS NEW  g'JOHNSON 
ICE  FOLLIES 

Starring 

~k  Donald  Jackson 
~k  Ina  Bauer 
■k  Richard  Dwyer 
*  Jill  Shipstad 
★  Mr.  Frick 

$1.00  OFF  For  Each  Ticket 
Bring  this  ad  and  your  A.T.L.  Card  to  the 
Gardens'  Box  Office  and  receive  $1.00  off 
per  ticket. 

REGULAR  PRICE  YOU  PAY 
$5.00  $4.00 
$4.00  $3.00 
$3.00  $2.00 

SAT  won't  count  against  applicants The  Scholastic  Aptitude 
Tests  which  prospective  en- trants to  the  University  of 
Toronto  have  to  take  will 
never  count  against  the  ap- 

plicant, according  to  Regist- rar Robin  Ross. Mr.  Ross  was  replying  to 
questions  at  the  SAC  high school  conference  Saturday 
when  be  said  the  scores  on 
these  tests  will  only  be  used 
to  admit  students  who 
otherwise  would  not  quite 
qualify. If  a  student  has  a  58  per 
cent  average  and  a  high 
score  on  his  SAT,  he  will 
probably  be  admitted,  Mr. Ross  said. 
When  asked  what  he  con- 

sidered a  high  score,  Mr. 
Ross  hesitated,  then  turned 
to  E.  M.  Davidson,  newly  ap- 

pointed director  of  admis- sions, who  smiled  and  said: 
"The  big  U.S.  colleges  will 

grab  at  anyone  with  a  score of  700."  (The  highest  pos- sible score  is  800). 
In  answer  to  another 

question  Mr.  Ross  advised students  who  have  taken 

the  test  once  not  to  take  it 
again.  (In  the  U.S.  students are  usually  advised  to  take 
the  test  at  least  twice  be- cause their  score  will  imp- 

rove at  succcessive  tries.) 

Ex-editor,  Skuleman  to  be  auctioneers 
A  notorious  former  Varsity  editor  and  a  celebrated 

Skuleman  will  clash  publicly  Wednesday  in  Hart  House  in 
a  literary  war. 

Harvey  L.  Shepherd  (SGS),  editor  of  The  Varsity  last 
year,  and  Rick  Ross  (IV  APSC),  engineering  SAC  represen- 

tative, will  auction  off  300  books  from  the  Hart  House  Li- 
brary. 

Dave  Dacks  (III  UC),  auction  co-ordinator,  told  The  Var- 
sity the  books  will  be  disposed  of  "by  title,  weight  and  cubic content,"  to  make  room  for  new  books  in  the  library.  He 

said  such  masterpieces  as  Cassanova's  Chinese  Restaurant, Memoirs  of  a  Cross-Eyed  Man,  and  14  volumes  of  poetry 
and  essays  by  Thomas  de  Quincy  will  be  auctioned  to  Hart 
House  members  12  noon  to  2  p.m.  in  the  East  Common Room. 

BRIEFLY... 

learners  can  love 
By  JULIE  BROWN 

People  who  are  learning 
are  more  capable  of  loving 
than  people  who  are  not, 
said  Dr.  Alan  Thomas,  direc- 

tor of  the  Association  for 
Adult  Education,  last  week. 

Dr.  Thomas  was  speaking 
about  "Learning  and  Lov- 
ng"  at  a  meeting  of  the  U 
of  T  Humanist  and  Unit- 

arian Society  in  University College. 
People  who  are  engaged 

in  learning  are  infinitely 
more  exciting,  vital  and  at- tractive people  than  those 
who  are  not  learning",  he 
said,  "because  learning  en- 

gages the  entire  personal- 
ity. 

"The  act  of  learning  is  an 
admission  of  inadequacy  on 
the  part  of  the  learner.  It 
involves  him  in  a  degree  of 
nakedness.  He  must  be  will- 

ing to  try,  fail,  and  try  again 
without  fear  of  humiliation 
for  having  made  a  mistake", he  said. 

In  teaching  a  man  how  to 
use  a  certain  machine,  a 
model  is  used,  while  he  is 
still  making  mistakes.  The 
university,  he  said,  is  just 
such  a  model.  A  student  can 
make  a  mistake  here  with- 

out endangering  himself  or 
society,  and  without  humi- liating himself. 

Learning  makes  love  pos- 
sible, in  that  learning  in- 
volves a  great  deal  of  give 

and  take  between  people, 
and  hence  an  increase  in  op- 

portunity for  acts  of  charity, 
he  said. 
Loving  also  makes  learn- 

ing possible.  People  learn 
best,  he  said,  when  they  are with  other  people. 

i  praised 
IMS. 

By  KATHY  COLE Indira  Gandhi  is  the  best 
choice  for  Prime  Minister  of 
India,  Miss  Padma  Sastri, 
an  Indian  student  studying 
political  science  in  U  of  T's graduate  school  said  last week. 
"That  her  father  was 

Nehru  is  the  biggest  asset 
of  Mrs.  Gandhi,"  Miss  Sastri 
said.  "Her 'training'  to'  be 'a 

Prime  Minister  was  received 

from  a  Prime  Minister." Miss  Sastri  was  speaking 
on  "India  and  her  New 
Prime  Minister"  at  the  In- 

ternational Students'  Union as  part  of  their  current events  series. 
Mrs.  Gandhi  has  only  one 

year  to  consolidate  her  po- 
sition and  prove  her  worth, before  the  1967  election, 

Miss  Sastri  said. 
As  a  result  of  her  exten- sive travels  with  her  father 

"she  has  seen  many  lands, 
met  the  leaders  and  the 
people.  In  trade  dilemnas, no  one  else  in  India  can  be 
more  fitting;  as  a  foreign 
minister,  no  one  is  better 
qualified.  She  is  a  doer 
rather  than  a  thinker. 
"We  can  place  our  con- 

fidence in"  her;  I  welcome 
her  as  our  Prime  Minister," Miss  Sastri  added. 

meet  your  rep 

University  College  stu- dents will  get  a  chance  to 
meet  their  SAC  representa- tives this  week  daily  from 
1  to  2  pjn. 
One  of  the  five  represen- tatives will  be  available 

every  day  in  the  Lit  Office. 

vaccine  and  swine 
In  answer  to  the  claims 

of  some  critics  that  medical 
research  eats  up  money 
without  producing  useful  re- 

sults, the  UofT  Connaught 
Laboratories  announc- 

ed last  week  that  from  June 
July  1964  to  June  1965  it  sold 
more  than  2,000  "swine  of  a 
very  superior  quality"  as breeding  stock  to  Canadian fanners. 

The  annual  report  of  the 
laboratories,  written  by  di- 

rector Dr.  J.K.W.  Ferguson, 
proclaimed  that  "there seems  to  be  little  doubt  that 
our  project  has  had  an  elec- trifying effect  on  the  swine 
industry  in  Canada." The  report  also  announced 
the  development  of  two  new 
rabies  vaccines:  a  "killed" vaccine  for  use  in  humans; 

and  for  use  in  animals,  and 
a  "live"  vaccine  which  is  a 
virus  of  the  original  disease. 

Unfortunately,  Dr.  Fergu- 
son says,  the  "killed"  vac- cine intended  for  h  u  m  a  n  s 

will  not  be  fully  available 
for  quite  a  long  time. 

card-burner  speaks 

Convicted  draft-card  bur- ner James  Wilson  of  the 
Catholic  Workers  Movement 
in  New  York  City  will  speak 
at  a  forum  on  "Dissent  and 
Extra-Legal  Protest",  Mon- 

day, in  Upper  Brennan  Hall, St.  Michael's  College. 
Also  speaking  at  the  dis- cussion which  starts  at  8 

p.m.,  will  be  U  of  T  Sociol- ogy Professor  Ian  Currie, 
who  was  a  graduate  student 
at  Berkeley  during  the  de- monstrations last  year. 

he  likes  protests 

SUPA-types  take  note:  the 
new  man  in  charge  of  the 
U.S.  Consulate  on  University 
Avenue  approves  of  protest 
demonstrations. 

Allen  B.  Moreland,  who 
has  just  taken  over  the  job from  W.  Park  Armstrong, 
who  has  retired,  thinks  such 
demonstrations  "represent  a 
right  of  petition,"  if  they 
are  "peaceful  and  construc- 

tive." 

"This  is  not  a  new  phe- 
nomenon," he  said. 

But  then  after  each  major 
demonstration  no  matter 
how  critical  of  his  own 
policies.  President  Lyndon 
Johnson  also  voices  approv- 

al. 

Mr.  Moreland,  55,  a  native 
of  Georgia,  lives  in  the  of- ficial residence  on  Warren 
Rd.,  and  has  three  daughters 
studying  in  the  U.S. 

reaney  here 

Dr.  James  Reaney,  Cana- 
dian poet  and  playwright 

will  lecture  on  Contempor- 
ary Themes  in  Mo dern Drama,  Feb.  4  in  West  Hall, University  College. 
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Chapelle  topples  record, 

Swim  Blues  topple  UB R..    BETED  kl.r-nn,.. By  PETER  McCREATH 
Mike  Chapelle  broke  the Ontario  native  and  Hart House  pool  records  for  the 

200-yard  breast  stroke  when the  University  of  Toronto 
swim  team  trounced  Univer- 

sity of  Buffalo,  72-22  in  a 
dual  swim  meet  at  Hart House,  Saturday. 

Chapelle,  a  third  year  En- 
gineering student,  covered 

the  distance  in  2:23.0,  bet- 
tering the  old  mark  by  1.6 seconds. 

Although  the  time  also bettered  the  Ontario-Quebec Athletic  Association  record, it  will  not  stand  as  an  OQAA mark  as  it  was  not  set  in OQAA  competition. 
Varsity  completely  do- 

minated the  meet,  winning every  event  it  entered.  The 

lone  Buffalo  victory  came  in diving,  an  event  Blues  did not  contest. 
Individual  winners  for 

Varsity  were  John  Weekes 
in  the  50-  and  100-yard freestyle  events,  Theo  van 
Ryn  in  the  200-yard  individ- 

ual medley  and  the  200-yard backstroke  and  Graeme 
Barber  in  the  200-yard  but- terfly. 
Blues  also  won  the  inter- 

mediate meet,  59-26.  Steve 
Gerring,  Chris  McNaught 
and  Roger  Barcant  each 
won  three  events  for  Tor- onto. 
NOTES:  The  win  avenged an  earlier  loss  to  Buffalo  this season  ...  Top  race  of  the day  saw  Theo  van  Ryn  edge Graeme  Barber  by  a  finger- 

nail in  the  200-yard  individ- 

ual medley  . . .  Next  meet  is 
against  perennial  rival  Uni- versity of  Western  Ontario at  Hart  House  in  two  weeks. 

^f°°r^"",?'  Toronto  (Wol- 
ker,  Chapelle,  Barber  Verth);  2.  Buf- falo. Time — 3:58.5. 
Campbell  (T);  3.  Troppman  (B);  Time. 
<T'<  3.  Perkins  (B)  Time — 23.9 

(TV    ■»    iW£!cl  """"T— 1-  von  R,n 
Sme-ij-lii       1  l;    3-  C0n,ov l7f***—'-  Reb<>;  2-  Mitel;  Poir r  *H  '""""If— 1 .  Borber  (TV  2 Campbell  (T);  3.  Donohy  (B);  Time-i 

ITV°1  '?.V'-uWeek<!s  <T>.'  2.  Fisher *««  ■. Mile'«ho<in  (B);  Time— 53.3. 
200  backstroke — 1.  van  Rvn  (TV  7 

f-loa"  lB,;  3'  Wolker  <T)V- 
500  free— 1.  Richardson  (T);  2 

—iSST  <B);  3-  C°""'b"'  (T);  Time 
200  brcasfsttokc —  1 .  Chapelle  (TV  2 Broun  (B);  3.  Parker  (T);  2:23.0.  (re- 400  sprint  retor_l.  Toronto  (Verth 
Weekes,  Richardson  and  yon  Ryn)' 
2.  Buffalo.  Time— 3:38  •  ™' 

THREE-WAY  SIHl  BATTLF  TIBHTFHS 

A.  C.  NIELSON 
COMPANY 

MARKETING 

RESEARCH 

Leading  international  Marketing  Research  organi- zation has  opportunities  for  graduates  in  Arts  Com- merce, Business  Administration,  and  Engineering fcxeel  ent  opportunities  for  advancement  to  mono genal  positions.  We  are  a  rapidly  expanding  or- ganization, with  head  office  in  Toronto  and  500 employees,  operating  under  progressive  manaqe- ment  concepts. 
We  will  be  interviewing  applicants  for  Field  Re- presentative trainee;  Production  Management trainee;  Client  Service  trainee,  and  Systems  trainee Please  consult  the  Placement  Service  for  more  de- tailed descriptions  and  appointment  time 
We  will  be  on  campus  on  Friday,  February  4th IV66,  to  see  any  interested  applicants. 

No  easy  way  for  first-place  Mustangs  I  Scarborough  college 
^BARIC.K..fOLLINS  Gary    Bormev     in    th.     S™„,.   ,„„    r   .11  "MIXER" 

By  RICK  KOLLINS 
OQAA  Publicity  Director 
Western  Mustangs  main- 

tained their  two-point  hold 
on  first  place  in  the  Senior 
Intercollegiate  Hockey 
League  during  the  past week,  despite  close  calls  with 
Waterlooo  Warriors  and Guelph  Redmen. 
Mustangs  played  to  a 

scoreless  tie  with  second- 
place  Waterloo  Thursday  in London,  then  came  from 
behind  in  the  third  period to  defeat  last-place  Guelph, 5-3,  Saturday  in  Guelph. Western  has  19  points  in 
the  SIHL  standings,  Water- 

loo 17  and  Varsity  Blues  16. Warriors  and  Blues,  how- 
ever, have  played  one  game less  than  Mustangs. 

Western  peppered  40 shots  at  Waterloo  netminder 
Arlon  Popkey  Thursday  but was  unable  to  beat  the 
Smith  Falls  rookie.  Popkey was  star  of  the  game,  despite 
a  painful  injury  suffered when  he  was  hit  in  the mouth  by  a  Walt  Winnik shot. 

Gary  Bormey,  in  the 
'Stangs  nets,  had  a  soft night,  blocking  just  11  War- rior shots. 
Mustangs  scored  four 

third-period  goals  at  Guelph to  overcome  a  2-1  Redmen 
lead.  Jim  Dent  scored  two 
goals,  Paul  Courneya,  John Heslop  and  Rich  Clark  one 
apiece  for  Western.  Jim 
Forbes,  Glen  Slatter  and 
Rube  Mapletoft  counted  for Guelph. 

In  other  weekend  action, McMaster  Marlins  travelled 
east  to  lose  6-1  at  Laval 
Friday  and  win  6-5  at  Mc- 
Gill  Saturday.  Laval's  vic- tory moved  Rouge  et  Or  into 
fourth  place,  two  points 
ahead  of  Queen's  and  six behind  Varsity. 
Laval  goal  scorers  were 

Gratien  Guimond,  with,  two, 
Reynald  Dufour,  Michel 
Roy,  Fred  McRobie  and 
Yvon  Paquet.  Don  Robb 
counted  for  Marlins. 
At  McGill,  Frank  Hicks 

ran  his  goal  total  to  13  by- scoring  three  times  for  Mc- 
Master.   Mike    Ker,  Gary 

Spoar  and  Larry  Gamble 
netted  the  others  while  Mc- 

Gill goals  went  to  Skip Kerner,  with  two,  Mel Johnson,  Rick  Ripstein  and Jean-Guy  Labrie. 
Earlier  last  week,  Laval 

defeated  McGill,  10-3,  in Quebec  City  and  Waterloo turned  back  Guelph,  7-2,  in Guelph. 

In  key  games  this  week, McMaster  plays  at  Western 
Wednesday,  Varsity  at  Wa- terlo  Thursday  and  Guelph at  Varsity  Friday. 

Babes  win  again 

Baby  Blues,  U  of  T's women's  hockey  team, 
stretched  their  winning 
streak  to  three  Friday  when 
they  defeated  Queen's  9-0  at Varsity  Arena.  Blues  have 
yet  to  be  defeated. 

Sue  Macki  led  the  scoring 
with  three  goals.  Gail  Wil- 

son and  Marilyn  Harris 
scored  twice  with  singles 
going  to  Leslie  Jones  and Patti  Gair. 

FRI.,  FEB.  4th 
ADMISSION:  75c  STAG,  $1.50  DRAG 

FEATURING     °N   SCARBOR<>"GH  CAMPUS THE  COUNTS 
TICKETS  A  MAPS  AVAILABLE  AT  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

U.  OF  T.  INDIVIDUAL  DEBATING  TOURNAMENT 
(sponsored  by  the  U.T.D.U.) 

OPEN  TO  ALL  UNDERGRADUATES 
REGISTER  IN  TEAMS  OF  TWO 

TOURNAMENT  BEGINS  MONDAY  FEB.  7 

APPLICATION  DEADLINE 

THURS.  FEB.  3 

Applicotion  forms  at  Hall  Porters  Desk  Hart  House 

Socialism,  initiative  can  co-exist 
By  JILL  EISEN 

Socialism  and  personal 
initiative  can  co-exist  was 
the  decision  reached  in  a 
debate  in  the  JCR  Friday. 
Gary  Segal  (II  UCJ  and 

Arthur  Kaell  (II  UC),  who 
used  Marxism  as  their  de- 

finition of  socialism,  said 
pure  socialism,  which  in- 

volves national  control  of 
the  production,  exchange 
and  distribution,  leaves  no 
room  for  individualism. 
No  examples  of  pure  so- 

cialism exist  today  because 
under  it  no  country  has been  able  to  survive,  Kaell said.  Lenin  tried  it,  but  had 
to  compromise  socialist 
ideals  when  the  economy collapsed. 
Communism  is  working because  it  has  abandoned 

pure  socialism  in  favor  of 
personal  initiative,  he  de- clared. 
George  Haydu  (I  UC) 

and  Bruce  Lewis  (III  UC) 
took  modern  socialism  as 
their  definition. 
Haydu  pointed  out  that 

personal  initiative  is  encou- 
raged in  Russia  by  allowing 

the  worker  to  sell  the  pro- 
duce from  the  land  the  state 

gives  him. 
Lewis  argued  that  capi- 

talist countries  are  control- 
led by  big  business  just  as 

communist  countries  are 
controlled  by  government. 

In  either  system  the  work- 
er can  only  advance  by 

showing  initiative  but  in  so- 
cialist countries  initiative 

is  more  effective  because 
only  there  can  a  worker  in- 

fluence the  government,  and 
therefore  the  economy,  he 
said. 
It  is  not  true,  he  said, 

that  personal  initiative 
comes  only  from  a  desire  to 
earn  money. 

Tickets  on  sale  now  at  S.A.C.  for 

Folk  Singing  Show  Sun.  Feb.  13,  8  p.m. 
VARSITY  ARENA    -  $1.50 

(fox  included) 

Ice  Frolics  '66,  Mon.  Feb.  7,  8  p.m. VARSITY  ARENA    -  $1.00 

Winter  Carnival  Semi -Formal 
SAT.,  FEB.  12,  9  P.M. 
HART  HOUSE    -  $2.50 

? 

PYGMALION 

ALLAN -WARD 
TRIO 
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HENRY  MONTEITH  PICKS  UP  TEN  POINTS 
VICTORIES  OVER  QUEEN'S,  MONTREAL 

Blues  hit  target  on  road  trip 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
MONTREAL  —  Varsity 

Blues  brought  out  the  heavy 
artillery  for  their  trip  east 
over  the  weekend  and  left 
their  opposition  with  a  case 
of  shellshock. 

Blues  fired  21  goals  in 
two  games  against  Univer- 

sity of  Montreal  Carabins 
and  Queen's  Golden  Gaels. 
They  trounced  Montreal 

Carabins  10-1  here  Saturday 
afternoon  after  defeating 
Queen's  U-l  the  night  be- 

fore in  Kingston. 
It  was  one  of  the  most 

successful  eastern  road, 
trips  ever  made  by  a  Var- 

sity hockey  team.  Against 
Carabins,  Blues  put  to- 

gether a  balanced  attack 
which  saw  seven  players 
share  in  the  scoring. 
Ward  Passi,  Bryan  Tomp- son  and  Pat  Monahan  each 

scored  twice  against  the 
weakened  Carabins.  Singles 
went  to  Steve  and  Henry 
Monteith  and  Bob  McClel- 
land. 
Although  strengthened  by 

the  return  of  Jean-Jacques 
Granger,  a  SIHL  all-star  de- 

fenceman  last  season,  Cara- bins have  not  been  able  to 
find  adequate  replacements 
for  the  other  six  who  left 
the  team. 
As  a  result,  Blues  were 

easily  able  to  outskate  Ca- 
rabins on  the  large  ice  sur- face. 

Varsity  held  a  1-0  lead after  the  first  period,  scored 
four  more  in  the  second  and 
five  in  the  third. 

Jocelyn  Cote  ruined  goalie 
Bill  Stewart's  bid  for  his 
first  shutout  in  intercol- 

legiate competition  when 
he  counted  Carabins'  only goal  from  at  11:41  of  the 
third  period. 
The  game  was  played  in 

University  of  Montreal's ultra  modern  arena  just 
recently  completed.  The  di- mensions of  the  ice  surface 
are  the  same  as  those  of  the 
Montreal  Forum. 

In  Kingston  Friday  night, 
the  expected  finally  happen- ed. The  line  of  the  Monteith 
brothers  and  Paul  Laurent 
clicked  to  lead  Blues  to  an 
11-1  win  over  Queen's. The  line  had  a  combined 

total  of  20  points.  Henry 
Monteith  put  five  past 
Norm  Douglas,  Gaels'  goal- tender,  and  picked  up  three 
assists.  He  had  a  total  of  10 
points  in  the  two  games. 

Paul  Laurent  had  two 
goals  and  four  assists  and Steve  Monteith  scored  once 

HENRY  MONTEITH 

IT'S  LANCERS  AGAIN 

First  spot  decided  in  SIBL 
The  race  for  first  place 

in  the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Basketball  League  is  vir- 

tually decided  after  week- 
end action.  But  competition 

for  the  Western  Division's 
two  remaining  playoff  spots 
is  now  tighter  than  ever. 
Windsor  Lancers  extend- 

ed their  record  to  6-0  and 
aJl  but  wrapped  up  top  spot 
by  lashing  Varsity  Blues, 
1 1 1-63,  Saturday  night  in 
the  border  city.  Blues  are 
in  second  place  with  a  4-2 record. 
McMaster  Marauders  and 

Waterloo  Warriors  took  ad- 
vantage of  Western  Mus- 

tangs to  even  their  records 
at  3-3  and  close  in  on  sec- 

ond-place Blues. 
Marauders  edged  Mus- 

tangs, 66-60,  in  overtime 
Saturday  at  McMaster  after 
Warriors  had  defeated 
Western,  64-52,  Wednesday in  London.  Western  now  has 
a  2-4  record,  last-place 
Guelph  Redmen  are  0-6. 
Lancers  employed  fami- 

liar strategy,  hitting  Blues 
with  a  full-court  press  and 
breaking  quickly  into  a 
commanding  lead.  The  de- 

fending Wilson  Cup  cham- 
pions led  32-11  after  10  mi- 
nutes and  62-28  at  the  half. 

Marty  Kwiatkowski  paced 
Lancers  with  27  points  and 
raised  his  league-leading 
average  to  25.8  points  per 
game.  Gerry  Horner  added 
19,  Angelo  Mazzuchin  15 
and  Bob  Navetta  14. 

For  Blues,  Bill  Woloshyn 
had    16,   Nolan    Kane  15, 
John  Hadden  8  and  Doug Lockhart  7. 
McMaster  outscored 

Western  8-2  in  the  5-minute 
overtime  at  Hamilton  Sat- 

urday. Paul  Allingham 
scored  19,  Charlie  Smith  12 
and  Brian  Gruhl  10  for  Ma- 

rauders. For  Mustangs, 
Dave  Crowe  hooped  21, 
Marv  Morten  14  and  Paul 
Newman  13. 

In  Eastern  Division  play. 
Queen's  Golden  Gaels  and 
McGill  Redmen  posted  their 
second  victories.  Gaels 
(2-0)  defeated  Laval  Rouge 
et  Or,  69-39,  Friday  in  King- 

ston and  Redmen  (2-1) 
turned  back  Montreal  Cara- 

bins, 90-50,  Friday  in  Mont- real. 
In  the  other  game  played, 

Laval  (1-2)  defeated  Mom- 
real  (0-2),  62-40,  Saturday  in Montreal. 

Pete  Scobe  led  Gaels 
against  Laval,  scoring  1 8 
points.  Guard  Doug  Fraser added  13.  Grilles  Goulet  was 
Laval's  top  scorer  with  7. 

McGill  was  paced  by  Shel- 
don "The  Shot"  Zimmer 

and  Dave  Leibson,  who  net- 
ted 21  and  18  respectively 

against  Montreal.  Mike 
Gratton  had  10  for  Cara- 
bins. 

Goulet  scored  20  for  Laval 
against  Carabins,  Eugene 
Dione  adding  11  and  Guy 
Laberge  10.  Alain  Olivier 
had  10  for  Montreal. 
Varsity  (63)— Woloshyn  (16),  Kane (15),  Hodden  (8),  Lockhort  (7),  Rogers 15),  Neidre  (4),  Hotowachuk  (4),  Garbe 2),  Richardson  (2),  Kimel  (0). Windsor  (111)  —  Kwiatkowski  (27), Horner  (19),  Mozzuchin  (15),  Navetta 

(14),  Polono  (10),  Brown  (10)  Taranc- zuk  (9),  McWha  (5),  Kelly  (2),  Elliot 

Varsity  wrestlers  pinned 

at  Guelph  Invitational 
By  BOB  CLARK 

University  of  Toronto's wrestling  Blues  failed  to 
take  any  of  the  weight 
cham  pionships  at  the 
Guelph  Invitational,  Satur- day. 

Larry  Angus  came  closest 
for  the  Varsity  squad  when 
he  advanced  to  the  finals  in 
the  152-Ib  event  before  be- 

ing decisioned  by  Guelph's Tom  Jones.  Roger  Doner 
was  the  other  strong  con- 

tender for  Blues  as  he  suc- 
ceeded in  making  the  quar- 

ter-finals of  the  160-lb  be- 
fore being  decisioned  by  Lee 

Dietrick   of    the  Michigan 
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Wrestling  Club. 
Dietrick  advanced  to  the 

finals  before  he  was  defeat- 
ed by  Orlando  lacovelli  of 

the  New  York  Athletic  Club. 
FOOTNOTES:  Guelph  and 

Western  each  won  two 
weight  divisions,  and  Water- 

loo, one,  to  give  the  Can- adian Colleges  five  of  twelve 
events.  Michigan  State  took 
two  for  the  U.S.  colleges,, 
and  U.S.  wrestling  clubs 
took  all  but  one  of  the  re- mainder. 
London  Athletic  Club  took 

the  123-lb  . . .  Varsity  visits 
University  of  Buffalo,  Tues- 

day, February  8th,  and  are 
at  home  Saturday.  Feb,  12th, 
entertaining  Western. 

and  was  credited  with  five 
assists. 
For  Henry  Monteith,  it 

was  a  repeat  performance. Last  season  his  output  was 
exactly  the  same  when 
Blues  downed  Gaels  in 
Kingston,  11-6. "They  (the  Monteiths) 
were  tremendous.  There's not  much  you  can  do  about 
them,"  moaned  dejected 
Queen's  coach,  Bill  Colvin after  the  game. 
Monteith  wasted  little 

time  getting  started  scoring 
at  the  31  second  mark  of 

the  first  period  on  Blues' first  shot  on  goal. 
Their  second  shot,  by 

Paul  Laurent,  also  went 
past  a  seemingly  immobile 
Douglas  19  seconds  later. 

It  was  obvious  Queen's couldn't  keep  up  with  Blues who  were  on  target  for  four 
goals  in  second  period  and five  in  the  third. 
Other  marksmen  for 

Blues  were  Bob  McClelland, 

Gord  Cunningham  and  Mur- 

ray Stroud. Larry  Jones  accounted  for 
Gaels'  goal  from  a  scramble 
in  front  of  Blues'  net  early 
in  the  third  period. 

Although  the  Monteiths' performance  was  the  high- light of  the  weekend  for Blues,  their  defensive 
strength  was  also  evident. Both  John  Wrigley,  who 
played  against  Gaels  and 
Stewart  just  missed  collect- 

ing their  first  shutouts  of the  year  and  Blues  penalty 
killers  performed  efficient- 
LEFTOVERS:  Blues  out- 

shot  Queen's  52-26  and Montreal  43-23  . . .  Against 
Queen's,  Gord  Cunningham 
was  breaking  into  the  clear 
along  the  wing  when  the 
puck  slid  under  the  boards 
and  out  of  sight . . .  Doctors 
found  Queen's  forward 
Doug  Major  was  run  down 
and  not  suffering  from  mo- nonucleosis. 

BILL  WOLOSHYN 
16  points  against  Lancers 

Brooker  slick,  takes  all  six 
By  UNCLE  CHARLIE 
Barry  Brooker  showed  his 

charges  how  it's  done  as  he 
led  the  University  of  Tor- 

onto gymnastics  team  to  a 
154.5  point  win  over  Univer- 

sity of  New  Brunswick  and 
Royal  Military  College  at Hart  House  Saturday. 
New  Brunswick  was  se- 

cond with  144.1  points  with 
RMC  third,  tallying  34.9. 

Brooker,  who  also  coaches 
the  gymnastics  team,  comp- 

letely dominated  the  meet, 
winning  all  six  events  and 
scoring  56.3  out  of  a  possible 
60  points. 

Truman  Hirchfield  of 
UNB  was  second  in  individ- 

ual standings  with  51.5 
points  and  Ken  Lumb  of Toronto  third  with  49.5. 

The  meet  marked  the  first 
appearance  of  a  Maritime university  on  the  U  of  T 
campus  for  any  type  of 
athletic  competition. Horizontal  Bar — 1.  Brooker,  Tor,  2 
Eagle,  UNB,  3.  Sutherland,  RMC Free  Calisthenics — 1 .  Brooker  Tor 
2.  Hanckock,  UNB  and  Gero,  Tor.  (tie) Vault — t,  Brooker,  Tor.,  2.  Suther- land, RMC  and  Hirschfeld  UNB  (tie) Side  Horse — 1.  Brooker,  Tor.,  2 Hirschfeld  UNB,  3.  Lumb.  Tor. Parallel  Bars —  1.  Brooker  Tor,  2 Hirschfeld,  UNB,  3.  Lumb,  Tor.  and Haas,   RMC  (tie) Rings — 1 .  Brooker,  Tor.,  2.  Sale 
Tor.,  3.  Hirschfeld,  UNB. 



UC  Lit  vice-pres  quits 

Stanley  Taylor,  vice-presi- 
dent of  the  University  Col- 
lege Literary  and  Athletic 

Society,  resigned  last  night 
alleging  that  he  cannot  car- 

ry out  his  duties  because communications  within  the 
Lit  executive  have  complete- 

ly broken  down. 
After  reading  a  four-page 

prepared  statement  at  the 
beginning  of  yesterday's  Lit council  metting,  Taylor 
walked  out  of  the  JCR  not 
waiting  for  the  discussion 
and  subsequent  acceptance 
of  his  resignation  by  a  vote 
of  10  to  3. 
Three  of  the  four  other 

executive  members.  Presi- 
dent Danny  Cooper,  Treas- 
urer Joey  Steiner,  and  Li- 

terary director  Gail  Dexter, 
opposed  acceptance  of  the 
resignation. 
The  rest  of  the  council, 

led  by  Athletic  Director  Pe- ter McCreath,  supported 
the  acceptance  of  the  resig- nation and  most  of  them 
spoke  supporting  Taylor's allegations. 

Taylor  charged  that  the 
"executive  as  a  unit  has 
completely  ceased  to  func- tion. The  executive  has  met 
only  once  since  September 

1965." 

STANLEY  TAYLOR 

He  specified  that  deci- 
sions regarding  the  recent 

pop  festival  and  the  birth 
control  program  were  made 
by  individual  members  of 
the  executive  rather  than  by 
the  executive  as  a  whole. 
He  also  complained  that 

agendas  have  not  been  pro- 
perly prepared  for  council meetings. 

In  replying  to  Taylor's charges  and  opposing  the 
acceptance  of  his  resigna- 

tion, Cooper  said  that  it  is 
hard  to  distinguish  between 
formal  and  informal  meet- 

ings of  the  executive. 
He  said  there  have  been 

plenty  of  informal  meetings 
of  the  executive  which  Tay- 

lor has  attended.  "He  has known  all  along  everything 
the  executive  has  been  up 

to." 

Several  of  the  speakers 
who  favored  acceptance  of 
Taylor's  resignation  agreed that  individual  members  of 
the  executive  have  done 
their  jobs  well,  but  com' 
plained  that  little  was  ever 
decided  at  meetings. 
Steiner  replied  to  the 

charges  by  saying,  "As  far as  I'm  concerned,  all  the 
people  looking  at  the  exec- utive with  accusing  eyes  can 

go  to  hell." 
The  reason  things  have 

been  done  by  a  few  indivi- 
duals, he  said,  is  that  others 

have  not  been  willing  to 
take  part. 
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SAYS  GRADS  DON'T  NEED  SAC Graduate  students  do  not 
feel  they  are  benefitting  from 
SAC  membership  and  should 
be  able  to  put  their  money 
into  strictly  graduate  stu- 

dent concerns,  Gradu  ate 
Student  Union  President 
Brian  Scott  said  last  night. 

Scott  was  speaking  at  an 
open  hearing  of  the  SAC 
committee  investigating 
SAC-GSU  relations. 
A  written  brief  submitted 

by  the  GSU  last  week  said, 
"the  graduate  student  is  in- clined to  be  more  interested 
in  completing  his  degree 
than  partaking  of  the  gen- 

eral university  life." The  brief  said  graduate 
students  can  continue  as 
SAC  members,  withdraw 
completely,  or  negotiate  for 
a  partial  withdrawal. 
"What  criteria  do  you think  there  ought  to  be  to 

leave  SAC  besides  a  clearly 
expressed  wish  to  do  so?" Andrew  Adler  (SGS)  asked 
last  night. 

"I  don't  think  that  is  a 
valid  criterion,"  replied  Vic- tor Hori  (SGS). 

Ernie  Lightman  (III  UC) 
pointed  out  Mr.  Scott's brief  claimed  that  benefit 
in  such  organizations  as  the 
Canadian  Union  of  Students 
was  purely  subjective. 
"Then,  shouldn't  member- 

ship in  the  GSU  be  option- al?" he  asked. 
Howard  Adelman  ( SGS ) 

claimed  that  the  differences 
between  grads  and  under- 
grads  are  real  but  overem- 

phasized. Since  the  differ- ences between  other  groups 
such  as  the  earlier  and  later 
years  of  medicine  are  just 
as  great  as  the  amount  of 
time  spent  on  campus,  he 
pointed  out  that  the  GSU's claim  was  hardly  relevant. 

"There  is  a  trend  in  North 
America  to  separate  under- 

graduate and  graduate  acti- 
vities," said  Adler,  "and  this 

seems  to  be  what  is  being 
planned  in  Toronto  in  terms 
of  size  and  structure." Thomas  Wray  (SGS)  re 
plied  that  he  felt  that  uni 
versity  studies  were  a  con- tinuum from  freshman  year 
until  the  attained  goal. 

"Since  the  doctorate,  not 
the  BA,  is  becoming  the  goal 
in  the  American  universi 
ties,  I  can't  see  how  this fits  in  with  what  is  happen 

"The  university  commu 
nity  should  be  reflected  in 
some  sort  of  council  repre- sentative of  all  groups, 
eluding  faculty.  Right  now 
we  have  a  students  council 
and  we  should  form  t 
basis  on  the  unity  of  inter 

est  among  all  these  groups,' said  Alan  Bowker  (SGS). 
"Rather  than  challenging 

each  other  and  trying  to  do- 
minate, we  could  carve  up 

the  pie." 

Thirty  demonstrate; 

sit-in  today  mooted 
By  JOHN  SWAIGEN 

and  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
Approximately  30  people, 

some  of  them  U  of  T  stu- 
dents, marched  in  front  of 

the  U.S.  consulate  last  night 
bearing  signs  calling  for  the end  of  the  war  in  Viet  Nam. 
Demonstrators  had  all 

left  by  early  today.  Plans 
were  to  resume  picketing  at 11:30  a.m. 

A  meeting  was  to  be  held 
in  the  basement  of  Univer- 

sity College  at  1  p.m.  today for  all  interested  students 
to  discuss  plans  for  continu- 

ing and  enlarging  the  de- monstration. 
Among  ideas  to  be  dis- cussed was  the  possibility 

of  civil  disobedience,  such 
as  a  sit-in  at  the  consulate. 
The  demonstration  fol- 

lowed a  meeting  yesterday 
in  the  UC  Junior  Common 
Room  at  which  vague  plans 
were  made  for  a  mass  de- monstration at  noon  today 
and  another  on  Friday. 
Observing  the  line  last 

night  were  McMaster  reli- gion professor,  George 
Grant,  and  James  Laxer, 
president  of  Canadian  Uni- 

versity Press. Grant  and  Laxer  were  in 
Toronto  to  participate  in  a 
secret  meeting  yesterday 
afternoon  to  plan  an  Otta- 

wa action — possibly  a  sit-in 
on  Parliament  Hill — by  the Student  Union  for  Peace 
Action. 

Mr.  Laxer  said  last  night 
that  no  concrete  decisions 
were  made  at  the  meeting 
which  was  held  in  the  Bi- ckersteth  Room  of  Hart 
House.  Most  of  the  discus- 

sion was  on  whether  to  di- 
rect this  Ottawa  action 

against  Canada's  involve- ment in  the  Viet  Nam  war 
or  her  lack  of  foreign  policy 
in  general. 
George  Grant,  is  interest- ed in  the  action  and  may 

participate.  Others  on  the 
committee  planning  the  ac- 

tion are  Dimitrios  Rousso- 
poulous,  a  full-time  SUPA worker  and  Doug  Ward, 
president-elect  of  the  Cana- dian Union  of  Students. 

Plans  for  the  Consulate 
demonstration  originated 
Monday  night  when  SUPA members  Kenneth  Drushka, 
Matthew  Cohen,  Tom  Wa- 
kayama,  John  Seeley  Jr., 
and  some  others  met  to  dis- 

cuss renewal  of  U.S.  bomb- 
ings. 

At  first  they  were  reluc- tant to  call  a  demonstration 
because  it  might  hinder 
their  other  SUPA  activities. 

GEORGE  GRANT 

They  were  also  afraid  that 
certain  persons  they  called "Trots"  would  try  to  take 
over  the  demonstration  and 
direct  it  their  own  way. 
But  the  group  decided 

they  were  "pissed  off"  at the  bombings  and  wanted 
to  express  their  anger  with 
a  demonstration. 

At  the  demonstration  last 

night,  impromptu  discus- sions started  at  which  Hans 
Modlich  (IV  APSC),  vice- 
president  of  the  U  of  T  So- cialist Club  and  Robert  Mc- 

Carthy (SGS),  who  claims affiliation  with  several 
youth  groups,  seemed  to take  the  leadership  at  limes. 

Drushka,  Wakayama  and 
Seeley  tried  to  fight  back 
against  what  they  called  the "railroading"  the  two  were 
carrying  on. 
But  police  came  along 

and  broke  up  the  meeting 
before  the  struggle  had  been 
decided  and  sent  the  mar- 

chers continuing  their  pro- 
test parade. "It's  a  political  issue  this 

time  and  we're  going  to  be 
called  'peace-creeps',"  some- one said. 

—photos  by  KIRK  MocGREGOR 
Campus  Communist  Club  president  Tim  Walsh  (left)  once 
again  pickets  the  city's  U.S.  Consulate. 



0.  OF  T.  INDIVIDUAL  DEBATING  TOURNAMENT 
(sponsored  by  the  U.T.D.U.) 

OPEN  TO  ALL  UNDERGRADUATES 
REGISTER  IN  TEAMS  OF  TWO 

TOURNAMENT  BEGINS  MONDAY  FEB.  7 
APPLICATION  DEADLINE 

THURS.  FEB.  3 
Application  forms  at  Hall  Porters  Desk  Hart  House. 

Counsellors  Wanted 

Tickets  on  sale  now  at  S.A.C.  for 
Folk  Singing  Show  Sun.  Feb.  13,  8  p.m VARSITY  ARENA    -  $1.50 (tax  included) 

Ice  Frolics  '66,  Mon.  Feb.  7,  8  p.m VARSITY  ARENA    -  $1.00 

Winter  Carnival  Semi -Formal 
SAT.,  FEB.  12,  9  P.M. 
HART  HOUSE    -  $2.50 

An  excellent  opportunity 
to  gain  experience  in 
working  with  emotionally 
disturbed  children.  Camp 
is  at  Pidgeon  Lake  nea Peterborough,  operates 
through  July  and  August APPLY  TO: 
MR.  PAUL  ARGLES, 

Executive  Director 
Earlscourr 

Children's  Home 46  Sr.  Clair  Gardens Toronto  10,  Ont. 
Telephone 

LE  5-5812 

CENTRE  CHAIRMAN 
to  choir  Planning  Committee  of  Centre  with responsibility  to  Council  for  recommendotions on  facilities,  financing  and  management. 
APPLICATIONS  IN  WRITING: 
S.A.C.  PRESIDENT 

c/o  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

by:  Friday,  FEBRUARY  4Hi,  5  P.M. 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 
presents  in 
Room  102 

Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -2:00  p.m. 
February  2,  3,  1966 
ATTRACTING  POWER 

OF  QUEEN  BEES BIOLOGICAL  STUDY 
OF  FUNGUS  ANTS 

DANCERS  OF  THE  SEA 
A  series  of  programmes  arrang ed  by  the  Science  ond  Medicine 
Dept.  of  the  University  Library 
in   co-operation   with   the  No- tional Science  Film  Library  of the  Conadion  Film  Institute. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE WATCHING  THE  FILM 

The  Player's  jacket  fa; Mhiontd  by  BANTAMAL  ,n  lerylcae'.  a  c5c!l  fibre". 

Come  on  over  to  smoothness 
with  no  letdown  in  taste 

Come  on  over  to 

New! 

Player's 
Kings 
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Today,  12-2  p.m. 
Auction  of  books  from  Hart  House  Library.  East  Corn- Room  —  members  only. Today,  1  p.m. 
Seminar  on  "Cuba's  Fight  Against  Bureaucracy"  — sponsored  by  SCCA.  Room  590  Sidney  Smith 
PC  committee  on  birth  control,  divorce'  and  abortion Everybody  welcome.  Room  2116,  Sidney  Smith Liberal  club  meeting  on  CULF  convention  and  next  public affairs  forum.  All  members  are  asked  to  attend.  Room  1086 oidney  imitn. 

rhi  Graduate  Christian  Fellowship  discusses  "The  Heart  of the  Gospel.   All  welcome.  Room  221  UC 

2)10Ys7dney  SmS  ~  S^™'  ̂   ™d  R°°™ Today,  1:10  p.m. 
Informal  S.C.M.  lunch  meeting.  George  Hopton  tells about  the  Detroit  industrial  mission.  Bring  your  own  lunch or  make  it  there.  44  St.  George  St. 

R  TPHntAM  °UarinS  d7,ons'ralion  bv  w-  J-  Dowkes  and l  H-  Alden.  Camera  Club  rooms.  Hart  House 

Binlf^?,",  F?ImSf  r  AttractinS  P°wer  °f  Queen  Bees; 

.BotSmca1yBuild1SrS  ̂   ̂   °f  ̂   R°°m 
Today,  4  p.m. 

Cousland  lectures  —  Medieval  councils  and  the  Con- cihar  Movement.  Emmanuel  College,  Lecture  Hall Today,  4:30  p.m. 
Graduate  Students  Union  —  weekly  tea. Today,  5  p.m. 
Mavor  Moore  discusses  -  Is  modern  life  imitating 

modern  art?  U  C  103.  " Today,  5:15  p.m. 
Vesper  service.  Address  by  Dr.  R.  M.  Freeman  on  '  God's silence.   Vic.  chapel. 

Today,  7:30  —  10:30  pjn. 
Graduate  students  —  badminton.  Drill  Hall    119  St George  St. 

Today,  8  p.m. 

"ScielSdliSranfur?..Hart   ̂   **■  » 

oJ^Z^^°  ^  *  R^shments.  Art Writer's  group  seminar.  Jack  Winter  (The  Mechanic) on  contemporary  drama  -  theory  and  practice.  Elmsley East  Common  Room,  St.  Michael's  College, 
n  n-«:  °,f  T*talian  cIub  m°vie  —  continuation  of  series  on Felhm.  La  Dolce  Vita.  Studio  theatre  -  565  College  St 

(west  of  Bathurst).  ue»e  M' Graduate  philosophy  group  will  discuss  "Cartesian  free- dom All  graduate  philosophy  students  welcome.  South Sitting  Room,  Hart  House. 
Discussion  on  world  population  and  birth  control  bv  2 recent  conference  delegates.  Hart  House  Music  Room Thursday,  1  p.m. 

2125  ̂   ~~  Lib6ral  °r  opportunist"  Sidney  Smith  _  Room Yavneh  -  fundamentals  of  Orthodox  Judaism  -  stu- 
vrp  r,lscussion  grouP-  Sidney  Smith,  Room  2110 Ixl?'scusslon'  New  College,  Room  77 UC,  PC  will  discuss  resolutions  on  divorce,  birth  control and  abortion.  Everyone  welcome.  UC  Room  209 Thursday,  1:10  pjn. 

Thursday,  4  p.m. 

Thursday,  5  p.m. 
Student  Mental  health  lecture  —  «,„  n  • 

lerburfHeouTe^^urSt0n  °f 

Thursday,  7  p.m. 

Si.ti"r|0™n-LHtV;aHJu0set  meeting  3nd  diSCUSSi°"'  ̂ uth 
Thursday,  8  p.m. 

.pea^on^hrWmonvo^T"  "^"^  Ke''th  B««^ House  Music  Room  amateUr  ̂ peater."  Hart 

Thursday,  8:15  p.m 

■P^t^E  fa  %Zo^L  /^therapist ended,  non-structural  an/™„?  k  '  ̂cussing  on  open »™-  being  in  ̂ Zr^^g,^ 

WILL  BE  Acg^^^nON-Jg)  ENTRIES 



Chastity  advocates  may  break  law 

All  clergymen  who  advo- 
cate chastity  may  be  guilty 

of  advising  birth  control  un- der the  Criminal  Code,  a 
practising  criminal  lawyer 
said  at  the  first  birth  con- 

trol lecture  at  University 
College  Wednesday  night. 

Stewart  Fisher  was  speak- 
ing in  a  panel  discussion  on 

"Birth  Control  and  the  Law" to  about  160  students,  many 
of  whom  came  in  couples. 
He  was  illustrating  the 

Code's  vagueness  on  birth control  when  te  suggested 
it  may  be  very  difficult  to 
decide  what  constitutes  dis- 

semination of  information 
that  may  lead  to  the  pre- 

vention of  conception. 
He  suggested  that  advo- 

cating the  rhythm  method 
of  control  or  even  chastity 
is  certainly  aimed  at  a  type 
of  birth  control. 

Mr.  Stewart  and  the  other 
members  of  the  panel,  Mrs. 
George  Cadbury,  director  of 
the  Planned  Parenthood  As- 

sociation, and  Prof.  Graham 
Parker  of  Osgoode  Hall  Law 
School,  all  agreed  on  the 
premise  that  "the  law  is  an 
ass"  in  this  respect. But  Mr.  Fisher  said  that 
he  had  taken  an  oath  as  a 
solicitor  to  "uphold  the  law 
of  Canada"  and  therefore he  could  not  advise  the  UC 
Lit  or  anyone  else  to  break 
that  law. 

If  anyone  "laid  an  infor- 
mation" about  the  distribu- 

tion of  birth  control  infor- 
mation, he  said,  the  police 

would  have  to  prosecute. 
But  there  is  a  definite 

tendency  today  against  the 
law  entering  people's  bed- rooms. He  noted  that  36 
states  of  the  United  States 
still  have  laws  against  for- nication. The  Criminal  Code 
has  no  such  provision. 
Mrs.  Cadbury  advocated 

that  birth  control  should  be 
stricken  completely  from 
the  Criminal  Code.  "Birth 
Control  is  a  private  and  me- 

dical matter,"  she  said. 
Her     organization  now 

helps  people  who  request birth  control  information 
by  referring  them  to  a 
"sympathetic  doctor." Their  advice  is  available 
to  single  girls.  But  she  in- dicated that  if  the  girl  is 
under  21,  they  ask  for  pa- 

rental consent  for  the  medi- 
cal examination  before 

prescribing  contraceptives. 
A  jolly,  gray-haired  grand- mother, Mrs.  Cadbury  said 

she  had  just  read  a  Victor- 
ian marriage  annual,  whose 

only  advice  to  the  bride  was 
that  "the  lady  does  not 
move"  during  intercourse. 

Continuing  in  a  light  vein, 
Mrs.  Cadbury  recited  this 
limerick  to  the  audience: 
There  was  a  young  girl 

from  St.  Paul 
Who  went  to  a  birth  con- trol ball 
She  bought  all  the  devices 

for  fabulous  prices 

But  nobodv  asked  her  at 
all. 

The  members  of  the  panel 
agreed  that  'birth  control devices  are  available  to  any- 

one who  "knows  his  way 

around." 
"In  many  drugstores  you 

can  serve  yourself,"  Prof. Graham  said. 

Mrs.  Cadbury  said  one  To- 
ronto druggist  was  fined 

5100  for  selling  condoms 
and  $100  for  advertising 
them.  In  this  case,  she  said, 
"an  information  had  been 
laid  to  the  police  by  "the chairman  of  the  Knights  of 
Columbus  Reading  Club. 
Mrs.  Cadbury  said  she 

was  anxious  to  go  to  court. 
"Being  a  white  Anglo-Saxon 
with  an  English  accent  and 
a  grandmother  of  eight  chil- dren, it  would  be  hard  to 
say  that  I  am  corrupting  the 
morals  of  our  youth." 

—photo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
MRS.  GEORGE  CADBURY 

Card-burner  would  abolish  all  laws 

By  BERNADETTE  FERRY 
A  22-year-old  American who  burned  his  draft  card 

told  St.  Michaels  College 
students  Monday  night  that 
he  would  agree  with  the 
abolition  of  all  laws. 

Jim  Wilson,  who  pleaded 
guilty  to  burning  his  draft 
with  two  other  men  in  New 
York  City  last  November, 
said  all  laws  impinge  on 
man's  freedom.  Man  can exist  without  the  law,  he 
said,  citing  the  example  of 
increased  communication 
between  people  during  the 
recent  power  failure  and 
New  York  subway  strike. 
Wilson  was  invited  to 

speak  by  the  St.  Mikes  stu- dent council. 
He  is  scheduled  to  be 

sentenced  Feb.  25.  Destroy- 
ing a  draft  card — a  federal 

offence  in  the  U.S. — is  pun- 

ishable by  five  years  in  pri- 
son. He  did  not  have  a  law- 
yer, saying  that  he  prefer- red to  depend  on  public 

opinion. Wilson  said  that  he  per- formed it  as  a  Christian  act, 
to  protest  the  suffering  of 
people.  "We  have  not  only 
a  right  but  a  duty  to  pro- 

test," he  said.  He  admitted that  he  could  have  burned 
it  privately,  but  instead chose  to  make  it  a  public 
act  because  he  felt  a  great 
need  to  arouse  others  to  the 
moral  issues  involved. 
Wilson  charged  that  the 

law  under  which  he  was  in- 
dicted was  unjust.  "That's 

why  I  broke  it."  He  said there  is  too  much  emphasis 
on  authority  and  not  enough 
on  freedom.  "When  a  law  is 
passed  which  prohibits  our 
rights,  this  law  is  unjust." 
Too  many  of  man's  free- doms have  been  lost  in  the 

past  because  unjust  laws 
have  been  allowed  to  stand, 
Wilson  said.  "I  have  a  res- 

pect for  the  men  who  are 
fighting  for  freedom.  I  be- lieve that  I  also  am  fighting 
for  freedom.  If  I  have  to  go 

to  prison  to  do  it,  I'll  go." He  said  that  there  was  no 
comparison  between  going 
to  Viet  Nam  and  going  to 
prison.  "I'm  afraid  of  both. "I  don't  believe  that  what 
I'm  doing  is  treason  or  co- wardice. The  prospect  of 
five  years  isn't  too  appeal- 

ing." 

Wilson  said  that  if  all 
laws  were  abolished,  people 
would  defend  their  country 
willingly  in  a  non-violent manner. 
"I  have  great  faith  in 

man,"  he  said.  "People  will 
fight.  They  will  die.  I'll  die for  other  men's  rights  but I'm  not  going  to  kill  for 

them." 

HART  HOUSE 

TODAY 
12  noon  -  2  p.m.  East  Common  Room AUCTION  of  books  from  Hart  House  Library Members  only. 
1.00  -  2.00  p.m.  CAMERA  CLUB  —  Club  Rooms PRINT  MOUNTING  CLASS.  Members  only. 

CAMERA  CLUB  —  Art  Gallery STUOIO  NIGHT.  Members  only. 
LIBRARY  —  The  First  Library  Evening  in  the  Series 
"Literature  and  Modern  Man" FREDERIK  POHL,  Editor,  Galaxy  Magazine 
"Science  and  Literature" Informal  address  followed  by  open  discussion. 
Ladies  admitted  as  guests  of  members. 

THURSDAY 
CHAPEL  —  Holy  Communion  —  Open  to  all members  of  the  University. 
POETRY  READING  —  Art  Gallery 
MIA  ANDERSON  and   MILTON   WILSON  reading 
a  programme  of  modern  translations. Ladies  welcome. 

8.00  p.m. 
8.00  p.m. 

12.30  p.m. 

1.15  p.m. 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 
PHILOSOPHY  CLUB 

presents Prof.  D.  D.  EVANS, 
Department  of  Philosophy,  U.  of  T. 

"REASONS  FOR  FAITH' 
Tomorrow,  THURSDAY,  FEB.  3 

8:00  P.M.  in  the  J.C.R. 
of  University  College. 

ALL  STUDENTS  AND  FACULTY  WELCOME 

BIRTH  CONTROL 

HART  HOUSE  -  TONIGHT 
DISCUSSION  LED  BY  2 

RECENT  CONFERENCE  DELEGATES 
MUSIC  ROOM  8  P.M. 

THE  COMMUNICATIONS 

COMMISSION  OF  THE 

STUDENT
S' 

ADMINIS
TRATIVE

  
COUNCIL

 

is  now  accepting  applications  for  the 
following  positions: 

Varsity  Editor  1966-67 

Torontonensis  Editor  1966-67 

Summer  Varsity  Editor  1966 

Student  Handbook  Editor  1966-67 
Applications  should  be  submitted  in  writing to  the  Communication  Commissioner, 

Students'  Administrative  Council  Bldg. 

by  FEBRUARY  4th,  1966 

IAST  CHANCE 

FOR  TICKETS 
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why  not  a  CSU  fee  raise? 
As  the  world  outside  marches  steadily  onword  towards 

a  war  to  end  people,  the  Students  Administrative  Council 
is  facing  perhaps  its  gravest  problem  of  the  year    the problem  of  relations  with  the  Graduate  Students  Union. 

If  the  graduate  students  vote  in  their  Union's  pro- 
posed referendum  to  withdraw  from  SAC,  student  govern- ment on  this  campus  will  no  longer  have  any  meaning.  If SAC  con  no  longer  represent  all  the  students,  it  has  very little  reason  fot  existing  in  its  present  form. But  the  referendum  does  not  have  to  recommend  with- 

drawal, and  it  will  not  if  SAC  presents  its  own  case  stronaly enough. 
Many  arguments  hove  been  advanced  to  illustrate  the benefits  graduate  students  receive  form  SAC  These  bene- fits were  the  subject  of  articles  by  Howard  Adelmon  (The Varsity,  Nov.  22)  and  by  Ashish  Sen  (The  Varsity  Feb  2) both  men  are  graduate  students.  Both  have  been  members of  SAC. 
The  GSU,  unconvinced  by  any  arguments,  believes that  some  withdrawal  from  SAC  must  be  negotiated  in order  for  the  union  to  have  additional  funds.  These  funds would  be  used  to  provide  greater  social  amenities  for ■Jnio,,  members— the  primary  amenity  being  a  bar There  is  no  reason  why  such  a  project  cannot  be financed  by  an  increase  in  the  GSU  fee,  presently  less  than one-quarter  that  paid  by  undergraduates  in  Victoria  and University  Colleges  to  their  local  councils 

<:Ar-  ?Ut,  °'  the  $'°  paid  ̂   students  d'n  addition  to  their SAC  fee)  at  these  colleges,  their  local  councils  manage  to finance  athletic  progroms  and  lecture  series,  as  well  as social  events. 

tn  „  IHere  iS  m°  ?°scn  wny  the  GSU  conn°t  raise  its  fees to  a  comparable  level. 

willing  !°-COf"ed  immature  undergraduates  seem  quite willing  to  pay  for  such  pr0)ects  as  the  Current  lectures. 
fu.es  L  nil    ♦       ufd  °n  $8  fee'  Qnd  P^ced  no  lec- tuies  at  all,  it  could  have  an  excellent  bar. 

other  voices 

WE  FLINCH  NOT,  NEITHER  FALTER 
Sir: 
We,  the  Canada  of  tomorrow,  are  faced 

with  one  of  those  problems  that  comes  to 
few,  very  few,  generations. 

It's  far  different  from  Vietnam  or  Rho- desia or  Canadian  Eskimoes  or  Strontium 
90.  Far  more  crucial  is  it  than  the  problems of  birth  control  or  wheat  to  India  or  disil- lusionment after  a  war. 
The  question  is  —  Will  the  Queen  follow 

the  current  trend  in  clothing  and  expose her  regal  knees?  Will  she  lift  the  hemlines of  her  many  ravishing  frocks  and  let  the world  see  the  Imperial  Thigh? 
Gad,  the  implications  of  it. 

Picture  the  Queen  with  above-knees  dres- 
ses, the  edges  billowing  in  the  Ascot  breeze and  not  an  aristocratic  eye  on  the  other horses. 

See  ambassadors  bowing  to  her  Royal Presence  only  to  find  themselves  bending 
towards  a  pair  of  Royal  Knee-Bones. 
See  the  Queen  on  her  coal-mine-visiting days  with  a  thigh-high  daytime  tunic  on. Can  you  see  the  meeting  of  Mrs.  Gandhi and  Her  Majesty?  One  with  robes  down  to her  feet;  the  other  with  legs  down  to  her feet:  It  may  be  enough  to  bring  America back  into  the  fold. 
But  it's  a  problem  we  face  with  steadfast earnestness.  We  flinch  not.  Raise  your  hems, 

oh  Queen,  and  we  shall  stand  ever  faithful.' —Reprinted  from  The  Ryersonian 

letters  to  the  editor 

clarification  re  SAT 

talk  to  the  profs 
The  comments  mode  Saturday  by  Robin  Harris 

&ro,T Lir*  Coiie9e' shouid  not  9°  "-°«'cQdrr& 

worth  heeding  Too  many  students  wind  up  wh? ,  "ur mounfoble  problems  by  exam  time  because  they  have  a  led ^discuss  these  problems  with  their  professors  durU  the 
unsurIhof  'theme 'i"16  °f  Ve0r  When  mon>'  stude"t*  become 

cfraid^t'r'y  anneotPhe0r  onT  ̂   "  W*  he'»  ™  ̂   be 

where  credit  is  due 

credit"  fohrOSthC°me  t0  'he  attenti°n  °f  The  Varsity  that 

^Vrj£t^™™£«»  '"'-national  ol°o International  Student  Reln?i™7r  ,ch,0,rmm  of  SAC's 
Nancy  Rosen  and  joa^i  r°  Comm'ttee),  Navin  Parekh, 
Helen  Hal  "S  G°'ner'  ond  °ls°  to  John  Ip  and 

varsity 

TORONTO^ 

Sir: 

I  refer  to  the  account  (The  Varsity,  Jan. 
31)  of  my  recent  remarks  to  an  SAC-High School  symposium  about  the  use  of  the 
scholastic  aptitude  tests  by  the  University of  Toronto. 
In  answer  to  a  question,  I  explained  that  in the  first  years  of  the  use  of  these  tests,  the 

results  of  these  might  in  some  cases  help 
applicants  with  low  Grade  13  scores  to  se- 

cure admission  to  the  University.  On  the other  hand,  candidates  who  had  low  scores 
in  the  tests  would  not  be  refused  amission to  the  university  merely  because  of  the aptitude  test  scores,  if  they  had  the  neces- 

sary standing  in  their  Grade  13  examina- tions. In  all  of  this  I  was  referring  to  the  use 

to  be  made  during  the  first  years  of  the application  of  these  tests. 
The  Varsity  report  also  says  that  I  advis- ed students  who  have  taken  the  test  once not  to  take  it  again.  I  was  asked  by  a  student who  had  taken  the  test  last  year  if  it  would be  essential  for  him  to  take  it  again  this year;  I  told  him  that  if  he  did  not  wish  to take  it  again  this  year,  it  would  not  be  es- sential to  do  so  in  this  first  year  of  our  use of  the  test. 
I  would  be  grateful  if  you  would  publish this  letter  as  it  is  important  that  our  intend- ing candidates  clearly  understand  the  uses to  which  the  University  of  Toronto  intends to  put  this  test  in  the  early  years. R.  Ross, 

Registrar  &  Director 
of  Student  Services. 

the  problems  of  secession Sir: 

I  wish  to  reply  to  Mr.  Scott's  proposal that  the  graduate  students  should  secede from  SAC. 
Firstly,  it  would  be  difficulty,  costly  and inefficent  for  the  GSU  to  duplicate  many  of the  projects  organized  by  SAC:  Exchange weekends  with  American  and  Canadian universities;  conferences  on  Latin  America w  evil  rights;  charter  flights  to  Europe- the  proposed  student  center. 
To  support  secession  from  SAC  involves taking  a  stand  against  opportunity Secondly,  Mr.  Scott's  argument  that  there are  three  possibhties,  secession,  partial  se- cess.on  and  the  status  quo  is  specious. There  is  obviously  a  fourth  possibility which  is  raising  the  GSU  fee.  Simply  be- cause Mr.  Scott  does  not  like  an  alternative does  not  mean  that  it  has  ceased  to  exist  A 

wouMnnUm  ta,Sed  °n  Mr'  Scolt's  ̂ernattet 
would  be  quite  meaningless  as  an  exores 
s.on  of  graduate  opinion  P  S Thirdly,  while  it  is  true  that  graduate students  have  different  problems  than  un- 

dergraduates it  does  not  follow  that  seces- 

dent/Uet  P°liCy-  M°St  ̂ uate  stu- 

aents  rarely  or  never  visit  the  GSU  and  ar-> 
not  represented  by  it;  this  is  particularly" rue  of  married  students  who  generally  have their  own  social  life. 

thf  U  rnf1Z\mlny  gradUate  Students  ™™  to 
the  U  of  T  to  be  part  of  the  university-and not  simply  the  Graduate  Students  Union 
We  a  e  not  very  excited  about  the  prospect' of  splendid  isolation;  there  is  too  m  u  r  h apartheid  in  the  university  alreau?°This  la^ ter  has  always  struck  me  as  being  one  of  the problems  of  the  U  of  T. 

Finally,  the  U  of  T  Act  permits  the  board of  governors  to  establish  one  representative body  for  the  students;  it  does  not  autho  ise it  to  set  up  two  of  them.  Consequently  the graduate  students  are  going  to  continue  o be  represented  by  SAC  -  regardless  of 
whether  they  themselves  are  repLented  on 
In  conclusion,  the  position  of  Mr  Scott 

appears^  me  to  be  quite  reactionary  and Denis  Kennedy  (SGS) 
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china  and  the  viet  nam  war 
Sir: 
What  must  not  go  unchallenged  in  John Wrights  answer  (The  Varsity,  Jan.  26)  to my  article  on  campus  reactions  to  the  Viet Nam  war  is  his  seeing  the  war  as  fundamen tally  a  result  of  Chinese  aggression It  is  no  doubt  true  that  the  National  Libe- ration Front  (Viet  Cong)  and  the  govern- ments of  North  Viet  Nam  and  China  share, not  only  Marxism,  but  a  sense  of  consider- able ident.ty  of  interest.  There  is,  no  doubt 

uonTnf  CltT  consuJtati°n  and  co-ope^ 
Hon  among  ihem,  and  the  belief  (a  largely correct  one,  I  think)  that  they  arc  sharin* in  a  world-wide  revolutionary  movement 

ates   ha?n,h°fMtihp  e-  "lings'  1  submit'  inm- 
ates that  the  NLF  is  not  fundamental^  in- digenous.   There  are  few  if  anv  ChZ 

troops  in  South  Vietnam-'/  knZ  o^ite 
much  Chi„"C  lherC  iS-  SOme  doubt  ab°"t  how 
much  Chinese  materiel  there  is  there  it  must 

the  Un  L|e^',ifUll-V  lit,le  in  comparison  to 
the  United  States  materiel  in  that  country 

Any  sort  of  interference  we  might  suppose the  Chinese  to  be  carrying  on  in  Viet  Nam we  know  that  the  Americans  are  carrvm^ on  on  the  other  side.  And  there  are  hundreds 

nons  of  do^S  °f  ATriCan  tr°°Ps  S there  ̂   °f  **"*""  hard™« 
Sovto  TifiCT  thinS  about  Chinese  and SfffiKi^  S&."3  sth 

provocation,  how  little.  uch It  is  an  inescapable  conclusion  that  the undamental  reasons  that  war  continues  are he  determination  of  the  Vietnamese  to  run their  own  country  their  own  way,  and  the determination  of  the  United  States  to  nre 
vent  them  from  doing  so  P 

Writ's  St?y  °v.'her  disaSre£™™ts  with  Mr. 
Some  of  n  ■■■  br'  Sf  Was  not  witho"t  value, 

some  of  us    radicals"  find  it  difficult  to 

pu?s  it6'"6,? nCtim°niOUS  °r'  »  Mr  Wright 

eo Tree t  T.TT',^  a"d  he  is  P^'V 

eorrect  ,n  attnbutmg  that  failing  to  J, 
Harvey  L.  Shepherd  (SGS) 



THE  GRA  DS  A  ND  TUB  5 A  C 

The  author  of  this  comment  article  is  a  grad- 
uate student  and  a  member  of  the  Students 

Administrative  Council  Opinions  expressed  are 
not  necessarily  those  of  The  Varsity. 

By  ASH1SH  SEN 

I  recently  read  in  The  Varsity  that  the  Grad- 
uate Students'  Union  is  planning  a  referendum  on 

whether  the  graduate  student  should  withdraw 
from  SAC  or  reduce  his  eight  dollar  SAC  fee,  on 

the  grounds  that  graduate  students  don't  parti- cipate much  in  SAC  activities. 

During  any  referendum  there  is  an  immediate 
tendency  for  people  to  choose  the  alternative  that 
saves  them  money,  quite  unconcerned  about  what 
they  get  in  return.  Besides,  most  of  the  SAC  activ- ities are  so  taken  for  granted  that  many  graduate 
students  may  not  realize  exactly  what  they  might 
lose  by  voting  to  withdraw.  With  this  in  mind,  I 
have  set  down  some  facts  and  observations,  espe- 

cially regarding  the  need  for  an  impartially  de- signed ballot  slip. 

I  am  told  that  graduate  students  once  were 
not  members  of  the  Students'  Administrative Council.  Then  one  year  the  administration  of  SGS 
added  $8  to  the  graduate  student's  fees,  and  he became  a  member  of  SAC,  The  graduate  students 
also  started  sending  two  members  to  SAC  meet- ings. 

These  members  were  nominated  by  the  execu- tive of  the  GSU  in  October,  and  consequently, 
being  too  late  for  council  elections,  did  not  get 
any  of  the  more  important  portfolios.  In  the 
spring  of  1964  at  a  meeting  of  the  GSU  the  then SAC  members  Sean  Cawley  and  Bruce  McKenzie, 
bored  by  having  to  sit  at  SAC  meetings  and  listen 
to  long  speeches  on  petty  subjects  (an  allegation which  I  feel  is  true  to  this  day),  and  finding  it 
difficult  to  push  their  views,  raised  the  question 
of  whether  the  graduate  students  should  with- 

"  . . .  many  graduate  students  may  not 

realize  exactly  what  they  might  lose..." 

draw  from  SAC.  The  idea  did  not  get  through. 
However,  a  subsequent  motion  to  bring  for- 

ward the  date  of  the  nomination  of  SAC  members 
to  spring  was  carried,  and  Howard  Adelman  and 
myself  were  elected  as  SAC  reps.  Adelman  went 
on  to  become  one  of  the  most  powerful  members 
on  the  SAC  executive  as  finance  commissioner. 

At  that  time  there  were  certain  clauses  in  the 
various  rules  governing  SAC  activities  which 
discriminated  against  graduate  students.  Under  a 
mandate  from  the  GSU  we  had  them  removed 

Last  summer  the  question  of  withdrawing  from 
SAC  came  up  again,  or  at  least,  since  it  was 
claimed  that  graduate  students  were  not  getting 
their  $8  worth  from  SAC,  that  either  fees  should 
be  reduced  or  that  SAC  should  reimburse  the 
GSU  for  the  part  of  the  $8  which  graduate  stu- 

dents did  not  use. 

The  GSU  was  then  expanding  its  facilities  un- 
der the  guidance  of  Dean  Sirluck  and  the  able 

administration  of  Brian  Scott,  and  more  money 
was  needed.  At  that  time,  the  pressing  needs 
were  an  air  conditioner,  a  part-time  secretary  and 
someone  to  keep  the  building  open.  At  $2  per 
student,  this  was  out  of  the  question.  Hence  the 
GSU  decided  to  approach  SAC  for  money. 

Thus  began  the  long  controversy  which  might 
lead  to  a  referendum  among  graduate  students. 

The  first  question  to  discuss  is  whether  SAC 
really  does  give  the  graduate  student  his  $8  worth. 
This  was  the  subject  of  an  article  by  Howard 
Adelman,  a  graduate  student  and  last  year's  SAC finance  commissioner,  (The  Varsity,  Nov.  22). 

per  cent  of  the  $8  goes  to  external  affairs.  This 
includes  support  of  the  World  University  Service 
and  the  Canadian  Union  of  Students. 

The  major  spending  of  WUS  on  this  campus  is 
in  the  field  of  bursaries  and  a  weekend  conference, 
Most  of  the  bursary  money,  given  to  over- 

seas students,  goes  to  graduates,  and  the  confer- 
ence usually  has  about  one-  third  graduate  parti- 

cipation. 
CUS  benefits  all  students  in  a  variety  of  ways. 

The  most  direct  is  in  fighting  to  keep  fees  down 
and  working  on  getting  "student  discounts."  The former  certainly  benefits  graduate  students;  the 
latter  provides  me,  for  example,  with  well  over 
$8  in  discounts.  (In  fact,  I  saved  more  than  $8  on 
medication  alone  recently.) 

About  10  per  cent  of  the  budget  goes  to  cult- 
ural programs.  There  are  disproportionately  large 

numbers  of  graduates  on  the  debating  team  and 
the  weekend  exchanges,  and  the  chairman  of  the 
UTAC  conference  was  a  graduate.  There  are  grad- 

uates in  the  U  of  T  orchestra  and  chorus,  and 
graduates  enjoy  the  performances.  In  drama,  the 
GSU  does  not  provide  facilities,  whereas  the  col- 

leges and  faculties  do.  Thus  the  only  outlet  for 
graduates  interested  in  drama  is  through  the 
SAC. 

This  year  more  than  half  the  participants  in 
the  International  Drama  Festival  were  graduates 
and  part  of  the  $8  SAC  fee  will  go  to  make  up 
the  festival's  loss. 

About  $1  of  the  eight  goes  to  The  Varsity, 
which  I  am  sure  is  read,  enjoyed,  and  cursed  as 
much  by  graduates  as  by  undergraduates.  On  the 
staff  of  The  Varsity,  too,  graduates  abound.  The 
last  two  editors  have  been  graduates. 

About  half  the  amount  going  to  The  Varsity 
goes  to  Torontonensis  the  university  yearbook. 
This  graduates  and  undergraduates  both  might 
claim  is  a  waste.  I,  however,  disagree,  Funds 
from  alumni  are  very  important  for  North  Ame- rican universities,  and  the  Nensis  does  its  bit  in 
forming  a  strong  alumini  group  for  the  future. 

About  50  per  cent  of  the  $8  fee  goes  for  admi- 
nistrative expenses,  which  might  be  divided 

among  the  subsidized  activities.  But  in  addition 
the  administrative  machinery  helps  with  projects 
such  as  Share  and  Treasure  Van,  which  assist 
less  fortunate  students  elsewhere  in  the  world. 

". . .  serious  doubts  about  the  validity 
of  the  claims  by  the  GSU  executive  to 

speak  on  behalf  of  graduate  stu- 

dents . . ." 
The  remainder  of  the  eight  dollars  goes  into  re- 

serves and  donations. 

Among  other  benefits  from  SAC  are  the  char- 
tered flights,  which,  although  self-supporting, 

need  the  administrative  facilities  of  a  large  orga- 
nization —  which  SAC  can  provide  and  the  GSU could  not. 

In  fact,  very  few  of  SAC's  services  could  be done  by  the  GSU.  At  the  moment  there  is  almost 
no  overlap  with  SAC  activities.  The  function  of 
the  graduate  union  is  primarily  party-oriented. 
There  might  be  a  minor  overlap  with  the  Blue 
and  White  Society,  but  the  Blue  and  White  is 
almost  self-supporting. 

If  there  is  any  other  overlap,  it  is  perhaps  with 
Hart  House.  Since  cafeteria  services  are  available 

in  New  College,  I  don't  think  graduate  students use  Hart  House  facilities  much.  Yet  they  pay 
much  more  for  this  than  for  SAC  and  the  GSU 
combined.  I  therefore  suggest  that  any  ballot 
should  include  this  problem.  An  idea  for  the 

opening  sentence  might  be: 

"Which  of  the  following  services  do  you  think is  least  worth  the  money? 

Then  there  could  be  a  list  with  Hart  House, 
SAC  and  the  GSU  on  it,  showing  the  amount  of 
graduate  student  fees  going  to  each.  The  list 
should  also  enumerate  all  the  things  each  one 
does.  For  instance  against  GSU  we  could  have 
GSU:  ($2) — weekly  parties,  theatre  parties,  week- 

ly teas,  etc. 

' . . .  /  cannot  understand  how  one  piece 

of  parchment  so  changes  a  man  . . ." 

A  second  question  that  might  be  asked  is  "Do 
you  think  GSU  fees  should  be  increased?"  After 
all,  GSU  charges  less  than  one-quarter  as  much 
as  Victoria  College  or  UC  or  Trinity.  I  wouldn't mind  paying  a  few  dollars  more  to  the  GSU,  but 
I  don't  think  the  money  should  come  out  of  the SAC  fee. 

There  are  a  large  (in  fact,  disproportionately 
large)  number  of  graduates  who  work  with  SAC 
and  also  derive  benefits  from  it.  Unfortunately, 
many  of  these  do  not  go  to  the  GSU,  and  there- 

fore escape  the  GSU  executive's  notice,  (One might  recall  here  that  the  number  of  people  who 
chose  the  GUS  president  unanimously  was  less 
than  three  per  cent  of  the  eligible  voters,  and 
that  the  vice-president  had  to  be  nominated. 

This  also  raises  serious  doubts  about  the  valid- 
ity of  the  claims  by  the  GSU  executive  to  speak 

on  behalf  of  graduate  students. 

I  certainly  must  take  issue  with  one  of  the 
claims  that  the  GSU  executive  makes,  and  that 
is  "Graduate  students  have  different  interests." 

For  four  years  a  student  attends  classes,  writes 
essays,  takes  exams.  At  the  end  of  one  of  these 
four  years,  he  attends  a  ceremony  and  also  some- 
tifes  a  "graduation  ball".  If  he  continues  being  a 
student,  he  again  attends  lectures  and  writes  es- 

says, but  now  he  is  called  a  "graduate  student". I  cannot  understand  how  one  piece  of  parch- 
ment so  changes  a  man  that  he  should  give  up 

everything  else  on  the  campus  and  start  partying 
with  a  vengeance. 

He  is  still  a  student.  His  home  is  stilt  the 
university,  and  his  budget  is  still  tight. 
A  graduate  student  who  is  in  favor  of  with- 

drawing from  SAC  said,  when  I  mentioned  The 
Varsity  to  him,  "So  what?  I  will  continue  to  pick 
it  up."  To  this  I  have  no  answer.  If  all  the  facul- ties and  colleges  felt  the  same  way,  there  would be  no  Varsity. 

Even  assuming — I  do  not  think  the  assumption 
is  valid — but  even  assuming  that  we  did  decide 
that  graduate  students  don't  use  the  full  $8  worth this  year,  how  do  we  decide  how  much  of  the  $8 
they  do  use?  How  do  we  decide  this  for  all  the 
other  faculties? 

How  do  we  decide  on  a  year-by-year  varying 
index  to  determine  a  table  which  charges  variable 
sums  to  various  groups?  Besides,  what  is  so 
special  about  these  groups? 

Soon  individuals  might  try  to  say  "I  don't  get 
my  money's  worth.  I  should  pay  only  J1.12,  for  12 
issues  of  The  Varsity,  one  concert . . . . " 
Where  is  this  going  to  end? 

If  a  break  with  SAC  does  come,  I  will  have 
to  charge  the  GSU  $208  at  $5  per  hour  for  the 
amount  of  time  I  have  spent  on  them,  less  $2, 
since  I  consume  J4  at  the  teas.  (I  pay  $2  fees  to the  GSU.) 

No.  What  we  should  do  if  we  feel  the  SAC 
does  not  adequately  serve  the  graduate  students 
is  to  bring  projects  forward  so  that  SAC  can serve  us  better. 

There  he  gave  a  breakdown  of  the  $8  fee  and 
how  it  is  used  by  SAC.  He  wrote  that  about  14 THE  VARSITY,  Wednesday,  February  2,  1966  —  Page  5 
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U  of  T  Engineer,  spent  0  ehilIy<  h  r 
h..  ye.,'.  Winter  Cam™.  Ice  Palace  ̂   Pon  £ front  campus.  The  truck  (,op  right)  contributed  to  the genera.  a,r  of  gaiety  by  9etti„9  thoroughly  stuck.  And  an ■ntrep.d  Vors.ty  photog  nearly  killed  himself  (bottom  right) ■n  getting  to  know  his  subject. 



Philosophy  professor  says 

at  a  standstill 

By  LYN  OWEN 
Education  is  due  for  a  re- 

volution of  its  own,  accord- 
ing to  U  of  T  philosophy 

Professor  Marcus  Long. 
Dr.  Long  told  The  Varsity 

that  all  levels  of  education, 
particularly  the  university 
level,  have  been  brought 
close  to  a  standstill  by  the 
inertia  of  the  people  in 
charge. 
"Inertia  is  sometimes 

good,"  he  said,  "but  if  it 
goes  on  too  long,  the  only answer  is  revolution. 
"We  are  moving  into  an entirely  new  world  with  a 

program  suited  to  50  years 

ago." He  warned  that  the  uni- 
versity cannot  afford  to  get 

out  of  touch  with  the  needs 
of  the  time,  something  that 
its  static  outlook  threatens 
to  accomplish. 
Long  also  criticized  this 

freezing  defect  present  in 
the  specialization  of  honor 
courses.  "While  the  honour 

courses  are  excellent,  they 
are  narrowly  prescribed. 
There  is  little  or  no  expan- 

sion possible  into  other 
closely-related  fields." 
He  described  the  univer- 

sity department  system  as 
"balkanized". 
Barriers  between  the 

sciences  and  the  humanities 
have  been  under  criticism 
for  years.  But  barriers  also 
obstruct  progress  and  ex- 

pansion within  the  indivi- 
dual department  itself. 

These  educational  bar- 
riers prevent  integrated 

education,  producing  spe- 
cialists who  are  "complete 

amateurs"  in  other  fields, 
and  "cultural  ignoramuses" in  the  sciences  and  technic- al faculties. 

Long  places  part  of  his 
hope  in  the  new  colleges 
and  universities  now  being 
established.  "If  they  have 
the  courage,  they  can  do 
valuable  pioneering  for  the 
future."  An  established  uni- 

versity is  difficult  to  chan- 
ge, he  said. 

Long  sees  the  problem 
now  as  the  result  of  the 
long  period  of  inertia  en- 

gendered by  the  "stick-in- the  muds"  running  the  de- partment of  education  up till  now. 
"Now  we  have  a  dynamic minister  of  education  wil- 

ling to  make  all  kinds  of changes.  The  department  of education  is  taking  educa- tion seriously  for  a  change, "but  it's  not  sure  where  to 

go-" 

The  university  too  is  wil- 
ling but  unsure  of  its' direc- tion. "It's  dragging  its  feet, almost  afraid  to  be  daring," he  said. 

Change  has  been  held 
back,  instead  of  evolving 
gradually  and  naturally. 
Long  said  that  now  aware- 

ness of  the  need  for  change 
was  here.  "But  will  the  tra- ditional inertia  prevent  it 
from  being  realized?" 

MARCUS  LONG 

A  Catholic  vote  for  abolition 

from  St.  Michaels  College  president 
The  following  are  excerpts 

from  a  speech  delivered  by 
Rev.  J.  M.  Kelly,  president  of 
St.  Michaels  College,  at  the 
annual  meeting  of  The  Can- 

adian Society  for  the  Aboli- 
tion of  the  Death  Penalty, 

held  at  Hart  House  last  Sa- 
turday. 

The  voice  of  Protestant 
ministers  and  Jewish  rabbis 
has  been  heard.  If  the  Ro- 

man Catholic  voice  has  been 
heard,  it  has  generally  been 
the  voice  of  Catholic  lay- 

men. I  feel  obliged  to  be 
here  because  I  think  it  ne- 

cessary to  add  at  least  one 
Roman  Catholic  priest's voice  to  the  crusade  . . . 
The  first  point  I  should 

like  to  make  is  that  I  see  no 
theological  or  moral  basis 
for  retention  and  I  see  both 
theological  and  moral  rea- 

sons for  abolition ... 
Now  it  seems  to  me  that 

punishment  is  by  definition 
retributive;  it  pays  back  ir- 

respective of  the  intentipn 
of  the  authority  which  im- 

poses it.  The  big  question 
is  whether  some  substitute 
for  capital  punishment  pays 
back  enough.  At  this  point 
another  necessary  consider- 

ation intervenes:  a  human 
punishment  must  always  be 
directed  to  the  good  of  so- 

ciety. A  punishment  which 
would  prejudice  rather  than 
promote  the  good  of  society 
is  plainly  not  a  just  punish- 

ment irrespective  of  the 
guilt  of  the  offender  or  the 
authority  of  the  punisher. 
The  point  I  am  trying  to 
make  here  is  that  it  is  seri- 

ously questionable  whether 
retribution  alone  ever  pro- 

vides a  sufficient  motive 
for  punishing. 
When  it  is  asserted  that 

naked  retribution  is  socie- 
ty's way  of  expressing  mo- ral indignation  at  the 

crimes  perpetrated  there 
seems  to  be  the  assumption 
that  it  is  the  only  way  this 
can  be  done  and  that  pu- nishments aimed  at  reform 
or  deterrence  cannot  do  it. 
I  suggest  that  this  assump- 

tion is  gratuitous.  The  in- 
digation  of  society  is  poorly' expressed  by  vindication, 
particularly  by  the  vindicti- 

ve destruction  of  human life. 

The  death  penalty  is  ob- 
viously not  suited  to  pur- 

poses of  reform ...  It  is  ra- 
ther curious  that  this  is  the 

only  instance  in  modern 
law  where  we  still  try  to 
maintain  a  perfect  matching 
of  the  crime  and  the  punish- 

ment for  it  Death  of  the 
offender  is  not  the  only  way 
of  expressing  indignation  . . . 
It  does  not  reform;  it  does 
not  deter;  it  is  purely  vin- 

dictive and,  as  such,  does 
sociely  no  good  at  all. 

It  really  amounts  to  a 
problem  in  the  education  of 
society  and  that  is  why  it 
has  been  so  necessary  for 
an  organization  such  as 
ours  to  bring  this  matter 
regularly  to  the  attention  of 
our  fellow  citizens  be  they 
legislators  or  electors.  The 
reason  for  the  endurance  of 
arguments  for  retention 
must  be  precisely  because 
the  information  which 
proves  that  capital  punish- 

ment is  no  deterrent  has 
not  been  disseminated  suf- 

ficiently among  the  public. 
There  is  nothing  in  the 

evidence  to  show  that  we 
are  protecting  (police  of- 

ficers) by  the  retention  of 
capital  punishment . . .  their 
lives  are  not  one  whit  bet- 

ter guaranteed  by  having 
capital  punishment  in  our 
law  than  if  it  were  out  of 
it. 

Capital  punishment  and 
all  that  necessarily  sur- 

rounds it  is  rather  a  degrad- 
ing and  brutalizing  thing. 

We1  perform  it  in  private and  consider  it  a  shameful 
thing.  It  affects  those  who 
have  to  take  part  in  it.  No 
one  wants  to  be  the  execu- 

tioner, who  in  this  country 
is  the  hangman.  We  try  to 
keep  this  individual's  inden- tity  hidden.  It  also  affects 
the  whole  community.  The 
publicity  arouses  morbid 
sensationalism  and  lowers 
the  general  moral  tone  of society. 

I  think  we  have  reached 
the  point  in  human  develop- ment where  we  realize  that 
violence  does  not  really 
solve  problems,  ft  is  usual- 

ly met  with  further  violence. 
Society  will  always  be  im- 

perfect; punishment  we  will 
always  need;  such  seems  to 
be  the  sad  social  fact. 
To  abolish  capital  punish- 

ment is  to  lose  nothing.  We 
do  not  endanger  society.  It 
may  be  that  we  will  do 
some  practical  good  be- 

cause we  will  enlist  our 
energies  to  solve  such  prob- 

lems in  new  ways.  I  cannot 
see  why  it  does  not  merit  a 
try . . . The  only  thing  that  can 
come  of  abolition  is  good. 

GOVERNMENT  SHOULD  HELP  WITH  FEES 

t„!t-°TTAW',l  -  Governments  should  pay  part  of  students' tuition  fees  the  Canadian  Association  of  University  Teachers proposed  Monday. 
In  a  brief  submitted  to  federal  and  provincial  govern- ments, the  Association  recommended  that  properly-enrolled students,  who  show  "satisfactory  academic  achievement," should  be  paid  specified  sums. 

„  .  Th'S  TUld  be  similar  t0  'he  system  devised  bv  the Veteran  Affairs  Department  in  1945  for  returning  armed forces  personnel. 
The  system  would  reduce  the  amount  of  direct  govern- ment payments  to  universities  but  this,  coupled  with  the Bladen  commission's  recommendation  for  a  federal  advisery committee  and  provincial  grants  committees,  would  still not  avoid  a  loss  of  university  autonomy,  the  brief  said. 
The  "direct  dependence  of  universities  upon  the  slate for  virtually  all  of  their  financial  support  would  still  con- stitute a  serious  threat  to  university  autonomy,"  the  brief stated. 
The  8,000-member  association  said  direct  government dependence  would  increase  political  and  social  pressures on  the  universities  and  likely  "retard  the  fulfilment  of  their primary  function— the  extension  and  dissemination  of 

truth." 

Such  direct  dependence  provides  a  "tempting  invita- 
tion" to  interfere  in  a  university's  affairs  particularly  when the  university  presents  facts  disconcerting  to  governments or  influential  social  groups. 

A  capital  grants  incease  to  $5  from  $2— a  total  hike  of $60,000,000— plus  a  federal-provincial  conference  on  aid  to higher  education,  have  been  proposed  by  Prime  Minister Lester  Pearson. 
The  Association  also  recommended  a  generous  system of  student  grants;  $10,000,000  in  federal  grants  to  Atlantic universities  and  greater  consideration  of  post-secondary schools  other  than  universities. 
It  also  said  the  Canada  Council  should  increase  to 

$20,000,000  the  money  it  gives  out  in  grants  during  1966-7 and  add  an  extra  $5,000,0000  to  allow  university  libraries  to develop  their  research  collections. 

Two  new  sections  of  SGS  to  hold 

first  joint  lectures  this  weekend 
Two  recently  formed  sections  of  the  School  for  Grad- 
uate Studies— the  Centre  for  Linguistic  Studies  and  the 

Centre  for  Medieval  Studies  —  will  present  their  first  joint lecture  series  this  weekend. 
Guest  lecturer  is  Dr.  Yakov  Malkiel,  Professor  of  Ro- 

mance Philology  at  the  University  of  California  and  Presi- 
dent of  the  Linguistic  Society  of  America. 

Dr.  Malkiel  will  a  speak  on  "Philology  and  Linguistics" 
on  Friday  at  4  p.m.  in  room  106  UC,  and  later  Friday  evening 
he  will  discuss  "Historical  Linguistics"  at  8:15  p.m.  in  the Bickersteth  Room,  Hart  House. 

The  series  will  conclude  with  a  seminar  at  2  p.m.  Sa- 
turday afternoon,  also  in  the  Bickersteth  Room. 
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Start  YOUR  CAREER 
with 

2  Years  Serving  and  Learning 
in  an 

OVERSEAS  COUNTRY 
Contact:  Canadian  University  Service  Overseas 

47WillcocksSr.,  928-2544 

I  miNNESQTA  miNINC 
|  ANO  [MANUFACTURING I  OF  CANADA  UfTHTEO 

P.O.SOX  3757  LONDON,  CANAOA 
Interviewing  1966  Graduates 

Tuesday,  February  10th 
Industrial  Career  Opportunities 

SALES 
Preliminary  information  available 

at  the 
PLACEMENT  OFFICE 

SUMMER  EMPLOYMENT 

THE  CARADOC  NURSERIES  LIMITED 

(Canada's  Largest  Agency  Nursery) again  offers 
Opportunities  in  Sales  for  High 

Summer  Earnings 
Interviewers  will  be  on  your  campus  on 

Tuesday,  February  8 
For  further  information.  Company  brochure  and  on 
interview  appointment,  see  your  Placement  Officer. 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 

ANNUAL  DANCE 

FRI.  FEB.  18 

PARK  PLAZA  HOTEL 

King  Cole  Room 

PLEASE  CONSULT  YOUR  CALENDAR 
FOR  FRI.  FEB.  4 

SNACK  BAR  AT  G.S.U.  - 11:30  -2  P.M. 

PLAN  EDUCATION  OPTION  FOR  R.K. 

A  course  in  Higher  Education  has  been 
approved  by  the  Faculty  of  Arts  and  Science 
as  a-  religious  knowledge  option  in  third-year honor  courses. 
The  course  was  proposed  by  Dr.  Robin 

Harris,  principal  of  Innis  College  and  Can- 
ada's first  professor  of  higher  education. 

The  1966-67  calendar  will  list  a  descrip- 
tion of  the  course  as  "a  study  of  the  historic 

development  of  the  university  and  other 
post-secondary  institutions  of  English-  and 
French-speaking  Canada  and  an  analysis  of 
current  problems  —  organization,  finance, 
curriculum,  the  role  of  the  faculty,  the  role 
of  the  student.  The  development  of  the 
many  units  which  constitute  the  University 
of  Toronto  will  be  the  chief  point  of  refe- 

rence." 

Dr.  Harris  outlined  what  he  considered 
the  benefits  of  the  course. 

"The  development  of  the  university  is  part 
of  the  intellectual  social  history  of  the 
country,  and  as  such  should  be  available 
for  study.  The  course  would  also  be  an  in- 

troduction to  the  profession.  It  will  give 
students  a  better  perspective  if  they  are  in- 

terested in  this  field. 
"Students  are  living  in  a  physical  environ- 

ment of  which  they  are,  in  most  eases, 
completely  unaware.  It's  rather  like  the subway — one  never  stops  to  look  at  it  and 
realize  what  a  fabulous  thing  it  is.  People's eyes  should  be  opened  to  the  marvelous 
complex  they  live  in,"  he  said. "Finally,  the  problems  of  universities, particularly  financial,  are  very  serious  ones 
for  all  Canadians.  Since  the  citizens  are  the 
ones  who  have  to  allocate  the  money  neces- 

sary, our  problems  may  decrease  if  we  can 
get  graduates  who  understand  these  prob- 

lems." WESTERN  RELIGIONS  NOT  YET  RATIONAL 

By  DONNI  BOHNEN 
Western  religions  have  not  yet  entered 

the  modern  world  of  reason,  Julius  Hayman, 
editor  of  the  Jewish  Standard  told  a  Hillel 
Association  seminar  yesterday. 

Mr.  Hayman,  speaking  on  "Judaism  in the  World  of  Reason,"  criticized  all  religions 
generally  and  Judaism  specifically.  He  said 
that  modern  religion  is  "too  busy  trying  to 
preserve  the  past  to  help  man  face  the  fu- 

ture." 

The  history  of  the  Judaeo-Christian  tra- 
dition indicates  that  it  was  not  a  static  phi- 

losophy but  changed  with  the  challenge  of 
the  times.  Moses,  the  Prophets,  and  Jesus 
were  religious  leaders  who  broke  with 

tradition  and  were  regarded  by  their  con- 
temporaries as  radicals,  he  said. 

Criticizing  orthodox  Judaism  specifically, 
Mr.  Hayman  said  that  man-made  traditions and  customs  which  are  irrelevant  to  our 
age  have  obscured  the  basic  underlying 
ethical  truths.  Instead  of  providing  moral 
leadership  in  an  age  of  doubt  and  anxiety, 
religious  leaders  are  obsessed  by  "the  hair- 

splitting of  theology  and  ritual." Youth,  he  said,  is  discovering  the  sterlity 
of  this  kind  of  pretense  and  is  disclaiming 
it. 

Mr.  Hayman  called  for  a  "new  revelation" placing  moral  and  ethical  demands  above 
ritual,  through  which  religion  might  become a  potent  force  in  a  contemporary  setting. 

SAYS  CANADIANS  HAVE  "SIEGE"  MENTALITY 

By  GREG  WHINCUP 

Canada  suffers  from  a  "state  of  siege 
mentality,"  U  of  T  associate  history  Profes- sor Ramsay  Cook  told  Tarheel  excange  stu- 

dents yesterday. 
Speaking  at  a  seminar,  part  of  the  SAC- 

sponsored  exchange  with  the  University  of North  Carolina,  he  said  that  the  Canadian 
nation  as  a  whole  fears  absorption  by  the United  States  and  the  French  Canadian nation  fears  absorption  by  the  English. 

"This  is  probably  the  first  time  you  Ame- ricans knew  how  much  you  wanted  us  as 
part  of  your  Union,"  he  said. 

Mario  Cardinal  of  Montreal's  Le  Devoir, the  other  member  of  the  panel,  said  that  the 

French  had  been  considered  the  "black sheep"  of  Confederation,  and  forced  into 
using  Quebec  as  their  bastion. 

M.  Cardinal  said  that  the  English  in  the 
federal  govenment  had  long  forgotten  the Constitution,  and  now  Quebec  was  willing to  help  them  forget  it.  He  said  he  exepected 
a  great  deal  of  trouble  with  the  federal  go- 

vernment over  Quebec's  socialist  policies The  state,  is  he  said,  is  the  greatest  capital- ist in  Quebec  today. 
One  of  the  Tarheels,  David  Broadhurst, said  he  did  not  see  any  general  argreement between  French  and  English  Canadians. trench-English  relations  seem  like  a 

contest."  No  country  was  possible  in  such an  atmosphere  he  said. 

Ski "»» *>>e  Outing  Club 
The  OUTING  CLUB  Has  A  Heated  SKI 

CABIN  At  COLLINGWOOD'S  BLUE  MOUNTAIN 
COST  $1.50 /NIGHT.  Non-Members  Welcome  If  Room  Available 

IF  INTERESTED  PHONE  PERSON  IN  CHARGE: 
FEB:  5-6 
FEB:  12-13 
FEB:  19-20 
FEB:  26-27 
MAR.  5-6 

LES  FERRIER 
DIANNE  DRUMMOND 
PETER  BATES 
ABE  GOTTSMAN 
DON  DENNISON 

532-3016 
241-6694 
922-4755 

RU  7-7034 
BE  1-3959 
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OUCH! HARVEY  UPS  PRICES 
By  SAMMY  SNIDE Varsity  Food  and  Nutrition  Editor 

Some  people  are  already  charging  that  the  administra- tion had  a  hand  m  it. 

to  fighMt  adVO°ate  a  march'  mass  Picketing  and  even  CD 
in  JJHe  fPrice.2f  ,Ha?'^'s  hamburgers  has  been  raised  to i0  cents  from  the  traditional  35.  Other  edibles  have  also  been raised  a  nickle  -  chips  now  cost  25  cents  and  hot  dogs  30. Observant  Varsity  staffers  predicted  that  something 

ni/r,?"^8  Whe\they™ti^  the  menu  sign  missing  Sunday 
night.  The  sign  had  been  taken  down  to  change  prices 

Reaction  came  fast  and  loud  Tuesday  when  the'  new prices  went  into  effect. 

„ri„?l0StKV0Cifer0llS  Was  Bruce  Lewis  director  of  the  SAC printing  bureau  who  said:  "It's  because  the  Arbor  Bmm opened  up  with  these  hamburgers  cooM  tols^SLhSd 

cents  C6ntS'  HarVCy  figUr£d  he  could  seU  his  tor  40 
->"??  y°"  f^15"  how  much  student  money  goes  to  Har- 

sVSL^h^buSrg,eyrsSS°Uld  *a*  Ha™^  ™  f> 



What  is  a  tar  rally? 
By  KATHY  COLE 

A  driver  and  navigator 
take  their  car  over  a  timed 
run  at  stipulated  timing  or 
speed  between  checkpoints. 
Early  or  late  arrival  at 
checkpoints  is  penalized; 
the  car  with  the  fewest  pe- nalties wins. 
The  starting  point  of  the 

third  annual  Engineering- 
SAC  rally  last  Oct.  23  was 
the  traffic  circle  in  front  of 
Convocation  Hall  at  8  a.m. 
Instructions  were  geared  to 
remove  the  cars  quickly  and 
easily  to  country  roads, 
with  a  route  stretching  over 
more  than  370  miles  from 
Caledon  Hills  to  Halibur- 
ton,  to  be  covered  in  appro- 

ximately 12  hours. 
Participants  received  a 

19-page  instruction  booklet, 
an  envelope  containing  pho- 

NOTE  TO  SKATERS 

The  Skating  Party  plan- 
ned for  this  Saturday  night 

as  part  of  Winter  Carnival 
has  been  moved  from  the 
Credit  River  where  there  is 
no  ice  to  the  Jolly  Miller 
where  there  is  ice  and  a  bar. 

tographic  instructions,  and 
a  map  unaltered  from  the 
original  1928  army  survey. 
Some  of  the  instructions 

read:  "Caution — Mad  Idiots Crossing;"  "Take  the  road 
with  Mrs.  Kenneth  Smith's mailbox;"  "Don't  visit  Ha- 

rold Walker." 
The  directions  for  one 

part  were:  "Your  instruc- tions will  be  given  to  you 
by  the  little  man.  He  will 
always  intend  to  be  stand- 

ing on  the  road  facing  you. 
If  you  cannot  see  his  face 
it  means  that  he  thought 
you  were  coming  from  the 
other  direction  and  is  facing 
that  way  but  he  is  pointing 
the  right  way.  If  he  has  a smile  on  his  face,  it  means 
he  is  trying  to  trick  you  and 
is  really  pointing  in  the 
wrong  direction."  Two 
pages  of  stick-figure  dia- grams followed. 

This  puzzle  proved  too  di- 
ficult  in  at  least  one  place: 
Professor  I.  R.  Dalton  wait- 

ed the  whole  day  at  his checkpoint — not  one  car 
passed.  Thirty-seven  cars  fi- 

nished of  the  48  cars  enter- 
ed. 

Entries  were  not  restrict- 
ed to  U  of  T  students,  and 

two  non-students  took  first 

place. Gary  McMahon,  driver, and  Paul  Manson,  navigator^ both  have  a  great  deal  of 
rally  experience  behind them.  Their  total  penalties 
came  to  34  points.  The  sec- ond-place team,  Bill  Ogg and  Bill  Graber  (SGS),  ac- cumulated 356.  This  rally, 
however,  was  Ogg's  second 
and  Graber's  third. 

Third  place  was  taken  by Jim  Houle  and  Don  Cairns (HI  Vic);  fourth,  by  James Manning  (II  APSC)  and  his fiancee — the  only  girl  to 
participate  in  the  rally— Ma- rion Knott. 

The  next  university-wide 
rally,  designed  more  for  the 
novice,  is  the  SAC  Rally  to be  held  Feb.  5  as  part  of Winter  Carnival.  Entry forms  are  available  in  the SAC  office. 

CLASSIFIED 
LANGUAGES  —  P,lvo(e  tutoring  by qualified  teachers  922-4179.  Universal 

rate  Languages.    Special  student EXPERIENCED    TYPIST:    Neater  note, moke  better  grades.    Typing  of  theses, essays,  notes  done  rapidly,  efficiently -—My.  421-8290. 
WORKING  student  looking  for  girl  to share  furnished  oportment  on  St.  Georqe St.   Coll  925-1362  otter  6  p.m. 
BRUCE  McEACHERN — Sports  ears,  new Iriumphs,  Peugeots,  Pirellio  Tires,  wheel balancing,  wire  wheels  o  specialty.  2950 

2297         Ave     N-'    Woodbridge.  851- 

FREEDOM 

To  Live Hear 

Prof.  Edmund  Clowney 
Acting  President,  Westminster  Seminary Philadelphia,  Penn. 

SATURDAY  FEB.  5     8  P.M 
NEW  COLLEGE  DINING  ROOM 

The  Humanist  &  Unitarian  Society SPONSORS 

Mavor  Moore 

IS  MODERN  LIFE  IMITATING 
MODERN  ART? 

WED.  FEB.  2  AT  5:00  -  U.  C.  103 

U.T.D.C.  Presents 

The  Tiger 

IB 

by 

Murray  Schisgal 

FEB.  2,  3,  4,  WED.,  THURS.,  FRI. 
ST.  HILDA'S  COLLEGE  CARTWRIGHT  HALL 1:10  P.M. 

BRING  YOUR  LUNCH  NO  ADMISSION 

— photo  by  PAUL  HIETALA 
This  is  a  doll!  One  of  many  who  will  be  appearing  in  the Victoria  College  production  of  Guys  and  Dolls,  openinq next  Wednesday. 
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EXPORT -  PLAIN 

or  FILTER  TIP 
CIGARETTES 
REGULAR  and  KINGS 

Student  Mental  Health  Lecture 

Prof.  G.  B.  Payzant 

"THE  UNIVERSITY'S  ROLE 

IN  COUNSELLING" THURSDAY  FEBRUARY  3  -  5  P.M. 
Debates  Room  HART  HOUSE 

EVERYONE  WELCOME 

DEGENERATE!  LEWD!  OBSCENE! 

i  WHAT  IS  THE  YOUNGER  « 

"  GENERATION  COMING  TO!?  £ hear  J* 
Richard  J.  Needham  £j address  the  final  of  the  JJJ 

1st  Annual  Inter/acuity 

Debating  Tournament RESOLVED:  That  Campus  Immorality  today  ]> 
presages  the  fall  of  the  social  order.  N 

pm  Trinity  College 
—  Trinity  College  Sat.  Feb.  5  9:00  p.m.  — 
VENAL!  FILTHY!  IMMORAL!  VENAL! 



TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT 

B.A. 

THE  ITALIAN 
CINE  CLUB 

Presents 

LA  DOLCE  VITA 
Wed.  Feb.  2  8  p.m. Ot  the 

STUDIO  CINEMA 
565  COLLEGE  ST. 

Campus  money,  clothes  drives  planned 

Winter  Carnival  Buttons 

2«V 

ON  SALE  AT 
S.A.C.  OFFICE 

Plus  Provincial 
Soles  Tax 

GUYS  -  DOLLS 

FEB.  8-12 

The  University  Alumnae  Dramatic  Club  presents 
Freiderich  Duerrenmatt's 

THE    DEADLY  GAME Adapted  by  James  Yaffe 
at  THE  COACH  HOUSE corner  Huron  &  Cecil  Streets 
For  Information  call  923-3022 

Tuesday  through  Saturdays  until  February  12 Students  Admission:  $1.00  -  Tuesday  to  Thursday 

NATIONAL  RESEARCH  COUNCIL 
requires 

POSTGRADUATES at  the 

Ph.D  and  Master's  Levels in 

Most  Fields  Of  Science  And  Engineering 
There  ore  also  a  few  opportunities  ot  the  Honour Bachelor  level  ,n  Science  and  Engineering  (Civil Electrical,  Mechanical).  y  ' 
N.R.C.  will  hove  a  representative  on  campus  on 7  February  to  interview  students  interested  in  oppor- tunities in,  or  information  about,  the  Council. 

For  information  on  time  and  place  and  application  forms, see  the  Placement  Office 

C.I.U.Q.C.C. 
sponsors 

QUEBEC  WINTER 

CARNIVAL  WEEKEND 
FEB.  11,  12,  u 
A  BEGINNING  OF  STUDY  WEEK 

295
0 

ALL 

EXPENSES 

return^-  °'comm°dQf ■  2  nights,  breakfasts, return  tram  from  Montreal  to  Quebec,  box  lunch! 
Buses  to  Montreal  depart,  Toronto Feb.  10,  for  $12.00  return For  reservations  call 

G.  ABOLS 

RO.  6-0350 Owing  to  limited  accommodations  student,  a™  
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Shivering  Negroes  in  Ala- 
bama and  shivering  com- 
munity organizers  in  a  Sas- 

katchewan Metis  communi- 
ty stand  to  benefit  from 

"New  Left"  appeals  on  cam- 

pus. 

The  University  of  Toron- 
to branch,  of  the  Student 

Union  for  Peace  Action 
plans  a  fund-raising  drive for  three  workers  in  the 
Metis  community  at  Green 
Lake,  in  Northern  Saskat- chewan. And  the  U  of  T 
Friends  of  the  Student  Non- 

violent Co-ordinating  Com- 
mittee is  planning  a  cloth- 

ing drive  for  striking  cotton 
workers  in  the  Freedom  La- 

bor Union  in  Lowndes 
County,  Ala. 
Sue  Kaufman  of  the 

Friends  of  SNCC  said  the 
group  is  looking  for  good. 

warm  clothing.  Friends  of 
SNCC  can  pick  up  clothing. 
Those  who  want  to  help 

can  phone  the  Friends  of 
SNCC  office,  921-1840,  be- tween 12:30  and  1:30  p.m. 
daily,  or,  in  the  evening, 
Miss  Kaufman  at  927-5157  or 
Mirja  Mogenson  at  444-5900. Brochures  are  to  be  dis- 

tributed on  campus  appeal- 
ing for  support  for  Linda Seese,  Robertson  Wood  and 

Richard  Thompson  who  are 
working  with  poor  Metis  in Green  Lake, 
They  are  members  of  the 

Student  Neestow  Partner- 
ship Project,  which  operat- 

ed in  a  number  of  Saskat- chewan Indian  and  Metis 
communities  during  the 
summer  and  now  is  concen- 

trating on  Green  Lake. 
The  project  sees  the  prob- 

lem as  largely  due  to  the 
paternalism  of  various  gov- ernments, and  hopes  to  help 
the  Metis  gain  power  to  run their  own  lives. 
The  three  workers  are 

currently  living  in  a  one- room  cabin,  suffering  the 
rigors  of  a  northern  Saskat- chewan winter  without  pay- 

ing jobs  and  without  enough to  eat. 
The  Neestow  Partnership 

project  is  independent  of 
SUPA,  but  co-operates  close- 

ly with  it.  Some  members 
of  the  U  of  T  SUPA  branch 
hope  to  see  an  independent 
group  formed  on  campus  to 
support  the  Neestow  pro- 

ject. 

Anyone  "who  wants  to 
help  can  phone  the  SUPA 
office,  927-5109. 

BRIEFLY... 

more  on  birth 

The  UC  Lit  hasn't  got  the monopoly  on  birth  control 
discussions  on  this  campus. 

The  subject  will  be  one  of 
the  topics  discussed  tonight 
in  the  Hart  House  Music 
Room  by  two  recent  dele- 

gates to  a  conference  on 
"World  Population  and 
Birth,  Control"  held  at  Uni- ted College,  Winnipeg. 

Speakers  are  Tom  Mitra- 
no  (I  SMC)  and  William Kurchak  (II  Vic). 
And  the  following  quota- 

tion printed  in  The  Manito- 
ban's  report  of  that  confer- 

ence is  worth  some  atten- 
tion: "Mr.  Harry  Guest,  Su- 

pervisor of  Guidance  for 
Winnipeg  School  Board, 
felt  that  the  program  of  sex 
education  would  not  change 
statistics  because  the  occur- 

rence of  venereal  disease 
and  premarital  pregnancies 

is  usually  resultant  from 
the  actions  of  disturbed 

personalities." failures  to  stay 

The  University  College  Li- 
terary and  Athletic  Society 

has  become  the  first  cam- 
pus college  council  to  get 

permission  to  allow  stu- 
dents who  have  failed  to  re- 

tain their  position  on  the 
student  government. 

The  College  Council's  de- 
cision to  ratify  the  UC  Lit's request  was  announced  in 

a  letter  from  President  D. 
V.  Le  Pan  to  Daniel  Cooper, 
Lit  president.  The  new  re- gulation does  not  apply  to 
the  Ut  president. 
The  Council  stipulated 

that  the  Lit  president  must 
pass  his  year  to  be  eligible 
for  office,  because  he  occu- 

pies a  "particularly  repre- 
sentative position." 

Mr.  LePan's  letter  added 
that  it  may  not  be  in  a  stu- 

dent's interest  to  undertake 
an  executive  position  if  he has  failed. 

queen's  prizes 
Wondering  what  prizes 

our  Winter  Carnival  Queen, 
Suzanne  Langford  won? Here's  the  list: 
— a  §40  certificate  for  a 

facial,  manicure,  steam 
bath,  hair,  and  massage; 
— a  hairdressing  appoint- ment; 

— four  spaghetti  dinners; — a  French  purse  and  key container; 
—tickets  to  the  Crest  and 

Royal  Alexandra  theatres; — dinner  for  two; 
—a  year's  supply  of  Pepsi; 
— a  $175  modelling  course 

(she's  already  a  profession- al model); 

—an  aerial  tour  of  Toron- 
to. 

Gaels  suffer  double  defeat  in  Toronto 

y  2,  1966 

By  ELEANOR  SCHNALL 
The  Benson  Building  set 

the  scene  for  Toronto  victo- 
ry as  the  Senior  and  Inter- 

mediate Blue  and  White 
teams  met  and  defeated 
Queen's  University  Golden 
Gaels  in  Basketball  and  Vol- 

leyball Friday  night. 
Toronto  Senior  Basket- 

ballers  overcame  a  half-time 
deficit  to  beat  Queen's  26-21 in  a  closely  contested  see- sawing battle. 
Captain  Sharon  Goodyear 

(Vic  III)  led  the  Blues  with 
a  10  point  contribution, 
sparking  the  final  attack  as 
the  Toronto  offence  caught 
fire  to  defeat  Queens  in  the 
last  quarter  of  play. 
Vaughan  Adamson  (Nurs. 

II)  added  8  points  and  Jan 
Speechly  (P.  &  H.E.  II),  ap- 

pearing on  the  Senior  line- 
up for  the  first  time  netted 

another  7. 
Strong  performances 

from  guards  Andrea  Smith 
(P.H.E.  III)  and  Bev  Dello 
(P.H.E.  II)  and  several  key interceptions  by  Joan  Stev- 

enson (P.H.E.  I)  contribut- 
ed greatly  to  the  Toronto 

win. 
Top  scorer  for  Queen's was  Beth  Phanenhoor  yrith 

7  points. Intermediate  Basketblues 
handed  Queen's  Intermedi- ates a  36-28  defeat.  Sharon McLellan  (New  II)  Ursula Smolinski  (PHE  I)  and 
Lynn  Haddad  (P.H.E.  I) potted  10  points  each  for Toronto  while  D.  Findlay 
and  C.  Hughes  led  the  at- 

tack for  Queen's  with  14  and 
10  points  respectively. On  the  Volleyball  scene, the  Senior  and  Intermediate Toronto  teams  completely smothered  2  inexperienced 
and  outclassed  Queen's teams. 
The  Seniors  trounced 

Queen's  by  scores  of  40-15 and  41-18  and  the  Inter- mediates had  a  hey-day bombing  the  helpless 
Queen's  squad  48-12  and 
63-14. Marion  Frame  (Vic  I)  ga- 

thered 24  points  for  Toron- to on  a  splurge  of  as  many 
serves. A  lack  of  continuous  plav 

marked  the  games  since Queens  failed  to  return 
most  of  the  Toronto  serves. 
The  U  of  T  Volleybelles enter  the  Intercollegiate Volleyball  Tournament  to 

he  held  at  Kingston  this weekend  with  an  undefeat- 
ed season's  record. Last  weekend  McMaster 

played  host  to  an  eight  uni- versity Invitational  Cham- pionship Bonspiel,  which 
was  won  by  the  U  of  T  after extremely  stiff  competition 
to  the  very  end. 
In  the  finals  between Western  and  Toronto,  West- ern was  leading  by  one 

point  at  the  end  of  the  se- venth end,  but  pending  de- teat  was  turned  into  victory by  the  Blue  and  White  skip, Elaine  Bennett  (Pot  III). 
On  her  final  rock,  Miss Bennett  dislodged  the  biting Western  stone,  leaving  To- ronto lying  one,  to  give  U 

of  T  the  intercollegiate championship. 
Other  winning  team  mem- bers were  Joan  McLennan 

(Vtc  I)  vice-skip,  Gail  Dar- ling (Vic  III)  second,  and Sheila  Moore  (Pots)  lead. 



INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Engineers  rout  last-place  UC  Redmen By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
Sr.  Engineering  moved 

into  a  tie  for  first  place  in 
group  I  of  the  interfaculty 
hockey  league  as  they  whip- 

ped last  place  U.C.  I  7-0.  The 
win  for  the  engineers  was 
their  seventh  of  the  year 
and  left  them  tied  with  Law 
although  the  lawyers  have 
played  one  less  game. 
Glen  Katsuyama  paced 

the  winners  as  he  fired 
three  goals.  Single  markers 
went  to  Bill  Clark,  Rick 
Arends,  Gord  Fraser,  Dave 
Snowball  while  Rich  Lint 
chalked  up  the  shutout. 

Paul  Swindle  and  Charles 
Polk  supplied  the  scoring  as 
Forestry  A  edged  Innis  I 
2-1  in  the  only  group  IV game  scheduled.  Pete  Bar- 

nes counted  the  lone  score 
for  the  losers. 
In  the  only  other  inter- 

faculty game  played  Doug 
Codling  scored  three  times 
as  Knox  held  high-scoring 
Scarboro  to  a  3-3  tie.  Mike 

Mouncey  with  two  goals 
and  Brian  Shuster  with  one 
supplied  the  scoring  for Scarboro  as  they  brought 
their  record  to  seven  wins 
and  a  tie  good  for  first  place 
in  group  V. 
RUBBY  RESULTS:  Utica 

Clubs  3,  Eng.  IV  0;  Trinitv 
B  5,  PHE  C  3;  Eng.  VIII  3, Vic  VIII  2. 

BASKETBALL 
St.  Mike's  A  maintained 

their  hold  on  first  place  of 
the  interfaculty  league  as 
they  downed  second  place U.C.  I  56-48.  The  win  for  the 
Irish  brings  their  record  to 
seven  wins  against  a  single 
loss  while  U.C.  and  Sr.  En- 

gineering remain  tied  for 
second  place  with  four  wins 
and  four  losses  apiece. 
Ray  Schaedler  was  the 

big  gun  for  the  winners 
with  eighteen  points  while 
Pat  O'Neill  chipped  in  with eleven. 

Gerry  Sternberg  and  Sam 
Solecki  were  the  best  of  the 

Redmen  with  twenty-two 
and  ten  points  respectively. 

In  other  action  Jim  Lef- 
kos  hooped  fourteen  points 
to  lead  PHE  II  to  a  43-28 
win  over  Trinity  A  while Svaer  Moncarz  flipped 
fifteen  points  as  U.C.  II took  a  32-28  decision  from Law  A. 

WATER  POLO 
In     interfaculty  league 

play,  St.  Mike's  A,  New  Col 
lege   and   Architecture  a 
picked  up  wins. 
Lee  Cormie  and  Andrew 

Pyle  with  four  and  three 
goals  respectively  paced  St. 
Mike's  to  a  9-4  win  over Law.  Bill  Pigott  counted 
three  goals  in  a  losing  cause for  the  lawyers. 
New,  on  the  strength  of 

two  goal  performances from  Ron  Fein  and  Paul Chamberlain  dumped  Engi 
neering  I  4-1  while  Boris Culjat  fired  four  goals  as Architecture  dropped  For- 

estry 7-3. 

Kwiatkowski  threatens  West's  record By  RICK  ROLLINS 
OQAA  Publicity  Director 
Marty  Kwiatkowski  conti- 

nues as  the  dominant  indivi- 
dual in  the  Senior  Intercol- 

legiate Basketball  League 
and  his  record  is  carrying 
Windsor  Lancers  to  their 
fourth  consecutive  first- 
place  finish. 
The  Lancer  sophmore  for- 

ward leads  the  SIBL  in 
scoring,  is  second  in  field 
goal  shooting  and  fourth  in 

HOCKEY  STANDINGS 
P  W  L  T    F    A  rtt. 

Western     ..11  9  1  )     58  30  19 Waterloo  .-10  8  1  1     54  35  17 Toronto      .10  8  2  0     71  30  16 Laval               10  5  5  0    42  40  10 
Queen's   ...     9  4  5  0    37  50  8 McMaster    .   10  4  6  0    49  69  8 Montreal   ..     9  3  6  0    40  48  6 McGill              11  2  9  0    34  67  4 Guelph     ...     8  0  8  0    20  36  0 

tort  Week's  Results McGill  3  ot  Lovol  I  0 Waterloo  7  ot  Guelph  2 Woterloo  0  at  Western  0 McMaster  1  ot  Laval  6 
Toronto  11  at  Queen's  1 Toronto  10  at  Montreal  1 McMaster  6  of  McGIII  5 Western  5  ot  Guelph  3 

Future  Games 
Tonight — Laval  at  Montreal McMaster  ot  Western 
Thursday — Toronto  at  Woterloo Friday — Queen's  at  McGill 

Guelph  at  Toronto 
Saturday — Queen's  ot  Loval 

BASKETBALL  STANDINGS Western  Division 
P  W    L      F      A  prs- Windsor               7    7    0    672  350  14 Toronto               6    4    2    303  416  8 Waterloo             6    3    3    402  416  6 McMaster    ...  6    3    3    392  398  6 Western   6    2    4    379  414  4 Guelph                7    0    7    235  589  0 

Eastern  Division 
-  2    2    0     132    94  4 McGill    3    2     1     220  180  4 Loval  3    }     2     166  182  2 Montreal    2    0    2      90  152  0 

Last  Week's  Results Woterloo  64  at  Western  52 Western  60  ot  McMoster  66  (OT) Toronto  63  at  Windsor  111 
Loval  39  ot  Queen's  67 McGill  90  at  Montreal  50 Lovol  62  at  Montreal  40 Future  Games 
Tonight— Windsor  ot  McMoster Fridoy — Guelph  at  Western Saturday — McMaster  at  Waterloo Western  at  Toronto 

Queen's  ot  McGill Montreal  at  Loval 

rebounding  while  Lancers 
have  a  7-0  record  with  three 
games  to  play. 
Kwiatkowski  netted  27 

points  against  Toronto  last 
week  to  run  his  leading 
average  to  25.8  points  per 

game. He  has  scored  65  field 
goals  and  25  free  throws  for 
155  points  and  is  threaten- 

ing the  all-time  record  of 
26.2  points  per  game  set  two 
years  ago  by  Dave  West. Nolan  Kane  of  Toronto  is 
second  in  scoring  with  17.5, 
Bob  Navetta  of  Windsor 
third  with  17.0,  Gerry  Hor- 

ner of  Windsor  fourth  with 
16.5  and  Bob  Eaton  of  Wa- 

terloo Warriors  fifth  with 16.2. 

Horner  leads  in  both  field 
goals  and  free  throw  shoot- 

ing. His  49.4  percentage 
from  the  floor  is  just  ahead 
of  Kwiatkowski's  48.9  mark 
and  his  percentage  of  82.1 
from  the  foul  line  puts  him 
2.1  points  ahead  of  runner- 
up  Dick  Aldridge  of  Water- 
loo. 
Ron  Kimel  of  Toronto  is 

the  only  player  not  from 

Windsor  to  lead  a  category. 
He  has  averaged  13.8  re- 

bounds per  game  but  is 
being  threatened  by  Marv 
Morten  of  Western  Mus- 

tangs, who  has  a  13.2  mark. 
Dave  Crowe  of  Western  is 

third  with  11.7  and  Kwiat- 
kowski fourth  with  10.8. 

Kwiotkowski,  Wdsr. Kane,  Toronto Navetta,  Windsor 
Horner,  Windsor Eaton,  Woterloo Lackhart,  Toronto  , 
Pando,  Woterloo  .  . Burch,  Guelph     .  . , Mazzuchin,  Wdsr. Crowe,  Western Smith,  McMoster 
Woloshyn,  Toronto Allinghom,  MeMost, 
Morten,  Western  .  . Brown,  Windsor  .  .  . Gruhl,  McMaster Murray,  McMaster Newman,  Western Toranczuk,  Wdsr.  . Polono,  Windsor 

GP  FG  FT 
6  65  25 
6  43  19 6  41  20 6  38  23 6  39  19 6  38  20 
6  29  31 6  33  16 6  31  17 6  35  7 
6  30  15 6  29  12 6  29  12 
6  28  8 6  27  7 6  21  19 
6  25  8 6  23  12 
6  22  12 
6  22  I  1 

Pts  Avg 

155  25.8 
105 

79  13.2 

77  [-_,: 
75  12.5 
70  11.7 
70  1  1 64  10.7 61  10.2 61  10.2 
58  9.7 58  9.7 

FIELD  GOAL  SHOOTING 
GP  FGA Horner,  Windsor Kwiotkowski,  Wdsr. 

Navetta,  Wdsr.  . Crowe,  Western Mazzuchin,  Wdsr. Tolesnick,  Water  . Lockhart,  Toronto 
Pondo,  Waterloo Allinghom,  McMos. 'Ealon,  Waterloo 
Polono,  Windsor Brown,  Windsor Woloshyn,  Toronto Newman,  Western Gruhl,  McMaster Kane,  Toronto    .  . 

FGM  Pet. 
38  49.4 65  48.9 41  47.1 

29  : 

39  40.2 
22  40.0 27  38.1 
30  37.7 23  37.1 22  37,3 
43  36.4 

REBOUNDING 

GP 

No. 
Avg- 

Kimel,  Toronto .  6 83 
13.8 

Morten,  Western .  6 79 13.2 Crowe,  Western .  6 70 1 1  7 Kwiotkowski,  Wdsr. 
.  6 

65 10.S 5mith,  McMoster -  6 

63 

10.5 
Navetta,  Wdsr. .  6 60 10.0 Pondo,  Woterloo .  6 57 

9.5 

Eaton,  Waterloo 6 57 

9.3 

Holovrachuk,  Tor. 4 

35 

8.S Polono,  Windsor 

52 

8  7 Richardson,  Tor. .  6 SO 8.3 
Hodden,  Toronto 

.  A 

49 8.2 
FREE  THROW SHOOTING 

GP 
FTA 

FTM 

Pet. 

Horner,  Windsor 6 28 23 82.1 Aldridge,  Wafer L 6 15 12 
8O.0 

Polono,  Windsor 6 
14  . 

1 1 

78.6 

Burlcn,  Western 5 25 

19 

76.0 

RON  KIMEL 

Rourke,  Wotericc Nove.  a,  Wdsr. 
Parkjo,  Waterloo loLs,  Gu-  Iph 
Lockhart,  cento 
Woloshyn,  Toronto 

75. 0 74.1 
73.8 

73.7 
71  4, 
70.6 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION SKI  WEEKEND 
COST:     $12  — oil  inclusive 

WHfS^  ?T"  S°"nd  lNor,h  of  Collingwood) APPLICATIONS:  S,gn  up  and  poy  $12  atW.A.A  office Benson  Bldo.  Students  in  Dry  Ski  Glosses  may sign  up  from  Jon.  31,  onyone  else  from  Feb 
COME  EARLY  —  „„  cheques  accepted BADMINTON: 

Benson  Building   Sign  thr.  l£t  ,,  c     P    s  G>™  in or  COH  Mary  M^S?  7^ DRY  SKIING  CLASS 
Open  to  Upper  Classmen  —  Tuesday  10:00 Benson  Building  Lower  Gym. 

SPORTS  SCHEDULES  -  WEEK  OF  FEB.  7 HOCKEY 
12.30 
1.30 
1.00 
4.00 

n'c'  ' 

St.  M.  A 
PHE  I Med.  A 7.00 8.00 9.00 

8.00  o.  m  Eng.  XV  v 
12.30    PHE  8  v 

Wye 

4.00 
Thur  .Feb    10  12.30 

1  -30    Vic.  X 

VII 
:.  Ill 

6.30 
12.30 Scar 

U.C.  II Music 
St.  M.  B 

Dent.  A 
Knox Eng.  XIII 
ir  Eng. 
Trin.  0 Trin.  C 
St.  M.  C Arch 

For.  A 

WATER  POLO 

Mon.,  Feb. 
Tues.,  Feb. 

4.00-4.45  PHE  I  vs 1.00-2.00  U.C  vs 4.00-4.45  Pre.  Med  I  vs 6.30-7.15  Vic.  I  vs 7.15-8.00  Trin.  A  vs 
8  00-8.45  For  vs 4.00-4.45  Vic.  IT  vs 6,30-7.15  Pre-Med  II  vs 7.15-8.00  Med.  1  Yr  vs 
4.00-4.45  Low  vs 6.30-7.15  Trin.  A  vs 7.15-8.00  Med.  Ill  Yr« 
1.00-2.00  Med.  II  Yrvs 

St.  M.  A 
Trin.  B Med.  Ill  Yr 
Med.  II  Yr Dent 

Eng.  II 

Butler,  Chandler Butler.  Chondler 
Spcyer,  Fuller 
Hemphill,  Awrey 
Cameron,  Corson Cameron,  Carson Cameron,  Carson Parker,  Morgan 
Awrey,  Storr Awrey,  Percy 
Parker,  Morrison 
Storr,  Ransom Percy,  Prole Harris,  Hicks 
Hicks,  Horns 
Ronsom,  Harris Rumble,  Richardson 

Pigott Russell 
Russell Pigott 
Barconf Barcont ;ell 
Merc 
Meron< Pyle 
Felkai 
Felkoi 
McCre 

SQUASH     Balance  of  regular  schedule.  Playoffs  start  Tues    Feb  22 6.20  Sr.  Eng. 
7.00  Med.  B 1.00  LawC 
7.00  Law  B 7.40  Trin.  C 
6.20  For 

Eng.  Ill 
Knox 
Eng.  Ill 

Tues.,  Feb 
Wed.,  Feb.  9 

Tues.,  Feb.  15 
INDOOR  TRACK    Tues.,  Feb.  8,  5.30  p.m.  —  2  Events:  1  </2 and  reloy  (2x1,  1x2,  1x31.  Enter  at  the  Track. 
BASKETBALL  —  INTERFACULTY  &  INTERMEDIATE 

vs  St.  M.  B  Sternberg,  Naftolin vs  St.  M.  D  Lockhort,  Mugford 
vs  Vic.  IK  Pcarlman.  Church vs  Emman  Lockhart,  Eadic vs  Pharm.  A  Richie,  Shepherd vs  Dent  A  Richie,  Shepherd vs  New  II  Richie,  Shepherd 
vs  Trin.  A  Sternberg,  Naflolin vs  vie.  I  Ingle,  Shepherd 
vs  for.  A  Moncarz,  Peal-lmon vs  Low  C  Moncorz,  Peorlmon 
vs  Law  A  Sternberg,  Naftolin vs  Vic.  IV  Lemer,  Shaver vs  PHE  II  Chapnick,  Gortley vs  Sr.  Eng.  Chapnick,  GortJey vs  SGS  Phys  Chapnick,  Gortley 
vs  Med.  C  Peorlmon,  Church 

Mon.,  Feb.    7      1.00  New  I 4.00  Trin.  B 
Tues.,  Feb.    8      1.00  Eng.  Ill 4.00  Innis  II 6.30  PHE  I 7.30  Jr.  Eng. 

8.30  Grad.  Stud 
Wed.,  Feb.    9      1.00  Arch.  A 6.30  Med.  A 7.30  Dent.  B 8.30  Wye 

Thur.,  Feb.  10      1.00  Innis  I 4.00  PHE  IV 6.30  Med.  B 
7.30  St.  M.  A 
8.30  Arch.  B 

Fn\,     Feb.  1  1 
1 .00  Music 

BASKETBALL  —  RECREATIONAL 

Feb. 7 7.00 Fred's  Guppiesvs Heavies Shaver 

Feb. 8 1.00 
69'rs  vs Fat  Men 

Elliott 

5.00 Jeanne  ret  vs IV  Indust Eadie 6.00 
II  Chem  vs Faust  ies 

Sodinsky 
7.00 

Med.  II  Yr  A  vs Smirnoffs 

Sadinsky 
8.00 

The  Team  vs 

Sad  ins  ky 

Feb. 9 
1.00 

Eng.  Grads  vs 
Barons Mugford 

6.30 1  Geol  vs Dent.  1  Yr Bolconi 
7.30 III  Indust  vs 

Wallace Bolconi 
8.30 Dent.  TV  Yr  vs 

Five  Skins 
Bolconi 

Feb. 10 
1.00 

U.C.  Moleculesvs 5.00 Dribbles  vs 

ENio'tt 

6.00 Vestels  vs 
Undergrods 

Elliott 

7.00 II  Indust Mugford 
8.00 Dev.  South  vs Mugford 

Feb. 1 1 1.00 Eng.  6T8  vs 
Med.  II  Yr  B .  Shover 

PUBLIC  LECTURE 
DRAMA  OR  ANTI-DRAMA 

MODERN  TRENDS  IN  THE  THEATRE 
BY 

JAMES  REANEY 
CANADIAN  POET  ond  PLAYWRIGHT 

Thurs.  February  3rd     4:00  p.m. 
WEST  HALL,  UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 
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CRUCIAL  GAME  AGAINST  WARRIORS 

Battle  of  Waterloo  tomorrow  aight Bv  HOWIF  ci  nvr.n\  n        «. — ~    c„„   •      .  ,  ... By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
The  Battle  of  Waterloo 

may  have  a  repeat  perform- 
ance tomorrow  evening 

when  third  place  Varsity 
Blues  meet  second  place 
Waterloo  Warriors  at  Wa- 

terloo Arena. 
Warriors  are  one  of  the 

two  teams  Blues  must  de- 
feat if  they  are  to  win  the 

Queen's  Cup.  The  other  is Western  Mustangs. 
The  surprising  Warriors 

have  lost  only  one  game  in 
ten  starts  and  have  already 
taken  three  of  a  possible 
four  points  from  the  first 
place  Mustangs. 

Last  season  Warriors  won 
only  two  games  and  tied 
three  others  to  finish  tied 
wilh  McGill  in  eight  place 
in  the  Senior  Intercollegi- 

ate Hockey  League. 
Warriors'  change  to  a competent  hockey  team  has 

been  belittled  by  coaches  in 
the  SIHL:  "You  (Blues) 
should  beal  them  by  six  or 
seven  goals,"  said  Claude Chapleau. 
Chapleau  coaches  Mont- 

real Carabins  who  split 
their  two  games  with  War- riors. 
Nevertheless,  the  league 

leading  Mustangs  were  un- 
able lo  put  one  of  (heir  40 

shots  by  goaltender  Arlon 
Popkey  last  week,  in  a scoreless  lie. 
Popkey,  who  plaved  Jr. 

"A"  with  Smith  Falls  has been  one  of  the  main  rea- 

sons for  Warriors'  strong showing  so  far  this  season. 
He  replaced  Casey  Soden 

after  Christmas  and  started 
off  his  career  in  the  SIHL 
by  helping  Warriors  to  a  6-4 
victory  over  Western. 
He  has  continued  to  play 

well  since  then  chalking  up 
a  2.86  goals  against  average 
in  seven  games. 
Lawless  also  contributes 
Jerry  Lawless  is  another 

player  who  has  made  a  large 
contribution  lo  Warriors' success. 
Lawless,  in  his  fourth 

year  of  college  hockey,  has 

played  every  position  but 
goal  for  Warriors  and  is  cur- 

rently working  at  left  wing and  defence. 
He  led  the  league  in  scor- 

ing for  three  weeks  and  al- 
though his  production  has 

fallen  off  in  recent  weeks, 
his  versatility  makes  him invaluable. 
While  Warriors  h  a  v  e 

some  good  forwards  and 
more  than  adequate  goal- 
tending,  their  defence  is 

porous. Bill  Ball,  who  played  with 
Western  last  season ,  was 
supposed   to   be  Warriors' 

BILL  STEWART 
Going  home 
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leader  on  defence. 
Ball  however,  appears  to 

be  as  round  as  his  name 
would  indicate  and  his  mo- 

bility has  been  severely  li- mited. 
This,  plus  the  loss  of 

rookie  defenceman  M  e  1 
Baird  due  to  injuries  may 
mean  a  busy  evening  for 
goaltender  Popkey. 

Blues  have  top  scorers 
Varsity  Blues  have  the 

league's  top  two  scorers  and 
two  entire  lines  among  the 
leading  shooters. 
Henry  M  o  n  t  e  i  t  h  '  s  10 points  in  two  games  last week  lifted  him  from 

eleventh  to  first  place  in 
SIHL  scoring.  Monteith  is 
also  the  leading  goal-getter with  15. 

Right  behind  him  is  Gord 
Cunningham  with  24  points 
on  nine  goals  and  15  assists 
and  lied  in  fourlh  place  is 
Ward  Passi  wilh  22  points. 

Other   Blues    among  the 
leading    scorers    are  Paul 
Laurent,     Murray     Slrou;! ' and  Steve  Monteith. 
Steve  Monteith  has  ap- 

peared in  only  six  games but  still  has  four  goals  and 10  assists. 
The  Monteith  brothers and  Laurent  make  up  one 

line  and  Cunningham,  Pas- si  and  Stroud  the  other 
LEFTOVERS:  Blues'  goal- tending  combination  of  Bill Stewart  and  John  Wrigley 

is  averaging  3.00  goals  per 
game,   slightly  behind  the 

Western  totals . . .  Stewart 
will  be  in  goal  tomorrow  in 
Waterloo,  his  home  town  . . . 
Wrigley  has  the  lowest 
goals  against  average  (2.33) 
in  the  league ...  He  has 
played  three  games  . . .  Game time  tomorrow  is  8  p.m. . . . 
Al  Rollins,  former  National 
Hockey  League  goaltender, coaches  the  University  of Alberta  at  Calgary  hockey 
team. SCORING  LEADERS 
H.  Monteith,  Tor Cunningham,  Tor 
Hincks,  McMaster 
Jones,  Queen's Passi,  Toronto Lawless,  Waterloo 
Spoor,  McMaster Dufour,   Laval    .  . , 
Pond,  Queen's   .  .  , Laurent,  Torontc Strcud,  Toronto Clark,  Western Vandal,  Laval 
Smith,  Waterloo 

Talt,  Queen's 
Murdoch,  Waterloo 
Hospodar,  Western Guimond,  Loval 
Kerner,  McGill 
Cote,  Montreol Mervvn,  Waterloo Babcock,  Western 
S.  Monteith,  Tor 

GP -   A  Pts  P1M 10  15  10  25  22 10    9  15  24  26 10  13  10  23  16 °  10  12  22  4 
10    8  14  22  13 
10    8  12  20  2 10    7  13  20  14 10  12    7  19  16 
9    8  II  19  4 10     8  11  19  12 

14  19  0 
10 

9    9  ' 

10  7  9  16  10 
U  7  9  16  10 10    6    9  15  16 

11  5  9  14  8 6    4  10  14  0 GO  ALTEl-l  DERS'  RECORDS 
Etonney,  Western Reeson,  Western Western  Totals Stewart,  Toronto  . 
Wrigley,  Toronto Toronto  Totals 

Popkey,  Woterloo Soden,  Waterloo  . Waterloo  Totals 
Grenler,  Laval  ,  . Arsenaut,  Loval 

Laval  Totals  .  . Horton,  Guelph  . Landers,  Guelph  . 
Guelph  Totals Poitros,  Montreal Lorrain,  Montreol Montreol  Totals 

Douglas,  Queen's Walters,  McGill  .  . Young,  McMaster 
Poyne,  McMaster McMaster  Totals 

GP  GA  SO  Avg. "    2  2.60 

10  30 7  20 3  15 10  35 

8  26 .  .    2  14 10  40 
-  41/3  20 3iA  16 
.  .     8  36 6  33 
.-     3  15 9  48 
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New  campus  party  enters  SAC  race 
A  campus  political  party,  the  Student  Democratic 

Union,  is  being  formed  to  contest  the  forthcoming  SAC elections. 
Tom  Good  (IV  Vic)  a  spokesman  for  the  group,  said 

last  night  that  a  group  of  students  have  been  meeting  for 
the  past  two  monts  to  draft  policy  for  the  SDU. 

An  open  meeting  will  be  held  Monday  in  room  1087  of 
Sidney  Smith  Hall  at  4  p.m.  to  discuss  the  general  policy  of 
the  Union.  A  subsequent  meeting  will  be  held  at  7.30  p.m. 
in  the  Committees  Room  of  Hart  House  to  discuss  a  plat- form for  the  SAC  elections. 

Good  said  SDU  hopes  to  attract  "moderate,  rational, 
pragmatic  students,"  and  added,  "The  drift  of  the  year's SAC  toward  inaction  has  shown  that  it  is  necessary  for 
policies  to  be  defined  for  the  Council." 

SDU  has  drafted  a  constitution  and  applied  to  the 
University  Caput  for  recognition.  Good  said  no  reply  had 
been  received  as  yet. 

The  group  has  also  prepared  a  statement  of  principle, 
which  reads  in  part: 

"SDU  opposes  the  exclusion  of  students  from  the university  community,  and  will  work  for  a  more  democratic 
university  by  participating  in  SAC  elections  and  by  exerting 

pressure  on  the  university  administration  for  necessary 

reforms." Denis  Kennedy  (SGS),  another  member  of  SDU,  said 
an  attempt  would  be  made  to  "evolve  a  platform  based  on specific  issues,  such  as  the  Housing  Service,  the  Board  of Governors,  faculty-student  relations,  the  running  of  the 
Advisory  Bureau,  and  the  traffic  problem." Another  member,  Joe  Meuleman  (III  SMC),  said  SDU 
plans  to  run  candidates  in  all  the  colleges  and  the  School 
of  Graduate  Studies,  but  "doesn't  expect  to  take  over  SAC 

this  year." He  stressed  the  fact  that  the  organization  of  SDU Includes  subcommittees,  one  of  which  would  be  centred around  SAC  activities,  and  would  study  issues  and  provide SAC  members  with  details  and  information. 
The  group  has  posted  signs  around  the  campus  to  pub- licize their  program,  and  plans  to  distribute  leaflets  today. A  number  of  the  organizers  are  campus  New  Democrats, including  Good,  who  is  president  of  the  U  of  T  club.  But 

they  claim  SDU  is  unconnected  with  the  NDP. 
"We  regard  campus  politics  and  the  politics  of  the  NDP 

as  completely  separate  and  distinct,"  Kennedy  said. TOM  GOOD 

-photo  by  ART  (it ut  here)  MclLWAIN 

"We  stand  on  guard" — an  enthusiastic  engineer  becomes  immured  in  the  icy  walls  of 
the  Winter  Carnival's  architectural  masterpiece. 

UGEQ  admitted  as  IDS  member 

MONTREAL  (PEN)  — 
L'Union  Generate  des  Etu- 
diants  du  Quebec  (UGEQ) 
has  been  admitted  as  an  as- 

sociate member  of  the  Com- 
munist-oriented Internation- 

al Union  of  Students  (IUS). 
A  recent  release  datelined 

Prague,  the  union's  head- quarters, stated  that  the 
IUS  executive  committ  e  e 
had  unanimously  accepted 
UGEQ's  request  for  admis- 

sion as  an  associate  memb- er. 
This  is  the  first  time  the 

French   Canadian  organiza- 

tion of  university  students 
has  received  international 
recognition.  The  English- 
language  Canadian  Union  of 
Students  recognizes  UGEQ 
as  a  national  union  of  stu- dents. 
UGEQ's  admission  to  IUS 

brings  membership  in  that 
Eastern  European  dominat- 

ed organization  to  80  full 
and  associate  members. 
UGEQ  will  also  seek  mem- 

bership in  the  American- 
oriented  International  Stu- 

dent Conference  (ISC). 

"It  is  only  because  the 
IUS  executive  meeting  is 
held  in  December  and  ISC 
holds  its  meeting  in  March 
that  UGEQ  has  first  applied 
to  the  socialist  Union  before 
seeking  acceptance  by  t  h  e 
Western  conference,  Daniel 
Latouche,  UGEQ's  vice-pre- sident for  inU •  rnational  af- 

fairs said  in  Montreal. 
UGEQ  will  now  apply  for 

acceptance  by  the  ISC  in 
March  and  little  objection 
to  the  CUS-supported  appli- 

cation is  expected. 

at  Western 

Ask  board  changes 

LONDON,  Ont.  (CUP)  —  The  Faculty  Association  at  the 
University  of  Western  Ontario  has  recommended  a  reorga- 

nization of  the  university's  government. 
The  Association's  committee  on  university  government has  drafted  a  brief  calling  for  a  faculty-dominated  Board 

of  Governors,  charging  that  board  members  are  usually 
prospective  donors,  and  businessmen  whose  names  will 
attract  donors. 

It  also  charges,  "The  president  too  often  has  been  an unsatisfactory  link  between  faculty  and  board,  and  between 
students  and  board." 

Completed  in  November  by  a  five-man  committee  head- 
ed by  Dr.  W.E.  McKeen,  a  botany  professor,  the  brief  notes 

a  new  spirit  in  the  faculty. 
"In  a  university  as  colorless  as  this  one  is,  with  as  little sense  of  community  and  inquiry  as  it  has,  the  failure  of 

the  administration  to  respond  to  the  new  faculty  enthu- 
siasm and  concern  is  no  surprise." 

The  report  calls  for  21  of  the  31  members  of  the  board 
to  be  elected  by  the  city  and  the  province.  It  criticizes 
"autocratic  directives"  which  come  "out  of  the  blue"  and 
says  "faculty  have  little  say  in  directing  even  academic  af- 

fairs." 

•The  report  charges  the  president  has  sometimes  sur- 
rounded himself  with  "yes  men"  accountable  to  him  alone. 

This  situation  "isolates  the  faculty  from  the  president  and 
makes  his  decisions  appear  arbitrary  and  ill-founded." 

Faculty  Association  Chairman  Dr.  Walter  Balderston 
said  the  committee  had  been  instructed  to  put  forward  the 
ideal  arrangement,  "not  to  worry  about  feasibility  or  what 
was  politically  possible." 

A  petition  to  change  Western's  constitional  act  is  ex- pected next  fall.  The  Faculty  Association  has  not  yet  taken 
a  public  stand  on  the  report. 

The  report  also  proposes  the  university  be  divided  into four  divisions:  humanities,  social  sciences,  science,  and 
graduate  studies,  along  with  eight  professional  schools. 

It  suggests  a  new  name  for  the  university,  to  symbolize 
the  other  changes  and  because  "a  compass-point  epithet  is restricted,  in  many  places,  to  universities  of  lesser,  even 
insignificant  status." 

It  suggests  that  student  representative  committees should  have  the  right  to  meet  the  board. 



Walmer  Road 
Baptist  Church 
(1  block  North  and  West  of Spadina  and  Bloor) 

WELCOMES  STUDENTS Sunday 
REV.  R.  FRED  BULLEN Bopfist  Fedeiotion  of  Canada 

7  p.m.  "What  o  Disposition  t" Young  Peoples'  Groups  — Monday  8  p.m.    -    Fridoy  8  p.m. MINISTERS: DR,  R.  S.  DUNN REV.  W.  R.  WOOD 
Baptist  Chaplain  U.  of  T. Rev.  Roy  Essex  —  BE.  1-7627 

BLOOR  STREET 
|      UNITED  CHURCH 300  Bloor  St.  West MINISTERS: 
The  Right  Rev.  Or.  E.  M.  Howie Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 1 100  o.m. 
ON  FACING  FRUSTRATION DR.  JOHN  SHORT 7.00  p.m. 
THE  HYMNS  OF  WHITTIER REV.  GORDON  PARKER Commentolor 

STUDENTS  WELCOME: CAMPUS  CLUB 
following  Evening  Service 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 
12  Blocks  North  of  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  stop  East  of  Yonge  on  Bloor  cot) MINISTER: 

REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  M.A. 
II  A.M.;  "CONTEMPORANEOUS  CHRISTIANITY" A  coll  for  Christian  Relevance  in  Todoy's  World 
?:30  P.M.:  SEARCHLIGHT  SEMINAR  (5) Resource  Person  —  Arnold  Edinborough 

A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS 

FREEDOM 

To  Live 

Who  Says  so? 

What  &  Who  does  this  include Hear 

Prof.  EDMUND  CLOWNEY 
Acting  President, 

Westminster  Seminary,  Philadelphia 
Sat.,  Feb.  5    -    8  p.m. 

  New  College  Dining  Room 

TRINITY 

UNITED  CHURCH 
427  Bloor  Si.  W.  ol  Wolmer 
REV.  J.  ROBERT  WATT, 

B.A.,  B.D.,  Minister 
1 1  o.m. 

WINTER 
COMMUNION  SERVICE 

"God  Questioning  Us" 7:30  p.m. 

(i)  "THE  ANGER" of  Jesus 
8:30  Trinity  Young  Adults NEW 

SUNDAY  EVENING SERIES "CHRIST  W 

MY  SITUATION" 

What  was  Jesus  really  like? 
How  relevant  ore  His  attitudes  \ 
to  modem  life,  and  to  our  pro- blems? 

Hew  look  planned  lor  religious 

side  ol  '66  Winter  Carnival 
The  religious  side  of  Winter  Carnival  undergoes  a revamping  this  year. 
In  past  years  Winter  Carnival  has  always  had  a  tradi- tional religious  service  on  Sunday  night.  This  year  the  Blue and  White  Society  asked  the  Student  Christian  Movement to  produce  a  service,  and  the  result  has  been  described  as 

a  "happening." There  will  be  a  jazz  liturgy  featuring  New  York  City Saxaphonist  Ed  Summerlin,  who  is  in  town  this  week  to 
play  a  gig,  backed  by  some  local  talent.  Susan  Macpherson (II  UC)  will  perform  an  interpretive  dance.  There  will  be readings  from  Tagore  and  Sandburg. 

The  theme  of  the  service  is  "Love."  Its  producers 
describe  it  as  "a  celebration  of  life  on  campus." Featured  will  be  skits  written  and  acted  by  U  of  T 
students,  one  on  "eros"  and  another  on  the  loneliness  of the  foreign  student  as  he  comes  to  the  campus. The  whole  thing  will  be  televised  by  CBC,  including  the 
"Kiss  of  Peace,"  which  we  won't  describe  to  you,  except that  it's  actually  physical!! 

See  the  swingin'est  Christians  on  Campus  in  the  Great Hall  of  Hart  House  Sunday  at  7.30  p.m. 

Feb.  6 
"THE  ANGER"  of  Jesus Feb.  13 

"THE  HONESTY"  of  Jesus Feb.  20 
"THE  HUMILITY"  of  Jesus Feb.  27 

"THE  FEARLESSNESS"  of  Jesus March  6 

"THE  FORGIVENESS"  of  Jesus March  13 
"THE  CONTROL"  of  Jesus March  20 
"THE  PURPOSEFULNESS" of  Jesus March  27 "THE  JOY"  of  Jesus 
STUDENTS  WELCOME  ot 
ALL  SERVICES  in  Triniry 

SYMPOSIUM 

"ALIENATION" 
Saturday,  February  12,  1966 

9:30  a.m.  to  4:30  p.m. 
SHIEY  HAU,  TRINITY  C0LLICE 

Sponsored  by  CANTERBURY  and  TRINITY  COLLEGE  CHAPLAINCIES 

society.  viouonzorion  faced  by  growing  numbers  in  our 

ChpthiarrbyertS'  Ph-D-DireCh»<  The      C  K.  Carke  Institute  of 
Registration  Fee  $3.00  (Lunch  inrinripri. 

ADVANCE  REGISTRATION  REOUIREn PI,  -  lnC,U0MJ 
373  HURON  ST.  TORONTO  I i  923. l\°3    °"e      wri,e  CANTERBURY  HOUSE, 

Nome(s)   
Address(es)      ! 

Tel.  No.fe)    "  !   S 
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Today,  all  day: 
Yavhel  Tu  B'Shevat  Outing.  Albion  Hills,  Sunday,  Feb. 6.  Make  reservations  at  Hillel  House,  923-7837. 

Today,  8-10  a.m. 
Student  art  exhibit,  downstairs  common  rooms,  UC 

Women's  Union'.  Continues  Mon.  Wed.  Fri.  of  next  week. 
Today,  1  pan. 

Geology  Department  films:  Oil  in  Pakistan,  Tin  From 
Malaya,  Seismic  Copters  over  the  Yukon.  Rm.  128,  Mining Building. 

PC  committee  on  divorce,  birth  control,  and  abortion. 
All  those  interested  in  participating  in  the  Public  Affairs Forum  should  attend.  Rm.  2116,  Sid.  Smith. 

Liberal  club  meeting:  final  arrangements  for  CULF convention.  Rm.  1086,  Sid.  Smith. 
Important  meeting  for  all  Wallenstein  agents.  Attend- ance imperative.  Usual  place. 

Today,  4  pjn. 
Lecture  on  nuclear  photo-excitation.  Rm.  135,  McLennan Labs.  Tea,  3:55  p.m. 

Today,  4:10  p.m. 
Dr.  Yakov  Malkiel  (Berkeley)  speaks  on  Philology  and Linguistics.  Rm.  106,  UC. 

Today,  evening: 

callRutnnM[n:r:d293n32°64UnS  C'Ub  t0b°Sgan  ̂  
Today,  8:15  p.m. 

n-  vDr'.      n°v  MaJkiel  speaks  on  Historical  Linguistics. 
Bickersteth  Room,  Hart  House. 

[  Today,  9  p.m. Scarborough  College  Mixer  with  the  Counts  Scarbo- ough  Campus. 
Today,  9:30  p.m. 

Easy  Riders  R&B  group.  Dance  to  group  on  Saturday. Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox,  44  St.  George  St. 
Saturday,  9:30  a.m. 

UTDU  debates  seminar:  Prof.  Krever  (Law)  Prof  Tre- 
vor Lloyd  (History)  and  Ian  Binnie  to  speak  on  debating 

skills.  All  welcome.  Refreshments.  "coating 
Saturday,  2  p.m, 

Harfnoui  ̂   Yak°V  mm*1  Bicke™telh  Room, 
Saturday,  8  p.m. 

Young  Socialist  Forum:  topic:  the  coming  Ontario  YND convention.  YSF  House,  32  Cecil  St. 
Saturday,  8:15  p.m. 

Graduate  Students'  curling  cancelled  this  week. Sunday,  7:30  p.m. 
Jazz  Liturgy:  Great  Hall,  Hart  House 

206  Barley  ft"**'  C'Ub  meetil*  Film> 
Sunday,  8:15  p.m. 

UN  club  general  meeting.  New  College,  Rm.  77. Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 

the  "iZmeWMs™™1  danClng-  "»  PCr  PerSOn'  SEE 
St.  GTeoergPehi'OSOPhy  °f  recons<™ctionism:  Hillel  House,  186 

Eaton^morS  cK?kS  °"  Pe"a'  abus"  »»*  ̂ m. 



WHY  HAVEN'T  THE  BEASTIES  COME? By  LARRY  GREENSPAN 

Frederik  Pohl  can't  figure 
out  why  the  beasties  haven't visited  planet  earth  yet. 

Pohl  is  a  respected  Ame- rican science  fiction  writer 
and  editor  of  Galaxy — sort 
of  the  Atlantic  Monthly  of 
the  science  fiction  world. 
He  told  an  audience  in 

the  Hart  House  Library 
Wednesday  night  that  a 
scientist  working  for  the 
Rand  Corporation  estimated 
that  some  64,000  planets 
within  our  own  galaxy  may 
support  some  form  of  life. 

"It's  a  good  gambling 
chance,"  Pohl  said,  "that 
some  of  these  may  have  de- 

veloped a  higher  intel- 
ligence." 
But  he  said  thei-e  is  no 

conclusive  evidence  that 
they  have  visited  earth.  He 
dismisses    recorded  sight- 

ings of  unidentified  flying 
objects  as  "mistakes,  natur- al phenomena,  or  deliberate 

lies." 

"Maj'be  they've  put  us  in 
quarantine,"  a  member  of the  audience  ventured. 
Pohl  was  speaking  on 

"Science  and  Man"  in  the 
first  lecture  in  a  series  spon- 

sored by  the  Hart  House 
Library  Committee  on  Lite- rature and  Man. 

He  doesn't  think  science 
fiction  writers  have  a  mon- 

opoly on  predicting  the  fut- 
ure. "Thousands  of  science 

fiction  stories  appear  each 
year  containing  thousands 
of  predictions — s  o  m  e  of 
them  must  be  right,"  he 
said.  "Even  a  stopped  clock 
is  right  twice  a  day." 
He  defined  science  fiction 

as  anything  that  he  buys 
for  publication  in  his  maga- 

zine. Like  other  literature, 
much  of  science  fiction  is 
bad,  he  said.  But  a  lot  of  it 
is  very  good. 

Pohl  thinks  science  and 
science  fiction  are  similar 
only  in  their  use  of  imagina- tion. In  both  cases,  the 
greater  the  imagination  the 
better  the  finished  product. 
He  said  that  as  far  as  he 

is  concerned,  only  one  real- 
ly good  science  fiction 

movie  has  ever  been  pro- 
duced— Things  To  Come  in 

1937.  "Stanley  Kubrick,  di- 
rector of  Dr.  Strangelove,  is 

working  on  a  science  fiction 
movie  that  may  be  very 

good,"  he  said. 
"Next  week  I'm  going  to 

be  in  Hollywood,  and  while 
I'm  there  I  want  to  find  out 
why  they  aren't  making  a movie  based  on  one  of  my 

books." 

Book  auction  fans  have  fun 

Auctioneers  Harvey  L. 
Shepherd  (SGS)  and  Rick 
Ross  (IV  APSC)  kept  book auction  fans  at  Hart  House 
laughing  for  two  hours  Wed- 

nesday afternoon  with  their 
suggestive  reading  of  title 
pages. 

Bidding  was  spirited  for 
such  titles  as  The  Informal 
Memoirs  of  Peggy  Guggen- 

heim and  A  Guide  for  the 
Bedevilled.  Auctioneer  She- 

pherd pointed  out  that  half 
of  the  latter  book's  binding 
was  missing,  changing  the 
title  to  A  Guide  For  the  Bed. 
Another  book,  Gentlemen 
Marry  Brunettes,  went 
quickly  after  the  announce- 

ment that  it  was  "intimately 
illustrated." 
Many  engineers  were  in 

the  audience,  some  of  whom 
were  actually  bidding.  One 
engineer  who  was  buying 
books  by  the  pound  said  he 
was  trying  to  build  up  a 
library.  Another  was  re-sel- 

Nominations  open 

Monday  for 

SAC  elections 

Nominations  will  be  open- 
ing Monday  for  Students 

Administrative  Council  elec- tions. 

The  SAC  elections  com- 
mittee announced  that  no- 

minations will  close  on  Feb. 
16,  with  the  campaign  Feb. 
21-23,  and  election  day  on 
Feb.  24.  But  the  engineers 
will  elect  their  SAC  repre- 

sentatives on  Feb.  18,  to 
avoid  a  conflict  with  the 
Engineering  Grad  Ball. 
A  candidates  forum  will 

be  held  in  Hart  House  Feb. 
12  to  introduce  prospective 
candidates  to  the  workings 
of  SAC. 

ling  books  at  a  profit  to  un- 
successful bidders. 

Despite  the  confusion  the 
auction  managed  to  raise 
sixty  dollars. 

The  Hart  House  Library 
committee  sponsored  the 
auction  to  make  space  for 
new  books  hi  the  Hart 
House  Library. 

— photo  by  ART  MclLWAir- 
Rick  Ross,  well-known  Engineering  SAC  rep,  disposes  of 
another  box  of  goodies  during  Wednesday's  book  auction of  Hart  House. 

WINTER  CARNIVAL  TICKETS  MOVING  WELL 
Spokesmen  for  the  Blue  and  White  Society  told  The 

Varsity  Thursday  night  that  tickets  for  Winter  Carnival 
events  are  generally  moving  well,  with  the  exception  of 
Monday's  Ice  Show. 

Iain  Cunningham  (III  New)  said  a  number  of  excellent seats  are  still  available  for  the  Ice  Show,  which  features Petra  Burka. 

Cunningham  said  he  expects  all  tickets  for  the  Folk 
Concert  Sunday,  Feb.  13  and  the  dance  in  Hart  House  Feb. 
12  will  be  sold  out.  He  said  students  wanting  to  attend  the 
concert  and  dance  should  buy  their  tickets  as  soon  as  pos- sible. 

HART  HOUSE  § 
A.M. U.S.  Weekend  at  Hart  House  Farm 

NOON  HOUR  DEBATE 
1.10  p.m.    Tuesday,  February  8th    Music  Room "Resolved  that  Lady  Godiva  is  o 

Graduate  of  University  College" Members  Only 
CAMERA  CLUB 

1.00  -  2.00  p.m.      Wednesday,  February  9     Club  Rooms MEMBERS'  COLOUR  SHOW 
Judge:  Dr.  G.  H.  W.  Lucas 

COMING  EVENTS  -  Wednesday,  Feb.  9th  -  LIBRARY  EVENING THURSOAY,  February  10th  —  HART  HOUSE  DEBATE 

THE  COMMUNICATIONS 

COMMISSION  OF  THE 

STUDENTS'
 

ADMINISTR
ATIVE  

COUNCIL 

is  now  accepting  applications  for  the 
following  positions: 

Varsity  Editor  1966-67 

Torontonensis  Editor  1966-67 

Summer  Varsity  Editor  1966 

Student  Handbook  Editor  1966-67 
Applications  should  be  submitted  in  writing 

to  the  Communication  Commissioner, 
Students'  Administrative  Council  Bldg. 

DEADLINE  5  P.M.  TODAY 

THE  COLLEGE  OF  JEWISH  STUDIES 

BETH  TZEDEC  CONGREGATION 
1700  Bathurst  Street 

TAKES  PLEASURE  IN  INVITING 
—  STUDENTS         and         FACULTY  — 

to  hear 

NORMAN  P0DH0RETZ 
Distinguished  Editor  of  o  Distinguished  Journol 

—  Commentary  Magazine  — 
MONDAY,  FEBRUARY  7,  1966 

At  5:30  and  concluding  at  6:30  p.m. 

topic:  "The  intellectual  Tradition  In  Judaism" 

Mr.  Podhorerx  will  also  address  the 
Institute  of  Ethics  of  Beth  Tzedec  Synagogue 

in  the  Main  Holl  ot  9:00  p.m. Topic: 

"THE  JEWISH  INTELLECTUAL  IN  AMERICA" 
ADMISSION  IS  FREE 

HILLEL 

Major  Lecture  Series 
I.    Sunday,  February  6,  8:30  p.m.,  Hillel  House 

DK  ALAN  W.  MILLER 
Rabbi,  The  Society  For  the  Advancement  of  Judaism on 

"The  Philosophy  Of  Reconstructionism" II.    Monday,  February  7,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 on 

"The  Past  Of  An  Illusion  -  Some  Observations 

On  The  Jewish  Religion  After  Freud" 
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a  'moral'  issue 
On  Saturday  evening  in  Hart  House  Rev.  J.  M.  Kelly, 

president  of  St.  Michael's  College,  delivered  a  speech  to the  annual  meeting  of  the  Canadian  Society  for  the  Abol 
tion  of  the  Death  Penalty.    His  remarks  bear  repeating 

"Capita!  punishment  and  all  that  necessarily  sur- rounds it  is  rather  a  degrading  and  brutalizing  thing.  We 
perform  it  in  private  and  consider  it  a  shameful  thing.  It 
affects  those  who  have  to  take  part  in  it  ...  It  also  affects 
the  whole  community  .  .  , 

"I  think  we  have  reached  the  point  in  human  develop- ment where  we  realize  that  violence  does  not  really  solve 
problems.  It  is  usually  met  with  further  violence  .  .  . 

"To  abolish  capital  punishment  is  to  lose  nothing.  We do  not  endanger  society.  It  may  be  that  we  will  do  some 
practical  good  because  we  enlist  our  energies  to  solve  such 
problems  in  new  ways.  I  cannot  see  why  it  does  not  merit 
a  try  .  .  . 

"The  only  thing  that  can  come  of  abolition  is  good." Father  Kelly  certainly  must  be  numbered  among  the 
many  persuasive  and  respected  men  who  have  spoken  for 
the  abolition  of  capital  punishment. 

It  is  to  be  hoped  that  the  U  of  T  Students  Administra- 
tive Council  will  study  his  eloquent  remarks,  and  them- selves consider  the  subject  of  capital  punishment  at  one of  their  future  meetings. 
Hopefully,  council  will  add  its  voice  to  those  who  have 

already  spoken  for  abolition.  Hopefully,  they  will  do  so before  the  matter  is  raised  in  the  House  of  Commons. 
This  is  a  "moral"  issue  in  the  best  sense  of  the  word moral,  and  perhaps  council  will  see  fit  to  debate  this  sub- ject and  come  to  a  decision— without  waiting  to  see  what everyone  else  plans  to  do. 

worthy  representative 

When  Blue  and  White  Society  Chairman  Jim  Kenzie 
proposed  last  fall  that  a  beauty  contest  should  be  held  to 
choose  a  U  of  T  Winter  Carnival  Queen,  some  of  his  fellow SAC  members  opposed  the  idea. 

Subsequent  events  seem  to  have  silenced  his  critics and  proved  Mr.  Kenzie  a  prophet. 
The  Society's  Winter  Carnival  Queen,  Suzanne  Long- ford, is  now  Miss  Canadian  University  Snow  Queen  of  1966. Far  from  disgracing  the  university,  as  some  people suggested,  the  Blue  and  White  Society's  contest  produced m  Miss  Longford  a  worthy  representative  of  U  of  T  and one  we  can  be  proud  of. 
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letters  to  the  editor 

cola  comment 
Sir: 

The  attached  copy  of  a  clip  from  your 
fine  paper  dated  January  21,  1966  mentions 
our  product  "Coke,"  but  in  "down  style." 
We  greatly  appreciate  the  publicity.  But 

unfortunately,  lower  casing  or  other  usage 
which  can  be  construed  as  generic  can  be 
actually  damaging  to  our  registered  trade 

mark  "Coke." 
"Coke"  distinguishes  and  identifies  only 

the  product  of  this  company  and  we  must 

of  necessity  be  diligent  in  safeguarding  it 
against  improper  use  lest  inadvertently,  it 
loses  its  distinctiveness  and  significance. 

For  that  reason  we  will  be  very  grateful 
if  you  will  remind  the  members  of  your 
staff  (or  possibly  the  proof-readers)  that 
both  "Coke"  and  "Coca-Cola"  are  registered trade  marks  in  Canada  which  identify  only 
the  product  of  this  company  and  are  there- 

fore entitled  to  the  same  typographic  treat- 
ment as  a  proper  name. 

COCA-COLA  LTD., 
Donald  A.  Burwash, 
Assistant  to  the  Secretary 

sneaky  sncc? Sir: 

Last  week  members  of  the  Student  Non- 
violent Co-ordinating  Committee  (SNCC) 

solicited  funds  in  the  lobby  of  the  Sigmund 
Samuel  Library,  Having  nothing  else  to  do, 
I  stopped  by  to  ask  a  few  questions  about 
their  program.  I  was  surprised  to  find  that 
the  girl  collecting  the  money  knew  nothing 
about  the  uses  to  which  it  was  to  be  put. 
Nor  did  she  seem  to  know  why  it  was  being 
collected. 

I  then  asked  what  SNCC's  general  aims 
were.  She  smiled  and  said  she  didn't  know. 
Instead,  she  suggested  I  go  to  the  general 
office  at  44  St.  George.  She  was  sure  I  could 
learn  a  lot  there. 

The  head  of  SNCC,  a  money  can  in  one 
hand,  was  rushing  out  the  door  when  I  ar- 

rived at  the  office.  He  stopped  long  enough, 
however,  to  answer  my  questions. 
What  is  the  function  of  SNCC  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Toronto,  I  asked.  To  send  money 
to  the  United  States,  he  replied. 
What  will  the  money  be  used  for?  He 

didn't  know.  Where  will  it  be  used?  He 
wasn't  sure.  Why  was  he  sending  it?  He 
thought  they  needed  it.  Who  were  "they"? He  didn't  know. 
He  did  know  one  thing,  though:  the 

address  in  Atlanta  to  which  he  was  suppos- ed to  send  the  money. 

Further  questions  brought  out  three 
points.  SNCC  has  no  programs  in  Canada. 
("Other  people  are  taking  care  of  that.")  It 
has  no  clear  policy  or  philosophy.  ("Lots  of 
organizations  don't  have  any  philosophy.") 
And  finally,  Although  he  didn't  know  what 
SNCC's  programs  were,  he  was  sure  they 
were  necessary.  ("Why  else  would  they 
keep  asking  for  money?") 
With  this  last  thought  in  mind,  I  headed 

back  to  the  Library. 

Arly  Allen  (SGS) 
There  is  no  branch  of  SNCC  on  this  cam- 

pus. The  official  name  of  the  organization 
is  the  U  of  T  Friends  of  SNCC.  More  detail- 

ed information  about  the  uses  of  the  money 
collected  could  probably  be  obtained  from 
Sue  Kaufman  (II  UC),  a  member  of  the 
Friends  of  SNCC— ed. 

sneaky  peace  offensive? Sin 

Johnson  really  pulled  it  off.  He  actually 
got  away  with  it.  The  anti-war  movement 
was  getting  pretty  strong,  so  with  fanfares, 
drums,  tons  of  publicity,  everything  but 
cheerleaders,  the  "peace"  offensive  was launched. 

A  great  fuss  was  made  as  special  ambas- 
sadors flew  to  practically  every  country  in 

the  world,  except  those  involved,  to  talk 
about  "peace."  (While  they  were  there  they also  tried  to  get  pledges  of  physical  or  moral 
support  for  their  war.) 

The  U.S.  stopped  bombing  the  north  part of  Viet  Nam,  but  continued  to  bomb  the 
south,  and  extended  its  raids  into  Cambodia 
and  Laos.  And,  just  in  case  the  "peace"  of- fensive should  happen  to  fail,  they  increased 
the  number  of  their  Iroops  in  Viet  Nam. 
Their  proposals  for  negotiations  were 
indeed  the  most  offensive  part  of  the  whole 
"peace"  offensive:  if  the  Viet  Cong  and  the North  Vietnamese  were  to  agree  to  forget about  the  re-unified  Viet  Nam  and  free  elec- 

tions that  they  had  been  promised  by  the 1954  Geneva  Conference,  then  they  could 
negotiate.  What  would  there  be  to  negotiate aboul  after  they  had  given  up  their  reason 

for  fighting?  It  is  hardly  strange  that  the 
North  Vietnamese  should  be  insulted  at 
such  an  offer. 

The  American  people,  of  course,  have 
been  kept  in  the  dark  about  the  fact  that 
it  was  the  Americans,  through  Diem,  who 
prevented  the  free  elections  in  the  first 
place.  Dwight  Eisenhower  admits  in  Man- 

date jor  Change  (p.  372),jhat  had  free  elec- 
tions been  held  at  the  time,  at  least  80% 

of  the  people  would  have  voted  for  Ho  Chi 
Minh. 

Is  it  only  through  the  suppression  of  this 
sort  of  information  that  the  American  go- 

vernment can  hope  to  convince  its  people 
that  they  are  fighting  for  freedom? 

Is  the  struggle  of  the  Vietnamese  people 
so  different  from  that  of  the  American  Re- 

volutionaries who  also  fought  for  the  right 
to  choose  their  own  form  of  government  and elect  their  own  representatives? 

But  all  this  doesn't  matter  anymore.  John- son has  convinced  his  people  that  he  offered 
an  honourable  peace,  the  peace  movement 
has  been  smothered,  and  once  more  the 
bombs  will  fall.  We  how  have  a  moral  right 
to  kill,  main,  and  destroy,'  because  we  had a  "peace"  offensive. 

F.  K.  Shepherd  (Special  Student) 

sidewalks  neglected 
Sir: 

Among  Toronto's  more  curious  vagaries must  be  included  its  Los  Angelene  obsession with  the  car.  This  manifests  itself  in  ex- 
pressways (I  might  say  "elevateds"  but  Jar the  association  with  New  York's  first  rapid transit  system  which  was  torn  down  in disgust),  and  in  the  winter  with  a  relish for  cleaning  streets  with  increasingly  ef- 

ficent  equipment  while  the  sidewalks  re- main completely  ignored. 
The  university  is  but  a  reflection  of  its 

"ty,  (just  look  at  our  campus  architecture) Serving  a  population  of  some  23,000  people and  1,000  cars,  the  administration  had  its streets  and  parking  lots  cleared  24  hours 
after  our  monumental  deluge  while  the  side- walks became  clear  only  yesterday. 

Ian  Rodgers  (II  UC) 



EDITOR LAYOUT ASSISTANT THEATRE 
ART JAZZ FILMS FOLKMUSIC MUSIC BOOKS 
FEATURES TITLED 

Arthur  Zeldin Donna  Mason Michael  Walsh Mark  Czarnecki 
Jeremy  Adamson Tom  Nay  lor Hersh  Zeifman Volkmar  Richter 
Paul  Ennis Don  Crowe 
Lyn  Owen Leslie  Gory 

FRIDAY.  FEBRUARY  4,  1966 

Milkshakes  and  greebs  formed  part  of  the  conversation  around here  today,  but  also  talked  about  were  the  various  letters  re- ceived by  old-guard  staffers.  Leslie  was  loyal.  Donna  was  deft. Michael  was  mischievous,  and  Volkle  was  visiting.  Lovely  Lyn dropped  in  to  refuse  a  Rothman,  but  we  were  not  insulted;  we were  still  amused  by  the  letter  from  a  prominent  pop  manu- facturer. A  question  of  upper  case,  Dave  pointed  out  as  he tripped  blithely  into  our  sanctorum.  And  Henry  premised  never to  be  finished,  which  was  a  good  thing,  because  Mark  came  up with  a  bundle.  Hello  to  Bruce  Howard  and  The  Crimson  Ghost, 
who  toiled  mightily,  albeit  anonymously.  Sigh.  Trente. 

lii.   XI  1U.MI  J-« 



PROVINCE  OF  ONTARIO 

GRADUATE  FELLOWSHIPS  PROGRAM 

APPLICATION  FOR  AWARDS  1966-67 

The  Province  sponsors  a  Graduote  Fellowship  Program  to 
ossist  graduote  students  who  plon  to  enter  the  profession  of  uni- versity teaching  to  those  satisfying  the  following  requirements: 

—  An  Honours  Bachelor  of  Arts  degree  or  equivalent  with  at least  second-class  honour  standing. 
—  Admission  to  or  continuation  in  a  full-time  graduate  pro- gram at  an  Ontario  university  leoding  to  the  Master  of 

Arts  Moster  of  Philosophy  or  Doctor  of  Philosophy  degrees 
in  the  humanities  and  social  sciences  or  the  pure  sciences and  mathematics. 

In  1966-67  up  to  1,500  Fellowships  will  be  offered  in  the 
humanities  and  sociol  sciences  ond  up  to  500  in  the  pure  sciences 
and  mathematics.  The  value  of  a  Fellowship  awarded  for  the 
winter  session  is  a  maximum  of  $  1 ,500,  and  Fellows  may  receive 
an  amount  not  exceeding  $500  for  study  during  the  full  summer 
session  preceding  or  following  the  academic  year  in  which  a Fellowship  is  enjoyed. 

A  brochure  describing  the  Program  ond  application  forms  are 
availoble  ot  the  office  of  the  graduate  school  of  each  Ontario university. 
APPLICATIONS  MUST  BE  SUBMITTED  TO  THE  INSTITUTION 

BY  15TH  FEBRUARY,  1966. 

lowie  meets  galaxy 

551  MOUNT  PLEASANT  ROAD 

3  for  3!!! 
DURRENMATT  —  THE  PHYSICISTS 

MOLIERE  —  TARTUFFE 
ANOUILH  —  POOR  BITOS 

SPECIAL  OFFER  TO  ALL  UNIVERSITY  STUDENTS 

3  PLAYS  FOR  $3!! SERIES  AVAILABLE  AT  CREST  BOX  OFFICE. 

MR.  SPEAKER! 
Support  YOUR  Faculty  at  the 

INTERFACULTY  DEBATING  TOURNAMENT 

Tonight  — 7:30  —  Quarter-Finals 
Saturday  —  7:00  —  Semi-Finals 

—  9:00  — Finals 
Hear 

RICHARD  J.  NEEDHAM 
Speak  on  the  resolution: 

THAT  PRESENT  CAMPUS  MORALS  PRESAGE 

THE  FALL  OF  THE  SOCIAL  ORDER 
at  the 

FINAL  DEBATE  —  TRINTY  COLLEGE 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS 

Under  21  will  not  be  admitted 

after  9:00  p.m. 

THE  GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION  TONIGHT 

16  BANCROFT  AVE. 

By  MARTY  SHIFF 

Bond,  Spectre,  and  the  rest  of  the  Broc- coli-Sussman  institutions  are  suddenly  passe 
according  to  Twentieth  Century  Fox.  Our 
Man  Flint  arrived  Wednesday  at  the  Holly- 

wood, and  at  first  glance  it  appears  that  the 
Bondwagon  has  one  more  passenger. 
Upon  first  meeting  Derek  Flint  (James Coburn  of  High  Wind  In  Jamaica  fame,)  one 

instantly  knows  that  here  is  no  ordinary 
agent.  No  government-boy  this  Flint,  strictly 
a  freelance,  and  judging  by  his  pad  (which 
will  rival  Hefner's  any  day)  the  boy  is 
making  a  living.  Anyone  who  can  finance four  mistresses  at  once  must  be  making  a 
living.  He  didn't  even  look  tired. 

For  the  record,  here's  the  plot.  Our  side 
is  the  Zonal  Organization  for  World  Intel- 

ligence and  Espionage.  You  guessed  it- 
ZOWIE.  Their  side  is  "much  bigger  than 
Spectre",  and  it's  called  GALAXY;  no  XL, no  500,  just  plain  Galaxy. 

Galaxy  is  headed  by  three  semi-mad  scien- tists (one  an  oriental  named  Schnyder)  who 
are  established  on  an  island  where  they  have 
created  their  own  swinging  community. 

Women  on  the  island  are  not  called  wo- 
men, but  are  instead  referred  to  as  pleasure- units.  Guess  what  they  do.  Need  I  add  that 

Galaxy  wishes  to  force  their  society  on  the 
rest  of  the  world!  Terrible,  huh?  Actually  it 
seemed  like  a  nice  place  to  visit,  something 
of  a  free-loving  Grossingers. 

Lee  J.  Cobb  as  the  head  of  ZOWIE  is  more 
than  adequate,  but  the  casting  of  Coburn  as 
Flint  was  a  stroke  of  genius.  Bond  is  a  lover, 
but  Flint  suceeds  in  being  both  a  lover,  and 
loveable. 
Whether  he's  thwarting  an  assaillant  in  a 

pay-toilet  cubicle  or  karateing  the  hell  out 
of  the  Galaxy  boys,  Flint  radiates  an  arro- gance that  is  overpowering. 

The  picture  seldom  dragged,  for  there  was 

always  another  gimick  (Flint  shuns  Bond's tools,  preferring  his  own  less  extravagant 
but  equally  entertaining  instruments.)  The 
sets  and  special  effects  were  colorful  and 
imaginative. 

Even  though  Flint's  much-publicized  light- 
er gets  zapped  before  it  can  perform  ten  per- 

cent of  its  act,  Bond-buffs  and  the  un- 
initiated alike  are  sure  to  find  Flint  fright- fully fascinating. 

SIMPLICITY  SUCCEEDS 

By  HENRY  TARVAINEN 

One  can  hardly  call  Andy  a  sophisticated 
film,  yet  it  is  because  of  this  factor  that 
director  Richard  Sarafian  manages  to  suc- ceed in  his  treatment  of  mental  retardation. 
With  simplicity  and  considerable  charm 

the  film  largely  escapes  the  one  emotional 
pitfall  which  too  often  permeates  Hollywood 
efforts  along  this  line— pity. 

One  does  not  pity  Andy;  rather,  as  the  film 
unfolds,  an  entirely  natural  identification 
develops  between  the  viewer  and  Andy  in 
his  opposition  to,  and  refuge  from  a  cruel 
and  selfish  society;  —  one  which  is,  in  the 
last  analysis  more  truly  retarded  than  this 
young  man. This  theme  is  revealed  in  a  series  of  some 
dozen  encounters  involving  Andy  and  the 
varied  and  various  denizens  of  New  York 
City, —  in  parks,  subways,  bars  and  the  last 
great  forum  of  the  modern  world — the  side- 
walks. 
Though  constantly  misunderstood,  his 

actions  reveal  nothing  unusual  save  that 

they  are  honest  and  direct;  he  reacts  posi- 
tively to  genuine  warmth  and  love,  and  vio- lently when  confronted  with  cruelty  and 

derision.  His  wisdom  has  the  no-nonsense 
clarity  of  a  child. At  times  the  film  threatens  to  fall  prey 
to  thematic  pedantries  and  technical  cliches. 
Some  scenes  are  too  reminiscent  of  the  'I Remember  Mama'  style  and  some  overt  sym- 

bolism and  heavy  philosophy  mar  the  film's simple  clarity. 
The  photography,  however,  usually  man- aged to  overcome  the  usual  limitations  of  a 

low-budget  film.  Some  shots  captured  New 
York  City  with  a  barren  clarity  reminiscent of  On  The  Waterfront.  Unfortunately  these 
moments  were  too  few. 
Norman  Alden  as  Andy  well  understood 

his  role  and  gave  a  refreshing  performance — not  as  a  retarded  adult  but  as  a  charming 
and  mature  child. 

On  the  whole,  Andy  overcomes  its  short- 
comings and  succeeds — not  so  much  in  re- 

vealing Andy  but  in  its  portrayal  of  the  un- balanced world  from  which  he  fled. 
It's  at  the  International  Cinema. 

LOVE  QUARTERED  ITALIAN  STYLti 

By  EVA  MA1NEMER 
Love  in  Four  Dimensions 

is  a  funny,  sexy  movie  play- 
ing at  the  Towne  Cinema. 

Like  predecessors  Bocaccio 
70,  Yesterday,  Today  and 
Tomorrow  etc.,  it  explores 
the  theme  of  love  (Italian- 
style)  in  four  segments: 
Love  and  Language,  Love 
and  Life,  Love  and  Art,  and 
Love  and  Death.  Italian  vi- 

tality creates  interest  and 
laughter,  even  when  episod- 

es fall  beneath  their  awe- 
inspiring  titles. 

In  Love  and  Art  an  attempt 
at  serious  insight  into  the situation  of  an  artist  and 
his  distractingly  desirable 
child-wife  fails  to  gel.  Also, 
the  place  of  Art  is  nevei made  clear. 

Love  and  Life  with  the 
inspiration  of  using  rapid 
stills,  enlivens  a  burlesque 
o  f  wife-discovers-husband- 
witfvehambermaid,  etc. 

review 

Love  and  Death  has  black 
clothes,  flowers,  and  weep- 
ing-as-a-form  -of-  seduction. 
But,  mainly  it  is  the  story 
of  a  melting-hearted  widow- 

er who  can't  resist  consol- 
ing a  young  "widow"(?) who  faints  into  his  arms  as 

he  lingers  by  his  wife's grave.  His  new  lease  on  life 
is,  unfortunately,  short-liv- ed. 
The  most  successful  seg- ment of  all  seemed  to  be 

the  first,  Love  and  Langua- 
ge, which  exploited  the  rich- ness of  characters  and  fares 

better  than  the  other  epi- 

sodes which  are  more  glos- sy-sexy. 

The  utter  terror  of  an  il- 
literate Sicilian,  as  the  su- 

per-buildings of  Milan  loom 
up  before  him,  provides 
pathos  and  humor.  Later, 
he  is  hustled  into  an  elevat- 

or by  a  jaded,  big-city  taxi- driver.  The  elevator  rises. 
Heart-rending  screams  ac- 

company its  progress  up- 
wards. The  driver's  daugh- ter, a  man-hunter  concealed 

under  spectacles,  is  believ- able as  she  seduces  ham 
into,  among  other  things, 
learning  Italian! 

King  size  Kinds 
By  MICHAEL  WALSH 
If  H.  G.  Wells  had  been 

more  of  an  occultist  he 
might  well  have  sealed  his 
works  within  the  protective 
casement  of  a  Great  Curse. 

Because  he  lacked  suf- 
ficient faith  in    the  Dark 

Powers,  the  producers  of 
the  horrendous  Village  of the  Giants  wilt  likely  escape 
the  terrible  fate  they  so 
richly  deserve. Featured  this  week  at  the 
Downtown,  Village  concerns 
a  precocious  brat  who  comes See  "Giants",  page  R3 



IAGO  WINS  AGAIN 

By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 
I  have  yet  to  see  a  per- formance of  Othello  in  which 

Iago  fails  to  run  away  with 
the  play.  And  the  latest  ver- 

sion of  Shakespeare's  classic drama  (the  original  National 
Theatre  production  put  on 
the  screen  by  Warner  Bros.) 
is  no  exception  —  despite 
Laurence  Olivier's  interest- 

ing, often  brilliant  interpre- tation of  the  title  role. 
For  all  intents  and  pur- 

poses, this  technicolor  and 
panavision  presentation  can 

bit  too  spunky  and  self- controlled,  her  last  scenes 
with  Othello  were  neverthe- 

less very  well  rendered  — heartbreaking  and  tragic. 
The  play's  real  success, however,  revolves  around 

the  dramatic  interplay  bet- ween Othello  and  Iago. 
Frank  Finlay's  Iago  was 
magnificent  —  a  strong, 
slightly  underplayed,  yet 
consistently  forceful  inter- 

pretation. His  subtle  mani- 
pulations of  Roderigo,  Emi- lia and  especially  Othello 

are  consummately  and  be- 

definitely  black  —  both 
physically  and  psycholo- gically. A  strong  atavistic 
principle  underlies  the  inter- pretation, and  the  descent  to 
madness  is  chillingly  evoked. 

Chillingly  —  yet  awkward- ly. The  rantings  and  ravings 
are  often  lost  (despite 
Olivier's  new  baritone  range) in  the  torrent  of  sound; 
whole  speeches  emerge  as 
meaningless  screams.  Ges- 

tures are  over-large  and sometimes  embarassingly 
awkward.  The  petty  snivel- 

ling and  childish  outbursts 

A  grieving  Othello  mourns  the  dead  Desdemono. 

be  judged  as  a  stage  play, 
for  the  production  has  not 
so  much  been  re-directed  as 
only  slightly  adapted  for  the 
motion  picture  screen.  The 
camera  rarely  adds  hidden 
insight  or  character  revela- tion; it  faithfully  records, 
rather  than  interprets,  the 
main  action.  Still,  thanks  to 
the  excellent  performances 
and  intelligent  directorial  at- 

tack, the  play  is  a  powerful, 
always  stimulating,  if  not 
always  completely  success- ful, film  presentation. 

Director  John  Dexter  has 
gathered  together  an  excel- lent supporting  cast.  Robert 
Lang  does  as  much  as  he 
can  with  the  really  silly  role 
of  Roderigo,  while  Derek 
Jacobi,  although  lacking  a 
certain  fair  as  the  charming 
and  loyal  Cassio,  turns  in  a 
believable  and  well  develop- 

ed performance. 
Joyce  Redman's  Emilia was  vibrant  and  gutsy  — 

perhaps  a  little  too  hoarse 
in  her  last  scenes,  but  build- 

ing to  a  fine  pitch  of  emo- 
tional poignancy.  Maggie 

Smith  offered  a  somewhat 
unusual  interpretation  of  the 
Desdemona  role.  A  bit  too 
old  for  the  part,  perhaps  a 

lievably  potrayed,  This  is 
not  the  witty,  Machiavellian 
villain  we  have  come  to 
expect  in  an  Iago,  but  rather 
a  down-to-earth,  solid,  man- 
from-the-ranks  performance. 

Laurence  Olivier's  Othello 
is  often  daring,  inventive, 
brilliant  —  and  at  times 
awkward,  over-indulgent, 
and  garbled.  The  Othello  we 
first  see  is  a  proud  and  ar- 

rogant commander,  a  man 
destined  to  be  brought 
abjectly  low  by  his  extreme 
jealousy.  Olivier  plays  him 

are  often  dangerously  close 
to  comedy.  Yet,  certain  mo- ments are  telling  and  ins 

pired,  growing  to  tremen- dous emotional  power  in  the 
Moor's  last  scenes. 
One  can  appreciate  what Olivier  was  attempting  to 

depict,  and  often  he  suceeds. 
But  usually  he  just  fails  to 
hit  the  mark.  And  that 

perhaps  why  the  perfor- mance that  haunts  the  me- 

mory is  not  Olivier's  bluster- 
ing Othello  but  Finlay's  sub dued  and  strangely  powerful Iago. 

GIANTS  (continued) 

up  with  a  "grow  goo"  in  his basement  while  the  babysit- 
ters are  making  out  upstairs. 

Naturally  when  the  teens 
latch  on  to  it  they  imme- 

diately take  over  the  town, 
setting  themselves  up  as 
oversize  overlords,  based  on 
the  principle  that  rock 
makes  right. 

Against  the  background  of 
the  interminable  bleat  beat 
of  a  shagnath  band  the 
twerps    demonstrate  their 

complete  inability  to  cope 
with  the  simple  responsibili- 

ty of  despotism. Indeed,  marketing  a  movie 
that  is  fifty  percent  leftover 
dance  party  material  serves 
the  cause  of  adolescent  res- 

ponsibly in  the  same  way 
that  Tarzan  v.  the  Jungle 
Savages  serves  Civil  Rights 

review 

ICE  SCULPTURES  WILL 

BE  JUDGED 

TOMORROW!  FEB.  5 

STARTIN6 11A.M.  HART  HOUSE 

Learn  MUSIC  and  play  —  the  CHROMANOTE  way 
Books  about  Chromanote     .  * SELF  INSTRUCTOR  for  keyboard  instruments/  In  a  range  of  three 

octaves,  written  in  both  the  Traditional  and  the  Chromanote 
Systems.  24  pages,  11/8.5"  $1.00 CHROMAKOTT,  Theory  of  the  New  Musical  Notation  System 

64  pages,  8/5.5"  $1.00 RECOMMENDED  MUSICAL  INSTRUMENTS  FOR  BEGINNERS 
MELODION,  a  small  portoble  orgon  with  regular  piano 

keyboard  and  nice  plastic  case M36  three  octoves  —  36  keys  $29.80 
S25  two   octaves  —  25  keys  $14.60 

A  small  charge  added  for  Mail  Orders. DISTRIBUTORS 
Mail  Order  and  Wholesale:  MALDACKER  ENTERPRISES Box  552,  Postal  Station  Q,  Toronto  7,  Canada 
Retail:  CONTEMPORARY  STUDIOS,  846  Yonge  St. 

(near  Yorkville),  922-1387 
F»r  more  information  reod  our  house-organ  "Idea,  Word  &  World" (no  charge,  a  postcard  to  our  Post  Office  Box  will  do) 
You  will  be  surprised  how  "Easy  to  play  the 

Chromanote  way" 

NATIONAL  RESEARCH  COUNCIL 

requires 

POSTGRADUATES 
at  the 

Ph.D  and  Master's  Levels 

in 
Most  Fields  Of  Science  And  Engineering 

There  are  also  a  few  opportunities  at  the  Honour 
Bachelor  level  in  Science  and  Engineering  (Civil, 
Electrical,  Mechanical). 
N.R.C.  will  have  a  representative  on  campus  on 
7  February  to  interview  students  interested  in  oppor- tunities in,  or  information  about,  the  Council. 

For  information  on  time  and  place  and  application  formi, see  the  Placement  Office 

C.I.U.Q.C.C. 

sponsors 

QUEBEC  WINTER 

CARNIVAL  WEEKEND 

FEB.  11,  12,  13 

A  BEGINNING  OF  STUDY  WEEK 

29
-s
o 

ALL 
EXPENSES 

First  class  accommodations,  2  nights,  breakfasts, 
return  train  from  Montreal  to  Quebec,  box  lunch. 

Buses  to  Montreal  depart,  Toronto 

Feb.  10,  for  $12.00  return For  reservations  call 

G.  ABOLS 

RO.  6-0350 r>wl„„  to  limited  accommodations  students  ore  od.iscd  to  register  eorl>. 



HEY!!  GUESS  WHAT?? 

THERE  IS  NO  ICE  ON 

THE  CREDIT  RIVER.... 

HERE'S  THE  LATEST  WORD.  THE  SKAT- 
ING PARTY  HAS  BEEN  SHIFTED  TO 

THE  JOLLY  MILLER 
(on  North  Yonge  St.) 

•  MEET  IN  FRONT  OF  THE  SAC  OFFICE AT  7:30  P.M. 
•  WE'LL  TIE  UP  THE  T.T.C. 
•  THAT'S  AT  7:30  P.M.  ON  SAT.,  FEB.  5th 

(TOMORROW  OK ! !) 

THE 
VILLAGE  INN 

67  HAYTER  ST. 
DINNER  &  SUPPER 

PIZZA 
AND 

COFFEE  BAR 
Mon.  to  Thurs.  'til  1  o.m. 
Friday  &  Sat.    'til  3  a.m. 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT 

B.A. 

THE  SEAGULL 
By  ANTON  CHEKHOV 

COLONNADE  THEATRE 
131  BLOOR  ST.  WEST 

FEB.  9-12,  8:30  P.M. 
Tickets  $1.25  &  $1.50  available  ot  Box  Office or  ot  THE  COOP  SMC 

ST.  MICHAEL'S  THEATRE  GUILD 
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GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE famous  for  finest  Italian  cuisine  -  21  varieties  of  pizzas 
THIS  WEEK 

PHIL  ANTONACCI 

QUARTET 
Phone  925-0841 

and  upstairs,  across  the  moat,  to 
CASTLE  GEORGE 

a  medioevol  costle  setting,  serving  the  finest  quality 
BEEF,  STEAKS,  SEAFOOD,  CURRIES NEXT  WEEK 
VAL  PRINGLE 
A  RETURN  ENGAGEMENT 
For  reservations  phone  925-8563 

BOTH  FULLY  LICENSED 
290  Dundas  St.  E.  —  at  Sherbourne 

AFTER-THEATRE  SNACKS 

"First-Rate  Actors  .  .  . 
Strength,  Control  l>  r  I; .......  ■ Whittoket 

.....  3M203I 
HYDRO  THEATRE  im&S 
SECOND  WEEK 
Tugs.  -  Sun.  9:30.  Sat.  8  &  9 
Special  Student  ft  Party  Rotei 

PSST!  YOU 
KNOW  DESTINY 
WILL  LEAD  YOU  TO 
CHILE  NEXT  SUMMER 

SKI .  PORTILLO 
WHY  FIGHT  IT? 
CALL  ME  NOW 

JACK  COMBS 
HU  8-5285 
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FASCINATING  DRAMA 

By  MARK  CZARNECKI 

After  a  brief  visit  in  1962,  Friedrich  Dur- renmatt  has  hit  Toronto  with  two  powerful 
plays  "The  Deadly  Game",  adapted  from  his 
novel' "Trapps"  by  James  Yaffe,  at  the  Coach 
House  Theatre,  and  The  Physicists,  at  the Crest.  .  • 

Durrenmatt  was  born  in  Switzerland  m 
1921  and  has  lived  there  all  his  life.  It  is 

Interesting  to  speculate  how  this  has  attect- ed  his  writing  and  that  of  his  compatriot 
and  contemporary,  Max  Frisch.  It  is  almost 
as  if  the  traditionally  isolated  position  ot 
Switzerland  has  become  a  national  micro- cosm reflecting  the  feelings  and  thoughts 
of  Europe  in  particular,  and,  as  these  play- wrights imply,  the  world  in  general. 

His  main  themes  are  responsibility,  guilt, 
and  justice.  The  monomaniac  preoccupation 
with  these  subjects,  seen  also  in  the  works 
of  Gunter  Grass  and  other  German  writers, 
is  a  valid  reflection  of  the  war's  aftermath and  its  effect  on  the  thinking  of  Europe. 
It  is  a  subject  which  North  Americans,  par- ticularly those  who  have  had  little  or  no 
contact  with  Europe,  find  difficult  to  sym- 

pathize with  or  even  comprehend.  An  over- whelming sense  of  collective  guilt  is  pre- 
valent in  Germany,  and  it  is  evident  from 

plays  like  The  Deputy  that  many  people 
regard  theatre-going  as  a  duty  and  a  release 
through  which  these  feelings  can  be  to  some extent  purged. 

Durrenmatt,  therefore,  comes  to  us  with 
two  strikes  against  him.  We  find  it  difficult 
to  relate  subjectively  to  his  themes,  and  we 
also  find  his  writing,  though  clear,  quite 
unsubtle.  Again,  this  directness  is  typical 
of  his  contemporaries.  If  Wagner  roused  the 
German  race  to  a  fever  pitch,  the  modern 
writers  in  an  equally  direct  and  often  simi- 

larly bombastic  fashion,  are  intent  on  sober- ing it  up  again. 
However,  this  does  not  mean  that  the  play 

itself  has  to  be  dramatically  unsubtle.  Dur- 
renmatt realizes  that  he  has  more  than  a 

touch  of  the  moralist  and  structures  his 
plays  accordingly.  They  are  comedies  in  his view,  and  for  North  American  audiences 
especially  it  is  a  mistake  to  let  the  moral- izing essence  of  the  theme  determine  the 
overall  approach. 

As  far  as  the  play  is  concerned,  the  Coach 
House  has  a  more  tightly  constructed  and 
dramatically  viable  vehicle  than  the  Crest. 
Three  retired  Swiss  lawyers  live  on  a  mount- 

ain and  pass  the  time  replaying  famous  trials 
of  history.  They  are  overjoyed,  however, 
when  they  have  a  live  defendant,  in  this  case 
Howard  Trapp,  a  jaunty  American  salesman 
forced  to  stay  overnight  because  of  a  snow- 

storm. He  agrees  to  be  put  on  trial,  and 
finds  himself  guiltier  than  he  thought. 

The  cast  is  well-paced  and  competent,  par- 
ticularly Douglas  Ney  as  the  judge  and  Earl 

Bennett  as  Trapp,  by  far  the  most  difficult 
role.  A  little  more  self-confidence  at  the  start 
and  more  insight  in  the  characterization 
at  the  end  would  give  Bennett's  portrayal 
greater  strength  and  depth. 
Durrenmatt  has  interesting  comments  on 

stage  design.  He  emphasizes  the  necessity  of 
adapting  the  design  as  closely  as  possible  to 

the  structure  of  the  stage  itself,  if  the  play 

is  realistic,  and  playing  on  the  audience's imagination  and  sensibilities  if  the  play  is 
surrealist  or  absurd.  Rather  than  an  abstract 
set  he  prefers  a  symbolic  one:  for  example, 
in  An  Angel  Comes  To  Babylon  he  recom- 

mends a  photograph  of  the  Andromeda  ne- 
bula to  represent  heaven.  The  Coach  House 

set  is  suitably  plain,  but  an  important  ele- 
ment in  the  setting  is  Pierre,  the  mute 

servant,  who  should  brood  over  the  proceed- 
ings striking  a  menacing  note  at  the  start. 

Unfortunately  the  casting  did  not  allow  for this. 

Durrenmatt  has  placed  his  message  within 
the  framework  of  the  trial,  so  that  he  does 
not  speak  directly  to  the  audience.  The  trial 
becomes  in  his  terms  a  "conceit,"  the  device around  which  the  whole,  action  and  unity 
of  the  play  revolves.  In  The  Visit  it  is  the offer  of  one  million  pounds  for  a  human 
life,  and  in  The  Physicists  it  is  the  murder 
of  a  nurse  in  a  madhouse. 

The  Physicists  is  a  more  complex  and  the-' matically  self-conscious  work.  Incidentally 
it  leads  off  a  series  of  three  plays,  the  others 

being  Poor  Bitos  and  Tartuffe,  which  are  of- fered to  students  at  $3  for  all  three.  Tickets 
are  available  in  all  residences,  at  the  SCM 

bookstore,  and  at  the  box-office. 
The  Crest's  production  has  to  face  the 

problem  of  fighting  its  material.  It  is  debat- able whether  the  final  scene  has  any  right 
to  be  on  stage  from  the  point  of  view  of 
structure;  however,  when  well-done  it  could 
be  very  powerful. Director  Murray  Davis  has  chosen  to  play 
the  scene  and  the  rest  of  the  play  straight, 
and  there  is  no  sense  of  the  black  farce  and 
ironic  humor  which  should  be  the  governing 
atmosphere.  The  set  must  contribute  to  this 
overall  mood  as  well,  but  it  was  neither 
realistic  nor  symbolic,  only  drab  and  con- 
fused. 

The  action  concerns  three  physicists,  sup- 
posedly insane,  who  are  under  the  care  of 

a  spinster  psychiatrist  in  a  plush  sanator- ium. All  three  murder  their  nurses.  The  cha- racters are  well-defined,  and  especially  good 
is  Norman  Welsh  as  Mobius,  "the  greatest 
genius  in  the  world."  Vanya  Frank  was  too 
weak  as  the  psychiatrist,  but  Jane  Casson 
was  convincing  as  Mobius'  nurse. 

The  main  problem  is  approach.  The  play 
can  stand  by  itself:  like  all  Durrenmatt's plays  it  is  tightly  constructed  and  has 
enough  material  to  sustain  interest.  To  this extent  it  is  like  The  Deadly  Game,  but  it  goes 
further  in  that  the  message  itself  is  stronger 
and  is  more  forcibly,  though  more  crudely, 
expressed.  The  element  of  comedy,  here  vir- tually overlooked  or  badly  played,  must  be 
balanced  by  the  horror  of  the  playwright's statement.  Behind  the  laughter  must  be 
realization,  and  neither  were  adequately 
brought  out  Wednesday  night. 

Both  these  plays  are  well  worth  seeing, 
since  they  are  far  better  purely  as  plays  than 
most  of  what  is  being  written  today,  and 
because  Durrenmatt,  apart  from  being  of 
interest  as  an  individual,  represents  and  ex- 

presses viewpoints  which  the  world  cannot 
afford  to  disregard. 

Cardboard  for  tho  hero 
By  ALAN  KONDO 

It  would  seem,  from  his  performance  in 
Teahouse  of  the  August  Moon  (Royal  Alex- 

andra) that  Doug  Crosley  might  have  laid 
the  foundation  of  his  acting  career  at  Sleepy 
Hollow  Public  School  (where,  presumably, 
he  would  have  received  rave  reviews  for  his 
accomplished  portrayals  of  trees  and  the 
rear  ends  of  horses.)  On  stage,  Mr.  Crosley 
displays  an  unmistakeable  resemblance  to cardboard. 

And  so,  congested  with  talent  and  experi- 
ence, Crosley  consented  to  slay  the  part  of 

Captain  Fisby  in  this  American-Oriental  co- 
medy-drama. Is  it  possible  that  Crosley  mis- 

laid his  script  in  Ed's  Warehouse  Restaurant, 
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departed  with  the  menu  by  mistake — and then  spent  three  concentrated  days  analyzing 
the  menu's  character? For  those  unfamiliar  with  Teahouse,  in 
1953  it  won  the  Pulitzer  Prize,  the  Donaldson 
Award,  the  Aegis  Theatre  Club  Award,  the 
New  York  Drama  Critics  Award,  the  Theatre 
Club  Award,  and  the  Antoinette  Perry 
Award. 
But  what  enthralled  the  audience  most  at 

this  performance  was  Crosley's  performance. Indeed,  I  perceived  many  of  the  audience 
moving  their  lips  when  Captain  Fisby  pro- 
claimed, 

"'I  didn't  realize  the  difference  between 

my  ambitions  and  my  limitations.  . . .  I'm clumsy;  I  have  a  gift  for  destruction  and disillusionment ....  Sir,  you  want  me  to  kill 

myself?" 

Amen. 



frst  HH  Festival 

a  disappointment 

By  SAM  GUPTA 

For  the  first  time  at  the  U.  of  T.,  an  International  Drama 
Festival  was  presented  last  week  at  the  Hart  House  Theatre. 

The  five  one-act  plays  presented  were  Eugene  O'Neill's Abortion  representing  North  America,  from  Nigeria  The 
Lion  and  The  Jewel  by  Sole  Woninka,  Lice  by  Akutagawa 
Rynsuku  from  Japan,  Rabindranath  Tagore's  The  Post  Of- fice from  India,  and  At  Sea  by  Slawomir  Mrozek  from 
Poland. 

From  all  points  of  view  the  festival  turned  out  to  be  a 
disappointment.  As  an  experiment  in  the  theatrical  and  cul- 

tural exposure  of  other  countries  to  a  heterogeneous  au- 
dience, the  choice  of  all  plays,  with  the  exception  of  The 

Lion  and  The  Jewel,  was  very  inappropriate.  They  gave  no 
insight  into  either  the  human  life  or  the  national  character, 
contemporary  or  otherwise. 

Tagore's  The  Post  Office,  as  the  story  of  a  sick,  little 
child  on  his  death-bed,  longing  to  explore  the  myriad  beau- 

ties of  the  wide  world,  was  turned  into  a  series  of  prosaic 
sobs  and  vulgar  fantasies  by  a  very  unimaginative  director 
and  an  equally  unimaginative  cast. 

The  Nigerian  play.  The  Lion  and  The  Jewel,  was  a  very 
interesting  choice  for  presentation.  The  play  is  about  a 
school-teacher  who,  after  getting  his  education  in  the  West 
returns  to  his  country  and  tries  to  bring  civilization  to  the 
natives. 

Even  with  an  interesting  plot  this  play  was  drab  and 
colorless.  The  pace  of  presentation  was  excruciatingly  slow 
and  the  diction  was  very  poor. 

Eugene  O'Neill's  Abortion  had  a  certain  neatness  in  its 
presentation  which  the  other  plays  very  much  lacked  but 
the  play  is  very  melodramatic  and  at  no  stage  comes  to 
grips  with  anything.  The  girl  gets  pregnant,  tries  to  have 
an  abortion,  and  dies.  The  brother  of  the  girl  comes  along 
and  gives  some  preliminary  lessons  in  morality  to  our  hero. 
The  hero  decides  to  kill  himself. 

However,  directorially  the  play  was  well-handled. 
Lice  by  Japan's  famous  playwright  and  novelist  Akuta- gawa Rynsuke  is  meant  to  be  a  sad  commentary  on  human 

depravity.  A  group  of  Samurai,  driven  to  abject  poverty, 
decide  to  live  on  lice. 

A  completely  non-Japanese  cast  handled  this  almost 
speechless  play  with  humor  and  ease  but  the  impact  was 
too  feeble  and  short-lived. 

The  Polish  play  At  Sea  is  the  story  of  three  castaways 
on  a  raft  adrift.  When  they  run  short  of  food  through, 
certain  democratic  means  they  choose  one  of  them  to  be 
eaten.  The  play  has  some  interesting  lines,  which  got  com- 

pletely lost  by  poor  acting. 
The  idea  of  the  International  Drama  Festival  was  great, 

its  presentation  a  disappointment.  All  one  can  hope  is  that 
this  does  not  exhaust  the  interest  of  the  audience  in  the 
theatre  of  other  nations. 

AMATEUR  FUN 

By  IAN  RODGER 

The  British  version  of  the  innocuous  apartment  comedy 
finds  an  able  representative  in  The  Irregular  Verb  To  Love, 
presented  by  The  Moonlighters  at  the  Poor  Alex.  Some  of 
its  lines  are  truly  funny,  and  nobody  gets  hurt,  but  the 
actors  are  amateur  and  you  can't  do  much  about  that. 

It  deals  with  the  gentle  break-up  of  a  respectable  family 
as  mother  becomes  a  flag-waver  (for  the  SPCA),  the  son 
becomes  a  beatnik  and  drags  home  a  curious  non-English- 
speaking  Greek  girl,  the  daughter  becomes  pregnant  out 
of  wedlock,  and  the  father  surveys  all  resignedly  and  phil- osophically. 

The  best  acting  is  by  Frank  Watts  as  the  beatnik.  H 
character  is  indeed  somewhat  stereotyped  but  he  projects 
it  loud  and  clear.  His  treatment  of  his  Greek  "possession" like  a  little  dog  is  particularly  effective. 

At  the  other  end  of  the  scale,  Murray  Ellis,  as  the  man 
who  seduced  the  daughter,  is  completely  ineffectual, 
sort-of  Freddy  Eynesford-Hill  with  a  hunchback. 

The  rest  of  the  cast  varies  from  good  to  bad  moments, 
what  we  can  expect  in  an  amateur  production.  The  book 
itself  is  a  bit  unsteady  as  we  waver  at  one  point  into  - 
tear-jerking  description  of  a  poverty-striken  mother' 
mercy-killing  her  twin  infants.  Society's  rough! 

The  show  runs  till  February  12  and  is  worth  a  few laughs. 

A  festival  at  home 

By  MARK  CZARNECK1 

Avid  U  of  T  theatre-goers,  instead  of  mak- 
ing that  long  trek  to  Montreal,  will  be  able 

to  root  for  their  entry  in  the  Canadian  Uni- versity Drama  Festival  without  stirring  from 
their  home  park.  The  annual  competition  of 
riginal  and  non-original  one-act  plays  with entries  from  across  Canada  is  being  held  this 
year  at  the  Ryerson  theatre.  The  U  of  T 
entry  is  The  Tiger  by  Murray  Schisgal,  put 
on  by  New  College,  the  winner  of  the  U  of  T 
competition. The  variety  and  quality  of  the  plays  are 
quite  amazing.  Authors  range  from  Synge 
and  Strindberg  to  Albee  and  Pinter,  plus  two 

A  scene  from  The  American  Dream 

original  plays  and  Beckett's  La  Derniere Bande  to  be  produced  in  French.  The  festival 
starts  on  Thursday  Feb.  10  at  8:00  p.m.  with 
Sir  George  Williams  putting  on  an  original 
play  by  Jack  Cunningham,  McGill,  The  Dumb 
Walter  by  Pinter  and  Bishops  University 
doing  N.F.  Simpson's  The  Hole.  The  two 
English  plays  provide  strong  contrasts  in 
dramatic  treatment.  Simpson  relies  on  a 
basically  absurd  situation  and  non  sequitur 
speech,  while  Pinter's  situations  are  more natural  and  his  techniques  less  apparent. 

On  Friday  at  2  p.m.,  St.  Patricks  College 
will  do  Synge's  Riders  To  The  Sea,  Carleton 
an  original  play  by  Lawrence  Kardio,  and 
Marianapolis  The  Stranger  by  August  Strind- 

berg. Neither  Synge's  play  nor  any  play  by 
Strindberg  is  produced  nowadays,  the  Synge 
because  it  is  extremely  difficult,  and  Strind- 

berg because  he  is  regarded  as  too  passe 
to  be  an  attraction. 

The  U  of  T  play  will 'compete  Friday  night at  8:00  with  Albee's  The  American  Dream, 

put  on  by  Ryerson,  and  Osborne's  Under Plain  Cover,  produced  by  Queens.  The  Os- 
borne is  late  Osborne,  and  depicts  middle 

class  life  as  Alison  and  Jimmy  (Look  Back 
in  Anger)  might  have  Lived  it  some  20  years 
later.  As  well  as  testing  their  French  on 
Laval's  Beckett,  audients  (that's  singular  of 
audience)  can  see  Guelph's  version  of  The Gunners  Rope  by  Eugene  Benson,  and  The 
Dirty  Old  Man  by  Lewis  John  Carlino,  on 
Saturday  at  2. 

On  Saturday  night,  the  adjudicator  will 
choose  the  best  play,  best  actor,  and  best 
director,  as  well  as  various  special  awards. 
Tickets  are  75c  each,  all  four  for  $2,  and  are 
available  at  the  S.A.C.  office  the  A  &  A  Book 
Store,  and  at  the  box  office. 

Tender  two-hander 
By  BRUCE  HOWARD 

The  Tiger,  by  Murray  Schisgal,  is  a  slick, tender  little  two-hander  about  how  a  forty- 
year  old  university  drop-out  finds  love  in  the arms  of  a  suburban  housewife.  It  is  the  old 
story  of  two  against  the  world,  except  that 
this  time  round,  the  two  are  not  exactly 
young  and  the  world  outside  is  not  so  much 
threatening  as  dull  and  stereotyped  and  for- lorn of  love. 

Alan  Price,  as  Benjamin  ("the  tiger")  and Joanne  Sherman  as  the  woman  he  has 
shanghaied  against  her  will  are  agreeable, 
personable  performers.  They  work  well  to- gether and  both  have  their  moments.  But 
neither  really  manages  to  exploit  fully  the 

subtleties  of  the  characters  they  are  playing. 

Much  more  could  be  made  of  Benjamin's polarity,  between  a  man  who  reads  Nietzsche 
and  Schopenauer,  and  a  man  who  could  not 

get  into  university  because  he  couldn't  pass French.  Similarly,  we  are  not  nearly  sur- 
prised enough  when  the  woman  begins  to 

soften  and  sympathize  with  this  tyrannical would-be  superman. 
The  director,  Alan  Gordon,  has  seen  to  it 

that  things  snap  along  at  a  good  clip,  but 
more  could  be  done  in  the  way  of  changes 
of  pace  and  variety  of  emotional  effect. 

Last  time  today  at  1:10  before  its  perform- ance at  Ryerson  later  this  month  as  the  U 
of  T's  entry  in  the  inter-university  one-act 
play  competition. 

A  ponderously  symbolic  tree 
By  SYD  USPRICH 

One,  perhaps  justifiably,  expects  the worst  when  faced  with  a  production  entitled 
Death  is  a  Tree  and  if  one  should  stumble 
into  the  Colonnade  Theatre  tonight  or  to- 

morrow, that  is  exactly  what  one  will  get. 
In  an  original  play  that  is  absolutely  the 

worst  travesty  I  have  ever  seen,  read,  or 
heard  about,  ex-patriate  Englishman  Ernest 
Langford  purports  to  chronicle  the  revolt 
against  a  conformist  society  by  the  play's free-spirited  heroine,  Stella  Monnay.  He 
manages  in  the  process  to  unearth  almost 
every  theatrical  bromide  ever  penned,  while 
displaying  a  singular  ignorance  of  dramatic construction,  as  well  as  stereotyped  ideas 
and  characterization,  and  no  redeeming 
story  values  whatsoever. 

To  put  it  as  briefly  as  possible,  the  plot 
follows  our  heroine  as  she  rejects  prosaic 
society  and  decides  to  live  on  the  wild  moor- land near  her  soul-mate,  a  ponderously 
symbolic  tree.  Her  parents  beg  her  to  re- turn; she  is  carted  off  to  a  madhouse  and 
escapes  a  couple  of  times;  has  a  baby;  con- verses with  the  tree  (which  answers)  and 
finally,  in  a  fit  of  catharsis,  dies  at  its  side and  is  free. 
Space  unfortunately,  does  not  allow  the 

rich  quotation  that  the  unbelievably  banal, cliche-ridden  dialogue  deserves.  To  give  one 
example,  in  a  supposedly  tense,  seriously 
dramatic  scene,  the  tree  utters  the  immortal 
line  "Listen  lady  ya  think  you  got  prob- 

lems." With  little  alteration,  the  whole  thing 
could  be  admirable  melodramatic  farce. 
The  production  itself  does  not  reveal 

much  in  the  way  of  real  talent  in  perfor- 
mance or  direction.  To  comment  further 

would  be  pointless  and  unkind  in  view  of 
the  script  the  company  has  chosen  to  work with. 

However,  at  least  a  slight  improvement 
could  be  rendered  if  the  pretense  of  the 
English  setting  were  dropped.  Some  of  the 
players  struggle  unsuccessfully  with  the  ac- cent, most  don't  bother  to  try.  A  few  minor 
word  changes  could  easily  transport  the 
play  to  Canada,  though  who  needs  it. 

Despite  the  rather  sad  debacle  portrayed 
above,  the  play,  it  must  be  said,  has  two 
redeeming  graces.  First,  it  is  mercifully short  and,  second,  it  turns  out  to  be  high 
camp  of  the  nth  degree.  It  almost  makes the  whole  thing  worthwhile. 
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art 
jeremy  adamson 

A  MASTER  OF  PROBLEMS 

By  JEREMY  ADAMSON 
The  simultaneous  exhibi- 

tions of  recent  (1964-5) 
paintings  by  Harold  Town 
at  the  Mazelow  and  Jerrold 
Morris  Galleries  are  the 
first  major  exhibitions  of 
Town's  work  in  Toronto 
since  1962  —  except  for  an 
exhibition  at  the  Bendale 
Branch  of  the  Scarborough 
gublic  library  system  in 
1965.  For  those  who  are 
familiar  with  Town's  previ- ous work  this  exhibition 
will  be  a  surprise. 

Harold  Town  is  a  dedicat- 
ed artist.  He  tends  to  isolate 

a  particular  painterly  prob- 
lem and  exhaust  all  its  pos- sibilities. Consequently,  his 

artistic  development  is 
marked  by  a  succession  of 
"styles",  or  better,  series  of 
paintings  dealing  with  one specific  problem. 

In  his  "Great  Seal"  series 
(1959-60)  Town  was  concer- 

ned with  integrating  per- 
sonal and  impersonal,  sub- 

jective and  objective  ele- 
ments —  rich,  sensuous  im- 

pasto  lines  set  against  a  flat 
black  background. 

recent  canvases.  The  eye 
plays  over  the  surface without  being  arrested  by 
three  dimensional  recession- 
als. 
Another  characteristic 

"constant"  of  Town's  is  the 
way  in  which  he  never  ex- tends beyond  the  finite 
bounds  of  his  picture  sur- face. Everything  takes  place 
within  this  central  arena 
without  projecting  out  into 
the  real  world  of  the  spec- tator. 
Town,  in  these  monumental 

oil  paintings,  is  committed 
wholeheartedly  to  abstract 
art.  Only  in  his  drawings  and 
prints  does  he  allow  figu- rative or  representational 
themes  to  dominate  (his 
series  of  drawing  entitled 
"Enigmas"  —  of  which  one 
was  represented  in  the  Con- 

temporary Woman  exhibi- tion during  the  UC  Arts 
Festival  —  and  some  of  the 
prints  which  were  exhibited in  the  1964  Venice  Biennale, 
the  Auto  da  fe  of  Don  Juan 
for  example). 
The  one  basic  "constant" 

that  runs  through  Town's 

gaiety  of  form,  color  and feeling  without  a  tendency 
toward  spontaneous  anarchy 
that  would  result  were  the 
decorative  schemes  not  as 
controlled. 

Each  of  the  works  on  view, 
and  in  the  painting  in  the 
airport  lounge,  incorporates 
the  use  of  jagged,  hard  edge 
lines  and  forms  that  slash 
across  the  picture  suface  in 
a  stark  white.  These  are 
achieved  through  the  use  of 
masking  tape  applied  before 
or  during  the  production  of 
the  painting  and  removed 
after  the  painting  is  "fin- ished" to  expose  the  primary 
coat  of  white  that  covers 
the  heavy  burlap  canvas. 
These  are  not  void  forms 
but  intricately  tied  up  with 
the  total  scheme. 
One  of  the  major  works 

(at  the  Morris  Gallery)  is 
the  famous  "Festival"  paint- ing —  the  subject  for  the 
Harold  Town  Jig  Saw  Puzzle 
that  came  onto  the  market 
just  before  Christmas.  The 
puzzle  reproduction  does  the 
real  painting  no  justice.  In 
another  of  the  Morris  Galle- 

the  world  of  pop 

By  DONNA  MASON 
we  five:  you  were  on  my 

mind:  Quality  V  1766: 
The  We  Five  have  a  very 

distinctive  sound,  largely  re- 
sulting from  the  unusual voice  of  the  lead  singer, 

Beverly  Bivens.  She  has  one of  the  widest  vocal  ranges 
I've  ever  heard,  and  has  the 
rare  quality  of  being  able  to 
sing  strongly  throughout her  range.  The  record  jacket 
describes  her  as  singing  any- 

thing from  "low  tenor  to 
high  soprano"  and  after hearing  this  record,  I  can 
believe  it. 

The  "Tyranny  of  the  Cor- 
ner" series  which  followed 

was  a  successful  attempt  to 
bring  the  often  neglected 
corner  areas  of  the  canvas 
into  the  central  action. 
Although  each  series  spot- 

lights a  different  problem  — 
seemingly  entirely  different 
from  its  predecessor  —  there 
are  certain  constant  prin- 

ciples to  which  the  artist 
adheres. 

The  first  thing  that  strikes 
the  eye  is  the  craftsman's care  and  skill  in  the  actual 
execution  of  the  painting  — 
a  quality  that  is  missing  in 
much  of  the  work  of  con- 

temporary artists.  The  skill 
in  handling  the  omnipresent 
detail  is  awesome.  The  linear 
decoration  of  the  picture 
plane  reminds  me  of  the 
intricate  interlaces  and  fret- 

work of  Celtic  craftsmen  of 
the  tenth  century. 

Along  with  this  concentra- tion on  decorative  patterning 
there  is,  by  necessity,  a  two 
dimensional  quality  to  these 

work  is  the  characteristic 
construction  of  his  decora- 

tive elements.  Rather  than 
set  down  one  single  idea  and 
leave  it  at  that  he  introduces 
a  color  texture,  adds  its  op- 

posite and  then  its  opposite, 
and  so  on  down  the  line. 
Thesis,  antithesis,  synthesis 
and  finally  resolution.  Each 
canvas  then  is  a  masterpiece 
of  controlled  conflict  —  a 
subtle  and  masterful  equilib- 

rium holding  the  vibrant 
elements  in  abeyance. 
The  first  subjective  re- 

sponse on  the  part  of  the 
viewer  is  awe  —  awe  at  the 
wealth  of  detail  and  the  skill 
in  which  it  is  executed.  Areas 
of  texture  patiently  applied 
with  tiny  brush  strokes  in 
such  a  way  as  to  appear  as 
fish  scales  are  overlapped  by 
clean,  hard  edged  lines  that 
are  variously  colored. 

Circular  shapes  like  se- 
quence shots  of  the  orbiting 

moon  slowly  march  across, 
through,  between  and  under 
these  lines  to    produce  a 

front  of  and  someone  to  sit 
with  you. 

The  Hits  of  the  Dave  Clark 
Five:  Capitol  T  6153: 

As  the  title  suggests,  this 
album  is  a  collection  of  ten 
of  the  Five's  big  hits,  and  it's 

a  good  collection.  I  don't know  of  a  better  group  for 
dance  sounds  than  this  one. 
They  have  a  marvellous sense  of  rhythm  which  is 
really  infectious. 
For  the  most  part  the 

numbers  are  the  fast-moving 
rock-type  songs  the  group  is 
noted  for  but  songs  like 
"Come  Home"  and  "Be- cause" with  their  slower 
tempos  keep  the  record 
from  ever  becoming  mono- tonous. 

One  of  the  most  success- ful songs  is  "Everybody Knows"  which  is  perhaps 
the  best  example  of  the 
Five's  ability  to  really  make 
something  of  a  more  ballad- type  sound.    This  song  is 

ry  works,  "Chartres",  the artist  has  painted  several 
diagrammatic  lines  arching 
upwards  to  capture  the 
structural  essense  of  Gothic 
architecture  —  and  hence 
Chartres  cathedral. 
At  the  top  centre  the 

artist  has  affixed  a  vertical 
panel  on  which  he  has  in: cribed — with  his  character- 

istic patience  and  skill  — 
his  feeling  of  the  stained 
glass  windows  that  add  to 
the  enchantment  of  the  in- 

terior of  the  cathedral. 
"Great  Divide"  and  its 

pendant  "Little  Divide"  are not  constructed  on  his  prin- 
ciple of  opposites.  One  single idea  seems  to  have  been  set 

down.  Both  are  a  homage 
to  the  Canadian  landscape 
—  particularly  the  vastness 
that  the  spectator  experien- ces from  the  air. 
From  an  illusionary  van- 

tage point  10,000  feet  above 
the  "ground"  we  look  down 
on  a  panorama  of  tree  forms 
—  evoked  through  the  use  of 

The  sides  on  the  record 
are  mostly  ballad  numbers, 
ranging  from  their  big  hit, 
Sylvia  Tyson's  "You  Were on  My  Mind"  to  "Somewhere 
Beyond  the  Sea"  which  Be- verley does  beautifully. 
One  of  the  best  songs  on 

this  record  is  a  blues-influ- 
enced song  called  "If  I  Were Alone".  On  this  cut,  Beverly 

sings  in  the  lower  part  of 
her  range,  and  sounds  al- most like  Sylvia  Tyson.  In 
tempo  this  song  is  some- what faster  and  more  strong- 

ly accented  than  many  of 
the  ballads  included,  and  it 
shows  the  group  at  their 
best.  They  have  a  nice  way 
with  a  ballad,  but  I  can't 
help  feeling  they're  more  at home  with  songs  with  a 
little  more  intrinsic  power. 

As  far  as  ballads  are  con- 
cerned, the  one  I  like  best 

is  a  bittersweet  number 
called  "Softly  as  I  Leave You".  On  this  song  the  group 
captures  the  poignant  es- sence of  the  end  of  an  affair. 
You  leave  quietly,  so  the 
other  doesn't  wake  up,  so 
you  won't  have  tears. 
There  are  a  few  minor 

flaws — I  don't,  for  instance, 
think  "Cast  Your  Fate  to 
the  Winds"  does  very  well  as 
a  vocal  —  but  they're  not 
really  serious.  It's  a  nice listening  record,  especially 
if  you've  got  a  fire  to  sit  in 

well-done   and  very  evoca- 

tive, as  is  "Come  Home". As  I  said,  though,  although 
they  can  do  very  well  by 
slower  numbers  the  Five  is 
best  known  for  more  up- 

tempo songs,  and  there  are 
many  of  these  included  here. 

One  of  the  best  of  these 
has  to  be  "Bits  and  Pieces" the  lead  cut  on  Side  2.  Dave 
Clark  had  a  hand  in  this 
song,  as  in  several  others  on this  album,  and  it  really 
moves  along. 

Also  in  this  category  are 
numbers  like  "Glad  All 
Over",  "Do  You  Love  Me" 
and  "I  Like  it  Like  That", but  the  Dave  Clark  versions 
of  these  songs  are  well 
enough  known  that  they 
don't  need  further  descrip-.. 

tion. 
All  in  all,  it's  a  very  worth- 

while record,  even  if  you're not  a  Five  fan. 

circular  brush  strokes.  Ac- 
ross the  interminable  "fo- rests" below,  rivers  in  start- 
ling white  bend,  curve,  arc 

and  slash  through  the  land- 
scape in  all  the  ideosyncrac- ies  of  a  river.  Capillary-like 

tributaries,  rapids  and  small 
ponds  are  all  visible,  as  the "river"  flows  from  top  to bottom. 

"Great  Theme"  has  religi- 
ous overtones.  In  the  centre 

a  cross  with  a  fluttering, 
skeletal  "shroud"  dominates 
the  composition  while  from 
the  right  hand  side  a  chain- like form  is  hurled  outwards 
across  the  surface  and  be- hind the  cross.    (All  the 

works  mentioned  above  are 
on  view  in  the  Jerrold  Mor- ris Gallery). 

Each  canvas  in  this  ex- 
hibition is  a  work  of  love —  done  for  the  pure  joy  of 

creation.  There  is  no  moody 
introversion  or  comment  on 
environmental  conditions.  It 
is  a  painting  with  no  outside corollaries.  The  exhibitions, 
this  early  in  the  year,  pro- 

phesy an  exciting  season 
ahead  —  and  here's  hoping that  the  calibre  will  be 

upheld. 
review 
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LOOK  OUT!  HERE  COMES  THE  CARNIVAL 

Despite  rumors  to  the  contrary  the  Blue  and 
White  Society  recently  denied  that  there  exists 
any  plot  to  abduct  the  Maple  Leaf  Gardens  during 
the  extra-long  week  of  Varsity's  Winter  Carnival. 

Why  (they  reason)  waste  the  time  and  effort 
necessary  to  steal  a  public  monument,  like  the 
old  City  Hall,  when  so  much  else  is  happening 
right  here  on  campus? 

From  the  moment  that  all-Canada  Carnival 
Queen  Suzanne  Langford  presides  over  the  open- 

ing of  her  Ice  Palace  until  one  of  you  rides  that 
frisky  Ford  Mustang  home  from  the  final  Folk 
Concert,  the  U  of  T  will  be  swinging  with  its 
brightest,  biggest  Winter  Carnival  ever. 

Into  the  next  ten  days  has  been  packed  some- 
thing for  everyone:  participant  or  spectator,  in- dividual or  team,  college  or  couple.  The  extended 

dates  of  this  year's  frolic  will  add  almost  a  dozen new  events  without  losing  any  of  the  past 
favorites. 

In  keeping  with  tradition  the  best  creative 
brains  hereabouts  will  be  unveiling  their  annual 
collections  of  crystal  critters.  Each  hopes  that their  contribution  will  have  enough  sparkle  to 
impress  the  Ice  Sculpture  judges  that  they  "Snow 
What". 

The  Front  Campus  Field  Day  will  be  back, 
featuring  the  ever-popular  Chariot  Race  and  Toi- let Bowl  Game.  Male  domination  of  the  ground 
sport  will,  however;  receive  a  serious  challenge. 

The  girls  will  get  their  chance  to  steal  the 
spotlight  with  an  exciting  new  free-for-all,  the Powder  Bowl.  And  if  the  tug-of-war  with  another 
powerful  Ford  horse,  the  Bronco,  doesn't  tire  the guys  out,  the  Animal  Dance  to  follow  certainly will. 

But  not  so  much  that  they  will  miss  the  snow- lit  Hart  House  Semi-Formal.  In  the  tradition  of 
the  best  of  the  Blue  and  White  Dances  there  will 
be  roses  for  the  ladies  and  entertainment  in  the Arbor  Room. 

Those  wishing  to  get  an  early  start  on  the 
dancing  should  follow  tonight's  torch  light  parade (an  informed  source  in  the  Varsity  office  predicts 
that  it  will  be  a  victory  parade)  from  the  Blue's 
game  at  the  Arena  to  Soldiers'  Tower.  An  Animal Band  and  lots  of  exercise  should  keep  everyone 
warm,  but  the  Arbor  Room  will  remain  open  any- 

Completely  new  to  this  year's  Carnival  will 
be  Varsity's  own  version  of  the  Winter  Rally.  For about  six  hours  registered  competitors  will  pick 
their  way  from  check-point  to  check-point.  The 
drivers  and  navigators  will  cover  better  than  two 
hundred  miles  of  city,  metro  and  provincial  roads 
from  their  Simcoe  Hall  start  to  the  Sigmund 
Samuel  finish. 

More  settled  will  be  the  special  evenings 
planned  for  the  week  nights.  Included  are  Music, 
Study  and  Film  Nights  setting  an  appropriately 
sedate  tone  for  the  post-lecture  hours. 

The  U  of  T  Chorus  and  a  stage  band,  the 
"Undergrads",  will  be  numbered  among  the  per- formers for  Music  Night. 

Film  Night  provides  both  controversy  and 
camp,  presenting  the  widely  known  features,  84, 
Last  Year  at  Marienbad,  and  Cat  on  A  Hot  Tin 
Roof  as  well  as  a  festival  of  Roadrunner  cartoons. 

Although  it  has  been  suggested  that  Study 
Night  is  the  code  name  for  a  sit-in  at  the  Library 

PETRA  BURKA 

the  usual  usually  reliable  source  provides  a  more 
colorful  explanation.  It  has  been  ordained,  the 
story  goes,  so  that  the  social  keen  beans  might consult  their  oracles  and  contemplate  the  fates. 
February  15th  could  be  a  day  of  fond  farewells. 

Perhaps  the  most  unusual  addition  to  Winter Carnival  will  be  the  Sunday  evening  celebration 
of  a  jazz  liturgy  in  the  Great  Hall..  The  service, featuring  contemporary  music,  playlets  updating 
the  medieval  Moralities,  and  modern  interpretive 
dancing,  is  designed  to  be  an  experience  rather than  a  rite. 

As  natural  to  Winter  Carnival  as  snowflakes 
(and  twice  as  important)  is  lots  of  smooth,  solid 
ice.  Hundreds  of  blocks  of  it  will  pass  into  the 
hands  of  the  Palace  builders  and  Sculpture  aiiisls. 
Hundreds  of  miles  of  it  will  pass  beneath  the 
feet  of  the  skaters,  pleasure  and  performer  alike. 

In  addition  to  the  annual  Ice  Frolics,  two 
complete  Blue's  Hockey  games,  contentions  with 
Guelph  and  Waterloo,  have  been  assimilated  into the  schedule. 

For  people  who  would  rather  do  it  them- selves a  skating  party  has  been  arranged  at  the 
sign  of  the  Jolly  Miller  on  Yonge  Street.  Less 
intrepid  souls  unwilling  to  brave  the  cold  blasts 
of  the  great  outdoors  will  have  their  night  in 
Varsity  Arena. 

Rivalling  in  talent  and  splendor  any  show  of 
similar  name,  the  Ice  Frolics  '66  will  feature  a 
host  of  national  and  international  champions,  in- 

cluding pretty  Petra  Burka,  Canadian  Athlete  of 
the  Year  Miss  Burka  will  base  her  performance 
on  the  Bonded  bars  of  the  Goldfinger  theme  a 
number  that  promises  to  be  the  highlight  of  a 
stunning  show. 

The  Carnival  closes  with  the  traditional  Folk 
Concert  an  event  which  this  year  has  been 
broadened  to  include  the  phenomenal  impersona- 

tion abilities  of  Ottawa-born  Rich  Little.  The  cur- 
rent  story  on  Mr.  Little  concerns  his  efforts  to 
convince  the  makers  of  Huckleberry  Hound  that 
his  voices  of  Messrs  Pearson  and  D.efenbaker  did indeed  belong  to  real  people. 

The  voices  the  cartoon  men  couldn't  believe as  well  as  almost  a  hundred  others  will  be  heard 
on  the  final  Sunday  along  with  the  music  of  the 
Allen-Ward  Trio  and  Gord  Lightfoot.  All  in  all  a 

very  fitting  conclusion  to  the  Winter  Carnival  and an  auspicious  beginning  to  Study  Week. l-m    n  m».    :t»i    saw"  i-  •  )|  ii/.f,; -rtil ' i  nffi'ir 



Carnival  Queen  Suxonne  Longford. Susan  ond  Paul  Huehnergard 



en-Ward  Trio. 

Blue-and-Whifer  embraces  Aevo. 

»  SCHEDULE  OF  EVENTS  4 

Friday,  February  4 
1  p.m.:  OPENING  CEREMONIES President  Bissell,  Cornivol  Queen  Suzonne  Longford,  Aevo  the  Snowman  and  other  luminories will  be  on  the  front  campus  fo  cut  the  ribbon  (or  cur  Op-art  Ice  Palace. 
8  p.m.:  HOCKEY  GAME Blues  vs  Guelph  in  Varsity  Areno. 
10:30  p.m.:  TORCHLIGHT  PARADE 

from  Varsity  Arena  to  the  Street  Dance  in  Soldier's  Tower  parking  lot.  Dance  FREE  to  the music  of  the  Canadian  Deltones — even  if  ihe  weother  is  impossible,  the  dance  is  still  on,  m the  UC  Refectory. 

Saturday,  February  5 

9  a.m.  -4  p.m.:  CAR  RALLY A  test  of  driving  skill  and  navigotionol  obi  lily  c-er  o  two  hundred  mile  route. 
11  a.m.:  JUDGING  OF  ICE  SCULPTURES 

This  year's  theme  is  "Snow  Whot."  The  winners  will  be  onnoonced  In  Monday's  Varsity. 
7:30  p.m.:  SKATING  PARTY 

hos  been  transferred  from  the  Credit  River  to  the  Jolly  Miller  in  Hog's  Hollow.  Meet  ot  the SAC  office  and  bring  carfare,  ATL  cord,  and  50c  admission  (special  student  rofe). 

Sunday,  February  6 
7:30  p.m.:  JAZZ  LITURGY  CELEBRATION 

An  interdenominational  service  in  the  Greet  Holl  of  Hart  House.  Sponsored  by  SCM,  it  will feature  Ed  Summerlin  and  other  jazz  musicians,  ploylets,  singing,  and  a  kiss  of  peoce. 

Monday,  February  7 

8  p.m.:  ICE  FROLICS  '66 in  Varsity  Arena,  featuring  Pctro  Burko,  1965  World  Ladies'  Figure  Skating  Champion, Virginia  Thompson,  Dr.  Chorles  Snelling,  Chris  Snyder,  Peggy  and  Jane  McCutcheon,  Carole Forrest,  Kevin  Lethbridge,  ond  Debbie  Wilkes   Reserved  seats  still  available — only  $  I  (tox  incl  ). 

Tuesday,  February  8 

8:30  p.m.:  MUSIC  NIGHT in  the  Concert  Hall,  Edword  Johnson  Bidg  ine*i  tc  ihe  ROM  on  Avenue  Road]  Featured ore  the  U  of  T  chorus,  o  madrigal  group,  ond  two  cIoseico!  guitarists.  Admission  FREE. 

Wednesday,  February  9 
7-11  p.m.:  STUDY  NIGHT 

Need  we  soy  more? 

Thursday,  February  10 
FILM  NIGHT 

Choose  omong  three  movies,  two  times,  three  piece;.  Admission;  50c, 

7  p.m. Lost  Year  at  Maricnbad  [Resnais)  Room  135,  McLennan  Labs  (Behind  Convocation  Hall). 
8'A  (Fellini)  Room  102,  Mechomcol  Bldg   :on  King's  College  Road). 

9:30  p.m. 
Cot  on  a  Hot  Tin  Roof  PLUS  Four  Rood-Runner  Cciloons  in  Cody  Hall,  Nursing  Bldg. 

Friday,  February  1 1 
8  p.m.: 

11  a.m.: 

12  noon 

2  p.m . : 
3:30  p. 

9  p.m.: 

HOCKEY  GAME 
Blues  vs  Waterloo  in  Varsity  Areno  followed  by  o  Broomboll  Game  (Varsity  Cheerleoder;  vs Varsity  Football  Squad)  and  a  Skating  Forty  (you  vs  your  dote). 

Saturday,  February  12 

Engineers'  race,  it's  safer  but  just 
CHARIOT  RACE 
on  Front  Campus.    Somewhot  lamer fun  for  the  spectators.. 
TOILET  BOWL  and  POWDER  BOWL  GAMES 
on  Front  Campus.  Fewer  rules  ond  more  Ion  rhon  scoter,  rugby,  ond  footboll  rolled  into  one. 
BRONCO  TUG-OF-WAR 
on  Front  Compus.  See  the  mighty  contest  cf  men  tlroternily  variety)  vs  machine! 

m.:  ANIMAL  DANCE 
in  the  Greaf  Hall,  Horf  House.  Thow  out  it  ' 
SEMI-FORMAL  DANCE 
The  lost  and  best  Blue  and  White  dance  cl  'he  year,  with  five  bands,  roses  for  the  ladre ond  entertainment  in  the  Arbor  Room: 

:  ol  the  Suedes.  Admission  50c. 

S  p.m.: 
Sunday,  February  73 

FOLK  CONCERT 
In  Varsitv  Arena  The  stars  this  year  are  orl-Concdicn— Gord  Lightfoot  {who  oppeored  ot 
he  K  verboa recently)  TorontcV  Men-Ward  Trio,  ond  Rich  Little.  Awards  will  be  pre- sentedincluding  the  door  prize,  the  i«  ol  a  Ford  Mustang,  complete  w.th  msurance,  for on  entire  week.   Reserved  seats — J  I  50  iiox  incl). 

WIIVTEIl    t  \lt.\IVAL  CREDITS THE  BLUE  AND  WHITE  SOCIETY  WISHES  TO  THANKt 
The  Students'  Administrative  Council The  Editors  ond  Staff  of  the  Varsity 
The  Permanent  Staff  of  the  S.A.C. 
The  Engineering  Society 
The  University  of  Toronto  Athletic  Association The  Coca-Colo  Company  Ltd. 
Ford  Motor  Company  of  Canada  Ltd. 
J,  Walter  Thompson  Ltd. 
British  Petroleum  of  Canoda  Ltd. Cufferin  Molerials  and  Construction  Lid. The  T.  Eoton  Company 
Jack  A.  Frost,  Ltd. 

snd  special  ihonks  to  those  who  donated  pr. JVmter  Carnival  Queen: 
Henry  Birks  ond  Son Patricio  Stevens  Modelling  Agency 
Poul  Pcgue  Beauty  Solans Julie's  Restauront The  Pepsi-Colo  Company 
Peppio's  Restaurant 
Le  Roy  Toll Alter  Four  Foshions The  Crest  Theatre Hoze!  Bishop  of  Canada Golden  Crown  Sweaters Central  Airways 
Caruso's  Hairdresslrtg The  Ports  of  Coll 
Lcciy  Buxton 

ittttrti 



COMPLIMENTS  OF... 

LE  ROY  TOLL 

461  AVENUE  ROAD WA.  3-9322 

OF 

ON  THE  FRONT 
CAMPUS 

Text  and  reference  books 

Microscopes  at  reduced 

student  rates 

Stationery  supplies 

Complete  lines  of  quality 

paperbacks 
Periodicals  of  scholarly  and 

topical  interest 

Hours  8.30-5.30  Monday-Friday 

GEORGE
'S 

SPAGHETTI  HOUSE 

announces  the  opening  of 

George's  CAMPus  Kibitzeria 338  HURON  ST.  (AT  HARBORD) 

LOOK! READ! 

GEORGE'S   KIBITZERIA   -   LUNCHEON  MENU 
I  I         PASTA  &  MEAT  DISHES PIZZA 

INDIVIDUAL  HALF  WHOLE #1  Cheese  .40  .70  US 6  Mushroom        .55  .95  1.15 8  Greon  Pepper  .1 11  Meat  Sauce 1  7  Pepperonl 5  Sausage 14  Anchovies 
.70 .95 

1.25 1.B5 

SANDWICHES 
(Includes  soup  OR  salad) Moat  Ball  on  Kaiser  roll   75 Italian  Sausage  on  Koiser  Roll   75 Veol  Cutlet  on  Kaiior  Roll   90 Pepper  Steak   BS Minestrone  Soup  -  Bread  &  Butter  .  .  .40 Chef  Sotad    M 

Ravioli   8.  Tomoto  Sauce    1.10 Ravioli   &   Meat  Sauce  1  25 

Spaghetti  
-  Pla.n  

S
o
u
c
e
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

.  .70 

Spaghetti    -   Meal    Souce    .  .  .  .90 Chicken    Cacciatora    1 .25 Veol  Cacciatora   1 .35 
DESSERT 

BEVERAGE 

Mon.  -  Triors. 12  noon  -  1  a.n 
Sun.:  4  p.i 

-  Fri.  -  Sot. 
•  1 1  p.m. 12  noon  -  3  a.m. 

ENTERTAINMENT:  FRI.  -  SAT.  9:30  P.M.  -  2:30  A.M. 
FEB.  4 -5th  FEB.  11 -12th 

ARCHIE  ALLENYE  TRIO     RON  PARK  QUARTET 
COVER  CHARGE  75c  PER  PERSON  FRI.  -  SAT. 

INFORMATION  922-1517 

■i*7j]|.ij.mjj.ji,ijjum.i% 

A  MAN  WITHOUT  INSURANCE 
IS  LIKE  A  SNAIL  WITHOUT  A  SHELL 

WHAT  IS  THE  STUDENT 

UNIVERSITY  HEALTH  AND 

ACCIDENT  PLAN? 

12  MONTHS',  WORLDWIDE,  COVERAGE 

B 

COMPREHENSIVE  SICKNESS  COVERAGE 
Pays  the  doctor  from  the  very  FIRST  call. 

BLANKET  ACCIDENT  BENEFITS 
This  means  there  is  NO  LIMITED  SCHEDULE 

It  pays  what  the  doctor  charges. 
PLUS:  DENTAL  expense,  accidental  deoth,  and  dismemberment. 

Reg.  N;  Chiropractor;  Osteopath;  Radiologist;  and  Physiotherapists 

The  ONLY  PLAN  in  Canada  DESIGNED  ESPECIALLY for  the  STUDENT  with  THESE  FEATURES 

MARRIED,  SINGLE,  CANADIAN,  AMERICAN  or  OVERSEAS. 
SPECIFIC  HOSPITAL  BENEFIT  FOR  OUT  OF  PROVINCE  STUDENTS 

THE  COST  IS  JUST  A  FRACTION  OF  ORDINARY 
PLANS  MARRIED  and  ALL  DEPENDENTS   $36 
SINGLE    $18 

NOTE:  If  you  have  not  received  your  brochure,  addi- 

tional forms  may  be  obtained  at  the  Registrar's  office, 
Student  Council  Office,  Graduate  Studies  Office, 
FROS,  Int.  House,  or  the  Health  Service. 

ALL  coverage  effective  IMMEDIATELY 



These  ore  some  of  the  entries  from  previous  years.  Top  right  was  taken  by  Joe  Snelson, 

centre  left  by  W.  J.  McNaughton,  and  the  remaining  two  by  Peter  Chen. 

44th  HH  Exhibit 

starts  Feb.  18 

By  PETER  CHEN 

A  psychoanalyst,  someone once  said,  is  a  man  who, 
when  a  pretty  girl  enters  the room,  watches  everybody 
else.  And  if  our  man  is  ob- 

servant, he  might  catch  a 
glimpse  of  a  sneaky-looking 
character  who  is  busy  man- 

ipulating a  little  black  box; 
and  it  will  occur  to  him  that 
he  is  looking  at  a  creature 
almost  as  strange  as  himself 
— a  photographer. 
Actually,  photographers  as 
a  whole  are  also  human 
(more  or  less).  Their  only 
difference  lies  in  that  they 
seek  to  preserve  what  they 
see  on  film,  just  as  do  the 
biologists  with  their  formal- 

in; and,  just  as  some  biolog- ists who  come  together  once 
in  a  while  to  see  who's  got the  biggest  frog  in  the  jar, 
so  do  the  photographers 
hold  their  Annual  Hart 
House  Exhibition  of  Photo- 

graphs. The  44th  Annual  Hart 
House  Exhibition  of  Photo- 

graphs will  be  held  this  year 
starting  Feb.  18th.  All  en- tries must  be  submitted  by 
6.00  pm,  Friday,  Feb.  18th, and  the  show  will  be  open 
to  the  public  the  following 
Tuesday  in  the  Art  Gallery. 
Ladies  (yes,  even  ladies) 
will  be  permitted  to  admire these  pictures  from  2  to  5 
pm.  each  day- 

The  contest  is  open  to  any 
member,  undergraduate  or 
graduate,  of  Hart  House. 
Any  entrant  has  a  choice  of the  following  divisions: 

a)  Senior  —  A.  F.  Coven- try Award  —  this  division is  for  the  advanced  worker 
who  has  won  the  Junior 
Award  or  two  honourable mentions,  not  necessarily  in 
the  same  year.  It  is  also 
open  to  any  member  who 

wishes  to  compete  in  this 
division. 

b)  Junior  —  K.  B.  Jackson 
Award  —  This  junior  divis- 

ion is  for  less  advanced 
photographers  not  wishing 
to  compete  in  the  senior  di- vision. 

c)  Karsh  Trophy  —  This is  one  of  the  most  coveted 
awards,  donated  by  world- 
famous  photographer  You- sef  Karsh  for  the  best  photo 
depicting  Campus  Life  and Activities. 

d)  Color  Award  —  an award  for  the  best  color 
slides. 

e)  Bev  Best  Award  —  Pho- tographic Essay  —  This 
award  is  donated  by  a  well- 
known  group  and  portrait 
specialist  in  Toronto  for  the best  photographic  essay. 

f) 

The  Gilbert  A.  Milne 
Trophy  will  be  awarded  to entrants  having  the  highest 
total  acceptances. 

This  year  we  are  privileg- ed to  have  the  following  jud- 

ges: 

Mr.  Don  Lizar,  past  presi- 
dent, Toronto  Camera  Club. 

Mr.  Gilbert  A.  Milne,  a 
well-known  commercial  pho- 
tographer. 

Mr.  Frank  Royal,  Technic- 
al Adviser,  Walter  A.  Car- veth  Limited. 

As  the  Hart  House  Came- 
ra Club  by  no  means  repre- sent all  the  photographers 

on  campus,  we  are  looking 
forward  to  stiff  competition 
from  other  Hart  House members.  Challenges,  any- 
one? 

review 



What's  happening,  Mr.  Jones 
i By  THE  CRIMSON  GHOST 

There's  something  happen- 
ing here  but  you  don't  know what  it  is,  do  you  Mr.  Jones? 

You  are  jolted  from  your 
role  as  a  typical  citizen 
when  your  editor  tells  you to  do  a  feature  on  marijuana. 
Being  such  an  exacting  jour- 

nalist you  head  for  the  vil- 
lage. There  you  interview  a 

few  hippies,  look  at  a  couple 
of  reports  from  the  police 

PENNY  FARTHING 
Presents 

FEBRUARY  1-13 

malku  joso 

(  *
 

,ith Special  rote 
presentation  of  ATL  Cards 

112  YORKVILLE 
925-0595 

H  J.  BESSEY 
JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 

AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

Blue  &  White 
Society 

WINTER 

CARNIVAL 

JAZZ 

LITURGY 
a  celebration 
of  campus  life 

Great  Hall 

Hart  House 

SUN.,  FEB.  6 
7:30  P.M. 

or  the  Alcoholism  and  Drug 
Addiction  Research  Founda- 

tion (the  latter  of  which  you 
ignore)  and  then  return 
complacently  to  your  office. A  few  days  later  your  article 
appears  on  the  news-stands, sanctimoneously  panning  the 
whole  scene.  But  you  still 
don't  know  what's  happen- 

ing Mr.  Jones,  and  neither 
does  the  bulk  of  the  popula- tion reading  your  drivel. 
You  discovered  that  mari- 

juana can  be  referred  to  as 
pot,  grass  or  tea,  but  you failed  to  note  that  it  is 
often  simply  called  shit  (the 
suburban  housewives  might 
take  offense).  You  were  told 
that  marijuana  is  taken from  the  female  hemp  plant 
and  is  then  carefully  cured. 

Although  there  is  a  certain 
amount  of  local  agriculture. 

generally  brought  into Toronto  from  Mexico,  by 
way  of  Montreal  or  the States,  and  is  so  sold  on  the 
street  in  either  dime-bags, 
costing  $10  and  giving  a 
count  of  about  20-25  joints 
.narrow  cigarettes),  or  in 
nickels,  costing  and  yielding 
half  as  much. 

After  having'  copped  (ob- tained his  shit)  the  pothead 
will  then  separate  any  seeds 
from  the  cleaner  stuff.  Using 
two  pieces  of  overlapping 
cigarette  paper,  he  rolls  a 
number  of  very  small  and 
very  tightly  packed  joints, 
always  remaining  careful  not to  waste  anything;  the  less 
frugal  types  will  eliminate the  bother  by  simply  using 
a  pipe.  He  is  now  ready  to 
start  smoking,  preferably 
with  a  few  people  around  to 
share  in  the  fun  and  to  keep 
him  company. 
The  smoke  is  sucked  deeply 

into  the  lungs  with  a  supply 
of  air  and  then  held  while 
the  joint  is  passed  to  so- meone else  in  the  group. 
(Some  of  the  girls  have  the 
very  sociable  habit  of  empty- ing their  lungs  into  yours 
by  means  of  a  fairly  intimate 
kiss  —  Don't  waste  any!) 
After  everyone  is  sufficiently 
high  the  pot  stops  circulat 
ng  and  the  smokers  settle 
back  to  enjoy  the  trip.  The 
roaches,  or  butts,  are  saved 
to  be  used  later  in  another 

joint. The  amount  of  pot  needed 
to  become  relatively  high 
varies  with  the  individual 
and  with  his  pot-smoking 
experience.  An  inverse  tol- 

erance is  buit  up  —  the 
more  you  smoke,  the  less 
you  need.  Experienced  heads 
may  only  need  a  few  drags 
to  get  high,  while  the  novice 
may  have  to  sit  in  on  a  group 
passing  around  up  to  a  dozen 
joints.  Many  people  feel  no 
effect  on  their  first  few  at- 

tempts; some  have  a  definite 
psychological  block,  especial- 

ly when  among  rather  un- savory company  or  under 
dangerous  conditions,  while 
others  will  find  themselves 
fighting  the  effect  involun- 

tarily with  their  mind  and body. 
Once  the    tensions  and 

misgivings  have  been  relax- 
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ed,  however,  marijuana  can 
be  counted  on  to  have  its 
effect  on  anyone.  It  is  next 
to  impossible,  though,  to 
describe  the  feeling  of  being 
high  on  pot  to  someone  who 
has  never  known  it.  A  com- 

parison with  liquor  is  mean- 
ingless; it  is  completely  un- like anything  associated with  booze.  For  example, 

physical  self-control  is  al- ways retained  —  no  one could  detect  that  you  were 
high  if  you  didn't  want  to let  them  know. 

Pot  is  slightly  introverting, 
but  there  are  definitely  no 
depressing  manifestations 
such  as  might  be  felt  when 
drunk.  Rather,  a  sort  of 
inner  serenity  is  noticed, 
many  people  will  enjoy  just 
sitting  back  contentedly  and 
letting  minds  float  around 
Although  a  decided  cama- derie  is  established,  a  group 
of  smokers  never  becomes 
really  talkative.  Each  in- dividual is  concerned  more 
with  his  own  thoughts. 
A  fantastically  increased 

sense  of  perception  is  the 
most  obvious  physical  result 
of  being  high.  A  three- minute  song  will  seem  to 
go  on  forever,  every  note 
becoming  clear  and  distinct. 
The  mind  is  consequently  in 
perfect  harmony  with  the mood  of  the  music,  and  a 
very  deep  understanding  of 
such  personal  forms  as 
blues  or  jazz  is  realized. 
While  there  is  nothing  ap- 

proaching hallucination,  vi- sual delights  are  derived 
from  lights,  colors  or 
shapes;  the  simplest  object 
can  adopt  a  strangely  fasci- 

nating significance. What  Mr.  Jones  fails  to 
realize  is  that  any  values  of 
this  experience  are  complete 
ly  intellectual  and  are  cen 
tred  strictly  on  the  indivi- dual's ability  to  cope  with 
and  understand  exactly  what 
is  happening  to  his  mind. 
Perhaps  the  most  important 
qualification  for  getting  any- 

thing useful  from  pot  is  to 
be  able  to  relate  what  is 
encountered  while  high  to 
the  realm  of  everyday  ex- 
perience. When  this  can  be  achieved, 
the  ordinary  appreciation  of 
sensual  pleasures  may  be 
heightened  consid  e  r  a  b  1  y, 
while  abstractions  can  seem 
much  more  plausible  and 
real.  A  greater  general  awa- 

reness and  a  more  open  intel- 
lectual capacity  will  result. 

Although  it  is  undeniably 
a  very  enjoyable  physical 
experience,  this  aspect  of 
marijuana's  attractiveness should  not  take  precedence 
over  what  it  can  offer  intel- 

lectually. Marijuana  is  not 
for  kicks;  this,  unfortunate- 

ly, %is  how  it  is  treated  in the  village,  with  the  result that  Mr.  Jones  and  his 
friends  will  simply  equate 
it  with  the  down-and-out  ex- istence of  the  hippies. 
The  fact  is,  however,  that 

enough  people  on  this  cam- pus to  shock  Simcoe  Hall will  smile  knowingly  as  they 
read  this  article  —  they  and 
many  others  in  the  city  rea- lize that  pot  does  not  have 
to  be~  the  monopoly  of 
the  teeny-boppers,  and  that 

its  occasional  use  can  have 
a  very  positive  value  in  their 
lives. 

The  great  barrier  to  public 
acceptance  of  this  fact  is 
that  the  villagers  have  given 
pot  an  undesirable  stigma 
by  making  it  the  focal  point of  their  lives.  Although  it 
has  been  proven  again  and 
again  to  be  absolutely  non- addictive,  marijuana  has 
managed  to  become  for  the 
vast  majority  of  the  Yorkvil- le  hippies  a  psychological 
hang-up;  they  depend  on  it 
to  give  their  existence  its 
only  meaning  or  action. 

The  primany  topic  of  their thought  and  speech  it  pot: 
trade  conditions,  police,  hav- 

ing been  high  or  getting 
smashed  in  the  very  near 
future.  During  dry  spells 
when  there  is  nothing  in 
town  they  will  resort  to  the 
residue  from  boiled  222 
tablets,  glue,  soma  pills,  or 
cough  syrup.  Anything  to 
turn  on. 

A  few  of  these  people  con 
sider  themselves  to  be  artists 
in  the  throes  of  creativity 
and  using  pot  as  an  aid  in 
their  development.  (Most  of 
them  are  "poets"  rather  than 
prose  writers  or  artists  — 
poetry  is  much  easier  to 
fake.)  The  most  productive 
of  the  hippies  seem  to  be the  bonafide  musicians, 
as  well  as  the  mediocre 
aspirants  who  are  always  on 
the  verge  of  making  it  in  the business. 

These  types  though,  and 
even  the  week-end  teenagers, 
are  far  less  disagreeable 
than  the  resident  parasites 
who  have  nothing  to  do  but 
scream  from  their  vacuum 
how  square  the  rest  of  the 
world  is  —  these  are  incap- 

able both  mentally  and  so- 
cially of  doing  anything  else. 

It  is  perhaps  unfair  to 
speak  in  such  general  terms 
of  the  people  on  Yorkville. 
Many  are  extremely  intel- 

ligent and  find  themselves 
in  the  village  only  because 
there  is  no  other  place  where 
they  can  be  accepted  —  it becomes  an  emotional  and 
social  refuge  for  those  who 
cannot  live  independently  of 
the  village  conformity  which 
gives  them  a  sense  of  be- longing. They  have  rebelled 
against  society  only  to  find themselves  in  a  much  more 
confining  enviroment. 
Anyone  who  realizes  this will  soon  vacate  the  scene 

after  a  cursory  sampling  — 
thus  the  continual  disap- 

pearance of  familiar  faces and  the  emergence  of  new 
ones.  The  village  is  visited 
only  occasionally  thereafter 
—  for  entertainment,  diver- 

sion, or  to  obtain  pot. 
Maybe  Mr.  Jones  can  be 

excused  for  his  blanket  con- 
demnation of  marijuana;  he 

only  sees  what  is  happening 
on  Yorkville  and  therefore 
assumes  that  pot  is  an  over- riding factor  in  leading  the 
hippies  to  their  dead-end.  It becomes  for  him  a  danger- ous vice  to  be  rejected  by  all. 
But  the  village  misfits 

are  not  the  only  ones  who 
have  opted  out  of  the  ma- chine. They  are  not  the 
originators  of  such  activities 
as  hitch-hiking  around  the 

continent  or  including  a 
great  variety  of  experience in  their  lives  nor  are  they 
the  only  practitioners. A  line  must  be  drawn 
between  those  limiting  them 
selves  to  the  village  colony 
and  those  who  are  living  in- 

dependently and  who  are much  more  quiet  and  passive 
in  their  rejection  of  society; 
collectively,  some  of  them 
constitute  the  body  of  our 
social  and  political  activists. 
These  and  even  functioning 
members  of  the  establish- ment can  derive  the  greatest 
benefit  from  pot  —  they  use 
it  —  it  doesn't  use  them. 
As  impartial  enforcers  of our  laws,  however,  the  police 

will  close  their  eyes  and  en- 
dorse Mr.  Jones. 

The  tactics  of  the  police 
are  hard  to  understand  at 
times.  All  village  trafficking 
is  done  under  the  omnipotenl 
presence  of  The  Man  —  the 
undercover  agent  -whose 
identity  is  unknown.  Rumors 
fly  about  cameras  and  mikes 
in  the  restaurant  -which- mustn't-be  name  d-because 
-they'll-sue-us. 
There  seems  to  be  little 

caution  being  exercised;  the 
operations  of  the  hippies  are 
so  obvious  that  it  is  surpris- 

ing that  many  more  arrests are  not  made.  When  the 
police  do  move  though,  it  is 
with  efficiency  and  exacti- 

tude. Perhaps  the  minor  ar- rests are  only  to  show  that 
their  job  is  being  done  — 
the  police  may  be  concentrat- 

ing more  on  the  people  bring- 
ing marijuana  into  the  city. 

This  task  is  made  difficult 
by  the  lack  of  organization 
and  by  the  personal  level on  which  business  is  carried 
out.  It  is  thought  that  the 
police  will  simply  watch  so- meone for  a  while  and  when 
they  feel  that  his  time  has 
come  they  will  jump.  Al- 

though it  is  hard  to  believe 
in  the  face  of  the  open  activ- 

ity being  carried  out,  they 
must  known  what  is  hap- 

pening. When  they  move 
they  are  seldom  unsuccess- 
ful. 
A  great  paradox  in  their 

operations  was  demonstrat- ed recently  when  one  of  the most  intelligent  people  ever 
to  grace  the  back  seat  of  a 
police  cruiser  was  sentenced 
to  a  possible  year's  imprison- ment for  possessing  a  couple 
of  joints,  while  the  streets 
are  crawling  with  insignifi- cant traffickers  smashed  out 
of  their  heads. 
A  few  rules  for  survival. 

Above  all,  avoid  the  village. 
Don't  carry  pot  on  the  streets 
if  it  can  be  helped  (some 
people  have  resorted  to  swal lowing  their  supply),  and 
when  smoking,  be  sure  that 
it  is  behind  locked  doors 
and  near  a  toilet  where  the 
evidence  can  be  disposed  of 
in  case  of  a  raid.  Even  ashes found  on  your  clothing  can 
be  used  against  you. 

One  last  word,  Mr.  Jones. 
Don't  be  quite  so  pious  in 
criticizing  something  which 
you  haven't  tried.  The  use of  pot  is  completely  up  to 
you,  but  don't  be  too  sur- 

prised if  an  enlightened  so- ciety someday  makes  it legal. 



jazz 
torn  naylor 

ELLINGTON???  I  DON'T  BELIEVE  IT Sunday  night  at  the 
O'Keefe  Centre  I  spent  a 
dollar  for  a  program.  I'm glad  I  made  the  investment 
because  inside  it  I  discover- 

ed an  amazing  fact:  Duke 
Ellington  composed  the 
music  for  Pousse  Cafe.  In- 

credible. I  could  have  sworn 
what  I  was  hearing  was  a 
batch  of  Percy  Faith  arrange- 

ments of  Kenry  Mancini 
compositions. 

It  is  unfortunate  that  the 
program  did  not  go  on  to 
reveal  the  identity  of  the 
drummer  down  there  in  the 
pit.  But  if  you'll  permit  me to  hazard  a  guess,  I  would 
postulate  that  it  might  well 
be  the  same  fellow  that 
Junior  Ma  nee  brought  to 
the  Town  Tavern  a  couple 
of  weeks  back.  If  so  then 
its  unfortunate  Mance  had 
the  sense  to  leave  him  in 
Toronto. 

The  show  as  a  whole  was 
mediocre.  Theodore  Bickel 
and  Lilo  turned  in  passable 
jobs  with  the  script  but 
massacred  the  songs.  Or 
maybe  the  songs  massacred 
them.  The  Marshall  Barer 
and  Fred  Tobias  lyrics  were 
inane. 

The  script  itself  was  at  its 

best  moments  superficial 
and  at  its  worst  downright 
adolescent.  The  humor  was 
by  and  large  slapstick  and 
the  sex  just  silly.  The  only 
respite  from  tedium  lay  in 
the  fact  that  the  affair  was 
handled  slickly  in  the  tech- 

nical sphere  and  there  was 
a  great  deal  of  color  (phy- 

sical) flitting  about.  But 
that  didn't  suffice  for  long; I  was  still  damned  relieved 
to  get  back  on  the  subway 
and  stare  once  more  at  that 
Better  Business  Bureau  ad 
with  the  catchy  byline,  "I 
Want  My  Money  Back". Fortunately  I  had  comple- 

mentary tickets. 
One  would  think  there 

would  be  at  least  one  re- 
deeming feature  in  a  show 

of  this  dimension.  On  reflec- 
tion I  think  I  can  come  up 

with  one.  A  couple  of  the 
chicks  who  intermittently 
bounced  from  one  end  of 
the  stage  to  another  were 
extremely  attractive.  But  so 
what?  You  get  far  more  of 
that  for  less  money  at  the 
Victory  Theatre. 
My  primary  interest  was 

in  the  musical  score.  Elling- 
ton is  genius  a  thousand 

times  over.  This  apparently 

was  his  thousand  and  first effort. 
I  know  this  will  sound 

strange  coming  from  some- 
one who  has  frequently  voic- 
ed the  opinion  "If  it  isn't Ellington,  its  crap"  but  the score  for  Pousse  Cafe  man- 

aged to  be  both  at  once.  The 
Duke  goofed;  and  to  make 
matters  worse  the  Ellington 
trade  mark  was  stamped  all 
over  the  thing  so  its  impos- 

sible to  try  to  claim  that 
some  publisher  got  the  El- 

lington score  mixed  up  with 
a  Kenton  effort. 

The  writing  itself  seemed 
lacklustre.  There  were  bits 
that  hinted  slightly  of  a  New 
Orleans  flavor,  there  were 
occasional  traces  of  Elling- ton Cotton  Clubbish  sound, 
a  touch  of  sloppy  plunger 
work  here  and  there.  But 
that's  about  it. 

It  is  possible  there  was 
originally  some  merit  in  the 
compositions  but  all  of  it 
was  completely  eradicated 
by  Larry  Wilcox's  orchestra- tion which  varied  from  cha- 

otic to  schmaltzy.  I  gather- ed from  the  program  notes 
that  Wilcox  gleaned  his 
knowledge  of  Jazz  from  his 
studies  under  Bill  Russo.  If 

this  is  truly  the  case  then the  final  product  begins  to 
make  more  sense. 

The  worst  flaw  was  in  the 
rhythm .  There  were  few 
swinging  moments  and  most 
of  these  were  given  a  busi- nessman's bounce.  The 
drummer  made  things  worse 
by  pounding  the  second  and fourth  beats  of  every  bar 
most  of  the  time.  Occa- 

sionally he  started  taking 
random  swipes  at  everything 
available  and  unfortunately 

See  "Pousse"  Review  10 
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OrncHc  Colemon:  TOWN  HALL  CON- CERT (ESP  1006) Coleman:  (alto  saxophone),  David Izenson  (bass),  Charles  Moffett  (drums) 
The  Ark,  Sadness,  Doughnut;  Dedica- tion to  Poets  and  Writers  (a  siring quartet  written  by  Coleman). 

By  DOUG  PR  INGLE 
This  is  the  first  Coleman 

release  in  four  years,  and 
still  it's  older  material;  this 
concert  was  given  in  Decem- ber 1962,  and  marked  the 
end  of  his  activity  on  the 
New  York  scene  (or  any- 

where) for  several  years.  A 
single  engagement  at  the 
Village  Vanguard  marked 
his  return,  but  this  was  fol- 

lowed by  a  trip  to  Europe, 
and  his  decision  to  stay 
there  for  social  (and  there- 

fore economic)  reasons. 
With,  at  least  two  releases 

of  new  Coleman  material 
coming  out  shortly,  a  Blue 
Note  recorded  in  Europe 
and  a  two-record  English 
concert,  and  a  third  rumor- 

ed, an  American  recording 
featuring  his  violin  and 
trumpet,  the  drought  in 
Coleman's  music  seems  to 
have  ended;  (if  only  some- 

one can  now  convince  Cecil 
Taylor  to  record.) 
Between  the  last  Atlantic 

recording,  Ornette  on  Tenor, 
and  this  concert,  Don  Cher- 

ry (trumpet)  bad  left  Or- 
nette's  group  to  play  with 
Archie  Shepp,  and  Coleman 
had  found  Izenson  and  Mof- 

fett, whose  accompaniments 
are  far  different  from  those 
of  his  previous  rhythm  sec- tions. These  two  changes  it 
seems  to  me  had  a  great 
deal  to  do  with  the  flaws  in 
this  music,  as  Coleman  was 
still  adjusting  to  this  new 
group.  .  ; On  the  six  Atlantics  from 
The  Shape  of  Jazz  to  Come 
to  Ornette  on  Tenor,  Cole- 

man's  own  rhythmic  con- 

ception dominated  the 
group;  his  riff-based  phras- 

ing demanded  a  strict  me- ter most  of  the  time  from 
the  rhythm  section.  This 
suited  drummer  Billy  Hig- 
gins  well,  for  his  approach 
was  traditional,  if  consider- 

ably tightened  up.  Bassist 
Charlie  Haden,  who  recent- 

ly has  put  down  Coleman for  restricting  his  playing 
too  much,  really  needed  the 
tight  structure  too  to  play 
well  (his  remarks  are  just 
sour  grapes).  The  rhythmic 
subtlety  in  Coleman's  music was  not  external  but  inter- 

nal, within  the  phrase  itself 
as  it  related  to  the  steady 

pulse. Coleman's  second  drum- 
mer, Ed  Blackwell,  was 

more  attuned  to  this  kind  of 
rhythmic  approach,  and  be- neath or  inside  his  steady 
pulse  he  constructed  cross- 
rhythms  and  secondary  pat- 

terns. (Cherry  said  that  be- ■  hind  one  of  his  solos  on  the 
last  record,  Blackwell  had 
set  up  such  an  ingenious 
structure  that  he  had  miss- ed when  he  was  soloing, 
thought  he  could  hear  it 
plainly  on  the  record.) Of  the  other  two  bassists, 
Jimmy  Garrison  proved  too 
clumsy  for  the  group,  des- 

pite his  percussive  strength. 
Only  Scott  LaFaro  (much 
maligned)  met  the  challenge 
of  the  group's  rhythmic  de- mands; his  playing  on  Or 
nette !  is  good  because  it 
subdivides  the  rhythm  with- 

out impeding  the  basic 
meter. 
But  a  fundamental  ad- 

justment had  to  be  made  to 
the  new  rhythm  section.  Al- 

though Moffett's  drumming 
has  a  good  many  traditional 
qualities,  he  often  switches 
from  one    pattern    to  ano- 

ther, rather  than  confine 
himself  to  variations  with- 

in a  strict  tempo.  Izenson  is 
similarly  a  traditionally  o- 
riented  rhythm  bassist,  but 
can  be  articulate  and  even 
elegant;  he  too  tends  to 
open  up  the  structure,  to 
change  tempo  frequently. 
Both  men  are  more  asser- 

tive during  Coleman's  solos than  his  previous  sidemen, 
in  fact  the  trio  seems  to  be 
heading  towards  three-way 
group  improvisation. But  for  Coleman  the 
change  is  difficult;  with  the 
rhythmic  substructure  re- moved, his  lines  tend  to 
sound  naked;  and  the  more 
open  accompaniment 
spreads  the  music  out  more 
so  that  the  intricate  rela- 

tionship between  one  phrase 
and  the  next  is  often  des- 
troyed. 

But  despite  these  criti- 
cisms, Coleman's  powers  of musical  expression  are  so 

strong  that  he  succeeds  fai 
more  often  than  he  fails. 
His  delicate  tone  and  posi- 

tive phrasing  give  the  music a  feeling  of  serenity  beyond 
that  of  his  previous  record- 

ings, particularly  on  "Sad- ness", where  there  is  no  dis- 
agreement at  all  about  the 

direction  of  the  music.  "The Ark"  is  a  clever  riff  line, 
less  formal  than  his  pre- 

vious tunes,  but  just  as convincing. 
"Doughnut"  is  a  song  of 

happiness,  and  the  title 
wryly  suggests  the  tone  of the  music.  The  string  quar- 

tet is  a  charming  work,  with 
both  the  melodic  warmth 
and  the  occasional  awk- 

See  "Coleman,"  RIO 
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LUNCH  &  SUPPER  —  TAKE  OUT 
OPEN  MON.  -  THURS.,  12  NOON  -  1  A.M. 

i.  -  Sot.,  12  noon  -  3  A.M.    —    Sundoy  4  P.M.  -  II  P.M. 
Entertainment  —  ARCHIE  ALLEYNE  TRIO 

9  P.M.  -  2:30  A.M.    —    FRI.  -  SAT. 
HARBORD  &  HURON 922-1517 

Navy  makes  news  now  in 

Harridge's  Casual  Colony 

Navy  takes  on  new  snap  and  crackle -  trj >  H?"*k«£ 
Casual  Colony.  One  of  the  new  66  km  r  groups 
now  arriving  for  the  resort  go-round  or  to  brighten 
winter  day!  This  whole  collection  spiced  with S  and  red  for  added  dash.  Striped  blazer  jacket. In-  New  "Henley"  Shirt,  gold  with  navy  trim, 
£5-  Hip-rider  pant  with  stovepipe  leg  navy 
lia  Sizes  7  to  1 5.  Also  shift  dress,  $25  and  shell 
top,  $9.  «j 

At  The  Colonnade  —  131  Bloor  West 

Telephone  927-2030 



CLASSIFIED 

WORKING  student  looking  for  girl  to shore  furnished  apartment  on  St.  GeOfge St.  Call  925-1362  otter  6  p.m. 
LOST-  Wollet,  black  Thure.  Jan.  27. 
Sidney  Smith  or  Campus.  HU.  9-1027. 

HOLLOW  GROUND  SKATES  sharpened at  rear  of  94  Harbord  St. 
LANGUAGES  —  Private  tutwing  by 
qualified  teochers  922-4179.  Universal School   of  Languages.  Special  student 

GIRLS:  Free  roo Avenue  Rd.  -  Egl 
ing  grade  8  gi'l- Call  485-5322. 

AVAILABLE:  Experienced  bass  guitar 
player  requires  position  with  establish- ed group.  Formerly  wrth  the  Slades. Has  Fender  Bossman  omp  and  Gretzch 
guitor.  Call  Bob  WA.  3-1530. 
GROUP  NEEDS  organ  player  for  sum- mer in  Muskoka.  Coll  Bob  762-2670. 
GIRL  wanted  to  share  apartment  — ■ Spodina  &  St.  Clair  —  reasonable. Phone 5-9670  evenings. 

Blue  &  White 

Winter  Carnival  Programme 

FRIDAY,  FEBRUARY  4 
1  00  p  m  —  Opening  Ceremonies  —  Opening  ice  Palace 
8;00  p.m.  —  Hockey  Game  ot  Varsity  Areno  -  Blues  vs  Guelpn 

10:30  p.m.  —  Torchlight  parade  to  Street  donee  at  Soldiers  Tower  Parking  Lot  — feoturing  the  "Canadian  Deltones" 
SATURDAY  FEBRUARY  S 

10:00  a.m.  —  Car  Roily 
11-00  am.  —  Judging  of  Ice  Sculpture  ......  en,. 
7:30  p.m.  —  Meet  at  S.A.C.  Office  for  Skating  Party  ot  Jolly  Miller  -  Admission  50c 

SUNDAY  FEBRUARY  6 
7:30  p.m.  —  Jozz  Liturgy  —  Greot  Holl  Hart  House 

MONDAY  FEBRUARY  7 
8:00  p.m.  —  Ice  Frolics  '66  —  Vorsity  Arena 

Tickers  on  Sale  at  S.A.C.  Office 

THE  BLACK  SCORPION 
AND  THE  CRIMSON 

GHOST  WORK  FOR  THE 
VARSITY 

VARSITY  BLAZERS 
"Made  to  Measure" 

RICHARDSON 
SPORT  TOGS 

546  Yonge  St.  922-3141 

help  wanted  in  Antigua,  Burundi, 

Columbia,  Ghana,  India,  Jamaica,  Kenya,  Madagascar, 

Peru,  Rwanda,  Sarawak,  Tanzania,  Tchad,  Trinidad,  Uganda,  and  Zambia. 

if  s  your  world. 

These  countries  have  a  lot  in  common.  Every  one  is 
no  place  for  you  if  all  you  have  to  offer  is  lofty 
ideals.  These  are  countries  that  need  realists — people who  are  ready  to  get  down  to  work.  And  come  down 
to  earth.  Literally.  Don't  kid  yourself  .  .  .  signing  up with  this  outfit  will  mean  slugging  it  out  through  a 
tough,  demanding  job.  That's  the  only  way  you'll  nil the  needs  of  these  countries.  And  who  knows,  maybe 
you'll  have  a  few  of  your  own  filled.  What  Is  CUSO? 
It's  a  national  agency  created  to  develop  and  pro- mote overseas  service  opportunities  for  Canadians. 
It  arranges  for  the  placement  of  qualified  men 
and  women  in  countries  that  request  their 
services.  If  you're  sent  to  a  country  it's  be- 

cause they've  asked  for  you.  Or  someone like  you.  How  does  CUSO  work?  Abroad,  it 
works  through  different  international  agencies 
who  all  assist  in  the  placement  of  personnel. 
In  Canada  it  works  through  local  co-ordinating 
committees,  located  in  most  universities,  but  serv 

ing  the  whole  community.  What  kind  of  people  are 
needed?  People  with  something  to  offer.  People  with 
things  like  knowing  how  to  teach  mathematics  or  grow 
wheat,  how  to  clean  a  wound  or  build  a  bridge.  These 
countries  need  people  who  are  adaptable  and  mature. 
People  with  initiative.  People  who  can  earn  respect,  and 
give  it.  Think  about  it  for  a  minute.  You'll  know  what you  have  to  offer.  What  is  the  selection  procedure  tike? 
Tough.  Because  we  don't  believe  in  sending  underdevel- oped people  to  underdeveloped  countries.  Preliminary screening  is  carried  out,  where  possible,  by  local committees.  CUSO  then  nominates  candidates 

to  governments  and  agencies  requesting  per- 
sonnel, who  make  the  final  selection.  CUSO 

also  makes  arrangements  for  preparatory  and 
orientation  courses.  How  do  you  apply?  Com- 

plete two  copies  of  the  personal  information 
form  which  you  can  get  from  local  CUSO  repre- 

sentatives at  any  Canadian  university,  or  from 
Executive  Secretary  of  CUSO,  75  Albert  St..  Ottawa. 

CUSO 
A  world  of  opportunity 

Pousse  (continued) 

his  utensils  included  a  sizzle 
cymbal  and  a  cow  bell. The  brass  section  writing 
was  the  best  part  of  the 
score,  though  a  high  note 
trumpeter  was  uncaged  at 
a  couple  of  points  with  the 
result  that  I'm  now  nego- tiating for  new  lenses. 
The  reeds  were  incredibly 

thin.  And  Ellington  com- 
positions depend  heavily  on reed  section  work  for  their effect. 

The  big  question  remains "Why  was  Ellington  com- 
missioned to  do  the  music?". He  has  written  for  just  about 

everything  conceivable  in 
the  past  but  these  scores have  either  been  performed 
by  the  Ellington  band  or some  other  group  of  jazz 
musicians  or  at  least  writ- ten out  in  such  a  way  as  to 
sound  like  jazz. 
However,  during  March 

the  Ellington  ensemble  will 
be  heard  at  the  O'Keefe  and 
the  programs  distributed 
Sunday  night  promised  that 
Ellington  would  be  perform- 

ing some  of  the  music  from Pousse  Cafe.  Whether  under 
Billy  Strayhorn's  pen  these tunes  come  to  life  remains 
to  be  seen.  Let's  hope  so. As  matters  stand  Pousse 
Cafe  is  Duke's  most  spec- tacular failure  to  date. 

Coleman  (cont'd) 
wardness  of  Coleman's other  music;  the  limitations 
of  his  rhythmic  conception 
impede  its  flow,  but  the  or- chestration is  well  carried 

off. Now  after  three  years  to- 
gether this  group  is  report- 

edly playing  faultless  mu- sic; their  new  releases 
should  be  some  of  the  best 
recordings  in  the  next  year. 

*  *  *  *  • 

NOTES:  Andrew  Hill  will 

bring  a  trio  to  the  Bohe- 
mian Embassy  February  10- 

12  (Thurs.  -  Sat.);  St.  Mich- 
ael's are  planning  to  bring 

Sonny  Rollins  to  Toronto  in 
the  Spring,  if  he  returns 
from  Europe;  and  a  project- 

ed concert  in  Toronto  with 
Albert  Ayler,  Don  Cherry, 
Henry  Grimes,  and  Sonny 
Murray  has  been  cancelled 
through  lack  of  support.  If 
anyone  knows  of  an  inter- 

ested sponsor  or  promoter 
(on  or  off  campus)  please 
contact  the  Varsity;  we 
shouldn't  pass  this  up. 

THE  WALLENSTEIN 
AGENCY  WORKS 
FOR  NO  ONE 

10  review 



sincere  and  impressive 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

The  most  sincere  guy  in 
show  business  is  working 
this  week  and  next  at  the 
New  Gate  of  Cleve — Lonnle 
Johnson. 

Johnson,  a  jazz-blues  gui- 
tarist, has  been  around  for 

decades  and  has  influenced 
more  jazz  guitar  players 
than  you  can  count.  He  has 
a  brilliant  original  style  that 
will  dazzle  you  when  he 
plays  some  amazing  breaks 
with  all  the  agility  of  a  man 
a  third  his  age. 

Johnson  is  an  impressive 
blues  singer,  taking  a 
smoother,  quieter  style  ra- 

ther than  the  really  rough 
and  elemental  style  of,  say 
Robert  Pete  Williams,  or 
Son  House. 

But,  he's  good  in  another bag  too:  the  pop  ballad 
world.  Trouble  is,  hearing 
songs  such  as  Pennies  From 
Heaven  doesn't  really  excite me;  but  his  repertoire  is  so 
vast,  that  not  only  will  he 
never  run  out  of  songs,  but 
he's  got  something  for  prac- tically everybody. 

And  it  is  very  evident  that 
Johnson  does  all  his  songs 
with  loving  respect,  and  he 
can  project  that  feeling  off 
the  stage. 

AROUND  TOWN 
Bonnie  Dobson  is  at  the 

Riverboat;  Malka  and  Joso 
at  the  Penny  Farthing;  Len 
Chandler  will  be  at  the  Bo- 

hemian Embassy  later  this 
month;  and  Rich  Little, 
Gord  Lightfoot  and  the 
Allen-Ward  Trio  at  the  Win- 

ter Carnival  folk  show. 
And  here's  the  complete 

info  on  The  Orillia  Folk  Fes- 
tival (formerly  Winter  Mari- 

posa) now  that  court  action 
has  settled  the  ownership  of 
the  names. 

Phil  Ochs,  Jim  Kweskin 
and  the  Jug  Band,  Oscar 
Brand,  the  Chambers  Bro- 

thers, Guy  Carawan,  Judy 
Roderick,  Allen-Ward  Trio, 
Travellers,  Jim  and  Jean, 
Casey  Anderson,  Len  Chan- dler, Alan  MacRae,  Charles 
O'Hegarty,  Len  Udo,  Michael Sherman  and,  it  says  here, 
many  others. 

The  dates  are  Feb.  18-19, 

with  instrumental,  tradi- 
tional and  blues  workshops 

taking  up  the  Saturday  after- noon. 
Prices:  Fri.  $3.50,  Sat.  $4.00 

and  $6.25  for  a  combination 
ticket.  They're  available  at Sam's  the  Riverboat,  or  by 
mail  from  the  Orillia  Cham- 

ber of  Commerce.  The  Cham- 
ber is  running  the  festival 

and  has  hired  Syd  Banks, 
of  CTV's  Let's  Sing  Out,  as artistic  director. 

Hoot,  the  Folk  Guild's  ma- gazine will  see  a  rebirth  this weekend  and  will  include 
articles  by  folklorist  Edith 
Fowke,  guitarist  David  Rea 
and  others.  The  bi-monthly 
magazine  sells  for  60  cents 
at  Toronto  music-stores  and 
coffee  houses. 

RECORD  REVIEWS 
This  week  we  continue 

the  story  of  The  Byrds  in 
light  of  their  new  album 
Turn,  Turn,  Turn  (Columbia 
2454).  This  record  has  more 
of  the  same  stuff  I  talked 
about  last  week:  folksongs, 
Dylan  tunes  and  their  own 
compositions  with  a  style 
strongly  influenced  by  the Beatles. 
Most  of  it  is  bland  and 

unexceptional,  almost  all 
like  the  title  song,  which 
we've  all  heard  on  the  radio. 
Well,  Satisfied  Mind,  doesn't sound  any  different  and 
neither  does  The  Times 
They  Are  a  Changin'.  He Was  a  Friend  of  Mine  is  a 
particularly  unexciting  num- ber. 
Arrangements  often  lose 

the  inherent  quality  of  the 
song,  although  one  number, 
which  falls  among  six  soon- 
forgotten  Byrd-composed 
songs,  has  some  originality 
to  it.  It's  called  Set  You Free  This  Time  and  has  a 
fresh,  misty  quality  that  sets 
it  off  from  the  rest. 
The  liner  notes  say  the 

boys  spent  a  lot  of  time  pre- 
paring this  album.  But  in- stead of  a  good  record,  the 

results  show  some  dull  sing- 
ing but  with  very  precise 

instrumental  work. 
That  I'm  afraid  is  a  cri- 

ticism that  can  be  voiced  at 
almost  the  entire  folk-rock 
output.  Rock  and  roll,  and 

rhythm  and  blues  are  turn- ing out  some  very  good  pro- 
ducts these  days  but  un- 

fortunately not  so  with  folk- rock. 
Everybody's  cashing  in  on it  now  from  Jimmy  Gilmer 

to  Jerry  Lewis  and  his  sing- 
ers. And  then  there's  a  ver- 
sion of  Buffy  Sainte-Marie's 

stunning  Cod'ine,  I've  heard, that's  so  gutless  that  poor 
old  Buffy  might  have  been 
hooked  on  something  as 
common  as  too  much  food 
when  she  wrote  it. 

ODETTA 
Odetla  in  Japan  I  RCA 

Victor  3457)  is  a  live  record- 
ing done  in  Tokyo.  So  often 

these  record  companies 
think  a  live  recording  must 
be  done  in  a  huge  hall  be- fore thousands  of  people. 
But  real  rapport  with  the 
audience  is  hard  in  such 
place  and  audience  reaction 
is  usually  very  subdued  and 
polite  rather  like  at  a  ballet. 

Frankly  this  concert  is 
dull;  it  never  builds  to  a  cli- 

max, and  it  leaves  you  hang- 
ing half-way  up  with  a  sing- 

along  of  "We  Shall  Over- come" that  doesn't  really work. 
Individual  performances 

however,  are  beautiful, 
on  the  driving  "Joshua 
Fought  the  Battle  of  Jeri- 

cho" with  the  fine  guitar 
backing  of  Bruce  Langhorne 
one  of  the  best  accompanists 
in  the  business.  He  could 
afford  to  be  more  promi- nent on  this  record  as  Oder 
ta's  voice  is  very  hard  to  up 
stage  anyway. 

Her  dramatic  use  of  voice 
plus  the  dignity  of  her  per- 

formances are  well  in  evi- 
dence. That  cold,  harsh 

quality  is  best  shown 
"Chilly  Winds"  while  the softer,  melodic  voice 
hances  "Hush  Little  Baby' 
and  "On  Top  of  Old  Smok- 

ey". 

"If  I  Had  a  Hammer 
comes  off  as  a  dull,  repet 
tive  and  boring  number  and 
in  company  with  othe 
songs  I've  mentioned,  points out  what  kind  of  record  this 
is.  Only  the  Japanese  song: 
included  are  new;  the  rest 
are  trite  and  overdone. 
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By  CHARLES  O'MAHONEY 
Impersonally,  by  and  large  Stravinsky's  music  is  no  gas. But  this  is  not  to  imply  that  occasional  outburts  of  sound 

matter  less  and  less.  On  the  contrary,  the  real  test  of  a  great 
orchestra  consists  in  their  being  able  to  play  badly  well. 
This  assured,  they  would  escape  the  more  common  symp- toms of  old  age,  resin  rot,  and  the  creeping  cruds. 

Stravinsky,  you  crafty  gadfly.  Telling  us  in  so  many 
different  neo-classic,  serialistic,  irrythmic,  dodecaphonically 
liturgical  ways  that  you  are  so  original  to  say  the  same  what 
others  did,  or  want  to,  but  over  because  you  are  84.  We  to 

judge? 
Whatever  your  virtues  they  are  not  those  of  celerity- 

clarity,  brazenly  put  over  with  few  readings.  And  this  would 
seem  to  have  marred  the  Toronto  Symphony's  performance of  the  Symphony  in  Three  Movements.  Which  for  unsubtle 
tastes  was  a  good  reading.  But  this  is  riot  the  Bohemian Embassy. 

Possibly  it  might  be  impertinent  to  suggest  there  were 
difficulties  in  balance  in  the  Greeting  Prelude.  Well  it's  a short  piece,  some  may  say,  and  Io  would  they  be  accurate 
in  its  length.  Prithee,  more  innuendo  and  leave  the  burlesque 
to  the  Circus  Polka  (Folka?). 

You  get  the  feeling  it  was  rushed.  Only  minor  criticism 
for  the  Violin  Concerto.  If  only  six  people  know  and  one 
fails  to  discover,  what  has  been  gained?  James  Oliver  Bus- 
well  IV  is  a  master  technician  with  uncanny  instinct  for 
Stravinsky. 

Is  the  Firebird  Suite  a  metaphysical  orgy?  Hardly.  Bus- 
well's  mad  because  some  people  would  have  missed  it  be- 

cause especially  at  the  Wednesday  night  performance  the 
empty  verisimulitude  is  regretted.  Had  he  stood  physically 
out  from  the  orchestra,  audibility  may  not  have  suffered. 
Faultless  musically!  Better  than  Shakespear. 

Firebird  was  an  explosive  enactment  of  none  so  banal, 
as  original  culmination  of  Russo  romantic  attitudes  with 
inordinate  precision  and  true  bangs. 

Firebird  as  social  philosophy.  Indefensible.  There  is  no 
such  thing  as  facts,  if.  Redefined:  consensus  of  interpreta- tion. In  Concentus  Musicus  five  out  of  six  agree  and  the 
other  who  is  also  named  thought  it  the  best  all  year  had 
brought.  Does  this  mean  that  depravity  rules  the  urchins  of 
the  big  mushroom?  Rather,  it  means  that  you  can't  argue through  print  because  who  will  read  it,  if  only  because  there 
is  no  feedback  in  print. 

Bring  portable  radios. 

New  hope  for  Ragtime  Mamas 
BY  ROZ  LOFSKY 

Two  months  ago,  the  Rag- time Mama  Jug  Band  was 
ready  to  call  it  quits.  After 
being  thrown  out  of  a  well- known  Yorkville  coffee 
house,  following  a  trial  per- 

formance the  five  members 
of  this  group  felt  that 
they'd  never  get  anywhere. 
But  today  tfcey  are  pack- 

ing the  Cellar  on  Avenue Road  &  Davenport,  with 
their  kazoo-blowing,  foot- 
stomping,  washboard-scrat- ching music.  The  owner  of the  Cellar  is  so  excited  about 
the  band  that  he  has  bought 
six  per  cent  of  the  group  and 
has  guaranteed  them  regular 
Friday  and  Saturday  night booking. 

The  band,  made  up  of 
Randy  Torno  (II  Innis),,  Joe 
Mendelson  (III  UC),  Marv 
Tyrell  (I  Vic),  Ken  Hall 
(III  Composition  at  the 
Conservatory),  and  Donna- Marie  Debolt  (a  Winnipeg- 
born  music  teacher)  got  to- 

gether at  the  end  of  the summer  when  Randy,  who 
conceived  the  idea,  found 
the  right  personnel. 

All  members  of  the  band 
have  had  extensive  music 
and  performing  back- ground. Randy,  Joe  and 
Donna-Marie  have  done  in- 

dividual singing  acts,  Marv 
has  done  acting,  while  Ken, 
their  gutt-boxer,  is  studying 
the  classical  guitar  at  the Conservatory. 
They  refer  to  their  sound as  "nutty,  goofy,  happy- 

lime  music".  With  instru- 
ments ranging  from  gutt- box,    duck-call,  moonshine 

jug  and  washboard,  the band  will  take  traditional 
songs  such  as  "  Five  Foot Two",  give  it  a  humorous touch,  a  dash  of  jug  music 
and  come  up  with  a  fantas- tic number.  They  also  do 
authentic  jug  music  and  oc- casional blues. 

Despite  the  fine  talent  of this  versatile  group,  the 
band  ran  into  troubles  last 
October.  At  this  time  Gil- 

bert Sharpe  (HI  New) 
came  into  the  picture. 
Sharpe,  who  happened  to 
be  in  the  mood  for  a  busi- 

ness venture  became  inter- ested when  Mendelson,  the 
guitarist  approached  him. Sharpe  listened  to  the 
group,  liked  it  and  is  now their  manager  and  financial backer. 

It  was  he  who  got  them 
booked  in  the  Cellar,  where 
they  are  now  such  a  hit. "The  first  week  we  were 
at  the  Cellar",  he  said "there  were  only  10  people 
there.  The  next  time  there 
were  50  to  75,  and  the  third 
time  there  were  not  enough 

chairs  and  tables." Torno,  lead  arranger  in 
the  group  said  "I  think  the time  is  ripe  for  this  type  of 
music.  We're  doing  some- 

thing never  done  before 
and  we're  doing  it  well. 
With  the  right  breaks  and 
right  promotion  we  can  go 

right  to  the  top." With  the  way  they're clicking  now  he  may  be 
right. 
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"Americans -a  garrulous  people 

WW 

about  due  for  its  second  snowstorm  of  the Mr.  Adehnan  is  a  graduate  student  in  Philosophy 
at  this  University,  well-known  in  his  former  roles 
as  General  Manager  of  Campus  Cooperative  Re- 

sidences, and  Finance  Commissioner  of  SAC.  The 
views  expressed  by  Mr.  Adelman  in  this  com- 
ment-cum-book  review  are  not  necessarily  those 
of  The  Varsity.  ■ 

Americans,  in  general,  are  a  garrulous  people, 
I  do  not  write  this  in  any  disparaging  sense.  The 
willingness,  even  eagerness  of  Americans  to  talk, 
discuss  and  reveal  the  most  confidential  and  in- 

tricate matters  can  only  assist  the  democratic  pro- 
cess when  these  matters  involve  political  and  mili- 
tary problems.  This  does  not  mean  the  talkative- ness is  motivated  by  a  concern  with  democracy. 

On  the  contrary,  the  interest  is  in  recognition,  the 
intense  and  deep  seated  need  to  have  one's  activi- ties acknowledged  and  praised.  It  is  because  of 
this,  that  the  work  of  American  "Undercover 
agents"  and  "secret  operations"  is  better  known and  understood  than  that  of  any  other  great 
power. 

Brian  Moore's  The  Green  Berets  is  a  volume 
written  because  of  the  necessity  to  gain  recogni- 

tion for  the  courageous,  independent,  and  dedi- cated men  —  even  martyrs  —  who  make  up  the 
United  States  special  forces,  the  American  gueril- 

las. Though  without  real  literary  merit,  the  book 
is  tlis  most  revealing  and  explosive  work,  not 
merely  on  the  men  fighting  in  Vietnam,  or  even 
merely  in  Vietnamese  policy,  but  on  the  policy  of 
the  United  States  in  general.  The  book  is  must 
reading  for  it  is,  as  the  author  states  in  the  in- 

troduction, "a  book  of  truth." 
But  it  is  a  truth  of  a  deeper  and  more  mean- 

inglul  variety  than  the  writer  intended  for  he 
"planned  and  researchtd  it  originally  to  be  an 
account  presenting,  through  a  series  of  actual  in- 

cidents, an  inside  informed  view  of  the  almost 
unknown  work  of  our  Special  Forces  in  Vietnam 
and  countries  around  the  world."  The  book  suc- 

ceeds as  a  laudatory  tribute  to  the  courage,  skills, 
and  independence  of  the  individuals  who  make 
up  the  units  the  author  so  openly  admires.  But 
unintentionally,  it  also  reveals  other  sides  to  their 

". . .  /  don't  want  my  children  fight- 

ing the  Communists  at  home" 

character,  and,  more  importantly,  the  character 
of  the  Vietnam  conflict  and  American  policy  un- 

derlying it. 
This  comes  through  clearest  in  a  conversation 

in  a  French  club  when  an  American  Special  Force 
officer  is  asked,  "Why  do  you  Americans  risk  your lives  twelve  thousand  miles  from  home  for  these 
people  who  steal  most  of  what  you  give  them  and 
are  airaid  to  fight  for  their  own  country?"  The American  replies  after  a  few  moments  of  reflec- 

tion, "two  reasons  .  .  .  First,  I  am  a  professional 
soldier  and  1  take  orders  and  do  what  I'm  told. 
Second,  I  don't  want  my  children  fighting  the 
Communists  at  home."  (p.  152)  Later  in  the  book 
the  feeling  of  another  American  officer  reveals 
the  policy  in  a  much  more  general  way.  "His career  had  been  occupied  in  using  corruption  and 
greed  in  foreign  countries  to  further  the  national 
objectives  of  his  own."  (p.  293) 

What  are  the  Americans  fighting  for?  The 
author  in  his  epilogue  calls  it  "freedom."  What 
meaning  this  freedom  has  is  not  discussed.  But 
whatever  the  sense,  it  is  not  the  freedom  of  the 
Brazilians,  Laotians,  or  Vietnamese.  Therefore, 
the  people  utilized  to  fight  for  them  are  irrele- 

vant. But,  these  allies  are  disparaged  as  well. 
"The  Viet  intelligence  crew  is  scared  of  only  one 
thing  more  than  physical  danger,  and  that's  loss 
of  face."  (p.  240) 

"Eighteen  dead  montagnards  lay  about,  blood 
running  into  the  ground.  Most  of  them  had  wea- 

pons near  at  hand  and  were  indeed  V.C.  sym- 
pathizers, but  others,  including  the  old  chief  who 

had  wanted  nothing  for  his  people  but  to  live  un- 
molested by  either  side  in  this  war  they  couldn't 

By  HOWARD  ADELMAN  !  and  which  offered  them 
matter  which  side  won,  lay  dead.  iheiTvisitT "blanket  retKiests  were  issued  for  op- 

"Cries,  wails  and  moans  came  from  many  of     timistic  pr0gress  reports  which  were  then  neatly the  houses,  and  squads  were  sent  to  investigate.     tr^^^  m  ]ift|a  white  cards  for  easy  referral 

Twenty  minutes  later,  15  wounded  children  rang- 
ing in  age  from  two  to  ten,  were  gently  (by  Amen 

can's)  laid  out  in  the  village  square."  (p.  233  — brackets  mine.) 

"Oh,  they  (the  camps)  look  good,  all  right. 
Christ  you'd  think  we  were  back  in  garrison  in- 

stead 'of  out  on  the  Cambodian  borders.  That's how  Chi  keeps  embezzling  going  so  successfully, 

(p.  80) But  cowardly,  cruel  and  corrupt  Vietnamese 
aren't  their  only  allies.  "It  took  presidential  ap- 

proval but  finally  Martell  (an  American  officer) 

"What  are  the  Americans  fighting 
for? — freedom  . . . 
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acquired  about  100  assorted  thieves,  rapists,  mug- 
gers, dope  pushers,  pimps,  homosexuals  and  mur- derers. These  last  were  released  to  Nam  Luong  (a 

base)  because  they  had  only  murdered  other  de- 
linquents, not  useful  citizens."  (p.  109)  But  more 

respectable  types  were  involved  as  well.  Ex- Catholic  landowners  were  used  as  undercover 
agents  in  the  north  who  "had  too  much  property and  business  to  leave."  (p.  318) 

They  were  not  all  rich  reactionary,  corrupt 
and  cowardly.  There  were  courageous  peasants 
involved  as  well.  Some  were  Tai  farmers.  But 
they  did  not  cultivate  mangos.  "I  will  supply  a 
Tai  chief  for  him  to  bargain  with  and  five  kilos 
of  poppy.  That  ought  to  bring  him  out.  In  New 
York  City  that  much  raw  heroin  would  be  worth 
over  $1,000,000."  (p.  291).  Others  were  Cambodian mercenaries.  Whether  Cambodian,  Tai,  Laotian  oi 
Vietnamese,  all  fought  because  the  Americans 
paid  them. American  power  and  money  and  ingenuity 
and  organizational  skill  is  combined  with  the 
most  disreputable  of  elements  in  other  societies 
to  stop  communism.  This  is  not  the  revelation 
of  a  critic  but  of  an  admirer  with  first  hand  ob- 

servations to  supply  as  evidence.  This  overall 
policy  is  revealed  clearly  in  very  specific  goals. 

For  example,  the  goal  of  the  fighting  in  Viet- nam is  to  get  to  the  negotiating  table,  but  in  a 
position  of  strengh.  What  does  this  mean?'Wmv we  must  keep  pressure  on  the  Communists.  Next 
thing  they  know  there'll  be  teams  around  Hanoi and  Uncle  Ho  will  be  asking  for  a  new  peace  con- 

ference. Only  we'll  be  talking  from  strength." "It's  a  new  kind  of  war  we  fight  today,  yes? 
No  such  thing  as  win  or  lose.  Just  which  side  has 
the  muscle  to  make  the  other  side  agree  when  the 
bargaining  starts."  (p.  331) 

It  certainly  is  an  interesting  view  of  negotia- tions. 
We  got  some  notion  of  the  bombing  policy  of 

the  U.S.A.  as  well.  From  the  newspapers,  we 
learned  that  bombing  North  Vietnam  was  in  re- 

taliation for  a  Viet  Cong  raid  on  an  American 
base.  But  when  the  bombing  continued  we  began 
to  wonder.  When  it  was  intensified  daily,  we 
wondered  even  more.  We  evidently  had  good  rea- 

son to  wonder.  The  bombing  merely  awaited  the 
construction  of  an  escape  network  for  downed  pi- 

lots. "Train  guerrillas...  and  set  up  escape  and  eva- 
sion nets  for  pilots.  The  Navy  and  Air  Force  will 

start  hitting  targets  in  this  GWOA  first  and  then 
work  up  until  they  start  hitting  Hanoi."  (p.  312) We  need  wonder  no  longer  whether  this  war  will 
be  escalated  to  include  the  bombing  of  Haiphong 
and  Hanoi. 

What  about  the  myth  of  American  advisor 
status?  Our  suspicions  are  confirmed  that  it  was 
merely  a  disguise  which  was  removed  when  it 
encountered  the  war  effort.  "Although  for  years 
it  had  been  apparent  to  the  men  in  combat 
against  Communist  Viet  Cong  guerillas  that  it  was 
better  if  the  Vietnamese  did  not  have  final  control 
of  military  operations,  the  United  States  con- tinued to  support  this  policy,  to  prove  Americans 
were  merely  acting  as  advisors."  (p.  268) 

We  suspected  the  information  given  to  the 
press  was  not  entirely  accurate.  We  didn't  know politicians  and  state  department  officials  were 
handled  the  same  way.  South  Vietnam's  capital 

transcribed  to  little  white  cards  for  easy  i 
at  briefing  sessions.  This  was  always  a  discourag- 

ing and  frustrating  time  for  the  field  officers  who 
were  close  to  the  unpleasant  tortures  of  daily 
fighting  in  Vietnam. 

But  the  most  revealing  piece  of  information 
is  an  insight  into  what  is  happening  in  the  rest  of 
the  world.  An  action  in  Laos  is  recorded.  We 
learn  that  even  though  the  1962  Geneva  Accords 
were  signed  in  October  of  1962  to  remove  foreign 
military  assistance,  the  American  officers  of  the CIA.  were  wise  and  perceptive  enough  to  know 
they  could  not  trust  the  Pathet  Lao. 

"Even  though  it  was  a  court-martial  offense, 
Arklin  deliberately  failed  to  notice  that  his  heavy- 
weapons  sergeant  had  left  behind  two  submachine 
guns  and  a  large  stock  of  ammunition."  (p.  170) 

By  March,  1964,  the  weapons  room  contained 
enough  heavy  and  light  weapons  and  ammunition 
for  battalion  operations.  Arklin  had  more  than 
400  men.  They  were  paid  monthly  in  Laotian  cur- 

rency flown  in  to  him."  (p.  185) 
But  initiatives  in  breaking  treaties  and  re- 

arming are  insufficient.  There  must  be  political 
initiatives  to  stop  the  communists  although  these 
interventions  are  deemed  as  insignificant.  "It  may be  a  while  since  the  orthodox  types  running  this 
crazy  war  don't  like  to  admit  to  themselves  that Americans  are  violating  treaties  even  though  if 
we  didn't,  the  Commies  would  take  the  dinky 
little  country  that  happens  to  be  so  strategically 
located  any  week  they  wanted  .  .  ." "You'll  be  getting  action,  plenty  of  it  soon. 
There's  been  a  half-assed  coup-d'Etat  in  Vietnam. 
Nothing  much.  A  new  right  wing  general  has 
taken  over  control  of  the  government  temporarily. 
But  that  is  all  it  takes  to  give  the  Communists  an 
excuse  to  start  moving  into  Vietnam."  (p.  187) 

And  this  is  the  excuse  for  military  initiative. 
"If  he  took  no  action  the  somnolent  Laotian 
government  might  be  defeated  before  it  could 
prepare  to  fight  off  the  Communists.  There  would be  no  time  for  the  United  States  to  come  to  the 

aid  of  Laos  and  protect  its  neutrality."  (p.  190) Most  of  all  the  book  concentrates  on  revealing 
the  valor,  dedication,  and  skill  of  the  warriors. 
They  are  the  guardians  of  America  taught  to  fight 
a  war  and  not  win  a  peace,  taught  to  fabricate 
untruths,  not  create  a  greater  truth,  taught  to 
plan  means,  not  think  of  ends,  taught  to  fight 
against  communism,  but  not  for  humanity.  Ameri- 

can policy  is  revealed  as  a  reaction  against  com- munism rather  than  guided  by  positive  goals. 
Communist  phobia,  patriotism,  and  blind  service 
form  the  foundation  stones  of  this  dedicated  or- ganization which  is  willing  to  make  use  of  any 
means  and  anybody  to  achieve  its  objectives. 

All  policies  are  revealed  as  hypocritical  and 
fed  by  streams  of  misinformation.  The  Special 
Forces  have  respect  for  neither  neutrality  nor 
treaties.  They  act  independently  of  the  regular 

".  .  .  but  not  the  freedom  of  the 

Brazilians,  Laotians,  or  Vietna- 

mese" 

army  and  state  department  because  they  know what  is  best  for  the  country. 
The  book  is  valuable  because,  as  the  author 

states,  it  is  an  honest  book.  It  gets  rid  of  the 
masks  of  lies  and  self-deception  to  reveal  the  basic 
nature  of  the  tactics  and  policies  of  the  United 
States  as  formulated  by  the  people  who  generate 
those  tactics  and  policies— not  the  legislators  but 
the  secret  special  forces  in  the  field.  The  author 
employs  a  fictional  form  to  make  sure  the  true 
story  can  be  told  irrespective  of  classified  names 
and  places.  The  fact  that  the  truth  is  upheld  for 
worship  only  adds  to  the  awful  realization  of  the 
impoverished  and  irrational  state  in  which  Ameri- can foreign  policy  finds  itself  today. 

In  the  United  States  Special  Forces,  the  Green 
Berets,  America  places  its  trust.  God  bless  Ameri- ca. No  one  else  will. 



Johnson:  a  "self-taught  liberal" By  RAY  RAPHAEL 
President  Johnson  is  a  self-taught  liberal 

who  has  managed  to  break  away  from  the 
localism  he  exhibited  during  the  early  1950s, 
Professor  J.S.  Dupre  of  the  Political  Economy 
Department  told  a  Hillel  seminar  yesterday 
afternoon  in  Sidney  Smith  Hall. 

Speaking  on  "L.B.J.  —  Liberal  or  Oppor- 
tunist," Dupre  contrasted  the  Lyndon  John- 

son of  the  early  '50s  who  fought  for  tax concessions  for  Texas  oilmen  and  voted 
against  civil  rights  bills,  with  the  present 
day  Lyndon  Johnson  who  is  determined  to 
build  a  great  society  and  ensure  equal 
rights  for  American  Negroes. 
Dupre  said  the  Sputnik  crisis  of  1957 

marks  Johnson's  assent  to  the  rank  of  na- 
tional leadership.  In  the  absence  of  presi- dential initiative  Johnson  took  command 

and  was  the  driving  force  behind  the  adop- 
tion of  the  American  space  program.  The 

massive  federal  expenditure  on  the  space 
program  represented  a  departure  from  the 
fiscal  conservatism  Johnson  had  displayed 
in  the  past,  Dupre  said. 

If  Johnson  were  just  an  opportunist  he 
would  have  merely  castigated  the  adminis- tration for  its  failure  to  take  action  and 
thus  have  gained  politically.  Instead,  he 
gave  the  administration  a  thrust  forward 
in  its  space  program  and  in  fact  saved  it 
much  embarassment. 
Dupre  disagreed  with  those  who  consider 

Johnson  to  be  a  mere  opportunist  who  has 
changed  his  views  to  deal  with  a  national 
rather  than  a  local  constituency.  He  said 
Johnson's  congressional  career  provided 
him  with  the  opportunity  to  become  self- 
educated  and  to  assimilate  the  problems 
that  faced  the  nation  as  a  whole. 

As  majority  leader  of  the  senate,  at  a  time 
when  there  was  no  strong  leadership  from 
the  White  House,  Johnson  held  a  potential 
position  of  enormous  national  influence  and 
prestige  Dupre  said.  Faced  with  a  position 
of  national  importance  Johnson  was  made 
aware  of  the  problems  facing  the  nation 
as  a  whole  and  of  the  solutions  that  were 
necessary  to  solve  them. 

Dalhousie  to  drop  WUS  connection 

HALIFAX  (CUP) — Dalhousie  University 
will  drop  its  connection  with  World  Univer- 

sity Service  of  Canada  (WUSC),  according 
to  a  recommendation  by  Dalsousie  WUSC 
chairman  and  student  council  president. 

Jane  Massy,  campus  WUSC  chairman  has 
charged  that  the  policy  of  the  national  body 
is  faulty,  even  though  its  aims  are  worth 
while.  "I  feel  that  the  local  committee  is 
becoming  a  collecting  agency.  As  long  as 
the  money  reaches  Toronto,  the  central  of- 

fice seems  to  be  satisfied,"  she  said.  The 
committee's  request  to  be  able  to  earmark 
funds  for  specific  WUSC  projects  was  flatly 
rejected  without  stating  valid  reasons,  she added. 

Dalhousie  student  union  president  Robbie 
Shaw  said,  "if  Dal  were  to  drop  out  of 
WUSC  it  would  be  a  sufficient  shock  to  im- 

press upon  them  the  need  to  plan  their  pro- 
gram so  that  students  on  campus  could  be- 
come interested  in  it." 

Referring  to  a  notice  she  had  received 

from  the  national  WUSC  office  in  Toronto 
concerning  Dalhousie's  contribution  to  the national  WUSC  budget.  Miss  Massey  said; 
"Someone  even  had  the  effrontery  to  write 
on  the  notice:  'Make  this  a  happy  New  Year 
for  us!  i.e.  our  happiness  depends  on  the 
receipt  of  your  money'." She  said  WUSC  is  not  performing  any  use- 

ful function  on  the  campus,  because  funds 
are  used  at  the  discretion  of  the  national 
office  without  communication  to  the  stu- dents who  donate  them. 

Students  cannot  feel  a  kinship  with  those 
communities  benefitting  from  their  contri- 

bution, she  said.  "The  students  are  almost 
completely  apathetic  towards  the  opera- 

tion." 
The  Canadian  Union  of  Students  is  cur- 

rently investigating  the  operation  of  the 
national  WUSC  body,  but  has  not  yet  arriv- 

ed at  a  public  recommendation  about  sup- 
port or  non-support  of  its  program. 

Jolly  members 
— photo  by  ART  (busy)  MclLWAtN 

of  the  Blue  ond  White  Society  ond  friends  gleefully  prepore  for  the  coming 

nnis  College  registrar  suggests 

counselling  service  for  academics 

By  DEANNA  KAMIEL 
Innis  College  Registrar, 

Professor  G.B.  Payzant,  sug- 
gested yesterday  that  a counselling  service  be  set  up 

for  the  university's  acade- mic and  administ  r  a  t  i  v  e 
staff. 

In  the  last  of  three  lec- 
tures on  Student  Mental 

Health,  at  Hart  House,  Dr. 

Payzant  explained  how  "bad teaching"  may  be  "a  potent 
source"  of  students'  frustra- tions and  disturbances. 
Needed  help  and  advice 

t  o  inexperienced  teachers, 
he  said,  "will  provide  bene- 

fits for  the  whole  univer- 

sity." 

But  "the  administration 
will  not  touch  it,"  he  said, when  asked  if  students 
could  prompt  the  university 
administration  to  initiate 
teacher  training  courses. 
He  said  such  a  program 

would  have  to  be  discussed 
and  begun  on  the  faculty 
council  level. 

Dr.  Payzant,  a  philosophy 
professor,  noted  that  most 
problem  cases  which  come 
to  official  attention  concern 
breakdowns  in  student- 
teacher  relations. 
But,  he  later  charged, 

some  troubled  undergrad- uates are  refused  aid  by 
professors  and  demonstrat- ors who  consider  such  cases 

outside  their  "field".  Dr. Payzant  also  accused  some staff  members  of  purposely 
failing  students  or  assign- 

ing low  marks  to  increase 
their  own  stature. 

"The  more  pelts  nailed  to 
the  wall,  the  more  exalted... 
his  academic  integrity,"  the registrar  said  in  describing 
some  professors'  views. But  this  method  can  force 
students  to  "drag  thGir tails"  and  even  cheat.  It 
also  prevents  some  from 

gaining  scholarships  and  en- trance to  graduate  school. 
Dr.  Payzant  also  accused 

some  department  heads 
with  resisting  new  material 
and  methods,  saying,  "They 
are  content  to  sit  back  in 
academic  Stillwater  and  cat 

lotus." 

He  also  blamed  the  tenure 

system  for  producing  'the dear  old  boys,"  disillusioned "time-servers"  waiting  for 
their  pension,  who  could  not 
be  more  useless  "if  hewn  in 

marble." 

The  university,  however, 
cannot  be  blamed  when  a 
student  does  not  exert  him- self. But  when  he  does,  and 
receives  a  bad  response 
from  disinterested  teachers, 
Dr.  Payzant  added,  "he  is  in 
the  worst  possible  environ- 

ment." 

UBC  arts  president  fears  suit 

over  article  in  campus  magazine 

VANCOUVER  (CUP)  — 
Charles  Campbell,  president 
of  the  University  of  British 
Columbia's  art  undergradu- 

ate society,  says  he  may  be 

sued  by  a  member  of  UBC's Board  of  Governors  over  a 
magazine  article. "If  we  are  used  for  crimi- 

nal libel,  the  publisher  — me  —  can  be  sent  to  prison 

for  five  years,"  he  said  last week. 

The  editors  of  tbe  arts 
magazine  Consensus,  Nancy 
Corbett  and  Peter  Cameron, 

said  the  article's  purpose 
was  "to  give  a  profile  of  the 
type  of  people  who  chart 
the  policies  of  the  univer- 

sity. 

"(Board  member  Einar) 
Cunderson  does  not  have 
the  interest  of  the  students 
at  heart,"  they  said.  "Reveal- ing Gunderson  as  a  bad  per- son was  in  the  best  interest 

of  the  students." Campbell's  motion  to  fire the  two  editors  was  defeated 
in  the  arts  council  by  eight 
votes  to  two. 

Education  programs  may  feel  pinch 

of  Viet  Ham  war  effort 

WASHINGTON  (CUP- 
CPS  )— Education  programs 
are  among  the  Great  Society 
plans  likely  to  feel  the  pinch of  the  Viet  Nam  war  effort, 
sources  at  the  U.S.  Office  of Education  indicate. 
Major  increases  had  been 

sought  for  the  $2.6  billion 

program  for  higher  educa- tion, but  these  will  very  like- 
ly be  postponed. It  had  also  been  hoped 

that  the  funds  for  the  $1.3 
billion  elementary  and  se- 

condary school  aid  law 
would  be  more  than  doubled for  the  next  fiscal  year. 
These  plans  were  made, 

however,  before  the  Johnson 
administration  revealed  it 
would  ask  for  an  additional 

$12  to  $13  billion  to  finance 
the  expanding  war  in  Viet Nam. 
The  Office  of  Education 

holds  only  a  slim  hope  that 
President  Johnson  will  push 
for  a  significant  increase  in the  school  aid  program, 
which  is  aimed  at  bolstering 
the  education  of  youngsters 
in  low  income  families. 
The  Education  Agency  re- 

ports that  nearly  3,000  school districts  had  programs  ap- 
proved under  the  new  law 

by  Dec.  21.  Funds  were  not available  until  after  the 
school  year  began,  and  the 
number  willing  to  start  pro- 

gram in  mid-semester  is  an indication  of  the  need,  a 
spokesman  said. 
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McGill  likes  U.  S.  Viet  policy 

50  per  cent  favor,  38  oppose 

MONTREAL  (CUP)  — 
Half  of  the  students  at  Mc- 

Gill University  support  Ame- 
rican policy  in  Vietnam. 

A  poll  conducted  by  the 
Survey  Committee  of  Mc- 
Gill's  External  Affairs  De- 

partment showed  50  per 
cent  in  favour,  38  per  cent 

opposed  and  12  per  cent  un- decided. 
The  poll,  taken  before  the 

end  of  the  "peace  offensive' , 
showed  that  most  students 
were  moderate  in  their  opi- 

nions. Even  among  those  op- 
posing American  policy,  57 

per  cent  thought  the  peace 
effort  was  sincere. 
Only  21  per  cent  were 

strongly  in  favor  of  Ameri- can policy.  The  majority  of 
students  supporting  the  U.S. 
wanted  immediate  negotia- 

tions to  end  the  war,  while 
a  similar  hard  core  of  21 
per  cent  wanted  to  wait  for a  more  favorable  military 

position. Most  opposed  American 
policy  because  it  was  inef- fective, many  citing  moral 
grounds  as  an  additional reason. 

Only  17  per  cent  strongly 
opposed  the  U.S.  policy,  and 
only  14  per  cent  of  those 
polled  were  willing  to  de- 

monstrate against  the  war. 
Most  of  the  12  per  cent 

who  were  undecided  said 
they  had  not  been  suffcient- 
ly  informed. The  pollsters  note  that  56 
per  cent  of  those  expressing 
an  opinion  favored  the  Ame- rican stand  —  the  same  per- 

centage that  rejected  Mc 
Gills  membership  in  the 
Union  Generate  des  Etu- diants  du  Quebec  Jan.  26. 

Rochdale  College  may  be  ready  in
  '67 

with  high-rise  towers,  Bloor  site 

By  LINDA  HALE 
Rochdale  College,  a  new 

high-rise  student  residence 
run  by  Campus  Co-operative Residence  Inc.,  may  be 
ready  to  house  its  first  stu- dents in  September,  1967. 
A  committee  planning  the 

proposed  student-owned  and operated  residence  reported 
to  a  Campus  Co-op  general 
meeting  Wednesday  that 
the  building  would  have 
room  for  1,000  residents. 

It  will  be  located  on  the 
south  side  of  Bloor  between 
Huron  and  St.  George  and 
have  three  high-rise  towers. 
One  tower  will  have  resi- 

dent-type accommodation ; the  second  will  be  for  single 
students  with  dining  hall 
privileges  if  wanted;  the 
third  will  consist  of  one- 
bedroom  apartments. 
The  Co-op  has  designed 

the  building  with  the  educa- 
tional and  social  life  of  stu- dents in  mind.  They  have 

planned  for  seminar  rooms, common  rooms,  library, 
and  a  multi-purpose  area that  can  be  used  for  such 
things  as  theatres  and  work- shops. 

At  the  present  time,  they 
are  having  difficulty  ar- 

ranging for  financing  of  the 
$5,000,000  project.  The  de- 

veloper of  the  Colonnade, 
Reuben  Corporation,  which 
owns  the  site  and  will  put 
up  the  building,  has  agreed 
to  put  up  §400,000  toward the  project. 
The  students  have  ap- 

proached the  Ontario  Gov- ernment and  other  large 
Co-op  organizations  in  Can- 

ada to  provide  the  necessa- 
ry 10  per  cent  of  the  total cost.  The  remaining  90  per 

cent  will  be  covered  by  a mortgage. 

The  Co-op  plans  to  expand 
its  other  facilities  to  pro- 

vide about  500  students with  low-cost  housing  by 
this  September. 

Only  two  seats  left  on  London  SAC  flights 

By  ROZ  LOFSKY 
There  are  only  two  seats 

left  in  the  SAC-sponsored 
flights  to  London.  They  are 
for  the  June  4  to  July  1 
trips. 

VCUC  to  sponsor 

student  seminar 

at  Emmanuel  College 

The  Victoria  College  Un- ion Council  is  sponsoring  a 
Stu  d  e  n  t  Affairs  Seminar 
this  weekend  at  Emmanuel College. 

Discussion  will  be  on  stu- 
dent leadership,  adjustment 

to  the  university  and  the 
student's  role  in  university 
government. 

Seminar  leaders  will 
include  Doug  Ward,  presi- dent-elect of  the  Canadian 
Union  of  Students,  SAC  Pre- 

sident Mary  Brewin  and  St. 
Michaels  College  student 
council  president  Richard 
Guisso.  Keynote  speaker 
will  "be  Northrop  Frye,  prin- 

cipal of  Victoria  College. 
All  students  are  welcome 

to  attend  the  sessions,  which hpnin  inmnrrnw  mornine. 

But  all  the  rest  of  the 
three  remaining  flights  are 
booked  solid.  In  fact  there 
is  a  waiting  list  of  about 
100,  with  about  half  of  these 
waiting  for  the  popular  May 
22  to  Sept.  9  flight. 
When  the  Jan  28th  dead- 

line arrived  last  week,  84 
cancelled  out,  allowing 
waiters  to  get  a  chance. 
Reasons  for  cancellation 
vary  from  lack  of  money  to 
changed  plans. 

A  prime  reason  for  can- cellations this  year  was  due 
to  the  new  ruling  that  pas- 

sengers can  not  switch 
flights  on  the  way  back. 
Before  the  new  ruling  stu- 

dents were  able  to  leave  To- 
ron  to  by  one  flight  and 
come  back  by  another.  Now 
they  must  come  and  go  on 

the  same  flight. 
There  are  539  people 

booked  on  the  flights. 
U  of  T  staff,  students  and 

faculty  are  eligible.  So  are 
extension  students  working 
for  a  degree  and  OCE  stu- dents. 

Forestry  awards 
announced 

U  of  T  President  Claude 
Bissell  has  announced  four 
awards  in  the  Faculty  of 
Forestry. 

John  Munro  (SGS)  and 
Edward  Kondo  (SGS)  both 
get  ?  1,800  fellowships  for 
graduate  work.  Ian  Morri- 

son (SGS)  receives  $2,000. Paul  Cooper  (I  For)  gets 
the  Forestry  Association 
Medal,  worth  $600. 

EARTHY  NON-CHILD  FILM  COMING  TO  ROM 
The  next  offering  in  the  Sunday  film  series  sponsored 

by  the  Royal  Ontario  Museum  will  be  "Dead  Birds,"  a  study of  the  Dani  people  of  West  New  Guinea. 

A  spokesman  for  the  Museum  termed  the  film  "real 
and  earthy  but  not  particularly  shocking  for  adults." 

Consequently,  museum  officials  will  not  admit  "child- ren" to  the  showing. 
Non-children  may  see  the  film  this  Sunday  at  2  p.m. in  the  Museum  Theatre. 
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St.  Mikes  in  race  after  upsetting  Law 

By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

St.  Mike's  A  brightened 
their  hopes  for  a  playoff 
spot  in  Group  I  of  the  inter- faculty  hockey  league  as 
they  took  a  convincing  4-1 decision  from  Law  Lords. 
As  a  result  of  their  win,  they 
now  have  thirteen  points, 
two  less  than  second  place 
Vic  and  three  less  than  Law 
and  Sr.  Engineering  who  are 
presently  tied  for  first  place. 
The  top  three  teams  will  ad- 

vance to  the  Jennings  Cup 
playoffs. 
Lucio  Cengarle  led  the 

way  for  the  Irish  as  he  fired 
two  goals.  Bill  Morrison 
and  Bob  Sullivan  counted 
the  other  scores  for  the  win- 

ners while  Mike  Wallace 
bagged  the  lawyers'  lone 
goal. 

In  Group  II  action,  Stew 
Greene,  Gary  Donald  and 
Ron  Brown  supplied  the 
scoring  as  Vic  II  downed 
Meds  A  3-2.  Roger  Greene 
and  Don  Stemp  scored  for 
the  doctors. 
Jim  Hurley  potted  five 

goals  as  St.  Mike's  B  clinch- ed a  playoff  spot  in  Group 
III  witb.  a  7-2  win  over  PHE 

B.  Other  scorers  for  the 
winners  were  Jerry  Ka- 
vanaugh  and  Mike  Morse while  Eric  Sereda  and  Ron 
Hungerford  scored  for  PHE. 

Pharmacy  A  kept  their 
Group  III  playoff  hopes 
alive  as  they  upset  second 
place  Jr.  Engineering  3-0. 
Jerry  Hogan  led  the  win- ners with  two  goals  while 
Austen  McKay  added  a 
singleton. 
RUBBY  RESULTS:  Utica 

Clubs  7,  Emmanuel  5;  Vic 
IX  4,  SMC  E  2;  Eng.  XI  1, 
Eng.  XVI  1;  IV  Civils  6,  New II  3. 

BASKETBALL 
U.C.  II  moved  into  sole 

possession  of  first  place  in 
the  second  division  as  they 
dropped  second  place  PHE 
I  36-28. 

Svaer  Moncarz  led  the  way 
for  Redmen  with  13  points 
while  'Moose'  Klimas  was 
the  best  of  the  losers  with 

In  other  action,  Rick  Scott 
pumped  in  11  points  as  In- nis  I  whipped  Pharmacy  A 
39-26.  Mike  Moore  was  the 
top  shooter  for  Pbarmacy 
with  11. 

In  a  Group  II  game,  Law 
moved  into  second  place  on 
the  strength  of  a  41-25  win over  Jr.  Engineering.  Dave 
Grant  and  Pete  Clark  paced 
the  win  with  twelve  and  nine 
points  respectively. WATER  POLO 
In  interfaculty  league 

play,  Meds  teams  were  in top  form  as  they  picked  up 
five  of  a  possible  six  points. 
Meds  III  year  with  Pete 

Richardson  and  Gord  Wat- 
kin  each  scoring  three  goals, 
blasted  PHE  I  9-3.  Tom 
Muranyi  was  the  best  of  the 
losers  with  a  pair. 

John  Maki  and  Glen  Wat- 
kin  each  counted  two  goals 
as  the  doctors  fought  to  a 
4-4  draw  with  Law.  Frank 
Felkai  and  John  McNeil  each 
counted  a  pair  for  the  law- 

yers. 

Paul  Kent  and  Lionel 
Mandell  each  scored  a  pair 
as  Pre-Meds  II  year  downed 
Vic  II  4-2.  Al  Marshall  and 
John  Frogley  scored  for  the 
Scarlet  and  Gold. 

SMC  A PHE  A 
U.C.  1 

Gymnastics  championships  at  Montreal 

By  BOB  CLARK 

University  of  T  o  r  o  n  t  o's gymnast  Blues  visit  La  Belle 
Province,  Saturday,  to  def- 

end their  OQAA  title  in 
Montreal. 
Barry  Brooker  and  Ken 

Lumb  will  lead  the  gym- 
nasts, as  they  will  be  enter- 

ing in  all  six  events. 
Brooker,  winner  of  all  six 

events  in  a  meet  at  Hart 
House  last  week  involving 
Royal  Military  College  and 
University  o  f  New  Bruns- wick, is  favored  to  take  the 

all-ar  o  un  d  championship. 
Other  favorites  are  Varsity's 
Ken  Lumb,  and  Queen's  Art Kuisma. 
Alexander  Hamilton  will 

carry  Varsity's  colours  in  all but  the  free  calisthenics, 
while  Digby  Sale  goes  in 
parallel  bars  and  rings,  John 
Gero,  in  free  calisthenics 
and  vaulting,  and  Carlisle 
Sloane  in  free  calisthenics 
for  Varsity. 

Teams  from  Queen's, 
Royal  Military  College-King- ston, Laval,  University  of 
Montreal,   and  possibly 

Guelph,  will  also  be  repre- sented at  the  championships 
to  be  held  at  University  of 
Montreal. 
FOOTNOTES:  Despite 

Varsity's  record  of  one  win 
and  two  losses  in  compel" tions  thus  far,  they  remain 
favorites  to  retain  their 
title  ...  If  Queen's  does  not 
upset  Varsity,  they  should 
finish  no  worse  than  se- 

cond ... 

Varsity's  Ken  Lumb  is 
defending  individual  all 
around  champion. 

Busy  weekend  for  Varsity  fencers 

By  BOB  CLARK 
Varsity's  fencing  Blues head  into  a  busy  weekend 

that  will  see  them  in  two 
competitions  in  two  days. 

Tonight  at  7  p.m.  in  the 
Hart  House  fencing  gym, 
Blues  tackle  a  strong  team 
from  Toronto's  Polish  Club, 
which  contains  several  mem- 

bers of  the  Canadian  Olym 
pic  fencing  team. 
Ron  Rice,  Norman  Brad- well  and  Ken  Kishibe  will 

defend  for  Varsity  in  foil, 
while  Bradwell,  Al  Galberg 
and  Irv  Snitman  carry  the 
colors  in  epee.  Vladimir 
Hachinski  ,  Galberg,  and 
Mark  Pfeiffer  will  compete in  sabre. 

Saturday,  at  1  p.m.  in  the 
lower  gym  at  Hart  House, 
the  fencers  will  again  take 
to  their  swords,  this  time 
against  Rochester  Tech. 
The  only  changes  from 

Friday's  line-ups  will  be  the insertion  of  Mike  Jackson 

for  Kishibe  in  foil,  Helmut 
Microys  for  Bradwell  in 
epee,  and- Peter  Apse  for  Al 
Galberg  in  sabre. THRUSTS  AND  TOU 
CHEES:  In  their  only  other 
meeting  with  Rochester 
Tech,  Varsity  finished  se- 

cond to  Syracuse,  while  Ro- 

chester ended  third  .  .  .  Com- 
peting for  the  Polish  club will  be  John  Andrew  and 

Peter  Samek.  In  the  McFar 
lane  fencing  tournament, 
one  of  the  top  Canadian 
competitions,  Andrew  fi- nished second  and  Samek 
third. 

Pugilists  put  up  dukes 

RMC  cadets  come  visiting 

University  of  Toronto's boxing  squad  entertains  the cadets  from  Royal  Military 
College,  Kingston,  as  part  of 
Athletic  Night  festivities, 
Saturday,  at  Hart  House. 

Currently,  Varsity  and 
RMC  are  two  of  the  very 
few  colleges  across  Canada 
still  sporting  a  boxing  team. 

There  are  no  intercollegiate 
championships  in  the  OQAA so  all  matches  arranged  are 
e\hibitions. 
"RMC  is  on  the  same  pa: 

as  ourselves,"  said  Varsity': assistant  coach,  Don  Mills 
"In  last  year's  competition 
they  had  the  edge  in  condi- 

tioning." 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION BADMINTON: 
Support  your  college  in  the  INTERFACULTY  TOURNAMENT Februory  8th  &  10th  ot  7;0O  in  the  Upper  Gym  and  Sports  Gym 
in  the  Benson  Building.  Sign  the  list  on  your  Sports  Bulletin  Board 
or  coll  Mary  Hucks  483-3877  before  Monday  February  7th. 

ICE  HOCKEY  SCHEDULE  —  WEEK  OF  FEB.  5th 
Mon.  Feb.  7     8-9  o.m.  —  PHE  I  -  Vic  I  —  Henderson,  Bell 
Mon.  Feb.7     4  -  5  p.m.  —  Nurs.  -  Innis Thurs.  Feb.  10     1:30  -  2:30  —  Practice Fri.  Feb.  II     8-9  o.m.  —  Practice 

INTERCOLLEGIATE  HOCKEY  —  EXHIBITION  GAME 
GUELPH  vs  TORONTO  —  Wed.  Feb.  9  -  7:00  p.m.  Varsity  Arena 

Meet  -  A  -  Mate  CONTINUES! 
After  huge  successes  throughout  American  Universities M-A-M  has  come  to  TORONTO  I 

5imply  fill  out  this  form  and  send  it,  with  60c 

TO:  MEET-A-MATE  c/o  5  HOSKIN  AVE. or  BOX  151,  73  St.  George  St. or  89  Charles  St.  Wert 
Sour 

Age:                 Height:                 Colour  Eyes:  ... Personol  likes,  dislikes,  interests:   
.  Hoin   

Boys  will  be  lent  keys,  girts  wilt  be  sent  locks.  The  pairs  will  then  be •notched  occordino  to  your  information.  By  matching  the  ribbon  and  key 

you  will MEET-A-MATE!! 

NEWMAN  A  GO  GO 
Presents 

GO-GO  DANCERS 

Sun.,  Feb.  6,  1966    -    8:30  p.m. 
89  St.  George  St. 

75c  person 

"The  Complete  Worts" 

MUSIC  NIGHT 

Tuesday,  February  8 

8:30  p.  nt. 
Featuring: 

—  U.  of  T.  Chorus 

—  Classical  Guitar 
—  Madrigals 

—  Stage  Band  -  "The  Undergrads" 
ADMISSION  FREE 

Concert  Had  Faculty  of  Music 

IN 

REVOLT 

FLUENTIAL 

ACTIVE 

1 

ST.  THOMAS' 
ANGLICAN  CHURCH 381  HURON  ST. 

(Just  south  of  Bloor) Sundoy  Eucharist:  7:00,  8:00, 9-15    11:00,  Evensong  7:00  p.m. 
DAILY:  6:30  Motlins,  7:00  Eucho- rist    6:00  Evensong  [Wed:  Maltins &  Eucharist  9:30  &  10:00) 
(Sat:   For  Studenls  9:00  8.  9:30) INQUIRERS'  CLASSES  -  A  12  week series   of    instruction    in   the  Foilh, Practice  and  History  of  the  Church. 
Wednesday  evenings  8:00  -  10:00 
starting  Februory  9th.  All  ore  wel- come. 

MORALITY  TODAY! 
Journalist  JUNE  CALLWOOD takes  a  look  at  this 

important  subject at 

CAMPUS  CLIB 
BLOOR  STREET 

UNITED  CHURCH 
300  Bloor  St.  West SUNDAY  NIGHT 

following  the  Evening  Service 
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Blues  wreck  Waterli 

play  season's  best  game By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
The  clock  struck  midnight 

for  Waterloo  Warriors'  Cin- derella team.  Varsity  Blues 
handed  Waterloo  their  sec- 

ond defeat  of  the  season  and 
moved  into  second  place 
one  point  ahead  of  War- riors. Blues  in  defeating  a 
game  opposition  84,  came  up 
with  a  superb  performance. 

Blues  outskated  Warriors 
for  most  of  the  first  two 
periods  and  built  up  a  7-2 lead.  However,  Warriors 
did  not  fold  and  came  back 
strong  in  the  third  period 
to  score  two  quick  goals  by 
Don  Mervyn  and  Stan  Shar- 
man.  They  pressed  Blues 
from  then  until  the  19-mi- 
nute  mark  when  Paul  Lau- 

rent scored  on  passes  from 
the  Monteith  brothers  to 
ensure  the  victory  for 
Blues. 

Blues  came  through  with 
their  best  performance  ot 
the  season  when  the  pres- 

sure was  on.  A  loss  in  this 
game  would  have  virtually 
eliminated  them  from  the 
race  for  the  Queen's  Cup. All  three  lines  played  well 
and  contributed  to  Blues' total. 

Gord  Cunningham  picked 
up  the  hat  trick  while  Paul 
Laurent  got  two  and  the 
Monteiths  and  Bobby  Mc- Clelland one  each. 
Warriors'  other  marks- 

men were  Terry  Cooke  and 
Bob  Murdoch. 

After  four  away  games  in 
a  row  Blues  remain  in  the 
friendly  confines  of  Varsity 
Arena  for  the  next  four  be- 

fore their  final  match  of  the 
season  in  GuelpK  This 
must  be  considered  an  ad- 

vantageous factor  in  Blues' quest  for  the  title. Blues  come  out  of  last 
night's  game  with  a  few bruises  but  all  the  players 
who  dressed  should  be 
ready  for  Varsity's  next 

game. •    •  • 
Blues  play  host  to  last 

place  Guelph  Redmen  to- 
night at  Varsity  Arena.  Red- men  have  yet  to  win  a  game 

PAUL  LAURENT 

in  eight  starts  but  haven't been  performing  like  a  last 
place  club. Their  defensive  record  is 
excellent  considering  their 
position  in  the  league.  Jim 
Horton  and  Gary  Landers 
have  combined  for  a  4.50 
goals  against  average. 
Horton  played  with  St. 

Catharines  Black  Hawks  of 
the  OHA  Jr.  "'A"  series  last 

year. Redmen's  problem  has been  an  inability  to  put  the 
puck  in  the  net.  They're averaging  2.50  goals  per 
game  and  do  not  have  a 
player  among  the  top  20 SIHL  scorers. 
Their  highest  scorer  is 

Glen  Slater  with  four  goals 
and  three  assists.  Jim  For- 

bes is  the  only  other  Red- man with  as  many  as  four 

goals. 
Forbes  and  Slater  there- 

fore, have  accounted  for  40 
per  cent  of  Guelph's  scor- 
ing. 

Still,  Redmen  showed 
last  week,  they  must  not  be 
taken  lightly.  They  were 
leading  first  place  Western 
Mustangs  2-1  going  into  the 
final  period  and  only  an  all 
out  offensive  by  Mustangs 
salvaged  a  5-3  victory  for them. 
LEFTOVERS:  Laval 

strengthened  its  hold  on 
fourth  place  with  a  5-3  de- cision over  University  of 
Montreal  in  Montreal . . . 
Western  defeated  McMaster 
7-1  in  London. 

Varsity  outshot  Warriors 
48-33  ....  John  Rigley  will 

play  goal  in  tonight's game  . . .  Bill  Stewart  was 
strong  on  goal  last  night. 

FIRST  PERIOD 
1.  Cunninghom 

(McClellond,  Possil  . .'.  12.27 2.  Laurent 
(S.  Monteith    18.52 Penalties:  Farmer  (holding)  5:55;  Con- fin  (highsticking)  5:55,  Cooke  (tripping) 8:12. 

SECOND  PERIOD 3.  S.  Monteith 
(H.  Monteith,  Laurent!  5:05 4.  Cooke 
(Smith)    9.36 5.  Cunningham (Passi,  Stroud)     .    .     ,         .  9:57 6.  H.  Monteith (Lourent,  St.  John)   13:03 7.  McClelland 
(Thompson,  Monahanl    15:33 8.  Murdoch (Boll,  Lawless)  17:05 9.  Cunningham 
(Monahan,    Stroud)    .   19:40 Penalties:  St.  John  (interference)  1:10; 

Conlin  (cross-checking)  7:35;  H.  Mon- teith (holding)  8:21;  Awrey  (high- sticking)  1 5:58;  Murdoch  (boarding) 17:33;  Lawless  (tripping)  19:05. THIRD  PERIOD 10.  Mervyn 
(Cooke,  Sharman)    1:12 1 1 .  Sharman   5:1  7 12.  Laurent 
(S.  Monteith,  H.  Monteith]  I9;00 Penalties:  Jones  (elbowing)  1 :20;  H. Monteith  (tripping)  15:13. 

GORD  CUNNINGHAM 
Scores  three 

GAMES  GET  CRUCIAL 

Scramble  developing  for  play-off  spots 

JOHN  HADDEN 
Whomp! 
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The  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Basketball  schedule  is  on 
its  last  legs  and  only  one 
important  position  has  been 
decided. 
By  virtue  of  an  86-57  vic- 

tory over  McMaster  Marau- ders Wednesday  night  in 
Hamilton  Windsor  Lancers 
are  assured  of  at  least  a  tie 
for  first  place  in  the  SIBL's western  division  with  only 
two  games  left  for  them  to 
play.  However  no  one  in 
their  right  mind  would  pul 
money  on  Lancers'  failure to  close  out  the  season 
well  out  on  top  in  then 
quest  for  their  fourth  sue 
cessive  Wilson  Cup. 
With  that  issue  decided 

the  Mustang- Varsity  tilt  in Hart  House  Saturday  night 
is  developing  as  one  of  the 
key  games  remaining  in  the 1966  schedule. 

This  game  and  Blues'  re- turn contests  with  Waterloo 
and  McMaster  will  decide 
the  all  important  second 
spot  in  the  Western  stand ings. 
Of  the  remaining  two 

play-off  positions  left  to 
fill,  second  is  the  prize  that 

the  contending  teams  are 
aiming  for  since  the  third 
place  team  must  meet  Wind 
sor  in  the  opening  game  of 
the  OQAA  championship 
tournament.  —  And  we  all 
know  what  that  will  pro- 

bably mean. But  as  the  race  is  shaping 
up  there  are  at  least  three 
squads  and  could,  well  be 
four  fighting  just  to  make 
the  play-off  spots  never mind  being  choosey  in  regard 
to  which  particular  one. 
Blues  are  in  the  best 

shape  of  the  four  teams 
vying  for  the  high  finishes 
and  Western  is  now  pro- 

bably in  the  worst  fix  for coming  out  on  top,  (top 
meaning  second). 

But  Saturday  night  could 
alter  Blues'  bright  circums- tances as  Mustangs  come  to town. 

A  loss  to  Western  Satur- 
day night  in  the  Hart  House ball  room  means  Mustangs. 

Mac,  Varsity  and  Waterloo 
will  all  be  scrambling  for 
the  winner's  share. In  their  second  game  of 
the  season  Western  played 
Blues  in  London  and  looked 

several  times  as  if  they  were 
going  to  run  away  with  the game.  As  it  was,  Blues  were fortunate  to  come  away 
with  the  71-69  squeaker. Since  then  however  Western 
has  travelled  downhill  pri- 

marily because  of  their  in- ability to  score  more  than 
60  odd  points  a  game. 

Nevertheless  Mustangs 
have  some  fine  players, 
especially  in  Marv  Morten and  new-comer  Dave  Crowe, 
both  6'5"  tall  and  both 
standing  respectably  in  the 
statistical  divisions. 
The  way  Mustangs  have 

been  playing  they  wouldn't upset  Blues  but  that  cert- 
ain ly  doesn't  mean  they  're not  capable  of  doing  so  on 

a  good  night. 
If  they  did  Blues  would lose  their  hold  on  second 

place  and  be  tied  with  either Mac  or  Waterloo  who  play 
to-morrow  in  Waterloo. 
A  Varsity  victory  on  the 

other  hand  would  enable 
Blues  to  shake  two  of  their 
adversaries  and  settle  them 
solidly  in  second  spot,  at 
least  temporarily. 
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Is  she  or  isn't  she? By  PAUL  CARSON 
The  Winter  Carnival  Ice  Sculpture  con- 

test has  been  marred  by  the  charge  that  one 
of  the  entries  is  obscene. 

Under  attack  is  a  presentation  of  a  large 
nude  woman  created  by  members  of  the 
Campus  Co-op.  The  sculpture  is  located  on 
the  lawn  of  Xavier  House,  395  Huron  Ave. 

Next  door  to  the  offending  piece  of  sculp- ture is  St.  Thomas  Aquinas  Anglican  Church. 
Minister  Edgar  S.  Bull  viewed  the  lady  and 
said,  "It  has  real  artistic  merit;  one  of  the 
best  in  the  entire  contest." 

Informed  of  the  complaint  to  the  moral- 
ity squad,  Rev.  Bull  commented  "Words  fail 

me." 

—photo  by  NORM  FISHER 
This  (above,  right)  is  obscenity???  An  unidentified  neighbor  blew  the  whistle  to  the 
morality  squad  on  this  entry  by  the  co-op  in  the  Winter  Carnival  Ice  Sculpture  Contest. 
The  lady  in  ill  repute  is  over  twelve  feet  high  and  possesses  a  bust  line  of  more  than 
six  feet.  Winner  of  the  Sculpture  Contest  (above)  is  this  entry  from  the  Phi  Kappa  Pi 
fraternity  on  Bedford  Road.  We  can't  say  for  sure  what  it  is  but  at  least  it's  not  ob- scene. 

The  Co-op  entry  was  constructed  early 
Saturday  morning  by  a  group  of  students 
led  by  Bob  Lifeso  (I  Meds). 
The  entry  was  awarded  an  honorable mention  in  the  contest. 
According  to  Co-op  members,  a  member 

of  the  Metro  police  force  arrived  at  their 
house  yesterday  afternoon  and  notified  sev- 

eral members  that  someone  in  the  neigh- 
borhood had  lodged  a  complaint  with  the 

morality  squad.  The  police  officer  refused 
to  reveal  the  identity  of  the  complainant, 
they  said. 

They  claim  the  officer  then  suggested  that 
they  "alter"  the  sculpture.  He  suggested  a 
court  order  might  be  issued  forcing  the  Co- 

op to  demolish  the  lady  under  attack. 
Co-op  President  John  Dimond  (SGS)  and 

General  Manager  Glen  Greer  could  not  be 
reached  for  comment.  However,  Don  Garner 
(II  Vic),  told  The  Varsity  last  night  there 
were  no  plans  for  any  alterations  to  the 
sculpture. 

Contacted  by  The  Varsity,  officers  of  the 
morality  squad  expressed  little  concern  at 
the  obscenity  complaint. 

"The  snow  will  melt  in  due  time,  so  what- 
ever obscenity  mjay  exist  now  will  certainly 

not  be  permanent,"  they  said. the  officers  added  that  they  have  enough 
problems  about  "real  live  girls  without  any 
clothes  on"  to  occupy  their  time  without bothering  to  investigate  complaints  about  a 
girl  made  of  snow. 

After  examining  the  sculpture,  Varsity 
City  Editor  Andrew  Szende  termed  it  "a  big, 
fat,  ugly  woman  with  no  sex  appeal  whatso- 

ever." 

Winner  of  the  annual  contest  was  Phi 
■Kappa  Pi  fraternity,  with  second  place  going 
to  Lambda  Chi  Alpha  fraternity,  and  Archi- tecture finishing  third. 
Judges  for  the  contest  were  SAC  President 

Mary  Brewin,  Winter  Carnival  Queen  Su- 
zanne Langford,  Prof.  John  Hall  of  the 

School  of  Architecture,  and  Gordon  Kennedy 
of  the  Daily  Star. 

BOOK  THIEVES  AWAIT  SENTENCE 
More  than  a  dozen  students  are  awaiting 

sentence  on  book-stealing  charges  by  the 
Caput,  the  disciplinary  body  of  the  univer- 

sity. President  Claude  Bissell  announced Friday. 

The  students  were  apprehended  "as  the result  of  the  normal  security  measures  in 
force  in  the  bookstore,"  President  Bissell said. 

He  stated  that  he  was  "distressed"  at  the 
necessity  of  the  announcement. 

"I  need  not  say  what  a  serious  view  the 
University  takes  of  incidents  of  this  nature, 
and  I  know  that  all  members  of  the  Univer- 

sity community  will  share  my  hope  that 
such  incidents  cease  forthwith,"  the  presi- dent said. 

Ward  enthused  about  SOU 

Douglas  Ward,  president-elect  of  the  Canadian  Union 
of  Students,  is  enthusiastic  about  the  potential  of  the  newly- formed  Student  Democratic  Union. 

The  formation  of  SDU.  organized  by  students  dissatis- 
fied  with  the  present  policies  of  SAC,  was  announced  last 
week. 

Mr.  Ward,  a  former  president  of  SAC,  told  The  Varsity 
last  night  that  SDU  is  a  good  idea  because  it  seems  to  be 
comprised  of  people  "who  are  thinking  out  the  imperatives 
of  student  government  before  running  for  it." 

"In  most  student  governments  people  are  getting  elect- 
ed with  no  mandate  because  there  are  no  platforms  or  issues 

involved,"  Ward  said. 
"There  is  a  possibility  that  the  only  way  to  save  student 

government  from  meaninglessness  is  to  begin  running  elec. 

tions  on  issues." 
A  rough  platform  has  been  worked  out  by  the  founding 

group  and  will  be  discussed  at  an  open  meeting  at  4  p.m. today  in  Sidney  Smith  Hall. 

Tom  Good  (IV  Vic),  one  of  the  organizers  of  SDU, 
revealed  last  night  that  so  far  14  people  have  expressed interest  in  running  on  the  party  platform. 

The  decision  as  to  who  will  run  in  the  various  coUeges will  likely  be  made  Friday,  Good  said. 



UNIVERSAL  SCHOOL 

OF 
LANGUAGES 

PRIVATE  TUTORING  BY  QUALIFIED  TEACHERS 
IN  ALL  LIVING  LANGUAGES 

922-4179 
THE  COLONNADE      SUITE  418 

CANTERBURY 
The  Anglican  Chaplaincy  in  the  University 

The  Rev.  J.  P.  Ryan,  O.H.C. 

"Have  Religious  Orders 

A  Valid  Role  in  Our  Society?" TUESDAY,  FEB.  8th 
Supper  6:15  p.m.  Discussion  7:30  p.m. 

Canterbury  House,  375  Huron  St.    -  923-1513 

PROVINCE  OF  ONTARIO 
GRADUATE  FELLOWSHIPS  PROGRAM 

APPLICATION  FOR  AWARDS  1966-67 
The  Province  sponsors  a  Graduate  Fellowship  Program  to 

ossist  graduate  students  who  plan  to  enter  the  profession  of  uni- 
versity teaching  to  those  satisfying  the  following  requirements: 

—  An  Honours  Bachelor  of  Arts  degree  or  equivalent  with  ot least  second-class  honour  standing. 
—  Admission  to  or  continuation  in  a  full-time  graduate  pro- gram at  on  Ontario  university  leading  to  the  Master  of 

Arts,  Master  of  Philosophy  or  Doctor  of  Philosophy  degrees 
in  the  humanities  ond  social  sciences  or  the  pure  sciences ond  mathematics. 

In  1966-67,  up  to  1,500  Fellowships  will  be  offered  in  the 
humanities  and  social  sciences  ond  up  to  500  in  the  pure  sciences ond  mathematics.  The  value  of  a  Fellowship  awarded  for  the 
winter  session  is  a  maximum  of  $1,500,  and  Fellows  may  receive 
on  omount  not  exceeding  $500  for  study  during  the  full  summer 
session  preceding  or  following  the  academic  year  in  which  o Fellowship  is  enjoyed. 

A  brochure  describing  the  Program  ond  application  forms  are available  ot  the  office  of  the  graduate  school  of  eoch  Ontario university, 
APPLICATIONS  MUST  BE  SUBMITTED  TO  THE  INSTITUTION BY  15TH  FEBRUARY,  1966. 

VICTORIA  COLLEGE 

PUBLIC  LECTURES  1966 
ALUMNI  HALL,  VICTORIA  COLLEGE 

4:30  p.m.,  Tuesday,  February  8 

ERASMUS 
Professor  WALLACE  K.  FERGUSON 

University  of  Western  Ontario 

Student 

Art  Exhibition 

II.  C.  Women's  Union 
DOWNSTAIRS 

COMMON  ROOMS 

FEB.  7-11 
8  a.m.  -  10  p.m. 

GRADUATION 
—  WHAT  THEN? 
A  challenging  profession? 
A  role  in  rehabilitation? 

The  Canadian  Association  of  Occu- 
pational Therapists  offers  an  acce- lerated course  in  Occupational Theiopy  to  candidates  of  advanced educational  standing.  For  full  in- formation, 

Enquire: Miss  Muriel  F.  Driver,  OT.  Reg., Director, 
School  of  Occupational  Therapy, 166  University  Ave., 
Kingston,  Ontario. 

CLASSIFIED 
LANGUAGES  —  Private  tutoring  by 
qualified  teochers  922-4179.  Universal School  of  Languages.  Special  student rate. 

GIRLS:  Free  room  and  kitchen  in 
Avenue  Rd.  -  Eglinton  area  for  tutor- 

ing grade  8  girl.  Call  485-5322. 
TUTORING  In  science  courses  avail- 

able from  graduate  student  in  Chem- icol  Engineering.  Reasonable  rotes. Phone  Lorry  McMillen  923-0734  offer 
7  p.m. 
PROFESSIONAL  TYPING:  Guaranteed 
to  your  satisfaction  ot  prices  you  can afford.  Moterials  supplied  upon  re- 

quest. Telephone  922-9917  7  -  11  p.m. for  your  individual  estimate  -  thesis, notes,  reports. 
PROFESSIONAL  COPY  EDITOR  will 
edit  manuscripts,  theses,  essays,  etc. Reasonable  fees.  Call  694-8105. 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 
presents  in Room  102 

Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -  2:00  p.m. 
February  9,  10,  1966 
ELECTRONIC  PROCESSES 

IN  CRYSTALS  AND 
LIVING  ORGANISMS 

PHYSICAL  CHEMISTRY 
OF  POLYMERS 

KRYSTALLOS 
A  series  of  programmes  arrang- ed by  the  Science  and  Medicine Dept.  of  the  University  Library 
in   co-operotion   with   the  Na- tional Science  Film  Library  of the  Conadion  Film  Instihjfe. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT 

YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE WATCHING  THE  FILM 

TAKE  A  NIGHT  OFF!! 
WINTER  CARNIVAL 

FILM  NIGHT 

THURS.  FEB.  10 

7 :00  p.m.    "LAST  YEAR  AT  MARIENBAD" Mc  Lennan  Lab  Physics  Bldg.  Rm.  135 
7:00  p.m.     "8%"  Mechonicol  Bldg.,  Rm.  102 
9:30  p.m.    "ROAD  RUNNER  FESTIVAL" 

"CAT  ON  A  HOT  TIN  ROOF" Cody  Hall  in  Nursing  Bldg. 
ADMISSION  50c 
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U  of  T  electrical  engineering 

department  gets  new  head 
Dr.  Gordon  R.  Slemon  has  been  appointed  head  of  the 

department  of  electrical  engineering  to  succeed  Dr.  James 
Ham,  who  is  taking  over  as  dean  of  the  Faculty  of  Applied 
Science  and  Engineering. 

Dr.  Slemon  received  his  MASc  degree  from  the  Uni- 
versity of  Toronto  in  1948  and  his  PhD  from  Imperial  Col- 

lege of  Science  and  Technology,  London,  England  in  1953. 
Prof.  Slemon  is  a  former  member  of  the  Students  Ad- 

ministrative Council,  the  Student  Christian  Movement  ad- 
visory board  and  finance  committee,  and  vice  chairman  of 

the  University  Housing  Committee. 
He  has  worked  at  the  Nova  Scotia  Technical  Institute 

and  has  been  a  member  of  the  electrical  engineering  faculty since  1955. 

Today,  12  p.m. Clothing  and  money  for  SNCC  tent  city  in  Alabama 
being  accepted  at  44  St.  George  St.  Enquiries  welcome. 
Today,  1  p.m. Meeting  of  UC  VCF  Bible  study.  Rm.  11,  UC. 

The  Past  of  an  Illusion:  observations  on  the  Jewish 
religion  after  Freud.  Rm.  214,  UC. 

General  meeting  of  U  of  T  friends  of  SNCC.  44  St.  Geor- 

ge St. 

Green  Lake  Project.  Rm.  1087,  Sid.  Smith. 
Discussion  on  modern  forms  of  African  governments. 

International  Student  Centre,  45  Willcocks  St. 
Today,  4  p.m. 

First  open  meeting  of  Student  Democratic  Union.  Rm. 
1087,  Sid.  Smith. 
Today,  5:30  p.m. Lecture  on  the  intellectual  tradition  in  Judaism.  Youth 
Chapel,  Beth  Tzedec,  1700  Bathurst  St. 
Today,  7  p.m. Discussion  with  staff  psychiatrist  re  student  volunteer 
programs.  999  Queen  St.  W. 
Today,  7:30  pjn. Student  Democratic  Union  continues  preparation  of 
SAC  platform.  Committee  Room,  Hart  House. 

Public  Affairs  Forum.  Birth  control,  censorship  and 
related  topics.  Debates  Room,  Hart  House. 
Today,  8  p.m. 

Calvinist  Student  Club,  South  Sitting  Room,  Hart 
House. 

Tuesday,  1  p.m. 
First  in  a  Socialist  Club  seminar  series:  aims  of  so- 

cialism. Rm.  1022,  S.S. 
Poetry  reading  with  Dr.  Earle  Birney:  Contemporary 

Canadian  Poets.  Rm.  143,  Scarborough  College. 
Tuesday  lunch  series:  religion  in  Camus.  44  St.  George Street. 
The  Jewish  Family  Unit  in  Transition.  Rm.  2125,  Sid. 

Smith. 
Noon  hour  debate:  Lady  Godiva  was  a  graduate  of  UC. 

Music  Room,  Hart  House. 
Tuesday,  4:15  p.m. 

DeLaunay:  Pioneer  of  modern  art.  Speaker,  Dr.  H.L.C. 
Jaffe,  Amsterdam  Univ.  Rm.  2118,  Sid.  Smith. 
Tuesday,  5  p.m. 

VCF  supper  discussion:  Concerning  God.  655  Spadina Ave. 

Tuesday,  5:15  p.m. Engineering  VCF  discussion.  Bickersteth  Room,  Hart 
House. 

Tuesday,  6  p.m. 
Hillel  diners'  club.  Hillel  house,  186  St.  George.  Phone 923-7837  for  reservations. 
Supper,  discussion  on  the  place  of  religious  orders  in 

our  society.  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron  St. 
Tuesday,  7  p.m. 

West  Indian  Film  Night:  with  Milan  film  festival  prize- 
winning  film  on  Trinidad.  WISA  meeting  afterwards.  ISC, 45  Willcocks. 
Tuesday,  8  p.m. 

Graduates'  bridge.  GSU. 
Tuesday,  8:30  p.m. 

Vic  Music  Club:  Guys  and  Dolls  opening  night.  Hart 
House  Theatre.  Tickets,  HH  box  office. 

II  of  T  RADIO 
91.1  FM  5:30  —  6  p.m. 

MONDAY:  Sportlite  Belly  Trotl's  guest  is  Sue  Perth  ot  the  U  of  T  Ski  Club Billboard  with  Peter  Stamp 
TUESDAY:  In  Depth  with  Joel  Kohm  looks  ot  the  M.D. 
IMPORTANT;  STAFF  MEETING  5  p.m.  WEDNESDAY  at  91  St.  Georg« 



CAUT  takes  stand  on  aid 

OTTAWA  (CUP) — The  Canadian  Associa- 
tion of  University  Teachers,  in  a  brief  to  gov- 

ernments arising  out  of  the  Bladen  Report, 
has  taken  a  more  advanced  stand  on  student 
aid  than  did  the  Canadian  Union  of  Stu- dents. 

The  CAUT  recommendations,  made  public 
Jan.  31,  call  for  a  comprehensive  system  of 
government  grants  for  all  students,  covering 
both  fees  and  living  costs. 
The  faculty  group  suggests  that  such  a 

policy,  similar  to  that  introduced  by  Premier 
Smallwood  in  Newfoundland,  be  introduced 
at  once  for  first  year  students,  and  extended 
later  to  all  years. 

It  condemns  the  Bladen  Report  for  basing 
its  enrolment  predictions  on  present  pat- 

terns of  unequal  opportunity,  and  says  "con- servatism in  the  forecasts  is  linked  to  con- 
servatism in  the  policy  aims." Showing  marked  concern  for  university 

autonomy,  the  CAUT  advocates  provincial 
Grants  Committees,  with  strong  academic 
representation,  to  stand  between  govern- ments and  universities,  but  feels  this  is  not 
enough  to  ensure  autonomy. 

Therefore  it  recommends  indirect  support 
from  governments  through  student  grants, 
retaining  the  fee  system  and  reducing  the 
amount  of  direct  grants  to  universities. 

All  properly  enrolled  students  would  re- ceive regular  payments  of  specified  sums 
directly  from  the  government. 
The  CAUT  brief  presents  statistics  show- 

ing that  62  per  cent  of  the  total  cost  of  a 
student's  education  is  born  directly  by  the 

student  and  his  family,  including  in  this 
cost  both  the  foregone  earnings  of  the  stu- dent and  the  full  operating  and  capital  costs 
of  the  university. 

This  figure  is  based  on  the  modest  as- 
sumption that  a  high  school  graduate  could 

earn  $50  a  week. 
"Even  if  all  direct  costs  were  provided  by 

the  government,  the  student  would  still  be 
paying  a  cost  in  terms  of  risk  of  failure, 
mental  stress,  and  income  foregone,"  the brief  states. 

"For  many  potential  students,  the  pro- 
bability that  income  and  other  benefits  after 

graduation  will  exceed  these  costs  (fees,  liv- 
ing expenses,  and  foregone  earnings)  is  not 

sufficient  to  overcome  the  deterrent  effect." The  brief  downgrades  the  student  loan 
system  as  tending  to  encourage  students  to enter  academic  areas  which  will  make  it 
easier  to  repay  them. 

It  also  rejects  the  Bladen  Report's  stand that  more  of  the  costs  of  graduate  students 
should  be  paid  by  society  than  of  under- 
graduates. 
The  22-page  brief  makes  hardhitting  com- ments on  a  number  of  other  areas,  notably; 
#  the  need  for  greater  salaries  and  re- 

search facilities  to  stop  the  brain-drain  of 
faculty  and  graduate  sturents. 

#  highest  priority  to  the  improvement  of libraries. 
0  the  great  need  for  alternative  institu- 

tions such  as  community  colleges  and  poly- 
technical  institutes,  both  ignored  in  the 
Bladen  Report. 

Debate  not  a  search  for  truth 

By  JILL  EISEN 
A  debate  is  not  a  search  for  truth,  three 

speakers  at  a  seminar  sponsored  by  the 
University  of  Toronto  Debating  Union  agre- ed Saturday. 

The  panel  members  were  Prof.  H.  Krever 
of  the  Faculty  of  Law,  Ian  Binnie,  former 
president  of  the  Cambridge  Union  and  Prof. 
Trevor  Lloyd  of  the  history  department. 

They  agreed  that  debating  is  an  attempt 
by  the  persuader  to  convince  his  audience 
of  a  particular  point  of  view,  even  if  he  did 
not  originally  support  this  point  of  view. 

Prof.  Krever  said  that  the  most  important 
thing  to  remember  is  that  you  will  be  de- 

livering your  message  through  the  ear,  not 
through  the  eye. 
Many  people,  he  said,  tend  to  write  out 

their  debates  in  essay  form,  but  "a  good 
essav  is  not  likely  to  be  a  good  speech." Sentences  should  be  short  and  simple,  be- 

cause the  listener  can't  go  back  to  catch 
something  he's  missed. Prof.  Krever  also  stressed  that  the  speech 
must  have  some  form.  "You  should  tell  the 
audience  what  you're  going  to  say;  tell  them; 
then  tell  them  what  you've  told  them." 

He  warned  against  reliance  on  massive 
data  because  "it  goes  in  one  ear  and  out 
the  other,"  and  accomplishes  nothing.  Don't 
refer  to  newspapers  either,  because  they're usually  inaccurate. 

In  timing  your  speech,  he  said,  you  must 
leave  room  for  the  rebuttal. 

Binnie,  in  speaking  about  style,  wit,  and 
rhetoric,  said  that  the  technique  of  delivery 
is  more  important  than  content  or  form. 

He  said  to  create  chaos  in  order  to  break 
down  your  opponent's  argument,  as  early as  possible  in  your  speech. 

Once  you  have  done  this,  either  by  humor 
or  by  redefining  the  motion,  the  audience will  be  on  your  side. 

He  also  suggested  the  use  of  "naked  ag 
gression"  against  your  opponent  by  inter- jecting comments  into  his  speech  or  by 
being  rude  in  your  rebuttal.  It  doesn't  mat- 

ter what  you  say,  he  said,  as  long  as  you're rude. 
Binnie  suggested  that  you  create  a  direct 

relationship  with  your  audience  rather  than 
with  your  opponent.  This  was  the  reason 
for  Kennedy's  success  in  the  Kennedy-Nixon debates,  he  said. 

Student  editors  preoccupied  with  Viet  Nam 

By  GLORIA  WANDRESS 
NEW  YORK — As  might  be  expected  of  a 

group  of  draft-age  .  Americans,  the  college 
journalists  gathered  here  for  the  eighth 
USSPA  college  editors  conference  are  preoc- 

cupied with  Viet  Nam. 
On  the  conference  program,  only  a  few 

hours  were  set  aside  for  formal  discussions 
of  the  war  and  the  United  States'  role  in  it. 
But  other  speakers  keep  referring  to  Viet 
Nam,  which  provokes  applause  or  hisses  de- pending on  the  tone  of  their  reference. 

Viet  Nam  is  also  the  subject  of  many  pri- 
vate discussions  between  delegates. 

Ralph  Peters,  editor  of  the  New  York World-TeJegram  and  Sun,  said  Saturday 
that  because  of  the  massive  coverage  given 
the  war  by  newspapers,  newsmagazines  and 
broadcasters,  the  average  delegate  is  almost 

-  as  well  informed  as  the  military  strategists 
and  members  of  the  Johnson  administra- tion. 
With  so  much  information  available,  most 

delegates  are  always  ready  to  discuss  the 

alternatives  of  military  and  diplomatic  ac 
tion  open  to  the  U.S. 
Many  delegates  were  obviously  pleased 

when  former  presidential  aide  Theodore  So- 
rensen,  answering  a  question,  said  he 
thought  the  U.S.  should  negotiate  with  the 
National  Liberation  Front,  the  political  arm 
of  the  Viet  Cong  guerillas. 

A  special  announcement  was  made  when 
copies  of  the  latest  issue  of  Viet  Report  ar- rived. The  magazine  reports  every  aspect  of 
the  war  as  well  as  diplomatic  manoeuvres 
by  all  the  countries  concerned  about  Viet Nam.  . 

A  delegate  from  the  Michigan  Daily  (Uni- 
versity of  Michigan)  said  the  wire  services 

were  playing  a  numbers  game  by  using  the number  of  Viet  Cong  killed  in  a  day  as  an index  of  U.S.  progress. 

He  suggested  that  Mr.  Peters'  newspaper 
pay  more"  attention  to  the  human  side  of the  war.  specifically  the  effect  the  fighting 
lias  on  South  Vietnamese  whose  homes  and lands  are  battlefields. 

HART  HOUSE  C 
TODAY  JLu 

5.15  p.m.     RECORD  ROOM  A  —  Instruction  and  Renewal NOON  HOUR  DEBATE 
1.10p.m.     Tuesday,  February  8,  Music  Room 

"Resolved  that  Lady  Godiva  is  a  Graduate  of  University  College" Members  Only 
CAMERA  CLUB 

1 .00  -  2  00  p.m.     Wednesday,  February  9     Club  Rooms MEMBERS'  COLOUR  SHOW 
Judge:  Dr.  G.  H.  W.  Lucas 

LIBRARY  EVENING  IN  HART  HOUSE 
8.00  p.m.     Wednesday,  February  9  Library 

Second  in  the  Series — LITERATURE  AND  MODERN  MAN 
E.  U,  SCHRADER,  Chairman,  Communications  Department 

Ryerson  Polytechnical  Institute 
"SOCIETY  AND  THE  FREE  PRESS" 

HART  HOUSE  DEBATE 
8.00  p.m.     Thursday,  February  10     Debates  Room 

Question  for  Debate  "The  Arbor  Room  should  sell  the  Pill" Honorary  Visitors Professor  J.  C.  Spencer  Dr.  G.  E.  Wodehouse 
School  of  Social  Work  Director  of  the  Heolth  Service 

SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 
8.30  p.m.    February  13th    Great  Holl EDWARD  AUER,  Pianist 

Tickets  available  without  charge  from  Holl  Porter 
Ladies  welcome  if  escorted  by  Members 

HART  HOUSE  ELECTIONS 

Nominations  Open 

WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  9th,  10  A.M. 

WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  23rd,  5  P.M. 
ART  DEBATES 
MUSIC  SQUASH 
LIBRARY  HOUSE 

Further  information  available  in  Undergraduate  Office 

ORGAN  RECITAL 

DR.  CHARLES  PEAKER 
Assisted  by  Kathleen  Reeve,  oboe 

TODAY Convocation  Hall 5.05  p.m. 

HILLEL 
Todoy    Monday,  Feb.  7,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 

DR  ALAN  W.  MILLER 

on "The  Past  of  an  illusion  -  Some  Observations 

on  the  Jewish  Religion  after  Freud" 

THE  SEAGULL 

By  ANTON  CHEKHOV 
COLONNADE  THEATRE 

131  BLOOR  ST.  WEST 
FEB.  9-12,  8:30  P.M. 

Tickets  $1.25  &  *1.50  ovoilable  at  Box  Office or  ot  THE  COOP  SMC 

ST.  MICHAEL'S  THEATRE  GUILD 

"WHAT  ARE  THE  CHANCES 

OF  CANADA'S  SURVIVAL?" 
Round-Table  Discussion  with  Professors —  G.  R.  COOK 

—  PAUL  FOX 

— KENNETH  McNAUGHT 
WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  9th,  3  p.m. 

O.C.E.  AUDITORIUM 
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getting  what  they  deserve 
The  next  time  someone  complains  to  you  about  the 

university  bookstore,  tell  him  or  her  that  U  of  T  students 
are  getting  what  they  deserve. 

Each  fall  complaints  fill  the  air;  book  prices  are  too 
high,  runs  the  refrain,  the  administration  is  making 
money  by  soaking  the  students. 

Hot  air,  most  of  it. 
And,  as  for  the  real  problems  of  the  bookstore,  stu- 
dents apparently  couldn't  care  less.  SAC  has  not  yet  mode 

any  proposals  for  next  year,  despite  a  statement  by  book- store officials  that  they  are  willing  to  listen  to  suggestions. 
And  now  some  students  have  even  resorted  to  direct 

action  (less  politely — theft)  to  get  even  with  the  books- store.  . 
Stealing  from  the  bookstore  isn't  difficult,  as  a  Var- sity staffer  demonstrated  last  fall. 
Some  people  obviously  consider  that  it's  not  only 

easy,  it's  the  smart  thing  to  do  as  well. And  the  rest  of  the  students  pay  for  these  misguided 
attempts  to  reduce  book  prices. 

One  way  to  operate  an  inexpensive  book  store  is  by 
allowing  the  customers  to  serve  themselves.  The  U  of  T 
store  will  now  probably  think  twice  before  adopting  this method. 

And  complaints  about  high  prices  will  probably  con- tinue. 

prospetts  tor  change 
Prospects  for  good  student  government,  currently 

almost  as  gloomy  as  those  for  world  peace,  can  only  be 
brighter  after  the  announcement  last  week  of  the  creation, 
by  concerned  students,  of  a  political  party  to  contest  the 
SAC  elections. 

Even  if  the  only  reaction  is  to  force  the  usual  "SAC- 
types"  to  clarify  their  thinking  before  running  for  office, the  effects  will  be  beneficial.  Far  too  often  students  seek 
election  on  the  basis  of  their  good  name  and  their  pleasant 
personality — assets,  to  be  sure,  but  not  necessarily  quali- fications. 

And  the  problem  is  further  complicated  by  the  pre- 
sent size  of  SAC.  With  more  than  40  members,  each  of 

whom  thinks  and  acts  as  an  individual,  little  can  be  ac- 
complished. The  inaction  of  the  current  edition  of  SAC 

is  a  decisive  indication  of  the  need  for  some  sort  of  division 
along  party  lines. 

The  new  Student  Democratic  Union  can  restore  some 
life  and  some  direction  to  student  politics,  if  its  creators 
maintain  their  present  level  of  enthusiasm,  and  refuse  to moke  the  mistake  of  thinking  that  reform  needs  noise rather  than  hard  work. 
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out  in  record  timo.  There  was  a  bloekout  when  the  inoperative  printing  bureau blew  o  fuse  anyhow,  and  Greenspan  wo,  recovering  from  an  ol  "night  poker EST  *catur,no„°«  demonstrator  and  proofreader  Henry  Tarvainen  So 
rhuC  k  h.?.       7'  thV  dldn  *  "cur,  Paul  skipped  out  supposedly  to Church  but r  we .know  where  ho  really  went,  jacquc,  dropped  in,  so  did  his  and jl*  L-y"  f""ed,  cyrybody  by  attacking  a  phuuT  ("I'm  not  o  four-piece  eater"  ) She      h«p.  r^r*!  ?rths  rc°l  ,ivo  mortini        with  SRS 
Cole  bfA™  i  -«?ri?k  M"9  d°^nL    Then  flovc'h  ■  d»nionstration.QKaVhy Cole  become  a  protettont  for  a  night,  and  Deoe  ran  oory  instead  of  cow 

ssjrt  ft.*  i3"sh5w.  i^^srja?^  r^oiX  ™e 
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letters  to  the  editor 

the  isolated  protestors 
Sir: 
Many  Canadians  viewed  the  resumption  of 

the  bombing  of  North  Viet  Nam  with  shock 
and  horror.  A  tiny  minority  of  those  who 
cared  expressed  their  anguish  and  disgust 
with  our  predatory  society  by  picketing  U.S. 
government  offices  and  functionaries.  They 
also  picketed  Prime  Minister  Pearson,  whose 
deference  to  the  needs  of  American  policy, 
in  Viet  Nam  and  Latin  America,  has  become 
notorious  throughout  the  world. 

But  we  protestors  were  isolated  from  our 
fellow  citizens  and  students.  We  created  lit- 

tle momentum  to  change  Canadian  perspec- 
tives, approval,  and  material  support,  for 

this  war  of  attrition  against  the  insurgent 
Vietnamese  people.  We  failed  these  people 
badly;  our  failure  is  measured  in  Vietnam- 

ese blood,  and  in  Vietnamese  sacrifice  to  re- build the  first  devastated  beginnings  of  a 
modern  industrial  economy. 
We  did  not  fail  for  lack  of  understanding 

of  the  issues  in  this  expanding  war.  Indeed, 
many  Canadians  are  now  realizing  the  deep 
but  obvious  roots  of  the  Vietnamese  revo- 

lutionary struggle.  For  20  bloody  years  the 
peasants,  and  the  rural  and  urban  laborers, 
have  been  struggling  against  corrupt  land- 

lord-merchant regimes,  and,  of  course, 
against  the  French  and  Americans  who  use 
and  support  the  Diems  and  Kys. 

It  is  almost  a  commonplace  that  the  Viet- 
namese people  are  part  of  a  world-wide  re- 

volutionary process.  We  know  that  victory 
in  Viet  Nam  would  provide  tremendous  in- 

spiration for  insurrection  in  such  tinder- 
boxes  as  Latin  America.  That  was  why  John- 

son's peace  proposals  were  conditional  on the  virtual  surrender  and  eclipse  of  the  Viet 
Cong,  and  why  the  bombing  has  been  re- sumed to  smash  this  defiant  nation,  north 
and  south. 
Many  Canadians  knew  all  these  things,  yet 

protest  was  muted  and  isolated.  Pearson  and 
Martin  were  not  shaken,  not  even  affected. 
The  possibility  of  escalation  into  nuclear war  looms  very  large,  but  today  life  goes  on, 
cynical,  indifferent,  or  demoralized. We  must  ask  ourselve  how  long  we  will 
fail  those  revolting  against  poverty  and  in- 

dignity? Determination  and  deep  personal 
concern,  as  manifested  last  Tuesday  by  the 
30  demonstrators  in  front  of  the  U.S.  Con- 

sulate, are  not  sufficient.  Organizational 
tasks,  and  the  mobilization  of  the  broadest 
possible  strata  of  contacts,  sympathizers  and 
students,  must  all  be  taken  seriously. 
When  an  effective  protest  movement 

needs  to  be  built,  when  cohesive,  diligent 
pursuit  of  carefully  selected  goals  must  be 
undertaken,  we  must  seriously  consider 
whether  we  can  afford  the  time  for  isolated 
and  ill-co-ordinated  protests,  such  as  the  sit- 
ins  and  pickets  apparently  favored  by  a  few. 
Such  self-flagellation  may  arouse  some  res- 

ponse in  Johnson  and  Pearson,  but  it  will 
not  stop  the  genocide  in  Viet  Nam. 

Students  who  are  concerned  about  the  di- rection and  values  of  our  society,  and  our 
involvement  in  Viet  Nam,  probably  know  of 
the  New  Democratic  Youth's  preparations for  an  Easter  March  on  Ottawa.  But  they 
also  might  attend  the  Feb.  19  conference  in 
Toronto  on  Canada's  Role  in  the  Viet  Nam 
War,  featuring  prominent  academics,  clergy, 
members  of  Parliament  and  other  experts. 
There,  amidst  a  variety  of  views  and  per- 

spectives, workshops  will  discuss  and  pro- ject effective  political  and  trade  union 
action  to  reverse  our  present  course. 

In  the  past,  lack  of  information  lack  of 
opportunities  for  deep  and  open  discussion, 
and  lack  of  viable  organs  for  channeling 
protest,  have  bottled  up  our  apprehension and  dissent.  This  conference  will  remedy 
that,  and  provide  a  springboard  for  a  move- 

ment that  will  stop  Canada's  involvement  in the  drift  to  a  wider  war. 
Robert  McCarthy  (SGS) 

untrue  and  out  of  context 
Sir: 

Mr.  Arly  Allen  is  a  liar.  Many  of  the  com- 
ments in  his  letter  (The  Varsity,  Feb.  4)  are 

untrue,  and  those  which  are  not  were  taken 
completely  out  of  context.  I  am  the  "head of  SNCC"  referred  to  as  "running  out  the 
door  with  a  can  in  my  hand,"  In  fact,  I  am not  the  head  of  anything. 
My  replies,  as  quoted  by  him,  were  neither 

that  simple  nor  that  vague.  Our  purpose,  I 
told  him,  "was  to  act  as  a  financial  support group  for  the  activities  of  SNCC  in  the 
southern  U.S." Mr.  Allen  also  said  I  did  not  know  what 
the  money  was  used  for,  where  it  was  used, 
for  whom,  and  why.  In  fact,  after  giving 
him  a  general  answer,  I  specifically  told  him 
about  the  projects  of  the  Poor  People's  Cor- poration, the  Mississippi  Freedom  Labor 
Union,  and  also  the  Freedom  Party.  I  show- 

ed him  the  actual  plans  for  these  projects 
On  paper,  although  admittedly  some,  the 

Poor  People's  Corporation,  for  instance,  are still  in  the  experimental  stages.  Of  course, 
SNCC  needs  money  to  complete  these  pro- 

jects successfully, Allen  said  I  did  not  know  who  the  people 
in  SNCC  were.  I  told  him  of  the  central 
figures,  but  how  could  I  be  expected  to  know 
every  participant  in  so  large  a  movement.  He 
continued  to  ask  me  such  irrelevant  ques- 

tions as  what  the  secretary  in  the  Atlanta 
office  was  being  paid.  Naturally,  I  had  this 
information  right  at  my  fingertips. 
Then  came  my  favorite  question:  "What about  the  Indians?"  I  explained  to  him  that 

SNCC  had  no  projects  in  Canada;  that  other 
groups  such  as  SUPA  were  concerning  them- 

selves with  specifically  Canadian  problems. 
I  was  perhaps  vague  about  the  philosophy 

of  SNCC,  but  said  that  SNCC  workers  are 
using  non-violent  means  to  bring  about  a 
democracy  in  which  Negroes,  or  for  that 
matter  any  man,  can  have  equal  rights  and 
opportunities  and  a  meaningful  voice  in  the life  of  his  community. 

Leonard  Willschick  (II  New) 

pay  closer  attention Sir: 

I  was  much  dismayed  to  see  that  you 
have  misquoted  me  in  the  article  "Socialism, 
initiative  can  coexist"  (The  Varsity,  Jan.  31). 
You  quoted  me  saying  that  "personal Initiative  is  encouraged  in  Russia  by  allow- 

ing the  worker  to  sell  the  produce  from  the 
land  the  state  gives  him."  I  said  (quoting 
from  the  written  text  of  my  speech)  "pea- 

sants are  allowed  to  cultivate  small  private 
plots  of  land,  usually  growing  vegetables, 
and  are  allowed  to  sell  these  in  the  town 
market  place." 

Personal  initiative  is  never  encouraged  in 
any  form  in  Russian  agriculture.  I  used 
"allow"  as  the  main  verb  to  describe  the 
state's  attitude  both  toward  the  growing 
and  the  selling  of  produce.  "'Allow"  implies passive  acceptance  or  admission,  whereas 
"encourage"  implies  active  inspiration  and 
help  —  a  great  difference. 
Having  "worker"  where  you  obviously 

should  have  "peasant"  or  "agricultural  la- 
borer" is  also  a  glaring  inaccuracy. 

I  certainly  hope  that  the  Varsity  reporter 
will  pay  closer  attention  to  the  future  JCR debates. 

George  Haydu  (I  UC) 

it's  tuesday,  not  Wednesday Sir: 
You  recently  published  a  picture  (The 

Varsity,  Feb.  2),  of  one  of  the  girls  in  our 
production  of  Guys  and  Dolls.  Thank  you 
very  much,  but — in  the  caption  you  stated 

that  the  show  opens  Wednesday  night. 
This  is  erroneous. 
We  open  Tuesday,  Feb.  8. 
I  would  appreciate  very  much  your  rec- 

tifying this  error. 
Paul  Hietala  (IV  Vfc) 

President.  Victoria  Music  Club 



Car  Rally  a  smash 
By  MICHAEL  WAYNE 

The  first  Annual  U  of  T  Car  Rally  was 
held  Saturday.  According  to  the  organizers 
and  participants  it  was  a  great  success. 
Any  non-participant  who  happened  to  be 

on  campus  about  7:30  in  the  morning  must 
have  wondered  how  a  normal  person  could 
enjoy  standing  around  in  freezing  weather 
to  hear  instructions  about  how  to  get  from 
Convocation  Hall  to  Sigmund  Samuel  Li- 

brary— by  driving  200  miles  along  the  back roads  of  Ontario. 

Perhaps  no  "normal"  person  could,  but 
there  they  were,  over  100  drivers  and  navi- 

gators, clamoring  to  learn  how  to  win  a 
trophy  and  ruin  their  cars. 

The  cars  were  all  shapes  and  sizes,  colors 
and  models.  There  were  sports  cars  and 
family  cars — and  one  particularly  conspicu- ous new  golden  Chrysler. 
The  driving  teams  were  equally  varied. 

From  the  sleepy  expression  on  many  faces 
it  is  probable  some  had  just  straggled  over 
from  the  Animal  Dance  outside  Hart  House. 

But  sleepy  expressions  soon  vanished  as 
the  drivers  and  navigators  together  tried  to 
solve  the  routes  they  were  to  follow,  routes 
set  down  in  a  confusing  manuscript. 
The  course  of  the  rally  was  exotic.  For 

those  who  did  not  find  Mongolia  interesting 
(no,  Virginia,  not  that  Mongolia)  there  was 
always  the  enchanting  metropolis  of  Tem- 
peranceville,  or  perhaps  Pleasantville  or 
Fraser  Corners. 

But  most  of  the  drivers  did  not  have  time 
to  enjoy  the  spectacular  landscape.  They 
were  racing  up  and  down  snow-covered  dirt 
roads  looking  for  missed  check  points,  driv- 

ing into  snow  banks,  and  helping  other 
drivers  get  their  cars  out  of  snowbanks. 

If  all  the  teams  were  alike  in  any  respect, 
it  was  in  their  junction  lack  of  a  sense  of 
direction.  At  every  junction  the  cars  would 
line  up  to  wait  for  one  driver  who  knew 
where  he  was  going.  Then  all  the  cars  would 
streak  off  in  a  dusty  version  of  follow-the- 
leader.  The  leader  generally  made  up  for  his 
confidence  with  a  total  ignorance  of  the 
route. 
A  driver  going  in  one  direction  would 

often  see  a  competing  car  pass  him  going 
in  the  other.  Feeling  unsure  of  himself  he 
would  turn  around,  only  to  find  the  other 
driver  had  also  turned  around  to  come  after him. 

By  5:30  p.m.  most  of  the  cars  had  some- how managed  to  creak  across  the  finish  line. 
Many  checkpoints  were  missed  and  the 
scores  ranged  from  the  low  (there  were  a 
few  competent  people,  it  seems)  to  be 
astronomical. 

I  only  dare  mention  my  own  score  of  326 
penalty  points  (and  out  of  the  goodness  of 
my  heart  I  shall  let  my  navigator  remain 
nameless)  to  point  out  it  was  far  from  the 
worst. 
But  the  scores  were  unimportant.  The 

helter-skelter  scrambling  was  little  less  than 
amazing,  but  it  was  also  completely  enjoy- able. 

The  final  results  were: 

^  First  —  Driver,  Steve  Sheriff  (II  Vic), 
navigator  Keith  Thompson  (APSC  II)  —  62 
penalty  points 
—  Driver,  Helmut  Brosz  (APSC  IV),  na^ 

vigator,  Roy  Northover  (APSC  IV)  —  62. 
£  Second  —  Ricki  Lester  (I  New),  Wil- 

liam Solomon  (III  UC)  —  66. 
#  Third  —  Bill  Ogg,  Bill  Graber  (SGS) 

 photo  by  PAUL  HI  ETA  LA 
"C'mon  in,  ererybody  . . .  and  see  Guy.  and  Dolls."  These  inyiting  little  ladies  are  part 
of  the  cast  of  the  Vic  Music  Club  presentation,  which  opens  Tuesday  m9ht  at  Mart House  Theatre. 
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C.I.U.Q.C.C. 

sponsors 

QUEBEC  WINTER 

CARNIVAL  WEEKEND 

FEB.  11,  12,  13 
A  BEGINNING  OF  STUDY  WEEK 

ALL EXPENSES 

29.
50 

First  class  accommodations,  2  nights,  breakfasts, 
return  train  from  Montreal  to  Quebec,  box  lunch. 

Buses  to  Montreal  depart,  Toronto 
Feb.  10,  for  $12.00  return 

For  reservations  call 

G.  ABOLS 

RO.  6-0350 
Owing  to  limited  o ceo mmodat ions  students  are  advised  to  register  early. 

HATE  SKATING! 
Contribute  your  skates  to  the  University  Settlement  Skate  Exchange 

Drop  them  into  the  box  outside  the  S.A.C.  ottko 
WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  9 
THURSDAY,  FEBRUARY  10 
FRIDAY,  FEBRUARY  11 

THE  GREATEST  COLLECTION  OF 
FOLK  ARTISTS  UNDER  ONE  ROOF 

ORILLIA 

FOLK  FESTIVAL 

FEB.  18th  -  19th 
COME  AND  HEAR  IN  PERSON 

PHIL  OCHS 

BONNIE  DOBSON 

GUY  CARAWAN 

LEN  CHANDLER 

ALLAN  McRAE 

LEN  UDO 

CHAMBER  BROTHERS 

OSCAR  BRAND 
ALAN  WARD  TRIO 

CASEY  ANDERSON 
JIM  &  JEAN 
JUDY  RODERICK 

MICHAEL  SHERMAN 
JIM  KWESKIN  AND 

HIS  JUG  BAND 
Tickets  available  from 

Sam  The  Record  Man  —  Riverboat  Coffee  House 
FRI  S3.50       SAT  $4.00       COMBINATION  S6.2i 
Motel  accommodotion  in  Orillio  and  district  for  2,500.  Write  or 
coll  DILIDO  MOTEL,  65  Colborne  St.  E.,  Orill.o.  Tel.  325-1388. Accommodation  for  opprox  1000  in  Orillio  Homes  —  Contort: 

ORILLIA  CHAMBER  OF  COMMERCE 

ORILLIA,  ONTARIO    -  326-4424 
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HIGH  FASHION  HAIR  STYLIST 

$20  regular  L'OREAL  de  Paris  Permanent for  $10  —  includes  style  and  cut 
MONDAY  -  SATURDAY 

Also  20%  discount  for  all  students  with proof  of  A.T.L.  errrd  —  Monday  to  Thursday  only 
415  BLOOR  ST.  W.  (ot  Spodino) 

for  appointment  PHONE  922-2823 
Open  Thursday  and  Friday  nights 

PROVINCE  Of  ONTARIO 

GRADUATE  FELLOWSHIPS 

Application  forms  may  be  obtained  from: 

School  of  Graduate  Studies,  Room  101 
65  St.  George  Street,  Toronto  5 

Applications  for  1966-67  Fellowships 
MUST  BE  SUBMITTED  BY 

FEBRUARY  15,  1966 

Applications  received  after  this  date  cannot  be 
considered. 

COLES 

3 HANDY 
LOCATIONS 
•  726  YONGE  ST. BELOW  BLOOR 
•  299  YONGE  ST. 
BELOW  DUNDAS 

•  370  BLOOR  ST.W. 
AT  WALME  R  RD. 

MORE  BARGAINS 

IN  REFERENCE 

BOOKS . . . 
Downstairs  at  COLES  is  the  Reference  Book  Dept.,  a  real  goldmine  of reference  and  technical  books  at  bargoin  prices.  Drop  in!  You  may 
in  iust  the  book  you're  looking  for.  Here  are  a  few  of  the  titles  in stock  right  now! 

  COLES  .PRICE  2.49  \ 
COLES  PRICE  1.49 

COLES  PRICE  2.98  | 
FIRST  PRINCIPLES  OF  CHEMISTRY M.  O.  Taylor.  Pub,  at  7.50  TYRANNY  OF  TIME 
introduction  to  Atomic  Energy.  Pub.  at  3.00 ZOOLOGY  2nd  ED. 
Winchester  &  Lowell.  Pub.  at  6.25   COLES  PRICE  1.98 

COLES  PRICE  1.98 
COLES  PRICE  .77 

COLES  PRICE  1.98 
PHYSICAL  MECHANICS 
2nd   Edj.  Lindsay.  P„b.  at  5.00   COLES  PRICE THE  URBAN  PATTERN 
City  Planning  and  Design.  Pub.  at  12.00  COLES  PRICE COLLEGE  OMNIBUS  6th  ED. 
Pub.  0t  6.»S   COLES  PRICE KING  LEAR 
Ardcn  Shakespeare.  Pub.  at  3,85   .  COLES  PRICE ART  IN  WESTERN  WORLD 
Hub.  ot  8.50    COLES  PRICE INTRODUCTORY  BIOLOGY 
A.  Stouttor.   Pub.  at  5.00    .     .  COLES  PRICE 

1.98 

2.49 

1.98 
COLES  PRICE  1.98 

THE  END  OF  EMPIRE 
J.  Strochcy.    Pub.  at  5.00   ...    COLES  PRICE  1 ELEMENTS  OF  STRENGTH  OF  MATERIALS  3rd  ED. 
"■_71m??be,l,to-  r>uB  ot  5^00  . . ,  COLES  PRICE  1 DESCRIPTIVE  COLLEGE  PHYSICS 
Wkrite.    Pub.  at  5.75   COLES  PRICE THE  HEW  MODERN  AMERICAN  &  BRITISH  POETRY Untermeyet.    pub.  a,  7.05   COLES  PRICE QUALITATIVE  ANALYSIS  AND  ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTIONS  —  E.  J.  King.  Pu>.  ot  7.95  

1.69 

COLES  PRICE  1.98 
THE  NATIONAL  EXPERIENCE 

I  A  History  of  The  United  States.    Pub.  o(  B.95 COLES  PRICE  1.98  | 
I  GOVIRNMENT  REGULATION  OF  INDUSTRIAL 
1  DELATIONS  —  Taylor.   Pub,  ot  5.00  COLES  PRICE 
DESIGN  OF  MODERN  STEEL  STRUCTURE Grintcr.    Pub.  of  6.95  ...........  COLES  PRirF PRINCIPLES  OF  NUCLEAR  REACTOR  ENGINEERING S.  Glasitcnc.    Pub.  ot  7.95   ..  COLES  PRICE 
MODERN  ENGLISH  HANDBOOK  2nd  Ed.  rKJ" Gorrcli  &  Laird.   Pub.  at  4.95    COLES  PRICE 

COLES  VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP 
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BRIEFLY... 

to  hold  hearings 

The  SAC  bursary  commit- 
tee is  planning  to  hold  hear- ings soon  after  Reading 

Week  in  which  students  can 
relate  the  problems  they 
have  encountered  with  the 
bursary  system. 
Tim  Smith,  Internal  Af- fairs Commissioner,  told 

The  Varsity  that  the  com- 
mittee has  already  met  with 

U  of  T  Registrar  Robin  Ross 
and  the  new  Director  of 
Admissions  R.L.  Purvis,  and 
has  recommended  that  stu- 

dents with  averages  below 
66  per  cent  or  those  carry- 

ing a  subject  still  be  allowed 
a  chance  at  bursaries. 
Smith  thinks  ultimately 

the  committee  will  suggest 
that  the  provincial  govern- ment should  decrease  its 
emphasis  on  loans  and  shifi 
it  to  bursaries. 
According  to  Smith,  there 

is  talk  that  the  government 
will  take  over  the  running 
of  the  bursary  system  and 
in  his  opinion  this  would 
create  even  bigger  problems. 

"One  of  the  biggest  comp- 
laints at  present  is  that 

there  is  no  place  on  the 
bursary  form  for  special 
circumstances.  A  system  run 
by  the  government  would 
be  even  more  impersonal." 

The  four  members  of  the 
committee,  Stan  Emerson 
{I  Law),  Don  McMaster  (IV 
Vic),  Ray  Mural  (III  Vic), 
and  Smith,  also  are  attempt- 

ing to  clear  up  the  very 
questionable  statement  o  f 
"independence"  that  is  re- 

quired of  a  student  who 
wants  aid  and  is  not  receiv- 

ing financial  support  from 
his  parents. 

meds  win  debate 

The  Medical  Faculty's  de- bating team  has  won  the 
first  annual  inter-faculty  de- 
hating  tournament,  held  at 
Trinity  College  Saturday. 

In  the  final  match  the  me- dical men  defeated  a  team 
from  St.  Michael's  College 
on  the  topic  "The  present campus  morality  presages 
the  fall  of  the  social  order." Guest  speaker  Richard 
Needham,  a  newspaper  co- lumnist, later  lamented  the 
fact  that  in  the  modern 
mind  morality  is  almost 
always  exclusively  associat- ed with  sexual  behaviour, 
drinking,  and  gambling. 

Mr.  Needham,  the  vote  of 
the  House,  and  the  judges 
all  defeated  the  resolution. 
Former  Warden  of  Hart 

House  Joseph  McCulley  pre- 
sented the  trophy  named 

after  him,  to  the  Meds  team; 

David  Posen  (III  Meds), 
Joyce  Barret  t  ( II  Meds ) , 
Bill  Cass  (II  Meds)  Bob 
Lifeso  (I  Meds),  and  Mike Schwartz  (III  Meds). 

birth  lecture 

The  second  in  the  Univer- 
sity College  lecture  series  on 

birth  control,  "Psychologic- al Problems  of  Sex",  will  be 
held  at  5  o'clock  Tuesday  in 
West  Hall. 

Daniel  Cooper,  President 
of  the  UC  Literary  and 
Athletic  Society,  told  The 
Varsity  last  night  that  par- 

ticipants in  the  lecture  will be  Dr.  Donald  McCuIloch, 
head  of  the  U  of  T  Advisory 
Bureau,  and  Dr.  S.  Neiger, 
of  the  Toronto  Psychiatric 
Hospital. 

Seminars,  headed  by  Tor- onto doctors,  are  being 
planned  for  Wednesday. 
More  definite  plans  will  be 
released  later  in  the  week. 
Meanwhile  i  n  Kings  ton , 

Beatrice  E.  Bryce,  Dean  of 
Women  at  Queen's  Univer- sity, said  Friday  that  if  birth 
control  information  is  re- 

quested by  students  it  would 
probably  be  taught  in  se- minars. 

Miss  Bryce  said  that  she 
had  received  no  such  re- 

quests. 

Bisons  victorious  in  Italy 
Special  to  The  Varsity 

TURIN,  ITALY — Univ- 
ersity of  Manitoba  Bi- 
sons, representing  Can- 

ada, defeated  Finland  7-2 here  Saturday  in  their 
first  game  of  the  World 
Student  Winter  Games. 
Bisons  play  Austria  to- day. 

Jim  Irving  led  Bisons 
with  two  goals  with 
singles  going  to  Jim  Pi- 

neau,  John  Trojack,  Leo 
Duguay,  Chris  Speirs  and Chuck  Meighen. 
Bisons  led  1-0  at  the 

end  of  the  first  period 
and  extended  their  lead 
3-1  in  the  second. 

There  are  nine  national 
student  teams  participat- 

ing in  the  Games  which 
run  until  Feb.  13.  The 
teams  are  divided  into 
groups    of   three  and 

matches  will  be  played 
three  a  day  to  determine ?  winner  in  each  group. 
The  winners  will  then 

enter  a  round-robin  to  de- cide the  championship. Czechoslovakia,  Italy 
and  Yugoslavia  make  up 

Group  "A". 

Canada,  Finland  and Austria  comprise  Group 
"B",  and  the  Soviet 
Union,  Romania  and  Hun- 

gary Group  "C". 

Fencers  split  two  matches  on  weekend 

By  BOB  CLARK 

University  o  f  Toronto's fencing  Blues  defeated  the 
swordsmen  from  Rochester 
Tech,  17-10,  Saturday,  after 
dropping  an  exhibition  to 
the  Polish  Club,  19-8  Friday 
night. 

Varsity's  foilers  provided the  margin  of  victory  against 
Rochester  Tech  Saturday  as 
they  pasted  the  visitors  8-1. Ron  Rice  and  Mike  Jackson 
each  gained  perfect  3-0  re- cords, while  Norman  Brad- 
well  went  2-1. 

In  epee,  Rochester's strongest  class,  RIT's  James Olin  gained  a  perfect  record 
to  lead  his  team  to  a  6-3 
triumph  over  the  Blues. 
Dwayne  Harrington  added 
two  wins  and  Earle  Roth, 
one,  for  the  visitors.  Al  Gal- 
berg  led  Varsity  in  epee  with 
two  wins,  while  Blues" highly-rated  Helmut  Mictovn 
came  up  with  an  off  day. 
and  only  managed  a  single. 

In  sabre,  Mark  Pfeiffer, 
Vladimir  Hachinski  and 
Peter  Apse,  each  posted  two 
victories  to  offset  the  defeat 

in  epee,  and  give  Blues  the 
class,  6-3.  Jeff  Karl  ens  gain- 

ed two  victories  for  the 
losers,  while  Leo  Derkowski 
added  a  single. 

Friday  John  Andrew,  Pe- 
ter Samek  and  Frank  Ham- 

'Jd  represented  the  Polish club,  each  participating  in 
all  three  events  of  foil , 
epee  and  sabre. 

Rice  and  Bradwell  of  Var- 
sity managed  Blues'  only wins  in  foil,  as  Andrew  and 

Samek  compiled  perfect  3-0 scores,  and  Hamlin  added 
one  to  give  the  visitors  the 
event,  7-2. 

G  a  1  b  e  r  g  and  Hachinski 
each  posted  two  victories 
against  the  trio  in  epee  but 
it  was  not  enough  as  Varsity 
lost  5-4.  In  sabre,  Hachinski 
and  Pfeiffer  posted  Blues' only  wins  as  Andrew  and 
Samek  again  came  up  with 
perfect  performa  n  c  e  s  to 
lead  the  club  to  a  7-2  win. THRUSTS  AND  TOU 
CHEES:  Next  week-end, 
February  11  &  12,  Varsity 
travels  to  McGUl  to  defend 
.heir   title   in   the  ihtercol- 

Jegiate  fencing  champion 
ships  . . .  This  past  weekend marked  the  first  time  that 
any  opposition  fencers  have 
managed  perfect  3-0  scores 
against  Varsity  opposition. 
Andrew  and  Samek  each 
posted  two  for  the  Polish 
Club,  while  James  Olin  turn- 

ed the  trick  for  Rochester. 
In  the  Ontario  Fencing 

Association  meet,  Varsity's Mark  Pfeiffer  and  Irv  Snit- 
man  ended  third  and  fifth, 
respectively  in  the  Junior 
Men's  Epee.  Frank  Hamlin, 
who  fenced  with  the  Polish 
Club  against  Blues,  Friday, 
finished  first,  and  Pete  Ur- ban of  Club  Harmonie,  a 
former  pupil  of  Varsity 
coach ,  Imre  Hennyey,  fin- 

ished second  ...  In  the  wo- 
men's junior  foil,  Varsity's women's  Blues',  Chris 

B  u  r  j  a  n  ended  third. 
Kaye  Oayama  and  Jeanet 
te  Oliver,  both  of  Woods- 

man club,  were  first  and  se- 
cond respectively  ...  All 

three  are  coached  by  Var- 
sity's women's  fencing 

coach,  Ken  Wood. 



Brooker  wins  Werry  Cup  again 
By  BOB  CLARK 

Varsity's  Barry  Brooker dominated  the  intercollegi- 
ate gymnastics  champion- 

ships held  at  University  of 
Montreal  over  the  weekend. 
He  led  University  of  Toron- 

to's gymnast  Blues  to  a  suc- cessful defence  of  the  Car- 
ron  Trophy,  emblematic  of 
intercollegiate  gymnastic 
supremacy. 
Brooker  swamped  all  op- 

position, winning  five  of  six 
events,  and  tying  Varsity's Digby  Sale  for  first  in  the 
remaining  event,  the  still 
rings. 
A  former  OQAA  cham- 

pion, inactive  the  past  two 
years,  Brooker  regained  The 
Werry  Cup,  with  50.15 
points.     Art     Kuisma  of 

Queen's  was  well  back  with 39.90. 
The  judges  at  the  meet, 

largely  inexperienced,  went 
strictly  according  to  Olym- 

pic standards,  resulting  in 
many  low  scores. 

The  meet  was  attended  by 
Varsity,  Queen's  and  Uni- versity of  Montreal,  while 
Laval  dropped  out  unex- 

pectedly at  the  last  moment. 
Royal  Military  College  com- 

peted, but  were  not  includ- ed in  the  standings,  as  they 
are  no  t  regis  tered  in  the 
OQAA. 

John  Gero,  competing  for 
Varsity  in  his  first  cham- 

pionship, came  up  with  a 
surprising  second-place  fi- nish in  the  free-calisthenics. 
FOOTNOTES:  Varsity's Carl  Sloane  and  Alexander 

Hamilton  were  also  compet- 
ing in  a  championship  for 

the  first  time.  Sloane  finish- ed 7th  in  free  calisthenics, 
while  Hamilton  was  7th  in 
both     side     horse  and 
vault          Blues'  last  meet 
is  March  5th  when  they  en- tertain Eastern  Michigan  at 
Hart  House . . . 

STATISTICS TEAM  STANDINGS:  t.  Toronto, 
129.6;  2.  Queen's,  114.30;  3.  Univer- sity of  Montreal,  98.10, INDIVIDUAL  ALL-AROUND:  1.  Bar- 

ry Brooker  (T)  50.15;  2.  Art  Kuismo 
IQ)  39.90;  3.  Ken  Lumb  (T)  38.45. FREE  CALISTHENICS:  1 .  Sorry 
Brooker  (T);  2.  John  Gero  [T>;  3.  Art Kuisma  (Q). 

SIDE  HORSE:  1.  Barry  Brooker  fT); 
2.  Larry  Matthews  IQ);  Ken  Lumb  (T). STILL  RINGS:  1.  Barry  Brooker  CD, 
&  Digby  SoJe  (T),  (tied);  3.  Richard Chevalier  (M); 
PARALLEL  BARS:  1.  Barry  Brooker 

tT);  2.  Art  Kuisma  1QJ  8.  Ken  Lumb (Tl,  (tied);  4.  Digby  Sole  <T). VAULTING:  1.  Barry  Brooker  (T); 
2.  Ken  Lumb  (T);  3.  Doug  Lee  (Q). HIGH  BAR:  1.  Barry  Brooker  <T); 
2.  Bryan  Neck  (Q),  3.  Art  Kuisma  (Q). 

RMC,  Varsity  jabbers  evenly  matched 
By  BOB  CLARK 

University  of  Toronto's boxing  Blues  lost  five  of 
nine  matches  to  the  cadets 
of  the  Royal  Military  Col- 

lege, Kingston,  in  a  boxing 
meet  at  Hart  House,  Satur- 

day night. 
Jim  Flatt  (130-lb),  Bob 

Hamilton  (160-lb),  Win  Mc- 
Intyre  ( 165-lb),  and  John 
Playfair  ( 1754b)  provided 
the  Blues  with  their  victo- 
ries. 
Evidence  of  the  two 

teams  being  evenly  matched 
was  shown  by  the  fact  that 
eight  of  the  nine  bouts  end- ed in  decisions,  and  four  of 
the  eight  were  split-deci- sions. 
In  the  135-lb,  Geoffrey 

Archbold  of  RMC  scored  a 
TKO  over  Varsity's  Duncan Miller.  Miller  had  built  up 
a  comfortable  lead  in.  the 

first  two  rounds,  but  was 
bombarded  by  Archbold  in 
the  third,  so  that  the  fight 
had  to  be  halted. 
FOOTNOTES:  In  175-lb., 

John  Playfair  (T)  and  Doug 
Smith  (RMC),  both  novices, 
staged  one  of  the  most  ex- 

citing bouts  . . .  Varsity  re- turns to  RMC  on  February 
19th          This    Friday,  as 
part  of  Athletic  night  at 
Hart  House,  the  Blues  will 
stage  an  exhibition.  Boys 
under  15  of  Toronto's  city 
playgrounds,  also  coached 
by  Varsity  coach  Tony  Can- zano  and  his  assistant,  Don 
Mais,    will    do  battle  
Since  there  are  no  intercol- 

legiate boxing  champion- ships, there  is  presently  no 
team  scoring  system. 130-lb;  Jim  Flatt  (T)  over 
Mike  Blair  (RMC)  by  deci- 

135-lb:  Geoff  Archbold 
(RMC)  over  Duncan  Miller 
(T),  by  TKO. 140-lb;  Wally  Stone  (RMC) 
over  Harold  Poheresky  (T), 
by  decision. 145-lb:  No  competition. 

150-lb:  Harry  Mohr  (RMC) 
over  Doug  McTavish  (T), 
by  decision. 155-lb:  Dick  Guthrie 
(RMC)  over  Dave  Kilgour 
(T),  by  decision. 160-lb:  Bob  Hamilton  (T) 
over  Leif  Schonberg  ( RMC ) 
by  decision. 165-lb:  Win  Mclntyre  (T) 
over  John  Carlson  (RMC) 
by  decision. 175-lb:  John  Playfair  (T) 
over  Doug  Smith  (RMC) 
by  decision. 
Heavyweight:  Dave  Haas 

( RMC )  over  Jack  Halpin 
(T),  by  decision. 

WINTER  CARNIVAL 

UP  AND  COMING  EVENTS 

Monday,  February  7 
8:Q0  p.m. — Ice  FROLICS  '66,  Varsity  Areno Admission  $1.00 

Tuesday,  February  8 8:00  p.m. — VvAusic  Night,  Concert  Hall,  Faculty  of  Music Admission  50c 
Wednesday,  February  9 

7:00  -   11:00  p.m. — Blue  and  White  Winter  Cornival 
Study  Night 

Thursday,  February  10 8:00  p.m. — Film  Night 

AT  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

TICKETS  ON  SALE 

International  Understanding 

Originates  in  Knowledge 
LEARN  BY  EXPERIENCE 
SERVE  OVERSEAS  WITH 

ccso 47  WILLCOCKS  ST. 
928-2544 

ATTENTION  GRADUATES 
United  Co-operatives  of  Ontario,  a  large  agricultural 
firm,  is  seeking  FOUR  graduates:  TWO  Bachelor  of 
Commerce,  ONE  Psychology  Major  and  ONE  M  B.A. 
graduate,  to  work  at  Head  Office  in  Westan. 
UCO  STATISTICS: 
1965  Soles  Volume  $104,000,000 

Freed  Assets  25,000,000 
Staff:  814    1970  Projection  1,500 

POSITIONS: 

t.   BACHELOR  OF  COMMERCE  GRADUATES:  —  To  assist  in 
the  general  and  expanding  retail  accounting  areas  of  Head 
Office  with  periodic  trips  to  branches  in  Ontario. 

2  PSYCHOLOGY  MAJORS:  —  To  work  in  various  departments 
within  the  personnel  division,  ie,  employment,  wage  and  bene- fits and  employee  relations. 

3  MBA  GRADUATE:  —  To  work  in  various  company  depart- 
ments gaining  knowledge  of  the  organization  ond  eventuollv settling  in  an  area  compatible  to  himself  and  the  compmv 

ALL  PERSONS  RECRUITED  WILL  UNDERGO  A 
TRAINING  PERIOD  AND  IN  TIME  BE  PLACED  IN 
A  PERMANENT  POSITION. 
OUR  REPRESENTATIVE  WILL  BE  ON  CAMPUS  — 

THURSDAY,  FEB.  10th,  1966 

U.C.  AT  HOME 

PYGMALION 

HOWARD  FERGUSON  HALL 
SEMI-FORMAL         -         2  BANDS 

$2.00  PER  COUPLE 

SATURDAY  FEB.  26 
BOY  INVITE  GIRL  GIRL  INVITE  BOY 

Wouldn't  a  Dow  go  good  now? 

DR.  J.  B.  RHINE 

Foundation  for  Research 

on  the  Nature  of  Man  —  Duke  University 

"ESP:  What  can  we  make  of  it"
? TIME:     Wed.,  Feb.  9,  8:00  p.m. 

PLACE:  Brennan  Hall  —  S.M.C. 
Presented  by  the  S.M.C.  Honour  Society  
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Redmen  watch  Monteiths 

while  "Bonus  Line"  scores By  BOB  CLARK 
Ward  Possi  and  Gord  Cunningham  went  on  a  rampage 

Friday  night  while  University  of  Guelph  Redmen  had  orders 
to  shadow  the  Monteith  brothers,  and  led  Varsity  Blues 
to  a  14-2  rout  at  Varsity  Arena. 

Redmen  coach,  Briggs  Crichton,  having  carefully  read 
the  Monteiths'  press  releases,  felt  that  putting  extra 
checking  on  the  high-scoring  line  would  sink  the  Blues' ship.  However,  he  forgot  to  tell  his  charges,  it  would  be 
necessary  to  check  the  rest  of  the  Blues  as  well.  As  a 
result,  Cunningham  and  Passi  were  allowed  complete 
freedom  of  the  ice. 

SUMMARY: 
FIRST  PERIOD 
jnningham)    2:28 
,   McClelland)    2:50 

Passi  opened  Blues'  scor- 
ing at  2:28  of  the  first  pe- riod, and  55  seconds  later 

they  led  3-0.  and  the  game 
was  no  longer  in  doubt. 

Blues  led  5-0  at  the  end. 
if  the  first,  and  look  a  12-2 
,ead  into  the  final  frame. 

Crichton's  strategy  held, ihe  Monteiths  to  only  one 
t:oal,  by  Hank,  and  the  line 
to  three,  as  Paul  Laurent 
added  two.  Meanwhile,  the 
Bonus  Line  of  Cunningham, 
Passi,  Stroud  and  Murray 
piled  in  seven  goals  and 
amassed  16  points  to  lead 
the  rout. 

"That  was  our  mistake," said  Crichiton  just  after 
Stroud  had  scored  from 
Passi  and  Cunningham  to 
give  Varsity  a  10-1  lead,  mid- 

way through  the  second  pe- 
riod. "We  had  figured  on only  one  good  line,  the  Mon- 

teiths' line.  So  the  Cunning- ham line  comes  out  and 
murders  us." 

Passi  led  the  Varsity  pa- 
rade with,  three  goals  and 

four  assists,  with  Cunning- 
ham adding  two  goals  and four  assists. 

Pete  Burwash,  Paul  Lau- 
rent, Pat  Monahan  and  Mur- 

ray Stroud  each  added  two 
goals,  while  Hank  Monteith 
tallied  a  single. 
Neither  of  the  Guelph 

goals  were  well-earned. 
Their  first,  scored  by  Dave 
Pallett,  was  an  absolute 
fluke.  Taking  two  strides 
inside  the  centre  line,  Pal- 

lett let  a  hard  ankle-high 
drive  go  that  zipped  wide 
of  the  Varsity  cage. 

Blues'  goalie,  John  Wrig- 
ley,  turned  to  guard  against 
the  puck  rebounding  out  in 
front  of  the  net,  and  had  it 
bounce  off  him  into  the 
cage.  The  second  Guelph 
goal,  awarded  to  John  For- 

syth, came  from  a  scramble 
to  the  side  of  the  Blues'  net. 
With  Wrigley  to  the  side. 

Farmer  pounced  on  the 
puck  in  the  crease.  Referee 
Bob  Fryday  awarded  the 
goal,  although  the  goal 
judge  did  not  see  the  puck enter  the  net. 
NOTES:  The  three  stars, as  chosen  by  the  panel  of amateur  experts,  Rick  Kol- Hns,  Howie  Fluxgold,  and Bob  Clark  were  Ward  Passi, Gord  Cunningham,  and  Paul Laurent . . .  The  win  moves 

Blues  to  within  one  point of  first-place  Western  Mus- 
tangs, and  sets  the  stage  for their  crucial  meeting  on February  18,  at  Varsity  Are- 

1.  .Passi  (C 
2.  Burwash [Tompson 
3.  Monohart (McClelland,    Tompson)    ....  3:23 4.  H.  Monteilh   (Laurent)    16:28 5.  Passi 

(Monohon,  St.  John)    ......  17.06 Penalties:     H.     Monteith  (tripping) 
4:25;  McKay  (tripping)  5:45;  Monohon (cross-checking)     6;58;      Pallett,  H. Monteith     (roughing)     16:56;  Stroud (hooking)  18:13. 

6.  Cu 

SECOND  PERIOD 
lingham 

Cunninghom' Possi) 

2:40 3:00 

3:28 
5:53 

(Possi, 
7.  Passi (Stroud, 
8.  Stroud (Cunninghar 
9.  Monohon [St.  John,  Burwash) 

10.  Pallett  (Forbes)    8:27 
11.  Stroud (Passi.    Cuningham)    9:17 12.  Forsyth 

(Ego,   Burbrldge)    10.29 13.  Burwosh 15:06 

(H.  Monteith,  S.  Monteith)  17:48 Penalties:  Mason  (interference)  3:50; 
Farmer  (interference)  7:07;  Flood  (in- 

terference)   1 1 :52;    McKay  (clipping) 16:31. 
THIRD  PERIOD 

15.  Laurent  (H.  Monteith)    3:32 
16.  Cunninghom  (Passi)    5:28 

Penalties:    Former    (fighting,  chorg- 
ing).  Mason  (fighting)  4:05;  Forbes 
(high-sticking)  4:16;  Monohon  (rough- 

ing) 7: 10;  Awrey  (elbowing)  1 3:55; 
Slater  &  Wilson  (fighting)  15:57;  S. 
Monteilh  (holding)  19:33. 

— photo  by  MIKE  GUDZ 
This  is  one  of  the  few  times  Guelph  goaltender  Jim  Morton  was  able  to  foil  the 
"Bonus  Line"  during  Friday's  14-2  win  for  Blues.  Gord  Cunningham  (right)  and  Murray Stroud  are  seen  closing  in  on  Horton. 

CLUTCH  EFFORT 

Cagers  tip-toe  past  broken  Mustangs 

SHOTS  ON  GOAL 
By  Guelph  . 
By  Toronto 22    26    19    —  67 

By  RICH  PYNE 
"We  need  this  one,"  was 

Western  coach  Jerry  Gon- 
ser's  comment  as  he  walked 
upstairs  to  the  Hart  House ball  room. 
Two  hours  later  his  West- 

ern Mustangs  were  disap- 
pointed 71-69  in  a  solid  ef- 

fort by  Varsity  Blues  which 
vitually  eliminated  the  Lon- 

doners from  a  play-off  spot. 

I 

— photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
Blues'  Jim  Holowochuk  (55)  lofts  a  jump-shot  while Western  s  Mary  Morten  (34)  observes  his  form.  Toronto's Doug  Lockhart  mores  around  Morten  for  position. 
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The  game  was  almost 
identical,  right  down  to  the 
score,  to  the  previous  en- counter between  the  two 
clubs  played  before  Christ- mas in  London. 
Seldom  more  than  six 

points  separated  the  teams with  Blues  on  the  short  end 
for  most  of  the  first  three- 
quarters  of  the  contest. 
The  visiting  team  managed 

a  36-33  edge  at  half-time 
despite  the  fact-  Blues  had 11  more  field  goal  attempts 
and  were  utilizing  a  fairly 
effective  zone  defense. 
For  Blues,  the  situation 

looked  grim  at  the  half.  Not 
only  were  they  down  but Ron  Kimel,  playing  a  good 
offensive  first  half  with 
eight  points,  and  John  Had- den  were  each  tagged  with 
four  fouls. 

The  second  half  was  play- 
ed at  relatively  the  same 

pace  as  the  first,  becoming naturally  more  hectic  as 
time  died.  With  10  minutes 
to  go  Blues  grabbed  the  lead 
and  began  the  nerve-wrack- ing chore  of  hanging  on. 
Rookie  Hadden,  6-foot-7, 

playing  with  his  four  fouls, 
was  a  big  factor  in  Blues' win.  He  did  a  tremendous 
job  on  Western's  fine  centre Marv  Morten,  holding  him 
to  four  second-half  points 
while  at  the  other  end  he 
out-positioned  his  more  ex- 

perienced opponent  for  13. 
Morten  was  unable  to  get 

Hadden  out  of  the  game 
although  Western  made  fre- 

quent attempts  to  isolate 
them  on  one  and  one  situa- tion. 

Western  ran  into  addition- 
al problems  when  their  ex- 

cellent, and  huge,  rookie 
Dave  Crowe  fouled  out  with 
six  minutes  to  play  leaving 
Hadden  to  dominate  the 
boards. 

The  big  panic,  character- istic of  close  ball  games, 
started  with  1:24  remaining 
when  Western  changed  to  a 
full  court  press. 

Thirty  seconds  later  with 
the  score  70-68  Mustang 
guard  Mac  Bury  was  fouled 
with  both  teams  on  the  bon- 

us. He  missed  his  second 
shot  and  Varsity  clung  to  a 
point  advantage. 

Thirty-one  seconds  show- 
ed on  the  clock  when  they 

finally  caught  up  to  Blues' Doug  Lockhart  and  fouled 
him  in  an  attempt  to  re- 

capture the  ball.  Lockhart 
also  missed  his  bonus  shot 
and  Western  was  left  within 
a  hoop  of  overtime  and  in 
possession  of  the  ball  to boot. 

Nevertheless  in  the  frantic 
last  10  seconds  Western 
threw  away  the  ball,  the 
game,  and  their  play-off 
aspirations. 
Hadden's  perform  a  n  c  e 

was  by  far  and  away  the 
finest  in  his  first  year  on 
the  Varsity  team.  But  even 
more  valuable  to  Blues  was 
six-year  veteran  and  captain 
Bill  Woloshyn.  Woloshyn's deceptively  fast  drives  drew seven  fouls  in  t  h  e  second 
half  and  his  19  points  were 
high  for  the  game. 

Paul  Newman  with.  19, 
Crowe  16,  Bury  13,  and  Mor- 

ten 12  took  care  of  almost 
all  Western  scoring. 
Guelph  lost  their  eighth 

straight  in  London  Friday 

night,  88-34. Scoring:  Varsity,  Woloshyn 
19;  Hadden  14;  Kane  9; 
Kimel  8;  Lockhart  7;  Holo- 

wachuk 6;  Rogers  4;  Neidre 
2;  Richardson  2;  Lapides. 
Western:  Newman  19; 

Crowe  16;  Bury  13;  Morten 
12;  Poole  7;  D.  Morten  2; 
McKnity,  Burton,  Benie, 
Zanis. 
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SAC  should  initiate,  reflect  opinion 

By  DOROTHY  YARMOUTH 
Some  sexologists  predict 

that  virginity  as  a  prerequi- 
site for  marriage  will  vir- 

tually disappear  by  1980, 
the  head  of  the  U  of  T  Ad- 

visory Bureau  said  last 
night. Dr.     Donald  McCulloct 
was  speaking  at  the  second 

the  University  College  se- 
The  Students  Administrative  Council 

should  be  both  an  initiator  and  a  reflector 
of  student  opinion,  according  to  the  newly 
formed  Student  Democratic  Union,  the 
campus  political  party. 

This  was  part  of  the  statement  of  prin- 
ciples passed  at  the  first  general  meeting  of 

the  party  held  Monday  at  Sidney  Smith Hall.  ,  , 
About  100  students  attended  the  meeting, 

which  also  passed  a  constitution  for  the new  party.  . 
Several  present  SAC  members,  including 

Vice-president  David  Hunter  (III  New), 
Gurston  Dacks  (III  UC),  Ernie  Lightman 
(III  UC),  Tom  Faulkner  (III  Vic),  Charles 
Campbell  (III  Vic),  and  George  Flak  (III 
Vic)  also  attended  the  meeting. 
Hunter  latter  told  The  Varsity  they  had 

gone  to  the  meeting  because  they  have  been 
interested  for  some  time  in  some  of  the 

problems  SDU  wants  to  discuss. The  statement  of  principles  says  that 
"proposals  for  SAC  should  be  limited  pri- 

marily to  university  affairs." The  meeting  also  elected  a  temporary  ex 
ecutive  for  SDU,  consisting  of  Tom  Good 
(IV  Vic),  president;  Joe  Meuleman  (III 
SMC),  vice-president  for  SAC  affairs;  Marv 
Ross  (III  New),  vice  president  for  university 
affairs;  and  Dorothy  Mcintosh  (III  Vic) secretary. 

About  20  party  members,  met  again  Mon 
day  night  to  discuss  the  party  platform.  Its 
content  will  not  be  released  until  another 
public  meeting  is  held  at  1  p.m.  today  in room  1087  of  Sidney  Smith  Hall. 

The  party  will  decide  on  what  colleges  or 
faculties  it  will  contest  in  the  forthcoming 
SAC  elections  and  who  the  party's  candi- dates will  be  at  another  meeting  to  be  held this  Friday. 

Decide  engineers  do  need  Engli
sh 

Grade  13  English  should  remain  a  com- 
pulsory admission  requirement  for  appli- cants to  the  Faculty  of  Applied  Science  and 

Engineering,  the  engineering  student  council decided  last  night.  . 
The  Enginering  Society  executive,  which 

represents  some  1,600  undergraduates  in 
the  faculty,  voted  unanimously  to  recom- 

mend that  "Grade  13  English  or  its  equiva- 
lent be  retained  as  a  requirement  for  ent- 

rance into  first  year  in  the  faculty 
The  recommendation  stated  that  it  was 

made  "in  the  fear  that  Engineers  will  face 
a  greater  danger  of  becoming  illiterate  and 
narrow  in  a  highly  technical  course  which 
on  graduation  also  requires  a  general  aware- 

ness of  the  humanities." 
Recently  the  University  announced  t  h  a 

English  would  become  am  optional  entrance requirement, 

least  five  moralities: 
#  "Far  right"  or  "tradi- 

tional conservatism,"  which regards  sex  as  purely  for 
reproductive  purposes; 
#  "Right"  or  "modern 

conservatism,"  which  be- lieves in  premarital  fidelity 
(to  the  future  spouse),  but 
has  a  positive  attitude  to 
sex  discussion; 

Hi 
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Dr.  D.  McCulloch,  Daniel  Cooper,  and  Dr.  S.  Neiger  (left to  right). 

ries  on  birth  control  and 
sex  on  the  topic  "Psycholo- 

gical Problems  of  Sex."  Dr. 
Stephen  Neiger  of  the  To- ronto Psychiatric  Hospital, 
co-editor  of  the  Journal  of 
Sex  Research,  also  partici- 

pated in  the  discussion. 
Dr.  Neiger  stated  that  in 

contemporary  society  there is  no  single  morality,  but  at 

•  "Middle  of  the  road," 
in  which  there  is  no  clear- 
cut  policy,  but  each  rela- tionship must  be  analyzed 
as  to  the  place  of  sexual  in- tercourse in  it; 

•  "Left"  or  "personal  li- 
beralism," which  is  repre- 

sented by  the  "fun  morali- ty" of  Dr.  Albert  Ellis; 
See  "sexologist"  page 
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The  student  centre:  s
ites  and  problems 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

The  proposed  V  of  T  Stu- dent Centre  has  this  year 
been  the  subject  of  much 
talk  and  few  results.  An  air 
of  secrecy  has  surrounded 
much  of  the  discussion,  and 
most  students  probably  have 
little  or  no  idea  of  the  prob- lems involved.  This  article, 
the  first  of  a  special  Varsity 
series,  is  an  attempt  to  en- 

courage a  more  open  exami- nation of  the  issues. 
If  SAC  has  its  way,  the 

proposed  student  centre will  be  on  St.  George  St. 
behind  the  bookstore.  The council  has  chosen  that  as 
the  site  to  press  for  and  has 
hired  an  architect  to  pre- 

pare a  design. 
The  problem,  though,  is 

that  SAC  probably  will  not 
get  its  way,  something 
many  students,  have  sus- 

pected for  a  long  time.  But 
their  doubt  arises  mostly 
out  of  ignorance,  for  SAC 
has  been  too  secretive  too 
long. 
Whenever  the  centre  is 

discussed,  SAC  meeting  be- come in-camera  sessions. 

Some  people  though,  such 
as  Engineering  Dean  R.  R- 
McLaughlin,  head  of  U  of 
T's  planning  office,  are 
more  open. 
McLaughlin  talked  freely 

about  the  centre  and  the 
possible  sites,  subjects  SAC 
felt  were  classified  informa- tion. 
There  are  five  such  pos- 

sible sites: 
•  No.  1:  44  St.  George Street 
•  No.  2:  St.  George  St., 

behind  the  bookstore 
•  No.  3:  St.  George  St. 

where  the  U.  C.  Women's Union  is 
•  No.  4:  St.  George  and 

Hoskin  (the  Newman  Club site) 

•  No.  5:  Spadina  and 
Harbord. 
No.  1  is  on  St.  Georg- 

at  the  corner  of  Russell  St. 
The  centrality  of  the  loca- 

tion is  an  obvious  advan- 
tage, and  for  that  reason SAC  has  named  it  as  one 

of  two  acceptable  sites. 
And  McLaughlin  also  ac- 

knowledges that  it's  one  of the  two  most  likely,  but 
warns  that  there  are  con- 

struction problems  involv- ed. The  site  is  right  next  to 
the  U  of  T  heating  plant, 
which  uses  mostly  gas  fuel. 
"You  see,  the  university 

is  one  of  the  good  guys  now; 
we  use  gas,"  McLaughlin 
said.  Gas  doesn't  pollute the  air  with!  smoke. 

But,  as  a  standby  mea- sure, the  university  has  oil 
tanks  ready  and  these  tanks are  buried  underneath  part 
of  the  site.  No  building  can 
be  erected  above  tanks. 

Another  problem,  accord- ing to  McLaughlin,  is  with traffic.  The  university  still 

has  plans  to  close  off  St. 
George  St.,  and,  if  it  does 
so,  may  send  traffic  left 
along  Russell  St.  This  would create  a  large,  unwanted 
pedestrian-vehicular  involve- ment at  the  corner  if  the 
site  is  chosen. See  "centre,'  page  3 

— Lockwood  Survey* 



"WHAT  ARE  THE  CHANCES 

OF  CANADA'S  SURVIVAL?" Round-Table  Discussion  with  Professors 
—  G.  R.  COOK 
—  PAUL  FOX 
—KENNETH  McNAUGHT 

WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  9th,  3  p.m. 
O.C.E.  AUDITORIUM 

No  entries  will  be  accepfed 
for  the  Here  and  Now  co 
lumn  after  5  p.m.  on  thi 
day  of  publication. 

OPEN  HOUSE 

FACULTY  OF  DENTISTRY 
124  EDWARD  STREET 

SUN,  FEB,  13  1-5  P.M. 
EVERYONE  WELCOME  REFRESHMENTS 

THE 

PAPERBACK 

iBOOKSHOPi 

COLES 

♦
B
p
 

Slue  and  White 

WINTER  CARNIVAL 

PROGRAMME 

Wednesday,  February  9th 
7:00  -  11:00  p.m.     Blue  ond  White  Winter  Carnival 

Study  Night 
Thursday,  February  10th 

8:00  p.m.    Film  Night 
Friday,  February  11th 

8:00  p.m.    Hockey  Gomes,  Varsity  Areno, 
Blues  vs  Waterloo 

1  0: 1 5  p.m.    Skating  Porty  in  Arena 
10:15  p.m.     Broomball  Game,  before  Skating  Porty 
1:00   p.m.    Engineers'  Chariot  Race,  Front  Campus 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 
presents  in Room  102 

Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -2:00  p.m. 
February  9,  10,  1966 
ELECTRONIC  PROCESSES 
IN  CRYSTALS  AND 
LIVING  ORGANISMS 

PHYSICAL  CHEMISTRY 
OF  POLYMERS 

KRYSTALLOS 
A  series  of  programmes  arrang- ed by  the  Science  ond  Medicine Dept.  of  the  University  Library 
in   co-operation   with   the  Na- tional Science  Film  Library  of the  Canadian  Film  Institute. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE WATCHING  THE  FILM 

SYMPOSIUM 

"ALIENATION" 
Saturday,  February  12,  1966 

9:30  a.m.  to  4:30  p.m. 

SEELEY  HALL,  TRINITY  COLLEGE 
Sponsored  by  CANTERBURY  and  TRINITY  COLLEGE  CHAPLAINCIES 

£nth»Pin^!i0n  °f  STf-  °f  th<L  fQC,tors  inyolved  in  the  breakdown  in  standards  and 
societV  9       °  °n  °nd  individu°lizQti°n  f°ced  by  growing  numbers  in  our 
Chairman  —  Gordon  Watson,  S.T.B.  —  Dean  of  Men  and  Head  of The  Department  of  Religious  Knowledge,  Trinity  Colleqe Papers  will  be  delivered  by:  - 
W  E.  Mann,  Ph.D.  —  Professor  of  Sociology,  York  University Quwnngton,  Ph.D.  —  Associate  Professor  of  Psychology  and Psychiatry,  The  University  of  Toronto 
Charles  Roberts,  Ph.D.-Director,  The  Dr.  C.  K.  Clarke  Institute  of Psychiatry. 

AnvAurc  d  ReSistration  Fee  $3.00  (lunch  included) 

3A73^n1»0»1to  SRE9Q2U3l.lI?3Ph°ne  *         "NTERBu'ry  HOUSE, ~  — — — —  ,  ™~~„„„„„„„„ 

Name(s)   
Address(es) 
Tel.  No.(s) 
Cheques  should  be  made  payable 
^^.%?3^rS£Wg»™"-  *™  *««  "»  n*M  to  "CANTER- 

E& 

Today,  10  ajn.-lO  p.m. 
Paintings  by  Edmund  AJleyn,  Hart  House  Art  Gallery. 

Ladies,  2-5  p.m. 
Today,  12  pjn. 

Clothing  and  money  donations  to  SNOT  accepted  till  2 
p.m.  44  St.  George. 
Today,  1  p.m. 

Open  meeting,  Student  Democratic  Union,  re  priority 
of  policies.  Rm.  1087,  Sid.  Smith. 

M  and  P  student  lecture  on  Godel's  proof.  Rm.  106,  UC. SUPA  executive  meeting.  Rm.  11,  UC. 
Yavneh  lecture:  ins  and  outs  of  history.  Rm.  2110,  Sid Smith. 
Graduate  Christian  Fellowship  discussion.  Rm.  221  U.C. 
Liberal  Club  meeting.  All  going  to  CULF  convention 

should  attend.  Bring  money.  Rm.  1086,  Sid  Smith. 
Members'  color  show:  Camera  Club  rooms,  Hart  House. Prizes. 

Today,  4:30  p.m. GSU  tea. 

Today,  5:15  pjn. 
Academic  seminar  for  first-year  students.  International 

Student  Centre,  45  Willcocks. 
Today,  6  p.m. 

AH  interested  in  Outing  Club  ski  weekend  should  call 
Diane  Drummond  before  Friday.  241-6694. 
Today,  7  pjn. 

General  meeting  of  SAC.  Debates  Room,  Hart  House. 
Today,  7:30  pjn. 

Pistol  match,  tyros  and  intermediates.  Slow  and  timed 
fire.  Hart  House  Revolver  Club. 

Graduate  students'  badminton.  Drill  Hall,  119  St. 
George. 

Today,  8  pan. 
Jazz  Happening  with  Ed.  Summerlin.  East  Common 

Room,  Hart  House. 
Talk  on  Human  Engineering.  Music  Room,  Hart  House. 
Vic  Folk  Club  meeting.  All  Welcome.  Copper  Room, 

Wymilwood,  Vic. 
Talk  on  ESP  by  Dr.  J.B.  Rhine.  Brennan  Hall,  SMC. 
UC  Lit  seminar  on  birth  control.  Doctor  available.  Men: 

Committees  Rm.,  Hart  House;  women:  JCR,  UC. 
Today,  8:30  p.m. 

Political  Economy  Club:  Nationalism  in  Canada.  Wymil- wood, Victoria. 
Vic  Music  Club  presents  Guys  and  Dolls.  Hart  House 

Theatre.  Tickets  at  box  office.  Also  Thursday. 
Thursday,  10  a.m. -10  pjn. 

Paintings  by  Edmund  Alleyn.  Hart  House  Art  Gallery. Ladies,  2-5  p.m. 

Thursday,  1  p.m. 
VCF  discussion.  Rm.  77,  New  College. 
Hillel  seminar:  Socialism  in  Israel.  Rm.  2125,  Sid. Smith. 

UC  PC  meeting:  arrangements  re  Ottawa  trip.  At- tendance imperative.  Rm.  209,  UC. 
Yavneh:  fundamentals  of  Orthodox  Judaism.  Rm.  2110, Sid.  Smith. 
Lecture:  the  forgiveness  of  sins.  Canterbury  House,  373 Huron  St. 

Thursday,  4:10  pjn. 
Lecture:  The  structure  of  radio  galaxies.  Tea,  3:55  p.m. 

Rm.  135,  McLennan  Labs. 
Thursday,  5  p.m. 

Student  Services  Committee  meeting.  South  Sitting Rm.,  Hart  House. 
Thursday,  6  p.m. 

Supper,  Bible  study:  The  sayings  of  Jesus.  Canterbury 
House,  373  Huron  St. 
Thursday,  8  p.m. 

HH  debate:  The  Arbor  Room  should  sell  the  pill.  De- 
bales  Room,  Hart  House. 

Philosophy  Club  meeting:  lecture  on  problems  in  psy- 
chological explanation.  Music  Room,  Hart  House. 

Thursday,  8:30  p.m. 
SMC Informal  talk  on  the  shape  poem.  East  Elmsley  Lounge, 

U  of  T  Radio    91.1  FM    5:30-6  p.m. 
THE  INTERNATIONAL  LANGUAGE  OF  MUSIC:  A  study  of  "The Threepenny  Opera"  and  "The  City  of  Mahogonny"  by  Kurt  WciH and  Bcrtott  Brecht,  with  Su.  Copeland. 
EVERY  OTHER  THURSDAY:  Kothy  McNob  ond  Ed  FuduriCh  with excerpts  from  UTDU  debate:  Resolved  that  present  campus  morality presages  the  decline  of  Hi.  social  order. 
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^  U  of  T  politicians  approve  of  s
ex 

By  ROD  RITCHIE 
The  U  of  T  political  parties  presented  the 

inside  story  on  sex  and  marriage  Monday 
night  at  the  Public  Affairs  Forum. 

During  a  three-hour  debate  at  Hart  House 
the  politicians  voiced  their  approval  for 
birth  control,  abortion,  and  divorce. 
The  Liberal  resolution  on  birth  control 

received  an  almost  unanimous  vote.  It  called 
for  family  planing  centres,  contraceptives 
for  anyone  having  a  doctor's  prescription, 
and  free  pills  for  "low  income  families." Conservative  leader  Bob  Radford  offer- 
red  some  advertising  hints  for  the  birth 
control  program.  "Take  it  from  me— my 
group  had  23  per  cent  fewer  pregnancies. 
Don't  be  half  safe.  Ask  yourself— Does  she 
or  doesn't  she?  Use  a  thinking  man's  filter." Liberal  leader  Hersh  Ezrin  (II  UC)  said 
that  Radford's  idea  would  be  successful  only 
if  "we  convince  the  Board  of  Broadcast 
Governors  that  publicity  will  be  55  per  cent 
Canadian  in  content."  He  cautioned  that  the 
government  should  distribute  "free  booklets 
fn  a  plain  brown  envelope." Communist  leader  Tim  Walsh  (SGS)  agre- 

ed in  principle  to  the  Liberal  proposal.  "It 
is  not  right  that  unwed  mothers  and  troubl- 

ed couples  should  suffer  through  the  dog- 
matism and  reprehensible  cowardice  of  Ot- 

tawa. It  is  the  duty  of  every  democratic 
state  to  allow  every  citizen  to  make  the 
choice  between  birth  control  and  abstin- 

ence," he  said. 
The  defeated  NDP  resolution  demanded 

that  "all  government  censorship  should  be 
censored."  ,  ,, 
Speaking  for  the  NDP  Steve  Langdon  (I 

Trin)  said  that  intervention  by  the  state 
in  the  arts  does  not  square  with  the  free- 
dom  of  the  individual.  He  added,  "The 
family,  not  the  state,  must  protect  children 
against  smut." Liberal  leader  Ezrin  txtolled  the  virtues 
of  the  paperbacks.  He  said  "Some  are  even 

in  Latin  —  that's  how  filthy  they  are."  He warned  that  not  all  literature  should  be  free 
to  read.  "We  must  protect  the  defence  se- crets of  the  true  North.  They  are  our  true 
bastion  of  strength  ...  the  key  to  the  se- 

curity of  the  free  world" The  other  parties  pointed  out  that  the 
government  should  censor  hate  literature 
and  protect  the  young  and  emotionally- disturbed  from  obscenity. 

The  Conservative  proposal  on  abortion 
squeaked  through  on  a  9-8  vote. Paul  MacRae  (II  UC)  who  introduced  the 
resolution  said,  "A  woman  is  more  than 
housekeeper  and  breeding  stock.  She  is  free to  do  what  she  desires.  If  she  cannot  get 
an  abortion  both  she  and  the  unwanted 

child  suffer." "Th  child,  brought  up  as  a  burden  or  put 
up  for  adoption,  usually  becomes  the  hostile, 
delinquent  adult.  As  Bertrand  Russell  said "—Nothing  but  complete  freedom  can  cure 
the  undue  obsession  with  sex," Communist  Mark  Sydney  (II  UC)  agreed 
but  added  that  abortion  should  be  sought 
as  a  last  resort,  and  birth  as  the  first." NDP  leader  Langford  disagreed  with  the 
Tory  proposal.  "It  is  not  right  that  the  child should  be  killed  to  protect  the  mother  from 
embarrassment  that  she  herself  caused,"  he said. 

The  political  parties  gave  near  full  consent 
to  the  communist  resolution  that  "any  mar- 

ried person  can  sue  for  divorce"  no  matter how  poor  he  is  or  where  he  lives. 
"Marriage  is  a  means  to  serve  human 

happiness  not  the  law,"  Tim  Walsh  said.  "It is  better  to  make  it  hard  to  get  married  and 
easier  to  stay  single  or  get  divorced.  We 
must  change  our  ideas  of  sex  so  that  the 
young  are  not  driven  into  marriage  merely 
to  satisfy  sex  urges." He  observed  that  in  marriage  love  has 

just  recently  become  a  "bonus." "Yes,  a  baby  bonus."  Ezrin  replied. 

The  centre  and  the  sites 

(From  page  one) 
Site  No.  2  is  the  one  SAC 

wants.  The  location  is  per- 
fect_close  to  Sidney  Smith 
Hall,  the  bookstore,  the 
centre  campus,  the  new 
buildings  on  the  west  cam- 

pus. The  site  now  is  oc- 
cupied by  the  School  of Graduate  Studies. 

And  if  St.  George  St.  is 
ever  closed  off,  the  traffic 
problem  will  be  eliminated. But  although  the  site  has 
the  most  advantages  of  the 
five,  it  also  has  the  most obstacles. 

"I  wouldn't  say  there's  no 
possibility  (that  the  centre 
will  go  there)  but  in  itself 
the  site  isn't  big  enough," 
McLaughlin  stated.  "You wouldn't  want  to  put  a  sky- 

scraper there.  It  would  look 
like  hell." 
The  planning  office  has 

set  a  policy  that  buildings would  be  graduated  in 
height  from  St.  George  St. 
to  Spadina,  where  an  ex- 

pressway will  soon  be  con- structed. 
A  series  of  15-  or  20-storey 

parking  garages  built  along the  edge  of  the  expressway 
are  to  block  the  noise  and 
provide  parking  for  the 
cars  without  forcing  them 
to  drive  from  the  highway 
through,  the  campus. 
But  Mr.  McLaughlin  feels 

that  a  high  building  behind 
the  bookstore  would  spoil 
the  skyline. 
Therefore,  SAC  decided 

to  negotiate  with  Knox  Col- 
lege, which,  has  an  option 

to  use  the  land  adjacent  to 
the  site. 
The  land  was  once  used 

as  a  residence  for  the  prin- 

cipal of  Knox,  then  was  va- 
cated and  used  by  the  Pres- 

byterian Church. But,  as  Rev.  J.  S.  Glen, 
principal  of  Knox,  told  The Varsity  last  week,  as  soon 
as  the  church  finishes  a 
new  office  building,  the 
house  will  revert  to  the  col- lege. He  said  he  cannot  say 
what  use  Knox  will  make 
of  it,  until  the.  college  coun- cil decides. 
However,  last  year,  SAC 

and  the  administration  sent 
letters  to  Mr.  Glen,  inquir- 

ing about  the  possibility  ot 
using  the  land.  Mr.  Glen was  soon  after  assured,  in 
a  letter  from  President Claude  Bissell,  that  the 
land  would  not  have  to  be 
used  for"  that  purpose. 

There  is  reason  to  believe 
certain  university  officials 
feel  that  Knox  already  has 
too  much  land  for  its  100 
undergraduate  and  50  post- 

graduate students. 
But  expropriation  is  out 

of  the  question.  Not  only  is 

expropriation  of  an  educa- tional institution  a  delicate 
matter,  but,  as  McLaughlin 
said,  the  university  is  be- 

coming increasingly  careful 
after  the  trouble  it  encoun- tered when  it  expropriated 
land  in  west  Toronto  for Erindale  College. 
McLaughlin  also  warned 

that  the  bookstore's  needs 
must  be  heeded.  The  book- 

store is  pressuring  the  ad- ministration to  allocate  the 
land  for  its  own  expansion. 
And  expansion  is  sorely 

needed  in  light  of  the  pre- 
sent cramped  facilities which  force  the  piling  of 

books  in  all  parts  of  the 
basement,  even  to  clutter 
up  the  walks  between  shel- ves and  hinder  good  ser- vice. 

It  would  be  quite  ironic 
if  SAC's  pressure  for  a  stu- dent centre  hampered  the 
bookstore's  attempts  to  im- 

prove service  and  possibly 
initiate  lower  prices,  some- 

thing students  have  been clamoring  for. 
Friday:  The  Most  Likely Sites. 

HART  HOUSE  & 
TODAY  JLu 

1.00-2.00  p.m.  CAMERA  CLUB  —  Club  Rooms MEMBERS'  COLOUR  SHOW:  Judge:  Dr.  G.  Lucas 
8.00  p.m.     LIBRARY  —  The  Second  Library  Evening  in  the 

Series  "Literature  and  Modern  Man" E.  U.  5CHRADER,  Chairman,  Communications 
Department,  Ryerson  Polytechnical  Institute 
"Society  and  the  Free  Press" Informal  address  followed  by  open  discussion 
Ladies  admitted  as  guests  of  members. 

12.30  p.m.    CHAPEL  —  Holy  Communion  —  Open  to  all members  of  the  University. 
1.15  p.m.    POETRY  READING  —  Art  Gallery 

Jay  MacPherson  reading  "The  Idiot  Boy"  by  Words- worth — ■  Philip  Child  reading  his  own  poetry. Ladies  welcome. 
8.00  p.m.    HART  HOUSE  DEBATE  —  Debates  Room 

'THE  ARBOR  ROOM  SHOULD  SELL  THE  PILL' 
IN  THE  ART  GALLERY 

Paintings  by  Edmund  Alleyn 
Daily:  10  o.m.  -  10  p.m. 
Ladies:  2  p.m.  -  5  p.m. 
Sunday:  2  p.m.  -  5  p.m. Until  February  1 8 

SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 
8.30  p.m.    February  13      Great  Hall 
EDWARD    AUER,  Pianist 

HART  HOUSE  ORCHESTRA 

Conducted  by  BOYD  NEEL 

SUNDAY,   FEBRUARY  20th 

8.30  p.m.  Great  Hall,  Hart  House 
Soloist  -  NICHOLAS  KILBURN,  Bassoon 

Admission  ot  the  door  -  Students  $1.25;  Others  $2.50 

"The  Arbor  Room  Should  Sell  The  Pill" 

HART  HOUSE  DEBATE 

Debotes  Room    Thursday,  February  10th    8.00  p.m. 

HONORARY  VISITORS 

DR.  J.G.  SPENCER 
School  of  Social  Work 

DR.  G.  E.  iWODEHOUSE 
Director  of  the  Health  Service 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

PHILOSOPHY  CLUB 

presents 
Prof.  JERRY  A.  FODOR Massachusetts  Institute  of  Technology 

"PROBLEMS  IN 

PSYCHOLOGICAL  EXPLANATION" Tomorrow,  THURSDAY,  FEB.  10 

8:00  P.M.,  Music  Room,  Hart  House. 

ALL  STUDENTS  AND  FACULTY  WELCOME. 
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.•.who  help  themselves 
Student  financing  is  an  extremely  interesting  subject. 

A  lot  of  influential  groups  and  individuals  keep  recom 
mending  changes,  but  the  duly  constituted  government 
authorities  seem  only  interested  in  maintaining  the  status 
quo. 

(A  parallel  could  be  drawn  with  the  situation  in  Viet 
Norn,  were  it  not  true  that  the  problem  of  student  financ- 

ing is  unlikely  to  cause  a  world  war.) 
The  latest  group  to  urge  reforms  in  this  area  is  the 

Canadian  Association  of  University  Teachers,  which  last 
week  made  public  a  brief  calling  for  government  grants  to 
cover  both  the  tuition  fees  and  the  living  costs  of  students. 

This  proposal  is  similar  to  a  policy  recently  introduced 
by  Premier  Smallwood  in  Newfoundland. 

It  is  also  much  stronger  than  the  line  taken  by  the 
Canadian  Union  of  Students,  and  far,  far  more  radical 
than  the  attitude  of  most  Canadian  university  students. 

Disgruntled  student  leaders  have  commented  that  al- 
most everyone  but  the  students  themselves  seems  inter- 
ested in  solving  the  financial  problems  which  students  face. 
Of  course,  the  CAUT  has  a  more  sophisticated  reason 

for  advocating  this  system  of  government  grants.  They 
believe  that  such  a  system  could  be  used  to  help  ensure 
university  autonomy  by  reducing  the  amount  of  direct 
grants  to  universities. 

University  students,  who  should  be  interested  in  both 
university  autonomy  and  their  own  financial  problems, 
have  a  number  of  reasons  for  supporting  such  a  proposal. 

But  the  disastrous  results  of  last  fall's  National  Stu- 
dent Day  indicate  that  it  will  be  a  long  time  before  students 

even  begin  to  realize  that  problems  exist — and  an  even 
longer  time  before  they  begin  taking  action  to  do  some- thing about  them. 

Students  and  teachers,  the  essential  parts  of  any university,  should  make  common  cause  to  improve  their institutions.  It  will  be  some  years,  though,  before  univer- sity teachers  will  be  able  to  consider  their  students  as mature  and  responsible  allies. 

the  wrong  reason 

It  seems  logical  enough  to  expect  that,  in  a  city  which could  prosecute  the  Dorothy  Cameron  art  gallery  for  ob- scenity, someone  could  be  misguided  enough  to  lodge  a complaint  about  one  of  the  entries  in  the  Winter  Carnival Ice  Sculpture  Contest. 
Such  a  complaint  is  a  good  indication  of  the  cultural standards  which  exist  in  our  fair  metropolis. 
Now,  if  we  were  truly  cultivated,  one  could  have  ex- pected someone  to  lodge  a  complaint  on  aesthetic grounds  .  .  . 
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letters  to  the  editor 

a  job  well  done Sir: 

Being  no  fan  of  jazz  or  of  modern  dance, 
I  would  like  to  express  my  views  on  the 
worship  service  at  Hart  House  Sunday 
night. 

The  atmosphere  was  a  sincere  and  honest 
attempt  at  the  worship  of  God  through  con- 

temporary arts.  The  God  and  Father  of  us 
all  and  the  message  of  His  Son  were  clearly 
presented  in  the  modern  mode. 
A  job  well  done,  and  to  the  glory  of  God. 

Ralph  Spence  (II  Wycliffe) 

what  are  our  opinions? Sir: 

The  American  peace  offensive  has  come 
and  gone  . . .  bombing  has  been  resumed  . . . 
an  abortive  peace  demonstration  has  been 
held  . . .  the  Canadian  CF-105  has  been  reject- 

ed by  the  US.  Air  Force  after  its  trial  by 
fire  in  Viet  Nam  . . .  the  Varsity  editor  is Silent. 
Your  only  pertinent  remarks  on  Viet  Nam 

are  usually  italicized  above  articles  on  the 
issue  telling  all  concerned  that  the  opinions 
below  are  not  necessarily  those  of  The  Var- 
sity. 

Well,  what  are  your  opinions  Mr.  Editor? 
Are  you  going  to  leave  it  entirely  to  the 
"experts"  in  SUPA  or  plead  ignorance  and 
leave  it  to  the  American  State  Department? 
You  have  been  critical  in  your  editorial 

about  SAC's  inability  to  make  moral  deci- sions. Yet,  you  seem  to  have  put  boundaries 
around  your  editorial  policy.  This  area  can 
be  delineated  by  a  line  linking  up  Simcoe 
Hall  to  the  Bookstore,  Hart  House  and  the 
SAC  office  (with,  of  course,  the  exception 
of  your  very  forthright  stand  on  capital punishment.) 

Viet  Nam  is  a  dead  issue  on  this  campus 
(it's  even  camp  to  joke  about  it.)  By  your 
silence  you  seem  to  agree  with  this  apathetic attitude  of  the  student  body. 

Jerry  Friedman  (I  Meds) 
The  Varsity,  unfortunately,  does  not  pos- 

sess the  solution  to  the  Viet  Nam  problem. 
It  has  presented  the  solutions  of  various 
students  in  the  belief  that  these  opinions 
should  be  the  subject  of  discussion  on  this 
campus  —  ed. 

congrats  on  the  design Sir: 

My  congratulations  to  the  winners  of  the 
Winter  Carnival  Ice  Palace  Competition  for 
their  design.  It  was  exciting  to  see  such  a 
dynamic,  sculptural  composition  accorded 
the  privilege  of  sjmbolizing  the  esprit  of 

the  carnival  week. 
My  despair  at  the  heavy-handed,  clumsy 

execution  of  the  design  by  the  engineers 
responsible  for  its  construction.  Perhaps  the 
Brute  Force  Committee  should  not  attempt 
to  undertake  work  which  requires  a  sen- sitive touch  . . . 

Zygmunt  Iain  Papsa  IV  Arch 

letters  from  u  of  t Sir: 

I  am  compiling  a  book  which  will  outline 
the  aspirations  and  problems  of  youth  in 
present-day  Canada. 

In  order  to  prepare  this  book  in  time  for 
our  country's  centenary  next  year  I  am  ask- ing the  editors  of  all  university  newspapers 
to  pass  along  to  their  readers  this  request 
that  my  fellow  students  write  to  me. 

The  format  of  the  letter  is  up  to  the  in- dividual but  I  should  like  him  to  write  on 
the  problems  faced  by  students  in  his  area 
and  the  solutions  to  these  problems,  as  they 
exist  or  as  the  student  foresees  them. 
Your  assistance  in  obtaining  information 

for  this  book,  tentatively  titled  "LETTERS 
FROM  U,"  will  be  greatly  appreciated. Charles  Colyer 

1141  McMillan  Ave. Winnepeg  9 

new  squash  regulations Sir: 

The  Hart  House  Squash  Committee  met 
Feb.  7  to  consider  the  shortage  of  court 
space  at  U  of  T.  After  due  consideration,  the committee  unanimously  decided  to  consider reducing  court  time  from  40  minutes  to  20 minutes. 

This  decision  was  prompted  by  the  dif- ficulty of  getting  courts.  Also,  it  was  felt 

that  the  last  20  minutes  of  many  members' games  tended  to  drag  slightly.  We  desire  to make  squash  one  of  the  faster  activities  on campus. 

We  look  for  your  readers'  continued  sup- 
port in  view  of  the  establishment's  tardiness in  responding  to  pleas  for  expanded  athletic facilities. 

John  Dawson 
Secretary,  Squash  Committee 

more  election-seekers? Sir: 

The  Varsity  has  referred  to  the  SDU  as  a 
campus  political  party  which  will  put  for- ward candidates  in  the  forthcoming  SAC elections.  It  is  my  hope  that  the  SDU  will 
not  be  merely  a  group  of  individuals  band- 

ing together  to  get  elected. 
SAC  has  often  lacked  direction  in  the 

past.  Representatives  were  not  elected  on 
-  platform  of  clearly  defined  objectives. 

This  is  the  role  of  the  SDU  —  to  provide 
a  focus  for  this  election  and  next  year's  SAC activities.  The  SDU  platform  now  being 
formulated  could  well  provide  a  real  elec- 

tion issue  —  something  SAC  elections  have 

lacked.  The  campaign  might  become  policy- oriented  rather  than  personality  oriented  for the  first  time. 
SDU  activities  could  also  include  research aid  for  their  SAC  representatives  and  it could  function  as  a  pressure  group  acting directly  with  the  administration  when  this is  more  effective. 
The  constitutional  nature  of  the  SDU  is 

such  that  it  can  continue  to  function  as  a 
generator  of  ideas  for  years  to  come.  This 
year  the  SDU  emerged  in  response  to  local 
university  issues  and  its  platform  will 
reflect  this  fact.  As  these  issues  are  resolv- 

ed, new  policies  will  evolve. 
Bob  Brocklebank  (IV  UC) 



Youth  moves  into  system 
Dr.  Strangelove  works  lor  I. II J 

By  JIM  LAXER Canadian  University  Frost 
Though  headlines  in  the 

student  press  haven't  re- flected it,  this  may  well  be 
remembered  as  the  year 
when  youth  became  irre- 

trievably co-opted  into  "the 
system." Quite  naturally,  whatever 
national  student  awareness 
there  is  has  been  focussed 
on  "events" — a  mass  march 
at  the  University  of  British 
Columbia,  a  referendum  at 
McGill  or  a  teach-in  at  To- 
ronto. 
But  while  students,  ex- 

ternally, have  continued  to 
play  their  court-jester  role, unnoticed  changes  are 
sweeping  their  familiar  role 
into  the  past. 

Minority  groups,  the 
poor,  and  youth  remain  the 
most  significant  forces  not 
yet  tied  part  and  parcel  to 
the  status  quo. 

This  year,  in  Canada,  the 
establishment  has  turned 
its  focus  on  youth. 

The  most  dramatic  exam- 
ple, of  course,  has  been  the 

creation  of  the  Company  of 
Young  Canadians,  with  its 
projected  million-dollar 
budget  and  250  field  work- ers this  summer.  But  quite 
unnoticed  has  been  the  con- 

tinuing development  o  f 
quasi-public    bodies  that 

creases  it  is  Utopian  to  ex- 
pect Parliament  to  examine the  details  of  outlays  that 

are  neatly  tucked  away  in 
the  corners  of  major  depart- 

ment accounts. 
This  year  several  million 

dollars  will  flow  from  such 
groups  into  the  youth  com- munity—a large  enough  tail 
to  wag  the  Canadian  youth 
community  from  coast  to 
coast  for  a  whole  year. 

Increasingly,  youth  and 
student  groups  are  ber 
coming  supplicants  in  the 
ante-chambers  of  these 
agencies.  The  more  enlight- ened among  them  have  set 
up  youth  advisory  commit- tees where  student  and 
youth  representatives  are invited  to  blow  off  steam  in 
the  presence  of  minor 
functionaries  who  have  no 
power  to  make  policy  deci- sions for  their  agencies. 
The  Centennial  Commis- sion is  a  case  in  point.  In 

November  the  commission 
called  together  representa- 

tives of  30  youth,  organiza- 
tions to  make  recommenda- tions concerning  its  youth 

travel  and  exchange  pro- 
gram. The  conference  voted 

to  set  up  a  committee  to 
meet  publicly  with  the  com- 

mission to  discuss  grievan- 
ces within  the  voluntary 

sector.  It  was  hoped  that 
such  a  body  would  make 
the  commission  accountable 

Theoretically,  government 
money  is  dispensed  by  the 
treasury  board  on  Parlia- ment's authority.  But  grants 
of  up  to  $5,000  can  be  made 
on  the  authority  of  the  as- sistant commissioner  of  the 
Centennial  Commission. 

The  real  decisions  affect- 
ing youth  are  made  by  the lower  echelons  of  such 

agencies.  But  personnel  at 
such  levels  are  civil  servants 
who  cannot  comment  pub- 

licly on  what  they  are  doing. 
In  theory,  the  opposition 
parties  could  raise  such 
questions  in  the  House;  but 
they  are  busy  hunting  big- 

ger game  and  only  in  spec- tacular cases  do  these 
chicken-feed  sums  get  aired 
in  public. 

One  such  case  was  a  bid 
by  the  Student  Union  for Peace  Action  last  summer 
for  a  Centennial  grant  to 
bring  together  summer  pro- ject workers  from  across 
Canada  for  a  week  long  con- 

sultation. The  grant  was 
refused,  in  the  opinion  of 
a  majority  of  youth  repre- 

sentatives at  the  November 
conference,  for  political 
reasons  that  had  nothing  to 

do  with  the  commission's publicly  stated  criteria. 
And  yet  to  find  some  of- ficial to  comment  on  why 

SUPA  did  not  get  its  money 
is  virtually  an  impossible 
task. 

now  surround  Parliament 
in  an  ever-widening  chain 
of  patronage. 

Along  with  the  familiar 
Centennial  Commission  and 
the  Company  of  Young  Ca- nadians is  the  Citizenship 
Branch  of  the  Department 
of  Citizenship  and  Immi- 

gration that  plans  to  move 
into  the  youth  field  on  a 
major  scale. 

With  the  exception  of  the 
Company,  these  agencies  de- 

vote only  a  small  percent- 
age of  their  money  to  youth. 

Of  course,  they  are  theore- 
tically accountable  to  Par- 

liament, but  the  fact  is  that 
as  government  spending  in- 

to the  public  in  the  allot- ment of  its  grants. 

Naturally  the  commission 
was  horrified  and  made 
noises  to  the  effect  that  it 
had  never  heard  of  such  a 
thing.  Not  surprisingly  the 
commission  has  not  imple- 

mented the  recommenda- 
tion of  the  youth  organiza- tions and  is  not  likely  to 

do  so. 
To  find  out  who  really 

makes  decisions  concerning 
grants  in  the  Centennial 
Commission,  one  would 
have  to  spend  a  weekend 
in  a  large  room  with  every- one in  the  commission, 
from  the  Secretary  of  State 
down. 

SPECIAL  OPPORTUNITIES  FOR 

GRADUATING  ARTS 

AND  COMMERCE  STUDENTS 
Our  representative  will  be  on  campus 

FRIDAY,  FEBRUARY  25th 
to  interview  graduating  Arts  and  Commerce  students 
interested  in  employment  opportunities  in  the  follow- 

ing areas: 
ACCOUNTING 

ACTUARIAL 
ADMINISTRATION 
COMPUTER  PROGRAMMING 
INVESTMENTS 

PUBLIC  RELATIONS  AND  PROMOTION 
SELECTION  OF  RISKS 

Arrangments  for  personal  interviews  may  be  made 
through  the  University's  Placement  Service  at  581 
Spadina  Avenue  (corner  of  Willcocks). 

Head  Office 
20  Victoria  Street 

Toronto 

Whether  SUPA  should 
have  received  a  grant  is  not 
the  issue,  of  course.  The 
problem  is  that  the  youth 
community,  increasingly  de- 

pendent on  government 
funds,  has  no  check  on  the 
agencies  that  dispense  the dote. 

It  should  be  remembered 
also,  that  as  an  organization 
comes  to  lean  on  govern- 

ment money  it  may  be  in- creasingly difficult  for  it  to 
dare  to  challenge  tradition- al social  views.  The  SUPA 
case  has  shown  that  a  pub- 

lic body,  meeting  behind 
closed  doors,  can  avoid  an- 

swering public  question*.,  if 
it  so  chooses. 

LIFE 
for  lite 

Branch  Offices  thr0u.9r.0ur  Canada,  Great  Britain, 
Jamaica,  Nassau,  Trinidad 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 

DANCE 

FRI.  FEB.  18 

PARK  PLAZA  HOTEL 

King  Cole  Room 

SNACK  BAR  AT  G.S.U.  -  11:30-2  P.M. 

PROVINCE  OF  ONTARIO 

GRADUATE  FELLOWSHIPS  PROGRAM 

APPLICATION  FOR  AWARDS  1966-67 The  Province  sponsors  o  Graduate  ̂ "^J^'Tj? 

assist  graduate  students  who  plan  to  enter  the  profession  of  urn 
versfty  teaching  to  those  satisfying  the  following  requirements. 

—  An  Honours  Bachelor  of  Arts  degree  or  equivalent  with  at least  second-class  honour  stonding.   

_  AdmiSion  to  or  continuation  in  a  ̂ 1-t.me  graduate  pro- gram at  on  Ontario  university  leading  to  the  MajW  » 
Art"  Master  of  Philosophy  or  Doctor  of  Philosophy  degree 
i„  the  humanities  and  social  sciences  or  the  pure  sciences and  mathematics. 

In  1966-67  up  to  1,500  Fellowships  will  be  offered  In  the 

winteTses*"  is  a  maximum  of  $1,500,  and  Fellows  may  receive ramoun,  no,  exceeding  $500  for  study  during  the  full  summer session  preceding  or  following  the  academic  year  m  which  a Fellowship  is  enjoyed. 
A  brochure  describing  the  Program        «Pf  f'0" 

available  at  the  office  of  the  graduate  school  of  each  Ontario 
university. 

APPLICATIONS  MUST  BE  SUBMITTED  TO  THE  INSTITUTION 
BY  15TH  FEBRUARY,  19o6. 
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New  education  institute  for  U  of  T 

By  RALPH  SURETTE 

The  University  of  Toron- 
to has  a  new  college — al- 

most. 
The  new  institution  is  so 

unique  in  structure  it  es- 
capes all  facile  nomencla- 

ture. It  is  a  college.  It  is  a 
government  -  supported  re- 

search, organization.  It  is  a 
combination  of  the  two. 
And  more. 

It  is  the  Ontario  Institute 
for  Studies  in  Education 
( OISE ) — an  institution  or- 

ganized by  educators  at  gov- 
ernment prompting,  and 

given  official  birth  via  bill 
127  of  the  Ontario  Legisla- 

ture, July  1,  1965. 
It  is  the  first  of  its  kind 

in  Canada  and  is  expected 
to  set  the  preceden  t  for 
other  provinces.  OISE  offi- 

cials have  already  been  ap- 
proached by  leading  educa- 

tors seeking  information 
and  guidance. 

The  purpose  of  the  Insti- 
tute, as  stated  in  the  bill,  is 

to  combine  graduate  studies 
in  education  with  research 
into  problems  affecting  edu- 

cation in  Ontario  from  kin- 
dergarten to  the  Ph.D.  level. 

The  Institute  represents  a 
merger  of  the  Department 
of  Educational  Research 
and  the  Department  of 
Graduate  Studies  of  the  On- 

tario College  of  Education. 
Preparations  are  also  being 
made  for  the  assimilation 
of  the  Ontario  Curriculum 
Institute  into  the  rest  of  tile 
organization  by  this  sum- mer. 

The  OISE  is  expected  to 
carry  on  the  programs  of 
its  three  founding  organiza- 

tions. However,  this  is  not 
to  say  that  the  formation  of 
the  Institute  is  a  matter  of 
mere    administrative  jug- 

gling with  no  other  effect than  a  nominal  change  of 
charter  and  officials. 

As  W.G.  Fleming,  the  In- 
stitute's first  coordinator  of 

studies,  put  it,  "The  OISE program  is  not  intended  to be  a  mere  continuation  of 
these  activities  under  dif- 

ferent auspices.  With  a  vi- 
gorous new  impulse  fed  by 

greatly  increased  financial 
resources,  the  Institute  will 
be  able  to  involve  itself  in 
fields  of  endeavor  hitherto 

out  of  reach." 
As  an  institution  concern- 

ed with  providing  graduate 
instruction  leading  to  B. 
Ed.,  M.Ed.,  Ed.D.,  and  PhD. 
degrees,  the  OISE  will  func- 

tion as  a  college  of  U  of  T. 
The  university  will  grant  all 
its  degrees,  and  the  School 
of  Graduate  Studies  will  su- 

pervise its  academic  pro- 
gram. 

In  its  capacity  as  a  re- 
search body,  the  Institute 

will  operate  under  an  inde- 
pendent board  of  governors 

(although  its  operational 
budget  will  derive  from  gov- 

ernment funds )  but  is  ex- 
pected to  maintain  close 

contact  with  the  Ontario 
Department  of  Education. 
The  board  of  governors 

will  be  widely  representati- 
ve of  provincial  interests 

and  reflect  the  Institute's 
wide-ranging  plans  and 
hopes.  It  is  to  consist  of 
nominees  from  U  of  T  and 
other  government-support- 

ed universities  of  Ontario, 
the  Department  of  Educa- 

tion, teacher  training  insti- 
tutes of  Ontario,  the  Onta- 

rio Teacher's  Federation, 
the  Ontario  Trustees'  Coun- 

cil, organizations  of  school 
administrators,  and  staff 
members  of  the  Institute  it- 
self. 

The  Institute  now  is  in  a 
fluid  state,  and  expects  to 
solidity  as  an  organization 
on  July  1,  when  the  Depart- 

ments of  Educational  Re- 
search and  Graduate  Stu- 

dies are  officially  detached 
from  OCE. 

Headquarters  and  opera- tional facilities  are  to  be 
built  on  the  U  of  T  campus 
within  the  next  three  to  five 
years.  The  one  floor  of  a 
Bloor  St.  office  building 
which  the  Institute  now  oc- 

cupies will  not  accommodate 
the  hundreds  of  staff  mem- 

bers expected  to  be  recruit- ed in  the  near  future.  Nor 
will  it  do  justice  to  the 

we  subject  the  whole  edu- 
cational process  to  scienti- 

fic scrutiny  and  study." 
Premier  Robarts  expres- 

ses the  same  sentiment.  "In education,  as  in  other  seg- 
ments of  our  economy,"  he 

says,  "the  key  to  our  future clearly  lies  in  research  and 
development — in  planning 
to  anticipate  and  meet  the 
demands  of  social  and  tech- 

nological change  through 
deliberate  alteration  of  the  - 
educational  structure." Both  the  Institute  and 
the  Department  of  Educa- tion feel  that  the  need  to 
adapt  to  new  conditions 
will  be  greater  in  the  future. 

The  mailing  room  is  in  constant  use. 

R.  W.  B.  Jackson,  first  director  of  the  OISE. 
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growing  abundance  of  libra- 
ry and  research  materials 

now  stocked  in  corners  and 
continually  shuffled  about 
haphazardly  by  hurried 
young  men. 
The  basic  intention  for 

the  formation  of  the  Insti- 
tute was  to  combine  grad- 
uate studies  with  research 

But  the  accent  is  on  re- search. 

The  increasing  complexity 
of  the  Ontario  educational 
system  has  left  the  Depart- 

ment of  Education,  the  Pre- 
mier and  key  Ontario  edu- 

cators apprehensive  about 
the  future  directions  which 
education  in  this  province 
is  to  follow.  There  is  also 
the  Insistent  indication  that 
the  cost  of  education  in  On- 

tario will  soon  require  an 
annual  budget  of  over  one 
billion  dollars.  Understand- 

ably, there  is  some  anxiety 
in  responsible  circles.  To- 

day's system  is  getting  in- creasingly cumbersome  and 
will  not  ensure  that  tom- 
morow's  money  will  be  ef- fectively apportioned. 
The  most  effective  reme- 

dy for  education's  growing pains,  educators  feel,  is  re- 
search. Carefully  planned 

steps  now  will  prevent  ma- 
ny a  sorry  complication later. 

Robert  W.B.  Jackson,  the 
OISE's  first  director  and  a 
key  figure  in  its  formation, 
claims  that  "substantial 
progress  can  and  will  be 
made  in  education  only  if 

and  that  for  easy  absorption 
of  new  ideas  and  techniques 
education  will  have  to  be 
highly  malleable  and  intel- lectually mobile.  The  only 
way  to  bring  this  about, 
they  feel,  is  through  scienti- fic method. 

The  obsession  with  re- 
search, however,  is  some- times streched  into  almost 

sentimental  proportions,  to 
the  point  where  one  sus- 

pects the  word  is  being 
used  as  a  value  term  to  si- 

lence all  criticism.  The  Min- 
ister of  Education,  for  in- 

stance, calls  the  need  to  ex- 
periment a  "moral  impera- 

tive." 

Such  bold  terms  could 
very  easily  arouse  suspicion as  to  whether  research,  as 
a  method  adapted  to  the  po- 

sitive sciences,  is  applicable 
to  education  in  such  a  gen- eral manner. 

D.C.R.  Horn,  Comptroller 
of  the  Institute,  has  sug- 

gested the  activities  of 
OISE  will  be  far  too  com- 

prehensive to  be  covered  by 
the  blanket  term  "research." 
Much  of  the  Institute's work,  will  be  of  a  practical 
nature,  such  as  data  pro- 

cessing, administrative  field- wierk,  teacher  and  student 
enrolment  forecasts,  and  so 
on.  This,  he  remarked,  was 
one  of  the  reasons  for  the 
change  of  name  from  the 
original  "Department  of Educational  Research"  at 
OCE  to  the  present  "Stu- 

dies in  Education." 

The  OISE  research  p] 
gram  is  partitioned  into  , many  as  eight  operation, 
divisions,  with  more  to  b 
added,  in  an  attempt  to  \i cate  and  remedy  every  protf 
lem — actual   or  potential-* 
relevant  to  education  in  Ol tario. 

•  One  division  will  delvjl 
into  the  psychology  of  hj 
man  relations  in  administrj 
tive  roles  and  functions, 
evaluate  existing  adminis 
trative  structures  in  thl_ 
school  system,  and  experi  % 
ment  with  the  efficacy  of  f  13 nancial-grant  formulas  use(|| 
by  the  Department  of  Edi?5 cation. 

•  A  division  of  applied  j 
psychology  will  investigate the  human  learning  process 
in    cooperation    with    iht  1 findings  of  pure  psychology 
This  division  will  also  deal  ̂  

with  guidance  and  counsel.  '* ling  and  with  problems  re-  \ 
garding  retarded  and  men1 tally  disturbed  children. 

•  A  division  called  curri-lJ 
culum  research  and  instruc-  . tional  techniques  will  spe-  \ 
cialize  in  curriculum  build-  E 
ing,  with  stress  upon  deve-^l 
lopment  work. 

•  A  field  services  division  i 
will  roam  the  school  sys-j 
tem  at  large,  seeking  out 
specialized  knowledge  as  ( 
well  as  "contacts"  with  key  1 
people  in  an  effort  to  t:;| streamline  and  coordinate  1 
the  research  efforts  of  thel 
Institute  as  a  whole.  Says  i 
Dr.  Fleming,  the  work  c&^j 
this  branch  will  "provide  ( one  of  the  strongest  bridges  I 
between    the    professional  J 

"A  computer-controll^' 

researcher  and  the  practi- 

tioner." 
•  A  foundations  division^ will  investigate  the  histor- 

ical, philosophical,  sociolo- gical, and  anthropological foundations  of  education. 
Emphasis  is  to  be  placed  on 
the  location,  analysis,  and 
interpretation  of  historical 
documents  bearing  on  edu-, 
cation  in  Ontario  as  well  as 
in  the  rest  of  Canada.  Ma- 

terials  will   be  unearthed 



Which  have  thus  far  been 
put  of  the  reach  of  the  isol- ated efforts  of  graduate 
students. 
#  A  division  of  informa- 

tion and  data  systems  will 
Concern  itself  with  the  ac- 

cumulation, storage,  analy- 
sis and  dissemination  of  da- 

la  derived  from  all  fields  of 
Scientific  activity  related  in 
Some  way  to  education.  The 
[potential  of  the  computer 
an  the  betterment  of  educa- 

tion will  be  a  particular 
point  of  inquiry. 

^  #  A  division  of  measure- 
ment and  evaluation  will 

liandle  various  aspects  of 
Ssychometrics  as  well  as  ap- 

titude and  personality  mea- 
surement tests.  It  will  also 

investigate  the  possibility  of 
treating  a  system  of  univer- 

sity admissions  tests  suit- 
able for  all  Canadian  uni- 

versities. 

0  A  division  of  planning 
has  been  set  up  to  make 
prognoses  of  future  needs 
and  resources  on  the  basis 
of  school  population  and 
teacher  supply  analysis. 

Many  of  these  divisions 
have  already  begun  opera- 

tions. A  division  of  continu- 
ing education  dealing  with 

adult  education,  ways  and 
jfceans  of  studying  educa- tion, and  other  activities 
flot  yet  determined  is  plan- 

ned for  next  year. 

The  proximity  of  the 
OISE  to  a  university  as  in- 

tellectually varied  and  w^th 
such  abundant  resources  as 
&  of  T  will  allow  research 
personel  to  lean  heavily 
upon  certain  faculties  of  the 
ijniversity.  The  Departments 
of  Psychology,  Sociology 
and  History  are  expected  to 
provide    valuable  informa- 

lucational  monster. 

tion.  The  OISE,  however, 
will  not  be  a  U  of  T  mono- 

poly. Students  and  teachers 
from  other  Ontario  univer- 

sities will  be  encouraged  to 
contribute  to  and  take  ad- 

vantage of  the  Institute's program  and  facilities. 
The  OISE  will  not  be  di- 

jsfectly  responsible  for  the 
implementation  of  its  find- ings. However,  the  Depart- 

ment of  Education  will  lean 
feavily  upon  the  Institute's 

— photos  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
The  OISE  research  library. 

advice  in  its  formation  of 
policy.  Dr.  Fleming  says 
there  are  "certain  implied 
contracts  with  the  provin- 

cial department  of  educa- 
tion to  provide  the  bases  for 

decision  -  making  in  key 
ares."  In  a  word,  the  Insti- tute will  have  no  official  in- 

fluence but  may  well  prove 
to  be  the  dominant  influen- 

ce in  crucial  decisions  con- 
cerning Ontario  education 

in  the  future. 
This,  however,  plus  the 

likebood  that  the  Institute 
may  reach  enormous  pro- 

portions in  its  efforts  to 
comprehend  all  facets  of 
education,  has  left  educa- 

tors in  certain  quarters 
sceptical  about  the  possibi- 

lities of  its  plans.  These  cri- 
tics, already  suspicious  of 

the  value  of  a  postgraduate 
degree  in  education,  are 
asking  whether  an  educa- 

tional system's  problems can  be  solved  by  pasting  on 
new  layers  of  bureaucracy. 
The  unbelievers'  plight  is 
plausible — since  Ontario's educational  ills  are  alleged- 

ly due  to  the  increasing  size 
and  complexity  of  its  sys- 

tem, what  end.  can  be 
achieved  by  cluttering  it  up 
with  an  army  of  quibbling 
academics?  Is  not  the  for- 

mation of  an  answer-manu- 
facturing body  such  as  this 

ominously  indicative  of  a 
computer-controlled  educa- 

tional monster,  where 
the  individual  teacher  or 
student  will  find  his  free- 

dom hampered  at  every 
turn  by  inflexible  and  irre- 

levant regulations,  discrimi- 
natory tests  and  grading  re- 

quirements? 
OISE  officials  feel  that 

any  such  pessimism  is  un- 
founded. Dr.  Fleming,  for 

one,  expresses  annoyance  at 
"those  people  who  conceive of  education  as  a  dinosaur 
with  a  pea-size  research 
■brain."  As  a  matter  of  fact, 
he  claims.  The  Institute's activities  are  aimed  prima- 

rily at  allowing  greater 
scope,  freedom,  and  respon- 

sibility to  the  individuals 
who  compose  the  lower 
strata.  Any  possibly  restrict- 

ive, clumsy,  or  archaic 
structures  and  influences, 
according  to  his  view,  must 
be  eliminated. 

"Size,"  says  Dr.  Fleming, 
"at  least  up  to  the  point 
where  administrative  hard- 

ening of  the  arteries  be- comes acute,  has  certain 
strong  advantages.  But  the 
critics  have  not  been  entire- 

ly reassured,  and  some  of them  toss  about  such  words 
as  'monolith'  rather  freely. 
A  more  realistic  view  in  my 
opinion  is  that  Ontario  edu- 

cation is  suffering  from 
small,  isolated  efforts  in  re- 

search and  development. 
While  every  part  of  the  pro- 

vince should  participate  in 
these  efforts,  they  can  be 
effective  only  if  they  are  co- 

ordinated and  only  if  they 
draw  strength  from  a 
strong  centre  of  highly  de- 

veloped professional  activi- 

ty." 

On  circulating  around 
the  Institute  and  speaking 
to  its  personnel,  one  notes 
a  marked  optimism,  a  cer- 

tain exhilaration  at  being 
involved  in  a  novel  and  uni- 

que project  whose  success 
could  have  far-reaching 
consequences.  There  is  little 
— although  some — anxiety 
about  the  potential  success 
of  an  organization  whose 
aims  and  methods  are  not 
yet  tested  nor  even  fully  de- 

fined. However  the  persons 
involved  are  evidently  anx- ious to  make  the  Institute 
work  and  confident  that  it 
will — contra  doubters.  Dr. 
Jackson  expresses  this  exu- 

berance in  this  way: 

"After  nearly  a  quarter  of 
a  century.  I  can  personaly 
attest  that  nothing  could  be 
more  rewarding,  challeng- 

ing, and  stimulating — and, 
upon  occasion,  frustrating, 
when  factors  arising  from 
human  frailties  intervene — 
than  close  association  with 
the  process  of  decision 
making.  The  facts,  the  con- 

cepts, the  theories,  the  im- 
plications derived  from  re- 

search take  on  new  mean- 
ing and  life  when  you  know 

that  your  statements  and  re- 
commendations may  lead  to 

decisions  affecting  the  lives 
of  thousands  of  children 
alive  today,  and  possibly  of 
many  more  thousands  as 
yet  unborn.  You  must  also 
learn  to  stand  up  in  public 
and  be  counted,  also  hearti- 

ly damned  once  in  a  while 
— a  very  valuable  experience 
that  every  researcher  should 
be  subjected  to  as  early  and 

as  often  as  possible." 

WI1V  A  MUSTANG 

You  could  win  a  red  mustang  for  a  whole  week  (insu- 
rance included)  if  you  buy  a  ticket  for  this  year's  Winter 

Carnival  Folk  Concert  next  Sunday  night  in  Varsity  Arena. 
The  all-Canadian  stars  of  the  show  are  Gord  Lightfoot, 

the  Allen-Ward  Trio  and  Rich  Little. 

IN 

REVOLT 

FIUENTIAL 

ACTIVE 

Hit  STUDENT 

LATIN  AMERICA,  ASIA, 

EUROPE,  CANADA 

A  Study  of  his 
Influence,  Rights, 

Aspirations  and  Power 

A  W.U.S.  Educational  Conference 

E  E  D      ̂   1      IK       fi9ht  ofler         1  P-' FED*       *  I    ■    «fc  J  reading  week  OAIL 

A   ROYAL  Ar 
Alexandra 
B2fi0  KING  ST  W.  *  PHONE  363-421 II 

ONE  WEEK  ONLY! MON.    FEB.    U    thru    FEB.  19 E>cs.  Mon.  to  Thurl.  B:30 2  SHOWS  FRI.  &  SAT.  6  &  9  p.m. 
SPECIAL  VALENTINE'S  EVENING  PREVIEW MONDAY  FEB.  14  at  8.30  P.M. 
PURCHASE  ONE  TICKET  and  get  ONE  FREE 

FOR  YOUR  SWEETHEART 

The  Satirical,  Lively  and  Inventive 

SECOND  CITY '■Written  and  performed  by  th> 
North  American irforiried  by  the  wittiest  young  people  in  tl Theatre"       — Nothan  Cohen,  Toronto  Star 

SEATS  ON  SALE  11  A.M.  TO  9  P.M.  (PHONE  363-4211) 
I  SPECIAL  PRICES  FOR  THEATRE  PARTIES  OF  25  OR  MORE 

DINE  et  ED'S  WAREHOUSE  RESTAURANT  (Next  Door  to  the  ThootreJ PHONE  EM.  6-6676  Open  Daily  3  p.m.  to  1  a.m.  —  Closed  Sunday 
SPECIAL  LUNCHEON  RESERVATIONS  ACCEPTED 

FOR  PARTIES  OF  50  OR  MORE 

ATTENTION  GRADUATES 
United  Co-operotives  of  Ontario,  a  large  agricultural 
firm,  is  seeking  FOUR  graduates:  TWO  Bachelor  of 
Commerce,  ONE  Psychology  Major  and  ONE  M.B.A. 
graduate,  to  work  at  Head  Office  in  Weston. 
UCO  STATISTICS: 
1965  Sales  Volume    $104,000,000 

Fixed  Assets   25,000,000 
Staff:  814    1970  Projection  1,500 

POSITIONS: 

1.  BACHELOR  OF  COMMERCE  GRADUATES:  —  To  assist  in 
the  general  and  expanding  retail  accounting  areas  at  Heod Office  with  periodic  trips  to  branches  in  Ontario. 

2.  PSYCHOLOGY  MAJORS:  —  To  work  in  various  deportments 
within  the  personnel  division,  ie,  employment,  woge  and  bene- 

fits and  employee  relations. 
3.  M.B.A.  GRADUATE:  —  To  work  in  various  company  deport- 

ments gaining  knowledge  of  the  organization  and  eventually 
settling  in  an  area  compatible  to  himself  and  the  company. 

ALL  PERSONS  RECRUITED  WILL  UNDERGO  A 
TRAINING  PERIOD  AND  IN  TIME  BE  PLACED  IN 
A  PERMANENT  POSITION. 
OUR  REPRESENTATIVE  WILL  BE  ON  CAMPUS  — 

THURSDAY,  FEB.  10th,  1966 
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Folk  Singing  Show 
Sun.,  Feb.  13, 8  p.m. 
Tickets  at  S.A.C. 

THE  COLLEGE  STUDENTS  OF 

BETH  TZEDEC  CONGREGATION 

Cordially  Invite  You  to 
An  Informal  Evening 

with 

DR.  IMMANUEL  BEN-DOR 
on 

Saturday  February  12 

BETH  TZEDEC  CONGREGATION 
1700  BATHURST 

To  be  followed  by  CAFE  ISRAEL 
8:00  p.m. 

Youth  Chapel  and  Lower  Hall 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 

presents  in Room  102 
Mechanical  Building 

Noon  Hour Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -2:00  p.m. 
Feb.  16,  17,  1966 

HY-PAR 

THIN  SHELL 

POWER 
FROM  FUSION 

A  series  of  programmes  arrang- 
ed by  the  Science  and  Medicine Dept.  of  the  University  Library 

in   co-operation   with   the  Na- tional Science  Film  Library  of 
the  Canadian  Fi!m  Institute. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT 

YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE 
WATCHING  THE  FILM 

TAKE  A  NICHT  OFF!! 

WINTER  CARNIVAL 

FILM  NIGHT 

THURS.  FEB,  10 

7:00  p.m. 

7:00  p.m. 
9:30  p.m. 

"LAST  YEAR  AT  MARIENBAD" Mc  Lennan  Lab  Physics  Bide,.  Rm.  135 
"8l/2"  Mechanical  Bldg.,  Rm.  102 
"ROAD  RUNNER  FESTIVAL" 
"CAT  ON  A  HOT  TIN  ROOF" Cody  Hall  in  Nursing  Bldg. 

ADMISSION  50c 

The  Player's  Jacket  fashioned  by  BANTAMAC  in  Tcrylene*,  j  Cel-CII 

Come  on  over  to  smoothness 

with  no  letdown  in  taste 

Come  on  over  to 

New! 

Player's Kings 

•Kt£  d.  Can.  TM. 

BC  students  plan  assembly 

VANCOUVER  (CUP)— De- legates from  all  secondary 
and  post-secondary  institu- tions in  British  Columbia 
will  meet  next  September 
in  the  first  session  of  the 
B.C.  Assembly  of  Students. 
The  new  body,  believed 

to  be  the  first  of  its  kind 
in  English  Canada,  was 
voted  into  existence  Jan.  23 
in  a  meeting  at  the  Univer- sity of  Victoria,  after  being 

planned  during  the  Cana- 
dian Union  of  Students' seminar  at  Banff. 

The  assembly  is  expected 
to  meet  once  or  twice  year- 

ly to  discuss  student  issues, 
exchange  information  and 
implement  ideas. 

Each  B.C.  institution  will 
have  one  vote  at  the  found- 

ing meeting  of  the  assembly, to  be  held  at  Simon  Fraser University. 

The  embryonic  group  has 
already  made  an  impact  on 
the  B.C.  government.  Educa- tion minister  Leslie  Peter- 

son told  the  Victoria  meet- 
ing he  would  investigate 

complaints  about  the  appli- 
cation of  B.C.  government 

scholarships  at  the  six  nurs- 
ing schools  of  the  province. 

He  also  said  equalization 
grants  for  boarding  costs  of out-of-town  students  are 

being  seriously  considered 
by  the  government. 

Windsor  hopes  for  own  radio  station 

WINDSOR  (CUP)  —  The 
University  of  Windsor  hopes 
to  have  its  own  radio  station 
soon,  and  students  are  al- 

ready talking  of  running  it. Rev.  E.  C.  Pappert,  head 
of  university  extension 
broadcasting,  said  recently 
that  the  university  hopes  to 
acquire  its  own  licence  and 
facilities  in  the  near  future. 

Richard  Romain,  president 
of  the  campus  Radio  Club, 
suggested  that  the  station could  be  sponsored  by  the 
university  and  run  by  stu- dents. 

Both  the  extension  depart- 
ment and  the  radio  club  use 

local  broadcasting  facilities 
at  present. 

CLASSIFIED 
HEAD  SKIS  —  good  condition,  mark- er bindings,  must  sell,  best  offer,  coll Jim  921-1695  offer  7:30  p.m. 
PROFESSIONAL  COPY  EDITOR  will 
edit  manuscripts,  theses,  essays,  etc. Reasonable  tees.  Coll  694-8105. 
LANGUAGES  —  Private  tutoring  by 
qualified  teachers  922-4179.  Universal School  of  Longuoges.  Special  student 
rote. 

FOR  SALE:  '64  Anglia  Super  1200. 14,000  miles-  White,  red  trim.  Coll BA.  3-0659  after  7  p.m. 
EXPERIENCED  TYPIST:  Will  prepare 
term  papers,  theses,  notes,  etc.  All work  done  to  specifications.  Satisfac- tion guaranteed.  Phone  Margaret 
Harding  927-0903. 
TUTOR  REQUIRED  for  "Pulse  Circuits" student  from  III  year  electrical  engin- 

eering. Call  LE.  1-4855. 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, French,  German,  English 

MIMEOGRAPHING 
ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apr.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

Student 

Art  Exhibition 

U.C.  Women's  Union DOWNSTAIRS 
COMMON  ROOMS 

FEB.  7-11 
8  a.m.  - 10  p.m. 

Also,  CBC  is  rumored  to 
be  looking  for  an  FM  outlet 
in  the  area. 

"The  only  room  left  on  the 
FM  band  is  for  an  educa- tional station.  This  would  be 
ideal  for  the  university,"  said Mr.  Romain. 

Heart  Fund  seeks 

1,100  students  as 

volunteer  canvassers 
U  of  T  students  have  been 

asked  to  help  raise  $30,000 
for  the  Heart  Fund.  The 
money  doesn't  have  to  come 
from  the  students'  pockets, 
but  about  1,100  students  are 
needed  as  part-time  cavas- sers.  Those  interested 
should  contact  the  college 
and  faculty  representatives: 
APSC— Dag  Furst  and  Den- 

nis Tiberiis;  Meds — John Carlisle;  Vic— Blair  Hilton; SMC — Rosemary  Brady; 

UC — Daniel  Cooper;  New — 
Sorel  Reisman;  Nursing- 
Karen  Luther;  P&OT— Che- 

ryl Turnbull;  all  others — Ron  Turnbull  at  925-6930. 

Ryerson  communications 
head  to  speak  tonight 

in  Hart  House  library 
E.  U.  Schrader,  chairman 

of  the  communications  de- 
partment at  Ryerson  Poly- technical  Institute,  will 

speak  tonight  in  the  Hart 
House  Library  on  "Society 
and  the  Free  Press."  It  is 
the  second  in  a  series  spon- 

sored by  the  Hart  House  Li- 
brary Committee  on  Litera- ture and  Modern  Man. 

Ryerson  came  under 
fire  by  student  journalists 
recently  for  hiring  a  profes- 

sional managing  editor  to 
help  run  The  Ryersonian, 
the  daily  newspaper  at 

Ryerson. Women  will  be  admitted 
to  the  discussion  as  guests 
of  members. 
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Plan  mass  demonstration  in  Quebec 

MONTREAL — McGi  11  stu- 
dents will  be  joining  UGEQ 

and  thousands  of  students 
from  the  French-speaking universities  and  classical 
colleges  in  a  massive  de- 

monstration Feb.  11  pro- 
testing American  policy  in Viet  Nam. 

Two  weeks  after  the  stu- 
dent body  at  McGill  voted 

against  joining  l'Union  Ge- nerate des  Etudiants  du 
Quebec  (UGEQ),  the  stu- 

dents' council  voted  9-7  to 
have  McGill's  participants be  official,  rather  than  on 
an  individual  basis. 
The  two-part  demonstra- 

tion, backed  by  more  than 
30  Quebec  organizations 
will  consist  of  a  march  on 

the  American  Consulate  Fri- 
day afternoon  and  a  meeting 

Friday  night  where  well- 
known  speakers  will  ad- 

dress the  audience. 
The  meeting,  to  be  chair- 

ed by  the  past  president  of 
the  Quebec  Voice  of  Wo- 

men, Mrs.  Therese  Casgrain, 
will  hear  provincial  NDP 
leader  Robert  Cliche,  broad- 

caster Leslie  Roberts, 
UGEQ's  international  affairs 
vice-president  Daniel  Latou- 
che  and  folksinger  Gilles 
Vigneault. 
The  demonstrators,  who 

will  include  representatives 
from  the  Quakers,  the  Mont- 

real Peace  Council,  the  New 
Democratic  Youth  and  the 
Student    Union   for  Peace 

Action  as  well  as  from  all 
Quebec  universities  (except 
Sir  George  Williams,  which 
recently  decided  in  a  hectic 
open  meeting  not  to  partici- 

pate officially),  will  demand cessation  of  attacks  by  the 
U.S.  government  on  the  ter- 

ritories of  North  and  South 
Viet  Nam,  an  immediate 
ceasefire  and  a  return  to 
the  Geneva  Agreements  of 1954. 

Other  main  points  are  the 
recognition  of  the  National 
Liberation  Front  as  one  of 
the  principals  in  negotia- tions and  a  demand  that  the 
Canadian  Government  stop 
sending  Caribou  aircraft 
and  police  forces  to  South Vietnam. 

Says  sex  with  love  can't  be  immoral 

By  KATHY  COLE 
If  there  is  love,  there  can't be  an  immoral  relationship, 

because  sex  with  love  is 
never  immoral,  freelance 
writer  June  Callwood  said 
Sunday  night  at  Bloor  St. 
United  Church. 

Miss  Callwood,  the  author 
of  a  recent  series  of  articles 
in  the  Daily  Star  on  campus 
morality,  was  speaking  on 
"Morality  Today."  She  is 
also  supporting  two  parlia- 

mentary bills  which  would 
legalize  abortion  and  make 
birth  control  devices  avail- 

able to  all. 
Miss  Callwood  said  there 

would  be  no  restriction  on 
birth  control  devices.  "They 

will  be  made  available  to  all 

past  puberty." Many  mothers  are  shock- ed to  hear  this  statement, 
she  said,  and  lament  their 
innocent  young  daughters 
who  might  become  promis- 

cuous. "If  they're  going  to 
be  promiscuous,  for 
heaven's  sake  give  them  the 

pills!" 

In  agreement  with  "family 
education"  in  the  schools, 
Miss  Callwood  said  in  Swe- 

den such  education  begins 
in  kindergarten  with  com- 

munal bathrooms.  But  be- 
cause they  "never  deal  with 

love,  just  the  facts,"  this  is "an  immoral  way  to  teach 

sex." 

It  is  ludicrous  to  permit 
girls  in  the  men's  dorms  at Victoria  College  only  some 
nights  of  the  week,  instead 
of  all  seven.  "I  understand 
the  girls  don't  have  this  rul- 

ing because  they're  embar- rassed about  having  boys 
prowling  around  in  their — 
you'll  excuse  the  expression 
— drawers." Morality  is  not  only  com- posed of  sexual  morality, 
even  though  it  is  most 
often  taken  in  that  connota- 

tion, Miss  Callwood  felt. 
Cheating  is  immoral,  as  well 
as  the  taking  of  dope,  which 
is  an  "abuse  of  the  person, 
standing  in  the  way  of 

achieving  one's  potential." 

Conference  "disorganized  and  confusing" 

By  PAT  McDERMOTT 
The  two  U  of  T  delegates 

to  a  recent  Winnipeg  con- 
ference on  "World  Popula- 

tion and  Birth  Control"  said 
the  topic  was  so  wide  in 
scope  that  the  conference 
was  "disorganized  and  some- 

what confusing." Tom  Mitrano  (I  SMC)  and 
Bill  Kurchak  (II  Vic)  last 
week  reported  on  the  con-- rence  to  an  audience  in 
Hart  House. 

Few  conclusions  were 
reached  at  the  conference, 
but  it  was  resolved  that  the 
population  problem  of  India 
could  only  be  solved  by  a 
drastic  change  in  social 
values  and  intensive  work 
by  family  planning  units. 
Japan,  where  the  birth- rate was  halved  in  ten  years, 

was  upheld  as  an  example 
of  orderly  government  plan- 

ning. Legalized  abortion  ac- 
counts for  a  large  percen- 

tage of  this  decrease. It  was  stated  in  the  report 
that  there  was  no  imminent 
population  crisis  in  North America  and  that  the  birth 
rate  was  undergoing  a  slight 
decline.  There  appeared  to 
be  a  trend  to  smaller  fam- 

ilies for  economic  reasons. 
The  major  speaker  at  the conference  was  Carl  C. 

Zimmerman,  former  head  of 
the  Harvard  Sociology  De- 
partment. 

Say  administration  treats  them  like  children 

By  LESLIE  GARY 
Members  of  various  fa- 

culty councils  said  last  nighit 
they  are  having  trouble 
making  their  administra- tions realize  they  are  not 
children. 

Sandy  Newman  (IV  Nurs) 
told  a  group  which  met  to 
discuss  staff-student  rela- 

tions that  "it  takes  a  while to  make  them  realize  that 
we  don't  want  to  sit  back 
while  they  make  all  the  de- 

cisions for  us." 
Both  the  School  of  Nurs- 

ing  and   P&OT's  students 

are  striving  to  establish  stu- 
dent-faculty committees  si- milar to  those  at  Victoria 

and  St.  Mikes. 
Peter  Middleton  (IV  Vic), 

President  of  the  Victoria 
College  Union  Council,  ex- 

plained that  students  can- 
not get  power  by  simply 

being  on  some  body,  be- 
cause it  is  usually  indivi- duals rather  than  bodies 

that  make  decisions.  How- 
ever, he  claimed  that  a  com- 

mittee such  as  Vic's  can  act as  a  strong  pressure  group. 
The  Nursing  representati- 

ves have  presented  a  recom- 

mendation to  Miss  H.M. 
Carpenter,  Director  of  Nurs- 

ing, proposing  that  such  a committee  be  set  up. 
Nancy  Rosen  (IV  Nurs) 

said  that  it  is  being  consi- dered but  that  one  of  their 
main  problems  is  getting 
widely-scattered  staff  and 
students  together. 
P&OT  President  Patricia 

O'Keefe  revealed  tbat  both 
staff  and  students  have 
been  approached  and  were 
enthusiastic  about  the  idea. 
They  are,  at  present,  trying 
to  establish  a  format  for 
the  committee. 

I've  measured  it  from  side  to  side, 
It's  five  feet  long  and  three  feet  wide. 

STUDENT  ZIONIST  ORGANIZATION 

'Escalation  in  the  Middle  East  — 

The  New  Arms  Race" Lt.  Col.  SAMUEL  MOR 
OF  THE  ISRAELI  ARMY 

THURSDAY,  FEB.  10,  1  p.m. 
SIDNEY  SMITH  HALL,  ROOM  504 

STUDENTS 

YOU  BELONG  IN 

THE  NEW  ACTION  JEANS 

WITH  FAST  BACK  STYLING! 

LEi&LflS 
CORDUROYS SUM-FIT... 

$r6 

Assorted 
Colors 

WIDE-WALE 
CORDUROYS 
SLIM-FIT All  Colors  $(J.95 

THE  NEW  .  .  . 

MALE  JEANS 
Fits  like  your  skin, 
Burgundy,  Black, 
Brown  $<J.95 

Denims  " 
LEES,  LEVI'S 
SUPER-SUM JEANS 6.95 

Srret-ch 
DENIM 
JEANS 

$9.95 

1  Coma 
Tan  or P  and Blue  / 

I    Get  'Em 

LEVI'S  v 

/  NOW! 

LEE  STA-PRESS 
CORDUROYS  9.95 
Pine  Wale  Trim  .  .  .  ill. 

jUST  ARRIVED 

TADS' 

Trim  Tapered  Slacks You're  in  the  SA.95 
LEAN-LOOK  9 

Burgundy  or  Black 
JUST  ARRIVED! 
LEE  CORDUROY  JEAN 
Trim  Fit  Tan  Color.   All  Sties 

*995 

NEW  SHIPMENT  JUST  ARRIVED! 

NAVY  PEA-COATS *  Double  Breasted 
*  Four  Pockets 
*  Smartly  Tailored 

Trim-Slim  Fit 
All  Sixei  In  Stock  Now! 

$1995
 

OPEN  THURS.  and  FRI.  TILL  9  O'CLOCK 

THRIFTY 

SPORT  SHOP 
^  ONI  LOCATION  ONLY 

129  CHURCH  ST. 
CORNER  QUEEN 

*  FREE  PARKING  FOR 
OUR  CUSTOMERS 

WHILE  SHOPPING 
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HOCKEY 
Mr/i.,  Feb.  14 

Tues.,  Feb. 

12.30  Jr.  Eng. 1.30  Vic.  IV 7  00  Phorm.  A 8.00  Dent.  B 9.00  IV  Civil 
1 .00  Low  I 4.00  Innis  I 7.00  Arch 8  00  Dent.  C 9.00  Fof.  B 

WeL.  Feb.  ,0    12-30  )£  <MI 4.00  Trin.  A 7.00  Dent.  A 8  00  Knox 
9.00  Eng.  XVII 

Feb.  17    12.30  Sr.  Eng. "  1.30  Vic.  IX 
6.30  For .  A 

Feb.  18    12,30  Eng.  MJ 1.30  Eng.VlH 5.30  Phorm.  B 

vs 

St.  M.  B 
Eng. IV PJHE  B PHEC Eng.V 

Referee  ossignments for  hockey  will  be mode  at  the  of fic  
meeting  Wed.,  Feb.  9 

vs  Vic.  I vs  U.C,  II vs  Wye 
vs  Eng.  VII vs  tnnis  II 

Med,  A Scor 
Eng.  XI 
Pr-rE  I 
Pharm.  C 
New  I 
U.C.  Ill New  III 
New  II 

BASKETBALL  -  INTERFACULTY  &  INTERMEDIA
TE 

Mo>v,  Feb.  14 

Toes.,  Feb.  1  5 

Wcrl.,  Feb,  16 

1.00 6.30 7.30 
1.00 5.00 
6.00 7.00 
1 .00 6.30 7.30 

PHE  I 
St.  M.  D 
Low  B 
U.C.  II Arch.  A Low  A Trin.  A 
Vic  I St.  M.  A For.  A 

V* 
V) Vic.  II 

PHE  111 

VS 

Jr.  Eng. vs Med.  C 
vs 

Dent.  B 

vs 
Innis  1 New  1 
Phorm.  A vs Med.  B Sr.  Eng. 
Med.  A 
Phorm.  B 
Eng.  IV 

vs U.C.  1 
Fob.  18  1.00  PHE  IV 

Sol,    Feb.  ,9  AJhleljcNIoh, 

BASKETBALL  —  RECREATIONAL 
Mv\,  Feb.  14 
Tix/  „  Feb.  15 

WATER  POLO 
Tues.,  Feb.  15 

Noftolin,  Sternberg, 
Lockhort,  Shaver 
Naftolin,  Sternberg 
Church,  Balconi Church,  Balconi 
Naftolin,  Sternberg Shepherd,  Mockford Shepherd,  Mockford Shepherd,  Mockford Pearlmon,  Sternberg 
Ingle,  Go  rtley Ingle,  Gartley 
Epstein,  Pearlmon 

By  JANIS  RAPOPORT 

Mavor  Moore,  actor,  pro- ducer writer  and  manager 

of  the  proposed  St.  Lawren- ce Centre  for  the  Arts,  told 
a  V  of  T  audience  the  pur- 

pose of  the  arts  today  is  to 
convey  something  about  Jite 
rather  than  imitate  it. 
Mr.  Moore  was  address- 

ing The  Humanist  and  Uni- tarian Society  on  the  topic, 
"Is  Modern  Life  Imitating 

Modern  Art?" Referring  to  Bertolt 
Brecht's  watchword,  "alien- 

ation," Moore  said  "Brecht is  constantly  reminding  the audience  it  is  only  a  play 
they  are  watching. "He  keeps  them  at  arms 
length  so  that  they  listen 
to  what  he  is  saying  without 
becoming  emotionally  in- volved. Nevertheless,  we 
are  constantly  persuaded 
that  these  plays  bear  a  re- 

lation to  life." Such  films  as  The  Knack 
and  Last  Year  at  Marienbad 
also  bear  a  relation  to  life, 
although  the  directors  con- 

tinue to  make  the  specta- 
tors aware  of  the  cinematic 

techniques  throughout. 
One  of  the  members  of 

the  audience  commented 
that  the  Bond-type  hero 
seemed  to  represent  an  ex- 

tension of  our  consciousness 
of  the  world,  as  well  as 

being  a  mechanism  of  es- 
cape which  we  enjoy  vica- riously. Mr.  Moore  felt 

that  such  heroes  represent- 
ed a  reality  within  us,  al- 

though he  admitted,  "the arts  are  coming  to  deal 
much  less  with  the  natural- istic aspect  because  we  are 
relying  on  science  to  do 

that." 

He  connected  this  idea 
with  the  apparent  decline 
of  the  popular  interest  in 
poetry.  "There  is  no  more 
word  magic  left,"  he  said. "Poetry  used  to  describe 
things  which  we  can  now 
hop  on  a  plane  to  view  for 
ourselves  or  see  in  photo- 

graphs and  films. "The  effects  of  commer- 
cial art  on  the  public  can 

be  scientifically  predicted," he  maintained.  That  is  why 
certain  people  are  able  to 
mass-produce  best  sellers. 

People  have  believed  in the  influence  of  the  arts  on 
their  lives  since  Plato's  day, 
which  was  marked  by  a  "so- cial-realism"   approach,  si- 

milar to  that  practized  by 

many  communist  countries in  modern  times.  In  such 
societies  it  is  believed  that 
the  arts  should  serve  a  par- ticular purpose  and  if  they 
do  not  conform  to  this  stan- 

dard they  are  uprooted. 
Both  Mr.  Moore  and 

members  of  the  audience 

agreed  that  those  most  im- pressionable by  any  of  the 
arts  were  those  who  were 
least  mature.  Canadian 
youngsters,  according  to 
statistics,  watch  an  aver- 

age of  five-and-a-half  hours of  television  a  day. 
Censorship,  one  feasible 

solution  to  the  elimination 
or  avoidance  of  what  might 
be  termed  the  bad  effects 
of  art,  can  cause  general aversion  and  has  been 
known  to  backfire.  Mr. 
Moore  cited  the  recent  in- stance of  an  English  play- 

wright's serious  attempt  at 
depicting  the  typical  life  of 
a  boy  scout,  His  play  ran 
for  two  years  in  London — as a  comedy. 

"Today,"  Mr.  Moore  said, 
"anything  goes,  as  long  as 
it  is  related  to  life  and 

enough  people  can  get  some- 
thing out  of  it." 

1.00 MCivils vs    1  Geol Shaver 
5.00 
6.00 
7.00 

Jesters Dent.  IV  Yf 11  Mets 
vs    Fred's  Guppies vs    IV  Indust 
vs    Elliott's  Grads 

Sadinsky Sadinsky Sadinsky 

1.00 6.30 7.30 
Hocks 
Eng. 6T8 II  Indust 

vs    Five  Skins vs    Dent.  Ill  Yr vs  Fungi 
Shaver 
Balconi 

5.00 6.00 Fot  Men Fousties vs  Undergrods 
vs    1  Indust 

Elliott Elliott 

1 .00-2.00 6.30-7.15 7.15-8.00 
New       vs  Eng St.  M.  A  vs 
U.C.  vs Med.  II  Yr 

Pre-Med  H 

Thur,,  Feb.  17 
Frl.j     Feb,  16 

7.15-8.00  Arch 
6.30-7.15    Eng.  II 
1.00-2.00    PHE  I 

Pre-Med  1 
Low 

Russell Pigott 
Pigott 

Gerring 

Warburton 
INDOOR  TRACK 
Toes.,  Feb.  15    5.30  p.m.  —  300  yds. Enter  ot  the  Trock 

922-1517 HARBORD  ft  HURON 922-1517 

GEORG
E'S 

KIBITZERIA 

g      LUNCH  &  SUPPER  —  TAKE  OUT O  OPEN  MON.  -  THURS.,  12  NOON  -  1  A.M 
2  Fri.  -  Sat.,  12  noon  -  3  A.M.  —  Sunday  4  P.M. 
<  Entertainment  —  RON  PARK  QUARTET 
*  Next  Week:  BILL  COLLINS  QUARTET 
922-1517  HARBORD  &  HURON 

x 
c 

n  p.m.  so o 
z 

922-1517 

Sexologists  (continued) 

#  "Far  left"  or  "social  ra- 
dicaUsm,"  which  negates 
the  future  of  marriage  as  an 
institution  altogether. 

In  a  theoretical  checklist 
of  things  to  he  considered 
by  a  single  student  before 
engaging  in  sexual  inter- course. Dr.  Neiger  included 
—possibility  of  pregnancy; 

possibility  of  venereal  di- sease; personal  value  sys- 
tems; interpersonal  rela- tions outside  the  couple 

(such  as  parental  relations); 
and  possibility  of  the  dou- ble standard  affecting  the 
couple's  views  of  each 
other. 

Dr.  McCulloch  comment- 
ed that  "it  wouuld  be  nice" if  individuals  explored  what 

the  sexual  act  could  mean 
to  them  and  to  their  rela- 

tionship in  the  manner  of 
Dr.  Neiger's  checklist,  but that  it  is  rare  for  people  to 
do  so. 

"I  do  not  think  that  the 
possibility  of  V.D.  or  pre- 

gnancy inhibits  much  sex- 
ual activity,"  he  added. 

Dr.  Neiger  said  statistics show,  there  is  no  more  of 
a  real  "sexual  revolution" 
today  than  there  was  a  gen- 

eration ago. 

"University  students  tend 
to  think  of  their  parents  as 
less  permissive  than  they 
are,  of  their  peers  as  more 
permissive,  and  of  their 
friends  as  having  an  atti- 

tude close  to  their  own,"  he 
said. 
However,  there  are  three 

important  factors  today 
which  are  different  from 
those  of  a  generation  ago— the  onset  of  adolescence  is earlier;  the  optimal  age  for 
marriage  in  an  increasingly 
complex  society  is  much later,  and  between  these 
ages  there  is  an  increasing 
bombardment  of  sex  and 

sexually  oriented  culture 
via  mass  media. 

Dr.  McCulloch  comment- 
ed that  the  one  great  bar- 

rier to  the  frank  communi- cation of  ideas  about  sex  is 

the  lack  of  a  sex  "language" which  is  neither  vulgar  nor 
overly  scientific. 

Dr.  McCulloch  said  doc- 
tors make  personal  moral 

judgments,  not  medical  de- cisions, when  they  decide 
to  give  birth  control  pills to  unmarried  girls. 

Legally,  a  doctor  must 
obtain  parental  consent  for 
any  treatment  to  a  minor, 
and  many  doctors  use  this 
'as  an  excuse  for  not  ma- 

king a  decision,  he  said. 

DRAMA  FESTIVAL  STARTS  TOMORROW  NIGHT 

Twelve  university  drama  groups  from  across  Canada 
are  competing  in  the  annual  Canadian  University  Drama 
Festival  starting  tomorrow  night  at  Ryerson  Theatre 

University  of  Tornto's  entry  is  Murray  Schisgals  lhe Tieer,  Friday  night. 
All  entries  are  one-act  plays.  Three  plays  will .  be  pre- 

sented Thursday  and  Friday  nights,  and  three  Friday  and 
Saturday  afternoons.  Tickets  are  at  the  SAC  office 

The  Festival  is  sponsored  by  the  Canadian  University 
Drama  League,  which  was  formed  six  years  ago  to  promote student  drama  in  Canada. 

Sunday  Evening  Concert 

8.30  p.m.  February  13th,  Great  Hall,  Hart  House 
Hart  House  Music  Committee  presents 

Direct  from  New  York 

EDWARD  AUER,  Pianist 
The  Hort  House  Music  Committee  is  extremely  fortunate  to  be  able  to  present 
this  outstanding  young  concert  pianist.  This  brilliant  artist  is  one  of  the  out- 

standing pianists  of  the  new  generation  of  American  musicians.  He  is  the  first 
American  to  be  awarded  a  prize  at  the  International  Chopin  Piano  Competition 
held  in  Warsaw.  Mr.  Auer  comes  to  us  in  the  midst  of  a  busy  schedule  which  in- 

cludes numerous  recitals  and  appearances  as  guest  soloist  with  leading  American orchestras. 
TICKETS  AVAILABLE  WITHOUT  CHARGE  FROM  THE  HALL  PORTER 

LADIES  MAY  BE  INVITED  BY  MEMBERS. 

HART  HOUSE  ELECTIONS 

NOMINATIONS  OPEN 

TODAY 

Until  WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  23rd,  5  p.m. 

ART  DEBATES 

MUSIC  SQUASH 

LIBRARY  HOUSE 

Further  Information  ovoilable  in  Undergroooore  OHico 
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GASTON  VANDAL  SPARKS  ROUGE  ET  OR 

One  defenceman  exposed 
By  RICK  KOLLINS 

OQAA  Publicity  Director 
While  most  attention  in 

the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Hockey  League,  since  last 
season  has  been  focussed 
on  Toronto  Varsity  Blues' 
prolific  scorers,  a  22-year- 
old  sophmore  defenceman 
with  Laval  Rouge  et  Or  has 
gone  almost  unnoticed. 

This  anonymity  is  unjus- 
tified, however,  because 

Gaston  Vandal  has  quietly 
become  one  of  the  SIHL's 
all-time  great  defencemen. 
Vandal  was  completely 

ignored  in  all-star  balloting 
last  season  although,  as  a 
rookie,  he  was  the  league's highest  scoring  defenceman. 

In  fact,  lengthening  of  the 
schedule  to  16  games  allow- 

ed Vandal  to  set  an  all-time 
league  record,  for  a  rear 
guard,  of  20  points. 

This  season,  the  native  of 
Kenogami,  Quebec,  has 
been  even  more  spectacular. 
While  playing  strong  defen- 

sive hockey,  he  has  man- 
aged five  goals  and  20  as- 
sists to  surpass  the  record 

he  set  last  year. 
And  not  only  is  he  the 

SIHL's  highest  scoring  de- 

fenceman, he  is  tied  for 
fifth  place  among  all  scor- 
ers. 
Vandal  collected  a  goal 

and  six  assists  in  two  games 
last  week  to  vault  from  12th 
place. Along  with  Reynald  Du- 
four,  who  also  has  25  points, 
he  has  been  greatly  respon- 

sible for  Rouge  et  Or's  cur- rent five-game  win  streak 
and  their  strong  fourth- 
place  standing. 

Vandal  and  Dufour  are 
not  the  only  players  filling 
the  net.  Varsity  Blues  now 
occupy  the  top  four  posi- 

tions in  SIHL  scoring. 
Gord  Cunningham  earned 

nine  points  in  two  games 
last  week  to  move  him  into 
first  place  with  33  points. 
Two  points  behind  are 

Ward  Passi  and  Henry  Mon- 
teith,  last  week's  leader. 
Paul  Laurent  is  fourth,  sev- 

en behind  Cunningham,  and 
Murray  Stroud  is  in  seventh 
spot  with  24  points. 
For  the  first  time  this 

season  Bobby  McClelland 
has  made  the  charts  with 
17  points  on  five  goals  and 12  assists. 
BLUE  NOTES:  The  SIHL 

champion  will  play  the  Ot- 

tawa-St.  Lawrence  Confer- 
ence champion  in  the  preli- 

minary game  at  the  nation- 
al college  hockey  tourna- 

ment in  Sudbury,  March  3 
to  5.  Winner  faces  the  Mari- 

time champion  in  one  semi- 
final while  Western  and  On- 
tario winners  tangle  in  the 

other  semi  . . .  Guelph  end- 
ed its  nine-game  losing 

streak  with  an  8-3  victory 
over  McMaster  at  Dundas, 
Monday  Game  time  for 
Friday's  game  between  Wa- 

terloo and  Blues  Is  8  p.m., 
not  4  p.m.  as  printed  on tickets. 

SCORING  LEADERS 
Cunningham,  Tor  12 
H.  Montcith,  Tor  12 
passi,  Toronto  12 Laurent,  Toronto  12 
Dufour,  Laval    .  12 Vandal,  Laval  . .  12 Stroud,  Toronto  12 Hincks,  McMaster  1 1 
Jones,  Queen's  .  1 1 Guimond,  Laval  12 Lawless,  Wtloo,  1 1 
Toit,  Queen's  .  .  11 Spoor,  McMaster  1 1 Clark,  Western  12 
Pond,  Queen's  . .  11 Smith,  Waterloo  II 5.  Monterth,  Tor  8 
Hospodor,  West'n  12 Murdoch,  Wtrloo  1 1 McClelland,  Tor  12 
Babcock,  Western  1 2 Kerner,  McGill   .  12 
Dent,  Western    .  1 1 Cote,  Montreal  .  10 Mervyn,  Waterloo  1 1 

A  Pts  PIM 19  33  26 14  31  30 
20  31  13 14  26  12 
11  25  21 20  25  31 
17  24  2 10  23  32 
13  23  6 12  22  16 13  21  4 
10  20  20 13  20  14 

5    12    17  10 

INTERFACULTY  ROUNDUP 

Redmen  act  like  giant  killers,  upset  Vic 
By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

U.  C.  Redmen  rose  up 
from  the  depths  of  last 
place  to  throw  a  monkey 
wrench,  into  the  playoff 
plans  of  first-place  Vic  I  in 
group  I  of  the  in terf acuity 
hockey  league. 
Redmen,  in  a  scoring 

slump  for  most  of  the  sea- 
son, whipped  Vic  3-0  and 

prevented,  Vic    from  clin- 

HOCKEY  STANDINGS P W L T F A Pts. Western .  12 10 1 I 65 31 21 Toronto 12 10 2 0 93 36 
20 

Waterloo .  11 8 2 1 
SB 43 

17 .  12 7 5 5 58 47 14 
Queen's .  11 4 7 0 44 

67 
8 McMaster 12 4 0 53 S4 e Montreal .  10 3 7 0 43 53 6 McGill  . .  12 3 9 0 40 70 6 Guelph .  10 1 9 0 30 

53 
2 Last  Week s  Results 

Laval  .  . .  12 7 5 0 58 47 14 ot  Western  7  Toronto  8  ot  Wat  or  I, 
4;  Queen's  3  at  McGill  6;  Guelph at  Toronto  14;  Queen's  4  at  Laval  1 Future  Games 
Wednesday — Queen's  at  Montreal Waterloo  at  McMaster 
Friday — Waterloo  at  Toronto Western  at  Laval 

Guelph  at  Queen's Saturday — Western  at  Montreal Guelph  at  McGill. 
BASKETBALL  STANDINGS Western  Division 

Windsor  . Toronto  .  , Waterloo  . Western McMaster 
Guelph   . . 

P  W A  Pts. 

Lava'l  .  .  . Montreal 

876  450 
574  485 468  476 536  519 509  550 312  795 Eastern  Division 

..330  198  153  6 ...  5  3  2  374  288  6 ...  4  2  2  237  213  4 ...  4  0  4  163  318  0 
Last  Week's  Results Montreal  42  at  McGill  95;  Windsor 1 1 8  at  Guelph  43;  Windsor  86  at  Mc- Master 57;  Guelph  34  ot  Western  88; McMoster  60  at  Waterloo  66;  Western 

69  ot  Toronto  71;  Queen's  66  at  Mc- Gill 59;  Montreal  31  at  Laval  71. Future  Games 
Friday — Windsor  at  Toronto 5oturday — Western  at  Waterloo McGill  ot  Lavcl 

Montreal  at  Queen's 

ching  a  tie  for  a  playoff 
berth  in  the  Jennings  Cup 
championship. 
Vic,  however,  continues 

to  .  hold  down  first  place. 
They  have  now  played  one 
more  game  than  Sr.  Engi- 

neering and  Law,  who  each 
trail  the  leaders  by  a  single 

point. Bob  Wardell,  Bill  Estey 
and  John  Robb  supplied  the 
scoring  punch  for  U.C.  while 
the  goaltending  of  Howie 
Fluxgold  held  the  opposi- tion scoreless. 

In  group  IV  action.  New 
College  wrapped  up  a  play- 

off spot  as  they  won  two 
games  in  as  many  starts. 

Charles  Upshall  and  Ian 
Cunningham  each  notched 
singletons  to  lead  New  to  a 
2-0  win  over  U.C.  II. 
John  Lazurus  fired  two 

goals  as  New  blasted  Innis 
I  6-2.  Other  scorers  for  the 
winners  were  Henry  Ellen- 
burger,  Rich  Houston,  John 
Ireland  and  Raymond  Bri- 
sebois  while  Milan  Herceg 
and  Bob  Patrick  replied  for Innis. 

In  the  only  other  interfa- 
culty  league  game  schedul- ed, Dave  Codling  scored 
four  times  and  Bill  Eraser 
and  John  Manning  added  a 
goal  a  piece  as  Knox 
squeaked  by  Architecture, 6-5. 

BASKETBALL 
In  the  only  interfaculty 

league  Group  I  game  sche- 
duled, fourth-place  Vic  I 

upset  second-place  U.C. Redmen  77-70.  The  win  for 
Vic  leaves  them  with  a  re- 

cord of  three  wins  and  five 
losses  while  U.C.  has  now 

won  four  and  lost  five.  St. 
Mike's  currently  holds  down 
first  place  in  the  league 
with  a  record  of  seven  wins 
and  a  loss  while  Sr.  Engi- 

neering is  tied  for  second 
with  U.C,  having  won  four and  lost  four. 
Tom  Ouchterlony  was  the 

big  gun  for  Vic  in  their  win 
over  U.C.  as  he  flipped  in  23 
points.  Gerry  Sternberg 
pumped  in  27  points  for Redmen. 
In  other  interfaculty 

league  play,  Harry  Kohn collected  13  points  as  New 
edged  PHE  II,  28-24. 

Bailey  follows 

Kidd,  Crofters; 

wins  Tees  Shield 
Dave  Bailey  has  become 

the  third  University  of  To- 
ronto student  in  recent 

years  to  be  named  Canada's top  track  and  field  athlete 
attending  a  Canadian  uni- versity. 

Bailey,  a  second-year 
Pharmacy  student,  was  pre- sented with  the  Dr.  Fred 
Tees  shield  at  the  annual 
awards  dinner  of  the  Cen- 

tral Ontario  branch  of  the 
Amateur  Athletic  Union  Qf 
Canada. 

Bailey  was  winner  of  the 
OQAA  mile  in  the  fall  and 
is  a  regular  performer  at  in- ternational track  and  field 
meets  in  Canada  and  the 
United  States. 
Recent  winners  of  the 

award  were  Bruce  Kidd  and Bill  Crothers 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION BOWLING  FUN  NIGHT  —  Wednesday  Feb.  9  - 
7:00  p.m.  PRIZES  -  NOVELTIES  -  REFRESHMENTS  - EVERYONE  WELCOME 

MIDT0WN  BOWLING  ALLEY  —  NO  CHARGE 
VOLLEYBALL  SCHEDULE 

Thurs.  Feb.  8  —  Lower  Gym 
Finals  -  Winner  of  League  I  vs  Winner  of  League  ll-lll 
SKI  WEEK  END: 
COST:  $12  —  all  inclusive 
WHERE:  OWEN  SOUND  (North  of  Collingwood) 
WHEN:  February  19  &  20  (bus  leaves  Feb.  18) 
APPLICATIONS:  Sign  up  and  pay  $12  at  W.A.A.  Office Benson  Building  this  week.  Come  early  ! 

A  meeting  for  all  those  going  on  ski  weekend  will  be  held 
Wednesday  Februory  9  ot  I  p.m.  lecture  room,  Benson  Building. 

SPORTS  SCHEDULES  -  WEEK  OF  FEB.  21 
As  there  if  no  Vorsfty  published  during  Study  Week — please  clip  and  save. 

HOCKEY 
Mon.,  Feb. 21 12.30 

Eng.  VI 
vs St.  M.  D 

1.30 
Eng. IX St.  M.  E 4.00 
sr.  M.  B PHE  B 

7.00 

Med.  C vs Vic.  Vill 
8.00 Eng.X St.  M.  F 
9.00 

Eng.  Ill Vic.  Ill 

Tues.,  Feb. 22 1.00 
U.C.I Law  1 

4.00 
Vic.  V 

vs 

For.  S 
7.00 

Vic.  1 

Sr.  Eng. 

8.00 
St.  M.  A PHE  1 

9.00 

Knox 

Arch 
Wed.,  Feb, 23 8.00  o.m.    Eng.  XII vs Eng.  XIII Innis  1 12.30 For.  A 

1.30 Emmon Eng.  IV 7.00 
Dent.  A Trin.  A 

8.00 

Vic.  M 
Med.  A 9.00 

Wye 
Scar 

Thur.,  Feb, 24 8.00  a m.    Eng.  XIV  vs 
Eng.  XV 12.30 

U.C.  II 

1.30 
Innis  II Law  11 

6.30 
Pharm.  A 

V5 
Jr.  Eng. 

Frl„  Feb. 25 8.00  o.m.    Eng.  XVI 
Eng.  XVI 

12.30 Vic.  IV 
U.C. IV 1.30 St.  M.  C U.C.  Ill 5.30 

Trin.  B 
Dent.  B 

Referee  assignments 
for  hockey  will  be 
made  at  the  official's meeting  Wed,,  Feb.  9 

NOTE:  Interfaculty  playoffs  will  start  next  week,  probably  Wed  ,  Mai 
WATER  POLO 
Tues,,  Feb. 

22 

1 .00-2.00 Trio.  A 
vs  U.C. Muronyi 

6.30-7.15 Med.  Ill  Yr vs     PHE  1 
Warburt 

7.15-8.00 St.  M.  B vs    Prc-Med  1 Worburf 
Wed.,  Feb. 23 6.30-7.15 

Dent 
vs    Vic.  II 

Pyle 
7.15-8.00 

Trin.  8 vs    Med.  1  Yr 

Pyle 
Thur.,  Feb. 24 6.30-7.15 vs    Trin.  A Fclkoi 7.15-8.00 Innis vs  Knox Felkoi 
INDOOR  TRACK — Tues.,  Feb.  22,  5:30  p.m.:  2  miles  and  relay  (4x2) Enter  at  the  track 
BASKETBALL  —  INTERFACULTY  &  INTERMEDIATE 
Mon.,  Feb.  21      1.00    Arch.  A         vs    PHE  II 

Wed.,  Feb,  23 

1.00  Sr.  Eng. 4.00  Vic.  IV 6.30  U.C.  II 7.30  Vic.  I 8.30  Pharm.  B 
1.00  Eng.  Ill 4.00  Law  C 6.30  Jr.  Eng. 
7.30  Med.  B 8.30  Grad.Stud 
1 .00  Music 4.00  Law  B 6.30  Med.  C 7.30  S.G.S.Phys 8.30  Innis  II 

vs  Dent.  A vs  St.  M.  A 
vs    Dent.  B 

Eng. IV For.  A PHE  IV 
New  II Wye 

Fri.,    Feb.  25 
NOTE;  Intermed BASKETBALL 

Mon.,  Feb.  2t 
Tues.,  Feb.  22 

Wed.,  Feb.  23 

1.00    St.  M.  D  vs    Vic.  IV 
ote  playoffs  will  start  next  week. —  RECREATIONAL 

1.00    I  Indust  vs  69'rs 1.00 5.00 6  00 7.00 

Shepherd,  Pearlman Lockhart,  Eodie Richie,  Gortley Richie,  Gartley 
Richje,  Gartley 
Epstein,  Mugford Lockhart,  Eadie 
Ingle,  Church Ingle,  Church 
Ingle,  Church 
Epstein,  Mockford Lockhart,  Rosenberg 
Lemer,  Bulas Lerner,  Bulos Lerner,  Bulas 
Lockhart,  Parsons 

Thur  , Feb  24 

1.00 6.30 7.30 

5.00 6.00 7.00 

Eng .  Grads 
69'rs 
Dent.  1  Yr 
Giants Taylor Fred's  Guppi 

Hacks 
Drongos 
Wallace II  Chem Fungi 

Dribbles III  indust. 

Fri.,     Feb.  25      1.00  Gold 

vs    U.C.  Molecules Elliott 
vs  Vestels 

Sadinsky Sadinsky 

vs  Smirnoffs Elliott 
vs  ScMs Elliott 

svs  ItCivils Shaver 
vs    Med.  II  Yr  A Balconi vs  Barons Balconi 
vs  Scarier 
vs  Heavies Mugford vs     Fat  Men 

Elliott 

vs  Scarlet Elliott 
vs    Dev.  South 

Sadinsky 

vs    The  Team 
Sadinsky 

vs    II  Indust Shaver 

APPLICATIONS  FOR  THE  POSITION  OF 

CHAIRMAN 
of  the 

STUDENT  RECEPTION  SERVICE WILL  BE  ACCEPTED  IN  THE  S.A.C.  OFFICE 
UNTIL  WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  16  AT  5:00  PJn. 
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ifSMUR
PH! .  «tt-»,.  .1, nn  outstanding 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
Varsity  Sports  Editor 

University  of  Toronto  Athletic  Direc- 
torate  announced  the  appointment  of  Ron 
Murphy  as  head  football  coach  last  night. 
Murphy  replaces  Dalt  White,  who  re- tired last  month  after  10  years  as  head 

^Mwphy's  application  won  approval 
over Tnumberof  other*.  "We  cou M 1  have 
hired  any  one  of  the  other  qualified  ap 
D  icants  "explained  U  of  T  athletic  direc 
for  War  en  Stevens,  "but  they  would  only 

ve  as  part-time  members  of  our  staff 
■Our  policy  at  Varsity  is  that  coaches 

of  major  teams  should  be  full-time  faculty 

^Murphy  is  ready  to  step  up."  Stevens 

RON  MURPHY 
Blues'  new  coach 

went  on.  "He's  done  an  outstanding  job 
with  the  line  and  he's  popular  with  the 

PlMurphy  came  to  Toronto  as  assistant 
coach  in  1964  after  spending  three  years 
in  the  same  capacity  at  McGill. 

A  native  of  Hamilton,  he  brought  both 

professional   and   intercollegiate  exper- 

''hI  pCdfor  Hamilton  Tiger  Cats  as  a 
rookiePstLght  out  of  high  school  in >  1953 
then  went  to  McGill  where  he  played  four seasons  with  Redmen. 

In  1957  he  was  named  a  Senior  Inter- 
collegiate Football  League  all-star  line- backer After  graduating,  he  played ̂   four 

seasons  with  Montreal  Alouettes  and  was 
rated  one  of  the  top  Canadian  linemen  m 

VmiTe'Veturned  to  McGill  as  an 
assistant  coach  and  to  study  for  his  Mast- 

ers degree.  He  is  now  on  the  staff  of  the 
school  of  Physical  and  Health  Educauom 

"I'm  very  happy  and  honored  that  the 
University  would  see  fit  to  appoint  me 
said  Murphy.  "I'm  sure  there  were  other 

well  qualified  applicants." Murphy  takes  over  a  team  which  won 
the  Yates  Cup  and  Canadian  College  Bowl 
last  season  and  promises  to  put  up  a 
tough  defence  of  its  honors. 
•f ve  learned  an  awful  lot  from  Dalt 

and  we  have  a  great  nucleus  of  returning 

players.  I'll  do  my  best  and  if  the  person- nel comes  through  I  think  we  can  win 
it  all  again,"  predicted  Murphy 
With  the  retirement  of  White,  an  open- 

ing has  been  created  in  the  coaching  statt 
now  composed  of  Tom  Watt,  John  Mc- Manus  and  Murphy. 

A  new  part-time  appointment  may  be made  in  the  future. 

from  the 

cheap  seat* 

by  howie  fluxgold varsity  sports  editor 

SMI)  PLACE  THE  PRIZE 

Showdown  at  SIB
L  corral t»r_.  i~„      ,.»r      Thp  attemnt  of 

By  RICH  PYNE 
Three  games  are  left  to 

be  played  by  Toronto  Blues and  Waterloo  Warriors  in 
the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
basketball  season  and  a 
long-range  look  seems  to  in- dicate a  showdown  for  the 
sought-after  second  place. 
Blues  currently  hold 

down  second  by  a  jame 
over  Warriors  who  rein- 

forced their  bid  for  the  po- 
sition with  a  66-60  win  over McMaster  in  Waterloo. 

By  virtue  of  Blues'  victo- ry Saturday  over  Western 
and  Waterloo's  win  over 
Mac,  Western  and  Mac  are 
pretty  much  eliminated from  the  play-off  picture. 

The    big    struggle  has 
shaped  up  to  be  a  battle  for 
the  right  not  to  play  Wind- sor in  the  opening  game  of 
the   championship  tourna- 

ment. This  right  is  accord- 
ingly bestowed  to  the  team 

finishing  in  the  runner-up 
spot  now  that  it  is  reason- ably apparent  Lancers  are 
not    going    to  relinquish their  hold  on  first  place. 
•  THs  weekend  Blues  en- 

tertain Windsor  while  Wa- 
terloo   plays    the  sliding 

Western  Mustangs  at  home. 
If  past  performances  are 

any  indication,  Lancers 
could  continue  their  unde- 

feated streak  at  Varsity's expense  and  Western  will 
continue  to  drop  another 
close  game  in  Waterloo. 
Such  an  outcome  would 
erase  the  game  hold  Blues 
have   on   second   and  put 

them  in  a  tie  with  Waterloo, 
each  with  5-3  records. 

Similarly,  if  past  perform- ances are  any  indication, 
both  Blues  and  Waterloo 
will  win  their  final  games 
of  the  season  against  Mac 
and  Guelph. 
The  catch,  however,  is 

that  each  of  the  teams  has 
one  additional  game,  against 
each,  other.  This  is  schedul- ed Wednesday  of  study 
week  in  Waterloo.  Needless 
to  say  the  season  is  going  to 
rest  for  both  clubs  on  this 

game. Waterloo  may  have  the 
advantage  of  home  court, 
but  Blues  have  revenge  to 
wreak  after  the  80-79  humi- 

liation Warriors  handed 
them  last  month,  before  a 
home,  audience. 

For  the  record  book:  Lan- 
cers' 109.5  ppg.  with  two 

games  left  almost  assures 
their  breaking  of  their  old 
record    of    102    set  last 

year  . . .  The  attempt  of  their 
fine  forward  Marty  Kwiat- kowski    on   former  Blue 
Dave  West's  26.2  ppg.  record 
was     ended    Tuesday  in 
Guelph  when  he  suffered  a cut  over  the  eye  early  in  the 
game  and  was  forced  to  re- tire after  scoring  only  four 
points.    Kwiatkowski  was back  on  the  beam  the  next 
night  when  he  scored  24  in Hamilton.  He  needs  80  in 
Lancers'  last  two  games  for 
the  record         Gerry  Hor- ner of  Windsor  holds  on  to 
his  foul  shooting  per  cent- 
age  lead  with  84.4,  slightly 
ahead  of   team-mate  Gary 
Polano.  Windsor  also  boasts 
the  league's  most  accurate 
shooter   in  Angelo  Mazzu- 
chin  (50  per  cent)  . . .  Blues 
Ron  Kimel,  previously  lead- 

ing the  league  in  rebound- 
ing, was  surpassed  by  West- ern's   Marv   Morten  when 

Mustangs  visited  Blues  Sa- turday night . . . 

BRING  BACK  THE  *  IN  THE  SIBL 

When  Roger  Maris  broke  Babe  Ruth's  single-sea
son 

.  m„,™  record  in  1961  an  asterisk  was  put  beside  the  re- 

S  ̂fficLTlv  th"  asterisk  was  to  indicate  that  Maris  did 

denoted  something  cheap  about  Mans  recoid. 

The  National  Hockey  League  has  decided  to  forego  the 

asterisk  when  Bobby  Hull  breaks  Maurice  Richards  s
ingle- 

season  goal  record. 

But  the  Senior  Intercollegiate  Basketball  League  ■shoul
d 

consider  the  use  of  the  *  when  it  enters  the  records  set 
against  Guelph  Redmen  in  its  record  books. 

Besides  the  two  official  records  set  against  Redmen, 
there  i  one  he  record  books  will  never  show  but  must  be 
a  record  ̂ust  the  same.  While  there  is  no  tangible  proo

f 
that  Redmen  are  the  most  inept  team  the  SIBL  has  ever

 
s«n  they  must  be  considered  among  the  most  mept  m 
the  modern  history  of  the  league. 

When  Redmen  visited  Hart  House  this  season  general 

opinton  seemed  to  be  they  couldn't  beat  a  high  schoo 
team. 

As  if  to  prove  the  pint,  Redmen  took  on  a  Detroit  
high 

school  and  lost. 

■  Perhaps  the  *  beside  the  records  set  against  Guelph 

shoulu  indicate  they  were  riot  really  set  against  a  college 
basketball  team,  o/even  better,  don't  make  any  referen

ce 
to  Guelph  at  all.  The  less  said  the  better. 

The  records  set  against  Redmen  so  far  this  season  are 
most  fieS  goals  attempted  in  one  game  and  most  poin  s 
Sored  by  a  visiting  team.  The  first  was  set  by  Toronto 

 in 
Hart  H°use  when  Blues  took  57  shots,  breaking  Windsor

s 
mark  of  53. 

The  second  was  set  by  Windsor  last  week  when  they 

scorer  118  poiSTTn -Guelph  to  break  Toronto's  record  o
f 

114  set  at  McGill  last  season. 

SOMEONE  GOOFED  WHEN  REDMEN  ENTERED  SIBL 

It  may  be  harsh  to  criticize  a  team  for  its  lack  of  ability 
since  it  is  not  the  players'  fault  they  are  outclassed  in  the SIBL. 

Somebody  obviously  goofed  when  Redmen  applied Jot 
membership  in  the  league  and  someone  also  goofed  when 
the  application  was  accepted. 

Last  season  Redmen  played  in  the  Ontario  Intercol- legiate Athletic  Associaition  with  such  teams  as  Ryerson, 
OsToode  Hall  and  York.  They  finished  last  in  this  league 
which  is  considered  weaker  than  the  SIBL. 

BASKETBALL  STATISTICS 
SCORING  GP  FG  FT  Ft»  Avg Kw.olkowski,  Wdsr.  8  77  29  183  22.7 

....  Toronto Horner,  Windsor  . Eoton,  Woterloo  . Navetta,  Windsor Lockhort,  Toronto Moizuchin,  Wds. 
Bureh,  Guelph  .  . Pando,  Woterloo  .  .  .  —  — Woloshyn,    Toronto    7  35  !9 Crowe,  Western   .  .   8  44  10    «  i^.j Smith,  McMaster  .  .  8  37  21    95  11. S 

FIELD  GOAL  SHOOTING GP  FGA  FGM  Pet jzzuchin,  Wdsi 

7  47  20  114  16  3 8  51  27  129  16.1 7  46  20  1 12  16.0 B  50  23  123  15.3 7  41  21  103  14.7 8  47  19  113  14.1 8  46  21  113  14.1 7  30  36    96  13  7 

Kunlz,  Waterloo Polono,  Windsor Lock  hart,  Toronto 7  103 
FREE  THROW  SHOOTIh 

GP  FT  A Horner,  Windsor  .  . Polano,  Windsor  . Pondo,  Woterloo    -  . Bales,  Guelph  . Aldfidae,  Woterloo Rourke,  Waterloo  . Burlon,  Western  . Navetta,  Windsor  . 

84.4 
83.3 76.6 72.7 

72.2 71.4 

Tale ick.  Wo 
...viatkowski,  Wdsr. 
Crowe,  Western Horner,  Windsor    .  . Navetta,  Wds  Taranczuk,  Wds.  .  . Pando,  Waterloo  .  . Newmon,  Western 

,  7    52  25 I  169  77 
50.0 

48.1 46.7 45,8 45.5 
42.6 42.4 42.2 42.2 

Morlen,  Western     . . 
Kimel,  Toronto Crowe,  Western   -  .  . Kwiotkowski,  Wdsr. 
Eaton,  Waterloo Smith,  McMaster    .  . Navetta,  Windsor 
Holowochuk,  Tor. 

After  taking  this  last-place  finish  into  consideration, 
officials  at  Guelph  decided  to  apply  for  admission  to  the 
SIBL  As  one  of  the  10  members  of  the  Ontario-Quebec Athletic  Association,  Guelph  theoretically  had  every  right 

to  play  in  the  Association's  basketball  conference. 

However,  by  deciding  to  enter  a  team  in  the  SIBL 
before  they  had  the  calibre  of  players  to  compete  in  the 
league,  the  powers  that  be  at  Guelph  have  done  a  great disservice  to  their  players  and  students. 

There  is  no  enjoyment  in  the  game  for  team  members 
when  they  know  they  aren't  going  to  come  close  to  winning. 
And  it  does  nothing  for  University  of  Guelph  when  the  team 
representing  the  school  is  humiliated  so  thoroughly  every 
time  out. 

In  addition,  the  league  itself  has  been  seriously  weaken- 
ed bv  the  presence  of  Guelph.  Redmen  have  been  counted 

out  of  the  playoff  picture  since  their  first  game.  Games 
against  them  have  become  nothing  more  than  shooting 
drills  and  it's  surprising  that  even  more  records  have  not been  broken. 

It  is  unfortunate  the  Board  of  Governors  of  the  OQAA 
saw  fit  to  allow  Guelph  to  enter  the  league,  although  they 
may  have  had  no  other  choice  since  Guelph  is  a  member of  the  Association. 

However  it  is  even  more  unfortunate  that  Guelph  officials 
found  it  necessary  for  their  team  to  play  against  what  may 
be  the  best  basketball  teams  in  the  province. 

LEFTOVERS:  When  Windsor  Lancers  lost  89-74  to Waterloo  Lutheran  Golden  Hawks  two  weeks  ago,  Peter 
Misikowetz  of  WLU  was  27-for-30  from  the  foul  line.  When 
Gene  Rlzak  neted  26  of  29  free  throws  for  Lancers  in  1959, 
the  number  of  shots  and  number  scored  were  recognized  as 
North  American  college  records.  Misikowetz  scored  37 points  over-all,  Rizak  44. 
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—photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
New  College  president  Bill  Ede  registers  a  complaint. 

varsity 

SAC-engineers  showdown 

narrowly  averted 
By  LESLIE  GARY 

A  showdown  between  SAC  and  the  Engineering  Society 
over  election  rules  was  narrowly  averted  at  Wednesday 
night's  SAC  meeting. 

Ernie  Lightman  (III  UC)  proposed  that  SAC  should 
make  its  rules  clear  to  the  Society  to  avoid  hard  feelings 
later. The  Engineering  Society  requires  that  two  engineering 
SAC  representatives  must  be  in  third  and  fourth  years, 
while  SAC  makes  no  such  stipulation. 

SAC  President  Mary  Brewin  felt  an  argument  was  not 
necessary  at  this  time  because  "we  can  reasonably  expect 
that  at  least  one  fourth-year  and  one  third-year  student 
would  be  elected." However,  Miss  Brewin  indicated  that  if  a  conflict  did 
arise  SAC  would  refuse  to  seat  any  member  not  elected  in 
accordance  with  the  SAC  election  rules. 

In  a  case  where  four  fourth-year  students  obtained  the 
highest  number  of  votes,  the  Engineering  Society  would 
replace  one  of  them  with  the  third-year  student  who  re- ceived the  highest  number  of  votes.  According  to  its  rules, 
SAC  would  then  have  to  refuse  to  seat  the  third-year  stu- 
dent. 

Emotions  flared  again  over  election  issues  when  New 
College  President  Bill  Ede  (IV  New)  complained  that  he 
wanted  to  attend  meetings  of  the  election  committee  but 
had  not  been  informed  of  their  occurence. 

Ede  claimed  that  part  of  the  reason  communication  had 
broken  down  between  SAC  and  his  local  council  was  that 
"the  SAC  reps  at  New  College  don't  recognize  any  ties  to 
the  college  as  far  as  representation  is  concerned." 

Margaret  Schrand  (III  SMC),  election  committee  chair- man, told  council  that  five  letters  had  been  sent  to  all  the 
councils  informing  them  of  meetings,  and  added  she 
couldn't  understand  why  Ede  hadn't  received  any  of  them. 

Vice-president  David  Hunter,  one  of  the  New  College 
representatives,  admitted  that  he  may  have  negligent  in 
some  of  his  duties  because  of  lack  of  time.  He  was  chastised 
by  several  loud  cries  of  "shame"  from  council. VOL.  85 NO.  56  —  FEB.  11  1966 

VOTE  FOR  PILL  SALES  IN  ARBOR  ROOM 
By  PAUL  CARSON 

Both  honorary  visitors  at 
last  night's  Hart  House  de- bate agreed  that  legislation 
banning  the  distribution  of 
contraceptives  should  be  ra- 

dically amended  and  that 
doctors  should  be  permitted 
to  perform  therapeutic 
abortions  to  terminate  un- 

wanted pregnancies. 
However,  Professor  J.  C. 

Spencer  of  the  School  of Social  Work  and  Dr.  G.  E. 
Wodehouse,  director  of  the 
university  Health  Service 
disagreed  on  the  role  of  the 
university  in  the  distribu- tion of  birth  control  pills. 

Prof.  Spencer  said  the  at- 
tempts to  control  morality 

by  legal  deterrants  are 
bound  to  fail,  "The  highest 
■moral  ideals  can  only  be 
preserved  by  those  who  try 
to  help  those  in  difficult 
and  awkward  situations,"  he said. 

Prof.  Spencer,  who  has 
testified  as  an  expert  wit- 

ness in  cases  involving  the 
illegal  dissemination  of 
birth  control  information, 
said  any  attempt  to  use  the 
criminal  courts  to  solve  the 

IMPORTANT 
The  Varsity  will  not  ap- 

pear during  study  week. 
Publication  will  be  re- 

sumed Monday,  Feb.  21. 
ALL  STAFF:  There  will 

be  an  open  meeting  for 
all  Varsity  staffers  today 
In  the  Varsity  office  at  1 
pan.  Attendance  impera- tive. 

Michael  Schwartz  (111  Meds) 

"problem   of   the   pill"  is "sheer -folly." 
He  argued  that  the  uni- 

versity should  not  restrict 
the  "new  freedom  in  sexual 
morality  made  possible  by 
advances  in  medical  tech- 

nology." 
Dr.  Wodehouse  replied 

that  the  university  should 
not  dispense  pills  recklessly. 
"We  have  no  right  to  en- 

courage possible  looseness 
in  morality,  and  university 
auspices  of  organized  dis- pensation of  birth  control 
devices  could  only  be  con- 

strued as  condoning  loose 

behavior." There  is  an  evolution  not 
a  revolution  from  the  old 
to  the  new  morality,  Wode- 

house said,  and  "I  am  in  fa- 
vor of  the  old  standards." The  motion  under  debate 

read    "The    Arbour  Room 

— photc  by  JACK  NEWMAN 
and  Prof.  Spencer  look  on. 

Should  Sell  the  Pill."  After a  rather  lacklustre  exchange 
of  puns  punctuated  by  re- ferences to  various  methods 
of  contraception,  the  pill 
pushers  carried  the  day  27- 
18. 

Speaking  for  the  Ayes, 
Ron  Thompson  (II  APSC) 
said  that  under  present 
laws,  the  Faculty  of  Medi- cine should  be  arrested  for 
illegally  distributing  inform- ation about  birth  control. 
His  partner,  Mike 

Schwartz  (III  Meds)  remind- 
ed the  house  of  the  Found- 

er's Prayer  of  Hart  House 
which  suggests  that  all  male 
students  Qbtain  "complete 
mastery  of  the  body." Speaking  for  the  Noes, Don  Monro  (SGS)  said  the 
pill  was  now  obsolete  due 
to  "better  things  for  better 
loving  through  chemistry." 

Says  medicare  necessary 

By  DONNI  BOHNEN The  government  should  consider  money  spent  on  medi- 
care as  an  investment  in  human  capital  wealth,  a  Guelph 

University  economics  professor  said  here  Wednesday. 
J.  J.  Madden,  who  served  as  economic  advisor  for  the 

Hall  Royal  Commission  on  Health  Services,  advocated  uni- versal medical  insurance  administered  by  the  provincial 
government.  He  was  speaking  to  a  symposium  sponsored 
by  the  U  of  T  Faculty  of  Medicine. 

"The  cost  of  not  incurring  medical  insurance  is  too 
high  because  the  results  of  medical  negligence  is  a  loss  of 
human  capital  resources  in  terms  of  labor  and  market," Prof.  Madden  said. 

"For  this  reason,  most  business  firms  now  insist  on 
compulsory  health  insurance  for  their  employees,"  he  added. Prof.  Madden  contended  that  medicare  cannot  be  sold 
on  a  competitive  basis  because  of  its  very  nature  and  must 
be  sold  by  the  government  because  private  insurance  com- 

panies cannot  implement  such  a  far-reaching  scheme  be- cause they  do  not  have  the  same  resources. 
But  Dr.  V.  C.  Goldbloom,  chairman  of  the  Economic 

Policy  Committee  of  the  Canadian  Medical  Association  dis- 
agreed. He  defended  the  CMA's  official  position  on  medi- care. 

He  hinted  at  socialistic  tendencies  implied  by  a  com- 
pulsory medicare  scheme  which  would  subvert  "individual free  choice,  which  is  the  life-blood  of  the  American  con- tinent." , 

It  is  unfortunate  that  the  public  has  been  conditioned 
against  the  doctors,  he  said,  because  a  successful  plan  de- 

pends on  effective  communication  between  the  medical  pro- fession and  the  public  agencies. 
-  "There  is  nothing  anti-social  nor  irresponsible  in  be- 

lieving that  a  medicare  program  is  not  in  the  public  interest 
if  the  care  of  the  patients  deteriorates,"  Dr.  Goldbloom 

-added. 

The  500  medical  undergraduates  present  had  the  day 
off  classes  to  watch  the  symposium. 

At  a  later  panel  discussion,  Dr.  R.  O.  Jones,  president 
of  the  CMA,  said  doctors  are  afraid  that  under  medicare 
they  would  be  subjected  to  political  pressure  and  limited funds.  .  ... 

He  criticized  the  government  for  appointing  politicians 
rather  than  educators  to  the  committees  controlling  the 
$500  million  Federal  Health  Resources  Fund. 

"We  have  examples  of  how  they  work— universities 
being  moved  to  politically  expedient  areas  instead  of  where 
they  are  really  needed." Prof.  B.  R.  Blishen,  research  director  of  the  Hall  com- 

mission, replied  that  the  commission  recommended  that 
the  government  finance  medical  education  and  then  leave the  doctors  alone. 



GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 

SKI  TRIP 

To  Alpine  Ski  Club,  Collingwood, 
SATURDAY  FEBRUARY  19th 

Bus  leores  GSU  7:45  o.m.  returns  7  p.m. 
Cost  $6;  deposit  $2  payable  to 

Mike  Yeallond  (HU.  8-1232) 
RM.  140,  LASH  MILLER  BLDG. (before  Feb.  18th) 

14.000  miles- OA  .V0659  o"c'  7  P" 

tea 

Sj«?P5iOM»L  TYPING:  Guoionlee<l io  mm  sotisfoction  ot  P"«s  >«"  «"> 

lor   your  individual  estimore  -  fhes.s, 
notes,  reports.  

PROFESSIONAL  COPY  EDITOR  will ™t  manuscripts  .  th««. essays,  etc. 
Reosonable  fees.  Coll  694-8105. 
EXPERT  TYPIN6  — scripls  end  theses.  36S-5795. 
LIFEGUARD:    with"  Bed     Cross  Water ^ofetv  Certificate  Tuesday.  0.30  - 

/Phone  401-9277 
>""■  --•  
ZOOLOGISTS  —  someone  who  knows 
Xtermt.es  needed  for  O  few  hours of  consultotion,  well  poid.  Phone  John Morton  051-2821.  
COOS MAN  -  2  evenings  ond  port  of 
weekend.  Apply  Vaughan  Theatre. PHONC  first  for  appointment,  kfc.  a- 5171  evenings  otter  *  p.m.  Ask  for 

'  lloom. 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 300  Bloor  St.  West MINISTERS: 

The  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E.  M.  Howse Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 1 1 ,00  a.m. 
"LIVING  ORACLE 

DR.  G.  G.  D.  KILPATBICK 
7.00  p.m. Sri  men  Dialogue 
"What  About  Church  Union?" REV.  ERNEST  HARRISON REV.  D.  A.  GILLIES 

STUDENTS  WELCOME: CAMPUS  CLUB following  Evening  Service 

UNIVERSITY 
LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 

610 
Spadina  Ave. 

!(Opp.  New  College) 
7:13  pm.  Vespers  -  STUD  I  NT  CLUB "The  evolution  of  mon,  society, 
ond  the  Christian  faith  In  the  writ- 

ings of  Teilhard  de  Chordin". 

GIHLi  room-mote  for  4th  yeor  stu- dent for  test  of  term.  Apt  on  St 
George.  Phone  Dorothy  927-41 92. 
FLAT  FOR  RENT  —  Huron  and  Hor- 
bord,  bright,  bed  sitting  room,  kit- chenette, very  clean,  shore  bothroorn, 
suilt  one,  113  weekly.  Call  WA.  2- 2407  otter  4. 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
!M  MT  PLEASAKT  HOAD  AT  SOUTH  OWVl 

,1  Bk.k.  North  «(  Steer  -  2nd  T.T.C.  step  W  •"  ">«"»  «»' 
11  A.M.  —  YOUTH  SERVICE 
Preacher  -  BRIAN  FRASER 

University  of  Toronto 
A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS. 

TRINITY 
UNITED  CHURCH 
427  Dloor  St.  W.  «t  Wulmer 
REV.  i.  ROBERT  WATT, 

B.A.,  D.D.,  Minister 11  a.m. "DELIBERATE 

WASTEFULNESS" 
7:30  p.m. 
(J)  "THE  HONESTY"  of  Jesus New  Series "CHRIST  IK 

MY  SITUATION" 8:30  Trinity  Young  Adults 
STUDENTS  WELCOME  at 
ALL  SERVICES  in  Trinity. 

Here  are  the  Village  Look  PLAYBOYS.  All  suede.  Putty  beige.  Grey. 
Faded  blue.  All  styles  available  in  ■■His"— $10.95.  "Hers  —$8.95. ($1  higher  west  of  Winnipeg) 

You're  right  when  you  wear  playboys 
Foot-watchers  see  more  PLAYBOYS  than  anything. 
Reason?  The  Village  Look  is  big  now.  And  PLAYBOYS 
have  itl 

Dashing!  Light!  Casual!  Select  suede  uppers  look  better 
longer.  Plantation  crepe  soles.  Steel  shanks. 
&    Ask  for  your  PLAYBOYS  at  your  shoe  store  today. 

PLAYBOYS HEWETSON 
A  Division  of  Shoo  Corporation  of  Canada  Limited 

TW"Xsfdfy  of  nominations  for  the  Innis  College  elections. Innis  College. 

^StudenrDemoeratic  Union:  Nomination  of  SAC  candi- 
dates. Rm.  1085,  Sid.  Smith.  „_.    ,,„«,      ,  M„  »» 

DepTof  Geology  films:  "Spelunking",  "Barrel  No.  I  . Rm  128,  Mining  Bldg. 
Engineering  chariot  race.  Front  Campus. 

TOd^'ofPf"NeW  Democrats  general  meeting  re  election  of 

OYND  delegates.  Rm.  2106,  Sid  Smith. 

TW"m>U  SAC  committee  meets  to  discuss  election  campaign. 
Rm.  2115,  Sid  Smith. 

"Karnival-Abend".  Admission  $L50.  Can 

„«,7-2323  or  OX  1-2787  for  reservations.  Banquet  HaJl,  tiu° 
Harmonie,  410  Sherboume  St. 

^V^Mus^Club  presents  Guys  and  Dolls.  Tickets,  Hart 
House  Box  Office.  Also  Saturday. 

TOd  Inn  of"  tPhe°Unmuzzled  Ox.  Folksinging,  poetry:  admis- 
sion free.  44  St.  George. 

Sat"S'ontwennf  age^'or  voting,  drinking.  Speakers  in- 

elude  Reid  ScXDo8nald  C.  Macdonald.  Eaton  Auditorium. 

Srtc,  dance:  Friends  of  India.  Royal  Ontario 

MUSIlTstrated  lecture  on  recent  excavations  at  Massada, 
Israel.  Youth  Chapel,  Beth  Tzedec,  1700  Bathurst  St. 

'aUShowing°of ̂ ays  of  Wine  and  Roses",  New  College 
Dining  Hall.  Admission  50£. 

SatUForum  ̂ prospective  SAC  candidates.  All  interested 
in  student  government  are  welcome.  Music  Room,  Hart House. 
Sunday,  Feb.  13,  8  pan.  .  . 

See  "8Va"  Howard  Ferguson  Hall,  admission  350. 
Lutheran  Student  club  meeting.  610  Spadina  Ave.  (Lu- theran Student  Centre). 

Sunday,  8:30  pjn. 
Go-go  girls;  the  Complete  Works:  750  per  person.  New- man Club,  89  St.  George. 

Tuesday,  Feb.  15,  7:30  pjn.  '  . 
Discussion  on  Japan  with  Bruce  Mutch,  University  of 

Nagoya  chalpain.  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron. 
Thursday,  Feb.  17,  1:10  p.m. 

Right  Rev.  G.B.  Snell  speaks  on  the  creeds  and  the Christian  life.  Canterbury  House,  373  Huron. Thursday,  6  pjn.  _    _  , 

Supper,  Bible  Study:  the  sayings  of  Jesus.  Canterbury House,  373  Huron. 

^  Meeting  ofPhilosophy  club.  Prof.  Ziff,  Univ.  of  Wiscon- sin. West  Hall,  UC. 
Friday,  Feb.  18,  8:30  pjn.  .... 

ISC  square-and  a-go-go  dance,  folk  singers.  Admission, 25c.  New  College  Dining  Hall. 

U  of  T  radio:  91.1  FM 5:30-6  p.m. 
FRIDAY-  Compos  Poll  with  Steven  Troster  "Do  you  feel  the  U.S.  was  justi- fied in  recommencing  the  bombing  of  North  Viet  Norn? Billboard  with  Peter  Stomp.  _  .  ... 
MONDAY-  Sportlite  with  Betty  Trott  ond  Ed  Fudurich:  Doug  McTovish  (11 Low)  and  Andy  Robertson  (lit  Low)  join  Betty  to  discuss  Law 

ond  Sports'*. 
Billboard  with  Peter  Stamp. 

TUESDAY:         In  Depth  Shelley  Posen  takes  a  look  at  Judy  Collins,  a  young lady  with  a  beautiful  voice.  . 
WEDNESDAY:    Academkolly  Speaking  Gerry  Nackell  talks  with  members  ot  CUSO to  leorn  its  history,  its  programs,  ond  its  aims. THURSDAY:        Chronicle  with  Craig  Perkins,  Don  Brody,  John  Kirkpotrick  investF- 

-   gates  the  proposed  student  center:  "Will  it  ever  be  built? FRIDAY:  Campus  Poll  with  Steven  Troster  investigates  student  opinion  in man-in-the-street  interviews. 
Billboard  with  Peter  Stamp  offers  a  rundown  of  what  s  happening here,  there,  and  about  the  compus  ond  city. UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  RADIO 

91  ST.  George  St.    -  924-2339 

FRIDAY,  FEBRUARY  11th,  1966 

NOMINATIONS  FOR  HART  HOUSE  ELECTIONS 
COMMITTEES:    ART  -  DEBATES  -  LIBRARY  -  MUSIC  -  HOUSE  -  SQUASH 

INFORMATION  AVAILABLE  IN  UNDERGRADUATE  OFFICE.  Nominations  close  Wednesday,  Feb.  23rd  ot  5  p.m. 
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All  Here  and  Now  notices 

must  be  handed  in  before 

5  p.m.  on  the  day  before 
publication.  Late  notices  will 
not  be  printed. 



SAC  would  abolish  death  penalty 
SAC  voted  in  favor  of  a- 

bolishing  the  death  penalty 
Wednesday  night. 
With  surprisingly  little 

debate,  the  council  passed  a 
motion  introduced  by  Pre- 

sident Mary  Brewin  and 
Vice-president  David  Hunt- 

er endorsing  the  Canadian 
Union  of  Students  move  to 
amend  the  criminal  code  to 
abolish  the  death  penalty. 
One  member  wondered 

whether  this  decision  should 
not  have  been  reconsidered 
when  the  council  decided 
that  SAC  members  needed 
some  sort  of  discipline. 
Despite  arguments  that 

university  students  are  not 
children  and  should  be  self- 
disciplined,  the  council  pas- sed the  motion  introduced 
by  George  Biro  (III  APSC) 
that  when  members  miss 
more  than  three  meetings 
without  proxy  it  shall  be 
interpreted  as  dereliction  of duty. 
The  case  would  then  be 

reviewed  by  the  executive 
and  the  member  might  be 
removed  from  his  seat. 

Despite  a  plea  by  Alan 
Bowker  (SGS)  that  it  is 
urgent  that  members  attend 
the  remaining  two  meet- 

ings, council  refused  to 
make  the  motion  retroac- 
tive. 

A  vote  on  several  import- 
ant bylaws  from  the  SAC 

University   Committee  was 

postponed  until  the  next 
meeting  because  there  was 
barely  a  quorum  present. 
Library  representat  i  v  e 

Dean  McDermid  (IV  Dents) 
was  questioned  on  the  re- 

sults he  was  getting  in  his 
efforts  to  have  the  Sigmund 
Samuel  Library  kept  open 
after  11  p.m.  from  March 
until  the  end  of  exams. 
McDermid  replied  "the Chief  Librarian  said  he 

would  let  me  know,  and  as 

yet  he  has  not." Later  in  the  evening,  coun- 
cil passed  a  motion  intro- duced by  Ernie  Lightman 

requesting  that  formal  re- 
presentation be  made  to 

the  library  that  SAC  be  in- formed of  the  reasons  the 
library  could  not  be  kept 
open  if  the  request  is  re- 

fused. 
In  other  business: 

#  SAC  voted  to  endorse  the 
recommendations  of  the 
bursary  committee  that  all 
students  deemed  eligible  to 
attend  the  university  be  e- 
qually  eligible  for  bursaries. •  The  Judicial  Committee 
announced  that  the  Italian 
and  Political  Economy  Clubs 
have  made  changes  in  their 
constitutions  and  now  are 
certified  student  organiza- tions. 
•  SAC  agreed  to  pay  the 
radio  director  $180  and  the 
technical  director  $120  for 

the  year  1965-66. #  SAC  will  become  an  a- 
gent  for  Renault  and  Rootes 
on  a  purchasing  and  resale 
agreement  to  put  cars  in Europe. 

# 

■Wm' 
¥  i 

,  f 

-photo  by  ART  (speedy)  MclLWAIN 

Sometimes  you  should  just  stay  in  bod.  Wednesday's  SAC meeting  was  a  little  too  much  for  this  young  lady  who  is 
(fortunately)  anonymous. 

Canadians  and  Canada:  a  love  affair 

By  PAUL  CARSON 
Canadian  nationalism  is 

a  complex  set  of  feelings 
—  a  love  relationship  bet- 

ween the  individual  and  the 
nation,  philosophy,  Prof. 
Charles  Hanly  said  Wednes- 

day night  during  a  panel 
discussion  sponsored  by  the 
Political  Economy  Club. 
The  panel  discussed  four 

essays  on  Canadian  Nation- 
alism prepared  by  members 

of  the  University  League  for 
Social  Reform,  a  group  of 
faculty  members  in  the.  so- cial sciences  who  meet  and 
discuss  problems  in  con- 

temporary affairs. 
A  total  of  24  essays  have 

been  written  by  members  of 
the  League.  They  will  be 
edited  by  Prof.  Peter  Rus- 

sell of  the  Dept.  of  Political 
Economy  and  published  in 
book  form  in  September 
under  the  title  Nationalism 
in  Canada. 

Prof.  Hanly  told  the  meet- 
ing that  the  nation  is  iden- 

tified as  "a  national  mother, 
a  magical  source  of 
strength." Diefenbaker,  he  said,  tried 
by  instinct  to  make  himself 
the  object  of  basically  irra- 

tional feelings  through  such 
projects  as  the  "Vision  of 
the  North."  Pearson,  how- ever, is  the  exact  antithesis 
as  he  rejects  "incarnation" and  tries  to  appear  as  the 
competent  problem  solver. 
Hanly  said  his  psychoana- 

lytic approach  appears  ra- 
dical because  "this  univer- 

sity is  committed  to  intel- 
lectual and  philosophical 

ideas  applicable  to  an  earlier 
aoe." 

Stephen  Clarkson,  Prof .  of 
Political  Economy,  said  the 
Anglo-Saxons  must  lose 
their  sense  of  superiority 
while  the  ethnic  groups 
must  be  integrated  into  an 
English-speaking  society. 
"We  must  give  Canada  a 

real  sense  of  identity,  per- 
haps by  giving  the  impres- sion that  we  have  some  im- 

portant national  interests 
which  our  foreign  policy 
could  defend,"  Clarkson 
suggested. Prof.  Kenneth  McNaught 
summarized  a  brief  which 
he  presented  to  the  Royal 
Commission  on  Bilingualism 
and  Biculturalism. 

He  said  nationality  derives 
from  the  basic  idea  of  con- 

tinual survival  through  a 
series  of  crises. 

"Political  nationality  best 
describes  the  Canadian  po- 

litical experiment  of  prag- 
matic progress  in  a  u- 

nique    political  situation, 

McNaught  explained. 
He  urged  that  Canada 

withdraw  from  the  "militari- 
ly meaningless"  NATO  al- liance because  this  would 

enhance  our  position  as  a 
truly  neutral  conciliator 
and  would  provide  a  "won- derful psychological  stimu- lus to  the  development  of 
Canadian  nationalism." Professor  J.  H.  Dales  said 
Canadian  protective  tariff 
policies  increased  the  gross 
national  income  but  also 
caused  the  per  capita  income 
(standard  of  living)  to  fall slightly. 
"The  policy  of  encourag- 

ing skilled  immigration  as 
an  alternative  to  retraining 
the  domestic  labour  force 
has  had  the  same  net  effect," Dales  added. 

Prof.  Dales  attempted  a 
definition  of  nationalism  as 
"taking  pride  in  our  achieve- 

ments, playing  the  game 

well."  . 

SAC  NOMINATIONS  CLOSE  WEDNESDAY 

Nominations  for  next  year's  Students  Administrative Council  will  close  next  Wednesday,  Feb.  16.  Nomination 
forms  and  election  regulations  are  available  at  the  SAC 
office. 

The  election  committee  will  hold  a  candidates'  forum 
tomorrow  morning  at  9.30  in  the  Debates  Room  of  Hart 
House.  The  purpose  of  the  meeting  is  to  let  the  candidates 
find  out  about  SAC  and  for  students  to  find  out  about  the 
candidates. 

Candidates  may  also  prepare  statements  for  publication 
in  The  Varsity  election  issue.  The  statements,  not  exceeding 
100  words,  must  be  forwarded  to  The  Varsity  office  by  Fri- day, Feb.  18. 

Election  Committee  Chairman  Margaret  Schrand  (111 
SMC)  said  there  is  an  urgent  need  for  people  from  all  fa- 
culties  and  colleges  to  serve  as  poll  clerks  on  election  day Volunteers  should  call  the  SAC  office. 

HART  HOUSE  § 
HART  HOUSE  FARM 

OPEN  Weekend.  Visitors  Welcome. 
SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 

8.30  p.m.  February  13  Great  Hall EDWARD    AUER,  Pianist 

NOMINATIONS  FOR  HART  HOUSE  ELECTIONS 
Forms  available  in  Undergraduate  Office 

Closing  dote:  Wednesday,  February  23rd  at  5  p.m. 

COMING  EVENTS: 
CAMERA  CLUB  44th  ANNUAL  PHOTOGRAPHIC  EXHIBITION 

Closing  date  for  entries,  Friday  1 8th  February  at  6  p.m. 

FRIENDS  OF  INDIA 

presents an  evening  of 

DANCE,  MUSIC  &  DRAMA ot 

Royal  Ontario  Museum  Theatre on 

Feb.  12,  1966  at  8:00  p.m. 
ADMISSION  75c  ONLY 

RESERVE  YOUR  SEATS,  THEY  ARE  LIMITED 
(Phone  921-2875  -  923-5963  -  923-7018) 

What  are  you  doing  at  noon 

on  Saint  Valentine's  Day?, 
The  University  of  Toronto's  new  film 

LIGHT  FOR  THE  MIND 
(colour,  sound,  23  minutes) 

will  be  shown 

for  STAFF  AN D  STUDENTS 

Monday,  February  14 
at  12.30  p.m.  and  at  1.30  p.m. 
in  HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

PHILOSOPHY  CLUB 

presents 
Prof.  PAUL  ZIFF 
UNIVERSITY  OF  WISCONSIN 

"More  on  Understanding 

Understanding  Utterances" 
THURSDAY,  FEB.  17 

8:00  p.m.  West  Hall,  University  College. ALL  STUDENTS  AND  FACULTY  WELCOME. 

OPEN  HOUSE 

FACULTY  OF  DENTISTRY 
124  EDWARD  STREET 

SUN.  FEB.  13  1-5  P.M. 
EVERYONE  WELCOME  REFRESHMENTS 
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for  next  noy ember 

Slowly  simmering  in  the  cauldron  of  SAC's  Executi
ve 

CommSon  is  o  proposal  thot  a  new  Remembrance  Da
y 

^Theid"  with  the  Student  Union  for  Peace  I 
Action  which  has  in  the  past  suggested  and  conducted

 
services  which  it  feels  better  commemorate  Remembrance  I

 
Day  than  those  traditionally  held.  nroDOsal 

y  Combined  with  the  importance  of  the  SUPA  p  oposa  , 

is  the  fact  that  SUPA  itself  is  displaying  an  unusua  will- 
ingness to  work  with  SAC  on  this  matter.  In  a  tetter  to 

the  university  provost  a  SUPA  spokesman  stated  thot  the 

suggestions  should  only  be  accepted  "if  SAC,  at  least,  con-
 

curs with  us  that  it  is  desirable  -.. 
In  addition,  SUPA  member  Harvey  Shepherd  and  SAC 

vice  president  David  Hunter  are  meeting  to  draft  a  pro- posal for  the  new  sen/ice. 
This  spirit  of  cooperation  should  not  be  wasted. 
It  is  high  time  the  student  Remembrance  Day  service 

stopped  being  on  afterthought  and  became  truly  meaning- 
ful The  possibility  of  this  happening  next  year  now  exists 

and  it  is  to  be  hoped  thot  a  proposal  acceptable  to  the 
executive  can  be  prepared  in  the  near  future. 

If  this  is  done  SAC  will  be  able  to  consider  the  matter 
in  detail  ot  its  next  general  meeting  —  before  the  year-end 
pressures  of  elections  and  budgets  become  overpowering. 

This  issue  is  too  important  to  be  sloughed  oft  or watered  down. 

engineers  and  english 

The  University  of  Toronto  Engineering  Society  is nothing  if  not  controversial. 
Recently  the  Society  drew  strong  criticism  for  oppos- 

ing SAC's  new,  and  hopefully  more  democratic,  election rules. 

On  Tuesday  night  the  engineers'  government  took  a 
swipe  at  another  trend,  when  they  urged  the  retention  of 
Grade  13  English  as  a  requirement  for  entrance  into  the 
U  of  T  Engineering  course.  The  university  has  announced 
that  English  will  become  an  optional  requirement. 

The  Society  argued  in  its  recommendation  that  after 
graduation  engineers  will  require  o  general  awareness  of 
the  humanities,  and  thot  they  face  the  danger  of  becomi- 

ng "illiterate  and  narrow"  in  o  highly  technical  course. 
If  the  Society  is  not  merely  being  facetious  in  its  de- 

sire to  retain  English  as  a  requirement  for  entrance,  its 
next  step  is  to  impress  upon  the  university  administration 
the  seriousness  of  their  stand. 

Such  action  could  possibly  lay  to  rest  forever  the 
;enerolly-held  opinion  thot  engineers  are  in  fact  "illiterate 
and  narrow." 

varsity 

A  hard  look  at  Canada  and
  Viet  Nam 

By  DAVID  HEMBLEN 
The  author  of  this  comment  article  is 
a  graduate  student  at  V  of  T  and  an 
active  opponent  of  U.S.  actions  in  Vtet 
Nam.  Opinions  expressed  are  not  neces- sarily those  of  The  Varsity. 
The  Viet  Nam  war  has  crept  up  on  us. 

Only  a  couple  of  years  ago  it  was  a  distant skirmish,  a  comic-opera  feud  in  some  Asian 
banana-state  between  factions  with  funny 
names.  Now  it  has  reached,  and  in  some 
aspects  exceeded,  the  proportions  of  the Korean  War. 

Billions  have  been  spent  and  millions  have 
been  killed.  But  the  National  Liberation 
Front  shows  no  signs  of  weakening  and 
Johnson  talks  in  terms  of  a  million  Americans 

troops  and  a  war  of  years.  Viet  Nam's chances  of  being  the  site  of  Armageddon  get 
better  each  day  as  the  U.S.  executive  and 
military  increasingly  usurp  the  powers  of 
the  legislatures. 

Canada,  under  a  succession  of  govern- ments, has  been  intimately  connected  with 
Viet  Nam  through  its  membership  in  the 
International  Control  Commission.  The  ICC, 
set  up  to  supervise  the  Geneva  Agreements 
of  1954,  has  become  a  sort  of  diplomatic 

sick  joke,  largely  as  a  result  of  our  country's inaction  and  hypocrisy.  India  and  Poland 
the  other  ICC  members,  were  in  sufficient 
agreement  to  present  a  joint  report  last  year 
on  the  cause  of  the  latest  phase  of  the 
Viet  Nam  war.  The  joint  report  unequivocal- 

ly condemned  the  United  States  and  Saigon for  violations  of  the  1954  agreement. 

Canada,  however,  issued  a  separate  mi- 
nority report,  a  sidling,  foot-dragging  docu- ment that  ignored  the  findings  of  neutral 

India  and  gave  full  support  to  the  U.S.  war 
effort.  The  morality  of  this  report  is  about 

as  high  as  that  of  Paul  Martin's  pronounce- ment on  the  resumption  of  U.S.  bombings 
of  the  North:  "We  must  be  careful  what  we 

say.  The  U.S.  is  fighting  for  our  interests." 
An  increasing  number  of  Canadians  ques- 

tion the  assumption  that  "our  interests"  are 
served  by  killing  Vietnamese.  Human  digni- 

ty and  freedom  are  what  the  war  is  sup- 
posed to  be  about,  but  there  is  little  dignity 

in  burning  children,  in  dropping  prisoners 
from  helicopters,  and  in  indiscriminately 
bombing  villages  on  the  off-chance  that  you 
might  kill  a  "terrorist."  As  for  freedom,  the 
distressing  and  unavoidable  fact  remains: 
no  one  has  yet  asked  the  Vietnamese  people 
if  they  want  Ky's  version  of  Johnson's  Great 
Society. 

The  referendum  and  elections  that  Canada 
was  to  help  supervise  have  never  taken 
place.  The  military  demarcation  line  be- tween North  and  South,  that  Canada  was  to 
help  gradually  erase,  has  been  hardened, Editor Monoglng  Editor Review  Editor News  Editor 
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quite  illegally,  by  the  U.S.  and  Saigon  into 
a  political  boundary.  Canada  has  continued 
to  smile  tolerantly  while  the  U.S.  has  effi- 

ciently dismantled  the  Geneva  Agreements 
that  Canada  helped  formulate  and  promised 
to  uphold. 
Our  government  has  made  no  protest  at 

the  U.S.  use  of  poison  gas.  Our  government 
turns  its  back  when  representatives  of  the 
affluent  society  burn  the  crops  and  kill  the 
livestock  of  hungry  people.  Instead,  our  gov- ernment encourages  the  export  of  transport 
and  fighter  planes  for  use  by  U.S.  forces 
there,  and  applauds  the  U.S.  in  the  councils of  the  world.  Many  Canadians  are  fed  up. 

On  Feb.  19  a  conference  on  Canada  and 
Viet  Nam  will  be  held  in  Toronto.  The  most 
impressive  thing  about  it  is  the  calibre  and 
diversity  of  its  organizers  and  speakers. 
Some  members  of  the  nine  groups  spon- 

soring the  conference  have  described  it  as 
"Canada  speaks  out". 
From  Newfoundland  Farley  Mowat  has 

sent  an  eloquent  endorsement  which  will  be 
read  to  the  conference.  In  it  he  says  of  Can- 

ada and  Viet  Nam,  "If  we  are  a  nation,  if 
we  are  a  people,  if  we  are  worth  preserving 
as  a  nation  and  a  people,  then  we  must  take 

a  stand  now." From  British  Columbia  comes  H.W.  Her- 
ridge,  NDP  member  of  parliament,  and  one of  Canada's  most  experienced  politicians; 
from  Quebec,  leaders  of  UGEQ,  the  student 
union  of  French  Canada;  and  from  Ontario, 
labor  leaders,  academics,  former  Canadian 
diplomats,  journalists,  and  more  than  thirty 
clergymen  of  all  the  major  denominations. 
The  conference  will  be  divided  into  two 

sessions.  In  the  morning,  informed  speakers 
like  H.W.  Herridge  and  Prof.  Edith  Guild, 
who  visited  Southeast  Asia  last  year,  will 
attempt  to  examine  some  of  the  legal  and 
moral  implications  of  Canada's  role  in  Viet Nam. 

In  the  afternoon  four  workshops  will  be 
held  in  which  wide  participation  is  invited. 
The  workshops  will  examine  the  possibility 
of  influencing  the  Canadian  government  and 

people  through  peace  groups,  religious  or- ganizations, trade  unions,  and  direct  poli- tical action. 

The  conference  organizers  do  not  visualize 
it  as  a  discrete  entity,  as  a  Teach-In  where individuals  hear  the  views  of  individuals  and 
then  go  their  separate  ways,  wiser,  perhaps, 
but  still  with  no  basis  for  action.  It  is 

hoped,  rather,  that  the  conference  will  pro- vide the  first  opportunity  for  a  wide  variety 
of  Canadians  to  take  the  Vietnamese  issue 
to  the  people,  through  their  schools,  their 
churches,  their  trade  unions,  and  their  parlia- ment. Time:  9:30  a.m.,  Sat.  Feb.  19.  Place; 
Carpenters'  Hall,  169  Gerraxd  St.  E. 

letter  to  the  editor 

why  no  tickets? 

The  Varsity  wos  founded  In  1880  and  U  published  by 
Student*  Administrative  Council,  for  the  university 
munlry  of  the  University  of  Toronto.  The  Varsity  It  a  [ member  of  the  Canadian  University  Press. 

Opinions  expressed  In  this  newspaper  are  the  respons- 
ibility of  the  editor,  and  are  not  necessarily  those  of  the  ' students'  council  or  administration  of  the  university. 

•Veil,  Claude  tcllah,  how's  It  feel?  Put  'er  there  boy  and  let  its  wish  ye  a  Happy Jlrthday  Irom  all  of  us  down  here  last  night.  There  was  Ray  Raphael,  who  got laved  at  an  SDU  meeting;  Gwen  Groves,  who  asked  a  lot  af  questions;  Paul Zarson,  who  watched  protestors  practise  one  upmanship,  Susan  Aaron,  who  got 3  late-night  call  from  one  af  your  boys.  Stone;  Dannl  Bohnen  who  crashed  a jlast- medic  arc  meeting;  Susan  Grccnhough,  who  clips  for  Jacques;  and  Bcmodctte ferry,  you  know  that  good  lookln'  St.  Mike's  kid.  Mason  was  klnda  bitchy  last tight,  Claude,  but  then  Deac,  thot  runner  of  International  recognition,  gave  her 
i  green  pixie  with  her  fcot  up  in  the  air.  Andy  couldn't  see  »Vi  and  was  mad mi  Donny  Cooper  came  looking  for  Leslie  but  she  had  already  left.  Zeldin  was tore  with  his  sister.  Newman,  the  photog,  guarded  the  darkroom  and  the pons.cs  were  the  usual.  In  honor  of  this  day,  Claude,  this  will  be  a  perfect apcr,  with  not  one  solitary  single  typo.  Of  course,  if  any  do  get  past  you  can j|amc  them  on  thot  great  comedy  team.  Shepherd  and  Torvainen. 

'age  A  —  THE  VARSITY,  Friday,  February  11,  1966 

Sir: 

I  know  this  is  not  the  normal  way  of 
airing  a  complaint,  but  I  am  hoping  "the 
power  of  the  press"  will  try  to  correct  what I  consider  a  real  injustice. 

On  Feb.  18  the  big  game  is  scheduled  be- 
tween the  Mustangs  and  the  Blues— a  game 

that  very  possible  may  decide  who  wins  the 
championship  for  this  hockey  season.  There 
were  many  kids  who  have  been  looking  for- ward to  this  game  for  weeks:  the  rivalry 
between  the  two  teams  is  intense,  and  we 
wanted  to  go  down  to  cheer  our  team,  hope- fully to  victory. 

I  was  talking  to  Mr.  Metras,  our  athletic 
director,  on  Feb.  7.  It  was  rumored  that  no 
tickets  were  available  to  Western  students, 
so  I  decided  to  check  it  out.  Sure  enough, 
he  had  requested  200  tickets  to  be  sold  here 
for  the  game  (200  is  not  very  many)  but  he 
got  a  letter  from  the  centre  that  handles 
them  saying  that  this  would  he  impossible 
because  they  were  all  sold  to  Varsity  stu- dents. 

I  fail  to  see  why  a  small  percentage  of 

seats  are  not  reserved  for  supporters  of  the 
"visitors"— I  feel  200  seats  were  a  very  mo- 

derate amount— and  regret  that  it  is  turning out  this  way. 

My  main  purpose  in  writing  this  is  not  to 
challenge  you  or  to  be  sarcastic. 

However,  if  you  could  use  the  tools  at 
your  disposal  to  correct  the  situation  so  a 
similar  thing  wouldn't  happen  again,  you 
would  be  doing  well,  for  by  doing  so  you 
would  have  removed  a  souce  of  misunder- 

standing and  conflict,  and  avoided  a  poten- 
tial source  of  some  bitterness. 

P.S.  Can  you  do  ANYTHING  for  this 

game? 

John  Kelly  (I  Arts,  Western) 
A  limited  number  of  reserved  seats  are 

sold  on  a  first-come,  first-served  basis  be- fore each  game,  and  can  be  purchased  from 
the  box  office  at  Varsity  Arena  or  at  the 
ticket  office  in  Hart  House.  The  shortage  of 
available  tickets  is  due  to  the  enthusiastn 
of  U  of  T  students,  who  this  year  purchased 
more  than  8,000  books  of  tickets  for  hockey 
and  football  games.  Varsity  Arena  seats  few- er than  5,000  people — ed. 
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Arthur  Zeldln Donna  Moson Michael  Walsh Hersh  Zeifman 
Lyn  Owen Jeremy  Adamson Paul  Ennis Mark  Czarnecki Don  Crowe Volkmor  Richter Tom  Naylor Leslie  Gory 

FRIDAY,  FEBRUARY  11,  1966 

review 

Aaugh!  Somebody  said  "mays"  instead  of  "maze."  Leslie  was exuberant  because  her  hoppy  twentieth  (Happy  Twentieth  Leslie!) was  approaching;  and  Mile  Mason  was  grateful  to  a  gravely- ill -by-telephone  Ennis  for  dictating  his  own  heads.  Lovely  Lyn found  herself  caught  splunk  in  the  middle  of  a  give-and-take situotion,  and  tried  to  adopt.  Meanwhile,  Henry  wandered 
through  with  a  Hoffa-type  cigar — strange  that  Volkie  couldn't find  him.  Hersh  sounded  like  Comille  on  the  phone  but  his stills  got  here  late  anyhow.  Au  revoir  to  Jer  and  Lor,  who  are on  their  way  to  art  in  Montreal  and  Ottawo;  and  Maze!  Tov!  to Andy  on  the  occasion  of  his  first  knish.  Trente. 

OX  KING  ST.:  The  View  From  The  Top 
(Review  7) 

AT  RYERSON: 

CUDL  presents 

"Goebbels'  Gobbledygook ' 
(Review  10) 

AT  HART  HOUSE:  Edmund  AUeyn's  paintings 
(Review  8) 



HSRTHOijSE  O
RCHESTRA 

Conducted  by  BOYD  NEEL 

SUNDAY,  FEBRUARY  20
th 

(Final  Concert  of  l*e  Seriet) 

8.30  P.M.  GREAT  HALL.  HART  HOUSE 

Concerto  Grosso  Op.  6,  No.  11  SAMUEL  DOL1N Isometric  Variables    FRESCOBALDI 

gncerto  for  Bassoon  and  Strings  GOR
DON^JACOB 

Symphonie  Spirituelle  

Soloist  -  MICH01AS  KIIBURH,  B
assoon 

Admission  ct  the  Door  -  Students  $1.25;  Others  $2.50
  

Sunday  Evening 
 Concert 

8.30  p.m.     February  13th     Great  Hall,  Hart
  House 

Hart  House  Music  Committee  presents  Direct  from  New  York 

EDWARD  AUER,  """" 

The  Hort  House  Music  Committee  is  extremely  fortunate  to  b
e  able  to 

Iresen  th"  outstanding  young  concert  pianist.  Th.s  br, II, ont  artist  is  on
e 

o  he  outstanding  pianists  of  the  new  generation  of  American  
musicians 

He is  the  first  American  to  be  awarded  a  prize  at  the  International  C
hopin 

Piano  Competition  held  in  Warsaw.  Mr.  ̂ 'V^^Lnces  as  auest 
busy  schedule  which  includes  numerous  recitals  and  appearances  as  guest soloist  with  leading  American  orchestras. 

TICKETS  AVAILABLE  WITHOUT  CHARGE  FROM  THE  HALL  PORTER 
LADIES  MAY  BE  INVITED  BY  MEMBERS. 

REVOLT 

FLUENTIAL 

ACTIVE 

1 

The  STUDENT: 

China  reassures, 

frightens 
By  MICHAEL  WALSH 
China  an  understated  do- cumentary now  playing  at 

the  International  Cinema, 
succeeds,  at  one  and  the 
same  time  in  being  both 
a  reassuring  and  frightening film. 

In  a  motion  picture  which 
refuses  to  capitalize  on  the 
sensationalistic  interest  of  a 
"yellow  peril",  Englishman Felix  Green  concentrates  on 

an  intensely  human  portray- al of  the  Chinese  people.  Mr. 
Greene  provides  a  lengthy 

prologue  in  which  he  con- scientiously discusses  the 
question  of  his  freedom  to film  within  China  and  the 

problems  of  censorship  en- countered. 

China  has  been  assembled 
into  a  highly  organized 

package;  moving  from  a  dy- namic festival  in  Peking  s 

civic  square,  the  film  sur- 
veys the  nation's  growing industralisation  and  urban 

ization.  It  views  cultural  and 
social  conditions,  including 
notations  on  the  state  of 
organized  religion  and 

sports. Throughout  the  audience is  struck  by  amazing  degree 
to  which  the  once  stagnant 
and  mystic  East  has  taken 
to  itself  the  ways  of  the 

West.  "Learn",  the  youth  is 
taught.  "Learn  from  the 

past  and  learn  from  abroad". And  yet  if  we  are  reas- sured by  the  sight  of  the 
Red  Cross  as  a  universal  hu- manitarian symbol,  by  the 

Peking  Symphony's  rendition of  Liszt,  by  the  use  of  Roman 
characters  in  teaching  geo- 

metry or  by  the  favorite 
Chinese  sport,  basketball, we  must  chill  at  the  sight 
of  millions  marshalled  for a  Nuremburg-style  rally. 
We  must  cringe  at  the 

thought  of  the  new  mass 
education  program,  which, 
Mr.  Greene  concedes,  dedi- cates the  millions  of  Chinese 
children  to  unquestioning 
loyalty  to  the  state  and  to Marxism.  China  depicts  a 
nation  that  abounds  with 
human  resources,  an  abun- dance that  is  able  to  build 
Hydro-eletric  dams  using 
raw  muscle.  What  will  he 
its  potential  when  the  power 
begins  to  flow? China,  the  narrator  notes, 
is  now  united  by  a  common 
purpose  and  a  national pride.  This  study  draws  no 
conclusions.  It  poses,  how- 

ever, some  important  ques- 
tions, presenting  a  picture 

or  a  people  we  must  both admire  and  respect.  And 
fear. 

Old-style  war  action 

By  JOHN  LOWNSBROUGH 
It  is  refreshing  to  find  an 

old-fashioned  war  action 
drama.  The  Heroes  of  Tele- 
mark  (currently  at  the  Coro 
net)  is  such  a  film,  decided- 

ly "square"  by  our  stand- ards, and  reminiscent  of The  Guns  of  Navarone, 
though  the  latter  was flashier. 

title  did,  indeed,  play  a  cru- cial role  in  the  outcome  of World  War  II  and  it  is  their 
exciting  story  that  one  sees unfold  on  the  Panavision 
screen,  under  the  able  pac- 

ing of  Anthony  Mann. 
Among  those  involved  in 

the  sabotage  are  a  play-boy 
scientist  (Kirk  Douglas) 
who,  true  to  the  standard 

IN  Europe,  a  student  uprising 
started  the  Hungarian 
Revolution. 

IN  Latin  America,  students 

appoint  their  own  pro- 
fessors. 

IN  Asia,  students  overthrew 

the  gov't  of  S.  Korea. 
IN  Canada:  Are  we   not  an 

apathetic  bunch  of 
SLOBS  in  comparison? 

A  Study  of  the  Influence,  Rights,  Power  and 

Aspirations  of  Students  around  the  World 

A  W.U.S.  Educational  Conference  -  Feb.  21-25 

WATCH  VARSITY  MON.  FEB,  21  (offer  Study  Week)  FOR  DETAILS 

Another  lovely  war  movie. 

It  is  based  on  actual  events: 
the  efforts  of  a  small  band 
of  brave  Norwegians  to 
blow  up  a  supply  of  heavy 
water  before  it  is  transport- 

ed to  Germany,  where  it  will 
ultimately  be  used  in  the 
production  of  the  atomic 
bomb.  So,  without  being 
facetious,  these  heroes  of  the 

review 

plot  of  this  type  of  film, starts  out  as  a  heel  and  ends 
up  as  a  hero,  a  resistance fighter  (Richard  Harris), 
and  the  scientist's  ex-wife 
(Ulla  Jacobsson),  whose  in- 

troduction produces  a  tire- some sub-plot  that  goes  no 
where. Characterization  in  this 
picture  is  minimal  since  it 
is  the  story  that  dominates. 
Because  of  this,  the  princi- 

See  "Action,"  Page  R.  3 



Low-key  plausibility By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 
Ten  Little  Indians  (Im- 

perial, others)  is  an  unpre- tentious film  mystery  which 
achieves  exactly  what  it  sets 
out  to. 

Not  in  the  class  of  some 
of  the  truly  great  screen 
whodunits  (Witness  for  the 
prosecution,  for  example ) , 
nevertheless  the  Agatha 
Christie  chiller  has  been 
turned  into  a  low-key,  for 
the  most  part  plausible,  gen- 

erally enjoyable  piece  of 
film  entertainment. 

This  is  the  second  version 
of  Miss  Christie's  story. 
(The  first,  now  making  the 
rounds  of  the  late,  late 
show,  was  entitled  And  Then 
There  Were  None).  Ten 
widely  diversified  charact- 

ers  are  invited  to  a  remote 
old  mansion,  hidden  away 
somewhere  in  the  Austrian 
Alps.  None  of  the  ten  has 
met  the  host,  but  he  evident- 

ly knows  a  great  deal  about each  of  them. 
Via  tape,  he  accuses  each 

of  an  unpunished  murder. 
As  the  guests  start  getting 
knocked  off  one  by  one,  it 
is  obvious  that  the  host 
must  be  one  of  them,  setting 
himself  up  as  judge,  jury 
and  executioner.  But  which 
one? 
The  performances  are, 

generally,  quite  good.  Fa- bian, who  was  advised  to 
give  up  a  highly  lucrative 
singing  career  to  become  a 
"serious"  actor,  should 
quickly  sue  his  advisors.  He 
seems  to  be  utterly  devoid 

of  talent  —  although  today 
that's  not  necessarily  a 
handicap.  Luckily  for  the 
audience,  he's  the  first  little Indian  to  bite  the  dust. 

Israeli  actress  Dahlia  Lavi 
must  have  used  Fabian  as 
her  drama  coach  —  a  total 
disaster.  And  Hugh  O'Brian, 
steely-jawed  and  impassive 
as  ever,  turns  in  his  usual 
strongman  performance,  in- cluding an  unintentionally 
hilarious  love  scene  with 
Shirley  Eaton. 

The  pace  is  brisk  and  live- 
ly, though  the  movie  does stop  for  a  whole  minute  to 

review  the  clues  and  allow 
you  to  guess  the  murderer. 
A  slightly  "cute"  gimmick, but  one  that  goes  over  very 
well  with  the  audience. 

"MADE  IN  PARIS"  WASN'T By  MARILYN  BEKER 
With  gestures  that  would 

arouse  an  impotent  12  year 
old  Ann-Margaret  oscillates 
through  Made  in  Paris 
(Loew's  Downtown).  Un- 

fortunately she  isn't,  and either  is  the  movie. 
True  "the  Ann"  has  fan- 

tastic rusty  hair,  a  kitten- 
like play-in-the-hay  face,  and 

a  body  not  unlike  twisted 
licorice,  but  this  is  not 
enough.  The  poor  maiden 
can't  act  her  way  out  of  a sidewalk  cafe. 

She  gets  no  help  from  the 
fiendishly  trite  plot.  A  poor 
small  town  girl  who  went  to 
finishing  school  and  dresses 
like  she  owns  Balenciaga, 
works  her  way  up  in  the 
fashion  world  (3  years  it 
takes  her)  till  she  gets  a  job 
as  a  high  style  Paris  buyer. 
The  boss'  son  (Chad  Eve- 

rett) makes  a  play  for  her 
and  she  clouts  him.  The  Pa- 

ris designer  (Louis  Jordan) 
gets  a  slap  for  his  pass.  The 
American  journalist  bache- 

lor playboy  (Richard  Cren- 
na)  (with  mirrors  on  his 
ceiling  even)  gets  the  brush 
off.  In  the  end.  natch,  she 
marries  the  boss'  son,  who 
fell  immediately  in  love  with 
her  because  she  said  no. 
With  such  a  plot  one 

would  hope  that  the  rest  o£ 
the  flick  has  redeeming 
qualities.  Not  so.  Undoubt- 

edly the  movie  is  a  vehicle 
for  Ann  -  Margaret,  who 
doesn't  know  how  to  drive 
it,  and  with  her  cleavage 
doesn't  really  need  the  car- 

riage. She  pirouettes  where 
she  should  frug,  whispers 
where  she  should  sing,  and 
is  sexy  when  it  is  entirely 
out  of  character  to  be  so. 

All  the  sets  are  straight 
out  of  old  Charles  Boyei 
movies  and  the  director 
Boris  Segal  fails  to  make 
use  of  the  splendid  Paris 
background  (it  might  have 
been  a  nice  travel  film  a  la 
Rome  Adventure)  and  uses 
instead  post  card  shots  of 
the  Eiffel  Tower. 

The  script  is  laughable. 
"I  don't  think  I  want  to 
come  here  with  anyone  else" 

and  "Ever  since  I  was  a 
little  girl  in  Illinois  I  dream- ed of  being  a  fashion  buyer 
in  the  big  world"  are  two 

of  the  more  original  lines. Its  too  bad  that  Made  In 
Paris  isn't  outrageous 
enough  to  be  camp. 

Sexy,  seductive,  and  swinging:  too  bad  she  can't  act. 

Action  (continued) 

pals  with  the  exception  of 
the  beautiful  Miss  Jacobs- 
son,  deliver  lacklustre  per- formances. 

Michael  Redgrave  as  Miss 
Jacobsson's  uncle  is  a  real 
flash  in  the  Panavision. 
Jennifer  Hilary,  playing  the 
wife  of  a  dead  resistance 
fighter,  registers  well  in  a 
key  role.  She  takes  a  pas- 

sage on  a  ferry  carrying  the 
heavy  water  tanks  (which 
had  been  mined  just  hours 
before  its  departure)  and 
this  triggers  the  suspense- 

filled  final  minutes  of  the film. 
Director  Mann,  as  in  all 

his  pictures,  keeps  the  em- 
phasis on  the  visual  and  ac- tion elements  of  the  story; 

as  examples,  there  are  the 
skillfully  handled  ski  chase 
and  sabotage  sequences.  His 
camera  set-ups,  choice  of 
lighting*  and  muted  colors reveal  his  canny  eye. 
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Friday,  February  11th 

Blue  anil  White 

WINTER  CARNIVAL 

PROGRAMME 

1:00  p.m.    Engineer's  Choriot  Race,  Front  Campus 8:00  p.m.    Hockey  Gomes,  Varsity  Arena, Blues  vs  Waterloo 
10:15  p.m.    Skating  Parry  in  Arena 
10:15  p.m.     Broomball  Game,  before  Skating  Party 

Saturday,  February  12 
1  1:00  a.m.    Chariot  Race,  Front  Campus 
12:00  Noon  Toilet  Bowl 
3:30  p.m.     Animal  Dance,  Great  Hall,  Hart  House 
9:00  p.m.    Winter  Carnival  Semi-Formal 

Sunday,  February  13 8:00  p.m. 
9:15  p.m. 

Folk  Concert,  Varsity  Arena 
Closing  Ceremonies,  half-time  of  show 

TICKETS  ON  SALE  AT  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

APPLICATIONS  FOR  THE  POSITION  OF 

CHAIRMAN 
of  the 

STUDENT  RECEPTION  SERVICE 
WILL  BE  ACCEPTED  IN  THE  S.A.C.  OFFICE 

UNTIL  WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  16  AT  5:00  P.M. 

We  bend  CM  eClf  to  undergraduate  money 
problems  of  all  kinds,  from  setting  up  a  savings 
account,  to  budgeting,  to  discussing  your  financial 
future.  Any  time  we  can  be  of  help  . . . 

ROYAL  BANK 

922-1517 HARBORD  &  HURON 922-1517 

GEORGE'
S KIBITZER! A 

presents  Q 

PIZZA  EATING  CONTEST 

Sunday  Feb.  13  -  4-5:30  p.m. EVERYONE  WELCOME  —  PRIZES 

ADDED  ATTRACTION:  6-7  P.M. 
RADIO  AND  TELEVISION  STAR 

VALENTINE  PRINGLE 

ADMISSION  $1.00     STUDENTS 50c 
922-1517         HARBORD  &  HURON  922-1517 



Folk  Singing  Show 

Sun.,  Feb.  13. 8  p.m. 

Tickets  at  S.A.C. 

VOtUPTUO  DAAGER 

works  for  The  Varsity 

(sometimes) 

music 

paul  ennis 

Whatever  "beca
me  of: 

Walt  Raleigh, 
CLASS  OF  '71? 

One  of  the  outstanding  botanists  ever  to 
sraduate,  Walt  built  his  early  reputation 
on  his  major  thesis  "The  Care  and Cultivation  of  Nicotinia  for  Profit.  An 
excellent  athlete,  Raleigh  is  fondly  re- membered for  an  incident  which  occurred 
in  his  sophomore  year.  Shortly  before  the 
Big  Game,  Walt  impulsively  threw  his football  sweater  over  a  puddle  which 
lay  in  the  path  of  that  year's  Beauty Queen.  It  was  the  only  game  on  record  in 
which  eleven  of  our  varsity  squad  wore 
numbers  and  one  a  large  dirty  footprint. 
After  graduation,  Walt  went  overseas  to 
spark  up  the  consumption  of  Virginia 
tobacco  in  England.  He  was  "capped" for  England  against  Spain  on  severa] 
occasions.  He  was  finally  "de-capped" after  a  local  scrimmage  against  a  team 
from  the  Tower  of  London.  A  monument in  his  memory  is  being  proposed  by  a 
local  manufacturer  of  filters. 

Don't  lose  your  head  over  money  matters. 
A  B  of  M  Personal  Chequing  Account 
is  the  ideal  way  to  keep  your  finances  on 
the  straight  and  narrow.  Open  yours today. 

Bank  of  Montreal 

THE  BANK  THAT  VALUES  STUDENTS'  ACCOUNTS 

What's  the 

lowest-priced 

sports  car 

you  can  own? 

You're  looking  at  it! 
It's  the  Austin-Healey  Sprite.  And  it's  got  every- 

thing that  makes  it  a  true  sports  car.  Twin-carb, 
1100  c.c.  engine  with  four-speed  gear  box.  Disc 
brakes  and  rack-and-pinion  steering,  too.  Bucket 
seats,  of  course.  And  a  tremendous  world-wide 
competition  record.  A  true  sports  car. 

And  here's  the  best  part.  You  just  can't  pay less,  and  still  get  a  true  sports  car.  So  get  the 
new  Austin-Healey  Sprite,  and  you'll  agree  .  .  . 
nobody  puts  more  into  car-making  than  BMC. 

The  British  Motor  Corporation  of  Canada  Ltd. 
AUSTIN  •  MO  •  AUSTIN-HEALEY 

c/o  V0LUPTU0  DAAGER v.  d.: 
rubinstein,  feb  4/66 

Sometimes  there  are  minutes  when  words  disappear 

and  so™  d  becomes  one  clear  channel.  I  don't  have  to  remind 
you  of  those  careless  frequent  seconds  you  sc '  *e»shed 
discovering  wonder  in  spontaneous  innovation.  And  I  have 
no  desire  to  resume  where  we  left  off  in  our  sterility.  But 
I  can't  help  thinking  of  those  unknowing,  sought  for  mo- 

ments oTlckpins  Ind  dimpled  rail.  Before  you  became 
the  V  D.  Needleseeker  of  Hornepayne. 

After  the  lectures,  before  the  Swede,  sucking  m  tomor- 
row'7yesterdays  with  the  abandon  of  a  bee-stung  Douk- 
houbor  You  did  live  once  in  a  romantic  past-until  that 
Sent  of  fate  when  you  first  came  upon  carping  analysis 

But  this  is  needless  prologue  and  I  am  too  long  m  it  .1 

had  been  spurned  too  often  in  an  attempt  to  set  down  the 
taPact  of  a  recent  concert  and  I  suppose  my  writing  to 
y^Ts  partly  an  acceptance  of  the  futility  of  ever  trying 
again.  But  so  many  have  been  struck  by  the  beauty  and  the 
genius  of  that  night ...  rwinh 

(Even  Lem  Nivea  -  he  plays  piano  on  the  Guelph 
circuit  -  was  thunderstruck.  He  called  me  the  next  day  to 
ask  if  I  had  as  yet  recovered  for  he  knew  so  many  who 
had  not.  Sure,  I  said,  lying  and  with  no  question  mark). 

So  I  turn  to  you,  v.d,  who  gave  so  much  m  guidance 
that  I  would  learn,  and  in  that  learning,  rejoice.  While  you 

'"Tas'ky'ou  to  recall  those  words  of  the  past,  so  long  ago 
that  there  was  no  franchise  in  Moosonee,  the  Samuel  Butler 
monograph  etched  by  number  into  those  orange  walls: 

Words  are  wonderful  enough,  but  Music  is  even  more 
wonderful.  It  speaks  not  to  our  thoughts  as  words  do,  it 
speaks  straight  to  our  hearts,  spirits,  to  the  very  core  and root  of  our  souls.  Music  soothes  us,  stirs  us  up  it  puts 
noble  feelings  into  us;  it  makes  us  joyful;  'tmf'sus  to tears  We  know  not  how.  It  is  a  language  by  itself,  ,ust  as 

perfect  in  Us  way  as  speech  -  as  words;  ,ust  as  divine.just as  blessed.  Music  has  been  called  (he  speech  of  angels,  I 

will  go  further  and  call  it  the  voice  of  the  Creator  Himself. 
Artur  Rubinstein-cuckolder  of  all  mankind-at  77,  he 

is  the  most  noble  romantic.  It  is  of  his  recital  that  I  write. 
He  is  small,  and  so  in  the  life  of  all  of  it  For  him 

hundreds  deck  the  stage,  such  is  the  overflow  of  demand 
For  him  scores  stand  and  shout  bravos,  not  m  honour  ot 

a  past  surely  rich  enough  to  deserve  all  accolade,  but  in 
spontaneous  exuberance  of  a  vivid  present  and  f^re  °f 
innocent  hope.  (And  Lem  says  there  is  no  worry  until  he  is 

at  ̂o*  begin  with  a  piece  of  such  physical  demand  as  the 
Bach  Chaconne  as  Busoni  has  arranged  it,  speaks  alone  for 
the  youth  of  this  artist.  As  a  warm-up  it  reached  epic 
he,EBusoni,  in  writing  of  the  requirements  necessary  for  a 
pianist  (1910),  spoke,  as  have  others,  of  technique  and  all  it 
implies,  touch,  unusual  intelligence  and  culture  character 
feeling  temperament,  imagination,  poetry  and  personal 
magnetism.  It  was  his  predominant  characteristic  which  so struck  me:  "Anyone  who  will  master  the  language  of  .  art 

must  have  nurtured  his  life  through  the  soul." This  did  Rubinstein  seem  to  honour  in  the  Brahms 
Sonata  in  F  Minor.  Op.  5.  And  most  particularly  m  the 
Andante,  where  phrase  upon  piano  phrase  spoke  m  torm 
realized  by  love.  (This  too,  I  add,  that  for  all  his  bravura 
it  is  the  delicacy  of  the  pianissimo,  the  sensuous  grace  ot 
understated  crescendo  that  in  the  art  of  Rubinstein  does most  excel).  _  ,  ..  „„ 

There  must  be  no  finer  Debussy  player  alive  than 
Rubinstein  has  become  in  recent  time.  In  his  performance 
of  Hommage  a  Rameau,  Ondine  and  the  Prelude  from 
Suite  Pour  le  Piano,  it  was  as  if  the  blurred  translucence 
of  quick  emphasis  could  rouse  M.  Croche  himself. 

Of  his  Chopin,  I  dare  not  write  a  word,  except  tnat 
the  Barcarolle,  Op.  60,  Nocturne  in  C  Minor  and  Valse  in 
A  flat  Op.  34  stand  as  unique  monuments  to  an  incompar- 

able genius.  With  the  Valse  I  was  at  last  away  from  my- self and  all  around  me,  alone,  in  precarious  peace. 
And  thus  I  write,  torn  between  fantasies,  riddled  Dy 

stupor, 

Your  stumbling  pupil, 

Huey  Philistine Hornepayne,  feb.  7?66 

haggis- 

for  that  is  what  you  have  become.  You  write  like  a 
miserable  Tchaikovsky  but  I  advise  you  thus  and  anyway: 

The  problem,  therefore,  is  not  that  Johnny  can't  read, but  that,  in  an  age  of  depth  involvement,  Johnny  cant visualize  distant  goals.  .       ,  , 
—  Marshall  McLuhan 

Beware  the  cult  of  personality  and  remember  that  the 
favourite  opera  in  the  People's  Republic  of  China  is  based on  the  Korean  War. Cheers, 

v.  daager 

review 



Transcendentalism  and  Tuesday 
By  PAUL  ENNIS 

A  few  more  things  stood 
clearer  by  Tuesday:  that 
Itzhak  Perlman  would  be  the 
second  sub-majority  violinist 
in  a  week  to  take  Toronto 
by  storm;  that  Seiji  Ozawa 
can  conduct  19th  Century 
Romanticism  romantically. 

Unfortunately  Bach's  Bran- denburg Concerto  No.  4  in  G 
for  all  the  fine  balance  of 
Ozawa's  accompaniment  and 
the  surprisingly  clear,  audib- 

le harpsichord,  had  so  little 
sparkle  and  so  much  same- ness about  it  as  to  drive 
most  adjectives  but  dull  to 
Hornepayne. 

It  was  smooth,  quiet,  sure. 
But  an  added  emphasis  on 
liveliness  would  have  been 

welcome.  One  does  not  have 
to  reach  out  to  the  extremes 
of  a  Casals  interpretation,  of 
course,  yet  the  lack  of  even 
the  slightest  wit  is  over- 

compensation. The  soloists, 
for  their  part,  matched  the 
spirit  and  consistency  of  the 
orchestra.  Occasional  rhythm 
tampering  by  violinist  Hyman 
Goodman  in  the  first  move- 

ment and  by  flutist  Nicholas 
Fiore  in  the  second,  were 
not  only  out  of  place,  and 
characteristically,  same. 
Ozawa's  accompaniment  of violinist  Itzhak  Perlman  was 
uncanny  in  the  Prokofiev Second  Violin  Concerto,  and 
all  the  more  remarkable  be- cause of  the  many  liberties 
the  20  year-old  soloist  took 
with  tempo  and  suddenly. 

From  the  wondrous  begin- 
ning in  the  opening  move- 

ment, it  was  clear  that  Perl 
man  is  a  performer  with 
fantastic  command  of  inter- 

pretative nuance.  Eye-closing in  its  wealth  of  emotion. 
That  he  would  choose  an  al- 

most pesante  style  to  begin 
the  marcato  finale  seemed 
to  me  a  striking  and  valid 
solution  to  a  problem  theme 
which  sounds  trite  in  rela- tion with  what  has  come 
before. 

One  can  excuse  young  vir- 
tuosity for  the  occasional 

missed  pizzicato  and  slides 
of  the  first  movement  or  the 
speeded  tempo  which  closed the  second.  One  can  only 
marvel  at  the  performance 
of  the  Paganini  Caprice  he 

played  as  an  encore. Soon  after  the  first  few 
bars  (which  dragged  slight- 

ly), it  became  pointedly  ob- 
vious that  Sibelius'  Second 

Symphony  would  not  go  the 
way  of  Tchaikovsky  some 
months  ago.  For  Ozawa  has 
at  last  discovered  the  roman- tic rubato.  He  has  seen  the 
value,  in  Sibelius  at  least, 
of  nursing  romanticism  when 
it  is  there. 
He  has  always  had  the ability  to  shape  satisfyingly, 

and  Tuesday  he  scorned  the 
vituperative  climax  as  well. 
There  it  all  was  —  languor- 

ously broad,  exquisite,  ro- 
manze  oboe,  an  almost  unen- durable conclusion  begun  in 
the  basses,  and  reaching 
high  and  mighty  into  the 
strings  and  brass.  No  men tion  of  the  oh  so  minor 
accidents.  They  hardly  stick. 

Jelly  Roll  at  X  Cents 
By  PAUL  ENNIS 

Among  other  anecdotes, 
Trump  Davidson  and  his 
■gray i  ng  band  con  ducted  a 
grand  tour  of  the  jazz  of 
Jelly  Roll  Morton  at  the 
Ten  Centuries  Concert  Sun- 

day night.  From  the  red- 
light  districts  of  New  Or- 

leans to  the  heights  of  De- 
pression-day New  York.  And what  does  the  sometime 

pimp,  pool  shark  and  gener- al hustler  (Morton)  after 
easy  money  say  about  it  all? 
"You  may  have  noticed that ,  in  playiri  jazz  the 

breaks  are  one  of  the  most 
essential  things  that  you  can 
ever  do  in  jazz.  Without 
breaks  and  without  clean 
breaks;  without  beautiful 
id"as  in  breaks,  you  don't need  to  even  think  about 
doin'  anything  else  .  .  .  with- 

out a  break  you  have  no- 
thin';  even  if  a  toon  hav'n'  a 
break  in  it,  it  is  always  ne- 

cessary to  arrange  some  kind 
of  spot  to  make  a  break  be- 

cause as  I  said  before,  you 
haven't  got  jazz  .  .  .  A  riff 
is  a  background  —  a  riff  is 
what  you  would  call  a  found- ation (as  like  what  you 
would  walk  on),  and  a  break 
is  something  that  you 
break  ..." 

Judging  by  their  applause, 
the  audience  found  it  all 
most  intriguing.  But  them's the  breaks  . . .  and  Sophie 

Tucker's  dead. 
This  was  only  a  part  of 

a  diverse  program,  whose 
diversity  was  its  greatest  as- 

set among  a  procession  of 
somewhat  uneven  perform- 

ances. It  was  as  though  the 
bringing  together  of  such 
bipolarities  as  high  Renais- sance Mass  and  the  jazz  of 
Jelly  Roll  Morton  held  e- nough  novelty  to  satisfy  any 
eager  audience. 
Most  novel  and  most  sa- 

tisfying however,  was  the 
Piano  Quartet,  Op.  6  by  Her- 

mann (turn  left  at  Konigs- 
berg)  Goetz,  an  unplayed 
classicist  of  the  romantic 

period. It  seems  inconceivable 
that  his  (1840-76)  work could  have  received  a  more 
vigorous  introduction  to  To- ronto than  that  given  by 
The  New  Piano  Quartet. 

Pianist  Sheila  Henig,  too 
uncertain,  perhaps  physical- 

ly incapable,  in  the  many 
brilliant  technical  passages, 
nonetheless  brought  off  her 
part  with  good  ensemble 
sense.  But  it  was  the  strings 
—  violinist  David  Zafer, 
violist  Stanley  Solomon,  and 
cellist  Donald  Whit  ton  — 
whose  energies  vitalized 
Goetz'  Quartet. 

A  Quartet,  it  appears,  con- ceived out  of  the  orchestral 
grandeur  of  a  Brahms  but 
executed  with  tools  a  gener- 

Never  warmer  in  the  told 

By  PAUL  ENNIS James  Oliver  Buswell  IV  made  his  third  appearance 
with  the  Toronto  Symphony  in  five  days  Saturday  with  his 
first  public  performance  of  the.  Sibelius  Violin  Concerto. 

While  his  performance  lacked  the  flawless  tonal  preci- 
sion of  the  Stravinsky  Concerto,  and  while  the  number  of 

missed  notes  and  escape-hatch  slides  were  notable,  the  over- 
all impression  did  little  to  diminish  the  striking  impression 

the  20-year-old  violinist  created  in  the  subscription  series. 
There  was  plenty  of  uneven  phrasing  and  fickle  mood- 

creation.  But  it  had  enough  of  a  vivacious,  free-wheeling 
feeling  to  it,  that  the  overall  effect  was  far  from  unappetiz- 

ing. Certainly  there  was  ample  evidence  that  with  a  more 
unified  presentation  of  emotion  Buswell  will  eventually 
handle  heavy  romanticism  as  well  as  he  has  shown  he  can 
handle  Stravinsky. 

Ozawa  showed  how  well  he  handled  Stravinsky's  Fire- bird Suite  ten  days  ago.  Saturday  all  the  same  precision  and 
matchless  big  balanced  sound  were  there  once  more,  full 
proof  of  mastery  on  many  sides. 

Even  the  short  Greeting  Prelude,  Stravinsky's  birthday present  to  Pierre  Monteux,  sounded  slightly  more  balanced 
Saturday.  Maybe  the  Massey  Hall  stage  makes  complete  con- tinuity impossible,  but  fusion  was  incomplete. 

The  Bach-Schoenberg  Organ  Prelude  and  Fugue  in  E 
Flat  seems  to  suffer  a  similar  fate  in  the  high-domed  em- porium. 

ation  obsolete. 
Under  Lembit  Avesson, 

the  Musica  Divina  Singers 
particularly  undistinguished 
themselves  in  excerpts  from 
masses  of  Okeghem,  Pierre 
de  la  Rue,  and  Palestrina. 

Only  in  Jephte,  an  orato- rio by  the  early  Baroque 
Italian  composer  Giacomo 
Carissimi,  did  the  Singers 
succeed  in  pushing  a  nag- 

ging lack  of  balance  and  a 
too  even  sense  of  shading 
into  the  background.  Solo- ists Ann  Stephenson  and 
Irene  Loosberg  were  mainly 

responsible. 

DIE  KLUGE  IS  COMING 
The  Opera  School  of  the  Royal  Conservatory  of  Music 

will  present  the  first  Canadian  performances  of  Carl  Orff's 
"Die  Kluge"  (The  King  and  the  Clever  Girl)  at  8  p.m.,  in 
the  MacMillan  Theatre  on  Friday,  February  18th  and  Sat- 

urday, February  19,  1966. 
The  production  team  which  produced  Healey  Willan's 

opera  "Deirdre"  last  season  is  again  collaborating  on  a  ma- 
jor work  by  a  contemporary  composer:  Ettore  Mazzoleni 

(Music  Direction),  Herman  Geiger-Torel  (Stage  Direction) 
Wallace  Russell  (Lighting  Design),  and  Lawrence  Schafer 
(Set  and  Costume  Design). 

The  Opera  School's  "Die  Kluge"  is  making  extensiv use  of  a  new  production  technique,  which  integrates  movies 
and  slides  with  stage  action  —  either  as  an  extension  of  the 
action  or  as  commentary  or  emphasis.  The  filmed  sequences 
are  projected  onto  screens  on  the  stage,  and  the  set  for  "Die 
Kluge"  has  been  especially  designed  for  this  multiple  pro- 

jection technique. 
Stephen  Ford,  an  experienced  film  maker  who  has 

worked  extensively  for  the  C.B.C.,  since  his  arrival  from 
England  two  years  ago,  has  collaborated  with  the  opera's 
production  team  in  preparing  the  movies  and  slides  for  "Die Kluge".  The  Orff  opera  is  particularly  adaptable  to  this extension  of  current  staging  technique. 

The  two  performances  of  "Die  Kluge"  are  open  to  the 
public,  admission  free,  by  ticket  only.  Tickets  may  be 
obtained  from  the  Publicity  Office,  Royal  Conservatory  of 
Music,  273  Bloor  Street  West.  Telephones:  928-3771  and 928-3776. 

Reviews  (continued) 
member  the  John  Lasalle 
Quartet?)  Johnson  sounds 
good,  but  doesn't  get  much chance  to  play  anything  of 
consequence.  He  also  did some  of  the  arrangements; 

they  are  all  right  but  he's done  better  elsewhere.  The 
same  is  true  of  Billy  Byers, 
who  contributed  some  bossa 
nova  charts  to  this  date.  The 
less  said  about  the  other  ar- 

rangers (Dick  Hyman,  Slide 
Hampton)  the  better. Johnson  recently  made  an 
album  for  Victor  called  El 
Camino  Real;  its  one  of  his 
best.  Get  it  and  forget  this 
one.  Goodies  is  an  insult  to 
a  great  trombonist. 
The  Roberts  record  feat- 

ures the  West  Coast  guitar- 
ist in  a  familiar  groove  —  a 

quartet  of  guitar,  organ, bass  and  drums.  Extra 
rhythm  guitars  are  added  on 
some  tracks;  they  don't 
help. 

There  is  less  gimmicki-y 
here  than  on  the  Johnson  al- 

bum, but  little  more  talent 

is  displayed  by  the  partici- 
pants. Roberts  takes  some 

competent  but  forgettable solos  and  the  rest  of  the 
group  are  seldom  up  to  his 
level.  Despite  the  fact  that 
considerable  talent  is  wast- 

ed here  (Shelley  Manne, 
Pete  Jolly,  Charles  Kynard. 
Henry  Cain)  there  is  more 
(but  only  a  little  more)  jazz 
feeling  to  this  record.  At 
times  (on  "Three  O'clock  in 
the  Morning",  "More",  and "I  Know  a  Place)  Roberts 
tries  to  get  something  going. 
But  he  just  doesn't  have room. 
The  liner  note  writers  for 

both  albums  should  have 
their  typewriters  confiscat- ed. The  Victor  one  is  drawn 
up  in  the  form  of  a  menu; 
Capitol's  provides  the  time 
of  day  when  the  sessions were  recorded.  So  what? —  David  Jackel 
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Dr.  James  G.  Endicott 
will  spook  on 

THE  WORLD  WIDE 

STRUGGLE  FOR  PEACE 
ot 

THE  DON  HALL 957  Broadview  Ave. 

Tues,,  Feb.  IS,  at  8.15  p.m. 
Toronto  Association  for  Peace 
Box  218,  Station  Q,  Toronto  7 
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EXERCISE 

EXERCISE 

EXERCISE 

EXERCISE 

You'll  tone  up  flabby  muscles, 
you'll  slim  down  your  legs, 

you  may  easily  prevent  cramps. 
Be  active.  Be  the  active  teenager 
you  want  to  be.  Nothing  helps 
you  forget  problem  days  as 
readily  as  Tampax  menstrual 

tampons.  Invisible,  unfelt  in  place —can't  chafe,  bind  or  create 
odor.  They  give  you  back  the 
freedom  you've  been  missing. 
Try  them.  Millions  already  have 

. . .  and  won't  use  any  other 
sanitary  protection. 

TAMPAX  INTERNAL  SANITARY  PROTECTION  IS HAOE  ONIV  BY  CANADIAN  TAMPAX  CORPORA, TION  LIMITED.  BARBIE,  ONT, 



The  world  of  ro
und 

By  PAUL  ENNIS 
Strauss:  Sonata  in  E  Flat, 

Op  18;  Spohr:  Concerto  No. 
8  in  A  Minor,  Op.  47;  Tchai- 

kovsky: Serenade  Melancoli- 
que,  Op.  26;  Jascha  Heifetz, 
violin,  Brooks  Smith,  piano, 
RCA  Victor  Orchestra,  Iz- 
ler  Solomon,  conductor,  Los 
Angeles  Philharmonic  Or- chestra, Alfred  Wallenstein, 
conductor;  RCA  Victor  LM 2860. 
With  this  re-release,  an 

£pic  romantic  sonata  is 
again  available.  In  his  use 
of  the  orchestra  and  of  the 
human  voice,  Strauss  has 
few  peers.  Some  may  find 
he  asks  too  much  of  a  mere 
violin,  but  Heifetz  is  no 
mere  violinist.  He  has  the 
fullness  of  tone  and  the  ne- 

cessary technique  to  cap- 
ture the  grandeur  of  the 

opening  theme  and  sustain the  mood  of  the  brilliant 
Allegro  finale. 
A  remarkable  perform- 

ance. And  the  sound  is  far 
better  than  when  first  re- corded. The  only  objection 
is  directed  at  Brooks  Smith 
whose  deadly  accompani- 

ment was  particularly  dead- ened in  the  third  movement 
where  a  bigger  sound  would have  hurt  no  one. 

Neither    the   Spohr  nor 

the  Tchaikovsky  are  inspir- 
ing musically  but  both  are 

there  in  rusty  contrast  to 
the  Strauss.  The  orchestral 
accompaniment  is  far  more 
lively  sound-wise  than  that 
on  RCA's  recent  Heifetz  re- issues. 
***** 

Kodaly:  Suite  from  "Hary Janos";  Variations  on  a 
Hungarian  Folk  Song,  "The Peacock";  Boston  Sympho- 

ny Orchestra,  Erich  Lelns- 
dorf,  conductor;  RCA  Vict- or LM-LSC  2859. 

This  is  now  the  preferred 

version  of  "Hary  Janos' easily  available  in  Canada. All  the  fire  and  frolic  of  the 
Hungarian  folk  hero  are  re- created excitingly  in  this 
performance.  Some  may  like 
a  shift  in  weight  from  the 
heavy  Viennese  Musical Clock  excerpt  to  the  very 
gypsy-like  Song.  And  why  a seductive  saxophone  when 
mocking  would  be  more  in 
order  in  the  Battle  se- 
quence? With,  the  added  excellence 
of  the  outer  movements  and 
the  presence  of  a  swinging 
cimbalist,  the  record's  qua- lity stands  up  well,  though. The  "Peacock"  Variations 
and  12  short  paragraphs 
written  by  Kodaly  for  the 
jacket  are  added  bonuses. 

Bach:  French  Suite  No.  5; 
Shostackovlch:  Sonata  No. 2-  Emil  Gilels,  pianist;  RCA 
Victor  LM-LSC  2868. 

Gilels  here  continues  the 
rebirth  and  stylistic  change 
that  so  marked  his  North 
American  tour  of  last  year. 
Here  is  subtle  tension  and 
inward  conflict  so  under- stated as  to  be  virtually 
flawless.  It  is  an  interpreta- tion often  so  different  from 
the  norm  that  controversy 
is  sure  to  greet  it.  By  shift- 

ing traditional  tempi  (all rather  arbitrary  anyway  in 
the  case  of  Bach)  and  ac- 

cepted rhytmic  stress  Gilels 
may  offend  some.  But  none 
would  surely  dispute  the 
fact  that  in  'his  consistency 
there  lies  an  incomparable 
style  that  makes  possession 
of  this  record  almost  a  ne- cessity. 

*     *     *     *  « 
Strauss:  Don  Juan;  Respi 

ghi:  Feste  Romane;  Los  An- 
geles Philharmonic  Orche- 

stra, Zubin  Mehta,  conduct- 
or; RCA  Victor  LM-LSC  2816. In  this  premiere  record  by 

the  LAP  under  Mehta,  the 
selections  are  rather  stand- ard repertoire,  big  sounding, 
easy  listening-type  grabbers. Both  the  sound  and  the  per- 

formance are  high-powered. 
Mehta's  surety  with  the  big 

orchestra  of  high  romantic- ism is  especially  prominent 
in  the  vigor  of  Don  Juan. 

It  will  take  works  of  more 
than  physical  demand  alone, however,  to  estimate  the  full 
effects  of  Mehta's  impact  on what  was  previously  an 
MGM  type  of  orchestra. 

Schubert:  The  Nine  Sym- 
phonies and  Italian  Over- tures; The  Orchestra  of 

Naples,  Denis  Vaughan,  con- ductor; RCA  Victor  LM- LSC  6709. 
If  it  ever  goes  on  sale,  get 

it.  The  first  five  symphonies 
are  commandably  perform- ed. In  fact,  the  orchestra  is 
virtually  flawless  whenever the  music  demands  the 
scope  and  feeling  of  a  clas- sical group.  The  Ninth,  on 
the  contrary,  is  horrendous and  must  only  be  accepted 
as  a  penalty  paid  for  high 
quality  in  the  lighter  sym- 

phonies and  overtures.  The small  size  of  the  orchestra 
may  be  partially  responsible 
for  each  extreme. 
***** 

Poulenc:  Gloria;  Stravin- 
sky: Symphony  of  Psalms; Saramac  Endich,  soprano 

solo,  The  Robert  Shaw  Cho- 
rale, Robert  Shaw,  conduct- or; RCA  Victor  Symphony 

Orchestra;  RCA  Victor  LM 
LSC  2822. 

Fine  Poulenc,  something- 
must-have-gone-wrong  Stra- 

vinsky. For  all  the  fire  of 

the  Gloria  there  is  the  dull- ness of  the  Symphony  of 
Psalms.  The  former  is  clear, 
the  latter  blurred.  Who 
knows  why?  I'm  not  com- 

plaining. Now  I've  discover- ed a  satisfactory  recording 
of  the  Poulenc  (at  last)  and 
besides,  I've  already  got 

that  great  Stravinsky-con- ducted performance  by  the 
CBC     Symphony  Festival 
Singers. 

**'**• 

Berlioz:  L'Enfance  du Christ;  Boston  Symphony 
Orchestra,  Soloists  and 
Chorus,  Charles  Munch.jon- 
ductor;  Victrola  VIC-VICS 6006. 
Mozart:  Concerto  No.  25 

In  C,  K.  503;  Overture  to "Don  Giovanni";  Andre 
Tchaikovsky,  piano;  Chica- 

go Symphony,  Fritz  Reiner, conductor;  Victrola  VIC 
VICS  1167. 

If  Munch  could  ever  do 
two  things  well,  they  were 
both  French  music.  And  this 
low-budget  Berlioz  reissue  is 
no  exception.  Very  clear  ro- manticism with  a  sound more  than  offset  by  the 
small  cost. 

The  Mozart  Concerto,  pro- 
bably his  most  blatantly 

melodic,  is  given  a  work- manlike, straightforw  a  r  d 
performance,  more  notable 
for  the  brilliance  of  the  or- 

chestra's string  section  than 
for  the  nuances  of  the  pian- 
ist. 

pzazz 
torn  naylor 

'T  IT  LOVELY? 
By  TOM  NAYLOR 

Isn't  the  phonograph  a 
wonderful  thing?  Imagine 
what  it  was  like  before  its 
invention.  It  was  impossible 
to  have  in  your  possession 
easily  disposable  surveys  of 
the  contemporary  m  u  si  c 
scene.  Think  of  all  you'd miss. 
Records  are  so  handy.  You 

can  do  so  much  with  them. 
A  big  collection  looks  im- 

pressive as  all  hell  on  the 
shelves,  provided  of  course 

it  stays  up  there  and  doesn't wind  up  on  your  turntable. 
Liner  notes  make  great  bed- 

time reading.  The  platters 
themselves  are  excellent  at 
meal-times  if  you  run  out  of 
clean  dishes.  And  their  con- 

tents are  also  great  at  meal- 
times if  you're  on  a  diet  and need  something  to  spoil  your 

appetite  fast. 
If  you're  fond  of  shooting 

starlings  in  the  fall  and need  a  first  rate  bird  call,  I 
suggest  any  number  of  ef- 

forts by  Eric  Dolphy  or  Or- nette  Coleman  and  if  you 
need  something  to  stop  your 
neighbours'  dogs  from  howl- ing, Coltrane  is  perfect.  What 
animal  could  rival  tnat  sort 
of  performance?  After  all, animals  have  some  self 
respect. 
Sharpen  up  a  pair  of 

scissors,  dig  out  some  choice 
cover  photographs,  and 
you've  got  first  class  material for  decorating  washroom 
walls  or  the  front  of  dart- 
boards.  However  some  peo- 

ple have  found  yet  another 
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use  for  recordings. 
They  listen  to  them.  Not 

for  long,  mind  you,  but  for 
a  while.  I  did  that  once  my- 

self; some  of  the  things  I 
heard  are  worth  comment- 

ing on. Rebirth  Of  The  Cool  by 
the  the  Dave  Crewcut  Quar- 

tet purports  to  recreate  the 
sounds  prevalent  in  the  late forties  and  early  fifties 
which  resulted  in  that  period 
being  known  as  the  era  of 
the  Birth  of  the  Cool. 
Now  Pat  Scott  would  tell 

you  that  the  Cool  never  was 
born;  it  miscarried.  But  that 
is,  I  think,  rather  a  harsh 
position.  I  would  hold  that the  Cool  came  into  existence 
by  Ceasarean  section  —  per- formed, judging  from  some 
of  the  sounds  that  emerged 
from  that  period,  without anaesthetic. 

There's  no  denying  some 
of  the  cuts  on  this  album 
are  incisive.  Particularly 
"Worksong",  which  is  given 
a  laboriously  painstaking 
treatment  by  Dave  on  mon- 

key wrench,  and  U.  Jean  Rat- chet on  Cross  Cut  Saw. 
It's  hard  to  avoid  brush- 

ing away  a  few  tears  of 
nostalgia  when  an  album  of 
this  sort  is  produced.  You 
see,  the  Cool  died  very 
young.  It  was  an  anemic child.  But  what  do  you  ex- 

pect? If  your  father's  name was  Miles  Davis  and  your 
mother's  name  was  Claude 
Thornhill  you  might  come 
out  a  bit  odd  too. 

Afterbirth  Of  The  Cool  by 
the  Milk'n'Honey  Jazz  Quar- tet is  a  classic  if  for  no  other 
reason  than  because  it 
marks  a  major  turning  point 

in  the  evolution  of  the  key- board styling  of  Crippled 
Clarence  Lewis. 

As  the  liner  notes  produce 
great  pains  to  point  out,  dur- ing this  recording  session 
Clarence  got  both  his  hands 
caught  between  Connie  Cus- sion's  sock  cymbals,  while 
Connie  was  busy  driving 
nails  into  the  foot  pedal  to 
keep  it  from  swinging  too much.  As  a  consequence 
Clarence  lost  all  eight  fing- 

ers and  his  left  thumb. 
The  story  of  his  life  since then  is  a  tragically  moving 

one  of  an  artist  struggling 
against  an  enormous  handi- 

cap to  produce  music  as 
only  he  knows  how.  And  he 
does  it  all  with  just  one 
thumb  which  must  alterna- 

tively serve  to  caress  the  key- board, scratch  his  backside, 
and  give  the  inimitable  Crip- pled Clarence  Victory  sign 
when  the  royalty  cheques come  in. 

Smiit  "the  Sleeper" Jackum  is  also  heavily  fea- 
tured on  this  album  and 

turns  in  a  remarkably  mov- 
ing job  on  "Tinkle,  Tinkle, 

Help's  Not  Far". There  are  several  other  al- 
bums in  my  possession 

which,  while  hardly  in  a 
class  with  those  last,  never- 

theless deserve  to  have  a  lit- 
tle light  shed  on  them. School  of  Revulsion  is 

Wild  Bill  Russkin's  latest 
endemic  ejaculation  of  musi- 

cal miasma.  It  features  spot- 
tings  of  titubating  tubas  fe- licitously fertilizing  flautists 
on  a  back-dropping  of  deep 
purple  posturing. 

Swingin'  Chowshed  Blues 
by  Magnus  Orfus  and  An- 

gelio  Anus  comes  resplen- dent with  cover  photograph 
of  a  large  plate  of  ravioli 
and  a  gift  certificate  for  four bottles  of  chianti  to  wash 
the  whole  mess  out.  So 
tempting  is  the  dish  served therein  that  the  producer 
felt  dutybound  to  include  a 
solemn  warning  against 
shoveling  more  in  your 
mouth  at  one  time  than  you 
are  competent  to  handle. 
OOps  SlOp  ShisS  Bairun is  an  on-the-spot  recording 

of  a  Dixieland  band  battle 
between  Cream  Puffs  Mac- kenzie and  his  Chocolate 
Schmalts  and  Jumpin'  Jim- 

my Jehosophat  and  his  Sani- Sealed  Butter  Tarts.  Dave 
Snaplan  is  incorporated  as 
moderator. 

So  much  for  what  is  cur- 
rently  available.    At  least 

one  upcoming  release  de- serves mention  in  this  con- text. I  heard  rumors  that 
Stan  "The  Man"  Fenton  re- corded the  sound  track  from 
Pousse  Cafe  and  included  in 
his  band  a  section  of  mello- 
phogiums,  a  novel  instru- ment he  had  a  big  ham  hand in  creating. 

It  works  like  this:  you 
blow  in  the  mouthpiece  and 
the  bell  leaks  carbon  monox- ide. The  instrument  can 
also  be  heard  briefly  on 
Stan's  last  record  release, 
Toxicatto  for  Trumpet. 

There  it  is;  a  twelve  inch 
shelf  history  of  the  best  in 
recorded  jazz.  If  you're  in the  market  I'd  be  willing  to trade  just  about  every  piece 
of  it  I  possess  for  one 
scratched  up  hunk  of  78 
rpm  Ellingtonia. 

JAZZ  REVIEWS 
GOODIES:  J.  J.  Johnson; 
RCA  Victor  LPM/LSP  3458. 
GOODIES:  Howard  Ro- 

berts; Capitol  T/ST  1400. 
The  similarity  of  these 

two  records  extends  past 
their  inaccurate  titles.  Both 
represent  an  attempt  to 
make  money;  neither  deser- ves to  succeed.  The  music 
on  these  records  (mostly  hit 
parade  sounds)  is  neither authentic  popular  junk 
(music)  nor  even  reasonably 
good  jazz.  Neither  junk  fans nor  jazz  fans  should  waste their  money. 
The  Victor  record  features 

the  great  trombone  of  John- son in  a  big  (studio)  band 
setting,  with  trite  arrange- ments, terrible  vocals  from 
Osie  Johnson  (better  known 
as  a  moderately  good  drum- 

mer) and  bland  ones  from 
Marlene  Ver  Planck  (re- 

See  "Reviews,"  R.  5 
HOWARD  ROBERTS 



The  View  From  The  Top:  the  Eastern  Gap The  View  From  The  Top:  the  Western  Gap 

The  View  From  The  Top:  another  famous  Toronto  landmark, the  O'Keefe  Centre,  looms  small. 

The  View  From  The  Bottom:  King  St.  be- comes a  canyon. 

The  Some  View  From  The  Top:  New  City  Hall,  on  a  weekend 
— no  smog. 

The  View  From  The  Top:  New  City  Hall,  on  a  work-day, over  which  rises  a  nice  layer  of  smog. 



551  MOUNT  PLEASANT  ROAD 

3  for  3!!! 

DURRENMATT  —  THE  PHYSICISTS 
MOLIERE  -  TARTUFFE 

ANOUILH  —  POOR  BITOS 

SPECIAL  OFFER  TO  ALL  UNIVERSITY  STUDENTS 

3  PLAYS  FOR  $
3U 

SERIES  AVAILABLE  AT  CREST  BOX  OFFICE. 

things  gO 

better,! 

■with 

Coke 

Meanwhile,  back  at  the  lodge,  it's  time-out  time  for the  unmistakable  taste  of  ice-cold  Coca-Cola.  Lifts 
your  spirits,  boosts  your  energy. . . 

Both  Cti  Cv'i  ji  o  Cake  j, (  if|itlc,ed  in  J,  nuili  which  idtniiiy.nl, produtl  ol  CociCoii  lid. 

art 
jeremy  adamson 

a  move  into  exuberance
 

After  several  years  of  ne- 
gotiations between  Toronto, 

Montreal  and  Paris,  the  Hart 
House  Art  Committee  finally 
unveiled  the  Edmund  Alleyn 
exhibition  in  the  Hart  House 
art  gallery  this  week.  Alleyn 
is  one  of  Canada's  foremost 
artists  to  judge  by  the  inter- national acclaim  and  success 
he  has  achieved  in  the  short 
time  since  his  graduation 
from  Quebec  city's  Ecole  des Beaux  Arts. 

Born  in  Quebec  in  1931  he 

colors  and  tectonic  forms 
led  him  away  from  the  re- 

presentational camp. 
He  had  exhibited  occasio- nally in  Montreal,  Ottawa and  Quebec  before  winning 

the  Prix  du  Concors  de  la 
Province  —  open  to  French 
Canadians  living  in  Quebec —  in  1955.  At  this  point,  with 

the  prize  money  in  hand  he 
packed  his  bags  for  Paris where  he  has  lived  and 
worked  since,  broadening 

his  sphere  of  contact  con- 

was  encouraged  to  paint  at 
the  age  of  ten  by  an  amateur artist  aunt  during  summers 
spent  along  the  shores  of  the St.  Lawrence  River.  His  sec- 

ondary education  at  the  Col- 
lege des  Jesuites,  and  the "classical"  curriculum,  allow- 

ed no  time  for  painting. 
However,  at  the  age  of  eigh- teen he  met  an  artist  who 
introduced  him  to  the  figur- 

ative works  of  the  Impres- 
sionists, Van  Gogh  and  Pi- casso's Blue  Period.  From 

this  point,  he  says,  his  art- istic ambitions  were  set. 
Four  years  at  Beaux  Arts 

under  Jean-Paul  Lemieux 
consolidated  his  painterly 
abilities.  Yet,  a  feeling  for 
the  landscape  impressions  of 
the  St.  Lawrence  River 
where  he  continued  to  spend 
his  summers,  swayed  him 
from  the  figurative  path  of 
Lemieux  and  his  former 
influences.  His  work  became 
more  suggestive,  abstract. Stimulus  came  from  Pellan, 
Goodridge  Roberts  and  the 
work  of  the.Parisian,  Nicho- las de  Stael,  whose  bright 

siderably.  His  studio  faces 
onto  the  noisy  Boulevard Saint-Denis,  at  Courbevoie, 
in  the  midst  of  factories  and 

EDMUND  ALLEYN 

photos  taken  by 

jack  newman 

warehouses  of  that  industrial 
section  of  Paris.  It  is  a  long 
way  from  the  banks  of  the St.  Lawrence  and  the  Gaspe 
but  the  memories  and  the 

was  a  long  way  from  Que- bec's Prix  du  Concors. 

Other  major  exhibition  in- clude several  biennials  at 
the  National  Gallery  in 
Ottawa.  The  Salon  des 
R&lites  Nouvelles  at  the 
Musee  de  l'Art  Moderne  in 
Paris  and  recently,  the  Com- 

monwealth exhibition  in  Car- diff, Wales.  He  exhibits  at 
the  galleries  Arditti  and  Le- 
gendre  in  Paris,  Galerie  Levi, 
Milan,  Galerie  Semia  Huber 
in  Zurich.  On  this  side  of 
the  Atlantic  he  is  represent, 
ed  by  Montreal's  Galerie Soixante  and  here  in  Toronto 
at  the  Roberts  Gallery. 

In  the  Hart  House  exhibi- tion, the  paintings  date  from 
1961  to  1964.  The  earlier ones  are  heavy,  gloomy 
works  with  heavy  grisaille 

overpainting  occasionally  ex- 
posing small,  jagged  areas 

of  sombre  color  underneath. 
Since  this  period  he  has 
blossomed  out  in  an  exuber- ant, light-hearted  vein. 

The  colors  are  bright  and 
airy.  Greens,  lemon  yellows 
and  reds  predominate  in  his 
chromatic  vocabulary.  The 

titles  of  the  works  are  deci- 
dedly tongue  in  cheek  crea- 

tions for  the  most  part.  "Un Brave  en  Gala"  reminds  me of  a  St.  Jean  Baptiste  day 
reveller  caught  on  the 
streets  of  Hull  at  about  3 
a.m.  with  his  shirt  tails  out. 
Another  is  called  "Le  dermer des  Mohicans  rend  homage 
a  Breughel"  —  one  in  the National  Gallery,  and  not  in 
the  show,  I  remember  as 

being  entitled  "Jacques  Car- tier  sees  Indians  for  the  first 
time  in  his  life"  (a  literal translation). 

Many  of  the  paintings  are 
memories  of  Canada.  Refe 

rences  to  Indians  —  "Iro- 
quois pour  un  Jour"  —  and 

YOU  are  invited  to 

the  VIC  FORMAL 

"VALENTINE  SOIREE" 
KING  EDWARD  HOTEL 

CRYSTAL  BALL  ROOM 

THURS.  FEB.  17th  black  or  white  tie 
ADMISSION  $4.00 9  -  1  A.M. 

STAN.  ST.  JOHN  ORCHESTRA TICKETS  SOLD  AT  THE  DOOR 

feeling  of  the  landscape  are 
omnipresent  in  his  recent 
work. 

In  1958  and  1960  his  work 
was  chosen  for  the  Guggen- heim Museum  in  New  York. 
In  1959  he  won  the  bronze 
medal  at  the  Soa  Paulo  Bien- nale  in  Brazil,  and  a  year 
later  he  represented  Canada 
at  the  Venice  Biennale.  It 

review 

sunny,  floral  landscape  num- 
ber among  his  subjects.  "Au bout  du  sentier"  is  indica tive  of  his  love  of  vegetation 

The  floral  forms  are  sketch- 
ed out  in  dark,  linear,  free- form  gestures.  They  are 

captured  rather  than  repre- sented. The  sun  seems  to 

shine  on  AUeyn's  studio  eve- ry "day.  Perhaps  Paris  has 
replaced  Quebec  city,  but 
France  can  never  erase  the 

province  of  Quebec  from  Al- leyn's  consciousness. 



VIC  "DOLLS"  SATISFY By  REV  A  LANDAU 

Like  many  musicals  that  have  weak  plot 
lines  and  type  characters,  Guys  and  Dolls 
relies  for  its  effects  on  strong  production 
numbers,  beautiful  singing,  and  sharp  port- 

rayal of  stock  types.  Realizing  that  one  can- 
not expect  a  college  production  to  have  a 

large  enough  supply  of  good  voices  to  meet 
these  requirements,  the  Victoria  College  Mu- sic Club  production  is  satisfactory. 

Well-executed  mass  numbers  are  its 
strongest  points.  Both  the  girls'  chorus,  and 
the  boys'  chorus  come  through  clearly  and 
harmonically  The  director  should  be  cre- 

dited for  the  good  handling  of  the  crowd 
scenes,  with  the  exception  of  the  tedious 
opening  sequence. 

The  single  files  of  shuffling  men  in  black 
suits  and  low  hats  constantly  re-appearing 
are  a  clever  touch.  With  good  voices,  good 
choreography,  and  good  performances,  these 
scenes  could  not  fail  to  please.  The  "Sit 
down,  You're  Rocking  the  Boat",  and  "Guys 
and  Dolls"  sequences  are  almost  show-stop- 
pers. Janet  Stubbs,  as  Miss  Adelaide,  is  the 
undoubted  star  of  the  show.  With  her  comic 
sense,  her  clear,  pleasing  voice,  her  acting 
ability,  she  delights  the  audience  every  time 
she  appears.  She  is  also  one  of  the  few  per- 

formers who  has  a  genuine  Bronx  accent, 
and  maintains  it  steadily. 

Andrew  McKenzie,  as  Nathan  Detroit,  has 
a  poor,  persecuted  'little  man'  interpreta- tion of  the  part,  rather  than  the  more  usual 
cocky  portrayal.  Many  of  his  funny  lines  are 
thrown  away  because  of  poor  timing  or  em- 

phasis. John  Perkins  starts  by  playing  Sky  Mas- 
terson  as  so  tough  and  deadpan  that  he  is 
expressionless  in  face  and  voice,  and  there- fore ruins  all  his  lines. 

It  is  unfortunate  that  he  and  Pam  Cough- 
Ian  {Sarah  Brown)  have  almost  all  the  songs 
with  a  strong  tune,  as  John  Perkins  has  a 
barely  adequate  voice,  and  Pam  Coughlan's voice  varies  from  faint  and  just  adequate 
to  good  throughout  the  play.  Pam  Coughlan 
plays  her  part  reasonably  well,  though  she 
is  neither  idealistic  enough  at  the  beginning, 
nor  emotional  enough  in  the  love  scenes. 

Glenn  McCauley  (Harry  the  Horse),  and 
Ivan  Rempel  (Big  Julie)  portrayed  perfect- 

ly two  tough  guys.  Nicely-Nicely  Johnson 
(Ross  Gibson)  and  Penny  Southstreet  (Ni- 

cholas Pashley)  contributed  a  certain  ersatz 
comedy,  as  especially  did  Ross  Gibson  in  the 
"Sit  down,  You're  Rocking  the  Boat"  scene. The  orchestra  was  not  worthy  of  a  high 
school  production,  much  less  a  college  one. 
The  scenery  imaginatively  created  the  New York  landscape. 

f     i  S 

I    W: 3  '§' 

The  Hot-Box  girls.  (See  what  we  mean?) 

Extremes  of  good  and  bad 

By  MARK  CZARNECKI 

Extremes  of  good  and  bad 
dominate  the  St.  Michaels 
Theatre  Guild  production  of 
Chekhov's  The  Sea  Gull,  run- 

ning through  Saturday  at 
the  Colonnade  theatre. 

The  first  act  is  very  bad- 
ly paced.  The  characters  are 

not  sufficiently  revealed  to 
maintain  the  audience's  in- terest, and  as  a  result,  How- 

ard Shaughnessy's  attempts at  creating  the  autumnal 
twilight  mood  of  Chekhov, 
as  one  critic  puts  it,  are  un- 

successful. Strong  moments 
are  brought  out  by  the  rich- ness and  humor  of  Joseph 
Warman's  Sorin,  and  the  de- 

lightful naive  freshness  of 
Krysia  Jarmicki's  Nina. 
By  contrast,  the  second 

act  picked  up  immediately. 
The  uninspiring  first  act  set 
was  replaced  by  strong, 
simple,  realistic  interior. 
Elizabeth  Davis  as  Irina,  a 
bit  shaky  in  the  first  act, 
achieved  sincerity  and  poig- 
nance  in  her  scene  with  Tri- 
gorin,  played  by  Christo- 

pher Golding,  who  evoked 
the  writer's  disillusionment 

with  life  admirably.  A  great- 
er sense  of  age  would  stren- 

gthen this  performance. 
Unfortunately,  the  diffi- 

culty of  the  last  act  defeat- ed the  efforts  of  the  cast 
to  bring  out  the  sense  of 
despair  and  futility  which 
culminates  in  Treplev's  sui- cide. John  Tucker  was  too 
weak  throughout  to  make 
his  death  powerfully  tragic. 
He  has  the  sincerity  of  the 
aspiring  writer,  but  he  fails 
to  suggest  the  ambiguities 
of  the  relationships  with  his 
mother  and  Nina. 
The  Colonnade's  open  stage 

does  not  lend  itself  to  Chek- hov: the  actors  should  not 
be  seen  in  the  process  of 
creation,  rather  as  indivi- duals being  created  by  the 
art  that  conceals  art. 
UP  AND  COMING:  The 

CUDL  Festival  continues  to- 
day at  2:00  p.m.,  tonight  at 

8:00  p.m.,  and  tomorrow  at 
2,  at  the  Ryerson  theatre  on 
campus.  The  U  of  T  entry 
The  Tiger  is  competing  to- 

night against  Ryerson  and 
St.  Joseph's  Teachers  Col- 

lege in  what  promises  to  be 
a  very  good  evening  of  thea- 

tre. Tickets  are  available  at 
the  S.A.C.  office  and  at  the 
door  for  75c  each. 

U  of  T  student  Jack  Mes 
singer  is  directing  a  produc 
tion  of  Max  Frisch'  Andorra 
at  Forest  Hill  Collegiate  In- stitute Feb.  17,  18,  and  19 
Tickets  at  the  door. 

Trinity  undergraduate  Jim Anderson  has  adapted  Love 
Song  of  J.  Alfred  Prufrock 
for  the  stage  and  the  uni- 

versity environment.  Per- formances are  at  Seeley  Hall 
Wed.  Feb.  23,  Fri.  Feb.  25 
and  Sat.  Feb.  26.  Free. 
The  Out  Front  Theatre 

Club  has  promised  "to  pre 
sent  exciting  and  experi 
mental  avant-garde  plays  re- 

gularly to  a  selective  and 
discriminating  audien  c  e 
Their  first  full  length  pro- 

duction will  be  Tardieu's The  Lovers  In  The  Subway, 
starting  Wed.  Feb.  23  at  511 
Yonge  St.  Tickets  $2.50 
members  $2.00. 

Sat.  February  12th  8:30  p.m. 

DAYS  OF  WINE  AND  ROSES 
with  JACK  LEMMON 
ADMISSION  50/ 

NEW  COLLEGE  DINING  HALL 

« TRAVEL  AIDS  1 966  « 

EURAILPASS:  Permits  first-class  train  travel  in  most 
European  countries,  1  mo.  -  $130  U.S., 
2  mo. -$175  U.S. 

INTERNATIONAL    STUDENT    IDENTITY  CARD. 
Entitles  holder  to  price  concessions  and 
other  student  services. 
Must  be  purchased  from  CUS  —  $2.00. 

TRAVELLING  STUDENT.  Advertises    student  trans- 
portation in  Europe  at  a  discount.  Free. 

HANDBOOK  ON  STUDENT 

HOSTELS  &  RESTAURANTS,  cost  $1.00 

SUMMER  JOBS  IN  EUROPE:  For  minimum  2  mo.,  in 
Germany,  Switzerland,  Holland. 
Deadline  for  application  Mar.  15. 

RENT  A  RENAULT:  Order  a  car  in  Europe  through 
CUS.  Flat  rote  only  for  the  time  of  use. 
Straight  purchase  plan  also. 

FURTHER  INFORMATION  AT  THE 

SAC  OFFICE 

Chemcell  (1963)  Limited 
The  Company  is  offering  six  fellowships  annually, 
one  of  which  shall  be  held  at  a  French  language 
university.  Field  of  study  is  in  Chemistry,  Engi- 

neering, Physics  or  Mathematics.  Value  is  $2,500 
per  annum,  for  up  to  three  academic  years  and 
$1,000  to  receiving  university.  Closing  date  for 
1966/67  competition  is 

MARCH  1st 
For  further  information  and 

application  forms  write: 
DIRECTOR  OF  AWARDS 

Association  of  Universities  and  Colleges  of  Canada 75  Albert  Street 
Ottawa,  Ont. 

Scotiabank  Centennial 
Scholarships 

Six  awards  will  be  made  annually,  three  to  French- 
speaking  candidates  and  three  to  English-speaking 
candidates  for  graduate  and  undergraduate  stu- 

dents in  their  second  last  year  of  a  first  university 
degree  programme.  Graduate  awards  are  valued 
at  $2,500  and  undergraduate  at  $1,500.  Closing  date for  1966/67  competition  is 

MARCH  15th For  further  informorion  and 
application  forms  write: 

DIRECTOR  OF  AWARDS 
Association  of  Universities  and  Colleges  of  Canada 

75  Albert  Street 
Ottawa,  Ont. 



DON'T  MISS  THE  CUDL  FESTIVAL 

STARTING  TODAY  AT  RYERSON  TH
EATRE 

ONLY  75c  ! ! ! 

"IN  CONCERT" TICKETS     •     NOW  ON 
$2-50 SALE 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Notet,  Chartt, French,  German,  English 

MIMEOGRAPHING 
ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt  12  —  21  Avenue  Ro. 

922-7624 

MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNIO
N 

DANCE 

FRI.  FEB.  18 

PARK  PLAZA  HOTEL 

King  Cole  Room 

TICKETS  $4  (Double) 

At  School  of  Graduate  Studies 

Room  102 

HEY  KIDS! 

WHY  DON'T  YOU  SPEND  A 

QUIET 
STUDY  WEEK  AT  HIDDEN  VALLEY 

Flush  out  those  cobwebs  with  some  fresh 

exhilarating  Muskoka  air  —  and  then  see 
just  how  easy  it  is  to  HIT  those  books. 

SKI  HIDDEN  VALLEY 

Ontario's  most  exciting  ski  area. 
Dance  Parties  with  the  Twilights  and  the  Hidden 
Valley  A-Go-Go  Dancers  Friday  and  Saturday 

February  18  -  19. 

DAVID  CLAYTON  THOMAS 

Sunday  February  20th 

TWO  DOUBLE  CHAIR  LIFTS, 
1  T-BAR,  1  JUNIOR  TOW 

100%  SNOW-MAKING  ON  ALL  SLOPES 
For  information  call: 

HIDDEN  VALLEY 

direct  line  from  Toronto  —  EM  4-201 1 
Huntsville— 705-789-4332 

R.  J.  BESSEV 

JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 

AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 

presents  in 
Room  102 

Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour Science  Film  Showings 

Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 
1:00  p.m.  -2:00  p.m. 

Feb.  16,  17,  1966 

HY-PAR 
THIN  SHELL 

POWER 

FROM  FUSION 
A  series  of  programmes  orrono/ 
ed  by  the  Science  and  Medicine Dept.  of  the  University  Library 
in  co-operation  with  the  Na- tional Science  Film  Library  of 
the  Canadian  Film  Institute. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT 

YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE WATCHING  THE  FILM 

First-rate  skating 

By  MICHAEL  WALSH 

Drawing  on  a  pool  of  national  and  international  c
om- 

netitorTwfnter  Frolics  could  hardly  have  helped  but  put 

Aether  afirst-rate  rink  performance.  The  object,  howev
er 

was  a  concert  of  sight  and  sound,  a  problem  compound
ed 

Z  the  accoustical  inadequacies  of  a  hockey  arena. 
y  Severely  criticized  in  their  '65  version  for  apparent 

technical Shortcomings  the  Blue  and  White  called  upo
n 

L  G  M  Bandleader  Don  Monro  to  take  on  the  job .of  this
 

veart'stage  Director.  Mr.  Monro's  long  experience  handling 
the  traditionally  unruly  Engineers'  band  seemed  to  be  just 
what  was needed  to  weld  the  sprawling  show  into  a  cohesive 

Wh°Under  Mr.  Monro's  firm  hand  all  the  parts  were  met 

with  Jhe  precision  necessary  to  accentuate  the  complete 
COmOneric°e  the' numbers  were  carried  off  with  the  same, 
nearflawlessness  of  their  musical  accompanyment.  Bit  then 
what  else  could  be  expected  from  such ."dividual  chair, 
uions  as  Petra  Burka,  Jay  Humphrey  and  Flying  Doctor 
Kles  Snelling?  A  record  of  their  combined  honors  would 
fill  the  space  of  this  review.   „«_«,, 

The  versatility  of  the  skating  team  was  dn.mat.cany 
set  off  in  three  separate  demonstrations.  Susan  and  Paul 

Huehnergard  performed  to  a  flowing,  melodious  back-
 

pound  Contrasted  to  the  bouncing  beat  of  the  Carole  For- rest  Kevin  Lethbridge  number. 

A  further  bonus  was  presented  in  *e  last  pre-profes. 
sional  performance  of  Peggy  and  Jane  McCutcheon  The Double  Gold  Medal  twins  who  will  soon  jom  the  Holiday 

on  Ice  troupe  styled  a  mirror-image  routine,  unlike  anything else  oresented  that  evening.  .  . 

Only  the  production  numbers  left  room  for  senotis  en- ticism  Although  executed  with  enthusiasm,  both  Goin 

Steady"  and  "Casey's  Daughter"  displayed  rather  pedestrian 
choreography  that  tended  to  be  labored  to  the  point  of 

Cha  ButTtwfnumbers  missed  the  mark,  the  deficit  was 

more  than  made  up  by  the  other  twelve  that  scored  solid 
hits  Varsity's  own  Ice  Frolics  '66  was  the  finest  Show  to 
be  seen  this  side  of  Maple  Leaf  Gardens  Tnc. 

CANADIAN"  UNIVERSITY  DRAMA 
FESTIVAL  STARTS  TODAY 

■Ok.  arm. 
RYERSON  THEATRE 

,  2  p.m.       Riders  to  the  Seo The  Stronger 
Goebbels  Gobbled  ego  ok 

.  8  p.m.       The  American  Dream The  Tiger The  Rose  and  the  Crown 
ay,  2  p.m.    The  Gunner's  Rope The  Dirty  Old  Mon 

Kropp's  Last  Tape  (La  Derniere  Bande) Tickets:  75c;  at  the  door  or  at  the  SAC  office 

new  mags  (from  review  11) 

EXPORT 
PLAIN 

or  FILTER  TIP 
CIGARETTES 

REGULAR  and  KINGS 

ronto,  will  be  back  next week.  He  starts  next  Friday 
at  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve. 
Lonnie  Johnson  finishes 

at  the  Gate  this  weekend. 
The  stage  at  the  Riverboat, 
where  Bonnie  Dobson  has 
been  appearing  this  week, will  be  taken  over  by  Tom 
Rush  for  the  next  two.  The 
Ragtime  Mama  Jug  Band  is at  the  Cellar,  Avenue  Rd.,  at 
Davenport,  Friday  and  Satur- 

day night. And  this  Sunday,  of  course. 

10  review 

it's  the  Winter  Carni-'al  Folk 
Show  with  Rich  Little,  a 
fine  comic  and  impression- ist; Gord  Lightfoot,  whose 
songs  have  received  wide 
recognition;  and  the  Allen- Ward  Trio. 

Organizers  of  the  Orillia Folk  Festival  (Feb.  18-19)  say 
demand  for  tickets  has 
shown  such  a  strong  early 
start,  that  they  might  have 
to  make  arrangements  for 
overflow  crowds  coming 
from  the  ski  slopes.  Profits 
from  the  festival,  by  the 

way,  go  toward  the  proposed Orillia  branch  of  Waterloo 
Lutheran  University. 



MEW  MACS,  RECORDS 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
Hoot,  the  Toronto  Folk 

Music  Guild's  magazine,  re- 
appeared this  week  in  a 

new  slicker  format  that  tries 
to  emulate  Sing  Out.  And 
Hoot  has  made  a  pretty 
good  attempt.  It  may  equal 
the  New  York  publication 
with  refinement  and  experi- 
ence. 
Layouts  and  printing  are 

clean  and  the  writing  con- 
tent is  generally  on  a  high 

level.  There  are  articles  by 
folklorist,  Edith  Fowke; 
guitarist,  David  Rea  (banjo 
technique);  guitarist.  Amos 
Garrett  (guitar  technique); 
folksinger,  Elyse  Weinberg, 
Globe  folk  critic,  Joe  Lewis 
and  others. 
What  the  magazine  needs 

is  more  in-depth  feature  ar- 
ticles on  various  personali- 

ties, music  styles  and  trends. 
Two  songs  are  reprinted 

including  David  Rea's  fine 
one,  "Pilgrimage  to  Para- 
dise". Record  reviews  are  know- 

ledgeable and  done  by  Ian 
Tyson,  David  Rea,  Adam Mitchell,  Amos  Garrett  and 
others. 

Single  copies  sell  for  60 
cents  while  $3  buys  a  sub- 

scription at  Box  879,  Station 
F,  Toronto  5. 

SOUL 
Another  recently  -  started 

magazine,  Soul,  deals  very 
militantly  with  rhythm  and 
blues. 

Soul  slates  strongly  that 
the  blues  are  taking  over  in 
this  town.  "The  tide  has 
started;  nothing  can  stop  it 
now,"  editor  Nevin  E.  Grant writes. 
He  and  his  writers  ob- 

viously know  their  R  &  B 
but  the  level  of  criticism  in 
the  magazine  never  gets  very 
deep.  Most  of  the  writers 
are  too  hung  up  on  that  hip, 
soul  talk. 

Sample:  "James  (Brown) made  the  scene  one  more 
time  before  the  end  of  the 
last  set.  He  was  looking  all 
kinds  of  good,  up  tight  'n' 
outta  sight." It's  all  right  to  use  the 
slang  that's  associated  with the  product  written  about 
but  not  if  it  hinders  the  con- 

tent of  the  writing.  Judging 
by  the  letters  printed,  though, 
the  fans  dig  it  somethin' fierce. 

A  six  month  subscription 
costs  $2  at  P.O.  Box  1047, 
Adelaide  St.  Post  Office,  To- 

ronto. 1,  and  single  copies 
sell  for  35  cents. 

RECORD  REVIEW 
Since  R  &  B  is  alleged  to 

be  taking  over,  I  might  as 
well  prepare  and  look  at 
some  of  that  output.  Two  of 
the  very  best  are  records  by 
Wilson  Picket  and  Otis  Red- ding. 

Pickett's  album  In  the 
Midnight     Hour  (Atlantic 
8114)  has  such  a  wide  variety 
of  styles  on  it  that  it  leaves 

you  wondering  exactly  what his  own  style  is. 
He  rocks  on  "I'm  Gonna 

Cry";  does  a  James  Brown 
on  "For  Better  or  Worse"; 
sings  slow  and  nice  on 
"That's  a  Man's  Way"  and 
"Take  a  Little  Love". 

"For  Better  or  Worse"  is one  of  the  most  exciting 
cuts  because  Pickett,  the 
band  and  a  great  girl  chorus 
adding  a  strong  gospel  fla- 

vor, altogether  create  a 
strong,  dramatic  impression. 
The  subtle  changes  of  pac- 

ing and  intensity  of  singing 
are  fantastic. 
The  rhythm  is  strong: 

everything  is  geared  to  it. 
But  the  rhythm  is  never  put 
right  out  front  to  hit  you, 
but  kept  in  a  subtler  vein where  you  feel  it  carrying 
the  music  along. 

The  song  "I  Found  a  Love", 
an  orgy  of  emotion  and  soul- ful singing,  is  one  of  the 
best  R  &  B  sounds  you'll 
hear  anywhere. 

OTIS  REDDING 

More  great  R  &  B's  to  be heard  on  The  Great  Otis 
Redding  Sings  Soul  Ballads (Volt  411). 

Otis  is  a  more  mature  per- 
former; he  has  found  his 

style  and  is  working  to  ex- 
plore^ its  possibilities.  Ttds 

is  a  'slow,  personal  ballad 
style,  more  pop  than  blues. 
In  fact,  these  are  love 

songs  performed  with  ele- ments  of   Negro  religious 

UUI9U 
the  emotion  and  the  depth 
of  feeling.  Redding,  in  his 
crying  voice  that  snaps  away 
at  the  words,  shows  a  strong 
Little  Richard  influence. 

The  arrangements  of  the 
band  backing  him  are  excei- lent;  they  never  intrude, 
never  upstage  the  singer, 
and  in  fact  hardly  ever  allow 
an  instrumental  solo.  Red- 
ding's  voice  is  the  chief  in- strument here. 

The  use  of  the  horns  to 
provide  a  camp-meeting-like 
"response"  to  the  voice  is 
beautiful.  The  instruments 
are  most  of  the  time  used 
to  provide  the  rhythm  and 
never  provide  so  much  that 

AROUND  TOWN 

Bob  Gibson,  despite  his 
troubles  with  the  law  in  To- 
( Continued  on  Review  10) 

OF  LIFE... 

By  STEPHEN  ZACKS 
Strange  Tales  of  Canada, 

by  Louise  Darios,  The  Ryer- 
son  Press,  162  pages,  $3.95. 

It  has  often  been  said  of 
Canada,  that  its  federal  na- 

ture pervades  all  aspects  of 
its  history,  society  and  cul- 

ture. This  collection  of  Ca- 
nadian folk  tales  follows  this 

pattern,  for  all  provinces  are 
equally  represented. 

In  another  aspect  too,  the 
stories  are  representative  of 
the  traditional  historical 
patterns,  as  many  show 
their  regionalism.  The  tale 
from  B.C.  is  Indian,  one 
from  the  Prairies  relates  to 
wheat  and  those  from  the 
Maritimes  centre  around 
fishing  and  agriculture. 
Witches  (or  was  it  only  one 
witch?)  in  Ontario,  the  iliac 
passion  in  Quebec,  and  as 
well,  an  Eskimo  yarn  from 
the  Northwest  Territories 
help  to  round  out  this  ac- 

count of  Canada's  broad  and varied  background. 
To  say  the  least,  the  leg- 

ends are  very  strange.  Re- 
ligious fantasies,  witchcraft 

and  other  variations  of  the 
supernatural  permeate  most of  the  stories  in  one  way  or 
another. 
Some  of  the  stories  are 

full  of  allusions,  many  with 
which  I  was  not  familiar; 
I  often  reached  the  end  of 
a  story  not  really  knowing 
what  it  was  all  about,  al- 

though they  all  provided 
very  interesting  and  fasci- nating reading. 

The  dialogue  in  many  of 
the  tales  leaves  much  to  be 
desired,  and  in  several,  the 
switching  of  scenes  may 
leave  one  somewhat  con- fused. However,  whether 
these  shortcomings  lie  with 
the  stories  themselves,  Miss 
Darios'  presentation,  or  with the  reviewer,  I  am  still  not 

certain. However,  I  can  only  say 
that  from  the  front  cover 
to  the  last  word,  there  is  a 
definite  STRANGEness 
about  this  book. 

I  can  highly  recommend 
this  collection  to  anyone  in- terested in  folk  tales,  or  in 
the  social  aspects  of  Cana 
da's  history.  The  brief  time 
it  takes  to  read  this  collec 
tion  is  well  worth,  spending 

...AND  LAUGHTER 

By  ARROL  TOPLITSKI 
Laughing  with  Lautens; 

Gary  Lautens;  Ryerson Press. 

"Perhaps  I  should  explain 
to  you  how  this  book  was written.  It  was  written 

mostly  with  words." So  writes  Gary  Lautens  in 
the  introduction  to  his  new 
book  Laughing  With  Laut- ens. And  so  he  sets  the 
trend  for  the  rest  of  this 
hilarious  book. 
In  thirty-six  amusing 

short  essays.  Gary  Lautens 
writes  about  people  . . .  those 
who  are  caught  in  the  tur- bulence of  life  and  those 
who  can  laugh  at  it.  Occa- sionally he  will  poke  fun  at 
the  self-important  in  our 
"stopwatch"  society. 

But  more  often  he  laughs 
at  himself.  He  plays  the  part 
of  the  wide-eyed  innocent  in 
a  world  full  of  wonders, 
cutting  down  the  pretend- ers with  a  lethal  combina- 

tion of  charm  and  wit. 
Here  is  Lautens  at  his 

best  —  as  he  writes  about 
bis  family  ("this  is  dedic- 

ated to  Mother,  without 
whose  extravagance  none  of 
this  would  have  been  neces- 

sary"), interviews  the  in- 
ventor of  the  portable  Juhn- 

ny-on-lhe-Spot  ("what  about 
your  competitor . . .  Big 
John"),  and  tours  the  Sterl- 

ing Casket  Co.  as  his  con- tribution to  reporting  in 
depth. Gary  Lautens  is  a  Cine humorist.  In  these  short 
(500  words)  essays  he  has 
the  ability  to  evoke  from 
the  reader  chuckles,  and 
out-right  guffaws.  His  style 
is  casual.  He  usually  starts 
with  a  pun  "One  thing  1 
don't  dig  is  gardens  ...  but 
as  sort  of  a  good  humus 
man,  I  have  prepared  a  hor- 

ticultural handbook."  New he  describes  his  topic  hilly 
(with  many  a  pun  inter- spersed) and  finally  he  ends 
on  a  low-key,  anti-climatic note  that  leaves  you  anxi- 

ously turning  the  page  Lo 
begin  another  amusing  story. 
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GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE famous  for  finest  Italian  cuisine  -  21  varieties  of  pizzas 
THIS  WEEK 

THIS  WEEK  AND  NEXT 

MOE  HOFFMAN 
Phone  925-0841 

and  upstairs,  across  the  moat,  to 

CASTLE  GEORGE 
a  mediaeval  costle  setting,  serving  the  finest  quality 

BEEF,  STEAKS,  SEAFOOD,  CURRIES 
NEXT  WEEK 

VAL  PRINGLE 
A  RETURN  ENGAGEMENT 
For  reservations  phone  925-8563 

BOTH  FULLT  LICENSED 
290  DunrJas  St.  E.  —  at  Sherbourne AFTER-THEATRE  SNACKS   

ORCDS  CONFERENCE 

on  the 

FINANCING  OF  HIGHER  EDUCATION 

HART  HOUSE,  FRIDAY,  FEBRUARY  18  - 
SUNDAY,  FEBRUARY  20. 

Feb.  18  —   6:30  —  Registration. 
7:30  —  Banquet. 
9:15  —  Session  on  the  student  and 
administrative  sphere. 

Feb.  |9           9:00  —  Session  on  the  federal  and 

provincial  government's  roles. 1:00  —  Lunch. 
2:30  ■ —  Panel  on  industry,  alumni  and 
labour's  roles. 4:00  —  Discussion  groups. 
7:00  —  Banquet. 

Feb.  20  —   9:30  —  Discussion  groups. 
12:00  —  Lunch. 
1:30  —  Plenory  session. 

Speakers  will  include  DEAN  BLADEN  of  the  University  of  Toronto 
ond  MR.  MCCARTHY  of  the  Ontario  Government. 

U.OFT.  DELEGATES  NEEDED 
ANYONE  INTERESTED  SUBMIT  APPLICATION  AT  SAC  OFFICE 



BURSARIES  AND  YOU! 

The  SAC  Bursaries  Committee 
will  be  holding  hearings  on 

WEDNESDAY  FEBRUARY  23,  and 

THURSDAY  FEBRUARY  24 

at  1:00  p.m.  in  the 

PLACE  TO  BE  ANNOUNCED 

Students  who  have  grievances  or  suggestions  about 
the  bursary  program  are  asked  to  make  their  views known  to  the  committee. 

Valentines    Sweetheart  Dance 
SATURDAY  FEBRUARY  12 

CASA  LOMA 

Dance  to  BENNY  LOUIS  and 
his  Orchestra 

SPECIAL  STUDENT  RATES 
$2.00  PER  COUPLE 

upon  presentation  of  A.T.L.  cord FREE  PARKING 

Youth  without  dignity 

ENJOY  AN  EVENING  OF  DRAMA 

CANADIAN  UNIVERSITY  DRAMA  FESTIVAL 
At  the  Ryerson  Theatre 

(on  Gerrord,  1  block  E.  of  Yonge) 
Thurs.  Feb.  10th:  8.00  p.m. 
e-   r„™«  Willinm.  GOOD  BYE  MORISE,  by  Jock  Cunningham Sir  George  Williams  (org,noi  play) McGill  THE  DUMB  WAITER,  by  Harold  Pinter 
Bishop  THE  HOLE,  by  N.  F.  Simpson 
Fri.  Feb.  11th:  2.00  p.m. 
Sr  Patrick's  RIDERS  TO  THE  SEA,  by  J.  M.  Syngo *  GOEBBELS  GQOBLEDYGOOK, Corleton  by  Lowrcnce  Kardio  (original  ploy) 
Marianopolii  THE  STRANGER,  by  August  Strindberg 
Fri.  Feb.  11th   8.00  p.m. 
Ryerson  THE  AMERICAN  DREAM,  by  Edward  Albe» 
U  0j  f  THE  TIGER,  by  Murray  Schisgal 
Queen's  UNDER  PLAIN  COVER,  by  John  Osborne 
Sot.  Feb.  12th:  2.00  p.m. 
Universitw  at  Gucloh         THE  GUNNERS  ROPE,  by  Eugene  Benson University  of  taueipn         LA  pERNIERE  BANDE  (French) Laval  by  Samuel  Beckett Memorial  THE  DIRTY  OLD  MAN,  by  Lewis  John  Corlino 

TICKETS  AT 
U  of  T     S.A.C.  OFFICE         A.  &  A.  BOOK  STORE 

AND  AT  THE  DOOR 
FOR  INFORMATION  PHONE;  923-6221 

TICKETS:  75c  each  or  $2.00  for  set  of  4 

By  JOHN  CLUTE 

The  Dignity  of  Youth  and Other  Atavisms;  Edgar  2. 
Friedenberg;  Saunders  of 
Toronto;  $8.75. 
Here  is  how  Lawrence 

Park  Collegiate  handled  the 
problem  of  the  dignity  of 
youth.  It  was  in  a  Second 
Form  English  class.  A  stu- 

dent was  conducting  a  dis- cussion of  the  Biblical 
phrase,  "My  house  has  many 
mansions,"  while  the  teach- er sat  at  his  desk.  The 
phrase  excited  me. 

I  got  to  my  feet  —  as  we were  of  course  required  to 
do  —  and  began  to  expound. 
This  phrase,  I  thought,  in- dicated that  God  placed  no 
boundaries  on  his  spiritual 

or  physical  domains.  "Man- sion" might  even  mean 
"planet."  I  sat  down.  The student     moderator  said, 
"Now  that  we've  had  our 
excursion  into  science  fic- 

tion, let  us  get  back  to  the 
serious  discussion."  And  the 
teacher  applauded. 
Now  of  course  Lawrence 

Park  Collegiate  is  part  of 
Toronto's  system  of  public education,  and  what  really 
can  one  expect  of  a  school 
board  still  presenting  its 
students  with  editions  of 
Shakespeare  plays  carefully 
expurgated  of  sexual  refer- ences? Or  a  school  board 
whose  principals  are  so  ig- 

norant of  even  the  adoles- 
cent's right  to  privacy  and 

so  eager  to  maintain  pro- 
priety that  they  find  nothr 

ing  wrong  in  dictating  haii 
styles? 

If  it  weren't  so  sick  it 
would  be  a  gas.  As  a  nxittei 
of  fact  it  is  a  gas.  A  friend 
of  mine,  she  is  now  in  Fifth 
Form,  reports  that  one  oi 
her  English  teachers  had  a 
coughing  fit  every  time  she 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE'S  SEVENTY-SIXTH 

ALL-UNIVERSITY  PRODUCTION 

CARLO  GOLDONTS 

THE  SERVANT  OF 

TWO  MASTERS 

English  Version  by 
EDWARD  J.  DENT 

Directed  by  Robert  Gill 

Fri.  Feb.  25th  to  Sat.  March  5th  at  8:30 
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began  to  read  a  verboten 

passage  out  of  her  Bantam 
edition  of  whatever  Shakes- 

peare play  it  was  that  year. But  the  situation  is  also 
sick,  and  dangerous;  and  the 
danger  is  what  concerns  Mr. Friedenberg  through  the 
more  important  of  the  es- says he  has  put  together  in 
The  Dignity  of  Youth  and 
Other  Atavisms. 
He  discusses  high  school 

from  many  angles,  but  two 
are  particularly  relevant  to 

my  opening  anecdote:  one: the  high  school  teacher  as 
ressentient;  and  two:  the 
idea  that  "A  high  school  di- 

ploma is  a  certificate  of  le- 
gitimacy, not  of  compe- tence." Why  else  harass  the wearer  of  a  Beatle  haircut 

if  not  to  ensure  his  legiti- 
macy, his  adequate  sociali- zation? The  argument  that 

the  Beatle  haircut  inter- feres with  studies  is  so 
much  hogwashi,  and  the 
wearer  of  that  haircut 
knows  it. 
"Ressentiment,"  says  Mr. 

Friedenberg,  "is  less  com- 
pletely conscious  than  re- sentment .  .  .  (and  is)  us- 

ually rationalized,  covert, 
diffuse,  and  -  largely  uncon- cious  . . .  Those  social  groups 
are  most  prone  to  ressenti ment  whose  members  are 

especially  subjected  to  frus- tration in  their  position  in 
life  .  .  .  (and  it)  therefore 
ravages  most  seriously  the 
rootless  lower  -  middle  or 
white-collar  classes  who 
give  up  most  in  order  to  be respectable  and  get  least real  deference  and  security 

in  return." 
The  secondary  school 

teacher,  Mr.  Friedenberg 
feels,  is  stereotypical  of  the 
ressentient  individual,  and 
he  says,  straightforwardly 
enough,  that  "Students  are forced  into  secondary  school 
teaching  because  they  are 
not  able  to  make  the  grade 
in  a  specialized  or  scholarly 
discipline."  The  secondary 
school  teacher  is  too  typical- 

ly a  frustrated  and  snide scholar  manque,  a  man  or 
woman  whose  aggressiveness 
in  stressing  the  legitimate 
and  the  sane  and  the  or- 

dinary is,  when  stripped  of 
its  ressentient  diffusiveness, 
a  mask  for  envy  and  a  fear 
of  intellect,  because  intellect 
is  what  the  secondary  school 
teacher  lacks  or  he  wouldn't be  there  in  the  first  place. 

I  won't  presume  that  my 
equating  mansions  and  plan- ets will  ever  rank  very  high 
in  the  annals  of  exegesis, 
but  that  of  course  is  not  the 
point.  The  point  is  that  a 
young  person,  a  very  young 
person,  had  an  idea,  and that  the  idea  was  in  sharp 
contrast  to  the  legitimate 
and  ordinary  course  of  dis- 

cussion— which,  as  I  recol- 
lect, centred  around  the  no- tion that  God  was  like  the 

long  arm  of  the  law,  and 
you  better  be  good  because 
no  matter  where  you  hide 

he  can  see  you.  just  like  a 
high  school  principal. 
The  point  is  that  I  was 

first  subjected  to  a  process 
of  legitimation  by  my  fellow 
student  (I  remember  him  as 
a  suck-up),  and  second  that 
I  was  for  a  short  time  the 
object  of  ressentiment  gone 
haywire  and  making  itself 
explicit.  I  was  fortunate. 
Both  the  legitimation  and 
the  ressentiment  were  hand- led in  such  bad  taste  that 
I  was  merely  humiliated. 
My  brain  was  not  washed. Am  I  one  of  the  fortunate few? 

Mr.  Friedenberg  would  say 
yes.  And  he  would  go  on. 
Taking  all  my  examples  to- gether he  would  say  (and does  so  on  page  93)  that 
"The  effects  on  the  students 
are  manifold..  The  concepts 

of  dignity  and  privacy,  not- 
ably deficient  in  American 

adult  folkways,  are  not  per- mitted to  develop  here.  The 
school's  assumption  of  cus- 

todial control  of  students 

implies  that  power  and  au- thority are  indistinguish- 
able. If  the  school's  -authori- ty is  not  limited  to  matters 

pertaining  to  education,  it 
cannot  be  derived  from  its 
educational  responsibilities. It  is  a  naked,  empirical  fact, 
to  be  accepted  or  contraven- 

ed according  to  the  possi- 
bilities of  the  moment." 

And  that  is  a  most  impor- 
tant quotation.  Its  penulti- mate sentence  should  be 

tattooed  on  the  forehead  of 
every  secondary  school  prin- 

cipal. And  every  student 
told  to  cut  his  hair,  to  ob- serve a  particular  religious 
ordinance,  to  walk  not  run 
when  there  is  no  reason  not 
to  run,  every  such  student should  have  on  his  lips  the 

phrase,  WHO  ARE  YOU? 
Who  are  you?  Where  do 

you  come  from?  Why  are 
you  doing  this  to  me?  And 
the  answer  will  not  bL  forth- coming, there  will  be  no 
answer  from  the  high  school 

teacher  or  principal  because' his  whole  career  depends  on 
a  world  where  neither  the 
question  nor  the  questioner 
are  permissible.  For  the 
confusion  of  power  and  au- thority is  the  only  solace  o£ 
the  ressentient.  Do  unto 
others  as  you  havft  been 
done  to. 

The  Dignity  of  Youth  and 
Other  Atavisms  has  sections 
of  intense  and  consummate intellection,  and  no  farrago 
of  quotations  can  present that*  sort  of  mastery  .  The 
major  essays,  as  I  have  said, are  mainly  concerned  with 
the  secondary  school  There are  several  shorter  and 
rather  shaggy  pieces,  book reviews  and  the  like,  but 
even  these  can  be  read  for 
their  wit  and  for  their  fre- 

quent aphorisms:  "Ail  mo- dern life,  to  be  sure,  is  made 
bearable  by  pretending  that 
experiences  are  identical 
with  the  rubrics  under 
which  they  are  classified  for administrative  purposes: 

this  is  Eichmann's  Law". It  is  a  book  to  read  aloud 
to  the  people  you  hate. 



The  student  centre:  sites  and  problems 

Part  two 

of  a  series 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

Five  possible  sites  for  the 
student  centre  have  been 
named  by  Engineering  Dean 
R.  R.  McLaughlin's  campus Planning  Board. 
SAC  has  ruled  out  three 

of  them  and  is  pressing  for 
No.  2,  on  St.  George  Street, 
behind  the  bookstore.  But 
the  School  of  Graduate  Stu- 

dies occupies  the  site  at 
present  and.  refuses  to  con- sider another  move  until  it 
gets  its  final  site  at  St. 
George  and  Hoskin. 

And,  if  the  centre  is  to  be 
built  there,  the  adjacent  lot, 

Hiring  Andrews  is  another 
weapon  SAC  is  using  in  its 
efforts  to  get  the  site.  The 
theory  is  that  if  SAC  shows 
the  administration  it  can 
build  and  pay  for  the  build- 

ing, getting  sympathetic 
treatment  might  be  easier. 
At  a  SAC  meeting  two 

weeks  ago,  Gord  Grice  (IV 
Arch),  the  representative 
from  Architecture,  com- 

mented that  hiring  Andrews 
would  put  SAC  into  a  very 
good  bargaining  position  be- cause U  of  T  would  be  proud 
to  have  a  building  designed 
by  Andrews  on  St.  George Street. 

building  the  size  of  the  pro- 
posed student  centre  — which  will  cost  about  $2, 

500,000. 
Site  No.  3  is  the  UC  Wo- 

men's Union,  on  St.  George 
Street,  directly  across  from 
Sidney  Smith  Hall. 

The  centrality  of  the  loca- 
tion is  again  the  chief  ad- vantage. 

But  when  Dean  McLaugh- lin was  asked  about  this 
site  he  simply  shrugged  his 
shoulders  and  said:  "It  be- 

longs to  UC." 
The  administration  will 

not  press  UC  to  allow  the 
land  to  be  used  for  the  cen- 

now  used  Dy  tfce  Presbyte- rian Church,  would  have  to 
be  obtained. 
Knox  College  which  has 

always  owned  that  land, 
strictly  opposes  SAC's  acqui- sition of  the  site  although 
the  U  of  T  administration 
feels  Knox  has  too  much 
land  already. 

SAC,  meanwhile,  has  hir- ed John  Andrews,  who  has 
been  called  Canada's  finest 
architect,  to  prepare  a  cen- 

tre design  for  that  site. 
He  has  been  instructed  to 

prepare  the  design  so  that 
it  could  be  adapted  to  an- 

other site  without  much 
trouble. 

Andrews  is  a  young  Au- 
stralian who  came  to  Ca- 

nada after  placing  second  in 
the  Toronto  City  Hall  design 
contest.  He  has  designed  an 
$18,000,000  Guelph  housing 
project,  placed  second  in 
the  University  of  British,  Co 
lumbia  student  centre  de- 

sign contest,  designed  Scar- 
borough College,  and  is  de- 

sign consultant  for  Expo  '67. Andrews  is  head  of  the 

5th  year  at  U  of  T's  School of  Architecture  and  is  an 
architect  for  this  university. 
His  preliminary  design 

will  cost  SAC  $10,000,  but 
this  fee  is  very  low  for  a 

— Lock  wood  Surveys 

tre,  and  Miss  Charity  Grant, 
Dean  of  Women  at  the  col- 

lege, has  said  she  would 
strongly  oppose  SAC's  ef- forts to  get  the  site. 
University  College  does 

not  want  the  centre  on  this 
site  because  it  would  split 
the  college.  The  site  is  di- 

rectly between  the  men's and  women's  residences. 
The  Women's  Union  wants to  close  its  food  services, 

which  have  been  losing 
money  for  a  long  time 
Therefore,  any  building  that 
goes  on  the  Women's  Union site  would  have  to  include 
several  dining  areas. 

The  present  Women's  Un- 

ion building,  however,  is  old 
and  is  not  being  used  much 
by  the  female  students  at 
the  college.  The  theatre  on 
the  second  floor  has  been 
closed  by  the  fire  marshal) 
because  of  the  wiring. 
But  another  problem  a- rises  here.  The  UC  Literary 

and  Athletic  Society  feels  it 
needs  bigger  facilities. Lit  President  Danny  Coop- 

er said  he  has  been  consi- 
dering pressing  for  the  Wo- men's Union  site  to  build 

a  University  College  student centre.  He  said,  however, 
that  be  might  consider working  with  SAC  to  get 
a  student  centre  at  the  site 
if  ample  space  is  allocated for  the  Lit. 

Cooper  has  not  discussed 
the  idea  with  either  Univer- 

sity College  or  SAC,  but  it 
his  support  could  be  gained SAC  might  be  able  to  get 
the  site. SAC  could  consider  the 
possibility  of  negotiating 
with  Cooper  and  directly with  UC.  Two  weeks  ago, 
however,  the  student  centre 
committee  ruled  out  the  Wo- men's Union  site  as  a  pos- sibility. 

Also  ruled  out  were  sites 
No.  4:  the  Newman  Club, 
and  No.  5:  Spadina  and Harbord. 
The  Newman  Club  land, 

situated  at  St.  George  and 
Hoskin,  has  already  been 
promised  to  the  School  ot Graduate  Studies.  Since  U 
of  T's  policy  in  recent  years 
has  been  to  give  preferen- tial treatment  to  the  School, 
giving  the  land  to  another 
part  of  the  university  is 
pretty  well  out  of  the  ques- tion. SGS  will  be  built  on  the 
northwest  corner  of  St 
George  and  Hoskin,  starting 
with  the  Graduate  Research 
Library,  U  of  T's  Centennial Project. 
The  Newman  Club   si  te 

Rhodesians  plan  Canadian  tour 
Three  Negro  Rhodesians 

studying  in  North  America 
—  including  one  from  U  of 
T  —  are  to  tour  Canadian 
universities  discussing  the 
political  situation  in  Rho- desia. 

Chris  Chetsanga,  an  MA 
student  in  zoology  at  U  of  T, 
will  visit  York  University, 
Laurentian  University  in 
Sudbury,  and'  the  Maritime provinces  universities  as 
part  of  the  tour,  sponsored 
by  the  Canadian  Union  of Students. 
Nathan  Shamuyarira,  a 

graduate  student  at  Prince- ton, former  editor  of  the 
African  Daily  News,  Salis- 

bury, Rhodesia,  and  cur- 
rently secretary-treasurer  of 

the  banned  Zimbabwe  Afri- 
can   National   Union,  will 

tour  Ontario  and  Quebec. 
Robert  Zvinoira,  a  gradu- 

ate student  at  the  Universi- 
ty of  California  at  Los  An- 

geles, will  tour  the  Canadian 
Prairies  and  British  Colum- bia. 
Mr.  Chetsanga  said  his 

tour  will  begin  Sunday  and 
will  continue  for  the  follow- 

ing week.  Mr.  Zvinoira  will 
tour  Feb.  20-28  and  Mr. 
Shamuyarira  the  first  week 
in  March. 

The  tours  were  arranged 
by  Paul  Ladouceur,  CUS  as- 

sociate secretary  for  inter- 
national affairs. 

They  stem  in  part  from 
the  Rhodesia  Teach-in,  or- 

ganized on  this  campus  in 
December  by  Peter  Hawley 
(III  US),  Bryan  Haddon  (1 
UC),  who  is  a  white  Rho- 

desian,  and  others.  Mr.  Sha- 
muyarira spoke  at  the  teach- 

in. Speakers  will  fit  in  with 
arrangements  made  locally 
on  the  various  campuses, 
Mr.  Chetsanga  said. 

lies  directly  between  this 
proposed  library  and  Mas- 
sey  College,  the  male  gradu- ate student  residence. 

Ernest  Sirluck,  dean  of 
SGS,  would  likely  oppose 
any  move  by  SAC  to  taks 
the  site  for  a  student  cen- 
tre. SGS  is  already  having 
problems  with  St.  Michaels 
College,  which  owns  the 
Newman  Club  site. 
A  meeting  of  Newman Club  officials  was  held  last 

Sunday  to  discuss  their  tac- tics. They  want  another  site 
—  a  good  one  —  and  plenty 
of  money  before  tbey  move. The  last  site  (No.  5)  is 
an  unspecified  plot  of  land 
behind  the  Womens  Athle- tic Building,  near  Spadina 
and  Harbord. The  land  is  still  available 
and  has  not  been  promised 
to  anyone  yet.  Fewer  deli- cate negotiations  will  be  re- 

quired to  get  it. The  site  is  near  the  Spa 
dina  Expressway  and  the 
proposed  parking  garages This  will  cause  noise  prob 
lems. The  chief  disadvantage, 
though,  is  the  location  —  at the  far  western  edge  of  the 
campus.  A  building  there 
would  not  likely  become  the centre  of  student  activity 
and  therefore  would  be  a 
failure  as  a  student  centre. 

But  this  is  the  site  Dean 
McLaughlin  named  as  most 
possible  and  it  is  known that  President  BisscU  fa 
vors  it. 

And,  to  add  a  further  note 
of  gloom,  Dean  McLaughlin 
added  that  the  campus  will 
still  expand  —  both  west 
of  Huron  and  north  of  Har- 
bord. A  student  centre  there 
would  be  even  more  geogra- 

phically remote. "It's  far,  but  can't  be  rul- 

ed out  as  a  possibility," McLaughlin  said. 

CHRIS  CHETSANGA 

A  really  IN  conference 
The  most  "in"  conference  of  the  current  academic  year 

will  be  sponsored  by  the  U  of  T  WUS  committee  the  week of  Feb.  21. 
It  will  be  called  INfluential,  INactivc,  or  IN  revolt?— 

The  Role  of  the  Student  in  Various  Countries  Around  the World.  ,  ,  .  . 
The  conference  will  examine  the  meaning  ot  being  j 

student  in  Canada  compared  to  being  a  student  in  Europe, 
Asia  or  Latin  America. 

In  much  of  Europe,  a  student  may  be  as  old  as  40  and 
still  regard  his  education  more  as  an  end  in  itself  than  a 
means  to  a  more  secure  financial  position. 
-  In  the  Communist  countries,  the  student  receives  his 

education  from  the  state,  and  is  subsequently  expected  to 
return  to  the  state  all  benefits  of  his  privileged  status 

In  Latin  America,  students  are  extremely  independent 
in  their  political  thinking,  have  a  major  say  in  their  course 
content  and  in  the  hiring  of  their  professors,  and  play  a 
major  role  in  criticizing  the  government,  sometimes  to  the point  of  bringing  about  a  revolution.  _  _ 

The  student  now  enrolled  in  an  African  university  is  prac- 
tically  assured  of  becoming  one  of  the  leaders  of  his  country in  the  immediate  future.  . 

The  conference  may  also  look  at  countries  such  as  Ja- 
pan, Korea,  and  Hungary,  where  the  student  is,  or  has  re- cently been,  a  major  political  force. 
Speakers  at  the  conference  will  be  from  eight  different 

countries,  all  former  or  present  U  of  T  students  in  their twenties. 

The  final  session  on  Friday  Feb.  25  will  be  a  panel  dis- 
cussion on  the  existing  and  desirable  involvement  of  stu- dents in  Canadian  affairs. 
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HATE  SKATING! 
Contribute  your  skates  to  the  University  Settlement  Skate  Exchange 

Drop  them  Into  the  box  outside  the  S.A.C.  offle* 

TODAY 

I.  S.  C.  sponsors 

SQUARE  &  A-GO-GO  DANCE 
FOLK  SINGING 

NEW  COLLEGE  DINING  HALL 
FRI.  FEB.  18 

8.30  p.m.  SHARP  25c 

IN 

PAGE  6 ? 

THE  GREATEST  COLLECTION  OF 
FOLK  ARTISTS  UNDER  ONE  ROOF 

ORILLIA 

FOLK  FESTIVAL 

FEB.  18th  -  19th 
COME  AND  HEAR  IN  PERSON 

PHIL  OCHS 

BONNIE  DOBSON 

GUY  CARAWAN 

LEN  CHANDLER 

ALLAN  McRAE 

LEN  UDO 

CHAMBERS  BROTHERS 

OSCAR  BRAND 

ALIEN -WARD  TRIO 
CASEY  ANDERSON 
JIM  &  JEAN 
JUDY  RODERICK 
MICHAEL  SHERMAN 
JIM  KWESKIN  AND 
HIS  JUG  BAND 

Tickets  available  from 
U.  of  T.  Bookstore 

Sam  The  Record  Man  —  Riverboar  Coffee  House 
FRI  $3.50       SAT  $4.00       COMBINATION  $6.25 
Motel  accommodation  in  Oriiiia  ond  district  for  2,500.  Write  or 
call  DILIDO  MOTEL,  65  Colbomc  St.  E.,  Orillio.  Tel.  325-1388. 
Accommodation  for  approx  iOOO  in  Orillia  Homes  —  Contact: 

ORILLIA  CHAMBER  OF  COMMERCE 
ORILLIA,  ONTARIO    -  326-4424 

McMASTER  UNIVERSITY 

GRADUATE  TEACHING  FELLOWSHIPS 

Tho  University  offers  Graduate  Teaching  Fellowships  lo  support  grodu- 
ate  students  working  towards  o  Master's  Degree  in  Biochemistry,  Biophysics Civil  Engineering,  Classics,  Economics,  German,  Greek,  Latin,  Mechanical Engineering,  Metallurgical  Engineering,  Philosophy  Politics  Romonee  Lan- guages, Russian,  Sociology  and  Social  Anthropology;  and  tor  a  Master's  or Doctor  of  Philosophy  Degree  in  Biology,  Chemical  Engineering,  Chemical Physics,  Chemistry,  Electrical  Engineering,  English,  Geochemistry  Geography Geology,  History,  Mathcmolics,  Metallurgy,  Molecular  Biology  Physics  Psy- chology and  the  Religious  Sciences. 

Tho  Fellowships  vory  In  value  but  in  all  cases  the  stipends  provide adequate  support  for  a  full  year's  study.  Most  awards  ore  renewoble  tor subsequent  ycors.  Holders  of  Fellowships  will  devote  approximately  one- fifth  of  their  time  to  instructional  duties. 
Travel  advances  ore  available  to  ossist  sludcnts.who  ar0  coming  to the  University  from  distant  points.  , 
Further  information  and  application  forms  moy  be  obtained  from: the  Dean  of  Graduate  Studies,  McMaster  University,  Hamilton,  Ontario, 
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SDU  passes  26-point  platform By  RAY  RAPHAEL 
A  26-point  platform  in- 

cluding dissemination  of birth  control  information, 
starting  construction  of  the 
new  student  centre  by  the 
spring  of  1967,  and  increas- ed parking  facilities  on  the 
campus  was  passed  at  the 
second  general  meeting  of 
the  Student  Democratic  Un- 

ion (SDU),  Wednesday. 
The  SDU  is  the  new  cam- 

pus political  party  which intends  to  contest  the  up- 
coming SAC  elections.  About 20  students  attended  the 

meeting.  In  addition  to  pas- 
sing the  platform,  a  seven 

member  SAC  election  com- 
mittee was  chosen. 

The  SDU  platform  is  di- vided into  four  major  areas 
—  university  services,  stu- 

dent government  relations, 
students  and  the  adminis- 

BRIEFLY... 

african  contribution 

By  BRYAN  HADDON 
The  one-party  state  is  one 

of  Africa's  contributions  to 
democracy,  a  Rhodesian student  studying  at  U  of  X 
said  this  week. 
Chris  Chetsanga  (SGS) 

was  speaking  on  "Changing Forms  of  Government  in 
Africa"  at  the  Internation- al Student  Centre  Monday. 

The  party  is  not  a  party 
in  the  Western  concept,  said 
Chetsanga.  The  struggle  for 
independence  has  united  the 
people,  and  the  party  is  in fact  the  whole  country. 
Everyone  is  a  member  and 
a  democratic  system  is  built 
into  the  party  itself. 
"The  system  meets  the 

needs  of  young  developing 
countries  struggling  against 
great  difficulties,  he  said, 
and  they  cannot  afford  the 
luxury  of  parliamentary bantering. 

Chetsanga  has  been  chosen 
by  the  Canadian  Union  of 
Students  to  make  a  speak- 

ing tour  of  Canadian  cam- 

puses. 
cross-campus  mag 

By  DONNI  BOHNEN 
A  proposal  to  publish  a 

magazine  on  a  cross-campus 

basis  was  discussed  at  the 
SAC  Communications  Com- 

mission meeting  Tuesday 

night. Plans  outlined  by  Graham 
Fraser  (II  UC)  and  Frank 
McEnaney  (II  UC),  co-edi- 

tors of  the  UC  Gargolye  ma- 
gazine, called  for  a  publica- tion which  would  present 

an  intellectual  perspective 
on  popular  culture  for  a mass  audience. 

The  magazine,  said  Fraser, 
would  provide  an  outlet  for 
satire  and  intensive  journal- 

ism on  a  campus-wide  basis, 
an  outlet,  which  he  said  is 
not  provided  by  college  pub- 

lications which  are  more 
provincial  in  their  scope. 
David  Jackel,  editor  of 

The  Varsity,  approved  of  the 
idea  but  feared  that  such  an 
effort  would  "dilute  the  ta- 

lent pool"  thus  injuring  both 
The  Varsity  and  college  pub- 
lications. 
Fraser  and  McEnaney 

were  instructed  by  the  Com- 
mission to  make  plans  for 

the  publication  of  four  or 
five  issues  of  the  magazine 
and  to  submit  a  tentative 
budget  at  the  next  meeting. 

tration,  and  students  in  the academic  community. 
Although  many  present 

SAC  members  agree  with 
most  of  the  proposals,  the 
SDU  feels  that  a  tightly-knit and  well  organized  group 
working  within  SAC  will  be more  effective  in  bringing 
them  about.  As  one  member 
said  from  the  floor,  some 
of  the  SAC  reps  might  agree 
with  the  proposals  but  no 
one  is  doing  a  "damn  thing" about  them. 

another  teach-in EDMONTON     (CUP)  — 
Students  at  the  University 
of  Alberta  at  Edmonton  are 
preparing  to  hold  what  they 
call  Canada's  largest  stu- 

dent-organized teach-in. 

The  topic  "Canada:  Satel- 
lite or  Sovereign"  will  be examined  at  the  one-day 

meet  Feb.  19. 
"The  purpose  of  this 

teach-in  is  to  examine  the 
perennial  problem  of  Amer- ican domination  of  Canada 
from  a  variety  of  aspects 
and  viewpoints"  said  Barry 
Wilson,  publicity  director  of 
the  teach-in  committee.  "We 
hope  to  promote  spontane- ous argument  and  discussion 
among  panel  members  and between  panel  members  and 

the  audience." Speakers  at  the  teach-in will  include  Howard  Green, 
former  minister  of  external 
affairs,  Andre  Saulnier,  de- 

puty director  of  the  Econo- mic Council  of  Quebec,  and 
George  Grant,  head  of  Mc- Master's  department  of  re- 

ligion and  author  of  Lament for  a  Nation. 
Discussion  will  focus  on 

American  influence  in  four 
spheres  of  Canadian  life: 
culture,  economy,  foreign 
affairs  and  the  youth  com- 
munity. 

AT  HART  HOUSE 

Preview  of  intercollegiate  championship 

By  PETER  McCREATH 
Varsity  swimmers  enter- tain Western  Ontario  in 

Hart  House  at  2  p.m.  Satur- 
day. The  contest  should  pro- 
vide a  preview  of  some  of 

the  top  events  at  the  OQAA 
championships  to  be  stag- 

ed later  this  month. 
Mustangs  are  strengthen- 

ed by  the  return  of  Don 
Guthrie  to  their  lineup,  after 
a  year's  ineligibility. 
Two  years  ago,  Guthrie 

edged  Toronto's  Peter  Ri- chardson in  the  50  free, 
while  Richardson  won  out  in 
the  100  free.  In  addition  to 
Guthrie,  Western  have  mid- dle distance  veteran  Rod 
Govan  back  and  a  strong 
slate  of  rookies. 

Blues  will  have  their  usual 
team,  except  for  the  absence 
of  freestyler  John  Weekes. 
The  200  Individual  Med- 

lay  should  be  quite  a  race 
as  Graeme  Barber  will  be 
out  to  avenge  a  defeat  by 
teammate'  Theo  van  Ryn  in 

that  event. 
Friday  night,  at  Athletic Night,  there  will  be  a  high 

school  meet  featuring  five 
schools  with  both  junior 
and  senior  events.  Former 
Blue,  Larry  Bell  is  coaching 
the  Downs  view  Collegiate 
team. 

NOTES:  Western  Must- 
angs defeated  Gueiph  63-32 

last  week,  winning  8  of  11 
events.  It  was  their  second 
win  in  eight  dual  meets.  This 
year  Mustangs  have  been 
competing,  for  the  most 
part,  against  U.S.  colleges. 

Tracksters  off  to  Lansing 
A  strong  U  of  T  track 

contingent  will  compete  in 
the  Michigan  State  relays 
this  Weekend  in  East  Lans- 

ing against  an  uncertain calibre  of  American  compe- tition. 
Varsity's  best  chance  of  a 

victory  will  probably  be  in the  distance  medlay  relay. 
This  event  is  composed  of 

half,  quarter,  three-quarter 
and  mile  legs.  Running  an- 

chor leg  for  Blues  will  be 
Dave  Bailey  who  recently 
completed  a  4:06  effort  in 

the  tough  U.S.  indoor  cir- cuit. 
John  Loaring,  OQAA  half- mile  champ,  Uwe  Scharge, 

former  220  champ  and 
Doug  Macdougall,  current OQAA  harrier  individual 
winner,  complete  the  team. 

Bailey,  Loaring  and  Mac- dougall will  double,  com- 
peting in  the  two-mile  relay 

along  with  Walter  Nichipo- reck. 

Peter  Thompson  will  run 
in  the  two-mile  competition. 



BUSY  WEEK  END  FOR  BLUE  TEAMS 

Tournament  of  tournaments 

By  BOB  CLARK 
Several  Varsity  intercolle- 

giate teams  will  be  kept  busy 
this  weekend  competing  in 
no  less  than  tour  champion- 

ships and  one  exhibition 
meet. 

FENCING 

Defending  champion  VaT- 
sity  fencing  Blues  visit  Me- 
Gil!,  Saturday,  in  hopes  of 
retaining  the  Charles  Walter 
trophy,  emblematic  of  inter- 

collegiate fencing  supremacy. 
Ron  Rice,  Norman  Brad- 

well  and  Mike  Jackson  will 
attempt  to  defend  Varsity's title  in  foil,  while  vying  for 
the  individual  championship, 
the  Charles  Walter  Trophy 
for  Foil. 

Helmut  Microys,  AI  Gal- 
berg  and  Irv  Snitman  carry 
Varsity's  colours  in  Epee  and 
attempt  to  recapture  the  in- 
individual's  epee  award,  the 
Desjarlia  Trophy.  Vladimir 
Hachinski,  Peter  Apse,  and 
Mark  Pfeiffer  will  battle  to 
retain  the  Schwende  Tully 
trophy  given  to  the  indivi- dual sabre  champion,  en 
route  to  upholding  Varsity's domination  of  this  event. 

"With  all  the  time  they've 
been  spending  in  practice," 
said  Varsity's  instructor, 
Imre  Hennyey,  "I  couldn't say  how  they  are  going  to 
make   out  with  their  girl 

friends,  but  they  will  give 
a  good  account  of  themselves 
at  the  championships." McGill  and  McMaster  will 
provide  the  only  opposition, 
as  University  of  Montreal 
has  dropped  out  this  year. 

SKIING 

Varsity's  skiing  Blues  will be  out  to  unseat  Laval  as 
intercollegiate  champions  at 
Mount  Sutton,  Quebec,  to- 

day and  Saturday.  John  Ca- meron leads  the  Blues  into 
action,  competing  in  the 
jumping  and  cross-country Nordic  events,  and  the  sla- lom and  downhill  Alpine 
events. 
Carl  Campa  and  Peter 

Powell  enter  all  but  the 
cross-country;  Mark  Arm- 

strong, Per  Furst  and  Bjorn 
Harper  enter  the  Nordic 
events;  Terry  McTague  and 
Perry  Wilson,  the  Alpine. 

BADMINTON 

John  Gilbert,  John  Patter- 
son, Tim  Smith  and  Milt 

Hess,  seeded  in  that  order, 
will  visit  London  this  week- 

end to  compete  in  the 
western  division  of  the  in- 

tercollegiate badminton 
championships  at  Western. Gilbert  and  Smith  team  up 
to  form  Varsity's  number one  doubles  team,  while 
Patterson  and  Hess  form 
the  number  two. 

The  eastern  champion- 
ships are  also  being  held  this 

weekend,  at  Laval.  McGill 
are  the  current  defending 
intercollegiate  champions, 
and  the  finals  take  place 
February  25th  and  26th  at 

Queen's. 
CURLING 

Bob  Reid  leads  the  curl- 
ing Blues  to  Kingston  this 

weekend,  for  the  intercolle- 
giate curling  championships 

at  Queen's. Varsity  is  out  to  improve 
on  their  second  place  finish 
of  last  year  at  the  expense 
of  defending  champions, 
University  of  Guelph.  With 
Reid  as  skip,  Steve  Over- gaard  is  at  lead,  Jim  Upper, 
second,  and  Wayne  Shep- 

herd, vice-skip. 
JUDO 

The  first-ever  intercolle- 
giate judo  meet  is  to  be  held -at  Waterloo.  Bruce  Le  Re- 

verend, and  Kieren  Fradette 
carry  Varsity's  colours  in lightweight,  Frank  Foukes, 
in  middleweight,  and  Charles 
Klueber  and  Shelley  Sax,  in 
heavy.  Varsity  still  has  one 
middle-weight  contender  to 
choose. 

The  meet  is  being  held 
purely  as  an  exhibition  this 
year  on  a  trial  basis.  Should 
things  go  well,  intercollegiate 
judo  championships  will  be instituted. 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Hockey  league  in  knot  as  seas
on  dies 

By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
A  win  or  die  situation  has 

developed  in  group  I  of  the 
interf acuity  hockey  league 
for  Law  I,  Vic  I,  Sr.  Engi- 

neering, and  St.  Mike's— the 
top  four  teams  in  the  stand- ings. Law  currently  holds 
down  first  place  with  eigh- 

teen points  followed  by  Vic, 
Engineering  and  St.  Mike's with  seventeen,  sixteen  and 
fifteen  points  respectively. 
All  teams  have  two  games 
left  with  only  three  of  the 
four  proceeding  to  the  Jen- 

nings Cup  playoffs. 
Law  moved  into  first  place 

on  the  strength  of  a  6-2  win 
over  PHE  A.  Larry  Johnson 

was  the  big  man  in  the  vic- 
tory as  he  fired  three  goals. 

Other  marksmen  for  the 
lawyers  were  Mike  Wallace 
with  two  goals  and  Andy 
Robertson  with  one  while 
Bill  Nepotiuk  and  Bill  Con- 
nery  replied  for  PHE. 

Dave  Contway  scored  twice 

to  lead  the  Irish  of  St.  Mike's to  a  3-1  win  over  Sr.  Engi- 
neering. Bill  Morrison  add- 

ed a  singleton  for  the  win- 
ners who  kept  their  playoff 

hopes  alive  while  Craig 
Simpson  counted  the  lone 
tally  for  the  engineers. 

In  group  II  action,  Dentis- 

try A  and  Trinity  A  each 
clinched  playoff  berths.  Each 
team  has  a  record  of  seven 
wins,  two  losses  and  a  tie 
with  two  games  remaining. 

Bob  Duggan  notched  three 
goals  as  Dents  whipped  Vic 
II,  7-2.  Other  scorers  for  the 
dentists  included  Marv  Gla- 

zier, Bob  Smith,  Mike  Faught 
and  Ron  Heitbohmer. 

Pete  Moffatt  bagged  both 
goals  for  Trinity  as  they 
edged  Meds  A  2-1.  Pete  Ruef- fer  counted  the  lone  score 
for  the  doctors. 
Rubby  Results:  Trinity  C 

5,  Vic  VII  3;  Vic  X  15,  Trini- 
ty B  0;  Eng  XV  4,  Eng  XIII 

1;  Eng  XV  6,  Eng  XVII  1; 

Vic  VI  3,  Eng  VI  3. 
BASKETBALL 

In  the  only  group  I  game 
scheduled,  Meds  A  upset  Vic 
I  51-44.  John  Maki  pumped 
in  10  points  to  lead  the  doc 
tors'  well-balanced  attack 
Chuck  Homer  and  Tom 
Ouchterlomy  were  the  best 
of  the  losers  with  14  and  1 1 
points  respectively. 
Bob  Robinson  flipped  in 

20  points  to  lead  Architec 
ture  to  a  44-27  win  over 
Trinity  A.  Ron  Vrancart 
added  16  points  for  the  win 
ners  while  Bill  Vanderburg 
was  the  best  of  the  losers 
with  12. 

Trinity's  Bill  Barneveld 

receives  intramural  award 
Bill  Barneveld,  a  fourth 

year  Classics  student  at  Tri- 
nity College,  has  been  award- ed the  Sidney  Earle  Smith 

Trophy  by  the  intramural 
sports  committee. 

The  trophy  is  presented  to 
the  intramural  Athlete  in  his 
graduating  year  who  has 
contributed  mosi  to  intra- 

mural athletics  from  the 
standpoint    of  leadership, 

sportsmanship  and  perform- 
ance. 
Barneveld  has  participat- 

ed on  numerous  Trinity 
teams  and  is  president  of 
the  Trinity  Athletic  Associa- tion this  year. 

Last  year  he  was  named the  outstanding  athlete  at 
Trinity  and  this  year  was voted  the  outstanding  pe 
former  on  the  Trinity  foot 
ball  squad. 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 
GOLF: 

There  will  be  on  indoor  Golf  Programme  on  Thursday  Morch 
4~for  novices  and  experts  alike  so  mark  the  date  on  your  calen- dar now.  There  will  be  a  meeting  of  oil  Golf  reps  Tuesday,  Feb. 
22nd  at  5  p.m.  in  Room  332, 
ICE  HOCKEY  SCHEDULE  —  Week  of  February  14th 
Final  Results  of  Schedule: 

League  I  —  Vic  I,  P.H.E.I.  (Tie  for  First) 
League  II  —  Nursing,  P.O.T.  (Tie  for  First) 

Semi  Finals  —  Week  of  Feb.  14 
Mon.  Feb.  14  —  4-5  p.m.  —  P.H.E.  I  vs  Nurs. 
Thurs.  Feb.  17  —  4-5  p.m.  —  Vic.  I  vs  P.'O.T. 

CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES 

UNITED  INVESTMENT  SERVICES 
LIMITED 

Mole  &  Female  graduates  and/or  qualified 
undergraduates  in  Commerce  &  Finance  or  Arts. 

Positions: 
•  Personnel  are  required  to  sell  Mutual  Fund 

savings  and  investment  programs  to  industry 
and  public. 

•  Earnings  potential  compares  favourably  with 
any  related  opportunity  in  direct  sales. 

•  Rapid  Advancement  to  Management  likely  due 
to  Company's  continuing  expansion. 

•  Thorough  Training  Provided 
Place:  581  SPADINA  AVENUE 
Date:  WEDNESDAY,  FEB.  23.  1966 

To  arrange  a  personaf  interview, 
please  contact  the  Placement  Office 

British  American  Oil  Company 

Limited  Graduate  Fellowships 

The  Company  is  offering  five  fellowships  annually, 
tenable  in  any  field  in  any  Canadian  University. 
Value  $3,000  to  Fellow  and  $1,000  to  receiving 
university.  Closing  date  for  1965-66  competition  is 

MARCH  1st 
For  further  information  and 

application  forms  write: 
DIRECTOR  OF  AWARDS 

75  Albert  Street 
Ottawa,  Ont. 

Opportunities  for 
GRADUATES  IN  LIBRARY  SCIENCE 

with  the 
NATIONAL  LIBRARY ond 

MAIN  LIBRARIES  OF  GOVERNMENT  DEPARTMENTS 
at  Ottawa 

and  other  centres 

$5760  -  $6300 
Interviews  On  Campus  — FEBRUARY  23,  24  ond  25 

Appointments  for  interview  moy  be  arranged  through  the Office  of  the  Director  of  the  Library  School. 

U.  C.  AT  HOME 

PYGMALION 
HOWARD  FERGUSON  HALL 
SEMI-FORMAL         -         2  BANDS 

$2.00  PER  COUPLE 

SATURDAY  FEB.  26 
Tickets:  U.C.  Refectory  -  Rorundo,  Howard  Ferguson  Dininj 

Holl  {noon)  -  Sir  Doniel  Wilson  Residence. 
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Robin  comes  to  town, 

but  where  is  Batman? 
By  RICH  PYNE  which  Blues  lost  in  Windsor  a 

Watch  that  ball!  Windsor  Lan-  short  while  ago  is  tactfully  posted 
cers  come  to  Toronto  tonight  for  on  their  psych-up  board.  In  aJdi- 
their  annual  exhibition  in  the  tion  there  has  been  a  lot  of  work 
Hart  House  ball  room.  being  done  in  nightly  practice 

Once  again  undefeated  Lancers  sessions,  particularly  running- 
are  the  wonder-boys  (Robins)  of  type  work. 
the   league   in   everything  from       The  second  little  factor  that 
stats  to  psych-out  punch.  might   throw  a  monkey-wrench 

They  have  lost  two  first  team  into  Windsor's  plans  is  the  fact all-stars  guard  Bob  Horvath  and  they  dropped  an  exhibition  game 
forward'  Joe  Green.  Naturally  one  against  Waterloo  Lutheran,  the would  expect  them  to  be  just  a  only   Canadian   team   to  defeat 
trifle  weaker.  But  not  Lancers.  them.  If  they're  capable  of  being 

Last  year  they  did  not  have  a  knocked  off  once  they're  capable winner  of  any  statistical  division,  of  being  knocked  off  again— by 
This  year  the  rebounding  depart-  someone. 
ment   is   the   only   one   which       Base-line  banter:  Phil  Lapides 
they're  not  running  away  with.  is  having  a  tough  time  getting 

Everything  indicates  Windsor  is  going  for  Blues  in  his  first  year, 
probably  stronger  this  year  than  After  recovering  from  a  turned last  in  relation  to  the  rest  of  the  ankle   recently,  he   injured  his 
league.  back  in  practice  and  is  out  of  ac- 

This  is  a  bad  enough  prospect  tion  again  . . .  Western  coach  Jerry 
for  any  of  their  opposition,  but  Gonser  considers  his  squad  has 
for  Blues,  Windsor  is  coming  to  been  the  victim  of  hot  American 
flex  their  muscles  at  an  especially  opposition.  Western  has  a  lot  of 
delicate  time.  individual   potential   but  hasn't While   Varsity   takes   on   the  lived  up  to  it  in  the  win  column, 
border  town  ball  team,  Waterloo  Gonser  maintains  the  embaras- 
Warriors,  their  adversaries  in  the  sing  drubbings  his  team  has  un- 
race  for  second  place,  entertain  dergone  south  of  the  border  has 
sliding  fourth  place  Western.  contributed    to    a  demoralized 
Windsor  seems  to  have  every-  team    spirit.    Particularly  the 

thing  going  for  them  in  Satur-  rookies  who  form  a  substantial 
day's  match,  except  two  little  de-  core  of  his  working  nucleous  have 
tails  that  may  plague  them  to  an  "just  got  used  to  losing."  This immense  degree,  now  or  later,  perhaps   accounts  for  the  fact 

First,  wide-open  Windsor  lost  Western  has  come  out  on  the 
to  Blues  in  the  claustrophobic  short  end  of  a  lot  of  very  close 
confines  of  the  Hart  House  cave    ball  games. 
last  year  and  we  all  know  history  Blues  close  off  their  season 
has  a  tendency  to  repeat  itself,  over  study  week.  Their  most  cru- 
Blues  in  fact  are  going  to  great  cial  contest  is  in  Waterloo  next 
pains  in  an  effort  to  make  this  lit-  Wednesday.  Saturday  they  play 
tie  bit  of  history  repeat  itself.  The  host  to  McMaster.  The  Varsity 
humiliating    score    (111-63)    by    contest  starts  at  8:30. 

Popkey  helps  Blues 

in  search  for  title 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD  In  Dundas,  Wednesday  night, Warriors  fired  52  shots  at  Jack 

Arlon   Popkey  may  have   un-  Young  in  the  McMaster  Marlins' willingly  made  a  large  contribu-  nets  but  were  abIe  to  beat  mm tion  to  Varsity  Blues'  quest  for  only  three  times-        ,  . 
the  Queen's  Cup.  Jerry  Lawless  scored  twice  and 
Popkey  who  replaced  Casey  So-  stan  Sharman  once  for  Warriors, 

den  in  Waterloo  Warriors'  nets  Graeme  Taylor  notched  the  win- 
after  Christmas,  was  largely  res-  ner  for  Marlins  early  m  the  third 
ponsible  for  Warriors'  6-4  win  and  period  after  Warriors  had  tied 
0-0  tie  against  Western  Mustangs.  the  score  at  3"3- 

In  the  0-0  tie,  Warriors  were  Pau'  Mills  scored  two  for  Mar- outshot  37-15.  As  far  as  Western  lins  and  Gary  Spoar  one. 
and  Blues  are  concerned,  the  tie  While  Waterloo  is  virtually  out 
virtually  nullified  Mustangs'  vie-  of  the  running,  Blues  can't  take tory  over  Blues  and  all  but  ruled  them  lightly,  since  a  loss  in  their 
out  the  possibility  of  a  tie  for  remaining  four  games  ends  their first  place.  chances  for  the  Cup. 

Warriors,  the  only  team  to  take  If  Blues  win,  it  sets  up  the 
points  from  Mustangs  this  sea-  game  a  week  today  with  Western 
son,  were  practically  eliminated  Mustangs  as  the  battle  for  the from  the  race  for  the  SIHL  cham-  SIHL  crown. 
pionship  when  they  dropped  a  4-3  Blues  suffered  a  4-1  loss  to  Mus- 
decision  to  McMaster,  Wednesday  tEmgs  ™  London  earlier  in  the night  at  Dundas.  season  after  playing  a  game  the 

They  now  face  the  difficult  task  night  before, 
of  winning  all  four  of  their  re-  However,   next   Friday,  Blues 
maining  games  to  keep  their  title  meet  Mustangs  at  Varsity  Arena 
hopes  alive.  with  a  week's  rest  which  should Mustangs  also  will  not  have  an  go  a  long  way  to  reversing  the 
easy  time  of  it.  They  travel  to  score. 
Quebec  City  to  play  Laval  Rouge  LEFTOVERS:    "Man  -  for  -  man et  Or  in  Quebec  City  tonight,  then  we've  got  the  better  team,"  said move  on  to  Montreal  for  a  game  Western  coach  Ron  Watson,  in  the 
with  University  of  Montreal  Cara-  Western    Gazette    before  Blues 
bins,  Saturday.  played  them  in  London  . . .  Game 
Rouge  et  Or  are  playing  well  time  has  been  changed  from  4 

of  late   and   have  moved   into    p.m.  to  8  p.m  Bill  Stewart  will 
fourth  place  on  the  strength  of  play  goal  tonight . . .  Queen's  de- victories  in  their  last  five  starts.  feated  Montreal  Carabins  6-2  in 

Carabins  on  the  other  hand,  Montreal,    Wednesday    night, . . . 
have  not  been   the  same  team  Bob  Pond  with  two,  Mark  Ed- 
since  several  members  left  when  wards,    Norm    Bengough,  Dave 
the  coach  was  released.  Lough    and   Dave    Baker  were 

Still,  playing  two  games  in  two  Queen's  scorers  . . .  Gilles  Sauve 
days  always  brings  up  the  possi-  and   Jean-Jaques   Granger  were 
bility  of  an  upset.  Carabins'  marksmen. 
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U  of  T  BOOKSTORE: 

May  offer  discount 

The  U  of  T  Bookstore  may  offer  additional  discounts 
on  textbooks  next  year. 

Marsh  Jeanneret,  director  of  the  U  of  T  Press,  told  The 
Varsity  on  Friday  that  the  bookstore  has  drawn  up  plans  for 
a  self-service  textbook  operation  in  the  premises  now  occu- 

pied by  the  printing  plant  of  the  U  of  T  press. 
Mr.  Jeanneret  said  that  if  sufficient  space  could  be 

found  to  establish  an  efficient  self-service  operation  "dis- 
tinct economies  were  possible." He  declined  to  make  an  exact  prediction  of  the  savings 

for  students,  but  said  the  discount  would  be  approximately 
five  per  cent  on  all  prescribed  cloth-bound  text  books. 

This  past  year  the  bookstore  offered  a  five  per  cent 
discount  on  all  texts  originally  priced  at  more  than  $10. 

Space  now  occupied  by  the  printing  plant  wOuld  be- come available  in  the  spring  when  the  press  moves  a  large 
part  of  its  operations  to  new  premises  off  campus. 

The  existing  bookstore  space  would  be  used  for  grad- 
uate service,  special  orders,  and  displays  of  paperbacks  and 

special  books. 
Jeanneret  said  the  present  crowded  conditions  in  the 

bookstore  "have  gone  beyond  acceptable  proportions  for 
everybody." 

Reports  prepared  by  the  bookstore  staff  state  "that 
present  facilities  are  inadequate  and  can  no  longer  be  ex- 

pected to  cope  with  increased  enrolment  and  sales  volume." The  reports  also  note  that  existing  bookstore  facilities 
provide  less  than  one  square  foot  of  space  for  each  full  time 
student,  and  point  out  that  the  National  Association  of  Col- 

lege Stores  recommends  2.5  square  feet  per  student. 
Use  of  the  plant  premises  would  raise  the  amount  of 

space  per  student  to  1.5  square  feet. 
The  reports  also  emphasize  that  the  additional  space 

must  be  ready  for  occupation  before  July,  and  that  unless 
sufficient  space  in  the  plant  building  is  made  available  the 
result  would  be  two  congested  operations,  "an  even  more 
unacceptable  situation  than  the  present  one." The  broad  outlines  of  the  new  proposal  were  accepeed 
a  month  ago  by  the  Press  Committee  of  the  university  Board 
of  Governors. 

Official  approval  must  still  come  from  the  Presidential 
Advisory  Committee  on  Accomodation  and  Facilities. 

ACCLAMATIONS,  VACANCIES 

IN  SAC  ELECTION  LINE-UPS 
No  nominations  have  been  received  for  Thursday's campus-wide  SAC  elections  in  four  campus  constituencies. 
Nominations  will  have  to  be  reopened  in  Dentistry, 

Food  Sciences,  Law,  and  Wycliffe. 
Eleven  SAC  representatives  have  been  acclaimed  in  Ar- 

chitecture, Emmanuel  College,  Innis  College,  Knox  College, 
Pharmacy,  Physical  and  Health  Education,  Physical  and  Oc- 

cupational Therapy,  Scarborough  College,  St.  Hilda's  Col 
lege.  School  of  Graduate  Studies,  and  St.  Michael's  College. Rick  Ross  (IV  APSC)  is  attempting  to  run  in  SGS,  but 
an  election  rule  demands  that  a  nominee  must  already  be 
a  member  of  the  constituency  in  which  he  is  running. 

Altogether  fifty-two  nominations  have  been  received  in addition  to  those  from  the  Faculty  of  Applied  Science  and 
Engineering  which  were  decided  in  their  election  Friday. 

The  biggest  fight  is  shaping  up  in  Trinity  College  where four  candidates  are  battling  for  a  single  seat. 
In  New  College  there  are  five  persons  running  for  two 

positions;  Nursing  has  three  candidates  trying  for  one  seat. 
University  College  has  eight  candidates  fighting  for  five 

seats  while  across  the  park  Victoria  College  found  only  six 
hopefuls  for  their  five  seats. 

This  Wednesday  The  Varsity  will  print  election  state 
ments  by  all  candidates  who  submit  their  100  word  plat- forms not  later  than  5  p.m.  Tuesday. 

SAC-Engineering  conflict  averted 
There  will  be  no  conflict  between  the  En- 

gineering Society  and  the  Students  Admin- istrative Council  over  the  engineering  SAC 
representatives. 
The  election  of  Shelly  Goodman  (II 

APSC),  Joe  Merber  (III  APSC),  Graham 
Shiels  (III  APSC),  and  Ron  Weir  (III  APSC) 
satisfies  the  election  rules  of  both  SAC  and 
the  Engineering  Society. 

The  Engineering  rules  state  that  at  least 

one  SAC  rep  must  be  in  third  year  and  one 
in  fourth  year  during  their  term  of  office. 
The  SAC  rules  stipulate  no  restrictions  on 
the  candidates'  year. Alex  Husick  (III  APSC)  was  elected  Pre- sident of  the  Society,  defeating  George  Biro 
(III  APSC). 
Twenty  of  the  25  positions  open  were  ac- claimed and  one  nominee  who  would  have 

been  acclaimed  backed  out  at  the  last  min- 
ute, leaving  the  position  open. 

— photo    by  Aft  Mcllwoin 
Enthusiastic  engineers  line  up  to  cast  their  ballots  in  the  Engineering  Society  elections. 

.—photo  by  Mike  Gudz 

Vars'ty  Blues  retained  second  place  with  two  gomes  in  hand  by  defeating  Western  6-2 
Friday  night.  In  this  shot.  Blues'  Ward  Possi  moves  in  on  Western  goaltender  Gory 
Bonney. 



CLASSIFIED 
EXPERT  TYPING  —  of  essays  manu- 

scripts ond  theses.  368-5795.  
MORE  SUBJECTS  REQUIRED  for  re- search in  perception.  About  I  nr.  Re- muneration. For  oppotntment  call 365-5198.  Subjects  should  hove  ove- rage vision  ond  hearing.  
WEDDING  GOWN  —  Pure  silk,  size  9 -  $95.  Coat,  lofty  colour  with  lynx collar  $60.00.  Gold  coat  $35.  Long 
gown,  mint  green  $20.  Call  425-2387. 
UNIVERSITY  sludent  or  groduate,  fe- male, to  tutor  English  in  exchange  for French  German  or  money.  Coll  535 4685  9  a.m.  -  1  P-™- 

BACHELORS  oportment  close  to  Uni- versity, garoge  olso  to  rent.  Phone 925-7347  between  10  o.m.  -  6  P.m. 
TYPING  THESIS  ond  general.  Exper- ienced Scorboro  -  Mrs.     Meoker  293- 1 323.  

REWARD  offered  to  finder  of  Blue 
Milton  Book  -  Meredith  Hughes  edi- tion Clear  plastic  cover.  Coll  Peter  tie. 
I  -7398  

SUMMER  RESORT  requires  students for  waiters  -  office  Assistant,  -  soctol dtrecYor.  Apply  Cedar  Villa,  Fenian Foils.  Also    requires    chefs  -  cooks  - 
GIRLS  —  free  room  and  kitchen  in 
Eglinton  ond  Avenue  Rd  oreo  for  tu- toring grode  8  girl.  Coll  485-5322. 

SEX          Worm  ond  functional,  beoutl 
ful  lines,  body  blue,  born  1958,  sire, by  Vauxhall.  I'm  yours,  body  S.  sou 
for  S150  or  best  offer.  Phone  921 8679. 
FAST  ACURATE  TYPING  done  ot  my 
home.  Theses,  letters,  reports,  etc. Reasonable  rates.  741-9526. 
WANTED:  3  girls  wont  o  fourth.  Own bedroom  in  furnished  oportment  at Avenue  Rd.  8.  Dupont.  Wolking  dis- tance. Phone  922-4870. 
EXPERIENCED  TYPIST  —  neater  notes moke  better  grodes,  typing  of  theses, essays,  notes  and  manuscripts  done 
neatly  quickly  &  accurately.  Reason- able rotes.  Coll  421-8290. 

NOMINATIONS  FOR 

NEW  COLLEGE  STUDENT 
 COUNCIL 

For  unaccloimed  positions  have  been  extended  to 

TUES.  FEB.  22  -  5  P.M
. 

Nomination  Forms  available  in 

NEW  COLLEGE  COUNCIL  OFFICE 

Submit  completed  Nomination  Forms 

before  deadline  to  the  Council  Office. 

What's  the 

lowest- priced 

sports  car 

you  can  own? 

You're  looking  at  it! 
It's  the  Austin-Healey  Sprite.  And  it's  got  every- 

thing that  makes  it  a  true  sports  car.  Twin-carb, 
1100  c.c.  engine  with  four-speed  gear  box.  Disc 
brakes  and  rack-and-pinion  steering,  too.  Bucket 
seats,  of  course.  And  a  tremendous  world-wide 
competition  record.  A  true  sports  car. 

And  here's  the  best  part.  You  just  can't  pay less,  and  still  get  a  true  sports  car.  So  get  the 
new  Austin-Healey  Sprite,  and  you'll  agree  .  .  . 
nobody  puts  more  into  car-making  than  BMC. 

%  The  British  Motor  Corporation  or  Canada  ltd. 
AUSTIN  *  MO  ■  AUSTIN-HEALEY 

$%?"%! 
Unlike  some  newspapers,  The  Varsity  does  not  omit 

four-letter-words  from  its  news  stories  when  they  are  an 
integral  part  of  the  event  being  reported. 

Avid  readers  may  remember  one  such  case  last  fall,  and 
also  the  sickening  self-righteous  story  in  the  Toronto  Tele- 
.ram  noted  paragon  of  Establishment  virtue,  which  attack- 

ed The  Varsity  for  its  blatant  presentation  of  obscene  ex- 
PreSIn°numble  defence,  we  call  your  attention  to  the  story 
headlined  "Smith  Hexes  Wings"  which  appeared  in  the 
Snorts  Section  of  Friday's  prim  and  proper  Telegram. 

By  combining  the  first  letter  of  each  paragraph  we  dis- 

cover a  subtle  mlssage-F-U-C-K-Y-0-U-E-V-E-R-Y-B-OD-Y. Does  this  reflect  the  true  editorial  sentiments  of  To- ronto's family  newspaper? 

Today,  all  day 
Table  tennis  tournament, 

Graduate  Students'  Union. Today,  1  pjm- 
Annual  meeting  of  the 

Daughters  of  Ethnic  Ven- 
geance,   Varsity  office. 

TONIGHT  TILL  FEB.  27 

BOB  GIBSON 
COMING  NEXT 
PHIL  OCHS 
"IN  CONCtRT" FRIDAY  MAR.  4-13 TICKETS  NOW  ON  SALE 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 

presents  in Room  102 
Mechanical  Building 

Noon  Hour 
Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -  2:00  p.m. 
Feb.  23,24,  1966 
PROJECT  APOLLO 
NUCLEAR  REACTOR 

SPACE  POWER  SYSTEMS 
FLIGHT  OF  GEMINI  V (GEMINI  V) 

A  series  of  programmes  arrang- ed by  the  Science  and  Medicine Dept.  of  the  University  Library 
in  co-operation  with  the  Na- tional Science  Film  Library  of the  Canadian  Film  Institute. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT 

YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE WATCHING  THE  FILM 

WAYNE  DICKIE  WILL  DEFINITELY  NOT  BE  RUNNING 

FOR  A  HART  HOUSE  COMMITTEE 

NOW  IS  YOUR  BIG  CHANCE.  YOU  HAVE  UNTIL  5  P.M.  WEDNESDAY 

PICK  UP  A  NOMINATION  FORM  FROM  THE  UNDERGRADUATE  OFFICE. 

ART    DEBATES    LIBRARY    HOUSE    MUSIC  SQUASH 

Speaker  will  be  A.  F.  Wal- ienstein. Talk  on  "The  Nature  of 
Rudolf  -  Steiner's  Spiritual 
Science"  by  Francis  L.  Ed- 

munds, Principal  of  Emer- son College,  London,  Eng- 
land, Rm.  2106,  Sidney Smith. 

Professor  Harry  Arthurs, 
Osgoode  Hall  and  Faculty, 
U  of  T,  former  President  of Toronto  Hillel  will  speak  on 
"Ethics  and  Labor  Rela- 

tions", Rm.  214,  University College. 

Meeting  of  UC  VCF-Bible 
study,  Rm.  11,  UC. Progressive  Conservative 
general  meeting-notice  of election  of  officers,  change 
in  constitution,  and  discus- sion of  recent  convention, 
Rm.  1071,  Sidney  Smith. Today,  8  p.m. 

Discussion  on  "Repatria- 
tion of  the  Canadian  Consti- 

tution", led  by  Colin  Camp- 
bell, a  recent  conference 

delegate,  Bickersteth  Room Hart  House. 
Open  meeting  of  Friends of  the  Old  City  Hall,  Prof. 

James  Ackland,  School  of 
Architecture:  "Ways  and Means  of  Saving  the  Old 
City  Hall",  Old  City  Hall Council  Chamber. 
Tuesday,  1  p.m. 

Talk  and  discussion  on 
"Religion  in  J.  D.  Salinger", 44  St.  George. 

Hillel  Seminar  with  Mr. 
Bert  Abugov  on  "The  Chang- ing Face  of  this  Toronto 
Jewish  Community,"  Rm. 2125,  Sidney  Smith. 
Today,  5-7:30  pjn. 

Super   discussion  (VCF) "Thinking  Christianly  About 
Man",  655  Spadina  Ave. 
Today,  6  p.m. 

Hillel  Diner's  Club,  186 
St.  George.  Phone  923-7837 for  reservation. 
Today,  7:30  pjn. Panel  and  discussion  on 
"Scumming  and  Slumming 
in  New  York",  Canterbury House,  373  Huron  St. 
Today,  8  p-m. 

Bridge,     Graduate  Stu- dents' Union. 

U  of  T  RADIO 
91.1  FM  5:30  -  6  p.m. 

MONDAY-  Sportlitc — Betty  Trotr  speaks with  Dalt  White  ond  Ed  Fudurich 
gives  his  round-up  of  the  weekend's action. 
Billboard  -  with  Peter  Stomp. 

TUESDAY-    In    Depth-    Shelley  Posen takes  a  zany  look  ot  Stan  Frieberg 
with   excerpts   from    his  best  com- mercials for  GMC PROMOTIONAL  ANNOUNCEMENTS AND  MATERIAL  TO  BE  LEFT  AT  91 ST.  GEORGE. 
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Ask  abolition  of  six-seat  SAC  maximum 

Abolition  of  the  present 
six-seat  maximum  represen- 

tation on  SAC  has  been  rec- 
ommended by  the  committee 

studying  relations  between 
the  Council  and  the  Grad- 

uate Students  Union. 
The  committee's  report, 

made  public  shortly  before 
Reading  Week  began,  made 
this  proposal  as  part  of  a 
number  of  recommenda- 

tions to  improve  graduate 
representation. 
The  graduate  school  will 

soon  become  the  largest 
faculty,  and  present  SAC 
regulations  would  prevent 
this  increase  from  being 
represented  on  council. 
The  committee  was 

chaired  by  associate  profes- 
sor Ian  Drummond  of  the 

political  economy  depart- 
ment   and    included  two 

graduate  students  —  John Scott  Cowan  and  Andrew 
Adler  —  and  Ernie  Light- 
man  (III  VC). 
A  majority  of  the  com-- mittee  also  recommended 

that  the  GSU  should  not  try 
to  withdraw  graduate 
students  from  SAC,  regard- less of  the  results  obtained 
in  a  referendum  the  GSU 
plans  to  hold  on  this  sub- 

ject. 
The  GSU  has  not  set  a 

date  for  the  proposed  ref- erendum. 
Cowan  told  the  commit- tee he  believed  the  GSU  has 

attempted  to  prejudice  the 
deliberations  of  the  group 
by  announcing  the  referen- dum while  the  committee 
was  meeting.  He  said  the 
GSU  has  expressed  a  lack 
of  faitbi  in  the  committee's 
impartiality. 

The  committee  also  rec- 
ommended: 
#  that  any  referendum should  include  other  alter- 

natives than  withdrawal 
from  SAC,  in  particular,  the 
question  of  a  GSU  fee  raise 
and  the  question  of  graduate 
membership  in  Hart  House; 
#  that  the  GSU  expand 

its  operations  and  pay  for 
these  by  increasing  the  GSU 
fee; 

#  that  SAC  re-examine 
its  program  of  activities  and institute  new  ones  for  the 
increasing  number  of  older 
and  married  students; 
#  that  SAC  should  not 

make  grants  to  the  GSU 
for  general  sustaining  pur- 

poses but  that  the  GSU should  prepare  proposals 
which  meet  SAC's  rules  for 
special-purpose  grants. 

Less  student  aid  here  than  almost  anywhere 

By  DONNI  BOHNEN 
A  recent  study  has  shown 

that  less  is  being  done  for 
student  financial  aid  in  On- 

tario than  in  any  other 
Western  country,  Stanley 
Emerson  (I  Law),  SAC  liai- 

son officer  to  the  University 
Department  of  Financial 
Aid  said  last  week. 
The  Bursary  Committee 

set  up  this  year  by 
the  Students  Administrative 
Council  has  been  examining 
the  problem  of  student  fin- 

ancial aid  and  will  be  pub- 
lishing its  report  within  two 

weeks. 
The  committee  feels  that 

the  major  drawback  of  the 
present  system  is  that  most 
student  aid  is  available  in 
the  form  of  loans  rather 
than  non-repayable  bursa- ries and  that  most  students 

are  reluctant  to  go  into 
debt. 
The  findings  of  the  com- 

mittee include  the  following 
statistics: 
•  The  Bladen  Report  has 

shown  that  between  1957 
and  1964  the  amount  of  non- 

repayable student  aid  in- creased six-fold  while  the 
amount  of  government  loan 
aid  rose  twenty-fold. 
•  In  1964-65  two  -  thirds 

of  government  funds  for 
student  aid  were  in  the  form 
of  loans. 
•  Between  1947  and  1964 

academic  fees  at  U  of  T  rose 
261  per  cent,  yet  during  the 
same  period  bursaries  and 
scholarships  decreased  in 
proportion  to  these  in- creased fees. 
•  Surveys  have  shown 

that  52  per  cent  of  those 

who  did  not  attend  univer- 
sity were  barred  by  finan- 
cial problems. 

#  University  fees  have 
been  increasing  at  about 
twice  the  rate  of  students' earnings. 

"These  statistics  as  well 
as  other  information  which 
the  committee  has  discover- 

ed indicates  that  the  present 
system  of  student  aid  in 
Ontario  is  sorely  lacking," Emerson  said. 

Official  sources  at  Sim- 
coe  Hall  and  the  colleges 
have  already  been  consulted, 
and  the  committee  wishes 
to  gage  student  opinion  re- garding this  issue.  It  will 
conduct  hearings  on  Wednes- 

day and  Thursday  at  1  p.m. 
in  Hart  House.  All  those 
who  wish  to  state  their 
views  or  experiences  may attend. 

Victoria  University  has  staff  problems 

VICTORIA  (CUP)  —  Two 
English  lecturers  have  been 
dismissed  at  the  University 
of  Victoria,  and  a  third  has 
resigned  in  protest  against 
the  way  the  English  depart- 
is  being  run. 

James  W.  Smith,  who  has 
previously  taught  at  the 
University  of  Washington 
and  in  Japan,  said  he  did 
not  accept  the  pedagogical 
philosophy  of  his  inspector. 
"My  surprise  inspector claimed  I  was  too  nice  to 

the  students.  He  was  afraid 
they'd  get  the  idea  they were  more  important  than 
the  subject  matter. 

"I  must  admit  my  class- 
rooms tend  to  be  progres- 

sivist  jungles  but  we  do 
have  a  certain  respect  for 
the  individual.  Education  is 
a  matter  of  conditioned  res- 

ponse according  to  my  in- 
spector. He  went  on  to  say 

that  the  proper  way  to  ap- 
proach students  was  Pavlo- 

vian." 

A  letter  from  more  than 
20  students  in  Smith's  sec- 

ond-year class  said  he  had stimulated  student  interest 
in  English. 
The  sudents  said  his  lec- 

tures were  well-prepared 
and  he  was  willing  to  accept 
students'  opinions  and  en- 

courage class  discussion. 
Another  English  profes- 

sor, Roy  Johnson,  has  been 
dismissed  without  being 
given  reasons.  A  third,  Gil- bert Dumas,  submitted  his 
resignation  to  English  de- 

partment head  Roger  Bishop 
without  making  his  criti- 

cisms of  the  administration 

public. Bishop  said  his  depart- ment had  decided  to  remain 
firm  on  the  matter.  "It's 
none  of  your  business,"  he told  the  student  newspaper. 
The  Martlet. 

"We  run  this  department 
for  the  good  of  the  stu- 

dents," Bishop  said.  "The English  department  feels 
they  can  do  better  by  the 
students  of  the  university  " 

Faculty  association  head Dr.  Peter  Smith  said  the 
association  would  attempt 
to  bring  any  irregularities before  the  administration 
for  reconsideration. 
All  three  lecturers  will 

continue  on  staff  until  the 
end  of  term. 

VANIER  LECTURE  TODAY 

Jean  Vanier,  son  of  Gov- 
ernor-General George  Va- 

nier, delivers  the  first  in  a 
series  of  nine  lectures  today 
at  4  p.m.  in  Carr  Hail  audi- 

torium, St.  Michael's  Col- lege. Vanier,  who  taught 

philosophy  at  St.  Michael's two  years  ago,  will  speak  on 
"Beauty  in  Life  and  Love." The  series  is  sponsored 
by  the  SMC  Honor  Society. 

HART  HOUSE 

5.15  p.m.     RECORD  ROOM  A  -  Instruction  and  Renewal 
CAMERA  CLUB  44th  ANNUAL  PHOTOGRAPHIC  EXHIBITION In  the  Art  Gallery 

February  22     -     March  5th 
Hours:  10  a.m.  -  10  p.m.;  Ladies:  2.00  -  5:00  p.m, Sunday:  2.00  -  5.00  p.m. 
The  accepted  Colour  Transparencies  will  be  shown 

in  the  Art  Gallery  at  1.15  -  2.00  p.m,  on 
Tuesday  22nd;  Wednesday  23rd;  Friday  25th  February 

L 

OPEN  NOON  HOUR  DEBATE 
1.10    Tuesday,  22nd  February     Music  Room 

"The  Only  True  Sexual  Aberration  is  Virginity" — Voltaire 
LIBRARY  EVENING  IN  HART  HOUSE 

8.00  p.m,     Wednesday,  February  23rd  Library 
Third  in  the  Series  —  LITERATURE  AND  MODERN  MAN 

DR.  H.  NORTHROP  FRYE,  Principal,  Victoria  College 
"Literary  Criticism  —  Discussion  or  Evaluation" 
NOMINATIONS  FOR  HART  HOUSE  ELECTIONS 

Closing  date:  Wednesday,  23rd  February  ot  5.00  p.m 
YOU  have  three  more  days  left  in  which  to  pick  up 

forms  from  the  Undergroduote  Office 

J 

ORGAN  RECITAL 
DR.  CHARLES  PEAKER 

University  Organist 
Assisted  by  Jean  Guy  Brault,  Saxophone 

TODAY 
Convocation  Hall 5.05  p.m. 

HILLEL 
TODAY  Monday,  February  21, 

1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 
NOON-DOUR  SEMES 
Professor  HARRY  ARTHURS 

Osgoode  Hall  and  Faculty  of  Law,  U.  of  T. 
on 

"ETHICS  AND  LABOUR  RELATIONS" 

CUS0   ORIENTATION  MEETING LEARN  ABOUT  INDIA 

—  SPEAKERS  —  FILMS  —  DISCUSSION 
7:30  WED.  FEB.  23, 

EAST  COMMON  ROOM,  HART  HOUSE 
EVERYBODY  WELCOME 

U  of  T 

FLYING  CLUB 

ELECTIONS 

WED.  FEB.  23         8:00  P.M. 

MUSIC  ROOM  -  HART  HOUSE 

FILM REFRESHMENTS 

YORK  UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL  OF  BUSINESS 

Applications  are  now  being  accepted  for  admission  to  Bachelor and  Master  Degree  programmes. 
Students  with  two  years  of  Generol  Arts  ore  eligible  for  admis- sion to  the  third  year  programme  in  Business  Administration. For  Complete  Information  please  write: THE  REGISTRAR, 
York  University 
Toronto  12,  Ont. 
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cheaper  books  possible 

One  of  SAC's  more  glaring  failures  this  year  has  been its  inability  to  deal  with  the  problem  of  high  book  prices 
on  campus — a  problem  which  results  in  large  measu 
from  the  inadequate  facilities  of  the  present  bookstore. 

But  where  SAC  has  failed  to  produce  any  suggestions, 
the  bookstore  itself  has  offered  a  solution  which  would 
combine  less  crowded  facilities  with  lower  textbook  prices. 
The  bookstore  proposes  to  move  its  textbook  operation  to 
the  premises  now  occupied  by  the  plant  of  the  U  of 
Press.  The  space  would  become  available  in  the  sprin. 
when  the  press  will  move  o  large  part  of  its  operation  to the  suburbs  of  Toronto. 

The  solution  is  attractive,  but  may  never  be  accepted 
The  space  in  the  plant  building  could  be  used  for  anj 
number  of  things  other  than  bookstore  space.  On  this  cam- 

pus spoce  of  any  kind  is  badly  needed  by  many  faculties and  organizations. 
SAC,  after  procrastinating  for  so  long,  can  act  efect- 

ively  here.  The  bookstore's  proposal  must  be  approved  by the  President's  Advisory  Committee  on  Accomodation  and Facilities.  If  SAC  acts  now,  and  states  emphatically  tha 
lower  book  prices  should  be  a  primary  concern  of  this  uni 
vt-rsity,  then  perhaps  lower  prices  might  be  possible  next fall. 

unfinished  business 
SAC  has  carefully  avoided  taking  a  strong  stand  this 

year  on  yet  another  aspect  of  the  book  problem:  the  que- stion of  longer  library  hours. 
Ernie  Lightman,  one  of  the  representatives  from  Uni- 

versity College,  has  several  times  asked  SAC's  Library Committee  Chairman  Dean  McDermid  to  investigate  the possibility  of  leaving  the  stocks  ond  reading  rooms  of  the main  library  open  until  midnight.  Mr.  McDermid  has  made several  attempts  to  obtain  a  decision  from  Chief  Librarian Blackburn  on  this  request,  but,  as  McDermid  told  the 
[f~  .meehn9'  the  Chief  Librarian  has  yet  to  respond. Mr.  Lightman  then  proceeded  to  introduce  o  motion 

later  passed  by  SAC,  which  proposed  formal  representation to  the  library,  in  the  hope  thot  this  would  produce  an answer. 
There  the  matter  rests. 
And  there  it  will  probably  continue  to  rest  until  the year  is  over. 
By  not  taking  a  definite  stand  lost  fall,  when  it  be- came clear  McDermid  would  need  strong  council  support in  order  to  change  library  policy,  SAC  has  made  it  ex- tremely unlikely  a  favorable  decision  on  the  motter  will 

hasrcChhaendge  ofHeeaarrUn,eSS'  *  ̂  

how  was  your  holiday? 
How  many  students  read  during  reading  week? How  many  went  skiing? 
How  many  attended  the  conference  on  Canada's  role in  the  worsening  Viet  Norn  War' 

mr  Reafrl  ond  skiers  undoubtedly  outnumbered  those 
be^peaed  tTsoT  h  Pe0«-°"V''  Students  sh°^ 
dirt  of  reality  '  °$  ̂   mf°rmed  minds  with  the 

varsity 
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Students  can  help  make  decisions 
By  MARVIN  ROSS 

The  author  of  this  comment  article  is  a 
third-year  student  at  New  College,  and  is 
also  vice-chairman  of  the  newly  formed  Stu- 

dent Democratic  Union.  Opinions  expressed 
are  not  necessarily  those  ofiThe  Varsity. 

Wilh  the  emergence  of  a  campus  political 
organization  whose  stated  aims  are  to  "de- 

mocratize" the  university  community,  many 
people  (faculty,  administrators,  and  stu- 

dents) will  have  to  redefine  their  concepts 
of  the  role  of  the  student. 
One  of  the  serious  problems  involved  in 

the  role  of  a  student,  within  society  and 
within  the  university  community,  is  that  of 
status  frustration  or  prolonged  adolescence. 
In  a  complex  society  such  as  ours,  it  has 
become  necessary  for  individuals  to  defer 
their  gratification  and  to  prolong  their  ado- 

lescence, by  remaining  in  school  so  that  they 
may  qualify  for  the  increasing  number  of 
occupations  that  now  require  advanced training. 

comment 

The  gratification  that  is  deferred  is  not 
only  money  and  those  material  possessions 
(such  as  automobiles,  wine,  women  and 
song)  that  money  purchases,  but  also  the 
deferment  of  adult  status  which  is  associ- 

ated with  the  above  mentioned  goods. 
In  other  words,  a  twentyTone  year  old  who 

works  for  65  a  week  is  considered  to  be  an 
adult.  But  another  twenty-one-year  old  who 
ttends  university,  does  not  pay  taxes,  and 

cannot  afford  the  symbols  of  adult  status, 
considered  to  be  less  responsible  than the  individual  who  works. 
The  best  example  of  this  is,  the  recent 

election.  Students  over  21  were  enumerated 
t  their  parents'  homes  and  not  in  their  uni- 

versity constituency.  All  others  over  21  were enumerated  at  their  stated  address. 
This  view  has,  unfortunately,  permeated 

every  aspect  of  our  society;  administrators 
refuse  to  allow  university  students  to  make 
any  decisions  or  obtain  any  information  be- 

cause the  running  of  a  university  is  a  com- plex matter  (too  complex  for  mere  stud- ents). 

Faculty  members  refuse  to  allow  students to  evaluate  courses  or  to  consult  them  be- 
fore making  changes,  because  they  are  only students  and  the  faculty  knows  what  is  best for  them. 

Gresham  Sykes,  in  discussing  the  effect that  deprivation  of  autonomy  has  upon  pri- soners in  a  mazimum  security  prison  states 
that,  "the  important  point  is  that  the  fru- stration of  the  prisoner's  ability  to  make choices  and  the  frequent  refusals  to  provide an  explanation  for  the  regulations  and  com- mands descending  from  the  bureaucratic 
staff  involve  a  profound  threat  to  the  pri- 

soner's self  image  because  they  reduce  the prisoner  to  the  weak,  helpless,  dependent 
status  of  childhood."  (Society  of  Captives). To  make  the  analogy  complete,  substitute student  for  prisoner. 
The  sad  part  is  not  that  students  have 

been  reduced  to  the  status  of  dependent 

children  but  that  they  actually  accept  and 
believe  this.  As  a  result,  they  ask  why  stu- 

dents should  evaluate  and  decide  upon 
courses  since  professors  do  know  best. 

No  one  is  attempting  to  suggest  that  stu- 
dents and  faculty  are  equal,  but  rather  that 

when  a  course  is  poor,  the  student  should 
have  some  institutionalized  means  of  saying 
so  in  order  that  something  can  be  done 
about  it. 
Furthermore,  if  a  number  of  students 

wish  to  study  a  particular  area  such  as  Latin 
American  Studies  or  History  and  Political 
Science,  they  should  be  able  to  have  these courses  without  the  long  delays  that  now 
occur. 

The  recent  UC  food  situation  emphasizes 
the  problem  that  students  have  in  obtaining 
information  about  the  administrative  appa- 

ratus. I,  for  one,  would  like  to  see  a  com- 
plete breakdown  of  the  U  of  T  budget  and 

the  budget  of  Canada  Catering  Company,  to 
see  why  they  cannot  make  any  money  by 
charging  $1.65  per  day  for  food  and  want 
to  raise  their  price  to  $2.15  per  day.  First 
of  all,  how  much  rent  do  they  pay  to  the 
university,  and  secondly,  why  should  anyone 
make  a  profit  on  students  anyway?  These 
questions  become  even  more  important 
when  I  realize  that  the  Campus  Co-op  can 
serve  food  to  its  residents  (calculating  stu- 

dent help  at  §2.00  an  hour  plus  the  cook's wages)  for  only  $1.35  per  day,  and  when  I 
realize  that  many  large  American  state  uni- 

versities have  food  cooperatives  that  are 
run  by  the  students. 

comment 

Another  area  of  the  budget  that  I  would 
like  explained,  appeared  in  The  Varsity 
Graduate  annual  report  for  1964.  On  page  55 
you  will  find  that,  in  the  year  ending  June 
30,  1964,  the  university  spent  $404,177  on  "in- 

formation, publications,  alumni  affairs,  etc.," 
yet  spent  only  1167,095  during  that  same year  on  student  assistance.  Who  made  these 
decisions  and  exactly  how  much  money  was 
spent  for  each  of  the  above  categories?  Fur- 

thermore, what  type  of  information,  pub- 
lications and  alumni  affairs  were  there  in 

that  year,  and  how  much  was  spent  on "etc."  (whatever  that  is)? 

This  is  not  an  unreasonable  demand.  Many 
states  require  by  law  that  all  information 
concerning  the  operation  of  their  state  uni- 

versities (including  budgetary  information) 
be  made  available  to  anyone  who  demands 
it.  Kansas  University  is  but  one  example. 
Also,  the  Toronto  Board  of  Education  makes 
all  financial  information  available  to  any- 

one, even  a  public  school  student,  who  re- 

quests it. Until  students  in  this  university  realize 
that  they  are  mature  enough,  and  responsi- 

ble enough,  to  be  given  information  and  to 
play  some  part  in  the  decision-making  pro- cess of  this  university,  nothing  will  change. 
The  success  of  SAC  and  the  SDU  rests  upon the  students  themselves.  It  is  about  time 
that  they  looked  upon  themselves  as  adults 
and  began  demanding  concessions  from  the 
university. 

letters  to  the  editor 

new  athletic  system  sought Sir: 

The  Warden  of  Hart  House  has  refused to  consider  my  new  system  of  athletic  ere dits  for  first-year  students.  Not  only  would this  new  system  be  more  efficient  it  would enable  the  much  hoped  for  student  centre to  become  a  reality. 
The  system  is  very  simple  and  involves using  only  the  main  entrance  of  Hart  House Rather  than  be  required  to  lift  weights  or -un  around  the  track  like  a  drunken  engi- 

neer, the  freshmen  will  merely  be  required to  open  and  close  the  main  Hart  House door  to  get  one  credit. 
The  gentleman  who  marks  down  the  cre- dits in  his  black  book  would  be  saved  the trouble  of  running  all  over  the  building,  and the  space  now  used  for  so-called  athletics can  become  our  new  student  Union. 
Why  spend  hundreds  of  thousands  of  dol- lars when  we  can  save  freshmen  a  lot  of trouble  and  get  a  new  student  centre  to 

boot. 

Marty  Shift  (I  New) 



TEACHING  IN  THE  WILDERNESS 
By  JOHN  BAYLY 

The  Thompson  post  office 
squatted  in  the  thawing 
mud  behind  the  main  street. 
People  could  deny  that  they 
ever  went  to  church  or 
school  or  town  meetings, 
but  everyone  went  to  the 
post  office.  It  was  the  one 
link  between  this  desolate 
outpost  of  humanity  in 
northern  Manitoba  and  the 
rest  of  the  world.  I  tacked 
up  my  sign  on  the  empty noticeboard  outside. 
FRONTIER  COLLEGE 

CLASSES  7  p.m. 
THOMPSON 

HIGH  SCHOOL 
LEARN  ENGLISH, 
ARITHMETIC  AND 
OTHER  SUBJECTS 

FREE 
I    wondered    if  anyone 

would  come.  And,  if  they 
did  come,  how  would  I  be- 
gin  to  teach  them.  When 
they  told  us  in  Toronto  that 
the    success    of    our  pro- 

gram would  depend  more 
on  us  than  on  our  teaching method,  we  had  all  nodded 
wisely.  But  I  was  alone  now. 

That  evening  I  waited  in 
the  classroom.  Seven  o'clock 
came,  but  no  students;  7:15 
and  I  was  still  alone.  I  sat 
down  and  reread  that  part 
of  my  manual  which,  gave 
helpful  hints  on  how  to 
attract  students.  It  didn't help. 
"Excuse  me,"  said  a  voice. 

'You  are  professeur?  You 

are  teaching  English?  I  can 
bring  my  family,  yes?" "Yes,"  I  said,  scrambling 
for  a  piece  of  chalk.  "Yes, 
yes,  I  am." They  began  to  come;  half 
a  dozen  the  first  week,  and 
a  month  later  I  had  20  reg- 

ular students.  I  added 
French,  History,  Geography 

was  good  to  see  men  who scrambled  for  metal  in  the darkness  of  a  mine,  men 
who  fed  the  hot  and  greedy furnaces  as  slaves  to  the machines,  eagerly  studying. 

I  received  a  letter  from 
one  of  them  the  other  day, 
and  part  of  it  read  like  this: "Dear  friend  John, 

A  Frontier  College  classroom. 
and  Physics  to  the  curricul- 

um and  began  a  sports  pro- 
gram. Throughout  the  sum- 

mer the  teaching  never  got 
any  easier;  instead,  it  be- came more  difficult. 
But  it  was  satisfying.  It 

"We  are  well  here,  but 
wether  is  cold.  We  have 
rented  appartment  for  one 
year  for  music  and  books. 
We  have  teacher  to  come 
every  Sunday  for  two  hours 
and  teaches  us.  It  is  good.' 

Any  students  interested  in  teaching  at  Frontier College  from  mid-May  to  mid-September  this  year  should attend  an  information  and  recruiting  meeting  this  Thur day  at  1  p.m.  in  the  Music  Room  of  Hart  House. 

It's  election  time  at  Hart  House Once  again,  gentle  hearts, 
the  peril  of  mob  democracy 
has  settled  upon  the  quiet 
enclaves  of  ye  olde  male 
repository,  Hart  House. 
Arise,  ye  downtrodden 

masses!  It's  election  time again. 
All  male  students  of  the 

university,  including  the  in- 
tellectual wizards  of  SGS 

and  the  precocious  Ameri- 
cans of  St.  Mike's  Western 

class,  are  eligible  for  nomi- 
nation to  any  one  of  the 

six  standing  committees. 
The  House  Committee 

oversees  the  general  man- 
agement and  social  activi- 

ties of  the  House,  including the  fall  dances  and  the  gala 
New  Year's  Eve  Ball.  It  is involved  in  the  maintenance 
and  operation  of  all  eating facilities,  the  barber  shop, and  the  common  rooms. The  House  Committee  is also  responsible  for  safe- 

guarding the  sanctity  of  the House  from  the  seditious 
enroachment  of  scheming females. 
The  Library  Committee 

chooses  all  books  for  the Hart  House  Library,  selects 
the  periodicals  for  the  Read- 

ing Room,  and  purchases 
additions  to  the  Special Collection  of  rare  books. 
It  also  sponsors  a  series  of 
Library  Evening  discussions 
such  as  this  week's  appear- ance by  Northrop  Frye. 
The  Music  Committee 

presents  approximately  40 
concerts  each  year,  in  three 

series:  Sunday  Evening  Con- 
certs, Noon  Hour  recitals 

and  Five  O'Clock  Recitals. 
The  Art  Committee  organ- 

izes the  operation  of  the 
largest  collection  of  Cana- 

dian paintings  outside  the National  Gallery,  and 
chooses  several  additions  to 
the  collection  throughout 
the  year.  During  the  aca- 

demic year,  the  Committee 
arranges  at  least  twelve  art 
exhibitions.  (Secretary  of 
this  year's  Committee  is  dy- namic Varsity  News  Editor, 
Larry  Greenspan.) 
The  Debates  Committee 

offers  a  program  of  debates 
for  every  conceivable  Taste 
ranging  from  the  serious  to 
the  humorous  to  the  psuedo- 
obscene.  Candidates  for  the 
Debates  Committee  must 
have.participated  in  at  least 

one  debate  during  the  past 
year,  either  as  a  speaker  or 
as  an  official  of  the  House. 
The  Squash  Committee 

runs  the  squash  courts.  Sur- 
prise ?  ?  ? 

On  all  Committees, 
cept  Squash,  eight  places 
must  be  filled  by  election. 
There  are  only  four  seats 
open  on  the  Squash  Com- mittee. 
Nominations  for  all  Com- 

mittees close  at  5  p.m.  Wed- 
nesday. Nomination  forms 

and  additional  information 
concerning  campaign  prac- 

tices and  the  intriguing 
election  rules  are  available 
at  the  Hart  House  Under- 

graduate Office. 
Election  Day  is  Wednes- 

day, March  2. 

WATERLOO  TIDDLE5  BEST 

The  Tiddlywink  team  of  the  University  of  Waterloo  has 
won  the  Canadian  Tiddlywink  championship  with  a  crush- 

ing 86-26  victory  over  an  out-classed  squad  from  Waterloo Lutheran  University. 
The  Waterloo  team  %vas  formed  last  fall  and  imme- 

diately wrote  to  SAC,  challenging  U  of  T  to  form  a  team 
and  compete  for  the  national  title.  However,  for  undisclosed reasons,  the  powers  of  SAC  refused  to  squop  winks  with Waterloo. 

The  Waterloo  club  is  affiliated  with  the  English  Tiddly- 
wink Association  and  the  International  Federation  of  Tid- 

dlywink Associations. 

It  hopes  to  challenge  for  the  world  Tiddlywink  title 
and  the  coveted  Silver  Wink  trophy  donated  by  Prince  Phi 
lip.  Both  awards  are  currently  held  by  Oxford  University, 

IN 

REVOLT 

FLUENTIAL 

ACTIVE 1 

The  STUDENT: 
IN  Eastern  Europe  —  Speakers from  USSR  and  Hungary. 

Today 

IN  Latin  America  —  Speakers from  Brazil  and  Chile. 
Tomorrow 

IN  Asia  —  Wednesday. 
IN  Western  Europe  —  Thursday. 
IN  Canada  —  Friday. 

1  P.M.  -  RM.  2117 

SIDNEY  SMITH 
A  W.U.S.  CONFERENCE  ON  THE 

INFLUENCE,  POWER,  RIGHTS  AND 
ASPIRATIONS  OF  STUDENTS 

AROUND  THE  WORLD. 

U.C.  AT  HOME 

PYGMALION 
HOWARD  FERGUSON  HALL 
SEMI-FORMAL         -         2  BANDS 

S2.00  PER  COUPLE 

SATURDAY  FEB.  26 
Tickets:  U.  C.  Refectory  -  Rotunda,  S.A.C.  Office 

Sir  Daniel  Wilson  Residence 

SPECIAL  OPPORTUNITIES  FOR 

GRADUATING  ARTS 

AND  COMMERCE  STUDENTS 
Our  representative  will  be  on  campus 

FRIDAY,  FEBRUARY  25th 
to  interview  graduating  Arts  and  Commerce  students 
Interested  in  employment  opportunities  in  the  follow- 

ing areas; 
ACCOUNTING 

ACTUARIAL 
ADMINISTRATION 
COMPUTER  PROGRAMMING 
INVESTMENTS 

PUBLIC  RELATIONS  AND  PROMOTION 
SELECTION  OF  RISKS 

Arrangments  for  personal  interviews  may  be  made 
through  the  University's  Placement  Service  at  581 
Spadina  Avenue  (corner  of  Willcocks). 

Heod  Office 
10  Victor!.  Stmt 

Toronto IMPERIAL covers  you LIFE 
for  life 

■ranch  Office*  throughout  Canada,  Great  Britain, Jamaica,  Nassau,  Trinidad 
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Students  and  staff  of  the 
university  who  are  now 
complaining  about  the  park- 

ing situation  around  campus will  soon  have  more  to 
complain  about. 

Parking  rates,  already  un- 
comfortably high  for  the 

majority  of  them,  are  going 
to  be  raised  next  year. 

This  is  because  the  univer- 
sity is  planning  to  build  two 

new  financially  self-support- 
ing parking  garages,  each to  hold  500  cars. 

The  first  of  these  (site 
unannounced  as  yet)  will  go 
into  construction  within  a 
year  and  the  second  "not too  far  behind"  according  to F.  R.  Stone,  administrative 
vice-president  of  the  univer- 

sity. 

The  new  rates  have  not 
been  determined  but  Mr. 
Stone  said  they  would  be 
lower  than  those  of  regular downtown  lots. 

These  garages  are  sup- 
posedly the  first  of  a  series. 

Similar  lots  along  the  uni- 
versity's western  boundary 

are  being  considered  to 
serve  as  a  buffer  to  the  Spa- dina  Expressway,  if  and 
when  that  highway  is  built. 

The  present  total  revenue 
from  parking  is  $205,000 
with  staff  providing  some- 

thing more  than  half  and 
students  paying  two  or  three 
per  cent.  Night  students  and casual  visitors  supply  the 
rest. 
These  figures  concern 

only  the  university-operated lots  and  no  estimate  can  be 
made  of  the  amount  spent 
on  higher-priced  commer- cial lots  nearby. 
The  university  lots,  in- 

cluding front  campus  and those  lots  in  temporary  use, 
have  a  capacity  of  only  1,730 cars.  This  does  not  even 
cover  the  demands  of  staff, 
who  bought  2,100  stickers' this  year.  This  is  why students  contribute  so  little 
to  the  total  revenue  men- tioned. 

There  are  435  staff  mem- 
bers who  now  enjoy  the  con- veniences of  a  $90  reserved sticker  and  1,665  with  the 

S42  "hunting  licences".  They can  expect  an  increase  in parking  fees  next  year  loo. 
All  staff  wishing  stickers have  so  Tar  been  accommo- dated but  soon  there  may  be priority  within  these  ranks as  the  shortage  becomes 

more  acute. 
Staff  members  have  prior- 

ity over  students.  The  ad- ministration's opinion  is that  the  students  can  more 

readily  take  care  of  them- selves. 

The  only  student  lot  on 
campus,  behind  Soldiers' Tower,  has  been  reduced 
from  67  spaces  to  34  spaces 
since  1962,  because  of  the new  loading  and  shipping 
areas  created  and  the  in- creased size  of  cars. 

To  be  eligible  to  park  on 
this  SAC-operated  lot  you 

eight  replies, thetic  womai 
herself  hou; 
taxpayer,  tok 
"if  they  are  r 

lazy  to  wall 

"ample  city  p 

of  Bloor  Stre 

She  evaJ'^i tion  saying,  " sick  to  death 
habits  of  the 

Story  by  $i 

Photos  by  i 

have  to  live  outside  a  radius 
of  15  miles  from  the  univer- 

sity or  be  a  paraplegic.  Even with  these  two  criteria  in 
effect,  student  applicants 
outnumber  spaces  available five  to  one. 
SAC's  September  appeal 

to  householders  in  the  near- 
by area  received  a  meagre 

park  continual homes  in  the  ai 
versity,  eat  tl 
dispose  of  o banana  peels, 

paper  cups  etc ters,  and  also 
trays  on  the  si 
She  conclud could  train  you 

Autos,  autos  everywhere,  nor  ony  place  to  pa you  re  a  rich  magician,  if  you  come  down  befi 
jumpmg  you  way  out  of  your  so-called  parkii the  unfortunate  sports  car  (right,  second  frorr forever,  to  collect  snow,  dead  leaves,  and  pige who  can  tell?  As  would-be  porkers  at  U  ot  T 
"f.T*r'  b"I.nevir'  en°»9h  room  for  everyv**^ roner  skating.  Especially  since  parking  prices  o 



XING 

us  dilemma 

lies.  One  sympa- 
man  who  signed 
louseholder  and 
told  the  students 
e  not  too  darned 
valk"  to  go  the 
y  parking"  north itreet. 

l-^t^d  the  situa- 
"Taxpayers  are 

ath  of  the  filthy 
:he  students  who 

act  like  human  beings  and 
not  like  animals,  citizens 
would  be  more  disposed  to 
deal  with  them  in  a  friendly 
manner." 

Similar  letters  have  con- 
firmed the  administration's 

opinion  that  parking  is  a 
service  the  user  must  pay for. 

This  year  SAC  has  taken 
no  action  in  regards  to  the 

Susan  Aaron 

Norm  Fisher 

ually  outside  of 
:  area  of  the  uni- 

their  lunches, 
orange  peels, 

:Is,  wax  paper, 
etc.,  in  the  gut- 
lso  empty  ash- 
;  sidewalks." 
luded,  "If  you 
I'our  students  to 

problem.  According  to  SAC 
president  Mary  Brewin  "We have  no  specific  committee 
on  parking." 
Those  facing  the  parking 

problem  have  few  alterna- tives. 

•  They  can  follow  the  ex- 
ample set  by  Mr.  A.  Russel, 

pork.  You  can  pork  your  car  on  campus — if 
>efore  7  a.m.,  and  if  you  don't  mind  puddle- 
rking  lot.  Or  you  con  try  what  the  owner  of 
rom  top)  did — park  it  and  leave  it  there 
igeon  droppings.  Perhaps  he  is  still  inside — 
<^  (bottom  right)  are  discovering,  there  is 

IV-  Maybe  we  should  all  take  up  bicycles.  Or 
is  are  on  their  way  up  again. 

former  parking  head  who 
travels  miles  by  TTC  every 
day. 

•  They  can  travel  by 
bicycle  or  scooter  and  use 
the  free  parking  lots  provid- 

ed for  these  vehicles. 
•  They  can  forge  staff 

stickers  and  for  a  minimum 
amount  of  time  and  effort 
tbey  park  free. 
•  Since  the  parking  at- tendants arrive  about  7:30 

.  a.m.,  early-birds  have  found 
a  way  to  park  free. 
•  Or  they  can  tempt  fate 

and  the  green  hornets  and 
park  in  unauthorized  areas. 
Some  of  these  ideas  have 

for  obvious  reasons  proved 
unsatisfactory  and  resulted 
in  direct  conflict  with 
Metro  or  U  of  T  police. 

$2  parking  tickets  are  now 
a  common  sight  on  campus. 
One  parking  attendant,  by 
the  Superintendent's  Build- 

ing, a  daily  observer  of  the 
problem,  commented  "The same  four  cars  will  get  a 
ticket  every  day." 
One  police  inspector  who 

works  near  the  university 
area  commented  that  the 
police  have  no  special  atti- 

tude toward  student  park- ing. 

"I  don't  think  students 
deserve  more  or  less  free- 

dom than  anyone  else,"  he 
said.  "Parking  is  a  problem per  se,  but  no  more  so  with 
you  and  your  folks  than 
with  anyone  else." 

The  administration  is  con- 
sidering some  way-out  long 

range  plans  to  alleviate  the 
parking  crisis. 

One  of  these  is  an  under- 
ground lot  under  front 

campus.  This  is  not  likely 
to  materialize  because  of 
the  high  cost  of  under- 

ground parking  and  the  ad- 
ditional problem  of  excava- tion. 

St.  George  Street  has  for 
some  time  been  the  object 
of  much,  discussion.  The 
possibility  of  its  becoming 
a  mall  is  not  likely  as  long 
as  the  limited  number  of 
north-south  thoroughfares 
remains  the  same.  The  Spa- 
dina  Expressway  may  solve 
the  problem,  but  this  is  still 
a  "wait  and  see"  situation. 

In  general,  the  adminis- 
tration recognizes  the  prob- 

lem. The  two  planned 
garages  are  an  "indication 
of  progress",  according  to Stone. 

Only  one  thing  is  certain 
for  next  year:  there  will  be 
fewer  spaces  per  capita  at 
the  university  at  higher rates. 
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COLES 

3  HANDY 
LOCATIONS 
•  726  YONGE  ST. BELOW  BLOOR 
•  299  YONGE  ST. 
BELOW  OUNOAS 

•370  BLOOR  ST.W. 
AT  WALMER  RD. 

BIG  SAVINGS  ON 

REFERENCE  BOOKS 
COLES  Reference  Book  Dept.  is  o  reol  goldmine  of reference  ond  lechnlcol  books  or  borgoln  prices.  Drop 
In!  You  may  find  just  the  book  you're  looking  for.  Here ore  o  few  of  the  tifles  in  stock  right  now  ! 

PKOU  ABILITY  THEORY  2ND  ED.  Michel  Locve Pub.    at  14,73   
THE  TIDES  OF  HISTORY  VOL.  ONE  ■ J.    Pircnno.   Pub.   at  8.95   
THE  TIDES  OF  HISTORY  VOL.  TWO i.  Pircnnc.  Pub.  at  10.95 
INTEGRATED  EUROPE.  M.  T.  Florinsky.  Pub  a ON  THE  NATURE  OF  MAN Dogobcrt  D.  Runes.  Pub.  at  3.00 
PRINCIPLES  OF  ACCOUNTING 5TH    ED.    INTRODUCTORY.    Pub.   at  11.00 
THE  PSYCHOLOGY  OF  SEXUAL  EMOTION Vernon    W,   Grant.   Pub.  at  475 MODERN  EXECUTIVES  GUIDE  TO  EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION.  C.C.  Parkhurrt.  Pub.  ot 
PERSONALITY  CHANGE  AND  DEVELOPMENT M,    Horrowcr.    Pub.   at    10. SO   
HISTORY  OF  MILITARISM 
A.  Vogts,  Pub.  at  7  50 

COLES  PRICE  3.98 
COLES  PRICE  2.98 
COLES  PRICE  3.49 it  3.50  COLES  PRICE  .66 
COLES  PRICE  .66 
COLES  PRICE  1.96 
COLES  PRICE  2.49 

10  00  COLES  PRICE  4.95 
COLES  PRICE  1.98 
COLES  PRICE  .99 

WE  HAVE  JUST  RECEIVED  ANOTHER  SHIPMENT  OF 
8000  PAPERBACKS,  ALL  REDUCED  40     OR  MORE 

A  FABULOUS  SELECTION  TO  CHOOSE  FROM  I 
POLITICAL  SCIENCE  -  HISTORY  -  CRITICISM  - MODERN  LITERATURE  -  CLASSICS  OF  LITERATURE -  PHYSICS  -  NUCLEAR  TECHNOLOGY  -  MUSIC  - PHILOSOPHY  -  PSYCHOLOGY  ETC. 

Reg.  up  to  3.S0  NOW  40%  or  more  OFF  regular  price 

COLES 
COLES 

THE  AGE  OF  REVOLUTION  1789-1848 E.  J.  Hobsboum.  Pub.  at  7.50   
SEAN  O'CASEY  —  The  Man  ond  His  Work O.  Krausc.  Pub.  at  4.50   
THE  MARQUIS  DE  SADE  —  A  Definitive  Biography. G.  Lcly.   Pub.  at  7.50   ,   COLES 
MAN  AND  MORALS  STORE  OF  ETHICS Woodbridgo  B.  Riley.  Pub.  at  6.50  COLES 
HKOWNSON  ON  DEMOCRACY  AND  THE  TREND  TOWARD SOCIALISM.  L.  Ro«mor.  Pub.  at  3.50  .  .  COLES TREASURE  OF  PHILOSOPHY Oagobcrt  D.  Runes.  Pub.  at  15.00  COLES BODY-MIND  AND  CREATIVITY J.  H.  Btockhurst.  Pub.  at  3.00    COLES 
APHRODISIACS  —  From  Legend  to  Prescription A,  H,  Walton.  Pub.  at  7.95  COLES 
THE  ESSENTIAL  GANDHI.  L.  Fisher.  Pub.  at  5.00  COLES 

PRICE  2.98 
PRICE  .99 
PRICE  3.99 
PRICE  2.98 
PRICE  .66 
PRICE  4.95 
PRICE  1.29 
PRICE  3.98 fRICE  1.00 

COLES VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP 

II.  T.  D.  C. 

presents 

JEAN  GENET 
THE 

B 

A 

L 

C 

o 

Y 

COLONNADE  THEATRE 

Feb.  22  -  27 
8:30  p.m. 

TICKETS  $1.50 
S.A.C.  OFFICE 
923-6221 
BOX  OFFICE 

925-4573 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE'S  SEVENTY-SIXTH 

ALL-UNIVERSITY  PRODUCTION 

CARLO  GOLDONI'S 

THE  SERVANT  OF 

TWO  MASTERS 

English  Version  by 
EDWARD  J.  DENT 

Directed  by  Robert  Gill 

Fri.  Feb.  25th  to  Sat.  March  5th  at  8:30 

BOX  OFFICE  WA  3-5244 
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Overflow  crowd  plans 

for  two  Viet  Nam  marches 

Plans  for  two  mass  marches  on  Ottawa  to  protest  the 
Viet  Nam  war  were  discussed  Saturday  at  an  all-day  con- ference in  Toronto. 

An  overflow  crowd  of  some  500  set  up  a  committee  to 
co-ordinate  actions  of  various  Toronto  groups  to  end  the 
war  in  Viet  Nam. 

And  they  mandated  the  committee  to  focus  its  actions 
on  whipping  up  support  for  a  march  on  Ottawa  to  be  spon- 

sored by  the  New  Democratic  Youth  and  other  organiza- tions March  25  and  26. 
But  they  also  voted  support  for  a  vigil,  teach-in  and 

demonstration  in  Ottawa  slated  for  early  March  and  spon- 
sored by  part  of  the  Student  Union  for  Peace  Action. The  conference  Saturday  was  sponsored  by  eight  To- 
ronto groups,  including  the  Toronto  International  Vietnam 

Day  Committee,  itself  a  co-ordinating  committee  involving 
a  number  of  groups,  some  of  which  have  U  of  T  students as  members. 

The  sponsoring  organizations  represented  age  groups 
ranging  from  high-school  to  adult  and  political  philosophies 
ranging  from  moderate-] ibera!  to  far  left.  The  range  of  par- 

ticipants was  similar. 
Workshops  during  the  conference  discussed  Viet  Nam 

action  through  peace  groups,  religious  groups,  political 
groups  and  labor  unions. A  number  of  participants  said  they  saw  the  conference 
as  a  step  towards  creating  a  broadly-based  movement  in Toronto  against  the  war. 

A  few  were  skeptical,  notably  Tony  Hyde  of  Ottawa, 
who  is  working  in  Toronto  with  SUPA's  Vietnam  Action Committee  and  its  Research,  Information  and  Publications 
Project. 

Mr.  Hyde,  who  told  delegates  of  SUPA's  plans  for  an action  lasting  several  days  ending  March  5,  said  he  saw  the 
new  co-ordinating  committee  as  a  superfluous  bureaucratic structure. 

SUPA  was  not  among  the  sponsors  of  the  conference 
but  several  SUPA  members  attended,  the  SUPA  action  was 
discussed,  and  SUPA's  RIP  Project  sold  literature  at  the conference. 

Approval  of  the  SUPA  action  came  despite  criticism  of 
SUPA  by  some  participants  for  not  joining  the  conference 
sponsors,  and  for  having  its  own  action.  (SUPA  is  on  record 
as  supporting  the  March  25-26  action.) March  25  and  26  have  been  designated  International 
Days  of  Protest  by  a  co-ordinating  committee  representing 
a  number  of  United  States  organizations. 

Viet  Nam  demonstrations  are  to  take  place  in  many 
parts  of  the  United  States  on  those  days. 

Many  participants  were  emphatic  about  the  necessity 
of  getting  the  widest  possible  representation,  and  the  great- 

est possible  number  of  people,  in  the  March  25-26  demon- stration. 

The  SUPA  demonstration  is  to  include  a  teach-in  and  a 
vigil. 

The  SUPA  action  represents,  in  part,  an  attempt  to 
link  concern  for  the  Viet  Nam  war  with  concern  about 
Canadian  independence. 

A  letter  which  is  being  circulated  among  professors 
and  others  in  connection  with  the  action  stresses  what  its 
authors  consider  Canadian  complicity  in  the  Viet  Nam  war, 
and  Canadian  dependence  on  the  United  States. 

The  morning  session  of  the  conference  was  given  over 
to  speeches  by  several  critics  of  U.S.  policies  in  Viet  Nam. Included  were  two  former  members  of  the  Canadian 
delegation  to  the  International  Control  Commission,  in 
charge  of  overseeing  adherence  to  and  violation  of  the  1954 Geneva  Convention  on  Viet  Nam. 

John  Powell  discussed  atrocities  perpetrated  by  United 
States  and  South  Vietnamese  troops  in  Viet  Nam. 

He  supported  the  suggestion  that  U.S.  might  withdraw from  all  but  a  few  enclaves  in  South  Viet  Nam. 

Hugh  Campbell  was  harshly  critical  of  U.S.  policies  in Viet  Nam. 

He  said  that,  in  free  elections.  North  Vietnamese  would 
probably  choose  a  non-Communist  government  while  South Vietnamese  would  probably  choose  a  Communist  one. 

He  said  Canadians  should  be  prepared  to  take  an  active role  in  bringing  peace  to  the  country.  He  suggested  that torces  from  various  nations,  including  Canada,  might  rule 

election        Nam  f°f  3  "cooling  off  Period"  preceding  free W.H.  Herridge,  New  Democratic  Member  of  Parliament tor  Kootenay  West,  British  Columbia,  said  opposition  to U.a.  po  icies  in  Viet  Nam  could  unite  adherents  of  various political  philosophies  in  Canada. 

Daniel  LaTouche,  vice-president  of  the  Union  Generate des  Etudiants  du  Quebec  said  Quebec  students  believe  the Quebec  government  should  speak  out  on  the  war,  if  the  Ca- nadian government  fails  to  do  so 



Not  enough  delegates:  no  conference A  serious  shortage  of  dele- 
gates forced  the  cancella- 

tion of  a  conference  on  the 
financing  of  higher  educa- 

tion scheduled  for  Feb.  18- 
20.  It  would  have  been 
been  sponsored  by  the  On- 

tario Region  of  the  Canadian 
Union  of  Students. 

Ryerson's  Schrader 

stresses  press 

responsibilities 

By  ROZ  LOFSKY 
The  public  has  a  right  to 

be  informed  and  the  press 
has  a  responsibility  to  pre- 

sent the  news  in  a  fair  light, 
E.  U.  Schrader,  head  of  the 
communications  department 
at  Ryerson  Polytechnical  In- 

stitute told  a  Hart  House 
audience  recently. 

Mr.  Schrader,  speaking  on 
''Society  and  the  Free  Press" in.  a  lecture  sponsored  by 
the  Library  Committee  gave 
a  short  history  on  the  free- 

dom that  the  press  has 
gained  within  the  last  100 
years. 

Just  recently,  he  told  the 
small  audience,  the  press 
has  begun  to  realize  that 
their  freedom  does  not  lie 
only  in  criticizing  the  gov- 

ernment, but  in  seeking  the 
truth  and  relating  it  to  the 
public. 

The  newspaper  should  not 
just  print  the  bare  facts, 
but  should  reveal  the  entire 
truth  surrounding  it. 
For  example,  if  a  paper 

carries  a  story  in  which  a 
man  is  quoted  maligning  a race  as  thieves,  the  tenden- 

cy, today  is  to  print  in brackets  beside  the  quote 
the  true  percentage  of 
thievery  among  that  parti- cular race. 
The  reporter  must  be 

equipped  with  greater  edu- 
cation so  he  can  be  prepared 

to  perform  all  this  research 
in  getting  at  the  truth, Schrader  said. 

ADMITS  THEFT  ATTEMPT: 

DENIES  OBSTRUCTION 
U  of  T  student  James 

Peter  Simpson  (I  Vic)  ad- 
mitted in  court  Friday  that 

he  was  attempting  to  steal 
U  of  T  property  after  a  foot- 

ball game  last  October. 
The  property  in  question 

was  a  goal  post. 
But  he  denied  the  only 

charge  he  is  facing  —  trying 
to  obstruct  a  policeman  in 
the  execution  of  his  duty. 
Simpson  claims  he  was 

pushed  into  the  middle  of  a 
crowd,  tripped  over  'some- 

thing," and  grabbed  the 
officer  to  regain  his  balance. 
The  case  was  remanded 

to  Feb.  22  for  judgment. 
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Conference  chairman  Paul 
Culliford  (II  Innis)  dis- 

closed that  only  nine  dele- 
gates had  been  registered 

last  Wednesday  when  the 
committee  decided  to  can- 

cel the  conference. 

Culliford  said  "a  very 
poor  response  among  stu- 

dents and  their  lack  of  wil- 
lingness •  to  participate  as 

delegates  this  late  in  the 
academic  year"  were  the 
major  reasons  for  the  can- cellation. 

The  conference  committee 
had  arranged  for  Dean  Vin- 

cent Bladen  to  discuss  his 

controversial  report  on  the 
financing  of  higher  educa- 

tion. Another  speaker  wa: 
to  be  John  McCarthy,  de- 

puty minister  of  University Affairs. 

Featured  speaker  at  the 
closing  session  was  to  be  Ed 
Roberts,  former  editor  of 
The  Varsity  and  currently 
executive  assistant  to  Pre- 

mier Joseph  Smallwood  of Newfoundland. 

Despite  the  cancellation 
of  the  ORCUS  conference, Roberts  is  rumoured  to  bt 
still  en  route  to  Toronto Wallenstein  agents  have been  instructed  to  prepare 
a  suitable  welcome. 

CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES 

UNITED  INVESTMENT  SERVICES LIMITED 
Male  &  Female  graduates  and/or  qualified 

undergraduates  in  Commerce  &  Finance  or  Arts. 
Positions: 

•  Personnel  are  required  to  sell  Mutual  Fund savings  and  investment  programs  to  industry and  public. 
•  Earnings  potential  compares  favourably  with any  related  opportunity  in  direct  sales. 
•  Rapid  Advancement  to  Management  likely  due 

to  Company's  continuing  expansion. 
•  Thorough  Training  Provided 

Place:  581  SPADINA  AVENUE 
Dale:  WEDNESDAY,  FEB.  23,  1966 

To  arrange  a  personal  interview, 
please  contact  the  Placement  Office 

THE  NATURE  OF  RUDOLF  STEINER'S SPIRITUAL  SCIENCE 

P.i.°  by  FRAN<:iS  L  EDMUNDS, Mn-J.     c   '""""';<  Emcnon  College,  London,  Enolood 
Monday,  February  21,  1:10  p.m.,  Ro.n,  2, 06.  Sidney  Smith  Hell 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 
LUNCH  HOUR  SNACK  BAR 

HAS  BEEN  CLOSED 
COMMENCING  MONDAY  FEB.  21 

UNIVERSAL  SCHOOL 

OF 
LANGUAGES 

PRIVATE  TUTOR.NG  By  Q^LIE.D^CHERS 
SPECIAL  RATES  FOR  STUDENTS 

922-4179 
THE  COLONNADE      SUITE  418 

BURSARIES  AND  YOU! 
The  SAC  Bursaries  Committee 
will  be  holding  hearings  on 

WEDNESDAY  FEBRUARY  23,  and 
THURSDAY  FEBRUARY  24 

at  1:00  p.m.  in 
RM.  3050,  SIDNEY  SMITH  HALL 

OFFICE  WING  OPPOSITE  ELEVATOR 
Students  who  have  grievances  or  suggestions  about the  bursary  program  are  asked  to  moke  their  views known  to  the  committee. 

THE  LUSTROUS  LOOK  IS  IN 

FOR  SPRING ! 

Glenayr  , 

NEW  SILKY 

ANTRON 

It's  so  feminine — the 
exciting  new  look  for 

Spring — the  shimmering 
new  pastel  look — captured 
here  by  Kitten  in  this  new 

perfectly  matching  cardigan 
and  skirt — the  cardigan  with 

raglan  shoulders  (shapely) 

and  %  sleeves.  34-42, 
$13.98.  The  fully-lined 

straight  skirt  to  perfectly 
match,  8-20,  $15.98. 

Both  in  the  fabulous  new 
fibre — silky  Antron. 

Look  for  Kitten's lustrous  new  look  at 

good  shops  everywhere! 

Without  tbis  label  it  i«  not  a  genuine  KITTEN. 



11  REPATRIATION 
OF  CANADIAN 

CONSTITUTION" 
TONIGHT  MDN.  FEB.  21 

8  P.M.  BICKERSTETH  ROOM 

HOORAY? 

Did  you  know  that  today  is  officially  "International 
Day  of  Solidarity  with  Youth  and  Students  against 

Colonialism"? Now  that  you  know,  do  you  care? 

Hart  House  Discotheque 

Saturday,  February  26 
9-12  midnight  in  the  Music  Room 

FREE  Refreshments  $1.00  couple 
(soft  drinks,  cookies)  75c  stag 

EVERYONE  WELCOME 

Presented  by 

Hart  House  House. Committe 

LAW  FORUM 
LEGAL  EDUCATION  IN  ONTARIO 

PROGRESSIVE  OR  REACTIONARY? 
J.  R.  ROBERTS  Esq.  Q.C. 

Director  of  the  Bar  Admission  Course,  Osgoorfe  Hall 
ELMER  SOPHA  Esq.  Q.C. M.P.P.  (Sudbury) 

Chairman:  Professor  H.  KREVER, Faculty  of  Low,  University  of  Toronto 

WEDNESDAY,  FEBRUARY  23rd 
7:30  P.M. 

MOOT  COURT  BUILDING 
Faculty  of  Law,  University  of  Toronto ALL  WELCOME. 

IS  THERE 

A  FAST-GROWING,  DIVERSIFIED, 
CANADIAN  COMPANY 

YOU  CAN  JOIN 

NOW? 

THERE  IS:  DOMTAR. 

Domtar  Limited  is  one  of  Canada's 
most  vital  and  diversified  com- 

panies. It  produces  a  world  of 
products  for  a  world  of  people : 

pulp  and  paper,  building  and 
construction  materials,  chemical 
products,  packaging  products, 
products  for  the  home  and 
kitchen. 

University  graduates  in  the  engi- 
neering fields,  in  the  sciences. 

business  administration,  and  in 
commerce  and  finance  will  find 

ample  opportunities  for  their  ini- 
tiative and  imagination  within 

the  modern  Domtar  operations. 
21,000  Canadian  employees  de- 

velop, produce  and  market  Dom- 
tar's  wide  range  of  consumer  and 
industrial  products  in  121  plants, 
mills  and  laboratories  from  Vic- 

toria to  Halifax.  In  addition,  there 
are  Domtar  facilities  in  the  United 
States,  the  United  Kingdom, 
Europe  and  the  West  Indies. 

A  Domtar  representative  visits 
Canadian  universities  throughout 
the  school  year.  He'll  be  happy 
to  discuss  career  opportunities 
available  today  at  Domtar.  If  you 
would  like  a  booklet  describing 

the  opportunities  within  Domtar, 
write  to:  Recruitment  Services, 
Domtar  Limited,  2100  Sun  Life 
Building,  Montreal,  Quebec. 

POIVgTAR DOMTAR  UMITiO 

UBC  arts  society 

magazine  suspended 

by  student  council 
VANCOUVER  (CUP)  — 

Consensus,  the  controversial 
arts  undergraduate  society 
magazine,  has  suspended 
publication  by  order  of  the 
University  of  British  Colum- bia's student  council. 
The  move  came  after  AUS 

President  Chuck  Campbell 
resigned  when  his  executive censured  him  for  trying  per- 

sonally to  fire  Consensus editors  Peter  Cameron  and 
Nancy  Corbett  for  printing 
an  allegedly  libelous  article on  UBC  board  member  and 
Social  Credit  party  wheel 
Einar  Gunderson. 
Student  council  president 

Byron  Hender  said:  "We want  to  take  a  look  at  the 
status  of  the  magazine  Con- sensus before  it  comes  out 

again." 

The  suspension  is  subject 
to  appeal  by  the  AUS,  Hen- der said. 

Hender  also  said  Camp-  *" 
bell's  resignation  would -not 
be  accepted  until  an  inves- tigation had  been  carried out. 

The  acting  undergraduate 
president,  Ian  McDougall, 
said  he  thought  Campbell's resignation  had  been  a 
good  thing. 

"It  is  a  point  of  principle. The  executive  body  must 
have  confidence  in  its  chief 
executive,"  McDougall  said. 

II  of  T  to  get 

$10  million  increase 

in  grants  this  year 

U  of  T  will  receive  an  in- crease of  $10  million  over 
last  year's  grant  from Queen's  Park  and  Ottawa 
for  operating  costs. 

This  will  bring  the  total 
grant  to  close  to  $39  million, the  largest  of  the  individual 
grants  for  universities  an- 

nounced by  Education  Min- ister William  Davis. 
Included  are  grants  for 

such  specific  purposes  as 
the  Royal  Ontario  Museum and  funds  for  new  univer- 

sity libraries. 
HUNGRY? 

EAT  PANCAKES  AT 

ST.  THOMAS'  CHURCH Hope  is  in  sight  for  the starving  residents  of  Devon- shire  and  Sir  Daniel  Wilson residences.  St.  Thomas  Ang- 
lican Church,  381  Huron Street,  will  hold  a  Pancake 

Supper  to-morrow  from 5:30-8  p.m.  All  you  can  eat 
tor  one  dollar. 
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STUDY  WEEK  ROUNDUP 

Relay  track  marks  broken 
Varsity  Blues  set  two  na- 

tive Canadian  track  records 
at  the  annual  Michigan 
State  University  relays  last weekend. 
John  Loaring,  Uwe 

Scharge,  Doug  Macdougall and  Dave  Bailey  ran  the 
two-and-a-half  mile  distance 
medley  relay  in  10:01  to 
shatter  a  35-year-old  mark 
by  25  seconds. 
Walter  Nicbiporek  re- 

placed Scharge  as  the  team 
covered  two  miles  in  7:49.5, 
3.4  seconds  better  than  the 
former  native  record  set  by 

a  1963  East  York  track  team 
anchored  by  Bill  Crothers. 

BADMINTON 
Toronto  and  McGill  will 

vie  for  the  OQAA  badminton 
title  at  Queen's  this  coming Friday  and  Saturday. Toronto  won  the  Western Division  playdown  last weekend  while  McGill  took 
the  Eastern  sector.  Decid- 

ing the  individual  champ- ionship will  be  John  Mac- Dougall  of  McMaster  and 
Siak  Lee  of  Queen's. Doubles  finalists  are  Tor- 

onto's John  Gilbert  and  Tim Smith  and  McGlH's  Patrick So  and  Sin  Lam  Chan. 

TOURNAMENT 
New  champions  were crowned  in  three  OQAA 

sports  last  weekend.  McGill 
won  the  fencing  tourna- ment with  37  victories,  four 
more  than  runner-up  Tor- onto. Helmut  Microys  of Toronto  was  selected  top individual  fencer. 
Montreal  captured  the 

skiing  title  with.  361.4  points, ahead  of  McGill  and  Laval! which  were  second  and  third respectively. 
Bob  Reid  skipped  Toronto 

to  the  curling  champion- ship, defeating  Western, 11-9,  11-6  in  the  final  series! 

Tankers  prep  for  championship  meet, 

swim  to  "informal"  tie  with  USAC 
-    By  PETER  McCREATH 

Varsity  Blues  closed  out 
their  exhibition  season  with 
a  42-42  tie  in  an  informal 
meet  with  a  University  Set- 

tlement Aquatic  Club  team 
of  only  seven  competitors 
Friday  evening  at  Hart House. 
USAC  was  led  by  Alex 

Fedko  and  Jim  Shaw,  both 
of  whom  have  already  been 
sought  by  American  univer- 

sities, though  still  grade  11 students. 
Fedko  won  the  500  free 

and  the  200  fly,  Shaw  the 
200  back,  Bob  the  200  indi- 

vidual  medley  and  Morris 

Vaillencourt  the  200  breast. 
USAC  also  won  the  400  yd. medley  relay. 
For  Blues,  Peter  Richard- 

son led  the  way  with  victo- 
ries in  the  50  free  and  200 free. 

Theo  van  Ryn  won  the  100 
free.  Blues  also  won  a  uni- 

que 400  free  relay  which  saw 
eight  swimmers  each  swim 
50  yards. 
Varsity  intermediates 

closed  out  an  undefeated 
season  with  a  52-28  victory 
over  Trinity  College  School, 
Saturday  in  Port  Hope. 
Blues  spread  the  victory With  several  winners:  Steve 

Gerring  in  the  200  free.  Bob 
Watt  in  the  50  free,  Scott 
Cowan  in  the  100  individual 
medley,  Lionel  Mandell  in 
the  100  fly,  Alex  Leroy  in  the 
100  free  and  Roger  Barcant 
in  the  100  back. 
Each  of  the  above  were 

members  of  either  the  win- 
ning 200  free  or  200  medley 

relay. 

With  such  a  strong  inter- mediate team,  Blues  can 
look  to  continued  success  at 
the  senior  level  in  the  future, 
with  the  graduation  of  some 
seniors  this  year. 
NOTES:  The  intercollegi- 

ate championships  are  at 
London  this  weekend. 

BOXERS  SUCCESSFUL  AT  BMfi 

Playfair  edges  Smith  in  meet  thriller 
By  BOB  CLARK 

The  University  of  Toronto 
boxing  Blues  took  five  of 
nine  matches  at  a  meet  at 
Royal  Military  College,  King- 

ston, Saturday. 
As  there  are  no  intercol- 

legiate championships  there 
is  no  official  scoring  system for  the  bouts. 
The  most  exciting  match 

of  the  meet  was  between 
Varsity's  John  Playfair  and and  RMC's  Doug  Smith  in the  175-lb.  class  won  by 
Playfair  in  a  close  split  de- cision. 

Duncan  Miller  was  again 
TKO'd  by  RMC's  Geoff  Arch- bold.  Miller  started  off 
strongly  boxing  the  first round  carefully. 
However,  in  the  second^ 

he  tried  to  slug  it  out  with 
the  more  experienced  Arch- 
bold  and  was  knocked  down 
twice  causing  the  referee  to 
stop  the  fight. 

"'I  think  that  RMC  has  the 
edge  in  boxing  skill  and  con- 

ditioning," said  Varsity's  as- sistant   coach    Don  Mills, 

"But  the  results  again  show how  closely  the  teams  are 

matched." ?3V,b'  Um  Flatt  IT>  decisioned  Mike Mike  Blair  (RMC). 135  lb.  Geoff  Archbold  (RMC)  over Duncan  Miller  (T>  by  tko. 140  lb  Well,  stone  (RMC)  deciston- ed  Harold  Pohoresky  (T). 145  lb.  no  competition. 

150  lb.  Hans  Dickie  (T)  decisioned Horry  Mohr  (RMC). 
155  lb.  Rich  Guthrie  (RMC)  over Andy  Robertson  (T)  by  tko 140  overweight  Bob  Hamilton  (T) deosioned    Lief   Schonberg  (RMC) 145  lb.  )ohn  Carlson  (RMC)  deci- sioned Win  Mclntyre  (T) 
175  lb.  )ohn  Playfair  "(T)  decisioned Doug  Smith  (RMC). 
Heavyweight  )ock  Halpin  (T)  deci- sioned  Dove   Haas  (RMC). 

Pyne  Pickins... 
(Continued  from  Page  12) 
had  11,  Doug  Lockhart  10. 
The  Waterloo  win  broke 

the  second-place  tie  with 
Blues,  whom  they  beat  both 
times  out  this  year. 
A  combination  of  a  Varsi- 
ty loss  to  Windsor  Lancers 

and  an  82-54  Waterloo  win 
over  Western  had  set  up  the 
important  tie-breaking  con- test in  Waterloo. 
Against  Lancers.  Blues 

put  up  a  tremendous  first- half  performance,  holding the  Windsor  team  to  a  54- 44  margin.  ln  that  half  Var- 
sity was  good  on  47  per  cent of  their  attempts  while Windsor  managed  only 

per  cent. 
In  the  second  half,  it  Was 

27 

just  a  matter  of  Windsor 
being  too  good  to  be  held back.  With  12  minutes  to 
go  the  Lancer  press  account- ed for  four  rapid  hoops  giv- 

ing them  a  70-59  edgj.  From there  they  went  on  to  their 
comfortable  107-85  win. 
Marty  Kwiatkowski  and 

Bob  Navetta  continued  their 
high-scoring  performances 
with  28  and  26  points  res- 

pectively for  Windsor.  For 
Blues,  Kane  and  Lockhart 
had   16,  Ron  Kimel  14. 

It  was  a  busy  week  of 
basketball  for  Blues  and 
next  week  will  'probably  be busier  as  coach  John  Mc- 
Manus  must  round  his  squad 
into  top  shape  lor  the  SIBL 
tournament  in  WiDdsar  uis weekend. 

Women's  Athletic  Association Women's  Interfoculty  NOVICE  Fencing  Tournament Saturday,  February  26th 
Fencing  Commences  at  9:30  a.m.  sharp Benson  Building 
Get  Points  for  Your  college No  experience  necessary! 

Please  submit  your  name  at  Benson  Building  by  Tfcurs  Feb  24th SCHEDULE  OF  AWARD  MEETINGS Lecture  Room Study  Room 
Board  Room 
Study  Room 
Study  Room Board  Room 
Board  Room 
Study  Room Board  Room 
Board  Room 
Board -Room 
Board  Room 
Lecture  Room 

Archery 
February  2^ 

5  p.m. 
Badminton 

February  24 
5  p.m. 

Basketball 
March  2 5  p.m. 

Bowling 
February  23 5  p.m. Curling 
February  22 1  p.m. Fencing 
February  28 I  p.m. Field  Hockey February  25 1  p.m. Golf February  22 5  p.m. 

Ice  Hockey February  24 I  p.m. Skiing 

March  I 
.  p.m. 

Swimming February  23 5  p.m. Tennis February  28 5  p.m. 
Volleyball February  22 1  p.m. 

OUTSTANDING 

OPPORTUNITY 

wo^'r™  trrd wrld los,,,or ° ^ 

2iriSi*j  TrSe,?'  'r°ini"9.    °nd  during  future  employment 

SALARY  OPEN  !  
COMPLETE  BENEFIT  PROGRAMME  ! 

For  a  personal  interview  contact  - F.  R.  DAWE, 
PERSONNEL  MANAGER 

?I£7E  FARM  'NSURANCE  COMPANIES 1807  BRIMLEY  ROAD,  SCARBOROUGH 
291-1961. 

U.C.  AT  HOME 

PYGMALION 
HOWARD  FERGUSON  HALL SEMI-FORMAL  -  2  BANDS $2.00  PER  COUPLE 

SATURDAY  FEB.  26 
Tickets:  U.  C.  Refectory  -  Rotunda,  S.A.C.  Office Sir  Daniel  Wilson  Residence 

CHALLENGED  BY 

AN  INTERESTING  SOCIAL  EXPERIENCE 
HI  ISRAEL? 

Today's  frontiers  ore  being  opened  as  much  by  the  dedicated  os by  the  adventurous.  In  Israel  you  can  reap  the  very  personal rewards  at  being  bath.  Through  Sherut  La'om  you  con  find  self- fulfil  ment  volunteering  your  knowledge  and  skills  in  education social  work  ond  health  services,  or  by  participating  in  on  exciting experience  in  communal  living  on  a  Kibbutz,  for  a  year's  time The  fourth  group  of  volunteers  is  scheduled  to  leove  in  June  1966 tor  o  year  of  voluntary  service  in  the  Kibbutz  or  in  immigrant centers  of  development  areas.  For  the  most  challenging  experience of  o  lifetime,  coll  or  write  to-day  for  full  informotian  to 
SHERUT  LA' AM 188  Morfee  Avenue, 
Toronto  19,  Ontario. 787-6171. 

Pat  and  Joseph's  Hair  Designs 1 16A  Bloor  Sr.  W.,  (2nd  floor) 
Announces  The  Opening  of  the 

NEW  BUDGET  ROOM 
operated  by  our  trained  Junior  stylists 

Shampoo  ond  Set  ....  from  $2.25 
Hair  cut   $1.25 

Also  special  prices  for  tints,  perms,  ond  bleaches 
Phone:  921-4884  or  921-1234 
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MUST  DEFEAT  MAC,  SUELPH 

Queen's  Cup  only  week  away 

Wrigley  beats  City  Hal! 

and  Blues  dump  'Stangs By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
Playing  goal  for  Varsity  Blues  is  like  trying  to  fight 

City  Hall.  YcAj  just  can't  win.  If  Blues  run  up  a  score  that reaches  double  figures,  which  they  have  done  frequently 
this  season,  no  one  notices  the  goaltender. 

But  if  Blues  happen  to  lose  a  game,  the  goaltender 
usually  comes  in  for  more  than  his  share  of  criticism. 

John  Wrigley  fought  City  Hall  and  won  Friday  night 
as  he  came  up  with  a  brilliant  performance  in  Blues'  6-2 victory  over  league-leading  Western  Mustangs  before  a 
capacity  crowd  at  Varsity  Arena. 

Western  forward  John  Hospodar  moves  through  Blues'  defense  pair  Bob  Awrey  (7)  and 
Doug  St.  John  (5)  to  pot  his  second  goal  of  the  night.  Puck  is  shown  sliding  through 
goalie  John  Wrigley's  legs. 

Busy  week  of  basketball N 

sees  Varsity  finish  third 
By  RICH  PYNE 

Blues'  cagers  rounded  out their  regular  season  with  a 
solid  1 18-86  victory  over  Mc- 
Masler  Marauders  Saturday 
night  at  Hart  House. 
The  win  brought  Blues' record  to  six  wins  and  four 

losses,  giving  them  sole  pos- 
session of  third  and  last 

playoff  spot  in  the  Senior 
InTercollegiate  League's western  loop. 
After  the  first  few  min- 

utes of  Saturday's  game, when  Mac  had  periodic 
leads,  Blues  began  to  pull 
away  and  the  outcome  was 
in  little  doubt. 
Although  four  Varsity 

players  incurred  three  fouls 
in  the  opening  half,  only 
Arvo  Neidre  got  caught  for 
five  by  the  end  of  the  game. 
Jim  Holowachuk  finally 

returned  to  the  form  that 
made  him  an  all-star  last 
year  as  he  contributed  20 
points  toward  Blues'  62-45 first-half  lead. 
Holowachuk  ended  the 

game  with  26  while  soft- 
shooting  Nolan  Kane  broke 
out  for  17,  ending  the  game with  27. 

Neidre,  equalling  his  sea- 
son best,  added  15  as  did 

John  Hadden.  Arvid  Stonk- 
us  potted  18  for  McMaster, 
Jim  Murray  and  Brian 
Gruhl  had  15  apiece. 

The  preceding  Wednes- 
day, Varsity  and  Waterloo 

Warriors  met  at  Waterloo  in 
the  crucial  show-down  for 
second  spot. 

After  a  close  half,  Water- 
loo had  a  negligible  one- 

point  lead,  35-34,  but  in  the 
second  half  Warriors  came 
on  and  Blues  went  blah. 
Waterloo  deployed  a  very 

Potter  for  Woly 
At  half-time  in  the  Mc- 

Master game  Saturday 
in  Hart  House,  Blues' captain  Bill  Woloshyn received  the  Dr.  W.  A. 
Potter  trophy  presented 
each  year  to  the  Toronto 
player  judged  most 
worthy  by  his  temmates. 

Bill,  currently  averag- 
ing 12  points  a  game,  is 

enjoying  his  best  season 
in  his  lengthy  Senior  In- 

tercollegiate career. 
After  three  seasons  as 

a  forward  with  Western 
he  came  to  Toronto 
where  he  played  guard 
for  the  last  three. 

Noted  for  his  cool  man- 
ner and  deceptively  fast 

drives  he  has  been  an  in- 
valuable steadying  in- 

fluence on  Blues'  relative- 
ly young  team  all  year. 

effective  zone  that  had  Var- 
sity shooters  setting  up 

from  out  of  sight.  At  the 
other  end,  Waterloo  broke 
fast  and  finished  off  a  good 
percentage  of  their  plays. 
Dick  Aldridge  and  Bob 

Eaton  contributed  17  each 
to  Waterloo's  final  74-63 
margin  of  victory.  Bob  Pan- do  had  15. 

Nolan  Kane  was  high  for 
Blues  with  13.  Ron  Kimel 
(See    "Pyne,"    Page  11) 

Blues  must  now  win  their 
two  remaining  games  with McMaster  and  Guelph  to 
clinch  the  Senior  Intercol- 

legiate Hockey  League  title  • 
and  the  Queen's  Cup. 

It  was  Wrigley's  standout 
play  which  allowed  Blues to  take  this  crucial  match. 
A  transfer  student  from  Uni- 

versity of  New  Brunswick, 
Wrigley  made  the  big  saves 
in  spectacular  fashion,  es- 

pecially in  the  first  period 
when  Mustangs  put  conti- 

nuous pressure  on  Blues. 
"He  was  tremendous," enthused  coach  Tom  Watt, 

who  earlier  in  the  day  was 
having  second  thoughts 
about  playing  Wrigley  in 
place  of  regular  netminder Bill  Stewart. 

As  a  result  of  Wrigley's fine  play,  Blues  came  out  of 
the  first  period  with  a  2-0 lead. 

Murray  Stroud  scored  the 
all-important  first  goal  on 
Blues'  second  shot  on  West- 

ern goalie  Gary  Bonney  at 
the  1:10  mark. 

From  then  on  the  Mon- teith  brothers  and  Laurent 
went  to  work,  accounting 
for  four  of  the  five  goals. 

Although  this  line  hasn't been  the  dominant  force  it 
was  expected  to  be,  it  came 
through  when  it  was  needed 
most,  for  a  loss  in  this  game 
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— photo  by  Jack  Ncwmai 

Blues'  captain  Bill  Woloshyn,  in  his  sixth  year  of  SIBL competition  receives  the  Dr.  W.  A.  Potter  trophy  Saturday night  from  OQAA  publicity  director  Rick  Kollins. 

would  have  eliminated  Blues 
from  title  contention. 
Henry  Monteith  scored 

twice,  once  in  the  first 
period  and  once  in  the  third, and  Steve  Monteith  and 
Paul  Laurent  each  scored 
once. 

Laurent's  goal  in  the  sec- 
ond period  proved  to  be  the winner.  Not  only  did  it  give 

Blues  a  3-0  lead  at  the  time, 
but  it  took  much  of  the 
fighit  out  of  Mustangs. 

"After  the  third  goal  some 
of  our  players  seemed  to 
lose  their  poise,"  was  the way  Western  coach  Ron 
Watson  put  it. 
Blues  added  two  more 

goals  in  the  middle  frame after  John  Hospodar  ruined 
Wrigley's  bid  for  a  shutout with  the  first  of  his  two 

goals. 

Hospodar  stole  the  puck 
at  the  Varsity  defence, 
which  didn't  have  one  of 
its  better  games,  and  went in  alone  on  Wrigley. 

Blues  are  one  point  behind 
Mustangs  in  league  stand- 

ings and  have  two  games 
remaining  while  Western 
has  only  one,  against  Uni- versity of  Montreal. 
LEFTOVERS:  Blues  out- 

shot  Western  31-29  .  .  .  De- 
fenceman  Gil  Farmer  suf- 

fered a  broken  hand  but 
may  be  able  to  complete  the season  .  .  .  Three  stars  as 
chosen  by  the  panel  of  ama- 

teur experts  consisting  of 
Paul  Carson,  Tom  Rossiter 
of  the  Western  Gazette  and 
Tony  Busseri,  were  Henry Monteith,  John  Wrigley  and 
Steve  Monteith  ...  An  eel 
was  added  to  the  long  list 
of  items  thrown  on  the  ice this  season. 

First  Period 
(Cunninohom,  Possi)    \_-\n 2.  H.  Monteith 
(S.  Monteith,  Passi)   16-36 Penalties:     Awrey      (holding);  Bur- 

wash  (charging);    Laurent  (crosscheck- 

fee      )       'interference'-'  F'e>d  (inter- 

Second  Period 
IS.   Monteith,  Wilson)    .  .    ,  5-44 4.  Hospodor  (L'Heureux)    ....  7-30 5.  Monohan  (Stroud)  .  . .  8-33 6-  S.  Monteith 
(H.  Monteith,  Laurent)    ....  12:58 Penalties:  Laurent  (roughing);  Black- 

burn   (roughing);    Awrey    (holding  the puck);      Laurent      (roughing);  Higgs 
(roughing). 

Third  Period 7.  Hospodar 
(Knightley,    Clark)     ...  1-57 8.  H.  Monteith  (S.  Monteith)  . .  3;4S 

RLn-u0  *:  Passi  "Anting  major); 
Blackburn  (elbowing  and  fightirra 

major).  9  • 



SAC  ELECTIONS  TOMORROW 

varsity 

Housing  situation  grim 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

A  grim  warning  about  the  lack  of  student  housing  on this  campus  is  included  in  a  report  written  by  a  committee of  University  of  Toronto  administrators. 
The  four-man  committee,  headed  by  D.  R  CamDbell associate  dean  of  the  Faculty  of  Arts  and  Sciences  has  been 

months  g       Student  reside"ce  situation  for  several 
The  report,  recently  submitted  to  President  Claude  Bis sell,  is  not  expected  to  be  released  for  some  time  if  at  all President  Bissell  has  not  yet  read  it  because  he  is Venezuela  for  two  weeks  at  a  conference. 
Other  members  of  the  committee  were  Miss  J  R  Bur 

^et;haSF°aClaHe  prc°fessor  of  sociology;  J.  W.  B.  Sisam,'  dean of  the  Faculty  of  Forestry;  and  Prof.  Donald  Forster,  execu hve  assistant  to  the  president. 
In  one  section  of  the  report,  the  Campus  Co-operative Residences  are  praised  for  the  student  housing  they  provide U  of  T  would  provide  co-operative  housing  but  is  ore, vented  from  so  doing  by  its  administrative  sfructure  the report  says. 

Hentl^  ™  tP  'S  th'S  year  ProvidinS  housing  for  400  stu dents  m  30  houses  it  owns  in  the  campus  area. 
Most  of  the  houses  are  segregated  by  sex  but  the  Co-op 

mentsPrOV  h°USeS  f°r  marri^d  stud™ts' 
■  ,Fees.,are  5530  a  year  for  double  rooms,  and  JS90  for s.ngles.  Most  U  of  T  residences  cost  about  $700 

seating^0C0OeOaPcheSidentS  **  fa  three  "  ̂  
lv  aT™„?-TbeE  °1  aPP'icati°ns  to  live  in  the  Co-op  is  usual y  a  multiple  of  the  number  of  places  available  Last  vear there  were  400  applications  for  100  places  *  ' 

is  sugSe'bylnrreporr™  'nd  the  C°<* Meanwhile,  another  committee,  a  subunit  of  School  nt 

students         ""dying  the  residence  situation  for  graduate 
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Library  reading  room  hours  extended 

until  midnight  till  end  of  exams 
Reading  rooms  in  New 

College,  University  Collese, and  the  Sigmund  Samuel 
libraries  will  remain  open until  midnight  from  March 
7  to  the  end  of  exams. 
Dean  McDermid,  (II- Dents),  head  of  the  SAC  lib- 

rary committee,  suggested the  move  to  Chief  Librarian R-  H.  Blackburn  last  fall and  finally  received  confir- 
mation of  it  last  Friday. 

HART  HOUSE  ELECTIONS 
Nominations  for  Hart 

House  elections  close  at 
5  p.m.  today.  Forms  are 
available  at  the  Under- 

graduate Office. 

McDermid  called  Mr. 
Blackburn  co-operative,  but 
said  the  confirmation  was 
"slow  in  coming." 
"At  first  he  was  not  in agreement  with  it  because 

he  didn't  think  students would  make  enough  use  of 
it,"  McDermid  said. 

University  College  Presi- 
dent Danny  Cooper  (IV  UC) feels  that  at  least  part  of the  credit  must  go  to  the UC  Lit. 

The  Lit  wrote  a  letter  to 
UC  Principal  Douglas  Le- Pan  requesting  that  readmg room  hours  be  extended. University  College  was  the 
first  to  receive  confirmation of  its  request. 

The  election: 

SACCULATIONS  AND  DELAYS 
Thursday's  SAC  elections 

have  been  featured  by  nu- merous acclamations,  some 
delays  and  a  few,  just  a  few, interesting  contests. 

As  a  result  of  the  re- 
opening of  nominations,  the elections  at  New  College 

have  been  postponed  until 
Friday.  To  date,  five  candi- 

dates are  seeking  the  three available  seats. 
Election  day  at  all  other 

colleges  and  faculties  is 
Thursday.  Of  course,  there 
will  be  no  SAC  elections  in 
cases  of  acclamation. 
Some  of  the  SAC  reps,  ac- claimed as  of  Tuesday  night 

include  Gerald  McMaster 
(Architecture),  Harry  Ous- 
soren  (Emmanuel),  David 
Stewart  (Knox),  Sharon 
Price  (PHE),  Dee  Chatter- 
son  (POT)  and  Jane  Wat- 

son (St.  Hilda's). Three  freshmen,  William 
Evans,  James  Martin  and 

Laurel  Sefton,  have  been  ac- 
claimed from  St.  Michael's College. 

Sitting  member  Karen 
Aboud  has  been  returned 
unopposed  from  Scarbor- ough College. Both  sitting  members 
from  the  School  of  Grad- 

uate Studies,  Alan  Bowker and  Thomas  Wray,  have 
been  ruled  acclaimed  be- 

cause of  the  disqualifica- tion of  the  third  candidate Rick  Ross  (IV  APSC)  had 
entered  as  a  candidate  from 
SGS  but  SAC  election  rules 
specify  that  a  candidate 
must  already  belong  to  the 
school  or  faculty  in  which 
he  is  running.  Ross  had claimed  his  candidancy  was 
intended  to  test  the  validity 
of  this  regulation. 
Despite  the  increasing 

trend  towards  acclamations, 
there  are  still  a  few  inter- 

esting contests. 

Ten  candidates  are  report- 
ed in  the  running  for  the single  seat  from  Pharmacy. 

_  At  University  College, eight  students,  including four  members  of  SDU,  are 
contending  for  five  seats. 
The  Faculty  of  Music  fea- 

tures four  candidates  striv- 
ing for  one  seat,  and  at Nursing  there  are  three students  in  the  race,  also  for 

just  one  seat. Although  there  are  four 
students  seeking  the  one remaining  seat  at  Trinity, 
no  candidates'  statements were  received.  The  Varsity 
learned  last  night  thai  the 
four  had  entered  into 
a  "gentleman's  agreement" not  to  submit  any  publicity 
material  and  that  no  state- ments would  be  made. 
Statements  by  candidates 

in  other  colleges  and  facul- ties appear  on  pages  eight, 
nine  and  10  of  this  issue. 

Budget  committees  closed  to  students 

President  Bissell  told 
three  U  of  T  students  last 
week  that  students  will  not 
be  permitted  to  sit  on  uni- 

versity budgetary  commit- tees. 
The  disclosure  came  at  a 

meeting  Feb.  14  between  the 
U  of  T  administralion  and 
leaders  of  the  Ad  Hoc  Com- 

mittee on  Bookstore  Prices. 
The  committee  was  attempt- 

to  negotiate  a  20  per 
cent  subsidy  on  book  pur- chases. 

In  spite  of  his  disappoint- ment, committee  chairman 
Doug  Hay  (III  UC)  ex- 

pressed no  surprise  at  the 
announcement.  "The  ad- 

ministration is  just  conti- 
uing  its  long-standing  poli- 

cy of  excluding  students 
from  any  say  in  the  affairs 
of  their  university,"  Hay 
said. 
"This  was  obvious  in  Dr. 
issell's  comment  that  it 

was  'a  great  privilege'  for us    to    be    meeting  them. 

How  does  o  university 
president  escope  the  throngs 
of  angry  students  eagerly 
demanding  equality  and 
things?  Following  his  en- counter with  the  Ad  Hoc 
Bookstore  Committee  Dr. 
Bissell  left  for  a  two  week 
vacation  in  the  wilds  of  Ve- nezuela. 

Clearly,  the  administration 
doesn't  make  a  habit  of 
listening  to  student  com- 

plaints." 

Hay  was  also  critical  of 
an  administration  offer, 

published  in  Monday's  Var- sity, to  give  a  five  per  cent 
discount  on  prescribed  texts 
some  time  in  the  future. "Even  though  we  are  pleased 
with  this  small  concession, 
their  five  per  cent  reduc- tion is  simply  too  little,  too 
late,"  he  said. 
Mr.  Justice  Dana  Porter, 

Governors  Press  Committee, 
chairman  of  the  Board  of 
said  at  the  Feb.  14  meeting 
that  his  committee  will 
consider  in  March  a  five- 
page  brief  submitted  by  the Ad  Hoc  Committee. 

ELECTION  STATEMENTS 



LAST  DANCE  OF  YEAR 

U.  C.  AT  HOME 

PYGMALION 

HOWARD  FERGUSON  HALL 
ANIMAL  BAND 

★  "THE  EASY  RIDERS" AND 

*  DANCE  BAND 
SEMI-FORMAL  -  $2.00  PER  COUPLE 

SATURDAY  FEB.  26 
Tickets:  U.C.  Refectory  -  Rotundo,  SAC  Office  - 

Sir  Daniel  Wilson  Residence. 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 
presents  in Room  102 

Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -2:00  p.m. 
Feb.  23,24, 1966 
PROJECT  APOLLO 

NUCLEAR  REACTOR 
SPACE  POWER  SYSTEMS 
FLIGHT  OF  GEMINI  V 

(GEMINI  V! 
A  series  of  programmes  arrang- ed by  (he  Science  and  Medicine Dept.  of  (he  University  Library 
in   co-operation   with   the  Na- tional Science  Film  Library  of the  Canodion  Film  Institute. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE 
WATCHING  THE  FILM 

WEDNESDAY  FIVE  O'CLOCK  RECITAL 
February  23rd         Hart  House  Music  Room 

THE  HART  HOUSE  MUSIC  COMMITTEE  presents  a 

Special  JAZZ  CONCERT featuring 

The  JIM  NEVINS  QUINTET 
This  dynamic  and  aggressive  jaiz  group  comes  to  Hart  House  by  popular 
demand.  Led  by  Jim  Nevins  on  valve  trombone,  this  group  presents  an 
exciting  sound  filled  with  swing  and  lyricism. 

Soul  says:  "The  greates'.  .  .  .  they  con  swing  with  the  best." 
P.L.D.        "They  will  be  o  vital  force  in  Toronto  jazz." NO  TICKETS  NECESSARY  —  LADIES  WELCOME 

IL  T.  D.  C. 

PRESENTS 

JEAN  GENET 

The 

Balcony 

COLONNADE  THEATRE 

FEBRUARY  22-27  8:30  P.M. 

TICKETS  $|.50 

S.A.C.  OFFICE   923-6221 

BOX  OFFICE   925-4573 

HERE  & 
Today,  aU  day: 

Applications  being  received  for  summer  work  projects. SCM  office.  Hart  House. 

Today,  12:30  p.m. Noon  hour  concert:  Pierre  Souvairan,  pianist.  Concert 
Hall,  273  Bloor  St.  W.  Admission  free. 
Today,  1  pan. 

Yavneh  lecture,  The  Jewish  concept  of  Jesus,  part  II. 
Rm.  2110,  Sid  Smith. 

Graduate  Christian  Fellowship  discussion:  Is  man  all 
that  mature?  UC,  Rm.  221. 

Liberal  Club  general  meeting  to  nominate  66-67  execu- tive. All  members  should  attend.  Rm.  1086,  Sid.  Smith. 
Third  session:  WUS  conference  on  student  influence. 

Students  in  Communist  Europe.  Speakers:  George  Mezo 
(Hungary),  Anatol  Ryzhinikov  (USSR).  Rm.  2117,  Sid  Smith. Student  committee  on  Cuban  affairs  seminar:  the  role 
of  women  in  revolutionary  Cuba.  Rm.  590,  Sid  Smith. 

SAC  bursaries  commission  meeting.  Also  Thursday.  Rm. 
3050,  Sid  Smith. 

Today,  2:30  p.m. 
Meeting,  Victoria  Women's  Association.  Wymilwood, Victoria  College. 
Exhibition  of  French  books.  East  Hall,  UC.  Till  8  p.m. 

Today,  4  pan. 
Vanier  lectures  continue.  Carr  Hall,  St.  Mikes. 
Meeting  of  film  production  club,  auditions  for  film 

(men  only.)  Bickersteth  Room,  Hart  House. 
Today,  4:30  p.m. GSU  graduate  tea. 
Today,  5  p.m. 

Discussion  of  examination  techniques  in  the  humanities 
and  social  sciences.  Rm.  106,  UC. 

Meeting  of  all  WUS  reps.  Hart  House. 
Today,  7  p.m. 

11th  general  SAC  meeting.  All  welcome.  Debates  Room, Hart  House. 
Today,  7:30  pan. 

Graduates'  badminton.  Drill  Hall,  119  St.  George. CUSO  India  orientation  meeting.  Speakers,  films.  East 
Common  Room,  Hart  House. 
Today,  8  p.m. 

All  interested  in  skiing  with  the  Outing  Club  this  week- 
end should  call  Abe.  Gottsman,  RU  7-7034,  before  Friday. 
Flying  Club  meeting.  Elections.  Music  Room,  Hart House. 

Today,  8:30  p.m. 
Poculi  ludique  societas  presents  Gammer  Gurton's Needle:  admission  free.  West  Hall,  UC.  Also  Thursday. 

Thursday,  11  a.m. 
Graduates'  hockey.  Varsity  Arena. 

Thursday,  12  p.m. 
UC  wreckers  club  general  meeting.  In  front  of  UC. 

Thursday,  1  p.m. 
The  Rev.  F.G.  Belway  of  St.  Bartholomew's  Church speaks  on  The  Lord,  the  giver  of  life. 
Seminar  with  Dr.  Charles  Hanly  on  ethics  and  psycho- 

analysis. Sid  Smith,  Rm.  2125. 
Movie  on  the  Venezuela  guerrilla  movement.  Rm.  1069, Sid  Smith. 
VCF  discussion:  Rm.  77.  New  College. 
Talk  on  Morals  and  the  law.  Rm.  106,  UC. 
WUS  conference:  Chile  and  Germany.  Rm.  2117  Sid Smith. 
Poetry  reading,  Hart  House  Art  Gallery. Yavneh  class:  findamentals  of  orthodox  Judaism  Rm 2110,  Sid  Smith. 
Film,  recruiting  meeting  for  Frontier  College.  Music Room,  Hart  House. 

Thursday,  4  pan. 
Laser  Demonstrations:  seminar  with  Prof.  B.P.  Stoi- 

cheff.  Rm.  135,  McLennan  Labs.  Tea,  3:55  p.m. Sir  Ernest  MacMillan  will  speak  on  making  music  in 
a  German  prison  camp.  Alumni  Hall,  Victoria  College. Thursday,  5  pan. 

Talk:  the  New  Theology.  Rm.  202,  Gerald  Larkin  Build- 

ing. 

Thursday,  7:30  p.m. 
Bible  study:  l  he  sayings  of  Jesus.  Canterbury  House 373  Huron  St. 

Thursday,  8  pan. 

Meeting,  Maths  and  Physics  society.  Current  problems in  differential  geometry.  Hart  House,  Music  Room. 
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^  Smaller  Nensis;  fewer  copies 
Only  8,000  copies  of  the  Torontonensis,  U 

of  T's  yearbook,  may  be  available  to  students this  year. 
The  finance  committee  decided  Monday night  that  editors  Gary  Ross  (II  UC)  and Kathy  Watson  (II  Vic)  will  have  to  investi- gate how  much  might  be  saved  by  cutting the  numbers  of  copies  published  from  12  000 to  10,000  or  even  8,000. 
The  commission  feels  the  cutback  is  ne- cessary because  of  the  $11,500  deficit  the Nensis  is  running  on. 
This  year  the  Nensis  is  being  provided 

t7300tO  StUdentS'  11  was  budgeted  to  lose Finance  Commissioner  Howard  Simmons 
(I  Law)  told  The  Varsity  that  this  figure was  based  on  estimates  that  the  advertising company  would  be  able  to  obtain  $8  000 worth  of  advertising  for  the  yearbook However,  adman  Vince  Kelly  has  managed to  sell  only  J500  worth  of  ads Twenty-four  pages  have  been  cut  from  the book  in  an  attempt  to  lower  costs. 
"The  Nensis  is  really  good  this  year  and as  an  important  student  service  really  de- serves the  money,"  said  co-editor  Ross. 

^  New  OCE  plans  for  graduates 
The  Ontario  Department 

of  Education  has  a  new  plan to  draw  university  grad- uates with  spare  time  into 
elementary  school  teaching. 
The  plan,  announced  by Education  Minister  William 

Davis  yesterday,  would  at- 
tract "qualified  persons  of mature  years"  to  relieve 

teachers  of  non  -  teaching duties. 
During  May  and  June, 

these  teacher-interns,  are to  spend  20  teaching  days 
doing  routine  duties  such 
as  playroom  supervision  as 
well  as  teaching  one  or  two lessons  a  day. 

The  first  experiments  will 
be  carried  out  in  schools  of 

3,000-  person  enrolment  so 
that  the  interns  will  have 
ample  supervision  and  help 
from  qualified  teachers. 
Department  officials  ex- 

pect that  the  plan  will  at- 
tract mostly  married  women 

whose  time  is  no  longer 
taken  up  caring  for  their children. 
This  is  the  first  step  in 

the  Ontario  government's plan  to  make  a  university 
degree  compulsory  for  all school  teachers. 
The  next  step  will  be  a 

six-week  summer  course  at 
Lakeshore  Teachers'  Col- 

lege, then  the  interns  will 
go    back    to    the  original 

school  from  September  to December. 

By  January  1967,  the 
teacher-interns  will  get  reg- ular classes  to  teach.  They will  have  to  take  another summer  course  before  they 
get  their  teaching  certifi- cates. 

Applicants  who  are  under 
25  years  of  age  must  hold  a 
university  degree  and  have 
at  least  one  year  of  post- 

graduate study.  Those  over 
25  need  have  only  one  de- 

gree. 

The  program  is  the  first 
in  Canada  that  would  use 
outsiders  to  help  teachers 
with  non-teaching  chores. 

^  Ethnic  insecurity  in  Western  Canada 
By  GREG  WHINCUP 
A  U  of  T  delegate  to  a 

recent  Winnipeg  conference 
on  the  repatriation  of  the 
Canadian  Constitution  told 
students  in  Hart  House 
Monday  that  Western  Cana- 

dians have  a  feeling  of 
"ethnic  insecurity." 

Colin  Campbell  (IV  Vic), 
who  attended  the  confer- 

ence last  month  at  St.  Paul's 
College,  University  of  Ma- 

nitoba, said  that  no  single 
ethnic  group  has  a  cle<yr 
majority  in  the  west  and 
they  all  fear  the  power  of French  Canada. 

"They  rejected  the  Fulton- Favreau  formula  because 
they  did  not  want  Quebec 
■to  have  a  veto  over  their 
efforts  for  one  Canada," Campbell  said. 
"Delegates  to  the  confer- ence from  western  universi- 

ties favored  federalism  over 
co  -  operative  federalism, 
fearing  that  too  much  au- 

tonomy for  Quebec  would 
mean  the  fragmentation  of 
the  country,"  he  continued. 
"Ethnic  groups  in  Western Canada  have  always  tended 

to  join  the  general  group, 
preferring  a  melting  pot  to 
having  any  one  nationality 
dominate  the  rest.  They  are 
carrying  that  tendency  over 
into  their  approach  to  the 
constitution." 
Campbell  said  Winnipeg 

and  Edmonton  have  a 
larger  percentage  of  non- 
Anglo-Saxon  Canadians  than 

any  other  cities  in  English Canada. 
Campbell  also  proposed 

his  own  formula  for  repa- 
triation of  the  constitution. 

He  suggested  that  the  Cana- 
dian Parliament  ask  Britain 

to  amend  the  BNA  Act  to 
assure  the  rights  of  minori- 

ties in  all  parts  of  Canada, 
then  adopt  the  strict  amend- 

ing rules  of  the  Fulton-Fav- 
reau  formula,  which  would 
give  all  provinces  the  right 
of  veto  on  important  am- endments. 

"All  delegates  agreed  that the  rights  of  minorities  had 
to  be  protected  and  the French  given  more  language 
rights  in  the  rest  of  Canada. 

If  these  are  assured,  Quebec 
won't  oppose  repatriation, 
and  the  rest  of  Canada  is 
pretty  well  sold  on  the  old 
constitution,"  he  said. 
A  West  Indian  student, Vincent  Smith,  (OCE),  said 

it  seemed  to  him  that  Ca- 
nada was  not  fully  indepen- 
dent until  it  had  control  of 

its  own  constitution.  "If,  for instance,  Quebec  decided  to 
secede  and  the  other  prov- 

inces approved,  could  not 
the  British  Parliament  pre- 

vent it?"  he  asked. 
The  audience  in  the  Bick- 

ersteth  Room  at  Hart  House 
was  small  but  appreciative, 
and  all  three  of  us  thanked 
the  speaker  individually. 

Winters  to  join  Founders  and  Vanier 

as  third  York  College 
The  third  college  to  be 

constructed  on  the  York 
campus  (Keele  and  SteeJes) 
will  be  named  after  the  Hon. 
Robert  H.  Winters. 

Winters,  currently  Minis- 
ter of  Trade  and  Commerce 

in  the  federal  cabinet,  was 
chairman  of  the  Board  of 
Governors  of  York  Univer- 

sity from  its  founding  in 
1960  until  his  resignation 
last  year  following  the  fed- 

eral election.  He  remains 
as  a  member  of  the  board. 

Winters  College  is  to  have 
1,000   students,   and  joins 

Founders  College  and  Vanier 
College,  named  after  Gov- 

ernor-General George  Van- 
ier, as  the  first  colleges  on 

the  new  York  campus. 

CONGRATULATIONS 

The  editors  of  The  Varsity 
hereby  bestow  congratula- tions and  felicitations  upon 
ace  reporter  Bernadette 
Ferry  (II  SMC)  who  has 
been  acclaimed  to  the  St. 
Michaels  College  student 
council  as  graduating  year 
women's  representative. '  i  •  i  i  i  i  i  ,  ,  i  .  i  i  i  (  i  j  ,  i  , 

HART  HOUSE  £ 
TODAY  J  /f 

graduate  Office  by  5.00  p  m  ^  *°  *e  U"der- 
5.00  p.m. 

8.00  p.m. 

12.30  p.m. 
1.15  p  m. 

JAZI  TOwSt'T? DAY  5  °'CL0CI<  RKITAL QUINTET^v,  ,  ,,  feoturmg     THE    JIM  NEVINS 

WINTET.  No  tickets  necessary.  Ladies  welcome Library      Last  in  the  Library  Evening  Series Literature  and  Modern  Man 

lKL  L'fer°r'  C"''^rn  -  Discussion  or  Evaluation" 
Lad.es  admitted  os  guests  of  Members. 

THURSDAY 

oeToMn7uSsn7mUn'°n  ~  °P"  *°  °"  Mem- 

POETRY  READING —  Art  Gallery Annobelle  Endicott  reading  Louis  MocNiece John  Smith  reading  Wallace  Stevens 

THE  BOARD  OF  EDUCATION 

F0«  THE  TOWNSHIP  OF  NORTH  YORK 

TEACHING 

OPPORTUNITIES 
Groduares  interested  in  the  teaching  profession  or wishing  to  obtain  information  regarding  teaching opportunities  are  invited  to  visit  the  North  York  Board of  tducation  on  open  interview  days  at  

DON  MILLS 

COLLEGIATE  INSTITUTE 

15  The  Oonway  East,  Don  Mills 
FRIDAY,  MARCH  11 

4:00  p.m.     to     9:00  p.m. 
SATURDAY,  MARCH  12 
9:00  o.m.     to     4:00  p.m. 

Our  advertisement  wijl  appear  in  all  the  local  news- 
papers on  Wednesday,  March  9. 

F.  W.  MINKLER,  B.A.,  D.  Paed. Director  of  Education 
P.R.W.  TACON.  R.M.T. 

Chairman 

HILLEL 

"Religion  and  the  Secular  Society" 
Series 

MONDAY,  FEBRUARY  28,  1:00  p.m.,    U.C.,    Room  214  -  Dr. Williom  O.  Fennell,  Emmanuel  College,  U.  of  T.  on 
"A  Christion  Crilique  of  'A  Secular  City'  ". 

MONDAY,  MARCH  7,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214  -  Dr.  W.  J. 
McCurdy,  Dept  of  Philosophy,  U.  of  T\,  on  "Huma- 

nism and  the  Secular  Society''. 
MONDAY,  MARCH  14,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214  -  Ro.bbJ Bernard  Baskin,  Temple  Anshe  Sholom,  Hamilton,  on 

"Judaism  and  the  Secular  Society", 

The  Humanist  and  Unitarian  Society 

sponsors ALEX.  GIGGEROFF lawyer 

ORALS  and  »■ LAW 

Thursday  Feb.  24  at  1:00      Rm.  106  U.C. 
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vote  for  a  change 
Tomorrow's  SAC  elections  ore  extremely  important 

so  important  that  each  student  on  this  campus  should  make 
o  special  attempt  to  indicate  his  preference  for  the  kind 
of  student  government  he  or  she  wants  next  year  . 

The  elections  are  so  important  that  we  should  toss 
out  all  this  nonsense  about  "vote  as  you  like,  but  vote." The  problem  facing  the  student  electorate  tomorrow 
rs  not  the  right  of  simply  exercising  their  franchise,  but 
the  necessity  of  making  their  vote  mean  something. 

SAC,  on  the  basis  of  its  accomplishments  in  1965-66, 
is  on  the  verge  of  becoming  an  efficient  but  gutless  or- 

ganization about  which  students  couldn't  care  less.  The time  for  a  change,  before  change  becomes  impossible,  is now. 
Students  must  vote  tomorrow  for  candidates  who  will 

make  SAC  an  active,  exciting,  controversial  and  inspira- 
tional government. 

If  there  are  no  candidates  of  this  type  in  your  parti- 
cular constituency,  then  don't  bother  to  vote.  There  are 

for  too  many  time-servers  on  SAC  now. 
But  if  there  are  good  condidates  in  your  constituency 

then  vote  for  them  —  if  you  don't  SAC  will  die. 

opportunity  wasted 
Students  at  this  university  have  once  more  demon- 

strated, all  too  clearly,  that  they  are  happily  unconcerned 
with  student  problems. 

A  conference  on  the  financing  of  higher  education, 
scheduled  to  be  held  Feb.  18-20,  has  been  cancelled  be- 

cause not  enough  students  wanted  to  attend  as  delegates. 
The  conference  would  hove  been  sponsored  by  the 

Ontario  Region  of  the  Canadian  Union  of  Students,  an  or- 
ganization which  some  students  claim  does  "nothing 

tangible." The  conference  would  have  been  held  in  Toronto,  a 
fact  which  posed  no  travel  problems  for  those  who  wonted to  attend. 

The  conference  would  have  featured  prominent 
speakers,  among  them  John  McCarthy,  Ontario's  deputy minister  of  university  affoirs,  and  Dean  Vincent  Bladen. 

The  conference  was  to  discuss  university  financing, 
a  problem  of  much  concern  to  a  number  of  students  —  if 
one  is  to  judge  by  the  amount  of  bitching  heard  on  this 
campus  whenever  tuition  fees  are  raised. 

So  where  was  everybody? 
U  of  T  students  have  once  again  lived  up  to  their 

well-deserved  reputation  for  apothy. 
One  orgument  heard  during  the  furor  which  surround- 

ed Notional  Student  Day  last  fall  was  that  old  chestnut  
students  shouldn't  complain  about  university  financing because  they  don't  understand  the  problem. It  seems  that  either  Toronto  students  understand  the 
problem  very  well,  or  else  don't  care  to  understand  it  at  all 
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letters  to  the  editor 

another  lit  disservice Sir: 

The  UC  Lit  has  done  its  college  a  great  dis- service. Its  executive  elections  are  to  be  held 
on  the  same  day  as  the  SAC  elections.  The  ef- 

fects of  this  should  be  obvious  —  interest, 
energy  and  time  will  have  to  be  divided 
among  people  contending  for  ten  positions 
instead  of  just  five,  able  individuals  who 
may  be  defeated  in  one  set  of  elections  will 
be  denied  the  opportunity  of  running  in  the 
other;  the  college  will  be  in  a  state  of  con- fusion while  between  ten  and  thirty  people 
clamor  for  the  attention  of  the  electorate. 
And  what  is  the  reason  for  this?  I  am  told 

the  interest  in  UC  is  not  high  enough  to  suf- 
fer three  separate  election  days  for  SAC,  the 

Executive,  and  the  Council.  So  instead  we 

will  have  our  executive  elected  by  a  large 
apathetic  group  who  happen  to  be  attracted to  one  election  or  the  other.  Some  of  the  Lit 
members  had  shown  a  great  deal  of  interest 
in  SAC  activities,  promoting  the  ideas  of  po- litical parties. 

This  interest  in  invigorating  SAC  is  indeed 
comendable,  but  this  interest  does  not  seem 
consistent  with  knifing  the  SAC  elections  in 
the  back  by  detracting  from  any  interest 
there  might  be  in  them. 
We  have  come  to  expect  this  type  of  con- 

flict from  the  Engineering  Society,  but  sure- 
ly not  from  the  Lit, In  the  coming  election,  serious  thought 

should  be  given  to  challenging  the  people 
responsible  for  the  type  of  irresponsible  ac- 

tivity we  have  seen  in  the  past  from  the  Lit. 
Harvey  Cooper  (III  UC) 

thanks  from  the  tarheels 
Sir: 

The  Tar  Heel  members  of  the  Tar  Heel 
Exchange  enjoyed  a  very  successful  week- end at  U  of  T.  Each  of  us  wish  to  thank 
our  co-Canadians  and  especially  Chairman 
Tom  Faulkner  for  a  most  stimulating  pro- 

gram. Your  superb  panel  discussions  alone 

would  have  made  the  Exchange  a  total  suc- 

cess. ' 

We  extend  our  gratitude  to  your  govern- 
ment and  your  university  for  their  interest 

and  participation.  Your  "Northern  Hospitali- 
ty" was  overwhelming. 

Hubert  Wooten 
Tar  Heel  Chairman 

University  of  North  Carolina 

the  best  site  of  all 
Sir: 

In  the  recent  series  of  articles  on  possible 
sites  for  the  Student  Centre,  I  feel  that  Mr. 
Richter  has  ignored  by  far  the  most  desir- able, the  most  central  and  in  many  ways 
the  most  available  site  of  all;  namely  under 
the  front  campus  in  front  of  UC.  Let  us  con- 

sider the  advantage  of  this  site. 
Firstly  its  size  is  such  that  it  could  pro- de  far  more  extensive  lunchroom  facilities 

than  any  of  the  other  sites.  Its  size  would 
also  permit  commercial  outlets  for  all  the 
paraphenalia  that  students  want.  The  rent 
from  these  outlets  would  help  pay  for  the 
Centre.  The  administration  could  locate  those 
of  its  departments  which  deal  directly  and 
regularly  with  the  students  in  such  a  Centre 
(eig,  the  placement  service  which  will 
eventually  be  displaced  from  its  present  site 
by  new  buildings  belongs  in  the  Student 
Centre).  There  would  be  ample  room  for  all 
the  SAC  offices  (Varsity,  Printing  Bureau, 
and  U  of  T  radio  included)  and  a  council 
chamber  which  could  be  used  at  lunch  and 
other  times  for  drama  and  meetings  of  wide student  interest. 

In  a  campus  as  large  and  uncohesive  as 
Toronto's,  it  is  difficult  to  find  a  really  cen- tral location,  but  I  consider  that  the  front 
campus  is  more  central  than  any  of  those 
mentioned  in  Mr.  Richter's  articles.  Added 
to  its  relative  centrality  is  the  convenience 
which  would  result  from  connecting  it  di- 

rectly by  tunnel  to  UC,  the  bookstore  and 
St.  George  St.,  one  or  more  of  the  Engineer- 

ing buildings,  the  new  Medical  complex,  and the  Library.  Unlike  the  other  sites,  this  one 
would  really  become  the  centre  of  student 
activities  on  campus. 
The  sites  also  offers  the  possibility  of 

solving  the  parking  crisis  at  the  same  time. 
A  parking  garage  with  room  for  about  1200 
cars  (about  four  times  as  many  as  can  park 
on  the  surrounding  surface,  roads)  could  be 
built  as  a  second  level  below  the  Centre 
without  an  exorbitant  increase  in  the  cost 
of  the  whole  structure. 

I  am  not  suggesting  that  building  an  un- derground Centre  is  without  difficulties  but 
these  problems  have  been  solved  for  other 
underground  buildings  and  I  see  no  reason 
why  they  cannot  be  solved  in  this  case.  It 
is  possible  that  such  a  building  would  be 
somewhat  more  expensive  than  a  surface 
structure  but  I  think  the  advantages  far outweigh  this. 

I  mentioned  at  the  beginning  that  this  is 
in  many  ways  the  most  available  site,  be- 

cause to  the  best  of  my  knowledge,  the  Ad- 
ministration has  no  other  plans  for  the  site. 

Unlike  some  of  the  other  sites,  there  is  no 
need  to  negotiate  with  outside  bodies  like 
the  Presbyterian  Church.  When  finished  the 
front  campus  would  look  virtually  the  same 
as  it  does  now,  and  the  only  sacrifice  would 
be  the  lack  of  two  soccer  fields  for  one  or 
two  seasons.  So,  if  the  Administration  is 
sincere  in  its  desire  to  find  a  site  for  the 
Student  Centre,  they  could  hardly  refuse 
this  site. 

Therefore,  it  is  my  opinion  that  SAC 
should  challenge  the  Administration  to  grant them  this  site. 

Doug  Anderson  (HI  New) 

illegal  apprehension? Sir: 

Fifteen  students  have  been  apprehended 
for  theft  from  the  University  Bookstore. 
They  were  arrested  by  the  Metro  Toronto 
Police  Force  and  charged  in  Metro  Courts. 
At  least  one  has  already  been  convicted  by 
a  Metro  court,  and  as  far  as  can  be  ascer- 

tained he  must  still  face  Caput  action. 
According  to  Section  79,  Subsection  3,  of the  University  of  Toronto  Act,  disciplinary action  in  all  cases  not  directly  concerning 

a  college  or  faculty  "shall  be  vested  in  the Caput".  Section  83  of  the  Act  says  that  "the 

'a  psychological  mess" Sir: 

A  person  of  our  acquaintance  sincerely 
wishes  to  apologize  to  your  folk  music  editor 
for  using  his  name.  But  our  friend  adds 
that  "  ...at  the  lime  I  had  no  reason  to  be- 

lieve that  the  reputation  of  Mr.  White's  col- 
lege for  naivete  and  provincialism  had  any 

provisions  of  Sections  79  to  82  can  'be abrogated  or  changed  by  the  Board  (of  Gov- 
ernors)". If  Subsection  3  of  Section  79  has 

been  changed  by  the  Board  of  Governors,  we 
call  on  the  Board  to  indicate  publicly  the 
changes  of  policy  with  regard  to  thefts  from 
the  University  Bookstore.  If  so  does  this  in- 

dicate the  imminent  abolition  of  the  Caput and  the  U  of  T  Police  Force? 
Or  is  this  simply  an  arbitrary  decision  by the  Bookstore  or  by  a  few  members  of  the Board  of  Governors  (and  hence  illegal)? 

Marc  Kilgour  (II  APSC) 
Bob  Brocklebank  (IV  UC) 

basis  in  fact."  He  was  so  upset  when he  read  the  article  that  he  spilt  coffee  all 
over  his  satin  waistcoat,  while  yet  muttering with  characteristically  droll  sang-froid  that 
"If  Richter  is  as  complete  a  psychological mess  as  myself  I  must  invite  him  to  dinner." David  Bolt.  (Ill  Vic) 

Christopher  Goldlng.  (II  SMC) 
Bob  Mc  Callum.  (II  UC) 
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Bonnie  Campbell  (I  New) SAC  Priorities: 
A.  Welfare  of  Students 

— housing  services 
— better  placement schemes 
— support  development 
of  co-ops 
— pursue  schemes  for 
parking 
— ensure  workable  me- dical schemes 

B.  Support  and  cooperate 
with  colleges  and  clubs 
—  Colleges:  Under  present 
constitution  colleges  are  not 
getting  due  representation 
on  SAC.  Direct  must  replace 
partial  responsibility  to 
constituents  by  making  rep- resentatives accountable  to 
their  own  student  govern- ment. 
—Clubs:  Reduce  SAC 

bureaucracy  to  facilitate 
easier  constitutional  approv- 

al, and  special  grants  sup- porting club  activities. 
C.  Bridge  staff-student  gap with  symposiums. 
D.  Bridge  SAC-student  gap by  making  SAC  president 
elected  on  campus -wide basis. 

Tony  Orav  (III  New) 
The  SAC  representative, 

on  election,  undertakes  the 
responsibility  of  initiating 
and  participating  in  the  or- 

ganization of  a  comprehen- 
sive program  of  student 

services  and  activities. 
Building  a  Student  Centre, 
m  o  r  e  effective  relations 
with  local  councils,  increas- 

ed student  services,  and 
better  representation  to  uni- 

versity decision-making  and 
administrative  bodies  are 
but  a  few  priorities  for  next 
years  council. 
However,  the  source  of 

many  of  these  new  ideas 
remains  with  the  individual 
voter  in  the  constituency 
and  the  development  of  a 
series  of  formal  and  inform- 

al links  with  the  student 
becomes  an  absolute  neces- 

sity. Only  in  this  way  can 
an  effective  and  inforjned 
program  be  carried  out. 

MEDICINE 
John  Carlisle  (III  Meds) 

I  believe  that  SAC  should 
remain,  as  its  name  implies, 
a  body  primarily  concerned 
with  the  administration  of 
student  affairs,  the  initia- 

tion of  programs  for  stu- 
dents, and  the  representa- 

tion of  student  opinion  to 
the  administration  of  the 
university.  It  must  not  al- 

low a  small  minority  of 
social  and  political  activists 
to  monopolize '  its  meetings nor  must  it  waste  students' 
time  and  money  on  "non- 

functional" declarations  re international  affairs,  etc. 
The  External  Affairs  Com- 
mission  should  set  up  a 
student  public  affairs  forum 
for  this  purpose  and  let 
SAC  get  on  with  the  admi- 

nistration of  student  busi- 
ness. As  a  past  member  of 

the  medical  society  and  the 
WUS  committee  of  SAC,  I 
feel  that  I  can  be  a  forceful 
and  effective  rep  and  lask 
medical  students'  support on  election  day. 

The  Varsity,  Wednesday, 
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Jerry  Friedman  (I  Meds) 
Prime  concerns  for  SAC 

this  year  should  be:  a  stu- 
dent centre;  student  dis- 

counts at  the  bookstore; 
expansion  of  Campus  Co-op 
residences;  extension  of  lib- 

rary hours;  a  student  con- 
trolled housing  service;  ex- 
panded bursaries  with  re- 

moval of  a  "B"  requirement, 
and  a  meaningful  Remem- 

brance Day  program. 
Local  councils  have  the 

right  to  speak  on  matters 
cerning  their  own  students. 
Only  SAC,  however,  has  the 
right  to  speak  in  the  name 
of  the  student  body  as  a 
whole.  SAC  must  encourage 
interest  in  issues  beyond 
the  confines  of  the  univer- 

sity community. 
If,  after  proper  discussion 

and  consideration,  there  is 
a  broad  consensus  on  these 
matters  of  wider  signifi- 

cance, SAC  has  a  right  to 
voice  such  campus  opinions 
as  may  develop. 
Sheldon  Wagner  (II  Meds) 
The  SAC  Rep  for  Medi- 

cine has  two  roles:  first,  as 
a  voting  member  of  the  Me- 

dical Society,  which  must 
represent  the  dissatisfac- 

tions of  the  student  in  an 
attempt  to  influence  the 
nature  and  quality  of  medi- 

cal education  in  the  coming 
period  of  rapid,  radical change. 
Second,  as  SAC  rep:  Gene- 

ral policies  evaluation  of 
policies  and  services  to  in- 

sure that  they  take  into  con- 
sideration special  restric- 

tions and  interests  of  pro- 
fessional students.  Applica- 

tion of  these  to  proposed 
student  centre.  Flexibility 
with  regard  to  "morale  is- 

sues" with  the  general  im- pression that  attempts  to 
represent  thousands  of  very 
different  students  leads  to 
simplification  of  issues  and 
distortion  of  true  support. 

I  will  attempt  to  become 
Communications  Commis- 

sioner to  provide  means 
and  impetus  for  greater 
communication  among  col- 

leges and  faculties. 
P.  M.  Webster  (II  Meds) 

First  and  foremost  I  am 
seeking  office  for  the  unique 
experience  of  attempting  to 
express  the  outlook  and 
needs  of  Medsmen  to  those 
lesser  primates  who  inhabit 
all  the  other  faculties  and 
colleges  on  this  fair  campus. 
With  this  goes  the  search,  for 
that  illusive  Canadian 
dream,  a  compromise  to 
bridge  the  rift  between 
north  and  south  campus. 
To  this  end  I  will  seek  a 

seat  or  the  chair  on  the  Ju- 
diciary Committee.  Bill  Cass 

warned  me  that  it  was  a  bit 
deadly  but  I  look  a  bit  like 
a  cadaver  anyway. 

Regarding  my  stand  on 
physical  facilities  I  need 
only  say  "I  am  a  commutor" for  you  to  know  where  I 
stand  on  parking,  etc. 

FORESTRY 
S.  T.  Griffiths  (III  For) 

First,  I  think  that  all  the 
males  in  the  University 
should  be  compelled  to 
wear  shirts,  ties,  and  jack- 

ets while  attending  classes. 
Co-eds,  on  the  other  hand, 
should  not  be  allowed  to 
wear  slacks  or  shorts.  To- 

ronto students  should  be  at 
least  as  wel  1  dressed  as 
those  from  Ryerson. 

Secondly,  I  urge  that  wo- 
men should  be  barred  from 

t  h  e  Hart  House  Arbor 
Room.  It  is  already  over- crowded, and  I  think  the obvious  solution  is  to  close 
the  doors  to  the  ladies. 

If  elected,  I  will  do  my 
best  to  carry  out  the  above statements. 

communication  between 
SAC  reps  and  constituents. Effective  representatives must  end  this  situation.  I 
propose  doing  this  as  fol-. lows: 
—as  junior  SAC  rep  I  would obligate  myself  to  relay 
through  Dental  Extracts,  in- 

depth  reports  concerning  all SAC  business; 
—I  would  strive  to  speed  up decisions  concerning  the 
campus  Student  Centre. 
Through  increased  com- munication and  facilities  I 

hope  to  bring  the  voice  of Dentistry  back  to  SAC. 

STUDENT  DEMOCRATIC 

UNION  CANDIDATES 

T.  A.  Jaeger  (III  For) 
I  should  like  to  be  given 

the  opportunity  to  present 
Forestry's  views  on  SAC  in such  a  way  that  even  the 
Varsity  would  remember 
Forestry's  existence  when describing  the  progress  of 
the  SAC  election  campaigns. Given  this  opportunity,  I 
pledge  my  energetic  devo- 

tion to  the  goal  of  improv- 
ing university  services  such 

as  parking,  housing  and food  services. 
The  expression  of  severe 

disapproval  of  bearded,  un- 
washed, etc.,  demonstrators 

against  the  war  in  Viet  Nam 
shall  be  one  of  my  pet  pro- 

jects when  this  is  called  for. 
Foresters,  give  me  your 
vote:  Vote  for  full  represent- ation. 

NURSINC 
Sue  Sher  (I  Nuts) 
As  the  representative  of 

the  School  of  Nursing,  I 
shall  support  the  following measures: 
— a  student  centre  on  the 
site  now  occupied  by  the 
School  of  Graduate  Studies. 
— extended  library  hours. 
— increased  residence  facili- 

ties and  closer  cooperation 
of  SAC  with  Campus  Co-op. 
— increased  financial  aid  to 
the  U  of  T  radio. 
— closer  student-faculty  re- lations. 

I  should  like  to  see  SAC 
take  greater  advantage  of 
the  power  vested  in  it  as  an 
elective  body.  As  the  mouth- piece of  22,000  students  it 
can  wield  great  power  and 
should  take  an  assertive 
stand  concerning  issues 
both  on  and  off  campus. 

DENTISTRY 
Ken  Glick  (I  Dents) 

As  Junior  SAC  rep  candi- 
date from  the  Dental  Fa- 
culty, I  have  become  aware 

of  the  Faculty's  lack  of  in- terest in  SAC  affairs.  This 
situation  stems  from  isola- 

tion from  the  main  campus 
community  and  from  non- 

CANDIDATES: 
Doug  Hay  (III  UC) Jennifer  Penney  (I  UC) 
Gary  Teeple  (III  UC) John  Treleaven  (III  UC) Bernard  Cooperman 

(I  New) Peter  Grunwald  (I  New) Marvin  Ross  (III  New) 
STATEMENT: 

I.  University  Services 
—Begin  construction  of  the 
U  of  T  Centre 

Tfie  need  for  a  U  of  T 
Centre  is  obvious.  The  ad- ministration has .  effectively blocked  the  U  of  T  Centre for  several  years;  in  fact, 
they  won't  even  decide  on  a' site.  The  SDU  feels  that students  have  been  given 
the  runaround  for  long 
enough.  The  time  has  come 
to  set  deadlines:  a  site  by 
September,  and  construc- tion to  begin  by  the  Spring of  1967.  If  the  deadlines  are 
not  met,  SAC  will  be  forced 
to  select  a  site  on  its  own 
on  the  edge  of  the  campus. —Press  for  large  increases in  studfint_aid 

This  year  many  students 
did  not  come  to  University because  of  lack  of  money; 
some  have  been  forced  to 
drop  out  because  of  insuffi- cient financial  aid.  The  uni- 

versity spends  more  on  pub- lic relations  than  it  does 
on  student  aid.  The  SDU endorses  the  position  that 
higher  education  should  be 
free  to  all  who  are  academi- 

cally qualified. — End  discrimination  in  the 
Housing_Service 
Rigntnow  the  U  of  T Housing  Service  is  taking 

no  action  to  precent  dis- 
crimination and  the  service 

provided  is  not  adequate.  If 
the  necessary  changes  are 
not  made,  SAC  will  be 
forced  to  operate  the 
Housing  Service  on  its  own, 
as  it  did  until  three  years 

ago. 
— Lower  food__prices: 

The  SDU  will  hire  an  in- 
dependent chartered  ac- countant to  examine  the  U 

of  T  food  contracts,  and  if 
the  evidence  warrants  it,  the 
SDU  will  establish  a  non- 

profit co-operative  to  bid for  the  contracts  for  food 
services  in  all  the  university cafeterias. 
— Establish  a  summer  job bureau 

Right  now  the  Placement 
Service  is  next  to  useless  at 
finding    summer   jobs  for 

most  students.  The  SDU  will establish  a  special  summer 
job  bureau,  as  part  of  the Placement  Service  or  in- dependently   operated  by 
—Extend  lihratj/Jjours 
The  SDU  will  work  to have  library  hours  extended. Obviously,  there  must  be  a cutback  on  the  present  staff 

loan  privileges.  Also,  the SDU  is  dissatisfied  with  the present  method  of  selecting new  books,  and  will  set  up 
a  SAC  committee  to  recom- mend on  book  purchases. — Obtain  a  student  discount 
on  books      r-  . 

In  a  university  communi- 
ty, it  is  essential  that  books be  available  to  all  students 

at  reasonable  cost. 
—A  full  program  for  the Advisory  Bureau 
The  Advisory  Bureau 

should  undertake  a  full  pro- 
gram to  make  the  university more  adaptable  to  student needs,  to  provide  trained guidance  counsellors  to  help students  make  career  deci- 
sions and  improve  counsel- 

ling facilities. —Provide  birth  control  in- formation 
The   SDU   will   ask  the Health    Service    to  make 

birth    control  information available  to  all  who  request 
it,  and  in  the  event  that  the Health  Service  fails  to  as- sume this  responsibility,  I  he 

SAC  will  undertake  it.' 
—Build    adequate  parking 
facilities  for  students 
— Begin  an  active  high 

school  program  ' 
—Expand  U  of  T  Radio 
IX.  Student  Government Relations 
— Graduate  students  should 
stay  in  SAC The  SDU  believes  that 
graduate  students  should 
assume  their  full  responsi- bilities in  the  university community. 
— Better  communications between  local  councils  and 

SAC A  joint  committee  will  be formed,  composed  of  the 
president  of  each  local 
council  and  the  executive  of 
the  SAC,  to  discuss  matters 
of  mutual  concern. 
— Closer  contact  with  con- stituents. 
—Right  to  recall  SAC  mem- bers 
III.  Students  and  the  Ad- ministration 
(Continued  On  Page  10) 

LAST  DAY  FOR  NOMINATION  TO  HART  HOUSE  COMMITTEES 
RETURN  YOUR  FORM  TO  THE  UNDERGRADUATE  OFFICE 

By  5.00  p.m.  TODAY 
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CLASSIFIED 

EXPERT  TYPING  —  of  esjoys  manu- scripts ond  theses.  368-5795. 
SEX  —  Worm  and  functional,  beoi.tr- ful  lines,  body  blue,  born  1958,  sired 
by  VouxhoJI.  I'm  yours,  body  &  soul tor  S 1 50  or  best  offer.  Phone  921- 8679. 
GIRLS  —  free  room  ond  kitchen  in 
Eglinton  ond  Avenue  Rd.  creo  for  tu- toring grade  8  girl.  Call  485-5322. 
SUMMER  RESORT 
for  waiters  -  office 

reQuires  students 
assistant,  -  sociol 

director.  Apply  Cedar  Villo,  Fcnlon Falls.  Also  requires  chefs  -  cooks  - baker. 
UNIVERSITY  student  or  groduotc,  fe- male, to  tutor  English  in  exchange  for French,  German  or  money.  Call  535- 4685    9  a.m.  -  1  p.m. 
MORE  SUBJECTS  REQUIRED  for  re- search in  perception.  About  I  hr.  Re- muneration. For  oppointment  coll 
365-5198.  Subjects  should  hove  -ove- rage vision  and  heoring. 
1951  reconditioned  Land  Rover,  Four 
wheel  drive,  10  goors,  seats  7  or  3  plus 
750  lbs.  Aluminium  body,  softop,  tow- 

ing plote.  $850.  Levy  635-0310  (doy). 

TYPING  —  by  populoi  request  (of 
bonk    monogcr)    I    am  seated 
more  ot  keyboard  of  the  mighty  Wur- litief.  Forest  Hill,  coll  489-4432. 
ACCURATE  TYPING  of  thesis  ond  mo 
nuscripts.  Technical  translations French,  German  and  Spanish.  Moderate 
rotes.  Please  coll  between  7  ond  1 ' p.m.  922-7930. 
FOR  SALE.  Morris 1958  models,  3  r 
7763  after  6  p.rr 
YOUNG  MARRIED  couple  wish  to  sub- let or  rent  furnished  oportment  or 
flot,  neor  University  from  middle  of April  to  Sept.  Telephone  247-5864 otter  6  p.m. 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE'S  SEVENTY-SIXTH 

ALL -UNIVERSITY  PRODUCTION 

CARLO  GOLDONI'S 

THE  SERVANT  OF  << 

TWO  MASTERS 

English  Version  by 
EDWARD  J.  DENT 

Directed  by  Robert  Gill 

Fit  Feb.  25th  to  Sat.  March  5th  at  8:30 

BOX  OFFICE  WA  3-5244 

Tht  Pl.y.r-.  fickel  luhlonrd  by  BANTAMAC  In  llryl.ne\  ,  Cel-Cil  fibre. 
Come  on  over  to  smoothness 

with  no  letdown  in  taste  f 

Come  on  over  to 

New! 

Player's Kings 

CANDIDATES  (continued) 
—Information  available  to all 
Student  observers,  who 

are  not  sworn  to  secrecy 
should  attend  meetings  of 
the  Board  of  Governors  and 
administrative  committees. 
— Full  disclosure  of  the budget 

The  university  only  pub- lishes a  general  summary 
budget. 
— Greater  student  partici- 

pation in  university  govern- ment 
The  SDU  believes  that  if 

the  university  is  to  be  a 
true  "community,"  then  stu- dents and  faculty  should 
both  have  a  place  on  the 
governing  bodies  of  the  uni- versity. 

— An  equal  voice  on  CAPUT 
At  U  of  T  the  CAPUT  has 

only  one  student  represen- tative. The  SDU  will  press 
for  50  per  cent  student 
membership  on  CAPUT. 
— A  student  voice  in  resi- 

dence policies 

The  SDU  will  press  for 
facilities  for  married  stu- 

dents, and  new  low-cost  co- 
operative style  residences 

in  particular. IV.  Studenis  in  the  Acade- mic Community 
— Begin  a  full  program  of 
course  evaluation 
A  course  evaluation  pro- 

gram will  receive  the  sup- port of  the  faculty,  and  will 
improve  course  content,  fit- ting them  more  closely  to 
the  needs  and  interests  of 
the  students. — Initiate  experimental 
courses  - The  SAC  should  introduce 
experimental  courses  from time  to  time  to  explore  new 
subjects  and  new  teaching 
methods. 
— Closer  student-faculty  re- 
lations — Good  students  for  all colleges 
— Student  representation  on 
the  Senate 

To  form  new  BC  students  union 
VICTORIA,  B.C.  (CUP)— A  British,  Columbia  union  of 

students  will  be  formed  as 
the  result  of  a  student  lead- ers' seminar  hell  at  the 
University  of  Victoria  re- 
cently. 

The  union,  designed  to  in- clude both  secondary  and 
post  -  secondary  students 
throughout  B.C.,  will  prob- ably have  its  founding 
conference  in  October. 
Over  30  student  leaders 

from  10  post-secondary 
schools  met  at  the  univer- 

sity to  discuss  common 
problems  and  the  possibility 
of  such  a  union,  to  include  f- 

PUBLIC  STENOGRAPHY 

DUPLICATING 
Pick  Up  &  Delivery 

If  Desired 

MARSEN 
469-0022 

TYPING 
These,  Essays,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 922-7624 

MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

THE 
PAPERBACK 

.BOOKSHOPJ 

bnge  below  Bloo 

our  nursing  schools,  one  ju- 
nior college,  B.C.Institute  of Technology.  When  set  up, 

the  B.C.  union  will  be  the 
first  one  of  its  kind  in Canada. 
The  founders  of  the 

union  hope  to  introduce 
senior  high  school  students 
to  the  problems  of  post- secondary  education.  One  of 
their  aims  will  be  to  encour- 

age more  high  school  grad- uates to  go  on  to  some  form 
of  higher  education. 

Inter-university 

"commonwealth"  set  up 
WINDSOR,  Ont.  (CUP) — 

Graduate  students  from 
four  universities,  Windsor, 
Detroit,  Western  Ontario, 
and  Wayne  State  formed  a "commonwealth"  last  week 
during  a  graduate  seminar 
at  Windsor. 
Spokesmen  said  the  fed 
eration  was  formed  to  in- 

crease inter-university  co- operation at  the  graduate 
level.  This  co-operation  is 
expected  to  take  the  form 
of  cultural  programs,  they 
said. 

Activities  of  the  new  fed- 
eration will  include  inter- 

university  graduate  semt  . 
nars,  television  programs 
for  graduate  students  on 
channel  56,  and  co-opera- tion in  research,  especially for  theses. 
Graduate  students  at 

other  schools  in  the  area 
have  expressed  interest  in the  group. 

U  of  T  RADIO 91.1  FM  5:30  -  6  p.m. 
WEDNESDAY.  Special  John  Treleoven looks  at  the  Canadian-  Canadien Committee  ond  speaks  wifh  two members. 
THURSDAY.    E,.ry    other  Thursday; Cothy  McNob  and  Ed  Fudurich speak  with  the  men  Involved  in raising  a  Canadian  contingent  to tight  in  Viet  Nam,  and  discuss  the draft  situation  In  the  states. 

PLEASE       LEAVE  PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL    AND  ANNOUNCEMENTS AT  91  ST.  GEORGE  ST. 
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WTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Law  puckers  clinch  first 

and  win  playoff  berth By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
Law  Lords  have  clinched 

first  place  in  group  I  of  the 
interfaculty  hockey  league. 
The  lawyers,  who  last  year 
played  in  group  II,  thus  be- 

come the  first  team  to  as- 
sure themselves  of  a  spot 

in  the  Jennings  Cup  Play- offs. 
The  clincher  for  the  Lords 

was  a  2-0  decision  over  fifth 
place  U.C.  Redmen.  John  Gil- 
fillan  and  Andy  Robertson 
supplied  the  scoring  punch 
for  the  winners  while  'Nip- 

per' Norris  chalked  up  the shutout. 
In  the  only  other  division 

one  game  scheduled,  Sr.  En- 
gineering remained  in  the 

thick  of  the  playoff  picture 
with  a  7-1  win  over  PHE  A. 
Craig  Simpson  led  the 

way  for  the  engineers  with 
two  goals  while  Gord  Fra- 
ser.  Glen  Katsayuma,  Don 
Smith  and  Dave  Treen  also 
scored. 

The  win  for  the  engineers 
leaves  them  in  second  place 
with  eighteen  points,  one 
ahead  of  Vic  I  and  St. 
Mike's  A.  Each  of  the  three 
teams  has  one  game  left  to 
Play- 

Dentistry  A,  who  have  al- 
ready wrapped  up  one  of 

the  two  playoff  berths  in 
group  IT,  strengthened  their 
position  with  a  7-1  drubbing 
of  Meds  A.  Trinity  A  will 
also  proceed  to  the  playoffs 
from  group  II. 
Ron  Heitbohmer,  Ron  Mc- 

Cleod  and  Bruce  Bond 
shared  the  scoring  honours 
for  the  dentists  as  they  each 
fired  two  goals. 
Other  teams  who  have 

made  the  playoffs  from  the 
interfaculty  league  include 
St.  Mike's  B  and  Jr.  Engin- eering from  group  III,  New 
College  from  group  IV  and 
Scarboro  College  from  group 

RUBBY  RESULTS:  Eng  IX 
2,  SMC  E  11;  Eng  VI  6,  SMC 
D  3;  Pharmacy  B,  4,  New  II 
0;  Eng  VII  5,  New  III  0- 
Eng  IV,  U.C.  Ill  3;  Eng  XVI 
1,  Eng  XIV  0. 

BASKETBALL 
U.C.  Redmen  made  the 

most  of  the  study  week 
schedule  in  the  first  division 
of  the  interfaculty  league 
as  they  picked  up  two  vic- tories. 
In  an  athletic  night  en- 

counter, Gerry  Sternberg and  Peter  Peskun  with  28 
and  21  points  respectively, 
paved  the  way  as  U.C.  out- classed Meds  A,  106-83. 
Paul  Kent  with  twenty- 

four  points  and  John  Maki 
with  twenty-two  were  the 
best  of  the  losers. 
Sternberg  and  Peskun 

with  17  and  11  points  again 
were  the  big  guns  as  the 
Redmen  dumped  Sr.  Engir 
eering  48-35. In  other  Division  One  ac- 

tion, Pat  O'Neill  dumped  in nine  points  to  lead  St. 
Mike's  A  to  a  48-37  win  over 
Meds  A  while  Tom  Ouchter- 
lony's  eight  points  made him  high  scorer  as  Vic  I 
edged  Sr.  Engineering  29-24. WATER  POLO 

In  the  only  group  I  game 
scheduled,  Frank  Felkai 
fired  six  goals  to  pace  Law 
to  a  10-7  win  over  PHE  I. 
Tom  Muranyi  was  the  best 
of  the  losers  as  he  matched 
Felkai's  six  goal  perform- ance. 

U.C.  I  remained  in  first 
place  in  group  II  as  they 
edged  Meds  Ilnd  year  9-7 
on  the  strength  of  Jack  Wa- burton's  seven  goals. 

Varsity  babes  turned  back  by  Western 

in  volleyball  championship  at  Queen's Western  women  Voliey- 
ballers  proved  superior 
again  this  year  by  winning 
the  Intercollegiate  Volley- 

ball Championship  at 
Queen's.  The  U  of  T  team entered  the  tournament  un- 

Blues  squashed 
McGill  University  Redmen 

unseated  the  Varsity  Blues 
as  intercollegiate  squash 
champions  at  the  McGill 
campus  last  weekend. 

Led  by  their  number  one 
man,  Peter  Martin,  the  Red- 
men  blanked  a  largely  in- 

experienced team  from 
Western,  5-0,  and  then  went 
on  to  edge  Blues,  3-2.  Var- 

sity also  blanked  Western 
5-0,  but  found  the  more-ex- 

perienced McGill  team  too 
much  to  handle. 
Varsity's  number  two 

man,  Frank  Buck,  and  the 
number  four,  Mike  Gardiner 
led  Blues'  effort,  scoring victories  against  both  Mc- 

Gill and  Western. 
Blues'  number  one,  Leigh- ton  McCarty,  number  three, Keith  Acheson,  and  number 

rive,  Dave  Potter,  com- 
pleted the  sweep  over  West- 

ern, but  failed  to  overcome 
their  McGill  counter  parts. McGill's  Martin  won  the 
individual  honours  by  de- 

feating Varsity's  Buck. Buck,  as  number  two  man, 
won  the  right  to  challenge McGill's  number  one  man when  he  completed  his  two matches  undefeated. 

defeated  and  as  was  expect- 
ed, found  their  stiffest  op- 

position in  the  Western 
game.  The  Purple  and  White 
squad,  much  improved  since 
their  last  encounter  with 
the  Blues,  mounted  an  of- 

fensive attack  with  several 
serving  streaks  by  Ulle  Pal- 

mer that  the  Toronto  squad 
was  unable  to  withstand 
The  Western  defence  was 

also  superior  to  that  of  the 
Toronto  squad  and  their 
well-organized  play  covering 
the  floor  proved  Toronto's oft  to  a  slow  start  in  the 
downfall.  The  Blues  were 
first  game  and  although 
Toronto  was  leading  to- 

ward the  end,  Western's 
superior  ball  -  handling 
proved  to  be  the  big  differ- 

ence in  the  hear  (breaking 
18-14  decision.  The  second 
game  also  came  to  a  close 
finish  as  Toronto  took  it  16- 
14.  In  the  third  anil  crucial 
game  good  spikes  by  Chris Eliashevska  ( S.M.C.I )  and 
fine  setting  by  Lydia  Bar- 
chynska  (S.M.C.IIl)  and 
Lydia  Syrolynska  (S.M.C.I) 
could  not  save  a  tense  To- 

ronto squad  from  the  20-17 defeat. 
Although  Toronto  had 

been  performing  in  top  form 
throughout;  the  tournament, 
soundly  defeating  all  their 
opponets  with  the  help  of 
serves  from  Sue  Neil 
(P.H.E.IV)  and  consistently 
strong  play  by  Jane  Guen- 
ther  (P.H.E.I),  the  team's 
play  ,  against  Western  was 

below  par  and  an  excellent 
offensive  and  defensive  ef- 

fort by  the  Purple  and 
White  team  gave  the  peren- 

nial winners  the  champion- 
ship once  again. 

Toronto  tied  with  Western 
for  the  championship  last 
year  and  Western's  w  in  this year  is  their  eighth  in  a row. 
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HOCKEY  STANDINGS 

w    .  P  W     L  T      F     A     P(s  I Western  ...  15  1  I  2  2  79  46  24 Toronto  .  .  14  11  2  1  105  44  23 Waterloo  .  .  .  14    9    3  2    71  54  20 Lavol    14    8    5  1     72  52  17 McMoster  ..14  6  8  0  63  90  12 
Queen's  .  .  ,  15  5  10  0  58  84  10 Montreal   ...  13    4    9  0    55  67  8 McGill    13    3    9  1     43  73  7 Guelph  14    2  111     39  75  5 LAST  WEEK'S  RESULTS Guelph  0  ot  Lovol  9 
Queen's  1  at  Waterloo  4 Western   2  ot  Toronto  6 
Queen's  3  at  McMoster  6 Guelph   1    at  Montreal  6 REMAINING  GAMES 
Tuesday — McGill  at  Montreal Friday — Montreal  ot  Queen's McGill  at  Waterloo McMoster  ot  Toronto Loval  at  Guelph 
Soturday — Loval  at  Waterloo Montreal  ot  Western McGill  at  McMoster Toronto  ot  Guelph BASKETBALL FINAL  STANDINGS Western  Divisien 

-    P    W     L       F       A  Pts Windsor    ....  10  10    0  1078  615  20 Waterloo     ...    10     7     3     699  634  24 Toronto        .10     £     4     B40  752  12 McMostcr     ..10     4     6    688  716  8 Western    ....   10    3    7    670  696  6 Guelph  10    0  10    401  963  0 EASTERN  DIVISION 
P  W    L      F      A  Ph Queen  s    6    6    0    476  305  12 McGill    6    3    3    443  365  6 Laval    6    3    3    370  364  6 Montreal  6    0    6    259  5)4  0 LAST  WEEK'S  RESULTS Toronto  63  at  Waterloo  74 Guelph  48  at  McMoster  93 W.ndsor  95  at  Western  80 

Queen's  97  ot  Montreal  46 McMaster  86  at  Toronto  lit 
Queen's  82  at  Lovol  56 Waterloo  75  ot  Guelph  41 

Sports  Schedules  -  Week  of  Feb.  ?8 
WATER  POLO  _  (Balance  of  league  schedule) Tues.,  Mor. 

Wed.,  Mor. 

Thurs.,  Mar. 

Tues.,    Mor.  6 

,00-2.00 6-30-7.15 7.15-8.00 
8.00-8.45 
6.30-7-15 7.15-8.00 
5.00-5.45 5.45-6.30     Eng.  II 
6.30-7.15  For 
1.00-2.00    Vic.  I 
5.00-5.45    Med.  I  Yr 
5.30-6.15    Eng,  I 
6.15-7.00    Med.  ||  Vi 7.00-7.45    St.  M  A 

U.C. 

Eng.  I 
Innis Med.  I  Yr. 
Dent Pre-Med  II 

New Russell 
Med.  Ill  Yr. Warburfon 
Med.  II  Yr. Barcant Arch Barcanf 
£ng.  II 

Gerring 

St.  M.  Et 

Gerring 

Vic.  II Meronen Trln.  8 
Felkai 
Felkai 

PHE  I 
McCreoth Pre-Med  1 Meronen 

U.C. 
Russell Warburton 
Warburton 

BASKETBALL  _  INTERFACULTY (Balance  of  league  schedule) 
Mon.,     Feb.  28     1.00  Innis 4.00    Vic.  I 

i  PHE  I Arch.  A 

Med.  A 

Trin.  Ag 

PHE  If " 

Dent.  A St.  M.  A 

Sternberg,  Lerner 
Nof  tolin,  Neidre ?Naftolin,  Neidre 
Epstein,  Chapnick 
Gartley,  Pearlmon Gartley,  Richie 
Gartley,  Richie 
Epstein,  Chapnick 
Ingle,  Peorlmon Ingle.  Mockford 
Ingle,  Mockford 

5.30  Sr.  Eng. 
Tues.,    Mar.     t     l  .00  New  I 5.00  St.  M.  6 

6,00  Law  A 7.00  U.C.  I 
Wed.,    Mor     2    1.00  Jr.  Eng. 5.00  Med.B  Vs    New  I 

6.00  Med.  A  vs    Vic  I 7.00  Pharm  A  vs    U.C.  II 
BASKETBALL  —  RECREATIONAL 
IMPORTANT:  The  Recreational  Leogue  Is  drawing  to 

isrssur  trr  jit™  =? r=: »  «.    ,Z  wiHi.«t  iwsnolly  it  the  monogci 
port  to  the  Intramural  offi«  BEFORE  MARCH  4.    Co-.Bc„tio„  I,  „ 

ne  to"  dE  "  '"•r™9in9        °  "        *"»«  " 
ne  to  discover  that  rt  has  been  defaulted. 

Mori;, 
Tues., 

i  close  ond  domination 

Feb. 
28 1.00 

M  Cfvils Heavies Shaver 

] 
1. 00 Losers 

vs 

Dribbles Elliott 5.00 
Vesfels 

vs 

Fousties Eadie 6.00 
Med.  II  Yr.  A Five  Skins Eodie 7.00 
Smirnoffs Hacks 

Sadinsky 

8.00 
Elliott's  Grads Taylor 

Sodinsky 

M 

1.00 Fat  Men 
vs 1  Indust 

Shaver 
6.30 

Dent.  IV  Yr Mugford 7.30 
Dev.  South St.  M.  SeMs 

Mug  ford 
8.30 

Wallace The  Team 
Mugford 

3 1.00 II  Indust vs 

Scarlet Eodie 

5.00 
III  Indust 

Gold Elliott 
6,00 Jesters Dent.  (  Yr. 

Elliott 
7,00 

Taylor 
Sadinsky 

8,00 
Smirnoffs IV  Indust 

Mor. 

T.OO 
Supers Shover 

HOCKEY  —  (Balance  of  Intermediate  regular  schedule) 
Man.,  Feb. 1.30 

4.00 
7.00 VlcX Vic.  Vt 

IV  Civil Dent.  C 
8.00  o.m.  PHEC 
.00 

9.00 

4,00 

7.00 
8,00 

9.00 4.00 5.30 

Vic.  VIII 
Eng.  VIII St.  M.  E 

Trin.  C St.  M.  F 
Eng.  VI Referee  assignment: 

.    Eng.  X 
St.  M.  D Eng.  V Pharm,  B 
V7c.  VII 

Med.  B Eng.  IX 
New  HI Med.  C 
Phorm.  C 
Eng.  VII Trin.  D 
Music will  be  moiled. 

CASA  LOMA 
Oancing  Saturday  Night  February  26 

CURRENTLY  PLAYING 

ART  HALLMAN 
AND  HIS  ORCHESTRA 

Special  Student  Rates  $2.00  per  couple 
MAKE  UP  A  PARTY  AND  RESERVE  NOW 

CALL  923-1  171 

GRADUATE  ASSISTANTSHIPS 
IN 

BIOCHEMISTRY 

«•  MOLECULAR  BIOLOGY 

Teaching  and  research  assistantships  leading  to  M.Sc. 
and  Ph.D.  available  1966.  Modern  labs,  excellent  fac- 

ilities, wide  variety  of  research  projects.  Teaching 
assistantships  $3400  plus  travel  and  waiver  of  fees. 
Research  assistantships  from  $2800.  Apply  Head, 
Dept.  of  Biochemistry,  University  of  Alberta,  Edmon- ton, Alberta,  Canada. 



SIHL  triple  crown  in  sight 

in  final  week  of  season 
By  RICK  ROLLINS 

OQAA  Publicity  Director 
Varsity  Blues  are  closing 

in  on  the  triple  crown  of 
the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Hockey  League. 

After  their  6-2  victory  over 
Western  Mustangs  last 
weekend  they  are  virtually 
assured  of  first  place.  Thev 
already  dominate  the  indi- 

vidual scoring  race  and  now 
stand  an  excellent  chance 
of  overtaking  Mustangs  for 
the  team  and  goal  tending titles  as  well. 
Mustangs  have  been  the 

top  defensive  team  almost 
continuously  since  they  en- tered the  SIHL  last  season. 
Goaltenders  Gary  Bonney 
and  Ray  Reeson,  no  longer 
with  the  team,  have  allowed 
46  goals  in  15  games  for  a 
3.07  goals-against  average. 

Blues'  Bill  Stewart  and 
John  Wrigley  are  righl  be- 
hinj  with  44  goals  against 
in  14  games,  an  average  of 3.14. 
Wrigley  now  has  the  top 

ind  vidua]  average  of  2.44, 
ahead  of  Bonney's  mark  of 3.00.  Bonney  leads  in  shut- 

outs with  two. 
Entering  the  final  week  of 

action.  Blues  are  virtually 

assured  of  the  scoring 
crown  to  go  along  with  the 
Queen's  Cup. The  race  has  narrowed 
down  to  a  battle  between 
three  Blues,  Henry  Mon- 
teith,  Gord  Cunningham  and 
Ward  Passi.  Monteith,  run- 

ner-up in  each  of  his  first 

Reynald  Dufour  of  Laval, 
Frank  Hincks  of  McMaster 
and  Paul  Laurent  of  Toron- 
to. 
BLUE  NOTES'  John  De- Dlana  of  McMaster  added  to 

his  record  for  penalty  min- utes served  in  a  season  when 
he  was  assessed  four  min- 

utes in  his  only  game  last 
week  ...  Hit  total  of  112 
minutes  is  far  ahead  of  the 
record  of  84  set  iast  season 
by  former  Varsity  player 
Grant  Moore  .  .  .  Peter  Spe- 
yer  has  joined  Blues  .  .  . 
Speyer  was  an  all  SIHL  all- star  defencernan  two  sea- 

sons ago  and  has  been  play- 
ing for  Law  of  the  inter- 

faculty  league  this  season. SCORING  LEADERS 

from  the 

cheap  seat* 
by  howie  fluxgold 

varsity  sports  editor 

JOHN  WRIGLEY 
two  seasons,  now  leads  with 
37  points  and  also  tops 
snipers  with  21  goals. 
Cunningham,  last  week's leader,  has  36  points  and 

Passi  35.  Passi  also  leads  in 
assists  with  24. 

Three  players  share  fourth 
place  with  30  points  each: 

GP  G  A  Pts  PIM 14  21  16  37  30 U  IS  21   36  26 14  11  24  35  IB 14  16  14  30  21 14  16  14  30  38 14  13  17  30  18 14  13  15  28  16 14  11  16  27  22 14    5  22  27  33 

H.  Monteith,  Tor. Cunningham,  Tor. 
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SEASON  BIDS 

Blues  and  higher-ups  prep  for  tournament Ru    DirU     DV.IC  .v 

4(1 out 

By  RICH  PYNE 

Last  week's  action  finish- 
ed off  the  Eastern  Division 

of  the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Basketball  schedule  leaving 
Queens  in  first  place  un- 

defeated in  six  outings. 
McGill  and  Laval  tied  for 

second  with  three  wins  and 
three  losses  while  Montreal 
started  on  their  way  to  be- 

coming the  Guelph  of  the east  as  they  dropped  all their  matches  averaging  43 points  a  game.  Guelph  lost 10  in  the  west,  scoring 
each  time  they  went 
to  get  humiliated. 
A  75-41  Waterloo  victory over  Guelph  last  night  fin- 

ished off  the  western  loop's activities  as  well  and  en- 
trenched the  Warriors  in 

second  place  behind  the  un- 
defeated Windsor  Lancers. 

Bob  Eaton's  23  points  for the  winners  moved  him  past Windsor's  Bob  Navetta  and tied  him  with  Blues'  Nolan Kane  for  second  place  in the  individual  scoring  con- test with  17  ppg.  Marty Kwiatkowski  was  far  out  in front  with  23. 
As  far  as  team  statistics 

are  concerned,  Windsor  ec- lipsed their  mark  of  102 
points  a  game  set  last  year with  a  new  mark  of  107.8. 
Toronto  averaged  84.0 

points  and,  except  for  Wind- 
sor, were  well  ahead  of  the 

rest  of  the  league.  Blues'  75.2 
points  against  average  how- ever was  the  worst  of  the league,  outside  of  Guelph  of course. 

In  the  east  Queen's  vet- 
eran guard  Doug  Fraser  won 

the  scoring  title  with  a  17.7  mentals  of  shooting,  ball 
SrTTh  t,M7cG'" s  Sh=Won  handling,  passing  and  the The  Shot  Zimmer  was  sec-  k..  .-f.,  .  "f'.  WttS  "ae ond  (16.2)  and  teammate 
Bruce  Randall  third  (14.0). 
Now  that  all  the  standings 

and  statistics  have  been  de- 
cided the  big  problem  is  to 

declare  an  over-all  winner 
from  the  two  loops. 

This  detail  will  be  settled 
Friday  and  Saturday  nights 
in  the  home  town  of  the 
western  division  champion. 
The  Senior  Intercollegiate championship  tournament represents  the  first  time  in history  that  play-offs  have 

been  held  to  decide  the  win- 
ner of  the  Wilson  Cup,  sym- bolic of  SIBL  domination. 

_  In  the  tournament  the first  and  third  place  teams in  the  west  play  off  for  one finalist  position  and  the  win- 
ners .of  the  east  play  the runner-up  squad  from  the west  for  the  other. 

Since  Blues  came  to  rest in  third  place  they  have  the task  of  facing  defending champion  Windsor  Lancers 
in  St.  Denis  Hall,  th-:- home  court,  in  the  seco 
game  of  the  semi-finaL 
day  night  after  Waterloo 
gets  finished  with  Queen's in  the  opener. 
An  approach:  With  Wind 

sor  obviously  so  far  superior to  the  rest  of  the  SIBL teams  it  might  occur  to  im- 
aginative minds  that  per- haps something  special  or radical  must  be  done  to secure  a  victory  from  them This  will  be  difficult  for 

it  is  hard  enough  in  basket- 
ball to  beat  a  team  superior 

to  your  own  in  the  funda- 

Fri- 
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like  by  tactics,  let  alone  a team  as  well-drilled  and  as sharp  as  the  Lancers.  De- feating Lancers  one  way  or another  is  a  problem  Blues must  soon  face. 
Last  week,  Western  em- 

ployed what  is  known  as  the Kent  State  Stall'  in  an  ef- fort to  upset  the  Windsor club. 
The  basis   of  this  man- 

until  the  team  has  a  100 Per  cent  chance  of  dropping 

m  a  lay-up.  b 
This  tactic  was  apparent- ly successful  at  fifst  as Western  had  an  8-6  lead 

tI  5  m'n"tes  of  play 
The  effect  of  the  stalled be  seen  in  ,he  ,ow  score Unfortunately  the  stall 

?£tegy   falls  V?  wfe' s  V  ?m  fgainsl  wll°m  it 
is  deployed  grabs  the  lead and  even  when  using  the mos  fool-proof  strategy Wes  ern  just  hasn't  got  the 

■or  ̂ .^^"P  Windsor nareV^the'eSS  lnis  imagi- 
native dev,ce  brought  about the  most  effect  perform- ance against  Lancers  all season.  Western  lost  by  only 

SCORING  (WESTERN  LOOP) 
GP  fG  FT  PI.  A», 

yS.fe  jj  a  «  »» »> S5Mfc-:  : 

Crowe,  Western  in  ca  !,  139 Smith.  Mrttoste,      |0  V,  26  \22  15 
N«»mon,  We,!«,„  ,0  4S  21  I  ,|, Allinohom.   McMas  10  46  17     09  il 

Murray,  McMoiltr  10  42  17  101  10.1 

HART  HOUSE  ENTERTAINERS 

Basketball  is  a  funny  sport  and  watching  a  basketball 
game  can  be  an  even  funnier  sport.  Such  was  the  case  Sat- 

urday night  during  the  game  against  McMaster  Marauders in  the  Hart  House  gym. 

The  match  was  never  close  and  had  mos't  of  the  specta- tors sitting  on  their  hands,  partly  for  protection  against  the 
hard  hardwood  bleachers  which  make  the  chairs  in  Sid 
Smith  feel  like  the  Queen's  throne. 

When  it  became  obvious  Marauders'  full  court  press would  only  be  a  minor  nuisance  to  Blues  the  only  thing  in doubt  was  how  high  the  score. 
With  the  game  decided,  the  comedians  took  over  and 

entertained  the  small  crowd  for  the  rest  of  the  evening  at no  extra  charge. 
Two  of  the  more  prominent  entertainers  were  the  res- pective coaches  of  the  teams,  Bill  Fowler  of  McMaster  and John  (alias  Cactus  Jack)  McManus  of  Toronto. 
Fowler  somehow  mistook  the  house  that  Massey  built for  the  Parliament  Buildings  and  at  times  it  seemed  like  he 

was  preparing  for  a  job  with  John  Diefenbaker's  party. 
"Influence  him,  influence  him,"  he'd  shout  to  his  play- ers in  a  blatant  attempt  to  form  some  sort  of  pressure 

group. 
Seeing  that  this  didn't  work,  Fowler  changed  his  tac tics.  He  switched  from  the  political  approach  to  the  circus approach.  Some,  of  course,  believe  there  is  little  difference between  a  circus  and  Parliament,  but  that  didn't  faze Fowler. 
"Balance!  Balance!"  he  urged  his  forces  in  the  same manner  a  trainer  encourages  his  seals.  Fortunately  for  all concerned,  Fowler  neglected  to  bring  the  fish. 
Even  though  Cactus  Jack  had  a  comfortable  lead  for most  of  the  game,  he  was  as  ornery  as  an  Arbour  Room hot  dog  BR  (Before  Remodelling).  Breaking  the  deathly silence  which  followed  a  Mac  score,  McManus  yelled  out to  one  of  his  players,  "Stick  to  your  check  once  in  a  while What  do  you  want  them  to  do,  set  a  world's  record?" 

NOBODY  PITIES  THE  POOR  REFEREE 

The  butt  of  most  abuse  in  any  basketball  game  is  usual- y  the  referee  and  this  is  even  more  so  in  the  Hart  House gym.  Because  ,t  is  so  small,  the  officials  find  it  more  dif- ticult  than  usual  to  spot  fouls. 
Morover,  because  of  the  lack  of  space  the  spectators 

are  often  closer  to  the  play  than  the  official's  and  the  e fo feel  more  quahf.ed  to  call  the  play.  One  such  person  Sat 

wi  haythegfol,0bViOUS'ynfelt         ™y  Wh»  - 
with  the  followmg:  "One  more  eye  and  you'd  be  a  Cyclops, 

Back  at  the  McMaster  bench  Firey  Fowler  was  still urging  on  his  charges  in  a  hopeless  effort  to  get  ctose  to 

kus^wh      C  °n  St°neS'"  he  ye"ed  to  A  ̂Ln- 
kus,  who  was  ,n  the  midst  of  his  best  game  of  the  season 

he1gnht"haesCh°Wf  Ur8Hg  5"f00t-10  Phil  Upides  to  your  ' 
height   as  he  jumped  against  an  elongated  Mac  forward 

to  spend  a  few  hours  ^  ™* 

Canadian  championships  "at  Tudbury6  Text"  week" Serious  consideration  has  been  given  by  Sim  «■  ,  " 
Riding  the  league  into  an  cstefnand  western  *  Son  * 

staffed  Gaels  have  moved  right-winger  Larry  Jones  to  de- 
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NEW  AND  ACTIVE  BLOOD  FOR  SAC 

— Photos  by  KIRK  MocGREGOR 
Among  successful  candi- 

dates in  Thursday's  elections were  George  Flak  (top)  from 
Vic,  and  Ernie  Lightman (bottom)  from  UC. 

The  Students  Administra 
tive  Council  members  who 
emerged  from  yesterday's election  all  appear  to  be 
committed  to  active  partici- 

pation in  university  affairs. 
The  newly  formed  politi- 

cal party,  the  Student  Demo- 
cratic Union,  has  placed  at 

least  five  candidates  on  the 
council  with  a  platform  that 
calls  for  increased  and  im- 

proved university  services 
with  administration-student 
co-operation. 
The  SDU  elected  Doug 

Hay  (III  UC),  John  Trele- 
vean  (III  UC)  and  Jennifer 
Penny  (I  UC).  Earlier,  two 
other  SDU  members  were 
acclaimed  from  St.  Michaels 
an  equal  chance  to  vote.) College. 
Several  other  elected 

members  have  indicated 
sympathy  with  the  SDU. 
There  are  also  at  least  two 
declared  SDU  candidates 
running  the  in  New  College 
election  today. 

Last  night,  SDU  chairman 
Tom  Good  (IV  Vic)  jubil- 

antly told  The  Varsity  that 
he  was  "very  pleased  with 
the  results  at  UC". 
"We  needed  spokesmen 

on  SAC,"  he  said,  "and  now 
we  have  them.  We're  not  out to  take  over  SAC,  only  help 

direct  it." The  election  produced  no 
surprises  as  all  incumbent 
candidates  were  returned 
with  vast  majorities. 
In  UC  Ernie  Lightman 

(III  UC)  topped  the  polls 
with  364  votes,  Gurston 
Dacks  (III  UC)  had  334 
votes,  and  the  three  SDU 
candidates  followed. 

In  Victoria  College  Tom Faulkner  (III  Vic)  received 
a  whopping  764  votes, 
George  Flak  (III  Vic)  643 
and  Charles  Campbell  (III 
Vic)  585. 
Kathy  Watson  (II  Vic), 

placed  next  with  527  votes. 
She  is  co-editor  of  Toron- 
tonensis  and  a  non-voting 
member  of  SAC  this  year. 

Two- 'sections  of  the  uni- 
versity, New  College  and 

the  Faculty  of  Law,  hold 
their  elections  today.  (Law 
held  an  election  yesterday, 
but  the  polls  were  not  open- 

ed until  II  a.m.  and  some students  were  unable  to 
vote.  The  election  commit- tee decided  to  open  the  polls 
today  to  give  all  students an  equal  chance  to  vote. 

SDU  candidates  for  SAC  ore,  (back  row)  left  to  right, Marvin  Ross,  John  Treleaven,  with  assorted  sympathizers. 

—photo  by  KIRK  MocGREGOR Jennifer  Penny,   Doug  Hoy, 

By  LESLIE  GARY 

The  conflict  between  SAC 
and  the  Engineering  Society 
over  election  rules  was 
blown  wide  open  Wednes- 

day night. 
Engineering  representati- 
ve George  Biro  (III  APSC), 

who  gave  the  election  com- 
mittee report  on  the  Facul- 

ty of  Applied  Science  and 
Engineering,  named  the  four 
engineers  elected  in  Engi- 

neering Society  elections  as 
next  year's  Engineering  SAC reps. 

Council  refused  to  adopt 
the  report  because  it  con- 

tained no  written  guarantee 
that  the  four  people  named 
had  received  the  highest 
number  of  votes. 

Margaret  Schrand  (III  St. 
Mik^s),  election  committee 
chairman  assured  council 
that  Biro  told  her  the  elec- 

tion conformed  with  SAC 
election  rules.  But  Biro  re- 

vealed that  he  was  bound 
by  the  Engineering  Society 

SAC -Engineering  Society  conflict  blows  wide open not  to  reveal  the  poll  stand- ings. 
"The  Engineering  Society 

cannot  declare  anyone  elect- 
ed unless  by  its  own  rules," he  added. 
"Once  a  vote  is  taken  in 

council  the  whole  council  is 
bound  by  it,"  said  Alan  Bow- 
ker  (SGS).  "The  election  by- law was  passed  and  the  re- 

port being  presented  is  in direct  contravention  of  this 
bylaw. 

"The  number  of  votes  is 
irrelevant.  A  member  of  the 
election  committee  has  gone 

against  the  bylaws.  Its  not 
a  matter  of  going  back  to 
the  Engineering  Society  and 
getting  them  to  sign  on  the 
dotted  line." Miss  Schrand  then  moved 
a  report  that  she  and  Tom 
Fauulkner,  the  third  mem- 

ber of  the  committee,  were 
assured  that  the  election 
was  run  by  SAC  rules. 

The  report  was  withdrawn 
when  Faulkner  objected 
that  he  was  not  sure  of  the 
way  in  which  the  election 
was  conducted. 
Jim  Higgins   (IV  APSC) 

read  a  policy  statement 
from  the  President  of  the 
Engineering  Society,  Frank 
Vallo.  "The  names  in  the 
election  committee  report 
were  the  members  elected 
and  no  further  statement 
will  be  made.  Refusal  to 
seat  the  SAC  reps  will  be 
acted  on  by  the  Engineering 

Society." 
Bowker  moved  that  coun- 

cil request  Biro's  resigna- tion from  the  election  com- mittee. 
"When  a  person  is  elected 

by  council  to  perform  a  spe~ 

Engineers  to  release  candidates'  voting  order The  Engineering  Society  has  decided  to 
release  part  of  the  information  SAC  asked 
for  at  Wednesday's  meeting.  1 Ron  Weir  (II  APSC)  one  of  the  successful 
engineering  candidates  in  the  recent  SAC 
elections,  told  The  Varsity  yesterday  that 
the  Society  has  agreed  to  release  the  names 
of  the  candidates  in  the  order  in  which  they finished. 
Weir  said  the  Society  would  nol  release 

vote  totals  because  the  records  kept  at  the 

time  of  the  election  now  have  been  de- stroyed. 
"We  aren't  going  to  count  the  ballots 

again,"  he  said,  "but  we  do  have  the  ballots and  they  could  be  recounted  in  case  of  a 

dispute." 
The  order  of  the  successful  candidates,  ac- 

cording to  Weir,  was:  Graham  Sheils,  Shelley 
Goodman,  Ron  Weir,  and  Joe  Merber.  The 
defeated  candidates,  in  order,  were  Ed  Wein, 
Marv  Kilgour,  and  John  Power. 

cific  purpose  and  cannct 
fuultil  the  dties  of  this  po- 

sition, he  must  resign.  I 
emphasize  that  there  is  no- 

thing persona!  in  this.  Mr. 
Biro  is  faced  by  a  conflict 
where  he  is  bound  by  two 
sets  of  rules  and  he  should 

resign." 

Rick  Ross  (IV  APSC) 
tried  to  amend  the  motion 
to  have  the  whole  commit- tee resign. 

Miss  Schrand  told  council 
that  Biro  had  told  them  the 
Engineering  Society  might 
not  want  the  results  pub- 

lished in  The  Varsity  but 
did  not  say  they  would  not be  available  to  council. 
Said  Biro,  "I  told  them the  results  but  I  have  since 

been  advised  that  I  cannot 
reveal  them  and  I  don't think  the  other  members  of 
the  committee  should  ei- 

ther." 

Cries  of  "why"  by  mem 
bers  of  the  council  were 

ignored. 
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psychoanalysis  and  crime: 

HOPE  FOR  NEW  INSIGHTS 

By  DONNI  BOHNEN 
Discoveries  of  psychoanalysis  should  provide  new  in- 

sights into  criminal  deviance  through  which  justice  may  be 
tempered  with  compassion,  Dr.  Charles  Hanly  told  a  Hillel 
seminar  at  Sidney  Smith  Hall  yesterday. 

Dr.  Hanly,  assistant  professor  of  philosophy,  was  speak- 
ing on  ethics  and  psychoanalysis  and  their  implications  for 

public  morality. 
He  said  that  in  judging  criminal  responsibility,  one 

must  learn  to  distinguish  between  "ego-motivated"  crimes, in  which  the  criminal  is  fully  aware  of  his  motives  and  the 
consequences,  and  "id-motivated"  crimes,  which  are  the symptoms  of  unconscious  drives  in  the  criminal  over  which he  has  no  control. 

Under  the  present  code  of  justice  a  criminal  is  deemed 
responsible  for  his  crime  if  he  is  aware  of  the  nature  of  his 
action  and  its  punishable  consequences.  This  definition,  said 
Prof.  Hanly,  is  inadequate  in  the  light  of  new  insights  which 
have  shown  that  a  criminal,  though  often  aware  of  the  crime 
and  its  consequence,  is  most  often  unaware  of  the  un- 

conscious psychological  perversions  which  drive  him  to  act. 
Any  penal  system  which  ignores  this  is  apt  to  harden 

criminals  against  the  society  which  is  maltreating  them; 
whereas  proper  therapy  in  treating  the  cause  rather  than 
the  symptom  would  correct  the  compulsion  to  transgress. 

Dr.  Hanly  urged  legal  reform  which  would  "advance beyond  the  levels  of  morality  which  are  built  into  our  pre- 

sent laws." 
The  story  of  the  year? 

In  spite  of  the  efficiency  of  The  Varsity's  world-wide news  gathering  facilities,  we  discovered  that  we  missed  what 
may  have  been  the  really  big  news  story  of  1965. 

On  Oct.  21,  1965,  the  International  Day  of  Solidarity  with 
the  Students  and  People  of  Sudan,  the  Internationa]  Union 
of  Students  in  Prague  called  on  students  to  observe  Dec.  8 
as  International  Day  of  Solidarity  in  Support  of  the  North 
Kalimantan  People  and  Students  Fighting  for  National  In- 

dependence and  to  Crush  Malaysia. 

E& 
Today,  1  p.m. 

Dept.  of  Geology  films:  The  Sea,  Snow,  and  Time  and Terrain.  Rm.  128,  Mining  Building. 
Fifth  and  final  WUS  session:  A  panel  of  students  from the  USSR  discuss  student  life.  Rm.  2117,  Sid  Smith. Showing  of  accepted  color  slides  in  annual  Hart  House camera  club  contest.  HH  Art  Gallery. 

Today,  4  p.m. 
Professor-student  tea.  International  Student  Centre-  45 Willcocks  St! 

Today,  7:15  p.m. 
Graduates'  skating  party.  Meet  at  GSU. 

Today,  8  p.m. 
Last  movie  (8">)  of  Fellini  festival.  Carr  Hall,  100  St. Joseph  St. 
Baltic  Bash:  dance  to  the  Embassadors.  84  Spadina  Rd. Prufrock:  dramatic  adaptation  of  T.  S.  Eliot  character. 

Seeley  Hall,  Trinity  College.  Also  Saturday. 
Today,  8:30  pjn. 

Coop  dance.  The  Coop,  St.  Mikes.  Music:  The  Knaves. 
Today,  9:30  p.m. 

Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  O.x  (campus  coffee  house).  Poetry folksinging,  chess.  Free.  Entertain  or  listen. 
Saturday,  9  a.m.-4:30  port. 

Orientation  day— mental  health  program.  Larkin  Build- ing, Trinity  College. 
Saturday,  8  p.m. 

A  night  in  Thailand— films,  fashion  show,  dancino  In- ternational Student  Centre,  45  Willcocks. 
Sunday,  7:30  pjn. 

General  meeting,  Polish  Students'  Club.  Nominations for  66-67  exec.  206  Beverley  St. 
Sunday,  8  p.m. 

Reception  for  Mr.  J.  K.  Koinange,  Education  attache. Permanent  Misston  of  Kenya  to  the  UN.  International Student  Centre. 
Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 

Rabbi  David  Hartmann  will  speak  on  The  Notion  of  the Diabolic :  and  Fantasy  in  the  Purim  Experience.  Hillel  House, loo  St.  George  St. 



£  No  full-time  president  for  SAC 
By  LESLIE  GARY 

Led  by  the  objections  of 
its  president,  SAC  defeated 
a  motion  Wednesday  night 
to  make  the  presidency  a 
full-time  job. 

A  motion  proposed  by  the 
SAC  University  Committee 
would  have  given  future 
presidents  the  option  of 
taking  the  year  off  their 
studies. 

In  his  introduction  to  the 
motion  Vic  Hori  (SGS)  told 
SAC  that  because  of  the  tre- 

mendous expansion  of  the 
University  and  the  increas- 

ing role  the  student  will 
play  in  every  facet  of  so- 

ciety, "a  full-time  presidency is  inevitable,  whether  this 
year  or  another  year." 

Hori  recognized  the  ob- 
jections to  the  move — alien- ation of  the  president  from 

the  rest  of  the  council  and 
from  the  students  in  gener- al— but  he  felt  that  these 
were  outweighed  by  the  ad- 
vantages. 
He  also  emphasized  that 

this  would  not  be  an  isolat- 
ed measure.  A  large  reas- sessment of  the  functions  of 

the  council  would  necessari- 
ly go  with  it. 

"We  all  recognize  that  it 
won't  solve  all  our  prob- 

lems," he  said. SAC  President  Mary 
Brewin  said  the  motion 
would  create  the  danger  of 
"leaving  someone  alienated 
from  everyone  and  in  a  posi- 

tion of  frustration." Miss  Brewin  said  that  by 
October  or  November  a  SAC 
President  is  glad  to  be  able 
to  go  to  classes. 

She  also  emphasized  that 
"the  way  to  build  up  repre- sentation in  the  University 
is  not  through  one  person." Internal  Affairs  Commis- sioner Tim  Smith  (IV  Vic) 
backed  the  motion  because  of 
what  he  called  "a  regrettable limitation  on  the  type  of 
student  we  get  as  president. 

"Right  now  the  only  type 
that  can  run  is  someone  in 
an  arts  course  or  one  with 
an  equally  light  work-load, unless  someone  wants  to 
sacrifice  his  academic  year." Charles  Campbell  (III  Vic) 
objected  that  too  much  of 
the  work  council  should  be 
doing  is  being  pushed  onto 
the  executive  now  and  this 
move  would  emphasize  the 
centralization  of  power. 

Several     members  felt 

more  research  assistants  and 
civil  servants  should  be  hir- 

ed rather  than  making  the 
president  full-time. 
Alan  Bowker  ( SGS )  re- 

plied that  it  was  not  an 
either-or  proposition — either 
an  informed  and  active  coun- 

cil or  an  informed  and  ac- 
tive president,  either  re- 

search assistants  or  a  full- 
time  president. 
"The  University  Commit- 

tee never  suggested  (hat  wc 
hire  a  full-time  president  to 
be  big  daddy  to  council,"  he said. 

"Universi  ty  life  involves 
both  academic  and  extra- 

curricular work,"  Bowker 
said.  The  academic  is  well- 
organized  white  there  is  a 
frustrating  lack  of  continui- 

ty in  the  extra-curricular area.  The  administration  is 
handling  more  and  more  of it  because  of  this  lack  of 

continuity." In  defeating  the  motion, 
council  seemed  to  agree  with 
Vladimir  Hachinski  (IV 
Meds).  He  said,  "I  concede that  there  will  be  a  need  for 
the  position  in  future,  but I  am  not  convinced  that  at 
the  present  moment  we  need 
a  full-time  president." 

Varsity  photog  elected  vice-pres  of  UC  Lit 

Ace  Varsity  photographer 
Joe  Weinstock  (II  UC)  was 
one  of  many  happy  winners 
following  yesterday's  stu- dent council  elections  in  the 
federated  colleges. 
Weinstock  defeated  Dave 

Gluskin  (II  UC)  for  the  vice- 
presidency  of  the  UC  Lit- 

erary and  Athletic  Society. 
He  celebrated  the  victory  by 
retreating  to  the  Varsity 
darkroom,  where  he  proces- 

sed many  of  the  pictures 
appearing  in  today's  paper. Here  is  list  of  the  win- 

ners of  the  major  contests 
at  University  College,  Tri- 

nity, Victoria  and  St.  Mich- aels. 
University  College 
President;  Joey  Steiner; 

Vice-President:  Joe  Wein- 
stock; Treasurer:  Ian  San- 

dinsky;  Literary  Director: 
Charles  Draimin;  Athletic 
Director:  Allan  Kamin. 

Victoria  College 
President:  Charles  Ho- 

mer; Vice-President:  John 
Reble;  Publicity  Director: 
Richard  Axon. 

St.  Michaels  College 
President:  Joe  James; 

Vice-Presidents:  Don  Heal- 
ey,  Bernadette  Doyle;  Sec- retary:   T  o  n  i  McNamara; 

Treasurer:  Roger  Barcant; 
Graduate  Mens  Rep:  Dick 
Parker;  Graduate  Womens 
Rep:  Bernadette  Ferry. Trinity  College 
Head  of  College:  to  be 

appointed  by  Provost  Dr. D.  R.  G.  Owen;  Head  of  Arts: 
Tony  Burger;  Head  of  Years: to  be  elected  in  March; 
Members  of  Council:  to  be 
selected  from  Board  of 
Stewards. 

BOOK  EXHIBIT  OPENS  IN  WEST  HALL 

An  exhibition  of  3,000  French  books  from  Belgium, 
Switzerland  and  French  Canada  opened  Wednesday  in  Uni- 

versity College  East  Hall. 
The  exhibition,  arranged  jointly  by  University  College 

and  the  U  of  T  Library,  is  travelling  to  various  Ontario 
universities  through  the  support  of  Quebec's  Minister  of Cultural  Affairs. 

Varsity,  handbook,  Nensis  editors 

Andrew  Szende  (II- UC)  was  appointed 
editor  of  The  Varsity  for  1966-67  by  the 
Students  Administrative  Council  at  its  meet- 

ing Wednesday  night. 
Szende,  a  veteran  Varsity  staffer,  was  City 

Editor  of  the  paper  this  year.  He  has  also 
worked  for  the  Toronto  Star. 
Szende  was  the  only  candidate  for  the 

position.  He  was  also  appointed  editor  of 
the  Summer  Varsity  for  1966. 

John  Morris  (II  APSC)  was  council's choice  as  editor  of  the  Student  Handbook. 
Morris  served  as  editor  of  the  engineering 
newspaper,  the  Toike  Oike,  in  1965-66.  The 
other  application  for  the  position  came  from 
SAC  President  Mary  Brewin  and  Printing 
Bureau  Director  Bruce  Lewis. 
SAC  also  appointed  Greg  Whincup  (II 

Trin)  as  editor  of  Torontonensis  for  1966-67. 

appointed 

— photo  by  KIRK  MocGREGOR 

HART  HOUSE 
TODAY 

CAMERA  CLUB 
44»h  ANNUAL  PHOTOGRAPHIC  EXHIBITION In  the  Art  Gallery 

February  22  -  March  5 
Hours:  10  a.m.  -  10  p.m.;  Lodies:  2.00  -  5,00  p.m. 

Sunday:  2.00  -  5.00  p.m. 
The  accepted  Colour  Transparencies  will  be  shown 

in  the  Art  Gallery  at  1.15  -  2.00  p.m.  on 
 Friday,  25th  February  and  Tuesday  1st  March 

VISITORS'  SUNDAY 
Hart  House  is  open  to  Members,  their  families  and  friends  from 2  to  5  p.m.  th.s  Sunday.  Teo  will  be  served  in  the  Greot  Hall from  3  to  4.30  p.m. 

JAZZ  CONCERT 
8.30  p.m.       Mondoy,  Morch  7th       Greot  Hall 

I  DON  FRIEDMAN  QUARTET 

|  (featuring  Attila  Zoller) Tickets  available  from  Hall  Porter.  A  maximum  of  4  perl |A.T.L.  card.  Ladies  may  be  invited  by  Members. 

II  I  I  I  &  I 

Sunday,  February  27,  8:30  p.m.,  Hillel  House 
RABBI  DAVID  HARTMAN 

on 
"NOTION  OF  THE  DIABOLIC 

AND  PHANTASY  IN  THE  PURIM  EXPERIENCE" 
NOON-HOUR  SERIES 

Monday,  February  28,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 
DR.  WILLIAM  FENNELL .-  on> 

"A  CHRISTIAN  CRITIQUE  OF  'A  SECULAR  2ITY' " 

COURSE  EVALUATION 

ANY  STUDENT  INTERESTED  IN  EVALUATING 

AN  ARTS  COURSE  MAY  PICK  UP  QUESTION- 
NAIRE FORMS  A  TTHE  S  A  C.  OFFICE  BEGIN- 
NING MONDAY,  FE8RUARY  28. 

IF  DESIRED,  THE  S.A.C.  WILL  ANALYSE  AND 
PUBLISH  THE  RESULTS  OF  ANY  SURVEY. 

U.  T.  D.  C. 
INVITES  APPLICATIONS  FOR 

YALE  DRAMA  FESTIVAL 
SUBMIT.  IN  WRITTEN  DETAIL  REASON  FOR 

WISHING  TO  ATTEND  TO 
S.A.C.  OFFICE 

DEPT.  OF  GEOLOGY  FILMS 
1:00  P.M.,  FRIDAYS  -  ROOM  128,  MINING  BLDG. 

BRING  YOUR  LUNCH 
Fri.,  Feb.  25,  1:00  p.m. 

THE  SEA 
SNOW 
TIME  AND  TERRAIN 

Fri.,  Mar.  4,  1:00  p.m. 
MONKEY  INTO  MAN 
WHERE  LAND  AND  WATER  MEET 

Fri.,  Mar.  11,  1:00  p.m. 
BLUE  ICE  (Antarctic) 
LIFE  IN  THE  CORAL  REEF 
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nothing  new 
Yesterday's  SAC  elections  proved  nothing  ot  oil.  The 

new  council  will  differ  very  little  from  the  old  one,  and 
offers  few  prospects  for  more  dynamic  student  government. 

The  widely-touted  Student  Democratic  Union  (a  sort 
of  reform  party)  managed  to  win  three  seats  at  University 
College,  but  sow  their  lone  candidates  in  Victoria  and 
Engineering  go  down  to  defeat.  Even  if  all  three  SDU 
candidates  ot  New  College  ore  elected  today,  the  reform 
contingent  on  SAC  will  number  fess  than  10. 

Victoria  College  sow  little  reason  for  change  —  four 
of  the  college's  five  members  were  reelected,  the  other 
didn't  run. 

Elections  in  the  Law  Faculty  hove  yet  to  be  held,  but 
no  reformers  are  in  the  running.  The  medical  students 
returned  members  whose  bent  is  administrative  rather  than 
imaginative. 

It  appears  that  o  more  dynomic  SAC  cannot  be  pro- 
duced by  either  the  elections  held  or  by  the  elections  yet 

to  come.  A  strong,  vigorous  executive  might  be  collected 
from  among  the  few  active,  reform-minded  students  who 
are  now  members  of  SAC — but  it  is  unlikely  this  will 
happen. 

One  aspect  of  the  SAC  elections  was  particularly  dis- 
appointing. Gary  Teeple,  one  of  the  SDU  candidates  at 

UC,  failed  to  win  o  seat.  Mr.  Teeple  is  one  of  the  few 
SDU  members  with  a  consistent  ond  sophisticated  philo- 

sophy of  university  affairs;  it  was  only  to  be  expected  that 
his  fellow  students  would  not  elect  him. 

longer  library  hours 
Congratulations  to  SAC's  Library  Committee  Chair- man Dean  McDermid  for  his  perseverance  ond  to  Chief 

Librorian  Blackburn  for  finally  agreeing.  Librory  reading 
rooms  will  now  remain  open  until  midnight,  beginning 
Morch  7. 

But  the  difficulties  encountered  in  making  this  or-, 
rongement  should  be  a  warning  to  SAC.  There  is  no  rea- 

son why  both  stacks  ond  reading  rooms  should  not  remoin 
open  until  midnight  throughout  the  year,  ond  council 
should  press  for  these  extended  hours — and  start  pressing now. 

INactive 
Advertisements  for  the  current  WUS  conference  on 

student  political  involvement  suggested  that  the  world 
student  mood  ranges  from  influential  to  inactive. 

Judging  by  the  number  of  Toronto  students  who  have 
attended  the  conference  to  date,  students  on  this  campus 
fall  into  the  latter  category. 

What  else  is  new? 

varsity 
TORONTO  I^F 

Editor Manoglno  Editor Review  Editor Newt  Editor City  Editor I..-  i  City  Editor Contributing  Editor SAC  Editor Sports  Editor Associate  Sports  Editor Conadion  University  Prcs 
jiophy  Editor lismg  Sales tising  Assistant Pho1 

Ediluriol  Office 
Sports  Office Moil  Subscriptions 

Dovld  Jockel Donna  Mason Arthur  Zcldin tarry  Greenspan Andrew  Szendc °oul  Corson 
Volkmar  Richter Leslie  Gary 
Howie  i  in  ...  M Rich  Pyne 
Jacques  de  Montigny 
Lyn  Owen John  Shore J,  Vincent  Kelly 
Carol  Cooper  923-B171 Daiions  Picm  Limited 
WA.  3-B741  -  WA  3-B742 WA.  3-B113 SS  A  Year 

The  Vorsily  was  founded  in  1B60  ond  is  published  b> 
Students  Administrative  Council,  lor  the  university  com- 

munity of  the  University  of  Toronto.  The  Varsity  is member  of  the  Canadian  University  Press. 
Opinions  enprossed  in  this  newspaper  ore  the  re  spans, 

ibility  of  »,c  cdilor,  ond  ore  no!  necessorily  those  of  lh« 
student*'  council  or  odmlnistiation  of  the  university. 

our   well-deserved   and  mi Jlly  offered  to  buy  on up  anyway,  ritch 
lot!  night  giccnipan  conspired  to  keep  us longcd-tor  refreshment  which  he  earlier  so rrXncy,  but  we  tooled  him  by  stoylng  late  to  drink 
■lory  wasn't  but  donnl  bohnen  brought  in  a  benut.  wi 
but  unfortunately  he  was  kidnapped  by  two  little  wenches  who~  drogged'him " ot  the  office  despite  hit  loud  protestations,  hit  was  swearing  because  he  ctrutd tmd  out  who  hod  really  signed  the  tetter,  and  howic  was  stomping  about  bccai 
he  didn't  know  what  to  do  with  his  stories,  and  gloria  declorcd  herself  a  bl but  we  thought  the  wet  cioggeroting,  grcg  whincup  and  roy  wise  produced  at non-stories  which  wasn't  their  fault  and  fred  hoppc  reproduced  some  other*  t< moke  them  printablo.  roi  lottky  finally  got  to  wiite  o  sei  story  and  she  li gwen  grovet  mode  something  out  ot  nothing,  ond  sylvla  JutmalietU  turned  advice columist  for  a  day.  thanks  to  kirk  mocgregor  we  hove  some  greet  pli 
tthonkt  kirk),  bingley  ond  clork  didn't  tight  mueh  becouse  they  were  too  busy with  the  gorgeous  blonde  dcoc  had  left  hete  accidently,  but  then  schoenborn came,  look  pity  on  her  one)  announced  thot  he  would  deliver  her,  and  hi our  rctidcnl  gorgeout  blonde  leslie  didn't  gel  here  till  late  because  her  deliver* WOt    I  J  ,  1 ,  ■  fi. ; .  ,  t ,  IOO. 
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letters  to  the  editor 

a  reply  to  mr.  ross 
Sir: 

On  page  four  of  your  February  21  issue, Marvin  Ross  writes: 
"Another  area  of  the  budget  that  I  would 

like  explained,  appeared  in  The  Varsity 
Graduate  annual  report  for  1964.  On  page 
55  you  will  find  that,  in  the  year  ending  June 
30,  1964,  the  university  spent  $404,177  on  'in- formation, publications,  alumni  affairs,  etc.,' 
yet  spent  only  $167,095  during  the  same  year 
on  student  assistance.  Who  made  these  de- cisions and  exactly  how  much  money  was 

spent  for  each  of  the  above  categories?" In  an  article  in  its  news  columns  on 
March  5,  1965,  the  Globe  &  Mail  drew  at- 

tention to  the  same  entries  in  the  Universi- 
ty's operating  budget.  A  day  or  two  later 

they  published  the  following  explanation  by 
Mr.  Frank  Stone,  our  Vice-President  (Ad- ministration): 

"In  addition  to  the  items  mentioned, 

the  spending  covered  by  that  heading  ('In- formation, publications,  Alumni  Affairs, 
etc.')  also  included  expenses  incurred  by  the 

Housing  Service,  the  job  placement  service, 
alumni  records,  and  the  Varsity  Fund.  Alum- 

ni and  other  contributions  and  bequests made  to  the  University  through  the  Varsity 
Fund  in  the  calendar  year  1964  totalled more  than  $724,000. 

"Student  assistance,  as  shown  in  the  re- 
port, included  only  those  funds  allocated  for 

this  use  from  within  the  University's  opera- 
ting budget.  In  addition,  there  were  much 

larger  sums  paid  from  endowed  or  donated 
funds.  The  Registrar's  Report  on  Student 
Financial  Aid  for  the  session  1963-64  shows 
that  5,060  students  received  a  total  of  7,361 
awards  totalling  $3,351,739,  including  $1,377.- 423  for  scholarships,  $1,156,457  for  bursaries 
and  $817,859  for  loans.  This  represents  an 
average  of  $662  for  each  student  aided,  and 
it  reached  33.9  per  cent  of  the  student 

body." 

I  trust  you  will  publish  these  para- 
graphs from  Mr.  Stone  as  our  reply  to  Mr. Ross. 

Kenneth  S.  Edey, 
Department  of  Information 

let  there  be  light 
Sir:  it  couldn't  be  verse 

to  venture  down  Philosoper's  Walk is  not  indeed  too  bright, 
for  after  dark,  as  you  will  find, 
there  just  ain't  any  light, i  spied  five  lamps  along  the  way. 

the  american  way 

Sir: 
I  am  replying  to  Mr.  Shepherd's  violently anti-American  letter  (The  Varsity,  Feb.  4). 
He  charges  that  President  Johnson  con- ducted the  peace  offensive  in  bad  faith  and 

that  he  has  no  real  intention  of  ending  the 
war.  Mr.  Shepherd's  contention  is  utter  non- sense. Johnson  is  willing  to  do  anything 
(except  withdraw  from  Viet  Nam  under 
Communist  presure),  to  achieve  peace.  He 
is  much  more  concerned  with  domestic  prob- 

lems than  with  matters  relating  to  foreign 
policy.  His  State  of  the  Union  message 
proves  this;  in  spite  of  the  pressing  urgency 
of  the  Viet  Nam  war  he  has  increased  rather 
than  decreased  domestic  spending. 

Even  while  his  peace  offensive  was  go- 
ing on  Hanoi  stepped  up  the  rate  of  infiltra- tion of  North  Vietnamese  troops  into  South 

Viet  Nam.  Never  before  has  a  country  shown 
such  callous  disregard  toward  peace  moves. 

One  can't  even  say  that  the  American conditions  for  beginning  the  negotiations 
were  particularly  onerous  —  there  were  no 
such  conditions.  Ambassador  Goldenberg 
noted  that  U.S.  was  ready  "for  discussions 
without  any  prior  conditions  whatever".  The U.S.  did  not  even  insist  on  immediate  North 
Vietnamese  and  Viet  Cong  withdrawal.  The 

but  bulbs  in  only  one. 
perhaps  the  squirrels  stole  the  rest; (i'm  sure  'twas  all  in  fun!) 
with  this  ode  i  send  a  dime 
to  show  i  really  care. 
if  it  means  the  lamps  will  all  be  fixed 
i'll  gladly  pay  my  share. Dianne  Jackson  (II  UC) 

U.S.  said  that  the  future  of  all  of  Viet  Nam 
"should  be  determined  through  the  free  de- 

cision" of  their  peoples.  By  contrast  Hanoi demanded  the  immediate  withdrawal  of  all 
American  troops.  In  that  case  (using  Mr. 
Shepherd's  own  words),  "what  would  there 
be  to  negotiate  about?" Both  the  U.S.  and  Hanoi  want  free  elec- 

tions —  but  they  mean  two  different  things 
by  that  term.  The  U.S.  definition  of  a  free 
election  is  one  in  which  the  candidates  from 
both  sides  would  have  complete  freedom 
to  go  anywhere  in  the  two  Viet  Nams  to 
campaign.  After  that  the  people  would  elect 
the  government  of  their  choice  by  secret 
ballot,  without  any  coercion  whatsoever. 
The  North  Vietnamese,  of  course,  mean  to 
hold  a  typical  Communist-style  "free"  elec- tion, in  which  by  some  strange  coincidence 
the  people  always  seem  to  vote  Communist. 

It  is  this  kind  of  rigged  election  that 
carried  the  Communists  into  power  in  East- 
em  Europe  after  World  War  II. 

For  some  reason  Vietnamese  elections 
could  not  be  held  in  1954.  Nevertheless,  a 
kind  of  election  was  held  —  people  voted 
with  their  feet.  Nearly  a  million  North  Viet- 

namese left  for  south  Viet  Nam.  In  contrast, 
only  about  100,000  migrated  from  the  south to  the  north. 

George  Haydu  (I  UC) 

deadly,  sick  and  treacherous Sir: 

The  Communists  are  the  deadliest,  sickest, 
and  most  treacherous  enemy  that  mankind has  ever  known. 

They  seized  power  in  Russia  at  a  most  op- 
portune time  and  then  proceeded  to  murder, 

maim,  and  terrorize  their  own  people  into 
conforming  to  a  doctrine  which  rendered 
them  little  better  than  robots.  Strict  obe- 

dience to  the  Communist  line  was  assured 
by  the  utilization  of  the  most  elaborate 
secret  police  system.  When  the  new  genera- 
lion  came  along,  its  loyally  to  the  Com- 

munist cause  was  guaranteed  by  the  careful 
and  thorough  application  of  what  is  pop- 

ularly termed  "brain-washing". Then  the  Communists  turned  on  other 
countries.  While  the  rest  of  the  tree  world 
played  spectator  Estonia,  Latvia,  Lithuania, 
Poland,  Hungary.  Romania,  Czechoslovakia, 
East  Germany,  Bulgaria,  and  China  fell.  Mil- lions ol  innocent  victims  lost  their  lives  in 
the  process. 
And  now  it  is  Viet  Nam.  The  pattern  is 

exactly  the  same.  Thugs,  criminals,  traitors, 
and  free-loaders  are  recruited  to  undermine 
the  country  and  to  cause  internal  decay.  By 
efficient  murders  of  key  government,  army, 
and  police  personnel,  by  propaganda,  by 
terror,  and  by  well-planned  coups,  the  count- 

ry is  helplessly  brought  to  its  knees. 

Thank  the  Americans  that  they  finally 
woke  up  and  took  up  the  cause  for  freedom. 
If  ever  they  withdrew  from  Viet  Nam,  every 
other  South  Vietnamese  would  be  standing 
in  front  of  a  Viet-Cong  firing  squad.  Soon 
the  Communists  would  be  putting  the  knife 
in  the  back  of  all  of  Asia,  Australia,  Africa, 
Europe,  South  America,  and  finally  North America. 

Don't  go  crying  to  the  Americans  for 
peace.  They  want  it,  but  not  at  the  price 
of  watching  the  Communists  enslave  the 
world.  It  is  the  Communists  who  refuse  to 
talk  of  peace,  who  shoot  their  own  people 
who  will  not  conform,  who  shoot  all  pri- 

soners of  war,  who  spread  terror  through- 
out South  Vietnam.  For  every  native  acci- 

dentally scratched  by  the  Americans,  the 
Viet-Cong  have  deliberately  maimed  or  ex- ecuted a  hundred  peasants  so  that  others 
would  be  too  frightened  to  oppose  them. 

America  will  go  on  pleading  for  peace  and 
freedom  of  mankind,  but  as  long  as  a  cri- 

minal minority  persists  in  refusing  to  talk 
of  peace,  there  can  be  no  other  way  in  Viet- nam. 

Whenever  the  campus  idealists  discover 
reality  and  face  it,  they  will  start  to  direct 
their  protests  to  Hanoi,  Peking,  and  Mos- cow, not  Washington. 

J.  Parn  (II  Vic) 
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Prufrock  in  action 

By  JON  STANLEY 
Tonight  the  original  play  Prufrock  will  continue  its  run 

at  Sceley  Hall,  Trinity  College.  Jim  Anderson,  Trinity  English 
student,  has  dramatized  Eliot's  poem,  and  has  succeeded  in 
bringing  it  alive. 

There  are  three  PrulYocks:  The  Real  Prufrock  (John 
Wilkins),  aged,  impotent,  neurotic,  tortured  by  his  pathetic 
sexual  illusions;  the  Athletic  Prufrock,  (Peter  Ayers),  brassy, 
virile  a  go-go;  the  Poet  Prufrock  (John  Holt),  drunken,  Dy- lanesque. 

Each  character  has  been  fitted  into  the  University  im- 
age: the  Real  Prufrock  as  a  frustrated  Fine  Art  lecturer,  the 

Athletic  Prufrock  as  a  basketball  player  with  ideas  for  every 
night  of  the  week,  and  the  Poet  Prufrock  as  the  student  w  ho 
perpetually  lives  on  the  edge  of  everything. 

David  Jeanes  handles  some  formidable  technical  artil- 
lery, with  complicated  lighting  and  an  effective  sound  track 

by  Jim  Mackay.  Jim  Anderson's  direction  is  swift  and  jazzy. The  overall  effect  is  hypnotic.  A  rapid-fire  series  of 
slides  mirrors  the  lines,  confuses  the  action,  and  produces 
an  impression  similar  to  that  of  modern  cinema  technique. 
Technically  Prufrock  is  a  Happening,  and  overall  it  is  a  play 
that  every  admirer  of  Eliot  should  see. 

Various  aspects  of  Eliot's  Prufrock  are  depicted  by  per- formers in  the  production,  presently  appearing  at  Seeley 
Hall,  Trinity  College.  The  Real  Prufrock  (below)  is  tortured 
by  sexual  illusions  and  daydreams,  and  is  radically  differ- 

ent from  the  Athletic  and  the  Poet  Prufrock  personalities. 

Whoredom  (continued) 

force,  or  i  he  men 
who  had,  umil  ihen, 
acted  out  their  erotic  ran 
asies  as  figures  of  authority 
into  the  figures  of  authority 
hemselves,  by  simply  pre- 
nting  themselves  to  the 

populace  in  all  the  appro- 
priate coslumings. 

This  is  to  be  accomplished 
n  two  scenes,  which  in  Mr. 
Lorraine's  production  are 
separated  by  an  intermis- 

sion; neither  succeeds  sepa- rately, and  the  connection 
between  them  is  never  for- 

cibly established,  so  that  the 
latter  might  amplify  the  for- mer. The  second  fault  is 
perhaps  inseparable  trom the  nature  of  the  play  itself 
and  the  resourscs  at  Mr. Lorraine's  command:  the play,  although  rigorously  cut, 

is  slill  exceptionally  long; 
and  the  cumulative  effect 
proves  to  be,  after  the  sec- ond intermission,  a  numbing 
one:  one  realizes  that  there 
are  many  fine  things  still 
going  on  but  aside  from  a 
mental  registering  of  this 
fact,  they  make  no  other impression. 

This,  unfortunately  is  true 
to  some  extent  of  the  earlier 
scenes  as  well,  and  the  true 
life  and  force  of  the  play  is 
never  really  realized,  never 
hits  the  audience  as  it  is 
meant  to;  the  production  as 
a  total  experience  never 
quite  makes  it. 

review 



TWO-FOR-ONE  IDEA  SALE by  ALAN  KONDO 
Canadian  Players  are  hav- 

ing a  two  for  one  sale  at 
the  Central  Library  Theatre 
with  two  plays  by  Jacques 
Languirand:  The  Partition, 
and  The  Departures. 

Both  are  idea  plays  rath- 
er than  situation  plays. 

That  is,  Languirand  is  try- 
ing to  tell  us  something, 

and  in  his  concentration  on 
transmitting  the  message, 
he  has  simply  forgotten 
about  any  interesting  dialo- 

gue or  plot.  What  we  are 
left  with  is  a  second-rate Albee. 
Fundamentally,  the  ideas 

are  extremely  good.  The 
Partition  deals  with  the 
lack  of  communication  in 
modern  society,  and  the  set 
ting  is  two  hotel  rooms  sep- arated by  a  partition. 
In  the  rooms  are  a  man 

and  a  woman  who  would 
dearly  love  to  meet  each 
other,  but  are  afraid  to  take 
the  first  step  for  fear  of 
what  the  other  would  think 
Eventually,  both  are  afraid 
to  turn  on  a  faucet,  open  a window,  or  even  sneeze, 
thinking  that  the  other  per- son would  interpret  the  ac- 

tion as  an  attempt  at  com- munication. 
But  even  a  one  act  play cannot  exist  merely  on  a single  good  idea.  Some 

thing  has  got  to  happen but  in  The  Partition,  no- 
thing does.  The  playwright cannot  justify  this  by  say- 

ing that  nothing  is  suppos- ed to  happen  because  of  the lack  of  communication.  In fact,  the  highest  point  of interest  in  this  play  was  the 
man's  attempt  to  peer through  the  girl's  keyhole. Admittedly,  the  play  was 

difficult  to  act,  approaching the  tedium  of  simultaneous 
soliloquies,  but  Ken  James and  Cbantal  Beauregard 
put  forth  no  extraordinary effort  to  show  the  tension, frustration,  and  desire  im- 

plicit in  the  situation. 
The  Departure  was  a  full 

length  play  with  a  full length  boredom.  The  author explained    in  the  program 

maiden  aunt  who  left  to 
sun  a  new  life  with  her past  lover  at  fifty  rushed back  to  escape  from  his sexual  appetite;  the  teenage daughter  slipped  away  to elope  with  her  boyfriend, only  to  return  in  tears  after they  went  to  the  movies. 
Even  the  supposedly  sur- prise ending  came  as  no  sur- 

prise:  the  paralitic  grand- 

Rosamond  Burne  reach  with  dismay  (a  Frank proposition  in  a  scene  from  THE  DEPARTURES. 

Aldous' 
that  he  wanted  to  show 
man's  inability  to  escape from  pain,  disappointment, and  responsibility. 
And  so,  at  the  rise  of  the 

curtain  up  to  the  last  bow, one  could  tell  exactly  what 
was  going  to  happen  next  in 
the  simple  plot.  A  family, about  to  move  to  a  smaller 
apartment,  waited  for  mo- 

vers who  never  came;  the 

father,  who  lay  in  the  back- 
ground for  the  entire  play, 

suddenly  rose  up,  snatched 
a  suitcase,  and  stalked  out. 
Paxton  Whitehead,  Bar- 

bara Hamilton,  and  Rosa- 
mond Burne  managed  to  give 

some  life  to  the  lump-of-clay 
stereotypes  handed  to  them, 
but  even  highly  experienced actors  can  do  only  so  much to  save  a  play. 

The  pomp  of  whoredom Rv  MTTOOav  uricc  „ By  MURRAY  REISS 

Jean  Genet  himself  provid- es us  with  the  most  accurate 
description  of  his  own 
theatre  with  this  short  line from  The  Balcony,  which  the 
UTDC  is  currently  present- 

ing at  the  Colonnade  The- 
atre; it  is  delivered  by  Car- 
men, a  prostitute,  to  Irma, her  madam: 

"Your  whoredom  required such  pomp",  and  it  is  as true  of  Genet  as  it  is  of  Ma- 
dam Irma.  Cast  by  society first  as  a  thief,  a  role  which 

led  him  inexorably  to  that 
of  whore.  Genet's  theatre, and  The  Balcony  in  particu- lar, seems  an  elaborate,  ce- 

remonial summons,  impos- sible to  ignore,  delivered  at 
the  doorstep  of  all  society, and  casting  us  in  turn  as  the clients  of  his  whorehouse,  a very  special  whorehouse,  one whose  bedrooms  are  "stu- 

dios" and  whose  walls  are mirrors. 
It  is  fascinating,  in  this production,  to  watch  Genet 

Play  out  his  own  destiny behind  the  masks  of  Madam Irma  and  Carmen  —  both exceptionally  well  embodied 
by.  respectively.  Nonnie  Grif- fin and  Janet  Amos  —  in  the 
'ong  scene  they  share,  in which   Irma  finally  extolls 

Carmen  to  let  her  profession illuminate  her,  since  it  is 
the  only  thing  she  has. 
The  female  leads  are, 

throughout,  excellent.  Non- 
nie Griffin  conveys  always 

an  exact  sense  of  just  where, 
in  her  own  house  of  illusion, 
Madam  lima  is,  at  the  mo- 

ment situated;  Janet  Amos 
is  convincingly,  and  moving- 

ly, poised  tremulously  on  a very  thin  and  cutting  edge 
between  playing  t(ie  Madon- 

na in  one  of  the  brothel's studios  and  believing  in  her 
"real"  daughter.  Chantal,  a former  whore  of  Madam 
Irma's  now  playing  out  her 
role  on  the  rebel's  side  in 
the — temporarily — real  revo- 

lution raging  outside  the 
brothel  is  hauntingly  incar- nated in  June  Keevil. 
The  actors,  on  the  whole, 

succeed  as  often  as  not; 
especially  adroit  at  maneuv- 

ering their  way  through  the 
mirrors  are  Howard  Cronis 
as  the  royal  Envoy,  Illarion 
Ewashon  as  the  Judge,  David 
Bolt  as  the  Bishop,  and 
Henry  Tarvainen  as  Roger, 
a  leader  of  the  revolution 
who.  after  its  failure,  come  > 
to  the  brothel  to  consecrate 
the  Chief  of  Police's  image 
in  the  Nomenclature  by  ask- 

ing to  play  his  role. 

Ironically,  the    Chief  of 
Police,  as  played  by  Joseph 
Warman,  who  is  until  the final  scene  without  a  role, 
and  hence  with  a  real  life, 
seems  to  have  settled  instead 
for  the  role  of  Actor,  and delivers  his  lines  accordingly. 
Perhaps  the  greatest  success comes  with  the  Bishop,  the 
General,  and  the  Judge,  aftei 
they  have  assumed  complete- 

ly the  roles  they  had  before 
furtively  played  at.  Huddled 
together  on  stage  they  are 
completely  dwarfed  by  their 
costumes,  and  it  is  difficult 
to  believe  that    they  are, 
really   there,    so  lost  have 
they  become  in  their  Roles 
The  costumes  and  design 

by    David     Knox,  Vivian Ludlow,  and  Mrs.  Tarvainen, 
and  the  music  by  Arthur 
Charpentier,   both   add  di- 

mension to  the  production. 
There  are,  however,  two 

serious  flaws  in  Antony 
Lorraine's  staging  of  this 
long  and  thoroughly  com- 

plex work.  The  first  is  the 
failure  to  at  all  establish  the 
social  metamorphosis,  with 
all    its    attendent  indict- 

(See  "whoredom"  R  2) 
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Polished,  well  -  executed 
By  MARK  LEVENE 

What  usually  distinguishes  one  musical 
comedy  from  another  is  the  smoothness  of 
the  production,  the  quality  of  the  singing, 
and  the  score  itself.  Rarely  are  the  "charac- 

ters" or  the  story  anything  more  than  rela- 
tively acceptable  fabrications  which  give some  coherence  to  all  the  musical  virtuosity. 

The  production  of  Funny  Girl  at  O'Keefe 
Centre  is  notable  not  only  for  Bob  Merrill's generally  excellent  lyrics,  and  the  polished voices  of  most  of  the  cast,  but  also  for  its 
credible  and  effectively  executed  plot. 

Funny  Girl  makes  no  pretense  to  be  leg- 
itimate drama,  but  its  truly  dramatic  quali- 

ties, rather  than  its  music,  raises  it  above 
the  level  of  stock  musicals.  Fanny  and  all 
the  principal  characters  involved  with  her 
are  plausible  human  beings,  and  one  consis- tently feels  that  the  songs  which  they  sing 
are  the  expressions  of  people,  not  lyrics  ren- dered by  disembodied  voices. 

Fanny  Brice,  the  East  Side  comedienne 
who  rose  to  stardom  in  the  Ziegfield  Follies, 
is  played  by  Marilyn  Michaels.  Only  at  one 
point  does  one  think  of  Barbara  Streisand 
in  the  role:  when  Miss  Michaels  sings "People". 

Her  version,  perhaps  unavoidably, 
seems  a  declaration  to  be  as  different  from 
Miss  Streisand's  as  possible.  Consequently, 
the  song's  spontaneity  and  emotional  appeal is  nullified  to  a  certain  extent. 

Miss  Michaels  also  begins  weakly,  and 
does  little  to  produce  the  sense  of  Fanny's vast  confidence  in  her  talents.  But  the  rest 
of  her  performance  is  superb.  In  dialogue, 
carriage  and  in  song  she  captures  the 
change  in  Fanny  from  the  funny  girl  in  love 
with  Nick's  ruffled  shirt,  the  irrepresible gamin  who  flaunts  Ziegfield  and  gets  away 
with  it,  to  the  successful  woman  who  thinks 
that  her  checkbook  is  the  help  her  husband 
needs. When  she  realizes  her  error,  it  is  too 
late,  and  the  conclusion,  Fanny's  driving  of Nick  away  from    her,    is  almost  painfully moving. 

Funny  Girl  is  Marilyn  Micheals'  initia- tion into  musical  comedy,  yet  she  merits 
great  praise  not  as  a  beginner,  but  as  an 
artist  of  vitality  and  sensitivity. 

Anthony  George,  as  Nick  Arnstein,  Fan- 
ny's idol  and  later  her  husband,  compen- sates for  his  great  discomfort  in  the  musi- 

cal numbers,  and  his  stiffness  in  the  straight- 
forward first  act,  by  making  Nick's  humilia- 

tion at  his  wife's  hands  very  credible.  Even though  at  times  his  voice  becomes  terribly 
harsh  in  the  expression  of  his  anguish,  Mr. 
George  uses  his  considerable  acting  exper- 

ience to  great  advantage.  This  is  his  first 
venture  in  musicals,  but  unless  his  singing 
voice  undergoes  extensive  therapy  it  should 
be  his  last. 

The  acting  of  Lillian  Roth  as  Mrs.  Brice, 
eternal  mother  and  saloon-owner,  and  Dena 
Dietrich  as  Mrs.  Strakosh,    the  neighbour- 

Marilyn  Michaels  and  Anthony  George, 
complete  with  balloons,  prepare  to  leave  for 
Europe. 

hood  gossip  and  poker-sharp,  is  superlative. 
Also  commendable  is  Danny  Carroll,  who 
plays  Eddie  Ryan,  a  dancer  and  Fanny's Friend. 

Funny  Girl  is  not  that  amazing  kind  of 
entertainment  which  disappears  from  the 
memory  within  minutes  of  leaving  the 
theatre.  It  is  not  King  Lear,  but  it  is  as  far 
from  horrors  like  Pousse  Cafe  as  talent  can 
make  it.  The  sets,  orchestration,  choreogra- 

phy and  leading  roles  demand  attendance  in a  theatre  season  which  has  had  appallingly 
few  bright  lights. 

Oklahoma!  an  insult  at  best 
By  MARILYN  BEKER 

"the 

has 
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When  the  song  says 
corn  is  as  high  as  an  ele- 

phant's eye"  it  isn't  kidding, Oklahoma!  (Royal  Alex)  is 
popping  with  the  stuff. 

The  malady  of  Oklahoma! 
lies  essentially  in  its  age 
practically  everyone 
heard  the  songs  and  seen 
the  movie  so  there  is  nothing 
left  in  which  to  delight  but 
the  glorious  talents  of  its 
performers.  Unfortunately, 
this  glory  was  painfully  ab- 

sent in  the  production. 
The  play  is  about  a  spastic 

courtship  between  Curley,  a 
toothy  cowboy,  and  simper- 

ing farm-girl-fresh  Laurey (naturally  a  blond).  Curley, 
the  clean-living,  wins  out 
over  Jud,  the  smelly,  lecher- 

ous farmhand,  who  is  con- 
veniently killed  on  the  wed- 

ding day.  Ho  hum. 
Naturally  the  music ;  the 
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redeeming  feature.  Even 
though  the  same  tunes  that 
were  greeted  with  glee  when 
they  first  appeared  now  are 
nauseatingly  familiar,  they 
could  have  saved  the  pro- duction had  they  been  sung 
well. But  Robert  Kaye  (Curley) 
is  the  only  really  good  thing 
in  the  production.  With  his 
hat  on  he  looked  a  little  like 
Robert  Goulet.  He  has  a 
fine  powerful  singing  voice 
but  even  his  charm,  stage 
presence  and  obvious  talent 
couldn't  save  the  production from  unmitigated  disaster. 

Jacqueline  Gooderham  as 
Laurey  is  disappointing.  Her 
voice,  although,  pleasant  in tone,  is  barely  strong  enough 
to  fill  a  phone  booth  let alone  a  large  theatre. 

Sylvia  Lennick,  a  fine  ac- tress, did  her  best  with  the wishy-washy  role  of  Aunt Eller.  Colin  Hamilton  as 
Jud  Fry  was  brooding enough  but  many  times 
looked  like  Frankenstein  on 
the  prowl  because  of  his  ex- 

aggerated gestures. The  performance  of  Wally Griffin  as  AH  Hakim  was 
unusual.  He  played  the 
Persian  peddler  with  a  Jew- ish accent  and  a  Groucho 
Marx  walk.  At  first  this  in- 

terpretation seemed  ludi- crous but  by  the  end  of  the 
first  act  was  about  the  only 
bearable  thing  in  the  play. 
Marion  Brash  was  adequate 
as  Ado  Annie  and  Stan Frances  was  loveable  as  her 
father. A  ballet  sequence  plopped 
in  the  middle  of  the  play 
was  useless.  Although  it  was 
beautifully  danced  by  Elyse 
Zorgan,  James  Albright  as 
her  partner  was  visually  un- suited  for  the  role  and  he 
made  the  sequence  almost comical. 

As  a  cheap  production  put 
on  in  a  dingy  little  back 
street  theatre,  Oklahoma 
mtght  have  been  passable, 
but  as  an  expensive  produc- tion in  a  major  Toronto 
Theatre,  it  was,  at  best,  an insult. 



ONE  OF  THE  WORST DOUG  ARRELL 
Torontonians  who  had 

been  wondering  why  Murray 
Davis  resigned  so  suddenly as  artistic  director  of  the 
Crest  got  their  answer  this 
week  with  Tartuffe,  the 
Crest's  second-to-last  produc- tion of  the  season  and 
surely  one  of  the  worst  in 
the  theatre's  none-too-glori ous  history.  Obviously  Mr. 
Davis  had  been  attending 
rehersals,  and  had  come  to 
realize  that  he  made  a  ter- 

rible mistake  in  using  the 
new  Richard  Wilbur  transla- 

tion of  the  play,  which 
transforms  Moliere's  relaxed 
ed  Alexandrines  into  taste- 

less, contorted,  unspeakable 
English  rhyming  couplets. 
And  so  of  course  he  had  to 
resign. 
Of  course,  Moliere  wrote 

the  play  in  rhyming  couplets 
of  a  sort,  but  the  French 
are  used  to  that,  and  the 
unstressed  French  pronun- 

ciation fails  to  give  that  final, 
horrible,  inevitable  whump! 
at  the  end  of  every  other 
line.  In  English  this  is  not 
so.  In  fact,  no  Englishman 
has  ever  succeeded  in  writ- 

ing a  good  original  play  in 
rhyming  couplets,  let  alone 
a  translation,  which  is  ten 
times  more  difficult.  In  a 
way.  then,  Mr.  Wilbur's 
translation  has  a  certain 
curiosity  value,  but  it  also, 
I  am  sorry  to  say,  provides 
two  hours  of  almost  uninter- 

rupted pain  in  the  theatre. 
This  is  too  bad  for  at  least 

two  reasons.  For  one  thing, 
the  play  is  not  only  one  of 

the  greatest  and  funniest 
comedies  ever  written  and 
one  which,  of  all  Moliere's 
plays,  is  probably  most 
easily  appreciated  by  English audiences,  but  its  daring  and rather  horrible  humor  is 
perhaps  more  acceptable  in 
the  days  of  Black  Humor 
than  it  ever  has  been. 
Secondly,  the  production 

had  all  the  makings  of  the 
usual,  acceptable,  mediocre 
Crest  fare,  and  doesn't  quite deserve  to  be  the  disaster  it 
is.  Unfortunately,  Donald 
Ewer  lacks  the  commanding 
voice  and  stage-presence 
needed  to  do  justice  to  Tar- 

tuffe, but  he  is  often  amus- 
ing in  his  rather  unforceful 

way.  The  same  cannot  be 
said  for  the  Orgon  of  Douglas Marland,  who  almost  totally 

misses  the  comedy  of  this 
great  role.  Anna  Cameron  is amusing,  if  you  can  stand the  unbearably  arch  manner 
she  always  assumes  in  comic roles.  Joyce  Gordon  is  the best  of  the  lot  in  the  low 
comedy  part  of  Dorine. 
Joseph  Shaw  did  everything he  could  to  make  up  for  the fact  that  most  of  the audience  stopped  listening 

after  the  first  fifteen  minut- 
es, by  throwing  in  irrelevant business,  adding  unnecessary scene  changes,  switching  the 

period  for  no  reason  at  all 
to  the  "early  nineteenth  cen- tury" and  generally  fiddlina about  with  Moliere;  this  will 
give  Comedie-Francaise-habi- tues  cramps,  but  does provide  welcome  distraction for  the  rest  of  us 

Donold  Ewer  and  Joyce  Gordon  os  they  oppeor  in  the Crest's  production  of  TARTUFFE. 

Admirable  realization 
By  MURRAY  REISS 

Marjorie  Barkentin's  adap- 
tation of  the  "Nighttown" 

sequence  of  Joyce's  Ulysses exists,  perhaps  more  than 
most  plays,  as  potential;  the 
realization  presented  by Harry  J.  Pollock  and  direct- 

ed by  David  Leslie,  now  at 
the  Poor  Alex,  is,  in  itself, admirable. 

Mr.  Pollock  has  a  Leopold 
Bloom  shambling  through 
the  nocturnal  thickets  of 
both  Dublin  and  his  own 
suddenly  unsprung  uncon- 

scious fantasies  and  guilts, 
more  than  making  up  for  the 
occasional  ineptitudes  of 
some  of  his  colleagues:  al- 

though, it  should  be  added, 
in  this  play  where  the  actors 
are  called  upon  to  play  many different  parts,  they  are more  often  effective  in  their 
portrayals  than  not. 
Whether  joyously  proclaim- 

ing the  new  Bloomusalem  to 
Dublin's  citizens  thronged at  his  feet;  or  pleading  his 
innocence  as  defendant 
against  rounds  of  accusa- 

tions of  immorality,  a  trial 
in  which  he  is  informed  be 
may  now  "make  a  bogus 
statement";  or  asking  Blazes 
Boylan  if  he  might  bring 
"two  men  chums  to  witness 
the  deed  and  take  a  snap- 

shot", the  deed  being  Boy- 

lan's  vigorous  cuckolding  of Bloom,  Pollock  is  the  per- 
sonification of  "moldy  Pol- dy"  Bloom,  the  eternal sbmuck  being  led  by  the 

nose  through  the  full  gamuts of  his  own,  personal  psyche, 
now  exalted,  now  degraded, 
but  always  Leopold  Bloom,' the  Jew  in  Dublin,  the  out- sider everywhere. 
The  performance  of  the 

rest  of  the  cast — and  a  large 
cast  it  is — varies  from  actor 
to  actor,  and,  in  the  work 
of  each  actor,- from  part  to 
part.  Thus,  Mel  Samuel,  at 
his  weakest  as  stately,  plump 
Buck  Mulligan,  is  in  other 
roles  convincing.  Malcolm 
Gordon,  who  plays  Dedalus 
lacks,  unfortunately,  "the 
agenbite  of  inwit"  that  is, 
more  than  anything,  Deda- 

lus' essence;  in  part,  his energy  in  the  whorehouse, 
and  when  confronted  by  his 
dead  mother's  spectre,  com- 
pensate. 

This  said,  and  the  reader 
being  urged  (for  what  the 
urging  is  worth)  to  attend, 
I  must  add  that,  for  myself 
at  any  rate,  the  evening  was 
pervaded  by  a  feeling  of 
loss;  of  that  richer  "Night- 
town"  that  was  left  so  un- 

realized. For  surely,  the 
most  compelling  reason  to 
Stage  Ulysses  in  Nighttown 

in  the  first  place  is  to  pre- 
sent to  an  audience  visual, 

sensual,  obove  all  theatrical, 
equivalents  of  Joyce's  ver- bal images  of  nightmare, 
hallucination,  and  metamor- 

phosis that  all  but  overflow 
the  printed  pages  of  Ulysses itself. 
Yet  the  choice  of  Mr. 

Leslie  (and.  one  assumes, 
Mr.  Pollock),  that  of  a  nar- 

rator sitting  beside  the  stage 
and  simply  reading  Joyce's words  is  the  most  impov- 

erishing, theatrically.  Al- 
though, to  be  fair,  to  do 

more  requires  resources, 
both  imaginative  and  ma- 

terial, perhaps  not  at  their 
disposal. 

At  any  rate,  this  choice  is 
not  aided  by  the  narrator's inability  to  convey  the 
rhythm  even  of  Joyce's words,  and  this  is  to  find  a 
suitable  rhythm  until  well 
into  the  middle  of  each  of 
the  two  scenes.  Occasional- 

ly, the  narrative  merges  with 
the  mimed  action  on  the 
stage  to  be  striking  and  a stimulant;  more  frequently, 
one  is  presented  with  little 
more  than  when  one  reads 
the  book  with  the  aid  of  t 
more  than  the  mind's  eye. 
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Harridge's  says:  \\ 
Spring  into  Spring 

in  "Viyella"  iQ 
From  England,  and  just  for  our  "Counlp- Clothes Shop  ,  a  wonderful  group  of  Viyella  sport  dresses Assorted  checks  in  the  right  mood  now  for  Spring Smart  easy  shirt  shapes  ideal  for  travel  or  casual wear.  Sketched  here  is  one,  from  o  bright  collection sizes  8  to  16,  $45. 

At  The  Colonnade  —  131  S!> 

TRINITY  COLLEGE  LITERARY  INSTITUTE 
All  welcome  to  public  lecture  by 

DR.  CHARLES  HANLEY 
(U  of  T  Philosophy) 

"Psychoanalytical  Theory  applied  to  'Lear' 
and  other  books" Rhodes  Room,  Trinity  College    -     8:00,  Monday,  Feb.  28 

"Special  student  tickets  available  at  S.A.C.  Office:  $1. 50" 
NOW  THRU  MARCH  12 A  SPARKLING 

EVENING  OF  FUN  AND 
ENTERTAINMENT 

«""^,rW  OF  MflAta,-^  OB 

Moliere's 



BUR  WASH  HAIL 

POLITICS,  SEX,  &  RELIGION  IN 

ONTARIO  SCHOOLS 
DEBATE  BY 

The  Honourable  Wm.  Davis,  Q.C.  (P.C.I 
Mr.  Vernon  Singer,  Q.C,  MPP  (Lib.) 

Mr.  Donald  MacDonald,  MPP  (N.D.P.) 
QUESTION  AND  ANSWER  PERIOD 

TUES.  MARCH  1st     6:30  P.M. 
EVERYONE  WELCOME 

NEW  COLLEGE  DANCE 

TONIGHT! 

8:30-12:00 
WITH  THE  LIVELY  SET 

GIRLS— FREE! 
MEMBERS  ■ —  50c 
OTHERS  —  $1.00 

book  world 
72  Gerrard  St.  W. Toronto  2 

Success  and  Failure  of  Picasso 
John  Berger  (paperback) 

The  German  Ideology  —  Marx  &  Engels. 
New  Edition  (1st  full  translation  in  English)  (cloth) 
Existentialism  and  Alienation  In 
American  Literature. 

by  Sidney  Finkelstein  (paperback) 
Vietnam:  Inside  story  of  the  Guerilla  War. 
Eyewitness  report  of  N.L.F.  areas 

by  Wilfred  G.  Burchett  (paperback) 
Assortment  ol  periodicals  Include  American  Dialog,  \  

•  EMpire  4-0088 
2.95 

2.50 

2.50 

2.35 

Insurgent,  Conadlan  Dimension,  Chin 
many  more  from  oround  the  world. 

Pictorial,  Notion,  Moscow  News  and 

THIS  FILM  IS 
AGAINST 
TEEN-AGERS, 
PARENTS, 
SCHOOLS, 
CARS, 
NECKING 
...IN  FACT, 
JUST  ABOUT 
EVERYTHING! 

IT'S  AN  "IN" 
COMEDY 
THAT'S  FAR  OUT! 

ADULT  ENTERTAINMENT 
Roddy  McDowall 
Tuesday  Weld 
Lola  Albright 
Martin  West 
Ruth  Gordon 

Starts  /j  '  oua  y ! 

YONGE  AT  QUEEN    .  364-0277 

tRI    &  SAT,:  12:10  3:10 4:05  6:00  8:05  10:10 SUNDAY  AT:  1:45  3:35 5;30  7:35  9:40 
MON.  THRU  THUR.:  12:00 '  50  3:40  5:35  7:35  9:40 
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Taste  and  honesty 

By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 
A  Patch  of  Blue  (now 

showing  at  the  Towne  Cine- ma) is  an  unpretentious little  film  which  attacks  a 
by-now  almost  trite  subject 
with  taste  and  honesty.  The 
result  is  a  fine  movie,  with 
some  of  the  best  performan- 

ces you're  likely  to  see  this 

year. 

Selina  (Elizabeth  Hart- 
man)  has  been  blind  since 
the  age  of  5  when  her  mot- her, in  one  hell  of  a  fight, 
threw  a  bottle  at  her  father 
and  missed.  The  girl  was 
blinded;  Ihe  father  prompt- 

ly departed. Selina's  life  is  one  long, 
dark  tedium  —  a  slum  walk- 
up,  a  cruel  and  sluttish 
mother  (Shelley  Winters, 
who  has  played  so  manv 
"fallen  women"  by  now, 
I'm  surprised  she  can  stand 
up),  a  grandfather  (Wallace Ford)  who  tries  lo  be  kind 
the  few  times  that  he's  sob- 

The  park  represents  a 
temporary  escape  from  her 
nightmare  —  the  air  is  cool and  fresh,  the  sun  is  warm, 
the  "patch  of  blue"  which she  vaguely  remembers  as 
the  sky  watches  over  her 
protectively.  And  it  is  there that  she  meets  Negro  Sidney 
Poitier,  the  first  person  to 
treat  her  decently,  the  first 
who  tries  to  teach  her  to 
adjust.  They  fall  in  love.  But they  may  not  live  happily ever  after. 
The  obvious  theme  —  the 

blind  girl  can  'see'  the  truth clearly,  that  color  means 
little  in  a  mature  relation- 

ship —  is  dealt  with,  of course,  but  the  film  says 
muSh  more.  In  reality  it's  a simple,  often  humorous, 
sometimes  poetic  love  story 
—  a  story  whose  honesty 
generally  saves  it  from  the 
pitfall  of  mawkish  scnti mentality. 

For  example,  the  relation- ship between  the  young 
couple  is  very  well  develop- 

ed. It  is  only  about  half 
way  through  the  movie, when  two  women  in  the 
park  giance  at  them  and  be- gin to  gossip,  that  one  is 
aware  of  the  interracial  pro- blem. The  ending,  also,  is 
valid  and  avoids  an  over- 
glib,  emotionally  pat  out- 

come. But  the  real  joy  is  the 
characterizations  themsel- ves. Thus,  the  young  girl  is 
not  a  paper  mache  heroine, 
but  a  real  person.  She  is  of- ten crude,  childishly  naive 
and  selfish  —  but  it  is  these 
very  faults  that  endear  her, 
that  make  her  believable. 

An  extremely  sensitive  de- but performance  by  Miss 
Hartman  (an  Oscar  no- 

mination) plus  strong  per- formances all  down  the  line 
make  this  a  film  to  remem- ber. 

Blind  El  zobeth  Hartman  attempts  to  "see"  Sidney  Poitier,  th  man  she  has  fall 
en  in  love 

GRIMACES  GREET  GRIMLESS  GHOST By  MICHAEL  WALSH 
An  unearthly  misi  swirls 

slowly  over  a  heavy  orche- 
stra as  the  camera  moves 

Eorbodingly  across  the 
highlands  lo  stare  unblink- 
_  into  Ihe  manor-house 

squalling  on  the  moor.  Mo- 
mentarily, the  score  seems 

to  promise,  a  spectre  will rise  and  The  Ghost  wili  be fulfilled. 
The  screen  is  filled  with 

Ihe  pastel  colors  of  the 
coutryside  and  the  camera 
lingers    meaningfully  upon 
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the  heath.  This  is  the  Scot- 
land of  1910  and  beyond  the 

square-stoned  walls  a  plot 
is  about  to  unfold  with  the 
ponderous  parsimony  of  a pulscbeat. 
Although  the  audience 

will  never  know  the  actual 
origins  of  this  unskillfully dubbed  feature.  The  Ghost 
will  respect  the  cautious 
Scot  cliche  to  the  point  of 
never  passing  beyond  the 
bounds  of  palpable  predict- ability. 

Throughout  its  intermin- 
able presentation  the  local 

Tcirk's  canon  wil!  warn 
ominously    of    the  "dark 

power"  and  the  "black  pre- sence" while  the  camera 
languishes  over  a  leering 
skull  or  pauses  reflectively 
upon  a  stark  sepulchre.  The audience  waits,  patiently, 
pensively,  for  the  gory  hor- rors to  come. 
The  disappointment  is  as 

profound  as  a  fundament- alist clergymans  sonorous 
tones  pouring  forth  upon 
the  subject  of  damnation 
and  hell  fires.  The  Down- 

town theatre  has  drawn  an- 
other illegitimately  conceiv- 

ed creation,  into  which  no- 
thing of  value,  nor  super- 

nature,  has  been  infused. 



Schmaltz  and  Sophia 
By  ELAINE  MITCHELL 

Judith  (Imperial,  York- 
dale,  and  others)  is  another sentimental  movie  about 
Israel  just  before  it  gains  its 
independence.  As  usual  the 
Israelis  are  all  charming  and brave,  the  British  are  idiots, 
and  the  Arabs  are  faceless 
monsters.  So  many  beauti- 

ful stories  could  be  told 
about  Israel  in  those  years 
that  it's  a  shame  we  are 
given  such  simple-minded 
films  as  Exodus  and  Judith. 
"Jewish"  Sophia  Loren, 

as  Judith,  is  brought  to  Is- 
rael by  the  Israeli  under- 

ground to  help  them  capture 
her  former  husband,  Gener- 

al Schiller.  Schiller,  mon- 
ster and  war  criminal,  is  an 

ex-Panzer  commander  now 
working  for  the  Arabs,  and 
will  be  able  to  give  the  un- 

g     Sophia  Loren,  wearing  shorts M     we  somehow  suspect  are  not 
II     quite  regulation  kibbutz 

wear,  lounges  around  Israel. 

derground  needed  informa- 
tion about  Arab  attacks. 

The  plot  is  mostly  schmal- tz. Peter  Finch  plays  Aaron, 
an  underground  member  and 
the  leader  of  the  kibbutz 
where  Judith  stays.  They 
fall  in  love.  Jack  Hawkins 
(a  British  major)  also  falls 
in  love  with  Judith,  and 
helps  her  by  giving  her  a 
secret  file  on  Schiller,  be- 

cause he  is  finally  thinking 

"not  as  a  soldier,  but  as  a man"  (yeah!). 
The  dialogue  is  mediocre, the  war  scenes  are  dull,  the other  scenes  are  generally 

corny,  and  the  characters are  flatly  drawn.  The  actors 
don't  really  have  a  chance 
to  be  good.  Exodus  had many  of  these  flaws,  yet  it  | still  was  entertaining,  and 
even  moving  at  times.  Judith 
is  just  thoroughly  dull. 

A  MOMENT  TO  MISS 
By  EVA  MAINEMER 

If  you  have  never  left  a movie  in  the  middle.  Mo- 
ment to  Moment,  now  play- 

at  the  Leow's  Uptown,  offers 
you  a  new  experience.  I would  have  beat  a  hasty  re- 

treat, if  not  for  a  feeling  of 
responsibility  to  news- 

paper, readers,  principles, decorum,  etc. 
None  of  these  reasons, 

however,  make  the  film 
worth  seeing.  It  is  trite  me- 

lodrama, worsened  by  un- 

real, cartoon  color.  The  ac- 
tors themselves  seemed,  mo- ment to  moment,  as  bored 

as  we  were;  and  no  wonder, since  the  plot  makes  the 
hills  sound  like  new-born babes. 

The  situations  were  care- 1 
fully  posed  and  pasted  on 
"picturesque"  French  set- 

tings, and  I  was  not  surpris- 
ed to  see,  as  we  were  slip- 

ping out,  that  it  had  been filmed  at  Universal  City 
studios,  California. 

Rapture  style,  story  jar By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 
A  good  film  melodrama 

can  make  for  a  pleasant  eve- 
nings's  entertainment.  But 
the  frustrating  thing  about 
Rapture  (International  Ci- 

nema) is  the  fact  thai  its 
high  grade  style  often  jars 
with  its  medium  -  grade 
story;  the  film  fluctuates 
between  being  more  than 
good  melodrama,  and  less. 
No  sooner  does  one  settle 
into  sentimental  non-cool 
(oh,  the  poignancy  of  a  ten- 

der love  story!)  than  some- 
thing visually  brilliant  to 

an  excess,  or  some  ridicul- 
ous weakness  in  the  story 

looms  up  to  ruffle  the mists. 
Three  people  inhabit  a 

lonely,  Wuthering  Heights 
kind  of  house  rooted  mourn- 

fully in  tbe  bleak  grandeur 
of  France's  north  sea  coast 
cliffs  and  plains.  Papa  (Mel- 
vyn  Douglas,  looking  old, 
saggy,  and  Peter  Lorre-ish) 
in  an  archly  tyrannical  wi- 

dower. H  i  s  housekeeper 
(Gunnel  Lindblom,  whom 
Bergman  fans  will  recognize 
instantly,  and  gladly)  is  an 
archly  sensual  woman,  ge- 

nial in  a  blousy,  me-first 
sort  of  way.  And  his  daugh- 

ter (Patricia  Gozzi,  who 
gave  so  artful  and  mature 
a  performance  as  the  12- 
year  old  in  Sundays  and 
Cybele)  is  a  16-year  old  ul- 

tra-sensitive child-of-nature. 
Rapture  is  tbe  story  of 

Miss  Gozzi's  traumatic growth  into  womanhood. 
The  sea,  the  birds,  the  rocks 
are  one  day  not  enough;  she 
builds  a  scarecrow  which 
she  treats  as  if  it  were  alive. 
Along  comes  an  escaped 
convict  (Dean  Stockwell, 
looking  thinner,  and,  dare 
one   say  it,  swisher  than 

ever  before)  who  changes 
into  the  scarecrow's  clothes 
and  is  hidden  by  the  family 
i  n  the  gloomy  house.  For 
Miss  Gozzi,  the  time  comes 
to  abandon  the  child's  world 
of  fantasy  for  the  real  world 
of  adolescent  romance,  and 
the  even  more  real  world 
of  a  disastrous  love  affair. 
Douglas  and  Stockwell 

are  competent;  and  Miss 
Lindblom  is  excellent  with 
the  little  she  has  to  do.  But 
Miss  Gozzi,  as  delicate  as 
ever,  yet  taller  and  with 
lovely  little  boobies,  is  the 
star  of  this  film.  As  a  12- 
year  old  she  was  a  complete 
actress;  she  is  only  the  more so  now. 
So  the  real  stuff  of  me- 

lodrama is  here  all  right. 
But  big  lapses  occur.  Doug- 

las' role,  for  instance,  is 
misbegotten:  his  repressive 
relationship  to  his  daugh- 

ter, his  peculiarly  strong 
affection  for  the  young  man 
are  never  clear;  a  pat  for- 

mula is  slipped  into  the 
story  later  on  like  an  irk- 

some little  footnote  wbich- 
explains  little.  But  then,  the 
main  love  story  has  its 
script  insufficiencies,  too; 
and  these  are  not  covered 
by  the  large  dollop  of  mood 
sequences  which  manage 
little  more  than  to  inhibit 
the  film's  pace. On  the  other  hand,  John 
Guillerman  has  impressive- 

ly directed  with  swooping 
aerial  shots,  long-range  pa- 

noramas, a  fluid,  sometimes 
even  rotating  camera;  and 
he  has  got  from  photogra- 

pher M.  Grignon  some  ex- 
quisite black  and  white 

views  of  the  cliffs  and  sea. 
But  the  scope  of  these 

techniques  is  beyond  all 
proportion  to  the  more  con- 

stricted scope  of  the  touch- 
ing, but  fairly  trite  story; 

they  succeed  eventually  in 
calling  attention  only  to 
themselves.  And  the  same 
is  true  of  George  Delerue's music;  it  is  so  expressive, 
it  is  Gbstrusive;  its  moodi- 

ness makes  the  plot  almost 
unnecessary.  All  of  these 
men  display  talent,  a  taste 
for  cinematic  poetry.  But  | 
the  sum  of  their  efforts  in 
Rapture  is  rather  like  graft- 

ing the  trunk  of  an  oak  tree  j 
onto  a  slender  pussy  willow. 

FROM  THE  SECOND  CITY... 
The  Second  City  from  Chicago  is  easily  the  most  skilful and  best  rehearsed  revue  in  North  America.  Last  week  at 

the  Royal  Alex,  they  showed  that  they  are  also  one  of  the funniest. 

Their  summum  bonum  is  an  improvisation,  in  which 
two  actors  ask  the  audience  to  name  two  professions  at random.  They  pass  from  one  to  the  other  by  a  series  of related  improvised  impersonations. 

Perhaps  the  only  fault  worth  mentioning  is  the  thinness  I 
of  the  material  in  the  longer  sketches,  particularly  those 
which  point  a  moral,  but  even  this  is  covered  by  the  strength 
of  the  individual  characterizations. 

...TO  CAMMER  GORTON  I 
The  Graduate  School  demonstrated  once  again  that  pre- 

Elizabethan  drama  can  be  presented  intelligently  and  enjoy- 
ably  with  their  production  of  Gammer  Gurton's  Xeedle, 
by  Mr.  S.  of  Cambridge.  The  emphasis  was  placed  on  reten- 

tion of  contemporary  locutions  and  accents  in  the  speech,  I 
and  broad  farce  in  the  playing  style.  The  Faculty  of  Music  | 
provided  intervals  of  recorder  music  and  singing,  in  keeping 
with  the  light-hearted  tone  of  the  production. 

Without  exception,  the  characters  were  highly  individu- 
alized, not  only  in  their  acting  but  in  the  excellent  costuming  I 

as  well.  Kudos  to  the  director  for  keeping  the  action  at  i 
fast  clip,  and  taking  advantage  of  every  possible  source  of  | humor. 

— Mark  Czarnecki  I 
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"IN  CONCERT" TICKETS     •      NOW  ON 

$2^0  SALE 

A  message 

to  all  future 
housewives 

(and  many- present  day- 

ones) 

A  Tampax  tampon  is  the nicest  sanitary  protection 
you  can  use.  It  prevents odor.  It's  out  of  sight, 
out  of  mind.  It  does  away 
with  belts,  pins,  pads. 
Disposal  is  easy.  And  it 

enables  you  to  be  so  active 
and  carefree  that  you're generally  your  natural, 

normal,  sunny  self. 
Many  of  your 

contemporaries  use 
Tampax  menstrual 

tampons.  Why  don't  you? 

review 
TAMPAX 

Internal  Sanitary  Protection 



THE  WORLD 

Our  century  is  succeeding  one  of  romanticism 
and  naturalism,  an  era  symbolized  by  artists  such 
as  Delacroix  and  the  French  Impressionists.  The 
painter  who  stands  as  the  giant  of  our  time,  a  time 
of  economics,  of  industry  and  of  the  scientific 
formula,  is  the  Dutch  artist,  Piet  Mondrian.  He, 
more  than  any  other  painter,  took  a  strong  foot- hold in  our  century  and  made  rationalism  and 
reason  the  very  basis  of  his  inspiration. 

A  quick  look  at  his  early  work  does  not  reveal 
any  great  and  exceptional  talent,  nor  do  we  see  in 
it  the  makings  of  a  future  genius.  We  see  land- 

scapes in  the  17th  century  Dutch  tradition,  with 
a  tendency  toward  moody,  almost  tragic,  evening 
atmospheres.  A  very  still,  very  slow  countryside, 
centering  around  the  village  church  and  the  local 
windmill,  both  very  symbolic  of  Dutch  existence, 
deeply  rooted  in  religion  and  depending  on  the 
mill  for  daily  sustenance.  Mondrian's  handling  of whatever  medium  he  uses,  is  impeccable,  and  his 
walcrcolors,  especially,  have  a  very  soft,  delicate. 

lyrical  nuance  of  hues,  that  are  a  delight  to  the 
eye. 

Bui  underlying  this  very  traditional  landscape 
painling,  there  lies,  already,  a  certain  search.  Mon- 

drian's countrysides  are  always  very  still,  very  har- monious, very  regulated  and  structural.  He  seems 
to  be  groping  for  an  order  which  he  can  impose 
upon  the  organic  and  haphazard  forms  of  nature. 
Thus  we  find  in  his  early  works,  such  as  the 
"Church  seen  from  the  rear,"  an  overpowering  ar- 

chitectonic quality — where  the  church,  the  man- made  construction,  overwhelms  and  dominates  the 
natural  surroundings. 

We  find  this  love  of  order  in  his  picture  of  the 
"Farm  at  Duivendrecht,"  where  he  divides  the  pic- 

ture by  the  river  bank  and  uses  the  reflection  in 
the  water  as  half  of  the  representation.  In  this  way 

he  achieves  balance  in  a  vertical  direction  as  well 
as  parallel  to  the  picture  plane.  Here  Mondrian  is 
almost  confusing  the  palpable  reality  with  the  mir- 

ror image,  implying  that  beneath  appearances,  it 
is  the  same  basic  structure  that  holds  nature  to- 

gether. Thus  Mondrian,  without  striking  out  of  the 

Dutch  tradition,  is  already  posing  himself  the  prob- 
lem of  finding  an  underlying  and  static  order  in 

nature.  He  looks  for  structure— not  picturesque 
beauty.  He  looks  for  the  eternal— not  the  transient. 

His  depiction  of  flowers  shows  again  this  search 
for  structure.  He,  himself,  said  that  he  would  never 
depict  a  bouquet  of  flowers,  he  did  not  want  tactile 

and  sensual  beauty.  This  is  too  changing.  He 
searched  for  the  harmony  of  order,  hidden  deep 
within  the  flower.  When  he  paints  a  Chrysanthem- 

um it  stands  as  the  archetype  of  all  chrysanthem- 

At  the  end  of  the  19th  century,  the  Symbolists, 
a  group  of  painters  terribly  concerned  with  the  iso- lation of  the  human  self  and  of  the  individual,  had 
used  flowers,  fragile  and  shortlived  beauties,  to 
symbolize  man.  None  of  these  painters  achieved 
great  fame;  they  lost  hope  on  seeing  the  huge  steps 
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abstract  reality  even  more.  In  his  simplification 
and  probing  towards  the  very  essence  of  natural 
structure  he  realizes  the  power  of  the  interaction 
and  balance  of  the  horizontal  and  the  vertical  line, 
forming  the  only  constant:  the  right  angle.  And  as 
both  form  and  space  have  to  balance  in  order  to 
achieve  harmonious  unity,  so  these  dominate  any 
irregularities  in  composition.  "Their  reciprocal 
action  constitute  life".  Light,  as  opposed  to  dark- ness, two  poles  in  equilibrium,  creating  harmony. 

Mondrian  has  now  found  the  basis  of  structural 
harmony,  the  forces  which  lie  beneath  the  visible 
surface  of  nature,  constant  under  the  changing 

by  which  industry  (i.e.  mass-production)  and  scien- 
ce, both  enemies  of  individual  sanctity,  were  lurch- 
ing ahead. 
But  for  Mondrian,  flowers  were  but  a  step  to- 

wards higher  values,  and  their  very  subjective  and 
emotional  appeal  was  what  brought  an  end  to  their 
usefulness.  He  achieved  his  greatness,  not  through 
subjectivity  and  dreams,  but  through  active  inte- 

gration with  society,  the  machine  and  the  living 
world — the  20th  century. 

So  the  flower  is  replaced  by  the  tree,  bigger, 
more  majestic  and  a  microcosm  in  itself.  His  tree 
series  are  breathtakingly  beautiful  and  overpow- 

ering in  their  strength,  unity  and  rhythmic  struc- 
ture. They  are  organic  and  alive,  yet  ordered  and 

MONDRIAN 

restricted  in  the  pictorial  surface.  Again  Mondrian 
is  not  giving  a  personal  interpretation  of  the  tree, 
but  a  universal  idea  of  an  organic  growth,  com- 

posed of  a  vertical  thrust  and  a  horizontal  expan- 
sion, of  accents  and  counter-accents,  in  which  the 

very  vigor  of  the  sap  can  be  felt. 
The  picture  is  a  complete  union  of  the  tree  and 

the  background,  both  alive,  both  part  of  the 
rhythm  that  makes  life.  Mondrian  had  said:  "Real- ity is  form  and  space.  Art  has  to  define  both  space 
and  form  and  then  to  create  the  equibalance  of 
these  two  factors".  Space  is  not  a  backdrop,  space defines  form,  it  is  as  important  in  shaping  reality 
as  the  palpable  form.  And  in  the  "Grey  Tree"  of 1913,  space  is  as  vigorous  as  the  thrust  of  the  trunk 
and  the  stretching  of  the  branches. 

In  1910  Mondrian  went  to  Paris  where  Picasso 
and  Braque,  giants  of  the  Cubist  movement,  were 
busy  analyzing  and  reshaping  reality  into  a  struc- 

tural and  ordered  plastic  representation.  Here  is 
man  imposing  his  rationalizing  mind  upon  nature, 
creating  a  picture  which  is  the  product  of  both 
nature  and  man's  intellect. 

Mondrian  was  influenced  overnight  by  the 
movement.  But  again  he  only  extracts  from  Cub- 

ism, what  is  suitable  to  him  and  goes  further  to 

facade  of  the  world.  His  next  step  is  to  include  this 
variable,  nature,  stripped  of  any  special  form,  to 
avoid  individuality  and  subjective  interpretation, 
reduced  to  the  very  essence  of  itself.  He  shows 
nature  in  colors,  in  primary  colors:  red,  blue  and 
yellow,  and  the  primary  non-colors:  white,  grey, 
and  black,  the  interaction  of  which  will  yield  all 
the  colors  of  the  spectrum.  And  from  now  on  his 
paintings  are  harmony  itself,  of  reason,  represent- 

ed by  the  right  angle,  an  invariable,  and  of  nature 
and  life,  variables,  which  he  depicts  by  various 
positions  of  the  color  forms  in  his  picture. 

His  work  is  a  plastic  philosophy  of  harmony. 
The  very  basis  of  natural  harmony  given  in  the 
very  basis  of  the  pictorial  language:  the  two-dimen- 

sional canvas,  the  black  line,  and  colors.  His  paint- 
ings do  away  with  the  subjective  self;  the  unex- 

pected emotions  of  the  individual  and  his  state- ments become  as  universal  as  the  poetry  of  T.S. 
Eliot,  who"  advocated  that:  "One  is  prepared  for 
art  when  one  has  ceased  to  be  interested  in  one's 
own  emotions  and  experiences,  except  as  material." 

Mondrian's  paintings  stand  as  icons,  represent- ations of  something  concrete  and  yet  invisible, 
which  can  only  be  felt  and  thought,  much  like  the 
idea  of  a  universal  being:  God,  or  the  soul  of  man. 
His  art  is  ahead  of  life,  having  achieved  the  peace 
that  we  are  still  striving  to  create.  It  stands  as 
a  pioneer,  a  guide  to  man,  showing  that  the  way 
to  achieve  this  harmony  is  to  balance  spiritual  and 
material  desires,  the  two  opposing  forces  that  con- stitute human  nature. 

All  art  is  a  simplification  towards  essentials. 
It  can  be  achieved  in  two  ways.  By  choosing  a 
motif  and  making  it  the  theme  of  the  pictures,  as 
Rembrandt  had  done  by  emphasizing  what  we 
would  call  the  visible  representations  of  the  soul 
of  man:  his  hands,  his  face  and  his  eyes.  The  other 
way  is  to  find  an  underlying  law  in  the  world  and 
make  this  the  very  theme  of  art.  Mondrian  has 
done  the  second,  his  theme  is  the  basic  harmony 
of  life,  of  nature  and  of  the  world.  Both  are  valid 
solutions. 

Mondrian  is  a  powerful  giant  in  modern  art, 
having  given  us  a  very  basic,  very  sie»ole,  very 
rigorous  law  in  art,  based  on  a  crucial  theme  o/ modern  life:  reason. 



THE  COLLEGE  OF  JEWISH  STUDIES of 

BETH  TZEDEC  CONGREGATION 1700  Bathurst  Street 
TAKES  PLEASURE  IN  INVITING 

STUDENTS  and  FACULTY 
to  heor 

Doctor  WALTER  KAUFMANN 
Professor  of  Philosophy,  Princeton  University, 

Author:  THE  FAITH  OF  A  HERETIC 
MONDAY,  FEBRUARY  28th,  1966 

at  5:30  and  concluding  at  6:30  p.m. 
TOPIC: 

"EXISTENTIALISM  AND  RESPONSIBILITY" 
DR.  KAUFMAN  will  also  address  the 

Institute  of  Ethics  of  Beth  Tzedec  Synagogue 
in  the  Mom  Holl  of  9:00  p.m. Topic: 

THE  CRISIS  IN  MORALITY 
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ROOM  2117  SIDNEY  SMITH  1  P.M. 

THE  BOARD  OF  EDUCATION 

FOR  THE  TOWNSHIP  OF  NORTH  YORK 

TEACHING 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Graduates  interested  in  the  teaching  profession  or 
wishing  to  obtain  information  regarding  teaching 
opportunities  are  invited  to  visit  the  North  York  Board 
of  Education  on  open  interview  days  at  — 

DON  MILLS 

COLLEGIATE  INSTITUTE 

15  The  Donway  East,  Don  Mills 

FRIDAY,  MARCH  11 
4:00  p.m.     to     9:00  p.m. 
SATURDAY,  MARCH  12 
9:00  a.m.     to     4:00  p.m. 

Our  advertisement  will  appear  in  all  the  local  news- 
papers on  Wednesday,  March  9. 

F.  W.  MINKLER,  B.A.,  D.  Paed. 
Director  of  Education 

P.R.W.  TACON,  R.M.T. 
Chairman 

Two  acts  to  catch 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

II  you're  at  all  interested  in  folk-music 
there  are  two  performers  you  shouldn't miss:  Tom  Rush  and  Len  Chandler. 

Rush,  who  is  completing  a  two-week  debut 
engagement  at  the  Riverboat,  is  one  of  the 
very  best  of  the  younger  folksingers  record- 

ing" today.  His  first  Elektra  album,  is  among the  finest  I  have  heard  anywhere. 

His  interpretations  of  southern  blues  and 
other  American  folk  music  have  done  a 
great  deal  to  set  a  standard  for  other  singers -a  high  standard. 

Tom's  arrangtments  are  clean  and  respect- 
ful of  the  material;  his  country-like  style  of 

singing  and  fairly  complex  guitar  accompa- niment draw  everything  together  into  a  very worthwhile  whole. 

Rush  is  a  particularly  good  interpreter  of 
Woody  Guthrie  material  and  his  singing  of 
"Spider"  John  Goerncr's  version  of  Duncan 
and  Brady  always  brings  laughs  with  its 
simple  folk  humor. 

LEN  CHANDLER 
Chandler,  who  has  played  Toronto  several 

times  before,  is  at  the  Bohemian  Embassy 
this  week,  and  will  be  held  over  next  week. 
And  in  that  small,  dimly-lit  house,  he 

makes  a  fierce  impression  with  his  wild, 
bearded  appearance,  especially  when  he 
moves  out  of  the  spotlight  and  looms  in 
front  of  the  audience. 

Len's  songs  come  on  strong,  from  his  po- 
tent "To  Be  a  Man"  to  a  new  song  about 

the  Viet  Nam  war  called,  I  think,  "Scram 

Sam." 

With  a  strong  and  wide-ranging  voice,  a 
dramatic  sense  of  performance  and  a  vib- 

rantly complementary  guitar.  Chandler 
omps  through  a  wide  variety  of  material, 

most  of  which  he  wrote  himself. 
ORILLIA 

Chandler  was  also  appearing  at  the  Orillia Folk  Festival  last  weekend. 
The  selection  of  talent  for  the  fest,  from 

blues-woman  Judy  Roderick  to  English  bal- 
ladeer  Charles  O'Hegarty,  was  very  good. 
But  the  cold  prevented  the  event  from  be- coming a  financial  success.  The  organizers 
were  expecting  to  draw  an  arena  full  of 
spectators  off  the  ski  slopes. 

Friday  night's  crowd  was  there  to  see  the most  popular  act  on  the  bill,  Phil  Ochs,  but 

displayed  their  ignorance  when  many  left 
after  his  performance,  thereby  missing  the 
best  act  that  night,  the  Chambers  Brothers. 

The  Chambers,  a  Negro  quartet  from  Los 
Angeles,  healed  up  the  house  with  their  wild 
rhythm  and  blues  and  gospel  sounds. 
Saturday  night,  the  crowd  stayed  around to  hear  the  final  act,  the  Jim  Kweskin  Jug 

Band,  who  also  broke  up  the  house. 

Many  of  the  performers  at  the  festival  de- serve to  be  seen  more  in  this  area:  Judy  Ro- 
derick is  coming  to  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve, 

as  is  Phil  Ochs,  and  the  Kweskin  band  is booked  at  the  Riverboat. 
Next  time  Bob  Gibson  is  booked  into  the 

New  Gate  of  Cleve,  and  owner  Sergio  Rossi 
says  he  will  be,  a  quick  phone  call  to  see  if 
he  showed  up  is  worthwhile. 

Last  time,  Gibson  ran  into  trouble  with 
the  police  on  a  drug  charge,  and  appeared 
only  two  days.  This  time,  an  immigration officer  at  the  airport  decided  Gibson  better 
be  refused  entry  into  Canada—  he  might  try 
something  again — even  though  immigration had  already  issued  entry  and  working  papers for  him. 

Gibson  still  has  a  huge  following  in  this 
city  judging  by  the  number  of  peopde  that went  to  the  Gate  expecting  to  see  him  and 
the  number  of  phone  calls  received. 
Jim  Donahue,  a  Winnipeg  kid,  who  has 

won  a  number  of  friends  here  with  his  per- 
forming, is  taking  over  this  week  at  the Gate,  with  Ochs  starting  a  week  today.  Jesse 

Colin  young  and  Jerry  Corbitt's  group,  The Young  Bloods,  are  at  the  Riverboat  next week. 

DONOVAN 

Donovan,  a  young  Glaswegian  who  far  too 
many  people  are  calling  a  British  Bob  Dylan, 
performed  at  one  of  the  worst  concerts  of 
the  year  in  the  O'Keefe  Centre  last  Sunday. 
Although  he  has  written  a  number  of  good 

songs,  such  as  "Colours"  and  "Catch  the Wind,"  his  performing  talents,  as  displayed 
at  that  concert  are  minimal. 

After  two  disastrous  opening  numbers,  in 
which  his  voice  was  about  as  flexible  as  a 
piece  of  metal,  Donovan,  sang  a  fairly-good "Stealin"'  and  then  lapsed  back  into  a  dull, 
uninspired,  bad  concert. 
Adding  to  the  dullness,  was  his  decision 

to  sing  mostly  those  little  fairy  tale  songs which  he  is  so  interested  in. 
"He  has  a  pleasant,  and  amiable  stage  pre- sence, but  that  is  not  nearly  enough. 

TEARS  (continued) 

vibraphone  were,  musically, 
astonishingly  accurate  — 
though  his  physical  imper- sonations were  in  incredibly 
bad  taste.  Lionel  Hampton 
may  emit  the  occasional 
grunt  when  he's  playing, but  he  never  sounds  like  an 
old  ewe  in  heat. 

For  his  impressions  of  the 
four  giants,  he  improvised 
on  the  "Tin  Roof  Blues".  To 
close  the  act  he  did  an  im- 

personation of  the  man  he 
apparently  considers  the 
fifth  greatest  vibist  in  the 
world,  "my  wife's  favorite vibist".  For  this  he  used  the 
tune  from  that  Molson's Canadian  commercial.  How 

apt. If  we  stretch  our  imagina- 
tions a  little,  we  can  come 

up  with  one  thing  in  his  fa- 
vor, besides  his  bank  ac- count. For  the  last  fifteen 

years  virtually  every  vibist 
has  picked  up  off  Milt  Jack- son. The  fact  that  Appleyard 
plays  very  much  out  of  Ter- 
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ry  Gibbs's  bag  of  tricks  — cooled  down  of  course  (fro- 
zen maybe)  —  makes  for  a 

somewhat  refreshing  con- trast. Its  always  nice  to  hear 
someone  who  still  possesses 
sufficient  originality  to  be 
tota'ly  unorginal  in  a  dif- ferent sort  of  way. 

No  relief  around  the  corn- er at  the  Colonial  this  week, 
or  last.  In  fact  I  might  have 
been  able  to  be  a  little  more 
charitable  to  Appleyard  if  I 
had  gone  to  the  Colonial first. 
Don  Goldie  is  still  there 

driving  patrons  to  distract- ion and  Naylor  to  the  can. 
But  while  that  may  provide 
relief  physically  it  doesn't aesthetically.  Its  the  first 
time  I've  ever  regretted  the Colonial's  practice  of  piping 
the  music  into  the  wash- 

room. Oh  well.  In  the  aurus, 
out  the  anus  as  the  saying 
goes  With  the  commodity 
in  question  not  undergoing 
any  essential  metamorphos- is on  the  way  through. 

A  new  jazz  club  has  open- 
ed that  may  prove  a  godsend 

to  the  inmates  of  this  insti- 

tution. On  the  corner  of 
Harbord  and  Huron,  Geor- 

ge's has  opened  a  new branch.  On  the  weekends 

they  bring  in  live  entertain- ment. It  will  be  a  welcome 
relief  from  Mac's. The  talent  imported  thus 
far  hasn't  really  been  im- 

ported. Its  been  local.  And 
its  been  good  —  Archie  Al- 
leyne,  Ron  Park,  et  al. Last  weekend  it  was  Bill 
Collins,  a  U  of  T  student 
who  blows  a  lot  of  tenor. 
He  has  a  big  tone  and  a 
surging  approach  that  is 
strongly  reminiscent  of  Son- ny Rollins  about  four  years back.  Collins  is  a  man  to 
watch  in  the  future. 

The  rest  of  the  quartet  in- 
cluded drummer  Archie  AI- 

leyne  who  for  my  money  is 
Toronto's  best  percussionist 
bar  none. 

Despite  the  fact  that  stud- ents have  a  good  thing  go- 

ing for  them  in  George's campus  Kibitzeria,  the  turn- 
out thus  far  has  been  ex- 

tremely sparse.  If  it  doesn  t 
pick  up  the  place  will  pro- 

bably go  discotheque. 



COMPETENT  CONFIDENCE iy  PETER  GODDARD  ,ermata  ,h„,„h  u. By  PETER  GODDARD 
A  performer  functions 

best  when  he  takes  into  con- 
sideration the  conditions 

under  which  he  is  playing. And  Edward  Auer,  in  his Feb.  13th  Hart  House  con- 
cert was  well  aware  that  he 

was  playing  for  a  youthful audience. 
To  them  he  presented  a 

finished  talent.  Straightfor- 
ward and  tasteful,  his  pro- 

gramme was  marked  by technical  competence,  pro- 
pulsive rhythmic  energy  and confidence. 

Both  the  set  of  six  deli- 
cate pieces  of  Schoenberg and  the  following  Beethoven 

Sonata  Op  31  No.  3,  although 
not  percussive,  achieved  an 
intensity  in  their  new  ro- 

mantic setting. 
In  the  latter  an  appro- 

priate sense  of  dynamics  was 
shown  —  no  two  similar 
phrases  receiving  indentical 
treatment.  Tying  the  motific 
components  in  the  initial 
phrase  over  the  short  period 
of  silence  added  to  the  co- 
hesian  of  the  work.  The 
Scherzo  had  a  lightness 
usually  reserved  for  Men- 

delssohn and  the  final  Pre- 
sto con  fuoco  received  a 

contagiously  humorous treatment. 
Throughout  the  melody and  essential  inner  lines 

were  well  delineated;  and 
Mr.  Auer  showed  his  under- 

standing of  silence  in  his 
knowledge  of  how   long  a 

fermata  should  be  —  most notably  in  dissonant  chords which  he  held  only  long enough,  to  allow  the  sounds to  sort  themselves  out  in 
the  listener's  ear. 
His  performance  of  the 

twenty-four  Chopin  Preludes was  never  of  the  cloying, wallowing  Romanticism,  but was  always  exciting,  always precise;  however,  it  pushed the  limits  of  these  relatively 
short  works  occasionally  be- yond their  intention. 
Yet  Auer  displayed  an ability  to  convey  a  myriad 

of  moods  and  colors — from 
the  quiet  dream-like  noc- turnes to  the  unbridled  fury of  the  D  minor  Prelude. 

For  the  following  week's slightly  esoteric  concert  by the  Hart  House  Orchestra 
the  audience  stayed  away  in droves. 
With  a  program  of  Han- 

del, Dolin,  Jacob,  and  Haner- 
lick,  the  ensemble  in  size was  suitable  for  the  first 
three,  but  lacked  the  power to  bring  the  last  fully  across. 
The  Dolin  composition  — 

quasi  modal,  sometimes  ton- 
al, but  mostly  Dolin  —  had Bassoonist  Nicholas  Kilburn 

as  solist.  He  has  an  amaz- 
ing technical  facility  and adapted  well  with  the  small 

group  for  a  well  integrated 
performance. 
The  solo  violins  in  the Handel  Concerto  Grosso 

Op.  6  No.  11  maintained  ac- 
curate intonation  through- out and  their  part  projected 

well  over  that  of  the  ripieno. 
All  sections  were  meticu- lous in  matters  of  stacattos and  in  tutti  attacks,  yet  the constant  drive  from  cadence 

to  cadence  robbed  the  long breathless  legato  lines  of 
their  value  where  an  occa- sional slight  rubato  would have  been  more  in  keeping their  song-like  nature. 
Although  Gordon  Jacob's Concerto  for  Bassoon  and Strings  exploited  the  solo instrument's  difficult  upper 

register,  Mr.  Kilburn's  tone remained  as  firm,  rounded 
an  intense  as  in  the  more reliable  lower  octaves.  Yet the  work  seemed  to  exist  for 
the  purpose  of  exploiting  all idiomatic  writing  for  Bas- soon, with  its  large  leaps 
and  endless  stacatto  pas- 

sages, and  good  perform- ances by  both  elements  (the orchestra  particularly  in  this work  was  attentive  to  the many  changes  in  tempo  and mood)  could  scarcely  hide this. 
The  last  work,  Hamerick's Symphonie  Spirituelle  is  an attempt  by  the  composer  to 

parody  music  from  Hame- rick  backwards;  but  it sounded  much  more  as  if Cesar  Franck  was  looking 
for  Schumann  in  Wagner's closet. 
The  orchestra  was  appar- 

ently aware  of  this  shallow- ness, and  the  violin  intona- tion was  frequently  dubious 
and  the  sudden  attacks  not- 

ably on  'cello  and  bass harsh. 

R.  J.  BESSEY 
JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 

AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

VARSITY  BLAZERS 
"Made  to  Measure" 

RICHARDSON 
SPORT  TOGS 

54<   Yonge  St.  922-3141 

jazz 

Last  week  at  the  Town 
Tavern,  I  did  something  I've never  done  before:  I  cried 
in  my  beer. 
The  inhibiting  factor  in 

the  past  has  not  been  so 
much  that  I'm  adverse  to 
displays  of  emotion  as  that 
I've  always  felt  it  spoiled the  taste.  But  this  time  I 
was  more  interested  in  what 
I  was  hearing  than  in  what 
I  was  drinking. 

TEARS  AT  THE  TOWN 

torn  nay/or 
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GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE —  I.  «.,„  Ml.,...-™.  1,  „.„„„,  „,„ 
BOB  ANGUS  QUARTET Phone  925-0841 

and  upstairs,  across  the  moat  to 
CASTLE  GEORGE 

a  mediaeval  costle  setting,  serving  the  finest  quel BEEF,  STEAKS.  SEAFOOD,  CURRIES 
FINAL  WEEK!! 

VAL  PRING1E 

MALKA  and  J0S0 
COMMENCE  FEB.  28 

 For  reservations  phone  925-8563 BOTH  FULLY  LICENSED 
290  Dundos  St.  E.  —  at  Sherbourne 

 AFTER-THEATRE  SNACKS 

"The  Man"  Taylor  plays "Sweet  Lorraine";  but  Peter Appleyard  draws  water  for 
a  substantially  different  rea- son. What  went  on  in  the 
Town  Tavern  was  an  aby- smal sellout  to  the  interests 
of  commercialism. 

That  the  commodity  sold 
was  a  very  gifted  man 
makes  the  situation  all  the 
more  frustrating. 
Appleyard  is  only  one  of 

outstanding  performer,  is 
now  a  popular  one.  The  late, 
and  once  very  great,  Nat 
Cole  spent  his  decling  years 
wallowing  in  a  quagmire  of 
tame,  fortune,  and  futility. 
Garner  now  selis  himself  in- 

cessantly to  the  suburban 
housewife,  Brubeck  a  n  d 
Getz  to  the  college  sel,  Ram- 

say Lew-is  to  the  high  school- ers, and  Buddy  De  Franco 
recently  to  the"  Glenn  Miller organization. 
Don't  get  me  wrong.  I'm not  contending  that  these 

boys  must  shop  in  the  Ken- 
sington Market  and  lunch 

at  the  Scolt  Mission  to  rate 
as  fine  musicians.  Its  simply 
lhat  few  have  been  able  to 
cope  with  a  wide  acceptan- 

ce. Appleyard  obviously 

hasn't. On  ballads  he  almost 
makes  it.  It's  rare  he  can 

GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE  NEW  CAMPUS  LOCATION 

i  GEORGE'S 

KIBITZERIA 

LUNCH  &  SUPPER  —  TAKE  OUT 

922-1517 

OPEN  MON.  .  THURS.,  12  NOON  -1AM 
■  Sot.,   1 2  noon  -  3  A.M.    —    Sundoy  4PM    -  ]  ]  P  M  s5 FREE  DELIVERY  AFTER  5  P.M.  O 

CASH  AND  CARRY  —  20«.  OFF  Z 
922-1517 

HARBORD  &  HURON 

Wymilwood  Concert 

GALANT  CHAMBER  MUSIC  PLAYERS 
WYMILWOOD  MUSIC  ROOM, 

SUNDAY,  FEBRUARY  27,  9:00  P.M. 
The  Musicians  for  this  occasion  ore  provided  by  a  grant  from the  Recording  Industries  Trust  Fund  obtained  with  the  co-opera- tion of  the  Toronto  Musicians'  Association,  local  149,  American Federation  of  Musicians. 

but 

ARCHIE  ALLEYNE 
Certainly  many  perform- 

ances deserve  having  a  few 
tears  shed  over  them:  tears 
of  ecstasy  when  Earl  Hines 
plays  "Sweet  Lorraine": 
fears  of  agony  when  Sam 

a  whole  school  of  perform- 
ers whose  primary  concern 

these  days  would  appear  to 
be  making  money  instead of  music. 
George  Shearing   once  an 

be  accused  of  schmalt 
commonly  of  excessive 
showmanship;  and  some- 

times of  downright  insipid- 
ity. 

On  up  tempo  numbers, 
its  all  smoke,  no  fire.  In  the 
Plaza  Room,  his  usual  haunt, 
this  is  understandable,  if 
not  forgivable.  But  in  the 
Town  Tavern,  neither. 

As  an  entertainer  he's  not 
all  that  terrible.  His  imita- 

tions of  the  bi^  four  of  the 
(See  "tears",  R  10) 
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GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 

TABLE  -  TENNIS 

TOURNAMENT 
(at  GSU) 

Saturday  Feb.  26 
(ALL  DAY) 

ALL  GRADUATE  STUDENTS  WELCOME 



THE  DAUGHTERS 

OF  ETHNIC 

VENGEANCE 

WORK  FOR  THE 

WEEKEND  REVIEW 

"VIKING"  has 

COLLECTOR'S  ITEMS (No,  Henry,  not  thot  kind) — PULPS 
— GOLDEN  AGE  COMICS  BIG  LITTLE  BOOKS — MOVIE  MAGAZINES  FROM THE  30*1   — ORIGINAL  TOM  SWIFTS 
Note:  Our  "legman"  is  still  out picking  these  up,  but  please  drop in  ond  let  us  know  your  wonts. 
VIKING  BOOKS 

227  QUEEN  ST.  W. 
:  9:30  o.m,  to  7:00  p. 

Pure  and  naked 
 fire 

loin  kind  of  poetry  and  a  mess  of  word  fire 
rare  in  Canada  today  as  a  good  man  is  hard 

It  is  un- 

By  MARILYN  BEKER 

Gwendolyn  MacEwen's  poetry  is  naked,  pure  and  damn 

good.  It's 
that  is  about  as 

'°    MacEwen's  poetry  has  a  special  kind  of  a  song  to  it 
is  hard  yet  vibrant,  smooth  yet  choppy  and  wild 
dulatins  and  pulse-like  and  above  all  original  young  and 
true.    Images  burn  blaze-bright  across,  and  through  her vital  lines.  . 

Poem  Improvised  Around  a  First  Line 
the  smoke  in  my  bedroom  which  is  always  burning 
worsens  you,  motorcycle  Icarus; 
vou  are  black  and  leathery  and  lean  and 
you  cannot  distinguish  between  sex  and  nicotine 
anytime,  it's  all  one  thing  for  you— 
cigarette,  phallus,  sacrificial  fire- all  part  of  that  grimy  night 
on  wings  axlegreased  from  Toronto  to  Buffalo 
for  the  secret  beer  over  the  border— 
now  I  long  to  see  you  fullblown  and  black 
over  Niagara,  your  bike  burning  and  in  full  flan*;  

TRADS 

outstanding  in  any  crowd! 
The  lithe  tailored  lines  of  TRADS  stand  out 
in  any  crowd  and  add  an  air  of  confidence 
to  the  wearer.  Long  wearing  blends  and  the 
finest  worsteds  are  featured  in  fashionable 
shades  with  modern  international  flair  for 
eye-appeal.  DON  PARKER  TRADS  are  popu- 

larly priced  at  your  favorite  men's  shop;  look 
for  the  authentic  "TRADS"  hang  tag  -  your assurance  of  top  value. 

"VIKING"  has 

MEDICAL  BOOKS 
Anatomy  for  Surgeons 
2  (Hollinsheod)  $10.00 Allot  of  Technics  in  Surgery (Mudden)  515.00 ■Principles  of  Internal  Medicine 2  Volumes  (Harriicn,  Adorns) 520.00 

many  more  —  all  in MINT  condition 
VIKING  BOOKS 

227  QUEEN  ST.  W. 
0%  DISCOUNT  TO  STUDENTS Open:  9:30  o.m.  to  7:00  p.m. 

"VIKING"  has 

POCKET  BOOKS 
PAN 

PENGUIN 
PANTHER 

plus  MINT  condition  pocket  books of  all  types  ot  SECOND  HAND PRICES.  (Notice  —  available  to 
students  only  —  o  special  "Viking" 
VIKING  BOOKS 

227  QUEEN  ST.  W. 
Opeo:  9:30  o.m.  to  7:00  p.m. 

EXPORT 
PLAIN 

or  FILTER  TIP 
CIGARETTES 

REGULAR  and  KINGS 

PREPARE  NOW  FOR 

THE  COMING  OF 

WALPURGIS  NIGHT. 

APRIL  30th  AS  USUAL 

and  twisting  and  pivoting  over  Niagara 
and  falling  finally  into  Niagara, 
and  tourists  coming  to  see  your  black  leather  wings 

hiss  and  swirl  in  the  steaming  current— 
now  I  long  to  give  up  cigarettes 
and  change  the  sheets  on  my  carboniferous  bed; 
O  baby,  what  Hell  to  be  Greek  in  this  country— without  wings,  but  burning  anyway 
True  in  A  Breakfast  For  Barbarians  (Ryerson  Press 

$3  95)  the  lady  has  a  certain  obsession  with  lions,  brail  and 
especially  breakfasts,  yet  each  approach  to  these  topics  is 

remarkably  new  and  sweeping.  From  "Cartaphilus  : Whoever  you  love  it  is  me  beneath  you 
over  and  over,  Greek  at  your  knees; 
and  your  huge  blue  thighs  are  columns  of  frost, 
such  is  the  body  of  Cartaphilus. 
You  approach  me  in  Zanzibar  wearing  blue  clothes 
and  vour  hands  are  covered  with  frostbitten  gloves; , 
and  your  eye  is  hieratic  and  blue  are  your  loins 
and  your  heels  are  hard,  like  Roman  coins. In  Iceland  I  meet  you;  your  feet  are  bare 
and  your  legs  are  pillars  of  smoke  by  day 
and  your  sex  a  column  of  fire  by  night; 
with  your  eyes  full  of  hieroglyphs  you  stare  at  my  hair 
and  neither  can  bear  the  other's  sight. 
Think  of  Canada  and  poets  and  you  have  trouble  with 

anyone  bevond  Layton  and  Cohen  and  Purdy.  Certainly 
MacEwen  seems  to  be  Canada's  promised  poet.  She  is 
youn»  and  dark,  slender  and  girl.  For  these  reasons  alone 
she  is  different.  Her  poetry  is  feminine,  yet  masculine. 

She  did  not  emerge  from  Birney's  university,  or  flee 
to  Cohen's  Greece  or  tuck  herself  away  in  Purdy's  log  cabin. 
Rather  she  came  out  of  Toronto  soot  partially  dishevelled 
by  idealism  and  lack  of  training.  She  left  Western  Technical 
school  in  »rade  13  to  write  and  she  lived  on  Toronto  Island. 

She  most  admires  Birney  because  she  thinks  him 
"changeable"  and  entirely  true.  She  will  stay  in  Canada  be- 

cause it  is  comfortable-for  the  time  being,  but  MacEwen  is 
an  individual  first,  and  a  Canadian  second  and  will  always 

6  Tuesday,  she  is  going  to  Egypt  on  a  Canada  Council 
grant  to  rummage  around  pyramids  because  she  is  writing 
a  historical  novel  about  Egypt.  But  poetry  is  MacEwen.  She 
is  never  separated  from  it  because  it  is,  in  fact,  an  articula- tion of  her  individuality  and  a  statement  of  her  involvement 
with  her  environment.  Her  poetry  is  Canadian  because  she is  Canadian. If  I  have  made  MacEwen  out  to  be  something  of  a 
revered  deity  it  is  because  she  should  be — not  simply  because 
she  can  write  and  has  written  but  because  of  her  courage 
to  portray  herself  on  paper  without  sheepskin  cloistered 
school  backing.  MacEwen  should  be  revered  because  she 
has  made  good  in  Canada,  that  supposedly  icy  clime  from 
which  no  poet,  according  to  the  pie-eyed  critics,  successfully 
emerges. 

If  MacEwen  is  engulfed  in  the  primeval  slime  that  critics 
call  Canada,  then  several  more  worlds  should  be  engulfed 
with  her,  for  her  words  are  harbingers  of  greatness  promis- ed by  modern  Canadian  writing.  Not  since  perhaps  A.  M. 
Klein  and  the  early  Spice-Box  Cohen  has  any  Canadian  poet 
been  so  movingly  sweeping  and  word-sense-true  as  Mac- Ewen, and,  because  she  is  young  (in  her  twenties)  and  real 
she  seems  to  radiate  an  "I  know  about  dope,  sex  and  me" attitude. 

Her  book  is  an  esssay  of  originality.  Her  images  coalesce 
in  wonderous  bursts  of  color  and  smoky  innuendo.  She  speaks 
of  "rising  sex"  and  rockets  and  mathematicians  as  if  they 
were  intrinsic  to  her  and  she  could  see  their  molecular  fibre. 

Simply,  MacEwen  is  a  poet.  Fascinated  by  things 
Eastern,  she  is  herself  Egyptian  in  her  glory  and  wisdom. 
Her  poety  is  mystical,  leaning  towards  the  very  old  idea  of incantation; 

but  in  the  evenings  you  wrote  my  name with  a  beetle  and  a  moon,  and  lay  upon  me 
like  a  long  broken  necklace  which  had  fallen 
from  my  throat,  and  the  king  loved  you 
most  in  the  morning,  and  his  glamorous  love 
lay  lengthwise  along  us  all  the  evening 

and  from  "Arcanum  Two" O  do  not  go  to  the  king  our  father 
but  stay  in  this  house  beside  the  worried  river; 
there  are  a  thousand  kingdoms  yet  to  conquer 
in  the  narrow  nights  when  we  lie  together, 
and  the  distant  king  on  this  thin  and  hungry  throne 
can  neither  live  nor  lie  nor  sing  forever. 
Fascinated  by  meaning,  she  has  made  her  words  mean- ingful. She  is  not  a  Dylan  Thomas  enthralled  entirely  in 

music  and  she  is  not  an  E.  J.  Pratt  preoccupied  with  theme. 
She  is  an  unusual  vital  coupling  of  theme  and  music  —  a subtle  combination  of  care  and  swear  and  much  melody. 

MacEwen  in  herself  is  a  sex  as  third  as  wonder  because 
she  has  made  a  book  that  is  itself  a  poem  and  a  part  of 
Canada's  literary  promise.  Gwendolyn  MacEwen  is  reciting 
her  own  poetry  at  Victoria  College  on  Monday,  March  1. 
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By  DAVID  JACKEL 
»r»Kl,R.ANGHN:  GUITAB  'N  ERNEST; RCA  Vlcto,  PC/PCS  1040.  R=„.|ln Sailor;  BgHtr,    pi„„0;  Stephen L«ui,  bcu;  Corl  McL.od,  drum.. 

This  album  is  on  Victor's Canadian  label,  and  mav 
never  be  released  in  the  U.S. 
Which  would  be  a  pity,  be- 

cause Ranglin  is  a  strong and  technically  impressive guitarist  who  deserves  to be  heard. 

A  native  of  Jamaica 
(where  this  album  was  re- 

corded), Ranglin  made  a brief  appearance  on  the English  jazz  scene,  but  later returned  home.  His  cohorts 
are,  presumably,  all  from Jamaica. 

None  of  the  sidemen  im- 
press, for  various  reasons. 

Butler  is  fighting  either  a 
bad  piano  or  poor  recording techniques  —  perhaps  both. He  also  tries  to  play  as  fast 
as  Ranglin,  and  can't  make 
it.  Bassist  Lauz  is  strong,  if not  very  original,  on  the 
first  side,  but  somebody turned  his  volume  down  far too  much  on  side  two. 
Drummer  McLeod  really carries  on,  playing  crisply with  both  sticks  and  brush- 

es. Behind  the  group  his playing  varies  from  unusual 
to  corny,  and  the  corny  pat- 

terns become  more  evident 
in  his  brief  solo  breaks.  The 

what's  new  in  jazz 
.  potential  is  here,    but  the 

group  needs  a  lot  of  work. 
Ranglin's  presence  alone makes  this  album  a  good investment,  despite  the faults  of  his  sidemen.  The guitarist  plays  with  a  much 

more  metallic  sound  than  is 
currently  fashionable  in  the U.S.;  at  times  he  recalls Barney  Kessel,  but  plays with  more  drive  and  far 
more  guts,  even  if  his  har- 

monic sense  is  less  sophisti- cated. 
The  tunes  in  the  album 

include  three  standards, "Cherokee"  (Ranglin  plays it  as  fast  as  possible), "Jordu"  (not  so  up-tempo, but  Ranglin  balances  his 
playing  with  unexpectly quick  solo  runs),  and 
"Green  Dolphin  Street" (which  features  Ranglin 
driving  again).  "Dolphin"  is listed  on  the  record  as 
being  composed  by  Un- known, which  may  make ASCAP  unhappy. 
Ranglin  does  his  best 

work  on  the  other  numbers, all  originals.  The  tunes 
themselves  are  mostly  tin- memorable,  but  serve  as 
good  jumping-off  points  for the  guitarist. 
More  ballads  might  have 

been  included,  to  show  whe- 
ther Ranglin  handles  him- 

self as  well  at  slower  tern 

pos.  "Angelima"  is  the  clos- est thing  to  a  ballad  on  the album,  and  Ranglin  com- bines nice  chords  with  his 
usual  single-string  work. 
The  best  tune  on  the  re- 

cord is  "Chow  Mein",  a Ranglin  collaboration,  which 
combines  a  "soul"  feeling with  oriental  overtones.  The line  is  unusual  but  catchy, 
and  has  hit  parade  poten- 

tial. r Victor  might  consider 
promoting  both  the  tune and  the  album.  Ranglin  de- serves the  exposure. 

I"E  °UKE   AT  TANGLE WOOOD;  RCA P'ono;  John  Lomb,  bois;  Lools  Bcllion 
*»mi;  Bo.lon  Pops  Orchestra e"K 

■"■"*>"■«•<■  * 

This  concert,  held  last summer  in  the  Berkshires  ot Massachusetts,  raised  a  lot 
of  money  for  the  pension 
fund  of  the  Boston  Sym- phony. Musically,  it  is  less satisfying. 

Pianist  Ellington  tinkles 
his  way,  in  a  graceful  but  un- 

inspired manner,  through 
the  even  less-inspired  ar- 

rangements of  some  famous 
Ellington  tunes  which 
Richard  Hyman  has  charted 
for  the  Boston  Pops.  The 
ducal  solos  are  simply  bland 
paraphrases  of  the  themes 
themselves,  a  polite  put-on 

of  a  society  audience  that didn't  know  any  better. 
Ellington's  rhythm  section 

is  completely  wasted  here; Bellson  tries  to  get  some- 
thing going  on  "Caravan" (done  in  the  style  of  Boro- 

din) and  "Satin  Doll",  but the  Boston  Pops  just  can't be  swung;  bassist  Lamb,  an underrated  musician,  is buried  beyond  recovery. 
Hyman's  arrangements  are pretty  at  their  best;  at  worst cute  and/or  pretentious.  The 

only  exception  is  the  "Ti- mon  of  Athens  March",  from the  Ellington  suite  for  the Stratford  production.  Duke doesn't  play  on  this  one,  but Hyman  manages  somehow to  retain  the  irony  of  the 
theme.  Too  bad  he  couldn't bring  out  the  guts  of  the 
other  tunes  ("The  Mooch," for  example). 

For  Fiedler  fans  only. 
GLAD  TO  BE  UNHAPPY;  RCA  Vlclo, 

Ho"/"'"'"'7'  P°"'  B"m""  <»l,h  Jl" Longtime  Brubeck  altoist Desmond  combines  here 
with  poll-winning  guitarist Hall  for  an  attractive,  but 
ocasionally  soporific,  ballad 
session. 

Most  of  the  lullabies  come 
from  Desmond.  His  much- 
lauded  wit  is  held  in  check 
here,  and  as  a  result  his 
lyricism  tends  to  become oversweet. 

The  situation  isn't  helped much  by  drummer  Connie 
Kay  and  bassist  Gene  Wright (Gene  Cherico  substitutes 
for  Wright  on  one  tune). Both  rhythm  men  have  play- ed belter  with  thj  MJO  and Brubeck,  respectively;  here 
they're  so  unobstrusive  lhat 
at  times  they  almost  dis- 

appear. 
Jim  Hall  steals  the  show. 

His  solos  are  harmonically strong  examples  of  how  to 
play  a  ballad  without  ever 
cloying.  On  "Poor  Butterfly." 
"A  Taste  of  Honey",  and  "Hi- Lili,  Hi-Lo"  he  combines with  casual  ease  his  usual 
good  single-string  work  and 
some  fine  chordal  playing  ' the  best  —  sounding  chords any  electric  guitarist  has  yet managed  to  get  from  this instrument. 

Desmond  has  his  mo- 
ments, too.  especialy  in  his 

solos  on  "Any  Other  Time" (a  Desmond  original)  and 'Hi-Lili".  The  latter,  in  moM 
versions  annoyingly  mawk- 

ish, becomes  in  Desmond's solo  a  bittersweet  child-like waltz  with  a  note  wasted. 
This  album  is  recommend- 

ed for  Desmond  fans,  Hail 
fans,  and  incurable  roman- 

tics. Although  there  is  little 
tempo  variation,  and  al- 

though not  very  many  excit 
ing  notes  get  played,  nobody 
plays  any  wrong  notes  ei- ther —  and  that's  not  found 
too  often. 

—  DAVID  JACKEL 

the  world  o  f  pop 
By  DONNA  MASON 

Music,  A  Part  of  Me:  con- 
ducted by  David  McCallum- 

(Capitol  T  2432): 
This  is  the  best  instru- 

mental version  of  pop  songs 
I've  ever  heard.  Basing  his interpretations  of  several 
recent  hits  on  the  English horn  and  the  oboe,  David McCallum  produces  a  fasci- 

nating and  unusual  sound, 
which  is,  for  the  most  part, more  alive  and  more  ex- 

citing than  the  original  hits. This  is  especially  true  in 
the  case  of  "The  In-Crowd", which  in  the  original  ver- sion was  nothing  more  than a  hackneyed  piece  of  very pseudo-jazz.  As  it  is  instru- mentalized  on  this  record however,  it  becomes  a  fasci- 

nating piece  of  music,  with intriguing  nuances  and  va- riations. 
The  use  of  the  oboe  in 

pop  music  proves  very  suc- 
cessful, especially  in  num- 

bers like  "I  Can't  Get  No Satisfaction"  and  "We  Got- ta Get  Out  of  This  Place". 
The  inflections  of  the  basic melodies  are  pointed  up and  emphasized  by  the  use of  this  sensitive  and  very beautifully  modulated  in- strument. 
"Turn,  Turn,  Turn"  is  an- other example  of  successful transmutation,  for  this  song, too,  is  much  better  as  an instrumental  than  as  a  vo- 

cal, especially,  as  here,  on the  English  horn  and  oboe. 
Other  recent  hits  which 

take  on  a  whole  new  dimen- 
sion under  McCallum's 

treatment  are  "1-2-3",  "Yes- 
terday", "Downtown",  and 

"A  Taste  of  Honey",  all  of which  are  very  well  adapted 
to  the  instruments  used  on 
this  record.  Beatle  harmo- 

nies ("Yesterday")  are  par- ticularly suited  to  this  com- 
bination, and  the  total  ef- 

fect it  produces  is  very  beau- tiful, yet  does  not  sacrifice 

any  of  the  original  swing  of 
the  numbers  involved.  In 
some  cases,  in  fact,  it  en- hances it. 

Of  four  new  songs  also 
included  on  this  record 
two,  ;'The  Far  Side  of  the Moon"  and  "Insomnia"  were 
written  by  David  McCallum, 
and  they  are  similarly  well- 
suited  to  their  stylization. 
The  first  one  is  especially 
successful,  for  its  smooth 
dreaminess  produces  a  vi- 

vid picture  of  a  peaceful, 
hidden  place.  The  oboe  on 
this  cut  demonstrates  its 
vast  ability  to  evoke  images and  emotions. 
Throughout  this  album, 

then,  the  combination  of  in- 
struments and  song-styles 

serves  to  produce  a  highly 
unusual  yet  vivid  and  evo- 

cative form  of  popular  mu- sic. 

Cher:  All  I  Really  Want  to 
Do:  Imperial  LP  9292: 

Cher  has  a  beautiful  deep 
contralto  voice  that  can  rel- 
ly  do  something  with  a 
song.  On  her  own,  she  lacks 
the  slight  tendency  to  drag 
the  tempo  that  sometimes 
mars  her  duets  with  Sonny. 

It's  a  varied  and  interest- 
ing collection  of  songs,  rang- 
ing from  the  Sea-Islands 

style  of  "Girl  Don't  Come" to  the  Dylan  numbers  like 
"Blowin'  in  the  Wind"  and "Don't  Think  Twice".  The 
most  successful  of  the  Dy- 

lan songs  is  her  recent  hit, 
"All  I  Really  Want  to  Do" which  she  does  better  than 
anyone  else  I've  heard. 
Two  Jackie  De  Shannon 

songs  are  also  included: 
"Needles  and  Pins"  and 
"Come  and  Stay  With  Me", which  is  one  of  the  best 
things  on  this  record.  Cher 
really  evokes  the  feeling  of 
the  girl  asking  her  lover  to 
come  and  stay,  and  her  rich 
contralto  is  perfect  for  this 
kind  of  number. 

It's  similarly  well  suited 
to  the  brooding  and  prophe- 

tic quality  of  "The  Bells  of 
Rhymney"  with  its  marvel- 

lous repetition  of  the  Welsh 
town-names. 
But  the  standout  number 

on  the  record  is  "See  See 
Rider",  and  I  would  like  to 
hear  Cher  do  more  songs 
of  this  type.  Much  of  record 
does  have  the  "blues  feel", 

review 

but  "See  See  Rider"  comes closest  to  the  tradition,  and 
it's  got  to  be  one  of  the  best 
things  she's  ever  recorded. Her  voice  is  highly  suited 
in  pitch,  range,  and  quali- 

ty, to  the  blues  style,  and 
in  this  number  especially 
she  demonstrates  that  she 
has  the  right  feeling  for  this 
type  of  music. 

nique,  the  Newbeats  man- 
age to  avoid  overall  mono- 
tony by  using  it  only  some- times, and  their  lead  singer 

is  good  in  his  natural  voice as  well  as  in  his  higher  re 
gjsters.  Their  version  of "The  Shoop  Shoop  Song 
(It's  in  His  Kiss)"  is  one 
of  the  best  I've  heard,  large- ly because  of  the  clever  use 
of  the  falsetto. 

"Ain't  that  Lovin'  You  Ba- 
by" is  also  done  very  well, 

and  is  an  excellent  example 
of  the  best  use  of  falsetto. 
This  song,  and  others  like 

Bread  and  Butter:  The  New- 
beats:  (Hickory  LPM  120): 

The  Newbeats  have  an  or- iginal and  fascinating  style 
of  singing,  which  makes  use 
of  steady  and  well-organized background  rhythms,  clear 
and  carefully  considered  vo- cal harmonies,  and  one  of 
the  most  effective  and  in- 

triguing falsetto  lead  sing- 
ers I've  ever  heard. 

Unlike  some  groups  which 
utilize    the    falsetto  tech- 

"So  Fine"  pass  through  the 
group's  transmutation  pro- cess and  emerge,  generally 
unhurt,  and  often  improved 
by  it.  "So  Fine"  comes  out 
especially  well,  with  falset- to used  to  point  up  the 
phrasing. 

CASA  LOM  V 
Dancing  Saturday  Night  February  26 CURRENTLY  PLAYING 

ART  HALLMAN 
AND  HIS  ORCHESTRA 

Special  Student  Rates  $2.00  per  couple 
MAKE  UP  A  PARTY  AND  RESERVE  NOW 

CALL  923-1  171 



By  HAL  MAYER 
You  can  have  Batman  and 

your  Brillo  boxes.  Yeah. And  Judv  Lamarsh.  Tarzan 
and  Cheetah  may  be  mak- ing the  scene  again,  and  that 
insect-eyed  creature  con- 

fronting you  is  just  some 
chickey  in  a  Mondrian  jump 
suit,  silly.  Great,  but  baby. 
I'll  take  old  innocent  sen- 

suality any  time. 
If  you,  as  I,  gentle  reader, 

are  dialing  at  the  disjointed 
impersonality  of  Pop  and 
the  inevitable  eyestrain  ol 

perspective  on  a
-go-go  land 

magically  mesmerizes  all who  come  into  contact  with 
it,  from  toddlers  to  middle- 
aged  adolescents,  whether 
they  stare  in  awe  at  its  folly 
or  undulate  to  its  high-de- cibel strains. 
Since  then  Popsvillc  has 

condescendingly  attempted 
to  absorb  it,  but  a  go-go 
land  persists  in  leading  a 
full  life  of  its  own,  while 
magnanimously  offering  its 
services  to  render  Batman 
et  al,  more  palatable. 

Since  its  inception,  the 
Beat  has  undergone  some 
significant  changes,  it  not 
in  essence,  then  at  least  in 
application.  It  all  started  in 1959  when  Chubby  Checker 
introduced  his  nifty  new 
dance,  the  Twist,  which, 
after  several  years  as  a 
'teenage  tribal  rile'  caught on  with  the  jet-set  and  was 
promptly  whisked  to  Eur- ope. From  there  it  returned 
newly  clad  in  the  garb  of 
the  'discotheque'  and  fla- 

vored after  Paris'  ultra-in Whisky  a  Go  Go. 
It  had,  in  the  meantime, 

dispensed  with  the  tradi- tional live  band  in  favor 
of  a  D.  3.  and  music  blasted 
through  sophisticated  stereo 
components.  For  a  while  it 
looked  as  if  tweeters  and 
woofers  would  render  ob- solete the  merrie  band,  but 

of  the  crowd.  The  practice 
has  spread  like  wildfire  and 
there  are  signs  that  this 
could  be  a  vicious  female 
plot  to  rule  the  world. 

Gloom  -and-  doom  pro- 
phets see  the  twist  and  its 

progeny,  the  watusi.  mon- key, frug,  and  bully  gully  as "neo-primitive  dances  of 
fear  which  foster  segrega- 

tion of  the  sexes"  and  re- cently a  Torontonian  dancer 
redoubled  their  suspicions. 
Quoth  she:  "A  go-go  dancing 

signifies  to  me  wompn's 
final  break  from  man." 

Things  might  have  become 
pretty  tense  if  the  intrepid 
engineers  had  not  decided to  save  mankind.  Fighting 
fire  with  fire,  or  rather  go- 
go  with  go-go  they  invaded the  formerly  impregnable 
realm  with  their  own  defi- ant, hairv-legged  watootsies. 
Both  Skule  Nile  and  L.G.M. 
Bash  were  true  tests  of  their 
virility.  They  jerked,  they 
frugged,  they  twisted  and shouted  —  they  were  madly 
devastating.  Needless  to  say. 
the  conspiracy  was  dealt  a 
deadly  blow  and  man,  know- 

ing that  he  is  SUPREME 
can  again  look  woman  in  her 
eyes  ...  her  soft  .  .  .  lovely 
. . .  gorgeous  .  .  .  eyes. 
Then  and  there  I  deter- mined to  stop  looking  at 

the  pretty  pictures  and  see 
what  a  real  live,  honest-to- 
goodness,  grade  A-l  a  go-go girl  was  like.  Unfortunately I  started  at  the  wrong  end 
of  Yonge  Street  and  after 
visiting  the  Sapphire  au  Go- Go  it  was  back  to  reading 
Playboy  to  restore  my  shat- 

tered conceptions  of  femini- ty- 

After  the  a  ho-hum  shows 
at  the  Snug  and  Friars  ta- verns I  was  beginning  to 
think  that  wine  and  woman 
in  a  go-go  land  could  not 
be  mixed  with  much,  suc- cess and  it  was  not  until  I 
reached  the  Coq  d'Or  and that  kiddyland  hot  spot,  the 
Hawk's  Nest  that  I  felt  the 
winds  of  welcome  change. 
(Oh  sweet  birds  of  flabless 

youth.) Happily  I  snatched  at  the first  chickey  that  went  by. 
I  was  in  my  element  again; 
I  was  reporting.  In  my  most 
objective  and  steely-voiced 
manner  I  asked  her  "What sort  of  deodorant  do  you 

wear?"  This  immediately 
broke  the  ice,  and  she  called 
the  bouncers.  Hastily  I  ex- 

plained that  my  intentions 
were  strictly  honorable 
while  my  friends  vouched 
for  my  sanity.  Reassured, 

about  some  misconceptions 
harbored  by  the  patrons. 
"Some  people  even  have  the 

nerve  to  ask  if  we're  lesbi- ans" said  she  looking  at  me 
accusingly.  (Man  is  sup- reme, I  kept  telling  myself.) 
"And  we're  not  bar-girls," 
she  added  with  a  defiant 
toss  of  her  head.  I  swiftly 
hid  my  beer. 

In  all  it  was  a  very  infor- 

she  smiled  and  confided that  she  used  Trig. 
Once  I  had  established 

this  note  of  intimacy  be- tween us,  the  rest  was  easy. 
Most  of  the  girls  I  managed 
to  talk  to  thoroughly  enjoy- 

ed their  work  but  some  had 
reservations.  "I  don't  like it  here  as  much,  but  I  love 
dancing  at  fraternity  par- ties" mentioned  Olga,  a 
blond  and  shapely  part-time model. 

Maid  Marion  complained 

mat^i1--  evening,  but  it  only 
served  to  confirm  my  pre- 

vious impressions.  Like  it 
or  lump  it,  a  go-go  land  has become  an  integral  part  of 
the  entertainment  scene;  it 
has  its  low  spots  and  its 
high  points,  its  beauties  and its  beasties,  but  at  its  best 
it  is  nothing  less  than  .a 
sprightly  parody  of  our  non- stop way  of  life,  a  sort  of 
sensuous  revelry  which  cir- 

cles back  on  itself  as  in- stant satire. 

FLAWED  AND  FAULTY  MOZART 

Op;  if  you  have  been  haurH- ed  by  fears  of  abnormality 
because  a  collection  of  nine- 

teenth century  posters  does 
absolutely  nothing  for  you 
— be  thou  not  despondent, 
for,  sooth,  there  remains  a 
glimmer  of  hope,  a  faint  but 
persistent  note  pervading 
the  limbo,  smacking  of 
LIFE  at  its  frenetic,  famili- 

ar, best; 
Discernible  in  the  new 

wave  of  culture  now  threat- 
ening to  inundate  us,  there 

demains  perhaps  one  redee- 
ming factor  to  indicate  that 

this  glimmer  more  closely 
approximates  a  passionate flame.  And  that  factor  is 

p  the  surging  reality  of  "the 
Sound",  that  Big  Beat  which 

lo,  Terpsichore  ( that's  the Muse  of  dancing.  Son) 
smiled,  the  Beach  Boys 
fought  back,  and  human  be- 

ings have  returned  to  stay, 
(Maybe.) 

'Go-Go',  the  key  word  in 
the  big  sound,  comes  from 
an  old  French  word  'goguc' which  means  rejoicing,  but 
it  is  unlikely  that  anyone 
would  be  inspired  to  undue 
mirth  and  gaiety  were  it  not 
for  one,  hitherto  unmention 
ed,  innovation.  SEX. 

Under  tlx  guise  of  an  in- structional manoeuvre,  a 
couple  of  bare-thighod  beau- ties were  slapped  into  glass 
cages  above  the  floor 
whence  they  proceeded  to 
hypnotize  the  male  segment 

Mozart;  The  Marriage  of 
Figaro;  Highlights;  Tozzi, 
Peters,  Delia  Casa,  Victor LSC-2846. 
Mozart;  Don  Giovanni; 

Highlights;  Siepi,  Nilsson, 
Price,  Valletti;  Victor  LSC 2847. 

The  theory  behind  the  so- 
called  "opera  highlight"  re- cords has  never  been  too 
clear  to  me,  as  they  are  more 
often  a  collection  of  "hit- tune"  solo  arias  than  real 
highlights.  Why,  for  example, 
is  the  great  sextet  in  Don Giovanni  (a  five  minute  cut) 
always  ommittcd?  For  here, 
to  my  mind,  is  one  of  the 
greatest  showpieces  of  Mo- zart's art.  Instead  we  must 

bear  Don  Ottavio's  tedious, 
"Dalla  sua  pace." 

On  the  plus  side  for  Victor 
is  the  inclusion  of  the  beau- 

tiful duet,  "La  ci  darem", and  more  recitativo  than 
usual.  As  for  the  singers, 
Siepe  seems  a  little  stodgy 
for  the  Don  and  just  can't manage  the  ebullience  of 
"Finch'  han  dal  vino".  Co- 
rena  as  Leporello  has  his 
troubles  with  the  orchestra 
in  the  catalogue  aria,  and 
Valetti  as  Ottavio  shows 
why  Mozart  had  to  omit  "II mio  tesoro"  at  one  point. 
But  I  like  Ratti's  full  voice 
for  Zerlina  (a  pleasant  chan- 

ge ),  and  Leontyne  Price 
gives  "Mi  tradi"  a  faithful reading,   a  chore  in  vocal 

gymnastics  I  wouldn't  wish on  anyone. 

The  Figaro  suffers  from the  same  faults  as  the  Don 
record.  One  would  hope  at 

least  for  Figaro's  and  Suzan- na's  opening  duets  but  we 
must  settle  again  for  the 
Mozartian  hit  parade.  Leins- dorf  reads  the  overture  like 
the  announcement  of  post 
time  and  Rosalind  Elias  is 
badly  cast  in  Cherubino. 
This  is  a  part  for  a  fine,  even 
thin  voice  (particularly  in 
"Non  so  piu"),  not  a  mezzo. 

— Ian  Rodger 
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Overly  compressed  truth 
By  JOHN  CLUTE 

TORQUEMADA,  by  Howard 
Fast,  Doubleday,  $9.95 
Tomas  de  Torquemada  had 

fifteen  years  to  live  when 
he  was  made  Spain's  first Grand  Inquisitor  in  1483. 
Howard  Fast's  sombre  no- 

vella treats  only  this  year, 
and  in  doing  so  compresses 
much  that  suffers  from  com- 
pression. 
Torquemada,  title  aside, 

is  the  story  of  the  dissolu- 
tion of  one  aristocratic 

Spanish  family  whose  head, 
Alvero  de  Rafel,  is  accused 
by  his  old  friend,  the  Inqui- 

sitor, of  being  a  marrano: 
a  Jew  passing  as  a  Christ- 

ian. Alvero  is  tortured.  His 
wife  Maria  turns  against 
him.  His  daughter  Catherine 
stands  fast  in  a  rather  pe- 

culiar way;  she  wanders  in- 
to a  synagogue  just  in  time 

to  be  burned  up  with  it, 
Torquemada  hears  of  her 
death  and  releases  the  fat- 

her, who  has  always  attest- 
ed to  his  Christianity.  Alve- 
ro goes  off  on  a  horse.  He 

goes  off  into  the  dawn. 
This  is  the  story,  and  as 

such  there  isn't  much  to  say about  it,  except  that  it  has  a 
slight  Hollywood  ring.  Alve- 
ro's  survival;  the  faithful servant  who  stands  by  him 
to  the  last;  the  easy  hysteria 
of  Alvero's  wife;  Catherine's 
cinematic  death:  all  contrive 
at  a  neatness  of  effect  in 
the  same  way  that  the  scena- 

rio to  High  Noon  is  neat 

and  swift  and,  as  it  certainly 
should,  visible. 

This  highly  visible  story, 
however,  is  ostensibly  the 
story  of  Torquemada;  it  is 
ostensibly  a  parable  of  the 
sinful  degeneration  of  Spain 
and  via  that  route  a  parable 
of  man's  condition  in  a  dark 
political  time.  So  what  hap- 

pens? Torquemada  is  not  en- 
tered. He  is  seen:  one  re- 

members his  stony  face,  his 
Dumasesque  cowl,  his  burn- 

ing deep  set  eyes.  One  re- members what  the  film  will 
look  like. 
But  the  parable  is  lost. 

The  characters  have 
throughout  talked  in  a  reso- 

lutely un-Spanish  manner, 
and  have  throughout  evinc- 

ed a  distressing  self-con- sciousness: Alvero  taunts 
Torquemada,  for  instance, 
with  the  charge  that  all  this 
Inquisition  is  just  another 
example  of  that  old  aristo- 

cratic Spanish  pride.  Tor 
quemada's  final  volte-face, his  release  of  Alvero  for  sen- 

timental reasons,  is  again 
Hollywood:  even  King  Kong 
turns  out  to  the  a  sympathe- 

tic character,  in  the  end. 
But  what  of  the  fifteenth 

century  with  mad  Ferdinand 
and  weird  Isabella,  and 
what  of  mad  Spain?  Dark 
coloration  of  the  mise  en 
scene  is  insufficient,  and 
unfortunately  Mr.  Fast's 
concept  of  fifteenth  century 
Spain  is  primarily  a  putting 
into  words  of  EI  Greco's 

color  chart.  It  is  not  enough. 
The  parable  of  man's  state 
is  lost  in  Mr.  Fast's  inability 
to  deal  with  Torquemada's Spanish  soul.  We  are  left with  the  story. 
And  here  is  the  pity  of  it. 

The  story  and  the  dense, 
mesmeric  prose  it  is  told  in, 
are  gripping  enough  that 
Torquemada  is  difficult  to 
put  down  once  started. 
The  meticulous  repetition 

of  key  words,  the  clarity  of sentence  and  paragraph 
structure,  the  beautiful  con- 

trol of  chapter  units  makes 
Mr.  Fast's  work  indeed,  as 
the  jacket  claims,  a  tour  de 
force.  We  feel  in  the  grip  of 
an  almost  Faulknerian  wan- 
weird,  and  the  book  is  pain- 

fully worth  reading. 
But  the  Inquisitor  is  the 

touchstone,  and  the  Inqui- 
sitor is  opaque.  The  problem 

of  entering  historical  vil- 
lains is  not  most  convincing- 

ly solved  by  showing  or  at- 
tempting to  show  that  they 

have  heails  too,  like  the  rest 
of  us,  and  that  they  feel 
pain.  Camus'  Caligula  and 
Dizenzo's  Nero  do  some- 

thing else:  in  a  technical 
sense  they  side  with  the  vil- 

lain; they  integrate,  and  out 
comes  the  terrible  living 
metaphor.  With  Mr.  Fast  we 
have  the  good  guys  and  the 
bad  guys,  and  no  matter 
how  unnervingly  it  is  told 
Torquemada  is  the  story  of 
King  Kong  with  a  heart  and 
how  he  frightened  us  all. 

LAUDABLE,  BUT  BORING 
By  SUE  STUTZ 

21  Years;  Randolph  Church- 
ill; 135  pp;  Weidenfeld  and Nicolson. 

Twenty-one  years  I  sup- 
pose is  amusing  when  read 

by  Randolph  Churchill,  his 
family,  and  friends.  Person- 

ally I  found  it  boring.  It  is 
an  erratic  account  of  a  va- 

riety  of   totally  unrelated 

events,  bound  together  bet- 
ween two  covers,  and  called 

(would  you  believe  it?)  an autobiography. 
Churchill  begins  with  a 

charming  account  of  bis 
early  childhood,  including such  intimate  details  as  his 
nightly  prayer.  Interesting 
to  Randolph  no  doubt  but 
really . . .  Who  cares? 

Well,  I  took  a  deep  breath 

Fantasy  (continued) 

of  his  fifth-century  kingdom. 
But  for  the  most  part,  the 
evil  and  despair  are  not  per- 

mitted to  become  final  and 
complete. 
Only  in  a  very  few  tales 

are  we  left  with  hopeless- 
ness and  chaos  — "A  Sound 

of  Thunder,"  for  example, 
where  one  man's  careless  ac- 

tion on  a  time-machine  hunt 
in  the  past  destroys  all  the 
gentleness  and  beauty  in  the 
future  world. 
Bradbury  has  a  deep  in- 

terest in  and  sympathy  for 
his  characters.  We  are  deep- 

ly moved  by  the  sorrow  of 
the  lonely  sea-monster  who 
responds  to  the  signal  of 
the  lighthouse  in  "The  Fog 
Horn."  He  creates  whole 
worlds  in  stories  like  "Dark 
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They  Were,  and  Golden- 
Eyed,"  and  makes  us  under- stand their  longing  for 
people  to  live  on  them  and 
belong  to  them.  The  earth- 
lings  who  merge  with  the 
planet  to  become  Martians 
in  this  story  gain  in  gentle- 

ness and  beauty,  two  very 
important  considerations  for 
Bradbury,  from  their  close 
and  intimate  connection 
with  the  living  soil  of  an- 

other world.  Once  again,  the 
dream  and  the  reality  have 
become  one,  and  the  syn- 

thesis is  beautiful  and  im- 

portant. The  44  stories  in  this  vol- 
ume provide  an  excellent  in- 

troduction to  Bradbury  for 
those  unfamiliar  with  his 
work,  while  old  fans  will 
find  many  of  their  favorites 
brought  conveniently  to 
gether. 

and  plodded  on.  I'm  not sure  what  Churchill  actual- 
ly did  from  1924  to  1928. 

There  is  little  mention  of 
himself  but  he  does  give  an 
amusing  account  of  many 
personalities  —  most  of 
whom  are  unknown  to  me 
and  I  would  be  delighted  to 
let  them  remain  so. 

I  must  be  fair.  Churchill 
does  present  some  rather 
enter ta i n i ng  s lories  of  his 
school  days  at  Eton.  Many 
of  his  pranks  are  to  be  ad- 

mired for  their  ingenuity. 
Congrats  also  to  Randolph 
for  having  survived  such  a 
Harrowing  experience. 
There  is  included  in  this 

"laudable  work"  a  number 
pi  excerpts  from  Churchill's diary  —  written  en  route 
from  England  to  Quebec. 
Some  interesting,  but  most 
totally  irrelevant. 
From  his  autobiography 

Churchill  seems  to  have 
been  a  singularily  lazy,  am- 
bitionless  young  man.  Fool- 

ishly (and  rather  unfortun- 
ately) he  tells  nothing  of  his 

life  "from  1932-1964.  3y  omit- ting especially  the  wai  years he  has  left  out  some  of  the 
most  exciting  events  of  his 
career,  (he  served  in  North 
Africa,  the  Middle  East,  Ita- 

ly, and  Yugoslavia  during the  war.)  But  I  suppose 
there  is  some  logic  in  that; 
adm  i  t  t  e  d  I  y  Twenty-one 
Years  is  a  better  title  than 

'Fifty-three  Years'. 

Canadian  broadcasting 

standards  slide  downhill 
By  STEPHEN  ZACKS 

The  Struggle  For  National Broadcasting  In  Canada,  By 
E.  Austin  Weir,  McClelland and  Stewart,  477  pages, 
$12.50. National  broadcasting  is 
deteriorating  in  Canada  con- cludes the  Fowler  Report  is. 
sued  in  September  1965. Holding  a  similar  view  is  E Austin  Weir,  the  author  of 
The  Struggle  For  National Broadcasting  In  Canada. 
A  long  association  with 

the  CBC — a  member  of  the 
first  executive  and  an  ad- 

visor since  retiring  —  gives 
Mr.  Weir  many  of  the  quali- fications  for  tackling  this difficult  task. 
Since  the  book  was  at 

press  when  the  Fowler  Re- 
port was  released,  Weir's comments  on  the  document 

were  confined  to  a  short  ap- 
pendix. However,  one  will 

find  that  many  of  the  con- 
clusions reached  by  Weir  in 

the  book  are  similar  lo  those of  the  Report. 
For  the  CBC,  the  early 

days  were  crucial  for  defiri 
ing  the  scope  of  its  activity. 
In  a  very  lively  and  detailed account  Weir  reveals  the 
confrontation  between  CBC 
Chairman  Leonard  Brocking- 
ton  and  the  then  Minister  of 
Transport,  C.  D,  Howe.  In 
1937  Howe  had  told  the  CBC 
to  devote  its  efforts  to  pro- 

gramming and  not  lo  con- 
cern itself  with  the  expan- 
sion of  publicly  owned  fa- 

cilities.   An  appeal  to  the 

Prime  Minister  (Mackenzie 

King)  reversed  Howe's stand;  according  to  Weir, this  decision  has  proved  and 
will  prove  to  be  of  everlast 
ing  benefit  to  Canada. 

The  remainder  of  the  book 
presents  the  entire  history of  broadcasting  in  Canada, 
with  many  incidents  singled 
out  for  a  more  detailed  dis- cussion. Because  Mr.  Weir 
shows  an  adeptness  for  pre- senting both  the  technical 
and  the  social  aspects  of  [he 
developments,  the  chronicle 
is  very  readable. This  history,  however, 

does  have  its  shortcomings' Because  of  Weir's  long  asso- ciation with  the  CBC.  be 
seems  to  give  one  the  im. 
pression  that  it  could  do  no 
wrong. 

Another  of  Weir's  Iheses with  which  I  personally 
must  take  exception  is  that 
the  CBC  has  held  Confedera- 

tion together.  If  I  have  in- terpreted Weir  correctly  in 
this  regard,  I  find  il  diffi- 

cult to  take  him  loo  serious- 
ly. For  it  seems  to  me  that the  CBC  has  resolved  ihe 

language  problem  in  ihe 
typically  Canadian  way— by creating  two  networks;  one 
French,  one  English. 

This  history  does  help  to 
fill  the  gap  in  relation  to 
one  of  Canada's  major  insti- tutions. As  such,  it  is  excel- 

lent preparatory  reading  for 
a  more  intelligent  and  un- 

derstanding approach  to  Ca- 
nadian broadcasting  and  ihe 

Fowler  Report. 

Reflects  concern  about  role 

of  technology  and  science 
Science  in  Canada:  Selec- 

tions from  the  Speeches  of 
E.VV.R.  Steacie,  edited  by 
J.  D.  Babbitt,  University  of Toronto  Press,  198  pages, 

$5.95. With  the  rapid  develop- 
ment of  science  and  techno- 
logy there  has  developed  a 

growing  concern  over  the role  these  should  play  in 
contemporary  society. 
The  late  Dr.  Steacie,  for 

ten  years  President  of  the National  Research  Council 
in  Canada,  was  one  of  the 
leading  figure,s  in  directing 
the  patterns  of  science  in 
this  country.  Throughout  his 
career,  Dr.  Steacie  was  op- 

posed to  the  int  rusion  of 
admistrative  considerations 
into  scientific  establish- ments. 
Dr.  Steacie  was  not  an 

academic  in  an  ivory  tower, 
but  rather  a  realist,  aware 
of  the  problems  of  scientific 
development.  He  realized  the 
need  for  the  universities 
to  be  free  to  direct  their 
scientific  enquiries  in  any 
areas  they  saw  fit.  He  stron- 

gly maintains  that  the  only 
real  responsibility  of  the 
university  is  to  remain  true 
to  their  purpose,  and  to 
decide  for  ihcmseKes  what 

will  best  fit  the  needs  ot 
government,  industry  and 
society  over  the  long  haul. 
He  also  holds  very  strongly 

the  view  that  an  education 
in  the  sciences  is  not  enough 
in  itself;  it  is  becoming  more 
necessary  for  one  to  have  a 
broad  and  rounded  educa- tion. 
Even  in  1958  Dr.  Steacie 

was  aware  of  the  scientific 
colonialism  developing  in 
Canada.  Our  Government, 
however,  has  been  appre- 

ciative of  American  contri- 
butions, and  may  govern- 

ment agencies  have  thus 
gone  out  of  their  way  to 
further  aid  industrial  scien- 

tific development.  According 
to  Dr.  Steacie  this  attitude 
is  not  good  enough;  he  sees 
no  reason  why  we  cannot 
excel  in  areas  of  scientific 
development  on  our  own. 
Mr.  Babbitt,  a  long-time 

associate  of  Dr.  Steacie,  has 
done  a  superb  job  in  editing 
his  speeches  and  presenting 
a  coherent  selection  of  the 
latter's  views.  Anyone  in- 

terested in  the  problems  sur- 
rounding science  and  govern- 

ment would  do  well  to 
consult  these  speeches. 

S.  L. 
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By  JOHN  CLUTE 

In  Cold  Blood,  by  Truman 
Capote;  Random  .House $6.95. 

Shana  Alexander,  in  a  re- 
cent Life,  pseudo-smarmies 

to  the  effect  that  Truman 

Capote  now  wishes  he'd never  called  In  Cold  Blood 
a  ••non-fiction  novel,"  and 
his  current  diffidence  can 
only  be  approved.  The  term 
is  lugubrious  and  lumpy, 
and  about  as  useful  as  call- 

ing a  sonata  a  "non-discrete suite."  I  think  we  should 
call  this  book  a  capote. 

In  Cold  Blood,  the  first 
full-fledged  capote,  is  an  ex- traordinarily fibrous  and 
porcelaincd  account  of  a 
number  of  violent  and  mean- 

ingless deaths,  and  if  that 
were  all  it  would  be  nothing 

but  good  journalism.  And 
indeed,  journalism  as  a  class 
of  writing  merges  slyly  into the  capote. 

For  the  sake  of  the  game, 
however,  a  preliminary  dis- tinction can  be  arrived  at: 
in  journalism  there  is  rela- tively little  gap  between  the 
events  narrated  and  the  for- mat chosen  to  narrate  them, 
journalism  is  straight,  while the  capote  is  formal. 

In  other  words,  the  capote 
has  an  aesthetic  end.  In  still 
other  words,  a  formal  struc- 

ture is  one  that  is  aestheti- 
cally  meaningful.  The 
straight  journalist  writing 
of  the  murder  of  the  Clutter 
family  in  Kansas  in  1959 
would  not.  except  in  the 
sense  that  he  parsed,  be 
able  to  write  meaningfully. 
His  narration,  being  straight, 

Three  views  of  sex 

By  MARILYN  BEKER 
Sexual  Morality:  Three 

Views;  Acland,  Bentley, 
Gough;  Arlington  Books;  82 
pages;  around  $2.00. 

Don't  expect  this  book  to 
save  your  wavering,  tenous 
virginity  or  prevent  you 
from  slipping  into  the  slime sexual  promiscuty. 
Sexual  Morality:  Three 

Views,  fails  dismally  as  a 
serious  commentary  on  the 
new  sexual  morality.  It  lacks 
the  sardonic  undertones  ne- 

cessary to  make  it  a  satirical 
comment,  and  certainly  it  is 
devoid  of  the  serious  percep- tion essential  in  an  earnest disservation. 

Comprised  of  three  short 
essays  on  morality,  the  book 
is  by  three  elderly  scholars, 
non  of  whom  is  beneath  the 
arid  age  of  nty.  The  sections 
are  entitled,  Chaclity  or 
What  by  Richard  Acland, 
The  New  Morality,  a  Christ- ian Comment  by  Canon  G.  B. 
Bentlev  and  Sexual  Morality 
by  Dr.  Clara  Lee  Gough. 

Each  piece  is  written  in  a 
style  that  would  befit  a 
religious  sermon  rather  than 
a  "don't  do  it"  essay.  Only 
the  Canon  manages  to  com- municate vaguely  by  using 
lay  terms,  a  glimmer  of  what 
the  book  could  have  been 
had  the  authors  been  in 

their  ripe  wicked  thirties and  of  Hefner  hue. 
The  Canon's  essay,  sand- wiched in  between  the  other 

two,  makes  them  seem  as 
ridiculous  as  if  they  were 
written  by  fragile,  pure  old 
women  who  think  of  nothing 
but  church  and  chill. 
The  entire  tone  of  the 
book  is  one  of  forboding. 
Sex  is  not  to  be  fooled  with. 
Chastity  is  good  not  because 
God  commands  is  but  God 
commands  it  because  it  is 
good.  In  fact,  there  is  no 
color  or  zest  in  the  presen- tation of  the  religious  views 
soaking  the  book,  and  cer- tainly there  is  a  marked  lack 
of  modernity  of  outlook. 

It  is  true  that  a  moral 
question  is  also  a  religious 
one  and  a  discussion  ot 
sexual  morality  would  not 
be  complete  without  at  least 
a  mention  of  religion,  but 
the  authors  of  the  book  go 
too  far.  What  they  have  writ- ten is  not  an  interesting 
comment  with  religious 
substantiation  but  a  spew 
of  dogma  that  is  tedious and  often  irrelevent. 

If  you  can  follow  the  sup- posedly logical  arguments 
lor  chastity  presented  in 
the  book  and  agree  whole- heartedly with  them  you 
are  probably  clairvoyant, malleable  and  celibate. 

would  not  have  a  formal 
structure  because  the  Clut 
ter  murders,  being  mean- 

ingless could  not  be  the  sub- 
ject of  an  unconscious  ca- pote —  that  is,  a  work  ol 

journalism  whose  subject- matter  contains  in  itself  (an 
example  is  the  attack  on 
Hiroshima)  a  structural 

punch. 
Here  is  the  story:  the 

Clutters  were  murdered  for 
money  they  did  not  at  the 
moment  possess  by  a  jerk- water punk  and  a  weirdie; 
afterwards  the  punk  and 
the  weirdie  remained  at 
loose,  and  very  aimlessly  so, 
for  about  six  weeks  while 
the  Kansas  police  searched 
desperately  for  a  clue;  the clue  came  fro  man  outside 
source  (the  police  efforts 
had  nothing  to  do  with  dis- lodging it);  the  punk  and the  weirdie  were  picked  up 
soon  after  the  police  got 
their  descriptions.  were 
given  an  unintelligent  but 
very  ordinary  trial,  lived  on death  row  for  several  years 
while  routine  appeals  were 
put  unsuccessfully  through routine  channels,  and  were 
finally  executed  in  1965. 

I  think  I  have  just  de- 
scribed a  suite.  I  haven't described  the  capote  In  Cold 

Blood  because  it's  a  sonata, all  I've  done  is  put  down 
the  messy  and  aimless  dode- cacophony  of  events  out  of 
which  the  book  is  fashioned. 
It  consists  of  four  parts. 
These  are  rougWy  chronolo- gical (though  they  overlap considerably);  their  main interest  lies  in  their  varying 
weights. 

The  first  section  is  a  com 
bination  of  two  themes:  a 
report  of  the  last  day  of  the Clutter  family  with  a  subtly 
interwoven  analysis  of  the 
lour  victims;  and  rather  like 
Gradus  ever-nearing  and  so 

hypnotically  grey  and  un- 
stoppable in  Pale  Fire  brief pictures  or  the  punk  and  the weirdie  as  they  approach 

their  destination.  The  mur- ders are  skipped  and  a  briel 
coda  shows  the  murderers back  home  again. 
The  second  section  is  also 

a  combination  of  two  main 
themes:  a  portrait  of  Alvin 

Dewey  and  his  fellow  offi- cers at  work  (futilely,  it 
turns  out);  and,  taking  up 
much  more  space,  the  story 
of  the  murderers  and  their 
silly  back-and-forlh  plignm- 
mages  across  the  southern U.S.A.  Their  past  lives  are 
examined  with  indefatigable delicacy. 

The  third  section  is  en- titled "Answer"  and  starts 
off  with  the  clue,  the  release 
of  which  the  murderers 
would  have  been  powerless 
to  prevent  and  the  police 
up  to  that  point  powerless to  effect.  The  placement  of 
the  clue  is  a  structural 
punch,  coming  as  it  does after  the  two  beautifully 
orchestrated  routes  of  futi- 

lity presented  in  the  second section.  The  murderers  are 
picked  up  and  confess  very 
graphically,  and  here  is 
where  Truman  Capote  des- 

cribes their  murders:  at  the 
moment  of  climax  in  his 
book,  not  at  the  moment  of 
occurrence.  That  this  mo- ment of  climax  corresponds 

with  the  actual  confessions 

is  attributable  to  Capote's skill,  not  to  any  convenient 
pattern  in  his  subject  mat- ter. 
The  last  section  serves  as 

a  coda  to  the  whole,  and 
ends  with  the  execution.  It is  brief  and  sad. 

It  is  the  essence  of  the 
capote  that  In  Cold  Blood 
is  able  to  surge  forth  to  a 
climax  whose  elements  are 
actually  fortuitous,  and 
that  it  is  able  to  do  so  with- 

out leaving  a  taste  of  mani- pulation on  the  palate.  This is  the  aesthetic  creed  of  the 
capote:  extract  from  the humdrum  and  the  aimlessly 
gruesome  a  formal  cadence, 
but  do  not  tell  a  lie.  It  takes 
gall,  and  there  are  several unresolved  problems:  for instance,  in  this  age  we 
know  that  the  observer  has 
an  effect  on  the  observed, 
and  what  of  the  observer  in this  book?  He  appears  as  a 
"journalist"  in  the  fourth 
section,  very  briefly,  and that's  all.  Ultimately  that 

is  not  enough.  The  capote- form  needs  clarification  in 
that  realm. 

But  In  Cold  Blood  can 

stand  as  a  preliminary  con- summation of  the  capote- form.  It  is  more  thorough 
and  purer  than  any  of  the un-capo(es  mentioned  by 

nitpicking  reviewers  who 

got  tripped  up  by  their  re- sistance to  the  notion  ot 
"non-fiction  novel."  The  art- 

fully burnished  veracity  oi 
In  Cold  Blood,  and  its  re- straint, are  emblems,  as  its 
author  knows,  of  a  trium- 

phal effort. 

Top-notch  fantasy 
By  DONNA  MASON 

Twice  22;  by  Ray  Bradbury; 
Doubleday;  $5.95. 

Ray  Bradbury,  at  his  best, 
is  one  of  the  best  writers  oi 
fantasy  around.  This  book, 
a  collection  of  the  stories from  The  Golden  Apples  of 
the  Sun  and  A  Medicine  for 
Melancholy,  is,  for  the  most 
part,  a  very  good  Bradbury. Basically,  all  the  stories 
in  this  volume  share  a  com- mon theme,  for  they  all  deal 
with  people  and  dreams,  and 
the  best  ones  are  those  in 
which  the  dream  becomes 
real  and  touches  the  lives  of 

-  others  —  for  example.  "The 
Meadow."  In  this  tale,  the 

old  watchman's  dream  about 
the  ruined  movie-sets  creates 
a  special  moment  lor  the man  who  own  them,  but 
never  noticed  them  before. 
It  is  this  special  moment, 
the  time  when  dream  and 
reality  merge  and  create 
their '  own  world  within  a 
man  that  fascinates  Brad- bury. 

Sometimes  the  dreams  are 
tinged  with  evil  or  a  certain 
inevitable  despair— the  old 
emperor  in  "The  Flying  Ma- chine" is  forced  to  destroy the  man  who  learned  to  fly 
and  the  wonderful  kite  he 
built,  because  they  are  a 
serious  threat  to  the  peace 

(Sec  "Bradbury",  R  15) 

WHAT'S  NEW  IN  PAPERBACK 
By  BEVERLY  PETERSON 
The  Books  In  My  Life, 

Henry  Miller,  Icon,  $1.75. Miller  discusses  the  books 
which  have  shaped  his  think- 

ing and  includes  a  list  of  the 
100  books  which  have  in- 

fluenced him  most. 
Dark  Conceit:  The  Making 

of  Allegory,  Edwin  Honlg, Oxford,  $1.80. 

An  exploration  of  the  me- thods and  ideas  that  go  into 
the  making  of  literary  alle- 

gory —  from  Spenser  and 
Bunyan  to  Melville.  Haw- thorne and  Kafka. 

The  Disappearance  of  God. 
J.  Hillis  Miller,  Schocken, 
$2.75. Five  full-length  studies  ot 
Victorian  writers  comprise 
a  basic  survey  of  the  age  of 
transition  to  modernity  in 
the  history  of  English  lite- rature. 

English  Philosophy  Since 
1900,  G.J.  Warnock,  Oxford, 
$1.40. 
A  highly  selective  com- mentary on  the  major  fig- 

ures and  trends  of  20th  cen- 
tury English  philosophy  em- phasizing Moore.  Russell, 

Wittgenstein,  Ryle,  Austin and  Strawson. 
English  Poetry  in  Quebec, 

edited  by  John  Glassco,  Mc 
Glil,  $1.95. The  texts  of  addresses  and 
poems  read  at   the  Foster 
Poetry  Conference  of  1963. 

An   Experiment   In  Criti- 

cism, C.S.  Lewis,  Cambridge 

$1.65. Lewis  here  makes  a  pro- 
vocative case  against  evalua- tive criticism. 

Hitler  Moves  East  1941- 
1943,  Paul  Carell,  Bantam, 

$1.25. A  dramatic  reconstruction 
of  Hitler's  disasterous  Rus- sian campaign. 

I  Lost  It  At  The  Movies, 
Pauline  Kael,  Bantam,  95c. Refreshing     criticism  of 
movies  new  and  old. 
The  MacArthur  Contro- versy and  American  Foreign 

Policy,  Richard  H.  Rovere  & Arthur  Schlesinger,  Jr., 
Noonday,  $3.15. 

New  preface  to  work  ori- 
ginally titled  "The  General and  the  President".  It  is  a 

useful  sourcebook  to  the  un- derstanding of  American 
foreign  policy  in  the  Far 
East. 

Napoleon,  Felix  Markham, Mentor,  956. 

A  startling  new  introduc- tion to  his  life  and  legend 
based  on  recently  discovered documents. 

The  Need  To  Be  Loved, Theodor  Reik,  Bantam,  75* 
An  examination  of  the  na- ture of  love  and  sexuality. 

The  book  cover  is  rather  off- 

putting. Preludes,  Conrad  Aiken, 
Oxford,  $1.80. 
The  author  call  the  "pre- ludes" an  'exploration  oE  the 

fragmented  ego,'  and  a  cele- 

bration of  the  extraordinary 
world  in  which  it  finds  it- 

self ..." 

Shame  And  Glory  Of  The Intellectuals,  Peter  Viereck, 
Capricorn,  $2.50. 
New  edition  in  paperback 

by  an  outstanding  spokes- man of  Conservatism. 

The  Spirit  Of  American Philosophy,  John  E.  Smith, Oxford,  $1.80. 
The  author  centres  his 

thought  on  the  philosophies 
of  Pierce,  James,  Royce,  De- 

wey and  Whitehead. 
the  Strange  Career  Of  Jim 

Crow,  C.  Vann  Woodward, Oxford,  $1.65. 
A  revised  and  expanded 

edition  of  this  landmark  in 
the  history  of  American  race relations. 

A  Study  Of  History,  2  vol- umes, Arnold  J.  Toynbee, 
Dell,  $1.95. 
D.C.  Somervell's  abridge- 

ment of  Toynbee's  monu- mental ten-volume  work. 
Vietnam:  The  Truth,  Wil- 

liam Warbey,  Merlin,  $2.65. 
The  author,  a  British  La- 

bour MP,  claims  that  in  or- 
der to  win  the  war  in  Viet- nam, the  West  has  to  push 

away  into  the  icebox  'all  mo- ral scrupules,  all  religious 
and  political  principles,  all 
regard  for  decency,  honour 

and  truth  . . . . " 
review 



Sex-crime  terms  called  inadequate     [says  society  takes  place By  ROZ  LOFSKY 
A  Toronto  lawyer  who  is 

attempting  to  rewrite  legal 
definitions    of   sex  crimes 

said  yesterday  that  terms 
like  "sex  offender"  and 
"gross  indecency"  are  ina- dequate. 

ALEX  GIGGEROFF 
— Pholo  by  JACK  NEWMAN 

Alex  Giggeroff  said  at  „ meeting  sponsored  by  The Humanist  and  Unitarian  So- 
ciety that  the  law  places  sex crimes  in  categories  which 

are  too  general  and  abstract. As  a  result,  he  said,  the courts  are  not  able  to  deal correctly  with  individual cases. 
The  Forensic  Clinic  of Toronto  Psychiatric  Hospi 

tal  will  publish  Mr.  Gigger- off's  findings  together  with his  suggestions  for  recon structing  the  law. 
Eighty  per  cent  of  all  sex offences  are  committed  by 

what  the  law  calls  "sex  of- 
fenders," he  said.  This  term is  used  to  describe  three smaller  categories  —  pedo philia  (crimes  against  child 

ren),  exhibitionism  and  ho- mosexuality. 
"Pedophilia,"  Mr.  Gig 

geroff  explained,  "are  child like  acts.  Usually  they amount  to  no  more  than looking,  touching  and  peek 
ing  under  the  skirt.' Exhibitionists  have  a  basic 
feeling  of  inadequacy,  he 
said.  They  can't  approach  a female  so  they  stand  back nude  as  if  to  proclaim "I'm  a  male!" 

The  vague  term  "gross  in 
decency"  legally  describes five  different  offences  rang- 

ing from  private  homosex 
uality  to  public  copulation 

OF  FAMILY  FOR  TODAY'S  MAN 

Hungarian  students  don't  complain By  GREG  WHINCUP 

Hungarian  university  stu- 
dents are  so  grateful  to  get 

an  education  that  they  don't criticize  the  system  and 
jeopardize  their  position, 
George  Meczo,  a  U  of  T 
graduate  who  participated 
in  the  1956  revolution  in 
Hungary,  said  Wednesday. 
Students  in  Budapest  live 
"like  kings"  he  told  a  WUS seminar  in  Sidney  Smith Hall. 

"Once  they  gain  admission to  the  university,  their  edu- cation, tuition,  board  and 
room,  and  a  generous  allow- 

ance is  all  provided  by  the government,"  he  said. 
Mr.  Meczo,  who  has  two 

brothers  now  studsing  in Hungary,  felt  that  the  revolt 
has  had  definite  results.  To- 

day, there  is  more  intellect- 
ual freedom  than  before, and  students  are  allowed  to 

travel  outside  the  Com- munist bloc. 

"Before  1956,  students were  placed  in  courses  ac- 
cording to  the  needs  of  the 

country,  and  not  the  apti- tude of  the  individual  stu- 
dent. You  did  a  good  job  be- 

cause of  your  native  intel- 
ligence, but  you  were  not 

happy.  Today,  students'  in- 
terests are  taken  into  ac- 

count, and  more  people  can 
learn  what  they  want  to 
learn." 
There  is  not  likely  to  be  an- 

other revolt,  because  of  the 

failure  of  the  first  one  and 
the  improvement  in  condi- 

tions over  the  country. 
"When  you  have  taken  part in  one  revolt  and  it  has  fail- 

ed, and  the  people,  from 
John  Foster  Dulles  down, 
who  promised  to  help  you 
have  found  it  impossible  to 
come,  you  do  not  want  to 
start  another,"  he  said. 

It  is  now  quite  possible 
for  graduates  of  Hungarian 

universities  to  do  graduate 
work  in  the  West,  and  Mec- 

zo hoped  that  his  brothers 
would  be  able  to  come  to 
Canada  under  more  favor- 

able conditions  tha  he  had. 
Conditions  for  university 

students  now  are  better 
than  ever.  "University  stu- dents are  a  race  apart  from 
the  rest  of  the  counry.  They 
live  better,  and  have  a  very 

high  status." 

By  GLORIA  WANDRESS 
Family  units  aren't  neces- sary for  man's  basic  needs anymore.  Society  is  now responsible. 
But  man  isn't  sure  what society  is  or  how  to  relate it.  Alienated  is  how  he  feels. Where  50  years  ago  he 

had  to  work  out  who  he was  in  his  family  unit,  now 
he  can  withdraw  from  it easily  if  it  makes  too  many 
demands.  Dr.  Charles  Ro- berts said  at  a  symposium 
on  alienation  Feb  '  12  at  Tri- nity College. 

Dr.  Roberts  is  the  direc- 
tor of  U  of  T's  new  C.  K. Clarke  Institute  of  Psychia- 
try. He  explained  that  the 

number  of  psychiatric  pa- tients who  felt  alienated 
hasn't  really  increased. 

'Society  has  changed  con- 
ceptually," he  said.  "What was  sciatica  now  can  be  di- 

agnosed as  having  a  psychia- tric basis. 
"There  are  many  people 

with  no  relationships  with 
their  families.  They  seek  this kind  of  relation  in  gangs 
and  in  social  movements," he  said. 
"There  is  a  difference  be- tween these  now  and  the 

groups  a  few  decades  ago. Where  before  the  group  ac- 
cepted an  adult  figure  of 

authority,  now  they  won't." The  Boy  Scouts  have  be- come the  Black  Diamond Riders. 

Another  member  of  Sat- 
urday's panel,  Dr.  B.  J. 

Quarrington,  associate  pro- 
fessor of  both  psychology 

and  psychiatry,  suggested that  alienation  was  really  a "transitory  experience,  a 
part  of  growing  up." "A  child  who  explores 
feels  alienated,"  he  said. "But  it  has  the  safe  retreat 
to  its  mother's  protection." If  there  is  no  secure mother  figure  for  a  child  to 
go  to  or  if  he  doesn't  trust his  mother  he  will  become 
a  bizarre  human,  Dr.  Quar- rington said. 
The  third  panel  member. 

Dr.  W.  E.  Mann  a  sociolo- gist at  Atkinson  College said  that  modern  man  was 
very  close  to  Karl  Marx' theory  of  estrangment. 
Marx  said  people  are  cut otf  from  their  own  feelings because  they  are  detached from  their  work.  Thev  have 

no  real  part  in  what  thev 

make.  J 
Cut  off  from  their  feel- ings, unable  to  recognize emotions,  people  become thinking  machines  estranged from  the  inner  psyche.  Dr. Mann  said. 
"An  estranged  person  sees 

everything  as  a  means  to  an end.  He  has  no  real  warmth for  natural  things  or  for 
other  animals,"  Dr.  Mann explained.  "He  sees  a  tree 
only  as  timber.  He  has  no sense  of  values;  he  is  now 
on  a  sea  of  floating  debris. "Society  needs  to  be  re- constructed," Dr.  Mann  said. 
"It  must  develop  a  philoso- 

phy that  will  foster  action to  reach  satisfying  goals 
instead  of  emphasizing  a fierce  struggle  to  get  and 
consume  things." 

ELECTED  SAC-TYPES 
The  following  candidates  were  elected  to  the  Students Administrative  Council  for  1966-67  in  yesterday's  election: Forestry:  T.  J.  Jaeger  (III  For.). 
Medicine:  Seldon  Wagner  (II  Meds),  John  R.  Carlisle 

(III  Meds). 
Music:  Paul  Darby  (I  Mus.). 

Nursing:  Mary  Attersley  (II  Nurs.). 
Trinity:  Steven  Traviss  (III  Trin.). 
University  College:  Ernie  Lightman  (III  UC),  Gurston 

Dacks  (III  UC),  John  Treleaven  (III  UC),  Doug  Hay  (III UC),  Jennifer  Penny  (I  UC). 
Victoria  College:  Tom  Faulkner  (III  Vic),  George  Flak (III  Vic),  Charles  Campbell  (III  Vic),  Kathy  Watson  (II Vic),  Don  Paterson  (II  Vic). 

MEETING  WENT  ON  AND  ON 
The  Wednesday  SAC  meeting  was  finally  adjourned  at 12.45  Thursday  morning  after  five  and  one-quarter  hours  of bylaws,  motions,  and  commission  reports. 
Some  of  the  bylaws  amended,  changed,  and  discussed concerned  the  External  Affairs  Commission,  CUS  co-ordina- tor.  honor  awards,  appointments,  weekend  exchanges,  de- bating, and  the  International  Students  Relations  Committee. The  Internal  Affairs  Commission  was  split  into  the new  Education  and  Services  Commission. 
The  original  name  of  the  Education  Commission  was 

Cultural  Affairs,  but  the  name  was  changed,  Anna  Beth 
Doyle  (IV  Vic)  explained,  "because  people  laughed." 

The  meeting  came  to  an  end  when,  as  discussion  began 
on  the  Communications  Commission  budget,  commission 
member  Joy  Satok  pointed  out  a  quorum  was  not  present. 
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NO  STUDENTS  AT  BURSARY  MEE
TING 

By  GWEN  GROVES 

A  SAC  commitlee  on  bursaries  met  in  Sidney  Smit
h 

Hall  Wedtsd°ay™nd  yesterday  to  hear  students'  grieva
nces on  the  bursary  program. 

Three  members  of  the  committee  were  there.  No
  stu- dents  came. 

Tim  Smith  (IV  Vic),  SAC  Internal  Affairs  Commi
ssion- 

er and™  memblr  of  the'  bursary  committee ^  said  the  com mit.ee  has  already  decided  to  recommend  that  a
ll  tudents 

achieved  66  per  cent  in  the  previous  year. 

The  committee  also  backs  the  Bladen  Report  reco
m- 

a  v-cjous  ctrcle^sa-d  Stan  Emer son 

render  you  ineligible  for  present  bursary  a.d. 

Th„  committee  also  plans  to  propose  that  no  sch
olar- The  committee  a.su  u  e|iminate  most  of  the 

through  the  increaesd  bursary  fund,  said  Emerso
n. 

The  committee  plans  to  publish  in  next  year
's  student 

handbook  the  procedure  which  a  student  must 
 follow  m 

applying  for  a  bursary. 

"The  big  problem",  said  Smith,  "is  that  the  st
udents 

do  not  get  enough  money,  even  when  they  are  el
igible.  Th 

is  due  to  a  lack  of  funds.  At  the  moment,  there 
 are  200 

applicants  at  Vic  and  not  a  penny  in  the  till 

Ask  faculty  to  si
gn  Viet  Nam  lette

r *  -  _    ..   »  „_j     t»H  States.  "Canada  s 

Some  900  U  of  T  faculty 
were  asked  Thursday  to 

sign  an  open  letter  protest- ing Canadian  involvment  in the  Viet  Nam  war. 
The  letter  is  being  circu- 

lated by  part  of  the  Student Union  for  Peace  Action  in 
connection  with  a  teach-in, 
a  vigil,  a  sit-in  and  demon- strations being  planned  for 
Ottawa  March  2-5. The  letter  has  already 

been  signed  by  nine  promi- nent members  of  the  U  of  T 

staff,  as  well  as  staff  mem- bers from  the  University  of 
British  Columbia,  Sir  George 
Williams  University,  Mc- 
Master  University,  and  Trent University. 

The  letter  will  be  present- 
ed to  members  of  Parlia- 

ment March.  2  at  the  begin- 
ning of  the  action.  But  SUPA 

spokesmen  said  the  letter 
and  action  are  separate  — 
to  sign  the  letter  is  not  ne- cessarily to  endorse  the action.  .  . 

The  committee  last  night 

released  a  tentative  time- table for  the  action.  The 
action  now  is  to  begin  Wed- 

nesday, March  2,  with  pre- sentation of  the  letter  to 

members  of  Parliament  and 
the  beginning  of  a  two-day 
teach-in  on  Canada's  role in  Viet  Nam. 
After  the  teachrin.  there 

will  be  a  vigil  and  demon- stration at  Parliament  Hill 

on  Friday.  March  4.  A  sit-in 
is  to  form  part  of  the  de- monstration. 

Saturday  there  will  be  an- other demonstration. 

Initial  signers  of  the  let- 
ter at  U  of  T  include  North- 

rop Frye,  principal  of  Vic- toria College,  John  M.  Rob- son  of  the  Victoria  English 

Department,  S.  H.  E.  Clark- son  of  the  Political  Economy 

Department  and  K.  W.  Mc- 
Naught  of  the  History  De- partment. Other  U  of  T  signers  are 
professors  Donald  Willmott, Chandler  Davis,  Melville  H. 
Watkins,  Donald  Creighton, 
and  C.  Brough  Macpherson. 

George  Grant,  head  of  the 
department  of  religion  at McMaster  and  author  of  the 
recent  book  Lament  for  a 
Nation  also  is  among  the 

signers. 
The  open  letter  says  Ca- nada's economy  is  closely 

linked  with,  that  of  the  Unt- 
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ted  States.  "Canada  sells  the 
United  States  large  quanti- ties of  resources  used  in 
war  production  .  .  . "Factories  in  Canada  have 

been  permitted  to  sell  mili- tary equipment,  including 
Caribou  aircraft  and  heli- 

copter parts,  for  use  in  Viet 
Nam  by  the  Aemrican  arm- ed forces  ... "Canada's  government  has 

publicly  echoed  the  Ameri- can interpretation  of  events 
in  Viet  Nam,  and  continues 
to  voice  support  of  her  mili- 

tary actions  there "Canada  seems  to  have 

given  way  to  .  .  .American 
demands,  for  fear  of  eco- nomic reprisal."  _ 

The  letter  also  criticizes 
the  record  of  the  Canadian 

delegation  to  the  Interna- tional Control  Commission, 

set  up  to  supervise  imple- mentation of  the  15151 
Geneva  Accords  on  Viet Nam. 

When  the  U.S.  began 
bombing  North  Viet  Nam  a 

year  ago,  the  letter  says,  the Canadian  delegation  failed 
to  condemn  this  action  and 

produced  a  minority  re- 

port emphasizing  infiltra- tion from  the  north,  —  the 
U.S.  reason  for  the  bomb- 
ing. 

The  letter  calls  for  an 
immediate  and  full  debate 
on  these  matters  of  urgent 

national  importance  in  Par- 
liament, in  order  that  Ca- nada may  move  beyond  the 

limitations  of  our  current 
actions  and  contributions  to 
peace  in  Viet  Nam."  

U  of  T  radio  expanding 

|  to  broadcast  over  three 

Metro  area  stations 

University  of  Toronto  Ra- dio will  shortly  be  heard  on 
three  stations  in  Metro. 
Besides  CJRT-FM,  which 

already  carries  University 
of  Toronto  Report,  and  Col- 

lege Circuit,  CHFI-AM,  will 
carry  The  University  of  To- ronto on  the  Air,  a  weekly 
two-hour  program,  and 
CKFH  will  carry  a  lS  minute 

program  to  be  heard  three 
evenings  a  week.  Arrange- ments have  also  been  made 
with  a  fourth  station. 

George  Flak,  SAC  Com- munications Commissioner, 
said  U  of  T  Radio  now  will be  able  to  accomplish  its 
original  objective.  With  the larger  amount  of  program 
time,  we  will  be  able  to  let 

a  greater  public  know  "what we  feel  is  right  or  wrong 
with  this  world,"  Flak  said. 

But  Alan  Gold,  Radio  Di- 
rector, said,  "Though  our 

programming  will  be  aca- demic and  informative,  it  is 
designed  to  be,  above  all. 

entertaining." 
U  of  T  RADIO 91.1  FM      5:30  -  6  p.m. 

FRIDAY:  Campus  Poll:  Host  Steven 
Trosler  osks  students:  Are 
you  In  favour  of  retaining the  death  penalty? Billboard  with  Peter  Stamp. 

PLEASE  LEAVE  PROMOTIONAL 
MATERIAL  AND  ANNOUNCEMENTS 

AT 
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EIGHT  TITLES  IN  NINE  YFARS 

Seek  to  prolong  domination Ru    PFTFR    U^rDCATU  T   ,  .... By  PETER  McCREATH 

Varsity's  swimming  Blues visit  London  to  defend  their 
OQAA  title  at  Western's 
Thames  pool  today  and  Sat- 
urday. 

Blues  have  won  the  title 
eight  of  the  past  nine  years. 

First  and  second  place 
Finishers  at  the  champion- 

ships this  weekend  will  qua- 
lify for  the  CIAU  meet  to 

be  held  next  week  at  Uni- 
versity of  British  Columbia. 

Dick  Pound,  current  Brit- 
ish Empire  games  champ- 
ion, will  lead  McGill  Red- 

men,  expected  to  be  Varsity's 
chief  competition,  along 
with  OQAA  backstroke  rec- 

ord-holder, Bill  Peers,  and diver  Paul  Gravel. 
Doug  Bishop  is  expected 

to  be  Queen's  major  threat in  the  200  back  and  200  in- 
dividual medley.  Veteran 

freestylers  Don  Guthrie  and 
Rod  Govan  carry  Western's 
major  hope  for  victory. 
Blues  again   will  provide 

the  meet  with  the  team  to 
beat,  led  by  veteran  free- 

•  stylers    Peter  Richardson, 
Theo  van  Ryn,  Tom  Verth, 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

John  Weekes  and  Alan  Pyle Rookies  Chris  Fisher  and Steve  Gerring  will  see  their first  OQAA  championship competition. 
Varsity's  Graeme  Barber will  likely  retain  his  200 

butterfly  title,  and  Blues' Mike  Chapelle  will  be  out  to 

upset  M.Gill's  Haites  who defeated  him  last  year FROM  THE  DEPTHS: 
Key  to  meet,  as  last  vear should  be  the  relays.  If  Mc- Gill hopes  to  take  the championship,  they  win likely  have  to  knock  off Varsity  in  the  400  medley. 

Injury  riddled  grapplers 

try  for  college  crowo By  BOB  CLARK 
Varsity's  wrestling  Blues left  last  night  for  their  own McGill  week-end,  to  attend 

the  OQAA  wrestling  champ- 
ionships today  and  tomor- row. 

Rodger  Doner  (167  1b) 
and  Larry  Angus  (1571b) 
lead  the  grapplers  into  ac- 

tion, carrying  Blues'  best chances  of  victory.  Varsity, 
consistenly  weakened  by  in- 

juries, will  have  a  tough 
time  holding  their  thfrd 
place  finish  of  last  year. 
They  will  have  to  count  on 
a  couple  of  upsets  it  they 

are  to  improve. 
Ron  Wilson  makes  his 

first  appearance  for  the Blues  in  the  145-ib  class. Rick  Keston  carries  Var- 
sity's colours  in  the  130-lb 

Ed  Duffield,  in  the  137-lb' John  Perkins  (1771b),  Bruce Searle  (I91-lb)  and  Peep Kor'gemagi  concludes  Blues competition  in  the  heavy- weight. Other  competitors  at  the championships  include  de- fending champion  Western 
Mustangs,  Guelph,  last  year's runner-up,  Queen's,  McMas- ter  and  Waterloo. 

Photo  finish  favors  St.  Mikes,  SPS By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

The  race  for  playoff  po- 
sitions in  group  I  of  the  in- 

ierfaculty  hockey  league 
has  ended  in  a  photo  finish. 
Two  teams,  St.  Mike's  A  and 

■,Sr.  Engineering,  moved  into 
the  Jennings  Cup  champ- 

ionship on  the  strength  of 
victories  in  their  respective 
final  games  of  the  schedule. 
Law  I  had  already  clinched 
first  place  on  the  third  and 
final  playoff  berth. 

St.  Mike's  A,  after  a  slow start  this  season,  put  the finishing  touches  on  a  great rally  with  a  5  0  drubbino  of PHE  A. 
Lucio  Cengarle  was  the 

big  gun  for  the  Irish  as  he 
fired  two  goals.  Bob  Sulli- 

van, Mike  Riddell  and  Don Shanahan  each  counted 
singletons  for  the  winners 
while  John  Jacquemain chalked  up  the  shutout. 

Single  goals  by  Gord  Fra- ser.  Bill  Lennard  and  Don 
Smith  provided  Sr.  Engin- eering witn  a  3.,  win  Qver 
V'c  I  as  the  engineers  wrap- ped up  second  place  and the  accompanying  playoff position. 
Doug  Jones  notched  the lone  Vic  goal  as  the  scarlet and  gold  faded  from  the Playoff  picture  as  a  result °f  the  loss. 
In  group  II,  Dents  A  took 

a  4-2  decision  from  Trinity A  to  nail  down  first  place. a°th  teams  had  previously assured  themselves  of  play- off spots. 
.  The  scoring  for  the  dent- 
'Sts  was  evenly  divided among    Ron  Heitbohmer. 

Jim  Miles,  Bob  Duggan  and 
■  Ron  Smith  while  Joost  Bak- 
ker  and  John  Thomas  re- 

plied for  the  losers. 
BASKETBALL 

St.  Mike's  A  continued  to show  their  mastery  in  this 
year's  edition  of  group  I as  they  downed  Vic  I,  49- 38.  The  win  for  the  Irish 
left  them  with  twenty 
points,  eight  ahead  of  sec- 

ond place  U.C.  I.  Both  teams have  clinched  playoff  berths while  Vic,  Sr.  Engineering and  Meds  A  are  battling  Tor 
the  third  and  final  spol. 
Mike  Roney  and  Ray 

Schaedler  paced  the  win 
over  Vic  with  seventeen 
and  fourteen  points  respec- 

tively while  Doug  Long  was 
the  best  of  the  losers  with ten. 

WATER  POLO 
In  the  lone  interfaculty league  match  scheduled, Larry  Gardner  and  Bob 

Page  each  scored  two  goals as  Pre-Mcds  second  year 
edged  St.  Mike's  B,  7-6. Lionell  Mandell,  Paul  Kent and  Dave  utlin  each  added singletons  for  the  doctors while  Mike  Thomas  bagged 

.  five  goals  in  a  fine  losing effort,  Frank  McGoldrick added  the  remaining  tally for  the  Irish. HOCKEY GROUP  1 
FINAL  STANDINGS 

if",1   10  3 

BASKETBALL 
GROUP  I 

Sr  Eng. 
Vic  1 
Meds  A 

Track  meet  in  Gardens 
Two  U  of  T  relay  teams 

are  competing  in  the  Tele- 
gram Maple  Leaf  Games  to- 

night at  Maple  Leaf  Gardens. 
A  four  by  a  quarter  mile 

relay  composed  of  Dave  Qui- 
bell,  Dave  Bailey,  John  Loar- 
ing  and  Uwe  Sharge  will 
run  against  college  competi- tion. 

Bailey  and  Loaring  are 
scheduled  to  double  with 
Doug  Macdougall  and  Walt 
Nichiporeck  in  the  two  miie 
relay  against  open  teams. 
Two  weeks  ago  this  quartet 
set  a  new  Canadian  record 
of  7:49  at  East  Lansing 
where  they  finished  third. 
Coach  Fred  Foot  is  much 
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enthused  with  this  parti«__ 
lar  team  and  confidently 
predicts  a  Varsity  victory. 

In  Fridays  college  meet, 
take  place  in  the  afternoon 
at  the  Gardens,  Varsity  is 
loaded  down  with  competi- 

tors in  the  two  mile.  Water- 
loo's Bob  Finlay  will  meel 

Toronto's  Jim  Ellerton 
whom  lie  just  edged  in  an 
exci  ling  race  a  year  ago. 
Also  in  the  two  are  Peter 
Thompson,  Dave  Toi.e 
Bruce  Thompson  and  Brian Richards. 
Blues  are  also  scheduled 

to  compete  the  next  day  in 
Rochester.  Fool  intends  lo 
enter  his  athletes  in  a  lot 
of  individual  events 
forego  the  relays. 

Szandtner,  parker  drafted 

but  not  for  Viet  Nam 
Special  to  the  Varsity 
At  least  two  Varsity 

Blues  have  been  exiled  to 
the  worst  team  in  Cana- 

dian professional  foot- ball. 

Andy  Szandtner  and 
Ranny  Parker  were  select- 

ed as  second  and  third 
respectively  by  Toronto 
Argonauts  in  the  Cana- 

dian Football  League's annual  college  draft  last 
night. Sznadtner,  a  defensive halfback  with  Blues,  was 
selected  to  the  Senior  In- tercollegiate Football 
League's  all-star  team. 

Parker,    a  linebacker 

who  barely  missed  the SIFL  all-star  team,  was awarded  the  Copp  Trophv this  year. 
The  trophy  goes  to  the 

player  who,  by  his  sports- manship, character  and ability  is  adjudtrcd  most 
valuable  by  his  team- mates. 

Parker  won  a  job  with 
Toronto  Rifles  of  the  Con- tinental Football  League 
last  summer  but  rejected a  contract  to  return  to 
Varsity. 

He  has  one  more  year 

to  complete  before"  he graduates  from  his  archi- tecture course  and  is  still 
eligible  for  college  ball. 

Bird  Blues  to  Kingston 
By  BOB  CLARK 

University  of  Toronto's badminton  Blues  ventured 
off  to  the  wilds  of  Kingston, Saturday,  in  an  attempt  to unseat  McGill  Redmen  as 
intercollegiate  badminton champions. 
John  Gilbert  leads  the 

western  champion  Blues  as the  number  one  man,  with 
John  Patterson  as  number 
two,  Tim  Smith,  number 
three,  and  Milt  Hees,  num- 

ber four. 
Western  division  singles 

champion,  John  MacDougall 

of  McMaster  will  battle  °he eastern  champion,  Siak  Lee 
or  Queen's  for  the  individual singles  championship. Varsity's  number  o  i  e doubles  team  of  Gilbert  and Smith,  western  division champions,  will  face  eastirn 
doubles  champions  Sin  Lam 
Chan  and  Patrick  So  of  Mc- Gill for  the  OQAA  doubles 
title. 

things  go 

better,j 

Coke 

The  world  s  a  stage,  the  thirst's  assuaged!  Take  time put  tor  the  unmistakable  taste  of  ice-cold  Coca-Cola Lifts  your  spirits,  boosts  your  energy . . . 



Can  lose  everything  
tonight 

or  win  crown  tomo
rrow 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 

Varsity  Blues  have  no- 
thing to  gain  and  every- thing to  lose  when  they 

play  McMaster  Marlins  at Varsity  Arena,  tonight. 
Blues,  one  point  out  of 

first  place,  can  not  clinch 
the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Hockey  League  title  and 
the  Queen's  Cup  with  a 
win  but  could  lose  it  with a  loss. 

Blues  must  win  tonight 
and  tomorrow  in  Guelpll 
lu  regain  the  Cup  which 
they  lost  last  year  to 
Montreal  Carabins. 

It  seems  unlikely  they 
could  lose  to  Marlins  but 
with  the  number  of  up- 

sets which  have  occured 
this  season,  nothing  is 
certain. 
Waterloo  Warriors 

went  into  a  game  with 
Marlins  expecting  to  chalk 
up  two  points  but  came out  on  the  short  end  ol 
a  4-3  score. 

This  loss  knocked  them 
out  of  title  contention. 

Blues  however,  have  a 
number  of  things  going 
lor  them.  Three  Blues, 
Henry  Monleith,  Cord 
Cunningham  and  Ward 
Passi,  arc  fighting  for  the 
SIHL  scoring  crown. 
And  Blues'  goaltending 

combination  of  Bill  Stew- ait  and  John  Wrigley 
have  a  good  chance  of 
ending  Western's  Gary Bonney's  hold  on  the 
goaltending  honors. 
In  addition,  Marlins 

have  lost  their  all-star  de- fenceman  Jim  McKendry, 
due  to  a  kidney  ailment. 

Still,  the  biggest  incen- 
tive of  all  is  the  Queen's Cup  and  a  loss  to  a  team 

they  have  already  defeat- ed "three  times  this  sea- 
son, once  by  14-2  score, would  be  more  than  a 

little  embarassing. 
Tomorrow  afternoon, 

Blues  lake  on  last  place 
Guelph  Redmen.  Redmen 
have  won  only  twice  in 
14  starts  this  season  and 
disnlaycd  a  decided  lack 
of  ability  in  their  1-2  loss 
to  Blues  earlier  in  the 

year. 
The  only  bright  spot 

fur  Redmen  this  season 
lias  been  the  performance 
of  their  two  goaltenders, 
Gary  Landers  and  Jim 
Ilorton,  a  former  St.  Ca- tharines Black  Hawk. 
Landers  sports  a  4.73 

goals-against  average 
while  Horton's  is  6.38. 
Horton  however,  was  in 
goal  when  Guelph  met Blues. 

Guelph's   problem  has 

been  scoring-  They  have 
exhibited  a  large  inabilily 
to  put  anything  in  the net  but  a  few  flakes  of 
snow,  averaging  only  2.64 
goals  per  game. The  fact  that  Redmen 
play  host  to  fourth  place Laval  Rouge  et  Or  tonight 
does  not  enhance  their 
chances. LEFTOVERS:  John 
Wrigley  will  be  in  the  nets 
tonight  and  Bill  Stewart 
gets  the  call  against  Red- men  . . .  University  of  Al- 

berta at  Edmonton  ap- 
pears to  be  the  best  in  the 

west . . .  Manitoba,  Cana- 
da's representatives  to  the 

World  Student  Games  fi- nished well  back  of  the 
leaders  in  the  west  .  .  . 
Game  time  is  8  p.m. . . . 

GOALTENDERS'  RECORDS GP  GA  SO  Avg. Bonney,  West         14  42  2  3  00 
Rceson,,  West.        1  4  0  4.00 Western  Tolols       IS  46  2  3  07 
Stewort,  Toronto  8*S  31  0  3.59 Wtlglcy,  Toronto  5'/j  13  0  2.44 Toronto  Totols        14  44  0  3.14 Grenier,  Lovol        12  38  1  3.17 Arsenoult,  Lovol      2  14  0  7  00 Lovol  Totols            14  52  1  3.71 
Popkey,  Woterloo  11  39  I  3  56 Soden  Woterloo      3  15  0  5  00 Waterloo  Totals      14  54  1  3.86 Poitros.  Mont.       9'/i  51  0  5.37 Lorroin,  Mont.    .    3  15  0  5  00 Bertrond,  Mont.      Va  1  0  2  00 Montteol  Totals     13  67  0  5.15 Londors.  Guelph  8%  41  0  4  73 Horton,  Goelph    5'/j  34  0  6  38 Gaelph  Totols        14  75  0  5.36 
Douolos.  Queen's    15  84  0  5  60 Walters,  McGIII      13  73  0  5.62 Young,  McMoster  12  76  0  6.33 Poyne,  McMoster    2  14  0  7.00 MeMostcr  Totals    14  90  0  6.43 

Hard  working  Lancers 

favored  in  cage  tournament 

BILL  WOLOSHYN 

He  plays  "pretty  good  ball" 

By  RICH  PYNE 
This  morning  at  8:30 

Varsity  Blues  cagers 
boarded  the  train  for 
their  last  games  of  the 
season,  to-night  and  to- 

morrow night  in  Wind- 

sor.- 

Blues  play  Windsor  at 
8:30  p.m.  following  the 

opening  Waterloo-Queen's 

game. 
Saturday  the  losers  of 

the  first  round  play  for 
the  consolation  title  in 
the  opener  followed  by 
the  championship  con- test. 

On  their  season's  rec- ord, Windsor  must  be 
seeded  first  especially 
with  the  advantage  they 
hold  playing  on  their home  court. 

In  the  other  match,  the 
favorite  will  undoubtedly 
be  Waterloo  since  Queen's has  been  playing  in  a 
much  weaker  league  all 

year. 
In  addition.  Queen's have  the  disadvantage  of  a 

substantially  shorter  sea- son. The  six  game  eastern 
loop  did  not  start  until well  after  Christmas  when Blues  had  already  played 
tour  games. 

For  the  last  three  years 
Windsor  has  won  the  Wil- 

son Cup  which  is  given 
to  the  Senior  Intercolle- 

giate championship  team. However  Windsor  has  not 
always  dominated  the 
League  as  they  have  in 
recent  years.  The  Cup 
has  gone  to  Western  18 times,  Toronto  13,  McGill 
1 1 ,  Queen's  5  and  Windsor 
only  six.  There's  always 
a  catch  however.  Wind- 

sor has  spent  consider- ably fewer  years  in  OQAA 
competition  than  the  rest of  the  teams. 
What  has  made  Wind- sor dominate  the  league, 

at  least  this  year  if  not  in 
the  past? 
Lancer  coach  Bob  Sa- 

maras is  not  too  enlight- 
ening as  far  as  this  parti- cular aspect  of  his  team 

is  concerned. "Well,"  said  Samaras 
thoughtfully,  "the  boys take  their  ball  seriously 

and  work  hard." A  profound  statement! —  but  not  quite  satisfac- 
tory. It's  fine  to  say  Wind- sor bovs  take  their  ball 

seriously  but  every  Var- sity team  takes  their  ball 
extremely  seriously  — even  Guelph. 

Perhaps  the  fact  the 
question  was  asked  at half-time  when  Lancers 
held  only  a  scant  one- 

point  lead  4544  may  have inhibited  him  a  bit  from 
a  provocative  answer  (if there  is  one).  Maybe  a 
little  prodding  would 
yield  better  results,  so  .  . "Windsor's  pretty  close 
to  the  States  and  U.S.  ball 
players  are  undoubtedly better  than  ours.  Perhaps 
this  could  account  for 
Lancers'  excellent  record. 
This  is  generally  the 

accepted  reason,  in  Tor- 
onto at  least,  for  Wind- sor's proficiency.  This 

year  for  example  Windsor has  at  least  two  players from  Detroit.  Typically, 
they  finished  first  and 
fourth  in  individual  scor- 

ing. 

"Well,"  again  said  Sa- 
maras, "I  don't  think  so. Canadians  play  pretty 

good  ball  too." 
This  observation  was 

followed  by  a  fairly  ex- tensive account  about 

why  Windsor  doesn't  de- pend on  American  talent. 
There  must  be  some  ex- 

planation for  Windsor's domination  whether  it 
lies  in  the  U.S.  or  not. 
Samaras  didn't  offer  any 
definite  solution.  Per- 

haps it  is  the  greater  op- 
portunity to  play  Ameri- can teams,  perhaps  it  is 

the  hard  work  of  Samaras. 



BLOOD  DRIVE 

STARTS  TUESDAY 

ACCOMMODATION  NEEDED By  ANDREW  SZENDE 

™»S  C^rsT^  f<~dation 
sident  Claude  BiLlI, T th "president^ °ff'Clals',  led  "y  Pre- was  released  over  the  weekend  "Ual  Report  that Dr.  Bissell  warned  thnf  +k„ 
obligations"  now  are  so  serious  thT^"'^  "residen«al now  only  at  the  risk  of  nrofn^L     '^*ey.  can  be  delayed 
University."  '  Profound  and  lasting  injury  to  the 

he  sat  De°an  E^sfsTrlufk "  *  «n,duate  a<=c°mmodation, terms.  S,rfUCk  agreed         him  in  vehement 

wouwTecometutlnouS  '[TtjT^  *"  Si'Uati™ of  expansion  and  frustrate  the  Hn  '  the  planned  rate 
its  graduate  ̂ o^Z^'^Z^  °f  d°Ublin* 

approxlmatly^no^sinirand6  ST*^  accomm°dation  for 
Dr.  Bissell  s/ates  "The  Ltual  need't  g™duate  s'^nts," 
i.800  and  will  rise  rapid" t' he  rfea^fu^re"""1'™13'^  * 
in  resMe^VIS.^Tt'ihrones'i100/  ̂   gradUate  Stud»* 
residence  in  an  under^raSual  aSS6y  C°"ege)  "inTOlve 
suitable  to  the  nZf  T^t?^™™  Whi°h  * 

^Tlgtl™™***^  Pr°Wem  °f  ™arried  ̂  
per  cent,  is  married     g        gradUate  StUdents'  almost  5° 

■wlwSte  toansonman^oe[  ftenr  '"J?*??  StUdentS  what  * 
■easonab,e  -SoM^*^  ^'^o^ 
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director  of  the  university  Housing  Service    JX  Bradf°rd' He  states  that  approximately  7.000  underaradnates  i;„„ 

DrCaSFss:i,r  hmi?g  a«°mmoda«°" nection:  *W°  mteresting  comments  in  this  con- 

unive^i,!"^5'5  th3t  Whe"  land  becomes  available  the 

for  H^Ef  a'!S  haVe  a  pIace  °n  the  «mpus,"  he  continues  " 
v"  h  i  s  ba *crDh^l0irntr  "£  the  ̂Vrative  residence messianic  htLfP  f,  Phy  °f  shared  responsibility  and  its messianic  behef  m  the  virtue  of  human  association." 

Engineering  strife  grows 

*■  s^atdT  the°rlnk?^  the^^'S,^^0"  ̂  
Friday  S  thPreSident  F^nk  Va"°  toId  Tl,c  Varsity  on 

«*A13« the  candidates' Lder 
Wei/ om.  tefrm^d  the  statem™t  made  Thursday  by  Don 
S'and^^f  fuccessful  candidates,  "completelyy  uns- ocial  and  added  that  "my  policy  statement  still  stands/' 
engiJeel'LStrateTnt' "ead.  t0  Wednesday's  SAC  meeting  by 
nam    i ,  ,b '  P,  JIm  H,ggms  (IV  APSC>'  Va"°  said:  "The 

„    „  committee  report  were  the  members ctea  and  no  further  statement  will  be  made." 
finish  t  h°PldHThe  „Va,rSity  °"  Thursday  that  »>e  order  of 
emPlaeSreS\fShC"bned"  W3S    0fficia1'"  and  said  was 

^^Am^10'  °f  PubliCation5  a"d  Publicity  for  the 

varsity TORONTO 

Dr.  Bissell  savs: 
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No  menace  in  "multiversity" 
After  denying  that  -the 

term  "multiversity"  has menacing  overtones,  Presi- dent Claude  Bissell,  in  his 
Annual  Report,  devotes  spe- cial attention  to  the  prob- lems of  students  and  staff at  the  Toronto  multiversity. 
Dr.  Bissell  said  the  "stu- dent body  is  increasingly aware  of  its  separate  and 

To  help  overcome  the 
problems  of  ihe  "complex university,"  Bissell  suggest- ed that  "a  new  theorv  and practice  of  academic  gov- ernment" was  needed.  But his  consideration  of  a  new 
theory  makes  no  sugges- tions of  studem  particfpa- tion. 

"A  university  is  not  a  so- 

who  have  a  special  relish for  university  government." The  president  said  this idea  was  behind  the  crea- tion this  year  of  the  Presi- dent's Council,  a  body  which includes  faculty  members, administrators,  and  two members  or  the  Board  of Governors. 
"Non-official 

tional  initiative 
important  cha the  complex  u 
sell  continued. 

;it\ nslitu- 
be  an itic  of 

Bis- 

He  referred 

The  President's  annual  re- 
port, a  massive  400  page  do- cument, was  published  this weekend.  It  contains  reports 

by  the  heads  of  all  faculties, schools,  and  administrative divisions  of  the  university  on their  activities  during  t  h  e 1964-65  academic  year  to- gether with  warnings  and 
suggestions  for  the  future. Other  stories  about  the  re- port appear  on  pages  3,  8 

and  9  of  today's  Varsity.' 

Dr.  C.T.  Bissell 

distinctive  nature"  and  that "students  tend  to  see  them- selves as  a  power  group 
that  must  assert  its  position and  resist  sternly  any  at- tempt at  assimilation,  no 
matter  how  benevolent." 
The  president  noted  the 

rapid  growth  in  size  of  the 
university  staff  and  the  low- 

er average  age  of  its  mem- bers. These  developments, 
he  said,  tend  to  create  a "sense  of  corporate 
strength"  and  less  willing- ness to  "accept  the  status 
quo  and  acquiesce  in  deci- sions handed  down  from 

above." 

ciety  of  political  equals  in 
the  government  of  which everyone  has  a  right  to  par- 

ticipate." the  president said. 
"In  some  ways  it  is  ana- logous to  a  corporation,  but 

with  the  crucial  difference that  decisions  are  made 
only  as  the  result  of  the  stu- 

dy of  factors  that  emerge  at all  levels  and  in  every  sec- 

tor." 

Bissell  emphasized  that 
Ihe  administrator  "must constantly  seek  out  new  ad- vice" and  advocated  the "creation  of  bodies  consist- 
nig  of  members  of  the  staff 

for  examples  of  this  to  stu- dent-faculty cooperation  in 
organizing  last  fall's  Inter- national Teach-in  and  to SAC's  rapid-reading  pro- 

gram and  the  Current  Lec- ture series  sponsored  by  the 
UC  Literary  and  Athletic  So- 
ciety. 

This  kind  of  initiative  can 
be  an  essential  means  of 
bridging  the  gap  between 
the  university  and  the  com- 

munity, the  president  said. 

He  suggested  that  a  "maga- zine of  opinion  and  creati- 
vity" could  be  developed 

under  student  and  staff  au- 
spices, with  financial  spon- 
sorship provided  by  SAC. 

This  kind  of  magazine,  he 
said,  could  have  more  effect 
on  the  community  than  the 
scholarly  periodical,  which 
is  "forbidding"  to  the  non- 

specialist. 



OH.  WHAT  A  ROUGED  AND  PLEASANT  SUAVE  AM  I! — BATMAN 

CLASSIFIED 
1951  reconditioned  Lond  Rover,  Four wheel  drive  10  gears,  seats  7  or  3  plus 
750  lbs  Aluminium  body  w"w.t°w- irwj  plote.  $850.  Levy  635-03)0  Idoy). 
SEX  WANTED:  I  mole  to  do  research for  about  2  weeks  concerning  morolity, birth  control,  obortion,  etc.  For  CBL 
T  V  show.  Coll  Poul  Soltimon  imme- diately, 787-9190.  
LOST-  2  history  books:  "Moking  of  the English  Constitution"  —  A  White  Win- ning ot  the  Initiative  by  the  House  of Commons— W.  Notestein.  Return  to Moin  Library,  
YOUNG  MARRIED  couple  wish  to  sub- let or  rent  furnished  opartmont  or 
Hot,  near  University  from  middle  of April  to  Sept.  Telephone  247-5664 otter  6  p.m. 

EXPERIENCED  TYPIST;  Neater  notes 
moke  beller  grades.  Typing  of  theses essoys,  notes,  manuscripts  done  neolly. efficiently  ond  economically.  421-8290. 

EUROPE— Girl  (21)  seeks  some  as  com- panion for  travelling  oround  Europe  thu, summer.  Telephone  BE  3-9175  offer 6  p.m. 
MISS  MOMMY'S  COOKING?  Rough! 
But  you  con  get  that  exom  time  lift  by 
eating  ol  south  division  co-op  fc-rlnc. rest  of  the  term.  Don't  drool— coll  Dove or  Harold,  923-0487,  602  Spadina  Ave. 

SAUCY,  sexy  1 96S  suzuki  50,  shin 
guards,  whitcwalls,  even  umbrella  rack, royol  blue,  225-9677. 

The  Students'  Administrative  Council 
INVITES  APPLICATIONS  FOR  THE  FOLLOWING 

POSITION  FOR  THE  YEAR  1966-67 

BOOK  EXCHANGE  MANAGER Apply  in  wriling  by 
THURS..  MARCH  31  TO:  BUSINESS  SECRETARY STUDENTS'  ADMINISTRATIVE  COUNCIL 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 
presents  in 
Room  102 Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings! 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -  2:00  p.m. 
MARCH  2,  3,  1966 
SEIFRIZ  ON 
PROTOPLASM 

HOW  DID  LIFE  BEGIN 
RIDDLE  OF 
PHOTOSYNETHESIS 

A  series  of  programmes  arrang- ed by  the  Science  and  Medicine Dept.  of  the  University  Library 
in   co-operotion   with   the  No- tional Science  Film  Library  of 
the  Conadian  Film  Institute. There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT 

YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE WATCHING  THE  FILM 

SPECIAL  JAZZ  CONCE
RT 

8  30  P.M.  MONDAY.  MARCH  7  GREAT  HALL 
THE  HART  HOUSE  MUSIC  COMMITTEE  presents  direct  from  New  York 

THE  DON  FRIEDMAN  QUARTE
T 

featuring  ATTILA  ZOLLER  on  Guitar 
THE  HART  HOUSE  MUSIC  COMMITTEE  IS  EXTREMELY  PLEASED 
TO  BE  ABLE  TO  PRESENT  THIS  OUTSTANDING  JAZZ  GROUP. 

"FRIEDMAN  is  o  young  |02z  pianist  who  hos  ployed  with  o  variety  of  groups .in  modern  jazz 
including  Chel  Boker,  John  Hendy  ond  Donold  Byrd.  He  hos  o  highly  individual  style  which is  remoLble  both  fo,  its  communicotion  of  mood  ond  for  its  interesting. 

Son  Francisco  Chronicle 
"ZOLLER'S  quieter  solos  evidence  accomplished  musicianship.    The  sound  blends  well  with 
Friedman's  unique,  ottaractive  piano  tone."  GEORGE  HOEFER, Down  Beat 

A  MAXIMUM  OF  4  TICKETS  PER  A.T.L.  CARD AVAILABLE  FROM  HALL  PORTER 
LADIES  MAY  BE  INVITED  BY  MEMBERS 

SPRING  BLOOD  DRIVE 

OPENS  TUESDAY 

The  annual  spring  blood  drire  begins  tomorrow  with 
I  a  clinic  in  Margaret  Addison  Hall,  9:30  a.m.  -  12:30  p.m. 
'  OI,d  cfinics  wi™  lost  until  Friday,  March  11,  and  their 
locations  will  be  printed  each  day  in  the  Here  and  Now column  on  page  2. 

Prizes  will  be  awarded  to  the  school  or  college  which 
best  exceeds  its  quota.  The  competition i  is  divided  into 
two  groups — colleges  with  quotas  of  100  pints  of  blood 
or  less,  and  colleges  with  quotas  of  more  than  100. 

Cuban  envoy  to  speak 

Dr  Americo  Cruz,  Cuban  Ambassador  to  Canada,  will 
deliver  a  public  lecture  tomorrow  at  12  noon  in  Room  102, 
OSEOrjfe  Cruz' will  discuss  The  Foreign  Policy  of  the  Re- 

volutionary Government  of  Cuba.  He  has  agreed  to  answer 
questions  from  the  audience  following  his  speech. 

The  lecture  is  sponsored  by  Osgoode  Hall  Law  School  s 
third  year  seminar  in  Public  International  Law  and  the John  White  Society.  , 

Future  speakers  in  the  series  will  include  the  High 
Commissioners  of  India  and  Pakistan,  and  Ivan  Shpedko, Ambassador  of  the  USSR.   

The  Fl.yer'i  Jacket  Ustiionrd  by  BANTAMAC  in 

Come  on  over  to  smoothness 

with  no  letdown  in  taste  } 

Come  on  over  to 

New! 

Player's Kings 

Today,  1  p.m.  ^ 

Dr.  William  Fennel:  The  Christian  critique  of  A  Se- cular City".  Rm.  214,  UC.   

Gwendolyn  MacEwan,  Canadian  poet,  reads  from  her 
book  "Breakfast  for  Barbarians."  Music  Room.  Wymil- 

|  wood,  Victoria. 
Today,  5:30  p.m. Address  on  the  new  amorality  and  the  modern  family. 
Youth  Chapel,  Beth  Tzedec  Congregation,  1700  Bathurst  St. 

I  Today,  8  p.m. 
Lecture  on  "Psychological  theory  as  applied  to  Lear 

and  other  works"  by  Dr.  Charles  Hanly,  Rhodes  Room,  Tri- I  nity  College. 
Calvinist  Student  Club,  South  Sitting  Room,  Hart House. 

Tuesday,  9  a.m.-12:30  p.m. 
BLOOD  DONOR  CLINIC:  Margaret  Addison  Hall. Tuesday,  12  p.m.  _ 

His  Excellency  Dr.  Americo  Cruz,  Ambassador  of  Cuba, 
speaks  on  Cuban  Foreign  Policy.  Osgoode  Hall,  Rm.  102. Tuesday,  1  p.m. 

Hillel  seminar:  The  Jew  in  the  small  community:  2125 
Sid  Smith. 

Showing  of  slides  accepted  in  Hart  House  Camera  Club 
annual  contest.  HH  Art  Gallery. 
Tuesday,  5-7:30  p.m. 

VCF  supper  discussion:  655  Spadina  Ave. 
Tuesday,  6  p.m. 

Dinner:  Hillel  House.  Phone  923-7837  for  reservations. 186  St.  George. 

Tuesday,  7:30  p.m. 
Discussion:  The  student  and  the  current  racial  crisis. 

Canterbury  House  373  Huron. 
Maths  and  Physics  society  meeting:  Dr.  R.  G.  Stanton 

(U.  of  Waterloo)  on  Combinatorial  problems.  Rm.  135,  Mc- Lennan Labs. 
Tuesday,  8  pjn. 

GSU.  Graduates'  bridge. 

U  OF  T  RADIO 
CJRT-FM  91.1 

MONDAY:  3:30  —  •  p.m. 
Sporttitc Betty  Trott  ond Ed  Fudurich  give a  rundown  of the  action  In the  varsity  loops, 
lillboatd Peter  Stomp  looks at  the  billboard  to  see lot's  doi nd  compus. 

4  p.m. TUESDAY:  5:30 
In  Depth 

Shelley  Posen  tokes on  In  Depth  look  ot "Ston  Free  berg- Moster 
satirist".  Postponed 
f  rem  lait  week. 

CKFH  1410 
11:10  —  11:25  p.m. 
Campus  Quarter 

U  of  T  Radio marks  its  debut 

on 

AM  with  an 
appearance  by 
Mary  Brewln. 
Also,  5  listeners will  each  win  a 
pair  of  tickets 
to  the  current Hart  House 

production:  "A 
Servant  of  Two 

Masters". 
Poge  2  —  THE  VARSITY,  Monday,  February  28,  1966 HAVE  PROMOTIONAL  ANNOUNCEMENTS   AT  91   ST.  GEORGE  ST.   3rd  FLOOR 



SOU  suffers  setback  at  New  College 
The  new  political  organ- 

ization in  U  of  T  campus  po- litics suffered  a  setback  in 
New  College  elections  for 
the  Students  Administrative 
Council  Friday. 
Independent  candidates 

Tony  Orav  (III  New),  Bon- 
nie Campbell  (I  New)  and 

Bernard  Cooperman  ( I 
New )  edged  SDU  candi- dates Marv  Ross  and  Peter 
Grunwald. 
Mr.  Ross,  however,  was 

only  eight  votes  behind  Mr. 
Cooperman,  and  Mr. .  Coop- 

erman has  had  some  con- 
nection with  the  SDU. 

Mr.  Orav  is  an  incumbent 
SAC  member  and  an  Engi- neer. 
In  other  SAC  contests, 

John  Yates  took  the  single 

SAC  seat  allotted  to  the 
law  faculty  and  William 
Medlock  (III  Dents)  and 
Jack  Thomson  ( I  Dents) 
took  the  two  Dentistry 
seats. 
Here  are  the  winners  of 

local  council  elections  held 
in  New  College  and  Dentist- 

ry Friday: 
New  College:  President, 
Sorel  Reisman;  vice-presi- 

dent, Mike  Baker;  treasurer, 
Leonard  Goldberg;  secreta- 

ry, Pat  Armstrong. 
Dentistry:  President,  Ro- 

bert Sexton  (III  Dents); 
vice-president,  Lawrence 
Jones  (III  Dents);  treasur- 

er, Penny  Bender  (III 
Dents);     secretary,     T  i  m 

Johnson  (II  Dents);  men's athletics,  Jerry  Azar  ( III Dents). 

Marv  Ross — he  didn't make  it. 

Principals  dislike  finance  system 

The  principals  of  Univer- 
sity and  New  Colleges  are 

dissatisfied  with  the  pre- 
sent system  of  residence  fi- 

nancing, it  was  revealed  in 
their  respective  sections  of 
the  President's  Annual  Re- 

port released  over  the  week- end. 
Principals  Douglas  LePan 

and  Donald  Ivey  both  com- 
plain about  the  university's policy  of  making  residences 

self-supporting  with  a 
break-even  budget  separate 
from  the  over-all  university budget. 
They  suggest  the  univer- 

sity should  review  its  policy 
and  start  subsidizing  the  re- sidences. 
The  present  policy  means 

that  student's  residence  fees must  finance  the  residences. 
As  a  result  most  university 
residences  had  to  raise 
their  fees  for  the  current 
year. 
"Although  the  reasons 

for  the  increase  can  readily 
be  understood,  Principal  Le- 

Pan comments,  "it  is  never- 
theless to  be  regretted." 

Dr.  Ivey  states,  "escala- tion of  residence  fees  is  in- 
evitable if  the  financing  of 

residences  is  considered 
part  of  the  residents'  res- 
ponsibilities." 

This  will  lead  to  a  situa- 
tion, he  continues,  "where 

only  well-to-do  students  will 

live  in  residence,  while 
others  will  find  less  expen- 

sive (and  less  desirable)  ac- 
commodation off  campus." Le  Pan  echoes  the  same 

sentiments.  "What  is  to  be 
feared  is  a  change  in  the 
composition  of  the  residen- 

ce community,  with  more 

D.V.  LePon 
well-to-do  students  in  resi- 

dence and  fewer  of  those 
who  are  not  so  well  off." 

Ivey  goes  on  to  say  that 
the  implication  of  the  uni- 

versity's policy  is  "that  re- sidences are  not  an  integral 
part  of  the  university." 

President  Claude  Bissell 
agreed  in  his  section  of  the 
report.  "Certainly  the  resi- dence has  a  function  beyond 
that  of  providing  necessary 
accommodation. 
"On  a  city  campus  like 

ours  it  can  help  maintain 
the  flow  of  university  life 
when  normal  academic 
work  has  ceased." Ivey  refutes  an  argument 
normally  presented  by  the 
university  to  justify  its  re- sidence financing  policy, 
that  if  residences  were  in- 

cluded in  the  over-all 
budget,  non-residents  would 
be  supporting  residents: 

"The  existence  of  residen- 
ces gives  a  vitality  to  the 

university  experience  off  all 
students  which  would  not 
otherwise  exist . . .  there- 

fore, the  residents  are  sup- 
porting the  non-residents." LePan  again  concurs  with, 

the  argument  by  saying  that 
"residences  can,  and  do,  con- 

tribute so  much  to  the  well- 
being  of  the  College." "The  time  has  come,"  Le- 

Pan concludes,  "for  the  Uni- 
versity to  reconsider  the  fi- 
nancial policy  it  has  follow- ed in  this  matter,  and  agree 

that  the  advantages  of  put- 
ting the  cost  of  residence 

life  within  the  means  of 
most  out-of-town  students 
are  sufficient  to  warrant 
some  measure  of  subsidy." 

PRESIDENT'S  COMPUTING  COMMITTEE  FORMED 
U  of  T's  machines  in  the 

Institute  of  Computer  Scien- 
ce are  being  used  so  fre- 

quently now,  that  a  special 
President's  Advisory  Com- 

mit te  on  Computing  had  to 
be  formed  last  year. 
The  Committee  will  even- 

tually have  to  put  limits  on 
certain  departments  using 
the  computors,  but  hat  not 
found  this  necessary  yet, Prof.  C.  C.  Gotlieb,  director 
°f  the  Institute,  wrote  in 
the  President's  Report. 
So  far  the  committee  has 

merely  outlined  a  policy  on 
the  computer  services  and 

reviewed  the  "general  back- ground on  the  growth  of 

use." 

In  the  period  hum  July  1, 
1964  to  June  30,  1965,  U  of 
T  used  the  computer  servi- ces 2,334.46  hours  out  of  a 
total  of  3,465.97  hours. 
Sixteen  other  Canadian 

universities  used  them 
1 17.76  hours;  the  Defense 
Research  Board,  64.86 
hours;  The  Na  t  ional  Re- 

search Council,  17.72  hours; 
and  commercial  interests, 931.17  hours. 
The  university  helps  fi- 

nance part  of  the  Institute 
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by  selling  operating  time  on 
the  computers. 

Prof.  Gotlieb,  writes  in 
the  report,  that  the  Insti- tute, which  started  in  1964 
as  a  graduate  department 
with  a  nine-member  faculty, 
and  a  10-member  stijdent 
body,  will  expand  its  facili- 

ties to  teach  computer  sub- jects to  students  enrolled  in 
other  courses. 

Similar  departments  are 
being  created  at  other  uni- versities in  Canada  and  the 
United  States  and  as  a  re- 

sult U  of  T's  department  is finding  it  difficult  to  find 
and  keep  qualified  staff. 
Prof.  Gotlieb  wrote. 

HART  HOUSE  % 
TODAY  f  t 

5- 1  5  p.m.     RECORD  ROOM  A  —  Instruction  and  Renewal (Lost  chance  to  get  Record  Room  Instruction) 

ART  GALLERY  The  accepted  Camera  Exhibition  Slides  will 
be  shown  from  1,15  -  2.00  p.m  in  the  Art 
Gallery  on  Tuesday,  1st  March. 

CAMERA  CLUB  Mr.  W.  J.  Blackholl  will  give  a  criticism  of 
the  prints  not  accepted  for  the  Annuol  Exhi- bition in  the  Camera  Club  Rooms  on  Thurs- 

day, 3rd  March  from  1.10-2.00  p.m. 

JAZZ  CONCERT  I 
8.30  p.m.     Monday,  March  7th     Great  Holl  1 DON  FRIEDMAN  QUARTET 

(featuring  Attilo  Zoller) 
Tickets  available  from  Hall  Porter.    A  maximum  of  4  perl A.T.L.  cord.   Ladies  may  be  invited  by  Members. 

HART  HOUSE 

DISCOTHEQUE 
LOCAL  D.J. 

SATURDAY,  MARCH  5th 
9-12  midnight  in  Music  Room 

FREE  Refreshments  $1.00  couple 
(soft  drinks,  cookies)  75c  stag 

EVERYONE  WELCOME Presented  by 

HART  HOUSE  HOUSE  COMMITTEE 

CANTERBURY 
ANGLICAN  CHAPLAINCY  IN  THE  UNIVERSITY 

DAISUKE  XITAGAWA 
EXECUTIVE  SECRETARY  OF  THE  DIVISION  OF  DOMESTIC 

MISSIONS,  EPISCOPAL  CHURCH 

THE  STUDENT  AND 

THE  CURRENT  RACIAL  CRISIS 

TUESDAY,  MARCH  1 
SUPPER,  6:00  P.M. 

TALK  AND  DISCUSSION,  7:30  P.M. 
(i\n  in  iioim: 

373  HURON  ST. 923-1513  -  M2-8384 

TRINITY  COLLEGE  LITERARY  INSTITUTE 
All  welcome  to  public  lecture  by 

DR.  CHARLES  HANLY 
(U  of  T  Philosophy) 

"Psychoanalytical  Theory  applied  to  'Lear' 

and  other  books" Rhodes  Room,  Triniry  College     -     8:00  p.m..  Tonight 

U  of  T  SYMPHONY  ORCHESTRA 

CONCERT 
CONDUCTOR:  TIBOR  POLGAR 
MONDAY  FEBRUARY  28 

8:30  P.M. 
GREAT  HALL.  HART  HOUSE 

SUITE  FROM  DARDANUS   RAMEAL 
SERENADE  *1  D  MAJOR  MOZART 
SERENADE  FOR  WINDS  OP  7  R  STRAUSS 
UNFINISHED  SYMPHONY    SCHUBERT 

HILLEL 
TODAY,  Monday.  February  26,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C..  Room  214 

DR.  WILLIAM  0.  FENNELL 
on 

"A  Christian  Critique  of  'The  Secular  City' 



the  7  don't  tare'  crowd 
'  SAC's  Bursary  Committee  held  open  hearings  in 
Sidney  Smith  Hall  on  Wednesdoy,  in  on  effort  to  learn 
what  students  thought  of  the  bursary  program  at  U  of  T. 

The  committee  is  still  waiting  to  learn  what  students 
actually  do  think,  because  no  students  bothered  to  attend 
the  meeting. 

Nice  try  SAC,  but  you  should  know  better  by  now. 
This  kind  of  apathy  used  to  be  a  subject  of  concern, 

then  it  because  omusing,  now  it's  a  fact  of  life  at  this university. 

Students  here  just  don't  give  o  domn  about  anything that  really  motters,  with  the  possible  exception  of  their studies 

a  hopeful  sign? 

The  current  confusion  in  the  ranks  of  the  Engineer- 
ing Society  executive  has  aspects  which  are  hopeful  os 

well  as  amusing. 

Next  year's  SAC  can  look  forward  with  optimism  to 
better  relations  with  the  Engineering  Society,  if  the  at- 

titude of  some  Society  members  is  any  indication.  A  few 
ot  least,  seem  to  believe  that  the  Society's  election  re- sults need  not  be  kept  secret  (even  if  the  old  executive 
still  clings  to  the  opinion  that  secrecy  is  essential).  And 
among  the  members  who  have  adopted  o  more  flexible 
viewpoint  are  some  who  will  be  part  of  next  year's  SAC. 

This  development  is  encouraging,  and  may  perhaps 
indicate  that  the  present  squabble  over  the  elections  will 
be  the  lost  piece  of  blatant  xenophobia  in  which  the 
Engineering  Society  will  indulge. 

maybe  next  time 

r  It  was  indeed  pleasont  to  watch  the  antics  of  SAC 
at  its  lost  meeting.  Hours  were  spent  discussing  bylaws 
ond  constitutional  changes  which  could  hove  been  passed 
with  far  less  debate.  Because  of  this  delay  council  never 
got  around  to  considering  more  important  business  — 
particularly  the  bookstore  problem. 

The  issue  was  supposed  tp  appear  under  the  heading 
of  new  business,  but  council  just  didn't  make  it  that  far down  the  agendo  before  the  weary  members  dissolved  the 
meeting  by  simply  leaving  it. 

Try,  try  again  .... 
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Tho  Vorsity  was  founded  In  16B0  and  is  published  b> 
Students  Administrative  Council,  for  the  university  com- 

munity of  the  Unlverslfy  of  Toronto.  The  Vorsity  It  o member  of  the  Canadian  University  Pre*!. 
Opinions  expressed  in  this  newspaper  ore  the  rcspons- 

Ibilliy  of  the  editor,  ond  are  not  necessorily  those  of  the 
students'  council  or  administration  of  the  university. 

starving   peasantry  and  oppressed  proletariat! 
-ottord  town  this  summer,  and  rt  will  detinatoly it  it  might  feature  our  resident  blonde  who loment  then   left  In   search  of  tome  hatter diligent  staffers  spent  hours seiou*  copy 

Wondrcss, 

Harkl  ye  downtrodden  n Twllt  bo  Henry  V  ond  VI not  feature  our  resident  henry  bi was  here  tor  a  brlct  thrilling  n ■cone.  A  rather  messy  production,  this.  Man' 
digesting  the  president's  report — then  they  vomited (would  you  believe  worthlcssf).  Andy  did  it,  so  did  Valky  and  GlorL. and  even  Tom  Gee-d  but  he  wot  smart  and  left  early.  Mason  the  mognifiiVnt held  her  tlrst  class  in  layout  100  and  studious  Jill  Ei.cn  showed  up  then  she IcH  to  cover  the  Finance  Commission,  Silly  girl;  nothing  ever  hoppeni  at  SAC '"-millecs  except  when  gcorgeous  georglc  takes  his  shoes  off.   Rod  Ritchi. Russian  propaganda  from  Mosscy  College  (Shamel),  Bingley  staggered i  Guclph  where  Paul  set  another  Rick  Kollins  record  but  is  too  ashamed to  talk  about  it,  his  was  plotting  ai  usuol,  and  Lovely  Lyn  solicited  nfg  "do teoch  me  your  darkroom  technique"  but  he  was  too  busy  raking  pictures. Larry  cut  ruthlessly.  Bob  Clork  wrote  sports,  and  Dcac  did  crosswords  Belated sweet  dreams  to  varg  and  moll  ...  and  a  very  happy  birthday,  artnur. 

spread 
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letters  to  the  editor 

again,  congratulations Sir: 

Once  again  The  Varsity  is  to  be  congrat- ulaled.  The  article  concerning  the  position 
of  the  Catholic  Church  on  birth  control  was 
the  latest  in  its  superior  explorations  of 
controversial  subjects. 
I  refer  specifically  to  the  photographs. 

Too  much  of  modern  journalism  is  interest- 
ed only  in  exploiting  any  subject  mater 

directly  or  indirectly  concerned  with  sex. 
The  photographs  and  captions  accompany- 

ing the  copy  of  the  article  (though,  no 

doubt,  they  were  selected  with  the  approval 
of  the  faculty  of  St.  Michael's)  provided  the reader  with  yet  another  example  of  the 
singular  combination  of  delicacy  of  taste, 
unity  of  tone,  and  objectivity  with  which 
The  Varsity  has  come  to  be  associated — both  generally  and  in  matters  or  opinions 
not  necessarily  ascribed  to  by  its  editors. 

I  am  certain  I  speak  for  many  on  this 
campus,  discouraged  by  the  tasteless,  unfair, 
and  often  exploitative  tactics  of  the  national 
press  and  by  the  pretentiousness  of  other 
campus  publications  like  Toike  Oike,  in 
thanking  The  Varsity  for  its  continual  and 
unfailing  contributions  to  sound,  profes- 

sional journalism. 
A.  W.  Heidemann  (SGS) 

newman  club  not  smc Sir: 

I  have  not  before  me  the  copy  of  The  Var- 
sity in  which  an  article  appeared  stating 

that  St.  Michael's  College  owns  Newman 
Club.  Newman  Club  is  owned  by  the  New- 

man Club  Foundation  which  is  an  auto- 
nomous organization  and  not  part  of  St. 

Michael's  College.  Hence  it  is  not  with  St. 
Michael's  College  that  the  University  of  To- 

ronto is  negotiating  for  the  Newman  Club 
site  for  a  future  postgraduate  centre. 

Rev.  J.  M.  Kelly,  C.S.B., 
President,  St.  Michael's  College 

a  real  eye-opener 
Sir: 

As  one  of  the  1000  people  who  attended 
the  Conference  on  Canadian  Complicity  in 
Vietnam,  I  was  moved  beyond  words  by  the 
speeches  and  atmosphere  that  dominated 
the  sessions.  I  was  never  aware  of  the  in- 

human, sickening  and  bestial  crimes  the 
U.S.  was  committing  against  the  peasantry 
in  that  courageous  country  until  the  Can- 

adian participants  in  the  ICC  described  it 
as  eye-witnesses.  What  really  astounded  me 
though  was  the  shameful,  obsequious  role 
of  the  Canadian  Government  whose  memb- 

ers lied  consistently  and  continue  to  do  so 
in  an  attempt  to  whitewash  the  U.S. 

I  submit  that  it  is  the  mora]  responsibility 
of  every  single  student  in  Canada  to  stand 
up  and  protest  the  policy  of  our  government 
in  this  matter.  Something  must  be  done — 
right  now — to  end  this  bloodbath:  children, 
mothers,  hundreds  of  young  people  are 
dying  every  day  because  we  are  silent,  be- cause we  are  indifferent,  because  we  are 
complacent.  How  many  more  months  of 
murder  will  it  take  until  this  campus  ex- 

plodes in  opposition  to  the  U.S.  and  its 
faithful  lackey,  Canada? 

The  opportunity  to  protest  in  an  effective and  concentrated  manner  is  available  to  us: 
on  the  26th  of  March  starts  the  International 
Days  of  protest.  Hundreds  of  thousands  of students  and  workers  will  be  demonstrating 
and  marching  to  protest  the  viciousness  of 
American  imperialism  on  that  date.  At  the 
Conference,  the  plans  of  the  New  Democ- ratic Youth  to  have  a  coordinated  march  on 
Ottawa  on  that  date  were  endorsed.  A  dozen 
peace  groups  united  completely  to  support 
the  demonstration.  Twenty  union  officers 
representing  hundreds  of  thousands  of 
workers  formed  a  labor  committee  to  sup- 

port the  march.  A  political  committee  with 
many  NDP  members  was  formed. 

For  the  first  time  in  Canada,  the  student 
groups  and  the  church  groups  and  the 
labor  groups  and  the  progressive  political 
forces  are  uniting  in  an  attempt  to  build  a 
massive  dynamic  movement  to  get  the 
American  troops  back  home. 

If  there  are  any  students  left  on  this 
campus  who  retain  an  ounce  of  intellec- 
tualhonesty'  if  there  are  any  students  who 
have  any  semblance  of  morality  or  intel- ligence, if  there  are  any  students  who  know what  it  feels  like  to  have  conviction  and 
feel  committed  to  an  ideal,  if  the  word 
"Humanity"  stills  has  any  significance,  then let  them  be  in  Ottawa  on  the  26th  of  March. 

Karen  Kopperud  (II  New) 

H'H  can't  handle  injuries 
Sir: 
A  source  of  concern  to  me  and  to  many 

of  my  fellow  students  is  the  total  lack  of 
preparation  on  the  part  of  Hart  House  for 
athletic  injuries.  I  have,  out  of  my  own  ex- 

perience, two  examples  to  cite. 
Last  year,  during  a  judo  class,  when  a 

fellow  student  hurt  his  ankle,  we  carried 
him  downstairs  to  the  locker  room  and 
looked  for  someone  to  administer  first  aid. 
To  our  surprise  no  one  was  available  to  help. 
We  were  offered  an  alternative  by  a  staff 

member — we  could  either  wait  for  Hart 
House  surgery  to  open  at  4:30  (it  was  then 
about  1  p.m.)  or  take  the  injured  person  to 
the  Health  Service.  The  Health  Service  has 
no  X-ray  equipment  so  our  trip  there  (by 
a  caretaker's  car)  was  useless.  We  finally 
got  the  injured  person  to  the  hospital  where 
X-rays  revealed  a  cracked  ankle  bone. 
Again  this  year  while  in  Hart  House  I 
noticed  an  injured  person  being  led  down 
the  stairs  (he  had  wrenched  his  knee)  and, 
despite  his  appeal  to  several  people  to  help 
him,  (stall  included)  no  one  felt  qualified 
to  do  so. 

Again  we  attempted  to  make  the  injured 
person  comfortable.  Again  we  were  told  that 
no  one  was  available  to  administer  first  aid 
treatment  (unless  we  waited  24  hours  till 

Han  House  surgery  opened.  A  staff  mem- 
ber kindly  offered  us  a  compact  car  to  trans- 

port the  injured  party  to  a  hospital,  but  be- cause of  the  difficulties  in  space  involved 
with  a  compact  we  were  forced  to  decline 
and  wait  till  4:30. 

I  later  learned  that  after  the  doctor  in 
Hart  House  surgery  had  examined  the  in- 

jured person  torn  knee  ligaments  were  diag- 
nosed (the  injured  person  later  had  to  have 

his  knee  cartilage  surgically  removed).  The 
doctor,  I  was  later  told,  was  unhappy  with 
our  first  aid  treatment. 
Throughout  the  course  of  the  year  a  great 

number  of  highly  dangerous  sports  are  play- 
ed at  Hart  House'  such  as  Karate"  judo'  fen- cing, boxing,  wrestling,  and  lacrosse,  to 

name  a  few.  Injury  is  common  even  in  the not-so-dangerous  sport. 

Certainly,  it  is  not  too  great  a  demand  to 
have  two  or  three  present  employees  or  phy- 

sical education  students  trained  in.  element- 
ary first  aid  procedures  and,  more  impor- 
tant' on  duti  at  all  hours  during  which  any 

part  of  the  athletic  wing  is  in  use. 
It  is  only  a  matter  of  time  till  serious, 

perhaps  fatal.consequences  will  result  from 
the  gross  negligence  by  Hart  House  in  not 
preparing  qualified  first  aid  trained  staff 
and  proper,  efficient  arrangements  for  the 
transportation  of  injured  persons  to  hos- 

pital. 

Harold  Ekstein  (II  UC) 



NOT  ENOUGH  MONEY 

McGill  condemns  government 
MONTREAL   (CUP) — The 

student  council  at  McGill 
University  has  passed  a  re- 

solution condemning  the 
Quebec  government  for  re- 

fusing to  grant  enough  mon- 
ey to  the  university  to  main- 

tain its  present  academic 
standards. 

At  a  meeting  last  week, 
the  council  urged  the  gov- 

ernment to  vote  money  for 
all  universities  in  the  pro- 

vince and  not  to  penalize 
one  of  them. 
Meanwhile  a  committee 

of  civil  servants  and  univer- 
sity representatives  will 

look  into  the  amount  of 
Quebec's  grant  to  McGill University  to  determine 
whether  the  school  can 
operate  properly  with  the 
funds  at  its  disposal. 
Quebec's  Premier  Jean 

Lesage  announced  the  for- 
mation of  the  committee 

after  a  meeting  with  a  five- 

man  delegation  from  Mc- Gill. 

The  university  is  to  re- 
ceive a  total  of  $7,612,000  in 

provincial  grants  for  the 
year  1966-67,  an  increase  of 
only  $100,000  over  last  year. 
McGill  protested  this  was 
insufficient  and  "an  error 
in  judgment." The  Union  Generale  des 
Etudiants  du  Quebec  has 
welcomed  the  low  McGill 
grant,  however.  In  a  tele- 

gram to  Lesage,  UGEQ  said, 
the  ratio  now  established 
for  grants  to  French  and 
English  universities  should 
be  maintained  to  allow 
French-language  schools  to 
catch  up  with  their  English- 
language  counterparts. 
The  UGEQ  statement 

goes  on  to  deplore  the  "feeb- 
leness of  the  government's 

argument"  about  McGill's extra  funds  from  the  Na- 
tional Research  Council  and 

private  sources. 
In  reality,  UGEQ  says,  the 

redistribution  of  grants 
takes  account  for  the  first 
time  of  a  fundamental  real- 

ity: that  the  university  sys 
tern  of  the  French  majority 
is  still  radically  inferior  to 
that  of  the  English  minority 

In  a  telephone  interview 
McGill  student  council  pre 
sident  Sharon  Sholzberg 
said  she  disagreed  with  the 
Union  Generale  des  Etu 
diants  du  Quebec.  Miss 
Sholzberg  said  that  all  of 
the  universities  of  Quebec 
could  be  improved  without hurting  McGiU. 

"I  think  UGEQ's  attitude 
is  really  quite  bad  here,"  she said. 
Miss  Sholzberg  said  she 

thinks  McGill  must  learn  to 
play  a  fuller  role  in  Quebec 
society,  and  that  this  will  be 
received  favorably  by  all 
Quebeckers. 

McGill  Daily  editor  survives  again 
MONTREAL  (CUP) — Pat- 

rick MacFadden,  the  color- 
ful and  controversial  editor 

of  the  McGill  Daily,  emerg- 
ed unscathed  from  yet  an- 

other McGill  student  coun- 
cil meeting  which  was 

strongly  critical  of  his  ac- tions. 
MacFadden  described  the 

six-hour  meeting  as  "an  epic 
confrontation." He  had  said  earlier  he 
would  resign  if  council  pas- 

sed a  motion  asking  him  to 
retract  statements  made  in 
a  Daily  article  of  Feb.  17. 

Council  eventually  defeat- 
ed the  motion  12-8. 

The  trouble  arose  from 
an  article  entitled  "The 
Flint-Eyed  Heroes,"  a  dis- 

cussion of  right-wing  acti- 
vism at  McGill,  which  con- 

tained several  references  to 
architecture  student  Maxi- 

milian Ferro,  whom  Mac- 
Fadden claimed  at  the  ceet- 

ing  was  conducting  a  cam- 
paign for  the  student  coun- cil presidency. 

Ferro  claimed  earlier  that 
the  article  contained  "an unwarranted  and  libelous 
attack"  on  his  character. 
MacFadden  told  the  coun- 

cil during  the  debate:  "I 
don't  think  the  Daily  would 
be  worth  putting  out  ever 
again  if  we  have  to  retract 
something  the  moment  we 
begin  to  have  some  trouble." He  said  Ferro  had  accused 
the   Daily   of  calling  him, 

among  other  things,  an  ant 
Semite   and   a   member  of 
the  underworld. 
MacFadden  pointed  out 

that  the  article  contained 
no  reference  to  Ferro  as  an 
anti-Semite,  and  had  actual 
ly  called  him  a  member  of 
the  "demi-monde,"  a  term, MacFadden  said,  which 
"suggests  a  kind  of  sub-cuf ture  usually  connected  with 
the  artistic  or  bohemian 
sector  of  society." 

ENGINEERING  PARTY  WINS  AT  EDMONTON 
EDMONTON  (CUP)  —  The  engineers'  party  hit  the jackpot  in  model  parliament  elections  Feb.  11  at  the  Univer- sity ot  Alberta  in  Edmonton. 
The  National  Existentialist  Student  Party  (NESP), founded  and  manned  by  students  from  the  engineering faculty,  nosed  out  the  Liberals  by  .3  per  cent  of  the  record vote  to  form  a  minority  government. 
NESP  ran  on  a  platform  of  campus  involvement  in 

model  parliament,  and  against  what  they  called  campus apathy  caused  by  the  other  parties. 
NESP  leader  William  Eckford  said  the  party  was  form- 

ed to  show  that  elections  were  not  being  run  on  the  proper 
plane.  "We've  been  given  the  sign  that  the  campus  is  tired of  being  left  out  of  model  parliament,"  he  explained. 

MANITOBA  STUDENTS  TO  FORM  NEW  UNION 

WINNIPEG  (CUP)  —  Manitoba's  Provincial  Leadership 
Conference  has  set  up  a  permanent  inter-executive  body  as 
the  beginning  of  a  provincial  student  union. 

Delegates  from  the  five  provincial  institutions  of  higher 
education  met  at  Brandon  College  Feb.  12  to  discuss  basic 
issues  of  student  government. 

The  individual  student  councils  must  ratify  the  setting 
up  of  the  inter-executive  body. 

The  new  structure  is  intended  to  aid  in  presenting  a 
united  front  of  Manitoba  students  on  their  problems. 

It  was  decided  that  representations  should  be  made  to 
the  provincial  government  to  lower  the  voting  age  and  to 
allow  students  representation  on  the  Manitoba  Council  of 
Higher  Learning, 

CUS  to  go  ahead  with 

plan  to  send  Canadian 

student  to  S-E  Asia 
OTTAWA  (CUP)— The  Ca- nadian Union  of  Students 

will  go  ahead  with  its  pro- 
ject to  send  a  Canadian  stu- dent to  Southeast  Asia. 

CUS  President  Patrick 
Kenniff  said  last  week,  that 
the  CUS  board  of  directors 
decided  not  to  shelve  the 
program  at  a  recent  board meeting. 

Mr.  Kenniff  said  the  date 
of  the  trip  is  still  indefinite 
and  depends  on  the  avail- 

ability of  funds.  He  said 
CUS  now  was  to  establish 
the  itinerary  precisely. 
The  program,  established 

by  the  CUS  congress  last 
fall,  calls  for  sending  a  stu- dent to  Southeast  Asia  to 
make  contact  with  student 
groups  there  and  to  write 
reports  to  increase  Cana- dian knowledge  about  the 
Viet  Nam  war. 
In  January,  however,  it 

appeared  that  the  scheme 
rnighit  have  to  be  cancelled 
because  of  lack  of  funds  and 
worthwhile  contacts  in 
Southeast  Asia. 
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GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE  NEW  CAMPUS  LOCATION 

f  GEORGE'S  I 
KIBITZERIA  o 

LUNCH  &  SUPPER  —  TAKE  OUT  •* OPEN  MON.  -  THURS.,  12  NOON  -  1  A  M.  c 
12  noon  -  3  A.M.    —    Sunday  4  P.M.  -  I  I  P  M.  30 

<                              FREE  DELIVERY  AFTER  5  P.M.  O 
1                             CASH  AND  CARRY  —  JO'i  OFF  Z 922-1517  HARBORD  &  HURON  922-1517 

Fri.  -  Sat., 

THE  BOARD  OF  EDUCATION 

FOR  THE  TOWNSHIP  OF  NORTH  YORK 

TEACHING 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Graduates  interested  in  trio  teaching  profession  or 
wishing  to  obtain  information  regarding  teaching 
opportunities  are  invited  to  visit  the  North  York  Board 
of  Education  on  open  interview  days  at  — 

DON  MILLS 

COLLEGIATE  INSTITUTE 

15  The  Donway  East,  Don 

FRIDAY,  MARCH  11 
4:00  p.m.      to     9:00  p.m. 

SATURDAY,  MARCH  12 
9:00  a.m.     to     4:00  p.m. 

Our  advertisement  will  appear  in  all  the  local  newi 
papers  on  Wednesday,  March  9. 

F.  W.  MINKLER,  B.A.,  D.  Poed. 
Director  of  Education 

P.R.W.  TACON.  R.M.T. 
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OFFICIAL  OPENING-BLW "They  have  the  Prime  Minis 
American  friend  of  our  Canatfia 
ously.  It  wouldn't  seem  to  be  a least  not  in  a  sophisticated  met 

But  then  Toronto  has  come 
ed,  and  the  "Ex"  is  the  largest  ai 

anywhere. Toronto  is  one  of  the  ]e/=--_^- entire  world  to  have  a  subway 
one  in  Canada  (although  rumor 
furious  burrowing  going  on  in  JM 

Setting  aside  our  inborn  Cf 
glow  with  superlatives  about 
Already  internationally  renownec 
est  subway  is  now  the  most  mod 
the  most  comprehensible,  the  n 
most  automated.  Even  the  TTC 
civil-service  prose,  that  the  big,  t 
ally-minded)  beautiful  Green  wooi 

facility  in  North  America." Last  Friday,  Feb.  25  was  o 
filed  onto  the  slightly  raised  r 

good,  grey  Canadian  polititians~lc than  the  local  school  board  at  cc 
was  not  a  single  vibrant  presenct 
Prime  Minister  seemed  to  suffer 
were  the  "biggest"  men  in  Cana< From  left  to  right  they  seated 
board  room  chairs:  William  Alle 
rowdy  Metro  Council;  Lester  ] 
Prime  Minister;  Rt.  Rev.  F.H.  W 
of  Toronto;  Ralph  Day,  rough-ed 
Robarts,  wily  Premier  of  Ontarii 
Mayor  matching  a  self-important  i satisfaction  of  Leslie  Frost,  a  fori 

Frost's  presence  was  la  wm-ki of  bots  Nathan  Philips  and  Alan 
both  of  whom  had  far  more  valic 
official  party.  Equally  anachronist 

story  by  mkb 
photos  by  joi 

 - ...  — —  -f 
a  prelate  of  the  Church  of  Englan 
bolic  of  a  new  cosmopolitan  Ton 
of  formal  Establishmentarianism. 

They  gave  their  little  speechi accomplishments  of  his  own  partic 
The  partisanship  was  lost  complete 
ed  by  the  magnitude  of  the  Achie 
enthusiasm  of  the  rush-hour-like 
glaringly  bright  Bloor-Yonge  static 

Some  thousand  invitation-only 
attention  for  the  "National  Anthejrj 
again  as  God  Save  the  Queen  was  ; 

TTC  personel,  looking  military 
pressed  and  cleaned  uniforms,  gi 
carriage  class  riders  pressed  down 
platform.  Led  by  the  pipe  band  < 
bekilted,  betartaned  and  ramrod 
sengers  assembled  to  watch  the  fir 
in  the  fluorescent  glare,  glide  into  1 

The  doors  slid  apart  and  the  r 
Givins  pushed  his  way  into  the  mot< 
as  a  four  year  old  pressing  his  noss first  car. 

The  Prime  Minister  and  Metro 
ed  about  a  track-ahead  vic'iv,  ssM* 
die  of  the  car,  chatting  pleasantlj 
Bishop  found  themselves  standing 
front,  unceremoniously  shouldered 
by  reporters  and  photographers. 

There  was  a  slackening  of  ent; crew  as  the  train  gathered  speed, seen  'em  all."  Then  the  excavation 
rode  suspended  above  the  Don  Va 

The  view  up  and  down  the  leng 
wisely  preserved  as  parkland  on Authority,  made  the  entire  evpend 
the  train  stopped  beneath  the  viae ments  there  was  a  hush  among  : looked  out  ovtr  land  first  titled  t 
now  preserved  in  the  name  of  the  j 
,  At  the  head  of  the  valley  is Museum  of  Science  and  Industry.  A 
port  of  Toronto.  Stretching  across  i taking  moment  on  the  trip  uowirifc 
skyborne  subway. 



OGR-DANFORTH-SUBWAY 

Minister,  to  open  a  subway?"  an inauian  club  asked  me  incredul- 
1  be  all  that  special  an  event;  at 
5  metropolis  like  Toronto, 
come  to  take  the  CNE  for  grant- 
;est  annual  affair  of  its  kind  held 

le  -_^i)^.n  two  dozen  cities  in  the 
bwajT  system.  And  it's  the  only "umor  has  it  that  there  is  some i  in  Montreal). 
>rn  Canadian  diffidence  we  can 
bout  our  own  "underground." 
owned  pour  proprete,  the  clean- 
t  modern,  the  most  comfortable, 
the  most  safety  conscious,  the 
TTC  will  allow,  in  its  cautious 
big,  bright  and  (to  the  technic- 
mwood  Yard  is  "the  best  transit 

was  opening  day.  And  so  they 
sed  rgd-carpeted  platform,  the ians  looking  no  more  impressive 
i  at  commencement  time.  There 
"esence  among  them,  though  the iuffer  the  least  discomfort.  They 
Canada. 
seated  themselves  in  red  leather 
m  Allen,  quiet  chairman  of  the 
:ster  Pearson,  diplomat-turned- 
r.H.  Wilkinson,  Anglican  Bishop 
■ugh-edged  TTC  chairman;  John 
Ontario;  Philip  Givens,  Toronto 
riant  smirk  with  the  serene  self- 
a  former  Premier. 
fTitrricftd  contrast  to  the  absence 

.  Alan  Lamport,  former  mayors, 
e  valid  claims  to  a  place  in  the 
ironistic  was  an  invocation  from 

nkhael  walsh 

r  John  shore 

England  over  a  project  so  sym- 
in  Toronto  that  knows  nothing 
inism. 
speeches,  each  centred  on  the 
i  particular  level  of  government. 
>mpletely,  however,  overshadow- 
;  Achievement,  reflected  by  the 
ur-like  crowd  gathered  in  the e  station. 
an-only  guests  stood  proudly  to 
\nthem,"  relaxed,  then  stiffened n  was  added. 
military  proper  in  their  freshly 
rms,  guided  the  crush  as  the 
I  down  the  stairs  to  the  loading 
band  of  the  48th  Highlanders, 
amrod  straight,  the  first  pas- 
the  first  train,  sleek  and  silver 
e  into  the  station. 
d  the  rush  began.  "Flying  Phil" 
he  motorman's  cab,  as  delighted lis  nose  against  the  glass  of  the 

Metro  Chairman,  less  concern- 
,  £Sst4d  themselves  in  the  mid- 
sasantly.  The  Premier  and  the 
itanding,  silently,  towards  the 
ildered  away  from  the  windows lers. 
of  enthusiasm  for  the  camera 
speed,  "See  one  tunnel,  you've ivation  broke  into  daylight  and 
Don  Valley. 
he  length  of  that  winding  river, 
nd  oa  either  bank  by  Metro 
expenditure  seem  worthwhile, 
[he  viaduct  and  for  a  few  mo- 
mong  the  passengers  as  they 
titled  to  John  Graves  Simcoe, 
of  the  people. 
alley  is  rising  the  Centennial 
Listry.  At  its  foot  lies  the  world 
across^  it  all  for  a  brief  breath- 
juwmown  is  our  newly  opened THE  VARSITY,  Mondoy,  February  28,  1966  —  Page  7 



Pat  and  Joseph's  Hair  Designs 116A  Bloor  St.  W.,  (2nd  floor) 
Announces  The  Opening  of  the 

NEW  BUDGET  ROOM 

operated  by  our  troined  Junior  stylists 
Shompoo  and  Set  ....  from  $2.25 Hair  cut   

Also  special  prices  for  tints,  perms,  ond  bleaches 
Phone:  921-4884  or  921-1234 

tuinter 
kept 

us 

tuarm ELEKTriA  £££3. 

THEATRE  (lu*, 

COLLEGE  &  BRUNSWICK 5:30,  1-10,  9:30  Studefiti  II.  AStilti  (1.50 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE'S  SEVENTY-SIXTH 

ALL-UNIVERSITY  PRODUCTION 

CARLO  GOLDONI'S 

THE  SERVANT  OF 

TWO  MASTERS 

English  Version  by 
EDWARD  J.  DENT 

Directed  by  Robert  Gill 

TONIGHT  AND  ALL  THIS  WEEK  AT  8:30 

BOX  OFFICE  WA  3-5244 

What's  the 

lowest-priced 

sports  car 

you  can  own? 

J 

You're  looking  at  it! 
Ifs  the  Auslin-Healey  Sprite.  And  it's  got  every- 

thing that  makes  it  a  true  sports  car.  Twin-carb, 
1100  c.c.  engine  with  four-speed  gear  box.  Disc 
brakes  and  rack-and-pinion  steering,  too.  Bucket 
seats,  of  course.  And  a  tremendous  world-wide 
competition  record.  A  true  sports  car. 

And  here's  the  best  part.  You  just  can't  pay 
less,  and  still  get  a  true  sports  car.  So  get  the 
new  Austin-Healey  Sprite,  and  you'll  agree  .  .  . 
nobody  puis  more  into  car-mating  than  BMC. 

The  British  Motor  Corporation  of  Canada  Ltd. 
AUSTIN  •  MO  -  AUBTIN-HEALEV 
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Toronto  demonstrator
s 

plan  for  Ottawa  trip
 

Busloads  of  Toronto  de- monstrators are  exptected 
to  leave  for  Ottawa  this 
week  to  protest  Canadian 
policy  on  Viet  Nam. 
A  two-day  teach-in  at  the 

University  of  Ottawa  will be  followed  bv  a  vigil  on 
Parliament  Hill  and  a  sit-in at  the  Parliament  Buildings. 
The  action  is  being  spon- 

sored by  the  Viet  Nam  Ac- tion Committee  of  the  Stu- dent Union  for  Peace  Action. 
George  Grant,  head  of  the 

department  of  religion  at McMaster  University  and 
author  of  Lament  for  a  Na- 

tion, will  not  take  part  in the  sit-in.  Arthur  Pape,  a 
full-time  SUPA  staffer,  said 
Prof.  Grant  decided  not  to 
participate  because  he  felt a  sit-in  at  the  Commons  was 
not  appropriate  at  this  time. 

Organizers  of  the  demon- stration said  buses  will 
leave  Thursday  morning 
and  arrive  in  Ottawa  in  time 
for  the  closing  session  of 
the  teach-in  on  Canada's role  in  Viet  Nam. 

Car  pools  are  being  ar- 
ranged for  Wednesday,  Fri- day morning  and  Friday 

evening,  and  organizers  said buses  will  be  arranged  for 
any  of  these  times  if  de- mand seems  to  warrant  it. 
The  teach-in  is  designed 

to  link  concern  over  United 
States  policy  in  Viet  Nam 
with  concern  over  Canada's lack  of  independence  from 
Ihe  United  States. 

The  action  is  connected 
with,  but  separate  from,  an 
open  letter  which  has  been circulated  among  faculty  of 
the  U  of  T  and  other  uni- versities outlining  what  its 

authors  consider  Canada's complicity  in  U.S.  Viet  Nam 

policy. 
The  action  will  begin 

Wednesday  moming  with 

the  presentation  of  the  let- ter to  political  party  lead- 
ers in  Ottawa.  There  will  al- so be  a  press  conference. The  teach-in  will  begin  at 

2  p.m.  at  the  University  of Ottawa.  It  will  continue 
through  Thursday. 

Friday,  a  vigil  will  begin 
on  Parliament  Hill  at  10 
a.m.  Civil  disobedience  in 
the  form  of  a  sit-in  in  the rotunda  of  the  Parliament 
Buildings  is  expected  if  the 
government  does  not  res- pond to  the  call  for  a  full 
parliamentary  debate  on Viet  Nam. 

Saturday  at  2  p.m.,  a  de- monstration is  expected  at 
on  Wellington  Street  in  Ot- tawa. Saturday  afternoon 
and  evening  there  will  be  a 
conference  at  the  University 
of  Ottawa  on  the  issues  of 
the  week,  future  action  and 
similar  issues. 
Toronto  people  planning 

to  go  to  Ottawa  by  either 
bus  or  car  have  been  asked 
to  phone  the  SUPA  office, 927-5109. 

Need  more  scholarships 

By  GLORIA  WANDRESS 
U  of  T  is  losing  students 

it  wants  because  there  are 
not  enough  entrance  scho- 

larships, Registrar  Robin 
Ross  said  in  the  President's Annual  Report. 
"We  are  in  a  weak  posi- 

tion here  compared  to  many 
other  universities,"  he  said. "It  remains  assential  that 
the  University  of  Toronto 
increase  the  amounts  of 
money  available  for  stu- dents in  all  areas  and  in 
that  of  undergraduate  ad- 

mission scholarships." 
The  Registrar  isn't  pleas- ed with  the  Canada  Student 

Loan  plan  either.  "The  role of  loans  must  be  limited 
and  should  be  confined  lar- 

gely to  short-term  emergen- cy financing  of  students.  I 
believe  that  what  is  needed 
is  greatly  increased  amounts 
of  bursary  money,  not 
sharply  augmented  amounts 
of  loan  funds,"  he  said. 
Admission  applications 

rose  14  per  cent  Ross  said 
in  another  section  of  his  re- 

port. However,  the  Univer- 
sity was  still  able  to  admit 

almost  all  qualified  candi- dates, he  said. 

Tile  Office  of  the  Regis- 
trar acts  as  a  secretariat  for 

the  Senate.  In  this  capacity. 

Ross  reported: — three  new 
degrees  established:  a  Mas- ter of  Science,  a  Bachelor 
of  Landscape  Architecture, 
and  a  Bachelor  of  Music  in Performance; 

— a  new  certificate  in  Pub- 
lic Administration  establish- 
ed in  the  Department  of  Ex- 

tension; 

— one  degree  abolished:  the Bachelor  of  Social  Work; 
— one  course  abolished:  Mi- 

ning Engineering; 
— 13  University  Convoca- 

tions during  which  1 1 
LL.D.s,  4,027  graduate  and 
undergraduate  degrees,  295 
graduate  and  undergraduate 
diplomas,  and  226  certifi- 

cates were  conferred. 

SUPA  wants  volunteers 

for  leaflet  distribution 
Distribution  of  leaflets  at 

the  U  of  T  for  the  Student 
Union  for  Peace  Action  de- 

monstrations this  week  in 
Ottawa  is  to  begin  today. 
Volunteers  are  asked  to  re- 

port to  a  literature  table  in 
the  University  College  Re- 

fectory at  1  p.m.  today. 



Innis  failure  rate  highest 

low  high  school  marks  cited 
The  failure  rate  in  Innis 

College  last  year  was  the 
highest  in  the  university, 
Principal  R.  S.  Harris  re- 

ported in  the  President's 
Annual  Report. 

The  failure  rate  of  the  col- 
lege (which  had  only  first 

year  students  last  year)  was 
27  per  cent,  compared  to  a 
rate  of  16  per  cent  for  first 
year  students  in  the  univer- 

sity as  a  whole. 
Of  a  total  enrolment  of 

260  students  at  Innis  last 
year  70  failed. 

The  largest  group  was  in 
the  General  Course,  which 
had  an  enrolment  of  138  stu- 

dents, of  whom  39  (30  per 
cent)  failed.  The  compara- 

ble failure  rate  for  the  other 
arts  colleges  was  20  per  cent in  the  General  Course. 

In  the  General  Course  in 
Science  Innis  had  a  failure 
rate  of  31  per  cent  compar- 

ed to  17  per  cent  for  the 
rest  of  the  faculty. 
In  Honor  courses  other 

than  Social  and  Philosophi- 
cal Studies,  40  per  cent  fail- 
ed while  the  Faculty  rate 

was  only  16  per  cent. 
In  Social  and  Philosophi- 

cal studies  the  Faculty  rate 
was  10  per  cent  compared 
to  Innis'  20  per  cent. 

Dr.  Harris  attributes  the 
abnormally  high  failure 
rate  to  the  low  Grade  13 
averages  of  most  students 
entering  Innis  College  in 1964. 

"Only  17  had  Grade  13 averages  of  70  per  cent  or higher,  and  70  per  cent  is 
the  average  figure  for  all- students  entering  the  Uni- 

versity," the  report  states. 
"One  hundred  and  sixty- five  had  averages  below  66 

per  cent,"  the  report  conti- nues. "Of  the  42  failures  in General  Arts,  11  had  Grade 
13  averages  of  60  per  cent, 9  of  61  per  cent,  and  13  of 
62  per  cent." 
New  College  has '  had  si- 

milar problems  with  its  stu- 
dents. Principal  Donald  Ivey 

reported  in  his  section  of 
the  Annual  Report: 
"We  have  slightly  fewer 

students  obtaining  honors 
and  a  slightly  higher  failure rate  than  the  Faculty  as  a 
whole,  reflecting  the  fact that  the  College  has  accept 
ed  a  disproportionate  num- ber of  minimally  qualified students  during  the  past 

three  years." In  general,  Principal  Har 
ris  is  very  uncertain  about 
the  future  of  Innis  College. He  mentions  that  there  are 
many  unanswered  question about  the  development  of college: 

"When  will  its  permanent building  be  available? Where  will  it  be  located? What  kind  of  academic  pro 
gram  will  it  have?  Will  i have  teaching  departments. Is  the  multi-faculty  princi 

pie  viable?" 

need  more  space  -  LePan University  College  will 
soon  need  a  new  building, 
Principal  D.  V.  LePan  wrote 
in  the  1965  President's  Re- 

port, released  Saturday. 
A  limit  has  been  placed 

on  the  number  of  undergra- 
duates the  college  will  ac- 

cept, but  the  increasing 
numbers  of  the  faculty  and 
graduate  students  and  the 
use  of  the  college  by  other 
faculties  for  instruction  in 
English,  has  severely  over- 

taxed UC's  facilities,  Prin- cipal LePan  wrote. 
The  number  of  full-time 

members  of  the  teaching 
staff  rose  to  105  in  the  1964- 
5  school  year  from  the  pre- 

vious 97,  but  Principal  Le- Pan announced  a  further 
increase  to  115. 

There  are  still  some  pro- 
fessors who  teach  at  New 

College  and  Innis  who  have 
their  offices  in  UC,  but  even 
if  these  persons  are  housed 
in  their  own  colleges,  UC 
will  need  50  additional  of- 

fices over  the  next  decade, 
the  Principal  wrote,  "and 
that  estimate  is  likely  to 
prove  conservative." Meanwhile,  UC  will  oc- 

cupy itself  with  making  bet- 
ter use  of  the  space  availa- 
ble and  possibily  sacrifice 

some  lecture  space  for  of- 
fice use. 

Also  necessary,  LePan 
wrote,  is  some  renovation 
to  reclaim  areas  of  the  col- 

lege "that  have  so  fallen  in- 
to disrepair  as  to  be  almost 

unusable." He  adds:  "The  amount  of 
teaching  being  done  by 
teaching  fellows  needs  to  be 
reduced;  in  some  depart- ments the  size  of  classes  is 

RECOMMENDS  GRAD  PHYS.  ED.  COURSE 

too  large;  lectures  need  to 
be  supplemented  by  semin- ars and  tutorials  in  some 

subjects." The  college  also  must 
reevaluate  its  scholarship 
and  bursary  system  because 
"we  are  not  attracting  so 
many  of  the  best  students 
we  would  like  from  those 
parts  of  Ontario  outside 
Metropolitan  Toronto." 
LePan  said  this  is  partly 

because  good  new  universi- ties have  been  established 
in  other  parts  of  the  prov- 

ince but  put  most  of  the 
blame  on  UC's  entrance scholarships. 

"This  is  a  competitive 
field  in  which  we  are  lagging 
behind,  and  strenuous  ef- 

forts will  have  to  be  made 
to  increase  the  amount  of 
scholarship  and  bursary  mo- 

ney at  our  disposal  if  the 
constituency  from  which 
our  best  students  are  drawn 
is  not  to  be  allowed  to 
shrink  disconcertingly." 

The  establishment  of  a 
graduate  department  of  phy- 

sical education  has  been  re- 
commended by  J.  H.  Sword, 

the  acting  director  of  the 
school  of  Physical  and 
Health  Education. 

Mr.  Sword,  who  is  also  U 
of  T  Vice  Provost,  said  in 
the  President's  Annual  Re- 

port that  with  the  increased 
trend  in  the  university  to- 

ward research  and  graduate 
work  the  lack  of  recognition 
of  physical  education  for 
graduate  work  is  "anomal- 
ous." 
"Recognition  of  the  possi- bility of  significant  research 

has  already  been  shown  in 
the  work  the  Department  of 
Physiological  Hygiene  has 
undertaken,"  he  said. 

He  suggests  two  possible 
-  alternatives  for  research  in the  School: 
— Staff  members  of  the 
School  should  receive  cross 
appointments  to  graduate 
departments  in  which  their 
research  interests  would 
find  expression; 
— Research  and  training  in 
research  might  become  pos- sible within  the  School,  if 
staff,  space,  and  financial 
support  were  available. 

But  he  warns  that  adding 
research  responsibilities  to 
the  School  staff's  dual  du- 

ties—athletics and  physical 
education — "would  be  to  ag- 

gravate an  already  unsatis- 
factory arrangement." 

THINKING  ABOUT  LAW  SCHOOL? 

FIND  OUT  ABOUT  OSGOODE  HALL'S 
MOVE  TO  YORK  UNIVERSITY! 

OPEN  HOUSE  FOR 
PROSPECTIVE  LAW  STUDENTS 

Friday,  March  4  -  3:00  P.M. FOUNDERS  COLLEGE 
YORK  UNIVERSITY  CAMPUS, KEELE  and  STEELES  AVENUE 

PANEL  DISCUSSION 

"THE  STUDY  OF  LAW  AT  YORK" COFFEE  HOUR  —  MEET  THE  FACULTY 

ALL  PROSPECTIVE  LAW  STUDENTS-  WELCOME FREE  BUSES  leave  from  (and  return  to)  north-west  corner of  Horbord  and  St.  George  2:15  p.m.,  Friday,  March  4. 

THE  LUSTROUS  LOOK  IS  IN 

FOR  SPRING ! 

NEW  SILKY 
ANTRON 

It's  so  feminine — the 
exciting  new  look  for 

Spring — the  shimmering 
new  pastel  look— captured 
here  by  Kitten  in  this  new 

perfectly  matching  cardigan 
and  skirt— the  cardigan  with 

raglan  shoulders  (shapely) 

and  %  sleeves.  34-42, 
$13.98.  The  fully-lined 

straight  skirt  to  perfectly 
match,  8-20,  $15.98. 

Both  in  the  fabulous  new 
fibre — silky  Antron. 

Look,  for  Kitten's lustrous  new  look  at 

good  shops  everywhere! 

i  genuine  KITTEN. 

Athletic  Directorate  Elections 

1966-1967 
„„.„,.  Thf  Electoral  Meeting  of  the  University  of  Toronto  Athletic  Association  to  elect  repre- sentatives to  the  Athletic  Directorate  for  1966-67  will  be  held  on  Monday,  March  7  h  at  4  45 p.m.  sharp   ,„  the  Debates  Room,  Hort  House  (south  side,  upstairs) Under  the  Constitution  of  the  Athletic  Association  (Article  VIII),  all  Athletic  Club 
fo    hi    mee^no    Th96  ̂   F°CU"V  A'hle*iC  i0,i°ns  °re  »°  -n^epreselMves ?,P;e?T"T  mUS,cbe  ™'e  ""graduates  of  the  University  of nit™,!  ,     he  °ff,l'°,ed  "»«9es,  who  are  proceeding  to  a  degree,  ore  in  actual attendance  upon  lectures,  and  who  have  paid  the  annual  fee  required  (By-low  1  The  Club 

.heirUrrSese°„n,d,  ̂ 'P1'™™  »eing  notified  to  mee't  a,  on  eo™  iote  aprint 
the.r  representatives  and  give  them  their  credentials  for  the  electoral  meeting PROCEDURE  FOR  NOMINATION 

in  ,k.  ,t  *"*"".«'.'»  elected  to  the  Directorate  must,  at  the  time  of  hi.  nomination,  be "  ""d  <""■?»«  year  of  hi,  course,  at  the  University,  but  not  in  hi.  final  year.  The 
"Xaraduo.  t'  '"  TT"M"  '"m  <"  *•  »"'"°-  *  •»  "">"> of  th„  4.M  .  ™mh<!.'*°l  'he  Athletic  Association,  in  good  standing,  and  filed  with  Secretory of  the  Athletic  Association  not  l.te,  than  Thursday,  March  3.  The  nomination  form  mo,  bl obtained  at  the  Athletic  Office. 

J.  P.  LOOSEMORE, 
Secretary,  Athletic  Directorate 
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Young  Canadian  poet 

GWENDOLYN  MacEWEN 

A  BREAKFAST  FOR  BARBARIANS 

discusses  her  philosophy 
Mon.,  Feb.  28  ot  1:00 
Music  Room,  Wymifwood. 
Victoria  College. 

ATTENTION:  DAUGHTERS  OF  ETHNIC  VENGEANCE! 
MEETING  TONIGHT  ON  BLOOR  CAR.  SHARPEN  KNIVES FOR  ACTION. 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 

GENERAL  ELECTION 

MEETING 

WED.  MARCH  2,  5  P.M.  AT  G.S.U. 

MEN 

EXERCISE  YOUR  FRANCHISE!  VOTE  IN  THE  HART  HOUSE  ELECTIONS 
SUPPORT  THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  YOUR  COLLEGE  OR  FACULTY 

ELECTION  DAY:  MARCH  2nd 

POLLING  BOOTHS:  Map  Room:  10  a.m.  -  7.00  p.m.;  Reading  Room:  12  noon  -  2  p.m. 

RECRUITMENT  SERVICES, 
DOMTAR  LIMITED, 
2100  Sun  Life  Building, 
Montreal,  Quebec, 

Please  send  me  your  bookie!  containing  complete  information  on  current 
career  opportunities  in  Domtar  Limited's  wide  range  of  operations. 

CITY/T0WN_ 
MY  FIELD  IS_ 

The  world's  strongest  coupon. 

Fill  it  out  and  it  opens  doors: 
Doors  to  a  bright  future  with  Domtar  Limited,  one 
of  Canada's  most  diversified  and  vital  companies. Domtar  produces  a  world  of  products  for  a  world  of 
people:  pulp  and  paper,  products  for  the  home  and 
kitchen,  building  and  construction  materials,  chem- ical products,  and  packaging. 
University  graduates  in  the  engineering  fields,  in  the sciences,  business  administration,  and  in  commerce and  finance  will  find  ample  opportunities  within  the 

continually  expanding  Domtar  organization.  Dora 
tar's  wide  range  of  modern  operations  includes  121 plants,  mills  and  laboratories  from  Victoria  to  Halifax 
with  additional  facilities  in  the  United  States,  the' United  Kingdom,  Europe  and  the  West  Indies. 
Talk  to  the  Domtar  representative  when  he  visits 
your  campus.  Send  now  for  the  booklet  describing Domtar  career  opportunities.  Domtar  today  is  on 
the  move.  The  doors  are  open  to  university  graduates. 

DOMTAR 

DOMTAR  UMtTE£^^^ 

Blues  lose 

at  McGIII 

By  BOB  CLARK 
The  injury-riddled  Varsity 

wrestling  Blues  gained  only 
one  thing  at  the  OQAA  in- tercollegiate championships 
held  at  McGill  over  the 
week-end  —  more  injuries. 
Perhaps  the  greatest 

threat  Varsity  posed  for 
victory,  Rodger  Doner,  was 
knocked  out  of  the  meet 
early  when  he  sustained  an 
injured  knee.  With  Rodger 
went  Blues'  hope  of  a  res- 

pectable finish. Guelph  and  Western  dom- inated the  meet,  far  out- 
classing their  college  broth- ers. Guelph  narrowly  edged 

out  defending  champion 

Western  by  76-75.  Queen's was  third,  well  back,  with 
33,  Waterloo,  fourth,  with 
28,  McGill  fifth,  with  27,  To- ronto sixth,  with  26,  and 
McMaster  last  with  25 

points. 
John  Perkins  and  Larry 

Angus  made  the  best  show- 
ing for  Blues.  Perkins  cap- tured second  place  in  the 

177-lb,  while  Angus  ended 
third  in  the  167-lb.  Rick 
Keston  (4th,  130-lb),  Ron 
Wilson  (4th,  145-lb),  and 
Bruce  Searle  (4th,  191-lb) 
were  the  other  Blues  to 

place. 

FOOTNOTES:  Joe  Inge- 
rozza  (167-lb)  of  Waterloo was  awarded  the  Keegan 
trophy  as  outstanding  indi- vidual wrestler. 

Trackmen  at 

Rochester 

A  contingent  of  Varsity 
track  men  gave  a  good  ac- 

count of  themselves  Satur- 
day in  a  meet  in  Rochester. Doug  Macdougall  won  the 

mile  by  a  comfortable  mar- 
gin in  4:23  while  Peter Thompson  was  third  in  the 

two  (9:38)  and  John  Loar- ing  second  in  the  880  (1:59) Dave  Quibell  was  fifth  in the  440. 
Friday  afternoon  in  the 

Maple  Leaf  Gardens  college meet  the  only  Varsity  win- ner was  high  jumper  Peter Carmtchael  who  took  his 
event  with  a  leap  of  six  feet. Peter  Thompson  was  sec- ond in  the  two  mile  (9:25) behind  Waterloo's  Bob  Fin- lay  (9:19). 
Freshman  Bruce  Thomp- son finished  the  two  in  the 

Usr,  a  wry  respectable time,  but  found  himself  un- able to  walk  afterward.  An 
*;ray  at  the  hospital  reveal- ed a  broken  bone  in  his  leg. Alter  a  fine  performance  in the  afternoon  Thompson showed  up  at  the  night show  m  a  cast  and  crutches 
At  night,  Macdougall  join- ed  Dave  Bailey,  Walt  Nichi- poreck  and  John  Loaring  in the  open  two  mile  relay which  V  of  T  won  handily 

six  seconds  off  their  Cana- dian record  of  7:49. 
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Swimmers  retain  crown 

to  continue  domination 
By  PETER  McCREATH 

Varsity's  Swimming  Blues retained  their  OQAA  swim- 
ming championship  over  the 

weekend,  at  Western,  with relative  ease.  It  was  their 
ninth  championship  in  the 
past  ten  years. 

Blues  scored  victories  in 
seven  of  eleven  events,  to 
finish  with  an  over  all  stand- 

ing of  87  points.  McCill  was 
well  back  in  second  with  54 
points.  Western,  third,  with 
45,  and  then  Queen's,  16, Montreal,  2  and  Guelph with  1.  McGill  placed  first 
in  the  four  events  Blues 
failed  to  take. 
Theo  van  Rvn  led  Varsity with  victories  in  the  50  and 

100  freestyle,  and  anchored 
the  victorious  sprint  relay. In  the  50,  both  van  Ryn  and 
McGill's  Dick  Pound  were clocked  in  23.1  seconds.  In 
the  100  free,  van  Ryn,  Pound, 
and  Varsity's  Tom  Verth were  all  timed  at  50.7.  But for  poor  turning  conditions. 

records  would  undoubtedly 
have  fallen  in  these  events. 

Blues'  Mike  Chape.le  con- 
tinued his  late  season  surge, 

setting  an  OQAA  record  of 
2.25:0  in  he  qualifying  heats 
of  the  200  breast  stoke.  This 
mark  he  broke  in  the  finals, 
recording  a  time  of  2:23:3. 
Chapelle  also  swam  the 
breaststroke  leg  of  Varsity's winning  medley  relay. 
Robin  Cambell  pulled  off 

the  biggest  upset  of  the 
meet,  defeating  teammate 
Peter  Richardson,  to  give 
Varsity  the  event,  in  his 
best  time  ever. 

Varsity's  Graeme  Barber remained  supreme  in  the 
200  butterfly,  and  finished 
a  strong  second  in  the  200 
individual  medley. 
FROM  THE  DEPTHS:  As 

a  result  of  the  meet.  Blues 
qualified  11  men  out  of  16 
to  represent  the  OQAA  in 
the  Canadian  Intercollegiate Athletic  Union  meet  to  be 
held  next  week  at  Univer- 

sity of  British  Columbia  .. 
Varsity's  Tom  Verth,  John Weekes,  Stan  Walker  and 
Bob  Smagala  were  compet- 

ing in  their  final  OQAA 
meet.  All  four,  due  to  grad- 

uate, qualified  for  the  CIAU 
meet,  but  Verth  will  decline 
due  to  academic  pressures... 
For  Verth,  it  ends  a  fanta- sically  successful  college career. 

STATISTICS: 
400  med|c,  „|„.:  ,    Tor„„,0  (W  , ChowUc    Barber,  Verlh);   2.  Weslem: 3.   McGill.   Time:   3:56  9 200  free:  1    Compbell  (f|;  2.  Richord- soo  (T);  3.  Govern  (W).  Time:  I:5«3 
WcG);  3.  Guthrie  (W).  Time:  23.1 200  individual  medio,:  I.  Peers  |McG'; 

2:12  1  3"  °de9°,d  (W>-  Ti™ 
Diving:    I    Grovel  (McG);   2.  Smogolo 3*  S,ewort  <w>-  Points:  296  5 
"VS*  >•  e°rtwr  IT),  2.  Odo- 

|?T2  5  Compbell    (T).  Tin 
100  free:   I.  von  Rvn  (T)-  2  Pnnnri 
(McG);  3.  Verth  (T).  Time,'  SO  7 200    backstroke:    |.    Peers    (MCG>;  2 Bishop    (Q);    3.    Boner,    (W).  Time: 
500  free:  I  Bourne  (McG);  2.  Guthrie T);  3.  Richardson  (T),  Time:  5:24.5 (record) 
200  breaststroke:  1.  Chopelle  (T)-  2 Hartes  (McG);  3.  Mayer  (W).  Tim.: 2:23.3.  (record) 
400  (roe  rela,:  |.  Toronto  (Fisher, Weekes  Verth,  von  R,n);  2.  McGill 3.  Western.  Time:  3:29.2. 

DOMINATE  DOUBLES 

Birdmen  play  to  tie  with  Redmen 
By  BOB  CLARK 

Varsity  badminton  Blues' 
domination  in  the  doubles 
events  at  the  OQAA  inter- 

collegiate championships  at 
Queen's  Saturday,  enabled them  to  tie  McGill  Redmen, 
3-3,  and  take  home  a  share of  the  title. 
As  co-holders  of  the  title, 

Varsity's  Bluebirds  gained their  first  intercollegiate 
championship  in  badminton 
in  several  years. 

John    Gilbert    and  Tim 

Smith,  Varsity's  number  one doubles  team,  and  the  west- 
ern division  champs,  defeat- 

ed McGill's  eastern  division champion  number  one  team 
of  Sin  Lam  Chan  and  Pa- 

trick So,  2-0,  to  become  the 
OQAA  individual  senior 
doubles  titlists. 
Varsity's  number  t  w  o 

team  of  John  Patterson  and 
Milt  Hess  defeated  McGill's 
number  two  duo  of  Ken 
Singhal  and  Jim  Macaulay, 
2-0,  to  complete  the  sweep. 

However,  the  Bluebirds 
did  not  fare  as  well  in 
singles.  Hess  provided  Var- 

sity's only  singles  win  by 
downing  McGill's  Macaulay, 
2-1,  while  Singhal  bested 
Blue's  Smith  2-0,  and  So  and Chan  defeated  Gilbert  and 
Patterson,  respectively,  b  y 
identical  scores  of  2-1. 
In  the  individual  senior 

singles  championship,  Siak 
Lee  of  Queen's  had  little  dif- 

ficulty in  besting  the  west- 
ern chamn,  John  MacDou- 

gall  of  McMaster,  2-0. 

Intercollegiate  hockey  season  ends 

Western,  Waterloo  follow  Blues 

The  Senior  Intercollegia- 
te Hockey  League  conclud- 
ed play  over  the  weekend 

with  a  full  slate  of  games. 
Western  Mustangs  finish- 

ed in  second  place  with  a 
6-2  victory  over  Montreal 
Carabins  in  a  game  played 
Saturday,  in  London. 
Jerry  Knightley  led  Mus- 

tangs with  two  goals  with 
singles  going  to  John  Hos- 
podar,  Larry  Babcock,  Don 
Guthrie  and  Paul  Courneya. 

Gilles  Sauve  and  Joceiyn 
Cote  scored  for  Carabins. 
At  Kitchener,  defence- 

man  John  Begley's  first  goal 
of  the  season  gave  Waterloo 
Warriors  a  6-5  win  over  La- 

val Rouge  et  Or. 
Bob  Murdoch  with  two, 

Hugh  Conlin,  Art  Bacon  and 
Don  Mervyn  were  the  other 
Waterloo  scorers. 

Reynald  Dufour  account- 
ed for  four  Laval  goals.  Ga- 

ston Vandal  got  the  other. 
It  was  Warriors'  eleventh 

triumph  of  the  season,  nine: 
more  than  they  had  ever  re- 

corded in  the  SIHL. 
McGill  Redmen  closed 

out  their  season  by  edging 
McMaster  Marlins  7-6  at  Ha- 

milton Saturday, , 

Skippy  Kerner,  and  John 
Tibbits  counted  twice  each 
for  Redmen  as  did  Frank 
Hincks  and  Bill  Gibson  for 
Marlins. 

In  Friday's  action,  Water- 
loo defeated  McGill  7-4,  La- 
val trounced  Guelph  11-3  at 

Guelph,  and  Queen's  troun- 
ced Montreal  11-2  in  King- 

ston. 
For  Waterloo,  Ron  Smith 

was  the  leading  scorer  wilh 
two  goals.  Other  Waterloo 
scorers  were   Marc  Ruest, 

Art  Bacon,  Jerry  Lawless, 
George  Belajac  and  Hugh 
Conlin. 
Rick  Moore  scored  twicv. 

for  McGill  and  Jean  Guy  La- 
brie  and  John  Tibbits  each added  one. 

In  the  Laval-Guelph  game, Gratien  Guimond,  Roger 
Blake  and  Gaston  Vandal 
had  three  goals  each  and 
Roger  Blake  two  for  Laval. 
Laury  Ego,  Jim  Forbes  and 
Dave  Pallet  accounted  lor 
Guelph's  scoring. 
At  Kingston,  Mark  Ed- 

wards led  Queen's  with 
three  goals.  Dave  Ellis,  Dave 
Baker  and  Jim  Tait  each 
had  two  goals  and  Larry 
Jones  and  Vern  Fiemming 
one. 
Normand  Gingras  and  Gil- 
les Sauve  took  care  of  Mont- real's scoring. 

BURWASH  HALL 

POLITICS,  SEX,  &  RELIGION  IN 
ONTARIO  SCHOOLS DEBATE  BY 

The  Honourable  Win.  Dan's,  Q.C.  (P.C  ) Mr.  Vernon  Singer,  Q.C.,  MPP  (Lib.) Mr.  Donald  Mac  Dona  Id,  MPP  (N.D.P.) QUESTION  AND  ANSWER  PERIOD 

TUES.  MARCH  1st     6:30  P.M. EVERYONE  WELCOME 

CHALLENGED  BY 

AN  INTERESTING  SOCIAL  EXPERIENCE 
IN  ISRAEL? 

^.fer  tram  z  % tultil  mem .volunteering  your  knowledge  ond  skills  in  education social  work  ond  health  services,  or  by  pcrticipoting  in  0„  e"[  °£ expe  ience  ,n  coinrriunol  living  on  o  Kibbutz^  for  o  veorfs  ,  rn? 

SHERUT  LA'AM 188  Marlee  Avenue, 
Toronto  19,  Ontario. 787-6171. 

COLES 

3 HANDY 
LOCATIONS 
•  726  YONGE  ST. BELOW  BLOOR 

•299  YONGE  ST.  ' 
BELOW  DUNDAS 

•  370  BLOOR  ST.W. 
AT  WALMER  RD. 

STUDENT  BARGAINS 

AT  ALL  THREE 

DOWNTOWN  STORES COLES   Reference     Book  Dept.   is  a  real 
reference  and   technical   books' et  bargain in  t  You  may  tlnd     just  the  book     you're  loo  kin Mere  ere  a  few  of  the  titles  in  stock  right  now ENGINEERING  MECHANICS  PART  ONE. 

GENETICS  -  Irwin  H.  Herskowitz Pub.  at  10.00   
COLES  PRICE  .19 
COLES  PRICE  2,49 

at  5.50 COLES  PRICE  ,99 
ERIC  MENDELSOHN  ARCHITECTURE 
W.  Von  Eckordt.   Pub.  at  1  95 ALGEBRA  NOTES.  Pub    at  2.9S MODERN  GOVERNMENTS    H    Zink  Pub TEXTBOOK  OF  ORGANIC  CHEMISTRY 
L.    N.    Ferguson.    Pub.  at  9  45 THE  READER:  A  study  of  Form  and  Content  W &   R.  L.  Montgomery,  Pub.  of  5  90 HANDBOOK  OF  LAYOUT  AND  DIMENSIONING FOR  PRODUCTION  _  H.  H.  K„l«.  Pub.  it  15.00  COLES  PR,CE 

COLES  PRICE 
...  -  COLES  PRICE 6.95     COLES  PRICE 

  COLES  PRICE /.O.S.  Sutherland COLES  PRICE 1.98 1.69 1.29 

2.9S 
THAAMER,CAN  "W"!  *  Short  History 1492-1865  Chitwood.  Pub    «t  8  SO 
!«AA,MCERICAN  PEOPLE:  A  Short  History 
1865-1952.  Chitwood.  Pub    at  8  50 

Vol.  I COLES  PRICE  1.49 Vol,  II 
COLES  PRICE  1,49 

EXCITABILITY  OF  THE  HEART 
Brocks,  Orias.   Pub.  at  5  95 
THE  PRINCIPLES  OF  POLITICAL  THOUGHT 
S.  I.  Benn  &  R.  S.  Peters.    Pub    or  I  95 ELEMENTS  OF  STRENGTH  OF  MATERIALS Timoshcnko  &  MacCullough.    pub    at  5  00 THE  TYRANNY  OF  TESTING B.  Hoffmon.    Pub.  at  .95  . THE  MIND  OF  PRIMITIVE  MAN F.  Boas.    Pub.  at  .95 HOMOSEXUALITY  —  E.  Bcrglcr.    Pub   at  95 POETS  ON  POETRY  —  Pub.  at  95 THE  NATURE  OF  STATISTICS 
A.  Wallls  &  H.  V.  Roberts.    Pub    at  95 SCOPE  OF  TOTAL  ARCHITECTURE W.  Gropius.    Pub.  at  95 
THE  QUESTION  OF  GOVERNMENT  SPENDING F.  M.  Gotor.  pub    at  95 THE  SECULAR  CITY  —  H.  Cox.  Pub.  at  1.45 

COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE  : COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
COLES  PRICE 
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NO  FORMALITY  AT  GOELPH 

CHALK  UP  NO.  28 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
GUELPH — 1 1  was  to  be  a 

mere  formality.  Guelph  Red- men,  mired  in  last  place  in 
the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Hockey  League,  didn't  fig- ure to  give  Varsity  Blues, 
heir  apparent  to  the  Queen's Cup,  much  of  a  battle. 
However,  Redmen  played 

ike  a  team  battling  for  a 
>erth  in  the  upper  division 
of  the  SIHL  as  they  gave 
Blues  a  scare  before  suc- 

cumbing 6-1  here,  Saturday afternoon. 
Blues  defeated  McMaster 

Marlins  15-4,  Friday  at  Var- 
sity Arena. 

The  victory  gave  Blues 
first  place  and  the  Queen's Cup,  their  28th  in  the  55 
years  it  has  been  up  for 
competition. 

With  nothing  to  lose  and 
everything  to  gain  Redmen 
made  Blues  work  for  their 
silverware.  Had  they  been 
able  lo  mount  a  decent  at- 

tack they  might  very  well 
have  pulled  off  the  upset  ol 
the  year. 
Redmen  forwards  check- 

ed tenaciously  and  the  de- 
fence played  sound  position- 

al hockey.  This,  combined 
with  Toronto's  uninspired play  resulted  in  Blues  lead- 

ing only  2-1  after  two  pe- riods of  play. 
Bryan  Tompson  beat  Red- 

men  goalie  Gary  Landers  to 
a  loose  puck  in  front  of  the 
net  for  Blues'  first  goal  in the  first  period  and  a  few 
minutes  later  Gord  Cunning- 

ham scored  on  a  solo  rush. 
Blues,  however,  did  little 

for  the  next  period-and-a-half 

and  when  Glen  Slater  scor- ed towards  the  end  of  the 
second  period  they  realized 
the  game  was  no  longer  a formality. 
With  a  loss  lo  the  last 

place  team  now  a  definite 
possibility,  Blues  came  out 
skating  in  the  final  period. 
Their  speed  and  ability 
around  the  net  was  too 
much  for  Redmen  to  handle. 
Murray  Stroud,  Pete  Bur- wash,  Steve  Monteith  and 
Paul  Laurent  each  scored 
once  to  clinch  the  victory. 
For  Burwash,  it  was  his 

fourth  goal  in  two  games. 
Cunningham  also  had  four 
goals  over  the  weekend. 
At  Varsity  Arena  Friday 

night,  Blues  trounced  Mc- 

Master Marlin  15-4,  although 
the  score  was  tied  3-3  after 
the  first  period. 

In  this  period,  Blues  for- 
got completely  about  defen- sive hockey  and  set  out  to 

overwhelm  Marlins  and  in- crease their  scoring  totals. 
Goaltender  John  Wrigley 

received  little  protection 
and  as  a  result  Gary  Spoar, 
Larry  Gamble  and  Mike  Ker 
were  able  to  put  the  puck 
behind  him. 

For  the  next  two  periods 
Blues  played  sounder  hock- 

ey scoring  five  times  in  the second  and  seven  in  the 
third  while  holding  Marlins 
to  only  one  goal. 
Four  of  their  third-period 

scores  came  within  a  span 
of  2:39. 

Peter  Speyer,  playing  his 
first  game  for  Blues,  led 
Varsity  scorers  with  six  as- 

sists. Speyer,  a  SIHL  all- star  defenceman  two  sea- 
sons ago,  was  called  on when  Gil  Farmer  broke  his 

hand  in  the  game  against 
Western  and  was  unable  to 

play. He  has  been  playing  for 
Law  in  the  interfaculty 
league  while  concentrating 
on  his  studies. 
Gord  Cunningham  and 

Pete  Burwash  each  register- ed the  hat  trick  for  Blues. 
Henry  Monteith  scored twice  with  singles  going  to 
Murray  Stroud,  Ward  Passi, 
Brian  Jones,  Steve  Monteith, 
Paul  Laurent,  Bobby  Mc- 

Clelland and  Bryan  Tomp- 

son. Frank  Hincks  scored  Mar- lins' fourth  goal. 
LEFTOVERS:  Bob  Awrey 

suffered  a  broken  nose 
when  hit  by  a  puck  in  the 
Guelph  game  .  .  .  Bill  Stew- 

art was  in  goal  against  Red- 
men  .  .  .  Three  stars  in  Fri- 

day night's  game  as  chosen by  Don  Awrey  of  Boston Bruins  were:  the  Monteith 
brothers  and  Laurent  as  the 
first  star,  Peter  Speyer  and 
Ward  Passi  .  .  .  Varsity  out- 
shot  McMaster  63-39  .  .  . Ward  Passi  was  awarded 
the  Dr.  Bill  Dafoe  Trophy 
Friday  night  .  .  .  The  Trophy 
is  awarded  to  the  member 

of  the  hockey  Blues  "ad- judged most  worthy  by  his 

teammates." 

JACK  NEWMAN 

This  wos  the  14th.  Blues'  Bobby  McClelland  (16)  backhands  the  puck  past  beleaguered  McMaster  goalie  Jack  Young. Marlin  defenceman  Gary  Hedges  (3),  arrives  late  as  usual. 

LANCERS  TOO  MUCH  FDR  CAGERS... QUEEN'S  JUST  RIGHT 

Tournament  decides  the  inevitable By  RICH  PYNE 
As  pointed  out  by  a  mem- 

ber or  Varsity's  cage  team, league  officials  picked  the 
wrong  year  to  stage  a  cham- 

pionship tournament  for 
the  S1BL  crown. 

Half  way  through  the  sea- 
son no  one  had  doubts  that 

Windsor  would  actually  be 
upset  nor  that  the  teams  of 
the  eastern  loop  of  the  league 
were  anywhere  near  as  pro- 

ficient as  those  in  the  west. 
The  only  thing  that 

would  have  settled  any- 
thing was  a  game  between 

Waterloo  and  Toronto,  just 
for  the  sake  of  seeing  if 
Warriors  really  are  better 
tlian  Blues.  However  the 
format  of  the  program  pre- 

cluded the  possibility  of such  a  contest. 
There  was  no  way  Varsity 

was  going  lo  beat  Windsor 
and  eveu  less  that  Queen's 
would  knock  off  Waterloo. 
Consequently  Blues  and 
Queen's  played  in  the  con- solation and  Windsor  took 

care  of  Waterloo  in  the  li- 
nal. 
There  were  however,  two 

slight  deviations  lo  this  ra- 
ther predictable  tourna- 
ment. The  first  was  the 

complete  ineptness  on  the 
part  of  Waterloo  and  espe- 

cially Queen's  in  the  first 
game  Friday  and  secondly, 
the  stunning  come-back  of 
the  Kingston  team  in  the 
consolation  match  when 
they  came  within  a  hair  of 
upsetting  Blues. 

In  that  first  game  Friday 
both  teams  played  a  snail's- pace  offensive  game  and 
had  the  Windsor  crowd,  ac- 

customed to  fast  wide  opcfi 
contest,  on  their  knees. 

"Shoot  p-l-e-a-s-e,"  they  la- mented as  the  score  soared 
to  2-1  after  no  less  than  live 
minutes  of  play, — and  then 
h  >«1  lo  20-15  at  the  lull 

The  fans  began  requesting 
the  interlac  championships 
in  the  second  half  but  re- 

gained interest  chanting, 
"We  want  50,"  as  Waterloo 
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went  wild  for  35  points  giv- 
ing  them  their  55-32  victory. Bob  Eaton,  playing  a 
good  all-round  series,  had 
II  for  Waterloo,  Dick  Aid- 
ridge  and  Bob  Pando  chip- 

ped in  9  each. 
Doug  Fraser  had  11  ol 

Queen's  32. 
In  the  second  game  Fri- 

day Varsity's  cagers  looked 
good  against  the  red-hot Windsor  Lancers.  It  was  a 
case  of  two  teams  playing 
near  capacity.  Windsor  was 
just  better. 

Blues  actually  had  a  bet- 
ter floor  percentage  in  the 

first  half  but  trouble  from 
the  foul  line  and  a  faster 
Windsor  team  had  them 
down  47-32  at  the  half. 

'Hondo'  Holowachuk  had 
a  fine  first  half,  scoring  10 

points. Blues'  guard  Doug  Lock- hart  had  twisted  his  knee  at 
the  start  of  the  second  hall 
and  was  kept  out  for  most 
of  the  duration.  He  was  re- 

placed by  Alby  Garbe  and 
though  he  scored  only  three 
himself,     his  play-making 

was  responsible  for  a  good 
proportion  of  Blues'  second half  points. 

For  Windsor,  Bob  Navet- te  had  20,  18  in  the  first 
hall,  Mike  Taranczuk  16  and 
Marty  Kwiatkowski  14. Arvo  Neidre,  playing  a 
fine  game  particularly  in 
the  latter  stages  was  high 
man  for  Blues  with  15.  Lock- 
hart  had  11. 

Varsity  played  the  conso- lation match  the  next  night 
in  a  state  of  post  climactic 
apathy.  On  the  other  hand 
Queen's  seemed  intent  on 
redeeming  their  high-school- 
ish  pertormance  against  Wa- terloo. 

In  the  first  half  Queen's bettered  their  whole  output 
of  the  previous  night  and 
surprised  Varsity  with  a  33- 33  half-time  draw. 
With  2:30  to  go  the  score 

was  still  tied  61-61.  The 
game  was  not  decided  until 
40  seconds  remained.  At 
that  point  Holowachuk  hit 
a  long  jump  shot  and  in  the next  exchange  potted  two 
fouls  cementing  a  67-64  vic- 

tory. 

The  championship  be- 
tween Waterloo  and  Wind- 

sor was  just  to  see  how 
much  Windsor  would  win by. 
Windsor's  last-breaking, fast  substituting,  iust  plain 

fast  squad  ran  up  a  43-24 half-time  lead. 
They  slowed  down  briefly in  the  early  stages  of  the second  half  but  got  hungry 

again  when  the  100-poinl mark  loomed  into  view. 
Doug  Brown's  three  point 

play  with  seconds  remain- 
ing put  them  over  for  a  102- 71  victory  and  earned Brown  and  the  Lancers  a standing  ovation. 

Angelo  Mazzuchin  and Kwiatkowski  led  Lancers with  18  each,  Brown  had  15 Eaton  was  again  high  for Warriors  with  24. 
Lancers,  now  Wilson  Cup 

champs  for  the  fourth  con- secutive year,  will  represent the  OQAA  in  the  Canadian 'mats  in  Calgary 



CAPUT  ACTS  TODAY 

ON  SUBWA  Y  CAPER 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

The  Caput,  U  of  T's  disci- 
plinary body,  meets  at  10 

a.m.  today  to  discuss  Mon- 
day's Engineering  subway caper. 

Composed  of  the  heads  of 
all  the  schools,  faculties  and 
colleges  within  the  Univer- 

sity, President  C.T.  Bissell 
and  SAC  President  Mary Brewin,  the  Caput  has  the 
power  to  fine  or  suspend students  for  misdemeanors. 

It  is  expected  that  the  En- 
gineering Society  will  be 

fined  for  the  incident,  which resulted  in  a  shutdown  of the  subway  for  15  minutes. 
Led  by  some  10  members 

of  the  Lady  C-odiva  Mem- 
orial Band,  the  students  en- 
tered the  subway  at  the  St. 

George  St.  station  by  vault- 
ing over  the  turnstiles. 

The  band  paid  their  fares 
but  there  is  a  550  fine  for 
entering  without  paying.  Re- 

porters and  photographers went  over  the  turnstiles  too. Planned  as  a  mock  official 
opening  ceremony,  the  stu- dents took  a  ride  on  the 
train  after  Barb  Conner  (II P&OT),  Miss  Engineering, cut  a  ribbon  and  several students  gave  speeches. 

On  the  train  several  seats 
were  pulled  from  their 
bases.  Press  and  radio  re- 

ports termed  this  "tearing 
up  seats"  but  TTC  officials admitted  that  the  subway seats  come  loose  from  their 
supports  like  the  back  seat of  a  car. 
Metro  Pblice  Staff  In- 

spector, James  Adamson, 
who  said  he  is  in  charge  of investigating  the  incident, said  he  knows  of  no  damage done. 
"They  did  throw  a  lot  of cushions  around,"  he  said. 

"I  don't  think  there  was anything  ripped  or  dam- 
aged. What  we  are  chiefly concerned  with  is  that  some 

of  the  students  did  pull  the 
switch." 

After  the  train  full  of  stu- 
dents started  moving,  a 

safety  switch  was  thrown 

which  cut  the  power  on  the third  rail. 
Penalty  for  misuse  of  this 

switch  is  five  years  impri- sonment. 
While  the  train  was  stop- 

ped some  of  the  students forced  open  a  door  and  ran through  the  tunnel. 
At  the  end  of  the  ride,  po- lice were  waiting  to  escort the  students  back  to  the campus. 
Some  of  the  participants were  using  garbage  can  lids to  clash  together  adding  to the  ruckus.  Police  tried  to 

charge  some  of  these  per- sons with  stealing  the  lids 
from  the  subway  but  drop- 

ped their  allegations  when told  the  lids  came  from  the 
Engineering  Stores. 
No  arrests  were  made  but 

police  say  they  are  looking 
for  the  persons  who  illegal- 

ly pulled  the  switch.  . 
Police  Chief  James  Mac- 

key  refused  to  comment  to 
any  news  media  yesterday but  gave  an  interview  to  the 
U  of  T  Radio  Committee. 
Mackey  said  there  were 

12  students  left  in  the  sta- 
tion after  the  train  started moving  and  one  of  these 

pulled  the  switch. 
"We  have  witnesses  to 

the  tiling  but  it's  gonna  take an  awful  long  time  to  get around  to  these  three  or 
four' hundred  people. 
"But  we  just  put  added 

detectives  on  and  we're  gon- na go  through  there  and some  of  them  are  gonna  be 
very  embarrassed. 
"We  will  make  every  en- deavor to  identify  them  be- 

cause we've  got  people  who were  there . . .  even  if  we 
have  to  go  through  the 
whole  of  the  Engineering  Fa- culty and  any  other  facul- 

ty." 

TTC  Chairman  Ralph  Day, said  there  was  damage  done to  one  of  the  subway  cars 
and  called  for  the  prosecu- tion of  all  the  students  in- volved. 
"They  should  all  be  tossed 

in  the  j'ug,"  he  snorted. 
Last  night  Mr.  Day  said 

it  was  a  lucky  thing  that 
the  switch  was  pulled  be- 

cause that  foiled  the  engi- 
neers' attempt  to  comman- deer the  train  and  ride  it 

around  the  subway  system. 
Engineering  Society  Pre- sident, Frank  Vallo,  denied 

the  charges  that  they  were 
trying  to  commandeer  the 
train.  "For  one  thing,  we don't  know  how  to  operate 
a  train,"  he  said. Vallo  also  denied  press 
reports  that  the  students threw  firecrackers  out  the windows. 

"There  was  one  loud  bans but  we  haven't  been  able  to determine  what  it  was,"  he said.  Vallo  said  il  would  be impossible  to  throw  any 
thing  out  the  double  win- dows because  they  cannot 
be  opened. 

Vallo  said  there  were  po- 
lice in  the  station  at  the 

time  of  the  caper  and  these 
officers  did  nothing  to  re- 

tard what  looked  like  a harmless  stunt. 
"There's  no  evidence  that 

it  was  our  group  that  did  it 
(pulled  the  switch)"  he  ad- ded. 
Vallo  said  the  caper  was 

organized  by  a  few  students 
who  "thought  it  would  be 
good  publicity." He  said  he  went  along  to watch  the  caper  which  he 
described  as  "well— super- 

vised" and  "a  lot  of  fun." 
"It  was  boisterous,  there's no  doubt  about  that,  but  it 

wasn't  unruly,"  he  asserted. 
A  mimeographed  sheet 

called  "Tiny  Toike  Five ****  Star  Edition"  announ- 
ced the  caper  Monday  mor- 

ning. 

The  sheet  claimed  that 
the  subway  had  not  been  of- 

ficially opened  and  said: 
"The  B.F.C.  (Brute  Force Committee)  feels  that  it  is 
our  moral  duty  to  remedy this  situation. 
"...we  will  follow  the L.G.M.B.  on  a  tour  of  the 

subway  which  will  be  pro- vided FREE  by  the  T.T.C. 
(although  they  don't  know 

it  yet)." 
(see  "caper,  "  page  3) 

—Photos  by  The.Wollenstein  Agency 
Here  they  ore:  those  ghastly  villains,  those  disturbers  of the  peace,  those  r.otous,  raucous,  childlike  students  who d.srupted  the  subway.  Here  is  also  a  policeman  He  is 
anonymous,  like  the  students.  We  hate  troubled"  so 

varsity 
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editorial 

Have  you  ever  heard  such  nonsense,  such  fool- ishness, such  complete  and  undiluted  bilge? 
A  group  of  Toronto  engineering  students  do something  not  quite  kosher,  and  right  awoy  the  hand- wnnging,  the  pious  condemnations,  the  holier-than- thou  lamentations  begin. 
You  probably  recall  the  statements  that  appear whenever  students  march,  or  sit-in,  or  demonstrate 

Why  don  t  students  do  the  things  they  used  to  da?" cry  the  paunchy  citizens.  "Why  don't  students  carry out  harmless  pranks  like  we  used  to?" 
Well,  here  was  a  "harmless"  prank    a  caper good  clean  fun"  and  all  that.  And  look  what  hap- pened. Outraged  screams  from  all  sides,  that's  what happened. 
Stupidity.  Insanity.  Junk. 

Toronto's  authorities  should  worry  about  some- thing serious  for  a  change — like  Viet  Nam,  maybe. 
And  as  for  TTC  chairman  Ralph  Day — does  he know  whether  a  Toronto  student  pulled  a  switch  in his  precious  subway? 

He  doesn't.  And  until  it  is  proved  that  a  Toronto  I student  did  pull  a  switch,  Day  should  keep  quiet. 
And  furthermore, — why  did  a  1 3-minure  power  I failure  in  the  early  afternoon  lead  to  utter  chaos  at rush  hour?  Perhaps  Mr.  Day  is  screaming  loudly  be- cause his  subway  system  has  an  Achilles  heel. 
And  one  rriore  furthermore — what's  all  this  aor-  I bage  about  damage  to  the  seats  of  subway  cars?  This  I item  was  prominently  mentioned  in  a  number  of  I local  news  media:    where  is  their   proof   thot  such damage  actually  occurred? 
They  don't  have  any  proof  yet,  and  probably  I won  t.   They  are  simply  acting   irresponsibly.   Like  I students  '  maybe. 

This  city  would  be  a  lot  better  off  if  its  citizens  I 
were  as  mature  as  most  students  at  this  university.  I 

When  a  caper  such  as  Monday's  engineering  I stunt  is  laughed  at  (or  ignored)  and  a  serious  prob-  I lem  like  Viet  Nam  becomes  a  subject  for  real  con-  I cern — then  tne  problems  of  our  world  might  assume  I 
proper  perspective. 

Let's  hope  the  university  Caput,  meeting  today to  consider  Monday's  incident,  has  a  slightly  more  I balanced  perspective  than  most  of  Toronto's  civic  of-  I ficials  and  news  media. 
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MONTREAL  (CUP)— About  60  students  at  McGill 
University  added  their 
names  to  a  list  of  supporters 
of  American  policy  in  Viet 
Nam,  during  a  teach-in  last week. 

The  teach-in  was  sponsor- 
ed by  the  McGill  division  of 

the  Committee  of  Canadian 
Students  Supporting  Ameri- 

can Policy  in  Viet  Nam. 
Backers  say  there  are  al- 

ready 6,000  names  on  the 
list,  which  will  be  presented 
to  Prime  Minister  Pearson 
during  the  first  week  in March  concurrently  with  a 
demonstration  in  Ottawa  by 

the  Student  Union  for  Peace 
Action. 

The  principal  speakers  at 
the  teach-in  were  Jack  Done- 
gani  and  Emile  Lefort,  the 
acting  chairman  of  the  com- 
mittee. 

Mr.  Donegani  said  the  war 
was  not  an  issue  of  Ameri- 

can imperialism  because 
other  countries,  like  Austra- 

lia and  New  Zealand,  were 
supporting  the  effort.  He 
noted  Canada  and  West  Ger- 

many are  sending  medical 
aid  and  that  "there  is  no  dif- ference between  an  extra 

shot  of  penicillin  and  a  rifle." 

U  of  T  Radio  contest  winners 
The  following  ore  the  winners  of  U  of  T  Radio's  first  contest Bonus,  which  is  heard  os  part  of  the  Campus  Quarter  on  CKFH  (1430) Mondays,  Wednesdays,  and  Fridoys  at  11:10  p.m.  Each  receives  a  pair of  tickets  to  the  current  Hart  House  Theatre  production:  "The  Servant  Of 

Two  Mosters", Melinda  Badcock 52  Galbraith  Ave, Toronto  16 
Jim  Vonwyck 
89  Charles  St.  W. Toronto  5 
Paul  Herbert 524  Broadway 
Toronto  1  7 

Tickets  supplied  courtesy  of  Hart  House  Theatre 

Margaret  McCausland 218  Evelyn  Ave. Toronto  9 

Lorry  Whalen 83  Hazelton  Rd. Toronto  5 

Today,  10  a.m.  5  pjn. 
Blood  Donor  Clinic—  Loretto  College. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Graduate  Christian  Fellowship  discussion.  Rm.  221  UC. 
Yavneh   nominations   for   executive— Rm.   2110  '  Sid Smith.  Final  date,  Sat.  March  5,  Hillel  House. 
SUPA  open  executive  meeting  to  discuss  Ottawa  action. Rm.  14,  UC. 

Lecture  and  discussion  on  Conversion,  psychological and  spiritual.  Rm.  211,  Anatomy  Building. 
Today,  4:30  pjn. 

Graduates'  tea,  GSU. 
Today,  5  p.m, 

GSU  election  of  officers. 
Today,  5:15  p.m. 

Vespers,  Victoria  chapel.  Theme:  constructive  doubting. Today,  7  pan. 
All  interested  in  Bruce  Trail  Outing  Club  hike  call Garry  Feinstadt,  RU  3-9455. 
Ail  interested  in  skiing  with  the  Outing  Club  this  week- end should  call  Don  Dennison,  BE  1-3959  before  8 Today,  7:30  p.m. 
Graduates'  badminton.  Drill  Hall. 

Today,  8  p.m. 

o^JSZX&SS. re  concert  at  0x- A" welc°™- Today,  8:30  pjn. 

Thursday,  9-11  a.m.,  12:30-4  pan. 
Blood  Donor  Clinic,  JCR,  UC Thursday,  1  p.m. 
Seminar  on  Candy  and  Candida  Rm.  2125,  Sid  Smith 

a-bSSS^SS? prints  in  annual  ~ ITU  rfading'  Hart  House  Ar*  Gallery. 
PC  election  of  officers.  Rm.  209,  UC. Thursday,  4:10  p.m. 

Proper"  ri)f  ,-plasi?a  physics  "search  at  U.  of  Montreal Pi  of G.G.  Cloutier.  Rm.  135,  McLennan  Labs  Montltal- Houfe   annual  election  of  officers.  Debates  Room,  Hart 



^  New  proposals  for  U  of  T  Remembrance 
By  LESLIE  GARY 

A  letter  containing  the  SAC  plan  for  re- vamping Remembrance  Day  has  been  sent to  U  of  T  Provost  Moffat  Woodside  for  con- sideration. 
The  proposals  presented  were  the  combin- ed work  of  SAC  Vice-president  David  Hunter and  SUPA  member  Harvey  L.  Shepherd Shepherd  originally  wrote  to  SAC  on  be- half of  the  Student  Union  for  Peace  Action suggesting  a  major  revisal  of  Remembrance Day. 
The  proposed  schedule  would  eliminate classes  from  11  a.m.  to  2  p.m.  A  vigil  and  a guest  speaker  would  be  incorporated  into 

the  service. 
Council  has  recommended  that  only  one wreath  be  laid  from  the  whole  University rather  than  one  from  each  of  SAC  the University,  the  Alumni  Association  and  the 

three  military  groups  on  camp'us. A  service  would  be  held  from  11  a.m.  to 11:45  a.m.,  there  would  be  speakers  in  vari- ous locations  around  campus  from  12  noon to  1  p.m.,  and  seminars  on  peace  from  1 p.m.  to  2  p.m. 
SAC  President  Mary  Brewin  has  already spoken  with  Dr.  Woodside  and  reported  him as  saying  that  a  committee  will  likely  be  set up  to  consider  the  proposals. 

^  Grant  bows  out  of  Ottawa  teach-in 
George  Grant,  McMaster  religion  professor and  author  of  Lament  for  a  Nation,  has bowed  out  of  speaking  at  a  teach-in  on  Viet Nam  in  Ottawa  tomorrow. 
The  teach-in  will  be  part  of  Canada/Viet Narn  week  sponsored  by  the  Student  Union tor  Peace  Action.  The  action,  which  will  inc- lude a  28-hour  vigil  on  Parliament  Hill  and a  possible  sit-in,  will  challenge  Canada's failure  to  oppose  U.S.  policy  in  Viet  Nam Mr.  Grant  listed  poor  health  as  the  reason for  his  withdrawal. 
The  Ottawa  action  began  ahead  of  sche- dule last  night  when  about  a  dozen  people held  a  vigil  for  six  hours  in  the  rain.  A  vigil had  originally  been  scheduled  for  yester- day; then  was  rescheduled  for  Friday.  But the  12  showed  up  anyway. Last  week  Grant  refused  to  be  associated with  civil  disobedience  which  might  occur if  the  Government  does  not  respond  to  the call  for  a  full  debate  on  Viet  Nam. He  was  in  Edmonton  at  a  teach-in  last 

c,™k.  ̂ hSn  he  heard  ot  a  Pamphlet  that A  had  printed  to  announce  the  action. 

Beneath  his  picture  was  printed  an  agenda for  the  action  which  included  the  announ- cement of  the  sit-in  possibility. 
A  quick  telephone  conference  was  arrang- ed between  SUPA  organizers  in  Ottawa Montreal,  Toronto  and  Edmonton. 
The  leaflets  were  to  be  destroyed  as  a result  of  the  conference,  but  some  of  them were  mailed  out. 
Monday  night  several  students  in  the SUPA  office  were  busy  crossing  Grant's name  off  other  leaflets  with  a  magic  marker Staughton  Lynd,  a  history  professor  at Yale  is  scheduled  to  speak  at  the  Ottawa teach-m.  Lynd  spoke  at  the  U  of  T  Inter- national Teach-in  in  October.  U  of  T  history professor  Kenneth  McNaught  will  also  be among  speakers. 
Yesterday,  Professor  McNaught  announ- ced that  about  75  names  had  been  gathered on  an  open  letter  to  the  Government  calling for  a  Viet  Nam  debate. 
McNaught  is  circulating  the  open  letter which  is  separate  from  the  action  in  Ottawa but  still  a  part  of  Canada/Viet  Nam  week 

^  Need  religious  study  to  understand  ethics,  morals 
By  PAT  McDERMOTT 

Ontario  Education  Minister  William  Davis thinks  the  church  and  the  home  demand 
too  much  of  the  school  system  in  the  way of  religion.  But,  he  said  at  a  discussion  last 
night  in  Burwash  Hall,  "the  study  of  com- parative religions  is  necessary  for  some  un- derstanding of  ethics  and  morals." 

Liberal  MLA  Vernon  Singer  and  Ontario NDP  leader  Donald  MacDonald  maintained that  the  introduction  of  religious  instruc- tion into  the  schools  in  1945  was  a  mistake; 
that  Teacher's  College  does  not  prepare  its students  to  teach  religion  and  that  religious instruction  is  an  imposition  of  a  majority view  on  a  minority. 
The  speakers  were  unanimous  that  pol- 

itical activities  should  be  encouraged.  Mac- 

Donald  advocated  lowering  the  voting  age to  18. 
The  speakers  approached  the  subject  of sex  education  in  the  school  system  rather gingerly. 

Mr.  MacDonald  and  Mr.  Singer  agreed that  sex  instruction  should  be  taught  by  the schools.  MacDonald  stated  that  this  subject could  be  more  adequately  handled  by  the 
schools  than  by  "parents  who  are  the  cap- tives of  the  Victorian  age." Only  Vernon  Singer  believed  that  birth control  information  should  be  made  avail- 

able to  students  in  the  higher  school  syst- ems. Mr.  MacDonald  said  that  they  could obtain  this  information  elsewhere,  and  Mr. Davis  said  distribution  of  birth  control  lite- rature should  be  left  to  the  universities. 

CAPER  Continued) 

_  The  Engineers  participate  '  The  15-minute  shutdown,  schedule  for  the  rest  of  the in  similar  capers  every  time     threw  the  entire  system  off     day,  TTC  officials a  major  public  project  is  „.,„   opened  in  downtown  Toron- to. 

Last  September  they  offi- 
cially closed  the  new  city 

hall.  At  the  time  of  the  open- 
ing of  the  University  Ave- 
nue subway  in  Feb.  1963, 

they  also  had  an  official closing. 

Vallo  suggested  that  TTC 
Chairman  Ralph  Day  may 
be  using  the  student  caper 
as  a  whipping  boy. 
The  TTC  has  been  the 

subject  of  much  speculation 
lately  over  Whether  the  COn-  —photo  by  The  Crimson  Ghost 
troversial  Y'  interchange  in    A  frantic  TTC  official  frantically  phones  "Control"  about 
ratenetrVUlTy  W°U,d  °**    °"  *>T  '"M  hoo,i'°'"-  He  '«  "onymous  too  We  de- rate efficiently.  wont  him  to  be  embarrassed. 

HART  HOUSE 
TODAY  IS  ELECTION  DAY  AT  HART  HOUSE COME  AND  VOTE  I 

THURSDAY 12.30 

.15  p.m 

1.200 

CHAPEL  —  Holy  Communion  —  Open  to  oil Members  of  the  University. 
POETRY  READING  _  Art  Gollery 
Alan  Toff  reading  T.S.  Eliot 
Gino  Motfeo  reading  a  programme  ol  parodies 

2.00  p.m.  CAMERA  CLUB  _  Mr.  W.  j.  Blackhall  win give  a  criticism  of  the  prints  not  accepted  for  the Annual  Exhiibtion  in  the  Camera  Club  Rooms. 
OPEN  MEETING  FOR  HART  HOUSE  FARM 

4.30  p.m  Monday,  Morch  7th  Music  Room 

Z  Vanrmeto^966bS  °67  -'-"^in  booking 

the  form  tor  1966  -  67  should  have  o  representative  present 
  Ladies  Welcome. 

THE  BOARD  OF  EDUCATION 

FOR  THE  TOWNSHIP  OF  NORTH  YORK 

TEACHING 

OPPORTUNITIES 
Graduates  interested  in  the  teaching  profession  or wish.ng  to  obtain  information  regarding  teaching opportunities  are  mvifed  to  visit  the  North  York  Board ot  bducation  on  open  interview  days  at  

DON  MILLS 

COLLEGIATE  INSTITUTE 

15  The  Donway  East,  Don  Mills 
FRIDAY,  MARCH  11 

4:00  p.m.     to     9:00  p.m. 
SATURDAY,  MARCH  12 
9:00  a.m.     to     4:00  p.m. 

Our  advertisement  will  appear  in  all  the  local  news- 
papers on  Wednesday,  March  9. 

F.  W.  MINKLER,  B.A.,  D.  Paed. Director  of  Education 
P.R.W.  TACON,  R.M.T. 

Chairman 

The  University  of  Toronto's  new  film 

LIGHT  FOR  THE  MIND 
WILL  BE  SHOWN 

FOR  STUDENTS  AND  STAFF 

MONDAY,  MARCH  7 

at  12.30  p.m.  and  at  1.30  p.m. 

in 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

Friday  March  4  -  8.30 
at 

NEW  COLLEGE  DINING  HALL 

DEATH  OF  A  SALESMAN 
with  FREDERICK  MARCH  &  MILDRED  DUNNOCK 

ADMISSION  50/ 
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strong  words— about  time 
This  yeor's  version  of  the  annual  President's  Report 

contained,  along  with  traditional  remarks  about  U  of  T's growth  and  goodness,  some  hard-hitting  and  important comments  about  the  lack  of  accommodation  available  to 
students. 

The  plight  of  the  undergraduate  in  residence,  and 
of  the  graduate  student  in  search  of  a  house  or  apartment, 
have  been  emphasized  on  numerous  occasions  by  the  stu- 

dents themselves.  Despite  repeated  pleas  by  the  students, 
little  has  been  done  in  recent  years  to  slow  the  upward 
spiral  of  residence  costs.  Even  less  has  been  done  to  pro- 

vide graduate  accommodation. 
Of  course,  no  one  pays  much  attention  to  student 

complaints. 
But  now  the  problem  has  been  forcefully  stated  by 

senior  and  respected  members  of  the  university  admini- 
stration, and  perhaps  now  some  action  will  result. 

Principal  Ivey  of  New  College  and  Principal  LePan  of 
UC  both  urge  that  the  university  reconsider  its  policy  of 
making  residences  self-supporting.  Both  suggest  that  the 
time  has  come  to  begin  subsidizing  the  residences,  to  pre- 

vent them  from  becoming  open  only  to  the  financially  well- off. 

Dean  Ernest  Sirluck  of  the  graduate  school  put  the 
problem  of  graduate  accommodation  in  blunt  terms  seldom 
employed  by  university  administrators.  He  emphasized 
that  the  housing  problem  would  not  only  frustrate  the  uni- 

versity's plans  to  expand  the  graduate  school,  but  had  a harmful  effect  on  the  graduate  students  themselves. 
The  shortage  of  accommodation  was  also  mentioned 

by  J.  K.  Bradford,  director  of  the  university  housing  service. 
President  Bissell,  his  own  opinions  doubtless  rein- 

forced by  the  words  of  these  men,  stated  in  his  section  of 
the  report  that  unless  the  problem  is  dealt  with  imme- 

diately "lasting  injury  to  the  university"  would  result. 
Strong  words  indeed.  So  strong  that  one  suspects  the situation  has  deteriorated  beyond  remedy;  at  this  univer- 

sity strong  language  is  seldom  officially  employed  unless  a situation  is  almost  irretrievable. 
Perhaps  now  the  problem  will  be  dealt  with,  and  per- haps it  is  not  to  late  to  do  so  But  one  can  only  wonder about  a  university  which  has  ignored  the  problem  for  so long. 

Adequate  accommodation  on  or  near  the  campus adequate  library  facilities,  and  qualified  teachers  ore  the essential  parts  of  any  university.  Without  these  a  univer- sity is  nothing,  and  no  array  of  brick  and  concrete  and glass  classrooms  and  laboratories  can  make  up  for  the  lock Somewhere  in  the  midst  of  our  glorious  expansion program  the  priorities  of  this  university  became  muddled perhaps  inextricably.  ' 

Varefly Editor Manooirtg  Editor Review  Editor News  Editor 
City  Editor Assistant  City  Editor Contributing  Editor SAC  Editor Sports  Editor Assoclote  Sports  Editor Conodlan  University  Press Features 
Photography  Editor Advertising  Soles Advertising  Assistant Printer 
Editorial  Office Sports  Office Mail  Subscriptions 

David  Jacket Don  no  Mason Arthur  Zeldin 
lorry  Greenspan Andrew  Szende Doul  Corson 
Volkmor  Rlchter Leslie  Gory 
Howie  Fluxgold Rich  Pyne 
Jocques  de  Montlgny Lyn  Owen John  Shore 
J-  Vincent  Kelly Carol  Cooper  923-8171 Doisons  Press  Limited 
WA.  3-8741  -  WA.  3-8742 WA.  3-8113 55  A  Year 

The  Varsity  was  founded  In  1880  and  !■  m.hfr.K.j  k Students  Administrative  Council,  for  the  university  com munity  of  the  University  of  Toronto.  The  Varsity  is  o member  of  the  Conodlan  University  Press 
ibNjTr^^  "  '"^  th.  respons- 'bility  of  (he  editor,  ond  ore  not  necessarily  those  of  the tfudent,'  council  or  administration  of  the  university. 

Here    lost    night    were:    Rod    Ritchie     M,k0    Woi  p.         -  V««9Mnce  wrote  this. 

pMlcom.il.  »o>  Kirk  McGicsoc—oh    ,„   .„!    '  "v  ..I,M|"«    '">">  poultl. moo,,  opotog.,1,.  ond  thotouW.  ncit'  K  t  ,  !"  *"""»  ™"s  <"»".- 
Mood,,  ih.  commit,,'.. Tn',,'™^  wo,  .X",  *"„'  °°«"'  J™' Too  .pel.  deportment  ctHcl?.?  d.h °  ™J  „S  I  V!*  P""1  wo"  P»»»lo. P»oc.  ood  Al  (|„,.„o<)  Scho.nbo, hlmccV  And'  th  "j,  J"  «•"■»•  Flo.oold, o  happy  Sr.  Dovld's  Do.  to  oil  ..u  Z    .  °  Wollen*tcln  Agency  icnds 
fro.    Uonfoirpwotgwngytf^  wkr  erfa  th*.  bey, 
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letters  to  the  editor 

edey  reply  'a  perfect  example' Sir: 

I  am  afraid  that  Mr.  Kenneth  S.  Edey's reply  (The  Varsity,  Feb.  25)  to  my  article 
of  Feb.  21  is  a  perfect  example  of  what  I 
meant  by  the  difficulty  that  students  have 
in  obtaining  information  from  Simcoe 
Hall. 
He  has  still  not  informed  me  as  to  how 

much  money  is  spent  on  "information,  pub- 
lication, alumni  affairs,  etc."  What  does  in- formation include?  Does  that  refer  to  the 

budget  for  the  Department  of  Information? 
If  so,  what  does  this  department  do?  Mr. 
Edey's  letter  indicates  that  it  does  not  dis- pense very  much  information.  In  fact,  his 
office  could  not  even  supply  me  with  a  copy 
of  the  President's  Annual  Report  when  I asked  for  one  on  the  morning  of  February 
28. 
What  is  included  under  the  heading  of 

publications?  Does  this  involve  the  Univer- 
sity of  Toronto  Press,  the  bookstore,  or  just 

the  printing  of  calendars? 
What  is  included  under  alumni  affairs? 

Does  this  just  include  publications  and  cir- 
culars sent  out  to  the  alumni  or  does  it  in- 
volve alumni  reunion  banquets?  Whatever 

is  meant  by  it,  how  much  is  spent  on  it? 
I  take  it  that  "etc.  involves  such  things as  the  Housing  Service,  the  job  placement 

service,  alumni  records  and  the  Varsity 
Fund.  However,  Mr.  Edey  fails  to  mention 
what  part  of  the  1404,177  is  spent  on  each 
of  these  additional  categories  or  how  that 

et's  face  viet  nam  reality Sir: 

Miss  Kopperud's  letter  (The  Varsity,  Feb. 
28)  is  a  prime  example  of  the  blindness  of 
some  people  on  this  campus  concerning  the 
war  in  Viet  Nam.  While  there  is  little  doubt 
that  all  "students ...  on  this  campus  who 
retain  an  ounce  of  intellectual  honesty" wish  for  world  peace,  the  concept  of 
"peace  by  appeasement"  has  been  proven fallacious  by  the  period  preceding  World War  II. 

In  hard  cold  reality  it  must  be  faced  that 
Communist  China  is  trying  to  expand,  as 
Mao  Tse-Tung  has  declared  in  print,  with  a 
goal  of  world  domination.  I  am  sure  that 
Miss  Kopperud  and  her  ilk  do  not  wish  to 
live  under  Chinese  Communist  rule,  where 
she  could  not  express  so  openly  and  widely 
dissent  with  government  policy,  but  she 
does  not  see  that  Chinese  expansion  must 
be  stopped  somewhere  (like  German  expan- 

sion in  the  thirties)  and,  if  we  learn  by  our 
mistakes,  the  earlier  the  better,  before  we 
are  forced  into  an  even  wider  and  more 
dangerous  war.  This  paradox  of  stopping  a 

an  inane  aura  of  secrecy 
Sir: 

The  latter  part  of  February  is  traditional- 
ly a  period  when  reform  of  all  facets  of  U 

of  T  pervades  the  campus  atmosphere. 
From  a  futuristic  Student  Centre  to  lower 
book  prices,  the  proposals  of  the  various 
SAC  candidates  are  virtually  endless.  I 
regret,  however,  the  absence  among  all  these 
proposals  of  a  minor  reform  that  I,  and 
probably  many  students,  would  like  to  see 
instituted.  I  refer  to  the  practice  of  the 
Faculty  of  Arts  and  Science  of  forwarding 
to  each  student,  after  he  or  she  has  wearily 
run  the  academic  gauntlet  and  survived  the 
ordeal  of  exams,  the  all-so-important  results 
in  the  exceedingly  vague  terms  of  "A's,  B's, 

money  is  broken  down  within  each  of  th&se sub-categories. 
I  must  say  that  I  find  it  quiet  unusual 

that  housing  is  only  placed  under  "etc." 
when  according  to  Dr.  Bissell's  annual  re- port as  reported  in  The  Varsity  of  Feb.  28, 
"residential  obligations  now  are  so  serious 
that  they  can  be  delayed  now  only  at  this 
risk  of  profound  and  lasting  injury  to  the 
university."  Maybe  this  serious  situation exists  because  the  university  has  not  spent 
enough  money  on  this  problem.  Since  Mr. 
Edey  seems  so  reluctant  to  tell  me  how 
much  money  is  spent  on  housing  services 
and  how  this  is  allocated  within  this  sub- 

category, I  am  afraid  we  may  never  know 
the  answer. 

Dr.  Bissell  said  in  his  report  that  "stu- dents tend  to  see  themselves  as  a  power 
group  that  must  assert  its  position  and  re- 

sist sternly  any  attempt  at  assimilation  no 
matter  how  benevolent".  The  reason  that students  see  themselves  as  a  separate  power 
group  may  result  from  the  fact  they  are 
really  not  assimilated  into  the  university community. 

The  fact  that  students  are  not  a  part  of 
the  university  community  is  indicated  by 
Mr.  Edey's  refusal  to  answer  questions. 
Members  of  a  community  who  are  full  mem- bers of  that  community  certainly  should  not 
be  refused  answers  to  questions  that  direct- 

ly concern  them.  This  exclusion  is  made 
even  more  odious  by  the  "benevolent"  or paternalistic  attitude  of  Simcoe  Hall. 

Marvin  Ross  (III  New) 
Student  Democratic  Union 

small  war  in  order  to  force  a  larger  war  is 
intrinsic  in  her  argument. 

As  for  her  charges  of  "'inhuman,  sickening 
and  bestial  crimes"  committed  by  the  U.S., what  is  war  but  a  monstrous  crime?  No  war 
has  ever  been  gentle,  and  it  is  ridiculous  to 
think  that  the  Viet  Cong  are  any  more 
humane.  And  who  ever  complained  so  loudly 
against  atrocities  perpetrated  by  the  Allies 
in  Europe  during  both  World  Wars? 
More  people  are  killed  every  year  on 

American  highways  than  have  died  in  the 
whole  Vietnamese  war,  and  the  results  of 
such  accidents  are  much  more  sickening 
than  anything  in  Viet  Nam,  but  who  is 
picketing  the  automobile  manufacturers? 

Only  by  considering  both  sides  of  the 
argument  equally  can  any  intelligent  opinion 
on  the  war  be  formed,  but  even  at  that,  very 
few  people  know  the  true  story  of  the  war, 
and  because  of  security  they  keep  it  to 
themselves.  Still,  it  is  to  be  hoped  and  ex- 

pected that  any  reasonable  person  will  not 
be  swayed  completely  by  emotional  ideal- 

istic arguments  such  as  Miss  Kopperud's, without  looking  at  the  total  picture  and 
facts,  and  the  realistic  implications  of  a "necessary"  war. 

Rick  Clark  (I  Meds) 

?tS'-Ds"  °r  <Ts'  IIs"  etc-  (where  a  "B"  or "II",  for  example,  could  be  anything  from 
66  to  74). 

The  actual  marks  in  concrete  figures  are recorded  on  one's  transcript,  apparently  in a  special  kind  of  ink  that  beromes  invisible whenever  the  transcript  is  photo-copied. Surely  our  investment  of  time  and  money entitles  us  to  know  just  what  specific  marks good  or  bad,  we  received.  By  what  possible reason  can  the  Administration  justify  this inane  aura  of  secrecy? 
If  library  reading  room  hours  can  be  ex- tended, perhaps  even  this  reform  can  be achieved.  I,  for  one,  would  be  grateful  if some  of  the  "new  and  active  blood"  on  SAC would  at  least  attempt  it. 

R.  E.  Hetherington  (IV  New) 



Time  to  re-examine  Canadian  nationalism Bv  JIM  LAXER  „_j  .u   *~*mmmwM By  JIM  LAXER 
Canadian  University  Press 

The  storm  that  has  been 
brewing  in  recent  weeks 
about  Washington  guide- 

lines for  U.S.  subsidiary  cor- 
porations in  this  country  is 

the  latest  sign  that  this  may 
be  the  year  to  re-examine 
Canadian  nationalism. 
Both  on  the  campuses and  in  the  mass  media,  the issue  of  Canadian  independ- ence is  returning  to  the  fore. 
In  many  parts  of  the 

country  debates,  teach-ins 
and  articles  are  drawing  the line  between  the  nation- 

alists and  the  continent- 
alists.  The  nationalists  be- 

lieve that  Canadian  society is  distinct  and  valid— they favor  Canadian  independen- 
ce. The  continentalists  seek closer  ties  with  the  United States  and  tend  to  view  this 

country's  sovereignty  as  a nuisance  that  stands  in  the 
way  of  a  great,  all-inclusive 
North,  American  society. 

This  gulf  between  Cana- 
dians, expressed  in  rather 

simplified  terminology,  has existed  since  Confederation. 
But  for  many  years  after the  Second  World  War,  the issue  seemed  to  sink  from view.  The  rise  and  partial eclipse  of  Diefenbaker  na- 

tionalism in  English  Canada 

and  the  quiet  revolution  in 
Quebec  then  brought  the  is- 

sue back  to  stage-centre once  more. 
But  oddly  enough,  the 

Diefenbaker  phenomenon 
was  brushed  off  by  many  as 
yokel-nationalism  and,  espe- cially in  academic  circles, 
seemed  to  strengthen  the 
tendency  toward  continent- alism. 
There  were  several  fac- 

tors involved  in  this.  Intel- 
lectuals had  long  believed 

that  they  were  part  of  a  cos- 
mopolitan society  that  knew 

no  ,  frontiers.  Nationalism 
was  somehow  passe.  With, their  usual  ability  to  con- 

fuse sophistication  with convention,  the  universities 
managed  to  yawn  away  the first  two  post-war  decades. 

Equally  important,  the  in- 
tellectual community  was 

the  first  to  take  up  the  Eng- lish-French debate  of  the 
early  1960's.  The  two  solitu- des became  so  busy  with each  other  that  they  scarce- 

ly noticed  the  economic,  cul- 
tural and  political  invasion 

that  was  descending  on them  from  another  quarter. 
The  English-French,  de- 

bate had  a  rather  ironic  con- clusion. It  began  with 
French  Canadians  demand- 

ing recognition  for  the  view 
that  they  belonged  to  a  "na- 
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tion";  it  ended  with  English Canadians  in  doubt  about 
their  own  nationhood. 
Gradually  during  the  gla- morous Kennedy  years  a 

general  unease  began  to 
overtake  this  country.  It 
was  increasingly  obvious 
that  American  subsidiary 
corporations  were  sharing 
an  ever  larger  portion  of 
the  strategic  sector  of  our 
economy.  We  began  to  won- 

der whether  sovereign  Can- ada would  be  permitted  to trade  with  Cuba  and  China. Then  came  angry  words 
between  the  U.S.  State  De- 

partment and  Canada's  Con- servative Prime  Minister  re- 
garding nuclear  warheads 

for  our  Bomarc  missies.  In 
1963  John  Diefenbaker's government  went  down  be- 

fore the  onslaught  of  a  con- tinental establishment. 
The  period  from  the  fall 

of  the  Conservative  govern- 
ment to  the  present  has seen  the  genesis  of  the  new nationalism  in  English,  Can- ada. 

Professor  Gad  Horowitz 
of  McGill  University  says: "English  Canada  will  have to  decide  what  it  is  The 
result  should  be  a  new  na- 

tion, bearing  the  clear  im- 
print of  a  British  past  with- out offence  to  those  of  a non-British  ancestry  or  to those  of  British,  ancestry who  are  now  in  conflict 

with  their  past." But  ironically  the  dean  of 
the  new  nationalism  is  a 
man  who  believes  that  Can- 

ada's day  is  almost  over. George  Grant,  47,  head  of 
the  department  of  religion at  McMaster  University  has depicted  the  issues  in  terms both  classical  and  new  in his  Lament  for  a  Nation. 
Grant  believes  that  Cana- 

dian economic  integration into  the  United  States  has been  proceeding  apace  since 1940.  He  sees  the  Liberal 
party,  and  especially  CD. Howe,  as  the  instrument  of continental  intrusion. 
He  states:  "The  Liberal 

policy  under  Howe  was  in- 
tegration ....  The  society produced  by  such  policies 

may  reap  enormous  bene- fits, but  it  will  not  be  a  na- tion. Its  culture  will  become 
the  empire's  to  which  it  be- 

longs." 
Classical  Canadian  nation- 

alism once  found  its  focus 
in  a  protective  tariff  that 
sheltered  an  east-west  ex- 

port-based economy  to  pro- 

vide an  internal  market  for 
the  central  Canadian  indus- 

trial complex.  But  Grant 
argues  that  the  Canadian corporate  elite  has  become 
so  intertwined  with  the American  that  it  has  lost  all 
its  nationalism. 
In  choosing  the  term 

"continentalism"  as  an  epi- 
thet for  the  enemies  of  Can- ada, Grant  brings  to  mind the  hard  battles  that  raged 

on  this  issue  over  half  a century  ago.  In  1891  John A.  Macdonald  fought  the "Continental  Union"  scheme of  the  Liberals;  he  said  he 
would  oppose  "this  veiled treason  with  my  utmost breath."  During  the  election 
of  1911,  Borden  declared 
that  the  central  issue  of  the campaign  was  whether  a "spirit  of  Canadianism  or continentalism  shall  prevail 
on  the  northern  half  of  thi continent."  (He  won.) 
Grant  considers  that  Can 

ada  has  become  increasing 
ly  a  "branch-plant"  society 

This  process  has  progress 
ed  to  the  point  that  the small  towns  and  rural  areas 
of  the  country  have  become 
the  reservoir  of  national 
feeling,  in  Grant's  view. Harold  Arthur  writing  in Saturday  Night  says  Toron 
to,  from  a  "well-groomed puberty-conscious  daughter 
has  "grown  up  to  be  a North  American  bitch.  Her chosen  role  is  the  Canadian 
receptionist  for  the  New 

York  office." But  there  is  evidence  that, 
in  the  cities  too,  the  new nationalism  is  beginning  to make  itself  felt.  Those  close 
to  Canada's  past  and  those who  are  groping  toward  a new  society  are  becoming 
clear  that  the  issue  of  inde 
pendence  must  be  faced. 
The  extent  to  which  the 

question  is  pervading  the 
public  consciousness  is  re- flected in  a  statement  by  an executive  of  a  large  U.S. 
subsidiary  that  if  Washing- ton continues  to  pursue  its 
guidelines  policy  "we couldn't  call  our  soul  our 

own." 

This  year,  around  the  fo- cus of  Lament  for  a  Nation, 
the  battle  between  the  con- tinentalists and  the  nation- 

alists has  come  to  the  cam- 
pus. At  Ryerson  Polytech- nical  Institute,  in  a  debate on  the  subject,  Hugh  Innis, head  of  the  social  science 

department  told  his  listen- 

"No  Canadian  would 
spend  one  Hershey  Bar  a 
week  to  save  Canada." The  Liberal  Prime  Min- 

ister of  McMaster  Universi- 
ty's debating  parliament made  a  recent  statement 

that  North  America  as  a whole  would  be  a  more 
viable  economic  unit  than Canada  alone. 
"You  are  being  taxed  for 

patriotism.  Our  industries have  too  many  different products,  and  too  few  units 
of  each  product  to  be  eco- nomic. Tariffs  cost  as  much 
as  the  Canada  Pension  Plan and  are  only  an  incentive  to See  "nationalism,"  page  6 

INSTITUTE  OF 

COMPUTER  SCIENCE 

Requires  port  time  computer operators  for  the  period  Mo/  to 
September  1 966.  For  further  in- formation please  contact  Mr. 
Biro  ot  928-2989. 

"IN  CONCERT' TICKETS  •  NOW  ON 
*2-S0  SALE  , 

CAMP  KATONIM 
(ON  LAKE  SIMCOE) 

REQUIRES  STAFF 
in  the  following  areas 
Arts  and  Crafts 
Sailing  Instructor 
Music  and  Drama 
Nursery  Instructor 

Car  Driver  (over  2 1 ) 
Head  Waterfront  Director ALSO 

MALE 
SENIOR  COUNSELLORS 
minimum  age  requirement  18 

for  information  coll 
633-5927 

MR.  RODNEY  after  5 

Sunday  Evening  Concert 
8.30  ji.m.      March  6th      Great  Hall,  Hart  House 

The  Hart  House  Music  Committee  presents 

The  HART  HOUSE  GLEE  CLUB 

WALTER  BARNES,  »«»"or 
THIS  CONCERT  WILL  MARK  THE  END  OF  THE  GLEE  CLUB'S MOST  SUCCESSFUL  SEASON  TO  DATE. 

Last  opportunity  to  hear  this  magnificent  choral  group  ! TICKETS  AVAILABLE  WITHOUT  CHARGE FROM  THE  HALL  PORTER 
LADIES  MAY  BE  INVITED  BY  MEMBERS 
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UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  RADIO  PROGRAMMING 

FOR  WEDNESDAY  AND  THURSDAY Wednesday 
Part  one  of 
student  .  .  . 
The  first  port  presents  Dr.  Ted  Mann, 

Thursday 
A  special  where  Doug  Payne  speaks  with  Joe  Crysdale  about  his  life  in 
from  his  beginning  in  a  contest  to  his  plans 

three  port  series  on  the  "Alienation"  of  the  university 
i  sociologist  .  . 

odio Ih  Toronto's  newest  radio station  .  ■  . 
All  this  on  CJRT  91.1  FM  at  5:30  p.m. 
on  CKFH  ot  11:10  p.m.  on  Wednesday 
A  news  special  on  the  latest  engineering  prank  which  slightly  backfired: 
featuring  Interviews  and  tronscripts  of  conversations  with  Police  Chief  James 
Mockey,  the  engineering  society,  students  who  took  part,  and  Engineering 
Foculty  staff  members. 

Athletic  Directorate  Elections 

1966-1967 
The  Electoral  Meeting  of  the  University  of  Toronto  Athletic  Association  to  elect  repre- 

sentatives to  the  Athletic  Directorate  for  1966-67  will  be  held  on  Monday,  March  7th  at  4.45 p.m.  sharp,  in  the  Debates  Room,  Hart  House  (south  side,  upstairs). 
Under  the  Constitution  of  the  Athletic  Association  (Article  VIII),  all  Athletic  Club 

Executives  ond  College  ond  Faculty  Athletic  Associations  ore  entitled  to  send  representatives 
to  this  meeting.  These  representatives  must  be  mole  undergraduates  of  the  University  of 
Toronto  or  one  of  the  affiliated  colleges,  who  are  proceeding  to  a  degree,  ore  in  actual 
attendance  upon  lectures,  and  who  hove  paid  the  annual  fee  required  (By-law  1).  The  Club 
Executives  ond  Athletic  Associations  ore  being  notified  to  meet  at  an  eorly  date,  appoint their  representatives  and  give  them  their  credentials  for  the  electoral  meeting. 

PROCEDURE  FOR  NOMINATION 
A  student  to  be  elected  to  the  Directorate  must,  at  the  time  of  his  nomination,  be 

in  the  second  or  higher  year  of  his  course,  at  Hie  University,  but  not  in  his  final  year.  The 
nominations  must  be  in  writing  on  the  form  provided  for  the  purpose,  signed  by  two  male 
undergraduate  members  of  the  Athletic  Association,  in  good  standing,  and  filed  with  Secretary 
of  the  Athletic  Association  not  later  than  Thursday,  March  3.  The  nomination  form  may  be obtained  at  the  Athletic  Office. 

J.  P.  LOOSEMORE, Secretory,  Athletic  Directorate 

Says  Canadians  ignorant, 

apathetic  about  world  affairs 

EDMONTON  (CUP) — Ca- nadians are  ignorant  of world  affairs. 

What's  more,  they  don't 
care  about  their  nation's position  in  the  world. 

Public  apathy  and  the  in- difference of  Canadians  to 
the  direction  of  Canada's foreign  policy  was  attacked 
by  a  group  of  panelists  at 
the  teach-in  "Canada:  Sov- 

ereign or  Satellite"  held  at the  University  of  Alberta last  week. 

Lloyd  Axworthy,  a  politic- 
al scientist  from  United  Col- 

lege, Winnipeg,  said  that  if 
Canadians  can't  care  about 
world  affairs  we  don't  de- serve to  know.  He  said  Can- ada must  lose  her  sense  of 
inferiority:  "We  are  not  the 

U.S." 

Howard  Green,  former 
Conservative  minister  of  ex- 

ternal affairs,  said  the  big- 
gest question  was  not  where 

Canada's  foreign  policy  was 
made  but  the  "subservient 
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(you  have  just  been  advertised  upon) 

attitude  of  the  Canadian 

people."  He  said  this  atti- tude gives  an  opening  for. domination  of  Canada  by 
the  United  States. 

Peter  Trueman  of  the  To- 
ronto Daily  Star  said  he  was 

ashamed  of  the  govern- ment's attitudes  on  China 
and  the  Organization  of 
American  States.  He  called 
Canada's  fear  of  being 
caught  in  crossfire  by  join- 

ing the  OAS  a  sign  of  imma- 
turity. 

Mr.  Green  said  there  are 
four  factors  other  than  the 
attitude  of  Canadians  which 
are  moving  Canada  toward 
subservience: 
— the  colossal  power  of 

the  United  States, 
— a  general  world  situa- 

tion tending  to  make  smal- ler countries  get  behind  the leader, 

— the  opportunity  for  do- mination arising  out  of  Can- 
ada's nearness  to  the  U.S., 

— indifference  toward  Ca- 
nadian nationality  because 

of  our  envy  of  the  wealth 
and  progress  of  the  United States. 
"Canada  must  stand  on 

her  own  feet,"  he  said. 
Mr.  Green  added:  "Be- cause of  the  failure  of  the 

UN  Security  Council  mem- 
bers to  agree,  much  of  the 

responsibility  has  fallen 
and  will  fall  on  the  little 
powers  of  which  Canada  is 

a  leading  member." The  peace-keeping  role  is 
the  "ideal  role  for  Cana- 

da.. .  perhaps  the  finest 
role  in  the  world  today,"  he 
said. 

Nationalism  (continued) 

inefficiency,"  he  said. 
A  McMaster  Tory  replied: "Don't  throw  Canada  into 

the  melting  pot  and  blend 
it  with  the  so-called  'Great 

Society'." 

Even  the  Student  Union 
for  Peace  Action  with  its 
dislike  of  the  nation  state, 
is  flirting  daringly  with  Ca- nadian nationalism. 
On  the  senior  party  level, 

a  new  drive  to  realign  Cana- 
dian politics  along  Cana- dian versus  continentalist 

lines ,  appears  to  be  under 
way.  Both  Conservatives and  'New  Democrats  are 
seeking  an  alliance  with  the nationalists  in  Quebec. 
Whatever  the  outcome, 

the  universities  will  be  cal- 
led upon  to  play  a  crucial role  as  a  catalyst  for  the 

new  alignment,  and  students 
from  coast  to  coast  will  like- 

ly flock  to  the  lists  on  be- half of  one  side  or  the other. 
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HART  HOUSE  ELECTIONS
 

S     TODAY  § 

VOTING  -  MAP  ROOM  10  A.M.  TO  7  P.M. 

READING  ROOM  12  TO  2  P.M. 

HERE  ARE  THE  CANDIDATES 

ART  COMMITTEE DEBATES HOUSE  COMMITTEE LIBRARY MUSIC  COMMITTEE 

BRUCE,  A. II  A.P.S.C. COMMITTEE BREEN,  C.C. 1  S.M.C. COMMITTEE BAILY,  J.E.            1  S.G.S. 

ELSASSER,  J.S. II  NEW BIGGS,  J.F. 1  TRIN. BOMERS,  B.J. III  S.M.C. AXON,  R.D. Ill  VIC. BAKKER,  J.J.         II  TRIN. 

MYERS,  M. III  NEW BOSLEY,  J.W. II  TRIN. BOYLE,  L.J. 1.  S.M.C. COX,  P.S.A.      Ill  A.P.S.C. 
DU INKER,  J.D.        Ill  U.C. 

PRENTICE,  L.K. III  VIC. BRIDGE,  E.M. S.G.S. EVANS,  R.L. III  TRIN. DENNISON,  D.G. II  VIC. EMERSON,  S.           1  LAW 
ROKOS,  R.E. 1  S.M.C. CRUCHLEY,  B.M. 1  U.C. HOGG,  N.G. Ill  A.P.S.C. FORDYCE,  J.E. II  TRIN. FITZGIBBON,  G.V.  II  S.M.C 

ROZON,  R. S.G.S. FELKAI,  F.G. 1  LAW ISAACSON,  J.C. 1  NEW LACOE,  N.J. 1  VIC. FITZPATRICK,  L.B.  II  VIC. 

TAYLOR,  R.R. 1  LAW HILLEBRAND,  K.P.P.  II  VIC 
MAKUCH,  S. III  S.M.C. LOCKYER,  J.F. 1  TRIN. FORRESTER,  S.W.  Ill  TRIN. 

WAGNER,  F.A. III  ARCH. IGNATIEFF,  M.G. 1  TRIN. MATTHEWS,  B. II  TRIN. 
NASH,  P.J. 

II  S.M.C. LLEWELLYN,  D.M.  II  TRIN 

WALSH,  B.C. II  ARCH. KRONIS,  J.N. 1  LAW McCRAE,  R.A. II  U.C. 
NEVILLE,  R.R. II  LAW PARSONS,  J.W.    Ill  TRIN 

MOSSOP,  D.W. 1  S.M.C. SUTHERLAND  R.I.L.  II  Med THOMSON,  R.B. II  TRIN. PULKER,  A.E.          1  TRIN. 
MUTTER,  B.S. 1  MED. SWANER,  J.C. 1  S.M.C. SWEENY,  A.G.R. II  TRIN. STONEHOUSE,  C.B.  II  NEW 
RADFORD,  R.L. 1  LAW SZEKELY,  P. 1  U.C. WALSH,  M.J.W. II  S.M.C. ZAID,  F.           II  A.P.S.C. 

REID,  G.S. 1  TRIN. ORR,  W.J. IV  VIC. 
WILSON,  G.R. III  TRIN. 

REIVE,  R. 1  TRIN. WEIN,  E. Ill  A.P.S.C. WILSON,  P.T. 1  S.M.C. 
THOMPSON,  R.H. II  APSC WELLS,  J.W. II  PHARM 

HART  HOUSE  ELECTION  PROCEDURE 
Members  ore  elected  to  the  five  standing   committees  by  o   method  which  combines  the straight  populor  vote  with  o  system  which  gives  os  brood  representation  os  possible  from  the various  colleges  and  faculties.  This  is  achieved  by  o  30%  vote  rule: 
"Up  fo  the  number  of  eight,  one  candidate  from  each  Faculty  or  College  is elected  to  each  Committee,  provided  that  he  obtains  at  least  30%  of  the highest  number  of  rotes  in  his  Committee. 
If  there  is  still  an  insufficient  number  of  candidates,  the  remaining  vacan- cies are  filled  by  candidates  below  the  30%  figure  in  order  of  the  number of  votes  received. 
No .college  or  faculty  moy  be  represented  by  more  than  three  men  on  any  one  committee except  where  three  men  hove  been  carried  over  by  the  outgoing  committee;  in  this  cose  o tourth  representative  moy  be  elected. 

HART  HOUSE  ELECTIONS  TODAY 
VOTING  10  A.M.  TO  7.00  P.M. 

MEN  OF  THE  UNIVERSITY  ARE  URGED  TO  EXERCISE  THEIR  FRANCHISE 
DON'T  FORGET  YOUR  A.T.L.  CARD 

CAMERA  CLUB  and  CHESS  CLUB 

ELECTIONS  TODAY 

IN  THE  CLUB  ROOMS 

(Bring  your  club  membership  cards) 

NOTICE   TO  CANDIDATES 

WATCH  THE  ELECTION  RETURNS  IN  THE  MUSIC  ROOM  FROM  7  TO  11  P.M. 

REFRESHMENTS  WILL  BE  SERVED              BRING  A  FRIEND  (MALE  OR  FEMALE) 
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Russian  faith  put  to  test 
By  ROD  RITCHIE 

The  faith  of  four  Russian 
exchange  students  in  their 
political  system  was  put  to 
the  test  Friday  at  a  confer- 

ence on  student  life  in  the 
Soviet  Union  sponsored  by 
the  World  University  Serv- ice. 
The  four  Graduate  Fel- 

lows—Anatoly  Ryzhnikov 
(Law),  Zuly  Karlamov  (Phy- 

sics), Valery  Kulezhev  (Che- 
mistry) and  Oleg  Shitov 

(Business  Administration) 
are  Moscow  State's  contri- 

bution to  the  Canada-USSR 
student  exchange,  and  are 
residing  in  Massey  College. 
If  Ryzhnikov's  descrip- tion of  the  Russian  educa- 

tional system  is  correct,  it 
is  the  answer  to  a  SUPA  de- 

monstrator's dream. 
"All  education  is  financed 

by  the  State,"  Ryzhnikov 
said,  "and  university  stu- dents who  do  not  work  re- 

ceive an  allowance." 
All  student  activities  are 

co-ordinated  under  the  Com- 
munist Youth  Organization 

(CYO)  which  has  a  mem- 
bership of  18,000,000  people 

between  the  ages  of  14  and 
28.  The  fact  that  you  do  or 
do  not  belong  to  CYO  does 
not    affect    your  position 

later  in  the  system,  Ryzhni- kov said. 
"Every  university  receives requests  for  graduates  and 

specialists  from  the  State, 
but  they  are  free  to  choose 
their  place  of  work,"  he  con- tinued. And  the  State  pays 
transportation  and  housing 
costs  for  the  selected  grad- uates. 

The  generosity  of  the 
State  is  extended  particul- 

arly to  students  from  under- 
developed countries,  who 

receive  free  tuition  and 
winter  clothing  plus  three 
times  the  living  allowance 
of  their  Russian  counter- 

parts. "This  arouses  the  re- sentment of  the  Russian 
students,"  Ryzhnikov  said, "but  just  as  there  are  no rich  students  in  Canada 
there  are  no  rich  students 
in  Russia." 

A  member  of  the  audien- 
ce charged  that  the  State 

stifles  Western  literature  in 
Russia  and  Russian  stu- 

dents "pay  fantastic  prices in  the  black  market  for 
Western  literature." 

"That's  not  true,"  Ryzhni- 
kov said.  "The  government provides  us  with  as  much 

information  as  we  want.  We 
can  go  to  the  libraries  to 

learn  about  the  West  from 
Western  newspapers,  and 
we  can  read  all  about  it  in 
Pravda.  I  have  learned  no- 

thing here  about  Soviet  po- 
licies that  I  didn't  already 

know  in  Russia." 
Kharlamov  admitted 

there  is  an  elite  in  the  arts 
and  sciences  in  the  Soviet Union. 

"If  you  are  talented  you have  a  higher  chance  of 
reaching  the  top  in  the 
U.S.S.R.  than  in  the  U.S. 
This  is  because  of  the  res- 

trictive system  of  education 
in  the  States;  in  Russia  edu- 

cation is  free,"  he  said. 
Commenting  on  the  sup- 

pression and  persecution  of 
writers  and  poets  who  have 
criticized  the  Soviet  gov- 

ernment, Ryzhnikov  said, "It's  our  own  affair.  We 
don't  like  your  newspapers concentrating  on  things 
like  that.  Besides  they  are 
not  read  in  Russia  because 
they  didn't  try  to  publish  in Russia. 

"They  did  not  commit  a 
crime;  it  was  merely  anti- 
Soviet  propaganda,  exagger- 

ating the  worst  in  our  sys- 
tem. They  have  no  literary 

talent." 

Existentialist  relies  on  intuition 
By  ROZ  LOFSKY 

The  existentialist  cannot 
make  a  responsible  choice, 
Princeton  University  profes- 

sor Walter  Kaufmann  con- 
tended Monday  in  a  Toron- 

to address  on  Existentialism 
and  Responsibility. 

Instead  of  using  reason  to 
make  decisions,  Prof.  Kauf- 

mann said,  the  existentia- 
list (as  exemplified  by 

Kierkegard)  will  rely  on  his 
own  intuition  for  absolute 
authority. 

"To  Kierkegard,  sincerity 
is  all  the  battle,"  he  said. 
But  this  criterion  for  truth 
is  wrong— both  "Stalin  and 
Hitler  were  sincere  about 
doing  atrocities." Prof.  Kaufman  also  dis- 

missed the  "subjective  cer- 
tainty and  truth"  of  existen- 

tialism. "A  person  can  be 
certain  and  wrong  while 
another  can  be  sure  and 
right,"  he  said. 
Likewise  with  the  pre- 

mise that  "what  makes  a 
man  happy  is  true  if  only 
true  for  him."  Said  Prof. 
Kaufmann:  "Something  un- 

happy can  be  true  and  we 
can  discover  truths  that  will 
make  us  unhappy." 
The  lack  of  critical  think- 

ing in  existentialist  philoso- 
phy is  another  hindrance  to 

the  truth,  he  suggested.  The 
existentialist  feels  that  be- 

cause philosophy  and  rea- 
son "cannot  give  us  some- 

thing for  which  to  live  and 
die,"   it   should   not  take 

away  ideas  which  we  al- 
ready hold,  such  as  child- 

hood beliefs. 
In  overestimating  the  li- 

mitations of  reasoning,  the 
existentialist  will  eliminate 
reasoning  altogether  and 
declare,  "The  truth  for  me 
is  the  idea  for  which  I'm 
ready  to  die." However,  Prof.  Kaufman 
said,  "philosophy  should strengthen  critical  powers 
of  the  student  and  make 
him  ask  questions." 

Sartre,  too,  he  said,  "has 
an  insufficient  understand- 

ing of  what  makes  responsi- 
ble decisions." 

— photo  by  JOHN  (coll  me  observont)  SHORE 
U  of  T's  superefficient  coretaking  staff  finally  got  around »o  cleaning  the  Ryerson  insignios  off  the  cannons  last weekend — after  only  a  couple  of  months,  too! 

BLOOD  QUOTAS 
Architecture    30 
Dents    175 
Emmanuel    35 
Engineering   400 
Food  Science    35 
Forestry   30 
SGS    80 
Innis    60 
Knox    15 
Law    40 
Meds    250 
Music   30 
New    175 
Nursing   75 
Pharmacy   ,75 
PHE    75 
Pots    100 
SMC    400 
Trinity    225 
UC    375 
Vic    400 
Wycliffe    20 
Social  Work    15 

Says  psychoanalysis  valid 

in  literary  criticism 
By  SUSAN  GREENHOUGH 

Psychoanalysis  can  make 
a  valid  contribution  to  liter- 

ary criticism,  Charles  Hanly 
of  the  Department  of  Phil- 

osophy said  Monday  in  a 
lecture  on  Psychoanalytic 
Theory  as  applied  to  King Lear. 

H  e  said  psychoanalysis 
should  be  one  of  the  work- 

ing tools  that  ever  student 
of  English  can  apply  to  his 
studies  when  necessary. 

Professor  Hanly  employed 
the  psychoanalytic  method to  discover  a  dramatic  unity 
in  King  Lear,  a  play  that 
classical  critics  have  usually 
considered  an  "aes  t  h  e  t  i  c 
enigma".  The  classical  view contends  that  the  opening 
scene  of  the  partition  of 
Lear's  kingdom  is  implausi- 

ble. Cordelia,  Lear's  favour- 
ite daughter,,  will  not  ex- 

press her  love  for  her father  in  order  to  receive 
her  portion  of  the  kingdom. 

Prof.  Hanly  explored  the 
relationship  of  King  Lear  to 
his  daughters  to  show  that 
this  scene  is  not  only  plau- 

sible but  part  of  a  univer- sal human  expeience.  Lear, 
in  his  psychological  blind- ness, wishes  to  divide  his 
kingdom  among  his  daugh- 

ters in  relation  to  their  pro- testations of  love  for  him. 
His  wish  to  retire  in  old  age 
to  security  in  the  homes  of 
his  children  is  a  fantasy  of 
an  infantile,  protected  exist- ence. To  achieve  it  he  must 
reverse  the  paternity  rela- 

tionship by  becoming  a 
child  to  his  daughters. 

This  is  an  impossible  and 
threatening  psychological 
situation  for  the  children. 
Lear,  in  demanding  their 
vow  of  an  all-inclusive  love, wishes  to  became  the  sole 
love-object  of  his  daughters. 
The  eldest  girls,  Goneril  and 
Regan,  accept  this  guilt-im- posing relationship. 
Cordelia,  with  profound 

insight,  rejects  it.  Though 
she  loves  her  father,  her 
most  passionate  and  tender 

feelings  will  be  reserved  for 
her  husband,  "Sure  I  shall 
never  marry  like  my  sis- 

ters, /  To  love  my  father 

all." 

A  psychoanalytic  analysis 
of  the  play  reveals  that  in 
early  childhood  the  daugfv 
ter  has  a  deep  and  sexual 
love  for  her  father,  who 
seems  to  "stride  majestical- 

ly in  the  world."  This  ado- ration demands  that  the  fa- 
ther be  a  love  object  to  the 

girl  alone.  But  the  most  de- vastiflg  development  for  the 
child  is  the  possibility  that 
these  fantasies  of  possession 
could  ever  be  reality.  Lear 
is  acting  out  this  infantile 
feminine  neurosis  by  de- 

manding of  his  daughters 
that  he  be  the  exclusive  ob- 

ject of  their  love. 
Goneril  and  Regan's  ac- ceptance is  a  commitment 

to  a  fundamentally  degrad- 
ing way  of  life.  It  precipita- tes their  later  destructive- ness.  Only  Cordelia,  having 

matured  beyond  these  child- 
hood conflicts,  behaves  ap- 

propriately in  rejecting them. 

Lear,  in  Prof.  Hanly's opinion,  attained  at  the  end 
of  the  play  no  elevation  or 
improved  understanding  of 
his  daughters'  need  for  him 
as  a  father.  His  last  speech- 

es to  Cordelia  are  the  pitiful 
fantasies  of  an  old  man  who 
understood  neither  the 
source  of  his  own  suffering, 
nor  that  of  his  daughters. 

CHOOSE  UTDU  OFFICIALS 

FOR  NEXT  YEAR 
Philip  Epstein  (I  Law) 

was  last  night  elected  Pre- sident of  the  University  of 
Toronto  Debating  Union  for 
the  academic  year  1966-67. Other  members  of  the 
UTDU  executive  are  Vice- 
President  Ian  Webster  (I 
Law),  Publicity  Director Howard  Gold  kind  (I  Law), 
and  Secretary  Reva  Landau 

(I  UC). 

FAST,  ACCURATE  TYPING  done  at  my home.  Theses,  letters,  reports,  etc, Reasonoble  rotes.  741-9526. 

CLASSIFIED 

ACCURATE  TYPING  of  thesis  and  ma- nuscripts. Technicol  trans  lotion  into French,  Germon  ond  Spanish.  Moderate rotes.  Pleose  call  between  7  ond  II 
p.m.  922-7930. TYPING  —  by  popular  request  (of  my 
bank  manager)  i  am  seated  once  more at  keyboard  of  the  mighty  Wurlitzer Forest  Hill,  coll  489-4432. 
EUROPE— Girl  (21)  seeks  some  os  com- panion for  travelling  around  Europe  this 

summer.    Telephone   BE  3-9175  offer 
ACCOMMODATIONS  for  girl  student  in 
return  for  light  duties.  Mount  Pleasont- Eglinton  oreo.  Transportation  to  Uni- versity area  in  a.m.  possible.  Phone Mrs.  MacGill,  366-2921,  days. 
2-3  BEDROOM  flat  or  apartment  wont- ed by  April  or  May  by  grad  student couple.  Should  be  easily  accessible  from university.  Laundry  facilities  preferred Phone  537-4637  after  6  p.m. 
1965  JAWA  125  c.c.  [used  one  sum- mer)  like  new.  Must  sell.  Call  851-0658 after  6  p.m. 

DISCOTHEQUE!! 

Saturday,  March  5  Music  Room 
9-12  midnight  Hart  House 

LOCAL  D.J. 
FREE  Refreshments  $1.00  couple 
(soft  drinks,  cookies)  75c  stag 

EVERYONE  WELCOME Presented  by 

HART  HOUSE  HOUSE  COMMITTEE 
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THE  FACT  OF  COMPLIC
ITY 

An  open  letter  to  the  27lh  Parliament  and  the  government  of  Canada (excerpts): 
The  tragedy  of  what  has  happened  in  Vietnam  raises  questions 

lor  all  mankind,  including  particular  questions  for  Canadians.  For 
the  basic  structure  and  fabric  of  Canadian  society  have  condemned 
us  to  complicity  in  this  cruel  war.  And  this  is  not  our  first  such  in- volvement. .  . 

From  our  colonial  beginnings,  Canada  has  been  committed  to 
priorities  other  than  our  own  —  providing  natural  resources,  mil- 

itary power,  and  a  political  base  for  the  extension  and  maintenance 
of  three  empires,  first  the  French,  then  the  British,  now  the  Amer- ican. Within  this  tradition,  Canada  has  been  conscripted  again  and 
again  —  for  French  hegemony  in  America,  for  British  power  in 
Africa,  and  more  recently  for  the  American  war  in  Vietnam. 

Because  of  Canada's  close  economic  integration  with  the  United 
States,  we  benefit  from  the  war.  Canada  sells  the  United  States 
large  quantities  of  resources  used  in  war  production:  iron,  copper, 
nickel,  zinc  and  asbestos.  Factories  in  Canada  have  been  permitted 
to  sell  military  equipment,  including  Caribou  aircraft  and  helicopter 

parts,  for  use  in  Vietnam  by  the  American  armed  forces.  Canada's economy  has  grown  because  of  the  U.S.  economic  boom  caused  by 
the  war  in  Vietnam.  Given  these  facts,  Canadians  cannot  say  this is  not  our  war. 

Canada's  government  has  publicly  echoed  the  American  inter- 
pretation of  events  in  Vietnam,  and  continues  to  voice  support  of 

her  military  actions  there.  The  United  States  has  made  a  concerted 
effort  to  enlist  support  for  the  war  from  as  many  nations  as  possible 
in  order  to  legitimize  her  actions  and  to  quell  dissent  at  home.  Can- 

ada, fearing  economic  reprisal,  has  given  way  to  these  American demands. 
Not  only  through  this  general  support  of  American  policy,  but 

also  because  of  our  conduct  on  the  International  Control  Commis- 
sion, Canada  must  take  some  responsibility  for  the  war  in  Vietnam. 

Canada  has  not  carried  out  the  duties  inherent  in  membership  on 
the  Commission. 

The  fundamental  intention  of  the  Geneva  Agreement  was  the 
peaceful  reunification,  through  free  supervised  elections  in  July 
1956,  of  the  Zone  in  the  North  and  the  Zone  in  the  South.  It  was 
not  intended  that  separate  states  should  be  established  in  these 
Zones.  A  demarcation  line  was  drawn  at  the  17th  Parallel  to  facil- 

itate the  withdrawal  of  the  French  forces.  When  Canada  accepted 
the  invitation  to  serve  on  the  Commission,  a  press  release  issued  on 
July  28,  1954,  under  the  authority  of  the  then  Secretary  of  State  for 
External  Affairs,  L.  B.  Pearson,  agreed  that  the  successful  imple- 

mentation of  the  Agreement  would  contribute  to  peace  and  stability 
in  Southeast  Asia;  that  the  Commission's  job  included  reporting disputes  about  the  proper  execution  of  the  Agreement  to  the  mem- 

bers of  the  Geneva  Conference  that  minority  reports  would  be  sub- 
mitted by  Canada,  India,  or  Poland  in  cases  where  unanimity  was 

not  possible;  and  that  "if  our  (Canada's)  expectations  unfortunately 
prove  ill-founded,  and  the  Commissions  are  frustrated  by  obstruc- 

tion, then  no  useful  purpose  would  be  served  by  continuing  their 
existence." 

Yet  we  did  not  carry  out  these  commitments. 
Canada  did  not  act  decisively  when  Diem's  government  m  the 

south  declared  that  it  "did  not  consider  itself  as  bound  by  the  Ge- 
neva Agreement"  and  refused  to  prepare  for  the  reunification  elec- 
tions Acting  with  U.S.  support,  the  Diem  regime  thus  effectively 

sabotaged  the  Agreement.  We  can  only  assume  that  a  nation  with 
the  diplomatic  sophistication  and  experience  of  Canada  must  have 
understood  at  the  time  that  this  would  obstruct  the  implementation 
of  the  Agreement,  Why  did  we  treat  this  as  a  routine  violation  and 
continue  to  work  in  the  Commission  rather  than  brmg  the  situation 
into  the  open  and  demand  that  the  signatory  powers  act  upon  it? 
Our  actions  at  the  time  imply  that  we  understood,  yet  did  not  feel 
able  to  challenge,  the  serious  U.S.  commitment  in  Vietnam.  Since  that 
time  it  has  become  common  parlance  in  the  United  States  and  other 
western  countries  to  speak  of  two  separate  countries  in  Vietnam, 
the  "South"  and  the  "North".  The  establishment  of  a  separate  state 
in  the  south  was  clearly  contravened  by  the  Geneva  Agreement. 
Through  our  acts  of  omission  at  that  time,  Canada  shares  respon- sibility for  these  developments. 

In  1961-62  when  the  U.S.  Government  greatly  increased  its 
military  aid  to  the  "government"  of  south  Vietnam,  so  that  a  de 
facto  military  alliance  was  created  between  them,  the  Canadian 
representatives  on  the  I.C.C.  treated  that  step  in  the  escalation  of 
the  war  as  simply  another  routine  violation  of  the  Agreement.  Bet- 

ween 1962  and  1965  the  Canadians  chose  not  to  report  on  the  increas- 
ing, massive  build-up  of  American  troops  to  over  100,000  men, 

although  we  clearly  understood  that  even  political  disputes  within 
the  Commission  did  not  prevent  us  reporting  the  build-up,  if  we 
wanted,  through  a  minority  report.  In  February,  1965  when  the  U.S. 
began  the  bombing  of  north  Vietnam,  again  we  did  not  protest. 
Instead  we  produced  a  Minority  Report,  emphasizing  infiltration 
from  the  north  —  the  U.S.'s  reason  for  the  bombing  —  while  not 
condemning  the  bombing  itself.  Canada's  Report  was  a  restatement of  the  claim  of  infiltration  in  the  U.S.  State  .Department  White 
Paper.  Their  figures  were  these:  In  eighteen  months  during  1962 
through  1965,  7,500  weapons  of  all  sorts  were  captured  from  the 
guerrillas  of  which  179  were  or  Communist  origin  (2Va  per  cent  of  the 
total)  -  the  rest  were  either  homemade  or  American  weapons  captured 
previously  by  the  guerrillas.  Canadian  Army  Colonel  Bradley  Webb, 
a  former  military  advisor  to  the  I.C.C,  has  said  since  then  that 
"there  has  been  no  significant  infiltration  of  North  Vietnamese 
troops  or  equipment  into  South  Vietnam."  (Victoria  Daily  Times, March  15,  1965).  In  writing  that  Minority  Report,  Canada  broke 
with  Poland  and  with  India,  our  fellow  member  of  the  Common- wealth on  the  Commission.  Poland  and  India  wrote  the  Majority 
Report,  in  which  U.S.  bombings  were  condemned. 

In  the  record,  then,  Canada's  complicity  in  the  cruel  tragedy  of Vietnam  is  clear.  The  very  character  of  the  war  makes  the  present 
escalation  a  threat  to  world  peace.  Yet  each  time  a  military  action 
fails,  this  is  taken  as  proof  that  increased  military  commitments 
are  required.  What  was  unthinkable  yesterday  seems  necessary  to- 

day. And  today's  escalation  becomes  tomorrow's  moderation.  We have  become  accomplices  in  genocide. 

REVERSE  THE  LAMENT 

"Canada  has  ceased  to  be  a  nation  .  .  .  Our  social  and  economic 
blending  into  the  empire  will  continue  apace...  A  branch-plant,  which 
has  shown  in  the  past  that  it  will  not  insist  on  any  difficulties  in 
foreign  or  defence  policy,  is  a  pleasant  arrangement  for  one's 
northern  frontier."  Prof.  George  Grant,  LAMENT  FOR  A  NATION ; the  defeat  of  Canadian  nationalism  (McClelland  &  Stewart)  p.  86. 

Since  February  10,  1966,  the  following  individuals  have  signed 
the  open  letter  (partial  listing  of  names  only):  Professors  Donald 
Creighton,  C.  B.  MacPherson,  Kenneth  W.  McNaught,  Northrop 
Frye,  Chandler  Davis,  Melville  H.  Watkins,  S.  H.  E.  Clarkson, 
Rev.  C.  D.  Jay,  Emmanuel  College,  Philosophy  and  Religion,  Patricia 
Bolland,  Royal  Ontario  Museum,  D.  K.  Sen,  Mathematics  ,  Hugh  R. 
MacCallum,  English,  Clifford  Leech,  English,  Cope  W.  Schwenger,  M. 
D.  ,  School  of  Hygiene,  G.  S.  Vickers,  Fine  Arts,  John  Beckwith,  Music, 
William  G.  Dean,  Geography,  D.  C.  Baillie,  Mathematics,  M.  Evelyn 
Rugg,  Italian  and  Hispanic  Studies,  Humphrey  Mimes,  German, 
L.  E.  H.  Trainor,  Physics,  D.  F.  S.  Thomson,  Political  Science,  Eli  I. 
Robinsky,  Civil  Engineering,  Kenneth  Wyman,  Political  Economy, 
Jack  J.  Gerson,  History,  A.  D.  Allen,  Associate  Dean,  Arts  and 
Science,  David  Watson,  Psychology,  A.  K.  Warder,  East  Asian 
Studies,  Cressy  A.  McCathy,  Athletic  Association,  N.  J.  Endicott,  En- 

glish, University  College,  W.  Jarvis  McCurdy,  Philosophy,  Emil  C. 
Fackenheim,  Philosophy,  Frederick  Gerson,  New  College,  C.  Welling- 

ton Webb,  Philosophy,  Gerhard  Wuensch,  Music,  F.  David  Hoenifer, 
English,  David  B.  King,  Innis  College,  W.  T.  E.  Kennett,  Trinity, 
Marilyn  D.  Carr,  Mechanical  Engineering,  H.  S.  M.  Coxeter,  Math- 

ematics, B.  S.  Kinstead,  Political  Economy,  David  Savan,  Philosophy, 
Dennis  Lee,  English,  Victoria  College,  Benjamin  Lappin,  School  of 
Social  Work,  Anton  Kuerti,  Music.  P.  E.  Burke,  Institute 
of  Electrical  Engineering   ( and   Anne   A.   Burke ),  Michael 
E.  Marmura,  Islamic  Studies,  William  Bou  rke,  School  of 
Social  Work,  Kenneth  Kee,  Victoria  College,  J.  R.  Grant, 
Victoria  College,  Derek  Paul,  Physics,  G.  M.  Graham,  Physics,  Hsio- 
Yen  Shih,  East  Asian  Studies,  John  P.  Valleau,  Chemistry,  R.  W. 
Kennedy,  Forestry,  F.  H.  Rigler,  Zoology,  Elizabeth  Cohen,  Physics, 
James  J.  Roe,  Chemistry,  W.  Thompson,  Biochemistry,  H.  R.  Rice, 
Dept.  of  Mining  Engineering,  Glen  E.  Macdonald,  Psychology,  D.  M. 
Nowlan,  Economics,  G.  E.  Bentley,  Jr.,  English,  W.  H.  Nelson,  His- 

tory, Leslie  Dewart,  Philosophy,  Helen  Marshall,  School  of  Social 
Work,  T.  Hofmann,  Biochemistry,  Natalie  Davis,  Political  Economy, 
J. M.S.,  Careless,  Chairman,  History,  (University  of  Toronto), 

Peter  Dembski,  History,  University  of  Waterloo,  Norman  L. 
Choate,  C.  R.,  St.  Jerome's  College  Waterloo,  Doug  la  s Ward  ( President-Elect  of  the  Canadian  Union  of  Students  —  CUS), 
James  Laxer  (President  of  the  Canadian  University  Press),  John 
Foster  (President  KAIROS,  Youth  of  the  United  Church  of  Canada), 
Deanna  Copeland  (President  of  the  Anglican's  Young  People's  As- sociation), Sharon  Sholzberg  (President  of  the  McGill  Students  So- 

ciety), Ronald  Moores  (President  of  the  Sir  George  Williams  Uni- 
versity Students  Council),  Patrick  MacFadden  (Editor,  McGill  Dai-  ' ly),  Jane  Williams  (Editor,  The  Georgian),  Paul  Bernard  (Editor, 

Quartier  Latin),  Robert  Shaw  (President  Students'  Council  of  Dal- 
housie  University),  Michel  Forand  (Former  associate  secretary  of 
CUS),  Rollie  Cacionni  (Associate  Secretary  of  CUS), 

Institutions  listed  for  identification  purposes  only.  Signing  of 
the  open  letter  does  not  necessarily  mean  endorsation  of  all  aspects 
of  Ottawa  Action. 

FOR  THIS  REASON  WE  ARE  HAVING  A  CANADA-VIETNAM 
WEEK  March  2-5,  in  OTTAWA. 

This  week  of  action  in  Ottawa  will  be  the  first  step  by  this  gen- 
eration of  young  Canadians  towards  open  admission  of  the  real  in- 

volvement of  Canada  in  U.S.  foreign  policy. 
MARCH  2 :  Presentation  of  the  Open  Letter  to  the  Government 

and  Parliament.  Teach-in  begins  at  2  pjn.  at  the  Universite  d'Ot- 
tawa,  "Vietnam  and  Canada/USA  relations".  Participants  include: Prof.  Staughton  Lynd  (Yale),  James  Forman  (Student  Non-Violent 
Co-ordinating  Committee-USA),  Prof.  Ken  McNaught  (University of  Toronto),  Mr.  John  Powell  (formerly  of  the  I.C.C),  and  many others. 

MARCH  3 :  Buses  Leave  Toronto  10  a.m.  Teach-in  ends  at  10  p.m. 
MARCH  4 :  Silent  Vigil  begins  before  House  of  Commons.  At 

2:45  p.m.  FREEDOM  SIT-IN  begins  in  the  rotunda  of  the  Parliament 
Buildings.  Buses  leave  Toronto  for  Vigil  and  Freedom  Sit-In  at  7 
am.  and  5  pm. 

MARCH  5:  Sit-in  ends  at  12  NOON.  Wellington  Street  demons- tration begins  at  2:00  pm.  followed  by  afternoon  and  evening  ses- sions at  the  Umversity  of  Ottawa  on  further  actions  concerning  Viet- nam and  Canadian  independence.  Buses  return  home  at  midnight. For  further  information  and  a  complete  text  of  the  OPEN  LET- TER call  the  Student  Union  for  Peace  Action  (SUPA)  Canada- Vietnam  Week:  658  Spadina  Ave.  telephone  927-5109. 
(Advertisement) 



lancers  take  stats  honors 

after  overwhelming  league By  RICH  PYNE  m,,,,,  w:„j„„_..   By  RICH  PYNE 
Wilson  Cup  champions 

Windsor  Lancers  dominated 
the  final  league  statistics  to 
the  same  extent  they  dom- 

inated league  play  this  sea- son. 
Marty  Kwiatkowski,  a  6'4" forward  from  Detroit  was  a 

walk  away  winner  in  the  in- 
dividual scoring  race  as  he 

put  away  a  total  of  95  field 
goals  over  the  10  game  sea- 

son. His  output  of  95  is  only 
one  short  of  the  96  scored 
last  year  by  Toronto's  Dave 
West  and  Lancers'  Bob 
Horvath  over  the  old  12 
game  schedule. 
His  winning  average  was 23.0. 
Waterloo's  Bob  Eaton  and 

Kwiatkowski's  team  mate 
Bob  Navetta  both  staged 
late  season  rallies  to  threat- 

en Blues'  Nolan  Kane's 
hold  on  second.  Eaton's  23 
points  in  his  last  game  did 
in  fact,  bring  his  average  up 
to  17.0  to  equal  the  Toronto 
forward's  performance. 

Navetta  fell  three  points 
short,  rounding  out  his  sea- 

son with  a  16.7  average. 
Ty  Burch,  the  only  Guelph 

player  that  scores,  was  in 
fifth  place  with  15.1  a  game. 
Windsor  also  led  in  two 

other  departments. 
Angelo  Mazzuchin,  a  big 

guard  who  is  considered  by 

many  Windsor's  moving spirit  was  good  on  51.4  of 
his  attempted  field  goals. 
Another  guard.  Dick  Ald- 
ridge  who  likewise  holds 
Waterloo  together  was  close 
behind  with  50.8. 
The  next  three  were  big 

men.  Wester  n's  David Crowe,  who  could  double  for 
a  tank,  hit  48.4  per  cent  of 
his  two-foot  shorts.  Var- 

sity's 6'7"  rookie  John  Had- 
den  was  good  on  46.7  per 
cent  of  his,  while  Kwiat- 
Kowski  had  an  accuracy 
rating  of  45.4. 
In  field  goal  shooting, 

Lancers'  Jerry  Horner  had 
32  of  42  attempts  good  for 
76.2  per  cent.  Bob  Pando  of 
Waterloo  and  Jim  Bales  of 
Guelph  were  good  on  73.4 
and  72.7  per  cent  respectiv- ely. 

The  only  player  to  inter- 
rupt Windsor's  complete 

take-over  was  Western's 
Marv  Morten  who  snared 
13.2  rebounds  per  game. 
Blues'  Ron  Kimel  was  se- cond with  12.6  and  Crowe 
third,  12.1. 

Morestats:  For  the  second 
year  in  a  row  Blues  were  the 
second  worst  defensive  team 
and  second  best  offensive 
team  in  the  league...  Kwiat- 

kowski was  a  distant  elev- 
enth in  scoring  last  year 

with  a  13.9  average  ...  In- 
dividual statistics  last  year 

INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

were  substantially  higher  in 
every  department. FINAL   WESTERN  DIVISION STATISTICS SCORING 

„  -  ■„  GP  FG  FT  Pts.  Avg Kwiatkowski,  Wdsr.  10  94  42  230  23  0 Kane,  Toronto  ...  10  69  32  170  17  0 Eaton,  Waterloo  .  10  67  36  170  170 Novetto.  Windsor  10  68  31  167  167 Burch,  Guleph  ...  10  60  31  151  15  1 Horner,  Windsor  .  10  57  32  \46  )4( 
Pondo,  Waterloo  .  10  47  47  141  u'| Locknart,  Toronto  10  53  32  138  13  8 
£rOWe'  Western  -■  '0  59  17  135  1 3*5 Mazzuchm  Wdsr.  10  55  23  133  13.3 irnith,  McMaster  .  10  48  26  122  12  2 Gruhl,  McMaster  .  10  43  31  117  1  )> Woloshyn,  Toronto  10  46  23  115  11  5 Newmon,  Western  10  45  21  111  llj Allinghom,  McMos.  10  46  17  109  10  9 
Morten,  Western  10  44  19  107  10*7 Murray,  McMaster  10  42  17  101  J  0*  1 FIELD  GOAL  SHOOTING GP  FGA  FGM  Pet 
M,^UCh,n'  Wdsr-  ■•  10  107  55  51  4 Aldr.dge  Waterloo  .10  63  32  50.8 
Z™?!'  Western  ...  10  122  59  48.4 Haddcn,  Toronto  ..  10  75  35  46  7 Kwiatkowski,  Wdsr.  10  207  94  454 Talesnick,  Woter.  ..10  69  31  44  9 Pando,  Waterloo  ...  10  107  47  439 Novetto,  Windsor  10  158  68  43  0 Horner,  Windsor  ..  10  133  57  429 
Kuntz,  Waterloo  ..10  73  31  42*5 Toronczuk,  Windsor  10  76  32  42*1 Newman  western  ..  10  110  45  40.9 Eaton,  Waterloo  ...  10  166  67  404 Ne.dro,  Toronto  ...  10  70  28  40  0 Polono,  Windsor  ...  10  99  39  394 Gruhl,  McMaster  ...  10  113  43  381 KCurke,  Waterloo  .  .  10  61  23  37  7 FREE  THROW  SHOOTING 

,  GP  FTA  Pet. Horner,  Windsor  ..10  42  32  76  2 Pando,  Waterloo  .,10    64    47  734 Boles,  Guelph    10    22    16  72.7 Burton,  Western  9    4)     29    70  7 Navetta,  Windsor  .  10  44  31  70  5 Aldridge,  Waterloo  10  41  28  68  3 Stonkus,  McMaster  9  25  17  68  0 Polano,  Windsor  ..10  31  21  67  V Rourke,  Waterloo  .10  43  29  67  4 Lockhort,  Toronto  .  10    48    32    66  7 REBOUNDING 

..    m  GP    No.  Avg. Morten,  Western    to     1 32    13  2 Kimel,  Toronto    10    120    12  6 Crowe,  Western    10    121  12.] Holowachuk,  Toronto  .  8  88  11.0 Smith,  McMaster    ....    10     107     10  7 Eaton,  Waterloo    10     106  106 Kwiatkowski,  Wdsr.    ..10     1 00  100 Burch,  Guelph    10      97  97 Novetto,  Windsor   10      93  93 Hodden,  Toronto    ....  10      91  9.1 

Season  ends,  jocks  head  into  playoffs By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
This  week  marks  the  end 

of  regular  competition  in  oil 
interfaculty  sports  as  play- offs have  been  or  will  be 
held  in  hockey,  basketball, 
squash  and  water  polo. 

PLAYOFF  PREVIEW 
JENNINGS  CUP 

Law  Lords,  regular  sea- 
son champions  in  group  I 

of  the  interfaculty  hockey 
league,  are  slight  favorites 
to  take  the  silverware  on 
the  basis  of  their  play  so far  this  year. 
However,  the  other  eight 

teams  vying  for  top  honors 
—  St.  Mike's  A,  Sr.  Engi- neering, Trinity  A,  Dents  A, Jr.  Engineering,  New  I,  St. 
Mike's  B  and  Scarboro  — all  have  excellent  chances  of 
winning  the  whole  thing. Since  anything  can,  and 
usually  does,  happen,  no- thing will  be  decided  until the  champions  have  been crowned. 

Sr.  Engineering  and  St. 
Mike's  B  meet  in  the  play- off opener  at  Varsity  Arena to-day  at  12:30  p.m. 

RICK  ROLLINS  POT 
Vic  VI,  last  year's  inter- 

mediate hockey  champions, head  a  list  of  eleven  teams 
into  the  competition  for  the 
coveted  "Pot". 
Other  finalists  include 

Utica  Clubs,  St.  Mike's  C. Trinity  B,  Law  II,  Eng.  V. Dents  C,  Vic  IX,  Vic  X  and Eng.  XV. 

SIFTON  CUP 
With,  St.  Mike's  A  and 

U.C.  I  both  assured  of  play- 
off berths  in  the  interfacul- 
ty basketball  champion- 

ships, the  battle  for  the 
third  and  final  spot  in 
group  I  has  narrowed  down 
into  a  fight  between  Sr.  En- 

gineering and  Vic  I. 
The  engineers  currently 

lead  Vic  by  two  points  while 
tlie  scarlet  and  gold  have  a 
game  in  hand. 

In  Group  II,  U.C.  II,  PHE 
I  and  Law  A  are  the  top 
contenders  for  the  finals 
while  Architecture  A,  Meds 
B  and  New  I  are  leading  the 
league  in  group  III. 

FINAL  HOCKEY  STANDINGS GROUP  I 
W  L  T  Pts. 
10  3  2  22 9  4  2  20 
7    3    5  19 

GROUP  II 
U.C.    II    9 phe  1   a Low  A    s Dents  A    5 Jr.  Engineering   \  4 
Pharmacy  A   0 GROUP  III 
Architecture  A    9 
Meds  B    9 

New  I    -■-  - 
PHE  II   "  4 

Scoreboard 

Women's  Athletic  Association GOLF 
There i  will  be  NO  GOLF  PROGRAMME  on  Thurs.  March  3  due to  lock  of  parhapation  by  YOUR  elected  representatives. 

SPORTS  SCHEDULES  -  WEEK  OF  MAR.  7th BASKETBALL— RECREATIONAL  LEAGUE (Balance  of  schedule) 

Playoffs  start  Wed.,  Mor.  16  _  top  team  from  each group  to  qualify.  As  there  will  be  no  group  plQyoffs Please  check  with  Intramural  office  to  see  whether  a team  -has  qualified. 
Mon.,    Mor.    7    1.00    Eng.  6T8 
Tues.,    Mor.    8    1.00  St.  M.  SeMs 5.00  Smirnoffs 6.00  Dent.  IV  Yr. 7-00  Eng,  Grods 

8.00  The  Team 

Wed.,    Mar.    9    1.00  Jesters 6,30  IV  Indust 
7  30  Dent.  I  Yr. 8.30  Taylor 

Thur  :    Mor    10    1.00  II  Chetn 5.00  Fausties 
6.00  Dribbles 
7.00  Elliott's  Grads 

Fri.,       Mor.  II     1.00  II  Indust 
Mon.,    Mar.  14    1.00  Heovies 
Tues.,    Mor.  15    1.00  I  Indust 5,00  Borons 

6.00  II  Civils 7.00  Med.  II  Yr,  A 
8.00  Burwash 

vs 

Moleclues Shaver 

vs 
Lasers Five  Skins 

Sodinsky 

vs 

Hacks 

-.'  Sodinsky 
Balconi 

VS 

Burwash-" 

Bolconj 

vs 

1  Geol 

Sadinsky 

Med.  II  Yr  A Mugford 

VS 

Fred'sGuppjes 
Mug  ford Losers 
Mugford 

vs 
Vestels Eadie 
69'rs Shover Elliotf  s  Grods 
Dev.  South Shaver 

VS 

The  Team Shover 

VS 

Jesters Shaver 

Vestels 
Elliott 

Eng. 6T8 
Bo  Icon  i 

Dent.  1  Yr Balconi Giants 
Sadinsky 

Gold 
Sadinsky 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 

General  Meeting 
AGENDA 

1.  ELECTION  OF  OFFICERS 
2.  PRESIDENTS  REPORT  &  FUTURE 

PLANS 

3.  POSSIBLE  INCREASE  IN  G.S.U.  FEES. 

TODAY 

5  P.M.  .  6.S.U. 

Law  A   

sf:MXTA,n9.: pheV::::::;:::::;;  I  ,|  I  "6 U  C.  I    211  2  6 GROUP  II 
Dents  A   9  2  1  19 Trinity  A   8  3  I  17 Meds  A    3  7  1  7 Vic  II    l  10  t  3 GROUP  III 
St.  Mike's  B    9  3  0  18 Jr.  Engineering   8  3  1  17 Pharm  A    3  8  1  7 PHE  B    2  8  2  6 GROUP  IV 
New  I    8  2  2  16 Forestry  A    7  5  0  14 I U-C  II                               J  10  I  3 GROUP  V 
Scarboro                             9  0  I  19 Architecture                        fi  4  ]  ,3 

K
n
o
x
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3  4  .  ,  0 

Wycllffe                             0  9  2  2 BASKETBALL  STANDINGS GROUP  I 
W  L  T  Ph. 

St  Mike's  A  10  ,  0  20 U-C-  I  .                              6  5  0  12 Sr.  Enfl.neenno  -                5  7  0  10 

FINAL  HOCKEY  STANDINGS 
P   W   L  T      F    A  Pts. Toronto  ...     16  13    2  1  12*    49  27 Western  ....  16  12  2  2  85  48  26 Waterloo  ...    16  1  1     3  2    84    63  24 

J-«vol    16    9    6  1     88    61  19 Queen's  ...  1 6  610  0  69  86  1 2 McMaster  .  .  16  6  10  0  73  112  12 Montreal    ...   16    5  II  0    65    86  10 McG/'l    16    4  11   1     56    92  9 Guelph    16    2  13  1     43    92  5 Last  Week's  Results 
McGill  2  at  Montreal  6 Montreal  2  ot  Waterloo  7 McGill  4  at  Waterloo  7 McMaster  4  ot  Toronto  IS Laval   1 1   at  Guelph  3 Laval  5  at  Waterloo  6 Montreal  2  ot  Western  6 McGill  7  at  McMaster  6 Toronto  6  ot  Guelph  | 

FINAL  BASKETBALL  STANDINGS Western  Division 
P  W  L  F  A  Pts Windsor  ..  10  10  0  1078  615  20 Woterlco  .10  7  3  699  634  U 

.A0?.n'^  10      6    4    840  752  12 McMaster  .    10      4    6    688  716  8 Western    .     10      3    7    670  696  6 Guelph    ...    10      0  10    401  963  0 Eastern  Division 
P  W  L  F  A  Pts 

Queen's  ....  6  6  0  476  305  I™ McG,  I  ....  *  3  3  443  365  6 
h°V0,'  ,  •  ■  i  3  3  370  364  6 Montreal     .6      0    6    259  51 Last  Week's  Result Waterloo  75  ot  Guelph  41 SIBL  Tournament Sem!-HnalB 
Windsor  93  Toronto  67 
Waterloo  55  Queen's  32 
Windsor  102  Waterloo  71 Consolation 

6Toronlo  67  Queen's  64 

The  Library 

[University  of  Toronto 
presents  in Room  102 

Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings 
[Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m. -2:00  p.m. 
MARCH  2,  3,  1966 

i  seifriz  on protoplasm 
how  did  life  begin 
[riddle  of photosynethesis 
A  series  of  programmes  arrang- ed by  the  Science  and  Medicine 

[  Dept.  of  the  University  Library 
in   co-operation  with  the  Na- tional Science  Film  Library  of 
the  Canadian  Film  Institute. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE WATCHING  THE  FILM 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 TIMES 

FASTER 
Same  scientific  course 

os  (ought  by  McGill,  Yole  and Cornell  Universities 
MORNING,  AFTERNOON  AND EVENING  CLASSES 

—  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 
Every  Men.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  I  p.m. 

or  orranged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  7-4022  NOW  ! 

to  be  sure  of  o  scat Career  Development  Institute 
131  Bloor  St.  W.  Toronto 

The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

THE  VARSITY,  Wednesday,  March  2,  1966  —  Poge  1 1 



Scoring  race 

ends  in  tie 
By  RICK  ROLLINS 

OQAA  Publicity  Director 
Afler  two  seasons  in  supporting  roles, 

Henry  Monteith  and  Gord  Cunningham 
have  finally  gained  top  billing  in  the 
Senior  Intercollegiate  Hockey  League 
scoring  race. 

Final  statistics  show  the  two  Blues 
lied  for  the  scoring  title  with  43  points 
apiece. 

Monteith,  a  left  winger,  scored  a  league- 
leading  23  goals  and  collected  20  assists 
and  Cunningham,  a  right  winger,  had  19 
goals  and  24  assists. 
Both  Monteith  and  Cunningham  had 

come  close  to  winning  the  scoring  cham- 
pionship in  their  first  two  years  in  the 

college  league.  Monteith,  younger  brother 
of  all-time  scoring  king  Steve  Monteith, 
was  runner-up  each  of  the  past  two  sea- 

sons and  Cunningham  finished  fourth 
and  seventh  in  his  first  two  years. 

DuFour  almost  steals  crown 
Centre  Reynald  Dufour  of  Laval  Rouge 

el  Or  picked  up  five  goals  and  five  as- 
sists in  two  games  last  week  and  almost 

stole  the  scoring  crown. 
Dufour  finished  third  21  goals  and  19 

assists  for  40  points.  Ward  Passi  of  Tor- 
onto was  fourth  with  38  points  and  led 

in  assists  with  26,  Frank  Hincks  of  Mc- 
Master  Marlins  was  fifth  with  36  points 
and  Gratien  Guimond  of  Laval  sixth  with 35. 
Western  Mustangs  won  defensive  hon- 

ors for  the  second  successive  season  but 
Gary  Bonney  of  'Stangs  lost  his  individ- 

ual goaltending  title  to  John  Wrigley  of Toronlo. 
Western  allowed  48  goals  in  16  games, 

an  average  of  three  goals  against  per game.  Toronto  was  one  goal  behind  with 
49  against  and  a  3.06  goals-against  aver- 
age. 

Bonney,  who  played  14  of  Western's  16 
games,  also  had  an  average  of  3.00  goals 
against  per  game  and  led  in  shutouts 
with  two,  but  Wrigley's  mark  was  2.68 
for  the  seven  games  he  appeared  in. 

Wrigley  is  a  former  University  of  New Brunswick  netminder  in  his  first  season with  Blues. 
Final  statistics  revealed  two  league  re- 

cords. Laval's  Gaston  Vandal,  seventh  in scoring,  set  a  new  mark  for  defencemen 
by  compiling  34  points. 
McMaster  rearguard  John  DeDiana 

served  116  minutes  in  penalties  to establish  the  other  single-season  record. 
FINAL    SIHL  STATISTICS SCORING  LEADERS 
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Kerrwr,  McGill   .  ,  .  ,  a      I      7      ii  | 
KS*    :::::::  «  i!  !>  "  '3 went.  Western    .    IS     III     II       01  ic 
so°'iMrr'  ,•  :::::  >4  0     1  20 Souve,  Montrea    16      n    to      ol  nl 
»•».-,  week*.      :  ;:  i  5  J  §  " O.Diono,  McMa.t.r   \\  \%     ,    j}     3|  ,j| GOALTENDERS'  RECORDS 
Bonnoy,  Woslern    ([    S    1°  *♦* 
Potlorson,  Wo.lt>,,,  '  '}    4i     2  |-«» 

■  ■  ■■■  : J 

L...I  Tot.li   . .  . .  16  S  i  S? 
Popkcy.  WoteMoo  " t  }!  "J Sodcn,  Waterloo  ...  '}  }!  '  J4* Wototio.  Totoli  A  !f  °  J-00 
KMrn'MSSSi  if    84      0  S.3B tSSS,  KS  *»*>  °  ts B.rtrond,  Monlreol  f    'J     •  «-00 fclmtt,  Montrool    .  A.    A  ° Montrcol   Totol,  16     »6      2  S 
London,  Guclph   o,',4,    »S      9  »•» Norton,  G„oloh  ...  .  I  111   11      S    ?  ?? Goolph  Tot.l,    4  'J*    «      ?  Jit 
Poyno,  McMoito,    2    TJ      S  "J" M.Mo.to,  T.tol,  ,     ,  ,  22 

JOHN  WRIGLEY 
Leading  gooltender 

SIHL  champs 

to  Sudbury 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 

^  Varsity  Blues  will  not  enter  the  Can- adian  national  hockey  finals  tomorrow. 
Blues,  winners  of  the  Senior  Intercol- 

legiate Hockey  League,  must  play  a  pre- 
liminary game  with  the  Sir  George  Wil- liams University  Georgians,  winners  of 

the  Ottawa-St.  Lawrence  league,  at  Sud- 
bury. 

The  winner  of  this  game  advances  to 
the  first  round  of  the  championship  tour- 

nament against  St.  Francis  Xavier,  the 
Maritime  league  champs,  while  the  loser heads  for  home. 
Blues  must  play  the  extra  preliminary 

game  because  the  SIHL  was  not  repre- sented at  the  National  finals  last  year. 
Sir  George  is  their  opponent  because 

the  winner  of  the  Ottawa-St.  Lawrence 
league  (Sir  George)  finished  last  in  last 
year's  tournament. 

Other  teams  in  the  finals  are  University 
of  Alberta  at  Edmonton  and  Laurentian 
University,  winner  of  the  Ontario  Inter- collegiate league. 

Blues  have  been  seeded  second  to  Al- 
berta, however  winning  the  Canadian 

championship  will  be  no  easy  task. 
They  must  play  three  games  in  as  many 

nights  if  they  win  tomorrow,  while  all other  teams  play  only  two. 
Tournament  officials  have  not  made  it 

any  easier  by  scheduling  the  winner  of 
the  preliminary  game  to  play  the  first 
game  of  a  doubleheader  the  following night. 

In  addition,  Blues,  who  went  through 
the  season  virtually  injury^free,  have  run 
into  injuries  to  their  defence  corps. 

Gil  Farmer  is  lost  to  the  team  due  to 
a  broken  hand  and  captain  Bob  Awrey 
suffered  a  badly  broken  nose  in  the  game 
against  Guelph  and  is  a  doubtful  starter. 
And  Sir  George  does  not  appear  to  be 

any  pushover.  Four  Georgians  won  places 
on  the  first  all-star  team  of  the  Ottawa- St.  Lawrence  league. 

Two  of  them,  Bob  Berry  and  Alex  Mat- 
thew, stood  first  and  second  respectively in  league  scoring. 

Georgians'  goaltender  Brian  Chapman, who  also  earned  a  berth  on  the  all-star 
team,  is  described  by  McGill  Redmen 
coach  Dave  Copp  as  "the  best  college 
goaltender  I've  seen."  Redmen  lost  twice 
to  Georgians  this  season  in  exhibition 

games. Georgians  also  defeated  University  of 
Waterloo,  third  place  finishers  in  the 
SIHL,  in  an  exhibition  game,  8-6,  and  Mc- 

Master 8-3. 
Of  the  other  teams  in  the  tournament. 

Alberta  appears  to  be  the  strongest.  The 
last  report  from  the  west  had  Alberta 
players  holding  down  the  top  five  posi- tions in  the  scoring  race. 

Alberta  also  had  the  second  best  de- 
fensive record  in  the  Western  league.  In 

addition,  several  members  of  the  team 
have  Jr.  A  experience  with  Edmonton 
Flyers,  perennial  Memorial  Cup  finalists. 
Laurentian,  the  Ontario  Intercollegiate 
league's  representative,  has  dominated that  league  going  undefeated  in  its  last three  seasons. 

Laurientian  plays  University  of  Alberta 
in  the  second  game  of  Friday  night's H  doubleheader. 

g  LEFTOVERS:  Sir  George  defeated Loyola,  5-4,  in  a  sudden  death  playoff 
Sunday,  to  earn  the  right  to  play  Blues... Sherbrooke  University,  not  a  member 
of  the  SIHL  had,  temporary  possession 
of  the  Queen's  Cup  recently.  Students  at 
Sherbrooke  stole  the  trophy  from  Univer- 

sity of  Montreal  as  a  Winter  Carnival 
prank.  The  cup  is  now  back  at  U  de 
M,  last  year's  SIHL  champion. 



The  blood ,.    .  .  — Photo  by  JOE  WEINSTOCK clinics  continue  at  U  of  T.  Quota  for  the  campus  is  3100  pints. 

The  great  subway  caper:  part  2 

event  with  the  actual  facts.  The  current  reaction  of  hysterical  hand-wringing  is  largely 
H,e  Mnr „  a«'™s»>»ch  happened  on  the  pages  of  the  Toronto  presSg  and  nowhere tw  f  °  S  Jad'°-  SiatIOnS  blamele"  in  this  affair.  They,  too,  have  contributed their  share  of  rumor  and  misinformation. 

The  correct  information  has  been  pieced  together  primarily  from  eye-witness  ac 
fr  ™  7fm°ng,  them,  th°se  of  reporters  from  U  of  T  Radio.  Information  was  also  obtained 
n?E  sftat™=nts  ™?de  by  Merto  Police  Chief  James  Mackey  to  U  of  T  Radio  reporters Other  facts  lie  buried  (deeply)  on  the  inside  pages  of  Toronto's  newspapers 

THE  "REPORTS" 
•  "500  pranksters...  stormed  into  the subway  station"  (Globe  editorial.  Mar.  1) 

"the  subway  was  invaded  by  500...  students" (Globe,  Mar.  2,  page  5.) 
"500  . . .  students  invaded  the  new  . . .  sub- 

way" (Star  editorial,  Mar.  1) 
#  The  students  were  "accompanied  by  . . . 

a  Go-Go  dancer."  (Star,  Mar.  1,  page  5) 

•  The  students  "hurdled  turnstiles." 
(Globe,  Mar.  2,  page  5) 
The  students  were  allowed  "to  vault  turn- 

stiles without  paying."  (Star,  Mar.  1,  page  1) 
•  The  students  "commandeered  a  train." (Star  editorial,  Mar.  1) 

•  The  students  "ripped  seats"  (Star,  Mar. 1,  page  2) 
The  students  were  "tearing  seats  from  the 

cars."  (Tely,  editorial,  Mar.  1) 
"Cushions  were  torn  off  the  seats  and 

hurled  through  the  cars  like  footballs." 
(Globe,  Mar.  1,  page  1) 

•  The  students  "tossed  firecrackers  form 
train  windows."  (Star,  Mar.  1,  page  2) 

•  The  students  "pulled  an  emergency 
switch  that  cut  off  power."  (Globe,  Mar.  1, page  1)  j 
The  students  "cut  off  the  emergency 

power  switch."  (Star,  Mar.  1,  page  1,  2) 
"The  student  who  pulled  the  switch  ... 

has  not  yet  been  found."  (Globe,  Mar.  2, page  5) 
The  students  "cut  off  subway  emergency 

power  switches."  (Star,  Mar.  1,  page  1) 
"500  U  of  T  students  cut  power,  ruin  rush- 

hour  subway  schedule."  (Globe  headline, Mar.  1,  page  1) 

•  "The  students  marched  down  Bay  St.... 
their  60-piece  band  blaring."  (Star,  Mar.  1, page  2) 

THE  FACTS 
•  Fewer  than  200  students  entered  the 

subway.  The  papers  have  the  number 
wrong  because  they  had  no  reporters  on  the scene. 

•  The  students  were  accompanied  by 
Miss  Barbara  Connor,  the  Engineering 
Queen.  Miss  Connor  was  fully  dressed,  in 
conventional  clothing. 
•  This  is  the  single  established  fact  of 

the  entire  incident,  (although  none  of  the 
papers  mentioned  that  the  LGMB  paid  their fare). 

•  The  students  boarded  a  train.  They  did 
not  "commandeer"  it.  The  Star  editorial 
writer  should  consult  a  dictionary'. 
•  TTC  officials  have  said  the  damage  was 

not  "serious."  Reporters  from  the  daily 
papers  did  not  witness  seats  being  torn 
loose  because  they  weren't  in  attendance 
A  police  official  said  he  knows  of  no  damage done. 

•  The  inventive  Star  writer  should  try 
throwing  firecrackers  from  the  windows  of 
a  new  subway  car.  The  windows  don't  open. 
•  Nobody  (repeat,  nobody)  knows 

whether  a  student  did  in  fact  pull  the 
switch.  The  fact  has  not  < repeat  nor;  been established. 

•  Have  you  ever  seen  a  60-piece  LGMB? The  band  on  this  occasion  numbered  10. 
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"From  the  women's  pages  to  the  sports  pages,  from  the  editorials  to  the  comics, the  daily  press  in  this  country  . . .  presents  every  day  a  truly  inexhaustible  supply  of 
wrong  facts,  useless  information,  fatuous  comment,  misleading  rumors  " 
— Peter  Gzowski  speaking  in  Calgary  at  the  annual  Conference  of  Canadian  Univer- sity Press,  Dec.  27,  1965. 

Caput  studies  caper 
The  Caput,  U  of  T's  disciplinary  body,  has  appointed  a fact-finding  committee  to  investigate  the  engineers'  subway caper  Monday.  The  committee  is  to  report  back  with possible  recommendations  for  disciplinary  action The  Caput,  which  is  composed  of  the  heads  of  the faculties,  colleges  and  schools,  President  C  T  Bissell  SAC 

rrc' df.?!,  Mary  Brewin  and  ActinS  Hart  -  House  Warden h-  Wilkinson,  has  not  yet  reached  a  final  decision.  The body  has  the  power  to  fine,  suspend  or  expel  students 
U  of  T  Provost  Moffat  Woodside  is  replacino  Pres Bissell,  who  is  in  South  America. 
The  Caput  met  in  secret  session  for  about  three  hours Wednesday  morning  to  consider  the  matter  that  has  re- ceived a  great  deal  of  attention  in  the  mass  media  during the  past  few  days. 
The  session  began  with  interviews  with  five  engineer- 
ing leaders:  Frank  Vallo,  president  of  the  Engineering  So- 

ciety, Wayne  Dickey,  vice-president  of  the  Society  °Alex Husiuk,  president-elect  of  the  Society.  John  Kerr,  graduat- ing year  president  and  Don  Munro,  leader  of  the  Lady Godiva  Memorial  Band. 
The  official  statement  released  by  Simcoe  Hall  said 

U  of  T  is  "co-operating  with  the  Metropolitan  Toronto police  in  every  way  in  attempts  to  establish  the  precise 
responsibility  for  the  incident." For  the  past  two  days  Metro  detectives  have  been  inter- 

viewing members  of  the  Engineering  Society  executive 
and  other  engineering  students. 

The  Engineering  Society  hired  a  lawyer  who  has  been 
advising  engineering  students  how  to  handle  their  inter- 

views with  the  police  and  the  press. 
Last  night  Dickey  refused  to  identify  the  lawyer. 
The  police  are  reported  to  be  screening  films  taken  by 

a  CBC  cameraman  on  the  scene,  in  an  apparent  attempt  to 
identify  students  who  took  part  in  the  caper. 

Meanwhile,  the  TTC  reported  delays  in  the  rush-hour 
subway  service  on  Wednesday  because  of  mechanical  prob- 

lems in  the  "Y"  interchange  of  the  new  subway  at  Bloor 
St.  and  University  Ave. 

Sit-in  gets  last-minute  go-ahead 
OTTAWA— Participants  in 

Viet  Nam  demonstrations 
here  decided  early  today  to 

go  ahead  with  a  24-hour  sit- in  in  the  Parliament  Build- 
ings. After  considerable  disa- 

greement yesterday,  the  de- cision to  go  ahead  was 
reached  at  a  meeting  which 
broke  up  at  2:30  a.m.  today. 
The  sit-in  was  to  begin 

early  this  afternoon. 
The  sit-in  had  been  plan- 

ned by  the  Student  Union for  Peace  Action  for  the  past 
two  months  to  protest  Can- 

ada's policy  on  Viet  Nam. Yesterday  the  question  of 
the  sit-in  was  discussed  at 

open  meeting  of  the would-be  participants. 
On  Wednesday,  SUPA  pre- sented an  open  letter  to 

Paul  Martin,  the  minister 
for  external  affairs,  T.C. 
Douglas,  leader  of  the  New Democratic  Party,  Real 
Caouette,  leader  of  the  So- 

cial Credit  Rally,  and  Ro- bert Thompson,  leader  of 
the  Social  Credit  Party. 
The  letter  was  signed  by 

many  prominent  professors from  U  of  T,  University  of 
British  Columbia,  Sir  Geor- 

ge Williams  University,  Mc- Master  Universi  ty,  Trent 
University,  and  Waterloo University. 

The  letter  criticized  Cana- 
da's policy  of  selling  to  the 

United  States  resources 
used  in  war  production. 

Last  night,  U  of  T  history 
Professor  Kenneth  Mc- 
Naught  told  a  teach-in  au- dience of  about  250  people 
that  most  North  American 
are  ignorant  about  the  facts 
of  the  war  and  merely  swal- 

low the  U.S.  State  Depart- ment line. 
He  compared  the  situa- 

tion to  that  in  the  Spanish- American  war  in  which,  he 
said,  the  government  had 
imperialistic  motives  but 
the  American  people  believ- 

ed they  were  aiding  demo- 

cracy. 

Canada,  he  said,  has  taken 
as  a  basis  for  its  foreign 
policy  "a  pitifully  weak  anti- 
Communist  ideology"  found- 

ed on  a  false  theory  of  "a monolithic  internation- al Communist  conspiracy 
that  will  take  over  all  of 

Southeast  Asia." Canada  as  a  western  na- tion was  losing  just  as 
much  prestige  as  the  U.S. 
Canada  didn't  speak  out 

because  "most  Canadians 
don't  want  to  act."  As  Ex- ternal Affairs  Minister  Paul 
Martin  had  said  in  the  Com- 

mons, "Canada  does  not 
want  to  endanger  her  eco- 

nomic ties  and  other  inter- 

ests." 

He   called   the  Canadian 
(see  viet  nam  page  17) 



ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 
129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 

(2  Blocks  North  of  Bloor  —  2nd  T.T.C.  stop  Eost  of  Yonge  on  Bkor  tor) MINISTER: 
REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  M  A. 

)1  A.M.:  "GETTING  WITH  IT" A  reminder  (hot  God  colls  the  church  to  be  vonguard,  nor  rearguard 
6  P.M.:  SEARCHLIGHT  SEMINAR 

(2nd  SERIES)  Beginning  With  A  Buffet  Supper 
A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS 

FILM 

"The  Story  Of  Christian  Science" QUESTION  PERIOD  AFTERWARDS 
MONDAY  MAR.  7    1  P.M. 

SID  SMITH  BUILDING 

ROOM  1069  — 
ALL  WELCOME 

TRINITY 

UNITED  CHURCH 
427  Bloor  W.  of  Wolmer  RrJ. 
REV.  J.  ROBERT  WATT. 

B.A.,  B.D.,  Minister 
II  o.m. 

"GOD  IS  DEAD  — 

MISTAKE  OR  REALITY" 
7:30  p.m. 

(5)  "THE  FORGIVENESS" OF  JESUS 
SERIES: "CHRIST  IN 

MY  SITUATION" 8:30  p.m. 

Trinity  Young  Adults 

THE  BLUE  AND  WHITE  SOCIETY 
of  the 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

INVITES  APPLICATIONS  FOR  THE  FOLLOWING  POSITIONS: 

BLUE  AND  WHITE  BAND  DIRECTOR 

ASSISTANT  BAND  DIRECTOR 

BUSINESS  MANAGER  (male  or  female) 

HEAD  OF  MAJORETTES  AND  FLAGBEARERS  (female) 
DRUM  MAJOR 

Please  apply  in  writing  by  March  J  1th  to 

Business  Secretary,  Students'  Administrative  Council 

-ylrne*, «  Ccl-Cil  l-bir The  riay.fr  t  Jackcr  /.ihioncd  by  BANTAM  AC  in  Tci 

Come  on  over  to  smoothness 

with  no  letdown  in  taste  1 

'A*t  J  Can  TM. 

Come  on  over  to 

New! 

Player's Kings 

BLOOD  TOTALS 
Blood  totals  are  beginning  to  rise  as  the  blood  drive 

enters  its  fourth  day.  Today  the  Faculty  of  Medicine  gets 
its  chance  to  bare  the  arm  and  breed.  So  far  909  pints  have 
been  collected  on  campus. 
Faculty                                              Quota  Results 

Architecture                                          303  4 

Dents                                                   175  4 

Emmanuel                                              35  20 

Engineering                                          400  12 

Food  

Science                                          35  3 

Forestry                                                     30  2 

SGS                                                      80  14 

Innis                                                     60  11 

Knox                                                     15  2 

Law                                                   40  3 

Meds                                                    250  12 

Music                                                    30  10 

New                                                     175  32 

Nursing                                                 75  5 

Pharmacy                                               75  — 

PHE                                                      75  5 

P&OT                                                   100  — 

SMC                                                    400  340 

Trinity                                                     225  5 

UC                                                       375  190 

Vic                                                      400  218 

Wycliffe                                                     20  — 

Social  

Work                                           15  — 

Faculty                                                  —
 
 12 

Miscellaneous                                          —
 
 5 

Today,  AH  Day 
Deadline  for  nominations  for  SCM  executive  and  cabi- 
net for  next  year.  Extra  forms  available  in  SCM  office, Hart  House. 

Today,  11  a.m.  -  2  p.m.  &  3:30  p.m.  -  5  p.m. 
Blood  Donor  Clinic  Faculty  of  Medicine. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
Dept.  of  Geology  Films:  Monkey  into  Man,  Where  Land 

and  Water  Meet.  Rm.  128,  Mining  Building. 
Today,  1:15  p.m. 

Ecumenical  lenten  service  for  the  university:  "Self- 
discipline  and  the  Search  for  Truth."  St.  Thomas  Church, 383  Huron  St. 

First  open  meeting  of  the  "U  of  T  Let's  Move  the 
Engineers  to  Erindale  College"  movement.  Speaker,  Ivan Retznikoff.   UC  Rotunda. 
Today,  7:30  p.m.  . 

"Politics  and  Constitutionalism  in  the  Caribbean."  Pre- 
sented by  the  West  Indian  Students'  Association.  Inter- national Student  Centre,  45  Willcocks  St. 

Today,  8:15  p.m. 
World  Premiere  of  a  new  Canadian  one  act  opera  by 

Tibor  Polgar,  Libretto  by  George  Jonas — "The  European 
Lover"  starring  Jan  Rubes  and  Ilona  Kombrink.  Burton Auditorium,  York  Campus. 
Today,  8:30  p.m. 

Death  of  a  Salesman.  New  College  Dining  Hall,  Admis- sion 50c. 
Today,  9:30  p.m. 

Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox  (campus  coffee  house).  Folk- 
singing,  poetry,  chess.  This  week— Victoria  College  Folk Club.  Admission  free. 
Saturday,  7  p.m. 

Greek  Country  Night.  Dancing,  Displays,  Refreshments. 
Admission  50c.  International  Student  Centre.  45  Willcocks Street. 

Saturday,  8  p.m. 
Hillel  Purim  Celebration.   Megillah  Reading.  Melave 

Malka  following.  Hillel  House.  168  St.  George  St. Sunday,  8  p.m. 
Jazz-Folk  Festival.  Mexico — Project  Benefit  Featuring 

semi-professional  campus  talent.  Admission  50c  (optional). Brennan  Hal),  St.  Mikes. 
Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 

Newman  a  Go-Go.  "The  Modes."  Newman  Centre,  89 St.  George  St.  75c  per  person.  Everyone  welcome. 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  RADIO o9.om.  for  Friday,  March  4 
MO-.MT.  CKFH  11:10  •  11:25  P.M. 

osk      Campui  Quarter,  a  program  of  news ond  views. 
Tonight's  show  features  a  comment  by Varsity  Editor  Dove  Jockel. 

Sylvio  Kissln  and  Steven  Trost studenis;  -Do  you  think  Fraternities  and 

fnin'.?  S?uW        ««ani»ed  by  the 
Billboard  wUh  Peie,  Stomp 
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No  circuits  throughs  team  tunnels 

The  Radio  Committee  has  been  refused 
permission  to  run  program  circuits  through the  steam  tunnels  that  connect  a  number 
of  campus  buildings. 

The  committee  had  applied  to  superinten- 
dent of  engineering  W.  E.  Crooks  for  per- mission to  enter  the  tunnels  and  install  the 

wiring. 
Alan  Gold  (II  UC)  ,  director  of  the  com- 

mittee, said  that  the  circuits  would  be  used 
for  on-the-scene  broadcast  of  such  events  as 
Winter  Carnival,  Homecoming  and  elections. 

The  wires  have  to  run  underground  be- 
cause overhead  wiring  is  not  allowed  on 

campus. 

Joel  Eves,  (II  APSC),  the  committee's chief  engineer,  was  told  Tuesday  by  D. 

Sproat,  an  electronics  technician  in  the  de- 
partment of  chemistry,  that  Mr.  Crooks  had 

refused.  Mr.  Sproat  said  Mr.  Crooks  phoned 
him  and  said:  "I  don't  want  any  wires  or 
people  running  around  in  my  tunnels." 

Sproat  suggested  that  the  committee  ap- 
proach the  Bell  Telephone  Co.,  which  al- ready has  lines  in  the  tunnels. 

Gold  said  he  doesn't  see  why  they  should be  forced  to  deal  with  Bell  Telephone  when 
their  own  contractor  would  do  the  job 
equally  well  for  a  lower  price. 

Eves  added  that  if  Bell  sets  up  the  cir- 
cuits, they  will  have  to  run  through  Bell's central  office,  and  the  added  length  will  in- 

crease the  amount  of  background  noise  in the  wiring. 

Canadian  identity  being  submerged 

EDMONTON  (CUP)  —  Canadian  identity 
js  being  submerged  by  an  affluent  liberal 
society  originating  in  the  United  States. 

This  was  one  of  the  main  ideas  expressed 
in  the  first  session  of  the  teach-in,  "Canada: 
Sovereign  or  Satellite"  held  at  the  University of  Alberta  last  week. 

But  the  speakers  also  felt  Canada's  lack 
of  identity  means  we  still  have  an  oppor- 

tunity to  develop  a  better  society  than  that of  the  United  States. 
The  panel  consisted  of  George  Grant  of 

McMaster  University,  author  of  Lament  for 
a  Nation;  Laurier  Lapierre,  host  of  CBC's This  Hour  has  Seven  Days  and  executive 
director  of  the  French  Canada  studies  pro- 

gram at  McGill;  Gad  Horowitz,  professor  of 
political  science  at  McGill;  and  John  Mathe- 
son,  parliamentary  secretary  to  External  Af- fairs Minister  Paul  Martin. 

George  Grant  opened  his  talk  by  identify- 
ing the  affluent  liberal  society  as  the  swal- lower  of  the  Canadian  identity.  He  claimed 

most  people  in  Canada  want  a  part  of  this 
predominantly  American  society.  He  noted 
that  opposition  to  this  liberalism  ,  in  Quebec 
will  soon  die  just  as  it  has  in  English-  speak- ing Canada. 

Professor  Grant  then  described  the  United 
States  position  in  the  Vietnam  war  as 
"genocide." 

The  affluent  liberal  society  is  willing  to 
pay  this  price  and,  in  doing  so,  is  becoming 
a  "terrible"  and  "inhuman"  society.  He  cal- 

led it  an  "enormous  crisis"  and  said  the  only 
sensible  alternative  for  Canada  is  to  give  up 
this  inhuman  society. 

Laurier  Lapierre  began  by  stating:  "Can- adian identity  is  ridiculous  to  talk  about  at 

any  time,  absurd  to  consider  at  9:30  in  the 
morning,  and  futile  to  speak  about  in  Eng- 

lish." He  labelled  Canada's  identity  as  "an 
identity  so  caught  up  in  what  we  refuse  to 
be.  The  premise  that  we  are  not  Americans 
makes  our  identity  negative. 
"We  have  failed  to  realize  the  magnitude 

of  our  failure  because  we  have  refused  to 
express  ourselves  positively...  the  basic  needs 
of  the  Canadian  people  have  been  gimmick- 
ed  by  political  power.  We,  the  people  have 
been  left  out  in  left  field." 

He  described  the  French  and  English  so- 
cieties within  the  country  as  "two  great 

ghettos."  Commitment  of  the  people  to  their 
country  and  to  each  other,  said  Mr.  Lapierre, 
is  the  factor  necessary  for  a  positive  Can- 

adian identity.  He  later  blasted  Mr.  Grant 
and  Mr.  Horowitz  for  their  alleged  failure 
to  see  this  point. 

Mr.  Horowitz  told  the  audience  there  are 
things  we  need  to  do  in  Canada  that  cannot 
be  done  within  the  framework  of  an  Amer- 

ican society.  He  added  that  although  Can- ada's future  is  in  a  chaotic  state,  we  have 
an  advantage  in  that  we  can  build  a  better 
society  than  the  rigidly  established  one  of the  United  States. 

"If  we  do  not  recognize  the  problem  of 
American  domination,  one  day  we  may  well 

be  singing  the  Star  Spangled  Banner,"  he said. 

John  Matheson's  talk  stressed  Canada's 
strengthening  her  international  role  as  a 
means  of  developing  her  identity.  He  de- 

scribed the  background  Canada  has  had 
in  international  affairs,  particularly  in  the 
UN  and  in  the  Commonwealth. 

Same  old  blood;  new  draining  techn
iques 

The  Junior  Common 
Room  at  UC  took  on  a  dif- 

ferent aspect  Wednesday 
when  Red  Cross  workers 
and  students  with  their 
sleeves  rolled  up  took  over from  the  usual  habitues. 

It  was  all  very  friendly. 
The  formidable  old  glass 

bottles,  which  required  con- stant attendance,  were  gone. 
Instead  we  had  plastic  bags, 
with  automatic  shutoff  con- nections. Not  very  esthetic, 
perhaps,  but  very  conveni- ent. "We  don't  have  to 
watch  them  all  the  time," clinical  assistant  Susan 
White  told  The  Varsity. 
"They  shut  off  by  themsel- 

ves as  soon  as  the  bag  is 

All  we  have  to  do  is 

disconnect  them." Miss  White  added  that  at- 
tendance at  the  U  of  T  cli- nics has  been  good  this  year. 

"But  we  never  get  enough 
blood.  All  this  will  be  gone 
by  next  week.  It  goes  to  hos- 

pitals and  research." A  major  user  is  the  Prin- cess Margaret  Hospital, 
which  conducts  research 
into  leukemia,  and  is  at  pre- 

sent testing  a  new  and  pro- 
mising form  of  treatment. Anti-cancer  drugs  in  very 

high  doses  are  given  to  the 
patient,  and  daily  transfu- sions are  required  to  pre- vent the  medication  from 
killing  normal  cells  as  well as  cancerous  ones. 

full. Each  person  taking  this 
treatment  requires  four 
donors  every  day,  since  only 
the  platelets  from  the  whole 
blood  are  given  in  the  trans- fusions. The  plasma  is 
turned  to  the  Red  Cross  for 
use  elsewhere. 

At  present,  three  patients at  Princess  Margaret  are 
being  treated,  but  the  hospi tal  wants  to  initiate  a  new 
program  for  an  additional five  sufferers — all  between 5  and  25,  since  this  age 
group  responds  best. This  will  require  an  addi tional  20  blood  donors  every 
day,  and  still  more  will  be 
required  when  the  Hospital 
for  Sick  Children  enters  the 
program,  as  planned. 

HART  HOUSE  § 

DISCOTHEQUE  DANCE  TOMORROW  NIGHT 
Music  Room  from  9  p.m.  until  12  midnight 

$1.00  couple  Soft  drinks,  cookies 75c  FREE 
SUNDAY  EVENING  CONCERT 

8.30  p.m.       March  6th       Great  Hall THE  HART  HOUSE  GLEE  CLUB 
WALTER  BARNES,  Director 
Last  Concert  for  this  Season. 

Tickets  available  without  charge  from 
Hall  Porter.  Ladies  moy  be  invited  by  Members. 

OPEN  MEETING  FOR  HART  HOUSE  FARM 
I       4.30  p.m.  Monday,  Morch  7th  Music  Room  | All  University  Clubs  and  Organizations  interested  in  booking 
I  the  form  for  1966  -  67  should  have  o  representative  present.  I 

^  Ladies  welcome. 
JAZZ  CONCERT 

8.30  p.m.  Mondoy,  March  7  Great  Hall 
DON     FRIEDMAN  QUARTET 

(featuring  Attilo  Zoller  ) 
Tickets  available  without  charge  from  Hall  Porter. 

Ladies  may  be  invited  by  members. 

HILLEL 
Saturday,  March  5,  8:00  p.m.,  Hillel  House 

OBSERVANCE  OF  PUR1M 

Sunday,  March  6,  8:30  p.m.,  Hillel  House 
LARRY  SOLWAY 

on 
"THE  STUDENT  AND  SOCIAL  PROTEST" 
YAVNEH.  Dr.  Irving  Block  on  "The  New  Morality" Thursday,  March  10,  1:00  p.m.,  Sidney  Smith,  Room  21 10 

HILLEL  STUDENT  ELECTIONS 
Sunday,  March  13,  2:00-9:00  p.m.,  Hillel  House 

Deadline  for  Nominations — Sunday,  March  6 
Monday,  March  7,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 

DR.  W.  J.  McCURDY 
Dept.  of  Philosophy,  U.  of  T. on 

"HUMANISM  AND  THE  SECULAR  SOCIETY" 

The  University  of  Toronto's  new  film 

LIGHT  FOR  THE  MIND 

WILL  BE  SHOWN 

FOR  STUDENTS  AND  STAFF 

MONDAY,  MARCH  7 

at  12.30  p.m.  and  at  1.30  p.m. in 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

DISCOTHEQUE!! 

TOMORROW  FROM  9-12  MIDNIGHT 

$1.00  couple 75c  stag 
Music  Room,  Hart  House 

FREE  Refreshments 
(soft  drinks,  cookies) 

EVERYONE  WELCOME Presented  by 

HART  HOUSE  HOUSE  COMMITTEE 

THE  GUITAR  SOCIETY  OF  TORONTO 

presents MALKA  and  JOSO 
IN  CONCERT 
Tickers:*3.50.  *2.S0,  $1.50 

SATURDAY,  MARCH  19rti,  1966 
EATON  AUDITORIUM  
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who  pulled  the  switch, 
OR— DON'T  BELIEVE  EVERYTHING  YOU  READ IN  THE  PAPERS 
The  power  of  the  press  hos  never  been  more  evident 

lhan  ,n  the  objective"  coverage,  in  Toronto's  daily  papers of  Monday  s  subway  incident 
Without  exception,  the  Toronto  press  has  accused  a 

1  k  j,udent  of  PullinS  an  emergency  power  switch theieby  disrupting  the  subway  system  for  5  hours On  what  do  they  base  this  accusation? Who  knows? 
It  has  not  yet  been  established  that  a  student  did  pull the  switch  in  question.  H 

!„„  'M*  d'd  n°J  Prevent  fhe  newsPopers  from  present- ing speculation  as  fact  -  and  from  then  proceeding  to editorialize,  ,n  Qn  lrresponsible  manner,  about  the  whole 
th»  f"16  "eWS  m?dia  of  this  ci,V  in  foct  °*e  an  apology  to the  Engineering  Society  for  the  misinformation  and  mis representation  presented  in  the  press  and  on  rod™ .       'f  no  =w,,ch  h?°  been  pulled  the  subway  would  not 
W  btn  *  would 

^Zt^^p^t^Z  £  3S-3 have  n  T  °TO  °nd  ,he  5Qme  ,hin9-  Even  though  ?hey have  no  evidence,  or  proof,  that  the  engineers  either  in- tended to  pull  the  switch  or  in  foct  pulled  it 
press  of  th?r'r>dekiS  ̂ piC°' J°f  the  monner  in  wni<=h  the 

fiifJlf§S 

citizens' anbdeC?heSest5udehnets0CnCf0tkntS  the  PreSS<  T°™'°'* 
everythmg  ̂ ^^^ve  that 

pai9  itls    S  dr  ? *  cam" 
that  u^ua^ed  ̂ pptV       gentlemen  3|  ™ 
idio,  who  pulled  ̂ Tiirl^l  ™< i°"'y  of 

Andd  7eim    ̂   t^^^*  *» commentators.   But  thev  haW,  ?u  rad'°  reP°rters  and 
•heir  accounts  were  K^oV^^  that 

letters  to  the  editor 

□ 

'unpalatable  pranking Sir: 

At  a  time  when  a  large  percentage  of  the Canadian  University  students  feel  that  the 
university  sludent  should  be  given  more responsibility  in  governing  his  educational institution,  it  is  indeed  a  tragedy  when  ,  a small  minority  of  the  University  of  Toronto undermine  any  sincere  efforts  that  have been  made  toward  this  end. 
The  small  minority  that  I  am  referring  to are  the  immature  members  of  the  Faculty of  Engineering  who  stopped  the  subway system  and  delayed  thousands  of  Toronto 

commuters  for  thirty  minutes  on  Monday 
evening.  The  consequences  of  this  prank 

were  more  unpalatable  than  a  cold  supper for  many  Varsity  students.  CHUM  news reported  that  the  prank  had  been  perpetrat- 
ed by  a  "bunch  of  kids",  and  that  the  prank itself  was  "boyish".  I  feel  that  many  stu- dents took  offence  at  being  referred  to  as 

a  "bunch  of  kids" — especially  those  who are  fighting  for  more  student  responsibility. 
If  there  are  any  more  "Lady  Godiva  Me- morial Subway  Riders"  who  feel  they  need attention  or  an  outlet  for  youthful  energy I  sincerely  hope  they  will  flush  themselves down  a  toilet  and  take  a  ride  through  the sewers.  In  that  way  they  will  not  undermine 

the  efforts  of  those  who  are  promoting  stu- dent responsibility  and  most  certainly  they can  have  fun  in  surroundings  well-suited  to them. 
B.  M.  Cruchley  (I  UC) 

a  disgraceful  exhibition Sir: 

As  an  engineering  student  who  did  not 
take  part  in  Monday's  disgraceful  exhibition m  the  subway,  I  feel  compelled  to  express  my complete  and  utter  disgust  and  shame  at the  actions  of  a  large  number  of  the  mem- 

bers of  my  faculty.  In  a  well-publicized 
caper"  several  hundred  of  the  young  "gen- tlemen" of  Skule  invaded  the  St.  George station  without  paying  their  fares  caused damage  to  TTC  equipment  and  then  to  cap it  off  pulled  a  power  switch,  halting  all operations  for  a  quarter  of  an  hour;  an  act which  took  all  day  to  rectify,  causing  great discomfort  to  thousands  of  commuters. 

This  affair  was  reported  in  the  daily  press and  over  the  radio,  bringing  shame  to  the entire  university  community.  No  arrests were  made:  this  is  indeed  unfortunate.  A 
trip  to  magistrate's  court  might  have  shar- pened up  some  attitudes  in  short  order. 
High  spirits  is  one  thing,  breaking  the law  is  quite  another:  a  prank  is  one  thin^ 

damaging  public  property  is  quite  another.' Many  of  the  participants  in  this  riot  will soon  embark  on  a  carrer  in  the  old  and respected  profession  of  engineering  Will they  show  the  same  complete  disregard  for the  honor  of  their  profession  then  as  they do  now?  I  sincerely  hope  not,  for  if  thev do,  then  I  will  be  ashamed  to  call  myself one  of  their  number. 
David  Klrshenblat  (I  APSC) 

send  them  to  moosonee 

the 
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Sir: 

It  seems  that  Engineers  must  forever  play little  childish  pranks  in  their  attempt  to gam  recognition,  and  show  people  that  thev aren  t  afraid  of  anyone.  They  are  usually p  aying  these  pranks  on  other  faculties  here at  U  of  T.  (For  instance  flooding  the  base- ment of  the  Meds  building). 

H  J^.is  .pf  "  Monday,  however,  the  engineers decided  to  hit  the  top  and  uphold  the  reput- ation that  they  already  have  as  a  herd  of boisterous  immature  "students." 
I'm  referring,  of  course,  to  the  "little" joke  that  they  played  on  the  new  $200  mil- lion do  ar  "tube."  They  thought  that  thev shou  d  "officially"  open  the  new  subway  by 

onW  H  thu  P°Wer-  AlthouSh  th<=  't°iS 
oikers  deny  having  done  this,  the  vice-pre- sident of  The  Engineering  Society  reportedly 

called  up  local  news  media  and  apologized for  the  needless  delay  they  caused  to  the 

SSI  Wh°  Pay  fOT  of  their 

wit? X^r  rMD  "?  St  Ge°rSe  Sta«°n  "long 

with  the  LGMB,  shouting  their  infamous  ap peal  for  attention-"We  are,  We  are  We are  We  are  the  Engineers,  etc.  etc."  for  the lack  of  anything  better  to  occupy  their  time 

he W  'T  I*3'  ̂   """dents"  stopped 
being  assholes  and  started  to  expend  their 

theXct  Zle,?nStTaCtiVeiy-  U  isn'*  realty ha,  1  '  tte  engineers  pulled  a  prank 
i i  i  I  m!'  lt  S  the  fact  'hat  by  doing 
it,  they  drag  the  name  of  all  U  of  T  stu dents  through  the  mud. 

If  the  "plumbers"  insist  on  playing  with 

I'n   a"VeJ.'S  bUy  them  o^eand  ship  t 
M°oSonTeth  ̂   Sch°01  °f  E^neeringP  fo 

I'm  pissed  off. 

P.  K.  (II  Vic) 

let's  check  the  facts Sir: 
Anticipating  the  screams  of  a  vocal  mi 

«o^u^-£S and  incapabk  of  baianced  judg^So" 

represenTe,,""?"^  id.iots  wi"  inevitably  be 
represented  ,n  Friday's  letters  to  the  editor. 
The  entire  problem  is  that  no  serious 

thinkers  can  question  the  far,  ,1,1,  senous particularly  those  that  do  d^atorTa™' are  no!  to  be  tolerated    or  af,Z  i 
should  be  atoned  for  in^*^ 

?"te tney  shouldcondJct  a  calm  "rderiv ■nvestigalion  into  what  happened  '  (if  * «mg)  and  how  much  (if  Z^t^t suited.  Then,  and  only  then,  may  they  be m  a  position  of  seeking  punishment  of  the instigators.  . 
Until  such  time  as  there  is  sufficient  evi- dence to  warrant  charges  being  laid,  the TTC  should  singularly  and  co|leelively  keep 

moths^  fee,  out  of  their  equaliy  large At  the  same  time,  I  submit  that  if  there is  reasonable  evidence  then,  there  is  no question  that  reparation  must  be  made 

typFerachosTeUThDane'  USUally  a  "sponsible 
OTe,  chose  this  particular  item  to  dn  a story  on  without  even  checking  hS  facts 

been  ba^cT  ̂   C°1Umn  ~  '»  have oa  er  Tb   Ti°  the  Story  ca™ed  by  his 

paper,  The  Telegram,  which  was  itself  hiarf ed  and  misleading.  As  a  resnl,  h  , 

is  even  more  'way°  out'.  '  h,S  C°'Umn o/rl!»  unfortunate  that  the  majority 
of  the  residents  of  this  city  go  their  own quiet  way  with  a  minimui  of  complaint and  a  maximum  of  patience  with The  Tn. competents  who  all  too  often  seem  to  have control  of  such  things  as,  for  example,  our subway  system. 

Were  they  everjo  rise  and  voice  their  ob- jections to  the  incompetence  that  surrounds mem  the  very  earth  would  shake  with  their justified  wrath.  I  live  in  hopes  .  . . 
Alan  J.  Deacon  (III  Vic) 



Jean  Simmons,  Laurence  Harvey,  Amberosine  Philpotts  and  Donald  Wolfit 

anxiously  await  this  week's  Review. 

(Review  3) 
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UNITED  CHURCH 300  Bfoor  St.  Wert MINISTERS: 
The  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E,  M.  Howse Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 11.00  a.m. 

"MY  BROTHER  ESAU" DR.  J,  W.  GRANT 7.00  p.m. 
"REQUIEM" by  GABRIEL  FAURE 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH  CHOIR 

Under  the  direction  of MR.  FRED  GRAHAM CAMPUS  CLUB 
following  Evening  Service All  students  welcome. 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essays,  Noles,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  Rd. 

922-7624 

MARY  DALE  STOTT B.A. 

INTER-DENOMINATIONAL  LENTEN  SERVICES 1:15  P.M.  TO  1:35  P.M. 
Fridays  from  March  4th  to  April  1st SAINT  THOMAS  CHURCH  (Anglican) 

Theme-  383  HuT°n  Stroet  1Just  sou,h  of  Bloor) 
Speokers"^  DISC,PLINE  AND  THE  SEARCH  FOR  TRUTH Moreh    4th:    THE  REV.  DON  W.  CLARK 
„     .  „  L      Associole  Priest,  St.  Thomas Morch  11th:    THE  REV.  E,  S,  MACKAY Minister  of  Rowdole  Presbyterian  Church THE  REV.  WM,  O.  FENNELL 

Professor  of  Theology,  Emmonuel  College. THE  REV,  MICHAEL  QUEALEY Newmon  Choploin  in  the  University THE  REV.  CAMPBELL  RUSSELL 
Anglicon  Chaplain  in  the  University 

March  18th: 
Moreh  25th: 
April  1st: 

CLASSIFIED 

1965  MWA  125  c  c.  (used  one  mm- 
ofler  6  pm'  Se"'  C°"  85,_06S8 
2-3  BEDROOM  flat  or  apartment  wont- er  by  April  or  May  by  grod  sfudent couple  Should  be  easily  accessible  from university  Loundry  facilities  preferred Phone  537-4637  after  6  p.m. 
FOR  SALE:  7  month  old  FRAMUS  12 siring  9u i tor,  COse  and  strop  $150, Coll  Tim  RO.  7-7376  after  67 
EXAMS  COMING:  We  need  o  girl  or 
%Z  &  "J!e«k  on  S-C'M-  «-op.  Room 
925  3049  °  m°n,h'  Neor  compus 
iHfLir'  W°'m'  ottro^ive  offectionote intelligenf,  orlswoman  desperately needed  to  assist  on  engineer  in  writ- ino  an  English  essoy.  Fringe  benefitsl 

LOST:  Porke,  T-boll  lotler,  silver  rose 
",5"'  ?'  Smith  Feb.  25th.  R^ word.  Coll  Terry  444-4536. 
LOST:  Blue  and  silver  Porker  foun- 
\Z  F*.  21  between B™  j  V°ni  V.'<-  Se"«r"onlol  yolue Reword.  Phone  Jeonne  evenings  466- 

?t°    r'^  du'ln»  <he  eot  ot !te,Co-°P-  Try  Rose's  culinory  de. HgMs,  weekly  rotes.  Coll  Horold  or Dove  ot  923-0487. 
ROOM  AVAILABLE  In  o  3  bedroom ooortment  with  two  groduote  stu- dent. Phone  481-8187. 

fj.1"  «w  22  -  Aug.  28  to  that 
927^871     "  Scp"™bor  »•  p"°n»  Evo 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS 

Under  21  will  not  be  admitted 
after  9:00  p.m. 

THE  GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION  TONIGHT 
16  BANCROFT  AVE. 

1 J.  BESSEY 
JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 

AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

Grade- A  eggs 

Special  Announcement 
NORTH  AMERICAN 
AIR  FARES  SLASHED FOR  STUDENTS. 

For  Complete  Details  Contact 
TRADE  WINDS 

TRAVEL 
187  College  Street, 

Toronto  2B 
Telephone  924-1431 

opposite the  WALLBERG  BUILDING 

Working  In 

Toronto  This  Summer? 
ROOM  AND  BOARD 

ot 

$70.00  Per  Month 
FOR  100  women 
and  200  men 

Centrally  located  ot  U  of  T  and O.C.E.  compus. 
Write  for  further  reservations further  information  to 

CAMPUS  CO-OPERATIVE RESIDENCE  INC. 
395  HURON  STREET, Toronto  5, 

Phone:  921-2520 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE'S  SEVENTY-SIXTH 

ALL -UNIVERSITY  PRODUCTION 
CARLO  GOLDONI'S 

THE  SERVANT  OF 

TWO  MASTERS 
English  Version  by 

EDWARD  J.  DENT 

Directed  by  Robert  Gill 

TONIGHT  AND  ALL  THIS  WEEK  AT  8:30 BOX  OFFICE  WA  3-5244 

By  SYD  USPRICH 
Lord  Love  a  Duck  waddles 
pitifully  and  interminably 
across  the  screen  at  the 
Loew's,  laying  Grade  A  eggs all  the  way. 

Bilied  as  a  comedy,  this 
episodic  picture's  feeble  at- tempts at  humor  suffer 
from  a  number  of  failings. 
At  times,  the  bits  are  simply 
not  funny;  at  others,  they 
are  just  so  obvious,  heavy- 
handed  or  old-hat  as  to  lose 
any  value  they  might  have 
had.  Only  very  occasionally, 
perhaps  simply  by  the  law 
of  averages,  does  a  stray  bit 

M  c  D  o  w  a  1 1  mesmerizes 
bright-eyed  fellow  student 
Tuesday  Weld  ( in  one  of  her usual  well-done  typical  teen 
roles)  and  shepherds  her  to 
popularity,  marriage  with 
her  dream-boat,  and  finally, 
every  American  teenager's goal    —    movie  stardom. Along  the    way,    the  film 
throws  out  satiric  darts  at 
such,  you  should  pardon  the 
expression,  sitting-duck  tar- 

gets as  psychiatry,  preten- 
tious   educators,  drive-in 

religion,  bikini-beach  movies and  so  on. 
George  Axelrod,  as  well  as 

Mother  (Lolo  Albright)  a  bunnv-airl 

typlcol  teenoge  daughter  Tu«L?  w  i S  '  he'.  "^"y 
-en,;  before  ?he  SSXKS  Z  "  "  °  ̂   ̂  of  laughter  manage  to  creep 

'n.  * The  story,  despite  episod- es at  which  he  could  not possibly  be  present,  is  sup- posedly told  in  one  huge flashback  by  Roddy  Mc- Dowall  as  a  wierd  high- school  genius  under  psy- chiatric care  (an  able  and strangely  compelling  perfor- mance). The  main  locale  is the  type  of  posh,  modern 

fhTt  r«  Calif°™*  school 

that    offers    courses  like 

S     escfem  and  Plant 

Skills  for  Life  (Botany  to 

you)  and  where  a„   h  ' look  life  refugees  tm^'l 
beach-party  epic. 

being  partially  to  blame  for the  scnpt,  makes  his  first attempt  here  at  directing, the  unimaginative  staging and  sluggish  pacing  show it.  There  is  also,  for  a  Hoi- ywood  product,  a  strange lack  of  technical  finesse  — some  of  the  early  scenes look  like  they  were  shot through  gauze  (or  perhaps it  was  eider-down)  and  an overhead  boom  mike  drops 
into  the  frame  a  number  of 
times. 

The  film's  attempt  to  rush 
off  in  all  directions  at  once and  its  pathetic  efforts  at black  comedy"  produce,  for 
the  most  part,  a  monumen- tal tedium.  Lord  Love  a Duck  —  maybe;  but  only  a mother  could  love  this  tur- 

key! 



Moment  of  ruth  and  truth By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 
The  white  light  of  publi- 

city is  glaring  down  on  Tru- 
man Capote's  In  Cold  Blood these  days,  almost  more 

because  it  is  a  "non-fiction 
novel"  than  because  of  the quality  of  the  book  itself.  In 
cinema,  the  closest  thing  to 
this  "non-fiction  novel"  gen- re that  I  can  recall  seeing 
is  the  Work  of  Italian  direc- 

tor Franscesco  Rosi,  whose 
Moment  of  Truth  is  current- 

ly at  the  Coronet,  and  whose 
Hands  Over  The  City  played 
Toronto  several  months 
back. 

For  Rosi's  films,  we  can come  up  with  a  similar,  but 
more  filmic  label:  "docu- 

mentary melodrama." 
Hands  Over  The  City  was  a 
scrupulous  black-and-white 
reconstruction  of  what,  in 
Rosi's  view,  are  the  political 

machinations  behind  large- 
scale  real  estate  speculation 
and  post-war  urban  develop- 

ment in  Italy.  Rod  Steiger 
starred,  and  well,  but  to 
little  effect;  that  film  was 
always  the  story  of  a  city. 
Now,  for  Moment  of  Truth, 

the  label  can  be  refined 
somewhat:  "biographic  me- 

lodrama." This  is  not  to  be 
confused  with  the  gushy 
"biographies"  ("The  Morti- 

mer Snerd  Story")  which Hollywood  unleashes  from 
time  to  time,  usually  star- 

ring Susan  Hayward. 
Here,  Miguel  Mateo  (Mi- 

guelin),  one  of  Spain's greatest  bull-fighters,  stars 
as  Miguelin  —  one  of 
Spain's  greatest  bull-fight- ers. The  camera  follows  him 
as  he  re-enacts  (not  too 
badly)  his  climb  from  a 
poor  farm,  through  the  squa- 

lor of  the  laboring  masses 
in  a  large  Spanish  city, 
through  the  lessons  in  bull- 

fighting technique,  through 
the  apprenticeship  connect- ed with  the  corrida,  to 
eventual  stardom  in  the  ring. 
What  emerges  is  the  story 

of  a  man  who  loses  touch 
with  his  peasant  roots,  who 
acquires  a  big-time  weari- 

ness as  he  becomes  a  na- 
tional hero.  Much  of  it  has 

the  subtly  authentic  ring  of 
truth,  especially  since  it  in- cludes an  encounter  with 
an  actress  named  "Linda", played  in  the  film  by  Linda Christian.  Miss  Christian 
and  the  real  Miguelin  were 
an  "item"  several  years 
back;  and  she  acts  the  part 
as  if  she  knew  it  by  heart. 
(Of  what  other  actress  can 
it  be  literally  said:  "She 
plays  herself?)   Rosi's  title 

is  a  neatly  double  use  of  the 
old  bullfight  cliche. 
Some  of  the  details  are 

strictly  fictional,  of  course. 
In  the  film,  Miguelin  dies 
in  the  ring  (here,  at  least, 
is  where  the  melodrama 
comes  in),  whereas  the  real one  was  alive  long  enough 
to  make  the  movie,  and  still 
is  for  all  I  know.  Mere  de- tail, that. 

But  beyond  this  level  of 
manipulation,  Rosi  adds 
some  epic  pretensions.  He 
opens  and  closes  the  film 
with  shots  of  a  penitential 
church  parade.  The  idea,  I 
suppose,  is  to  make  the  de finitive  connction  between 
the  corrida  and  a  monumen- 

tal tableau  of  passion  and 
tragedy,  the  eternal  verities, 
that  kind  of  thing.  It  doesn't work. 

The  bull-fight    is  still  its 

Joe-Job  at  the  Top 

Jean  Simmons  and  Laurence  Harvey:  "Who  made  the magic  go  out  of  our  marriage;  you  or  me?" 

By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 
If  anyone  is  feeling  parti- 

cularly depressed  for  one 
reason  or  another.  Life  at 
the  Top  (Odeon  Hyland) 
should  be  just  his  cup  of 
hemlock.  A  chilling,  cynical, 
strangely  claustrophobic 
film,  it  paints  a  stark  and 
uncompromising  picture  of 
ideals  being  overwhelmed 
in  a  hostile,  materialistic society. 

The  film,  as  a  sequel  to 
John  Braine's  Room  at  the 
Top,  takes  up  the  story  of 
Joe  Lampton  (Laurence 
Harvey),  the  ambitious 
young  man  from  the  work- 

ing class  slums,  married  to 
the  aristocrat's  daughter  he 
had  made  pregnant.  Ten 
years  have  passed.  Joe  has 
two  childern,  wealth,  a 
position  in  his  father-in- 
law's  firm,  and  a  way  of  life 
that  is  boring,  sterile,  ulti- 

mately meaningless. 
His  work  in  the  firm  is 

a  glorified  joe-job;  he  is  un- able to  communicate  with 
his  wife  (Jean  Simmons); 
he  has  nothing  in  common 
with,  his  children.  When, 
out  of  sheer  boredom,  his 
wife  takes  a  lover,  he  re- 

taliates by  having  an  affair 

with,  a  chic  BBC  commen 
tator  (Honor  Blackman). 

In  a  desperate  gamble  for independence,  integrity,  and 
a  fresh  start,  Joe  leaves  his 
wife  to  move  to  London 
with  the  commentator.  But 
the  heroic  act  is  only  an 
sion.  Tortured  by  self 
doubts,  accustomed  to  a  way 
of  life  which  he  half-de 
spises,  half-admires,  Jo. 
finds  the  transition  too  de- 

grading. He  returns  to  his 
wife  and  takes  up  where  he 
left  off — an  empty,  pathetic 
self-defeating  existence. 
Laurence  Harvey  turns  in 

a  strong  performance,-  as does  Jean  Simmons,  in  what 
is  now  a  rare  film  appear 
ance.  Honor  Blackman  is 
a  little  too  slick  as  the  mis 
tress,  a  role  really  not  very 
well  developed.  But  Donald 
Wolfit  is  magnificent  as  the father-in-law,  tough,  crusty 
belligerent  right  to  the  end 
Although  Life  at  the  Top 

Jacks  some  of  the  power  and 
lyricism  of  its  predecessor 
(including  a  compelling  per- 

formance by  Simone  Signo- 
ret),  nevertheless,  the  scrip 
(by  Mordecai  RicHer)  L 
sharp  and  witty,  the  direc 
tion  (by  Ted  Kotcheff)  i: 
tightly  controlled.  It  is  no 
a  pretty  picture,  but,  excep 
for  a  few  belabored  scenes, 
it  has  the  ring  of  truth. 

Many  of  you  will  recognize  Joy  Tepperman  and 

Henry  Tarvainen  in  a  scene  from  David  Seder's 

WINTER  KEPT  US  WARM.  Those  of  you  who 

don't,  still  have  time  to  see  the  film  this  week- 

end at  the  Elektra  Theatre  on  College  at  Bruns- 

wick. After  that,  you  will  have  to  go  to  the 

Cannes  Film  Festival  to  see  it  —  because  that's 

where  it's  going.  No  guff. 

review 

own  best  symbol,  especially 
if  photographed  well.  Rosi's fight  sequences,  with  Mi- guelin in  the  ring,  are  totally 
realistic  and  gorgeous.  Sun- drenched, bloody,  spectacu- 

lar, passionate,  these  words really  do  apply  for  once. But,  unfortunately,  they  go 
on  too  long,  there  are  too 
many  of  them,  they  di- lute their  own  effect.  Rosi 
has  camera  realism  down 
pat;  now  he  needs  to  be able  to  realistically  appraise 
just  how  long  his  audience 
will  sit.  Or,  if  you  will,  how much,  bull  they  can  put  up with. 

Life  is  a  series  of  experiments. 
When  you  took  your  first  step  as  a 
toddler,  you  were  experimenting. 
And  you've  experimented 
thousands  of  times  since.  The  first 
time  you  used  perfume,  you  might 
have  poured  it  over  your  pinafore. 
Now  you  search  for  the  scent that  expresses  you,  your 
individuality. 

Tampax  tampons  are  another  kind 
of  experiment:  the  continuing search  for  a  better  way. 
They're  not  nearly  as  difficult  to  use 
as  your  first  bicycle  was  to  ride. 
And  like  everything  you've mastered,  they  offer  their  full  share 
of  reward:  poise,  confidence, 
freedom,  comfort,  security. 

You're  young,  you're  used  to 
experimenting.  Don't  wait  too  loriB 
to  try  Tampax  tampons. 



GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE famous  for  finesl  Italion  cuisine  -  2 1  varieties  of  pizzos THIS  WEEK 

'BUTCH'  WATANABE 

QUARTET Phone  925-0841 
and  upstairs,  across  the  moat,  to 

CASTLE  GEORGE 
o  medioevcl  costle  setting,  serving  the  finest  quolity 

BEEF,  STEAKS,  SEAFOOD,  CURRIES 

MALKA  and  JOSO 
HELD  OVER 

For  reservations  phone  925-8563 
BOTH  FULLY  LICENSED 

290  Dundas  St.  E.  —  at  Sherbourne 
AFTER-THEATRE  SNACKS 

READ 
AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER 
5ame  scientific  course 

as  taught  by  McGill,  Yole  and Cornell  Universities 
MORNING,  AFTERNOON,  AND EVENING  CLASSES 

—  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 
Every  Mon.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 

or  arranged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  ! 

la  be  sure  of  a  scat Career  Development  Institute 131  Bloor  St.  W.  Toronto "The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE  NEW  CAMPUS  LOCATION 

1  GEORGE'S  1 
<4  KIBITZERIA  O 

S      LUNCH  &  SUPPER  —  TAKE  OUT  £ O                 OPEN  MON.  -  THURS.,  12  NOON  -  1  A.M.  c 
5    Fri.  ■  Sot.,  12  noon  -  3  A.M.    —    Sundoy  4  P.M.  -  11  P.M.  » 

FREE  DELIVERY  AFTER  5  P.M.  ° 
CASH  AND  CARRY  —  20%  OFF 
HARBORD  &  HURON 

DRIVING  IN  U.K. 
OR  EUROPE? 

< 

922-1517 922-1517 

"Special  student  tickets  ovailoblc  at  S.A.C.  Office:  S  1.50" 
NOW  THRU  MARCH  12 A  SPARKLING 

EVENING  OF  FUN  AND 
ENTERTAINMENT 

*^.*r*t  OF  MAto*,~*  ll 
5  &  OF  tovjj}^  w  *  v -^v *4AO  BAD  ̂  

IN  ANY  COUNTRY 
Mail  This  Coupon  Or  Phone  For 

FREE  BOOKLET 
EUROPEAN  CARS  SERVICE 

E2  RICHMOND  STREET,  W. 
SUITE  1 002. TORONTO  I . OUT.. CANADA 

PHONE  366-2413 

Sunday  Evening  Concert 
8.30  p.m.      March  6th      Great  Hall,  Hart  House 

The  Hart  House  Music  Committee  presents 

The  HART  HOUSE  GLEE  CLUB 

WALTER  BARNES,  »"<"tor 
THIS  CONCERT  WILL  MARK  THE  END  OF  THE  GLEE  CLUB'S 

MOST  SUCCESSFUL  SEASON  TO  DATE. 
Lait  opportunity  to  heor  this  magnificent  choral  group  ! 
TICKETS  AVAILABLE  WITHOUT  CHARGE 

FROM  THE  HALL  PORTER 
LADIES  MAY  BE  INVITED  BY  MEMBERS 
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Harridge's  offers  you  a  gift  box 
of  made-to-order  face  powder 
which  our  consultant  will  blend 

for  your  own  coloring 
while  you  watch 

Please  present  this  advertisement  for  your  gift. 

Charles  of  the 

Powder  Bar 
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HARRIDGE'S AT  THE  COLONNADE 131  BLOOR  ST.  WEST 

No  baked  apples 

By  IAN  CARRUTHERS 
The  audience  this  week 

has  not  been  flirting  and 
gossiping  in  the  Hart  House 
Theatre  boxes.  Few  of  Tor- 

onto's patricians  have  flaun- ted their  mistresses  before 
the  campus  public.  There was  (alas)  no  girl  selling 
oranges,  cakes,  fritters  and chestnuts.  No  baked  apples 
or  pears  were  hurled  on 
stage.  But  in  other  respects, 
the  audience  seems  to  have 
enjoyed  The  Servant  of  Two Masters  as  much  as  their 
eighteenth  century  Italian counterparts. 

At  the  same  time  that  Ca- 
naletto  was  painting  his  city- 
scapes  of  Venice,  Goldoni was  capturing  eighteenth, 
century  Venetian  life  in  his 
stage  comedies.  The  mock 
Canaletto  set  is  an  appro- 

priate backdrop  for  the 
noble,  bourgeois  and  servant 
couples  around  whom  the 
plot  twists  and  contorts. 
The  lady  Beatrice,  dis- guised as  her  dead  brother, 

comes  to  Venice  in  search 
of  her  lover  Florindo.  A 
merchant  and  a  physician 
have  arranged  the  marriage 
of  their  two  children,  only 
to  be  confounded  by  the  ap- 
pearence  of  the  brother, 
(not  actually,  of  course,  but 
they  don't  know ) ,  because 
the  girl  had  been  betrothed to  the  brother  before  the 
news  of  his  death. 

The  more  unusual  compli- 
cation is  that  a  servant,  Truf- 

faldino,  is  employed  separa- 
tely by  Beatrice  and  Flo- rindo, neither  knowing  that the  other  is  in  Venice. 

Perhaps  you  recognize  this 
plot?  Goldoni  used  it  several 
hundred  times.  Moliere  did 
the  same  in  French.  Not 
even  a  harlequin  or  a  fool 
would  fail  to  guess  as  soon 
as  the  three  pairs  of  lovers are  intoduced,  that  the  play 
will  end  with  three  mar- 

riages. But  all  that  is  quite irrelevant. 

The  joy  of  Goldoni's  co- medies is  watching  the  fi- 

nesse, the  artful  aplomb 
wi t h  wVich  he  pulls  the 
right  string  to  make  the 
knot  come  cleanly  undone. 
It's  all  in  the  sheer  style, 
which  Robert  Gill  and  most 
of  his   cast   succeeded  at. 

Of  the  stock  figures  who fill  in  around  the  lovers, 

only  Hans  Tolle  as  the  mer- chant adequately  defined  the 
caricature.  But,  the  lovers 
who  conduct  their  assorted 
courtships  and  seductions in  three  different  artificial 
manners,  were  aptly  and 
amusingly  played. 

Clarice  and  Silvio  are  the 
bourgeois  lovers,  aspiring  to 
the  courtly  conventions  — 
weeping  into  sleeve  hand- 

kerchiefs, theatening  disem- bowelment-,  engaging  in 
duels.  Patricia  Steenberg 
and  Paul  Mulholland  evoked 
high  camp  by  playing  the 
parts  with  intense  sincerity. 

Truffaldino  and  Smeral- dina  are  the  hungry  servant 
couple,  who  deftly  seduce 
each  other  with  a  pre-medi- 
tated  Gee-I'm-so-shy  conven- tion. Joy  Tepperman  toyed 
inimitably  with  the  ironies 
of  her  role.  By  contrast, 
Ralph  McPherson  openly 
mocked  Goldini's  formalism 
by  exaggerating  it  ludicrous- ly, or  by  breaking  out  of it  entirely,  much  to  the 
audience's  delight.  Both methods  work. 

Florindo  and  Beatrice 
(Paul  Soren  and  Betty  Trott) 
are  alternately  the  most 
sincere  of  the  lovers  and 
the  most  absurd  posers  — 
an  interesting  comment  eith- 

er by  Goldoni  on  human 
nature,  or  by  Robert  Gill  on the  audience. 
The  Servant  of  Two 

Masters  is  a  successful  man- 
nered comedy  about  man- 
ners. Something  to  watch for:  the  rediculously  funny 

but  awe-inspiring  baroque 

elegance  of  Paul  Soren's  for- mal bow  with  his  three- 
cornered  hat.  This  single 
gesture  sums  up  the  whole 

play. 

uw-shucks  idealism 
By  MICHAEL  WALSH 
Not  since  the  days  when 

Sunset  Carson  rode  tall  and 
Roy  Rogers  was  the  King 
of  the  Cowboys  has  there 
been  a  film  to  compare  with 
The  Rare  Breed,  now  being 
single-featured  at  the  Up- 
town. 
Not  since  Mr.  Smith  went 

to  Washington  has  James 
Stewart  had  a  more  thor- 

oughly all-American  boy 
role.  Not  since  Barry  Gold- 
water  wrote  his  own  poli- 

tically suicidal  profile  in couroge  has  there  been  a 
more  direct  affirmation  of 
the  ideals  of  innocence,  indi- vidual action  and  initiative 

Although  Rare  Breed  casts the  silver-haired  Stewart  as 
a  get-the-girl  hero,  the  writ- ers have  had  the  good  sense 

review 

to  provide  Maureen  O'Hara with  a  grown  up  daughter. 
And  Stewart  with  a  stunt- 
man  to  take  all  the  bone- splintering  falls. 
The  screen  is  filled  with 

bar-busting  battles,  cattle 
stampedes  and  the  action 
and  color  of  black-white 
stetson  conflicts.  It  is  a  sto- 

ry of  simple  faith  rewarded 
and  a  gentle  rosebud  of  love 
on  the  rowdy  frontier. 

It  is  the  sort  of  saga  in 
which  a  proper  Englishlady 
can  say,  "You  have  a  predis- position to  violence  of  which 
I  heartily  disapprove,"  and conclude  with  a  sunset  vista 
in  which  "I  like  to  think 
that  he's  still  out  there  .  .  . 

somewhere". It  as  the  sort  of  cinema 
that  charms  children,  aw- 
shucks,  ma'm  idealists  and 
collectors  of  original  edition 
comic  books.  And  appals 
everyone  else. 



Theatre  of  Possibility By  MARK  CZARNECKI 
In  the  fall  of  1946,  Robert 

Gill  was  appointed  director 
of  the  Hart  House  Theatre 
at  the  University  of  Toronto. 
In  the  prewar  years,  such  il- 

lustrious directors  as  Edgar 
Stone,  Bertram  Forsyth, 
and  G.  Wilson  Knight  had 
presented  plays  in,  what 
was  at  that  time,  the  only 
theatre  in  Toronto  which 
produced  drama  of  any  no- 

te. Until  the  war,  students 
rarely  participated;  Gill  sti- 

pulated that  only  students, 
whether  graduate  or  under- 

graduate, could  take  part. 

Gill's  current  production, The  Servant  of  Two  Mas- 
ters, marks  the  end  of  his 

tenure  as  sole  director  of 
Hart  House  Theatre.  Work- 

ing in  cooperation  with  the 
new  Graduate  Drama  Cen- 

tre, he  will  act  as  advisor, 
instructor,  and  part-time  di- 

rector in  the  new  set-up 
which  will  be  based  in  the 
theatre.  Looking  back  over 
the  past  twenty  years,  he 
can  point  with  pride  to 
numerous  successful  pro- 

ductions, and  recall  the  stu- 
dents who  have  gone  on  to 

form  the  hard  core  of  Cana- 
da's most  talented  actors and  actresses. 

"I  think  one  of  the  most 
personally  satisfying  and 
successful  productions  was 
the  first,  Saint  Joan,  in  Jan- 
nuary  1947.  Charmion  King 
played  Joan,  and  a  young 
kid  with  tremendous  ambi- 

tion, William  Hutt,  had  a 
walk-on.  Among  the  Shake- 

speare productions,  Othello, 
with  David  Gardner  as 
Othello,  Eric  House  and 
Ted  Follows  doublecast  as 
Iago,  stands  out  in  my  mind. 
We  also  had  a  Julius  Caesar 
with  Donald  Davis  as  Bru- 

tus, Hutt  as  Caesar,  Gard- 
ner as  Antony,  and  Kate 

Reid  in  the  mob.  George  Mc- 
Cowan  played  Jason  in 
Medea  with  an  extremely  ta- 

lented young  girl  who  never 
followed  up  a  career.  Anna 
Cameron,  Gavin  Douglas, 
and  Leon  Major  also  got 
their  start  in  this  theatre. 

"The  Shaw  plays  have been  the  most  challenging, and  in  many  cases  the  most 
successful,  particularly  the lesser  known  Shaw.  I  re- 

member when  I  first  pro- 
duced plays  like  The  Apple 

Cart,  Too  True  to  be  Good, 
The  Simpleton  of  the  Unex- 

pected Isles,  the  critics  gave 
good  reviews,  but  their  in- 

terest was  mainly  academic. 
I  notice  that  the  National 
Theatre  in  England  is  now 
producing  these  plays  with 
great  success. 

"There  are  so  many  vari- able factors  in  the  business 
that  it  is  extremely  difficult 
to  predict  the  outcome  of  a 
particular  production.  The 
flow  of  talent  fluctu- 

ates greatly  from  year  to 
year,  and,  of  course,  there's 
no  accounting  for  public 
taste.  In  the  late  fifties  we 
did  a  production  of  Lorca's House    of    Bernards  Alba 

which  received  excellent  no- 
tices. We  thought  that  peo- 

ple would  be  interested  in 
a  good  production  of  an  un- 

usual play.  But  no  go," 
The  sixties  have  been 

lean  years  for  Hart  House. 
With  the  rapid  expansion 
of  Canadian  theatre,  parti- 

cularly in  Toronto,  Hart  . 
House  has  come  to  be  re- 

garded more  and  more  as 
a  theatre  for  students  which 
does  not  match  up  to  pro- 

fessional standards.  Its  con- 
tributions in  the  forties  and 

fifties  were  undeniable,  but 
its  recent  functions  as  a 
training  ground  have  been 
more  and  more  limited.  The 
1963-4  season  was  very  suc- cessful, with  guest  directors 
taking  charge  during  Gill's 

Professor  Leech,  chairman 
of  the  protem  committee,  as 
saying  that  "as  far  as  it  is 
possible",  undergraduates will  be  allowed  to  take  part, 
but  not  for  academic  cre- dits. 

"Hart  House  has  been 
hampered  in  the  past  by  its 
semi-commercial  nature — box  office  revenues  and  rent- 

als have  played  an  important role  in  its  operation,  and  of 
course  this  has  determined 
to  a  certain  extent  the  se- 

lection of  plays  and  avail- able theatre  time.  As  far  as 
I  know,  the  money  factor 
will  be  minimized. 

"As  well  as  providing basic  theatre  training,  I 
hope  that  the  centre  will  be 

Robert  Gill,  for  20  years.  Director  of  Hart  House  Theatre. 

sabbatical.  But  last  year, 
only  The  One  Day  of  The 
Year  recalled  the  former 
prestige  of  Hart  House.  The 
university  has  decided  to  in- 

corporate the  theatre  in  its 
new  Graduate  Drama  Cen- 

tre, with,  Gill  taking  an  act- ive role.  He  feels  there  are 
unlimited  opportunities  in 
the  new  venture. 

"I  would  like  to  clarify  a 
few  points  about  the  new 
drama  centre.  In  the  first 
nowhere  near  completion. 
However,  there  has  been  a 
lot  of  controversy  concern- 

ing the  participation  of  un- 
dergraduates in  the  future 

productions.  As  far  as  cast- 
ing for  the  plays  is  concern- 
ed, it  will  be  run  on  exactly 

the  same  basis  as  before. 
Any  student  who  wants  to 
read  for  a  part  can  do  so. 
As  for  participation  in  the 
technical  training  in  ;he 
new  centre,  I  can  only  quote 

free  to  experiment  in  new 
forms.  The  academic  course 
will  provide  the  basis  of  se- lection of  the  plays,  but  I 
see  no  reason  why  students 
should  not  be  able  to  see 
their  own  works  and  pro- 

duction ideas  on  stage  as 
well.  But  again,  I  must  em- 

phasize the  incomplete  na- 
ture of  the  project." 

Gill  avoids  any  definite 
prophecies.  "The  theatre business  has  boomed  in  the 
last  ten  years.  The  possibili- 

ties in  the  next  few  years 
are  infinite.  I  just  don't 
know  whether  a  "national" theatre  can  be  established, 
or  whether  Toronto  might 
develop  an  off-Broadway 
area,  whether  we'll  be  suc- 

cessful or  not.  Any  thing's 

possible." review  5 

SMITH  COLLEGE 

EXCHANGE  PROGRAMME 

Girls  registered  in  the  Second  Year  of  an  Honour Course  in  any  of  the  Colleges,  may  apply  through their  College  Registrar  to  spend  their  Third  Year  at Smith  College,  Northampton,  Massachusetts. 
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Entrance  to  a  cave  in  Hastings  County. 

Spelunh 
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Spelunker  relaxes  besideor  po 
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Montreal 

Toronto's  Dennis  Burton:  FAT  GIRL,  FAT  GIRL.  1965 VS. 

Toronto 

Toronto's  Robert  Morkle:  LOVERS  I  1963 

review 
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adamson 

Montreal  has  green-brown 
eyes.  It  is  a  human  city.  A 
personal  one.  There  is  a  ubi- quitous romanticism  to  be 
found  from  Ben's  all-night restaurant  to  Le  Drug  on 
Rue  de  la  Montagne  and  en- 

compassing the  clinical  mon- uments of  Place  Ville  Marie, 
Place  Victoria,  Place  Bona- venture  and  the  sculptural 
quality  of  the  grey-stone houses  of  Durocher  and  le 
vieu  quartier. 
The  girls  are  beautiful Stand  around  Place  Ville 

Marie  from  five  to  five- 
thirty  in  the  afternoon  and 
I  swear  your  feet  burn  18 inches  into  the  concrete. 
I'm  not  saying  it's  the  Grai] City  where  Truth,  Beauty 
and  Love  overflows  the  eter 
nal  Questor's  tin  chalice,  but 
the  romantic  can  always  de- lude himself.  Toronto?  Well, 
you  can't  win  'em  all.  (Got two  words  for  you,  buddy! ) 
Considering  the  human 

quality  of  the  city,  it's strange  to  consider  the  in- 
digenous art  forms  —  the 

avant  garde  forms  of  the 
city's  more  dynamic  artists. 
In  the  words  of  Roy  Kiyoo- 
ka,  now  working  and  teach- 

ing in  Montreal,  it's  a  "con- ceptual" form  —  a  cerebral scene. 

By  this  I  mean  the  prob- lems they  are  concerned 
with  are  intellectual.  Prob- 

lems of  color,  form  and  de- 
sign. As  an  immediate  ex- 

ample, consider  Molinari. His  hard  edge  vertical 
stripes  only  vary  in  color 
and  spacing,  and  Tousignanl, 
too,  with  his  precise  "tar- 

gets" —  circular  linj 
an  Op  flavor  —  onl)| 
his  color  combinatii 
yooka  also  follows pattern  in  his  pur 
edge  compositions. There  is  no  room 
p  r  e  s  s  i  v  e,  emotio forms.  Pop  found 

ground  and  such  "h 
tic"  seed  never  even nated. 

Another  Montreal 
Jacques  Hurtubise,  w Trottier  and  Kiyook; 

sented  Canada  at  ' Paulo  Bienal,  depei 
well,  on  a  clean  ed 
color  contrasts  — ones.  (A  canvas  of 
reproduced  on  the  la of  the  recent  edition 
nadian  Art.)  The 
"conceptualists"  c  a 
lengthened:  Jacque 
beau,  Gaucher  and  n 
cent  works  by  Henn 

Color  painting — h 
forms  with  a  simpl™ directness — began  in 
real  about  1954  in  a  r 

against  the  "autom; that  followed  Bordau 
haps  Leon  Bellefluer last  residual  automai and  were  more 
with  French  art  than 
American.  In  New 
such  work  as  that  of 
Newman,  Molinari  m 

the  present  "colorist' Two  more  Mon; 
who  have  captured  i 
edge  and  colorist  ess< such,  as  Newman  and| 
ko — and,  to  an  extent, 
and  Ad  Reinhardt — ; Mead  and  Patterson 



tool. Clusters  of  little  brown  bats  (myoris  lucifugus)  hibernating in  a  mine  in  Renfrew  County. 

Mead,  a  member  of  Toron- 
to's Painters  Eleven  of  the 

1950's,  has  achieved  more  of 
a  painterly  quality  in  his 
"relaxed"  geometry. 
Most  of  the  artists  men- 

tioned are  represented  by 
La  Galerie  du  Siecle  on 
Sherbrooke  St.,  a  dynamic 
gallery  that  I  suppose  would 
find  its  Toronto  parallel  id 
the  Isaac's.  Another  artist of  the  du  Siecle  stable  is 
Lise  Gervais,  who  was  ex- 

hibited at  Gallery  Moos  in 
late  November  and  early  De- 

cember of  this  year.  Like 
Borduas  in  form,  with  a 
dash  of  Riopelle's  muscu- 

larity in  creation,  she  again 
throws  her  lot  in  with  the 
pure  abstractionists. 

In  Le  Bistro,  while  puzzl- 
ing over  the  contrasts  be- 

tween the  Toronto  scene  vs. 
Montreal,  the  truth  became 
painfully  evident.  Here, 
where  human  qualities  are 
not  as  obvious  in  an  envi- 

ronmental way,  our  "native" 
artists  place  it  prominently 
in  their  motifs.  (Oh  wise, 
wise.)  Art  in  Toronto  is 
based  on  the  perceptual 
world— by  this  I  mean  their 
iconography  springs  from 
landscape  and  the  inhabi- 

tants thereof.  Pop  forms 
come  on  strong.  Look  at 
Dennis  Burton,  Snow  and 
Wieland  (to  stretch  the 
point)  and  some  of  Rayner's 
constructions  —  though  he, 
essentially,  finds  his  formal 
sources  in  such  places  as 
the  Magnetawan  River  area. 
Town,  the  original  Toronto 
artist,  remains  apart  and  his 
forms  are  abstract — though 

painterly.  Gorman,  too  is  an 
exception  in  most  of  his 
work,  and  goes  to  prove 
sweeping  generalizations 
will  always  go-by  the  board. 

Coughtry  and  Markle  are 
involved  with  a  figural 
theme,  Coughtry  in  his  mag- 

nificent Two  Figure  Series, 
and  recent  hard  edge  fi- 

gures, and  Markle  (of  Eros 
fame)  with  a  Burlesque 
"tough  minded"  human  sub- strata. (And  they  say  his 
work  isn't  erotic.  Well,  per- 

haps I  have  a  sensitive  ima- 
gination.) 

Toronto,  then,  looks  at  the 
New  York  Pop  scene  while 
Montreal  is  involved  with 
its  Op  scene.  And  in  the  end 
New  York  is  the  original 
well-spring  of  art  in  these 
60's.  Even  the  English  ar- 

tists have  forsaken  the  Suf- 
folk landscape  for  the  mass 

motifs  —  as  we  have  seen 
in  the  Art  Gallery's  "Lon- don: The  New  Scene"  exhi- 

bition that  preceded  Mon- drian. 

Generalizations  are  easy 
to  make  but  harder  to  back 
up;  yet  there  is  a  grain  of truth  in  what  has  been  said. 
Next  time  there's  a  McGill Weekend  take  time  out  to 
make  your  own  compari- sons. And  another  thing, 
have  lunch  at  Le  Drug. 
Mac's,  well,  Mac's  is  a  drug- store and  a  restaurant  as 
well —  but  that's  where  the similarity  ends.  I  may  be 
shot  through  with  Anglo- Saxon  neuroses  but,  dammit 
all,  Montreal's  a  wonderful town. 

Montreal's  Jocques  Hurtubise:  KATIA,  1965 

Montreal's  Marcel  Barbeau:  UNTITLED 

review 



BLEED.  The  vampires  are  thirsty. 

You  have  till  March  11. 

CASA  LOMA 

Dancing  Saturday  Night  March  5 CURRENTLY  PLAYING 

ART  HALLMAN 
AND  HIS  ORCHESTRA 

Special  Student  Rates  $2.00  per  couple MAKE  UP  A  PARTY  AND  RESERVE  NOW 
CALL  923-1171 

Co,o  Lomo  .old  ou.  for  Morel,  12  —  No  P-Hic  doncno 

CHOEUR  de  L'UNIVERSIT
E 

de  LAVAL 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  CHORUS 

FINAL  CONCERT  OF 

CHORAL  MUSIC 

SUNDAY  FEB.  13     8:30  P.M. 

GREAT  HAIL  HART  HOUSE 
ADMISSION  FREE 

m  O'KEEFE  CENTRE 
FRONT  &  YONGE   EM. 3-6633 

THREE  PERFORMANCES  ONLY! 

MONDAY,  TUESDAY,  WEDNESDAY  EVES. 
MARCH  14,  15,  16  AT  8.30  P.M. 

DUKE 

ELLINGTON 

AND  HIS 

ORCHESTRA 

$4.50,  $3.50,  $2.75,  $2.00 

Box  office  now  open  11  a.m.  -  9  p.m. 

Three  Performances  Only  I 
THURSDAY,  FRIDAY,  SATURDAY  EVES. 

MARCH  17,  18,  19  AT  8.30  P.M. 

THE 

JOHNNY 

CASH 

TEX 
R1TTER 
JUNE 

CARTER 

SHOW 

STATLER 
BROS.  QUARTET 

TENNESSEE 
THREE 

Ochs— a  real  radi
cal 

$4.50,  $3.50,  $2.75,  $2.00 

Box  Office  Now  Open  11  a.m.  -  9  p.m. 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

A  lot  of  people  will  see 
Phil  Ochs  perform  in  the 
next  nine  days;  he  starts  at 
the  New  Gate  of  Cleve  to- 

night. And  they'll  enjoy  him because  he  is  a  very  good 

performer. 
They  enjoy  him  so  much that  they  have  made  him 

one  of  the  biggest  folk  mu- sic personalities  appearing 
in  this  area.  These  nine  days 

will  probably  be  his  last  To- ronto club  appearance;  he 
has  become  too  big  and 
there  are  certain  rooms  that he  vows  he  will  never  play. 
But  that  Ochs  should  go 

over  so  well  in  Toronto  is 
not  exactly  consistent  with Toronto's  well-known  apa- 

thy. His  songs  are  violent 
condemnations  of  war,  bigo- 

try, inaction.  His  writing contains  a  strong  dissent 
with  the  Great  Society,  with 
Viet  Nam  policy,  with  LBJ, 
with  legislative  indecision. 

Ochs  was  one  of  the  first 
to  sign  an  open  letter  SUPA distributed  calling  for  a 
House  of  Commons  debate 
on  Viet  Nam.  Very  few  mu- sicians would  dare  take 
such  a  step.  They  care  only 
about  their  music.  With 
Och's  case  the  music  is  an 
accurate  reflection  of  the man. 

But  all  types  of  people 
will  go  to  see  him,  the  young 
radicals  of  course  but  also 
the  young  middle  class  kids, 
the   contented  Forest  Hill 

—  photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
PHIL  OCHS 

types,  the  Scarborough  su- burbanites. 

They'll  hear  him  deride 
liberalism  ("Love  me,  love 
me,  love  me,  I'm  a  liberal"), soak  up  the  words  and  then 
go  back  to  their  homes. 

They'll  listen  to  him  call- 
ing the  U.S.A.  "Cops  for  the 

World",  condemn  some  as- 
pects of  modern  unionism 

and  proclaim  "I  Ain't  March- in'  Anymore"  but  let  it  all 

8  review 

through  their  ears  as  easily 
as  they  would  let  through  a 
commercial  on  CHUM. 

But  they  do  like  his  stage 
manner,  his  pleasant  per- sonality, his  strong  voice  and 
vibrant  guitar  accompani- ment and  most  of  all  his 
sense  of  humor  as  displayed 
in  both  his  introductions  to 
songs,  and  in  some  songs 
themselves. 
They  like  his  tunes  and 

will  listen  to  "Here's  To  The State  of  Mississippi"  many times  without  hearing  it. 

They'll  listen  to  "Draft 
Dodger  Rag"  because  that's a  funny  song  and  talks  of 
carrying  a  purse  when  going to  the  draft  board.  But  the 
real  reason  for  the  purse, 
they  won't  understand. 

They  show  that  they're not  ignorant  when  they  ap- 
preciate the  beautiful  tune 

and  poetry  of  "Changes"  and and  recognize  "There  But For  Fortune"  as  the  song 
Joan  Baez  recorded. 

And  Ochs  always  has  new 
songs  that  he  has  just  writ- ten. What  will  they  get  out 
of  "Nobody's  Buying  Flowers 
from  the  Flower  Lady"? Nothing  more  than  the  tune, 
a  pleasant  one.  What  effect 
will  "While  I'm  Here"  have on  them?  Unfortunately  not much. 

That's  the  big  paradox 
with  any  singer  such  as  Phil Och's.  It's  the  same  with 
Dylan.  They  can  attract  all 
types  of  audiences,  most  of whom  never  really  hear 
them.  People  are  too  used 
to  having  nothing  there  to hear. 

AROUND  TOWN: 
While  Ochs  is  at  the  Gate, 

Jesse  Colin  Young  and  the 
Young  Bloods  perform  their 
brand  of  folk-rock  at  the Riverboat.  Lonnie  Johnson 
is  at  the  Penny  Farthing;  Bo 
Diddley's  back  at  Le  Coq 
d'Or  and  the  Clancy  Bro- 

thers and  Tommy  Makem 
are  to  appear  at  Massey  Hall next  month. 

RECORD  REVIEWS: 

Eric  Andersen's  second  al- bum 'bout  changes  &  things 
(Vanguard  9206),  has  just 
been  released  and  is  destin- ed to  take  a  place  among 
the  best  folk  LPs  ever  pro- duced. 

It  will  also  elevate  Eric  in- 
to the  top  level  of  folksing- ers  recording  today.  He  has 

always  been  recognized  a 
promising  new  talent  but 
only  by  a  small  circle  of  fans and  critics. 

Most  of  the  songs  here, 
such  as  "Violets  of  Dawn", 
"Thirsty  Boots",  "I  Shall 
Go  Unbounden"  and  "You Been  Cheatin'",  are  the  pro- 

duct of  his  own  freewheel- 
ing poetic  and  lyric  talents. 

They  have  a  quality  that 
is  far  too  rare  among  the 
produce  of  modern  compos- ers writing  in  the  folk  idiom, 
that  of  being  memorable  in 
tune.  Anderson's  songs should  take  on  a  fame  of 
their  own. 
Listen  to  this  record 

superficially  and  you'll  hear another  Bob  Dylan  (the 
early    Dylan ) ;    there  are 

strong  similarities  in  voice and  at  times  in  writing 
structure. 

But  Andersen  has  a  much, 
better  voice  than  Dylan.  It 
is  smoother  and  with  a 
much  larger  range.  He  can 
also  shape  and  bend  it  bet- ter, but  lacks  the  passion 
that  Dylan  can  project. 

Eric's  songs  are  also  mild- 
er, more  positive  in  content, and  reflective  of  a  more 

gentle  personality. 
And  this  album  has  cap- 

tured perfectly  the  sound 
and  atmosphere  of  Eric  as 
seen  on  stage  during  a  per- 

formance. His  first  LP,  To- 
day Is  The  Highway  (Van- 

guard 9157)  failed  in  that  re- 

spect. 
Remember  that  he  is  com- 

ERIC  ANDERSEN 

ing  to  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve the  two  weeks  directly  after 
Phil  Ochs. 
An  Evening  With  Bela- 

f  onte/Mouskouri  ( RCA-Vic- tor  3415):  Belefonte  hereby 
introduces  has  latest  dis- 

covery to  American  record 
audiences  —  Nana  Mouskou- ri,  the  beautiful  Greek  girl 
with  the  beautiful  voice, 
who  was  featured  in  his 
touring  show  last  summer. In  a  varied  program  of 
Greek  songs,  most  of  them 
written  by  Manos  Hadjida- 
kis,  the  composer  of  "Never 
on  Sunday". A  typically  slick  Belafonte 
production. Don  Bowman:  Funny  Way 
To  Make  An  Album  (RCA- Victor  3495):  might  appeal 
to  country  music  audiences 
but  doesn't  do  much  for  me. 
Bowman,  who  has  a  ter- rible voice  and  fortunately 

talks  most  of  the  lyrics,  tries 
to  be  sort  of  a  combination 
of  Homer  and  Jethro  and 
Roger  Miller. The  humor  is  old  and  thin 
and  has  neither  the  corny, 
goofiness  of  Homer  and  his 
partner,  nor  the  simple charm  of  Miller. 

A  Night  at  the  PavUlion with  the  Raftsmen  (RCA- Camden  20):  The  MC  on  this 
live  recording  introduces 
this  trio  as  "Canada's  fore- most folksinging  group";  a 
nightclub  superlative  if  I ever  heard  one. 

Granted,  there  is  some 
quite  good  instrumental 
work  here,  some  well-re- hearsed harmony  and  that 
the  trio  works  well  with  an 
audience.  But  the  singing  is 
trite,  as  are  many  of  the 
songs,  the  humor  is  weak, and  the  whole  LP  comes  off 
just  like  that  hokey  stuff  the 
Kingston  Trio  and  the  Lime- lighters  used  to  produce. 



Variants  on  a  problem By  DOUGLAS  PRINGLE 
The  annual  Hart  House 

jazz  concert  next  Monday  in 
the  Great  hall  will  feature 
the  Don  Friedman-Attila  Zol- 
ler  quartet,  a  group  whose 
main  interest  is  a  free-form 
music  which  they  have  evol- 

ved from  conventional  jazz. 
The  group  plays  both  free 
and  chordal  music,  for  they 
feel  that  both  idioms  are 
valid  solutions  to  the  prob- 

lem of  improvisation. 

Don  Friedman,  pianist, and  Attila  Zoller,  guitarist, have  been  playing  together for  several  years  now,  and have  recorded  twice,  but neither  record  reached  the North  American  market: Dreams,  Explorations  and 
Episodes  was  on  the  point of  release  when  Riverside 
went  bankrupt,  and  The Horizon  Beyond  was  recor- 

ded and  released  by  Mercu- 
ry in  Germany  last  year,  but 

jazz 
torn  naylor 

I'M  GLAD  I'M  NOT  IN  DIXIE 

ings  thZ^"he'rmperrirnc6gions  orient  7  "e»nto- 
with  the  nagging  suspicion' thai "Sy  ItZt^t  'ifnot  Xt of  many  others,  yould  be  a  considerably  mcie  pleasant  one 

WARS *S"-cS My  first  thought  was  to  simply  mention  the  name  of  th* group  now  performing  (there  is  no  other  wd  to  describe it)  therein  "The  Village  Stampers"  -  and  let  tha?  stand  as sufficient  indictment.  The  more  so  since  I  stilt  bear  the scars  consequent  upon  my  last  encounter  with  a  D^el^d band.  (A  cntic  being  sued  for  libeP)  "uneiana 
saw^ToVesunnr?Ctetthe>;  aPPearinS  ̂ nd  unfortunately saw  tit  to  support  to  play  as  well)  in  the  Colonial  which normally  shows  much  better  taste  in  booking  Ince  ttZ  are due  to  be  followed  by  the  venerable  Wild  Bill  DavTdso^who 
'iv^' •  en"yfPf0VeS  that  the  tra"itional  idiom  has  not  ou°- ived  its  usefulness,  and  since  it's  so  very  hard  to  credit  the fact  there  could  be  any  such  creature  as  a  poor  man's  Me  ro Stompers,  something  needs  be  said.  0 And  that  something  is  "blah" 

I'll  be  fair  for  a  change  and  confess  that  when  I  much against  my  better  judgement,  grit  my  teeth  and  striked o  hear  a  Dixie  band,  I  fully  expect  to  end  up  panning  the feces  out  of  it  (which  of  course  would  leave  them  with nothing  to  offer  the  audience).  Usually  I'd  rather  ride  a Spadma  street  car  between  Queen  and  College  at  five  in  the afternoon  than  sit  in  a  bar  listening  to  that  slop Sometimes  I'm  surpprised,  as  I  was  with  Max  Kamin sky  s  group.  Usually  I'm  a  profit  (pun  on  my  consumption habits  during  dixieland  sessions)  and  I  sure  as  hell  was with  this  crew. 
What  can  you  say?  The  rhythm  drags,  the  banjo  clanks, the  reeds  weep,  and  so  do  I.  The  horns  toot  and  the  drums go  bang  and  the  cymbals  clang  and  McNamara  heads  for  the door  only  to  find  Naylor  well  ahead  of  him.  This  time  I remembered  that  the  music  in  the  Colonial  seeps  into  the washrooms  (which  in  this  instance,  if  I  didn't  know  better 

I  would  have  guessed  to  be  its  place  of  origin)  and  hence  no' respite  is  to  be  found  in  that  direction. 
I  don't  want  to  leave  you  with  the  impression  that  his is  the  worst  Dixieland  band  ever.  I  haven't  heard  them  all Besides  which  they  massacre  other  types  of  music  as  well But  thus  far  it's  running  well  in  the  lead.  Yes  even  worse than  a  certain  other  sorry  excuse  for  a  jazz 'band  which shall  go  unnamed.  I  never  seem  to  get  the  name  right  anv way.  c  ' 
To  give  you  an  indication  of  how  bad  it  actually  was  I should  mention  that  after  leaving  the  Colonial  I  almost  felt like  rinsing  my  ears  out  to  the  sounds  of  Jim  McHarg's Metro  Stompers  in  the  basement  of  Le  Coq  D'Or  (one  level below  Bo  Diddley  -  which  is  a  lot  more  credit  than  I'd  give that  outfit). 
Just  as  an  aside:  I  noticed  at  Casa  Loma  McHarg's noisemakers  had  been  placed  in  an  area  known  as  "The 

Dungeon".  At  Le  Coq  D'Or  they  have  been  stationed  in  the basement.  Are  these  locations  meant  to  imply  some  sort  of value  judgement? 
Anyway,  as  matters  turned  out,  I  didn't  go  hear  Mc- Harg  but  instead  went  home  and  listened  to  John  Coltrane. 

I  must  be  getting  old  because  I  found  a  passage  of  about 
eight  bars  duration  that  I  actually  enjoyed.  Mind  you,  it was  between  numbers  -  but  you  must  admit  I  am  being broadminded  about  it. 

While  I'm  on  that  subject  I  should  mention  that  the 
new  belly  dancer  at  the  Silver  Dollar  Room  is  something  to 
behold!  That's  my  kind  of  entertainment  !  !  ! 

Meanwhile,  around  town:  Larry  Dubin's  Dixielanders, 
the  "Muddy  Waters"  -  or  something  equally  inane,  are  at  the Last  Chance  Saloon.  Last  chance  for  what?  To  hear  Dixie- 

land? We  should  be  so  lucky.  That  neat  little  blond  with 
the  even  neater  and  littler  bunny  girl  outfit  is  still  the  star 
attraction  at  the  Club  76;  while  George's  campus  divison offers  only  a  not  very  sexy  waiter.  At  the  Town  this  week, 
it's  Jon  Hendricks.  While  the  regular  George's  will  soon  be' back  to  its  conventional  fare:  ravioli  for  the  gourmet  and 
Moe  Koffman  for  the  masochist.  Everybody's  happy  at George's. 

not  here.  (A  copy  has  been 
placed  in  Hart  House  record room  B). 
Friedman  has  recorded 

with  musicians  as  diverse as  Booker  Little,  Charles 
Lloyd,  and  Herbie  Mann, but  his  own  music  seems 
to  have  been  formed  under the  influence  of  Don  Ellis 
and  Jimmy  Giuffre.  His 
style  is  closest  to  that  of Paul  Bley,  who  also  played 
with  Ellis  and  Giuffre;  two- handed,  rhythmically  strong, sinuous.  But  where  Bley  has shown  an  affinity  with 
Cecil  Taylor's  percussive 
approach,  Friedman  was  at- tracted by  the  lyricism  of Bill  Evans  (the  brilliant Portrait  in  Jazz),  and  ulti- 

mately he  derives  from  Bud Powell  and  Lennie  Tristano. Friedman  is  firmly  groun- 
ded in  both  jazz  and  clas- sical  music,  and  is  attracted 

by  the  formal  and  harmonic subtlety  which  concert 
music  has,  and  concerned 
with  the  introduction  of 
these  advances  into  improv- ised music. 

As  well,  both  he  and  Zoller 
are  very  conscious  of  the 
liberation  of  the  improviser 
brought  about  by  Ornette 
Coleman's  non-chordal  play- 

ing. Thus,  the  similarity  in 
approach  between  the  quar- 

tet and  the  groups  of  Ellis 
and  Giuffre,  .who  despite  the 
glorious  failures  of  "Third 
Stream"  music,  symphonic 
jazz,  continued  to  insist  that 
certain  elements  of  contem- 

porary (meaning  from  the thirlies)  classical  music 
could  be  absorbed  by  the 
'improvisatory  tradition. 

Ellis  had  little  real  suc- 
cess, despite  phenomenal 

technique,  but  Giuffre  man- 
aged to  create  a  new  idiom 

which  had  good  features 
from  both  disciplines  (no- 

tably on  Thesis  (Verve)  with 
Paul  Bley  and  bassist  Steve Swallow). 

The  music  on  The  Horizon 
Beyond  suggests  that  this 
quartet  has  solved  some  of 
the  problems  others  have 
faced.  As  Friedman  and  Zol- 

ler both  play  chordal 
struments,  their  music  is 
more  intrinsically  related  to 
standard  Western  harmony, 
and  so  they  are  more  reluc- tant to  abandon  intricate 
harmonic  structures  than  a 
horn-player  would  be. 
As  a  result  their  music 

makes  use  of  more  elements 
from  bop  and  post-bop  than 
that  of  Archie  Shepp  or  Al- 

bert Ayler:  fairly  rigid,  re- 
gular, four-to-the-bar  drum- 
ming (perhaps  attributable 

to  the  European  drummer 
on  the  record)  and  phras 
ing  which  is  atonal  (or  pan- 
tonal)  but  still  expressed  in 
evenly  balanced,  eight-note 

phrases. On  the  other  hand,  they 
have  taken  from  concert 
music  a  wider  harmonic  re- 

ference, more  conscious  use 
of  dynamic  and  structure, 
and  out-of-tempo  solo  sec- 

tions. The  tunes  are  interest- 
.  inspired  by  those  of 

Ellis  and  Giuffre",  but  with See  "Variants,"  R.  10 

The  Wallenstein  Agency 
respectfully  suggests 

thut  you  ull  go  and 
BLEED 

^CONTACT 

SCIENTOLOGY  offers  o 

COMMUNICATION 
Srortany  Monday  8:00  to  10:00  p  m FOR  ONE  WEEK  $10.00 

course THE  REGISTRAR 
Hasi  Toronto 
81  Bloor  St.  e. 

"VIKING"  has 

POCKET  BOOKS 

—PAN 

—PENGUIN 
—PANTHER 

plus  MINT  condition  pocket  books 

PBir«  ̂ m5.  Qt  SEC0ND  HAND 

PRICES.  (Notice  —  avoiloble  to 
students  only  —  o  special  "Viking- 
service.) 

VIKING  BOOKS 
227  QUEEN  ST.  W. 

Open:  9:30  a.m.  to  7;00  p.m. "IN  CONCERT" TICKETS     •      NOW  ON 
*2-S0  SALE  , 

VARSITY  BLAZERS 
"Made  to  Measure" 

RICHARDSON 
SPORT  TOGS 

546   Yongc  St.  922-3141 

CAMP  KATONIM 
ION  LAKE  SIMCOEI 

REQUIRES  STAFF in  the  following  oreos 
Arts  and  Crafts 
Sailing  Instructor 
Music  and  Drama 
Nursery  Instructor 

Car  Driver  (over  21) 
Head  Waterfront  Director 

ALSO 

MALE 
SENIOR  COUNSELLORS 
minimum  age  requirement  18 

for  information  coll 
633-5927 

MR.  RODNEY  after  5 

SPECIAL  JAZZ  CONCERT 

8.30  p.m.    Monday,  March  7    Great  Hall 
DIRECT  FROM  NEW  YORK 

DOWNBEAT'S  NEWEST  JAZZ  SENSATION 

™  DON  FRIEDMAN  QUARTET FEATURING: 

DON  FRIEDMAN  on  piano 

ATTILA  ZOLLER  on  guitar 
Presented  by  the  HART  HOUSE  MUSIC  COMMITTEE 

A  maximum  of  4  tickets  per  ATX.  card 
ovoilable  from  the  Hall  Porter. 

Ladies  may  be  invited  by  members. 

MEET  EVELYN  WOOD 
WORLD'S  LEADING  AUTHORITY, RAPID  READING  AND  COMPREHENSION 

Over  150,000  people  have  now  taken  Mrs.  Wood's  course  in Reading  Dynamics,  and  her  students  hove  appeared  on,many  TV shows   demonstrating    speeds    in    excess    of    10,000    words  per inute. 
Senator  Symington: 
Senator  Proxmire: 'One  o(  the  most  » 

laferiol  ot  speeds  above  3,000  words  per  minu 
etui  educational  experiences  I  have  ever  had" 

Come  ond  see  for  yourself  how  effective  this  remarkable  technique 
is.  Hear  Mrs.  Wood  exploin  why  her  course  con  guarantee  to  ot 
least  triple  your  reading  speed,  and  answer  oil  your  questions. 

FRIDAY,  MARCH  4,  5:30  &  8:30  P.M. 

Museum  Theatre,  Royal  Ontario  Museum 
BLOOR  AT  AVENUE  RO. 

FREE  ADMISSION 



actuality essex  ri bald 

THE  LESS  THEE  FORGET or 

WHEN  PORES  REIGN,  IT  IT
 

Beset  by  irrelevance.    Marcus  Adeney plods  program  noting as  if  words  were  com- 
ic by  choice  not  by  gift.  Incongruity  con- 

gers upon  tact,  facing  up  not  to  tell  where 
what  (happenings)  but  who  wishes  which. Tuesday  March  1  when: 

"Later  on,  Mahler  called  his  symphony 
•Titan'  after  a  novel  by  Jean  Paul,  but  this 
title  was  discarded  when,  by  a  stroke  of 
genius,  he  decided  to  replace  the  Andante 
movement  with  a  Funeral  March.' 

Sheer  genius  that  Mahler;  M.  Adeney 
has  really  begun,  ie.  Rameau  Suite  for 
Strings  arranged  by  Temple  Savage:  (Whose name  is  the  inaccessible) 

■■Mr.  R.  Temple  Savage,  like  our  own 
Harry  Freedman,  is  a  woodwind  player  of 
distinction." 

Parallel  homonymious  structure  balanc- 
ed bv  a  truly  coup  remarkable  ( tonsilitis). 

In  securing  the  services  of  Temple  Savage 
does  one  also  not?  (How  do  you  do  Frank- 

enstein's Daughter,  I'm  Jesse  James)  but  the old  cliche  ... 
"This  here's  an  old  army  camp,  bmpty 

for  years,  sir.  Well-known  place  of  retreat 
for  'jaded  courting  couples  who  like  the echo  of  the  bugles  as  they  court.  That  s  my 
own  guarded  theory." —the  Sergeant 

Music  msc  dot  dot  dot  everywhere  —  the 
art  of  total  music  —  will  it  ever  begin  to 
begun  unravelling.  The  avant-garde  kicks 
modern  before  writing  a  work  while  Satie 
walks  around  it  several  times  accompanied 
bv  himself.  Now  you  can  be  at  once  wide- 
eyed  and  asleep  —  a  reasonable  facsimile 
to  Mark  Traynor  (of  the  immortal  Pie?)— 
or  Mark  Twain:  "Don't  part  with  your  il- 

lusions, when  thev  have  gone  you  may  still 
exist  but  you  have  ceased  to  be  alive." 

"Maggie  the  mule,  mascot  of  the  V.S.  1st 
Air  Cavalry  Division,  is  dead.  She  was  shot 
and  killed  Sunday  night  by  a  cavalry  trooper 
who  mistook  her  for  a  Viet  Cong.  The  Globe  and  Mail 

"A  profound  statement!  —  but  not  quite 
satisfactory.  It's  fine  to  say  Windsor  boys 
take  their  ball  seriously  but  every  Varsity 
team  takes  their  ball  extremely  seriously- even  Cuelph."  ., 

"Cries  of  'why'  by  members  of  the  council were  ignored."  _  ̂   Varsily 

And  now  we  present  —  officer  defile  that 
man  —  Canadian  Premiere  Performance 
what's  he  done  —  First  Performance  by  Tor- 

onto Symphony  —  he's  laying  my  petunias 
— Parris  —gladly  — Rameau.  Ligeti  —  ho-ho; ho:  ho,  ho. 

Inspired  by  music  the  new  environment 
proudly  bestows  Pelra  Burka's  mother  upon the  clock  tower  in  which  we  review  the 
busiest  intersection  of  1981.  When  all  of  us 
will  you  have  stoked  tomorrow  by  todays fires  bent. 

"We're  working  on  decorating  welts  on 

the  theory  that  women  won't  mind  their 
showing  if  the  welt  is  attractive." "Bare  knees  were  given  a  further  boost 

recently  when  fashion  pundit  Eugenia  Shep- 
pard  wrote  that  now  'it's  right  and  propet lor  the  most  conservative  lady  to  show  he\ knees.'"  '  . 

"Despite  the  problems  in  retooling,  hosiery 

makers  applaud  the  bare-kneed  look." — The  Globe  and  Mail 

Uplift  thine  eyes  towards  the  mountains — draw  succour  from  their  nobility. 
Exeunt  deacon  and  acolytes Be  wont  to  say. 

Beyond  mere  iompetente 

By  DOUGLAS  PRINGLE 
Booker  Ervin,  The  Spoec  Book  (Prestige 73B6).  Ervin  (tenor  saxophone),  Jaki Byord  (piano),  Richard  Davit  (boss), Alan  Dawson  (drums). 

This  is  the  fourth  Book 
made  by  Ervin,  Davis  and 
Dawson  with  different  pian- 

ists, and  the  second  with 
Byard.  The  first,  The  Free- dom Book,  also  with  Byard, 
was  the  best  of  the  lot;  the 
music  had  a  freshness  and 
vigor  totally  unexpected 
from  the  milieu  of  hard  bop 
today.  This  excellence  has 
been  fairly  well  sustained 
throughout  the  series,  and 
the  criticisms  of  this  record 
are  intended  only  in  the 
light  of  the  music  these  men 
could  be  making. 

The  great  days  of  labels 
like  Prestige  and  Bluenote 
were  the  early  fifties;  they 
developed  as  the  post-bop music  achieved  popularity, 
and  as  it  faded  both  went 
into  decline.  Thus,  the 
success  of  Booker  Ervin  in 
the  sixties  is  more  than  a 
bit  surprising. 

Certainly  part  of  the  rea- 
son is  Ervin's  long  period with  Charles  Mingus:  next 

to  drummer  Danny  Rich- 
mond, he  was  the  most  per- manent fixture  in  the  band. 

As  Mingus'  music  is  both 
avant  garde  and  retrospec- tive, and  exists  outside  of 
movements,  so  his  sidemen 
seemed  to  have  achieved  a 
staying  power  in  the  face of  musical  revolutions. 

Ervin  emerged  in  the  six- 
ties with   something  to  say 

in  a  language  that  had.  al- 
ready been  declared  dead. 

His  hard  tone  (the  'Texas' tenor  sound)  and  rhythmic 
precision  led  him  into  a 
new,  unexplored  area  of  the 
music;  the  tired  riffs  of 
post-bop  regained  their  vi- tality in  his  emotional,  yet 
logical  playing. 

The  real  innovation  in  Er- 
vin's music  is  the  extreme 

to  which  this  rhythmic 
pulse  is  carried,  Ervin's playing  has  such  impetus  he 
hardly  needs  a  rhythm  sec- lion.  Davis  is  perhaps  the 
leading  exponent  of  the  'new walk',  the  light  yet  forceful bass  style  which  delineates 
the  rhythmic  structure  for 
the  soloist  without  forcing 
him  into  the  predictable  bop 
phrasing  which  the  old  walk, 
a  la  Paul  Chambers,  did  in- tentionally. 
Tony  Williams  was  Alan 

Dawson's  teacher,  and  the 
pupil  has  based  the  greatest 
part  of  his  style  on  that  of Dawson;  there  is  the  same 
crisp  execution,  the  same 
analytical  genius  in  Daw- son's playing. 

Pianist  Byard  is  another 
Mingus  sideman,  one  who 
shares  Mingus'  affection  for 
the  past  and  all  things  El- 
lingtonian.  Rhythmic  com- mand is  essential  to  his 
fleeting,  tradition-tinged phrasing. 
During  Ervin's  solo  on "Number  Two",  he  Keeps  up 

a  constant  stream  of  chord> 

and     melodic  fragments 
which  somehow  blend  with 
Ervin's  lines  and  intensify 
them.    His    solos  are  filled 
with  references  to  tradition- 

al   styles-stride,  Ellingtoi Monk  —  and  touches  of  that 
music  which  one  associates 
with  science-fiction  movies. 
For  these    eccentricities  he 
has  been  called  both  a  gen- 

ius and  a  fraud;  I  think  he' both,  but  when  he  gets  into 
something,    he's  unbeliev able. 

If  this  record  does  not 
come  up  to  The  Freedom 
Book,  it  is  because  Erv; 
just  was  not  inspired  that 
day;  his  work  is  certainly 
beyond    mere  competence 

Truly  indispensable 
By  DAVID  JACKEL 

DON  REDMAN:  MASTER  OF  THE  BIG BAND;  RCA  Victor  Vintage  Sen...  LVP mo. 

Of  all  the  records  Victor 
has  so  far  released  in  its  im- 

pressive Vintage  Series,  this 
is  perhaps  the  only  one  that 
can  truly  be  called  indis- 

pensable. And  that's  not  be- cause of  nostalgia,  or  like 
that.  This  record  not  only 
stands  up  musically  on  its 
own,  but  provides  one  of  the few'  recorded  samples  of 

arranger-saxophonist  Red- man's talents. 
Redman,  who  died  in 

1964,  never  received  the credit  due  him  even  though 
he  invented  what  was  later 
called  "swing".  Fletcher 
Henderson  may  have  been frustrated  because  he  put 
together  the  first  swing-style 
orchestra  and  never  receiv- ed wide  popularity.  But Redman  invented  the  style 
tself,  as  far  back  as  1927, and  had  to  watch  Benny 
Goodman  rake  in  the  plaud- its and  the  money  from 
white  audiences  in  the  1930s. The  innovators,  the  Negro 
musicians,  the  Redmans  and 
the  Hendersons,  never  made it  big. 

This  Redman  album  fea- 
tures music  from  two  pe- 
riods: 1928-1930,  when  Red- man was  musical  director 

of  McKinney's  Cotton  Pick- 
ers, and  1938-1940,  when Redman  led  his  own  big 

band. 
"Peggy",  done  by  the  Cot- ton Pickers  in  1929,  is  the 

swing  style,  with  the  reeds 
carrying  the  melody  and  the brass  cutting  in.  The  only 
difference  is  in  the  some- 

what rigid  drumming  and  in 
the  amount  going  on  in  Red- 

man's arrangement,  which  is 
much  more  complex  than 
the  white  bands  could  later 
use. 

(Fletcher  Henderson 
learned  most  of  his  arrang- 

ing technique  from  Redman. 
Benny  Goodman,  who  later 
used  many  of  Fletcher's charts'  used  to  speak  of 
"digging  the  music  out  of  a 
Henderson  arrangement." Goodman  meant  cleaning 
up  the  harmonies,  simplify- 

ing, cutting  out  the  rough- ness. The  result  was  the 
neat,  clean  (albeit,  swing- 

ing) Goodman  orchestra that  sent  all  those  white 
bobby-soxers.  Henderson. 

and  Redman,  led  orchestras 
that  were  less  smooth  but 

played  far  more  jazz.  "Dig- 
ging the  music  out  ...  In- 

deed!) 

As  this  record  and  volume 

one  of  the  Fletcher  Hender- son Story  (on  Columbia), 
show,  Redman  was  a  well- trained,  clever,  inventive musician.  His  writing  for 

the  sax  section  of  the  Cot- ton Pickers  was  particularly 
interesting,  on  tunes  like 
"Miss  Hannah"  and  "Gee 

Baby,  Ain't  I  Good  To  You." The  latter  is  a  Redman  com- 
position, and  a  jazz  stand- ard. Redman  also  wrote "Cherry",  another  standard, 

done  here  by  the  Cotton 
Pickers  in  what  must  have 
been  a  put-on  of  the  sweet (white)-band  style. 
Other  highlights  on  the 

first  side  are  "Rocky  Road" 
(which  features  Rex  Stew- art's excellent  cornet  and  an 
emotional  Redman  talking- 
style  vocal)  and  the  solo work  on  a  number  of  tunes 
from  Benny  Carter  (on  alto 
and  clarinet),  tenor  saxist Coleman  Hawkins,  and 
trombonist  Claude  Jones. 
Redman's  later  orchestra 

is  smoother  and  shows  the 
pervasive  influence  of  the Goodman-Dorsey  synodrome. 
But  the  sound  shows  that 
Redman  could,  if  he  wanted 
to,  write  the  white  style  as 
well  as  his  own.  Among  the 
standout  performances  here 
are  Redman's  arrangements 
for  his  own  "Chant  of  the Weed  (an  early  hymn  to  pot 
and  a  classic  jazz  work), 
the  drive  of  the  whole  band 
on  "Jump  Session",  Red- man's scattered  soprano 
sax  solos  on  a  number  of 
tunes,  and  the  hilarious  ver- 

sion of  "Sweet  Leilani" 
which  parodies  the  Dorsey- 
style  (remember  "Marie")  by featuring  Eddie  Barefield  on sub-tone  clarinet  with  a 
raucous  vocal  group  inter- 

jecting rude  comments  be- hind him  as  they  destroy  the 
ludicrous  lyrics. This  record  is  not  simply 
a  collector's  item,  it  is  an 
essential  part  of  jazz  his- 

tory that  belongs  in  the  li- brary of  anyone  who  claims to  like  the  music.  To  call  it 
dated  because  it  doesn't sound  like  Archie  Shepp  is 
to  call  Shakespeare  dated 
for  not  writing  like  James 
Joyce. 

Variants  (tout) 

a  different  original  feeling 
to  them. 
One   important  aspect  of 

this  group's  music  is  theii 
group  improvisation,  which 
makes  up  a  large  part  of 
each  performance.  They  are 
often  successful  in  improvis- 

ing   complementary  lines, and  Friedman  is  intending 
to  achive    a  spontaneous 
polyphony  within  the  quar tel.  The  free  performances 
develop  with  an  exchange  of 
thematic  fragments  between 
the  soloists;  the  intention 
is  a    conscious  structure 
based  not  on  development 
of  ideas  within  a  harmonic 
structure,  but  on  the  deve- 

lopment of  these  melodic 
phrases  themselves. Attila  Zoller  is  a  Euro- 

pean   musician,    and  the 

degree  to  which  he  is  into his  music  is  all  the  more 
impressive  on  that  account. 
One  of  the  few  interesting 
guitarists  to  appear  in  the 
last  decade,  he  has  master- ed standard  guitar  phrasing, 
and  seems  to  use  the  instru 
ment  more  flexibly  than 
most  guitarists.  He  can  be 
melodically  forceful,  despite 
a  sameness  of  tone  (the 
plague  of  the  instrument}. 

With  the  quartet  will  be 
drummer  Joe  Chambers, 
who  played  superbly  with 
Andrew  Hill  at  last  year's concert,  showing  the  in- fluence of  Roy  Haynes  as 
well  as  that  of  Elvin  Jones. 
Then  an  unknown,  outside 
New  York,  he  has  since  re- corded with  Archie  Shepp 
and  Bobby  Hutcherson. 

Bassist  will  be  either  Reg- 
gie Johnson    or  Chuck  Is- 

raels. Johnson  was  here  with 
Roland  Kirk  last  year,  and 
has  since  recorded  with 

Shepp  and  with  Coltrane's' 
band  (Ascension).  Israels 

has  played  with  Bill  Evans' trio  for  several  years. 
Despite  outside  influences, 

the  Friedman-Zoller  quart- et's music  is  still  jazz,  and 
the  emotional  base  of  the 
music  is  the  jazz  sensibility. 
The  tendencies  in  the  music 
towards  more  conscious 
structure,  turning  intuition 
into  form,  and  towards  wid- er harmonic  reference,  are 
part  of  a  strong  trend  in 
modern  jazz.  This  concert 
should  be  interesting  for 
anyone  concerned  with  the 
expressive  powers  of  music. 
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the  world  of  pop 
donna mason 

Petula  Clark  Sings  The 
World's  Greatest  Hits: (Warner  Bros.  1608): 

Petula  Clark,  who  will  be 
visiting  Toronto  sometime next  year,  is  one  of  the  hot- 

test girl  singers  around 
right  now.  Famous  for  songs 
like  "I  Know  a  Place"  and "Downtown",  she  exhibits  a rather  different  style  on  this record,  which  emphasizes  a slower,  more  night-club  sort of  song. 
And  she  demonstrates once  again  that  she  has  a lovely  voice,  with  a  wide range,  which  is  especially expressive  in  its  lower  re- gisters. 
The  songs  cover  a  wide area— wide  enough,  in  fact 

to  merit  the  album's  title' for  they  range  from  the Greek  setting  of  "Never  on Sunday"  to  the  Latin-Amer- ican rhythms  of  "The  Boy from  Ipanema",  which  Petu- la does  beautifully. 
She  creates  a  mood  of dreamy  wistfulness  on  sev- 

eral of  these  numbers  espe- 
cially songs  like  "Morgen" 

and  "Why  Don't  They  Under- stand" with  their  gentle  re- gret, first,  for  the  loss  of love,  secondly  for  the  lack or  understanding  of  those who  do  love. 
In  the  dreamy  little  world which  this  album,  consider- ed as  a  whole,  produces, love  is  all-important,  but  it is  seldom  fully  realized.  As Petula  points  out  in  "The 

Boy  From  Ipanema"— "he 
just  doesn't  see".  No  hyste- rics, just  a  gentle  desolation beautifully  created  by  a  love- ly voice,  with  soft,  under- stated backgrounds  which stay  where  they  belong— in the  background. ***** 

The    Kinks:  Kinks-Size: 

(Pye,  NPL  30067): 
The  Kinks  have  a  good, 

sound  style  which  can  take them  from  the  wild  and 
frantic  syncopation  of  some- 

thing like  "All  Day  and  All 
of  the  Night"  to  the  dream- ier and  quieter  tempos  of 
"Tired  of  Waiting  for  You", without  ever  forcing  them 
to  sacrifice  their  originality as  a  group. 

The  syncopation  of  the 
rhythms  they  create  is  a major  facet  of  this  basic 
style,  and  I  can't  think  of any  other  group  that  is  able to  use  this  technique  so  suc- cessfully and  yet  make  il 
fit  into  the  individual  song. 

Technically,  the  Kinks  are excellent.  Vocally  and  in- strumentally  they  blend perfectly,  although  this  is perhaps  more  apparent  on 
numbers  like  "Louie  Louie" than  on  their  less  conven- tional cuts. 
But  all  the  songs  on  this record,  traditional  or  not, 

generate  a  feeling  of  excite- 
ment, and  numbers  like  "I 

Gotta  Move"  especially  de- monstrate the  ability  of  the Kinks  to  sweep  you  along 
with  fast  and  perfectly-co- ordinated rhythms. 

on  current  popular  music— 
in  fact,  all  popular  music since  the  start  of  rock  and 
roll  in  the  50's— is  immea- surable. The  influential 
groups  today,  like  the  Bea- tles and  the  Rolling  Stones 
readily  admit  that  his  style 
has  been  an  important  fac- 

tor in  their  musical  develop- ment. 
This  record  is  perhaps  the definitive  Chuck  Berry,  for it  contains  his  biggest  hits, and  demonstrates  his  basic 

approach,  to  the  R&B  form. 
My  particular  favorite  of 

these  songs  is  "Nadine". Like  most  of  the  other  songs in  this  collection,  although it  was  cut  a  long  time  ago, it  still  retains  all  its  impact, 
and  has  as  much  life  as  any- 

thing being  done  right  now. 

Chuck  Berry's  Greatest Hits:  (Chess  1485): 

This  great  rhythm  and 
blues  singer  doesn't  really need  any  introduction,  and 
neither  do  the  songs  on  this record.  Many,  for  example 
"Roll  Over  Beethoven",  have recently  been  re-recorded, 
and  become  hits  again  in 
the  bands  of  other  singers. 
Most  of  these  have,  how- 

ever, been  redone  in  the 
style  created  for  them  by 
Chuck  Berry.  His  influence 

Short  cuts  (continued) 

G.T.O.:  Ronny  and  the 
Daytonas:  (Barry  B333): 
Surfing  sounds  are  the 

specialty  of  this  group whose  big  hit  record,  G.T.O.! 
sparked  several  other  hit 
parade  songs  about  boys  in love  with  their  cars. 

A  few  of  the  song  titles 
on  the  album  will  illustrate this  preoccupation.  We  have "Antique  '32  Studebaker 
Dictator  Coupe",  "Hot  Rod 
Baby"  (all  about  his  girl- friend, whom  he  loves  be- 

cause she's  crazy  about cars),  "The  Little  Sting  Ray That  Could",  and,  perhaps the  most  sincere  love  song 
on  the  record,  "Little  Rail Job",  a  dreamy  song  in  a 
style  that  shouldn't  be  wast- ed on  metal  and  rubber. 

The  emphasis  throughout 
is  very  young— the  pre-girls stage  of  pop  music.  Girls  are valuable  as  car  ornaments 
and  as  people  to  hold  things 
while  you  give  your  "Bucket 
T"  a  nice,  affectionate  grease 

job. 

find  something  worth  keep- 
ing and  loving,  and  "I'll  Try for  the  Sun"  is  a  particular- 

ly good  example  of  his  abi- lity to  create  this  delicate loveliness.  The  picture evoked  in  this  song,  of  two 
young  boys  taking  off  to  go as  far  and  as  well  as  they can,  has  all  of  the  power  of, 
say,  "Dylan's  dream",  with a  special  gentle  vividness. 
Other  songs  which  have 

this  same  elusive  beauty 
are,  for  example,  "Deed  I Do",  and  "Colours",  two really  evocative  love  songs; 
also  the  "Ballad  of  Geral- dme"  which  tells  the  story 
of  a  love-disappointment with  all  of  its  charm  and little  of  the  bitterness. 
The  title  of  the  album  is significant:  although  songs 

like  "Citrus  of  Sour"  show that  Donovan  does  see  the 
ugly  side  as  well,  he  has the  transmuting  imagination that  can  make  the  real  world magical  and  beautiful.  Life can  hurt:  it  can  also  be,  in 
a  very  real  sense,  a  fairytale. 

parture  from  traditional 
idealism  led  by  Moore.  He 
assesses  the  value  of  the 
early  atomism  and  evaluates 
the  influence  of  Russell,  but 
the  impact  of  Wittgenstein 
is  given  far  more  emphasis 
throughout  the  entire  book. 
Much  of  it  may  seem  dull, 
but  this  is  perhaps  only  be- 

cause of  its  subject  matter. 
A  more  well-written  or  lucid 
explanation  of  twentieth, 
century  English  philosophy 
could  not  be  expected. 

Smith,  on  the  other  hand, 
gives  the  entire  scope  of 
American  pragmatic  thought 
and  fits  Peirce,  James, 
Royce,   Dewey  and  White- 

head into  this  pattern;  the 
omission  of  Santayana  is 
justified  by  the  fact  that  he 
does  not  follow  regular 
American  trends.  This  book 
is  not  a  handy  guide  to  the 
thought  of  these  individuals, 
but  rather  a  summary  of 
specific  fields  which,  have  a 
bearing  on  Smith's  theme; in  this  sense  only  is  it  in- 

complete. Like  Warnock's work,  however,  it  is  a  satis- 
factory introduction  to  a  to- 

pic which  few  would  care 
to  study  in  depth. 
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The  Everly  Brothers:  Beat &  Soul  (Warner  Brothers 
1605): 

This  LP  has  been  out  for 
some  months  now  but  isn't selling — not  because  of  qua- 

lity but  because  people  don't know  what's  on  it.  It  would 
be  a  major  seller  if  they  did. 

The  brothers  have  left  the country  now,  surrounded themselves  with  a  crowd  of excellent  musicians  and  sing out  with  as  much  soul  as 
anybody.  Instrumental  parts are  imaginative  and  the singing  is  freewheeling  and lively  but  still  tightly  knit and  harmonized. 
The  material  is  somewhat trite;  if  anything  this  record could  be  called  a  collection of  the  most  popular  R&B numbers;  songs  such  as 

"Money,"  "C.C.  Rider,"  "My Babe,"  and  "Walking  the 
Dog."  But  the  fresh  treat- ments transcend  all  that. 

This  record  gives  you  a  lot 
of  Bo  Diddley— 16  uncut 
songs  and  22  minutes  a  side, 
in  the  European  style.  It's also  a  lot  of  good  Bo  Did- 

dley. 

Several  versions  of  "Bo Diddley"  itself  are,  natural- 
ly enough,  included— "Hey Bo  Diddley",  "Diddley  Dad- dy", and  my  own  favorite 

of  the  lot  "Bo  Diddley's  a Gunslinger",  which  as  well 
as  being  good  R&B  style  is 
also  funny.  Another  excel- 

lent example  of  Bo  Diddley's humor  is  "Say  Man"  which consists  of  snide  comments 
between  two  men  about 
their  respective  girlfriends ("Your  girlfriend's  so  ugly, 
the  stork  that  brought  her 
into  the  world  should  have 
been  arrested").  This  sort  of 
thing  goes  very  well  against a  fast,  swingy  background 
that  doesn't  give  anyone much  time  to  think. 
More  conventional  are 

numbers  like  "Bring  it  to Jerome",  which,  like  much 

of  Bo  Diddley's  work "  is quite  frankly  sexual  in  con- notation. This  particular 
number  also  utilizes  a  slow- 

er, and  much  more  erotic background  style,  which makes  this  song  one  of  the 
best  on  the  record. 

After  you  listen  to  this  re- 
cord, you  understand  a  lot 

of  things  you  hear  in  cur- 
rent pop  music.  The  in- fluence is  especially  notable 

in  groups  like  the  Rolling Stones  and  the  Animals, 
who  use  a  lot  of  Diddley-in- fluenced  styles  and  rhythms, 
but  it  extends  through  al- most all  current  hit  music, 
in  particular  R&B-based 
pop.  Considered  in  its  rela- 

tion to  this,  it's  an  interest- 
ing record.  It's  also  good  on its  own  merits. 

BUT 

SAY 

MO  MORE 

Donovan:  Fairy  Tale: 
(NPL-30071): 

Donovan  has  been  com- 
pared, both  favorably  and 

unfavorably,  with  Bob  Dy- 
lan, and  to  an  extent,  espe- 

cially in  comparison  with 
the  earlier  and  more  roman- 

tic Dylan,  it's  valid. 

However,  Donovan's  style 
is  gentler,  and  where  Dylan 
creates  horror,  he  create^ 
beauty.  Even  in  the  worst  of 
society,  Donovan  seems  to 

"Hi  Heel  Sneakers"  and "Love  Is  Strange"  are  two of  the  very  best  cuts  the Brothers  have  ever  made 
(and  they've  had  some  clas- sics in  their  career). 
This  LP  is  one  of  those 

rare  items  that  would  ap- 
peal strongly  to  both  the 

dancing  teenie-bopper  and 
the  listening  soul  fan. 

Bo  Diddlay:  16  ALL-Time 
Greatest  Hits:  (Checker  LP 2989): 

And  while  we're  scratch- 
ing, what  a  good  thing  Ron- 

ny and  the  Daytonas  are doing  so  well,  the  poppeople 
say . . . Now  it  can  be  told:  the 
Everly  Bros.  (Don  &  Bever- 

ley) almost  walked  through the  roof  at  the  Donovan 
triumph  the  other  wisp  (Bo Diddley?) . . , 
"There  is  no  triumph  like 

a  London  stage  triumph,"  I said  to  the  irreproachable 
cooers,  "But  I  guess  people 
have  to  do  what  they  think 

is  right  for  them ..." About  Pet,  that  blondshell 
of  sweet  Eiffel  is  too  gone 
again.  Please,  I  can  say  no 
more*  — H.  P. 



Highway  in  time 

By  DONNA  MASON 
The  End  of  Eternity;  Isaac 
Asimon:  Doubleday;  $4.75. 

An  ability  to  create  worlds 
possessed  of  striking  inter- nal coherence  and  validity 
has  always  marked  the 
science  fiction  of  Isaac  Asi- 
roov,  and  this  ability  is  very 
marked  in  this  particular 
example  of  his  work. 

Originally  published  in 
1955,  this  book  has  finally 
been  reprinted,  and  if  you 
missed  it  the  first  time 
round,  you'll  be  fascinated by  it  now. In  this  book,  Asimov 
moves  us  forward  in  time 
by  several  hundred  years 
and  introduces  us  to  Andrew 
Harlan,  an  Eternal. 
For  the  Eternals,  time  has 

become  a  highway.  They 
move  back  and  forth  on  it, 
making  small  adjustments 
from  lime  to  time  to  ensure 
the  continuing  peace  of 
Eternity.  They  are,  as  it 
were,  technicians  in  time, 
tinkering  with  its  delicate 
machinery  in  order  to  ensure 
its  continued  tranquility. 
They  are  withdrawn  from 
ordinary  time,  and  they  can 
move  about  freely  in  Eter- nity. 

But  Andrew  Harlan  meets, 
in  one  of  the  centuries  he 
visits,  a  lovely  woman  nam- 

ed Noys,  and  falls  in  love with  her.  From  this  point 
the  story  moves  to  a  level  of 
intrigue  and  paradox  as  Har- lan and  Noys  each  pursue 
their  own  particular  goals. 

Asimov's  people  are  some- times a  little  stiff,  and  even 
Harlan  and  Noys  are  touch- 

ed slightly  by  this  flaw However,  it  is  a  minor  one, 
and  is  certainly  not  suffi- cient to  in j  ure  e  i  ther  the 
dramatic  interest  or  the 
validity  of  the  book  consid- ered as  a  whole.  The  reader 
becomes  caught  up  in  the 
problems  involved,  and 
finally,  at  the  climax  of  the 
novel,  is  forced  into  realiza- 

tion of  the  story's  close  and necessary  link  to  recent 
events  in  our  own  time. 

Asimov's  basic  idea  is  an 
intriguing  one,  and  it  is 
beautifully  developed 
throughout  the  book,  so  that the  final  revelations  come 
as  a  complete  surprise,  yet, 
considered  in  their  context, 
are  recognized  as  inevitable. 
The  book's  only  flaw  is  a slight  tendency  to  rigidity, 

both  in  the  characters  them- 
selves, and  in  the  actual 

writing  style.  However,  the 
meticulous  authenticity  of 
the  story  and  setting  serves 
to  outweigh  this  rigidity 
and  to  maintain  reader  in- terest. 

WHAT'S  NEW 

IN  PAPERBACK 

By  BEVERLY  PETERSON 
Art  and  the  Creative  Un- 

conscious, Erich  Neumann, 
Harper,  fl.75. 

A  leading  psychotherapist 
gives  both  an  apologia  for and  an  illumination  of  the 
creative  human  being. 
Bernini,  Howard  Hibbard, 
Penguin  $2.95. 

Lavishly  illustrated  study 
of  the  greatest  sculptor  ol 
the  seventeenth  century. 
Breaking  the  Silence,  W.  J. 
Weatherby,  Penguin,  SI. 25. 
A  British  journalist's  per- sonal account  of  the  racial 

struggle  in  the  U.S.  during 
the  past  five  years. 
Confederation  to  1949,  ed 
by  R.C.  Brown  &  ME. 
Prang,  Prentice-Hall,  $3.95. 
This  third  volume  com- 

pletes the  Canadian  Histori- cal Documents  series. 
Emlle  Durkheim,  Robert 
Bicrsiedt ,  Dell  75c 
A  short  biography  inter- 

woven with  selections  from 
his  most  important  writings. 
Fly  and  the  Fly-Bottle,  Ved 
Mehta,  Pelican,  $1.25. 
Encounters  with  contem- 

porary British,  philosophers 
and  historians  by  a  bril- 

liant young  Indian  writer. 
A  History  of  Political 
Thought:  The  Middle  Ages, 
W.  Ullmann,  Pelican,  $1.25 
DUmann  uses  the  latest 

m  dieval  research  to  trace 
tue  origins  and  development 
of  political  ideas  in  Western 
Europe. 
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SEX  AND  THE  SECOND  DEA
TH 

By  ERIC  JORDAN Tomorrow  Will  Be  Sunday, 
by  Harold  Horwood;  Double- 
day,  $4.95. "For  some  weeks  he  strug- 

gled through  the  valley  of 
indecision:  heaven  without 
sex  on  the  one  side,  the  se- cond death  with  it  on  the 
other.  In  the  end,  sex  and 
the  second  death  won  the 

day." 

Pretty  well  every  one  of 
us  has  had  to  face  that  deci- sion in  some  form  or  other 
at  some  time  in  his  life.  Eli 
Pallisher,  a  teenaged  boy  in 
the  forty-six  family  New- foundland outport  of  Caplin 
Bight,  made  his  decision  in 
the  midst  of  forty-four  fa- 

milies of  repressive  puri- tans. Luckily  there  were 
two  families  of  a  more  pro- 

gressive outlook  to  help  him 
along  the  way. Tomorrow  Will  Be  Sunday 
is  a  fairly  long  book  in  which 
Eli  learns  before  his  seven- 

teenth birthday  that  life  isn't 
worth  the  trouble  if  it  isn't lived  honestly.  In  spite  ol 
the  atmosphere  of  the  vil- lage and  the  real  bitterness 
that  develops  before  the  end 

A  Hopkins  Reader,  ed.  by 
John  Pick,  Doubleday,  $1.45. 

The  most  comprehensive 
one-volume  collection  of  Ge- 

rard Manley  Hopkin's  poe- try and  prose. 
Indians  of  the  North  Pacific 
Coast,  ed.  by  Tom  Met  Vat, 
McClelland  &  Stewart,  53.65 
Essays  on  the  life  and 

society  of  British  Columbia 
Indians  by  eminent  anthro- 

pologists such  as  Boas, 
Drucker,  and  Sapir. 
Life  at  the  Top,  John  Braine, 
Penguin,  95c. 
Joe  Lampton  ten  years 

after  Room  at  the  Top. 
Personality  and  Persuastbt- 
Uty,  Irving  L.  Janls  et  al, 
Yale,  »1.95. 
Researchers  investigate 

the  individual's  susceptibi- lity to  social  influence. 
Psychotherapy  and  Morality, 
Joseph  Margolls,  Random House,  U.15. 

Prof.  Margolis  of  the  Uni- 
versity of  Western  Ontario 

applies  methods  of  analytic 
philosophy  to  the  central 
problems  of  psychotherapy. 
The  Rise  of  the  West  1754- 
1830,  Francis  S.  Philbrlck, 
Harper,  $2.45. 

In  this  latest  addition  to 
tile  New  American  Nation 
Series,  the  author  challen- 

ges Turner's  thesis  on  the significance  of  the  West  in 
the  growth  of  the  U.S. 
Son  of  a  Smaller  Hero,  Mor- 
decai  Richler,  McClelland  & 
Stewart,  $1.75. 
A  novel  of  a  Jewish 

youth's  attempt  to  escape from  the  mental  bonds  of 
the  ghetto. 

of  the  story,  this  is  a  hope 
ful  book  that  makes  a  youth ful  idealist  take  a  deep 
breath  and  say,  yes,  life  is 
all  right.  The  eagles  are there  and  I  can  fly  with 
them. 
The  loss  of  innocence  and 

the  consequent  awakening  of 
understanding  are  the  con- tinuous threads  through  the 
story:  strung  on  it  are  an 
expansive  plot  and  a  deep 
penetration  into  the  lives 
and  social  habits  of  the  vil- 

lage people.  But  this  is  a 
good  book  and  the  action and  characterization  easily 
transcend  the  highly  local- ized setting. 

Since  the  life  of  Caplin 
Bight  centres  on  its  church, the  main  issues  of  the  story 
naturally  revolve  around  it. 
And  Brother  John  is  per- 

haps the  most  interesting 
character  in  the  book.  Al 

though  Eli  learned  "the 
practical  part"  of  his  sex education  in  bed  with  Broth- er John,  it  is  in  fact  Brother John  who  accuses  the  young 
school  teacher,  Christopher 
Simms,  of  corrupting  youth 

by  carrying  on  "unnatural" 

relations  with  Eli. 
He  quite  apparently  makes these  accusations  without 

even  considering  that  he  re- gularly violates  his  own moral  code.  The  character 
is  so  well  drawn  that  this 
seems  not  only  credible  but 
expected.  As  a  forthright 
preacher  of  the  Law,  Brother John  is  repulsed  by  any 
deed  that  is  contrary  to  the 
narrow  code  of  people  who 
mate  in  bed  in  the  dark 
with  their  clothes  on;  in  bed 
with  Eli  he  is  not  conscious 
of  being  the  same  man. 

The  story  goes  on  beyond 
this  initial  experience — the school  teacher  is  unjustly 
sent  to  jail;  Eli  himself 
fathers  a  child  at  sixteen  — and  there  are  many  more 
characters  developed.  The 
portrait  of  the  sea  and  the fishing  village,  of  its  people 
and  its  customs,  and  of  Eli's awakening  is  drawn  in  depth 
and  with  great  feeling  and 
■honesty.  Even  more  than 
the  skill  of  the  writing,  the 
honest  striving  of  this  book makes  it  a  success.  Today 
may  not  be,  but  tomorrow will  be  Sunday. 

De  Gaulle --a  figure  of  sanity 
By  JOHN  CLUTE 

De  Gaulle:  A  Political  Bio- 
graphy, by  Alexander  Werth, 

Penguin  Books,  $1.35. Viet  Nam  is  a  slate  on 
which  our  leaders  chalk  up 
their  irremediably  witless 
passions.  August  1964  will 
go  down  as  the  month  in 
which  President  Johnson  — the  one  man  band  with  the 
extra  gland  —  began  to  use 
his  fingernails  on  the  slate, and  in  which  Charles  de 
Gaulle  began  to  emerge  as 
a  figure  of  sanity  for  the 
man  on  the  street. 
Once  the  reader  accepts 

Mr.  Werth's  competence  to write  about  de  Gaulle,  and 
after  the  reader  has  refresh 
ed  his  knowledge  with  this 
compendious  though  some- times stuffy  survey  of  the 
French  President's  long  ca- reer, it  is  to  questions  of  his 
own  country's  position,  Ca- 

nada's position  in  the  pre- sent political  world  that 
the  reader  is  forced  to  ad- dress himself. 

Because  Charles  de  Gaulle 
is  the  only  leader  of  a  ma- 

jor country  at  the  present 

time  to  talk  sense.  Not  that 
he's  always  right.  Not  that he  has  a  winning  way  about 
him.  But  there  is  always 
the  fabric  of  human  dis- 

course in  his  utterances,  al- ways the  chill  of  relevance, 
and  for  the  Canadian,  listen- 

ing to  what  he  has  to  listen 
to,  it  is  vital,  once  in  a 
while,  to  pay  heed  to  the genuine  article  unwarped  by 
the  American  media. 

Alexander  Werth  is  Euro- 
pean, which  does  not  in  it- 

self make  him  extraordina- ry. And  indeed  De  Gaulle 
is  not  an  extraordinary 
book.  What  it  is,  and  what 
Mr.  Werth  is,  is  Unameri- 
can,  and  that  is  such  a  relief. 
De  Gaulle's  attitude  towards 
Viet  Nam,  for  instance,  that 
the  war  there  is  an  immense 
and  tragic  gaffe,  and  that 
we  may  all  be  victims,  soon- er or  later,  of  the  incredible 
moral  opacity  of  the  Ameri- can mind,  this  attitude  is 
presented  without  comment 
— which  again  speaks  vol- 

umes, some  of  the  chapters 
of  which  most  of  us  would 
disagree  with,  but  which  at 
least  gives  us  the  opportuni- 

ty of  coming  to  our  own  con- clusions. 
The  American  media  de- test the  French  President 

because  he  is  neither  for  nor 
against,  and  every  time  tbey 
think  they  have  him  pinned 
he  goes  off  an  utters  a thought  again.  This  is  just 
not  cool,  it  is  not  with  it  — because  the  only  way  to  be 
on  the  side  ,of  the  right  in 
a  complex  world  is  to  be 
meaningless.  It  is  an  act  of 
treason  to  be  meaningful  to 
the  readers  of  Time,  and  its 
editors  make  sure  that 
Charles  de  Gaulle  is  never 
given  the  opportunity. And  of  course  it  is  Time 
that  we  Canadians  stuff  our- selves full  of.  That  is  why 
books  like  this  are  so  salu- 

tary. The  chill  of  relevance 
does  not  sit  well  with  the 
Canadian  government.  Tap 
the  Canadian  government 
and  you  break  a  rotten  egg. 
The  smell  suits  the  great 
American  newsmagazines 
and  that  is  what's  fed  us. De  Gaulle  is  an  exemplar 
for  us  to  heed,  if  he  is  not 
too  dangerous  an  enchanter 
for  a  satellite  nation. 

A  guide  to  short  cuts 
By  DON  CROWE 

English  Philosophy  Since 
1900;  G.  J.  Warnock;  Oxford 
University  Press  (paper); 
$1.40. The  Spirit  of  American 
Philosophy;  John  E.  Smith; 
Oxford  University  Press 

(paper);  $1.80. 
A  university  student's  aca demic  short-cuts  can  some 

times  put  him  into  far  worse 
position  than  when  he  start- ed. For  example,  the  cur 
rent  affinity  for  paperback 
commentaries  seems  to  have 
taken  precedence  over  the 
use  of  primary  sources,  or 
more  explicitly,  the  original 
writing  of  the  subject  under 

scrutiny.  In  a  subject  such 
as  philosophy  this  can  be 
disastrous;  over-simplifica and,  even  worse,  outright 
bias  on  the  part  of  the 
writer-critic  can  often  yield 
distorted  views  which  will 
do  the  lime-saving  student much  more  harm  than  good. 
The  problem  is,  though 

that  few  people  have  the 
lime  to  examine  all  the  origi- 

nal sources  connected  very 
slightly  with  their  course, 
especially  in  topics  such  as traditional  American  and 
contemporary  British  philo 
sophy.  How,  then,  can  they 
tell  whether  the  short  ac- 

counts they  are  going  to 
read   are   authoritative  or 

pure  garbage? Generally  speaking,,  if  the 
publisher  is  British  (in  ori- 

gin at  least)  you  can  feel  se- cure. Oxford's  Galaxy  series, 
luckily,  is  included  under  this 
classification  and  has  earn- 

ed itself  a  reputation  for  be- 
ing competent  and  complete 

ly  accurate.  English  Philo- 
sophy Since  1900  and  The 

Spirit  of  American  Philoso- 
phy are  no  exceptions. 

Warnock's  book  on  English 
philosophy  may  seem  overly 
short  but  it  remains  a  com- 

prehensive and  thorough 
summary  of  what  many 
people  find  to  be  a  confus- ing subject.  He  traces  the 
beginnings  of  the  linguistic 
school  in  Britain  and  the  de- 

See  "Philosophy,"  R.  U 



Zounds!  Cadzooks!  Egad! 
By  MIKE  WALSH 

Well  you  got  big  trouble 
Right  here  in  Trawna  City 
And  that  starts  with  T 
And  that  rhymes  with  C 
And  it's  blamed  on  Skule. 

At  the  summit  at  the  Sacred  Peak,  the  venerable  Mt Davisvillympus,  stands  the  great  temple  rising  gloriously above  the  soft,  wafting  mists  of  diesel  exhaust.  Within  the hallowed  halls,  where  no  human  foot  has  ever  dared  to tread,  the  deities  gather  to  feast,  fight  and  pay  their  share of  homage  and  tribute  to  the  father  of  them  all,  god  of gods,  king  of  kings,  most  high  of  the  all  high,  grade  school graduate  Ralfoos  Deighty. 
"Off  wit  der  heads,  dah  lousy  punk  kids!"  roars  the decree  from  the  depths  of  the  Holy-of-Holies  The  demi- gods mini-gods,  vice-gods  and  under-gods  stiffened  with sudden  attention  to  the  sound. 
The  angelic  hosts,  the  seraphim  and  cherubim  prin- cipals, thrones,  dominations  and  archangels  began  to  trem- ble as  the  thunderous  command  pealed  down  the  mountain- 

side. The  nymphs  and  fairies,  leprechauns,  sylphs,  satyrs pixies  and  elves  were  filled  with  terror  and  ran  about  in 
great  panic.  "Dey  can't  play  wit  My  trains!" 

"What  has  happened  to  incur  the  wrath  of  the  Almigh- ty?" asked  a  pixie  cowing  beneath  an  overturned  tumstyle. "The  newest  frontiers  of  the  Empire  have  been  breech- ed," replied  a  horror-stricken  elf.  "Humans  have  invaded the  Subworld." 
"How  was  the  Great  Ungrammatical  One  informed  of this  attack  upon  His  Imperialness?"  said  an  archangel  to a  passing  seraph. 
"He  was  contemplating  the  great  Mysteries  of  Wye, whither  Wye,  wherefore  Wye  and  Wye-not  in  His  private 

Chapel  of  Lamentations.  A  Superman  of  the  Daily  Planet 
broke  in  upon  His  Weeping  and  Wailing  that  He  might 
deign  to  comment  upon  the  recent  dispatches  from  Saint 
George." 

"What's  the  story?"  the  first  vice-god  asked  the  eleventh mini-god. 
"Big  Ralfoos  has  got  Him  a  real  bug,"  the  other  an- 

swered in  confidential  tones.  "Some  Ingineers  broke  con- ditioning, went  over  the  top  in  the  undergound  and  refused 
to  salivate  when  the  Downtown  gong  sounded." 

Within  the  Sanctum  Sanctorum  the  Omniverous  One 
seethed  at  the  hubris  of  the  humans.  "Dey'll  pay  for  dis!" 
seemed  to  form  on  His  Lips  as  He  contemplated  His  reap- 

pointment to  the  Supreme  Throne.  From  His  highchamber 
He  presided  over  the  fates  of  countless  millions,  guiding 
the  movements  of  their  insignificant  lives.  "I"ll  fix  dem 
punk  kids  good." At  the  other  end  of  the  Universe,  deep  within  the 
bowels  of  the  forboding  Subworld  the  Deighty's  minions moiled  about  their  simple  tasks.  Beneath  the  numbered 
caps  of  the  Great  Grey  Army  the  minds  were  ordered  to 
accept  the  dictums  from  on  high. 

Somewhere  a  thought  hung  suspended,  a  memory  of 
the  unthinkable  horror  that  had  befallen  the  scheduled 
circuits  of  the  synchronized  system.  Somehow  someone  had 
pulled  the  switch,  the  great  power  source  that  fed  living 
potency  into  the  Subworld.  The  Ingineer  horde  had  board- 

ed the  Deighty's  train.  They  were  making  off  with  it!  In- vading the  Subworld! 
And  so  they  were  stopped  and  routed  to  the  great  glory 

of  the  Ambidexterous  One.  The  all-knowing  Deighty  declar- 
ed that  it  had  been  one  of  their  own  numbers  that  had 

done  the  foul  deed.  And  so  it  must  have  been,  for  the  Great 
Deighty  is  all-knowing. 

"Look  what  dey  did!"  He  declared. 
"Look  what  they  did!"  declared  His  loyal  newspapers. 
"Dey  got  to  go  to  jail!"  He  declared. 
"They'll  go  to  jail!"  declared  his  loyal  police  farce. 
"I'm  dah  greatest!"  He  declared. 
"Halleluja,  Halleluja"  declared  His  heavenly  chorus. 
The  Ingineers,  meanwhile,  were  prostrate  with  fear  be- 

fore the  might  arrayed  against  them.  Even  the  muchly 
renowned,  widely  hailed  and  frequently  invoked  Justice  of 
the  Supreme  Kappoot  seemed  about  to  bend  to  the  Ruler 
of  Davisvillympus. 

The  penalty  for  offending  the  dignity  of  the  Infinite 
must  be  an  eternal  punishment.  From  the  mountaintop  the 
prophet.  Prank  Inane,  brought  down  the  Word  carved  in telegrams  of  stone. 

"Their  leaders  shall  be  taken  into  the  depths  of  the earth  and  drawn  and  thirded  by  the  passing  trains  in  the 
wye  interchange,  (pending  adjustments  in  schedule). 

"Their  flock  shall  be  divided  that  they  not  find 
strength  in  their  numbers  and  set  to  work  extending  the 
Empire  of  the  Subworld.  They  shall  pass  their  days  in  such 
endeavor  forever  and  even  unto  the  consummation  of  the 
World.  Hail  the  Mighty  Deighty." 

The  Word  was  so  given  and  it  was  so  carried  out.  It 
was  as  Mighty  Deighty  had  decreed. 

rErjgine^rs  have  always  given  us  images" to  which  .we  can  easily  relate  them,. 

TOILET  LOCKS 

SHOULD  NOT 

STICK EDMONTON  (CUP)-It  is 
the  duty  of  the  City  of  Ed- monton to  have  pay  toilet locks  that  do  not  stick. Otherwise,  they  are  res- 

ponsible for  injuries  sustain- 
ed to  patrons  trying  to  es- cape. This  was  the  decision arrived  at  by  the  University 

of  Alberta  law  club's  moot court  competition.  The mock  trial,  fought  out  by teams  of  law  students  from Alberta  and  Manitoba,  was 
won  by  Manitoba,  counsel  - tor  the  plaintiff. 
The  facts  of  the  mock 

trial  were  based  upon  an  ac- tual case.  A  lady,  after  using 
the  facilities  of  a  city-owned 
pay  toilet,  found  that  she could  not  open  the  door 
from  the  inside.  She  step- 

ped onto  the  toilet  seat  with her  left  foot,  onto  the  roll  of toilet  paper  with  her  right, and  after  halfway  attempt- 
ing to  climb  over,  "chicken- 

ed out." 

While  the  lady  was  trying 
to  step  down  the  paper  roll 
rolled  and  she  came  tumb- 

ling down,  injuring  herself. She  then  proceeded  to  sue 
the  city  for  damages. 
Counsel  for  the  defence 

said  that  in  order  to  climb 
over  the  door,  the  balance 
of  her  weight  would  have  to 
be  on  the  toilet  roll  roller. "A  monkey  would  think 
twice  before  trying  this," defence  counsel  contended. 
And  then  she  had  the  nerve 
to  look  the  city  in  the  eye 

and  say,  'You  caused  it'." "She  is  the  author  of  her 
own  injuries,"  said  the  de- fence counsel.  "If  she  would 
have  relieved  herself  before 
leaving  home,  as  most  rea- sonable people  would,  this 
would  not  have  happened." 

go-aliead  (contf.) 
plan  to  send  a  medical  team 
to  South  Viet  Nam  "one  of 
the  most  dreadful  inven- tions ever  concocted  by  a 
Canadian  minister,"  for 
who  can  oppose  it?" He  won  some  applause 

when  he  suggested  the  plan 
be  countered  with  a  private 
one  to  send  similar  aid  to North  Viet  Nam. 
Arthur  Pape,  a  member  of 

the  SUPA  committee  which 
organized  the  Ottawa  action, 
called  the  week  "a  very  early 
stage  in  building  the  kind  of 

society  we  want." He  said  there  would  not 
be  many  sitting  in  (expecta- tions last  night  were  for 
about  50)  because  most  peo- 

ple are  afraid  for  their  jobs 
or  their  positions  in  socie- ty- "But  we  won't  go  along 

with  things  just  because  it's 
normal  and  dignified." Chandler  Davis  of  the  U 
of  T  mathematics  depart- ment said  from  the  floor 
that  the  week  so  far  has 
been  a  success. 

But  its  greatest  success, 
he  said,  lies  in  the  fact  that 
it  is  building  a  movement 
for  the  next  action — pos- 

sibly during  the  Internation- 
al Days  of  Protest  March  25 

and  26. THE  VARSITY,  Friday, 
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CAMP 
GAY  VENTURE 
o  girls  camp  near  Holiburton 
requires  CABIN  COUNSELLORS (minimum  age  18)  also  sfaH 
qualified  to  head  sections  and 
activity  heads  far  DRAMATICS, 
HANDCRAFT  and  CAMP- CRAFT. 
Telephone  465-1254  after  6  or 
leovc  message  with  answering service  . 

OPENING  MARCH  9 
AN  ARIES  PRODUCTION 

"THE  REHEARSAL" By  JEAN  ANOUILH "An  Elegant, 

Sophisticated  Crime" TUES.  THRU  SUN.  -  8:30  p.m. SATS.  -  5:30  and  9  p.m. 
The  Poor  Alex 

BRUNSWICK  AT  BLOOR 
SEATS  $2.50  924-8661 

Danger  of  nuclear  weapons
  in  Viet  Nam 

.      ...    "Voc     Hifr     Tnhnson  and 

gt  super  sports     q  &  D  Car  Sales Quick  occclerotion  to  90.  4  on  the  floor Podded  dash,  tachometer.  Luxury  with  ec- onomy  ,   fins. 
2860  DUFFERIN  STREET 

RU.  1-6661 

Applications  are  invited  for  the 

Canadian  Union  Of  Students 
NATIONAL  SEMINAR 

IDENTITY  AND  ANXIETY: 

CRISIS  OF  A  STUDENT  GENERATION 
to  be  held  at  the 

UNIVERSITY  OF  WATER100 

August  28  to  September  3 
 jn  this  seminar  on  emphasis  will  be  placed  on  discussing  the 
effectiveness  of  the  University  experience  in  individual  develop- ment and  the  effect  of  pressures  ond  stresses  on  contemporary students. 

— oil  students,  undergraduote  ond  graduate  are  elligible  to  apply. 
 about  eight  students  will  be  selected  from  the  University  of Toronto  to  ottend  the  seminar, 

—oil  expenses  will  be  paid. 
— application  forms  ore  ovoilable  at  the  SAC  office  and  should be  returned  there  addressed  to  the  Chairmon  of  the  Canadian 

Union  of  Students  not  later  than  5  p.m.,  March  14,  1966. 

THE  BOARD  OF  EDDCATION 

FOR  THE  TOWNSHIP  OF  NORTH  YORK 

TEACHING 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Graduates  interested  in  the  teaching  profession  or 
wishing  to  obtain  information  regarding  teaching 
opportunities  are  invited  to  visit  the  North  York  Board 
of  Education  on  open  interview  days  at  — 

DON  MILLS 

COLLEGIATE  INSTITUTE 

15  The  Donway  East,  Don  Mills 

FRIDAY,  MARCH  11 
4:00  p.m.     to     9:00  p.m. 

SATURDAY,  MARCH  12 
9:00  a.m.     to     4:00  p.m. 

Our  advertisement  will  appear  in  all  the  local  news 
papers  on  Wednesday,  March  9. 

F.  W.  MINKLER,  B.A.,  D.  Paed. 
Director  of  Education 

P.R.W.  TACON,  R.M.T. 
Chairman 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
OTTAWA — There  is  a  ser- 

ious danger  that  the  United 
States  will  use  nuclear  wea- pons in  Viet  Nam,  not 
against  China,  but  "as  a  cli- max of  our  frustration  at 
the  long  war,"  Vale  history 
professor  Staughton  Lynd said  here  Wednesday. 
President  Johnson  coun- ted on  the  support  of  the 

majority  of  the  American 
population,  but  is  losing that  as  the  war  drags  on, 
Prof.  Lynd  said. 
And  many  congressmen 

now  feel  that  he  has  hand- led the  war  badly  and  are 
resentful  that  Johnson  has 
backed  them  into  a  corner. 

Many  congressmen  want to  see  the  war  ended.  Lynd 
said,  but  feet  they  must  vote 
for  supplies  for  the  men 
fighting  in  the  field. 

The  overflow  crowd  in  the 
500-seat  Carleton  University 
theatre  heard  Prof.  Lynd 
give  a  much  less  emotional 
speech  than  the  one  he  de- 

livered to  last  October's  In- ternational Teach-in  held  in Toronto. 
His  speech  was  a  careful, 

reasoned  argument  based 
on  quotations  from  press 
reports,  official  speeches and  also  on  interviews  with 
Hanoi  officials  during  his 
trip  to  North  Viet  Nam  in January. 

"He  called  the  recent 
United  States  "peace  offen- 

sive" insincere  because  "the United  States  knocked  on 
every  door  except  those 
they  are  fighting"— the  Viet Cong. 

The  North  Vietnamese 
have  complied  with  certain 
conditions  for  negotiations 

set  by  President  Johnson— they  reduced  the  number  of 
troops  in  South  Viet  Nam 

during  the  "offensive"— but now  have  "stopped  listening to  American  words  . . .  they 

watch  our  action." "They  are  convinced  that 
the  peace  offensive  was 
merely  a  public  relations manoeuvre  to  gain  popular 
support  before  undertaking further  escalation  of  the 

war." 

The  U.S.  then  repeated 
that  Hanoi  is  unwilling  to 
talk,  he  added.  "This  is  not a  series  of  lies  but  a  big  lie 

unequalled  since  . . .  Hitler's Germany. 

"Yes,  Mr.  Johnson  and 
Mr.  Rusk,  I  accept  the  ana- 

logy to  German  aggression 
only  we  aren't  the  European 
resistance  movement." Prof.  Lynd  contended  that there  now  is  a  danger  that 
this  "external  fascism  will 

take  root  at  home  too." Lynd  has  had  his  passport 
invalidated  because  he  tra- 

velled to  Hanoi. He  called  on  Canada,  as  a 
member  of  the  Internation- al Control  Commission,  to 
take  a  stand  and  speak  out 
on  the  war. 
The  Control  Commission 

should  do  a  report  on  the 
"peace  offensive"-  as  well  as "act  as  a  running  reporter 
and  commentator  to  tell  the 
world  of  the  horror  of  the 

war." 

STAUGHTON  LYND 
— photo  by  NORM  FISHER 

Candide  beats  Candy,  claims  grad 
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By  JILL  EISEN 

Good  grief,  it's  Candide! 
Voltaire's  Candide  is 

more  interesting  and  re- warding than  Candy,  Mel 
Cooper  (SGS)  told  a  Hillel audience  at  Sidney  Smith 
Hall  yesterday. 

He  called  Candy  "utter 
garbage."  It  reminded  him, he  said,  of  the  type  of  thing 
one  might  in  an  undergrad- uate magazine.  It  might  be 
funny  and  clever,  but  it  has no  substance.  It  is  based  on 
one  simple  thing.  What 
makes  Candy's  third  sex 
act  any  different  than  her 
first? 
What  Candy's  authors  at- tempted to  do,  Cooper  said, 

was  "to  write  a  travesty  and 
satire  on  the  pornographic 
novel."  What  they  actually 
did  was  to  write  merely  "a light-hearted  pornographic 
novel"  of  their  own. 
The  authors  come  to  a 

point,  he  said,  when  they 
are  no  longer  playing  with 
sex — they  are  really  writing 
a  dirty  book.  They  get  a 
"narcissistic  pleasure"  from 
sprinkling  nasty  little  four 
letter  words  throughout  the 
work,  and  by  substituting 
euphemistic  terms  for  sex- 

ual organs — such  as  Candy's 
"honey  pot."  This  "sexual 
triviality,"  he  said,  is  the 

only  source  of  the  book's humor. 
Candide,  on  the  other 

hand,  is  a  work  of  art.  Like 
Candy,  it  consists  of  a  loose 
series  of  the  hero's  adven- tures as  he  flits  across  the 
world,  but  the  satire  and 
substance  of  Voltaire's  novel 
are  far  superior  to  Candy's. Voltaire's  satire  is  based  on 
historic  reality,  and  the 
cause  and  effect  relation- 

ships centering  on  the  "This 

is  the  best  of  all  possible 
world."  theme.  Using  this, 
Voltaire  has  cleverly  created 
a  n  interrelationship  o  f 
events  dating  right  back  to 
Columbus. 

Something  new  is  always 
happening  to  Candide  and 
he  goes  through  a  continu- ous process  of  learning,  said 
Cooper.  What  does  Candy 
learn,  except  perhaps  some 
new  positions? 

HART  HOUSE  RESULTS 
Results  of  the  Hart  House  elections: 
Art  Committee:  Allan  Bruce  (II  APSC),  Martin  Myers 

(III  New),  Lane  Prentice  (III  Vic),  R.  E.  Rokos  (I  SMC), 
Rene  Rozon  (SGS),  Ronald  Taylor  (I  Law),  Ferdinand 
Wagner  (III  Arch),  Brian  Walsh  (II  Arch). 

Debates  Committee:  John  Bosley  (II  Trin),  Edward 
Bridge  (SGS),  Brian  Cruchley  (I  UC),  Frank  Felkai  (I  Law), 
Klaus  Hillebrand  (II  Vic),  Michael  Ignatieff  (I  Trin),  David 
Mossop  (II  SMC),  Ronald  Thompson  (II  APSC). 

House  Committee:  Bernard  Bomers  (III  SMC),  Richard 
Evans  (III  Trin),  Nelson  Hogg  (III  APSC),  Joseph  Isaacson 
(I  New),  Richard  McCrae  (II  UC),  Richard  Sutherland  (II 
Meds),  Bill  Orr  (IV  Vic),  Jim  Wells  (II  Pharm). 

Library  Committee:  Richard  Axon  (III  Vic),  Peter  Cox 
(III  APSC),  Donald  Dennison  (II  Vic),  James  Fordyce  (II 
Trin),  Paul  Nash  (II  SMC),  Richard  Neville  (II  Law), 
Michael  Walsh  (II  SMC),  Gordon  Wilson  (III  Trin). 

Music  Committee:  John  Baily  (SGS),  Jan  Duinker  (III 
UC),  Stanley  Emerson  (I  Law),  Gary  Fitzgibbon  (II  SMC), 
John  Parsons  (III  Trin),  Christopher  Stonehouse  (II  New), Frank  Zaid  (II  APSC). 



INTERFAC  ROUNDUP 

Irish,  Skiile,  Dents,  advance By  PHIL  BINGLEY 

St.  Mike's  A,  Sr.  Engineer- ing and  Dents  A  all  moved 
into  the  Jennings  Cup  semi- 

finals in  convincing  fashion. 
Tom  Donovan,  Tim  Belli- 

veau  and  Mike  Pelyk  each 
counted  singletons  as  the 
Irish  outclassed  Trinity  A 
3-0.  John  Jacquemain  chalk- 

ed up  the  shutout  for  the winners. 
Sr.  Engineering  struck 

for  four  goals  in  the  second 
period  and  then  hung  on  for 
a  4-1  win  over  St.  Mike's  B. 
Glen  Katsuyama,  Dave Treen,  Dave  Snowball  and 

Craig  Simpson  led  the  well- 
balanced  engineering  attack while  Lou  Bozzer  counted 
the  lone  tally  for  the  losing Irish. 
Marv  Glazier,  Phil  Kosoy and  Don  Smith  each  scored 

twice  as  Dents  A  whipped New  I  10-1.  Other  Marks- men for  the  winners  were 
Jim  Miles,  Ron  McCleod, 
Ron  Band  and  Paul  Kent.' Murray  Upshall  counted  the lone  goal  for  New. 

As  a  result  of  these  games, Sr.  Engineering  will  meet Dents  A  with  the  winner proceeding  to  the  finals 
while  St.  Mike's  A  will  con- test the  other  two  game  to- tal point  semifinal  with  a team  as  yet  not  decided. 

BASKETBALL 

In  a  sudden  death,  group II  playoff  game,  PHE  I  ad- 

Gymnasts  entertain 

American  team 

By  BOB  CLARK 
University  of  Toronto gymnastic  Blues  close  out the  season  tonight  when they  entertain  Eastern  Mi- chigan at  Hart  House. 
Barry  Brooker  leads  the 

Blues  into  action,  competing m  all  six  events.  Veterans D>gby  Sale  and  Ken  Lumb also  provide  strong  competi- tion. 

Freshmen  John  Gero  and Scott  Griffiths  and  rookies Carl  Sloane,  Arne  Pheiff and  Bob  Holt  round  out  the Varsity  team. 
FOOTNOTES:  Varsity gymnasts  are  OQAA  cham- 

pions for  1965-66,  having won  the  title  at  Montreal, J-ebruary  Sth . . .  tonight's exhibition  begins  at  8 P  m  Brooker  is  current- 
ly OQAA  individual  cham- pion as  a  result  of  his  five victories  at  the  champion- snips.  He  was  tied  for  first in  the  sixth  with  Varsity's Digby  Sale... 

One  of  Eastern  Michigan's 
best  vaulters  and  Ugh  bar competitors  is  a  former 
1 DIAA  champion  from Burnhamthorpe  C.I.,  John Mason ....  Eastern's  best 
all-round  gymnast,  Jim  Ar- nold, has  been  [he  individual 
champion  at  each  of  East 
era  Michigan's  last  four dual  meets  . . . 

vanced  to  the  Sifton  Cup 
championships  as  they  ed- 

ged Law  A,  35-31. Chet  Pochwaloski  and  Art 
Bennett  led  the  winners 
with  14  and  10  points  res- 
pectively. 
INTERMEDIATE  HOCKEY  LEAGUE FINAL  STANDINGS GROUP  I 

St.  Mikes   5  o 

ViCX  .... 
Eng  ix  : : .  i  3 St.  Mike's  E    2 Phormocy  c    1 

GROUP  X 

Eng  III    n u.c.  in    0 

_  GROUP  II Trinity  B    5 
Dents  B  -1 phe  c   t Meds  B    1 

vk  iv  ;  2 Emmanuel   .  2 
Eng  IV   1 

Eng  

X                            2  3 

St.  Mike's  F                   l  3 
Trinity  

D                            ]  4 
„      ,  GROUP  XI Eng  

XV                           6  0 

Eng  XIII    . ... .               5  1 
Eng  

XVI                          3  2 

Eng  XI                             2  2 
Eng  

XII                           2  3 

Eng  XIV                            1  5 
Eng  

X
V
I
I
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 0  6 

INTER  FACULTY  WATER  POLO LEAGUE  STANDINGS DIVISION  I 
GROUP  I 

Meds  III  Yr    5 
St.  Mike's  A    5 
Law   3' PHE  I    1 

Innis  II Forestry  B 

Eng  V   IV  Civil  .  . Pharmacy  B 
New  II  .     .  . .  I 

GROUP  VI Vic  VI    5 Music   3 Eng  VI    2 
St.  Mike's  D    ] 

GROUP  VII Dents  C   5 Eng  VII    4 

U-C.  II    5 Trinity  A   4 
Meds  II  yr   3 
Eng  I    0 GROUP  III 
Dents   4 
St.  Mike's  8  .  .  .  '4 Pre-Meds  II    3 

Meds  I  yr. Pre-Meds  I 
Eng  1 1 Trinity  B  . 

DIVISION  II 
Architecture   5 Forestry   2 

Bob  McLaughlin  (1)  of  Sr.  Mikes  'B'  skates  into  view  as teammate  Lou  Bozzer  (9)  sprawls  in  an  attempt  to  score on  Engineering  goalie  Rick  Lint.  Skule  defenseman  Gord Fraser  stands  by. 

PC  club  results 
Results  of  the  Progressive  Conservative  Club elections: 

President:  David  McFadden  (II  UC). 
Executive  vice-president:  Dene  Gosart  (I  UC) 
Vice-president  in  charge  of: 

Program:  Ted  Rotenberg  (II  Vic) 
Publicity:  Ernie  McCullough  (II  Vic) 
Membership:  Ed  Arditti  (III  UC) 
Policy:  Bill  Conklin  (III  Vic) 

Treasurer:  Steve  Gliddon  (I  UC) 
College  presidents: 

Vic:  Kent  Hamilton  (III  Vic) 
UC:  Paul  McCrae  (II  UC) 
St.  Mikes:  Jim  Riffel  (II  SMC) 

THINKING  ABOUT  LAW  SCHOOL? 

FIND  OUT  ABOUT  0SG00OE  HALL'S 
MOVE  TO  YORK  UNIVERSITY! 

OPEN  HOUSE  FOR 
PROSPECTIVE  LAW  STUDENTS 

friday,  March  4  -  3:00  P.M. FOUNDERS  COLLEGE 
YORK  UNIVERSITY  CAMPUS. KEELE  and  STEELES  AVENUE 

PANEL  DISCUSSION 

"THE  STUDY  Of  LAW  AT  YORK" COFFEE  HOUR  —  MEET  THE  FACULTY 

ALL  PROSPECTIVE  LAW  STUDENTS  WELCOME fREE  BUSES  leave  from  (ond  return  to)  north-west  corner of  Harbord  and  St.  George  2:15  p.m.,  Fridoy.  Morch  4. 

TRADS 

designed  for  women 

to  walk  beside 

Sabre-slim  TRADS  are  tailored  with  lithe, clean  lines.  The  finest  worsteds  and  long wearing  blends  are  featured  in  fashionable shades  with  the  modern  international  flair 
for  eye-appeal.  DON  PARKER  TRADS  popu- 

larly priced  at  your  favorite  men's  shop;  look 
for  the  authentic  "TRADS"  hang  tag  -  your assurance  of  top  value. 
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RHIK  TOP  GEORGIANS,  9-7 

Welcome  home
  Ward 

^^^^n«V~Haai  played  despite  a  painful  fool By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD  | 
Varsity  Sports  Editor         |»  The  game  provided  an  ex- 

■H^,                             I  citing  show  for  some  4,000 SUDBURY,   Ont.— Ward    I               '>         '  spectators.  Most  of  the  16 
Passi  and  "Homecomings"    TH^^B                ̂ |  goals  came  as  a  result  of  getherand    I         Mg  three-waj  passing  plays 

I         ̂ ■d^B  Monteiths-Laureni 
that   much  better  off  be-        ̂ ^^^■•■^H  line cause  of  this  connection.                      _J            JH  nent  in  its  piaymaking  as 
The  Varsity  left  winger  the  Montreal  team  made  lit- 

li-uu^i  ̂ BHk^^^^^^^n  to io  ^W^^^^BjJ 

eading  Blues  lo           win    gfcSHKvJg  LEFTOVERS:   Blues  out- 
over  Sir  George  Williams    ■»  shot  Sir  George,  35-25 
Georgians  here  last  night.       K  N>  BUI  Stewart  played  goal  for 
The  victor;  .Mined  Bines    Bk  ■                        ■  Varsity.   John  Wrigley  will 

,  semi-final  berth  in  the         HfafJ                       ■  start  tonight  against  St.  F. 
Uonal  colleg.    hockey  toui     MH  X  Georgians' goals  were 

  wHJi    open--    io-    BV^^F."  ̂ ^^B  shared  by  seven  players  night.    St.    Francis    Xaviei                                       ■  Boh   Berry,  leading 
and   Blues   tangle   in   one    I   g£»  in  the  OSLAA,  received  a 
semi-final,  Alberta   at   Ed-    ̂ ^^^k  T  game  misconduct  early  in monton  and  Laurentian,  the    I  the  third  period  for  debat- 
host  team,  in  the  other.           a^rf  ing    with    the  referee  

Passi,  aiming  to  become    ̂ ^^^■M  Ward    Passi's    third  goal the  first  Varsity  athlete  ever    «M                                »  came  with  the  score  6-5.  He 
t0    play          iwo    national     ̂ r&fflP         4   *        \  also  collected  one  assist  
championship  teams  in  one    1  ̂ ^^BM  Steve  Montelth  had  numer- year,    scored    three    goals,  ous  scoring  chances,  one  a 
Two  of  his  markers  t  e  in                p^g         m  breakaway  when  the  game 
succession          the    second    jMBBj^^         1  ■          ~  was  just   10  seconds  gone, period  and  broke  a  4-4  tie.    E7l_.,,,  first  period Georgians  never  caught  up  r  sgw  Time 
after  that.  I      McClelland  (Bunvosh, 

Passi  played  an  important   ̂ m^m!^*—*  >    =son, _   role  in  Blues  championship             WARD  PASSI  H-  Montei,h>    8:38 
football  season,  kicking  the              ,,                .       ,  3     H.  Monteith  (Speyer)  ....  12:13 
single  point  which  gave  Var-           Homecoming  hero  t  K„,  (BBrry,  „cfodyen|  . .  i6:54 b      K  „      .                r%,,ao„'c  5  O'Brien  (Motthew,  Eostmon)  17:06 sily  a  1-0  win  over  Queens  6  ea 
on  "Homecoming  Day."           and   Georgians   almost  ex-  „„olliel: "Wen9„  ,0:49  Berry  ,,:« 

Last   night  was  another     ploited  Blues  rearguard  tor  h.  Montieth  16:00,  Possi  17:42. 
type  of  homecoming  for  the     a  victory.  second  period 
four-year  college  veteran.  It       Blues  moved  into  an  early  7    cunningnom,  (Stroud,  Possi)  3:06 
marked    the   first   college    3-0  lead  but  the  Ottawa-St.  8  shomuto  lo^Brien)    iomo 
game  he  has  played  in  his     Lawrence    champions    tied  ,J          ,'^'1,  s.  Monwih)  19MB home  tOWn  Of  Sudbury.               the  COUnt  Within  a  Space  Of  Penalties;  Thompson  9:00,  S.  Monteith 

83    SeConilS    before    the    pe-  1S:14,  Motthew  16:39,  Lemire  18:13. 
Henry  nets  pair              rj01j  enaed.  It  was  4-4  in  the  third  period 

Henry    Monteith,    with     second  period  before  Passi  ̂ 1 1  M.on  (Motth.«,  b,,^,  . .  ̂ t. 
tWO,       Gord       Cunningham,       Went   t0  WOrk'  13  Eostmon  (Thorton,  Roi)  ..  9:22 Steve  Monteith,  Paul  Lau-        Awrey,   who    suffered   a  ,4    s.  Monieiih  |H<  Monteith, 
rent  and  Bobby  McClelland  broken  nose  last  weekend,  uTlfth  B  Mon'tetth  '  '°:53 
scored    the   other   Varsity     is  expected  to  return  to  ac- Laurent)   '.  .  16:52 goals  Steve  Monteith  added     tion  tonight.  Doug  St.  John  ia  Matthew  [Eastman)    1B:50 

four 'assists   and   Laurent     and  Brian  Jones  formed  one  \>SS&S^S£UiSS^'tSS three.                                   defence  pair  tor  Blues,  Peter  6osimon  10:47,  Toronto  bench  12:46, 
The  defence,  weakened  by     Speyer  and  Jim  Wilson  the  Sp=ver,  Sutton  13:49. the  absence  of  captain  Bob     other.  shots  on  goal 

Awrey,   played   one  of  its       Laurent  was  almost  forced  y  ,'4    <>  »> poorest  games  of  the  season     to  miss  the  game  as  well.  He  0,  sgw    •    »  9 

Varsity  swimmers  voyage  to  B.C., 

OQAA  contingent  favoured  to  take  meet 

CanAM  basketball, 

yes,  no,  or  so  what? by  rich  pyne 
Associate  Sports  Editor 

By  PETER  McCREATH 
Varsity  Swimming  Blues, 

11  strong,  journeyed  lo  UBC 
yesterday  for  the  Canadian 
Intercollegiate  Athletic 
Union  championships  to  be- 

gin this  afternoon.  The 
OQAA  has  sent  an  entire 
team  of  18  competitors  and 
are  favoured  to  take  the 
meet. 
The  meet  features  four 

more  events  than  the  OQAA 
teams  are  used  to  competing 
in:  100  breaststroke,  100 
backstroke,  100  butterfly 
and  3  metre  diving.  Be- 

cause of  the  large  number 
of  events,  the  meet  is  split 
—half  of  the  events  Friday 

remaining  ones and  the 
Saturday. 

Blues  should  come  home 
with  at  least  five  or  six  gold 
medals.  Theo  van  Ryn 
should  be  unbeatable  in 
both  the  50  free  and  the 
100  free,  which  he  won  last 
week  defeating  McGill's Dick  Pound.  Pound  is  not 
going  to  UBC  due  to  aca- demic pressure, 
Mike  Chapelle  will  be 

strongly  favoured  lo  romp 
to  victory  in  the  100  and 200  breaststroke.  He  won 
the  latter  in  record  time  in 
the  OQAA  meet  last  week end. 

The     400     sprint  relay 
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should  be  strictly  no  contest 
with  Blues  taking  home  all the  gold. 
The  200  free  should  see 

Blues'  Peter  Richardson  out 
to  avenge  his  defeat  at  the 
hands  of  teammate  Robin 
Campbell,  and  possibly  take the  event. 

Other  possible  Blue  vic- tories would  be:  Theo  van 
Ryn  in  the  100  backstroke, Graeme  Barber  in  the  200 
individual  medlay,  Peter 
Richardson  in  the  500  free 
and  Blues  400  Medlay  Relay team. 

NOTES:  U  of  Saskatche- 
wan won  the  western  cham- 

pionship, but  UBC  are  said 
to  have  an  unbeatable  back- strokcr  and  butterflyman. 

Windsor  Lancers,  who  walked  off  with  their  fourth 
consecutive  Wilson  Cup  championship  last  weekend,  are 
increasing  their  fantastic  domination  over  the  remaining 
Senior  Intercollegiate  "Basketball  League  teams  to  such  an 
extent  people  are  starting  to  ask  why. 

Anyone  connected  with  the  game  is  aware  of  the  natur- 
al division  segregating  good  ball  teams  from  the  relatively 

inferior  The  division  is,  roughly  speaking,  the  St.  Lawrence- 
Great  Lakes49th  parallel.  This  being  the  case,  what  business 
has  Windsor  to  be  so  good  (relative  to  the  relatively  ln- 
fen°An  on-the-ball  observer  might  wittily  point  out  that 
since  Windsor  wasn't  imported  from  over  there,  maybe 
American  talent  and  influence  were.  Such  an  observation 
would  be  in  keeping  with  the  general  feeling  prevailing  m the  other  SIBL  cities. 

However,  Windsor  is  very  sensitive  about  its  claim  to 
fame,  (Lancers  being  the  only  one  they  have). 

So  when  an  article  appeared  in  the  Globe  and  Mail, 
by  former  Varsity  sports  editor  Shel  Krakofsky,  quoting 
Varsity  coach  John  McManus  giving  American  influence  as 
the  reason  for  Lancers'  domination,  they  accordingly  got 
very  upset. 

The  particular  article  unfortunately  got  a  few  facts 
and  figures  distorted,  one  way  or  another,  and  made  it  ap- 

pear as  if  the  whole  Detroit  basketball  know-how  had  been 
shipped  lock,  stock  and  barrel  across  the  St.  Clair  River. 

"Tain't  so,"  refuted  Dick  Moriarty,  Windsor's  congenial athletic  director. 
When  Lancer  coach  Bob  Samaras,  himself  an  American, 

was  in  town  he  concurred  in  the  'tain't  so'  offered  by 
Moriarty  last  -weekend,  and  then  went  on  to  elaborate. 

First,  most  American  ball  players  who  could  conceivably 
play  for  Windsor,  lack  a  subject  language  and  are  therefore 
barred  from  entry  to  U  of  W.  Secondly,  they  need  a  "B 
average  anyway  (implying  I  suppose,  that  ball  players  have 
trouble  getting  B's).  Third  and  most  important,  Samaras 
pointed  out  there  are  some  25  institutions  in  Michigan  alone 
seeking  out  all  the  best  ball  players  for  themselves  and  of- fering them  much  more  than  Windsor  could  ever  hope  to. 

Samaras'  case  against  the  American  influence  is  quite 
formidable.  Nevertheless,  Windsor's  two  American  players, 
Marty  Kwiatkowski  and  Bob  Navetta  finished,  typically, 
first  and  fourth  in  individual  scoring  and  were  undoubtedly the  two  best  forwards  in  the  league. 

Even  by  the  proximity  of  Windsor  alone,  the  American 
influence  can't  be  denied  as  having  aided  Windsor  in  be- 

coming supreme  in  Canadian  college  basketball.  For  inst- 
ance they  have  the  opportunity  to  play  more  American 

schools  and  learn  from  their  losses.  This  season  Lancers 
won  only  once  from  an  American  team.  It  is  however 
perhaps  unfortunate  the  American  influence  on  Windsor 
basketball  is  played  up  to  such  an  extent.  Samaras  himself 
said,  "Canadians  play  pretty  good  basketball  too",  and  he gave  the  reason  as  merely  seriousness  and  hard  work  on the  part  of  his  players. 

GOOD  OR  BAD 
If  such  an  influence  exists  in  Lancer-town,  is  it  good  or 

bad'  Varsity  coach  John  McManus  feels  perhaps  Lancers 
should  look  elsewhere  than  to  the  SIBL  for  competition  — in  northern  Michigan  for  instance. 

Such  a  move  may  be  good  for  Windsor  in  the  long  run but  it  would  be  unfortunate  for  the  SIBL. 
For  one  thing,  Windsor  is  the  only  team  in  the  league 

offering  anything  in  the  way  of  glamor.  Basketball  is  a  great 
game  to  watch,  played  well.  Blues  drew  relatively  poorly 

this  year  but  when  Lancers  were  in  town  you  couldn't  breath in  Varsity's  crummy  little  ball  room.  For  the  sake  of  Cana- dian basketball,  and  other  things  Canadian  like  standard  of 
living  etc.,  the  American  influence  should  be  encouraged,  not frowned  upon. 

Americans,  despite  the  distastefulness  it  may  conjure 
up  in  non-Americans,  have  a  habit  of  getting  what  they  set 
out  to  get.  Take,  for  example,  U.S.  college  hockey.  Ameri- cans like  to  win  —  everything,  so  the  Canadian  influence  in 
those  teams  is  encouraged,  sought  after,  and  most  especially 
— bought. 

This  has  to  be  good  —  ever  watched  a  hockey  team 

whose  players  couldn't  skate?— In  fact  it's  getting  to  the point  where  any  number  of  American  schools  can  challenge 
the  best  in  Canada.  Varsity's  hockey  Blues  are  to  be  con- 

gratulated for  defeating  U.S.  defending  champs  Michigan 
Tech  over  Christmas,  after  Denver  demolished  Varsity  on a  U.S.  trip  a  year  before. 

On  this  analogy,  if  Canadian  basketball  is  going  to  im- 
prove, the  American  influence  is  one  means  of  progressing in  this  direction.,  just  as  Canadian  know-how  is  making  U.S. 

hockey  what  it's  fast  becoming. 
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61  arrested  at  SUPA  sit-in  on  Parliament By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
OTTAWA— The  long-dis- 

cussed SUPA-sponsored  Par- 
liament Hill  sit-in  to  protest 

"Canada's  silent  support  of 
the  war  in  Viet  Nam"  not 
only  happened  Friday  but made  national  news  when  61 
persons  were  arrested. 
The  61 — most  of  them  uni- 

versity students  from  Otta- 
wa, Montreal,  Kingston  and 

Toronto,  but  also  including 
some  highscliool  students, 
some  older  non-student  par 
ticipants  and  one  54-year- 
old  grandmother — are  char 
ged  with  creating  a  disturb 
ance  by  impeding  (a  crimi 
nal  charge). 
They  are  to  appear  in  an 

Ottawa  court  today. 
Among  those  arrested  are 

some  of  the  top  figures  in 
SUPA:  Arthur  Pape,  a  form- 

er U  of  T  student;  Dimitrios 
Roussopoulos,  editor  of  Our 
Generation  Against  Nuclear 
War;  and  Kenneth  Drushka, 
a  former  editor  of  The  Var- 
sity. 

Also  arrested  were  Varsi- 
ty proofreaders  Henry  Tar- 

vainen  and  Harvey  She- 
pherd, who  was  also  last 

year's  editor. 
One  person,  Chris  Neil- 

son,  19,  a  part-time  SUPA 
worker  in  Toronto  paid  $25 
bail;  two  students  were  re- 
leufed  in  the  custody  of 
then?  parents  and  the  rest 
were  let  out  on  their  re- 

cognizance— their  signature. 
But  they  had  to  agree  not 

to  participate  in  any  more 
demonstrations  or  go  up  on 
Parliament  Hill  until  after 
their  trial.  At  a  meeting  soon 
after  their  release,  they  de- cided not  to  break  their 
word. 
During  the  sit-in  police 

cleared  the  demonstrators 
off  the  driveway  to  the  front 
door  of  the  House  of  Com- 

mons at  times.  Each  time  the 
demonstrators  ignored 
RCMP  Inspector  R.V.  Car- 

rie's order  to  disperse  and sat  down  again. 
They  sang  freedom  songs 

and  drank  gallons  of  coffee 
which  was  brought  up  to 
them.  NDP  leader  Tommy 
Douglas  sent  some  coffee ouffor  them. 

Later  Harold  Winch,  NDP 
member  for  Vancouver 
West,  talked  to  the  sitters 
and  asked  them  to  come  to 
his  office  to  discuss  the  pro- test. 
They  refused,  saying  that 

they  wanted  their  protests 
to  be  felt  by  the  entire 
House,  not  just  one  member 

who  they  said  cannot  do  any- 
thing alone. 

SUPA  had  originally  want- 
ed to  stage  a  sit-in  inside  the 

rotunda  of  the  building  but 
the  first  group  of  about  50 demonstrators  who  arrived 
in  the  rain  at  2  p.m.  were 
blocked  from  entering  by  a 
line  of  police. 
They  sat  down  on  the 

steps,  some  thereby  getting 

shelter  from  the  roof  of  the 
portico  but  most  getting 
thoroughly  drenched.  Later 
some  clear  plastic  sheets arrived. 

(Organizers  of  the  sit-in 
said  they  had  informed  the 
RCMP  of  their  intentions 
and  had  once  been  told  they 
could  enter  the  rotunda  if 
they  would  leave  promptly 
at  6  p.m.  so  the  buildings 

could  be  closed.  The  offer 
was  turned  down.) 

After  4  p.m.  about  25 
more  demonstrators  came 
up  the  Hill.  They  had  arrived 
from  Montreal  about  an 
hour  before  and  had  under- 

gone "training"  in  the  sit-in headquarters,  the  basement 
of  St.  George's  Anglican Church,  about  six  blocks away. 

This  group,  which  carried 
a  banner  reading  "Viet  Nam 
for  the  Vietnamese"  was also  stopped  by  the  police 
from  going  up  the  steps. 

It  split  up  and  sat  down on  the  driveway  on  each 
side  of  the  portico  blocking the  road. 
Police  quickly  dragged 

the  sitters  on  the  west  side See  "sit-in,"  page  5 

— photo  by  DAVID  SPRINGBETT 

Cold  and  wet,  -Ottawa's  Viet  Nam  protesters  march  up  Parliament  Hill.  Sixty-one  were  later  arrested. 

Caput  fact-finding  committee  reconvenes  today 
The  fact-finding  committee  of  the  Caput,  the  Univer- 
sity of  Toronto's  disciplinary  body,  reconvenes  this  morning 

to  continue  its  investigation  of  last  week's  engineering  sub- 
way caper. The  committee  has  been  meeting  regularly  every  day 

since  it  was  appointed  last  Wednesday  to  look  into  the 
prank  last  Monday  by  some  200  engineers. 

After  the  students  jumped  over  the  turnstiles  and  piled 
into  a  subway  car  someone  pulled  a  safety  switch  which 
halted  subway  traffic  for  13  minutes. 

Metro  Toronto  detectives  have  been  working  steadily 
trying  to  identify  the  person  who  pulled  the  switch. 

They  have  been  working  with  the  co-operation  of  U  of 
T  authorities  as  well  as  the  Engineering  Society. 

Apparently,  witnesses  have  been  giving  conflicting  re- 
ports of  what  happened  around  the  area  of  the  switch. 

So  far  it  has  not  been  established  whether  a  U  of  T 
student  pulled  the  switch. 

Meanwhile,  the  Faculty  of  Applied  Science  and  En- 
gineering has  been  carrying  on  its  own  investigation  of  the 

matter  by  interviewing  members  of  the  Engineering  Society executive. 
The  Varsity  has  learned  that  Engineering  Society  Pre- 

sident Frank  Vallo  and  Vice  President  Wayne  Dickey  have 
not  been  able  to  attend  their  classes  regularly  because  of 
constant  interviews  with  various  officials. 

One  Faculty  official  is  reported  to  have  told  the  En- 
gineering Society  executive,  "This  is  the  price  you  have  to 

pay  for  what  happened  on  Monday." When  the  fact-finding  committee  completes  its  study 
of  the  events  of  the  caper,  the  entire  Caput  will  be  recon- 

vened to  consider  the  committee's  recommendations,  if any,  for  disciplinary  action. 
If  the  Caput  does  establish  responsibility  for  the  caper, 

it  may  fine  those  involved,  the  leaders,  or  the  Engineering 
Society  as  a  whole. 



ORGAN  RECITAL
 

DR.  CHARLES  PEAKCR 

Assisted  by  KATHRYN  WUNDER,  Violin 

TODAY , ,  n                                     5.05  p.m. 
Convocation  Hall  

LOST-  Blue  and  silver  Porker  fountain ~„  „„  Mondo,.  Feb.  21  M*""  |* 

Phone  4B1-B1B7.  .  
aTV~BEDROOM  tlot  of  opof Iment  want- iri if™ -  Amil  or  Moy  by  QfQd  student 

Should  be  cosllv  occcwible  from SS/vortihT.  Loundry  fcClHlies  preferred. phone  537-4637  oftor  6  p.m.  
EXP  ERTeNC  E  D  TYPIST:  Neater  r iatts moke  better  erodes.  Typ.ng  of  Hieses. e^oyS,  notes ,  m0nu«ripts  done  neotlv, efficiently  and  economically.  421-B290. silk  scarf.  Phone  Mohonty, LOST,  a  red 924-1802.  
1957  AUSTIN  A-40  fot  sole.  2  owners onlv  51  000  miles.  New  engine  (1965), woshers,  etc.  Coll  489-2406. 
WANTED  TO  SUBLET:  Furnished  1-bed- room  oportment  Moy  7  -  mi['-5*e,cmrtf/- Wrilo  Miss  L.  Monn,  18)  Arbour  Glen Cres.,  London,  Ontorio.  
FOR  SAU:  Would  you  believe  cheep? Underwood  portoblc  typewriter 
Reminglon  porfoblc,  full  keyboord  $40, Both  in  good  condition  bul  no  coses. RU  2-675B.  
LADY.  University  graduotc  seeks help  driving,  March  31  to  St,  John, N  B  via  Monlreol  and  U.S.A.  Return 
tor  April  II  via  Boston.  Phone  even- ings 925-5260. 

immaculate,  radio,  $2200.  Phone  755- 6469  evenings.  

SUMMER  shore  oportment,  APfi|-Aoa; with  quiet  grod  student,  low  rent, 
peaceful,  lust  oft  campus.  42  Cecil, 921-6369.  
EXPERIENCED  femole  counsellors  for airls-  private  comp  In  Quebec.  Crafts, music,  canoeing  and  sailing.  Minimum oge  19  238  St.  Clements  Ave.,  Toronto. HU  7-1073.  
FREE  ROOM  for  summer.  Beautifully f"iSh  '"r""^ 
answering    phone    occasional  evenings after  10  p.m.  Phone  Ion  S3I-2425. 
STEREO  AM-FM  tuner,  turntable,  speak- ers ond   omp.    Best   offer  oecepted. Phone  Ion  531-2425.  
FURNISHED  oportment  to  sublet  for 
summer,  2  lorgc  bedrooms,  suitable 4 
persons  olr  conditioning,  swimming pool.  Coll  925-4965  oHer  7  p.m. 
JUST  MARRIED  sfudents  anxious  to 
eontocl  onyonc  leaving  small  unfur- nished oportment  Spodino-Bloor  oreo before  end  of  June.  Limit  580.  3ot- 5432  before  5  p.m.  

1965  TRIUMPH  TR4  —  Moiricd mon's  second  cor.   10,000  miles,  blue 

URGENTLY  NEEDED:  o  copy  of  Student 
Directory  1965-1966.  Phone  Al  Coulson 277-1 144  anytime.   

LOST— Mondoy,  Feb.  2B  of  Bloor  and Avenue  Rd.  pair  of  sunglasses  (pre 
scriptlon  lens)  in  block  "superior  opti- cal" cose.  Finder  ploosecoll Jenny 
928-3647  days,  offer  six  OX  1-4344. 

FILM 
"The  Story  Of 

Christian  Science" Question  period  afterwords 
Monday  Mar.  7 

1  P.M. 

SID  SMITH  BUILDING 
Room  1069 
ALL  WELCOME 

READ AND  COMPREHEND 

UP  TO  10 
TIMES 

FASTER Some  scientific  course 
os  taught  by  McGill,  Yole  and Cornell  Universities 
MORNING,  AH-ERNOON  AND EVENING  CLASSES —  The  Finest  — 

FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 
Every  Mon.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 

or  orronged  privately  onytime CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  ! 
to  bo  sure  of  a  scot 

Career  Development  Institute ,31  Bloor  St.  W.  Toronto "The  Colonnode"  5tn  Hoot. 

25  in  Harvard  meds  cut  lectures;
 

plan  to  make  up  studies  on  t
heir  own 

The  blue  and  white 
 society 

of  the 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO
 

INVITES  APPLICATIONS  FOR  THE  FOLLOWING  POSITIONS: 

BLUE  AND  WHITE  BAND  DIRECTOR 

ASSISTANT  BAND  DIRECTOR 

BUSINESS  MANAGER  (male  or  female) 

HEAD  OF  MAJORETTES  AND  FLAGBEARERS  (f
emale) 

DRUM  MAJOR 

Please  apply  in  writing  by  March  1 1th  to 

Business  Secretary,  Students'  Administrative  Council 

THE  WEST  INDIAN  STUDENTS  ASSOCIATION 

PRESENTS 

"MAN  BETTER  MAN" A  PLAY  IN  THREE  ACTS 
BY 

ERROLL  HILL 

MARCH  9th,  10th#  11th 

(WED.  -  THURS.  -  FRI.) 

VICTORIA  AUDITORIUM 

8  P.M. 

ALL  SEATS  $2.00 

CAMBRIDGE,  Mass. 

(CUP  )— Twenty-five  Har- vard medical  students  say 
their  lectures  are  dull  and 

a  waste  of  time.  So  they're 
being  excused  from  class— and  told  to  study  on  their 
own. 

"The  lecture  system  just 

doesn't  work  out,"  said  An- 
drew Weil,  a  second-year 

student  at  the  Harvard  Med- ical school.  "The  psycholo- 
gical effect  of  sitting  in  a 

class  and  being  lectured  and 'lahbed'  at  is  to  make  you 

passive,  dull,  lose  motiva- tion and  curiosity,"  he  said. 

Weil,  a  leader  of  the  stu- dent group  that  successfully 
petitioned  to  be  excused from  classes  for  the  rest  of 

the  year,  said  "most  of  the time  the  lectures  are  giving 
information  that  can  be 
found  in  books,  and  found 

much  quicker." The  group  will  be  divided into  teams  of  five  to  devise 

their  own  learning  techni- 
ques with  the  help  of  volun- teer faculty  advisors.  They 

will  take  the  same  examina- tions as  their  81  classmates 
in  patho-physiology. 

A  Harvard  spokesman 
said  the  university  had  no 
intention  of  abandoning  the 
lecture  system  altogether. 

Results  announced 

in  GSU  elections 
last  Wednesday 

Results  of  elections  for 
the  Graduate  Students 
Union  executive  held  Wed- nesday are:  President:  Bob Dempster, 

Vice-president:  Bidhuti 

Mohanty, 

Secretary:  lean  Henshaw, 
Treasurer:    Jon  Thomp- 

Today,  11  a.m.  -  2  p.m.,  3:30-5  p.m. 
Blood  Donor  Clinic,  Galbraith  Building. 

Today,  1  p.m. 
NDP  Viet  Nam  committee  organizational  meeting  re 

demonstration  in  Ottawa,  March  26.  Rm.  14,  UC. 

Nominations  for  SCM  cabinet  next  year  being  received 
till  2  p.m.  SCM  office,  Hart  House. 

Talk  and  discussion— What  is  CUSO,  International  Stu- dent Centre,  45  Willcocks. 
Yavneh  Elections  for  executive.  Rm.  2110,  Sid  Smith. 
Talk  on  humanism  and  the  secular  society  with  Dr. 

WJ.  McCurdy.  Rm.  214,  UC. 

SDU  election  of  next  year's  executive  and  committees. Rm.  1087,  Sid  Smith. 
Today,  8  pjn. 

Calvinist  Student  Club  discussion  on  Barth's  book,  Con- versations with  the  Bible.  South  Sitting  Rm,  Hart  House. 
Important  meeting  for  all  members  of  the  Society  for 

the  Extension  of  Xenophobia.  Wallenstein  presiding.  Steam tunnels. 

Tuesday,  9-11  .m.,  12:30-4  pan. 
Blood  Donor  Clinic,  The  Buttery,  Trinity  College. 

Tuesday,  1  p.m. 

Final  day  of  Yavneh  elections,  Rm.  2110,  Sid  Smith. 
Tuesday,  5:15  p.m. 

Engineering  VCF  study  and  discussion  group.  Bicker- steth  Room,  Hart  House. 
Tuesday,  7:30  p.m. 

Panel  and  discussion  on  Service  in  St.  Jamestown.  Can- 
terbury house,  373  Huron. 

Tuesday,  8  p.m. 
Graduates'  bridge,  GSU. 
All  interested  in  Outing  Club  ski  weekend  at  Colling- 

wood,  phone  Fred  Beale,  485-7008.  Non-members  welcome. 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  RADIO 
CJRT  91.1  FM  5:30  —  4  p 

MONDAY  Sportlight  with  Betty  Trott ond  Ed  Fudurich  features  an  Inter- view, with  the  head  troiner  of  the Blues.  Billboard  Peter  Stomp  ond special  guest  Jon  Hendricks. TUESDAY  P  a  I  Hembruff  talks  with Jim  Carney,  director  of  This  Hour Has  Seven  Oays,  on  In  Depfti. 

CKFH  1430  11:10  —  11:29  p.m. 
MONDAY  Campus  Quortt  Peter  Stamp 

reports  the  news  of  the  campus. Listen  for  our  Bonus  contest,  with 
tree  meals  at  George's  Klbblfxerio 
as  prizes. 
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THREE  FROM  VIC  SEEK  PRESIDENCY 
By  LESLIE  GARY 

Three  SAC  members,  all  of  them  from 
Victoria  College,  have  so  far  declared  they 
are  candidates  for  the  SAC  presidency, 

Charles  Campbell  (III  Vic),  Tom  Faulkner 
(III  Vic),  and  George  Flak  (III  Vic),  all 
members  of  last  year's  council,  are  running for  the  office. 

Alan  Bowker  (SGS),  who  seemed  a  likely 
candidate,  said  he  "could  not  conceive  of 
going  into  a  Ph.D.  year  with  the  SAC  pre- 
sidency." 
He  added,  "Sometimes  you've  got  to  let  it go  to  younger  people  because  they  are  more 

in  the  mainstream  of  the  University  alth 
ough  they  may  not  have  the  same  experience 
as  an  older  member  of  council." The  president  and  the  other  members  of 
the  executive  will  be  elected  at  the  joint 
meeting  of  the  old  and  new  councils  on March  16. 
The  candidates  have  not  done  much  pol- 

iticking yet.  Campbell  told  The  Varsity  that 
he  will  not  run  his  campaign  the  way  some 
previous  members  have,  taking  people  out 
to  lunch  for  instance, 
A  letter  backing  Faulkner  has  been  sent 

to  council  members  by  Internal  Affairs  Com- 
missioner Tim  Smith  (IV  Vic). 

Poor  public  relations  mars  forum 
By  PAUL  CARSON 

The  long-awaited  Staff- 
Student  Symposium  on 
Orientation  sponsored  by 
the  Students  Administrative 
Council  was  held  on  Satur- 
da)'. The  main  features  of  the 
symposium  were  informal 
staff-student  discussions  in 
Hart  House  and  Trinity  Col- 

lege, plus  a  luncheon  at  New 
College. 
However,  the  success  of 

the  symposium  was  marred 
by  a  poor  public  relations 
program  on  the  part  of  the 
SAC  Orientation  Committee. 

Several  faculty  members 
who  had  intended  to  attend 
the  symposium  were  unable 
to  do  so  because  the  invita- 

tions were  not  received  until 
last  Wednesday  or  Thurs- 

day. Consequetly,  they  told 
The  Varsity  last  night,  ex- 

amination and  faculty  meet- 
ings took  priority. 

Another  faculty  complaint 
was  that  female  staff  mem- 

bers received  letters  ad- 
dressed "Dear  Sir." 

A  main  discussion  topic 
at  the  symposium  was  the 
report  prepared  several 
months  ago  by  the  Orienta- 

tion Program  Study  Com- 
mittee following  discussions 

with  both  faculty  and  stu- 
dent representatives. 

Discussing  the  suggested 
aims  of  a  proper  initiation 
program,  the  report  states 
"the  faculty  feels  the  initia- 

tion-orientation program 
should  be  more  academical- 

ly inclined  while  the  stu- 
dents tended  to  feel  the 

stress  should  be  placed  on 
the  social  aspects." 
Most  of  the  students  ques- 

tioned by  the  committee  be- 
lieved the  prime  purpose  of 

initiation  programs  should 
be  to  enable  the  students  to 
meet  one  another.  The  crea- 

tion of  a  strong  class  spirit 
was  a  strong  second  choice. 

The  report  mentions  that 
two-thirds  of  the  students 
questioned  were  in  favor  of 
some  of  minor  hazing  of freshmen. 
The  students  defended 

hazing  because  "it  makes  a freshman  feel  he  has  over- 
come some  obstacle  and 

now  'belongs*  to  the  com- 
munity; it  brings  a  shy  per- 

son out  of  a  shell;  it  binds 
freshmen  together;  it  crea- 

tes memories." 
However,  the  faculty 

members  were  unanimously 
opposed  to  any  form  of  haz- 

ing whatsoever.  They  des- cribed it  as  a  sadistic  relic 
of  the  past  which  has  no 
place  on  the  modern  cam- 
pus. 

Other  features  of  various 
college  and  faculty  initia- 

tions as  noted  in  the  report include: 
—  a  picnic,  work  party  or dance  often  held  at  the  Hart 
House  Farm  or  the  Toronto Islands; 

—  general  support  of  a 
system  whereby  non-resi- 

dent students  become  guests 
of  the  resident  students  for 
meals  and  an  overnight 
stay; 

—  staff-student  meetings 
such  as  luncheons  or  teas; 
—  guided  tours  of  the 

campus  concentrating  on 
Hart  House  and  the  Univer- 

sity Library; 
—  discussions  and  coun- 

selling on  the  various  fresh- 
man courses. 

Many    faculty  members, 

the  report  says,  felt  that mental  health  programs 
should  be  discussed,  but 
without  any  special  priority 
because  "it  might  give  stu- dents the  impression  that 
this  problem  is  more  pre- valent and  eminent  than  the 
actual  record  indicates." General  opinion  among 
the  faculty  members  con 
suited  by  the  Orientation 
Study  Committee  was  that 
the  primary  responsibility 
for  co-ordinating  an  initia- 

tion-orientation program 
should  remain  within  the  in- 

dividual faculty  or  college, 
"The  University,  by  its 

very  size  and  complexity,  is 
ill  equiped  to  achieve  much 
more  than  a  rather  formal 
and  impersonal  impact  on  a 
Freshman,"  one  staff  mem- ber said. 

—photo  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
60  engineers  showed  up  in  the  UC  Rotunda  on  Friday, 
but  Ivan  Reznikoff,  scheduled  to  speak  on  "Let's  send 
the  engineers  to  Errndale"  never  came.  Perhaps  he  was suppressed  by  the  Wallenstein  Agency??? 

Printers  make  their  first  profit 
The  Printing  Bureau  of 

the  Students  Administrative 
Council  has  made  a  profit 
for  the  first  time  since  it 
was  established  last  Septem- ber. 

Bruce  Lewis  (III  UC),  di- 
rector of  the  Printing  Bu- reau, announced  last  night 

that  the  shop  made  a  $250 
surplus  during  the  three months  from  December  1965 
to  February  1966. 
This  reversed  the  situa- 

tion between  September  and 
November  1 965  when  the 
Bureau  lost  5650. 

Total  volume  of  business 
for  the  second  quarter  drop- 

ped to  $5,529.82  from  $6,720 
for  the  first  three  months. 
Lewis  attributed  the  sec- 

ond quarter  surplus  to  great- er efficiency. 

The  Bureau  employs 
about  25  students  who  earn- 

ed $4,687  in  the  first  three 
months  of  the  Bureau's 
operation. 

BRUCE  LEWIS 

HART  HOUSE  % TODAY 

1.00  p.m.    Music  Room  -  SLIDES  and  TALK  ON  ANCIENT  INCA 
EMPIRE  (Mocchu  Picchu  and  Cuzco)  by  Peter  Mor- 

gan, S.G.S.  Members  only. 
4.30  p.m.    OPEN  MEETING     FOR     HART  HOUSE  FARM  — 

Music  Room.  All  University  Clubs  and  Organizations 
interested  In  booking  the  farm  for  1966-67  should 
have  a  representative  present.  Ladies  welcome. 

8.30  p.m.    JAZZ  CONCERT  —  Great  Hol| 
DON  FRIEDMAN  QUARTET  (featuring  Attila  Zoller) Tickets  available  from  Holl  Porter.  Ladies  may  be invited  by  members. 

CANADIAN  GRAPHICS  EXHIBITION 
In  the  Art  Gallery 

from  Tuesday,  March  8th  te  March  26th 
HOURS:  10  a.m.  -  10  p.m.  doily LADIES:  2  p.m.  -  5  p.m 
SUNDAY:  2  p.m.  -  5  p.m. 

HART  HOUSE 

IVOOIV  HOIK  PROGRAMME 
Presented  by  the  House  Committee 

1.00  p.m.      Monday,  March  7th      Music  Room 

SLIDES  AND  TALK 

on  the 

ANCIENT  INCA  EMPIRE 
(Macchu  Picchu  and  Cuzco) 

conducted  by  PETER  MORGAN,  S.G.S. 
MEMBERS  ONLY 

CANTERBURY 
THE  ANGLICAN  CHAPLAINCY  IN  THE  UNIVERSITY 

JANET  ADE,  S.G.S. 
LEE  HOWDEN,  III  General 

"Neighbourhood  Organization  in  a  Toronto  Slum" TUESDAY,  MARCH  8th,  CANTERBURY  HOUSE,  373  HURON  ST. 
SUPPER  6:15  P.M.  DISCUSSION,  7:30  P.M. 
FOR  FURTHER  INFORMATION,  PHONE  923-1513,  922-8384 

ST.  MIChM'S  COLLEGE  HONOUR  SOCIETY Presents 

JOHN  ROCK  M.D. 
"BIRTH  CONTROL 

AND  THE  NATURAL  LAW" WED.  MARCH  9  8:30  P.M. 
UPPER  BRENNAN  HALL 

COMING! 

Special  Exam  Relaxer  ! 
HOWARD  MATTHEWS 

IN  ASSOCIATION  WITH 
HENDRICKS  MUSIC  INC. 

JON  HENDRICKS 

IN  CONCERT 
FRI.  -  SAT. 

March  18  &  19     11:00  p.m. 
Sunday  March  20     1  p.m. 

Including  Excerpts  from  "Evolution  &  The  Blues" 
featuring 

SALOME  BEY  —  OLA  SKANK'S  DANCERS 
AND 

THE  LARRY  VUKOVICH  TRIO 

Georges  Kibitzeria HARBORD  and  HURON  STS. 922-1517 
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problems,.* r  i  „x  i  i  nf  T  President  Claude 

arships  be  increased. 

Mr  Ross  does  not  consider  loons  the  answ
er  to  Stu- 

Mr  Ross's  statements,  which  he  has  made  on  
previ- 

ous occasions  os  well,  are  to  be  commended. 

But  it  is  ironic  thot  these  statements  also  P^ente
d 

of  funds, 

satisfied. 

otters  to  the  editor 

the  varsity  is  irresponsible 

^Monday's  subway  incident  pulled  off  by 
the  engineers  was  only  surpassed  in  absur

 

dky  by  the  editorial  in  Wednesday's  Varsi
ty. 

U  is  indeed  surprising  that  while  y ou 
ament  the  fact  that  the  student  body  of  this 

university  has  so  little  say  in  its  administra- tedecisions,  you  should  take  such  an  h" 
resnonsible  attitude  towards  stupid  actions 
hke  th  s  which  can  only  serve  to  support 
the  idea  'that  we  students  are  immature  and 
need  to  be  treated  like  children 

Upon  hearing  of  this  "prank",  the  majority of  students  probably  felt  anger  an maybe 
even  shame  at  being  associated  with  the 
same  institution  as  these  idiots. 

Surely  you  don't  think  that  people  should 

go  out  making  a  public  nuisance  of  the
m- 

maybe  nobody  cares 

S  May  we  assist  you  to  the  obvious  conclu- 
sion regarding  the  total  lack  of  attendance at  last  week's  open  meeting  of  SACs  bur 

sary  committee? 
Since  no  students  attended,  one  must 

conclude  either  that  they  are  perfectly  sa- 
.  tisfied  with  this  university's  bursary  system, *  f|i       >•  I  nr  that  tnev  feel  SAC  has  no  business  m- 

. . . and  publications  stt  *«« »» ^ ™ ineffectual, •  "  r  I  misc,uided  or  both. 

H  the  former,  then  SAC  has  once  again 

gleefully  plunged  into  the  mud  of  a  nonex- i  tent  issue.  Why  then  does  The Varsity 
advocate  not  that  SAC  free  itself  from  the 
mire  of  its  own  making  but  rather  that  we 
students  splatter  our  way  in  beside  it. 

If  the  latter,  then  SAC  has  lost  the  con- 

Does  this  moke  Mr.  Ross  wrong? 
of  does  it  mean  that  students  will  continue  to  let 

university  officials  look  after  the  students  welfare? 

Among  the  more  intriguing  suggestions  contained  in 
the  President's  Report  was  one,  made  by  the  President 
himself  thot  a  university  magazine  of  creativity  ana 

opinion' be  developed  under  student-staff  auspices. 
The  idea  is  interesting,  because  it  could  result  in  o 

publication  of  great  importance  to  both  the  university 
and  the  community  at  large.  But  the  idea  is  also  a  danger- ous one  because  such  a  magazine  could  become  merely 
a  propaganda  organ  for  the  university,  with  opinions 
corefully  selected  to  portray  U  of  T  as  a  dynamic  and 
exciting"  institution. 

This  university  is  already  too  conscious  of  its  public 
Image,  and  most  of  its  members  are  too  ready  to  withdraw 
into  academic  seclusion  rather  than  rock  the  boat. 

The  magazine  Dr.  Bissell  envisions  could  become  an 
instrument  which  encourages  this  trend. 

Varsity TORONTO  1^ 

selves  and  inconveniencing  thousands  of 
others  so  that  everybody  can  have  a  good 
kmeh  at  it  afterwards?  Perhaps  you  feel 

hat  pranks  are  "okay"  when  done  by  stu- dents because  they  have  always  bean  done 
and  nobody  means  to  do  any  harm  by  them. 
The  fact  is  that  an  ATL  card  is  not  a  license 
to  commit  antisocial  acts. 

The  least  we  might  have  expected  of  The 
Varsity  is  a  condemnation  of  the  stunt  You 
chose  instead  to  take  childish  glee  in  the 
whole  affair  and  its  repercussions,  and  thus 
added  to  the  harm  done. 

And  in  answer  to  your  question  about  hay- 

iing  ever  heard  "such  nonsense  such  fool
- 

ishness such  complete  and  undiluted  bilge  , 

our  answer  is  yes,  but  we  did  not  expect
 

°o  find  it  in  a  front-page  Varsity  editorial. 

Frank  Pagan  (II  UC) 
Glenn  Berger  (II  New) 

fidence  of  the  student  body  where  matters 
of  such  gravity  are  concerned,  and  should

 
get  back  to  the  fields  of  endeavor  to  which 
its  obvious  talents  guide  it,  such  as  the  plan- 

ning of  tea  dances  or  perhaps  things  of  les- ser difficulty. 

If  students  were  genuinely  concerned 
about  the  bursary  system  and  felt  bAC  a 
useful  tool,  then  SAC  would  receive  the 
overt  support  it  would  need  to  effect  a 
change.  But  student  support  for  SACs  ac 
tions  rarely  materializes. 
Does  this  mean  necessarily  its  s  t  u  d  e  n  t 

constituents  are  apathetic?  Or  can  it  mean 
the  students  just  don't  give  a  damn  about SAC  and  its  bleating  pie-eyed  pompous machinations? 

D.  B.  Cousins  (I  Law' 
J.  D.  Gorrell  (I  Law) 

medsman  misrepresented  ? 

Sir: 
In  your  editorial  of  Feb.  25  you  stated 

that  "The  Medical  students  returned 
members  whose  bent  is  administrative 

rather  than  imaginative." 
As  one  of  those  who  was  elected  from  the 

Faculty  of  Medicine,  I  feel  that  you  have, 
by  implication,  misrepresented  my  position and  I  therefore  feel  obliged  to  reply. 

You  implied,  in  a  manner  which  seemed 
to  me  totally  unwarranted,  that  a  person 

who  is  primarily  interested  in  the  admin- istrative function  of  SAC  cannot  excercise 
imagination.  The  duty  of  a  SAC  rep,  as  I  see 
it,  is  to  administer  the  affairs  of  the  student 

body  and  to  organize  programs  for  its  be- 

nefit,  and  certainly  this  later  endeavour  will 
require  much  creative  effort. 

I  ran  for  office  on  the  promise  that  I 
would  attempt  to  bring  this  effort  to  the 

position  of  SAC  rep.  If  you  define  creativity 
as  political  and  social  activism  and  view 
such  organizations  as  SUPA  as  the  height  of 
creativity  then  we  truly  disagree.  In  short 

I  found  your  article,  true  to  Varsity  tradi- tion, just  as  it  was  billed  ...  nothing  new. 

I  might  say  that  there  is  one  basic  dif- ference between  our  positions  —  that  being 
that  I  was  elected  by  my  constituents  on 
the  basis  of  my  stand  while  you  and  your 
staff  have  shown  on  many  occasions  this 

year  that  you  are  responsible  for  your  edit- oria  position  to  no  one,  least  of  all  to  the 
majority  of  student  opinion. 

J.  R.  Carlisle  (HI  Meds) 

Editor 
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Students  Administrative  Council,  lor  Ihe  university  com- 
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Opinions  expressed  in  this  newspaper  are  the  respons- Ibillty  of  the  editor,  and  ore  not  necessarily  Ihose  ol  the 
students'  council  or  administration  of  Ihe  university. 

Is  was  an  excruciating  evening  al  the  old  place  as  everyone  was  pulling  I finishing  touches  to  things,  only  no  one  ever  started  anything,  like  Lyn  who  I wos  rctinishing  her  brother's  essay,  and  Fisher  who  was  rctinishing  some  left  I wing  plx  and  Andy  who  was  rellnishing  Ihe  Caput,  and  DMQ  who  was  rcilnish-  1 ing  himself,  and  Volky  who  wos  rctinishing  the  SUPA-itcs  by  phone,  ond  Lorry who  rcllnlshcd  one  slory  for  two  hours,  and  Diane  Hoynes  who  was  rellnishing her  Vorsity  career,  ond  Dorothy  Yarmouth  who  was  reflnishing  Lorry  Solwoy, 
ond  Swolgcn  who  come  to  rcflnish  today's  paper,  and  Donne -Ji._t-i.-j  i  .I—  .non  aver,  ond  God  who  wanted  to  rellnlsh  --    — 

all  rellnishcd  by  their  travelling  editor's  return,  ond  Henry, rev  and  Ken  who  wanted  fa  tetinlsh  the  government  but  were  thcmsclvci 
Usher"  r— »— i 

sporfiles  who  were Harvey  and  Ken tned  instead. 

two  y's  and  an  r 

It  was  with  great  disappointment  that  I 
read  your  edition  of  March  2  and  found  the 
misspelling  of  a  simple  place  name,  so  fam- iliar to  us  all.  At  the  extreme  bottom-left  or 
the  editorial  page,  you  noted  the  passing  of 
St  David  Day  by  mentioning  that  quaint 
Anglesey  village,  Llanfairpwllgwynggyllgo- 
gerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch,  but, 
leaving  out  two  y's  and  an  r,  you  spelled  it: 
Llanfairpwllgwngyllgogerychwndrobwllllan- tysiliogogogoch! 

Ah  well!  I  suppose  that  the  Welsh  have  a 
rough  time  spelling  "Toronto"  on  St.  Ralph 

Andy  Wyner  (III  APSC) 

who  is  p.k.  really? 

pQge  4  —  THE  VARSITY,  Monday,  March  7,  1966 
This  is  an  engineer.  He  has  his  back  turn- 

ed. Quick — stick  a  knife  in  his  bock.  It's all  right,  he's  only  on  engineer. 

In  reference  to  P.  K.  's  letter  (the  Varsity, 
Mar  4):  it  is  unfortunate  that  there  are  a 
few  students  on  this  campus  who  have  to 
resort  to  such  immature  language  to  express themselves. 

P.  K.  insults  engineers,  but  is  afraid  to reveal  his  own  identity. 
We  do  not  mind  criticism,  but  not  from 

someone  who  signs  only  his  initials. 
You're  a  coward,  P.  Kl  What's  your  real name?  '  . 

Ed  Haan  (II  APSC) 
Bob  Lane  (II  APSC) 



SAC  reps  should  cooperate 
The  author  of  this  com 

merit  article  is  a  third-year 
engineering  student.  Opin- 

ions expressed  are  not  neces- 
sarily those  of  The  Varsity. 

This  is  written  to  present 
the  ideas  and  impressions 
of  one  student,  (incidentally 
an  Engineer),  concerning SAC  and  its  functions. 

I  am  the  treasurer  of  the 
Engineering  Society  this 
year,  and  a  SAC  rep  elect 
for  the  coming  year.  Look- 

ing forward,  I  am  worried 
by  what  awaits  me  as  a  SAC 

comment 

rep.  Having  sat  on  a  coun- 
cil, I  know  only  too  well 

that  important  and  basic  is- 
sues can  and  do  degenerate 

to  personal  conflicts. 
At  this  point,  reason  is 

usually  abandoned,  and  the 
decision  that  evolves  can 
not,  and  usually  does  not, 
command  any  respect. 
Like  a  great  many  other 

SAC  reps  for  the  coming 
year,  I  have  a  set  of  ideas 
and  ideals  for  my  new  po- 

sition. Hopefully,  these  are 
not  prejudices  and  will  not 
have  the  adverse  effects  of 
prejudice.  I  would  like  to 
think,  that  from  the  first 
time  we  meet  together  to 
the  last,  we  will  all  give  to 
each,  of  our  group  the  fair 
and  judicious  hearing  which he  deserves. 
SAC  is  made  up  of  a  very 

diverse  group  of  people. 
Within  this  group,  beliefs 
and  ideas  are  bound  to  vary 
greatly.  This  is  neither  right 
nor  wrong,  but  rather  to  be 

Sit-in  (continued) 
away  but  as  they  cleared  the 
east  side,  those  on  the  west 
scrambled  back  to  the  road 
and  sat  down  again. 
Several  more  clearings, 

one  with  a  car,  proved  equal- 
ly fruitless  and  eventually 

Inspector  Currie  gave  the 
order  to  "arrest  them." 
About  15  persons  were 

taken  away  on  the  first  load, 
but:  when  those  on  the  steps 
saw  what  was  happening 
they  joined  the  sit-in  on  the road. 
Three  more  loads  were 

necessary  to  carry  them  all away. 
The  sitters  went  limp 

when  police  tried  to  lift 
them,  creating  a  clumsv, 
dead  weight.  They  were 
trained  not  to  resist  in  any less  passive  form  because 
that  could  be  termed  resist- 

ing arrest. 
SUPA  had  a  lawyer  stand- 

ing by  to  handle  the  court 
case  and  arrange  bail  if  ne- 

cessary. Some  of  those 
charged  said  later  they  de- 

cided among  themselves 
while  wailing  in  jail  that 
they  would  be  morally  op- posed to  paying  bail. 
But  being  released  on 

their  signature  removed  that dilemma. 
Police  were  gentle  and  no 

complaints  of  excessive 
handling  were  heard.  One 
girl  hit  her  head  when  po- 

lice moved  her  during  one 
of  ithe  clearings,  but  she  lepl 

expected.  Our  duty  next  year 
is  to  make  sure  that  we  keep 
ourselves  above  the  tenden- 

cy to  subordinate  reason  to 
our  prejudices. 
When  an  individual  mem- 

ber stands  up  to  say  what 
he  thinks,  let  us  hope  that 
he  has  first  thought  long 
and  hard  on  the  issue.  This 
is  our  duty  as  representati- 

ves of  our  fellow  students. 
If  we,  the  better  educated 
people  of  our  country,  can- 

not or  will  not  live  by  rea- 
son, now  can  we  expect others  to  do  so? 

We,  all  of  us,  are  greatly 
perplexed  by  the  problems 
that  confront  our  world.  Let 
us  then  do  something  posi- 

tive about  these  problems, 
and  show  the  example  of 

By  JOSEPH  MERBER 

solving  our  own  problems 
rationally,  as  must  be  done. 

I  think  that  as  far  back  as 
anyone  can  remember,  there 
has  been  a  constant  conflict 
between  Engineers  and  the 
rest  of  the  campus.  On  one 
hand  this  is  fine;  good-na- 

tured rivalry  is  necessary  to maintain  spirit  in  a  body. But  on  the  other  hand,  the 
perpetrators  of  this  rivalry can  lose  control. 

The  situation  has  reached 
the  stage  where  neither  side 
is  willing  to  respect  the 
other.  The  Engineers  are 
thought  of  by  tie  rest  of  the 
campus  as  mindless  boors. 
We  perhaps  deserve  this 
label,  for  we  have  forgotten 
that  it  is  our  duty  to  com1- municate  and  co-exist  with 
the  rest  of  the  campus.  No 

unit  in  any  whole  has  the 
right  to  control  that  whole; 
in  Canada,  this  tendency  i: 
all  too  present  in  the  atti 
tude  of  one  of  our  provinces. 
There,  as  on  our  campus,  it is  unforgivable. 

It  is,  in  my  opinion,  the 
duty  of  the  Engineering  SAC 
reps  to  present  themselves 
to  SAC  as  a  group  of  intel- 

ligent and  open  individuals. 
Their  purpose  is  to  repre- 

sent a  certain  outlook  to  the 
rest  of  the  campus  and  to 
integrate  their  view  with 
other  views— not  to  block 
and  contradict  these  other views. 
SAC  is  the  only  body  on 

campus  that  can  fairly  re- 
present the  feelings  of  the whole  student  body. 

The  decisions  of  SAC  will 
only  be  respected  if  every- 

one on  campus  knows,  and 
knows  well,  that  all  the 
ideas  were  heard  and  res- 

pected—not that  they  were 
booed  and  laughed  at  and 
ignored.  Let  us  not  ever 
make  the  mistake  of  judging 

comment 

back  onto  the  road  with 
tears  streaming  down  her 
face. 
About  25  persons  were 

left  back  at  the  church  dur- 
ing the  arrest.  They  discus- 
sed possible  support  action 

an  idea  by  the  person  pre- 
senting it,  instead  of  by  the content  of  that  idea. 

I,  for  one,  will  try  to  re- 
concile the  differences  be- 

tween SAC  and  the  Engi- 
neering Society.  I  hope  very 

sincerely  that  whatever  is 
said  by  me  and  my  fellow 
representatives  will  be  jud- 

ged not  by  past  prejudices, 
but  by  reason.  I  am  hopeful that  this  will  happen;  if  it 
does,  wc  can,  and  will,  have 
a  very  rewarding  year 

and  contemplated  picketing 
Prime  Minister  Pearson's 
house,  staging  a  vigil  on  the 
Hill,  a  march  or  other  forms 
of  protest  to  keep  the  dis- 

sent alive  throughout  ths 
weekend. 

— photo  by  DAVID  SPRINGBETT 

A  tiny  contingent  of  SUPA  demonstrators  makes  its  way 
up  Parliament  Hill  to  protest  Canada's  Viet  Nam  policy. 

CAMPUS  WIDE  DANCE 
Sponsored  by  NEW  &  INNIS 

FINAL 

FLING 

NEW  COLLEGE  DINING  HALL 
8:00  P.M.  FRIDAY  MARCH  11 

with  JANET  &  THE  MEN  OF  SOUL 

CHOEUR  de  L'UNIVERSITE 
de  LAVAL UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  CHORUS 

FINAL  CONCERT  OF 

CHORAL  MUSIC 
SUNDAY  MARCH  13    8:30  P.M. 

GREAT  HALL  HART  HOUSE ADMISSION  FREE 
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3 HANDY 
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•  726  YONGE  ST. '  BELOW  BLOOR 
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•  370  BLOOR  ST.W. 
ATWALMER  RD. 
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BACKGROUND:  THE  VICTORI
A  FEES  STRIKE 

By  MIKE  HORN 
University  tuition  fees 

have  become  a  public  issue. 
It  is  doubtful,  however, 
whether  many  people  asso- ciate the  move  to  reduce  or 
abolish  fees  with  the  desire 
among  some  students  to  par- 

ticipate in  policy-making  for the  university.  Both,  of  these 
issues  underlay  the  recent 
so-called  fees  strike  at  the 
University  of  Victoria. 

Dominant,  of  course,  was 
the  attempt  to  force  a 
"freezing"  or  even  a  reduc- tion of  tuition  fees.  The 
method  adopted  was,  for 
Canada   at   least,  unusual. 

That  the  attempt  took  place 
was  not  so  surprising. 

Between  1958  and  today 
university  fees  in  British  Co- lumbia have  doubled.  In 
1963  Vancouver  and  Victo- 

ria students  organized  the 
mammoth  "Back  Mac"  cam- 

paign in  protest  against  the 
government's  parsimony  to- wards its  universities;  the 
effectiveness  of  that  cam- 

paign may  perhaps  be  mea- sured by  two  subsequent 
increases  in  fees.  In  1964 
they  were  raised  $50.  I  n 
June  1965  fees  were  hiked 
another  $56  to  their  present 
level  of  $428  for  undergrad- 

uates in  arts,  sciences  and 
education. 

The  latter  increase  espe- 
cially chagrined  Victoria 

students,  for  in  February 
1965  the  Students  Council 
had  submitted  a  brief  to  the 
Board  of  Governors  asking 
for  a  retention  of  existing 
tuition  levels  at  least  until 
the  Bladen  Commission  Re- 

port and  the  CUS  Student 
Means  Survey  had  appeared. 

No  doubt,  however,  the  Ad- ministration felt  that  it  had 
avoided  most  of  the  student 
protest  which  would  have 
accompanied  an  increase  an- 

nounced during  the  session. 

The  autumn  must  have  been 
disillusioning. 

When  the  fall  term  start- 
ed, nationwide  discussion  of 

Ihe  fee  question  made  it  im- 
possible to  forget  the  local 

grievance.  On  National  Stu- 
dent Day,  October  27th,  the 

student  body  heard  the 
views  of  the  Victoria  candi- 

dates in  the  federal  election 
on  the  subject  of  universal 
accessibility.  This  led  to  an 
open  student  meeting  to  dis- 

cuss how  the  problems  of 
university  financing  might 
be  kept  before  the  public, 
thus  possibly  securing  great- 

er operating  grants  and  pre- venting a  third  successive 
annual  increase  in  fees. 

Then  was  born  the  idea  of 
withholding  temporarily  $56 
from  the  second  term  fees. 
This  was  intended  as  a 
means  of  dramatizing  the 
student  request  that  fees  be, 
if  possible,  decreased,  and 
in  any  case  be  not  further 
increased;    but   the  action 

was  also  intended  to  put 
teeth  into  the  request. 

The  idea  was  put  to  the 
student  body  in  a  referen- dum, in  which  56  per  cent 
voted.  Of  these,  85.2  per  cent 
declared  themselves  in  favor 
of  the  proposed  "fees strike".  The  Students  Coun- 

cil then  asked  students  to 
sign  a  pledge  card  outlining 
the  conditions  under  which 
the  signer  undertook  to 
withhold  the  $56.  Just  over 
half  the  student  body  of 
3,000  signed  such  a  card. 

This  fascinating  docu- ment deserves  to  be  quoted 
in  full: 

.."Noting  that  (  sic  )  Stu- 
dents Council's  following  re- 

quests: 
a)  that  a  student  represen- tative be  included  on  the 

Board  of  Governors' 
(sic)  delegation  for  sub- mission of  estimates  to 
the  Provincial  Govern- ment, 

b>  that  the  Board  of  Gov- 
ernors' submission  of  es- 
timates on  tuition  reve- nue be  calculated  on  the 

basis  of  the  1964-65  fee level. 

c)  that  a  public  statement 
be  made  by  the  Board, 
indicating  that  they  are 
submitting  their  esti- mates on  the  basis  of  the 
1964-65  fee  level, 

d)  and  that  the  announce- 
ment of  next  year's  fee level  be  made  on  or  be- 

fore March  11,  1966. 

And  further  noting  that  at 
the  first  meeting  of  the  Stu- 

dents' Council  following  the 
announcement  of  the  1966-67 
fee  level,  the  Students'  Coun- cil shall  decide  whether  or 
not:  1 )  Us  negotiation  sur- rounding the  above  points 
has  been  successful,  and  2) 
the  1966-67  fee  level  is  ac- 

ceptable, and  3)  that  (sic) 
the  Students'  Council  shall advise  students  at  that  time 
whether  or  not  they  should 
pay  the  remaining  fifty-six dollar, 

appears  that  the  university authorities  took  a  different 
view  of  things. 

Student  leaders  saw  the 
$56  as  a  symbol;  they  also 
saw  it  as  a  trump  card.  The 
Administration  over-trump- 

ed it,  however,  for  all  stu- dents eventually  paid  their 
full  second  term  fees  with- out knowing  with,  certainty 
what  the  1966-67  fees  were 
going  to  be.  The  course  of 
events  which  led  to  the  pay- ment of  all  fees  by  January 
26th  is  extraordinarily  con- voluted and  cannot  detain 
us  here  (regular  reports  ap- 

peared in  The  Varsity  dur- ing January). 
The  university  authorities 

exercised  pressure  of  their 
own,  and,  taking  advantage of  confusion  and  of  already 
wide  and  widening  differen- ces of  opinion  among  the 
students,  won  the  fee  battle. 
The  eventual  threat  to  expel 
those  who  had  not  paid  in 

the  matter  of  university  fi- 
nancing. The  Students  Coun- cil did  obtain  a  promise  that 

it  would  be  "consulted"  con- cerning fees  in  the  future, 
but  in  the  meantime  the 
Board  of  Governors  did  not 

even  guarantee  that  1966-67 fees  would  not  be  higher, 
though  they  did  indicate that  a  raise  was  unlikely. 
The  Board,  however,  did  not 
make  any  commitment  per- mitting students  to  help 
shape  policy. 

What  was  accomplished? 
The  people  of  B.C.  were made  more  aware  of  the 
problem  of  rising  fees,  and their  reaction  was  generally 
favorable  to  the  student 
wish  not  to  see  them  rise 
further.  If  fees  remain  at 
the  1965-66  level  in  the  next 
few  years  the  student  action 
may  have  helped  to  keep 
them  there.  As  another  re- 

sult, much  closer  liaison  be- tween the  student  body  and 

. . .  if  students  wish  to  alter ...  the  way  in  which 

the  Canadian  university  is  governed,  they  will 

have  to  show  much  greater  solidarity  than  they 
did  in  Victoria. 

!,*•***,  HEREBY 
PLEDGE  TO  WITHHOLD 
FIFTY-SIX  DOLLARS  ($56) 
FROM  MY  SECOND  TERM 
FEE  PAYMENT  IN  JANU- 

ARY 1966...." 

Its  syntax  is  turgid,  but 
the  card's  meaning  is  clear. A  deliberate  attempt  was 
being  made  to  force  the  uni- 

versity and,  through  it,  the 
government,  to  seek  the  ap- 

proval of  the  Students' Council  on  budgetary  mat- 
ters. Paul  Williamson,  Alma 

Mater  Society  President, 
stated  that  the  proposed  ac- 

tion was  not  aimed  against 
the  university  or  its  Board 
of  Governors,  and  was  in- 

tended to  improve  their 
bargaining  position  in  deal- 

ing with  the  government.  It 
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full  by  January  26th  proved 
enough  to  force  the  Stu- dents Council  to  advise  all 
students  to  meet  that  dead- 
line. 

Interesting  is  that  this 
was  one  day  short  of  the 
Council's  compromise  date 
of  January  27th,  chosen  be- 

cause the  Legislature  open- 
ed that  day,  and  in  the  hope 

that  the  public's  attention would  be  riveted  on  the  gov- 
ernment's ultimate  respon- 

sibility for  any  raise  in  fees. 
By  rejecting  this  compro- mise date  the  Board  of  Gov- ernors no  doubt  wished  to 
show  who  was  boss  on  the 
campus. 

This  they  did  show,  and 
this  was,  at  bottom,  what 
the  struggle  was  about.  Stu- 

dents might  say — some,  in- 
cluding the  editor  of  the  stu- 

dent newspaper,  said  the  op- 
posite— that  the  fees  strike 

was  not  aimed  against  the 
Administration;  but  the 
question  of  fee  levels  could 
not  be  separated  from  the 
question  whether  students 
should  be  allowed  to  as- 

sume the  role  of  arbiter  in 

the  Board  of  Governors  may well  develop. 

The  Students  Council, 
however,  lost  its  battle  to 
establish  itself  as  a  body 
which  must  be  consulted 
concerning  the  proposed  fee 
structure  each  year,  and 
whose  approval  would  be 
necessary  before  it  could 
take  efect.  More  immediate- 

ly, Council  was  unable  to make  good  its  attempt  to 
determine  under  what  con- ditions the  $56  should  be 

paid. 

Lack  of  unity  among  the 
students  and  the  determined 
common  sense  shown  by  the 
university  authorities  were 
probably  the  chief  factors 
in  the  failure  of  the  Stu- 

dents' Council  to  gain  its 
more  controversial  goals. 
The  Administration's  natu- 

rally strong  position  was  re- inforced because  almost  half 
of  the  student  body  either 
opposed  the  Council's  posi- tion or  were  indifferent. 

Among  the  activists,  more- 
over, there  was  no  unanimi- 

ty. By  early  January  Council 
had  to  balance  heated  de- 

mands that  fees  be  paid 
only  under  the  conditions outlined  by  the  pledge  card, 
with  the  possibility  that 
many  students  might  face 
expulsion.  Soon  the  Council 
also  had  to  worry  about 
some  $7,000  in  late  fines  (at 
$10  per  head)  levied  against those  students  who  withheld 
$56.  Another  quarter  had 
signed  pledge  cards  but  paid before  January  17th,  either 
because  they  became  fright- 

ened and  confused,  or  be- cause they  were,  for  a  time, 
told  that  they  could  not  ob- tain Government  of  Canada 
Loan  installments  unless 
they  paid  their  fees  in  full. 

The  remaining  half  had  ei- ther already  paid  in  full  in 
September  or  had  refused 
to  join  the  fees  strike.  Had students  been  united  and 
clear  about  their  purpose 
the  fees  strike  might  have succeeded.  Disunited  they 
could  not  get  far. 

The  University  of  Victoria Students  Council  failed  in  a 
bold  attempt  to  force  its 
point  of  view  upon  an  older generation.  To  bring  up 

sympathy  for  the  students' position  is  not  difficult.  For 
many  students,  or  for  their families,  fees  are  a  hardship 
which  becomes  greater  as 
they  continue  to  rise.  Fur- 

thermore, it  is  not  unna- tural for  a  student  leader 
to  wish  to  have  his  voice 
heard  at  the  policy-making 
level  of  the  university;  in- 

deed, to  help  shape  that  po- 
licy, at  least  so  far  as  fees are  concerned.  And  this 

wish  has  some  logic  behind it:  the  idea  that  there  should 
be  no  taxation  without  some 
representation  is  rooted 
deeply  in  North  American 
experience. 

Boards  of  Governors  and 
university  administrators, 
not  to  mention  politicians, 
have  not,  however,  shown 
the  slightest  enthusiasm  for 
the  notion  that  those  who 
partly  pay  the  piper  ought 
to  be  allowed  to  call  even 
one  note  of  the  tune. 

To  discuss  the  pros  and 
cons  of  the  prevailing  point 
of  view  is  not  my  task  here. 
But  the  main  point  about 
any  status  quo  is  that  it 
exists.  If  students  wish  to 
alter  to  any  great  degree  the 
way  in  whichi  the  Canadian university  is  governed,  they 
will  have  to  show  much 
greater  solidarity  than  they 
did  in  Victoria.  I  doubt 
whether  students  anywhere 
in  Canada  will  ever  possess 
the  necessary  degree  of  uni- 

ty and  discipline. 
And  even  if  the  results 

were  certain — which  they 
are  not — it  may  be  question- 

ed whether  the  goal,  neces- 
sarily circumscribed  be- cause students  supply  only 

a  small  portion  of  the  uni- versities' total  finances,  is 
worthy  of  the  effort. 



Group  seeks  fuller  involvement 

of  scholar  within  community 
By  KENNETH  MARK 
The  Canadian  government 

now  has  the  chance  to  solve 
its  problem  on  the  advice  of 
intellectuals  at  this  univer- 

sity, some  of  them  top  men 
in  their  fields.  Almost  50 
professors  from  the  Univer- 

sity of  Toronto  and  York  of- 
ficially formed  the  Univer- 

sity League  for  Social  Re- 
form in  1962. 

Ostensibly  the  ULSR 
(pronounced  ulcer  by  the  in- 

sider) wants  to  promote 
open  and  frank  discussion 
on  problems  now  plaguing Canada. 

Ramsay  Cook,  associate 
professor  of  history,  is  this 
year's  president. The  league  meets  informally 
once  a  month  to  read  and 
discuss  papers  on  Canadian 
affairs.  The  papers  are  scru- 

tinized for  inclusion  in  book 
form. 

The  name  is  highly  remi- 
niscent of  the  League  for 

Social  Reconstruction,  the 
brains  trust  for  the  old  CCF 
party  in  the  1930s.  The 
ULSR  was  formed  in  1962 
after  an  address  by  Prof.  F. 
R.  Scott,  then  dean  of  the 
McGill  Law  School  and  a 
prominent  member  of  the 
old  league. 

The  new  League,  however, 
holds  no  doctrinaire  bias  to- 

wards a  specific  party.  But 
both  are  left-of-centre 
groups,  believing  in  the  de- 

mocratic process  as  the 
means  of  effecting  their  re- 

forms. In  contrast,  the  new 
League  is  scholastic  while 
the  old  league  was  political 
in  orientation. 

The  purpose  of  ULSR  is 
twofold.  First,  it  hopes  to 
provoke  serious  analysis  of 
current  Canadian  dilemmas 
through  its  publications; 
secondly,  on  a  more  person- 

al basis,  it  hopes  to  cause 
more  cross-pollination  of 
ideas  among  faculty  mem- bers. 

Although  the  majority  of 
members  are  political  econ- 

omists or  historians,  other 
social  and  natural  scientists 
have  an  important  part  in 
all  discussion.  The  League 
see  their  writings  as  a  ve- 

hicle for  involving  the  scho- 
lar in  the  community  in  the 

most  effective  way  by  expo- 
sing him  and  his  work  to  so- 

ciety. Most  actively  particip- ated in  the  International 
Teach-in  and  Viet  Nam  de- 
monstrations. 

During  the  League's  sec- ond year  members  prepared 
articles  and  papers  with  the 
specific  purpose  of  produ- cing a  book.  It  is  called  The 
Prospect  of  Change:  Propo- 

sals for  Canada's  Future. 
(McGraw-Hill).  The  intro- 

duction was  written  by  the 
editor,  Abraham  Rot  stein 
(political  economy).  It  sta- 

ted: "This  book  is  a  plea  for 
a  more  vigorous  and  well- 
informed  public  debate  on 
the  issues  which  now  con- 

front the  country  and  it  of- 

fers the  views  and  proposals 
of  a  group  of  younger  pro- 

fessors at  U  of  T  on  our  cur- 
rent problems." 

The  book  is  a  collection 
of  16  essays.  Included  are 
historical  articles  by  John 
McLeod  on  political  parties, 
J.  Stephen  Dupre  on  Domi- 

nion-Provincial financial  re- 
lations and  Ramsay  Cook  on 

Quebec's  ideology  of  survi- val. 

Ian  Burton  treated  econo- 
mics in  his  essay  on  public 

policy  and  regional  develop- 
ment in  the  Maritimes,  Abra- 
ham Rotstein  on  trade  with 

the  Soviet  bloc,  John  Crispo 
on  labor  and  national  plan- ning. 

Less  technical  contribu- 
tions came  from  Joseph  Lay- 

cock  who  outlined  new  pro- 
posals  for   social  welfare. 

The 

Prospect 

of 

Change 

Ian  Drummond  commented 
on  the  economic  aspects  of 
education — an  article  which 
influenced  the  recent  Bla- 

den report  on  university  fi- nancing. 

The  intended  audience  is 
the  responsible  and  intelli- 

gent lay-man  who  wants 
something  beyond  Maclean's yet  could  not  understand  an 
academic  quarterly  such  as 
the  Canadian  Journal  of 
Economics  and  Political 
Science.  Hopefully  this 
group  includes  politicians, 
civil  servants,  journalists, 
broadcasters  and  those  by 
training  or  inclination  wish- 

ing a  more  detailed  and  ana- 
lytical perspective  of  Cana- da. 

The  book  may  induce  poli- ticians and  civil  servants  to 
seek  new  means  of  achieving 
Canada's  social  goals.  It  may 
also  goad  Canadians  in  gen- eral to  demand  more  from 
these  public  servants  in 
achieving  their  ends.  By 
promoting    public  debate, 

thought  and  analysis  the 
age-old  Canadian  game  of 
"papering  over  the  cracks" may  be  ended. 
The  immediate  response 

to  the  League's  book  was quite  remarkable.  Reviews 
ranged  from  the  expected — 
the  Varsity — to  the  unheard 
of — Pravda.  The  comments 
varied,  but  generally  were 
favorable  since  few  could 
fault  their  goal  of  encourag- 

ing a  more  vigorous  and 
well-informed  public  de 
bate. 

Professor  Frank  Under 
hill,  himself  a  former  mem- 

ber of  the  old  LSR  and  a 
contributor  to  their  book 
Social  Planning  for  Canada 
(1935),  in  the  Globe  and 
Mail  Book  Review  Section 
last  March  urged  all  Cana- dians bored  with  convential 
party  politics  to  read  the book.  But  he  stated  that  all 
their  proposals  except  one 
(Dewart  on  education)  did 
not  add  up  to  change.  In  an 
era  of  catch-phrases  and  slo- gans he  coined  two  which 
may  dog  the  ULSR  for  its 
entire  existence.  In  compa- 

rison with  the  LSR  he  said 
that  the  members  of  the 
new  League  did  not  have 
"enough  lire  in  the  belly' and  accused  them  of  havin; 
"cool  grey  minds." 
In  Maclean's  (April  3. 

1965),  Ian  Sclanders  wrote 
that  these  were  intellectuals 
searching  for  a  path  through 
the  forest. 
The  Varsity  (March  5. 

1965)  concurred  generally 
with  Underbill's  charge  of lack  of  emotion  and  excite 
ment  and  the  lack  of  true 
proposals  except  for  the  De- 

wart piece. 

J.R.  Mallory  in  the  Inter- 
national Journal  (Fall,  1965) 

stated,  "Their  most  refresh 
ing  quality  is  a  cold  blast  of 
common  sense  and  author! 
ty  to  question,  on  which  con ventional  political  discus 
sion  is  muddled  and  emo 

tional." 
The  Pravda  article  was 

published  April  14,  1965  and 
subsequently  translated  and 
reprinted  in  the  Globe  and 
Mail  (May  3,  1965).  It  was 
the  first  dispatch  of  Prav- 
da's  Ottawa  correspondent. 
It  mentioned  the  book  by 
title  and  quoted  passages 
which  would  seem  to  under- 

line official  Soviet  thinking 
toward  Canada — Canada  to 
give  up  all  nuclear  arms  on 
her  soil;  Canada  to  help 
Russians  find  markets  here, 
and  the  role  of  Canada  in 
foreign  affairs  between 
western  and  non-aligned 
countries. 

The  League  will  publish 
books  annually  on  more 
specific  themes.  Peter  Rus- 

sell is  editing  a  book  on 
aspects  of  Canadian  nation- 

alism to  be  published  later 
this  year.  Trevor  Lloyd  and 
John  McLeod  will  edit  a  vol- 

ume on  the  rise  of  big  gov- 
ernment and  the  positive 

state.  A  book  on  Canadian 

foreign  policy  is  being  plan- ned. 

Some  of  the  pitfalls  of  the 
f  i  rs  t  vo  1  u  m  e — h  a  r  d  cover 
and  high  cost — will  be avoided  in  the  hope  of 
reaching  a  wider  audience. 

Results  from  the  first 
book  have  been  few.  Trevor 
Lloyd,  author  of  the  article 
on  parliamentary  reform, 
made  a  submission  to  the 
Parliamentary  Rules  Com- 

mittee. A  proposal  for  the Canada  Council  by  Hugo 
Mcpherson  was  reprinted 
by  the  Montreal  Star  and 
has  been  discussed  by  the 
Canada  Council.  The  Globe 
and  Mail  reprinted  the  stu- 

dy on  American  investment in  Canada  by  A.E.  Safarian, 
who  was  visiting  professor 
of  economics  from  Saskat- chewan. 

Ultimately,  the  effect  of 
such  a  group  is  hard  to 

gauge. 
To  communicate  its  ideas 

and  prod  Canadians  to  think about  the  actual  causes  of 
our  problems  is  a  difficult 

goal. 

The  League  does  not  have 
answer  to  all  or  possibly 
any  of  our  problems.  But  it 
does  provide  a  forum  for 
testing  them  in  an  arena 
more  frank  and  less  limited 
than  the  political  ring. 

HIGH  FASHION  HAIR  STYLIST 
Campus  Special 

20%  discount for  all  students  with  proof 
of  A.T.L.  card MONDAY  TO 

THURSDAY  ONLY 
OPEN  THURSDAY  AND FRIDAY  NIGHTS 

475  BLOOR  ST.  W.  (at  Spading)  for  oppointment  PHONE  922-2823 

UNIVERSAL  SCHOOL 

OF 
LANGUAGES 

PRIVATE  TUTORING  BY  QUALIFIED  TEACHERS 
IN  ALL  LIVING  LANGUAGES 

SPECIAL  RATES  FOR  STUDENTS 
922-4179 

THE  COLONNADE      SUITE  418 

things  gO 

better,! 

,with 

Coke 

Once  more  unto  the  fridge,  dear  friends.  Take  time 
out  for  the  unmistakable  taste  of  ice-cold  Coca-Cola. 
Lifts  your  spirits,  boosts  your  energy. . . 
B.lh  Cot»  Culi  md  Cok. ilil*  onljr  Ihi  pi.dvcl  al  Coci-Cdla  Lid. 
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WOLF  WHISTLES 

FANTASTIC  ESTEEM 

AND  TOO  MANY  DATES 

are  all  ASSURED  any  girl  found  in 

the  Blue  and  White  Band's 

FLAG  PARTY 

o>  MAJORETTE  LINE 

Qualifications  —  You  must  be  female,  interested  and 
capable  of  fending  off  a  hoard  of  male  admirers. 

Application  forms  for  these  positions  are  presently  at 
the  SAC  Office,  or  phone  Roy  Patterson,  927-2804 

prefer  grants: 

British  students  fight  loans  plan 

LONDON,  England  (CUP) 
— British  students  are  fight- 

ing the  introduction  of  a 
loans  system  similar  to  the Canada  Sludenl  Loans  plan, 
which  would  replace  the 
present  British  system  of 

grants. 
In  the  current  year,  98  per 

cent  of  British  students  re- ceived a  living  allowance  of 
about  $300.  It  is  estimated 
that  this  grant  would  have 

The  University  of  Toronto's  new  film 

LIGHT  FOR  THE  MIND 

WILL  BE  SHOWN 

FOR  STUDENTS  AND  STAFF 

MONDAY,  MARCH 

at  12.30  p.m.  and  at  1.30  p.m 
in 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

7 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 
presents  in 
Room  102 

Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -  2:00  p.m. 
March  9, 10,  1966 
THE  LIVING  PATTERN 

NORTHERN 
ELEPHANT  SEAL 
ETERNAL  CYCLE 

A  series  of  programmes  arrang- 
ed by  the  Science  and  Medicine Dept.  of  the  University  Library 

in   co-operation   with   the  Na- tional Science  Film  Library  of 
the  Canadion  Film  Institute. There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  CAT 

YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE WATCHING  THE  FILM 

Whatever  became  of: 

Nero  C.  Caesar, 
Whenever  conversation  on  the  campus 
turns  to  music,  someone  is  sure  to  mention 
the  name  of  Nero  Claudius  —  the  man 
with  the  golden  lyre.  No  other  virtuoso 
on  this  difficult  instrument  has  ever  come 
close  to  the  renown  achieved  by  this  boy 
from  Antium.  In  his  formative  college 
years,  Nero  was  something  of  a  tradi- 

tionalist, but  at  his  apex  he  came  very 
close  to  what  moderns  call  "Le  Jazz 
Hot".  Those  of  his  contemporaries  and relations  who  survived  the  era  he  domi- 

nated —  and  they  are  regrettably  few  — 
recall  that  in  his  final  phase  he  was 
strangely  preoccupied  with  torch  songs. 
His  career  reached  its  peak  in  Rome  in 
a  blazing  performance  of  his  famous  lyre 
solo  against  a  trumpet  obb'gato  by  a group  of  cats  known  as  the  Praetorian 
Guardsmen.  Rome  was  never  the  same 
thereafter. 

Rome  wasn't  rebuilt  in  a  day.  Safe,  steady 
saving  at  the  B  of  M  is  the  surest  way  to 
build  your  finances.  Open  your  B  of  At 
Savings  Account  today. 

Bank  of  Montreal 

THE  BANK  THAT  VALUES  STUDENTS'  ACCOUNTS 
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to  be  raised  to  $450  by  1970 
because  of  rising  costs. 
The  British  Education 

Minister,  Crosland,  is  known 
to  consider  this  scheme  an 
unjustified  privilege  for  stu- dents, and  has  proposed 
that  it  be  replaced  by  a  loan 
system  with  a  means  test. 

The  President  of  the  Na- tional Union  of  Students, 
Bill  Savage,  has  called  the 
loans  system  incompatible 

ith  the  government's  goals higher  education. 

Support  for  the  student's stand  has  been  received 
from  the  National  Union  of 
Teachers,  the  Association  of Scientific  Workers  and  the 
Association  of  University 
Teachers. 
The  AScW  briefs  knocks 

the  means  test,  and  says  that 
students'  grants  should  be 
"broadly  comparable  with the  income  of  similar  young 

people  within  the  same  age- 
group. "  Graduate  students, 
it  says,  "must  receive  a  sala- ry which  will  bring  them within  the  normal  income 
structure  and  so  make  them 

feel  part  of  the  community." 
In  opposing  loans,  the  as- sociation says  students  are 

making  a  financial  sacrifice 
to  take  up  higher  education 
rather  than  pursue  full-time 
employment,  and  the  cost  of 
higher  education  should  be 
charged  to  the  community, 
not  the  students. 
The  teachers'  union  says 

the  loans  system  "would only  make  matters  worse 
when  they  most  needed  to 
be  better"  for  the  student, 
and  says  means  tests  cause 
"all  too  many  cases  of  ano- 

maly and  hardship,  which 
the  most  humane  and  liber- 

al interpretation  of  the  rules 
will  never  eradicate." 

Introduce  bill  to  limit  control 

over  Acadian  Board  of  Governors 

HALIFAX— A  bill  to  limit 
the  control  of  the  Atlantic 
Baptist  Convention  over  the 
Board  of  Governors  of  Aca- 

dia University  has  been  in- troduced in  the  Nova  Scotia 
Legislature. The  bill  is  supported  by 
the  Acadia  board  of  govern- 

ors, faculty  and  alumni. 
At  present,  the  Baptist 

Convention  appoints  all  30 members  of  the  board  of 
governors.  If  the  bill  is  pas- sed, the  power  to  appoint 
new    members    would  be 

shared  among  the  Conven- tion, the  alumni,  the  board 
and  the  provincial  govern- ment. 

The  bill  stems  from  a  dis- 
pute which  arose  last  sum- mer when  the  convention 

recommended  that  non- Christians  be  barred  from 
the  teaching  staff.  Support- ers of  the  bill  point  out  that 
the  Convention  provides 
less  than  one  per  cent  ol 
Acadia's  annual  revenue. 
Acadia  is  located  in  Wolt- ville,  Nova  Scotia. 

AN  OPEN  INVITATION 

To  1966  male  graduates,  Faculty  of  Arts 

from 

Manufacturers  Life  Insurance  Company 
to  consider 

CAREERS  IN 

ADMINISTRATION 

at  its  Head  Office  —  Toronto 
Unusual  opportunities  for  rapid  advancement  due  to 
company  growth,  impending  retirement  for  many 
present  executives  and  the  dynamic  effects  of  ad- vanced electronic  data  processing. 

To  arrange  MR.  W.  J.  LOMAX 
on  interview.  PERSONNEL  DEPARTMENT write  or  phone:  THE  MANUFACTURERS  LIFE 200  BLOOR  ST.  EAST TORONTO  5.  ONT. 

PHONE:  928-4345 

MANUFACTURERS  LIFE INSURANCE  COMPANY 



RECOMMEND  LOAN  PLAN  AMENDMENTS 
Toronto  City  Council  has  recommended 

that  the  Canada  Student  Loan  Plan  b  e 
amended  so  that  the  federal  government  pay 
50  per  cent  of  the  outstanding  balance  of 
any  loan  held  by  a  student  who  has  graduat- 
ed. 

Introducing  the  motion  at  last  week's council  meeting,  Alderman  Helen  Johnston 
said  there  must  be  greater  incentives  to  en- 

courage students  to  remain  in  university 
until  they  graduate. 

"The  realization  that  debts  must  be  paid at  the  end  of  studies  places  students  under 
a  severe  mental  strain,  with  the  result  that 
in  many  cases  they  discontinue  their  courses 
after  one  or  two  years  at  university,"  Alder- man Johnston  argued. 

She  said  her  proposed  "forgiveness  feat- 
ure" of  50  per  cent  of  the  outstanding  loan would  be  an  added  incentive  to  encourage 

students  to  remain  at  university  until  they 
have  successfully  completed  their  courses. 

City  Council  also  decided  to  seek  an 
amendment  to  the  Assessment  Act  enabling 
the  city  of  Toronto  to  levy  property  taxes 
on  lands  which  are  owned  by  tax-exempt 
institutions  such  as  churches  or  universities 
but  are  leased  to  private  developers  or  profit 
making  corporations. 

If  Ihe  provincial  government  approves  the 
proposed  amendment,  Victoria  College  will 
be  one  of  the  first  tax-exempt  institutions to  be  affected. 

Victoria  College  owns  the  land  upon  which 
the  Colonade  was  built  and  collects  a  large 
annual  rental  from  the  owners,  Reuben  Cor- 

poration. Because  Victoria  College  is  a  tax- 
exempt  institution,  no  property  taxes  can 
be  collected  by  the  city  of  Toronto. 

Students  to  protest  British  proposals 
By  GREG  WHINCUP 

A  group  of  West  Indian  students  here 
plan  to  send  letters  to  the  West  Indian  news 
media  protesting  British  proposals  for  the 
"unaligned"  territories  of  the  area. 

The  members  of  the  ill-fated  West  Indian 
Federation  now  are  on  the  verge  of  regaining 
independence,  as  Trinidad  and  Jamaica 
already  have,  and  the  British  government 
has  drafted  a  model  constitution,  which 
these  students  vehemently  object  to. 

In  a  meeting  Friday  night  at  the  Intern- 
ational Student  Centre,  Anthony  Hill  and 

Alfie  Roberts,  graduate  students  at  Carleton 
University,  spoke  on  Constitutionalism  and 
Politics  in  the  Caribbean  to  a  predominatly 
West  Indian  audience. 

Roberts,  from  St.  Vincent  in  the  Leeward 
Islands,  claimed  that  in  the  proposed  con- 

stitution "the  British  government's  hypo- crisy stands  naked  and  exposed. 
"The  constitution  allows  Britain  to  take 

any  measure  whatever  to  protect  its  com- 
mitments, and  disregards  the  interests  of 

the  West  Indian  people.  Under  it,  we  would 
be  enslaved  for  another  300  years." 

Hill  called  it  a  dead-end  constitution  that 
would  not  encourage  a  federation  because 
it  would  cancel  many  of  the  benefits  of  fe- deration. 

"In  dealing  with  Britain,  the  West  Indian has  a  sense  of  inferiority;  the  British  seem 
to  be  condescending,  and  saying  'y°u  are savages,  after  all,  and  we  have  to  take  care 
of  you  in  the  harsh  world.'  This  attitude  is 
a  laceration  of  the  spirit  and  the  mind," According  to  Hill,  the  elected  officials  of 

the  territories  have  no  real  power,  and  the 
government  is  run  by  civil  servants  appoint- 

ed from  England.  This  has  tended  to  discour- 
age West  Indians,  and  many  have  little  in- 

terest in  the  federation  plans. 
"Any  new  constitution  must  at  least  at- tempt to  reflect  the  life  of  the  people,  for 

stability  does  not  come  from  the  paper  on 
which  a  constitution  is  written,  but  from 
the  people."  It  was  for  this  reason,  in  part, that  the  group  decided  to  send  letters  to 
the  news  media  —  in  order  to  reach  the 

people. Roberts  stated,  "We  are  hamstrung  by  the guarantees  and  conservatism  of  the  docu- 
ment. We  must  be  allowed  freedom  to  shape 

our  own  future,  and  to  adapt  the  constitu- 
tion to  the  needs  of  our  own  people,  even 

if  that  means  discarding  the  idea  of  parlia- 
mentary democracy,  or  any  of  the  other 

ideas  that  apply  to  European  and  North 
American  states  that  may  not  be  suited  to 
the  West  Indies." The  difficulty  of  amending  the  proposed 
constitution,  and  the  fact  that  Britain  was 
allowed  to  overrule  some  decisions  of  the 
territories'  parliaments,  galled  both  men. The  West  Indian  students  acknowledged 
that  their  action  would  not  likely  have  any 
results,  but  wished  to  let  others  know  that 
at  least  some  people  were  concerned  with 
the  situation. 

Talks  are  continuing  in  London  between 
the  Colonial  Office  and  representatives  of 
the  territories.  The  students  felt  the  Iatters' function  was  to  comment  and  ratify,  rather 
than  to  criticize  or  discuss  the  proposals 
with  a  view  to  amendment. 

squeamish)  WEINSTOCK 
This  thoughtful  young  lady 
has  just-  finished  giving 
blood  at  one  of  the  U  of  T 
clinics.  Soon  they  will  let 
her  get  up  and  eat  free 
d  o  n  u  t  s  and  coffee.  The 
blood  clinic  is  a  very  good 
place  to  meditate.  This  week 
you  can  meditate  at  the 
Galbraith  Building  (Monday) 
and  the  Buttery  (Tuesday). 

YOU  CAN  ALWAYS  TELL  THE  ENGLISH, 
YOU  CAN  ALWAYS  TELL  THE  DUTCH; 
YOU  CAN  ALWAYS  TELL  A  WALLENSTEIN  AGENT, 
BUT  YOU  CANNOT  TELL  HIM  MUCH. 

— Lord  Randall  Myson  (from  The  Battered  Bride) 

THE  BOARD  OF  EDUCATION 

FOR  THE  TOWNSHIP  OF  NORTH  YORK 

TEACHING 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Graduates  interested  in  the  teaching  profession  or 
wishing  to  obtain  information  regarding  teaching 
opportunities  are  invited  to  visit  the  North  York  Board 
of  Education  on  open  interview  doys  at  — 

DON  MILLS 

COLLEGIATE  INSTITUTE 

15  The  Donway  East,  Don 

FRIDAY,  MARCH  11 
4:00  p.m.     to     9:00  p.m. 

SATURDAY,  MARCH  12 
9:00  a.m.     to     4:00  p.m. 

Our  advertisement  will  appear  in  all  the  local  news- 
papers on  Wednesday,  March  9. 

F.  W.  MINKLER,  B.A.,  D.  Paed. Director  of  Education 
P.R.W.  TACON,  R.M.T. 

Chairman 

THE  LUSTROUS  LOOK  IS  IN 

FOR  SPRING! 

NEW  SILKY 
ANTRON 

It's  so  feminine — the 
exciting  new  look  for 

Spring — the  shimmering 
new  pastel  look — captured 
here  by  Kitten  in  this  new 

perfectly  matching  cardigan 
and  skirt — the  cardigan  with 

raglan  shoulders  (shapely) 

and  ̂   sleeves.  34-42, 
$13.98.  The  fully-lined 

straight  skirt  to  perfectly 
match,  8-20,  $15.98. 

Both  in  the  fabulous  new 
fibre — silky  Anlron. 

Look  for  Kitten's lustrous  new  look  at 

good  shops  everywhere! 

i  genuine  KITTEN. 
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■  Sonya  and  Boris,  our  two 
favorite  Wallenstein  agents 
(photos  courtesy  Society  for 
the  Extension  of  Xenopho- 

bia) have  announced  their 
divorce.  Good  luck,  kids. 

Supa  votes  to  join  Co-ord.  Committee 

OUTING  CLUB 

GENERAL  MEETING 

THURSDAY  MARCH  10 

HART  HOUSE      DEBATES  ROOM      7:30  P.M. 
MOVIES,  SLIDES,  REFRESHMENTS 

ELECTIONS 

NON-MEMBERS  WELCOME! 

By  DONNI  BOHNEN 
SUPA's  V  of  T  branch  vo- 

ted at  a  meeting  Wednesday 
lo  apply  for  membership  in 
the  Toronto  Co-ordinating 
Committee  to  End  the  War 
in  Viet  Nam. 
The  Co-ordinating  Com- mittee, made  up  of  eight 

Toronto  peace  groups,  was 
instituted  at  the  Conference 
on  Viet  Nam  held  Feb.  19. 
Its  objective  is  to  end  Cana- 

dian complicity  in  the  Amer- ican war  effort. 
The  Co-ordinating  Com- 

mittee is  strictly  an  action 
committee.  It  does  not  for- 

mulate policy  and  has  no 
constitution.  Its  decisions 
are  carried  through  by  con- sensus. 
SUPA's  membership 

would  entail  support  in  an 
organizational    capacity  as 

IS  THERE 

A  FAST-GROWING,  DIVERSIFIED, 

CANADIAN  COMPANY 

YOU  CAN  JOIN 

NOW? 

THERE  IS:  DOMTAR. 

Domtar  Limited  is  one  of  Canada's 
most  vital  and  diversified  com- 

panies. It  produces  a  world  of 
products  for  a  world  of  people : 

pulp  and  paper,  building  and 
construction  materials,  chemical 
products,  packaging  products, 
products  for  the  home  and 
kitchen. 

University  graduates  in  the  engi- 
neering fields,  in  the  sciences. 

business  administration,  and  in 
commerce  and  finance  will  find 

ample  opportunities  for  their  ini- 
tiative and  imagination  within 

the  modern  Domtar  operations. 
21,000  Canadian  employees  de- 

velop, produce  and  market  Dom- 
tar's  wide  range  of  consumer  and 
industrial  products  in  1 21  plants, 
mills  and  laboratories  from  Vic- 

toria to  Halifax.  In  addition,  there 
are  Domtar  facilities  in  the  United 
States,  the  United  Kingdom, 
Europe  and  the  West  Indies. 

A  Domtar  representative  visits 
Canadian  universities  throughout 
the  school  year.  He'll  be  happy 
to  discuss  career  opportunities 
available  today  at  Domtar.  If  you 
would  like  a  booklet  describing 

the  opportunities  within  Domtar, 
write  to:  Recruitment  Services, 
Domtar  Limited,  2100  Sun  Life 
Building,  Montreal,  Quebec. 

DOMTAR 
DOMTAR  LIMITED 
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well  as  a  commitment  to  en- 
dorse and  publicize  the  slo- gans and  literature  accepted 

by  the  Committee. 
The  major  impending  pro- 

ject of  the  Co-ordinating 
Committee  is  the  organiza- tion of  a  march  on  Ottawa 
to  be  held  on  March  26  in 
conjunction  with  the  Inter- national Days  of  Protest  to 
be  observed  throughout  the 
United  States  and  Canada. 

JOINT  DECLARATION 

AGAINST  VIET  NAM 

WAR  PUBLISHED 
A  joint  declaration  against 

the  war  in  Viet  Nam  has 
been  published  by  the  Na- 

tional Union  of  French  stu- 
dents, the  Italian  "Goliardic Student  Union"  and  the  Ger- 

man Socialist  Student  Fed- 
eration. 
The  three  groups  are  con- ducting joint  international rallies  and  discussions  at 

universities  in  Western  Eu- 
rope aimed  at  discussing  the 

Viet  Nam  question  and  con- demning U.S.  foreign  policy. 
"We  wish  to  fight  imper- 

turbably  against  a  develop- ment which  is  becoming 
ever  more  threatening  for 
peace  in  the  world  and  even 
for  the  existence  of  man- 

kind," states  the  declara- 
tion. 

The  groups  call  on  West- ern Europe's  intellectuals 
and  students  to  join  in  pro- 

testing the  U.S.  Viet  Nam 
policy.  — Student  Mirror 

Three  HH  shooters 

to  represent  Canada 
Three  members  of  the 

Hart  House  Revolver  Club 
will  represent  Canada  at  the 
World  Shooting  Champion- 

ships in  Weisbaden,  Germa- 
ny, this  summer.  Douglas  Al- ton (Vic  5T4),  David  Aiton (APSC  5T8)  and  Dr.  Jules 

Sobrian  (Meds  5T2)  will 
form  part  of  Canada's  9-man team.  After  the  World 
Championships  in  July,  Dr. 
Sobrian  will  go  on  to  repre- 

sent Canada  at  the  British 
Empire  Games  in  Jamaica. 

Former  SAC  V-P 
joins  CUSO  admin. 
OTTAWA — A  former  SAC 

vice-president,  Judy  Ran- 
som, has  joined  the  Ottawa 

administrative  staff  of  Ca- nadian University  Service Overseas  (CUSO). 

Miss  Ransom  is  in  charge 
of  developing  the  Asian  vo- 

lunteer program,  concentra- 
ting on  new  assignments  in 

countries  where  CUSO  vo- 
lunteers have  not  yet  work- 

ed. 
Miss  Ransom,  SAC  vice- 

president  in  1962-63,  was  a CUSO  volunteer  in  India 
after  she  graduated  from Trinity  in  1963. 



BLUES  BREAK  RECORDS 

WHILE  WINNING  HART By  PETER  McCREATH 
VANCOUVER,  B.C.— Var- 

sity's swimming  Blues  cap- tured the  Nelson  C.  Hart 
Championship  Cup,  emble- 

matic of  Canadian  intercol- 
legiate swimming  suprema- 

cy, at  the  Canadian  Intercol- 
legiate Athletic  Union  meet, held  at  University  of  British Columbia  over  the  weekend. 

Blues  broke  four  CIAU  re- 
cords in  unseating  defending 

champions  UBC,  who  finish- ed second. 
Saskatchewan,  Western 

and  Sir  George  Williams  fi- 
nished behind  the  first  two schools  in  that  order. 

As  far  as  conference  com- 
petition is  concerned  the Western  Canadian  Intercol- 

legiate Athletic  Union  edged the  OQAA  629-609. 
Leading  Blues  parade  was 

Theo  van  Ryn  with,  two  indi- 
vidual records  in  the  50  and 100  yard  freestyle  events. His  times  were  22.7  and  50.8 

seconds  respectively  break- ing the  old  record  of  52.71 Van  Ryn  was  back  later  to 
anchor  U  of  T's  4x100  yard relay  in  a  record-breaking time  of  3:37.5. 

Varsity  also  established  a record  in  the  400  yard  med- ley relay  in  3:58.1.  The  old record  was  4:00.2  by  UBC Blues'  Mike  Chappelle was  also  a  double  winner taking  the  100  and  200  yard breatstrokes. 
Teammate  Peter  Richard- 

son fared  well  picking  up seconds  in  the  100  and  200 free  and  a  third  in  the  50 free. 
Graeme  Barber  rounded out  Toronto  placers  with  a second  in  the  200  butterfly a  third  in  the  100  butterfly and  a  fourth  in  the  indivi- dual medley. 
Sharing  the  spotlight  with 

van  Ryn  and  Chapelle  were UBC's  Bob  Walker  and  Bill Gillespie.  Walker  took  the 200    individual   medley  in 

2:12.5  and  set  a  record  in 
of  2:08.3  the  200  yard  but- Gellespie  was  first  in  the 200  back  setting  a  record of  2:09.3  and  first  in  the  200 
free,  1:56.9. 

Notes:  Marshall  Hopkins 
of  Sir  George  Williams  set a  record  in  the  500  free  style with  a  time  of  5:24.5...  U 
of  T's  Bob  Smagala  finished fifth  in  the  three-metre  div- 

ing competition  . . .  Point scores  for  the  first  five teams  were  Toronto  346, UBC  314,  Saskatchewan  201, Western  180,  Sir  George  Wil- Iiams  166...  Blues'  Robin Campbell  was  fourth  in  the 200  free  . . .  Teammate  Stan Walker  was  also  fourth  in the  100  back...  Chapelle 
and  van  Ryn  swam  on 'both Varsity's  relays.  Walker  and Barber  helped  out  on  the 
medley  effort  while  Camp- 

bell and  John  Weekes  con- 
tributed to  the  400  free  vic- 

tory. 

Windsor  takes  cage  crown 

for  third  year  out  of  four 
Special  to  The  Varsity 
CALGARY,  Alta— Universi- 
ty of  Windsor  Lancers  prov- 
ed over  the  weekend  they are  too  talented  for  the  rest 

of  Canadian  college  basket- 
ball teams  as  well  as  those in  the  OQAA. 

Riding  into  the  Canadian 
Intercollegiate  Athletic 
Union  Championships  at Calgary,  on  an  undefeated 
season  Lancers  got  by  Aca- dia in  the  first  game  of  the 
semi-finals  Friday  78-68. 
A  year  ago  Acadia  turned 

back  the  Windsor  team  in 
the  CIAU  final  in  two  over- 

time periods. 
The  two  teams,  which 

probably  should  have  been 

seeded  one-two,  played  to  a 34-34  first  half  draw  before Lancers  took  off  in  the  clos- 
ing frame. 

Gerry  Horner's  17  points were  best  for  the  winners. 
In  the  other  semi-final 

host  school  University  of  Al- 
berta at  Calgary  Dinosaurs 

dumped  Carlton  to  make  it into  the  final. 
Lancers  jumped  into  a  48- 

40  first  half  lead  against UAC  in  the  championship 
match  and  then  poured  on 
the  steam  for  a  95-83  final victory. 

Bob  Navetta  with  25,  Mar- 
ty Kwiatkowski,  23,  Angelo 

Mazzuchin  and  Horner  with 
14  each  led  Windsor  to  their 

win. 
High,  man  for  Alberta,  and 

for  the  series,  was  Robin 
Fry.  Fry  had  38  points against  Carlton  and  29 
against  Windsor. 

In  the  consolation  match 
Acadia  had  no  trouble  with Carlton  as  they  walked  over 
the  Ottawa  team  83-64. 
Windsor's  victory  was their  third  national  title  in 

four  years,  their  string  bare- ly interrupted  last  year  by Acadia. 
Windsor:  Novetto  25;  Kwiotkowski 23;  Horner  14;  Mozzuchm  I  A;  Toronc- 

»*  e-c„?row"  *:  p°l°no  3;  T.  Elliot  2; r.M.  Elliol;  McWho; 
Colgonr:  Fry  29;  Thomos  10;  Schamo II;  Hammond  10;  Christie  4;  Morgan 

J.  Shields  10;  Muhre  4;  Muclow  " Og.lvie. 

Eastern  Michigan  scores  narrow  victory Bv  BOR  CI  ABU    .. By  BOB  CLARK 
Eastern  Michigan  eked 

out  a  131.9  -  130.1  win  over 
Varsity's  gymnast  Blues  in a  dual  meet  at  Hart  House, 
Friday  night. 
One  of  the  largest  crowds of  the  season  filed  into  the lower  gym  to  see  Barry Brooker  lead  the  OQAA champion  Blues  against their  American  neighbors. Brooker,  OQAA  individual 

all-around  champion,  again took  top  honors,  finishing Urst  in  two  events,  and  sec- ond in  the  remaining  four. Eastern  Michigan  was  led 
by  John  Mason,  who  placed first  in  two  events.  Jim 
Booth  also  placed  first  for 
the  visitors,  and  Varsity's 
Digby  Sale  rounded  out  the 
competition    with  another 

strong  performance  for  first 
in  the  still  rings. 

Eastern  Michigan's  John 
Mason  placed  second  to 
Brooker  in  the  individual 
all-around.  Varsity's  Ken Lumb  took  third. 

The  meet  ended  a  hol-and- 
cold  season  for  the  gymnast 
Blues,  who  were  strong  in 
the  championships  when 
they  needed  it  most,  but  who 
ended  up  with  only  one  vic- 

tory in  four  exhibition meets. 

"^"ANOINGS:  '•  Eastern  Michi- gan 131.9  2.  Toronto  130  1 INDIVIDUAL  ALL-AROUND:  I  Bar- ry Brooker  (T)  2.  John  Mason  (EM),  3 Ken  Lumb  (TJ. 

taw  "L'STHE"'«:  I.  John  Moson 
f!«.  i  T"  Brooker  (T).  POMMEL 
HORSE:  1.  Barry  Brooker  IT),  2  J' Arnold  (EM). 
HIGH   BAR:    |.  Barry  Brooker  IT); Jim  Booth  (EM). 
PARALLEL  BARS:    1.  j|m  Booth  (EM) 
VAULTING:  1 .  Jim  Moson  (EM).  2.  Bar- ry Brooker  (T),  3.  John  Gero  (T). STILL  RINGS;    1.    Digby   Sale   |T),  2 Barry  Brooker  (T). 

Bradwell  wins  twice  on  weekend 
Norman  Bradwell,  Varsi- 
ty fencing  Blues  team-mem- ber, took  firsts  in  the  One 

Point  Invitational  Epee  tour- 
nament, at  Hart  House,  Sat- 

urday, and  at  the  Ontario 
Intermediate  Epee  held  at 
Innis  Centre  on  Sunday. 
The  meet  at  Hai  l  House, 
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an  open  event,  was  sponsor- 
ed by  the  University  of  To- ronto. Mark  Pfeiffer,  also  of 

Varsity's  fencing  Blues, 
placed  third.  The  Sunday meet  at  Innis  Centre  (not  to 
be  confused  with  a  certa 
college),  was  sponsored 
the  Ontario  Fencin"  Ass->e fion. 

Women's  Athletic  Association ATHLETIC    CLUB  ELECTIONS 

mg  will  be  preferential.  W1"  be  held  °nd  vot- NOMINATIONS  FOR  THE  OFFICE  OF  CURATOR  „f      u    ,  l 

must  be  signed  by  two  votinn  ™„hl  v""K~TOK  of  each  club 
."d  filed  with  the  SecTetory  oAhTT,^,-  A  ,he-club  in  «"""'"" Benson  Building,  by  ThuX.  M^^^TT  <R°°m  '°2' VOTING  MEMBERS  OF  EACH  CLUB  ore  restricted  to- 

^fSS^S?  ~-s  conning -fnot 

<>")  All  monogers  for  that  particular  activity. 
THE  NAMES  OF  ALL  NOMINEES  FOR  CURATOR WILL  BE  PUBLISHED 

IN  THE  VARSITY  ON  MONDAY,  MARCH  14.  1966. 

BEAT  THE  TAX 
BUY  BEFORE  APRIL  1 

MGB 

FOR  THE  BEST  DEAL  OF  ALL  SEE 

COVENTRY 
MOTOR  CARS  LIMITED 

395  MT.  PLEASANT  RD,   . 

CHALLENGED  BY 

AN  INTERESTING  SOCIAL  EXPERIENCE 
IN  ISRAEL? 

^JESSES'  ̂ SOT  »  To^^e\e~  °5 rewards  o,  being  both.  Through  Sherut  LoZ  vol  can^find  «l, 

Sirience  in  InT  IT'™5'  bv  P^Pcting  m  on  exciting 
experience  in  communal  living  on  a  Kibbutz,  for  a  year's  time 9'oup  of  volunteers  is  scheduled  to  leave  in  June  1966 tor  a  year  of  voluntary  service  in  the  Kibbutz  or  in  immigrant centers  of  development  areas.  For  the  most  challenging  e™  ie°ce 
of  a  lifetime,  call  or  write  to-doy  for  full  information  ̂ ""!""! SHERUT  LA'AM 188  Marlee  Avenue, 

Toronto  19,  Ontario. 787-6171. 

STUDENTS! 

You  are  invited  to  attend 

INSTITUTE  OF  CHILO  STUDY 

OPEN  HOUSE 

Thursday,  March  10       Friday,  March  11 
9.30  —  12.30  NOON 

45  Wolmer  Rood  —  1  block  West  of  Spodino 2  blocks  North  of  Bloor 
Come  and  see  the  Institute  in  operation  ! 



DRAMATIC  COMEBACK  AGAINS
T  X-MEN 

WE'RE  THE  BEST 

— photo  by  THE  GEORGIAN 
Goaltender  Brian  Chapman  of  Sir  George  William!  University  stops  Blues'  Bob  McClelland  in  preliminary  game  to  National  college  hockey  finals won  by  Toronto.  Blues  won  the  game  9-7.  No.  14  for  Sir  George  is  Paul  Lemire. 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD  Down  4-2  with  less  than  three  minutes  remain-    outplayed  Blues,  relying  for  the  most  part  on ing  Blues  scored  four  goals  in  2:49  to  grab  the     two  lines. 
Vorsity  Sports  Editor  wm  from  the  clutches  of  X-Men.                             Twice  they  appeared  to  have  the  game  won. 

SUDBURY.  Ont.  —  Throughout  the  season  Henry  Monteith  started  the  four-goal  splurge    with  Blues  a  man  short  early  in  the  third  period, 
Varsity  Blues  have  come  up  with  a  first  rate  per-  at  17:"  on  a  Pass  from  nis  brother  Steve.  With    Murray  Stroud  stole  the  puck  and  went  in  alone 
formance  when  it  was  needed  most.  They  were  X-Men  a  man  short  Murray  Stroud  tied  the  score     on  Purser,  who  out-guessed  him. 
at  their  best  when  they  defeated  the  U.S.  college  tipping  in  Bob  Awrey's  slapshot  from  the  point       x-Men  took  the  puck  right  down  the  ice  and champs.  Michigan  Tech,  in  Detroit  during  the  at  18:28.                                                             scored  on  a  shot  by  Ken  Karlander  making  the 
Christmas  holidays.  22  seconds  later  Gord  Cunningham  rounded  X-    score  ̂   However  Ward  Passi  got  that  one  back 
They  were  also  at  their  best  when  thev  beat  Mcn's  defence  and  backhanded  the  winner  past     ,4  seconds  later. Waterloo  and  Western  in  important  Senior  In-  60altcnder  T"m  Purf r:                                          Mid-way  through  the  period,  X-Men  stole  the 

tercollegiatc  Hockey  League  games.  .  Henry  Monteith  put  his  second  goal  of  the  game                |          8          P  , 
And  Saturday,  they  once  again  were  at  their  into       nS^^rTS^lZ  ZShVZ  *     ̂''th'  and  what  aPPeared  <°  be  *e  decidinS best   when    l   counted   most  as   thev   trounced  vvas  'he  lust  loss   n  17  starts  this  season  to    X-  -       ,    '  .         _        ̂   , wncn  n  lounicu  musi  as  i.iev  uounceu  goal.  Chi  Chi  Farenzena  and  Yves  Gregoire  scor- 

Uniyersity  of  Alberta  at  Edmonton  Golden .  Bears  Men.                                                                 ed  X-Men's  other  goals  and  Pete  Burwash  round- 8-1  here,  to  capture  the  Canadian  college  hockey  Until  the  last  few  minutes  the  hustling  X-Men     ed  om  Blues.  scoring  x.Men  were  a  strong-check- 
crown-     ...                     .  •     ,    ■  •      ,„,  ■  „                               ing  team  with  a  good  defence  and  an  excellent 

Bears  had   ...Heated  in  their  decisive   10-4  j                     ̂ —^^                              6,     ̂   ?^                     ̂   ̂   ̂  victor,  over  the  boat  school  Laurentian,  Fnday  ]                                                                       ^     Monteith  brothers  and  Gord  Cunningham, they  would  be  a  real  threat  to  Blues.  ,         ,                 _        .  .     .  - 
However.  Blues  put  on  a  determined  display  of  '               ̂ l^^^H     ™*-                         He  received  ample  support  from  his  defence 

forcchecking  and  backchccking  to  completely  con.  Jf              ̂ (BP*                   1       5                     a   orme'  Montreal  Jumor 
trol  the  game  against   the   western  conference  Canadien  and  Stan  Cook, 
champs.  ■}                      Blues  placed  three  on  the  tournament  all-star They  opened  up  a  3-0  lead  with  just  over  eight  ;'M                    team:  Pete  Speyer.  Henrj    tnd  Steve  Monteith. 
minutes  gone  in  the  game  on  goals  by  S  t  e  v  e  :                                                   Other  members  of  the  team  were  Charlie  Purich, 
Monteith,  Pete  Speyer  and  Pete  Burwash.  InNE                     3  centre  witn  Laurentian,  and  Poirier  and  Purser 

i .     ilu  ii  put  up  a  stout  defence  with  two  W0                                          RBll                   from  St.  Francis  Xavier. 
men  sitting  in  the  penalty  box  for  two  minutes  ^        ̂                                                B       Purser  was  also  named  the  most  valuable 
not  allowing  Bears  a  good  scoring  chance.  »                                                                    player  in  the  tournament. From  then  on  there  was  little  doubt  as  to  the  M                                         St.  Francis  Xavier  defeated  Laurentian  5-3  in outcome  Steve  Monteith  registered  his  second  the  consolation  game,  Saturday. coal  or  the  first  period  and  Murray  Stroud,  Henry   _  ,.     _        .. .  ,. 

Monteith  and  Bob  Awrey  upped  the  score  to  7-0  :                                                                          LEFTOVERS:  Golden  Bears  didn't  receive  a by  the  end  of  the  second  period.  j     Penalty  m  the  final  8ame  ■  ■  ■  Joha  w"g'ey  Played 
In  the  third  period,  Blues  simply  checked  Bears  !                  '                 ifM                             ̂ oal  for  Blues  in  the  las)  two  games  Clare 

waiting  for  a  break  while  trying  to  protect  their  t                                                        Drake  Alberta's  coach,  claims  Blues  would  do 
lead  and  John  Wrigley's  shutout.  Wl                  B,  ̂_                    quite  well  against  the  National  team  .  ..  Both .....                                 _.    .  ,  teams  were  surprised  at  the  ease  with  which Neve.  Iheless,  one   minute   .liter   Pau    Laurent  BVaW.  ^     JYaW.         Rl..^^  +1.  tj ,.-       ij^,  _  „f ,    ,       ...             d  ft   .  k  ̂ i    c  .i-   t-    t       .   .  ^^kw                                           ^^^^h.       Dines  won  the  tina    game  ...  Bii.m   1-J.irpei  ol had  made  the  score  8-0  at  16:43  ol  the  final  period.  ■■■■■Q^.                                   ^^fafaW                                                             ..  . 
Brian  Harper  ruined  Wrigley's  shutout  bid  on  a  j                                                                               earS  1S  the  brother  of  Terry  Harper  of  Montreal hard  shot  from  close  in.  Canadiens. 
The  win  made  it  twice  during  the  school  year  \                              .                                                             bium*  Tournomcnt  scoring 

Blues  have  beaten  a  Golden  Bears  team  for  a  1   .':                                                                                                                 gp     g     a  ph. 
Canadian  championship.  The  football  team  de-     )  h.  Monteith    3     s     6  ll 
feated  Bears  for  the  Vanier  Cup  in  the  fall.  Lou"nt".".h.  "                                  3     2     5  7 

Although  this  was  the  game  to  decide  the  cham-  lu"ud                                         -   \     *      *  ' 
pionship,  it  was  somewhat  of  an  anti-climax.  MHHRHHHhH  2134 

Blues  pulled  out  a  dramatic  last  minute  victory  Tftkl  „.„..„                             Bu™Hlh  °m                                 ".   3     I      '  3 sver  St.  Francis  Xavier  X-Men,  the  Maritime  IOM  PURSER                            spoyo,h"                                         I     °     ?  1 conference  titlists,  Friday  night.  Almost  unbeotoble— but  not  quite               iVmp'^.           ;                         :  |     '„     i  | 
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No  more  Homecoming,  Carnival 
The  Blue  and  White  So- 

ciety's annual  Homecoming Show  and  the  Winter  Carni- 
val Folk  and  Ice  shows, 

which    have    been  losing 

money  for  years,  have  been cancelled. 
The  proposed  SAC  budget, 

passed  Wednesday  night, 
did  not  include  allotments 

— photos  by  ART  MclLWAIN 
Finance  Commissioner  Howie  Simmons  (II  Law)  looks 
pleased  with  his  new  SAC  budget  . 

for  the  three  Blue  and 
White  Society  events. 
But  in  introducing  the 

cutback  Finance  Commis- 
sioner Howard  Simmons 

(II  Law)  said  he  would 
welcome  plans  for  similar 
ventures  if  there  was  an  in- 

dication they  would  not  lose money. 

There  is  money  available 
for  worthwhile  projects,  he 
explained  in  recommending 
that  the  Blue  and  White  So- 

ciety reassess  the  formal  of 
its  activities,  in  light  of  their 
large  losses  in  the  past. 
He  warned  the  monev 

would  not  be  spent  just  be- 
cause it  was  there.  There 

was  no  opposition  to  the 
cutback  from  council  mem- bers. 

Blue  and  White  Chairman 
Jim  Kenzie  told  council  he 
was  quite  satisfied  with  the 
Finance  Commission's  treat- ment of  the  Society,  espe- 

cially because  it  increased 
the  grant  for  the  Blue  and 
White  Band. 
The  total  budget  shows 

an  estimated  $25,000  surplus 
for  next  year  as  oppose  to 
this  year's  estimated  §18,000. There  was  little  debate 
about    any   of    the  larger 

U  of  T  third  in  Wilson  Fellowships 
SAC  University  Committee 

co-chairman  Anna  Beth 
Doyle,  St.  Michaels  student 
council  president  Richard 
Guisso,  and  poet  Herman  G. 
Rebel,  are  among  27  U  of  T 

ANNA  BETH  DOYLE 
students  who  won  Woodrow 
Wilson  Fellowships  this 
year. 

U  of  T  placed  third  in  the 
Woodrow  Wilson  standings, 
behind  Harvard  which  re- 

ceived 49  and  the  University 
of  Michigan  with  39. 
The  U  of  T  awards  total 

nearly  30  per  cent  of  the  96 
awards  granted  to.  Canadian universities. 

Sir  Hugh  Taylor,  Presi- dent of  the  Woodrow  Wilson 
National  Fellowship  Found- ation, which  is  sponsored  by 
the  Ford  Foundation,  esti- 

mates that  this  year's awards  represent  a  half 
million  dollar  investment  in 
Canada. 
The  University  of  British 

Columbia  had  II  winners, 
McGill  and  Manitoba,  eight 
each;  Queen's,  six;  Univer- 

sity of  Victoria,  four;  Carle- ton,  McMasler,  and  United 
College,  three  each;  Acadia, 
Edmonton,  Calgary,  Lloyola, 
Saskatchewan,  Sir  George 
Williams  and  Western  Onta  - 

rio, two  each;  Dalhousie, 
Laval,  Montreal,  New  Bruns- wick, Ottawa,  St,  Francis 
Xavier,  Waterloo  Lutheran, 
Waterloo  and  Windsor,  one 
each. 
The  awards  provide  a 

J2.000  stipend  for  one  year 

of  graduate  study  at  a  uni- 
versity of  the  Fellow's choice.  The  graduate  school 

the  Fellow  chooses  also  re- 
ceives a  grant. 

At  U  of  T,  all  the  appli- 
cants, except  for  William 

Douglas  (IV  Music)  are  in 
the  Faculty  of  Arts. 

Eight  are  in  Victoria  col- lege, seven  in  UC,  six  in  St. 
Michaels  and  five  in  Trinity. 
Other  winners  are: 
Jeremy  Anglin  ( SMC ) , 

Stephen  Bezruchka  (Vic), 
Michael  Bond  (Trin),  Ro- bert Bothwell  (UC),  Earl 
Breech  (SMC).  Barbara  Fal- 
lis  ( Vic),  Adele  Giachette 
(SMC),  Kathrvn  Hamer 
(Vic).  Wolf-Ulrich  Hauss- 
mann  (Trin),  Arie  Krualan- 
ski  (UC),  Beverlev  Lowe 
(Trin),  Eileen  MacMillan 
(Vic),  Julia  Maniates  (UC), 
Alan  Morgan  (Trin),  Lon 
Rosen  (UC).  David  Runnalls 
(Vic),  Anastasia  Shkilnvk 
( SMC),  Thomas  Sparling 
(Vic),  Karlhein  Theil  (UC). 
Helen  Vozobule  (SMC),  Wil- 

liam Wolfson  (UC).  Donald Zevl  (Trin). 

"If  they  don't  hurry  up  ond  finish  this  meeting,  I'm  going 
to  go  to  sleep."    Gerry  McMaster  (II  Arch). 

ilems,  including  the  capital 
expenditure  of  over  §9,000 
for  more  printing  equip- 

ment for  the  SAC  printing 
bureau,  which  last  week  re- 

ported its  first  profit. 
The  largest  single  expense 

in  the  proposed  budget  is 
$138,000  for  the  SAC  charter- ed flights  to  Europe.  But 
this  is  only  a  bookkeeping 
item,  since  the  same  amount 
is  taken  in  from  prospec- 

tive travellers. 
The  next  largest  item  is 

The  Varsity,  which  will  cost 
$67,000  to  run  next  year,  al- 

though the  paper  will  return 
about  $54,000  in  advertising revenue. 
One  item  that  was  cut 

was  the  proposed  $250  in- 
crease in  the  Varsity  editor's salary,  which  did  not  appear 

in  the  budget.  However, 
George  Biro  (III  APSC) 
moved  an  amendment  that 
the  editor's  salarv  be  in- 

creased by  $125  to  $875. Alan  Bowker  (SGS )  said 
"The  editor  of  the  Varsity 
is  well-treated  compared  to 
others  who  work  for  SAC. "We  may  not  be  paving  ihe 
editor  a  Toronto  Star  salary, 
but  we're  not  demanding  a 
Toronto  Star  product,  ei- ther," he  said. 
Varsity  Editor  David 

Jackel  pointed  out  that  a 
student  with,  professional 
experience  can  make  $40  a 
week  working  only  16  hours 
a  week  in  a  part-time  jour- nalism job. 
SAC  also  approved  54.700 

for  a  new  cross-qampus 
magazine. 

Eleven  SAC-rypes  are  candidates Eleven  SAC  members 
have  announced  they  are 
candidates  for  next  Wednes- 

day's SAC  executive  elec- tions, three  of  them  for  the 
presidency. 
Three  new  council  mem- bers Shelley  Wagner  (II 

Mcds),  Joe  Merber  (III 
ATSC),  and  Kathy  Watson 
(II  Vic)  are  running  for 
Communications  Commis- 

sioner,   Financial  Commis- 

JUST  ONE  MORE 
The  last  Varsity  of  the 

year  will  be  published 
Friday,  March  18.  There will  be  no  Varsities  on 
Monday  and  Wednesday 
of  next  week. 

sioner  and  Communication Commissioner,  respectively. 
Engineering  representati- ves Rick  Ross  (IV  APSC) 

and  George  Biro  (III  APSC) 
are  running  for  University 
Committee  and  Judicial 
Comnlittee  Co-Chairmen. CUS  Chairman  Tony  Orav 
has  announced  his  candida- 

cy for  External  Affairs  Com- 
missioner. Debates  Chair- man Brian  Switzman  plans 

to  run  for  Commissioner  of 
the  new  Services  Commis- sion. 
SAC's  representative  to 

the  Athletic  Directorate 
Gurston  Dacks  will  try  to 
hold  on  to  his  position. 
He  feels  that  progress 

made  this  year  might  be  lost 
is  someone  new  had  to  start 
all  over  again. 



SCIENTOLOGY  offers 

COMMUNICATION course 
Start  any  Manrjay  8:00  to  10:00  p.m. 

FOR  ONE  WEEK  $10.00 

CONTACT 
THE  REGISTRAR 

Hasi  Toronto 
81  Bloor  St.  E. 

THIS  IS  POSITIVELY  YOUR 
LAST  CHANCE  TO  READ 
THE  VARSITY  UNTIL 
NEXT  THURSDAY. 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERpAN  CHURCH 
139  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 

(2  Block*  North  of  Bloor  —  Bloor  Subway  to  Sherfeourne) MINISTER: 
REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  M.A. 

11AM   DELIVERANCE  FROM  THE  DEMONS 
7.30  P.M.:  SEARCHLIGHT  SEMINAR 

ISeculor  City  Chapter  7)  The  Unholy  Ghostj. 
A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS  

UNIVERSITY  LUTHERAN 
CHURCH  &  STUDENT  CENTRE 610  Spad.no  Ave.  (Opp.  New  College) SUNDAY 

1 1:00  a.m.  Holy  Communion 9:*5  o.m  Bible  Class  Discussion 
4  p.m  CONCERT  — 
Music  Irom  the  Renoissor.ee  ond  the  Baroque  appro- priate for  LENT  ond  EASTER. 

Wed  8  p.m  VESPERS  "Forsaken  By  God" The  Rev.  John   Lemkul  «.  «£»« 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 

300  Blear  St.  West MINISTERS: 
The  Right  Rev.  Dr.  E.  M.  Howie Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillies 1 1 .00  o.m. "AS  MANY 

AS  RECEIVED  HIM" 7.00  p.m. 
ARE  THERE 

MORAL  MUSTS'? The  very  Rev.  Jomes  R.  Mulchmor will  be  the  Guest  Preacher  at both  services. 
CAMPUS  CLUB Members    will    present    their  own 

version  of  "COFFEE  HOUSE" following  Evening  Service All  students  welcome. 

II I L  L  E  L 
Sundoy,  March  13,   2:00  -  9:00  p.m.,  Hillel  House 

Student  Election 

CONCERT 
featuring  UPPER  CANADA  TRIO 

NOON-HOUR  SERIES 
Monday,  March  14,  1:00  p.m.,  U.C.,  Room  214 

RABBI  BERNARD  BASKIN 

"JUDAISM  AND  THE  SECULAR  SOCIETY " 

The  Library 

University  of  Toronto 
presents  in Room  102 

Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m.  -  2:00  p.m. 

March  16,  17,  1966 
BABOON  BEHAVIOUR 
BABOON  SOCIAL 
ORGANISATION 

A  series  of  programmes  arrang- ed by  the  Science  and  Medicine Dept.  of  the  University  Library 
in  co-operation  with  the  Na- tional Science  Film  Library  of 
the  Canodion  Film  Institute. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE WATCHING  THE  FILM 

Th,r  Pl«yfr'»  jacket  (nshioncd  by  BANTAMAC  in  Terylent',  •  C*l-Cil  libi 

Come  on  over  to  smoothness 

with  no  letdown  in  taste  f 

Rtt  d.  C»n.  T.M. 

Come  on  over  to 

New! 

Player's Kings 
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DENTISTRY  DEMONSTRATOR  DIES 

Dr  William  Evon,  a  demonstrator  at  the  Faculty  of 
Dentistry,  died  in  Princess  Margaret  Hospital  Tuesday  at the  age  £fvo7^studied  a(  the  rj  of  T  Faculty  of  Dentistry;  he 

was  an  honor  student  and  a  prizewinner.  He  did  his  grad- uate work  is  anesthesia. 
He  came  back  to  U  of  T  in  1963  and  was  mostly  concern- 

ed with  the  children's  clinic  at  the  school. 
Requiem  mass  will  be  celebrated  for  him  on  Saturday 

in  Sacred  Heart  Church,  LaSalle,  Ont.,  near  Windsor.  He 
is  to  be  intered  in  the  Sacred  Heart  Cemetery. 

Two-choir  HH  concert  this  Sunday 

The  University  of  Toronto  Chorus  will  close  a  highly 
successful  season  witn  a  concert  Sunday  evening  at  the 
Great  Hall  of  Hart  House. 

Appearing  on  the  same  program  will  be  Le  Choeur  de l'Universite  de  Laval,  which  specializes  in  French  folk  songs. 
The  chorus  recently  returned  from  an  Ontario  and 

Quebec  tour  to  Queens  university,  and  the  universities  of Montreal  and  Laval.  „,„_ 

The  performance  of  the  Laval  chorus  will  be  a  return 
visit  following  the  successful  joint  appearance  of  the  two choirs  in  Quebec  City.   

During  the  past  year,  the  Chorus  has  performed  to 
excellent  "receptions  in  various  North  American  cities, including  New  York.  _ 

Today,  all  day 

Tickets  on  sale  for  SCM  final  dinner  and  party  on  Mon., 
March  14.  Admission  50c.  SCM  office,  Hart  House. 

Today,  10  a.m.  -  2  p.m. Blood  Donor  Clinic.  School  of  Dentistry. 
Today,  1  pjn. 

Dept.  of  Geology  Films:  Blue  Ice  (Antarctic),  Life  in  the Coral  Reef.  Rm.  128,  Mining  Building. 
SUPA  open  meeting.  Rm.  14,  U.C. 

Today,  1:15  pjn. 
Lunch  hour  ecumenical  Lenten  service  for  the  univer- 

sity. Rev.  Eion  Mackay  of  Rosedale  Presbyterian  Church 
will  speak  on  "'Self-Discipline  and  the  Search  for  Truth." St.  Thomas  Church,  383  Huron  St. 
Today,  9:30  p.m. 

Inn  of  the  Unmuzzled  Ox— campus  coffee  house.  This 
week — The  Press  Gang  "Animal  Band."  Admission  free. 
Saturday,  7-7:30  pjn. 

Films  on  Pakistan.    "Popular  Dances  of  Pakistan, 
"Warsau  Dam,"  "Looking  Ahead".   Cody  Hall,  School  of Nursing. 

Saturday.  8:30  p.m. 
The  Skulehouse  4!  invade  Place  Pigalle.  La  Place.  Free. 

Sunday,  2  p.m.  -  9  pjn. Hillel  Student  Elections.  Hillel  House,  186  St.  George  St. 
Sunday,  8  p.m. 

UC  Recreation  Comittee  presents  Lew  Ayre's  anti-war classic,  "All  Quiet  on  the  Western  Front."  Howard  Ferguson Hall.  Admission  50c. 
Sunday,  8:30  p.m. 

Concert  with  the  Upper  Canada  Trio — members  of  the 
TSO.  Hillel  House,  186  St.  George  St. 

Animal  Stomp  with  the  "Modes."  Newman  Centre,  89 St.  George  St.  Everyone  welcome.  Admission,  75c  a  person. 
Wednesday,  12:30  p.m.-l  p.m. Noon  hour  concert,  Ann  Drake  pianist.  Concert  Hall, 
Royal  Conservatory  of  Music,  273  Bloor  St.  W.  Admission 
free. 

Dear  Mr.  Bowker: 
Sleep  shall  never,  night  nor  day, 
Hang  upon  your  pent-house  lid; You  shall  live  a  man  forbid 
Weary  se'nnights  nine  times  nine Shall  you  dwindle,  peak  and  pine. 

Love, 

The  WaJlenstein  Agency, 
The  Daughters  of  Ethnic  Vengeance, 
and  the  Society  for  the  Extension  of Xenophobia 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  RADIO 
PROGRAMS  FOR  FRIDAY,  MARCH  11 

CJP.T  91.1  FM  5:30-6  p.m.  CKFH  1430  11:10-11:23  p.m. 
Compui  Poll:  Should  the  S.A.C.  Presi-  Compus  Quarter  continue*  its  reoulai 
dent  be  elected  by  the  student  body  or  Friday    night    feature    Comment,  witt by  the  S.A'.C.  reps?  povt  jockp|. 



Provost  Woodside  apoligizes  to  TTC 
The  University  of  Toronto  has  officially apologized  to  the  Toronto  Transit  Commis- sion for  the  engineering  caper  Feb.  28.  The incident  created  a  great  deal  of  controversy because  the  subway  was  subsequently  halted for  13  minutes. 
In  a  letter  dated  March  4,  U  of  T  Provost 

and  Vice-president  (Academic)  Moffat  St. Andrew  Woodside  apologized  "on  behalf  of the  University  of  Toronto  for  the  inconven- ience caused  both  to  the  TTC  and  to  the 
public  by  the  recent  subway  incident  in 
which  students  of  this  university  were  in- 
volved." 
The  letter,  sent  to  TTC  Chairman  Ralph 

Day,  said,  "It  seems  very  clear  that  what was  intended  by  the  students  concerned  to 
be  no  more  than  an  orderly  prank  led  direct- 

ly or  indirectly  to  unhappy  results. 

Dr.  Woodside  stated  "the  students  would 
be  the  first  to  accept  a  large  measure  of 
responsibility"  for  these  actions.  He  assured the  TTC  that  U  of  T  disciplinary  authorities 
"take  an  extremely  serious  view  of  this  mat- 

ter." 

He  repeated  an  earlier  statement  that  the 
university  is  investigating  the  incident  both 
on  its  own  and  in  co-operation  with  the 
Metropolitan  Toronto  Police  "to  establish the  facts  and  determine  the  precise  respon- 

sibility for  an  incident  we  all  regret." Meanwhile,  the  Caput  fact-finding  com- mittee is  continuing  its  secret  hearings  and investigation  of  the  incident,  but  has  not yet  reached  a  decision. 
It  still  has  not  been  established  who  pul- 

led the  emergency  switch  in  the  St.  George station  that  triggered  the  confusion. 

Pill  inventor  expects  RC  shift 
By  BERNADETTE  FERRY 

Dr.  John  Rock,  the  Catholic  who  invented 
"the  Pill,"  said  at  St.  Michaels  College  Wed- nesday night  that  the  Roman  Catholic 
Church  must  soon  alter  its  views  on  the use  of  birth  control  methods. 

Dr.  Rock  told  the  St.  Mikes  Honor  Society 
that  it  is  not  the  methods  used  but  the  pur- 

pose for  using  them  which  is  important.  Lov- 
ing one's  neighbor,  one  of  the  two  major laws  of  the  Church,  can  best  be  expressed 

by  man's  control  of  his  own  fecundity. 
The  high  rate  of  population  growth  is 

already  causing  problems  in  various  parts 
of  the  world,  and  in  the  near  future  these 
will  become  even  more  widespread.  He 
pointed  out  that  not  only  is  adequate  space 
and  food  a  problem,  but  also  the  fact  that 
sometime  we  will  reach  the  point  when  the 
human  mentality  will  not  be  able  to  cope 
with  the  close  proximity  of  his  neighbors. 

This  will  retard  the  intellectual  and  spir- 
itual growth  of  man,  he  said.  For  this  rea- 

son, fecundity  is  one  of  the  deadliest  wea- pons against  mankind. 
While  rhythm  can  be  made  to  be  a  suf- ficiently satisfying  method  for  a  number  of 

"dedicated  couples,"  it  is  not  the  complete answer  to  the  problem.  Some  much  more effective  method  must  be  made  available and  discriminantly  used  by  many  couples all  over  the  planet. 
Currently  the  Pill  and  inter-uterine  de- vices are  the  most  effective  methods  of birth  control. 

The  Pill  becomes  "naural"  birth  control he  said,  when  the  woman,  utilizing  her  rea- soning faculty  and  free  will,  places  into  her 
organism  the  hormones  that  her  body  pro- 

duces at  appropriate  times  in  the  cycle.  It fools  the  organism  into  thinking  that  hei 
body  is  pregnant  and  so  prevents  the  oc 
currance  of  a  true  pregnancy. 

It  is  a  very  effective  method,  he  said,  and 
the  disadvantages  and  dangers  of  it  are  ex- 

actly the  same  as  the  disadvantages  and dangers  of  pregnancy. 

YOU  STILL  HAVE  TIME  TO  BLEED 

If  you  were  injured,  re- 
quired blood  transfusions, 

and  lived  in  the  U.S.,  you 
would  have  to  pay  for  them 

In  Canada,  thanks  to  the 
Red  Cross  blood  donor  pro 
gram,  you  would  receive 
them  free.  And  Canadians  in- 

jured in  the  States  can  also 
receive  transfusions  free  by 
applying  to  the  nearest  Ca- 

nadian Embassy. 
Today  is  your  last  chance 

to  assist  this  program  at  the 
U  of  T  clinics. 
Red  Cross  nurses  and 

their  tricky  little  plastic 
bags  will  be  waiting  at  two 
locations: .  the  Sigmund  Sa- 

muel Library  (9-11  a.m.  and 
12:304  p.m.)  and  the  School 
of  Dentistry  (10  a.m.-2  p.m.) 
You  will  be  gleefully  re- 

ceived anytime,  but  Red 
Cross  officials  suggest  that 
you  come  early  and  avoid 
the  lineups. 
Their  apple-juice,  coffee 

and  donuts  make  a  good 
(free)  breakfast. 
U  of  T's  quota  this  year was  3,315  pints.  So  far,  2,179 

have  been  collected.  College 
and  faculty  contributions  to date  follow: 
Arch    14 
Dents    10 
Emm    21 
APSC    389 
Food  Sc    3 
Forestry    25 

PHE    21 
POTS    46 
SMC    372 
Soc  Wk    3 
Trinity   169 

  271 
  291   5 
  28 
  20 

— photo  by  JOE  (Vorney  the  Vampire)  WEINSTOCK 
"Gee,  that  wasn't  so  bad  after  all  —  I  think  !" 

HART  HOUSE  § In  fhe  Art  Gallery 
AN  EXHIBITION  OF  CANADIAN  GRAPHICS March  8  —  March  26 

House  daily:  1 0  a.m.  —  1 0  p.m. 
Lodies:  2-5  p.m.  Sunday:  2-5  p.m. 

4.30 GLEE  CLUB  AUDITIONS 

M  6 a°  1,m-  ■   ,  ,  i  Music  Room 
Monday,  March  1 4th  and  Thursday,  March  17th 

See  the  display  in  the   Hart  House   Rotunda   showing  the many  advantages  of  membership  _  "Big  Sing"  Detroit  May ivoo  —  Expo  67  —  Centennial  Commissioned  Works 
FIVE  O'CLOCK  RECITAL 
Wednesday,  March  16th 

Feoturing  the  FACULTY  OF  MUSIC  TRIO Music  Room  Lodies  Welcome No  Tickets  Required. 

APPLICATIONS  FOP 

C0-0RDINAT0R 
UNIVERSITY  TORONTO  FILM  SOCIETY 

1966-67 SUBMIT  TOS.A.C.  OFFICE 
MARCH  16 

UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 

THE  ALEXANDER  LECTURES 
1965-66 

FOOLS  OF  TIME 
Stud  ies  in  Shakespearean  Tragedy 

Professor  NORTHROP  FRYE Victoria  College 
Tuesday,  March  15,  to 

Thursday,  March  17  at  4.30  p.m. 
HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 

I.     My  Father  as  He  Slept:  The  Tragedy  of  Order 
II.     The  Tailors  of  the  Earth:  The  Tragedy  of  Passion III.     Little  World  of  Man:  The  Tragedy  of  Isolation 

GARIN  TO  GESHER  HAZID 
Ichud  Habonim  is  pleased  to  announce  the  formation  of  a  new Garin  (Collective  Settlement  Group)  which  is  going  to  settle  ot Kibbutz  Gesher  Hozid  in  Israel.  The  gorin  consists  mainly  of University  students  or  graduates  from  the  United  States  and Canada  who  plan  to  pool  their  resources  and  emigrate  as  a  group Departure  dotes  are  September,  1966  and  September  1967. 
Anyone  seriously  interested  in  settling  on  a  kibbutz  is  invited  to 
join  in  this  venture.  For  information  call  Mel  at  ME.  3-8290 evenings. 

ATTENTION  U.C. 

The  LIT  will  be  presenting  "HONOUR  AWARDS" 
at  the  Grad  Banquet,  to  all  graduating  U.C.  students 
who  have  made  a  s;gnificant  contribution  to  Univer- 

sity College  Life. 

So  as  to  leave  out  no  one,  it  is  the  responsibility  of 
all  students  to  deposit  the  name,  address,  and 
phone  number  of  any  grad  thought  deserving  of  this 
award,  in  order  that  the  LIT  may  send  the  nominee 
an  application  form. 

These  names  should  be  submitted  to  the  LIT  office 
as  soon  as  possible  and  not  after  Tues.  March  15,  so 
that  the  nominations  can  be  processed  before  the banquet. 

HaP  YOUR  FRIENDS  GET  THEIR  JUST  REWARDS! 
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no  immediate  changes 

SAC's  budget  meeting  Wednesdoy  night  produced 
few  surprises.  '  .  ... 

The  biggest  surprise  was  the  decision  to  include  on 
the  agenda  (preceding  the  budget)  a  number  of  constitu- tional reforms. 

As  a  result  of  this  arrangement  of  events  .council  did 
not  begin  actual  discussion  of  the  budget  until  almost  10 o'clock  —  a  mere  three  hours  after  the  meeting  was  first 
called  to  order. 

While  the  amendments  in  question  were  undoubtedly 
important,  the  wisdom  of  including  them  in  the  same  meet- 

ing as  with  the  proposed  budget  is  questionable  in  the extreme. 
The  budget  itself  contained  little  that  was  new,  and 

Council  approved  it  with,  under  the  circumstances,  a  mini- mum of  discussion. 
Finonce  Commissioner  Howard  Simmons  emphosized 

that  SAC  was  prepared  to  inaugurate  new  programs,  ond 
pointed  to  the  proposed  general  contingency  fund  of 
$20,000  (an  increase  of  $8,000  from  last  year)  which  hod 
been  set  aside  for  this  purpose. 

Council  seems  to  have  few  ideas  at  this  point  about 
programs  it  would  like  to  inaugurate,  but  this  is  not  the 
fault  of  the  Finance  Commission.  Perhaps,  when  the  budget 
is  reviewed  next  fall,  Council  will  have  some  more  concrete 
proposals  about  how  this  money  can  be  spent. 

The  one  major  change  in  the  budget  affects  the  Blue 
and  White  Society,  the  Council's  social  arm. No  funds  hove  been  set  aside  in  the  proposed  operat- 

ing budget  for  the  Homecoming  Show,  the  Ice  Show,  and 
the  Folk  Show  (the  last  two  events  ore  traditionally  part  of 
Winter  Carnival). 

It  appears,  from  the  remarks  of  Mr.  Simmons,  that 
SAC's  executive  believes  students  should  not  be  asked  to 
subsidize  events  of  this  kind,  since  similar  ones  are  con- 

stantly available  to  them  at  various  theatres  and  concert 
halls  in  the  city. 

Jim  Kenzie,  chairman  of  the  Blue  and  White  Society, 
did  not  openly  agree  with  Mr.  Simmons'  reasoning,  but  said the  Society  did  feel  it  was  time  its  traditional  program  of 
activities  was  re-examined — to  find  out  whether  students 
were  really  interested  in  this  type  of  event. 

Perhaps  students  are  no  longer  interested.  Perhaps 
they  do  not  realize  that  their  failure  to  support  various 
Blue  and  White  events  may  lead  to  o  radical  change  in  the 
format  of  Winter  Carnival. 

The  answers  to  current  speculation  will  not  be  forth- 
coming until  the  fall,  but  the  Finance  Commissioner  em- 

phasized that  money  is  available  in  the  contingency  fund 
for  new  projects,  if  the  Society  can  invent  them. 

The  Blue  ond  White  certainly  has  an  opportunity  to 
moke  sweeping  changes  in  a  program  which  far  too  often 
has  seemed  unappealing  to  the  student  population. 

The  social  aspects  of  the  university  which  have  always 
seemed  conventional  may  not  survive  the  1960s.  How  many mourners  will  there  be  of  this  fact? 
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open  letter  to  the  "winners" 
Sir: 

This  is  an  open  letter  to  the  "winners of  the  Intermediate  Hockey  League. 
Due  to  the  fact  that  the  interfaculty  of- 

fice and  our  engineering  representative  fail- 
ed to  notify  us  of  our  playoff  game  against 

Vic  VI,  Eng  XV  was  forced  to  default  from 
the  playoffs.  We  were  not  given  another 

The  Vorsity  wos  rounded  in  1 B80  and  It  published itudentj  Admin  istroiive  Council,  (or  the  university  c munity  of  the  University  of  Toronto.  The  Varsity  I member  of  the  Conodion  University  Press. 
Opinions  c*prc«*d  in  this  newspopcr  ore  the  respons- 

ibility of  the  editor,  and  are  not  necessorily  ihose  ot 
students-  council  or  odmlnistration  of  the  university. 

mh  n11  hours  were  quiet,  very  quiet,  o.  «  ■.  I.<|  f.w  masthead  members « ,r  \J£?,L,         ,    d  CrT!,¥V"r"L  t*"tr*,c'-  which  wo.  tcrombkd 
loaL  ™„««    V*.  Dwk  i"ll"duVOU  ,or  'itesr??!.  Jill  Else*  once ogoin  moncged  to  avoid  the  horrendous  loiks  which  befell  whoever  docs  layout ond  Greg  Whincup  wos  liberal  (on  page  17,  yet).  Bernadettc  Ferry  wot  termed into  signing  a  mysterious  document  (c/o  Doughtcrs  of  Ethnic  Vengeance  who Mocbcthcd  oil  over  Unfortunate  Al  Bowkcr).  And  Ken  Mark  Mode  Mcr^  MirtJ, H  W,'CBr.*;'  ,01to.°n,d  ««*«9.  """I  consisted  mostly  el  Flu.gotd.  able assistant  Igor"  Pyne,  B.ngley,  and  Al  (Infamy)  Schoenbom.  And  for  those  of us  who  stood  ond  wotted — pina  and  beer,  end  IS  million  cheers  for  Deacon, h  "cor7  bul  wondrous.    And  remember,  o  oil  yc  faithful,  next  week  ' —1  chance  till  summer  lo  get  Into  the  masthead  ads.    O  eoi i  ye i  rcportorial  numbers 

2°  Vj- 
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letters  to  the  editor 

not  sponsored  by  cus  or  wus Sir: 

Bob  Aaron's  comment  article  (The  Var- 
sity Mar.  9)  on  OMS1P— the  Ontario  Med- ical' Services  Insurance  Plan— presents  an error  which  bears  correction. 

The  University  Health  and  Accident  Plan 
of  which  he  speaks  is  no  longer  sponsored 

by  the  World  University  Service  of  Canada, 
and  has  not  been  sponsored  by  the  Cana- dian Union  of  Students. 
The  plan,  copies  of  which  are  apparently 

available  at  the  SAC  office,  might  be  a  use- ful one  for  certain  categories  of  students, 
but  I  am  sure  that  its  agent  would  wish  it 
to  stand  on  its  own  credentials. Douglas  Ward, 

President-Elect, 
Canadian  Union  of  Students 

chance  to  play  this  game.  We  feel  that  we 
had  an  excellent  chance  to  win  this  cham- pionship. „  . 

Therefore,  we  are  challenging  the  win- ner" of  this  series  to  an  exhibition  game. 
This  game  will  take  place  at  Varsity  Arena, at  the  "winners' "  convenience,  and  entirely 
at  our  expense, F  ENGINEERING  XV 

S.  Hodgkinson  and 
B.  Pyatt  (I  APSC) 

potentially  a  supa-ite? Sir: 

Mr.  Ernyes,  in  his  letter  (The  Varsity, 
Mar.  9),  shows  all  the  moral  conscience  of 
a  potentially  very  good  SUPA  member- should  he  only  be  able  to  clarify  in  his  own 
mind  the  purpose  for  SUPA's  existence. 

Surely  the  political  and  moral  somnam- bulance of  the  pre-war  generation  points  up 
the  need  for  our  generation  to  be  very  wide- 

awake. Although  individuals  (conscientious 
objectors)  may  have  protested  the  war,  no 
radical  student  organization  like  SUPA  ex- 

isted. Furthermore,  matters  having  deterio- 
rated to  the  barbarism  of  war  itself,  the 

failure  of  that  generation  lay  in  lack  of 

prevention  rather  than  in  that  of  cure. 
How  hypocritical  it  is  for  our  generation— and  how  easy  it  would  be — to  protest 

against  the  stupidity  of  yesterday  while  let- ting similar  conditions  insidiously  develop 
in  our  time,  in  our  own  society.  And  it  is 
light  here  and  now  that  we  can  perform 
our  true  duty  to  those  victims  of  past 
atrocities  whom  Mr.  Ernyes  mourns  in  his 
letter. 
How  hypocritical,  too,  would  it  be  to  pro- 

test against  the  atrocities  of  the  "other  side" when  we  ourselves  are  perpetrating  atro- cities of  our  own.  And,  Mr.  Ernyes,  if  the 
problem  of  the  Canadian  Indian  still  troubles 
your  conscience,  do  make  a  donation  for 
SUPA's  work  with  them  in  Green  Lake, Sask. 

Bob  Johnston  (II  Trin) 

nothing  from  the  staff 
Sir: 

The  Varsity  is  published  for  the  "univer- 
sity community  of  the  University  of  Tor- onto." This  obviously  should  include  the staff  and  administration  of  this  institution. 

It  is  apparent  from  the  President's  Report that  many  staff  members  have  an  active  in- terest in  the  affairs  of  our  community,  and 
it  is  superflous  to  comment  on  the  fact  that 
most  professors  like  to  see  their  names  in 
print.  But  . . . 
Many  complaints  have  been  made  that 

The  Varsity  does  not  stimulate  enough  in- terest in  the  students  about  their  affairs, 
that  students  are  apathetic  and  disinterest- 

ed in  anything  but  their  own  petty  problems. 
I  am  loathe  to  suggest  that  this  apathy  is 

any  reflection  on  the  teaching  staff  of  this 
institution,  but  the  lack  of  letters  and 
articles  in  The  Varsity  written  by  the  staff 
leads  me  to  this  conclusion. 

A  good  journal  is  supported  and  encourag- ed by  contributions  from  its  readers.  Letters 
to  the  editor  are  often  the  only  possible 
way  to  promote  a  cause,  lodge  a  complaint 
or  show  appreciation  for  a  job  well  done. 

Surely  the  staff  members  of  this  univer- 
sity read  The  Varsity  and  have  some  in- voiemerit  in  the  problems  discussed  therein. 

It  is  therefore  very  surprising  to  me  to  see 
so  little  evidence  of  involvement  and  interest 
on  the  part  of  the  "adult"  section  of  our university  community. 

Peter  Smith  (IV  APSC) 

clarification  required 
Sir: 

In  replying  to  the  report  (The  Varsity  Mar. 
7)  on  the  staff-student  symposium  on  orien- 

tation, I  should  like  to  make  four  points 
clear. 
The  first  letter  announcing  the  date  of 

the  symposium  was  sent  to  each  of  the  25 
student  councils  approximately  three  weeks 
prior  to  the  date  of  the  conference.  This  let- 

ter contained  a  request  that  each  council 
appoint  two  student  representatives,  plus 
one  faculty  member,  to  represent  each  fa- 

culty or  college.  Surely  three  weeks  is  suf- 
ficient notice  for  any  such  request. 

Apologies  are  in  order,  however,  for  our 
tardiness  in  sending  out  the  dozen  or  so 
iollow-up  letters  lo  the  presidents  of  the 
various  colleges  and  faculties.  Perhaps  naive- 

ly, we  had  assumed  that  these  persons  would 
already  have  been  contacted  by  their  stu- 

dent councils,  and  thus  our  letter  was  simply 
intended  as  a  formal  invitation  to  these 
plus  others  whom  we  felt  might  be  interest- 
ed. 

Your  criticism  of  the  letters  sent  to  female 
staff  members  addressed  "Dear  Sir"  is  petty, to  say  the  last.  The  letter  referred  to  was 
a  form  letter  sent  to  approximately  50  staff 
members,  of  whom  probably  95  per -cent 

were  males.  It  hardly  seems  likely  that  any 
female  staff  member  genuinely  interested  in 
the  symposium  would  have  passed  it  by  be- cause of  this  slight  faux  pas. 

In  spite  of  what  Mr.  Carson  says,  the  sym- 
posium was  a  decided  success.  Perhaps  if Mr.  Carson  had  attended  he  would  have 

realized  this. 
The  report  Mr.  Carson  so  capably  sum- 

marized was  a  preliminary  one — prepared from  information  gathered  during  the  past 
months.  It  was  our  intention  to  discuss  this 
report,  thus  determining  the  best  and  most 
effective  means  of  orienting  the  freshman 
student.  As  a  result  of  this  symposium,  a 
comprehensive  final  report  will  be  composed 
and  presented  in  the  near  future. 

It  would  seem  then,  that  in  typical  Var- 
sity fashion  your  reporter  has  failed  to  re- 
port the  situation  adequately.  It  therefore 

seems  highly  hypocritical  of  you  to  criticize 
the  Toronto  newspapers  for  their  recent 
coverage  of  the  recent  engineering  caper. Glenn  Munro  (II  Vic), 

Chairman,  SAC  Orientation  Committee 
Mr.  Munro  is  in  error  on  several  points:  the 
female  staff  members  in  question  criticized the  letter  and  )nentioned  these  criticisms 
to  The  Varsity;  Mr.  Carson  did  not  say  tht 
sytnposium  was  a  failure;  some  of  those 
who  attended  the  symposium  told  The  Var- 

sity they  did  not  consider  it  a  "decided  suc- 
cess" —  ed. 
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JON  HENDRICKS 
(REVIEW  10) CANADIAN  PRINTS  at  HART  HOUSE 

(REVIEW  6,  7) 



Louise  Huntingdon  and 
Charles  Starrett  in  THE 
VIKING,  Canada's  first  fea- 

ture-length sound  film,  to 
be  shown  May  24,  at  the 
Notional  Film  Theotre. 

CHOEUR  de  L'UNIVERSITE  de  LAVAL JOINS  THE 

UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  CHORUS FOR  ITS 

FINAL  CONCERT 

OF  CHORAL  MUSIC 

SUNDAY  MARCH  13  8:30  P.M. 

GREAT  HALL  -        HART  HOUSE 
ADMISSION  FREE 

SIMPSON'S 

TON 
FOR  MEN 

Fashioned  to   bring   out  the   richness  of 

BLACK  RUBY    ANTIQUE  JADE    BLACK  ONYX 

Simpson's  men's  clothing  now  reflects  the  deep-toned  richness, 
warmth  and  gem-like  brilliance  of  ruby,  jade  and  onyx.  Precious 
black  ruby  graced  with  deep  toning  ..  .  antique  jade  .  .  .  subtle 
distinctive  .  .  .  exciting  richness  .  .  .  black  onyx  enlivened  with 
gem  colorings  .  .  .  Gem  Tones  in  almost  everything  you  wear. 
Suit  illustrated,  Progress  Brand  tailored   $115 

Store  for  Men 

Simpson'*  —  Stcond  Floor  Also  ot  Yorkdole  and  Gedorhrao. 

Tweeting  and  woofing 

on  a  warped  turntable 

By  ARTHUR  ZELDIN 

Let's  be  as  coy  as  this  film's  title,  and  say  that  where 
High  Infidelity  (International  Cinema)  woofed,  it  should 
have  tweeted,  and  where  it  tweeted,  it  certainly  should have  woofed. 

To  amplify:  the  film  is  divided  into  four  segments,  in 
each  of  which,  roughly,  2  characters  find  themselves  trapped 
on  the  turntable  of  an  unusual  sex  relationship. 

The  Nino  Manfredi  section  has  the  tone  of  a  78  played 
at  45-  the  Monica  Vitti-Jean  Pierre  Cassel  section  has  the 

tone  of  a  33  played  at  78;  the  Charles  Amavour-Claire 
Bloom  section  is  warped;  and  the  Ugo  Tognazzi  section  is 

a  broken-record  repetition  of  director  Monicelli's  preoc- 
cupation with  the  iniquities  of  the  Italian  sex-law  system 

we  have  seen  hefore  in  Divorce  Italian  Style  and  Seduced and  Abandoned. 

The  only  thing  this  film  manages  to  do  with  any  style 

is  squander  talent.  But  it  was  good  to  see  Miss  Bloom  be- 
having as  if  somebody  had  finally  pulled  out  the  pickle, 

and  Nino  Manfredi's  deadpan  is  always  good  for  a  chuckle 

or  two.  So  two  bands  out  of  the  four  on  this  longplay  re- 
cord (and  how!)  are  not  a  total  loss.  (And  if  you  think  this 

review  is  silly  and  inconsequential,  you  ought  to  see  the movie.) 

CONSPIRACY  IH  CLICHES 

By  MICHAEL  WALSH 
An  auspicious  event,  the 

wedding  of  two  great,  in- 

CLASSIFIED 
SUMMER  share  opartment,  April-Aug. wilh  quiet     grod  student,  low  rent, peaceful,  just  off  campus.  42  Cecil, 921-6369. 

EXPERIENCED  female  counsellors  tot 
girls  privole  camp  in  Quebec.  Crafts, music,  canoeing  and  sailing.  Minimum age  19.  238  St.  Clements  Ave,,  Toronto. HU.  7-1073. 
FURNISHED  apartment  to  sublet  for 
summer,  2  large  bedrooms,  suitable  4 persons,  oir  conditioning,  swimming pool,  Call  925-4969  offer  7  p.m. 
JU5T  MARRIED  students  anxious  tc 
contact  anyone  leaving  small  unfur- nished apartment  Spodina-Bloor  aret before  end  of  June.  Limit  $80.  531- 5432  before  5  p.m. 
WANTED  TO  SUBLET:  Furnished  1 -bed- room apartment  May  7-m id -September Writi;  Miss  L.  Monn,  181  Arbour  Glen 
Cres.,  London,  Ontario. 
LADY,  University  graduate  seeks help  driving,  Moreh  31  to  St.  John, N.B.,  vio  Montreal  and  U.S.A.  Return 
tor  April  1 1  via  Boston.  Phone  even- 

ings 925-5260. 
SAUCY,  sexy,  1965  suzuki  50.  White- walls,  shin  guards,  even  umbrella rack.  Royal  blue,  reasonable  225-9677. 
XEROX  COPIES  —  Special  student rate  8c  each.  Rm.  310  -  3768  Balh- urst  St. 

LOST  red  silk  scarf  March  2  between Museum  and  library.  Phone  Mohantv 924-1802. 
GARS  to  be  driven  and  picked  up  it Canada  and  United  States,  gas  allow- once.  Don's  Drive  Awoy,  3101  Bothurst St.  at  Lawrence  782-1571. 
196S  TR4  wire  wheels,  radio,  must 
sell  52,000.  Call  HU.  3-8516  evenings. 
TYPING  slaving  over  hot  typewriter  in darkest  Forest  Hill.    Coll  489-4432  to have  essays,     theses  etc,  typed electric  machine. 
SKI  BOOTS  —  ladies  sire  8  slalom moke  —  used  one  week,  $25  or  best offer  —  488-3327. 
C+CN  WED.  -  SUN  from  8  p,m  - a.m.  dancing  with  ROULETTE  and  the CHIPS  BAND  every  Wednesday  Fri and  Sot.  LE  CHAT  NOIR  CAFE  (open Ing    under    new  management). 
TAPE  RECORDER  FOR  SALE.  -  "Utter1 stereo  record  HI  model,  deluxe,  four- trock,  2  speakers  &  some  topes  in- cluded: $189.00  HU.  8-8008. 

T  . "'Gold  bracelet  type)  lost  Fr day  at  Hart  House.  Sentimental  volu -  reward.  Coll  Louro  921-7006 
with  ticket  on  May  22  flight  to  trade 

diginous  art  forms  into  the 
Western-Horror  Film,  provid- 

es this  week's  fare  at  the Downtown  theatre. 
Before  our  very  eyes  we 

share  the  spectacle  as  Jesse 
James  Meets  Frankenstein's Daughter  and  the  epic  con- frontation pitting  Billy  the Kid  Versus  Dracula.  It  is  a 
technicolor  conspiracy  in 
cumulative  cliche. 

The  perceptive  audience will  detect  certain  points 
of  similarity  between  the 
two  films,  beyond  the  deci- dedly unsubtle  use  of  the 
same  sets,  properties  and  ex- tras. Both  share  the  dubious 
talents  of  the  same  produc- 

er, director,  writer  combina- tion. 
And  scripts  approved  by 

the  Senate  Sub-Committee 
Investigating  UnAmeri  can Activities. 
The  whole  problem  is 

that  the  Frankensteins  and 
Draculas  were  foreigners 
"tampering  with  the  laws  of 
God"  and  runing  around 
"undead".  Billy  and  Jesse 
are,  after  all,  native-born 
even  if  they  do  "'ride  the 
owlhoot  trail". When  you  come  right 
down  to  it  those  stupid 

cowpokes  really  don't  under- stand the  ways  of  sophisti- 
cated European  monsters. 

They  don't  have  enough sense  to  be  terror  struck 
by  the  idea  of  a  Vampire 
("ah  what?")  in  their  midst. 
Seeking  to  impress  us 

with  their  knowledge  of  the 
outlaw  legends  the  films 
strike  out  completely  with 
the  occult  beasties.  Sure, 
Tames'  alias  really  was  "Mr. 
Howard"  but  a  vampire 
never,  never  goes  out  in broad  daylight! 

review 



TORONTO  GETS  FILM 

REPERTORY  THEATRE 
Toronto  film  buffs  will  be  pleased  to  hear  that  the 

Canadian  Film  Institute  is  inaugurating  a  National 
Film  Theatre  (Toronto)  season,  a  repertory  theatre  for 
films,  beginning  Tuesday  March  15.  Operating  in  a 
manner  similar  to  the  National  Film  Theatre  in  Ottawa, 
The  Toronto  branch  will  screen  films  held  by  the  Cana- 

dian Film  Archives,  and  by  the  national  archives  of 
many  foreign  countries.  For  a  considerable  number  of 
the  films,  these  showings  will  be  their  first  in  Canada. 

For  this  first  season,  the  program  has  been  divided 
into  three  series  of  four  films  each: 
Series  1:  The  New  Czech  Cinema 

Mar.  15  A  Jester's  Tale,  1964,  Karel  Zeman,  dir. 
Mar.  22  Death  Is  Called  Engelchen  1962,  Jan  Kadar 

and  Elmer  Clos,  dirs. 
Mar.  29  Loves  Of  A  Blonde,  1965,  Milos  Forman,  dir. 
April  5   Lemonade  Joe  1964,  Oldrich  Lipsky,  dir. 
Series  11:  Von  Strohehn,  A  Tribute 
April  12  Blind  Husbands  1918 
April  19  Foolish  Wives  1921 
April  26  Merry-Go-Round  1922 
May  3    The  Merry  Widow  1925 

All  four  are  silents  with  English  titles  and  piano  ac 
companiment. 
Series  ///:  Seven  Years  of  Cinema 
May  10  The  Robber  Symphony  Britain,  1936,  Friedrich 

Feher,  dir. 
May  17  Sawdust  and  Tinsel   Sweden,    1953,  Ingmar 

Bergman,  dir. 
May  24  The  Viking,  Newfoundland,  1931,  George  Mel 

ford  and  Varik  Frissell,  dirs. 
May  31  La  Belle  et  La  Bete,  France,  1946,  Jean  Cocteau, 

dir. Admission  is  by  membership  in  the  Theatre  only ; 
membership  fee  is  $1.  This  entitles  you  to  buy 
1.  Season  ticket  (12  programs)  at  $8 

or 
2.  A  series  ticket  for  any  of  the  three  series  at  $3  each 

or 3.  Single  admission  at  $1. 
STUDENT  TICKETS  ARE  HALF-PRICE. 

Showing  are  Tuesdays,  8  pjm.,  at  Radio  City 
Theatre,  Bathurst  at  St.  Clair. 

Speciol  Announcement 
NORTH  AMERICAN AIR  FARES  SLASHED 
FOR  STUDENTS. 

:or  Complete  Details  Contact 
TRADE  WINDS 

TRAVEL 
187  College  Street, 

Toronto  2B 

Telephone  924-1431 

opposite the  WALLBERG  BUILDING 

Scoot  over  to 

the  whole  teen-age  world; 

Sure  you  love  scooters; 
Records.  Folk  rock. 
Dancing.  Straight  hair. 

Short  skirts.  You're 
natural,  you're  normal. 

But  perhaps  you  haven't 
yet  got  the  message that  more  and  more  high 
school  students  are  using 

Tampax  tampons.  Ten 
years  ago,  it  may  not  have been  so.  But  today, 
definitely  yes. 

That's  because  Tampax 

tampons  are  ideal  for  the 
lively,  spirited  girls  of 

today.  These  girls  aren't dragging  their  feet  and 
waiting  till  they're  in  their twenties  to  know  the 
freedom  Tampax  tampons bring. 

You're  in  the 

new  generation. Take  advantage 
of  it. 

TAMPAX 
Internal  Sanitaty  Protection 

LOVES  OF  A  BLONDE 



RECEPTION  SERVICE 

Personnel  required  for  the  first  three  weeks  in  Sep- 

tember. Reosonable  salary.  Pleose  leove  Name  and 

summer  Address  in  the  S.A.C.  office. 

RECEPTION  SERVICE 

S.A.C.  office. 
NAME   
ADDRESS  (summer)   
TELEPHONE   

AN  OPEN  INVITATION 

To  1966  male  graduates,  Faculty  of  Arts 

from 

Manufacturers  Life  Insurance  Company 

to  consider 

CAREERS  IN 

ADMINISTRATION 

at  its  Head  Office  —  Toronto 

Unusual  opportunities  for  rapid  advancement  due  to 
company  growth,  impending  retirement  for  many 
present  executives  and  the  dynamic  effects  of  ad- vanced electronic  data  processing. 

To  arrange  MR.  W.  J.  LOMAX 
an  interview,  PERSONNEL  DEPARTMENT 
write  or  phone:  THE  MANUFACTURERS  LIFE 

200  BLOOR  ST.  EAST 
TORONTO  S,  ONT. 
PHONE:  928-4345 

MANUFACTURERS  LIFE 
INSURANCE  COMPANY 

Wherever  you're  heading  after  grad- uation, you'll  find  one  of  Royal's  more  than  1,100 branches  there  to  look  after  you.  Meanwhile,  anything 
we  can  do  for  you,  here  and  now  ?  Drop  in  any  time. 

ROYAL  BANK 

By  REVA  LANDAU 
The  Rehearsal,  by  Jean  Anouilh  is  a  bril- liant tour  de  force  of  words,  of  words  that 

bludgeon,  words  that  slash,  words  that  tease. 
This  delight  in  languages  is  perfectly  realized in  the  current  Aries  Production  of  the  play at  the  Poor  Alex. 

In  the  artificial  world  of  the  opening 
scene,  the  Count,  his  current  mistress, 
Hortensia,  his  wife  the  Countess,  her  lover, 
Villebosse,  and  Hero,  a  professional  lover, 
act  out  ther  lives.  The  first  four  have  af- fected, trivial,  purposeless  lives,  and  they know,  and  even  delight,  in  it. 

Their  acting  of  a  17c.  classical  French 
play  as  an  entertainment  for  a  ball  suits 
them  perfectly;  for  they  perform  all  their 
lives,  and  take  as  much  joy  in  the  man- nerisms and  nuances  of  cleverly  contrived 
conversation  as  did  the  members  of  Louis XIV's  Court. 

In  this  setting,  only  Villebosse,  the  Coun- tess's lover,  takes  himself,  honor,  and  life 
seriously.  The  others  despise  him  for  it.  He is  a  modern  Don  Quixote: 

Into  this  milieu  enters  Sylvia,  who,  like 
the  young  girl  she  portrays  in  the  play 

PERFECT  TOUR  DE  FOR
CE 

within  a  play,  is  good  without  being  simple, 
tender  without  being  romantic.  The  Count, 
for  the  first  time  in  his  life,  falls  in  love, 
and  the  tenderness  and  generosity  inspired 
by  this  love  make  her  fall  in  love  with  him. 

HeYo,  the  old  friend  of  the  Count,  smashes 
this  love,  as  the  Count  had  ruined  the  love 
of  H<Sro  for  a  young  girl  "not  good  enough 

for  him". 
The  world  of  words,  of  "let's  pretend" topples  the  world  of  truth.  The  young  girl 

leaves;  love  is  destroyed.  Hero  commits what  is  tantamount  to  suicide.  But  he  has 
succeeded  in  one  last  effort  to  "break 
things",  to  wreck  beauty. 

All  the  acting  is  of  a  high  calibre.  Par- ticularly superb  performances  are  given  by. 
Morna  Wales  as  the  intelligent,  witty  Coun- 

tess, sophisticated,  but  too  worldly  to tolerate  love;  and  Sean  Mulcahy  as  Hero, 
the  man  "no  woman  could  resist",  semi- 
alcoholic,  a  wasted  man  who  likes  "to  break 

things". 

Of  interest  to  students  who  saw  Anouilh  s 
Thieves'  Carnival  will  be  the  switch  from 
optimism  to  pessimism  between  the  two 
plays.  In  Thieves'  Carnival,  innocence  wins; in  The  Rehearsal,  it  loses. 

Intimacy  at  the  Embassy 

By  BRUCE  HOWARD 

The  group  presenting  Al- bee's  The  Zoo  Story  and 
another  one-act  play,  Will 
the  Real  Jesus  Christ  Please 
Stand  Up?  at  the  Bohemian 
Embasy  this  week  have  cho- 

sen to  call  themselves  "In- 
timate Theatre  presents", and  they  aren't  kidding. Since  The  Zoo  Story  is  a 

play  about  forced  intimacy, 
staging  at  the  Embassy 
might  have  been  extremely 
effective  despite  the  problem 
of  creating  an  outdoor  park 
atmosphere  at  close  range. 

But  unfortnately  the  dirc- tor,  Norman  M.  Burns,  has 
allowed  his  two  actors  to 
shuffle  about  aimlessly  with 
"natural"  (i.e.  mumbled) 
deliveries,  casual  gestures, 
and  sloppy  movement  at  the 
expense  of  the  cunning  theat- 

ricality and  dynamic  ten- sions of  a  truly  stage-worthy 
little  play.  While  the  players 
don't  ring  false  they  don't resonate  nearly  enough. 

The  performance  of  James 
Martin  as  Jerry  suffers  the 
most  from  lack  of  direction. 
Instead  of  the  passionate 
loony  wisdom  of  an  outsider 
trying  desperately  and  lu- dicrously to  claw  his  way 
back  in,  to  the  accompani- ment of  guffaws  and  gasps 
from  the  audience,  we  have 
a  sullen,  overserious  Jerry 
who  merely  plods  and  paus- 

es. Tom  Newlands  is  well- 
cast  as  Peter,  but  is  a  little 
too  hail-fellow-well-met  to make  us  believe  that  he  is  as 
reticent  and  indecisive  as  the 
dialogue  indicates. 

But  the  same  director  de- 
monstrates that  imagination 

on  his  part  and  energy  on 
the  part  of  the  actors  can 
overcome  the  most  constric- 

ting physical  handicaps.  Ad- 
mittedly Will  The  Real  Jesus 

Christ  Please  Stand  Up  is  a 
far  less  difficult  and  com- 

plex play  than  The  Zoo 
Story.  The  play  skillfully 

lays  bare  the  antithesis  bet- ween North  American  hustle 
and  Christian  humility.  Total 
and  hilarious  irreverence 
veils  an  unpretentious  reaf- 

firmation of  Christian  va- lues. 
It  seems  that  five  actors 

are  auditioning  for  the  part 
of  Jesus  Christ  in  an  up- 

coming movie  spectacular, 
Christ  Himself  being  one  of 
them.  The  first  four  reveal 
their  ignorance  of  Christiani- 

ty in  their  efforts  to  im- provise a  Biblical  passage 
(one  starts  out  "Four  score 

and  seven  years  ago...."),  by which  time  the  director  is 
so  exasperated  that,  he  takes it  all  out  on  the  real  Christ. 
After  his  wrath  fizzles  out 
he  decides  that  "the  audience 
would  never  accept  him." The  script  girl  has  the  last 
word.  Says  she,  with  a 
sigh,  "Anyway,  he  looked 

too  Jewish". The  actors  are  imprecise 
and  prone  the  cliches  of  in- terpretation but  what  they 
lack  in  finesse  they  make  up 
for  in  gusto. Till  Saturday. 

WHERE  IS  O'HARA'S  JOEY? 
By  SAM  GUPTA 

"I  can  be  oversexed  again," claims  Jane  Russell  in  Pal 
Joey,  currently  running  at 
the  Royal  Alex.  One  wishes 
she  could,  though  one  won- ders how.  The  production 
is  drab,  colorless,  un-musical 
if  not  anti-musical,  amateur- ish, and  lacks  all  sense  of 
the  theatre. 

Pal  Joey  is  the  story  of 
a  young,  charming,  talented 
night-club  singer,  who  is 
more  haunted  by  girls  of  all 
kinds,  shapes,  and  sizes  .than 
by  new  tunes.  He  is  soon 
left  with  two  women:  an  ex- 

perienced, older,  wealthy  so- ciety woman,  Jane  Russell, 
and  an  innocent,  pure  and "first-love"  type  young  girl. 

Both  of  them,  of  course, 
are  madly  in  love  with  him, although  they  make  every 
effort  not  to  show  it  to  the 
audience.  As  one  might  ex- 

pect, Joey  can't  live  by wealth  alone  and  decides  for 
pure  love. In  the  last  20  years,  since 
Pay  Joey  was  first  produced on  Broadway,  not  everybody 
has  been  "bewitched"  by John  O'Hara's  hero,  and 
some  have  been  more  "both- 

ered and  bewildered". In  the  present  production, 

Joe  Bennet,  playing  Joey, 
very  skilfully  manages  to bother  everybody.  He  is 
neither  charming  nor  talent- ed; he  is  only  young,  and 
horribly  so.  With  Jane  Rus- sell as  his  seductress,  it  looks 
like  a  Picasso-affair  in  re- 

verse. Where  is  O'Hara's Joey:  the  vivacious,  charm- 
ing, irresistable,  gifted  per- former? 

There  are  a  lot  of  attrac- tive girls  in  a  variety  of  very 
seductive  costumes,  if  that's any  comfort.  If  Joe  Bennet 
and  Jane  Russell  could  have 
spared  us  their  talents,  the 
play  could  be  compared  with one  of  the  better  shows  at the  Victory. 

Lorenz  Hart's  lyrics  and 
Richard  Rodgers'  music 
can't  inject  any  life  into  this ostentatious  corpse.  The 
song  "I  could  write  a  book" doesn't  even  promise  a  page. "Betwitched,  Bothered,  and 
Bewildered"  sounds  like  the 
narration  of  a  bull-fight rather  than  the  tingling  of 
love.  When  the  two  girls,  in 
an  attitude  of  self-martyr- 

dom, sing,  "Take  him",  one 
screams:  "Please,  yesl" 
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Judy  Armstrong  a  standout 

By  IAN  RODGER 
While  everyone  else  in  the  audience 

shrilled  with  delight  at  Paul  Sole's  high- jinks  in  the  finale  number  at  the  Dell 
Tavern's  new  revue  Ligging  About,  my  eyes were  riveted  to  Judy  Armstrong.  This 
charmer  has  class.  Belting  out  a  blues 
number,  imitating  the  Rolling  Stones,  or 
whistling  brief  encounterpoint,  this  gal  has 
got  it.  Her  movements  are  graceful  and 
sure,  she  can  pick  up  and  ad  lib  at  a  sec- 

ond's notice,  and  has  she  got  a  voice! 
But  apart  from  this  show  stopper,  Ligging 

About  is  standard  satirical  revue,  Toronto 
style.  (Dirty  jokes  are  kept  to  a  minimum.) 
The  show  was  written  by  a  Briton,  Paul 
McDowell,  and  this  might  explain  why  so 

many  skits  demand  conlorted  Cockney 
accents  and  the  like.  Diane  Stapley  and 
Brian  Crabb  just  weren't  made  for  that 
stuff.  Paul  Soles  is  the  only  one  who  can 
comfortably  ape  the  Irish,  the  Scotch  and 
the  Cockney  with  great  humor. 
There  are  at  least  four  memorable  tunes 

in  the  show  and  that's  good  for  any  revue, 
particularly  when  there  are  three  good 
voices  in  the  cast. 

But  I'd  recommend  this  show  purely  on 
the  strenght  of  Judy  Armstrong.  She's  a 
graduate  of  the  National  Theatre  School 
and  has  worked  in  Vancouver  but  this  is 
her  Toronto  debut,  and  it's  a  solid  one. 
Show  time  is  9  p.m.  Monday  through  Thurs- 

day and  at  8:30  and  11:30  on  weekends. 

Diane  Stapley,  Brian  Crabb,  Judy  Armstrong,  and  Paul  Soles,  in  LIGGING  ABOUT. 

Excitement -with  reservations 
By  DOUGLAS  PR  INGLE 
The  concert  given  by  the 

Don  Friedman-Attila  Zoller 
quartet  in  the  Great  Hall  of 
Hart  House  on  Monday  even- 

ing was  one  of  those  events 
which  excite  some  people 
thoroughly  but  evoke  serious 
reservations  from  others. 
Though  the  music  succeeded 
remarkably,  especially  in 
the  second  half,  there  were 
contradictions  in  the  con- 

cepts behind  the  the  music, 
and  between  the  attitudes 
of  Friedman  and  Zoller  and 
the  rhythm  section. 
Zoller  is  European-born, 

and  Friedman  has  European 
roots:  despite  his  apprecia- tion of  the  work  of  Coltrane 
and  Shepp,  he  says  he  finds 
his  real  inspiration  in  mo- dern European  music.  On 
the  other  hand  Reggie  John- 

son, the  bass  player,  and 
Andrew  Cyrille,  the  drum- 

mer, are  American  negroes 
who  have  developed  in  the 
context  of  hard  bop  and  the 
New  Music,  both  (as  LeRoi 
Jones  has  made  clear)  as- 

sertively black  musics,  with 
white  adherents  who  have 
cultivated  the  sensibility 
(like  Roswell  Rudd  or  Gary 
Peacock). 
The  problems  posed  by 

this  divergence  of  attitudes 
were  plainly  evident  in  the 
first  set,  and  it  seems  to  me, 
quite  well  surmounted  in 
the  second.  It  was  a  matter 
of  the  submission  of  the  self- 
conscious  playing  of  Fried- 

man, and  to  a  lesser  extent 

of  Zoller  (who  never  really 
came  around),  to  the  spirit- 

ed, natural  music  of  Cyrille. 
The  program  opened  with 

one  of  the  three  convention- 
al (structured)  jazz  tunes, 

.Friedman's  'Circle  Waltz',  an 
interesting  line,  post-posi- bop.  Everyone  was  shaky, 
and  the  two  soloists  turned 
in  fairly  ordinary  solos;  then 
Johnson  played  an  interest- 

ing solo  which  rebuilt  the 
structure  of  the  tune  in  the 
manner  ol  Richard  Davis,  by 
whom  he  has  been  influenc- 

ed but  not  dominated.  All 
through,  this,  Cyrille  was 
playing  loud,  nasty  but  ex- 

quisite accompaniment. 
For  no  obvious  reason,  in- 

termission changed  the  mu- sic completely.  (Perhaps  the 
rest  of  the  grdup  realized 
why  Cyrille  was  there,  what it  all  meant.) 

'Spring  Signs'  brought brilliant  work  from  Fried- 
man who  earlier  hadn't  been 

able  to  create  any  real  mel- odic stuff. 

His  solo  spun  from  Tris- 
tano-like  phrases  into  a  De- 
bussy-ish  section,  and  ended 
with  a  long  intense  group 
improvisation  in  which  Cy- 

rille really  stretched  out  and 
everyone  showed  a  real  feel- 

ing for  the  overall  contour 
of  sound,  the  musical  tex- 

ture, which  had  been  ne- 
glected completely  in  earlier 

attempts  at  simultaneous 
improvisation. 

Then  came  'Blizzard',  an- 
other free   Zoller  original, 

with  more  outstanding 
Friedman  and  Cyrille.  By 
this  time,  the  drumming  had 
become  totally  free,  and 
there  seemed  to  be  far  more 
sympathy  between  the  mu- sicians. I  knew  that  Cyrille 
had  played  with  Cecil  Tay- lor (in  a  concert  in  New 
York  a  year  ago,  reviewed 
in  Coda),  but  I  had  never 
suspected  the  innovations 
which  he  was  capable  of  in 
free  time,  which,  seemed  to 
be  the  sole  property  of  Son- 

ny Murray  and  perhaps  Mil- ford  Graves. 

He  set  up  constantly 
changing  but  always  clear 
patterns  which  really  led  the music. 

The  performance  could 
certainly  be  faulted  on  lack 
of  rapport  among  the  musi- cians, and  the  reluctance  of 
the  leaders  to  abandon  con- 

ventional jazz  and  the  habits 
of  bop  is  certainly  open  to 
criticism.  But  the  music, 
thanks  to  the  strong  pre- 

sence of  Cyrille,  managed  to 
succeed  despite  the  ostens- 

ible differences  in  the  musi- 
cal goals  of  the  participants. 

Hart  House  is  to  be  recom- 
mended for  its  pioneering 

policies  in  sponsoring  the 
New  Music  while  other  or- 

ganizations dedicated  to  the 
arts  such  as  Stratford  show 
a  real  disregard  for  the  im- 

portant music  of  our  time. 
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CANADIAN  PRINTS 
 AT  HART  HOl 

Printmaking  in  Canada  is  a  recent  phenomenon.  There 
is  no  tradition  of  printmaking  behind  contemporary  Cana- 

dian practitioners,  and  consequently  they  must  either  ex- 
periment on  their  own,  or  else  leave  the  country  for  guidance. 

The  most  important  print  centre  or  studio  to  which 
artists  may  go  is  Stanley  Hayter's  Atelier  17  in  Paris.  Hayter began  the  studio  in  1927  in  an  effort  to  pursue  experimental 
techniques  in  printmaking  and  has  never  stopped.  Artists 
from  around  the  world  have  worked  with  him  in  discover- 

ing new  directions  in  technique,  and  in  such  an  atmosphere a  vital  cross-fertilization  of  ideas  has  taken  place. 

In  Canada,  Montreal  is  the  most  stimulating  centre  in 
printmaking.  Since  its  inception  in  1959,  the  graphics  de- 

Victoria  artist,  Helen  Piddir, 
Hayter's  Atelier  17  at  which  s niger"  is  a  fascinating  comfy  [ 
and  geometric  patterns  in  two 

Also  from  Western  Cana„ 
In  a  representational  manner 
ture  with  warm  colors  and  cleJr 
not  concern  himself  with  the which  in  the  case  of  some  Hjii 
important  than  the  image  proi 

pure  joy  of  making  a  print 
From  Ontario,  Jack  Nich 

and  David  Blackwood  exhibit 
and  pictorial  concerns.  Nichol; 
printmakers  and  his  personal!: 
early  figurative  style.  Harleq  i 
circus  milieu  —  merge  from  sif 
magical  illumination.  Teel™;  • 

partment  of  Montreal's  Beaux-Arts  has  become  a  leading centre  under  the  direction  of  Albert  Dumochel. 

The  basic  stumbling  hlock  to  any  printmaker  is  the  ex- 
pense of  proper  equipment.  Presses,  acids  and  plates  —  to 

say  nothing  of  paper  and  inks  —  are  exceedingly  expensive 
so  the  young  artist,  after  leaving  school  and  the  facilities 
provided,  either  turns  to  painting  or  to  cheaper  techniques 
such  as  woodcuts,  linocuts  and  silkscreen,  and  these  tech- niques are  limited.  Thus,  his  range  of  endeavor  is  very 
limited. 

To  rectify  the  lack  of  facilities  in  Montreal,  Richard 
Lacroix  —  recently  returned  from  Atelier  17  —  has  set  up 
his  Atelier  Libre  with  Government  backing.  For  $15  a  month 
artists  can  come  and  use  the  two  antique  presses  that  La- 

croix found  in  Paris  as  well  as  the  other  materials  necessary 
for  experimental  printmaking.  Lacroix  himself  does  not 
teach  but  merely  assists  those  who  are  unfamiliar  with  ad- 

vanced techniques. 

The  exhibition  of  contemporary  Canadian  prints  at  the 
Hart  House  gallery  throws  light  on  a  number  of  printmakers 
and  directions  in  print  making  in  Canada.  Two  works  by 

Shrubs  for  the  wasteland 

By  SYD  USPRICH 

"Almost  everything  here  is  so  luke-warm;  we  want  to  create 
;i  little  excitement".  According  to  Jan  Steen,  the  intense  young artistic  director  and  guiding  light  of  Halewyn  Productions,  the 
struggle  to  do  this,  even  in  the  Nouveau  Toronto,  is  still  a 

The  severed  head  is  the  symbol  of  Halewyn  Productions. 

thankless  task. 

Too  ambitious  and  impatient  to  put  in  the  normally  long apprenticeship  until  success  (or  the  Canada  Council)  calls, 
Steen  is  willing  to  sacrifice  his  own  comfort  and  what  little'1 money  he  has  to  establish  a  new  permanent  theatre  company that  will  give  us  some  of  that  excitement. 

The  Canadian  Players  and  George  Luscombe's  Workshop Productions  have  planted  a  few  shrubs  in  this  city's  theatrical wasteland,  he  concedes,  but  there  is  a  need  for  much  more. 
"Something  that  will  make  the  audience  react  not  just  come out  saying  'Wasn't  that  nice!';  if  that's  all  you  want,  TV  can do  it  better. 

His  group  have  done  their  best  to  follow  this  credo,  bring- ing such  seldom  seen  works  as  Adelaise,  Macchiavelli's  Man- dragola  and  their  own  adaptation  of  The  Canterbury  Tales  to Toronto.  They  are  currently  doing  an  interesting  double  bill 
at  the  Colonnade  Theatre  consisting  of  Genet's  provocative The  Maids  and  a  fascinating  piece  of  social  realism  in  The Dodo  Bird  by  the  American  playwright  Emmanuel  Fried. 

The  Maids  is  a  rather  thin  vehicle  overburdened  with  the 
social  philosophy  of  self-admitted  homosexual  and  criminal Jean  Genet.  Two  maids,  sisters  as  well  as  lovers,  act  out  a 
ritual  where  one  plays  their  mistress  and  vilifies'  the  other, using  her  assumed  role  to  register  her  scorn  of  both  the  mis- 

tress and  her  sister's  own  lowly  position.  Their  deadly  game is  interugted  by  the  mistress'  return  (as  played  by  Joni  Clavir, she  is  a  suitably  hateful,  if  somewhat  overdone,  representative of  the  bourgeoisie). 
In  fear  that  she  will  discover  both  their  game  and  their treachery  to  her  lover,  the  maids  plot  to  kill  their  mistress,  in reality  this  time.  However,  before  she  can  drink  her  poisoned tea,  she  leaves  for  a  rendezvous  with  her  lover.  The  maid. 

Claire,  again  assumes  the  mist herself.  Her  death  then  become 
and  rejection  of  bourgeois  valije maids  on  their  own  terms. 

The  play  is  long  and  won}} 
obscurities.  Though  director"^** changing  rhythms  nicely  despite  :] 
histrionics,  because  of  the  play' complete  success. 

More  successful  and  far  m(|i 
is  his  second  offering.  This  is 
gutsy,  theatrical  The  Dodo  Bin manuel  Fried. 

Fried  demonstrates  an  acc  i 
idiom  of  the  American  worker  ain 
in  this  vigorous  portrait  of  a  mi  r 
ation.  The  play  crackles  with  ten; class  bar,  two  co-workers  bet  vn alcoholic  temptation  long  ev&Zl 
leaves  finally  clinging  to  the  1*1 
the  meeting  with  his  only  remaii 

The  play,  has  its  flaws.  Th perhaps  the  chief  one,  sounding , 
But  the  weaknesses  are  minor,  -t with  four  fine  performances;  i 
next  week  at  the  Colonnade,  g°'fy 

March  18,  and  Saturday,  March  ' For  a  group,  then,  that  Mf 
drama  as  this  and  their  forW-» 
would  expect  some  measure  of 
only  form  that  counts  —  money- 
in  his  walk  up  flat  that  resemb'! 
village  pad,  complete  with  postej' amazing  mynah  bird  that  pu"a 
cries  of  "Don't  be  ridiculous!", the  case. 

The  "Halewyn"  of  the  grfc^i tion  Steen  directed  two  years 



t|k  adamson 
s>»,  — 
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iutton,  show  influences  from 
JJe  studied.  "Konga  of  Drou- ibtation  of  intricate  interlace 

o  fcarts. 

i—je  two  works  by  John  Snow, 
r  hey  achieve  a  fabric-like  tax- 

es rly  defined  forms.  Snow  does 
?  echniques  of  printmaking  — 
tl,  ntreal  artists  becomes  more 

luced  —  but  rather  with  the 

h)ls,  Toni  Onley,  James  Boyd 
it  a  wide  range  of  techniques 
)1 ;  is  one  of  Canada's  eminent 
,  ision  is  like  that  of  Picasso's 
3  lins,  clowns  and  horses  —  a 
a  vage  black  backgrounds  with 
$0  and  content  go  hand  in 

ess'  role  and  drinks  the  tea the  ultimate  self-punishment ■s,  freeing  her  sister  and  all 

I,  filled  with  confusions  and has  built  his  contrasts  and 
le  maids'  sometimes  overdone own  deficiencies,  it  is  not  a 

e  enjoyable  for  the  audience :  premiere  production  of  the °y  the  as  yet  unknown  Em- 

ate  ear  for  the  rough-hewn a  fine  sense  of  the  dramatic rendered  obsolete  by  autom- °n  and  conflict  as,  in  a  lower :tner  the  dodo  can  resist  his «o  meet  his  daughter.  He "ants  of  his  self-respect  for "g  link  to  decency 
•°ng  speech  by  the  dodo  is 
0  much  like  a  long  set  piece. is  a  well  realized  production continues  until  Thursday  of >nto  Hart  House  for  Friday, 

brought  such  well  received reductions  to  the  city,  one ■cognition,  especially  in  the owever,  talking  to  Jan  Steen a  set  designer's  dream  of  a 
Paintings,  old  props  and  an »ed  our  conversation  with 
'iscovered  that  this  was  not 

tame  comes  from  a  produc- 
■  The  title  character  was  a 

frustrated,  romantic  knight,  who  roamed  the  plains  searching tor  love.  Steer,  sees  his  quest  for  success  in  a  somewhat  similar 
tn^r  W  I  t0  es'abJish  a  self-sustaining  independent theatre  company  here,  perhaps  going  out  on  tour  now  and  then But  working  at  odd  jobs,  he  has  so  far  had  great  difficulty just  doing  the  occasional  production. 

He  talks  hopefully  of  raising  the  money  to  take  last  year's successful  production  of  The  Canterbury  Tales  to  Off-Broad- 
way. "With  the  American  stamp  of  approval,  we  could  come back  and  maybe  get  some  acknowledgement".  Once  he  almost had  the  necessary  capital,  but  couldn't  collect  on  the  pledges So  he  continues  struggling  here,  meeting  with  constant  rebuffs and  the  too  busy's  and  we've  already  done  our  share's. 

"Sometimes  you  wonder  why  you're  in  this  stupid  business you  double  up  on  jobs,  you  work  without  salary  you  even dream  about  the  thing." 
He  talks  glibly  about  success  in  New  York,  then  London's 

West  End,  maybe  a  film.  The  bird's  harsh  expletive  "Don't  be ridiculous"  breaks  in,  almost  as  if  it  understood  the  difficulties involved. 

There's  a  temptation  to  say  he's  being  naive;  things  don't happen  that  way  up  here.  But  then  one  thinks  of  Stephen Vizinczey  s  In  Praise  of  Older  Women.  People  told  him  he  was out  of  his  head"  as  Jan  Steen  says  they  tell  him. 
The  Canada  Council  asks  for  a  formal  organization  before 

it  will  give  its  support.  "All  that  red  tape,  to  have  a  Board  of Governors  you  need  to  have  money  in  the  first  place". 
In  the  meantime,  Steen  sees  his  only  hope  in  struggling  to do  further  productions,  perhaps  four  next  year.  If  Halewyn can  get  a  name  as  a  worthwhile  professional  organization  they might  begin  to  get  some  recognition.  "We  want  to  say  to  the people  that  matter  'Will  this  give  you  more  faith  —  to  write 

out  a  cheque?'". 
In  staid  old  Toronto?  Like  Poe's  raven,  the  bird's  "Don't be  ridiculous"  echoed  ironically  as  I  left. 

tions  in  an  abstract  context.  Lacroix's  work  is  well  reDre- sented.  From  his  immediate  "post-Paris  period'^  we  have Lamousson'  and  "Rolijoi"  which  are  more  concerned  vrith pictorial  qualities  -  light,  depth  -  than  his  later  more  Tec! metric  considerations,  "E.A."  and  "Statement"    The  latt£  > 
n>i m?7  a?a  °f  direction  in  which  the  composition  has  been printed  onto  canvas  to  become  a  "print  painting". 

Gilbert  Marion  is  concerned  with  bright  clean  colors 

S?  trmTt^r^t  St0ne  ™th  'M^ffi 
mg    lorms  that  are  silkscreened  onto  the  paper  Vague 
1 ijf  n  a"  C  ̂rly  d6fined'  forms  and  soft  c°I°rs  typify  Hu- guette  Desjardins  work.  To  each  there  is  a  gentle  lyricism arising  from  dense  but  "floating"  a-tectonic  patterns 

The  last  printmaker  to  be  discussed  is  David  Silverbere 

Ni0choK0h?bAmSOn'  NeW  Bru™™o*-  Again,  somewhat  SI 
Nichols  he  has  a  personal  vision,  a  concern  with  a  mystic 
humanity.  Shepherds,  dancers  and  musicians  are  a  p™rt  of 

hand.  Onley  is  concerned  with  decorative  surface  patterns. 

wh?  .reIat,i0"?hiPs  °f  his  forms  provide  an  aerial  tension which  is  further  enhanced  by  the  limited  tonal  range  of  his inks  —  white  to  black. 

James  Boyd,  from  Ottawa,  is  represented  by  "Un  bon yivant    a  vigorous  work  in  a  mixed  media  technique.  (Note 
^ui^0w,free,ning  USedJ  His  rellef  is  heavy  and  almost 
pmJ,n«»H  '  e fCOlOIl nch  and  contrasted.  Besides  a  heavily f  ̂  SUr£aCe  "is  WOrk  is  characterised  by  a  strong 
central,  dominating  form.  s 

Mi*f%*2  oYaleS  iS  another  Atelier  17  member  and,  like Miss  Piddmgton,  is  concerned  with  linear  forms  in  a  very tectonic  way.  She  has  recently  returned  to  Paris  and  has given  up  printmaking  for  metal  reliefs. 

t„>, m0rt  °ntario  artists  represented  in  the  show  are John  Esler  and  David  Blackwood.  Esler  has  already  achieved recognition  as  a  leading  Canadian  printmaker  with  his 
T?fJrsct^m?  ~  sometimes  totemic  —  forms.  His  "Bishop" and  Warrior  are  representative  of  this  approach.  Black- 

wood ,s  a  young  artist  who  shows  promise  in  printmaking with  sweeping  linear  actions  that  coalesce  into  naturalistic 

™kF?S  9uebec  come  Albert  Dumochel,  Richard  Lacroix, Gilbert  Marion  and  Huguette  Desjardins.  On  the  whole  their work  is  characterized  by  either  color  or  technical  considera- 

his  mythical,  romantic  iconography.  An  excellent  draughts- man, he  is  not  involved  with  the  abstract  or  the  experimenta- tion of  the  Quebec  printmakers. 

The  exhibition  is  representative  but  by  no  means  com- prehensive. Where  is  Town  and  his  automatic  prints  or Gorman  with  his  later  silkscreen  developments,  and  where 
are  Yves  Gaucher's  optical  reliefs  and  some  of  the  younger generation  of  Montreal  printmakers  such  as  Pierre  Aiotte'' 



DIRECT  FROM  NEW  YORK 
JAZZ  CONCERT  ONE  DAY  ONLY 

MARION  BROWN  -  Alto 
GRACHAN  MONCUR - 

Trombone 
HENRY  GRIMES  -  Boss 
SONNY  MURRAY  - Drums 

BLUE  NOTE  -  ESP.  - IMPULSE  RECORDING  STARS 
SUN.  MARCH  13     3-7  P.M. 

CELLAR  JAZZ  CLUB 
182  DUPONT  ST. TICKETS  FROM  SAM  THE  RECORD MAN,     347  YOHGE  ST. S2.00  advance  —  S2.50  ot  door 

By  DONNA  MASON 
Marianne  Faithfull:  Go  Away 
From  My  World  (London  IX 3452). 

Marrianne  Failhfull's  se- cond album  shows  a  great 
deal  of  delevopment,  and  al- 

though sometimes  she  still lets  her  voice  become  rather 
hollow,  this  happens  very 
seldom.  She  has  learned  to 
utilize  more  of  the  natural 
power  of  her  voice,  and  for 
this  reason  the  ballads  she 

the  world  ot  pop 

NOW  PLAYING 
AN  ARIES  PRODUCTION 

"THE  REHEARSAL" By  JEAN  ANOUILH 
"An  Elegant, 

Sophisticated  Crime" TUES.  THRU  SUN.  -  8:30  p.m. 
SATS.  -  S:30  and  9  p.m. 
The  Poor  Alex 

BRUNSWICK  AT  BLOOR 
SEATS  $2.50  924-8661 

"VIKING"  has 

POCKET  BOOKS — PAN 
— PENGUIN 
— PANTHER 

plus  MINT  condition  pocket  books of  oil  types  ot  SECOND  HAND PRICES.  (Notice  —  ovoiloble  to 
students  only  —  a  special  "Viking" service.) 

VIKING  BOOKS 
227  QUEEN  ST.  W. 

Open:  9:30  a.m.  to  7:00  p.m. 

VARSITY  BLAZERS 
"Made  to  Measure" 

RICHARDSON 
SPORT  TOGS 

S46  Yonge  St.  922-3141 

R.  J.  BESSEY 

JEWELER 

FINE  DIAMONDS 
AND 

GOLD  JEWELRY 

LOCATED  AT 
THE  GATEWAY  TO 
THE  COLONNADE 

131  BLOOR  STREET  WEST 
921-5731 

CASA  L0MA  DANCING 

SOLD  OUT  MARCH  12 
BOOK  NOW  FOR  PARTIES 
MARCH  19 

ART  HALLMAN  AND  ORCHESTRA 
SPECIAL  STUDENT  RATE 

$1.00    pE"  PERSON 

prefers  to  sing  are  on  the whole  much  more  successful 
on  this  album. 

The  traditional  ballads  — 
"Wild  Mountain  Time"  for 
example,  and  "North  Coun- try Maid"  are  excellent  de- monstrations of  this  new 
control.  Although  tbe  tem- 

pos here  are  slow,  she  never allows  them  to  drag. 

Her  version  of  "Yester- day" is  very  well  done,  and "The  Last  Thing  On  My 
Mind"  is  also  successful,  but 
the  best  thing  on  the  record 
is  also  the  most  powerfully 
accented  —  the  final  cut, 
"Sally  Free  and  Easy".  This 

THE 

'TRAD' 
FAD 

IS 

HERE 

Sing  and  swing  with  the 
wildest  Dixieland  Quartet 
this  side  of  New  Orleans 
every  Tuesday  and  Satur- 

day night.  Norman  Zubis on  the  piano  every  Mon., 
Wed.,  Thurs.  &  Fri. 
Meet  old  and  new  friends  every 
night  in  the  liveliest  place  in town. 

DOWNSTAIRS  IN  THE 
REGENCY  TOWERS  HOTEL 
89  AVENUE  ROAD 

Open  every  day 
.  to  midnight. 

song  shows  the  full  range  of 
Marianne's  voice  to  its  best 
advantage,  and  demonstrates 
once  again  that  she  is  at  her best  in  its  lower  ranges. 

Her  hit  from  last  summer, 
"Summer  Nights"  also  has 
something  of  this  quality, 
and  also  shows  her  ability 
to  evoke  a  mood. 
The  McCoys:  Hang  on 

Sloopy  (Bang,  BLP-212). This  group  has  a  rather interesting  rhythm  and  blues 
sound,  making  extensive  use 
of  the  organ  to  point  up  ttie 
beat. The  album  includes  two 
recent  hits,  "Hang  on  Sloo- 

py", and  their  latest  "Fever", but  the  two  best  cuts  are 
"High  Heel  Sneakers"  and 
"Stormy  Monday  Blues", the  first  especially.  The 
group  performs  best  in  the bluesy  style,  as  the  lead 
singer's  voice  is  most  suited 
to  this  form. 
The  organ  background, 

also,  shows  to  best  advan- 
tage when  the  blues  element 

predominates,  particularly 
when,  as  in  "High  Heel Sneakers"  the  beat  is  regu- 

lar and  heavily  stressed.  This 
particular  number  really 
moves,  and  it's  successful largely  because  the  group 
seems  right  at  home  with 
this  type  of  number.  They 
don't  seem  quite  as  confi- 

dent with  the  more  tradi- 

tional type  of  song — "I  Can't Explain",  for  example  — which  lacks  the  blues  in- fluence. 

The  4  Seasons'  Gold  Vault 
of  Hits:  Philips  PHM  200-196. 

The  4  Seasons  have  an  un- 
usual and  unique  sound,  re- 
lying largely  on  the  use  of falsetto,  to  produce  a  most 

interesting  effect.  They  have 
produced  several  hits,  and 
many  are  included  on  this album. 

valid  use  of  the  falsetto  gim- mick, which  is  just  not  the 
the  case  in  many  of  their 
numbers. 
It  Ain't  Me  Babe:  The  Tur- 

tles (Quality  V-1779). The  Turtles  are  a  poten- 
tially excellent  folk-rack 

group,  but  as  of  this  record, they  are  still  very  much,  in the  development  stage, 
sometimes  extremely  good, 
sometimes  not  quite  making 

One  of  the  songs  which 
makes  it  is  a  song  called 
"Let  the  Cold  Winds  Blow", a  driving  and  rather  bitter 

Mk  TUBllF; 

ATTENTION  B.A.  GRADUATES 

DU  PONT  OF  CANADA  have  foremen  opportunities  for  B.A. 
graduates  who  will  be  available  this  Spring.  This  is  a  challeng- 

ing job  in  the  Production  Department  at  the  Nylon  Plant  in 
Kingston  and  probable  progression  would  be  to  a  more  senior 
supervising  position. 

For  further  information,  phone  or  write 

J.  S.  MARLING 
DU  PONT  OF  CANADA  LIMITED 
P.O.  BOX  2100 
Kingston,  Ontario 
Phone  613-548-7761  -  Local  306 

Notable  among  these  are 
their  recent  hits  "Rag  Doll" and  "Dawn  (Go  Away)",  and 
of  course  their  latest,  "Let's Hang  On!"  All  these  songs 
share  the  same  quality:  use 
of  the  wide  falsetto  range 
and  the  distinctive  back- 

ground stylings,  which  give 
them  a  style  so  memorable 
that  a  recent  record,  releas- 

ed under  the  name  of  the 
"Wonder  Who"  was  imme- 

diately recognized  as  one  of theirs. 
Best  on  the  record  is,  I 

think,  a  number  called  "Bye 
Bye  Baby",  which  is  a  little slower,  and  thus  suggests  a 
mood  of  unhappy  renuncia- 

tion. (The  singer  is  married 
and  has  break  off  the  affair. 
So  . .  Goodbye,  Baby.)  This 
song  is  the  best  demonstra- 

tion of  the  group's  ability 
to  evoke  a  mood,  largely  be- 

cause it  makes  a  good  and 

8  revie' 

little  epitaph  of  humanity 
("The  rich  don't  know,  and 

the  poor  won't  tell").  This is  very  well  done  indeed , 
creating  a  mood  of  bitter- ness and  repressed  violence. It  has  all  the  vitality  and 
life  that  their  version  of  Bob 
Dylan's  "Like  a  Rolling 
Stone"  somehow  doesn't 
quite  have.  Technically,  this 
song  is  well  enough  done, 
but  it  just  doesn't  come  to life.  It's  hard  to  see  why, 
because  the  success  of  "Let 
the  Cold  Winds  Blow"  and "A  Walk  In  The  Sun",  with 
its  note  of  defiance  and 
pride  demonstrates  that  the 
group  knows  how  to  create a  mood  and  really  get  into 
the  spirit  of  a  song. 
In  a  gentler  vein,  the 

group  also  shows  that  they can  create  softer  moods, 

with  songs  like  their  hit  "It Ain't  Me,  Babe",  and,  of  all 
things,  the  Frank  Sinatra 
hit  "It  Was  a  Very  Good 
Year,"  which  they  do  amaz- 

ingly well. The  Hits  of  Gerry  and  the 
Pacemakers  ( Capitol T  6155). 

Gerry  and  the  Pacemakers have  turned  out  some  of  the 
best  group  ballad  sounds that  the  last  two  or  three 
years  have  produced,  and this  record  includes  some  of 
the  best  of  them. 
The  best  song  they  have 

done  is,  I  think,  the  title 
from  their  movie,  "Ferry 
Cross  the  Mersey",  which 
produces  a  dreamy,  semi- home-sick  feeling  of  longing 
and  desire.  The  background 
used  here  is  simple,  and  it's very  understated,  and  never 
allowed  to  interfere  with,  the 
singing,  which  serves  to  set 
the  mood  of  the  song.  The 
whole  thing  is  beautifully 
integrated,  and  Gerry  Mars- den's  voice  is  ideal  for  this 
type  of  song. Other  examples  of  the 
group  at  its  best  are  songs 
like  "Give  All  Your  Love  To Me"  "I'll  Be  There",  but 
next  to  "Ferry  Cross  the 
Mersey",  the  best  number  on 
this  album  has  to  be  "Don't Let  the  Sun  Catch  You  Cry- 

ing", with  its  mood  of  quiet, sell-contained  sorrow.  Once 
again,  vocal  style  and  back- ground blend  together  to 
produce  a  total  effect.  "Walk Hand  in  Hand"  is  another excellent  example  of  this 
type  of  thing. 



A  good  week  for  folkmusic 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
This  is  a  good  week  for 

folk  music  in  Toronto. 
At  the  New  Gate  of  Cleve 

after  various  troubles — 
grounded  planes,  the  flu, 
etc. —  Phil  Ochs  is  now  de- 

finitely appearing  on  what 
will  probably  be  his  last 
club  appearance  in  this  city. 

Ochs  had  a  bad  throat  at 
the  beginning  of  the  week 
but  is  back  in  fine  form 
again. 

He  performs  only  his  own 
material  much  of  which  is 
very  good.  One  can  slam 
some  of  his  earlier  work 
and  some  of  his  protest 
songs  by  syaing  they  show 
a  certain  amount  of  imma- 
turity. 
But  the  poetry  and  the 

beauty  of  "Changes"  is  in- disputable. The  quality  of 
most  of  his  newer  songs  is 
indisputable,  the  satire  of 
"Retune  My  Piano,"  the 
beauty  of  "Pleasures  of  the 
Harbor,"  the  depth  of  "No- 

body's Buying  Flowers  From 
the  Flower  Lady." 
Ochs  has  not  a  good 

voice  in  the  conventional 
sense:  that  is  his  voice  is 
not  trained,  he  has  not  got 
exceptional  control.  But  it's 
a  strong  voice  that  can  re- 

inforce the  potency  of  his 
lyrics.  It  also  can  project 
tenderness  when  necessary. 
His  guitar  is  an  accom- 

panying instrument.  It  does 
just  what  is  needed  and  not 
much  more. 

But  of  course  with  Ochs, 
the  entertainment  lies  in 
what  he  says  much  more 
than  how,  although  for  a 

And  with  his  music  Ham- 
mond reassures  us  that,  al- 

though it's  hard,  white  boys can  appreciate  and  perform 
the  blues  and  do  them  jus- tice. 
Hammond  has  learned  to 

do  so  with,  an  amazing  de- 
gree of  accuracy,  taste,  and 

respect  for  the  original  ma- terial. 
At  the  same  time,  Ham- 

mond reinterprets  the  real, 
deep  Negro  blues  for  the 
city  audiences. 

His  voice  can  be  plaintive 
and  deeply  anguished 
enough  with  simulated  Ne- 

\*>;Y0UR  MINDV 

JIM  KWESKIN 

—photo  by  JOHN  SHORE 
PHIL  OCHS 

bright,  witty  stage  presence 
there  are  few  that  can  equal him. 
His  gig  at  the  New  Gate 

of  Cleve  will  terminate  next 
Thursday  which  means  he 
will  overlap  with,  Eric  An- 

derson Tuesday,  Wednesday 
and  Thursday,  both  appear- 

ing in  the  same  show. 
JOHN  HAMMOND 

It's  quite  different  with 
John  Hammond  appearing 
at  the  Penny  Farthing.  Ham- 

mond doesn't  talk  while  on 
stage,  he  projects  no  per- 

sonality, just  music. 

JOHN  HAMMOND 

gro  inflections  and  intona- 
tions. If  anything  is  wrong 

with  Hammond's  work, 
though,  it  is  that  he  copies 
the  work  of  the  older  blues 
singers  too  much  and 
doesn't  create  enough  him- self. 
His  guitar  work  is  com- 

plex and  exceptionally  good 
and  his  mouth  harp  is  one 
of  the  best  you'll  hear  any- where. 
JESSE  COLIN  YOUNG 
Much  less  satisfying  is  the 

blues  work  of  Jesse  Colin 
Young  and  the  Youngbloods 
appearing  at  the  Riverboat. 
Young  has  a  good  voice 

and  a  personal  style  of  blues 
that  is  worth  hearing. 

But  the  problem  here  is 
that  joined  up  with  Jerry 
Corbitt's  group  the  Young- 
bloods,  Jesse's  presence  gets submergedi 

On  stage  now  he  is  merely 
one  of  the  singers  with  the 
group.  Instrumental  work  is 
the  chief  ingredient  of  their 
talent  now.  Therefore,  the 
lead  guitar  of  Corbitt  is  the 
star. 
The  guitar,  bass,  piano 

and  drums  seem  to  be  trying 
to  make  as  much  noise  as 
possible.  As  a  result  the 
group  can  create  excitement 
while  on  stage,  but  it's  all 
superficial.  There's  nothing memorable  there  to  distin- 

guish it  all. 
RECORD  REVIEW: 

Jim  Kweskin  (who  starts 
at  the  Riverboat  next  week ) 
has  a  new  LP  entitled  Relax 
Your  Mind  (Vanguard  9188): 
but  it's  not  his  best  by  a long  shot. 
He  has  two  members  of 

his  jug  band  with  him  here, 
Mel  Lyman  on  harmonica 
and  Fritz  Richmond  on 
washtub  bass,  but  there's 
not  much  of  the  life,  the  | 

verve  that  is  the  feature  o 
the  band's  recordings. This  LP  is  slow  and  at 
times  dull  although  instru 
mentally  it  is  very  fine.  Ly 
man's  mouth  harp  is  the 
best  anywhere,  Kweskin's guitar  is  beautiful  and  the 
arrangements  are  all  inven tive. 

Numbers  such  as  "My 
Creole  Belle"  and  "Cuckoo" are  tender  and  dramatic 
but  the  ones  such  as  "I Wish  I  could  Shimmy  Like 
My  Sister  Kate,"  which should  be  alive  are  dull. 

The    Weaver's  Reunion 
part  2  (Vanguard  9161):  is another  album  that  doesn 
excite  me  too  much. 

I  don't  have  to  explain what  the  Weavers  are  like: 
their  nice  clean  sound  and 
tight  four-part  harmony. 
But  although  they  have 

made  some  very  good  rec- 
ordings, this  is  not  one  of 

their  best.  It's  value  lies more  Ln  being  an  anthology 
of  some  of  the  Weaver's more  popular  numbers  such 
as  "Kisses  Sweeter  Than 
Wine,"  "Old  Smoky,"  "Roll 
On  Columbia,"  "Rock  Island 
Line,"  rather  than  being  a 
record  that  you  would  listen 
to  at  length. 
The  personnel  on  this  LP 

is  Pete  Seeger,  Fred  Heller- 
man,  Lee  Hays  and  Ronnie Gilbert. 
Mark  Spoelstra:  State  of 

Mind  (Elektra  307):  con- 
tains twelve  more  cuts  by 

this  young  songwriter/sing- er, one  of  the  best. 
Included  are  the  songs 

featured  most  in  his  club 
appearances  now:  "Gimme, Gimme";  the  title  song;  the 
"Bubble  Gum  Song,"  gtc. 
Some  of  the  songs  display 

a  deep  conviction  about  the 
ignominy  of  war;  some  are 
tender  or  comical  songs 
about  children.  Written 
when  he  was  serving  alter- nate duty;  and  several  are love  songs. 

His  singing  and  his  guitar 
palying  are  very  good,  the 
only  problem  is  the  record 
has  not  caught  much  of  the 
life  and  warmth  of  person- 

ality that  he  can  project  in 

person. 
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ACHTUNG ! 
Lost  chance  till  next  year  to  read  The  Varsity. Watch  for  the  ultimate  REVIEW,  coming  next  week. 

MOT  WEEKEND! 
Special  Exam  Relaxer  ! HOWARD  MATTHEWS 
IN  ASSOCIATION  WITH HENDRICKS  MUSIC  INC. PRESENTS 

JON  HENDRICKS 
IN  CONCERT 

TWO  SHOWS  NIGHTLY FRI.  -  SAT. 
March  18  &  19    11:00  p.m. 
Sunday  March  20     1  p.m. 

Including  Excerpts  from  "Evolution  Of  The  Blues" 

featuring 

SALOME  BEY  —  OLA  SKANK'S  DANCERS AND 
THE  LARRY  VUKOVICH  TRIO ADMISSION  $2.00     _     STUDENTS  S1.00 

Georges  Kibitzeria HARBORD  and  HURON  STS.  922-1517 

"Speeiejl  student  tickets  avoiloble  ot  S.A.C.  Office-  $1  SO" -   NOW  THRU  MARCH  12 
ENTERTAINMENT 

%0  BAD  ̂  OPENS 
MARCH  16 JEAN  ANOUfLH'S POOR  BITOS 

ONTARIO  PUBLIC  SCHOOL 

MEN  TEACHERS'  FEDERATION will  offer 

TWO  SCHOLARSHIPS 
(valued  at  $1,000  each) 

TO 

ONTARIO  UNIVERSITY  GRADUATES  «"< 
who  will  attend 

ONTARIO  TEACHERS'  COLLEGES 

1966-67 Application  forms  available  from 

0PSMTF  SECRETARY 
1260  Bay  Street,  Toronto  5,  Ont. 

CANADIAN 
GOVERNMENT 

PAVILION 

expo67 

The  Canadian  Government 
Pavilion  requires 
hosts  and  hostesses to  represent  the  people  of 
Canada  at  Expo67 
If-*  you  are  a  permanentieildent  at  Canada •  you  Bieat  leaitlSyeaii  ol  age  and  in  good  haalth •  you  have  a  good  .peeking  knowledge et  at  leeet  two  languages 
YOU  ARE  ELIGIBLE! ■  0i  i  i .  :  .■ '  i ,  V3-S0.  pti  rouniEi •  UoHotoi!  t  upplied 

•  free,  mvtn  WJntpoi  li  li°n bom  your  home  oi  unrvefiity. 
SEE  YOUR  UNIVERSITY  PLACEMENT  OFFICER 
NOW  TO  FILL  OUT  YOUR  APPLICATION  FORM 



THE  GUITAR  SOCIETY  OF  TORONTO 
presents 

MALKA  and  JOSO 
IN  CONCERT 
Tickets:  W.50.  $2.50,  $1.59 

SATURDAY,  MARCH  19th,  1966 
EATON  AUDITORIUM  

IT'S  SPRING! 

Gather  ye  roses 

before  exams. 

UNIVERSAL  SCHOOL 
OF 

LANGUAGES 
PRIVATE  TUTORING  BY  QUALIFIED  TEACHERS 

IN  ALL  LIVING  LANGUAGES 
SPECIAL  RATES  FOR  STUDENTS 

922-4179 
THE  COLONNADE      SUITE  418 

TYPING 
Theses,  Essoys,  Notes,  Charts, 

French,  German,  English 
MIMEOGRAPHING 

ELECTRIC  TYPEWRITERS 
Apt.  12  —  21  Avenue  M. 

922-7624 
MARY  DALE  STOTT 

B.A. 

APPLY  HOW 

IDENTITY  AND  ANXIETY 

CRISIS  OF  A  STUDENT  GENERATION 

APPLICATION  FORMS  AT  SAC  OFFICE 
(DUE  MONDAY  AT  5  PJA.) 

ALL  STUDENTS  ARE  ELIGIBLE 
UP  TO  8  DELEGATES  TO  BE  SELECTED 
ALL  EXPENSES  PAID 

CANADIAN  UNION  OF  STUDENTS 
IX  NATIONAL  SEMINAR 

UNIVERSITY  OF  WATERLOO 
AUGUST  28  TO  SEPTEMBER  3 

1966 

What's  the 

lowest-priced 

sports  car 

you  can  own? 

m 

You're  looking  at  it! 
It's  the  Austin-Healey  Sprite.  And  it's  got  every- thing that  makes  it  a  true  sports  car.  Twin-carb, 1100  c.c.  engine  with  four-speed  gear  box.  Disc 
brakes  and  rack-and-pinion  steering,  too.  Bucket seats,  of  course.  And  a  tremendous  world-wide 
competition  record.  A  true  sports  car. 
And  here's  the  best  part.  You  just  can't  pay less,  and  still  get  a  true  sports  car.  So  get  the 

new  Austin-Healey  Sprite,  and  you'll  agree  .  .  . 
nobody  put*  more  into  car-making  than  BMC. 

^  The  British  Motop  Corporation  of  Canada  ltd. 
|?  AUSTIN  •  MO  •  AUSTIN-HEALEY 

jazz 

torn  naylor 

COME  OH  AND  HEAR 

Recently  the  Town  Tavern  was  blessed  with  the  appear- 
ance of  a  man  who  must  rank  close  to  the  top  on  anyone's 

hierarchy  of  superlative  jazz  singers  —  Jon  Hendricks. Hendricks'  career  has  been  a  varied  one.  With  bands, 
big  and  small;  with  vocal  groups,  or  singing  alone.  But  what 
brought  him  to  most  people's  attention  was  his  work  with 
the  vocal  group,  Lambert-Hendricks  and  Ross— an  outfit 
unique  in  the  annals  of  this  music  and  one  whose  dismem- berment, in  my  not  very  biased  opinion,  left  an  enormous 
void  in  the  contemporary  jazz  scene. 

Since  the  breakup  of  the  group,  Hendricks  has  been 
working  predominantly  with  a  trio.  This  enables  him  to 
stretch  out  more.  "With  the  group,  we  were  stereotyped 
somewhat."  At  the  Town  with  an  imported  trio,  Jon's  reper- toire was  unlimited— from  ballads  to  bossa  nova.  In  any 
context  he  remains  one  of  the  most  consistently  exciting  and 
moving  performers  these  jaded  ears  have  ever  heard. 

On  Hendrick's  last  visit  to  Toronto,  CBC  taped  "Journey 
Of  A  Sound".  Anyone  who  missed  it  last  summer  should 
hang  his  head  in  shame.  It  was  a  musical  history  of  the "Sound"  from  the  earliest  forms  of  blues  to  bossa  nova  and 
even  rhythm  and  blues.  A  superlative  production,  smoothly 
flowing,  infectious,  and  entertaining  to  a  degree  never  before 
achieved  in  Canada  in  a  show  of  this  nature. 

"Journey  Of  A  Sound"  is  on  tour  of  several  campuses 
including  some  in  western  Canada.  Any  bets  on  it  reaching 
U  of  T?  All  we  get  is  Roland  Kirk. 

However,  students  will  have  an  opportunity  to  hear  the 
venerable  Mr.  Hendricks  along  with  several  outstanding 

Canadian  performers  on  March  18,  19,  20  at  the  new  George's Kibitzaria  on  the  corner  of  Huron  and  Harbord. 
Among  the  other  performers  will  be  singer  Salome  Dey, 

one  of  the  standouts  at  the  Casa  Loma  extravaganza  last  fall. 
Cover  charge  will  be  a  paltry  one  dollar— and  I  know  of 

no  other  place  where  you'll  find  so  much  offered  for  so  little. Around  town  this  week:  Johnny  Hartman  is  at  the  Town 
and  Wild  Bill  Davidson  at  the  Colonial. 

Davidson,  while  probably  not  the  "Greatest  Trumpeter In  The  World"  as  the  Colonial  is  billing  him,  nevertheless  is 
a  far  cry  from  a  mean  musician.  As  imaginative  and  exciting as  Don  Goldiene  is  not. 

The  big  upcoming  event  is  of  course  the  Ellington  con- 
cert next  Monday,  Tuesday,  and  Wednesday  at  the  O'Keefe. It's  Ellington— what  more  need  be  said! 

Good,  but  not  startling 

By  DOUGLAS  PRIN6LE 
Tht  OrncHc  Coleman  Trio  of  the  "Gold- en Circle",  Stockholm.  Vol.  1  (Blue Net*  4224).  Coleman  (aHo  saxophone), David  Izcnion  (bass),  Charles  Moffett (drums):  Faces  and  Places,  European Echoes,  Deo  Dee,  Dawn. 

This  record  and  its  com- 
panion release  were  made live  in  Sweden  in  November, 

and  are  the  first  recordings 
by  Coleman  since  he  retire- ment from  playing  publicly 
in  1962.  They  are  also  his 
first  recordings  with  a  live audience. 
Coleman's  music  hasn't really  changed:  the  same 

qualities  of  tone  and  phras- 
ing are  there,  the  loose  rhy- thm and  unfettered  concep- 
tion which  distinguished  his earlier  records. 

But  it  does  seem  that 
Coleman  has  decided  not  to 
develop  any  further  his  har- monic innovations,  so  care- 

fully and  solidly  made  on 
Ornette  and  Ornette  on  Ten- 

or, and  still  evident  on  the 
Town  Hall  record.  Moffett 
and  Izenzon  seem  to  have 
been  important  influences 
in  this  decision:  both  are 
traditionally  oriented  musi- cians who  have  come  to  the 
free  idiom  seemingly  with- 

out going  through  bebop. 
Moffett's  drumming  has 

an  ease  that  lets  Coleman 
do  whatever  he  wants,  yet 
keeps  him  wrapped  up  in  a 
loose,  infectious  swing.  Izen- zon has  the  same  relaxed 
rhythm  feeling,  and  seems 
to  be  able  to  anticipate  Cole- 

man's  melodic  develop- 

review 

ments. 
Coleman's  music  has  al- 

ways been  strongly  diatonic 
(one  of  the  numerous  paral- lels between  his  music  and 
that  of  Charlie  Parker,  who 
had  the  same  genius  for 
creating  beauty  from  the 
simplest  of  elements).  It seems  that  Coleman  found 
that  he  was  playing  more 
when  he  relaxed  in  one  ge- 

neral key  than  when  he  kept 
changing  the  tonal  area.  Cer- 

tainly the  music  here  has an  emotional  directness;  it 
has  both  the  simple  beauty 
of  his  early  work  and  touch- es of  the  maturity  of  his later  recordings. 

Of  the  tunes,  'Faces  and 
Places'  opens  with  a  Parker- 
ish  burst  of  melody,  and  set- tles down  to  really  cooking 
(what  music  of  the  bop 
people  does  that  anymore?). 
The  music  is  intense  and  ex- 

citing. Coleman  is  a  beauti- ful person. 
'European  Echoes'  is  sort 

of  a  parody  of  the  'boom- chink-chink'  kind  of  waltz 
music,  which  he  somehow 
transforms  into  another 
statement  of  simple  beauty; 
Izenzon  is  really  sympathe- 

tic, and  contributes  much  to 
the  success  of  the  track. 'Dee  Dee'  (another  Freud- 

ian title?)  is  on  the  order  of 
Coleman's  earlier  work,  with more  good  soloing.  And 'Dawn'  is  a  quiet,  expressive 
duet  between  Coleman  and Izenzon  that  develops  with Coleman's  playing  suggest- 

ing his  earlier  recording 
'Peace'. 

It  seems  to  me  that  Cole- 
(See  "Ornete,"  Rll) 



Beware  —  but  come  in By  JOHN  CLUTE 
The  Magus,  by  John  Fowles, 
Little  Brown,  pp.  582,  $8.95. 

The  Magus  is  one  of  those 
novels  whose  dimensions 
and  quality  precludes  fair 
treatment  within  the  scope 
of  the  usual  book  review.  As 
this  reviewer  has  no  inclina- 

tion to  write  10,000  words  of 
unusable  copy,  let  this  brief 
review  stand  only  as  a  sign- 

post, to  the  effect:  BE- 
WARE, BUT  PLEASE  EN- TER. 

Beware  of  John  Fowles' 
knowledge  of  the  kind  of 
people  we  are — if  we  are  the 
kind  of  people  who  have  at 
the  core  of  our  university 
experiences  and  at  the  core 
of  our  experiences  of  love 
an  intrinsic  drift  and  a  self- 
consciousness  whose  "excru- 

ciation" is  radically  modi- 
fied by  our  manipulation  of 

these  events  and  defeats  and 
affaires  into  "form"  and 
"aesthetic  content"  or  what- ever term  you  us  to  make 
excuses — because  his  know- 

ledge amounts  at  times  to 
invasion  of  privacy. 
Have  you,  for  instance, 

ever  term  you  use  to  make 
ter  to  a  lover  you  are  either 
trying  to  get  rid  of  or  to 
mount?  Nicholas  Urfe,  the narrator  of  The  Magus,  a 
man  in  his  mid-twenties 
whom  one  comes  to  hate  be- 

cause he  is  a  deja  vue  of 
one's  most  typical  failings, is  all  balled  up  with  a  girl named  Alison,  and  early  in the  book,  thinking  to  be  rid of  her  successfully,  leaves her  this  note: 

"Alison  darling,  please  be- lieve that  if  it  was  to  be  any- 
one, it  would  have  been  you; 

that  I've  really  been  far  sad- der than  I  could  show,  if  we 
were  not  both  to  go  mad. 
Please  wear  the  earrings. 
Please  take  this  money  and 
buy  a  scooter  and  go  where 

we  used  to  go — or  do  what 
you  want  with  it.  Please 
look  after  yourself.  Oh  God, 
if  only  I  was  worth  waiting 
for  .  .  .  Nicholas." 

To  many  of  us  that  note 
should  be  deeply  embarrass- 

ing, because  it  is,  beneath 
its  protestations  and  its 
cheap  rending  of  the  heart, 
so  ineluctably  and  terribly 
smug.  And  beware,  because 
this  is  just  the  beginning  of what  Nicholas  Urfe  does  to 
us  and  of  what  is  done  to him. 

What  is  done  to  him  is  in- 
tricate and  sombre  and 

cruel,  and  many  readers  will 
not  to  able  to  stomach  the sadomasochistics  that  follow 
Urfe's  move  to  the  Greek island  of  Phraxos,  where  he 
meets  Maurice  Conchis  (a 
dismal  and  I  hope  uninten- 

tional pun),  the  magus.  Con- 
chis, with  his  numerous  as- 

sistants, put  Urfe  through  a maze  of  reality  and  unreality 
agonizing  to  the  extreme, 
but  almost  perfectly  satisfy- 
ing. 

The  only  flaw  lies  in  the 
sadomasochism,  both  sexual 
and— what  should  one  call  it 
—interpersonal.  The  intrica- 

cies which  Conchis  mounts, 
because  they  require  Nicho- 

las to  think  he  is  acting  free- 
ly, can  only  take  the  struc- ture they  take  because 

Nicholas  is  great  for  self- 
punishment.  He  is  greater 
for  self-punishment,  for  in- stance, than,  I  am,  and  there 
is  consequently  some  loss  of 
the  feeling  that  what  Nicho- 

las does  to  himself  most  of 
the  rest  of  us  could  do  to ourselves. 

It  is  a  relatively  small  cri- 
ticism, but  I  think  this  as- 

pect of  The  Magus  will arouse  far  more  noise  than 
it  deserves,  and  will  obscure 
the  central  point:  that  al- 

though Nicholas  Urfe  is  a 
special  case  — one  perhaps 
created  to  make  the  extreme 

situations  of  the  plot  ring  as 
true  as  possible  —  the  or- deal he  goes  through  is,  in concentrated  form,  the  or- 

deal that  many  of  us  must face  in  diluted  form  as  we 
live  our  usual  lives. 
Put  in  all  its  distorting simplicity,  the  ordeal  is  that 

of  arriving  at  self-knowledge. What  Conchis  does  to  Nicho- las Urfe,  however,  is  to  make 
it  impossible  for  him  to  use self-knowledge  as  a  consola- 

tion for  his  failures.  Self- knowledge  as  consolation- there  is  the  paradigm  for 
the  pleasure  we  take  in  find- ing out  something  new  about ourselves.  A  new  bit  of  dirt 
just  adds  to  the  essentially cubist  self-portrait  most  of us  seem  to  hold;  and  what  is a  cubist  self-portrait  but  an aesthetic  diagram  of  a  suit of  armor. 
Urfe— his  fake  lament  to 

Alison  about  being  so  com- 
plicated" provides  the  cub- ist clue  half-way  through  the book— can  only  come  to  self- knowledge  by  being  stripped naked  of  his  aesthetics  and 

all  his  curds  and  whey   and  how  he  is  so  stripped, and  how  he  survives,  shall be  left  to  the  reader  to  find out.  Boy,  will  he. 

OHNETTE  (continued) 
man's  abandonment  of  his earlier  achievements  is  ill- considered,  and  may  only  be temporary.  Still,  if  he  can 
play  music  as  consistently good  as  this,  no  one  can  say he's  shucking.  His  personali- ty is  almost  totally  wrapped 
up  in  his  music,  and  under those  conditions,  he  cannot 
help  but  make  good  music  in 
any  idiom  he  chooses. 
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LAST  PERFORMANCE 

TONIGHT 

THE  WEST  INDIAN  STUDENTS  ASSOCIATION PRESENTS 

"MAN  BETTER  MAN" A  PLAY  IN  THREE  ACTS 
BY 

ERROLL  HILL 

VICTORIA  AUDITORIUM 

8  P.M. 

All  SEATS  $2.00 

things  go 

better,i 

.with 

Coke 

Once  more  unto  the  fridge,  dear  friends.  Take  time 
put  for  the  unmistakable  taste  of  ice-cold  Coca-Cola Lifts  your  spirits,  boosts  your  energy 

h  Cuci-Cola  ind  Coke  irt  legisttied  Iradc  i Hi!,  only  Ihe  pioducl  ol  Coca  Coll  Lid. 

THE  LUSTROUS  LOOK  IS  IN 

FOR  SPRING ! 

Glenayr  , 

NEW  SILKY 
ANTRON 

It's  so  feminine — the 
exciting  new  look  for 

Spring — the  shimmering 
new  pastel  look. — captured 
here  by  Kitten  in  this  new 

perfectly  matching  cardigan 
and  skirt — the  cardigan  with 

raglan  shoulders  (shapely) 
and  %  sleeves.  34*42, 

$  13.98.  The  fuUy-lined 
straight  skirt  to  perfectly 

match,  8-20,  $15.98. 
Both  in  the  fabulous  new 

fibre — silky  Antron. 
Look  for  Kittens 

lustrous  new  look  at 

good  shops  everywhere! 

V,  Uhoul  Una  U»el  |/ffi&lJ5$|  it  is  not  >  genuine  KITTEN. 



How  To  Stay  Alive 

By  PAUL  MocRAE 
A  Manual  For  Direct  Action. 
By  Martin  Oppenheimer 
and  George  Lakey;  Quad- 

rangle Books,  Chicago  1964. 
cloth  —  $4.75;  paper  -  $1.95. 
A  Manual  For  Direct  Ac- tion deals  with  the  touchy 

problems  involved  in  setting 
up  and  maintaining  a  civil 
rights  organization  in  the 
Deep  South. 
Manual  actually  makes  in- 

teresting reading,  starting 
with  a  brief  description  of 
the  early  civil  rights  move- ments, and  then  going  on  in 
some  detail  as  to  the  ways 
and  means  through  which 
one  can  initiate  and  carry 
on  a  civil  rights  organiza- 

tion in  enemy  territory. 
Some  of  the  suggestions  are 
extremely  sophisticated,  in- volving such  things  as  an 
inventory  of  the  most  in- 

fluential men  in  any  given 
community,  and  so  on. 

The  middle  of  the  book 
deals  with  the  actual  tech- 

niques of  non-violent  direct 
action,  including  the  sit-in, 
picketing,  going  limp,  and 
various  other  novel  ways  of 
influencing  people  without 
losing  too  many  teeth.  The 
authors  even  include  a  chap- 

ter on  counter-demonstra- 
tion operations,  that  is,  how 

to  avoid  being  badly  beaten 
by  red-necked  bullies,  and 

some  of  the  subtler  points 
of  dodging  rabid  dogs  and 
plunging  horses. 
Probably  the  most  rele- vant chapters  (to  a  civil 

rights  worker  at  least)  are 
those  concerned  with  stay- 

ing alive  in  the  face  of  hat- red and  contempt  felt  for 
the  civil  rights  worker.  For 
example,  the  worker  should 
always  have  someone  who 
knows  exactly  where  he  is 
at  any  given  moment;  he 
should  try  to  avoid  attract- 

ing undue  attention;  should 
sleep  away  from  windows, and  other  items  which  could 
easily  have  come  from  an 
African  tourist  handbook 
stressing  precautions  to  be 
taken  in  snake  country. 
Over  and  over  again  Man- 

ual for  Direct  Action  empha- 
sizes the  necessity  of  non- 

violent direct  action  to  ach- 
ieve equality  for  the  South- 

ern Negro.  To  quote:  "Again and  again  in  the  civil  rights 
struggle  police  have  been  it- 

ching to  shoot  into  demon- strations but  have  not  fired 
because  they  could  not  find 
the  excuse  of  'self-defense' 
or  'rioting'." With  this  in  mind,  anyone 
planning  to  go  South  for  the summer  would  do  well  to 
read  A  Manual  for  Direct 
Action;  it  may  save  his  life. 
Safer  yet,  he  may  decide  not 
to  go. 

Strangers  in  their  own  books 

By  JOHN  CLUTE 
Billion-Dollar  Brain;  by  Len 
Delghton;  Clarke  Irwin; 
$4.65. A  mad  billionaire  from 
Texas  named  General  Mid- 

winter sets  up  a  virulent  pri- 
vate intelligence  unit  to 

combat  the  menace  of  Com- munism. His  network  is,  we 
are  told,  under  the  control 
of  a  computer  center;  agents 
are  assigned  and  objectives 
are  programmed  via  this Billon-Dollar  Brain,  This  is 
the  kernel  idea  of  Len  Deigh- 
ton's  newest  espionage  no- 

vel, and  if  it  had  only  been 
successful  .  .  . 

Mr.  Deighton  is  competent 
in  the  construction  of  im- 

pressionistic plots,  in  the maintenance  of  tension,  in 
the  elaboration  of  interest- 

ing characters  (whether  se- 
rial, as  the  still-unnamed 

narrator-spy,  or  episodic  — all  the  characters  who  die 
or  drift  away).  But  he 
doesn't  seem  to  know  much 
about  computer  systems. 

Billion-Dollar  Brain  osten- 
sibly depicts  a  complex  and 

efficient  computer-network 
interface,  this  is  the  infer- ence we  are  meant  to  take 
from  the  mechanical  voices 
on  the  telephone  and  all  the 
rest  of  it  —  but  when  we 
get  down  to  the  actual  story 
and  follow  the  actual  charac- 

ters through  their  tortuous 

WHAT'S  NEW  IN  PAPERBACK 
By  BEVERLY  PETERSON 

Anatomy  of  Criticism,  North- 
rop Frye,  Atheneum,  53.20. 

Frye's  most  influential book  now  in  a  reasonable 
paperback  edition. 
The  Communism  of  Mao 
Tse-Tung,  A.  A.  Cohen,  Phoe- nix, J1.75. 

The  author  finds  him  to  be 
not  an  original  philosopher 
but  a  first  class  guerrilla 
leader  and  revolutionary  . 
The  Double  Hook,  Sheila 
Watson,  McClelland  &  Stew- 

art, 51.50. 
A  symbolic  novel  written 

with  extreme  economy  and 
directness  about  the  com- 

plexities of  human  relation- 
ships. 
Essays  in  British  History, 
edited  by  H.  R.  Trevor  Rop- 

er, Macmillan,  $3.75. 
A  distinguished  collection 

of  essays  on  various  topics 
of  British  and  Imperial  His- 
story  from  the  fifth  to  the 
nineteenth  century. 
Essays  In  the  History  of  Eco- 

nomics, George  J.  Stlgler, Phoenix,  $2.95. 
"Economics  would  never have  been  called  the  dismal 

science  if  there  had  been  a 
nineteenth-century  Stigler". Explorations  in  Communica- 

tions, edited  by  Edmund 
Carpenter  &  Marshall  Mc- 
I  nil. m.  Beacon,  52.55. 
Anthology  of  24  articles 

from  Explorations,  a  jour 
nal  on  communications  pub- 

lished   between    1953  and 

12  review 

1959. 
The  Founding  Father:  the 
Story  of  Joseph  Kennedy, 
Richard  J.  Whalen,  New  A- 
merican  Library,  95c. 

The    extraordinary  best- 
seller about  the  patriarch  of 

the  Kennedy  clan. 
Herzog,  Saul  Bellow,  Faw- 
cett,  »5c. 

Best-selling,  award-win- 
ning novel  by  a  leading  fig- 

ure in  American  fiction  to- day. 

A  History  of  Canadian  Ex- 
ternal Relations,  2  volumes, 

G.  P.  de  T.  Glazebrook,  Mc- 
Clelland &  Stewart,  52.95 each. 

A  reprinted,  expanded  edi- 
tion of  the  best  available 

survey  of  the  subject. 
Life  and  Times  of  Sir  Ale- 

xander Tilloch  Gait,  O.  D. 
Skelton,  McClelland  &  Ste- 

wart, $3.00. 
An  abridgement  of  the  o- 

riginal  1920  biography  of Gait. 
Music  at  the  Close,  Edward 
McCourt,  McClelland  &  Ste- 

wart, $1.25. 
A  reprint  of  1947  Canadian 

novel  about  life  in  [he  prai- ries between  the  wars. 
The  John  Birch  Society:  A- 
natomy  of  a  Protest,  J.  Allen 
Broyles,  Beacon,  $2.55. 
A  portrait  of  the  best-fin- 

anced organization  on  the 
far  right  but  also  a  probe  ol 
the  complex  factors  which 
have  led  to  its  growth  and success. 
My  Remarkable  Uncle,  Ste- 

phen Leacock,  McClelland 
&  Stewart,  $1.23. 
A  delightful  collection  of 

vintage  Leacock  written 
two  years  before  his  death. 
The  Negro  Family  in  the 
United  States,  E.  Franklin 
Frazier,  Phoenix,  $2.45. 
A  revised  and  abridged 

edition  of  a  classic  study  by 
an  eminent  Negro  sociolo- 

gist. 
Polish  Jews:  a  Pictorial  Re- 

cord, Roman  Visniac,  Scho- cken,  $2.75. 
Photographs  taken  in 

1938  document  a  lost  epoch 
of  a  lost  people. 
Settlers  of  the  Marsh,  Fred- 

erick P.  Grove,  McClelland 
Si  Stewart,  $1.50. 
Banned  from  libraries 

when  first  published  in 
1925,  this  novel  of  powerful 
realism  marked  the  begin- 

ning of  a  new  development 
in  the  art  of  the  novel  in Canada. 
Sigmund  Freud  and  the  Jew- 

ish Mystical  Tradition,  Da 
vid  Baken,  Schocken,  $2.25. 

A  model  study  on  the  pro- 
blem of  Jewish  identity^  as 

personified  in  one  great  mo- dern man. 
The  State  of  War,  Stanely 
Hoffman,  Praeger,  $2.75. 

Essays  on  the  theory  and 
practice  of  international 
politics. Up  the  Down  Staircase,  Bel Kaufman,  Avon,  95c. 
Humorous  novel  ol  the  ad- 

ventures of  a  young  school 
teacher  in  a  city  high  school. Vietnam  Hearings:  Voices 
from  the  Grass  Roots,  Dou- bieday,  $2.25. 
A  transcript  of  testimony 

given  to  Congressional  Com- 
mittee hearings  on  the  War 

in  Vietnam  in  July  1965. 

and  fascinating  rigmaroles, 
we  can  find  no  inkling  at  all 
of  the  kind  of  system  we  are 
led  to  expect. 

A  computer-network  inter- face would  —  much  in  the 

way  of  the  projected  "on- line intellectual  community" of  the  1975  or  '80  university — involve  such  appliances 

as,  to  begin  with  the  essen- 
tial, a  system  of  widely  se- parated consoles  to  supply 

their  users,  via  "shared- time"  use  of  the  home  com- 
puter, with  whatever  infor- mation and  problem-solving services  those  users  can think  up. 

The  network's  memory  is 
the  computer — but  intimate- ly. The  interface  is  a  scene 
of  cumulative  interaction  be- tween the  heuristic  mind  of the  user  (the  dirty  spy  in 
this  case)  and  the  algorith- mic felicities  of  the  home 
computer.  It's  a  wild  scene, 
and  one  full  of  opportuni- 

ties for  the  novelist. 
What  kind  of  character 

would  General  Midwinter 
need  to  man  these  consoles? 
What  kind  of  commentary 
could  be  made  about  the 

world  and  mind  of  the  tech- 
nician —  and  intimate  com- 

mentary, for  we  hit  very 
close  to  home  when  we  hint 
at  the  delights  of  a  com- puter-man interface.  Setting 
up  such  an  interface  in  the 
name  of  paranoid  anti-Com- munism, which  Midwinter 
exemplifies,  could  have  \ 
been  strikingly  effective,  and 
could  have  made  Billion- Dollar  Brain  a  far  more 

pushy  book. According  to  Deighton, 
Midwinter's  agents  are 
merely  the  old  crew  from  his 
earlier  books  —  characters 
whose  novelistic'merits  have 
been  amply  praised  before 
this.  They  don't  fit  this  time. The  unnamed  narrator  may 
be  an  exception — he  trundles has  scruffy  panache  through 
the  plot  as  insouciantly  as 
ever,  although  he  ends  up 
dangerously  bitter,  a  la  Le 
Carre.  But  the  ephemerals, 
the  meaty  background  of 
Deighton's  earlier  books, look,  for  the  first  time,  like 
strangers. 

And  if  Len  Deighton's  cha- racters are  strangers,  in 
their  own  books  .  .  . 

POOR  ECONOMICS,  BAD  MARXISM 

By  TOM  NAYLOR 
Put  Monopoly  Under  Con- 

trol; by  Tim  Buck;  Progress Books;  78  pages;  $.75. 
This  tome  represents  the 

first  plunge  into  the  field of  economic  policy  by  Mr. 
Buck,  formerly  secretary- 
general  of  the  Communist 
Party  of  Canada  and  cur- 

rently its  National  Chair- man. In  view  of  the  fact 
that  the  much  vilified  Mr. 
Buck  may  well  have  made 
some  valuable  contributions 
to  the  intellectual  climate 
of  this  country  over  the 
years,  this  piece  of  work  is 
disappointing. 
The  style  is  lucid  enough 

but  the  message  itself  varies 
between  being  hackneyed 
and  ludicrous.  Mr.  Buck 
reveals  himself  to  not 
only  be  a  poor  economist but,  what  is  more  telling, 
at  some  points  a  bad Marxist. 

Mr.  Buck's  central  thesis 
is  that  the  big  problem  with 
the  Canadian  economy  is 
that  it  is  controlled  by  a 
few  great  monopolies,  pre- 

dominate American.  These 
monopolies  (I  wish  he  had 
defined  the  term  as  he  uses 
it)  expropriate  Canada's natural  resources  for  their 
own  use  and  force  Canad- 

ians to  purchase  great  quan- 
tities of  American  manufac- 

tures; thus  the  growth  of 
job-producing  manufacturing 
industries  in  Canada  is  in- hibited. 

Mr.  Buck  has  chosen  not 
to  mention  that  the  reason 
for  the  industrial  specializa- 

tion which  has  developed  is 
that,  in  the  U.S.  these  com- 

modities can  be  produced 
at  much  lower  cost  than  in 
Canada,  due  to  a  larger 
market.  The  economic  na 

tionalism  he  propounds 
would  bear  an  extremely 
high  price  tag,  higher  thai the  value  of  a  national  iden- 

tity. 

Underlying  his  argument 
is  of  course  the  piece  of 
political  conventional  wis- dom that  runs  to  the  effect 
that,  without  tinkering  with 
basic  economic  trends,  Ca- nadian political  sovereignty 
would  disappear.  There 
seems  evidence  to  suggest 
that  this  very  tinkering  does 
more  to  damage  Canadian 
political  sovereignty  than 
leaving  damn  well  enough 
alone.  Eg.  The  Auto  pact 
(fathered  by  one  Mr.  Bladen, 
which  automatically  makes it  suspect). 

Take  for  example  his  con- tention that  integration  with 
the  U.S.  "enables  the  mono- 

polies to  deform  the  econo- 
my and  obstruct  its  deve 

lopment,  so  much  so  that there  has  been  a  decline  of 
production  per  capita  in 
most  of  the  past  seven 

years". 

First  I  would  ask  where 
Buck  dredged  up  his  pro- 

ductivity figures.  Producti- 
vity has  increased  for  those 

seven  years.  This  the  Eco- nomic Council  of  Canada  in 
both  its  reviews  has  pointed 
out  clearly  to  all  but  Mr. 
Buck.  Now  surely  Buck 
would  give  them  credit  for 
being  Sble  to  add  a  column 
of  figures  —  though  God 
knows  ti/ey  don't  really  de- serve mucH  more. 
Mr.  Buck\  is  completely 

wrong  in  Tiis  approach. 
Basic  econonVc  trends 
should  be  allowed  to  work 
themselves  out  Certainly 
there  is  need  for  public  in- 

tervention but  it  should  be 
adapted  to  economic  reali- 

ties, not  try  to  adapt  thein. 



"New  morality"  old  hat By  JILL  EISEN 

The  "new  morality"  isn't very  new,  Dr.  Irving  Block, 
professor  of  philosophy  at 
the  University  of  Western 
Ontario,  told  a  Hillel  meet- 

ing in  Sidney  Smith  Hall 
yesterday. 
The  difference  between 

the  so  called  old  and  new 
moralities,  he  said,  is  not 
in  how  you  relate  to  others, 
but  rather  in  how  you  re- 

late to  yourself.  The  old  mo- 
rality assumes  you  can  sep- 

arate the  two,  morality 
being  concerned  only  with 
your  relations  with  others. 
This  is  an  external  "morali- 

ty of  show"  he  said. 
The  new  morality,  on  the 

other  hand  is  more  existen- 
tially  oriented,  he  said,  since 
how  you  relate  to  others  is 
believed  to  be  a  reflection 
of  you  relate  to  yourself. 

There  are  two  ways  a  per- 
son can  look  at  himself,  Dr. 

Block  said.  You  can  think 
of  yourself  merely  as  a  com- 

plicated living  organism 
which,  got  here  by  an  acci- 

dent of  nature.  This  defini- 
tion implies  that  man  is 

only  a  complicated  exten 
sion  of  the  animal.  An  ani 
mal  can  do  anything  a  man 
can  do,  but  on  a  lower  level 

If  you  accept  this  defini 
tion  Prof.  Block  said,  there 
is  no  reason  why  you  should 
be  moral — morality  being the  desire  to  know  and 
share  the  inner  life  of  an 
other  person.  Of  course,  you 
will  still  try  to  get  along 
with  the  next  man,  but  this 
is  common  sense,  he  said. 
You  will  also  be  interested 
in  other  people,  but  just  to 

New  Liberal  Club 

president  won't 

"parrot  Ottawa" 
By  GREG  WHINCUP 

The  newly  elected  presi 
dent  of  the  U  of  T  Liberal 
Club,  -Barbara  Langan  (II 
Vic),  said  Wednesday  the 
club  would  not  "parrot  Ot- 

tawa." Her  main  objective as  president.  Miss  Langan 
said,  was  to  stimulate  inter- 

est in  politics,  especially 
Liberal  politics. 
At  Wednesday's  election meeting  there  were  dark 

hints  of  an  all-party  campus 
political  magazine — a  forum 
for  the  parties  to  propound 
their  views  without  spend- 

ing too  much  money  on 
their  own  publicity. 
These  are  the  results  of 

Wednesdays  elections: 
President — Barbara  Lan- 

gan (II  Vic) 
Vice-presidents  —  Harry 

Erlichman  (II  SMC),  George 
Davies  (I  Trin),  Alan  Rubin 
(I  UC) 
Treasurer — Robert  Doug- 

las (I  New) 
Secretary — George  Ford 

(I  New). 
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the  extent  that  you  can  use 
them  for  your  own  benefit. 
Only  the  second  view  of 

looking  at  oneself  leaves 
room  for  morality,  said  Dr. 
Block.  This  view  is  that  man 
is  not  an  extension  of  the 
animal,  because  the  human 
soul  has  an  element  of  holi- 

ness, while  the  animal's 
does  not.  Only  man  prays. 

If  you  adopt  this  defini- 
tion he  said,  the  question  is 

no  longer,  why  should  I 
treat  the  next  person  with 
respect  other  than  to  the 
extent  that  it  can  help  me? 
It  becomes,  what  right  have 
I  to  use  him  solely  for  my 
own  purposes  when  he  too 
must  have  an  element  of 
holiness? 
With  this  view,  said  Dr. 

Block,  there  is  justification 
for  knowing  and  sharing  the 
other  person's  life,  for  you have  the  right  and  even  the 
obligation  to  share  his  divin- ity. 

Sex,  he  said,  is  one  of  the 
strongest  forces  that  binds 
people,  and  thus,  it  is  mo- 

rally justified  because 
through  it  you  share  in  the 
holiness  of  the  other. 

SAC  ELIMINATES  6-REP  CEILING The  Students  Administra- 
tive Council  passed  a  bylaw 

Wednesday  eliminating  the 
ceiling  of  six  representatives 
from  colleges  and  faculties 
with  more  than  2,500  stu- 

dents. The  new  regulation 
allows  one  representative 
for  each  500  students. 

Bill  Cass  (II  Meds)  called 
the  motion  "bunk." "One  of  SAC's  problems 
is  organizing  to  carry  out  its work  efficiently.  If  we  open 
the  door  to  any  number  of 
extra  members  without  hav- 

ing a  place  for  them  first, 
we're  asking  for  trouble," he  said. 
Cass  also  suggested  that 

the  graduate  students,  who will  be  the  main  group  to 
benefit  from  the  amend- 

ment, should  not  be  given 
a  larger  voice  on  council  un- 

til they  show  they  are  will- 
ing to  take  a  position  of leadership. 

Alan.  Bowker  (SGS)  said, 
"The  graduate  students should  have  the  number  of 
representatives  they  deserve 
or  none  at  all,"  he  said. 

Rick  Ross  (IV  APSC)  sug- 

gested that  the  answer  is 
to  raise  the  number  of  mem- bers in  a  college  required 
for  one  representative  on 
council. 

Ernie  Lightman  (III  UC) 
warned  council  that  if  they 
want  the  Graduate  Students Union  to  withdraw,  not 
treating  them  fairly  on  is- 

sues like  this  is  one  way  to drive  them  off. 
Ashish   Sen    (SGS)  was 

one  of  several  members  to 
complain  about  the  abun- 

dance of  constitutional amendments  the  University Committee  produced  this 

year. 

"It  is  only  specializing  in 
producing  reams  and  reams 
of  paper,"  he  said. One  member  grumbled 
that  the  committee  should 
be  abolished  for  at  least  two 

years. 
Merry  Mirth -Making  at  the  JCR 

By  KENNETH  MARK 
The  Tri-M  (Merry  Mirth  Making)  Society  held  its  final meeting  of  the  year  in  the  UC  JCR  Wednesday. 
The  club  is  entirely  independent  of  SAC  and  completely run  by  students.  Its  aim  is  to  increase  student  appreciation and  aesthetic  enjoyment  of  spiritus  frumenti  or  in  the 

jargon  of  the  society  "milk." 
According  to  Stanley  the  club's  existence  is  simply  a contitutionahsation  of  a  long  standing  campus  tradition. 
Its  practices  are  necessarily  secret  and  its  membership small  although  its  ideals  have  attracted  followers  from  aU colleges. 

Insight  to  these  ideals  can  be  gained  by  the  fact  that according  to  its  constitution  male  members  must  bring liquid  refreshments  and  female  members  must  provide bread  and  cheese. 
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—  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS 
Every  Man.,  Wed.,  7  p.m. Saturday  1  p.m. 

or  arranged  privately  anytime 
CALL  WA.  1-4022  NOW  I 

to  be  sure  of  a  scat Career  Development  Institute 131  Bio  or  St.  W.  Toronto The  Colonnade"  5th  floor. 

Susan  Neill  awarded 

Clara  C.  Benson  Trophy 

Working  in 

Toronto  This  Summer? 
ROOM  AND  BOARD 

□t $70.00  Per  Month 
FOR  100  women 
and  200  men 

Centrally  locored  at  U  of  T  and O.C.E.  campus. 
Write  for  further  reservations or  further  Information  to CAMPUS  CO-OPERATIVE RESIDENCE  INC. 

395  HURON  STREET, Toronto  5, 
Phone:  921-2520 

The  Clara  C.  Benson  Tro- 
phy, awarded  to  the  student 

judged  most  outstanding  in athletics  and  scholarship 
was  awarded  to  Susan  Neill, 
PHE  IV  Tuesday  at  the  Phy- 

sical and  Health  Education 
Women's  Athletic  Banquet. 

In  1962-63  Miss  Neill  start- 
ed her  sports  career  in  five interfaculty  sports,  copping 

one  championship,  and  play- 
ed on  the  Intermediate  Bas- 

ketball Team.   1963-64  saw 
Miss  Neill  playing  on  four 
interfaculty  teams,  two  of 
which  were  champions,  and 
assisting    as    referee  and 
coach    in    three   of  these 
sports.  Miss  Neill  played  In- 

tercollegiate  Field  Hockey 
and  was  co-captain  of  the 
Championship  Intercollegi- 

ate  Volleyball    Team  also 
that  year.  Last  year  she  was 
on  four  Championship  Inter- faculty Teams,  officiated  in 
Basketball,  Volleyball,  Field 
Hockey  and  Swimming  and 
coached  teams  in  the  first 
three  of  the  above  list.  She 
also   played  Intercollegiate Field  Hockey  and  Volleyball. 
Miss  Neill's  final  year  as  an active  participant  saw  her 
once  again  in  four  Interfa- 

culty sports  as  player,  ref- eree and  coach  and  on  two 
Intercollegiate  Teams  as 
well.  During  her  four  years 
as  a  player  she  recorded 
eight  Interfaculty  Cham- 

pionships and  three  Inter- collegiate Championships. 
In  1964-65  Miss  Neill  was 

elected  to  the  Women's  Ath- letic Directorate  and  repre- 
sented the  Directorate  at 

the  Women's  Intercollegiate Athletic  Union  Annual  Meet- 
ing. She  also  served  as  Field 

Hockey  President,  Secretary 
of  the  PHEWUAA  and  on 
the  PHEWUAA  Constitution Committee.  This  past  year 
she  will  again  be  a  represen- tative at  the  W.I.A.U.  Annual 
Meeting  and  she  has  filled 
the  positions  of  Field  Hock- 

ey Representative,  Volley- ball President,  Chairman  of 
the  PHEWUAA  Nomination Committee  and  on  the PHEWUAA  Constitution Committee. 

INSTITUTE  OF 

COMPUTER  SCIENCE 

Requires  part  time  computer 
operators  for  the  period  May  to 
September  1966.  For  further  in- 

formation pleose  contoct  Mr. 
Biro  at  928-2989. 

lote  the  reoder'  'n   r   J        ond^rh"  reVieW  books  willso  s,  mu- 
reoder's  understanding  end  enjoyment  Xualh?1  ?~<0ry  th" 

eoch  book  contQins  „  bi^;,^.^^  °"°'Ts  -  ■  and 
Just  a  few  of  the  titles  ore- 
SARTRE  fkl    c  •  „ 
JOYCE  ,p„  .   -i  r  ,  {V°  Ex,t'  The  Flies,  etc.) 
ORWELL  (Portrait  of  the  Artist  as  a  Young  Man) 
SHAW  (Arrnr      ...       (Animal  Farm,  etc.) 
FREUD  rn,»  r       j  ,ms~nd  the  Man'  Saint  Joan  etc  ) 
ARISTOTLE  (    '  Eq°  °nd 'd'  °Utline  °f  Psychoanalysis!  etc) 
CAMUS  ,T,  c 
CHAUCER  (  he  Stra"°er,  The  Plague,  etc.) 

REGULAR  PRICE" $1.25 SPECIAL 
STUDENT  PRICE 

  1.10 
at  A  &  A 

A  &  A  BOOKS  AND  RECORbc 

pops     ii^^^^^^-^S
S  °  R  D  S 

35,  yonge  street     #  CUSS,CS  T  m™  PRICES  ON  All  LABELS .pen7..m.,oMidni9llf  PH0NE364-6271 

Weekes  wins 

Bickle  award 
John  Weekes  has  won  the Bickle  Award  for  1966,  as 

the  member  of  the  Varsity Swimming  team  who  has contributed  the  most  to  the 
team  in  the  way  of  leader- ship, sportsmanship  and 
ability. 

Weekes,  a  fourth  year  stu- dent in  Political  Science  and Economics  at  Trinity,  has 
been  a  member  of  the  Var- sity swim  team  for  each  of his  four  years,  serving  as captain  this  past  year.  He has  been  a  member  of  the OQAA  championship  relay teams  for  Blues  for  the  past 
three  years,  and  this  year 
was  a  member  of  Blues' record-setting  400  yard  free 
style  relay  team,  which  took first  place  at  the  CIAU  meet last  week  in  Vancouver. 

Gov  Gen 

at  banquet 
Governor  General  George 

Vanier  will  attend  the  an- nual University  of  Toronto athletic  banquet  Tuesday 
night  at  Hart  House. 
The  Governor  General 

will  present  plaques  to  the .members  of  the  Varsity football  team  which  won 
the  College  Bowl  and  the Vanier  Cup  in  the  fall. 
Blues  defeated  University of  Alberta  at  Edmonton  in Varsity  Stadium  to  become 

the  first  winners  of  the  Cup bearing  the  name  of  the Governor  General. 
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Harry comeback 

By  EARL  ROSEN 
(Earl  Rosen  and  Uncle 
Harry  are  former  Univer- 

sity of  Toronto  students 
now  teaching  at  Univer- 

sity of  Rajasthan  in  Jaipur, India.) 
JAIPUR,  India— Uncle 

Harry,  still  remembered 
as  long  distance  star  of 
Varsity's  track  team, marked  his  return  to  ac- 

tion after  an  18  month 
layoff  with  a  stunning 
second  place  finish  in  a 
blistering  100-metres  dash 
at  the  Maharaja's  College Staff-Student  track  meet last  week. 
Warming  up  under  the 

hot  Rajasthan  desert  sun, 
Uncle  Harry  certainly 
was  the  most  colorful 
athlete  on  the  field  in  his 
smart  track  uniform  of 
blue  jeans,  green  t-shirt 
and  red  baseball  cap. 

At  the  start  of  the  race, 
the  other  athletes,  mostly 
running  in  the  more  con- 

ventional singlet  and 
shorts,  could  hardly  con- 

tain their  admiration  for 
Uncle  Harry's  famous, 
unorthodox  approach  to track. 
Unaccustomed  to  this 

distance.  Uncle  Harry  got 
off  to  a  slow  start,  run- 

ning well  behind  several 
more  experienced  run- 

ners. But  with  40  metres 
to  go,  he  kicked,  moving 
forward  to  a  position 
where  he  could  challenge the  leaders. 
Somehow,  in  the  last 

few  moments,  he  found 
that  extra  bit  of  energy 
which  distinguishes  a 
true  champion  and  push- 

ed himself  to  the  front, 
losing  the  photo  finish  by 
the  girth,  of  winner  Ra- 
vanganchi's  42-inch  waist. Ravanganchi,  who  had 
taken  full  advantage  of 
the  ten-metre  head  start 
given  him,  was  quick  to 
congratulate  Uncle  Harry, 
for  the  fierce  competition 
which  forced  a  new  meet 
record  of  15.2. 
Ravaganchi  was  quoted 

as  saying  Uncle  Harry 
pushed  him  to  his  best 
race  in  18  year's  competi- 

tion at  Maharaja's  Col- 
lege. 

Uncle  Harry  said,  "It's 
a  beginning." Once  more  proving  his 
versatility,  Uncle  Harry 
entered  the  shot  put, 
where  he  stunned  the 
spectators  with  his  Ran- 

dy Matson  style  and  his 7.43-metre  throw. 
Ravanganchi,  making 

the  best  use  of  the  weight 
advantage  which  had 
served  him  well  in  the  100 
metres,  was  able  on  his 
last  throw,  to  just  break 
eight  metres,  to  snatch another  victory  away 
from  Uncle  Harry. 

In  the  "Balloon  Bat- 
tle Royale",  Ravaganchi, 

eager  to  sweep  the  day's events,  singled  out  Uncle 
Harry  as  his  archrival 
and  after  a  fierce  battle, 
broke  his  balloon. 

After  this,  he  systema- 
tically destroyed  the  rest 

of  his  opponents  to  take 
his  third  victory  of  the day. 

The  staff-student  tug- 
of-war  put  the  victorious Ravaganchi    and  Uncle 

Harry  on  the  same  team, 
as  Ravaganchi,  in  anchor 
position,  once  more  used 
his  girth  to  help  secure 
two  consecutive  victories 
for  the  overmanned  staff team. 
By  far  the  greatest event  of  the  afternoon 

was  the  4  x  100  metre  re- 
lay, where  Uncle  Harry 

and  Ravaganchi  com- 
bined to  bring  their  team 

from  far  behind  to  a  close 
second. 

At  the  gun,  Uncle  Har- 
ry, running  as  third  man, 

was  caught  slightly  out  of 
position  discussing  stra- 

tegy with  fourth  runner, Ravaganchi,  on  the  far 
side  of  the  track. 

Noticing  the  race  had 
begun,  Uncle  Harry 
cried,  "Hey  you  hambur- 

gers, wait  for  me!"  as  he clocked  his  fastest  time 
of  the  afternoon  dashing 
across  the  track,  arriving 
a  few  seconds  before  his 
teammate  carrying  the 
baton. 
Running  a  fine  third 

leg,  Uncle  Harry  made  up 
the  few  yards  separating 
him  from  the  leader,  be- fore reluctantly  passing 
the  baton  to  Ravaganchi. 

Still  feeling  strong, 
Uncle  Harry  kept  running 
beside  his  teammate  urg- 

ing him  on,  shouting, 
"Give  me  back  the  ba- 

ton," and  with  a  tremend- 
ous kick,  surged  by  to  fi- 

nally beat  Ravaganchi  for 
the  first  time  that  day. 
Worn  out  from  his  first 

day  back  in  competition, 
Uncle  Harry  smiled  and 
said,  "It  was  not  in  vain." 

Final  SIHL  Statistics 
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Lovol Poirros,  Montreal 
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TEAM  PENALTY  MINUTES 
Lovol  251;  Waterloo  261;  Queen's  279, McGill    285;    Toronto   300;  McMoster 
317;  Guelph  349;  Montreal  390;  West- 

FOX 

CUSTOM 

TAILORS 

Invite  you  to  come and  see  our  new 
Spring  and  Summer Suitings. 

ALL  OUR  SUITS 
MADE  TO  MEASURE 

are  tailored  on  the 
premises  from  the finest  materials  and our  usual  expert 

fitting  is  guaranteed. Prices  from  . . . 

$59.50 
SPECIAL  STUDENT  RATE 

349  SPADINA  AVE. 
(ONE  STOP  LIGHT  SOUTH  OF  COLLEGE) 

EM.  4-5706 

Your  car  is  waiting 
in  Europe 

Lease  or  purchase 

a  Renault:  either  way 

you're  money  in  pocket 
Step  off  the  boat  or  plane  into  a  sporty  Renault  and drive  in  Europe  like  a  European.  Leasing  prices  start 
as  low  as  $23.50*  a  week.  Go  where  you  like.  See  what 
you  want.  There's  no  mileage  charge.  Or  take  delivery, on  the  Continent  of  a  brand  new  Renault  (equipped  to Canadian  specifications  and  under  factory  guarantee) 
for  as  little  as  $1,167.  And  Renault  is  responsible  for 
shipping  it  home.  You  save  over  buying  it  here  and 
see  Europe  on  a  shoestring.  Send  the  coupon  now. 
months  lease  Renault  4 

BHE 

OVERSEAS 
DEPARTMENT 

8555  Devonshire  Road,  Montreal  9,  P.Q. 
I   FREE:  please  send  complete  information  on  lease  plans  and 
|   purchase  prices i |  NAME  
I j    AOORESS  k__ 
I 

|  CIT¥_ 

I  

CAR  RENTALS  IN  EUROPE 

CHEAPER  PRICES  FOR  STUDENTS 

Renaults,  Sunbeams,  Hillmans 
FOR  FURTHER  INFORMATION 

APPLY  AT  S.A.C.  OFFICE 
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KWIATKOWSKI  UNANIMOUS  CHOICE 

Two  Blues  make  all-star 
University  of  Toronto 

Blues  placed  two  players  on 
the  Senior  Intercollegiate 
Basketball  League  all-star 
teams  selected  for  the  1965- 
66  season. 

Varsity's  runner  up  in  the individual  scoring  race,  No- 
lan Kane,  and  guard  Bill 

Woloshyn,  playing  in  his 
sixth  and  final  year  in 
the  SIBL,  were  both  named 
to  second  team  positions. 
The  first-team  selections 

were,  as  commonly  expect- 
ed, a  reproduction  of  Wind- 
sor Lancers'  Canadian  cham- 

pionship line-up. 
These  included  Angelo 

Mazzuchin  and  Gerry  Hor- 

NOLAN  KANE 

ner  at  guard,  and  Bob  Na- 
vetta  and  Marty  Kwiatkow- 
ski,  the  only  unanimous 
choice,  at  forwards. 
Joining  the  four  Windsor 

players  on  the  first  team 
were  Waterloo's  Bob  Eaton who  finished  tied  with  Kane 
for  second  in  scoring. 
AH  first  team  all-stars 

were  prominent  in  SIBL 
statistics  this  season.  Be- 

sides the  one-two  finish  in 
scoring  by  Kwiatkowski  and 
Eaton  Bob  Navetta  finished 
fourth,  three  points  behind Eaton  and  Kane. 
Horner  led  in  free  throw 

shooting  with  a  percentage 
of  76.2  and  Mazzuchin  was 
best  in  the  league  from  the 
floor  hitting  55  of  his  107 
shots  for  a  51.4  average. 
With  Kane  and  Woloshyn 

on  the  second  team  were 
Western's  Mary  Morten  and 
Dave  Crowe  and  Waterloo's Dick  Aldridge. 

Results  of  both  teams  in- 
dicate the  large  turn-over  in 

the  SIBL  this  year.  Not-one 
of  the  players  named  had 
ever  held  an  all-slar  position prior  to  this  season  and  two 
of  the  members  selected 
were   rookies.   Crowe  and 

from  the 

cheap  seats 
by  howie  fluxgold 

varsity  sports  editor 

INTERCOLLEGIATE  ATHLETICS'  LOSS 

WESTERN  DIVISION 
First  Team 

GUARDS:  Angelo  Mazzuchin,  Windsor  (33) Gerry  Horner,  Windsor  (29) CENTRE:  Bob  Navetta.  Windsor  (37) FORWARDS:  Marty  Kwiatkowski,  Windsor (40) 
Bob  Eaton,  Waterloo  (28) 

IKTEBFAC  ROUNDUP 

St.  Mike's  almost  upset  Law  Lords 
R .,    Dull     DILI/?!  r\r 

Navetta. 
Since  four  teams  com 

prised  the  SIBL's  eastern 
loop  only  one  team  was  se- lected. 
Queen's  diminutive  Doug 

Fraser  a  unanimous  choice,  0ne  of  the  driving  forces  behind  intercollegiate  athletics was  joined  by  rookie  team-    at  University  of  Toronto  is  leaving  the  wSj  w 
rTos  dons                    8Uard  Sh°rt  m°n'hs'  This  Person  is  not  an  administrator  or  athlete r  w  r™,i  ,/i      i%  t  a  yet  one  has  t0  wonder  what  U  of  T  athletics  would  have Gilles  Goulet  ( Laval),  Ted  been  like  for  the  past  six  years  without  Rick  Kollins Waring  (Queen  s)  and  Shel-  Ko„inSj  a  former  Varsi*,  s  £ 

out"  fen'         °  and  I  °f  T  ™"<Mector  for  the  past two  yfars" VrTt  d  f   w  =    a        u  Wulle  attendln«  university.  And  during  his  short  tenure  in 
c«^«.nm.^ged™e.nb2[  sharpy  POSitiOOS'               in                        has  risen 

n: rpo[nts°nforha  first        „  Ca"adia"  ^  ^-overed  campus  sports 
team  plactag  and  one  for  a  *  ru"lt'  b°th  h°Ckey  and  footba"  have second  coverage.  Channel  11  telecast  all  Varsity  home  football games  this  season  and  also  last  year's  Queen's  Cup  hockev 

playoffs. In  addition.  Ryerson  radio 
broadcast  all  Varsity  foot- 

ball games  and  Varsity  home 
hockey  games.  And  with 
growing  interest  in  Varsity 
teams,  both  the  arena  and 
stadium  were  filled  with 
more  people  more  often  than 
at  any  time  for  almost  a decade. 

Still,  Rick's  main  interest 
is  the  athlete  himself  and  he 
Hied  to  communicate  this 
interest  to  the  whole  cam-  „.,.„ 

BILL  WOLOSHYN  pus.  He  knew  how  to  s  a  y  RICK  KOLLINS "thank  you"  to  athletes  who  had  outstanding  careers  while 
^:n;:5S:!::=;::-?;::;^;-Sv!-:.:;;:::.=;     participating  for  Varsity  teams. Kollins  organized  both  the  Steve  Montcith  and  Dave West  nights  last  year  to  allow  followers  of  Varsity  sports to  show  their  appreciation  to  two  of  the  finest  athletes  ever 

Second  Team  to  bear  University  of  Toronto  colors. 
Bill  Woloshyn,  Toronto  (15)  Kollins  has  not  confined  himself  to  the  improvemnet 
Dick  Aldridge,  Waterloo  (13)  ot  tne  intercollegiate  athletic  program  at  U  of  T  In  his 
Marv  Morten,  Western  (12)  two  years  as  OQAA  Publicity  Director  several  of  his  sue Nolan  Kane,  Toronto  (24)  gestion  found  their  way  into  the  league's  constitution 
Dave  Crowe,  Western  (17)  0ne  of  those,  which  has  yet  to  find  its  way  into  the 
(Points  in  brackets  out  of  possible  40)        constitution  but  nevertheless  has  been  a  going  concern  for the  past  couple  of  years,  is  the  office  of  publicity  director 

as  ,h,  w'"  TCe,m  in™ncei™°'e  'hat  a  conference  as  old 
as  the  Senior  Intercollegtate  would  have  no  central  source 

ls",0orusSlifer.  m°St  °f  "S  ]°ng  (OWr  ha,t  a  "nl"-V>  a"d 

By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
Sr.  Engineering  and  Law- 

Lords  each  picked  up  victo- ries as  the  Jennings  Cup playoffs  moved  into  tie 
semi-finals.  Each,  series  con- sists of  two  games  with  to- tal points  to  decide  the  two finalists. 
Law,  first  place  finishers 

m  group  I  took  a  6-0  lead 
over  St.  Mike's  A  after  two periods  of  plav  but  then  had to  settle  for  a  6-5  win  as  the Irish  came  on  strong  in  the third  and  final  frame. Don  Arthurs  led  the  law- 

yers' attack  as  he  fired  two goals  while  teammates  Bril Mockridge,  Ian  Currie.  Cord Ness  and  Andy  Robertson added  singletons. 
Bob  Sullivan  paced  the Irish,  comeback  with  a  pair while  single  tallies  went  to Lucio  Cengarle 

slliveau,  Defen- 
n  Jacquemain 
mg  game  in  the Mik 

Mike  Pel., 
and  Tim 
sively,  Jo 
played  a  st 
nets  for  St 

Sr.  Engineering  grabbed  a commanding  leacf other   two-game  series they   dumped  group 

the 
as 

11 *       -  -  ...  p  i.  u  OUp  n champs  Dents  A,  7-1.  The  en- 

gineers were  second-place finishers  in  group  I. Dave  Snowball  was  the 
main  cog  in  the  win  as  he tallied  three  times.  Craig Simpson,  Ian  O'Grady,  Bob Turneway  and  Dave  Tracy also  scored  for  the  winners while  Ron  Heitbohmer counted  the  lone  Dents  goal. In  intermediate  action  Vic VI  and  Trinitv  B  moved  into the  Rick  Kollins  Pot  finals John  Perry  and  Bill  Hicks each  counted  singletons  as Vic  won  their  second  con- secutive overtime  playoff game,  2-1,  over  Vic  X.  Don Brereton  counted  the  only score  for  the  tenths 
Cord  Mill  fi,-ed  two  goals and  Chris  Loat  added  a  sin- gleton as  Trinity  moved  into the  finals  on  the  strengl a  3-0  win  over  Law  II. BASKETBALL 
Vic  I  and  U.C.  II  both  ad- vanced to  the  Sifton  Cup semi-finals  in  lheir  c[. we  playoff  series.  Vic  will now  meet  St.  Mike's  A  in one  grouping  while  U.C.  will lace  their  big  brothers  (UC I)  in  the  other  series Chuck  Homer,  Tom  Ouch- 

gth  i.l 

?oge  20 

terlony  and  Doug  Long 
led  the  way  as  the  Scarlet and  Gold  downed  Architec- ture A  72-53.  Homer  was  the high  scorer  with  twenty-four points  while  Ouchterlony and  Long  added  12  and  12 points  respectively. Ron  Vrancourt  was  the best  of  the  losers  with  25 Points  while  Art  Parker 
chipped  in  with  15. Svaer  Moncarz  and  Fred Lazar  with  19  and  17  points respectively,  led  UC  into  the semis  as  Redmen  whipped 
New  I,  76-58. Shel  Kohn  and  Rick  Voigt each  scored  eighteen  points to  lead  New  College. 

WATER  POLO 
In  the  only  water  polo playoff  match  scheduled Law  Lords  completely  out- classed Meds  1st  year  as they  handed  the  doctors  a 15-1  setback. 
Frank  Felkai  and  Bill  Pi- gott  each  counted  five  goals to  lead  the  lawyers  to  vic- tory. Other  goals  went  to Pete  Messner  with  a  pair Don  Pierce,  Bill  McCordic and  Mike  Starr,  all  with  sin- 

gletons. Bob  Sinclair  scored  the lone  goal  for  Meds. 

NOBODY  WAVED  GOODBYE 

fire  Yrh^  Until  K0U'™S  conce!ved  ̂ e  idea  of  a  publicity  of- 
nfoV™  ,    Was  "°  Ce?tral  source  ot  records.  statistics  and 

Sty  to "Windsor!  C°nferenCe  WUch  StretCheS  f™m  Quebec 
The  purpose  of  the  office  was  not  to  build  up  college 

flSV?  Wg  time  business  OP6™"™  »  £  ™  the 
United  States,  but  rather  to  inform  those  already  interested 

een  a  rofPTtSfnA,nbd,,ini;h\PrOCeSS'  many  who  had  "°« n?™i,  p  football,  hockey  or  basketball  game  for number  of  years  were  attracted  back  to  Varsity 

and  T  o„frfMaS,beT  3  CC?traI  Source  of  information 
accessiHe  I  t  1™  """^  °f  the  0QAA  which  is  easily 
accessible.  It  has  become  a  uniting  force  in  a  conference 

with  a  distressing  lack  of  unity.  conrerence 
Most  of  this  column  has  been  written  in  the  nresent ense-wha,  Kollins  has  done  he  is  still  doing.  Bu  hti 

Co  l  7,1  1""laSt  f°r  long'  Rick'  a  student  at  Ontario 

tathffan  rn  /f0"'  teach  at  a  Toront°  high  school 
longer.  We     '  eveTthing  that  "is"  will  be  no And  what  has  been  the  OQAA's  and  the  U  of  T  Athletic Association  s  reaction  to  this?  There  has  been  no  thanks  no commendation  for  a  job  well  done  and  no  recognifior  'for his  contribution.  In  fact,  the  only  official  recogn  tion  the Conference  and  Athletic  Association  has  given  Ko  lins  s 

accounTedt;:113'  "  St3mpS  'nd  L^  ™"  * 
The  conference  has  realized  that  what  it  couldn't  Ho with  for  over  50  years,  it  can  now  not  do  without  Thai 
%l0QM  Publ-it.v  Office,  whose  future  is  now  in  doubt 

OQAA  and"  ITu  TtW'T'I  thiSyear  has  advised  the 
■      tne  y  ot  T  Athletic  Association  on  how  to  run 

noticedmeSS'  refUSeS  t0  aI1°W  Kollin's  leparture  to  go-  un" 



— photo  by  JOE  (whot,  me  worry)  WEINSTOCK 
Yes,  Virginia,  that  IS  the  snow  fence  going  up.  Which 
means  that  if  you  haven't  already  begun  to  study  .  .  .  oh, well.  There's  still  a  month  left. 

Student  means  survey: 

Average  year  cost— $1,677 
The  average  '  university 

■student  spends  about  $1,677 
a  year  in  earning  a  degree, 
according  to  a  student 
means  survey  released  Wed- 

nesday by  the  Canadian 
Union  of  Students. 
The  report  says  major 

student  expenditures  are 
tuition  fees,  which  averaged 
$429  or  25.6  per  cent  of  the 
total  budget,  and  fees  for 
room  and  board,  which  ac- 

counted for  another  $424  or 
25.3  per  cent. 

The  cost  of  a  year  at  uni- 
versity ranged  from  a  low 

of  $801  to  a  high  of  $2,584. 
Author  of  the  controver- 

sial 101-page  report  is  Rob- ert Rabinovitch,  a  former 
associate  secretary  of  CUS. 
Rabinovitch  graduated 

from  McGill  in  honor  econ- 
omics and  obtained  his  MA 

from  the  University  of  Penn- 
sylvania, where  he  is  study- 

ing for  a  PhD  at  Wharton 
School  of  Economics. 
The  report  is  based  on 

statistics  compiled  from 
questionaires  completed  by 
7,611  students  at  all  Cana- 

dian universities  except 
three  French-speaking  insti- 

tutions in  Quebec — Mont- 
real, Laval  and  Sherbrooke. 

-  It  says  students  from 
"blue  collar"  working-class families  are  greatly  under- 
represented  at  virtually  all 
Canadian  universities.  Al- 

though the  so-called  "blue 
collar"  families  account  for 
64  per  cent  of  the  overall 
population,  only  35  per  cent 
of  students  questioned  came 
from  families  involved  in 
service  or  manufacturing  oc- 
cupations. 
By  contrast,  48  per  cent 

of  the  students  listed  their 

NO  FEES  RAISE 

THIS  YEAR  -  BJSSELL 
There  will  be  no  fee  in- 

crease at  the  University  of 
Toronto  for  the  academic 
year  1966-67,  Presid  e  n  t 
Claude  Bissell  told  The  Var- 

sity yesterday.  (Two  years 
ago  a  fee-raise  was  announc- 

ed in  May  despite  contrary 
assurances  by  university  of- 

ficials in  March.) 

parents'  occupations  as 
"white  collar"  or  managerial. Such  families  comprise  only 
23  per  cent  of  the  total 
population. "Studies  in  the  past  have 
indicated  that  Canadian  stu- 

dents by  and  large  are  not 
representative  of  the  Cana- 

dian class  structure  but 
rather  bear  the  characteris- 

tics of  the  middle  and  upper 
classes  of  Canadian  society," Rabinovitch  reported. 

Financial  support  for  the 
report  came  from  the  De- 

partment of  Finance  and  the 
provincial  governments  of 
Nova  Scotia  and  Ontario. 
However  the  overall  CUS 
student  means  project  al- 

ready has  a  deficit  of  $18, 500. 

Discussing  the  "brain 
drain"  of  graduate  students 
to  foreign  countries,  the  re- 

port says  43  per  cent  of  stu- 
dents planning  to  study 

abroad  leave  Canada  either 
intending  not  to  return  or 
with  no  firm  plans  for  pur- 

suing later  careers  in  Ca- 
nada. 

"It  is  fairly  obvious  that the  brain  drain  is  still  a 
very  serious  consideration 
that  may  effect  up  to  50  per 
cent  of  those  Canadian  grad- 

uates who  leave  this  coun- 
try for  their  advanced  stu- 

dies." 

Twenty-five  per  cent  of 
students  interviewed  said 
they  are  aiming  at  graduate 
degrees.  Of  these,  18  per 
cent  had  already  decided  to 
study  outside  Canada  and  37 
per  cent  had  not  made  up their  minds. 
Commenting  on  Rabino- 

vitch's  findings,  CUS  nation- al president  Patrick  Kenniff 
said  the  report  completely 
supports  CUS  in  its  cam- 

paign for  universal  acces- 
sibility for  all  university students. 

The  report  appears  to 
prove  there  are  serious  fi- 

nancial and  sociological  bar- 
riers to  the  continuing  of 

post-secondary  school  educ- ation, Kenniff  added. 
CUS  plans  to  extend  the 

student  means  survey  to  in- 
clude students  in  technolog- 

ical institutions  and  classic- al colleges. 
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New  president  outlines  plans By  LESLIE  GARY 
New  Students  Administrative  Council 

president  Tom  Faulkner  outlined  the  ap- 
proach he  hopes  to  take  to  his  job  next  year 

in  his  campaign  speech  to  council  Wednes- 
day night. 

"The  President  wears  many  hats,  Faulk- ner said  in  a  speech  that  was  one  of  the 
highlights  of  the  nine-hour  meeting. He  went  on  to  outline  some  of  the  duties 
of  "the  first  student  of  the  university." As  one  of  the  largest  university  members 
of  the  Canadian  Union  of  Students,  Univer- 

sity of  Toronto  will  be  expected  to  take  a 
position  on  the  Duff  Commission  Report  at 
the  national  congress  next  fall,  he  said. 
As  principle  student  spokesman  to  the 

administration,  the  President  must  act  in  a 
spirit  of  co-operation  and  firmness  Mr. Taulkner  said.  He  must  make  it  clear  that 
the  concern  of  council  is  with  the  whole 
community  and  must  see  that  sufficient 

program  research  is  made. 
Mr.  Faulkner  feels  it  is  up  to  the  presi- 

dent to  give  the  executive  a  sense  of  unity and  direction  or  there  is  the  danger  thai the  commissioners  will  tend  to  think  of 
themselves  as  specialists.  It  will  be  up  In him  to  involve  the  commissioners  as  exe cutive  first. 
Finally  as  first  student,  the  president must  seek  better  public  relations  with  the community  at  large,  Mr.  Faulkner  said. 
Outgoing  President  Mary  Brewin  tear- fully received  a  standing  ovation  for  her 

moving  address. 
Miss  Brewin  warned  council  that  there  is 

a  danger  that  students  won't  be  able  to 
adjust  rapidly  enough  to  changes  on  cam- 

pus. This  is  because  students  are  conser- 
vative and  student  governments  even  more 

so,  she  said. 
"We  have  a  tendency  to  try  to  protect See  "President",  page  3 

Faulkner  win  termed  "no  contest" Tom  Faulkner  (III  Vic)  was  elected  pre- 
sident of  the  1966-67  Students  Administra- 

tive Council  Wednesday  night  in  a  contest 

TOM  FAULKNER 

that  one  informed  source  said  was  "not 

even  close." 
Four  of  the  remaining  six  executive  posi 

tions  were  acclaimed. 
Shelley  Wagner  (II  Meds)  won  the  vice- 

presidency,  Joe  Merber  became  Finance 
Commissioner,  Kathy  Watson  Communica 
tions  Commissioner  and  Bill  Medlock  Edu 
cation  Commissioner  were  acclaimed. 

John  Yates,  a  new  member  from  Law,  de- 
feated Tony  Orav  for  External  Affairs  Com 

missioner.  Brian  Switzman  became  Service.- 
Commissioner  over  new  member  John Thompson. 
SDU  member  Doug  Hay  as  the  new  Uni 

versity  Committee  Chairman  will  have  old- 
council  member  Vic  Hori  as  his  co-ehaii 

man. 

George  Flak,  defeated  in  the  presidential 
race,  will  chair  the  Judicial  Committee  with 
Joy  Satok  as  his  co-chairman. 
One  upset  was  the  election  of  Stephen 

Travis  as  Canadian  Union  of  Students  Co- 
ordinator over  Tony  Orav,  who  was  CUS 

Chairman  this  year. 
Travis,  John  Treleaven,  and  Gurston 

Dacks  were  elected  to  the  three-man  elec- 
tion committee. 

Bruce  Lewis,  George  Biro,  and  Rick  Ross will  form  the  Judicial  Committee. 

Recommends  sweeping  changes  in  university  government 
Fundamental  changes  in  the  structure  of 

university  government  in  Canada,  including 
official  student  representation,  are  major 
recommendations  in  the  Duff  Berdahl  Re- 

port, published  today. 
The  87-page  document  was  prepared  by 

Sir  James  Duff,  former  Vice-Chancellor  o? 
the  University  of  Durham,  and  Professor  O. 
Berdahl  of  San  Francisco  State  College.  It 
was  sponsored  by  the  Canadian  Association 
of  University  Teachers  and  by  the  Associa- 

tion of  Universities  and  Colleges  of  Canada. 
The  "student  representative"  proposed 

by  the  Report  would  not  be  a  student,  but 
non-student  "Rector",  who  would  repre- sent the  students  as  a  full  member  of  the 

Board  of  Governors. 
(This  plan  has  been  successfully  employ- 

ed at  Queen's  University  and  at  universi- ties in  Scotland.) 

Among  other  sweeping  recommendations 
the  Report  proposes  a  fundamental  change 
in  relationships  between  university  Senates 
and  Boards  of  Governors,  urging  that  they 
be  brought  into  "much  closer  contact  at 

many  stages." 
President  Claude  Bissell  of  U  of  T  said 

the  Commission,  established  "to  explore 
possible  weaknesses  in  the  field  of  univer- 

sity government  and  to  suggest  improve 
ments,"  had  produced  an  "excellent  report." Dr.  Bissell  said  the  Report  had  pinpointed 
the  important  issues,  and  "lifted  them  above 
the  level  of  petty  bickering."  He  added  that 
some  of  the  recommendations  were  deba- 

table, although  he  said  they  issued  from  a 
"complete  understanding  of  the  problems 
of  university  government." Excerpts  from  this  important  document 
are  printed  on  page  5  of  today's  Varsity. 



THE  YALE  UNIVERSITY  CONCERT  CHOIR 

AND  THE  MOUNT  HOLYOAKE  COLLEGE 
GLEE  CLUB 

WILL  PRESENT  A  CONCERT  OF 

CHORAL  MUSIC 

FRIDAY,  MARCH  25th,  8:30  P.M. 
NEW  COLLEGE  AUDITORIUM 

ADMISSION  FREE 
SPONSORED  BY  S.A.C. 

INTER-DENOMINATIONAL  LENTEN  SERVICES Fridays  1:15  p.m  to  1-15  a  m 
Theme*  THOMAS  CHURCH  (Anglican)  383  Huron  St.  (just  south  of  Bloor) 
Speaker  $ELF  DISC,PL,NE  AND  THE  SEARCH  FOR  TRUTH March  18th:  THE  REV.  WM.  O.  FENNELL 
mi    .  a    .  professor  ot  Theology,  Emmonuel  College 

ROSEDALE  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH 129  MT.  PLEASANT  ROAD  AT  SOUTH  DRIVE 
12  Block.  North  of  Bloor  —  Bloor  Subway  to  Shcrbournc) MINISTER; 

REV.  EOIN  S.  MACKAY,  MA. 
1  I  A  M  :  "NEVER  THE  LESS,  THE  FOUNDATION  STANDS  SURE" 7  30  P.M  :  SEARCHLIGHT  SEMINAR TOPIC  DEMONS  AT  WORK  AND  PLAY {Secular  City  Chapter  8) 

A  SPECIAL  WELCOME  TO  VARSITY  STUDENTS 

THE  COLLEGE  OF  JEWISH  STUDIES 
OF 

Beth  Tzedec  Congregation 1700  Bothurst  Street 
TAKES  PLEASURE  IN  INVITING 

-  STUDENTS  and  FACULTY  - to  hear 

CAREY  McWILLIAMS 
Editor:    THE  NATION 
Author:  BROTHERS  UNDER  THE  SKIN 
MONDAY,  MARCH  28th,  1966 at  5:30  and  concluding  at  6:30  d  m 

Topic:  THE  STUDENT  REVOLT  IN  NORThTmeRICA 

lr^l°T^™  ™E  kind 
ADMISSION  IS  FREE 

FRIENDS-UNESCO 

THIRD  INTERNATIONAL  SEMINAR 

TOWARDS  EDUCATION 
FOR  PEACE 

IMPLICATIONS  OF  A  WORLD  COLLEGE 

CHARLES  OSGOODE,  i e  Amerirnn 
Association 

■  ■■■er  Presi- 
dent of  the  American  Psychological 

ii. 

•  A,LICf  MARY  HILTON,  President  of the  nst.tute  for  Cybercultural  Re- search. 

FOR  CANADIAN  AND  OVERSEAS UNIVERSITY  STUDENTS  AND  FACULTY tor  further  information:  * 
Canadian  Friend,  Service  Committee <0  Lawther  Avenge,  Toronto  5,  723.5395 
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TUTOR 
CALCULUS 
STATISTICS 

FINITE  DIFFERENCES 
ACCOUNTING 

AND LIFE 

CONTINGENCIES 
A.  G.  DONN 
RU  3-2257 EVENINGS 

HI-FI 
SOUND  SYSTEM 

PRIVATE  SALE 
Eico  20  watt  amplifier  ond  FM 
Tuner,  Vitavox  mid-range  horn- 
tweeter,  Goodmons  Co-Ax  Boss  | 
speaker  in  walnut  reflex  en- 

closure. Garrard  301  Transcrip- 
tion Turntable  in  walnut  base. 

Gorrord  arm  with  Shure  sterio 
cartridge.  Must  sell  for  $300.00 
or  best  offer.  Phone  Don,  24 1  - 5)86,  after  5. 

VILLAGE 

CORNER 
174  AVENUE  ROAD 

924-0564 

INGRID  FISTELL 
ARC  RECORD  STAR 

MARCH  18th  and  19th 

SHAAREI  SHOMAYIM SYNAGOGUE 
YOUTH  DEPARTMENT 
Required  staff  tor  1966-67  sea- son. Preference  given  to  those with  previous  group  work  or camp  experience. 

For  information 
ond  interview  coil 
BERNIE  GREEN 

LE.  1-9771 

TRINITY 

UNITED  CHURCH 
427  Bloor  W.  ot  Wolmer  Rd. 
«EV.  J.  ROBERT  WATT, 

B.A.,  B.D.,  Minister 1 1  a.m. 

"YOUR  IDENTITY" 7:30  p.m. 

(71  "THE  PURPOSEFULNESS- OF  JESUS Series: 
"Christ  In  My  Situation" 8:30  p.m. 

Trinity  Young  Adults 
STUDENTS  WELCOME 

IMPORTANT 

Counsellors  Wanted 
(MALE) 

An  excellent  opportunity 
to  gain  experience  in 
working  with  emotionally 
disturbed  children.  Camp 
is  at  Pidgeon  Lake  near 
Peterborough,  operates  I 
through  July  and  August. APPLY  TO: 
MR.  PAUL  ARGLES, Executive  Director 

Earlscourt 
Children's  Home 46  St.  Cloir  Gardens 

Toronto  10,  Onr. Telephone 
LE  5-5812 

Note  to  all  Catholic  staffers  planning  to  attend  the annual  Varsity  banquet: 

The  Archdiocesian  Chancery  Office  has  granted  a  dispensa- 
tion from  the  usual  regulations  pertaining  to  fasting.  The dispensation  applies  only  to  the  banquet  proper,  and  does 

not  include  the  annual  Varsity  orgy  which  follows. 

THANK  YOU  AND  -THIRTY  - 
Thank,  to  all  at  you  who  helped  us  during  the  year,  especially:  Bob  Aaron  Sao 
i°T'  „!?',  Mo,">'"  "«""•  »"">■  «°ry  ""..in.  Tin,  B.ntley,  ste,* Bark.,,  Banal  Bohnen,  Tan,  Band,  Alan  Bowk.,,  .„,„,  Brown,  Alloa  Bruce  u7' Bucok.  «.«,  C*.  Cathy  Court,  Ah,..  Deacon,  ,„,  Efsen  Be,n.d=»a  f""' George  Flak,  fstha,  Frey,  Ed  Fudurich,  Alexandra  Gotlieb,  Susan  Grecnhouol, G..„  <*.,„.  Alan  Gold,  Bryan  H.dd.n,  Linda  Hale,  Diane  Haynes  hod  Hooo. Mar,  Jo«,  Ouan,  «,.„.«  „„o,ief.  S„y,.  J.ymal U    D...T  Kara,., 
L.m.axo.  Sue  Law.  Art  Leader,  Stan  law,  Erni.  Liahtm.n,  fto,  Lofsky  Jim Ken.,..  Austin  Marshall,  The  W.llensteln  Agency,  Ian  Martin,  Pat  MarJermaiT Dorothy  MCnt.sh.  Ken  Mark.  Lilian  M.r.heln.  lev.  the  B,a k  i^TC 
Newman.  J.ni,  «„p.p.rt,  R.y  Rap,,..,,  Rlch„d  K,„^  ,„,,  ̂   ~" 
Murray  SaupeoH,  Sarah  Splnks,  his.  Col  Stewart.  Ralph  Surette.  Esprit  Sole' John  S.aig.n.  Gre,  Whincup.  Gk.,1.  W.nd,o„.  Michael  W.,a.    David  Sort  r 

S  rT'      "  E"">""0"  °»  Xenophobia,  Darlca. 

AcoCk™  And"'  1Z  S°™  "«""'  O  w.s  and 

Today,  1  p.m. 

for  ̂ ^■XS^S^S^!'  °"  —  •»  ««h JCR,  u  ™°Tm°;:3eoWpfm'he  Di™""'°"s-  Last  chance  to  release  pre-exom  tensions <*o,o,y  Dep..  films'.  Mining  and  smelting.  Rm.  ,28,  Mining  Building Todoy,  2  p.m. 

H!,  2,at*«  SP"kS  «"  •'T"e  P«UuPmmobunda„ce",  Rm. 
Today,  6  p.m, 

•t^ffla?  ̂ °ToU%?^at  B°SqUef  (Kwono  Chow  Restau- March  20.  "     °rCh  26)  shou,d  Ph°™  Pot  Jolley,  4^4-3284,  before 
|   Today,  7:30  p.m. Muslim  Students'  Association  meet,™    t„ii,  i"j 

its.  Music  Room,  Hart  House    "1Ce,m9    To,k'  ̂ 'des  of  ancient  Iraq,  refresh- 
Todoy,  9:30  p.m. 

Fo,kmU,ic,  |a„.  poetry  a,  ,h.  |n„  p,  ,h,  ^  „  ̂    ̂   ̂  Soturdoy,  March  19: 

8  p.m. 

oregc^^SS  Bo.hurt ^  You,h  ChoP«'<  Beth  Tzedec  Con- 
a-30  p.m. 

e  Les  Skulehouse  *„„,  ,„  asseye„,-da„,  a  ,a  P.oce  Pigalie.  Tau,  1,  mo„d. Sundoy,  March  20: 

BeverSjl',.5"'*""'  M  «"°<  !*«»*    Actions  tor  66-67  executive.  206 

*3%:"%«7TNT£,£"'  *».  ~  Vie,  Nam,  hirth  co„„o, 
8:30  p.m. 

-89  sr^e!?0-90  d°nCe  W"h  *he  Admission  75c.    Newman  centre. Monday,  March  21; 

'liUDI'c.  lecture:  Or.  Earlo  Birnev  soeol^  nn  - 309.  Scaroorough  College,  ,265  STTSJS^ Wednesday,  Morch  26: 12:30  p.m. 

Royofl!o'„S?rvoVofaMl™c  ConeSrt  H'al*S73CB°lZ°WS'  S>m>"»ium  <"  B««olo. 
1  P.m. 

Doug  Ward,  president-elect  of  OK  , 

rSn  dBm";'r«M?5n  26  *™'n  to  Ottawa  to  pSt  £rvSy  C°"°«>™<  «>"dents rvom.   Rm.  2135,  Sidney  Smith.  Protest  Canodian  complicity  in  Viet 
2:30  p.m. 

^  Victoria  Women's  Association  meeting.  Wymilwaad,  ,50  Cha„es  St.  w. 
Houi™""'  H°"  »v.,v.i  c,„b  6anque,    Speakeo  m(,vlei  pfte  i 

I  "O  p.m. 

|  ChoirJ  ̂c,o°ioh'L'l?.ge''ckha'peL0"i°n''  •»  H»  Victoria  College  Chapel 
Friday,  March  25: 

Km.  ̂ i&SffStSp  J""<*'°'»"'  <"«>»«  ond  Wind,  and  Tiro,  ,  and  2. Monday,  Match  28. 

12:30  p Wedncidoy,  March  30; 

2,3  BC«b'  ^  Conservator,  o,  Music  cancer,  ha„. 



Ad  Hoc  Committee  blasts  Bissell 
The  Ad  Hoc  Committee  on  the  Bookstore 

is  angry  at  President  Claude  Bissell  because 
he  broke  off  negotiations  with  them  after 
two  meetings  and  nine  letters. 
A  letter  sent  to  Dr.  Bissell  says  his  reason 

for  breaking  off  negotiations  is  "flimsy." 
Dr.  Bissell  said  he  wouldn't  discuss  the 

place  of  students  in  university  government 
with  an  ad  hoc  group,  only  with  the  official 
representatives  of  the  students. 

The  letter  was  signed  by  Tom  Good  (IV 
Vic),  Douglas  Hay  (III  UC),  and  Gordon 
Laxer  (IV  Vic). 

Last  fall  the  committte  presented  a  peti- 
tion signed  by  1,000  students  protesting  high 

bookstore  prices  and  demanding  an  im- 
mediate 20  per  cent  reduction  in  book  prices. 

Later  the  Committee  demanded  student 
representation  on  the  Press  Committee  of 

the  Board  of  Governors,  which  sets  the 
budget  for  the  bookstore. 

In  February  the  Committee  met  with  Mr. 
Justice  Dana  Porter,  Chairmen  of  the  press 
committee  and  presented  a  brief  again  seek- 

ing the  20  per  cent  reduction  again. 
Last  week  Dr.  Bissell  wrote  a  letter  to  the 

committee  terminating  discussion  on  the matter. 
Yesterday  Dr.  Bissell  told  The  Varsity  he 

would  be  glad  to  discuss  both  the  matters 
of  student  representation  on  university  corn 
mittees  and  the  bookstore  in  particular,  but 
only  with  the  legitimate  representatives  of the  students. 

Dr.  Bissell  said  the  main  reason  for  stop- 
ping negotiations  with  the  committee  was 

their  most  recent  demand  for  student  re 
presentation  on  all  budgetary  committees  of the  university. 

BRIEFLY... 

decision  Tuesday? 
The  Caput,  the  University 

of  Toronto's  disciplinary 
body,  will  likely  make  a  de- 

cision on  the  recent  engi- 
neering caper  next  Tuesday, 

Registrar  Robin  Ross  said 
yesterday. 

Mr.  Ross,  who  is  also  di- rector of  student  services, 
said  the  fact-finding  com- 

mittee that  was  investigat- 
ing the  case  has  completed 

its  work  and  will  make  its 
recommendation  to  the  Ca- 

put Tuesday. 
Meanwhile  the  Caput  has 

delayed  consideration  of  the 
case  of  16  students  who  were 
caught  stealing  books  from 
the  University  Bookstore, 
Mr.  Ross  aid. 
Another  fact-finding  com- 

mittee is  investigating  this 
matter  he  said.  Their  deci- 

sion is  not  expected  for  at 
least  another  two  weeks. 

service  for  all 

SAC  will  sponsor  the  stu- 
dent reception  service  again 

next  fall  for  all  students  — 
new  and  old.  This  body  as- 

sists students  in  finding  ac- commodation and  holds 
evening  programs  of  inter- est to  all. 
Students  who  want  to 

work  on  the  organizing  com- mittee for  the  first  three 
.  weeks  of  term — with  pay- can  leave  their  names  and 
summer  addresses  at  the 
SAC  office. 

mass  eligibility 
Any  student  in  the  univer- 

sity may  become  a  repre- 
sentative to  certain  univer- 

sity boards  dealing  with  stu- dent services  as  a  result  of 
a  bylaw  passed  at  Wedne- 
day  night's  meeting  of  the 
Students'  Administrative Council. 

Students  may  apply  to 
SAC  to  become  representa- 

tives to  the  Hart  House 
Board  of  Stewards,  the 
.Men's  Athletic  Directorate, 
Women's  Athletic  Director- 

ate and  the  Board  of  the 
University  Settlement. 

In  the  past  only  SAC  mem- 
bers were  eligible  for  these 

positions. 

first  national  seminar 
The  first  national  student 

seminar  in  Canada  will  con- 
sider Identity  and  Anxiety: 

Crises  of  a  Student  Genera- 
tion. Sponsored  by  the  Ca- 

nadian Union  of  Students, 
the  seminar  will  be  held  at 
the  University  of  Waterloo 
from  August  28  to  Septem- 

ber 3,  1966. 
U  of  T  will  send  nine  dele- 

gates who  must  be  chosen 
by  the  end  of  March.  Appli- cations and  information  are 
available  in  the  S'AC  office or  from  CUS  chairman  Tony 
Orav  (BA  1-1673). 

early  admission 
Probably  one-fifth  of  next 

year's  freshman  class  will  be admitted  to  U  of  T  in  May, 
Early  admission  will  be  bas 
ed  only  on  high  school 
cords  and  college  board  re- sults. 

Although  these  students 
must  write  Grade  13  depart- mental examinations  the 
marks  will  not  be  consider- 

ed, Registrar  Robin  Ross announced  this  week. 
Mr.  Ross  said  the  univer- 

sity hoped  the  new  plan 
would  "encourage  outstand- 

ing work  throughout  the 
whole  high  school  course  .  . 
by  recognizing  both  excel- lent high  school  achievement 
and  academic  promise  for 
university  work." Grade  13  departmental 
standings  will  be  considered, 
as  usual,  for  students  com- 

peting for  scholarships,  and 
for  those  who  lack  the  spe- 

cial requirements  under  the new  scheme. 

—photo  by  |OE  (actually,  I  disapprove  of  this  sort  of  thing)  WEINSTOCK 
You  know,  we  really  ought  to  go  and  study  ...  I  mean,  we really  ought  to  .  .  .  with  exams  next  month  and  all  .  .  . I  mean  ...  oh  hell,  forget  it  I 

President  (continued) 
our  own  position.  There  are  far  too  few 
good  critics  of  SAC.  Anyone  should  feel  free 
to  come  forward  with  suggestions." Miss  Brewin  had  a  few  criticisms  of  her 
own.  She  feels  that  council  is  not  well-in- 

formed enough  of  university  affairs  and  it 
needs  new  methods  such  as  study  commis- 

sions and  extensive  research.  She  also  em- 

phasized that  members  must  accept 
responsibility  for  council's  action.  Once  a decision  is  made  every  member  must  do  his 
best  to  educate  the  student  body  about  it. 

Finally  she  restated  a  need  for  council 
to  realize  their  commitment  off  campus  and 
their  responsibility  to  the  campus  as  a 
whole. 

Miss  Brewin  will  continue  to  fill  her  du- 
ties until  the  end  of  May. 

HART  HOUSE 
CAMERA  CLUB 

Prints  and  Slides  from  the  Annuol  Exhibition  are  now  available  at the  Hall  Porter's  Desk. 
NOON  HOUR  CONCERT 

1 . 1 5  p.m.        Wednesday,  March  23        East  Common  Room JAZZ  CONCERT 
feoruring:  JIM  HEINEMAN  QUARTET Members  Only 

HART  HOUSE  FARM 

SPRING  AND  SUMMER  -  Members  of  Hart  House  are  welcome to  visit  the  Farm  during  the  spring  and  summer.  The  fee  for  visi- tors is  50c  each  per  day.  If  you  would  like  to  stay  overnight please  check  first  with  the  Graduate  Office. 
1966-67    A  few  dates  ore  still  available  for  campus  organizations — apply  at  the  Graduate  Office. 

EXECUTIVE 

ASSISTANT 

required  by  the  Students'  Administrative  Coun- cil. Research  and  resource  on  education,  ser- 
vices, programming.  Organizational  ond  writing ability  required. 

Preferably  a  University  of  Toronto  graduate  of 
not  more  than  three  years. 

Duties  to  begin  approximately  mid-June. 

Apply  in  writing  only  to  the  President,  Students' Administrative  Council. 

Applications  due  by  MARCH  25th. 

CANADIAN 
GOVERNMENT 

PAVILION 

expo67 

The  Canadian  Government 
Pavilion  requires 
hosts  and  hostesses to  represent  the  people  of 
Canada  at  Expo67 
If-  •  you  ara  a  permanent  resident  of  Canada ■  youare at  least  ISrears  of  age  and  in  good  health 

•  you  have  a  good  speaking  knowledge or  at  least  two  language! 
YOU  ARE  ELIGIBLE! •  Basic  salary  S360.  per  month •  Unifo  rmi  supplied 

•  Free,  return  transportation ham  your  home  or  university. 
SEE  YOUR  UNIVERSITY  PLACEMENT  OFFICER 
NOW  TO  FILL  OUT  YOUR  APPLICATION  FORM 

U.  C.  GRADS 

The  annual  Grad  Banquet  will  be  held  this  year  at 
the  ROYAL  YORK  HOTEL  on  MONDAY,  MARCH 
28th.  There  will  be  a  keynote  address  by  a  prominent 
public  figure. 

The  banquet  is  FREE  for  all  graduating  students  and 
you  are  invited  to  attend. 

Please  pick  up  your  free  ticket  in  the  Lit  office  any 
day  from  12  to  2  P.M. 

THE  VARSITY,  Friday,  March  18,  1966  —  Page  3 



SAC  IS  DEAD 
The  year  crawled  to  an  ignominious  close  Wednes- day night,  os  the  outgoing  Students  Administrative  Council gave  itself  presents  and  compliments.  It  was  a  time  for Council  members  to  forget  their  mistakes  and  for  the campus  to  forgive  them  their  inadequacy. 
The  old  SAC  has  passed  into  history,  clutching  its pewter  beer-mugs,  and  leaving  behind  on  unparalleled  re- putation for  futility,  indecision  and  lifelessness. 
The  new  SAC  shuffled  into  the  foreground  with  a series  of  acclamations  for  its  new  executive.  Four  of  seven executive  members  were  acclaimed.  All  ore  new  and  in- experienced members  of  council.  A  promising  sign  this s  new  president,  Tom  Faulkner  of  Victoria  Col- lege was  not  acclaimed.  One  of  three  candidates  for  the position,  Mr  Faulkner  was  certainly  the  most  personable of  the  trio.  He  was  also  the  blandest.  "An  atmosphere  of cooperation  is  the  healthiest  one",  said  Foulkner  in  his campaign  speech. 

fh  T;°n!  utedufhis  meQns  ,hot  SAC  wil1  continue  to  play the  role  of  humble  petitioner  before  the  university  admini- srrafion.  ' 
SAC  will  also  continue  to  be  unsuccessful 

th.  nepM    t?  andu,his  two  rivols  dwelt  ot  le"9f"  on 
or  CounrilTn      9r  PUb''C  re,°ti0ns  *  SAC'  °n  ,he  need 'or  Louncil  to  improve  its  image 
cates'cleodv'rh'^6;  m°r^than  any  ofher'  which  ««*■ Instead  Z  y  the  dlrec"°n  Council  will  take  next  year n;  e°d,o(  orousing  student  support  and  student  interest by  decisive  ac  , on,  SAC  will  adopt  the  policies  of  Canada's 
^rthPey,:CantPQrt,eS'  °nd  ̂     <°    ̂   P^'« 

our  new  SA^.H-0'!'  ̂   And  one  that  make 

"^beV^T  ̂   V.°':t>°f°<  ̂   SAc'cove"^ - 

letters  to  the  editor 

—~ — '  

distressing  decision 
Sir. 

As  former  producers  of  the  Ice  Frolics 
and  co-founders  of  the  Winter  Carnival,  we were  greatly  distressed  to  learn  of  the 
SAC's  decision  not  to  allocate  funds  for  an ice  show  next  year.  This  show  in  the  past has  attracted  very  large  audiences  and  has 
given  upwards  of  100  students  each  year  (in- cluding many  former  Canadian  Champions) 
an  opportunity  to  participate  in  this  annual 
event,  an  opportunity  they  would  not  nor- mally have. 
We  feel  it  is  a  necessity  to  continue  to have  the  Winter  Carnival  centered  around 

the  Ice  Frolics.  Because  of  Toronto's  weat- her it  would  be  unwise  to  have  an  outdoor activity  as  the  focal  point  of  the  Winter Carnival. 
The  Ice  Frolics  of  1966  was  the  best  Ice Show  in  the  city  of  Toronto,  and  with  more 

emphasis  on  publicity,  a  return  to  a  Friday evening,  and  a  shortening  of  the  carnival  to three  or  four  days  would,  we  are  sure,  re- sult in  a  greater  financial  return  and  a  bet- ter Winter  Carnival. 
We  hope  the  Blue  and  White  Society sees  the  wisdom  in  continuing  with  the  Ice Frolics. 

Dr.  Charles  SneUing 

 '  and  Chris  Snyder 

"gzpfx  orgpl" 

public^0  trU'y  h°S  "°  id6°  °f  the  '«e  H  presents  to  th 

I  heard  you  people  at  the  Varsity  were closing  up  the  store  in  a  little  while  and 
consequently  felt  obligated  to  voice'  one more  small  frustration  and  large  gratitude in  your  great  metropolitan  newspaper. It  all  began  Friday  last  at  the  New  Col- 

lege "Final  Fling".  The  dance  was  fabulous no  complaints  there.  Animal  band  was  in  at- tendance, Social  Committee  had  done  their job  well,  at  start  of  the  evening  I  had  no complaints. 
I  paid  my  fifty  cent  hustler's  fee  and  oil- 
ed my  way  around  the  floor.  Made  perfunct- ory contact  with  a  definitive  chickie  in  a while  and  asked  the  usual  small  talk  U  of  T 

questions,  "What  course  are  you  in'"  She said,  "gzpfx  orgpl".  I  couldn't  hear  her.  It didn't  matter.  I  asked  what  college  she  was in.  She  said  "Plxngof  College".  I  heard  the "college."  To  make  a  long  story  longer,  I 

learned  that  she  spent  a  hell  of  a  lot  of  time at  Forest  Hill  Collegiate. 
Later,  naive  me  drifted  on  to  the  next 

"brave  vibration  each  way  free".  She  too  had a  speech  problem  which  was  developed  at 
.  .  .  Beverly  Heights  Jr.  High?  "Where  were the  gorgeous  co-eds  I  see  all  day,"  I  asked myself.  How  ingenious  were  today's  make- up manufacturers;  not  to  mention  the  foam rubber  industry,  I  told  myself. 

But,  my  story  has  a  happy  ending.  I  met my  future  wife  at  the  New  College  Uncle 
Jerry's  Club.  Though  Miranda's  father  is threatening  to  take  me  to  court,  our  love shall  endure.  Mira's  presently  enrolled  in Sandbox  100  at  the  Nurd  Avenue  Nursery School  for  Progressive  Children  (we  plan  to marry  after  her  exams)  and  to  think  I  owe it  all  to  the  New  College  hop.  Mira  and  I can  thmk  of  only  one  word  to  say  to  the folks  at  the  college  for  helping  to  brino  us 

together.  Ta.  " 
  Marty  Shift  (I  New) 

no  flaws;  no  picture 
Sir: 

I  have  just  received  the  1965  edition  of Torontonensis.  I  feel  I  must  compliment  the staff  for  their  excellent  photography  etc 

Whot  it  really  wants  is  tn  ho.  .  <h  I  ,    MteJ  ad™irin8  thc  many  and  varied  pho- 
9ood  aspects  of  Council  -1  t Vt Zl  ̂ 'u  566  0nly  ,he  f"?  f  J'K  Vari°ns  camPus  clubs  and 
colm.  thouahtful  im„„L.:.t0  CrLe?te  for  ,,self  on  image  of  I  activities,  I  decided  to  turn  to  the  pictures 

"ege  (ei9S6r5a?Uat''ng  C'aSS  °f  S''  Michael's  Co1- While  gazing  through  the  pictures  I  re- cognized many  of  my  friends  and  classmates With  some  trepidation,  I  finally  mustered he  courage  to  see  how  my  own  picture  had turned  out. 

colm,  thoughtful   imog  noTive  obi? 7  °"  °f 

nowhM?  ̂ ^££3£Z in  ̂is  ottern^,  tut  ?hdeyU:Uon,Cil  ̂   ■°Ur  beSf  wish« 

to  be  wrong  in  an  attempt  to U?      u      V?'Ce  fnat  dor« 
'hey  will  ha9ve  no  n^otZul^tZ^  ~ 
fas^l  K^0„  insepa table.  And  new n  ennf-  K^upie  man  unpoDu  or  i>W.c  ti.tu   

slightly  out  of  context Sir: 
Please  accept  my  thanks  for  your  gener- 
ally accurate  reportage  on  the  question^  per- iod following  my  talk  on  the  Hungarian Student  at  the  WUS  seminar.  You  did8  how ever,  quote  me  outof  context  in  your  first 

Edllor 
Monooing  Editor Review  Editor News  Editor Ciry  Edilor Assistont  City  Editor Contr.butrng  Edilor !>AC  Editor Sports  Editor Associolo  Sports  Editor t-cmodion  Un.vers.iy  P,c Features Photography  Editor Advertising  5olc» 
Prime! 'Sln°  Au'S,or>t Editorial  Office Sports  Office Mail  Subscr.ptlons 

Oovld  Jackel Donna  Mason Arthur  Zoldln 
^orry  Greenspan Andrew  Szende Paul  Corson Volkmor  Richler Leslie  Gary 
Howie  Fluxgold 
Rich  Pyni. Jacques  de  Montlgny 
Lyn  Owen  7 
•John  Shore 
p  Vincent  Kelly ^orol  Cooper  923-8171 
WA.  3-8741  -  WA  i iMAi 
WA.  3-81)3  2 *5  A  Year 

reread  your  omsip  form Sir: 

OMSlPh^nt  i  'he  "comm«t  article"  on 
^  Aaron  m  ,      '""'I""1'  1  su8gest  that means  T?,'  '  lca,rVVhat  "lMable  ™=" 
means,  (2)  reread  the  OMSIP  form When  he  has  done  that  he  will  realize 
^i^^^ne^ing  S500  in  a  summer 

[  a  note  of  praise 

There  wasn't  a  flaw  in  my  picture-  it wasn't  there! 
Surely  my  picture  was  not  so  hideous ha  a  could  not  be  published.  I  don't  think that  it  would  have  been  barred  by  the  cens- or; I  m  not  obscene. 
But  I  am  rather  perturbed  by  the  fact that  I  paid  $3.50  for  Nensis  '65,  hopmg  to keep  tt  and  eventually  show  it,  including  mv picture,  to  my  grandchildren 
I  feel  that  there  must  be  some  explana- tion for  the  omission  of  my  picture;  if  so  I would  like  to  learn  why  I  have  had  the  rat- her dubious  distinction  of  being  omitted 

from  Nensis  '65.  ■ 
Nicholas  B.  Roche 

 (SMC,  Class  of  '65) 
paragraph, 

I  compared  the  lot  of  the  student  in  resi- dence to  that  of  the  average  citizen  wlio lives  in  generally  inadequate,  overcrowded housmg.  In  this  context,  the  students,  hav 

W5liveq"!fk  P^Ce  £  S'Udy'  may  ind«d  seem 

to  live   like  kings  . 

 George  Mezo o"laslble  income,  and  hence  that  the 

Cms  p  sS°rfrnnlent  Siu       the  whole 
OMSiP  f  °.r  hlm'  That  is.  the  cost  of 
OMSIP  for  such  a  student  will  be  SO  as  op- posed to  $18  for  the  plan  mentioned  fn  the 

be  h«t  y  J*rK  A?r°n-  Such  a  Priee  can  only 

be  bettered  by  having  someone  pay  you  o 

uni?kSydlCal        but  this  at  P«~ems 
H.  W.  Kerr  (SGS) 

Jho  Vouliy  wes  lounded  . 
S'oa.n.s  «»,,„,.„„„„  t™„  ,  L  Z  "  Pl""iShed  "> "»"»ly  of  Ih,  Unl,c,,i,„  „,  t  ""'versiiy  „„,. 
«*.  - ...  i£SSJLSSt^m  v°""v ,! ' 

 » .i^^t^;'  * 
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Sir 

Most  letters  to  the  erliinr  »™  j- 

-comp^nt.  mCS^-SSS^1 During  h,s  stay  at  the  universit^  every 
that  is  tti 
is  one  person students  as  if  th 
slie  is  part  of  the'  biuea Miss  Kay  Boyd  of  th 1C  Office  at  Hart  House ous  task  of  fitting  a  va into  sadly  inadequate  I 

ly  admhiis however, 
re  people. 

who :  wall 
.  There 
treats 

though 

act^t-^r-J^Had^ found  her  to  be  knowledgeaMe  efficient and  most  of  all,  friendly.  Any  male  studen 

Alan  Brown  (IV  Trin) 

all  tvpes 
handle  a 

i  frt 
.1  pro.1 

uhle 
rilities 

al  Alhlet- ther  oner- 
program Daily  she   woNy  sue 

m  all  sorts  of  students  about '  mis.  Yet  she  seems  able  to ■ns  firmly  and  fairly 



The  hope"  was  -specifically  ' exipressed  that  this  study 
would  examine  the  charges 
that  one  so  often  hears  to- 

day, that  universities  are 
becoming  so  large,  so  com- 

plex, and  so  dependent  upon 
public  funds  that  scholars 
no  longer  form  or  even  in- 

fluence their  own  policy, 
that  a  new  and  rapidly  grow- 

ing class  of  administrators  is 
assuming  control,  and  that 
a  gulf  of  misunderstanding 
and  misapprehension  is  wid- 

ening between  the  academic 
staff  and  the  administrative 

THE  DUFF-BERDAHL  REPORT getting  more  involved  .  .  . 
in  questions  of  educational 
policy  which  are  theoretical- 

ly outside  their  jurisdiction, 
while  on  the  other  hand 
their  duties  as  fund-raisers 
and  estate  managers  are  .  .  . 
growing  relatively  less  im- 

portant. This  latter  condi- tion relates  ...  to  the  fact 
that  universities  are  deriv- 

ing  larger   proportions  of 

Student  discontent  in  other  countries  and  tes- 

timony that  we  heard  in  Canada  both  point  to  the 

probability  of  growing  student  demands  for  par- 

ticipation in  university  government;  and  those 

who...  are  insensitive  to  their  grievances  may 

find  student  negotiating  tactics  becoming  increas- 

ingly unpalatable. 

personnel,  with  grave  dam- 
age to  the  functioning  of 

both. 
The  overall  impression 

we  received  was  of  unneces- 
sarily high  degrees  of  tension 

within  the  larger  institu- 
tions, and  of  a  fairly  wide- 

spread desire  on  the  part  of 
the  smaller  universities  to 
expand  and  inherit  the  prob- 

lems of  their  larger  sisters. 
Therefore,  in  view  of  the 
present  difficulties  of  gov- 

erning Canadian  universities, 
and  in  anticipation  of  those 
which  may  arise  in  the 
course  of  the  next  decade, 
we  strongly  believe  that  the 
present  systems  need  re- form. 
We  found  the  Boards  of 

Governors  to  be  somewhat 
too  homogeneous  in  mem- 

bership. This  condition  is 
not  surprising  in  view  of  the 
fact  that  most  of  these 
Board  members  had  been 
recruited  with  the  functions 
of  fund-raising  and  finan- 

cial management  as  major 
selection  criteria.  Yet  the 
reality  ...  is  that  these 
Boards  are  on  the  one  hand 

their  income  for  both 
operating  and  capital  ex- 

penses from  governmental sources  .  .  . 
The  theory  that  the  lay 

Board  controls  finance  and 
the  academic  Senate  controls 
academic  policy  may  per- 

haps have  worked  in  times 
gone  by  where  budgets  were 
stationary  from  year  to  year 
and  academic  forward  policy 
was  perforce  at  a  standstill; 
but  today  finance  and  aca- 

demic planning  are  quite  in- 
evitably and  quite  inextric- 

ably linked  with  each  other, 
and  will  be  even  more  so  in 
the  future. 

The  two-tiered  system  can 
work  well  only  if  the  Senate 
is  both  able  and  willing  to 
play  its  full  part  .  .  .  The 
greatness  of  a  university  de- 

pends, not  mainly  on  its  size 
or  its  wealth,  but  on  the 
quality  of  its  faculty  and 
the  measure  of  its  collec- 

tive wisdom  .  .  . 
We  say  with  regret  that 

all  too  few  of  the  universi- 
ties that  we  visited  m  Cana- 

da have  really  effective  Se- nates. This  is  not  the  fault 

of  individuals  or  of  indivi- 
dual bodies — Board,  Presi- 
dent, Faculty  Association,  or 

Senate  itself.  It  is  the  sys- 
tem which  is  at  fault  .  .  . 

But  we  have  formed  the 
firm  opinion  that  the  inef- fectiveness of  Senate  is  the 
major  cause  of  the  tension 
and  disharmony  that  exist 
today,  not  in  all  but  in  far 
too  many  Canadian  univer- sities. 

The  present  system  seems 
to  depend  to  an  excessive  de- 

gree for  its  successful  func- 
tioning on  the  superhuman 

talents  of  the  President.  Un- 
fortunately, most  Presidents 

are  only  human  .  .  . 
The  facts  that  the  Presi- 

dent in  effect  appoints  most 
Vice-Presidents  and  Deans 
to  serve  at  his  pleasure,  that 
he  must  of  necessity  dele- 

gate so  many  duties  to  them 
that  they  become  full-time administrative  officers,  and 
that  he  has  tended  by  choice 
to  rely  on  them  heavily  for 
academic  guidance  instead 
of  using  the  slower  Senate 
channels  —  all  these  things 
tend  to  make  the  teaching 
faculty  regard  the  entire  ad- ministrative hierarchy  as  a 
distant  and  impersonal  mo- 

nolith over  which  they  have 
neither  control  or  influence. 

...  we  reject  not  merely 
the  Oxford  and  Cambridge 
model  but  also  any  model 
that  involves  complete  pow- 

ers of  self-government  by 
the  faculty.  In  one  form  or 
another  the  public  interest 
must  be  enabled  to  make  it- self heard  and  respected  by 
all  universities. 

The  two-tier  pattern  is  re- 
tained but  our  proposals  in- volve an  almost  fundamental 

alteration.  In  place  of  the  as- sumed separation  of  powers 
between  Board  and  Senate, 
we  propose  a  system  where- 

by they  are  brought  into much  closer  contact  at  many stages. 

There  can  be  no  universal 
rules  as  to  the  composition 
of  Boards  .  .  .  Twenty,  or  25 
at  most,  is  the  right  sort  of 

number  if  all  members  are 
to  feel  that  they  have  a  real 
contribution  to  make.  And 
if  seats  are  to  be  found  for 
the  different  interests  that 
we  shall  suggest,  the  size  of 
the  Board  should  not  be  less 
than  15. 

Secondly,  there  should  be 
more  variety  than  is  com- 

monly found  at  present 
among  Board  members. 
Business  men  and  lawyers 
tend  to  predominate.  Both 
are  admirably  suited  for  the 
fiscal  and  constitutional  as- 

pects of  the  Board's  duties, but  what  we  may  de- 
scribe as  the  "window  on  the 

world"  ought  to  be  wider 
open  .  .  .  Such  help  could  be 
given  by  adding  to  the  Board 
members  of  other  profes- 

sions, scientists,  writers, 
men  of  mark  in  any  of  the 
arts,  or  those  who  have  re- tired from  any  branch  of 
public  service,  not  excluding former  academics ... . 

Thirdly,  Boards  should  not 
be  self-perpetuating,  nor 
should  members  hold  office 
for  life. 

...  we  recommend  that 
charters  and  acts  be  modi- 

fied where  necessary  to  per- mit the  inclusion  of  faculty 
members  on  Boards. 

For  the  academic  Senate 
to  become  the  central  educ- 

ational forum  that  it  should 
be,  substantial  powers  will 
have  to  be  delegated  to  it 
both  from  above  and  from 
below.... 

To  avoid  all  doubt  about 
the  Senate's  powers,  we  re- commend that  they  should 
include  specifically  the  pow- 

er to  make  recommendations 
to  the  Board  on  any  matter 
of  interest  to  the  university. 
We  were  dismayed  to  find 

how  often  the  control  of  the 
library  and  of  library  pol- 

icies seemed  to  be  regarded 
as  merely  an  administrative 
matter.  It  is  not;  it  is  an  es- 

sential part  of  the  academic 
work  of  a  university  and  as 
such  should  be  closely  co- 

ordinated with  the  develop- ment of  educational  policy, 
both  short  and  long  term. 

We  Recommend  thai,  library 
policy  should  evolve  from the  advice  given  by  a  strong 
committee  of  the  Senate, 
representative  of  many  dis- 

ciplines and  working  in  close 
liaison  with  the  educational 
policy  committees. 

. . .  faculties  should  be 
ready  to  deal  with  those  of 
their  number  who  persist  in 
opposing  the  prospect  of  be- 

ing "governed"  at  all.  Such critics  may  look  yearningly 
to  the  completely  self-con- tained university  envisaged 
in  Paul  Goodman's  book. The  Community  of  Scholars, 
but  this  model,  as  we  have 
attempted  to  show,  has  little 
relevance  to  the  broader 
problems  of  Canadian  higher 
education  today.  Further- 

more, if  certain  elements  of 
the  faculty  remain  unconv-  - inced  that  total  academic 
self-government  is  undesir- 

able, the  bare  facts  of  the case — universities  dependent 
on  public  money  and  serving 
a  public  interest  of  vast  im- 

portance— should  convince 
them  that  it  is  impossible. 

The  subject  of  the  rela- 
tionship of  students  to  un- 
iversity government  is  one 

which  has  only  recently  re- 
ceived serious  consideration. 

But  we  saw  enough  symp- 
toms of  student  dissatisfac- 

tion with  their  self-perceiv- 
ed status  as  "customers"  of the  universities  to  know  that 

there  will  be  increasing 
demands  made  in  Canada 
for  their  elevation  to  part- ners (albeit  unequal  ones) 
in  the  "community  of  schol- 

ars and  students."  Some variations  of  the  Berkeley 
disturbances  may  possibly 
occur  in  Canada  during  the 
coming  years.  The  issue 
then,  is  not  whether  to  wel- 

come or  stifle  this  new  wave 
of  student  sentiment,  but 
rather  how  to  develop  chan- nels into  which  it  can  flow constructively. 

It  is  healthier  for  disagree- ment to  be  expressed  and 
argument  to  take  place  be- fore decisions  are  made  than 
for  decisions  at  any  level  to 
be  made  by  authority  for 
fear  lest  previous  debate 
would  have  a  disruptive  ef- fect. 

Retiring  Executive  Assistant  says: 

Councillors more  guts 

By  VOLKMAR  R1CHTER 
Rose  Marie  Harrop,  retir- 

ing Executive  Assistant  to 
the  Students'  Administrative 
Council,  sat  back  in  her  of- 

fice yesterday  and  discussed 
what  council  should  be  do- 
ing. 

"Council  members  have  to 
have  a  little  more  guts,"  she 
said.  "They  have  to  be  pre- pared to  be  disliked  by 

people." Instead  of  doing  that, 
council  members  usually 
have  a  tendency  to  "be  all 
things  to  all  people,"  she said.  Miss  Harrop  explained 
that  this  type  of  thinking 
creates  a  council  that  is  a 
mere  mediator  between  the 
students  and  the  administra- 
tion. 
"They  have  to  take  stands." 

The  24-year-otd  Miss  Har- 
rop took  the  executive  assis- 

tant's job  when  she  gradu- 
ated from  St.  Michael's  Col- 

lege in  general  arts.  In  1961- 
2,  she  was  vice-president  of 
the  St.  Mike's  student  coun- 
cil. She  feels  that  council  has 
fulfilled  its  governing  func- 

tions well  this  year.  "Yes, there  were  a  number  of 
pretty  good  accomplish- 

ments," she  said,  and  men- tioned the  reception  service, 
the  high  school  conference, 
and  the  Conference  on  Ca- 

nadian Student  Affairs. 
Among  more  practical 
achievements,  she  mention- 

ed the  SAC  printing  bureau. 
Miss  Harrop  traced  the 

problems  of  this  year's  coun- cil back  to  the  conservatism 
of  the  students  themselves 

who  had  a  "protectiveness  of their  own  interests  and  not 
much  courage  to  see  the  uni- 

versity in  different  terms." The  Nov.  11  peace  vigil 
was  a  "political  faux  pas" she  said.  When  it  was  held 
for  the  first  time  last  year 
the  initiative  was  generated 
by  the  students  themselves, 
but  only  the  council  had  an 
interest  in  it  this  year,  she 
claimed. 

"That  doesn't  mean  that 
the  council  should  be  emas- 

culated and  not  take  any  ini- tiative. The  council  has  to 
have  the  understanding  of 
what  they're  all  about  and 
provide  leadership."  The council  has  no  theory  of 
what  it  could  be,  she  added. 

Miss  Harrop  said,  though, 
that  the  council  has  gone 
through     some  important 

changes  in  recent  years.  "It wasn't  so  long  ago  that  it 
was  nothing  but  a  tea-dance 

council." 
She  explained  that  she  is 

leaving  because  she  wants  to 
get  some  perspective  on student  council  and  what  it 
is  doing.  She  is  leaving  the 
way  open  for  a  return  to  a job  at  a  student  council  at 
this  or  another  university. 

She  said  she  is  undecided 
about  what  she  will  do  after 
she  leaves  her  job  here  dur- 

ing the  summer,  but  express- 
ed an  interest  in  communi- 

cations and  research.  (Her 
SAC  job  entailed  mostly  re- search work). 

Some  time  ago  she  also 
hinted  that  she  was  inter- 

ested in  working  on  a  com- 
munity organization  project 

similar  to  the  Kingston  Com- 
munity Project  run  by  the Student  Union  for  Peace Action. 

Last  year,  SUPA  was  in- strumental in  making  this 
campus  appear  somewhat radical.  SUPA  proposed  the 
first  SAC  Peace  Vigil  and 
was  a  moving  force  in  the 
eight-day  Selma  sit-in  at  the United  States  Consulate  on 
University  Avenue. 

Miss  Harrop  said  last  year 
was  probably  a  freak  year, 
but  later  reconsidered  and 
said:  "Maybe  last  year  wasn't a  freak  after  all.  There  were 
the  dynamic  people  to  lead 
these  things  on  campus." Without  these  dynamic 
people  and  without  an  issue, 
student  support  just  can't be  rallied,  she  said.  She 
could  not  think  of  anyone 
on  campus  this  year  who  can be  termed  a  real  leader. 
She  said  Mary  Brewm 

made  a  good  SAC  President 
("she's  imaginative")  but 
then  added:  "I  don't  think anybody  was  leading  the 
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HARVEY  L.  SHEPHERD 

ALAN  J.  DEACON 

"LVIA  JURMALIETIS,  LARRY  GREENSPAN 

A  CKEY  REPORTER,  TOM  NAYLOR 

DEANNA  KAMIEL 
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JOE  WEINSTOCK 

DOROTHY  YARW 



ARTHUR  ZELDIN 
DONNA  MASON 

DAVID  JACKEL 

ANDY  SZENDE 

PAUL  CARSON 

No  doubt  you  hove  all  been  wondering  just  WHO  pro- duces this  paper.  (No,  The  Varsity  is  not  a  Royal  Com- mission Report  on  scandal,  sex,  and  security.)  So  now 
that  it's  too  late  for  you  to  do  anything  about  it,  we hare  decided  to  publish  our  pictures.  Suitable  for  dart- 
throwing. 

—  photos  by  various  varsity  photogs 

BOB  AARON 

VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 

MIKE  WALSH 

JEREMY  ADAMSON 

HENRY  TARVAINEN KATHY  COLE 

LESLIE  GARY,  ALLAN  BRUCE JACK  NEWMAN 
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*  HIGH  WAGES  « 

Why  work  or  the  U  of  T  Library  or  Book- 
store for  only  90c  an  hour  when  you  can 

work  at  the  SAC  PRINTING  BUREAU. 

-  Minimum  Starting  Wage  -  $1.25  per  hour  - 
The  SAC  Printing  Bureau  is  now  taking  ap- 

plications foremployment  during  the  1966- 
67  school  year.  We  have  approximately 
thirty  openings  as  typists,  pasteup  artists, 
and  binders.  No  experience  necessary.  Work 
five  or  ten  hours  a  week.  Hours  arranged  to 
fit  your  schedule.  Applicants  should  be  in 
first  year  now.  Typists  should  be  able  to  do 
at  least  forty  words  per  minute.  Training 
during  month  of  September.  Earn  while  you 
learn.  Qualify  yourself  for  high  paying  sum- 

mer jobs.  Regular  raises.  Opportunity  for 
advancement.  Come  in  and  fill  out  an  ap- 

plication form  at  the  SAC  office.  923-6720. 

SAC  PRINTING  BUREAU 

t  LOW  PRICES  < 

-  Average  savings  -  30  percent  - 
In  oddition  to  this  the  printing  bureou  offers  o  friendly  otmos- 

-966  67  S  "or  ̂   '"^        >M*°<™  "*  the 
Our  sloff  is  olso  ovoiloble  fo  odvise  vou  fm  „l  .4. aspects  of  your  printing  needs,  even  i   we  In  ,  1  °"  °" ourselves.    Do  you  oun-h„.         ,;  *  your  P'intino 

Cher  poper?  Tole  od™  o«  ofT  I^T"  1  " wil!  onoch  your  order  to  I  9,      "  PUrchosi"9  P°«r.  We 
only  the  lorUuont  prir;e';U;.  '°r9e  °'de'S  -  vou 

orronged.  »«"i«onons.    Credit  terms  con  be 

SUMMER  SPECIAL 

Why  wait  till  winter?  Do  it  now' 

"mmer  rotes  for  work  don  durL  M=v  T  "  *°  SPeCio1 
•his  be  o  dondy  time  to^ln,         ̂   ""'  Jul*  W°uld"'' 
nol,  lecture  serie    ,,e*mo hTdh^t '  "T*  """""^ 

=1  th  SAC  office.  923-6720.  In  '°  SM  us 

SAC  PRINTING  BUREAU 
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New  drama  program  "unique"; 

to  alter  campus  drastically 
The  new  U  of  T  Graduate  Centre  for  the 

Study  of  Drama  will  drastically  alter  the nature  of  dramatic  productions  on  this campus. 

The  Drama  Centre  was  approved  by  the Senate  last  Friday.  It  will  offer  academic courses  in  dramatic  literature,  a  course  in the  history  of  theatre  and  a  course  in  stage production.  The  program,  leading  to  a  Mas- ter of  Arts  degree  initially,  will  be  unique in  Canada. 
Right  now  the  fledgling  Centre  is  under the  guidance  of  an  interim  steering  commit- tee. Prof.  Clifford  Leech,  head  of  both  the UC  English  Department  and  the  Graduate 

English  Department,  is  chairman  of  the committee.  Also  on  the  committee  are  Mas- 
sey  College  Master  Robertson  Davies,  who 
will  teach  the  theatre  history  course'  and Robert  Gill,  director  of  the  Hart  House 
Theatre  for  the  last  20  years,  who  is  being moved  upstairs.  Gill  will  teach  the  stage production  course,  but  intends  to  direct some  productions  of  the  Centre. 
Next  year,  a  full-time  Director  of  the Centre  will  probably  be  appointed  to  replace the  interim  committee. 
As  in  the  past,  four  plays  will  be  produced each  year  in  the  Theatre,  presumably  by professional  guest  directors.  Only  two  plays were  produced  this  year,  what  the  organ- 

izers call  a  "year  of  transition." 
But  the  new  organization  raises  a  number of  unanswered  questions  about  the  future of  theatre  production  here. 
What  kind  of  plays  will  be  produced'  Will they  be  determined  by  the  plays  offered  in the  academic  courses?  Why  are  no  modern plays  to  be  produced  next  year? 
Unfortunately,  the  only  person  who  could answer  these  questions.  Prof.  Leech,  was  not available  for  interview  or  comment. 

r  Frr  \  S,C'  Love  of  the  Victoria  College English  Department  and  a  member  of  the steering  committee,  said  "plays  produced need  not  be  those  offered  in  graduate courses."  But  he  said  only  Prof.  Leech  would know  for  sure. 

The  plays  produced  next  year  will  be Edward  II  by  Marlowe,  Ondine  by  Jean 

Giradoux,  Lysistrata  by  Aristophanes  and The  Father  by  Auguste  Strindberg. 
How  were  these  plays  selected?  Were they  chosen  because  they  are  offered  in  the graduate  dramatic  literature  courses?  Since there  is  no  course  in  modern  English  lan- guage drama,  will  there  never  be  any  pro- ductions of  modern  plays? 
Even  though  no  definite  answers  could  be found  to  these  questions,  indications  are that  no  modern  plays  will  be  produced  by the  Drama  Centre  in  Hart  House  Theatre 
"Hart  House  Theatre  has  been  a  semi-com- mercial enterprise,"  Robert  Gill  said  He has  tried  to  find  plays  of  quality,  but  has also  had  to  worry  about  attracting  large audiences  to  the  500-seat  theatre. 
The  problem  is  with  copyrights. 
"It  has  become  increasingly  difficult  to rind  contemporary  plays  to  do,"  Gill  said Any  other  city  in  Canada  is  easier.  Toronto 

is  an  important  road  town,  so  we  can't  get any  Broadway  productions  because  they might  tour.  Toronto  is  also  a  stock  town and  the  Crest  Theatre  has  first  grab  at  im- 
portant new  drama." There  is  a  second  problem  with  future dramatic  activity  on  campus— facilities. 

The  interim  committee  has  sent  a  letter  to all  undergraduate  student  governments  and societies  warning  them  that  Hart  House Theatre  may  not  be  available  for  their Faculty  and  College  productions  next  year. 
Prof.  Love  said  the  four  Drama  Centre productions  will  have  longer  rehearsal  per- iods, limiting  the  availability  of  the  Theatre for  other  use.  And  Robert  Gill's  course  in theatre  production  will  also  make  use  of the  Hart  House  Theatre  stage. 
There  are  some  vague  plans  for  a  new experimental  theatre  on  campus.  Prof.  Love 

stage  ye"!         haS"''  the  planninS 
The  Theatre  is  going  to  be  renovated  A 

nstalled,  beginning  ,n  April.  But  this  means the  popular  and  successful  Hart  House Summer  School  of  the  Theatre  has  to  be cancelled  this  summer.  And  there  is  some uncertainty  if  it  will  return  next  summe? 

Blood  drive  results: 

New  record  set  for  spring  donations A   i     -  -  A  record  2,527  pints  of 
blood  were  donated  during last  week's  annual  spring blood  drive.  The  old  record of  2,345  pints  was  set  in 
the  spring  of  1965. Miss  Anne  James,  blood 
drive  co-ordinator  for  the Canadian  Red  Cross  Society was  very  pleased  with  the results. 
"Although  the  total  dona- tions were  not  as  high  as those  reached  in  the  fall drive,  this  is  to  be  expected because  of  the  pressures  ot the  examinations.  We  are entirely  satisfied  with  the results,  and  wish  to  extend our  thanks  to  all  those  who helped  make  the  blood  drive the  outstanding  success  it proved  to  be,"  Miss  James told  The  Varsity  yesterday Final  results  by  college  or 
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SALES  TRAINEES 

Wood,  Gundy  &  Company  Limited 

one  of  the  largest 
Investment  Dealers  in  Canada 

requires 
Graduates  of  1966  Commerce  &  Finance,  Business  Administration or  Honours  Generals  Arts  Courses  interested  in  a  career  in  soles Opportunities  are  excellent  far  young  men  with  mitiotive,  imagi- nation, sound  judgment  and  the  desire  to  succeed. 
Training  is  by  the  supervised  "on  the  job"  method  and  trainees ore  given  o  broad  picture  of  the  investment  industry  by  exposure to  various  departments  during  the  course  of  their  training. 

STARTING  SALARY  RANGES  ARE 
COMPETITIVE  WITHIN  THE  INDUSTRY 

Apply  in  writing,  providing  o  detailed  resume,  to  Hie  attention of  Mr.  K.  F.  Oxanham,  36  King  Street  Weit,  Toronto. 

films 

arthur  seldin 

UNIVERSAL  SCHOOL 
OF 

LANGUAGES 
PRIVATE  TUTORING  BY  QUALIFIED  TEACHERS IN  ALL  LIVING  LANGUAGES 

SPECIAL  RATES  FOR  STUDENTS 
922-4179 

THE  COLONNADE      SUITE  418 

SCIENTOLOGY  offers  o 

COMMUNICATION  course 
Start  any  Monday  8:00  to  10:00  p  m FOR  ONE  WEEK  $10.00 

contact! 
THE  REGISTRAR 

Hasi  Toronto 
81  Bloor  St.  E. 

THE  GUITAR  SOCIETY  OF  TORONTO presents 
MALKA  and  J0S0 

IN  CONCERT 

EATON  AUDITORIUM 

Royal  bank 

Sallies  And  Irreverences 
In  which  are  delivered  a  few  last  sallies 
from  a  retiring  (expiring?)  Arthur: 

I  want  first  to  say  something  about  what 
is  probably  the  year's  most  widely  mis-rated 
film.  Lord  Love  A  Duck.  I  don't  say  HHrier- rated:  true,  much  of  it  looks  as  if  had  been 
"shot  through  eiderdown",  as  a  Varsity  re- viewer said  a  week  ago;  true,  it  contains 
some  of  the  most  inept  cinema  verite  se- 

quences to  be  seen  on  the  silver  screen;  true, 
the  majority  of  supporting  actors  grossly 
overplay  their  parts;  true,  much  of  the  film's 
"black  comedy"  isn't  funny  at  all,  and  even occasionally  soars  to  the  marquee  with  an 
impossible  stink. 

But  this  is  the  first  American  film  to 
come  our  way  in  a  while  which  is  whole- 

heartedly critical  of  the  fabric  of  contemp- 
orary American  life.  Despite  its  inconsis- 

tencies, Lord  Love  A  Duck  often  succeeds 
where  The  Loved  One,  for  instance,  fumbled 
outrageously  and  insidiously. 

The  most  offensive  thing  about  The  Lov- 
ed One  was  its  implicit  condescension  —  the 

way  in  which  it  set  out  to  "get"  an  audience whose  mentality,  it  was  assumed,  was  as easily  titillated  and  disgustingly  foolish  as that  of  the  characters  it  purported  to  attack. 
Not  so  with  Lord  Love  A  Duck;  its  inten- 

tions are  honest,  even  if  it  doesn't  quite bulls-eye  its  targets.  Indeed,  if  it  had  been a  good  film,  it  might  have  compared  with Dr.  Strangelove. 

And  if  it  had  been  a  very  good  film,  it might  have  dealt  maturely  and  cohesively with  themes  almost  identical  to  those  of  Na- 
bokov's novel  Lolita,  or  Norman  Mailer's An  American  Dream.  For  all  that  Lord  Love 

A  Duck  is  a  comic  "send-up"  of  such  things as  mass  education,  psychology,  teenage  sex, the  American  dream  of  movie  stardom  it still  includes  at  least  two  serious  and  unsett- ling incidents:  a  suicide  and  a  protracted murder. 

So  it's  the  Americana  death-thing  once again.  What  this  film  suggests,  immediately is  that  the  core  of  pop  culture  is  anarchy and  death;  and,  more  durably,  that  the  core of  American  life  in  general  is  death.  Here the  message  comes  wrapped  in  a  particular 

rf,  ta#nDMr.Sty!t.0f  the  rea' new  frontier  ~ 
CALIFORNIA.  (They've  got  the  whole  bit- there:  beauty,  physical  and  sexual  ease,  suc- cess, Ronald  Reagan,  and  the  not-stxovert savagery  of  the  John  Birch  Society.)  But  it is  a  message  which  has  long  been  central to  the  traditions  of  American  literature  and culture.  Lord  Love  A  Duck  is  an  interesting, 

tXZ  ■  «°'n0tf  *°  those  Editions.  And withal,  sufficiently  effective  to  cause  this viewer  to  leave  the  theatre  consumed  by images  of  the  saga  of  John  Fitzgerald  Ken- nedy, including  especially  the  young,  beau- tiful rich,  best-dressed,  death-ridden  un- holily  sainted  Mrs.  JFK,  the  lady  of  movie- mag  rame. 

So  it  is  a  particular  pleasure  to  welcome the  enlightened  programming  of  the  National Film  Theatre  to  Toronto,  to  hope  that  it really  does  become  the  National  Film  The- atre of  Toronto,  and  in  the  process,  gives this  city  an  awakening  kick  in  the  pants. 
Despite  some  forseeable  complications with  admissions,  and  equipment,  the  series of  12  evenings  got  off  to  a  good  start  with 

the  showing  of  Karel  Zeman's  A  Jester's 1  ale.  An  Anti-war  parable,  the  film  was  a tour  de  force  of  intertwined  black  and  white photography  and  animated  engravings  with a  nice  balance  between  its  ironic  and  rom- antic visions.  It  was  slow,  and  sometimes repetitive;  but  many  funny  bits  of  business compensated,  and  the  film  was  never  less than  a  completely  adult  entertainment.  Pre- 
Sa Wy.  this  is  an  omen  for  the  future;  the NFT  will  screen  11  more  such  evenings throughout  the  spring,  Tuesdays,  8  p.m.,  at the  Radio  City  Theatre. 

Exactly  a  year  ago,  in  a  closing  column for  the  Varsity  Review,  I  forewent  the  pleas- ure of  predicting  the  Oscars  to  discuss  some- thing much  more  exciting,  David  -Seder's Winter  Kept  Vs  Warm  which  was  still  be- ing shot  on  campus.  In  this  year,  the  film 

»<i  wtTShld,(stiI1  the  most  remarkable 
aspect  of  the  whole  situation)  has  been  seen 
l-l *e„9omm°nwe^th  Film  Festival,  has paid  off  its  debts  with  successful  screenings in  Toronto,  Winnipeg,  Vancouver  and  Mont- real, has  been  sold  to  the  CBC  for  national televising  ,s  ,„  the  hands  of  a  British  dis- tributor for  European  distribution,  and  is 

ivaf      m       uPcoming  Cannes  Film  Fest- Now,  one  year  later,  and  another  closing column  we  may  take  note  of  David  Secter-1 second  film,  which,  hopefully,  will  be  going before  the  cameras  by  mid-April.  David  if already  m  possession  of  a  70-page  working 

CBC^T  °J  \SCript  bein8  Pr«  "ylnl 
CBCs  Martin  Lager,  and  is  actively  negcZ uating  for  funds,  shooting  locations,  and professional  talent. 

The  story  itself  concerns  a  love  affair between  a  member  of  the  Peking  Opera  and 
J  staSehand.  two  people  who  ul- mately  discover  that  politics  conquers  alt Its  a  shghtly  off-beat  theme,  perhaps  even corny;  David  is  the  first  to  admit  that  the film  s  success  will  depend  upon  a  partic! 

As  a  matter  of  fact,  the  indomitable  Mr 

Die'in°Tn  th3t  ftere  are  at  least  «  « "7  peel" 

pie  ,n  Toronto  currently  writing  scripts  for 

uTihaf  wh-  S  not.dis«™tinggthe  possio* 

ity  that,  while  raising  money  for  the  new 

In  case  you  are  not  aware  of  it,  this  is  a city  m  which  one  of  three  major  newspapers has  no  discussed  film  or  the  film  world  on a  regular  basis  for  roughly  a  year  now whtch  supports  fewer  theatres  with  good- tilm  policies  now—  when  cinema  in  general  is booming-than  eight  years  ago  when  times were  tougher;  which  talks  nothing  but  the- atre at  bureaucratic  levels,  while  thousands of  people  turn  out  to  the  movies,  and  more 
support  a  full  range  of  film  societfe™  £ 

sr  ™f  ,°r  tW°  peopIe'  almost  monopo" 
ists  control  an  excessive  percentage  of  fim, distribution,  while  the  city  stagnates  for of  the  dozensof  igS&Jed films  which  are  currently  available  for  show 

In  the  meanwhile,  waiting  in  the  wines 

nected^h'  »  *  Hol>™  Producer  co£ 

nected  with  a  major  firm,  who  owns  the 
film  rights  to  a  new  Canadian  novel  shortly to  be  released  by  a  Toronto  publishms house.  Tentative  overtures  have  already  beel made  and  David  Secter  may  also  be  oire^ >ng  that  film  in  Canada  within  a  year's  tilt 

The  reviews  for  Winter  Kept  Vs  Warm have  come  and  gone;  some  were  patently unfair  others  were  excessively  gushy.  22 one  thing  just  about  everybody  will  agree upon  ,s  the  considerable  extent  of  David Secter  s  ongoing  entrepreneurship;  taikmg 
seem  dull  by  comparison. 



Another  "who-cares"  plot 
By  HERSH  ZEIFMAN 

Flight  of  the  Phoenix  (Imperial,  others) 
has  a  good  beginning,  a  great  ending,  and 
about  two  hours  of  ho-hum  trivia  in  bet- ween. 

Pilot  James  Stewart  crash  lands  a  small 
plane  in  the  middle  of  some  God-forsaken 
desert  after  being  attacked  by  an  especially 
vicious  and  downright  nasty  sandstorm.  The 
dozen  or  so  male  passengers  patiently  await 
rescue,  but  after  days  of  intense  heat  and 
a  rapidly  depleting  water  supply,  they  decide 
they  must  act  quickly. 

Hardy  Kruger,  an  aerodynamics  expert 
and  airplane  designer  (aren't  we  lucky  he was  along  —  a  typical,  run-of-the-mill  aver- 

age passenger)  works  out  a  plan  to  build  a 
new  plane  from  the  wreckage  of  the  old  one 
(wondering  where  they  got  the  phoenix title?) 

Before  the  plan  is  actually  carried  out, 
there  are  the  usual  assorted  sub-plots. 
There's  tension  between  Kruger  and  Stewart 
as  to  who's  in  charge,  tension  between  an army  captain  (Peter  Finch)  and  his  sergeant 

as  to  whether  army  discipline  still  applies, and  tension  between  the  audience  and  the 
actors,  as  to  when  all  the  talking  will  finally stop  and  the  actual  construction  begin. 

The  acting  is  generally  very  good  (Ste- 
wart, Finch,  Kruger,  Ernie  Borgnine  as  a good-natured  mental  case)  and  sometimes really  excellent  (Richard  Attenborough  as 

Stewart's  navigator,  Ian  Bannen  as  a  wise- cracking, sarcastic  smart  alec).  One  excep- 
tion is  Barrie  Chase,  who  dances  well 

enough,  but  whose  role  in  the  film  is  com- 
pletely ridiculous.  * 

But  very  little  suspense  is  created.  The 
characters  are  either  obvious  "types"  or, with  the  exception  of  Stewart  perhaps,  just 
lightly  sketched  in.  We  never  really  care 
much  what  will  happen  to  them.  We're  pret- 

ty sure  they'll  get  out;  the  question  is,  how many  will  survive  to  make  the  trip? 
Flight  of  the  Phoenix  is  a  routine  adven- 

ture movie,  technically  well  done  and  very 
well  acted  by  some  good  actors  who  are 
generally  wasted  in  a  "who  cares?"  plot. 

"Off  we  go,  into  the  wild  blue  in  our  very  own  plane  that  we  built  all  by  ourselves. Symbolic,  n'est-ce  pas? 

SALLIES  (continued) 

Now,  a  pleasant  task  —  to  thank  the  x 
number  of  people  who  contributed  to  the 
Review  this  past  year.  Thank  you  to:  David 
Payne,  for  helping  us  get  such  a  manic  start; 
the  still  un-met  Skip  Shand,  whose  name 
will  keep  him  young  forever  in  our  mind; 
Ian  Carruthers,  for  diligence  and  11  wines, 
Messrs.  Chetsanga,  Haddon,  and  surtout, 
Ed  Chukukere  for  being  so  political  in  the 
midst  of  our  artsy-fartsy  enclave;'  Eva  Maj- or-Marothy  for  her  works  of  art;  Alan  Kondo 
for  wit  and  interruptions;  Sid  Usprich, 
John  Loundsbrough,  Eva  Mainemer,  Tony 
Reif,  Clara  Mayer,  for  their  searing  eyeballs; 
Miss  Marilyn  Beker,  who  must  henceforth 
be  dubbed  The  Ubiquitousess,  for  her  lovely 
cheekbones  and  dirty  socks;  the  easy 
going  Henry  T.  and  his  for  being  such 
good  hosts;  WDG  for  his  Saskatchewan 
sang-froid;  Peter  Goddard  for  his  in- 

tricacy; Doug  Pringle,  the  length  of 
whose  copy  is  only  exceeded  by  his  talent; 
time);  Iain  Ewing,  for  his  exuberance;  Bruce 
Howard,  for  his  conflict  of  journalistic  in- 

terests; The  Crimson  Ghost,  for  wanting  to 

The  UTDC  has  announced  that  Hersh 
Zeifman  (IV  UV)  and  Urjo  Kareda 
(IV  UC)  have  been  selected  as  the  Uni- 

versity of  Toronto  delegates  to  the  Yale 
Dramc  Festival,  March  25-7. 

help  legalize  pot;  John  Montpetit,  for  taking 
us  seriously  when  we  asked  for  poetry; 
Messrs.  Shore,  Newman,  Krull,  Macllwain, 
MacGregor,  for  being  so-bloody  obstinate, 
yet  always  coming  through  hypoed;  the 
Ianuzzis  at  the  press,  for  being  so  predict 
ably  frantic,  yet  always  patient;  Carol  Coo- 

per for  the  dummies,  Karen  Rubin  for  the 
scissors,  Linda  Thome  for  sheer,  all-round 
niceness,  and  dear  Rosemary  Harrop  for 
those  drives  with  the  top  down  (adieu!); 
Steve  Zacks,  David  Barrett,  Robert  Both 
well,  Chuk  Draimin,  and  the  inimitable  John 
Clute,  for  plowing  through  the  books;  Alan 
J.  Deacon  for  his  rounded  presence,  and 
running  spirit;  the  lovely  Leslie  Gary,  for 
being  titled  and  ruling  sharp;  Harold  Mayer- 
Habal,  for  being  so  decent  about  it  all  and 
go-go;  Ian  Rodger  and  Mark  Levene  for  half 
time  double  duty;  and  to  the  x-f-y  number 
of  people  whose  names  have  slipped  for  the 
moment,  thank  you,  and  please  forgive. 

Note  to  masthead  staff,  you  old  regulars, 
you:  thanks  for  being  so  damned  regular  — 
and  for  treating  a  sleepy-headed  and  talk- 

ative ed.  so  gently.  To  the  best  Wallenstein 
agent  of  them  all,  the  lovely  Mile  M.:  a  hug 
and  a  kiss  to  last  a  lifetime,  and  a  bottle of  blood. 

ET  MAINTENANT,  TOUS  MES  CHERS 
AMIS,  ABSOLUMENT  TRENTE. 
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UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO 

THE  MARFLEET  LECTURE 
ECONOMIC  POLICY  : 

THE  NEAR  FUTURE 

IN  LIGHT  OF  THE  RECENT  PAST 

Dr.  J.  Kenneth  Galbraith HARVARD  UNIVERSITY 

FRIDAY,  APRIL  1, 

at  8.30  p.m. 
CONVOCATION  HALL 

GRADUATE  ENGINEERS 
CANADIAN   COMPANY  REQUIRES 

2  ENGINEERS 
(Preferably  Engineering  Science  or  Electrical) 

TO  WORK  ON  MICRO -WAVE 
RESEARCH  &  DEVELOPMENT  PROJECT 

CONTACT: 

DESITRON  CO.  LTD. 
309  PHARMACY  AVE. 

SCARBOROUGH 

759-1151 

1 

THIS  WEEKEND! 
Special  Exam  Relaxer  ! 

HOWARD  MATTHEWS 
IN  ASSOCIATION  WITH HENDRICKS  MUSIC  INC. 

PRESENTS 

JON  HENDRICKS 
IN  CONCERT 

TWO  SHOWS  NIGHTLY FRI.  -  SAT. 
March  18  &  19     11:00  p.m. 
Sunday  March  20     1  p.m. 

Including  Excerpts  from  "Evolution  of  the  Blues" 
featuring 

SALOME  BEY  —  OLA  SKANK'S  DANCERS and  THE  LARRY  VUKOVICH  TRIO 
ADMISSION  $2.00  STUDENTS  $1.00 

ADMISSION  $2.00      —     STUDENTS  $1.00 

Georges  Kibitzeria HARBORD  and  HURON  STS. 922-1517 

Want  a  Really  "In"  Spot 
for  your  Summer  Vacation? 
Now  you  can  see  Bulgaria,  crossroads  of  Europe,  Asia  and 
Africa  on  an  expertly  planned  tour  for  students  aged  13-26. Visit  Amsterdam,  Vienna,  Sofia  and  Boyana.  Spend  two  weeks 
with  the  "in"  crowd  at  famous  Golden  Sands,  international Black  Sea  resort.  Visit  nearby  historical  sites  and  meet  with 
students  from  the  world  over.  Two  departures — July  14  and 
July  28.  For  full  details  contact  the  closest  KL.M  office. 

KLM  ROYAL  DUTCH  AIRLINES 
327  Bay  Street,  Toronto,  Ontario 

3S2-4541 

B0YAI  DUTCH  AIRLINES 



You  can  go  to  Europe 

this  summer  and  pick  up 
some  free  education 

on  the  way! 

If  you  are  planning  to  spend  this  summer  vacation  in  Europe  (or  if  you  were 
not,  you  could  start  thinking  about  it  now),  go  there  in  the  s.s.  Ryndam,  sail- 

ing from  Montreal  June  12  to  Southampton,  Le  Havre,  Rotterdam,  and  pick 
up  some  FREE  language  classes  or  lectures  in  history,  the  arts  and  current events. 

These  lectures,  organized  in  con- 
junction with  the  Netherlands  Of- 

fice for  Foreign  Student  relations, will  be  given  by  qualified  lecturers from  here  and  abroad. 

The  Ryndam  is  a  predominantly tourist  class  ship,  staffed  with  a multilingual  Dutch  crew  and  well- known  for  its  cleanliness,  service and  food. 
A  similar  educational  program is  available  on  the  sister-ship  Maas- dam,  sailing  from  New  York  June  6 to  Galway,  Southampton,  Rotterdam and  Bremerhaven. 

For  further  information  please send  in  this  coupon  or  call EM  3-8221 

Mail  to 
HOLLAND- AMERICA  LINE 
40  Front  Street  West 
Toronto  1,  Ont. 

Please  send  me  further  information  on: 

□  Ryndam,  June  12  sailing 
Q  Maasdam,  June  6  sailing Nome 

Address 

City 

What's  the 

lowest-priced 

sports  car 

you  can  own? 

You're  looking  at  it! 

b  ats  andT^  f°Ur'SPeed  *"  ̂  

nobody  puts  more  int0  Ca,maLg  .^MC 

It®  Th°  BriH8h  Motop  Oration  orcanada  ltd 

PROSIT! 

By  HERSH  ZBFMAM 

Who  will  win  the  Oscars  April  18? 
This  is  the  big  question  that  always  pops  up  around his  time  of  year,  especially  when  two  or  more  film  'experts' (and  who  isn't?)  get  together  for  a  chat.  And  since  one 

br::chsd::rfriend!ood  as  ano,her's' once  more  int° the First  let  me  say  that  there  are  a  number  of  movies nominated  for  Oscars  which  have  not  as  yet  opened  in  Tor- onto and  which  accordingly  I  haven't  yet  seen.  But  never 

Met  thifr?  Ifd  by  mklnr  technicalities,  I'll  proceed  to  pre- n.viH  f  Dr-fZhllaZ°  ™»  ™  the  Oscar  for  Best  Movie  and 
April  6  St  D'reCt0r-  The  film  °Pens  ta  T°™"'° From  the  reports  I've  heard,  Zhivago  is,  apnarentlv  a big  beautifully  photographed,  passionately  excMng  motion picture,  extremely  successful  in  capturing  the  bleak  cheer 
less  Russ.an  landscape  that  dominates K  the  film's  mood. Since  the  trend  in  past  years  has  been  for  big-budget  soec- taculars  to  grab  the  Best  Movie  award,  Zhivago  Ills  Zy nod.  And,  as  far  as  Hollywood  seems  to  be  concerned  BesY 

Movie  and  Best  Director  go  hand  in  hand.  concerned'  Best 
h„,  V?  BeSt  S"PP°rtinS  Actress  Oscar  is  a  sticky  one 
£rL»  ?u6S-  ̂ a?f'e  Smith  and  J°y<*  Redman,  both  of Othello,  will  probably  cancel  each  other  out.  (This  seems  to happen  continually  to  the  unfortunate  Miss  Redman  who got  squeezed  out  in  a  like  manner  for  Ton,  Jones  whence was  up  against  not   ust  one  but  two  actresses  from  the 

faZlTs IffS  WrtCTS„ WaS  nothfa*  "Peetafcu™r  in 
Rnrv,  rf  J  ■  1°  lhe  cholce  boils  down  t°  Peggy  Wood  and 
Smce  T  hm""/,^  old-timers  and  sentiment  favorites 
Since  I  didn  t  think  much  of  Miss  Wood  in  Sound  of  MusVc 

naZSao°vlf°n  wflI  win  for  her  ̂  If  Best  Supporting  Actress  is  tough  Best  Surmnrtlrm 

etc  )  t>fst-rate  performances  (Billy  Liar,  King  Rat, 

have  it  sewn  up  for  her  stuZn^n^TD^.  * 
Burton.whol6  %TZ  reaTyei 

won  previously  for  and  h       La"ence  Olivier,  who 
Hollywood  take  °  Rod  Steir  mUCh  Shakespeare  can ThePa^ntro^^bl  a'dark^"5^  t0,  be  great  in *e  race  will  narrow  tilt^S^^f^ 

i^TJZ'tXZT1  favor;te' and  just  ̂  doctor  in  Iwp  oS/f^""  f°r  his  b™}™t  ship's 
cially  since  he  gLe  anither  ou^h^'"6  he'"  win'  esPe- year  in  The  S^^^^^^«m 

I  H  onerf  ̂ moJtVeauS  *T       m°St  iS  b°und  *  *** can  lose  out  Then  anvth w  SODSS      reeent  years,  "More" 
the  Sandpiper  ̂ ^TlE "InT"^  ̂ sm^    I  think 

Osca^e^t—y-X  fiiffi?  T 



drama mark  czarnecki 

DOWNHILL  TREND  IN  TORONTO  THEATRE 
By  MARK  CZARNECKI 

Midst  all  the  verbiage  written  in  glorious 
praise  of  the  Canadian  Players,  a  lonely 
voice  in  the  crowd  cries  "help!"  That  same voice  pleads  that  the  new  Graduate  Drama 
Centre  will  not  divorce  the  undergraduate 
from  its  activities,  but  its  owner  doesn't  see 
much  hope.  There  is  a  dangerous  trend  in 
the  Toronto  theatre  scene,  and  this  reporter 
doesn't  like  it. 

The  O'Keefe  Centre  and  the  Royal  Alec can  be  discounted  immediately:  they  are  not 
concerned  with  theatre,  but  with  musicals 
and  show  people  and  making  profits.  The 
best  thing  that  could  happen  to  the  Royal 
Alec,  as  Ralph  Hicklin  points  out,  would  be 
to  make  it  the  home  of  the  more  praise- 

worthy productions  from  the  Poor  Alex,  like 
Ulysses  in  Nighttown  and  The  Rehearsal. 
Who  knows,  they  might  even  make  money. 

The  Crest  and  the  Canadian  Players  have 
followed  approximately  the  same  policy  with 
regard  to  choice  of  plays,  the  only  difference 
being  that  the  Players  are  infinitely  better. 
But  the  choice  of  plays  is  disturbing,  and 
the  new  St.  Lawrence  Centre,  if  it  follows 
the  policies  of  the  O'Keefe,  will  not  improve the  situation. 

These  two  groups  have  been  concerned 
mainly  with  museum  pieces,  i.e.-  shows 
which  have  proved  their  monetary  value  in 
the  past  and  are  theatrically  worthy  of  pre- 

sentation. The  Players  are  to  be  commended 
for  their  presentation  of  The  Departures, 
but  it  has  been  the  least  successful  of  the 
six,  understandably.  May  they  have  the  cou- 

rage to  continue  next  year  with  more  of  the same. 
The  voice,  as  you  have  may  have  guessed, 

is  the  puling  cry  of  experimental  theatre, 
not  just  of  the  original  and  avant-garde. 

The  plight  of  the  smaller  productions. 

and  the  reluctance  of  people  to  invest  in 
them,  has  been  outspokenly  articulated  by 
Jan  Steen  of  Halewyn  Productions,  whose 
plays  have  been  of  uniformly  high  calibre, 
as  well  as  unusual.  Only  groups  like  the 
Coach  House,  who  are  not  primarily  con- 

cerned with  making  money,  can  afford  to 
present  discriminating  plays  to  a  discrim- 

inating public.  Obviously,  the  Toronto  the- 
atre goer,  on  the  whole  is  not  discriminat- 
ing; but  given  half  a  chance,  he  might  be. 

Enter  Hart  House.  In  the  past,  it  has 
provided  basic  experience  for  many  of  Can- 

ada's best  actors.  Working  under  Robert Gill  was  a  pass  word  into  the  apprentice 
ranks  at  Stratford  for  years,  but  with  the 
shift  of  emphasis  to  graduate  studies  even 
this  minimal  experience  will  be  diminished. 
Although  the  University  of  Toronto  Drama 
Committee  has  initiated  a  program  of  work- 

shops in  acting,  directing,  and  technical 
training,  and  attempted  to  inject  a  little  life 
into  campus  productions  with  their  presen- 

tation of  The  Balcony,  they  do  not  have  the 
time  or  the  facilities  to  present  competent 
productions  with  competent  actors. 

And  not  every  campus  actor  can  afford 
the  money  or  the  time  to  take  a  course  with 
Eli  Rill,  or  anybody  else,  for  that  matter. 
Conclusion:  a  lot  of  talent  and  ideas  are  go- 

ing to  waste,  because  there  is  no  place  to 
put  them. The  point  is  not  that  Toronto  is  not  get- 

ting any  good  theatre.  It  is.  But  it  is  danger 
ous  to  become  complacent,  and  think  that 
because  the  Canadian  Players  do  a  good  Mur- 

der in  The  Cathedral,  Toronto  has  arrived.  It 
hasn't.  To  make  theatre  in  Toronto  grow,  we must  have  more  Luscombes  and  Steens,  to 
name  just  two.  And  the  people  who  can  take 
the  lead  are  the  very  ones  who  are  now 
presenting  the  kind  of  theatre  which  will 
eventually  lead  to  stagnation. 

Goebbei- 

at  the  Colonnade 

By  ALAN  KONDO 
Those  who  missed  the 

one-act  play  festival  at  Ryer- 
son  last  February  will  get  a 
second  chance  to  see  the 
champions.  Eli  Rill  was  so 
impressed  with  the  Carle- 
ton  University  production 
that  he's  bringing  them back  to  the  Colonnade  Thea- 

tre on  March  18  and  19. 
Small  wonder  —  it  was 
awarded  best  director,  best 
production  and  best  original 
play.  Following  the  engage- 

ment, it  will  be  the  first  Ca- 
nadian production  to  go  to 

the  Yale  play  festival  later this  month. 
The  script  is  only  8  pages 

long,  permitting  much  ma- nipulation, by  the  director, 
John  Palmer  (who  has  him- 

self won  a  Canadian  Uni- 
versity playwriting  contest. 

Called  Goebbels'  Gobble- 
dygook,  it  is  written  by 
Lawrence  Cardish,  who  con- 

siders how  Goebbels'  family would  react  to  the  idea  of 
world  conquest. 

There  are  4  main  charac- 
ters in  the  play:  Goebbels, 

played  by  Robert  Swain,  the 
mother  played  by  Barbara 
Bordman,  M  a  r  t  i  t  a  the 
daughter  by  Candice  O'Con- ner,  and  her  boyfriend  Os- 

car by  Richard  Kelley.  Up- 
stairs is  a  painter  who  is 

never  seen  on  stage,  played 

by  the  leader  of  your  choice. 
When  the  big  G  first  sug- 

gests taking  over  the  world, 
his  family  laughs  it  off,  but 
are  soon  indoctrinated. 
Goebbels'  fool-proof  method 
of  seduction  takes  advan- 

tage of  man's  belief  in  his own  superiority.  And  so,  he 
tells  his  family  that  Ger- mans are  a  superior  race, 
that  they  should  carry  their 
way  of  life  to  the  rest  of  the 
world,  that  they  could  never 
be  defeated.  His  family 
could  only  agree.  Even  Os- 

car is  seduced  by  Goebbels 
— mentally  and  physically. 

The  play  is  a  comment  on 
the  insidiousness  of  self-in- 

doctrination, a  revelation  of 
how  easily  the  propaganda 
of  superiority  is  absorbed 
by  the  masses  (indeed,  they 
invite  it).  The  horror  is  that 
no  one  is  even  aware  of  it, 
no  one  can  stop  it,  and  no 
one  can  see  the  chaos  that 
is  inevitable. 
The  myth  of  superiority 

could  be  the  superiority  of 
race,  color,  religion,  or  doc- 

trine; the  country  involved 
in  the  play  is  Germany,  but 
could  in  fact  be  any  country 
in  the  world . . .  even  the 
U.S.  Could  there  possibly  be 
any  significance  in  the 
theme  song  of  the  play, 
"Stars  and  Stripes  For- 

ever"? SUPA  should  love 
it. 

"Taking  over  the  world  is 
good  for  you,"  says  Goeb- bels. Naturally,  his  family 
agrees.  What  else? 
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BRUCE 

McEACHERN 
SPORTS  CARS 
TRIUMPH  PEUGEOT 

SPECIALISTS 
2950  ISLINGTON  AVE.  N. 

BELOW  7  HWY.,  WOODBRIDCC 

Tel.  851-2297 

DRIVING  IN  U.K. 
OR  EUROPE? 

.  RENTALS 
•  LEASINGS 
•  PURCHASE 

IN  ANY  COUNTRY 
Mail  This  Coupon  Or  Phone  For 

FREE  BOOKLET 

EUROPEAN  CARS  SERVICE 
62  RICHMOND  STREET,  W. 

SUITE  1 002, TORONTO  1,  ON T.  CANADA 
PHONE  366-2413 

The  ST.  CLAIR  Theatre 

presents 
The  Gospel  According  To  St.  Matthew 

by  PIER  PAOLO  PASOLINI ITALIAN  DIALOGUE  —  NO  SUBTITLES 

Starting  Fri.  Mar.  18  -  6:30  p.m.  -  9:00  p.m. 
PH.  533-3851  1156  ST.  CLAIR  at  DUFFERIN 

THE  STUDIO  THEATRE 

presents 
"LA  DOLCE  VITA" ENGLISH  SUBTITLES 

Fri.  March  18  —  6:30  p.m.  -  9:00  p.m. 
Sat.  &  Sun.  March  19,  20,  from  2:00  p.m. 
PH.  531-6741  565  COLLEGE  ST.  at  EUCLID 

Your  car  is  waiting 
in  Europe 

Lease  or  purchase 

a  Renault:  either  way 

you're  money  in  pocket 
Step  off  the  boat  or  plane  into  a  sporty  Renault  and 
drive  in  Europe  like  a  European.  Leasing  prices  start 
as  low  as  $23.50'  a  week.  Go  where  you  like.  See  what 
you  want.  There's  no  mileage  charge.  Or  take  delivery, on  the  Continent  of  a  brand  new  Renault  (equipped  to 
Canadian  specifications  and  under  factory  guarantee) 
for  as  little  as  $1,167.  And  Renault  is  responsible  for 
shipping  it  home.  You  save  over  buying  it  here  and 
see  Europe  on  a  shoestring.  Send  the  coupon  now. 
♦6  months  lease  Renault  4 

BHHG 
OVERSEAS 
DEPARTMENT 

8555  Devonshire  Road,  Montreal  9,  P.Q. 
FREE:  please  send  complete  information  on  lease  plans  and purchase  prices 



A  DIAMOND  RING  is  o  sound  INVESTMENT os  well  as  a  beautiful  f/naer  ornoment, when  it  Is  bought  right. 
FISCHER-MITSCHELE Diamonds  Direct 

21  DUNDAS  SQ.    -    SUITE  1002    -  364-7828 member  of  the  BETTER  BUSINESS  BUREAU 

TOWN  HOUSES 
•  PARKLAND  SETTING  ON  QUIET  CUL-DE-SAC 

$7,000  DOWN 
COMPLETELY  RE-BUILT 

THREE  BEDROOMS 
STUDY 

LIVING  ROOM    -    DINING  ROOM ULTRA  MODERN  KITCHEN 
EQUIPPED TWO  BATHS 

IN  THE  HEART  OF  DOWNTOWN WITH  EASY  ACCESS  TO  UNIVERSITY 
OWNER  _  BUILDER 
922-1440  anytime 

Second-act  redemption By  ALAN  KONDO 
On  the  strength  of  the 

first  act.  Come  Blow  Your 
Horn  is  a  flat  and  tinny 
affair  (one  weary  reviewer 
was  seen  departing  with  his 
comic  books),  but  luckily 
redeems  itself  in  the  remain- 

ing two  acts. 
The  phenomenon  of  the 

bad  act  occurs  all  too  often 
theatre,  and  is  usually 

the  result  of  a  young  actor 
being  unable  to  interpret 
well  every  phase  in  the  de- 

velopment of  a  character.  In this  particular  play,  the 
shortcoming  glares,  since 
the  development  is  drastic. 
Alan  and  Buddy  are  two 

brothers  who  work  in  their 
father's  wax  fruit  factory, 
and  detest  it.  In  other  as- 

pects, however,  they  are  dia- 
metric opposites.  Alan,  the 

older  brother,  has  a  lavish 
bachelor  apartment  with  a 
bed  put  to  good  use,  for 
example  by  a  dumb  blonde 
called  Peggy.  For  more  chal- 

lenge, he  has  a  serious  girl, Connie.  Buddy,  on  the  other 
hand,  leads  a  subservient 
existence  at  home,  intimid- 

ated by  his  father. 

gushy  lines  like  "They should  arrest  you  for  hav- 
ing such  a  sexy  voice."),  and Cherniak  supposes  that  an- xiety consists  in  opening  the eyes  wide  and  wringing one's  hands. 

But  they  thrive  when  re- turned to  their  own  medium. 
Fisher  is  thoroughly  believ- 

this  SUMMER  get  ACTIVE WITH  THE 

OUTING  CLUB 
314  MEMBERS  ARE! 
A  TRIP  EVERY  WEEKEND 

CAN0HnpLHAIK'NG'  CUMB,NG<  DIMMING,  CAVING HORSEBACK  RIDING,  BICYCLING  AND  FUN JOYCE  BRADLEY  . .  .  255-0014 
GRANT  McNABB  . .  BE.  1-1360 

FOR  INFORMATION  PHONE: 

ENTaiiTfi
ir"* 

mm  PROFESSION? .h™  The  Telegram 
can  help  you  find 
the  best  schools! 

L9^:£!^^n9  opportunities  in  The 

Ls  w,S  pagL  JrtChT  Re"ui"-nt  Supp.e- 
editorial  articled  o education P  °^rtu^  and 
on  Friday,  March  18;  M^Tt^&Sl  <  7*5  Te'e9ram 2  marcn  A  and  Saturday,  April  9 

f  hePaTpiJza^  Centre 
At  the  Centre  you  can  make  «™        *  ̂   the  action 
meet  school  executive"  The  Crn?9™?,"?  for  in*'views  and 
March  19;  Saturday  March  ?M  b'°pe"  °n  S°""day, 
9  a.m.  to  4:30  p.m  '  °nd  Mon°°y.  April  H,  froiT,' 

The  Telegram "ewtpope,  thai  ,erv«  ,eachen  bejf„ 
363-7545 

By  the  end  of  the  play 
there  is  a  complete  reversal' beginning  when  Buddy  runs away  from  home  and  moves m  with  Alan.  Their  father decides  to  sell  the  business because  he  is  getting  old, 
and  can't  trust  either  of  his sons  to  take  over. This  action  shakes  Alan off  his  cloud,  and  makes him  realize  that  at  thirty- five,  he  is  overdue  on  his bummmg.  Desperately,  he succeeds  in  provi  hi 
worth  to  his  father,  surrend- ers to  Connie  in  marriage and  throws  out  his  playboy- hood.  Buddy  is  there  to 
.at*"'»<i  inherits  Alan's stockbroker,  barber,  apart- 

ment, and  Peggy  _  £n£  Qf 

s  Th™u2h  most  of  the  first act,  Alan  and  Buddy  (play- 
ed by  Harvey  Fisher  and Laurence  Cherniak,  respect- 

ively) bear  some  resembl- ance to  petrified  pears  and apples  themselves.  Fisher  is obviously  more  comfortable atsenous  acting  (without 

able  when  he  is  irate  or morose,  and  Cherniak  is  ex- traordinarily better  at  exag- gerated comedy. 
Iona  Findlay  and  Marita 

fcnsio  play  well-matched  op- posites as  Peggy,  the  se- ductress, and  Connie,  the mind-over-matter.  Miss  Find- 
lay,  glory  of  glories,  lolls  on stage  even  better  than  Ann- Margret,  and  Miss  Ensio cool  as  an  iceberg,  should be  wonderful  by  mid-week when  she  stops  fluffing  her lines. 
Ben  and  Sylvia  Lennick as  the  parents,  save  the  plav as  usual.  Sylvia  Lennick  in particular,  does  a  beautiful as  the  lovable,  absent- minded,  Jewish  mama,  and 

is  certainly  one  of  the  finest actresses  in  Toronto 
Come  Blow  Your  Horn  is 

HvdrngT.PreSent,y  at  *e 

Hydro  Theatre  for  a  limited engagement. 

POETRY  m  prose FOR  THE 

U.C.  UNDERGRAD SHOULD  BE  SUBMITTED  TYPED 
T0T„EGargoyleofficeucroom4 

U  C  "UDENTS  BEFORE  MAY  1 



past  and  present  Bifos 
By  SKIP  SHAND 

Anouilh's  Poor  Bitos,  cur- 
rently at  the  Crest,  demon- 

strates once  again  that  a 
well-worn  stage  device  need 
not  be  hackneyed,  given  an 
inspired  playwright  and  a 
competent  cast. 

The  device,  in  this  case,  is 
the  play  within  the  play,  in- 

geniously employed  by  A- 
nouilh  as  he  moves  from  a 
costumed  dinner  party  in 
the  present  to  the  midst  of 
the  French  Revolution  and 
back,  blending  past  with 
present,  dream  with  actual- 

ity, with,  an  ease  which  re- 
veals the  artist's  skill  while hiding  his  labor.  The  charac- 
ters of  the  present,  of 

course,  fit  disconcertingly 
well  into  the  framework  of 
the  past,  and,  under  cover 
of  costume  and  play-acting, 
they  release  their  hatred 
and  frustration  upon  a 
worthy  object,  Bitos  the 
Machiavellian  prince  of  the 
common  man. 

Eric  House's  Bitos  is  fully and  sensitively  realized. 
This  is  a  masterful  perform- 

ance of  a  difficult  role,  a 
performance  which  on  occa- 

sion is  the  only  thing  hold- 
ing the  play  together.  For 

Poor  Bitos  is  a  lengthy  play, 
at  times  dragging  and  un- 

even, and  a  cast  less  com- 
petent than  director  O'Shau- 

ghnessy's  could  cause  it  to founder  sadly. 
House  receives  able  sup- 

port from  Joseph  Shaw  as 
Maxime,  the  vindictive  host 
of  the  dinner  party,  and 
from  Douglas  Marland  as 
the  brash  and  earthy  Julien. 
Claude  Bede's  Vulturne  and 
James  Van  E.vera's  Brassac 
are  more  than  adequate,  but 
Jack  Van  Evera's  Des- 
champs  is  not. 
This  is  not  an  actress' 

play,  but  even  so  the  wo- 
men make  up  the  weakest 

part  of  the  cast.  Nancy  Kerr 

Eric  House  as  Bitos  is  mildly  tortured  by  Julien  (Douglas Marland). 

as  Lila  has  her  moments, 
especially  while  playing  Ma- 

rie Antoinette,  but  Lolo  Fa- 
rell  and  Yvonne  Adalian  as 
Amanda  and  Victoire  are 
not  at  all  firmly  in  charac- 

ter. Their  gowns,  by  Arti- 
bello,  are  very  fine,  but  fine 
acting  would  have  been 
more  to  the  point. 

The  set,  by  Wilf  Pegge,  is 
extremely  good,  unobtrusi- 

vely complementing  the  ac- 

tion with  its  strong  sense  of 
the  past  in  the  midst  of  the 

present. Poor  Bitos  will  be  at  the 
Crest  until  April  2.  The 
rough  spots,  one  assumes, will  be  smoothed  over  as 
the  run  continues,  and  some 
of  the  characters  will  be 
more  solidly  realized.  But 
even  if  it  does  not  improve, 
this  is  a  production  worth seeing. 

£lke  Sommers  and  Stephen  Boyd  in  a  film  you  will  love  to  hate:  THE  OSCAR.  For  the 
first  half  of  its  running  time,  it  is  so  bad,  it's  beautiful;    it  then  quickly  becomes  so  bad 
that  it  is  plain  bad.  Any  resemblance  to  the  real  Oscars, 
or  to  anything  living,  as  a  matter  of  fact,  is  strictly  out  of 
the  question. 
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Just  arrived 

A  large  selection 

of  fine  art  prints 
UNIVERSITY  OF  TORONTO  BOOKSTORE 
reproduced  with  great  fidelity  to  the  originals from  S6.95  to  $19.95. 

FINAL  YEAR 

UNDERGRADUATES 

You  qualify  for  rewording  positions  in  Ontario's  ex- 
panding Secondary  School  system  now  being  adver- tised in  TEACHING  OPORTUNITIES.  Detach  coupon 

below  and  mail  today  for  your  FREE  subscription:   

Name.  .   .  ,       ~,  _ Street  

Town  or  City   7o->, 
University  you  attend  

TEACHING  OPPORTUNITIES 

1460  DON  MILLS  RD.,  DON  MILLS  ONTARIO 

McMASTER  UNIVERSITY 

GRADUATE  TEACHING  FELLOWSHIPS 
The  University  offers  Graduate  Teaching  Fellowships  to  support  gradu- 

ate students  working  towards  a  Master's  Degree  in  Biochemistry,  Biophysics Civil  Engineering,  Classics,  Economics,  Germon,  Greek,  Latin,  Mechanical Engineering,  Metallurgical  Engineering,  Philosophy,  Politics,  Romance  Lan- 
guages, Russian,  Sociology  and  Social  Anthropology;  and  (or  a  Master's  or Doctor  of  Philosophy  Degree  in  Biology,  Chemical  Engineering,  Chemical Physics,  Chemistry,  Electrical  Engineering,  English,  Geochemistry,  Geography, Geology,  History,  Mathematics,  Metallurgy,  Molecular  Biology,  Physics,  Psy- chology and  the  Religious  Sciences, 

The  Fellowships  vary  in  value  but  in  all  cases  the  stipends  provide 
adequate  support  for  a  full  year's  study.  Most  awards  are  renewable  for subsequent  years.  Holders  of  Fellowships  will  devote  approvimotely  one- fifth  of  their  time  to  instructional  duties. 

Further  informal 
The  Dean  of  Grodui 

assist  students  who  are  coming  : 
application  forms  moy  be  obtained  fr ies,  McWastcr  University,  Hamilton, 

H  O'KEEFE  CENTRE linn  M         FRONTS,  YONGE  EM. 3-6633 
FOUR  PERFORMANCES  ONLY! 

FRI.,  SAT.,  SUNDAY  EVES. 
MARCH  25,  26,  27,  at  8.30 

SAT.  MATINEE  MARCH  26  AT  2  P.M. 

THAT 

"DOWNTOWN" 

GIRL 

PETUL A 

CLARK 
EVENINGS 

S5.00,  $4.00,  53.00,  $2.25 
MATINEE 

$4.00,  $3.00,  $2.25.  $1.75 
BOX  OFFICE  OPEN  DAILY  7  1  A.M.  -  9  P.M. 



THE  COMML    .CATIONS  COMMISSION 
will  accept  applications  for  the  position  of 

RADIO  DIRECTOR,  1966-  1967 
AND  EDITOR  OF  A  CROSS  CAMPUS  MAGAZINE TO  BE  PUBLISHED  1966  AND  1967 

Applications  should  be  in  writing,  and  addressed  to the  Communications  Commissioner,  SAC  Building. 
HONORARIA  ARE  GIVEN  TO  BOTH  THESE  POSITIONS. 

APPLICATIONS  WILL  BE  TAKEN 
UNTIL  MARCH  25th,  5  P.M. 

Goodtime  jugband  music 

ORGAN  RECITAL 
DR.  CHARLES  PEAKER 

Assisted  by  SUSAN  FORD,  Soprano 
MONDAY,  MARCH  21 

CONVOCATION  HALL    -    5.05  P.M. 

By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
Well  it's  happening  again 

people;  along  with  exam 
time,  come  the  good  folk- singers. 
The  Jim  Kweskin  Jug 

Band  at  the  Riverboat;  is 
an  act  you  have  to  catch  if 
you  want  to  see  what  jug 
band  music  is  all  about.  This 
is  the  band  that  sets  the 
standards  for  everyone  else. 
When  you  watch  them, 

you  can't  help  but  laugh  at their  zany  stage  manner  and 
style  of  music.  Comb  and 
tissue  paper,  kazzoos,  gut- 
buckets  are  not  usual  in- 

struments listened  to  by  the 
city  sophisticates. 

jug;  Geoff  Muldar  plays  a 
wide  variety  of  instruments, 
including  horn,  clarinet  and 
kazzoo;  Bill  Keith  is  on 
banjo  and  Maria  D'Amato 
sings  woman's  blues  with  an 
entirely  charming  voice  —  a vibrating  cross  between  a 
screech  and  a  little  girl's 
question. Not  here,  and  it's  too  bad, is  the  moutharp  playing  of 
Mel  Lyman.  Maria  does 
some  harp  work  but  isn't 
very  good  and  certainly  no match  for  Lyman. 

ERIC  ANDERSEN 
Meanwhile    around  the 

corner  at  the  New  Gate  of 
Cleve,  Eric  Andersen  is  ap- 

pearing through  next  week. 

FIRST  YEAR  STUDENTS 
Applications  ore  now  being  received  for 

SCM  Seminar  VII 

a  programme  which  requires  some  summer  reading 
studnrftT'VT1*  Wi"  be  comP°*<>  °f  about  12 ™  "t!,,eoc    P|US  competent  academic  leadership. 
concept  tfa      y  emph°S'S       be  9iven  to  the 

Community  of  Scholars 
Any  first  year  student  is  welcome  to  opply  regardless of  previous  experience,  academic  storing,  Soul 

in  o  the  SCM  OH       J"  '"^ion,  dEp* 

A  MAN  WITHOUT  INSURANCE 
IS  LIKE  A  SNAIL  WITHOUT  A  SHELL 

Worklno  or  travelling  this  sumtj,,s You  con  still  enroll  for  this  year. 

PLANS  TO  CHOOSE  FROM  FOR  ,966-67  TERM Won  "A"  —  Accident  Only 
Plan  "B"  —  Accident  and  Sickness ENROLMENT  _  AUGUST  1966 

University  Health  &  Accident  Plan 
•  The  Most  Comprehensive  protection  - •  At  the  Lowest  Possible  Rote 
ENROLMENT  FORMS  AT  THE  REGISTRAR'S  OFFICE 

STUDENT  COUNCIL,  HEALTH  SERVICE,  ' STUDENT  AFFAIRS 
PROS  INTERNATIONAL  HOUSE 

John  ln9|n  _  Administrator 
700  Boy  Street,  EM.  4-4114 Toronto  -  CANADA 

"Mystery  Train"  or  "Milk 
Cow  Boogie  Blues." On  these  he  creates  an excitement  in  the  air  and 
the  audience  with  his  rhyth- 

mic guitar,  a  loud  wailing 
harp  and  his  own  forceful 
singing. 

The  other  side  of  Ander- sen is  full  of  his  own  songs, 
many  of  them  lyric,  tender 
ballads  of  love  affairs,  ad- miration for  a  friend  or  the 
variety  of  other  things  that 
occupy  his  song  writing mind. 
Andersen's  voice  is  as  na- tural as  he  appears  on  stage; 

it  has  a  wider  range  and more  beauty  than,  most  of 
the  younger  folksingers  and 
yet  projects  that  untrained quality  that  is  needed  for folk  music. 

Friti  Richmond  ond  Jim  Kweskin 
Richard  llomok 

They  have  no  reservations about  clowning  around  on 
stage,  but's  it's  never  as  this might  suggest,  like  a  high school  assembly. 
Kweskin  and  his  people 

are  serious  about  what  they are  doing;  the  band  is  or- chestrated with  precision and  rehearsed  to  produce  a 
tight  sound. Kweskin  plays  a  very  fine 
guitar;  he's  inventive  and imaginative.  His  singing  on old  ragtime  and  Charleston numbers  is  also  fine. Fritz  Richmond  plays  a 
very  good  washtub  bass  and 

Andersen  is  on  his  way 
up  and  judging  from  the kind  of  enthusiasm  and  ad- miration he  arouses  in  his audiences,  he'll  be  a  major performer  quite  soon. 
His  stage  appearance  is 

one  of  complete  naturalness. He  wanders  up  to  the  stage, tells  a  story  (sometimes  a 
long  one),  puts  on  his  gui- tar strap  and  mouth  harp 
holder,  and  then  casually  "be- gins his  music. 

It  might  be  an  old  blues he  learned  off  an  old  Elvis 

rl^L  record'  something - 
like    That's  Alright  Mama" 

up  and  conservatory 

^cj^^j£^^^™l  of  the full  the  program  of  New  Musi.  4  v  I  '  W1"  present  in 
Student  Composers'  Symposium Tat'theU  P"^"  f°r  the 
York  at  Buffalo.  This second  annU,  Umverslty  °f  New 
held  in  Buffalo,  March  20  Tan,?  7,  SyfP?Sium  wil1  be 
ticipating.  '    '  and  22'  Wlth  1°  Schools  par- 

studying  Cat°the  RoyTclr8  C,°mp°Sed  h?  studen*  »°w 
will  be  drawn  from  ̂ ious"™^  ,  Peifo™e™ and  Conservatory.  °     P   at  the  Acuity  of  Music The  half  hour  concert  bepins  at  17.™     j    *  . 
free.  The  final  concert  of  ih        •  and  Emission  is 
harpist  Judy  Loman  ^"^  March  30  ™"  feature 

Portuguese  Inn,  inThT  MfcMiL  Th"  ̂ rubini's  The available  by  calling  928-3771  ^  Free  tickets  are 

C.U.S.O.  MEETING 
Leam  about  The  Caribbean  -  Slides and  Speakers.  Hart  House  Debates  Room Wed.  March  23,  7.30  p  m 

SeSlr^^siil^ber^05  S!T« April.  6  S""  bem9  received  during  March  ond 
CollCOS^  Willcocks  St.,  928-2544  evenings 

PHIL  OCHS 
Tonight  is  the  last  night 

to  catch,  Andersen  and  Phil Ochs  on  the  same  bill.  This 
time  around,  we're  seeing  a new  side  of  Ochs. 
For  years,  he  has  been writing  good  topical  songs 

but  has  been  put  down  be- cause his  material  was  rare- 
ly subtle.  But  he  showed  the skeptics  when  he  came  with that  little  melodious  gem  of 

poetry  called  "Changes." That  was  last  summer. Meanwhile,  he  has  written a  mass  of  new  songs,  many 
of  them  equally  poetic,  sub- tle and  evocative.  Many  of his  recent  songs,  resemble little  scenes  out  of  movies. 
They  use  dramatic  techni- ques to  present  what  Ochs calls  social  realism  in  song. He's  not  afraid  to  write about  sailors  seeking  whores 
in  a  harbor;  or  a  romeo  at 
a  party  "seducing  queens and  gypsy  girls  in  the  bou- doir of  has  mind." His  songs  have  always been  a  reflection  of  his  own wit,  sense  of  humor,  candor and  observant  eye.  With some  refinement  in  this  new direction  of  his  talent,  and 
he  could  become  one  of  the 
greatest  American  song- writers ever. 

RECORD  REVIEW: 
The  Lovin'  Spoonful  have done  it  again,  put  out  a  fine album,  that  is.  Ifs  called Daydream     (Kama  Sutra 
The  title  song,  which  is one  of  the  few  songs  worth hearing  on  CHUM  at  the moment,  has  a  new  touch 

in  it  that  the  Spoonful  seem to  be  enlarging.  The  song has  a  slight  jug  band  touch which  ISn't  surprising  be- cause leader  John  Seblstian used  to  be  a  member  of  the Even  Dozen  Jug  Band. 

m  p  the  J"g  band  style  is 

one  of  the  best  examples  of 

tWo°1p™  ,mUsic"  which 

this  LP  jacket  blasts  forth 

Th  ty^inS  'he  Spoonful. 

LP  even  includes  the song  Jug  Band  music. Elsewhere  on  the  album 
is  more  of  the  fine  instru- mental and  vocal  work  that made  their  first  album  so good.  The  Spoonful  taow how  to  rock  but  do  it  all 

with  taste.  1 

Nothing's  been  announced 
yet,  but  look  for  them  to appear  at  Massey  Hall  May  8 



ii  i  luuni  j essex  rwald 

ALL  THE  DRIZZLE  SEEMED 

SO  HERE  TO  STAY 
While  there  were  we,  five  against  five 

thousand  sitting  in  the  year  nine  —  optional 
carte  —  still  pretending  with  no  ice  on  the 
grain  —  craving  the  time  so  slovenly  wreck- 

ed that  one  last  issue  could  but  wax  supre- 
me. "So  how's  it  tasting,"  Diomedes  wonder- ed, without  music  for  over  two  weeks.  While 

Dylan  moaned  so  often  it  is  lost  in  his  wand- ering. 
"As  a  matter  of  fact,  anybody  between  20 and  50  and  not  male  is  getting  a  pretty  close 

look  right  now,  an  official  said.  Mrs.  Mun- 
singer  is  about  35." —  The  Globe  and  Mail 

"The  original  name  of  the  Education Commission  was  Cultural  Affairs,  but  the 
name  was  changed,  Anna  Beth  Doyle  (IV 
Vic)  explained,  "because  people  laughed." —  The  Varsity 

While  there  we  sat  —  slay,  sly,  slouching 
—  burnt  by  a  tomorrowless  faith  ("there  are 
no  fences  facing")  that  forgot  a  three  ring Serkin  as  easily  as  a  poovish  Mollymauk. 
And  to  go  on  was  e'er  too  far  —  trains  would 
otherwindowing  windless  stir  —  "Oh,  we 
writhe  in  spirit,  yon  Essex."  But  it's  all  why? 
for  me  and  I'm  not  daylight  spying. 

"How  would  you  like  it,  if  you  were  out 
on  your  job  or  in  your  office  and  you  made 
a  little  mistake.  And  suddenly  a  bright  red 
light  flashed  on  behind  you  and  then  18,000 
people  started  screaming,  'Pig!  Stupid!  You 
couldn't  even  stop  a  basketball!  Get  the  bum 
out  of  there!" —  Jacques  Plante 

The  words,  wombless,  wear,  and  for  me 
a  new  would  be  a  found  wonder.  For  Paran- 

oid Eden,  a  new  Impala:  when  the  Knight 
of  the  Burning  Pesticle  shoots,  say,  "I'm the  scorekeeper  —  Count  Pimp-Madam  of 
Marmaladia." 

And  we  five  wait,  whirring  the  hip-pop- 
cultists  asunder,  imprisoned  by  a  more  dem- 

onic straitlacing  —  didactic  bestowal  of 
prospectus  reclined  — ■  or  plug  in  another 
eclectic  fan,  playing  the  high-rise  game. 

"If  you  are  tired  of  the  pressures  of  the city,  then  consider  the  advantages  of  moving 
to  Hornepayne  ...  5.  No  smog." 

—  The  Toronto  Telegram 
The  year  the  full  moons  came  weeping imperiously,  of  the  blackout,  nosegay,  blintz- 

spring  come-ons,  the  embroidering  put- down,  weeping  no  less  for  fear  of  twice  Jean Simmons:  P.H.E.W.U.A.A.  The  year  the  Beat- les syllablicly  went  three  and  Trigon  tried  27. (Probe  calling,  is?). 
Years  of  black  and  boldface,  nights  of clarity  not  too  celerity.  Off  and  on,  hour  to hour,  asking  no  strangers  who  sell  me  all 

ties,  the  AZ80  wants  quite  no  more.  But  be- 
fore this  music  seeps,  seedlessly,  have  we 

seen  the  endless  last  —  iEg  —  Cannes  Win- 
ter? Or  come  upon  the  ringleader. 

"Bach  talks  to  God.  He  is  Nordic.  He  is not  Scarlatti.  Scarlatti  talks  to  people.  He 
is  South.  He  is  Mediterranean.  You  know, 
he  could  even  be  ...  " —  Vladimir  Horowitz 

Here  with  us  wondering  whether  Yukon 
Jack  Fisher  might  join  SUPA,  as  none  of  us 
are  wont.  As  a  child,  I  would  go  to  bed  with 
the  score  of  the  last  road-trip  under  my  pil- 

low. (My  mother  wanted  me  to  take  teeth 
instead.)  Then  I  got  my  first  crystal  set  and 
life  lay  banked  beyond  me.  (That  Domenico! No  Jew,  man). 

"When  I  got  money,  I  bought  paintings. I  am  an  artist,  so  maybe  I  understand  art. 
I  did  not  understand  gas,  iron  and  oil,  so  I 
bought  Picasso  and  Manet." 

—  ibid 

I  would  look  afar,  seeing  the  end  from 
the  beginning,  never  doubting  it  would  be 
what  the  friends  of  the  Swede  were  to  call 
it.  Surely  there  can  be  no  one  right  way. 
For  music  is  feeling,  and  most  so,  an  emo- 

tional experience  which  defies  rank  reckon- ing. 

So  that  mangled  in  outlook  may  be  elo- 
quent in  truth;  so  that  Hornepayne  or  Can- 

ada may  sneer  at  the  turtle;  so  that  bravos 
would  cheer  him  and  Brahms  quick  to  gloat. 
So  you,  so  to  try,  go  fresh,  and  this  matters 
no  end.  With  talcum  and  clip  bored,  to  tri- 
umphes  and  ever,  chaste  to  quiescence  its 
...  all  so  Ralph,  Saskatchewan. 
Through  t.  &  t. 

the  world  of  round 
By  PAUL  ENNIS 

The  Music  of  P.  D.  Q. 
Bach:  Chamber  Orchestra 
under  the  direction  of  Jorge 
Mester;  introductory  com- 

ments by  Peter  Schickele; 
Vanguard  VRS-9195  /  VDS- 79195. 

It  seemed  only  a  matter 
of  time  before  the  least  of 
famous  Bach's  sons  would be  at  last  discovered.  Peter 
Schickele,  professor  at  the 
University  of  South  e  r  n 
North  Dakota  at  Hoople, 
made  the  initial  find  while 
on  a  dig  at  lovely  Lechen- dochschloss  in  Bavaria, 
1953. 
Since  that  hallowed  day, 

Prof.  Schickele  has  made 
avoidable  three  equally  fa- 

mous representatives  of  P. 
D.  Q.'s  limited  talent:  Con- certo for  Horn  and  Hardart; 
Cantata:  Iphigenia  in  Brook- 

lyn; and  Sinfonia  Concer- 
tante  for  Bagpipes,  Left- 
Handed  Sewer  Flute,  Lute, 
Double-reed  Slide  Music 
Stand,  Balalaika,  and  Ocari- na with  orchestra.  Also  on 
this  disc  is  the  Quodlibet  for 
Small  Orchestra  by  Peter 
Schickele  himself  which 
this  reporter  takes  to  be  the 
finest  craftmanship  of  the 
quartet. 

review 

All  in  all,  in  all,  clever 
but  clever,  with  sharp  inci- sive remarks  before  and 
during,  and  bleeps  and  dou- 

ble-reeds and  all  the  strains 
of  the  Baroque  in  one  easy 
record.  For  the  post-Baro- 

que see  Schickele's  Quod- libet. 
Piano  Music  of  Alkan:  La 

Festin  D'Esope;  Barcarolle: 
Quasi-Faust;  Sympho  n  i  e; 
Raymond  Lewenthal,  pian- 

ist; RCA  Victor  LM/LSC 2815. 
Mr.  Lewenthal  has  spent 

his  recent  life  in  the  redis- 
covy  of  strange  Alkan  for 
our  respective  generation. 
He  is  even  writing  a  book. 
If  it  is  as  good  as  his  per- formance on  this  record, 
fine  . . .  but  his  literary  style 
on  the  jacket  is  not  too much. 

Strange  Alkan  wrote  big. 
big  works  for  piano  and  all 
so  non-chromatic.  And  Le- 

wenthal displays  unbelieva- 
ble technique  combined  with 

the  purest  subtlety.  The  per- 
former writes:  "On  March 

29,  1888,  at  the  age  of  seven- 
ty-four, (Alkan)  died,  killed, 

ironically,  by  that  which  he 
loved  best.  He  was  crushed 
to  death  by  a  bookcase 
which  fell  on  him  as  he 
sought  to  take  down  a  vo- 

lume of  the  Talmud,  of 
which  he  had  been  a  life- 

long scholar  —  a  tragic  end 
to  a  tragic  life,  a  life  full 

of  galling  disappointments 
and  frustrations,  unsatisfac- tory and  unsatisfying,  of 
which  its  end  was  its  most 

decisive  event." The  program  notes  are 
also  finely  documented. 

Dances  of  Ancient  Poland: 
Wanda  Landowska,  Harpsi 
chord  Pleyel;  RCA  Victor LM  2830. 
Recorded  in  May  1951 

this  is  a  superb  collection 
showing  as  it  does,  the 
wonders  Landowska  could 
perform  as  she  transforms 
music  to  the  harpsichord, 
always  with  unerring  state- liness. 
John  Pfeiffer's  notes  give 

a  unique  insight  into  this 
remarkable  woman,  com- 

bining as  they  do  many  of 
her  thoughts  about  harpsi 
chord  performance  and 
musicianship  in  general  with 
a  vivid  description  of  her 
activities  the  day  of  the  re- 

cording session. Shostakovich:  Symphony 
No.  5,  Op.  47;  Andre  Previn 
conducting  the  London  Sym- 

phony Orchestra;  RCA  Vic- tor LM/LSC  2866. 
A  very  straight  perform- ance, missing  numerous 

dynamic  subtleties,  and  lack- 
ing any  robust  romanticism. All  this  may  make  it  easier 

to  listen  to  more  often,  but 
my  preference  is  still  the 
grabber  type  of  one-shot  an- nual that  the  more  extreme 
Bernstein  recording  offers. 

Sioop  revisited 
"William  Crotch  (1775-1847)  was  another  in  whom genius  was  early  discovered  and  developed.  He  has  left  be- hind him  the  oratorios.  The  Captivity,  and  Palestine,  and  a number  of  anthems,  services,  glees,  and  a  work  on  Harmo ny.  His  grand  motett,  Methinks  I  hear  the  full  Celestial Choir,  is  frequently  performed,  and  may  be  cited  as  an exquisite  specimen  of  vocal  writing  in  five  parts  For  some 

y?AS  ?r^,rotch  fiiled  the  Chair  of  Mn«c  at  the  University 
of  Oxford.  J — H.  G.  Bonavia  Hunt,  1895. 

And  so  The  Varsity  takes  no  pride  whatever  in  unveil ing  this  authentic  precocious  to  the  twentieth  centurv  No mere  billiard  player,  he. 

There  were  rumors  he  would  become  a  second  Mozart 
for  he  was  the  son  of  a  carpenter  who  loved  music  and  had built  himself  an  organ.  When  little  more  than  eighteen months  old,  the  child  showed  a  marked  propensity  for  this instrument  and  at  two  years  and  three  months  of  age  he  - 
had  taught  himself  to  play  God  save  the  King  on  it.  ~  ' 

"He  was  an  able  water-colour  painter." — Percy  A.  SchoJes 

4.  THE  INFANT  CROTCH 

A  SERKIN  TO  BEHOLD 

By  MARK  CZARNECKI 

The  question  is  often  raised,  why  bother  going  to  a 
concert  when  you  can  hear  a  near-perfect  performance  on 
records?  Rudolf  Serkin  provided  a  definitive  answer  last 
week  with  his  performance  of  Brahms  Piano  Concerto  no.  1. 
Just  to  watch  him  listening  intently  or  fidgeting  with  I"1- 
stool  as  the  orchestra  plays  the  introduction  (badly),  cre- 

ates a  tense  excitement  which  is  not  relieved  until  he  has 
flourished  away  the  final  chord. 

Serkin  adapts  his  playing  style  to  match  each  nuance 
of  the  music.  Strictly  measured  and  rhythmical  in  the  fugues, 
soft  and  impassioned  in  the  romantic  second  movement, 
he  strains  to  capture  the  essence  of  each  note,  and  yet  he 
never  loses  the  overall  shape  of  the  musical  line. 

Unfortuantely,  the  orchestra  was  far  behind.  Ozana's 
approach  was  stringent  and  unyielding,  and  only  occasion- 

ally did  he  let  go  with  a  mellow  sound.  Impreci.se  phrasing 
in  the  strings  didn't  help  either. 

By  contrast,  the  first  half  was  all  Ozawa.  Haydn's  Ox- ford Symphony  was  impeccably  restrained,  allowing  the 
animal  vitality  of  the  music  to  come  into  sharp  focus,  with- 

out suppressing  the  content  for  the  sake  of  form.  Ozawa 
was  in  complete  control  all  the  way,  and  the  orcheslra 
responded  with  some  perfect  ensemble  playing.  Would  that 
he  could  do  the  same  for  Mozart. 

The  full  orchestral  sound  so  sadly  lacking  in  the 
Brahms  was  amply  demonstrated  in  Berg's  Symphonic  Ex- cerpts from  the  Opera  Lulu.  Ozawa  has  shown  that  his 
enthusiasm  for  modern  music  is  easily  matched  by  his  com- 

petence, and  last  week  was  no  exception.  The  violent  con- 
trasts of  Lulu's  violent  career  were  shaped  into  carefully 

built  and  dramatically  executed  climaxes,  replete  with  off- 
stage screams  at  the  appropriate  moment.  Ozawa  also  de- monstrated for  the  benefit  of  the  many  sceptics  in  the 

audience,  that  atonal  music  can  be  as  haunting  and  lyrical 
as  the  softest  Schubert  trio.  Particularly  praiseworthy  were 
the  brass  and  tympany  effects  (and  Vladimir  Horowitz  who 
copped  three  Grammys  Tuesday — H.P.). 



JEREM 

Compelling  and  terrifying  prophecy 

"Our  scientific  age  frees  us  from  fear  of  the  devil  and  his  works." 

Since  his  recent  conver- 
sion to  Catholicism,  William 

Kurelek  has  switched  from 
a  folk  art  idiom  to  terrifying 
prophecy  in  a  manner  paral- lel to  the  sixteenth  century 
painter  Hieronymous  Bosch. 
With,  an  evangelical  fervor — 
like  a  modern  day  Moses — 
he  paints  the  results  of  our 
straying  from  the  paths  of 
righteousness. 

His  message  is  strong  and 
compelling  in  its  visual  pre- sentation. Like  early  Jesuit 
painting  which  portrayed 
the  tortures  and  horrors  that 
members  of  the  Society  were 
subject  to  in  heretic  coun- 

tries, and  early  French  Cana- 
dian art  depicting  the  hor- rors of  Hell  that  priests  used 

to  induce  the  Iroquois  to 
give  up  their  pagan  ways, Kurelek  graphically  displays 
the  "end"  of  our  perverted lives  outside  the  pale  of 
righteousness. 

His  painterly  approach  is 
realism.  Accumulated  de- 

tails, minutiae,  produce  fas- 
cinating and  magnetic  works that  force  us  to  search  the 

panels  for  things  overlooked. 
The  subject  matter  is  su- 

spended in  time  and,  like 
the  work  of  the  Magic  Real- 

ists, placed  under  a  subjec- 
tive microscopic  which  de- 

mands of  us  a  terrible  con- 
centration. We  are  horror- 

struck  by  the  torn  and  mu- tilated bodies  and  riveted 
like  a  rabbit  in  the  face  of  a 
carnivorous  snake.  To  Ku- 

relek, we  are  both  the  rabbit 
and  the  snake. 

The  titles  are  the  keys  to 
the  message.  "This  is  the  ne- mesis that  awaits  our  boast- ed control  of  nature  because 
we  will  not  listen,"  is  the title  of  one  of  the  most  terri- 

fying works.  In  his  verbal analysis  of  the  painting  the 
artist  says  that  "there  seems to  be  a  kind  of  divine  justice 
pursuing  man  .  .  .;  in  split- ting the  atom  and  unlocking 
the  power  of  the  sun"  what have  we  achieved  outside  of the  power  to  destroy  the world?  To  visualize  the  ef- fects of  a  nuclear  holocaust Kurelek  went  to  John  Her- 
shey's      book  Hiroshima which   describes   in  detail 
those  very  effects. 
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IN  THE  BEGINNING... By  MICHAEL  WALSH 
ONE 

„„,,.In  v,e  ̂ginning  were  the  words,  and  the  words were  with  God  and  the  words  were  God's  11,™ 

ArtlnJ^H  WaS  3  Tan  sent  from  God.  wh°se  name  was 
rftaallT™"8  10  Cau»  criticism  ,Sh 

him    °  h  '  ght  come  to  knowledge  through 

TWO 

the  dummiebsee2nT|ngHGod  Created  the  advertising  and 

dummies!  a  seconu  rmf  C<W  3nd  there  were 

^kind,  the  seeds  oTrS  ̂ "a  * 

its  own  kind  And  God  saw  that  it  was  good.  And  there was  copy  and  there  were  dummies,  a  third  ruiT 

the  ,'lldw  SaW'  "Vet.there  be  sP°rts  to  follow  upon 
trie  words  to  give  conclusion  to  the  paper-  and  let  them 

mgs  HSrd  E^™  StatiS'kS  3nd  f-'coresand  s  S facu'lt L  and  hi,  m  ?P°rt  Up°n  the  contention  of  the 
faculties  and  between  the  several  colleges."  And  it  was  so 

cord'iLAnto  r"fd  br°Ughi  fOTth  from  the  sportsies  ac- tkxTVf  ?    5  commandment  stories  of  stars  upon 

testes 
there  was  copy  and  there  were  dummies,  a  fourth  run" 

"  And  God  blessed  them,  saying  "Be  frnitfnl  »„a 

l™orsP^2oanAd!i|,hlhe  ™™  basketsywi?h  the' tai Tit  thy 

desertsfand'dids,5  "S^m^^T^  ?  l'S pnn.ed  page.  And  God  saw  thaPit  was  good  Tnd  ih*6 
was  copy  and  ,here  were  dummies,  a  iC^  *"* 
and  JSVt  G°d  looked  UP°"  ̂ 1  that  he  had  made 

taage  and  hkeness^hat'' h  ̂   ̂   VarSitv  »™ presses  and'oTu"  grins'  UP°"  <he 

c,r,  jfya  ,;„':,• 'r.S'i" m- 

He  decided  to  set  the 
scene  in  Hamilton.  A  bomb has  just  exploded  on  the Mountain,  the  result  speaks for  itself.  Why  did  the  bomb fail?  Because  man  overstep- 

ped his  bounds  and  tamper- 
ed with  what  was  God's. 

Another  is  entitled,  "We think  ourselves  He-men  for 
enjoying  sex  outside  mar- riage." The  scene  is  set  in the  bunkhouse  of  a  logging 
camp  where  the  lascivious 
Joggers  are  poring  over 'feelthy  pictures"  and  brag- 

ging of  superhuman  exploits. To  the  right  a  man  in  an  Abi- t'W  Pulp  and  Paper  T-shirt 
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"We  think  ourselves  He-men  for  enjoying  sex  outside  marriage." 

"Out  of  anguish  you  may  speak  weir By  MAURICE  ELLIOTT 

Selected  Letters  of  Malcolm  Lowry.  Edited  by  Harvey  Breit 

W2.00)arSerie   B<>m,er  YO,k:  LiPPtoc°"' 
What  are  the  qualities  that  attract  readers  to  a  Cole- 

difw  ̂   3  yr°n>  Iet'erS:  t0nes  and  st>"«s  adapted  to different  correspondents,  or  a  wit  and  panache?  It  is  never easy  to  know  who  reads  such  literary  ephemera:  are  they the  cunous  who  also  buy  "The  Diaries  of  .. .  "  •  or  old  ladies with  pretty  books  on  the  polished  mahogany;  or  young  scho lars  scratching  for  wormy  facts  and  making  dowitrfa Te- 

M»Jai  thjS  CaSe.  hjs  .to  be  hoped  that  the  cu«™t  boom  in Malcolm  Lowry's  fict.on  (Under  the  Volcano  has  just  been re-issued  with  an  introduction  by  Stephen  Spender  and i-owrys  more  neglected  work  is  still  available)  will  ensure an  extravagant  new  crop  of  Lowry  addicts  who  can  afford this  handsome  and  expensive  book.  Old  ladies,  if  they  touch it  at  all,  will  find  these  letters  rough,  tough,  and  howsad- young  scholars  will  find  a  mine  of  retrievable  information —  probably  not  what  they  were  looking  for. 

.™hat/mfSes  between  these  exaSgerated  extremes  is 
madrkeadb?eShand  "  but  an  alwa*s  ~ 

tv,„cNf„reader  W^  spends  more  than  ten  minutes  with these  letters  can  fail  to  be  impressed  by  the  prevailing  tone of  courtesy  and  dIgnity.  And  this  in  spite  of  the  number  of 
Xel™^  '  VS  encom^ing  to  see,,  were  often  hand- somely repaid  by  his  correspondents. 

Anxiety  may  make  us  all  ceremonious,  but  this  writer 
arZnf  Tp  or,P°stures-  A*  a  supplement  to  the  Active account  of  Faustian  man  in  Under  the  Volcano,  a  history 
tl/J"?.,  3  interested  in  "enlarging  the  frontiers  of 
sonaTh^t,,311^11  ,mmortalit>'".  «his  volume  records  a  per- 
manv  of  !L  f  »  r°1C  P.roP°rtions-  The  disasters  from  which many  of  the  letters  arise  almost  vindicate  the  author's  be- 
woukl nilT,e  ™al,8iant  star  in  the  ascendant.  "I  really would  like  o  be  a  voodoo  priest,"  he  says  in  Haiti  From 
liei2W^al  hCi'  °£  the  firSt  leMer  to  Joh»  Davenport  pp 
he  LH,*  £?d'  *e  corresP°nd™ts  against  whom  he  had me  geatest  grievances  are  united  in  their  praise  of  what 

Maxwell  Perkins  calls,  "the  greatest  forbearance  and  pa- tience  in  his  letters,"  and  it  is  most  impressive. 
From  the  spiritual  loneliness  and  social  isolation  which Lowry  seemed  to  need  in  order  to  maintain  his  literary mtegrity  and  personal  equilibrium,  the  "misery-grisery"  qua- lities of  the  artist's  struggle  are  not  all  that  emerge  There is  a  ively  wit,  and  an  incredible  good-natured  affection  for nearly  everyone.  "Do  not  be  afraid.  Monsieur  Lowry  he  is the  ancient  mariner,  said  the  steward ..."  He  blesses 'us  all. 
The  second  impressive  quality  is  dependent  upon  Low- ry s  attention  to  his  correspondent,  and  to  his  own  gifts Nearly  every  letter  is  composed  with  great  care  He  ob viously  took  a  great  deal  of  trouble,  making  notes  (and  I should  guess,  rough  drafts),  and  the  result  is  a  dignity  of the  prose.  But  he  also  takes  trouble  because  he  believes  in the  preservation  of  human  relations  and  human  decency." 
Some  letters  are  full  of  fantasy,  or  delightful  details— 

a  poet  s  mind  at  play.  Others  are  of  great  length  and  con- structed with  the  skill  of  short  stories:  the  letter  to  his English  publisher  explaining  the  structure  of  Under  the Volcano  (30pp.),  or,  perhaps  the  finest,  the  fantastic  des- cription of  a  Mexican  holiday  which  turned  into  a  terrifying Katkan  nightmare— twenty-one  pages  of  painful  suspense which  is  ostensibly  a  factual  account  to  his  lawyer  All  of these  letters  illustrate  the  death-struggle  of  art  and  life,  and make  the  volume  indispensible  to  serious  students  of  the novel. 

Thankful  for  these  gifts  of  a  writer's  heart  and  head, it  may  seem  greedy  and  discourteous  to  ask  for  the  liver 
and  lights  as  well.  "Serious  students"  is  a  grotesque  phrase, and  it  is  difficult  to  avoid  joining  the  ranks  of  the  curious. After  all,  the  editors  have  provided  us  with  appendices  and an  index.  For  all  this,  it  is  a  pity  that  there  are  such  gaps and  unexplained  facts,  particularly  at  the  opening.  Surely m  such  an  important  volume  we  could  be  given  some  edi- 
fo^JnJi1"  for  an  understanding  of  the  formative  years 1928-1937,  rather  than  bleak  silence.  However,  "scholarly editions"  tend  to  kill  interest  or  mummify  authors;  mean- while, as  the  endurance  recorded  in  this  volume  attests  our concern  must  be  with  the  living. 
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PEOPLE 

NEEDED  FOR  PROGRAMMING 

Special  ideas  you'd  like  to  see  im- 
plemented, research  and  sundries. 

Please  fill  out  below  or  call  the 

S.A.C.  office  to  leave  your  name. 

We'll  contact  you  rightafter  exams. 

Nome   

Address  (summer)   

Phone   

."    •     ■  - 

■*  k 

CASA  LOMA 
Dancing  Saturday  Night  March  19th. CURRENTLY  PLAYING 

ART  HALLMAN 
AND  HIS  ORCHESTRA 

Special  Student  Rates  $1.00  per  person 
CALL  923-1171 

NO  DANCING  SATURDAY,  MARCH  26th.  SOLD  OUT 
I  don't  guarantee  that  it  was really  recorded  in  London, 
there's  no  indication  of  that. 

His  voice,  his  guitar,  his 

WHAT'S  NEW  IN  R&B 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 
In  the  record  review  sec- tion this  week,  we  look  at 

some  recent  Rhythm  and 
Blues  releases. 

Otis  Redding's  new  one, Otis  Blue  (Volt  412)  is  even 
better  than  the  last  one  wc 
reviewed  (Otis  Kedding  sings 
Soul  Ballads).  There's  much more  variety  of  material 
here,  including  his  big  hit 
"I've  Been  Loving  You  Too 
Long'.  It's  too  soon  after  the 
Rolling  Stones  fabulous  ver- sion to  be  objective  about 
"I  Don't  Get  No  Satisfac- 

tion" which  is  on.  this  LP, 
but  Sam  Cooke's  song, 
"Change  Gonna  Come"  with 
its  sheer  intensity  and  pow- er is  alone  worth  the  price 
of  the  record. 
More  in  a  rock  and  roll 

vein  is  Chuck  Berry  In  Lon- 
don (Chess  1495):  but  this 

is  quite  possibly  the  best  al- bum Bern'  has  ever  made. 

backup  musicians  are  all  in 
very  good  form  on  a  wide selection  of  numbers  from 
the  reworked  folksong,  "My 
Little  Love  Lights"  (also  call- ed "This  Little  Light  of 
Mine")  to  the  calypso  "Ja- 

maica Farewell"  to  "St.  Louis 

Blues". 
Berry's  lyrics  are  hardly ever  very  subtle  but  he  has 

reached  a  new  height  of  un- subtlety  here  with  a  song 
called  "I  Want  to  Be  Your Driver".  It's  fun  though. 

Several  other  songs  could 
become  big  hits  if  released 
as  singles.  There  are  few 
really  lowdown  blues  but  "I Got  a  Booking"  shows  that Berry  can  do  that  style  of 
blues  justice  if  he  tries. "After  It's  Over*  shows  to 
best  advantage  how  Berry 
uses  his  musicians.  On  this 
cut  the  guitar,  bass  and  the drums  are  arranged  in  a 
very  tight  whole  with  a mouthharp  added  in  to  give 
it  some  excitement. 

Also  in  the  Chicago  blues 
style  is  Little  Milton:  We're Gonna  Make  It  ( Checker 
2995):  but  I  like  it  less.  Mil- 

ton, though,  does  have  a 
strong  voice  that  he  can 
force  out  into  a  violent 
growl  when  he  wants. 
He  shows  a  fine  sense  of 

tonal  variation  and  volume 
changes.  He  also  shows  in- fluences from  such  people 
as  B.  B.  King  and  even  Nat 
King  Colle. 
And  there's  a  competent 

band  accompanying  him  and 

HOUSES  FOR  RENT  -  BL00R/ST.  GEORGE SUITABLE  FOR  FRATERNITY  HOUSE 
20  ROOMS  —  LONG  OR  SHORT  TERM  LEASE 

AVAILABLE  JULY  1,1,  1966  or  SEPTEMBER  19«6 
Telephone:  923-2435 

DEPT.  OF  GEOLOGY  FILMS 
ROOM  128,  MINING  BLDG. 

1:00  P.M.  —  BRING  YOUR  LUNCH 
FRI.,  MARCH  18: 

MILLING  AND  SMELTING 
(INCO) 

FRI.,  MARCH  25: 

TEMP.,  PRESSURE,  WIND TIROS  1  &  2 

HART  HOUSE  THEATRE 
3  PERFORMANCES  ONLY 

SPECIAL  STUDENT  REDUCTION  $1.50 

JEAN  GENET'S 

THE  MAIDS 

AND 

EMANUEL  FRIED'S 

The  Dodo  Bird 
Take  a  break  from  your  studies 

and  stimulate  your  mind  !  Go  see  it  ! 

Fri.  8:30  p.m.    -    Sat.  6:30  &  9:30 
Holewyn  Productions  craves  your  attention 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS 

Under  21  will  not  be  admitted 
offer  9:00  p.m. 

THE  GRADUATE  STUDENTS'  UNION  TONIGHT 
16  BANCROFT  AVE. 
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CASTLE  GEORGE RETURNING  FOR  2  WEEKS 
MARCH  21    .    APRIL  2 

MALKA  and  JOSO ALL  THIS  WEEK 

JOHN  EARLY  and  TONY  McKAY Comedy-Folk  Teom 
PHONE  925-8563 

GEORGE'S  SPAGHETTI  HOUSE 
ALL  THIS  WEEK 

RICH  WILKINS  QUARTET PHONE  925-0841 

~       BOTH  FULLY  LICENSED 290  Dundas  St.  E.  —  at  Sherbourne AFTER-THEATRE  SNACKS 

a  very  competent. piano  play- 
er. The  material  shows  a  wide 
range  from  Harold  Arlen 
and  Johnny  Mercer's  "Blues 
In  the  Night"  to  Willie  Dix- on's Country  Style  to  Ben  E. 
King's  "Stand  By -Me". Also  newly  released  is  one 
by  the  great  James  Brown: I  Got  You  (I  Feel  Good) 
(King  946): 
Listen  to  this  and  you'll hear  what  really,  exciting 

rhythm  and  blues  is  all 
about. Hear  the  crying  style  on 
"Lost  Someone",  .  the  fan- 

tastic changes  of  tempo  on 
the  title  song  and  the  way 
the  band  is  used  on  "Night 

Train." 

On  record  Brown  is  less 
musical  than,  say,  Otis  Red- 

ding, but  there's  no  one  who creates  more  excitement 
than  he  does  —  either  on 
stage  or  on  record. He  can  also  be  bought  on 
James  Brown  plays  James 
Brown  Today  and  Yesterday 
(Smash  27072):  but  notice 
that  this  LP  is  just  instru- 

mental, there's  no  singing. 
Brown  has  always  had  a 

very  good  band  playing  some 
very  good  arrangements. Here  the  arrangements  are 
reworked  for  recording  as 
instrumentals. 

Here  is  Brown's  big  recent 
hit  "Poppa  Got  a  Brand  New 
Bag,"  a  smash  hit  from  a 
few  years  ago,  "Try  Me,"  and a  fine  version  of  Horace 
Silver's  "Song  For  My  Fat- 

her". 

Still,  if  you  have  the  mo- 
ney to  buy  a  James  Brown 

album,  you  would  do  better 
to  get  one  on  which  he  sings, 
because  Brown  is  a  fine  vo- calist. 

Another  instrumental  R& 
B  record  just  released  is Jackie  Ivory:  Soul  Discovery 
(Atco  33-178): It  starts  off  with  a  good 
version  of  "Highheel  Sneak- ers" and  works  through 
such  non-R&B  material  as 
"I  Left  My  Heart  in  San Francisco  and  some  Miles 
Davis  stuff. 

Doc  Pomus'  "Lonely  Ave- 
nue" with  its  brutal  reflec- 

tion of  the  atmosphere  of  a 
big  city  is  one  of  the  high- See  "R  &  B"  R.  13 
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By  DONNA  MASON 
The  Silkies:  You've  Got  To Hide  Your  Love  Away  (Fon- tana  MGF  27548). 
The  Silkies  have  a  smooth, 

style,  which  has  a  lot  of  pow- er underneath,  and  they  de- 
monstrate a  strong  feeling for  the  songs  they've  chosen for  this  album. 

Early  Dylan  compositions dominate,  and  they  are  very well  handled,  especially  "Mr. Tambourine  Man"  and  "The 
Times  Tbey  are  a-Changin'". The  first  of  these  particular- 

the  world  of  pop 

ly  is  successful  in  combin- 
ing the  feelings  behind  the words  with  the  modes  of 

their  expression.  The  group builds  a  fascinating  picture of  the  rather  lost  young  man who  is  willing  to  follow  the 
changing  tambourine  wher- ever it  goes. 
The  intrinsic  power  in  the- 

Silkie's  style  shows  through best,  though,  on  the  less 
dreamy  numbers  —  "Blood 
Red  River",  for  example, and  "City  Winds". The  vocal  harmonies  are 
pure  and  well-blended,  with the  clear  voice  of  Silvie,  their lead  singer,  providing  the keynote  for  the  majority  of the  songs,  and  the  instru- 

mental back-grounds  dove- tail  neatly  with  the  vocals. 

home  today,  at  least  at  the more  sedate  sort  of  party 
as  well  as  it  was  in  the  days' of  the  big  hands. 
But  the  newer  numbers- 
Steady  Does  It"  for  exam- 

ple, or  "You  Stepped  Out  of a  Dream  are  no  less  listen- able.  The  trumpet  work  is, 
as  usual,  especially  notable' and  when,  as  in  "When You're  Smiling"  it  takes over,  a  really  good  swing sound  is  produced. 
Best  cut  on  the  record,  I think,  is  a  number  called 

"Tahitian  Sunset",  which moves  from  a  dreamy  in- troduction to  a  beautiful 
brassy  sound,  then  fades. 
A  good  dance  record  if 

you're  tired  of  the  frug. 
The  Best  of  the  Animals: 
(MGM  E-4324): 
This  album  demonstrates 

once  again  that  the  Animals 
are  an  excellent  ryhthm  and 
blues  group,  with  a  definite 
and  impressive  style  of their  own.  The  lead  singer, 
Eric  Burdon,  has  a  harsh, driving  blues  style  that  is 
equally  adaptable  to  folk- 
type  blues  like  "House  of 
the  Rising  Sun"  and  swing- ing, uptempo  numbers  like 
"I'm  Gonna  Send  You  Back 

record  gives  you  an  excel- lent chance  to  get  them  all together. 

Take  Me  For  What  I'm Worth:  The  Searchers:  Pve NPL-30079): 

The  Searchers  feature  a smooth  style  emphasizing vocal  harmony,  which  adapts equally  to  slower  songs  like "Four  Strong  Winds"  as well  as  to  the  more  uptempo 
rhythms  of  "I'm  Your  Lov- 
in'  Man". The  title  number,  written 
by  P.F.  Sloan,  is  a  definite statement  of  convictions:  it is  also  a  very  good  song,  and 
the  group  handles  it  well. The  vocal  parts  blend  well, and  the  background,  al- though strongly  accented,  is never  allowed  to  become dominant,  even  in  songs  like 
"Each  Time",  where  the  in- strumental phrasing  is  per- 

haps the  most  important basic  element.  Even  here however,  the  singers  main- tain firm  control  over  the form  of  the  song. 
"You  Can't  Lie  to  a  Liar" is  an  intriguing  little  num- ber, which  ought  to  go  some- 

where on  its  own.  It's  defin- itely worth  exposure  in  its 
own  right,  as  are  manv  of the  cuts  on  this  album. 

Bye  Bye  Blues:  Bert  Kaemp fert:  (Decca  DL  4693): Bert  Kaempfert  follows 
pretty  much  his  usual  pat- tern on  this  album:  a  nice balance  between  more  or 
less  standard  numbers, somewhat  updated  of course,  and  less-familiar  and original  compositions  as 
well,  all  given  that  dreamy treatment  that  made  "Won- 

derland By  Night",  for  in- stance, such  a  big  hit  a  few years  ago. 
Among  the  old  slandbys on  this  record  are  the  title 

song,  "When  You're  Smil- 
ing," and  "I'm  Beginning  to See  the  Light",  all  done  in a  way    which    is  right  at 

to  Walker",  which  is  one  of the  best  cuts  the  group  has ever  done. 
The  group's  hits  collected 

on  this  record  include 
"Don't  Let  me  be  Misunder- 

stood", "We  Gotta  Get  Outa 
This  Place"  and  "Bring  it 
on  Home  to  Me",  as  well  as less  familiar  numbers  — 
"Roberta",  for  example. 
Another  song  which  de- 

serves more  play  is  "I'm 
Crying",  which  really  has the  Animals-type  blues  feel, 
as  does  "I'm  Mad",  with  its wry  little  story  about  the  so- 
called  "Friend"  who  first 
moves     into     the  singer's home,  then    moves  out   
with  his  girl  and  his  car. 
Most  of  these  songs  are 

pretty  well-known  in  [heir Animal-versions,    and  the 

The  Kinks:  Kinks  Kingdom- 
(Pye  NPL-30070): Once  again  on  this  record 
the  unique  Kinks'  style  is  in evidence.  Hard  -  driving rhythm,  syncopation,  and 
good  co-ordination  ol  harm- 

ony and  instrumental  back- ground. Their  latest  hit, 
"Well-Respected  Man"  —  a devastating  critique  of  the 
20th  century  Momma's  boy —  is  included,  as  is  their  hit 
of  last  summer  "Who'll  be the  Next  in  Line",  which  is perhaps  more  conventional 
in  style  for  the  sroun  hrir» 

R  &  B  continued 
lights  of  the  LP. 

Ivory  is  a  competent  or- 
ganist and  has  made  a  good, 

sometimes  exciting,  at  times' too  pop,  record.  His  lead  in- 
strument is  integrated  well 

with  the  drums  and  the  ten- or sax. 
As  an  overall  note  to  all 

these  records:  recent  R&B 
has  become  much  too  soft 
and  pop-like.  Technically 
these  musicians  are  good, 
but  when  James  Brown  can 
be  heard  and  liked  on 
CHUM,  you  know  that  he's 
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not  doing  the  real  stuff.  It could  be  that  life  is  getting too  soft  for  these  musicians! they  have  in  recent  years been  getting  away  from  the real  Negro  blues. 
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fast  and  strongly  syncopat- 
ed. Other  cuts  which  display 
this  same  basic  drive  are  "I 
Need  You"  and  "Such  a 
Shame",  the  second  of  which is  especially  well  done. 
But  my  favorite  cut  on 

the  album  is  one  which  was 
also  on  their  previous  album. 
Kinks  Size  —  "Louie  Louie", with  its  fascinating  tonal 
changes,  particularly  in  the choruses. 
Once  again  the  Kinks 

make  good  use  of  the  blues harmonica  for  emphasis, 
perhaps  most  notably  on "It's  All  Right',  which  has  a 
really  wild  instrumental 
background,  dominated  by 
the  drive  of  the  harmonica. 

Freddy  Cannon's  Greatest 
Hits:  (Warner  Bros.  1628). 
The  most  recent  of  the 

hits  on  this  record  is  "Ac- 
tion", which  was  big  last summer,   and    it    sets  the 

See  "Pop",  R.  14 
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^PASTELS  ARE  IN FOR  SPRING! 
Exciting  new 

SILKY  ANTRON 

J 

Yes,  this  is  the  year  of,, 
the  shimmering  look,  the lustrous  look  the  silky 
look— all  to  make  you 
look  lovelier!  Kitten 

leads  the  way  with 

this  popular  new shell  in  lustrous 
shimmering  pastels 

in  new  silky  Antron, 
34-42,  $10.98,  with 

the  popular  Kitten fully-lined  straight  skirt 
to  perfectly  match.  8-20, S15.98.  Do  see  these 

exciting  new  Spring 
Kittens  at  all  fine  shops 

everywhere! 

^  it  is  not  a  genuine  KITTEN 
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better,, 

Coke 

The  world's  a  stage,  the  thirst's  assuaged !  Take  time put  for  the  unmistakable  taste  of  ice-cold  Coca-Cola Litts  your  spirits,  boosts  your  energ,  . 
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ADVERTISING  SALESMAN 

FOR  THE  SUMMER  VARSITY 

AND  STUDENT  HANDBOOK 
Please  apply  in  writing  to 

THE  BUSINESS  SECRETARY 

STUDENTS'  ADMINISTRATIVE  COUNCH. 

CANADIAN  PREMIERE 
^lERIC  HOUSE 
oorBitos 

A  comedy  fay  JEAN  ANOUILH SPECIAL  STUDENT  TICKETS  AVAILABLE AT  S.A.C.  OFFICE  S1.50 
BOX  OFFICE  OPEN  10  o.m.  to  9  p.m. 

THE  MOST  WANTED 
JEANS  &  JACKETS 

FOR  YOUR  SUMMER 
PLAYTIME  OR  CAMP  WORK 

New  high  note  in  styling.. 
Shaped  for  guys  on  the  Gi 

OH,  MR.  JELL  Y! 

RAINWEAR.  COATS,  AND  SUITS ALL  TYPES  Of  SLEEPING  BAGS DUFFLE  BAGS,  TRUNKS,  LUGGAGE MOCCASINS,  RUBBER  BOOTS,  MUKLUKS 
LEVI'S  SLIM-FIT  JEANS LEVI'S  STA-PRESS  SLACKS 
SNw«tIu?TtL£  NECK  SWE*TERS SWEAT-SHIRTS  -  BURGUNDY  .  LODEN WHITE  -  GREY  -  NAVY 

$6.95 $9.95 
$6.95 

$2.95 COME-IN  —  SEE  OUR  NEW  STORE 
OPEN  EVERY  NIGHT  TILL  9  PM 

THRIFTY 
SPORT  SHOP 
r  ^  ONE  LOCATION  ONLY 

129  CHURCH  ST. CORNER  QUEEN 
*  FREE  PARKING  FOR 

„mTT     OUR  CUSTOMERS  . JWHILE  SHOPPING  * 

By  DAVID  JACKEL JELLY  ROLL  MORTON:  HOT  JAZZ,  POP  JAZZ,  HOKUM  AND HILARITY;  RCA  Victor  Vinlogc  LVP  524. 

When  he  wasn't  busy  travelling,  telling 
lies,  shooting  poo),  inventing  jazz,  and  earn- ing his  nickname,  Ferdinand  Morton  was 
wont  to  spend  a  goodly  portion  of  his  time 
in  Victor's  recording  studios  during  the late  1920s. 
The  material  on  this  album  is  a  hodge- 

podge of  various  sessions,  most  from  New 
York  in  1929-30.  Not  all  of  it  is  prime  Jelly Roll. 

Two  tracks  feature  Wilton  Crawley,  who 
apparently  sang,  played  the  clarinet,  and 
did  contortions— all  at  once.  The  Crawley 
tracks  are  fun,  but  its  a  very  inside  joke, 
Trumpter  Red  Allen  and  trombonist  J. 

C.  Higginbotham  were  with  Jelly  on  the 
Crawley  date.  Minus  Crawley,  and  with 
clarinetist  Albert  Nicholas  added,  they  re- 

corded four  numbers:  "Sweet  Peter",  "Jer- 
sey Joe",  "Mississippi  Mildred"  and  "Mint 

Julep". All  these  tunes  are  excellent;  Allen's  strong 
horn  and  Morton's  fine  solos  and  accom- paniment stand  out. 
Morton  used  a  slightly  larger  group  on 

four  other  tunes,  three  original  composi- 
tions and  a  schmaltzy  pop  tune  of  the  day, 

"I'm  Looking  for  a  Little  Bluebird."  Jelly's arrangements  here  at  times  sound  closer 
to  McKinney's  Cotton  Pickers  than  Morton's 
Red  Hot  Peppers,  but  this  is  probably  ac- counted for  by  the  fact  Morton  was  busy 
inventing  the  swing  era.  Jelly's  piano  work is  the  best  thing  about  these  tracks. 

From  his  Chicago  days  (1927)  comes 
"Wild  Man  Blues,"  with  fine  George  Mit- chell cornet,  and  excellent  work  from 
clarinetist  Johnny  Dodds  and  the  legendary 
Stomp  Evans  on  alto. 
Two  other  tracks  from  the  same  date 

feature  the  animal  imitations  of  Lew  Le 
Mar;  Le  Mar  imitates  hyenas  and  billy  goats 
here — it's  a  toss-up  as  to  which  effort  is 
worst.  Dodds,  Evans,  and  drummer  Baby 
Dodds  enliven  the  proceedings  briefly. 

There's  also  a  vocal  number,  on  which 
an  obscure  singer  named  Billie  Young  does 
an  undistinguished  job  on  an  undistinguish- 

ed blues.  Morton's  accompaniment  on  piano is  superb. 
And  then  there's  "Freakish",  a  piano  solo 

by  Jelly,  of  which  two  takes  are  provided 
(one  previously  unissued).  The  two  show- 
Morton's  advanced  harmonic  thinking  and are  an  interesting  exemple  of  the  develop 
ment  of  an  improvisation  (compare  Bud Powell's  "Un  Poco  Loco"  20  years  later). 

All  this  material  is  somehow  not  allowed 
to  stand  on  its  own  merits  (despite  the hokum  there  are  many)  but  annotatoi Charles  Edward  Smith  somehow  links  this 
general  cavorting  around  to  the  current  pop craze. 
Morton  would  have  liked  that.  If  he  were still  alive  his  business  card  would  now read: 

Originator  of  Jazz-Stomp-Swing World's  Greatest  Hot  Tune  Writer 

and 

ORIGINATOR  OF  POP  CULTURE! 
Oh,  Mr.  Jelly!  (And  he  died  broke). 

and  more  pop 

(Cannon  Cont'd) mood  for  the  record  as  a 
whole.  Freddy  Cannon  has 
never  been  noted  for  ballads 
or  slow,  dreamy  songs.  He likes  them  loud  and  fast,  and 
that's  the  kind  of  record this  is. 

If  you  want  nice,  smooth, innocuous  listening,  this 
isn't  it.  But  if  you're  look- ing for  a  dance  record,  and 
5'ou  like  your  dancing  mo- dern, it  is. 
The  songs  on  this  record span  several  years,  and 

they'll  be  familiar  to  anvone 

comes  across  like  plain  old rock  and  roll.  Always, 
though,  the  blues  influence 
is  strongly  in  evidence. 

Their  first  big  hit,  "Heart 
Full  of  Soul",  from  their first  album,  is  here,  but 
most  of  the  songs  are  new, 
and  well  worth  hearing. "Smokestack  Lightning"  for example  is  a  very  well  done 
number,  and,  like  "The  Train Kept  a-RoIIin' "  manages  to evoke  a  country-type  wail while  still  maintaining  a 
strong  blues  flavor. 

"Evil  Hearted  You"  and "Still  I'm  Sad"  are  two 
more  very  effectively  pre- sented songs,  and  the  group demonstrates  that  it  knows 
how  to  use  blues  harmonica 
stylings  to  produce  the  de- sired effect.  And  the  vocal- 

ist, Keith  Relf,  is  capable  of 
just  the  right  combination of  wail  and  harshness. 

Your  Troubles",  in  which  he 
really  gives  the  impression 
of  getting  right  into  the 

song.  

Cilia  Black:  Is  it  Love? 
(Capitol  T  2308): 

Cilia  Black  has  an  unusual 
voice,  deep  and  beautifully modulated,  with  a  degree  of control  which  permits  great 
variety  of  style  and  inflec- tion. 

This  record  serves  to  de- 
monstrate some  of  this 

range.  Songs  like  "Is  it Love?"  and  "Anyone  Who 
Had  a  Heart'  set  off  both the  flexibility  and  power  of which  Cilia  is  capable.  But 
perhaps  the  most  moving 
cut  on  the  album  is  "You've 
Lost  That  Lovin'  Feelin' ". 

who  listens  to  CHUM. 
Among  the  best  of  them  are 
"Way  Down  Yonder  In  New 
Orleans",  "Abilgail  Beecher" (everyone's  favorite  hislorv teacher,  with,  the  surfboard 
and  the  pony  tail)  and  "Buzz Buzz  a-Diddlc-it"  with  its tale  of  busy-signal,  telephone frustration. 
The  closest  thing  to  a  bal- 

land  on  this  record  is  "Hap- 
py Shades  of  Blue",  and  it's not  exactly  a  waltz.  The backgrounds  blend  right  in 

with  the  songs  and  the  sing- 
ing style  employed.  They're fast,  loud,  and  strongly- accented. 

The  Yardbirds:  Having  a 
Rave  Up:  (Capitol  T  6166): 
The  Yardbirds'  new  al- bum, like  their  first,  shows off  the  soul  sound  this  group 

is  capable  of  achieving.  Bas- ically, theirs  is  a  blues  style, but  at  times  it  sounds  more like  country  and  western 
nurtin  music':  sometimes  it 

Lou  Christie:  Lightnin' Strikes:  (MGM  E  4360): 
If  variety  is  the  index  of talent,  Lou  Christie  is  cert- ainly an  amazingly  talented 

singer.  His  current  hit "Lightnin'  Strikes"  provides ample  demonstration  of  this moving  as  it  does  from  a dreamy,  almost  ballad-type of  sound  to  a  loud,  driving rock  style  within  the  course of  a  few  bars. 
This  heterogenitv  pervades the  whole  record,  as  Christie 

goes  back  and  forth  from ballad  to  rock  and  back  a- gain,  but  it  demonstrates quite  effectively  that  his voice  is  best  suited  to  the slower  and  more  expressive vocal  forms. 
It's  a  pleasant  voice,  and shows  up  well  on  numbers hke  "There's  Always  Some- 

thing There  to  Remind  Me" and  "Since  I  Fell  for  You" It's  less  effective  when  he gets  carried  away  and  tries to  sing  fast,  driving  rock- 
type  numbers. Another  cut  which  comes 
across  well  is  "You've  Got 

a  song  with,  a  great  deal  of blues  potential.  Here  Cilia 
makes  the  most  of  both  me- lody and  lyrics  to  create  a sensation  of  desolation  and heartbreak. 
Her  capacity  to  create  a mood  also  comes  through  on "This  Empty  Place"  and 'Goin'  Out  of  My  Head",  the 

latter  of  which  particulars demonstrates  the  sensitive flexibility  of  her  voice. 
She  has  a  good  sense  of rhythm  and  beat,  and  on 

songs  like  "Whatcha  Gonna do  'Bout  it"  is  able  to  alter tempo  and  accents  without losing  the  basic  feel  of  a 

song. 



Days  of  Lloyd... CHARLES    LLOYD:    Of  rnno.'r CHARLES    LLOYD:    OF  COURSE COURSE;  Columbia  2412. 
The  multitalented  Lloyd  is perhaps  the  only  musician in  North  America  who  has  a chance  of  showing  the  vast (white)     listening  public where  the  new  music  is  at. 

Without  compromising  very many  of  the  innovations  of Coleman,  Coltrane  (the  new Coltrane),  Archie  Shepp  and others,  Lloyd  has  used  his 
arranging  ability  to  bring the  new  sound  under  con- 

trol—and demonstrates  in the  process  that  this  music (despite  its  initial  shock)  is really  in   the   jazz  main- stream. 
All  the  tracks  here  (except for  the  standards  "The  Best Thing  For  You  Would  Be 

Me"  and  "The  Things  We Did    Last    Summer")  are Lloyd   compositions.  They are  either  modern  (simul- 
taneously   astringent  and warm)  ballads,  or  rocking blues-oriented,  up-tempo creations.    All    exhibit  to some  degree  the  influence 

of  Ornette  Coleman,  but  the carefully  controlled  frenzy and  peace  (as  in  the  earlier works  of  Charles  Mingus) show  that  Lloyd  the  writer 
is  a  master  craftsman. 

Lloyd  the  instrumentalist is  slightly  more  derivative. His  tenor  work  owes  more than  a  little  to  Coleman  and Coltrane,  but  has  its  own 
kind  of  effortless  surge  —  a reflection  of  Lloyd's  appren- ticeship with  rhythm  and blues    bands.     On  flute Charles  Lloyd  achieves  that happy  sound  which  is  rare m  the  new  music.  His  flute work  can  also  have  a  blues flavor  (as  on  the  title  tune, a   broken-line  composition with  the  rhythm  section  fill- ing up  the  space). 
Four  of  the  other  eight tunes  on  the  album  deserve special  consideration.  "Goin' 

To  Memphis"  illustrates  em- phatically Llody's  blues  roots the  tenorist's  solo  evokes not  only  Ray  Charles  and Ornette  Coleman  (Ramblin') but  stands  in  direct  line  of descent  from  the  flowing tenor  style  of  the  southwest. 
"Apex"  features  Lloyd with  bass  and  drum  accom- 

paniment  only.    Here  the 

soloist  drives  straight  ahead on  another  tune  with  a  blues feeling.  Lloyd  unreels  phrase after  phrase  in  a  non-stop tour-de-force  which  lacks only  an  overall  sense  of form.  Bassist  Ron  Carter  and drummer  Tony  Williams play  a  brief  duet  which  leads into  an  excellent  drum  solo. Drummer  Williams  allows coloration  rather  than  rhy- thm to  be  the  dominant  fac- tor; the  result  is  the  kind of  new  drumming  which leads  away  from  bop. 
The  two  standards  are important  because  they  de- monstrate the  way  the  new music  can  make  something exciting  out  of  song-from 

compositions.  "Best  Thing" has  excellent  back  support- ing work  from  Carter  (who plays  well  on  every  number) and  spots  the  almost  com- 
pletely original  guitar  style of  Gabor  Szabo  (the  best 

thing  to  happen  to  jazz guitar  since  Charlie  Chris- tian—Wes  Montgomery  not withstanding). 
"Last  Summer"  deserves to  become  a  jazz  classic.  It's a  tenor-guitar  duet,  with the  rhythm   section  laying out.  Here  Szabc/s  ability  to Play  with  (not  simply  be- hind) a  soloist  is  very  evi- dent; he  doesn't  play  a  lot, but  utilizes  hitherto  untap- ped resources  of  amplified guitar.  The  number  opens with  a  free-form  duet,  then moves  into  a  "new"  version M    the    theme   played  by Lloyd  with,  Szabo  comment- ing  When  they  reach  the bridge  the  two   leave  the melody  entirely  and  spin  a masterpiece    of  simultane- ous improvisation,  contrast- ing moods,   melodies  and tempos. 

Performances  like  this 
one  open  doors  into  the  jazz future,  and  the  album  would be  worth  owning  for  this one  selection. —DAVID  JACKEL 

•••and  McHara 

Tor^'g^^"™  'in  T"'  with  a Johnson,  U^nc^^™^ Scott's  son  shourino-  "nh  „i    "i.        &cott,  with  Patrick 
Patrick  Scott's  nam  ■  svMeS?  thing!"  ~  and  with 
anyone  want?  Sc?  P        WTOng  eVCn'  ̂   more  could Surprise! 

saPWHB th„  ̂h6re  are  ™omeDts  on  the  blues  numbers  when  he  and 

Muggsy  Spanier),  an  unobtmsive  but  swinging Vurn^T8 

once*  Wh°  "  g°°d  en°Ugh  »  >™""o  mo~n 
once.  (Columbia,  or  was  it  Scott,  doesn't  seem  to  think X drummer  and  clarinetist  are  worth  identify™-  I  could  tell you  who  they  are,  but  why  don't  you  write  a  nasty  letter to  the  company  instead?)  y 

The  notes  don't  identify  the  banioist  either-  he  is  th* weakest  member  of  the  group  and  contributes  very  litfle 

this  one  n0CD°n0Ugh'  Elmer  sn°wden,  Freddy  Guy,  yes- 

—DAVID  JACKEL 

|  WNNII  TRISTANO  QUARTET THE  CELLAR 
JAZZ  CLUB 
182  DUPONT  STREET »24-0029  923-4247 

MARCH  22nd  to  27th 
»:30  p.m.  to  12 and 
1  o.ro.  to  3  a.m. 

SPECIAL  STUDENT  RATES 

Now  Through  April  3 
An  elegant  sophisticated  crime 

by  JEAN  ANOUILH 
THE  REHEARSAL 
"bri"  ̂ rf/T  de, foree  " 
™»'/? "»li»d  in  the  cu 
rent  Aries  Production". — Varsity 
The  Poor  Alex BRUNSWICK  AT  BLOOR 
Sots.:  5  and  9    .    Mot.  1.50 Reservations:  924-8661 

Special  Announcement NORTH  AMERICAN 
AIR  FARES  SLASHED FOR  STUDENTS. 

cor  Complete  Details  Contact TRADE  WINDS TRAVEL 
187  College  Street, 

Toronto  2B 
Telephone  924-1431 

opposite the  WALLBERG  BUILDING 

SUSPiCIOufRCSBimAS By  JOHN  SWAIGEN  - 

VARSITY  BLAZERS 
"Made  to  Measure" 

RICHARDSON 
SPORT  TOGS 

546  Yonge  St.  922-3141 

The  new  dixieland  band at  the  Place  Pigalle  in  the Regency  Towers  Hotel  bears a  suspicious  resemblance  to the  Lady  Godiva  Memorial Band.  The  Skulehouse  4 
Play  in  the  same  joyous thumping  style  as  the LGMB,  employ  many  LGMB- type  gimmicks  like  a  fire siren,  a  slide  whistle  and  a blank  gun,  march  around 
through  the  audience  during their  numbers,  and  even play  many  of  the  LGMB 
standards  ("Midnight  in Moscow",  "Godiva,"  etc.). The  resemblance  is  more 
than  coincidence.  Trumpet- er Chris  Stonehouse  (II New  (handled  his  solos  with 
the  same  finesse  in  his  fea- 

tured solo  in  Skule  Nite  last 
year.  He's  been  with  the 

LGMB  for  the  last  three years.  Bob  Bossin  (I  Innis), 
next  year's  LGMB  leader, provides  the  rhythm  with his  guitar  and  banjo.  (The group  could  use  a  drum  for that  extra  bit  of  drive  that is  lacking  in  the  rhythm). A  clarinetist  whose  name 
I  missed  plays  beautifully, although,  his  sound  could  be a  little  stronger.  It  gets  lost sometimes  in  the  melee.  Jim Leach  (SGS)  of  the  LGMB 
plays  trombone.  The  four 
play  well  together. 
The  group  specializes  in 

camp  medleys— of  "dirty World  War  One  songs",  beer commercials,  cowboy  songs, 
folk  songs,  Scottish  songs' (would  you  believe  in  dixie- 

land), and  a  medley  of 
children's  songs  which  con- sisted of  the  Howdy  Doody 

theme,  The  Teddy  Bear's Picnic,  and  the  Mickey Mouse  Club  theme.  This 
was  just  the  right  camp  to have  the  audience  singing along.  Saturday  night  they also  did  Batman,  a  serious 
"Georgia  on  my  Mind",  and the  "St.  Louis  Blues"  in two  different  keys  simulta- neously. 

They're  on  from  8:30 every  Tuesday  and  Satur- 
day, and  there's  no  cover charge.  It's  good  music  to drink  fifteen  cent  draft  to, and  the  girls  at  the  tables 

around  you  are  knockouts— they're  a  lot  prettier  than the  pros  in  the  Silver  Dollar Room  or  the  WW  1  veterans 
in  the  Sapper's. 

review  15 

The  library 

| University  of  Toronto] presents  in 
Room  102 

Mechanical  Building 
Noon  Hour 

Science  Film  Showings 
Wednesdays  &  Thursdays 

1:00  p.m. -2:00  p.m. 

March  23, 24, 1966 
TRIAL  BALANCE 
THE  BIG  EAR 

ARIEL  II 

A  series  of  programmes  arrang- 
ed by  the  Science  and  Medicine Dept.  of  the  University  Library 

in  co-operotion  with  the  No- tional Science  Film  Library  of the  Canadian  FHm  Institute. 
There  is  no  admission  charge 
YOU  ARE  INVITED  TO  EAT YOUR  LUNCH  WHILE 
WATCHING  THE  FILM 

READ AND  COMPREHEND 
UP  TO  10 TIMES 

FASTER Same  scientific  course 

—  The  Finest  — FREE  DEMONSTRATIONS Every  Man,,  Wed.,  7  p  m 

Saturday  1  p,m,  ' 

or  arranged  privately  anytime CALL  WA.  7-4022  NOW  I 
to  be  sure  of  <■  seat 

The  Colonnade"  Sth  „00r 

niNrvTRsTrT 
STUDENTS 

Our  organization  is  looking  for spore  time  salesmen  for  the summer  months. 
We  are  prepared  to  pay  yoit °  subs,tm«°l  °™unt  of  money on  a  commission  basis. No  experience  needed.  Just 

J»  desire  to  earn  this  exi2 Call  MR.  GOSSAGE of  481-6451 between  9  a.m.  and  5  p  m for  full  details 

INSTITUTE  OF 

COMPUTER  SCIENCE 

Requires  part  time  computei operators  for  the  period  May  to 
September  1966.  For  further  in- formation please  contact  Mr. 
Biro  ot  928-2989. 

Sing  and  swing  with  the wildest  Dixieland  Quartet 
this  side  of  New  Orleans 
every  Tuesday  and  Satur- 

day night.  Norman  Zubis on  the  piano  every  Mon. 
Wed.,  Thurs.  &  Fri 

I  Meet  old  and  new  friends  every I  night  in  the  liveliest  place  in 

I  town 

DOWNSTAIRS  IN  THE 
REGENCY  TOWERS  HOTEL 
89  AVENUE  ROAD 

Open  every  day 
noon  to  midnight. 



FOX 

CUSTOM 

TAILORS 

Invite  you  to  come and  see  our  new 
Spring  and  Summer Suitings. 

ALL  OUR  SUITS 
MADE  TO  MEASURE 

are  tailored  on  the 
premises  from  the finest  materials  and 
our  usual  expert 

fitting  is  guaranteed. Prices  from  . . . 

$59.50 
SPECIAL  STUDENT  RATE 

349  SPADINA  AVE. 
(ONE  STOP  LIGHT  SOUTH  OF  COLLEGE) 

EM.  4-5708 

COLES 

3 HANDY 
LOCATIONS 
•  726  YONGE  ST. BELOW  BLOOR 
•299  YONGE  ST. 
BELOW  DUNDAS 

•370  BLOOR  ST.W. 
AT  WALMER  RD. 

Beautiful,  Large  Format 
HALF 
PRICE 

ART  BOOKS 
•  12  MAGNIFICENT  VOLUMES! 
•  AMAZING  COLOUR! 
Each  beautiful!,,  bound  book  hos  at  least  48  plates  in  full  colour with  a  descriptive  onalysis  of  each  reproduction  by  an  expert'  Titles nclude:  Japanese  Art,  Chinese  Art,  Durer,  Degas,  Klee  ffiern  Art Movements,  Picasso,  Porcelain,  Rubens,  Russian  Icon!  Von  Gogh Goya,  El  Greco,  Gaugin  and  Loutrec.  ' 

1.98 

ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF  EGYPTIAN 
CIVILIZATION 
315  illustrations!  Over  320 Pages!  3500  years  of  Egyptian History  in  dictionary  form.  Will appeal  to  tho  specialist,  scholor or  general  readers! 
PUBLISHED 
AT  7.95 4.95 

THE  HERMITAGE 
LENINGRAD  — 
Dutch  and  Flemish  Masten 
A  beautiful  volume  containing full  colour  reproductions  of such  mosters  as  Van  Dvck, Rembrandt,  ond  Rubens  from one  of  the  largest  collections In  the  world. 
PUBLISHED 
AT  21.00 9.95 

MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
THROUGH  THE 
AGES 
A  complete  picture  history! From  tho  harp  to  the  hurdy- flurdy  from  every  age  and country  of  the  worldl 
PUBLISHED  7  Ap AT  12.50 

REMBRANDT 
ETCHINGS 
272  Incredibly  faithful  repro- 

ductions of  Rembrondts  etch- 
ings. Portrays  in  detail  the  sure draftsmanship  of  the  great master.  A  must  for  onyon*  in- terested In  art  or  its  history. 

PUBLISHED 
AT  9.95 5.95 

DECORATOR  PRINTS 

1.69 
'•'    Chagall,    KI-.    PiLsso.    and  scon£ (A  Coles  Special) 

jasz 

torn  naylor 

WHY  I  DON'T  LIKE  JAZZ  "PROGRESS 
Anybody  who  hasn't  yet 

figured  out  why  I  don't 
want  jazz  to  "progress" could  have  found  the  ans- 

wer Monday  night  at  the 
O'Keefe  Centre  when  John- 

ny Hodges  stepped  up  to  the 
mike  to  play  "Magenta 

Haze." 

I  suppose  I'm  not  really the  right  person  to  do  this 
review.  Firstly  because  if  all 
that  had  happened  was  the 
Ellington  organization  com- 

ing on  stage,  sitting  there 
without  playing  a  note  for 
five  minutes,  then  leaving— it  still  would  have  rated  a 
rave  review.  And  secondly, 
having  said  so  many  nasty 
things  during  the  course  of 
this  year,  it's  always  nice  to end  on  a  pleasant  note. 

Objectively  speaking,  El- 
lington  concerts  can  vary 

ion  on  my  face. 
The  Ellington  reed  sec- 

tion was  augmented  by  Ha- 
rold Ashby's  tenor.  No  ex- planation of  this  was  given. 

Maybe  he's  going  to  replace 
Paul.  If  he  functions  nor- 

mally as  well  as  he  did  on 
1967  Blues  when  he  sound- 

ed as  if  he  might  be  Ben 
Webster's  brother,  it  will  be 
a  welcome  change. 
Someone  once  remarked 

that  Cat  Anderson  plays 
notes  only  a  dog  can  hear. 
That's  unfortunately  not 
true.  I  heard  them  too. 
Save  for  a  few  spots  of 

fine  Ellington  piano  and 
some  short  solos  on  a  num- 

ber of  Ellington  standards 
in  medley  there  wasn't  too much  else  to  talk  about  in 
that  first  set.  Even  the  med- 

ley spots  were  predictable. 

DUKE  ELLINGTON 

from  being  incredibly  dull 
to  being  the  most  exciting 
thing  the  jazz  world  can 
offer.  This  one  was  a  mix- ture of  both. 
On  the  bad  side  there  was 

the  usual:  too  much  screech- 
ing from  Cat  Anderson's trumpet;  Sam,  as  the  saying 

goes,  spent  some  of  his  time 
out  in  the  Woodyard  chop- 

ping logs;  and  there  was 
just  too  damn  much  Paul Gonsalves. 
On  the  positive  side  one 

can  count  Jimmy  Hamil- 
ton's clarinet.  Cootie  Wil- liams' trumpet,  Lawrence Brown's  trombone,  Harry 

Carney's  baritone  saxapho- ne  and  bass  clarinet,  the ducal  piano  and  most  of  all Hodges,  Hodges,  Hodges 
n  A  sloppy  rendering "God  Save  The  Queen"  cast an  ominous  note  at  the start  and  most  of  the  first set  followed  the  pattern. 
Why  Ellington  insists  on 

giving  Paul  Gonsalves  so much  blowing  space  re- mains one  of  the  most  un 

of 

Harry  Carney's  "Sophistica- 
ted Lady"  complete  with one  of  his  phenomenal  long 

notes,  some  Cootie  Williams 
plunger  work  on  "Solitu- de", et  al. 

The  second  set  was  some- 
thing different.  "Take  The  A 

Train,",  instead  of  "God 
Save  The  Queen  kicked" things  off.  The  trumpet 
spot  on  this  number  went 
to  Cootie  Williams.  Ray Nance  was  conspicuously 
absent  that  evening.  I'm  not positive  why— but  I  can 
make  a  good  guess. 

Buster  Cooper  showed  his 
worth  on  a  couple  of  occa- 

sions with  some  vest  bust- 
ing, gruff-toned  trombone which  contrasted  nicely 

with  Lawrence  Brown's smooth,  melodic  approach. 
Carney    came   foreward  a 

few  times,  Russell  Procope 
played  splendid  alto  and 
clarinet,  Jimmy  Hamilton's clarinet  danced  with  flaw- 

less articulation  and  execu- 
tion. 
But  the  highlight  of  the 

concert  came  exactly  when 
everyone  expected  it — when Duke  announced  that  it  was 
time  for  Johnny  Hodges. 
Over  the  years  I  have 

been  forced  to  come  to  the 
conclusion  that  Hodges  is 
not  human.  No  mortal 
could  produce  such  music. 
A  comparison  of  the  1946 
version  of  "Magenta  Haze" to  the  March  14,  1966  rendi- 

tion would  lead  one  to  be- 
lieve that  this  man  has  be- 

come even  more  eloquent and  stately. 
Hodges  is  a  rare  type  of 

musician — one  of  the  very 
few  who  justly  deserves  the 
title  of  genius.  His  artistry 
is  the  purest  sort.  Not  de- pendent on  fad  and  fashion, 
ostensibly  so  simply,  but  in 
effect  so  uncannily  pro- 

found. An  immortal  if  ever 
there  was  one. 
But  if  Hodges  is  immor- tal, where  does  Ellington 

himself  stand?  One  finds  in 
the  Ellington  organization 
the  culmination  of  all  jazz 
has  been.  And  Ellington  did 
so  much  to  lead  the  way. Around  Town 

At  the  Town  this  week  is 
Clark  Terry.  Terry  is  a  vet- 

eran of  Mercer  Ellington 
and  Count  Basie  ensembles 
in  addition  to  a  ten  year 
sojourn  with  Duke  Elling- ton. To  call  Terry  a  versatile 
performer  would  be  a  gross 
understatement.  He  has  a 
unique  witty  style  that 
combines  mainstream  and 
modern  influences  into  an 
inimitable  synthesis. 

At  the  Colonial,  Wild  Bill 
Davidson,  the  most  fiery 
traditional  trumpeter  active 
has  some  time  left  to  run. 

Starting  tonight  in  Geor- 
ge's Kibitzeria  is  John  Hen- dricks. Salome  Dey  will  be 

there  as  well  for  the  great- 
est one  dollar  package  to  hit 

this  campus  since  the  Pop Fest. 
Next 'weekend  Lennie  Tri- 

stano  emerges  from  the  ano- 
nymity with  which  he  has encased  himself  of  late  to 

play  a  brief  engagement  at the  Jazz  Cellar.  If  this  event 
is  intended  to  hearld  a  re- 

turn of  Tristano  to  more  ac- 
tive performing,  it  will  be  a welcome  one. 

"NtW  MUSIC"  (continued) 

fathomable  aspects  of 
Ellington  organization.  _ 
up  tempo  numbers  it's  one tenor  clique  after  another. 
On  ballads,  usually  his  for- te, he  destroyed  the  mood with  countless  wasted  notes. 
A  young  lady  seated  on  my left  asked  "Why  does  he  al- 

ways look  so  pained?"  I would  postulate  that  it might  well  be  he  had  given himself  a  hernia.  Bui  lisic-n lady,  if  you  think  Paul looked  pained,  you  should 
have  looked  at  the  express- 

the On 
ic  and  the  intensity  of  his 
performance  (certainly  ex- hausting for  anyone  else) 
must  have  greatly  influenc- ed the  younger  musicians  he 
plays  with,  as  much  as  his music  has. 

The  breadth  of  expression possible  in  this  music  is 
greater  than  ever  before  in jazz  because  it  does  not dictate  a  manner  of  playing 
to  the  musician;  instead,  it offers  him  an  open-ended idiom  which  accepts  dif- ferent rhythmic  patterns  far more  readily. 
This  was  evident  in  the 

Buffalo  concert  where  the 
cello  and  the  horns  comple- mented each  other,  despite their  natural  tendencies  to 
form  phrases  differently. The  tendency  of  the  new music  is  to  embrace  all  the 
best  aspects  of  jazz  tradi- tion, and  the  music  of  these men  shows  how  much  has been  accomplished  in  this effort  to  make  jazz  music 
an  open  field  for  improvisa- 
tion. 

CDLES  VISIT  OUR  PAPERBACK  BOOKSHOP 



SUBURBIA,  STATUS, 

SOCIETY  and  STEREOTYPE The  Suburban  Society.  By S.D.  Clarke.  University  of Toronto  Press.  $6.50. 
Since  the  proclamation  of 

an  official  Canadian  flag  the 
topic,  "Suburbia",  has  mov- 

ed from  eighth  up  to  seventh 
place  among  the  *  most  po- pular topics  for  satirical  re- 

vue. "Little  Boxes"  and  The 
Chapman  Report  have  ster- 

eotyped the  theories  of  con- 
temporary sociologists  and 

created  the  view  of  the  urbs 
ex  urbis  as  a  vast  wasteland 
of  complacency,  status  seek- 

ing, delinquency  and  prom- iscuity. 
The  suburbs  have  come 

under  fire  from  both  anti- 
rural  and  anti-urban  quart- 

ers, each  of  whom  seems  to 
see  the  worst  sides  of  the 
"other  side"  rampant  in  the uniformly  laid  out  streets 
and  houses.  Perhaps  it  was 
because  both  Riesman  and 
Whyte  seemed  more  con- 

cerned with  fitting  their 
studies  to  theories.  Perhaps 
it  was  because  no  "typical" suburb  could  be  found  any- 

where around  the  booming Metropolitan  Toronto. 
Or  perhaps  it  was  just 

scientific  scepticism.  What- 
ever   the    reasons.    S.  D. 

Clarke  was  prompted  to  del- 
ve deeply  into  the  topic  him- self. The  result  may  well  be 

the  Suburbia  Sociologies 
upon  which  future  studies will  be  based. 

Professor  Clarke  conduct- 
ed his  research  in  the  living laboratory  of  York  county, fifteen  separate  suburban 

residential  areas  in  and 
around  Metro.  Each  com- 

munity is  classified  as  one 
of  six  distinct  types.  Nor 
does  the  Professor  cloak  his 
subjects  in  "Crestwood 
Heights"  anonimity,  naming and  locating  each  on  a  mast- er map. 
He  defines  his  terms  early 

calling  the  "study  of  sub- urbanization a  study  of  so- 
cial change"  and  "social  pro- 

cesses". His  findings  will prove  startling  to  dogmat- 
ists although  reassuring  to 

the  general  public,  and  es- 
pecially suburbanites. 

Suburban  Society  finds  no 
great  distinction  between 
city  and  suburbs,  nor  the 
people  that  inhabit  them. 
"The  only  difference  bet- ween the  city  and  the  sub- 

urbs .  .  .  was  that  the  popu- lation of  the  city  has  a  mixt- 
ure of  middle  class,  working 

Out  self-styled  'Image' By  MICHAFI  WAlcu 

Increased  tolerance  for 
individual  jazz  styles 
P^^^S^'^TL  '•"""»"•>.  "<•" Sweet.  Rosmosis,  No.  6.  LeRoj  j„„.°  ,HJL. k-  G""">s  M™"«>:  Short, Hntiiu  with  Wotroll  and  Graves.  '"3  hls  ™««k  Oodo  Nihil 

is  aloLmUSiC  °,f  th/  John  Tcni«i-Roswell  Rudd  quartet 
1L  rf  JX3mp -e  of  a  point  iust  now  being  made  about the  New  Music:  it  does  not  offer  an  idiom  in  which  each 
tZ,  r     g"       deta"S  °f  3  <and  whi<*  subsequently 
Scent  telr^J  M°US  nT})  *S  ̂   Previous  movement except  the  orginal  New  Orleans  jazz  (which  could  have  no 
to  defrPn,0nS),fhaS  d°ne'  bUt  inStead  alIows  each 
nlaver  has  h?S     m  te™s  of  Phasing  and  technique.  Each player  has  his  own  idiom  (a  situation  which  can  only  exist 
rownsd,rtheCm  ""I6  f°rmed;  Certain'y  ̂ t^rs  will 
^"ver"^5  a  great6r  t0leranCe  fOT  ind™dual Tchicai,  a  Danish  negro  who  heard  the  New  Mus-c around  Copenhagen  where  it  was  being  well  received  long before  it  had  any  prestige  whatever  in  its  counfty  of  origin 
?betrtrVl  P  M  SqUiSit£  t0ne'  as  oli^al  35  Lee  KorS*' (better  known  m  the  music  of  Paul  Desmond) But  his  real  accomplishment  has  been  the  way  his unique  phrasing  combines  with  this  sound.  One  often  hears he  story  of  how  Ornette  Coleman  taught  himself  to  play the  alto  the  wrong  way  from  the  instruction  book  but  it seems  that  Tchicai  has  done  this  intentionally.  His  'playing does  not  rely  on  the  standard  major  scales  (as  even  Cole man  s  does)  but  is  developed  from  the  natural  open  notes ot  the  instrument  itself. 

For  this  reason,  Tchicai's  music  .(and  that  of  Archie bhepp  as  well)  contains  many  phrases  in  whole  tones, which  give  the  music  an  ambiguous  tonality,  but  one  which does  not  grate  on  the  traditionally-trained  Western  ear. Rudd  is  the  best  trombonist  to  appear  in  a  long  time He  uses  the  full  tonal  possibilities  of  the  horn,  and  builds his  solos  from  octave  leaps,  smears,  and  cleverly  handled traditional  riffs. 
Milford  Graves  contributes  a  lot  to  this  music,  for  he is  a  most  musical  drummer.  His  freely  structured  accom- 

paniments are  a  development  of  jazz  drumming  (Sonny Murray's  influence  is  noticeable)  tempered  by  his  extensive studies  of  Indian  drumming.  His  drums  are  tuned  high,  to produce  an  unusually  attractive  sound. 
Worrell  is  not  particularly  exciting  on  this  record  except behind  Jones,  but  he  provides  a  firm  support  for  the  group, and  has  moments  of  brilliance  occasionally  behind  Rudd] He  has  the  same  lyrical  bent  as  the  rest  of  the  musicians. 
'Black  Dada  Nihilismus'  is  a  tremendously  sardonic poem,  and  Jones  reads  it  for  all  it's  worth.  Its  elusive references  and  double-entendres  force  the  listener  to  ac- cept the  brilliant  images  one  at  a  time,  and  the  bitter  hum- 
our stands  up  to  repeated  listenings.  The  accompaniment 

by  bass  and  dru^ns  is  masterful,  and  Jones'  reading  has far  more  rhythmical  jazz  feeling  than  any  other  poet  I have  heard  read  to  jazz. 
DOUGLAS  PRINGLE 

By  MICHAEL  WALSH 
In  Defence  of  Canada:  Vo- 

lume II  -  Appeasement  and Rearmament,  By  James 
Eayrs,  University  of  Toronto Press,  56.95. 

Every  nation  has  its  own secret,  subliminal  self-styled Image  that  gives  it  an  inner feeling  of  its  place  in  the Great  Scheme  of  Things. Frenchmen  cherish  the  pic- ture of  themselves  as  the world-wise  sophisticates  the Germans,  the  efficient  su- periorman,  and  Canadians, 
the  respected  peacemakers. ' Images  harken  back  to moments  of  greatness,  of Empire,  of  conquest  or,  as 
in  Canada's  case,  of  success- ful accomodation.  And  Im- 
class,  rich  and  poor,  while 
the  population  of  the  sub- urbs was  predominantly 
middle  class." Suburbanites  are  "people with  North  American  middle class  values  of  homes  owner- 

ship who  had  to  be  provided 
with  housing."  Framed  in 
layman's  terms  Suburban Society  should  find  a  ready 
readership  among  all  stu- 

dents of  sociology  and  mod- ern society. —  M.  J.  W. 

ages  are  generally  false. 
Basic  to  anyone's  under- standing of  Canada's  place m  the  Great  Scheme  is  an acquaint  anceship  with James  Eayrs.  He  undertakes in  the  ambitious  study  In Defence  of  Canada,  a  serious 

survey  of  "external  affairs", the  inoffensive  euphemism 
used  to  describe  Canada's foreign  relations.  In  the  cold 
light  of  historical  fact  the 
happy  Image  shrivels  quick- ly down  to  size,  the  fleeting 
moment  that  it  really  was" This  is  not  to  say  that Canada  did  not  have  power 
and  influence  in  the  coun- 

cils of  the  world.  It  is  sur- 
prising to  note,  as  does  Pro- fessor Eayrs,  plotting  our course    from    the  League Sanctions  crisis  to  Ogdens- 

burg,  how  much  the  word of  our  little  country  counted 
for,  both  within  the  ill-fated League  of  Nations  and  the 
then  more  significant  Com- monwealth. But  its  influence 
was  misguided. 

The  over-politic  Mackenzie 
King  saw  only  the  domestic troubles  that  foreign  invol- 

vements could  bring.  His 
statements  about  "Herr  Hit- 

ler" were  far  more  affec- 
tionate than  anything  attri- buted to  Real  Caouette;  his 

vacillation  and  indecision 
over  policy  far  more  damag- 

ing than  any  of  John  Diefen- baker's  "visions".  Canadians, through  Mackenzie  King, 
must  bear  much  more  re^ sponsibility  for  World  War II  than  they  realize. 
Traditionally  histori  c  a  1 writing  has  been  the  bane  of 

every  student.  Perhaps  Pro- fessor Eayrs  was  such  a student  for  his  written  work 
suggests  a  strong  disdain  for the  mummification  school of  historiography. 

Appeasement  and  Rearma- 
ment is  far  from  an  emb- almed book,  bringing'an  icy wit  and  a  definite  point  of view  to  bear  upon  its  sub- ject. To  say  that  Eayrs  is never  above  an  editorial  ad- 

jective or  an  ironic  turn  of phrase  is  to  say  only  that he  refuses  to  sacrifice  style 
to  an  anemic  objectivity. In  Defence  of  Canada,  as 
a  set  seems  designed  to  act 
as  a  guidebook  to  the  lessons of  our  past  history;  it  is  an interpretative  work  set  to 
the  tone  of  today's  Canada and  world.  This,  the  second volume,  attends  to  a  dark 
age  in  Canadian  diplomacy 
in  the  hope  that  it  will  never 
have  to  be  written  again. 

"MEW  MUSIC 

SHOCKS  AND  EXCITES By  DOUGLAS  PRINGLE 
Two  concerts  this  past 

weekend  featured  the  New 
Music;  one  at  the  University 
of  Buffalo,  and  the  other  at 
the  new  Cellar  Jazz  Club  on 
Dupont  St.  in  Toronto.  Both 
were  of  high,  quality,  but 
the  savagely  assertive  music 
was  unpalatable  for  some  of 
those  present  who  were  not 
familiar  with  the  idiom.  This 
music  is  a  living  thing,  still 
being  formed,  and  the  ex- citement of  the  adventure 
was  plainly  apparent  among 
the  musicians  at  both  con- certs. 
The  Buffalo  concert  on 

Saturday  night  featured  Ar- 
thur Murray's  Turn  of  the Century  Orchestra,  and  was 

part  of  an  arts  festival  that 
included  poets  Allen  Gins- 

berg and  Diane  DiPrima,  the 
Erick  Hawkins  Dance  Com- 

pany, and  'experimental' films  and  music.  (Simultan- 
eous with  the  concert  were 

a  production  of  Orestes  and 
a  film  of  the  McCarthy  hear- 

ings; and  the  student  centre also  includes  bowling  alleys 
and  pool  tables.) 
Into  this  environment, 

'American  Collegiate',  the 
Sonny  Murray  band  brought 
its  message  of  truth  and 
beauty,  the  human  way.  The 
band  included  seven  horns, 
Charles  Tyler  (alto),  Gra- 
chan  Moncur  (trombone), 
Alan  Shorter  (trumpet), 
Bennie  Moffett  (tenor),  Ma- 

rion Brown  (alto),  Joel 
Freedman  (cello),  and  Per- 

ry Robinson  (clarinet),  with Henry  Grimes  (bass)  and 
Sonny  Murray  (percussion). 

The  whole  group  did  Mur- 
ray's "Virtue",  a  piece  con- 

structed of  riffs  which  blend 
into  a  dense  beautiful  body 
of  sound.  The  overall  sound 
of  the  band  here  and  in  the 
later  ensemble  improvisa- 

tions was  indescribably  ex- 

pressive. All  of  the  soloists  were  ex- cellent individually,  except 
Moncur  and  perhaps  Short- 

er, who  seemed  too  attached 
to  regular  phrasing  to  create 
anything  lasting  melodically. Freedman  was  intense  yet 
articulate,  and  the  free  time 
of  Murray  allowed  him  to 
swing  in  his  own  way. 
Perry  Robinson  and  Mof- 

fett showed  original  concep- 
tions, with  roots  in  Coltrane 

and  Dolphy  respectively 
which  in  no  way  detract 
from  their  personal  creati- 

vity. 

The  Cellar  concert  featur- 
ed Moncur  and  Marion 

Brown  with  Grimes  and 
Murray.  Brown's  delicate, 
passionate  playing  was  mov- 

ing (as  it  had  been  in  Buf- 
falo) with  his  solidly  music- 

al humor.  (I  was  reminded 
more  than  once  of  the  direct 
personal  music  of  Sonny Rollins.) 

A  second  group  of  New 
York  musicians,  an  addition 
to  the  program,  played  a 
single  long  tune  between 
these  sets.  It  featured  Char- 

les Tyler,  Perry  Robinson, 
and  Alan  Shorter  with  the 
rhythm  section  augmented 
by  Toronto  bassist  Stu Broomer.  All  three  horns 
played  long,  strong  solos. 

Tyler  has  a  hard,  fluent 
sound  and  patterns  his  style 
after  that  of  Albert  Ayler, 
using  frequent  harmonic 
phrases.  Shorter  started  off 

vaguely,  but  did  some  good 
things  with  his  bell  directly 
on  the  microphone;  the  ef- fect was  shattering.  It  seems 
to  me  that  Robinson  is  go- 

ing to  be  an  important  mu- sician, for  his  clarinet  work transcends  all  the  problems 
that  have  made  that  instru- ment a  minor  one  in  the 
jazz  since  bop. 

But  the  real  driving  force 
behind  all  the  music  and 
perhaps  the  movement  as  a 
whole  is  Sonny  Murray.  A- 
long  with  Cecil  Taylor  and 
Albert  Ayler,  he  has  been 
responsible  for  the  develop- ment of  free  rhythm  as 
these  men  play  it.  He  plays as  he  breathes,  using  regular 
time  keeping  techniques  oc- casionally, but  most  of  the 
time  generating  a  flow  of 
percussive  accents  from  se- veral instruments  at  once, 
almost  independent  of  one another. 

He  has  greater  interest  in acoustical  variation  than  any 
other  drummer  I  have 
heard,  and  uses  odd  pieces 
of  equipment  to  achieve  the 
effect  he  wants;  here  he  us- 

ed metal  drumsticks,  in  Buf- 
falo, only  the  bottom  of  the 

high-hat. 
As  he  plays,  he  looks  an- guished, and  uses  his  sticks 

loosely;  and  he  sings  (or 
moans)  all  during  the  solos 
at  a  considerable  volume. 
This  vocal  sound  adds  an- 

other dimension  to  the 
sound  of  the  music,  as  it  did 
on  Ayler's  "Bells".  Murray's total  involvement  with  mus- 

See  "Newmusic"  R  16 
review 



INCREDIBLE  WAR:  INCREDIBLE  BOOK       THEORIES  Of  SECURITY 
By  MICHAEL  WALSH 

The  Incredible  War  of  1812:  A  Military 
History  by  J.  Mackay  Hitsman;  University 
of  Toronto  Press  $7.50. 

Early  this  decade  and  a  full  one  hundred 
and  fifty  years  after  the  event,  a  popular 
ballad  praised  in  no  uncertain  terms  the 
American  conduct  of  the  Battle  of  New  Or- 

leans. The  fact  that  this  major  American 
victory,  the  defence  of  some  Louisiana 
swamplands,  came  some  two  weeks  after  the 
war's  conclusion  perhaps  indicates  why  the 
War  of  1812  has  been  termed  "the  forgotten 
war". The  Americans,  at  least,  probably  prefer  it that  way. 
And  well  they  might.  Although  the  North 

American  conflict  was,  to  all  intents  and 
purposes,  a  sideshow  of  the  real  war  going 
on  in  Europe,  the  fourth  U.S.  president 
would  see  his  republic  tottering  on  the  brink 
of  its  first  secession  movement  as  a  result. 
Mr.  Hitsman  is  not,  however,  primarily 

concerned  with  the  political  undercurrents. 
His  is  a  work  of  unique  originality,  culled 
not  from  other  historians  but  from  direct 
research  and  sources.  It  is  the  first  signifi- 

cant work  to  plot  the  military  strategy  in- 

volved in  the  prosecution  of  our  only  armed 
confrontation  with  Uncle  Sam. 

In  presenting  a  study  of  the  British  North 
American  defence  The  Incredible  War  dis- 

pels some  popular  Canadian  (and  American) 
myths.  Foremost  among  these  is  the  tale  of 
the  gallant  militiamen  holding  off  the  hordes 
of  American  invaders.  It  was  the  British 
Regular  Army,  aided  more  often  than  not  by 
American  mismanagement,  that  staved  off 
our  admission  to  the  Union. 

Everywhei-e  the  British  forces  were  out- numbered by  the  American  attackers  but  the 
lessons  first  taught  by  Frontenac  to  Phipp's rustic  New  Englanders  at  Quebec  were  to  be 
repeated  again  and  again.  The  makeshift 
American  Army,  romantic  buckskin  briga- 
deers  et  at,  were  never  a  match  for  the  highly 
disciplined  and  trained  core  of  regular  troops 
defending  Canada. 

Praised  as  one  of  Canada's  most  compe- tent historians  by  no  less  a  figure  than  C.  P. 
Stacey,  Mr.  Hitsman  has  turned  out  a  book 
that  is  surprisingly  entertaining  while  re- 

maining completely  informative.  The  Incred- 
ible War  makes  a  valuable  addition  to  the 

growing  store  of  skilfully  written  Canadian history. 

GOODBYE  TILL  NEXT  YEAR! 

The  Crimson  Ghost,  The  Block  Scorpion,  The  Daughters  of  Ethnic  Vengeance,  The  Wal- 
lenstein  Agency,  and  the  Society  for  the  Extension  of  Xenophobia. 

By  DAVID  GOAD 
Human  Security;  W.E. 
Blatz;  University  of  Toronto Press. 

This  book  constitutes  an 
attempt  to  discover  a  com- plete and  verifiable  theory of  human  psychology. 

Dr.  Blatz  was  for  many 
years  head  of  the  child  psy- 

chology department  in  this 
university.  Early  in  his 
career  as  a  psychologist,  he 
rejected  Jung's  theory  of the  unconscious,  and 
Freud's  ideas  of  sex  trau- 

mas in  early  childhood.  His 
own  theory  adopts  as  its 
central  theme  the  concept 
of  consciousness  —  "con- sciousness is  considered  as 
the  significant  and  essential 
component  of  human  exper- 

ience." 

His  theory,  which  he  calls 
"security  theory"  is  radical 
in  its  departure  from  tradi- tional themes  and  much 
more  consistent  with  com- mon sense.  This  book  is  the 
first  complete  exposition  of his  ideas. 
As  defined  by  Blatz  secur- 

ity "is  the  state  of  mind 
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which  accompanies  the  wil- 
lingness to  accept  the  con- 

sequences of  one's  acts — without  equivocation  of  any 
sort.  The  feeling  accompa- 

nying this  state  may  be  cal- 
led serenity."  Blatz  shows how  security  is  achieved, 

and  traces  the  development 
of  human  consciousness 
from  birth  to  death,  giving 
a  rather  full  discussion  of 
the  way  in  which  percepts 
are  formed  from  sensations 
and  then  integrated  by  a 
process  of  abstraction  into concepts. 
Most  of  the  book  is  taken 

up  with  might  be  called  the evolution  of  consciousness. 
Its  highest  and  specifically human  manifestation,  says 
Blatz,  is  purpose,  an  over- 

riding goal  "that  consolida- tes human  endeavor  and 

gives  it  coherent  meaning." One  of  the  most  pleasing 
features  of  Blatz's  style  is the  clear  and  illuminating 
language,  without  obscuran- tism and  without  the  seem- 

ingly mandatory  jungle  of 
scholarly  footnotes.  Blatz's theory  is  however  set  firmly 
in  a  philosophical  frame- work, although  this  is  not 
made  explicit  and  the  found- ations are  not  sufficiently 
elaborated. 

There  is  a  rare  quality  of 
honesty,  self-confidence  and intellectual  openness  about 
this  book,  which  combined 
with  its  many  perceptive  in- 

sights will  reward  anyone concerned  with  psychology 
for  professional  or  personal reasons.  In  the  context  of 
contemporary  theories  of 
psychology  it  is  startling and  unique. 

comprehensive, 
valuable 

guide   to  greece 
The  Land  And  Isles  Of 

Greece,  Doubleday,  $5.95. 
If  you  are  looking  for  a fine  guide  to  Greece  and  the adjacent  islands  you  will 

find  it  in  Philip  Deane's Land  And  Isles  Of  Greece. Deane,  once  Secretary General  to  the  present  King 
of  Greece,  relates  a  compre- hensive knowledge  of  his country.  All  the  little  girls who  are  going  to  Europe  on daddy's  cash  will  find  the book  extremely  useful,  as 
will  all  the  hard-hitting  hip- pies touring  in  tents  and motor  bikes. 
The  book  tells  you  where 

to  stay  and  what  to  visit. 
It  gives  you  a  basic  vocab- ulary list,  the  Greek  alpha- bet weather  charts,  prices tor  food,  the  names  of  hotels and  restaurants  according to  price  and  a  list  of  shops. It  even  gives  you  a  fast brush-up  history  of  the  coun- try and  its  art. 

In  fact,  the  book  instils  in 
you  such  a  mood  of  enthus- iasm you  can  hardly  wait o  take  off.  It  is  a  pity  that there  isn't  a  book  like  this 
or  every  country  in  Europe. 

— M.  B. 



JIM  CROW:  the  myth  and  the  truth By  PAUL  CARSON 
The  Strange  Career  of  Jim 
Crow;  by  C.  Vann  Wood- 

ward, second  revised  edi- 
tion; Oxford  University 

Press,  205  pp.,  $1.65  paper- back. 
In  1907,  Yale  sociologist William  Graham  Summer reflected  one  of  the  most 

durable  myths  concerning segregation  in  the  Southern 
states  when  he  decreed,  "Le- gislation cannot  make 
mores . . .  stateways  cannot 
change  folkways." 

In  1954,  another  member 
of  the  Yale  faculty,  histori- 

an C.  Vann  Woodward 
launched  an  attack  on  the 
•folkway"  myth.  He  intend- ed to  demonstrate  the  rela- 

tive recency  of  the  Jim Crow  segregation  laws  and 
set  out  to  prove  conclusively that  de  facto  segregation 
preceded  the  actual  passa- 

ge of  the  law  concerned. 
The  Strange  Career  of 

Jim  Crow  consists  of  Vann 
Woodward's  1954  lectures  at the  University  of  Virginia, plus  revisions  and  additions resulting  from  more  recent 

historical  scholarship. 
This  new  edition  includes 

a  40  page  summary  of  what he  calls  "the  assault  of  the Second  Reconstruction  on 
the  segregation  code"— a masterful  short  summary  of the  civil  rights  movement from  Brown  v.  The  Board of  Education  of  Topeka  to the  Civil  Rights  Act  and  the Watts  riots.  There  is  also 
an  excellent  brief  bibliogra- 

phy dealing  with  the  histo- rical aspects  of  race  rela- tions in  the  United  States. 
Woodward  shows  that 

racial  segregation  in  the  an- tebellum South  was  an  in- 
convenience and  an  obstruc- tion applied  only  to  the small  class  of  freed  Negroes. 

In  the  supposedly  free states  of  the  North,  by  1860 only  five  states  permitted the  Negro  to  vote  and  only in  Massachusetts  could  he sit  on  a  jury. 
Vann  Woodward  insists 

that  the  period  1880-1900 was  the  crucial  stage  in  the carrer  of  Jim  Crow.  The  re- turn of  Bourbon  Home  Rule 
(1877)  "saw  no  frenzied  at- 

tempts to  reimpose  total state  supported  segrega- tion". The  powerful  South- ern Populist  party  actually tried  to  enforce  racial  inte- gration. (Negroes  were treated  humanely,  but  as  in- ferior beings.) 

However,  by  1900  the  tra- ditional conservative  forces had  regained  control  and produced  an  avalanche  of segregation  legislation,  con- centrating on  railway  cars steamboats,  hospitals  and public  welfare  services. 
By  1910,  Atlanta  had  Jim Crow  Bibles  and  elevators, and  New  Orleans  featured segregated  prostitution. 
Vann  Woodward  conclu- 

des that  "folkways"  are  any- thing but  immutable  and unchangeable.  "The  fact  is that  many  of  those  who  are defending  the  Jim  Crow 
laws  as  ancient  and  imme- morial folkways  are  older 
than  the  laws  they  are  de- 

fending." 
CLASSIFIED 

QUESTIONS  OVi  RELIGION 
By  PAUL  CARSON 

To  Be  Honest,  by  William  G. 
Berry,  Ryerson  Press,  $1.60. Following  the  appearance 
of  Bishop  John  Robinson's Honest  to  God  in  1963, countless  theologians,  pas- tors and  laymen  have  rushed into  print  with  discussion after  discussion  on  various aspects  of  what  has  been 
termed  "the  new  theology." To  Be  Honest  is  one  of  the more  recent  ventures  in  this debate.  The  author,  Rev. 
William  Berry,  is  currently 
minister  of  St.  Paul's-Avenue Road  United  Church,  and was  for  about  fifteen  years Secretary  of  the  Committee on  Christian  Faith  of  the United  Church. 
Although  Berry  has  writ- 

ten other  books  on  the  same 
general  problems  of  Chris- 

tianity and  the  nature  of God,  To  Be  Honest  is  not  an 

exciting  book.  Berry  lacks both  the  clever  flowing  style of  Bishop  Robinson  and  the scholarly  theological  insights 
of  Hans  Kung  or  Paul  Til- lich,  To  be  honest,  the  main redeeming  feature  of  this 
book  is  its  honesty.  Berry 
hasn't  got  all  the  answers and  he  knows  it;  moreover, he  says  that  he  knows  it. Humility  is  a  rare  quality in  the  modern  theologian. For  this,  if,  for  nothing  else, Berry  deserves  full  praise. 
Berry  says  "there  is  a 

great  gap  between  the  pulpit and  the  pew  in  matters  of 
religious  knowledge  and  be- 

lief." Unfortunately,  To  Be Honest  doesn't  fill  it. 
To  Be  Honest  is  part  of  a series  called  Adventures  in 

Faith.  Hopefully,  the  suc- 
ceeding volumes  will  be more  adventureous  both  in 

style  and  content. 
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Religion  in  the  Public 
School;  by  the  American  As- 

sociation of  School  Adminis- 
trators, Harper,  Chapel Books,  95c. 

Although  this  book  is  both 
lamentably  brief  and  intend- 

ed solely  for  the  American 
market,  Canadian  readers 
can  cull  one  or  two  useful features  from  it. 
There  is  a  pithy  and  very readable  summary  of  US  Su- 

preme Court  decisions  af- 
fecting the  position  of  reli- 

gion in  American  life.  Start- 
ing with  the  Court's  refusal 

to  allow  Mormons  to  prac- tice polygamy  (1879),  the authors  (this  is  another 
committee  production)  trace 
the  main  trends  and  deci- 

sions which  culminated  in 
the  celebrated  banning  of 
non-denominational  prayer (1962)  and  compulsory  bible reading  (1963). 

The  school  administrators 
profess  to  accept  and  sup- 

port the  Supreme  Court  de- 
cisions, and  insist  that  this 

book  merely  suggests  "con- structive means  by  which 
public  school  administra 
tors  could  guide  the  develop- 

ment of  local  policies  and 
practices."  They  suggest that  teachers  utilize  the 
Christmas  season  to  teach 
elementary  comparative  re- 

ligion, and  urge  school boards  to  create  multi-faith 
staffs  without,  of  course, sacrificing  professional  com- 
petence. 
However,  when  one  reads 

such  romantic  breast-beatin^ 
such  as  'the  public  school? are  a  meeting  ground  and 
focus  of  American's  plural- ism", and  "we  must  give suitable  attention  to  the  re- 

ligious influences  in  man's development",  he  is  left  with the  lingering  suspicion  that this  book  is  actually  a  manu- al for  civil  disobedience among  the  managerial  class 

f^t  "  ,BLACK  FUR  lost 
ot^u.'aj^.aa,"011-  Co"  M I  E°?„  '«   Lombretta    150   LI  - I  Windshield  and  carrier,  practically  new (under  2000  Mi.).  Call  ttsoT I  evenings. 
ROOM  (Board  optional):  girl  or  couple quiet,  residential  area,  May  to  Sep^ temper:  787-0795. 
FOR  EXPERIENCED  tutoring  In  French ond  English  phone;  925-7365. 
WANTED  TO  SUBLET:  Furnished  l-bed- 
h<">mM?p?^,T.,!n,  *«  7  "  mid-Septem- ber. Write  Miss  L.  Mann,  181  Arbour I  blen  Cres,,  London,  Ontario. 
LADY,  University  graduate  seeks help  driving.  March  31  to  St.  John. 
f„  i  -?  ,M°n,™l  ond  U.S.A.  Return 
for  Apr.l  11,  via  Boston.  Phone mgs:  925-5260. 
CHARTER  COACHES  anywhere  in  Ca- nada ond  the  United  states.  Air  Ride  - Washroom  -  Air  Conditioned  Coaches lor  your  added  comfort.  Further  infoiJ 
Lines""1     368~4272-     Colonial  Coach TO)  SUBLET  furnished  air  conditioned 
w„i™°'  8?  '5  ll"SJry  °°f  building  on 
Walmej  Rd.  for  3  months  effective from  23   May.   Call:   925-7730  ofto 

F0R„  5ALf:  Lombretta  scooter excellent  body  wilh  acces.  Motor  over- houled.  ST50.  For  fost  sole:  922-9959. 
XEROX  COPIES  -  Special  student  rats- 8c  each  roam:  310-3768  Bothurst  St. 
TYPING  -  Slaving  over  hot  typewriter in  darkest  Forest  Hill.  Coll:  489-4432 to  hove  essays,  these  etc.  typed  on electric  machine. 

I  OPEN  WED-SUN  from  8  o.m.-2  a  n, J  dancing  with  Roulette  ond  The  Chips 
r-T'y  ,  V",od  '  Fri-  S"'-  L0  Chat I  N0lr  Cofe-  (Opening  under  new  Man. I  ogement). 

What's  new,  traveller? 
THE  ALEXANDR  PUSSYCAT! 

Here's  a  new  way.  the  "In"  way  to  get  to  Russia.  The Alexandr  Pushkin-  offers  you  the  first  direct  transatlantic passenger  liner  service  between  North  America  and  the U.S.S.R.  On  board  you'll  enjoy  a  variety  of  Russian  cuisine Russian  turns  and  music  as  well  as  tree  Russian-language and  ballet  lessons.  There  are  six  sailings  this  year  between Mon  real  and  Leningrad  via  London,  Copenhagen,  and Helsinki.  You  can  board  or  disembark  at  any  one  of  these ports.  For  complete  Information  and  reservations  contact 
MARCH  SHIPPING  AGENCY  LTD: 400  Craig  Street  West,  Montreal,  P.Q. 842-8841 

-Registered  In  U.S.S.R 
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GUYS  and  DOLLS" 
YOU  BELONG  IN 

THE  NEW  ACTION  JEANS 

"BRANDED'' 
•  MALE 

WRANGLER 

3.95 

•  LEVIS 

•  CONTACT 
MADRAS 

SHIRTS 

LEE 

"GUYS  AND  DOLLS" 
S-T-R-E-T-C-H 

LEVI  JEANS 

NEW  SHIPMENT  JUST  ARRIVED! 

NAVY  PEA-COATS *  Double  Breasted 
*  Four  Poekete 
*  Smartly  Tailored 

Trim-Slim  Fit 
All  SJxet  In  Stock  Now  I 

$19»5 

ttk  Nowl 

OPEN  THURS.  and  FRI.  TILL  9  O'CLOCK 

THRIFTY 

SPORT  SHOP 
.  ONE  LOCATION  ONLY 

129  CHURCH  ST. 
CORNER  QUEEN 

*  FREE  PARKING  FOR 
OUR  CUSTOMERS WHILE  SHOPPING 



DELIRIUM  TREMENDOUS Ru    HAVin   rm  ■  1-1- By  DAVID  SHUTE 
The  Tenant;  Roland  Topor (translation  Francis  K. Price);  Doubleday;  189  dd  i 
$4.95.  vv 
There  are  basically  two realities  within  the  human 

possibility:  the  sane  and sensible  everyday  world and  individual  trips  away from  this  norm.  Toward  the 
lalter  the  word  insanity 
may  be  applied  to  an  infi- nite number  of  different cases. 
We  are  entitled  to  flights (imaginative  or  real?)  of hallucination,  paranoia,  schi- 

zophrenia. Either  we  keep  it our  own  private  game,  or 
we  may  be  "helped"  by  the same  sane  society  unable to  believe  the  trulh  of  our "other"  world. 
Take  the  case  of  M.  Trel- 

kovsky, the  man  who  be- 
came The  Tenant.  This  is the  remarkably  weird  story ol  the  disintegration  of  one 

man's  mind,  following  the tradition   of  Poe   and  the film   Repulsion,   and  built 
upon  twentieth-century  "ab- 
surc"  literature.  While  its execution     necessarily  re- flects   the    youth    of  its trench    author,    the  novel 
really  works  as  a  "shocker" 
in  the  Hilchcock  style:  he creates   the   suspense  and springs    the   surprise,  you just  react.  It  certainly  work- ed on  me. 
Trelkovsky  snares  our credibility  before  we  realize it,  but  is  quite  within  his rights  to  do  so,  as  this  book 

demands  above  all  that  old 
"suspension  of  disbelief".  A 
hapless,  helpless  bastard  in 
his  way,  Topor's  tight,  fast, and  precise  prose  leads  him 
through  an  endless  series  of 
minor  catastrophes. 
■  Forced  to  move  to  a  new 

Parisian  apartment,  robbed 
of  his  possessions,  abandon- 

ed by  his  friends,  threaten- 
ed by  the  inimical  anonymi- 

ty of  his  strange  neighbours, 
Trelkovsky  is  slowly  "pre- 

pared"   for    the  surprise ahead. 
The  former  tenant,  the 

mysterious  Simone  Chouie, had  committed  suicide  by 
jumping  out  the  apartment 
window.  Gradually  Trelkov- 

sky is  informed  of  her  par- ticular interests,  habits, 
etc.,  largely  from  friend 
Stella,  all  too  glad  to  give 
him  the  bonus  of  her  yum- 

my body  (but  just  the  body, her  face  is  UGH). 
And  just  as  gradually,  he finds  himself  doing  all  the little  things  Simone  used  to do.  One  day,  after  a  bout  of delirium  tremendous  (the 

real  psychotic  thing,  no  al- cohol needed),  he  awakes  to 
discover  himself  wearing 
"the  face  of  a  woman,  heavi- 

ly made  up".  There's  no room  for  doubt  any  more: where  has  his  own  identity 
gone?  What  if  he  isn't  able to  recover  it? 
Now  Trelkovsky  under- 

stands what  is  going  on.  The menacing  neighbors  (who bang  on  his  wall  nearly every  day)  led  by  the  mon- 

ster landlord  Monsieur  Zy 
are  out  to  get  him.  They 
probably  threw  Simone  out 
the  window.  Now  its  his 
turn,  as  the  spider-well 
apartment's  next  "tenant". He  will  beat  them  at  their 
own  game,  transform  him- 

self into  Simone  Chouie 
without  their  help.  But  after 
parading  around  in  women's clothing,  he  decides  it  as  a 
mistake.  This  way  the 
neighbours  will  try  to  kill him  that  much  sooner. 

Trelkovsky    escapes,  to 
Stella  (until  he's  sure  she 
is  in  on  the  plot),  then  into 
the  street.  A  neighbour's car  knocks  him  over,  and  he 
ends  up  back  at  the  apart- 

ment (he  has  no  luck  at  all). 
Shortly    thereafter,  crash 
goes  the  window!  But  he's not  dead:  so  he  taunts  them 
with  his  knowledge  of  their scheme,    and    throws  his 
blood  all  over:  "I'll  get  all 
of  you  dirty".  Through  the wmdow    goes  Trelkovsky again.  Then,  at  the  hospi- tal... 
The    more  Trelkovsky thinks    about    what  takes place,  the  less  he  knows,  or can  decide,  what  has  actual- 
ly happened.  The  reader  is made  to  suffer  the  same  ef- fect.   This   novel   is  wild 

right    through    from  the 
man's    many  surrealistic nightmares  to   the  simple 'idea"  of  the  story,  after 
you  are  out  the  other  side If  you  dug  Repulsion,  then 'ne  Tenant  is  a  book  to  be read. 

A  FUN  HISTORY 

FOR  NON-PROFESSORS 
By  VOLKMAR  RICHTER 

Two  halves  of  a  brother By  DON  CROWE  J  ,    „    .  W" By  DON  CROWE 

^anS;O309  p,p"dS5Pa,riCk  WW'e;  MaC The  proponents  of  Australia's  Patrick White  have  been,  if  not  numerous,  loudly emhus.astic  and  TO*  confident  of  the ir literary  judgement  in  reserving  him  a  place at  the  fore  of  modern  writing.  What  has been  a  largely  underground  movement  Is fast  becoming  more  and  more  noticeable and  it  is  now  doubtful  if  anyone  after  read mg  The  solid  Mandala,  could  not  tacEEf 
Fr'-l  ThODg  Whi'£'s  s"PP°rters.  ' Framed  between  the  commentary  of  one 

£  ehp"atedgobn°rSVa  ̂   °f  ̂rler s  rcpeated-once  from  the  point  of  view  of the  weaker  but  more  intelligent  Waldo  and once  by  Arthur,  the  likeabll  dullard 
Each  brother's  character  is  sadly  incom- 

^1,1  SSSLS?pSS   --ther"  Zy 
•    .  peison.  rhev  eat  sben and  remain  in  Hip  tama  '  MeeP 

WJr^.-~
  ~ inseparable. 

theWpiir°ind  he  ̂  and  SCh°'astic  * 

"f .  H,s  collection  of  marbles,  or  "man 

dalas",  gives  his  intellect  its  only  real  stim- 
s  and  things  far  beyond  his  comprehension 

canaWntv f "I116  h,3S  3  far  greater  "ve 

Arthur  at  ,  f  ■  j  P'oposal  but  accep  s 
Arthur  as  a  friend,  and  another  becomes 

ftsass*— fif'SS 

of  his  many  misunderstood  books  1; 

hensees,houttrhnded  ̂ universe 
hLself5:  A^nurVwa %  tuxTP*  and 

•  «  ̂     do^gns  hhinSV 

White  ̂ £*S3*»  -™ed ?°±*}0Ck'nZ:.  clima>.  and  we  areleff 

FH<\°»f>-d  ™^°7  °f  the  People  by  Samuel Eliot  Monson,  (Oxford  University  Press)  1150  pp.,  $13.5d That  famous  label,  Oxford    mieht  sus™>si  L erudite  book  full  of  studious  and  snarly Takings  pon- 

derous to  read  but  definitive  in  authority:       ppmgs'  pon Not  so  with  this  work,  though.  It  simplv  does  not  ftt into  any  of  those  categories.  It  is  a  popX  hTtory  ha 

IZIT"  ̂   "meS        l°  rCad-but  Wiil  -t  appeaUo Morison,  in  alliance  with  Henry  Steele  Commager authored  one  of  the  most  widely-used  and  highly-conTdefed history  texts  for  university  American  histor/ courses- 

^o^fjV^  Rwub,iC'  But  ̂  new  work, 

M%^::d™S™  an  Unde"aki^'  a  com-' 
Morison  himself  explains  that  since  this  is  not  a  text- 

book, footnote  references,  bibliographies  and  "other 'schol- arly apparatus'  have  been  suppressed"  to  create  "fhfstorv written  especially  for  my  fellow  citizens  to  read  and  enjoy  " 

He  succeeds  admirably.  c»J°y. The  book  starts  with  the  proposition  that  a  nation's history  is  not  created  solely  by  its  leaders.  As  a  result  thTre are  references  to  crooks,  to  hoboes,  to  prize  fighters  as  well 

^es^PNr^eS  °f  WaShingt0n  a"d  *e  b^2s 
Adding  to  the  ease  with  which  this  book  can  be  read is  the  style  of  writing  which  is  generally  lucid,  uncumber some  and  with  frequent  touches  of  wit. 
It  is  a  string  of  anecdotes,  tales  and  small  items  put 

o°rgfnherr  »  ̂"dogical  "der.  There  is  no  overall  ideology or  interpretation  of  American  history.  But  Morison  can  be 

minV  tatTr^?'6  refIeCti°"  °(  the  *ve™&  Am^" 
mind— that  is  liberal  in  some  things  (e.  g.  civil  rights) respectful  of  big  business  and  indusfry,  and  in  the  area  of 

eSd  f  a"S'  ̂   fearful  °f  "worldycommunism"  which fhT^H  y  3  Se"eS  °f  nati0naI  liberation'  wars  to  bring the  leading  raw-material-producing  regions  of  the  worid 

under  communist  control."  wuoa 
Wh JhS  hiSt°?  iS  3  ™°re  Personal  book  than  is  usual. What  he  has  chosen  to  include,  and  what  he  has  chosen  to give  prominence  to  are  things  he  is  personally  interested  in War  and  sea  power  are,  of  course,  heavily  repiesented (Morison  was  commissioned  in  the  U.S.  Navy  after  Pearl' Harbor  and  retired  with  the  rank  of  Rear  Admiral) 
,„mTheret  arf-  SOme  doubtM  interpretations  and  there  are some  contradictions  (see  the  section  on  the  Civil  War"  but on  the  whole  Monson's  scholarship  is  high.  Sections  of this  book  seem  pulled  right  out  of  The  Growth  „f  the American  Republic,  but  that's  understandable 

It  breaks  no  new  ground  but  serves  as  a  readable survey  of  all  American  history.  But  like  most  element  of popular  culture,  it  far  too  often  merely  reinforces  wha  the masses  actually  believe  about  their  history 

How  I  /earned  to  stop  worrying 
and  love  the  Pill 

symbolic   intentions  „ 
a  mass  of  significant  hap 

and figure  out  the meanings  from 
penings. examinations  are 

capability  and  skill  of  Patrick  V^te* 

eat Its 
but 

By  PAUL  MacRAE 

membrane    g  d'PPed  ln  aIkah  alonS  with  a  fish 

and,  most  S^Sft  MSS&f"*^  disad™ntaggeSy, 

tide  of  population  from  en™l  ng ̂ the  ea  VaT"'  the  V3St world  population  is  about  th-   k-.i-  '  At  Present  the 
are  undernourished  By  the  year  A*  'W°  thirds 
do  mean  stand)  at  six  bUIion  "  Sta"d  (and  we 

human'r^e -dances  the 
"on  in  standard  ofTvfn^ f  o7Z "rftetV^f""  '  ̂   reduc- 
ing  force,  such  as  war  ana  disea,  tL  S°me  °'her  limit- 
tutes  for  the  intelli2enranH  f„  ̂   h6Se  are  poor  s"bsti- 
methods  for  it  has  b£n  said  "Ir  y  ̂   °f  birth  contro1 
the  long  run  we  &  unlike  rabbit^         rabbitS'  in 



it's  that  time  of  year.. 

when  people  ought  to  study . •  ■ . like  me... 

. . and  me . 

but  I  prefer  bridge  . . . 

photoessay by 

joe 

weinst
otk 

.  and  I'm  so  bloody  tired 
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APPLICATIONS  ARE  NOW  BEING  ACCEPTED FOR  THE  POSITIONS  OF 
U  OF  T  CHORUS  AND  U  OF  T  ORCHESTRA 

CONDUCTOR  1966-67 
Apply  in  writing  to  Business  Secretary  of  the  S.A.C.  Office by  5:00  p.m.  on  March  25th. 

THESE  POSITIONS  COME  OPEN  ANNUALLY IN  ACCORDANCE  WITH 
S.A.C.  BY-LAW 

CAMPUS  CHAMPION  RETURNS! 
5  PERFORMANCES  ONLY 

ELI  RILL  Presents 
TWO  OUTSTANDING  EVENTS  ON  THE  SAME  PROGRAMME 

"A   HIT!  THE  EXQUISITE  VOICE  OF TOTAL  THEATRE" Hcrbcrr  Whitlakcr 
Trie  %  Hilarious. 

3  AWARDS 
(National  Finals  -  Rycrson  Theatre} BEST  PRODUCTION BEST  DIRECTION BEST  NEW  PLAY 

BONNIE 

DOBSON 
AND  HER 

FOLK  REPERTOIRE 
FRI.,  MAR.  18th  at  8  &  9:30 
SAT.,  MAR.  19th  at  6  &  9:30 
COLONNADE  THEATRE 925-4573 

The  joy  of  giving  your  girl  a  fine  DIAMOND  in  a 
superb  mounting  style,  need  not  be  so  expensive. 
Visit  the  FACTORY  SHOWROOM  and 

DIAMOND  OFFICE  at 

FISHER  -  MITSCHELE 
DIAMONDS  DIRECT 

21  Dundas  Sq.      -      Suite  1002  - 364-7828 

Finest  selection  (diamonds  &  mountings) Best  value  (in  town) 
Member  of  Hie  BETTER  BUSINESS  BUREAU 

VIKING  BOOKS 
227  QUEEN  ST.  W. 
Phone  364-4728 

Movie  Stills 
Press  Books 

Big  Utile  Books 
Comic  Books 
Pocket  Books 

Pulps 

Back  Issue  Magazines 
Medical  Books 

Comment  on  courses:  part  1 
By  JOHN  LOARING 

The  author  of  this  com- ment article  is  a  second  year 
engineering  student.  Opin- 

ions expressed  are  not  ne- 
cessarily those  of  The  Var- 

sity. 

The  report  (The  Varsity 
March  8)  concerning  25 
Harvard  Medsmen  cutting 
lectures  persuaded  me  to 
write  this  article  about  the 
lecture  system  of  note-giv- 

ing. My  views  on  this  matter 
arise  from  experience,  not 
from  imagination,  since  I 
have  skipped  350  lectures  so 
far  in  my  two  years  at  U of  T. 

I  admit  skipping  lectures 
entails  inefficiencies  too.  It 
is  a  question  of  which  me- 

thod is  "less  worse."  After 
having  tested  both  systems; 
(1)  copying    down  lecture 

LAKEHEAD 

UNIVERSITY 

PORT  ARTHUR 
ONTARIO 

The  University  is  in  the  process 
of  exponding  rapidly,  and  we  in 
vite  applications  from  qualified  fa- culty members,  civi[  servants  and 
others  for  the  following  positions: 
Assistant  and  Associate  Professors 

of  ECONOMICS 
Assistant  Professor 

of  POLITICAL  SCIENCE 
Associate  Professor 

of  SOCIOLOGY 
Assistant  and  Associate  Professors 

of  GEOGRAPHY 
Lecturer  and  Associate  Professor 

of  ENGLISH 
Pleose   write   to   me,   enclosing  a 
personal  data  sheet  and  the  names of  three  referees. 
W.  G.  Tamblyn,  president 

OPEN  FORUM 
24  CECIL  STREET 

MONDAY,  MARCH  21, 8:15  P.M. 
FREEDOM 

OF  EXPRESSION 
OF  THE  ARTIST 

IN  SOCIALIST  SOCIETY Auspices: 
METRO  COMMITTEE 
COMMUNIST  PARTY 

MARCH  ON  OTTAWA 

TO  END  THE  WAR  IN  VIETNAM 

MARCH  26 

PROTEST  CANADA'S  COMPLICITY 
$5.00  TRAJNFARE      LEAVE  7.30      BACK  SAME  DAY 

FURTHER  INFORMATION  PHONE  927  3278 *  89  HARBORD  ST. 
U  OF  T  COORDINATING  COMMITTEE TO  END  THE  WAR  IN  VIETNAM 
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notes,  or  just  listening,  and 
(2)  skipping  certain  lectures altogether,  I  can  truthfully 
say  that  discrirninately  skip- 

ping these  lectures  has  help- 
ed me  slightly  in  my  aca- 

demic work,  but,  more  im- 
portant, has  given  me  more 

time  to  pursue  other  activi- 
ties and  interests  in  an  at- 

tempt to  avoid  becoming  an 
"educated"  cultural  ignora- 
mus. 

This  is  what  the  present 
teaching  system  is  doing  to 
us  engineers.  Too  many 
hours  are  spent  at  lectures. 
Too  much  time  is  spent 
cooking  Jabs.  I  do  not  have 
time  now,  but  I  think  I  can 
justify  much  of  this  cook- 

ing as  being  beneficial  to 
the  student  under  the  pre- 

sent teaching  and  marking 
systems.  It  is  too  bad  — 
but  it  is  a  fact  —  that  study- 

ing purely  for  marks  does not  even  come  close  to 
studying  purely  for  know- 

ledge, at  present. 
I  am  sorry  that  I  cannot take  time  out  to  show  by 

means  of  a  thorough  logical 
analysis  of  the  situation  just 
what  is  wrong  with  the  pre- sent lecture  system  and  to 
outline  exactly  what  should 
be  done  about  it.  However, 

comment 

I  will  be  satisfied  (some- what), if  I  can  stir  up  a 
little  thought;  if  the  right people  hear  enough  griping, 
eventually  they  should  awa- 

ken to  the  fact  that,  not  only is  there  something  very 
wrong  with  the  teaching 
system,  but  also  that  some- 

thing should  be  done  about it  immediately.  Ninety  per 
cent  of  the  engineers  (and  I am  confident  that  members 
of  other  faculties  and  suc- cessful businessmen  would 
agree  too)  will  back  me  up on  this  in  their  personal thinking,  although  they 
might  not  care  to  voice  their thoughts.  Perhaps  fewer 
than  90  per  cent  would 
agree,  but  I  contend  that the  remainder  would  agree if  they  could  reasbn  out  the 
pros  and  cons  with  an  open mind  and  paid  less  atten- tion to  how  other  people have  taught  before. 

Briefly,  my  main  point  is: 
lectures  should  be  de-em- phasized;  individual  study from  recommended  texts and  ditto  sheets  should  be emphasized.  Why? 

•  To  save  time,  as  discuss- ed above;  «  Information in  texts  contains  all  the  log- ical reasoning  processes  ne- cessary to  the  grasping  of concepts  and  the  formation of  conclusions,  while  lecture notes  omit  reasoning  steps, thus  books  give  a  coherent understanding  of  a  subject 
in  a  neat  and  easily  acces- sible way,  while  lecture notes  give  a  confusing  gist of  the  subject;  *  Individual study  enables  the  student  to spend  more  time  on  diffi- cult and  interesting  points and  to  learn  at  his  ovm pace  while  the  lecture speeds  on  at  the  same  pace tor  every  student  and  usual- ly too  fast  for  all  or  most. 

•  The  purpose  of  the  Uni- versity is  not  only  to  give 
us  a  broad    foundation  of 
basic  knowledge    on  which 
to  build  after  graduation, 
but  also  to  teach  us  how  to 
learn,  how  to  build  on  this 
foundation.  Later,  when  we 
are  confronted  with  a  pro- 

•  blem  involving  subject  mat- 
ter we  have  not  dealt  with 

sufficiently    in  our  student 
engineering  days,    we  will 
not  be  able   to  hustle  back 
to  U  of  T  to  attend  the  ap- 

propriate lectures  —  we  will 
have  to  dig  the  required  in- formation   out    of  books. 
This  digging  out  of  techni- cal information  is  quite  an 
art  —  an  art  that  those  stu- dents who  absorb  lectures 
like  sponges  never  do  ac- 

quire. 
The  ability  to  quickly  ab- sorb technical  information 

from    books    takes  many 
years  of  practice  and  we should  be  given  more  time 
to  do  this.  Don't  argue  that 
we  can  practise  book  work 
before  attending  each  lec- 
eure  —  we  don't  have  time. Don't  say  we  can  just  go 
and  skip  lectures  whenever 
we  please  —  this  method  is 
still    very   inefficient.  For example,  students  who  skip 
lectures  are  unable  to  find 
out    clearly   what  subject matter  they  are  required  to 
know  for  examination  pur- 

poses and  the  continuity  of 
the  learning  process  is  brok- 

en when  many  lectures  are 
missed,  but  a  few  are  at- 

tended in  order  "to  keep 

contact." 

In  fact,  several  second 
year  civil  engineering  stu- dents have  told  me  that  the 
only  reason  that  they  go  to lectures  is  to  find  out  what 
is  on  the  course.  Some  have friends  who  take  notes  or 
make  carbon  copies  for 
them,  but  this  results  in 
confusion  too,  and  the  co- 

pies still  have  to  be  read. 
If  each  professor  gave  us 

a  detailed  outline  of  course material  we  are  responsible 
for,  lecture  skipping  would become  more  beneficial 
than  it  is  now. 
But  I  will  bet  there  are 

better  solutions.  Some  stu- dents might  complain  that they  are  too  lazy  to  study so  much  by  themselves,  and have  too  much  difficulty  un- derstanding textbooks.  Be- 
cause of  this  I  think  volunt- ary tutorials  would  be  an excellent  replacement  for 

most  of  our  lectures  of  a technical  nature.  The  stu- dent should  have  freedom 
to  do  any  work  he  pleases in  the  tutorials  with  none of  his  work  being  counted 
m  his  final  marks. 

I  cannot  imagine  a  system 
much  worse  than  the  pre- sent lecture  system,  except 
the  elementary  school  spoon- 

feeding system  where  clas- ses are  compulsory.  If  a number  of  lectures  were  re- 
placed by  voluntary  tuto- rials, the  average  skuleman would  have  enough  time  and freedom  to  become  really  in- terested in  a  few  academic subjects  and  to  participate 

in  wholesome  extra-curricu- lar activities  —  rather  than 
just  going  on  the  odd  caper. 



Comment  on  courses:  part  2 By  MARK  CORNFIELD 
The  author  of  this  comment 
article  is  a  second-year  pre- meds  student.  Opinions  ex- 

pressed are  not  necessarily those  of  The  Varsity. 
I  had  an  interesting  but 

disturbing    discussion  re- 
cently  with    a  fairly  well- travelled  professor.  When  I 

asked  him    to  describe  any possible  differences  between Canadian     students  and those,  say,  in  California  he replied  that    Canadian  stu- 
dents are  "well-trained"  but 

"intellectual    dullards."  It was  his  impression  that  we, (Canadian  students)  come to  a  lecture  looking  for  an organized    professor  from whom    it  is    easy  to  take good   organized  notes  and therefore  get  good  marks. . . 
and  that's  all  we're  looking for !  Our  campus  could  gen- 

erate nothing  approximating the  vitality  of  Berkely;  we could,  in  fact,  produce  very little  worthwhile,  be  it  rev- 
olutions   or    graduate  stu- dents. 

comment 

I  believe  this  professor  to 
be  correct  to  a  distressing 
degree.  It's  evident  not  only in  ourselves,  but  also  in  our 
professors.  On  our  campus 
the  professor  who  is,  essen- 

tially, your  textbook  (wear- 
ing a  tie   and    perhaps  a smile)  seems  to  be  the  rule, while    the   professor  who 

feels    some  responsibility for  making  his  subject  live through  his  experience,  and, hopefully,    his  enthusiasm, is  the  rare  exception.  Worse still  is  the  fact  that  most 
students  actually  prefer  the former    prof  to  the  latter, for  his  is  the  safe,  the  easy way  to  a  good  mark  (that 
magic  door  to  success). 
Right  now  you're  prob- 

ably saying  self  righteously 
"not  me  buddy"  but,  if  the test  were  made,  the  "safe" 
prof  would  be  stampeded 
while  the  other  might  get very  lonely  —  we  follow  the 
path  of  least  resistence. 
Refusing  to  believe,  how- 

ever, that  Californian  stu- 
dents and  profs  are  inher- 

ently superior  to  us,  I  could conclude  only  that  the  faults must  lie  in  our  system. 
"But  how  can  our  wonder- ful system  be  improved?" 
you  ask.  I  offer  some  sug- gestions. 
My  first  suggestion  in- 

volves a  basic  change  in  the teaching  format.  Its  main points: 
•  that  at  the  beginning  of the  year  each  prof  distribute 
either  a  complete  set  of mimeographed  notes  or  a list  of  topics  to  be  covered 
with  references  made  to  re- 

search material  where  re- 
quired or  some  combination of  both. 

•  that  all  tests,  exams  and 
essays  be  based  entirely  on this  material. 
•  that  lectures  become 
more  tutorial,  and  no  longer a  silly  exercise  in  copying 
notes  from  the  prof's  note- book into  your  own. 
Results  (hopefully): 
•  Lectures  would  become 
truly  voluntary.  Students could  save  time  and  enthus- 

iasm by  avoiding  all  warm- ed-over text-book  lectures •  Lecture  quality  would improve  immensely.  Freed from  the  tedious  part  of  his job  the  prof  would  have time  to  be  interested  and interesting,  instead  of  look- ing on  teaching  as  that nasty  part  of  university which  interferes  with  his research. 
•  The  hiring  and  firing  of professors  according  to  stu- dent reaction.  For  surely  if a  prof  were  found  to  be  no improvement  over  the  text, it's  time  someone  new  was found.  I  realize  that  this  is 
a  potentially  dangerous  pro- posal whose  merit  varies with  the  responsibility  of the  student  body,  however, 
i  see  it  as  a  definite  possi- bility especially  in  the  light 
of:  6 •  A  significant  increase  in student  responsibility.  If more  responsibility  for  his own  affairs  is  left  to  the student,  it  is  in  his  own  self interest  to  live  up  to  it,  and 
he  will.  It's  true  that  one should  be  treated  as  one acts,  but  just  as  true  that one  acts  as  one  is  treated. 
Now  a  quick  comment  on lab  sessions:  the  chemistry and  physics  labs  I  have  ex- perienced   are    farces  in which  fooling  around  is  se- 

cond only  to  the  driving  de- sire to  have    one's  results conform  exactly  to  those  in the  last  10  years    worth  of cookbooks.  Labs  should  be creative!  Labs  should  also 
be  correlated    much  more closely  with  lecture  courses. Students  should  design  their own  experiments.  Of  course 
we  wouldn't    get  as  much done,  but    what    was  done would  be  remembered  and we  would  get  a  true  notion 
of    experimental  method. Understanding    and  initiat- 

ive, instead    of  memoriza- 
tion,   would  be  at  a  prem- ium. 

My  second  main  sugges- tion deals  with  the  under- graduate structure.  I  believe 
all  courses  that  are  specia- lized to  any  large  degree should  be  structured  like 
law  is  now,  that  is,  two  suc- cessful years  of  any  course should  be  the  entrance  re- quirements. 
The    student    would  be 

much  better  off  if  he  could 
enjoy  two    years  of  taking exactly  what  he  fancies  be- 

fore being  required  to  de- 
cide.  His  two  years  might 

make  him  say  "To  hell  with 
being    practical,    I  like  art (music,  philosophy  etc.)  and 
would  be  frustrated  in  any- 

thing else!"  OR  if  he  did  opt for  practicality  he  would  at least  have  a  working  know- ledge of  the  subject  he  liked 
and    could    enjoy    it  as  a hobby  in  later  years.  The 
two  years  would  also  prop- erly disillusion  anyone  with 
dreamy-eyed    notions  of  an 
artsy    life  for  which,  he  is 
not  suited,  and  let  him  en- 

ter a  profession  on  an  equal footing  with  everyone  else. Similarly,  it  might  awaken 
in  the  completely  worldly student    an  appreciation  of 
some  of  the  other  sides  of 
life. 
The  fact  is  that  most  stu- 

dents enter  university  with 

very  little  notion  of  what any  of  the  courses  really are.  Subjects  such  as  anth- ropology,  histology,  psycho- logy, erector  geometry,  are (to  anyone  not  acquainted with  them),  merely  labels which  conjure  up  notions  of terribly  exciting  subjects  to some,  terribly  difficult  sub- jects to  others,  but  nearly all  students  are  rudely  dis- illusioned by  reality.  This leads  directly  to  mv  final 
suggestion. 

I  propose  that  every  stu- dent completing  a  year  of university  should  be  re- 
quested to  volunteer  an  es- say on  his  year:  that  his  es- say include 

•  some  indication  of  how sure  he  was  of  his  final  goal when  entering  that  year. 
•  what  he  expected  from the  year  in  general  and  the subjects  in  particular. 
•  an  estimation  of  how the  year  and  the  subjects lived  up  to,  disappointed,  or surpassed  his  expectations. 
•  any  general  comments the  student  might  think  per- tinent —  such  as  a  tirade 
against  a  professor  or  what- ever else  strikes  his  fancy. I  further  propose  that these  essays  be  short  and  to 
the  point;  that  they  be  col- lected and  read;  that  all  re- 

presentative essays  be  mim- eographed and  bound;  that copies  be  distributed  as anti-calendars"  to  all  high school  guidance  depart- ments, and  made  available to  all  staff  and  students  of the  university.  The  essays could,  of  course,  be  anony- mous. 
What  would    this  system accomplish? 

STUDENT  CENTRE  MEETING 
FOR  ALL  THOSE  INTERESTED  IN 

A  STUDENT  BUILDING  ON  CAMPUS 
WEST  HALL,  UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE 

TODAY 

1:10  P.  M. 
Y'AU  COM£  MOW!! 

THE  STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE  COUNCIL 
requests  the  honour 
of  your  presence at  the 

GRADUATION 

BALL 

to  be  held  In 

HART  HOUSE on 

THURSDAY,  JUNE  2,  1966 
FROM  9:00  P.M. 

Tickets  $3.50  per  couple 
ON  SALE  NOW  AT  THE  S.A.C.  BLDG. 

•  One  could  get  an  impres- sion of  any  course  from start  to  finish  and  discover for  example,  if  the  last years  of  a  course  justify  a poor  first  and  second  year. •  Subjects  which  until then  were  just  labels  would take  on  some  real  meaning. 
•  The  constant  disillusion- ment and  misdirection  of one  freshman  year  afte: next  would  be  ended. 
•  there  would  finally  be some  better  source  of  infor- mation than  that  sterile 
piece  of  garbage,  the  calen- der. 
•  The  administration  could, 
at  any  time,  have  a  current student  opinion  of  any course,  and  (who  knows) 
they  might  act  on  it. 
•  The  faculty  would  dis- cover how  their  courses 
were  being  received  (many 
surely  can't  know)  and,  who knows,  they  also  might change. 
•  If  the  practice  spread  to other  universities,  the  stu- 

dent would  have  some  prag- 
matic way  of  judging  which courses  are  good  at  which universities. 

The  possibilities  are  end- 
less. And  the  most  fascinating part  of  this  proposal  is  that 
the  administration  n-'ed  not be  involved  and  SAC  need 
not  haggle  over  it  (though  il would  be  not  nice  if  these 
two  august  bodies  cooperat- ed ). 

AN  OPEN  INVITATION 

To  1966  male  graduates,  Faculty  of  Arts from 

Manufacturers  life  Insurance  Company 
to  consider 

CAREERS  IN 

ADMINISTRATION 

at  its  Head  Office  —  Toronto 
Unusual  opportunities  for  rapid  odvoncement  due  to company  growth,  impending  retirement  for  many present  executives  and  the  dynamic  effects  of  ad- vanced electronic  doto  processing. 
To  arrange 
an  interview, 
write  or  phone: 

MR.  w.  J.  LOMAX 
PERSONNEL  DEPARTMENT 

THE  MANUFACTURERS  L!F~ 200  BLOOR  ST.  EAST TORONTO  5,  ONT 
PHONE:  928-4345 

MANUFACTURERS  LIFE INSURANCE  COMPANY 
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BEAT  THE  TAX 
BUY  BEFORE  APRIL  1 

MGB 

FOR  THE  BEST  DEAL  OF  ALL  SEE 

COVENTRY 
MOTOR  CARS  LIMITED 

3»5  MT.  PLEASANT  RD.  .  485-7601 

ONTARIO  PUBLIC  SCHOOL 

MEN  TEACHERS'  FEDERATION 
will  offer 

TWO  SCHOLARSHIPS 
(valued  at  $1,000  each) TO 

ONTARIO  UNIVERSITY  GRADUATES  male 
who  will  offend 

ONTARIO  TEACHERS'  COLLEGES in 

1966-67 Application  forms  available  from 

OPSMTF  SECRETARY 
1260  Bay  Street,  Toronto  5,  Ont. 

CONSIDER  THE  TIME  YOU  SPEND  GETTING  YOUR  DEGREE  IT WOULD  BE  ABOUT  11%  OF  YOUR  WORKING  LIFE.  To  get  the most  out  of  the  remaining  89%  your  work  should  provide  the  oppor- tunity and  the  scope  to  use  your  professional  knowledge  and  natural ability  to  best  advantage. 

Cominco,  one  of  the  world's  largest  mining,  metallurgical  and chemical  enterprises,  has  much  to  offer  you.  Cominco  is  growing and  diversifying.  Its  range  of  activities  provide  interesting  and challenging  opportunities  for  graduates  in  most  branches  of  engineer- 
ed,,9 T  °nd1Jchemistry-  Extensive  research  is  carred  out  prin- cipally in  the  fields  of  chemistry,  metallurgy  and  mining. 

reDreIentnlCU'atinu  T  make  "  °  P°int  *°  see  °ur  P«™onn.l representatives  when  they  visit  your  campus.  Or  write  to  our  Person- nel Division,  Trail,  British  Columbia. 
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Flak  seeks 

another  post? 
Usually  reliable  sources 

revealed  early  this  week  that 
George  Flak,  Communica- tions Commissioner  in  the 
1965-66  SAC,  plans  to  seek 
the  directorship  of  the  Ra- dio Committee. 
Mr.  Flak  refused  to  com- 

ment on  this  statement,  nor 
could  he  give  a  reason  why 
applications  for  the  director- ship had  not  been  opened 
until  Friday,  March  18,  two 
days  after  the  SAC  presiden- tial election. 
Mr.  Flak  was  an  unsuc- cessful candidate  for  the 

SAC  presidency,  but  was 
chosen  as  SAC's  Judicial Committee  chairman  for 
1966-67. 

U  of  T  grounds 
foreman  retires 

The  man  in  charge  of  set- 
ting up  our  examination  ta- bles, of  shoveling  campus 

snow  and  of  cutting  U  of  T 
grass  is  retiring  at  the  end of  May. 

James  Orr,  ground's  fore- man at  U  of  T  is  leaving 
after  35  years  of  service. 

Yet  another 
centennial  project 

A  special  24-page  color  in- sert to  be  included  in  all 
university  yearbooks  next 
year  has  been  suggested  as a  suitable  centennial  project 
for  all  university  student 
councils  across  Canada. 

Delegates  to  the  Canadian Yearbook  Conference,  held 
March  3-6  in  Victoria,  B.C., 

agreed  that  production  costs' for  the  special  centennial insert  should  be  shared  by 
the  participating  universi- ties, university  yearbooks, 
student  councils,  and  per- 

haps government  agencies 
concerned  with  the  centen- 

nial program. 
The  next  meeting  of  the Conference  is  scheduled  for 

Toronto  in  mid-October. 

Three  community 

colleges  for  Metro 
Metro  Toronto  will  re- 

ceive a  minimum  of  three community  colleges  under 
new  regulations  released Wednesday  by  the  Ontario 
government. One  college  will  be  built 
in  each  of  18  provincial  dis- tricts but  new  colleges  will be  constructed  if  student 
pressure  requires  it,  a  gov- ernment spokesman  said. 
The  three  districts  in  Me- tro are: 
—  Scarboro,  East  York and  Leaside; 
—  Etobicoke,  Swansea, Mimico,  Long  Branch,  New Toronto,  Weston  and  York 

Township; 

—  the  township  of  North 

York. 

The  community  colleges 
are  intended  to  provide  two- year  courses  for  high  school graduates  who  do  not  con- tinue their  education  at  the university  level.  Construc- 

tion of  the  colleges  is  be- hind schedule  but  the  first new  school  is  expected  to 

onen  in  Rf»nt<*mU„_ 



How  unhappy  are  Jewish  freshies By  JOHN  SWAIGEN 
Just  how  unhappy  is  the 

first-year  Jewish  girl  in  uni- versity? 
According  to  a  sociologic- al study  by  Norma  Miller (IV  UC)  the  Jewish  freshie 

is  alienated  from  her  pa- 
rents, her  religion,  her  peer group  and  society. 

In  her  BA  thesis,  a  pilot study  of  70  first-year,  single Jewish  girls  which  concen- trates on  ethnic  problems  in self  and  in  group  identifica- 
tion, Miss  Miller  presents figures  which  show  a  con- 
flict between   the  "Ameri- 
can" values  of  these  girls and  the  "Jewish"  values  that they  feel  their  parents  and friends  hold.  For  instance 

84  per  cent   of  the  girls wanted  to  be  homemakers and  still  have  a  job.  But 
49  per  cent  felt  that  then- parents  wanted  them  to  be homemakers  only,   56  per cent    felt    Jewish  males wanted  them  to  be  home- makers  only,  and  52  per  cent thought   non-Jewish  males would  permit  a  job  as  well as  homemaking. 
The  study  showed  a  trend toward  liberalization  in  re- 

ligion. The  girls'  parents were  less  orthodox  than their  grandparents,  and  the girls  were  less  orthodox  than their  parents. 
Seventy-one  per  cent  of the  girls  said  they  were proud  of  being  Jewish,  but 22  per  cent  said  they  were indifferent.  Most  of  these had  fathers  who  were  East Euporean  adult  immi- 

grants.  Because  the  Jewish- 
European  values  of  their parents  conflicted  with  their 
American  values,  these  girls alienated  themselves  from Judaism. 
Five  per  cent  said  they 

would  rather  be  something other  than  Jewish.  These were  also  the  most  unhap- py in  their  family  and  the most  distant  from  their  pa- rents. Thirty  per  cent  of  the girls  said  they  were  unhap- py in  their  family  or  felt only  "mixed"  happiness. Twenty-three  per  cent  said they  were  rebelling  against society  (most  of  them  were also  unhappy  at  home),  and 
forty-five  per  cent  said  they were  rebellious  in  their  fa- mily. But  according  to  Miss 
Miller's  findings,  these  girls only  thought  they  were  re- belling. In  action  they  were no  different  from  the  girls who  did  not  feel  rebellious They  dated  Jewish  boys  and intended  to  marry  Jewish men,  to  the  same  extent, and  had  the  same  religious attitudes  and  sexual  atti- tudes as  the  latter. 
The  barrier  between  the girls  and  their  parents  was heightened  by  the  fact  that 68  per  cent  of  the  fathers and  88  per  cent  of  the  mo- thers had  no  university training. 
A  high  percentage  of  the girls  said  they  preferred Jewish  men  as  dates  and  as husbands  and  intended  to raise  their  children  to  be Jewish.  But  61  per  cent  had dated  non-Jewish  boys,  and 

when  asked  what  "Jewish" meant,  most  said  identity and  tradition;  the  religious element  played  only  a  minor 

part. The  study  answered  the 
°\uu  locker-ro°m  question Which  are  'easier',  Jewish or  non-Jewish  girls?"  Eighty- four  per  cent  of  the  freshies expected  to  be  virgins  at marriage,  one  per  cent  were undecided,  and  15  per  cent said  no.  An  American  study of  non-Jewish  girls  showed 

MARFLEET  LECTURER 

the  same  proportions. Possible  difficulties  in marital  adjustment  were pointed  up  in  tne  5Urvey Seventy-six  per  cent  of  the girls  expected  that  their grooms  would  be  virgins,  but 31  per  cent  said  they  would prefer  a  non-virgin,  while  25 per  cent  said  they  would prefer  a  virgin. Ninety-nine  per  cent  of 
the  girls,  whether  their  sex practices  were  traditional  or liberal,  felt  that  these  prac- tices were  inconsistent  with the  codes  of  their  parents peers,  dates,  and-or  them- selves. 
Forty-nine  per  cent  said their  sex  codes  were  in- 

consistent with  their  peers- 47  per  cent  said  their  codes were  inconsistent  with  their own  views. 
Throughout  the  study 

many  of  the  girls  showed dissatisfaction  with  their 
parents'  relationship.  Forty- six  per  cent  did  not  want a  marriage  with  roles  like those  of  their  father  and mother. 
Many  of  the  girls  did  not identify  with  their  Jewish peers.  Sixty-three  per  cent felt  they  were  not  typical examples  of  first-year  Jew- ish university  students  be- cause: 
—  one  girl  thought  she was  less  religious  than  her fnends; 

—  24  per  cent  thought they  were  more  religious; 
—  21  per  cent  thought their  girlfriends  were  "ma- terialistic phonies  just  out 

for  a  mate,  not  education;" —  10  per  cent  said  their girlfriends  were  "just  boy- 
oriented;" —  one  girl  thought  she was  different  because  she dated  Gentiles,  and  one  be- 

cause she  didn't. 

April:  "soliciting  month"  for  Varsity  alumni For  Varsity  students  April  is  the  month cramming  spotting,  studying  and  despairing. For  Varsity  alumni  April  is  the  month  of soliciting. 
While  the  students  are  sweating  over notes  and  textbooks,  the  alumni  will  staff 75  telephones  as  volunteers  for  the  annual Varsity  Fund  Telethon. 
The  Telethon  will  be  in  action  every  week- day evening  during  April.  The  alumni  will telephone  all  known  Varsity  graduates  in Metro  Toronto  and  attempt  to  solicit  as- sistance for  the  Varsity  Fund. 
Since  1960,  25,000  alumni  have  contributed over  one  million  dollars  to  the  fund. 
Allan  Aiiett,  assistant  director  of  univer- 

sity development,  said  that  the  Varsity  Fund 

provides  money  for  many  activities  as  well as  scholarships  and  staff  research 
"During  the  past  year,  the  Varsity  Fund 

tZJT"\Td  1°  fi™ci"S  toe  Interna- tional Teach-in,  the  SAC  Student  Reception Service,  and  the  conference  on  The  Chang- ing Face  of  English  Canada,"  Arlett  said As  part  of  the  university's  centennial  pro- gram, the  Fund  will  sponsor  a  series  of Centenary  Professorships  which  will  bring internationally  recognized  scholars  to  the U  of  T  campus  for  a  series  of  lectures  and seminars. 
Because  the  Bladen  Report  emphasized private  donations  as  part  of  university  bud- gets the  scope  and  organization  of  the  Var- sity Fund  probably  will  be  dramatically increased  in  the  next  three  years 

Fund  ftX."™^!'!?-  T"  "V"  ,5°'000  ,e,e"h°"e  «**  »6S  Varsity 60  000  d  0,f'C,°ls  P'ed,Cf  the  numbe'  of  «»*  'hi*    year    could  surpass 

John  Kenneth  Galbraith 
author  of  The  Affluent  So-' ciety  and  Professor  of  Econ- omics at  Harvard  will  give the  Marfleet  Lecture  in  Con- vocation Hall  on  Friday 
April  1  at  8:30  P.M. 

Professor  Galbraith  Grad- uate of  the  University  of  To- ronto, is  a  former  United States  Diplomat  and  was 
appointed  Ambassador  to India  in  1961   by  the  late 

President  J.  F.  Kennedv The  Marfleet  Lecture,  was 
named   in   honor  of  P  K 

^fJ-Zi  whose  wife  donat 

ed  $0,000  to  found  a  lecture ship  at  the  University  of  To 
ronto. 

correction 
The  Varsity  regrets  that  a 

typographical  error  in  last Friday's  paper  resulted  in 
the  age  of  the  late  Dr.  Wil- liam Evon  being  chanced from  29  to  79. 

KNOX  COLLEGE 
CHAPEL 

Sunday,  March  20 
Service  1 1  a.m. 

Speaker:  Prof.  D.  K. 
Andrews,  M.A.,  Ph.  D. 

The  University  commun 
ity  is  invited. 

"Christian 

In  Politics" 

REV.  KEITH  WOOLLARD 
Director  of  Broadcasting (United  Church) 

CAMPUS  CLUB 
(Following  the  evening  service) 
BLOOR  STREET 

UNITED  CHURCH 
300  BLOOR  ST.  WEST 

BLOOR  STREET 
UNITED  CHURCH 

300  BLOOR  ST.  WEST Ministers: 
The  Right  Re,.  Dr.  E.  M.  Howse Rev.  Donald  A.  Gillie! I  1.00  a.m. 

DR.  ERNEST MARSHALL  HOWSE 7.00  p.m. 
"GOOD  GOD" REV.  KEITH  WOOLLARD 

CAMPUS  CLUB  following  Even- Setvice.  Discussion  led  by 
Woolord.  Subject:  "A  Chris- lion  in  Politics".  All  students 

welcome. 

Pat  and  Joseph's  Hair  Designs 116A  Bloor  St.  W.,  (2nd  floor) 
Announces  The  Opening  of  the 

NEW  BUDGET  ROOM 
Shampoo  and  Set  ....  from  $2.25 
Hair  cut  $1.25 

Also  special  prices  for  tints,  perms,  ond  bleaches 
Phone:  921-4884  or  921-1234 

WOMEN'S  ATHLETIC  ASSOCIATION 

CURATORS 

1966  -  1967 
ARCHERY  Rhoda  Alboum BADMINTON  to  be  announced 
BASKETBALL  Bev  Delia 
BOWLING  Vero  Tonnenbaum CURLING  Pauline  Guevremont FIELD  HOCKEY  Bev  Osborne FENCING  to  be  announced G0LF  Mary  Jean  Lambert 
ICE  HOCKEY  Lesley  Jones 
SKIING  Blythe  Bouskill 
SWIMMING  Betty  Beilstein TEN  N  IS  to  be  announced 
VOLLEYBALL  Reet  Nurmberg 
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THE  HONOUR  SOCIETY 
presents 

AN  EXHIBITION  OF 

CANADIAN  AND  NIGERIAN 

SCULPTURE 

at  ST.  JOSEPH'S  COLLEGE 

March  18th  -  2  p.m.  to  5  p.m. 

POLITICAL  ECONOMY  CLUB 

presents 
Mrs.  Joan  Robinson 

TOPIC: 

"Communist  China  — 

Appraisals  And  Impressions" 
WED.,  MARCH  23rd 

1  P.M. 
ROOM  2118 

SIDNEY  SMITH  HALL 

GRADUATE  STUDENTS  UNION 

The  following  weekly  events  will  be 
continued  through  the  spring: 

BADMINTON 

BRIDGE 

TEAS 

Notices  of  OTHER  ACTIVITIES 
will  be  posted  in  the  union 

FACILITIES  FOR  BADMINTON,  BASKETBALL 
VOLLEYBALL,  TABLE  TENNIS,  BILLIARDS,  ETC ARE  ALSO  AVAILABLE  IN  THE  UNION 

ARE  YOU  INTERESTED 
in  the 

QUALITY  OF 

UNIVERSITY  EDUCATION? 

A  group  of  staff  ond  students  at  the  University  of Toronto  ,s  planning  a  book  on  the  quality  of  educa- t.on  in  the  large,  state-supported  university.  A  collec- ts of  essays,  sketches,  fictitious  letters  and  notes  it is  intended  as  a  trenchant,  lively  critique  of  the  pre- sent university  situation. 

Students  with  articulate  opinions  on  some  aspect of  university  education  are  invited  to  submit  contribu- tions. |  form  ti     Qbout  the  pro.ecf  .s  QvQi|Q 

Sm.  °  Colle9e  (DePQrt™'  °« 

The  tentative  manuscript  deadline  it  Au9.  31,  1966 
Editorial  Committee: 

Howard  Adelman,  Dennis  Lee,  Douglas  Word 
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U  of  T  police  chief  retires 

By  ROZ  LOFSKY 
The  cheerful  constable, 

well-known  to  staff-  and 
students  for  his  outgoing 
and  friendly  manner  is  re- tiring at  the  end  of  this 

year. 
After  26  years  with  the 

University  of  Toronto  police 
Chief  Martin  Robb  is  leav- 

ing. 

During  his  career  here, 
Mr.  Robb  has  become  ac- 

quainted with  a  large  num- 
ber of  students.  He  has  en- 

joyed joking  and  laughing 
and  having  fun  with  them. 
Speaking  of  the  dayy 

when  he  was  on  the  beat, 
Chief  Robb  recalls  with  a 
twinkle  in  his  eye  of  when 
the  medsmen  called  him 
"Robbie"  and  the  engineers 
termed  him  "Clancie."  To 
this  day  'he  receives  Christ- mas cards  from  all  over  the 
world  from  graduated  stu- dents who  still  address 
them  with  these  nicknames. 
However,  since  appointed 

Chief  constable  some  years 
ago,  Mr.  Robb  has  lost 
some  contact  with  the  stu- 

dents. Concerned  mostly 
with    administration  now, 

CHIEF  MARTIN  ROBB 
Chief  Robb  gets  out  only 
from  8  to  9  a.m.  every  day 
when  he  watches  the  Col- 

lege St.  entrance  to  the  U 

J.  B.  WEST 

The  Students'  Administrative  Council INVITES  APPLICATIONS  FOR  THE  FOLLOWING POSITION  FOR  THE  YEAR  1966-67 

BOOK  EXCHANGE  MANAGER Apply  in  writing  by 
THURS.,  MARCH  31  TO:  BUSINESS  SECRETARY STUDENTS'  ADMINISTRATIVE  COUNCIL 

of  T  parking  lot.  You  can 
tell  him  easily  by  his  friend- 

ly "good  morning"  in  a thick  Scottish  burr. 
Chief  Robb  likes  bringing 

joy  to  the  students  life  even if  it  is  only  with  a  happy 
hello. 

"If  I  can  make  anyone 

happy"  he  says,  "I  feel  I've done  something  worthwhile. 
I've  tried  to  help  anyone  as 
much  as  I  possibly  can". 
With  this  formula  Chief 

Robb  has  become  popular 
and  has  made  life  enjoyable 
for  himself  and  those  a- round  him.  He  terms  his 
stay  at  U  ot  T  as  the  hap- 

piest years  of  my  life." In  the  years  here  Chief 
Robb_  has  noticed  some 
changes  around  U  of  T. 
Dress  is  more  casual  now 
than  it  was.  Students  are 
less  serious  than  they  were. 
More  interest  in  things  out- side the  university  today. 
Dozens  of  new  buildings. 
Thousands  more  students. 

But  one  thing  hasn't changed.  Even  in  the  days 
of  Chief  Robb's  beat  couples strolled  along  Philosophers Walk. 

Mr.  Robb  found  little 
crime  on  the  campus.  "As far  as  I'm  concerned  the students  are  very  nice 

people." 

Thus  the  U  of  T  police  are 
concerned  mainly  with 
parking  and  security  of  the buildings. 

They  are  also  available 
when  an  important  guest 
comes  to  U  of  T  like  Gover- nor-General Vanier  Tuesday 

night. But  aside  from  that 
things  are  pretty  quiet. 
Although  Chief  Robb  is 

leaving  the  university  he  is 
not  officially  retiring.  He 
plans  to  spend  a  few  years 
at  Scarborough  college  help- ing to  set  things  up. 

Succeeding  Mr.  Robb  as 
Chief  Constable  is  his  assist- ant J.  B.  West. 



IT  WAS  A  LONG,  EXCITING... ...AND  OFTEN  VICTORIOUS  YEAR 

By  HOWIE  FLUXGOLD 
It  was  a  truly  champion- 

ship year  for  University  of Toronto  athletes. 

SPORTS  YEAR  IN  REVIEW 
XGOLD       off.  but  SAC  „„„.,  ..... 

SEPTEMBER 
While  most  students  were 

having  their  last  fling  at summer  vacations  50  ath- 
letes were  grunting  and groaning  themselves  into condition  under  football coach  Dalt  White. 

With  29  lettermen  return- 
ing including  Ranny  Parker, Gerry  Sternberg  and  Bryce Taylor  coach  White  was  in the  unfamiliar  position  of coaching  a  team  which would  be  favored  to  take  it all. 

Still,  the  word  around  the 
training  camp  was  "caution". Too  many  Varsity  teams which  appeared  strong  on paper  proved  to  be  weak  on the  field. 
Coach.  White  looked  on the  brighter  side  of  Blues' first  exhibition  loss  20-14  to Western  Mustangs  in  Lon- don. 

"We  usually  win  these  ex- hibition games  against  Mus- tangs in  London  and  lose during  the  season,"  he  theo- rized. 

Blues  lost  the  game  by  the margin  of  one  touchdown which  was  called  back  when they  were  assessed  with  one 
of  their  numerous  penalties. 
But  it  was  only  an exhibition  and  Blues  had  an opportunity  to  even  their record  against  Manitoba  Bi- sons in  the  first  home  same of  the  season. 
Blues  performed  like  Hol- lywood stars  before  the  T.V. cameras  trouncing  the  west- erners 36-10. 
The  soccer  team  set  out to  gain  the  other  half  of  the Blackwood  Trophy  which was  in  the  possession  of McGill  Redmen. 

off,  but  SAC  gave  its  sup- port to  sending  the  Varsity hockey  team  to  Italy  for  the World  Student  Games. 
It  was  a  battle  between the  tortoise  and  the  hare  in London  and  Mustangs  in  the person  of  the  tortoise  came out  victorious.  Blues  struck quickly  on  long  pass  and 

run  plays  while  'Stangs stuck  to  the  ground.  Stern- 
berg's four  TDs  weren't enough  as  Western  handed Varsity  its  first  league  set- back, 36-35. 

Both  rugger  and  soccer teams  were  chalking  up shutouts  with  the  boys  of the  UTRFC  trouncing Guelph  54-0  and  the  soc- centes  defeating  Western  in London  5-0. 
And  Varsity's  golfers  fin- ished third  in  the  intercol- 

legiate golf  tournament  won by  McMaster. 
Defending  Yates  Cup 

champions  Queen's  came  in- to Varsity  Stadium  for  the homecoming  football  game. The  score  however  looked more  like  the  results  of  a hockey  game  with  Ward 
Passi's  "siapshot  from  the blue-line"  the  only  point  on 
the  scoreboard  in  Blues'  10 victory. 

Italy  and  Steve  Monteith was  sidelined  with  mono. But  the  best  was  yet  to come. 

In  the  game  that  had  to be  won  Blues  bombed  west- ern 48-15  ending  'Stangs  un- beaten streak  at  four.  For the  first  time  during  the season.  Blues  exhibited  their varied  offence. 
Soccer  Blues  won  I  he western  division  defeating Western  while  the  UTRFC once  again  whipped  Guelph 

to  set  up  the  game  with  Mc- Gill as  the  title  match. 
NOVEMBER 

The  soccer  team  continued its  undefeated  string  with  a victory  over  Guelph  in  a busman's  holiday.  And  in  the offices  of  the  athletic  direc- 
tor the  Senior  Intercolleg- iate Heads  or  Tails  League was  formed. 

Blues  donated  a  17-14  vic- 
tory to  Mooney's  Spartans but  still  backed  into  a  play- off for  the  Yates  Cup  with Western. 

sity  Stadium,  in  the  College Bowl  to  conclude  a  most succesfull  season.  It  was  a 
fitting  climax  to  Dalt  White's ten-year  career  as  coach  of Varsity  football  teams. 
For  the  first  time  volley- ball competition  was  held at  the  intercollegiate  level and  for  the  first  time  Var- sity won  the  championship. 
U  of  T's  poloists  started  a defence  of   the  Herschorn 

f,uP  .™th  a  7'5  victory  over 
McGill. 

Another  team  which  con- tinued its  victory  string  was the  Victoria  College  football 

l^  Jf  whitewashed  Phys. 
Ed.  28-0  to  take  the  Mulock Cup  back  to  Vic  for  the eighth  consecutive  year. 
Under  freshman  coach 

torn  (Goldfinger)  Watt  the hockey  team  began  the  sea- son with  two  victories  over Laval  and  McGill. 

The  soccer  team  kept  its shutout  string  intact  with 

WARD  PASSI 

The  harriers  won  tile  in- 
tercollegiate crown  missing 

a  perfect  score  by  one  point while  the  soccer  team  had 
a  good  time  in  Montreal. 
The  UTRFC  didn't  enjoy their  stay  in  La  Belle  Prov- 

ince losing  a  disputed  6-0 decision  to  McGill.  The  loss eliminated  Varsity  from  title 
competition. 
The  weekend  of  Nov.  12 

was  one  of  the  best  in  ilie history  of  Varsity  spoils. The  football  team  spotted Western  14  points,  then  came 
back  to  capture  the  Yates 
Cup  for  the  first  time  since 1958.  Blues'  defence  stopped Mustangs'  ground  attack  and Mike  Eben,  Bryce  Taylor 
and  Gerry  Sternberg  "per- formed at  their  best  to  re- 

DECEMBER 
Montreal  Carabins  were Blues  next  victims  but  the 

only  thing  Steve  Monteith did  was  eat  a  hot  dog  which 
may  or  may  not  have  helped cure  his  mononucleosis. 

In  an  exciting  water  polo final  Varsity  retained  t  h  e Herschorn  Cup  tying  McGill 

GOLDFINGER  WATT 

A  3-2  loss  to  a  powerful Italia  III  team  indicated  the whole  Blackwood  would reside  in  the  U  of  T  trophy case. 

The  Varsity  11  registered its  first  win  in  the  tradition- al game  with  Ryerson. 
OCTOBER 

McGill  Redmen  rode  into town  with  their  brand  new coach  Tom  Mooney.  Dating was  verboten  for  Mooney's Redmen  but  that  didn't make  them  any  nastier  as they  lost  to  Blues  29-8.  Ger- ry Sternberg  showed  Ed- monton Eskimos  he  could 
Play  offence  running  70 yards  for  a  touchdown. 
The  soccer  team  also  had an  easy  time  with  Redmen registering  a  4-0  shutout over  the  Blackwood  co-hold- ers. But  the  rugger  team had  a  tougher  time  edging the  Montrealers  14-12. 
The  cold  and  snow  of 

winter  was  still  a  long  way 

a  4-0  victory  over  Guelph The  UTRFC  set  aside  its Cartings  cups  long  enough to  defeat  defending  cham- 
pion Queen's  and  Pete  Bur- wash  led  Varsity's  racquete- ers  to  the  intercollegiate title. 

The  harriers  without  Har- 
ry still  downed  their  tradi- tional rivals,  Wayne  State with  Pete  Thompson  break- ing the  course  record. 

While  the  soccer  team ended  its  scoreless  streak with  two  victories  over  Mac the  football  team  was  start- 
ing a  scoreless  streak  of  its own. 

Playing  in  the  Kingston slop.  Blues  were  soundly whipped  by  Cai  Connor  and company  by  a  31-0  score.  The 
ruggerites  also  didn't  score on  the  field  losing  to  Queen's 
3  0  and  Mack's  trophy  slav- ed in  Hart  House. 
The  Athletic  Directorate 

approved  in  principle  the proposal  to  apply  to  the Canadian  Union  of  Students to  send  the  hockcv  team  to the  Student  Games  in  Turin 

GERRY  STERNBERG 

lui-n  the  Yates  silverware  lo the  Hart  House  trophy  case. 
While  the  football  team 

was  in  London,  the  soccer 
Blues  occupied  Varsity  Slad- 
ium  culminating  an  unde- 

feated season  by  trouncm" 
Queen's  6-1  to  "  gain  bolh halves  of  the  Blackwood 
nophy.  The  harriers  scored, a  national  first  taking  the first  five  positions  to  win 
the  Canadian  college  cham- 
pionship. 
Blues  pulled  out  the  old 

hot  potato  to  whip  Alberta 
in  the  mud  and  siop  ot  Var- 

11-11  to  take  the  two  game 
total  point  series  18-16. 
Grenier,  Grenier,  Grenier 

and  still  more  Grenier. 
That's  about  all  that  can  be 
said  as  Laval,  or  rather  goal- tender  Andre  Grenier,  upset 
Blues  6-5— but  the  best  was 
yet  to  come. 
The  basketball  team  pick- 

,    ed  an  up  an  important  win in  McMaster,  but  Windsor 
Lancers  of  all  denominations 
were  still  the  team  to  beat. 
While  Blues  were  prepar- 

ing for  a  trip  to  the  U.S., 
some  how,  some  way,  some- 

one goofed.  The  result  was the  trip  to  Italy  for  the World  Student  Games  was 
shot  down  in  flames.  And 
the  best  had  come. 
The  basketball  team  won 

another  game  on  the  road 
against  Western. 
Blues  completed  one  of 

the  most  successful  road 
trips  ever  south  of  the  bord- 

er, winning  all  four  games, including  a  victory  over 
Michigan  Tech,  defending U.S.  college  champs. 

Roberts  Weslevan  opened 
the  college  basketball  season in  the  Hart  House  sweat  box 
by  defeating  Toronto  111-86. The  fencers  got  stood  up tor  their  date  with  McMaster and  Professor  Mark  Pfeiffer was  left  with  a  bushel  of oranges.  Rumour  has  it  Mas- sey  College  was  the  scene 
of  a  wild  vodka  and  oran-e juice  party. 

Steve  Monteith  returned' after  his  bout  with  mono when  Varsity  travelled  lo  the Dundas  Barn  to  defeat  Mac 

Doug  St.  John  scored  the most  exciting  goal  ot  the night  banking  it  in  off  the side  boards. 
Jim  Holowachuk  returned but  the  dribblers  still  lost 

to  Waterloo  in  the  last  min- 

ute. 
Blues  earned  a  measure  of 

revenge  from  Queen's  Gol- den Gaels  and  from  H  a  r  1 House  came  the  decree  that three  stars  were  verboten. 
Seven  Carabins  quit  after their  coach  was  fired  lur allegedly  hitting  a  referee in  Boston  and  the  basketball leam  played  ring  around  the rosie  with  Guelph. 
Blues  left  all  their  goals  in 

Varsity  Arena  and  ran  inlo 
a  hot  Western  team  and 
grumpy  referee  as  they  drop- ped their  second  game  of the  season. 
The  dribblers  managed  to 

get  in  their  game"  with Guelph  before  being  evicted 
by  a  square  dance  at  tf  ol 

G. 

FEBRUARY 

The  hockev  team  didn't lose  a  game  for  the  rest  of the  year  although  they  were lied  by  Waterloo. 
The  men  of  Cactus  lack 

weren't  as  fortunate  how- ever losing  three  of  their remaining  five  games. 

After  winning  the  Queen's 
Cup,  Blues  travelled  to  Sud- bury where  they  subdued  Si. Francis  Xavier  with  a  thril- 

ling comeback.  They  scored 
four  goals  in  less  than  three minutes  to  enter  the  final. 
Once  again  Alberta  was the  victim  of  a  Varsity  team, 

going  down  to  an  8-1  defeat.     .  ' The  basketball  league  was 
strictly  no  contest  with Windsor  going  undefeated  in 
12  games,  including  the 
playoffs,  to  retain  the  Wilson 

Cup. 

The  fencers  lost  their crown,  as  did  the  squashers, 
but  the  badminton  and  curl- 

ing squads  came  through with  intercollegiate  crowns. 
The  swimmers  ran  Var- 

sity's total  to  four  out  of live  in  national  competition 
out  in  Vancouver  after  ret- 

aining their  OQAA  title  for 
the  ninth  time  in  the  last 
ten  years. 

It  was  a  year  that  will  be difficult  to  emulate. 
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No  all-star  puck  surprises, 

four  Blues  make  first  team 
The  offensive  power  of 

Toronto  Varsity  Blues  did 
noi  go  unnoticed  in  voting 
for  the  1965-66  Senior  In- 

tercollegiate Hockey  League 
all-star  team.  Blues  filled 
four  positions  on  the  first 
all-s(ar  team,  including  all 
three  forward  spots. 
Coaches,  managers,  and 

sportswriters  selected  Henry 
Monteith  at  left  wing,  Paul 
Laurtnt  at  centre,  Gord 
Cunn.ngham  at  right  wing 
and  Hob  Awrey  on  defence. 
Rounling  out  the  squad  are 
defenceman  Gaston  Vandal 
of  Laval  Rouge  et  Or  and 
goa  lender  Gary  Bonney  of 
Wes,t(fl*n  Mustangs. 
Second  all-star  team  has 

Anon!  Grenier  of  Laval  in 
goa:,  Pete  Kelly  of  Western 
and  Jean-Jacques  Granger  of 
Montreal  Carabins  on  de- 

fence, Reynald  Dufour  of 
Lav.al  at  centre,  Frank 
Hindis  of  McMasler  Marlins 
at  right  wing  and  Ward  Pas- 
si  of  Toronto  at  left  wing. 

Blues'  strength  in  winning 
the  Queen's  Cup  and  nation- 

al college  title  was  their  ex- 
plosive attack.  They  averag- 

ed 7.9  goals  per  game  and 
placed  seven  players  among 
the  league's  top  16  scorers. Monteith  and  Cunningham 
tied  for  the  scoring  crown 
with  43  points  apiece,  Passi 
was  fourth  with  38  points. 
Monteith  led  vo.ting  as  he 

was  selected  to  the  first  all- 
star  team  for  the  third  time 
in  his  three-year  college  ca- reer. The  Stratford,  Ont., 
native  was  named  on  33  of 
34  ballots  and  collected  62 
points  out  of  a  possible  68. 

BOB  AWREY 

Bonney,  named  for  the  sec- 
ond year  in  a  row,  polled  55 

points. 
Four  others  have  been 

named  to  previous  all-star 
teams.  Granger  was  a  first- 
team  all-star  the  past  two 
seasons,  Passi  was  on  the 
first  team  as  rookie  three 
years  ago,  Awrey  made  the 
runner-up  squad  two  years 
ago  and  Kelly  was  a  second 
team  all-star  last  year. 

Laurent  and  Hincks  were 
the  only  first-year  players 
nominated.  Both  have  con- 

siderable hockey  experience, 
however,  Laurent  with  Tor- 

onto Marlboros  Junior  "A" team  and  Hincks  with  Cin- 
cinnati of  the  Central  Pro loop. 

Most  notable  absentee  is 
Toronto's  Steve  Monteith. 
the  league's  all-time  scoring king  who  was  a  first-team 
all-star  in  each  of  his  first 
four  seasons.  Despite  mis- 

sing the  first  quarter  of  the 
season  with  mononucleosis, 
Monteith  still  ran  third  in 
voting  for  right  wing. 

from  the 

€heap  seats 
by  howie  fluxgold 

varsity  sports  editor 

SENIOR  INTERCOLLEGIATE  HOCKEY  LEAGUE 
ALL-STAR  TEAMS  1965-64 

Goal: 
Defence: 

Centre: 
Right  Wing: 
Left  Wing: 

FIRST  TEAM 
Gary  Bonney,  Western  (55) Gaston   Vandal,  Laval  (47) Bob  Awrey,  Toronto  (42) Paul  Laurent,  Toronto  (32) Gord  Cunningham,  Toronto  (42) 
Henry    Monteith,   Toronto  (62) 

.  (Points  in  brackets  out  of  possible  68) 

SECOND  TEAM 
Andre  Grenier,  Laval 
Pete  Kelly,  Western 
J.-J.  Granger,  Montreal 
Reynald   Dufour,  Laval 
Frank  Hincks,  McMaster 
Ward   Passi,  Toronto 

(16) (35) 

(15) 
(16) (27) (32) 

IaTERFAC  roundup 

St.  Mikes  wins  Jennings By  PHIL  BINGLEY 
Sr.  Engineering  found  out 

what  it  is  like  to  try  and 
beat  the  Irish  on  St.  Pat- 

rick's Day  when  they  clash- 
ed wilh  St.  Mike's  A  in  the 

Jennings  Cup  interfaculty 
hockey1  championship. After  spotting  the  engi- 

neers an  early  one  goal  lead, 
St.  Patty's  boys  came  roar- ing back  to  score  a  6-3 
triumph. 
The  win  gave  St.  Mike's 

the  trophy  as  they  had  prev- 
iously won  the  opening  game 

in  the  best  of  three  series. 
Bob  Sullivan  was  the  big 

gun  for  the  champs  as  he 
fired  three  shamrocks 
(would  you  believe  goals) and  added  a  pair  of  assists. 
Mike  Riddcll  also  played  a strong  game  as  counted  two 
goals  while  Dave  Contway also  humped  the  hemp  for 
St.  Mike's.  Mike  Pelyk  notch- ed four  assists  and  played a  strong  two-way  game  on defence. 
Brian  Ternawey,  Mike Treen  and  Gord  Fraser  were 

the  marksmen  for  Sr.  En- gineering. 
In  the  opening  game  of the  series  Contway,  Sullivan, 

John  Kukurin  and  Riddell 
supplied  the  scoring  as  St. 
Mike's  eked  out  a  4-3  win 
over  the  engineers.  Glen  Kat- 
suyama  with  two  goals  and 
Craig  Simpson  with  one 
were  the  best  of  the  losers. 

In  the  intermediate  finals, 
Trinity  upset  defending 
champions  Vic  VI  by  a  score 
of  7-3.  The  title  was  decided 
in  a  two  game  series  with 
total  points  to  count. 

Trinity,  who  won  the  first 
game  2-1  will  now  take  over 
possession  of  the  Rick  Rol- lins Pot. 

BASKETBALL 

St.  Mike's  A  and  U.C.  I will  meet  in  the  Sifton  Cup finals.  The  Irish,  first  place finishers  in  group  I,  ad- vanced to  the  finals  on  the strength  of  a  183-116  win  in 
a  two  game  total  points  se- ries with  Vic.  Meanwhile  UC 
I  dumped  UC  II  161-128  in the  other  semi-final  round. 
John  Kavanaugh  and  Bill Pisale  each  pumped  in teen  points  to  lead  St. 

ke's  to  a  95-66  win  over in  the  second  game  of series. 
Mike  Eben  with  eighteen 

fif- 
Mi- 

1  vie 

the 

points  and  Dave  Ouchterlo- ny  with  fifteen  were  the  best 
of  the  scarlet  and  gold  at- tack. 
Hans  Tammemaai  dump- ed in  twenty-two  points  to lead  the  way  as  U.C.  I  down- ed U.C.  II  93-64  in  the  sec- ond game  of  their  round. Other  marksmen  .  for  the winners  included  Tom  Sher- man with  fifteen  points  and Gerry  Sternberg  with  nine- 

teen. 

The  finals  between  St 
Mike's  and  UC  will  be  a  best two  of  three  series. 
Law  C  won  the  interme- 

™'e,  basketball  crown  with a  45-44  squeaker  over  Dents 
WATER  POLO 

P°9e36~rTHE^ARSITY,  F^Jj£rthm^]966~ 

In  the  interfacultv  league Meds  III  year  and  Law  each won  their  semi-final  match- es to  move  into  the  cham- pionships. 
Graeme  Barber  scored five  times  to  led  Meds  to  a 10-5  win  over  UC. Frank  Felkai  whipped  in 

three  goals  to  lead  Law  to a  64  upset  victory  over  Si Mike's  A. 
That's  the  story  for  this year  but  remember  Jocks you  don't  need  to  play  a sport  to  be  a  good  one. 

IT  WAS  A  VERY  GOOD  YEAR 

"I  am  a  part  of  all  I  have  met,"  said  Tennyson's  Ulysses. So  too  am  I. 

The  Varsity  has  been  an  important  part  of  my  univer- sity life  this  year  as  it  has  been  for  many  people  in  this part  of  the  bowels  of  the  SAC  building  known  as  the  sports 
department.  r And  now  its  time  to  say  goodbye  and  to  thank  several people  for  the  time  and  efforts  they  devoted  toward  the entertainment  of  the  sports  fans  on  campus. 

And  that's  what  made  it  fun  this  year— entertainment Sure,  the  Varsity  is  lots  of  hard  work  and  frustration and  perhaps  we  took  ourselves  too  seriously  sometimes preaching  one  thing  or  another  from  our  pulpit  stained with  printers  ink. 
But  no  matter  how  strongly  we  felt  or  what  measures we  applauded  or  booed,  looking  back  now  we  were  really entertaining  ourselves. 
For  college  sports  at  Varsity  are  run  for  entertainment and  not  profit  and  if  there  was  fault  with  certain  parts  of the  athletic  administration  (and  there  was  and  still  is)  we 

acted  as  earnest  advocates  for  utilizing  and  not  abusing'  the entertainment  value. 
So  now  its  all  over  and  the  standard  sports  cliches 

the  hackneyed  and  trite  phrases  which  fit  almost  every' 

tags  SP°rtS  SItuation'  can,t  adequately  express  my  feel- Sports  is  a  make-believe  world,  so  it's  hard  to  bid  adieu to  that  universe  that  somehow  was  transformed  into  reality 

for  us  down  here.  ««"jr It  was  people  who  made  this  world  for  us,  students like  yourself  who  read  our  accounts  and  opinions  and then  kept  both  yourselves  and  us  permanently  fixated  with sports  by  telling  us  to  take  our  collective  garbage  and  . . . 

we  atlltn?  Si''""?  °Pini°ns  continued  to  circulate  and 

ST  in  s\Z  0flit'nag,,ab0Ut  SP°rtS'  Whi'e  the  atWeteS  Perform- 
ii  hPA«d"W^OUt,  'i6  atWtteS'  wel1'  Maurice  Chevalier  said 
it  best.    Without  them  what  would  little  girls  do?" 

SPORTSIES  IN  REVIEW 

The  sports  staff  this  year  was  made  up  of  many  people 

"he  follow,5         SeT ■  Am°ng  the  many  who  contributed 
the  following  were  the  most  prominent. 

There's  Rich  Pyne  Ass.  Sports  Editor  who  took  over 

things  Rich  ̂   A10*3  35  sP°rtsi<™»rier.  Among  other 
ondfoftlfof  Dow     °W  '°  rCad'  ,yPe        8£t  P3St  L  - And  there's  Phil  Bubblegut  Bingley  who  developed  his Molson  muscle  each  Saturday  night.  Bingley  divided  h time  be  ween  collecting  beer  bottles,  broads  and  Mark 

elusivS  "°teS-  S°  far  the  'atter  has  been  'he  most Bob  Clark,  the  minor  and  major  sports  imnressaiic. who  got  jilted  in  January  but  made  up,  or  is  i  made  out in  time  tor  the  Varsity  party.  Clark,  a  patron  of  La  Place won  t  be  there  tonight.  We  know  where'  yo^re  gotag  Bob! 

sonVofC^tVf:;Sty.firey  R  JeMrery  Pa"e'  the  *°"ert- 

a  $Wf£$t%«%  She^^twS 
Dave  Showers  Soles  was  about  as  hard  to  track  down 

as  a  needle  in  a  vat.  If  he  wasn't  with  one  of  h°s  many 'W loves"  he  was  with  the  football  team.  And  if  he  wasn'Mn Quebec  City  he  was  in  London  or  Toronto  And  if  h  .? m  Montreal  he  was  in  Kingston  where  he's  going  To 

was  more  than  enough  exercise.  ' 

M  irctdouhW  b?  Sa'd  3b0Ut  Iovely  Marci  McDonald. 
m  d°ubled  as  writer  and  soccer  manager  for  the  soccer Blues.  Marc,  could  get  a  job  as  operator  any  time? 

And  Sports  Editors  Emiriti  Rick  Kolltas  and  Shel  Kra- kofsky  who  aided  and  abetted  this  Sports  Edftor  on  nu 

TenT^Tm\MarUyn  "ho  looked  after  wo- n,,,  ;    '    "  WhC"  She  Waslrt  bus*  wi'h  other  ker  en- —  30  Sports  Fans  — 



we  couitint... 
•  •  • stay  away 

varsity 

TORONTOI^ 

Major  investigation  begun U  of  T  President  Claude 
Bissell  has  established  a 
committee  to  investigate  un- 

dergraduate instruction  in 
the  Faculty  of  Arts  and Science. 

Dr.  Bissell  announced  for- 
mation of  the  committee  in 

an  address  at  the  SAC  Hon- 
or Awards  Dinner  Monday night.  But  some  members  of the  University  have  known 

of  the  committee  for  some time. 
He  said  the  committee 

would  investigate  the  meth- 
odology, pedagogy  and  de- 

partmental organization  in 
the  Faculty,  paying  special 
attention  to  the  whole  sys- tem of  examinations. 
"Examinations  are  a  great problem  in  this  University.. / students  are  fearfully  over- 

examined,  but  it  is  very hard  to  obtain  significant 

reductions  in  the  examina- 
tion schedule,"  Bissell  said. Pres.  Bissell  told  The  Var- 
sity later  that  chairman  of the  committee  is  Prof.  C.  B. Macpherson  of  the  Political Economy  Department.  The remaining  members  of  the committee  have  not  yet  been named. 

"Formal  deliberations  and the  hearing  of  submissions 
will  not  begin  until  the  fall," 
Dr.  Bissell  said,  "but  I  hope the  committee  will  make  its report  before  the  end  of  the 
next  academic  year." The  committee  will  report 
to  the  President,  and  "the recommendations  will  then 
go  to  the  appropriate  bodies 
for  implementation  or  non- 
implementation,"  he  said.  ) An  integral  part  of  the! 
commission  will  be  a  stu-| dent  research  officer.  / 

President  Bissell  suggest- ed he  should  be  a  recent  U 
of  T  graduate  now  enrolled in  some  area  of  graduate studies.  "He  should  have  a high  academic  standing since  the  commission  will require  demanding  intense work.  Because  he  will  have to  forsake  at  least  one  year 
of  his  postgraduate  educa- tion, naturally  the  student research  officer  will  receive 
an  adequate  remuneration 
for  his  efforts." All  university  students would  be  invited  to  submit briefs  to  the  commission, President  Bissell  said. 
Although  the  present  com- mission is  limited  to  the 

Faculty  of  Arts  and  Science, 
if  it  is  successful,  the  pro- ject will  be  expanded  to  in- clude the  other  schools  and faculties. 
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CAPUT  DECISION: 

Engineers  fined  $1,000 

SocfetyT       7  UniTC«"y  of  the  privileges  of  the 
subw^S  ̂ gft  En^Se^ 

BISSELL  HINTS  CENTRE  POSSIBLE  IN  TWO  YEARS The  long-delayed  student 
centre  project  may  become 
a  reality  within  two  years, 
President  Claude  T.  Bissell 
hinted  Monday  night  dur- 

ing a  speech  at  the  annual 
SAC  Honor  Awards  Dinner. 

President  Bissell  admitted 
"there  have  been  genuine differences  of  opinion  bet- 

ween students  and  admini- 
strators" -concerning  the 

format,  financing  and  site  of 
the  proposed  centre  but,  he 
added,  "we  are  very  anx- 

ious to  make  a  final  deci 

sion". Officals  at  Simcoe  Hall 
have  raised  several  objec- 

tions to  the  concept  of  a student  centre  as  proposed 
this  year  by  SAC.  However, 
Dr.  Bissell  said  that  staff- 
student  negotiations  had 
produced  several  workable 
compromises. 

"It  is  agreed  that  the  stu- 
dent centre  as  now  propos- 

ed will  pose  no  threat  to 
the    future    operations  .  of 

Dr.  Claude  T.  Bissell 

Hart  House",  he  said. 
University  officials  were 

worried  that  a  student  cen- 
tre encompassing  all  stu- 

dent services  would  inevi 
tably  be  "an  enormous 
building  with  complex  fi- 

nancing and  administrative 
control".  President  Bissell 
disclosed  that  the  student 
centre,  therefore,  could  not 
attempt  to  gather  all  stu- 

dent services  under  one roof. 

_  It  was  agreed  that  the site  of  the  student  centre 
should  be  "at  the  very  heart 
of  the  university",  but  Dr. Bissell  added  that  the  Plan- 

ning Division  was  concerned 
with  the  esthetic  and  finan 
cial  criteria  of  several  pos sible  sites. 
No  final  decision  has 

been  made  as  to  the  actual 
financing  of  the  student  cen 
tre,  Bissell  said.  Possible 
source?  of  funds  are  stu- 

dents' fees  channelled 
through  SAC,  the  universi- 

ty's capital  building  fund, 
and  the  provincial  govern- 
ment. Dr.  Bissell  suggested  that 
final  decisions  on  the  stu- 

dent centre  project  would 
make  an  excellent  wedding 
present  for  outgoing  SAC 
president  Mary  Brewin. Miss  Brewin  will  marry 
SAC  Printing  Bureau  chief 
Bruce  Lewis  on  May  14. 

Engineers  whoop  it  up  in  the  Engineering  Stores. 
ganized  its  own  "opening  ceremony."  After  the  ceremony many  of  the  students  vaulted  the  subway  turnstiles  aTSie St.  George  station  and  boarded  a  subway  train.  After  the tram  pu  led  out  of  the  station,  the  emergency  power  swi  ch at  the  station  was  pulled. 

The  Toronto  news  media  claimed  500  students  accom- 
panied by  a  go-go  dancer,  stormed  the  subway  station  com- mandeered a  train,  ripping  seats  from  the  cars  and  tissine 

switch  train  windows'  and  cut  off  the  emergency Caput,  which  consists  of  the  heads  of  all  faculties school  and  colleges  President  C.  T.  Bissell,  the  Warden  of Hart  House  and  SAC  President  Mary  Brewin,  set  up  a  com- nuttee  to  investigate  the  caper. 
The  committee  has  been  meeting  since  the  incident  took 

place. The  official  University  statement  did  not  make  clear exactly  what  conduct  constituted  a  breach  of  University 
discipline.  * The  statement  enumerates  eleven  "facts"  which  the Caput  established  "after  exhaustive  investigation"  The Engineering  Society  organized  a  parade  and  a  mock  opening ceremony  of  the  east-west  subway.  Between  150  and  200 students  participated  in  the  parade,  and  their  conduct  "dur- ing the  parade  to  the  subway  station  was  orderly."  But  the students  did  not  obtain  permission  from  City  authorities  to hold  the  parade. 

The  statement  says  the  conduct  of  the  students  during the  mock  opening  ceremony  was  orderly,  but  "upon  entering the  subway  station  platform,  the  conduct  of  many  students was  disorderly  in  that  they  vaulted  over  the  turnstiles." 
See  'Caput',  page  4 



tinea  for  what? 

If  may  of  first  glance  seem  that  the  response  of  tne Un.versity  Caput  to  the  great  subway,  caper  has  been  ex- tremely mild. 
The  Engineering  Society  was  fined  $1000  by  the Caput.  No  individual  students  were  disciplined.  No  indivi- dual students  were  expelled. 
Despite  the  howls  for  blood  from  various  civic  author- ities the  Caput  seems  to  have  taken  a  relatively  balanced stand. 
But  their  stand,  upon  closer  examination,  is  hard  to S™end  The  C°Put.  in  a  press  release,  stated  that  the 

7™,  f'ne  Was  lmP°sed  for  o  "breach  of  university  disci- pline. Yet  in  the  same  press  release  the  Caput  states  thot the  conduct  of  the  students  involved  during  the  parode and  mock  opening  ceremony  was  "orderly".  The  Caput states  that  no  vandalism  took  place    inside    the  subway 
rut  nJt;6  1"u  St°teS  .hat  responsibility  for  the  power cut-off  hos  not  been  established.  (~»«» The  only  specific  charge  of  disorderly  conduct  which 
fhTftfH  T  th,6  C°PUt  P/eSS  releose  h  the  statement 
he  nnr^v  T^l  T  ̂ °'d"h"  when  a  number  of the  participants  vaulted  over  the  turnstiles To  fine  the  Engineering  Society  $1000  because  some 

st  ft  LnaTv  £  !e°»el°ver  sub»°y  hi^ffe  is  o  rX stiff  penalty.  Perhaps  the  misrepresentation  of  the  incident 
ludgment  of  the  incident's  seriousness 

was  norteater.'*  ,he  is  <°rt""°*  that  the  effect Perhaps,  too,  we  may  have  seen  the  lost  qreot  student coper  at  this  university.  Raising  one's  nose  f  rom  ?he  arind stone  appeors  to  be  rather  expensive.  9 

potential  for  change 

undergraduate  instruction  had  been  formed 

If  student  criticism    is  presented manner,  it  will  be  difficult  for  this ignore. 

Russell  St.  site  for  Centre? 

U  of  T  students  appear  to 
be  approaching  the  final 
stages  of  an  almost  20-year 
struggle  for  a  campus  stu- dent centre. 
The  Student  Centre  Com- 

mettee  reported  to  last 
week's  SAC  meeting  that considerable  progress  has 
been  made  on  the  Centre 
plans.  The  plans  may  be 
completed  over  the  summer. 

President  Mary  Brewin, 
reporting  for  the  Commit- tee, told  SAC  that  the  Com- 

mittee has  decided  to  nego- 
tiate for  a  site  on  the  south- 
west corner  of  Russell  St. 

and  St.  George.  At  present 
the  U  of  T  infirmary  and 
"44  St.  George"  occupy  the 
site. 
Miss  Brewin  noted  that 

this  location  would  provide 

badly  needed  facilities  for 
the  south  campus,  while  at 
the  same  time  was  close 
enough  to  the  concentration 
of  arts  and  science  students 
on  St.  George  to  be  con- venient for  them. 
Architect  John  Andrews, 

designer    of  Scarborough 
College,  has  drawn  up  pre- 

liminary plans  for  this  site 
based  on   the  requirement outlined  in  the  SAC  Student 
Centre    building  program 
presented  to  Simcoe  Hall 
earlier  this  year.  Planned 
to  be  included  in  it  are  eat- 

ing facilities,  overnight  ac- comodation   for  students 
studying  late  or  participat- 

ing in  campus  evening  activ- 
ities, squash  courts,  and  bil- 

liards and  table  tennis  tab- 

les in  addition  to  office, lounge  and  meeting  spaces. 
Commenting  on  the  re- port, Michael  Heydon  (SGS), Student  Centre  Coordinator, 

said  that  a  great  deal  of 
work  will  have  to  be  done 
over  the  summer  if  the 
hopes  raised  by  the  report 
are  to  be  realized.  He  is 
recruiting  students  to  help 
after  exams  with  the  plan- 

ning. 

Said  Heydon:  "Students interested  in  capital  and 
operating  budgeting,  facili- 

ties planning,  public  rela- tions and  general  planning 
should  find  this  work  par- 

ticularly interesting".  They 
can  leave  their  names  at 
the  SAC  office  or  phone  it  a 
923-5921. 
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By  LARRY  GREENSPAN Alex  Husick  (III  APSC), 
the  new  president  of  the  En- 

gineering Society,  doesn't think  Caput  should  have  fin- ed the  Society  for  organizing 
I  the  subway  caper  Feb.  28. "The  Caput  was  forced  to 
Jake  action,"   Husick  said. "The  Caput  is  more  concern- I  ed  than  we  are  with  the  Uni- 

versity's image." Husick,   who   took  over Irom  Frank  Vallo  (IV  APSC) as  Engineering  Society  presi- dent earlier  this  month,  said We  participated  in  a  fair caper  that  snowballed  and we  were  caught  with  our 
pants  down.  Someone  pull- ed the  power  switch.  This I  could  only  be  related  to  us "I  think  the  Engineering Society  should  have  taken  a more  aggressive  stand.  There were  too  many  issues  and  we were  fighting  on  five  differ- 

|  enl  fronts. "At  first  it  was  just  a I  caper.  Then  the  press  came and   they   brought  the 
police,  with  the  TTC's  help. 1  We  imposed  a  press  black- 

out on  ourselves,  but  the 
press  kept  playing  it  up  with- 

out us." 

But  Husick  thinks  the  en- 
gineers were  "pretty  lucky." There  was  always  the  danger that  they  would  be  expelled he  said. 

Frank  Vallo  was  relieved that  the  matter  had  been c  eared  up  and  the  incident closed.  "It  took  up  a  consid- erable amount  of  time,"  Val- lo said.  "I  missed  one  and a  half  weeks'  classes  and labs.  Now  I  can  start  study- 
ing for  exams." He  found  it  strange  that  the 

Engineering  Society  wasn't directly  responsible  for  pull- ing the  switch,  and  yet  was lined.  He  agreed  with  the Laput  decision  not  to  take action  against  individuals. But  the  person  who  pulled Hie  switch,  "that's  another 
matter  again." "We  spent  too  much  time as  it  was  trying  to  find  out who  pulled  the  switch.  We gave  up  and  so  did  the 

police." 

Vallo  said  "there  are  a  lot of  lessons  to  be  learned  from the  past  events.  But  it  is  up to  the  new  executive  to  de- cide whether  to  plan  mock 
events  in  the  future." Tom  Faulkner  (IV  Vic) 
SAC  president-elect,  said  he is  not  sure  what  action  the University  could  take  if  the Society  organized  similar events. 

The  University's  official statement  threatened  that 
"a  repetition  of  such  conduct might  lead  to  a  curtailment or  withdrawal  by  the  Univer- 

sity of  the  privileges  of  the Society."  Faulkner  said  he was  not  sure  what  the  legal status  of  the  Society  was. "I  think  the  Engineering 
Society  is  being  fined  be- cause the  caper  backfired  It the  switch  hadn't  been  pulled and  I'm  not  convinced  that a  student  did,  then  none  of this  would  have  happened. 

I  can't  assess  whether  the fine  was  too  stiff,"  Faulkner 
said,  "but  under  the  circum- stances it  sounds  like  good 
preventive  medicine." 



vic,  New  Democials  head  Honor  Awards  list 

MARY  BREWIN 

By  PAUL  CARSON 

Four  veterans  of  the  campus  New  Democrats  and  five 
Victorian  College  students  head  the  list  of  15  recipients  of the  1965-66  SAC  Honor  Awards. 

—John  Scott  Cowan  (SGS) national  Vice-president  of the  New  Democratic  Youth 
recipient  of  four  National' Research  Council  scholar- 

ships, now  research  assistant at  the  Best  Institute. —Tom  Good  (IV  Vic) 
leader  of  the  campus  NDp' chief  returning  officer  for the  1965  SAC  elections founder  and  chairman  of  the Student  Democratic  Union. —Anna  Beth  Doyle  (IV 
Vic),  winner  of  a  Woodrow Wilson  fellowship,  member 
of  SAC  for  three  years,  form- er SAC  Student  Services Commissioner  and  Co-Chalr- man  of  the  SAC  University Committee. 
—Donna  Mason  (IV  Vic), 

a  member  of  The  Varsity masthead  staff  for  four 

years. 
—Ward  Passi  (IV  Vic),  an outstanding  member  of  the 

Varsity  football  and  hockey teams,  vice-president  of  the 
U  of  T  Athletic  Directorate, a  member  of  the  Victoria College  Athletic  Union  for four  years. 

The  awards  were  presented 
Monday  night  at  the  eighth annual  SAC  dinner  held  in 
the  Great  Hall  of  Hart  House. 
The  77  nominees  for  the 

awards  were  suggested  by 
members  of  college  and  fa- 

ANNA  BETH  DOYLE 

culty  councils  and  the  col- 
lege representatives  on  SAC. 

The  final  choices  were 
made  by  a  committee  con- 

sisting of  SAC  President Mary  Brewin  (IV  Trin), Vice-president  David  Hunter 
(III  New),  executive  assis- 

tant Rose  Marie  Harrop former  SAC  judicial  com- mittee co-chairman  Michael Schwartz  (III  Meds),  Innis 
College  Registrar  G.  B.  Pay- zant  and  Engineering  Profes- sor W.  G.  MacElhinney. 
Of  the  15  award  winners, six  are  members  of  SAC  and five  have  had  experience  on 

local  college  or  faculty  coun- cils. Nine  award  winners were  cited  as  contributors  to The  Varsity. 
The  15  winners  are: 
—Alan  Bowker  (SGS),  a former  executive  member  of 

the  U  of  T  New  Democrats 
and  the  Ontario  Young  New Democrats,  a  member  of  the 
U  of  T  Debating  Union  for two  years,  currently  a  SAC representative. 
—Mary  Brewin  (IV  Trin), a  former  leader  of  the  U  of  f New  Democrats  in  Model Parliament,  SAC  Publica- 

tions Commissioner  last 
years,  currently  a  SAC  repre- sentative. 

WARD  PASSI 

— Tim  Smith  (IV  Vic),  a SAC  member  for  three  years 
captain  of  the  U  of  T  Bad- minton Club  for  four  years, 
this  year  was  SAC  Internal Affairs  Commissioner. 
—Frank  Buck  (IV  Trin), 

a  former  chairman  of  the 
Share  Campaign,  President of  the  Political  Economy 
Club,  member  of  the  Varsity 
lugger  and  squash  teams  for four  years. 
—Rod  Chintu  (IV  Meds), 

President  of  the  African  Stu- 
dents Association,  holder  of 

the  Ontario  record  for  440 
and  8S0  yard  dashes,  a  mem- ber of  the  Soccer  team  for four  years. 
—Richard  Guisso  (IV 

SMC),  winner  of  a  Rhodes 
Scholarship  and  a  Woodrow Wilson  Fellowship,  member 
of  SMC  Senate  Club  and 
UTDU,  past  president  of  the SMC  Student  Council. 

—David  Hunter  (III  New), 
a  SAC  member  for  two  years 

SAC™'    Vice"president  °f 

—David  Jackel  (SGS),  a 
student  in  English  edi- tor of  The  Varsity. —Nancy  Rosen  (IV  Nurs) 

a  member  of  the  School  of Nursing  Student  Council  for four  years,  member  of  the International  Students  Coun- 
cil, regular  participant  in Skule  Nite. 

— Ashish  Sen  (SGS),  mem- 
ber of  SAC  for  two  years 

rnrMrf"  Vice-President  of 

UTDU      3  member  of  the 

Four  graduating  engineers were  nominated  for  the  SAC Honor  Awards,  however  all were  unsuccessful.  They  in- cluded Frank  Vallo  and  R 
Wayne  Dickey,  out-going  Pre- sident and  Vice-president  of the  Engineering  Society;  car rally  organizer  John Knowles;  and  Jim  Kenzie  a long-time  member  of  the Blue  and  White  Society  who resigned  from  SAC  in  order 
to  head  this  year's  Blue  and White. 
No  one  from  University College  received  an  award. Other  unsuccessful  nomi- nees included  John  Evans 

(IV  Dents),  a  SAC  member for  two  years  and  former chairman  of  the  Blue  and 
White  Society;  Vladimir  Ha- chinski  (IV  Meds),  a  SAC 
member  and  leading  mem- 

ber of  the  U  of  T  fencing team;  Margaret  MacMillan (IV  Trin),  a  member  of UTDU  for  two  years  and  an 
organizer  of  the  Interna- 

tional Teach-in  last  October- Lon  Rosen  (IV  UC)  who 
placed  fourth  among  1,596 contestants  in  leading  the 
U  of  T  entry  to  third  place 
in  the  annual  competition  of 
The  Mathematical  Associa- 

tion of  America;  Peter  Mc- 
Creath  (IV  UC),  a  member 
of  the  Varsity  swimming  and 
water  polo  teams  and  Athle- 

tic Director  of  the  UC  Liter-  i 
ary  and  Athletic  Society. 

Explaining  the  concept  of  J 
the  Honor  Awards,  the  pro- 

gram   for   Monday    night's  1 banquet  reads: 
This  banquet  is  held  in  re-  j 

cognition  of  their  (the  nomi-  j 
nees')  outstanding  qualities  j 
of   character   and    notable  1 
contribution  to  some  phase  1 
of  University  life  —  be  it  in  j 
the  field  of  scholarship,  of  ad-  j ministralive  work,  of  jour-  j 
nalism,  of  dramatics,  debat-  \ 
ing,  music  or  athletics  ...  i 
From  among  these  are 
chosen  those  who  have  given 
unselfishly  and  continuously 
of  their  talents  to  become 
leaders  of  the  University  as 
a  whole. 

TIM  SMITH 

SH  SEN 

TOM  GOOD 

ROSE  MARIE  HARROP,  retiring  Executive  Assistant,  and member  of  the  selection  committee  for  the  awards. 

Torontonensis 

Activities  Volume 

Now  Available  in  the 

SAC  Office  Free  with 

your  ATL  Card 

THE  COMMl    CATIONS  COMMISSION will  accept  applications  for  the  position  of 

RADIO  DIRECTOR,  1966  -  1967 
AND  EDITOR  OF  A  CROSS  CAMPUS  MAGAZINE TO  BE  PUBLISHED  1966  AND  1967 Applications  should  be  in  writing,  ond  addressed  to 

the  Communications  Commissioner,  SAC  Building. 
HONORARIA  ARE  GIVEN  TO  BOTH  THESE  POSITIONS. APPLICATIONS  WILL  BE  TAKEN UNTIL  MARCH  25th,  5  P.M. 
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maiwii  uengnieu  wiin  siuoy Terms    of    r^fprpnfn       tn—  tl  .   -  . Terms  of  reference  for 
the  newly  created  under- 

graduate instruction  com- 
mittee will  be  "very  wide" but  no  final  decision  has 

yet  been  made,  committee 

Dr.  C.  B.  Macpherson: 
He'll  investigate. 

chairman  Prof.  C.  B.  Mac- 
pherson told  The  Varsity  ye- sterday. The  committe  will 

report  directly  to  U  of  T 
President  Claude  Bissell. 

Dr.  Bissell  announced  the 
formation  of  the  committee 
in  a  speech  during  the  SAC 
Honour  Awards  Dinner  Mon- 

day night. 
When  the  composition  of 

the  committee  has  been  fi- 
nalized, a  general  invitation 

will  be  issued  to  all  intere- 
sted students  suggesting 

they  submit  briefs  and  re- 
commendations, Prof.  Mac- 

pherson said. 

Mary  Brewin  says: 

The  main  work  of  the 
committee  will  begin  in  the 
fall  term  and  its  report  is 
due  in  the  spring  of  1967. 
"You  might  call  it  a  cen- 

tennial project",  Prof.  Mac- pherson commented. 
Prof.  V.  W.  Bladen,  retir- 

ing Dean  of  the  Faculty  of 
Arts  and  Sciences,  said  he 
was  "delighted"  that  the 
study  was  being  done. 
"They  couldn't  have  chosen 
a  better  chairman,  he  said, 
but  "until  full  revelation  of 
its  terms  of  reference  it 
would  be  quite  improper  to 

comment". Prof.  J.M.S.  Careless,  chair- 
man of  the  History  Depart- 

ment, said  "I  do  think  it's worth  looking  into.  We 
would  welcome  an  examina- 

tion". He  said  he  would  be 
glad  to  see  discussions  car- 

ried out,  and  he  thought 
his  department  would  fare 
very  well  under  an  investi- 
gation. In  answer  to  Dr.  BisselFs 
comment  that  U  of  T  stu- 

dents are  "fearfully  over- examined".  Prof.  Careless 
said  that  he  did  not  feel 
this  was  true  of  his  depart- ment. 
Prof.  W.  T.  Easterbrook, chairman  of  the  Department of  Political  economy,  was unavailable  for  comment. 
Dean  R.  R.  McLaughlin, whose  engineering  faculty underwent  an  informal  stu- 
dy of  its  courses  by  concer- ned students  last  year,  re- fused to  comment. 

Mary  Brewin,  SAC  presi- dent, hailed  the  study  as  a 

"welcome  thing  to  have  the 
university  do". "I  hope  is  comes  up  with 
some  radical  suggestions  for 
changes",  she  said.  "I  hope the  students  realize  its 
significance  and  take  advan- 

tage of  their  opportunity". She  said  that  some  of  the 
criticisms  the  students 
might  have  are  "far  too  lar- 

ge lectures,  students  don't participate  enough,  and  the 
feeling  that  "professors 
aren't  interested  in  us". 

Deon  V.  W.  Bladen: He'll  be  investigated 

Major  Student  Centre  hurdles  crossed By  JOHN  SWAIGEN 
SAC  President  Mary  Bre- win said  the  major  hurdle has  been  crossed  in  efforts to  build  a  student  centre  on campus. 
She  was  referring  to  U  of T  President  Claude  Bissell's speech  at  the  SAC  Honor Awards  Dinner  Monday mght,  in  which  he  hinted that  a  final  decision  on  the proposed  centre  would  be made  by  Simcoe  Hall  in  two weeks.  Yet  to  be  decided are  the  site  and  the  details or  financing. 
"I  think  it's  pretty  excit- ing, Miss  Brewin  said.  She thinks  SAC  should  have  a firm  proposal  to  put  to  the students  this  fall.  Construc- tion may  begin  bv  next  year Miss  Brewin  said  Dr  Bis- 

sell's optimstic  comments were  an  unofficial  answer  to 
IT  ]me»l  '°  him  sugg«ting the  south-west  corner  of  St 
George  St.  and  Russell  Ave' (site  of  the  present  44  St George)  as  a  satisfactory site  for  the  project 

Dr.  Bissell  has  sent  no  of- ficial reply  to  the  letter Miss  Brewin  said  the  pro- vincial government  pays  50 per  cent  of  the  cost  of  uni- 

versity  building  and  there was  some  indication  that this  might  increase.  To  get such  aid,  it  would  be  neces- sary for  the  university  to  re- present SAC  to  the  govern- ment, but  Miss  Brewin  felt 

here6  would  be  no  Problem The  rest  of  the  project's cost  would  be  borne  by  the students  and  the  university 
she  said  Essential  services' 
!?V  m!ght  be  subsidiz- ed by  the  university.  Other costs  at  present  would  have 

SAC0™'™"1  Students' "If  there  is  any  need  to use  student  fees  to  finance the  project,"  Miss  Brewin said,  a  would  be  done  only with    the    support    of  the 

students."  Miss  Brewin  said that  if  a  SAC  fee  were  ne- cessary to  finance  the  pro- ject there  would  be  exten- sive discussion  next  fall She  pointed  out  that  eight dollars  is  the  lowest  student tee  in  Canada. Gurston  Dacks  (III  UC) 
m  charge  of  public  relations tor  the  proposed  student centre,  said,  "it's  hard  to know  what  his  (Dr.  Bis- sell s)  statement  means  spe- cifically. But  you'd  have  to take  it  as  a  positive  sign." Unless  he's  going  to  give us  all  sorts  of  money,  which I  doubt,  I  don't  know  what 
it  could  be." Bissell  said  he  expected some  developments  jn  the next  few  weeks. 
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CAPUT  (continued) 

^^^^t^^  cars  and  no 

p.an  r^r  npa"  °f 
says,  and  "it  has  not  bee" possible  tZ  f  the  sla^ment 
bihty  for  the  pulling  of  the  Sch  »      determine  ̂ sponsi- 

£■£  *S^&^2j«  J*"*  '° against  individuaj  students  han  take  acli°n 

and  Tuesday  the  representative  'he.sla'ement  says, 
"admitted  to  the  charge."  he  Eng">eering  Society 

PEOPLE 

NEEDED  FOR  PROGRAMMING 

Special  ideas  you'd  like  to  see  im- 
plemented, research  and  sundries. 

Please  fill  out  below  or  call  the 
S.A.C.  office  to  leave  your  name. 
We'll contactyou  rightafter  exams. 

Name  

Address  (summer) 

Phone   

Pat  and  Joseph's  Hair  Designs 116A  Blaor  St.  W.,  (2nd  floor) 
Announces  The  Opening  of  the 

NEW  BUDGET  ROOM 
Shampoo  and  Set  ....  from  $2.25 Hair  cut  $1.25 

Also  speciol  prices  for  tints,  perms,  and  bleoches Phone:  921-4884  or  921-1234 

THE  STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE  COUNCIL 
invites  application  for  the  position  of 

STUDENT 

ADVERTISING  SALESMAN 
FOR  THE  SUMMER  VARSITY 
AND  STUDENT  HANDBOOK 

Please  apply  in  writing  to 

THE  BUSINESS  SECRETARY 
STUDENTS'  ADMINISTRATIVE  COUNCIL 

EXECUTIVE 

ASSISTANT 

vices  programming.  Organizational  and  writing 

ability  required.  
wnring 

Preferably  a  University  of  Toronto  graduate  of not  more  than  three  years. 
Duties  to  begin  approximately  mid-June. 
Apply  In  writing  only  to  the  President,  Students' 

Administratiye  Council.  "-aenrs 
Applications  due  by  MARCH  25th. 










